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Announcements and News
Includes information about conferences, community events, and product news

• New Training! z/OSMF - Introduction, Process, and Impact to Existing Customers 200
Are you responsible for installing, maintaining, configuring, and deploying Broadcom Mainframe products? Check out
the latest training from Broadcom Mainframe Education.

• Security Advisories: Security and Integrity Maintenance
Broadcom offers Security and Integrity maintenance that addresses a security or integrity exposure. We categorize this
maintenance as a “SECINT” or “Security or Integrity” fix type using our mainframe software packaging system. This
maintenance lets you quickly identify security or integrity maintenance among all published maintenance.
– With each Security or Integrity fix, Broadcom also offers access to Security Advisory articles that include additional

details and context about a security or integrity exposure. Each article details the CVSS score, the CVSS Vector
String, the affected components, and the CVE numbers, if applicable. This central resource offers self-service
information and an email subscription service to be alerted about new security advisories.

– To apply Security and Integrity fixes and sign up for our vulnerability subscription service, see Maintain Security and
Integrity Fixes documentation. To review vulnerabilities, see Broadcom’s Security Advisories portal.
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Product Names and Abbreviations
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• ADS™

• ADS™ Batch
• ADS™ Alive
• ADS™ APPC
• ADS™ Trace
• CA Culprit
• Culprit™ for IDMS™

• Data Content Discovery for z/OS
• Easytrieve Report Generator
• CA Endevor
• CA Endevor/DB
• Endevor®/DB Change Manager for IDMS™

• IDMS
• IDMS/DB
• IDMS™/DB Audit
• IDMS™/DB Analyzer
• IDMS™/DB Sort
• IDMS™/DB Reorg
• IDMS/DC
• IDMS™ DDS (Distributed Database System)
• IDMS™ DLI Transparency
• IDMS™ Dictionary Loader
• IDMS™ Dictionary Module Editor
• IDMS™ Dictionary Migrator
• IDMS™ Dictionary Query Facility
• IDMS™ DML Online
• IDMS™ Extractor
• IDMS™ Journal Analyzer
• IDMS™ Log Analyzer
• IDMS™ Masterkey
• IDMS™ MQ Adapter
• IDMS™ Online Log Display
• IDMS™ Online Query for IDMS
• IDMS™ Performance Monitor Option
• IDMS™ Plug-In for Zowe CLI
• IDMS™ Presspack
• IDMS™ REST API
• IDMS™ Task Analyzer
• IDMS™ UCF
• IDMS™ VSAM Transparency
• IDMS™ Visual DBA
• IDMS™ Server
• IDMS™ SQL Quick Bridge
• IDMS™ Web Services
• Mainframe Operational Intelligence
• MICS™ Analyzer Option for IDMS™

• OLQ
• OLQ™ Online Query for IDMS™

• IBM® Cognos®
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ADS Application Design Reference
This topic is designed for those individuals responsible for designing and developing online applications in an ADS
environment. A methodology is presented to cover the design process and the implementation of a design in an
application prototype.

Design features to be considered when creating the maps and dialogs that are an integral part of the application are
described. Also included are factors to be considered when defining data for the application and when establishing the
application database.

Click the PDF icon to download a PDF of ADS Application Design Reference.

Design Methodology
NOTE
The procedures represent one possible approach to a design and should be used as a guideline. Application
developers must determine their system-specific needs and the design procedures that best meet those needs.

Development of Effective Design
The sample approach to application design methodology comprises the following three phases:

1. Data definition -- The DBA and the systems analyst determine what element types the application needs. After
defining the elements in the dictionary, the DBA then determines how the elements should be grouped into records
and defines the records in the dictionary. As a result of this phase, the dictionary is populated with the element and
record definitions required by the schema and subschema definitions, and with the application dialogs.

2. Database design and definition -- The project leader, with the help of the DBA, designs and defines the application
database, creating a schema that reflects the data access needs of the application system as a whole (that is, all the
programs in the application system); subschemas are then developed that reflect the data access needs of a specific
application. The database design and definition phase also deals with the physical structure of the database (that is,
how the database exists on disk storage). As a result of this phase, the schema, DMCL, and subschema are defined in
the dictionary.

3. Application design and development -- The application development group designs and develops the applications.
Dialogs are written using ADS process code, and dialog maps are created with the DC/UCF mapping facility. The ADS
process code can link to routines written in source languages such as COBOL, PL/I, or Assembler. As a result of this
third phase, applications exist in a form that end users can execute.

How Tasks are Performed

The three phases can be implemented in chronological sequence, but they usually overlap, because certain tasks within
each phase can be performed concurrently.

For example, an application prototype can be defined and executed while the database is being designed and data is
being defined in the dictionary. However, each phase must be completed before the next phase can be fully implemented.

Analyzing the Problem
This article describes the method for analyzing the design problem.
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Team Approach

Problem analysis involves defining end-user needs and agreeing upon the functional requirements of the application. To
generate an effective application, it is essential to have the users who are involved as members of the team throughout
the entire design and development process.

How to Define the Need for the Application

During this stage, the team seeks answers to the following questions that help define the need for the application:

• Who is the end user?
• What departments use these transactions?
• Who performs a given activity?
• What data is required?
• What activities should be automated?
• How is the activity performed?
• What information is referenced by these activities?
• Where is the output information used?
• What improvements are anticipated?
• What types of reports are needed? When are reports run?
• How often is the application used? By how many?

Developing Two Lists

In the process of analyzing the problem, develop the following lists:

• Lists of activities that the user wants to be able to perform
• Lists of information available to or necessary for the identified activities

Developing the Design
This article describes the method for developing the design.

DBA Incorporates Related Data

In the second step, a design is created to meet the needs that are identified. During the actual design process, information
begins to fall into groups of related data that can be incorporated by the DBA into dictionary elements, records, schemas,
subschemas, and logical records. Simultaneously, activities combine into predictable functions (for example, update,
modify, delete) that logically work together and begin to form a step-by-step design.

When developing a design, the application and development group must consider the external/functional specifications
and the internal/technical specifications:

• The external/functional specifications reflect the user view of the application, indicating the functions that the
application performs

• The internal/technical specifications reflect the developer view of the application, indicating how the application
operates. 

The specifications, in this article, assume that the database is designed and that subschema views and other site-specific
information are obtained from the DBA.
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External/Functional Specifications

Format Selection

Decisions need to be made about the format of the intended application. The developer must decide what activities will
take place and the response choices that will be available to the user at each stage of the application.

Once the application components are developed, it is helpful to develop a structural chart that depicts the application
graphically. Finally, the design details need to be documented. 

Identifying the Application Components

The following list suggests a few of the questions to be answered to establish relationships within and between the
functions and responses that make up an application:

• What online transactions are to be performed by the terminal user? For example, in the sample application, the user
updates the address, phone number, job code, or skill level of an employee.

• What information or processing is needed before a given function can be implemented? For example, the appropriate
employee record is obtained from the database and displayed online before the record can be modified by the terminal
user.

• What are the possible results of a given function? For example, when the user chooses to update a record, is it
possible to delete the displayed record or can the record only be modified and stored?

• After completing a function, what should be the next step? For example, does the application return to the menu
screen after the employee record is updated, or is a new employee record displayed? What response does the user
make to effect either of these actions?

• What relationships can be established between functions? For example, can the same map be used for both the
update and browse functions?

• How do these parts relate to the available or planned database entities? For example, is there a record in the database
that provides information on the skill of an employee? If an employee has more than one skill or many employees have
the same skill, does the application access this information?

How to Develop a Structural Diagram

At this point in the design, it is useful to develop a graphic representation of the application, identifying the functions and
responses, and incorporating them in a structural diagram that illustrates their interrelationships.

In addition to identifying the functions and responses of the application, the developer needs to be concerned with the
following design items:

• The number of levels the application contains.
• The commands that are used to pass control between dialogs.
• The system-provided functions (for example, POP, POPTOP, QUIT) that are incorporated into the design.
• The assignment of function keys and response codes.

The diagram presents one way in which the developer can begin to sketch out the application and graphically depict the
flow between functions and responses. The management information system being developed in this sample diagram has
administrative and personnel applications; only the personnel application is represented in the flowchart. The user begins
by selecting an application from the main menu. After obtaining the record on a particular employee, the user can select
the appropriate response from the employee information menu to add, modify, and display the skills of the employee,
obtain information on employee rank within the company organizational structure, and update the personnel data on the
employee.
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Returning to the Main Menu

At any point, the user can use the system functions defined for this application to return to the main menu (POPTOP),
display a screen that supplies the valid responses for the current function (HELP), or return to the previous function
(TOP).

Before proceeding to the next step in the design and development of the application, the flowchart should be reviewed
with end users and modified as necessary.

The following diagram illustrates the partial structuring of a sample management information system. The circles in
the flowchart represent the application responses and the rectangles represent the functions. Within each circle is the
response code and control key that is defined to initiate the given function (for example, SKL/PF3 initiates the display of
information on employee skills). The system functions to be used in this application (that is, HELP, TOP, and POPTOP)
are indicated.
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Documenting the Design

When the user approves the basic design, the developer documents the details of that design. The application worksheets
are examples of the types of forms that can be used to document the dialogs, maps, records, and processes required
by an application. The lists serve as helpful reference tools/checklists when the application is being defined online in the
prototyping step.

The following figures detail sample Application Worksheets:
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Charts or checklists, such as those shown in the previous graphic, also serve as excellent documentation for an
application, because all pieces of the application and their relationships are detailed.

Also, the use of naming conventions is helpful. Consistent use of naming standards makes it easier to keep track of
application and dialog components as they are created and maintained.

For suggestions on the use of standard naming techniques, see Naming Conventions.

Internal/Technical Specifications

Application Considerations

After the application format is determined, decisions are made about how the application works. The developer must
consider the following:

• Records -- What subschema, map, and work records are to be part of this application?
• Menu Screens -- Are standard system-defined menus used or are the menus user-defined? If system-defined, which

format of the system menu is chosen? If user-defined, how are the menus formatted and what do they do?
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For information about the three types of system-defined menu maps, see System-Defined Menu Maps.
For information about designing user-defined menu maps, see Designing Maps.

• Map formatting -- What maps are needed? What do the maps look like? Are there site-specific standards that need to
be considered?

• Automatic editing -- What edit and/or code tables are necessary? Is the data displayed as it is stored? How are the
internal and external pictures be defined? How is the date display be formatted?
For further information on automatic editing and error handling, see Batch Automatic Editing and Error Handling.

• Messages -- What informational and error messages, other than those supplied by the runtime system, should be
conveyed to the terminal user?

• Security -- What levels of security are assigned? Are user, program, or subschema registration implemented? Is a
user ID and password required to sign on to an application?
For further information on the security that can be implemented, see Using ADS.

Building a Prototype (Effective Design)
An application prototype in an ADS environment is a representation of an online application system. The prototype is a
tool that can be used throughout the design and development phases. Even after the implementation of an application,
prototyping can be used as a vehicle for agreeing on revisions and enhancements.

This article includes the following topics:

Uses for the Prototype

The prototype provides the following benefits:

• Aids in the design process -- The prototype helps to build relationships between the basic information entities (data
items, records) of the business application, and between the information entities and the activities to be automated (for
example, online screens/transactions, reports, batch jobs).

• Maximizes end-user participation -- The prototype provides an end-user view of the application from an early point in
the development process. Most importantly, the users are actually seeing the prospective system online.
Also, the user can participate in the step-by-step progress being made and can give valuable feedback while the
application is still in its formative stage. As a review mechanism, the online screen walk-through provides a concrete
means of checking to see if the application meets user needs.

• Enhances project control -- The prototype provides an effective tool for monitoring the progress of the application
development process.

• Enables training -- The prototype can be used as a training tool for the data administrator and programmers
on the development team. It enables them to become familiar with design techniques, dialog specifications, and
documentation. The use of naming conventions, standardized coding procedures, and boilerplate process code
facilitate the learning process. Also, the prototype can be employed by end users as a tool for training their own staff
before implementation of the application in their production environment.

• Establishes security procedures -- The prototype can incorporate the desired security standards without waiting for
the source process code to be developed; thus, security procedures become established and understood by the end
users at an early stage in the development of an application.

• Provides an adaptable marketing tool -- A prototype can be developed as a demonstration model for use with
prospective customers. As only a minimal amount of source code needs to be created, it is easy to adjust the prototype
in response to specific user requests.

Unique Features of the ADSA Builds Prototype

The prototype uses all the standard application components: dialogs that are compiled with the ADS Dialog Compiler;
maps that are created with the DC/UCF system mapping facility; and data elements that are defined in the dictionary with
DDDL statements. Most importantly, the prototype is built with the ADS Application Compiler.
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ADSA provides the following capabilities that add considerable flexibility to the application, in general, and to dialogs, in
particular:

• Security controls that can be put into effect for the application itself and for responses within the application
• Standard menus that are automatically created by the system at runtime and allow the use of fewer dialogs
• The EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION command, which helps to control the flow of an application and allows process code

to be more independent of its position within the application
• Global records that enable the developer to use fewer levels in the application thread
• Defined responses that reduce the number of response processes that are needed per dialog
• Function-related task codes that facilitate multiple entry points into the application
• Sign-on capabilities that make it possible for the end user to bypass the ENTER NEXT TASK CODE prompt from the

DC/UCF system

How to Create the Prototype

A prototype application can be built in three stages, as follows:

1. Building the basic prototype
2. Adding process logic and data retrieval
3. Refining the maps and processes

Each progressive stage contains enhancements that more closely approximate the final application. Note, it is possible to
demonstrate the prototype online when the first stage is completed successfully.

Information required

The developer must have the following information to format the prototype:

• The screens that are needed to support the functional requirements
• The processing activities taking place before and after communication with the user
• The number of dialogs that are included in the application
• The activities that are associated with each dialog
• The manner in which processing selections is made by the user
• The control key and/or response code that is associated with each selection

Worksheets can be developed to record all the above information. See "Building a Prototype" for a step-by-step procedure
for creating an online prototype.

Writing Process Code for the Dialogs
At this stage, the technical design is translated into specific dialogs that can be coded and unit tested. 

This article includes the following topics:

Writing the Dialog Specifications

Before any code is written, it is necessary to write dialog specifications for each dialog defined in the technical design.
This process can be standardized (and simplified) if the programmer has access to a template that provides the accepted
format for these specifications. The following text illustrates an example of a template that a design team might develop
for its programmers.

Sample Template for Dialog Specifications
                ***   HRIS  SYSTEM   ***
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SPECIFICATION FOR DIALOG CEMDxxxx (...description of dialog...)

**************************************************************

*                 **** UPDATE LOG ****                       *

*  WHO      WHEN      WHAT                                   *

*  ===      ====      ====                                   *

*  MCS      mm/dd/yy  WROTE SPEC                             *

*  MMC      mm/dd/yy  REVISED BASED ON NEW DATABASE DESIGN   *

*                                                            *

*                                                            *

**************************************************************

DICTIONARY      : DOCUNET

SCHEMA          : EMPSCHM

SUBSCHEMA       : EMPSS07

MAP             : CEMMXXXX

MAP RECORD      : CEMMXXXX-MAP-RECORD

DIALOG RECORD   : CEMDXXXX WORK-RECORD, CEMDXXX-WORK2-RECORD

SYSTEM RECORD   : CEM-SYS-RECORD

MSG WORK RECORD : CEM-MESSAGE-WORK-RECORD

DB-ERROR RECORD : DATABASE-ERROR-RECORD

WORK INPUT/OUTPUT: CEM-MESSAGE-WORK-RECORD

     Record Layout: 05   CEM-MSG-MESSAGE-GET.

                         10  CEM-MSG-PROJECT-CODE   PIC X(2).

                         10  CEM-MSG-MESSAGE-ID     PIC S9(7) COMP-3.

                    05   CEM-MSG-SUB                PIC S9(7) COMP-3.

                    05   CEM-MSG-MESSAGE-AREA.

                         10  CEM-MSG-MESSAGE

                             OCCURS 4 TIMES         PIC X(40).

DATABASE INPUT  : record names

DATABASE OUTPUT : record names

GENERAL DESCRIPTION:

*** PREMAP PROCESS:   CEMDXXXX-PREMAP

DESCRIPTION:

*** RESPONSE PROCESS: CEMDXXXX-RESPONSE

DESCRIPTION:

Dialog Specifications Synopsis

Dialog specifications provide a synopsis of the dialog that includes descriptions of the premap and response processes;
names of the dictionary, schema, and subschema; and the map and work records used by the dialog. Dialog
specifications can be included at the beginning of the dialog's premap process.

Guidelines for writing the specifications and the importance of a review process are each discussed separately below.
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Guidelines for Dialog Specifications

The following sectionlines are suggested when writing the specifications:

• Ensure that the specification narrative has all the information needed to write the program.
• Use the structure diagram and worksheets to obtain the proper dialog, record, and map names.
• Adhere to naming conventions.
• Use the data structure diagram and reports of the elements and records for details about the individual dialogs.
• Store the completed specification in the data dictionary, as comments in the premap process. Within process source,

use the exclamation point (!) to lead all comments.
• If the specification is particularly long, store it as a separate module in the dictionary and copy it into the premap

process code with an INCLUDE statement. In this way, the specifications are included in reports, but do not have to be
viewed when the programmer is working on the source code.

• Refer to maps by name and location. As the design of the dialog maps would have been completed when building
the prototype, it is unnecessary to duplicate the layouts in the specifications. If further definitions on map fields are
required in order to write the code, these definitions should be included in the specifications and given to the data
administrator.

• Incorporate other comments in the process source, as needed, especially at the beginning of response processes and
subroutines. Batch programs and reports should also have their specifications included as comments within the code,
unless the specifications are very long.

Some sites find it worthwhile to create a partitioned data set (PDS) or library for storing the specifications for each
dialog. Such a data set can also be useful for central storage of the map templates and boilerplate code developed as
programming aids.

Reviewing the Specifications

Coding should not begin until the project leader has reviewed and approved the dialog specifications. This is also the time
to provide answers for questions that might have arisen during specification development. For example, in developing
the specifications, it might become necessary to add some dialogs not already identified in the application structure. If
so, this should be discussed and approved; changes can affect other screen layouts, as well as the manner in which the
application has been defined to ADSA.

Writing the Source Code

Once the specifications have been approved, the programmer can write the source code. The use of test version
numbers, procedures to aid the programmer, and dialog debugging aids are each discussed separately below.

Test Version Numbers

The DC/UCF system provides facilities for establishing a runtime environment in which test and production copies of the
same application components can execute under one system. Programmers can be assigned a unique version number
to be used when generating their own versions of maps, edit and code tables, and dialogs. When the application is fully
tested and working, the version number can be changed for production purposes.

For a detailed discussion of the preparations necessary when establishing a test environment, refer to IDMS System
Reference section.

Programming Aids

To improve the efficiency of the development process and to help maintain standards, an installation might institute some
of the following procedures for the programming staff:
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• Create templates of dialog premap and response processes. The programmer can obtain a copy of the template,
rename it, and add the specific dialog logic.

• Provide a list of the standard (site-specific) work records that are to be used by each dialog.
• Provide process code for standard routines. Identify commonly performed activities and decide how they are to be

handled. Develop process code for these activities and store as modules in the dictionary so that any dialog can link
to them when necessary. For example, routines can be developed to handle date conversions, forward and backward
paging, database error routines, and message formatting.

The following text illustrates a type of boilerplate code that can be developed for a premap process; the template
demonstrates a type of boilerplate code that can be developed for a response process. These templates contain the
standard logic for interfacing with common subroutines.

Sample Premap Process Template 1
       ADD

       MODULE NAME IS xxxDxxxx-PREMAP VERSION IS 1 LANGUAGE IS PROCESS

           MODULE SOURCE FOLLOWS

 !*****************************************************************

 !*              THE PREMAP PROCESS FOR THE xxxx DIALOG

 !******************************************************************

   INIT REC (xxx-message-work-record).

   KEEP LONGTERM ALL RELEASE.

 !

 ! THE ACTUAL LOGIC FOR SCROLLING BACKWARDS AND FORWARDS WILL

 ! BE DIFFERENT FOR EVERY DIALOG.  THEREFORE, THESE ROUTINES HAVE

 ! NOT BEEN CODED IN THIS TEMPLATE.

 !

 IF FIRST-TIME

    INIT REC (..................).

    MOVE SPACES TO xxx-function.

 IF xxx-function EQ 'NEXT'

    THEN

         CALL forwrd02.

 ELSE

    IF xxx-function EQ 'PREV'

       THEN

            CALL backwd03.

 ! THE FOLLOWING CODE IS TO BE USED WHEN YOU WANT TO BE NOTIFIED

 ! THAT ANOTHER USER IS UPDATING THE SAME RECORDS THAT YOUR

 ! DIALOG IS UPDATING.

 ! SUBSTITUTE THE ACTUAL DIALOG NAME FOR 'dialog name' AND THE

 ! ACTUAL RECORDS OF CONCERN FOR record-name.

 ! IF MORE THAN ONE LOCK IS REQUESTED, INCLUDE A NUMERIC IDENTIFIER

 ! WITH THE DIALOG NAME (e.g., CEMD1LIS, CEMD2LIS).

 ! KEEP LONGTERM SHOULD BE CODED DIRECTLY AFTER AN OBTAIN.

 KEEP LONGTERM 'dialog name' NOTIFY CURRENT record-name.

 !          (Main premap logic goes here)

 IF AGR-CURRENT-FUNCTION EQ 'DELETE FUNCTION'

    THEN DO.
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       MOVE 98xxxx TO xxx-message-id.

       CALL messge98.

    END.

 !

 !  THIS MESSAGE WILL READ

 !       'TO COMPLETE DELETE ENTER PROPER RESPONSE'

 !

 IF xxx-msg-sub GT 0

    THEN

        DISPLAY MESSAGE TEXT xxx-msg-message-area.

 DISPLAY.

 !

Sample Premap Process Template 2
 !**************************************************************

  DEFINE SUBROUTINE dberr99.

 !**************************************************************

 !

 !*****************************************************

 !*********  ABEND ROUTINE FOR BAD DB CALLS.  *********

 !*****************************************************

              KEEP LONGTERM ALL RELEASE.

              ACCEPT RECORD        INTO  der-record-name.

              ACCEPT AREA          INTO  der-area-name.

              ACCEPT ERROR SET     INTO  der-error-set.

              ACCEPT ERROR RECORD  INTO  der-error-record.

              ACCEPT ERROR AREA    INTO  der-error-area.

              MOVE   ERROR-STATUS    TO  der-error-status.

              ROLLBACK.

              DISPLAY MESSAGE CODE IS 799999

                        PARMS = (der-error-status

                                ,der-record-name

                                ,der-area-name

                                ,der-error-set

                                ,der-error-record

                                ,der-error-area).

        GOBACK.

             MSEND.

What Templates Provide

Templates provide a means of supplying site-specific information to programmers. For example, the installation using this
template specifies the name of the dialog as the unique identifier for longterm locks.

Sample Response Process Template

The following figure shows the response process template that corresponds to the premap process template.

     ADD

     MODULE NAME IS xxxDxxxx-RESPONSE VERSION IS 1 LANGUAGE IS PROCESS

         MODULE SOURCE FOLLOWS

 !?*****************************************************************
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 !?              THE RESPONSE PROCESS FOR THE xxxx DIALOG

 !?*****************************************************************

   INIT REC (xxx-message-work-record).

 IF AGR-NEXT-FUNCTION EQ 'NEXT'

    THEN DO.

       MOVE 'NEXT' TO xxx-function.

       DISPLAY CONTINUE.

    END.

 IF AGR-NEXT-FUNCTION EQ 'PREV'

    THEN DO.

       MOVE 'PREV' TO xxx-function.

       DISPLAY CONTINUE.

    END.

 IF AGR-NEXT-FUNCTION EQ AGR-CURRENT-FUNCTION AND

    AGR-CURRENT-FUNCTION EQ 'delete'

    THEN DO.

         CALL ..............

    END.

 IF NO FIELDS ARE CHANGED

    THEN

         EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION.

 ! THE FOLLOWING CODE WILL RETURN A VALUE INTO A SPECIFIED FIELD

 ! IN THE SYSTEM RECORD. THE VALUE GIVES NOTIFICATION OF ANY

 ! ACTIVITY AGAINST ANY RECORDS WHICH WERE SPECIFIED IN THE PREMAP

 ! PROCESS OF THE DIALOG.

 KEEP LONGTERM 'dialog name' TEST RETURN NOTIFICATION INTO

     xxx-notify.

 ! IF APPROPRIATE, THE FOLLOWING VALUES OF xxx-notify SHOULD BE

 ! CHECKED:

 !

 !  VALUE OF xxx-notify                 MEANING

 !

 !         0                  NO DATABASE ACTIVITY FOR RECORD

 !         1                  RECORD WAS OBTAINED

 !         2                  RECORD'S DATA EAS MODIFIED

 !         4                  THE RECORD'S PREFIX WAS MODIFIED

 !                             (I.E. A SET OPERATION OCCURRED

 !                             INVOLVING THIS RECORD)

 !         8                  THE RECORD WAS LOGICALLY DELETED

 !        16                  THE RECORD WAS PHYSICALLY DELETED

 !

 !  MULTIPLE ACTIVITIES WILL CAUSE A COMBINATION OF THESE VALUES.

 !  THE MAXIMUM POSSIBLE VALUE IS 31 (MEANING ALL OF THE ABOVE

 !  OCCURRED).

 !

 !  (I.E.)

 !
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 !  IF xxx-notify GT 7

 !     THEN DO.

 !         MOVE 98xxxx TO xxx-msg-message-id.

 !         CALL messge98.

 !         DISPLAY MESSAGE TEXT xxx-msg-message-area.

 !  END.

 !  IF xxx-notify GT 1

 !     THEN DO.

 !         MOVE 98xxxx TO xxx-msg-message-id.

 !         CALL messge98.

 !         DISPLAY CONTINUE MESSAGE TEXT xxx-msg-message-area.

 !  END.

 !

 !  IN THE FIRST EXAMPLE, THE RECORD HAS BEEN DELETED.

 !

 !  IN THE SECOND EXAMPLE, THE RECORD WAS MODIFIED BY

 !  ANOTHER USER.  THE DISPLAY CONTINUE WILL NOT ONLY

 !  DISPLAY A MESSAGE, BUT WILL ALSO REEXECUTE THE

 !  PREMAP TO SHOW THE USER THE MODIFIED RECORD.

   IF AGR-CURRENT-FUNCTION EQ 'function a'

      THEN

          CALL ................

   IF AGR-CURRENT-FUNCTION EQ 'function b'

      THEN

          CALL ................

   (Other processing code specific to the dialog goes here)

   IF AGR-STEP-MODE AND xxx-msg-sub GT 0

      THEN

          DISPLAY MESSAGE TEXT xxx-msg-message-area.

   EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION.

 !***************************************************************

 DEFINE SUBROUTINE messge98.

 !***************************************************************

  IF xxx-msg-sub LT 4

     THEN

          LINK PROGRAM 'xxxxxxxx' USING (xxx-message-work-record).

     ELSE

          DISPLAY MESSAGE TEXT xxx-message-area.

  GOBACK.

 !

 !****************************************************************

 DEFINE SUBROUTINE dberr99.

 !****************************************************************

 !

 !*****************************************************

 !*********  ABEND ROUTINE FOR BAD DB CALLS.  *********

 !*****************************************************

              KEEP LONGTERM ALL RELEASE.
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              ACCEPT RECORD        INTO  der-record-name.

              ACCEPT AREA          INTO  der-area-name.

              ACCEPT ERROR SET     INTO  der-error-set.

              ACCEPT ERROR RECORD  INTO  der-error-record.

              ACCEPT ERROR AREA    INTO  der-error-area.

              MOVE   ERROR-STATUS    TO  der-error-status.

              ROLLBACK.

              DISPLAY MESSAGE CODE IS 799999

                        PARMS = (der-error-status

                                ,der-record-name

                                ,der-area-name

                                ,der-error-set

                                ,der-error-record

                                ,der-error-area).

        GOBACK.

             MSEND.

Debugging Aids

The following debugging aids are available to the ADS programmer:

• The ABORT and SNAP commands
• The diagnostic screen (if enabled)
• The PRINT LOG utility
• OLQ
• The ADSORPTS utility (particularly the DIALOG report and the FDBLIST)
• The mapping report utility (RHDCMPUT)

Errors can be resolved by signing on to IDD, making changes to the process code, and signing on to ADSC to recompile
the dialog.

Testing and Implementing the Application
The final stage of application design and development deals with the testing and implementation of the application. This
is an important step that requires careful planning. Testing should not begin until a comprehensive test plan has been
formulated; the testing itself should be thoughtfully structured.

This article includes the following topics:

Test Plan

A definitive test plan should be drawn up after the technical design is finalized. This plan is particularly important when
performing acceptance testing for the user because it must reflect the expectations of the user. The plan should include
the following information:
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• Division of the application for testing purposes
• Plans for testing interfaces
• The order of testing, taking into account the planned implementation
• Approval criteria for user and operations acceptance of the system
• Test data to be used and the method of creating this data
• Operational and technical support required
• A list of all testing and related tasks
• The people involved and their specific responsibilities
• A schedule for testing and acceptance of the system

Test Procedure Phases

Procedures for testing applications typically fall into the following phases:

• Unit testing by the programmer
• Integrated system testing by the programming team
• User acceptance testing

Each of these phases is described in the following sections.

Unit testing

Each dialog should be tested in isolation for all possible error conditions. This should be done either by the person who
developed the dialog, or, preferably, by another member of the project team. The following lists should be drawn up
beforehand:

• The conditions to be tested
• The data used to test these conditions
• The expected results

The documented results of the testing should be approved by the project leader. When the unit testing is completed
successfully, the dialog should be submitted for subsystem or integration testing. For dialogs that operate independently,
no testing should be required beyond unit testing.

Integration Testing

Integration testing determines whether the dialogs within each subsystem are functioning in accordance with the
specifications. Interdependent dialogs should be grouped together and tested as a unit, using the same principle as for
unit testing. To avoid duplication of effort, this phase should use the same data as that used for unit testing whenever
possible. The application, in its entirety, should be tested to ensure that all paths through the application are traversed
correctly.

Regression testing is a useful practice to implement. Test results are saved from each of the test procedures to be
compared with subsequent test results if/when changes are made to an application. Comparison of the test results can
provide an efficient way to monitor the effectiveness of the changes.

Acceptance Testing

Users determine the acceptance test criteria and should approve all system outputs. Acceptance testing ensures that the
system is functionally acceptable to the users and will operate successfully in the production environment. Testing should
be performed using live or simulated-live data provided by the users.
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Data Definition and Database Design Considerations
Because ADS operates in the IDMS/DB environment, it is important to review how data is defined and stored in that
environment. In a traditional application development environment, the application programs comprise both processing
logic and information about the data accessed. Processing logic, which determines the action taken by a program to
produce the desired output, correctly belongs in the realm of programming. Defining information about data (such as the
format of records and elements, and editing criteria) can be handled more easily and efficiently as a separate function.

The IDMS/DB environment uses the dictionary to accomplish this separation of information about data from process logic.
The dictionary maintains information about data and makes this information directly available to the application maps and
dialogs that need it.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Advantages of Separating Information

Separating information about data from process logic has the following advantages:

• Allows control of data resources -- The site has better control over data resources because the control is
centralized. Centralized control provides the following benefits:
– Eliminates unwanted data redundancy
– Controls the data that is available
– Determines where data elements are used and by whom
– Establishes standards for data element names, input and output formats, and editing criteria

• Facilitates the design, development, and maintenance of ADS applications -- The application can use data
from the dictionary and can store application-specific data in the dictionary where it can be maintained. The data
can be accessed by a variety of reporting facilities and software components, and can be populated and updated
automatically.

• Increases productivity -- Productivity is increased because activities are not duplicated. Information about an element
type is defined once and does not have to be defined separately by every programmer using that element in a dialog or
map.
The DBA staff can concentrate on defining information for the applications, and the programming staff can concentrate
on the processing logic. For example, the dictionary can maintain editing and display information for each element.
The DBA can simply define in the dictionary that the external format of social security numbers is 999-99-999, and
the application programmers need not be concerned about editing and formatting the element when they use it. On
all input operations for this element, the automatic editing facility will verify that user input conforms to this picture; on
all output operations, it will format the data and insert hyphens. Defining the elements in this way is easier, less error
prone, and less time consuming than coding process logic.

Definition of Information

The definition of information for an application can be divided into the following two phases:

• Data definition
• Database design and definition

Each of these phases in the design process is outlined below.

For further information about this topic, see Administrating Database Design.
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Building a Prototype
The development of a prototype can be approached in a variety of ways, depending upon the needs of the design team.
The procedures suggested in this topic are based on the following three-stage approach:

1. The first stage performs rudimentary navigation of the application
2. The second stage begins to perform data retrieval and update.
3. The third stage incorporates refinements that reflect the more complex requirements of an application running in a

production environment.

Building the Basic Prototype
Building the basic prototype is the first stage of the three-stage approach to building a prototype. The first stage details
how to build the prototype and the benefits of doing so.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Prototype Can Be Developed Quickly

The first stage of the prototype can be developed quickly and easily because only skeletal maps and dialogs are needed
for execution by the ADS runtime system. Typically, maps are created with just enough information to identify their use in
the application process, and one dialog is created for each map. The dialogs do not need a premap process or a response
process. With a minimum of time and effort, the designer has the opportunity to see how the application is going to work
even before data processing takes place.

Activities to Perform

To build an executable prototype, the developer needs to provide load modules for the runtime system by performing the
following activities:

1. Compiling the application -- The application and its components (the functions and responses) are defined and
compiled with ADSA.

2. Compiling the maps -- Each map is formatted, defined, and compiled with the online mapping facility.
3. Compiling the dialogs -- Each dialog is identified, associated with the appropriate map, and compiled with ADSC.

The prototype can be executed when the application, map, and dialog load modules are available for use by the ADS
runtime system. At this point, the developer has a meaningful version of the prototype that can be presented for user
review and modification.

Each of the activities for building the basic prototype is discussed separately below, followed by user review
considerations.

How to Compile the Application (ADSA)

The amount of detail provided for a prototype can be as extensive as the developer wishes, but the basic prototype does
not have to be elaborate. After initiating an ADSA session, the developer can define and compile an application as follows:

1. Specify the application -- ADSA must be supplied the name of the application and related information such as
version number.

2. Name the task code -- The task code designates an entry point into the application. If there are multiple entry points,
each task code must be defined individually.

3. Define the responses -- The responses that initiate the functions of the application must be specified.
4. Define the functions -- Menu and dialog functions that are initiated by the responses must be specified.

NOTE
Every function that you define as a dialog function in ADSA you must also define to ADSC as a dialog.
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5. Compile the application.

When the above-named activities are completed successfully, ADSA defines an Application Definition Block (ADB) for the
application and updates the Task Activity Table. Both the ADB and the TAT are stored as load modules in the dictionary
and are used by the ADS runtime system when the application is executed.

Compiling the Maps 

How to Produce Prototype Screens

Maps that are compiled for the first stage of the prototype usually contain all literal fields. The developer signs on to the
online mapping facility (MAPC) and takes the following steps to produce the prototype screens:

1. Specify the map and map options -- The map name and related information such as version number must be
supplied to MAPC. Certain options, such as display options, may also be appropriate to specify for the prototype.

2. Produce a screen layout -- A layout can be produced automatically if the developer specifies existing dictionary
records to MAPC. Otherwise, the layout can be produced manually. Literal values (such as hyphens or underscores)
can be assigned to represent variable data fields.

3. Compile the map  -- A map load module is stored in the DDLDCLOD area of the dictionary when the map has been
compiled successfully.

Compiling the Dialogs (ADSC)

Compile a Dialog for Each Map

You must compile one dialog for each map used by the prototype.

To compile a prototype dialog

1. Initiate an ADSC session
2. Add the dialog.
3. Associate the map with the dialog.
4. Compile the dialog.

Considerations

The following considerations should be noted when compiling dialogs for an application:

• If a dialog is defined as a function in ADSA, it must be defined in ADSC.
• If a dialog is associated with a task code, it must be defined as a mainline dialog.
• The associated map must be compiled before the dialog can be compiled.

ADSC defines a Fixed Dialog Block (FDB) for every dialog that is compiled successfully. The FDB is stored as a load
module in the dictionary and is used by the ADS runtime system when the application is executed.

User Review

After the application, map, and dialog load modules have been compiled, the prototype is ready to be presented to the
user for careful online review. Modifications based on review should be made to the existing prototype, the necessary load
modules recompiled, and the prototype resubmitted for review until the users are satisfied.

Adding Process Logic and Data Retrieval
The prototype becomes more functional in this second stage. The developer might add activities such as the following to
the prototype:
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• Global records (ADSA)
• Security restrictions such as signon menus (ADSA)
• Display capabilities (online mapping and IDD)
• Premap and response process logic (ADSC and IDD)

The following topics are discussed on this page:

ADSA Enhancements

The following ADSA features can be added to the prototype at this point:

• Global records (that is, records that are available for use by all dialogs in the application) can be defined
• User-program records (that is, records that are to be passed to a user-program) can be defined if needed
• Valid responses listed for a function can be resequenced or their display can be suppressed
• Signon can be specified as required or optional. If either is specified, these steps must be taken:

– The signon function must be identified
– The function type of the signon function must be specified as menu
– The function must be defined as a menu
– The SIGNON system function must be specified as the function initiated by the user's response from the signon

screen
– The response that initiates the SIGNON system function must be specified as a valid response for the named menu

function

When these changes have been made, recompile the application.

Populating the Dictionary

The dictionary must contain the following three components if they are to be used by the prototype:

• Dialog premap and response processes
Premap and response processes must be stored as process modules in the dictionary. If premap or response
processes are associated with a dialog, process modules must be defined in the dictionary before the dialog can
be compiled. Modules are added to the dictionary with the IDD MODULE statement specifying LANGUAGE IS
PROCESS.

• Map records and dialog work records
All work records used by a dialog and all records associated with maps must be defined in the dictionary before the
dialogs and maps can be compiled. Similarly, an application cannot be compiled unless all global records associated
with the application are defined in the dictionary. Records are added with the IDD RECORD statement.

• Edit and code tables
All stand-alone edit and code tables associated with map records must be defined in the dictionary before the map is
compiled. Edit and code tables are added with the IDD TABLE statement.

IDMS Mapping Facility Enhancements

Variable map fields that were defined as literals for the first stage of the prototype should be redefined as data fields and
edited accordingly. When the appropriate enhancements have been made, the map should be recompiled.

ADSC Enhancements

The developer now uses ADSC, recompiling the dialog to include the premap and response processes, as well as the
changes made to the map associated with this dialog. After initiating an ADSC session and naming the appropriate dialog,
the develop can make these enhancements:
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• Database specification -- Specify the database that the dialog accesses
• Work records -- Supply the names of all work records associated with the dialog

NOTE
If the dialog is using subschema records, they must belong to the same subschema as the dialog.

• Premap process -- Supply the name of the premap process associated with the dialog.
• Response process -- Supply the name of the response process associated with the dialog and a control key and/or

response field value unique to that response process.

Recompile the dialog after making the appropriate enhancements.

Refining the Maps and Processes
The final stage of prototype development can focus on refinement of the map design and the map field attributes. Some of
the following additions can be made:

• Incorporate additional fields in the maps
• Add or change map field attributes
• Specify automatic editing on selected map fields
• Provide informational messages
• Add error messages

Designing Maps

The topics in this section describe map design attributes and standards, mapping procedures, menu map design choices,
and dialog map design considerations.

Determining Success of an Application
Maps displayed during the execution of the application interface with the user, and can therefore influence the success of
an application. The designer must consider the appearance of the menu screens and the layout of the dialog maps.

A successful map design should exhibit the following attributes:

• Consistency -- Entities (for example, fields, headings, labels, responses, messages, and control keys) should have
the same meaning or effect throughout the application. The meaning or effect need not be identical for every map, but
should be consistent within the broader confines of the system. In general, there are two special fields on any screen:
a message field and a response code field. These areas should appear in a constant location on the screen throughout
any application. For maximum effectiveness, they should remain standard for all applications at a site.

• Convenience -- Features of the system should be designed to associate related entities by using similar constructs,
positioning, and responses to produce similar reactions from the system. For example, assign one particular control
key to initiate the update function in all the dialogs of a given application.

• Supportiveness -- The reactions of the system should enable the user to handle normal contingencies conveniently.
Tutorial aids should be available when needed. Displayed informational and/or error messages should be meaningful.

Dialog Map Standards
The developer should consider the following standards when designing dialog maps:
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• Design the map with the user in mind. For example, a dense screen is tiring and difficult to use. In general, the screen
most pleasing to the eye is about 40 percent full.

• The placement of fields on the screen, the use of high intensity, and the neatness of the format have a great deal of
impact on the effectiveness of the system.

• When the screen is sent to the terminal, the cursor should be in the position most likely to be used for data entry. Other
frequently used fields should be easily accessible with the tab and return keys.

• The sequence of fields, when tabbed, should match the most common pattern that is used for data entry.
• Fields requiring special attention should be highlighted and clearly visible.
• The screens should be as uncluttered as possible. The common error of using one screen format for excessive and/or

dissimilar functions tends to produce cluttered or busy screens. Separate screens with some common fields are more
usable.

• Users should be able to initiate processing by typing in the necessary data and pressing a control key. They should not
be required to make decisions that could have been incorporated in program logic. Users should also not be forced to
use control keys or responses needlessly.

Online Mapping Procedures
The following list details the mapping procedures that might be implemented by a specific site:

• Have one individual (for example, the data administrator) responsible for creating and modifying all maps.
• As much as possible, use the features of the online mapping facility to handle editing, error handling, error messages,

and modifying field attributes.
• Use a standard map template. Whenever possible, keep data fields in columns and double space rows of data.
• Use the BRIGHT attribute to contrast items on the screen that have different uses (for example, highlight required

fields). Be consistent in the use of attributes.
• Use the cursor in a consistent manner. For example, either place the cursor at the first field to be used for data entry or

at the field where the user is to enter the next function.
• Use the BRIGHT attribute for redisplaying data fields that are in error.

Choosing Menu Maps
When designing an application, the developer must decide whether to use system-designed  or user-defined menu maps.
The system-defined menu provides a standard format for the information that is provided by the developer during the
definition of the functions and responses of the application in an ADSA session. If a format other than the standard format
is desired, the user-defined menu map is used. For example, use the user-defined menu map when the you want to
redefine certain literal fields on the map or to supply site-specific headers.

System-Defined Menu Maps

If the menu map is to be system-defined, the designer has the option of using one of the following menu formats:

• Short description menu map (ADSOMUR1) -- The menu screen that lists 30 valid menu responses per page; a short
(12-byte) textual description is displayed for each response.

• Long description menu map (ADSOMUR2) -- The menu screen that lists 15 valid menu responses per page; a long
(28-byte) textual description is displayed for each response name.

• Signon menu map (ADSOMSON) -- The menu screen that requires a DC/UCF validation of user ID and password
before the menu request can be processed. The standard signon menu map can have 12 valid menu response names
per page with 28 bytes of descriptive text displayed for each.

If none of the menu formats meet the needs of the user, the system-defined menu map can be altered by the user.
Otherwise, a new menu (designated as a menu/dialog function) can be formatted. Information about both methods of
creating user-defined maps follows.
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User-Defined Menu Maps

Altering Map Methods

When user-specific modifications to the existing system-defined menu maps are necessary, designers can alter the menu
maps by using either of the following techniques:

• Reformatting and regenerating the standard system-defined menu
• Designing a menu/dialog (that is, a menu map that is part of a menu/dialog function)

Each of these methods is discussed in the following sections.

Reformat the System-Defined Menu

The existing system-designed menu map can be reformatted and regenerated, retaining the same name. This method has
the advantage of allowing the developer to use the standard menu function rather than designing and using a menu/dialog
function.

To reformat the system menu

1. Obtain the source for the map being used (that is, ASDSOMUR1, ADSOMUR2, or ADSOMSON) from the source data
sets created when the distribution tape was installed. The maps are stored as members under their own names.

2. Use the batch mapping compiler to store the source in the dictionary.
3. Use the online mapping facility to modify and regenerate the menu map.

Regenerating the System-Defined Menu

When regenerating a menu map with the online mapping facility, the following rules must be observed:

• ADSO-APPLICATION-MENU-RECORD is a required map record. Optionally, the menu can map to more records, but it
must always map to the .hw ADSO--APPLICATION--MENU--RECORD.

• The menu must contain the same number of responses per page as the number of responses for the selected map
(that is, 30 for ADSOMUR1, 15 for ADSOMUR2, or 12 for ADSOMSON).

• The AMR-RESPONSE field of the .hw ADSO--APPLICATION--MENU--RECORD record is a required field. The first
response name on the map must map to the first occurrence of AMR-RESPONSE. Each subsequent response name
must map to the next corresponding occurrence.

• The AMR-USER-ID and AMR-PASSWORD fields of the .hw ADSO--APPLICATION--MENU--RECORD are required
on a signon menu map. The user ID data field must map to AMR-USER-ID, and the password data field must map to
AMR-PASSWORD.

• All other fields on the .hw ADSO--APPLICATION--MENU--RECORD are optional. The map data fields that are used
must be associated with the appropriate fields on the record. For example, heading data must map to AMR-HEADING.

• If the AMR-KEY field is used, this field appears as a single byte (the AID byte) in the .hw ADSO--APPLICATION--
MENU--RECORD. The AMR-KEY field is associated with a code table (ADSOAIDM) that translates the AID byte to
more easily readable characters. For example, 1 translates to PF1 and percentage translates to PA1.

NOTE

For more information about using the online mapping facility to regenerate a map, see Mapping Facility.

Design a Menu/Dialog

The user has the option of designing and generating an entirely new menu with the online mapping facility. This map must
be defined as a menu/dialog function of the application.

To design a menu/dialog function

1. Design and generate the map using the online mapping facility. Observe the following rules when generating the map:
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– ADSO-APPLICATION-MENU-RECORD must be one of the records that is associated with the map.
– The AMR-RESPONSE field is required for all menus. The number of required occurrences depends on the number

of responses per page (to a maximum of 50) specified on the ADSA Menu Specification screen. The first response
name on the map must map to the first occurrence of AMR-RESPONSE. Each subsequent occurrence must map to
the next corresponding occurrence of AMR-RESPONSE.

– The AMR-USER-ID and AMR-PASSWORD fields are required for signon maps. The user ID data field must map to
AMR-USER-ID, and the password data field must map to AMR-PASSWORD.

– All other fields on the .hw ADSO--APPLICATION--MENU--RECORD are optional. The map data fields that are
used must be associated with the appropriate fields on the record. For example, heading data must map to AMR-
HEADING.

2. Add the process source to the dictionary in an IDD session. The dialog that is associated with the menu does not
have to include any process code, although the choice of a menu/dialog function suggests that some processing is
intended.

3. Compile the dialog in an ADSC session, associating the map and any processes with the dialog using the ADSC
Dialog Definition screen. Note that the dialog must be compiled to include the map before the application can be
executed at run time.

4. Define the dialog as a menu/dialog function for the application.

An installation can develop standard map templates and the associated boilerplate code for site-specific menu/dialogs.
When a menu is needed, programmers can obtain a copy of the template/boilerplate, fill in the appropriate fields and the
edit/code tables that are needed for those fields, and submit it to the data administrator for approval.

Designing Dialog Maps
Each dialog map is associated with its own dialog and must be designed to reflect the function of the associated dialog.

Design Dialog Questions

 The application specifications that are developed during the initial design stages can be used to answer design questions
such as:

• How many of the dialogs that are specified for this application require maps?
• What premap and response processes are required for each map?
• What job is performed by each process?
• Will the map be used to pass data between processes and/or between dialogs? What data will be passed?
• What database and mapping work records are associated with the map?
• What editing criteria should apply to the map fields?

Standardizing Formats

As site-specific standards can be established for menu/dialogs, an installation can use map templates to standardize
the formatting of maps associated with dialog functions. Programmers can obtain a copy of the template and fill in
the appropriate fields, indicating the corresponding map record fields, and then submit this information to the data
administrator. The data administrator can add the necessary map design, map records, and edit/code tables (if any) to the
dictionary.

The following figure illustrates a sample map template that can be provided for programmers. This template designates
standard areas for headers, footers, message codes and descriptions, response areas, and the passing data field. The
installation using this template has written a routine that divides the message area into four 40-character messages.

Sample Template for an Application Screen
Column___1____1____2____2____3____3____4____4____5____5____6____6____7____7____8

       5    0    5    0    5    0    5    0    5    0    5    0    5    0    5    0
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<dialog>      <.n a m e .. o f .. a p p l i c a t i o n.>  < date >  <tm>

<functn>               <.. function description ..>   USER: <userid> <md> MODE

NEXT RESPONSE:  <respns>     NEXT KEY:  <..... p a s s e d ... d a t a  ......>

<.......m e s s a g e   a r e a.........><... may contain up to four.........>

<.......................................><....40 character messages..........>

Designing Dialogs
A dialog is a unit of work within an ADS application that enables interaction with the user. Because dialogs are the basic
building blocks of an ADS application, it is important that they be well-designed. This section discusses characteristics and
design features of dialogs that merit the attention of application developers.

Contents

Dialog Characteristics

The characteristics of a dialog determine its role within the application; each dialog has an implicit level and status, and
can pass and receive control of the processing. The significance of the dialog level and status and the manner in which
control is passed are discussed the following sections.

Dialog Level

Developer's Role

The level of a dialog refers to its position within the application structure. The application developer can pass processing
control to a dialog at the next lower level, the same level, the next higher level, or the top level of the application structure.

NOTE
The meaning of TOP changes whenever a LINK command is executed. The dialog issuing LINK becomes the
current TOP.

Aspects Influenced

At runtime, the dialog level affects the following aspects of an application:

• Availability of data -- When combined with the manner in which processing control is received, the level of a dialog
governs the data passed in the record buffer blocks and the currencies that are established, saved, stored, or
released.

• Use of system resources -- The runtime system maintains record buffer blocks, database currency blocks, and
variable dialog blocks for dialogs at each level. There is a direct correlation between the number of dialog levels in an
application and the size of the storage pool that is needed.

• Performance -- The number of dialog levels can affect the performance of an application. For example, performance
times are affected if a frequently accessed dialog is located three or four levels down in an application structure.

An application can be composed of any number of dialog levels, but the most efficient application uses many levels only
when absolutely necessary.

The top-level dialog must be a mainline dialog and must be defined as such by the application developer. A mainline
dialog is the entry point to the application. An application can have more than one mainline dialog; entry points can also
be established at a lower level in the application structure. In addition to defining a task code for the top-level dialog, the
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developer can identify an alternative entry point by using the Task Definition screen to associate a task code with a lower-
level function.

Dialog Status

Dialog Types

A dialog can have an operative or a nonoperative status within the application thread. A dialog becomes operative when it
receives control and begins executing; at a given level, only one dialog can be operative at a time.

When control passes to a dialog at another level, the issuing dialog can remain operative or can become nonoperative,
depending upon the level of the next dialog. For example, when control is passed with the LINK command, the
issuing dialog remains operative; when control is passed with the TRANSFER command, the issuing dialog becomes
nonoperative.

As long as a dialog is operative, all data that it has acquired is retained. When a dialog becomes nonoperative, its data
is released. See the table, later in this section, that summarizes the way in which a dialog's status is affected by the
successful execution of a control command.

Sequence of Dialog Execution

Within the application structure, only one dialog executes at a time. The sequence of dialog execution within an
application structure is called the application thread. The response of the user determines the dialogs that constitute a
given application thread.

One dialog can exist in several places within the application structure and be part of the same or different application
threads. A dialog can execute more than once within the application thread whether or not it remains operative.

Dialog Control

Passing control to another dialog

A dialog passes control to another dialog based on the execution of a control command and/or the user's selection of
processing. The dialog that receives control can be a different dialog, a copy of the executing dialog, or all or part of the
executing dialog itself.

The application developer can use specific control commands to perform the following operations:

1. Pass processing control from one dialog to another dialog or to a user program.
2. Display a dialog's map.
3. Terminate an existing dialog or application.
4. Exit ADS.
5. Pass processing control to specified points within a dialog and reinitialize the record buffers associated with a dialog.

Most of the control commands used are available to all applications. When designing dialogs that will become part of an
application that is compiled in an ADSA session, the developer can also use the EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION command.

For a discussion of the commands that direct the flow of control within an application, see Application Concepts. This
section also contains a diagram and discussion of how the runtime system determines the order in which the functions of
an application are executed.

Design Considerations
The application developer needs to keep the following IDMS/DB, DC/UCF, and ADS system features in mind when
designing the dialogs:
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Record Buffer Management

What Affects Record Buffer Management

At the beginning of each application thread, the ADS runtime system allocates a primary Record Buffer Block (RBB) and
initializes a buffer in the RBB for each record that is associated with the top-level dialog. All lower-level dialogs can access
records in any of the existing buffers, unless one of the following conditions is true:

• The dialog that receives control accesses a record that has been assigned the NEW COPY attribute during dialog
generation.

• The dialog that receives control accesses a record that is not used by a higher-level dialog.
• The dialog that receives control issues navigational DML statements to access an LRF (Logical Record Facility) record

within a subschema that is not used by a higher-level dialog.

If one or more of these conditions exist, ADS allocates and initializes an extra buffer for the record.

More buffers are also allocated and initialized when one of the following situations exists:

• The record is assigned the WORK RECORD attribute during dialog generation.
• The record is associated with the map that is used by the dialog.
• The record is named explicitly in a database command.

Record Buffer Allocation

The following example illustrates the sequence in which ADS initializes record buffers as a series of dialogs receives
control.

When dialog A begins executing, ADS allocates buffers for the EMPLOYEE and SKILL record types. Dialog B uses the
previously allocated EMPLOYEE record buffer, but requires a new buffer for the OFFICE record. Dialog C requests and
receives a new copy of the EMPLOYEE record buffer, but uses the previously allocated SKILL record buffer. Dialog D
requires new buffers for both the DEPARTMENT and JOB records. ADS allocates a secondary RBB to accommodate the
DEPARTMENT record, but uses the remaining space in the primary RBB for the JOB record.
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NEW COPY Records

Records or tables can be assigned the NEW COPY attribute during the definition of a dialog. The NEW COPY designation
signifies that the record in question is to receive newly initialized record buffers when the dialog is executed.

The NEW COPY attribute is used when the programmer wants to obtain another occurrence of a record type without
overwriting the data that is in the current buffer. To have the use of a second, temporary buffer for the same record type,
the programmer links to a lower-level dialog that has specified NEW COPY for that record. An occurrence of the record
type is brought into the new buffer and processed as directed. When control returns to the calling dialog, the record buffer
at the upper level contains the same data as before; the data in the lower-level record buffer is no longer available.

Dialogs at a level lower than the dialog with a NEW COPY record do not use the NEW COPY buffer, but use the first
buffer that is allocated for the record.

Working Storage Areas

Queue and Scratch Areas

The DC/UCF system queue and scratch areas can be used by the ADS dialogs as working storage areas. The methods
by which dialogs can store and use records in the queue and scratch areas are presented below.

Queue Records

Queue records can be used as work records that are shared by tasks on all DC/UCF system terminals. Entries are
directed to a queue with database commands that are embedded in the dialogs or batch programs. Queues can transfer
data across the entire DC/UCF system and are maintained across system shutdowns and crashes. Currencies and locks
are not passed between tasks.

NOTE
When used in a sysplex environment, the queue area may be shared between multiple DC/UCF systems.

Queue records have the following characteristics:

• A queue header record is allocated either at system generation or by an application dialog.
• Queue records participate in a set in the dictionary; this set is commonly referred to as a queue.
• Queue records are locked by each task; no other task can use them until the locks are released.

Queues that are created at system generation with the system QUEUE statement can be accessed by an ADS
application. Also, an application can create its own queues by requesting storage space with a GET QUEUE statement in
the dialog process code.

An application can use queue records to accomplish the following functions:

• Automatically initiate a task -- The DC/UCF system initiates a task that processes the queue entries when the
number of entries in a queue reaches a specified limit or when a specified time interval has passed. For example, an
application can write records to a queue and the system routes the records to a printer when the collected records
exceed the specified limit.

• Avoid prime time updating -- Records that need to be updated can be collected on a queue; the queue can be
accessed by a batch program at a low-use time.

• Prevent run-away tasks -- A maximum limit can be established for the number of entries that are permitted in a
queue. The UPPER LIMIT parameter of the QUEUE statement is especially useful in a test environment to prevent a
looping program from filling the scratch/queue area.
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Scratch Records

Scratch records are shared between tasks and saved across the transactions of an ADS application. Used as a temporary
storage area, scratch records provide a means of passing data between tasks running on the same terminal; they are not
accessible to tasks that execute on other terminals and are not saved across a system shutdown or a system crash.

The following characteristics are associated with scratch records:

• Scratch records are stored in the dictionary.
• Multiple scratch areas are allowed for a task and multiple records can be maintained within a scratch area.
• Currency is maintained for each area and record, and can be passed between tasks.
• The scratch area is allocated dynamically within the storage pool. When all scratch records are deleted, the area is

also deleted.

Scratch records can be used in the following ways within an application:

• To save input that is acquired from two or more dialogs over the course of the application.
• To allow multiple occurrences of a record to be mapped out at one time. For example, if the names, addresses,

and phone numbers of all department employees need to be mapped onto the same screen in multiples of five, the
following steps could be taken:
a. Walk the set of employee records, moving the required data to a work record that contains multiply occurring fields.
b. When the work record contains the data on five employees, move the contents of the work record to the scratch

area with a PUT SCRATCH command. The data on the same screen is put on each record in the scratch file.
c. Walk the set of scratch records when the screens of information are to be displayed.

• To pass the contents of the record buffer when a dialog receives control with a TRANSFER command. Data that is
acquired by the dialog issuing a TRANSFER command is not available to the dialog receiving control. However, the
dialog receiving control could access buffer data that had been placed in a scratch record.

Global Records

Global records are records that are available to all dialogs, maps, and user programs in an application. Subschema
records cannot be defined as global records.

The ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD is the system-defined global record that enables communication between
the application and the runtime system. To be accessed by a dialog, the ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD must
either be specified as a dialog work record or be associated with the map of the dialog. This record is initialized when an
application is first loaded by the runtime system.

All fields in the .hw ADSO--APPLICATION--GLOBAl--RECORD are addressable by dialogs or user programs.

Selected Fields

Selected fields from the .hw ADSO--APPLICATION--GLOBAl--RECORD are listed below.

• The AGR-NEXT-FUNCTION field contains the name of the next function that is to be executed. When the dialog that is
associated with the current function ends with an EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION command, the function that is named
in the AGR-NEXT-FUNCTION field is executed by the runtime system. A dialog or user program can query this field
to check what is the next function. Modification of the AGR-NEXT-FUNCTION field, however, does not change the
next function to be executed; a change in the next function can only be accomplished by modification of the AGR-
CURRENT-RESPONSE field (see below).

• The AGR-DEFAULT-RESPONSE field contains the default response value that is specified on the Function Definition
screen when an application is generated. When a value is specified and the screen includes a data field for a default
response, the user can type in a new value or can space out the value that appears.

• The AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE field contains the response that is specified by the user. The process code of
a dialog or user program can also move values into this field, overwriting the user response. Note,if .hw AGR--
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CURRENT--RESPONSE is modified by a dialog, security is not checked for the response moving into the field, even if
security is associated with this response.

• If it is a valid response for the current function, when EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION is encountered within process
code, the response that is named in the AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE field is executed. The AGR-CURRENT-
RESPONSE field determines the next function in the application thread (that is, it determines the value moved into the
AGR-NEXT-FUNCTION field).

• The value in AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE depends upon whether the AGR-DEFAULT-RESPONSE field contains a
value, the user enters a new value in the response field, or there is a response value that is associated with the control
key (other than ENTER) pressed by the user.

• The following flowchart illustrates how the ADS runtime system places a value in the AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE
field of the .hw ADSO--APPLICATION--GLOBAL--RECORD. The runtime system executes the response that is named
in the AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE field after determining that it is a valid response for the current function.
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• The AGR-EXIT-DIALOG field initially contains the name of the exit dialog that is specified on the Application Definition
screen. This field can be used to link to a special routine.

• For example, one department of a company might want the employee name that is specified as John Doe, while
another department wants the name that is specified as Doe, John. The same dialog could be used for both
departments by linking to an exit dialog (that is, LINK TO AGR-EXIT-DIALOG) containing a name routine.

• The AGR-PRINT-DESTINATION field initially contains the default name of the printer for the application as specified
on the ADSA Application Definition screen. Dialogs and user programs can use this print destination with the WRITE
PRINTER DESTINATION command.

• The AGR-USER-ID field can be queried by dialogs and user programs.
• The AGR-PRINT-CLASS field initially contains the default printer class for the application as specified on the ADSA

Application Definition screen. The dialog can reference this field with the WRITE PRINTER CLASS command.
• The AGR-SIGNON-SWITCH field can be queried to determine if there has been a valid login.
• The AGR-SIGNON-REQMTS field indicates whether login is optional, required, or not used for the signon menu, as

specified on the Security screen. This field can be referenced for more security checking.
• The AGR-MAP-RESPONSE field can be used as a response field, in place of the $RESPONSE field, in any user-

defined nonmenu map. The dialog can initialize this response field before mapout so that the desired default
response appears on the map. For input purposes, the AGR-MAP-RESPONSE field works in the same manner as the
$RESPONSE field.

• The AGR-MODE field initially contains the value STEP or FAST as specified on the Application Definition screen.
Typically, the design of a dialog map includes a field that displays the value of AGR-MODE. The user can change this
field at any time.

AGR-MODE Field Examples

The following two examples show how the AGR-MODE field can be used, with the EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION
command, to implement a STEP/FAST mode for an ADSA application. In both exaples, any data that is entered by the
user is always processed. The first pass flag field has no significance in FAST mode.

Using the AGR-MODE-field (example 1)

This example assumes that all data field validation is handled by the automatic editing specifications in the map of the
dialog. 

IF ANY OF (EMPLOYEE-NBR, SKILL-CODE, SKILL-LEVEL)

  ARE CHANGED

   DO.

     MOVE 'Y' TO FIRST-PASS-FLAG.

     MOVE EMPLOYEE-NBR TO WK-EMPNBR.

     MOVE SKILL-CODE TO WK-SKLCODE.

     MOVE SKILL-LEVEL TO WK-SKLEVEL.

     LINK TO 'CEMDUEMP'.

   END.

IF AGR-STEP-MODE

   DO.

     IF FIRST-PASS-FLAG='Y'

       DO.

         MOVE 'N' TO FIRST-PASS-FLAG.

         DISPLAY MSG TEXT IS 'EMPLOYEE UPDATED'.

       END.

     MOVE 'Y' TO FIRST-PASS-FLAG.

   END.

EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION.
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The preceding sample process code illustrates the manner in which a dialog can query the AGR-MODE field of the .hw
ADSO--APPLICATION--GLOBAL--RECORD to determine what course to follow. If the dialog is in STEP mode, the dialog
redisplays the screen with a confirmation message for the user. If in FAST mode, control is passed immediately to the next
function. The initial value of AGR-MODE is supplied by the runtime system; the user can alter the value of AGR-MODE at
any time during application execution.

Using the AGR-MODE field (example 2)

This example assumes that more data validation is required in the response process code.

IF ANY OF (EMPLOYEE-NBR, SKILL-CODE, SKILL-LEVEL)

  ARE CHANGED

   DO.

     MOVE 'Y' TO FIRST-PASS-FLAG.

     IF EMPLOYEE-NBR GE 2000 AND SKILL-CODE='A'

        DO.

          MOVE 'Y' TO ERROR-FLAG.

          DISPLAY MSG TEXT IS

             'EMPLOYEE NUMBER/SKILL CODE MISMATCH'.

        END.

     MOVE 'N' TO ERROR-FLAG.

     MOVE EMPLOYEE-NBR TO WK-EMPNBR.

     MOVE SKILL-CODE TO WK-SKLCODE.

     MOVE SKILL-LEVEL TO WK-SKLEVEL.

     LINK TO 'CEMDUEMP'.

     CALL EMPDTE25.

   END.

IF ERROR-FLAG='Y'

    DISPLAY MSG TEXT IS

       'EMPLOYEE NUMBER/SKILL CODE MISMATCH'.

CALL EMPDTE25.

!**************************************************

DEFINE EMPDTE25.

!**************************************************

IF AGR-STEP-MODE

   DO.

     IF FIRST-PASS-FLAG='Y'

       DO.

         MOVE 'N' TO FIRST-PASS-FLAG.

         DISPLAY MSG TEXT IS 'EMPLOYEE UPDATED'.

       END.

     MOVE 'Y' TO FIRST-PASS-FLAG.

   END.

EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION.

The sample code that is shown in the preceding figure illustrates the use of the AGR-MODE field when data validation
needs to be handled by code in the response process. The EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION command is never encountered
while uncorrected validation errors still exist.

Mapping to Screens

The following fields from the .hw ADSO--APPLICATION--GLOBAL--RECORD are often mapped to screens associated
with user-defined, non-menu maps:
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• AGR-DIALOG-NAME
• AGR-APPLICATION-NAME
• AGR-CURRENT-FUNCTION
• AGR-FUNCTION-DESCRIPTION
• AGR-DATE
• AGR-USER-ID
• AGR-MODE
• AGR-PASSED-DATA
• AGR-MAP-RESPONSE

For an illustration of how these fields can be used on maps, see Designing Maps.

Dialogs That Issue Navigational DML
Contents

Additional design considerations apply to dialogs that issue navigational DML commands. These considerations are as
follows:

• Database currencies
• Extended run units
• Longterm locks
• Record buffer management for logical records

Database Currencies How Currency is Maintained

In ADS, currency is maintained automatically for the user. To facilitate this feature, a currency control block is created that
maintains currency information. At run time, a currency block is created for each dialog in the application structure that
performs database requests.

Database currencies are passed from one dialog to another dialog at a lower level, enabling dialogs to continue database
processing from an established position in the database. Currencies are cumulative. The currencies established by each
dialog are passed to lower-level dialogs, which, in turn, establish their own currencies; the cumulative currencies are
passed to the next lower-level dialog.

Currencies are established, saved, restored, and released as follows:

1. Established -- Currency is established with the dialog's first functional database call. Established currencies are
updated when database commands (for example, FIND, OBTAIN, ERASE) are encountered during the run unit.
Currency is nulled when a dialog receives control with a RETURN or TRANSFER command.

2. Saved -- When a LINK, DISPLAY, or INVOKE command is issued, the database currencies established with the last
database command in the dialog are saved. Saved currencies are available to lower-level dialogs and are restored to
the issuing dialog if processing control returns.

3. Restored -- Saved currencies are restored when ADS opens a run unit in the dialog receiving control (that is, saved
currencies are restored just prior to the first database call).

4. Released -- When a LEAVE, RETURN, or TRANSFER command is issued, all database currencies at the same and
lower levels are released. The dialog receiving control must establish its own currencies or use the currencies passed
to it from another higher-level dialog.

The successful execution of control commands can affect the operative or nonoperative status of a dialog, the dialog's
acquired data that is retained or released, and the currencies that are saved, restored, or released.
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The Effects of Control Commands

The following table illustrates the ways in which the passing and receiving of control affects the contents of the currency
block.

Extended Run Units

Typically, an ADS run unit begins when the dialog issues a command accessing the database (for example, OBTAIN)
and ends when the runtime system encounters the next control command issued by the dialog (that is, LINK, INVOKE,
DISPLAY, TRANSFER, LEAVE, or RETURN).

An extended run unit is a run unit that is kept open when the runtime system encounters the LINK command under the
following circumstances:

1. When the LINK is to the premap process of a dialog with no associated subschema
2. When the LINK is to the premap process of a dialog with an associated schema and subschema identical to those of

the calling dialog
3. When the LINK is to a user program

Implications of the extended run unit are as follows:

1. Currencies are passed to the lower-level dialog and are restored upon return to the upper-level dialog.
2. Currencies are not passed to user programs; currencies are saved and restored to the upper-level dialog when control

is returned.
3. The lower-level dialog can perform error checking to decide whether to issue a ROLLBACK command.
4. Because a FINISH is not issued, record locks held by the upper-level dialog are not released. A COMMIT can be

coded in the upper-level dialog if the developer needs to release locks before linking to the lower-level dialog.
5. If a COMMIT is issued prior to the LINK command and an abend occurs in the lower-level dialog, the rollback will be

incomplete; the rollback will only go to the COMMIT checkpoint and not to the start of the run unit.
6. If a lower-level user program opens its own run unit, a deadlock can occur. The possibility of a deadlock condition can

be avoided by taking either of the following actions:
a. Issue a COMMIT prior to the LINK.
b. Pass the subschema control block to the user program and let the program use the same run unit. Issue no BINDs

or FINISHes in the user program.
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Longterm Locks

KEEP LONGTERM is a navigational DML command that sets or releases longterm record locks. Longterm locks are
shared or exclusive locks that are maintained across run units. Once the longterm locks are set, all other run units are
restricted from updating or accessing the named records until the dialog explicitly releases the locks.

Example

The following example requests the release of all longterm locks associated with the current task:

KEEP LONGTERM ALL RELEASE

The KEEP LONGTERM command can also be used to monitor the database activity associated with a record, set, or
area. When a dialog is updating records that could also be updated by another user, the following code can be included in
the premap process of the named dialog:

KEEP LONGTERM longterm-id NOTIFY CURRENT record-name

This command instructs the ADS runtime system to monitor the database activity associated with the current occurrence
of the named record type.

The following code is included in the response process of the same dialog:

KEEP LONGTERM longterm-id

TEST RETURN NOTIFICATION INTO return-location-v

This command requests notification of any database activity against records that were specified in the KEEP LONGTERM
premap process. If appropriate, the dialog can check the return value placed in the specified work record field.

Record Buffer Management for Logical Records

When an application thread contains dialogs that use a combination of database records and logical records, special
considerations apply with respect to record buffer management. For each database record component of a logical record,
ADS initializes individual, contiguous record buffers. The logical record components are placed in the buffer in the order
named in the logical record definition.

For example, consider the EMP-JOB-LR logical record, which consists of four database records: EMPLOYEE,
DEPARTMENT, JOB, and OFFICE records. If dialog B accesses EMP-JOB-LR, ADS initializes new record buffers for
each of the four records listed above (in that order) regardless of whether buffers for one or more of the records were
initialized when dialog A, a higher-level dialog, began executing. Therefore, dialog B (and lower-level dialogs accessing
the same logical record) does not have access to data established in the record buffer by dialog A. However, dialogs at
levels lower than dialog B will use the buffers established by dialog A if those dialogs use the same database records as
dialog A.

When using both database records and logical records, the first dialog of the application thread should include an
INITIALIZE command for the logical record. This action associates the logical record with the top-level dialog and ensures
that the buffer for the entire logical record is allocated and available to all lower-level dialogs. Lower-level dialogs use the
component record buffers established at the highest level unless the logical record itself is referenced.

Naming Conventions
The establishment of naming conventions reduces the accumulation of redundant data and improves the overall design
of an application. Naming convention standards apply to the components of an application as well as to the database
entities accessed by the application. Naming conventions for application entities and database information entities are
each discussed separately below.

Naming conventions make it easier to keep track of application components as they are created and maintained.
While mnemonic names can work well for less complex applications, mnemonics are inadequate when handling the
large volume of complex applications that typically exist at most sites. Adhering to a naming convention eases the
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construction of component names, eases the reconstruction of component names if one is forgotten, and eases the use
and maintenance of an application.

Sample Naming Conventions

The table below lists the naming convention standards used for the sample application in this manual.

Position Value Meaning
1 C Broadcom product
2-3  Type of application:
 EM Employee information
 IS Information system
 FS Financial system
 MS Manufacturing system
 SY System activities
4  Component type:
 D Dialog
 F Function
 M Map
 P User-defined program
 R Report
 S Subschema
 T Table
 U Menu
5  Component functions:
 A Add operation
 C Encode/decode (column 4 indicates table)
 D Delete operation
 E Edit operation (column 4 indicates tables)
 I Inquiry operation
 M Modify operation
 U Update operation
6-8  Component designator
 xxx Three characters used as unique
  identifiers

Assigning Names
Names in an application can be assigned in the following manner:

• Dialogs, maps, tables, programs, and reports can use the conventions in the previous table, as follows:
Dialog:         CEMDILIS

Map:            CEMMILIS

Code table:     CEMTCLIS

Edit table:     CEMTELIS

Menu:           CEMUILIS
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User program:   CEMPILIS

Report:         CEMRILIS

• Dialog premap and response process names can be the concatenation of the dialog name and the suffix -PREMAP or
-RESPONSE, as in the following examples:
CEMDILIS-PREMAP

CEMDILIS-RESPONSE

If there are multiple response processes, the suffixes can be structured to reflect the function of each response
process, as follows:
CEMDILIS-ADDRESP

CEMDILIS-DELRESP

• Names for subroutines included in the premap and response processes can be made up of a meaningful name of up to
six characters with a 2-digit suffix, as follows:
PASSDT05

MESSGE97

DBERR99

The numeric suffixes can be assigned and incremented as the subroutines appear in the dialog. This numbering
convention makes it easier to locate a subroutine in the dialog listing. For example, MESSGE97 is located near the end of
the listing while PASSDT05 is located near the beginning.

Naming Database Information Entities
A glossary can be an effective means of establishing naming conventions for database information. The glossary can
be stored in the dictionary where it is readily available as a reference tool. Tools such as the glossary also aid in the
development of consistent site-specific application coding standards.

Sample Glossary of Naming Tokens

The following example illustrates sample entries from one type of glossary. It shows one way that a glossary can be
defined. Each design team must determine the naming conventions that best suit its needs. Note that the word WORD in
this example is a user-defined entity defined to the dictionary, as follows:

ADD CLASS NAME IS WORD

CLASS TYPE IS ENTITY.

ADD WORD ABEND           ABBREVIATED NEVER

ADD WORD ABSOLUTE        ABBREVIATED NEVER

ADD WORD ACCEPT          ABBREVIATED NEVER

ADD WORD ACCOUNT         ABBREVIATED SOMETIMES ABBR ACCT

ADD WORD ACCRUAL         ABBREVIATED NEVER

ADD WORD ACCUMULATE      ABBREVIATED SOMETIMES ABBR ACCUM

ADD WORD ACKNOWLEDGE     ABBREVIATED SOMETIMES ABBR ACK

ADD WORD ADMINISTRATION  ABBREVIATED ALWAYS ABBR ADMIN

ADD WORD ADDRESS         ABBREVIATED ALWAYS ABBR ADDR

     .

     .

     .

     .

     .

     .

ADD WORD YIELD           ABBREVIATED SOMETIMES ABBR YLD

ADD WORD YTD             ACRONYM 'YEAR TO DATE'

ADD WORD YY              ABBREVIATED NEVER
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ADD WORD ZERO            ABBREVIATED NEVER

ADD WORD ZONE            ABBREVIATED NEVER

The sample entries from this glossary show one way that naming conventions can be implemented within an installation.
In this glossary, the application designers determined that certain words are always abbreviated and others are never
abbreviated. The majority of words are spelled out completely whenever possible. When stored on the dictionary, the
glossary is readily available as a reference section for programmers and developers.

Available Naming Conventions

• Database elements can be established using approved names from the glossary and can be further defined with
synonyms. Element names should have a maximum of 25 characters. The following example lists an element and
three synonyms:
EMPLOYEE-CODE

DB-REC-EMPLOYEE-CODE

MAP-EMPLOYEE-CODE

WORK-EMPLOYEE-CODE

• Database Records can be composed of approved, usable names (for example, EMPLOYEE). Records can be given
greater flexibility with the addition of suffixes. The following example lists employee records with identifying suffixes:
EMPLOYEE-0600

EMPLOYEE-2500

EMPLOYEE-6359

SQL: Hyphens are not valid in SQL identifiers referenced in statement syntax. Therefore, SQL entities may not be
named using hyphens but may be named using underscores. Hyphens are valid in host variables referenced in SQL
statement syntax.
For more information, see Programming IDMS SQL.
In ADS process source, as well as in COBOL, Culprit, and map source, the elements can be referenced by the
element name plus the suffix, as follows:
EMPLOYEE-CODE-6359

• Map work records are composed of the map name followed by the suffix -MAP-RECORD, as in the following example:
CEMMILIS-MAP-RECORD

Elements in the map record utilize the prefix MAP- and the element name, as follows:
MAP-OFFICE-CODE

If the map needs more than one work record, a number is added to the word MAP, as follows:
CEMMILIS-MAP2-RECORD (the second map record)

MAP2-OFFICE CODE (a record element from the second record)

• Dialog work records are composed of the dialog name followed by the suffix -WORK-RECORD as in the following
example:
CEMDULIS-WORK-RECORD

Elements in the dialog work record utilize the prefix WORK- and the element name, as follows:
WORK-OFFICE-CODE

If the dialog needs more than one work record, a number is added to the word WORK, as follows:
CEMDILIS-WORK2-RECORD (the second dialog work record)

WORK2-OFFICE CODE (a record element from the second record)

• Set names are established by concatenating an abbreviation of the owner record (a seven-character maximum) with
that of the member record (a six-character maximum), as follows:
EMPL-SKILL
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Performance Considerations
The performance of the ADS runtime system is dependent upon a number of factors, such as the size of the DC/UCF
system, the number of applications being run concurrently, and the number of users for a given application. Rather than
attempting to give definitive instructions for the improvement of performance, this section discusses the following aspects
of the ADS runtime system.

Contents

The ADS runtime system is generated by submitting ADSO, PROGRAM, and TASK statements to the IDMS system
generation compiler. Optionally, the KEYS statement is used to define site-specific control key functions.

For detailed syntax and examples of system generation statements, refer to Using System Generation.

ADSO Statement Parameters

The ADSO statement includes parameters that define the ADS runtime environment, as follows:

• • • The task code (ADS) that initiates the ADS runtime system
• The mainline dialog that can begin executing immediately
• The maximum number of dialog levels that can be established by each application
• The disposition of record buffers during a pseudo converse
• The size of the primary and secondary record buffers
• The AUTOSTATUS facility that handles errors generated by navigational DML, queue record, and scratch record

processing
• The Status Definition Record that associates status codes returned by non-SQL data processing

PROGRAM Statement Parameters

The PROGRAM statement defines the following ADS components as DC/UCF system programs:

• • • The ADSORUN1, ADSORUN2, and ADSOMAIN runtime system programs
• The system maps (the menu map, runtime message map, and maps for each of the application and dialog

compiler screens)
• The application and dialog compiler programs (ADSA and ADSC)
• ADS dialogs (an optional parameter if null Program Definition Elements (PDEs) are defined in the SYSTEM

statement)

TASK Statement Parameters

The TASK statement defines the following task codes:

• • ADS and ADS2 to initiate the runtime system
• ADSA to initiate the ADS Application Compiler
• ADSC to initiate the ADS Dialog Compiler
• ADSR to initiate the runtime system when returning from a linked user program

• Parameters affecting performance
• Resource management
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System Generation Parameters

Allocating Primary and Secondary Storage Pools

How Storage is Managed

The runtime system allocates and initializes record buffers for use by executing dialogs. When an application is initiated,
ADS allocates a Record Buffer Block (RBB) from the DC/UCF system's storage pool to hold the records identified in the
dialog definitions and accessed by the dialogs in the application thread. The RBB must be large enough to accommodate
the largest of these records.

There is one primary RBB for each application. ADS allocates a secondary RBB when the RBB becomes full during
execution of the application or does not have enough remaining space to hold a record.

Additional secondary RBBs can be allocated by the ADS runtime system as necessary. The data communications
administrator (DCA) specifies the size of the primary and secondary RBBs with the PRIMARY POOL and SECONDARY
POOL parameters of the ADSO statement. When allocating the primary and secondary storage pools, the DCA needs
to consider the size and number of the records used by the application as well as the header records maintained by the
buffers.

Layout of the Record Buffer Block

The following figure diagrams the structure of the Record Buffer Block allocated for a combination of subschema records
and logical records:
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Size Considerations

Each record buffer contains a 24-byte header to keep track of available space. For each record in the pool, ADS maintains
a record header (RBE) that requires at least 44 bytes of storage. Each buffer must be large enough to accommodate the
largest record used by a dialog in the application.

Setting the Fast Mode Threshold

Record Buffers

The fast mode threshold is used by the ADS runtime system to determine whether record buffers are written to disk or
kept in main storage across a pseudo converse. If the total size of all record buffers, in bytes, exceeds the fast mode
threshold, the record buffers are written to disk; otherwise, the record buffers are kept in the storage pool.

The size of the threshold is a site-specific determination that is based on the availability of general resources versus the
amount of available storage. I/Os for DC/UCF system journaling and CPU cycles for record locking are used when record
buffers are written to the scratch/queue areas. Therefore, when buffers exceed the fast mode threshold, the increased use
of resources will slow down the transaction response time. On the other hand, if buffers are always under the threshold
(that is, if the fast mode threshold is high), more memory is required.

Specifying the Number of Internal and External Run Units

The MAXIMUM TASKS and MAXIMUM ERUS parameters specify the maximum number of user tasks and external
request units that can be active concurrently. The size of these parameters can affect the amount of time spent by the DC/
UCF system in searching the queues for tasks that are waiting to be executed.

The numbers that should be specified are a site-specific determination and are dependent upon factors such as the
number of tasks processed each hour in a particular environment. When setting the MAXIMUM TASKS and MAXIMUM
ERUS parameters on the SYSTEM statement, the following statistics should be considered:

• Increasing the MAXIMUM TASKS or MAXIMUM ERUS parameters by one (1) causes virtual storage requirements to
increase as shown below:
Resource Size of resource TotalTCE 736 bytes 736 bytesSTACKSIZE 320 words 1,280 bytesDCE 64 bytes
64 bytesECB *  3 8 bytes 24 bytesDPE * 20 16 bytes 320 bytesRCE * 15 24 bytes 360 bytesRLE * 25 12 bytes
300 bytes                                                            Total increase per task:  3,084 bytes

NOTE
A value larger than the default (420) should be specified for the STACKSIZE when using ADS. If the
STACKSIZE is at 420 and two tasks exceed stacksize and go into abend storage at the same time, the
system will abort with an abend code of 3995.

• The following DC/UCF system parameters should be increased as specified for every increment of one (1) in the size
of MAXIMUM TASKS or MAXIMUM ERUS:
Parameter Amount increased
ECB LIST 3
DPE COUNT 20
RCE COUNT 15
RLE COUNT 25

Resource Management
In designing applications, consideration must be given to the efficient management of system resources. The
management of resources such as the database, the storage pool, and the program pool storage affects the performance
of online applications because many users may require access to these resources simultaneously.

This article describes the following information:
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Application Resource Use

The following figures illustrate the resources used by an application while a task is active and after the task has
terminated.
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Monitoring Resource Consumption

The remainder of this section discusses methods that can be used to monitor the resource consumption of an application
and ways in which to use available resources efficiently.

Tools

As with any task running under the DC/UCF system, the major resources to be monitored in an ADS environment are as
follows:

• Task processing support
• Variable storage pool
• Program pool storage
• Database locks
• I/Os (disk and terminal data transmission)
• CPU cycles

Each of these resources can be monitored with dictionary reports and DC/UCF system master terminal functions, as
discussed below.

Task Processing Support

The next figure shows the resources in use while a task is active and those in use after the task terminates. The following
DC/UCF system master terminal functions display the internal resources used to support task processing:

• DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE TASK displays global statistics on active tasks and information on each active task thread.
• DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS SYSTEM displays information about the system including the peak task control element

(TCE) stack; and the maximum number of resource link elements (RLEs), resource control elements (RCEs), and
deadlock prevention elements (DPEs) used by the tasks.
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Task Resource Structure
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Variable Storage Pool

The following sysgen reports (CREPORTS) and DCMT functions can be used to monitor the use of the storage pool:

• CREPORT 25 verifies the size of the storage pool and indicates whether storage protection has been enabled for the
system.

• DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE STORAGE shows the current fragmentation of the storage pool.
• DCMT DISPLAY LTERM indicates which terminals are active and own resources.
• DCMT DISPLAY LTERM logical-terminal-id RESOURCES displays the specific resources (and the addresses of those

resources) owned by the named terminal.
• DCMT DISPLAY MEMORY can be used to display an actual resource as it appears in memory.
• CREPORT 40 supplies the current parameters specified in the ADSO statement, as it this example:

REPORT NO. 40                          CA-IDMS/DC ADS REPORT

                                    LISTING OF CA-ADS PARAMETERS

                                                  OBJECT REPORT

SYSTEM                PRIMARY   SECONDARY  MAXIMUM               FAST MODE  PRIMARY

VERSION  AUTODIALOG  TASK CODE  TASK CODE   LINKS   MENU IS      THRESHOLD  POOL

    90                ADS        ADS2        10      USER           50000       40

    99                ADS        ADS2        10      USER   KEEP     OFF        40

Information from the above displays and reports can be used to calculate the number of users the system can currently
support, assuming various storage pool sizes.

The IDMS Administrating section manual describes CREPORTS; the IDMS System Reference section manual details the
master terminal functions available to monitor system resources.

Program Pool Storage

The following DCMT commands can be used to provide information on the program pool:

• DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE PROGRAMS displays the following:
– Statistics on program pool usage, including the total number of pages and total number of bytes in the pool; the

number of loads to the program pool; the number of pages loaded; and the number of load conflicts
– Information on currently active programs including the program name, type, and version number; count of users

currently using the programs; size of the program in K bytes; the number of times the program was called; and the
number of times the program was loaded into the program pool

– The program pool page allocation map that shows which pages are not in use; which pages are in use by one
program; and which pages are in used by more than one program

• DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE REENTRANT PROGRAMS displays the above information for the reentrant program pool
and the active reentrant programs. If no reentrant pool is defined, the standard program pool is shown.

Database Locks

The DCMT DISPLAY RUN UNIT and OPER WATCH DB RUN UNITS commands can be used to show the number of
database locks being requested for a particular run unit. The number of database locks maintained by an IDMS system
has considerable impact on CPU usage. These locks are specified at sysgen time by the RULOCKS and SYSLOCKS
parameters of the SYSTEM statement.
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For further information on database locks, refer to IDMS Database Design documentation. 

For further information on factors to consider when preparing the SYSTEM statement, refer to IDMS System Reference
section.

Disk I/O

The following reports can be used for monitoring disk I/O:

• JREPORT 004 shows the average number of I/Os to disk for a given program.
• DCMT DISPLAY RUN UNITS or OPER W DB RU shows if any run units are waiting for a journal buffer (as indicated by

a run unit status value of IUH). IUHs occur most frequently when the fast mode threshold is set too low.

For information on JREPORTS (journal reports), refer to IDMS Reporting section.

Monitor Terminal I/O

Use the following procedure to monitor terminal I/O.

 To monitor terminal I/Os 

1. Run the mapping utility (RHDCMPUT) for a report on a specific map. This report will display a picture of the map
and the attributes currently assigned to the map. The report will also indicate whether BACKSCAN is enabled for
any mapping fields. If BACKSCAN is in effect and the NEWPAGE option on the ADSO statement has been selected,
extraneous data from the previous mapout may be left on the screen when a map is redisplayed. It is advantageous to
have NEWPAGE in effect, however, because this option increases runtime efficiency by reducing the number of data
fields that need to be transmitted to the terminal.

2. Use DCMT VARY PTERM physical-terminal-id TRACE ALLIO to cause the data stream being transmitted to the
terminal to be written to the log as well.

3. Use SHOWMAP map-name with DCUF USERTRACE to cause the data stream of a particular map to be traced.
4. Use DCMT VARY PTERM physical-terminal-id TRACE ALLIO OFF to turn off the trace, suppressing any further

transmission of data streams to the log.
5. Run the PRINT LOG utility to show the actual trace.

Transmission times can be calculated by analyzing the length of the data stream.

CPU Usage

To monitor CPU cycles and obtain CPU usage by task, the system can be instructed to collect task statistics. It is
advisable not to request task statistics unless there is a demonstrated need as they require considerable overhead
and generate a large volume of data. Task statistics are requested by specifying TASK STATISTICS WRITE or TASK
STATISTICS COLLECT on the SYSTEM statement. The statistics are written to the DC/UCF system log.

For further information on collecting task statistics, refer to IDMS System Reference section.

Conserving Resources

Storage Protection

Storage protection is enabled by specifying PROTECT in the SYSTEM statement at system generation. The benefits of
using storage protection are that CPU overhead is reduced because there are shorter chains for the system to walk.

To avoid SVC overhead, it is advisable to enable storage protection (that is, specify PROTECT) on the SYSTEM
statement and to disable storage protection (that is, specify NOPROTECT) on the PROGRAM statement.
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Buffer Sizes in Multiples of 4084 Bytes

The 4084-byte limit represents a multiple of 4K (4096 bytes) less the 12 bytes for pointer information and task id address,
as illustrated below:

  

If a 4K page were selected, storage would have to be taken from two contiguous pages. The benefits of placing a 4084-
byte limit on the amount of storage acquired are as follows:

Benefits of Storage Limit

The storage limit offers the following benefits:

• Fragmentation of the storage pool is reduced when only one page is requested. Space is allocated in contiguous
frames for a particular request. It is easier for the system to find one page rather than two contiguous pages.

• Less CPU overhead is required because partial pages do not have to be calculated or scanned.

Size of Subschemas

Subschemas for navigational DML access should be specified to the requirements of the application. The size of the
currency block is directly related to the storage requirements of the variable subschema storage block (VB50) used at run
time; the runtime system maintains currency tables for every record, set, and area in a subschema, regardless of whether
they are accessed by the dialog. Therefore, it is worthwhile to make subschemas as streamlined as possible.

Number of Dialog Levels

The MAXIMUM LINKS parameter of the ADSO sysgen statement specifies the maximum number of dialog levels that
can be established by each respective ADS application; keep this parameter low. A well designed application has as few
levels as possible. The number of levels should be limited because, for each level established in the application, kept
storage is acquired for the Variable Dialog Block (VDB) and the currency block. Storage established at a particular level is
not released until control is passed upward.

To limit the number of levels established, use the TRANSFER command whenever possible; build the application
horizontally (that is, pass control laterally) rather than vertically.

Size of the Application

The size of dialog premap and response processes, the number of data fields included in a map, and the size of records
affect the performance of the ADS runtime system. The actual number of I/Os required to load a complete program is
dependent upon the size of a page in the DDLDCLOD area, the amount of overflow that will be encountered to load that
record, and the size of the actual program being loaded. Therefore, the following benefits are realized by minimizing the
size of programs:

• A reduction in the work required to load a small program as compared to a large program
• A reduction in time spent loading a particular program in the program pool or reentrant pool
• A reduction in time spent waiting for space in the program pool or reentrant pool

Under the DC/UCF system, the term program includes dialogs, edit and code tables, maps, subschemas, and online and
batch programs.
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Making Frequently Called Programs Resident

A frequently called program (such as ADSOMAIN) is virtually a resident in the program pool or the reentrant pool. The
program should be made resident because the operating system can page more rapidly than the DC/UCF system
can read in a page from the DDLDCLOD area. By making the program resident, the operating system, rather than the
DC/UCF system, will be requested to bring the page in core. Additionally, the program and resident pool will be less
fragmented when a frequently used program is made resident. A program can be specified as resident on the PROGRAM
statement at system generation.

Freeing the Resources of an Inactive Terminal

The resource timeout facility can be activated on the SYSTEM statement at system generation, specifying the amount of
time a terminal is permitted to be inactive (that is, have no task executing) before all resources owned by the terminal are
deleted and control is returned to the system. Because longterm storage resources are associated with a terminal even
though a program is not active, freeing those resources will free space for other users of the system. This is particularly
important in navigational DML if longterm locks are being implemented.

Application Concepts
This section provides an overview of application terms and concepts within the ADS environment. The following topics are
discussed:

• Application components -- The two basic parts of an ADS application
• Dialog features -- The components and procedures that make up a dialog
• Control Commands -- The commands that can be used to pass control within an application
• Flow of Control -- How the runtime system determines the way in which an application is executed.

The Structure of an ADS Application

An application is composed of functions and responses. Functions define the activities that can be performed in an
application; responses associate the functions with one another and direct the flow of processing. A response can be
associated with a control key and/or a code entered by the user.

Application Components
An application is composed of functions and responses. The following figure illustrates the relationship between functions
and responses. Each of these components is described below:
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This article describes the following information:

Functions

A function is a named procedure or activity within an application.

Available Types

The following types of functions are available under ADS:
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• Menu Functions are used to direct a user through an application. The menus contain a list of valid responses for the
terminal user to use when processing in application. System-defined menus are built automatically by the runtime
system.

• Dialog Functions are used for data processing, such as database access. A dialog function can have any number
of valid responses defined for it during application generation. A response can activate another dialog function or can
activate a dialog not defined as a function.

• Menu/Dialog Functions are dialogs that display a user-defined menu. When a menu is associated with a dialog, its
map is displayed when the executing dialog issues a DISPLAY process command. Menu/dialogs must be used if the
menu map is user-defined.

• System Functions are predefined. Available to all applications, they perform the same action in all applications to
which they are assigned. The use of system functions adds flexibility to an application, eliminating the need to write
code for a given activity.

Available System Functions

The following system functions are available:

• POP
Returns processing control to the previous menu in the application thread.

• POPTOP
Returns processing control to the first menu in the application thread.

• TOP
returns processing control to the highest function in the current application thread.

• RETURN
Returns processing control to the next higher function in the current application thread.

NOTE
If a RETURN command is coded into a response process, it is considered a process command, not a system
function. As a process command, RETURN performs as it would in an the DC/UCF system's environment.

• HELP
Displays a HELP screen at run time. This screen lists all valid responses for the current function.

• QUIT
Terminates processing of the current application. If previously signed on to the application, the user is automatically
signed off.

• SIGNON/SIGNOFF
Allows a user to signon or signoff. This is an IDMS/DC signon/signoff function executed from within the application.

• FORWARD/BACKWARD
Allows a user to page forward or backward on menu maps.

System functions can be subdivided as follows:

• QUIT, POPTOP, POP, TOP, and RETURN are generally executed when an EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION command is
encountered.

• SIGNON, SIGNOFF, and HELP are always executed as soon as they are encountered by the runtime system.
• FORWARD and BACKWARD (menu functions only) are executed as soon as they are encountered. If associated with

a nonmenu dialog function, the FORWARD and BACKWARD functions are moved into the ADSO-APPLICATION-
GLOBAL-RECORD prior to executing the dialog's response process.

• User Program Functions are written in a process language other than ADS. When a user program function is
activated, the ADS runtime system relinquishes control to the user program. ADS does not define valid responses for
a user program; any responses made by the user must be processed by the executing user program. The runtime
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system maintains all buffers for the application at the level at which control was relinquished, anticipating return of the
processing control.

• Internal Functions are associated with the current dialog function. An internal function is assumed to be a response
defined for the dialog response process.

• The developer might define a response that initiates an internal function as a method of documenting the response
process and/or as a method of providing the dialog response process as a valid response choice at run time.
Additionally, a security class can be assigned to this type of response, thereby enabling security protection for a
dialog's response process.

Responses

A response is a named entity that establishes a relationship between two functions. A response can be a control key or a
response value entered in the response field by the user.

NOTE
It is important to distinguish between a response and a response   process. A response is the action taken
by the user when pressing a key or entering a response value. A response is defined by the ADS Application
Compiler; it can initiate an application function or the dialog's response process.

A response process is the dialog component that receives data from the terminal user, processes it accordingly, and
passes control to the next activity. A response process is stored as a MODULE-067 record (with the attribute LANGUAGE
IS PROCESS) and is associated with a dialog by using the ADS Dialog Compiler in an ADSC session.

Processing control is directed by the valid responses of a function. When a valid response to the current function is
selected by the user, a new function (or a reiteration of the current function) is executed.

Dialog Features
A dialog enables interaction between the user and the application and can be defined in terms of its components and how
it accomplishes its job. The components and procedures of a dialog are discussed in the following sections.

The following topics are discussed in this section:

Dialog Components

Each dialog consists of the following components:

• Map
Provides a means of communication between the application and the user. Map definitions in the dictionary maintain
a formatted screen layout of literal and variable map fields (that is, data fields). Map data fields are associated with
areas in program variable storage and are contained in map records. There can be only one map for each dialog. The
application developer defines the map online with the online mapping facility; the resulting map load module is stored
in the load area of the data dictionary.

• Processes
Performs data retrieval and processing. Processes are instructions written in ADS process code. Each process
consists of one or more commands that specify the type of processing to be performed (for example, database
accessing, conditional testing, inter- and intra-dialog communication). A dialog is associated with two types of
processes: premap and response. Both types are optional. A maximum of one premap process can be associated with
a dialog; there is no limit to the number of response processes.
The application developer defines the processes by using the batch or online capabilities of IDD. The batch DDDL
compiler stores the source statements as modules in the dictionary.

• Subschema
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Provides the dialog with a view of the database. Each dialog can be associated with a maximum of one subschema.
Subschemas are defined by the database administrator and stored in the dictionary by the subschema compiler.
Subschemas are associated with dialogs when a dialog is compiled by ADSC.

• Records
Supplies data to the dialog for processing. A dialog obtains data from a combination of records, as follows:
– Subschema records

Identifies the database and logical records that comprise the subschema.
– Map records

Identifies subschema or work records.
– Dialog work records

Identifies dictionary records used as working storage by a dialog.
These records contain the data elements that are needed by the application. Data elements and records are
created with the use of IDD DDDL and are stored in the dictionary. They can have associated values, edit criteria,
external and internal pictures, and code tables that are all recognized by the maps and dialogs of an application.
For a more detailed discussion on creating the records used in an application, see Design Methodology.

Dialog Procedures

When the ADS runtime system executes a dialog, one or all of the following procedures can take place:

• Premap processing
Performs optional processing prior to displaying a map to the user. For example, the dialog can retrieve a record that
contains the data to be displayed by the map. The dialog premap procedure is not automatic.

• Mapout
Displays a formatted screen (map) for use by the user. The user uses the map to supply data and to specify how this
data is to be processed. For example, a dialog can display data from a customer record; the user then updates the
record and requests that it be modified in the database. The mapout procedure is automatic when there is no premap
processing; otherwise a mapout occurs when the DISPLAY command is issued.

• Mapin
Receives data and the requested response from the user. For example, if the user requests that the customer record
be modified, the values that the user keys into the map data fields are then moved into variable storage. The dialog
mapin procedure is performed automatically when the user presses a control key.

• Response process selection
Selects a response process based on the response entered by the user. The runtime system performs this procedure
automatically.

• Response processing
Processes data as directed by the terminal user's response (for example, modifies the customer record) and specifies
the next activity to be executed. Response processing is not performed automatically.

Control Commands
The application developer can use specific ADS commands to perform the following operations:

• Pass control from one dialog to another dialog or to a user program
• Display a map
• Terminate an existing dialog or application
• Exit the ADS environment
• Direct processing to specified places within a dialog
• Reinitialize the record buffers associated with a dialog
• Establish the status and level of a dialog within the application structure
• Implicitly govern the available data and database currencies that are maintained for a dialog
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Most of the control commands are available to all applications. When designing dialogs that become part of an application
that is defined by using the ADS Application Compiler, the developer can also use the EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION
command.

The ADS control commands are as follows:

• DISPLAY
Requests display of the map of the dialog or reexecution of the premap process

• INVOKE
Specifies the next lower-level dialog to be executed in the application thread

• LEAVE
Terminates the current application, optionally initiating another application, or terminating the ADS session

• LINK
Specifies the next lower-level dialog to be executed in the application thread, implicitly establishing a nested
application structure, or links to a user program that executes outside the ADS environment

• RETURN
Terminates the currently executing dialog, returns control to a higher-level dialog, and, optionally, initializes the record
buffers of that dialog

• TRANSFER
Terminates the currently executing dialog and passes control to a dialog at the same level (which can be the same
dialog)

• EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION
Activates fields in the ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD that determine the next activity to be executed
For more information about how the runtime system moves information to these fields, see Global Records.

NOTE
If an EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION command is encountered in a dialog that has not been defined to an
ADSA application, the command is processed as a DISPLAY command. A message is issued indicating that
the user should select the next function.

The Flow of Control
The following figure presents the way in which the flow of control is directed within an application:
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The numerals in the flowchart, above, refer to the four sets of circumstances that determine when the next function will be
executed, as discussed in the text.

When the user selects a valid response, the function associated with that response is established as the next function to
be executed. This function is not executed until the runtime system satisfies certain criteria. The flowchart illustrates the
circumstances that determine when the next function will be executed, as follows:

1. If the response is known to the dialog, the runtime system immediately executes the response process of the dialog.
If an EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION command is encountered and the response is valid for the application function,
the function associated with the application response is executed next. If there is no EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION
command, the dialog passes control with an INVOKE, TRANSFER, RETURN, LINK, or DISPLAY control command.
If the response is not valid for the application function, the following error message is displayed when an EXECUTE
NEXT FUNCTION command is encountered: PLEASE SELECT NEXT FUNCTION

2. If the response is valid for the function, the system checks to see if the response is associated with one of the following
ADSA system functions:

3. HELP
4. SIGNON/SIGNOFF
5. FORWARD/BACKWARD (menus only)

If so, the system function is executed immediately.
If the response is not valid for the dialog, the ADS runtime system determines if the response is known to the
application. If not, the following error message is displayed:
UNACCEPTABLE RESPONSE. PLEASE TRY AGAIN.

6. If the response is valid for the application function, but not known to the dialog, and if the response is not an
immediately executable ADSA system function, the runtime system checks to see if there is a response process
associated with the ENTER key. If there is no such associated response process, the application function is executed
immediately.

7. If the status of the response is the same as in situation #3 (that is, valid for the application, not known to the dialog,
and not an immediately executable function) and a response process is associated with the ENTER key, the ENTER
response process is executed first and the application function is executed when an EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION is
encountered. If there is no EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION command, the dialog passes control with an INVOKE, LINK,
TRANSFER, RETURN, or DISPLAY command, as in the first example.
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What is Application Design
To benefit fully from the materials presented in this documentation, you should be knowledgeable about IDMS and have
experience writing dialogs in an ADS environment.

This documentation provides information about ADS concepts that are basic to creating applications. Where appropriate,
it provides references to related documentation where you can obtain more detailed information.

Application Guidelines
The following guidelines should be considered when developing an application:

• User needs -- An application must satisfy the requirements of the user. To accomplish this goal, the developer must
consult frequently with the user, remembering that all ramifications of an application are often not apparent in the
initial stages of development. Additionally, specifications may be subject to change as the user reacts to the prototype
application, or as new aspects of the application become evident. A successful application requires strong user
involvement throughout the design process.

• Human factors -- A user-friendly application increases productivity. An application should be designed so that the end
user feels capable of responding, knows how to proceed after each step, and knows how to get assistance if there is
any confusion. The screens should be straight-forward, uncomplicated, and uncluttered.

• Flexibility -- An application must be easy to maintain and modify. The structured design methods used by the ADS
Application Compiler (ADSA) help the developer to accomplish this goal in the following ways: short, modules are used
to perform the given functions; and the code that performs the processing logic is kept separate from the information
about data (for example, format of records and elements, editing criteria). The implementation of naming, coding,
and map formatting standards is strongly recommended, both for purposes of maintenance as well as for future
enhancements of the application.

• Performance -- The ultimate test of a design lies in its performance capabilities. The measures of what constitutes
good performance are site-specific and vary with the needs and expectations of the user. Optimally, a good design
should have acceptable throughput, should have reasonable response times, and should use the available resources
as efficiently as possible.

Tools for Designing and Developing Applications
The following tools are available for designing, developing, and implementing applications in the Broadcom database
environment:

• ADS Application Compiler (ADSA)
• ADS Dialog Compiler (ADSC)
• ADS Runtime System
• IDD Central Repository
• IDMS/DC Mapping Facility
• Batch and Online Reporting Facilities

ADS Application Compiler (ADSA)

An application can be defined and compiled by using the ADS Application Compiler. ADSA also serves as a design tool
and an automatic prototyping tool for the ADS application developer.
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Facilitates Structured Application Planning

As a design tool, ADSA facilitates structured application planning at an early stage in the design process. When the
basic application design has been resolved, the developer initiates an application compilation session and defines the
application functions and responses (the application components) to the dictionary.

At any stage, the developer can query the dictionary as to the status of the design by using IDMS dictionary reports, OLQ,
or IDD to access the definitions. Even if an application compilation session is suspended (that is, the application is not
compiled), the dictionary still contains the component definitions and relationships that were defined up to this point.

Provides Online Overview

As a prototyping tool, ADSA enables the user to have an online preview of the application look and what it can do. These
walk-throughs can begin at an early stage in the design, before any process code is written. To compile a prototype and
create the appropriate load modules, ADSA only needs the dictionary definitions of any global records that are associated
with an application; if no global records are specified, then no other definitions are necessary. To execute a prototype, only
rudimentary dialogs and maps are required. Prototypes are readily modified and, therefore, can respond quickly to the
needs of the user as the application design is being developed. Once the final design is approved, the existing prototype
is enhanced with the requisite dialog code, and the completed application can be executed.

ADS Dialog Compiler (ADSC)

Dialogs are defined and compiled using the ADS Dialog Compiler (ADSC). In an ADSC session, the application developer
uses a series of screens to provide ADS with information such as the dialog name, subschema, maps, work records, and
premap and response processes. Once the dialog has been compiled successfully, it is stored as a load module in the
dictionary for use by the ADS runtime system.

ADS Runtime System

An application can be executed after the user signs on to the DC/UCF system and uses the necessary task code to initiate
the ADS runtime system. This task code either displays the ADS menu screen or begins executing a predefined dialog.
The menu screen contains the list of available mainline dialogs that can be selected by the user.

Accesses Record and Element Definitions

The ADS Application Compiler accesses record and element definitions that are stored in the dictionary. ADSA supplies
the dictionary with the application definition; the updated Task Activity Table (TAT), the DC/UCF load module that
associates task codes and the invoked tasks; and the Application Definition Block (ADB), the application load module.
The ADS Dialog Compiler (ADSC) accesses record, element, subschema, map, and source process definitions that are
stored in the dictionary. ADSC supplies the dictionary with the dialog definition and with the Fixed Dialog Block (FDB), the
dialog load module. When the application is executed, the ADS runtime system accesses the application, dialog, map,
subschema, and edit and code table load modules that are stored in the dictionary.

Creates Record Buffers and Control Blocks

During dialog execution, the ADS runtime system dynamically creates record buffers for the subschema and dictionary
records that are used by the dialog, and automatically initializes each field in the newly created buffers. The runtime
system also creates control blocks that provide information pertaining to the executing dialog map and database access
activities. The application can include process code to test certain fields in these control blocks and specify the action to
be taken, based on the test outcome.

At runtime, the sequence of events is controlled by the user's selection of processing. The following figure shows the
interrelationships of the ADS Application Compiler (ADSA), the ADS Dialog Compiler (ADSC), and the ADS runtime
system.
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IDD Central Repository

The Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD) acts as a central repository of information about data. The developer uses the
dictionary to store definitions of the application's data elements, records, tables, and maps, and the processing modules
associated with an application. IDD maintains information about the data that is stored in the application database and
makes this information directly available to the applications. IDD comprises the dictionary itself (that is, the repository of
information about data) and software components for accessing (that is, adding, modifying, deleting, and displaying) the
dictionary-stored information.
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IDD enables batch and online entry and examination of entity definitions that are stored in the dictionary. For example,
the application designer can request the display of an element definition, a record definition, or a user-defined entity (a
site-specific data category defined by the DBA). The displayed information shows the definition of the entity itself and
contextual information.

For information about how data can be defined for an application, see Design Methodology.

IDMS/DC Mapping Facility

The IDMS/DC mapping facility is used to define the layout of the terminal screens (that is, maps) used for communication
between the application and the user. A map definition, in addition to determining the appearance of the screen,
associates fields on the screen (map fields) with record elements in the data dictionary, and defines display attributes
(such as color and intensity) for map fields. All map definitions are stored in the dictionary.

Because maps are defined in the dictionary as separate entities, an ADS dialog can use a map simply by naming it on the
appropriate ADS Dialog Compiler screen. The dialog does not perform any screen formatting.

At runtime, the mapping facility can perform automatic editing and error handling. When these facilities are enabled, input
is validated automatically and output is formatted based on dictionary-stored information about record elements (that is,
internal picture, external picture, edit table, and code table). When a map is defined, the developer can specify different
editing criteria for any field. The developer can also define stand-alone edit and code tables as modules in the dictionary.
During map generation, these tables can be associated with map fields and external pictures can be defined for the fields.

For further information about the IDMS Online Mapping Facility and the automatic editing and error-handling capabilities
available to the application, see Mapping Facility.

Batch and Online Reporting Facilities

This section describes reporting capabilities that are available to the designer for assistance throughout the development
process.

• IDMS reports
Provides an extensive series of standard reports on information that is stored in the dictionary. These include
summary, detail, and key reports of the elements and records in the dictionary. Reports are also available for
dialogs and applications, and their associated components. Dictionary reports comprise a valuable tool for finding
inconsistencies and redundant element types.
For more information, see Reporting.

• Subschema compiler
Enables batch and online examination of subschema definitions.
For further information about the use of the subschema compiler, see Administrating IDMS Database.

• IDMSRPTS utility
Provides a series of reports on database definitions (for example, schema definitions, logical record definitions).
For further information, including a complete list of the reports available with the IDMSRPTS utility, see IDMSRPTS.

• OLQ
Lets you interrogate an IDMS/DB and display and format the resulting information at a terminal. OLQ accommodates
on demand queries. With the use of q-files (OLQ modules that are stored in the dictionary), users can obtain formatted
reports at the terminal simply by supplying the name of the desired q-file.
For further information about using OLQ to query the dictionary and storing and accessing of q-files, see Using OLQ.

• Culprit
Generates batch reports. Culprit is a parameter-driven system. Culprit actively uses dictionary-stored element, record,
and subschema definitions. Reports can be packaged and stored as Culprit modules in the dictionary, enabling users
to obtain a report simply by supplying the module name.
For further information about the use of Culprit as an application reporting tool, see Using Culprit for IDMS.

• The dialog reporter (ADSORPTS utility)
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Requests batch reports that provide summary and/or detailed information about one or more dialogs. Reports can
include: information about the records and processes of the named dialogs; a list of the contents of the Fixed Dialog
Block (FDB); and a summary that includes map, schema, subschema, and version number information.
For further information about the ADSORPTS utility, see ADS Reference.

• The DC/UCF map utility
Generates and deletes map load modules, produces map source code, and provides mapping reports. These reports
display the decompiled source code, a list of the attributes assigned to each map field, and a list of the records that are
used by the named map.
For further information about using the map utility, see Mapping Facility.

The Design and Development Team
The personnel involved in the development of an application reflect the range of responsibilities involved in the creation of
a successful design. The manner in which these responsibilities are assigned varies widely from installation to installation,
with some individuals often assuming more than one role.

The remainder of this section discusses the roles that should be included in the team that develops an application.

• Project leader
Orchestrates and coordinates the project. The project leader is ultimately responsible for producing the system to
specifications and on time.

• DBA/DCA
Maintains consistent site-specific standards. The DBA is responsible for the data resources (that is, the application
database and the dictionary), designing and implementing the database records, defining the logical records,
and establishing naming conventions and data dictionary standards. The DCA is involved in the network and
communication needs, helping to plan for space requirements, performance, and system tuning.

• Data administrator
Interfaces with all members of the design and development team, running any reports that are needed as well as
populating the dictionary. The data administrator is also responsible for enforcing the standards and conventions
laid out by the DBA, entering the dictionary elements, records, maps, and edit and code tables as needed for the
application.

• Systems analyst
Helps analyze and document the needs of the end users. The analyst often works with the data administrator and also
with the DBA in designing the database. Additionally, the analyst defines the requirements for the applications that will
access the database.

• Programmers
Writes the processing logic that accesses the database, interpreting the dialog requirements given to them by analysts
and designers. Working from design specifications, the programmer determines map data fields, field edits, map and
work record elements, and the messages needed for a given dialog. This information is then submitted to the data
administrator for approval and, subsequently, for inclusion in the dictionary. The dialog source code is written and
stored in modules in the dictionary.

• End users
Provides valuable input to the data administrator, DBA, systems analyst, and application programmers. They define
what their present data needs are and try to predict future needs. There should be constant interaction between
the end users and the other members of the development team, to ensure maximum usefulness of the applications
developed.
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ADS Reference
The Application Development System (ADS) is a tool used to expedite the writing and testing of modular applications.
Activities such as flow-of-control processing, data storage definition, data verification, editing, error handling, terminal
input and output, menu creation, and menu display are specified by using a series of screens instead of conventional
detailed code. ADS can be used to develop online or batch applications.

Click the PDF icon to download a PDF of ADS Reference.

Introduction to ADS
This reference information about ADS for IDMS development tools and facilities is useful to application developers who
are defining online and batch applications.

What ADS Does

Develop a prototype Using a series of ADS online development tools, you can create an early version of an application
without writing any code. In this way, the structures of the online interactions and screen displays are available for review
and modification before coding occurs.

Process logic and other enhancements can be added to the application prototype at any time. Process logic includes:

• Modules written in traditional programming languages
• Modules that are developed by using the Automatic System Facility (ASF)
• Modules already created with ADS

Process and retrieve data

You can manipulate data from:

• An IDMS/DB database
• Online entries
• VSAM data sets defined to the subschema
• External sequential files (for ADS Batch only)

Edit input records

Input records can be automatically edited and verified using the editing and error-handling facilities available to ADS
applications.

Batch applications also use suspense files to store erroneous input records found at runtime. Suspense file records can
be corrected and resubmitted later.

Define and update multiple application components

Using the batch facilities of ADS, updates to multiple application components, such as record definitions, can be
accomplished at one time.

System utilities and facilities

System utilities and facilities allow application developers to:

• Transfer between ADS development tools
• Debug applications
• Monitor runtime performance and resource usage

Options include:
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• Archiving or printing log file information
• Obtaining reports that document ADS applications and their components

ADS Help Facility

ADS provides context-sensitive online help when working with ADS compilers and the mapping compiler. Help is available
at both the map level and the field level.

Map-level help

Map-level help provides information about the purpose of the specific map. The help also describes the type of information
that is required for the map.

Field-level help

Field-level help provides information about data that is required for a specific field on the map.

Using help

Use... To...
PF1 Request help from any screen, depending on the cursor position
PF3 Return from the help screen
PF7/PF8 Page backward and forward while on the help screen

Accessing help

Depending on the cursor position, either map or field help is accessed as follows:

If the cursor is positioned on... The following will be displayed...
A map field associated with the help text The map field help text
A map field not associated with the help text The map help text
Anywhere else on the screen The map help text

The help text for the map is displayed as full screen.

The help text for the map field is displayed either on the top half or bottom half of the screen.

Sample help screen

The following screen shows map field help for the Mainline map field on the Dialog and Options screen of the dialog
compiler.

 _________________________________________________________________________

 :                                                                       :

 :      Specify MAINLINE if the dialog will be invoked from the          :

 :      CA IDMS/DC prompt or by an APPC (send-receive option) request.   :

 :                                                                       :

 :      Mainline dialogs are potentially eligible to appear on the ADS   :

 :      MENU screen.                                                     :

 :                                                                       :

 :                                                                       :

 :                                                                       :

 :                                                                       :

 _______ Return F3 _______________ Page F7/F8 _________ Scroll: 010 _____

   Options and directives  . . . . . .   _ Mainline dialog
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                                         _ Symbol table is enabled

                                         / Diagnostic table is enabled

                                         / Entry point is premap

                                         _ COBOL moves are enabled

                                         / Activity logging

                                         / Retrieval locks are kept

                                         / Autostatus is enabled

 --  ----------------------------------------------------------------------

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=PrevStep  F5=NextStep

Creating an ADS Application
An ADS application is based on an analysis of data and user requirements. This analysis forms the basis for determining
the processing and the flow of control between processing activities required by the application. Once the blueprint, or
design, of the application is created, the components of the application are defined and created using screen-driven
development tools.

Procedure

Online application components can be developed in any order. However, the following sequence is typically used:

1. Develop an application structure diagram based on user responses and the paths between those responses.
2. Develop an application prototype by:

– Defining the flow of control between processing activities
– Defining the screens that the application uses to communicate with the end user
– Defining the dialogs that represent application transactions and relate the screens to the application structure

3. Execute the application prototype.
4. Modify the application prototype, as needed.
5. Add process logic that performs the custom processing required by each dialog in the application.
6. Execute and test the application.
7. Put the approved application into production use.

The following diagram shows the steps and the online tools used for creating an online application. The application can be
executed throughout the application development cycle. The online tools are discussed later in this section.

Typical steps when creating an ADS application

                      ┌─    ┌───────────────────────────────────┐

          Analyze     │     │ - Data analysis                   │

            the       │     │ - User requirements               │

          system      │     │ - System requirements             │

                      └─    └───────────────┬───────────────────┘

                                            │

                      ┌─    ┌───────────────▼───────────────────┐

                      │     │ Define the application structure  │

                      │     │  (Online tool:  ADSA)             │

                      │     └───────────────┬───────────────────┘

                      │                     │

          Develop an  │     ┌───────────────▼──────────────────┐

          executable  │     │ Define the prototype maps        │

          prototype   │     │  (Online tool:  MAPC)            │

                      │     └───────────────┬──────────────────┘
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                      │                     │

                      │     ┌───────────────▼──────────────────┐

                      │     │ Define the prototype dialogs     │

                      │     │  (Online tool:  ADSC)            │

                      └─    └───────────────┬──────────────────┘

                                            │

                      ┌─    ┌───────────────▼──────────────────┐

                      │     │ Create the process module        │

                      │     │  (Online tool:  IDD)             │

          Develop     │     └───────────────┬──────────────────┘

          the test    │                     │

          application │     ┌───────────────▼──────────────────┐

                      │     │ Enhance maps and dialogs         │

                      │     │  (Online tools:  MAPC, IDD)      │

                      └─    └───────────────┬──────────────────┘

                                            │

                            ┌───────────────▼──────────────────┐

                            │ Implement production application │

                            │                                  │

                            └──────────────────────────────────┘

Tools Used To Develop an Application
The following online tools are used to develop ADS applications:

• The ADS application compiler (ADSA) -- Defines the executable application structure
• The IDMS mapping facility (MAPC) -- Defines maps that establish preformatted screens for online processing
• The ADS dialog compiler (ADSC) -- Defines dialogs that consist of map, subschema, and process-module definitions
• The Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD) -- Creates data definitions, edit and code tables, modules of process code, and

declaration modules
• The runtime system -- Executes ADS applications at any stage in the applications' life cycle
• The transfer control facility (TCF) -- Allows the application developer to transfer control between the online tools at

definition time

 

The ADS Application Compiler (ADSA)
ADSA screens prompt for information that defines the application structure and runtime flow of control. When the definition
is completed and compiled, ADS stores the resulting load module in the data dictionary for use at runtime.

Functions

Runtime flow of control is based on the analysis of the interactions (functions) necessary to conduct the work of the
application. In an ADS application, a function can be any one of the function types listed in the table below. Functions are
the structural units of an application. They are defined by using ADSA screens.

Typically, an online application contains menu functions, menu/dialog functions, dialog functions, and many of the system
functions. Program functions are less often used.
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Functions in an ADS application

Function Type What it Does
Dialog Performs a variety of processing activities, such as data retrieval

and update
Program Performs processing specified in user-written COBOL, PL/I, or

Assembler programs
Menu Displays a system-defined menu screen

Performs standard menu processing activities at runtime
Menu/dialog Displays either a system-defined or a site-defined menu screen

Performs standard processing and any additional site-defined
processing supplied by an associated dialog

System Functions Perform predefined activities
ESCAPE Bypasses a function even though the current screen contains

errors
FORWARD/BACKWARD Pages forward or backward on menu maps
HELP Displays the runtime Application Help screen
POP Returns to the last menu or menu/dialog function
POPTOP Returns to the first menu or the menu/dialog function
QUIT Terminates application processing
RETURN Returns to the next higher level function in the sequence of

operative functions
SIGNON/SIGNOFF Signs on to or off of IDMS/DC or DC/UCF from within the

application
TOP Returns to the highest level function in the sequence of operative

functions

Responses

The path between two functions is called a response. Responses define all possible flow of control in the application.
The following diagram shows the functions and responses of a sample employee information application that stores and
displays employee information.

Functions and responses in a sample ADS application
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Mapping Facilities (MAPC and the Batch Compiler/Utility)
Online

IDMS mapping facility (MAPC) screens prompt for specifications that define the screen format (map) for an ADS
application. Data editing, data conversion, and error-handling criteria can also be specified. The specified criteria are
automatically applied to data processed by the map at runtime.

Batch

Alternatively, the batch compiler and utility allow the developer to define and compile maps in batch definition mode.
These batch tools are particularly useful when several maps require modification and recompilation.

NOTE
For more information about the online mapping facility and the batch compiler and utility, see the IDMS Mapping
Facility section.

Defining the screen format

A map in an online application defines the screen format displayed to an end user at runtime. The fields displayed on the
screen allow the end user to enter or modify data. The data is then processed according to the instructions contained in
the processing logic of the dialog.

The following diagram shows the sequence followed when a map is displayed at runtime. The DISPLAY statement in the
processing logic accesses the map load module that is stored in the data dictionary, causing the map to be displayed on
the screen. Data entered on the screen is then processed according to the instructions contained in the dialog processing
code.

Runtime display screen defined by online map
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ADS Dialog Compilers (ADSC and ADSOBCOM)
Dialog

ADSC brings various application components together into a modular entity (dialog) that is executed at runtime. The table
below lists the components of a dialog and describes what each component does. ADSC screens prompt for names of
dialog components and other information needed to define the dialog for an online or batch application.

ADSOBCOM is a utility that can be used to define and recompile several dialogs in batch mode. This capability is
particularly useful when dialogs need to be recompiled because maps, processes, subschemas, or records associated
with several dialogs are modified.

Components of a dialog

Dialog component What it does
Map Provides the means of communication between one data source

and the application
Subschema Provides the dialog's view of the database
Access module Provides optimized access to an SQL-defined database
Records Describe the data used by the dialog and map
Subschema records Allow the dialog to read and write information to the database
Dialog work records Provide temporary storage to be used by dialogs and maps
Process modules Define the processing the dialog performs at runtime
Premap process
(optional, maximum of one per dialog)

Defines processing that prepares the screen for display

Response process
(optional, any number per dialog)

Defines processing that occurs after the end user presses a
control key (such as Enter or PF1) in response to the dialog's map

Declaration module
(optional, maximum of one per dialog)

Specifies SQL cursor and WHENEVER declarations (for SQL
error processing)
See the IDMS SQL Programming section.

In an online application, a dialog interacts with the end user by displaying a screen and allowing the user to view and input
information.

Interaction between dialog and end user at runtime

The following diagram shows the interaction between the dialog and the end user at runtime. In the EMPLIST dialog,
the premap process generates a list of employee names. The screen defined by the EMPLISTM map displays a page
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of names. The user can respond by paging backward or forward by pressing PF7 or PF8. Pressing PF5 accesses the
MODIFY EMPLOYEE function.

ADS dialog at run time

IDD Menu Facility and Online IDD
The IDD consists of two related online tools, the IDD menu facility and online IDD. These tools are used to define data
and various ADS application components to the data dictionary.

IDD menu facility screens prompt for all required specifications. Online IDD allows developers to use Data Dictionary
Definition Language (DDDL) statements to define and modify data dictionary entities.

NOTE
For more information about how to use the IDD menu facility and online IDD screens, see the IDMS Common
Facilities section. For more information about online IDD and DDDL statements, see the IDMS IDD Quick
Reference section.

The ADS Runtime System
IDMS/DC and DC/UCF

The ADS runtime system is an IDMS/DC or DC/UCF (DC/UCF) task that establishes the application environment and
executes the application components as a series of tasks. Operations such as building and displaying menus, allocating
buffers, initializing data, editing data, and validating data are automatically performed by the runtime system.
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ADS Screens
CUA-style screens

The dialog (ADSC), map (MAPC), and application (ADSA) compilers provide Common User Access (CUA) style
screens. These screens provide space for the developer to enter data particular to the dialog, map, or application. There
are key assignments at the bottom of each screen and CUA-style selection by means of numbers or the "/" character.
Screens are consistent across tools with standard:

• Screen layout
• Terminology
• Commands
• Functions
• Key assignments

The initial screen of each compiler is made up of six areas. These areas are shown on the following screen and described
in the following table.

     Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

  ._____________________________________________________________________________.

                          CA ADS Online Dialog Compiler

                                    CA, INC.

 ┌─

 │

 │

 │     Dialog name . . . . . . .   ________

 │     Dialog version  . . . . .   ____

 │     Dictionary name . . . . .   ________

 │     Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

 └─

 ┌─    Screen  . . . . . . . . .   1  1. General options

 │                                    2. Assign maps

 │                                    3. Assign database

 │                                    4. Assign records and tables

 │                                    5. Assign process modules

 └─

             Copyright (C) yyyy CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

  Command ===>

  Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

Areas of the screen

Area Description
Activity selection area Contains an action bar that identifies the actions that can be taken

on the entity and provides pull-down windows to implement these
actions.

Identification area Allows entry of information that uniquely identifies the entity being
worked on: name, version, dictionary name, and dictionary node.
The dictionary name and node information default to the values
established for the current terminal session.
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Screen specification area Presents entity definition steps and provides space for the user to
request a specific step.

Message area Presents informational, warning, or error messages.
Command area Allows entry of action bar commands to pull down a window. The

action bar command can be abbreviated to three characters.
In the case of the SWITCH command, both the command and
the desired task can be entered on the command line, thereby
bypassing the window (for example, SWI OLQ).

Key assignment area Presents the valid key choices and the action taken.

Action Bar

The activity selection area of each Main Menu screen is composed of an action bar containing six actions. Each action on
the action bar is associated with a pulldown window.

Accessing the action bar

You access an item on the action bar in the activity selection area in one of three ways:

• Tab to the item and press [Enter]
• Press [PF10] to move to the action bar and then tab to the item and press [Enter]
• Type the name of the action on the command line and press [Enter]

Any of these actions results in a pulldown window being opened.

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

 │ │

 │ Copy from dialog │CA ADS Online Dialog Compiler

 │ Name ________ │

 │ Version 1 │CA, INC.

 │-----------------------│

 │ F3=Exit │

 │_______________________│

    Dialog name . . . . . . .   JPKD1

    Dialog version  . . . . .      1

    Dictionary name . . . . .   TSTDICT

    Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

    Screen  . . . . . . . . .   1  1. General options

                                   2. Assign maps

                                   3. Assign database

                                   4. Assign records and tables

                                   5. Assign process modules

 Command ===>
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 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

Pulldown windows

There are six pulldown windows available from the action bar on the Main Menu screen.

Use this window... To...
Add Check the entity out to the current developer and (optionally) copy

the definition of a currently existing entity.
Modify Check the entity out to the current developer or release the entity.

List the checked-out entities.
Delete Delete either the current changes (since the last compilation) or

the entire entity.
A confirmation window is opened if the option is to delete the
entire entity.

Compile Store the definition in the data dictionary, create a load module,
and present errors.

Display Display summary information (entity size, when built, user-id, etc.).
Browse the entity.
View the runtime image of the entity (for maps only).

Switch Use the transfer control facility (TCF) to transfer control to another
IDMS/DC task (such as IDD, OLQ, etc.).

Each of the actions on the action bar is described below.

Leaving the window

Most actions listed in the pulldown windows require that the developer enter a menu choice or data, and press [Enter].

To leave a pulldown window without entering a number or data, the developer presses [PF3]

Action Bar Actions
A description of each of the action items identified in the above table follows.

Add

Specifies that a new entity is being added.

Using the Add action, the developer can copy an existing entity into the current work file and give it a new name.

When the application developer specifies an entity name, the compiler ensures that no entity exists with the specified
name and version number and returns the message:

DC498104 DIALOG1 was not found, use the Add action to create or copy the dialog

To request the add operation, the developer must either open the Add window by moving the cursor to the action bar, or
type the word ADD on the command line.

NOTE
The compiler does not assume that the add operation is requested when it does not find the entity in the
dictionary.

If an entity with the specified name and version number exists, the compiler assumes a modify operation and returns the
following message:
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DC498102 Currency set for dialog empdemo version 1

When you add an entity, you have explicitly checked it out, and no one else can access it until you check it in.

If another developer owns the entity, or if another entity type has already used the name, the following error message is
issued:

DC498103 Currency not established. Dialog is currently checked out

DC498107 to user MET on dictionary TESTDCT.

The following screen shows the Add window on the dialog compiler Main Menu.

     Add   Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

 │                       │

 │  Copy from dialog     │A ADS Online Dialog Compiler

 │    Name     JPKD5___  │

 │    Version     1      │CA, INC.

 │-----------------------│

 │  F3=Exit              │

 │_______________________│

    Dialog name . . . . . . .   JPKD1

    Dialog version  . . . . .      1

    Dictionary name . . . . .   TSTDICT

    Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

    Screen  . . . . . . . . .   1  1. General options

                                   2. Assign maps

                                   3. Assign database

                                   4. Assign records and tables

                                   5. Assign process modules

 Dialog added using copy request.

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

Modify

Specifies that an existing entity is being modified or, if the specified entity belongs to a suspended session, that the
suspended session is being resumed.

You can resume a session by filling out the entity name. MODIFY CHECKOUT is the name ADS gives to entities not yet
checked out.

When the application developer specifies the Modify action, the compiler ensures that an entity exists with the specified
name and version number and returns the message:

DC498102 Currency set for dialog empdemo version 1
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If the specified entity exists, the compiler retrieves and displays the definition. When the Compile action is selected, a
new load module is created for the entity.

If an entity with the specified name and version number does not exist, Modify is invalid.

If an entity is currently in use, the name of the owner is displayed. The owner can release the entity, if desired, without
having to compile it and without deleting the current changes in the work file. To release an entity, the developer chooses
item 2, Release, from the Modify pulldown window. Another developer can then assume control of the entity by issuing a
reserve request.

To see a list of the entities checked out, the developer chooses item 3, List Checkouts.

Modify is the default for an existing dialog.

The following screen shows the Modify window on the dialog compiler Main Menu.

    Add   Modify   Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

      │                       │

      │  1  1. Checkout       │ Online Dialog Compiler

      │     2. Release        │

      │     3. List Checkouts │A, INC.

      │-----------------------│

      │ F3=Exit               │

      │_______________________│

    Dialog name . . . . . . .   JPKD1

    Dialog version  . . . . .      1

    Dictionary name . . . . .   TSTDICT

    Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

    Screen  . . . . . . . . .   1  1. General options

                                   2. Assign maps

                                   3. Assign database

                                   4. Assign records and tables

                                   5. Assign process modules

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

Compile

Specifies that the current entity is being compiled.

When the application developer specifies the Compile action, the compiler ensures that an entity exists with the specified
name and version number.

If the specified entity exists, the compiler compiles the entity (including all process modules in the case of a dialog) and, if
the compilation is successful, creates a load module. The load module is stored in the data dictionary.

Upon compilation, the compiler deletes any queue records saved for a suspended session of the entity definition.
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If an entity with the specified name and version number does not exist, the Compile action is invalid and an error
message is displayed.

If errors are encountered during the compilation process, they are written to a log file that allows scrolling access and is
chosen from the Compile window.

The following screen shows the Compile action on the dialog compiler Main Menu.

    Add  Modify   Compile   Delete  Display  Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

              │                         │

              │  1  1. Compile          │ log Compiler

              │     2. Display messages │

              │-------------------------│

              │ F3=Exit                 │

              │_________________________│

    Dialog name . . . . . . .   METDLG1

    Dialog version  . . . . .      1

    Dictionary name . . . . .   TSTDICT

    Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

    Screen  . . . . . . . . .   1  1. General options

                                   2. Assign maps

                                   3. Assign database

                                   4. Assign records and tables

                                   5. Assign process modules

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

When errors are encountered in the compilation process, the application developer chooses item 2, Display messages,
from the Compile action on the action bar. Messages on the Messages screen indicate where there are errors.

The following screen shows the Messages screen resulting from dialog compilation:

Sample Messages screen

                          Compiled Process Modules          Page    1 of    1

                          Dialog METDLG01  Ver    1

  Name MET-ERROR                                             1 Commands

  Version 0001    Type 2                                     1 Errors

  Key _____       Value                                      _ 1. Display

                                                               2. Print

  Name ________________________________                        Commands

  Version ____    Type _                                       Errors

  Key _____       Value                                      _ 1. Display

                                                               2. Print
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  Name ________________________________                        Commands

  Version ____    Type _                                       Errors

  Key _____       Value                                      _ 1. Display

                                                               2. Print

  Name ________________________________                        Commands

  Version ____    Type _                                       Errors

  Key _____       Value                                      _ 1. Display

                                                               2. Print

 Type: 1=Declaration  2=Premap  3=Response  4=Default Response

Select a process for Display or Print.

 F1=Help  F3=Exit  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd  F11=Dialog-level messages

4B7                A                                                IBM   07/62

The Messages screen displays the source statements for a premap or response process that contains errors in its
process code. It also contains other messages encountered during the compilation of the dialog.

Enter 1, Display, to display a copy of the dialog process source errors.

Sample Dialog Process Source screen

                             Dialog Process Source            Page    1 of     1

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

 <PROCESS> MET-ERROR                        0001

     100 MOBE ZNTRAIL(MYNUMBER) TO WK-PART-CODE

         $

   <E>   DC157001 INVALID INITIATING KEYWORD FOR COMMAND. STMT FLUSHED.

     200 DISPLAY.

 .____________________________________________________________________________.

 Module currently displayed: MET-ERROR                        VERSION:    1

 F3=Exit  F5=IDD  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd  F11=Next.error

Data dictionary sequence numbers appear to the left of the source statements. If the listed code includes another process
module, the source statements from the included module are listed after the INCLUDE statement.

Process statements that are in error are flagged with a dollar sign ($), followed by an ADS error code and message.
One erroneous process source statement can cause subsequent statements to be found in error, even if they are coded
correctly.

NOTE
For more information about the error messages used by ADS, see the IDMS Messages and Codes section.

The Messages screen cannot be used to correct errors in the process source code. To correct stored process code, the
application developer must use IDD. To toggle to IDD press [PF5].

NOTE
In order to toggle to IDD, you must be running ADSC under the IDMS Command Facility. For more information
about the IDMS Command Facility, see the IDMS Common Facilities section. For more information about
correcting errors in process code, see the ADS Using section.

Delete
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Specifies that an existing entity, or changes to an existing entity, be deleted.

When the application developer specifies the Delete dialog action from this window, the compiler ensures that an entity
exists with the specified name and version number.

If the specified entity exists and the action is Delete dialog, a confirmation window is presented to the user, allowing the
request to be confirmed or rescinded. If the deletion is confirmed, the compiler deletes the load module from the data
dictionary, any dictionary definitions, and any queue records saved for a suspended session of the definition.

If an entity with the specified name and version number does not exist, the Delete dialog action is invalid and an error
message is displayed.

The entity must not be reserved to another user if it is to be deleted.

If Delete changes has been chosen from this window, the working file is reconstructed from the most recently stored
(compiled) definition.

If Delete changes is chosen, the entity remains checked out to the current developer.

The following screen shows the Delete window on the dialog compiler Main Menu. A confirmation window is displayed so
that the request to delete the dialog can be confirmed or rescinded.

    Add  Modify  Compile   Delete   Display  Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

                       │                       │

                       │   2 1. Delete changes │ piler

                       │     2. Delete dialog  │

                       │-----------------------│ io .__________________.

                       │ F3=Exit               │    │                  │

                       │_______________________│.   │  2  1. Confirm   │

                                                    │     2. Reject    │

    Dialog name . . . . . . .   SOME1               │__________________│

    Dialog version  . . . . .      1

    Dictionary name . . . . .   TSTDICT

    Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

    Screen  . . . . . . . . .   1  1. General options

                                   2. Assign maps

                                   3. Assign database

                                   4. Assign records and tables

                                   5. Assign process modules

 Enter 1 to confirm the delete request.

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

Display

Specifies that summary information for the named entity be displayed.
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The following screen shows the Display window on the dialog compiler Main Menu.

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete   Display   Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

                               │                  │

                         CA AD │  _  1. Browse    │ er

                               │     2. Summary   │

                           CA, │     3. Map image │

                               │     4. Print Sum │

                               │------------------│

                               │ F3=Exit          │

    Dialog name . . . . . . .  │__________________│

    Dialog version  . . . . .      1

    Dictionary name . . . . .   TSTDICT

    Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

    Screen  . . . . . . . . .   1  1. General options

                                   2. Assign maps

                                   3. Assign database

                                   4. Assign records and tables

                                   5. Assign process modules

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

From the Display window, the developer can choose Browse or Summary. Other options available from this window
depend on the compiler being used.

Browse

The Browse option allows the developer to walk through the entity definition process without changing any information
about the entity. All fields on the compiler screens are protected.

If the entity is currently checked out to another developer and changes have been made but not saved, the Browse option
returns the entity definition as it exists in the dictionary.

Summary

The Summary option gives an overview of the entity definition.

The following screen shows the Summary option taken from the dialog compiler Main Menu.

                             Dialog Summary Display           Page    1 of    1

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

  DIALOG: PROCEMP  VERSION:    1

     Entry Point......: PREMAP                     Mainline.........: YES

     Symbol Table.....: YES                        Diagnostic Tables: NO

     Cobol Moves......: NO                         Retrieval Lock...: NO
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     Autostatus.......: YES                        Message Prefix...: DC

     Status Rec: ADSO-STAT-DEF-REC                 Version:    1

     Access Module: JMASQLD   ANSI-flag:    Date Format:     Time Format:

     Online Map: MAP1                              Version:    1

     Record: SQLCA                                 Version:    1   NC

    Process: USER2-PM                              Version:    1   Premap

    Process: USER1-CONTINUE                        Version:    1   Response

      Execute on error: NO    Key: ENTER  Value:

 .____________________________________________________________________________.

 F3=Exit  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd

Map image

The Map Image screen displays the dialog map as it appears to the user at runtime. The application developer can
position the cursor at map data fields and enter information.

Map modifications defined in process code associated with the dialog are not in effect when the screen is displayed. Map
data fields do not contain any values on the Map Image screen.

Hit any key to return to the menu screen.

Print Sum

The Print Sum option prints a copy of the Print Summary screen.

Switch

Specifies that control is to be passed to another IDMS/DC or DC/UCF task. Switch suspends the current dialog
compilation session and transfers control to another DC/UCF task, to the transfer control facility Selection screen, or to a
new or suspended session of another task.

A task code must be entered into the Task code field.

The following screen shows the Switch window on the dialog compiler Main Menu.

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display   Switch 

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

                                        │                       │

                         CA ADS Online  │ Task code   ________  │

                                        │-----------------------│

                     Computer Associate │ F3=Exit               │

                                        │_______________________│

    Dialog name . . . . . . .   JPKD1

    Dialog version  . . . . .      1
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    Dictionary name . . . . .   TSTDICT

    Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

    Screen  . . . . . . . . .   1  1. General options

                                   2. Assign maps

                                   3. Assign database

                                   4. Assign records and tables

                                   5. Assign process modules

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

Checkout and Release Procedures
The checkout and release procedures allow a developer to own an application, dialog, or map while working on it. The
developer checks out an entity to work on it. Until the entity is released, attempts by another developer to work on that
entity result in the following message:

If ADSC:

DC498107 to user MET on dictionary TESTDCT.

If ADSOBCOM:

DC497042 Dialog is checked out to ADSC and cannot be compiled in batch

How to Checkout or Release an Entity

Types of Checkouts and Releases

An application developer checks out and releases entities explicitly or implicitly.

Explicit checkouts

Explicit checkouts allow the developer to control and retain scope of an entity across repeated definition sessions and
entry compilations.

An explicit checkout begins with either:

• An ADD action from the pulldown menu.
• A CHECKOUT action from the MODIFY pulldown menu. The named entity must exist in the dictionary.

When an entity has been explicitly checked out, no other developer can work on an existing entity until Release is
specified. If Release is not specified, all other developers are limited to the Display and Switch actions.

Explicit checkouts end with either:

• A RELEASE action from the MODIFY pulldown menu
• A successful DELETE action

Explicit releases

This action checks the named entity in and releases it for use by another developer.

An explicit release occurs when:

• The user selects the RELEASE option from the MODIFY sub menu
• The user selects the DELETE DIALOG option from the DELETE sub menu
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Implicit checkout

Implicit checkout is intended to facilitate a developer's work when a long scope of retention is not required. You use
implicit checkout instead of explicit checkout when rapid deletion, compilation, or simple modification of one or many
entities is required.

An implicit checkout begins with any of the following:

• A COMPILE action
• A DELETE action
• Entering the number of a screen in the Screen field and pressing [Enter] from the main menu screen

NOTE
If COMPILE or DELETE is successful, the dialog or application is automatically released. If unsuccessful, the
application or dialog remains checked out to the developer.

When the entity has been implicitly checked out, checking occurs automatically after the entity successfully compiles.

Implicit releases

Implicit releases end an implicit checkout and occur when the application developer does one of the following:

• Successfully compiles the entity
• Selects Modify from the action bar and chooses the Checkout option
• Selects Delete from the action bar and chooses either the Delete changes or Delete dialog option from the pulldown

window

This action checks the named entity in and releases it for use by another developer.

Releasing an entity

The application developer releases an entity by selecting Modify from the action bar and choosing the Release option
from the pulldown window. The named entity must be checked out to the developer before that developer can release it.

The release action suspends the current session and allows another developer to check out the entity.

If the developer has made no changes to the entity definition, the queue records for the current session are deleted and
the developer checking out the released entity receives the following message:

DC498102 Currency set for dialog empdemo version 1

If the developer has made changes to the entity definition and the entity has been released, the queue records are
retained. Another developer can check the entity out and receive the following message:

DC498106 Dialog empdemo version 1 is recovered from a suspended session

Listing Checkouts (ADSL)
Within each compiler, the entities checked out to the executing user can be viewed.

The ADSL transaction allows a user to view the entities of any type checked out by any user. To invoke ADSL, enter the
task code ADSL and enter the desired tool and user information. In this example, 'ADSC' and 'ALL USERS' have been
selected:

 RELEASE nn.n                                                          volser

                       CA ADS AND MAPPING CHECKOUT LISTS
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                       TOOL  . .   1      1.  ADSC

                                          2.  ADSA

                                          3.  MAPC

                                          4.  ALL

                       USER  . .   __________________

                       ALL USERS   /      (/)

 ENTER   F1=HELP   F3=EXIT

The checkout listing information you request is then displayed:

 Dialog compiler               Checkout Listing                Page   1  of   1

 Dialog:                                                    Dictionary:

 --Name--  -Version-    ------------User Id-------------    --Name--   --Node--

 NEWDIAL2     1         PAGTO01                             APPLDICT

 NEWDIAL3     1         PAGTO01                             APPLDICT

 NEWDIAL1     1         PAGTO01

 ADDS01D      1         PAGTO01

 F3=Exit  F7=Bwd  F8=Fwd

The user can modify checkouts using ADSM.

Modifying Checkouts (ADSM)
What you can do

The ADSM transaction can be used to delete or modify the assignment of suspended compiler sessions. For example, a
project leader can use ADSM to reassign ongoing work:

 Release nn.n                                                      volser

                      CA ADS and MAPPING Checkout Modification

                      Action  . . . . . .  2      1. Delete

                                                  2. Reassign

                      Tool  . . . . . . .  1      1. ADSC

                                                  2. ADSA

                                                  3. MAPC

                      Entity name . . . .  ADDS01D

                      Entity version  . .  1

                      Current user  . . .  PAGTO01

                      Reassign to user  .  EMMWI02
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           Copyright (C) yyyy CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

           Enter   F1=Help   F3=Exit

How it works

When a checkout is reassigned, the queue for the tool session remains in place, including uncompiled changes, but the
user assignment is modified.

When a checkout is deleted, uncompiled changes are deleted.

Releasing the entity

You can release an entity through ADSM by leaving blank the field for the new user. The queue for the entity is
maintained, and the entity is available for checkout by another user.

ADS Application Compiler (ADSA)
The ADS application compiler is an application design and prototyping tool. During an application compiler session,
the application developer defines the components and structure of an application. When the definition is complete, the
application developer compiles the application. The resulting load module is stored in the data dictionary for use at
runtime.

When the load module for an application is compiled, the only definitions that must exist in the data dictionary are those
global records specifically associated with the application. All other entities associated with the application can be created
and added to the dictionary at any time before the application is executed. This feature allows the application developer to
upgrade application components without having to recompile the application.

Application Compiler Session
In an application compiler session, screens are displayed that prompt the application developer for information about an
application and the responses and functions associated with the application. The information supplied by the application
developer is used by the ADS runtime system to control the execution of the application.

Invoking the Application Compiler

The application developer can invoke the application compiler from any of the three ways described below.

From IDMS/DC or DC/UCF

By specifying the appropriate IDMS/DC or DC/UCF task code, the application developer can invoke the application
compiler. Task codes are defined at system generation and can vary from site to site. The default task code for the
application compiler is ADSA.

NOTE
To use the application compiler under the transfer control facility (TCF), specify ADSAT, the TCF version of the
application compiler task code. The TCF task code for the dialog compiler is ADSCT and for the mapping facility
is MAPCT.

When invoked, the application compiler displays a blank Main Menu screen on which the application developer can begin
a new session or resume a suspended session.

From Another TCF Task

By specifying the appropriate IDMS/DC or DC/UCF task code in conjunction with the SWITCH command from another
task executing under the transfer control facility, the application developer can invoke the application compiler.
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If a new session is requested, the application compiler displays a blank Main Menu screen on which the application
developer can begin a new session or resume a suspended session.

If an old session is requested, the application compiler resumes its most recently suspended session under the transfer
control facility.

From the TCF Selection Screen

The application compiler can be invoked by keying any nonblank character, except the underscore (_), next to the
appropriate task code or descriptor, as follows:

• Keying a nonblank character next to the appropriate task code invokes the application compiler. A blank Main Menu
screen on which the application developer can begin a new session or resume a suspended session is displayed.

• Keying a nonblank character next to the descriptor of a suspended application compiler session invokes the application
compiler and resumes the suspended session at the Main Menu screen. The descriptor consists of the appropriate
task code, the application name, and the application version number.

The transfer control facility enables the application developer to transfer from one IDMS/DC or DC/UCF task to another.
For example, the application developer can transfer between the application compiler, IDD, MAPC, and the dialog
compiler. When control is transferred from a task, the current session of that task is suspended, if necessary. A task can
have several suspended sessions.

NOTE
In a multiple dictionary environment, be sure to begin the application compiler session in the correct dictionary.
The dictionary name can be specified in the Dictionary name field on the Main Menu screen. For more
information about the transfer control facility, see the IDMS Common Facilities section.

TCF Selection Screen

Sample selections on the transfer control facility Selection screen are shown below:

                                CA, INC.

     TRANSFER CONTROL FACILITY               *** SELECTION SCREEN ***

 _ SUSPEND TCF SESSION   (PF9)           DBNAME..:           DBNODE..:

 _ TERMINATE TCF SESSION (PF3)           DICTNAME: TSTDICT   DICTNODE:

          *TCF TASKCODES*                           *SUSPENDED SESSIONS*

 SELECT ONE TO START A NEW SESSION          SELECT ONE TO RESUME AN OLD SESSION

                                                   TASKCODE        DESCRIPTOR

 _ TCF                                            _ADSCT           MPKDIA1 0001

 _ SYSGENT    SYSGEN COMPILER                     _ADSAT           MPKAPP1  001

 _ MAPCT      MAP DEFINITION                      _ADSAT           MPKAPP1  002

 _ ADSCT      DIALOG GENERATOR                    _ADSCT           MPKDIA2 0001

 X ADSAT      APPLICATION GENERATOR

 _ ASF

 _ ASFT

 _ IDDT       IDD COMMAND MODE

 _ SSCT       SUBSCHEMA COMPILER

 _ SCHEMAT    SCHEMA COMPILER

 _ IDDMT      IDD MENU MODE

 _ OLQ        OLQ COMMAND MODE

 _ OLQT       OLQ COMMAND MODE
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Sequencing Through Application Compiler Screens
Application compiler screens prompt the application developer for information about an application. The developer can
sequence through the application definition steps or request a step in the process explicitly.

The primary steps involved in creating an application are shown below. The developer can either choose the next step
from the Main Menu screen or move through the steps from screen to screen using [PF5].

Steps in Creating an Application

                         ┌───────────┐

                         │  Appl.    │

                         │  specifi- │

                         │  cation   │

                         └─────▲─────┘

                               │

      ┌───────────────┬────────┴──────┬───────────────┐

      │               │               │               │

      │               │               │               │

      │               │               │               │

┌─────▼─────┐   ┌─────▼─────┐   ┌─────▼─────┐   ┌─────▼─────┐

│ General   │ * │ Responses/│ * │ Global    │ * │ Task      │

│ options   ◄───► functions ◄───► records   ◄───► codes     │

│           │   │           │   │           │   │           │

└───────────┘   └───────────┘   └───────────┘   └───────────┘

       *  Previous/next step (F4/F5)

Control Keys

While creating an application, the applications developer can use the control keys shown below to:

• Move from one step in the process to another step
• Move from one screen to another screen while remaining on one step in the process
• Obtain help
• Leave the ADSA compiler
• Move between the action command line and the specification area (Main Menu only)

Summary of Application Compiler Process

Each step in the process of creating an application is associated with one or more screens as shown below.

Step in process Screen Purpose
Application specification Main Menu Identifies the name and characteristics of

an application and specifies the action to be
taken

General options General Options Specifies application options for date
format, print options, security, and
maximum number of responses

Response/function definition Response/Function List Specifies the relationship between functions
and responses

Response Definition Specifies the name and characteristics of a
response
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Function Definition (Dialog) Allows specification of a function and
associated dialog and valid responses for
the dialog or menu/dialog function currently
being defined

Function Definition (Program) Specifies the name and description of the
associated program and records to be
passed to a user program function

Function Definition (Menu) Specifies characteristics for a function
defined as a menu; allows alteration of the
sequence or suppression of the display of
responses on a menu screen

Global records Global Records Specifies records available to all functions
in an application

Task codes Task Codes Specifies DC/UCF task codes that initiate
an application at runtime

Default Control Keys

Activity Control key Description
HELP [PF1] Displays a map or field help screen,

depending on cursor position
If the cursor is on a map field associated
with help text, a half screen of map field
help text is displayed.
If the cursor is set on a map field not
associated with help text or anywhere else
on the map, a full screen of map help text is
displayed.

RETURN [PF3] From a pulldown window, returns to
specification area
From the Main Menu screen, returns control
to DC/UCF
From a screen other than the Main Menu
screen, applies updates to the current
screen and returns to the Main Menu
screen

BACKWARD [PF4] Applies updates to the current screen and
displays the previous step in the process,
as outlined on the Main Menu screen

FORWARD [PF5] Applies updates to the current screen and
displays the next step in the process, as
outlined on the Main Menu screen

BACKPAGE [PF7] Displays the previous screen of any step
containing multiple screens

FORWARD PAGE [PF8] Displays the next screen of any step
containing multiple screens

ACTION [PF10] Toggles the cursor position between the
activity selection area action bar and the
specification area on the Main Menu screen
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Suspending a Session
An application compiler session is automatically suspended in the event of a system crash. Additionally, the current work
is saved whenever an update is made. Application definition sessions are entirely recoverable.

The developer can also suspend a session by selecting the Release option from the Modify window on the action bar.
This allows any other developer to check the application out.

When a session is suspended, the application compiler saves the application definition, including all specifications made
during the session, on queue records. A suspended session can be resumed at any time, as described in Invoking the
Application Compiler.

Terminate a Session
When a session is terminated by compiling or deleting an application, the application compiler displays a blank Main
Menu screen. The application developer can begin another session or can leave the application compiler by selecting an
appropriate activity, such as Switch, from the action bar or by pressing [PF3].

When the application definition is complete, the application developer specifies Compile as the next activity on the action
bar in the activity selection area of the Main Menu. The application is compiled, and the resulting load module is stored in
the data dictionary load area where it is available for execution.

Note: For an example of an application compiler session, see the ADS Using section.

 

Application Compiler Screens
Screens are available for use during an application compiler session. All adding, modifying, deleting, compiling, displaying
and switching is initiated from the Main Menu screen.

Main Menu

The Main Menu screen is displayed when the application developer initiates an application compiler session. This screen
is used to specify the action taken regarding the application, to name an application and a dictionary, and to specify the
next step to be taken in the application definition.

Areas

The screen is composed of six areas:

• Activity selection area
• Dialog identification area
• Screen specification area
• Message area
• Command area
• Key assignment area

Activity Selection Area

Displays the application compiler activities available.

The application developer selects an activity to be performed one of two ways:

• By typing the name of the activity on the Command line in the lower left hand corner of the screen.
• By pressing PF10 to reach the Activity Selection Area, and, with the Tab key, positioning the cursor on the activity

name and pressing the [Enter].
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Application Identification Area

Specifies the application name, application number, dictionary name, and the dictionary node. The fields contained in this
section are described below.

Screen Specification Area

Allows the application developer to specify the next step in the definition process. The application developer can either:

• Press Enter to go to the default next step
• Specify a step

Message Area

Displays informational and error messages returned from the application compiler.

Note that the control keys as described earlier in this section (in addition to [Enter]), are identified at the bottom of this
screen.

Command Area

Provides a command line for entering the name of the desired action as specified in the activity selection area above.
Action names can be abbreviated to the first three letters, ADD, MOD, DEL, COM, DIS or SWI. The system recognizes
more than, but not less than, the first three letters of each identification.

If more than one activity is specified on the command line, an error message is displayed. If an activity is specified on the
command line, and a control key is pressed, the activity associated with the control key is executed.

If an error is detected after the application developer selects an activity, the application compiler redisplays the current
screen. The activity selection is retained and executed when the error is corrected. The application developer can override
the initial selection by specifying another activity on the command line, selecting the activity directly from the selection
area or by using [PF10].

Key Assignment Area

Presents the valid key choices and the action taken.

Control keys are described earlier in this section.

Main Menu Screen

 ┌─     Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 │   ._____________________________________________________________________________.

 │

 └─                           CA ADS Application Compiler

                                            CA, INC.

 ┌─

 │      Application name . . . .    ________

 │      Application version  . .    ____

 │      Dictionary name  . . . .    ________

 │      Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

 └─

 ┌─     Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options

 │                                    2. Responses and Functions

 │                                    3. Global records

 │                                    4. Task codes

 └─

         Copyright (C) yyyy CA, INC.
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    Command ===>

    Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

Field Descriptions

• Application Name
Specifies the 1- to 8- character name of the current application. The application name must begin with an alphabetic
character and cannot contain embedded blanks. An application name must be specified before any other application
compiler activity can be executed.

• Application Version
Specifies the version number, in the range 1 through 9999, of the current application. If no version number is specified,
version defaults to 1.

• Dictionary Name
Specifies the 1- to 8- character name of the data dictionary in which the application load module is stored. If no
dictionary name is specified, dictionary name is set to the name of the dictionary identified in the user's profile or set
through a DCUF SET DICTNAME statement. The dictionary name cannot change once it is validated.

• Dictionary Node
(DDS only) Specifies the node that controls the data dictionary specified by Dictionary name. Dictionary node
defaults to the system currently in use.
Specifying a node name is equivalent to issuing a DCUF SET DICTNODE command under IDMS/DC or DC/UCF.

• Screen
Provides the application developer with a quick form of navigation through the application definition process. By
specifying the number which precedes the step name, the user avoids any unnecessary scrolling through the screens.

General Options Screen Page one
The first page of the General Options screen is used to specify options for an application:

• Description
• Maximum responses
• Date format
• Application compiler execution mode
• Application execution environment
• Default print destination and class

The first page of the General Options screen is accessed from the Main Menu by choosing option 1 at the Screen prompt.

The current settings for the application options are displayed on the screen. Each option can be changed by overwriting
the displayed setting.

Sample Screen

                              General Options                Page 1  of 2

 Application name:  TESTAPPL   Version:    1

     Description . . .  TEST APPLICATION

     Maximum responses . . . . . . . . . . . . .   500

     Date format . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1   1. mm/dd/yy  2. dd/mm/yy
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                                                      3. yy/mm/dd  4. yy/ddd

     Execution environment . . . . . . . . . . .  1   1. Online    2. Batch

     Default execution mode. . . . . . . . . . .  1   1. Step      2. Fast

     Default print destination . . . . . . . . .

     Default print class . . . . . . . . . . . .   1

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F8=Fwd

Field Descriptions

• Application Name
Specifies the name of the current application, as specified on the Main Menu screen. This field is protected.

• Version
Specifies the version number, in the range 1 through 9999, of the current application.

• Description
Specifies a 1- to 32-byte description of the current application. This field is a documentation aid. The application
description is included in the load module created for the application.

• Maximum Responses
Specifies the maximum number of responses, in the range 0 through 9999, that can be defined for the application. The
default maximum number of responses is 500.
The application compiler creates a table of responses for each application; 19 bytes are allocated in the table for each
response that can be defined. Therefore, the value specified for Maximum responses determines the amount of
space that is allocated for the response table.
To optimize processing efficiency, the space allocated for the response table should be kept as small as possible. If the
application developer attempts to add more responses than the maximum number specified, the application compiler
returns a message indicating that the attempt to add a response was unsuccessful because of insufficient space. The
developer can return to the General Options screen at any time during an application compiler session and increase
the Maximum responses specification.
The value does limit the number of responses that can be added, but the size of the load module is exactly tailored to
the actual number of responses, not set at this limit.

Date Format

Specifies the format in which the current date appears on runtime menu and help screens. At runtime, the current date
is retrieved from DC/UCF and is stored in the specified format in ADSO- APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD and ADSO-
APPLICATION- MENU-RECORD, if applicable. When a runtime menu or help screen is displayed, the runtime system
retrieves the date from the applicable record.

The date format is selected by entering the appropriate number in the response field following Date format. Available
formats are as follows:

• MM/DD/YY (for example, 07/25/04). MM/DD/YY is the default.
• DD/MM/YY (for example, 25/07/04)
• YY/MM/DD (for example, 04/07/25)
• DDD/YY (for example, 207/04)
• Execution Environment

Specifies whether the application will execute online or under ADS Batch.
• Default Execution Mode

Sets the default execution mode for the application.
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If STEP mode is specified, the runtime system responds to a user signon with the message that the signon is
accepted. The user then must press [Enter] to initiate the first function of the application. STEP mode is the default.
If FAST mode is specified, the system responds to an acceptable signon by directly initiating the first function
automatically.

• Default Print Destination
Specifies a DC/UCF print destination. If not specified, the print destination defaults at runtime to the system default.
At runtime, the specified print destination is stored in the AGR-PRINT-DESTINATION field of the ADSO-
APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD. WRITE PRINTER commands can use the default by specifying a print destination
of AGR-PRINT-DESTINATION.

• Default Print Class
Specifies a DC/UCF print class number in the range 1 through 64. If not specified, the print class defaults at runtime to
the physical terminal default.
At runtime, the specified print class is stored in the AGR-PRINT-CLASS field of the ADSO-APPLICATION- GLOBAL-
RECORD. WRITE PRINTER process commands can use the default by specifying a print class of AGR-PRINT-
CLASS.

 

General Options Screen Page two
The second page of the General Options screen is used to specify runtime security restrictions for an ADS application.

How to Access

The application developer accesses this screen from the first General Options screen in one of two ways:

• Pressing [PF8]
• Entering a 2 in the Page field and pressing [Enter]

Security Classes

This screen allows the application developer to specify a DC/UCF security class for the current application. Application
security class is no longer used by the ADS runtime system and is not used by IDMS internal security. It is provided for
downward compatibility with applications compiled under previous releases of DC/UCF and for installations that use
privately designed security systems that rely on the application security class being stored in the ADSO-APPLICATION-
GLOBAL-RECORD during runtime.

NOTE
Security classes assigned to responses are checked by IDMS central security if security has been enabled.

Signon Functions

The second page of the General Options screen also allows the application developer to specify a signon function to
be executed before any other application function. A signon function, if specified, is the first function initiated by the
runtime system. If signon is required, the application cannot be executed until an acceptable signon is entered. If signon is
optional, the application can be executed whether or not a signon is entered.

Security for Runtime Menus

The application developer can also specify whether runtime menus are to be security tailored. Only those responses for
which the user has execution authority are displayed on security-tailored menus.

The second page of the ADSA General Options screen itself can be the object of user security restrictions imposed by the
security administrator, through restricting execution authority for program ADAPGOP2. Only application developers having
execution authority for ADAPGOP2 would have access to the second page of the General Options screen.

Note: For more information about IDMS central security, see the IDMS Security Administrating section.

Sample Screen
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                              General Options                Page 2  of 2

 Application name:  TESTAPPL   Version:    1

    Security class. . . . . . .   42

    Menus are . . . . . . . . .  1   1. Not used   2. Security tailored

                                     3. Untailored

    Signon is . . . . . . . . .  1   1. Not used   2. Optional

    Signon function is. . . . .

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F7=Bkwd

Field Descriptions

• Application Name
Specifies the name of the current application, as specified on the Main Menu screen. This field is protected.

• Security Class
Applicable to online applications only, specifies the DC/UCF security class, in the range 1 to 256, assigned to the
application.
File specification allows compatibility with Release 14.0 for applications compiled under previous releases of IDMS
and maintains the functionality of installation-designed security systems that rely on application security classes being
stored in the ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD during runtime.

• Menus Are
Specifies whether runtime menus are security tailored. The application developer can select one of the following
specifications by entering the appropriate number in the data field following this specification. The options are:
a. Not used -- specifies that the application does not use menus.
b. Security tailored -- specifies that only those responses that the user has authority to execute are displayed on the

runtime menus.
c. Untailored -- (default) specifies that all responses defined as valid for application functions are displayed on

menus, regardless whether the user has the authority to execute them.
The ADS runtime system tests to determine whether the user has authority to execute each menu response if menus
are security tailored. Only those responses for which the user has execution authority are then displayed on the
menus. If the user attempts to execute a response for which execution authority is not granted, the current function
screen is redisplayed with the following message:

UNACCEPTABLE RESPONSE. PLEASE TRY AGAIN

• Signon Is
Specifies whether a signon function is executed for the application. The application developer can select a signon
specification by entering the applicable number in the field following this specification. A signon function can be
specified as follows:
a. Not used -- (default) specifies that no signon function is executed for the application.
b. Optional -- specifies that a signon function will be executed only when the user is not signed on to DC/UCF. When

the user is already signed on to DC/UCF, the task top function is executed instead of the signon function (if it is a
different function). Also, the user is not required to sign on to the application to execute unsecured functions.

c. Required -- specifies that the application signon function is always executed regardless of whether the user has
signed on to DC/UCF, and regardless of which function is the task top function. The user can only execute other
functions after successfully signing on to the application.

• Signon Function Is
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Specifies the name of a signon menu function to be defined by using the Function Definition (Menu) screen. If
Signon is specified as Optional or Required, a signon function must be supplied. If Signon is specified as Not used,
a signon function name cannot be specified.
To identify system functions, enter the system function name. System functions are reserved and cannot be edited.
ADSA warns the application developer if a function type code (1, 2 or 3), a program name, or a dialog name are
reserved for a system function.

Response/Function List Screen
The Response/Function List screen is accessed from the Main Menu by choosing option 2 at the Screen prompt. This
screen is used to:

• Identify each response name for the application
• Identify the associated control key
• Identify the function associated with the response
• Specify the function type
• Name the program or dialog

For each response defined, the combination of response name, associated assigned key, and function initiated must be
unique within the application.

Up to 12 responses and functions can be entered on one page of the Response/Function List screen.

The application developer can scroll between pages using the control keys associated with paging forward and paging
backward. See earlier in this section for a listing of the default control key assignments for the application compiler.

From the Response/Function List screen, the application developer can further define both responses and functions by
accessing the following screens:

• Response Definition screen
• Function Definition (Dialog) screen
• Function Definition (Program) screen
• Function Definition (Menu) screen

To access one of these screens, a nonblank character is placed in the appropriate Select field.

Sample Screen

                             Response/Function List            Page  1 of  1

 Application name:  TESTAPP1   Version:    1

 Select    Response    Assigned      Select    Function             Program/

  (/)      name        key            (/)      name/type(1,2,3)*    Dialog name

   _       ________     _____          _       ________ / _         ________

   _       ________     _____          _       ________ / _         ________

   _       ________     _____          _       ________ / _         ________

   _       ________     _____          _       ________ / _         ________

                                        * Type: 1. Dialog  2. Program  3. Menu
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 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd

Field Descriptions

• Application Name
Specifies the name of the current application, as specified on the Main Menu screen. This field is protected.

• Version
Specifies the version number, in the range 1 through 9999, of the current application.

• Select
Placing a nonblank character in this field allows the developer to select a particular response or function for further
definition.

• Response Name
Displays the name of the application response.

The following considerations apply:

• For ADS, the response name cannot contain embedded blanks. At runtime, the response name can be used in a
$RESPONSE map field to select the response. The response name is also stored by the runtime system in the AMR-
RESPONSE-FIELD of ADSO- APPLICATION-MENU-RECORD for use in runtime menus.

• For ADS Batch, if the response field for an input record is the concatenation of several fields, the response name
specified on the Response Definition screen must include any embedded blanks that occur in a concatenation. For
example, the entry 'ADD ''E' is made for a response field that is the concatenation of two fields, the first being six bytes
long and the second being one byte long. The first field contains the field value of ADD and the second field contains
E.

• Assigned Key
Specifies an online control key or a batch control event that selects the response at runtime.
The following considerations apply:
– Valid online assigned key specifications are ENTER, CLEAR, PA1 through PA3, PF1 through PF24. LPEN can

be specified as a control key if the use of light pens is supported by the installation. The following consideration
applies:
• CLEAR, PA1, PA2, and PA3 do not transmit data.

– Valid batch control events are EOF and IOERR. The following considerations apply:
• EOF indicates that the most recent input-file read operation resulted in an end-of-file condition.
• IOERR indicates that the most recent input file read operation resulted in a physical input-error condition. In ADS

Batch, an output error causes the runtime system to terminate the application.
• Function Name/Type

Displays the name and type of the application function associated with the response.
The function name cannot contain embedded blanks.
The application compiler supplies a function type by crosschecking the defined functions and responses.
Function types are as follows:
a. Dialog -- The response is associated with a dialog function.
b. Program -- The response is associated with a user program function.
c. Menu -- The response is associated with a menu function.
For example, if the application developer specifies Menu and also provides a dialog name in the Associated dialog
field, of a Function Definition screen, the function is associated with a menu.
When the application developer associates the response process with the dialog, using the dialog compiler Process
Modules screen, the Value and Key specified should match the Response name and Assigned key entered on the
Response/Function List screen.
Associating a response with an internal function causes the dialog's response process to be displayed as a valid
response on runtime menu and help screens.

• Program/Dialog Name
Specifies the name of the program or dialog associated with the function.
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Response/Function Search

The ADSA compiler:

• Supports up to 999 pages of responses and function relationships
• Returns to the current Response/Function screen when the selection list of responses and functions has been

exhausted
• Provides a search function that allows partial keys and both next (forward) and previous (backward) searches.

An example of the search function follows.

Invoking the Search Function

Pressing [PF6] brings up the search window. In this example, a partial key -- 'IUA' -- has been entered. The search will
attempt to match any response name beginning with those letters:

 RELEASE nn.n                                                  volser

                       Response/Function List         Page   1 of   2

 Application name:  METAPPL1   Version:    1

 Select  Response  Assigned  Select   Function            Program/

  (/)    name      key        (/)     name/type(1,2,3)*   Dialog name

   _     R1         ENTER      _      F1       / 1        JPKSQLD1

   _     R3         ┌────────────────────────────────┐    STEVEDLG

                    │ Search for. . .                │

   _     R2         │  Response  Assigned  Function  │    ________

                    │  name      key       name      │

   _     R4         │                                │    DIAL4

                    │  IUA       _____     ________  │

   _     R5         │--------------------------------│    DIAL5

                    │  F3=Exit  F7=Prev  F8=Next     │

   _     LINKOLQR   └────────────────────────────────┘    IDMSOLQS

                              * Type: 1. Dialog  2. Program  3. Menu

 Enter F1=Help F3=Exit F4=Prev F5=Next F6=Search F7=Bkwd F8=Fwd

Search Result

Pressing [PF8] initiates a forward search. In this example, response IUADOLQR is found:

 RELEASE nn.n                                                  volser

                       Response/Function List         Page   2 of   2

 Application name:  METAPPL1   Version:    1

 Select  Response  Assigned  Select   Function            Program/

  (/)    name      key        (/)     name/type(1,2,3)*   Dialog name
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   _     IUADOLQR   PF07       _      IUADOLQF / 1        IUADOLQ1

   _     ________   ┌────────────────────────────────┐    ________

                    │ Search for. . .                │

   _     ________   │  Response  Assigned  Function  │   ________

                    │  name      key       name      │

   _     ________   │                                │   ________

                    │  IUA       _____     ________  │

   _     ________   │--------------------------------│   ________

                    │  F3=Exit  F7=Prev  F8=Next     │

   _     ________   └────────────────────────────────┘    ________

                              * Type: 1. Dialog  2. Program  3. Menu

 DC451536 Matching entry found on page   2

 Enter F1=Help F3=Exit F4=Prev F5=Next F6=Search F7=Bkwd F8=Fwd

Response Definition Screen
The Response Definition screen enables the application developer to provide extended specifications when defining
responses. These specifications include:

• Description
• Security class
• Response type
• Response execution
• Assigned key
• Control command

The Response Definition screen is accessed by entering a nonblank character in the appropriate Select field on the
Response/Function List screen and pressing [PF5].

Sample Screen

                              Response Definition

 Application name:   TEST1      Version:    1

 Response name:      QUIT                                Drop response (/) _

 Function invoked:   QUIT

 Description . . . . ____________________________            Security class:   1

 Response type. . . . . . . 2   1. Global      2. Local

 Response execution . . . . 2   1. Immediate   2. Deferred

 Assigned key . . . . . . . PF01

 Control command. . . . . .  1   1. Transfer               2. Invoke
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                                 3. Link                   4. Return

                                 5. Return continue        6. Return clear

                                 7. Return continue clear  8. Transfer nofinish

                                 9. Invoke nosave         10. Link nosave

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next

Field Descriptions

• Application Name
Specifies the name of the current application, as specified on the Main Menu screen. This field is protected.

• Version
Specifies the version number, in the range 1 through 9999, of the current application.

• Response Name
Displays the name of the application response selected on the Response/Function List screen.
This field can be modified by the user. The first character of the response name cannot be blank. If modified, the user
should insure that the combination of response name, assigned key, and associated function must be unique within the
application.

• Drop Response
Removes the response definition from the application. ADS does not drop the function associated with the dropped
response.

• Function Invoked
Displays the function invoked by the current application response, as specified on the Response/Function List screen.
This field is protected.

• Description
Specifies a 1- to 28-byte description of the current response. The response description is displayed with the associated
response name on runtime menu and help screens. Note that the specified description is truncated to 12 characters on
the short description menu screen.

• Security Class
Specifies the security class for the response. Valid security class values are 1 to 256. See your Security Administrator
about the security class conventions being used at your site.

• Response Type
Specifies whether the response is global or local, as follows:
a. Global -- The response is valid for all functions in the application. Global responses can be deselected from the list

of valid responses for a specific function.
b. Local (default) -- The response is valid only for those functions with which it is explicitly associated on the Function

Definition screen.
A response is specified as global (that is, valid for all functions in the application) or local (that is, valid only if explicitly
associated with a function). For each response defined, the combination of response name, associated control key,
and function initiated must be unique within the application.

• Response Execution
Specifies whether the invoked function is immediately executable or deferred. The following considerations apply:
– In online applications, the default for all functions except the HELP, SIGNON, SIGNOFF, FORWARD, and

BACKWARD system functions is deferred.
– In the batch environment, the default for all functions is immediately executable.
Defaults can be overridden by entering the appropriate number in the data field immediately following the Response
execution prompt.

• Assigned Key
Specifies an online control key or a batch control event that selects the response at runtime.
The following considerations apply:
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– Valid online assigned key specifications are ENTER, CLEAR, PA1 through PA3, PF1 through PF24, FWD, BWD,
and HDR. LPEN can be specified as a control key if the use of light pens is supported by the installation. The
following considerations apply:
• CLEAR, PA1, PA2, and PA3 do not transmit data.
• The FWD, BWD, and HDR control keys are associated with pageable maps.
• FWD and BWD are synonymous with the keyboard control keys defined for paging forward and backward

respectively. If FWD or BWD is specified and the keys defined for paging forward and backward are changed,
the response definition does not have to be updated or the application recompiled.
HDR is not associated with any keyboard control key. Conditions encountered during a map paging session
cause the response associated with this control key value to be selected.

– Valid batch control events are EOF and IOERR. The following considerations apply:
• EOF indicates that the most recent input-file read operation resulted in an end-of-file condition.
• IOERR indicates that the most recent input file read operation resulted in a physical input-error condition. In ADS

Batch, an output error causes the runtime system to terminate the application.
• Control Command

Specifies the ADS control command used to pass processing control to the function associated with the response, as
follows:
a. Transfer (default) -- Control is passed by means of a TRANSFER command.
b. Invoke -- Control is passed by means of an INVOKE command.
c. Link -- Control is passed by means of a LINK command.
d. Return -- Control is passed by means of a RETURN command.
e. Return Continue -- Control is passed by means of a RETURN command to the premap process.
f. Return Clear -- Control is passed by means of a RETURN command and buffers are initialized.
g. Return Continue Clear -- Control is passed by means of a RETURN command to the premap process and buffers

are initialized.
In process code for dialogs associated with functions, the only control command needed is EXECUTE NEXT
FUNCTION. When a valid response is made, EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION causes the runtime system to execute the
control command associated with the response. The control commands perform the same record buffer and currency
maintenance as they do when they are coded in processes.

Function Definition (Dialog) Screen
The Function Definition (Dialog) screen is accessed by entering a nonblank character in the appropriate Select field on
the Response/Function List screen and pressing [PF5]. The function chosen must be associated with a type of dialog.

This screen is used to:

• Provide a description of the dialog function
• Identify the associated dialog name
• Identify a user exit dialog
• Name the default response
• Specify valid responses for the current dialog function

The screen provides an alphabetical listing of all responses valid for the application. Responses that are valid are
indicated by an X.

The application developer can select additional valid responses by typing a nonblank character in the 1-byte field
immediately preceding the applicable response. The application developer can deselect any valid response by overwriting
the 1-byte field immediately preceding the response with a blank or by using the ERASE EOF key.

Up to 6 responses can be displayed on one page of the Function Definition screen.
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The application developer can scroll between pages using the control keys associated with paging forward and paging
backward. See earlier in this section for a listing of the default control key assignments for the application compiler.

Sample Screen

                          Function Definition (Dialog)       Page   1 of   2

 Application name:  GWGAPP01   Version:    1

 Function name:     F1                                   Drop function (/) _

 Description . . .  DEFINED

 Associated dialog . . . . . D1           User exit dialog . . . . . ________

 Default response  . . . . . ________

 Valid                                     Valid

 response(/)  Response Key   Function      response(/)  Response Key   Function

     _        R1       PF01  F1                _        R15      _____ ________

     _        R10      _____ ________          _        R2       PF02  F2

     _        R11      _____ ________          _        R3       PF08  FWD

     _        R12      _____ ________          _        R4       _____ FORWARD

     _        R13      _____ ________          _        R6       _____ HELP

     _        R14      _____ ________          _        R7       _____ ________

                                                             more ...

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd

Field Descriptions

• Page
Specifies the page number of the Function Definition (Dialog) screen to be displayed. If more than one page exists for
the screen, this field displays the current page of the total number of pages, as shown on the sample screen above.
This field is modifiable so that you can access the valid responses for the displayed dialog function quickly. To request
the next map page to be displayed:
– Press the control key associated with paging forward or paging backward one page (the system generation defaults

are [PF8] and [PF7], respectively)
– Enter a numeral for the page that you want to access, and press any control key other than keys assigned for

paging forward or backward
• Application Name

Specifies the name of the current application, as specified on the Main Menu screen.
This field is protected.

• Version
Specifies the version number, in the range 1 through 9999, of the current application.
This field is protected.

• Function Name
Displays the name of the current function, as specified on the Response/Function List screen.
This field can be modified by the user. The first character of the Function name cannot be blank. If modified, the user
should insure that the combination of response name, assigned key, and associated function name must be unique
within the application.

• Drop Function
Removes the function definition from the application.

• Description
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Specifies a 1- to 28-byte description of the current response. The response description is displayed with the associated
response name on runtime menu and help screens. Note that the specified description is truncated to 12 characters on
the short description menu screen.
You must change the literal, UNDEFINED, to something else, or ADS displays the following error message:

DC462226 FUNCTION FUNC4 IS UNDEFINED

Only the first 12 bytes of each description are displayed.
• Associated Dialog

Specifies the name of the dialog or user program associated with the function. If this field is left blank, the function is
associated with a system-defined menu.
If the application developer provides a dialog name and also specifies Menu as the Function type on the Response/
Function List screen, the function is associated with a menu.
Menu cannot be specified for ADS Batch applications.

• User Exit Dialog
Specifies the name of a dialog to which a dialog function can LINK internally.
When the dialog function is initiated at runtime, the name of the dialog supplied as the user exit dialog is stored in the
AGR-EXIT-DIALOG field of ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD. When the runtime system encounters a LINK
TO AGR-EXIT-DIALOG command, the dialog named in the AGR-EXIT-DIALOG field becomes the object of the LINK
command.

• Default Response
Specifies the name of the response initiated by the runtime system when the user presses [Enter] without entering
a specific response. The default response is displayed in bright intensity on the Function Definition screen for each
function.

• Valid Response
A nonblank character in this field indicates that this response is valid for this function.

• Response
Displays the name of a response from the Response/Function List screen.

• Key
Displays the assigned key that initiates the response.

• Function
Displays the name of the function initiated by the response.

Function Definition (Program) Screen
The Function Definition (Program) screen is accessed by entering a nonblank character in the appropriate Select field on
the Response/Function List screen and pressing [PF5]. The function chosen must be associated with a type of program.

The Function Definition (Program) screen is used to:

• Provide a description of the program function
• Identify the associated program name
• Specify record buffers and control blocks passed to a program at runtime.

Information provided on this screen applies only to a current function associated with a user program.

Up to eight records can be specified on one page of the Function Definition (Program) screen.

The application developer can scroll between pages using the control keys associated with paging forward and paging
backward. See the table earlier in this section for a listing of the default control key assignments for the application
compiler.

When a function associated with a user program is initiated at runtime, ADS passes control to the program. Additionally,
the runtime system passes the data in the record buffers and control blocks specified on the Function Definition (Program)
screen. ADS maintains all application record buffers at the level at which control was relinquished.
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When a user program finishes execution, control returns to the mapout operation of the function from which the program
was initiated or, if the program was initiated by an EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION command, to the command that follows
EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION. Note that a user program must process its own responses. Valid responses cannot be
specified for the function associated with the program.

The Function Definition (Program) screen is similar to the USING clause of the LINK TO PROGRAM control command.

Sample Screen

                          Function Definition (Program)

 Application name: TEST1      Version:    1

 Function name:    PROG01                                Drop function (/) _

 Associated program . . . . PROG01

 Description  . . . . . . . UNDEFINED

                            Records passed               Drop record (/)

          1.        ________________________________           _

          2.        ________________________________           _

          3.        ________________________________           _

          4.        ________________________________           _

          5.        ________________________________           _

          6.        ________________________________           _

          7.        ________________________________           _

          8.        ________________________________           _

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd

Field descriptions

• Application Name
Specifies the name of the current application, as specified on the Main Menu screen. This field is protected.

• Version
Specifies the version number, in the range 1 through 9999, of the current application.
This field is protected.

• Function Name
Displays the name of the current function, as specified on the Response/Function List screen. The function must be
associated with a user program.
This field can be modified by the user. The first character of the Function name cannot be blank. If modified, the user
should insure that the combination of response name, assigned key, and associated function name must be unique
within the application.

• Drop Function
Removes the function definition from the application.

• Associated Program
Displays the name of the user program with which the current function is associated, as specified on the Response/
Function List screen.
This field is protected.

• Description
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Specifies a 1- to 28-byte description of the current function. The function description is displayed with the associated
response name on runtime menu and help screens. Note that the specified description is truncated to 12 characters on
the short description menu screen.

• Records Passed
Specifies the data passed to the user program. The application developer specifies record names and/or control block
names as follows:
– Record name passes the buffer for the specified record to the user program. The specified record must be known

to the issuing function. ADSO-APPLICATION-MENU-RECORD is the only record that can be passed to a user
program from a system-defined menu function.

– MAP-CONTROL/MAP_CONTROL passes the map request block (MRB) of the issuing function to the user
program.

– SUBSCHEMA-CONTROL/SUBSCHEMA_CONTROL passes the subschema control block of the issuing function
to the user program.

The record and control block names must be entered from left to right, top to bottom, in the same order in which they
are defined in the program.

• Drop Record
Removes the record from its association with the program function, but does not delete the record definition from the
dictionary.

Function Definition (Menu) Screen
The Function Definition (Menu) screen is accessed by entering a nonblank character in the appropriate Select field on the
Response/Function List screen and pressing [PF5]. The function chosen must be associated with a type of menu.

The Function Definition (Menu) screen is made up of two screens used to specify the characteristics of runtime menu
screens and the responses to be listed on that menu.

Page 1 of the Function Definition (Menu) screen allows the application developer to specify:

• A description of the menu
• The name of the associated dialog if this is a menu/dialog
• The default response, if any
• The name of the user exit dialog, if any
• Whether the menu is defined by the site or the system
• The description length
• The number of responses per page
• The number of heading lines and their content

Page 2 of the Function Definition (Menu) screen allows the application developer to specify:

• The responses to be displayed on the menu
• The order in which the responses will be displayed at runtime

To specify the number of responses per page, the application developer specifies that the menu is user-defined and
specifies the number of responses, from 0 to 50. If the application developer specifies that the menu is system-defined,
the number of responses is set by ADS: 12 for a signon menu, 15 for a nonsignon menu that uses long descriptions, and
30 for a nonsignon menu that uses short descriptions.

The Function Definition (Menu) screen also allows the application developer to specify up to three lines of heading text for
display at the top of each menu page. The heading text can use any or all of the three lines available.

Information provided on the Function Definition (Menu) screens applies only to a current function associated with a menu
or a menu/dialog. The Function Definition (Menu) screen is not available when defining ADS Batch.

Page 1 of Function Definition (Menu)
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                          Function Definition (Menu)           Page  1 of  2

 Application name:  TEST       Version:    1

 Function name:     MENU1                                Drop function (/) _

 Description . . .  UNDEFINED

 Associated dialog . . . . .  ________

 Default response  . . . . .  ________     User exit dialog . . . .  ________

 Use signon menu (/). . . . . . . . . . _

 Menu defined by:                       2  1. User      2. System

 Description length . . . . . . . . . . 1  1. Long (28) 2. Short (12)

 Responses per page . . . . . . . . . . 15

 Number of heading lines (0-3). . . . . 0

 Heading line text

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F8=Fwd

Field descriptions for page 1

• Application Name
Specifies the name of the current application, as specified on the Main Menu screen. This field is protected.

• Version
Specifies the version number, in the range 1 through 9999, of the current application.
This field is protected.

• Function Name
Displays the name of the current function, as specified on the Response/Function List screen. The function must be
associated with a user program.
This field can be modified by the user. The first character of the Function name cannot be blank. If modified, the user
should insure that the combination of response name, assigned key, and associated function name must be unique
within the application.

• Drop Function
Removes the function definition from the application.

• Description
Specifies a 1- to 28-byte description of the current function. The function description is displayed with the associated
response name on runtime menu and help screens. Note that the specified description is truncated to 12 characters on
the short description menu screen.

• Associated Dialog
Specifies the name of the dialog or user program associated with the function. If this field is left blank, the function is
associated with a system-defined menu.
If the application developer provides a dialog name and also specifies Menu as the Function type on the Response/
Function List screen, the function is associated with a menu.
Menu cannot be specified for ADS Batch applications.

• Default Response
Specifies the name of the response initiated by the runtime system when the user presses [Enter] without entering
a specific response. The default response is displayed in bright intensity on the Function Definition screen for each
function.

• User Exit Dialog
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Specifies the name of a dialog to which a dialog function can LINK internally.
When the dialog function is initiated at runtime, the name of the dialog supplied as the user exit dialog is stored in the
AGR-EXIT-DIALOG field of ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD. When the runtime system encounters a LINK
TO AGR-EXIT-DIALOG command, the dialog named in the AGR-EXIT-DIALOG field becomes the object of the LINK
command.

• Use Signon Menu
Specifies whether the menu is a signon menu. At runtime, the menu uses the AMR-USER-ID and AMR-PASSWORD
fields of ADSO-APPLICATION-MENU-RECORD.
If the signon menu is system-defined, up to 12 responses are displayed on each page at runtime.

• Menu Defined By
Specifies whether the menu is system-defined or user-defined, as follows:
– specifies that the menu is user-defined, meaning that the user can specify the number of responses per page, from

0 to 50.
– (default) specifies that the menu is system-defined, meaning that ADS determines the number of responses per

menu page: 12 for a signon menu, 15 for a nonsignon menu that uses long descriptions, and 30 for a nonsignon
menu that uses short descriptions.

• Description Length
Specifies the description length for nonsignon menus, as follows:
– (default) specifies that each function description displayed on the menu screen contains the complete 28-byte

description text. The long description allows up to 15 responses to be displayed on each page of a system-defined
menu.

– specifies that each description displayed on the menu screen is truncated to the first 12 bytes of the description text.
The short description allows up to 30 responses to be displayed on each page of a system-defined menu.

At runtime, the description displayed is the description specified on the Response Definition screen. If the response
definition has no description, the runtime system displays the description of the associated function for the response.

• Responses Per Page
Specifies the maximum number of responses, in the range 0 through 50, that can be displayed on one page of a user-
defined menu at runtime.
The maximum number of responses per page for a system-defined menu is determined by the menu format. A system-
defined signon menu has 12 responses per page. Other system-defined menus have either 15 or 30 responses per
page, depending on the length of the description (see Description length).
The default is 15.

• Number of Heading Lines
Specifies the number of heading lines displayed at the top of each page of the runtime menu screen.
The default is 0 (that is, no heading lines).

• Heading Line Text
Specifies the heading text displayed at the top of each page of the runtime menu screen. The application developer
can enter free-form text in the three 79-byte fields provided.

Page 2 of Function Definition (Menu)

                           Function Definition (Menu)          Page  2 of  2

 Application name:  TEST1      Version:    1

 Function name:     MENU1

 Valid   Seq.   Response  Key  Function  Valid   Seq.   Response  Key  Function

 resp.    #                              Resp.    #

   _    ______  ADD      PF02  F2          _    ______  ________ _____ ________
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   _    ______  QUIT     PF01  QUIT        _    ______  ________ _____ ________

   _    ______  ________ _____ ________    _    ______  ________ _____ ________

   _    ______  ________ _____ ________    _    ______  ________ _____ ________

 Enter F1=Help F3=Exit F4=Prev F5=Next F7=Bkwd F8=Fwd F9=Update Seq

Field Descriptions for Page 2

NOTE
Page 2 of the Function Definition (Menu) only appears when you have previously defined responses.

• Application Name
Specifies the name of the current application, as specified on the Main Menu screen. This field is protected.

• Version
Specifies the version number, in the range 1 through 9999, of the current application. This field is protected.

• Function Name
Displays the name of the current function, as specified on the Response/Function List screen. The function must be
associated with a user program. This field is protected.

• Valid Response
A nonblank character in this field indicates that this response is valid for this function.

• Seq.#
Specifies the sequence number of each response. The application developer can modify the position or suppress the
display of a response by overwriting the sequence number in this field.

• Response
Specifies the name of each response selected as valid for the current function.
This field is protected.

• Key
Specifies the control key or control event associated with the current application response, as specified on the
Response/Function List screen.
This field is protected.

• Function
Specifies the name of the current function, as specified on the Response/Function List screen. The function must be
associated with a menu or a menu/dialog.
This field is protected.

Global Records Screen
The Global Records screen is used to specify records that are available to all functions in an application at runtime.

The Global Records screen is accessed from the Main Menu by choosing option 3 at the Screen prompt.

The application developer can scroll between pages of the Global Records screen by using the control keys associated
with paging forward and paging backward. See the table earlier in this section for a listing of the default control key
assignments for the application compiler.

Global records must be defined in the data dictionary before the application is compiled. The records can be work records
or map records. If a subschema record is specified, the application compiler uses the IDD description of the record.
Individual subschema views are not used.

Once specified, global records are available to all dialogs, maps, and user programs defined for the application.

There is no limit to the number of records which can be specified.

Record buffers for global records are maintained across application functions, regardless of the means of transfer of
control. Thus, values in the records are preserved for the duration of the application execution.
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A global record used by a dialog must be associated with the dialog. The record can be defined as a work record on the
dialog compiler Records and Tables screen or it can be associated with the dialog map or subschema.

Note: For more information about associating records with maps, see the IDMS Mapping Facility section.

Application global records are optional. Note, however, that ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD is automatically
included in the list of global records. The application developer can delete this record, but should be aware that deleting
ADSO- APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD disables many of the runtime capabilities provided by ADS.

Sample Screen

                                 Global Records                Page  1 of  1

 Application name:  TESTAPP1   Version:    1

                    Record name                 Version     Drop record (/)

   1.    ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD              1            _

   2.    ________________________________         ____            _

   3.    ________________________________         ____            _

   4.    ________________________________         ____            _

   5.    ________________________________         ____            _

   6.    ________________________________         ____            _

   7.    ________________________________         ____            _

   8.    ________________________________         ____            _

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd

Field Descriptions

• Application Name
Specifies the name of the current application, as specified on the Main Menu screen. This field is protected.

• Version
Specifies the version number, in the range 1 through 9999, of the current application.

• Record name
Specifies the 1- to 32-character name of each global record for the application. The named record must be defined in
the data dictionary before the application is compiled.
The application developer can delete records already specified by overwriting the record name with blanks or by using
the ERASE EOF key.

• Version
Specifies the version number, in the range 1 through 9999, of the current application. If no version number is specified,
version defaults to 1.

• Drop Record (/)
Removes the record from its association with the application, but does not delete the record definition from the
dictionary.
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Task Codes Screen
The Task Codes screen is used to specify DC/UCF task codes that initiate an application at runtime. Each task code is
associated with an application function.

The application compiler updates the table of task codes and associated functions (task application table) that is
referenced by the ADS runtime system.

The Task Code screen is accessed from the Main Menu by choosing option 4 at the Screen prompt.

At runtime, the user can enter one of the specified task codes. If a signon is not required, the associated function is
executed as the first function in the application. If a signon is required, the associated function is executed as the first
function after an acceptable signon is entered.

At least one task code must be specified for each application. Up to eight task codes and corresponding functions can be
specified on one page of the Task Codes screen. The application developer can specify additional task codes by pressing
[Enter] to enter the specified task codes and then pressing the applicable control key to display a blank Task Codes
screen.

The application developer can scroll between pages of the Task Codes screen by using the control keys associated with
paging forward and paging backward. See earlier in this section for a listing of the default control key assignments.

Sample Screen

                                   Task Codes                  Page  1 of  1

 Application name:  TEST1      Version:    1

               Task Code            Function                   Drop (/)

         1.    ________             ________                      _

         2.    ________             ________                      _

         3.    ________             ________                      _

         4.    ________             ________                      _

         5.    ________             ________                      _

         6.    ________             ________                      _

         7.    ________             ________                      _

         8.    ________             ________                      _

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd

Field descriptions

• Application Name
Specifies the name of the current application, as specified on the Main Menu screen. This field is protected.

• Version
Specifies the version number, in the range 1 through 9999, of the current application.
This field is protected.

• Task Code
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Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of each DC/UCF task code for the application. Task code names cannot contain
embedded blanks. The application developer can delete task codes already specified by entering a nonblank character
in the Drop ID column opposite the task code to be dropped.

NOTE
Task codes must be defined to DC/UCF at system generation by means of the TASK statement before
they can be used to initiate an application directly from DC/UCF without also having to specify the task
code for the runtime system. Task codes defined at system generation must invoke ADSORUN1. For more
information about the TASK statement, see the IDMS System Generation section.

• Function Name
Displays the name of the current function, as specified on the Response/Function List screen. The function must be
associated with a user program.
This field is protected.

• Drop Code
Removes the task code from its association with the application.

ADS Dialog Compiler (ADSC)
The ADS dialog compiler is used to define dialogs for online and batch applications. Dialogs perform database retrieval
and update, and any required processing within an application. Additionally, batch dialogs perform file input and output,
and application processing.

When the definition is complete, the dialog is compiled and the resulting load module stored in the data dictionary. When
using SQL, access modules are stored in the catalog component of the dictionary by the IDMS access module compiler.

Modification or deletion of dialog components do not change the existing dialog until the dialog is explicitly recompiled to
create a new load module.

 
Note: For more information about modifying dialogs, see the ADS Using section.

A dialog created by the dialog compiler can be associated with an application function or can stand alone as a structural
unit in an application that consists only of dialogs. A dialog is associated with an application function by specifying the
dialog name on the Response/Function List screen during an application compiler (ADSA) session.

Batch and Online Definition and Execution Modes

It is important not to confuse batch and online definition modes with batch and online execution modes. Batch dialogs
and online dialogs can be defined using the dialog compiler in online or batch mode. The dialog compiler, ADSC, is the
online dialog definition tool. ADSOBCOM defines dialogs in batch mode. Once defined, dialogs can be executed in a
batch environment or an online environment.

Process Commands for Online and Batch

Process modules contained in dialogs can include process commands appropriate for online execution as well as
commands designed exclusively for batch execution. The dialog compiler, when compiling a process module, accepts
both types of commands, regardless of the environment of the dialog. This allows a process module to be used for both
online and batch applications. If, however, the runtime system encounters a disallowed command or command parameter,
the application abends.

Execution Mode

The environment in which a dialog can be executed depends on the map associated with it, as follows:

• A dialog with an online map executes only in the online environment.
• A dialog with a file map executes only in the batch environment.
• A mapless dialog executes in either environment.
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This section contains the following topics:

Dialog Compiler Session
In a dialog compiler session, screens are displayed that prompt the application developer for information about a dialog
and the components with which the dialog is to be associated. The information supplied by the application developer is
used by the ADS runtime system to execute the dialog.

Invoking the Dialog Compiler

The application developer can invoke the dialog compiler from any of the three ways described below.

From IDMS/DC or DC/UCF

By specifying the appropriate IDMS/DC or DC/UCF (DC/UCF) task code, the application developer can invoke the dialog
compiler. Task codes are defined at system generation and can vary from site to site. The default task code for the dialog
compiler is ADSC. To use the dialog compiler under the transfer control facility, specify the transfer control facility version
of the dialog compiler task code, ADSCT.

When invoked, the dialog compiler displays a blank Main Menu screen on which a new session can begin or a suspended
session can be resumed.

From Another TCF Task

By specifying the appropriate DC/UCF task code in conjunction with the SWITCH command from another task executing
under the transfer control facility, the application developer can invoke the dialog compiler.

If a new session is requested, the dialog compiler displays a blank Main Menu screen on which a new session can begin
or a suspended session resumed.

If an old session is requested, the dialog compiler resumes its most recently suspended session under the transfer control
facility.

From the TCF Selection Screen

By keying any nonblank character, except the underscore (_), next to the appropriate task code or descriptor, the
application developer can invoke the dialog compiler as follows:

• Keying a nonblank character next to the appropriate task code invokes the dialog compiler, which displays a blank
Main Menu screen on which a session can begin or be resumed.

• Keying a nonblank character next to the descriptor of a suspended dialog compiler session invokes the dialog compiler
and resumes the suspended session at the Main Menu screen. The descriptor consists of the appropriate task code,
the dialog name, and the dialog version number.

The transfer control facility enables the application developer to transfer from one DC/UCF task to another. For example,
transfers between the dialog compiler, IDD, MAPC, and the application compiler can be made. When control is transferred
from a task, the current session of that task is suspended, if necessary. A task can have several suspended sessions.

NOTE
Be sure to begin the dialog compiler session in the correct dictionary. The dictionary name can be specified in
the Dictionary name field of the Main Menu screen. For more information about the transfer control facility, see
the IDMS Common Facilities section.

Sample selections on the transfer control facility Selection screen are shown below:

                                CA, INC.

     TRANSFER CONTROL FACILITY               *** SELECTION SCREEN ***
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 _ SUSPEND TCF SESSION   (PF9)           DBNAME..:           DBNODE..:

 _ TERMINATE TCF SESSION (PF3)           DICTNAME: TSTDICT   DICTNODE:

          *TCF TASKCODES*                           *SUSPENDED SESSIONS*

 SELECT ONE TO START A NEW SESSION          SELECT ONE TO RESUME AN OLD SESSION

                                                   TASKCODE        DESCRIPTOR

 _ TCF                                            _ADSCT           MPKDIA1 0001

 _ SYSGENT    SYSGEN COMPILER                     _ADSAT           MPKAPP1  001

 _ MAPCT      MAP DEFINITION                      _ADSAT           MPKAPP1  002

 X ADSCT      DIALOG GENERATOR                    _ADSCT           MPKDIA2 0001

 _ ADSAT      APPLICATION GENERATOR               _OLMT            CEXME2220001

 _ ASF

 _ ASFT

 _ IDDT       IDD COMMAND MODE

 _ SSCT       SUBSCHEMA COMPILER

 _ SCHEMAT    SCHEMA COMPILER

 _ IDDMT      IDD MENU MODE

 _ OLQ        OLQ COMMAND MODE

 _ OLQT       OLQ COMMAND MODE

Sequencing Through Dialog Compiler Screens
Dialog compiler screens prompt the application developer for information about a dialog. The developer can sequence
through the dialog definition steps or request a step in the process explicitly. A step in the definition process can contain
more than one screen.

The primary steps involved in creating a dialog are shown below. The developer can either choose the next step from the
Main Menu screen or move through the steps from screen to screen using [PF5].

Steps in Creating a Dialog

                                ┌───────────┐

                                │  Dialog   │

                                │  specifi- │

                                │  cation   │

                                └─────▲─────┘

                                      │

      ┌───────────────┬───────────────┼───────────────┬───────────────┐

      │               │               │               │               │

      │               │               │               │               │

      │               │               │               │               │

┌─────▼─────┐   ┌─────▼─────┐   ┌─────▼─────┐   ┌─────▼─────┐   ┌─────▼─────┐

│ General   │ * │ Assign a  │ * │ Assign a  │ * │ Assign    │ * │ Assign    │

│ options   ◄───► map       ◄───► database  ◄───► records   ◄───► Process   │

│           │   │           │   │           │   │           │   │ Modules   │

└───────────┘   └───────────┘   └───────────┘   └───────────┘   └───────────┘

       *  Previous/next step (F4/F5)

Additional Screens
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The table below lists additional screens accessed through the Display and Compile windows on the action bar on the
dialog compiler Main Menu.

Screen Purpose
Map image Displays a dialog's map as it appears to the terminal operator at

runtime
Summary Displays a summary listing of a dialog's components
Messages Displays messages and errors encountered during the compilation

process including errors in the source code for a premap or
response process associated with a dialog

General options Displays screens (when errors occur) listing modules, error
browsing, and connections to IDD and DME

Control keys

While creating a dialog, the applications developer can use the control keys shown in the table below to:

• Move from one step in the process to another step
• Move from one screen to another screen while remaining on one step in the process
• Obtain help
• Leave the ADSC compiler
• Move between the action command line and the specification area (Main Menu only)

Summary of Dialog Compiler Process

Each step in the process of creating a dialog is associated with one or more screens as shown below.

Step in process Screens Purpose
Dialog specification Main Menu Identifies the name of a dialog and specifies

the action to be taken
General options Options and Directives Specifies dialog options for activity logging,

symbol and diagnostic table building, entry
point, COBOL moves, retrieval locks, and
autostatus capability

Assign maps Map Specifications Associates a map with the dialog, specifies
paging options

Assign database Database Specifications Associates a schema and subschema and
an access module with the dialog; identifies
SQL options

Assign records and tables Records and Tables Associates work records with the dialog;
specifies records for which new buffers
are allocated when the dialog executes at
runtime

Assign process modules Process Modules Associates a premap process, one or more
response processes, and a declaration
module with the dialog
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Default Control Keys

Activity Control key Description
HELP [PF1] Displays a map or field help screen,

depending on cursor position
If the cursor is on a map field associated
with help text, a half screen of map field
help text is displayed.
If the cursor is set on a map field not
associated with help text or anywhere else
on the map, a full screen of map help text is
displayed.

RETURN [PF3] From a pulldown window, returns to
specification area.
From the Main Menu screen, returns control
to DC/UCF
From a screen other than the Main Menu
screen, applies updates to the current
screen and returns to the Main Menu
screen

BACKWARD [PF4] Applies updates to the current screen and
displays the previous step in the process,
as outlined on the Main Menu screen.

FORWARD [PF5] Applies updates to the current screen and
displays the next step in the process, as
outlined on the Main Menu screen.

BACKPAGE [PF7] Displays the previous screen of any step
containing multiple screens.

FORWARD PAGE [PF8] Displays the next screen of any step
containing multiple screens.

ACTION [PF10] Toggles the cursor position between the
activity selection area action bar and the
specification area on the Main Menu screen

How to Suspend and Terminate a Session

Suspending a Session

A dialog compiler session is automatically suspended in the event of a system crash.

Leaving ADSC automatically suspends the session. The developer can also suspend a session by selecting the Release
option from the Modify window on the action bar. This allows any other developer to check the dialog out.

When a session is suspended, the application compiler saves the dialog definition, including all specifications made during
the session, on queue records. A suspended session can be resumed at any time.

Terminating a Session

When a session is terminated by compiling or deleting a dialog, the dialog compiler displays a blank Main Menu screen.
The application developer can begin another session or can leave the dialog compiler by selecting an appropriate activity,
such as Switch, from the action bar or by pressing [PF3].
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Dialog Compiler Screens

Dialog Compiler Screens Main Menu

The Main Menu screen is displayed when the application developer initiates a dialog compiler session. This screen is
used to specify the action taken regarding the dialog, name a dialog and dictionary, specify the next step to be taken in the
dialog definition.

Areas

The screen is composed of six areas:

• Activity selection area
• Dialog identification area
• Screen specification area
• Message area
• Command area
• Key assignment area
• Activity Selection Area

Displays the dialog compiler activities available.
The application developer selects an activity to be performed one of these ways:
– By typing the name of the activity on the Command line in the lower left-hand corner of the screen.
– By pressing [PF10] to reach the Activity Selection Area, and, with the tab key, positioning the cursor on the activity

name and pressing [Enter].
• Dialog Identification Area

Specifies the dialog name, dialog version number, the dictionary name, and the dictionary node. The fields contained in
this section are described below.

• Screen Specification Area
Allows the application developer to specify the next step in the definition process. The application developer can either:
– Press [Enter] to go to the default next step

NOTE
See the table earlier in this section for information on the default dialog definition sequence.

– Specify a step
• Message Area

Displays informational and error messages returned from the dialog compiler.

NOTE
The control keys as described earlier in this section, (in addition to [Enter]) are identified at the bottom of this
screen.

• Command Area
Provides a command line for entering the name of the desired action as specified in the activity selection area above.
Action names can be abbreviated to the first three letters, ADD, MOD, DEL, COM, DIS or SWI. The system recognizes
more than, but not less than, the first three letters of each identification.
If more than one activity is specified on the command line, an error message is displayed. If an activity is specified on
the command line, and a control key is pressed, the activity associated with the control key is executed.
If an error is detected after the application developer selects an activity, the dialog compiler redisplays the current
screen. The activity selection is retained and executed when the error is corrected. The application developer can
override the initial selection by specifying another activity on the command line, selecting the activity directly from the
selection area or by using [PF10].

• Key Assignment Area
Presents the valid key choices and the action taken.
Control keys are described earlier in this section.
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Main Menu Screen

 ┌─

 │     Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 └─ ._____________________________________________________________________________.

                                CA ADS Online Dialog Compiler

                                          CA, INC.

 ┌─

 │

 │

 │     Dialog name . . . . . . .   ________

 │     Dialog version  . . . . .   ____

 │     Dictionary name . . . . .   ________

 │     Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

 └─

 ┌─    Screen  . . . . . . . . .   1  1. General options

 │                                    2. Assign maps

 │                                    3. Assign database

 │                                    4. Assign records and tables

 │                                    5. Assign process modules

 └─

                                 Copyright (C) yyyy CA, INC.

  Command ===>

  Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

Field Descriptions

• Dialog Name
Specifies the 1- to 8- character name of the current dialog. The dialog must begin with an alphabetic or national (@,
#, and $) character and cannot contain embedded blanks. A dialog name must be specified before any other dialog
compilation activity can be executed. Once specified, the dialog name cannot be changed.

• Dialog Version
Specifies the version number, in the range 1 through 9999, of the current dialog. The default version is 1.

• Dictionary Name
Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of the data dictionary that contains the source modules and the map, access
modules and subschema, and record definitions used by the specified dialog.
The dialog compiler stores the dialog load module in the specified dictionary when the dialog is compiled. If no
dictionary name is specified, dictionary name is set to the name of the dictionary identified in the user's profile or set
through a DCUF SET DICTNAME statement.
The dictionary name cannot change once it is validated.

• Dictionary Node
(DDS only) Specifies the node that controls the data dictionary specified by Dictionary name. Dictionary node
defaults to the system currently in use.
Specifying a node name is equivalent to issuing a DCUF SET DICTNODE command under DC/UCF. The node name
cannot change once it is validated.

• Screen
Provides the application developer with a quick form of navigation between steps in the dialog definition process. By
specifying the number which precedes the screen name, the user avoids unnecessary scrolling through the screens.
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Options and Directives Screen
The Options and Directives screen is used to specify options for a dialog, such as:

• Alternative message prefixes
• Autostatus
• Specifying the mainline dialog
• Including a symbol table
• Including a diagnostic table
• Specifying the premap as the entry point
• Using COBOL or ADS rules in handling data types and arithmetic and assignment commands
• Activity logging
• Selectively disabling retrieval locks

The current settings for the dialog options are displayed on the screen. Each option can be changed by overwriting the
displayed setting or by placing a slash (/) or other nonblank character in the space to the left of the option.

Sample screen

                             Options and Directives

                         Dialog  JPKTD10   Version     1

 Message prefix  . . . . . . . . . . . DC

 Autostatus record . . . . . . . . . . ADSO-STAT-DEF-REC

 Version . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .    1

 Description . . . . . . . . . . . . . ADS DIALOG

 Options and directives  . . . . . . . _ Mainline dialog

                                       _ Symbol table is enabled

                                       / Diagnostic table is enabled

                                       / Entry point is premap

                                       _ COBOL moves are enabled

                                       / Activity logging

                                       / Retrieval locks are kept

                                       / Autostatus is enabled

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next

Field Descriptions

• Dialog
Displays the name of the current dialog, as specified on the Main Menu screen. This field is protected.

• Version
Displays the version number, in the range 1 through 9999, of the current dialog. This field is protected.

• Message Prefix
Specifies a 2-character prefix for a message at the dialog level. DC is the default prefix.

• Autostatus Record
Specifies the 1- to 32-character name of the status definition record used when the current dialog executes at runtime.
The specified status definition record must be defined in the data dictionary. If no record name is specified, Autostatus
record defaults to the name of the status definition record defined at DC/UCF system generation.
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An autostatus record is required if the Autostatus is enabled option is chosen.
• Version

Specifies a 1- to 4-digit version number, in the range of 1 through 9999, of the named status definition record. If a
version number is not specified, Version defaults to the system default version number specified at system generation.
If no system default version number is specified, Version defaults to 1.

• Mainline Dialog
Inserting a nonblank character in the accompanying data field specifies that the current dialog is a mainline dialog.
At runtime, the dialog that executes first in a series of dialogs that make up an application must be a mainline dialog.
If a dialog function is initiated by an application task code, the dialog associated with the function must be a mainline
dialog.

• Symbol Table is Enabled
Inserting a nonblank character in the accompanying data field specifies that a symbol table is created for a dialog.
A symbol table facilitates the use of element names and process line numbers by the online debugger.

• Diagnostic Table is Enabled
Inserting a nonblank character in the accompanying data field specifies that the dialog load module contains diagnostic
tables (line number tables and offset tables).
During the testing of a dialog, the Diagnostic table is enabled option should be selected.
Diagnostic tables facilitate the testing and debugging of a dialog. If a dialog aborts, diagnostic tables are used to
display the process command in error on the Dialog Abort Information screen. The ADSORPTS utility uses diagnostic
tables to format the dialog report for easy reference.
Once a dialog has been tested thoroughly, the Diagnostic table is enabled option should be deselected and the
dialog recompiled if dialog load module size is a consideration. The size of a large dialog load module can be reduced
significantly by compiling the dialog without diagnostic tables.
The Diagnostic table is enabled option is deselected by spacing over the slash.

NOTE
The Diagnostic table is enabled option must be selected if the Symbol table is enabled option is selected.

• Entry Point is Premap
The entry point of a dialog specifies the point at which the dialog becomes operative in the application thread.
Inserting a nonblank character in the accompanying data field specifies that the dialog begins with its premap process.
Regardless of the specification, a dialog without an online map or a batch input file map begins with its premap
process. A dialog without a premap process begins with its first mapping operation.

• COBOL Moves are Enabled
Inserting a nonblank character in the accompanying data field specifies that the rules of COBOL are used in
the conversion between data types and in the rounding or truncation of the results of arithmetic and assignment
commands.
If COBOL moves are enabled, certain types of invalid expression may be allowed by the ADS compiler. When a
MOVE, COMPUTE, ADD, SUBTRACT, MULTIPLY, or DIVIDE statement has a numeric source expression and an
EBCDIC target expression, the source expression must be a literal or a simple dataname with an optional subscript.
The default setting for COBOL MOVE is defined in the DC/UCF system generation ADSO statement. NO is the system
generation default status.
The COBOL moves are enabled option can be modified only if the DC/UCF system generation COBOL MOVE
subclause has been defined as OPTIONAL. OPTIONAL is the system default.

NOTE
For more information about the COBOL MOVE subclause of the system generation ADSO statement, see
the IDMS System Generation section.

• Activity Logging
Inserting a nonblank character in the accompanying data field specifies that the dialog uses the activity logging facility.
This facility documents all potential database activity by a dialog, based on the database commands issued explicitly or
implicitly by the dialog's processes.
The default setting for the Activity logging option is defined at DC/UCF system generation.
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NOTE
For more information about the system generation ADSO statement, see the IDMS System Generation
section.

• Retrieval Locks are Kept
Inserting a nonblank character in the accompanying data field specifies that database record retrieval locks will be held
on behalf of run units started by the dialog.
Retrieval locks should be disabled only for retrieval dialogs that do not update the database or pass currencies to
update dialogs. When retrieval locks are disabled for dialogs that do update the database or pass currencies, ADS
displays the following message:

DC173015  DIALOG ABORTED DUE TO VIOLATION OF NO RETRIEVAL LOCKING RULES

In addition, the update dialog abends when a higher dialog in the application thread does not have retrieval locks kept
and system-wide RETRIEVAL NOLOCKS are specified.
The update dialog or program is allowed to update the retrieval dialog's database records when the dialog with
retrieval locks turned off readies the area in UPDATE mode or when the update dialog or program does not receive
currencies when control passes to it.

• Autostatus is Enabled
Inserting a nonblank character in the accompanying data field specifies that the autostatus facility is to be used when
the current dialog executes at runtime.
The initial setting corresponds to the autostatus specification defined at DC/UCF system generation. If autostatus is
defined as optional, the application developer can override the initial setting. If autostatus is defined as mandatory, this
field is protected and the initial setting cannot be changed.

Map Specifications Screen
The Map Specifications screen is used to specify a map and map options for a dialog, such as the:

• Map name
• Method of map paging, including overriding automatic display of the first page of a pageable map

Sample Screen

                               Map Specifications

                         Dialog  JPKTD01   Version     1

   Map name  . . . .   ________             Input map . . . . .   ________

   Version . . . . .   ____                 Version . . . . . .   ____

                                            Label . . . . . . .   ________

   Paging options    _ 1. Wait

                       2. No Wait           Output map  . . . .   ________

                       3. Return            Version . . . . . .   ____

                                            Label . . . . . . .   ________

   Paging mode . . . _ Update

                     _ Backpage             Suspense file label   ________

                     _ Auto display

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Switch Protection

Field Descriptions
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• Dialog
Displays the 1- to 8- character name of the current dialog, as specified on the Main Menu screen. This field is
protected.

• Version
Displays the version number, in the range 1 through 9999, of the current dialog, as specified on the Main Menu screen.
This field is protected.

• Map Name
Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of the map associated with the current dialog.
The specified map must be defined in the data dictionary. The map load module does not have to exist. If no map
name is specified, only a premap process (not a response process) can be associated with the dialog.

• Version
Specifies a 1- to 4-digit version number, in the range 1 through 9999, of the corresponding map.
If no version number is specified, version defaults to 1.

• Paging Options
Specifies the method used to determine the runtime flow of control when the user presses a control key during a map
paging session.
No Wait is the default for pageable maps.

NOTE
The map paging dialog options No Wait and Update cannot be specified together.

• Paging Mode
Specifies parameters for a map paging session.

• Update
Specifies that the user can modify map data fields in a map paging session, subject to restrictions specified in the
mapping facility and by the map modification process commands. Update is the default for pageable maps.

NOTE
The map paging dialog options No Wait and Update cannot be specified together. When Update is not
selected, all map data fields except $RESPONSE and $PAGE will be protected.

• Backpage
Specifies that a previous map pages can be displayed during a map paging session. Backpage is the default for a
pageable map.

• Auto display
Specifies an override of the automatic mapout of the first page of a pageable map.
When the Auto display option is not chosen, process logic must detect when the first page of the map is built and map
out the first page when it is ready for display, even if the page is not full.
The $PAGE-READY pageable map condition should be used to detect completion of the first page. The $PAGE-
READY condition should be tested while building the map page to determine when the page is ready for display.
Auto display is the default for pageable maps.

• Input Map
(ADS/Batch only) Specifies that the named map is an input file map.

NOTE
Select Switch Protection [PF6] to unprotect the ADS/Batch input fields.

• Version
Specifies the version number, in the range 1 through 9999, of the current map. If no version number is specified,
version defaults to 1.

• Label
(ADS Batch only) Specifies the z/OS ddname (z/VSE filename and z/VM ddname) of a batch dialog input file map.
Specifications made in these fields can be overridden at runtime.
The runtime label for an input map can be specified only if the dialog is associated with an input file map.

• Output Map
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(ADS Batch only) Specifies that the named map is an output file map.
• Version

Specifies the version number, in the range 1 through 9999, of the current map. If no version number is specified,
version defaults to 1.

• Label
(ADS Batch only) Specifies the z/OS ddname (z/VSE filename, z/VM ddname) of a batch dialog output file map.
Specifications made in these fields can be overridden at runtime.
A runtime label for an output map can be specified only if the dialog is associated with an output file map.

• Suspense File Label
(ADS Batch only) Specifies the z/OS ddname (z/VSE filename, z/VM ddname) of a batch dialog suspense file.
Specifications made in these fields can be overridden at runtime.
The runtime label for a suspense file can be specified only if the dialog is associated with an input file map. A runtime
label for a suspense file implicitly specifies that a suspense file is required for the dialog.

• Map Considerations
The specified map must be defined in the data dictionary. However, the map load module does not have to exist. If no
map name is specified, only a premap process (not a response process) can be associated with the dialog.
The following rules apply to the environments in which a map can be executed.
– A dialog associated with an online map cannot be associated with an input or output file map.
– A dialog associated with an input or output map cannot be run in the online environment.
– A dialog can be associated with both an input and an output file map.
– If a dialog is not associated with any map, it is a mapless dialog and can be executed in both batch and online

environments.

Database Specifications Screen
The Database Specifications screen is used to specify database options for a dialog, such as the:

• Subschema name
• Access module name

Sample Screen

                             Database Specifications

                         Dialog  NAME1     Version     1

   Subschema . . . . . . . . . . . .   ________

   Schema  . . . . . . . . . . . . .   ________

   Version . . . . . . . . . . . . .   ____

   Access Module . . . . . . . . . .   NAME1

   SQL Compliance  . . . . . . . . .   _ 1. ANSI-standard SQL

                                         2. FIPS

   Date Default Format . . . . . . .   _ 1. ISO   2. USA   3. EUR   4. JIS

   Time Default Format . . . . . . .   _ 1. ISO   2. USA   3. EUR   4. JIS

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next

Field Descriptions
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• Dialog Name
Displays the name of the current dialog, as specified on the Main Menu screen. This field is protected.

• Version
Specifies the version number, in the range 1 through 9999, of the current dialog. This field is protected.

• Subschema
Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of the subschema associated with the current dialog.
The specified subschema must be defined in the data dictionary. If no subschema is specified, the dialog cannot
perform database access.

• Schema
Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of the schema with which the named subschema is associated.
If the named subschema is associated with more than one schema or version of a schema, a schema name must be
specified. If the named subschema is associated with exactly one schema and version, Schema defaults to the name
of that schema.

• Version
Specifies the version number, in the range 1 through 9999, of the named schema. If no version number is specified,
version defaults to the version of the named schema that was most recently defined.

• Access Module
Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of the access module associated with the current dialog. The access module
need not exist when the dialog is compiled, but it must exist at runtime if the dialog accesses a database with SQL
DML (other than dynamic SQL). If the dialog will not require an access module to be loaded at runtime, clear this field.
The dialog process logic can override the specification on this screen at runtime by issuing a SET ACCESS MODULE
statement.
If you do not change the value in this field, the default value assigned by ADS is the dialog name. If the dialog was
copied from another dialog, the default value is:
– The name of the target dialog if the name of the access module name associated with the source dialog matches

the name of the target dialog
– The name of the access module associated with the source dialog if the access module name does not match the

name of the source dialog

About Access Modules

An access module is the executable form of the SQL statement that a program issues. When an access module is
created, IDMS/DB automatically determines the most effective access to the data requested by the SQL statements.
The IDMS access module compiler incorporates the access strategy in the access module, which is stored in the catalog
component of the dictionary.

An access module is defined with a CREATE ACCESS MODULE statement in an SQL session, and it is associated with
an SQL schema. It is built at runtime for the dialog if it is specified for the dialog on this screen and it has been created.
Under IDMS internal security, ownership of the schema qualifying the access module affects authority to use the access
module.

NOTE
For more information on creating and executing access modules, see:

• IDMS SQL Programming section
• IDMS SQL Reference section
• IDMS Security Administrating section
• SQL Compliance

Specifies the SQL standard you are enforcing. If you select neither ANSI-standard SQL nor FIPS, the default is IDMS
extended SQL.

NOTE
For more information on SQL standards, see the IDMS SQL Reference section.

• Date Default Format
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Specifies the external date representation format. The date format can be one of the following:
– ISO specifies the International Standards Organization standard
– USA specifies the IBM USA standard
– EUR specifies the IBM European standard
– JIS specifies the Japanese Industrial Standard Christian Era standard

• Time Default Format
Specifies the external time representation format. The time format can be one of the following:
– ISO specifies the International Standards Organization standard
– USA specifies the IBM USA standard
– EUR specifies the IBM European standard
– JIS specifies the Japanese Industrial Standard Christian Era standard

NOTE
For more information on date/time representations, see the IDMS SQL Reference section.

Records and Tables Screen
The Records and Tables screen is used to associate a record with a dialog definition and to assign the New and Work
record attributes.

New Attribute

The New attribute identifies records for which new buffers are allocated and initialized when the dialog executes at
runtime. Previously established buffers for records assigned the New attribute are retained but are not available to the
dialog. A record that is assigned the New attribute must be known to the dialog as a subschema, map, or work record.

Work Attribute

The Work attribute associates a record with a dialog as a work record. The ADS runtime system allocates buffers for work
records; in this way, records with the Work attribute establish working storage for a dialog. A record must be defined in the
data dictionary before it can be associated with a dialog as a work record.

Records are dissociated from a dialog definition by:

• Placing a non-blank character in the Drop column opposite the record to be dissociated
• Overtyping the name of the record to be dissociated with the name of a new record

Up to 7 records can be specified on one page of the Records and Tables screen. Using the [PF8], additional pages are
displayed.

Sample Screen

                           Records and Tables              Page    1  of    1

                         Dialog NAME1     Version    1

       Name                                 Version      Work  New copy  Drop

    1. AA                                        1        /       _       _

    2. AA                                        1        /       _       _

    3. _____________________________________  ____        _       _       _

    4. _____________________________________  ____        _       _       _
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    5. _____________________________________  ____        _       _       _

    6. _____________________________________  ____        _       _       _

    7. _____________________________________  ____        _       _       _

DC498240 Record    2 is defined twice as a work record.

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd

Field Descriptions

• Dialog
Displays the name of the current dialog, as specified on the Main Menu screen. This field is protected.

• Version
Specifies the version number, in the range 1 through 9999, of the current dialog. This field is protected.

• Name
The 1- to 32-charcter name of each record assigned the WORK and/or NEW COPY attribute. Records associated with
the dialog's map or subschema will be automatically associated with the dialog and need not be listed. If the dialog is
to use its own copy of a record or if the dialog must distinguish between logical records or between a logical record and
a database record, the required record or logical record can be named.
The value of the Name field can also be the 1- to 18-character schema name, followed by a period (.), followed by the
1- to 18-character table name of every table to be assigned as a host variable of an SQL command.

• Version
Specifies the version number, in the range 1 through 9999, of the named record. The default version number is the
system version default version number, as specified at system generation. If no system number is specified, the default
version number is 1.

• Work
Associates the Work attribute with the corresponding record. Records with the Work attribute are available to the
dialog as working storage at runtime.
The application developer associates the Work attribute with a record by entering a nonblank character in the Work
field corresponding to the applicable record.
If no attribute is specified when a record name is entered, Work is assigned as the default. If New is specified for a
record, Work is automatically unassigned.
To remove the Work attribute from a record, the application developer places a nonblank character in the Drop column
opposite the record to be dissociated.

• New Copy
Associates the New attribute with the corresponding record. Records with the New attribute are allocated new record
buffers when the dialog executes at runtime.
The application developer associates the New attribute with a record by entering a nonblank character in the New field
corresponding to the applicable record. To remove the New attribute from a record, the application developer places a
nonblank character in the Drop column opposite the record to be dissociated.

• Drop
Removes the record from its association with the dialog, but does not delete the record definition from the dictionary.

Process Modules Screen
The Process Modules screen is used to associate a declaration, premap, response process, or default response process
with a dialog.

Premap Process
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The Process Modules screen is used to associate or dissociate a premap process with a dialog. A premap process must
exist in the data dictionary as a process module before it can be associated with a dialog.

Response Process

A response process must exist in the data dictionary as a process module before it can be associated with a dialog. For
a response process, the screen prompts the application developer for a control key and/or a response field value used to
initiate the response process when the dialog executes at runtime.

If a batch dialog response field for an input record is the concatenation of several fields, the response field value specified
on this screen must include any embedded blanks that occur in a concatenation.

The Process Modules screen allows the application developer to specify whether the response process is to be executed
even if the map contains input errors. If map input errors are allowed, automatic editing is performed as usual for the
dialog's map. The user is not required to correct errors before the response process begins execution. The response
process is executed, but the erroneous data is not mapped in. The response process can test for map fields in error with
an IF statement.

NOTE
For more information on automatic editing, see the IDMS Mapping Facility section.

More than one control key or response field value can be associated with a response process. The application developer
defines the response process repeatedly as a new response, each time specifying a different control key and/or response
field value until all control keys and response field values to be associated with the response process have been specified.
Note that the response process is compiled and stored in the dialog load module only once.

Declaration Module

A declaration module is used under the SQL Option to declare cursors and to issue global WHENEVER statements. The
statements in a declaration module are not executed. They are compiler directives used by the ADS dialog compiler at
dialog compilation.

Declaration modules allow you to store declarations you have specified as global to your application.

Unlike the premap and response process modules, the declaration module cannot contain executable ADS commands.
This module can contain only DECLARE CURSOR statements and WHENEVER directives.

A WHENEVER directive or DECLARE CURSOR statement is also valid in a premap or response process, but the scope
of such a statement is not global.

Note: For more information about the usage for WHENEVER and DECLARE CURSOR, see the IDMS SQL Programming
section. For more information on the declaration module, see the IDMS SQL Programming section.

Default Response

Specifies that the named process module is the optional default response process of the dialog. At runtime, after a mapin
operation, the runtime system executes the default response process if no response process can be selected based on
control event or response field value.

Dissociating a Process

The Process Modules screen is also used to dissociate a response process from a dialog. The developer places a
nonblank character next to Drop opposite the process to be deleted.

Multiple Processes

Up to 4 processes can be specified on one page of the Process Modules screen. Using [PF8], you can display additional
pages.

Compiling the Process
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When the application developer chooses Compile from the action bar in the activity selection area of the Main Menu
screen, the dialog compiler compiles all processes associated with the dialog. ADSC returns the following message after a
successful compile:

DC498140 Dialog TESTDIAL version    1 has been successfully compiled.

If a process does not compile successfully, the application compiler indicates the number of errors encountered.

The application developer can view the source code and error messages for the process by selecting item 2, Display
messages, from the Compile window on the action bar in the activity selection area of the Main Menu screen.

Sample Screen

                              Process Modules               Page    1 of     1

                         Dialog  NAME1     Version     1

  Name    ________________________________                  _  Type

  Version ____                                              _  Execute on errors

  Key     _____   Value  ________________________________   _  Drop

  Name    ________________________________                  _  Type

  Version ____                                              _  Execute on errors

  Key     _____   Value  ________________________________   _  Drop

  Name    ________________________________                  _  Type

  Version ____                                              _  Execute on errors

  Key     _____   Value  ________________________________   _  Drop

  Name    ________________________________                  _  Type

  Version ____                                              _  Execute on errors

  Key     _____   Value  ________________________________   _  Drop

* Type : 1=Declaration  2=Premap  3=Response  4=Default Response

DC498166 Neither a map nor premap are defined

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd

Field Descriptions

• Name
Specifies the 1- to 32-character name of the module associated with the current dialog as a premap process, a
response process, or a declaration module. The specified source module must exist in the data dictionary.

• Version
Specifies the version number in the range 1 through 9999, of the named process source module. The default version
number is the system version default version number, as specified at system generation. If no system number is
specified at system generation, the default version number is 1.

• Key
Specifies the online control key or batch control event that initiates the runtime response process. Valid control key
specifications are:
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– ENTER
– CLEAR
– PA1, PA2, PA3
– PF1 through PF24,
– FWD
– BWD
– HDR

Considerations

• FWD, BWD, and HDR can be specified only if the dialog is associated with a pageable map.
• LPEN can be specified as a control key if the use of light pens is supported by the installation.
• CLEAR, PA1, PA2, and PA3 do not transmit data; that is, input is not mapped in when these keys are pressed at

runtime.
• The FWD, BWD, and HDR control keys are associated with pageable maps. FWD and BWD are synonymous with the

keyboard control keys defined for paging forward and backward, respectively.
If FWD or BWD are specified and the keys defined for paging forward and backward are changed, the dialog does not
have to be recompiled.

• HDR is not associated with any keyboard control key; rather, conditions encountered during a map paging session
cause a response process associated with this control key value to be initiated.

Valid batch control events are as follows:

• EOF indicates the most recent input file read operation resulting in an end-of-file condition.
• IOERR indicates the most recent input file read operation resulting in a physical input-error condition. In ADS Batch,

output errors cause the runtime system to terminate the application.
• Value

Specifies a 1- to 32-character response name that can be entered in a $RESPONSE map field to initiate the response
process at runtime. The response field value can contain embedded blanks.
If the current dialog is associated with an application function, the application developer can associate a response
process in the dialog with an application response. This is done by entering in the Value field the specification entered
in the Response Name field of the Response Definition screen during application definition. Additionally, the same
control key must be specified in the Key field on both the dialog compiler Process Modules screen and the application
compiler Response/Function List screen.
By associating a dialog's response process with an application response, the application developer can place security
restrictions on the response process. Additionally, the response process can be displayed as a valid response on
runtime menus.

• Type
Specifies the type of module.

• Execute on Errors
Specifies that the response process executes even if the map contains input errors. Map fields in error are not mapped
in. The map field status condition test can be used to test for fields in error.
When this option is not selected, the user must correct all map fields in error before processing continues.

• Drop
Specifies that an existing process module is being dropped from the dialog definition.
If Drop is specified. the dialog compiler dissociates the process module from the dialog but does not delete the source
from the data dictionary.

ADS Runtime System
ADS applications are executed using the ADS runtime system. To execute an ADS Batch application, initiate the ADS
Batch runtime system.
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NOTE
For more information about the ADS Batch runtime system, see the ADS Batch Using section.

This article describes the following information:

How to Define Runtime Tasks

Tasks that initiate the ADS runtime system are defined at IDMS/DC or DC/UCF (DC/UCF) system generation to activate
program ADSORUN1. The task codes are specified by means of the system generation TASK statement and are
associated with ADS in one of the following ways:

• By means of the ADSTASK clause of the system generation ADSO statement.
• By means of the application compiler Task Codes screen. At runtime, a task code defined on the Task Codes screen

directly initiates the application for which it is defined.
A task code specified on the Task Codes screen can be used to initiate the runtime system only if one of the following
conditions is met:
– If the task code specified on the Task Codes screen is also defined in the system generation TASK statement
– If the default ADSTASK task code (ADS) is entered in conjunction with the task code specification on the Task

Codes screen
• By means of a task code invoking a mainline dialog (provided the task code invokes ADSORUN1).

At runtime, the named dialog is directly initiated as the first dialog in an application consisting of a series of dialogs.

NOTE
For more information on the system generation TASK statement, see the IDMS System Generation section.

When the user initiates an ADS application, the runtime system loads the required load modules into storage and sets up
control blocks and record buffers for the application.

How to Start an ADS Application

After signing on to DC/UCF, the user can initiate the ADS runtime system by responding to the ENTER NEXT TASK
CODE prompt, as follows:

• By entering the task code that directly initiates an application
• By entering the task code specified in the ADSTASK clause of the system generation ADSO statement, followed either

by a task code defined for an application or by the name of a mainline dialog
• By entering only the task code specified in the ADSTASK clause of the system generation ADSO statement

Task Application Table

In either of the first two cases, the ADS runtime system responds by checking the Task Application Table (TAT) for the
specified task code. If the specified task code is in the TAT, the runtime system begins execution of the application with
the function associated with the task code or with a signon function if one is specified for the application. The TAT is
updated by the application compiler by using information entered on the Task Codes screen.

The TAT table can also be updated online using ADSOTATU, or in batch using ADSOBTAT.

If the specified task code is not in the TAT, the runtime system checks for a mainline dialog whose name matches the
task code. If the dialog exists, the runtime system begins execution of the dialog. If the dialog does not exist, the runtime
system terminates abnormally.

If the user enters only the task code specified in the ADSTASK clause of the system generation ADSO statement, the
runtime system responds by displaying the Dialog Selection screen.

The Dialog Selection screen displays a menu of the mainline dialogs available to the user. The user selects a dialog, and
the runtime system begins execution of the dialog.

Dialog Selection Screen
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CA ADS RELEASE nn.n                                              PAGE:

  1

                 DIALOG SELECTION FOR USER:

ENTER DIALOG NAME:             OR SELECT ONE BELOW

_ ADSA                _ ADSOTATU                _ ASFADSGD              _ ASFOOAKD

- OLQ                 _ RQERDQ

PA1 - PAGE FORWARD

PA2 - PAGE BACK

CLEAR - EXIT CA ADS

The user initiates a dialog from the Dialog Selection screen by entering a nonblank character in the response field
corresponding to the applicable dialog, or by entering the name of the dialog in response to the ENTER DIALOG NAME
prompt.

Initiating the ADS Runtime System

Syntax and syntax rules for the statement used to initiate the ADS runtime system are shown below.

Use these statements in response to the DC/UCF prompt:

ENTER NEXT TASK CODE

Syntax

►►─┬─ ads-task-code ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   │

   ├─ ads-task-code ─┬┬────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────┬──────

   │                 │└─┬───────────┬ dialog-name ─┤ └─ NODe=node-name ─┘

   │                 │  └─ DIAlog= ─┘              │

   │                 └─ application-task-code ─────┘

   │

   └─ idms-dc/ucf-task-code ─┬──────────────────┬──────────────────────────────

                             └─ NODe=node-name ─┘

─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────►◄

  ────┬────────────────────────┬───────┬─────────────────────┬────────┤

      └─ DBName=database-name ─┘       └─ TRACE= ──┬─ ALL ─┬─┘        │

                                                   └─ CTL ─┘          │

                                                                      │

  ────┬────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────┘

      └─ DBName=database-name ─┘

Parameters

• ads-task-code
Specifies the task code defined in the ADSTASK clause of the system generation ADSO statement.
Ads-task-code must be defined in a system generation TASK statement to invoke program ADSORUN1. The default
task code is ADS.

• DIAlog=dialog-name
Specifies the name of a mainline dialog to begin execution as the first dialog in an application.
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NOTE
There is no space between the keyword DIAlog and = or between = and dialog-name.

• application-task-code
Specifies a task code defined for an application by means of the Task Codes screen.
If no signon function is specified, the function associated with the task code begins execution as the first function in
the application. If a signon function is specified, the function associated with the task code begins execution after an
acceptable signon is entered.

• idms-dc/ucf-task-code
Specifies either a task code defined for an application by means of the Task Codes screen or the name of a mainline
dialog.
Idms-dc/ucf-task-code must be defined in a system generation TASK statement to invoke program ADSORUN1.

• NODe=node-name
Specifies the node that controls the data dictionary in which the definitions and load modules for the requested
application are stored.
Node-name must be defined at DC/UCF system generation.

NOTE
There is no space between the keyword NODe and = or between = and node-name.

• DBName=database-name
Specifies the database accessed by the application.
Database-name must be defined at system generation.

NOTE
There is no space between the keyword DBName and = or between = and database-name.

• TRACE=
Specifies that the ADS trace facility is to be used for the application.

NOTE
There is no space between the keyword TRACE and = or between = and ALL or CTL.

Example 1: Specifying a Task Code that Directly Initiates an Application

The following statement initiates the run-time system with the system-generated task code REPORTS. Because
REPORTS is defined in the TAT and no signon function is specified for the application that REPORTS initiates, the
runtime system begins execution of the function associated with REPORTS.

REPORTS

Example 2: Specifying the Run-Time System Task Code Without an Application Task Code

The following statement initiates the run-time system with the default task code ADS. The system displays the Dialog
Selection screen.

ADS

Example 3: Specifying the Run-Time System Task Code with an Application Task Code

The following statement initiates the run-time system with the default task code ADS and specifies the application task
code TESTAPPL:

ADS TESTAPPL DBNAME=TESTDB

The DBNAME clause is included to specify that the database to be accessed by the application is TESTDB. If the clause
were not included in this statement, the application would access the system's current database or the dbname set by a
DCUF SET DBNAME command.
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Runtime System Initiating Statement

►►─┬─ ads-task-code ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   │

   ├─ ads-task-code ─┬┬────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────┬──────

   │                 │└─┬───────────┬─dialog-name ─┤ └─ NODe=node-name ─┘

   │                 │  └─ DIAlog= ─┘              │

   │                 └─ application-task-code ─────┘

   │

   └─ idms-dc/ucf-task-code ─┬──────────────────┬──────────────────────────────

                             └─ NODe=node-name ─┘

─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────►◄

  ────┬────────────────────────┬───────┬─────────────────────┬────────┤

      └─ DBName=database-name ─┘       └─ TRACE= ──┬──ALL ─┬─┘        │

                                                   └──CTL ─┘          │

                                                                      │

  ────┬────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────┘

      └─ DBName=database-name ─┘

 

 

Runtime Menu and Help Screens
The ADS runtime system builds and displays menu and help screens for application functions. These screens display
valid responses for a function and allow the user to select a response.

NOTE
Online help does not support terminal access methods that do not provide the READ BUFFER functions (for
example, VTAM does provide this function; TCAM does not). Terminals running under a method that does not
support READ BUFFER are detected, and invocation of HELP at runtime is ignored.

Menu Screens

Specifying a Menu Function

Functions are defined as menu functions or menu/dialog functions on the Response/Function List screen during
application definition. The menu associated with a function can be further described by using the Function Definition
(Menu) screen. The application developer can indicate on this series of screens whether the menu map is system-defined
or site-defined and provide a heading for the menu map.

System-defined menu maps can be associated with menu functions or with menu/dialog functions. A site-defined menu
map must be associated with a menu/dialog function.

ADSO-APPLICATION- MENU-RECORD

The ADS runtime system uses ADSO-APPLICATION-MENU- RECORD to create menus. All menu maps must include
ADSO- APPLICATION-MENU-RECORD as a map record.

When the map of a menu function or menu/dialog function is mapped out, the runtime system initializes ADSO-
APPLICATION-MENU- RECORD and moves as many responses and descriptions as possible into the fields provided
by the menu map. If the menu is defined on the Function Definition (Menu) screen as a site-defined menu, the runtime
system moves as many responses and descriptions as specified on the Function Definition (Menu) screen. If a response
has no description, the runtime system displays the description for the function associated with the response. AMR-
RESPONSE-FIELD is initialized with the default response specified for the function.
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Selecting a Response

When the menu is displayed on the screen, the user can select a response in one of the following ways:

• By pressing the control key associated with the applicable response
• By entering a nonblank character in the field immediately preceding the applicable response
• By entering a response name in the field that maps to AMR-RESPONSE-FIELD

The runtime system passes the selected response to the AMR- RESPONSE-FIELD of ADSO-APPLICATION-MENU-
RECORD. If the user uses more than one type of response selection, the response selected by using a control key has
precedence over a response selected by a nonblank character, which has precedence over a response name entered in a
RESPONSE field. If the user presses the ENTER key without selecting a response, the default response remains in AMR-
RESPONSE-FIELD and is considered in the determination of the runtime flow of control.

The value in AMR-RESPONSE-FIELD determines the next function to be executed from a menu function.

The ADS runtime system processes system-defined and site-defined menu maps in the same way, as described below.

Site-Defined Menu Maps
In order for the runtime system to perform this processing automatically, a site-defined menu map must have the following
characteristics:

• The menu must map to ADSO-APPLICATION-MENU- RECORD. Fields in ADSO-APPLICATION-MENU-RECORD are
described in System Records.

• The number of responses specified per menu page must not exceed the number of occurrences defined for the AMR-
SELECT-SECTION of ADSO-APPLICATION-MENU-RECORD (that is, 50). The application developer specifies the
number of responses per page on the Function Definition (Menu) screen during application definition.

Considerations

The following considerations apply:

• AMR-RESPONSE-FIELD can be used to display default responses and to accept a response from the user.
• Unless specifically specified, unused occurrences of the AMR-SELECT-SECTION are not protected on a site-defined

menu map.
• The menu record always appears initialized to a site-defined menu dialog.

NOTE
For more information on site-defined menu maps, see the ADS Application Design section.

System-Defined Menu Maps
ADS provides three system-defined menu maps, as follows:

• ADSOMUR1 -- The short description menu map
• ADSOMUR2 -- The long description menu map
• ADSOMSON -- The signon menu map

The format for a system-defined nonsignon menu map is specified on the Function Definition (Menu) screen during
application definition. The application developer can select a short description format (ADSOMUR1) or a long description
format (ADSOMUR2) for nonsignon menus.

Short Description Format

The short description format displays 30 responses per menu page; the long description format displays 15 responses
per menu page. The number of responses that are displayed can be modified on the Function Definition (Menu) screen by
specifying that the menu is site-defined and by entering the number of responses per page.
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Runtime Display

When a menu screen is displayed at runtime, ADS builds the menu by storing the appropriate information in ADSO-
APPLICATION- MENU-RECORD. System-defined nonsignon menus map to all but two of the fields in ADSO-
APPLICATION-MENU-RECORD.

Sample Short Description Menu Screen (ADSOMUR1)

 DIALOG:                                                        PAGE:  1 OF:  1

   DATE: mm/dd/yy                                               NEXT PAGE:

                              TEST APPLICATION

 _ PAGETEST (PF22)  TEST DIALOG              _ FORWARD  (PF8)   FORWARD

 _ BACKWARD (PF7)   BACKWARD                 _ POPTOP   (PF3)   POP TO TOP

 _ HELP     (PF1)   HELP                     _ QUIT     (PF24)  QUIT

 _ POP      (PF2)   POP 1 LEVEL              _ LINKMENU (PF13)  LINKTO SUBMENU

 _ LINKPAGE (PF14)  LINK TO DIALOG           _ START            START OF LIST

 _ EDIT     (PF17)  TESTING BUG FIX

 RESPONSE:           SEND DATA-->                          MODE: STEP

Sample Long Description Menu Screen (ADSOMUR2)

 DIALOG:                                                        PAGE:  1 OF:  1

   DATE: mm/dd/yy                                               NEXT PAGE:

                              TEST APPLICATION

            _ PAGETEST   (PF22)    TEST DIALOG

            _ FORWARD    (PF8)     FORWARD

            _ BACKWARD   (PF7)     BACKWARD

            _ POPTOP     (PF3)     POP TO TOP

            _ HELP       (PF1)     HELP

            _ QUIT       (PF24)    QUIT

            _ POP        (PF2)     POP 1 LEVEL

            _ LINKMENU   (PF13)    LINKTO SUBMENU

            _ LINKPAGE   (PF14)    LINK TO DIALOG

            _ START                START OF LIST

            _ EDIT       (PF17)    TESTING BUG FIX

 RESPONSE:           SEND DATA-->                            MODE: STEP

Field Descriptions

• DIALOG
Specifies the name of the dialog associated with the current menu/dialog function. The field is blank if no dialog is
associated with the current function.
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This field is protected.
• DATE

Specifies the current date in the format selected on the Main Menu screen during application definition.
This field is protected.

• PAGE
Specifies the current page of the menu screen.
This field is protected.

• OF
Specifies the total number of pages for the current menu.
This field is protected.

• NEXT PAGE
Specifies the next page of the menu screen to be displayed. To page forward or backward, the user enters the
applicable page number and presses the ENTER key. The FORWARD and BACKWARD system functions can also be
used if they are valid for the current function.

• HEADING TEXT
Displays the heading for the current menu, as specified on the Function Definition (Menu) screen during application
definition.

• RESPONSE LISTING
Displays the available valid responses for the current function and, for each response, provides a 1-byte field that the
user can use to select the response. A short description menu displays 30 responses per page; a long description
menu displays 15 responses per page.
The responses are listed in the order specified on the Function Definition (Menu) screen during application definition.
For each response listed, the following information, which is supplied on the Response/Function List screen during
application definition, is displayed:
– The response name.
– The control key associated with the response.
– The response description.
If the menu has a short description format, the description text is truncated to 12 bytes. If the menu has a long
description format, the entire 28-byte description is displayed. If the response has no description, the description for
the function associated with the response is displayed.

• SYSTEM MESSAGE AREA
Displays informational and error messages returned by the ADS runtime system.
This area is protected.

• RESPONSE
Specifies the default response (if any) for the current function.
The user can select the default response by pressing the ENTER key without modifying the screen.
The user can select a different response than the default response by overwriting the default response with a nonblank
character in the 1-byte field preceding the applicable response, or by pressing the control key associated with the
response. If an invalid response name is entered, the value is replaced by the default next response.

• SEND DATA
Specifies a 32-byte field that is mapped to the AMR-PASSING field of ADSO-APPLICATION-MENU-RECORD and
then moved to the AGR-PASSED-DATA field of ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL- RECORD. The AGR-PASSED-DATA
field can be accessed in the process code of a dialog function or user program. AMR-PASSING is initialized to spaces
before the menu is mapped out. If AMR- PASSING contains all spaces, nothing is moved to AGR-PASSED- DATA.

• MODE
Specifies an execution mode of STEP or FAST for the function. This specification is valid only if the application
developer coded procedures for controlling the execution mode of the current dialog function.

Signon Menu Maps

The application developer defines a menu as a signon menu on the application compiler Function Definition (Menu)
screen.
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Signon menus are similar to nonsignon menus, except that signon menus map to two additional fields (AMR-USER-ID
and AMR- PASSWORD) in ADSO-APPLICATION-MENU-RECORD. If the system function SIGNON is associated with a
valid response for the signon menu function, the runtime system submits the values entered in the AMR-USER-ID and
AMR-PASSWORD fields to DC/UCF for security clearance when SIGNON is initiated.

If the return code from DC/UCF indicates a successful signon, ADS moves the value in AMR-USER-ID to the AGR-USER-
ID field of ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD. The AMR-PASSWORD field is overwritten with blanks after being
passed to DC/UCF.

If a signon is required, the runtime system does not allow any other application activity to occur until a successful signon is
processed.

Signon menu maps can be site-defined or system-defined.

Sample Signon Menu Screen (ADSOMSON)

 DIALOG:                                                        PAGE:  1 OF:  1

   DATE: mm/dd/yy                                               NEXT PAGE:

                              TEST APPLICATION

     ENTER USER ID--->

     PASSWORD-------->

            _ PAGETEST   (PF22)    TEST DIALOG

            _ FORWARD    (PF8)     FORWARD

            _ BACKWARD   (PF7)     BACKWARD

            _ POPTOP     (PF3)     POP TO TOP

            _ HELP       (PF1)     HELP

            _ QUIT       (PF24)    QUIT

            _ POP        (PF2)     POP 1 LEVEL

            _ LINKMENU   (PF13)    LINKTO SUBMENU

            _ LINKPAGE   (PF14)    LINK TO DIALOG

            _ START                START OF LIST

            _ EDIT       (PF17)    TESTING BUG FIX

 RESPONSE:           SEND DATA-->                             MODE: STEP

Field Descriptions

• DIALOG
Specifies the name of the dialog associated with the current menu/dialog function. The field is blank if no dialog is
associated with the current function.
This field is protected.

• DATE
Specifies the current date in the format selected on the Main Menu screen during application definition.
This field is protected.

• PAGE
Specifies the current page of the menu screen.
This field is protected.

• OF
Specifies the total number of pages for the current menu.
This field is protected.

• NEXT PAGE
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Specifies the next page of the menu screen to be displayed. To page forward or backward, the user enters the
applicable page number and presses the ENTER key. The FORWARD and BACKWARD system functions can also be
used if they are valid for the current function.

• HEADING TEXT
Displays the heading for the current menu, as specified on the Function Definition (Menu) screen during application
definition.

• ENTER USER ID
Prompts for the user's user id.
This 32-byte field is mapped to the AMR-USER-ID field of ADSO-APPLICATION-MENU-RECORD.

• PASSWORD
Prompts for the user's password.
This 8-byte field is mapped to the AMR-PASSWORD field of ADSO- APPLICATION-MENU-RECORD. This is a
darkened field; characters entered in this field do not appear on the screen.

• RESPONSE LISTING
Displays the available valid responses for the current function and, for each response, provides a 1-byte field that the
user can use to select the response.
The signon menu screen displays 12 responses per page. The responses are listed in the order specified on the
Function Definition (Menu) screen during application definition.
For each response listed, the following information, which is supplied on the Response/Function List screen during
application definition, is displayed:
– The response name.
– The control key associated with the response.
– The 28-byte response description.
– If a response has no description, the description for the function associated with the response is displayed.

NOTE
If a signon is required for the application, at least one valid response must be associated with the system
function SIGNON.

• SYSTEM MESSAGE AREA
Displays informational and error messages returned by the ADS runtime system.
This area is protected.

• RESPONSE
Specifies the default response (if any) for the current function.
The user can select the default response by pressing the ENTER key without modifying the screen.
The user can select a different response than the default response by overwriting the default response, by entering
a nonblank character in the 1-byte field preceding the applicable response, or by pressing the control key associated
with the response.

• SEND DATA
Specifies a 32-byte field that is mapped to the AMR-PASSING field of ADSO-APPLICATION-MENU-RECORD and
then moved to the AGR-PASSED-DATA field of ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL- RECORD. The AGR-PASSED-DATA
field can be accessed in the process code of a dialog function or user program. AMR-PASSING is initialized to spaces
before the menu is mapped out. If AMR- PASSING contains all spaces, nothing is moved to AGR-PASSED-DATA.

• MODE
Specified an execution mode of STEP or FAST for the function. If the user specifies an acceptable signon and the
execution mode is STEP, the runtime system redisplays the signon menu. The user must press the ENTER key to
proceed to the first application function.
If the execution mode is FAST, the runtime system immediately proceeds to the first function. Except for its use
in signon menus, the execution mode specification is valid only if the application developer coded procedures for
controlling the execution mode of the current dialog function.
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Application Help Screen
The runtime application help screen lists all the valid responses for the current function. The screen is displayed when the
user selects a response that initiates the system function HELP.

The user can perform any of the following actions from the application help screen:

• Select another page for display by entering the applicable page number in the NEXT PAGE field
• Select a response, as follows:

– By pressing the control key associated with the applicable response
– By entering a nonblank character in the 1-byte field immediately preceding the applicable response name
– By entering the applicable response name in the RESPONSE field

• Return to the current function by pressing the ENTER key without modifying the screen

Sample Application Help Screen

 CURRENT FUNCTION: DUDMENU                                      PAGE:  1 OF:  1

 DATE: mm/dd/yy                                                 NEXT PAGE:

                   APPLICATION CONTROL FACILITY HELP SCREEN

        _  PAGETEST  (PF22)     TEST DIALOG

        _  QUIT      (PF24)     QUIT

        _  HELP      (PF1)      HELP

        _  FORWARD   (PF8)      FORWARD

        _  BACKWARD  (PF7)      BACKWARD

        _  POPTOP    (PF3)      POP TO TOP

        _  POP       (PF2)      POP 1 LEVEL

        _  LINKMENU  (PF13)     LINKTO SUBMENU

        _  LINKPAGE  (PF14)     LINK TO DIALOG

        _  START                START OF LIST

        _  EDIT      (PF17)     TESTING BUG FIX

 RESPONSE:

Field Descriptions

• CURRENT FUNCTION
Specifies the name of the function for which the listed responses are valid.
This field is protected.

• DATE
Specifies the current date in the format selected on the General Options screen during application definition.
This field is protected.

• PAGE
Specifies the current page of the help screen.
This field is protected.

• OF
Specifies the total number of pages for the current help screen. This field is protected.

• NEXT PAGE
Specifies the next page of the help screen to be displayed. To page forward or backward, the user enters the
applicable page number and presses the ENTER key. The FORWARD and BACKWARD system functions cannot be
used to page through this screen.

• RESPONSE LISTING
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Displays the valid responses for the current function and, for each response, provides a 1-byte field that the user can
use to select the response. The application help screen displays 15 responses per page.
For each response listed, the following information, which is supplied on the Response Definition screen during
application definition, is displayed:
– The response name.
– The control key associated with the response.
– The 28-byte response description.
If a response has no description, the description for the function associated with the response is displayed.

• SYSTEM MESSAGE AREA
Displays informational and error messages returned by the ADS runtime system.
This area is protected.

• RESPONSE
Specifies a response name entered by the user.

Runtime Flow Of Control
Flow of control is the way control is passed from one application function or dialog to another at runtime. In ADS, the
runtime flow of control is determined by user requests or runtime events, based on specifications made at definition time.

AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE

The ADS runtime system uses the AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE field of ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD to
direct the flow of control in applications defined by using the application compiler.

When the user presses a control key, the value of AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE is established by means of the following
steps:

1. The runtime system moves spaces to AGR-CURRENT- RESPONSE.
2. The runtime system checks the AGR-MAP-RESPONSE field of ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD (AMR-

RESPONSE-FIELD of ADSO-APPLICATION-MENU- RECORD for menu functions) for a response entered by the
user. If the user entered a response and pressed the ENTER key, the runtime system moves the response to AGR-
CURRENT-RESPONSE. If the user pressed a control key other than the ENTER key, the runtime system proceeds to
Step 4 below.

3. If the user did not enter a response, the runtime system checks the AGR-DEFAULT-RESPONSE field of ADSO-
APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD for a default response for the current function. If a default response exists and the
user pressed the ENTER key, the runtime system moves the default response to AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE. If a
default response does not exist or if the terminal operator did not press the ENTER key, the runtime system proceeds
to Step 4 below.

4. If a default response does not exist or if the user did not press the ENTER key, the runtime system checks the AGR-
AID-BYTE field for the control key pressed by the user. If the control key pressed is associated with a response, the
runtime system moves the associated response to AGR- CURRENT-RESPONSE. If the control key pressed is not
associated with a response, spaces remain in AGR-CURRENT- RESPONSE.

The following diagram shows how the runtime system establishes the value of AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE.

NOTE
When a series of dialogs that are not associated with application functions is executed as an application, the
flow of control is directed by the control commands coded in the premap and response processes. The control
commands specify, either explicitly or implicitly, the next component to be executed.

Establishing the Value of AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE
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Valid Response

If the response established in AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE is valid for the current function, the runtime system moves
the name of the function associated with the response to the AGR-NEXT-FUNCTION field of ADSO-APPLICATION-
GLOBAL-RECORD.

For responses with a security class higher than zero, the runtime system also checks whether the terminal operator has
an acceptable security class. If the user does not have an acceptable security class, the current screen is redisplayed with
a message indicating that a different response must be selected.

NOTE
Process code can move values to the AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE field, overwriting the response selected
by the user. The runtime system does not check security for a response moved to the AGR-CURRENT-
RESPONSE field in process code. A process code value is executed if it is valid for the current function.

The response moved to AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE establishes the next function to be executed. The function is not
executed, however, until the runtime system satisfies certain criteria. The following diagram shows how the flow of control
is directed within an application at runtime.

Application Flow of Control
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NOTE

1. Immediately executable functions are HELP, SIGNON, SIGNOFF.
2. Message displayed on user's screen:

UNACCEPTABLE RESPONSE.  PLEASE TRY AGAIN.

3. Inter-dialog control commands are DISPLAY, INVOKE, LEAVE, LINK, RETURN, and TRANSFER.
4. Message displayed on user's screen:

INVALID RESPONSE SPECIFIED BY DIALOG PROCESS CODE

5. HDR can be specified only in a dialog associated with a pageable map.

Default Control Key Assignments

At system generation, default control key assignments can be specified for certain formats of the LEAVE and RETURN
process commands. By default, PA1 is assigned to LEAVE APPLICATION; CLEAR is assigned to RETURN CLEAR. At
runtime, the user can press these keys to perform their associated commands.

NOTE
For more information on defining default control key assignments, see the discussion of the KEYS statement in
the IDMS System Generation section.

Default control key assignments are overridden by control key assignments specified for application responses and dialog
response processes.

Effects of Automatic Editing on Flow of Control
Runtime flow of control is altered when the automatic editing capability of the DC/UCF mapping facility encounters input
edit errors on mapin:
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Response Process Selected

If a response process is selected, the outcome depends on whether the Execute on edit errors option for the response is
selected:

• When it is selected, the response process is executed.
• When it is not selected, the response process is not executed. The next event depends on the control key pressed by

the user:
– If the user presses [Clear] or [PA1], the ADS runtime system passes control using the sysgen-defined assignment

for the key. This means that it overrides the application-defined assignment (if any) for the key.

NOTE
Required fields are always marked in error when the user presses [Clear] or any PA key.

– If the user presses any other control key, the runtime system redisplays the map, with edit errors.

System Function Selected

If a system function, except RETURN or TOP, is selected, the function is executed.

Any Other Application Function

If any other application function, including RETURN or TOP is selected, the map is redisplayed with edit errors.

Considerations

Under certain circumstances, a dialog response process is selected even though the user has selected an application
function, as indicated in diagram above. In these cases, the Execute on edit errors option of the selected response
process determines whether the map with errors is redisplayed. Circumstances under which a response process is
selected are as follows:

• The dialog has a response process associated with the ENTER key and the user selects a nonimmediately executable
function (POP, POPTOP, RETURN, TOP, or QUIT). The ENTER response process is selected.

• The user selects a nonimmediately executable function and the control key pressed or response name specified by the
user is the same as a control key or a response field value associated with a response process. The response process
is selected.

Message Prefixes
In ADS, messages can be sent to a terminal in either of two ways:

• The dialog process code can issue a DISPLAY MESSAGE command
• Automatic editing can display a message for every field marked IN ERROR

Specific prefixes can be designated for each message.

Messages Issued Through DISPLAY MESSAGE Command

A prefix can be specified through ADSC in either of two ways:

• In dialog process code in the DISPLAY command
• At the dialog level on the Options and Directives screen

If the message prefixes defined at the dialog level and at the message level conflict, the prefix set at the message level is
used. If no prefix is set, 'DC' is used.

Messages Issued Through Automatic Editing

A message prefix can be specified through the mapping compiler in either of two ways:

• At the map level on the General Options screen
• At the map field level on the Additional Edit Criteria screen
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The map message prefix is set only at the field level. The map level value entered on the screen is just a default carried to
each field during a computation.

If the message prefixes defined at the map level and at the map field level conflict, the prefix set at the map level is used.
If no prefix is set, 'DC' is used.

ADS Tasks, Run Units, and Transactions
Tasks and run units opened when accessing a non-SQL defined database are handled automatically during the execution
of an ADS application. Tasks and run units for ADS are discussed separately below.

Tasks

A task is a logical unit of work performed by the DC/UCF system that consists of one or more programs.

The ADS runtime system executes as a series of tasks within the DC/UCF environment. The first task begins when the
user initiates the runtime system. Subsequent tasks begin on mapin from the terminal.

A task terminates when the runtime system performs a mapout operation to the terminal with no errors or when the
application terminates. When a task terminates, ADS returns control to DC/UCF automatically; the application developer
does not code a DC RETURN command.

After a mapin operation, ADS determines whether the response entered by the user is valid. If the response is valid, the
task continues and the runtime system resumes processing as directed by the response. If the response is not valid, the
task terminates and the runtime system performs a new mapout operation with an error message.

Run Units

Communication with the database is established by means of run units. A run unit begins when an application signals its
intent to perform database operations and ends when the program releases all database resources from its control. A run
unit can consist of any number of IDMS/DB database requests.

ADS can have 0 to 2 run units open at a time. With SQL access, run units are a physical aspect of data access that is
hidden, as the SQL model requires. ADS can have a network run unit open and access the database using SQL at the
same time.

If a dialog issues non-SQL DML and SQL DML against the same non-SQL defined database at one time, deadlock of the
run units is possible.

Establishing a run unit to access the database and extending run units using ADS is discussed below.

Transactions

A database transaction is a unit of recovery within an SQL session.

IDMS/DB begins a database transaction when the dialog submits an SQL statement that results in access to either user
data or the dictionary, and ends a transaction when a COMMIT or ROLLBACK is executed or when the SQL session is
terminated.

NOTE
For more information on transactions within an SQL session, see the IDMS SQL Programming section. For a list
of SQL statements that start and end a database transaction, see the IDMS SQL Programming section.

Run units and database access
During the execution of an ADS application, the following sequence occurs when accessing the database:

1. The run unit begins and READY commands are automatically issued when the ADS runtime system encounters the
first database or logical record command that accesses database records.

2. When READY commands are physically coded in process modules, the following considerations apply:
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– The parameters from the last physically coded READY command for an area are used by the runtime system.
– If no READY command appears in the process code, the default parameters, as defined in the subschema, are

used by the runtime system.
3. The run unit that is not extended ends when the ADS runtime system encounters any control command except

RETURN in a nested structure.
Before executing the control command, ADS does the following:
– Saves currencies unless additional specifications (NOSAVE, NOFINISH) indicate otherwise
– Issues a FINISH command to release the database areas and write a checkpoint to the IDMS/DB journal

Finishing SQL Transactions

An SQL transaction is finished only when the user explicitly terminates it (using the appropriate SQL commands), or when
ADS is terminating the task (such as DISPLAY or LEAVE ADS). A network run unit can be closed and re-opened because
of a change of subschema causing ADS not to extend a run unit. If ADS has to finish such a run unit, it does not finish the
SQL transaction.

Extended Run Units
A run unit is kept open (extended) when a dialog passes control to another dialog, user program, or application function by
using an INVOKE, LINK, TRANSFER, or EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION command.

A run unit is extended when control passes to any one of the following:

• A user program.
If a run unit is not already open and the LINK command's USING RECORDS list includes SUBSCHEMA-CONTROL,
ADS opens and extends a run unit. If the run unit is already open, the run unit is extended.

• A dialog with a premap process and no associated subschema.
• A dialog with a premap process whose schema and subschema are the same as those of the issuing dialog and

whose usage modes are equally or less restrictive than those of the linking dialog.
A usage mode is considered more restrictive than another usage mode if either of its two components is more
restrictive.
The following table shows the relative restrictiveness of usage modes.

Restrictiveness Usage mode Qualifier
Most restrictive Update Exclusive

Protected
Retrieval Shared

Least restrictive Noready

• Any lower-level dialog, provided that the USING SUBSCHEMA-CONTROL clause of the LINK command is used.

Considerations

The following considerations apply to extended run units:

• Rollback when a run unit is extended with the LINK command
The LINK command does not automatically write a checkpoint to the IDMS/DB journal file. This allows a lower level
dialog to check for errors and issue a ROLLBACK command if necessary. In this case, the entire extended run unit is
rolled back.
If a COMMIT command is included in either dialog, the dialog is rolled back only to the COMMIT checkpoint. In this
case, the entire extended run unit is not rolled back.

• Adding an area to a dialog
It is possible that the extended run unit will no longer be extended, if:
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– You add an area to one of the dialogs in an application thread (for example, when the record is migrated into a
different area).

and
– Any of the dialogs are recompiled.
A run unit that is no longer extended can have a serious impact on handling a potential ROLLBACK or abend. If the
run unit is no longer extended, then recovery can be incomplete and can disrupt the integrity of the database. If such a
change to the subschema occurs, we recommend comparing the original application run unit structure to the modified
application run unit structure. For this comparison, use, for example, ADS TRACE=CTL or Journal Reports.

• Using default usage mode with the option FORCE
We recommend not to use the subschema FORCE option for ADS applications with extended run units. Change the
dialog code instead.
Several problems can occur if you use the subschema FORCE option for ADS applications with extended run units.
For example, if the dialog that needs a new area is the recipient of an extended run unit, the FORCE area is not
READIED.

NOTE
For more information on the limitations of using the FORCE option with ADS dialogs, see the Area Statement
section (in the Subschema Statements section) in the IDMS Database Administrating section.

• Runtime deadlocks
– If a user program issues a subschema BIND followed by any database activity, the program can deadlock at

runtime. To avoid this situation, a COMMIT command should be coded before a LINK to a user program that issues
a BIND or FINISH command.
It may be more efficient to remove subschema BIND and FINISH activities from the user program and allow the
extended run unit to handle these functions. In this case, the issuing dialog must pass SUBSCHEMA-CONTROL
to the program. Subschema records passed to the program must be bound only if the user program provides its
own subschema record buffers. When control returns to ADS, the runtime system automatically rebinds the record
buffers.

– If a dialog issues non-SQL DML and SQL DML against the same non-SQL defined database at one time, deadlock
of the run units is possible.

• Extending SQL transactions
If a dialog links to a lower level dialog after beginning an SQL transaction (where the lower level dialog also issues
SQL commands), the developer must either:
a. Issue an SQL COMMIT WORK command before linking to the lower level dialog, or
b. Compile the RCMs for the two dialogs into a single access module (AM).
Choice one results in two units of recoverable work; choice two results in a single recoverable unit of work. When
neither one or two are done, the SQL request of the lower level dialog fails, because its RCM information is not found
in the active AM.

Dialog Abort Information Screen
When a dialog abends at runtime, the ADS runtime system can display a diagnostic screen. The display of the diagnostic
screen is enabled and disabled by using the DIAGNOSTIC SCREEN clause of the DC/UCF system generation ADSO
statement.

Note: For more information on the ADSO statement, see the IDMS System Generation section.

If the diagnostic screen is enabled when an abend occurs at runtime, error messages are sent to the system log and
the Dialog Abort Information screen is displayed. If the diagnostic screen is not enabled when an abend occurs, error
messages are sent to the system log and the DC/UCF prompt ENTER NEXT TASK CODE is displayed with the following
message:

ERROR OCCURRED DURING PROCESSING. CA ADS DIALOG ABORTED.
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The id of the above message is DC466019; the application developer can change the message text by using IDD.

Sample Dialog Abort Information screen

        CA-ADS RELEASE nn.n            *** DIALOG ABORT INFORMATION ***    ABRT

DC173008 APPLICATION ABORTED. BAD IDMS STATUS RETURNED; STATUS=0306

 DATE....: yy.ddm      TIME....: 15:12:29.08        TERMINAL....: LV81004

 ERROR OCCURRED IN DIALOG......: DIALOG1

                AT OFFSET......: 310

                IN PROCESS.....: DIALOG1-PREMAP                   VERSION:    1

                AT IDD SEQ NO. : 00000200

SEQUENCE

NUMBER:         SOURCE :

00000100 IF FIRST-TIME

00000200    FIND CURRENT EMPLOYEE.

00000300 DISPLAY.

 HIT ENTER TO RETURN TO DC OR ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

Field Descriptions

• DATE
Specifies the date on which the dialog abended.

• TIME
Specifies the time at which the dialog abended.
The date and time aid in locating the snap dump, if any, for the abend in the print log file.

• TERMINAL
Specifies the logical terminal at which the abend occurred.

• DIALOG
Specifies the name of the aborted dialog.

• OFFSET
Specifies the hexadecimal offset for the command that was executing when the abend occurred. The offset is taken
from the dialog's fixed dialog block (FDB).

• PROCESS
Specifies the name of the premap or response process containing the command that caused the abend.

• VERSION
Specifies the version number of the process containing the command that caused the abend.

• IDD SEQ NUMBER
Specifies the data dictionary sequence number of the source line containing the command that caused the abend. The
IDD sequence number is not displayed if the dialog was compiled without diagnostic tables.

• SEQUENCE NUMBER
Specifies the internal command numbers of the source line containing the command that caused the abend and of the
source lines immediately preceding and following it.
Internal command numbers are not displayed if the dialog was compiled without diagnostic tables.

Internal Commands for ADS Process Statements

Internal command numbers are assigned to all ADS process statements in addition to the IDD sequence numbers. IDD
numbers may overlap or repeat when code is included from another data dictionary module.
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Internal command numbers are assigned sequentially, regardless of the source of the process code. When the abending
process command is from an included module, IDD sequence numbers should be used in conjunction with internal
command numbers to pinpoint the position of the command.

Internal Commands for SQL Statements

Internal commands are created by ADS to implement SQL statements. These commands always have the sequence
number of the line on which END-EXEC was coded.

• SOURCE
Displays the first 70 characters of text of the source line containing the command that caused the abend and of the
source lines immediately preceding and following the command. Source lines are not displayed if the dialog was
compiled without diagnostic tables.
The three command lines are displayed only if the date on which the dialog was compiled agrees with the date on
which the process was last revised. This prevents the display of source code that has been revised since the dialog
was last compiled. Note, however, that the display of process text other than that from which the dialog was compiled
could occur under the following circumstances:

• During a single day, the following actions occur:
a. The process is revised.
b. The dialog is recompiled.
c. The process is revised again, but the dialog is not recompiled again.
In this case, the process source does not match the compiled process in the dialog load module.

• During a single run of the DC/UCF system, the following actions occur:
a. The dialog is recompiled by using the batch dialog compiler.
b. The dialog's program definition element (PDE) in the system program pool is not updated. (The PDE can be

updated by using the NEW COPY option of the DCMT VARY PROGRAM command.)
c. The dialog is executed.
In this case, the process source matches the compiled process in the dialog load module, but an old version of the
dialog that remains in the DC/UCF program pool is being executed.

• SYSTEM MESSAGE AREA
Displays the informational and error messages returned by the ADS runtime system.

• HIT ENTER TO RETURN TO DC OR ENTER NEXT TASK CODE
Prompts the user for a DC/UCF task code.
If a dialog aborts during an online debugging session, a special version of the diagnostic information screen is
displayed.

Debugging a Dialog
To debug a dialog, you can use the ADS trace facility or the IDMS online debugger. Before using either facility, you must
compile the dialog with a symbol table.

Linking From ADS To OLQ
A user-written ADS application compiled using the application compiler can link to OLQ, pass syntax, and return to the
application at the point where it was left. Linking to OLQ and passing syntax is discussed below.

Linking to OLQ

To link to OLQ, perform the following steps:

1. Initialize the UNIVERSAL-COMMUNICATIONS-ELEMENT (UCE) version 2 record.
2. Issue an EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION control command to initiate an ADSA program function that links to program

IDMSOLQS, passing the UCE in the program parameter list.
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Example

INITIALIZE(UNIVERSAL-COMMUNICATIONS-ELEMENT).

EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION.

RETURN.

Passing Syntax to OLQ

To pass syntax to OLQ, perform the following steps:

1. Initialize the UNIVERSAL-COMMUNICATIONS-ELEMENT version 2 record.
2. Initialize an additional record to hold the OLQ syntax. The record must contain only syntax and must not contain

counters or any other values.
3. Move the syntax to the additional record.
4. Issue an EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION control command to initiate an ADSA program function that links to program

IDMSOLQS, passing both the UCE and the syntax record in the program parameter list.

Example

INITIALIZE(UNIVERSAL-COMMUNICATIONS-ELEMENT,SYNTAX-RECORD).

MOVE 'SIGNON SS=EMPSS01 ! SEL * FROM EMPLOYEE ! MEN DISPLAY;'

         TO SYNTAX-FIELD.

EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION.

RETURN.

The exclamation point (!) is the OLQ separator for stacked commands. The semi-colon (;) is the required OLQ command
terminator. The command separator and terminator may differ from site to site, depending on the character set during
system generation.

Linking Built-In Functions With The Runtime System
All Broadcom-supplied BIF modules are linked with ADSOMAIN and all user-written BIF modules can optionally be linked
together as a new ADSOVCON module.

NOTE
Creating an ADSOVCON module is not required. ADS dynamically loads user-written BIFs if they are not linked
with ADSOVCON.

ADSOVCON Module Creation

Optionally create an ADSOVCON module using the #BIFVCON macro to identify your user-written BIF modules to be
linked together. The following sample ADSOVCON module indicates that the UDATE and UCHECK BIF modules are to be
linked with ADSOVCON.

#BIFVCON TYPE=INITIAL                             

#BIFVCON TYPE=ENTRY,PROGRAM=UDATE,EPNAME=UDATE 

#BIFVCON TYPE=ENTRY,PROGRAM=UCHECK,EPNAME=UCHKEP1

#BIFVCON TYPE=FINAL

To create an ADSOVCON module, create a source member as described in the following section and save it in your
custom source library. Then assemble and link it into your custom load library.
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BIFVCON Macro Syntax

The following diagram shows the syntax for the #BIFVCON macro:

►►──────── #BIFVCON TYPE= ─┬─ INITIAL ─┬──────────────────────────────────►

                           ├─ ENTRY ───┤  

                           └─ FINAL ───┘  

 ►──────────────── ,PROGRAM=program-name ─────────────────────────────────►

 ►───────────────── ,EPNAME=entry-point-name ─────────────────────────────►◄

BIFVCON Macro Parameters

This section describes the parameters for for the #BIFVCON macro.

• TYPE
Indicates the type of BIFVCON statement being generated.

• INITIAL
Identifies the first BIFVCON statement in the program.

• ENTRY
Identifies a BIFVCON statement defining a user-written BIF module.

• FINAL
Identifies the last BIFVCON statement in the program.

• PROGAM=program-name
Identifies the name of a user-written BIF module to be linked with ADSOVCON. program-name must be the same as
the program name associated with a built-in function declared in your RHDCEVBF module.
This parameter is valid only if TYPE=ENTRY is coded.

• EPNAME=entry-point-name
Identifies the name of the entry point of the user-written BIF module. entry-point-name must be the name of the entry
point in the program identified by program-name.
This parameter is valid only if TYPE=ENTRY is coded.

Managing Storage
Various storage management techniques are available to system administrators at DC/UCF sites. The following pages
discuss techniques that specifically affect ADS storage usage.

NOTE
For more information about storage management, see the IDMS System Generation section.

Adjusting Record Compression

Record buffer blocks (RBBs) held for a dialog can be compressed during a pseudo-converse. Record compression
increases storage efficiency but causes increased CPU utilization. This option is appropriate only at sites that need to
maximize storage usage.

Record compression is only in effect when resources are fixed and the fast mode threshold has not been exceeded.
Record compression can be enabled by using the system generation ADSO statement.

At runtime, the current record compression setting can be changed by using the DCMT VARY ADSO command.

NOTE
For more information about this DCMT command, see the IDMS System Tasks and Operator Commands
section.
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Calculating RBB Storage

Site administrators can direct the ADS runtime system to calculate the amount of storage required for record buffer blocks
(RBBs) instead of using the size specified in the system generation ADSO statement. Calculated storage reduces the
amount of wasted space in the storage pool but slightly increases CPU usage. This option is a good choice for storage-
constrained systems.

Calculation of runtime RBB storage is enabled in the system generation ADSO statement.

Writing Resources to Scratch Records
Writing resources to scratch records during a pseudo-converse removes the resources from storage pools while the
resources are not in use. This strategy is appropriate when storage pool resources are tight.

The following strategies are available to site administrators:

• Define a fast mode threshold. The fast mode threshold is the point at which the ADS runtime system writes ADS
record buffer blocks (RBBs) and statistics control blocks to the scratch area (DDLDCSCR) across a pseudo-converse.
If the total size of the RBBs and statistics control blocks in all storage pools exceed the fast mode threshold, the
system writes the RBBs and statistics control blocks to scratch. To define fast mode threshold, specify the threshold
and also that resources are relocatable in the system generation ADSO statement.
Resources must be fixed in order for the fast mode threshold to have any effect. When resources are relocatable then
RBBs always go to the scratch area.

• Define a relocatable threshold for one or more storage pools. The relocatable threshold is the point at which the
DC/UCF system writes relocatable storage to the scratch area (DDLDCSCR) across a pseudo-converse.
When this option is in effect, ADS storage is always written to scratch across a pseudo-converse.

Relocatable Resources

The following are relocatable resources:

• ADS terminal block (OTB)
• ADS terminal block extension (OTB ext)
• HELP maps
• Menu stack
• Variable dialog blocks (VDBs)

Relocating storage makes more efficient use of the storage pool but increases I/O to the scratch area. You should define a
threshold so that the system relocates storage only when the storage pool is heavily used.

System Generation Statement

Use the system generation ADSO statement to indicate whether resources are relocatable. Use the RELOCATABLE
THRESHOLD parameter of the system generation SYSTEM statement to specify the relocatable threshold for storage
pool zero. For secondary storage pools, use the RELOCATABLE THRESHOLD parameter of the corresponding system
generation STORAGE POOL or XA STORAGE POOL statement.

NOTE
For more information about the ADSO and SYSTEM statements, see the IDMS System Generation section.

Using XA Storage
Application development tools and ADS applications can be executed in XA storage on any operating system that
supports XA functionality. Record buffer blocks (RBBs) and variable dialog blocks (VDBs) can be acquired from XA
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storage pools. The invoking task for the application determines whether the runtime system can allocate RBBs and VDBs
for the entire application from XA storage pools.

Considerations

If XA storage pools are used, the following rules apply:

• If an application links to a 24-bit mode user program, the invoking task must have a location of BELOW to insure that
storage for the program is allocated from 24-bit storage pools. For example:

TASK APPL1 INVOKES ADSORUN1 LOCATION BELOW.

• If an application links to 31-bit mode programs exclusively, the invoking task must have a location of ANY to take
advantage of XA storage. For example:

TASK APPL2 INVOKES ADSORUN1 LOCATION ANY.

• Tasks invoked after the initial invoking task or after the return from a user program must be defined with a location of
ANY. For example:
– A task invoked after the initial invoking task:

TASK ADS2 INVOKES ADSOMAIN LOCATION ANY.

– A task invoked after the return from a user program:

TASK ADS2R INVOKES ADSOMAIN LOCATION ANY.

Sample Task Definitions

The following diagram shows the task definitions for two sample applications.

              APPL1                               APPL2

                        Location                           Location

         ┌──────────┐   mode:               ┌──────────┐   mode:

         │          │                       │          │

         │ Dialog   │     31-bit            │ Dialog   │     31-bit

         │          │                       │          │

         └──────────┘                       └──────────┘

         ┌──────────┐                       ┌──────────┐

         │          │                       │ VS2      │

         │ COBOL    │     24-bit            │ COBOL    │     31-bit

         │ program  │                       │ program  │

         └──────────┘                       └──────────┘

         Task definitions for these applications are:

         1.  TASK APPL1 INVOKES ADSORUN1 LOCATION BELOW.

         2.  TASK APPL2 INVOKES ADSORUN1 LOCATION ANY.
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ADS - Introduction to Process Language
 

There are two types of modules that can be associated with a dialog using the ADS dialog compiler:

• Declaration module
• Process module

Declaration Module

A declaration module is used under the SQL Option to declare cursors and to issue global WHENEVER statements. The
statements in a declaration module are not executed. They are compiler directives used by the ADS dialog compiler at
dialog compilation.

Declaration modules allow you to store declarations you have specified as global to your application.

Unlike the premap and response process modules, the declaration module cannot contain executable ADS commands.
This module can contain only DECLARE CURSOR statements and WHENEVER directives.

A WHENEVER directive or DECLARE CURSOR statement is also valid in a premap or response process, but the scope
of such a statement is not global.

NOTE
For more information about the usage for WHENEVER and DECLARE CURSOR, see the IDMS SQL Reference
section. For further considerations regarding the declaration module, see the IDMS SQL Programming section.

Since declaration modules do not contain executable code, they are not discussed in this section.

Process Modules

In ADS, process modules are defined to handle dialog-specific processing, such as data retrieval, data modifications,
and data storage. Each process module consists of one or more process commands and parameters that qualify the
commands.

Data referenced by ADS process commands must be predefined in the data dictionary.

NOTE
For more information on defining data, see the IDMS IDD Quick Reference section. For more information on
defining data in subschemas, see the IDMS Database Administrating section.

Process Modules
A process module is a discrete dialog unit that performs the processing operations required by a given dialog.

Creating Process Modules

ADS process modules are created and stored in the data dictionary by using IDD. The IDD menu facility provides a series
of menus used to define process modules to the data dictionary. For more information on using the IDD menu facility in
the ADS environment, see the ADS Using section.

The online IDD PROCESS statement can also be used. For more information on IDD PROCESS statement syntax, see
the IDMS IDD Quick Reference section.

Adding Process Modules to Dialogs

A process module is added to a dialog as either a premap, a response process or a declaration module. The process
module is associated with a dialog by using the ADS dialog compiler (ADSC) or the batch dialog compiler (ADSOBCOM).
The module is compiled when the dialog is compiled.

Note: For more information on using ADSC to associate process modules with dialogs, see the ADS Using section.
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Executing Process Modules
Process modules are executed before or after a dialog's map is displayed on the terminal screen (online applications) or
are used to transfer input or output data (ADS Batch):

• A premap process module, which is executed before a map is used to transfer data between variable storage and an
online terminal (ADS) or files (ADS Batch).
A dialog can have a maximum of one premap process.

• A response process module, which is performed after a map is displayed, based on the user's selection of a
response.
A dialog can have any number of response processes.

ADS Premap and Response Processes

The following diagram shows the execution sequence of ADS premap and response process modules.

A premap process is executed before the dialog's map is displayed to the end user. A response process, based on the
user's selection, is executed.

ADS Batch Premap and Response Processes

The following diagram shows the execution sequence of ADS Batch premap and response process modules. A premap
process is executed at the beginning of the dialog unless the dialog's entry point is its mapin operation. The process
executes until it issues a READ/WRITE TRANSACTION command. The response process executes after the mapin
operation and continues until it issues a READ/WRITE TRANSACTION command.
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Process Commands
ADS premap and response process modules are written using process commands. Process commands are COBOL-
like statements. The way that process commands are constructed and general coding considerations for ADS process
commands are discussed below. For more information about coding a declaration module, see the IDMS SQL
Programming section.

Constructing Commands

Command statements consist of commands and qualifying parameters.

Verbs

Specify the operation to perform.

For example, RETURN, COMPUTE, IF, DISPLAY, OBTAIN, and WRITE PRINTER are commands.

Parameters

Qualify commands and specify additional operations to perform. Parameters can be:

• Keywords, which are system-defined values. Each keyword must be specified as shown in the documentation. (The
required portion of each keyword is shown in capital letters.)
For example, in the RETURN CLEAR statement, CLEAR is a keyword that qualifies the operation of RETURN.

• Variable terms, which show where user-defined values can be coded in process command syntax.
For example, in the following command statement, dialog-name is a variable term:

RETURN TO dialog-name

Syntax and examples of variable terms are presented in the remaining sections of this volume. The following table
summarizes the types of variable terms that can be used.

Type of variable Purpose
Arithmetic expression Specifies a simple or compound arithmetic operation
Built-in function Specifies evaluation of a value according to a predefined

operation
Conditional expression Specifies test conditions
Constant Specifies a value to be used in command processing
Error expression Permits the return of error status codes to a dialog
Variable data field Supplies the name of a user- or system-supplied data field for use

in command processing

• A combination of keywords and/or variable terms.

Coding Considerations

Process commands are coded by using syntax specific to each command. The following general coding considerations
apply to command statements:

• A command statement can be coded in any column and continue through column 72.
• A statement can be coded on one or more lines. The following considerations apply:
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– No continuation character is required.
– More than one command can be coded on a single line, with the exception of the INCLUDE command.
– Extend strings to the next line by coding up to and including column 72 of one line, and continuing in column 1 of

the next line.
• The command must always appear first, followed by command parameters, if any.
• Parameters must be separated from each other and from the command by one or more blanks or commas.
• Each statement must be terminated with a period.
• Blank lines can be used to improve readability.
• Commas and blanks can be inserted anywhere between command parameters to improve readability, but cannot be

used as a null place holder in a list in a command, such as:

wrong ►   LINK TO PROGRAM XYZ USING (REC1,,REC2)

wrong ►   INITIALIZE RECORDS (REC1,,REC2).

Commas and blanks cannot be used in a built-in function.
• Comments in ADS statements are specified by using an exclamation point followed by the comment text. The following

considerations apply:
– All characters between the exclamation point and the end of the line are considered part of the comment.
– A comment can be terminated before the end of the line by using a second exclamation point. All characters

following a second exclamation point are considered to be part of a command.
• Comments within SQL statements are specified by using two hyphens (--) at the beginning of the comment.

All characters between the hyphens and the end of the line are considered part of the comment.

EXEC SQL.

SELECT * FROM PROD.EMPLOYEE WHERE EMP_ID > 5555;

--Selecting employees having consultant ids

END-EXEC.

• A statement can include a quoted string of up to 255 characters.
• Quotation marks appearing within a quoted string must be coded as two consecutive single quotation marks.

ADS Data Types
A data type is the internal representation of data. Data referenced by ADS process statements must be predefined in the
data dictionary using IDD alone or IDD and the DDL compiler. The data types supported by ADS are described below.
Examples of each data type are outlined later in this section.

NOTE
ADS does not support edited data numeric fields. Therefore, PICTURE clauses on elements in records used in
ADS dialogs cannot include edit characters such as $, Z, period, comma, or +.

For more information about the correlation between ADS data types and SQL data types, see the IDMS SQL Reference
section and the IDMS SQL Programming section.

  

 Binary 

Binary data fields are 1- to 18-digit signed integer data fields. The left-most bit in a binary field is zero for a positive integer
and one for a negative integer. The remainder of the binary field contains the numeric value. A negative value is stored in
twos complement form.
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The following table describes the characteristics of binary data fields and shows how each type of binary field is defined in
the data dictionary.

 Binary Field  Size  Range  Data dictionary definition 
Halfword 2 bytes -215 to 215-1 PICTURE S9(n) USAGE IS

COMPUTATIONAL
(n is an integer ranging from 1 to
4)

Fullword 4 bytes -231 to 231-1 PICTURE S9(n) USAGE IS
COMPUTATIONAL
(n is an integer ranging from 5 to
9)

Doubleword 8 bytes -263 to 263-1 PICTURE S9(n) USAGE IS
COMPUTATIONAL
(n is an integer ranging from 10
to 18)

 EBCDIC 

EBCDIC data fields are data fields containing any value in the EBCDIC collating sequence (hexadecimal '00' through
'FF').

The following table describes the characteristics of EBCDIC data field and shows how it is defined in the data dictionary.

 Size  Maximum length  Data dictionary definition 
1 byte per character 32,767 bytes PICTURE X USAGE IS DISPLAY

 Floating Point 

A floating point data field is a numeric data field whose value is expressed as a mantissa, which represents the number,
and an exponent (characteristic), which determines the actual decimal position of the number. The value of a floating point
data field is the product of the mantissa, and ten raised to the power of the characteristic. A 1- to 16-digit mantissa can be
used.

The following table describes the characteristics of floating point data fields and shows how each field is defined in the
data dictionary.

 Data Field  Size  Exponent range  Data dictionary definition 
Internal short1 4 bytes2 -64 to +63 USAGE IS COMPUTATIONAL-1

(No picture clause)
Internal long1 8 bytes2 -64 to +63 USAGE IS COMPUTATIONAL-2

(No picture clause)
Display3 1 byte for each character -64 to +63 PICTURE

&plusmin.9V99E&plusmin.99
USAGE IS DISPLAY

 Notes: 

• 1 To display data field values on a map, assign them to a floating point display data field, or, if small enough, to a
decimal or binary field.

• 2 The left-most byte contains the sign of the mantissa and the characteristic. The last 3 or 7 bytes contain the binary
representation of the mantissa. Either 7 or 17 decimal digits are allowed.

• 3 Display floating point data fields are in a displayable format. When used in calculations, display floating point fields
are converted to equivalent internal floating point values.
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 Group 

Group data fields, including record names, contain subordinate data fields. A group data field references the storage of all
subordinate data fields without consideration of their data types. A group data field has no PICTURE or USAGE clauses.

 Multibit Binary 

Multibit data fields are binary data fields. At runtime, the data fields contain either a 0 or 1 for each character.

The following table describes the characteristics of a multibit binary field and shows how the field is defined in the data
dictionary.

 Data field  Size  Exponent range  Data dictionary definition 
Multibit binary 1 bit per character 1- to 32- characters PICTURE X USAGE IS BIT

 Packed Decimal 

Packed decimal numeric data fields occupy a half byte of storage per digit. The sign of the number (hexadecimal C, for
positive, D for negative, and F for no sign) is stored in the four low-order bits of the rightmost byte. S is used only when
the field is signed.

If a packed decimal field is defined with an even number of digits, the field is considered to have one extra digit to the
left of the decimal point. For example, a packed decimal field with a picture of 9(4)V99 is considered to have a picture of
9(5)V99.

A packed decimal field with a picture of 9(4)V99 or S9(4)V99 occupies a half byte for the sign and a half byte for each
digit, totaling 3.5 bytes. Four bytes are reserved for this field, adding an extra digit to the left of the decimal point.

The following table describes the characteristics of a packed decimal data field and shows how the field is defined in the
data dictionary.

 Data field  Size  Range  Data dictionary definition 
Packed decimal 1/2 byte per digit 1 to 18 digits PICTURE S9V99 USAGE IS

COMPUTATIONAL-3

 Zoned Decimal 

Zoned decimal numeric data fields occupy one byte of storage per digit. The sign of the number (hexadecimal C for
positive, D for negative, F for unsigned positive) is stored in the four high-order bits of the rightmost digit. S is used only
when the field is signed.

The following table describes the characteristics of a zoned decimal data field and how the field is defined in the data
dictionary.

 Data field  Size  Range  Data dictionary definition 
Zoned decimal 1 byte per digit 1 to 18 digits PICTURE S9V99 USAGE IS

DISPLAY

 Examples of Data Types 

The following table illustrates the definition, use, and internal representation of the different data types.

 Type  Description  Command 
Group
 

EMPLOYEE ← Group item
EMP-ID 9(4).
EMP-NAME
PIC X(10).

MOVE 'abcde' TO EMPLOYEE.
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 Internal representation:

  
FIELD-1
PIC X(10).

MOVE 'abcde' TO EMPLOYEE.EBCDIC
 

Internal representation: 

  
AMT-1
PIC 9(4).

MOVE 4505 TO AMT-1.

Internal representation: 

  
AMT-1
PIC S9(4).

MOVE 4505 TO AMT-1.

Zoned decimal
 

Internal representation: 

  
AMT-1 
 PIC 9(4)
USAGE COMP-3.

MOVE 4505 TO AMT-1.

Internal representation: 

  
AMT-1
PIC S9(4)
USAGE COMP-3.

MOVE 4505 TO AMT-1.

Packed decimal
 

Internal representation:

  
AMT-1
PIC S9(8)
USAGE COMP. 

MOVE 4505 TO AMT-1.

 Internal representation: 

  

Binary

AMT-1
PIC S9(8)
USAGE COMP.

MOVE -4505 TO AMT-1.
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 Internal representation: 

  
FIELD-1
PIC X(10)
USAGE BIT.

MOVE B'10011100' TO FIELD-1.Mulitibit binary
 

 Internal representation: 

  
AMT-1
USAGE COMP-1.
(Internal short)

MOVE -45.05E02 TO AMT-1.
(Value will be stored as -4505E04)

 Internal representation: 

  
AMT-1
PIC S9.9999 E-99.

MOVE -45.05 E 02 TO AMT-1.

Floating point
 

Internal representation:

  

 

1 If no USAGE clause is provided, the default usage is DISPLAY.

2 A blank space = a blank (X'40') in internal representations.

Conversion Between Data Types
ADS automatically performs data type conversion in the following cases:

• In an assignment command, conversion is performed if the target field is a different data type than the source field.
• In an arithmetic command, conversion is performed if the target field is a different data type than the result of the

command.
• In an arithmetic expression, all operands are converted to signed packed decimal fields or, if required, to internal

floating point fields before the arithmetic operation is performed.
• In any command in which numeric literals are used, fixed point numeric literals are stored internally as packed

decimal fields, and floating point numeric literals are stored internally as internal short or long floating point fields.

 Data Type Conversions 

The following table shows the permissible data type conversions in arithmetic and assignment commands and in
arithmetic expressions. Source data types are presented down the left-hand side. Target data types are presented across
the top. Permissible conversions are indicated by a YES in the box formed by the intersection of the applicable source and
target data types.

 SOURCE  TARGET 
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 Group  EBCDIC  Binary*  Decimal**  Multibit
binary 

 Internal float
pt. 

 Display float
pt. 

Group YES1 YES1 YES2 YES2 YES3 YES2 NO
EBCDIC YES1 YES1 YES2 YES2 YES3 YES2 NO
Binary* YES1 YES4 YES YES YES5 YES NO
Decimal** YES1 YES4 YES YES YES5 YES YES
Multibit binary YES6 YES6 YES7 YES7 YES10 YES7 NO
Internal float
pt.***

YES1 YES9 YES YES YES5 YES YES8

Display float
pt.***

YES1 YES1 YES YES NO YES YES

 Notes: 

* Binary includes halfword, fullword, and doubleword binary.

** Decimal includes zoned and packed decimal.

*** Internal floating point includes internal short and long floating point.

1 Source moved to target without conversion. Target is blank-filled or truncated on right, if necessary.

2 Number begins at leftmost numeric digit and includes all numeric digits up to the first nonnumeric character (or end
of data field). A negative sign can immediately precede the number. A decimal point can immediately precede or be
embedded in the number. Embedded commas are ignored.

3 Bits in source moved to bits in target without conversion. Target is binary zero filled or truncated on right, if necessary.

4 If ADS moves are in effect, decimal portion and leading zeros are dropped, a negative sign, if any, is placed in front of
the number, and the result is left justified in the target field, with leading blanks.

5 If COBOL moves are in effect, the decimal portion (without the decimal point) and leading zeros are maintained, the
negative sign if any, is dropped, and the result is left justified in the target, with blank filling or truncation on right, if
necessary.

6 Decimal component of the number is dropped, forced positive, and converted to a binary fullword. Bits are moved left to
right. Target is binary, zero filled, or truncated on right, if necessary.

7 Each bit value 0 or 1 is converted to the character 0 or 1, as appropriate. Target is blank filled or truncated on right, if
necessary.

8 Source bits are right justified in a fullword. The resulting fullword value is forced positive by moving 0 to the leftmost bit,
and is moved to the target with any required data conversion.

9 The maximum output length is 23 bytes (mantissa sign, 17-digit mantissa, decimal point, character E, characteristic
sign, and 2-digit characteristic). The minimum output length is 6 bytes (mantissa sign, 1-digit mantissa, character E,
characteristic sign, and 2-digit characteristic).

10 The mantissa is converted to zoned decimal format and moved to the target. The negative sign and decimal point, if
any, are dropped. The characteristic is not moved. Target is blank filled or truncated on right, if necessary.

11 Target is binary zero filled or truncated on right, if necessary.

ADS Arithmetic Expressions
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An arithmetic expression is a variable term that can be a simple or compound arithmetic operation. An arithmetic
expression can be used as a variable wherever the command syntax specifies arithmetic-expression. The elements
allowed in an arithmetic expression are summarized in the table below. Arithmetic expressions are composed of
operands, binary operations, and unary operations.

The elements of each entity are listed below.

Arithmetic Expression Elements

Operands Binary operators Unary operators
Variable data fields Addition [+] Plus [+]
Numeric constants Subtraction [-] Minus [-]
Built-in functions Multiplication [*]

Division [/]
 

Considerations

• Any number of parentheses can be included in the expression to indicate order of evaluation.
• Parentheses can be nested.

Syntax

Parameters

• -
The unary minus operator. It reverses the sign of the operand that follows it.

• arithmetic-function
For a list of arithmetic built-in functions, see ADS Reference Built-in Functions.

• variable
A user-defined variable data field.
The named variable must contain a number and can be any of the following:
– A field on a map
– A numeric variable
– An element in a group
– An element in an array

• numeric-constant
A number.

• system-supplied-data-field-name
See "System-supplied data field names" in Variable Data Fields

• arithmetic-expression
An arithmetic expression. Use parentheses to control the order in which operations are to be performed.

• + - * /
The arithmetic operators:

Operator What it does
+ Addition
- Subtraction
* Multiplication
/ Division
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Syntax Arithmetic-Expression

                          ┌─ + ─┐

                          ├─ - ─┤

                          ├─ * ─┤

     ┌────────────────────┴─ / ─┴───────────────────────┐

►►───▼──┬─────┬───┬─ arithmetic-function ─────────────┬─┴─────────────────────►◄

        └─ - ─┘   ├─ variable-name ───────────────────┤

                  ├─ numeric-constant ────────────────┤

                  ├─ system-supplied-data-field-name ─┤

                  └─ arithmetic-expression ───────────┘

 

Coding Considerations

The following considerations apply to coding arithmetic expressions:

• An arithmetic expression must begin with a left parenthesis, a unary operator, or an operand.
• An arithmetic expression must end with a right parenthesis or an operand.
• An arithmetic expression does not require a binary operation.
• Each left parenthesis must be followed later in the expression by a corresponding right parenthesis.
• Operands and binary operators must be separated by at least one space from the operand or operator that follows.

Parentheses do not require surrounding spaces.
• Operands can be followed by a right parenthesis, any binary operator, or can be the end of the expression.
• Any binary operator can be followed by an operand, a unary operator, or a left parenthesis.
• A unary operator can be followed by an operand or a left parenthesis.
• A left parenthesis can be followed by an operand, a unary operator, or another left parenthesis.
• A right parenthesis can be followed by any binary operator, another right parenthesis, or can be the end of the

expression.

Evaluation of Arithmetic Expressions
The order in which arithmetic expressions are evaluated is determined by a set of rules.

Arithmetic expressions are evaluated in the following order:

• Expressions within parentheses are evaluated first. Within nested parentheses, evaluation proceeds from the
innermost to the outermost set of parentheses.

• If the order of evaluation of an expression or of an embedded expression is not specified explicitly by parentheses, the
following order of evaluation is implied:
a. Unary plus, unary minus, and built-in functions, from left to right
b. Multiplication and division, from left to right
c. Addition and subtraction, from left to right

Variable data fields that are specified in an arithmetic expression are not changed during the evaluation of the expression.
All intermediate results in an expression are stored in separate internal data fields.

Example

The following example illustrates the order of evaluation of arithmetic expressions in process commands:

MOVE -(4 - VALUE1 / (ABS(VALUE2) + -5 / VALUE3) + VALUE4)

  TO RESULT.
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The expression is evaluated in the following order:

1. The absolute value of VALUE2 is calculated.
2. Unary minus is applied to 5.
3. The result of step 2 is divided by VALUE3.
4. The result of step 3 is added to the result of step 1.
5. VALUE1 is divided by the result of step 4.
6. The result of step 5 is subtracted from 4.
7. The result of step 6 is added to VALUE4.
8. Unary minus is applied to the result of step 7.

The result of the expression is moved to RESULT.

The Conditional Expressions
A conditional expression specifies test conditions in an IF or WHILE command. The outcome of a conditional test
determines the processing that occurs. A conditional expression can be used as a variable wherever the command syntax
specifies conditional-expression.

The table below summarizes the test conditions that can be used in conditional expressions. Each condition is described
separately in this section.

Summary of Test Conditions

Condition Purpose
Batch control event Determines the occurrence of runtime events (batch input only)
Command status Tests for the presence of a status code in a dialog's error-status

field
Comparison Compares two values
Cursor position Determines if the cursor is located in a specified field after a mapin

operation
Dialog execution status Determines if a dialog is executing for the first time
Environment status Determines the environment in which the application is executed
Level-88 condition name Determines if a variable data field value is equal to the value of the

associated level-88 condition name
Map field status Determines if a map's data field are changed or in error
Map paging status Determines the runtime events of a map paging session
Set status Determines member record occurrences or if a record is a

member of a specific set
Assignment condition Tests for an arithmetic or assignment exception

Conditional Expressions General Considerations
Conditional expressions can contain:

• A single test condition
• Two or more test conditions combined with the logical operators AND and OR
• The logical operator NOT to specify the opposite of the condition

NOT can precede a single condition or a compound condition enclosed in parentheses.
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Evaluation of Operators

Operators in a conditional expression are evaluated one at a time, from left to right, in the following order of precedence:

• Unary plus or minus
• Multiplication or division
• Addition or subtraction
• MATCHES or CONTAINS keywords
• EQ, NE, GT, LT, GE, LE operators
• NOT
• AND
• OR

The default order of precedence can be overridden by using parentheses. The expression in the innermost parentheses
is evaluated first. Significant tests in conditional expressions should be coded to the left for greater runtime efficiency. The
conditional expression syntax shown below applies when the command syntax specifies conditional-expression.

Syntax

                                ┌─ AND ─┐

                     ┌──────────┴─ OR ──┴──────────┐

►►───┬─────────┬─────▼─┬───────┬─ test-condition ──┴───┬─────┬────────────────►◄

     └─ NOT ( ─┘       └─ NOT ─┘                       └─ ) ─┘

Parameters

• NOT
Specifies that the opposite of a condition fulfills the test requirements.
The opposite of the entire conditional expression can be specified by enclosing the expression in parentheses and
preceding it with NOT.

• test-condition
Specifies the condition being tested and can include parentheses.

• AND
Specifies the expression is true only if the outcome of both test conditions is true.

• OR
Specifies the expression is true if the outcome of either one or both test conditions is true.

Batch-Control Event Condition
(ADS Batch only) Tests the occurrence of runtime events, such as end-of-file or physical input errors, specific to batch
input.

The event status is initialized at the beginning of application execution and the outcome of each test is false.

Syntax

 

►►────┬─┬─ $END-OF-FILE ─┬─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

      │ └─ $EOF  ────────┘ │

      └─── $IOERRor ───────┘
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Parameters

• $END-OF-FILE
Tests whether the most recent input file read operation results in an end-of-file condition.

• $IOERRor
Tests whether the most recent input file read operation results in a physical input error.
A physical error on a write operation causes the application to abort.

Example

In the following example, execution of a group of commands continues until an end-of-file condition occurs:

WHILE NOT $EOF

  REPEAT.

    .

    .

    .

    WRITE TRANSACTION.

  END.

LEAVE APPLICATION.

Command Status Condition
Tests a dialog's error-status field for the presence of a specified status code, following the execution of a process
command that involves database, queue, or scratch activity, or a WRITE PRINTER utility command.

The command status is checked by testing the error-status field for a specified status code or by testing a level-88
condition name. Level-88 condition names and status field names other than ERROR-STATUS must be defined in the
dialog's status definition record.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►───┬── error-status-code-name ────┬───────────────────┬──────────────────┬──►◄

     │                              └─ FOR record-name ─┘                  │

     │                                                                     │

     └┬─ ERROR-STATUS ──────────┬─ comparison-operator  error-status-code ─┘

      └─ status-field-variable ─┘

 

Parameters

• error-status-code-name:
The name of a level-88 condition defined in the dialog's status definition record.

• FOR record-name:
Specifies that the test applies to the last database command involving the named record.
Record-name must be known to the dialog's subschema.

• ERROR-STATUS
Represents the value contained in the internal error-status field for the dialog.

• status-field-variable
Specifies the name of a user-supplied data field that contains the error-status field for the dialog.
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Status-field-variable must be defined in the dialog's status definition record.
• comparison-operator:

The comparison operators are:

Operator Synonym Meaning
EQ = Equal
NE  Not equal to
GT > Greater than
LT < Less than
GE  Greater than or equal to
LE  Less than or equal to

• error-status-code:
Specifies the status code to which the value in status-field-variable is compared.
Error-status-code is:
– the name of a variable data field that contains the status code
– the code itself (optionally enclosed in single quotation marks)
– an expression, including a built-in function, that returns the status code

Examples

Example 1: Testing for a database record status

The command status condition in the following IF statement is true when the dialog's error-status field contains the status
code 0326:

IF DB-REC-NOT-FOUND THEN ...

DB-REC-NOT-FOUND must be defined in the dialog's status definition record.

Example 2: Testing for the end-of-set

The command status condition in the following IF statement is true when the dialog's error-status field does not contain
the status code 0307:

IF NOT DB-END-OF-SET THEN ...

DB-END-OF-SET must be defined in the dialog's status definition record.

Example 3: Testing for the status of a database record

The command status condition in the following IF statement is true when the dialog's error-status field contains the status
code 0000 following execution of the most recent command involving a CUSTOMER record:

IF DB-STATUS-OK FOR CUSTOMER THEN ...

DB-STATUS-OK must be defined in the dialog's status definition record.

Example 4: Testing for a dialog's error status

The command status condition in the following IF statement is true when the dialog's error-status field contains the status
code 0307:
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IF ERROR-STATUS IS '0307'...

Comparison Condition
Compares two values.

Each value can be a variable data field, an arithmetic expression, a built-in function, or a numeric, nonnumeric, multi-bit
binary, or figurative constant.

A comparison condition also compares two EBCDIC, DBCS, or unsigned zoned decimal character strings to determine if
the first string matches or contains the second string.

Syntax

 

►►──┬─ value  comparison-operator  value ────────────┬────────────────────────►◄

    │                                                │

    └─ string-value ──┬─ MATCHES  ─┬── mask-value ───┘

                      └─ CONTAINS ─┘

 

Parameters

• value:
Identifies the operands being compared. Value is specified according to the rules presented in Introduction to Process
Language.

• comparison-operator:
The comparison operators are:

Operator Synonym Meaning
EQ = Equal
NE  Not equal to
GT > Greater than
LT < Less than
GE  Greater than or equal to
LE  Less than or equal to

• string-value:
Either the name of an elementary EBCDIC, DBCS, or unsigned zoned decimal data field that contains the character
string being compared, or the string itself enclosed in single quotation marks.

• MATCHES
Compares the left operand to the right operand, one character at a time, beginning with the leftmost character in each
operand.
The length of the string that is compared is set to the length of the shorter of the two operands. If a character in the left
operand does not match the corresponding character in the right operand, the outcome of the comparison is false.

• CONTAINS
Searches the left operand for an occurrence of the right operand.
The length of the right operand must be less than or equal to the length of the left operand. If the right operand is not
entirely contained in the left operand, the outcome of the comparison is false.

• mask-value:
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Either the name of a variable data field that contains the mask value or the value itself enclosed in single quotation
marks.

Usage

Considerations

Special mask characters in mask-value match characters in value according to the following conventions:

• @ -- Matches any alphabetic character
• # -- Matches any numeric character
• * -- Matches any character

Any other character in mask-value matches only itself in value.

'String-value' in either MATCHES or CONTAINS must be defined as either EBCDIC (PIC X) or as unsigned zoned decimal
(PIC 9).

Example 1: Using a simple comparison

The comparison condition in the following IF statement is true when the value in the SALES field is greater than or equal
to 5000:

IF SALES GE 5000 ...

Example 2: Using a compound comparison

The comparison condition in the following IF statement is true when the value in the CODE field is not equal to X3 and the
value in the QTY field is less than 15:

IF CODE NE 'X3' AND QTY LT 15 ...

Example 3: Searching for a given string occurrence

The comparison condition in the following IF statement is true when the character string TOM occurs in the character
string contained in the NAME field:

IF NAME CONTAINS 'TOM' ...

Example 4: Using a comparison to a given string value

The comparison condition in the following IF statement is true when the character string contained in the PART-ID field
matches the mask value **@398:

IF PART-ID MATCHES '**@398' ...

Cursor Position Condition
Determines whether the cursor is located in a specified field following a mapin operation.

The named map field can be tested for the presence of the cursor, or a comparison of the cursor column or row position to
a specified value can be made following mapin.

Syntax

 

►►──┬─ CURSOR ─────┬───────┬─────── at ───── map-field-name ───────┬──────────►◄
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    │              └─ NOT ─┘                                       │

    │                                                              │

    └┬─ CURSOR-COLUMN ─┬── comparison-operator  cursor-position ───┘

     └─ CURSOR-ROW    ─┘

 

Parameters

• NOT
Specifies the condition is true only when the cursor is not located in the named map field.

• map-field-name:
Tests the named map field for the presence of the cursor.

• CURSOR-COLUMN
Specifies that the comparison with curson-position is made using the value in the CURSOR-COLUMN.

• CURSOR-ROW
Specifies that the comparison with curson-position is made using the value in the CURSOR-ROW field.

• comparison-operator:
The comparison operators are:

Operator Synonym Meaning
EQ = Equal
NE  Not equal to
GT > Greater than
LT < Less than
GE  Greater than or equal to
LE  Less than or equal to

• cursor-position:
Specifies the value being compared to the value in the CURSOR-COLUMN or CURSOR-ROW field. The specified
value should correspond to a possible cursor column or row position on the terminal in use.
Cursor-position is a value variable, arithmetic expression, or numeric constant that is specified according to the rules
presented in this documentation set.

Dialog Execution Status Condition
Determines whether a dialog is executing for the first time in an application thread.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►────── FIRST-TIME ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Usage

Dialog Execution Status Test Outcomes
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When a dialog executes for the first time, the ADS runtime system sets the execution status to FIRST-TIME and the
outcome of the execution status test is true. The outcome of a subsequent test depends on the control command that
precedes the test, as shown in the table below.

Control command Status test outcome
DISPLAY False.
EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION Depends on the control command (TRANSFER, INVOKE, LINK,

or RETURN) associated with the selected application response.
INVOKE False for the dialog issuing the INVOKE command.
LEAVE Not applicable. The application is no longer operative.
LINK Unchanged for the dialog issuing the LINK command.
RETURN Not applicable. The dialog is no longer operative in the application

thread.
If the dialog issuing the RETURN command is invoked or linked to
again, the dialog execution status is reset to FIRST-TIME.

TRANSFER Not applicable. The dialog is no longer operative in the application
thread.
If a dialog transfers to itself, the dialog execution status is reset to
FIRST-TIME.

READ False.
WRITE False.
CONTINUE False.

Example

The following example shows the use of the dialog execution status condition:

IF FIRST-TIME

THEN

    MOVE 1 TO COUNTER.

ELSE

    ADD 1 TO COUNTER.

Environment Status Condition
Determines the application's environment.

Status conditions can be tested in both online and batch environments.

Syntax

 

►►──────┬─ $BATCH  ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

        └─ $ONLINE ─┘

 

Parameters

• $BATCH
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Is true when the dialog is executing in the batch environment.
• $ONLINE

Is true when the dialog is executing in the online environment.

Example

In the following example, different types of processing are performed, depending on the runtime environment.

IF $ONLINE

  THEN

    DISPLAY.

  ELSE

    WRITE TRANSACTION.

Level-88 Condition
Determines whether the value contained in a variable data field is equal to a value associated with a level-88 condition
name defined for that field. ADS checks for:

• Single or multiple values
• Single or multiple ranges of values
• Any combination of values and ranges of values

Syntax

 

►►────── condition-name ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameter

• condition-name:
Specifies the condition being tested.
Condition-name must be defined as a level-88 condition name in a data dictionary or subschema record used by the
dialog.

Map Field Status Condition
Determines if one or more of a map's data fields are changed, identical, truncated, erased, or in error.

A map field status condition applies to the status of the tested map data fields at the time of the most recent mapin
operation. The IN ERROR status condition also applies to the status of the map fields following a map modification
command that specifies EDIT IS ERROR/CORRECT.

Map field status tests cannot be used to test the condition of system-supplied $MESSAGE, $RESPONSE, and $PAGE
fields.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

                                 ┌─────── , ────────┐
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►►─────┬─┬── ALL ───┬───┬─ OF ( ─▼─ map-field-name ─┴─) ─┬──────┬─────────────►

       │ ├── ANY ───┤   └─ FIELDS ───────────────────────┘      │

       │ ├── SOME ──┤                                           │

       │ └┬─ NONE ─┬┘                                           │

       │  └─ NO ───┘                                            │

       ├─ ALL ─┬─ BUT ────┬── ( map-field-name ) ───────────────┤

       │       └─ EXCEPT ─┘                                     │

       └──┬─ FIELD ───┬── map-field-name ───────────────────────┘

          └─ DFLD ────┘

 ►─────┬───────┬────┬───────┬───┬─ IDENtical ─┬───────────────────────────────►◄

       ├─ IS  ─┤    └─ NOT ─┘   ├─ CHANged ───┤

       └─ ARE ─┘                ├─ TRUNcated ─┤

                                ├─ ERASed ────┤

                                └─ in ERRor ──┘

 

Parameters

• ALL
The outcome of the test must be true for every specified field.

• ANY
The outcome of the test must be true for one or more of the specified fields.

• NONE
The outcome of the test must be true for none of the specified fields.
NO can be used in place of NONE.

• SOME
The outcome of the test must be true for at least one but not all of the specified fields.

• OF (map-field-name)
Specifies a data field in the dialog's map.
One or more fields, up to the number of fields defined for the map, can be specified inside the parentheses.

• FIELDS
Specifies all data fields in the dialog's map.

• ALL BUT map-field-name:
Specifies that all map fields are to be tested, except for the fields specified by map-field-name
EXCept can be used instead of ALL BUT.
Map-field-name specifies a data field in the dialog's map.
One or more fields can be specified, up to the number of fields defined for the map, inside the parentheses.

• FIELD map-field-name:
Explicitly names one map field for which the outcome of the test must be true.
Map-field-name must be a data field known to the dialog's map.
DFLD can be used in place of FIELD.

• NOT
Specifies that a test is for the opposite of the specified status.

• IDENtical
At the time of the most recent mapin from the terminal, the contents of the mapped-in field are compared with the
original contents of the dialog's record buffer.
The condition is true if:
– The field's modified data tag (MDT) is off. On mapin, the MDT is off if the user did not type any characters in the

field.
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NOTE
The MDT can also be set at mapout, depending on the map's definition and any MODIFY MAP commands
issued before mapout.

– The field's MDT is on, but each character in the input data is exactly the same (including capitalization) as data that
was originally mapped out for the field.

• CHANged
At the time of the most recent mapin from the terminal, the field's modified data tag (MDT) is checked to determine if
the end user has changed the field.
When erase EOF is pressed at the beginning of a field, the MDT is set; however, the changed condition is only true if
you have specified a pad character.
The condition is true if:
– The MDT is on for the field. The MDT is on if any characters are typed in the field during mapin. This is true even if

the characters are the same as those that are mapped out.

NOTE
The MDT can also be set at mapout, depending on the map's definition and any MODIFY MAP commands
issued before mapout.

• TRUNcated
At the time of the most recent mapin from the terminal, ADS truncates excess data entered in the specified map fields.

• ERASed
At the time of the most recent mapin from the terminal, the terminal operator erased all data in specified map fields.

• in ERRor
At the time of the most recent mapin from the terminal, specified map fields contain erroneous data or were given the
EDIT IS ERROR attribute in a map modification command.

NOTE
You do not have to wait for mapin. You can set fields and immediately test them.

Automatic editing affects the use of the IN ERROR status condition as follows:
– If automatic editing is enabled and EXECUTE ON EDIT ERRORS is YES, fields that contain erroneous data are

set in error and control is returned to the response process. Error tests can be made by using the IN ERROR status
condition.

NOTE
The above does not apply for pageable map detail areas.

– If automatic editing is enabled and EXECUTE ON EDIT ERRORS is NO, ADS returns control to the mapout
operation, displays specified error messages, and waits for the user to enter valid data.

NOTE
The above does not apply for pageable map detail areas.

– If automatic editing is not enabled for the map, fields that contain erroneous data are not automatically set in error.
To make use of the IN ERROR status condition, the fields in error must be flagged by using the MODIFY MAP
command.

EXECUTE ON EDIT ERRORS is specified on the Process Modules screen.

NOTE
Map fields in error are not mapped in. Variable storage contains the values of the fields prior to the last
mapout operation.

Usage

Pageable Map Considerations:
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• Conditions set for a data field are cumulative. If a map field is changed, identical, truncated, erased, and/or in error
at any time during a pseudo-converse, the field is considered changed, identical, truncated, erased, or in error when
control transfers to a response process.

• A test on a detail area map field applies to the detail occurrence referenced by the most recent pageable map
command following the last pseudo-converse.

• After a PUT DETAIL command, the outcome of all tests on detail area map fields is false.

Examples

Example 1: Testing for field changes

The map field status condition in the following IF statement is true when the user modifies any map field:

IF ANY FIELD IS CHANGED ...

Example 2: Testing for modified data

The map field status condition in the following IF statement is true if the input data is identical to data initially displayed on
the map. In this example, the user is asked to specify another department if no change is made to the department id or
name:

IF FIELD DEPT-ID-0410 IS IDENTICAL

    AND FIELD DEPT-NAME-0410 IS IDENTICAL

        THEN

        DISPLAY MSG TEXT

        'PLEASE SPECIFY NEXT DEPARTMENT'.

Example 3: Testing for field truncation

The map field status condition in the following IF statement is true when excess data entered in the CUST-CITY field has
been truncated during the mapin operation:

IF FIELD CUST-CITY IS TRUNCATED ...

Example 4: Testing for erased data

The map field status condition in the following IF statement is true when the user erases all data in the CUST-NAME,
CUST-ADDR1, and CUST-CITY fields:

IF ALL OF (CUST-NAME, CUST-ADDR1, CUST-CITY) ARE ERASED ...

Map Paging Status Conditions
Determines the occurrence of runtime events associated with a pageable map.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►───┬─┬──────── $PAGE-READY ──────────┬─┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

     │ └──────── $PRDY    ─────────────┘ │

     ├─┬──────── $FULLPAGE ────────────┬─┤
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     │ └──────── $FPG    ──────────────┘ │

     ├─┬──────── $FORWARD ─────────────┬─┤

     │ └──────── $FWD    ──────────────┘ │

     ├─┬──────── $BACKWARD ────────────┬─┤

     │ └──────── $BWD    ──────────────┘ │

     ├─┬──────── $HEADER ──────────────┬─┤

     │ └──────── $HDR    ──────────────┘ │

     ├─┬──────── $DETAIL ──────────────┬─┤

     │ └──────── $DTL    ──────────────┘ │

     ├─┬──────── $END-OF-DATA ─────────┬─┤

     │ └──────── $EOD    ──────────────┘ │

     ├─┬──────── $DETAIL-NOT-FOUND ────┬─┤

     │ └──────── $DNF    ──────────────┘ │

     └─┬──────── $MAXIMUM-DETAILS-PUT ─┬─┘

       └──────── $MDP    ──────────────┘

 

Parameters

• $PAGE-READY
Tests whether the runtime system has written a full map page to scratch.
$PAGE-READY is set to true for each map page built in a given map paging session before the page is displayed.
$PAGE-READY is reset and the outcome of the test is false as soon as the next detail occurrence is written to a
scratch record.
If $PAGE-READY is used, the Auto display option must not be chosen for the dialog. This setting is made using the
Map Specification screen.
$PRDY can be used in place of $PAGE-READY.

• $FULLPAGE
Tests whether the runtime system has displayed the first map page to the user as a result of a PUT DETAIL command.
$FULLPAGE is reset and the outcome of the test is false when a DISPLAY command without the CONTINUE keyword
is issued.
$FPG can be used in place of $FULLPAGE.

• $FORWARD
Tests whether the user has pressed the control key associated with paging forward.
$FORWARD is reset and the outcome of the test is false when a new page is displayed at the user's screen.
$FWD can be used in place of $FORWARD.

• $BACKWARD
Tests whether the terminal operator has pressed the control key associated with paging backward.
$BACKWARD is reset and the outcome of the test is false when a new page is displayed at the user's screen.
$BWD can be used in place of $BACKWARD.

• $HEADER
Tests whether a modified data tag (MDT) was set for any header or footer area map fields following the most recent
mapin operation from the terminal.
$HEADER is reset and the outcome of the test is false when a DISPLAY command without the CONTINUE keyword is
issued.
$HDR can be used in place of $HEADER.

• $DETAIL
Tests whether the most recent GET DETAIL command with the FIRST or NEXT keyword has retrieved a modified
detail occurrence.
$DETAIL is reset and the outcome of the test is false when a DISPLAY command without the CONTINUE keyword is
issued.
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$DTL can be used in place of $DETAIL.
• $END-OF-DATA

Tests whether the most recent GET DETAIL command with the FIRST or NEXT keyword has encountered an end-of-
data condition while attempting to retrieve a modified detail occurrence.
An end-of-data condition results when the runtime system reaches the physical end of detail occurrences without
finding a modified detail occurrence.
$END-OF-DATA is reset and the outcome of the test is false when a DISPLAY command without the CONTINUE
keyword is issued.
$EOD can be used in place of $END-OF-DATA.

• $DETAIL-NOT-FOUND
Tests whether the most recent GET DETAIL command with the KEY IS specification has encountered a detail-not-
found condition while attempting to retrieve a modified detail occurrence.
A detail-not-found condition results if no detail occurrence with the specified key exists or if the existing detail
occurrence is not a modified detail occurrence.
$DETAIL-NOT-FOUND is reset and the outcome of the test is false when a DISPLAY command without the
CONTINUE keyword is issued.
$DNF can be used in place of $DETAIL-NOT-FOUND.

• $MAXIMUM-DETAILS-PUT
Tests whether storage is unavailable to hold new detail occurrences.
$MAXIMUM-DETAILS-PUT (MDP) is set when a PUT DETAIL command fails to create a detail occurrence due to lack
of storage.
The runtime system allocates storage for detail occurrences based on the system generation OLM statement.
$MAXIMUM-DETAILS-PUT is reset across a pseudoconverse even though the condition still exists.
You can use $MDP in place of $MAXIMUM-DETAILS-PUT.

Usage

Map paging status conditions can be used in one or more dialogs associated with the same pageable map.

At the beginning of a map paging session, the map paging status conditions are initialized and the outcome of each test is
false.

Example

The following example defines a premap process that builds the first page of a pageable map. The page is displayed with
a message as soon as the page is built. The $PAGE-READY condition is used to determine when the page is built:

OBTAIN FIRST EMPLOYEE WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE.

WHILE NOT $PAGE-READY

    AND NOT DB-END-OF-SET

    REPEAT.

        MOVE EMP-ID TO WK-EMP-ID.

        MOVE EMP-LNAME TO WK-EMP-LNAME.

        MOVE EMP-START-DATE TO WK-EMP-START-DATE.

        ACCEPT DB-KEY INTO WK-KEY FROM CURRENCY.

        PUT NEW DETAIL KEY WK-KEY.

        OBTAIN NEXT EMPLOYEE WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE.

    END.

DISPLAY MSG TEXT

    'FOR MORE INFORMATION, ENTER AN EMPLOYEE''S ID'.

Subsequent pages for this pageable map are built, as needed, by the map's response process (not shown).
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Set Status Condition
Tests a set for the presence of member record occurrences or determine whether a record is a member of a specified set.

NOTE
The set status condition is not allowed for sets whose members are stored in native VSAM data sets.

Syntax

 

►►────┬─ SET set-name is ──────┬───────┬───── EMPTY ─────┬────────────────────►◄

      │                        └─ NOT ─┘                 │

      └─ SET set-name MEMBER ────────────────────────────┘

 

Parameters

• set-name is EMPTY
Tests the current occurrence of the named set for the presence of member records. The outcome of the test is true
only when the specified set has no members.
Set-name must be known to the dialog's subschema.

• NOT
Specifies that the set has one or more members for the test to be true.

• set-name MEMBER
Tests the current record of run unit to determine whether it participates as a member in any occurrence of the named
set.
Set-name must be known to the dialog's subschema.

Examples

Example 1: Testing for set member records

The following statements establish a current occurrence of the CUSTOMER-ORDER set and then test to determine
whether the set has any member records:

FIND CALC CUSTOMER.

IF SET CUSTOMER-ORDER EMPTY

THEN

    .

    .

    .

Example 2: Testing for a specific member of a set

The following statements establish a POLICY record as current of run unit and then test to determine whether the record
is a member of any occurrence of the AGENCY-POLICY set:

OBTAIN CALC POLICY.

IF SET AGENCY-POLICY MEMBER

THEN

    .

    .

    .
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Arithmetic and Assignment Command Status Condition
Tests the results of the previous assignment command.

Syntax

 

►►─┬─ ANY-DATA-ERROR ──────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ BAD-DATA-TYPE ───────────────────────┤

   ├─ UNSUPPORTED-DATA-CONVERSION ─────────┤

   ├─ NO-NUMBER-EBCDIC/NUMERIC-CONVERSION ─┤

   ├─ INCORRECT-FIELD-LENGTH ──────────────┤

   ├─ INVALID-SUBSCRIPT-VALUE ─────────────┤

   ├─ DATE-FORMAT-ERROR ───────────────────┤

   ├─ SPECIFICATION-EXCEPTION ─────────────┤

   ├─ DATA-EXCEPTION ──────────────────────┤

   ├─ FIXED-POINT-OVERFLOW-EXCEPTION ──────┤

   ├─ FIXED-POINT-DIVIDE-EXCEPTION ────────┤

   ├─ DECIMAL-OVERFLOW-EXCEPTION ──────────┤

   ├─ DECIMAL-DIVIDE-EXCEPTION ────────────┤

   ├─ FLOATING-POINT-DIVIDE-EXCEPTION ─────┤

   ├─ EXPONENT-OVERFLOW-EXCEPTION ─────────┤

   ├─ EXPONENT-UNDERFLOW-EXCEPTION ────────┤

   └─ SIGNIFICANCE-EXCEPTION ──────────────┘

 

Example

The following example shows how the ALLOWING clause can be used to prevent application abends. The specified
MOVE command moves a numeric field from an eight-byte field to a four-byte field. The application must be prepared to
handle any error condition that might arise.

MOVE big-num TO little-num ALLOWING-ANY-DATA-ERROR.

IF DECIMAL-OVERFLOW-EXCEPTION

   DISPLAY MSG MESSAGE TEXT 'SOURCE DATA TOO LARGE'.

IF ANY-DATA-ERROR

   DISPLAY MSG MESSAGE TEXT 'INVALID DATA VALUE'.

ADS Reference Built-in Functions

Built-in Functions

Built-in functions evaluate expressions according to predefined operations and return results that can be used in
command processing. Built-in functions use a specified list of parameters, which are not changed by the execution of the
function.

A built-in function can be used wherever the syntax for a variable expression specifies an arithmetic expression, the name
of a user-defined data field, a user supplied numeric constant, a literal in quotes, or a string-variable.

Built-in Functions Supported

ADS supports the following types of built-in functions:
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• System-supplied functions that perform predefined arithmetic, date, string, and trigonometric operations. The built-in
function names given in this documentation set are default invocation names that can be changed.

• User-defined functions that perform site-specific functions defined by the installation.

User-defined and system-defined functions are described below, after a discussion of general considerations that apply to
both types of built-in functions.

Invocation Names

A built-in function is invoked by means of a unique invocation name, such as CONCATENATE, CONCAT, or CON for the
concatenate function.

NOTE
Built-in function names are keywords. If an invocation name is the same name as a data field known to a dialog,
an error occurs because ADS interprets the function invocation name as a subscripted reference to the data
field.

An invocation name can be changed by modifying the internal table of invocation names (the master function table).

Built-in Function Values

Values are supplied to a built-in function according to Parameters that are coded along with the function's invocation
name. Parameters can be either string values or numeric values, as follows:

• A string value should be coded as an EBCDIC variable data field, a nonnumeric literal, or a built-in function that
returns a string value. A value in a string built-in function cannot be zero in length and cannot be filled with only
spaces.

• A numeric value should be coded as an arithmetic expression, a numeric variable data field, a numeric literal, or a
built-in function that returns a numeric value.

Some built-in function parameters have restrictions on the values they can contain. If an invalid value is specified at
runtime, the dialog aborts. For example, the value specified in a square root function must be positive. If a parameter
is specified with a different data type than expected, ADS attempts to make the appropriate conversion at runtime. The
dialog aborts if the conversion cannot be made.

Coding Parameters

Parameters are coded within parentheses and separated by commas.

Each parameter must be coded in a specific position relative to the other parameters. When an optional parameter is
not included in a parameter list, it must be replaced by the @ character unless no further parameters follow the optional
parameter.

User-Defined Built-In Functions
User-defined built-in functions perform functions that are defined by individual sites.

System-supplied Functions
ADS system-supplied functions that perform predefined functions, such as arithmetic, date, string, trailing sign, and
trigonometric functions.
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Arithmetic Functions
Arithmetic built-in functions (with the exception of NUMERIC) perform arithmetic operations on numeric values and return
numeric values as results.

Function Keyword What it does
Absolute value ABSOLUTE-VALUE Returns the absolute value of a numeric

value
Logarithm (base 10) LOG-BASE-10 Returns the common logarithm of a numeric

value
Logarithm (base E) LOG-BASE-E Returns the natural logarithm of a numeric

value
Modulo MODULO Returns the modulus (remainder) of one

specified numeric value divided by another
Next integer equal or higher NEXT-INT-EQHI Returns the smallest integer that is equal to

or greater than a specified numeric value
Next integer equal or lower NEXT-INT-EQLO Returns the largest integer that is equal to

or lower than a specified numeric value
Numeric NUMERIC Returns TRUE or FALSE to indicate

whether a field is numeric
Random number RANDOM-NUMBER Returns a pseudo-random number based

on a seed numeric value
Sign inversion INVERT-SIGN Returns the value of a numeric value

multiplied by -1
Sign value SIGN-VALUE Returns a +1, 0, or -1, depending on

whether a numeric value is positive, zero,
or negative

Square root SQUARE-ROOT Returns the square root of a numeric value

Date Functions
Date built-in functions perform date processing in eight formats:

• Gregorian --  The first format is yymmdd, where yy represents a year, mm a month, and dd a day.
The second Gregorian format is yyyymmdd, where yyyy represents a year in any century, mm a month, and dd a day.

• Calendar --  The first format is mmddyy, where yy represents a year, mm a month, and dd a day.
The second Calendar format is mmddyyyy, where yyyy represents a year in any century, mm a month, and dd a day.

• European --  The first format is ddmmyy, where yy represents a year, mm a month, and dd a day.
The second European format is ddmmyyyy, where yyyy represents a year in any century, mm a month, and dd a day.

• Julian --  The first format is yyddd, where ddd is a day in the year from 1 to 365 (366 for leap years).
The second Julian format is yyyyddd, where yyyy represents a year in any century, and ddd is a day in the year from 1
to 365 (366 for leap years).

Function Keyword What it does
Date change DATECHG Returns Gregorian, calendar, European, or

Julian date conversions
Date difference DATEDIF Returns the number of days between two

specified dates
Date offset DATEOFF Returns the date resulting from adding a

specified number of days to a date
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Good date GOODDATE Returns TRUE or FALSE to indicate
whether a date is valid for the date type

Today's date TODAY Returns today's date in the specified format
Tomorrow's date TOMORROW Returns tomorrow's date in the specified

format
Weekday WEEKDAY Returns the weekday of a specified date
Yesterday's date YESTERDAY Returns yesterday's date in the specified

format

Date-Time Stamp Functions
Date-time stamp built-in functions convert external date-time stamps to internal date-time stamps. Conversely, internal
date-time stamps can be converted to external date-time stamps. The date-time stamp built-in functions call the date-time
functions of IDMSIN01.

NOTE
For more information about IDMSIN01, see the IDMS Callable Services section.

In the following table, 8-byte binary fields are defined as PIC 9(16) COMPUTATIONAL fields, while display fields are
defined with PIC X definitions.

NOTE
For more information about the date-time stamp formats used by the date-time stamp functions, see the section
"Representation of Date/Time Values" in the IDMS SQL Reference section.

Function Keyword What it does
External Date DATEEXT Returns a 10-byte external date stamp as

an 8-byte internal binary date stamp
Internal Date DATEINT Returns an 8-byte internal binary date

stamp as a displayable 10-byte date stamp
Display Date Time DISPDT Returns the current date-time stamp as a

26-byte displayable date-time stamp
External Date-Time DATETIMX Returns a 26-byte external date-time stamp

as an 8-byte internal binary date-time
stamp

Internal Date-Time DTINT Returns an 8-byte internal date-time stamp
as a 26-byte displayable date-time stamp

External Time TIMEEXT Returns an 8-byte displayable time stamp
as an 8-byte binary time stamp

Internal Time TIMEINT Returns an 8-byte internal time stamp as a
displayable 8-byte time stamp

String Functions
String built-in functions perform operations on string values and return either string or numeric values.

Function Keyword What it does
Concatenate CONCATENATE Returns the concatenation of a specified list

of string values
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Extract EXTRACT Returns the string that results from
removing leading and trailing spaces from a
string value

Fixed-length string FIX Converts a string to a fixed-length character
variable

Index STRING-INDEX Returns the starting position of a specified
string within a string value

Initial cap INITCAP Capitalizes the first letter of a string
Insert INSERT Returns the string that results from inserting

a specified string into a string value starting
at a specified position

Left justify LEFT-JUSTIFY Returns the string that results from left
justifying a string value

Length STRING-LENGTH Returns the length of a string value
Like LIKE Returns TRUE or FALSE to indicate

whether a source string matches a given
pattern string

Lowercase TOLOWER Converts a string to lowercase characters
Repeat STRING-REPEAT Returns the string that results from

repeating a string value a specified number
of times

Replace REPLACE Returns a string that results from replacing,
in a string value, each occurrence of a
specified string by another specified string

Right justify RIGHT-JUSTIFY Returns the string that results from right
justifying a string value

Substring SUBSTRING Returns the substring of a string value,
starting from a specified position, and
continuing for a specified length

Uppercase TOUPPER Converts a string to uppercase characters
Translate TRANSLATE Returns the string that results from

translating characters in a string value
that also occur in a selection string, to
corresponding characters in a substitution
string

Verify VERIFY Returns the position of the first character
in a string value that does not occur in a
second specified string

Word cap WORDCAP Capitalizes the first character in each word
in a string

Trailing-Sign Functions
Trailing-sign built-in functions support conversion between trailing sign and zoned decimal representations.

Function Keyword What it does
Good trailing sign GOODTRAILING Returns TRUE or FALSE to indicate

whether a target field is a valid trailing sign
numeric field
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Trailing to zoned TRAILING-TO-ZONED Returns a zoned numeric from a COBOL
trailing sign numeric

Zoned to trailing ZONED-TO-TRAILING Returns a COBOL trailing sign numeric
from a zoned numeric

Trigonometric Functions
Trigonometric built-in functions perform trigonometric operations on numeric values that represent angles in either
degrees or radians, and return numeric values that are the results of the operations.

Function Keyword What it does
Arc cosine (degrees) ARCCOSDEG Returns the arc cosine of a numeric value

that represents an angle in degrees
Arc cosine (radians) ARCCOSRAD Returns the arc cosine of a numeric value

that represents an angle in radians
Arc sine (degrees) ARCSINDEG Returns the arc sine of a numeric value that

represents an angle in degrees
Arc sine (radians) ARCSINRAD Returns the arc sine of a numeric value that

represents an angle in radians
Arc tangent (degrees) ARCTANDEG Returns the arc tangent of a numeric value

that represents an angle in degrees
Arc tangent (radians) ARCTANRAD Returns the arc tangent of a numeric value

that represents an angle in radians
Cosine (degrees) COSINE-DEGREES Returns the cosine of a numeric value that

represents an angle in degrees
Cosine (radians) COSINE-RADIANS Returns the cosine of a numeric value that

represents an angle in radians
Sine (degrees) SINE-DEGREES Returns the sine of a numeric value that

represents an angle in degrees
Sine (radians) SINE-RADIANS Returns the sine of a numeric value that

represents an angle in radians
Tangent (degrees) TANGENT-DEGREES Returns the tangent of a numeric value that

represents an angle in degrees
Tangent (radians) TANGENT-RADIANS Returns the tangent of a numeric value that

represents an angle in radians

ABSOLUTE-VALUE
Returns the absolute value of a numeric value.

Syntax

 

►►─┬─ ABSOLUTE-VALUE ─┬─ ( value ) ───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ABS-val ────────┘
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Parameters

• value
Specifies the numeric value whose absolute value is calculated.

Value can be:

• An arithmetic expression
• The name of a user-defined variable data field
• A user-supplied numeric literal

Example

In the following example, the absolute value function is used to specify the absolute value of a calculated length in a
substring function:

Initial values:

    EMP-NAME: 'JOE SMITH'

    WK-LENGTH: -3

Statement:

    MOVE SUB(EMP-NAME,1,ABS(WK-LENGTH)) TO WK-FNAME.

Returned value from ABS function: 3

Returned string from SUB function: 'JOE'

ARC COSINE Function
Returns the arc cosine of a numeric value that represents an angle in either degrees or radians.

Syntax

Arc cosine (degrees):

 

►►─┬─ ARCCOSINE-DEGREES ─┬─ ( value ) ────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ ARCCOSDEG ─────────┤

   └─ ACOSD ─────────────┘

 

Arc cosine (radians):

 

►►─┬─ ARCCOSINE-RADIANS ─┬─ ( value ) ────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ ARCCOSRAD ─────────┤

   └─ ACOSR ─────────────┘

 

Parameters

• ARCCOSINE-DEGREES
Returns an arc cosine value in degrees.

• ARCCOSINE-RADIANS
Returns an arc cosine value in radians.

• value
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Specifies the numeric value representing the angle, in degrees or radians, whose arc cosine is calculated.
Value can be:
– An arithmetic expression
– The name of a user-defined variable data field
– A user-supplied numeric literal
Value must be a value ranging from -1 to +1.

Example

In the following example, the arc cosine (degrees) of -0.5 is calculated and moved to WK-RESULT (PIC S999V9999):

MOVE ACOSD(-0.5) TO WK-RESULT.

Returned value: 120.

ARC SINE Function
Returns the arc sine of a numeric value that represents an angle in either degrees or radians.

Syntax

Arc sine (degrees):

 

►►─┬─ ARCSINE-DEGREES ─┬─ ( value ) ──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ ARCSINDEG ───────┤

   └─ ASIND ───────────┘

 

Arc sine (radians):

 

►►─┬─ ARCSINE-RADIANS ─┬─ ( value ) ──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ ARCSINRAD ───────┤

   └─ ASINR ───────────┘

 

Parameters

• ARCSINE-DEGREES
Returns an arc sine value in degrees.

• ARCSINE-RADIANS
Returns an arc sine value in radians.

• value
Specifies the numeric value representing the angle, in degrees or radians, whose arc sine is calculated.
Value can be:
– An arithmetic expression
– The name of a user-defined variable data field
– A user-supplied numeric literal
Value must be a value ranging from -1 to +1.
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Example

In the following example, the arc sine (degrees) of 0.8660 is calculated and moved to WK-RESULT (PIC S999V9999):

MOVE ASIND(0.8660) TO WK-RESULT.

Return value: 59.9971

ARC TANGENT Function
Returns the arc tangent of a numeric value that represents an angle in either degrees or radians.

Syntax

Arc tangent (degrees):

 

►►─┬─ ARCTAN-DEGREES ─┬─ ( value ) ───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ ARCTANDEG ──────┤

   └─ ATAND ──────────┘

 

Arc tangent (radians):

 

►►─┬─ ARCTAN-RADIANS ─┬─ ( value ) ───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ ARCTANRAD ──────┤

   └─ ATANR ──────────┘

 

Parameters

• ARCTAN-DEGREES
Returns an arc tangent value in degrees.

• ARCTAN-RADIANS
Returns an arc tangent value in radians.

• value
Specifies the numeric value representing the angle, in degrees or radians, whose arc tangent is calculated.
Value can be:
– An arithmetic expression
– The name of a user-defined variable data field
– A user-supplied numeric literal

Example

In the following example, the arc tangent (degrees) of 1.7321 is calculated and moved to WK-RESULT (PIC S999V9999):

  MOVE ATAND(1.7321) TO WK-RESULT.

Return value: 60.0007
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CONCATENATE Function
Returns the concatenation of a specified list of string values.

Syntax

 

                         ┌─── , ────┐

►►─┬─ CONCATENATE ─┬─ ( ─▼─ string ─┴─ ) ─────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ CONCAT ──────┤

   └─ CON ─────────┘

 

Parameters

• string
Specifies one or more string values that are concatenated to form a single string value.
String can be:
– A string literal, enclosed in single quotation marks
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the string

Examples

Example 1: Using the concatenate function only

In the following example, the concatenate function is used to concatenate EMP-FNAME (PIC X(15)) and EMP-LNAME
(PIC X(15)) so that the first name precedes the last name:

Initial values:

    EMP-FNAME: 'JOE            '

    EMP-LNAME: 'SMITH          '

Statement:

    MOVE CONCATENATE(EMP-FNAME,EMP-LNAME) TO WK-NAME.

Returned string:

    'JOE            SMITH          '

Example 2: Using the concatenate function with the extract function

In this example, the concatenate function is used in conjunction with the extract function to concatenate EMP-FNAME
(PIC X(15)), up to but not including the first blank, with a blank and then with EMP-LNAME (PIC X(15)):

Initial values:

    EMP-FNAME: 'JOE            '

    EMP-LNAME: 'SMITH          '

Statements:

    MOVE CON(EXTRACT(EMP-FNAME),' ',EMP-LNAME) TO WK-NAME.

Returned string:

    'JOE SMITH          '

Another example of the concatenate function is provided in SUBSTRING.
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COSINE Function
Returns the cosine of a numeric value that represents an angle in either degrees or radians.

Syntax

Cosine (degrees):

 

►►─┬─ COSINE-DEGREES ─┬─ ( value ) ───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ COSDeg ─────────┘

 

Cosine (radians):

 

►►─┬─ COSINE-RADIANS ─┬─ ( value ) ───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ COSRad ─────────┘

 

Parameters

• COSINE-DEGREES
Returns a cosine value in degrees.

• COSINE-RADIANS
Returns a cosine value in radians.

• value
Specifies the numeric value representing the angle, in degrees or radians, whose cosine is calculated.
Value can be:
– An arithmetic expression
– The name of a user-defined variable data field
– A user-supplied numeric literal

Example

In the following example, the cosine (degrees) of 60 is calculated and moved to WK-RESULT (PIC S999V9999):

MOVE COSD(60) TO WK-RESULT.

Return value: 0.5

DATECHG
Returns the conversion of a specified date from one format (Gregorian, calendar, European, or Julian) to another.

Date change functions can be coded two ways, as shown in the following syntax diagrams.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

Format 1:
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►►───┬─ DATECHG ──┬─ ( date, input-date-format, output-date-format ) ─────────►◄

     └─ DATECHGX ─┘

 

Format 2:

 

►►───┬─ GCDATE ───┬─ ( date ) ────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

     ├─ GCDATEX ──┤

     ├─ GEDATE ───┤

     ├─ GEDATEX ──┤

     ├─ GJDATE ───┤

     ├─ GJDATEX ──┤

     ├─ CGDATE ───┤

     ├─ CGDATEX ──┤

     ├─ CEDATE ───┤

     ├─ CEDATEX ──┤

     ├─ CJDATE ───┤

     ├─ CJDATEX ──┤

     ├─ EGDATE ───┤

     ├─ EGDATEX ──┤

     ├─ ECDATE ───┤

     ├─ ECDATEX ──┤

     ├─ EJDATE ───┤

     ├─ EJDATEX ──┤

     ├─ JGDATE ───┤

     ├─ JGDATEX ──┤

     ├─ JCDATE ───┤

     ├─ JCDATEX ──┤

     ├─ JEDATE ───┤

     └─ JEDATEX ──┘

 

Parameters

Format 1:

• DATECHG/DATECHGX
Converts the input date value to the specified output date format. DATECHGX operates on dates that contain the
century portion of the year.

• date
A numeric value that specifies the input date.
Date can be:
– The name of a user-defined numeric variable data field
– A user-supplied numeric literal

• input-date-format
Specifies the format of date.
Input-date-format can be:
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– The date format, enclosed in quotation marks
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the date format

• output-date-format
Specifies the format to which the input date date is converted.
Output-date-format can be:
– The output date format, enclosed in quotation marks
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the output date format
Input-date-format and output-date-format can be:
– C for calendar
– E for European
– G for Gregorian
– J for Julian

Format 2:

Using format 2, the first character of each function name identifies the format of the input date. The second character
identifies the format to which the date is converted, as follows:

• C specifies calendar
• E specifies European
• G specifies Gregorian
• J specifies Julian

For example, the GCDATE function converts from Gregorian to Calendar format.

Function names ending with X operate on values that contain the century portion of the year.

• date
A numeric value that specifies the input date.

Examples

Using format 1 (DATECHG)

In this example, the DATECHG format of the date change function is used to convert January 28, 1958 from Gregorian to
calendar format:

Statement:

    MOVE DATECHG(580128,'G','C') TO WK-RESULT.

Returned value: 012858

Similarly, the DATECHGX function converts a date containing the century. Here, WK-RESULT must contain an 8 character
result:

Statement:

    MOVE DATECHGX(19580128,'G','C') TO WK-RESULT.

Returned value: 01281958

Using format 2 (GCDATE ...)

In this example, the GCDATE format is used to convert January 28, 1958 from Gregorian to calendar format:

Statement:
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    MOVE GCDATE (580128) TO WK-RESULT.

Returned value: 012858

In this example, GCDATEX is used to convert September 12, 1929 from Gregorian to calendar format. The result contains
the century portion of the year:

Statement:

     MOVE GCDATEX(19290912) TO WK-RESULT.

Returned value: 09121929

DATEDIF
Returns the number of days between two specified dates.

Syntax

 

►►─┬─ DATEDIF ──┬─ ( gregorian-date-1, gregorian-date-2 ) ────────────────────►◄

   └─ DATEDIFX ─┘

 

Parameters

• DATEDIF/DATEDIFX
Invokes the date difference function. DATEDIFX operates on values containing the century portion of the date.

• gregorian-date1
Specifies the date, in Gregorian format, from which the second date is subtracted.

• gregorian-date2
Specifies the date, also in Gregorian format, that is subtracted from the first date.

Gregorian-date1 and gregorian-date2 can be:

• Names of user-defined variable data fields
• User-supplied numeric literals
• For two-digit years, the twentieth century is assumed unless year is 68 or less, in which case, the twenty-first century is

assumed

Examples

Example 1

In the following example, the date difference function is used to find the number of days between January 28, 1978 and
August 11, 1975:

Statement:

    MOVE DATEDIF(780128,750811) TO WK-RESULT.

Returned value: 901

Note that if the dates were supplied in reverse order, the value -901 would have been returned.

Example 2

In this example, the date difference function is used to find the number of days between January 6, 2000 and December
25, 1999, specifying the century portion of the year:
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Statement:

    MOVE DATEDIFX(20000106,19991225) TO WK-RESULT.

Returned value: 12

Again, if the dates were supplied in reverse order, the value -901 would have been returned.

DATEEXT
Returns a 10-byte external date stamp as an 8-byte internal binary date stamp.

Syntax

 

►►────┬─ DATE-EXTERNAL ──┬────────── (date-stamp) ────────────────────────────►◄

      ├─ DATEEXT ────────┤

      └─ DEXT ───────────┘

 

Parameter

• date-stamp
Specifies the 10-byte representation of the date-stamp in the format CCYY-MM-DD.
date-stamp can be one of the following:
– A string literal enclosed in single quotation marks
– A name of a user-defined variable data field containing the date string

Example

In the following example, the DATEEXT function is used to convert a 10-byte string date, with the format CCYY-MM-DD,
to an 8-byte binary value:

Initial value:

    DATE-FIELD: '2007-08-01'

Statement:

    MOVE DATEEXT (DATE-FIELD) TO DATE-BINARY

Returned value:

    x0165DB0000000000

DATEINT
Returns an 8-byte internal binary-date stamp as a displayable 10-byte date stamp. The returned value is in the format
CCYY-MM-DD.

Syntax

 

►►────┬─ DATE-INTERNAL ──┬────────── (binary-date) ───────────────────────────►◄

      ├─ DATEINT ────────┤

      └─ DINT ───────────┘
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Parameter

• binary-date
Specifies the user-defined variable that contains an 8-byte internal binary-date stamp.
binary-date must be the name of a user-defined variable that contains an 8-byte internal binary date stamp.

Example

In the following example, the DATEINT function converts an 8-byte internal date stamp to a 10-byte displayable value. The
returned value is in the format CCYY-MM-DD.

Initial value:

    DATE-STAMP-BINARY: x0165DB0000000000

Statement:

    MOVE DATEINT(DATE-STAMP-BINARY) TO DATE-FIELD

Returned string:

    '2007-08-01'

DATEOFF
Returns the date resulting from adding a specified number of days to a specified date.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─┬─ DATEOFF ──┬─ ( gregorian-date, offset ) ────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DATEOFFX ─┘

 

Parameters

• DATEOFF/DATEOFFX
Invokes the date offset function. DATEOFFX operates on values that contain the century portion of the year.

• gregorian-date
Specifies the date, in Gregorian format, to which the offset is added.
Gregorian-date can be:
– The name of a user-defined variable data field
– A user-supplied numeric literal

• offset
Specifies the offset, in days, that is added to the specified date. Offset can be:
– The name of a user-defined variable data field
– A user-supplied numeric literal
– A built-in function that returns a numeric value
Offset can be negative.
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Usage

DATEOFF assumes the twentieth century if the year is greater than 68, and assumes the twenty-first century if between 0
and 68. DATEOFFX allows a computation to be made in any century.

DATEOFFX assumes a continuous algorithm using the modern Gregorian calendar. It does not contain tables for historical
aberrations.

Anytime a signed literal is used with DATEOFF, it should be enclosed within single quotes like this:

MOVE DATEOFF(911119,'-1') TO EXP-DATE

Examples

Example 1

In the following example, the date offset function is used to find the date that results from adding four days to January 28,
1978:

Statement:

    MOVE DATEOFF(780128,4) TO WK-RESULT.

Returned value: 780201

Example 2

In this example, the date offset function is used to find the date that results from adding five days to December 28, 1999.
Gregorian-date contains the century portion of the year, as does the returned date.

Statement:

    MOVE DATEOFFX(19991228,5) TO WK-RESULT.

Returned value: 20000102

DATETIMX
Returns a 26-byte external date-time stamp as an 8-byte date-time internal binary stamp.

Syntax

 

►►────┬─ DATE-TIME-EXTERNAL ──┬────────── (date-time-stamp) ──────────────────►◄

      ├─ DATETIMX ────────────┤

      └─ DTEX ────────────────┘

 

Parameter

• date-time-stamp
Specifies the 26-byte date-time-stamp to convert to an 8-byte binary date-time-stamp.
date-time-stamp can be one of the following:
– A string literal enclosed in quotation marks in the format CCYY-MM-DD-HH.MM.SS.NNNNNN
– The name of a user-defined variable containing the date-time string
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Example

In the following example, the DATETIMX function converts a 26-byte string date-time, with the format CCYY-MM-DD-
HH.MM.SS.NNNNNN, to an 8-byte binary value:

Initial value:

    DT-FIELD: '2007-08-01-15.37.11.876526'

Statement:

    MOVE DATETIMX(DT-FIELD)  TO   DATE-TIME-BINARY

Returned value:

    x0165DB0DBA7D5FEE

DISPDT
Returns the current date-time stamp as a 26-byte displayable date-time stamp. The returned value is in the format CCYY-
MM-DD-HH.MM.SS.NNNNNN.

Syntax

 

►►────┬─ DISPLAY-DATE-TIME ──┬────────── () ──────────────────────────────────►◄

      ├─ DISPDT ─────────────┤

      └─ DDAT ───────────────┘

 

Example

In the following example, the DISPDT function is used to move the current date-time stamp to the field DATE-TIME-
FIELD. The DISPDT function is executed on August 1, 2007 at approximately 3:37 p.m.

Statement:

    MOVE  DISPDT()  TO  DATE-TIME-FIELD

Returned string:

    '2007-08-01-15.37.11.876526'

DTINT
Returns an 8-byte internal binary date-time stamp as a 26-byte displayable date-time stamp.

Syntax

 

►►──┬─ DATE-TIME-INTERNAL ──┬─────── (binary-date-time-stamp) ────────────────►◄

    ├─ DTINT ───────────────┤

    └─ DTIN ────────────────┘
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Parameter

• binary-date-time-stamp
Specifies the user-defined variable that contains an 8-byte internal binary date-time stamp.
binary-date-time stamp must be the name of a user-defined variable that contains an 8-byte internal binary date-time
stamp.

Example

In the following example, the DTINT function converts an 8-byte internal date-time stamp to a 26-byte displayable date-
time stamp. The returned value is in the format CCYY-MM-DD-HH.MM.SS.NNNNNN.

Initial value:

    DATE-TIME-STAMP-BINARY: x0165DB0DBA7D5FEE

Statement:

    MOVE DTINT(DATE-TIME-STAMP-BINARY) TO DT-FIELD

Returned string:

    '2007-08-01-15.37.11.876526'

EXTRACT Function
Returns the string that results from removing leading and trailing spaces from a string value.

Syntax

 

►►─── EXTract ( string ) ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

• string
Specifies the string value on which the extract function is performed.
String can be:
– A string literal, enclosed in single quotation marks
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the string

Usage

When a field contains only spaces, EXTRACT returns one space. In this example:

FNAME="JANA      "

MID="          "

LNAME="SEDLAKOVA           "

CONCAT(EXT(FNAME),' ',EXT(MID),' ',EXT(LNAME))

Extract returns the following value:

"JANA   SEDLAKOVA"
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Example

In the following example, the extract function is used to remove leading and trailing spaces from the string contained in
EMP-LNAME:

Initial value:

    EMP-LNAME: '    GAR FIELD        '

Statement:

    MOVE EXTRACT(EMP-LNAME) TO WK-EXTRACTED-NAME.

Returned string:

    'GAR FIELD'

Other examples of the extract function are provided in CONCATENATE and in STRING-LENGTH.

FIX Function
Returns a fixed-length string of 20, 40, 60, or 80 characters.

Multiple detail lines can be produced using this string function.

Syntax

 

►►─┬─ FIX20 ─┬─ ( string ) ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ FIX40 ─┤

   ├─ FIX60 ─┤

   └─ FIX80 ─┘

 

Parameters

• string
Specifies the string value on which the fix function is performed.
String can be:
– A string literal, enclosed in single quotation marks
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the string

Example

In the following example, the fix function is used to produce a formatted address list:

Statement:

  MOVE FIX40(CONCAT(EXT(EMP-FIRST-NAME), ' ', EXT(EMP-LAST-NAME)))

     TO WK-FIX-NAME.

  MOVE FIX40(EMP-STREET) TO WK-FIX-ADDR1.

  MOVE FIX40(CONCAT(EXT(EMP-CITY), ', ', EXT(EMP-STATE), '  ', EXT(EMP-ZIP)))

     TO WK-FIX-ADDR2.

Returned string:

    'JOHN RUPEE                              '

    '114 WEST INDIA ST                       '
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    'METHUEN, MA 02312                       '

GOODDATE
Returns TRUE or FALSE to indicate whether a date is valid for the date type.

Syntax

 

►►──┬─ GOODDATE ──┬─ ( date, date-format ) ───────────────────────────────────►◄

    └─ GOODDATEX ─┘

 

Parameters

• GOODDATE/GOODDATEX
Invokes the good date function. Use GOODDATEX to test dates that contain the century portion of the year.

• date
A numeric value that specifies the input date.
Date can be:
– The name of a user-defined variable data field
– A user-supplied numeric literal

NOTE
If you are specifying a Julian date, you must specify a leading zero in the string that the process passes for
Julian dates. The leading zero does not apply to non-Julian dates.

• date-format
Specifies the date format for which GOODDATE or GOODDATEX tests date.
Date-format can be a string enclosed in quotation marks or a user-defined variable data field containing one of the
following:
– C for calendar
– E for European
– G for Gregorian
– J for Julian

Example

In this example, GOODDATE tests whether the date type in the user-defined variable, MYDATE, is of date format
calendar:

IF (GOODDATE(MYDATE,'C')) THEN

        CALL DATECONV.

ELSE

        CALL DATERROR.

GOODTRAILING
Returns TRUE or FALSE to indicate whether the value passed is a valid trailing sign field.

Syntax
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►►──┬─ GOODTRAILING ─┬─ ( value ) ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

    └─ GOODTRL ──────┘

 

Parameters

• value
Specifies the numeric value whose type is tested.
Value can be:
– The name of a user-defined variable data field
– A user-supplied numeric literal
Below are values of type trailing sign:

100076+

2-

Example

In this example, the good trailing function is used to test MYNUMBER before attempting to convert it from trailing sign
representation to zoned numeric.

IF (GOODTRL(MYNUMBER)) THEN

      TRAILING-TO-ZONED(MYNUMBER).

ELSE

      CALL NUMERROR.

INITCAP
Returns the string that results when the first letter in the specified source string is capitalized and all other characters in
the string are converted to lowercase.

Syntax

 

►►─── INITCAP ( string ) ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

• string
Specifies the string whose first letter is to be capitalized.

String can be:

• A string literal enclosed in single quotation marks
• The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the string

Example

In the following example, the initial cap function is used on the employee's last name:
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Initial value:

    EMP-LNAME: 'O'HEARN            '

Statement:

    MOVE INITCAP(EMP-LNAME) TO WK-STRING.

Returned string:

    'O'hearn           '

INSERT Function
Returns the string that results from a specified string being inserted into a string value starting at a specified position.

Syntax

 

►►─── INSert ( string, insertion-string, starting-position ) ─────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

• string
Specifies the string into which insertion-string is inserted.
String can be:
– A string literal, enclosed in single quotation marks
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the string

• insertion-string
Specifies the string that is inserted into string.
Insertion-string can be:
– A string literal, enclosed in single quotation marks
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the string

• starting-position
Specifies the numeric position at which insertion will begin.
Starting-position can be:
– An arithmetic expression
– The name of a user-defined variable data field
– A user-supplied numeric literal
Starting-position is in a range from 1 to the length of string plus 1.

Usage

Considerations:

• If starting-position is 1 or less, insertion starts at the beginning of the string value.
• If starting-position is greater than the length of string, insertion starts at the end of the string value.

Example

In the following example, the INSERT function is used with the SUBSTRING function to insert the first six letters of the
string contained in EMP-LNAME (PIC X(20)) into the string '**', starting at position 2:

Initial value:

    EMP-LNAME: 'PARKINSON          '
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Statement:

    MOVE INSERT('**',SUBS(EMP-LNAME,1,6),2) TO WK-STRING.

Returned string:

    '*PARKIN*'

Invert Sign
The sign inversion function reverses the sign of a numeric value. A positive numeric value becomes negative; a negative
numeric value becomes positive.

Syntax

►►─┬─ INV ─────────┬─ (value) ────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ INVERT ──────┤

   └─ INVERT-SIGN ─┘

Invocation Names

INV

INVERT

INVERT-SIGN

Parameter

• (value)
Specifies the numeric value whose sign is to be reversed.

Example

This example changes 453.29 from a positive to a negative value: The value of OPER1 is 453.29.

select inv(oper1) as 'inverted-value' from table1

 

  INVERTED-VALUE = -453.29

LEFT-JUSTIFY
Returns the string that results from removing leading blanks from the left side of a string value, shifting the remainder of
the string value to the left side, then filling the right side with as many blanks as were removed from the left side.

Syntax

 

►►─┬─ LEFT-JUSTIFY ─┬─ ( string ) ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ LEFT-just ────┤

   └─ LEFJUS ───────┘
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Parameter

• string
Specifies the string value on which the left justify function is performed.
String can be:
– A string literal, enclosed in single quotation marks
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the string

Example

In the following example, the left justify function is used to left justify EMP-LNAME (PIC X(20)):

Initial value:

    EMP-LNAME: '     SMITH          '

Statement:

    MOVE LEFT-JUSTIFY(EMP-LNAME) TO EMP-LNAME.

Returned string:

    'SMITH              '

LIKE
Returns TRUE or FALSE when comparing a source string value with a supplied string.

Syntax

 

►►─── LIKE ( string, search-string ──┬──────────────────────┬─ ) ─────────────►◄

                                     └─ ,escape-character ──┘

 

Parameters

• string
Specifies the source string value being tested.
String can be:
– A string literal, enclosed in single quotation marks
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the string

• search-string
Specifies the string used for testing string.
Search-string can be:
– A string literal, enclosed in single quotation marks
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the string
Search-string is compared with string, one character at a time, starting with the leftmost character in each string.
All characters in the search string, except the mask characters listed below, must match the contents of string exactly.
The mask characters are:
– _ (underscore) -- Matches any single, non-blank character in the source string.
– % (percent sign) -- Matches by any number of consecutive characters (zero or greater) in the source string

• escape-character
Specifies a 1-character escape character that allows the current LIKE expression to search for the underscore, percent
sign, and the escape character itself as an actual character.
Escape-character can be:
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– A string literal, enclosed in single quotation marks
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the string

Examples

Example 1: Testing for an embedded string

In the following example, the string contained in the field ADDRESS is evaluated for an occurrence of BOSTON within the
string:

IF LIKE (ADDRESS,'%BOSTON%')

  THEN

    DISPLAY.

Example 2: Testing for an embedded 4-character string starting with 'C'

In the following example, the string contained in the field PNAME is evaluated for an occurrence of a 4-character string
starting with 'C':

IF LIKE (PNAME,'%C___')

  THEN

    DISPLAY.

Example 3: Examples using an escape character

• Does AGR-NEXT-FUNCTION = '% '?

IF LIKE (AGR-NEXT-FUNCTION, '*%', '*')

This gives the same result as

IF AGR-NEXT-FUNCTION = '%       '

• Does AGR-NEXT-FUNCTION = contain a '%'?

IF LIKE (AGR-NEXT-FUNCTION, '%*%%', '*')

This gives the same result as

IF AGR-NEXT-FUNCTION CONTAINS '%'

• Does AGR-NEXT-FUNCTION end with a '%'?

IF LIKE (AGR-NEXT-FUNCTION, '%*%', '*')

• Does AGR-NEXT-FUNCTION contain a '%A*'?

IF LIKE (AGR-NEXT-FUNCTION, '%*%A**%', '*')

LOGARITHM Function
Returns the common (base 10) or natural (base E) logarithm of a numeric value.

Syntax

Logarithm (base 10)
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►►─┬─ LOG-BASE-10 ─┬─ ( value ) ──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ COMLOG ──────┤

   ├─ LOGCOM ──────┤

   └─ LOG10 ───────┘

 

Logarithm (base E)

 

►►─┬─ LOG-BASE-E ─┬─ ( value ) ───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ NATLOG ─────┤

   ├─ LOGNAT ─────┤

   └─ LOGE ───────┘

 

Parameters

• value
Specifies the numeric value whose logarithm is calculated. Value can be:
– An arithmetic expression
– The name of a user-defined variable data field
– A user-supplied numeric literal
Value must be greater than zero.

Example

In the following example, the logarithm function is used to calculate the base-10 logarithm of a numeric value:

Initial value:

    WK-VALUE:  100

Statement:

    MOVE LOG-BASE-10(WK-VALUE) TO WK-LOG-EQUIVALENT.

Returned value:  2

MODULO Function
Returns the modulus (remainder) of one numeric value divided by another.

Syntax

 

►►─── MODulo ( dividend, divisor ) ───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

• dividend
Specifies the numeric value that is divided by divisor.

• divisor
Specifies the numeric value that is divided into dividend.
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Dividend and divisor can be:

• Arithmetic expressions
• Names of user-defined variable data fields
• User-supplied numeric literals

Example

In the following example, the modulo function is used to find the remainder resulting from the division of two numeric
values:

Initial values:

    WK-VALUE1: 43

    WK-VALUE2: 10

Statement:

    MOVE MODULO(WK-VALUE1,WK-VALUE2) TO WK-REMAINDER.

Returned value: 3

NEXT-INT-EQHI
Returns the smallest integer that is equal to or greater than a numeric value.

Syntax

 

►►─┬─ NEXT-INT-EQHI ─┬─ ( value ) ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ NEXTINTEH ──┬──┤

   └─ NEXIH ──────┴──┘

 

Parameters

• value
Specifies the numeric value whose next integer equal or higher is calculated.

Value can be:

• An arithmetic expression
• The name of a user-defined variable data field
• A user-supplied numeric literal

Example

In the following example, the next integer equal or higher function is used to raise a balance due amount to the next
higher dollar value:

Initial value:

    WK-BAL-DUE: 453.29

Statement:

    MOVE NEXT-INT-EQHI(WK-BAL-DUE) TO WK-NEW-BAL.

Returned value: 454
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NEXT-INT-EQLO
Returns the largest integer that is equal to or less than a numeric value.

Syntax

 

►►─┬─ NEXT-INT-EQLO ─┬─ ( value ) ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ NEXTINEL ──────┤

   └─ NEXIL ─────────┘

 

Parameters

• value
Specifies the numeric value whose next integer equal or lower is calculated.

Value can be:

• An arithmetic expression
• The name of a user-defined variable data field
• A user-supplied numeric literal

Example

In the following example, the next integer equal or lower function is used with the square root function to determine
whether a number is the exact square of an integer value:

Initial value:

    WK-VALUE: 65

Statements:

    IF NEXIL(SQRT(WK-VALUE)) NE SQRT(WK-VALUE)

      THEN

        DISPLAY TEXT 'VALUE IS NOT AN EXACT SQUARE'.

Returned value from square root functions: 8.0632

Returned value from next integer function: 8

NUMERIC
Returns TRUE or FALSE to indicate whether an alphanumeric field is a valid candidate for a MOVE to a numeric field or
can be used in a computation without a data exception occurring.

Syntax

 

►►──── NUMERIC ( value ) ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameter

• value
An alphanumeric value tested by the function.
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Value can be:
– A user-supplied string literal
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the string
– A user-supplied string literal

Usage

For EBCDIC or group values, NUMERIC checks the field in isolation, without regard to possible target fields of a move or
computation. For example, '999999' will test as a numeric field (TRUE), but an error would occur if this were moved to a
field with the picture of 9(4) COMP-3.

NUMERIC does not support validation of floating point numbers.

Because ADS and EVAL do not check the DECIMAL POINT IS clause of the OLM SYSGEN statement, NUMERIC
does not either. Therefore, a period (.) and a comma (,) will always be the decimal point and the thousands separator
respectively.

The types of fields tested for numeric and the tests applied to those fields are:

Field data type Test NUMERIC applies
Binary Always returns a TRUE value.
Packed decimal Follows the IBM standard for what a packed field should contain;

and additionally checks for a maximum field length of 16 bytes.
Zoned decimal Follows the IBM standard for what a zoned decimal field should

contain; and additionally checks for a maximum field length of 31
bytes.

EBCDIC or group values One of the following must be true:
There are 0 or more leading spaces
The number starts with a plus or minus sign, or a decimal point, or
a number from 0 to 9
A decimal point or number immediately follows a plus or minus
sign
There must be at least one digit in the number
There may be no characters other than a decimal point embedded
in the number
There are 0 or more trailing spaces
After a digit is encountered, commas are ignored

All other types Returns a FALSE value.

In general, a single number embedded in an EBCDIC field that may contain a leading sign is considered NUMERIC.

The table below shows valid and invalid examples of NUMERIC values:

Valid examples Invalid examples
3 .
4.4 -+4
+6 .5.
.5 - . 6
-9  
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Example

In the following example, NUMERIC tests whether MYALPHANUM contains a valid number:

IF (NUMERIC(MYALPHANUM)) THEN

        CALL NUMCALC.

ELSE

        CALL NUMERROR.

Initial value of MYALPHANUM:  123

Statement evaluates TRUE.

Initial value of MYALPHANUM:  M123

Statement evaluates FALSE.

RANDOM-NUMBER
Returns a pseudo-random number based on a seed numeric value. The returned random number is greater than zero and
less than 1, and has a length of 9 decimal places.

Syntax

 

►►─┬─ RANDOM-NUMBER ─┬─ ( random-number-seed ) ───────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ RANdom ────────┘

 

Parameter

• random-number-seed
Specifies the numeric variable data field containing the seed value from which the pseudo-random number is
calculated.
Random-number-seed cannot be zero.

Usage

To obtain random numbers:

1. Set the initial random number seed value at execution time to some varying value, such as TIME. The random seed
value must not be zero.
If the result is set to a fixed value, each execution of the dialog will result in the generation of the same series of
pseudo-random numbers.

2. Move the pseudo-random number returned by the random number function to the seed variable data field. The
number returned becomes the next seed value. In this way, the random number function can generate a nonrepeating
sequence of 536,870,912 numbers.

3. Define the seed value with a picture of 9(9) and move the result of the function to a variable with a picture of V9(9).
The result can be moved back to the seed variable by using the result as a redefinition of the seed value, as follows:

03 SEED-VALUE PICTURE 9(9).

03 RESULT-VALUE REDEFINES SEED-VALUE PICTURE V9(9).
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Example

In the following example, the random number function is used to generate a sequence of ten pseudo-random numbers:

Field descriptions:

    03 SEED-VALUE PICTURE 9(9).

    03 RESULT-VALUE REDEFINES SEED-VALUE PICTURE V9(9).

    03 RANDOM-TABLE PICTURE V9(9) OCCURS 10 TIMES.

Statements:

    MOVE TIME TO SEED-VALUE.

    MOVE 1 TO WK-COUNT.

    WHILE WK-COUNT LE 10

      REPEAT.

        MOVE RANDOM(SEED-VALUE) TO RESULT-VALUE.

        MOVE RESULT-VALUE TO RANDOM-TABLE(WK-COUNT).

        ADD 1 TO WK-COUNT.

      END.

REPLACE
Returns a string that results from replacing, in a string value, each occurrence of a specified search string with a specified
replacement string.

Syntax

 

►►─── REPlace ───── ( string, search-string ──┬───────────────────────┬─ ) ───►◄

                                              └─ ,replacement-string ─┘

 

Parameters

• string
Specifies the string value on which the replace function is performed.
String can be:
– A string literal, enclosed in single quotation marks
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the string

• search-string
Specifies the string that the replace function searches for within the string value.
Search-string can be:
– A string literal, enclosed in single quotation marks
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the string

• replacement-string
Specifies the string that replaces each occurrence of search-string in the string value.
Replacement-string can be:
– A string literal, enclosed in single quotation marks
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the string
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If replacement-string is not specified, each occurrence of search-string in the string value is deleted.

Usage

The replacement string can be a different length than the search string; if this is the case, the target string value is
adjusted appropriately for each replacement.

The resulting string value cannot be greater than 1,024 characters. Excess characters are truncated.

Example

In the following example, the replace function is used to replace all occurrences of BB with XXX in the string
'AABBCCBBBDD':

Statement:

    MOVE REPLACE('AABBCCBBBDD','BB','XXX') TO WK-STRING.

Returned string:

    'AAXXXCCXXXBDD'

A further example of the replace function is provided in SUBSTRING.

Right Justify
The right-justify function returns the string that results from:

• Removing blanks on the right side of a string value
• Shifting the remainder of the string value to the right side
• Filling the left side with as many blanks as were removed from the right side

Syntax

►►─┬─ RIGHT ─────────┬─ (string) ─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ RIGHTJUS ──────┤

   ├─ RIGHT-JUST ────┤

   └─ RIGHT-JUSTIFY ─┘

Invocation Names

RIGHT

RIGHTJUS

RIGHT-JUST

RIGHT-JUSTIFY

Parameter

• (string)
Specifies the string value that is right justified.

Example

This example right justifies EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 (PIC X(15)). The initial value of EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 is ' OTT '.
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select rightjus(emp-last-name-0415) from employee

 

  '                 OTT'

SIGN-VALUE
Returns a +1, 0, or -1, depending on whether the specified numeric value is positive, zero, or negative, respectively.

Syntax

 

►►─┬─ SIGN-VALue ─┬─ ( value ) ───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ SIGV ───────┘

 

Parameter

• value
Specifies the numeric value whose sign is determined.

Value can be:

• An arithmetic expression
• The name of a user-defined variable data field
• A user-supplied numeric literal

Example

In the following example, the sign value function is used to move a zero to a transaction code field if an amount is
negative, and a 1 to the field if the amount is zero or positive. On mapout, the transaction code field can be decoded to
CR or DB:

Initial value:

    WK-AMT: -453.29

Statements:

    MOVE SIGN-VALUE(WK-AMT) + 1 TO TRANS-CODE.

    IF TRANS-CODE EQ 2

      THEN

        MOVE 1 TO TRANS-CODE.

Returned value from function: -1

Result of MOVE expression:     0

SINE Function
Returns the sine of a numeric value that represents an angle in either degrees or radians.

Syntax

Sine (degrees):
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►►─┬─ SINE-DEGREES ─┬─ ( value ) ─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ SINEDEG ──────┤

   └─ SIND ─────────┘

 

Sine (radians):

 

►►─┬─ SINE-RADIANS ─┬─ ( value ) ─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ SINERAD ──────┤

   └─ SINR ─────────┘

 

Parameters

• SINE-DEGREES
Returns the sine value in degrees.

• SINE-RADIANS
Returns the sine value in radians.

• value
Specifies the numeric value representing the angle, in degrees or radians, whose sine is calculated.
Value can be:
– An arithmetic expression
– The name of a user-defined variable data field
– A user-supplied numeric literal

Example

In the following example, the sine (degrees) of -60 is calculated and moved to WK-RESULT (PIC S999V9999):

MOVE SIND(-60) TO WK-RESULT.

Return value: -0.8660

SOCKET
Interface from ADS to TCP/IP.

Syntax

 

►►──── SOCKET ─ ( function, return-code, errno, reason-code ─────────────────►

 ►────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────── ) ────►◄

      │      ┌─────────────── , ───────────────┐      │

      └─ , ──▼── function-dependent-parameter ─┴──────┘

 

Parameters

The parameters are the standard parameters used for IDMS interface to TCP/IP as documented in IDMS Callable
Services section.
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The first four parameters passed are always the same:

1. function: a 4-byte binary field, S9(5) USAGE IS COMP, in which the desired socket function must be filled in by the
programmer.

2. return-code: a 4-byte binary field which receives the outcome of the operation. Returned values are:
– 0 - no errors occurred
– 20 - a parameter list error was encountered
– -1 - a socket error was encountered; the errno and reason-code fields contain more detailed information about the

error.
3. errno: a 4-byte field which receives the ERRNO value when the return code is -1.
4. reason code: a 4-byte binary field which receives the reason code value when the return-code is -1.

Depending on the function, zero or more parameters can follow.

NOTE
If an optional parameter is not to be specified in the parameter list, it should be replaced by the @ character. A
pre-defined record in the dictionary, SOCKET-CALL-INT, describes the socket function's return codes and the
errno's, and should be included as a work record.

An ADS dialog associated with a server task (a task started by a listener):

• Must be mapless
• Should include SOCKET-LISTENER-PARMS as a work record.

The build-in function should be used within an IF statement. For example:

IF (SOCKET(function,

           return-code,

           errno,

           reason-code,

           function-dependent-parameter1,

           ...)) NE ZERO

Square Root
The square-root function returns the square root of a numeric value.

Syntax

►►─┬─ SQRT ────────┬─ (value) ────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ @SQRT ───────┤

   └─ SQUARE-ROOT ─┘

Invocation Names

SQRT

@SQRT

SQUARE-ROOT

Parameter

• (value)
Specifies the numeric value whose square root is calculated. Value cannot be a negative number.
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Example

This example calculates the square root of OPER1. The initial value of OPER1 is 256.

select sqrt(oper1) as 'square root' from table1

 

  SQUARE ROOT = 16

STRING-INDEX
Returns the starting position of a specified string within a string value.

If the specified string is not found, a zero is returned.

Syntax

 

►►─┬─ STRING-INDEX ─┬─ ( string, search-string ) ─────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ INDEX ────────┤

   └─ INDX ─────────┘

 

Parameters

• string
Specifies the string that is searched.
String can be:
– A string literal, enclosed in single quotation marks
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the string

• search-string
Specifies the string that the index function searches for within string.
Search-string can be:
– A string literal, enclosed in single quotation marks
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the string
Search-string cannot be longer than string.

Example

In the following example, the index function is used to test whether a product code contains the string 'ABC':

Initial value:

    PROD-CODE: '12AB43 ABC3254'

Statements:

    IF INDX(PROD-CODE,'ABC') EQ 0

      THEN

        DISPLAY TEXT 'INVALID PRODUCT CODE'.

Returned value from function: 8

Since the string 'ABC' appears in the product code (starting at character position 8), the condition is false.
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STRING-LENGTH
Returns the length of a string value.

Syntax

 

►►─┬─ STRING-LENGTH ─┬─ ( string ) ───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ SLENgth ───────┘

 

Parameters

• string
Specifies the string value whose length is determined.
String can be:
– A string literal, enclosed in single quotation marks
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the string

Example

In the following example, the length of a name contained in EMP-LNAME (PIC X(20)) is determined. To calculate the
length of a string value, excluding leading and trailing spaces, the length function is used in conjunction with the extract
function, as follows:

Initial value:

    EMP-LNAME: 'SMITH               '

Statement:

    MOVE SLENGTH(EXTRACT(EMP-LNAME)) TO WK-NAME-LENGTH.

Returned string from extract function:

    'SMITH'

Returned value from length function: 5

NOTE
If EXTRACT is called with an argument consisting only of spaces (x'40's), then it returns a string of one space. If
that is passed on to the STRING-LENGTH function, the result will be 1.

Initial value:

EMP-LNAME:'           '

Statement:

MOVE SLENGTH(EXTRACT(EMP-LNAME)) TO WK-NAME-LENGTH.

Returned string from extract function:

' '

Returned value from slength function:

1
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STRING-REPEAT
Returns the string that results from repeating a string value a specified number of times.

Syntax

 

►►─┬─ STRING-REPEAT ─┬─ ( string, repetitions ) ──────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ SREPeat ───────┘

 

Parameters

• string
Specifies the string value that is repeated.
String can be:
– A string literal, enclosed in single quotation marks
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the string

• repetitions
Specifies the numeric value representing the number of times that the string value is to be repeated.
Repetitions can be:
– An arithmetic expression
– The name of a user-defined variable data field
– A user-supplied numeric literal

Example

In the following example, the repeat function is used to repeat the constant 'NAME' two times:

Statement:

    MOVE SREPEAT('NAME',2) TO WK-TARGET.

Returned string:

    'NAMENAMENAME'

SUBSTRING Function
Returns the substring of a string value, starting from a specified position and continuing for a specified length.

Syntax

 

►►─┬─ SUBSTRING ─┬─ ( string, starting-position ─┬───────────┬─ ) ────────────►◄

   └─ SUBStr ────┘                               └─ ,length ─┘

 

Parameters

• string
Specifies the string value from which the substring is taken.
String can be:
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– A string literal, enclosed in single quotation marks
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the string

• starting-position
Specifies the numeric starting position of the substring within the string value.
Starting-position can be:
– An arithmetic expression
– The name of a user-defined variable data field
– A user-supplied numeric literal
Starting-position must be positive and not greater than the length of string.

• length
Specifies the numeric length of the substring within the string value.
Length can be:
– An arithmetic expression
– The name of a user-defined variable data field
– A user-supplied numeric literal
The sum of starting-position and length, minus 1, cannot be greater than the length of string.
If length is not specified, the substring is taken from the specified starting position to the end of the string value.

Examples

Example 1: Extracting a substring

In the following example, the substring function is used to extract a substring of EMP-LNAME (PIC X(20)), starting at
position 4 and continuing for a length of 3:

Initial value:

    EMP-LNAME:  'SMITH               '

Statement:

    MOVE SUBSTR(EMP-LNAME,4,3) TO WK-NAME.

Returned string:

    'TH '

Example 2: Replacing a leading zero

In the next example, the substring function is used in conjunction with the verify and concatenate functions to replace
each leading zero in a number stored in WK-AMT (PIC X(10)) with an asterisk (*):

Initial value:

    WK-AMT: '000500.43 '

Statements:

    MOVE VERIFY(WK-AMT,'0') TO WK-START-POSITION.

    IF WK-START-POSITION GT 1

      THEN

        MOVE CON(REP(SUBS(WK-AMT,1,WK-START-POSITION - 1),'0','*'),

                 SUBS(WK-AMT,WK-START-POSITION)) TO WK-EDITED.

Returned value from verify function:                      4

Returned string from first substring function:         '000'

Returned string from replace function:                 '***'

Returned string from second substring function:    '500.43 '

Returned string from concatenate function:      '***500.43 '
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The string '***500.43 ', with a length of ten characters, is moved to the field WK-EDITED. Note that the MOVE VERIFY
command in the above example locates the position of the first nonzero character in WK-AMT.

Another example of the substring function is provided in INSERT Function.

TANGENT Function
Returns the tangent of a numeric value that represents an angle in either degrees or radians.

Syntax

Tangent (degrees):

 

►►─┬─ TANGENT-DEGREES ─┬─ ( value ) ──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ TANDeg ──────────┘

 

Tangent (radians):

 

►►─┬─ TANGENT-RADIANS ─┬─ ( value ) ──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ TANRad ──────────┘

 

Parameters

• TANGENT-DEGREES
Returns the tangent value in degrees.

• TANGENT-RADIANS
Returns the tangent value in radians.

• value
Specifies the numeric value representing the angle, in degrees or radians, whose tangent is calculated.
Value can be:
– An arithmetic expression
– The name of a user-defined variable data field
– A user-supplied numeric literal
Value cannot equal values such as -270, +270, -90, or +90 in the tangent (degrees) function, and cannot equal values
such as -&pi./2 or +&pi./2 in the tangent (radians) function.

Usage

• For the tangent (degrees) function, value cannot be a value equal to the following expression, where n is any
integer:

(n * 180) + 90

• For the tangent (radians) function, value cannot be a value equal to the following expression:

(n * &pi.) + &pi./2
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Example

In the following example, the tangent (degrees) of 60 is calculated and moved to WK-RESULT (PIC S999V9999):

MOVE TAND(60) TO WK-RESULT.

Returned value: 1.7321

TIMEEXT
Returns an 8-byte displayable time as an 8-byte internal binary time stamp.

Syntax

 

►►────┬─ TIME-EXTERNAL ──┬────────── (time-stamp) ────────────────────────────►◄

      ├─ TIMEEXT ────────┤

      └─ TIMX ───────────┘

 

Parameter

• time-stamp
Specifies the 8-byte displayable time stamp to be converted into an 8-byte binary internal time stamp.
time-stamp can be one of the following:
– A string literal enclosed in quotation marks in the format HH.MM.SS
– The name of a user-defined variable that contains the 8-byte time stamp string

Example

In the following example, the TIMEEXT function is used to convert an 8-byte displayable time stamp to an 8-byte binary
internal time stamp in the format HH.MM.SS:

Initial value:

    TIME-FIELD: '17.08.09'

Statement:

    MOVE TIMEEXT(TIME-FIELD) TO TIME-BINARY

Returned value:

    x0000000F0F900000

TIMEINT
Returns an 8-byte internal binary time stamp as a displayable 8-byte time stamp.

Syntax

 

►►────┬─ TIME-INTERNAL ──┬────────── (binary-time-stamp) ─────────────────────►◄

      ├─ TIMEINT ────────┤

      └─ TINT ───────────┘
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Parameters

• binary-time-stamp
Specifies the 8-byte internal binary time stamp.
binary-time-stamp must be the name of a user-defined variable that contains an 8-byte internal binary time stamp.

Example

In the following example, the TIMEINT function converts an 8-byte internal binary time stamp to an 8-byte displayable time
stamp in the format HH.MM.SS:

Initial value:

    TIME-BINARY: x0000000F0F900000

Statement:

    MOVE TIMEINT (TIME-BINARY) TO TIME-FIELD

Returned string:

    '17.08.09'

TODAY Function
Returns today's date in the format requested.

Syntax

 

►►─┬─ TODAY ──┬─ ( date-format ) ─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ TODAYX ─┘

 

Parameters

• TODAY/TODAYX
Invokes the today function. TODAYX returns a date that contains the century portion of the year.

• date-format
Specifies the output date format. Date-format can be:
– The date format, enclosed in quotation marks
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the date format
Date-format can be:
– C for calendar
– E for European
– G for Gregorian
– J for Julian

Examples

Example 1
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In the following example, the today function is used to display today's date in the calendar format (where today is March
17, 1989):

Statement:

    MOVE TODAY('C') TO WK-RESULT.

Returned value: 031789

Example 2

In this example, the today function is used to return today's date in the calendar format (where today is October 30, 1990).
The returned date contains the century portion of the year:

Statement:

    MOVE TODAYX('C') TO WK-RESULT.

Returned value: 10301990

TOLOWER
Returns the string that results from converting all characters to lowercase.

Syntax

 

►►─── TOLOWER ( string ) ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameter

• string
Specifies the string value on which the lowercase function is performed.
String can be:
– A string literal, enclosed in single quotation marks
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the string

Example

In the following example, the lowercase function is used to convert all characters in the last name to lowercase:

Initial value:

    EMP-LNAME:  'LANCHESTER         '

Statement:

    MOVE TOLOWER(EMP-LNAME) TO WK-EMP-LNAME.

Returned string:

    'lanchester         '

TOMORROW Function
Returns tomorrow's date in the format requested.

Syntax
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►►─┬─ TOMORROW ──┬── ( date-format ) ─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ TOMORROWX ─┘

 

Parameters

• TOMORROW/TOMORROWX
Invokes the tomorrow function. TOMORROWX returns a value that contains the century portion of the year.

• date-format
Specifies the output date format. Date-format can be:
– A date format, enclosed in quotation marks
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the date format
Date-format can be:
– C for calendar
– E for European
– G for Gregorian
– J for Julian

Examples

Example 1

In the following example, the tomorrow function is used to display tomorrow's date in the calendar format (where today is
March 17, 1989):

Statement:

    MOVE TOMORROW('C') TO WK-RESULT.

Returned value: 031889

Example 2

In this example, the tomorrow function is used to return tomorrow's date in the calendar format (where today is October
30, 1990). The returned date contains the century portion of the year:

Statement:

    MOVE TOMORROWX('C') TO WK-RESULT.

Returned value: 10311990

TOUPPER
Returns the string that results from converting all characters to uppercase.

Syntax

 

►►─── TOUPPER ( string ) ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameter

• string
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Specifies the string value on which the uppercase function is performed.
String can be:
– A string literal, enclosed in single quotation marks
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the string

Example

In the following example, the uppercase function is used to convert all characters in the last name to uppercase:

Initial value:

    EMP-LNAME:  'Lanchester         '

Statement:

    MOVE TOUPPER(EMP-LNAME) TO WK-EMP-LNAME.

Returned string:

    'LANCHESTER         '

TRAILING-TO-ZONED
Returns a zoned numeric from a COBOL trailing sign numeric.

Syntax

 

►►──┬─ TRAILING-TO-ZONED ─┬── ( value ) ──────────────────────────────────────►◄

    └─ TRAILZN ───────────┘

 

Parameter

• value
Specifies the COBOL trailing sign numeric value on which the trailing to zoned function is performed.
Value can be:
– The name of a user-defined variable data field in trailing sign format
– A user-supplied numeric literal

Example

In the following example, the trailing to zoned function is used to convert the value of MYNUMBER to a zoned numeric:

Initial value:

    MYNUMBER:   123-

Statement:

    MOVE TRAILZN(MYNUMBER) TO WK-PART-CODE.

Returned value:

    WK-PART-CODE:   123 negative  (hex 'F1F2D3')

TRANSLATE Function
Returns the string that results from translating characters in a string value.

The characters are translated to corresponding characters that are specified in a substitution string:
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• Characters in a selection string correspond by position to characters in a substitution string.
• Each character in the string value specified in the selection string is translated to the corresponding character

contained in the substitution string.

Syntax

 

►►─── TRANSlate ( string, substitution-string ───┬─────────────────────┬─ ) ──►◄

                                                 └─ ,selection-string ─┘

 

Parameters

• string
Specifies the string value on which the translate function is performed.
String can be:
– A string literal, enclosed in single quotation marks
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the string

• substitution-string
Specifies the substitution string.
Substitution-string can be:
– A string literal, enclosed in single quotation marks
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the substitution string

• selection-string
Specifies the selection string. Characters in selection-string will be replaced by corresponding characters in
substitution-string.
Selection-string can be:
– A string literal, enclosed in single quotation marks
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the selection string

Usage

Considerations:

• If selection-string is longer than substitution-string, the excess characters in selection-string correspond to blanks.
• If selection-string specifies the same character more than once, the translate function uses the first occurrence of the

character.
• If selection-string is not specified, the 256-character EBCDIC table is used, consisting of hexadecimals 00 through FF.

Example

In the following example, the translate function is used to translate all occurrences in PART-CODE (PIC X(20)) of the
characters A, B, C, and D (selection-string), to W, blank, Y, and Z (substitution-string), respectively:

Initial value:

    PART-CODE:  'B53A22B1E50D40C94   '

Statement:

    MOVE TRANS(PART-CODE,'W YZ','ABCD') TO WK-PART-CODE.

Returned string:

    ' 53W22 1E50Z40Y94   '
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VERIFY Function
Returns the position of the first character in a string value that does not occur in a verification string.

If every character in the input string value occurs in the verification string, a zero is returned.

Syntax

 

►►─── VERify ( string, verification-string ) ─────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

• string
Specifies the string value on which the verify function is performed.
String can be:
– A string literal, enclosed in single quotation marks
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the string

• verification-string
Specifies the string value against whose characters the string value's characters are verified.
Verification-string can be:
– A string literal, enclosed in single quotation marks
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the string

Example

In the following example, the verify function is used to verify that WK-NUMBER (PIC X(10)) contains only numeric values
or blanks:

Statement:

    IF VER(WK-NUMBER,'0123456789 ') NE 0

      THEN

        DISPLAY TEXT 'INVALID SPECIFICATION FOR NUMERIC FIELD'.

Another example of the verify function is provided in SUBSTRING.

WEEKDAY Function
Returns the weekday (Monday, Tuesday, etc.) of a specified date.

Weekday functions can be coded in two ways, as shown in the syntax diagrams below.

Syntax

Format 1:

 

►►───┬─ WEEKDAY ──┬─ ( date, date-format ) ───────────────────────────────────►◄

     └─ WEEKDAYX ─┘

 

Format 2:
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►►───┬─ GWEEKDAY ──┬─ ( date ) ───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

     ├─ GWEEKDAYX ─┤

     ├─ CWEEKDAY ──┤

     ├─ CWEEKDAYX ─┤

     ├─ EWEEKDAY ──┤

     ├─ EWEEKDAYX ─┤

     ├─ JWEEKDAY ──┤

     └─ JWEEKDAYX ─┘

 

Parameters

Format 1:

• WEEKDAY/WEEKDAYX
Invokes the weekday function. WEEKDAYX operates on dates that contain the century portion of the year.

• date
A numeric value that specifies the input date. Date can be:
– The date, enclosed in quotation marks
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the date

• date-format
Specifies the format of the date specified by date. Date-format can be:
– The date format, enclosed in quotation marks
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the date format
Date-format can be:
– C for calendar
– E for European
– G for Gregorian
– J for Julian

Format 2:

• GWEEKDAY/GWEEKDAYX
• CWEEKDAY/CWEEKDAYX
• EWEEKDAY/EWEEKDAYX
• JWEEKDAY/JWEEKDAYX

The invocation names of the alternate formats of the weekday function. The prefix C, E, G, or J of an invocation name
identifies the format of the date specified by date (calendar, European, Gregorian, or Julian.)
Invocation names ending in X operate on dates that contain the century portion of the year.

• date
A numeric value that specifies the input date. Date can be:
– The name of a user-defined variable data field
– A user-supplied numeric literal

Examples

Example 1 (Format 1)

In the following example, the weekday function is used to determine on which weekday January 28, 1958 fell. The date is
provided in calendar format:
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Statement:

    MOVE WEEKDAY(012858,'C') TO WK-RESULT.

Returned value: 'TUESDAY'

Example 2 (Format 1)

This example returns the weekday for a date that contains the century portion of the year:

Statement:

    MOVE WEEKDAYX(01281958,'C') TO WK-RESULT.

Returned value: 'TUESDAY'

Example 3 (Format 2)

This is equivalent to Example 2:

Statement:

    MOVE CWEEKDAY(01281958) TO WK-RESULT.

Returned value: 'TUESDAY'

WORDCAP
Returns the string that results when the first letter of each word in the specified source string is capitalized and all other
characters in the string are converted to lowercase.

Syntax

 

►►─── WORDCAP ( string ) ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameter

• string
Specifies the string to be converted.

String can be:

• A string literal, enclosed in single quotation marks
• The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the string

The first letter in each word is capitalized and all other characters are converted to lowercase.

Example

In the following example, the word cap function is used on the employee's name:

Initial value:

    EMP-LNAME: 'O'HEARN            '

Statement:

    MOVE WORDCAP(EMP-LNAME) TO WK-STRING.

Returned string:

    'O'Hearn            '
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YESTERDAY Function
Returns yesterday's date in the format requested.

Syntax

 

►►─┬─ YESTERDAY ──┬─ ( date-format ) ─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ YESTERDAYX ─┘

 

Parameters

• YESTERDAY/YESTERDAYX
Invokes the yesterday function. YESTERDAYX returns a date that contains the century portion of the year.

• date-format
Specifies the output date format. Date-format can be expressed using:
– The date format, enclosed in single quotation marks
– The name of a user-defined variable data field that contains the date format
Date-format can be:
– C for calendar
– E for European
– G for Gregorian
– J for Julian

Examples

Example 1

In the following example, the yesterday function is used to display yesterday's date in the calendar format (where today is
March 17, 1997).

Statement:

    MOVE YESTERDAY('C') TO WK-RESULT.

Returned value: 031697

Example 2

This example uses YESTERDAYX to return a date containing the century:

Statement:

    MOVE YESTERDAYX('C') TO WK-RESULT.

Returned value: 03161997

ZONED-TO-TRAILING
Returns a COBOL trailing sign numeric from a zoned numeric.

Syntax
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►►──┬─ ZONED-TO-TRAILING ─┬── ( value ) ──────────────────────────────────────►◄

    └─ ZNTRAIL ───────────┘

 

Parameter

• value
Specifies the zoned numeric value on which the zoned to trailing function is performed.
Value is the name of a user-defined variable data field in zoned numeric format.

Example

In the following example, the zoned to trailing function is used to convert the value of MYNUMBER to a COBOL trailing
sign numeric:

Initial value:

    MYNUMBER:   123 negative (hex 'F1F2D3')

Statement:

    MOVE ZNTRAIL(MYNUMBER) TO WK-PART-CODE.

Returned value:

    WK-PART-CODE:   123-

Constants
Constants are data items that are not subject to change during the execution of a dialog.

Figurative Constants
A figurative constant is a reserved ADS word that represents a numeric value, a character, or a string of characters.

A figurative constant can be used as the source field in a MOVE operation or as an operand in a comparison expression.

Syntax

 

►►──┬───────┬──┬─ 'literal' ───┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

    └─ ALL ─┘  ├─ SPACEs ──────┤

               ├─ ZEROs ───────┤

               ├─ ZEROES ──────┤

               ├─ HIGH-VALUEs ─┤

               ├─ LOW-VALUEs ──┤

               └─ QUOTEs ──────┘

 

Parameters

• ALL
Specifies that the figurative constant is repeated to fill the target field in a MOVE statement.
ALL can precede 'literal'. Other figurative constants do not need to be preceded by ALL, since they always repeat to fill
the target field.

• 'literal'
A nonnumeric literal of up to 255 characters, enclosed in single quotation marks.
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If ALL is specified, the literal value is repeated as many times as required to fill the field. If ALL is not specified, any
remaining positions in the target field are filled with blanks.

• SPACEs
Represents a field that contains all blanks.

• ZEROs/ZEROES
Represents a field that contains all zeros.

NOTE
PIC X fields are treated as unsigned zoned decimal fields. ZEROS or ZEROES is the only figurative constant
that can be specified in arithmetic expressions.

• HIGH-VALUEs
Represents a field filled with the character that has the highest value in the computer collating sequence (that is,
X'FF').

• LOW-VALUEs
Represents a field filled with binary zeros (that is, X'00').

• QUOTEs
Represents a field filled with single quotation marks.

Usage

The VALUE IS clause for fields in records used by an ADS dialog can be defined using any of the figurative constants
listed in the syntax diagram. Note that the only allowable figurative constants in the VALUE IS clause for fields defined as
numeric constants are ZEROS and ZEROES.

Restriction HIGH-VALUEs, LOW-VALUEs, and QUOTEs cannot be used as a source field in a MOVE statement, or as
an operand in a comparison expression if the corresponding target field is a data type other than group, EBCDIC, or
UNSIGNED ZONE DECIMAL.

Examples

Example 1: Moving zero to a numeric field

MOVE ZERO TO COUNTER.

Example 2: Filling a field with binary zeros

MOVE ALL 'XO' TO HUGS-AND-KISSES.

Example 3: Comparing the contents of a field

IF EMP-NAME EQ SPACES

  THEN

    DISPLAY TEXT 'ENTER EMPLOYEE NAME'.

Graphic Literals
A graphic literal, also known as a G-literal, is a special type of double-byte character set (DBCS) string used when working
with non-EBCDIC alphabets, such as the Japanese Kanji alphabet, the Korean Han-gul alphabet, or Chinese characters.

Usage

The graphic literal allows DBCS characters to be moved or compared to database or map record elements when shift
codes are not part of the actual data.
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This type of constant starts with the EBCDIC character G, followed by a single quotation character, a shiftout [SO], one or
more DBCS characters, a shiftin [SI], and a closing single quotation character:

G'[SO]DBCS-characters[SI]'

The number of characters expressed depends on the hardware supporting DBCS. Maximum size is 255 bytes.

NOTE
For more information about defining data to handle DBCS characters in the data dictionary, see the IDMS IDD
Quick Reference section. For more information about defining maps that handle DBCS characters, see the
IDMS Mapping Facility section.

Example

An example of a graphic literal used in a process command is shown below:

IF MAP-REC-DBCS EQ G'[SO]DBCS-characters[SI]'

  THEN

    RETURN.

Multibit Binary Constants
A multibit binary constant is a 1- to 32-character string that can contain only the values 1 and 0. The string is enclosed in
single quotation marks with the first quotation mark immediately preceded by the character B.

B'110101'

Usage

A multibit binary constant can be used as a comparison for a data field and can be used to store a value in a data field.

The data field must be an elementary data field defined with the USAGE IS BIT clause. If the data field is an occurring
field within a group, all other data fields in the group must be defined with USAGE IS BIT.

In general, groups in record structures are of type EBCDIC. Multibit binary is an exception. Even at the group level,
multibit binary (MBB) fields should be referenced for MOVEs or comparisons with B'...' fields. Specifically, a MBB group
field would be initialized to all zeroes by moving B'000...' to the MBB field, or by redefining the MBB field with an EBCDIC
field and moving LOW-VALUES to the redefined EBCDIC field.

Examples

Example 1: Data field definition

02 MASK-VALUE PIC X(7) USAGE IS BIT.

02 MASK-VALUE-OCCURRENCE REDEFINES MASK-VALUE

                         PIC X USAGE IS BIT OCCURS 7 TIMES.

Example 2: Process command

MOVE B'1001000' TO MASK-VALUE

WHILE MASK-VALUE EQ B'1001000'

  REPEAT.

    .
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    .

    .

    IF DB-END-OF-SET

      THEN

        MOVE B'0' TO MASK-VALUE-OCCURRENCE (4).

  END.

Nonnumeric Literals
A nonnumeric literal is a string of any allowable EBCDIC or DBCS characters. The nonnumeric literal must be enclosed in
single quotation marks.

Nonnumeric literals can be used whenever the process command syntax specifies that the literal be in quotes.

Usage

A single quotation mark in the string is coded as two single quotation marks (' ').

Examples

Example 1: Digits and characters used as nonnumeric literals

The digits 0307 and the characters END OF SET CONDITION in the following example are nonnumeric literals:

IF ERROR-STATUS EQ '0307'

  THEN

    DISPLAY TEXT 'END OF SET CONDITION'.

Example 2: Single quotation marks within a string

The apostrophe contained in the following nonnumeric literal is coded with two single quotation marks:

MOVE 'JOHN KERR''S BROTHER' TO EMP-RELATIONSHIP.

Numeric literals
A numeric literal is a numeric value that can be expressed as a fixed-point or floating-point constant.

First Usage

Fixed-Point Numeric Literals

A fixed-point numeric literal is a 1- to 16-digit number with an optional decimal point. The decimal point cannot be in the
first or last position of the constant. If the constant does not contain a decimal point, it is an integer.

Fixed-point numeric literals are treated internally as packed decimal numbers and can be used whenever the process
command syntax specifies a user-supplied numeric literal.

A fixed-point numeric literal can be signed or unsigned. A unary plus (+) or unary minus (-) can immediately precede the
first digit or can be separated from the digit by one or more spaces. The numeric literal is positive if no sign is provided.

Examples

Example 1: Fixed-point numeric literal as a value for comparison

The following example compares the value in the field VALUE-2 to the fixed-point numeric literal -13.65:
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IF VALUE-2 EQ -13.65

  THEN

    .

    .

    .

Example 2: An integer as a fixed-point numeric literal

The following example moves the integer 31456 to the field VALUE-1:

MOVE 31456 TO VALUE-1.

Second Usage

Floating-Point Numeric Literals

A floating-point numeric literal is a numeric literal whose value is expressed as a mantissa, which represents the number,
followed by an exponent (characteristic), which determines the actual decimal position of the number.

All floating-point numeric literals are treated internally as internal short or long floating-point numbers, depending on the
size of the mantissa. Floating-point numeric literals can be used whenever the process command syntax specifies an
arithmetic expression, the name of a user-defined data field, or a user-supplied numeric constant.

Format of a Floating-Point Numeric Literal:

• The mantissa, coded first, is a 1- to 16-digit number with an optional decimal point. The decimal point can be placed
anywhere in the number, including in the first or last position. If no decimal point is included, it is considered to be in
the last position. For example:

1.2564E3

In this example, 1.2564 is the mantissa.
• The character E immediately follows the mantissa. For example:

1.2564E3

• The characteristic, a 1- or 2-digit integer preceded by an optional plus (+) or minus (-) sign immediately follows the
character E. If no sign is included, it is assumed to be a plus sign. For example:

1.2564E3

In this example, 3 is the characteristic.

The value of the floating-point constant is the product of the mantissa, and ten raised to the power of the characteristic.

A floating-point numeric literal can be signed or unsigned. A unary plus (+) or unary minus (-) can immediately precede
the first digit or can be separated from the digit by one or more spaces. If no sign is provided, the numeric literal is
positive.

Examples

The following examples show the floating-point numeric literals and their fixed point equivalents.

Floating-point numeric literal Fixed-point equivalent
1.2574E3 1257.4
1.2574E-3 0.0012574
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-1.2574E20 -125740000000000000000

ADS Error Handling
Errors encountered while accessing the database, or involving queue or scratch activity are handled differently depending
on whether or not SQL commands are used.

SQL Commands

When IDMS/DB executes an SQL statement, it returns information about the status of statement execution to a data
structure called the SQLCA. The dialog contains logical to handle exceptional conditions resulting from statement
execution. This logic takes the form of checking SQLCA information through the use of a conditional statement or through
the use of the WHENEVER SQLERROR or WHENEVER SQLWARNING statement. In either situation, control is always
returned to the dialog.

NOTE
For more information about conditional statements and the WHENEVER SQLERROR statement processed
during an SQL session, see the IDMS SQL Programming section.

Non-SQL Commands

When IDMS/DB executes a non-SQL process command that involves database, queue, or scratch activity, or a WRITE
PRINTER utility command, ADS returns a 4-byte status code to an internal error-status field for the issuing dialog. A
subsequent process command statement can test for the presence of a specified status code. Based on the outcome of
the test, further processing can be done.

Handling errors in the non-SQL environment involves the use of the following:

• The autostatus facility, which handles errors generated by command processing
• Error expressions, which specify allowable status codes that can be returned
• The status definition record, which allows level-88 condition names to be associated with status codes

The autostatus facility, error expressions, and the status definition record are discussed separately in this section.

Note: For more information about using automatic editing and error-handling facilities to evaluate input data, see the
IDMS Mapping Facility section.

The Autostatus Facility
Autostatus is a runtime facility that enables ADS to return specific status codes to an issuing dialog. When autostatus is
in use, ADS returns only certain status codes to the issuing dialog. The autostatus facility is not appropriate for use when
data is defined in logical records and accessed using logical record commands.

Enabling Autostatus

Autostatus is enabled on a dialog-by-dialog basis during dialog compilation by specifying the Autostatus option on the
Options and Directives screen.

The availability of autostatus is controlled by the autostatus clause of the system generation ADSO statement. The ADSO
AUTOSTATUS clause specifies:

• Whether the Autostatus option is selected, by default, on the Options and Directives screen
• Whether this default setting can be overridden during dialog compilation

NOTE
For more information about the AUTOSTATUS clause of the system generation ADSO statement, see the IDMS
System Generation section.
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Status Codes Returned by the Autostatus Facility

If command processing results in a status code not allowed by autostatus, dialog execution terminates abnormally. To
allow the dialog to receive other status codes, specify all allowable status codes in an error expression. Error expressions
are described later in this section.

Status codes allowed by autostatus are listed below.

Status code Meaning
0000 The request was executed successfully.
0307 An end-of-set condition was encountered.
0326 The requested record cannot be found.
1707 An end-of-index condition was encountered.
1726 The requested index record cannot be found.
4303 The requested scratch area cannot be found.
4305 The requested scratch record cannot be found.
4317 A request to replace a scratch record was executed successfully.
4404 The requested queue id cannot be found.
4405 The requested queue record cannot be found.
5149 NOWAIT was specified in a KEEP LONGTERM request, and a

wait is required.

Error Expressions
An error expression is a clause that consists of one or more allowable status codes, a range of status codes, or one
or more level-88 status definition record condition names that can be returned to a dialog. In command syntax, error
expressions are indicated as error-expression.

An error expression is allowed only if a dialog is compiled with the Autostatus option selected. If a dialog is compiled
without the Autostatus option, the expression is flagged as an error during process compilation.

The ALLOWING Clause
The ALLOWING clause is used to allow the dialog to receive status codes not allowed by the autostatus facility.

Syntax

 

►►─── ALLOWing error codes ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

     ┌─────────────────────────────── , ───────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─(─▼─┬─ error-status-code-name ────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴)─►◄

       └─ 'error─status─code'───┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                                └─┬─ THROUGH ─┬── 'error-status-code' ─┘

                                  └─ THRU ────┘

 

Parameters

• error-status-code-name
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Specifies a level-88 condition name defined in the dialog's status definition record.
Multiple status code and condition name specifications must be separated by commas or blanks.

• 'error-status-code'
A 4-digit number enclosed in single quotation marks that identifies a status code applicable to the process command.

• THROUGH 'error-status-code'
Specifies a status code or range of status codes.
THRU can be used in place of THROUGH.

Usage

An error expression is coded in the form of an ALLOWING clause in any of the following commands:

• All database record commands except for ACCEPT STATISTICS, COMMIT, READY, and ROLLBACK
• All logical record commands except for ON
• All queue and scratch management commands
• The WRITE PRINTER utility command

An ALLOWING clause overrides the autostatus facility. The values normally allowed by autostatus, with the exception of
0000, are returned only if explicitly named.

Nonzero status codes returned to a dialog are checked against the specified values. If the status code matches any of the
specified values, processing continues. If the status code does not match any of the specified values, the ADS runtime
system terminates the application thread.

The ALLOWING clause is useful to check for deadlock conditions.

The examples below illustrate the ALLOWING clause in two database access commands.

Examples

Example 1: Specification of a range of allowable error codes

MODIFY ORDOR ALLOWING ERROR CODES ('0801' THRU '0850').

Example 2: Specification of a site-defined level-88 status code

FIND CUST-NUM ALLOWING (ANY-ERROR).

ANY-ERROR is a level-88 condition name in a site-defined status definition record. See the discussion of status definition
records that follows this example.

Status Definition Records
Status codes can be tested using a system-supplied status definition record or by using a site-defined definition record. A
status definition record associates status codes with level-88 condition names. The condition names can be coded in error
expressions in place of 4-character status codes.

The status definition record is specified by the STATUS clause of the system generation ADSO statement. The STATUS
clause specifies:

• The name of the default status definition record available to dialogs at dialog compilation time
• Whether this default status definition record can be overridden during dialog compilation

For more information about the system generation ADSO statement, see the IDMS System Generation section.

A status definition record is associated with a dialog during dialog compilation. However, a buffer for this record is not
allocated at runtime.
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System-Supplied Status Definition Record

ADS supplies the ADSO-STAT-DEF-REC status definition record. ADSO-STAT-DEF-REC defines level-88 record
elements for the status codes most commonly tested.

Tests that specify error-status code names can include only those condition names that are defined in the status definition
record associated with the dialog.

Example 1: Testing with the 4-byte status code

The following example tests for an error using the 4-byte status code 0307:

IF ERROR-STATUS IS '0307'

THEN

    CALL SUBA.

ELSE

    CALL SUBZ.

Example 2: Testing with a status definition record

The following example uses a status definition record level-88 element to test for the same error as in example 1 above:

IF DB-END-OF-SET

THEN

    CALL SUBA.

ELSE

    CALL SUBZ.

OBTAIN CALC DEPARTMENT.

OBTAIN CALC OFFICE.

IF DB-REC-NOT-FOUND FOR DEPARTMENT

  THEN CALL SUBA.

IF DB-REC-NOT-FOUND FOR OFFICE

  THEN CALL SUBB.

Site-Defined Status Definition Record

The system-defined status definition record ADSO-STAT-DEF-REC can be modified or replaced with one or more site-
specific status definition records by using the IDD DDDL compiler.

Considerations

• The record definition must include a 1- to 32-character level-01 record name and one or more level-88 condition
names that see status codes returned by database record, logical record, or queue and scratch management
commands, or by the WRITE PRINTER utility command. Tests that specify error-status code names can include only
those condition names that are defined in the status definition record.

• The record definition can include no more than one level-02 elementary field description that represents the value of
the most recent status code returned to the dialog. Such a field is not referenced directly. ADS uses the internal 4-byte
unsigned zoned decimal error-status field that contains the most recently returned status code.

Example 1: Defining a site-specific status definition record

In this example, the first record defines the field CODE-FIELD, which contains two level-88 condition names. The second
record contains only level-88 record elements. Record definitions are shown below:

01   ADSO-ONE-STAT-REC

     02   CODE-FIELD               PIC X(4).

          88   OKAY                VALUE '0000'.
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          88   NOT-SO-GOOD         VALUE '0001' THRU '9999'.

01   ADSO-TWO-STAT-DEF

     88   DB-STATUS-OKAY           VALUE '0000'.

     88   DB-END-OF-SET            VALUE '0307'.

     88   NO-RECORD                VALUE '0326'.

     88   MODIFY-PROBLEM           VALUE '0800' THRU '0899'.

Example 2: Testing for the return of specific error codes

In this example, ADSO-TWO-STAT-DEF (defined in example 1) is used to test for the return of error-status codes 0800
through 0899:

MODIFY CUST

IF MODIFY-PROBLEM

THEN

    .

    .

    .

Example 3: Testing for subschema record error status

In this example, ADSO-ONE-STAT-REC (defined in example 1) is used to test the latest error status returned for
subschema records DEPARTMENT and OFFICE:

OBTAIN CALC DEPARTMENT.

OBTAIN CALC OFFICE.

IF NOT-SO-GOOD FOR DEPARTMENT

  THEN CALL SUBA.

IF NOT-SO-GOOD FOR OFFICE

  THEN CALL SUBB.

Note: For more information about using the RECORD statement to add, modify, or delete status definition records, see
the IDMS IDD Quick Reference section.

ADSO-STAT-DEF-REC

Record Definition

ADSO-STAT-DEF-REC.

02   ERROR-STATUS                        PIC 9(4).

     88   DB-STATUS-OK                   VALUE '0000'.

     88   DB-END-OF-SET                  VALUE '0307'.

     88   DB-REC-NOT-FOUND               VALUE '0326'.

     88   DB-END-OF-INDEX                VALUE '1707'.

     88   DB-INDEX-NOT-FOUND             VALUE '1726'.

     88   SCRATCH-AREA-NOT-FOUND         VALUE '4303'.

     88   SCRATCH-REC-NOT-FOUND          VALUE '4305'.

     88   SCRATCH-REC-REPLACED           VALUE '4317'.

     88   QUEUE-ID-NOT-FOUND             VALUE '4404'.

     88   QUEUE-REC-NOT-FOUND            VALUE '4405'.

     88   DB-ANY-ERROR                   VALUE '0001'

                                         THRU  '9999'.
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Introduction to Process Commands
ADS process commands are COBOL-like statements used to construct processing routines for dialogs. These processing
routines are stored in the dictionary as process modules. Process commands can perform activities such as:

• Calculate values and move data
• Define and call subroutines
• Access and update database values
• Modify maps and handle pageable maps
• Manage queue and scratch records

Summary Of Process Commands
This page contains the information on the following topics:

Process Commands

The table below summarizes the purpose of each process command. The commands are categorized according to the
activities they perform.

Category Keywords Purpose
Arithmetic and assignment commands ADD Calculates the sum of two values
 COMPUTE Evaluates an arithmetic expression
 DIVIDE Calculates the quotient of two values
 MOVE Moves a value to a target field
 MULTIPLY Calculates the product of two values
 SUBTRACT Calculates the difference between two

values
Conditional commands EXIT Terminates a WHILE command
 IF Performs conditional execution
 NEXT Terminates an IF command
 WHILE Iterates a loop based on a condition
Control commands CONTINUE Terminates a current process and executes

a dialog's premap process
 DISPLAY Displays a dialog's map or reexecutes a

dialog's premap process
 EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION Directs the flow of control in an application

defined by the application compiler
 INVOKE Passes control to a lower level dialog
 LEAVE Terminates an ADS application
 LINK Passes control to a lower level dialog or to

a user program with inline return expected
 READ TRANSACTION Terminates a current process, performs

a mapin operation, and selects the next
function or response process to be
executed

 RETURN Returns control to a higher level dialog
 TRANSER Passes control to a dialog at the same level
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 WRITE TRANSACTION Terminates a current process, performs
a mapout operation, and passes control
within an application (batch only)

Database commands ACCEPT Retrieves database keys page group
information and database access statistics
for navigationally accessed records

 BIND PROCEDURE Establishes communication between a
dialog and a DBA-written procedure

 COMMIT Writes checkpoints to the journal file and
releases record locks for navigationally
accessed records

 CONNECT Connects records in navigationally
accessed sets

 DISCONNECT Disconnects records from navigationally
accessed sets

 ERASE Erases database records
 FIND Locates navigationally accessed records in

the database
 GET Retrieves navigationally accessed records

from the database
 KEEP Places locks on navigationally accessed

records
 MODIFY Modifies database records
 OBTAIN Locates and retrieves database records
 ON Performs conditional execution based on

the outcome of LRF command execution
 READY Specifies an area usage mode for

navigational database access
 RETURN DB-KEY Retrieves index entries associated with

navigationally accessed database records
 ROLLBACK Requests recovery operations for

navigationally accessed records
 STORE Stores database records
Map commands ATTRIBUTES Alters map field attributes (an alternative

format to MODIFY MAP)
 CLOSE Closes a dialog's input or output file maps

(batch only)
 GET DETAIL Retrieves a modified detail occurrence of a

pageable map
 MODIFY MAP Alters the options specified for the dialog's

map
 PUT DETAIL Creates or modifies a detail occurrence of a

pageable map
Queue and scratch management
commands

DELETE QUEUE Deletes queue records

 GET QUEUE Retrieves queue records
 PUT QUEUE Stores queue records
 DELETE SCRATCH Deletes scratch records
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 GET SCRATCH Retrieves scratch records
 PUT SCRATCH Stores scratch records
Subroutine commands CALL Passes control to a predefined subroutine
 DEFINE Defines a subroutine
 GOBACK Returns control from a subroutine
Utility commands ABORT Causes the runtime system to abort the

application
 ACCEPT Retrieves runtime status information

associated with the current dialog
 INITIALIZE RECORDS Reinitializes a dialog's record buffers
 SNAP Requests a snapshot dump of the areas in

memory associated with ADS
 WRITE PRINTER Transmits data from a dialog to an IDMS/

DC or DC/UCF queue for subsequent
printing

 WRITE TO LOG/OPERATOR Sends a message to the log file or to the
operator's console (batch only)

SQL Statements

In addition to the database commands listed above, ADS also supports embedded SQL statements.

For more information about statements (WHENEVER) and database commands, see the IDMS SQL Reference section.
For more information about using SQL with ADS, see the IDMS SQL Programming section.

INCLUDE

Purpose

Inserts stored process source code into another process at compile time.

Syntax

►►────── INClude ───┬────────────┬───┬──────┬── process-name ─────────────────►

                    └┬─ MODule ─┬┘   ├─ IS ─┤

                     └─ PROCESS─┘    └─ =  ─┘

 ►────┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬── . ───────────────────────►◄

      └─┬────────────────────┬── version-number ─┘

        └─ VERsion ─┬──────┬─┘

                    ├─ IS ─┤

                    └─ = ──┘

Parameters

• MODule is process-name
Causes the source code of the named process module to be inserted logically in the current process source code at
compile time. The process module itself is not changed. At runtime, ADS executes the process as if the included code
were coded in the process itself.
Process-name must name a module occurrence in the data dictionary. The module is defined with an IDD DDDL ADD
PROCESS statement or an ADD MODULE statement with the attribute LANGUAGE IS PROCESS.

• VERsion is version-number
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Indicates the version number associated with the included process module. If not specified, version-number defaults to
the default version number set in the dictionary.

Usage

Considerations

• The included source code must be stored in the data dictionary as a process module.
• INCLUDE commands can be nested.
• INCLUDE cannot be used recursively. An INCLUDE statement cannot reference a process that is already in the nested

INCLUDE structure.
• A process cannot include itself. For example, if process A includes process B and process B includes process C, then

process C cannot include process A, B, or C.
• The INCLUDE statement must be contained entirely on one process code line.
• Any other process commands entered on the same line as the INCLUDE statement must precede INCLUDE.
• An INCLUDE statement can be followed by comments on the same line.

Example

The following example illustrates the use of the INCLUDE command:

Process: CUST-NUM-CHECK

MOVE CUST-NUM TO A.

INCLUDE MODULE VALUE-CHECK.

RETURN.

Process: VALUE-CHECK

IF A = 1

THEN

    DISPLAY.

ELSE

    LINK TO 'LINKDIAL'.

If the application developer specifies CUST-NUM-CHECK as a premap or response process using the ADS dialog
compiler (ADSC), on the Process Modules screen, the following process source code will logically be compiled:

MOVE CUST-NUM TO A.

IF A = 1

THEN

    DISPLAY.

ELSE

    LINK TO 'LINKDIAL'.

RETURN.

Dialog Compiler Directive

►►────── INClude ───┬────────────┬───┬──────┬── process-name ─────────────────►

                    └┬─ MODule ─┬┘   ├─ IS ─┤

                     └─ PROCESS─┘    └─ =  ─┘

 ►────┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬── . ───────────────────────►◄
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      └─┬────────────────────┬── version-number ─┘

        └─ VERsion ─┬──────┬─┘

                    ├─ IS ─┤

                    └─ = ──┘

 

 

ADS Conditional Commands
ADS conditional commands are used to specify processing based on the outcome of a conditional test. The conditions to
be tested are specified by coding conditional expressions.

Summary of Conditional Commands

Conditional commands are listed below. Each command is presented in alphabetical order after the table.

Command Purpose
EXIT Terminates WHILE and ON1 command processing and passes

control to the next command in the process
IF Performs a conditional test and specifies actions to be taken

based on the outcome of the test
NEXT Terminates IF or ON1 command processing and passes control to

the next command in the process
WHILE Performs a conditional test and specifies actions to be taken as

long as the outcome of the test is true

1 See Database Access Commands.

EXIT
Exits a processing loop created by a WHILE or ON command regardless of the outcome of the command condition.

The WHILE command is described later in this section.

Terminates WHILE and ON command processing.

Syntax

 

►►─── EXIT ──── . ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Usage

Considerations:

• EXIT can be used in conjunction with the REPEAT parameter in an ON command.
• Control passes to the next command outside the WHILE or ON structure following an EXIT command.
• EXIT is typically used following an IF statement that tests for a secondary condition.
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Example

The statements below illustrate the use of an EXIT command. The DISPLAY command is executed when A is greater than
B or when Z becomes greater than 100, whichever occurs first:

WHILE A LE B

  REPEAT.

    ADD 1 TO Z.

    IF Z GT 100

    THEN EXIT.

    ADD 1 TO A.

  END.

DISPLAY.

IF
Evaluates one or more conditional expressions and specifies actions based on the outcome of the evaluation.

Syntax

 

►►─── IF conditional-expression ──────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── then ──────┬─ command-statement. ────────────────────┬──────────────────►

                 │       ┌───────────────────────┐         │

                 └─ DO. ─▼─ command-statement. ──┴─ END. ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────►◄

   └─ ELSE ──────┬─ command-statement. ────────────────────┬─┘

                 │       ┌───────────────────────┐         │

                 └─ DO. ─▼─ command-statement. ──┴─ END. ──┘

 

Parameters

• conditional-expression
Specifies the conditional expression to be evaluated. The outcome of the evaluation determines the processing that
occurs.
Conditional-expression contains one or more conditions to be evaluated and is specified according to the rules
presented in Conditional Expressions.

• then command-statement
Specifies the commands to be executed if the condition is true.
Multiple command statements must be preceded by DO and followed by END.
Command-statement can be any valid ADS process command, including another conditional command.

• ELSE command-statement
Specifies the commands to be executed if the condition is false.
Multiple command statements must be preceded by DO and followed by END.

Usage

Considerations

• An entire conditional expression is evaluated before a result is returned.
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– If the outcome is true, ADS executes the commands following the conditional expression.
– If the outcome is false, ADS bypasses commands following the conditional expression and executes commands

that specify alternative processing.
• If no alternative processing commands exist for a false outcome, ADS proceeds to the next executable command

outside the IF statement.
• IF commands can be nested to any level.

Indentation should be used wherever possible to make statements more readable and to ensure that the required
clauses are properly matched.

• A given IF statement can include only one ELSE clause, and that ELSE clause must match the most recent IF
command not associated with an ELSE clause.

Examples

Example 1: Using a simple IF command

In this example, a simple IF command tests the status of a map field and executes a DISPLAY command if the condition is
true:

IF FIELD PROD-NUM IS NOT CHANGED

THEN

    DISPLAY MSG TEXT IS 'ENTER PRODUCT NUMBER'.

Example 2: Using an IF command with an ELSE clause

This example includes an ELSE clause to display an alternative message if the field ERROR-FIELD contains 0:

IF ERROR-FIELD NE '0'

THEN

    DISPLAY MSG CODE IS 171075 PARM=(MSG-NUM).

ELSE

    DISPLAY MSG TEXT IS 'ENTER NEXT PRODUCT NUMBER'.

Example 3: Using a nested IF command

This example illustrates a nested IF command that tests for CA-INDX if DB-END-OF-SET is reached:

IF DB-END-OF-SET

THEN

    IF CA-INDX EQ 1

    THEN

      DO.

        MOVE 'NO CUSTOMERS QUALIFY' TO MSG-FIELD.

        MOVE '1' TO ERROR-FIELD.

        RETURN.

      END.

    ELSE

        DISPLAY MSG TEXT IS 'CUSTOMER NUMBER LIST COMPLETE'.

ELSE

    DISPLAY MSG TEXT IS 'ADDITIONAL CUSTOMERS MAY QUALIFY'.

NEXT
Exits IF and ON command processing.
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Syntax

 

►►─── NEXT command ─── . ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Usage

Definition

The NEXT command is used to exit IF and ON command processing. When a NEXT command is used, control passes to
the command following the IF or ON statement.

Considerations:

• When used with an ON command, NEXT can be used in conjunction with the THEN/ELSE parameters.
• When used in a nested IF structure, NEXT exits only the current IF statement.

NEXT is typically used in a nested IF structure as a means of associating an ELSE clause with the correct IF
command.

Example

The statements below illustrate the use of the NEXT command to match the second ELSE clause with the second IF
command:

IF A = B

THEN

  DO.

    IF X = Y

    THEN

        IF Y = Z

        THEN

            MOVE A TO B.

        ELSE

            NEXT.

    ELSE MOVE B TO A.

    SNAP ALL.

    DISPLAY.

  END.

If A equals B and X equals Y, but Y does not equal Z, control exits from the innermost IF command and passes to the
SNAP ALL command. If the ELSE NEXT statement is not included, the ELSE MOVE B TO A statement is matched
incorrectly with the third rather than with the second IF.

WHILE
Creates a processing loop based on conditions in a specified expression.

Syntax

 

►►─── WHILE conditional-expression ───────────────────────────────────────────►

                    ┌──────────────────────┐
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 ►─── repeat. ──────▼─ command-statement. ─┴── END. ──────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

• conditional-expression
Evaluates the specified expression and returns a true or false value to the dialog.
Conditional-expression contains one or more conditions to be evaluated and is specified according to the rules
presented in Conditional Expressions.

• repeat. command-statement
Specifies the commands to be executed as long as the WHILE condition is true. REPEAT begins the WHILE command
loop. END terminates the loop. Each command is executed sequentially before the conditional expression is evaluated
again.
Command-statement can be any valid ADS process command, including another conditional command.

Usage

Definition

The WHILE command is used to create a processing loop. One or more process commands are executed repeatedly as
long as the conditions in a specified expression are true.

Considerations:

• The conditional expression is evaluated prior to execution of the first process command.
• Processing continues to loop until the conditional expression is false or as soon as an EXIT or control command is

encountered.
• WHILE commands can be nested to any level.

Indentation should be used in coding wherever possible to make the statement more readable and to ensure that the
required clauses are properly matched.

Example

The following example illustrates the use of the WHILE command with a nested IF command:

MOVE 1 TO CA-INDX.

OBTAIN NEXT SALES WITHIN PRODUCT-SALES.

WHILE NOT DB-END-OF-SET AND CA-INDX LE 45

  REPEAT.

    IF SALES-AMT GE FULL-AMT

      DO.

        MOVE SLS-CUST-NUMBER TO CA-CUST(CA-INDX).

        ADD 1 TO CA-INDX.

      END.

    OBTAIN NEXT SALES WITHIN PRODUCT-SALES.

  END.

IF DB-END-OF-SET

THEN

    INVOKE 'EOS'.

ELSE

    RETURN.
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ADS Control Commands
ADS control commands are used to pass control during the execution of an application. The execution of a control
command terminates the execution of the process that issues the command. A control command can pass control to:

• Another dialog
• A copy of the same dialog
• Another component within the same dialog
• A user-written program
• Another application function when using the EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION command

Summary of Control Commands

Control commands are listed in the table below. Each command is presented in alphabetical order after Conditional
Expressions General Considerations.

Command Purpose
CONTINUE Terminates the current process, executes the dialog's premap

process, and writes a message
DISPLAY Displays a dialog's map, reexecutes a dialog's premap process, or

specifies a message that appears in a map's message field
EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION Passes control to the application function associated with a

response by means of the control command specified for the
response during application compilation

INVOKE Initiates execution of a lower level dialog in the application thread
LEAVE Terminates the current application or terminates the current ADS

session
LINK Initiates execution of a lower level dialog, creating a nested

application structure, or initiates execution of a user program
READ TRANSACTION Terminates the current process, performs a mapin operation, and

selects the next application function or response to be executed
(batch only)

RETURN Initiates execution of a higher level dialog
TRANSFER Initiates execution of a dialog at the same level as the dialog

passing control
WRITE TRANSACTION Terminates a current process, performs a mapout operation, and

passes control within an application (batch only)

General Considerations for Control Commands
At run time, control commands connect the application functions or dialogs that make up the application by directing the
flow of control. The way that control is transferred determines the data that is available to the function or dialog when it
receives process control.

The application developer associates control commands with application responses by using the Response Definition
screen during application compilation. Alternatively, the application developer can code control commands wherever
appropriate in a premap or response process
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Application Thread
The current sequence of operative functions or dialogs in an application is called the application thread. A single dialog
can occur more than once in an application structure and can execute more than once within an application thread,
whether or not the function or dialog remains operative.

Control Command Processing

      Example 1               Example 2

       ┌────────────┐          ┌─────────────┐

       │            │          │             │

       │  CA─ADS    ◄───┐      │  CA─ADS     │

       │            │   │      │             │

       └─────┬──────┘   │      └─────┬───────┘

             │          │            │

             │          │            │

       ┌─────▼──────┐   │      ┌─────▼───────┐

       │            │   │      │             │

       │  RDCUST#   │   │   ┌──►  RDCUST#    │

       │            │   │   │  │             │

       └─────┬──────┘   │   │  └─────┬───────┘

             │INVOKE    │   │        │INVOKE

             │          │   │        │

       ┌─────▼──────┐   │   │  ┌─────▼───────┐

       │            │   │   │  │             │

 ┌─────►  UPDATEC   │───┘   │  │  UPDATEC    ◄──────────────────────────┐

 │     │            │LEAVE  │  │             │                          │

 │     └─────┬──────┘       │  └─────┬───────┘                          │

 │           │LINK          │        │INVOKE                            │

 │           │              │        │                                  │

 │     ┌─────▼──────┐       │  ┌─────▼───────┐         ┌───────────┐    │

 │     │            │       │  │             │TRANSFER │           │    │

 └─────┤  UPDATEO   │       └──┤  UPDATEO    ├─────────►  ADDORDR  │────┘

RETURN │            │   RETURN │             │         │           │RETURN

TO TOP └────────────┘   TO TOP └─────────────┘         └───────────┘

Operative and Nonoperative Dialogs
At run time, a function or dialog can be either operative or nonoperative within an application thread.

Operative Dialog

A dialog becomes operative when it receives processing control. A function or dialog remains operative when it passes
control to a lower level function or dialog or to another part of itself.

Only one dialog can be operative at any time on any given application level. As long as a dialog or dialog function remains
operative, all record buffers associated with the dialog are maintained.

Nonoperative Dialog

A function or dialog becomes nonoperative when it passes control to a higher level-function or dialog or to a function or
dialog (including a copy of itself) on the same level. All functions and dialogs become nonoperative when control passes
out of the application.

When a dialog or dialog function becomes nonoperative, the record buffers established by that dialog are released.
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Application Levels
The first function or dialog executed in an application establishes the top level of the application structure. The INVOKE
and LINK commands establish lower levels in the structure.

Maximum Number of Levels

By default, an application structure can contain a maximum of ten levels. This maximum number of levels can be reduced
at system generation time. If the execution of an INVOKE or LINK command causes the maximum allowable number of
levels to be exceeded, ADS abnormally terminates the application. The application developer should limit the total number
of nested INVOKE and LINK commands accordingly.

Mainline Dialog
The dialog at the top of an application structure must be a mainline dialog. The application developer defines a dialog as
mainline by using the Options and Directives screen of the dialog compiler.

If a dialog function is initiated by an application task code, the dialog associated with the function must be a mainline
dialog. The application developer associates a function with a task code by using the Task Codes screen during
application definition.

The Menu Stack
System-supplied menu-handling routines use a menu stack to keep track of menu execution at run time. The menu stack
is maintained automatically at run time.

Considerations

The following considerations apply:

• When a menu (or menu/dialog) function is executed in an online application, the function name is added to the internal
menu stack. The menu or menu/dialog function name is removed from the menu stack when a POP or RETURN
function returns control in either of the following ways:
– To the menu
– To a menu that is higher in the menu stack

• If a menu or menu dialog function is already in the menu stack when a LINK, INVOKE, or TRANSFER command
passes control again to the function, the first occurrence of the name is deleted from the stack. The name is then
added to the end of the stack, as usual.

• Each menu name can appear only once in the menu stack.

Database Currencies
Database currencies are established by the last database command in an operative dialog. Currencies are saved and
made available to lower level dialogs and to the dialog that established the currencies if control returns to that dialog from
a lower application level.

Considerations

The following considerations apply to currencies:

• Database currencies are cumulative.
Currencies established by each dialog or dialog function are passed to lower level dialogs along with any currencies
received from a higher level dialog. A lower level dialog can establish new currencies, which are passed to the next
lower level dialog along with the currencies already established.

• All database currencies established for a dialog are released when a dialog or a dialog function becomes
nonoperative.
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Unless the dialog or dialog function receiving control specifies the NOSAVE keyword on a LINK command, it
establishes its own currencies. These currencies are established either by restoring the currencies saved when it
originally passed control or by using currencies previously established by a higher level dialog. The following diagram
shows currencies in an ADS application.

Currency Action

         DIALOG A

  ┌──────────────────────┐

  │     Currencies       │

  │Received   Established│        DIALOG A executes and establishes

  │           EMP      A ◄───┐    current records of two sets.

  │NONE       DEPT     X │   │

  │                      │   │

  └──────────┬───────────┘   │

             │   LINK        │

             v               │    DIALOG A links to DIALOG B and

         DIALOG B            │    establishes a current record of

  ┌──────────────────────┐   │    a third set.

  │     Currencies       │   │

  │Received   Established│   │

  │EMP    A   EMP      A │   │

  │DEPT   X   DEPT     X │   │

  │           OFFICE   M │   │

  └──────────┬───────────┘   │

             │   INVOKE      │

             v               │    DIALOG B invokes DIALOG C.

         DIALOG C            │

  ┌──────────────────────┐   │

  │     Currencies       │   │

  │Received   Established│   │

  │EMP    B   EMP      C │   │

  │DEPT   Y   DEPT     Z │   │

  │OFFICE M              │   │

  └──────────┬───────────┘   │

             │               │    DIALOG C returns control to

             └───────────────┘    DIALOG A:

                                  - Only currencies established

                                    by DIALOG A are available.

                                  - Record buffers still contain

                                    data established by DIALOG C

Effect of Control Commands on Issuing and Receiving Dialogs

The following table outlines the effect of control commands on issuing and receiving dialogs. The EXECUTE NEXT
FUNCTION command is not included in this table. The characteristics established by EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION
depend on which command is actually executed.

Command New level estab-
lished

Status of issuing
dialog

Data avail. to
receiving dialog/
program

Currency action for
issuing dialog

Currency action for
receiving dialog/
program

DISPLAY No Operative All data Saved N/A
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INVOKE Yes Operative All data Saved Restored
LEAVE No Non- operative N/A Released N/A
LINK:
DIALOG Yes Operative All data Saved, unless

NOSAVE is specified
Restored

PROGRAM No Operative All, some, or
none (depending
on command
specification)

Saved, unless
NOSAVE is specified

Program receives
currencies as part of
extended run unit

RETURN No Non- operative (any
operative dialogs
between the issuing
dialog and the
receiving dialog
also become non-
operative)

Data previously
available to the
receiving dialog

Released (curren-
cies for any dialogs
between the issuing
dialog and the
receiving dialog are
also released)

Restored

TRANSFER No Non- operative All data except that
acquired by the
issuing dialog

Released Can use currencies
previously
established by
higher level dialogs

CONTINUE
Terminates a current process, executes a dialog's premap process, and specifies a message.

In the online environment, the message appears at the terminal when the dialog executes a DISPLAY command. In the
batch environment, the message is sent to the log file and/or the operator's console.

Syntax

 

►►─── CONtinue ────┬─────────────────────────────────┬─ . ────────────────────►◄

                   └─┬─ MESSage ─┬─ message-options ─┘

                     └─ MSG     ─┘

Expansion of Message-Options

►►────┬─ TEXT ─────┬──────┬────────── message-text ───────────────────────────►

      │            ├─ IS ─┤

      │            └─ =  ─┘

      └─ CODE ─────┬──────┬────────── message-code ───────────────────────────

                   ├─ IS ─┤

                   └─ =  ─┘

 ►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────

      │                         ┌──────────────┐      │

      └─ PARMS ────┬─────┬─── (─▼── parameter ─┴─ ) ──┘

                   └─ = ─┘

 ►────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►◄

  ────┬────────────────────────────────────────┬──────┘
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      └─ PREFIX ───┬──────┬─────── prefix ─────┘

                   ├─ IS ─┤

                   └─ =  ─┘

 

Parameters

• MESSage message-options
Identifies message to be displayed.
MSG can be used in place of MESSAGE.
Expanded syntax for message-options is shown above immediately following the CONTINUE syntax.

• TEXT IS message-text
Specifies the text of a message to be displayed in an online map's message field or sent to a batch application and a
system log file.
Message-text specifies either the name of a variable data field containing the message text or the text string itself,
enclosed in single quotation marks.
The text string can contain up to 240 displayable characters.
IS or = are optional keywords and have no effect on processing.

• CODE IS message-code
Specifies the message dictionary code of a message to be displayed in an online map's message field or sent to the
log file in a batch application.
In a batch application, the message is also sent to the operator, if directed by the destination specified in the dictionary.
Message-code specifies either the name of a variable data field that contains the message code or the 6-digit code
itself, expressed as a numeric literal.
IS or = are optional keywords and have no effect on processing.

• PARMS = parameter
Specifies a replacement parameter for each variable field in the stored message identified by message-code.
Up to nine replacement parameters can be specified for a message. Multiple parameters must be specified in the order
in which they are numbered and separated by blanks or commas.
Parameter specifies either the name of an EBCDIC or unsigned zoned decimal variable data field that contains the
parameter value or the actual parameter value, enclosed in single quotation marks.
The parameter value must contain displayable characters. At run time, each variable data field in a stored message
expands or contracts to accommodate the size of its replacement parameter. A replacement parameter can be a
maximum of 240 bytes.

• PREFIX IS prefix
Overrides the default prefix of a dialog and a map.
Prefix must either specify an EBCDIC or unsigned zoned decimal variable data field that contains a 2-character prefix
or the 2-character prefix itself, enclosed in single quotation marks
IS or = are optional keywords and have no effect on processing.

Usage

Considerations:

• The premap process is reexecuted if CONTINUE is issued in the premap process. This differs from the DISPLAY
CONTINUE command, which causes a pseudo-converse in the online environment.

• Any message specified on the CONTINUE command is ignored in the online environment if the DISPLAY command
that follows also specifies a message.

• Up to nine replacement parameters can be specified for a message.
• Multiple parameters must be separated by blanks or commas.
• Multiple parameters must be specified in the order in which they occur in the stored message.
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DISPLAY Command
Displays a dialog map, or reexecutes a dialog premap process.

Additionally, DISPLAY can specify a message that appears in a map's message field. If a dialog has a map and a premap
process, the premap process must include a DISPLAY command to display the map. If a DISPLAY command is not
coded, nothing is written to the terminal at run time.

DISPLAY issued without the CONTINUE keyword, displays the map associated with the current dialog. DISPLAY can be
used in a premap process or a response process.

In a pageable map, the detail occurrences that are displayed when the DISPLAY command is issued depend on the value
of the system-defined data field $PAGE and the number of detail occurrences that a single screen can hold. For example,
given a screen that can hold ten detail lines, if $PAGE equals 1, detail occurrences 1 through 10 are displayed; if $PAGE
equals 2, occurrences 11 through 20 are displayed; and so forth.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►── DISPlay ─┬────────┬─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ─►◄

              └ NOSAVE ┘ ├── ERAse ─────────────────────────────────────┤

                         ├── CONTinue ──────────────────────────────────┤

                         └┬─ MESSAGE ─┬ message-options ────────────────┘

                          └─  MSG    ─┘

Expansion of Message-Options

►►────┬─ TEXT ─────┬──────┬────────── message-text ───────────────────────────►

      │            ├─ IS ─┤

      │            └─ =  ─┘

      └─ CODE ─────┬──────┬────────── message-code ───────────────────────────

                   ├─ IS ─┤

                   └─ =  ─┘

 ►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────

      │                         ┌──────────────┐      │

      └─ PARMS ────┬─────┬─── (─▼── parameter ─┴─ ) ──┘

                   └─ = ─┘

 ►────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►◄

  ────┬────────────────────────────────────────┬──────┘

      └─ PREFIX ───┬──────┬─────── prefix ─────┘

                   ├─ IS ─┤

                   └─ =  ─┘

 

Parameters

• NOSAVE
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Specifies that currencies are not saved when control passes from the current process to the pseudo-converse or
premap process. After the pseudo-converse, or when the premap process begins execution, the dialog's currencies
are initialized to those of the next higher level dialog, if any.

• ERAse
Specifies that the following actions are performed at the terminal:
– Unprotected map data fields are cleared.
– The modified data tags (MDTs) for all unprotected map data fields are reset.
– The keyboard is unlocked.
– The cursor is placed at the first unprotected map data field.
If specified, ERASE is the only keyword that can follow DISPLAY in a DISPLAY command.

• CONTinue
(Used in a response process) Requests reexecution of the premap process associated with the current dialog.
The keyword CONTINUE is ignored in a premap process.

• MESSage message-options
Identifies message to be displayed.
MSG can be used in place of MESSAGE.
Expanded syntax for message-options is shown above immediately following the CONTINUE syntax.

• TEXT IS message-text
Specifies the text of a message to be displayed in an online map's message field or sent to a batch application and a
system log file.
Message-text specifies either the name of a variable data field containing the message text or the text string itself,
enclosed in single quotation marks.
The text string can contain up to 240 displayable characters.
IS or = are optional keywords and have no effect on processing.

• CODE IS message-code
Specifies the message dictionary code of a message to be displayed in an online map's message field or sent to the
log file in a batch application.
In a batch application, the message is also sent to the operator, if directed by the destination specified in the dictionary.
Message-code specifies either the name of a variable data field that contains the message code or the 6-digit code
itself, expressed as a numeric literal.
IS or = are optional keywords and have no effect on processing.

• PARMS = parameter
Specifies a replacement parameter for each variable field in the stored message identified by message-code.
Up to nine replacement parameters can be specified for a message. Multiple parameters must be specified in the order
in which they are numbered and separated by blanks or commas.
Parameter specifies either the name of an EBCDIC or unsigned zoned decimal variable data field that contains the
parameter value or the actual parameter value, enclosed in single quotation marks.
The parameter value must contain displayable characters. At run time, each variable data field in a stored message
expands or contracts to accommodate the size of its replacement parameter. A replacement parameter can be a
maximum of 240 bytes.

• PREFIX IS prefix
Overrides the default prefix of a dialog and a map.
Prefix must either specify an EBCDIC or unsigned zoned decimal variable data field that contains a 2-character prefix
or the 2-character prefix itself, enclosed in single quotation marks
IS or = are optional keywords and have no effect on processing.

Usage

Rules for Mapping Out Fields

The DISPLAY command maps out literal fields and data fields according to these rules:
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• If the map is different than the map previously displayed, both literal fields and data fields are mapped out.
• If the map is the same as the map previously displayed, literal fields are not mapped out. Data fields, except those set

IN ERROR, are mapped out. Note that the MODIFY MAP command can be used to change the IN ERROR setting for
a map field.

• If the ERASE keyword is specified, data fields are not mapped out. Instead, unprotected data fields on the screen are
cleared.

• Data fields are further regulated by specifications made during map definition and by MODIFY MAP process
commands. Both methods allow the specification that data is not displayed or is erased on a DISPLAY command.

• For a pageable map, if a PUT DETAIL command causes the first map page to be displayed, the following DISPLAY
command does not map out literal or data fields. However, the DISPLAY command is still required to terminate the
current process and create a pseudo-converse.

Specifying a Message

The DISPLAY command is also used to specify a message that is to appear in a map's message field.

Message fields are defined by the map field $MESSAGE.

NOTE
For more information, see the IDMS Mapping Facility section.

One $MESSAGE field can be defined anywhere on the map. If the $MESSAGE field is defined in the detail area of a
pageable map, the PUT DETAIL command is used to specify a message.

If a DISPLAY command specifies a message but the map has no message field, ADS creates a special message map.

Considerations for Specifying a Message Code

• Each message in the message dictionary is identified by a 6-digit code preceded by the letters DC. A request for
message 987654 retrieves message DC987654.
User-defined messages added to the message dictionary should be identified by a code in the range 900001 through
999999 and preceded by letters other than DC.

• Each message in the message dictionary can be assigned a severity code. The severity code specifies the action that
ADS takes when the message is retrieved. Severity codes are listed in the following table.

Message Dictionary Severity Codes

Severity code Action
0 Processes the DISPLAY command
1 Snaps all ADS resources and processes the DISPLAY command
2 Snaps all system areas and processes the DISPLAY command
3 Snaps all ADS resources and terminates ADS with a task abend

code of D002
4 Snaps all system areas and terminates ADS with a task abend

code of D002
5 Terminates ADS with a task abend code of D002
8 Snaps all system areas and terminates the DC system with an

operating system abend code of 3996
9 Terminates the DC system with an operating system abend code

of 3996

A message in the message dictionary can contain one or more variable fields that are replaced with application-specific
values at run time. In a DISPLAY command, the PARMS parameter can be used to code replacement parameters for
each variable field in a specified message.
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Within the message definition in the dictionary, symbolic parameters are identified by an ampersand (&) followed by a 2-
digit numeric identifier. These identifiers can appear in any order. The position of the replacement values in the PARMS
parameter must correspond directly to the 2-digit numeric identifiers in the message; the first value corresponds to &01,
the second to &02, and so forth. For example, assume that the stored message text is as follows:

THIS IS TEXT &01 AND &03 OR &02

The PARMS parameter reads PARMS=('A','B','C'). The resulting text would read as follows:

THIS IS TEXT A AND C OR B

If the message is defined in the dictionary with more than one text line, only the first line appears in the map's message
field.

If the message is defined in the dictionary with a destination of TERMINAL, the message will be redisplayed at the user's
terminal when control exits from the ADS application.

Examples

The examples below are based on the sample applications shown in Application Thread where dialog UPDATEO updates
or erases all ORDOR records associated with a CUSTOMER record that is retrieved by dialog UPDATEC.

Example 1: Retrieving records

The following sample premap process from UPDATEO retrieves the ORDOR records to be changed. The DISPLAY
command is used to display the dialog's map with a message informing the user of the processing status:

READY.

OBTAIN NEXT ORDOR WITHIN CUSTOMER-ORDER.

IF DB-END-OF-SET

THEN

    DISPLAY MESSAGE TEXT IS

    'CUSTOMER HAS NO ORDERS. HIT 'CLEAR' TO EXIT.'.

ELSE

    DISPLAY MESSAGE CODE IS 900101

    PARMS = (ORD-NUMBER,'ORDERS').

Example 2: Erasing records

The following sample response process from UPDATEO erases a retrieved ORDOR record. DISPLAY CONTINUE is used
to return control to the dialog's premap process, which retrieves the next ORDOR record:

READY USAGE-MODE IS UPDATE.

ERASE ORDOR ALL MEMBERS.

DISPLAY CONTINUE.

EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION
Passes control in a dialog that is associated with an application function.

Syntax
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►►──── EXECute next function ─── . ───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Usage

EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION is appropriate for use in applications defined by using the ADS application compiler (ADSA).

When the user selects a response that is valid for a dialog function at runtime, the function associated with the response
is established as the next function to be executed. The EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION command initiates execution of that
function. Control is passed to the function by means of the control command associated with the application response
during application compilation.

Considerations:

• An EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION command in a dialog that is not associated with an application function is processed
by the ADS runtime system as a DISPLAY command. The runtime system displays the following message in the map's
message field:

DC177018 PLEASE SELECT NEXT FUNCTION

• The EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION command executes the function that is invoked by the application response
specified in the AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE field of the ADSO-APPLICATION- GLOBAL-RECORD. Note that the
response is moved into AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE when the user selects an application response.

• Premap and response process commands can modify the value of AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE, thereby modifying
the function executed by the EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION command.

• The premap process of a mapless dialog must move a valid application response to AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE
before issuing an EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION command.

• If AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE is modified by a process command, the runtime system does not perform security
checking.

Example

In this example, control passes to the next function in the ADS application after the end-of-set condition is reached:

WHILE NOT DB-END-OF-SET

   REPEAT.

      OBTAIN NEXT ORDOR WITHIN CUST-ORDOR.

      .

      .

      .

   END.

EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION.

Because EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION is used to pass control in this example, the ADS runtime system determines which
function to execute next.

INVOKE
Passes control to a specified dialog in the current application and implicitly establishes the next lower level in the
application thread.

Syntax
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►►───── INVoke ──┬──────────┬── dialog-name ─── . ────────────────────────────►◄

                 └─ NOSAVE ─┘

 

Parameters

• NOSAVE
Specifies that database currencies are not saved for the dialog issuing the INVOKE command.

• dialog-name
Specifies either the name of a variable data field containing the dialog name to which control passes or the dialog
name itself, enclosed in single quotation marks.

Usage

Considerations:

• The load module for the named dialog must be available at run time.
• The dialog that issues the INVOKE command remains operative.
• A lower level dialog can return control to the dialog by issuing a RETURN command.
• The issuing dialog's database currencies are saved and available to the dialog receiving control, unless the NOSAVE

option is specified.
When a dialog that issued an INVOKE NOSAVE command regains control from a lower level dialog or program,
database currencies are dependent upon whether or not the run unit was extended. The following diagram shows how
currencies are affected when the NOSAVE option is used in extended and nonextended run units.

Currency Settings of Extended and Nonextended Run Units

      1. DIALOG 1, which uses subschema SS1,

         obtains values for records A and B:

                  DIALOG 1

              ┌───────────────┐    Currencies:

              │   OBTAIN A    │    A: Jones

              │   OBTAIN B    │    B: Accounting

              └───────────────┘

      2. DIALOG 1 invokes DIALOG 2 using

         the NOSAVE option:

                  DIALOG 1                       ──┐ The run unit is

              ┌───────────────┐    Currencies:     │ extended only if

              │               │    A: Jones        │ DIALOG 2 uses the

           ┌──┤ INVOKE NOSAVE │    B: Accounting ──┘ same subschema as

           │  └───────────────┘                      DIALOG 1.

           │

           │      DIALOG 2

           │  ┌───────────────┐

           │  │               │

           └──►               │

              └───────────────┘

      3. DIALOG 2, which can use DIALOG 1's

         record buffers and currencies, obtains

         a new occurrence of record A:

                  DIALOG 1

              ┌───────────────┐    Currencies:
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              │               │    A: Jones

              │ INVOKE NOSAVE │    B: Accounting

              └───────────────┘

                  DIALOG 2

              ┌───────────────┐    A: Smith

              │   OBTAIN A    │

              │               │

              └───────────────┘

      4. DIALOG 2 issues a RETURN to DIALOG 1:

                  DIALOG 1

              ┌───────────────┐    Currencies:

              │               │    If the run unit

              │ INVOKE NOSAVE ◄──┐ was extended:

              └───────────────┘  │ A: Smith

                                 │ B: Accounting

                  DIALOG 2       │

              ┌───────────────┐  │ If the run unit

              │               │  │ was not extended:

              │    RETURN     │──┘ A: _________

              └───────────────┘    B: _________

                                   (Currencies in DIALOG 1

                                   have been initialized)

Considerations for Using NOSAVE:

• When the dialog that issues the command regains control from a lower level dialog and the run unit is extended by the
INVOKE command, currencies are set to those of the most recent dialog returning control.

• When the dialog that issues the command regains control from a lower level dialog and the run unit is not extended by
the INVOKE command, currencies are set to the original currencies available to the dialog when it became operative in
the application thread.

Example

In the sample applications shown in Application Thread, dialog RDCUST# prompts the user for the CALC key of a
CUSTOMER record to be retrieved. RDCUST# passes control to dialog UPDATEC, which retrieves and displays the
record, and then modifies or erases it as instructed by the user. RDCUST# uses the following response process to pass
control to UPDATEC:

INVOKE 'UPDATEC'.

Because RDCUST# uses the INVOKE command to pass control, processing can return to the RDCUST# mapout
operation following completion of UPDATEC processing. This allows the user to update multiple CUSTOMER records in
one ADS runtime session.

LEAVE Command
Terminates the current application thread or terminates the current ADS runtime session.

Syntax
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►►── LEAVE ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

            ├─ APPLication ◄ ──┬────────────────────────────────────┬────

            │                  └─ NEXT ─┬─ TASK - task-code ───────┬┘

            │                           └─ dialog ◄ - dialog-name ─┘

            └─ ADS/online ─────┬──────────────────────────┬──────────

                               └─ NEXT TASK dc-task-code ─┘

─►───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬── . ───────────────────►◄

  ───────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

  ───┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

     └─ CONDition code ─┬──────┬─ condition-code ──┘

                        ├─ IS ─┤

                        └─ =  ─┘

 

Parameters

• APPLication
Terminates the current application and passes control as specified by NEXT TASK or NEXT dialog.
LEAVE is the equivalent of LEAVE APPLICATION.

• NEXT TASK task-code
Passes control to an application as defined on the Task Codes screen of the application compiler.
Task-code specifies an application task code, as defined on the Task Codes screen of the application compiler. Task-
code is either the name of a variable field containing the task code or the task code itself, enclosed in single quotation
marks.

• NEXT dialog dialog-name
Specifies the name of a mainline dialog to which control passes. If the keyword TASK or dialog is not specified, dialog
is the default.
Dialog-name is either the name of a variable data field that contains the dialog name or the dialog name itself,
enclosed in single quotation marks.
The load module for the named dialog must be stored in the data dictionary.

• ADS/online
Terminates the current application and the current ADS session. Control returns to IDMS/DC or DC/UCF (DC/UCF).

• NEXT TASK dc-task-code
(Online only) Passes control to another DC/UCF task.
Dc-task-code is either the name of a variable field containing the DC/UCF task or the task name itself, enclosed in
single quotation marks.
Dc-task-code must be defined with the NOINPUT parameter, which specifies that only a task code, and no additional
data, is expected.

• CONDition code IS condition-code
(Batch z/OS only) Clause introducing a completion code for the current job step.
The completion code can be tested using the COND parameter in the job control language (JCL).
Condition-code is either the name of a variable field containing the condition code or the number itself, expressed as a
numeric literal.
IS or = are optional keywords and have no effect on processing.

Usage

Effects of Issuing LEAVE:

• All operative dialogs in the terminating application become nonoperative.
• All database currencies are released.
• All record buffers are freed.
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Example

Dialog UPDATEC, shown in Example 1 in the earlier diagram, includes the following response process, which allows the
terminal operator to terminate the application thread:

LEAVE APPLICATION.

When the above response process executes, control passes to the Dialog Selection screen. The user can then select the
next mainline dialog to be executed.

LINK
Specifies the next dialog executed in a current application.

LINK is also used to request execution of a COBOL, PL/I, or Assembler program.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►── LINK ──┬──────────┬── to ─┬─┬────────────────────┬─ dialog-name ─────────►

            └─ NOSAVE ─┘       │ └─ DIALOG ───┬─ IS ─┬┘

                               │              └─ =  ─┘

                               └┬─ PROGram ─┬─┬──────┬─ program-name ─────────

                                └─ PGM ─────┘ ├─ IS ─┤

                                              └─ =  ─┘

 ►──────┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────┬─ . ──►◄

        └─ USING ( control-options ) ─┘                                │

                                                                       │

  ──────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

        └─ USING ( ─┬───────────────────┬──┬───────────────────┬─ ) ─┘

                    │                   │  │ ┌───────────────┐ │

                    └─ control-options ─┘  └─▼─ record-name ─┴─┘

Expansion of Control-Options

►►─┬───────────────┬──┬─────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ MAP-CONTROL ─┤  ├─ SUBSCHEMA-CONTROL ─┤

   └─ MAP_CONTROL ─┘  └─ SUBSCHEMA_CONTROL ─┘

 

Parameters

• NOSAVE
Specifies that the database currencies for the dialog that issues the LINK command are not saved.
When a dialog that issues a LINK NOSAVE command regains control from a lower level dialog or program, its
database currencies are set as follows:
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– If the LINK command extends a run unit, the dialog's currencies are passed back up to the dialog or program to
which the linking dialog passed control.

– If the LINK command does not extend a run unit, the dialog's database currencies are reinitialized to whatever they
were when the dialog gained control.

• DIALOG IS dialog-name
Specifies the name of the dialog to which control passes.
Dialog-name is either the name of a variable data field that contains the dialog name or the dialog name itself,
enclosed in single quotation marks.
The load module for the named dialog must be stored in the data dictionary of load library.
IS or = are optional keywords and have no effect on processing.

• PROGram IS program-name
Specifies the name of the COBOL, PL/I, or Assembler program to which control is passed.
Program-name is either the name of a variable data field that contains the program name or the program name itself,
enclosed in single quotation marks.
The load module for the named program must be defined under DC/UCF as a program. The program can be defined in
any of the following ways:
– At system generation by means of the PROGRAM statement
– In the IDD by means of the DDDL PROGRAM statement
– Under DC/UCF by means of the DCMT VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM master terminal command
PGM can be used in place of PROGRAM.

• USING control-options
Identifies the control options to be used.
Expanded syntax for control-options is shown above immediately following the LINK syntax.
Multiple parameters in the USING clause must be separated by blanks or commas. The record and control block
names must be specified in the same order in which they are defined in the user program. If used, the USING clause
must specify at least one record or control block name.
The SQLSSI parameter is used when passing a global cursor from an ADS dialog to a user program. SQLSSI is a
record that contains the SQL session identifier which is assigned when the dialog's transaction started. This record is
copied into the dialog automatically, so the user does not need to add it to the dialog. The user program must have a
record in its "linkage" section defined with the SQLSESS datatype.

• record-name
Specifies the data that is passed to the named user program.

• MAP-CONTROL
Passes the map request block of the original ADS dialog to the lower level dialog.
The lower level dialog must specify the same map as the calling dialog. The version number and date/time stamp for
both maps must be identical. If the maps differ, the application abends.
The keyword MAP_CONTROL may be used in place of MAP-CONTROL.

• SUBSCHEMA-CONTROL
Extends a calling dialog's run unit to a lower level dialog. The runtime system ignores any differences between the two
dialog's subschemas, schemas, and area ready modes. On return to the calling dialog, the run unit is unconditionally
extended upward.
The dialog to which control is extended is not allowed to access a record or set not defined in the original dialog's
subschema. Such an attempt causes an abend at runtime.
The keyword SUBSCHEMA_CONTROL may be used in place of SUBSCHEMA-CONTROL.

Usage

Control Passed to a Specified Dialog

When control is passed to a specified dialog by means of a LINK command, the next lower level in the application thread
is implicitly established and a nested structure is created.

Considerations:
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• The dialog issuing the LINK command becomes the top of the nested structure and remains operative.
If an application response passes control by means of a LINK command, the function from which the response was
selected becomes the top of a nested structure.

• A LINK command within a nested structure establishes the top of a lower nested level.
• Dialogs within a nested structure can issue any of the control commands.

A RETURN command cannot pass control higher than the top of the lowest nested level that is operative in the
application thread.

• The dialog issuing a LINK command expects control to return to the command following the LINK instruction.
• The issuing dialog's database currencies are saved and are available to the dialog when it regains control, unless the

NOSAVE option is used.
When the dialog that issued a LINK NOSAVE command regains control from a lower level dialog or program, the
database currencies set depend on whether or not the run unit was extended.
See the LINK command syntax rules that follow this discussion for currency settings of extended and nonextended run
units.

Control Passed to a User Program

When a LINK command specifies a user program, control passes outside the ADS environment and temporarily suspends
ADS sessions.

Considerations

• The LINK command must explicitly specify any data to be passed to the user program, including the subschema
control block, the map request block, and any records used in the program's processing.

• A user program has the option of using the calling dialog's run unit.
If the LINK command does not contain subschema-control in its USING list, the user program cannot access its calling
dialog's run unit. The user program can access a database by binding a run unit and establishing its own currencies.
This run unit will be bound concurrently with the dialog's run unit.
If the LINK command contains subschema-control in its USING list, the dialog's run unit is passed to the user program.
Any database records to be shared with the dialog should be passed in the USING RECORD list.

• A user program must return control to ADS by means of a DC RETURN statement.
When the user program issues the DC RETURN statement, the suspended ADS session resumes and control passes
to the command following the LINK command.
The format of the DC RETURN statement varies based on whether the program has previously issued a DC RETURN
statement that specified a next task code other than ADSR, as follows:
– If the program has previously issued a DC RETURN statement that specified a next task code other than ADSR, the

DC RETURN statement that returns control to ADS must have the following format:

DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE ADSR.

DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE will end the task and rollback any open run unit, whether it was bound by the user
program or passed from the calling dialog.
ADSR is the default task code that invokes ADSOMAIN with no input. The task code can be changed by means of
the DC/UCF system generation TASK statement.

NOTE
For more information about specifying the task code for the ADS runtime system, see the IDMS System
Generation section.

• A dialog with a standard subschema can link to a dialog with an LRF subschema using subschema control. However, if
the lower-level dialog makes an LR call, a status of 0063 is returned; in this case, the status is equivalent to a status of
2008.

To use the LINK command effectively in conjunction with user programs, see the online programming techniques
presented in the IDMS DML Reference  for the appropriate language.
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Examples

Example 1: Passing control to a lower level dialog

Dialog UPDATEC, shown in Example 1 of Application Thread, uses the response process listed below to pass control to
dialog UPDATEO.

UPDATEO obtains an ORDOR record for the current CUSTOMER, requests modifications, and updates the record in the
database. When UPDATEO returns control to dialog UPDATEC, processing resumes with the DISPLAY command that
follows the LINK command:

LINK TO DIALOG 'UPDATEO'.

DISPLAY MESSAGE TEXT IS

'CUSTOMER ORDER HAS BEEN CHANGED'.

Example 2: Passing control to a COBOL program

The following statement from the premap process associated with dialog UPDATEC passes control to the COBOL
program LOOKUP. LOOKUP uses the subschema control block and CUSTOMER record buffer from UPDATEC to check
the status of the current customer:

LINK PROGRAM 'LOOKUP'

USING (SUBSCHEMA-CONTROL,CUSTOMER).

Example 3: Extending the current map session

In this example, ERRCHK is a dialog that contains special error-checking and validating routines. ERRCHK uses the
same map as the calling dialog. The LINK command passes current map attributes and data to ERRCHK.

When ERRCHK finds errors, it:

• Sets the appropriate fields in error by modifying error attributes for the map.
• Returns control to the calling dialog. The error attributes are returned along with current map data.

The sample LINK statement that passes control to ERRCHK is:

LINK TO DIALOG 'ERRCHK'

USING (MAP-CONTROL).

Example 4: Extending the current run unit

In this example:

• The calling dialog uses subschema EMPSS01. This subschema contains records EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT.
• The LINK command unconditionally extends the current run unit to dialog UPDATE, which is a mapless dialog

containing update logic for records EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT.
• The USING statement bypasses the checking of the subschema and ready modes when passing the run unit.
• Dialog UPDATE updates the database and then returns control to the calling dialog.

The sample LINK statement that passes control to UPDATE is:

LINK TO DIALOG 'UPDATE'

USING (SUBSCHEMA-CONTROL).

Example 5: COBOL program that was passed the dialog's subschema-control

The following example shows a LINKed-to COBOL program that was passed the dialog's SUBSCHEMA-CONTROL.
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ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

  PROTOCOL. IDMS-RECORDS MANUAL.

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

  01 COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-NAMES.

  01 COPY IDMS RECORD <the name of each database record that is

                       needed but was not passed in the USING list>

LINKAGE SECTION.

  01 COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-CTRL.

  01 COPY IDMS RECORD <the name of each database record that is

                       passed in the LINK command>

PROCEDURE DIVISION.

  BIND <the name of each database record that is needed but was

        not passed in the LINK command>

Example 6: BAl program that was passed the dialog's subschema-control

The following example shows a LINKed-to Basic Assembler Language program that was passed the dialog's
SUBSCHEMA-CONTROL and DIALOG record ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD.

ADSPGM TITLE 'PROGRAM CALLED FROM AN ADS DIALOG'

*GETBTMAP RENT EP=GBMPEP1 XA

COPY #APGDS

COPY #CSADS

COPY #TCEDS

COPY #SSCDS

#MOPT CSECT=ADSPGM,ENV=USER

@MODE MODE=IDMSDC,WORKREG=RO,QUOTES=YES,DEBUG=YES

*At entry, R9 contains the address of the TCE

USING TCE,R9

*At entry, R10 contains the address of the CSA

USING csa,R10

ENTRY ADSPGEP1

ADSPGEP1 DS OH

*-------------------------------------------------

*Set base register

*-------------------------------------------------

LR,R12,R15 BASE THIS MODULE

USING ADSPGEP1,R12

*Registers at entry need not be saved

*At entry, R1 contains the address of the passed parameter list

*Accept ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD as a passed parameter

L R6,0(,R1) A(SSCTRL)

USING APG,R6

* Accept SUBSCHEMA-CONTROL as a passed parameter

L R7,4(,R1) A(SSCTRL)

LA R7,0(,R7) CLEAR HIGH-ORDER FLAG

USING SSCTRL,R7

SPACE

#GETSTG TYPE=(USER,SHORT),PLIST=*,X

LEN=12,X

ADDR=(R2),X

INIT=0
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* Necessary DML commands here

EJECT

*-------------------------------------------------

*Return to caller

*-------------------------------------------------

#RETURN

LTORG

END

READ TRANSACTION
(ADS/Batch only) Terminates the current process, performs a mapin operation, and then selects the next application
function or response process to be executed.

Syntax

 

►►────── READ TRANsaction ──────┬──────────┬───── . ──────────────────────────►◄

                                └─ OUTput ─┘

 

Parameter

• OUTput
Specifies that the file is to be opened as an input/output file.

Usage

Considerations:

• OUTPUT must be specified in the first READ TRANSACTION command for a VSAM entry-sequenced data set (ESDS)
that is to be opened for both input and output.

• OUTPUT is ignored if the file is already opened; if the file is not a VSAM ESDS file, the application abends.
• If the current record's response field selects an immediately executable function that is not the same as the current

function, the runtime system passes control to the newly selected function. The next time a mapin operation is
performed for the file, the runtime system immediately maps in the record.

• On a mapin operation, the runtime system automatically opens the file being read if the file is not already opened.

RETURN Command
Passes control to a higher level dialog or function in the application thread.

Syntax

 

►►─── RETurn ─┬──────────────────┬─┬────────────┬─┬────────────┬─ . ──────────►◄

              ├─ TO dialog-name ─┤ └┬─ CLEAR ─┬─┘ └─ CONTinue ─┘

              └─ to ─┬─ TOP-─┬───┘  └─ CLR ───┘

                     └─ ALL ─┘
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Parameters

• TO dialog-name
Introduces the name of a higher level dialog to which control passes.
Dialog-name can be the name of a variable data field that contains the dialog name or the dialog name itself, enclosed
in single quotation marks.

• to TOP
Specifies the highest level to which control can pass.
ALL can be used in place of to TOP.

• CLEAR
Specifies that record buffers are reinitialized and currencies are released for the dialog receiving control.
CLEAR is ignored if the receiving dialog is at the top of a nested application structure.
CLR can be used in place of CLEAR.

• CONTinue
Specifies that control returns to the first command in the premap process of the dialog receiving control.
If CONTINUE is not specified, control returns to the mapout operation of the dialog that receives control. If the
receiving dialog is at the top of a nested application structure, CONTINUE is ignored.

Usage

Considerations

• The dialog or function receiving control must be operative.
• The dialog that issues the RETURN command becomes nonoperative as do any operative dialogs or functions on a

level between the issuing and receiving dialogs or functions.
• All database currencies established by the dialog issuing the RETURN command are released.
• A RETURN command cannot pass control higher than the top of the lowest level nested application structure created

by a LINK command.
• The named dialog must not be higher than the top of the nested application structure in which the issuing dialog

participates.
• If the named dialog is operative at more than one higher level, control passes to the lowest level operative dialog with

the specified name.
• If the issuing dialog participates in a nested application structure, control returns to the top of the nested structure.
• If the issuing dialog does not participate in a nested structure, control returns to the mainline dialog at the top of the

application thread.
• If a RETURN statement does not specify a receiving dialog, control passes to the next higher level dialog or function.
• If the mainline dialog at the top of an application thread issues a RETURN command, the RETURN command is

treated as a LEAVE APPLICATION command.
• A dialog that receives control at the top of a nested structure resumes execution at the command that follows the LINK

command.
• RETURN can pass control within a nested application structure to any operative dialog that passed control with an

INVOKE command.
• If the issuing dialog is not in a nested structure, RETURN can pass control to any higher level operative dialog or

function, or directly to the top of the application structure.
• The application developer can specify whether the dialog receiving control resumes execution with its premap process

or with its mapout operation.
• The application developer can also request reinitialized record buffers for the dialog that receives control.

Examples

The examples below show the use of the RETURN command in response processes from dialogs used in the two sample
applications shown in Application Thread:
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Example 1: Using RETURN with the LINK command

In Example 1 of Application Thread, dialog UPDATEC passes control to the dialog UPDATEO by means of a LINK
command. The following response process from dialog UPDATEO returns control to the command following the LINK
command in dialog UPDATEC:

READY USAGE-MODE IS UPDATE.

MODIFY ORDOR.

RETURN.

Example 2: Using RETURN with the INVOKE command

In Example 2 of Application Thread, dialog UPDATEC passes control to the dialog UPDATEO by means of an INVOKE
command. The following response process from dialog UPDATEO returns control to the mainline dialog RDCUST# and
reinitializes the record buffers associated with RDCUST#:

READY USAGE-MODE IS UPDATE.

MODIFY ORDOR.

RETURN TOP CLEAR.

Example 3: Transferring control within the same level

In Example 2 of Application Thread, dialog UPDATEO provides the ability to transfer to dialog ADDORDR. ADDORDR
prompts the user for new order information. The following response process from dialog ADDORDR adds a new ORDOR
record to the database and returns control to the mapout operation of dialog UPDATEC:

READY USAGE-MODE IS UPDATE.

STORE ORDOR.

RETURN.

TRANSFER
Passes control to a specified dialog at the same level in the application structure.

Syntax

 

►►─── TRANsfer ───┬────────────┬── to dialog-name ─── . ──────────────────────►◄

                  └─ NOFinish ─┘

 

Parameters

• NOFinish
Specifies that the current run unit is to be extended.

• to dialog-name
Either the name of a variable data field that contains the dialog name to which control passes or the dialog name itself,
enclosed in single quotation marks.
The load module for the named dialog must be stored in the data dictionary.

Usage

Considerations:
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• When specified along with the NOFINISH option, TRANSFER can extend the current run unit.
• When TRANSFER is specified without NOFINISH, a dialog that issues a TRANSFER command becomes

nonoperative.
• The receiving dialog or function replaces the issuing dialog in the application thread.
• The receiving dialog or function has access to database currencies established by dialogs at higher levels in the

application thread and to the contents of global records and of any records whose buffers were established by dialogs
at higher levels in the application thread.

• A dialog can transfer control to itself.
• The copy of the dialog receiving control acquires newly initialized record buffers.
• When a dialog transfers control to itself, the FIRST-TIME status is reset.

Examples

The following examples use the TRANSFER statement to pass control to a dialog at the same level.

Example 1: Using the dialog name

In Example 2 of Application Thread, dialog UPDATEO passes control to dialog ADDORDR by means of the following
statement:

TRANSFER TO 'ADDORDR'.

Example 2: Using a variable data field to transfer control

In this example, control passes either to dialog ADDORDR or to dialog ORDCOUNT, depending on the outcome of the
OBTAIN command:

OBTAIN NEXT ORDOR WITHIN CUST-ORDER.

IF DB-END-OF-SET

THEN

    MOVE 'ADDORDR' TO NEXT-DIALOG.

ELSE

    MOVE 'ORDCOUNT' TO NEXT-DIALOG.

TRANSFER TO NEXT-DIALOG.

WRITE TRANSACTION
(ADS/Batch only) Performs the following sequence of functions:

1. Terminates the current process
2. Performs a mapout operation

– If the dialog's current input file record contains no errors and the keyword SUSPENSE is not included in the
command, the mapout writes a record to the dialog's associated output file, according to the output file map
definition.

– If the input file record contains errors or the keyword SUSPENSE is included in the command, the mapout writes
the input record to the dialog's suspense file and sends applicable error messages to the log file.

3. Passes control within the application. Control can be passed to:
– The dialog's premap process or mapin operation
– A higher level dialog or application function

Syntax
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►►──── WRITE TRANsaction ─────┬───────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

                              └─ to SUSpense ─┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────►

    ├─ CONTinue ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

    └─ RETurn ────┬──────────────────┬─┬───────────┬─┬────────────┬───┘

                  ├─ TO dialog-name ─┤ └┬─ CLEAR ─┬┘ └─ CONTinue ─┘

                  └┬─ to TOP ─┬──────┘  └─ CLR ───┘

                   └─ ALL ────┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────┬── . ──────────────────────────────────►◄

    └┬ MESSAGE ─┬── message-options ──┘

     └ MSG ─────┘

Expansion of Message-Options

►►────┬─ TEXT ─────┬──────┬────────── message-text ───────────────────────────►

      │            ├─ IS ─┤

      │            └─ =  ─┘

      └─ CODE ─────┬──────┬────────── message-code ───────────────────────────

                   ├─ IS ─┤

                   └─ =  ─┘

 ►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────

      │                         ┌──────────────┐      │

      └─ PARMS ────┬─────┬─── (─▼── parameter ─┴─ ) ──┘

                   └─ = ─┘

 ►────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►◄

  ────┬────────────────────────────────────────┬──────┘

      └─ PREFIX ───┬──────┬─────── prefix ─────┘

                   ├─ IS ─┤

                   └─ =  ─┘

 

Parameters

• to SUSpense
Specifies that the dialog's input record is written to the suspense file even if it does not contain errors. Nothing is
written to the dialog's output file.

• CONTinue
Specifies that control is passed to the dialog's premap process after mapout operation.

• RETurn
Specifies that control is returned to a higher level dialog or application function after mapout operation.
– TO dialog-name

Either the name of a variable data field that contains the dialog name to which control is passed or the dialog name
itself, enclosed in single quotation marks.

– to TOP
Specifies the highest level to which control can pass.
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ALL can be used in place of to TOP.
– CLEAR

Specifies that record buffers are reinitialized and currencies are released for the dialog receiving control.
CLEAR is ignored if the receiving dialog is at the top of a nested application structure.
CLR can be used in place of CLEAR.

– CONTinue
Specifies that control returns to the first command in the premap process of the dialog receiving control. If not
specified, control returns to the mapout operation of the dialog that receives control. If the receiving dialog is at the
top of a nested application structure, CONTINUE is ignored.
If neither CONTINUE nor RETURN is specified, control passes to the dialog's mapin operation. The runtime system
maps the next record into variable storage, then selects the next application function or dialog response process to
be executed.

NOTE
For applications defined using the application compiler, the runtime system first examines the current
record's response field. If the field selects an immediately executable function that is not the same as
the current function, the runtime system passes control to the selected function. The next time a mapin
operation is performed for the file, the runtime system immediately maps in the record.

• MESSage message-options
Identifies message to be displayed.
MSG can be used in place of MESSAGE.
Expanded syntax for message-options is shown above immediately following the CONTINUE syntax.

• TEXT IS message-text
Specifies the text of a message to be displayed in an online map's message field or sent to a batch application and a
system log file.
Message-text specifies either the name of a variable data field containing the message text or the text string itself,
enclosed in single quotation marks.
The text string can contain up to 240 displayable characters.
IS or = are optional keywords and have no effect on processing.

• CODE IS message-code
Specifies the message dictionary code of a message to be displayed in an online map's message field or sent to the
log file in a batch application.
In a batch application, the message is also sent to the operator, if directed by the destination specified in the dictionary.
Message-code specifies either the name of a variable data field that contains the message code or the 6-digit code
itself, expressed as a numeric literal.
IS or = are optional keywords and have no effect on processing.

• PARMS = parameter
Specifies a replacement parameter for each variable field in the stored message identified by message-code.
Up to nine replacement parameters can be specified for a message. Multiple parameters must be specified in the order
in which they are numbered and separated by blanks or commas.
Parameter specifies either the name of an EBCDIC or unsigned zoned decimal variable data field that contains the
parameter value or the actual parameter value, enclosed in single quotation marks.
The parameter value must contain displayable characters. At run time, each variable data field in a stored message
expands or contracts to accommodate the size of its replacement parameter. A replacement parameter can be a
maximum of 240 bytes.

• PREFIX IS prefix
Overrides the default prefix of a dialog and a map.
Prefix must either specify an EBCDIC or unsigned zoned decimal variable data field that contains a 2-character prefix
or the 2-character prefix itself, enclosed in single quotation marks
IS or = are optional keywords and have no effect on processing.
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Usage

Considerations:

• The named dialog must not be higher than the top of a nested application structure in which the issuing dialog
participates.

• If the named dialog is operative at more than one higher level, control passes to the lowest level dialog with the
specified name.

• If the write operation results in a physical output-error condition, the application terminates.
• A WRITE TRANSACTION command can be issued in a dialog that is not associated with an output file. In this case,

the command is used only to write an input record to the suspense file. If the input record is not in error, nothing is
written to the suspense file.

• The WRITE TRANSACTION command also allows specification of a message to be sent to the log file or to the
operator's console.

• The destination of the message depends on the routing codes specified using ADSOBSYS or at run time in a control
statement.

• If the issuing dialog participates in a nested application structure, control returns to the top of the nested structure.
• If the issuing dialog does not participate in a nested structure, control returns to the mainline dialog at the top of the

application thread.
• If a RETURN statement does not specify a receiving dialog or TOP, control passes to the next higher level dialog or

function.
• If the mainline dialog at the top of an application thread issues a RETURN command, the RETURN command is

treated as a LEAVE APPLICATION command.
• Up to nine replacement parameters can be specified for a message.
• Multiple parameters must be separated by blanks or commas.
• Multiple parameters must be specified in the order in which they occur in the stored message.

Database Access Commands
An ADS application can access the IDMS/DB database by using navigational DML or SQL DML.

Navigational DML

ADS navigational DML is used to retrieve and update database or VSAM records and perform database control functions.
Navigation DML commands can be used in process logic to store, retrieve, modify, and delete data in a non-SQL defined
database, using a standard subschema or a Logical Record Facility (LRF) subschema.

When using LRF, the application developer selects a predefined path that meets the dialog's data requirements and codes
simple database requests in dialog process logic. Database navigation is defined in the path, not in the process.

SQL DML

In an ADS application, SQL DML can be used to retrieve and update data defined with:

• Records in non-SQL defined databases (associated with an SQL schema)
• Tables in SQL-defined databases

For more information about using SQL DML statements, see the IDMS SQL Self-Training section and the IDMS SQL
Programming section.

Navigational DML and LRF commands used in the ADS environment are summarized in the following two tables.
Documentation of command syntax appears later in this section.
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Summary of Navigational DML Commands

Command Purpose
ACCEPT Moves database keys page information statistics from the

database management system to a dialog
BIND PROCEDURE Establishes communication from a dialog to a DBA-written

procedure
COMMIT Writes checkpoints to the journal file and releases locks held on

database records
CONNECT Connects member records to sets
DISCONNECT Disconnects member records from sets
ERASE Erases records from the database
FIND Locates records in the database
GET Copies record contents from the database to a dialog's record

buffers
KEEP Places locks on records
MODIFY Replaces records in the database with the contents of a dialog's

record buffers
OBTAIN Locates records in the database and copies their contents to a

dialog's record buffers
READY Prepares database areas for processing
RETURN DB-KEY Retrieves index entries without the associated record (used only

with the Sequential Processing Facility and with system-owned
indexed records)

ROLLBACK Requests recovery of the database
STORE Adds a record to the database

Summary of LRF Commands

Command Purpose
ERASE Deletes Logical Record Facility record occurrences
MODIFY Changes field values in Logical Record Facility record

occurrences
OBTAIN Retrieves Logical Record Facility record occurrences
ON Performs additional processing based on the outcome of

conditional testing of Logical Record Facility record access
STORE Stores a new occurrence of a Logical Record Facility record

Navigational DML
Each navigational DML command is presented alphabetically after the overview of navigational database access.

Overview of Navigational Database Access

To use navigational DML commands effectively in a process, the application developer should be familiar with database
programming concepts. These concepts are discussed in detail in the IDMS Navigational DML Programming section.

 Considerations 
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The following special considerations apply to accessing the database in the ADS environment:

• Before coding database commands, the application developer must be familiar with the characteristics of the
subschema associated with the dialog. The subschema specifies the elements, records, sets, and areas available
to the dialog. The subschema also includes the default usage modes for the database areas and specifies any
restrictions on the use of database commands.

• The default usage mode for a database area can be specified with the FORCE option. In some cases, using the
FORCE option enables adding an area to a subschema without recompiling the ADS dialogs that use it. However, we
recommend not to use FORCE with ADS applications that use extended run units. In such cases, a forced automatic
READY might ready the area in the default usage mode on the 1st dialog, but a lower-level dialog might need to
READY the area in a more restrictive mode. This situation can lead to an unexpected failure of the ADS application.
For more information on the limitations of using the FORCE option with ADS dialogs, see the Area Statement section
(in the Subschema Statements section) in the IDMS Database Administrating section.

• Each database command can be coded any number of times within a process.
• If a READY command specifies the same area more than once within a process, the usage mode specified in the last

READY statement applies to the specified area for the entire process.
The READY command is executed when the first DML command is encountered. If an invalid (non-zero) error status is
returned from the READY or BIND processing, the dialog aborts. Process code cannot intercept these errors.

• At runtime, ADS automatically initializes a buffer for each record type associated with the mainline dialog. Subsequent
dialogs that access the same record type use the existing record buffer unless a reinitialized buffer for the record is
requested by using the Records and Tables screen during dialog compilation.

• To enable proper positioning and movement through the database during the execution of an application, the ADS
runtime system automatically maintains database keys for the records that are accessed by a dialog as shown in the
following table.

 Record  Description 
Current of run unit The most recently accessed record occurrence
Current of record type The most recently accessed occurrence of each record type
Current of set type The most recently accessed record occurrence (owner or

member) of each set
Current of area The most recently accessed record occurrence in each area

• Database commands use and update currencies, as listed in the currency chart below.
ADS saves or releases the currencies established during dialog execution based on the command used to pass control
to the next function or dialog.

 Currency updated by successful execution  Database
command  Run unit  Record  Set   Area 

 Successful
execution 

ACCEPT* X X X X None
IF* X X None
FIND/OBTAIN DB-
KEY

 All

FIND/OBTAIN
CURRENT*

X X X X All

FIND/OBTAIN
WITHIN SET

X All

FIND/OBTAIN
WITHIN AREA

X2 All
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FIND/OBTAIN
OWNER

X All

FIND/OBTAIN CALC  All
FIND/OBTAIN
DUPLICATE

X All

FIND/OBTAIN
USING SORT KEY

X All

GET X None
STORE X3 All
MODIFY X None4
ERASE X Nullifies of all record

types and sets
involved

CONNECT X X Run unit, set
DISCONNECT X Nullifies currency of

object set; updates
current of run unit
and area

KEEP* X X X X None
COMMIT  None
COMMIT ALL  Nullifies all

currencies
ROLLBACK  Nullifies all

currencies
ROLLBACK
CONTINUE

 Nullifies all
currencies

FINISH  Nullifies all
currencies

NOTE

* Uses only one currency as determined by command format.

2 Required for NEXT and PRIOR formats only.

3 All in which record type participates as an automatic member.

4 Except in the case of a sorted set.

Use of Native VSAM Data Sets
Native VSAM data sets can be defined in an IDMS/DB database schema and accessed by ADS database commands as
if they were standard database files. IDMS/DB supports all three types of VSAM data sets: key sequenced (KSDS), entry
sequenced (ESDS), and relative record (RRDS).

Existing VSAM data structures are accessed by equating them to IDMS/DB structures in the schema. The dialog issues
standard process command statements for the equivalent IDMS/DB structures and the DBMS converts these statements
to native VSAM access requests for the appropriate VSAM structures.

When a dialog's subschema includes records in a native VSAM file, process code for the dialog is affected in the following
ways:
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• The set status condition cannot be used with sets defined for native VSAM data records.
• Some database commands are affected, as listed below.

The following table lists considerations that apply to specific database commands when using native VSAM data sets.

Database Commands and Native VSAM Data Sets

Command Consideration
ACCEPT DB-KEY RELATIVE TO CURRENCY Next, prior, and owner currency cannot be requested for sets

defined for native VSAM records.
CONNECT The CONNECT command is not allowed because all sets in native

VSAM data sets must be defined as mandatory automatic.
DISCONNECT The DISCONNECT command is not allowed because all sets in

native VSAM data sets must be defined as mandatory automatic.
ERASE ERASE record-name is the only form of the ERASE command that

is valid for use with native VSAM data sets. No form of the ERASE
command is permitted against records contained in an ESDS.

FIND/OBTAIN DB-KEY The FIND/OBTAIN DB-KEY command cannot be used to access
records in a native VSAM KSDS because the database key does
not necessarily remain static in a KSDS.

FIND/OBTAIN OWNER The FIND/OBTAIN OWNER command is not allowed because
owner records are not defined in native VSAM data sets.

FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET/AREA When an end-of-set or end-of-area condition occurs, all currencies
remain unchanged.
The FIRST, LAST, and sequence-vn WITHIN AREA options
cannot be used to access spanned data records in a native VSAM
data set.

MODIFY The length of a record in an ESDS file cannot be changed even if
the record is variable length.
The prime key for a KSDS cannot be modified.

STORE If the object record is to be stored in a native VSAM RRDS, the
DIRECT-DBKEY field must be initialized with the relative record
number of the record being stored.

Record Locking
Record locks are used to protect the integrity of database records.

Share and Exclusive Locks

Record locks protect object records from concurrent access or update by other run units. Locks can be shared or
exclusive:

• Shared record locks allow other run units to access but not update the locked record.
• Exclusive record locks prohibit other run units from accessing the locked record as long as the lock is maintained.

Implicit and Explicit Record Locks

Record locks can be set implicitly by the DC/UCF central version and explicitly by the application developer, as follows:

• Implicit record locks are maintained automatically for every run unit that executes in shared update usage mode.
Usage modes are discussed in 'READY' later in this section.

• Explicit record locks are set by means of a KEEP command or the KEEP clause of a FIND/OBTAIN command. FIND/
OBTAIN is described later in this section.
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Long-term explicit record locks are shared or exclusive record locks that are maintained across run units. A long-
term lock placed on a record restricts other concurrently executing run units from accessing or updating the record until
the lock is explicitly released. Subsequent run units in the same ADS application that execute from the same terminal
can access and update the locked record, and can upgrade or release the long-term lock.

NOTE
For more information about record locks, see the IDMS Database Design section.

The following conditions resulting from the use of record locks can cause abnormal termination of an ADS application:

• Too many locks -- Abnormal termination of an ADS application occurs if a run unit tries to generate more record locks
than the maximum number specified at DC/UCF system generation. To lessen the possibility of abnormal termination
because of too many locks, a COMMIT command can be used to release locks.

• Wait time -- Abnormal termination of an ADS application occurs if the internal wait time of a run unit exceeds the wait
interval specified at DC/UCF system generation.

• Deadlock -- Abnormal termination of a run unit occurs when two run units would cause a deadlock by being permitted
to wait to set locks. The run-unit that would complete the deadlock terminates, control returns to the issuing task, and a
minor code 29 is returned.
An online application can include logic that is invoked if the run unit is terminated because of a db-key deadlock. In this
way, the application can maintain the terminal session and save data previously entered on the screen. The application
can then ask the user to resubmit the transaction or automatically restart the run unit, establish currency, and try again.
If the run unit is automatically restarted, the following steps should be followed:
a. Rebind the run unit. ADS automatically starts a new run unit when it encounters the first functional DML

statement.
b. Reestablish currency. If appropriate currencies are not reestablished before retrying the operation that initially

caused the deadlock, a status code of nn06 (no currency established) will be returned.

NOTE
For more information about handling the minor code 29, see the IDMS Navigational DML Programming
section.

Checking for Deadlock Conditions

Deadlock conditions can be checked for programmatically by using the ALLOWING clause when autostatus is enabled.
The check for a deadlock condition can be made after each service request to the DBMS.

NOTE
For more information about record contention, see the IDMS Database Design section.

Suppression of Record Retrieval Locks
Specifications can be made during dialog compilation to indicate whether or not database record retrieval locks will be
held for dialog run units. Retrieval dialogs that do not update the database and do not pass currencies to update
dialogs can be selectively allowed to access database records without locking those records.

Selectively disabling retrieval locks for dialogs allows:

• Elimination of the overhead of maintaining retrieval locks. This decreases the amount of potential storage and CPU
time used by dialogs at runtime.

• Reduction of the number of db-key deadlocks.

Disabling Record Retrieval Locks

To disable record retrieval locks, you must:

1. Analyze the dialog in the context of the entire application to ensure that control and currencies are passed
appropriately. A dialog with disabled retrieval locks can pass control and currencies only to a dialog or user program
that does retrieval based on these currencies.
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2. Verify the status of the system retrieval locks. If the mandatory retrieval locks are on, disable the locks at system
generation time by specifying RETRIEVAL NOLOCK in the system generation SYSTEM statement.

NOTE
For more information, see the IDMS System Generation section.

3. Use the ADS dialog compiler or ADSOBCOM to disable retrieval locking for appropriate dialogs.

Considerations

• To safeguard the database in the absence of retrieval locks, an update user program will be aborted when:
– The program receives currencies from a retrieval dialog and attempts an update DML call.
– The program finishes the current run unit and binds another. The abend occurs when control is passed back to

ADS.
• The update dialog abends if:

– A higher dialog in the application thread has the RETRIEVAL NOLOCK indicator set and system-wide RETRIEVAL
NOLOCKS are specified.

• An update dialog or program is allowed to update the retrieval dialog's database records in the following cases:
– The dialog with retrieval locks turned off readies the area in UPDATE mode.
– The update dialog/program does not receive currencies when control passes to it.

Updates are allowed because the update dialog/program must ready the database in UPDATE mode and establish
its own currency. The dialog/program will use record-locking mechanisms and will be assured of having the most
up-to-date data.
The control command options that avoid passing currencies when control is passed are the TRANSFER command
and the NOSAVE clause of the DISPLAY, INVOKE, and LINK commands.

Overview of ACCEPT
The ACCEPT command moves database keys, page information, and statistics from the database management system to
a dialog's record buffers.

Formats of the ACCEPT Command

The ACCEPT command has three formats, as outlined in the table below.

Format Description
ACCEPT DB-KEY FROM CURRENCY Saves the database key and, optionally, the page information of

the current record of run unit, record type, set, or area
ACCEPT DB-KEY RELATIVE TO CURRENCY Saves the database key and, optionally, the page information of

the next, prior, or owner record relative to the current record of a
set

ACCEPT PAGE-INFO Saves the page information of the record named.
ACCEPT STATISTICS Returns runtime database statistics to the dialog

NOTE
The ACCEPT utility command should not be confused with the ACCEPT database command. The ACCEPT
utility command is used to access information about the current DC/UCF task.

ACCEPT DB-KEY FROM CURRENCY
Saves the database key and, optionally, the page information of the current record of run unit, record type, set, or area.
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Syntax

 

►►── ACCept DB-KEY into db-key-variable - FROM ──┬─────────────────┬─────►

                                                 ├─ record name ───┤

                                                 ├─ set-name ──────┤

                                                 └─ area-name ─────┘

 ►─── CURRENCY ───┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────►

                  └ PAGE-INFO into page-info-variable ──┘     

 ►─────────┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────  .  ──────────────►◄

           └ error-expression  ───┘

 

Parameters

• ACCept DB-KEY into db-key-variable
Specifies the variable data field to which the database key of the object record is moved.
Db-key-variable is a PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC.
Db-key-variable must be a binary fullword field that is defined in a record associated with the dialog.

• FROM
Specifies the record whose database key is moved to the field identified by db-key-variable.

• record-name
Saves the database key of the record that is current of the specified record type.

• set-name
Saves the database key of the record that is current of the specified set.

• area-name
Saves the database key of the record that is current of the specified area.

• CURRENCY
Specifies the current record of run unit, record type, set, or area.
If no record, set, or area is specified, ADS saves the database key of the record that is current of run unit.

• PAGE-INFO into page-info-variable
Specifies the variable data field to which the page information of the named record is moved.

• page-info-variable
A four-byte field that is defined either as a group field or as a fullword field (PIC S9(8) COMP). This parameter
identifies the variable data field to contain the page information for the specified record. Upon successful completion of
this statement, the first two bytes of the field contain the page group number and the last two bytes contain a value that
may be used for interpreting dbkeys.

• error-expression
Specifies the status codes that are returned to the dialog.

Usage

The ACCEPT DB-KEY FROM CURRENCY command is used to move the database key and, optionally, the page
information of the current record of run unit, record type, set, or area to a specified location in a dialog's record buffers.
A subsequent FIND/OBTAIN DB-KEY command can use the saved database key to access the record directly. FIND/
OBTAIN DB-KEY is described later in this section.

NOTE
You must establish currency before using this statement. If no currency has been established, the DBMS returns
0000 to the ERROR-STATUS field and -1 to the db-key field.
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Considerations

If autostatus is not in use, a dialog's error-status field indicates the outcome of an ACCEPT DB-KEY FROM CURRENCY
command:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request was executed successfully
1508 The object record is not in the dialog's subschema

Example

The statements in the following example establish a PRODUCT record as current of run unit and save the record's
database key in the field SAVE-DB-KEY:

MOVE 7690157 TO PROD-NUMBER.

FIND CALC PRODUCT.

ACCEPT DB-KEY INTO SAVE-DB-KEY FROM CURRENCY.

ACCEPT DB-KEY RELATIVE TO CURRENCY
Saves the database key and, optionally, the page information of the next, prior, or owner record relative to the current
record of a set.

Syntax

 

►►─── ACCept DB-KEY into db-key-variable - FROM set-name ─┬─  NEXT ──┬►

                                                          ├─  PRIOR ─┤

                                                          └─  OWNER ─┘

 ►──── CURRENCY ─────┬─────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►

                     └─ PAGE-INFO into page-info-variable ─┘

 ►───┬────────────────────┬───────────────────────────  .  ───────────►◄

     └─ error-expression ─┘

 

Parameters

• ACCept DB-KEY into db-key-variable
Specifies the variable data field to which the database key of the object record is moved.
Db-key-variable is a PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC.
Db-key-variable must be a binary fullword field that is defined in a record associated with the dialog.

• FROM set-name
Specifies the record whose database key is moved to the field identified by db-key-variable.
Set-name must be known to the dialog's subschema.
– NEXT

Saves the database key of the next record relative to the current record of the specified set.
A request for NEXT CURRENCY cannot be specified unless the object set has prior pointers, which ensure that the
next pointer in the prefix of the current record does not point to a logically deleted record.

– PRIOR
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Saves the database key of the prior record relative to the current record of the specified set.
A request for PRIOR CURRENCY cannot be specified unless the object set has prior pointers.

NOTE
No indication of an end-of-set condition is possible for an ACCEPT NEXT or ACCEPT PRIOR command.
A retrieval command must be issued to determine whether the next or prior record in the specified set is
the owner record.

– OWNER
Saves the database key of the owner of the current record of the specified set.
A request for OWNER CURRENCY cannot be specified unless the object set has owner pointers. If the current
record is the owner of the specified set, a request for OWNER CURRENCY returns the database key of the current
record, even if the set does not have owner pointers.

• CURRENCY
Specifies the current record of run unit, record type, set, or area.

• PAGE-INFO into page-info-variable
Specifies the variable data field to which the page information of the named record is moved.

• page-info-variable
A four-byte field that is defined either as a group field or as a fullword field (PIC S9(8) COMP). This parameter
identifies the variable data field to contain the page information for the specified record. Upon successful completion of
this statement, the first two bytes of the field contain the page group number and the last two bytes contain a value that
may be used for interpreting dbkeys.

• error-expression
Specifies the status codes that are returned to the dialog.

Usage

The ACCEPT DB-KEY RELATIVE TO CURRENCY command is used to move the database key and, optionally, the page
information of the next, prior, or owner record relative to the current record of set to a specified location in a dialog's record
buffers.

This command allows a process to save the database key of a record without accessing the record itself. A subsequent
FIND/OBTAIN DB-KEY command can use the saved database key to access the record directly. FIND/OBTAIN DB-KEY is
described later in this section.

NOTE
You must establish currency before using this statement. If no set currency has been established, the DBMS
returns 0000 to the ERROR-STATUS field and -1 to the db-key field. NEXT, PRIOR, and OWNER CURRENCY
cannot be requested for sets defined for native VSAM records.

If autostatus is not in use, a dialog's error-status field indicates the outcome of an ACCEPT DB-KEY RELATIVE TO
CURRENCY command:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request was executed successfully
1506 Currency was not established for the object set
1508 The object record is not in the dialog's subschema

Example

The statements in the following example establish a current ITEM record and save the database key of the owner record
of the PRODUCT-ITEM set in the field SAVE-KEY:

MOVE 1230407 TO ORD-NUMBER.
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FIND CALC ORDOR.

FIND NEXT WITHIN ORDER-ITEM.

ACCEPT DB-KEY INTO SAVE-KEY FROM PRODUCT-ITEM OWNER CURRENCY.

ACCEPT PAGE-INFO
The ACCEPT PAGE-INFO statement moves the page information for a given record to a specified location in program
variable storage. Page information that is saved in this manner is available for subsequent direct access by using a FIND/
OBTAIN DB-KEY statement.

The dbkey radix portion of the page information can be used in interpreting a dbkey for display purposes and in formatting
a dbkey from page and line numbers. The dbkey radix represents the number of bits within a dbkey value that are
reserved for the line number of a record. By default, this value is 8, meaning that up to 255 records can be stored on a
single page of the area. Given a dbkey, you can separate its associated page number by dividing the dbkey by 2 raised to
the power of the dbkey radix. For example, if the dbkey radix is 4, you would divide the dbkey value by 2**4. The resulting
value is the page number of the dbkey. To separate the line number, you would multiply the page number by 2 raised to
the power of the dbkey radix and subtract this value from the dbkey value. The result would be the line number of the
dbkey. The following two formulas can be used to calculate the page and line numbers from a dbkey value:

• Page-number = dbkey value / (2 ** dbkey radix)
• Line-number = dbkey value - (page-number * (2 ** dbkey radix))

Syntax

 

►►─ ACCept PAGE-INFO into page-info-variable FOR record-name ────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ error-expression ─┘

 

Parameters

• ACCEPT PAGE-INFO into page-info-variable
Specifies the variable data field to which the page info of the named record is moved.

• page-info-variable
A four-byte field that may be defined either as a group field or as a fullword field (PIC S9(8) COMP). Identifies
the variable data field to contain the page information for the specified record. Upon successful completion of this
statement, the first two bytes of the field contain the page group number and the last two bytes contain a value that
may be used for interpreting dbkeys.

• FOR record-name
• record-name

Specifies the record whose page information will be placed in the specified location (page-info-variable).

NOTE
Page information is only used if the subschema includes areas that have mixed page groups; otherwise it is
ignored.
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Status Codes

If autostatus is not in use, a dialog's error-status field indicates the outcome of an ACCEPT-PAGE-INFO command:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
1508 The named record is not in the subschema. The program probably

invoked the wrong subschema.

Example

The following example retrieves the page information for the DEPARTMENT record.

01 W-PG-INFO.

   02 W-GRP-NUM        PIC S9(4) COMP.

   02 W-DBK-FORMAT     PIC 9(4) COMP.

   ACCEPT PAGE-INFO into W-PG-INFO FOR DEPARTMENT.

ACCEPT STATISTICS
Returns runtime database statistics to the dialog.

Syntax

 

►►──── ACCept ─┬─ STATISTICS ─┬── into db-statistics-variable ────────────────►

               └─ STATS ──────┘

 ►─── FROM IDMS-STATISTICS ────────┬─────────────────────────────┬─── . ──────►◄

                                   └─ EXTENDED db-stat-extended ─┘

 

Parameters

• ACCept STATISTICS
Introduces the variable data field to which the database key of the object record is moved.
STATS can be used in place of STATISTICS.

• into db-statistics-variable
The name of the location in the dialog's record buffers where the runtime statistics contained in the IDMS statistics
block are to be moved.
A fullword aligned, 100-byte system supplied statistics block shown below:

01 DB-STATISTICS

  03 DATE-TODAY                   PIC X(8).

  03 TIME-TODAY                   PIC X(8).

  03 PAGES-READ                   PIC S9(8)   COMP.

  03 PAGES-WRITTEN                PIC S9(8)   COMP.

  03 PAGES-REQUESTED              PIC S9(8)   COMP.

  03 CALC-TARGET                  PIC S9(8)   COMP.

  03 CALC-OVERFLOW                PIC S9(8)   COMP.
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  03 VIA-TARGET                   PIC S9(8)   COMP.

  03 VIA-OVERFLOW                 PIC S9(8)   COMP.

  03 LINES-REQUESTED              PIC S9(8)   COMP.

  03 RECS-CURRENT                 PIC S9(8)   COMP.

  03 CALLS-TO-IDMS                PIC S9(8)   COMP.

  03 FRAGMENTS-STORED             PIC S9(8)   COMP.

  03 RECS-RELOCATED               PIC S9(8)   COMP.

  03 LOCKS-REQUESTED              PIC S9(8)   COMP.

  03 SEL-LOCKS-HELD               PIC S9(8)   COMP.

  03 UPD-LOCKS-HELD               PIC S9(8)   COMP.

  03 RUN-UNIT-ID                  PIC S9(8)   COMP.

  03 TASK-ID                      PIC S9(8)   COMP.

  03 LOCAL-ID                     PIC X(8).

  03 FILLER                       PIC X(8).

NOTE
Record DB-STATISTICS is defined in the dictionary when IDMS is installed and can be included as a dialog
work record. For more information about the IDMS statistics block, see the IDMS Database Administrating
section.

The LOCAL-ID field consists of the 4-byte identifier of the interface in which the run unit originated (in ADS, it is
always DBDC) and a unique identifier (a fullword binary value) assigned to the run unit by that interface. To display the
originating interface identifier and the run-unit identifier, the LOCAL-ID field can be moved to a work field that is defined
as follows:

01  WORK-LOCAL-ID

  02  WORK-LOCAL-ORIGIN           PIC X(4).

  02  WORK-LOCAL-NUMBER           PIC S9(8)   COMP.

Alternatively, the DB-STATISTICS record can be modified to define two subordinate fields for the LOCAL-ID field.

into db-stat-extended

The name of the location in the dialog's record buffers where the extended runtime statistics contained in the IDMS
statistics block are to be moved.

A fullword aligned, 100-byte system supplied statistics block shown below:

01 DB-STAT-EXTENDED

  03 SR8-SPLITS                   PIC S9(8)   COMP.

  03 SR8-SPAWNS                   PIC S9(8)   COMP.

  03 SR8-STORES                   PIC S9(8)   COMP.

  03 SR8-ERASES                   PIC S9(8)   COMP.

  03 SR7-STORES                   PIC S9(8)   COMP.

  03 SR7-ERASES                   PIC S9(8)   COMP.

  03 BINARY-SEARCHES-TOTAL        PIC S9(8)   COMP.

  03 LEVELS-SEARCHED-TOTAL        PIC S9(8)   COMP.

  03 ORPHANS-ADOPTED              PIC S9(8)   COMP.

  03 LEVELS-SEARCHED-BEST         PIC S9(4)   COMP.

  03 LEVELS-SEARCHED-WORST        PIC S9(4)   COMP.

  03 FILLER                       PIC X(60).

NOTE
Record DB-STAT-EXTENDED is defined in the dictionary when IDMS is installed and can be included as a
dialog work record. For more information about the IDMS statistics block, see the IDMS Database Administrating
section.
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Usage

The ACCEPT STATISTICS command is used to move runtime statistics in the IDMS statistics block to a dialog's record
buffers. An ACCEPT STATISTICS command does not reset fields in the IDMS statistics block. The fields are initialized at
the beginning of a run unit. The only acceptable status code returned for an ACCEPT STATISTICS command is 0000.

Example

The statements in the following example:

• Establish currency for the sets in which a new ITEM record will participate as a member
• Store the ITEM record
• Move statistics regarding the stored ITEM record to the SAVE-STATS field in the dialog's record buffers

Sample Statements

MOVE IN-PROD-NUMBER TO PROD-NUMBER.

FIND CALC PRODUCT.

MOVE IN-ORD-NUMBER TO ORD-NUMBER.

FIND CALC ORDOR.

STORE ITEM.

ACCEPT STATS INTO SAVE-STATS FROM IDMS-STATISTICS.

BIND PROCEDURE Command
Establishes communication between a dialog and a DBA-written procedure.

Syntax

 

►►─── BIND PROCedure for procedure-name TO ───────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── procedure-control-location ────┬────────────────────┬─── . ─────────────►◄

                                     └─ error-expression ─┘

 

Parameters

• BIND PROCedure for procedure-name
Provides the name of the database procedure.
Procedure-name is either the name of an 8-character variable field that contains the procedure name or the procedure
name itself enclosed in single quotation marks.

• TO procedure-control-location
Specifies the location to which the named procedure is bound. Procedure-control-location specifies a 256-byte, fixed-
length area.
When the BIND PROCEDURE command is executed, information specified in the IDMS application program
information block is copied into procedure-control-location. At runtime, this information is copied from procedure-
control-location back into the IDMS application program information block each time the DBMS invokes the procedure.
The information passed at runtime is not the information in storage at the time of the procedure call.

• error-expression
Specifies status codes that are returned to the dialog.
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Usage

This statement should be used when the application must pass more information to the procedure than that provided by
the DBMS. Such instances are unusual.

In most cases, procedures that gain control before or after various database functions are not apparent. After the BIND
PROCEDURE command is executed, the DBMS automatically invokes the named procedure for the operations specified
in the schema definition.

NOTE
For more information about database procedures, see the IDMS Database Administrating section.

Considerations

If autostatus is not in use, a dialog's error-status field indicates the outcome of a BIND PROCEDURE command:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request was executed successfully
1408 The named record or procedure was not in the specified

subschema.
1418 The procedure was improperly bound to location 0
1472 The available memory to load a module from the load (core-

image) library or DDLDCLOD was not sufficient
1474 An attempt to load a module from the load (core-image) library or

DDLDCLOD failed

Example

In the following example, the BIND PROCEDURE command is used to bind the procedure PROGCHEK to the 256-byte
area PROC-CTL.

BIND PROCEDURE FOR 'PROGCHEK' TO PROC-CTL.

COMMIT Command
Ends the current recovery unit and makes permanent any changes made to the database data during the current recovery
unit.

Syntax

 

►►─── COMMIT ───┬────────┬───┬───────┬── . ───────────────────────────────────►◄

                └─ TASK ─┘   └─ ALL ─┘

 

Parameters

• TASK
COMMIT TASK writes a checkpoint to the IDMS/DB journal file and updates the subschema control block for all
database, queue, and scratch records associated with run units that have been implicitly established for the issuing
dialog. All record locks except those held on current records are released.
If TASK is not specified, only database records are the objects of the COMMIT command.

• ALL
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Releases all record locks, including those held on current records, and sets all currencies to null.

NOTE
The COMMIT command does not release long-term locks held on database records.

Usage

The COMMIT command is used to write a checkpoint to the IDMS/DB journal file and to release record locks held on
database, queue, and scratch records. The checkpoints mark the beginning or end of specific database, queue, and
scratch area activities within the issuing dialog. The release of record locks lessens the possibility of abnormal termination
resulting from too many locks.

The ADS runtime system automatically writes a checkpoint to the IDMS/DB journal file at the beginning and end of a run
unit. Additional checkpoints can be written to the journal file by using the COMMIT command.

Considerations

If autostatus is not in use, a dialog's error-status field indicates the outcome of a COMMIT command:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request was executed successfully
5031 The request is invalid, possibly due to a logic error in the process
5096 Too many run units exist for the internal run-unit table
5097 An invalid status was received from DBIO. Check the DC/UCF

system log for details

CONNECT Command
Establishes a record occurrence as a member in a set occurrence.

Participation of records in sets is governed by the membership options defined for each set in the subschema, as shown
below.

Membership option Description
Automatic Membership is established automatically when a record is stored.
Manual Membership is not established automatically. A record is

established as a member of the set by using the CONNECT
command.

Mandatory Records remain members of the set until they are erased.
Optional Records remain members of the set until they are erased or

disconnected. For information on erasing or disconnecting a
record, see 'ERASE' and 'DISCONNECT' later in this section.

Syntax

 

►►─── CONNECT record-name TO set-name ───┬────────────────────┬──── . ────────►◄

                                         └─ error-expression ─┘

 

Parameters

• record-name
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Specifies the current occurrence of the named record to be connected with the current occurrence of the set specified
by set-name.
Record-name must be known to the dialog's subschema.

• TO set-name
Specifies the set to which the current occurrence of the named record is connected.
Set-name must be known to the dialog's subschema and must be defined as optional automatic, optional manual, or
mandatory manual.
The record is connected to the current occurrence of the named set in the order specified for the set in the schema.

• error-expression
Specifies the status codes that are returned to the dialog.

Usage

Considerations

If autostatus is not in use, a dialog's error-status field indicates the outcome of a CONNECT command:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request was executed successfully
0705 The CONNECT command violates a duplicates-not-allowed option

for a CALC, sorted, or index set
0706 Currency was not established for the object record or set
0708 The object record is not in the dialog's subschema
0709 The object record's area was not readied in an update usage

mode
0710 The dialog's subschema specifies an access restriction that

prohibits connecting the object record to the named set
0714 The CONNECT command cannot be executed because the object

set was defined as mandatory automatic
0716 The CONNECT command cannot be executed because the object

record is already a member of the named set
0721 An area other than the area of the object record was readied with

an incorrect usage mode
0729 A run-unit deadlock condition occurred. DBMS aborted and rolled

back the run unit. All resources associated with the task are
released

Further Considerations

• The object set in a CONNECT command must be defined as optional automatic, optional manual, or mandatory
manual.

• The CONNECT command cannot be used with native VSAM data sets because all such sets must be defined as
mandatory automatic.

• Before a CONNECT command can be executed, the following conditions must be satisfied:
– All areas affected either directly or indirectly by the CONNECT command must be readied in an update usage

mode.
– The object record must be established as current of its record type.
– The applicable set occurrence must be established by the current record of set. If set order is NEXT or PRIOR, the

current record of set also determines the position at which the object record is connected within the set.
• After successful execution of the CONNECT command, the object record is current of:
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– The run unit
– Its record type
– Its area
– All sets in which the record currently participates

Example

The statements in the following example establish currency for the ITEM and PRODUCT record types, and connect the
current ITEM record to the set occurrence established by the current PRODUCT record:

MOVE 'BB' TO ORD-NUMBER.

FIND CALC ORDOR.

OBTAIN FIRST WITHIN ORDER-ITEM.

MOVE ITEM-PROD-NUMBER TO PROD-NUMBER.

FIND CALC PRODUCT.

CONNECT ITEM TO PRODUCT-ITEM.

DISCONNECT Command
Disconnects a record occurrence from a set occurrence in which it participates as a member.

Membership in the object set must be defined as OPTIONAL in the dialog's schema.

Syntax

 

►►─── DISCONNECT record-name FROM set-name ───┬────────────────────┬──── . ───►◄

                                              └─ error-expression ─┘

 

Parameters

• record-name
Specifies the current occurrence of the named record to be disconnected.
Record-name must be known to the dialog's subschema.

• FROM set-name
Specifies the set from which the current occurrence of the named record is to be disconnected.
Set-name must be known to the dialog's subschema and must be defined as optional.

• error-expression
Specifies the status codes that are returned to the dialog.

Usage

Considerations

If autostatus is not in use, a dialog's error-status field indicates the outcome of a DISCONNECT command:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request was executed successfully
1106 Currency was not established for the object record
1108 The specified record is not in the dialog's subschema
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1109 The object record's area was not readied in an update usage
mode

1110 The dialog's subschema specifies an access restriction that
prohibits disconnecting the object record from the named set

1115 The DISCONNECT command cannot be executed because the
object set is defined as mandatory

1121 An area other than the area of the object record was readied with
an incorrect usage mode

1122 The object record is not currently a member of the specified set
1129 A run-unit deadlock condition occurred. DBMS aborted and rolled

back the run unit. All resources associated with the task are
released

Further Considerations

• The DISCONNECT command cannot be used with native VSAM data sets because all such sets must be defined as
mandatory automatic.

• Before a DISCONNECT command can be executed, the following conditions must be satisfied:
– All areas affected either directly or indirectly by the DISCONNECT command must be readied in an update usage

mode.
– The object record must be established as current of its record type.

• After successful execution of a DISCONNECT command, the object record can no longer be accessed through the set
for which membership was canceled.

• A disconnected record can be accessed through any other sets in which it participates as a member or through its
CALC key if it has a location mode of CALC.

• A disconnected record is always accessible by means of an area search or through its database key.
• A DISCONNECT command nullifies currency in the object set. However, the next of set and prior of set are

maintained, enabling access to continue within the set.
• A disconnected record becomes current of:

– The run unit
– Its record type
– Its area

Example

The statements in the following example establish an ITEM record as current of record type and disconnect the record
from the PRODUCT-ITEM set:

MOVE 'P8' TO PROD-NUMBER.

FIND CALC PRODUCT.

FIND FIRST ITEM WITHIN PRODUCT-ITEM.

DISCONNECT ITEM FROM PRODUCT-ITEM.

The ERASE Command
Deletes a record from the database.

Syntax
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►►─── ERASE record-name ────┬──────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

                            └┬─ PERMANENT ─┬─ MEMBERS ─┘

                             ├─ SELECTIVE ─┤

                             └─ ALL ───────┘

 ►───────┬────────────────────┬───────── . ───────────────────────────────────►◄

         └─ error-expression ─┘

 

Parameters

• record-name
Erases the current occurrence of the named record from the database.
Record-name must be known to the dialog's subschema and must be current of run unit.

NOTE
Native VSAM users -- ERASE record-name is the only form of the ERASE statement valid for records in a
native VSAM KSDS or RRDS; no form of the ERASE statement is allowed for a native VSAM ESDS.

• PERMANENT
Specifies the named record and all mandatory member record occurrences owned by the record to be erased.
Optional member records are disconnected.
An erased mandatory member record that is itself the owner of any set occurrences is also treated as the direct object
of an ERASE PERMANENT command (that is, all mandatory members in the sets owned by the record are also
erased).

• SELECTIVE
Specifies the named record and all mandatory member record occurrences owned by the record to be erased.
Optional member records are erased if they do not currently participate as members in other set occurrences.
An erased member record that is itself the owner of any set occurrences is also treated as the direct object of an
ERASE SELECTIVE command.

• ALL
Specifies the named record, all mandatory and optional member record occurrences owned by the record to be
erased.
An erased member record that is itself the owner of any set occurrences is also treated as the direct object of an
ERASE ALL command.

• MEMBERS
Must be specified if the record identified by record-name is the owner of any nonempty set occurrences.

• error-expression
Specifies the status codes that are returned to the dialog.

Usage

Erasure is a two-step process that first cancels a record's membership in any set occurrences and then releases for reuse
the space occupied by the record.

The ERASE command performs the following functions:

• Erases the object record from the database
• Erases all records that are mandatory members of set occurrences owned by the object record
• Disconnects or erases all records that are optional members of set occurrences owned by the object record

Considerations
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If autostatus is not in use, a dialog's error-status field indicates the outcome of an ERASE command:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request was executed successfully
0206 Currency was not established for the object record
0209 The object record's area was not readied in an update usage

mode
0210 The dialog's subschema specifies an access restriction that

prohibits use of the ERASE command.
0213 Run-unit currency was not established or was nullified by a

previous ERASE command
0220 The current record of run unit is not the same type as the specified

record
0221 An area other than the area of the object record was readied with

an incorrect usage mode
0225 Currency was not established for the object record or set
0229 A run-unit deadlock condition occurred. DBMS aborted and rolled

back the run unit. All resources associated with the task are
released

0230 An attempt was made to erase the owner of a nonempty set
0233 Erasure of the object record is not allowed by the dialog's

subschema, or not all sets in which the object record participates
are included in the subschema

Further Considerations

• Before an ERASE command can be executed, the following conditions must be satisfied:
– All areas either directly or indirectly affected by the ERASE command must be readied in an update usage mode.
– All sets in which the object record participates as owner either directly or indirectly (for example, a set whose owner

is a member of a set owned by the object record) and all member record types in those sets must be included in the
dialog's subschema.

– The object record must be established as current of run unit.
• An ERASE command nullifies the CURRENT pointer for all record types involved in the erase and for all sets in which

erased records participate. Run-unit and area currencies remain unchanged.
• The next of set and prior of set are maintained when walking the set occurrence of an erased record, whether or not

prior pointers have been defined for the sets.
• Erased records are not available for further processing. An attempt to retrieve an erased record results in an error

condition.
• Next, prior, and owner pointers are preserved for the last occurrence of each record type erased. This enables access

to the next or prior record within the area, or the next, prior, or owner records within the sets in which the erased record
participated.

Overview of FIND/OBTAIN
The FIND command is used to locate a record occurrence in the database. The OBTAIN command is used to locate
a record and move the data associated with the record to a dialog's record buffers. Because the FIND and OBTAIN
command statements have identical formats, they are discussed together.

There are six formats of the FIND/OBTAIN statement, as outlined below.
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Formats of the FIND/OBTAIN Statement

Format Description
FIND/OBTAIN CALC Accesses a record occurrence by using its CALC key value
FIND/OBTAIN CURRENT Accesses a record occurrence by using established currencies
FIND/OBTAIN DB-KEY Accesses a record occurrence by using its database key
FIND/OBTAIN OWNER Accesses the owner record of a set occurrence
FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET/AREA Accesses a record occurrence based on its logical location within

a set or on its physical location within an area
FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET USING SORT KEY Accesses a record occurrence in a sorted set by using its sort key

value

Considerations

• Locks can be placed on located record occurrences by using the KEEP clause of a FIND/OBTAIN statement. The
KEEP clause sets a shared or exclusive lock.
– KEEP places a shared lock on the located record occurrence. Other concurrently executing run units can access

but not update the locked record.
– KEEP EXCLUSIVE places an exclusive lock on the located record occurrence. Other concurrently executing run

units can neither access nor update the locked record.

FIND/OBTAIN CALC
Accesses a record based on the value of the record's CALC key.

Syntax

 

►►──┬─ FIND ───┬───┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

    └─ OBTAIN ─┘   └─ KEEP ───┬─────────────┬─┘

                              └─ EXCLUSIVE ─┘

 ►──┬─┬─ CALC ─┬──┬──── record-name ────┬────────────────────┬── . ───────────►◄

    │ └─ ANY ──┘  │                     └─ error-expression ─┘

    └─ DUPLICATE ─┘

 

Parameters

• KEEP
Places a shared lock on the object record.

• EXCLUSIVE
Places an exclusive lock on the object record.

• CALC
Accesses the first or only occurrence of the named record type whose CALC key value matches the value of the CALC
data item in the dialog's record buffer.
ANY can be used in place of CALC.

• DUPLICATE
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Accesses the next occurrence of the named record type with the same CALC key value as the current record of run
unit. Use of the DUPLICATE option requires previous access to an occurrence of the same record type by means of
the CALC option.

• record-name
Specifies the name of the record being accessed.
Record-name must be known to the dialog's subschema.

• error-expression
Specifies the status codes that are returned to the dialog.

Usage

Considerations

If autostatus is not in use, a dialog's error-status field indicates the outcome of a FIND/OBTAIN CALC command:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request was executed successfully
0306 Currency was not established for the object record (applies to the

DUPLICATE option only)
0308 The object record is not in the dialog's subschema
0310 The dialog's subschema specifies an access restriction that

prohibits retrieval of the object record
0326 The specified record cannot be found
0329 A run-unit deadlock condition occurred. DBMS aborted and rolled

back the run unit. All resources associated with the task are
released

0331 The object record was not defined with a location mode of CALC
0332 The value of the CALC data item in the dialog's record buffer does

not equal the value of the CALC data item in the current record of
run unit (applies to DUPLICATE option only)

Further Considerations

• The object record must be stored in the database with a location mode of CALC.
• Before a FIND/OBTAIN CALC command is issued, the CALC key value of the object record must be placed in the

applicable field of the dialog's record buffer.
• After successful execution of a FIND/OBTAIN CALC command, the accessed record is current of:

– The run unit
– Its record type
– Its area
– All sets in which it currently participates as member or owner

Example

The statements in the following example initialize the CALC key field in a dialog's ORDOR record buffer and retrieve the
specified occurrence of the ORDOR record:

MOVE IN-ORDER-NUMBER TO ORD-NUMBER.

OBTAIN CALC ORDOR.
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@FIND/ @OBTAIN CURRENT
The @FIND/@OBTAIN CURRENT statement accesses the record that is current of its record type, set, or area. This
form of the @FIND/@OBTAIN verb is an efficient means of establishing the proper record as current of run unit before
executing a DML verb that utilizes run-unit currency (for example, @ACCEPT, @IF, @GET, @MODIFY, or @ERASE).

Following successful execution of an @FIND/@OBTAIN CURRENT statement, the accessed record is current of run unit,
its area, its record type, and all sets in which it currently participates as member or owner.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─┬─ @FIND ───┬────── CURRENT ───────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ @OBTAIN ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ ,REC=record-name ─┤

   ├─ ,SET=set-name ────┤

   └─ ,AREA=area─name ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,KEEP= ─┬─ SHARED ──────┬┘

              └─ EXCLUSIVE ───┘

 

Parameters

• @FIND/@OBTAIN CURRENT
Accesses the record occurrence that is current of run unit.

• REC=record-name/SET=set-name/AREA=area-name
Specifies that the current record of the named record type, set, or area is to be accessed.

• REC=
Accesses the record that is current of run unit.

• record-name
A register containing the record name, a user-defined variable field, or a user-supplied value enclosed in quotation
marks.

• SET=
Accesses the set that is current of run unit.

• set-name
A register containing the set name, a user-defined variable field, or a user-supplied value enclosed in quotation marks.

• AREA=
Accesses the area that is current of run unit.

• area-name
A register containing the area name, a user-defined variable field, or a user-supplied value enclosed in quotation
marks.

• KEEP=
Places a shared or exclusive lock on the accessed record.

• SHARED
Places a shared lock on the specified record.

• EXCLUSIVE
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Places an exclusive lock on the specified record.

Example

The following figure illustrates the use of the @FIND/@OBTAIN CURRENT statement to establish a record as current of
run unit before that record is modified. (See @MODIFY later in this section for a complete description of the @MODIFY
verb and its use.) Enter the database on DEPARTMENT 5100 by using CALC retrieval. Then examine EMPLOYEE 466
and obtain further information from its owner OFFICE record. OFFICE 8 becomes current of run unit. Before modifying
EMPLOYEE 466, you must issue the @FIND CURRENT statement to reestablish EMPLOYEE 466 as current of run unit.
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Status Codes

After completion of the @FIND/@OBTAIN CURRENT function, the ERRSTAT field in the IDMS communications block
indicates the outcome of the operation. The following is a list of the acceptable status codes for this function and their
corresponding meaning:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 0301
The area in which the named record participates has not been readied.

• 0306
Currency has not been established for the named record, set, or area.

• 0308
The specified record is not in the subschema. The program has probably invoked the wrong subschema.

• 0310
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The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits retrieval of the named record.
• 0313

A current record of run unit has not been established or has been nullified by a previous @ERASE statement.
• 0323

The area name specified has not been included in the subschema invoked.

When the KEEP parameter is specified, a major code of 06 will be returned if an error occurs during the KEEP processing.
The major code of 03 states that an error has occurred in the @FIND/@OBTAIN processing.

FIND/OBTAIN DB-KEY
Accesses a record occurrence directly by using a database key that is stored in a field in a dialog's record buffers.

Any record in a dialog's subschema can be accessed in this manner, regardless of its location mode.

Syntax

 

►►─┬─ FIND ───┬─┬────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ OBTAIN ─┘ └─ KEEP ─┬─────────────┬─┘

                         └─ EXCLUSIVE ─┘

 ►─┬─ DB-KEY ─┬──────┬─ db-key-variable ─┬──────────────────────┬─┬──────────►

   │          ├─ IS ─┤                   └─ page-specification ─┘ │

   │          └─ = ──┘                                            │

   └─┬───────────────┬─ DB-KEY ─┬──────┬─ db-key-variable ────────┘

     └─ record name ─┘          ├─ IS ─┤

                                └─ = ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ error-expression ─┘

Expansion of page-specification

►►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►◄

   └─ PAGE-INFO ─┬──────┬─ page-info-variable ─┘

                 ├─ IS ─┤

                 └─ = ──┘

 

Expansion of page-specification

►►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►◄

   └─ PAGE-INFO ─┬──────┬─ page-info-variable ─┘

                 ├─ IS ─┤

                 └─ = ──┘

Parameters

• KEEP
Places a shared lock on the object record.

• EXCLUSIVE
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Places an exclusive lock on the object record.
• record-name

Specifies the name of the record to be accessed using the database key value contained in db-key-variable.
If specified, record-name must be known to the dialog's subschema.

• DB-KEY IS db-key-variable
Specifies the binary fullword in the dialog's record buffers that contains a previously saved database key. If record-
name is specified, db-key-variable must contain the database key of an occurrence of the named record type. If
record-name is not specified, db-key-variable can contain the database key of an occurrence of any record type in the
dialog's subschema.
Db-key-variable is a PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC.
IS or = are optional keywords and have no effect on processing.

• PAGE-INFO
Specifies page information that is used to determine the area with which the dbkey is associated. If not specified, the
page information associated with the record that is current of rununit is used.

NOTE
Page information is only used if the subschema includes areas that have mixed page groups; otherwise, it is
ignored.

• page-info-variable
A four-byte field that may be defined either as a group field or as a fullword field (PIC S9(8) COMP). Identifies the
location in variable storage that contains the page information previously saved by the program.
Page information is returned in the PAGE-INFO field in the subschema control area if the subschema includes areas in
mixed page groups. Page information may also be returned using an ACCEPT PAGE-INFO statement.

• error-expression
Specifies the status codes that are returned to the dialog.

Usage

Considerations

If autostatus is not in use, a dialog's error-status field indicates the outcome of a FIND/OBTAIN DB-KEY command:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request was executed successfully
0302 The database key value is inconsistent with the area in which the

named record is stored. Either the database key was not initialized
properly or the record name is incorrect

0308 The object record is not in the dialog's subschema
0310 The dialog's subschema specifies an access restriction that

prohibits retrieval of the named record
0326 The specified record cannot be found
0329 A run-unit deadlock condition occurred. DBMS aborted and rolled

back the run unit. All resources associated with the task are
released

0371 The specified database key does not correspond to a database
page

Further Considerations

• FIND/OBTAIN DB-KEY cannot be used to access data records in a native VSAM KSDS.
• After successful execution of a FIND/OBTAIN DB-KEY command, the accessed record is current of the run unit, its

record type, its area, and all sets in which it currently participates as member or owner.
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Example

The following example illustrates the use of the FIND DB-KEY command to locate an occurrence of the ITEM record
whose database key matches the value in a field called SAVED-KEY:

FIND ITEM DB-KEY IS SAVED-KEY.

@FIND/ @OBTAIN OWNER
The @FIND/@OBTAIN OWNER statement accesses the owner record of the current set occurrence. You can use this
statement to retrieve the owner record of any set whether or not that set has been assigned owner pointers.

NOTE
-- The @FIND/@OBTAIN OWNER statement is not valid since the owner records are not defined in native
VSAM data sets.

This article describes the following information:

Currency

To execute an @FIND/@OBTAIN OWNER statement, currency must be established for the specified set.

NOTE
When a record declared as an optional or manual member of a set is retrieved, it is not established as current
of set if it is not currently connected to the named set. A subsequent attempt to retrieve the owner record will
instead locate the owner of the current record of set. In such cases, you should determine whether the retrieved
record is actually a member of the named set before issuing the @FIND/@OBTAIN OWNER statement. The
@IF statement (see @IF in this section) can be used for this purpose.

Following successful execution of an @FIND/@OBTAIN OWNER statement, the accessed record becomes the current
record of run unit, its area, its record type, and all sets in which it currently participates as member or owner. If the current
record of set is the owner record when the statement is executed, currency in the specified set remains unchanged.

Syntax

 

►►─┬─ @FIND ───┬────── OWNER ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ @OBTAIN ─┘

 ►─── ,SET=set-name ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,KEEP= ─┬─ SHARED ──────┬┘

              └─ EXCLUSIVE ───┘

 

Parameters

• @FIND/@OBTAIN OWNER
Accesses the owner record of the specified set occurrence.

• SET=set-name
Names the set whose owner record is to be retrieved. Set-name must be a set included in the subschema; it can be a
register, a user-defined variable, or a user-supplied variable enclosed in quotes.

• KEEP=
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Places a shared or exclusive lock on the accessed record:
• SHARED

Places a shared lock on the accessed record.
• EXCLUSIVE

Places an exclusive lock on the accessed record.

Example

The following figure provides an example of how you would use the @OBTAIN OWNER statement, in conjunction with
other @OBTAIN statements, to navigate the database and access the owner record of the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set from
the owner record occurrence of the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set.

Status Codes

After completion of the @FIND/@OBTAIN OWNER function, the ERRSTAT field in the IDMS communications block
indicates the outcome of the operation. The following is a list of the acceptable status codes for this function and their
corresponding meaning:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 0301
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The area in which the named record participates has not been readied.
• 0306

Currency has not been established for the named record, set, or area.
• 0308

The named record or the named set is not in the subschema, or the named record is not defined as a member of the
named set. The program has probably invoked the wrong subschema. or the record name has been misspelled.

• 0310
The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits retrieval of the named record.

• 0360
A record occurrence has been encountered whose record type is not a member or owner of the set as it is defined in
the subschema.

• 0370
A database file will not open properly

When the KEEP parameter is specified as part of an @FIND/@OBTAIN statement, a major code of 06 will be returned if
an error occurs during the KEEP processing (see @KEEP in this section). The major code of 03 states that an error has
occurred in the @FIND/@OBTAIN processing.

@FIND/ @OBTAIN WITHIN SET/AREA
The @FIND/@OBTAIN WITHIN SET/AREA statement accesses records logically based on set relationships or physically
based on database location. The formats of this statement allow you serial access to each record in a set or area, or
selection of specific occurrences of a given record type in a set or area.

This article describes the following information:

Set Currency

The following rules apply to currency and the selection of member records in a set:

• The set occurrence used as the basis for the operation is determined by the current record of the specified set. Set
currency must be established before attempting to access records in a set.

• The next or prior record in a set is the subsequent or previous record, respectively, relative to the current record of the
named set in the logical order of the set. The prior record in a set can be retrieved only if the set has been assigned
prior pointers.

• The first or last record in a set is the first or last member occurrence in terms of the logical order of the set. The record
selected is the same as would be selected if the current of set were the owner record and the next or prior record had
been requested. The last record in a set can be retrieved only if the set has prior pointers.

• The nth occurrence of a record in a set can be retrieved by specifying a sequence number that identifies the position of
the record in the set. IDMS/DB begins its search with the owner of the current of set for the specified set and continues
until it locates the nth record or encounters an end-of-set condition. If the specified sequence number is negative, the
search proceeds in the prior direction in the set. Note, however, that prior pointers are required to exercise this option.

• When an end-of-set condition occurs, the owner record occurrence of the set becomes the current record of run unit,
current of its record type, current of its area, and current of only the set involved in this operation. Currency of other
sets in which the specified record participates as owner or member remains unaffected.

NOTE
If @OBTAIN has been specified, the contents of the owner record are not moved to program variable storage
(@OBTAIN under these circumstances is treated as an @FIND).

NOTE
(Native VSAM users): When an end-of-set condition occurs, all currencies remain the same.
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Area Currency

The following rules apply to currency and the selection of records in an area:

• The first record occurrence in an area is the one with the lowest db-key; the last record is the one with the highest db-
key.

• The next record in an area is the one with the next higher db-key relative to the current record of the named area; the
prior record is the one with the next lower db-key relative to the current of area.

• The first, last, or nth occurrence of a record in an area must be retrieved to establish correct starting position before
next or prior records are requested.

Following successful execution of an @FIND/@OBTAIN WITHIN SET/AREA statement, the accessed record becomes
the current record of run unit, its area, its record type, and all sets in which it currently participates as member or owner.

Syntax

►►─┬─ @FIND ───┬─┬─ NEXT ──┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ @OBTAIN ─┘ ├─ PRIOR ─┤

                 ├─ FIRST ─┤

                 ├─ LAST ──┤

                 └─ NTH ───┘

 ►─┬─ ,SET=set-name ───┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,AREA=area-name ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,REC=record-name ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,OCCUR=sequence ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,KEEP= ─┬─ SHARED ──────┬┘

              └─ EXCLUSIVE ───┘

Parameters

• NEXT/PRIOR/FIRST/LAST/NTH
Accesses a record based on its location in a set or area.

• NEXT
Accesses the next record in the specified set or area relative to the current record of the set or area.

• PRIOR
Accesses the prior record in the specified set or area relative to the current record of the set or area. The specified set
must have prior pointers.

• FIRST
Accesses the first record in the specified set or area.

• LAST
Accesses the last record in the specified set or area. The specified set must have prior pointers.

• NTH
Accesses the nth record in the specified set or area. NTH requires the use of the OCCUR parameter (see below) to
specify which record is to be accessed.
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NOTE
-- FIRST, LAST, and NTH options are not allowed for a native VSAM KSDS with spanned records.

• SET=set-name/AREA=area-name
Specifies the set or area to be searched.

• SET=set-name
Specifies the name of the set that contains the record to be accessed. Set-name must identify an set included in the
subschema.

• AREA=area-name
Specifies the name of the area that contains the record to be accessed. Area-name must identify an area included in
the subschema.

• REC=
Specifies that in a set or area, only occurrences of the named record type will be accessed.

• record-name
Must be defined as a member of the specified set or contained in the specified area.

• OCCUR=
Identifies the position of the record in the set (that is, the numeric occurrence that is associated with the keyword NTH).

• sequence
Must specify a positive or negative number that is stored in a numerical field used by IDMS/DB in searching for the nth
record occurrence. If sequence specifies a negative number, the specified set must have prior pointers.

• KEEP=
Places a shared or exclusive lock on the accessed record.

• SHARED
Places a shared lock on the specified record.

• EXCLUSIVE
Places an exclusive lock on the specified record.

Example

The following example illustrates the retrieval of records in an occurrence of the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set. The @FIND
CALC statement establishes currency in the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set. Member EMPLOYEE records are then retrieved by
a series of OBTAIN WITHIN SET statements. Note that when EMPLOYEE 106 is retrieved, the end of the set is reached
and the next OBTAIN statement positions the program on the owner of the set, DEPARTMENT 2000.
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The following figure illustrates special considerations relating to the retrieval of records in an area that contains multiple
record types. In this example, the user wishes to sweep the EMP-DEMO-REGION area, retrieving sequentially each
EMPLOYEE record and all records in the associated EMP-EXPERTISE set. The first command retrieves EMPLOYEE
119. Subsequent @OBTAIN WITHIN SET statements retrieve the associated EXPERTISE records and establish
currency on EXPERTISE 03. The @FIND DBKEY statement is used to reestablish the proper position before retrieving
EMPLOYEE 48. Note that if @FIND DBKEY for the employee record is not specified, an attempt to retrieve the next
EMPLOYEE record in the area would return EMPLOYEE 23.
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Status Codes

After completion of the @FIND/@OBTAIN WITHIN SET/AREA function, the ERRSTAT field in the IDMS communications
block indicates the outcome of the operation. The following is a list of the acceptable status codes for this function and
their corresponding meaning:

• 0000
This request has been serviced successfully.

• 0301
The area in which the named record participates has not been readied.

• 0304
A sequence number of zero or a variable field that contains a value of zero was specified for the named record.

• 0306
Currency has not been established for the named record, set, or area.

• 0307
The end of the set or area has been reached, or the set is empty.

• 0308
Either the named record or the named set is not in the subschema, or the named record is not defined as a member of
the named set. The program has probably invoked the wrong subschema, or has misspelled the record or set name.

• 0310
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The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits retrieval of the named record.
• 0323

The area name specified has not been included in the subschema invoked, the record name specified has not been
defined in the named area, or the area name has been misspelled.

• 0326
The record cannot be found.

• 0360
A record occurrence has been encountered whose record type is not a member or owner of the set as it is defined in
the subschema.

• 0361
The record cannot be stored because of broken chains in the database.

• 0370
A database file will not open properly.

When the KEEP parameter is specified as part of the @FIND/@OBTAIN statement a major code of 06 will be returned if
an error occurs during the KEEP processing (see @KEEP in this section). The major code of 03 states that an error has
occurred in the @FIND/@OBTAIN processing.

FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET USING SORT KEY
Accesses a member record in a sorted set.

Sets are sorted in ascending or descending order based on the value of a sort-control element in each member record.
The search begins with the current of set or the owner of the current of set and always proceeds through the set in the
next direction.

Syntax

 

►►──┬─ FIND ───┬───┬──────────────────────────┬── record-name ────────────────►

    └─ OBTAIN ─┘   └─ KEEP ───┬─────────────┬─┘

                              └─ EXCLUSIVE ─┘

 ►──── WITHIN set-name ──────┬───────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

                             └─ CURRENT ─┘

 ►──── USING sort-field-name-variable ──────┬────────────────────┬─── . ──────►◄

                                            └─ error-expression ─┘

 

Parameters

• KEEP
Places a shared lock on the object record.

• EXCLUSIVE
Places an exclusive lock on the object record.

• record-name
Specifies the record to be accessed.
Record-name must be known to the dialog's subschema and must participate in the set specified by set-name.

• WITHIN set-name
Specifies the set in which the object record participates.
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Set-name must be known to the dialog's subschema.
• CURRENT

Specifies that the search begins with the current record of the named set.
If the set is sorted in ascending order and the sort key value of the record that is current of set is higher than the sort
key value specified by sort-field-name-variable, an error condition results. If the set is sorted in descending order
and the sort key value of the record that is current of set is lower than the sort key value specified by sort-field-name-
variable, an error condition results.
If CURRENT is not specified, the search begins with the owner of the current record of the named set.

• USING sort-field-name-variable
Specifies the sort-control element to be used in searching the sorted set.
Sort-field-name-variable is either the name of the sort-control element in the record specified by record-name or the
name of a variable data field that contains the sort key value.

NOTE
The value specified for the sort-field-name variable may only be the name of a single field. If the sort key
is comprised of multiple individual fields, the value specified must be that of a group-level element. If the
name of a variable data field is coded and represents a group-level element, the associated elementary
elements must be in the same sequence as the corresponding fields within the set's schema definition. The
data formats for the elementary elements must also match the formats of the corresponding fields within the
database record.

• error-expression
Specifies the status codes that are returned to the dialog.

Usage

Considerations

If autostatus is not in use, a dialog's error-status field indicates the outcome of a FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET USING
SORT KEY command:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request was executed successfully
0306 Currency was not established for the named set
0308 The named record or set is not in the dialog's subschema
0310 The dialog's subschema specifies an access restriction that

prohibits retrieval of the object record
0326 The specified record cannot be found
0329 A run-unit deadlock condition occurred. DBMS aborted and rolled

back the run unit. All resources associated with the task are
released.

0331 No sort-control element is defined for the object record in the
dialog's subschema

Further Considerations

• Before issuing a FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET USING SORT KEY command, the application developer must place
the sort key value of the object record in the applicable field of the dialog's record buffer. If more than one record
occurrence has a sort key value equal to the value in the record buffer, the first such record is accessed.

• After successful execution of a FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET USING SORT KEY command, the accessed record is
current of:
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– The run unit
– Its record type
– Its area
– All sets in which it currently participates as member or owner

• If the object record is not found, next of set and prior of set are maintained, but current of set is nullified.
• Next of set points to the next higher (for ascending sets) or next lower (for descending sets) sort key value.

Example

The statements in the following example establish a current PRODUCT-ITEM set and then retrieve an ITEM record based
on the lot number:

MOVE 'P8' TO PROD-NUMBER.

FIND CALC PRODUCT.

MOVE 1230427 TO ITEM-LOT-NUMBER.

FIND ITEM WITHIN PRODUCT-ITEM USING ITEM-LOT-NUMBER.

GET Command
Transfers the contents of a record occurrence to a dialog's record buffer.

Elements in the object record are moved to the buffer according to the subschema view of the record.

Syntax

 

►►──── GET ─────┬───────────────┬─────┬────────────────────┬───── . ──────────►◄

                └─ record-name ─┘     └─ error-expression ─┘

 

Parameters

• record-name
Retrieves the record that is current of run unit. If record-name is specified, current of run unit must be an occurrence of
the named record type.
Record-name must be specified, unless the record or one of the record's elements is named explicitly somewhere in
the dialog's process code, or the record is associated with the dialog as a map record.

• error-expression
Specifies the status codes that are returned to the dialog.

Usage

Considerations

If autostatus is not in use, a dialog's error-status field indicates the outcome of a GET command:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request was executed successfully
0508 The object record is not in the dialog's subschema
0510 The dialog's subschema specifies an access restriction that

prohibits retrieval of the object record
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0513 Run-unit currency was not established or was nullified by a
previous ERASE command

0518 The record retrieved was not bound. The record or one of the
record's elements must be named explicitly somewhere in the
dialog's process code or the record must be associated with the
dialog as a map record

0520 The current record of run unit is not the same type as the named
record

Further Considerations

• The GET command operates only on the record that is current of run unit.
• After the successful execution of a GET command, the accessed record remains current of run unit and becomes

current of its record type, its area, and all sets in which it participates as member or owner.

Example

The following example illustrates the use of the GET command to move the CUSTOMER record that is current of run unit
to the dialog's record buffer:

GET CUSTOMER.

KEEP
Places a shared or exclusive lock on a record occurrence that is current of run unit, record, set, or area.

Syntax

 

►►─── KEEP ─────┬─────────────┬────── CURRENT ────────────────────────────────►

                └─ EXCLUSIVE ─┘

 ►────┬─ record-name ──────┬──────┬────────────────────┬─────── . ────────────►◄

      ├─ WITHIN set-name  ─┤      └─ error-expression ─┘

      └─ WITHIN area-name ─┘

 

Parameters

• EXCLUSIVE
Places an exclusive lock on the object record. If EXCLUSIVE is not specified, the object record receives a shared lock.

• CURRENT
Places a lock on the current record of run unit.

• record-name
Places the record lock on the current record of the named record type.

• WITHIN set-name
Places the record lock on the current record of the named set.

• WITHIN area-name
Places the record lock on the current record of the named area.

• error-expression
Specifies the status codes that are returned to the dialog.
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Usage

Record locks set with the KEEP command are maintained only for the duration of the run unit or until explicitly released by
means of a COMMIT command. The COMMIT command is described earlier in this section.

Considerations

If autostatus is not in use, a dialog's error-status field indicates the outcome of a KEEP command:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request was executed successfully
0606 Currency was not established for the named record, set, or area
0610 The dialog's subschema specifies a privacy lock that prohibits

execution of the KEEP command
0629 Deadlock occurred during locking of target record.

KEEP LONGTERM
Sets or releases long-term record locks, and monitors database activity across run units.

Information on database activity can be returned to a specified location in a dialog's record buffers.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►── KEEP LONGterm ────┬─ ALL ─────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

                       └─ longterm-id ─┘

 ►─┬─ NOTIFY CURrent ───┬─ record-name ─┬───────────────┬─────────────────────►

   │                    ├─ set-name ────┤               │

   │                    └─ area-name ───┘               │

   ├─ TEST RETurn notification into return-location ────┤

   ├─ RELease ──────────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ lock-options ─────────────────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬── . ────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ error-expression ─┘

Expansion of Lock-Options

►►─┬┬─ SHAre ─────┬───┬─ record-name ─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬─►

   │└─ EXClusive ─┘   ├─ set-name    ─┤                                     │

   │                  └─ area-name   ─┘                                     │

   └─ UPgrade ─┬─ SHAre     ─┬┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

               └─ EXClusive ─┘└─ REturn notification into return-location ─┘

 ►───────┬─ WAIT ─────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

         ├─ NOWAIT────────┤

         └─ NODEADLOCK ◄ ─┘
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Parameters

• ALL
(Only with the RELEASE parameter) Requests release of all long-term locks associated with the current task.

• longterm-id
Either the name of a 1- to 16-character variable EBCDIC data field that contains a lock identifier or the 1- to 16-
character identifier itself, enclosed in single quotation marks.
Longterm-id can be used by a subsequent KEEP LONGTERM command to upgrade or release the long-term lock or to
inquire about the status of database activity for the object record.

• NOTIFY CURrent
Initializes a preallocated area in the dialog's record buffer with the information written by DC/UCF on the database
activity for the record identified by longterm-id.
– record-name

Specifies monitoring of database activity for the record that is current of record type.
– set-name

Specifies monitoring of database activity for the record that is current of set.
– area-name

Specifies monitoring of database activity for the record that is current of area.
• TEST RETurn notification into

Requests that information on database activity for the record identified by longterm-id be returned to the location in the
dialog's record buffers specified by return-location.
In order to specify RETURN NOTIFICATION, a previous KEEP LONGTERM command must have included the
NOTIFY CURRENT option.

• return-location
The name of a binary fullword variable data field.

• RELease
Releases either the long-term lock for the record identified by longterm-id or all long-term record locks associated with
the current task.
All long-term locks that have not been released by the time the application terminates are released when the user
signs off from DC/UCF with a BYE, SIGNON, or SIGNOFF command.

• lock-options
Identifies the lock options.
Expanded syntax for lock-options is shown above immediately following the KEEP LONGTERM syntax.

• error-expression
Specifies the status codes that are returned to the dialog.

• SHAre
Places a long-term shared lock on the object record.

• EXClusive
Places a long-term exclusive lock on the object record.

NOTE
The shared or exclusive lock is placed only if the area in which the record is located is readied in an update
usage mode.

• UPGRADE
Upgrades a longterm lock placed on the record identified by longterm-id during execution of a previous process.

• REturn notification into
Clause requesting that information on database activity for the record identified by longterm-id be returned to the
location in the dialog's record buffers specified by return-location.

• WAIT
(Applies only to SHARE/EXCLUSIVE and UPGRADE) Places the run unit in a wait state if the lock cannot be placed
immediately due to an existing lock on the record.
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If waiting causes a deadlock, the requesting run unit terminates abnormally.
• NOWAIT

(Applies only to SHARE/EXCLUSIVE and UPGRADE) Does not place the run unit in a wait state if the lock cannot
be placed immediately due to an existing lock on the record. Control returns to the requesting run unit. The KEEP
LONGTERM request is not executed.

• NODEADLOCK
(Applies only to SHARE/EXCLUSIVE and UPGRADE) Places the run unit in a wait state. If waiting causes a deadlock,
control returns to the requesting run unit and the KEEP LONGTERM request is not executed.
NODEADLOCK is the default when neither WAIT, NOWAIT, or NODEADLOCK is specified.
If WAIT or NODEADLOCK is specified, the run unit waits to place the lock only if the following conditions apply:
– The object record already holds an exclusive lock assigned by a concurrently executing run unit.
– The run unit that assigned the existing lock has readied the area in which the object record is located in an update

usage mode.
– The run unit issuing the KEEP LONGTERM request has readied the area in which the object record is located in an

update usage mode.
Control returns to the requesting run unit unless all of the above conditions apply.

Usage

Considerations

If autostatus is not in use, a dialog's error-status field indicates the outcome of a KEEP LONGTERM command:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request was executed successfully
0032 One of the following conditions has occurred:

the lock id is already in use by the lterm, with a different page
group or line index format
a #getstg request has failed for a lock control block

0036 A lock manager error has occurred. Check the CV log for other
error messages.

0044 A DCL1 error has occurred. Check the CV log for other error
messages.

5101 NODEADLOCK was specified in the KEEP LONGTERM request
and a deadlock condition occurred

5105 The requested record cannot be found or currency was not
established for the object record

5121 Either of the following conditions has occurred:
The requested long-term id cannot be found
A KEEP LONGTERM request has been issued by a nonterminal
task

5123 Area not found.
5131 Invalid param list.
5147 Area has not been readied.
5148 Run unit has not been bound.
5149 NOWAIT was specified in the KEEP LONGTERM request and a

wait is required.

Further Considerations
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When the database performs an action on an object record, one of five bit flags is turned on by the runtime system. If no
bit is turned on, no database activity has occurred. The following table shows the bit assignments, their corresponding
hexadecimal and decimal values, and the database activity they represent.

Bit assignment Hexadecimal value Decimal value Database action
Fifth bit X'10' 16 The record was physically

deleted.
Fourth bit X'08' 8 The record was logically

deleted.
Third bit X'04' 4 The record's prefix was

modified; that is, a set operation
occurred involving the record
(for example, CONNECT,
DISCONNECT).

Second bit X'02' 2 The record's data was modified.
First bit X'01' 1 The record was obtained.

Information about database activity that occurred for an object record is returned to a dialog as a decimal value. The
action or combination of database actions taken can be determined by comparing the returned decimal value listed above
to a constant. For example:

• If the returned value is 0, no database activity occurred for the record.
• If the returned value is 2, the record's data was modified.
• If the returned value is 6, both the record's data and the record's prefix were modified.
• If the returned value is 8 or greater, the record was deleted.
• If the returned value is 31 (the maximum possible value), all of the above actions occurred for the object record.

Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of KEEP LONGTERM to set locks and to monitor database activity:

Example 1: Setting and upgrading a lock

The following example illustrates the use of KEEP LONGTERM to set an exclusive lock on the current CUSTOMER
record in one process and then to upgrade the lock to shared after the record is modified in a subsequent process:

Process A

    .

    .

    .

KEEP LONGTERM LOCK-ID EXCLUSIVE CUSTOMER.

    .

    .

    .

Process B
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    .

    .

    .

MODIFY CUSTOMER.

KEEP LONGTERM LOCK-ID UPGRADE SHARE.

    .

    .

    .

By upgrading the lock to shared, other concurrently executing run units are allowed to access the CUSTOMER record
after it has been modified.

Example 2: Monitoring database activity

The following example illustrates the use of KEEP LONGTERM to request monitoring of database activity for the current
CUSTOMER record in one process and then, in a subsequent process, to test whether the record was deleted:

Process A

    .

    .

    .

OBTAIN CALC CUSTOMER.

KEEP LONGTERM LOCK-ID NOTIFY CURRENT CUSTOMER.

    .

    .

    .

Process B

    .

    .

    .

KEEP LONGTERM LOCK-ID TEST RETURN NOTIFICATION INTO DB-ACTIV.

IF DB-ACTIV GE 8

THEN

    INVOKE 'ORDCHECK'.

    .

    .

    .

MODIFY
Replaces element values of a record occurrence in the database with new element values defined in the dialog's record
buffer.
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Syntax

 

►►─── MODIFY record-name ───────┬────────────────────┬────── . ───────────────►◄

                                └─ error-expression ─┘

 

Parameters

• record-name
Specifies the current occurrence of the named record to be modified with the values in the dialog's record buffer.
The named record must be known to the dialog's subschema.

• error-expression
Specifies the status codes that are returned to the dialog.

Usage

Considerations

If autostatus is not in use, a dialog's error-status field indicates the outcome of a MODIFY command:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request was executed successfully
0805 Modification of the record violates a duplicates-not-allowed

specification for a CALC record, sorted set, or index set
0806 Currency was not established for the object set
0809 The object record's area was not readied in an update usage

mode
0810 The dialog's subschema specifies an access restriction that

prohibits modification of the named record
0813 Run-unit currency was not established or was nullified by an

ERASE command
0820 The current record of run unit is not the same type as the named

record
0821 An area other than the area of the object record was readied with

an incorrect usage mode
0825 No current record of set type was established
0829 A run-unit deadlock condition occurred. DBMS aborted and rolled

back the run unit. All resources associated with the task are
released

0833 Not all sorted sets in which the object record participates are
included in the dialog's subschema

0855 An invalid length was defined for a variable-length record
0883 The length of a record in a native VSAM ESDS was changed or a

prime key in a native VSAM KSDS was modified

Further Considerations

• The following conditions must be satisfied before a MODIFY command is executed:
– All areas affected either directly or indirectly by the MODIFY command must be readied in an update usage mode.

More information:
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Usage modes are discussed in READY.
– The values of all elements defined for the object record in the dialog's subschema must be in the dialog's record

buffer. If the MODIFY command is not preceded by an OBTAIN or GET command, the application developer must
initialize the applicable values.

– The object record must be established as current of run unit.
• After successful execution of a MODIFY command, the modified record is current of:

– The run unit
– Its record type
– Its area
– All sets in which it participates as member or owner

• The following special considerations apply to the modification of CALC and sort-control elements:
– If the modification of a CALC or sort-control element violates a duplicates-not-allowed specification in the dialog's

schema, the MODIFY command is not executed and an error condition results.
– When a CALC-control element is modified successfully, the object record can be accessed by using its new CALC

key value. The database key of the object record does not change.
– If a sort-control element is to be modified, the sorted set in which the object record participates must be included in

the dialog's subschema.
– When a sort-control element is modified successfully, any set occurrence in which the object record currently

participates as a member is examined. If necessary, the object record is disconnected and reconnected in the set
occurrence to maintain the sorted set order.

• The following special considerations apply to the modification of records in native VSAM data sets:
– The length of a record in an ESDS cannot be changed even if the records are variable length.
– The prime key of a KSDS cannot be modified.

Example

The statements in the following example retrieve an occurrence of the CUSTOMER record by using its CALC key,
update the value of the CUST-NAME element in the dialog's record buffer, and then modify the record occurrence in the
database:

MOVE IN-CUST-NUMBER TO CUST-NUMBER.

OBTAIN CALC CUSTOMER.

MOVE NEW-CUST-NAME TO CUST-NAME.

MODIFY CUSTOMER.

READY Command
Overrides the usage mode specified in a dialog's subschema for one or more database areas.

Database areas are readied when a run unit begins (that is, immediately before the execution of the first database-access
command issued by a process).

Syntax

 

►►─── READY ────┬─────────────┬─────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

                ├─ area-name ─┤     └─ USAGE-MODE ──┬──────┬──────────────────

                └─ ALL ◄ ─────┘                     ├─ IS ─┤

                                                    └─ =  ─┘
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 ►──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►◄

  ──┬─────┬─────────────┬────┬─ RETRIEVAL ◄ ─┬───┬──┘

    │     ├─ PROTECTED ─┤    └─ UPDATE ──────┘   │

    │     └─ EXCLUSIVE ─┘                        │

    │                                            │

    └─ NOREADY ──────────────────────────────────┘

 

Parameters

• area-name
Readies the named area in the specified usage mode.

• ALL
Readies all areas in the specified usage mode.
If neither area-name nor ALL is specified, all areas defined in the dialog's subschema are readied in the usage mode
specified in the subschema.

• USAGE-MODE
Specifies the usage mode in which the object areas are readied.
IS or = are optional keywords and have no effect on processing.
– PROTECTED

Prevents concurrent update of the object areas.
– EXCLUSIVE

Prevents concurrent use of the object areas.
If neither PROTECTED nor EXCLUSIVE is specified, the usage mode is qualified as shared.

– RETRIEVAL
Readies the object areas for retrieval only.
RETRIEVAL is the default when neither RETRIEVAL or UPDATE is specified.

– UPDATE
Readies the object areas for both retrieval and update.

– NOREADY
Indicates that the area or areas named are not to be readied.

Usage

Usage modes restrict runtime operations. Database areas can be readied in a retrieval or update usage mode.

• When an area is readied in a retrieval usage mode, the run unit cannot issue CONNECT, DISCONNECT, ERASE,
MODIFY, or STORE commands for records in the area.

• When an area is readied in an update usage mode, the run unit can issue all database commands for records in the
area.

Usage modes can be specified as protected or exclusive. By default, if you do not specify PROTECTED or EXCLUSIVE,
the areas are opened in shared mode..

• A database area readied in a protected retrieval or update usage mode cannot be updated by a concurrently
executing run unit. A run unit cannot ready a database area in a protected usage mode if another run unit has readied
the same area in an update usage mode.

• A database area readied in an exclusive retrieval or update usage mode cannot be used in any way by a concurrently
executing run unit. A run unit cannot ready a database area in an exclusive usage mode if another run unit has readied
the area in any usage mode.

• A database area readied in a shared retrieval or update usage mode can be accessed by multiple run units
concurrently. If neither protected nor exclusive is specified, the usage mode is qualified as shared.

Considerations
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• ADS automatically readies all areas defined in a dialog's subschema in the usage mode (if any) specified in the
subschema, or in a shared retrieval usage mode, unless the NOREADY option is specified.

• If you add an area to a subschema with default usage mode with the FORCE option, this area is readied even if the
dialog is not recompiled. However, we recommend not to perform this action for ADS applications that use extended
run units.

• If the same area is named in more than one READY command in a process, the usage mode specified by the last
READY command coded in the process applies to the named area for the entire process.

• An area cannot be readied in an update usage mode if the area includes any records that participate in a set whose
members or owner are in an area readied in a retrieval usage mode.

• If a READY command results in a usage mode conflict for an area, the dialog issuing the READY command is placed
in a wait state until the area is available in the requested usage mode.

Examples

Example 1: Readying an Area

The following example illustrates the use of the READY command:

READY ORDOR-REGION

USAGE-MODE IS PROTECTED UPDATE.

Example 2: Specifying That an Area Not be Readied

The following example illustrates the use of the NOREADY option. In this example, the area CUSTOMER-REGION is
readied in shared update while the area ORDOR-REGION is not readied.

READY CUSTOMER-REGION

USAGE-MODE IS SHARED UPDATE.

READY ORDOR-REGION

USAGE-MODE IS NOREADY.

RETURN DB-KEY
Retrieves an index entry without retrieving the associated record.

NOTE
This command applies only to IDMS system-owned indexed records.

Syntax

 

►►─── RETURN DB-KEY into db-key-variable FROM index-set-name ─────────────────►

 ►─┬─ CURRENCY ─────────────────┬────┬────────────────────┬─── . ─────────────►◄

   ├─ FIRST currency ───────────┤    └─ error-expression ─┘

   ├─ LAST currency ────────────┤

   ├─ NEXT currency ────────────┤

   ├─ PRIOR currency ───────────┤

   └─ USING index-key-variable ─┘
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Parameters

• RETURN DB-KEY into
Clause introducing the return of the database key, to the record associated with the specified index entry, to the
location identified by db-key-variable.

• db-key-variable
A numeric variable data field in the dialog's record buffers that can hold a binary fullword value.
Db-key-variable is a PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC.

• FROM index-set-name
Specifies the index set associated with the index entry being retrieved.

NOTE
Index-set-name must be known to the dialog's subschema.

• CURRENCY
Retrieves the entry that is current of index.

• FIRST currency
Retrieves the first entry in the index.

• LAST currency
Retrieves the last entry in the index.

• NEXT currency
Retrieves the entry following the current of index.

• PRIOR currency
Retrieves the entry preceding the current of index.

• USING index-key-variable
Retrieves the first index entry whose symbolic key matches the contents of index-key-variable.
Index-key-variable is the name of a variable data field that is not more than 256 bytes in length.

• error-expression
Specifies the status codes that are returned to the dialog.

Usage

The RETURN DB-KEY command is used as follows:

• The value of the symbolic key in the index entry is returned to the symbolic key field for the associated record in the
dialog's record buffer.

• The database key that points to the record associated with the index entry is returned to a specified field in the dialog's
record buffers.

• The record referenced in the RETURN DB-KEY command must be referenced in a prior DML call in the dialog's run
unit.

Considerations

If autostatus is not in use, a dialog's error-status field indicates the outcome of a RETURN DB-KEY command:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request was executed successfully
1707 The end of the index was reached. Currency is set on the index

owner. The DBMS returns the owner's db-key
When 1707 is returned for an SPF index, currency remains on the
last entry of the index. No db-key is returned.

1725 Index currency was not established with an OBTAIN command
1726 The index entry cannot be found
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1729 A run-unit deadlock condition occurred. DBMS aborted and rolled
back the run unit. All resources associated with the task are
released

Further Considerations

• After successful execution of a RETURN DB-KEY command, the retrieved index entry is current of index.
• If an end-of-set condition is encountered, currency is set to the last or first entry in the index, based on whether next or

prior currency has been requested.
• If a specified entry cannot be found, currency is set between the two entries that are higher and lower than the

specified value.
• If the specified value is higher or lower than all index entries, currency is set after or before the highest or lowest entry

in the index.

ROLLBACK Command
Requests recovery of the part of a run unit that falls between two checkpoints (a recovery unit).

Syntax

 

►►─── ROLLBACK ────┬────────┬────┬────────────┬───────── . ───────────────────►◄

                   └─ TASK ─┘    └─ CONTINUE ─┘

 

Parameters

• TASK
Specifies that database, queue, and scratch areas are recovered.
If TASK is not specified, only database areas are recovered.

• CONTINUE
Rolls back the issuing run unit (ROLLBACK CONTINUE) or all run units associated with the issuing task (ROLLBACK
TASK CONTINUE), but does not terminate the run unit. Database access can be resumed without issuing BIND and
READY statements.

Usage

ROLLBACK performs the following functions:

• Writes an ABRT checkpoint to the IDMS/DB journal file.
• Nullifies all currencies.
• Terminates database activities within the process and, if no database commands are issued after the ROLLBACK

command, relinquishes control over database areas. If other database commands are issued after the ROLLBACK
command, the database areas are readied again automatically in the applicable usage modes.

Considerations

After successful execution of a ROLLBACK command, database, queue, and scratch areas are restored to the most
recent checkpoint.

The only acceptable status code returned for a ROLLBACK command is 0000.
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STORE
Adds records to the database.

Syntax

 

►►─────── STORE record-name ───┬────────────────────┬─── . ───────────────────►◄

                               └─ error-expression ─┘

 

Parameters

• record-name
Specifies the name of the object record occurrence to be moved from the dialog's record buffer to the database.
Record-name must be known to the dialog's subschema.

• error-expression
Specifies the status codes that are returned to the dialog.

Usage

The STORE command moves the object record occurrence from the dialog's record buffer to the database and connects it
to an occurrence of each set for which the record is defined as an automatic member. The STORE command performs the
following functions:

• Acquires space in the database and a database key for a new record occurrence
• Transfers the values of the record elements from the dialog's record buffer to the object record occurrence in the

database
• Connects the object record to all sets for which it is defined as an automatic member

Considerations

If autostatus is not in use, a dialog's error-status field indicates the outcome of a STORE command:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request was executed successfully
1202 The suggested DIRECT-DBKEY value is not within the page

range for the object record
1205 Storage of the record violates a duplicates-not-allowed

specification for a CALC record, sorted set, or index set
1208 The object record is not in the dialog's subschema
1209 The object record's area was not readied in an update usage

mode
1210 The dialog's subschema specifies an access restriction that

prohibits storage of the named record
1211 The object record cannot be stored because of insufficient space
1212 The record cannot be stored because no database key is

available
1221 An area other than the area of the object record was readied with

an incorrect usage mode
1225 A current of set was not established for each set to which the

object record is to be connected
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1229 A run-unit deadlock condition occurred. DBMS aborted and rolled
back the run unit. All resources associated with the task are
released.

1233 Not all sets in which the object record participates as an automatic
member are included in the dialog's subschema.

1255 An invalid length was defined for a variable-length record.
1261 The record cannot be stored because of broken chains in the

database.
1287 The owner and member records for a set to be updated are not in

the same page group or do not have the same dbkey radix point.

Further considerations

• A record occurrence is stored in the database based on the location mode specified in the schema definition of the
record:
– CALC -- The object record is placed on or near a database page that is calculated by IDMS from a control element

(the CALC key) in the record.
– VIA -- The object record is placed as close as possible to its owner record occurrence if owner and member record

occurrences share a common database page range. If owner and member record occurrences do not share a
common page range, the object record is placed in the same relative position in its own page range as that in which
the owner record is placed in its page range.

– DIRECT -- The object record is placed on or near a database page that is identified by a value moved by the
application developer to the DIRECT-DBKEY field.

• Before a STORE command can be executed, the following conditions must be satisfied:
– All areas affected either directly or indirectly by the STORE command must be readied in an update usage mode.
– All control elements (that is, CALC and sort keys) must be initialized.
– If the object record has a location mode of DIRECT, the DIRECT-DBKEY field must be initialized with a suggested

database key value or a null database key value of -1.
– If the object record is to be stored in a native VSAM RRDS, the DIRECT-DBKEY field must be initialized with the

relative record number that represents the location within the data set where the record is to be stored.
– All sets in which the object record is defined as an automatic member and the owner record of each of those sets

must be included in the dialog's subschema.
– If the object record has a location mode of VIA, currency must be established for the owner of the set through which

the record is stored, regardless of whether the record is an automatic or manual member of the set.
– Currency must be established for all set occurrences for which the object record is defined as an automatic

member. A STORE command connects the object record to a set occurrence, based on set order, as follows:
• If the object record is defined as a member of a set that is ordered FIRST, the object record is connected right

after the owner to become the first member of the set. If the set is ordered LAST, the object record is connected
as the last member of the set.

• If the object record is defined as a member of a set that is ordered NEXT or PRIOR, the record that is current of
set establishes the set occurrence to which the object record is connected and determines the record's position
within the set.

• If the object record is defined as a member of a sorted set, the process must establish currency on the set by
getting currency on the set's owner. Then, the process can store the object record. IDMS/DB automatically
connects the object record to the correct position in the set in order to maintain the proper set sequence.
The sort key of the object record is compared with the sort key of the record that is current of set to determine
if the object record can be inserted in the set by movement in the next direction. If it can, current of set remains
unchanged and the object record is connected. If it cannot, current of set is repositioned at the owner record
occurrence (not necessarily the current occurrence of the owner record type) and movement proceeds in the
next direction until the object record can be properly connected.

• After successful execution of a STORE command, the object record becomes current of:
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– The run unit
– Its record type
– Its area
– All sets in which it participates as owner or automatic member

Example

The statements in the following example store a new ITEM record in the database and connect it to the correct
occurrences of the ORDER-ITEM and PRODUCT-ITEM sets:

MOVE IN-PROD-NUMBER TO PROD-NUMBER.

FIND CALC PRODUCT.

MOVE IN-ORD-NUMBER TO ORD-NUMBER.

FIND CALC ORDOR.

STORE ITEM.

Logical Record Facility Commands
In ADS, Logical Record Facility (LRF) commands are used to retrieve and update data that is defined in a Logical Record
Facility subschema.

To enable use of LRF, DBAs predefine the paths that a dialog can use to access specific views of data in the database.
Logic to navigate the database is contained in the path definition.

Given the dialog's data requirements, the programmer selects the appropriate LRF path and then codes database
requests in the form of LRF commands within the dialog's process logic. At runtime, IDMS/DB locates the requested data
using the specified path.

Components of LRF

LRF processes commands associated with logical records. When a dialog issues an LRF command, LRF selects an
appropriate path based on the information in the command statement. LRF uses field values in the record buffer that is
established for the logical record to update the database.

Logical records are defined in a subschema by the database administrator (DBA). Each logical record is composed of
fields selected from one or more subschema records or roles that are typically accessed together.

Logical Record Facility paths are also defined in the subschema. Each path is a group of database access instructions
that perform the processing necessary to satisfy an LRF request. One or more paths are associated with each logical
record in the subschema.

The predefined conditions affecting logical record access include:

• Restrictions on the commands that can be issued for each logical record
• Selection criteria that can be specified by a WHERE clause in each command for each logical record
• Path statuses returned by LRF to indicate the result of each command

To use Logical Record Facility commands effectively, the application developer must be familiar with the processing
characteristics of the logical records that are defined in the subschema. For more information about using Logical Record
Facility, see the IDMS Logical Record Facility section.

Process code within a single dialog cannot reference more than one logical record that includes fields from a given
subschema record.
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WHERE Clause Considerations
A WHERE clause is used to specify criteria for selection of one or more occurrences of a logical record that is the object
of an ERASE, MODIFY, OBTAIN, or STORE command. A WHERE clause is also used to direct LRF to a particular logical
record path.

Considerations

• A WHERE clause is specified in the form of an expression that consists of one or more conditions to be tested.
– Multiple conditions are combined with the logical operators AND and OR.
– The logical operator NOT can precede a single condition or a compound condition that is enclosed in parentheses.

NOT specifies the opposite of the condition.
• A test condition is expressed as a comparison or a keyword.
• A logical record occurrence is selected only if the entire expression evaluates as true.
• Operators in a conditional expression are evaluated one at a time, from left to right, in order of precedence.

Note:The default order of precedence is the same as that described for other conditional expressions discussed in
Conditional Expressions.
 

Conditional Expression
The conditional expression of the WHERE clause is used when the process command syntax specifies lr-conditional-
expression.

Syntax

 

                 ┌───────────── AND ────────────────┐

                 ├───────────── OR ─────────────────┤

►►──┬─────────┬──▼─┬─ dba-designated-keyword ──────┬┴──┬─────┬────────────────►◄

    └─ NOT ( ─┘    └─┬───────┬─┬─ lr-comparison ──┬┘   └─ ) ─┘

                     └─ NOT ─┘ └─ test-condition ─┘

Syntax: Logical Record Expression          

       ┌───────────── AND ────────────────┐

                 ├───────────── OR ─────────────────┤

►►──┬─────────┬──▼─┬─ dba-designated-keyword ──────┬┴──┬─────┬────────────────►◄

    └─ NOT ( ─┘    └─┬───────┬─┬─ lr-comparison ──┬┘   └─ ) ─┘

                     └─ NOT ─┘ └─ test-condition ─┘

►►─┬─┬─ comparison-value ──────┬── operator ──┬─ comparison-value ──────┬─┬───►◄

   │ └─ arithmetic-expression ─┘              └─ arithmetic-expression ─┘ │

   │                                                                      │

   └─ comparison-value ─┬─ CONTAINS ─┬─ comparison-value ─────────────────┘

                        └─ MATCHES ──┘

 

Parameters

• NOT
Specifies that the opposite of the condition fulfills the test requirements.
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The opposite of the entire conditional expression can be specified by enclosing the expression in parentheses and
preceding it with NOT.

• dba-designated-keyword
Specifies a keyword, defined in the subschema by the database administrator (DBA), that directs LRF to a particular
logical record path. The selected path must be associated with the object logical record.

• lr-comparison
Specifies a comparison expression that establishes criteria used to select occurrences of the object logical record.
Syntax for the comparison expression is shown later in this section.

• test-condition
Specifies a condition to be tested, such as command status or cursor position.

• AND
Specifies that the expression is true only if the outcome of both of the conditions being tested is true.

• OR
Specifies that the expression is true if the outcome of either one or both of the conditions being tested is true.

Comparison Expression
Used to compare two values or to compare two character strings to determine if the first string matches or contains the
second string.

Syntax

 

►►─┬─┬─ comparison-value ──────┬── operator ──┬─ comparison-value ──────┬─┬───►◄

   │ └─ arithmetic-expression ─┘              └─ arithmetic-expression ─┘ │

   │                                                                      │

   └─ comparison-value ─┬─ CONTAINS ─┬─ comparison-value ─────────────────┘

                        └─ MATCHES ──┘

Expansion of Comparison-Value

►►─┬─ literal ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────►◄

   ├─ data-field-name-variable ─────────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ lr-field-name ─┬────────────┬─┬───────────────────────┬─┬───────┬─┘

                     └ OF lr-name ┘ │    ┌─────────────┐    │ └ OF LR ┘

                                    └ ( ─▼─ subscript ─┴─ ) ┘

 

Parameters

• comparison-value
Specifies the value to be compared.
Expanded syntax for comparison-value is shown above immediately following the compression expression syntax.

• arithmetic-expression
Specifies an arithmetic expression, according to the rules presented in Arithmetic Expressions.

• operator
The comparison operators are:

Operator Synonym Meaning
EQ = Equal
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NE  Not equal to
GT > Greater than
LT < Less than
GE  Greater than or equal to
LE  Less than or equal to

• CONTAINS
Searches the left operand for an occurrence of the right operand.
The length of the right operand must be less than or equal to the length of the left operand, and both operands must
be EBCDIC or unsigned zoned decimal data types. If the right operand is not entirely contained in the left operand, the
outcome of the comparison is false.

• MATCHES
Compares the left operand to the right operand, one character at a time, beginning with the leftmost character in each
operand. The right operand can contain mask characters, as follows:
– @ -- Matches any alphabetic character
– # -- Matches any numeric character
– * -- Matches any character
Any other character in the right operand matches only itself in the left operand.

Expansion of Comparison-Value

• literal
A user-supplied variable, expressed as a numeric constant, or the character string itself, enclosed in single quotation
marks.

• data-field-name-variable
Specifies the name of a variable data field, according to the rules presented in Variable Data Fields.

• lr-field-name
Specifies the name of a field in a Logical Record Facility record known to the subschema associated with the dialog.

• OF lr-name
Specifies the name of the record that contains the field referenced by lr-field-name.
This clause is required only if the named field is not unique among the records known to the dialog.

• subscript
Specifies the applicable occurrence of the field referenced by lr-field-name. This can be a variable field containing the
applicable occurrence, the occurrence itself, or an expression.
This clause applies only if the named field is defined as a multiply-occurring field.

• OF LR
Specifies that the value of the named field at the time that the request is issued is used throughout processing of the
request.
If the value of the field changes during processing, LRF continues to use the original value. If OF LR is not specified
and the value of the field changes during processing of the request, the new value in the dialog's record buffer is used
for any further processing of the request.

Usage

Considerations

Both the left and right operands must be EBCDIC or unsigned zoned decimal data types. The length of the string that
is compared is set to the length of the shorter of the two operands. If a character in the left operand does not match the
corresponding character in the right operand, the outcome of the comparison is false.
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ERASE Command
Deletes record occurrences.

The execution of an ERASE command does not necessarily result in the deletion of all or any of the database records
used to create the object Logical Record Facility database-access record. The path selected to service the ERASE
request performs only the database-access operations specified in the subschema.

Syntax

 

►►─── ERASE lr-name ────┬───────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►

                        └─ WHERE lr-conditional-expression ─┘

 ►──┬────────────────────┬───── . ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

    └─ error-expression ─┘

 

Parameters

• lr-name
Specifies occurrences of the logical record used for database access.
Lr-name must be known to the dialog's subschema.

• WHERE lr-conditional-expression
Specifies the selection criteria to be applied to the logical record request.
Syntax for lr-conditional-expression is described earlier in this section.

• error-expression
Specifies the status codes that are returned to the dialog.

Example

The ERASE command in the following example deletes the occurrence of CUST-ORDER-LR with the specified customer
and order numbers:

ERASE CUST-ORDER-LR

  WHERE CUST-NUMBER EQ '1234567890'

  AND ORD-NUMBER EQ '7654321'

  AND DELETE-ORDER.

The DBA-designated keyword, DELETE-ORDER, directs processing to a path that retrieves the applicable occurrence of
the CUST-ORDER-LR logical record and deletes the specified order information from the database.

MODIFY Command
Modifies field values in a record occurrence.

Syntax

 

►►─── MODIFY lr-name ────┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────────────►

                         └─ WHERE lr-conditional-expression ─┘
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 ►──┬────────────────────┬───── . ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

    └─ error-expression ─┘

 

Parameters

• lr-name
Specifies the name of the logical record.
Lr-name must be known to the dialog's subschema.

• WHERE lr-conditional-expression
Specifies the selection criteria to be applied to the logical record request.
Syntax for lr-conditional-expression is described earlier in this section.

• error-expression
Specifies the status codes that are returned to the dialog.

Example

The statements in the following example update an occurrence of the logical record CUST-ORDER-LR by specifying a
new customer name and a new required date for the associated order:

OBTAIN FIRST CUST-ORDER-LR

  WHERE CUST-NUMBER EQ '1234567890'

  AND ORD-NUMBER EQ '7654321'.

MOVE NEW-CUST-NAME TO CUST-NAME.

MOVE NEW-DATE-REQ TO ORD-DATE-REQ.

MODIFY CUST-ORDER-LR.

OBTAIN
Retrieves logical record occurrences.

Syntax

 

►►───── OBTAIN ───┬─ FIRST ──┬─── lr-name ────────────────────────────────────►

                  └─ NEXT ◄ ─┘

 ►───┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────┬────────────────────┬── . ───►◄

     └─ WHERE lr-conditional-expression ─┘      └─ error-expression ─┘

 

Parameters

• FIRST
Retrieves the first occurrence of the named logical record that meets the selection criteria specified in the WHERE
clause.

• NEXT
Retrieves the next occurrence of the named logical record that meets the selection criteria specified in the WHERE
clause.
NEXT is the default when neither FIRST or NEXT is specified.
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If the same selection criteria were not specified in a previous OBTAIN command, OBTAIN NEXT is equivalent to
OBTAIN FIRST.

• lr-name
Specifies the name of the logical record
Lr-name must be known to the dialog's subschema.

• WHERE lr-conditional-expression
Specifies the selection criteria to be applied to the logical record request.
Syntax for lr-conditional-expression is described earlier in this section.

• error-expression
Specifies the status codes that are returned to the dialog.

Usage

Data from object logical-record fields is transferred to the buffer established in the dialog's record buffers. The OBTAIN
command can be issued iteratively to retrieve a series of record occurrences that meet the criteria specified in a WHERE
clause.

Example

The statements in the following example retrieve all occurrences of the logical record CUST-ORDER-LR for customer
1234567890:

OBTAIN FIRST CUST-ORDER-LR

  WHERE CUST-NUMBER EQ '1234567890'.

ON LR-NOT-FOUND THEN INVOKE 'CUSTCHEK'.

ON LR-FOUND

  REPEAT.

    OBTAIN NEXT CUST-ORDER-LR

      WHERE CUST-NUMBER EQ '1234567890'.

    .

    .

    .

  END.

DISPLAY.

ON Command
Indicates additional processing to be performed when a specified path status is returned by the Logical Record Facility
following the execution of an LRF command.

Syntax

 

                                   ┌────────────────────────┐

►►─── ON path-status ─┬─ REPEAT. ──▼── command-statement. ──┴── END. ─────────►

                      │

                      └─ THEN ───┬── command-statement. ───────────────────┬──

                                 │       ┌──────────────────────┐          │

                                 └─ DO. ─▼─ command-statement. ─┴── END. ──┘

 ►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────►◄
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  ──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───┘

    └── ELSE ───┬── command-statement. ───────────────────┬───┘

                │       ┌──────────────────────┐          │

                └─ DO. ─▼─ command-statement. ─┴── END. ──┘

 

Parameters

• path-status
Tests whether Logical Record Facility returned the named path status. Path-status specifies a 1- to 16-character DBA-
defined or standard path status defined for the path selected to service the previous logical record request.

• REPEAT command-statement
Specifies the commands to be executed as long as LRF returns the named path status.
REPEAT begins a processing loop; END terminates the loop. Each command is executed sequentially before the path
status is tested again.
Command-statement can be any valid ADS process command, including another logical record command.

• THEN command-statement
Specifies the commands to be executed if LRF returns the named path status.

NOTE
Multiple command statements must be preceded by DO and followed by END.

Command-statement can be any valid ADS process command, including another logical command.
• ELSE command-statement

Specifies the commands to be executed if LRF returns the named path status.
Command-statement can be any valid ADS process command, including another logical record command.

NOTE
Multiple command statements must be preceded by DO and followed by END.

A given ON command statement can include only one ELSE clause, and that ELSE clause must match the most
recent ON command not associated with an ELSE clause.

Usage

Path Statuses

A path status, in the form of a 1- to 16-character unquoted string, indicates the result of an LRF request. LRF can return
either a path status defined by the DBA in the subschema associated with the dialog or one of the standard path statuses.
The standard path statuses are:

• LR-FOUND indicates that the logical record request was executed successfully. When LR-FOUND is returned, the
dialog's error-status field contains 0000.

• LR-NOT-FOUND indicates that the object record cannot be found either because no such record exists or because all
occurrences of the record have already been retrieved. When LR-NOT-FOUND is returned, the dialog's error-status
field contains 0000.

• LR-ERROR indicates that a logical record request was issued incorrectly or that an error occurred in the processing of
the path selected to service the request. When LR-ERROR is returned, the dialog's error-status field contains one of
the status codes listed below.

Status code Meaning
2001 The requested logical record was not found in the subschema

(The path DML statement, EVALUATE, returns 0000 if true and
2001 if false)
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2008 The object record is not in the dialog's subschema, or the
specified request is not permitted for the named record

2010 The dialog's subschema prohibits access to logical records
2040 The WHERE clause in an OBTAIN NEXT command directed LRF

to a different processing path than did the WHERE clause in the
preceding OBTAIN command for the same logical record

2041 The request's WHERE clause cannot be matched to a path in the
dialog's subschema

2042 The logical record path for the request specifies return of the LR-
ERROR status to the process

2043 Bad or inconsistent data was encountered in the logical record
buffer during evaluation of the request's WHERE clause

2044 The request's WHERE clause does not include data required by
the logical record path

2045 A subscript value in a WHERE clause is either less than zero or
greater than its maximum allowed value

2046 One of the following conditions occurred during the evaluation of a
WHERE clause:
Arithmetic overflow (fixed point, decimal, or exponent)
Arithmetic inflow (exponent)
Divide exception (fixed point, decimal, or floating point)
Significance exception

2063 The request's WHERE clause contains a keyword that exceeds
the 16-character maximum

2072 The request's WHERE clause is too long to be evaluated in the
available work area

Considerations

• One or more process commands can be specified to be executed once or iteratively, based on the returned path
status. If an iterative sequence is used, the path status must change during processing to prevent uncontrolled looping.

• ON commands can be nested to any level and can be included in IF and WHILE command structures.
• When coding ON commands, indentation should be used wherever possible to make the statement more readable and

to ensure that the required clauses are properly matched.

Examples

The following examples test the path status before performing additional processing.

Example 1: Displaying messages when a record is not found

The statements in the following example display messages based on the path status returned after an attempt is made to
retrieve a CUST-ORDER-LR logical record:

OBTAIN CUST-ORDER-LR

  WHERE CUST-NUMBER EQ '1234567890'.

ON NO-CUSTOMER

THEN

    DISPLAY MSG TEXT IS 'CUSTOMER NOT ON FILE'.

ON NO-ORDER

THEN

    DISPLAY MSG TEXT IS 'CUSTOMER HAS NO ORDERS'.
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ON LR-NOT-FOUND

THEN

    DISPLAY MSG TEXT IS 'RECORD NOT FOUND'.

Example 2: Retrieving a record after a specified record

The statements in the following example retrieve VENDOR-LR logical records as long as the path status returned after the
previous retrieval is VENDOR-CODE-010:

OBTAIN FIRST VENDOR-LR.

ON VENDOR-CODE-010

  REPEAT.

    OBTAIN NEXT VENDOR-LR.

    .

    .

    .

  END.

DISPLAY.

STORE Command
Stores new occurrences of logical records.

Syntax

 

►►─── STORE lr-name ────┬───────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►

                        └─ WHERE lr-conditional-expression ─┘

 ►──┬────────────────────┬─── . ──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

    └─ error-expression ─┘

 

Parameters

• lr-name
Specifies the name of the Logical Record Facility record.
Lr-name must be known to the dialog's subschema.

• WHERE lr-conditional-expression
Specifies the selection criteria to be applied to the logical record request.
Syntax for lr-conditional-expression is described earlier in this section.

• error-expression
Specifies the status codes that are returned to the dialog.

Usage

Considerations

The execution of a STORE command does not necessarily result in new occurrences of all or any of the database records
used to create the object logical record. The path selected to service the STORE request performs only the database
access operations specified in the subschema.
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For example, CUST-ORDER-LR comprises fields from the CUSTOMER, PRODUCT, ORDOR, and ITEM records. A new
CUST-ORDER-LR logical record is stored for each new customer order; however, only new occurrences of the ORDOR
and ITEM records are actually added to the database. The CUSTOMER and PRODUCT records already exist in the
database.

Example

The statements in the following example store a new occurrence of the logical record CUST-ORDER-LR for customer
1234567890. The DBA-designated keywords NEW-ORDER and NEW-ITEM direct LRF to the logical record paths that
store new order and new item information, respectively.

MOVE ORDER-NEW TO ORDOR.

STORE CUST-ORDER-LR

  WHERE CUST-NUMBER EQ '1234567890' AND NEW-ORDER.

      .

      .

      .

MOVE ITEM-NEW TO ITEM.

MODIFY CUST-ORDER-LR

  WHERE NEW-ITEM.

Map Commands
Online maps (ADS) and file maps (ADS Batch) are created and stored in the data dictionary using the IDMS mapping
facility. Map modification commands change the copy of the map maintained for a particular dialog, not the stored map
definition. For more information about maps and map attributes, see the IDMS Mapping Facility section.

Map Commands

ADS map commands are used to adjust maps to meet the processing requirements of individual dialogs at run time.
Pageable map commands are used to create, retrieve, and modify detail occurrences of a pageable map.

The map modification and pageable map commands are summarized in the following table. Each command is presented
alphabetically later in this section.

Summary of Map Modification and Pageable Map Commands

Type Command Description
Map modification commands Attributes Modifies the display intensity or the

protected/unprotected specification of
one or more map data fields, providing an
alternative format to the MODIFY MAP
command for these attributes

 CLOSE Closes the dialog input and output file maps
(batch only)

 MODIFY MAP Modifies a map's write control character
(WCC) options and specifies attributes of
one or more map data fields

Pageable map detail commands GET DETAIL Retrieves a modified detail occurrence
 PUT DETAIL Creates or modifies a detail occurrence
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Map Modification Commands
Map modification commands are used to change a map to meet processing requirements of individual dialogs at run
time. Single or multiple attributes can be changed globally or on a field-specific basis. Requested map modifications can
be designated as temporary or permanent. Temporary changes apply only to the next display of the map. Permanent
changes apply as long as the dialog remains operative in the application thread.

Pageable Map Considerations

For a pageable map, the following considerations apply:

• Permanent map modifications to detail area map fields modify only detail occurrences referenced by subsequent PUT
DETAIL commands.

• Temporary map modifications to detail area map fields modify only the detail occurrence referenced by the next PUT
DETAIL command. If temporary modifications are to apply in subsequent PUT DETAIL commands, the appropriate
map modification commands must be repeated.

• Temporary map modifications to header and footer map data fields apply only to the first display of the map following
the map modification. Temporary map modifications to fields in a detail occurrence apply only to the first display of that
occurrence following map modification.

Attributes Command
Modifies a map attribute for one or more map fields.

Syntax

 

►►───┬─ BRIGHTen ──┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

     ├─ DARKen ────┤

     ├─ NORMALize ─┤

     ├─ PROTect ───┤

     └─ UNPROTect ─┘

 ►──┬─┬────────────────────┬───── CURrent ───────────────┬────────────────────►

    │ └─ all ─┬─ BUT ────┬─┘                             │

    │         └─ EXCept ─┘                               │

    ├─ ALL ────┬───────────┬─── FIELDS ──────────────────┤

    │          ├─ CORrect ─┤                             │

    │          └─ ERRor   ─┘                             │

    │                            ┌───────────────┐       │

    └─ all ─┬────────────┬─┬─ ( ─▼── field-name ─┴─ ) ─┬─┘

            └┬─ BUT ────┬┘ └┬─ FIELD ─┬─ field-name ───┘

             └─ EXCept ─┘   └─ DFLD ──┘

 ►──┬─ PERManent ◄ ─┬── . ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

    └─ TEMPorary ───┘

 

Parameters

• BRIGHTen
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Displays the specified map fields at brighter-than-normal intensity. A brightened field appears highlighted on the
terminal screen.

• DARKen
Displays the specified map fields at darker-than-normal intensity. Characters in a darkened field do not appear on the
terminal screen.

• NORMALize
Displays the specified map fields at normal intensity.

• PROTect
Enables the input protect attribute for the specified map fields. The user cannot enter, modify, or delete data in the
specified fields.

• UNPROTect
Disables the input protect attribute for the specified map fields. The user can enter, modify, or delete data in the
specified fields.

• CURrent
Modifies the current map data field only. The current map data field is determined by the most recent map modification
command or map field status condition test:
– Map modification command --  The current field is the last field named in an explicit list of map fields or the last

map field modified in an implicit list.
An implicit list results from specifying the FOR ALL BUT clause or the FOR ALL CORRECT/ERROR FIELDS clause
in the map modification command. An implicit list of map fields is ordered in the sequence in which the fields are
defined in the map that is, top to bottom, left to right).

– Map field status condition test --  The current field is the last field tested in the explicit or implicit list of fields. An
implicit list results from specifying the ALL/ANY/NONE/SOME FIELDS clause in the map field status condition test.
The runtime system tests the fields in an explicit list from left to right, and tests the fields in an implicit list in the
order in which the fields are defined in the map (that is, top to bottom, left to right).
Note that a status condition test ends at the first map field that determines the result of the test. For example, a test
is run to determine if any fields in a list are truncated; the test stops at the first field that is truncated, and that field
becomes the current map field.

• all BUT
Modifies all map data fields except the current field.
EXCEPT can be used in place of BUT.

• ALL FIELDS
Means that the attribute coded in this command will be applied to all data fields on the map, unless either of the
optional positional parameters CORrect and ERRor are specified.

• CORrect
Means that the attribute coded in this command will be applied during the next error display to all data fields that have
NOT been marked as 'IN ERROR'.

• ERRor
Means that the attribute coded in the command will be applied during the next error display to all data fields that have
been marked as 'IN ERROR'.
If CORRECT or ERROR is not specified, all map data fields are modified.

• all BUT
Introduces the fields to be modified.
The optional keyword BUT modifies all map data fields except the field or fields specified by field-name.
EXCEPT can be used in place of BUT.

• FIELD field-name
Specifies the map data field to be modified.
DFLD can be used in place of FIELD.

• PERManent
Specifies permanent modification.
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The modification applies to each display of the map associated with the current dialog as long as the dialog remains
operative in the application thread. In a pageable map, a modification to a map data field of a detail line occurrence
applies throughout the map paging session.
PERMANENT is the default when neither TEMPORARY or PERMANENT is specified.

• TEMPorary
Specifies temporary modification.
The modification applies only to the next display of the map associated with the current dialog. In a pageable map, a
modification to a map data field of a detail line occurrence applies only to the next time the detail line occurrence is
displayed on the screen during the map paging session.

Usage

The attributes command provides an alternative format to the MODIFY MAP command for modification of display intensity
or protected status of one or more map data fields. Only one attribute can be specified in a single attribute command.

The MODIFY MAP command can be used to modify multiple attributes. MODIFY MAP is discussed later in this section.

Example

The statements in the following example make up part of a response process that adds a new CUSTOMER record
occurrence to the database. If the user enters a customer number that is already assigned, the screen is redisplayed with
the CUST-NUMBER field in bright intensity:

FIND CALC CUSTOMER.

IF DB-STATUS-OK

THEN

  DO.

    BRIGHTEN FIELD CUST-NUMBER TEMPORARY.

    DISPLAY MESSAGE TEXT IS

    'CUSTOMER NUMBER ALREADY ASSIGNED.'.

  END.

ELSE

    STORE CUSTOMER.

    DISPLAY MESSAGE TEXT IS

    'CUSTOMER HAS BEEN ADDED.'.

CLOSE Command
(ADS Batch only) Closes the dialog input and output file maps.

Syntax

 

►►─── CLOSE ───────┬─ BOTH ◄──┬─────── file MAPs ─────── . ──────────────────►◄

                   ├─ INPUT ──┤

                   └─ OUTPUT ─┘

 

Parameters

• BOTH
Specifies the dialog's input and output file maps.
BOTH can be specified even if the dialog has only an input or an output file map.
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BOTH is the default when no other option is specified.
• INPUT

Specifies the dialog's input file map.
• OUTPUT

Specifies the dialog's output file map.

Usage

Considerations

• The runtime system automatically closes the files if an application terminates with files still open:
– A CLOSE command logically closes a file only if other dialogs using different maps have accessed the same file.
– A CLOSE command must be issued for each map to physically close a file.

• The CLOSE command is required when closing a file before the application terminates, as in the following cases:
– The application has been reading from or writing to a file and is required to start over at the beginning of the file.
– An output file to which records were written is to be read as an input file.
– A run-unit commit is performed by a COMMIT command or at the end of a run unit.

If a COMMIT command is issued, but not all files used in the application are closed, the runtime system either takes
no action, sends a warning message to the log, or abends the application, as specified at system generation or at
run time. The default action is abend.

MODIFY MAP
Modifies a map write control character (WCC) options and specifies attributes for map data fields.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─── MODIFY MAP ──────────┬─ PERManent ◄ ─┬──────────────────────────────────►

                           └─ TEMPorary   ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

   └─ CURSOR at ──┬─┬─ FIELD ─┬─ field-name ───┬─┘

                  │ └─ DFLD ──┘                │

                  └─ row, column ──────────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

   │       ┌────────────────────┐ │

   └─ WCC ─▼─┬─┬─ RESETMDT ─┬─┬─┴─┘

             │ └─ NOMDT ────┘ │

             ├─┬─ RESETKBD ─┬─┤

             │ └─ NOKBD ────┘ │

             ├─┬─ ALARM ────┬─┤

             │ └─ NOALARM ──┘ │

             ├─┬─ STARTPRT ─┬─┤

             │ └─ NOPRT ────┘ │

             └─┬─ NLCR ─┬─────┘

               ├─ 40CR ─┤

               ├─ 64CR ─┤

               └─ 80CR ─┘
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 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ FOR ─┬─┬────────────────────┬───── CURrent ───────────────┬────────────

            │ └─ all ─┬─ BUT ────┬─┘                             │

            │         └─ EXCept ─┘                               │

            ├─ ALL ────┬───────────┬─── FIELDS ──────────────────┤

            │          ├─ CORrect ─┤                             │

            │          └─ ERRor   ─┘                             │

            │                            ┌───────────────┐       │

            └─ all ─┬────────────┬─┬─ ( ─▼── field-name ─┴─ ) ─┬─┘

                    └┬─ BUT ────┬┘ └┬─ FIELD ─┬─ field-name ───┘

                     └─ EXCept ─┘   └─ DFLD ──┘ 

 

►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ──┬──────────────┬───────┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────

    ├─ BACKscan ───┤       └─ OUTput DATA is ──┬─ Yes ───────┬┘

    └─ NOBACKscan ─┘                           ├─ No ────────┤

                                               ├─ ERASE ─────┤

                                               └─ ATTribute ─┘

 ►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ──┬──────────────────────────┬───────┬──────────────────────┬───────────────

    └─ INput DATA is ─┬─ Yes ─┬┘       └┬─ Right ─┬─ JUSTify ─┘

                      └─ No  ─┘         └─ Left ──┘

 ►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ──┬───────────────────────────┬──┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────

    ├─ PAD ─┬─ pad-character ─┬─┤  └─ EDIT is ─┬─ CORrect ─┬┘

    │       ├─ LOW-VALUE ─────┤ │              └─ ERRor ───┘

    │       └─ HIGH-VALUE ────┘ │

    └─ NOPAD ───────────────────┘

 ►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ─┬────────────┬─────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────

   ├─ REQuired ─┤     └─ ERRor ─┬─ MESSAGE ─┬─ is ──┬─ ACTive ───┬──┘

   └─ OPTional ─┘               └─ MSG ─────┘       └─ SUPpress ─┘

 

 ►────────────────────────────────────────────────┬── . ──────────────────────►◄

  ──┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬──┘

    │              ┌─────────────────────────┐ │

    └─ ATTRibutes ─▼─┬─── SKIP ───────────┬──┴─┘

                     ├─┬─ ALPHAmeric ─┬───┤

                     │ └─ NUMeric ────┘   │

                     ├─┬─ PROTected ───┬──┤

                     │ └─ UNPROTected ─┘  │

                     ├─┬─ DISPlay ─┬──────┤

                     │ ├─ DARK ────┤      │

                     │ └─ BRIGHT ──┘      │

                     ├─── DETECTable ─────┤

                     ├─┬─ MDT  ──┬────────┤

                     │ └─ NOMDT ─┘        │

                     ├─┬─ BLINK ───┬──────┤

                     │ └─ NOBLINK ─┘      │

                     ├─┬─ REVerse-video ─┬┤
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                     │ └─ NORMal-video ──┘│

                     ├─┬─ UNDERscore ───┬─┤

                     │ └─ NOUNDERscore ─┘ │

                     └─┬─ NOColor ─────┬──┘

                       ├─ BLUe ────────┤

                       ├─ RED ─────────┤

                       ├─ PINk ────────┤

                       ├─ GREen ───────┤

                       ├─ TURquoise ───┤

                       ├─ YELlow ──────┤

                       └─ WHIte ───────┘

 

Parameters

• PERManent
Specifies permanent modification.
The modifications apply to each display of the map as long as the dialog remains operative in the application thread.
In a pageable map, a modification to a map data field of a detail line occurrence applies throughout the map paging
session.
PERMANENT is the default when neither TEMPORARY nor PERMANENT is specified.

• TEMPorary
Specifies temporary modification.
The modifications apply only to the next display of the map. In a pageable map, a modification to a map data field of a
detail line occurrence applies only to the next time the detail line occurrence is displayed on the screen during the map
paging session.

• CURSOR
Specifies the cursor position on the terminal screen when the map is displayed.

• FIELD field-name
Positions the cursor at the beginning of the named map field.
Field-name specifies a data field in the map associated with the current dialog.
DFLD can be used in place of FIELD.

• row
Either the name of a variable data field that contains the row number or the row number itself, expressed as a numeric
constant.

• column
Either the name of a variable data field that contains the column number or the column number itself, expressed as a
numeric constant.
The specified row and column numbers must be 1- to 16-digit unsigned integers and must be valid for the terminal in
use. The row and column specifications must be separated by a blank or a comma.

• WCC
Modifies the write control character (WCC) specifications for the map associated with the current dialog.

• RESETMDT
The modified data tags (MDTs) are turned off.

• NOMDT
The modified data tags (MDTs) are not turned off.
An MDT marks a data field for transmission to the dialog whether or not it is modified by the user.

• RESETKBD
The keyboard is unlocked when the map is displayed.

• NOKBD
The keyboard remains locked when the map is displayed.

• ALARM
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If installed, the terminal's audible alarm will sound when the map is displayed.
• NOALARM

Even if installed, the terminal's audible alarm will not sound when the map is displayed.
• STARTPRT

The contents of the terminal buffer are printed when the map is displayed.
• NOPRT

The contents of the terminal buffer are not printed when the map is displayed.

NOTE
This specification is meaningful only when a 3280-type printer is in use.

• NLCR
No line formatting is performed on the printer output. The printer advances to a new line only when the new line (NL)
and carriage return (CR) characters occur.

• 40CR
Printer output is formatted into 40 characters per line.

• 64CR
Printer output is formatted into 64 characters per line.

• 80CR
Printer output is formatted into 80 characters per line.

NOTE
This specification is meaningful only if the STARTPRT option above is specified.

If the MODIFY MAP command is used to alter any WCC option, all WCC options are overridden by the command.
Unspecified WCC options default, as follows:
– RESETMDT/NOMDT defaults to NOMDT.
– RESETKBD/NOKBD defaults to NOKBD.
– ALARM/NOALARM defaults to NOALARM.
– STARTPRT/NOPRT defaults to NOPRT.
– NLCR/40CR/64CR/80CR has no default.

• FOR
Specifies the map data fields being modified.

• all BUT CURrent
Modifies all map data fields except the current field.
EXCEPT can be used in place of BUT.

• ALL FIELDS
Introduces which map data fields are to be modified.

• CORrect
Modifies all map data fields set to be correct by the automatic error-handling facility or the dialog.

• ERRor
Modifies all map data fields set to be correct by the automatic error-handling facility or the dialog.
If CORRECT or ERROR is not specified, all map data fields are modified.

• all BUT
Introduces the fields to be modified.
The optional keyword BUT modifies all map data fields except the field or fields specified by field-name.
EXCEPT can be used in place of BUT.

• FIELD field-name
Specifies the map data field to be modified.
DFLD can be used in place of FIELD.

• BACKscan
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The contents of the designated map fields are displayed without trailing blanks. Characters remaining from the
previous display of the map may appear in any unused positions.

• NOBACKscan
The contents of the designated map fields are displayed with trailing blanks.

• OUTput DATA is
Clause introducing selections which determine whether data from the dialog's record buffers and attribute
specifications are transmitted to the designated map fields when the map is displayed. Attribute specifications include
all attributes that can be specified in conjunction with the ATTRIBUTES keyword of the MODIFY MAP command.

• Yes
Data and attribute specifications are transmitted.

• No
Data is not transmitted. Data remaining from the previous display of the map appears in the designated map fields.
Attribute specifications for a designated map field are transmitted only if one of the following conditions is met:
– The map being displayed is different than the map previously displayed.
– The designated map field is in error.

• ERASE
Data is not transmitted, and data remaining from the previous display of the map is erased from the designated map
fields. Attribute specifications are transmitted.

• ATTribute
Attribute specifications are transmitted, but data is not. Data remaining from the previous display of the map appears in
the designated map fields.

• INput DATA is
Clause introducing selections which determine whether data entered in the specified map fields is transmitted to the
dialog's record buffers.

• Yes
Data in the designated map fields is transmitted to the dialog's record buffers.

• No
Data in the designated map fields is not transmitted to the dialog's record buffers.

• JUSTify
Introduces how data entered in the designated map fields is justified before it is transmitted to the dialog's record
buffers.

NOTE
This specification is meaningful for nonnumeric fields only.

• Right
Data in the designated map fields is right justified.

• Left
Data in the designated map fields is left justified.

• PAD pad-character
Specifies whether data entered in the designated map fields is padded before it is transmitted to the dialog's record
buffers.
Data is padded on the left (if RIGHT JUSTIFY is specified) or on the right (if LEFT JUSTIFY is specified) with the
specified pad character.
Pad-character is either the name of a variable data field that contains the pad character or the actual pad character,
enclosed in single quotation marks.

• NOPAD
Data in the designated map fields is not padded.

• EDIT is
Specifies whether an error flag is set for the designated map fields.

• ERRor
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An error flag is set for the designated map fields.
• CORrect

No error flag is set for the designated map fields.

NOTE
Error flags cannot be set permanently.

On a mapout operation, if any field is flagged to be in error, then for all fields both correct and incorrect) only attribute
bytes are transmitted; no data is moved from program variable storage to the screen.
There is one exception to the above rule: on the initial display of a map by an ADS dialog, all literals and data fields are
transmitted even if a field is in error.

• REQuired
The user must enter data in the designated map fields.

• OPTional
The user can enter data in the designated map fields, as applicable.

• ERRor MESSAGE is
Specifies display or suppression of an error message associated with a field.

• ACTive
Enables display of an error message.
A message is usually enabled after ERROR MESSAGE SUPPRESS is specified within a MODIFY MAP PERMANENT
specification.

• SUPpress
Disables display of an error message associated with a field.
When the map is redisplayed because of errors, the message defined for the map field will not be displayed even if the
field contains edit errors.

NOTE
Autoedit errors detected on map in for detail fields within a pageable map cannot be suppressed unless you
turn off autoedit.

• ATTRibutes
Applies 3270- and 3279-type terminal display attributes to the designated map fields.

• SKIP
Causes repositioning of the cursor over the designated map fields to the next unprotected field.
SKIP automatically assigns the NUMERIC and PROTECTED attributes (see below) to the designated map fields.

• ALPHAmeric
The user can enter any data type characters.

NOTE
ALPHAMERIC cannot be specified if SKIP (see above) is specified.

• NUMeric
The user can enter only numeric data type characters.

• PROTected
The designated map fields are input protected. The user cannot enter, modify, or delete data.

• UNPROTected
The designated map fields are not input protected. The user can enter, modify, or delete data.

NOTE
UNPROTECTED cannot be specified if SKIP (see above) is specified.

• DISPlay
The designated map fields are displayed at normal intensity.

• DARK
The designated map fields are displayed at darker-than-normal intensity.
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Characters in a darkened field do not appear on the terminal screen. DARK cannot be specified if DETECTABLE (see
below) is specified.

• BRIGHT
The designated map fields are displayed at brighter-than-normal intensity. A brightened field appears highlighted on
the terminal screen.

• DETECTable
Specifies that the designated map fields are detectable by selector light pen.

NOTE
DETECTABLE cannot be specified if DARK (see above) is specified.

• MDT
Modified data tags (MDTs) are turned on for the designated map fields when the map is displayed.

• NOMDT
Modified data tags (MDTs) are not turned on for the designated map fields when the map is displayed.

• BLINK
(3279-type terminals only) The designated map fields are displayed with blinking characters.

NOTE
BLINK cannot be specified if either REVERSE-VIDEO or UNDERSCORE (see below) is specified.

• NOBLINK
(3279-type terminals only) Blinking characters are suppressed for the designated map fields.

• REVerse-video
(3279-type terminals only) The designated map fields are displayed with dark characters on a light background.

NOTE
REVERSE-VIDEO cannot be specified if either BLINK (see above) or UNDERSCORE (see below) is
specified.

• NORMal-video
(3279-type terminals only) The designated map fields are displayed with light characters on a dark background.

• UNDERscore
(3279-type terminals only) The designated map fields are underscored.

NOTE
UNDERSCORE cannot be specified if either BLINK or REVERSE-VIDEO (see above) is specified.

• NOUNDERscore
(3279-type terminals only) The designated map fields are not underscored.

• NOColor
(3279-type terminals only) The designated map fields are displayed with the default color of the terminal.

• BLUE/RED/PINk/GREen/TURquoise/YELlow/WHIte
(3279-type terminals only) The designated map fields are displayed with one of the seven available color attributes.

Usage

Considerations

• Multiple attributes to be modified can be specified in a single MODIFY MAP command. All indicated modifications
apply to all specified map data fields in the command.
If multiple attributes are specified, they must be separated by commas or blanks.

• The following rules apply to attributes and WCC options that are omitted from a MODIFY MAP command:
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– If an attribute that is not a WCC option is omitted, the attribute remains as defined at map compilation time or as set
by a previous modification designated as PERMANENT.

– If any WCC option is altered by the MODIFY MAP command, all WCC options are overridden by the command.
Unspecified WCC options are assigned the default values listed in the syntax rules below.

• The ERROR MESSAGE clause of the MODIFY MAP statement allows suppression of a default error message and
display of a more appropriate message. For example, the following error message can be displayed for a part-number
field in an order entry application:

THE SPECIFIED PART CANNOT BE MAILED

NOTE
Pageable maps cannot have the error message suppressed on map in.

Example

The following statements are part of a response process that adds a new CUSTOMER record occurrence to the database.
The CUST-NUMBER field is required when adding a customer. If the user does not enter a customer number, an error flag
is set for the CUST-NUMBER field and the field is made required:

IF CUST-NUMBER EQ SPACES

THEN

  DO.

    MODIFY MAP TEMPORARY FOR FIELD CUST-NUMBER EDIT ERROR.

    MODIFY MAP PERMANENT FOR FIELD CUST-NUMBER REQUIRED.

    DISPLAY MESSAGE TEXT IS

    'CUSTOMER NUMBER REQUIRED WHEN ADDING CUSTOMER.'.

  END.

ELSE

    MODIFY MAP TEMPORARY FOR FIELD CUST-NUMBER EDIT CORRECT OPTIONAL.

Pageable Maps
A pageable map is a map that contains multiple occurrences of a set of map fields. Each occurrence of the multiply-
occurring set is called a detail occurrence.

A pageable map can contain more detail occurrences than can fit on the user's screen at one time. The runtime system
stores detail occurrences in the order in which they are created by pageable map commands, and divides them into
pages, based on the number of occurrences that can fit on the screen. One page of occurrences can be displayed on the
screen at a time.

Areas of a Pageable Map
A pageable map is divided into three areas.

Header Area

The header area (optional) is located across the top of the screen and contains one or more rows of map fields
associated with header information. The header area information is displayed whenever the map is displayed.

Detail Area

The detail area (required) is located across the middle of the screen and contains the detail occurrences. Detail
occurrence map fields are defined in the detail area only once. At run time, the number of detail occurrences that are
displayed in the detail area depends on the space available on the screen after accounting for the header and footer
information.
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Footer Area

The footer area (optional) is located across the bottom of the screen and contains one or more rows of map fields
associated with footer information. The footer information is displayed whenever the map is displayed.

For example, a pageable map used to display a department record and all associated employee records might contain the
following information:

• Header area --  The title of the map and department information
• Footer area --  A message field, the map page, and information about how to page through the map
• Detail area --  Detail occurrences of employee information

 ┌─

 │

 │  DEPT. ID: _____

 │

 └─

 ┌─

 │  EMP. ID: _____   LAST NAME: _______________             ACTION CODE: ___

 │

 │                   START DATE: ________                   MESSAGE: ________

 │

 │

 │

 └─

 ┌─

 │  PAGE: _____

 │

 │

 │  ____________________________________________________________________________

 └─

Map Paging Session
A map page refers to the header and footer map fields and to a page of detail occurrences.

When a pageable map is displayed, the page of occurrences that appears in the detail area is determined by the current
value of the $PAGE system-supplied data field. For example, given a screen that can hold ten occurrences, if $PAGE
equals 1, occurrences 1 through 10 are displayed; if $PAGE equals 2, occurrences 11 through 20 are displayed; and
so forth. Actions taken by the user and commands issued by premap and response processes can modify the value of
$PAGE.

 Beginning a Map Paging Session 

A map paging session begins when a dialog associated with a pageable map begins execution. A map paging session
ends when the application terminates or when a dialog passes control to another dialog under any of the following
conditions:
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• The dialog receiving control is associated with a different pageable map than the dialog that initiated the map paging
session

• The dialog receiving control has different map paging dialog options than the dialog that initiated the map paging
session

• The dialog that initiated the map paging session issues a TRANSFER command
• The dialog receiving control is at a level higher than the dialog that initiated the map paging session

NOTE
 The first two conditions do not apply when the receiving dialog is not associated with a pageable map. In such
cases, the map paging session continues, provided that the third or fourth condition is not met.

If none of the above conditions is met, the map paging session continues. Detail occurrences created during the session
can be added to, displayed, and modified by dialogs associated with the pageable map. If the map paging session
terminates, the runtime system deletes all detail occurrences created during the session.

One or more dialogs can be associated with the same pageable map in a given map paging session. During a map paging
session, premap and response process commands can create, display, retrieve, and modify detail occurrences.

 Considerations 

The following considerations apply:

•  Detail occurrences are created by PUT NEW DETAIL process commands. Detail occurrences are built from the
values stored in the variable data fields to which the detail occurrence fields map.
The runtime system stores detail occurrences in the order in which they are created and divides them into pages,
based on the number of detail occurrences that can fit on the screen at one time. A detail occurrence is displayed on
the screen only when the map page to which the occurrence belongs is displayed.

•  A dialog process displays a map page to the terminal as a result of either of the following actions:
–  A PUT NEW DETAIL command is issued that creates the first detail occurrence of the second map page. The

runtime system automatically displays the first map page, allowing the user to enter information.
The process that issues the PUT NEW DETAIL command continues to execute and can create additional detail
occurrences. The process must issue a DISPLAY command to terminate processing. The runtime system does not
process information entered during a pseudo-converse until the DISPLAY command is issued.

NOTE
 In this case, the DISPLAY command does not send information to the terminal. Header and footer
variable data fields should be primed before the first map page is displayed. If the map contains a
message field in the header or footer area, any text for the message field should be specified once by
issuing a PUT NEW DETAIL command before the first map page is displayed.

–  A DISPLAY command is issued, except when the map has already been displayed as a result of a PUT NEW
DETAIL command. The map page displayed is determined by the current value of $PAGE.

•  The user can modify map data fields on the screen, including header and footer data fields and detail occurrence
fields of the current map page. Restrictions that apply include those specified in the map definition (such as the
PROTECT specification), in the dialog definition (that is, the paging mode dialog option, UPDATE/BROWSE), and by
process commands (such as the MODIFY MAP command).

•  The user can make a paging request to specify the next map to be displayed by performing one of the following
actions:
– Pressing the control key associated with paging forward one page. The system generation default paging-forward

key is PF8.
– Pressing the control key associated with paging backward one page. The system generation default paging-

backward key is PF7.
– Changing the $PAGE map field (if one is defined for the map) and pressing a control key other than the paging-

forward key, paging-backward key, [Clear], [PA1], [PA2], or [PA3]
•  The user presses a control key, including the paging-forward or paging-backward key, and the runtime system

performs the following processing:
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–  Updates map data fields --  The runtime system updates its internal representation of the header and footer map
data fields and updates detail occurrence fields to reflect changes made by the user. No updates are performed if
[Clear], [PA1], [PA2], or [PA3] are pressed; these control keys do not transmit data.
Map field attributes set temporarily by the user or by map modification commands are reset. Attributes set
permanently in the map definition or by map modification commands remain set.

–  Updates $PAGE --  If a paging request was made, the runtime system updates $PAGE as follows:
• Adds 1 to $PAGE if the paging forward key was pressed and the current map page is not the last map page.
• Subtracts 1 from $PAGE if the paging backward key was pressed and the current map page is not the first map

page.
• Moves the value entered in the $PAGE map field to $PAGE if the $PAGE map field was changed and the control

key pressed was not the paging forward key, the paging backward key, [Clear], [PA1], [PA2], or [PA3]. If the value
entered in the $PAGE field is less than the first map page or greater than the last map page, $PAGE is set to the
first or last page number.

$PAGE determines the next map page to be displayed.
–  Determines the flow of control --  In a session that is not a map-paging session, the runtime system always

attempts to initiate a function or response process when the user presses a control key. In a map paging session,
the runtime system either attempts to initiate a function or response process, or instead displays the same or
another map page. The action taken by the runtime system depends on the paging-type dialog option (NOWAIT/
WAIT/RETURN), on whether a paging request was made, and whether any map field's modified data tag was set,
as shown in the following table.

 Flow of Control in a Map Paging Session 

 Paging request1  Nonpaging request  Paging Type
 No MDT set  Any MDT set2  No MDT set  Any MDT set2 

NOWAIT Displays the requested
map page

Displays the requested
map page

Initiates a function or
response process3

Redisplays the same
map page

WAIT Displays the requested
map page

Initiates a function or
response process3

Initiates a function or
response process3

Initiates a function or
response process3

RETURN Initiates a function or
response process3

Initiates a function or
response process3

Initiates a function or
response process3

Initiates a function or
response process3

 Notes: 

1 A paging request occurs when the user presses a control key associated with paging forward or backward or modifies
the $PAGE field, if one is defined for the map. If [Clear], [PA1], [PA2], or [PA3] is pressed, any modification to $PAGE is
ignored and is not considered as a paging request. If a paging request is not made, see the Nonpaging request columns.

2 If the control key pressed is [Clear], [PA1], [PA2], or [PA3], see the No MDT set column under the applicable Paging/
Nonpaging request column.

3 The function or response is selected as described in Runtime flow of control.

If the same or another map page is displayed, the user can modify map fields, make a paging request, and press a control
key, as described above.

If a function or response process is initiated, the internal representations of the header and footer fields are mapped into
their associated variable data fields.

•  Detail occurrences are retrieved by GET DETAIL process commands. A GET DETAIL command locates the
occurrence to be retrieved, then moves the occurrence's fields into the variable data fields to which the fields map.

•  Only modified detail occurrences can be retrieved. A detail occurrence is considered to be modified if it has the
following two characteristics:
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– Contains one or more map fields whose modified data tags (MDTs) are set at the time of the most recent pseudo-
converse.

– Has yet to be retrieved since the most recent pseudo-converse. Once a modified detail occurrence has been
retrieved, it is no longer considered to be modified.
Note that if a modified detail occurrence is not retrieved following a pseudo-converse, it is not automatically
considered to be modified following a subsequent pseudo-converse. The detail occurrence must once again have
the two characteristics listed above.

A detail occurrence that is not a modified detail occurrence cannot be retrieved by dialog process code.
•  Detail occurrence fields are modified in dialog processes by PUT CURRENT DETAIL commands. A PUT

CURRENT DETAIL command modifies the detail occurrence referenced by the most recent GET DETAIL or PUT
DETAIL command.

•  Additional detail occurrences can be created by PUT NEW DETAIL commands. New occurrences are stored at the
end of the set of detail occurrences.

•  Detail occurrences cannot be deleted by process commands. Detail occurrences are deleted as follows:
– If the backpage dialog option (described below) is NO, detail occurrences of previous map pages are deleted when

a new map page is displayed.
– At the end of a map paging session, all detail occurrences are deleted.

Map Paging Dialog Options
Map paging dialog options define parameters for a map paging session. Specification of options for a dialog are made
during dialog definition. The map paging dialog options NOWAIT, BACKPAGE NO, and UPDATE cannot be specified
together.

The following table lists available map paging dialog options.

Map Paging Dialog Options

Option Parameter Description
Paging type NOWAIT WAIT RETURN Specifies the runtime flow of control

when the user presses a control key, as
described in the previous table.

Backpage BACKPAGE YES Allows the user to display a previous
map page. The runtime system maintains
the resources that describe the detail
occurrences of previous pages.

BACKPAGE NO Prohibits the user from displaying a
previous map page. The runtime system
deletes all previous pages of detail
occurrences when a new map page is
displayed. The lowest page number is the
first page that has not been deleted.1

Paging mode UPDATE Specifies that the terminal operator
can modify map data fields, subject to
restrictions specified in the mapping
facility and by map modification process
commands.

BROWSE Specifies that the user can modify only
the $PAGE and $RESPONSE fields of
the map. Map fields can still have their
MDTs set in the map definition or by map
modification commands.
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NOTE

1 On mapin from the terminal when backpaging is not allowed, if $PAGE has been set to a value greater than the current
map page, the runtime system flags all map pages below $PAGE for deletion. When the map is displayed again, these
flagged pages are deleted, even if $PAGE has been modified to a lower value in the interim.

GET DETAIL
Retrieves a modified detail occurrence of a pageable map.

A GET DETAIL command can retrieve all the fields of a modified detail occurrence or only those fields whose MDTs are
turned on.

Syntax

 

►►── GET DETail─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

                ├┬─ NEXt ◄ ─┬─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬┤

                │└─ FIRst  ─┘ └─ RETurn KEY into data-field-name-variable ─┘│

                └─ KEY ────┬──────┬──── key-number ─────────────────────────┘

                           ├─ IS ─┤

                           └─ =  ─┘

 ►────────┬─────────────────────────┬─── . ───────────────────────────────────►◄

          ├─ ALL ◄ ────┬── FIElds ──┘

          └─ MODified ─┘

 

Parameters

• NEXt
Retrieves the first modified detail occurrence that follows the detail occurrence referenced by the preceding pageable
map command.
The preceding pageable map command must follow the most recent pseudo-converse.

• FIRst
Retrieves the first modified detail occurrence of the pageable map.
Note that the GET DETAIL FIRST command can be used repeatedly to retrieve all the modified detail occurrences of
a pageable map. The first GET DETAIL FIRST command retrieves the first modified detail occurrence. Once retrieved,
the occurrence is no longer considered as modified, and the second modified detail occurrence becomes the first
modified detail occurrence. This modified detail occurrence can be retrieved by a subsequent GET DETAIL FIRST
command, and so forth.
An end-of-data condition results if no pageable map command precedes the GET DETAIL command, if the preceding
pageable map command resulted in an end-of-data or detail-not-found (see the KEY IS parameter below) condition
or if the GET DETAIL command cannot find a modified detail occurrence before reaching the end of the set of detail
occurrences.

• RETurn KEY into data-field-name-variable
Specifies the numeric variable field into which the runtime system moves the binary fullword value (if any) associated
with the detail occurrence being retrieved. A value is associated with a detail occurrence by specifying the KEY IS
parameter in a PUT DETAIL command.
If no value is associated with the detail occurrence, data-field-name-variable is set to zero. Data-field-name-variable
does not have to be a binary fullword.

• KEY is key-number
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Specifies the modified detail occurrence to be retrieved based on the numeric key value associated with the detail
occurrence. A key value is associated with a detail occurrence by specifying the KEY IS parameter in a PUT DETAIL
command.
Key-number is either the numeric variable data field or the numeric literal itself.
The runtime system finds the first detail occurrence associated with the key value specified by key-number. If the detail
occurrence is a modified detail occurrence, it is retrieved. If the occurrence is not a modified detail occurrence, or if no
detail occurrence with the specified key value is found, a detail-not-found condition is set.

• ALL
Specifies all the fields of the modified detail occurrence to be retrieved.
ALL is the default when neither ALL or MODIFIED is specified.

• MODified
Specifies only those fields whose MDTs are turned on to be retrieved.
If MODIFIED is specified, variable data fields that map to nonretrieved fields retain their previous values.

Usage

Considerations

• The GET DETAIL command causes the runtime system to move the following:
– The retrieved fields into the variable data fields to which they map
– The page number of the retrieved detail occurrence into the $PAGE system-supplied data field
– The numeric key value (if any) associated with the occurrence into a specified field (optional)

• A GET DETAIL command can retrieve only a modified detail occurrence. A detail occurrence is considered modified if
it has the following characteristics:
– Contains one or more map fields whose modified data tags (MDTs) are turned on at the time of the most recent

pseudo-converse.
– Has yet to be retrieved. Once a modified detail occurrence has been retrieved, it is no longer considered modified.

• A detail occurrence that is not a modified detail occurrence cannot be retrieved by dialog process code.

PUT DETAIL
The PUT DETAIL command:

• creates or modifies a detail occurrence of a pageable map
• specifies a numeric value to be associated with the occurrence
• specifies a message to appear in the message field of the occurrence.

Syntax

 

►►─── PUT ──┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────►

            ├─ NEW ◄ ───┬──── DETail ───┬──────────────────────────────┬─┘

            └─ CURRent ─┘               └─ KEY ─┬──────┬─ key-number ──┘

                                                ├─ IS ─┤

                                                └─ =  ─┘

Expansion of Message-Options

 ►───┬────────────────────────────────────┬── . ──────────────────────────────►◄

     └─┬─ MESSAGE ─┬── message-options ───┘

       └── MSG ────┘
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►►────┬─ TEXT ─────┬──────┬────────── message-text ───────────────────────────►

      │            ├─ IS ─┤

      │            └─ =  ─┘

      └─ CODE ─────┬──────┬────────── message-code ───────────────────────────

                   ├─ IS ─┤

                   └─ =  ─┘

 ►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────

      │                         ┌──────────────┐      │

      └─ PARMS ────┬─────┬─── (─▼── parameter ─┴─ ) ──┘

                   └─ = ─┘

 ►────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►◄

  ────┬────────────────────────────────────────┬──────┘

      └─ PREFIX ───┬──────┬─────── prefix ─────┘

                   ├─ IS ─┤

                   └─ =  ─┘

 

Parameters

• NEW DETail
Creates a detail occurrence which is stored at the end of the set of detail occurrences.
NEW is the default when neither NEW or CURRENT is specified.

• CURRent DETail
Modifies the detail occurrence referenced by the most recent pageable map command.
After a pseudo-converse, a pageable map command must be issued to establish currency on a detail occurrence
before a PUT CURRENT DETAIL command can be issued. If currency is not established, ADS abnormally terminates
the dialog.

• KEY is key-number
Specifies the numeric value to be associated with the detail occurrence being created or modified.
Key-number is either the name of a variable data field or the number itself, expressed as a numeric constant.
Key-number replaces the numeric value (if any) previously associated with the detail occurrence. The numeric value is
not displayed at the terminal, but is stored along with the detail occurrence as a binary fullword.
The KEY parameter can be used to store the database key of a subschema record associated with a detail
occurrence. A GET DETAIL command can later retrieve the database key when it retrieves the detail occurrence,
facilitating the retrieval of the subschema record.

• MESSage
Introduces the text or code of a message.
MSG can be used in place of MESSAGE.

• message-options
Identifies message to be displayed.
Expanded syntax for message-options is shown above immediately following the PUT DETAIL syntax.

• TEXT is message-text
Specifies the text of a message to be displayed in an online map's message field or sent to a batch application and a
system log file.
Message-text specifies either the name of a variable data field containing the message text or the text string itself,
enclosed in single quotation marks.
The text string can contain up to 240 displayable characters.

• CODE is message-code
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Specifies the message dictionary code of a message to be displayed in an online map's message field or sent to the
log file in a batch application.
In a batch application, the message is also sent to the operator, if directed by the destination specified in the dictionary.
Message-code specifies either the name of a variable data field that contains the message code or the 6-digit code
itself, expressed as a numeric literal.

• PARMS = parameter
Specifies a replacement parameter for each variable field in the stored message identified by message-code.
Up to nine replacement parameters can be specified for a message. Multiple parameters must be specified in the order
in which they are numbered and separated by blanks or commas.
Parameter specifies either the name of an EBCDIC or unsigned zoned decimal variable data field that contains the
parameter value or the parameter value itself, enclosed in single quotation marks.
The parameter value must contain displayable characters. At run time, each variable data field in a stored message
expands or contracts to accommodate the size of its replacement parameter. A replacement parameter can be a
maximum of 240 bytes.

• PREFIX is prefix
Overrides the default prefix of a dialog and a map.
Prefix specifies an EBCDIC or unsigned zoned decimal variable data field that contains a 2-character prefix or the 2-
character prefix itself, enclosed in single quotation marks.

Creating or Modifying a Detail Occurrence of a Pageable Map
After a PUT DETAIL command is executed, the map fields of a created or modified occurrence contain the values of the
variable data fields to which they map. The created or modified occurrence appears on the user's screen when the map
page to which it belongs is displayed.

Storage

The amount of storage available at run time to hold detail occurrences is specified at system generation with the PAGING
STORAGE clause of the OLM statement. By default, the available storage is 10K bytes. If a PUT DETAIL command would
cause storage overflow, the detail occurrence is not created and the $MAXIMUM-DETAILS-PUT map paging condition is
set. The $MAXIMUM-DETAILS-PUT condition can be tested.

NOTE
For more information about calculating the storage required by a pageable map, see the IDMS Mapping Facility
section.

Specifying a Numeric Value Associated with an Occurrence
A numeric value, such as a database key, can be associated with a created or modified detail occurrence.

This value is not displayed to the user, but can be retrieved by a GET DETAIL command.

Specifying a Message to Appear in the Message Field of an Occurrence
The text of a message or a code associated with a message that has already been defined in the message dictionary
can be specified in a PUT DETAIL command. When the dialog is executed, the runtime system moves the appropriate
message to the message field in the dialog's map.

A message field is defined by the $MESSAGE map field.

NOTE
For more information, see the IDMS Mapping Facility section.

If no message field is defined for the detail area of the pageable map, the runtime system places the message in the
header or footer message field or, if neither the header nor the footer has a message field, the runtime system ignores the
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message. If more than one message is placed in the header or footer message field, the messages are concatenated up
to the length of the message field.

Considerations

The following considerations apply to specifying a message code in a PUT DETAIL command:

• Each system-supplied message in the data dictionary message area (DDLDCMSG) is identified by a six-digit code
prefixed by the letters DC. For example, a request for message 987654 retrieves message DC987654.
User-defined messages added to the message dictionary can have a prefix other than DC and digits in the range
900001 through 999999.

• Each message in the message dictionary can be assigned a severity code. The severity code specifies the action ADS
takes when a message is retrieved. The following table lists the severity codes and their associated actions.

Severity code Action
0 Processes the PUT DETAIL command
1 Snaps all ADS resources and processes the PUT DETAIL

command
2 Snaps all system areas and processes the PUT DETAIL command
3 Snaps all ADS resources and terminates ADS with a task abend

code of D002
4 Snaps all system areas and terminates ADS with a task abend

code of D002
5 Terminates ADS with a task abend code of D002
8 Snaps all system areas and terminates the DC system with an

operating system abend code of 3996
9 Terminates the DC/UCF system with an operating system abend

code of 3996

• A message in the message dictionary can contain one or more variable fields that are replaced with application-
specific values at run time. In a PUT DETAIL command, the application developer can use the PARMS parameter to
code replacement parameters for each variable field in a specified message.
Within the message definition in the dictionary, symbolic parameters are identified by an ampersand (&) followed by
a two-digit numeric identifier. These identifiers can appear in any order. The position of the replacement values in
the PARMS parameter must correspond directly to the two-digit numeric identifiers in the message; the first value
corresponds to &01, the second to &02, and so forth. For example, assume that the stored message text is as follows:

THIS IS TEXT &01 AND &03 OR &02

The PARMS parameter reads PARMS=('A','B','C'). The resulting text would read as follows:

THIS IS TEXT A AND C OR B

• If the message is defined in the dictionary with more than one text line, only the first line appears in the map's message
field.

Example

The following example illustrates the map and the premap and response processes of a dialog that:

• Lists the employees in a department one page at a time
• Allows the user to modify employee information and delete employees
• Updates the database based on the user's entries
• Redisplays the map with appropriate messages and allows the user to make further modifications
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The paging type in this example is WAIT. If the user makes a paging request and no MDTs are set, the runtime system
displays the requested page. If the user makes a nonpaging request or if any MDTs are set, the runtime system initiates
the response process. The response process is associated with the control keys ENTER, FWD (paging forward), and
BWD (paging backward).

The pageable map associated with the dialog is shown in the screen that follows. The following considerations apply to
the detail area map fields:

• The fields are defined once. At run time, the number of occurrences of these fields that are displayed to the user at any
one time depends on the number of occurrences that can fit on the screen between the header and footer areas.

• At run time, the fields map to variable data fields through detail occurrences:
– PUT NEW DETAIL commands create detail occurrences from associated variable data fields.
– When a map page is displayed, the detail occurrences for the page are displayed.
– When the user presses a control key, the appropriate detail occurrence fields are updated.
– GET DETAIL commands can retrieve modified detail occurrences into associated variable data fields.

• The fields map to work record data fields and not directly to EMPLOYEE database record elements. This facilitates the
update of EMPLOYEE database records in the response process.

 ┌─

 │              1

 │  DEPT. ID: _____

 │

 └─

 ┌─            2                    3                                   4

 │  EMP. ID: _____   LAST NAME: _______________             ACTION CODE: ___

 │                                   5                                6

 │                   START DATE: ________                   MESSAGE: ________

 │

 │

 │

 │

 │

 │

 │

 │

 └─

 ┌─         7

 │  PAGE: _____

 │

 │

 │  8

 │  ____________________________________________________________________________

 └─

NOTE

1. Maps to DEPT-ID of DEPARTMENT database record
2. Maps to WK-EMP-ID through detail occurrence
3. Maps to WK-EMP-LNAME through detail occurrence
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4. Maps to WK-ACTION through detail occurrence
5. Maps to WK-EMP-START-DATE through detail occurrence
6. Maps to $MESSAGE through detail occurrence
7. Maps to $PAGE system-supplied data field
8. Maps to WK-MESSAGE

Sample Premap Process

The premap process shown below performs the following:

• Obtains a DEPARTMENT record based on a CALC key passed from another dialog or function
• Obtains all associated EMPLOYEE records
• Creates a detail occurrence for each retrieved record
• Displays the first map page at the terminal

    OBTAIN CALC DEPARTMENT.

    IF DB-REC-NOT-FOUND

      THEN

        DO.

          MOVE 'DEPARTMENT NOT FOUND' TO WK-MESSAGE.

          DISPLAY.

        END.

    MOVE SPACES TO WK-ACTION.

    OBTAIN FIRST EMPLOYEE WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE.

    WHILE NOT DB-END-OF-SET

      REPEAT.

        MOVE EMP-ID TO WK-EMP-ID.

        MOVE EMP-LNAME TO WK-EMP-LNAME.

        MOVE EMP-START-DATE TO WK-EMP-START-DATE.

        ACCEPT DB-KEY INTO WK-KEY FROM CURRENCY.

        PUT NEW DETAIL KEY WK-KEY.

IF $PAGE-READY

          THEN

            DO.

               MOVE 'MORE EMPLOYEES EXIST FOR THIS DEPT' TO WK-MESSAGE.

               DISPLAY.

            END.

OBTAIN NEXT EMPLOYEE WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE.

      END.

MOVE 'ALL EMPLOYEES DISPLAYED FOR THIS DEPT' TO WK-MESSAGE.

    DISPLAY.

Sample Response Process

The response process shown below performs the following:

• Retrieves each modified detail occurrence.
• Updates the EMPLOYEE database accordingly.
• Modifies each retrieved detail occurrence:
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– Moves a confirming message to the message field
– Initializes the action code
– Protects the fields if the associated database record is deleted

• Redisplays the map. The value of $PAGE is saved at the beginning of the response process and is restored at the end
in order to display the page requested by the user. During the response process, $PAGE is modified by GET DETAIL
commands.

READY USAGE-MODE UPDATE.

MOVE $PAGE TO WK-PAGE.

GET DETAIL FIRST RETURN KEY WK-KEY.

WHILE NOT $END-OF-DATA

  REPEAT.

    OBTAIN EMPLOYEE DB-KEY IS WK-KEY.

    IF WK-ACTION EQ 'DEL'

      THEN

        DO.

          ERASE EMPLOYEE.

          PROTECT (WK-EMP-ID WK-EMP-LNAME

                   WK-EMP-START-DATE WK-ACTION) PERMANENT.

          MOVE SPACES TO WK-ACTION.

          PUT CURRENT DETAIL TEXT 'DELETED'.

        END.

      ELSE

        DO.

          MOVE WK-EMP-LNAME TO EMP-LNAME.

          MOVE WK-EMP-START-DATE TO EMP-START-DATE.

          MODIFY EMPLOYEE.

          MOVE SPACES TO WK-ACTION.

          PUT CURRENT DETAIL TEXT 'MODIFIED'.

        END.

    GET DETAIL NEXT RETURN KEY WK-KEY.

  END.

 MOVE WK-PAGE TO $PAGE.

 DISPLAY.

Variable Data Fields
Variable data fields are data items whose values can change during the execution of a dialog.

Types of Variable Data Fields

Variable data fields can be user-defined or system-defined. Each of these types of variable data fields is discussed
separately below.

Syntax References

The appearance of variable in ADS process language syntax denotes the validity of either a user-defined or a system-
defined data field.

User-Defined Data Field Names
User-defined data field names specify variable data fields in subschema records, map work records, or dialog work
records.
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User-defined data fields can be used as both source and target fields in process commands.

Syntax

 

►►──────┬─ + ◄ ┬─── data-field-name ──────────────────────────────────────────►

        └─ - ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └┬─ OF ─┬───┬─ sql-table-name ───────────────────────┬─┘

    └─ IN ─┘   ├─ lr-name ────────────────────────────┬─┘

               └┬─ record-name ─┬─┬───────────────────┤

                └─ role-name ───┘ └┬─ OF ─┬─ lr-name ─┘

                                   └─ IN ─┘

 ►──────┬────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

        │      ┌────── , ───────┐    │

        └── (-─▼─── subscript ──┴─)-─┘

 

Parameters

• +/ -
Specifies the unary operator to precede a numeric data field.
A plus sign (+) does not change the sign of the data field.
A minus sign (-) multiplies the data field by -1.
+ is the default when neither + or - is specified.
A unary operator can be used when the data field is specified as part of an arithmetic expression.

• data-field-name
Specifies the 1- to 32-character name of a variable data field.
Data-field-name must begin with an alphabetic, national (@, #, and $), or numeric character. This field can specify a
record or role name where logically appropriate. The named record or role is treated as a group field.

• OF
Introduces record-name, role-name, or lr-name.
IN can be used in place of OF.

• sql-table-name
Specifies the name of the SQL table that contains the fields referenced by data-field-name, when the SQL schema
name has been entered in the ADSC Records and Tables screen.

• record-name
Specifies the name of the record that contains the fields referenced by data-field-name.

• role-name
Specifies the name of the role that contains the fields referenced by data-field-name.

• lr-name
Specifies the name of the logical record that contains the fields referenced by data-field-name.
Record-name, role-name, or lr-name is required if the named field is not unique among the records and roles known to
the dialog. The reference to the data field must be unambiguous. For example, if the named field participates in a role,
then reference to the field always requires qualification by record or role name. Further qualification of record-name or
role-name with lr-name may also be necessary.

• subscript
Specifies an arithmetic expression, variable data field, or numeric literal that indicates the value of each subscript
required to reference a specific occurrence of the field that is referenced by data-field-name.
Subscript applies only if the named field is defined as a multiply-occurring field.
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Example

The following example illustrates a data field name used with a MOVE command to specify a nonunique subscripted field:

MOVE CUSTOMER-NUMBER OF CUST-ACC-REC (3) TO CUSTORDR.

System-Supplied Data Field Names
System-supplied data field names specify variable data fields supplied by the ADS runtime system.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►───────┬─ + ◄─┬───┬─ DIRECT-DBKEY ────────────┬────────────────────────────►◄

         └─ - ──┘   ├─ DB-NAME ─────────────────┤

                    ├─ NODE-NAME ───────────────┤

                    ├─ agr-data-field ──────────┤

                    ├─ amr-data-field ──────────┤

                    ├─ $RESPONSE ───────────────┤

                    ├─ $PAGE ───────────────────┤

                    ├─ LENGTH (map-field-name) ─┤

                    ├─ CURSOR-ROW ──────────────┤

                    ├─ CURSOR-COLUMN ───────────┤

                    ├─ ERROR-STATUS ────────────┤

                    ├─ JULIAN ──────────────────┤

                    ├─ JULIANX ─────────────────┤

                    ├─ DATE ────────────────────┤

                    ├─ DATEX ───────────────────┤

                    ├─ TIME ────────────────────┤

                    ├─┬─ $ERROR-COUNT ─┬────────┤

                    │ └─ $ERRCNT ──────┘        │

                    ├─┬─ $INPUT-COUNT ─┬────────┤

                    │ └─ $INCNT ───────┘        │

                    └─┬─ $OUTPUT-COUNT ─┬───────┘

                      └─ $OUTCNT ───────┘

 

Parameters

• +/-
Specifies the unary operator to precede a numeric data field.
A plus sign (+) does not change the sign of the data field.
A minus sign (-) multiplies the data field by -1.
+ is the default when neither + or - is specified.
A unary operator can be used when the data field is specified as part of an arithmetic expression

• DIRECT-DBKEY
References a binary fullword field that contains the database key of the record being stored.
DIRECT-DBKEY is used in conjunction with a STORE operation when the location mode of the record being stored is
DIRECT.

• DB-NAME/NODE-NAME
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Establish the database name and Distributed Database System (DDS) node name used for database commands at
runtime. DB-NAME and NODE-NAME allow access to multiple databases under a DC/UCF system. When used, DB-
NAME and NODE-NAME must be set before the first database command is issued for the run unit.
When dialog execution begins, DB-NAME and NODE-NAME are initialized to spaces. Database names and DDS node
names that are moved to these fields within a process are propagated downward to all lower level dialogs. In this way,
a dialog can access a database other than the subschema default.
DB-NAME and NODE-NAME can also be specified when the runtime system is initiated,

• agr-data-field
Represents a data field provided in the ADSO-APPLICATION- GLOBAL-RECORD.
This record supplies runtime information in applications created by the ADS application compiler (ADSA).

• amr-data-field
Represents a data field provided in the ADSO-APPLICATION- MENU-RECORD.
The ADSO-APPLICATION-MENU-RECORD contains information used to build menus in applications created by the
ADS application compiler.

• $RESPONSE
References the 32-character $RESPONSE field of a map.
Any value moved to $RESPONSE appears in the map's $RESPONSE field when the map is displayed. On mapin, the
value in the $RESPONSE field is considered by the runtime system in its selection of a dialog response process or an
application function.
Once a response is selected, the $RESPONSE field is cleared.

NOTE
For more information about the $RESPONSE map field, see the IDMS Mapping Facility section.

• $PAGE
References the $PAGE field of a map.
$PAGE determines the page displayed when a pageable map is mapped out to the terminal. Values are assigned to
$PAGE, as follows:
– At the beginning of a map paging session, $PAGE is initialized to zero.
– Arithmetic and assignment process commands can modify $PAGE.
– When a map is displayed, if $PAGE is greater than the map's highest page number or less than its lowest page

number, $PAGE is set to the highest or lowest page number.

NOTE
The lowest page number can be greater than zero when backpaging is not allowed.

– If the user presses a control key associated with paging forward or backward, $PAGE is incremented or
decremented by 1, unless it is already equal to the highest or lowest page number.

– If the user modifies the $PAGE field displayed on the screen and presses a control key other than the paging
forward key or paging backward key, and other than [Clear], [PA1], [PA2], or [PA3] (which do not transmit data),
$PAGE is assigned the modified value. If the new value is higher than the highest page number or lower than the
lowest page number, $PAGE is set to the highest or lowest page number.

– A GET DETAIL process command assigns $PAGE the page number of the retrieved detail occurrence. If no detail
occurrence is retrieved, $PAGE is not changed.

NOTE
For more information about the $PAGE map field, see the IDMS Mapping Facility section.

• LENGTH
Represents the halfword binary value equal to the number of characters entered into the named map field.
– map-field-name

The name of a data field used by the dialog's map, enclosed in parentheses.
• CURSOR-ROW

Represents the halfword binary value equal to the cursor row position on the dialog's map following the mapin
operation.

• CURSOR-COLUMN
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Represents the halfword binary value equal to the cursor column position on the dialog's map following the mapin
operation.

• ERROR-STATUS
Represents the 4-byte EBCDIC value equal to the most recent status code returned to the dialog.

• JULIAN
References a signed packed decimal field that contains the current date in the format yyddd.
JULIAN is updated before the execution of each premap and response process.

• JULIANX
References a signed packed decimal field that contains the current date in the format yyyyddd.
JULIANX is updated before the execution of each premap and response process.

• DATE
References an unsigned zoned decimal field that contains the current date in the format yymmdd.
DATE is updated before the execution of each premap and response process.

• DATEX
References an unsigned zoned decimal field that contains the current date in the format yyyymmdd.
DATEX is updated before the execution of each premap and response process.

• TIME
References an unsigned zoned decimal field that contains the time in the format hhmmss.
TIME is updated before the execution of each premap and response process.

• $ERROR-COUNT
(ADS Batch only) Contains the number of input records that have been written to the suspense file for the current
dialog.
$ERRCNT can be used in place of $ERROR-COUNT.

NOTE
Data cannot be moved into $ERROR-COUNT.

If a record is written to the suspense file but a suspense file was not allocated for the dialog, nothing is written, but
$ERROR-COUNT is still incremented.

• $INPUT-COUNT
(ADS Batch only) Contains the number of input records read for the current dialog.
$INCNT can be used in place of $INPUT-COUNT.

NOTE
Data cannot be moved into $INPUT-COUNT.

• $OUTPUT-COUNT
(ADS Batch only) Contains the number of output records written for the current dialog.
$OUTCNT can be used in place of $OUTPUT-COUNT.

NOTE
Data cannot be moved into $OUTPUT-COUNT.

Usage

System-supplied data fields are provided automatically for use by a dialog, except for fields in the ADSO-APPLICATION-
GLOBAL- RECORD and the ADSO-APPLICATION-MENU-RECORD. To use these system record fields in a dialog, the
records must be associated with the dialog.

All system-supplied data fields can be used as source fields in process commands. The following fields can also be used
as target fields:
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• DIRECT-DBKEY
• DB-NAME
• NODE-NAME
• Fields in ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD
• Fields in ADSO-APPLICATION-MENU-RECORD
• $RESPONSE
• $PAGE

System-supplied data fields for batch processing ($ERROR-COUNT, $INPUT-COUNT, $OUTPUT-COUNT) count the
suspense, input, and output file records read or written by each dialog. A field is set to zero when the file it describes is
opened. If an input file is opened, closed, then reopened, the field is reset to zero when the file is reopened. Data from
these fields can be moved to other data fields, but data cannot be moved into the system-supplied fields.

Examples

Example 1: Using the DB-NAME and NODE-NAME fields

This example uses the DB-NAME and NODE-NAME fields to establish IDMSNWKZ as an alternative database for a
dialog. SYSTEM99 is named as the DDS node that controls IDMSNWKZ. All lower level dialogs access IDMSNWKZ and
SYSTEM99 unless another database is established in a lower level dialog:

MOVE 'IDMSNWKZ' TO DB-NAME.

MOVE 'SYSTEM99' TO NODE-NAME.

NOTE
The database and DDS node cannot be changed at a lower level if the processing is part of an extended run
unit.

Example 2: Displaying a value in the $RESPONSE field

This example causes ADD to appear in the $RESPONSE field of a displayed map:

MOVE 'ADD' TO $RESPONSE.

DISPLAY.

Example 3: Using $PAGE to display a specified map page

This example displays page 10 of a pageable map:

MOVE 10 TO $PAGE.

DISPLAY.

Entity Names
Purpose

Identifies the names of entities.

Usage

The names of entities, such as database records, logical records, sets, areas, queue ids, scratch ids, subroutines, dialogs,
user programs, or message identifiers are user supplied.

Entity names are used whenever the command syntax specifies the type of entity followed by -name or -id, such as
record-name, set-name, and message-id.
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Specific entity names are described where they occur in the syntax for individual commands.

Cooperative Processing Commands
 

Using SEND/RECEIVE Commands
SEND/RECEIVE commands allow you to create applications that execute cooperatively on two systems. You can
exchange information between an ADS application (on the mainframe) and:

• An ADS application (running under a different IDMS/DC system)
• An Assembler program (running under IDMS/DC)
• Any program using APPC/LU6.2, regardless of the program's platform

Applications that execute cooperatively on two systems are taking advantage of cooperative processing.

Client and Server

With cooperative processing, labor is divided so that one side of the application acts as a client and the other acts as a
server. The client provides front-end processing for the user (like data input, validation, and display). The server provides
back-end processing (like database access and the implementation of business rules and procedures).

How Cooperative Processing Works

The SEND/RECEIVE commands in ADS follow the standards set for Advanced Program to Program Communication
(APPC).

APPC is an IBM standard that provides enhanced Systems Network Architecture (SNA) support for distributed processing.
APPC enables 2 processors to work together: it describes the protocols the 2 processors' programs use to communicate
as they execute a single distributed transaction.

APPC is composed of logical and physical definitions of the system network. The logical component is the LU 6.2
protocol, which defines the rules that govern the exchange of information between the 2 programs.

The LU 6.2 protocol structures a program-to-program conversation like a polite conversation: one side talks and the other
side listens.

• One program (the primary program) starts the conversation by calling the other program (the secondary program).
• The 2 programs agree on the rules governing the conversation before the conversation can continue.
• The conversation goes back and forth, with the current speaker (in send state) always in control:

a. When the listener (in receive state) wants to speak, the listener requests permission.
b. If the speaker approves the request, the listener switches to send state and the speaker to receive state.

Sample Cooperative Application
This application retrieves employee information from the database. A user on the PC uses Program A (the client) to send
an employee ID to the mainframe. Dialog B (the server) on the mainframe returns employee information to the PC.

The flowchart below describes the flow of information in the cooperative application. The communication commands in
Program A and Dialog B are labeled in sequence (A1 through A8 and B1 through B6).
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Program A Client Listing (PC)

!*********************************************************************

    !

    ! This module sends up the employee ID and receives employee

    ! data back from mainframe server dialog A240D1.

            LOCAL  Emp_data_group  DICT.

            SHOW TEXT '&nAccessing. remote server ...'.

    ! Since we are going to use this data in some meaningful fashion we

    ! define a formatted conversation. Note the use of "FORMAT". This

    ! means that all data is automatically translated from PC data types

    ! to mainframe data types. IBM APPC LU 6.2 calls for the use of a return

    ! code to verify the state of a particular APPC verb. We use "Appccode".

(A1)        ALLOCATE CONNECT 'SYSTEM55' TPN 'A240D1' FORMAT.

              AFTER Comm-error CALL SR_Abend.

    ! Note the use of a local subroutine called SR_Abend.

    !

    ! Let's send up the employee ID.

    !

(A2)        SEND-DATA Emp_id.

              AFTER Comm-error CALL SR_Abend.

    !

    ! "Turn the line around" and wait for server to send down

    !  the requested data.  This flushes the communications

    !  buffer and passes control to the server dialog.

(A3)        RECEIVE-AND-WAIT Emp_data_group.

    !

    ! If an employee was not found, then the server's SEND-ERROR

    ! shows PROG-ERROR at the client side of the conversation.

    !

            AFTER Prog-error

             DO.

              ! One more receive to get the deallocate state...

(A4)          RECEIVE-AND-WAIT.

                AFTER Deallocate-normal

                  DO.

(A5)                DEALLOCATE LOCAL.

                      AFTER Comm-error CALL SR_Abend.

                    INITIALIZE ( emp_first_name, emp_last_name,

                                 office_code, emp_street, emp_city,

                                 emp_state, emp_zip_first_five, status ).

                    DISPLAY TEXT '&wEmployee. not on file. Try again.'.

                   END.

             END.
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            IF Appccode LT 0 OR What-received NE 'DATA-COMPLETE'

               CALL SR_Abend.

    !

    ! We seem to have received the data ok.

    !

    ! The server is still in control of the conversation, so we

    ! do one more receive-and-wait to receive the fact that the

    ! server has deallocated.  This puts the client in deallocate state,

    ! allowing the client to deallocate normally and regain control.

    !

(A6)        RECEIVE-AND-WAIT.

             AFTER Deallocate-normal

                DO.

(A7)              DEALLOCATE LOCAL.

                  ! Now move data to form fields and display it.

                  Emp_first_name     = Emp_data_group.emp_first_name.

                  Emp_last_name      = Emp_data_group.emp_last_name.

                  Emp_street         = Emp_data_group.emp_street.

                  Emp_city           = Emp_data_group.emp_city.

                  Emp_state          = Emp_data_group.emp_state.

                  Emp_zip_first_five = Emp_data_group.emp_zip_first_five.

                  Status             = Emp_data_group.status.

                  Office_code        = Emp_data_group.office_code.

                  DISPLAY FIELD Emp_id TEXT ' '.

                END.

            AFTER Comm-error CALL SR_Abend.

    !******* Local subroutine  *********

     DEFINE SR_Abend.

         SHOW TEXT '&cComm. Error. APPCCODE='&svb.&svb. Appccode

                    &svb.&svb. ', APPCERC=' &svb.&svb. Appcerc.

(A8)     DEALLOCATE ABEND.

         DISPLAY.

    !

Dialog B Server listing (Mainframe)

!*************************************************************************

     DIALOG A240D1 (CA ADS)

     PROCESS NAME IS A240D1-PREMAP

    ! THE INTENT OF THIS MAPLESS DIALOG IS TO RECEIVE THE EMPLOYEE-ID

    ! FROM THE PC APPLICATION AND THEN OBTAIN THE APPROPRIATE RECORDS FROM

    ! THE CA IDMS/DB DATABASE, BASED ON THE CONTENTS OF THE EMPLOYEE ID.

    ! THEN CERTAIN ELEMENTS IN THE RECORDS ARE SENT BACK TO THE PC FOR FURTHER
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    ! PROCESSING.

    !

    ! IN ALL APPC CONVERSATIONS THERE ARE LOCAL AND REMOTE PROGRAM.

    ! ONLY ONE OF THE PROGRAMS CAN CONTROL THE CONVERSATION BUT CONTROL

    ! CAN BE PASSED BACK AND FORTH BETWEEN LOCAL AND REMOTE APPLICATIONS.

    !

    ! IN THIS APPLICATION THE DEFAULT SENDER IS THE PC PROGRAM BECAUSE IT

    ! ISSUED THE ALLOCATE.  ON THE RECEIVING END A "CONTROL SESSION" IS

    ! INITIATED IN RESPONSE TO THE ALLOCATE.

    !

    ! NOTE THAT THE USE OF THE FORMAT/NOFORMAT PARAMETERS MUST BE THE SAME AT

    ! BOTH ENDS OF THE CONVERSATION.

    READY.

(B2)CONTROL SESSION FORMAT.

    IF APPCCODE LT 0 THEN

         CALL SR-ABEND.

    ! LET'S GET THE EMPLOYEE ID FROM THE PC.

(B2)RECEIVE-AND-WAIT EMP-ID-WORK.

    IF APPCCODE LT 0 OR WHAT-RECEIVED NE 'DATA-COMPLETE' THEN

         CALL SR-ABEND.

    ! ALL APPC COMMUNICATIONS OCCUR IN HALF-DUPLEX MODE.  THAT IS, ONLY ONE

    ! OF THE PROGRAMS CAN TALK WHILE THE OTHER LISTENS.  IN ORDER TO

    ! "TURN THE LINE AROUND" THE RECEIVER MUST WAIT UNTIL THE SENDER SAYS IT'S

    ! OK TO SEND.  THIS IS ACCOMPLISHED BY WAITING FOR 'SEND' TO BE RECEIVED

    ! IN THE WHAT-RECEIVED SYSTEM VARIABLE.

(B3)RECEIVE-AND-WAIT.

    IF APPCCODE LT 0 OR WHAT-RECEIVED NE 'SEND' THEN

         CALL SR-ABEND.

    ! EMP-ID-0415 IS DEFINED AS PIC 9(4) USAGE IS DISPLAY.  APPC PRESENTATION

    ! SERVICES DO NOT SUPPORT ZONED DECIMAL DATA TYPE. IN ORDER TO RECEIVE THE

    ! EMPLOYEE ID FROM THE PC,  A WORK RECORD IS CREATED WITH USAGE IS COMP.

    ! THEN GET THE RECORD USING AN OBTAIN CALC.

    MOVE WK-EMP-ID TO EMP-ID-0415.

    OBTAIN CALC EMPLOYEE.

    IF DB-REC-NOT-FOUND THEN DO.

(B4)     SEND-ERROR.           ! NOTIFY CLIENT WE DIDN'T FIND EMPLOYEE

            IF APPCCODE LT 0 THEN CALL SR-ABEND.

(B5)     DEALLOCATE.

         LEAVE ADS.

      END.

    ! GET THE OFFICE RECORD, IF ONE EXISTS.

    IF SET OFFICE-EMPLOYEE MEMBER THEN

        OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN OFFICE-EMPLOYEE.
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     MOVE EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415     TO WK-EMP-FIRST-NAME.

     MOVE EMP-LAST-NAME-0415      TO WK-EMP-LAST-NAME.

     MOVE EMP-STREET-0415         TO WK-EMP-STREET.

     MOVE EMP-CITY-0415           TO WK-EMP-CITY .

     MOVE EMP-STATE-0415          TO WK-EMP-STATE.

     MOVE EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0415 TO WK-EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE.

     MOVE STATUS-0415             TO WK-STATUS.

     MOVE OFFICE-CODE-0450        TO WK-OFFICE-CODE.

(B6) SEND-DATA WK-EMP-REC2.

     IF APPCCODE LT 0 THEN  CALL SR-ABEND.

    ! NOW THAT WE HAVE FINISHED, LET'S FLUSH THE COMMUNICATIONS

    ! BUFFER AND TERMINATE THE CONVERSATION.

(B6)DEALLOCATE.

    LEAVE ADS.

!***********************

   !

   ! SEND/RECEIVE ERROR HANDLING SUBROUTINE

   !

      DEFINE SR-ABEND.

(B7)      DEALLOCATE ABEND.

          LEAVE ADS.

SEND/RECEIVE Commands
SEND/RECEIVE commands are listed below. Syntax and syntax rules for each command is presented in alphabetical
order after the table.

Command What it does When it's issued
ALLOCATE Begins a conversation with a server dialog The first communication command issued

by the client dialog when it's ready to
communicate

CONFIRM Sends a confirmation request to the remote
program and waits for a reply

Issued by the dialog in send state

CONFIRMED Sends a confirmation reply to the remote
program

Issued by the dialog in confirm state

CONTROL SESSION Acknowledges the conversation and agrees
to the rules governing the conversation;
a Broadcom extension to APPC used
in PC-to-mainframe conversations, but
not required for mainframe-to-mainframe
communication

Issued by the server dialog in response to
the client dialog's ALLOCATE; parameters
must match those on the ALLOCATE

DEALLOCATE Ends the conversation The last command in the conversation
issued by either dialog

PREPARE-TO- RECEIVE Changes the local side to receive state Issued by the dialog in send state in
response to REQUEST-TO-SEND
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RECEIVE-AND-WAIT Waits for a response from the remote
program and receives the data or a value in
the system field, WHAT-RECEIVED, upon
arrival

Issued by a dialog that wants to receive
data (the dialog can be in send or receive
state); when used in send state, it indicates
that the local dialog wants to receive data,
allowing the remote dialog to send data

REQUEST-TO-SEND Notifies the remote program that the local
program is ready to send data

Issued by the dialog in receive state

SEND-DATA Sends data to the remote program Issued by the dialog in send state
SEND-ERROR Notifies the other dialog of an application-

level error
Issued by either dialog

ALLOCATE
Begins a conversation between an ADS dialog and a remote dialog or program. The FORMAT/NOFORMAT setting on the
ALLOCATE command must match the FORMAT/NOFORMAT setting on the CONTROL SESSION command.

Syntax

 

►►─── ALLOCATE LU-NAME name ──┬──────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

                              └─ MODE-NAME name ─┘

 ►─── TPN task-code-name ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►──┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►

    └─ SECURITY ─┬─ NONE ◄ ───────────────────────────┬─┘

                 ├─ SAME ─────────────────────────────┤

                 └─ PGM USER-ID id PASSWORD password ─┘

 ►──┬───────────────────────────┬───────┬─ FORMAT ◄ ─┬────────────────────────►

    └─ SYNC-LEVEL ─┬─ NONE ◄ ──┬┘       └─ NOFORMAT ─┘

                   └─ CONFIRM ─┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────┬─────────┬──────────────────────────┬─── . ────►◄

    └─ LOCAL VERSION version ─┘         └─ REMOTE VERSION version ─┘

 

Parameters

• LU-NAME name
Specifies a field or string that identifies the 1- through 8-character name of the logical unit used by the remote dialog.
Name must match the logical unit name of an APPC line defined to the local IDMS/DC system.

• MODE-NAME name
Specifies the name used by the remote logical unit to select the mode of transmission for the conversation.
Name Is either a 1- through 8-character mode name or a variable containing the mode name.
If omitted, IDMS/DC uses the mode name defined to the APPC line.

• TPN task-code-name
A variable or string that contains or specifies the name of the remote program to be initiated by the ALLOCATE
command.
If trying to initiate a mainframe ADS task, the task-code-name must be a 1- through 8-character task code defined to
the remote IDMS/DC system that invokes ADSORUN1.

• SECURITY
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Provides security information to the remote program.
• NONE

Specifies that no security information is required for the conversation.
NONE is the default for SECURITY.

• SAME
Specifies that the signon user ID is passed to the remote program. The following considerations apply:
– This signon does not work if a password is required to sign on to a separate IDMS/DC or CICS system
– This password does not allow you to sign on to the same IDMS/DC system (IDMS/DC will not support 2 LTEs

signed on for the same user at the same time)
• PGM USER-ID id

Specifies the user ID of the user who runs the application.
Id is either a 1- through 32-character user ID or a field containing a user ID.

• PASSWORD password
Introduces the password of the user who runs the application.
Password is either a 1- through 8-character password or a field containing a password.
This information is used to sign on to the remote logical unit.

• SYNC-LEVEL
Introduces the level of synchronization to use for the conversation.
– NONE

Specifies that no confirmation commands can be used.
– CONFIRM

Specifies that confirmation commands can be used.
• FORMAT

Specifies that data will be converted by APPC presentation services before the receiving program sees it:
– Text is converted between ASCII and EBCDIC.
– Numbers are converted between mainframe and PC format.
FORMAT is the default when neither FORMAT or NOFORMAT is specified.

• NOFORMAT
Specifies that no data will be converted. If data conversion is required, you must code any data translation or
conversion.

• LOCAL VERSION version
Specifies either a 1- through 32-character local program version identifier or a field containing a version ID sent to the
remote program.

• REMOTE VERSION version
Specifies a variable of at least 32 characters to receive the version identifier sent by the remote program.

Example

In order to allocate a conversation with another ADS dialog on a different IDMS/DC system, code:

ALLOCATE LU-NAME 'S75LU1' TPN 'DLG1' SECURITY NONE

   SYSNC-LEVEL NONE NOFORMAT.

S75LU1 is the logical unit name of an APPC line defined to the local IDMS/DC system, and DLG1 is the task code that
initiates an ADS dialog on the remote IDMS/DC system. Security and confirmation are not being used, and conversion is
not needed between 2 mainframe applications.

CONFIRM
Sends a confirmation request to a remote program and waits for a reply.
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Syntax

 

►►───── CONFIRM ── . ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Usage

CONFIRM sends all data in the communications buffers to the remote program.

Considerations

• Before CONFIRM can be issued, the conversation must have a synchronization level of CONFIRM: SYNC-LEVEL
CONFIRM on the ALLOCATE command and the issuing dialog must be in the send state.

• When using CONFIRM to synchronize processing between 2 programs
– If the remote program received all data sent, it returns CONFIRMED.
– If the remote program can't process the data due to an application-level error, it returns SEND-ERROR.

• To check the status of a conversation, test the system fields REQUEST-TO-SEND-RECEIVED and WHAT-RECEIVED.

Example

The local program can issue a confirmation or send an error message:

SEND-DATA EMPLOYEE-RECORD.

IF APPCCODE EQ ZERO

  THEN

  CONFIRM.

ELSE

  DO.

  DEALLOCATE ABEND.

  ABORT MSG TEXT 'SEND-DATA ERROR'.

  END.

For the corresponding response from the remote program, see CONFIRMED.

CONFIRMED
Sends a confirmation reply to the remote dialog.

Syntax

 

►►───── CONFIRMED ── . ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Usage

CONFIRMED sends all data in the communications buffers to the remote program.

NOTE
CONFIRMED is sent in response to CONFIRM only.

Considerations
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• Before CONFIRMED can be issued, the conversation must have a synchronization level of CONFIRM: SYNC-LEVEL
CONFIRM on the ALLOCATE command.

• When using CONFIRM to synchronize processing between 2 programs
– If the local dialog received all data sent, it returns CONFIRMED.
– If the local dialog can't process the data due to an application-level error, it returns SEND-ERROR.

• To check the status of a conversation
Test the system fields: APPCCODE and WHAT-RECEIVED.

Example

In response to the preceding CONFIRM example, the remote program would issue:

RECEIVE-AND-WAIT EMPLOYEE-RECORD.

IF APPCCODE EQ ZERO

  THEN

  DO.

  RECEIVE-AND-WAIT.

  IF APPCCODE EQ ZERO AND WHAT-RECEIVED EQ 'CONFIRM'

    THEN

    CONFIRMED.

  END.

CONTROL SESSION
Issued by the secondary dialog in response to the ALLOCATE command sent by the primary dialog.

Syntax

 

►►───── CONTROL SESSION ──────┬─ FORMAT ◄ ─┬──────────────────────────────────►

                              └─ NOFORMAT ─┘

 ►───┬─────────────────────────┬─────────┬──────────────────────────┬──── . ──►◄

     └─ LOCAL VERSION version ─┘         └─ REMOTE VERSION version ─┘

 

Parameters

• FORMAT
Specifies that data will be converted by APPC presentation services before the receiving program sees it:
– Text is converted between ASCII and EBCDIC.
– Numbers are converted between mainframe and PC format.
FORMAT is the default for CONTROL SESSION.

• NOFORMAT
Specifies that no data will be converted. If data conversion is required, you must code any data translation or
conversion.
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NOTE
The FORMAT/NOFORMAT setting on the ALLOCATE command must match the FORMAT/NOFORMAT
setting on the CONTROL SESSION command.

• LOCAL VERSION version
Specifies either a 1- to 32-character local program version identifier or a field containing a version ID sent to the
remote program.

• REMOTE VERSION version
Specifies a variable of at least 32 characters to receive the version identifier sent by the remote program.

Usage

CONTROL SESSION is issued in response to the ALLOCATE command sent by the primary program. These 2
commands establish the conventions governing the conversation.

This command is required in PC-to-mainframe conversations but is not used for mainframe-to-mainframe conversations.

Considerations

The FORMAT/NOFORMAT setting on the ALLOCATE command must match the FORMAT/NOFORMAT setting on the
CONTROL SESSION command.

Example

In response to an ALLOCATE with the FORMAT setting, the local dialog sends LEVEL 1 in its local version to the remote
dialog for testing. The remote dialog will receive it in the field, REMOTE-FIELD, for testing.

CONTROL SESSION FORMAT LOCAL VERSION 'LEVEL 1'

  REMOTE VERSION REMOTE-FIELD.

IF APPCCODE NE ZERO

  THEN

  DO.

  DEALLOCATE ABEND.

  ABORT MSG TEXT 'CONTROL SESSION ERROR'.

  END.

IF REMOTE-FIELD NE 'FIRST RELEASE'

  THEN

  DO.

  DEALLOCATE ABEND.

  ABORT MSG TEXT 'WRONG RELEASE OF PARTNER DIALOG'.

  END.

DEALLOCATE
Ends the conversation.

Syntax

 

►►─── DEALLOCATE ────┬─ FLUSH ────────┬────── . ──────────────────────────────►◄

                     ├─ SYNC-LEVEL ◄ ─┤

                     ├─ ABEND ────────┤

                     └─ LOCAL ────────┘
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Parameters

• FLUSH
Sends all data in the communications buffer to the remote program and then terminates the conversation normally.

• SYNC-LEVEL
Terminates the conversation based on the synchronization level. If the current synchronization level is:
– NONE -- All data in the communications buffer is sent to the remote dialog and the conversation terminates

normally.
– CONFIRM -- All data in the communications buffer is sent to the remote dialog along with a request for confirmation.

Once confirmation arrives from the remote program, the conversation terminates normally. Otherwise, the return
code determines the state of the conversation.

SYNC-LEVEL is the default for DEALLOCATE
• ABEND

Terminates the conversation abnormally.
The following considerations apply:
– If the dialog is in send state, all data in the buffer is sent to the remote program
– If the dialog is in receive state, all data in the buffer is purged

• LOCAL
Terminates the conversation after the remote dialog has deallocated the conversation.

Usage

DEALLOCATE is the last command in the conversation, but each dialog can continue independent processing. The
command only ends the conversation.

Considerations

DEALLOCATE:

• Is not a control command
• Does not end the dialog

Example

IF APPCCODE NE ZERO

  THEN

  DO.

  DEALLOCATE ABEND.

  ABORT MSG TEXT 'PROBLEM IN PROCESSING'.

  END.

PREPARE-TO-RECEIVE
Prepares to receive data from a remote program.

Syntax

 

►►─── PREPARE-TO-RECEIVE ───┬─ SYNC-LEVEL ◄─┬────── . ───────────────────────►◄

                            └─ FLUSH ───────┘
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Parameters

• SYNC-LEVEL
Processes data based on the current synchronization level. If the synchronization level is:
– NONE -- All data in the communications buffer is sent to the remote program before the local dialog is put in receive

state.
– CONFIRM -- All data in the communications buffer is sent to the remote program along with a request for

confirmation. If the remote dialog issues CONFIRMED, the local dialog is put in receive state. Otherwise, the return
code from the remote program determines the state of the conversation.

SYNC-LEVEL is the default for PREPARE-TO-RECEIVE
• FLUSH

Sends all data in the communications buffer to the remote program.

Usage

PREPARE-TO-RECEIVE is issued by the dialog in send state in response to REQUEST-TO-SEND. PREPARE-TO-
RECEIVE switches the local dialog to receive state.

Considerations

To check the status of a conversation test the system fields: REQUEST-TO-SEND and WHAT-RECEIVED.

RECEIVE-AND-WAIT
Names the record or field to receive data.

Syntax

 

►►──── RECEIVE-AND-WAIT ────┬─────────────────┬─── . ─────────────────────────►◄

                            └─ variable-name ─┘

 

Parameters

• variable-name
Names the record or field to receive data from the remote program.
Variable-name can be up to 32 characters long.
If you omit the variable-name, data received from the remote program is lost. Only a value is received in the WHAT-
RECEIVED field.

Usage

Considerations

RECEIVE-AND-WAIT is issued by the dialog in receive state:

• If presentation services are being used, then the variable's definition must match the description of the incoming
data definition.

• If unformatted data is being received, the maximum length received is derived from the variable's definition.
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Example

This server dialog receives an employee id from the client and then obtains the appropriate employee records from the
database. The first RECEIVE-AND-WAIT receives the id. The second turns the line around prior to sending information to
the client.

CONTROL SESSION FORMAT.

IF APPCCODE LT ZERO

  THEN CALL SR-ABEND.

RECEIVE-AND-WAIT EMP-ID-WORK.

IF APPCCODE LT 0 OR WHAT-RECEIVED NE 'DATA-COMPLETE'

  THEN CALL SR-ABEND.

RECEIVE-AND-WAIT.

  .

  .

  .

REQUEST-TO-SEND
Notifies the remote dialog that the ADS application is ready to send data. The remote dialog can respond to this command
in either of the following ways:

• Ignoring the request and continuing to send data
• Granting the request and starting to receive data

To determine whether permission to send has been granted, check the system field (WHAT-RECEIVED).

Syntax

 

►►──── REQUEST-TO-SEND ───── . ───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

SEND-DATA
Sends data to the remote dialog.

Syntax

 

►►──── SEND-DATA variable-name ─────── . ─────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameter

• variable-name
Specifies the name of the record or element to be sent.
Variable-name can be up to 32 characters long.
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NOTE
The definition of variable-name must be in the dictionary associated with the local dialog.

Usage

Data to be sent is stored in the ADS communications buffer. When the buffer is full or you issue a CONFIRM command or
DEALLOCATE with the FLUSH option, the data in the buffer is sent to the remote dialog.

Considerations

ADS issues a compiler error:

• If the record or field transmitted is not a valid data type (these data types are not valid for SEND/RECEIVE):
– Pointer
– Multibit binary
– Zoned decimal
– Graphics (kanji)

• If the record or field transmitted is coded:
– With an OCCURS DEPENDING ON clause
– As USAGE COMP with decimal positions

• If the record is a logical record
• If variable-name is a level 88
• If a group contains more than 256 fields
• If a record definition makes an FD longer than 32,768 bytes

Any field that redefines another field is ignored, but a transmitted field can be a REDEFINES field. For example, FIELD-B
redefines FIELD-A within RECORD1. If you send RECORD1, FIELD-B is ignored and the record is sent as if FIELD-A is
the current definition of the field.

Because only a subset of IDD data types are supported, you should:

1. Create a work record (much like the map work record) of the proper data types.
2. Move the values from your database record to this work record.
3. Move the received values back to your database record.

Example

After retrieving data and building the work record, send the data to the client dialog.

SEND-DATA WK-EMP-REC2.

 IF APPCCODE LT 0 THEN  CALL SR-ABEND.

SEND-ERROR
Informs the remote program that ADS detected an application-level error (such as DB-REC-NOT-FOUND).

Syntax

 

►►──── SEND-ERROR ───── . ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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Usage

When you issue SEND-ERROR, the remote program does not automatically send the data again. The remote program
must detect the SEND-ERROR and respond appropriately.

Example

If the record is not found, notify the client.

IF DB-REC-NOT-FOUND THEN DO.

     SEND-ERROR.

        IF APPCCODE LT 0 THEN CALL SR-ABEND.

     DEALLOCATE.

     LEAVE ADS.

  END.

Design Guidelines
Be careful not to end a conversation inadvertently.

A conversation is a task-level resource in IDMS/DC. When the task ends, any ongoing conversation will be deallocated
automatically. So do not use:

• DISPLAY
• LEAVE ADS NEXT TASK CODE
• LINK (to a program that will pseudoconverse)

Using any of these commands will deallocate your conversation.

Be aware of the location of the allocated dialog.

The ADS allocated task runs as a nonterminal task. Because you can not point to a secondary load area or load library on
the ALLOCATE command, the allocated dialog should reside in the IDMS/DC default load search sequence.

If you want to use a secondary load area or load library, you must override the search sequence by:

• Using the SECURITY parameter on the ALLOCATE command issued by the primary dialog.
• Dialogs which exist in secondary load areas can be accessed in the client task thread by using a signon profile

associated with that user containing DCUF SET DICTNAME or LOADLIST to change the search sequence for the
secondary dialog.
For server task threads a new system loadlist must be created and the secondary dictionary entry must be coded prior
to the primary dictionary entry. A typical loadlist follows:

ADD LOADLIST NEWLOAD

    DICTNAME IS APPCDICT VERSION IS 1

    DICTNAME IS USER-DEFAULT VERSION IS USER-DEFAULT

    DICTNAME IS SYSTEM-DEFAULT VERSION IS SYSTEM-DEFAULT

    LOADLIB IS USER-DEFAULT

    DICTNAME IS USER-DEFAULT VERSION IS 1

    DICTNAME IS SYSTEM-DEFAULT VERSION IS 1

    LOADLIB IS SYSTEM-DEFAULT

MOD SYSTEM nnn

    LOADLIST = NEWLOAD
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Understanding Conversation States
You must be aware of conversation states when you are developing a cooperative application. Whenever a dialog is
involved in a conversation, it is in a specific conversation state. The state determines which communication operations
can be performed at that time. For example, a dialog must be in send state to send data; and the partner dialog must be in
receive state to receive data. You must keep both dialogs synchronized to allow information to be exchanged.

Valid Conversation States

State What it means
Reset No conversation exists
Send The dialog can send data, request confirmation, or deallocate the

conversation
Receive The dialog can receive information from its partner dialog.
Confirm The dialog can reply to a confirmation request (there are three

types of confirm state, based on the state of the dialog after a
communication command is issued)

Deallocate The dialog can deallocate the conversation

Confirmation

The use of confirmation is optional. The primary program can request confirmation at the beginning of the session.
If confirmation is used, the sending program can issue a CONFIRM command to which the recipient must respond
CONFIRMED or SEND-ERROR. You can acknowledge the receipt of data programmatically if you prefer.

Conversation States
Statements and Conversation States

The following table summarizes, for each communication command, the states in which the command can be issued and
the resulting state after the command is executed.

To issue this command The dialog must be in this
state

After this return code The dialog is in this state

ALLOCATE Reset OK Send
Other Reset

CONFIRM Send OK Send
PROG-ERROR Receive
Other Deallocate

CONFIRMED ConfirmR OK Receive
Other Deallocate

ConfirmS OK Send
Other Deallocate

ConfirmD Any Deallocate
CONTROL Receive OK Receive
SESSION Other Deallocate
DEALLOCATE
FLUSH Send Any Reset
CONFIRM Send OK Reset
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PROG-ERROR Receive
Other Reset

ABEND Any Any Reset
LOCAL Deallocate Any Reset
PREPARE-TO- RECEIVE Send OK or PROG-ERROR Receive

Other Deallocate
RECEIVE-AND- Send or receive OK, Data complete Receive
WAIT OK, Send Send

PROG-ERROR Receive
Other Deallocate
OK, CONFIRM ConfirmR
OK, CONFIRM-SEND ConfirmS
OK, CONFIRM-
DEALLOCATE ConfirmD

REQUEST-TO- Receive OK Receive
SEND Other Deallocate
SEND-DATA Send OK Send

PROG-ERROR Receive
Other Deallocate

SEND-ERROR Send or Receive OK Send
PROG-ERROR Receive
Other Deallocate

ConfirmR OK Send
ConfirmS PROG-ERROR N/A
ConfirmD Other Deallocate

Conversation States in a Successful Data Transfer
In the following diagram, for example, Dialog A on the PC establishes a conversation with Dialog B on the mainframe.
Dialog A sends a request for employee information to Dialog B. Dialog B processes the request and returns a reply.
Matching data is found and returned. This is the same application shown in the flowchart earlier in this section.

The state changes are noted under the communications commands. Refer back to the previous flowchart and the sample
code if you wish. You can see that Dialog B uses a RECEIVE-AND-WAIT to switch the line (changing from receive to send
state in preparation for returning data to the PC). Also note the state changes necessary to deallocate the conversation.
(Here, WR represents the WHAT-RECEIVED system field.)

A Successful Transaction

Dialog A                          Dialog B

(A1) ALLOCATE                     (B1) CONTROL SESSION

  State (reset to send)             State (receive)

(A2) SEND-DATA Emp-id             (B2) RECEIVE-AND-WAIT Emp-id
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  State (send)                      State (receive)

                                    WR=DATA-COMPLETE

(A3) RECEIVE-AND-WAIT Emp-data

  State (send to receive)         (B3) RECEIVE-AND-WAIT

                                    State (receive to send)

                                    WR=SEND

(A6) RECEIVE-AND-WAIT.            (B5) SEND-DATA Emp-data

  State (receive to                 State (send)

         deallocate)

 (A7) DEALLOCATE                  (B6) DEALLOCATE

   State (deallocate to             State (send to reset)

          reset)

In this transaction:

• (A1) initiates conversation with ALLOCATE.
• (B1) acknowledges conversation with CONTROL SESSION.
• (B2) prepares to receive a request with RECEIVE-AND-WAIT.
• (A2) issues SEND-DATA with the employee id as a parameter.
• (B3) prepares to send a reply with RECEIVE-AND-WAIT. This command switches the line. Dialog B changes state

from receive to send.
• (A3) prepares to receive the employee data.
• (B5) returns employee data to Dialog A with SEND-DATA. Dialog A tests for the PROG-ERROR condition, but does not

find it. Dialog A checks that the data is complete (APPCCODE=OK and WR=DATA-COMPLETE).
• (A6) once the data is successfully received, RECEIVE-AND-WAIT prepares to deallocate resources verifying that

Dialog B (currently in control) is ready to end the conversation.
• (B6) flushes the communications buffer and terminates the conversation with DEALLOCATE.
• (A7) releases local resources with DEALLOCATE LOCAL.

Testing APPC Status Codes and System Fields
You can test the values of these codes and fields in your dialogs to determine how information will be processed. For
example, you can refer back to the sample code to see the use of APPCCODE in the server dialog.

System Fields

These system fields track information received from the remote program:

• WHAT-RECEIVED tells you what was received from the remote program.
• REQUEST-TO-SEND-RECEIVED tells you whether or not the remote program is requesting to send data.

WHAT-RECEIVED

This variable tells you what was received from the remote program. It is updated after the RECEIVE-AND-WAIT command
is executed.

Contents Meaning
DATA-COMPLETE Data was received successfully.
CONFIRM The remote dialog issued a CONFIRM command and expects the

local dialog to reply with the CONFIRMED command.
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CONFIRM-SEND The remote dialog issued a PREPARE-TO-RECEIVE command
with the CONFIRM option. The local dialog can reply with either a
CONFIRMED or a SEND-ERROR command.

CONFIRM-DEALLOCATE The remote dialog issued a DEALLOCATE command with
the CONFIRM option. The local dialog can reply with either a
CONFIRMED or a SEND-ERROR command.

SEND The remote program is in receive state and the local dialog is
now in send state. The local dialog can now issue a SEND-DATA
command.

REQUEST-TO-SEND- RECEIVED

This variable tells you whether or not the remote dialog issued the REQUEST-TO-SEND command. This variable is
updated after the CONFIRM or the SEND-DATA command executes.

Contents Meaning
0 The remote program has not requested to send data
1 The remote program is requesting to send data

If the local dialog receives REQUEST-TO-SEND then REQUEST-TO-SEND-RECEIVED is set to 1. The local dialog
resets REQUEST-TO-SEND-RECEIVED to 0 after every CONFIRM, SEND-DATA, and SEND-ERROR command.

When APPC Status Codes and System Field Values are Returned
These are the status codes and system fields returned by the communications commands.

Command APPCCODE APPCERC RECEIVED RECEIVED
ALLOCATE l l
CONFIRM l l l
CONFIRMED l l
DEALLOCATE l l
PREPARE-TO- RECEIVE l l
RECEIVE-AND- WAIT l l l
REQUEST-TO- SEND l l
SEND-DATA l l l
SEND-ERROR l l l

Keep in mind:

• Status codes are updated after each communications command executes.
• A condition can be reported when the communications command that caused the error executes or when a

subsequent communications command executes.

APPCCODE and APPCERC
If an error description says internal error, request technical support from your site. If your technical support staff cannot
remedy the problem, make sure they have the APPCCODE and APPCERC before they call Broadcom Support.
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The following table displays an overview of the APPCCODEs (detailed descriptions of the APPCCODEs follow after this
table):

APPCCODE Status
0 OK
-1 Parameter check
-3 Allocation error
-4 Resource failure
-5 Deallocate condition
-6 Program error
-7 SVC error
-8 State error
-9 Unsuccessful
-10 Control session error
-11 Format descriptor error
-12 Send-data error
-13 Receive format error

0: OK

The communications command executed successfully. Control has returned to your ADS application. The current state of
the conversation depends on the specific communications command you issued.

APPCERC What it means
0 Data is available for the dialog to receive
1 Information other than data is available for the dialog to receive

-1: Parameter Check

There is a coding error in either the ADS application or the remote dialog that must be corrected. The syntax is correct,
but there is a mismatch of parameters passed between the two dialogs or the parameters supplied are invalid.

APPCERC What it means
0 Internal error
10 You issued a CONFIRM command when the conversation was

allocated with a synchronization level of NONE
30 Internal error
31 Internal error
32 Internal error
33 Internal error
34 Internal error
35 Internal error
36 Internal error

-3: Allocation Error
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The specified conversation cannot be allocated.

APPCERC What it means
0 Internal error
1 The conversation cannot be allocated because of a condition that

is not temporary (for example, a session protocol error). Do not
retry the allocation request until the condition is corrected.

2 The conversation cannot be allocated because of a condition
that can be temporary (for example, the secondary application
is not available). If the condition is temporary, you can retry the
allocation request.

3 The remote program rejected the allocation request because it did
not understand the TPN. The TPN must be a task code associated
with the dialog and defined to IDMS/DC if you are trying to allocate
an ADS task.

4 The task-code-name specified on the ALLOCATE command
exists but cannot be started. This is not a temporary condition
and must be resolved by a systems programmer. Do not retry the
ALLOCATE until the situation is corrected.

5 The task-code-name specified on the ALLOCATE command exists
but cannot be started. This is a temporary condition. You can retry
the allocation request.

6 The user specified on the SECURITY parameter of the
ALLOCATE command is not known to the remote program.

7 Internal error.
8 Internal error.

-4: Resource Failure

A resource failure terminated the conversation prematurely.

APPCERC What it means
1 The resource failure is not temporary (for example, a session

protocol error). Do not retry the transaction until the condition is
corrected.

2 The resource failure can be temporary (for example, a power
outage, a line failure, or a problem with a modem). You can retry
the transaction.

-5: Deallocate Condition

The remote program issued a DEALLOCATE command.

APPCERC What it means
0 The deallocation was normal.
1 The remote program specified the ABEND option on the

DEALLOCATE command or the remote program has abended.
Any data remaining in the ADS communications buffer is purged.

-6: Program Error
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The remote program issued the SEND-ERROR command. There is an error in the local application that must be
corrected.

-7: SVC Error

The remote program issued the SEND-ERROR command. There is an error in the local application that must be
corrected.

-8: State Error

There is a coding error in your ADS application. The ADS side of the conversation was not in the correct state to execute
the communications command you specified: for example, you tried to issue SEND-DATA while in receive state.

In some cases, you can need to issue a DEALLOCATE ABEND to recover from this error.

-9: Unsuccessful

The conversation command was unsuccessful.

-10: Control Session Error

The ADS side of the conversation issued an ALLOCATE command correctly. But the remote program did one of the
following:

• Omitted the CONTROL SESSION command
• Transmitted a CONTROL SESSION command after another communications command
• Transmitted a CONTROL SESSION command whose parameters do not agree with the ALLOCATE command

This code is returned by the ALLOCATE command. This code can indicate an internal error.

-11: Format Descriptor Error

The ADS side of the conversation received an internal error from presentation services about the format descriptors.

-12: Send-Data Error

The ADS side of the conversation detected an internal error or a conversion error. This code is reported by the SEND
DATA command.

-13: Receive Format Error

ADS received an error in a formatted conversation. This indicates an internal error. This code is reported by the
RECEIVE-AND-WAIT command.

Queue and Scratch Management Commands
ADS queue and scratch management commands are used to control the allocation and access of queue and scratch
records. Queue and scratch records are work records stored in the data dictionary that allow data to be passed from one
IDMS/DC or DC/UCF (DC/UCF) task to another.

NOTE
During the execution of an ADS application, each pseudo-converse is a new task.

Queue Records

Queue records are stored in the data dictionary queue area (DDLDCRUN). Use of queue records allows data to be
passed from one DC/UCF task or batch application to another.

Scratch Records

Scratch records are temporarily maintained in the data dictionary scratch area (DDLDCSCR). Under ADS Batch, scratch
records can be stored in and retrieved from a scratch file allocated by the site. Use of scratch records allows data to be
passed between tasks or dialogs.
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Queue and Scratch Management Commands

Queue and scratch management commands are summarized in the following table. Each command is discussed later in
this section.

Type Command Description
Queue management DELETE QUEUE Deletes one or all queue records in a

specified queue.
 GET QUEUE Transfers the contents of a queue record

to a specified location in a dialog's record
buffers and, optionally, deletes the record
from the queue.

 PUT QUEUE Stores a queue record in the data dictionary
and assigns a queue id.

Scratch management DELETE SCRATCH Deletes one or all scratch records
associated with a specified scratch area.
In ADS Batch, one or all scratch records
associated with a specified scratch file are
deleted.

 GET SCRATCH Transfers the contents of a scratch record
to a specified location in a dialog's record
buffers and, optionally, deletes the record.
In ADS Batch, the contents of a scratch
record are transferred to a specified
location and a scratch file is assigned to the
record.

 PUT SCRATCH Stores or replaces a scratch record in the
data dictionary and assigns a scratch area
id.
In ADS Batch, a scratch record is stored or
replaced in the scratch file and assigned a
scratch area id.

Queue Records
Overview

Queue records are available to all tasks running under DC/UCF, as well as to batch programs. Records in a queue
established by one task are available to subsequent tasks running on the same logical terminal, or to concurrent or
subsequent tasks running on any other terminal. Queue records are saved across system shutdowns and are recovered
across a system crash.

Because queue records are available to concurrent tasks running on other terminals, the records can be used to
pass data from one application to another. Additionally, queue records provide a convenient means of storing data for
subsequent processing.

Storing a Queue Record

A queue record is stored in the data dictionary as a member occurrence in a set owned by a queue header record. All
records associated with a particular queue header are referred to collectively as a queue. The queue is identified by
a queue id. Requests to access a queue record can use the queue id to specify the queue in which the object record
participates. If a request to store a queue record specifies an unknown queue id, a queue is created with the specified id.

When a queue record is stored, DC/UCF can return a queue record identifier to a specified location in a dialog's record
buffers. The queue record identifier can then be used to access the queue record.
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Currencies

The ADS runtime system maintains currencies for each queue accessed by a task. If concurrently executing tasks access
the same queue, each task has its own queue currency. A request for a particular queue record can identify the record
by the queue id, by the queue record id, by the position of the record within the queue, or by the relationship of the object
record to the record that is current of queue for the requesting task.

Queue records remain in the data dictionary until explicitly deleted or until the retention period specified for the queue has
expired. When all records associated with a given queue header have been deleted, the header record is also deleted and
the queue no longer exists.

Considerations

• An exclusive lock is placed on a queue record when the record is retrieved or stored, thereby preventing concurrently
executing tasks from accessing the same record. Queue record locks are released when the task terminates or when a
COMMIT command with the TASK keyword is executed.
Because no other task can access a locked queue record, a concurrently executing task that attempts to access the
record must wait until the lock is released. To minimize such waits, queue access should be as brief as possible.

• Queue currencies are not saved when a task terminates. Each task must establish its own currencies. The following
considerations apply:
– Queue currencies are lost each time a DISPLAY command is executed.
– Queue currencies are lost across a system shutdown or a system crash.

• All queue management command clauses must be coded in the same order in which they appear in the syntax.
• Queue management commands are allowed in ADS Batch only if the application is running under the central version.

DELETE QUEUE
Deletes a queue or queue record.

Syntax

 

►►─── DELETE QUEUE ────┬────────────────┬───────────┬─ ALL ───────┬───────────►

                       └─ ID queue-id ──┘           └─ CURRENT ◄ ─┘

 ►───┬────────────────────┬─────── . ─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

     └─ error-expression ─┘

 

Parameters

• ID queue-id
Specifies the queue or queue record associated with queue-id to be deleted.
Queue-id is the name of a variable data field that contains a queue id or the 1- to 16-character id itself, enclosed in
single quotation marks.
If queue-id is not specified, a null queue id (that is, 16 blanks) is assumed.

• ALL
Deletes all records, including the queue header record, in the queue specified by queue-id.

• CURRENT
Deletes the record that is current of queue for the requesting task.
CURRENT is the default when you specify neither CURRENT or ALL.

• error-expression
Specifies the status codes that are returned to the dialog.
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Usage

Considerations

If autostatus is not in use, a dialog's error-status field indicates the outcome of a DELETE QUEUE command:

Status Code Meaning
0000 The request was executed successfully
4404 The requested header record cannot be found
4405 The requested queue record cannot be found
4406 Currency was not established for the object queue record
4407 An I/O error occurred during processing
4431 The ADS internal parameter list was invalid

Example

The following example illustrates the use of the DELETE QUEUE command to delete the current record from queue
CUSTQ:

DELETE QUEUE ID 'CUSTQ'.

GET QUEUE
Transfers the contents of a queue record to a specified location in a dialog's record buffers.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─── GET QUEUE ───────┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

                       └─ ID queue-id ─┘

 ►───┬─ DELETE ◄ ─┬────────────────┬─ NOWAIT ◄ ─┬─────────────────────────────►

     └─ KEEP ─────┘                └─ WAIT ─────┘

 ►───── INTO return-queue-data-location-variable ─────────────────────────────►

 ►───┬────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

     ├─ TO end-queue-data-location-variable ──┤

     └─ MAX LENGTH queue-data-max-length ─────┘

 ►───┬─ FIRST ───────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

     ├─ LAST ────────────────────────┤

     ├─ NEXT ◄ ──────────────────────┤

     ├─ PRIOR ───────────────────────┤

     ├─ SEQUENCE sequence-number ────┤

     └─ RECORD ID queue-record-id ───┘

 ►───┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────►

     └── RETURN LENGTH into queue-data-actual-length-variable ───┘
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 ►───┬────────────────────┬────── . ──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

     └─ error-expression ─┘

 

Parameters

• ID queue-id
Specifies the queue-id to be retrieved.
Queue-id is either the name of a variable data field that contains a queue id or the 1- to 16-character queue id itself,
enclosed in single quotation marks.
If queue-id is not specified, a null queue id (that is, 16 blanks) is assumed.

• DELETE
Deletes the record from the queue after it is passed to the requesting task. If the record is truncated, the truncated data
may be lost permanently.
DELETE is the default when you specify neither DELETE or KEEP.

• KEEP
Retains the record in the queue after it is passed to the requesting task.

• NOWAIT
Continues task execution in the event of a nonexistent queue. NOWAIT is the default when you specify neither
NOWAIT or WAIT.

• WAIT
Suspends task execution until the requested queue exists.

• INTO return-queue-data-location-variable
Specifies the location to which the requested queue record is transferred.
Return-queue-data-location-variable is the name of a variable data field in the dialog's record buffers.

• TO end-queue-data-location-variable
Specifies the end of the buffer area allocated for the requested queue record.
End-queue-location-variable is either the name of a dummy byte field or the name of a variable data field that contains
a data item not associated with the requested queue record. The field specified by end-queue-data-location must
immediately follow the last byte of the buffer area allocated for the requested queue record.

• MAX LENGTH queue-data-max-length
Specifies the length of the buffer area allocated for the requested queue record.
Queue-data-max-length is either the name of a variable data field that contains the length of the buffer area allocated
for the requested queue record or the length itself, expressed as a numeric constant.
If neither TO end-queue-data-location-variable nor MAX LENGTH queue-data-max-length is specified, the length of the
location is the length of return-queue-data-location-variable.

• FIRST
Obtains the first record in the queue that is specified by queue-id.

• LAST
Obtains the last record in the queue that is specified by queue-id.

• NEXT
Obtains the record that follows the current record of the queue specified by queue-id.
NEXT is the default when you specify no other queue record to be obtained.
If currency is not established, NEXT is equivalent to FIRST.

• PRIOR
Obtains the record that precedes the current record in the queue specified by queue-id.
If currency is not established, PRIOR is equivalent to LAST.

• SEQUENCE sequence-number
Obtains the nth record in the queue specified by queue-id.
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Sequence-number is either the name of a variable data field that contains the sequence number or the sequence
number itself, expressed as a numeric constant.

• RECORD ID queue-record-id
Obtains the record identified by queue-record-id.
Queue-record-id is either the name of a numeric variable data field that contains the system-assigned queue record id
or the queue record id itself, expressed as a numeric constant.
Queue-record-id cannot be a doubleword binary field. The runtime system converts the queue record id to a binary
fullword for internal storage.

• RETURN LENGTH into queue-data-actual-length-variable
Returns the untruncated length of the obtained queue record to the location specified by queue-data-actual-length-
variable.
Queue-data-actual-length-variable is the name of a numeric field in the dialog's record buffers.

• error-expression
Specifies the status codes that are returned to the dialog.

Usage

Considerations

• If the queue record is larger than the allocated buffer area, the record is truncated as necessary. Deletion of the record
from the queue after the transfer is complete can be specified.

• If autostatus is not in use, a dialog's error-status field indicates the outcome of a GET QUEUE command:

Status Code Meaning
0000 The request was executed successfully
4404 The requested header record cannot be found
4405 The requested queue record cannot be found
4407 An I/O error occurred during processing
4419 The dialog's storage location is too small for the requested queue

record. The record was truncated accordingly
4431 The ADS internal parameter list was invalid. In ADS, this is usually

due to using a RECORD ID parameter that includes a queue-
record-id that contains all zeros.

4432 The derived length of the queue record data area is negative

Example

The following example illustrates the use of the GET QUEUE command. The data in the last record in queue CUSTQ is
transferred to the location in the dialog's record buffers identified by CUSTWORK. The record is deleted from the queue:

GET QUEUE ID 'CUSTQ' INTO CUSTWORK MAX LENGTH REC-LENGTH LAST.

PUT QUEUE
Stores a queue record in the data dictionary.

Syntax

 

►►─── PUT QUEUE ─────┬───────────────┬──────────┬─ LAST ◄ ─┬──────────────────►
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                     └─ ID queue-id ─┘          └─ FIRST ──┘

 ►─── FROM queue-data-location-variable ──────────────────────────────────────►

 ►──┬────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

    ├─ TO end-queue-data-location-variable ──┤

    └─ LENGTH queue-data-length ─────────────┘

 ►──┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

    └─ RETENTION is ──┬─ FOREVER ◄ ──────────────┤

                      └─ queue-retention-period ─┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

    └── RETURN RECORD ID into return-queue-id-variable ───┘

 ►──┬────────────────────┬─────── . ──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

    └─ error-expression ─┘

 

Parameters

• ID queue-id
Stores a record in the queue identified by queue-id.
Queue-id is either the name of a variable data field that contains a queue id or the 1- to 16-character queue id itself,
enclosed in single quotation marks.
If queue-id is not specified, a null queue id (that is, 16 blanks) is assumed.

• LAST
Stores a record at the end of the queue.
LAST is the default when you specify neither LAST or FIRST.

• FIRST
Stores a record at the beginning of the queue.

• FROM queue-data-location-variable
Specifies the location of the data to be stored in the queue record.
Queue-data-location-variable is the name of a variable data field in the dialog's record buffers.

• TO end-queue-data-location-variable
Specifies the end of the buffer area that contains the queue record data.
End-queue-data-location-variable is the name of a variable data field that contains a data item not associated with the
queue record data.
The field specified by end-queue-data-location-variable must immediately follow the last byte of the buffer area that
contains the queue record data.

• LENGTH queue-data-length
Specifies the length, to be specified in bytes, of the buffer area that contains the data to be stored in the queue record.
Queue-data-length is either the name of a variable data field that contains the length or the length itself, expressed as
a numeric constant.
If neither TO end-queue-data-location-variable nor LENGTH queue-data-length is specified, the length of the location
is the length of queue-data-location-variable.

• RETENTION
Introduces the number of days, in the range 0 through 255, that the queue is to be retained.
A retention period of 255 is equivalent to FOREVER.

• FOREVER
Retains the queue until all queue records associated with the queue are explicitly deleted.
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FOREVER is the default when the queue's retention period is not otherwise specified.
• queue-retention-period

The name of a variable data field that contains the retention period or the retention period itself, expressed as a
numeric constant.

• RETURN RECORD ID into return-queue-id-variable
Returns a system-assigned queue record id to the location specified by return-queue-id-variable.
The queue record id is returned as a binary fullword and is converted, as appropriate, when it is moved to return-
queue-id-variable
Return-queue-id-variable is the name of a numeric variable data field in the dialog's record buffers.
Return-queue-id-variable cannot be a doubleword binary field. The system-assigned queue record id can subsequently
be used to retrieve or delete the associated queue record.

• error-expression
Specifies the status codes that are returned to the dialog.

Usage

Considerations

If autostatus is not in use, a dialog's error-status field indicates the outcome of a PUT QUEUE command:

Status Code Meaning
0000 The request was executed successfully
4407 The queue upper limit has been reached or an I/O error occurred

during processing
4431 The ADS internal parameter list was invalid

Example

The following example illustrates the use of the PUT QUEUE command to store the data in CUSTWORK in a queue
record associated with queue CUSTQ:

PUT QUEUE ID 'CUSTQ' FROM CUSTWORK LENGTH REC-LENGTH

    RETURN RECORD ID INTO REC-ID.

Scratch Records
Scratch records allow a task to pass information to subsequent tasks, thereby providing data continuity among tasks. The
scratch records are used only for temporary storage of data and are not saved across a system shutdown or a system
crash.

Scratch Area ID

A scratch area is identified by an eight-character name. Requests to access a scratch record can use the scratch area id
to specify the area with which the object record is associated. If a request to store a scratch record specifies an unknown
scratch area id, a scratch area is created with the specified id.

Scratch records are also assigned numeric identifiers either by the application developer or by the system. Records in
a scratch area are arranged sequentially in ascending order, according to the value of the scratch record identification.
System-assigned identifiers are sequenced last in a scratch area.

All scratch management command clauses must be coded in the same order in which they appear in the syntax.
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ADS Usage
Scratch records are common to all tasks running on the same logical terminal. The records stored by one task are
available to subsequent tasks running on the same terminal.

A request to store a scratch record places a record of the requested length in the data dictionary. A database key pointer
to the scratch record is placed in a scratch area associated with the requesting task. Scratch records remain in the data
dictionary until explicitly deleted, until a signoff from DC/UCF occurs, or until the system is shut down or crashes.

Currencies are maintained for each scratch area associated with a task. Scratch area currencies are passed from one
task to the next. A request for a particular scratch record can identify the record by the scratch area id, by the scratch
record id, by the position of the record within the scratch area, or by the relationship of the object record to the record that
is current of the scratch area.

Considerations

• Scratch records associated with one terminal are not available to tasks associated with other terminals.
• Any number of scratch records can be associated with a single scratch area, and any number of scratch areas can be

associated with a task.
• When all records associated with a given scratch area have been deleted, the scratch area is also deleted.
• During the execution of an ADS application, each pseudo-converse is a new task.

ADS Batch Considerations
Information can be written to temporary scratch files at dialog execution time and passed between dialogs within the same
job step in a given ADS Batch application. A request to store a scratch record places a record of the requested length in a
temporary work file. Records can be accessed in any order from this file. The scratch file need not be defined to the data
dictionary.

Scratch records remain in the temporary file until they are explicitly deleted, until the job step is completed, until a signoff
occurs, or if the system is shut down or crashes.

Using Scratch Files

To use scratch files:

1. Include process-language SCRATCH statements in dialog process modules. At dialog execution time, these
statements store, retrieve, and delete scratch records.
Syntax for SCRATCH statements in ADS Batch dialogs is the same as for ADS dialogs. SCRATCH statement syntax is
presented later in this section.

2. Define the external name for a scratch file in the DMCL module for scratch (SCRDMCL).
3. Initialize a data set for the scratch file the first time the file is used by using the FORMAT utility.
4. Include FORMAT job control language statements immediately before control statements for the ADS Batch

application.
5. Specify the ddname/filename for the scratch file in the ADS Batch job to make the initialized scratch file available

to the application.

NOTE
For more information about the FORMAT utility and its input parameters, see the IDMS Utilities section.

Considerations

• The scratch file cannot be used to communicate between ADS Batch job steps.
• The same scratch file can be used in several ADS Batch job steps without reinitializing the file. A PUT SCRATCH

command must be used before any GET SCRATCH commands.
• Central version must be used to run ADS Batch.
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DELETE SCRATCH
Deletes one or all records associated with a particular scratch area id.

Syntax

 

►►─── DELETE SCRATCH ────┬────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

                         └─ AREA ID scratch-area-id ──┘

 ►──┬─ CURRENT ◄ ────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

    ├─ FIRST ────────────────────────┤

    ├─ LAST ─────────────────────────┤

    ├─ NEXT ─────────────────────────┤

    ├─ PRIOR ────────────────────────┤

    ├─ ALL ──────────────────────────┤

    └─ RECORD ID scratch-record-id ──┘

 ►──┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────►

    └─ RETURN RECORD ID into return-scratch-record-id-variable ──┘

 ►──┬────────────────────┬──────── . ─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

    └─ error-expression ─┘

 

Parameters

• AREA ID scratch-area-id
Specifies the area in the data dictionary scratch area to be deleted.
Scratch-area-id is either the name of a variable data field that contains a scratch area id or the 1- to 8-character
scratch area id itself, enclosed in single quotation marks.
If scratch-area-id is not specified, a null scratch area id (that is, eight blanks) is assumed.

• CURRENT
Deletes the record that is current of the scratch area specified by scratch-area-id.
CURRENT is the default when you specify no other scratch record to be deleted.

• FIRST
Deletes the first record in the scratch area specified by scratch-area-id.

• LAST
Deletes the last record in the scratch area specified by scratch-area-id.

• NEXT
Deletes the record that follows the current record of the scratch area specified by scratch-area-id.
If currency is not established, NEXT is equivalent to FIRST.

• PRIOR
Deletes the record that precedes the current record of the scratch area specified by scratch-area-id.
If currency is not established, PRIOR is equivalent to LAST.

• ALL
Deletes all records in the scratch area specified by scratch-area-id.

• RECORD ID scratch-record-id
Deletes the record identified by scratch-record-id.
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Scratch-record-id is either the name of a variable data field that contains the scratch record id or the scratch record id
itself, expressed as a numeric constant.

• RETURN RECORD ID into return-scratch-record-id-variable
Returns the id of the last scratch record deleted to the location specified by return-scratch-record-id-variable.
Return-scratch-record-id-variable is the name of a numeric variable data field in the dialog's record buffers.
Return-scratch-record-id-variable cannot be a doubleword binary field.

• error-expression
Specifies the status codes that are returned to the dialog.

Usage

Considerations If autostatus is not in use, a dialog's error-status field indicates the outcome of a DELETE SCRATCH
command:

Status Code Meaning
0000 The request was executed successfully.
4303 The requested scratch area cannot be found.
4305 The requested scratch record cannot be found.
4307 An I/O error occurred during processing.
4331 The ADS internal parameter list is invalid.

Example

The following example illustrates the use of the DELETE SCRATCH command to delete all of the records in scratch area
CUSTAREA:

DELETE SCRATCH AREA ID 'CUSTAREA' ALL.

GET SCRATCH
Transfers the contents of a scratch record to a specified location in a dialog's record buffers.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─── GET SCRATCH ────┬────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►

                      └─ AREA ID scratch-area-id ──┘

 ►──┬─ DELETE ◄ ─┬──── INTO return-scratch-data-location-variable ────────────►

    └─ KEEP ─────┘

 ►──┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

    ├─ TO end-scratch-data-location-variable ──┤

    └─ MAX LENGTH scratch-data-max-length ─────┘

 ►──┬─ CURRENT ──────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

    ├─ FIRST ────────────────────────┤

    ├─ LAST ─────────────────────────┤
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    ├─ NEXT ◄ ───────────────────────┤

    ├─ PRIOR ────────────────────────┤

    └─ RECORD ID scratch-record-id ──┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────►

    └── RETURN LENGTH into scratch-data-actual-length-variable ───┘

 ►──┬────────────────────┬────── . ───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

    └─ error-expression ─┘

 

Parameters

• AREA ID scratch-area-id
Specifies an area in the scratch area to be retrieved.
Scratch-area-id is either the name of a variable data field that contains a scratch area id or the 1- to 8-character
scratch area id itself, enclosed in single quotation marks.
If scratch-area-id is not specified, a null scratch area id (that is, eight blanks) is assumed.

• DELETE
Deletes the record from the scratch area after it is passed to the requesting task.
If the record is truncated, the truncated data may be lost permanently.
DELETE is the default when you specify neither DELETE or KEEP.

• KEEP
Retains the record in the scratch area after it is passed to the requesting task.

• INTO return-scratch-data-location-variable
Specifies the location to which the requested scratch record is transferred.
Return-scratch-data-location-variable is the name of a variable data field in the dialog's record buffers.

• TO end-scratch-data-location-variable
Specifies the end of the buffer area allocated for the requested scratch record.
End-scratch-data-location-variable is the name of a dummy byte field or the name of a variable data field that contains
a data item not associated with the requested scratch record.
The field specified by end-scratch-data-location-variable must immediately follow the last byte of the buffer area
allocated for the requested scratch record.

• MAX LENGTH scratch-data-max-length
Specifies the length of the buffer area allocated for the requested scratch record.
Scratch-data-max-length is the name of a variable data field that contains the length or the length itself, expressed as a
numeric constant.
If neither TO end-scratch-data-location-variable nor MAX LENGTH scratch-data-max-length is specified, the length of
the location is the length of return-scratch-data-location-variable.

• CURRENT
Obtains the record that is current of the scratch area specified by scratch-area-id.

• FIRST
Obtains the first record in the scratch area specified by scratch-area-id.

• LAST
Obtains the last record in the scratch area specified by scratch-area-id.

• NEXT
Obtains the record that follows the current record of the scratch area specified by scratch-area-id.
NEXT is the default when you specify no other scratch record to be obtained.
If currency is not established, NEXT is equivalent to FIRST.

• PRIOR
Obtains the record that precedes the current record of the scratch area specified by scratch-area-id.
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If currency is not established, PRIOR is equivalent to LAST.
• RECORD ID scratch-record-id

Obtains the record identified by scratch-record-id.
Scratch-record-id is either the name of a variable data field that contains the scratch record id or the scratch record id
itself, expressed as a numeric constant.

• RETURN LENGTH into scratch-data-actual-length-variable
Returns the untruncated length of the obtained scratch record to the location specified by scratch-data-actual-length-
variable.
Scratch-data-actual-length-variable is the name of a numeric field in the dialog's record buffers.

• error-expression
Specifies the status codes that are returned to the dialog.

Usage

Considerations

If the scratch record is larger than the allocated buffer area, the record is truncated as necessary.

If autostatus is not in use, a dialog's error-status field indicates the outcome of a GET SCRATCH command:

Status Code Meaning
0000 The request was executed successfully
4303 The requested scratch area cannot be found
4305 The requested scratch record cannot be found
4307 An I/O error occurred during processing
4319 The dialog's storage location is too small for the requested scratch

record. The record was truncated accordingly
4331 The ADS internal parameter list was invalid
4332 The derived length of the scratch record data area is negative.

Example

The following example illustrates the use of the GET SCRATCH command to copy the last record in scratch area
CUSTAREA to a location in the dialog's record buffers identified by CUSTWORK. The record is retained in the scratch
area for later access:

GET SCRATCH AREA ID 'CUSTAREA' KEEP LAST

INTO CUSTWORK MAX LENGTH REC-LENGTH.

PUT SCRATCH
Stores or replaces a scratch record in the scratch area.

Syntax

 

►►─── PUT SCRATCH ────┬────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►

                      └─ AREA ID scratch-area-id ──┘

 ►─── FROM scratch-data-location-variable ────────────────────────────────────►
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 ►──┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

    ├─ TO end-scratch-data-location-variable ──┤

    └─ LENGTH scratch-data-length ─────────────┘

 ►──┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►

    └─ RECORD ID scratch-record-id ──┬───────────┬─┘

                                     └─ REPLACE ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────►

   └─ RETURN RECORD ID into return-scratch-record-id-variable ──┘

 ►──┬────────────────────┬─────── . ──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

    └─ error-expression ─┘

 

Parameters

• AREA ID scratch-area-id
Specifies the area in the scratch area where the record will be stored.
Scratch-area-id is either the name of a variable data field that contains a scratch area id or the 1- to 8-character
scratch area id itself, enclosed in single quotation marks.
If scratch-area-id is not specified, a null scratch area id (that is, eight blanks) is assumed.

• FROM scratch-data-location-variable
Specifies the location of the data to be stored in the queue record.
Scratch-data-location-variable is the name of a variable data field in the dialog's record buffers.

• TO end-scratch-data-location-variable
Specifies the end of the buffer area that contains the data to be stored in the scratch record.
End-scratch-data-location-variable is either the name of a dummy byte field or the name of a variable data field that
contains a data item not associated with the scratch record data.
The field specified by end-scratch-data-location-variable must immediately follow the last byte of the buffer area that
contains the scratch record data.

• LENGTH scratch-data-length
Specifies the length, to be specified in bytes, of the buffer area that contains the data to be stored in the scratch
record.
Scratch-data-length is either the name of a variable data field that contains the length or the length itself, expressed as
a numeric constant.
If neither TO end-scratch-data-location-variable nor LENGTH scratch-data-length is specified, the length of the location
is the length of scratch-data-location-variable.

• RECORD ID scratch-record-id
Assigns an id to the scratch record being stored.
Scratch-record-id is either the name of a variable data field that contains the scratch record id or the scratch record id
itself, expressed as a numeric constant.
The scratch record id can subsequently be used to retrieve or delete the associated scratch record.
The scratch record id is stored as a binary fullword.

• REPLACE
Replaces the scratch record identified by scratch-record-id with the scratch record being stored.

• RETURN RECORD ID into return-scratch-record-id-variable
Returns a system-assigned scratch record id to the location specified by return-scratch-record-id-variable.
Return-scratch-record-id-variable is the name of a variable data field in the dialog's record buffers.
Return-scratch-record-id-variable cannot be defined as a doubleword binary field.
The scratch record id can subsequently be used to retrieve or delete the associated scratch record.
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The system assigns a scratch record id if one is not specified in the RECORD ID parameter.
• error-expression

Specifies the status codes that are returned to the dialog.

Usage

Considerations

If autostatus is not in use, a dialog's error-status field indicates the outcome of a PUT SCRATCH command:

Status Code Meaning
0000 The request to add a scratch record was executed successfully
4307 An I/O error occurred during processing
4317 The request to replace a scratch record was executed

successfully
4322 The request to store a scratch record cannot be executed because

the scratch record id already exists within the scratch area and the
REPLACE option was not specified

4331 The ADS internal parameter list was invalid
4332 The derived length of the scratch record data location is negative

Example

The following example illustrates the use of the PUT SCRATCH command:

PUT SCRATCH AREA ID 'CUSTAREA' FROM CUSTWORK LENGTH REC-LENGTH

RETURN RECORD ID INTO REC-ID.

OSCaR Commands
Concept

OSCaR commands are much simpler than the IDMS SEND/RECEIVE verb set for APPC cooperative processing in that
they provide only a subset of the complete APPC functionality and synchronization of conversation states is automatic.
It is not necessary to understand the IDMS SEND/RECEIVE verb set, the IBM APPC verb set, or Conversation States
before using OSCaR commands. However, it is necessary to understand basic cooperative processing concepts.

Purpose

OPEN, SEND, CLOSE, and RECEIVE (OSCaR) commands are an interface between mainframe ADS dialogs. OSCaR
commands run as APPC commands; that is, as LU6.2 between mainframes. If a mainframe application is accessing a
remote data base rather than a remote application, DDS should be more efficient.

OSCaR Command Syntax
Coding Considerations

• Only four commands are defined: OPEN, SEND, CLOSE, and RECEIVE
• APPC and OSCaR commands are mutually exclusive within a single dialog:
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– APPC verbs such as ALLOCATE, CONTROL SESSION, and SEND-DATA are not allowed in dialogs containing
OSCaR verbs

– The four OSCaR verbs are not allowed in dialogs containing APPC verbs
• APPC data areas WHAT-RECEIVED and REQUEST-TO-SEND-RECEIVED cannot be referenced in a dialog that

contains OSCaR commands
• OSCaR has no parameters equivalent to the FORMAT or SYNC-LEVEL parameters on the APPC ALLOCATE

command
• OSCaR verbs always run as NOFORMAT
• Confirmation of user-validated data content must be sent via a user-defined control record rather than as a separate

CONFIRM or SEND-ERROR command
• Commands to perform synchronization of conversation states, (RECEIVE-AND-WAIT, PREPARE-TO-RECEIVE, and

REQUEST-TO-SEND) are done automatically by the runtime system when needed. These commands are needed
only when a command is issued and the line is in the wrong state.

Error conditions can be detected with autostatus or by examining ERROR-STATUS for 6901 or APPCCODE for a negative
value.

OPEN
Establishes a conversation.

Syntax

 

►►─── OPEN CONVersation ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ LU-NAME lu-name ─┬──────────────────┬─┘

                       └─ MODE mode-name ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TRANSACTION task-code ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬───

                             └─ SECURITY user-id ─┬─────────────────────┬─┘

                                                  └─ PASSWORD password ─┘

─►────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────── . ───►◄

  ─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ LU-NAME lu-name ─┬──────────────────┬─┘

                       └─ MODE mode-name ─┘

 

Parameters

• TRANSACTION task-code
Indicates that the dialog runs as a client; task-code names the task to be invoked on the remote logical unit.
If task-code names a mainframe ADS dialog, it must be defined on the remote logical unit as invoking program
ADSORUN1.

• SECURITY user-id
Specifies the identifier of user to be signed on to the remote logical unit.
If SECURITY is not specified, signon is performed with no user identifier.

• PASSWORD password
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Specifies the password associated with user-id during signon to the remote logical unit. If PASSWORD is not specified,
signon is performed with no password.

• LU-NAME lu-name
Specifies a field or string that identifies the 1- through 8-character name of the logical unit used by the remote dialog.
Lu-name must match the logical unit name of an APPC line defined to the local IDMS/DC system.
If LU-NAME is not specified, lu-name is the value of the ADSLUNAM attribute for the user session.

• MODE mode-name
Specifies the name used by the remote logical unit to select the mode of transmission for the conversation.
Mode-name is either a 1- through 8-character mode name or a variable containing the mode name.
If MODE is not specified, mode-name is the value of the ADSMODE attribute for the user session. If there is no
ADSMODE attribute, the value is the default mode name defined by the DLOGMOD parameter within the VTAM
definition. If there is no default mode in the VTAM definition, the dialog aborts.

Usage

Placement of OPEN CONVERSATION

OPEN must be the first APPC command encountered in an OSCaR dialog.

OPEN CONVERSATION with No Parameters

If no parameters are specified on OPEN CONVERSATION, the dialog runs as a server.

SEND
Sends a data name to a remote logical unit.

Syntax

 

►►─── SEND data-name ─┬───────────────┬───────────────────────────────── . ───►◄

                      ├─ TRANSlate ───┤

                      └─ NOTRANSlate ─┘

 

Parameters

• data-name
Identifies the record or element name associated with the dialog to send to the remote logical unit.

• TRANSlate
Not meaningful in an ADS mainframe dialog.

• NOTRANSlate
Not meaningful in an ADS mainframe dialog.

Usage

Restrictions on Data Name

In a SEND command, data-name must not be or correspond to the name of:
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• A logical record
• A built-in function
• An element defined as pointer, multi-bit binary, or graphic
• An 88-level element
• A reserved word, such as SPACES, DATE, CURSOR-ROW
• A quoted literal

CLOSE Syntax
Ends a conversation.

Syntax

 

►►─── CLOSE CONVersation ─────────────────────────────────────────────── . ───►◄

 

Usage

Placement of CLOSE CONVERSATION

CLOSE CONVERSATION must be the last APPC command encountered in both client and server dialogs that use
OSCaR commands.

RECEIVE
Receives a data name from a remote logical unit.

Syntax

 

►►─── RECEIVE data-name ─┬───────────────┬────────────────────────────── . ───►◄

                         ├─ TRANSlate ───┤

                         └─ NOTRANSlate ─┘

 

Parameters

• data-name
Identifies the record or element name associated with the dialog to receive from the remote logical unit.

• TRANSlate
Not meaningful in an ADS mainframe dialog.

• NOTRANSlate
Not meaningful in an ADS mainframe dialog.

Usage

Restrictions on Data Name

In a RECEIVE command, data-name must not be or correspond to the name of:
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• A logical record
• A built-in function
• An element defined as pointer, multi-bit binary, or graphic
• An 88-level element
• A reserved word, such as SPACES, DATE, CURSOR-ROW
• A quoted literal

Sample OSCaR Application
About this Example

This sample application program retrieves EMPLOYEE/OFFICE data from a remote demo data base. It performs the
same function as the example in Sample Cooperative Application. No intermediate records are needed because the
OSCaR verbs support all data types found in the EMPLOYEE and OFFICE records.

Client Map

                    RETRIEVE EMPLOYEE DATA

EMPLOYEE ID: ____

     Employee name:

     Office street:

     Office city  :

  Enter any employee ID.

  The employee's name and office address will be returned.

Client ENTER Process

IF EMP-ID-0415 EQ ZEROES DO.                   !IF NO EMP-ID ENTERED

   INITIALIZE RECORDS (EMPLOYEE, OFFICE).      !   CLEAR OLD DATA

   DISPLAY MESSAGE TEXT 'ENTER AN EMPLOYEE ID'.!   REQUEST EMP-ID

END.

IF FIELD EMP-ID-0415 IS CHANGED DO.            !IF EMP-ID WAS ENTERED

   OPEN CONVERSATION TRANSACTION 'EMPSERVE'.

   SEND EMP-ID-0415.                           !   SEND EMP-ID TO EMPSERV

   RECEIVE EMPLOYEE.                           !   RETRIEVE EMPLOYEE

   RECEIVE OFFICE.                             !   RETRIEVE OFFICE

   CLOSE CONVERSATION.

END.

IF EMP-NAME-0415 EQ ALL '*'                    !DISPLAY RESULTS

   DISPLAY MESSAGE TEXT 'EMPLOYEE DOES NOT EXIST'.

  ELSE

   DISPLAY MESSAGE TEXT 'EMPLOYEE DISPLAY IS COMPLETE'.

Server PREMAP Process

!****** GET EMP-ID FROM DIALOG EMPCLIEN *****

OPEN CONVERSATION TRANSACTION 'EMPSERVE'.
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RECEIVE EMP-ID-0415.

!****** GET EMPLOYEE/OFFICE DATA *****

OBTAIN CALC EMPLOYEE.

IF DB-STATUS-OK DO.

   IF SET OFFICE-EMPLOYEE MEMBER

      OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN OFFICE-EMPLOYEE.

     ELSE

      MOVE ALL '*' TO OFFICE-ADDRESS-0450.

   END.

  ELSE DO.

   MOVE ALL '*' TO EMP-NAME-0415.

   !MIGHT INITIALIZE ALL EMPLOYEE FIELDS

   !EXCEPT EMP-NAME-0415 AND EMP-IF-0415.

   END.

!****** RETURN RECORDS TO CLIENT *****

SEND EMPLOYEE.

SEND OFFICE.

CLOSE CONVERSATION.

LEAVE ADS.

OSCaR to APPC Mapping
The following table outlines the conversions which can be used to map OSCaR commands to standard APPC commands.
This will allow any IDMS/ADS dialog using the OSCaR verb set to communicate with any other program using the
standard LU6.2/APPC verb set.

Command Present State APPC Result ADS Equivalent #TREQ Assembler
Equivalent

OPEN
*With LU-NAME or
ADSLUNAM defined

Reset ALLOCATE Allocate... #TREQ Alloc...

LU-NAME and
ADSLUNAM not defined

Reset GET_ ATTRIBUTES Control- Session no
format

#TREQ UIOCB...

SEND Send SEND_DATA Send-Data TREQ Put...
Receive REQUEST_TO_ SEND

SEND_DATA
Request-To- Send
Send-Data

#TREQ Put
optns= signal
#Treq Put...

CLOSE Deallocate DEALLOCATE_ LOCAL Deallocate Local #TREQ Get... (receive
deallocate )

Send DEALLOCATE_
SYNC_LEVEL

Deallocate Sync-Level #TREQ Put
optns= last

RECEIVE Receive RECEIVE_ AND_WAIT Receive- And-Wait #TREQ Get...
Send PREPARE_TO

_RECEIVE
RECEIVE_ AND_WAIT

Prepare-To -Receive
Receive- And-Wait

#TREQ Put
optns= invite
#TREQ Get...

*ADSLUNAM is a user-defined User-Profile attribute. This can be used to define a default LU name for OPEN commands.
Additionally, ADSMODE may be used to define a default MODE name for the OSCaR OPEN command. For more
information about user profiles, see the IDMS Security Administrating section.
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Subroutine Control Commands
ADS subroutine control commands are used to define and call subroutines within a process.

The subroutine control commands are listed in the following table. Each command is discussed later in this section.

Subroutine Control Commands

CALL Passes control to a predefined subroutine
DEFINE Establishes an entry point for a subroutine and defines subroutine

processing
GOBACK Terminates subroutine processing and returns control to the

command following the associated CALL command

CALL
Passes control to a predetermined subroutine.

Syntax

 

►►─── CALL subroutine-name ──── . ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameter

• subroutine-name
Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of the subroutine to which control is passed. The subroutine name is defined by
the DEFINE command, described below.

Usage

When the ADS runtime system encounters a CALL command, processing control passes to the beginning of the named
subroutine. Processing continues through the subroutine until ADS encounters a GOBACK command, or a control
command

If no GOBACK or control command occurs before the end of the subroutine, the runtime system automatically returns
control to the command that immediately follows the associated CALL command.

Considerations

• A CALL statement can occur in the body of a process or within a subroutine definition.
• Subroutine calls can be nested up to ten levels.
• The called subroutine must be defined by using the DEFINE command, described later in this section, and must be

coded later in the process than the CALL command.

DEFINE
Establishes an entry point for a subroutine and to define the subroutine processing. At runtime, a subroutine is executed
when it is named in a CALL statement.

Syntax
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                                                 ┌───────────────────────┐

►►─── DEFINE subroutine subroutine-name ─── . ───▼─ command statement. ──┴────►◄

 

Parameters

• subroutine-name
Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of the subroutine being defined.
Subroutine-name must be unique within the process.

• command-statement
Specifies the process commands that define the subroutine.
Command-statement can be any process command statement except DEFINE SUBROUTINE.

Usage

Considerations

• Each command statement must be terminated with a period (.).
• Any number of subroutine definitions can be coded at the end of a process.
• A subroutine definition is terminated by the occurrence of another subroutine definition or by the end of the process

code.
• DEFINE is the only process command that can follow a subroutine definition.
• Subroutine order and physical placement within the process code are important. The physical placement of multiple

subroutines depends on the code within each subroutine. All called subroutines must be physically coded lower than
the calling subroutine.

Example:

CALL SUBROUTINE-A.

....

CALL SUBROUTINE-B.

....

DEFINE SUBROUTINE-A.

  (within this code which is subroutine-d)

DEFINE SUBROUTINE-D.

  (within this code which is subroutine-b)

DEFINE SUBROUTINE-B.

GOBACK
Terminates subroutine processing.

Syntax

 

►►─── GOBACK ──── .  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Usage

At run time, GOBACK returns processing control to the command following the CALL that passed control to the
subroutine.

Considerations
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• A GOBACK command can be coded wherever logically appropriate within the body of a subroutine.
• A GOBACK command is automatically generated by ADS to ensure that GOBACK is the last command in the

subroutine.

Example

The following example uses the CALL, DEFINE, and GOBACK commands to illustrate the use of a subroutine within a
process:

FIND CALC CUSTOMER.

IF DB-REC-NOT-FOUND

THEN

  DO.

    STORE CUSTOMER.

    CALL UPDMAIL.

    DISPLAY MSG TEXT 'CUSTOMER ADDED'.

  END.

ELSE

  DO.

    MODIFY CUSTOMER.

    CALL UPDMAIL.

    DISPLAY MESSAGE TEXT 'CUSTOMER CHANGED'.

  END.

DEFINE SUBROUTINE UPDMAIL.

 MOVE 1 TO SB.

 WHILE SB LE 3

   REPEAT.

     MOVE CUST-INT(SB) TO MAIL-INT.

     FIND CALC MAILIST.

     CONNECT CUSTOMER TO MAILIST.

     ADD 1 TO SB.

   END.

GOBACK.

ADS Utility Commands
ADS utility commands are used to reinitialize record buffers, transmit data to be printed, and provide information about the
current task. The utility commands are summarized in the following table.

Summary of Utility Commands

ABORT Abnormally terminates an application
ACCEPT Retrieves task-related information
INITIALIZE RECORDS Reinitializes dialog record buffers
SNAP Requests a snap dump of selected memory areas
WRITE PRINTER Transmits data from a dialog to an IDMS/DC or DC/UCF print

queue
WRITE TO LOG/OPERATOR Sends a message to the log file or to the operator's console (ADS

Batch only)
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ABORT
Terminates the execution of the current task.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─── ABORT ─────┬────────┬─────┬─────────────────────────────────┬───────────►◄

                 └─ SNAP ─┘     └─┬─ MESSage ─┬─ message-options ─┘

                                  └─ MSG ─────┘

Expansion of message-options

►►────┬─ TEXT ─────┬──────┬────────── message-text ───────────────────────────►

      │            ├─ IS ─┤

      │            └─ =  ─┘

      └─ CODE ─────┬──────┬────────── message-code ───────────────────────────

                   ├─ IS ─┤

                   └─ =  ─┘

 ►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────

      │                         ┌──────────────┐      │

      └─ PARMS ────┬─────┬─── (─▼── parameter ─┴─ ) ──┘

                   └─ = ─┘

 ►────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►◄

  ────┬────────────────────────────────────────┬──────┘

      └─ PREFIX ───┬──────┬─────── prefix ─────┘

                   ├─ IS ─┤

                   └─ =  ─┘

 

Expansion of message-options

►►────┬─ TEXT ─────┬──────┬────────── message-text ───────────────────────────►

      │            ├─ IS ─┤

      │            └─ =  ─┘

      └─ CODE ─────┬──────┬────────── message-code ───────────────────────────

                   ├─ IS ─┤

                   └─ =  ─┘

 ►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────

      │                         ┌──────────────┐      │

      └─ PARMS ────┬─────┬─── (─▼── parameter ─┴─ ) ──┘

                   └─ = ─┘

 ►────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►◄

  ────┬────────────────────────────────────────┬──────┘
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      └─ PREFIX ───┬──────┬─────── prefix ─────┘

                   ├─ IS ─┤

                   └─ =  ─┘

Parameters

• SNAP
Writes a formatted snap dump to the IDMS/DC or DC/UCF (DC/UCF) log. Snap dumps can be printed by means of the
PRINT LOG utility.

NOTE
For more information about PRINT LOG, see the IDMS Utilities section.

• MESSage
Specifies a message to be displayed on the Dialog Abort Information screen and written to the system log. If a
MESSAGE clause is not specified, system message DC174020 is used (text of this message can be changed by using
IDD):

ADS/ON-LINE ABORT. USER SPECIFIED ABORT WITH NO MESSAGE CODE/TEXT

MSG can be used in place of MESSAGE.

NOTE
For more information about altering message text using IDD, see the IDMS IDD Quick Reference section,
under the MESSAGE command.

• TEXT IS message-text
Specifies the text of a message to be sent to the system log or, if batch, sent to the console and batch log file.
This can be either the name of a variable data field containing the message text or the text string itself, enclosed in
single quotation marks.
The text string can contain up to 240 displayable characters.

• CODE IS message-code
Specifies the message dictionary code of a message to be displayed in an online map's message field or sent to the
log file in a batch application.
This can be either the name of a variable data field that contains the message code or the 6-digit code itself,
expressed as a numeric literal.
In a batch application, the message is also sent to the operator, if directed by the destination specified in the dictionary.

• PARMS = parameter
Introduces a replacement parameter for each variable field in the stored message identified by message-code. The
parameter can be either the name of an EBCDIC or unsigned zoned decimal variable data field that contains the
parameter value or the actual parameter value, enclosed in single quotation marks.
Up to nine replacement parameters can be specified for a message. Multiple parameters must be specified in the order
in which they are numbered and separated by blanks or commas.
The parameter value must contain displayable characters. At run time, each variable data field in a stored message
expands or contracts to accommodate the size of its replacement parameter. A replacement parameter can be a
maximum of 240 bytes.

• PREFIX IS prefix
Overrides the default prefix of a dialog and a map. Prefix specifies an EBCDIC or unsigned zoned decimal variable
data field that contains a 2-character prefix or the 2-character prefix itself, enclosed in single quotation marks

Usage

Considerations
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• When a dialog issues an ABORT command, ADS abnormally terminates the current task and returns control to DC/
UCF. A snap dump of all memory areas maintained for the current ADS runtime session at the time of the abort can be
requested.

• The ADS runtime system provides a diagnostic screen that displays information about an abnormally terminated
dialog. The diagnostic screen is enabled for an installation by means of the DIAGNOSTIC SCREEN clause of the
system generation ADSO statement.

NOTE
For more information about the ADSO statement, see the IDMS System Generation section.

If the diagnostic screen is not enabled when an ABORT command is issued, a system error message (DC466019) is
displayed. If a message code is specified in the ABORT command and the dictionary message specifies a destination
of log, the message is also sent to the system log.

• Up to nine replacement parameters can be specified for a message.
• Multiple message parameters must be separated by blanks or commas.
• Message parameters must be specified in the order in which they occur in the stored message.
• Within the message definition in the dictionary, symbolic parameters are identified by an ampersand (&) followed by

a two-digit numeric identifier. These identifiers can appear in any order. The position of the replacement values in
the PARMS parameter must correspond directly to the two-digit numeric identifiers in the message; the first value
corresponds to &01, the second to &02, and so forth. For example, assume that the stored message text is as follows:

THIS IS TEXT &01 AND &03 OR &02

The PARMS parameter reads PARMS=('A','B','C'). The resulting text would read as follows:

THIS IS TEXT A AND C OR B

Example

The following example illustrates the use of the ABORT command:

ADD ACC-BAL TO TOT-BAL.

ADD 1 TO CONTROL-CTR.

IF CONTROL-CTR < 100

THEN

    INVOKE 'CEXDR008'.

ELSE

    ABORT SNAP MSG TEXT CUST-NUM.

ACCEPT
Retrieves information about the current task and dialog. (In ADS Batch, ACCEPT is used to accept runtime parameters
into a storage location.)

Syntax

 

►►─ ACCept ──┬──┬─ TASK CODE ───────────┬─ INTO location ──┬── . ─────────────►◄

             │  ├─ TASK ID ─────────────┤                  │

             │  ├─ LTERM ID ────────────┤                  │

             │  ├─ PTERM ID ────────────┤                  │

             │  ├─ SYSVERSION ──────────┤                  │

             │  ├─ USER ID ─────────────┤                  │
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             │  ├─ current DIALOG name ─┤                  │

             │  ├─ HIGHER DIALOG name  ─┤                  │

             │  ├─ RECORD name ─────────┤                  │

             │  ├─ AREA name ───────────┤                  │

             │  ├─ ERROR SET name ──────┤                  │

             │  ├─ ERROR RECORD name ───┤                  │

             │  ├─ ERROR AREA name ─────┤                  │

             │  ├─ SYSTEM ID ───────────┤                  │

             │  └─┬─ RUN PARameters ─┬──┘                  │

             │    └─ PARMS ──────────┘                     │

             │                                             │

             └─ SCREEN SIZE INTO location1  location2 ─────┘

 

Parameters

• TASK CODE
Retrieves the eight-character code used to invoke the current task.

• TASK ID
Retrieves the DC/UCF-assigned task identification number. The task id is a unique sequence number stored in a
binary fullword field. The task id is zero when DC/UCF is started and is incremented by one for each new task added to
the system.

• LTERM ID
Retrieves the eight-character identification of the logical terminal associated with the current task.

• PTERM ID
Retrieves the eight-character identification of the physical terminal associated with the current task.

• SYSVERSION
Retrieves the version number, in the range 0 to 32767, of the DC/UCF system currently in use. The version number is
stored in a binary halfword field.

• USER ID
Retrieves the user identification.
In ADS, the 32-character identification of the user signed on to the logical terminal associated with the current task is
retrieved. If no user is signed on, a null user id (that is, 32 blanks) is returned.
In ADS Batch, the user identification specified in the USER (REQUESTOR) input parameter is retrieved.

• current DIALOG name
Retrieves the name of the current dialog.

• HIGHER DIALOG name
Retrieves the name of the dialog that is operative at the next higher level in the current application thread.

• RECORD name
Retrieves the name of the record that is current of run unit for the issuing dialog.

• AREA name
Retrieves the name of the area that is current of area for the issuing dialog.

• ERROR SET name
Retrieves the name of the last set involved in an operation that resulted in an error condition.

• ERROR RECORD name
Retrieves the name of the last record involved in an operation that resulted in an error condition.

• ERROR AREA name
Retrieves the name of the last area involved in an operation that resulted in an error condition.

• RUN PARameters
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(ADS Batch only) Retrieves runtime parameters, which are specified in the JCL PARM parameter (z/OS, z/VSE
Release 2.1, and z/VM) or in a JOB VARIABLE statement. If no runtime parameters are specified in the JCL, the
storage location is blank filled.
PARMS can be used in place of RUN PAR.

• SYSTEM ID
Retrieves the 8 character name(nodename) by which the DC/UCF system is known to other nodes in the DC/UCF
communications network.

• INTO location
Specifies the location to which the information is moved.
Location is the name of a variable data field in the dialog's record buffers. The specified field must have an appropriate
picture and usage for the value being retrieved.

• SCREEN SIZE INTO location1 location2
Retrieves the dimensions (that is, the number of rows and columns) of the physical terminal screen associated with the
current task.
Location1 is the name of a numeric variable data field in the dialog's record buffers to which the number of rows
moved.
Location2 is the name of a numeric variable data field in the dialog's record buffers to which the number of columns is
moved.

INITIALIZE RECORDS
Reinitializes one or more of a dialog's record buffers.

Syntax

 

►►─── INITialize records ────┬─ ALL ────────────────────┬─── . ───────────────►◄

                             │     ┌───────────────┐    │

                             └─ ( ─▼─ record-name ─┴─) ─┘

 

Parameters

• ALL
Reinitializes the buffers for all subschema, map, and work records referenced by the issuing dialog, regardless of
which dialog originally allocated the buffers.

• record-name
Reinitializes the buffer for each record specified by record-name. The named records must be associated with the
issuing dialog.

Usage

Considerations

• After execution of an INITIALIZE RECORDS command, the record elements in the specified record buffers contain
their original values, as follows:
– If the record element is defined with a VALUE IS clause, the buffer is reinitialized with the defined value.
– If the record element definition has no VALUE IS clause, the buffer is reinitialized either with spaces (EBCDIC and

DBCS fields) or with zeros of the appropriate data type (numeric fields).
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SNAP
Request a snap dump of the contents of one or more areas maintained in memory for ADS. The dump produced by a
SNAP command can be used to assess the use of system resources by an executing dialog.

Syntax

 

               ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────┐

►►──── SNAP ───▼────┬─┬── ALL ──────────┬─────────────────┬───┴───────────────►

                    │ │                 │                 │

                    │ │ ┌────────────┐  │                 │

                    │ └─▼─┬─ OCB  ─┬─┴──┘                 │

                    │     ├─ OWA -─┤                      │

                    │     ├─ OTB  ─┤                      │

                    │     ├─ OTBX ─┤                      │

                    │     ├─ FDB  ─┤                      │

                    │     ├─ VDB  ─┤                      │

                    │     ├─ RBB  ─┤                      │

                    │     ├─ ADB  ─┤                      │

                    │     └─ TAT  ─┘                      │

                    │               ┌───────────────┐     │

                    └─ RECORDs - ( ─▼─ record-name ─┴─ ) ─┘

 ►──┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬─── . ────────────────────────►◄

    └─ TITLE ───┬──────┬──── 'title-text' ─────┘

                ├─ IS ─┤

                └─ =  ─┘

Parameters

• ALL
Writes all areas of memory maintained for the issuing dialog to the SNAP dump.

• OCB
Keyword which requests the ADS control block. The OCB contains ADS system parameters specified in the system
generation ADSO statement.

• OWA
Keyword which specifies the ADS online work area. The OWA is maintained as a temporary storage buffer for
application and dialog information used during ADS runtime processing. The OWA is not maintained across tasks.

• OTB
Keyword which specifies the ADS terminal block. The OTB contains information about the current ADS session. The
OTB is maintained across tasks.

• OTBX
Keyword which specifies the ADS terminal block extension. The OTBX is an extension of the OTB and contains
pointers to the TAT, the ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD record buffer, the RBB, and the ADB for the
currently executing application. The OTBX exists only for applications defined using the application compiler (ADSA).

• FDB
Keyword which specifies the fixed dialog block. The FDB is the dialog load module created by the dialog compiler
(ADSC). Information in the FDB includes executable process code and parameters required to execute the dialog, and
information on the maps and records associated with the dialog.

• VDB
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Keyword which specifies the variable dialog block. One VDB exists for each operative dialog. A VDB contains runtime
variable information about a dialog, such as the status of map fields, information concerning flow of control, addresses
of records used by the dialog, and the address of the executing command.
The VDB is created dynamically for the issuing dialog at runtime.

• RBB
Keyword which specifies the record buffer block. The RBB contains header information and buffers for all records
associated with the current application.

• ADB
Keyword which specifies the application definition block. The ADB is the application load module created by the ADS
online application compiler. The ADB contains the application information supplied on the definition screens during an
application compiler session. The ADB exists only if the application is defined using the application compiler.

• TAT
Keyword which specifies the task application table. The TAT contains the names of task codes used to initiate
applications and the names of the applications (ADBs) thus initiated. The TAT exists only if there are applications on
the system that are defined using the application compiler.

• RECORDS record-name
Includes information associated with the specified subschema, map, or work records in the SNAP dump. The
information is taken from the RBB; it includes data, but no headers, from the buffers for the named records.
Record-name must be associated with the issuing dialog.

• TITLE is 'title-text'
Specifies a title for the SNAP dump.
Title-text is a 1- to 90-character string enclosed in single quotation marks. The specified title is printed on the hard-
copy listing of the SNAP dump.

Usage

Snap dumps are written to the DC/UCF log and can be printed by using the PRINT LOG print log utility.

NOTE
For more information about PRINT LOG, see the IDMS Utilities section.

TRACE
Activates the ADS trace facility; with the OFF parameter, deactivates the ADS trace facility.

Syntax

 

►►─── TRACE ─┬─────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

             ├─ ALL ◄ ─┤

             ├─ CTL ───┤

             └─ OFF ───┘

 

Parameters

• ALL
Writes trace records to the system log for each of the following:
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– Dialog entry
– Process module entry
– Subroutine entry
– Process command execution for dialogs having symbol tables
– Database status information
– Currency save and restore operations

• CTL
Writes the same trace records as ALL only for the following subset of process commands:
– Control commands
– Database commands

• OFF
Deactivates the trace facility.

WRITE PRINTER
Sends data from a dialog to a printer or to a file.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─── WRITE PRINTER ────┬─────────────┬───┬──────────┬────────────────────────►

                        └┬─ ERASE ───┬┘   └─ ENDRPT ─┘

                         └─ NEWPAGE ─┘

 ►────┬─ SCREEN CONTENTS ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

      └┬──────────┬─ FROM message-location-variable ──────────────────────────

       └─ NATIVE ─┘

 ►─────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

  ────┬─ TO end-message-location-variable ──┬──┘

      └─ LENGTH message-length ─────────────┘

 ►────┬──────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

      └─ COPIES copy-count ──┘

 ►────┬────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

      └─ REPORT ID report-id ──┘

 ►────┬─────────────────────────┬──────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

      ├─ CLASS  printer-class ──┘                      │

      │                                                │

      └─ DESTINATION printer-destination ──┬───────┬───┘

                                           └─ ALL ─┘

 ►────┬────────┬───┬────────┬───┬────────────────────┬─── . ──────────────────►◄

      └─ HOLD ─┘   └─ KEEP ─┘   └─ error-expression ─┘
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Parameters

• ERASE
Specifies that the data being transmitted is to be printed on a new page.
NEWPAGE may be used in place of ERASE.

• ENDRPT
Specifies that the data being transmitted is the last record of the specified report. If ENDRPT is specified, the report is
printed before the current task terminates.

• SCREEN CONTENTS
Transmits the contents of the currently displayed screen to the print queue. This option is valid only for 3270-type
terminals. If SCREEN CONTENTS is specified for another terminal type, an error condition results.

• NATIVE
Specifies that the data stream being transmitted contains line and device control characters. If NATIVE is not specified,
DC/UCF automatically inserts the necessary characters.

• FROM message-location-variable
Specified the location of the data to be transmitted to the print queue.
Message-location-variable is the name of a variable data field in the dialog's record buffers.

• TO end-message-location-variable
Specifies the end of the buffer area that contains the data to be transmitted.
End-message-location-variable is the name of a dummy byte field or the name of a variable data field that contains a
data item not associated with the data being transmitted.
The field specified by end-message-location-variable must immediately follow the last byte of the buffer area that
contains the data to be transmitted.

• LENGTH message-length
Specifies the length of the buffer area that contains the data to be transmitted.
Message-length is either the name of a numeric variable data field that contains the length in bytes or the length itself,
in bytes, expressed as a numeric constant.

• COPIES copy-count
Specifies the number of report copies to print.
Copy-count-number is either the name of a numeric variable data field that contains the copy count or the number of
report copies itself, expressed as a numeric constant in the range 1 through 255.
If COPIES is not specified, the number of copies defaults to 1.

• REPORT ID report-id
Specifies the report with which the transmitted data is associated. The report id must be an integer in the range 1
through 255.
Report-id is either the name of a numeric variable data field that contains the report id or the report id itself expressed
as a numeric constant.
If REPORT ID is not specified, the report id defaults to 1.

• CLASS printer-class
Specifies the print class, in the range 1 through 64, to which the report is assigned.
Printer-class is either The name of a numeric variable data field that contains the print class or the print class itself,
expressed as a numeric constant.
If no print class is specified, the physical terminal default is used.

• DESTINATION printer-destination
Specifies the printer to which the report is routed.
Printer-destination is either the name of a variable data field that contains the 1 to 8-character destination or the
destination itself, enclosed in single quotation marks.
If no print destination is specified, the physical terminal default is used.

• ALL
Specifies that the report is to be printed on all of the logical terminals at the specified print destination. If ALL is not
specified, the report is printed on only one of the logical terminals.

• HOLD
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Specifies that DC/UCF is not to print the report until a system operator releases it with a DCMT VARY REPORT
command.

NOTE
For more information about DCMT commands, see the IDMS System Tasks and Operator Commands
section.

• KEEP
Specifies that each time DC/UCF finishes printing the report, the report is to be kept instead of deleted. The report can
be reprinted or deleted with a DCMT VARY REPORT command.
If KEEP is not specified, the report is deleted once it is printed.

• error-expression
Specifies the status codes that are returned to the dialog.

Usage

Definition

The WRITE PRINTER command is used to transmit data from the issuing dialog to a DC/UCF printer terminal and to
initiate printing of the transmitted data. Data is passed first to a report queue maintained by DC/UCF and then to the
printer.

Each line of data transmitted by a WRITE PRINTER request is considered a record. Each record is associated with a
particular report in the report queue. A report consists of one or more records. The report queue can contain up to 256
active reports for any one task.

If autostatus is not in use, a dialog's error-status field indicates the outcome of a WRITE PRINTER command:

Status Code Meaning
0000 The request was executed successfully
4807 An I/O error occurred in placing the record in the print queue
4818 The DC/UCF system has no logical terminals associated with a

printer
4821 The specified printer destination is invalid
4838 The variable storage field that contains the record to be printed

was not allocated
4845 The output terminal type is not correct for the WRITE PRINTER

request
4846 A terminal I/O error occurred while attempting to print the contents

of a screen.

Considerations
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• A report is terminated when the current run unit is terminated or when a WRITE PRINTER ENDRPT command is
issued. Note that a run unit can be extended across dialogs by using the LINK command.

• A process can contain multiple WRITE PRINTER requests, each for a different report. DC/UCF maintains the records
associated with each report individually, ensuring that records associated with one report are not interspersed with
records associated with other reports when the reports are printed.

• Printing is initiated either explicitly by a WRITE PRINTER request or implicitly by termination of the current task. If a
task terminates abnormally, all data in the print queue is deleted, unless it was previously committed by a COMMIT
TASK command.

• Each printer has one or more DC/UCF classes or destinations. The print class and destination for a report are
assigned when the WRITE PRINTER command is issued for the first record in the report. The entire report is printed
on the first available printer with the specified class.

• A default print class and print destination can be specified for applications defined using the application compiler. The
defaults are specified on the General Options screen.
At runtime, the defaults are stored in the AGR-PRINT-CLASS and AGR-PRINT-DESTINATION record elements of
the ADSO- APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD. WRITE PRINTER commands can select these defaults by specifying
these record elements in the CLASS and DESTINATION parameters.

WRITE TO LOG/OPERATOR
Sends messages to the log file or, in the batch environment, to the log file and the operator's console.

Syntax

 

►►─── WRITE ─── to ──┬─ LOG ──────┬───┬── MESSAGE ──┬── message-options ── . ─►◄

                     └─ OPERator ─┘   └──  MSG ─────┘

Expansion of Message-Options

►►────┬─ TEXT ─────┬──────┬────────── message-text ───────────────────────────►

      │            ├─ IS ─┤

      │            └─ =  ─┘

      └─ CODE ─────┬──────┬────────── message-code ───────────────────────────

                   ├─ IS ─┤

                   └─ =  ─┘

 ►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────

      │                         ┌──────────────┐      │

      └─ PARMS ────┬─────┬─── (─▼── parameter ─┴─ ) ──┘

                   └─ = ─┘

 ►────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►◄

  ────┬────────────────────────────────────────┬──────┘

      └─ PREFIX ───┬──────┬─────── prefix ─────┘

                   ├─ IS ─┤

                   └─ =  ─┘

 

Parameters

• LOG/OPERATOR
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Sends a message to the system log or to the operator's console. OPERATOR can be specified only in the batch
environment.

• MESSage message-options
Identifies message to be displayed.
MSG can be used in place of MESSAGE.

• TEXT IS message-text
Specifies the text of a message to be sent to the system log or, if batch, sent to the console and batch log file.
Message-text specifies either the name of a variable data field containing the message text or the text string itself,
enclosed in single quotation marks.
The text string can contain up to 240 displayable characters.

• CODE IS message-code
Specifies the message dictionary code of a message to be displayed in an online map's message field or sent to the
log file in a batch application.
In a batch application, the message is also sent to the operator, if directed by the destination specified in the dictionary.
Message-code specifies either the name of a variable data field that contains the message code or the 6-digit code
itself, expressed as a numeric literal.

• PARMS = parameter
Specifies a replacement parameter for each variable field in the stored message identified by message-code.
Up to nine replacement parameters can be specified for a message. Multiple parameters must be specified in the order
in which they are numbered and separated by blanks or commas.
Parameter specifies either the name of an EBCDIC or unsigned zoned decimal variable data field that contains the
parameter value or the actual parameter value, enclosed in single quotation marks.
The parameter value must contain displayable characters. At run time, each variable data field in a stored message
expands or contracts to accommodate the size of its replacement parameter. A replacement parameter can be a
maximum of 240 bytes.

• PREFIX IS prefix
Overrides the default prefix of a dialog and a map.
Prefix must either specify an EBCDIC or unsigned zoned decimal variable data field that contains a 2-character prefix
or the 2-character prefix itself, enclosed in single quotation marks

Usage

Considerations

• Up to nine replacement parameters can be specified for a message.
• Multiple parameters must be separated by blanks or commas.
• Multiple parameters must be specified in the order in which they occur in the stored message.

Arithmetic and Assignment Commands
ADS arithmetic and assignment commands are used to perform calculations and move data. Values used in arithmetic or
assignment commands can include built-in functions.

Arithmetic and Assignment Commands

The arithmetic and assignment commands are listed in the table below. Each command is presented in alphabetical order
after the general considerations that follow the table.

ADD Calculates the sum of two values and places the result in a
variable data field

COMPUTE Evaluates an arithmetic expression and places the result in a
variable data field
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DIVIDE Calculates the quotient of two values, places the result in a
variable data field, and optionally places the remainder in another
variable data field

MOVE Moves a value to a variable data field
MULTIPLY Calculates the product of two values and places the result in a

variable data field
SUBTRACT Calculates the difference between two values and places the

result in a variable data field

General Considerations and Fields
General considerations are given for arithmetic and assignment operations that involve source and target fields of different
lengths. Considerations for numeric fields are presented first, followed by considerations for EBCDIC and DBCS fields.

Numeric Fields

A value moved between numeric source and target fields is decimal-point aligned in the target field. Differences between
the source-field value and the target field are handled as follows:

1. Differences to the left of the decimal point:
– If the portion of the source-field value to the left of the decimal point is shorter than the corresponding portion of the

target field, the leftmost positions in the target field are filled with zeros.
– If the portion of the source-field value to the left of the decimal point is longer than the corresponding portion of the

target field, the operation cannot be executed and ADS terminates the application thread abnormally.
2. Differences to the right of the decimal point:

– If the portion of the source-field value to the right of the decimal point is shorter than the corresponding portion of
the target field, the rightmost positions in the target field are filled with zeros.

– If the portion of the source-field value to the right of the decimal point is longer than the corresponding portion
of the target field, the value is either rounded to or truncated at the rightmost decimal position in the target field,
depending on whether the ROUNDED or TRUNCATED specification applies.

EBCDIC and DBCS Fields
A nonnumeric value moved between EBCDIC fields or DBCS fields is left justified in the target field. The following
considerations apply:

• If the source-field value is shorter than the target field, the remaining positions in the target field are filled with blanks.
• If the source-field value is longer than the target field, the rightmost characters are truncated.

Arithmetic and Assignment Command Status
ADS supports error handling for assignment and arithmetic commands. This allows an application to handle errors such
as data exception or decimal overflow rather than forcing ADS to abort the dialog execution. An ALLOWING clause
specifies which error condition a dialog is prepared to handle.

Assignment Command Status Condition

The following condition names can be specified as assignment command status conditions in ALLOWING clauses:
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• ANY-DATA-ERROR
• BAD-DATA-TYPE
• UNSUPPORTED-DATA-CONVERSION
• NO-NUMBER-EBCDIC/NUMERIC CONVERSION
• INCORRECT-FIELD-LENGTH
• INVALID-SUBSCRIPT-VALUE
• DATE-FORMAT-ERROR
• SPECIFICATION-EXCEPTION
• DATA-EXCEPTION
• FIXED-POINT-OVERFLOW-EXCEPTION
• FIXED-POINT-DIVIDE-EXCEPTION
• DECIMAL-OVERFLOW-EXCEPTION
• DECIMAL-DIVIDE-EXCEPTION
• FLOATING-POINT-DIVIDE-EXCEPTION
• EXPONENT-OVERFLOW-EXCEPTION
• EXPONENT-UNDERFLOW-EXCEPTION
• SIGNIFICANCE-EXCEPTION

Specifying ANY-DATA-ERROR allows a dialog to retain control following any error condition. After an exception condition
is encountered, the data will be returned as if the command had never been attempted. The meaning of the exception
conditions are defined in the IBM Principles of Operations Manual.

Example

The following example shows how the ALLOWING clause can be used to prevent application abends. The specified
MOVE command moves a numeric field from an eight-byte field to a four-byte field. The application must be prepared to
handle any error condition that might arise.

MOVE big-num TO little-num ALLOWING ANY-DATA-ERROR.

IF DECIMAL-OVERFLOW-EXCEPTION

   DISPLAY ERROR MESSAGE TEXT 'SOURCE DATA TOO LARGE'.

IF ANY-DATA-ERROR

   DISPLAY ERROR MESSAGE TEXT 'INVALID DATA VALUE'.

Arithmetic Commands
Arithmetic commands assign values to variable data fields based on the results of a simple addition, subtraction,
multiplication, or division operation or a compound operation involving multiple arithmetic functions.

ADD
Calculates the sum of two values.

Syntax

 

►►─── ADD arithmetic-expression to variable ─── options ── . ────────────►◄

Expansion of options

►───┬─────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►◄
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    ├─ ROUNDED ───────────────────────┤

    ├─ TRUNCATED ─────────────────────┤

    └─ ALLOWING assignment-condition ─┘

 

Parameters

• arithmetic-expression
Specifies the value being added to the value in variable.

• to variable
Specifies the field that contains the value to which arithmetic-expression is added. Following execution of the
command, variable contains the result of the ADD operation.

• ROUNDED
Rounds the result of the addition to the number of decimal positions found in variable.

• TRUNCATED
Truncates the result of the addition to the number of decimal positions found in variable.
The default specification is ROUNDED if COBOL moves are enabled is not selected and TRUNCATED if the option is
selected.
More information:
For more information, see 13.4, "Assignment Command" later in this section.

• ALLOWING
Specifies which error conditions would normally abend and should cause control to be returned to the dialog for
error handling. The list of allowable assignment-condition names can be found in the section entitled "Arithmetic and
Assignment Command Status Condition."

Usage

The ADD command is used to perform addition. A variable data field value, a numeric literal, or the result of an arithmetic
expression is added to a data field value. The result is placed in the data field that contains the right operand.

Example

The following example uses the ADD command to add the value 1 to the contents of the variable data field COUNTER.

ADD 1 TO COUNTER.

COMPUTE Command
Evaluates an arithmetic expression. The result of the evaluation is placed in a variable data field.

Syntax
  

 ►►─── COMPUTE variable ── options ──┬─ ─ = ─ arithmetic-expression ───┬───►

                                    └─ ALLOWING assignment-condition ─┘

  Expansion of options 

 ►───┬─────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

    ├─ ROUNDED ───────────────────────┤

    └─ TRUNCATED ─────────────────────┘
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Parameters

• variable
Specifies the name of a variable data field that contains the result of the COMPUTE operation.

• ROUNDED
Rounds the result of the computation to the number of decimal positions found in variable.

• TRUNCATED
Truncates the result of the computation to the number of decimal positions found in variable.
The default specification is ROUNDED if COBOL moves are enabled is not selected and TRUNCATED if the option is
selected.

• ALLOWING
Specifies which error conditions would normally abend and should cause control to be returned to the dialog for
error handling. The list of allowable assignment-condition names can be found in the section entitled "Arithmetic and
Assignment Command Status Condition."

• arithmetic-expression
Specifies the arithmetic expression being evaluated for the value contained in variable.

Example

The following example uses the COMPUTE command to calculate commission as a percentage of sales plus a
percentage of sales above quota. The result is truncated.

 COMPUTE COMMISSION TRUNCATED =

         0.10 * SALES + 0.03 * (SALES - QUOTA).

 

DIVIDE
Calculates the quotient of two values.

Syntax

 

►►─── DIVIDE divisor into dividend ───────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►──┬┬─────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────┬─ . ───────►◄

    │├─ ROUNDED ───────────────────────┤                          │

    │├─ TRUNCATED ─────────────────────┤                          │

    │└─ ALLOWING assignment-condition ─┘                          │

    └── GIVING quotient ─┬─────────────┬─┬───────────────────────┬┘

                         ├─ ROUNDED ───┤ └─ REMAINDER remainder ─┘

                         └─ TRUNCATED ─┘

 

Parameters

• divisor
Specifies the divisor in the divide operation. Divisor cannot be longer than eight bytes. Divisor can be an arithmetic
expression, a numeric literal, or a user-defined variable.

• into dividend
Specifies the dividend in the divide operation. Dividend can be a user-defined variable.

• ROUNDED
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(Coded immediately after dividend) Rounds the result of the division to the number of decimal positions found in
dividend.

• TRUNCATED
(Coded immediately after dividend) Truncates the result of the division to the number of decimal positions found in
dividend.
The default specification is ROUNDED if COBOL moves are enabled is not selected and TRUNCATED if the option is
selected.

• ALLOWING
Specifies which error conditions would normally abend and should cause control to be returned to the dialog for
error handling. The list of allowable assignment-condition names can be found in the section entitled "Arithmetic and
Assignment Command Status Condition."

• GIVING quotient
Specifies the user-defined variable that receives the quotient of the DIVIDE operation.

• ROUNDED
(Coded after the GIVING parameter) Rounds the result of the division to the number of decimal positions found in
quotient.

• TRUNCATED
(Coded after the GIVING parameter) Truncates the result of the division to the number of decimal positions found in
quotient.
The default specification is TRUNCATED if the REMAINDER parameter is specified.
If the REMAINDER parameter is not specified and if COBOL moves are enabled is not selected, the default
specification is ROUNDED. If COBOL moves are enabled is selected, the default specification is TRUNCATED.

• REMAINDER remainder
Specifies the field that receives the remainder of a DIVIDE operation. The remainder is calculated by subtracting the
product of the truncated quotient and the divisor from the dividend.
If quotient and remainder see the same data field, the data field at the end of the DIVIDE command contains the
quotient. The remainder is ignored.

Usage

The DIVIDE command is used to perform division. A variable data field value, a numeric literal, or the result of an
arithmetic expression, which represents the divisor, is divided into a variable data field value, which represents the
dividend.

The result of the division (the quotient) can be stored in the dividend data field or in a designated quotient data field. If the
result is stored in a quotient data field, a data field to hold the remainder can also be specified.

Considerations

• If the GIVING parameter is not specified, dividend contains the result of the DIVIDE operation.
If dividend is to contain the result of the divide operation, ROUNDED or TRUNCATED can be specified immediately
after dividend. The GIVING and REMAINDER parameters, however, cannot be specified.
If dividend is not to contain the result, ROUNDED or TRUNCATED cannot be specified immediately after dividend.
The GIVING parameter must be specified. The GIVING parameter can be followed optionally by ROUNDED or
TRUNCATED and the REMAINDER parameter.

• The truncated quotient contains as many positions to the right of the decimal point as does quotient. If the ROUNDED
keyword is used, the quotient is rounded after the remainder is calculated.

Examples

The examples below illustrate the use of the DIVIDE command to divide the value in the TOT-SALES field by the value in
the NUM-ORDERS field.

Example 1: Simple division
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In this example, the quotient is placed in TOT-SALES:

DIVIDE NUM-ORDERS INTO TOT-SALES.

Example 2: Obtaining a truncated quotient with a remainder

In this example, the quotient is truncated and placed in TOT-SALES-Q. The remainder is placed in TOT-SALES-R:

DIVIDE NUM-ORDERS INTO TOT-SALES

       GIVING TOT-SALES-Q TRUNCATED REMAINDER TOT-SALES-R.

MULTIPLY
Calculates the product of two variables.

Syntax

 

►►─── MULTIPLY arithmetic-expression by variable ── options ── . ─────────────►◄

Expansion of options

►───┬─────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►◄

    ├─ ROUNDED ───────────────────────┤

    ├─ TRUNCATED ─────────────────────┤

    └─ ALLOWING assignment-condition ─┘

 

Parameters

• arithmetic-expression
Specifies the arithmetic expression being added to the value contained in variable.

• by variable
Specifies the data field that contains the value by which arithmetic-expression is multiplied. Following execution of the
command, variable contains the result of the MULTIPLY operation.

• ROUNDED
Rounds the result of the multiplication to the number of decimal positions found in variable.

• TRUNCATED
Truncates the result of the multiplication to the number of decimal positions found in variable.
The default specification is ROUNDED if COBOL moves are enabled is not selected and TRUNCATED if the option is
selected,

• ALLOWING
Specifies which error conditions would normally abend and should cause control to be returned to the dialog for
error handling. The list of allowable assignment-condition names can be found in the section entitled "Arithmetic and
Assignment Command Status Condition."

Usage

Definition
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The MULTIPLY command is used to perform multiplication. A variable data field value, a numeric literal, or the result of an
arithmetic expression is multiplied by a variable data field value. The result is placed in the variable data field that contains
the right operand.

Example

The following example illustrates the use of the MULTIPLY command to multiply the value in the FICA-PCT field by the
value in the second occurrence of the DEDUCT field:

MULTIPLY FICA-PCT BY DEDUCT(2).

SUBTRACT
Calculates the difference between two variables.

Syntax

 

►►─── SUBTRACT arithmetic-expression from variable ── options ── . ───────────►◄

Expansion of options

►───┬─────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►◄

    ├─ ROUNDED ───────────────────────┤

    ├─ TRUNCATED ─────────────────────┤

    └─ ALLOWING assignment-condition ─┘

Parameters

• arithmetic-expression
Specifies the arithmetic expression being subtracted from the value contained in variable.

• from variable
Specifies the data field that contains the value from which arithmetic-expression is subtracted. Following execution of
the command, variable contains the result of the SUBTRACT operation.

• ROUNDED
Rounds the result of the multiplication to the number of decimal positions found in variable.

• TRUNCATED
Truncates the result of the multiplication to the number of decimal positions found in variable.
The default specification is ROUNDED if COBOL moves are enabled is not selected and TRUNCATED if the option is
selected.

• ALLOWING
Specifies which error conditions would normally abend and should cause control to be returned to the dialog for
error handling. The list of allowable assignment-condition names can be found in the section entitled "Arithmetic and
Assignment Command Status Condition."

Usage

The SUBTRACT command is used to perform subtraction. A variable data field value, a numeric literal, or the result of
an arithmetic expression is subtracted from a variable data field value. The result is placed in the variable data field that
contains the right operand.
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Example

The following example illustrates the use of the SUBTRACT command to subtract the value in the QTY-SHIPPED field
from the value in the BAL-ON-HAND field:

SUBTRACT QTY-SHIPPED FROM BAL-ON-HAND.

Assignment Command
MOVE Command

The MOVE command is used to move a variable data field value, a numeric, nonnumeric, multi-bit binary, or figurative
constant, or the result of an arithmetic expression into a variable data field.

Comparison of ADS and COBOL Rules for Move Operations

COBOL and ADS differ slightly when moving the results of an arithmetic or assignment command into the target field of
the command. The table below compares the COBOL and ADS rules.

The application developer determines the set of rules to be used on a dialog-by-dialog basis. The default set of rules is
specified in the ADSO statement issued during system generation. The default specification can be overridden for a dialog
on the Options and Directives screen of the ADS dialog compiler.

Operation ADS rules COBOL rules
Move a numeric result to an EBCDIC target
field

1. Drop the decimal portion
2. Place a negative sign (if any) to the left of
the result
3. Right justify the result in the target field

1. Retain the decimal portion without the
decimal point
2. Drop any negative sign
3. Left justify the result in the target field

Round or truncate the value1 Round the value
(By default the value is truncated for a
DIVIDE command with the REMAINDER
parameter)

Truncate the value

1 Arithmetic and assignment commands allow the application developer to override the default rounding or truncating rule
by means of the ROUNDED/TRUNCATED specification.

MOVE
Moves a value to a target field.

Syntax

 

►►─── MOVE value to variable ── options ── . ─────────────────────────────────►◄

Expansion of options

►───┬─────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►◄

    ├─ ROUNDED ───────────────────────┤

    ├─ TRUNCATED ─────────────────────┤

    └─ ALLOWING assignment-condition ─┘
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Parameters

• value
Specifies the value being moved to variable. Value can contain an arithmetic expression, a numeric literal, a user-
defined variable, or a literal enclosed in single quotation marks.

• to variable
Specifies a variable data field that contains the result of the MOVE operation.

• ROUNDED
Rounds the result of the move to the number of decimal positions found in variable.

• TRUNCATED
Truncates the result of the move to the number of decimal positions found in variable.
The default specification is ROUNDED if the COBOL moves are enabled option on the Options and Directives screen
has not been chosen and TRUNCATED if the option has been chosen.

• ALLOWING
Specifies which error conditions would normally abend and should cause control to be returned to the dialog for
error handling. The list of allowable assignment-condition names can be found in the section entitled "Arithmetic and
Assignment Command Status Condition."

Usage

Consideration

ROUNDED/TRUNCATED is ignored if value is nonnumeric.

Example

The following example illustrates the use of the MOVE command to move the value from the ACCT-BAL field to the TOT-
BAL field:

MOVE ACCT-BAL TO TOT-BAL.

Compiler Overview and Default Control Keys
Each step in the process of creating an application is associated with one or more screens as shown below.

Application specification Main Menu Identifies the name and characteristics of
an application and specifies the action to be
taken

General options General Options Specifies application options for date
format, print options, security, and
maximum number of responses

Response/function definition Response/Function List Specifies the relationship between functions
and responses

 Response Definition Specifies the name and characteristics of a
response

 Function Definition (Dialog) Allows specification of a function and
associated dialog and valid responses for
the dialog or menu/dialog function currently
being defined

 Function Definition (Program) Specifies the name and description of the
associated program and records to be
passed to a user program function
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 Function Definition (Menu) Specifies characteristics for a function
defined as a menu; allows alteration of the
sequence or suppression of the display of
responses on a menu screen

Global records Global Records Specifies records available to all functions
in an application

Task codes Task Codes Specifies DC/UCF task codes that initiate
an application at runtime

Compiler Default Control Keys

Activity Control key Description
HELP [PF1] Displays a map or field help screen,

depending on cursor position
If the cursor is on a map field associated
with help text, a half screen of map field
help text is displayed.
If the cursor is set on a map field not
associated with help text or anywhere else
on the map, a full screen of map help text is
displayed.

RETURN [PF3] From a pulldown window, returns to
specification area
From the Main Menu screen, returns control
to DC/UCF
From a screen other than the Main Menu
screen, applies updates to the current
screen and returns to the Main Menu
screen

BACKWARD [PF4] Applies updates to the current screen and
displays the previous step in the process,
as outlined on the Main Menu screen

FORWARD [PF5] Applies updates to the current screen and
displays the next step in the process, as
outlined on the Main Menu screen

BACKPAGE [PF7] Displays the previous screen of any step
containing multiple screens

FORWARD PAGE [PF8] Displays the next screen of any step
containing multiple screens

ACTION [PF10] Toggles the cursor position between the
activity selection area action bar and the
specification area on the Main Menu screen
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Default Control Keys 3

Activity Control key Description
HELP [PF1] Displays a map or field help screen,

depending on cursor position
If the cursor is on a map field associated
with help text, a half screen of map field
help text is displayed.
If the cursor is set on a map field not
associated with help text or anywhere else
on the map, a full screen of map help text is
displayed.

RETURN [PF3] From a pulldown window, returns to
specification area.
From the Main Menu screen, returns control
to DC/UCF
From a screen other than the Main Menu
screen, applies updates to the current
screen and returns to the Main Menu
screen

BACKWARD [PF4] Applies updates to the current screen and
displays the previous step in the process,
as outlined on the Main Menu screen.

FORWARD [PF5] Applies updates to the current screen and
displays the next step in the process, as
outlined on the Main Menu screen.

BACKPAGE [PF7] Displays the previous screen of any step
containing multiple screens.

FORWARD PAGE [PF8] Displays the next screen of any step
containing multiple screens.

ACTION [PF10] Toggles the cursor position between the
activity selection area action bar and the
specification area on the Main Menu screen

ADS Dialog and Application Reporter
The ADS dialog and application reporter (ADSORPTS) is used to request batch reports about dialogs and applications.
Reports can be summary or detailed. One dialog and/or application can be reported on, or several. Dialogs and
applications to be included can be specified as a list of names, name ranges, and mask values.

WARNING
Run the ADSOBSYS utility before you run ADSORPTS. ADSOBSYS creates an ADSOOPTI load module that
contains ADS system generation parameters for the specified IDMS/DC or DC/UCF system. Run ADSOBSYS
once when the system is first generated and once each time ADS system generation parameters are changed.

Additional reports (AREPORTs) also provide information about dialogs and their components that are stored in the data
dictionary. The information provided by each report is shown below. For more information about these reports, see the
IDMS Reports section.

This section provides the following information about ADSORPTS:
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• A description of the dialog reporting capabilities
• A description of the application reporting capabilities
• Syntax rules for control statements
• JCL and commands for running reports

AREPORTs Documenting ADS Dialogs

Report Description
1 Lists detail information about dialogs and their components
2 Lists information about specified dialogs
3 Lists all dialogs associated with specified processes
4 Lists all dialogs associated with specified records.
5 Lists all dialogs associated with specified subschemas
6 Lists all dialogs associated with specified maps

 

Dialog Reports
The dialog reporting capabilities of ADSORPTS enable the application developer to request any or all of the following
reports for one or several dialogs:

Summary Reports

These list the following information about the object dialog:

• The name and version number of the dialog, and the date and time at which the dialog was compiled
• The name and version number of the map associated with the dialog, and the date and time at which the map was

compiled
• The name and version number of the schema associated with the dialog
• The name of the subschema associated with the dialog
• The dialog's autostatus specification
• The dialog's FDB size

Processes Reports

These list the module source statements for the premap and response processes associated with the object dialog.
Source statements from included process modules are listed separately.

For each module listed, the following information is provided:

• The name and version number of the module
• The date on which the module was created, the date on which the module was last modified, and the ids of the users

who created and modified the module

NOTE
The cross-reference report options are available with processes.

Records Reports

These list the following information:

• The dictionary definitions for all records associated with the dialog
• The decimal position and hexadecimal offset of the fields in the listed records
• The lengths of the fields in the listed records
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FDBLIST Reports

These list the contents of the Fixed Dialog Block (FDB) for the dialog. The FDBLIST report includes the following
information:

• General information, such as the dialog's name and compilation date, its map name and compile date, and its
subschema description.

• Record descriptions contained in the Record Description Elements (RDEs).
• Premap process information contained in the Premap Process Element (PME).
• Response process information contained in the Response Process Elements (RSEs).
• Object code contained in the Process Object Code Table. One Process Object Code Table is associated with each

PME and RSE of an FDB that contains object code.
• Command information contained in the Command Element (CME). One or more CMEs can be associated with a PME

or RSE.
• Executable code and vector call information contained in the Executable Code/Vector Call Offset Table. One

Executable Code/Vector Call Offset Table is associated with each PME and RSE of an FDB that contains object code.
• Included process module information in the Included Module Table (MDTA). One MDTA is displayed for each process

in a dialog that has included modules.

Note that the representation of premap and response process information in a dialog's FDB and, consequently, the
representation of this information in the report, depend on how the dialog was compiled, as follows:

• If the dialog was compiled with the symbol table option enabled, premap and response process commands are
converted in the FDB to a series of command elements (CMEs).

• If the dialog was compiled without the symbol table option, premap and response process commands are converted in
the FDB to object code. The object code for a command can be either an item of executable code or a vector call that
references a CME.

NOTE
Dialogs being reported on by ADSORPTS should be compiled with the diagnostic tables option enabled.
ADSORPTS uses diagnostic tables to format premap and response process information. If a dialog's FDB does
not contain diagnostic tables, ADSORPTS produces an unformatted report wherever formatting is not possible.

Fixed Dialog Block Field Descriptions

The following table lists the fields displayed in the FDBLIST report.

Group Field Description
FDB ID Fixed dialog block identifier

NAME Dialog name
DATE Date dialog compiled
TIME Time dialog compiled
MPNM Map name
MPDT Date map compiled
MPTM Time map compiled
SCHNM Schema name
SSNM Subschema name
RDEA Offset -- start of record table
PMEA Offset -- start of premap element
RSEA Offset -- start of response table
LITA Offset -- start of literal pool
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SSANA Offset -- subschema area name table
NSSAN Number of subschema area names
SVER Schema version
MPVER Map version
DVER Dialog version
NRECS Number of map records
NFLDS Number of map fields
NDREC Number of dialog records
RSPMI MRE index of map response field
MSGMI MRE index of map message field
SEGVW MRB -- subschema segmented view
FLAG Fixed dialog block flag byte
LREA Offset -- first logical record RDE
ASRA Offset -- status definition record ASR
RLSE ADS release
FLAG2 FDB flag byte 2
MAPPG Map paging type
HEXTA Offset -- FDB header extension area
MDBO Offset -- map descriptor block (MDB)
FLAG3 FDB flag byte 3
PREFX Message prefix
DRSPO Offset -- default response process
FDEO Offset -- format description headers (FDH)

and elements (FDE)
FHE
(FDB header
extension)

NODE Alternate DB name

DICT Alternate dictionary name
SDDN Suspense file DD name
DCLA Offset -- SQL declaration process
SQLAM SQL Access module name
SQLTM SQL time format
SQLDT SQL date format
SQLFL SQL compliance flag

MDB (map descriptor block) MPNAM Map name (batch)
NEXT Offset -- next MDB
DATE Date map compiled
TIME Time map compiled
VER Version
NRECS Number of records
NFLDS Number of fields
RSPMI MRE index of map response field
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FLG1 Flag byte 1
DDNAM File/ddname
CRECL Compressed length for output map external

record
RECL Real external record length
CRECO Offset -- compressed external record

SSAN Subschema area names
ASR NAME Status definition record name

VER Status definition record version
RDE NAME Record name

NRDEA Offset -- next RDE
RECL Record length (except logical records)
NLRE Number of logical record elements
VER Record version
INDX Relative variable record element index

entry
MINDX Map record index
FLG1 Flag byte 1
FLG2 Flag byte 2
CRECL Compressed INIT record size
INTOF Offset -- RDEINITV within RDE to the

compressed initialized record
NLRA Offset -- next logical record RDE (logical

records only)
FLG3 Flag byte 3
IMNDX Input map record index
OMNDX Output map record index
SCHML Length of schema name when created from

an SQL table
SCHMO Offset into RDE of schema name when

created from an SQL table
INITV Initial value (in compressed format)

FDH (format description header) LEN Length of format description
ID Format identifier
FDES Start of format descriptor element

FDE (format description element) TYPE Element type
FLAGS Flag byte
PEND Type dependent section

DCL (declaration module) NAME Declaration module name
VER Declaration module version
DATLU Date module last updated
DATCR Date module last created

PME NAME Premap process name
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LASTB Offset of last byte in PME
RATA Offset to ready area table
FCMEA Offset to first CME

1

PVER Process version
NCMES Number of CMEs in response

2

NEWF Initialized to X'FF' if new format
FLAG1 Flag byte
NMDTE Number of module table entries
LNTA Offset of line number table
DATLU Date module last updated
DATCR Date module created
MDTA Offset of included module table
OFTBL Offset to executable code/vector call offset

table
RSE NAME Response process name

NXTA Offset of next RSE in FDB
LASTB Offset of last byte in response process
RATA Offset to ready area table
FCMEA Offset to first CME

1

PVER Process version
NCMES Number of CMEs in response

2

PFKEY PF key for response
FUNLN Length of response field
OFUNC Start old-format function code
FLAG1 Flag byte
FUNOF Offset within RSE to function code
NMDTE Number of module table entries
LNTA Offset of line number table
DATLU Date module last updated
DATCR Date module created
MDTA Offset of included module table
OFTBL Offset to executable code/vector call offset

table
FUNC Response field value

PROCESS OBJECT CODE TABLE ICMD# GENERATED CODE Internal command number Executable code
and vector calls

CME CLASS Command element major class
FUNC Command element function
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NXTA Offset to next CME from first CME within
PME or RSE

NEXT Offset of next CME with FDB
INCLUDED MODULE Name of included module from which CME

was generated
VERS Included module version
SEQ# IDD sequence number
FLAG1 First flag byte
FLAG2 Second flag byte
FLAG3 Third flag byte
FLAG4 Fourth flag byte
ICMD# Internal command number
BODY Parameter for use by run-time system

EXEC CODE/
VECTOR
CALL
OFFSET
TABLE

ICMD# Internal command number

VECTOR # Vector code
CODE/CME LEN Length of object code, if executable code;

length of CME, if a vector call
CODE OFF Offset from first item of object code in

process
VECTOR CALL Identifies an ICMD as a vector call

RAT
TABLE

Ready Area Table

INCLUDED
MODULE
TABLE

PROCESS Included module name

VER Included module version
DATLU Date included module last updated
DATCR Date included module created

LIT POOL Literal pool

1  If the FDB contains object code, the FCMEA indicates the offset to the first item of object code in the Process Object
Code Table.

2  If the FDB contains object code, the NCMES contains the original number of CMEs before their conversion to
executable code and vector calls.

Vector Call Codes
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The following table lists vector call codes and their associated process commands.

Vector code Process command
0000
0001
0002
0003
0004
0005
0006
0007
0008
0009
000A
000B
000C
000D
000E
000F

Database command
Database command -- logical record
ABORT
INVOKE
TRANSFER
RETURN
DISPLAY
--
LEAVE
LINKT
Assignment command
Conditional command
WHILE REPEAT
Internal branch
Subroutine call
--

0010
0011
0012
0013
0014
0015
0016
0017
0018
0019
001A
001B
001C
001D
001E
001F

ON
ADD
SUBTRACT
MULTIPLY
DIVIDE
MOVE
COMPUTE
MODIFY MAP
(DC) ACCEPT
PUT/GET/DELETE SCRATCH
PUT/GET/DELETE QUEUE
WRITE PRINTER
INITIALIZE RECORDS
KEEP LONGTERM
SNAP
COMMIT

0020
0021
0022
0023
0024
0025
0026
0027
0028
0029
002A
002B
003D
003E
003F

ROLLBACK TASK
EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION
--
--
Last vector call; end of process
PUT DETAIL
GET DETAIL
WRITE TRANSACTION
READ TRANSACTION
CONTINUE
WRITE TO LOG
CLOSE FILE MAPS
ALLOCATE
CONTROL SESSION
SEND-DATA
CONFIRM
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0040
0041
0042
0043
0044
0045
0046
0047
0048
0049
004A
004B
004C

CONFIRM
CONFIRMED
REQUEST-TO-SEND
SEND-ERROR
RECEIVE-AND-WAIT
PREPARE-TO-RECEIVE
DEALLOCATE
SQL call
TRACE
OPEN
CLOSE
SEND
RECEIVE

Debugging Information

The information provided in the dialog reports generated by ADSORPTS can be used for debugging. For example, when
the ADS runtime system causes a dialog to abnormally terminate, it sends messages to the system log. The messages
provide the following information:

• The reason for the abnormal termination.
• The name of the aborted dialog.
• The name of the process that was executing at the time of the termination.
• The hexadecimal offset within the Fixed Dialog Block (FDB) of the command that was executing at the time of the

termination. If the FDB does not contain object code, the offset is to the CME representing the command. If the FDB
contains object code, the offset is to the object code that references the CME representing the command.

• The IDD sequence number (SEQ#) of the source line containing the command that caused the abend.
• The internal command number (ICMD#) of the source line containing the command that caused the abend.

NOTE
The information above is also displayed on the Dialog Abort Information screen, if enabled.

The information in the system messages can be used in conjunction with the FDBLIST report to determine the command
that caused the abend. The internal command number and the hexadecimal offset of the problem command can both be
used to locate the command as it is represented in the Process Object Code Table, the list of CMEs, and the Executable
Code/Vector Call Offset Table. A CME displays the process command that it represents; an item in the Process Object
Code Table and the Executable Code/Vector Call Offset Table displays the vector code of the command.

Application Reports
The application reporting capabilities of ADSORPTS enable the application developer to request any or all of the following
reports for one or several applications:

• Summary reports list information about task codes, global records, functions, and responses.
• Records reports list information about global records.
• Functions/responses detail reports list information about functions, responses, and the relationships between

functions and responses.
• Functions/responses summary reports list the relationships between functions and responses.

Additionally, all of the application reports list basic information about the application, such as security requirements and
application-wide defaults.

Control Statements ADSORPTS
ADSORPTS is driven by five control statements, as shown below.
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Summary of the ADSORPTS Control Statements

Control statement Purpose
APPLICATIONS Specifies the applications for which reports are being requested

and the reports desired for the applications
DIALOGS Specifies the dialogs for which reports are being requested and

the reports desired for the dialogs
LIST Controls the online or printed format of the ADSORPTS output
SEARCH Specifies whether ADSORPTS searches in the load (core-image)

library or the load area for the dialogs and applications specified
by the DIALOGS and APPLICATIONS control statements

APPLICATIONS
Generates reports for specified applications.

Syntax

 

►►─── APPLications = ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ ALL ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ , ─►

   │       ┌─────────────────────── , ──────────────────────────┐       │

   └─┬───┬─▼─┬─ application-name ─────────────────────────────┬─┴─┬───┬─┘

     └ (─┘   ├─ application-mask-value ───────────────────────┤   └ ) ┘

             └─ low-application-name - high-application-name ─┘

 ►───┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────►

     └─ VERsions = ───┬─ ALL ◄ ──────────────────────────────── , ─┬─┘

                      ├─ version-number ───────────────────────────┤

                      └─ low-version-number - high-version-number ─┘

 ►───┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────►◄

     └─ REPORTs = ────┬─ ALL ─────────────────────────────┬──┘

                      │       ┌───────────────────┐       │

                      └─┬───┬─▼─┬── SUMmary ◄ ──┬─┴─┬───┬─┘

                        └ ( ┘   ├┬─ RECords ─┬──┤   └ ) ┘

                                │└─ RCD ─────┘  │

                                ├── F/RSUMmary ─┤

                                └── F/RDETail ──┘

Parameters

• ALL
Specifies all applications in the load area.

• application-name
Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of a single application.
If the name includes a hyphen (-) as a character, replace with a mask character. The mask character is the asterisk (*).

• application-mask-value
Specifies any application with a name that matches the mask criteria.
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The mask character is the asterisk (*); it matches any character. For example, APPLICATIONS=ORE***** generates
the requested reports for all applications beginning with ORE.

• low-application-name - high-application-name
Specifies all applications within the application-name range (inclusive).
The hyphen (-) is required and cannot have surrounding blanks.
Application names and masks that have fewer than eight characters are padded on the right with blanks.

• VERsions =
Introduces the version numbers of the applications for which reports are requested.

• ALL
Specifies all versions of the named applications.
ALL is the default when no other version is specified.

• version-number
Specifies a single version number for the named applications.

• low-version-number - high-version-number
Specifies all versions of the named applications within the version-number range (inclusive).
The hyphen (-) is required and cannot have surrounding blanks.

• REPORTS=
Introduces the reports requested for the named applications.

• ALL
Requests the summary, records, and functions/responses detail reports for the named applications.

• SUMmary
Requests summary reports for the named applications.
SUMMARY is the default when no other report is specified.

• RECords
Requests records reports for the named applications.

• F/RSUMmary
Requests functions/responses summary reports for the named applications.

• F/RDETail
Requests functions/responses detail reports for the named applications.

Usage

Considerations

If both dialog and application reports are requested in a single ADSORPTS run, dialogs are reported first, followed by
applications.

Examples

Example 1: Requesting summary reports

The following statement requests summary reports for all versions of applications with names in the range A through C
(inclusive):

APPLICATIONS=(A-C),REPORTS=SUMMARY

Example 2: Requesting all reports

The following statement requests all reports for all applications whose names begin with ABC and whose version number
is 20:

APPLICATIONS=ABC*****,VERSION=20,REPORT=ALL
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Example 3: Requesting summary and records reports for all versions

The following statement requests summary and records reports for all versions of applications with names that contain the
characters S and T in the third and fourth positions and blanks in the last two positions:

APPLICATIONS=**ST**,REPORTS=(SUMMARY,RECORDS)

Example 4: Requesting functions/responses summary reports

The next statement requests functions/responses summary reports for all versions of the following applications:

• Applications whose names begin with the characters ABC
• Applications whose names contain the characters S and T in the third and fourth positions and blanks in the last two

positions
• Applications whose names are in the range A through C (inclusive)

APPLICATIONS=(ABC*****,**ST**,A-C),REPORTS=F/RSUMMARY

DIALOGS

Generates reports for specified dialogs.

Syntax

 

►►─── DIALOGs = ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ ALL ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ , ───►

   │       ┌────────────────────── , ─────────────────────────┐       │

   └─┬───┬─▼─┬─ dialog-name ────────────────────────────────┬─┴─┬───┬─┘

     └ (─┘   ├─ dialog-mask-value ──────────────────────────┤   └ ) ┘

             └─ low-dialog-name - high-dialog-name ─────────┘

 ►───┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬── , ───►

     └─ VERsions = ───┬─ ALL ◄ ────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                      ├─ version-number ───────────────────────────┤

                      └─ low-version-number - high-version-number ─┘

 ►───┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────►◄

     └─ REPORTs = ─┬ ALL ─────────────────────────────────────────────┬──┘

                   │      ┌────────────────────────────────────┐      │

                   └┬───┬─▼─┬ SUMmary ◄ ─────────────────────┬─┴─┬───┬┘

                    └ ( ┘   ├┬ RECords ─┬────────────────────┤   └ ) ┘

                            │└ RCD ─────┘                    │

                            ├ FDBlist ───────────────────────┤

                            └ PROcesses ─┬─────────────────┬─┘

                                         └─ sxref-options ─┘

Expansion of sxref-options

►►─── with SXREF ─┬───────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►◄

                  └─ ( ─┬─ LONG ────┬─ ) ─┘
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                        └─ SHORT ◄ ─┘

 

Parameters

• ALL
Generates reports for all dialogs in the load area.

• dialog-name
Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of a single dialog.
If the name includes a hyphen (-) as a character, replace with a mask character. The mask character is the asterisk (*).

• dialog-mask-value
Specifies any dialog with a name that matches the mask criteria. The mask character is the asterisk (*); it matches any
character. For example, DIALOGS=DCB***** generates the requested reports for all dialogs beginning with DCB.

• low-dialog-name - high-dialog-name
Specifies all dialogs within the dialog-name range (inclusive).
The hyphen (-) is required and cannot have surrounding blanks.
Dialog names and masks that have fewer than eight characters are padded on the right with blanks.

• VERSIONS =
Introduces the version numbers of the dialogs for which reports are requested.

• ALL
Specifies all versions of the named dialogs.
ALL is the default when no other version is specified.

• version-number
Specifies a single version number for the named dialogs.

• low-version-number - high-version-number
Specifies all versions of the named dialogs within the version-number range (inclusive). The hyphen (-) is required and
cannot have surrounding blanks.

• REPORTS =
Introduces the reports requested for the named dialogs.

• ALL
Requests all reports (that is, the summary, processes, records, and FDBLIST reports) for the named dialogs.

• SUMmary
Requests summary reports for the named dialogs.
SUMMARY is the default when no other report is specified.

• RECords
Requests records reports for the named dialogs.

• FDBlist
Requests FDBLIST reports for the named dialogs.

• PROcesses
Requests processes reports for the named dialogs.

• sxref-options
Specifies sorted cross-reference report options.

• with SXREF
Requests a sorted cross-reference for process reports. The usage of all data names and subroutine calls is cross-
referenced.
– LONG

Specifies that all elements be included in the report.
– SHORT

Specifies that only elements that are referenced be included in the report.
SHORT is the default.
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NOTE
When specifying the cross-reference option, the Master Function Table (RHDCEVBF) must reside in either the
load area or the load library.

Usage

Considerations

A maximum of 100 dialog report requests can be specified in a single ADSORPTS run. If both dialog and application
reports are requested in a single ADSORPTS run, dialogs are reported first, followed by applications, regardless of their
order in the control statements.

Examples

Example 1: Requesting summary reports

The following statement requests summary reports for all versions of dialogs with names in the range A-C (inclusive):

DIALOGS=(A-C),REPORTS=SUMMARY

Example 2: Requesting summary and records reports

The following statement requests all reports for all dialogs with names that contain the characters S and T in the third and
fourth positions and blanks in the last two positions:

DIALOGS=**ST**,REPORTS=(SUMMARY,RECORDS)

Example 3: Requesting summary reports for all versions

The next statement requests summary reports for all versions of these dialogs:

• Dialogs whose names begin with the characters ABC
• Dialogs whose names contain the characters S and T in the third and fourth positions and blanks in the last two

positions
• Dialogs whose names are in the range A through C (inclusive)

DIALOGS=(ABC*****,**ST**,A-C)

Example 4: Requesting all reports for the dialog named TBXSUMD

The following statement requests all reports for the named dialog:

DIALOGS=TBXSUMD,REPORTS=ALL

LIST
Specifies the format for requested reports.

Syntax

 

►►────┬──────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

      └─ LIST = ──┬── NARROW ────┤

                  └┬─ FULLlist ─┬┘
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                   └─ WIDE ◄ ───┘

 

Parameters

• NARROW
Formats report output for display on a terminal screen.

• FULLlist
Formats report output for a 132-character printer.
FULLIST is the default when neither NARROW or FULLIST is specified.
WIDE can be used in place of FULLLIST.

Usage

Considerations

If more than one LIST statement is submitted for a single run of ADSORPTS, the specification in the last LIST statement
applies for the entire run.

SEARCH
Specifies where ADSORPTS searches for the object dialogs and applications.

Syntax

 

►►────┬──────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

      └─ SEARCH = ──┬─ loadAREA ◄ ─┬─┘

                    └─ loadLIB ────┘

 

Parameters

• loadAREA
Specifies that ADSORPTS searches for the dialogs and applications in the load area.
LOADAREA is the default when neither LOADAREA OR LOADLIB is specified.

• loadLIB
Specifies that ADSORPTS searches for the dialogs and applications in the load (core-image) library.

Usage

Considerations

• If more than one SEARCH statement is submitted for a single run of ADSORPTS, the specification in the last SEARCH
statement applies for the entire run.

• The DIALOGS and APPLICATIONS statements cannot specify a range of dialog or application names (such as low-
dialog-name - high-dialog-name) or a dialog or application mask (such as dialog-mask-value).

• The load (core-image) libraries in which the dialogs and applications are located must be specified in the JCL or
commands that run the reports, as follows:
– z/OS JCL

In the CDMSLIB statement or, if a CDMSLIB statement is not specified, in the STEPLIB statement
– z/VSE JCL
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In the ASSGN/EXTNT statement for the private core-image library or in the LIBDEF equivalent
– z/VM commands

In the GLOBAL LOADLIB command, added to the list of libraries

SYSIDMS Parameter File
For more information about SYSIDMS parameters, see IDMS Database Administration.

JCL and Commands To Run Reports
Sample z/OS and PS/390 JCL for Central Version

ADSORPTS (central version) (z/OS and PS/390)

//ADSORPTS EXEC PGM=ADSORPTS,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//sysctl   DD   DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg    DD   DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//SYSLST   DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSIDMS  DD   *

DMCL=dmcl-name

DICTNAME=appldict

Put other SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate, here

/*

//SYSIPT   DD   *

Put ADSORPTS parameters, as appropriate, here

/*

//*

Sample z/OS and PS/390 JCL for Local Mode ADSORPTS (local mode) (z/OS and PS/390)

//ADSORPTS EXEC PGM=ADSORPTS,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//dictdb   DD   DSN=idms.appldict.ddldml,DISP=SHR

//dloddb   DD   DSN=idms.appldict.ddldclod,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg    DD   DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//sysjrnl  DD   DUMMY

//SYSPCH   DD   syspch-def

//SYSLST   DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSIDMS  DD   *

DMCL=dmcl-name

DICTNAME=appldict

Put other SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate, here

/*
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//SYSIPT   DD   *

Put ADSORPTS parameters, as appropriate, here

/*

//*

idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the DMCL and
database name table load modules

idms.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the IDMS executable
modules

sysctl DDname of the SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl Data set name of the SYSCTL file
dcmsg DDname of the system message (DDLDVM/ESAG) area
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg Data set name of the system message (DDLDVM/ESAG) area
dmcl-name Name of the DMCL load module
appldict Name of the application dictionary
dictdb DDname of the application dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
idms.appldict.ddldml Data set name of the application dictionary definition (DDLDML)

area
dloddb DDname of the application dictionary definition load (DDLDML)

area
idms.appldict.ddldclod Data set name of the application dictionary definition load

(DDLDCLOD) area
sysjrnl DDname of the tape journal file

Sample z/VSE JCL for Central Version

ADSORPTS (z/VSE)

// UPSI     b                if specified in the IDMSOPTI module

// DLBL      userlib

// EXTENT    ,nnnnnn

// LIBDEF    *,SEARCH=(userlib.cdmslib)

// EXEC     ADSORPTS

SYSIDMS parameters

control statements

b appropriate 1- through 8-character UPSI bit switch, as specified in
the IDMSOPTI module

nnnnnn volume serial number of the library
userlib filename of the IDMS/DB library
userlib.cdmslib file-id of the IDMS/DB sublibrary
SYSPCH definition See "ADSA migration syntax considerations" below
SYSIDMS parameters A list of SYSIDMS parameters for this job

Sample z/VSE JCL for Local Mode
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To execute ADSORPTS in local mode, perform the following steps:

1. Remove the UPSI specification.
2. Add the following statements before the EXEC statement:

// DLBL     dictdb,'idms.appldict.ddldml',,DA

// EXTENT   sys015,nnnnnn

// ASSGN    sys015,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL     dloddb,'idms.appldict.ddldclod',,DA

// EXTENT   sys017,nnnnnn

// ASSGN    sys017,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL     dmsgdb,'idms.system.ddldcmsg',,DA

// EXTENT   sys016,nnnnnn

// ASSGN    sys016,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// TLBL     sys009,'idms.tapejrnl',,nnnnnn,,f

// ASSGN    sys009,TAPE,VOL=nnnnnn

idms.appldict.ddldml = file-id of the data dictionary DDLDML area
idms.appldict.ddldclod = file-id of the data dictionary load area
idms.system.ddldcmsg = file-id of the data dictionary message area
idms.tapejrnl = file-id of the tape journal file
dictdb = filename of the data dictionary DDLDML area
dloddb = filename of the data dictionary load area (DDLDCLOD)
dmsgdb = filename of the data dictionary message area (DDLDVM/ESAG)
f = file number of the tape journal file
nnnnnn = volume serial number
sys009 = logical unit assignment for the tape journal file
sys015 = logical unit assignment for the data dictionary DDLDML area
sys016 = logical unit assignment for the data dictionary message area
sys017 = logical unit assignment for the data dictionary load area

Sample z/VM Commands for Central Version

ADSORPTS (z/VM)

FILEDEF SYSCTL DISK sysctl frame a

FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER

FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK sysidms input a

FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK rpts input a

GLOBAL LOADLIB idmslib

OSRUN ADSORPTS

sysctl frame a filename, filetype, and filemode of the SYSCTL file for the CV to
run against

sysidms input a filename, filetype, and filemode of the file containing the SYSIDMS
input parameters

rpts input a file identifier of the file containing ADSORPTS source statements
idmslib filename of the IDMS/DB LOADLIB library
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Sample z/VM Commands for Local Mode

To execute ADSORPTS in local mode, add the following commands before the OSRUN command:

FILEDEF sysjrnl TAP1 SL VOLID nnnnnn (RECFM VB LRECL lll BLKSIZE bbb

FILEDEF dictdb DISK dictdb addr

FILEDEF dloddb DISK dloddb addr

FILEDEF dmsgdb DISK dmsgdb addr

bbb = block size of the tape journal file
dictdb = ddname of the data dictionary DDLDML area
dictdb addr = disk address of the data dictionary DDLDML area; for example,

500
dloddb = ddname of the data dictionary load area (DDLDCLOD)
dloddb addr = disk address of the data dictionary load area; for example, 500
dmsgdb = ddname of the data dictionary message area (DDLDVM/ESAG)
dmsgdb addr = disk address of the data dictionary message area
lll = record length of the tape journal file

Specifying Central Version or Local Mode

To specify whether ADSORPTS executes under central version or in local mode, take one of the following actions:

• Specify either CVMACH=dc/ucf-machine-name (for central version) or *LOCAL* (for local mode) as the first statement
to be submitted to ADSORPTS. Dc/ucf-machine-name is the 1- through 8-character user identifier of the z/VM virtual
machine in which the IDMS/DC or DC/UCF (DC/UCF) system is executing.

• Link edit ADSORPTS with an IDMSOPTI module that specifies either CVMACH=dc/ucf-machine-name (for central
version) or CENTRAL=NO (for local mode).

NOTE
For more information about the instructions to create an IDMSOPTI module, see the IDMS System
Operations section.

• Code PARM='CVMACH=dc/ucf-machine-name' or PARM='*LOCAL*' on the OSRUN command used to invoke the
compiler. This option is not allowed if the OSRUN command is issued from a z/VM EXEC program; however, it is
allowed if the OSRUN command is issued from a System Product interpreter (REXX) or EXEC 2 program.

NOTE
For more information about central version and local mode operations in the z/VM environment, see the
Installation and Maintenance section -- z/VM.

Dialog Statistics
The ADS dialog statistics feature allows collection of runtime statistics about dialog and overhead activity. (Overhead
activity is not directly attributable to any dialog. Overhead activity occurs once at the beginning and once at the end of an
application.) Statistics are collected for each logical terminal through which the application is executed.

This documentation describes the following aspects of dialog statistics:
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• Collecting selected statistics
• Enabling dialog statistics
• Selecting dialogs for collection of individual statistics
• Setting a checkpoint interval, after which accumulated statistics are written to the log file at runtime
• Collecting and writing statistics at runtime
• Dialog statistics reporting

For more information about statistics-related DCMT commands, see the IDMS System Tasks and Operator Commands
section.

Collecting Selected Statistics
Individual sets of dialog statistics can be collected for selected dialogs or for every dialog that executes during an
application. If statistics are collected for selected dialogs, one additional set of statistics is collected for all the nonselected
dialogs.

Transaction Statistics Block Fields

The following table lists the sets of IDMS/DB and IDMS/DC transaction statistics that can be collected for each dialog and
for overhead activity.

NOTE
For more information about transaction statistics, see the IDMS System Tasks and Operator Commands section.

Type of information Fields
IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION Transaction Statistics Block identifier

DC user identifier
DC logical terminal identifier
Dialog identifier
Date that BIND command was issued
Time that BIND command was issued

IDMS/DC STATISTICS Number of programs called
Number of programs loaded
Number of terminal reads
Number of terminal writes
Number of terminal errors
Number of storage acquisitions
Number of scratch gets
Number of scratch puts
Number of scratch deletes
Number of queue gets
Number of queue puts
Number of queue deletes
Number of get time requests
Number of set time requests
Number of database calls
Max words used in stack
User mode time
System mode time
Wait time
Task storage high-water mark
Total number of free storage requests
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IDMS-DB STATISTICS Number of pages read
Number of pages written
Number of pages requested
Number of CALC records stored with no overflow
Number of CALC records stored with overflow
Number of VIA records stored with no overflow
Number of VIA records stored with overflow
Number of records requested
Number of records current of run unit
Number of fragments stored
Number of records relocated
Total number of locks
Number of select locks
Number of update locks

ADS Statistics Block Fields

The following table lists the sets of ADS statistics that can be collected for each dialog.

Type of information Fields
IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION ADS Statistics Block identifier

DC user identifier
DC logical terminal identifier
Dialog identifier
Date that Transaction Statistics
Block BIND command was issued
Time that Transaction Statistics
Block BIND command was issued
Dialog version number

STATISTICS FOR EXPLICITLY CODED CONTROL COMMANDS Number of DISPLAY commands
Number of DISPLAY CONTINUE commands
Number of INVOKE commands
Number of LINK TO DIALOG commands
Number of LINK TO PROGRAM commands
Number of RETURN commands
Number of RETURN CONTINUE commands
Number of TRANSFER commands
Number of LEAVE ADS commands
Number of LEAVE APPLICATION commands
Number of ABORT commands

STATISTICS FOR IMPLICITLY GENERATED CONTROL
COMMANDS

Number of DISPLAY commands
Number of INVOKE commands
Number of LINK TO DIALOG commands
Number of LINK TO PROGRAM commands
Number of RETURN commands
Number of RETURN CONTINUE commands
Number of TRANSFER commands
Number of LEAVE ADS commands
Number of LEAVE APPLICATION commands
Number of ABORT commands
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DIALOG EXECUTION STATISTICS Number of premap process executions
Number of response process executions
Number of statistics accumulation calls
Number of explicit scratch gets
Number of explicit scratch puts
Number of explicit scratch deletes
Number of WRITE PRINTER commands
Number of PUT NEW DETAIL commands
Number of PUT CURRENT DETAIL commands
Number of GET DETAIL commands
Size of Fixed Dialog Block (FDB)
Size of Variable Dialog Block (VDB)
Highest link level at which a dialog was executed
Lowest link level at which a dialog was executed

STATISTICS FOR RECORD BUFFER BLOCK (RBB) USAGE Number of times RBBs put to scratch
Most RBB storage used (all dialogs)
RBB free space when most storage used
Least RBB storage used (all dialogs)
RBB free space when least storage used
Most RBB space acquired for a dialog
Least RBB space acquired for a dialog
Highest number of RBBs used
Lowest number of RBBs used

Enabling Dialog Statistics
Dialog statistics can be collected only if task and transaction statistics collection is enabled. Task statistics are enabled
at system generation time. Transaction statistics can be enabled at either system generation or runtime in the following
manner:

• To enable transaction statistics at system generation time, use the STATISTICS parameter in the SYSTEM
statement, specifying TASK, WRITE, and TRANSACTION.

• To enable transaction statistics at runtime, use the DCMT VARY STATISTICS TRANSACTION command.

The DCMT VARY ADSO STATISTICS command is used to enable or disable dialog statistics and to specify whether
individual statistics are collected for selected dialogs or for all dialogs, as follows:

• DCMT VARY ADSO STATISTICS ON ALL DIALOGS enables dialog statistics and specifies that sets of statistics are
to be collected for overhead activity and for each dialog that is executed during an ADS application.

• DCMT VARY ADSO STATISTICS ON SELECTED DIALOGS enables dialog statistics and specifies that sets of
statistics are to be collected for overhead activity and for each selected dialog that is executed during an ADS
application. One additional set of statistics is collected to accumulate statistics for all nonselected dialogs.

• DCMT VARY ADSO STATISTICS OFF disables the dialog statistics feature.

If no DCMT VARY ADSO STATISTICS command is issued prior to the execution of an application, the runtime system
uses the default specification established at system generation.

Selecting Dialogs
The DCMT VARY PROGRAM command is used to select or deselect dialogs for individual statistics collection, as follows:
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• DCMT VARY PROGRAM dialog-name  ADSO STATISTICS ON selects the named dialog for individual statistics
collection. At runtime, if dialog statistics are enabled, individual statistics are collected for the dialog when it executes.

• DCMT VARY PROGRAM dialog-name  ADSO STATISTICS OFF deselects a dialog from individual statistics
collection. At runtime, if dialog statistics are enabled in the SELECTED DIALOGS mode, individual statistics for the
dialog are not collected; however, one set of statistics is collected for all nonselected dialogs. If dialog statistics are
enabled in the ALL DIALOGS mode, individual statistics are collected for the dialog when it executes, even if it is not
selected.

If no DCMT VARY PROGRAM command with the STATISTICS parameter is issued for a dialog prior to the execution of
an application, the runtime system uses the specification established at system generation.

The DCMT VARY ADSO STATISTICS and the DCMT VARY PROGRAM commands can be issued in any order.

Setting a Checkpoint Interval
The DCMT VARY ADSO STATISTICS command is used to set a checkpoint interval, which determines when the collected
statistics are written to the system log, as follows:

• DCMT VARY ADSO STATISTICS CHECKPOINT INTERVAL checkpoint-interval-number specifies that statistics
for all dialogs are written to the log once at every checkpoint-interval-number statistics accumulations. Additionally,
statistics are written to the log when the application terminates. Note that CHECKPOINT INTERVAL 0 is equivalent to
CHECKPOINT INTERVAL OFF.

• DCMT VARY ADSO STATISTICS CHECKPOINT INTERVAL OFF specifies that statistics are written to the log only
when the application terminates.

If no DCMT VARY ADSO STATISTICS command with the CHECKPOINT INTERVAL parameter is issued prior to the
execution of an application, the runtime system uses the specification established at system generation.

Collecting and Writing Statistics
At runtime, if dialog statistics are enabled, statistics for overhead activity are collected and written to the IDMS/DC or DC/
UCF (DC/UCF) system log whenever overhead activity is performed, once at the beginning of the application and once at
the end. The transaction statistics block identifier for overhead activity is either the application name or, for applications
not defined using the application generator, $ADS@@OH.

Dialog statistics are collected each time a dialog issues a control command. These statistics are not written immediately to
the system log, but are accumulated in transaction and ADS statistics blocks (TSBs and ASBs).

The runtime system allocates TSBs and ASBs as follows:

• If dialog statistics are enabled in the ALL DIALOGS mode, one TSB and one ASB are allocated for each dialog the first
time the dialog becomes operative in the application thread. The statistics block identifier for the TSB and ASB is the
dialog name.

• If dialog statistics are enabled in the SELECTED DIALOGS mode, one TSB and one ASB are allocated for each
selected dialog the first time the dialog becomes operative in the application thread. Additionally, one TSB and one
ASB are allocated to accumulate statistics for all nonselected dialogs; the statistics block identifier for the additional
TSB and ASB is $ADS@@AO.

Dialog statistics are written to the system log each time the number of statistics accumulations equals the predefined
checkpoint interval. Additionally, statistics are written to the log when the application terminates.

When dialog statistics are written to the system log, only TSBs and ASBs that contain accumulated statistics are written to
the system log. The TSBs and ASBs are then initialized, and the statistics accumulations count is reset to zero.

TSBs and ASBs are freed only when the application terminates. Note, however, that during a pseudo-converse they may
be written to scratch along with record buffer blocks, as directed at system generation with the FAST MODE THRESHOLD
and RESOURCES parameters of the ADSO statement.
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Statistics Reporting
DC/UCF statistics reports (SREPORTs) allow the application developer to produce reports on dialog statistics.

Statistics collected in the ADS statistics block can be reported on by using any of the following SREPORTs, identified by
report number:

• 018 --  ADS statistics by user id
• 019 --  ADS statistics by dialog and version number
• 020 --  ADS statistics by logical terminal id

Statistics collected in the transaction statistics block can be reported on by using any of the following SREPORTs:

• 011 --  IDMS/DC transaction statistics by logical terminal id
• 021 --  IDMS-DC transaction statistics by dialog and

SREPORTS are similar in format.

Sample SREPORT for Dialog Statistics

The following shows sample output from SREPORT number 019:

 REPORT NO. 019                     ADS STATISTICS BY DIALOG AND VERSION NUMBER - Rnn.n                   09/19/99     PAGE  8

 DIALOG NAME   :  ADSOAFNC                                                        VERSION NUMBER:      1

 DATE           :          91043 TIME           :          09:49 USER ID        : SMT

 DATE BIND      :          91043 TIME BIND      :          09:46 LTERM ID       : LT12011

 DISPLAY COMMAND:             21 DISPLAY CONTINU:             21 INVOKES        :              3 LINK TO DIALOGS:          18

 LNKS TO PROGRAM:             18 RETURNS        :              0 RETURN CONTINUE:              0 TRANSFERS      :          18

 LEAVE ADS      :              0 LEAVE APPLICATN:              0 ABORTS         :              0 IMPL DISPLAYS  :           0

 IMPL INVOKE    :              0 IMPL LINK DLGS :              0 IMPL LINK PGMS :              0 IMPL RETURNS   :           0

 IMPL RET CONT  :              0 IMPL TRANSFERS :              0 IMPL LEAVE ADS :              0 IMPL LEAVE PGMS:           0

 IMPL ABORTS    :              0 PREMAP PROCESS :             42 RESPONSE PROCES:             21 STAT ACCUM CALL:          99

 EXPL GET SCRS  :              0 EXPL PUT SCRS  :              0 EXPL DEL SCRS  :              0 WRTE PRINT REQS:           0

 PUT NEW DETAILS:              0 PUT CUR DETAILS:              0 GET DETAILS    :              0 SIZE OF FDB    :      23,080

 SIZE OF VDB    :            836 HIGHEST LNK LEV:              1 LOWEST LNK LEVL:              1 RBB PUT TO SCR :           0

 RBB STG HI MARK:          3,176 RBB FREE HI    :            908 RBB STG LOW MK :          3,176 RBB FREE LOW   :         908

 MOST RBB ACQ   :            304 LEAST RBB ACQ  :            304 HICOUNT RBB USE:              1 LOCOUNT RBB USE:           1

                                             ****  DIALOG TOTAL  ****

 DISPLAY COMMAND:             21 DISPLAY CONTINU:             21 INVOKES        :              3 LINK TO DIALOGS:          18

 LNKS TO PROGRAM:             18 RETURNS        :              0 RETURN CONTINUE:              0 TRANSFERS      :          18

 LEAVE ADS      :              0 LEAVE APPLICATN:              0 ABORTS         :              0 IMPL DISPLAYS  :           0

 IMPL INVOKE    :              0 IMPL LINK DLGS :              0 IMPL LINK PGMS :              0 IMPL RETURNS   :           0

 IMPL RET CONT  :              0 IMPL TRANSFERS :              0 IMPL LEAVE ADS :              0 IMPL LEAVE PGMS:           0

 IMPL ABORTS    :              0 PREMAP PROCESS :             42 RESPONSE PROC  :             21 STAT ACCUM CALL:          99

 EXPL GET SCRS  :              0 EXPL PUT SCRS  :              0 EXPL DEL SCRS  :              0 WRTE PRINT REQS:           0

 PUT NEW DETAILS:              0 PUT CUR DETAILS:              0 GET DETAILS    :              0 RECORD COUNT   :           1
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Application and Dialog Utilities
ADS provides utilities that allow the application developer to maintain applications and dialogs. The following table
provides a summary of each utility. Refer to the rest of the documentation for more detail.

Summary of ADS Utilities

ADSOBCOM Creates, modifies, deletes, and recompiles dialogs in batch mode
ADSOBSYS Sets up system generation parameters required by ADSOBCOM
ADSOBTAT Modifies the task application table (TAT) in batch mode when an

application is migrated from one dictionary to another
ADSOTATU Modifies the task application table (TAT) online when an

application is migrated from one dictionary to another

ADSOBCOM
ADSOBCOM, the batch dialog compiler, allows the application developer to add, modify, delete, and recompile dialogs.
Batch dialog recompilation is useful when modifications are made to maps, processes, subschemas, or records that
are associated with several dialogs. There is no limit to the number of dialogs that can be processed in a single run of
ADSOBCOM.

ADSOBSYS

The ADSOBSYS utility must be run before ADSOBCOM can be run. ADSOBSYS creates an ADSOOPTI load module that
contains ADS system generation parameters for the specified IDMS/DC or DC/UCF (DC/UCF) system. ADSOBSYS must
be run once when the system is first generated, and once each time ADS system generation parameters are changed.

Dialog compiler security is in effect during execution of ADSOBCOM. Dialog compiler security prohibits unauthorized
application developers from adding, modifying, and/or deleting dialogs.

ADSOBCOM uses standard control statements as well as special ADSOBCOM control statements.

Standard Control Statements
The following control statements can be used with ADSOBCOM:

If used, the ICTL, OCTL, and ISEQ control statements must be submitted into the job stream before the SIGNON
statement.

ICTL

Specifies a scan for meaningful data within a specified column range. The default specification is 1-72. The ICTL
statement format is shown below:

►►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►◄

   └─ ICTL = (start-column-number  end-column-number) ─┘

OCTL

Specifies the number of printed lines on each page of printed ADSOBCOM output. The default specification is 56. The
OCTL statement format is shown below:

►►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ OCTL = (line-count-number) ─┘
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ISEQ

Specifies sequence checking on source statements within a specified column range. The ISEQ statement format is shown
below:

►►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►◄

   └─ ISEQ = (start-column-number  end-column-number) ─┘

Special Control Statements
ADSOBCOM is driven by the control statements SIGNON, COMPILE, and DECOMPILE.

SIGNON ADSOBCOM
Specifies the name and any necessary password of the DC/UCF user, as well as the dictionary in which the dialogs to be
recompiled are stored.

Syntax

 

►►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ SIGnon ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──

              └─ USER ─┬──────┬─ user-name ─┬─────────────────────────────┬┘

                       ├─ IS ─┤             └ PASSword ─┬────┬─ password ─┘

                       └─ = ──┘                         ├ IS ┤

                                                        └ = ─┘

 ►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ────┬───────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────

      └─ DICTNAME ─┬──────┬─ dictionary-name ─┘

                   ├─ IS ─┤

                   └─ = ──┘

 ►──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►◄

  ────┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ──┘

      └─ DICTNODE ───┬──────┬── node-name ───┘

                     ├─ IS ─┤

                     └─ = ──┘

 

Parameters

• USER is user-name
Specifies the signon user.
The equals sign (=) can be used in place of IS.
Note: USER must be the first parameter specified on the SIGNON statement.

• PASSword is password
Specifies, when necessary, the user's DC/UCF password.
The user name and password must be supplied in order to use ADSOBCOM when dialog compiler level security is in
effect. Additionally, security at the dialog level may also require that the user name and password be supplied.

• DICTNAME is dictionary-name
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Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of the data dictionary from which the dialog load module, process source code,
record, map, and subschema definitions are retrieved. This is the same dictionary into which the compiled dialog load
module is placed.
If no dictionary name is specified, ADSOBCOM uses the name of the primary dictionary.

• DICTNODE is node-name
(for DDS only) Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of the DDS node that controls the data dictionary specified by
DBNAME.

COMPILE
Either specifies the dialogs to be recompiled based on information in the load module, or specifies the dialogs to be
added, modified, or deleted, based on information in the dialog statements that accompany the COMPILE statement.

There is no limit to the number of COMPILE statements that can be submitted to each run of ADSOBCOM.

Syntax

 

►►─── COMpile from ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

               ┌──────────────────────┐

 ►─┬─ SOUrce ──▼── dialog-expression ─┴───────────────────────────────────────►─

   │

   └─ LOAD ─┬─ ALL ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

            │                       ┌────────────────────────┐

            └─ DIALog ─┬──────┬─ ( ─▼─  dialog-name-options ─┴─ ) ────────────

                       ├─ IS ─┤

                       └─ = ──┘

─►─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬── . ─────►◄

  ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

  ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

   │                         ┌───────────────────────────┐     │

   └─ VERsion ─┬──────┬── ( ─▼── version-number-options ─┴─ ) ─┘

               ├─ IS ─┤

               └─ =  ─┘

Expansion of dialog-name-options

►►─┬─ dialog-name ───────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────►◄

   ├─ dialog-mask-value ─────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ ( low-dialog-name  high-dialog-name ) ─────────────┤

   └─ ( low-dialog-mask-value  high-dialog-mask-value ) ─┘

Expansion of version-number-options

►►─┬─ version-number ──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ( low-version-number  high-version-number ) ─┘

 

Parameters

• SOUrce dialog-expression
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Specifies that dialogs to be added, modified, or deleted based on information in the dialog expression.
Repeated dialog expressions can be used to process several dialogs. Each expression must end with a period.
See the explanation of dialog-expression on the following pages.

• LOAD
Specifies that the dialogs are to be recompiled based on the information in the dialog load modules.

• ALL
Specifies that all dialogs in the dictionary load area are to be recompiled.

• DIALog is dialog-name-options
Specifies the dialogs in the dictionary load area to be recompiled. See expansion of dialog-name-options below.

• VERsion is version-number-options
Specifies the version numbers of the dialogs to be recompiled. See expansion of version-number-options below.

• dialog-name
Specifies the 1 to 8-character name of a single dialog.

• dialog-mask-value
Specifies any dialog with a name that matches the mask criteria.
The mask character is the asterisk (*); it matches any character. For example, DIALOG IS (DCB*****) causes all
dialogs beginning with DCB to be recompiled.
If the mask contains fewer than eight characters, the remaining character positions are treated as blanks.

• (low-dialog-name high-dialog-name)
Specifies all dialogs within the dialog-name range (inclusive).

NOTE
Parentheses are needed when using a range of values.

• (low-dialog-mask-value high-dialog-mask-value)
Specifies all dialogs within the dialog-mask range (inclusive).

NOTE
Parentheses are needed when using a range of values.

• version-number
Specifies a single version number for the selected dialogs.

• (low-version-number high-version-number)
Specifies all versions of the selected dialogs within the version-number range (inclusive).

NOTE
Parentheses are needed when using a range of values.

The default version number is 1.

Usage

Considerations

ADSOBCOM does not update a dialog's program definition element (PDE) to indicate that a new copy of the dialog exists
in the load area. If a dialog is recompiled by ADSOBCOM and then executed during a single DC/UCF run, the application
developer should update the PDE by issuing the following command:

DCMT VARY PROGRAM dialog-name NEW COPY

NOTE
For more information about the DCMT VARY PROGRAM command, see the IDMS System Tasks and Operator
Commands section.
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DECOMPILE
Specifies the dialogs to be decompiled based on information in the load module.

There is no limit to the number of DECOMPILE statements that can be submitted to each run of ADSOBCOM.

Syntax

 

►►─── DECOMpile ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

─►──────────┬─ ALL ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

            │                       ┌────────────────────────┐

            └─ DIALog ─┬──────┬─ ( ─▼─  dialog-name-options ─┴─ ) ────────────

                       ├─ IS ─┤

                       └─ = ──┘

─►───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──── . ─────►◄

  ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

   │                         ┌───────────────────────────┐     │

   └─ VERsion ─┬──────┬── ( ─▼── version-number-options ─┴─ ) ─┘

               ├─ IS ─┤

               └─ =  ─┘

Expansion of dialog-name-options

►►─┬─ dialog-name ───────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────►◄

   ├─ dialog-mask-value ─────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ ( low-dialog-name  high-dialog-name ) ─────────────┤

   └─ ( low-dialog-mask-value  high-dialog-mask-value ) ─┘

Expansion of version-number-options

►►─┬─ version-number ──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ( low-version-number  high-version-number ) ─┘

 

Parameters

• SOUrce dialog-expression
Specifies that dialogs to be added, modified, or deleted based on information in the dialog expression.
Repeated dialog expressions can be used to process several dialogs. Each expression must end with a period.
See the explanation of dialog-expression on the following pages.

• LOAD
Specifies that the dialogs are to be recompiled based on the information in the dialog load modules.

• ALL
Specifies that all dialogs in the dictionary load area are to be recompiled.

• DIALog is dialog-name-options
Specifies the dialogs in the dictionary load area to be recompiled. See expansion of dialog-name-options below.

• VERsion is version-number-options
Specifies the version numbers of the dialogs to be recompiled. See expansion of version-number-options below.

• dialog-name
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Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of a single dialog.
• dialog-mask-value

Specifies any dialog with a name that matches the mask criteria.
The mask character is the asterisk (*); it matches any character. For example, DIALOG IS (DCB*****) causes all
dialogs beginning with DCB to be recompiled.
If the mask contains fewer than eight characters, the remaining character positions are treated as blanks.

• (low-dialog-name high-dialog-name)
Specifies all dialogs within the dialog-name range (inclusive).

NOTE
Parentheses are needed when using a range of values.

• (low-dialog-mask-value high-dialog-mask-value)
Specifies all dialogs within the dialog-mask range (inclusive).

NOTE
Parentheses are needed when using a range of values.

• version-number
Specifies a single version number for the selected dialogs.

• (low-version-number high-version-number)
Specifies all versions of the selected dialogs within the version-number range (inclusive).

NOTE
Parentheses are needed when using a range of values.

The default version number is 1.

Usage

Considerations

ADSOBCOM does not update a dialog's program definition element (PDE) to indicate that a new copy of the dialog exists
in the load area. If a dialog is recompiled by ADSOBCOM and then executed during a single DC/UCF run, the application
developer should update the PDE by issuing the following command:

DCMT VARY PROGRAM dialog-name NEW COPY

NOTE
For more information about the DCMT VARY PROGRAM command, see the IDMS System Tasks and Operator
Commands section.

Dialog-expression
Dialog-expression is used to specify those dialogs which are to be added, modified, and deleted.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►──┬─┬──────────┬─── DIAlog ────┬──────┬──── dialog-name ──────────────────┬─►

    │ ├─ ADD ────┤               ├─ IS ─┤                                   │

    │ └─ DELete ─┘               └─ = ──┘                                   │

    └ MODify DIAlog dialog-name-options ┬──────────────────────────────────┬┘

                                        └ VERsion ┬─────┬ version#-options ┘
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                                                  ├ IS ─┤

                                                  └ = ──┘

 ►──┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

    └─ VERsion ──┬──────┬── version-number ────┘

                 ├─ IS ─┤

                 └─ = ──┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

    └─ MAInline ───┬──────┬────┬─ YES  ─┬─┘

                   ├─ IS ─┤    └─ NO ◄ ─┘

                   └─ = ──┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

    └─────┬──────────┬─────── SUBschema ───┬──────┬──── subschema-name ───────

          ├─ ADD ────┤                     ├─ IS ─┤

          ├─ MODify ─┤                     └─ = ──┘

          └─ DELete ─┘

 

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  -─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

    └─ SCHema ─┬────┬─ schema-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┘

               ├ IS ┤               └─ VERsion ─┬────┬─ version-number ─┘

               └ = ─┘                           ├ IS ┤

                                                └ = ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────►

   └─┬──────────┬─ ACCess MODule (AM) ─┬──────┬── access-module-name ─┘

     ├─ ADD ────┤                      ├─ IS ─┤

     ├─ MODify ─┤                      └─ = ──┘

     └─ DELete ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └┬──────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

    ├─ ADD ────┤

    ├─ MODify ─┤

    └─ DELete ─┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

   ─┬──────────┬─ MAP ─┬──────┬─ map-name ─┬───────────────────────────────┬┘

    └─ ONLine ─┘       ├─ IS ─┤            └─ version ─┬──────┬─ version# ─┘

                       └─ = ──┘                        ├─ IS ─┤

                                                       └─ = ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └┬──────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

    ├─ ADD ────┤

    ├─ MODify ─┤

    └─ DELete ─┘

 

─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

  ─── INput ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─

             └─ MAPname ─┬─ IS ─┬─ map-name ┬──────────────────────────────┬┘
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                         │      │           └ version ─┬──────┬─ version# ─┘

                         └─ = ──┘                      ├─ IS ─┤

                                                       └─ = ──┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ┬────────────────────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────┬┘

  └─ FILEname ─┬────┬─ run-time-label ─┘└─ SUSfile ─┬────┬─ suspense-label ┘

               ├ IS ┤                               ├ IS ┤

               └ = ─┘                               └ = ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └┬──────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

    ├─ ADD ────┤

    ├─ MODify ─┤

    └─ DELete ─┘

─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

  ─── OUTput ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─

              └─ MAPname ─┬─ IS ─┬ map-name ┬──────────────────────────────┬┘

                          │      │          └ version ─┬──────┬─ version# ─┘

                          └─ = ──┘                     ├─ IS ─┤

                                                       └─ = ──┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

  ─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ FILEname ─┬──────┬─ run-time-label ─┘

                ├─ IS ─┤

                └─ = ──┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ AUTostatus ─┬──────┬──┬─ Yes ─┬─┘

                  ├─ IS ─┤  └─ No ──┘

                  └─ = ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ STAtus ─┬───────────────────────────┬─┬──────┬─ record-name ────────────

              └─ DEFinition ─┬──────────┬─┘ ├─ IS ─┤

                             └─ RECord ─┘   └─ = ──┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

  ─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ VERsion ─┬──────┬─ version-number ──┘

               ├─ IS ─┤

               └─ = ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

   └─ AUTO ─┬───────────┬──┬──────┬──┬─ Yes ◄ ─┬─┘

            └─ DISPlay ─┘  ├─ IS ─┤  └─ No ────┘

                           └─ = ──┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ PAGing MODE ─┬──────┬──┬─ UPDate ◄ ─┬─┘

                   ├─ IS ─┤  └─ BROwse ───┘
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                   └─ = ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ BACKpage ─┬──────┬──┬─ Yes ◄ ─┬─┘

                ├─ IS ─┤  └─ No ────┘

                └─ = ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ PAGing TYPE ─┬──────┬──┬─ Nowait ◄ ─┬─┘

                   ├─ IS ─┤  ├─ Return ───┤

                   └─ = ──┘  └─ Wait ─────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ACTivity log ─┬──────┬──┬─ Yes ─┬─┘

                    ├─ IS ─┤  └─ No ──┘

                    └─ = ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

   └─ SYMbol ─┬─────────┬──┬──────┬──┬─ Yes ──┬─┘

              └─ TABle ─┘  ├─ IS ─┤  └─ No ◄ ─┘

                           └─ = ──┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

   └─ DIAGnostic ─┬─────────┬──┬──────┬──┬─ Yes ◄ ─┬─┘

                  └─ TABle ─┘  ├─ IS ─┤  └─ No ────┘

                               └─ = ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

   └─ MESsage PREfix ─┬──────┬──┬─ prefix ─────┬─┘

                      ├─ IS ─┤  └─ DEfault ◄ ──┘

                      └─ = ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ COBol ─┬────────┬──┬──────┬──┬─ Yes ─┬─┘

             └─ MOVe ─┘  ├─ IS ─┤  └─ No ──┘

                         └─ = ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

   └┬─ ENTRY POINT ─┬─┬──────┬──┬─ Premap ◄ ──┬──┘

    └─ EP ──────────┘ ├─ IS ─┤  └─ Map ───────┘

                      └─ = ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ RETrieval LOCKing ─┬────┬─┬─ Yes ◄ ─┬─┘

                         ├ IS ┤ └─ No ────┘

                         └ = ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

   └─── SQL CHEck SYNtax ─┬─ EXTended ◄ ─┬──────────────────────────────────┘

                          ├─ SQL89 ──────┤

                          └─ FIPS ───────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

   └─── SQL ─── DATe ─┬──────┬─┬─ ISO ─┬─┘

                      ├─ IS ─┤ ├─ USA ─┤
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                      └─ = ──┘ ├─ EUR ─┤

                               └─ JIS ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

   └─── SQL ─── TIMe ─┬──────┬─┬─ ISO ─┬─┘

                      ├─ IS ─┤ ├─ USA ─┤

                      └─ = ──┘ ├─ EUR ─┤

                               └─ JIS ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────►

   │ ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─┬────────┬ SQL TABle ┬────┬ table-name ─┬─────────────────┬─┴─┘

       ├ ADD ───┤           ├ IS ┤             └─ table-options ─┘

       ├ MODify ┤           └ = ─┘

       └ DELete ┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────►

   │ ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐  │

   └─▼─┬──────────┬─ RECord ─┬──────┬─ record-name record-options -─┴──┘

       ├─ ADD ────┤          ├─ IS ─┤

       ├─ MODify ─┤          └─ = ──┘

       └─ DELete ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └┬──────────┬─ PREmap ─┬──────────────────────┬─┬──────┬───────────────────

    ├─ ADD ────┤          └─ PROcess ─┬────────┬─┘ ├─ IS ─┤

    ├─ MODify ─┤                      └─ NAMe ─┘   └─ = ──┘

    └─ DELete ─┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────►

  ─── process-name ───┬──────────────────────────────────────┬──┘

                      └─ VERsion ─┬──────┬─ version-number ──┘

                                  ├─ IS ─┤

                                  └─ = ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └┬──────────┬─ DECLaration ─┬──────────────────────┬─┬──────┬──────────────

    ├─ ADD ────┤               └─ PROcess ─┬────────┬─┘ ├─ IS ─┤

    ├─ MODify ─┤                           └─ NAMe ─┘   └─ = ──┘

    └─ DELete ─┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────►

  ─── process-name ───┬──────────────────────────────────────┬──┘

                      └─ VERsion ─┬──────┬─ version-number ──┘

                                  ├─ IS ─┤

                                  └─ = ──┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►◄

   │ ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼──┬──────────┬─ RESponse ── response-options ─┴─┘

        ├─ ADD ────┤

        ├─ MODify ─┤

        └─ DELete ─┘
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Expansion of response-options

 ►►─┬──────────┬─ RESponse ─┬──────────────────────┬─┬──────┬─ process-name ──►

    ├─ ADD ────┤            └─ PROcess ─┬────────┬─┘ ├─ IS ─┤

    ├─ MODify ─┤                        └─ NAMe ─┘   └─ = ──┘

    └─ DELete ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────────┬───►

   └─ VERsion ─┬──────┬─ version-number ──┘ └─ DEFault ─┬──────┬┬─ Yes ──┬┘

               ├─ IS ─┤                                 ├─ IS ─┤└─ No ◄ ─┘

               └─ = ──┘                                 └─ = ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

   │ ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐│

   └─▼─┬ CONtrol KEY ─┬────┬─ key ─┬────────────────┬─────────────────────┬┴┘

       │              ├ IS ┤       └─ FROm old-key ─┘                     │

       │              └ = ─┘                                              │

       ├ RESponse ─┬──────────────────┬─┬────┬─ value ─┬────────────────┬─┤

       │           └ FIELD ─┬───────┬─┘ ├ IS ┤         └ FROm old-value ┘ │

       │                    └ VALue ┘   └ = ─┘                            │

       ├─ BATch CONtrol EVENT ─┬─┬────┬─ event ───────────────────────────┘

       └─ BCE ─────────────────┘ ├ IS ┤

                                 └ = ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ EXEc ON EDIT ERRors ─┬──────┬─┬─ Yes ──┬─┘

                           ├─ IS ─┤ └─ No ◄ ─┘

                           └─ = ──┘

Expansion of table-options

►►──┬───────────────────────────────────┬┬────────────────────────┬───────────►◄

    └─ SCHema ─┬────┬─ sql-schema-name ─┘│ ┌────────────────────┐ │

               ├ IS ┤                    └─▼─┬─┬─ NEW copy ─┬─┬─┴─┘

               └ = ─┘                        │ └─ NC ───────┘ │

                                             └─┬─ WORk ─┬─────┘

                                               └─ WK ───┘

Expansion of record-options

►►──┬───────────────────────────────────┬┬────────────────────────┬───────────►◄

    └─ VERsion ─┬────┬─ version-number ─┘│ ┌────────────────────┐ │

                ├ IS ┤                   └─▼─┬─┬─ NEW copy ─┬─┬─┴─┘

                └ = ─┘                       │ └─ NC ───────┘ │

                                             └─┬─ WORk ─┬─────┘

                                               └─ WK ───┘

Expansion of version#-options

►►─┬─ version-number ──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ( low-version-number  high-version-number ) ─┘
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Parameters

• ADD
Specifies that a dialog is to be added to the data dictionary.
ADD is the default if the named dialog does not exist in the data dictionary.

• MODify
Specifies that an existing dialog is to be modified.
MODIFY is the default if the named dialog exists in the data dictionary.

• DELete
Specifies that an existing dialog is to be deleted.
When the action is DELETE, only the dialog name and version number can be specified in the dialog expression.

• DIAlog is dialog-name
Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of the dialog being added, modified, or deleted.
The dialog name must begin with an alphabetic or national (@, #, and $) character and cannot contain embedded
blanks.
The equals sign (=) can be used in place of IS.

• VERsion is version-number
Specifies the version number (in the range 1 through 9999) of the dialog being added, modified, or deleted.
The default version number is 1.
The equals sign (=) can be used in place of IS.

• MAInline is Yes/No
Specifies whether the dialog is a mainline dialog.
At runtime, the dialog that executes first in a series of dialogs that make up an application must be a mainline dialog.
If a dialog function is initiated by an application task code, the dialog associated with the function must be a mainline
dialog.
No is the default when neither Yes or No is specified.

• ADD
Specifies that the subschema specification is to be added.
ADD is the default if no subschema is associated with the dialog.

• MODify
Specifies that the existing subschema specification is to be replaced by a new subschema specification.
MODIFY is the default if a subschema is associated with the dialog.

• DELete
Specifies that the subschema specification is to be deleted.
If the action is DELETE, the SCHEMA clause cannot be specified.

• SUBschema is subschema-name
Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of the subschema associated with the dialog.
The equals sign (=) can be used in place of IS.
The specified subschema must be defined in the data dictionary. If no subschema is specified for a dialog, the dialog
cannot perform database access.

• SCHema is schema-name
Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of the schema.
A schema name must be specified if the named subschema is associated with more than one schema or version of a
schema. If the named subschema is associated with only one schema and version, SCHEMA defaults to the name of
that schema.
The equals sign (=) can be used in place of IS.

• VERsion is version-number
Specifies the version number (in the range 1 through 9999) of the named schema.
The equals sign (=) can be used in place of IS.
If no version number is specified, VERSION defaults to the version of the named schema that was defined most
recently.

• ADD
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Specifies that the access module specification is to be added.
• MODify

Specifies that the existing access module specification is to be replaced by a new access module specification.
• DELete

Specifies that the access module specification is to be cleared to spaces.
• ACCess MODule

Sets the access module name which is used at runtime to satisfy the IDMS/DB request of the dialog.
• (AM) is access-module-name

Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of the access module associated with the current dialog.
The dialog can override this specification at runtime by issuing a SET ACCESS MODULE statement.
When the access module name is not specified, the name defaults to the dialog name.

• ADD
Specifies that a map specification is to be added to the dialog.
ADD is the default if no map of the type specified (online, input, or output) is associated with the dialog.

• MODify
Specifies that the existing map specification is to be replaced by a new map specification.
MODIFY is the default if a map of the type specified (online, input, or output) is already associated with the dialog.

• DELete
Specifies that the map definition is to be dissociated from the dialog.
If DELETE is specified, the version number of the MAPNAME clause cannot be specified.

• ONLine/INput/OUTput
Specifies the type of map.
ONLINE is the default when no other map type is specified.
A dialog associated with an online map cannot be associated with an input or output file map. A dialog can be
associated with both an input and an output file map by coding multiple ADD ... MAPNAME clauses. A dialog not
associated with a map is called a mapless dialog and can be executed in both batch and online environments.

• MAPname is map-name
Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of the map associated with the dialog.
The specified map must be defined in the data dictionary; however, the map load module does not have to exist. If the
dialog has no map specification, only a premap process (not a response process) can be associated with the dialog.

• VERsion is version-number
Specifies the version number (in the range 1 through 9999) of the named map.
The equals sign (=) can be used in place of IS.
If no version number is specified and the map is being added to a dialog, or the dialog is being associated with a
different map, the version defaults to 1. Otherwise, the version number defaults to the version of the map currently
associated with the dialog.

• FILEname is runtime-label
(Batch only) Specifies the z/OS ddname (z/VSE filename, z/VM ddname) of the input or output file added or modified.
The equals sign (=) can be used in place of IS.
The runtime label must be specified either during dialog definition or at runtime.
The runtime control statement overrides the default specified during dialog definition.

• SUSfile is suspense-label
(Batch only) Specifies the z/OS ddname (z/VSE filename, z/VM ddname) of the suspense file for input file maps only.
The equals sign (=) can be used in place of IS.
If a suspense file is maintained for the dialog at runtime, the label must be specified either during dialog definition or at
runtime. The runtime control statement overrides the default specified during dialog definition.

• AUTostatus is Yes/No
Specifies whether the autostatus facility is used when the current dialog executes.
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The default setting corresponds to the autostatus specification defined at DC/UCF system generation. If autostatus is
defined as optional, the application developer can override the initial setting. If autostatus is defined as mandatory, the
initial setting cannot be changed.

• STAtus DEFinition RECord is record-name
Specifies the 1 to 32-character name of the status definition record.
The specified record must be defined in the data dictionary. If no record name is specified, STATUS DEFINITION
RECORD defaults to the name of the status definition record defined at DC/UCF system generation.

• VERsion is version-number
Specifies the version number (in the range 1 through 9999) of the named status definition record.
If a version number is not specified, VERSION defaults to the system default version number, as specified in the
OOAK record at system generation.
If no system default version is specified in the OOAK record, VERSION defaults to 1.
The equals sign (=) can be used in place of IS.

• AUTO DISPlay is Yes/No
Specifies whether the first page of pageable map is displayed automatically.
A DISPLAY statement must be coded in the dialog's premap process to display the first page.
YES is the default when neither YES or NO is specified.

• PAGing MODE is UPDate/BROwse
Specifies whether the user can modify data fields on a map during a map paging session.
UPDATE is the default setting for the paging mode option.

• BACKpage is Yes/No
Specifies whether the user can page backward in a map paging session.
YES is the default setting for the backpage option.

• PAGing TYPE is Nowait/Return/Wait
Specifies the method used to determine the runtime flow of control when the user presses a control key during a map
paging session.
NOWAIT is the default setting for the paging type option.
These three paging session dialog options can be specified only if the dialog is associated with a pageable map.
The following combination of paging session dialog options cannot be specified: PAGING MODE IS UPDATE,
BACKPAGE IS NO, and PAGING TYPE IS NOWAIT.

• ACTivity log is Yes/No
Specifies whether the dialog uses the activity logging facility.
This facility documents all potential database activity by a dialog, based on the database commands issued explicitly or
implicitly by the dialog's processes.
The default setting for the activity logging option is defined at DC/UCF system generation.

• SYMbol TABle is Yes/No
Specifies whether a symbol table is created for a dialog.
A symbol table facilitates the use of element names and process line numbers by the online debugger.

NOTE
For more information about the online debugger, see the IDMS Online Debugger section.

NO is the default setting for the symbol table option.
• DIAGnostic TABle is Yes/No

Specifies whether the dialog load module contains diagnostic tables (line number tables and offset tables).
Diagnostic tables facilitate the testing and debugging of a dialog. If a process aborts, diagnostic tables are used to
display the process command in error on the Dialog Abort Information screen. The ADSORPTS utility uses diagnostic
tables to format the dialog report for easy reference.
YES is the default setting for the diagnostic table option.
The setting must be YES if the symbol table setting is YES. Also, during the testing of a dialog, the diagnostic table
setting should be YES.
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Once a dialog has been tested thoroughly, the diagnostic table setting should be NO and the dialog recompiled if
dialog load module size is a consideration. The size of a large dialog load module can be reduced significantly by
compiling the dialog without diagnostic tables.

• MESSage PREfix is
Clause introducing a message prefix for a dialog.
The equals sign (=) can be used in place of IS.

• prefix
Specifies a user-supplied 2-character alphanumeric message prefix for the dialog.

• DEfault
Specifies that the dialog uses the default message prefix.
DEFAULT is the default setting when the message prefix is not specified.

• COBol MOVe is Yes/No
Specifies whether the rules of COBOL or ADS are used in the conversion between data types and in the rounding or
truncation of the results of arithmetic and assignment commands.
The default setting for the COBOL MOVE option is defined at DC/UCF system generation. The system generation
default is NO.

• ENTRY POINT is
Clause introducing the entry point into the dialog when the dialog begins execution at runtime.
EP can be used in place of ENTRY POINT; the equals sign (=) can be used in place of IS.

• Premap
Specifies that the dialog begins with its premap process.
PREMAP is the default when no other entry point is specified.

• Map
Specifies that the dialog begins with its first mapping operation (mapout for online dialogs, mapin for batch dialogs).
Regardless of the specification, a dialog without an online map or batch input file map begins with its premap process.
A dialog without a premap process begins with its first mapping operation.

• RETrieval LOCKing is Yes/No
Specifies whether or not the dialog will cause record locks to be held for database records.
YES, the default, specifies that database record retrieval locks will be held on behalf of run units started by the dialog.

• SQL CHEck SYNtax
Specifies the SQL standard you are enforcing. The default is IDMS extended ANSI-standard SQL. ADS supports the
following SQL standards:
– EXTended
– SQL89
– FIPS

NOTE
For more information about SQL standards, see the IDMS SQL Reference section.

• SQL DATe is
Specifies the external date representation format. The date format can be one of the following:
– ISO specifies the International Standards Organization standard
– USA specifies the IBM USA standard
– EUR specifies the IBM European standard
– JIS specifies the Japanese Industrial Standard Christian Era standard

• SQL TIMe is
Specifies the external time representation format. The time format can be one of the following:
– ISO specifies the International Standards Organization standard
– USA specifies the IBM USA standard
– EUR specifies the IBM European standard
– JIS specifies the Japanese Industrial Standard Christian Era standard
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NOTE
For more information on date/time representations, see the IDMS SQL Reference section.

• ADD
Specifies that the SQL table specification is to be added.

• MODify
Specifies that the existing SQL table specification is to be replaced by a new SQL table specification.

• DELete
Specifies that the SQL table specification is to be cleared to spaces.

• SQL TABle is table-name
Specifies the name of the SQL table assigned the new copy attribute and/or the work record attribute.

• table-options
See expansion of table-options below.

• ADD
Specifies that a new copy/work record specification is to be added to the dialog.
ADD is the default if the named new copy/work record is not associated with the dialog.

• MODify
Specifies that a new copy/work record specification of a dialog is to be modified.
MODIFY is the default if the named new copy/work record is already associated with the dialog.

• DELete
Specifies that a new copy/work record specification of a dialog is to be deleted.
If the action is DELETE, the VERSION specification is optional, and the NEW COPY and WORK specifications cannot
be included.

• RECord is record-name record-options
Specifies the name of the record assigned the new copy attribute and/or the work record attribute.
See expansion of record-options below.

• ADD
Specifies that a premap process is to be added to the dialog.
ADD is the default if no premap process is associated with the dialog.

• MODify
Specifies that a new premap process is to replace the existing premap process.
MODIFY is the default if a premap process is already associated with the dialog.

• DELete
Specifies that the premap process is to be deleted from the dialog.
If the action is DELETE, the version number cannot be specified.

• PREmap PROcess NAMe is process-name
Specifies the 1- to 32-character name of the process source module associated with the dialog as a premap process.
PROCESS and NAME are optional keywords; the equals sign may be used in place of IS.

NOTE
The specified process source module must exist in the data dictionary.

• VERsion is version-number
Specifies the version number (in the range 1 through 9999) of the named process source module.
The equals sign (=) may be used in place of IS.
The default version number is the system default version number, as specified in the OOAK record at system
generation. If no system default version number is specified in the OOAK record, the default version number is 1.

• ADD
Specifies that a premap process is to be added to the dialog.
ADD is the default if no premap process is associated with the dialog.

• MODify
Specifies that a new premap process is to replace the existing premap process.
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MODIFY is the default if a premap process is already associated with the dialog.
• DELete

Specifies that the premap process is to be deleted from the dialog.
If the action is DELETE, the version number cannot be specified.

• DECLaration PROcess NAMe is process-name
Specifies the 1- to 32-character name of the process source module associated with the dialog as a premap process.
PROCESS and NAME are optional keywords; the equals sign may be used in place of IS.

NOTE
The specified process source module must exist in the data dictionary.

• VERsion is version-number
Specifies the version number (in the range 1 through 9999) of the named process source module.
The equals sign (=) may be used in place of IS.
The default version number is the system default version number, as specified in the OOAK record at system
generation. If no system default version number is specified in the OOAK record, the default version number is 1.

• ADD
Specifies that a response process is to be added to the dialog.
ADD is the default if the named response process is not already associated with the dialog.
ADD can be used to define duplicate response processes, in which the same response process is associated with
several control keys and/or response field values. In the example shown below, response process RP1 is associated
with control keys PF1, PF2, and PF3, and with response field values ADD and MOD:

ADD RESPONSE PROCESS RP1 CONTROL KEY PF1 RES VALUE ADD

ADD RESPONSE PROCESS RP1 CONTROL KEY PF2 RES VALUE MOD

ADD RESPONSE PROCESS RP1 CONTROL KEY PF3

• MODify
Specifies that a response process of the dialog is to be modified.
MODIFY is the default if the named response process is already associated with the dialog.
In the example shown below, the control key specification for nonduplicate response process RP1 is modified to PF2:

MODIFY RESPONSE PROCESS RP1 CONTROL KEY PF2

To modify a duplicate response process, the application developer must specify which occurrence of the duplicate
response process is being modified.
To modify the control key associated with the response process, the application developer specifies the FROM
parameter of the CONTROL KEY specification. In the example shown below, the control key ENTER is changed to
PA1 for duplicate response process RP1:

MODIFY RESPONSE PROCESS RP1 CONTROL KEY PA1 FROM ENTER

To modify the response field value associated with the response process, the application developer specifies the
FROM parameter of the RESPONSE FIELD VALUE specification. In the example shown below, the response field
value MOD is changed to ADD for duplicate response process RP1:

MODIFY RESPONSE PROCESS RP1 RES VALUE ADD FROM MOD

To modify the EXECUTE ON EDIT ERRORS specification associated with the response process, the application
developer specifies either the CONTROL KEY or RESPONSE FIELD VALUE parameter. In the example shown below,
the EXECUTE ON EDIT ERRORS specification is set to YES for the occurrence of duplicate response process RP1
that is associated with the ENTER key:

MODIFY RESPONSE PROCESS RP1 CONTROL KEY ENTER

       EXECUTE ON EDIT ERRORS YES

• DELete
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Specifies that a response process of the dialog is to be deleted.
If the action is DELETE, the version number is optional and the EXEC ON EDIT ERRORS specifications cannot be
included.
An occurrence of a duplicate response process is deleted by specifying the CONTROL KEY or RESPONSE FIELD
VALUE parameter. The example shown below deletes the occurrence of duplicate response process RP1 that is
associated with the response field value ADD:

DELETE RESPONSE PROCESS RP1 RES VALUE ADD

• RESponse response-options
See expansion of response-options below.

Expansion of response-options

• RESponse PROcess NAMe
Specifies the 1- to 32-character name of the process source module associated with the dialog as a response process.

NOTE
The specified source module must exist in the data dictionary.

• VERsion is version-number
Specifies the version number (in the range 1 through 9999) of the named process source module.
The default version number is the system default version number, as specified in the OOAK record at system
generation. If no system default version number is specified in the OOAK record, the default version number is 1.
The equals sign (=) may be used in place of IS.

• DEFault is Yes/No
Specifies whether the response process defined is the optional default response process of the dialog.
At runtime, after a mapin operation, the runtime system executes the default response process if no response process
can be selected based on control event or response field values.
NO is the default specification.
If DEFAULT is NO, a control key, a response field value, a response field value, or a batch control event for the
response process must be specified. If DEFAULT is YES, these specifications are optional.

• CONtrol KEY is key
Specifies a user-defined control key that initiates the response process at runtime.
The equals sign (=) can be used in place of IS.
Key can also be specified to identify an occurrence of a duplicate response process, as described under ADD/
MODIFY/DELETE RESPONSE PROCESS above.
Valid control key specifications are ENTER, CLEAR, PA1 through PA3, PF1 through PF24, FWD, BWD, and HDR.
FWD, BWD, and HDR can be specified only if the dialog is associated with a pageable map. LPEN can be specified as
a control key if the use of light pens is supported by the installation.
CLEAR, PA1, PA2, and PA3 do not transmit data; that is, input is not mapped in when these keys are pressed at
runtime. The FWD, BWD, and HDR control keys are associated with pageable maps. FWD and BWD are synonymous
with the keyboard control keys for paging forward and backward, respectively. If FWD and BWD are specified and the
keys defined for paging forward and backward are changed, the dialog does not have to be recompiled.
HDR is not associated with any keyboard control key; rather, conditions encountered during a map paging session
cause a response process associated with this control key value to be initiated.

• FROm old-key
Identifies the occurrence of a duplicate response process whose associated control key specification is being modified,
as described under ADD/MODIFY/DELETE RESPONSE PROCESS above.

• RESponse FIEld VALue is value
Specifies a response name associated with the response process.
Value can also be specified to identify an occurrence of a duplicate response process, as described under ADD/
MODIFY/DELETE RESPONSE PROCESS above.
The equals sign (=) may be used in place of IS.
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When a control key value or a response field value of a response process needs to be dissociated from the response,
a blank value (' ') can be used, as in the following example:

MOD RES PRO response-name VER 1 RES VALUE ' '

• FROm old-value
Identifies the occurrence of a duplicate response process whose associated response field value specification is being
modified, as described under ADD/MODIFY/DELETE RESPONSE PROCESS above.

• BATch CONtrol EVENT is event
Specifies a batch control event that initiates the response process at runtime.
BCE can be used in place of BATCH CONTROL EVENT; the equals sign (=) can be used in place of IS.

Valid Batch Control Events

• EOF indicates that the most recent input file read operation resulted in an end-of-file condition.
• IOERR indicates that the most recent input file read operation resulted in physical input-error condition. In ADS Batch,

output errors cause the runtime system to terminate the application.
Batch control events can be specified only for batch dialogs. Control keys can be specified only for online dialogs.

• EXEc ON EDIt ERRors is
Introduces whether processing continues if automatic editing encounters map input errors.
The equals sign (=) can be used in place of IS.

• Yes
Specifies that the response process executes even if the map contains input errors.

• No
Specifies that the response process is not executed if the map contains input errors. The user must correct all map
fields that are in error before processing continues.
NO is the default when neither YES or NO is specified.

Expansion of table-options

• SCHema is sql-schema-name
Specifies the schema containing the SQL table.
The equals sign (=) can be used in place of IS.

• NEW copy
Specifies that the table is assigned the new copy attribute.
Records with the new copy attribute are allocated new table buffers when the dialog executes at runtime.
NC can be used in place of NEW COPY.

• WORk
Specifies that the table is assigned the work attribute.
Records with the work table attribute are available to the dialog as working storage at runtime.
WK can be used in place of WORK.
If no attribute is specified for the named table, WORK is assigned as the default. If NEW COPY is specified for the
table, WORK is not automatically assigned; the application developer must explicitly specify the work table attribute.

Expansion of record-options

• VERsion is version-number
Specifies the version number (in the range 1 through 9999) of the named record.
If a version number is not specified, VERSION defaults to the system default version number, as specified in the
OOAK record at system generation.
If no system default version number is specified in the OOAK record, VERSION defaults to 1.
The equals sign (=) can be used in place of IS.

• NEW copy
Specifies that the record is assigned the new copy attribute.
Records with the new copy attribute are allocated new record buffers when the dialog executes at runtime.
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NC can be used in place of NEW COPY.
• WORk

Specifies that the record is assigned the work attribute.
Records with the work record attribute are available to the dialog as working storage at runtime.
WK can be used in place of WORK.
If no attribute is specified for the named record, WORK is assigned as the default. If NEW COPY is specified for the
record, WORK is not automatically assigned; the application developer must explicitly specify the work record attribute.

Expansion of version#-options

• version-number
Specifies a single version number for the selected dialogs.

• low-version-number high-version-number
Specifies all versions of the selected dialogs within the version-number range (inclusive).
The default version number is 1.

Usage

Considerations

• The DIALOG clause must be the first clause of a dialog expression.
• The MAINLINE, SUBSCHEMA, MAPNAME, AUTOSTATUS, STATUS DEFINITION RECORD, ACTIVITY LOG,

SYMBOL TABLE, DIAGNOSTIC TABLE, MESSAGE PREFIX, COBOL MOVE, ENTRY POINT, and RETRIEVAL
LOCKING clauses can appear in any order, but must precede the first RECORD clause.

• The PAGING MODE, BACKPAGE, and PAGING TYPE clauses can be specified only if the dialog's map is pageable.
These clauses can appear in any order, but must follow the MAPNAME clause and precede the first RECORD clause.

• All RECORD clauses must precede the first PROCESS clause.
• PREMAP PROCESS and RESPONSE PROCESS clauses can appear in any order, provided that the above

requirements are met.

Example

Example 1: Recompiling all dialogs

All dialogs in the load area are recompiled:

COMPILE FROM LOAD ALL.

Example 2: Recompiling dialogs by version number

All dialogs with version number 2 and version numbers 5 through 8 are recompiled:

COMPILE FROM LOAD ALL VERSION ( 2 ( 5 8 ) ).

Example 3: Recompiling dialogs by name

All dialogs with names that begin with C and that have the letters D and R in the fourth and fifth positions are recompiled:

COMPILE FROM LOAD DIALOG (C**DR***).

Example 4: Recompiling dialogs within a specified range

Dialogs QWERT001 through ZZZZZZZZ are recompiled:
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COMPILE FROM LOAD DIALOG ( ( QWERT001 ZZZZZZZZ ) ).

Example 5: Recompiling an added dialog

The dialog SXADIAL is added and compiled:

COMPILE FROM SOURCE

  ADD DIALOG SXADIAL VER IS 1 MAINLINE YES

  ADD SUBSCHEMA DEMOSS01 SCHEMA DEMOSCHM VER 1

  ADD MAPNAME SXA1 VER IS 1

  ADD REC CUSTOMER VER 2 NC

  ADD REC SXAREC1 VER 1 NC WK

  ADD PREMAP SXAPREMAP VER 1

  ADD RESPONSE PROCESS NAME SXARESP5 VER 2 CONTROL KEY

      PF5 EXEC NO

  ADD RESPONSE PROCESS NAME SXARESP3 VER 1 CONTROL KEY ENTER

      RESPONSE FIELD SXARESP4 EXEC NO.

JCL and Commands
JCL and commands for running ADSOBCOM are shown below for z/OS, z/VSE, and z/VM systems.

z/OS JCL

Sample z/OS JCL for Central Version

ADSOBCOM (z/OS)

//         EXEC PGM=ADSOBCOM,REGION=500K

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//sysctl   DD  DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

//dclscr   DD  DSN=cdms.dclscr,DISP=SHR

//SYSLST   DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSIDMS  DD  *

SYSIDMS parameters 

//SYSIPT   DD  *

control statements 

/*

idms.loadlib data set name of the IDMS load library
idms.sysctl data set name of the SYSCTL file
dclscr ddname of the local scratch file (if one is specified in the DMCL;

otherwise not required)
cdms.dclscr data set name of the local scratch file (if one is specified;

otherwise not required)
sysctl ddname of the SYSCTL file
SYSIDMS parameters a list of the SYSIDMS parameters that pertain to this job

Sample z/OS JCL for Local Mode
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To execute ADSOBCOM in local mode, perform the following steps:

1. Remove the sysctl DD statement.
2. Add the following statements after the CDMSLIB DD statement:

//sysjrnl DD DSN=idms.tapejrnl,DISP=(NEW,KEEP),UNIT=tape

//dictdb  DD DSN=idms.appldict.ddldml,DISP=SHR

//dloddb  DD DSN=idms.appldict.ddldclod,DISP=SHR

//dmsgdb  DD DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

idms.appldict.ddldml data set name of the data dictionary DDLDML area
idms.appldict.ddldclod data set name of the data dictionary load area
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg data set name of the data dictionary message area
idms.tapejrnl data set name of the tape journal file
dictdb ddname of the data dictionary DDLDML area
dloddb ddname of the data dictionary load area (DDLDCLOD)
dmsgdb ddname of the data dictionary message area (DDLDVM/ESAG)
sysjrnl ddname of the tape journal file
tape symbolic device name of the tape journal file

z/VSE JCL Overview

// LIBDEF *Sample z/VSE JCL for Central Version

ADSOBCOM (z/VSE)

// UPSI b          if specified in ADSOOPTI module 

// DLBL     userlib

// EXTENT   ,nnnnnn

// LIBDEF   *.SEARCH=idmslib.sublib

// DLBL    dclscr,,'cdms.dcllscr',,DA

// EXTENT sys014,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   sys014,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// EXEC    ADSOBCOM

control statements 

SYSIDMS parameters

b appropriate 1- to 8-character UPSI bit switch, as specified in the
IDMSOPTI module

cdms.dclscr file-id of the local scratch area
dclscr filename of the local scratch area (if one is specified in the DMCL,

otherwise not required)
sys014 logical unit assignment for the local scratch area (if one is

specified in the DMCL, otherwise not required)
nnnnnn volume serial number of the library
userlib filename of the IDMS library
idmslib.sublib file-id of the IDMS sublibrary
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SYSIDMS parameters A list of SYSIDMS parameters for this job

NOTE
For more information about SYSIDMS parameters, see the IDMS Database Administration.

Sample z/VSE JCL for Local Mode

To execute ADSOBCOM in local mode, perform the following steps:

1. Remove the UPSI specification.
2. Add the following statements before the EXEC statement:

// DLBL    dictdb,'idms.appldict.ddldml',,DA

// EXTENT  sys015,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   sys015,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dloddb,'idms.appldict.ddldclod',,DA

// EXTENT  sys017,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   sys017,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dmsgdb,'idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg',,DA

// EXTENT  sys016,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   sys016,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// TLBL    sys009,'idms.tapejrnl',,nnnnnn,,f

// ASSGN   sys009,TAPE,VOL=nnnnnn

idms.appldict.ddldml file-id of the data dictionary DDLDML area
idms.appldict.ddldclod file-id of the data dictionary load area
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg file-id of the data dictionary message area
idms.tapejrnl file-id of the tape journal file
dictdb filename of the data dictionary DDLDML area
dloddb filename of the data dictionary load area (DDLDCLOD)
dmsgdb filename of the data dictionary message area (DDLDVM/ESAG)
f file number of the tape journal file
nnnnnn volume serial number
sys009 logical unit assignment for the tape journal file
sys015 logical unit assignment for the data dictionary DDLDML area
sys016 logical unit assignment for the data dictionary message area
sys017 logical unit assignment for the data dictionary load area

z/VM commands

Sample z/VM commands for Central Version

ADSOBCOM (z/VM)

FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER

FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK sysidms input a

FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK bgen input a

GLOBAL LOADLIB idmslib
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OSRUN ADSOBCOM

sysidms input a filename, filetype, and filemode of the file containing the SYSIDMS
input parameters

bgen input a file identifier of the file containing ADSOBCOM source statements
idmslib filename of the IDMS LOADLIB library

NOTE
For more information about SYSIDMS parameters, see the IDMS Database Administration.

Sample z/VM commands for Local Mode

To execute ADSOBCOM in local mode, add the following commands before the OSRUN command:

FILEDEF sysjrnl TAP1 SL VOLID nnnnnn (RECFM VB LRECL 111 BLKSIZE bbb

FILEDEF dictdb DISK dictdb dictfile d (RECFM F LRECL ppp BLKSIZE ppp XTENT nnn

FILEDEF dloddb DISK dloddb dictfile f (RECFM F LRECL ppp BLKSIZE ppp XTENT nnn

FILEDEF dmsgdb DISK dmsgdb dictfile e (RECFM F LRECL ppp BLKSIZE ppp XTENT nnn

bbb block size of the tape journal file
dictdb ddname of the data dictionary DDLDML area
dictdb dictfile d file identifier of the data dictionary DDLDML area
dloddb ddname of the data dictionary load area (DDLDCLOD)
dloddb dictfile f file identifier of the data dictionary load area
dmsgdb ddname of the data dictionary message area (DDLDVM/ESAG)
dmsgdb dictfile e file identifier of the data dictionary message area
lll record length of the tape journal file
nnnnnn volume serial number of the tape journal file
ppp page size of the area
sysjrnl ddname of the tape journal file

Specifying Central Version or Local Mode

To specify whether ADSOBCOM executes under central version or in local mode, take one of the following actions:

1. Specify either CVMACH=dc/ucf-machine-name (for central version) or *LOCAL* (for local mode) as the first statement
submitted to ADSOBCOM. Dc/ucf-machine-name is the 1- through 8-character user identifier of the z/VM virtual
machine in which the DC/UCF system is executing.

2. Link edit ADSOBCOM with an IDMSOPTI module that specifies either CVMACH=dc/ucf-machine-name (for central
version) or CENTRAL=NO (for local mode). Instructions for creating an IDMSOPTI module are given in IDMS System
Operations section.

3. Code PARM='CVMACH=dc/ucf-machine-name' or PARM='*LOCAL*' on the OSRUN command used to invoke the
compiler. This option is not allowed if the OSRUN command is issued from a z/VM EXEC program; however, it is
allowed if the OSRUN command is issued from a System Product interpreter (REXX) or EXEC 2 program.

NOTE
For more information about central version and local mode operations in the z/VM environment, see the
Installation and Maintenance section -- z/VM.
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ADSOBSYS
The ADSOBSYS utility builds a load module (ADSOOPTI) that supplies ADS system generation parameters to
ADSOBCOM and ADSORPTS. ADSOBSYS must be run once for each DC/UCF system at installation and whenever ADS
system generation parameters are changed.

The ADSOOPTI module can be either loaded at runtime by ADSOBCOM and ADSORPTS or link edited with
ADSOBCOM.

NOTE
With dynamic loading the module must have the default ADSOOPTI module name.

ADSOSYS can also supply system generation parameters to the ADS Batch runtime system.

ADSOBSYS uses standard control statements in addition to the SYSTEM statement. The control statements and the JCL
used to run ADSOBSYS are presented below. Parameters given for the SYSTEM statement apply to ADS applications.

Control Statements ADSOBSYS
The following control statements can be used with ADSOBSYS:

ICTL

Specifies scanning a specified column range for meaningful data. The default specification is 1-72. The ICTL statement
syntax format is shown below:

 

►►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►◄

   └─ ICTL = (start-column-number  end-column-number) ─┘

 

OCTL

Specifies the number of lines to appear on each page of the ADSOBSYS printed output. The default specification is 56.
The OCTL statement syntax format is shown below:

 

►►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ OCTL = (line-count-number) ─┘

 

ISEQ

Specifies sequence checking on source statements falling within a specified column range. The ISEQ statement syntax
format is shown below:

 

►►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►◄

   └─ ISEQ = (start-column-number  end-column-number) ─┘

 

The ICTL, OCTL, and ISEQ control statements must be submitted to the job stream before the SYSTEM statement.
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SYSTEM Statement
Specifies the DC/UCF system for which the ADSOOPTI module is being created.

Syntax

 

►►── SYStem ──┬──────┬── system-number ──┬─────────────────────────────────┬──►◄

              ├─ IS ─┤                   └─ MODULE ─┬──────┬─ module-name ─┘

              └─ =  ─┘                              ├─ IS ─┤

                                                    └─ =  ─┘

 

Parameters

• SYStem IS system-number
Specifies the 1- to 4-digit number of the DC/UCF system for which the ADSOOPTI module is being created.

• MODULE IS module-name
Specifies the 1 to 8-character name of the module being created. The default module name is ADSOOPTI.

JCL and Commands for z/OS and z/VSE
JCL and commands for running ADSOBSYS are shown below for z/OS, z/VSE, and z/VM systems.

This article describes the following information:

z/OS JCL

Sample z/OS JCL for Central Version

ADSOBSYS (central version) (z/OS)

//ADSOBSYS EXEC PGM=ADSOBSYS,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//sysctl   DD   DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg    DD   DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//SYSLST   DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSPCH   DD   DSN=&&object.,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,1),

//             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120)

//SYSIDMS  DD   *

DMCL=dmcl-name 

DBNAME=system 

Put other SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate, here 

/*

//SYSIPT   DD   *

Put ADSOBSYS parameters, as appropriate, here 

/*

//*

//LINKOPTI EXEC PGM=IEWL,REGION=1024K,PARM='LET,LIST,NCAL,XREF'

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSUT1   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(3,2))
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//SYSLMOD  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIN   DD   DSN=&&object.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//         DD   *

 ENTRY adsoopti 

 NAME  adsoopti(R)

/*

//*

Sample z/OS JCL for Local Mode ADSOBSYS (local mode) (z/OS)

//ADSOBSYS EXEC PGM=ADSOBSYS,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//dcdml    DD   DSN=idms.system.ddldml,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg    DD   DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//sysjrnl  DD   DUMMY

//SYSLST   DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSPCH   DD   DSN=&&object.,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,1),

//             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120)

//SYSIDMS  DD   *

DMCL=dmcl-name 

DBNAME=system 

Put other SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate, here 

/*

//SYSIPT   DD   *

Put ADSOBSYS parameters, as appropriate, here 

/*

//*

//LINKOPTI EXEC PGM=HEWL,REGION=1024K,PARM='LET,LIST,NCAL,XREF'

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSUT1   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(3,2))

//SYSLMOD  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIN   DD   DSN=&&object.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//         DD   *

 ENTRY adsoopti 

 NAME  adsoopti(R) 

/*

//*

idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the DMCL and
database name table load modules

idms.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the IDMS executable
modules

sysctl DDname of the SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl Data set name of the SYSCTL file
dcmsg DDname of the system message (DDLDVM/ESAG) area
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg Data set name of the system message (DDLDVM/ESAG) area
&&object. Temporary data set name for the ADSOOPTI object module
disk Symbolic device name for the work files
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dmcl-name Name of the DMCL load module
system Name of the system dictionary
adsoopti ADSOOPTI module name
dcdml DDname of the system dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
idms.system.ddldml Data set name of the system dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
sysjrnl DDname of the tape journal file

For more information about SYSIDMS parameters, see the IDMS Database Administration section.

z/VSE JCL

Sample z/VSE JCL for Central Version

ADSOBSYS (z/VSE)

// UPSI b                 if specified in IDMSOPTI module 

// DLBL       userlib

// EXTENT     ,nnnnnn

// LIBDEF     *,SEARCH=idmslib.sublib

// LIBDEF     *,CATALOG=(userlib.cdmslib)

// DLBL    IDMSPCH,'temp.adsootpi'

// EXTENT  sysnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

   ASSGN   sysnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// EXEC    ADSOBSYS

 SYSTEM=nnnn,MODULE=adsoopti

SYSIDMS parameters 

/*

// DLBL    IJSYSIN,'temp.adsoopti'

// EXTENT  SYSIPT,nnnnnn

   ASSGN   SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// OPTION  CATAL

 PHASE adsoopti,*

 INCLUDE

 ENTRY (adsoopti)

// EXEC    LNKEDT

 CLOSE SYSIPT,SYSRDR

 CLOSE sysclb,UA

adsoopti ADSOOPTI module name
SYSIDMS parameters a list of SYSIDMS parameters for this job
b appropriate 1- to 8-character UPSI bit switch, as specified in the

IDMSOPTI module
llll number of tracks (CKD) or blocks (FBA) of the disk extent
nnnn version number of the DC/UCF system
nnnnnn volume serial number of the library
ssss starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of the disk extent
sysnnn logical unit assignment of the temporary adsoopti module
temp.adsoopti temporary file-id of the ADSOOPTI module
userlib filename of the user library
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userlib.cdmslib file-id of the IDMS sublibrary

NOTE
For more information about SYSIDMS parameters, see the IDMS Database Administration.

Sample z/VSE JCL for Local Mode

To execute ADSOBSYS in local mode, perform the following steps:

1. Remove the UPSI specification.
2. Add the following statements before the EXEC ADSOBSYS statement:

// DLBL    dictcb,'idms.appldict.ddldml',,DA

// EXTENT  sys015,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   sys015,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dloddb,'idms.appldict.ddldclod',,DA

// EXTENT  sys017,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   sys017,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dmsgdb,'idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg',,DA

// EXTENT  sys016,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   sys016,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// TLBL    sys009,'idms.tapejrnl',, nnnnnn,,f

// ASSGN   sys009,TAPE,VOL=nnnnnn

idms.appldict.ddldml file-id of the data dictionary DDLDML area
idms.appldict.ddldclod file-id of the data dictionary load area
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg file-id of the data dictionary message area
idms.tapejrnl file-id of the tape journal file
dictdb filename of the data dictionary DDLDML area
dloddb filename of the data dictionary load area (DDLDCLOD)
dmsgdb filename of the data dictionary message area (DDLDVM/ESAG)
f file number of the tape journal file
nnnnnn volume serial number of the library
sys009 logical unit assignment for the tape journal file
sys015 logical unit assignment for the data dictionary DDLDML area
sys016 logical unit assignment for the data dictionary message area
sys017 logical unit assignment for the data dictionary load area
userlib filename of the user library
userlib.cdmslib file-id of the IDMS sublibrary

 

The z/VM Commands

Sample z/VM Commands for Central Version

ADSOBSYS (z/VM)
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FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER

FILEDEF SYSPCH DISK opti TEXT a (LRECL 80 BLKSIZE 400 RECFM FB

FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK sysidms input a

FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK bsys input a

GLOBAL LOADLIB idmslib

OSRUN ADSOBSYS

FILEDEF SYSPRINT PRINTER

TXTLIB DEL utextlib opti

TXTLIB ADD utextlib opti

FILEDEF SYSLMOD DISK uloadlib LOADLIB a6 (RECFM V LRECL 1024 BLKSIZE 1024

FILEDEF objlib DISK utextlib TXTLIB a

LKED linkctl (LET LIST NCAL

Linkage editor control statements (linkctl):

INCLUDE objlib (opti)

ENTRY opti

NAME opti(R)

sysidms input a filename, filetype, and filemode of the file containing the SYSIDMS
input parameters

bsys input a file identifier of the file containing ADSOBSYS source statements
idmslib filename of the IDMS LOADLIB library
linkctl filename of the file containing the linkage editor control

statements; the file must have the filetype of TEXT
objlib ddname of the user TXTLIB library
opti filename of the file for the ADSOOPTI module
opti TEXT a file identifier of the file for the ADSOOPTI module
uloadlib LOADLIB a6 file identifier of the user LOADLIB library
utextlib filename of a user TXTLIB library

NOTE
For more information about SYSIDMS parameters, see the IDMS Database Administration section.

Sample z/VM Commands for Local Mode

To execute ADSOBSYS in local mode, add the following commands before the OSRUN command:

FILEDEF sysjrnl TAP1 SL VOLID nnnnnn (RECFM VB LRECL 111 BLKSIZE bbb

FILEDEF dictdb DISK dictdb dictfile d (RECFM F LRECL ppp BLKSIZE ppp XTENT nnn

FILEDEF dloddb DISK dloddb dictfile f (RECFM F LRECL ppp BLKSIZE ppp XTENT nnn

FILEDEF dmsgdb DISK dmsgdb dictfile e (RECFM F LRECL ppp BLKSIZE ppp XTENT nnn

bbb block size of the tape journal file
dictdb ddname of the data dictionary DDLDML area
dictdb dictfile d file identifier of the data dictionary DDLDML area
dloddb ddname of data dictionary load area (DDLDCLOD)
dloddb dictfile f file identifier of the data dictionary load area
dmsgdb ddname of data dictionary message area (DDLDVM/ESAG)
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dmsgdb dictfile e file identifier of the data dictionary message area
lll record length of the tape journal file
nnnnnn volume serial number of the tape journal file
ppp page size of the area
sysjrnl ddname of the tape journal file

Specifying Central Version or Local Mode

To specify whether ADSOBSYS executes under central version or in local mode, perform one of the following
actions:

1. Specify either CVMACH=dc/ucf-machine-name (for central version) or *LOCAL* (for local mode) as the first statement
to submit to ADSOBSYS. Dc/ucf-machine-name is the 1- through 8-character user identifier of the z/VM virtual
machine in which the DC/UCF system is executing.

2. Link edit ADSOBSYS with an IDMSOPTI module that specifies either CVMACH=dc/ucf-machine-name (for central
version) or CENTRAL=NO (for local mode). Instructions for creating an IDMSOPTI module are given in IDMS System
Operations section.

3. Code PARM='CVMACH=dc/ucf-machine-name' or PARM='*LOCAL*' on the OSRUN command used to invoke the
compiler. This option is not allowed if the OSRUN command is issued from a z/VM EXEC program; however, it is
allowed if the OSRUN command is issued from a System Product interpreter (REXX) or EXEC 2 program.

NOTE
For more information about central version and local mode operations in the z/VM environment, see the IDMS
Installation and Maintenance section -- z/VM.

ADSOBTAT
ADSOBTAT is a batch utility that allows the application developer to add, modify, and delete entries in the task application
table (TAT). For example, ADSOBTAT can be used to update the TAT for a dictionary when an application is migrated to
that dictionary.

NOTE
When an application is added, modified, or deleted by using the application compiler, the TAT is automatically
updated in the applicable dictionary, and ADSOBTAT is not required. The TAT can also be updated online by
using ADSOTATU.

How It Works

At the beginning of an ADSOBTAT run, ADSOBTAT copies the TAT stored either in the load area or, if the load area has
no TAT, in the load library. If no TAT exists, ADSOBTAT creates a new TAT if the action is ADD. ADSOBTAT updates the
copy of the TAT, based on the control statements provided. At the end of the run, if the control statements contain no
errors, ADSOBTAT stores the copy of the TAT in the load area, replacing any previous copy.

ADSOBTAT does not update a TAT's program description element (PDE) to indicate that a new copy of the TAT exists
in the load area. If a TAT is updated by ADSOBTAT and then referenced during a single DC/UCF run, the application
developer should update the PDE by issuing the following command:

DCMT VARY PROGRAM $ACF@TAT NEW COPY

NOTE
For more information on the DCMT VARY PROGRAM command, see the IDMS System Tasks and Operator
Commands section.

ADSOBTAT Output
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ADSOBTAT produces a listing that displays the card images of all control statements processed. Error messages, if
any, are listed under their associated control statements. If an error in any control statement prevents ADSOBTAT from
updating the TAT, ADSOBTAT issues the following message:

DC474029   *** WARNING *** DUE TO ABOVE ERROR TAT WILL NOT BE

UPDATED DURING THIS RUN; SYNTAX CHECKING ONLY

NOTE
At a site where alternate dictionaries are used, the system database name table must map network subschema
IDMSNWKL (used by ADSOBTAT) to the copy of the network subschema appropriate for the alternate
dictionary. The database name table is defined by the DBNAME statement.

Control Statements ADSOBTAT

Syntax

 

►►───┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

     └─ DICTNAME ──┬──────┬── dictionary-name ─┘

                   ├─ IS ─┤

                   └─ =  ─┘

 ►───┬────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

     └─ DICTNODE ──┬──────┬── node-name ──┘

                   ├─ IS ─┤

                   └─ =  ─┘

 ►───┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────►

     └─ LOCation for ─┬─ APPlication ─┬───┬──────┬───┬─ loadAREA ◄ ─┬┘

                      └─ ADB ─────────┘   ├─ IS ─┤   └─ loadLIB    ─┘

                                          └─ =  ─┘

     ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►───▼──┬──────────┬──┬── APPlication ─┬───┬──────┬─── application ──┴────────►◄

        ├─ ADD ────┤  └── ADB ─────────┘   ├─ IS ─┤

        ├─ MODify ─┤                       └─ =  ─┘

        └─ DELete ─┘

Expansion of Application

►─── application-name ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────►◄

                       └─ VERsion ───┬──────┬─── version-number ─┘

                                     ├─ IS ─┤

                                     └─ =  ─┘

 

Parameters

• DICTNAME IS dictionary-name
Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of the data dictionary in which the TAT is stored.
DICTNAME defaults to the name of the primary dictionary.

• DICTNODE IS node-name
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Specifies the node that controls the data dictionary in which the TAT is stored.
• LOCation for APPlication IS

Introduces where the applications specified in the control statements are stored.
ADB can be used in place of APPLICATION; the equals sign (=) can be used in place of IS.

• loadAREA
Specifies that the applications are stored in the load area.
LOADAREA is the default when no location for application is specified.

• loadLIB
Specifies that the applications are stored in the load (core-image) library.
The load libraries in which the applications are stored must be specified in the JCL, as follows:
– z/OS JCL -- In the CDMSLIB statement or, if a CDMSLIB statement is not specified, in the STEPLIB statement
– z/VSE JCL -- In the ASSGN/EXTNT statement for the private core-image library or in the LIBDEF equivalent
– z/VM commands -- In the GLOBAL LOADLIB command, added to the list of libraries

• ADD
Specifies that task code entries for an application are being added to the TAT.
If ADD is specified and the TAT already contains entries for the application, the action is changed to MOD and a
warning message is displayed. If ADD is specified and the TAT does not exist, ADSOBTAT creates a TAT.
ADD is the default if the TAT contains no entries for the application.

• MODify
Specifies that the task code entries for an application are being replaced in the TAT by the task codes defined in the
current application load module.
If MOD is specified and the TAT does not contain entries for the application, ADSOBTAT treats the request like an ADD
request.
MOD is the default if the TAT already contains entries for the application.

• DELete
Specifies that the task code entries for an application are being deleted from the TAT.
If the TAT does not contain entries for the application, a warning message is issued. Note that the application does not
have to exist when DEL is specified.

• APPlication IS application
Identifies the application.
See expansion of application below.

• application-name
Specifies the name of the application.

• VERsion is version-number
Gives the version number (in the range 1 through 9999) of the application.
The default version number is 1.

Usage

Considerations

If specified, the DICTNODE and DICTNAME clauses must be coded first, in any order. The LOCATION clauses, if
specified, must be coded next, in any order. The ADD/MODIFY/DELETE APPLICATION clause must be coded last, and
can be repeated any number of times to reference several applications.

JCL and Commands 2
JCL for running ADSOBTAT is shown below for z/OS, z/VSE, and z/VM systems.
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z/OS JCL 2

Sample z/OS JCL for Central Version

ADSOBTAT (central version) (z/OS)

//ADSOBTAT EXEC PGM=ADSOBTAT,REGION=1024K 

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//sysctl   DD   DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg    DD   DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//SYSLST   DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSIDMS  DD   *

DMCL=dmcl-name 

Put other SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate, here 

/*

//SYSIPT   DD   *

Put ADSOBTAT parameters, as appropriate, here 

/*

//*

ADSOBTAT (local mode) (z/OS)

//ADSOBTAT EXEC PGM=ADSOBTAT,REGION=1024K 

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//dloddb   DD   DSN=idms.appldict.ddldclod,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg    DD   DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//sysjrnl  DD   DSN=idms.tapejrnl,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=tape 

//SYSLST   DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSIDMS  DD   *

DMCL=dmcl-name 

Put other SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate, here 

/*

//SYSIPT   DD   *

Put ADSOBTAT parameters, as appropriate, here 

/*

//*

idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the DMCL and
database name table load modules

idms.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the IDMS executable
modules

sysctl DDname of the SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl Data set name of the SYSCTL file
dcmsg DDname of the system message (DDLDVM/ESAG) area
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg Data set name of the system message (DDLDVM/ESAG) area
dmcl-name Name of the DMCL load module
dloddb DDname of the application dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD)

area
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idms.appldict.ddldclod Data set name of the application dictionary definition load
(DDLDCLOD) area

sysjrnl DDname of the tape journal file
idms.tapejrnl Data set name of the tape journal file
tape symbolic device name of the tape journal file

NOTE
For more information about SYSIDMS parameters, see the IDMS Database Administration.

z/VSE JCL Details

Sample z/VSE JCL for Central Version

ADSOBTAT (z/VSE)

// UPSI     b                if specified in the IDMSOPTI module  

// DLBL      userlib

// EXTENT    ,nnnnnn

// LIBDEF    *,SEARCH=(userlib.cdmslib)

// EXEC     ADSOBTAT

control statements 

SYSIDMS parameters

b appropriate 1- through 8-character UPSI bit switch, as specified in
the IDMSOPTI module

nnnnnn volume serial number of the library
userlib filename of the user library
userlib.cdmslib file-id of the IDMS sublibrary
SYSIDMS parameters A list of SYSIDMS parameters for this job

NOTE
For more information about SYSIDMS parameters, see the IDMS Database Administration.

Sample z/VSE JCL for Local Mode

To execute ADSOBTAT in local mode, perform the following steps:

1. Remove the UPSI specification.
2. Add the following statements before the EXEC statement:

// DLBL     dloddb,'idms.appldict.ddldclod',,DA 

// EXTENT   sys017,nnnnnn

// ASSGN    sys017,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL     dmsgdb,'idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg',,DA

// EXTENT   sys016,nnnnnn

// ASSGN    sys016,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// TLBL     sys009,'idms.tapejrnl',,nnnnnn,,f
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// ASSGN    sys009,TAPE,VOL=nnnnnn

idms.appldict.ddldclod file-id of the data dictionary load area
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg file-id of the data dictionary message area
idms.tapejrnl file-id of the tape journal file
dloddb filename of the data dictionary load area (DDLDCLOD)
dmsgdb filename of the data dictionary message area (DDLDVM/ESAG)
f file number of the tape journal file
nnnnnn volume serial number
sys009 logical unit assignment for the tape journal file
sys016 logical unit assignment for the data dictionary message area
sys017 logical unit assignment for data dictionary load area

z/VM commands 2

Sample z/VM Commands for Central Version

ADSOBTAT (z/VM)

FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER 

FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK sysidms input a

FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK btat input a

GLOBAL LOADLIB idmslib

OSRUN ADSOBTAT

sysidms input a filename, filetype, and filemode of the file containing the SYSIDMS
input parameters

btat input a file identifier of the file containing ADSOBTAT source statements
idmslib filename of the IDMS LOADLIB library

NOTE
For more information about SYSIDMS parameters, see the IDMS Database Administration.

Sample z/VM Commands for Local Mode

To execute ADSOBTAT in local mode, add the following commands before the OSRUN command:

FILEDEF sysjrnl TAP1 SL VOLID nnnnnn (RECFM VB LRECL 111 BLKSIZE bbb 

FILEDEF dictdb DISK dictdb dictfile d (RECFM F LRECL ppp BLKSIZE ppp XTENT nnn

FILEDEF dloddb DISK dloddb dictfile f (RECFM F LRECL ppp BLKSIZE ppp XTENT nnn

FILEDEF dmsgdb DISK dmsgdb dictfile e (RECFM F LRECL ppp BLKSIZE ppp XTENT nnn

bbb block size of the tape journal file
dictdb ddname of the data dictionary DDLDML area
lll record length of the tape journal file
nnnnnn volume serial number of the tape journal file
sysjrnl ddname of the tape journal file
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dictdb dictfile d file identifier of the data dictionary DDLDML area
ppp page size of the area
dloddb ddname of the data dictionary load area (DDLDCLOD)
dloddb dictfile f file identifier of the data dictionary load area
dmsgdb ddname of the data dictionary message area (DDLDVM/ESAG)
dmsgdb dictfile e file identifier of the data dictionary message area

Specifying Central Version or Local Mode

To specify whether ADSOBTAT executes under central version or in local mode, take one of the following actions:

1. Specify either CVMACH=dc/ucf-machine-name (for central version) or *LOCAL* (for local mode) as the first statement
to submit to ADSOBTAT. Dc/ucf-machine-name is the 1- through 8-character user identifier of the z/VM virtual machine
in which the DC/UCF system is executing.

2. Link edit ADSOBTAT with an IDMSOPTI module that specifies either CVMACH=dc/ucf-machine-name (for central
version) or CENTRAL=NO (for local mode). Instructions for creating an IDMSOPTI module are given in IDMS System
Operations section.

3. Code PARM='CVMACH=dc/ucf-machine-name' or PARM='*LOCAL*' on the OSRUN command used to invoke the
compiler. This option is not allowed if the OSRUN command is issued from a z/VM EXEC program; however, it is
allowed if the OSRUN command is issued from a System Product interpreter (REXX) or EXEC 2 program.

NOTE
For more information about central version and local mode operations in the z/VM environment, see the IDMS
Installation and Maintenance -- z/VM.

ADSOTATU
ADSOTATU is an online utility that allows the application developer to add, modify, and delete entries in the task
application table (TAT). For example, ADSOTATU can be used to update the TAT for a dictionary when an application is
migrated to that dictionary.

NOTE
When an application is added, modified, or deleted by using the application compiler, the TAT is automatically
updated in the applicable dictionary, and ADSOTATU is not required. The TAT can also be updated in batch by
using ADSOBTAT.

ADSOTATU is invoked by specifying the task code ADSOTATU at the DC/UCF prompt.

ADSOTATU displays the TAT Update Utility screen on which the application developer specifies the name of the
application whose TAT entries are being added, modified, or deleted. Additionally, the application developer can specify
the dictionary that contains the TAT, the node that controls the dictionary, the application version number, and the action to
take regarding the TAT entries.

Each time the application developer specifies an action, ADSOTATU makes a copy of the TAT stored in either the program
pool, load area (if the program pool has no TAT), or load library (if the load area has no TAT). If no TAT exists, ADSOTATU
creates a new TAT if the action is ADD. ADSOTATU updates the copy of the TAT as appropriate; stores the copy in the
load area, replacing any previous TAT; and issues a DCMT VARY PROGRAM NEW COPY command to update the TAT in
the program pool.

Specifying Activities

The application developer specifies activities in an ADSOTATU session by using the ENTER, CLEAR, and PF9 keys, as
follows:

• ENTER instructs ADSOTATU to add, modify, or delete entries in the TAT, based on information specified on the screen.
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If the TAT is updated successfully, ADSOTATU issues a confirming message. The screen can be used repeatedly to
specify several applications.
If ADSOTATU encounters an error, it redisplays the screen with an appropriate error message. The application
developer can change information on the screen, then resubmit the information by pressing ENTER.

• CLEAR and PF9 terminate ADSOTATU and return control to DC/UCF.

TAT Update Utility Screen
Sample Screen

                                CA, INC.

    CA ADS REL nn.n                                     ***TAT UPDATE UTILITY***

                             DICT NAME:                      NODE:

 ACTION:      (ADD/MOD/DEL)

 APPLICATION:                VERSION:

Field descriptions

• DICT NAME
Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of the data dictionary in which the TAT is stored.
DICT NAME defaults to the name of the primary dictionary. Specifying a dictionary name is equivalent to issuing a
DCUF SET DICTNAME command under DC/UCF.

• NODE
(for DDS only) Specifies the DDS node that controls the data dictionary specified by DICT NAME.
NODE defaults to the system currently in use. Specifying a node name is equivalent to issuing a DCUF SET
DICTNODE command under DC/UCF.

• ADD
Specifies that task code entries for an application are being added to the TAT.
If ADD is specified and the TAT already contains entries for the application, the action is changed to MOD and a
warning message is displayed.
ADD is the default if the TAT contains no entries for the application.

• MODify
Specifies that the task code entries for an application are being replaced in the TAT by the task codes defined in the
current application load module.
If MODIFY is specified and the TAT does not contain entries for the application, ADSOTATU treats the request like an
ADD request.
MODIFY is the default if the TAT already contains entries for the application.

• DELete
Specifies that the task code entries for an application are being deleted from the TAT.
If the TAT does not contain entries for the application, a warning message is issued. Note that the application does not
have to exist when DEL is specified.

• APPLICATION
Specifies the name of the application. If the action is ADD or MOD, the specified application must exist in the data
dictionary specified by DICT NAME.

• VERSION
Specifies the version number (in the range 1 through 9999) of the application. The default version number is 1.
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System Records
ADS provides three system records, described in the following table below. This documentation describes ADSO-
APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD and ADSO-APPLICATION-MENU-RECORD.

ADS System Records

System record Purpose
ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD Passes information between dialogs in an application
ADSO-APPLICATION-MENU-RECORD Holds information for the runtime system to use in building menus.
ADSO-STAT-DEF-REC Associates level-88 condition names with status codes during

dialog compilation

ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD and ADSO- APPLICATION-MENU-RECORD have fully addressable fields. At
runtime, information supplied during application definition is moved to the applicable fields in the system records.

When the fields of a system record are referenced by a dialog, the record must be associated with the dialog as a work or
map record. In applications not defined using the application compiler, system records are treated like any other work or
map records.

The ADS system records ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD and ADSO-APPLICATION-MENU-RECORD are
discussed separately below.

This section contains the following topics:

ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD

ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD is automatically associated with an application as a global record, unless the
record is explicitly deselected on the Global Records screen while defining the application with the application compiler
(ADSA). If ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD is deselected, on the Global Records screen, the runtime system
does not supply runtime information to the application's dialogs, and dialogs cannot modify runtime flow of control by
changing AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE.

The ADS runtime system uses ADSO-APPLICATION- GLOBAL-RECORD in the following ways:

• To pass information about the current application to dialogs in the application
• To allow dialogs to modify the application flow of control (by modifying AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE)
• To provide an additional means of passing information between dialogs (by assigning values to the AGR-PASSED-

DATA and AGR-MESSAGE fields)

Field Descriptions

• AGR-APPLICATION-NAME
Contains the name of the current application, as specified on the Main Menu during application definition.
This field is updated once at the beginning of the application.

• AGR-CURRENT-FUNCTION
Contains the name of the current function.
This field is updated at the beginning of each function.

• AGR-NEXT-FUNCTION
Contains the name of the next function to be executed. The next function is the function initiated by the response
contained in the AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE field.
This field is updated on mapin from the terminal.
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If a process command modifies AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE to change the flow of control, AGR-NEXT-FUNCTION
does not have to be changed. On an EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION command, the runtime system transfers control to
the function associated with the response.

• AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE
Contains the name of the next response to be executed, as specified by the user.
This field is updated on each mapin from the terminal.
The runtime system executes the response in AGR-CURRENT- RESPONSE when it encounters an EXECUTE NEXT
FUNCTION command. The value in AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE can be overwritten by the premap or response
process of a dialog function.
Note that if AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE is modified by a process command, the runtime system does not perform
security checking.

• AGR-DEFAULT-RESPONSE
Contains the name of the default response (if any) for the current function, as specified on any Function Definition
screen with ADSA during application definition.
This field is updated at the beginning of each function. If the function has no default response, AGR-DEFAULT-
RESPONSE contains blanks.

• AGR-TASK-CODE
Contains the task code entered by the user to initiate the application.
This field is updated once at the beginning of the application.

• AGR-EXIT-DIALOG
Contains the name of the user exit dialog (if any) associated with the current function, as specified on the Function
Definition screen during application definition.
This field is updated at the beginning of each function, and is blank if the function has no user exit dialog.

• AGR-PRINT-DESTINATION
Contains the default print destination for the application, as specified on the Main Menu during application definition.
AGR-PRINT-DESTINATION can be specified in a WRITE PRINTER command to specify a print destination.
This field is updated once at the beginning of the application and is blank if the application has no default print
destination.

• AGR-DATE
Contains the current date in the format specified by the application developer on the Main Menu during application
definition.
This field is updated at the beginning of each premap and response process, and each menu and menu/dialog
function.

• AGR-USER-ID
Contains the user id passed to ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL- RECORD from the AMR-USER-ID field of ADSO-
APPLICATION-MENU-RECORD.
This field is updated after a successful user signon to the application and is blank if signon is unsuccessful or is not
performed.

• AGR-SECURITY-CODE
Contains the security class associated with the user id, as returned by IDMS/DC or DC/UCF following successful
execution of a system SIGNON function. AGR-SECURITY-CODE is treated as a 256-bit field, with each bit
representing a security class, from 0 to 255. A bit is set to 1 if the user is authorized at that security class, and is set to
0 if the user is not.

• AGR-INSTALLATION-CODE
Contains the installation-defined security code associated with the user id, as returned by IDMS/DC or DC/UCF
following successful execution of a system SIGNON function.

• AGR-PASSED-DATA
A group field that consists of the following elements:
– AGR-PASSED-ONE

Contains data passed to ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD from the AMR-PASSING field of ADSO-
APPLICATION-MENU- RECORD on mapin from the terminal.
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Note that if the user does not enter data in AMR- PASSING, AGR-PASSED-ONE is not updated.
– AGR-PASSED-TWO

A 32-byte field that the application developer can use as applicable.
– AGR-PASSED-THREE

A 32-byte field that the application developer can use as applicable.
– AGR-PASSED-FOUR

A 32-byte field that the application developer can use as applicable.
The runtime system never updates fields AGR-PASSED-TWO, AGR-PASSED-THREE, and AGR-PASSED-FOUR.

• AGR-APPLICATION-VERSION
Contains the version number of the current application, as specified by the application developer on the Main Menu
during application definition.
This field is updated once at the beginning of the application.

• AGR-APPL-SECURITY-CLASS
Contains the security class associated with the current application, as specified during application definition.
This field is updated once at the beginning of the application.

• AGR-RESP-SECURITY-CLASS
Contains the security class associated with the response contained in the AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE field, as
specified on the Response Definition screen during application definition.
This field is updated on mapin from the terminal.
Note that if AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE is modified by a process command, the runtime system does not perform
security checking.

• AGR-PRINT-CLASS
Contains the default print class for the application, as specified on the General Options screen during application
definition.
AGR-PRINT-CLASS can be specified in a WRITE PRINTER command to specify a print class.
This field is updated once at the beginning of the application and is blank if the application has no default print class.

• AGR-MODE
Contains the value passed to ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL- RECORD from the AMR-MODE field of ADSO-
APPLICATION- MENU-RECORD. The following level-88 condition names are defined for AGR-MODE:
– AGR-STEP-MODE

AGR-MODE contains the value STEP.
– AGR-FAST-MODE

AGR-MODE contains the value FAST.
This field is updated at the beginning of the application with the default mode specified on the Main Menu during
application definition.

• AGR-DATE-FORMAT
Contains a value indicating the date format specified by the application developer on the Main Menu during application
definition. The following level-88 condition names are defined for AGR-DATE-FORMAT:
– AGR-MMDDYY

AGR-DATE-FORMAT contains the value C.
– AGR-DDMMYY

AGR-DATE-FORMAT contains the value E.
– AGR-YYMMDD

AGR-DATE-FORMAT contains the value G.
– AGR-YYDDD

AGR-DATE-FORMAT contains the value J.
This field is updated once at the beginning of the application.

• AGR-AID-BYTE
Contains the AID byte that represents the control key pressed by the user.
A level-88 condition name is defined for each possible value.

• AGR-CURRENT-FUNC-TYPE
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Contains a value indicating the type of function named in the AGR-CURRENT-FUNCTION field. The following level-88
condition names are defined for AGR-CURRENT-FUNC-TYPE:
– AGR-FUNCTION-DIALOG

AGR-CURRENT-FUNC-TYPE contains the value D.
– AGR-FUNCTION-MENU

AGR-CURRENT-FUNC-TYPE contains the value M.
– AGR-FUNCTION-SIGNON

AGR-CURRENT-FUNC-TYPE contains the value S.
This field is updated at the beginning of each function.

• AGR-NEXT-FUNC-TYPE
Contains a value indicating the type of the function named in the AGR-NEXT-FUNCTION field. The following level-88
condition names are defined for AGR-NEXT-FUNC-TYPE:
– AGR-NEXT-DIALOG

AGR-NEXT-FUNC-TYPE contains the value D.
– AGR-NEXT-MENU

AGR-NEXT-FUNC-TYPE contains the value G.
– AGR-NEXT-MENU-DIALOG

AGR-NEXT-FUNC-TYPE contains the value M.
– AGR-NEXT-SIGNON

AGR-NEXT-FUNC-TYPE contains the value N.
– AGR-NEXT-SIGNON-DIALOG

AGR-NEXT-FUNC-TYPE contains the value S.
– AGR-NEXT-PROGRAM

AGR-NEXT-FUNC-TYPE contains the value P.
– AGR-NEXT-SYSTEM-FUNC

AGR-NEXT-FUNC-TYPE contains the value F, B, O, U, R, T, or Q.
– AGR-NEXT-FORWARD

AGR-NEXT-FUNC-TYPE contains the value F.
– AGR-NEXT-BACKWARD

AGR-NEXT-FUNC-TYPE contains the value B.
– AGR-NEXT-POP

AGR-NEXT-FUNC-TYPE contains the value O.
– AGR-NEXT-POPTOP

AGR-NEXT-FUNC-TYPE contains the value U.
– AGR-NEXT-RETURN

AGR-NEXT-FUNC-TYPE contains the value R.
– AGR-NEXT-TOP

AGR-NEXT-FUNC-TYPE contains the value T.
– AGR-NEXT-QUIT

AGR-NEXT-FUNC-TYPE contains the value Q.
This field is updated on mapin from the terminal.

• AGR-CTRL-COMMAND
Contains a value indicating the control command associated with the response named in the AGR-CURRENT-
RESPONSE field, as specified on the Response Definition screen during application definition. The following level-88
condition names are defined for AGR-CTRL-COMMAND:
– AGR-TRANSFER

AGR-CTRL-COMMAND contains the value T.
– AGR-INVOKE

AGR-CTRL-COMMAND contains the value I.
– AGR-LINK
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AGR-CTRL-COMMAND contains the value L.
– AGR-RETURN

AGR-CTRL-COMMAND contains the value R.
This field is updated on mapin from the terminal. If a process command modifies AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE
to change the flow of control, AGR-CTRL-COMMAND does not have to be changed. On an EXECUTE NEXT
FUNCTION command, the runtime system uses the control command associated with the response.

• AGR-SIGNON-SWITCH
Contains a value indicating whether a system SIGNON function was performed for the current application. The
following level-88 condition names are defined for AGR-SIGNON-SWITCH:
– AGR-SIGNON-NOT-DONE

AGR-SIGNON-SWITCH contains the value N.
– AGR-SIGNON-OK

AGR-SIGNON-SWITCH contains the value Y.
• AGR-DIALOG-NAME

Contains the name of the dialog or user program (if any) associated with the function named in the AGR-CURRENT-
FUNCTION field.
This field is updated at the beginning of a dialog, menu/dialog, or user program function, and is blank if the function is
not associated with a dialog or user program.

• AGR-FUNC-DESCRIPTION
Contains the description of the function named in the AGR- CURRENT-FUNCTION field, as specified on the Function
Definition screen during application definition.
This field is updated at the beginning of each function and is blank if the function does not contain a description.

• AGR-MESSAGE
AGR-MESSAGE is a 240-byte field that the application developer can use, as necessary. The runtime system never
updates this field. (This field can be used for pass data.)

• AGR-SIGNON-REQMTS
Contains a value indicating the signon requirements for the current application, as specified during application
definition. The following level-88 condition names are defined for AGR-SIGNON-REQMTS:
– AGR-SIGNON-REQUIRED

AGR-SIGNON-REQMTS contains the value R.
– AGR-SIGNON-OPTIONAL

AGR-SIGNON-REQMTS contains the value O.
– AGR-SIGNON-NOT-ALLOWED

AGR-SIGNON-REQMTS contains the value N.
This field is updated once at the beginning of the application.

• AGR-MAP-RESPONSE
Contains a response name entered by the user in a field that maps to AGR-MAP-RESPONSE. AGR-MAP-RESPONSE
performs the same function as a $RESPONSE map field. The application developer can initialize the AGR-MAP-
RESPONSE field with a default response name.
If both AGR-MAP-RESPONSE and $RESPONSE are defined for a map, a value in the AGR-MAP-RESPONSE field
has precedence over a value entered in the $RESPONSE field. Once the AGR-MAP- RESPONSE field is initialized
with a value, that value remains in the AGR-MAP-RESPONSE field until it is reinitialized with a new value either by
process code or by the user.
The $RESPONSE map field can also be initialized by process code, through the $RESPONSE system-supplied data
field. For more information about the $RESPONSE system-supplied data field, see the IDMS Mapping Facility section.

Usage

The following example illustrates the role of ADSO-APPLICATION- GLOBAL-RECORD during runtime execution of an
application.

During execution of a nonmenu dialog function, the user selects a response that initiates either the FORWARD or
BACKWARD system function. The following values are established in ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD:
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• AGR-NEXT-FUNCTION contains FORWARD or BACKWARD, as applicable.
• AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE contains the name of the response that initiates the FORWARD or BACKWARD system

function.
• AGR-AID-BYTE contains the AID byte representing the control key pressed by the user.
• AGR-NEXT-FUNC-TYPE contains F or B, as applicable.
• AGR-CTRL-COMMAND contains a blank (X'40').

All other fields in the record remain unchanged.

The dialog can now access these fields to do its own paging, provided that ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD is
defined to the dialog as a work record. (Automatic paging by the runtime system is performed only for menu functions.)

Note: For more information about the use of ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD, see the ADS Application Design
section.

ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD

One copy of the record is automatically associated with all applications during application definition.

ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD is defined in the data dictionary as follows:

01  ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD. 

 03  AGR-APPLICATION-NAME    PICTURE IS X(8)   USAGE IS DISPLAY.

 03  AGR-CURRENT-FUNCTION    PICTURE IS X(8)   USAGE IS DISPLAY.

 03  AGR-NEXT-FUNCTION       PICTURE IS X(8)   USAGE IS DISPLAY.

 03  AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE    PICTURE IS X(8)   USAGE IS DISPLAY.

 03  AGR-DEFAULT-RESPONSE    PICTURE IS X(8)   USAGE IS DISPLAY.

 03  AGR-TASK-CODE           PICTURE IS X(8)   USAGE IS DISPLAY.

 03  AGR-EXIT-DIALOG         PICTURE IS X(8)   USAGE IS DISPLAY.

 03  AGR-PRINT-DESTINATION   PICTURE IS X(8)   USAGE IS DISPLAY.

 03  AGR-DATE                PICTURE IS X(8)   USAGE IS DISPLAY.

 03  AGR-USER-ID             PICTURE IS X(32)  USAGE IS DISPLAY.

 03  AGR-SECURITY-CODE       PICTURE IS X(32)  USAGE IS DISPLAY.

 03  AGR-INSTALLATION-CODE   PICTURE IS X(32)  USAGE IS DISPLAY.

 03  AGR-PASSED-DATA                           USAGE IS DISPLAY.

     05  AGR-PASSED-ONE      PICTURE IS X(32)  USAGE IS DISPLAY.

     05  AGR-PASSED-TWO      PICTURE IS X(32)  USAGE IS DISPLAY.

     05  AGR-PASSED-THREE    PICTURE IS X(32)  USAGE IS DISPLAY.

     05  AGR-PASSED-FOUR     PICTURE IS X(32)  USAGE IS DISPLAY.

 03  AGR-APPLICATION-VERSION PICTURE IS S9(4)  USAGE IS COMP.

 03  AGR-APPL-SECURITY-CLASS PICTURE IS S999   USAGE IS COMP.

 03  AGR-RESP-SECURITY-CLASS PICTURE IS S999   USAGE IS COMP.

 03  AGR-PRINT-CLASS         PICTURE IS S999   USAGE IS COMP.

 03  AGR-MODE                PICTURE IS X(4)   USAGE IS DISPLAY.

     88  AGR-STEP-MODE USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS 'STEP'.

     88  AGR-FAST-MODE USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS 'FAST'.

 03  AGR-DATE-FORMAT         PICTURE IS X      USAGE IS DISPLAY.

     88  AGR-MMDDYY    USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS 'C'.

     88  AGR-DDMMYY    USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS 'E'.

     88  AGR-YYMMDD    USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS 'G'.

     88  AGR-YYDDD     USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS 'J'.

 03  AGR-AID-BYTE            PICTURE IS X      USAGE IS DISPLAY.

     88  AGR-ENTER     USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS QUOTE.

     88  AGR-PF1       USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS '1'.
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     88  AGR-PF2       USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS '2'.

     88  AGR-PF3       USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS '3'.

     88  AGR-PF4       USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS '4'.

     88  AGR-PF5       USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS '5'.

     88  AGR-PF6       USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS '6'.

     88  AGR-PF7       USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS '7'.

     88  AGR-PF8       USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS '8'.

     88  AGR-PF9       USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS '9'.

     88  AGR-PF10      USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS ':'.

     88  AGR-PF11      USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS '#'.

     88  AGR-PF12      USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS '@'.

     88  AGR-PF13      USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS 'A'.

     88  AGR-PF14      USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS 'B'.

     88  AGR-PF15      USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS 'C'.

     88  AGR-PF16      USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS 'D'.

     88  AGR-PF17      USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS 'E'.

     88  AGR-PF18      USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS 'F'.

     88  AGR-PF19      USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS 'G'.

    88  AGR-PF20      USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS 'H'.

    88  AGR-PF21      USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS 'I'.

    88  AGR-PF22      USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS '&cent.'.

    88  AGR-PF23      USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS '.'.

    88  AGR-PF24      USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS '<'.

    88  AGR-PA1       USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS '%'.

    88  AGR-PA2       USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS '>'.

    88  AGR-PA3       USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS ','.

    88  AGR-CLEAR     USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS '_'.

    88  AGR-LPEN      USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS '='.

    88  AGR-EOF       USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS 'N'.

    88  AGR-IOERR     USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS 'O'.

    88  AGR-SERR      USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS 'P'.

    88  AGR-IERR      USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS 'R'.

    88  AGR-OERR      USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS 'S'.

03  AGR-CURRENT-FUNC-TYPE   PICTURE IS X      USAGE IS DISPLAY.

    88  AGR-FUNCTION-DIALOG    USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME

                                              VALUE IS 'D'.

    88  AGR-FUNCTION-MENU      USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME

                                              VALUE IS 'M'.

    88  AGR-FUNCTION-SIGNON    USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME

                                              VALUE IS 'S'.

03  AGR-NEXT-FUNC-TYPE      PICTURE IS X      USAGE IS DISPLAY.

    88  AGR-NEXT-DIALOG  USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS 'D'.

    88  AGR-NEXT-MENU    USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS 'G'.

    88  AGR-NEXT-MENU-DIALOG   USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME

                                                 VALUE IS 'M'.

    88  AGR-NEXT-SIGNON  USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS 'N'.

    88  AGR-NEXT-SIGNON-DIALOG USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME

                                                 VALUE IS 'S'.

    88  AGR-NEXT-PROGRAM USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS 'P'.

    88  AGR-NEXT-SYSTEM-FUNC USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME

                                                 VALUE IS 'F'

                                                 VALUE IS 'B'

                                                 VALUE IS 'O'
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                                                 VALUE IS 'U'

                                                 VALUE IS 'R'

                                                 VALUE IS 'T'

                                                 VALUE IS 'Q'.

    88  AGR-NEXT-FORWARD USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS 'F'.

    88  AGR-NEXT-BACKWARD USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS 'B'.

    88  AGR-NEXT-POP     USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS 'O'.

    88  AGR-NEXT-POPTOP  USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS 'U'.

    88  AGR-NEXT-RETURN  USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS 'R'.

    88  AGR-NEXT-TOP     USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS 'T'.

    88  AGR-NEXT-QUIT    USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS 'Q'.

03  AGR-CTRL-COMMAND        PICTURE IS X      USAGE IS DISPLAY.

    88  AGR-TRANSFER     USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS 'T'.

    88  AGR-INVOKE       USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS 'I'.

    88  AGR-LINK         USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS 'L'.

    88  AGR-RETURN       USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS 'R'.

03  AGR-SIGNON-SWITCH       PICTURE IS X      USAGE IS DISPLAY

                                              VALUE IS 'N'.

    88  AGR-SIGNON-NOT-DONE    USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME

                                                 VALUE IS 'N'.

    88  AGR-SIGNON-OK    USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME VALUE IS 'Y'.

03  AGR-DIALOG-NAME         PICTURE IS X(8)   USAGE IS DISPLAY.

03  AGR-FUNC-DESCRIPTION    PICTURE IS X(28)  USAGE IS DISPLAY.

03  AGR-MESSAGE             PICTURE IS X(240) USAGE IS DISPLAY.

03  AGR-SIGNON-REQMTS       PICTURE IS X      USAGE IS DISPLAY.

    88  AGR-SIGNON-REQUIRED    USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME

                                                 VALUE IS 'R'.

    88  AGR-SIGNON-OPTIONAL    USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME

                                                 VALUE IS 'O'.

    88  AGR-SIGNON-NOT-ALLOWED USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME

                                                 VALUE IS 'N'.

03  AGR-MAP-RESPONSE        PICTURE IS X(8)   USAGE IS DISPLAY.

03  FILLER                  PICTURE IS X(54)  USAGE IS DISPLAY.

ADSO-APPLICATION-MENU-RECORD

The ADS runtime system builds menus by storing information in ADSO-APPLICATION-MENU-RECORD. This record is
associated with maps used by menu and menu/dialog functions.

The menu map can be system-defined or user-defined. If a menu map is user-defined, ADSO-APPLICATION-MENU-
RECORD must be explicitly associated with the map when it is defined.

Usage

In a menu/dialog function, ADSO-APPLICATION-MENU-RECORD is initialized at the beginning of the dialog, and its fields
are primed by the runtime system when the map is displayed.

Thus, for example, at the beginning of a menu/dialog, AMR-PASSING does not contain any value passed by the previous
menu function (AGR-PASSED-ONE of ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL- RECORD does); and any value moved to a field
in ADSO- APPLICATION-MENU-RECORD will be overwritten when the menu map is displayed.

Field Descriptions

• AMR-PAGE
Maps to the PAGE field.
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AMR-PAGE contains the number of the currently displayed page of the menu screen.
• AMR-TOTAL-PAGES

Maps to the OF field.
AMR-TOTAL-PAGES contains the total number of pages for the current menu.

• AMR-NEXT-PAGE
Maps to the NEXT PAGE field.
AMR-NEXT-PAGE contains the number of the next page to be displayed, as entered by the user.

• AMR-HEADING
(or AMR-HDG) Maps to the heading text area.
AMR-HEADING or AMR-HDG contains the heading text specified by the application developer on the Function
Definition (Menu) screen during application definition.

• AMR-DATE
Maps to the DATE field.
AMR-DATE contains the current date in the format specified by the application developer on the General Options
screen during application definition.

• AMR-DIALOG
Maps to the DIALOG field.
If the current menu is associated with a dialog, AMR-DIALOG contains the name of the menu/dialog, as specified on
the Response/Function List screen during application definition.

• AMR-RESPONSE-FIELD
Maps to the RESPONSE field.
AMR-RESPONSE-FIELD contains the name of the next response to be executed, as entered by the user.
AMR-RESPONSE-FIELD is initialized with the default response for the current function (if any), as specified on the
Function Definition screen during application definition. If the user does not specify a response, the default response
remains in AMR-RESPONSE-FIELD.

• AMR-MODE
Maps to the MODE field.
MODE contains the execution mode for the function, as specified on the Main Menu during application definition. At
runtime, the user can change the specification in the MODE field on a menu map, thereby modifying the value in AMR-
MODE. The value in AMR-MODE is passed to the AGR-MODE field of ADSO- APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD
each time the menu is mapped in.

• AMR-PASSING
Maps to the SEND DATA field.
AMR-PASSING contains data to be passed to the next function, as entered by the user. ADS transfers the contents
of AMR-PASSING to the AGR-PASSED-ONE field of ADSO- APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD. The runtime system
reinitializes the AMR-PASSING field each time the menu is mapped out.

• AMR-USER-ID
Maps to the ENTER USER ID field of a signon menu.
AMR-USER-ID contains the user id entered by the user.
ADS transfers the contents of AMR-USER-ID to the AGR- USER-ID field of ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD.
If a system SIGNON function is initiated, the runtime system passes the value in AMR-USER-ID to IDMS/DC or DC/
UCF (DC/UCF) for security verification.

• AMR-PASSWORD
Maps to the PASSWORD field of a signon menu.
AMR-PASSWORD contains the password entered by the user.
If a system SIGNON function is initiated, the runtime system passes the value in AMR-PASSWORD to DC/UCF for
security verification. After passing the value, ADS overwrites the AMR-PASSWORD field with blanks.

• AMR-SELECT-SECTION
Maps to the response listing area.
AMR-SELECT-SECTION is a group field that occurs 50 times.
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Each valid response associated with the current function is moved to an occurrence of AMR-SELECT-SECTION. The
occurrences are mapped out to the menu screen one page at a time.
Each occurrence of AMR-SELECT-SECTION consists of the following elements:
– AMR-SELECT

Contains the character entered by the user in the one-byte field provided to select the response.
– AMR-RESPONSE

Contains the name of the response, as specified on the Response/Function List screen during application definition.
– AMR-KEY

Contains the AID byte representing the control key that initiates the response, as specified on the Response/
Function List screen during application definition.
AMR-KEY is translated by a code table to a five-byte map field in order to display the associated control key.

– AMR-DESCRIPTION
Contains the description of the response, as specified on the Response Definition screen during application
definition.

ADSO-APPLICATION-MENU-RECORD

ADSO-APPLICATION-MENU-RECORD is defined in the data dictionary as follows:

01 ADSO-APPLICATION-MENU-RECORD.

    03  AMR-PAGE             PICTURE IS S99     USAGE IS COMP.

    03  AMR-TOTAL-PAGES      PICTURE IS S99     USAGE IS COMP.

    03  AMR-NEXT-PAGE        PICTURE IS S99     USAGE IS COMP.

    03  AMR-HEADING          PICTURE IS X(237)  USAGE IS DISPLAY.

    03  AMR-HDG REDEFINES AMR-HEADING           USAGE IS DISPLAY.

        05  AMR-HL1          PICTURE IS X(79)   USAGE IS DISPLAY.

        05  AMR-HL2          PICTURE IS X(79)   USAGE IS DISPLAY.

        05  AMR-HL3          PICTURE IS X(79)   USAGE IS DISPLAY.

    03  AMR-DATE             PICTURE IS X(8)    USAGE IS DISPLAY.

    03  AMR-DIALOG           PICTURE IS X(8)    USAGE IS DISPLAY.

    03  AMR-RESPONSE-FIELD   PICTURE IS X(8)    USAGE IS DISPLAY.

    03  AMR-MODE             PICTURE IS X(4)    USAGE IS DISPLAY.

    03  AMR-PASSING          PICTURE IS X(32)   USAGE IS DISPLAY.

    03  AMR-USER-ID          PICTURE IS X(32)   USAGE IS DISPLAY.

    03  AMR-PASSWORD         PICTURE IS X(8)    USAGE IS DISPLAY.

    03  AMR-SELECT-SECTION   USAGE IS DISPLAY   OCCURS 50 TIMES.

        05  AMR-SELECT       PICTURE IS X       USAGE IS DISPLAY.

        05  AMR-RESPONSE     PICTURE IS X(8)    USAGE IS DISPLAY.

        05  AMR-KEY          PICTURE IS X       USAGE IS DISPLAY.

        05  AMR-DESCRIPTION  PICTURE IS X(28)   USAGE IS DISPLAY.

ADS Built-in Function Support
This documentation provides information about the following aspects of built-in functions

• The internal structure of built-in functions
• The assembler macros that define components of built-in functions
• Invocation names
• How to create user-defined built-in functions

For information about how to change invocation names, see the following topics:
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• The discussion of the master function table under 'Internal Structure of Built-in Functions'
• The discussion of the #EFUNMST macro under "Assembler Macros"
• The instructions provided under "Changing Invocation Names"

Internal Structure Of Built-In Functions
ADS supplied built-in functions and user-defined built-in functions share the same internal structure. This structure
consists of the following components.

Master Function Table

The master function table lists the invocation names for each built-in function. The master function table is used during
process compilation to associate a coded invocation name with a real (generic) function name and to point to a model
XDE (expression description element) module that describes the function.

Model XDE Modules

Model XDE modules contain one or more model XDE tables. Each model XDE table describes a function, including the
function's parameters, work area requirements, result field, and processing program name. During process compilation, a
model XDE table is used to produce a series of XDEs that form the compiled representation of the function.

XDEs and VSDEs

XDEs and VXDEs describe functions at runtime. XDEs are created during process compilation; one VXDE (variable
expression description element) is created for each XDE at runtime to hold variable information.

Processing Program Modules

Processing program modules contain processing logic for one or more functions. At runtime, when the XDEs and
VXDEs for the function are processed, the runtime system calls the appropriate program and passes to it all required
information. The program executes, then returns control to the dialog.

Master Function Table
The master function table is a dictionary load module that lists the invocation names for all ADS supplied and user defined
built-in functions. Each entry contains a function invocation name, a corresponding real (generic) function name, and the
name of the model XDE module that describes the function.

The concatenate function, for example, has by default three invocation names: CONCATENATE, CONCAT, and CON.
Each invocation name has an entry in the master function table. Each entry also specifies the real function name for the
concatenate function, CONCAT, and the model XDE module that describes the concatenate function, RHDCEV51.

During compilation of a coded function, the dialog compiler searches the master function table for the coded invocation
name. If it finds an entry, it uses the information in the entry to find the model XDE module that describes the function; if it
does not find an entry, it generates a syntax error message.

Note: At runtime, an invocation name that is used in a dialog must not duplicate the name of a record element known to
the dialog. If it does, ADS interprets the function as a subscripted reference to the record element.

The DSECT for an entry in the master function table is shown below. The load module for the master function table is
stored in the data dictionary load area under the name RHDCEVBF.

DSECT for a Master Function Table Entry

EFMASDS  DSECT                            11:15:30 03/06/86             00001000

*                            EVAL MASTER FUNCTION TABLE ENTRY DSECT     00002000

EFMINAML DS    H                   LENGTH OF INVOCATION FUNCT NAME      00003000

EFMINAME DS    CL32                FUNCTION NAME - INVOCATION           00004000

EFMRNAME DS    CL8                 FUNCTION NAME - REAL                 00005000
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EFMMPGMN DS    CL8                 PROGRAM NAME - MODEL XDE TABLE       00006000

EFMMPGMV DS    H                   PROGRAM VERSION - MODEL XDE TABLE    00007000

EFMFLAG1 DS    XL1                 MASTER FUNCTION ENTRY FLAG1          00008000

EFMASFU  EQU   X'80'               AGGREGATE FUNCTION ENTRY             00009000

         DS    XL3                 FILLER                               00010000

EFMASLNG EQU   *-EFMASDS           LENGTH OF MASTER ENTRY               00011000

Model XDE Module
A model XDE module is a load module that contains one or more model XDE tables, each describing a function. During
process compilation of a function, the dialog compiler uses the appropriate model XDE table to generate a series of XDEs
that form the compiled representation of the function. A model XDE table contains the following entries:

• A header entry that contains the function's processing program name, work area requirements, number and types of
function parameters, and a description of the function's result field. Each model XDE table contains one header entry.

• XDE entries that describe the function's parameters and determine certain characteristics of the result field. One XDE
entry exists for each function parameter.

• Data type conversion entries that define the data types and length of each function parameter. One or more data type
conversion entries exist for each function parameter.

The DSECTs for these three entries are shown below. The load modules for the model XDE modules are stored in the
load library. The model XDE source and load modules for the ADS supplied built-in functions are called RHDCEV51,
RHDCEV52, RHDCEV53, and RHDCEV59, and can be used as a reference when defining user-defined built-in functions.

DSECTs for the Model XDE Table Entries

EFHDRDS  DSECT                            12:01:34 05/18/84             00001000

*                            EVAL FUNCTION MODEL TABLE HEADER DSECT     00002000

EFHNEXT  DS    H                   OFFSET TO NEXT HDR ENTRY             00003000

EFHFUNNM DS    CL8                 FUNCTION NAME - REAL                 00004000

EFHPPGMN DS    CL8                 PROCESSING PROGRAM NAME              00005000

EFHPPGMV DS    H                   PROCESSING PROGRAM VERSION           00006000

EFHFUNCN DS    XL1                 FUNCTION NUMBER                      00007000

         DS    XL1                 FILLER                               00008000

EFHWORKL DS    H                   LENGTH OF REQUIRED WORKAREA          00009000

EFHZOPND DS    0XL4                4 X'00'S INDICATE ZERO OPERANDS      00010000

EFHFOPDN DS    H                   NUMBER OF FIXED OPERANDS             00011000

EFHVOPDO DS    H                   OFFSET TO VARIABLE OPERAND MODEL     00012000

EFHRESLN DS    H                   RESULT LENGTH IN BYTES               00013000

EFHRDATP DS    XL1                 RESULT DATA TYPE                     00014000

EFHRNDEC DS    XL1                 RESULT NUMBER DECIMALS               00015000

         DS    XL4                 FILLER                               00016000

EFHDRLNG EQU   *-EFHDRDS           LENGTH OF FUNCTION MODEL HEADER      00017000

EFXDEDS  DSECT                            07:36:43 05/31/84             00001000

*                            EVAL FUNCTION MODEL XDE DSECT              00002000

EFXNEXT  DS    H                   OFFSET TO NEXT MODEL XDE             00003000

EFXNDEC  DS    XL1                 NUMBER OF DECIMALS                   00004000

EFXRLCF  DS    XL1                 RESULT LENGTH CALCULATION FLAG       00005000

EFXRLCP  EQU   X'80'                   ADD LENGTH                       00006000

EFXRLCS  EQU   X'40'                   SUBT LENGTH                      00007000
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*                                      IF ZERO, IGNORE                  00008000

EFXFLAG1 DS    XL1                 FIRST FLAG                           00009000

EFXF1MAN EQU   X'80'                   ON=MANDATORY, OFF=OPTIONAL       00010000

EFXF1TRU EQU   X'40'                   ON=TRUNCATE, OFF=ROUND           00011000

EFXF1RES EQU   X'20'                   RESULT CHARACTERISTICS DEFAULT   00012000

         SPACE 1                                                        00013000

         DS    XL3                 FILLER                               00014000

EFXDCTN  DS    H                   NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN DATA CONV TBL   00014500

EFXLNG1  EQU   *-EFXDEDS           BASE LENGTH OF ENTRY                 00015000

         SPACE 1                                                        00016000

*                            DATA TYPE CONVERSION TABLE                 00017000

EFXCNVE  DSECT                     CONVERSION TBL ENTRY DSECT           00018000

EFXSRCT  DS    XL1                 SOURCE DATATYPE                      00019000

EFXTART  DS    XL1                 TARGET DATATYPE                      00020000

EFXTARL  DS    H                   TARGET LENGTH                        00021000

         DS    XL2                 FILLER                               00022000

         SPACE 1                                                        00023000

EFXDCTL  EQU   *-EFXSRCT           LENGTH OF ENTRY                      00024000

XDEs and VXDEs
XDEs (expression description elements) and VXDEs (variable expression description elements) form the compiled
representation of a process at runtime. During compilation, each process statement is converted into a series of XDEs
that represent the operands and operations within each statement. The XDEs of the statements are strung together to
form the compiled representation of the process. At runtime, the runtime system builds a VXDE for each XDE. VXDEs
contain variable runtime information; the information in XDEs does not change.

The compiled representation of a function consists of one operand XDE/VXDE for each parameter and one function XDE/
VXDE for the function. These XDE/VXDE pairs contain the following information:

• Function XDE/VXDE:
– Name and address of the function's processing program module
– Function number identifying the appropriate program within the processing program module
– Number of function operands (parameters)
– Address of the work area available to the processing program
– Description and address of the function's result field
– Address of the operand VXDE for the last parameter in the parameter list

• Operand XDE/VXDE:
– Description and address of the operand (parameter)
– Address of the operand VXDE for the previous parameter in the parameter list

The DSECTs for the XDE and VXDE are shown below.

DSECT of the XDE (Expression Description Element)

         SPACE 1

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

*          #AXDEDS - EXPRESSION DESCRIPTION ELEMENT                   *

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

*   THIS COPY MEMBER IS INCLUDED IN #XDEDS.  IF ANY CHANGES ARE       *

*  MADE HERE, PLEASE INSURE THAT ALL MODULES CONTAINING #XDEDS ARE    *

*  REASSEMBLED.                                                       *
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*                                                                     *

*  THIS MACRO ALLOWS THE ADS MODULES TO MORE EASILY REFERENCE XDE     *

*  FIELDS WHEN AN XDE IS BEING BUILT WITHOUT THE XDENEXT FIELD.       *

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

         SPACE

XDEDATAD DS    0F            (REAL) DATA ADDRESS (OPERAND OR RESULT)

XDEBRNXT DS    0F            ** BRANCH OPERATOR XDES ONLY

*                            IF RELOCATABLE XDE MODE TO BE USED IN

*                            EVAL/ADSOXDES THE OFFSET

*                            OF BRANCH TARGET XDE

*                            FROM 1ST XDE ELSE REAL ADDRESS OF TARGET

XDEDTABO DS    H             (LOGICAL)DATA ADDRESS - ADCON TABLE OFFSET

XDEDDSPL DS    H             (LOGICAL) DATA ADDRESS - DISPLACEMENT

*   NOTE THAT REAL ADDRESSES ARE DISTINGUISHED FROM LOGICAL ADDRESSES

*   (TABLE OFFSET/DISPLACEMENT PAIRS) BY THE X'80' BIT OF THE HIGH

*   ORDER ADDRESS BYTE - ON => REAL, OFF => LOGICAL.

         SPACE

XDETGT   EQU   X'80'      High order bit of DYN used as temporary

*                           flag during executable code generation

*                           with following meaning :

*                            ON  -> This XDE is a target of a BRC2 XDE

*                            OFF -> This XDE is a NOT a BRC2 target

*                         This bit will ALWAYS be OFF in ALL XDEs

*                           in a final FDB.

XDEDYN   DS    H             OFFSET INTO DYNAMIC AREA OF VXDE

XDEDATLN DS    0H            OPERAND LENGTH (IN BYTES)

XDEBROFF DS    0H            ** BRANCH OPERATOR XDES ONLY

*                            OFFSET IN XDES OF BRANCH TARGET FROM

*                            BRANCH OPERATOR.  ONLY USED WHEN CONTIG.

*                            XDE MODE USED IN EVAL.

*                            ALWAYS USED IN ADSOXDES.

XDEBITDP DS    C             BIT DISPLACEMENT (FOR MB-BIN)

XDEBITLN DS    C             LEN (NBR OF BITS)(FOR MB-BIN)

         ORG   XDEDATLN

XDEEPWR  DS    C             POWER 10-1       (FOR EDIT)

XDEEPLN  DS   0C             PICTURE LENGTH   (FOR EDIT)

XDEESGN  DS    C             SIGN CHARACTER   (FOR EDIT)

XDENODEC DS    C             NUMBER OF DECIMAL PLACES

XDEDATYP DS    C             OPERAND DATA TYPE

         SPACE

*   XDE DATA TYPE EQUATES :

XDEDGRP  EQU   0             GROUP

XDEDEBCD EQU   1             EBCDIC

XDEDHBIN EQU   2             BINARY HALFWORD

XDEDFBIN EQU   3             BINARY FULLWORD

XDEDSPAK EQU   4             PACKED DECIMAL (SIGNED)

XDEDUPAK EQU   5             PACKED DECIMAL (UNSIGNED)

XDEDSZON EQU   6             ZONED DECIMAL (SIGNED)

XDEDUZON EQU   7             ZONED DECIMAL (UNSIGNED)

XDEDFLTD EQU   8             DISPLAY FLOATING POINT

XDEDSFLT EQU   9             INTERNAL FLOAT (SHORT)
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XDEDLFLT EQU   10            INTERNAL FLOAT (LONG)

XDEDBIT  EQU   11            BIT

XDEDDBIN EQU   12            BINARY DOUBLEWORD

XDEDFC   EQU   13            FIGURATIVE CONSTANT

XDEDMBIN EQU   14            MULTI-BIT BINARY (PL1 STYLE)

XDEDVCHR EQU   15            VARYING CHARACTER

XDEDEDIT EQU   16            EDIT INFO

XDEDEDP  EQU   17            EDIT PICTURE

XDEDGEXT EQU   18            EXTERNAL GRAPHICS SO......SI

XDEDGINT EQU   19            INTERNAL GRAPHICS

* FOLLOWING EQU SHOULD ALWAYS REFLECT THE HIGHEST DATA TYPE

* !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!   PLEASE  NOTE : !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

* !!!! ANY CHANGE TO THE FOLLOWING EQUATE REQUIRES CHGS !!!

* !!!! TO RHDCEVAL AND ADSOXDES.

* !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

XDEDMXTP EQU   XDEDGINT      MAX DATA TYPE VALUE

*   NOTE THAT RHDCEVAL CURRENTLY ONLY SUPPORTS BIT FIELDS IN LOGICAL

*  OPERATIONS.

         SPACE

XDEOPTYP DS   0C             OPERATION/OPERAND CODE

XDEEPAD  DS    C             PAD CHARACTER       (FOR EDIT)

         SPACE

*   XDE OPERATOR TYPE EQUATES :

XDEOOPND EQU   0             OPERAND (NOT OPERATOR)

XDEOPNOT EQU   5             LOGICAL "NOT"

XDEOPOR  EQU   6             LOGICAL "OR"

XDEOPAND EQU   7             LOGICAL "AND"

XDEOPCNJ EQU   9             CLASS OF LOGICAL CONJUNCTIONS

XDEOPEQ  EQU   10            "EQ" (RELATIONAL OPERATION)

XDEOPNE  EQU   11            "NE"

XDEOPLT  EQU   12            "LT"

XDEOPLE  EQU   13            "LE"

XDEOPGT  EQU   14            "GT"

XDEOPGE  EQU   15            "GE"

XDEOMTCH EQU   16            "MATCHES"

XDEOPCON EQU   17            "CONTAINS"

XDEOPCMP EQU   18            "COMPARE"; 8:EQUAL, 4:<, 2:>

XDEOPREL EQU   19            CLASS OF RELATIONAL OPERATORS

XDEOUNMN EQU   20            UNARY "-"

XDEOADDN EQU   21            "+"

XDEOBNMN EQU   22            BINARY "-"

XDEOMULT EQU   23            "*"

XDEOPDIV EQU   24            "/"

XDEOPDVR EQU   25            "/" WITH REMAINDER

XDEOPART EQU   29            CLASS OF ARITHMETIC OPERATORS

*   NOTE : Test Under Mask used as pseudo-operator to

*          process "boolean variables", e.g. Map Status tests.

*          This operator will never appear directly

*          in an XDE list.
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XDEOPTM  EQU   35            "TEST UNDER MASK"

XDEOASGN EQU   40            "ASSIGNMENT"

*   NOTE : MULTIPLE ASSIGNMENT NO LONGER SUPPORTED

*          Operator code available for reuse.

*DEOASGM EQU   41            "ASSIGNMENT",MULTIPLE TARGETS

XDEOASGR EQU   42            REVERSE ASSIGNMENT

XDEOINDX EQU   45            ARRAY "INDEX"

*

*   NOTE : DATE CONVERSIONS NO LONGER SUPPORTED.

*          THESE CODES ARE AVAILABLE FOR REUSE.

*

*DEODTJA EQU   50            JULIAN DATE TO GREGORIAN (AMER.

*DEODTJG EQU   51            JULIAN DATE TO GREGORIAN (WORLD

*DEODTAJ EQU   52            GREGORIAN DATE (AMER. - MMDDYY)

*DEODTGJ EQU   53            GREGORIAN DATE (WORLD - DDMMYY)

*DEODTES EQU   55            CLASS OF DATE CONVERSIONS

*   NOTE : CONCATENATE NO LONGER SUPPORTED.

*          Operator code available for reuse.

*DEOCONC EQU   60            "CONCATENATION"

*   NOTE : INDA ONLY USED BY DEBUGGER.

*          Not supported by ADSOXDES.

XDEOINDA EQU   65            INDIRECT ADDRESSING

** Following is a "pseudo-opcode" used only in generation

** of machine code for True/False DXBs.  This opcode will NEVER

** appear in an XDE list.  It is used only for convenience

** so that generating code for T/F DXBs easily fits into the

** standard methodology of code generation.

XDEODXTF EQU   78            True/False DXB

XDEOBRC2 EQU   79            BRANCH OPERATOR

XDEOBRCH EQU   80            BRANCH OPERATOR

*    NOTE : IF A NEW OPERATOR CODE IS ADDED WHICH IS

*           GREATER THAN THE CURRENT VALUE OF XDEOMXTP,

*           WE MUST CHANGE XDEOMXTP TO THIS NEW VALUE.

*           IN THIS CASE, WE MUST ALSO ADD ENTRIES TO THE

*           RHDCEVAL/ADSOXDES OPTABLE.

*           TO MINIMIZE THE SIZE OF OPTABLE,

*           IT WOULD BE BEST TO ASSIGN NEW CODES <=

*           THE CURRENT VALUE OF XDEOMXTP.

*           RHDCEVAL/ADSOXDES CURRENTLY ASSUME THAT THE ONLY

*           VALID OPTYP > XDEOMXTP IS XDEOUFUN AND THIS IS

*           HANDLED AS A SPECIAL CASE.

XDEOMXTP EQU   XDEOBRCH      MAX OPTYP VALID FOR USE WITH

*                            RHDCEVAL/ADSOXDES OPTABLE.

XDEADSLR EQU   253           "OF LR" OPERAND (USED BY ADS/ONLINE)

*                            CODE NOT USED FOR AN OPERATOR

XDEOKWD  EQU   254           KEYWORD - USED BY LRF.

*                              ALL OTHERS TREAT AS OPERAND

XDEOUFUN EQU   255           USER-DEFINED FUNCTION

XDEFLAG  DS    C             FLAG BYTE

XDEFNVL  EQU   X'80'         FIELD IS NOT VALUED

XDEFNED  EQU   X'40'         NO DATA VALIDATION NEEDED
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*                            (FOR PACKED/ZONED FIELDS)

XDEFNCV  EQU   X'20'         NO CONVERSION NEEDED

XDEADDR  EQU   X'10'         XDEDATAD IS OPRND,VS OPRND ADR

*                            XDEADDR USED ONLY BY DEBUGGER

XDEFFCZ  EQU   X'08'         FIGURATIVE CONSTANT ZERO

XDEBTF   EQU   X'08'         ** BRANCH OPERATOR XDES ONLY

*                            ON  => BRANCH IF PREVIOUS RESULT TRUE

*                            OFF => BRANCH IF PREVIOUS RESULT FALSE

XDEBNEG  EQU   X'04'         ** BRANCH2 OPERATOR XDES ONLY

*                            If we branch to last XDE, final

*                            result is value at top of XDE stack.

*                            ON  => This value must be negated

*                            OFF => Value is correct as is

XDEBEND  EQU   X'02'         ** BRANCH2 OPERATOR XDES ONLY

*                            Special flag for branch on last XDE

*                            in list to say final value must be

*                            negated.

XDEFTRUN EQU   X'02'         TRUNCATE IF DST DEC < SRC DEC

XDEFRQST EQU   X'01'         USED BY LOGICAL RECORD PROCESSING

         SPACE 1

*                            FLAG CODES FOR EDIT

XDEEF99  EQU   X'01'         SIGNIFICANCE ON HI ORDER

XDEEFLT  EQU   X'04'         FLOAT THE SIGN CHARACTER

*    Blank on zero flag never utilized by any EVAL callers

*DEEFBZ  EQU   X'08'         BLANK ON ZERO

XDEEFPI  EQU   X'10'         XDEEADR POINTS TO PICTURE

XDEEFJL  EQU   X'20'         LEFT JUSTIFY OUTPUT

XDEEFNE  EQU   X'40'         PICTURE IS ALL X'S

XDEEFNS  EQU   X'80'         DO NOT SCALE SOURCE

*

XDELEN1  EQU   *-XDE         LENGTH OF STANDARD XDE

         SPACE

*   FOR USER DEFINED FUNCTIONS, SEVERAL ADDITION FLDS ARE REQUIRED

XDEUPGMN DS    CL8                 PROGRAM NAME

XDEUNOPS DS    XL1                 NBR OPERANDS

XDEUFUNC DS    XL1                 FUNCTION NUMBER

XDEUSTLN DS    H                   REQ'D STORAGE LENGTH

XDEUPGMV DS    H                   PROGRAM VERSION

XDEUFLG1 DS    XL1                 USER FUNCTION FLAG BYTE

XDEUAGFU EQU   X'80'               AGGREGATE FUNCTION

         DS    XL1                 UNUSED

XDELEN2  EQU   *-XDE         LENGTH OF "USER FUNCTION" XDE

         SPACE

*   EQUATES FOR RESULTS OF COMPARISONS

XDECMPEQ EQU   X'08'        RESULT OF COMPARE IS =

XDECMPLT EQU   X'04'        RESULT OF COMPARE IS <

XDECMPGT EQU   X'02'        RESULT OF COMPARE IS >

         SPACE

DSECT of the VXDE (Variable Expression Description Element)
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

*   THE VXDE IS THE DYNAMIC (WRITABLE) PORTION OF THE XDE             *

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

VXDE     DSECT                            11:16:59 04/14/87

         SPACE

VXDEFLAG DS    0C            FLAG BIT FOR NON-VALUED RESULT

VXDEFNVL EQU   X'80'         NON-VALUED RESULT

VXDESNXT DS    F             OPERAND STACK NEXT XDE ADDR

VXDEFLG2 DS    0C            FLAG BIT FOR ALREADY VALIDATED DECIMAL

VXDEFNED EQU   X'80'         ALREADY VALIDATED DECIMAL

VXDEXDEA DS    F             CORRESPONDING XDE ADDRESS

VXDEDADR DS    F             REAL DATA FIELD ADDRESS

VXDEDLEN EQU   *-VXDE

         SPACE 1

*        FOR USER-DEFINED FUNCTIONS, THE FOLLOWING FLDS

*        ARE ALSO REQUIRED.

         SPACE 1

VXDEUPGA DS    F                   PROGRAM ADDR

VXDEUWKA DS    0F                  WORK AREA ADDR

VXDEUWTO DS    H                   LOGICAL ADDR  TBL OFFSET

VXDEUWDS DS    H                   LOGICAL ADDR  DISPL

VXDEUFLG DS    CL1                 FLAG FOR USER FUNCTIONS

VXDEUBRK EQU   X'80'               AGGREGATE FUNCTION BREAK

VXDEUINT EQU   X'40'               AGGREGATE FUNCTION INIT

VXDEUNIV EQU   X'20'               NO INITIAL VALUE FOR AGG FUN BREAK

VXDEUBAD EQU   X'10'               BAD DATA WITHIN BREAK

VXDEUOVR EQU   X'08'               OVERFLOW WITHIN BREAK

VXDELOD  #FLAG X'04'               USER PGM WAS #LOADED

         DS    XL3                 UNUSED

VXDEDLN2 EQU   *-VXDE              LNG OF EXTENSION

         SPACE

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

*   THE XDEIX IS THE DOPE VECTOR USED IN "INDEX" OPERATIONS TO DEFINE *

*  THE FORMAT OF THE ARRAY DIMENSIONS BEING ADDRESSED                 *

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

XDEIX    DSECT

XDEIXDOA DS    F             "DEPEND ON" CONTROL FIELD ADDR

XDEIXNDM DS    H             NUMBER OF DIMENSIONS (IN ARRAY)

XDEIXFLG DS    C             FLAG BYTE

XDEIXFDF EQU   X'80'         FULLWORD "DEPENDS ON" CONTROL FIELD

XDEIXFDH EQU   X'40'         HALFWORD "DEPENDS ON" CONTROL FIELD

         DS    C             UNUSED BYTE

XDEIXRLN EQU   *-XDEIX       LENGTH OF DDOPE VECTOR ROOT

         SPACE

*   THE FOLLOWING FIELDS ARE REPEATED ONCE FOR EACH DIMENSION IN

*   THE ARRAY - FOR MBB TABLES, OFFSET AND SIZE ARE IN BITS

         SPACE

XDEIXOFF DS    H             FIELD OFFSET WITHIN CONTAINING OCCURRENCE

XDEIXSIZ DS    H             SIZE OF A DIMENSION OCCURRENCE

XDEIXMAX DS    H             MAXIMUM SUBSCRIPT VALUE FOR DIMENSION
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XDEIXDLN EQU   *-XDEIXOFF    LENGTH OF ONE DIMENSION DESCRIPTOR

XDEIXLMT EQU   15      Maximum number of dimensions supported by ADS

         EJECT

Processing Program Modules
Processing program modules contain one or more programs; each program processes one function. When a function
XDE/VXDE is processed at runtime, the runtime system calls the appropriate processing program module. The module
performs the operation, then returns control to the runtime system. The components of the source module RHDCEV01,
which contains the processing programs for the ADS supplied string functions are shown below.

Processing program load modules are usually stored in the load library. The load modules for the ADS supplied built-in
functions are named RHDCEV01, RHDCEV02, RHDCEV03, and RHDCEV09.

Components of Processing Program Module RHDCEV01

                             RHDCEV01 TITLE 'STRING PROCESSOR FOR RHDCEVAL'                              * RHDCEV01 EP=EV01EP1                     06/29/90 14:04:31

                             *CONTAINS PTF# 90-05-1133                               EXG 05/31/90

                             *CONTAINS PTF# 88-07-1081                               JMA 02/26/90

                             *CONTAINS PTF# 87-06-1031                               MCM 08/21/87

                             *CONTAINS PTF# 85-08-S004                               MCM 03/31/86

                             *   CONTAINS PTF # LEFT/RITE JUST SPA CRM 14:37:29 01/14/85

                             *   CONTAINS PTF # 84-11-1067         CRM 13:37:25 12/14/84

                                      SPACE 1

                                      #MOPT CSECT=RHDCEV01,ENV=USER

                                      SPACE 3

                             **********************************************************************

                             *                                                                    *

                             *        RHDCEV01 IS THE STRING PROCESSOR FOR RHDCEVAL.  ALL         *

                             *        EVAL STRING-HANDLING FUNCTIONS ARE CONTAINED HEREIN.        *

                             *                                                                    *

                             *        THESE FUNCTIONS ARE:                                        *

                             *               LENGTH  -  RETURN LENGTH OF A CHARACTER STRING       *

                             *               SUBSTRING  -  RETURN A SUBSET OF A STRING            *

                             *               INDEX  -  FIND POSITION OF A SUBSTRING               *

                             *               VERIFY  -  INSURE ONE STRING CONTAINS ANOTHER        *

                             *               REPLACE  -  TRANSLATE CHARACTERS                     *

                             *               CONCATENATE  -  SHOVE TWO OR MORE STRINGS TOGETHER   *

                             *               LIKE  -  STRING PATTERN MATCHING                     *

                             *                                                                    *

                             *         UPON ENTRY, R1 MUST CONTAIN THE ADDRESS OF THE OPERATION   *

                             *         VXDE, WHICH IS BACK-CHAINED TO ALL OPERAND VXDE'S.         *

                             *                                                                    *

                             *         ALL STRING INPUT AND OUTPUT WILL BE VARYING-CHARACTER.     *

                             *         ALL NUMERIC INPUT AND OUTPUT WILL BE HALFWORD-BINARY.      *

                             *                                                                    *

                             **********************************************************************

                            ┌─        EJECT

                            │RHDCEV01 CSECT                                                       *

                            │RHDCEV01 AMODE ANY

                            │RHDCEV01 RMODE 24

                            │         USING EV01EP1,R12         PROGRAM BASE

                            │         USING EV01EP1+4096,R10    USE SECOND BASE REGISTER
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                            │         USING WORKAREA,R11        WORKAREA BASE

                            │         USING XDE,R8

                            │         USING VXDE,R7

                            │         SPACE 1

                            │         ENTRY EV01EP1

Initialization              │EV01EP1  DS    0H

statements ─────────────────►         STM   R14,R12,12(R13)     SAVE REGISTERS

                            │         LR    R12,R15             SET PROGRAM BASE

                            │         L     R10,BASE            SET UP SECOND BASE REGISTER

                            │         B     EV01STRT            AND GO START UP

                            │BASE     DC    A(EV01EP1+4096)

                            │EV01STRT DS    0H

                            │         LR    R7,R1               GET RESULT VXDE ADDR

                            │         L     R8,VXDEXDEA            AND XDE ADDR

                            │         L     R11,VXDEUWKA        GET WORKAREA ADDR

                            │         STM   R7,R8,WKRESADR         AND SAVE THEM

                            │         SPACE 1

                            │         MVI   WKERRMSG,C' '              NOW BLANK OUT

                            └─        MVC   WKERRMSG+1(L'WKERRMSG-1),WKERRMSG   ERROR MSG FIELD

                                           ┌─        SPACE 1

                                           │         SLR   R2,R2               CLEAR FOR NEXT INST

                                           │         IC    R2,XDEUFUNC         GET FUNCTION NUMBER

                                           │         CLI   XDEUFUNC,15         CK AGAINST MAX FUNCTION   JMA90179

                                           │         BH    EV01NFC             BIF HIGH TO ERR EXIT

                                           │         SLL   R2,2                MAKE FUNCT NBR MULTIPLE OF 4

                                           │         B     EV01BTB1(R2)        AND GO SELECT FUNCTION

                                           │         SPACE 1

                                           │EV01BTB1 DS    0H

                                           │         B     LENGTH              FUNC 0

                                           │         B     SUBSTRNG            FUNC 1

                                           │         B     INDEX               FUNC 2

Branching statements ──────────────────────►         B     VERIFY              FUNC 3

                                           │         B     TRANSLAT            FUNC 4

                                           │         B     CONCATEN            FUNC 5

                                           │         B     REPEAT              FUNC 6

                                           │         B     EXTRACT             FUNC 7

                                           │         B     REPLACE             FUNC 8

                                           │         B     LEFTJUS             FUNC 9

                                           │         B     RITEJUS             FUNC 10

                                           │         B     INSERT              FUNC 11

                                           │         B     LIKE                FUNC 12

                                           │         B     GOODTRL             FUNC 13

                                           │         B     TRAILZN             FUNC 14

                                           │         B     ZNTRAIL             FUNC 15

                                           └─

                                           ┌─        EJECT

                                           │EV01NFC  DS    0H        NO FUNCTION EXIT

                                           │         LA    R15,4               SET ERROR CODE

                                           │         MVC   WKERRMSG(L'ERMSG01),ERMSG01  SET ERROR MSG

                                           │         B     EV01RET             AND GET OUT

                                           │         SPACE 3

                                           │EV01NVAL DS    0H                                            *MCM86253*

Final processing statements────────────────►         OI    VXDEFLAG,VXDEFNVL     RESULT IS NON─VALUED    *MCM86253*
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                                           │         SPACE 3                                             *MCM86253*

                                           │EV01RET0 DS    0H        GOOD EXIT

                                           │         SLR   R15,R15             SET GOOD RETURN CODE

                                           │         SPACE 1

                                           │EV01RET  DS    0H

                                           │         L     R14,12(R13)         RESTORE R14

                                           │         LM    R0,R12,20(R13)      RESTORE REGS 0-12

                                           └─        BR    R14                 AND RETURN TO CALLER

                                           ┌─        EJECT

                                           │**********************************************************************

                                           │*        ERROR MESSAGES                                              *

                                           │**********************************************************************

                                           │         SPACE 2

                                           │ERMSG01  DC    C'UNSUPPORTED STRING FUNCTION REQUESTED'

                                           │ERMSG02  DC    C'INVALID OBJECT STRING LENGTH'

                                           │ERMSG03  DC    C'INVALID START VALUE'

                                           │ERMSG04  DC    C'INVALID LENGTH VALUE'

Error messages ────────────────────────────►ERMSG05  DC    C'STRING TO BE EXTRACTED EXCEEDS OBJECT LENGTH'

                                           │ERMSG06  DC    C'RESULT STRING TOO SMALL TO CONTAIN SUBSTRING'

                                           │ERMSG07  DC    C'INVALID SEARCH STRING LENGTH'

                                           │ERMSG08  DC    C'SEARCH STRING LENGTH EXCEEDS OBJECT STRING LENGTH'

                                           │ERMSG09  DC    C'INVALID STRING LENGTH'

                                           │ERMSG10  DC    C'RESULT STRING NOT LARGE ENOUGH'

                                           │ERMSG11  DC    C'INVALID INSERTION VALUE'

                                           │ERMSG12  DC    C'INVALID PATTERN FOR LIKE COMPARISON'

                                           │ERMSG13  DC    C'ESCAPE CHARACTER LENGTH GREATER THAN 1'

                                           │ERMSG14  DC    C'INVALID ESCAPE CHARACTER STRING'

                                           └─        EJECT

                                           ┌─**********************************************************************

                                           │*                                                                    *

                                           │*        LENGTH  -  STRING FUNCTION TO RETURN THE LENGTH OF          *

                                           │*        A VARYING-

CHARACTER FIELD.                                  *

                                           │*                                                                    *

                                           │*        ONLY REQUIRES ONE OPERAND, THE VARYING-

CHAR FIELD.          *

                                           │*        THE RESULT FIELD MUST BE HALFWORD-

BINARY.                   *

                                           │*                                                                    *

                                           │**********************************************************************

                                           │         SPACE 2

                                           │LENGTH   DS    0H

                                           │         L     R5,VXDESNXT            GET ADDR OF OPERAND VXDE

                                           │         L     R6,VXDEXDEA-

VXDE(,R5)  AND OPERAND XDE        *MCM86253*

                                           │         BAL   R14,CHKNOVAL                                  *MCM86254*

                                           │         LTR   R15,R15                                       *MCM86254*

                                           │         BNZ   EV01NVAL                                      *MCM86254*

                                           │         L     R4,VXDEDADR-VXDE(,R5)  GET ADDR OF VC FLD

                                           │         MVC   WKFULL(2),0(R4)     MOVE HALFWORD TO ALIGN

                                           │         LH    R4,WKFULL           GET LENGTH OF FIELD

                                           │         L     R5,VXDEDADR         GET ADDR OF RESULT FLD
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                                           │         STCM  R4,3,0(R5)          SET ANSWER -

STCM FOR BS2K*MCM86090*

                                           │         B     EV01RET0            USE GOOD EXIT

                                           │         LTORG

                                           │         EJECT

                                           │**********************************************************************

                                           │*                                                                    *

                                           │*        SUBSTRING - STRING FUNCTION TO RETURN A SPECIFIED           *

                                           │*        SUBSET OF A GIVEN STRING                                    *

                                           │*                                                                    *

                                           │*        THIS FUNCTION REQUIRES 3 OPERANDS -                         *

                                           │*         1    OBJECT STRING (VARYING-

CHARACTER)                     *

                                           │*         2    START DISPLACEMENT (HALFWORD)                         *

                                           │*         3    LENGTH (OPTIONAL) (HALFWORD)                          *

                                           │*        THE RESULT FIELD MUST BE VARYING-

CHARACTER ALSO.            *

                                           │*                                                                    *

                                           │*        THE OBJECT STRING MAY NOT BE LENGTH ZERO.                   *

                                           │*        IF AN ERROR IS DETECTED, THE RESULT STRING LENGTH           *

Processing program ────────────────────────►*        IS SET TO ZERO, AND AN ERROR RETURNED TO RHDCEVAL.          *

                                           │*                                                                    *

                                           │*        REQUIREMENTS OF THE OPERANDS ARE:                           *

                                           │*           K = OBJECT STRING LENGTH, I = START DISPLACEMENT,        *

                                           │*           J = LENGTH                                               *

                                           │*                                                                    *

                                           │*        0  LE  J  LE  K           1  LE  I  LE   K                  *

                                           │*        I

+J-1  LE  K                                                *

                                           │*                                                                    *

                                           │*        IF J IS NOT GIVEN,  J  =  K-I

+1                             *

                                           │*                                                                    *

                                           │*        THE OMISSION OF J (3RD OPERAND - LENGTH) IS INDICATED       *

                                           │*        BY A NON-

VALUED XDE.                                        *

                                           │*                                                                    *

                                           │**********************************************************************

                                           │         SPACE 3

                                           │SUBSTRNG DS    0H

                                           │*  NOTE : SUBSTRING OP3 IS AN OPTIONAL PARAMETER.                    4*

                                           │*         MUST DIFFERENTIATE BETWEEN OP3 OMITTED                     4*

                                           │*         AND OP3 SPECIFIED BUT NON-

VALUED.                          4*

                                           │         L     R5,VXDESNXT            BACK UP TO OP3 VXDE

                                           │         L     R6,VXDEXDEA-VXDE(,R5)  AND XDE

                                           │         TM    VXDEFLAG-VXDE(R5),VXDEFNVL IF OP3 VXDE NON-

VA *MCM86260*

                                           │         BO    EV01NVAL                   THEN SO IS RESULT  *MCM86260*

                                           │         TM    XDEFLAG-XDE(R6),XDEFNVL    IF OP3 XDE NON-

VAL *MCM86260*

                                           │         BO    SUBS0010                   THEN CHK FURTHER   *MCM86260*

                                           │         B     SUBS0040                   CONTINUE WITH OP2  *MCM86260*
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                                           │         SPACE 1                                             *MCM86260*

                                           │SUBS0010 DS    0H                                            *MCM86260*

                                           │         CLC   XDEDATAD-XDE(,R6),=X'80000000'    OP3 OMIITED?

*MCM86260*

                                           │         BE    SUBS0040                 YES - CONTINUE       *MCM86260*

                                           │         B     EV01NVAL                 NO  - OP3 NON-

VALUED *MCM86260*

                                           │         SPACE 1                                             *MCM86260*

                                           │SUBS0040 DS    0H                                            *MCM86260*

                                           │         STM   R5,R6,WKOP3SV              SAVE OP3 XDE,VXDE  *MCM86260*

                                           │         L     R5,VXDESNXT-VXDE(,R5)  BACK UP TO OP2 VXDE

                                           │         L     R6,VXDEXDEA-VXDE(,R5)  AND XDE

                                           │         BAL   R14,CHKNOVAL

                                           │         *MCM86254*

                                           │         LTR   R15,R15

                                           │         *MCM86254*

                                           │         BNZ   EV01NVAL

                                           │         *MCM86254*

                                           │         STM   R5,R6,WKOP2SV          SAVE OP2 XDE,VXDE

                                           │         *MCM86253*

                                           │         SPACE 1

                                           │         L     R5,VXDESNXT-VXDE(,R5)  BACK UP TO OP1 VXDE

                                           │         L     R6,VXDEXDEA-VXDE(,R5)  AND XDE

                                           │         BAL   R14,CHKNOVAL

                                           │         *MCM86254*

                                           │         LTR   R15,R15

                                           │         *MCM86254*

                                           │         BNZ   EV01NVAL

                                           │         *MCM86254*

                                           │         STM   R5,R6,WKOP1SV          SAVE OP1 XDE,VXDE

                                           │         *MCM86253*

                                           │         EJECT

Processing program (cont'd)────────────────►*******  OBJECT STRING LENGTH MUST BE GREATER THAN ZERO **********

                                           │         L     R4,VXDEDADR-VXDE(,R5)  GET OP1 DATA ADDR

                                           │         MVC   WKFULL,0(R4)        GET HALFWORD LNG FROM VC FLD

                                           │         LH    R4,WKFULL           PUT INTO A REGISTER

                                           │         LTR   R4,R4               CK IT FOR ZERO

                                           │         BP    SUBS0050            GTR ZERO IS OKAY - BRANCH

                                           │         SPACE 1

                                           │         MVC   WKERRMSG(L'ERMSG02),ERMSG02  SET ERROR MSG

                                           │         B     SUBS0950            USE ERROR EXIT

                                           │         SPACE 1

                                           │SUBS005  DS    0H        R4 NOW CONTAINS LENGTH OF OBJECT STRING

                                           │*******  CHECK STARTING DISPLACEMENT *************

                                           │         LM    R7,R8,WKOP2SV       GET VXDE/XDE ADDRS, OP2

                                           │         L     R3,VXDEDADR         GET OP2 DATA ADDR

                                           │         MVC   WKFULL,0(R3)        GET HALFWORD DATA FIELD

                                           │         LH    R3,WKFULL           GET THE VALUE

                                           │         LTR   R3,R3               CK FOR ZERO OR LESS

                                           │         BP    SUBS0080            IF POSITIVE, BRANCH

                                           │         SPACE 1

                                           │SUBS0075 DS    0H        INVALID START FIELD

                                           │         MVC   WKERRMSG(L'ERMSG03),ERMSG03  SET ERROR MSG
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                                           │         B     SUBS0950            USE ERROR EXIT

                                           │         SPACE 1

                                           │SUBS0080 DS    0H

                                           │         CR    R3,R4               COMPARE TO MAX START

                                           │         BH    SUBS0075            ERR IF START GTR LENGTH

                                           │         SPACE 1

Processing program (cont'd)────────────────►******** R3 NOW HAS STARTING DISPLACEMENT RELATIVE TO ONE ********

                                           │******** NOW GET EXTRACT LENGTH, WHICH MIGHT HAVE BEEN OMITTED ***

                                           │         LM    R7,R8,WKOP3SV       GET VXDE/XDE ADDRS

                                           │         TM    XDEFLAG,XDEFNVL     CK FOR PARMETER OMITTED

                                           │         BZ    SUBS0090            BIF IT IS PRESENT

                                           │         SPACE 1

                                           │SUBS0085 DS    0H

                                           │         LR    R2,R4               ELSE SET

                                           │         SR    R2,R3                  EXTRACT LNG TO

                                           │         LA    R2,1(,R2)                 TOTAL-START+1

                                           │         B     SUBS0120                     AND BYPASS NEXT EDIT

                                           │         SPACE 1

                                           │SUBS0090 DS    0H

                                           │         L     R2,VXDEDADR         GET DATA ADDR, OP3

                                           │         MVC   WKFULL,0(R2)        GET HALFWORD LENGTH

                                           │         LH    R2,WKFULL           PUT INTO A REGISTER

                                           │         LTR   R2,R2               CK FOR ZERO OR LESS

                                           │         BZ    SUBS0085            ZERO - TAKE DEFAULT ABOVE

                                           │         BP    SUBS0100            POSITIVE IS OKAY - BRANCH

                                           │         SPACE 1

                                           │SUBS0095 DS    0H        INVALID LENGTH FIELD

                                           │         MVC   WKERRMSG(L'ERMSG04),ERMSG04  SET ERROR MESSAGE

                                           │         B     SUBS0950            USE ERROR EXIT

                                           │         SPACE 1

                                           │SUBS0100 DS    0H

                                           │         CR    R2,R4               MUST BE LESS THAN OBJECT-LNG

                                           │         BH    SUBS0095            IF NOT, ERROR

                                           │         EJECT

                                           │SUBS0120 DS    0H

                                           │******** INSURE START + EXTRACT LNG DOESN'T EXCEED OBJECT STRING

                                           │LNG**

                                           │         LR    R1,R3               GET START DISPLACEMENT

                                           │         AR    R1,R2               ADD EXTRACT LENGTH

                                           │         BCTR  R1,0                DECREMENT BY ONE

                                           │         CR    R1,R4               COMPARE TO TOTAL AVAIL

                                           │         BNH   SUBS0140            EQ OR LOW IS OKAY - BRANCH

                                           │         SPACE 1

                                           │         MVC   WKERRMSG(L'ERMSG05),ERMSG05  SET ERROR MESSAGE

                                           │         B     SUBS0950            USE ERROR EXIT

                                           │         SPACE 1

                                           │SUBS0140 DS    0H

                                           │******** R4 HAS TOTAL STRING LENGTH OF OBJECT              ********

                                           │******** R3 HAS DISPLACEMENT TO START OF EXTRACT           ********

                                           │******** R2 HAS LENGTH TO EXTRACT                          ********

                                           │******** MUST NOW TEST RESULT FIELD SIZE TO INSURE IT CAN  ********

                                           │********    CONTAIN THE EXTRACTED SUBSTRING                ********

                                           │         SPACE 1
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                                           │         LM    R7,R8,WKRESADR      GET VXDE/XDE ADDRS OF RESULT

                                           │         LH    R5,XDEDATLN         GET MAX RESULT SIZE

                                           │         CR    R2,R5               EXTRACT LNG CAN'T EXCEED TARG LEN

                                           │         BNH   SUBS0150            BRANCH IF OKAY

                                           │         SPACE 1

                                           │         MVC   WKERRMSG(L'ERMSG06),ERMSG06  SET ERROR MESSAGE

                                           │         B     SUBS0950            USE ERROR EXIT

                                           │         SPACE 1

                                           │SUBS0150 DS    0H        NOW READY TO EXTRACT THE SUBSTRING

                                           │         L     R5,VXDEDADR         GET RESULT FLD ADDR

                                           │         STH   R2,WKFULL           ALIGN THE SUBSTRING LENGTH

                                           │         MVC   0(2,R5),WKFULL      PUT LENGTH FIELD INTO RESULT (VC)

                                           │         LA    R5,2(,R5)           AND ADVANCE RESULT FIELD POINTER

Processing program (cont'd)────────────────►         SPACE 1

                                           │         L     R6,WKOP1SV          GET VXDE ADDR OBJECT STRING

                                           │         L     R6,VXDEDADR-VXDE(,R6)  GET DATA ADDR

                                           │         LA    R6,2(,R6)           BUMP PAST LENGTH FIELD

                                           │         BCTR  R3,0                MAKE START RELATIVE TO ZERO

                                           │         AR    R6,R3               CALC ADDR OF SUBSTRING

                                           │         SPACE 1

                                           │         LR    R4,R2               GET LENGTH IN RIGHT REGISTER

                                           │         BAL   R14,MOVEIT          MOVE THE SUBSTRING

                                           │         B     SUBS0980            AND USE SUCCESS EXIT

                                           │         EJECT

                                           │SUBS0950 DS    0H        ERROR EXIT

                                           │         LM    R7,R8,WKRESADR      GET RESULT VXDE/XDE ADDRS

                                           │         L     R6,VXDEDADR         GET DATA FIELD ADDR

                                           │         XC    0(2,R6),0(R6)       SET LNG TO NULL

                                           │         LA    R15,4               SET ERROR RETURN CODE

                                           │         B     EV01RET             AND USE ERROR EXIT

                                           │         SPACE 2

                                           │SUBS0980 DS    0H        SUCCESS EXIT

                                           │         B     EV01RET0            USE GOOD EXIT

                                           │         LTORG

                                           │         EJECT

                                           └─

                                           ┌─

                                           │*********************************************************************

                                           │*

                                           │*

                                           │*

                                           │*        WORKAREA  --   PASSED BY CALLER

                                           │*

                                           │*

                                           │*

                                           │*********************************************************************

                                           │*

                                           │         SPACE 2

                                           │WORKAREA DSECT

                                           │WKERRMSG DS    CL80

                                           │WKFULL   DS    F

                                           │         ORG   WKFULL

                                           │WKHALF   DS    H                   *THIS CAN'T BE USED WITH WKFULL !!
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                                           │WKFLAG1  DS    CL1                 WORK FLAG1

                                           │WKF1ASTR EQU   X'80'               GOT ME AN ARBITRARY STRING WORKING

                                           │WKF1OP3O EQU   X'40'               ESCAPE CHAR IN REQUEST

                                           │WKF1OP3S EQU   X'20'               ESCAPE CHAR ENCOUNTERED

                                           │WKF1FX10 EQU   X'10'               X'10' BIT FOR FLAG1

                                           │WKF1PON  EQU   X'08'               PROCESSING % OPERATOR

                                           │WKF1PSET EQU   X'04'               1ST CHAR IN % STR MATCHED IN OBJ

Work area storage definition────────────────►WKF1FX02 EQU   X'02'               X'02' BIT FOR FLAG1

                                           │WKF1FX01 EQU   X'01'               X'01' BIT FOR FLAG1

                                           │WKFLAG2  DS    CL1                 WORK FLAG2

                                           │WKRESADR DS    2F                  VXDE/XDE ADDRS, RESULT FIELD

                                           │WKRSLADR DS    F                   RESULT ADDR

                                           │WKRSLLNG DS    F                   RESULT LENGTH

                                           │WKOP1SV  DS    2F                  VXDE/XDE ADDRS, OPERAND 1 FIELD

                                           │WKOP2SV  DS    2F                  VXDE/XDE ADDRS, OPERAND 2 FIELD

                                           │         ORG   WKOP2SV

                                           │WKPATCNT DS    F                   STARTING COUNT FOR % PATTERN

                                           │WKPATADR DS    F                   STARTING POSITION FOR % PATTERN

                                           │WKOP3SV  DS    2F                  VXDE/XDE ADDRS, OPERAND 3 FIELD

                                           │         ORG   WKOP3SV

                                           │WKOBJCNT DS    F                   STARTING COUNT FOR % PATTERN

                                           │WKOBJADR DS    F                   STARTING POSITION FOR % PATTERN

                                           │WKOP1LNG DS    F                   OPERAND 1 LENGTH

                                           │WKOP2LNG DS    F                   OPERAND 2 LENGTH

                                           │WKOP3LNG DS    F                   OPERAND 3 LENGTH

                                           │WKOP1ADR DS    F                   OPERAND 1 ADDRESS

                                           │WKOP2ADR DS    F                   OPERAND 2 ADDRESS

                                           │WKOP3ADR DS    F                   OPERAND 3 ADDRESS

                                           │         SPACE 2

                                           │WKLENGTH EQU   *-WORKAREA          LENGTH OF WORKAREA

                                           │         EJECT

                                           │         COPY  #XDEDS

                                           │         END   EV01EP1

                                           └─

Runtime Processing of Built-In Functions
At runtime, the following processing sequence occurs for each function:

1. The runtime system begins processing the function, as follows:
– Moves each parameter in the function to an intermediate result area (IRA). If a parameter is coded as a multi-

operand expression, the expression is evaluated and only the result is moved to the IRA. Data conversions are
performed as necessary.
The runtime system maintains an operand XDE/VXDE for each function parameter. The XDE/VXDE pair describes
the parameter as it is stored in the IRA and contains the parameter's IRA address.

– Passes control to the processing program module named in the function XDE. The runtime system places in
register 1 the address of the function VXDE. (A function VXDE contains addresses that enable access to the work
area, the result field in the IRA, and the function's operand XDEs/VXDEs.)

2. The processing program continues processing the function, as follows:
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– Processes initialization statements. Register information is saved by using standard z/OS conventions. Register 1
is used to access the function VXDE, which in turn enables access to all the information required for processing the
function, as illustrated below.

– Branches to the appropriate program by using a branching routine in conjunction with the XDEUFUNC field of the
function XDE.

– Processes the program statements.
– Processes final statements. If the program did not encounter an error condition, register 15 is set to 0. If an error

was encountered, register 15 is set to a nonzero value and an optional error message is moved to the first 80 bytes
of the work area. Registers are restored and the module passes control back to the runtime system.

3. The runtime system finishes processing the function by checking the value returned in register 15. If register 15
equals 0, the runtime system resumes the process. The result of the function is used in the statement in which the
function is coded. If register 15 is greater than 0, the runtime system aborts the dialog and displays the Dialog Abort
Information screen along with the optional error message.

Internal Representation of a Function at Run Time

The internal representation of a substring function is illustrated below.

An arrow indicates that the source structure contains the address of the object structure, illustrating that the processing
program module can use register 1 to gain access to all required information.

Field names containing the addresses are listed next to the arrows.

 SUBSTRING(EMP-NAME, START-POS-1)

 XDEs                       VXDEs                      INTERMEDIATE RESULT AREA

┌───────────────┐          ┌───────────────┐            ┌─────────────────────┐

│Operand XDE    │ VXDEXDEA │Operand VXDE   │ VXDEDADR   │                     │

│for first      ◄──────────┤for first      ├────────────►  │First parameter │ │

│parameter      │          │parameter      │            │  └────────────────┘ │

│(EMP-NAME)     │          │(EMP-NAME)     │            │                     │

└───────────────┘          └───────────────┘            │                     │

                                  ▲                  ┌──►  │Second parameter│ │

                                  │ VXDESNXT         │  │  └────────────────┘ │

┌───────────────┐          ┌──────┴────────┐         │  │                     │

│Operand XDE    │ VXDEXDEA │Operand VXDE   │ VXDEDADR│  │                     │

│for second     ◄──────────┤for second     ├─────────┘  │                     │

│parameter      │          │parameter      │         ┌──►  │Result field    │ │

│(START-POS-1)  │          │(START-POS-1)  │         │  │  └────────────────┘ │

└───────────────┘          └───────────────┘         │  └─────────────────────┘

                                  ▲                  │

                                  │ VXDESNXT         │

┌───────────────┐          ┌──────┴────────┐         │

│Dummy operand  │ VXDEXDEA │Dummy operand  │         │

│XDE for omitted◄──────────┤VXDE for omit─ │         │

│third parameter│          │ted third      │         │

└───────────────┘          │parameter      │         │

                           └───────────────┘         │

                                  ▲                  │

                                  │ VXDESNXT         │

┌───────────────┐          ┌──────┴────────┐ VXDEDADR│  ┌───────────────────┐

│Function XDE   │ VXDEXDEA │Function VXDE  ├─────────┘  │                   │

│for substring  ◄──────────┤for substring  ├────────────►     WORK AREA     │

│function       │          │function       │ VXDEUWKA   │                   │
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└───────────────┘          └───────────────┘            └───────────────────┘

                                  ▲

                                  │

                           ┌──────┴────────┐

                           │  Register 1   │

                           │               │

                           └───────────────┘

Assembler Macros
Assembler macros (#EFUNMST and #EFUNMOD) are used in assembler programs to define the master function table
and the model XDE modules. The programs are assembled to create object modules. The object module for the master
function table is then placed in the data dictionary load area by using the DDDL compiler. The object module for a model
XDE module is placed in the load library by using the linkage editor.

The macros #EFUNMST and #EFUNMOD are discussed separately below.

EFUNMST
Defines the master function table. Three types of #EFUNMST macros are coded in a source assembler program, as
follows:

Syntax

 

►►────── #EFUNMST TYPE = ───┬─ INITIAL ───────────────────────────────────────►─

                            ├─ FINAL ─────────────────────────────────────────

                            └─ ENTRY, INVOKE = invocation-name ── , ──────────

─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

  ────── FUNCT = ──┬─ function-name  ─┬── , ──────────────────────────────────

                   └─ * ──────────────┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►◄

  ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

  ── PROGRAM = ──┬─ model-xde-module ──┬──────────────────────────────┬─┬───┘

                 │                     └─ , VERSION = version-number ─┘ │

                 └─ * ──────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

 

Parameters

• INITIAL
Generates header information and automatically generates the #EFUNMST TYPE=ENTRY macros for the ADS
supplied built-in functions.
TYPE=INITIAL is coded first and only once in the assembler program.

• FINAL
Defines the end of the table.

• ENTRY
Generates an entry in the master function table.
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TYPE=ENTRY macros are coded once for each entry in the table.
• INVOKE= invocation-name

Specifies a user-defined, 1- to 32-character invocation name for the function.
• FUNCT= function-name/*

Specifies a user-defined, 1- to 8-character real (generic) function name for the function.
This function name is used to associate the coded invocation name with the model XDE table that describes the
function in the model XDE module. The character * can be specified if the real function name is the same as the real
function name for the previous entry in the master function table.

• PROGRAM= model-xde-module
Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of the model XDE module in which the function is described.

• ,VERSION= version-number
Specifies the 1- to 4-digit version number of the model XDE module in which the function is described.

• *
The character * can be specified if the model XDE module name is the same as the model XDE module name for the
previous entry in the master function table (see RHDCEVBF below).

Usage

Considerations

• A source module must begin with one TYPE=INITIAL macro and end with one TYPE=FINAL macro.
• Any number of TYPE=ENTRY macros can be coded between the INITIAL and FINAL type macros.

RHDCEVBF
The master function table is defined in a source assembler program called RHDCEVBF. RHDCEVBF is shown below as
it appears when ADS is installed. Entries for user-defined functions are defined by coding #EFUNMST TYPE=ENTRY
macros between the INITIAL and FINAL type macros.

Source Assembler Program RHDCEVBF

RHDCEVBF TITLE 'EVAL - BUILT-IN FUNCTIONS - MASTER TABLE'

* RHDCEVBF EP=RHDCEVBF                    06/25/90 14:52:50

        #EFUNMST TYPE=INITIAL             12/08/88 15:52:14

        EJECT

        #EFUNMST TYPE=FINAL

        END

The TYPE=INITIAL macro automatically generates the entries for the ADS supplied built-in functions. It does this by
copying the TYPE=ENTRY macros coded in the source module #EFMBIFS. A segment of source module #EFMBIFS is
shown below. Invocation names for the ADS supplied built-in functions can be changed by modifying the source module
#EFMBIFS, as described under .

Segment of Source Module #EFMBIFS

*        #EFMBIFS  EVAL BUILT-IN FUNCTIONS - MASTER DEFS

******** FUNCTION = LENGTH  (STRING FUNCTION) *******************

         SPACE 2

**** INVOCATION NAME = SLENGTH ****

         #EFUNMST TYPE=ENTRY,                                          X

               INVOKE=SLENGTH,                                         X

               FUNCT=LENGTH,                                           X

               PROGRAM=RHDCEV51
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         SPACE 2

**** INVOCATION NAME = STRING-LENGTH ****

         #EFUNMST TYPE=ENTRY,                                          X

               INVOKE=STRING-LENGTH,                                   X

               FUNCT=*,                                                X

               PROGRAM=*

         SPACE 2

**** INVOCATION NAME = SLEN ****

         #EFUNMST TYPE=ENTRY,                                          X

               INVOKE=SLEN,                                            X

               FUNCT=*,                                                X

               PROGRAM=*

         EJECT

******** FUNCTION = SUBSTRING (STRING FUNCTION) *****************

         SPACE 2

**** INVOCATION NAME = SUBSTRING ****

         #EFUNMST TYPE=ENTRY,                                          X

               INVOKE=SUBSTRING,                                       X

               FUNCT=SUBSTRNG,                                         X

               PROGRAM=RHDCEV51

         SPACE 2

**** INVOCATION NAME = SUB-STRING ****

         #EFUNMST TYPE=ENTRY,                                          X

               INVOKE=SUBSTR,                                          X

               FUNCT=*,                                                X

               PROGRAM=*

         SPACE 2

**** INVOCATION NAME = SUBS ****

         #EFUNMST TYPE=ENTRY,                                          X

               INVOKE=SUBS,                                            X

               FUNCT=*,                                                X

               PROGRAM=*

         EJECT

******** FUNCTION = INDEX  (STRING FUNCTION) ********************

         SPACE 2

**** INVOCATION NAME = INDEX ****

         #EFUNMST TYPE=ENTRY,                                          X

               INVOKE=INDEX,                                           X

               FUNCT=INDEX,                                            X

               PROGRAM=RHDCEV51

         SPACE 2

**** INVOCATION NAME = STRING-INDEX ****

         #EFUNMST TYPE=ENTRY,                                          X

               INVOKE=STRING-INDEX,                                    X

               FUNCT=*,                                                X

               PROGRAM=*

         SPACE 2

**** INVOCATION NAME = INDX ****

         #EFUNMST TYPE=ENTRY,                                          X

               INVOKE=INDX,                                            X
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               FUNCT=*,                                                X

               PROGRAM=*

EFUNMOD
Defines a model XDE module and the model XDE tables within the module.

Each model XDE table describes one function. During process compilation of a built-in function, the dialog compiler uses
the appropriate model XDE table to convert the built-in function into a series of XDEs, which represents the function at
runtime.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax
  

 ►►─── #EFUNMOD TYPE = ──┬─ INITIAL, NAME = model-xde-module-name ────┬────────►◄

                        │                                            │

                        ├─ HDR, hdr-options──────────────────────────┤

                        │                                            │

                        ├─ XDE, DECS = decimal-options ──────────────┤

                        │                                            │

                        ├─ DATA, CONV = ( conv-options ) ────────────┤

                        │                                            │

                        └─ FINAL ────────────────────────────────────┘

  Expansion of hdr-options 

 ►►─── FUNCNAM = function-name ── , ───────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─── PROGRAM = processing-program-name ── , ─────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─── FUNCNBR = function-number ── , ─────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─── WORKLNG = work-area-length ── , ────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─── FIXOPND = fixed-operands-count ── , ────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ VAROPND = ─┬─ YES ──┬── , ─┘

                 └─ NO ◄ ─┘

 

 ►─── RESLNG = ──┬─ CALC────────────┬── , ────────────────────────────────────►

                 ├─ OPND ───────────┤

                 └─ result-length ──┘

 

 ►─── RESDATP = ──┬─ OPND ───────┬── , ───────────────────────────────────────►

                  └─ data-type ──┘

 

 ►─── RESDEC = ───┬─ OPND ──────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►◄

                  └─ result-decimal-places ─┘

  Expansion of decimal-options 

 ►►─┬─ SOURCE ─────────┬─ , ────────┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────►

   └─ decimal-places ─┘            └─ OPT = ─┬─ YES ──┬─ , ─┘

                                             └─ NO ◄ ─┘
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 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬────┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────►

   └─ ROUND = ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬ , ─┘    └─ RESLCAL = ─┬─ ADD ──┬ , ─┘

               └─ NO ────┘                       └─ SUBT ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ RESDEFL = ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘

                 └─ NO ◄ ─┘

  Expansion of source-specification 

 ►►─── source-data-type ── , ─┬─ SOURCE ───────────┬─┬──────────────────┬──────►◄

                             └─ target-data-type ─┘ ├─ ,SOURCE ────────┤

                                                    └─ ,target-length ─┘

  

  Expansion of hdr-options

Expansion of decimal-options

Expansion of source-specification

Parameters

• INITIAL, NAME = model-xde-module-name
Specifies the 1- to 8-character model XDE module name.
The TYPE=INITIAL macro is coded first and only once in the assembler program.

• HDR, hdr-options
Defines the beginning of a model XDE table and specifies function XDE information.
One TYPE=HDR macro is coded for each model XDE table.
See expansion of hdr-options below.

• XDE, DECS = decimal-options
Specifies operand XDE information that describes a target parameter.
The TYPE=XDE macro describes a function parameter. One TYPE=XDE macro is coded for each parameter in the
order that the parameter is to appear in the parameter list.
DECS = decimal-options is used to specify the number of decimal places in the target parameter being described.
See the expansion of decimal-options below.

• DATA, CONV = (conv-options)
Specifies the data type and length of the target parameter (that is, the parameter as it is stored in the IRA for use by
the processing program), based on the data type of the source parameter (that is, the parameter as it is coded in the
parameter list).
See expansion of conv-options below.
At least one TYPE=DATA macro must be coded following a TYPE=XDE macro. If two or more are specified, the dialog
compiler uses the TYPE=DATA macro whose source-data-type specification matches the data type of the source
parameter. If no source-data-type specification matches, the last TYPE=DATA macro is used.

NOTE
During process compilation, any combination of source and target parameter data types is accepted. At
runtime, the runtime system attempts to make any required data type conversions; if it cannot, the dialog
aborts.

• FINAL
Defines the end of the model XDE module.

Expansion of hdr-options

• FUNCNAM= function-name
User-defined parameter specifying the 1- to 8-character real (generic) function name.
The real function name associates a master function table entry with the model XDE table.

• PROGRAM= processing-program-name
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User-defined parameters specifying the 1- to 8-character name of the processing program module that contains the
processing program for the function.

• FUNCNBR= function-number
User-supplied numeric literal specifying a number from 0 to 255 that uniquely identifies the associated processing
program within the processing program module.

• WORKLNG= work-area-length
User-supplied numeric literal specifying the number of bytes of work area required by the processing program module
for the function.
The WORKLNG specification should not include work space required by the runtime system, which is automatically
added by the macro.

NOTE
Work-area-length must be at least 80.

• FIXOPND= fixed-operands-count
User-supplied numeric literal specifying the number of fixed parameters for the function.
A fixed parameter is a parameter that can be specified only once in a parameter list. A function can have from 0 to 50
fixed parameters.

• VAROPND=YES/NO
Specifies whether one parameter in the parameter list is variable.
A variable parameter can be specified repeatedly in a parameter list. (An example of a variable parameter is 'string' or
string-variable in the concatenate function.)
A function can have only one variable parameter and it must follow all fixed parameters.
The default VAROPND specification is NO.

• RESLNG=
Clause introducing the length, in bytes, of the function's result field,
– CALC

Specifies that the result field length is calculated from the lengths of the function parameters, based on the
RESLNG specification of each parameter's TYPE=XDE macro.
If CALC is specified, the result field length is calculated as the sum of the lengths of the function parameters
whose RESLNG specification is ADD, minus the sum of the lengths of the function parameters whose RESLNG
specification is SUBT. Parameters without a RESLNG specification are not included in the calculation.

– OPND
Specifies that the result length is equal to the length of the function parameter whose RESDEFL specification is
YES.

– result-length
Specifies a result length, in bytes, from 1 to 32767.

• RESDATP=
Clause introducing the data type of the function's result field of the function.
– OPND

Specifies that the result data type is the same as the data type of the function parameter whose RESDEFL
specification is YES.

– data-type
User-defined parameter specifying the result field data type.
Data-type is one of the three-character data type abbreviations shown in the table under Usage below.

• RESDEC=
Clause introducing the number of decimal places in the function's result field.
– OPND

Specifies that the number of decimal places is equal to the number of decimal places in the function parameter
whose RESDEFL specification is YES.

– result-decimal-places
Specifies the number of result decimal places, from 0 to 32.
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Expansion of decimal-options

• SOURCE
Specifies that the number of decimal places equals the number of decimal places in the source parameter.

• decimal-places
Specifies the number of decimal places, from 0 to 32.

• OPT=YES/NO
Specifies whether the parameter is optional and can be omitted from the coded parameter list.
NO is the default when neither YES or NO is specified.

• ROUND=YES/NO
Specifies whether rounding or truncation is used when converting from the source parameter to the target parameter.
NO indicates truncation.
YES is the default when neither YES or NO is specified.

• RESLCAL=
Clause introducing the action to be taken to the parameters length in the calculation of the length of the result field.
– ADD

Specifies that the parameter's length is added in the calculation of the length of the result field.
– SUBT

Specifies that the parameter's length is subtracted in the calculation of the length of the result field.
The RESLCAL specification should be included only if the RESLNG specification of the preceding TYPE=HDR
macro is CALC. If the RESLCAL specification is omitted, the parameter's length is not considered in the calculation
of the length of the result field.

• RESDEFL=YES/NO
Specifies whether the parameter is used to determine result field characteristics that are specified in the associated
TYPE=HDR macro as OPND.
Only one TYPE=XDE macro for a function can specify RESDEFL=YES.
The default RESDEFL specification is NO.

Expansion of conv-options

• source-data-type
User-defined parameters specifying the three-character abbreviation of the data type of the source parameter; these
abbreviations are listed in the table under Usage below.
During process compilation, if the data type of the source parameter is source-data-type, then the target parameter is
assigned a data type of SOURCE/target-data-type and a length of SOURCE/target-length. The target parameter's data
type and length are stored in the parameter's operand XDE.

• SOURCE
Specifies that the data type of the target parameter is the same as the data type of the source parameter.

• target-data-type
User-defined parameters specifying the three-character abbreviation of the data type of the target parameter; these
abbreviations are listed in the table under Usage below.

• SOURCE
Specifies that the length of the target parameters is the same as the length of the source parameter.

• target-length
Specifies the length of the target parameter in bytes.
If neither is specified, a length is generated based on the data type of the target parameter, if possible.

Usage

Considerations
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• The source assembler program must begin with one TYPE=INITIAL macro and end with one TYPE=FINAL macro.
• One TYPE=HDR macro is coded for each function that is described in the module.
• One TYPE=XDE macro is coded for each parameter of each function; the macro applies to the function described by

the preceding TYPE=HDR macro and is coded in the order that the parameter is to appear in the parameter list.
• One or more TYPE=DATA macros are coded for each data type conversion specification for each parameter; the

macro applies to the parameter described by the preceding TYPE=XDE macro.

Data Type Abbreviations

Data type Abbreviation
Display floating point DFL
Doubleword binary DWB
EBCDIC EBD
Fullword binary FWB
Group GRP
Halfword binary HWB
Long floating point LFL
Multibit binary MBB
Short floating point SFL
Signed packed decimal SPK
Signed zoned decimal SZN
Unsigned packed decimal UPK
Unsigned zoned decimal UZN
Varying character VCH

NOTE
Only target parameters and the result field can have the varying character data type. A varying character field
consists of a halfword binary field that specifies the length of the varying character string, followed by a fixed
field that contains the string itself.

Model XDE Modules

The model XDE modules for the ADS supplied built-in functions are defined by the source assembler programs called
RHDCEV51, RHDCEV52, and RHDCEV53. Segments of RHDCEV51 are shown below. An installation should not change
these modules, but can reference them for creating user-defined built-in functions.

Segments of Source Assembler Program RHDCEV51

 RHDCEV51 TITLE 'EVAL - BUILT-IN STRING FUNCTIONS - MODEL XDE TBL'

* RHDCEV51 EP=RHDCEV51                    06/29/90 14:05:40

         SPACE 3

RHDCEV51 AMODE ANY

RHDCEV51 RMODE 24

         #EFUNMOD TYPE=INITIAL,NAME=RHDCEV51

         EJECT

**********************************************************************

*        FUNCTION = LENGTH                                           *

**********************************************************************

         SPACE 3

LENGTH   #EFUNMOD TYPE=HDR,                                            X

               FUNCNAM=LENGTH,                                         X
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               FUNCNBR=0,                                              X

               PROGRAM=RHDCEV01,                                       X

               WORKLNG=148,                                            X

               FIXOPND=1,                                              X

               RESLNG=2,                                               X

               RESDATP=HWB,                                            X

               RESDEC=0

         SPACE 1

         #EFUNMOD TYPE=XDE,DECS=0,OPT=NO

         SPACE 1

         #EFUNMOD TYPE=DATA,CONV=(EBD,VCH,SOURCE)

         EJECT

 **********************************************************************

*        FUNCTION = SUBSTRING                                        *

**********************************************************************

         SPACE 3

SUBSTRNG #EFUNMOD TYPE=HDR,                                            X

               FUNCNAM=SUBSTRNG,                                       X

               FUNCNBR=1,                                              X

               PROGRAM=RHDCEV01,                                       X

               WORKLNG=148,                                            X

               FIXOPND=3,                                              X

               RESLNG=CALC,                                            X

               RESDATP=VCH,                                            X

               RESDEC=0

          SPACE 1

         #EFUNMOD TYPE=XDE,DECS=0,OPT=NO,RESLCAL=ADD

         SPACE 1

         #EFUNMOD TYPE=DATA,CONV=(EBD,VCH,SOURCE)

         SPACE 1

         #EFUNMOD TYPE=XDE,DECS=0,OPT=NO

         SPACE 1

         #EFUNMOD TYPE=DATA,CONV=(EBD,HWB,2)

         SPACE 1

         #EFUNMOD TYPE=XDE,DECS=0,OPT=YES

         SPACE 1

         #EFUNMOD TYPE=DATA,CONV=(EBD,HWB,2)

         EJECT

    ...

         #EFUNMOD TYPE=FINAL

         SPACE 2

         END   RHDCEV51                                    *CRM84199*

 

Changing Invocation Names
An installation can add, modify, or delete any invocation name for any ADS supplied or user-defined built-in function. The
following steps update the master function table, which contains the valid invocation names:

1. Modify source macro #EFMBIFS --  #EFMBIFS contains the assembler macros that define the entries in the master
function table for the ADS supplied built-in functions. Invocation names can be changed by adding, modifying, and/or
deleting the appropriate #EFUNMST macros in #EFMBIFS, then following the steps listed below.
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2. Modify source module RHDCEVBF --  RHDCEVBF contains the #EFUNMST assembler macros that define the
master function table, including the TYPE=INITIAL macro, which automatically generates the macros stored in
#EFMBIFS.
Invocation names for user-defined functions are defined by TYPE=ENTRY macros coded between the TYPE=INITIAL
and TYPE=FINAL macros in RHDCEVBF. TYPE=ENTRY macros can be added, modified, and deleted as required.
RHDCEVBF also contains PUNCH statements that prefix the module with the required IDD statement to place the
master function table in the data dictionary load area. Change the action ADD to MOD if it has not already been
changed.

3. Assemble source module RHDCEVBF --  The object module generated should also be called RHDCEVBF.
4. Place RHDCEVBF in the data dictionary load area --  Use the DDDL compiler.

NOTE
For more information on JCL for the DDDL compiler, see the IDMS IDD Quick Reference section.

Creating User-Defined Built-In Functions
Built-in functions can be created to meet site-specific needs. User-defined built-in functions are coded like the ADS
supplied functions.

The following topics are discussed below:

• Steps for generating a user-defined built-in function
• LRF Considerations
• Calling a user-defined built-in function

Steps for Generating a User-Defined Built-In Function
An installation can generate a user-defined function by following the instructions listed below in any order:

•  Create a processing program module, as follows:
a.  Create the source module --  For guidance, see the source module RHDCEV01 which contains some of the

source code for the ADS supplied built-in functions.
Processing logic for several functions can be included in one processing program module, thereby reducing the
number of modules that must be loaded at runtime. Each function is distinguished by a unique function number.
The function number is defined in the model XDE module by the FUNCNBR parameter of the #EFUNMOD
TYPE=HDR macro. At runtime, the function number is contained in the XDEUFUNC field of the function XDE, and
can be used by the processing program module to branch to the appropriate processing program.

NOTE
 A built-in function that supports entry of optional parameters must be able to determine at execution
time whether the optional parameters have been entered. To do this, the built-in function must perform a
runtime check of the XDE/VXDE for each such parameter.

If an optional parameter is omitted, the runtime system passes a dummy operand VDE/VXDE to the built-in function
for the omitted parameter. The dummy XDE/VXDE for the parameter has the following characteristics, for which a
built-in function can test:
• The XDEFNVL bit in the XDEFLAG field is set to 1.
• The XDEDATAD field is set to X'80000000'.

b.  Assemble the processing program source module.
c.  Link edit the module into the load library.
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d.  Add the program at system generation with the PROGRAM statement.
•  Create a model XDE module, as follows:

a.  Create the source module --  The source module consists of #EFUNMOD macros. For guidance, see
RHDCEV51, RHDCEV52, RHDCEV53, RHDCEV59, and RHDCEV60, the model XDE source modules for the ADS
supplied built-in functions.

b.  Assemble the source module. 
c.  Link edit the module into the load library. 

•  Update the master function table by following the steps described under Changing Invocation Names.

LRF Considerations for User-Defined Built-In Functions
If a site-defined built-in function is used with the Logical Record Facility (LRF) WHERE clause, the function must check
each parameter to determine if the record containing the parameter value has been read by LRF processing. If the value
has been read, the parameter is considered valued. If the value has not yet been read, the parameter is nonvalued.

A parameter is checked for being nonvalued by examining its associated XDE and VXDE. The exact checks that need
to be made depend on whether a parameter is optional or required for that particular built-in function. The following
considerations apply:

• If a parameter is optional, it is nonvalued if VXDEFNVL is ON, or if XDEFNVL is ON and XDEDATAD is not equal to
X'80000000'.

• If a parameter is required, it is nonvalued if either of its XDEFNVL or VXDEFNVL bits is ON.

If any parameter is nonvalued, the built-in function must react accordingly. The proper action to take depends on the
function being performed and which parameter is nonvalued. In most cases, the built-in function will return a nonvalued
result by setting the VXDEFNVL flag in the result VXDE.

Calling a User-Defined Built-In Function
This is the generalized syntax for calling a user-defined built-in function.

Syntax

 

                                ┌───── , ─────┐

►►─── invocation-name ────── ( ─▼─ parameter ─┴─ ) ───────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

• invocation-name
Specifies the invocation name for the user-defined function.

• parameter
Specifies the parameters for the user-defined function.
Optional parameters that are not included must be replaced by the character @, unless no included parameters follow
the omitted parameter.

Security Features
In the IDMS environment, use of the ADS compilers and use of the ADS applications that you develop with the compilers
can be secured.
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Compiler Security

Use of the ADS compilers can be secured through the IDMS central security system at various levels, such as at the
task level and at the program level. A dictionary that the compiler accesses can be secured as a database.  For more
information about IDMS central security, see the IDMS Security Administrating section.

Use of the ADS compilers to access particular dictionary entities can also be controlled. You can secure access to
dictionaries that the ADS compilers access using DDDL statements.

Application Security

Use of ADS applications can be secured through IDMS central security at various levels, such as at the task level, the
program level, and the activity level. Databases that the application accesses, including dictionaries, can be secured.

ADS security classes are used when activities are secured in IDMS. You can also specify a security class for the ADS
application and security classes for application responses. At runtime, the application issues a request for a security check
when a user tries to execute an application or an application response for which you have specified a security class. If
activity security has been enabled, IDMS central security checks to see whether the user has authority to execute the
activity whose activity number matches the security class. For more information about IDMS activity security, see the
IDMS Security Administrating section.

When you define an ADS application, you can specify that the user must sign on to the application in order to execute it.

ADS Compiler Security
Compiler security for the Application Compiler (ADSA) and the Dialog Compiler (ADSC) prohibits unauthorized users from
adding, modifying, displaying, or deleting applications and dialogs. The compilers perform a security check whenever a
user begins a compiler session (that is, when a user specifies the name of a application/dialog to add, modify display, or
delete). If the security check fails, the user cannot perform the specified action.

Security is established by using the Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD) when the following is true:

• IDD SECURITY is ON in the dictionary
• You are assigned the IDD authority through the AUTHORITY clause of the DDDL USER statement

NOTE
For more information on IDD security and the DDDL USER statement, see the IDMS IDD Quick Reference
section.

DDDL Statements Governing Compiler Security

Security at the compiler level restricts the actions that a user can specify for any application and dialog. Security at the
compiler level is governed by the following two DDDL statements:

• SET OPTIONS ... SECURITY FOR ADS IS ON/OFF --  Specifies whether compiler level security is in effect. If security
for ADS is off, the user passes the compiler level security check. If security is on and the user has not signed on to DC/
UCF, the user immediately fails the security check. Otherwise, the user passes or fails the security check based on the
USER statement discussed below.

• ADD/MOD USER user-name ... INCLUDE/EXCLUDE AUTHORITY FOR UPDATE/ADD/MODIFY/REPLACE/
DELETE/DISPLAY IS ADS --  Specifies the actions that the user has the authority to perform using the application
or dialog compiler. The user passes or fails the security check depending on whether the user has specified an
authorized action.

NOTE
For more information on the SET OPTIONS and USER statements, see the IDMS IDD Quick Reference section.

If the user fails the application or dialog compiler level security check, the compiler displays an error message. If the user
passes the security check, the compiler performs a security check at the application/dialog-specific level.
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ADS Application Security
There are two ways in which ADS applications can be protected from unauthorized use.

Outside the Application

Protection can be provided at the application level through the IDMS central security system. For example, a user's
authority to execute programs and dictionary load modules can be controlled through the IDMS central security facility.

Within the Application

In addition to defining security outside the application, the ADS application compiler provides two security features that
allows you to define security within the application:

• Security for responses
• Signon security

Security for responses is based on application activity security controlled through the IDMS central security facility. Within
the security facility, application activities can be defined as secured resources and authority to execute those activities
granted to one or more users.

Response security, and signon security are discussed separately below.

Response Security
Response security enables you to define security for individual application functions. To implement response security, you
enter a number in the Security class field of the ADSA Response Definition screen. When the application is compiled, the
application load module includes the activity number of each response.

At runtime, response security is enforced if the security administrator has secured activities and has defined activities
that correspond to the application functions for which response security is defined. When the application issues a security
check on a response, IDMS central security looks for an activity definition in which the application name matches the ADS
application name and the activity number matches the ADS response security class.

ADS makes no calls to IDMS central security for security class 0, which is defined always as unsecured.

NOTE
For more information on defining and controlling application activities, see the IDMS Security Administrating
section.

If a user without execute authority for the corresponding activity, attempts to execute a secured response, the runtime
system redisplays the screen from which the response was selected, along with the following message:

UNACCEPTABLE RESPONSE. PLEASE TRY AGAIN

Because the response is secured, the function invoked by the response cannot be accessed unless the security
administrator has authorized the appropriate users to execute the corresponding application activity defined to IDMS
central security.

Response security is complemented by the ADS security-tailored menus feature. At runtime, security-tailored menus list
only those responses that the user has authority to select. Menus are security-tailored by selecting option 2, Security
tailored, on the second page of the ADSA General Options screen.
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Signon Security
Signon security can be implemented for any application defined using the application compiler. With signon security,
a user begins executing an application by entering a user ID and password, which the runtime system validates. To
implement signon security for an application, follow the steps listed below:

1. Specify SIGNON IS OPTIONAL or SIGNON IS REQUIRED on the second page of the ADSA General Options
screen. If signon is optional, the user can sign on before executing the application, but is not required to. If signon is
required, the user must enter a valid user ID and password before executing the application.

2. Specify the name of the signon menu function on the second page of the ADSA General Options screen. The
signon menu function is executed first when the user begins executing the application. The function displays a signon
menu screen, which provides fields in which to enter a user ID and password.

3. Define an immediate response that invokes the SIGNON system function on the Response Definition screen.
When invoked at runtime, the SIGNON function validates the user ID and password entered by the user, then returns
control to the signon menu function.

4. Define the signon menu function on the Function Definition screen and any appropriate secondary screen, as
follows:
– On the Function Definition screen, define the function as a menu function and specify the function name supplied

on the Security screen. Optionally, specify that the response that invokes the SIGNON system function is the
default response for the signon menu function; if this response is the default, the user need only press the [Enter]
from the function at runtime to invoke the SIGNON function.

– On the Menu Function Definition screen, specify that the menu function is a signon menu function by entering a
slash (/) in the Use signon menu field.

– On the Valid Responses screen, specify that the response that invokes the SIGNON system function is a valid
response for the signon menu function.

Runtime Processing

At runtime, processing is performed as follows:

1. When the application begins execution, the runtime system displays the signon menu function. If signon is optional, all
valid responses for the function are displayed. If signon is required and menus are security tailored, only authorized
responses are displayed.

2. On the signon menu screen, the user signs on by entering a user ID and password in the appropriate fields, then
selecting the response that invokes the SIGNON system function. If signon is optional, the user can instead begin
executing the application immediately.

3. The SIGNON system function validates the signon, then redisplays the signon menu screen with one of the following
messages:

SIGNON ACCEPTED

SIGNON FAILED; UNKNOWN USER ID

SIGNON FAILED; INVALID PASSWORD

4. If the signon is accepted, all valid responses for the signon menu function are displayed; the user can execute the
application. If the signon fails, the user can attempt to sign on again.

The signon menu function may be different than the function invoked by the initiating application task code. In such cases,
the application begins by executing the signon menu function. The function associated with the application task code is
executed when the user presses [Enter] from the redisplayed signon menu screen after signing on successfully. If signon
is optional, the user can press [Enter] without signing on.

The SIGNOFF system function can be used in conjunction with signon security. When selected at runtime, the SIGNOFF
function signs the user off the application, then redisplays the screen from which the function was selected. If signon is
required, the next user must sign on successfully before executing the application.
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The SIGNOFF Function

To implement the SIGNOFF system function, perform the following steps using the application compiler:

1. Define a response that invokes the SIGNOFF system function on the Response Definition screen.
2. Make the response a valid response for the signon menu function on the Valid Responses screen.
3. Define the application structure so that the user, at runtime, can return to the signon menu function to sign off.

At runtime, when the SIGNOFF system function is invoked, the runtime system signs the user off the application, then
redisplays the screen with the following message:

SIGNOFF ACCEPTED

If signon is required, the runtime system additionally blanks out all responses listed on the screen.

Debugging an ADS Dialog
To debug dialogs, you can use the ADS trace facility and the IDMS online debugger.

Prerequisite for Debugging

To use either the trace facility or the online debugger to debug a dialog, you must first compile the dialog with a symbol
table. A symbol table contains information such as data field names and process command line numbers that enable the
trace facility and the online debugger to execute.

How to Create a Symbol Table

When defining the dialog using the dialog compiler, invoke the Options and Directives screen and enter a nonblank
character next to the Symbol table is enabled prompt, as shown below:

                             Options and Directives

                         Dialog  JPKTD10   Version     1

 Type and select each option and directive. Then Enter.

   Message prefix  . . . . . . . . . . .   DC

   Autostatus record . . . . . . . . . .   ADSO-STAT-DEF-REC

   Version . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .      1

   Options and directives  . . . . . .   _ Mainline dialog

                                         x Symbol table is enabled

                                         / Diagnostic table is enabled

                                         / Entry point is premap

                                         _ COBOL moves are enabled

                                         / Activity logging

                                         / Retrieval locks are kept

                                         / Autostatus is enabled

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next
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In ADSOBCOM, use the symbol table option of the DIALOG expression.

Compile the dialog. When the dialog successfully compiles, a load module with interpretable CMEs is created.

Trace Facility
The ADS trace facility is a debugging aid used to trace the flow of control and commands executed in an ADS application
at runtime.

The ADS trace facility writes trace records to the DC/UCF system log as DEBUG records. Trace records can be viewed
by using online PLOG or the batch print-log utility (PRINT LOG). Use the MESSAGES parameter to print the ADS trace
records.

NOTE
The PRINT LOG TRACES parameter will not print the ADS trace records. For more information about online
PLOG, see the IDMS System Tasks and Operator Commands section. For more information about the batch
print-log utility, see the IDMS Utilities section.

Information in a Trace Facility Report

The table below describes the information contained in a trace facility report.

Field Contents
Dialog name The name of the currently executing dialog.
Process name The name of the currently executing premap or response process.

****** DIALOG-ENTRY ****** in this field documents the beginning
of a dialog.

Subroutine name The name of the process subroutine currently executing.
**MAIN** in this field documents the beginning of a dialog,
process, or process command that is not in a subroutine.

Sequence number The IDD sequence number of the command currently executing.
00000000 appears in this field at the beginning of a dialog,
process, or subroutine.

Process command The process command currently executing.
ENTRY in this field documents the beginning of a dialog, process,
or subroutine.

Command offset The hexadecimal offset of the command from the beginning of the
dialog's fixed dialog block (FDB).

Included module name The name of each included module.

Format of a Trace Facility Record for a Non-SQL DML Statement

The format of a trace facility record for a non-SQL DML statement is shown below.

 ┌────────┬┬────────┬┬────────┬┬────────┬┬────────┬┬────────┬┬────────┬┬────────┐

 │        ││        ││        ││        ││        ││        ││        ││        │

 │ Blank  ││ Dialog ││Process ││Sub-    ││Sequence││Process ││Command ││Included│

 │        ││ Name   ││Name    ││routine ││Number  ││Command ││Offset  ││Module  │

 │        ││        ││        ││Name    ││        ││        ││        ││Name    │

 └────────┴┴────────┴┴────────┴┴────────┴┴────────┴┴────────┴┴────────┴┴────────┘

 0        8         17        50        61        70        79        86       118

Format of a Trace Facility Record for an SQL DML Statement
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The trace facility report for an SQL statement follows the format below:

1. SQL CMT =  followed by the SQL command (for example, SELECT).
2. CODE =  followed by the appropriate SQL code
3. ERROR =  followed by the 5-digit error.

Below this information is the database message passed from the SQLCA.

NOTE
For more information about the SQLCA, see the IDMS SQL Programming section.

Initiating the Trace Facility

You can initiate the trace facility in one of these ways:

• Use the TRACE keyword in the runtime system initiating statement when requesting execution of the application
• Coding the TRACE command in the dialog process

Specifying TRACE when initiating ADS results in tracing the execution of all dialogs in the application that have been
compiled with a symbol table. You use TRACE and TRACE OFF in process logic to limit the trace.

The System Log

Using the ADS trace facility can fill the DC/UCF system log quickly. Information on the entire application is collected for
each process command in dialogs that have a symbol table enabled and TRACE=ALL specified. A record is written to the
system log for each command.

To avoid overloading the system log, the system log can be defined to sequential log files instead of the DDLDCLOG area.
Assigning the system log to sequential log files facilitates offloading the system log when it becomes full.

NOTE
For more information about log files, see the IDMS System Generation section.

Online Debugger

What You Can Do

The online debugger enables the application developer to interrupt execution of a dialog's premap or response process,
display and change the contents of data fields, and restart execution from any point in the interrupted dialog. If a dialog
aborts during a debugger session, the application developer can review the contents of the data fields at the time of the
abend, change the contents of the data fields, and resume dialog execution at any point. For example, a breakpoint can
be set at line 200 in a premap process and can specify that an interruption is to occur every second time the process
command is executed at runtime.

If ADS encounters a potential breakpoint at runtime, it passes control to the online debugger. If the conditions for
interrupting the dialog are not met, control returns to the runtime system and execution continues. If the conditions are
met, the online debugger keeps control and allows the application developer to perform functions such as reviewing
and modifying data fields, modifying breakpoint specifications, aborting dialog execution, and resuming execution at a
specified point.

If a dialog aborts during a debugger session, the ADS runtime system displays a special version of the Dialog Abort
Information screen and then links to the online debugger.

The special screen version allows the application developer to continue the debugging session for the dialog. The
application developer can enter debugger commands at the prompt that appears on the screen.

Procedures

Procedures for debugging an ADS dialog are the same as those used with any other program running under DC/UCF:
once the dialog is defined to the debugger with the DEBUG command, debugging procedures can take place. It is
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easier, however, to find dialog records or to find the command elements (CMEs) for breakpoints when the load module is
generated in interpretable code and symbol recognition is in effect.

NOTE
For more information about debugging, see the IDMS Online Debugger section.

Recommended Steps

It is recommended that you take the following steps when debugging an ADS dialog:

1. Create a symbol table for the dialog
2. Compile the dialog
3. Run ADSORPTS for the dialog
4. Issue the DEBUG task code to invoke the debugger
5. Define the dialog to the debugger
6. Set breakpoints (as required)
7. Issue the EXIT command to leave the debugger
8. Invoke the ADS runtime system and execute the dialog
9. Continue processing the dialog
10. Issue the EXIT or QUIT command when debugging is completed

Run ADSORPTS for the Dialog

Run the ADS Dialog Report (ADSORPTS) for the given dialog. Specify the PROCESS and/or FDBLIST options when
submitting the report: PROCESS displays the sequence line numbers that are assigned to the process source; FDBLIST
provides the line numbers (SEQ#) and the offsets of the CMEs. The address or line number of a CME can then be used to
set a valid breakpoint within the premap or response process.

Issue the DEBUG Task Code

Issue the DEBUG task code to invoke the debugger.

NOTE
For more information on initiating a debugger session, see the IDMS Online Debugger section.

Define the Dialog to the Debugger

Define the dialog to the debugger by issuing a command similar to the one in the following example:

DEBUG>

debug dialog medduins

The debugger responds to the above command with the following message:

DEBUG DIALOG MEDDUINS

DEBUG> DEBUGGING INITIATED FOR MEDDUINS VERSION 1

DEBUG>

If you omit the word dialog, the debugger issues an error message:

DEBUG>

debug medduins

DEBUG MEDDUINS

DEBUG> INCONSISTENT ENTITY TYPE

                 - MEDDUINS VERSION 1 DEFINED AS A DIALOG

DEBUG>
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This message indicates that the debugger has tried to process MEDDUINS as a program but can only find a PDE
(program descriptor element) that defines MEDDUINS as a dialog. The command needs to be modified to state that
MEDDUINS is a dialog:

DEBUG>

debug dialog medduins

Set Breakpoints

Set breakpoints as required. Breakpoints must be set at line numbers or addresses that contain valid command
instructions (valid CMEs).

NOTE
For more information about setting breakpoints, see the IDMS Online Debugger section.

Issue EXIT

Issue the EXIT command and leave the debugger.

Invoke the ADS Runtime System

Invoke the ADS runtime system and execute the dialog in the standard manner.

When a breakpoint is encountered during the execution of the dialog, a message appears on the screen that identifies the
breakpoint. The DEBUG> prompt or menu mode screen is displayed, signalling that you are now in the runtime phase of
the debugger and can enter any of the debugger commands except DEBUG.

NOTE
For more information on command syntax, see the IDMS Online Debugger section.

Continue Processing the Dialog

Continue processing the dialog. When the single command RESUME is issued without any qualifying parameters,
processing continues from the current CME (the instruction immediately following the breakpoint). When a RESUME
debug-expression is issued, processing resumes at the address specified by the expression.

When you issue a RESUME dialog-expression command from a point within the main body of the dialog process, the
debug expression must resolve to an address also within the main body of the dialog. Similarly, when a RESUME dialog-
expression is issued from a subroutine, the debug expression must resolve to an address within the same subroutine.
Results are unpredictable when execution is not resumed in accordance with these rules.

In the Event of an Abend

In the event of an abend, you see the ADS Debug screen with dialog abort information, the DEBUG> prompt, and the
menu mode selection area. Any valid debugger command can be entered on the prompt line or can be selected from the
menu. When a selection is made from the menu, the debugger automatically operates in menu mode and displays the
specified screen. A sample Debug screen is shown below. Note the DEBUG> prompt and menu selection area located at
the bottom of the screen. All commands, except DEBUG, can be issued in response to the prompt or can be selected in
the menu area:

        CA-ADS RELEASE nn.n            *** DIALOG ABORT INFORMATION ***    DBUG

DC175020  APPLICATION ABORTED. PGM CHECK (DATA EXCEPTION).

 DATE....: 91.220      TIME....: 17:10:23.55        TERMINAL....: LV81001

 ERROR OCCURRED IN DIALOG......: MISINCD

                AT OFFSET......: 3D8

                IN PROCESS.....: MIS-MAIN1                        VERSION:    1
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                AT IDD SEQ NO. : 000000100          INTERNAL COMMAND:    2

               INCLUDED MODULE : MIS-INC1                         VERSION:    1

SEQUENCE

NUMBER:         SOURCE :

00000000

00000100     ADD 1 TO MIS-NUM.

00000200     ! THIS IS MIS-INC1

DEBUG>

 NEXT _ ACTIVITY OR _ HELP:

      _ AT       _ LIST      _ SET      _ SNAP     _ RESUME    _ DEBUG  _ WHERE

      _ EXIT     _ PROMPT    _ QUIT     _ IOUSER

 HELP SCREENS:   _ USAGE     _ SYMBOLS  _ KEYS

Issue the RESUME ABEND or a RESUME debug-expression command to continue processing the dialog.

QUIT or EXIT

Issue the QUIT or EXIT command when debugging is completed. QUIT clears the debugger control blocks and ends the
debugger session; EXIT returns you to the ENTER NEXT TASK CODE prompt. but leaves the control blocks intact so that
the debugger session can continue.

Runtime Error-Status Codes

Status Codes Returned by the Autostatus Facility

If command processing results in a status code not allowed by autostatus, dialog execution terminates abnormally. To
allow the dialog to receive other status codes, specify all allowable status codes in an error expression. Error expressions
are described later in this section.

Status codes allowed by autostatus are listed below.

Status code Meaning
0000 The request was executed successfully.
0307 An end-of-set condition was encountered.
0326 The requested record cannot be found.
1707 An end-of-index condition was encountered.
1726 The requested index record cannot be found.
4303 The requested scratch area cannot be found.
4305 The requested scratch record cannot be found.
4317 A request to replace a scratch record was executed successfully.
4404 The requested queue id cannot be found.
4405 The requested queue record cannot be found.
5149 NOWAIT was specified in a KEEP LONGTERM request, and a

wait is required.
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The Major DB Status Codes

Major Code Database Function
00 Any DML statement
01 FINISH
02 ERASE
03 FIND/OBTAIN
05 GET
06 KEEP
07 CONNECT
08 MODIFY
09 READY
11 DISCONNECT
12 STORE
14 BIND
15 ACCEPT
16 IF
17 RETURN
18 COMMIT
19 ROLLBACK
20 LRF requests

Minor DB Status Code

Minor Code Database Function Status
00 Combined with a major code of 00, this code indicates successful

completion of the DML operation. Combined with a nonzero
major code, this code indicates that the DML operation was not
completed successfully due to central version causes, such as
time-outs and program checks.

01 An area has not been readied. When this code is combined with
a major code of 16, an IF operation has resulted in a valid false
condition.

02 Either the db-key used with a FIND/OBTAIN DB-KEY statement
or the direct db-key suggested for a STORE is not within the page
range for the specified record name.

03 Invalid currency for the named record, set, or area. This can
only occur when a run unit is sharing a transaction with other
database sessions. The 03 minor status is returned if the run
unit tries to retrieve or update a record using a currency that has
been invalidated because of changes made by another database
session that is sharing the same transaction.

04 The occurrence count of a variably occurring element has been
specified as either less than zero or greater than the maximum
number of occurrences defined in the control element.
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05 The specified DML function would have violated a duplicates-not-
allowed option for a CALC, sorted, or index set.

06 No currency has been established for the named record, set, or
area.

07 The end of a set, area, or index has been reached or the set is
empty.

08 The specified record, set, procedure, or LR verb is not in the
subschema or the specified record is not a member of the set.

09 The area has been readied with an incorrect usage mode.
10 An existing access restriction or subschema usage prohibits

execution of the specified DML function. For LRF users, the
subschema in use allows access to database records only.
Combined with a major code of 00, this code means the program
has attempted to access a database record, but the subschema in
use allows access to logical records only.

11 The record cannot be stored in the specified area due to
insufficient space.

12 There is no db-key for the record to be stored. This is a system
internal error and should be reported.

13 A current record of run unit either has not been established or has
been nullified by a previous ERASE statement.

14 The CONNECT statement cannot be executed because the
requested record has been defined as a mandatory automatic
member of the set.

15 The DISCONNECT statement cannot be executed because the
requested record has been defined as a mandatory member of the
set.

16 The record cannot be connected to a set of which it is already a
member.

17 The transaction manager encountered an error.
18 The record has not been bound.
19 The run unit's transaction was forced to back out.
20 The current record is not the same type as the specified record

name.
21 Not all areas being used have been readied in the correct usage

mode.
22 The record name specified is not currently a member of the set

name specified.
23 The area name specified is either not in the subschema or not an

extent area; or the record name specified has not been defined
within the area name specified.

25 No currency has been established for the named set.
26 No duplicates exist for the named record or the record

occurrences cannot be found.
28 The run unit has attempted to ready an area that has been readied

previously.
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29 The run unit has attempted to place a lock on a record that is
locked already by another run unit. A deadlock results. Unless the
run unit issued either a FIND/OBTAIN KEEP EXCLUSIVE or a
KEEP EXCLUSIVE, the run unit is aborted.

30 An attempt has been made to erase the owner record of a
nonempty set.

31 The retrieval statement format conflicts with the record's location
mode.

32 An attempt to retrieve a CALC/DUPLICATE record was
unsuccessful; the value of the CALC field in variable storage is
not equal to the value of the CALC control element in the current
record of run unit.

33 At least one set in which the record participates has not been
included in the subschema.

40 The WHERE clause in an OBTAIN NEXT logical-record request
is inconsistent with a previous OBTAIN FIRST or OBTAIN NEXT
command for the same record. Previously specified criteria, such
as reference to a key field, have been changed. A path status of
LR-ERROR is returned to the LRC block.

41 The subschema contains no path that matches the WHERE
clause in a logical-record request. A path status of LR-ERROR is
returned to the LRC block.

42 An ON clause included in the path by the DBA specified return
of the LR-ERROR path status to the LRC block; an error has
occurred while processing the LRF request.

43 A program check has been recognized during evaluation of
a WHERE clause; the program check indicates that either a
WHERE clause has specified comparison of a packed decimal
field to an unpacked nonnumeric data field, or data in variable
storage or a database record does not conform to its description.
A path status of LR-ERROR is returned to the LRC block unless
the DBA has included an ON clause to override this action in the
path.

44 The WHERE clause in a logical-record request does not supply a
key element (sort key, CALC key, or db-key) expected by the path.
A path status of LR-ERROR is returned to the LRC block.

45 During evaluation of a WHERE clause, a program check has been
recognized because a subscript value is neither greater than 0 nor
less than its maximum allowed value plus 1. A path status of LR-
ERROR is returned to the LRC block unless the DBA has included
an ON clause to override this action in the path.

46 A program check has revealed an arithmetic exception (for
example: overflow, underflow, significance, divide) during
evaluation of a WHERE clause. A path status of LR-ERROR is
returned to the LRC block unless the DBA has included an ON
clause to override this action in the path.

53 The subschema definition of an indexed set does not match the
indexed set's physical structure in the database.

54 Either the prefix length of an SR51 record is less than zero or the
data length is less than or equal to zero.

55 An invalid length has been defined for a variable-length record.
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56 An insufficient amount of memory to accommodate the IDMS
compression/decompression routines is available.

57 A retrieval-only run unit has detected an inconsistency in an index
that should cause an 1143 abend, but optional APAR bit 216 has
been turned on.

58 An attempt was made to rollback updates in a local mode
program. Updates made to an area during a local mode program's
execution cannot be automatically rolled out. The area must be
manually recovered.

60 A record occurrence type is inconsistent with the set named in the
ERROR-SET field in the IDMS communications block. This code
usually indicates a broken chain.

61 No record can be found for an internal db-key. This code usually
indicates a broken chain.

62 A system-generated db-key points to a record occurrence, but no
record with that db-key can be found. This code usually indicates
a broken chain.

63 The DBMS cannot interpret the DML function to be performed.
When combined with a major code of 00, this code means invalid
function parameters have been passed on the call to the DBMS.
For LRF users, a WHERE clause includes a keyword that is longer
than the 32 characters allowed.

64 The record cannot be found; the CALC control element has not
been defined properly in the subschema.

65 The database page read was not the page requested.
66 The area specified is not available in the requested usage mode.
67 The subschema invoked does not match the subschema object

tables.
68 The CICS interface was not started.
69 A BIND RUN-UNIT may not have been issued; the CV may be

inactive or not accepting new run units; or the connection with the
CV may have been broken due to time out or other factors. When
combined with a major code of 00, this code means the program
has been disconnected from the DBMS.

70 The database will not ready properly; a JCL error is the probable
cause.

71 The page range or page group for the area being readied or the
page requested cannot be found in the DMCL.

72 There is insufficient memory to dynamically load a subschema or
database procedure.

73 A central version run unit will exceed the MAXERUS value
specified at system generation.

74 The dynamic load of a module has failed. If operating under the
central version, a subschema or database procedure module
either was not found in the data dictionary or the load (core image)
library or, if loaded, will exceed the number of subschema and
database procedures provided for at system generation.

75 A read error has occurred.
76 A write error has occurred.
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77 The run unit has not been bound or has been bound twice. When
combined with a major code of 00, this code means either the
program is no longer signed on to the subschema or the variable
subschema tables have been overwritten.

78 An area wait deadlock has occurred.
79 The run unit has requested more db-key locks than are available

to the system.
80 The target node is either not active or has been disabled.
81 The converted subschema requires specified database name to

be in the DBNAME table.
82 The subschema must be named in the DBNAME table.
83 An error has occurred in accessing native VSAM data sets.
87 The owner and member records for a set to be updated are not in

the same page group or do not have the same db-key radix.
91 The subschema requires a DBNAME to do the bind run unit.
92 No subschema areas map to DMCL.
93 A subschema area symbolic was not found in DMCL.
94 The specified dbname is neither a dbname defined in the

DBNAME table, nor a SEGMENT defined in the DMCL.
95 The specified subschema failed DBTABLE mapping using the

specified dbname.

NOTE
For a complete description of DB runtime status codes, see the section "IDMS Status Codes" in the Messages
and Codes section.

The Major DC Status Codes

Major Code Function
00 Any DML statement
30 TRANSFER CONTROL
31 WAIT/POST
32 GET STORAGE/FREE STORAGE
33 SET ABEND EXIT/ABEND CODE
34 LOAD/DELETE TABLE
35 GET TIME/SET TIMER
36 WRITE LOG
37 ATTACH/CHANGE PRIORITY
38 BIND/ACCEPT/END TRANSACTION STATISTICS
39 ENQUEUE/DEQUEUE
40 SNAP
43 PUT/GET/DELETE SCRATCH
44 PUT/GET/DELETE QUEUE
45 BASIC MODE TERMINAL MANAGEMENT
46 MAPPING MODE TERMINAL MANAGEMENT
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47 LINE MODE TERMINAL MANAGEMENT
48 ACCEPT/WRITE PRINTER
49 SEND MESSAGE
50 COMMIT TASK/ROLLBACK TASK/FINISH TASK/WRITE

JOURNAL
51 KEEP LONGTERM
58 SVC SEND/RECEIVE

Minor DC Status Code

Minor Code Function Status
00 Combined with a major code of 00, this code indicates either

successful completion of the DML function or that all tested
resources have been enqueued.

01 The requested operation cannot be performed immediately;
waiting will cause a deadlock.

02 Either there is insufficient storage in the storage pool or the
storage required for control blocks is unavailable.

03 The scratch area ID cannot be found.
04 Either the queue ID (header) cannot be found or a paging session

was in progress when a second STARTPAGE command was
received (that is, an implied ENDPAGE was processed before this
STARTPAGE was executed successfully).

05 The specified scratch record ID or queue record cannot be found.
06 No resource control element (RCE) exists for the queue record;

currency has not been established.
07 Either an I/O error has occurred or the queue upper limit has been

reached.
08 The requested resource is not available.
09 The requested resource is available.
10 New storage has been assigned.
11 A maximum task condition exists.
12 The named task code is invalid.
13 The named resource cannot be found.
14 The requested module is defined as nonconcurrent and is

currently in use.
15 The named module has been overlaid and cannot be reloaded

immediately.
16 The specified interval control element (ICE) address cannot be

found.
17 The record has been replaced.
18 No printer terminals have been defined for the current DC system.
19 The return area is too small; data has been truncated.
20 An I/O, program-not-found, or potential-deadlock status condition

exists.
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21 The message destination is undefined, the long term ID cannot
be found, or a KEEP LONGTERM request was issued by a
nonterminal task.

22 A record already exists for the scratch area specified.
23 No storage or resource control element (RCE) could be allocated

for the reply area.
24 The maximum number of outstanding replies has been exceeded.
25 An attention interrupt has been received.
26 There is a logical error in the output data stream.
27 A permanent I/O error has occurred.
28 The terminal dial-up line is disconnected.
29 An invalid parameter has been passed in the list set up by the

DML processor.
30 The named function has not yet been implemented.
31 An invalid parameter has been passed; the TRB, LRB, or MRB

contains an invalid field; or the request is invalid because of a
possible logic error in the application program. In a DC-BATCH
environment, a possible cause is that the record length specified
by the command exceeds the maximum length based on the
packet size.

32 The derived length of the specified variable storage is negative or
zero.

33 Either the named table or the named map cannot be found in the
data dictionary load area.

34 The named variable-storage area must be an 01-level entry in the
LINKAGE SECTION.

35 A GET STORAGE request is invalid because the LINKAGE
SECTION variable has already been allocated.

36 The program either was not defined during system generation or is
marked out-of-service.

37 A GET STORAGE operand is invalid because the specified
variable storage area is in the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION
instead of the LINKAGE SECTION.

38 Either no GET STORAGE operand was specified or the specified
LINKAGE SECTION variable has not been allocated.

39 The terminal device being used is out of service.
40 NOIO has been specified but the datastream cannot be found.
41 An IF operation resulted in a valid true condition.
42 The named map does not support the terminal device in use.
43 A line I/O session has been cancelled by the terminal operator.
44 The referenced field does not participate in the specified map; a

possible cause is an invalid subscript.
45 An invalid terminal type is associated with the issuing task.
46 A terminal I/O error has occurred.
47 The named area has not been readied.
48 The run unit has not been bound.
49 NOWAIT has been specified but WAIT is required.
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50 Statistics are not being kept.
51 A lock manager error occurred during the processing of a KEEP

LONGTERM request
52 The specified table is missing or invalid.
53 An error occurred from a user-written edit routine.
54 Either there is invalid internal data or a data conversion error has

occurred.
55 The user-written edit routine cannot be found.
56 No DFLDS have been defined for the map.
57 The ID cannot be found, is not a long-term permanent ID, or is

being used by another run unit.
58 Either the LRID cannot be found, the maximum number of

concurrent task threads was exceeded, or an attempt was made
to rollback database changes in local mode.

59 An error occurred in transferring the KEEP LONGTERM request to
IDMSKEEP

60 The requested KEEP LONGTERM lock id was already in use with
a different page group

63 Invalid function parameters have been passed on the call to the
DBMS.

64 No detail exists currently for update; no action has been taken.
Alternatively, the requested node for a header or detail is either
not present or not updated.

68 There are no more updated details to MAP IN or the amount of
storage defined for pageable maps at sysgen is insufficient. In
the latter case, subsequent MAP OUT DETAIL statements are
ignored.

72 No detail occurrence, footer, or header fields exist to be mapped
out by a MAP OUT RESUME command, or the scratch record that
contains the requested detail could not be accessed. The latter
case is a mapping internal error and should be reported.

76 The first screen page has been transmitted to the terminal.
77 Either the program is no longer signed on to the subschema or the

variable subschema tables have been overwritten.
80 The target node is either not active or has been disabled.
97 An error was encountered processing a syncpoint request; check

the log for details.
98 An unsupported COBOL compiler option (for example, DEBUG)

has been specified for an online program or a program running
in a batch region has issued a DML verb that is only valid when
running online under IDMS/DC/UCF.

99 An unexpected internal return code has been received; the
terminal device is out of service.

NOTE
For a complete description of DC runtime status codes, see the section "IDMS Status Codes" in the Messages
and Codes section.
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ERROR-STATUS Condition Names

Code Condition name Explanation
0000 DB-STATUS-OK No error
0307 DB-END-OF-SET End of set, area, or SPF index
0326 DB-REC-NOT-FOUND No record found
0001 to
9999

ANY-ERROR-STATUS Any nonzero status

0000 to
9999

ANY-STATUS Any status

3101 3201
3401 3901

DC-DEADLOCK Waiting will cause a deadlock

3202 3402 DC-NO-STORAGE Insufficient space available
4303 DC-AREA-ID-UNK ID cannot be found
4404 DC-QUEUE-ID-UNK Queue header cannot be found
4305 4405 DC-REC-NOT-FOUND Record cannot be found
3908 DC-RESOURCE-NOT-AVAIL Resource not available
3909 DC-RESOURCE-AVAIL Resource is available
3210 DC-NEW-STORAGE New space allocated
3711 DC-MAX-TASKS Maximum attached tasks
4317 DC-REC-REPLACED Record has been replaced
4319 4419
4519 4719

DC-TRUNCATED-DATA Return area too small; data has been
truncated

4525 4625 DC-ATTN-INT Attention interrupt received
4743 DC-OPER-CANCEL Session cancelled

Autostatus Return Codes

Status Code Meaning
0307 The end-of-set condition was encountered.
0326 The requested record cannot be found.
1707 The end-of-index condition was encountered.
1726 The requested index record cannot be found.
4303 The requested scratch area cannot be found.
4305 The requested scratch record cannot be found.
4317 A request to replace a scratch record was executed successfully.
4404 The requested queue id cannot be found.
4405 A request queue record cannot be found.
5149 NOWAIT was specified in a KEEP LONGTERM request, and a

wait is required.
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Default Level-88 Values

Status Code Condition Name
0000 DB-STATUS-OK
0307 DB-END-OF-SET
0326 DB-REC-NOT-FOUND
1707 DB-END-OF-INDEX
1726 DB-INDEX-NOT-FOUND
4303 SCRATCH-AREA-NOT-FOUND
4305 SCRATCH-REC-NOT-FOUND
4317 SCRATCH-REC-REPLACED
4404 QUEUE-ID-NOT-FOUND
4405 QUEUE-REC-NOT-FOUND
0001 THRU 9999 DB-ANY-ERROR

Activity Logging for an ADS Dialog
The activity logging feature of ADS creates activity records that document all potential database activity for a dialog.
Documentation is based on the database commands issued explicitly or implicitly by the dialog's processes. (Examples
of implicit database commands are the implicit READY command, issued automatically for each subschema area when a
run unit is opened for a process, and the BIND command, issued automatically for each subschema record used by the
dialog.) If enabled, activity logging is performed when a dialog is compiled and has no impact on runtime performance.

The activity logging feature can be used to perform the following tasks:

• Monitor database usage ── If runtime activity is high for a particular subschema area, set, record, or logical record,
activity records can show which dialogs contain database commands that potentially access the entity.

• Modify dictionary entity occurrences ── If a subschema area, set, record, or logical record needs to be modified,
activity records can show which dialogs need to be recompiled as a result of the modification.

Enabling Activity Logging

The activity logging feature is enabled or disabled at system generation. The application developer can override the
system generation default when defining a dialog. If enabled, the activity logging feature creates database activity records
when a dialog is compiled. Database activity records can be accessed by using query programs such as OnLine Query,
by using the Data Dictionary Reporter, or by writing an appropriate program.

Data Dictionary Organization

Database activity records are stored as junction records between a dialog PROG-051 record and the dictionary AREA,
SET, RECORD, and LOGICAL RECORD entities as follows:

Dictionary entity Junction record stored
SSA-024 (AREA) AFACT-057
SSOR-034 (SET) SETACT-061
SSR-032 (RECORD) RCDACT-059
LR-190 (LOGICAL RECORD) LRACT-193
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Thus, if an area, set, record, or logical record must be modified, the application developer can follow a path from the
dictionary entity occurrence, through the appropriate junction record, to the PROG-051 records of the dialogs that need to
be recompiled because of the modification.

Activity Logging Record Formats

An activity logging record contains the following information about the database command being logged for a dialog:

• The function number of the database command being logged
• The number of times in the dialog that the database command is coded against the dictionary entity occurrence
• The name of the dictionary entity occurrence

AFACT-057

The record description of the AFACT-057 junction record is as follows:

02 AF-FUNCT-057     PICTURE IS S9(4) USAGE IS COMP.

02 AF-COUNT-057     PICTURE IS 9(4)  USAGE IS COMP.

02 AF-AREA-OWN-057  PICTURE IS X(32) USAGE IS DISPLAY.

02 EXTRNL-NAME-057  PICTURE IS X(32) USAGE IS DISPLAY.

02 FILLER           PICTURE IS X(4)  USAGE IS DISPLAY.

SETACT-061

The format of the SETACT-061 junction record is as follows:

02 SA-FUNCT-061     PICTURE IS 9(4)  USAGE IS COMP.

02 SA-COUNT-061     PICTURE IS 9(4)  USAGE IS COMP.

02 SA-SET-OWN-061   PICTURE IS X(32) USAGE IS DISPLAY.

02 FILLER           PICTURE IS X(4)  USAGE IS DISPLAY.

RCDACT-059

The format of the RCDACT-059 junction record is as follows:

02 RA-FUNCT-059     PICTURE IS 9(4)  USAGE IS COMP.

02 RA-COUNT--059    PICTURE IS 9(4)  USAGE IS COMP.

02 RA-RCD-OWN-059   PICTURE IS X(32) USAGE IS DISPLAY.

02 FILLER           PICTURE IS X(4)  USAGE IS DISPLAY.

LRACT-193

The format of the LRACT-193 junction record is as follows:

02 FUNCT-193        PICTURE IS S9(4) USAGE IS COMP.

02 COUNT-193        PICTURE IS S9(4) USAGE IS COMP.

02 LR-NAM-193       PICTURE IS X(16) USAGE IS DISPLAY.

Record Fields

• FUNCT
Contains the numeric function number that is assigned to the database command or logical record command being
logged.
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The function numbers for the AFACT-057 (AREA), SETACT-061 (SET), RCDACT-059 (RECORD), and LRACT-193
(LOGICAL RECORD) junction records and their associated database or logical record commands are listed in the
following table. Note: No activity records are stored for the COMMIT and ROLLBACK database commands.

• COUNT
Contains the number of times the logged database command is coded in all of the processes of the dialog.

• OWN
Contains the name of the record, set, or area whose activity is being documented by the record, set, or area activity
record.

• EXTRNL-NAME
Contains spaces.

• NAM
Contains the name of the logical record whose activity is being documented by the logical record activity record.

Usage

Considerations

The COUNT field for a READY command reflects only the effective READY commands issued implicitly or explicitly in
the dialog's processes. An implicit or explicit READY command sets the usage mode of a database area during a dialog's
premap or response process.

If the same area is named in more than one READY command in a process, the usage mode specified in the last READY
command applies to the named area for the entire process. The COUNT field of a junction record for a READY command
reflects the number of processes for which the specified usage mode applies to the specified area.

Activity Logging Function Numbers and Associated Commands

Junction record Function number Navigational or LRF database command
AFACT-057 3 FIND
 6 KEEP and KEEP LONGTERM
 15 ACCEPT
 23 FIND KEEP
 36 READY USAGE MODE UPDATE
 37 READY USAGE MODE RETRIEVAL
 38 READY USAGE MODE PROTECTED

UPDATE
 39 READY USAGE MODE PROTECTED

RETRIEVAL
 40 READY USAGE MODE EXCLUSIVE

RETRIEVAL
 41 READY USAGE MODE EXCLUSIVE

UPDATE
 43 OBTAIN
 63 OBTAIN KEEP
SETACT-061 3 FIND
 6 KEEP and KEEP LONGTERM
 7 CONNECT
 11 DISCONNECT
 15 ACCEPT
 16 IF SET EMPTY/MEMBER
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 17 RETURN
 23 FIND KEEP
 43 OBTAIN
 63 OBTAIN KEEP
RCDACT-059 2 ERASE
 3 FIND
 5 GET
 6 KEEP and KEEP LONGTERM
 7 CONNECT
 8 MODIFY
 11 DISCONNECT
 12 STORE
 14 BIND
 15 ACCEPT
 23 FIND KEEP
 43 OBTAIN
 63 OBTAIN KEEP
LRACT-193 2 ERASE
 8 MODIFY
 12 STORE
 43 OBTAIN
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ADS Alive Browse Commands
This section provides a section to the browse commands that are available at the Animation Setup Edit screen and the
Animation Runtime Edit screen. This section describes each command and its syntax.

This topic contains the following information:

Click the PDF icon to download a PDF of ADS Alive Browse Commands.

Scroll Options

Scroll options are used to determine how many lines or columns of the source to scroll up, down, right, or left when using
a primary command or a PF key.

Primary Commands

Primary commands are used to:

• Locate the desired line of the source
• Find the next occurrence of a string
• Reset the screen display to remove all line commands, column markers, and extraneous messages
• Turn the CAPS Mode on or off
• Display the time and date
• Navigate through the source.

Line Commands

Line commands are used in conjunction with the STOP and REMOVE ADS Alive commands to specify and de-specify
animation stop locations.

Program Function Keys

PF keys are set to many frequently used commands. Therefore, you can enter a command from any position on the
Animation Setup or Runtime Edit screen with one keystroke. In addition, the PA1, PA2, and CLEAR keys are set to
redisplay the screen. Use the KEYS primary command to change EDITOR PF key settings.

To execute a single command set for a PF key, press that key. The command executes when you press the PF key.

Entering Commands
The following are descriptions of where commands are entered:

• Scroll Options--Enter these options at the far right side of the second line on the screen, after the word SCROLL.
• Primary Commands--Enter these commands at the left side of the second line, after the word COMMAND. This field

is called the COMMAND line.
• Line Commands--Enter these commands in the line number fields at the left.
• RESet

Keywords appear in mixed case. The minimum required portion of each keyword appears in uppercase.
• Find string

Variables appear in lowercase. You substitute an appropriate value for each variable.
• Up [number-of-lines]

Brackets indicate optional clauses or commands.
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     ┌       ┐

CAPS │< ON  >│

     └\ OFF /┘

Braces enclose two or more options. Select an option.

     ┌        ┐

CAPS │< ON◄  >│

     └\ OFF  /┘

A left arrow indicates the default value.

• Order of Commands
You must enter a B (before) or an A (after) line command in conjunction with the STOP and REMOVE ADS Alive
commands to specify and de-specify animation stop locations.

• Entering Blanks In Commands
Blanks (character spaces) are ignored in line command sequences, so you can enter blanks between a command and
a value without affecting processing.
You must enter at least one blank (character space) between a primary command and a primary command value. You
cannot embed blanks in a keyword.

• Command Stacking
You can enter multiple primary and line commands. Primary commands must be separated by a semicolon (;).

Scroll Option Details
This topic explains the scroll option details.

  / Page            \

  < Half            >

  │ Csr             │

  \ number-of-lines /

Where:

• Page
specifies that a whole screen is to be scrolled whenever an UP, DOWN, RIGHT, or LEFT command is used.

• Half
specifies that a half screen is to be scrolled whenever an UP, DOWN, RIGHT, or LEFT command is used.

• Csr
specifies that the line with the cursor on it is to become: the bottom line displayed whenever the UP command is used,
the top line whenever the DOWN command is used, the left-most column whenever the RIGHT command is used, or
the right-most column whenever the LEFT command is used.

• number-of-lines
specifies that this number of lines are to be scrolled whenever an UP, DOWN, RIGHT, or LEFT command is used.

Use scroll options to specify how much of the screen is scrolled when you use an UP, DOWN, RIGHT, or LEFT primary
command (or corresponding PF key) by itself.

At the far-right side of the second line on the screen, the word SCROLL appears followed by one of the scroll options. To
change the current setting, enter one of the other options over the current setting. The scroll option you set will remain in
effect until you enter a different setting.

About Primary Commands
Primary commands are entered on the second line of the screen after the word COMMAND. You can enter more than one
primary command at a time. Use the following syntax:
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command;command

BOTTOM Command
BOTtom

The BOTTOM command displays the last full screen at the bottom of the source.

CAPS Command
CAPS < ON◄ >

     \ OFF /

Use the CAPS command to turn the CAPS Mode on and off. With the CAPS Mode on, all new alpha data is translated into
uppercase. With the CAPS Mode off, the data remains unaffected. Data that was initially entered with the CAPS Mode off
will remain in lowercase unless you edit the field.

CURSOR Command
CURsor

The CURSOR command moves the cursor directly to the COMMAND line. It functions in the same way as the home key.

The default keys are PF12 and PF24.

DOWN Command
     ┌ / number-of-lines \ ┐

     │ │ Max             │ │

DOWN │ < Half            > │

     └ \ Page            / ┘

Where:

• number-of-lines
specifies the number of lines to scroll. If this is blank, then scrolling is determined by the Scroll Option.

• Max
specifies the last full screen at the bottom of the source.

• Half
specifies to scroll down half a screen.

• Page
specifies to scroll down a full screen.

Use the DOWN (scroll down) command to display source lines below your current view. The amount you scroll is
determined by the Scroll Option. You can override the setting at anytime.

The default keys are PF8 and PF20.

EDITOR-ID Command
EDITOR-ID

The EDITOR-ID command displays the release number for the version of the EDITOR invoked. The release is displayed
in message format.

ECHO Command
ECHO {ON

      OFF}
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Use the ECHO command to preserve the primary command line. If ECHO is turned on, the last command entered on
the command line is preserved and redisplayed. If ECHO is turned off, the last command entered is not preserved. The
ECHO setting is maintained in the Editor profile for the signed on IDMS/DC userid. The PROFILE command can be used
to display all environmental settings, which will include the ECHO setting.

The Default setting is OFF.

This command is available in edit and browse modes.

ENTER Command
ENTER

The ENTER command redisplays the current screen with any changes made.

The default key is ENTER.

FIND Command
     ┌           ┐  ┌       ┐                  ┌        ┐

FIND │ < ALL   > │  │ <   > │ string  [lb[rb]]  │ < X  > │

     └ \ FIRST / ┘  └ \ * / ┘                  └ \ NX / ┘

Where:

• ALL
specifies that all occurrences of a string are to be found in scanned lines.

• FIRST
specifies that the first occurrence of a string is to be found.

• string
specifies the string is to be found.

• * (asterisk)
specifies the string value from the last FIND command entered.

• lb rb
specifies the left and right bounds (column positions) for the find. If specifying just the left bound, the string to found
must begin in that same column. If specifying both left and right bounds, the string to be found can appear anywhere
within those bounds.

• X
specifies only excluded lines are to be scanned.

• NX
specifies only non-excluded lines are to be scanned.

Use the FIND command to search for a string in the source.

The EDITOR begins searching at the position of the cursor when you enter the command. It searches downward until the
string is found. If the cursor is on the COMMAND line when you enter the command, the EDITOR begins searching at the
top line displayed.

The operands of this command can appear in any order.

FIRST Command
FIRst

The FIRST command displays the first screen of the source.

LAST Command
LASt
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The LAST command presents the last screen of the source.

LEFT Command
LEft [number-of-columns]

The LEFT command scrolls the current display to the left the specified number of columns. If the number parameter is
blank, the Scroll Options are used.

LOCATE Command
Locate line-number

Where:

line-number

specifies the number of the line to which you want to move. The line you specify will be the top line displayed on the
screen.

Use the LOCATE command to move the display to a specific source line or to the beginning or the end of the source.

Using the LOCATE Command

To move to a specific line, you specify the line number of the line you want displayed.

To move to the beginning of the source, you can specify 0 as the line number, and the first line of the source will be the top
line displayed.

To move to the end of the source, you can specify the last line number or any larger number, and the last line of the
source will be the top line displayed. For example, if the last line of the source is numbered 307 and you use 999, line
number 307 will be the top line displayed.

MEMORY Command
       ┌             ┐

MEMory │ < STATIC  > │

       └ \ DYNAMIC / ┘

Where:

• STATIC
specifies to obtain storage one time and track until the end of the setup or runtime session.

• DYNAMIC
specifies to obtain new storage and free it each time the EDITOR driver module is called.

Internal storage is determined by the MEMORY command.

PROFILE Command
PROFile

Use the PROFILE command to display the environmental parameters under which your animation setup or runtime
session is operating.

The PROFILE identifiers that are displayed correspond to the primary commands. When you change parameters that are
unique to your profile, the changes are saved to the IDMS/DC user signon.

Use the RESET command to clear the display of any line commands, column markers, or extraneous messages.
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RESET Command
RESet

Use the RESET command to clear the display of any line commands, column markers, or extraneous messages.

The default keys are PF9 and PF21.

RESHOW Command
RESHOW

Use the RESHOW command to redisplay the original contents of a screen. This command is only valid when you have
typed a screen of data but have not pressed the ENTER key.

NOTE
If you use the RESHOW command, you will overlay the current screen with the previous screen.

RFIND Command
RFIND

The RFIND command repeats the last FIND command that was entered.

The RFIND search begins at the position of the cursor. When it reaches the end of the file, it will reach the bottom and
the message line will state, BOTTOM OF DATA REACHED. Entering RFIND again will resume the search at the top of
the file. Then if the string is not found in the file, the message line displays NO CHAR:  string Found. Entering the RFIND
command has no effect.

The default keys are PF5 and PF17.

RIGHT Command
Right [number-of-columns]

The RIGHT (scroll right) command scrolls the current display to the right the specified number of columns. If the number
parameter is blank, the scroll options are used.

The default keys are PF11 and PF23.

TIME Command
TIME

The TIME command displays the time-of-day and the date in the message area of the screen. The TIME is given in
military hh:mm:ss format. The date is given in standard mm/dd/yy format.

TOP Command
TOP

The TOP command displays the first full screen at the top of the source.

UP Command
   ┌ / number-of-lines \ ┐

   │ │ Max             │ │

UP │ < Half            > │

   └ \ Page            / ┘

Where:

• number-of lines
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specifies the number of lines to scroll. If this is blank, then scrolling is determined by the Scroll Option.
• Max

specifies that you want to scroll up to the first screen of the source.
• Half

specifies to scroll up half a screen.
• Page

specifies that you want to scroll up a full screen.

Use the UP (scroll up) command to display source lines above your current view. The amount you scroll is determined by
the Scroll Option. You can override the setting at anytime.

The default keys are PF7 and PF19.

About Line Commands
Line commands are used with the STOP and REMOVE ADS Alive commands to specify animation stop locations with the
cursor that is positioned to the left of the source lines, in the line number fields. To use a line command, type over the line
numbers.

Entering Line Commands

Line commands are entered within the line number at the left of the line data. A line command is considered to be any
characters that are entered at or to the left of the cursor in the line sequence number fields.

A (after) Command
A

Use the A (after) line command with the STOP and REMOVE ADS Alive commands to specify and de-specify animation
stop locations.

B (before) Command
B

Use the B (before) line command with the STOP and REMOVE ADS Alive commands to specify and de-specify animation
stop locations.

ADS Alive Terminology
• Animation

An online view of actual ADS source execution that allows you to test and debug ADS dialogs.
• Animation Mode

There are two major animation modes: Interruptible Mode and Non-Interruptible Mode. Within the Interruptible Mode,
there are two more modes: STEP Mode and SKIP Mode.

• Animation Runtime Session
The ADS Alive animation subsession during which the actual online dialog code compile takes place.

• Animation Setup Session
The ADS Alive animation subsession during which you define animation stop (interrupt) points and you specify various
ADS Alive operating options.

• Animation Stop Points
A point in dialog source at which you tell ADS Alive to interrupt (or stop) the dialog animation.

• Interruptible Mode
The Animation Mode in which you specify animation stop (interrupt) points.

• Non-Interruptible Mode
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The Animation Mode in which you do not specify animation stop (interrupt) points. ADS Alive steps through dialog
animation one line of code at a time, pausing for a specified length of time. The Non-Interruptible Mode causes all ADS
Alive Animation Runtime Session commands to be inoperative.

• Post-Abort Browse Facility
In the event of an animation/execution abort, ADS Alive displays the Post-Abort Browse Session screen showing the
process containing the error. The line of source that caused the abort is preceded by the associated error message.

• SKIP Mode
An Animation Mode that you specify during an Animation Runtime Session in Interruptible Mode. ADS Alive responds
by changing the Animation Mode to STEP Mode. A specified number of statements are bypassed before dialog
animation is stopped again.

• STEP Mode
An Animation Mode that you specify during an Animation Runtime Session in Interruptible Mode. ADS Alive stops at
every line of code for the current process.
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ADS Alive Commands
A description of each command is given, with its syntax and the rules for its use.

The command syntax follows these notation conventions:

• Exit
Keywords appear in mixed case. The minimum required portion of each keyword appears in uppercase.

• INITialize record-name
Variables appear in lowercase. You substitute an appropriate value for each variable.

• RECORD [record-name] RECORD
Brackets indicate optional clauses or commands.

• SET element < HEX > \ NATIVE /
Braces enclose two or more options. You select one of them.

Be sure to review the Commands Summary with each type of command before you begin your first ADS Alive animation
session.

ADS Alive Common Commands
The following ADS Alive commands except UP and DOWN can be entered in the COMMAND field of all ADS Alive
session screens. The UP and DOWN commands can be entered at any of the list screens.

NOTE

Not all ADS Alive commands are active at all ADS Alive screens.

ADS Alive = (Equals) Command

Transfer to other levels in ADS Alive.

=a

• a equals one of the following ADS Alive system levels:
– 0 - Session Specification screen
– 1 - Specify Dialog for Animation screen
– 3 - Animation Session Control screen
– T - ADS Alive Online Documentation Main Menu
– X - Exit ADS Alive (Leave Animation Session Intact)
– Q - Exit ADS Alive (Terminate Animation Session)

ADS Alive DOWN Command

Use the DOWN command to scroll the current display down a full screen or down to the last full screen. Scroll down a full
screen or down to the last full screen.

Down [Max]

• Max
Roll down to the bottom of the last full screen.
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ADS Alive END Command

Use the END command to exit the current screen and save any changes (when made). Exit current screen and save
changes.

END

ADS Alive EXIT Command

Use the EXIT command to exit ADS Alive and leave the animation session intact. Exit ADS Alive and leave animation
session intact.

EXit

ADS Alive HELP Command

Use the HELP command to access information about using the current ADS Alive screen. You can enter the HELP
command from any ADS Alive screen. Access online documentation on the current screen.

HELP

ADS Alive KEYS Command

Use the KEYS command to display or change current PF key values. PF key value assignments are saved with user
profile information.

• To change the value of a PF key, type the new command value over the old value. 
• Enter END to process the changes and return to the previous screen. 

KEYS

Example

ADS Alive responds by displaying the PF Key Values screen. Press ENTER to move between the primary and secondary
PF Key Values screens.

Primary PF Key Values

CA IDMS/ADS Alive Rnn.nn -- Display PF Key Values ------------ hh:mm mm/dd/yyCOMMAND ===>                 

                                         USGAKEYPF KEY VALUES: PRIMARY KEYSPF1 ==> HELPPF2 ==> STOPPF3 ==>

 ENDPF4 ==> KEYSPF5 ==> RFINDPF6 ==> =XPF7 ==> UPPF8 ==> DOWNPF9 ==> QUITPF10 ==> INFOPF11 ==> SKIPPF12 ==>

 FIND INSTRUCTIONS: Press "ENTER" key to process changes and display alternate keys              Enter "END"

 command to process changes and RETURN

Secondary PF Key Values

CA IDMS/ADS Alive Rnn.nn -- Display PF Key Values ------------ hh:mm mm/dd/yyCOMMAND ===>                    

                                      USGAKEYPF KEY VALUES: ALTERNATE KEYSPF13 ==> NOANIMATPF14 ==> RECORDPF15

 ==> ENDPF16 ==> GOPF17 ==> RGOPF18 ==> STEPPF19 ==> NOPROCSSPF20 ==> PROCESSPF21 ==> NOSTOPPF22 ==> SKIPPF23

 ==> DMEPF24 ==> ELEMENT INSTRUCTIONS: Press "ENTER" key to process changes and display primary keys          

    Enter "END" command to process changes and RETURN

ADS Alive QUIT Command

Use the QUIT command to exit ADS Alive and terminate the animation session.

Quit
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ADS Alive UP Command

Use the UP Command to scroll the current display up a full screen or up to the top of the first full screen.

Up [Max]

• Max
Roll to the top of the first full screen.

 

Animation Setup Commands
Contents

You can use the following primary commands during an Animation Setup Session:

Animation Setup Commands Summary

ELEMENT

Display a list of all records in which a specified element-name appears.

REMOVE

Remove a previously specified animation stop point.

SHOW

Display the animation STOP characteristics you specified.

STOP

Specify animation interrupt (STOP) locations.

Animation Setup Commands Syntax Summary

    ELEMENT element-name

    REMOVE

    SHOW

         ┌ / AFTER nn                   \ ┐

         │ │                            │ │

         │ │ ON EVERY nn                │ │

    STOP │ <                            > │

         │ │ WHEN element-name (op)c'c' │ │

         │ │                            │ │

         └ \ X'h'                       / ┘

ELEMENT Command
ELEMENT element-name

Use the ELEMENT command to display a list of all records owned by the dialog in which the specified element-name
appears.

REMOVE Command
REMOVE
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Use the REMOVE command in combination with the A-at and B-before line commands to override previously specified
animation STOP (interrupt) locations.

SHOW Command
SHOW

Use the SHOW command in combination with the A-at or B-before line commands to display the animation STOP
(interrupt) characteristics of specific interrupt locations. ADS Alive responds by inserting removable message lines
containing the stop characteristics after the interrupt location.

STOP Command
     ┌ / AFTER nn                   \ ┐

     │ │                            │ │

     │ │ ON EVERY nn                │ │

STOP │ <                            > │

     │ │ WHEN element-name (op)c'c' │ │

     │ │                            │ │

     └ \ X'h'                       / ┘

where:

• AFTER nn
specifies a bypass of the interrupt location until nn repetitions have occurred.

• ON EVERY nn
specifies a bypass of the interrupt location except on exact multiple intervals of nn.

• element-name
an element within a record owned by the dialog.

• op
one of the following operators:
– EQ or = - (Equal)
– NE or ¬= - (Not Equal)
– GT or > - (Greater Than)
– GE or > - (Greater Than or Equal)
– LT or < - (Less Than)
– LE or < - (Less Than or Equal)

• c'c'
a character string (quoted strings allowed)

• X'h'
a hex string always enclosed in quotes.

Use the STOP command to specify stop (animation interrupt) locations within a dialog for which you specified interruptible
animation.

STOP Command Rules

• Only a single condition per element is allowed.
• When the data type of the element-name is defined as a numeric, and a non-hex string is provided, ADS Alive

performs numeric data conversions.
• If using the WHEN qualifier, the animation interrupt is bypassed unless the value test is met.
• If the element cannot be uniquely located in the dialog's records, ADS Alive responds by displaying the Record List

screen, from which you can choose a record.
• Occurring fields are not supported.
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Animation Runtime Commands
Contents

You can use the following primary commands in the COMMAND field during an Animation Runtime Session:

Animation Runtime Commands Summary

• ELEMENT
Display a list of all records in which a specified element-name appears.

• GO
Resume dialog animation after a STOP is encountered.

• INFO
Expand IDMS and LRF status information.

• NOANIMAT
Remove the dialog from animation.

• NOPROCSS
Stop dialog animation at every line of every process.

• NOSTOP
Change to Non-Interruptible Animation Mode.

• PROCESS
Limit animation stops to certain processes.

• RECORD
Display the contents of a record and its elements.

• REMOVE
Remove a previously specified animation STOP point.

• RGO
(REMOVEGO) Remove current stopping point and resume animation.

• SKIP
Change the animation mode to Step Mode and bypass a specified number of statements before animation is stopped
again.

• SHOW
Display the animation STOP characteristics you specified.

• STEP
Stop animation at every line of the current process.

• STOP
Specify animation interrupt (STOP) locations.

Animation Runtime Commands Syntax Summary

ELEMENT element-name

  GO

  INFO

  NOANIMAT

  NOPROCSS

  NOSTOP

  PROCESS

  RECORD [record-name] [VERSION [version-number]] 

  REMOVE

  RGO

  SHOW

  SKIP nnnn

  STEP
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       ┌ / AFTER nn                       \ ┐

       │ │                                │ │

       │ │ ON EVERY nn                    │ │

  STOP │ <                                > │

       │ │ WHEN element-name (op) /c'c' \ │ │

       │ │                        <     > │ │

       └ \                        \X'h' / / ┘

ELEMENT Command
ELEMENT element-name

Use the ELEMENT command to display a list of all records owned by the dialog in which the specified element-name
appears.

GO Command
GO

Use the GO command to resume animation of the dialog after ADS Alive encounters a STOP point without removing the
STOP point.

INFO Command
INFO

Use the INFO command during an Animation Runtime Session to expand IDMS and LRF status information by displaying
the series of informational windows shown below.

INFO Command Windows

• Window 1
Interprets IDMS and LRF status information; the current contents of ERROR RECORD and SET; and last good AREA,
RECORD, and SET.

• Window 2
Expands the IDMS major and minor code into a narrative interpretation.

• Window 3
Presents dialog compile date-time, map name, map compile date-time, schema, subschema, access module, and
previous dialog in the execution path.

INFO Display - Window 1

*----------------- INFO -----------------*                   COLUMNS 001 079

    Error Status: 0809 (F1=Expand Status)                   SCROLL ===> PAGE

     Last Record:                         ****************CA IDMS/ADS Alive **

       Last Area:

       Error Set:

    Error Record: SKILL

      Error Area: ORG-DEMO-REGION

       LR Status:

                                          ERFACE FROM ADSODBUG

*-- F3=QUIT -- F8=MORE INFO -------------*

MOVE 'VERBALIZATION' TO SKILL-NAME-0455.

MOVE 'SHOOTING THE BREEZE' TO SKILL-DESCRIPTION-0455.

!I FORGOT TO EVER OBTAIN THE SKILL RECORD.

DC173008 APPLICATION ABORTED. BAD IDMS STATUS RETURNED;

STATUS=0809

MODIFY SKILL.
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DISPLAY MESSAGE TEXT 'SKILL MODIFIED'.

*** BOTTOM OF DATA ************************************ CA IDMS/ADS Alive **

INFO Display - Window 2

*----------------- INFO -----------------*                    COLUMNS 001 072

    Error Status: 1400  =================> *---- STATUS EXPANSION ----------*

     Last Record:                             Function:

       Last Area:                          &vbar.   BIND

       Error Set:                             Reason:

    Error Record:                          &vbar.   NO MINOR DB CODE

      Error Area:                          &vbar.

       LR Status:                          *-- F3=QUIT -- F7=LESS INFO -----*

                                          ORT INTERFACE FROM ADSODBUG

*-- F3=QUIT -- F8=MORE INFO -------------*FOLLOWS..............

000008 MOVE 9555 TO SKILL-ID-0455.

000009 MOVE 'VERBALIZATION' TO SKILL-NAME-0455.

000010 MOVE 'SHOOTING THE BREEZE' TO SKILL-DESCRIPTION-0455.

000011 !I FORGOT TO EVER OBTAIN THE SKILL RECORD.

000012 MODIFY SKILL.

000013 DISPLAY MESSAGE TEXT 'SKILL MODIFIED'.

****** *** BOTTOM OF DATA *************************** CA IDMS/ADSAlive ***

INFO Display - Window 3

*----------------- INFO -----------------*                    COLUMNS 001 072

    Error Status: 1400 (F1=Expand Status)                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

     Last Record:                       **************** CA IDMS/ADS Alive **

       Last Area:

       Error Set:

    Error Record:

      Error Area:

       LR Status:

                                          ORT INTERFACE FROM ADSODBUG

*-- F3=QUIT -- F8=MORE INFO -------------*FOLLOWS..............

000008 MOVE 9555 TO SKILL-ID-0455.  *-------------- DIALOG INFO -----------*

000009 MOVE 'VERBALIZATION' TO SKIL         Compiled: mm/dd/yy-15275171

000010 MOVE 'SHOOTING THE BREEZE' T         Uses Map: AAMAP1

000011

FORGOT TO EVER OBTAIN THE     Map Compiled: mm/dd/yy-152715R2

000012 MODIFY SKILL.                  Schema/Version: EMPSCHM  0100

000013 DISPLAY MESSAGE TEXT 'SKILL         Subschema: EMPSS01

****** *** BOTTOM OF DATA *********        Called By:                       *

                                       Access Module:

                                    *-- F3=QUIT -- F7=LESS INFO -----------*

NOANIMAT Command
NOANIMAT

Use the NOANIMAT command to remove the dialog from animation during an Animation Runtime Session.

NOPROCSS Command
NOPROCSS
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Use the NOPROCSS command to alter the animation characteristics of the dialog to stop at every line of every process.
The dialog animation is automatically restarted.

NOSTOP Command
NOSTOP

Use the NOSTOP command to alter the animation characteristics of the current session to the Non-Interruptible Animation
Mode. The dialog animation is automatically restarted.

PROCESS Command
PROCESS

Use the PROCESS command to limit stops to certain processes. ADS Alive responds by displaying the Animation
Runtime Process List screen.

PROCESS Command Rule

Only process-level stops are allowed from this function. To set line-level stops from this function, animation must stop
within the dialog/process, after which you can use the STOP command to specify line-level stops.

RECORD Command
RECORD [record-name] [VERSION [version-number]] 

Use the RECORD command to display the contents of a record and its elements.

If record-name is specified, ADS Alive responds by displaying the Record/Element Review screen.

If record-name is not specified, ADS Alive responds by displaying the Record List screen. You can then select from all the
records owned by the dialog you are animating.

NOTE
ADS Alive now recognizes tables as records. The RECORD command now lists SQL tables, as well as native
DML records.

NOTE
If the selected records to be displayed are subschema built, only those record elements contained in the
subschema view are displayed. Otherwise, all record elements are displayed.

REMOVE Command
REMOVE

Use the REMOVE command in combination with the A-at and B-before line commands to override previously specified
animation STOP (interrupt) locations.

RGO (REMOVEGO) Command
RGO

Use the RGO command to remove the current STOP point and resume the animation of the dialog.

This command is a combination of REMOVE and GO for the current STOP point.

SHOW Command
SHOW
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Use the SHOW command in combination with the A-at or B-before line commands to display the animation STOP
(interrupt) characteristics of specific interrupt locations. ADS Alive responds by inserting removable message lines
containing the stop characteristics after the interrupt location.

SKIP Command
SKIP nnnn

where:

• nnnn
the number of statements bypassed before dialog animation is stopped. The default is 1.

Use the SKIP command to change the animation session mode to Step Mode and to bypass nnnn statements before the
dialog animation is stopped again.

STEP Command
STEP

Use the STEP command to alter the characteristics of the current Animation Runtime Session to stop at every line of the
current process.

STOP Command
     ┌ / AFTER nn                       \ ┐

     │ │                                │ │

     │ │ ON EVERY nn                    │ │

STOP │ <                                > │

     │ │ WHEN element-name (op) /c'c' \ │ │

     │ │      <     >                   │ │

     └                  \ X'h'       /  / ┘

where:

• AFTER nn
specifies a bypass of the interrupt location until nn repetitions have occurred.

• ON EVERY nn
specifies a bypass of the interrupt location except on exact multiple intervals of nn.

• element-name
an element within a record owned by the dialog.

• op
one of the following operators:
– EQ or = (Equal)
– NE or ¬= (Not Equal)
– GT or > (Greater Than)
– GE or > (Greater Than or Equal)
– LT or < (Less Than)
– LE or < (Less Than or Equal).

• c'c'
a character string (quoted strings allowed).

• X'h'
a hex string always enclosed in quotes.

Use the STOP command in combination with the A-at or B-before line commands to specify stop (animation interrupt)
locations within a dialog for which you specified interruptible animation.
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STOP Command Rules

• Only a single condition per element is allowed.
• When the data type of the element-name is defined as a numeric, and a non-hex string is provided, ADS Alive

performs numeric data conversions.
• If using the WHEN qualifier, the animation interrupt is bypassed unless the value test is met.
• If the element cannot be uniquely located in the dialog's records, ADS Alive responds by displaying the Record List

screen, from which you can choose a record.
• Occurring fields are not supported.

Post-Abort Browse Facility Commands
Contents

The following commands are active at the Post-Abort Browse Facility screen:

Post-Abort Browse Facility Commands Summary

• DME
Transfer to IDMS DME session.

• ELEMENT
Display a list of all records in which a specified element-name appears.

• INFO
Expand IDMS and LRF status information.

• RECORD
Display the contents of a record and its elements.

• SETUP
Transfer to the ADS Alive Session Specification screen.

Post-Abort Browse Facility Commands Syntax Summary

DME

ELEMENT element-name

INFO

RECORD [record-name] [VERSION [version-number]] 

SETUP

DME Command
DME

Use the DME command to terminate the Post-Abort Browse Session and move to an IDMS DME session. The abort
messages are presented prior to the source line which caused the abort.

ELEMENT Command
ELEMENT element-name

Use the ELEMENT command to display a list of all records owned by the dialog in which the specified element-name
appears.

INFO Command
INFO

Use the INFO command during an Animation Runtime Session to expand IDMS and LRF status information by displaying
the series of informational windows shown below.
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INFO Command Windows

• Window 1
Interprets IDMS and LRF status information; the current contents of ERROR RECORD and SET; and last good AREA,
RECORD, and SET.

• Window 2
Expands the IDMS major and minor code into a narrative interpretation.

• Window 3
Presents dialog compile date-time, map name, map compile date-time, schema, subschema, access module, and
previous dialog in the execution path.

INFO Display - Window 1

*----------------- INFO -----------------*                   COLUMNS 001 079

    Error Status: 0809 (F1=Expand Status)                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

     Last Record:                       ****************CA IDMS/ADS Alive **

       Last Area:

       Error Set:

    Error Record: SKILL

      Error Area: ORG-DEMO-REGION

       LR Status:

                                          ERFACE FROM ADSODBUG

*-- F3=QUIT -- F8=MORE INFO -------------*

MOVE 'VERBALIZATION' TO SKILL-NAME-0455.

MOVE 'SHOOTING THE BREEZE' TO SKILL-DESCRIPTION-0455.

!I FORGOT TO EVER OBTAIN THE SKILL RECORD.

DC173008 APPLICATION ABORTED. BAD IDMS STATUS RETURNED; STATUS=0809

MODIFY SKILL.

DISPLAY MESSAGE TEXT 'SKILL MODIFIED'.

*** BOTTOM OF DATA ************************************* CA IDMS/ADS Alive **

INFO Display - Window 2

*----------------- INFO -----------------*                  COLUMNS 001 072

    Error Status: 1400  =================> *---- STATUS EXPANSION --------*

     Last Record:                             Function:

       Last Area:                          &vbar.   BIND

       Error Set:                             Reason:

    Error Record:                          &vbar.   NO MINOR DB CODE

      Error Area:                          &vbar.

       LR Status:                          *-- F3=QUIT -- F7=LESS INFO -----*

                                          ORT INTERFACE FROM ADSODBUG

*-- F3=QUIT -- F8=MORE INFO -------------*FOLLOWS..............

000008 MOVE 9555 TO SKILL-ID-0455.

000009 MOVE 'VERBALIZATION' TO SKILL-NAME-0455.

000010 MOVE 'SHOOTING THE BREEZE' TO SKILL-DESCRIPTION-0455.

000011 !I FORGOT TO EVER OBTAIN THE SKILL RECORD.

000012 MODIFY SKILL.

000013 DISPLAY MESSAGE TEXT 'SKILL MODIFIED'.

****** *** BOTTOM OF DATA ***************************** CA IDMS/ADSAlive ***

INFO Display - Window 3

*----------------- INFO -----------------*                  COLUMNS 001 072

    Error Status: 1400 (F1=Expand Status)                   SCROLL ===> PAGE

     Last Record:                     *************** CA IDMS/ADS Alive **
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       Last Area:

       Error Set:

    Error Record:

      Error Area:

       LR Status:

                                          ORT INTERFACE FROM ADSODBUG

*-- F3=QUIT -- F8=MORE INFO -------------*FOLLOWS..............

000008 MOVE 9555 TO SKILL-ID-0455. *-------------- DIALOG INFO ------------*

000009 MOVE 'VERBALIZATION' TO SKIL         Compiled: mm/dd/yy-15275171

000010 MOVE 'SHOOTING THE BREEZE' T         Uses Map: AAMAP1

000011

FORGOT TO EVER OBTAIN THE                 Map Compiled: mm/dd/yy-152715R2

000012 MODIFY SKILL.                  Schema/Version: EMPSCHM  0100

000013 DISPLAY MESSAGE TEXT 'SKILL         Subschema: EMPSS01

****** *** BOTTOM OF DATA *********        Called By:                      *

                                       Access Module:

                                    *-- F3=QUIT -- F7=LESS INFO ------------*

RECORD Command
RECORD [record-name] [VERSION [version-number]] 

Use the RECORD command to display the contents of a record and its elements.

If record-name is specified, ADS Alive responds by displaying the Record/Element Review screen.

If record-name is not specified, ADS Alive responds by displaying the Record List screen. You can then select from all the
records owned by the dialog you are animating.

SETUP Command
SETUP

Use the SETUP command to transfer to the ADS Alive Session Specification screen. From this screen you can review the
animation setup process after encountering an initial abort.

Record/Element Display &amp; Modification Commands
Contents

The following commands are active at the Record/Element Review screen:

Record/Element Display & Modification Commands Summary

Command Function
DISPLAY Redisplay the record after using the SET command.
EXIT Leave record display, leave animation session intact, and return to

the Animation Setup Session.
INITIALIZE Ensure that all record element descriptions are available and

initialize elements to null values.
QUIT Leave record display, terminate animation session, and return to

the IDMS/DC system prompt.
SET HEX/NATIVE Change the display format to/from hexadecimal format.
SET AUTOHEX Change the display format of any element whose data content

does not match its picture and/or usage to hexadecimal.
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SET LOWERCASE Change the display format of any element to lowercase.

Record/Element Display & Modification Commands Syntax Summary

  DISPLAY [CONTINUE]

  EXIT

  INITialize record-name

  QUIT

                ┌ /     \ ┐

  [SET] AutoHEX │ < ON  > │

                └ \ OFF / ┘

                ┌            ┐

  [SET] element │ < HEX    > │

                └ \ NATIVE / ┘

                  ┌ /     \ ┐

  [SET] LowerCASE │ < ON  > │

                  └ \ OFF / ┘

DISPLAY Command
DISPLAY [CONTINUE]

Use the DISPLAY command to redisplay the record under review or modification. You must enter this command in order to
enact a SET AUTOHEX, SET HEX/NATIVE, or SET LOWERCASE command.

Rule for the DISPLAY Command

Record display may exhaust available ADS Alive storage before all fields (or occurrences) are formatted. ADS Alive
responds by displaying a warning message to inform you of this condition. Use the DISPLAY CONTINUE command to
begin formatting at the point in the record where storage is exhausted.

EXIT Command
EXit

Use the EXIT command to leave the record display, leave the animation session intact, and return to an Animation Setup
Session.

INITIALIZE Command
INITialize record-name

Use the INITIALIZE command at the Record/Element Review screen to ensure that all record element descriptions are
available and to initialize elements to null values appropriate to usage: numeric fields are initialized to zero and others are
initialized to spaces

QUIT Command
Quit

Use the QUIT command to leave the record display, terminate the animation session, and return to the IDMS/DC system
prompt.

SET AUTOHEX Command
              ┌ /     \ ┐

[SET] AutoHEX │ < ON  > │
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              └ \ OFF / ┘

Use the SET AUTOHEX command to automatically change the record/element display format of any element whose data
contents does not match its PICTURE and/or USAGE to hexadecimal. Items with valid data are not affected.

If ON or OFF is not specified, the option is toggled.

If AUTOHEX is specified while a record is being displayed, enter the DISPLAY command to change the fields on the
current display.

SET HEX/NATIVE Command
              ┌            ┐

[SET] element │ < HEX    > │

              └ \ NATIVE / ┘

Use the SET HEX/NATIVE command to change the display format of a specific element to/from hexadecimal format.

The command does not cause the record, group, or element to be displayed. The new mode takes effect only when you
enter the DISPLAY command or when a new occurrence of the record is obtained from the database.

When you specify NATIVE at the element level, ADS Alive displays the level number and usages of the specified element
in the message area.

SET LOWERCASE Command
                ┌ /     \ ┐

[SET] LowerCASE │ < ON  > │

                └ \ OFF / ┘

Use the SET LOWERCASE command to change the display format of any element to lowercase.

If ON or OFF is not specified, the option is toggled.

If LOWERCASE is specified while a record is being displayed, enter the display command to change the fields on the
current display.
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ADS Batch Process Command Language
Application Development System process commands are entered using the IDD DDDL compiler and are stored as
process modules. A process module can be used in both online and batch dialogs. Some commands, such as DISPLAY,
can be executed only in the online environment, while others, such as WRITE TRANSACTION, can be executed only in
the batch environment.

A module can contain online- only and batch- only commands; however, at runtime, if a command in the wrong
environment is to be executed, the application aborts. An exception is made for the Attributes and MODIFY MAP
commands; if these commands are encountered in the batch environment at runtime, they are ignored.

Click the PDF icon to download a PDF of ADS Batch Process Command Language.

Conditional Processing

Process modules can perform conditional processing based on the runtime environment, as shown below:

IF $ONLINE

    DISPLAY.

  ELSE

    WRITE TRANSACTION.

ADS Process Command Language

The following table summarizes the data fields, built-in functions, status conditions, and process commands that make up
the Application Development System process command language, with notes on special usage and restrictions.

Several commands have MESSAGE parameters that send messages to the user's terminal in the online environment. In
the batch environment, the messages are sent to the log file and/or the operator's console.

Category Command or command variable Comments
System-supplied data fields $PAGE

CURSOR-ROW
CURSOR-COLUMN

Online only

$ERROR-COUNT
$INPUT-COUNT
$OUTPUT-COUNT

Batch only

All other fields No restrictions
Built-in functions Date functions No restrictions

All functions No restrictions
Arithmetic and assignment commands All commands No restrictions
Conditional commands All commands No restrictions

Cursor position condition Online only
Map field status condition CHANGED and ERASED parameters are

online only.
In batch, the test applies to the dialog's
input file map.
Fields specified for a batch test refer to data
fields in variable storage, not to fields in the
input file record.

Environment status conditions No restrictions
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Map paging status conditions Online only
Batch control event status conditions Batch only
All other status conditions No restrictions

Subroutine control commands All commands No restrictions
Control commands CONTINUE

EXECUTE NEXT
FUNCTION
INVOKE
TRANSFER
LEAVE APPLICATION NEXT TASK
RETURN

No restrictions

DISPLAY Online only
LEAVE ADS NEXT TASK Online only
LEAVE ADS CONDITION CODE Batch only
READ TRANSACTION Batch only
WRITE TRANSACTION Batch only
All other commands No restrictions

Database commands COMMIT In an ADS Batch application, a COMMIT
command issued when files are open
results in no action, a warning message,
or an abend, as specified at system
generation and/or at runtime. The default
action is abend.

KEEP LONGTERM Online only
All other commands No restrictions

Logical record commands All commands No restrictions
Map commands Attributes Online only

Occurrence in the batch environment at
runtime is ignored.

CLOSE FILE MAPS Batch only
MODIFY MAP The following parameters are online only:

CURSOR AT
WCC
BACKSCAN/NO- BACKSCAN
REQUIRED/ OPTIONAL
RIGHT/LEFT JUSTIFY
PAD
ATTRIBUTES
In batch, the MODIFY MAP command
applies to the input file map.
Fields specified for a batch MODIFY MAP
command refer to data fields in variable
storage, not to fields in the input file record.
Occurrence of an invalid parameter in the
batch environment at run time is ignored.

Pageable map commands All commands Online only
Scratch management commands All commands Online only
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Queue management commands All commands Allowed in batch only if the application is
running central version

Utility commands ACCEPT RUN PARAMETERS parameter - batch
only
The following parameters are online only:
TASK CODE
TASK ID
LTERM ID
PTERM ID
SYSVERSION
SCREEN SIZE
ACCEPT USER ID moves the user id
specified in the USER (REQUESTOR)
control statement into variable storage.

WRITE TO LOG/OPERATOR LOG parameter -- no restrictions
OPERATOR parameter -- batch only

SNAP No restrictions
WRITE PRINTER Allowed in batch only if the application is

running central version.
SCREEN CONTENTS parameter -- online
only.
CLASS or DESTINATION must be
specified, unless a default is provided using
the application compiler or at runtime in a
control statement.

This section provides the following information about the ADS Batch specific process command language:

• Syntax rules for the following system-supplied data fields used with ADS Batch:
– $ERROR-COUNT
– $INPUT-COUNT
– $OUTPUT-COUNT

• Syntax rules for the following status conditions:
– Batch control event status conditions
– Environment status conditions
– Map field status condition

• Syntax rules for the following ADS Batch commands:
– ACCEPT utility command
– CLOSE
– READ TRANSACTION
– WRITE TRANSACTION

System-supplied Data Fields
System-supplied data fields are available that keep count of how many input, output, and suspense file records have
been read or written by each dialog. A field is set to zero when the file it describes is opened; therefore, if an input file is
opened, closed, and then opened again, the field is reset to zero when the file is opened a second time. Data in these
fields can be moved to other data fields, but data cannot be moved into these fields.

Syntax for the system-supplied data fields, including the data fields used in the online environment, is shown below:
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►►─┬─ + ◄ ─┬──┬── DIRECT-DBKEY  ─────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►◄    

   └─ - ───┘  ├── DB-NAME ───────────────────┤

              ├── NODE-NAME ─────────────────┤

              ├── agr-data-field ────────────┤

              ├── amr-data-field ────────────┤

              ├── $RESPONSE ─────────────────┤

              ├── $PAGE ─────────────────────┤

              ├── LENGTH ( map-field-name ) ─┤

              ├── CURSOR-ROW ────────────────┤

              ├── CURSOR-COLUMN ─────────────┤

              ├── JULIAN ────────────────────┤

              ├── JULIANX ───────────────────┤

              ├── DATE ──────────────────────┤

              ├── DATEX ─────────────────────┤

              ├── TIME ──────────────────────┤

              ├┬─ $ERROR ──┬─────────────────┤

              │└─ $ERRCNT ─┘                 │

              ├┬─ $INPUT-COUNT ─┬────────────┤

              │└─ $INCNT ───────┘            │

              └┬─ $OUTPUT-COUNT ─┬───────────┘

               └─ $OUTCNT ───────┘

Syntax rules for the batch parameters follow:

• $ERROR-COUNT
(Batch only) contains the number of input records that have been written to the suspense file for the current dialog.
Data cannot be moved to $ERROR-COUNT.

NOTE
If a record is to be written to the suspense file, but a suspense file was not allocated for the dialog, nothing is
written; however, $ERROR-COUNT is still incremented.

• $INPUT-COUNT
(Batch only) contains the number of input records that have been read for the current dialog. Data cannot be moved to
$INPUT-COUNT.

• $OUTPUT-COUNT
(Batch only) contains the number of output records that have been written for the current dialog. Data cannot be
moved to $OUTPUT-COUNT.

Status Conditions
Contents

The following status conditions support the batch environment:

• Batch control event status conditions
• Environment status conditions
• Map field status condition

These status conditions are described separately below.

Batch Control Event Status Conditions

The batch control event status conditions are used to determine the occurrence of runtime events specific to batch input.
Batch control event status conditions can be used only in the batch environment.
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At the beginning of application execution, the batch control event status conditions are initialized and the outcome of each
test is false.

Syntax for the batch control event status conditions is shown below:

►►──┬─┬─ $END-OF-FILE ─┬─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

    │ └─ $EOF ─────────┘ │

    └─── $IOERRor ───────┘

• $END-OF-FILE
Tests whether the most recent input file read operation resulted in an end-of-file condition.

• $IOERROR
Tests whether the most recent input file read operation resulted in a physical input error. Note that a physical error on a
write operation causes the application to abort.

Example

In the example below, execution of a set of commands continues until an end-of-file condition occurs:

WHILE NOT $EOF

  REPEAT.

    .

    .

    .

    WRITE TRANSACTION.

  END.

LEAVE APPLICATION.

Environment Status Conditions

Environment status conditions are used to determine the environment in which the application is being executed. The
status conditions can be tested in both online and batch environments.

Syntax for the environment status conditions is shown below:

►►──┬─ $BATCH ──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

    └─ $ONLINE ─┘

• $BATCH
Is true when the application is executing in the batch environment.

• $ONLINE
Is true when the application is executing in the online environment.

Example

In the following example, different types of processing are performed, depending on the runtime environment:

IF $ONLINE

  THEN

    DISPLAY.

  ELSE

    WRITE TRANSACTION.

ADS Batch Process Commands
ADS Batch provides the following process commands specific to the batch environment:
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These commands are described separately below.

CLOSE

The CLOSE command is a batch-only command that closes a dialog's input and/or output file maps. If an application
terminates with files still open, the runtime system automatically closes the files.

NOTE
A CLOSE command closes a file logically only if other dialogs using different maps have accessed the same file.
To close the file physically, a CLOSE command must be issued for each map.

The CLOSE command is required when you want to close a file before the application terminates, as in the following
cases:

• The application has been reading from or writing to a file and is required to start over at the beginning of the file.
• An output file to which records were written is to be read as an input file.
• A run-unit commit is to be performed by a COMMIT command or at the end of a run unit. If a COMMIT command is

issued, but not all files used in the application are closed, the runtime system either takes no action, sends a warning
message to the log, or abends the application, as specified at system generation and/or at runtime. The default action
is abend.

Syntax for the CLOSE command is shown below:

►►── CLOSE ─────┬─ BOTH ◄ ──┬─── file MAPs ──── . ─────────────────────────────►◄

                ├─ INPUT ───┤

                └─ OUTPUT ──┘

• CLOSE BOTH/INPUT/OUTPUT FILE MAPS
Specifies the file map to be closed, as follows:
– BOTH (default) specifies the dialog's input and output file maps. BOTH can be specified even if the dialog has only

an input or an output file map.
– INPUT specifies the dialog's input file map.
– OUTPUT specifies the dialog's output file map.

READ TRANSACTION

The READ TRANSACTION command is a batch only command that terminates the current process, performs a mapin
operation, and then selects the next application function or response process to be executed.

NOTE
For applications defined using the application generator, the runtime system first examines the current record's
response field. If the field selects an immediately executable function that is not the same as the current
function, the runtime system passes control to the selected function. The next time a mapin operation is
performed for the file, the runtime system immediately maps in the record.

For more information about the mapin process, see Batch Dialog Structure and Application Structure in ADS Batch
Concepts and Runtime Flow of Control in Runtime Considerations.

On a mapin operation, the runtime system automatically opens the file being read if the file is not already opened.

Syntax for the READ TRANSACTION command is shown below:

►►─────  READ TRANsaction ────┬──────────┬──── . ─────────────────────────────►◄  

                              └─ OUTput ─┘

• READ TRANSACTION
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Terminates process execution and performs a mapin operation.
• OUTPUT

Specifies that the file is to be opened as an input/output file. OUTPUT must be specified in the first READ
TRANSACTION command for a VSAM entry-sequenced data set (ESDS) that is to be opened for both input and
output. OUTPUT is ignored if the file is already opened; if the file is not a VSAM ESDS file, the application abends.

WRITE TRANSACTION

The WRITE TRANSACTION command is a batch only command that performs the following sequence of functions:

1. Terminates the current process.
2. Performs a mapout operation. If the dialog's current input file record (if any) contains no errors, and the keyword

SUSPENSE is not included in the command, the mapout writes a record to the dialog's associated output file,
according to the output file map definition. If the input file record contains errors or the keyword SUSPENSE is
included in the command, the mapout writes the input record to the dialog's suspense file and sends applicable error
messages to the log file.

3. Passes control within the application. Control can be passed to the dialog's premap process or mapin operation, or
to a higher level dialog or application function.

If the write operation results in a physical output-error condition, the application terminates.

NOTE
A WRITE TRANSACTION command can be issued in a dialog that is not associated with an output file. In this
case, the command is used only to write an input record to the suspense file. If the input record is not in error,
nothing is written to the suspense file.

The WRITE TRANSACTION command also allows you to specify a message to be sent to the log file or to the operator's
console. The destination of the message depends on the routing codes specified at system generation using ADSOBSYS
or at runtime in a control statement.

Syntax for the WRITE TRANSACTION command is shown below:

►►──── WRITE TRANsaction ───┬───────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

                            └─ to SUSpense ─┘  

►──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────►    

   ├─ CONTinue ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ RETurn ───┬──────────────────┬─┬────────────┬─┬────────────┬───┘  

                ├─ TO dialog-name ─┤ └┬─ CLEAR ─┬─┘ └─ CONTinue ─┘

                └┬─ to TOP ─┬──────┘  └─ CLR ───┘

                 └─ ALL ────┘  

►──┬──────────────────────────────────┬─── . ────────────────────────────────►◄

   └┬─ MESSAGE ─┬── message-options ──┘

    └─ MSG ─────┘

 

Expansion of Message-options

►►────┬── TEXT ──┬──────┬─── message-text ────────────────────────────────────►

      │          ├─ IS ─┤

      │          └─ = ──┘

      └── CODE ──┬──────┬─── message-code ────────────────────────────────────

                 ├─ IS ─┤

                 └─ = ──┘

 ►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
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  ───┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────

     │                          ┌─────────────┐       │

     └─ PARMS ──┬─────┬──── ( ──▼─ parameter ─┴── ) ──┘

                └─ = ─┘

 ►─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

  ───┬────────────────────────────────────────┬────────┘

     └─ PREFIX ─┬──────┬─────── prefix ───────┘

                ├─ IS ─┤

                └─ = ──┘

• WRITE TRANSACTION
Terminates the current process and performs a mapout operation.

• TO SUSPENSE
Specifies that the dialog's input record is to be written to the suspense file even if it does not contain errors. Nothing is
written to the dialog's output file.

• CONTINUE
Specifies that control is to be passed to the dialog's premap process.

• RETURN TO dialog-name
Specifies that control is to be returned to a higher level dialog or application function.
Dialog-name specifies the 1- to 8-character name of a higher level dialog to which control is passed. Dialog-name
is either the name of a variable data field that contains the dialog name or the dialog name itself enclosed in single
quotation marks. The named dialog must not be higher than the top of a nested application structure in which the
issuing dialog participates. If the named dialog is operative at more than one higher level, control passes to the lowest
level dialog with the specified name.

• RETURN TO TOP
Specifies the highest level to which control can pass. If the issuing dialog participates in a nested application structure,
control returns to the top of the nested structure. If the issuing dialog does not participate in a nested structure, control
returns to the mainline dialog at the top of the application thread.
If a RETURN statement does not specify a receiving dialog or TOP, control passes to the next higher level dialog or
function. If the mainline dialog at the top of an application thread issues a RETURN command, the RETURN command
is treated as a LEAVE APPLICATION command.

• RETURN TO TOP CLEAR
Specifies that record buffers are reinitialized and currencies are released for the dialog receiving control. CLEAR is
ignored if the receiving dialog is at the top of a nested application structure.

• RETURN TO TOP CONTINUE
Specifies that control returns to the first command in the premap process of the dialog receiving control. If CONTINUE
is not specified, control returns to the mapout operation of the dialog that receives control. CONTINUE is ignored if the
receiving dialog is at the top of a nested application structure.
If neither CONTINUE nor RETURN is specified, control passes to the dialog's mapin operation. The runtime system
maps the next record into variable storage, then selects the next application function or dialog response process to be
executed.

NOTE
For applications defined using the application generator, the runtime system first examines the current
record's response field. If the field selects an immediately executable function that is not the same as the
current function, the runtime system passes control to the selected function. The next time a mapin operation
is performed for the file, the runtime system immediately maps in the record.

• MESSAGE TEXT IS message-text
Specifies the text of a message to be sent to the log file. Message-text is either the name of a variable data field that
contains the message text or the text string itself enclosed in quotation marks. The text string can contain up to 240
displayable characters.

• MESSAGE CODE IS message-code
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Specifies the message dictionary code of a message to be sent to the log file and, if so directed by the destination
specified in the dictionary for the message, to the operator. Message-code is either the name of a variable data field
that contains the message code or the six-digit code itself expressed as a numeric literal.

• PARMS=(parameter)
Specifies a replacement parameter for each variable field in the stored message identified by message-code.
Parameter is either the name of an EBCDIC or unsigned zoned decimal variable data field that contains the parameter
value, or the parameter value itself enclosed in single quotation marks. The parameter value must contain displayable
characters. At runtime, each variable data field in a stored message expands or contracts to accommodate the size of
its replacement parameter. A replacement parameter can be a maximum of 240 bytes.
Up to nine replacement parameters can be specified for a message; multiple parameters must be separated by blanks
or commas. Multiple parameters must be specified in the order in which they occur in the stored message.

• PREFIX IS prefix
Overrides the default prefix of a dialog and a map.
Prefix must either specify an EBCDIC or unsigned zoned decimal variable data field that contains a 2-character prefix
or the 2-character prefix itself, enclosed in single quotation marks.
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ADS DSECT Reference
This section serves as a comprehensive reference for all major DSECTs occurring in the ADS environment.

Click the PDF icon to download a PDF of ADS DSECT Reference.

Related information can be found in the following additional sections:

• IDMS Dictionary DSECT Reference
• IDMS DSECT Reference
• IDMS Security Administration
• IDMS DML Reference section for Assembler

ADS DSECT Listing
Each topic in this section provides information about a major DSECTs that occurs in the ADS environment.

AACTDS
                        COPY #AACTDS

               ******************************************************************

               ***                                                            ***

               ***          AACT: AREA ACTIVITY CONTROL BLOCK                 ***

               ***                                                            ***

               ***   AACT IS A DSECT THAT DESCRIBES THE ACTIVITY IN A CERTAIN ***

               ***   SUBSCHEMA AREA. IT IS BUILT IN ADSOGNP1, ADSOBGPS,       ***

               ***   AND ADSOBGPL BEFORE THE CALL TO ADSOGEXC. IT IS ANCHORED ***

               ***   OFF OF THE GSS BY GSSAACTA.                              ***

               ***                                                            ***

               ***   THE VALUES IN THE FIRST HALFWORD OF EACH ENTRY REPRESENT ***

               ***   THE DECIMAL VALUES OF EACH TYPE OF AREA COMMAND.         ***

               ***                                                            ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.           ***

               ***                                                            ***

               ***                                                            ***

               ******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         AACT     DSECT                                            11/09/84

000000         AFR1CNT  DS    F'00030000'        ALL FORMS OF FIND WITHIN AREA

        00004  AACTELEN EQU   *-AACT             LENGTH OF ONE ENTRY IN AACT

000004         AUPDCNT  DS    F'00360000'        UPDATE VALUE & COUNT

000008         ARETCNT  DS    F'00370000'        RETRIEVAL VALUE & COUNT

00000C         APRUPCNT DS    F'00380000'        PROTECTED UPDATE VALUE & COUNT

000010         APRRECNT DS    F'00390000'        PROTECTED RETRIEVAL & COUNT

000014         AEXRECNT DS    F'00400000'        EXCLUSIVE RETRIEVAL & COUNT

000018         AEXUPCNT DS    F'00410000'        EXCLUSIVE UPDATE & COUNT

00001C         AOBTCNT  DS    F'00430000'        OBTAIN WITHIN AREA & COUNT

000020         AOBKPCNT DS    F'00630000'        OBT KEEP IN AREA & COUNT *PHH84310*

000024         AFNKPCNT DS    F'00230000'        FND KEEP IN AREA & COUNT *PHH84310*

000028         AKEEPCNT DS    F'00060000'        KEEP OR KEEP LONG IN AREA*PHH84313*

00002C         AACCPCNT DS    F'00150000'        ACCEPT WITHIN AREA &COUNT*PHH84310*
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        00030  AACTLEN  EQU   *-AACT             LENGTH OF AACT

        0000C  AACTNENT EQU   AACTLEN/AACTELEN   # OF ENTRIES=LEN OF TBL/ENTRY LEN

ADBDS
                        COPY #ADBDS

************************************************************************

***                                                                  ***

***   ADB IS THE DSECT THAT DEFINES THE APPLICATION DEFINITION       ***

***   BLOCK WHICH REPRESENTS AN ADS APPLICATION.                     ***

***                                                                  ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                 ***

***                                                                  ***

************************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         ADB      DSECT                                               09/04/90

000000         ADBID    DS    CL4            "ADB*"

000004         ADBNAME  DS    CL8            APPLICATION NAME

00000C         ADBDATE  DS    CL8            APPLICATION GEN DATE

000014         ADBTIME  DS    CL8            APPLICATION GEN TIME

00001C         ADBDPRTD DS    CL8            DEFAULT PRINT DESTINATION

000024         ADBTSKA  DS    F              OFFSET TO TASK/TOP FUNCTION TABLE

000028         ADBRDEA  DS    F              OFFSET TO RDE TABLE FOR GLOBAL RECORDS

00002C         ADBAREA  DS    F              OFFSET TO APRE TABLE FOR RESPONSES

000030         ADBRKEA  DS    F              OFFSET TO RESPONSE KEY TABLE

000034         ADBFDEA  DS    F              OFFSET TO FIRST FDE (FUNCTION TABLE)

000038         ADBMTEA  DS    F              OFFSET TO MENU EXTENSIONS TABLE

00003C         ADBLITA  DS    F              OFFSET TO LITERAL POOL

000040         ADBBTMA  DS    F              OFFSET TO BITMAP POOL

000044         ADBAVER  DS    H              APPLICATION VERSION NUMBER

000046         ADBSFCIX DS    H              SIGNON FUNCTION INDEX

000048         ADBNFNC  DS    H              NUMBER OF FUNCTIONS (FDE'S)

00004A         ADBRBML  DS    H              LENGTH OF APRE TABLE BITMAPS

00004C         ADBKBML  DS    H              LENGTH OF RKE TABLE BITMAPS

00004E         ADBNREC  DS    H              NUMBER OF GLOBAL RECORDS (RDE'S)

000050         ADBNRPR  DS    H              NUMBER OF PASSED RECORDS

000052         ADBMAXRS DS    H              MAXIMUM NUMBER OF RESPONSES

000054         ADBNTSKS DS    H              NUMBER OF INITIATING TASK CODES

000056         ADBSECL  DS    X              SECURITY CLASS

000057         ADBPRCL  DS    X              DEFAULT PRINTER CLASS

000058         ADBDFMT  DS    X              DEFAULT DATE FORMAT CODE

               ADBSORQ  #FLAG X'80'          ON = SIGNON REQUIRED

               ADBSOOP  #FLAG X'40'          ON = SIGNON IS OPTIONAL

               ADBMALL  #FLAG X'20'          ON = MENUS CONTAIN ALL RESPONSES

               ADBMSEC  #FLAG X'10'          ON = MENUS ARE SECURITY TAILORED

               ADBFAST  #FLAG X'08'          ON = FAST MODE IS DEFAULT

000059         ADBFLAG  DS    X              ADB FLAG BYTE

               ADBROAU  #FLAG X'40'          ON = RESTART OPTION AUTOMATIC

               ADBROPR  #FLAG X'20'          ON = RESTART OPTION PROMPT

               ADBROMA  #FLAG X'10'          ON = RESTART OPTION MANUAL

               *NOTE:   IF ADBROAU, ADBROPR AND ADBROMA ARE ALL OFF THEN THE

               *        RESTART OPTION IS NO.
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               ADBONLN  #FLAG X'08'          ON = APPLICATION WILL RUN ONLINE

               ADBBTCH  #FLAG X'04'          ON = APPLICATION WILL RUN BATCH

               *NOTE:   IF ADBONLN AND ADBBTCH ARE BOTH SET, THE APPLICATION

               *        WILL RUN IN ANY MODE.

00005A         ADBFLAG2 DS    X              ADB FLAG BYTE 2

               ADBADSC  #FLAG X'80'          ON = APPLICATION ADSC LEVEL OR ABOVE

00005B         ADBADSCI DS    0XL1

        00080  ADBADSCM EQU   X'80'

               ADBDEVA  #FLAG X'40'          ON = APPLICATION STORED IN DEV DICT

00005B         ADBDEVAI DS    0XL1

        00040  ADBDEVAM EQU   X'40'

00005B         ADBFLAG3 DS    X              ADB FLAG BYTE 3

00005C         ADBPRIA  DS    F              OFFSET TO RDE INDEX LIST, PASSED RECS

000060         ADBDESC  DS    CL32           APPLICATION DESCRIPTION

000080                  DS    7F             RESERVED

        0009C  ADBLEN   EQU   *-ADB          LENGTH OF ADB HEADER

ADEDS
                        COPY #ADEDS

*********************************************************************

***  ADE IS A DSECT WHICH DEFINES AN ARGUMENT DESCRIPTION ELEMENT ***

***  WHICH IS FOUND IN A DML COMMAND CME. A DML COMMAND CME MAY   ***

***  CONTAIN FROM ZERO TO THREE ADE'S. EACH ADE DESCRIBES AN      ***

***  ARGUMENT TO BE PASSED TO IDMS TO EXECUTE THE COMMAND. EACH   ***

***  ADE IS ASSOCIATED WITH ONE OF THE FIRST THREE CME FLAGS.     ***

***  THE FLAG DEFINES THE FORMAT AND CONTENT TYPE OF THE ADE.     ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*********************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         ADE      DSECT                                              11/30/81

               *

               ** FORMAT ONE ADE (ONE FULLWORD)

               *

000000         ADEFMT1  DS    F             RDE INDEX, SSAN OFFSET OR NUMERIC

        00004  ADEF1LEN EQU   *-ADE         LENGTH OF FORMAT ONE ADE

               *

               ** FORMAT TWO ADE (TWO HALFWORDS)

               *

000004                  ORG   ADEFMT1

000000         ADELITO  DS    H             LITPOOL OFFSET

000002         ADELITLN DS    H             LENGTH OF LITERAL

        00004  ADEF2LEN EQU   *-ADE         LENGTH OF FORMAT TWO ADE

               *

               ** FORMAT THREE ADE (FOUR HALFWORDS)

               *

000004                  ORG   ADEFMT1

000000         ADEVRETO DS    H             VRE TABLE OFFSET

000002         ADEDTAOF DS    H             DATA OFFSET

000004         ADEDTYPE DS    H             DATA TYPE (SEE XDE DATA TYPE EQUATES)
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000006         ADEDLEN  DS    H             DATA LENGTH

        00008  ADEF3LEN EQU   *-ADE         LENGTH OF FORMAT THREE ADE

    **********************************************************************

    *  A FORMAT THREE ADE MAY BE FOLLOWED BY AN XDE STACK TO BE USED TO *

    *  EXTRACT A FIELD FROM A RECORD, TO MOVE A FIELD FROM THE IRA TO   *

    *  A USER FIELD OR TO SIMPLY POINT AT A USER FIELD IN A RECORD. THE *

    *  USE OF THE XDE STACK DIFFERS DEPENDING ON THE REQUIREMENTS OF    *

    *  THE CME IN WHICH IT IS FOUND.                                    *

    *********************************************************************

AFGDS
                        COPY #AFGDS

************************************************************************

***                                                                  ***

***      AFG:  ADS APPLICATION GENERATOR GENERAL FUNCTION RECORD     ***

***                                                                  ***

***  AFG IS A DSECT THAT DESCRIBES THE FIELDS IN THE                 ***

***  ADSO-FUNC-GENERAL RECORD USED BY THE ADS APPLICATION            ***

***  GENERATOR.                                                      ***

***                                                                  ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                 ***

***                                                                  ***

***                                                                  ***

************************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         AFG      DSECT                                                09/04/90

000000         AFGSEQ   DS    F                   MODCMT-038 SEQUENCE NUMBER

000004         AFGID    DS    CL8                 FUNCTION NAME

00000C         AFGDESC  DS    CL32                DESCRIPTION

00002C         AFGINVEE DS    CL8                 DIALOG/PGM INVOKED BY FCN

000034         AFGUXITD DS    CL8                 USER EXIT DIALOG NAME

00003C         AFGRSPPG DS    H                   # RESPONSES/PAGE FOR MENU FCN

00003E         AFGDRESP DS    CL8                 DEFAULT RESPONSE

000046         AFGINVTP DS    X                   INVOKEE TYPE

000047         AFGFCNTP DS    X                   FUNCTION TYPE

        000C4  AFGDIALG EQU   C'D'                  DIALOG

        000D7  AFGPGM   EQU   C'P'                  PROGRAM

        000D4  AFGMENU  EQU   C'M'                  MENU

        000E2  AFGSYSTM EQU   C'S'                  SYSTEM

        000C9  AFGINTRN EQU   C'I'                  INTERNAL

        000E4  AFGUNDEF EQU   C'U'                  UNDEFINED

               *

               *        USER DEFINED MENUS ARE SPECIFIED BY:

               *          AFGFCNTP = AFGMENU

               *          AFGINVTP = AFGDIALG

               *

000048                  DS    X                   UNUSED

000049         AFGMENSG DS    X                   MENU SIGNON ('Y' OR 'N')

00004A         AFGNHDGL DS    X                   NUMBER OF HEADING LINES (PIC 9)

00004B         AFGFCNDL DS    X                   FUNCTION DESCR LENGTH ('S' OR 'L')

00004C                  DS    68X                 FILLER
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000090         AFGTYPE  DS    F                   TYPE OF MODCMT-038 RECORD

        00094  AFGLEN   EQU   *-AFG               LENGTH OF DSECT

        00025  AFGLENF  EQU   (*-AFG)/4           LENGTH OF DSECT IN FULLWORDS

AGBDS
                        COPY #AGBDS

************************************************************************

***                                                                  ***

***    AGB:  ADS APPLICATION GENERATOR BITMAP ELEMENT                ***

***                                                                  ***

***  AGB IS A DSECT FOR THE INTERNAL CONTROL BLOCK USED TO           ***

***  HOLD A BITMAP WHICH IS DESTINED FOR INCLUSION IN THE            ***

***  BITMAP POOL WHEN IT IS CONSTRUCTED FOR THE ADB.                 ***

***                                                                  ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                 ***

***                                                                  ***

***                                                                  ***

************************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         AGB      DSECT                                              04/04/85

000000         AGBNXTA  DS    A                   ADDR OF NEXT AGB

000004         AGBPREVA DS    A                   ADDR OF PREVIOUS AGB

000008         AGBSIZE  DS    F                   SIZE OF BITMAP

00000C         AGBBPOFF DS    F                   ACTUAL OFFSET IN BITMAP POOL

        00010  AGBLEN   EQU   *-AGB               LENGTH OF AGB

        00004  AGBLENF  EQU   ((*-AGB+3)/4)       LENGTH OF AGB IN WORDS

000010         AGBBTM   DS    0X                  START OF BITMAP

AGLDS
                        COPY #AGLDS

************************************************************************

***                                                                  ***

***    AGL:  ADS APPLICATION GENERATOR LITERAL ELEMENT               ***

***                                                                  ***

***  AGL IS A DSECT FOR THE INTERNAL CONTROL BLOCK USED TO           ***

***  HOLD A LITERAL WHICH IS DESTINED FOR INCLUSION IN THE           ***

***  LITERAL POOL WHEN IT IS CONSTRUCTED FOR THE ADB.                ***

***                                                                  ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                 ***

***                                                                  ***

***                                                                  ***

************************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         AGL      DSECT                                              04/04/85

000000         AGLNXTA  DS    A                   ADDR OF NEXT AGL

000004         AGLPREVA DS    A                   ADDR OF PREVIOUS AGL

000008         AGLSIZE  DS    F                   SIZE OF LITERAL

00000C         AGLLPOFF DS    F                   ACTUAL OFFSET IN LITERAL POOL
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        00010  AGLLEN   EQU   *-AGL               LENGTH OF AGL

        00004  AGLLENF  EQU   ((*-AGL+3)/4)       LENGTH OF AGL IN WORDS

000010         AGLLIT   DS    0X                  START OF LITERAL

AGN1CDS
               COPY #AGN1CDS

*********************************************************************

*                                                                   *

*        FUNCTION, OPERATION, AND OCCURRENCE CODES FOR              *

*            CALLING ADSOAGN1                                       *

*                                                                   *

*        COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                *

*                                                                   *

*                                                                   *

*                                                                   *

*********************************************************************

Offset  Value

00006C 0       AGNFNC1  DC    H'1'                AGN1 CALL - FUNCTION 1

00006E 0       AGNFNC2  DC    H'2'                AGN1 CALL - FUNCTION 2

000070 0       AGNFNC3  DC    H'3'                AGN1 CALL - FUNCTION 3

000072 0       AGNFNC4  DC    H'4'                AGN1 CALL - FUNCTION 4

000074 0       AGNFNC5  DC    H'5'                AGN1 CALL - FUNCTION 5

000076 0       AGNFNC6  DC    H'6'                AGN1 CALL - FUNCTION 6

000078 0       AGNFNC7  DC    H'7'                AGN1 CALL - FUNCTION 7

00007A 0       AGNFNC8  DC    H'8'                AGN1 CALL - FUNCTION 8

00007C 0       AGNFNC9  DC    H'9'                AGN1 CALL - FUNCTION 9

00007E 0       AGNFNC10 DC    H'10'               AGN1 CALL - FUNCTION 10

000080 0       AGNFNC11 DC    H'11'               AGN1 CALL - FUNCTION 11

000082 0       AGNFNC12 DC    H'12'               AGN1 CALL - FUNCTION 12

000084 0       AGNFNC13 DC    H'13'               AGN1 CALL - FUNCTION 13

000086 0       AGNFNC14 DC    H'14'               AGN1 CALL - FUNCTION 14

000088 0       AGNFNC15 DC    H'15'               AGN1 CALL - FUNCTION 15

        000C1  AGNOPADD EQU   C'A'                AGN1 CALL - ADD OPERATION

        000D4  AGNOPMOD EQU   C'M'                AGN1 CALL - MODIFY OPERATION

        000C4  AGNOPDEL EQU   C'D'                AGN1 CALL - DELETE OPERATION

        000D9  AGNOPRET EQU   C'R'                AGN1 CALL - RETRIEVE OPERATION

        000D7  AGNOPPOS EQU   C'P'                AGN1 CALL - POSITION OPERATION

        000C3  AGNOCCUR EQU   C'C'                AGN1 CALL - OCCURRENCE=CURRENT

        000C6  AGNOCFIR EQU   C'F'                AGN1 CALL - OCCURRENCE=FIRST

        000D3  AGNOCLAS EQU   C'L'                AGN1 CALL - OCCURRENCE=LAST

        000E7  AGNOCNEX EQU   C'X'                AGN1 CALL - OCCURRENCE=NEXT

        000D7  AGNOCPRI EQU   C'P'                AGN1 CALL - OCCURRENCE=PRIOR

        000D5  AGNOCNTH EQU   C'N'                AGN1 CALL - OCCURRENCE=NTH

        000D2  AGNOCKEY EQU   C'K'                AGN1 CALL - OCCURRENCE=KEY

        000C1  AGNOCALL EQU   C'A'                AGN1 CALL - OCCURRENCE=ALL

        000D6  AGNOCOWN EQU   C'O'                AGN1 CALL - OCCURRENCE=OWNER

        000E2  AGNOCSTG EQU   C'S'                AGN1 CALL - OCCURRENCE=STG-KEY
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AGNDS
            COPY #AGNDS

*********************************************************************

***      AGN:  ADS APPLICATION GENERATOR GENERAL INFORMATION      ***

***---------------------------------------------------------------***

***  AGN IS A DSECT THAT DESCRIBES THE FIELDS IN THE              ***

***  ADSO-APPL-GENERAL RECORD USED BY THE ADS APPLICATION         ***

***  GENERATOR.                                                   ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

***                                                               ***

***                                                               ***

*********************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         AGN      DSECT                                            10/11/85

000000         AGNSEQ   DS    F                   SYSCMT-038 SEQUENCE NUMBER

000004         AGNMAXRS DS    H                   MAXIMUM NUMBER OF RESPONSES

000006         AGNPRTCL DS    H                   DEFAULT PRINT CLASS

000008         AGNDMODE DS    X                   DEFAULT MODE (FAST/STEP)

        000C6  AGNFAST  EQU   C'F'                  FAST MODE IS DEFAULT  *MDR85149*

        000E2  AGNSTEP  EQU   C'S'                  STEP MODE IS DEFAULT  *MDR85149*

000009         AGNMDATE DS    X                   DATE FORMAT FOR MENUS

        000C3  AGNCALN  EQU   C'C'                  CALENDAR DATE        *MDR85149*

        000C5  AGNEURO  EQU   C'E'                  EUROPEAN DATE        *MDR85149*

        000C7  AGNGREG  EQU   C'G'                  GREGORIAN DATE       *MDR85149*

        000D1  AGNJULI  EQU   C'J'                  JULIAN DATE          *MDR85149*

00000A         AGNPRDES DS    CL8                 DEFAULT PRINT DESTINATION

000012         AGNDESCR DS    CL40                APPLICATION DESCRIPTION

00003A         AGNENVIR DS    X                   RUNTIME ENVIRONMENT

        000C2  AGNBTCH  EQU   C'B'                  APPL RUNS BATCH ONLY  *MDR85149*

        000D6  AGNONLN  EQU   C'O'                  APPL RUNS ONLINE ONLY *MDR85149*

               * AGNANYM  EQU   C'A'  *DISABLED*    APPL RUNS IN ANY MODE **RQE85275*

00003B                  DS    45X                 FILLER                  *MDR85149*

000068         AGNTYPE  DS    F                   TYPE OF SYSCMT-038 RECORD

        0006C  AGNLEN   EQU   *-AGN               LENGTH OF THIS DSECT

AGRDS
                        COPY #AGRDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                                ***

***      AGR:  ADS APPLICATION GENERATOR GLOBAL RECORDS            ***

***                                                                ***

***  AGR IS A DSECT THAT DESCRIBES THE FIELDS IN THE               ***

***  ADSO-APPL-GLOBAL-RECS RECORD USED BY THE ADS APPLICATION      ***

***  GENERATOR.                                                    ***

***                                                                ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

***                                                                ***
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***                                                                ***

***                                                                ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         AGR      DSECT                                             04/04/85

000000         AGRSEQ   DS    F                   SYSCMT-038 SEQUENCE NUMBER

000004         AGRNAME  DS    CL32                GLOBAL RECORD NAME

000024         AGRVER   DS    H                   GLOBAL RECORD VERSION

000026                  DS    66X                 FILLER

000068         AGRTYPE  DS    F                   TYPE OF SYSCMT-038 RECORD

        0006C  AGRLEN   EQU   *-AGR               LENGTH OF THIS DSECT

AGWADS
            COPY #AGWADS

Offset  Value

             COPY  #GWADS

*******************************************************************

***                                                                ***

***          GWA : ADS/ONLINE GENERATOR WORK AREA                  ***

***                                                                ***

*** GWA DEFINES THE                                                ***

*** ADS GENERATOR.  THIS KEPT STORAGE IS MANAGED LIKE THE          ***

*** RECORD BUFFER BLOCKS IN THE ONLINE SYSTEM. SIZE IS GOVERNED    ***

*** BY THE BUFFER SIZES SPECIFIED IN THE OCB.  THE FIRST GWA       ***

*** IS ALLOCATED ACCORDING TO OCBPBFSZ, ANY SECONDARY GWA'S        ***

*** ARE THE SIZE SPECIFIED IN OCBSBFSZ.  THE GWA CONTAINS ALL      ***

*** THE CONTROL BLOCKS NEEDED TO PROCESS A DIALOG, SYSCTRL, AND    ***

*** MRB'S FOR THE GENERATOR MAPS.                                  ***

***                                                                ***

***                 ----------------------                         ***

***                                                                ***

*** A SEPARATE CHAIN OF STORAGE AREAS IS MAINTAINED FOR THE USE    ***

*** OF THE PROCESS MODULES.  THESE ARE MANAGED EXACTLY AS THE      ***

*** GWA, BUT ARE CALLED PROCESS WORK AREAS, OR "PWA'S". THIS       ***

*** SAME CONTROL BLOCK IS USED TO MANAGE THE PWA STORAGE           ***

*** ROUTINE IN ADSOGNRC.                                           ***

***                                                                ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

***                                                                ***

***                                                                ***

***                                                                ***

*******************************************************************

000000         GWA      DSECT                                              11/11/91

000000         GWAID    DS    CL4                     "GWA*" OR "PWA*"

000004         GWANXTA  DS    A                       ADDRESS OF NEXT GWA

000008                  ORG   GWANXTA

               GWAPRIM  #FLAG X'80'                   ON IF PRIMARY GWA

000004         GWAPRIMI DS    0XL1

        00080  GWAPRIMM EQU   X'80'
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000004                  DS    X

000005                  ORG

000008         GWAPREVA DS    A                       ADDRESS OF PREVIOUS GWA

00000C         GWASIZE  DS    F                       SIZE OF THIS GWA

000010         GWAFREEA DS    A                       ADDRESS OF FIRST FREE SPACE

        00014  GWALEN   EQU   ((*-GWA+3)/4)*4         LENGTH OF GWA HEADER PORTION

000000         GWAWK    DSECT                         PRESENT IN PRIMARY GWA ONLY

000000         GWAGFDBA DS    A                       ADDRESS OF GFDB

000004         GWAFGRDA DS    A                       ADDRESS OF FIRST GRD

000008         GWALGRDA DS    A                       ADDRESS OF LAST GRD

00000C         GWAGPMEA DS    A                       ADDRESS OF GPME

000010         GWAFGRSA DS    A                       ADDRESS OF FIRST GRSE

000014         GWALGRSA DS    A                       ADDRESS OF LAST GRSE

000018         GWACGRSA DS    A                       ADDRESS OF CURRENT GRS

00001C         GWAFGSSA DS    A                       ADDRESS OF FIRST GSS

000020         GWALGSSA DS    A                       ADDRESS OF LAST GSS

000024         GWAFGLEA DS    A                       ADDRESS OF FIRST GLE IN LIT PL

000028         GWALGLEA DS    A                       ADDRESS OF LAST GLE IN LIT PL

00002C         GWAFGLRA DS    A                       ADDRESS OF FIRST GLR

000030         GWALGLRA DS    A                       ADDRESS OF LAST GLR

000034         GWAFOFDA DS    A                       ADDRESS OF FIRST OFD

000038         GWALOFDA DS    A                       ADDRESS OF LAST OFD

00003C         GWANODE  DS    CL8                     ALTERNATE DBNAME

000044         GWADICT  DS    CL8                     ALTERNATE SUBSCHEMA NAME

00004C         GWAMSGS  DS    4F                      MESSAGE CODE TABLE

00005C         GWAMSGNM DS    H                       CURRENT MSG TABLE POSITION

00005E         GWALPOFF DS    H                       NEXT AVAIL. OFFSET IN LIT POOL

000060         GWANXTMD DS    H                       NEXT MODULE TO BE CALLED

000062         GWANXTFC DS    H                       FUNCTION CODE FOR NEXT MODULE

000064         GWARINDX DS    H                       HIGHEST EXISTING RECORD INDEX

000066         GWAIRAIX DS    H                       RECORD INDEX FOR IRA

000068         GWALITIX DS    H                       RECORD INDEX FOR LITPOOL

00006A         GWAVDBIX DS    H                       RECORD INDEX FOR VDB

00006C         GWAVREIX DS    H                       RECORD INDEX FOR VRE

00006E         GWARSPNM DS    CL32                    SELECTED RESPONSE NAME

00008E                  ORG   GWARSPNM

00006E         GWAPGID  DS    0CL26                   PARM LIST FOR #RTNCB MACRO

00006E         GWAPGNM  DS    CL8                     PROGRAM NAME     *RZM86031043

000076         GWAPGVER DS    H                       PROGRAM VERSION   *RZM86031043

000078         GWAPNODE DS    CL8                     NODE NAME FOR PGM *RZM86031043

000080         GWAPDICT DS    CL8                     DICT NAME FOR PGM *RZM86031043

000088                  ORG

00008E         GWARCDNM DS    CL32                    SELECTED RECORD NAME

0000AE         GWAACTN  DS    X                       CURRENT ACTION CODE

               GWADISP  #FLAG X'80'                   ON IF IN DISPLAY MODE

0000AF         GWADISPI DS    0XL1

        00080  GWADISPM EQU   X'80'

               GWAFAST  #FLAG X'40'                   ON IF IN FAST MODE

0000AF         GWAFASTI DS    0XL1

        00040  GWAFASTM EQU   X'40'

               GWAFSEL  #FLAG X'20'                   ON IF NEXT FUNCTION SELECTED

0000AF         GWAFSELI DS    0XL1

        00020  GWAFSELM EQU   X'20'
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               GWASTMP  #FLAG X'10'                   ON WHEN STEP MODE MAPOUT

0000AF         GWASTMPI DS    0XL1

        00010  GWASTMPM EQU   X'10'

               GWAMSG   #FLAG X'08'                   ON IF MESSAGES FOR SCREEN

0000AF         GWAMSGI  DS    0XL1

        00008  GWAMSGM  EQU   X'08'

               GWAMSOV  #FLAG X'04'                   ON IF MORE THAN 4 MESSAGES

0000AF         GWAMSOVI DS    0XL1

        00004  GWAMSOVM EQU   X'04'

               GWACERR  #FLAG X'02'                   ON WHEN COMPILE ERRORS

0000AF         GWACERRI DS    0XL1

        00002  GWACERRM EQU   X'02'

               GWANDFL  #FLAG X'01'                   ON IF DIFFERENT NODE SPECIFIED

0000AF         GWANDFLI DS    0XL1

        00001  GWANDFLM EQU   X'01'

0000AF         GWAFLAG1 DS    X

               GWAFIND  #FLAG X'80'                   GNDB DOES FIND, NOT OBTAIN

0000B0         GWAFINDI DS    0XL1

        00080  GWAFINDM EQU   X'80'

               GWAGPM   #FLAG X'40'                   ON IF GWACPROA POINTS TO A GPM

0000B0         GWAGPMI  DS    0XL1

        00040  GWAGPMM  EQU   X'40'

               GWAPERR  #FLAG X'20'                   ERROR FOUND IN LAST NC SCREEN

0000B0         GWAPERRI DS    0XL1

        00020  GWAPERRM EQU   X'20'

               GWASTSK  #FLAG X'10'                   ON IF GEN2 RUNNING AS SUBTASK

0000B0         GWASTSKI DS    0XL1

        00010  GWASTSKM EQU   X'10'

               GWALR    #FLAG X'08'                   ON IF ONLY LR ACCESS ALLOWED

0000B0         GWALRI   DS    0XL1

        00008  GWALRM   EQU   X'08'

               GWANOLR  #FLAG X'04'                   ON IF NO LR ACCESS ALLOWED

0000B0         GWANOLRI DS    0XL1

        00004  GWANOLRM EQU   X'04'

               GWANOPR  #FLAG X'02'                   ON IF NO PRINT IN BATCH COMPLR

0000B0         GWANOPRI DS    0XL1

        00002  GWANOPRM EQU   X'02'

               GWABTCH  #FLAG X'01'                   ON IF BATCH COMPILER

0000B0         GWABTCHI DS    0XL1

        00001  GWABTCHM EQU   X'01'

0000B0         GWAFLAG2 DS    X

               GWABCOM  #FLAG X'80'                   ON IF ADSOBCOM      ADS370/703

0000B1         GWABCOMI DS    0XL1

        00080  GWABCOMM EQU   X'80'

               GWAVER   #FLAG X'40'                   ON IF VERSION QUALIFIERS

0000B1         GWAVERI  DS    0XL1

        00040  GWAVERM  EQU   X'40'

               GWAALL   #FLAG X'20'                   ON IF REGENNING ALL DIALOGS

0000B1         GWAALLI  DS    0XL1

        00020  GWAALLM  EQU   X'20'

               GWAMAPR  #FLAG X'10'                   ON IF MAP RECORDS PROCESSED

0000B1         GWAMAPRI DS    0XL1

        00010  GWAMAPRM EQU   X'10'
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0000B1         GWABFLG1 DS    X                       BATCH GENERATOR FLAG BYTE

0000B4         STMTNUM  DS    F                       TEXT-088 SEQUENCE NUMBER

0000B8         INBUF    DS    CL80                    INPUT BUFFER AREA

000108         GWAMSGLN DS    CL4                     RELATIVE LINE NUMS FOR GNNC

00010C         GWAOTBIX DS    H                       RECORD INDEX FOR OTB

00010E         GWAPRBCT DS    H                       CURRENT # OF BATCH PRINT BUFFS

000110         GWAFPRBA DS    A                       ADDR OF 1ST BATCH PRINT BUFFER

000114         GWAFDNBA DS    A                       ADDR OF 1ST DIALOG NAME BLOCK

000118         GWACDNBA DS    A                       ADDR OF CURRENT DNB

00011C         GWAFRDBA DS    A                       ADDR OF 1ST REQUEST DESC BLK

000120         GWACRDBA DS    A                       ADDR OF CURRENT RDB

000124         GWAFRVBA DS    A                       ADDR OF 1ST REQUEST VER BLOCK

000128         GWACRVBA DS    A                       ADDR OF 1ST REQUEST VER BLOCK

00012C         GWACPRBA DS    A                       ADDR OF CURRENT PRINT BUFFER

000130         GWAPRDBK DS    F                       DBK FOR PROG-051 FOR DIALOG

000134         GWAUSERN DS    CL32                    USER ID FOR USER

000154         GWAPASSW DS    CL8                     PASSWORD FOR USER

00015C         GWAFPXCA DS    F                       1ST PROCESS HDR EXEC CNTL BLK

000160         GWALPXCA DS    F                       LAST PROC EXECUTABLE CODE BLK

000164         GWANFDBA DS    F                       ADDR OF AREA TO BUILD NEW FDB

000168         GWANFDBS DS    F                       LENGTH OF NEW FDB

00016C         GWACPXCA DS    F                       ADDR OF CURRENT PEXC CNTL BLK

000170         GWACOFTB DS    F                       CURRENT ENTRY IN OFFSET TABLE

               GWATRUE  #FLAG X'80'                   TRUE OFFSET FND IN OFFSET TBL

000174         GWATRUEI DS    0XL1

        00080  GWATRUEM EQU   X'80'

               GWAFLSE  #FLAG X'40'                   FALSE OFFSET FND IN OFFSET TBL

000174         GWAFLSEI DS    0XL1

        00040  GWAFLSEM EQU   X'40'

               GWAPRGF  #FLAG X'20'                   DIALOG FAILED PROG REGIST.

000174         GWAPRGFI DS    0XL1

        00020  GWAPRGFM EQU   X'20'

               GWAASEC  #FLAG X'10'                   ADS PRODUCT SECURITY IS ON

000174         GWAASECI DS    0XL1

        00010  GWAASECM EQU   X'10'

000174         GWACMTST DS    X                       FLAG BYTE

000175         GWAUNXF  DS    X                       NEXT TASK FLAG (UMBRELLA)

000176         GWAMSWIX DS    H                       REC INDEX FOR MAP SWITCH REC

000178         GWAUCEA  DS    A                       ADDR OF SUBTASK PARAMETER LIST

00017C         GWAUDBK  DS    A                       DBKEY OF USER-047

000180         GWANFDBF DS    F                       NEW FDB BUFFER SIZE *LCB84117*

000184         GWAUNXT  DS    CL8                     NEXT TASK CODE (UMBRELLA)

00018C         GWARCDVR DS    H                       SELECT RECORD VERSION (UMBR)

00018E         GWAPUBL  DS    X                       PUBL051 VALUE IN PROG-051

               GWAOLM   #FLAG X'80'                   ONLINE MAP (GNDB 15) *JMA85078*

00018F         GWAOLMI  DS    0XL1

        00080  GWAOLMM  EQU   X'80'

               GWAINPM  #FLAG X'40'                   INPUT MAP (GNDB 15) *JMA85078*

00018F         GWAINPMI DS    0XL1

        00040  GWAINPMM EQU   X'40'

               GWAOUTM  #FLAG X'20'                   OUTPUT MAP (GNDB 15) *JMA85078*

00018F         GWAOUTMI DS    0XL1

        00020  GWAOUTMM EQU   X'20'
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               GWAPRSI  #FLAG X'08'                   INPUT PARSED

00018F         GWAPRSII DS    0XL1

        00008  GWAPRSIM EQU   X'08'

               GWAPRSO  #FLAG X'04'                   OUTPUT PARSED

00018F         GWAPRSOI DS    0XL1

        00004  GWAPRSOM EQU   X'04'

               GWAPRSS  #FLAG X'02'                   SUSFILE PARSED

00018F         GWAPRSSI DS    0XL1

        00002  GWAPRSSM EQU   X'02'

00018F         GWAFLAG3 DS    X                       FLAG BYTE           *JMA85078*

000190         GWASTKST DS    A                       MESSAGE PARM STACK START ADDR

000194         GWASTKCT DS    F                       MESSAGE PARM STACK COUNT

               GWAXIRC  #FLAG X'80'                 AN EXTERNAL REC FOR AN*JMA85344*

000198         GWAXIRCI DS    0XL1

        00080  GWAXIRCM EQU   X'80'

               *                                      OUTPUT MAP IS ALSO AN *JMA85344*

               *                                      INTERNAL RECORD     *JMA85344*

               GWAXREC  #FLAG X'40'                  AN EXTERNAL REC FOR AN*JMA85344*

000198         GWAXRECI DS    0XL1

        00040  GWAXRECM EQU   X'40'

               *                                     OUTPUT MAP IS NOT USED*JMA85344*

               *                                     AS AN INTERNAL RECORD *JMA85344*

               GWACOPY  #FLAG X'20'                 COPY FROM SESSION     *MET87215*

000198         GWACOPYI DS    0XL1

        00020  GWACOPYM EQU   X'20'

               GWAWNDO  #FLAG X'10'                  GNRP IN WINDOW MODE  *MET87219*

000198         GWAWNDOI DS    0XL1

        00010  GWAWNDOM EQU   X'10'

               GWAMAP2  #FLAG X'08'                 ALTERNATE WINDOW MAP  *MET87243*

000198         GWAMAP2I DS    0XL1

        00008  GWAMAP2M EQU   X'08'

               GWAPSRC  #FLAG X'04'                 PSRC SCRATCH EXISTS   *MET87342*

000198         GWAPSRCI DS    0XL1

        00004  GWAPSRCM EQU   X'04'

               GWAQUOT  #FLAG X'02'                 WITHIN QUOTED STRING  *ECM87272*

000198         GWAQUOTI DS    0XL1

        00002  GWAQUOTM EQU   X'02'

               GWARSUM  #FLAG X'01'                 RESUME AFTER OTP CALL *MET87295*

000198         GWARSUMI DS    0XL1

        00001  GWARSUMM EQU   X'01'

000198         GWAFLAG4 DS    X                      FLAG BYTE            *JMA85344*

               GWAGERR  #FLAG X'80'                   GENERATE ERROR      *MET88076*

000199         GWAGERRI DS    0XL1

        00080  GWAGERRM EQU   X'80'

               GWAPEND  #FLAG X'40'                   DROP PENDING        *MET88076*

000199         GWAPENDI DS    0XL1

        00040  GWAPENDM EQU   X'40'

               GWADLM   #FLAG X'20'                   COMMENT STATEMENT  GIK91081032

000199         GWADLMI  DS    0XL1

        00020  GWADLMM  EQU   X'20'

000199         GWAFLAG5 DS    X                       FLAG BYTE           *MET88076*

00019A         GWAPROD  DS    X                       PRODUCT VERSION    *MET88076*

        00001  GWAIDMS  EQU   1                       .. IDMS             *MET88076*
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        00002  GWAVSAM  EQU   2                       .. VSAM             *MET88076*

        00003  GWADB2   EQU   3                       .. DB2              *MET88076*

00019B         GWAMDTYP DS    X                      MODULE (AND SRE) TYPE *MET88067*

        00006  GWADCTYP EQU   6                       .. DECLARATION      *MET88067*

        00002  GWAPMTYP EQU   2                       .. PREMAP           *MET88067*

        00003  GWARSTYP EQU   3                       .. RESPONSE         *MET88067*

00019C         GWAXGRDA DS    F                      ADDR OF GRD FOR EXTERN*JMA85344*

               *                                      REC FOR OUTPUT MAP   *JMA85344*

               *                                      (FOR GNRC & GFDB TO  *JMA85344*

               *                                     SET UP INIT COMPRESSED*JMA85344*

               *                                      RECORD)             *JMA85344*

0001A0         GWASIL   DS    H                       LENGTH OF SHIFTIN          BZJ

0001A2         GWASOL   DS    H                       LENGTH OF SHIFTOUT         BZJ

0001A4         GWASO    DS    XL3                     SHIFTOUT SEQUENCE          BZJ

0001A7         GWASI    DS    XL3                     SHIFTIN  SEQUENCE          BZJ

               GWADBCS  #FLAG X'40'                   ON IF IN DBCS FIELD        BZJ

0001AA         GWADBCSI DS    0XL1

        00040  GWADBCSM EQU   X'40'

               GWAGLT   #FLAG X'80'                   ON IF PROCESING G-LITERAL  BZJ

0001AA         GWAGLTI  DS    0XL1

        00080  GWAGLTM  EQU   X'80'

               GWADBCA  #FLAG X'20'                   ON IF DBCS SUPPORT ACTIVE  BZJ

0001AA         GWADBCAI DS    0XL1

        00020  GWADBCAM EQU   X'20'

               GWAGLER  #FLAG X'10'                  G-LITERAL ERROR FLAG *TBL89009*

0001AA         GWAGLERI DS    0XL1

        00010  GWAGLERM EQU   X'10'

               GWASRRC  #FLAG X'08'   On -> Record spec'd for Send/Receive *MCM88071*

0001AA         GWASRRCI DS    0XL1

        00008  GWASRRCM EQU   X'08'

               *                     Off-> Element spec'd for Send/Receive*MCM88071*

0001AA         GWADBCSP DS    X                       FLAG BYTE FOR DBCS SUPPORT BZJ

0001AB         GWAMLINE DS    X                       MAP LINE INDEX      *MET87244*

0001AC         GWAWIRA  DS    A                      TOOL BOX WIR RCD ADDR *MET87202*

0001B0         GWASCAIX DS    H                      SQL COMM AREA INDEX  *LMA88030*

0001B2         GWASCALN DS    H                      AND LENGTH           *LMA88040*

0001B4         GWAPBFIX DS    H                      SQL PBUFF INDEX      *LMA88030*

0001B6         GWAPBFLN DS    H                      AND LENGTH           *LMA88040*

0001B8         GWADBFIX DS    H                      SQL DBUFF INDEX      *LMA88030*

0001BA         GWADBFLN DS    H                      AND LENGTH           *LMA88040*

0001BC         GWAQUEID DS    0CL16                  QUEUE ID FOR SUSPEND *MET88064*

0001BC         GWAQDNAM DS    CL8                    DIALOG NAME          *MET88064*

0001C4         GWAQDVER DS    CL4                    DIALOG VERSION       *MET88064*

0001C8         GWAQTOOL DS    CL4                    TOOL ID -- $DLG       *MET88064*

0001CC         GWAGDCLA DS    F                      ADDRESS OF GDCL      *MET88064*

0001D0         GWAPSRID DS    CL8                    PRINT SOURCE SCR ID  *MET88064*

0001D8         GWAFFD@  DS    A        Address of first GRD/GRE on chain  *MCM88064*

               *                         to be used to generate FDEs in     *MCM88064*

               *                         the FDB.                         *MCM88064*

0001DC         GWALFD@  DS    A        Address of last GRD/GRE on chain   *MCM88064*

               *                         to be used to generate FDEs in     *MCM88064*

               *                         the FDB.                         *MCM88064*

0001E0         GWANFDO  DS    F        Next offset available in FDE area  *MCM88064*
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               *                         of FDB.                          *MCM88064*

0001E4         GWASGRDA DS    F        Address of GRD for send/receive arg *MCM88081*

0001E8         GWASGREA DS    F        Address of GRE for send/receive arg *MCM88081*

0001EC         GWACHRL  DS    H        LENGTH OF A DBCS CHAR              *MET89025*

0001EE                  DS    H                       RESERVED            *MET89025*

0001F0         GWAPLIDA DS    A        ADDRESS OF 80 BYTE STG PRIMED WITH  *JMA91143*

               *                      PROCESS INFO FOR PRINT BUF MAINTNANCE*JMA91143*

0001F4         GWASLPOF DS    F      SAVE START-OF-PROCESS LIT.POOL OFFSETADS370/706

0001F8                  DS    4F                      RESERVED            *JMA91143*

               *        DS    5F                      RESERVED            *JMA91143*

        00208  GWAWKLEN EQU   ((*-GWAWK+3)/4)*4       LENGTH OF GWA WORK DSECT

        00082  GWAWKLNF EQU   ((*-GWAWK+3)/4)         LENGTH OF GWA WORK IN WORDS

               *******************************************************************

               ***  THE FOLLOWING FIELDS ARE EXTENSTIONS TO GWAWK FOR ADSA       ***

               ***  FOR NOW, THIS AREA IS NOT BEING TREATED AS A SEPERATE DSECT. ***

               ***  IT SHOULD BE COPIED IMMEDIATELY AFTER #GWADS                 ***

               *** ------------------------------------------------------------ ***

               ***  THE FOLLOWING FIELDS ARE USED TO MAINTAIN 'CURRENCY' FOR     ***

               ***  ADSA CONTROL BLOCKS                                          ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *******************************************************************

000208         GWAGABSK DS    A                  STORAGE KEY OF THE GAB

00020C         GWACRNCY DS    0F                 START OF 'CURRENCY' LIST

00020C         GWACGFEK DS    F                  STORAGE KEY OF CURRENT GFE

000210         GWACGARK DS    F                  STORAGE KEY OF CURRENT GAR

000214         GWACGFRK DS    F                  STORAGE KEY OF CURRENT GFR

000218         GWACMSQK DS    F                  STORAGE KEY OF CURRENT MSQ

00021C         GWACURNK DS    F                  STORAGE KEY OF CURRENT URN

000220         GWACGTCK DS    F                  STORAGE KEY OF CURRENT GTC

000224         GWACGMEK DS    F                  STORAGE KEY OF CURRENT GME

000228         GWACAGLK DS    F                  STORAGE KEY OF CURRENT AGL

00022C         GWACAGBK DS    F                  STORAGE KEY OF CURRENT AGB

000230         GWACARDK DS    F                  STORAGE KEY OF CURRENT ARD

        00028  GWACRNLN EQU   *-GWACRNCY         LENGTH OF 'CURRENCY' LIST

             *********************************************************************

             ***  THE FOLLOWING FIELDS ARE USED FOR SESSION MANAGEMENT           ***

             *********************************************************************

000234         GWAADBDT DS    CL8                ADB GENERATE DATE

00023C         GWAADBTM DS    CL8                ADB GENERATE TIME

000244         GWAQNAME DS    0CL16              SESSION QUEUE ID CONSISTING OF:

000244         GWAQATYP DS    CL4                  QUEUE TYPE ($ADA).       MXN91257

000248         GWAQANAM DS    CL8                  APPLICATION NAME

000250         GWAQAVER DS    CL4                  APPLICATION VERSION

000254         GWAAQRA  DS    A                  ADDRESS OF SESSION Q BUFFER

000258         GWAAQRLM DS    H                  SIZE OF THE SESSION Q BUFFER

               GWAADBF  #FLAG X'80'              ON = ADB HAS BEEN FOUND

00025A         GWAADBFI DS    0XL1

        00080  GWAADBFM EQU   X'80'

               GWAAREC  #FLAG X'40'              ON = SESSION RECOVERY IN PROGRESS
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00025A         GWAARECI DS    0XL1

        00040  GWAARECM EQU   X'40'

               GWASNQF  #FLAG X'20'              ON = VALID SESSION QUEUE EXISTS

00025A         GWASNQFI DS    0XL1

        00020  GWASNQFM EQU   X'20'

               GWADACT  #FLAG X'10'              ON = DEFINITION IN PROGRESS

00025A         GWADACTI DS    0XL1

        00010  GWADACTM EQU   X'10'

               GWATATF  #FLAG X'08'              ON = TAT HAS BEEN FOUND

00025A         GWATATFI DS    0XL1

        00008  GWATATFM EQU   X'08'

               GWADSPL  #FLAG X'04'              ON = CURRENTLY IN DISPLAY MODE

00025A         GWADSPLI DS    0XL1

        00004  GWADSPLM EQU   X'04'

00025A         GWAAFLGS DS    X                  SESSION CONTROL FLAGS

00025B                  DS    X                  RESERVED

               *******************************************************************

               ***  THESE FIELDS ARE USED BY RELOCATABLE STORAGE MANAGEMENT      ***

               *******************************************************************

00025C         GWAFPLFA DS    A                  ADDRESS OF FIRST PAGE LIST FRAGMENT

000260         GWALPLFA DS    A                  ADDRESS OF LAST PAGE LIST FRAGMENT

000264         GWAHIPLF DS    H                  NUMBER OF PAGE LIST FRAGMENTS

000266         GWAPAGSZ DS    H                  STORAGE PAGE SIZE IN BYTES

000268         GWANPLFS DS    H                  NUMBER OF SLOTS IN ONE PLF

00026A                  DS    H                  RESERVED

               *******************************************************************

               ***  THESE FIELDS ARE MAINTAINED BY ADSOAGN1 AND ADSOADCM AND     ***

               ***  USED BY ADSOAGEN TO VALIDATE THE APPLICATION PRIOR TO        ***

               ***  GENERATE                                                     ***

               *******************************************************************

00026C         GWASFTA  DS    A                  ADDRESS OF SYSTEM FUNCTION TABLE

000270         GWANTSKS DS    H                  NUMBER OF TASK CODES

000272         GWANAGRC DS    H                  NUMBER OF APPL GLOBAL RECORDS

000274         GWAURSPS DS    H                  NUMBER OF UNDEFINED DFLT RESPONSES

000276         GWANRSPS DS    H                  TOTAL NUMBER OF RESPONSES

000278         GWAUFUNC DS    H                  NUMBER OF UNDEFINED FUNCTIONS

00027A         GWANFUNC DS    H                  TOTAL NUMBER OF FUNCTIONS

        0009F  GWAWAFLN EQU   ((*-GWAWK+3)/4)    LENGTH OF ADSA GWAWK IN WORDS

        0027C  GWAWALEN EQU   GWAWAFLN*4         LENGTH OF ADSA GWAWK IN BYTES

AIRDS
              COPY #AIRDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                                ***

***  AIRDS:  APPLICATION INTERFACE RECORD DSECT                    ***

***                                                                ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

***                                                                ***

***                                                                ***

***                                                                ***

********************************************************************
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Offset  Value

000000         AIR      DSECT                                              12/03/81

000000         AIRAPPNM DS    CL8                 APPLICATION NAME

000008         AIRRESP  DS    CL8                 MAPPED-IN EXTERNAL FUNCTION

000010         AIRDCAID DS    CL1                 DC-AID BYTE FROM #TREQ-GET

000011         AIRCURDI DS    CL8                 CURRENT DIALOG BEING EXECUTED

000019         AIRNXTDI DS    CL8                 NEXT DIALOG TO BE INVOKED

               *

        000C3  AIRCALEN EQU   C'C'                CALENDAR DATE FORMAT

        000C5  AIREUROP EQU   C'E'                EUROPEAN DATE FORMAT

        000C7  AIRGREG  EQU   C'G'                GREGORIAN DATE FORMAT

        000D1  AIRJUL   EQU   C'J'                JULIAN DATA FORMAT

000021         AIRDATE  DS    CL1                 DATE FORMAT

               *

        000D3  AIRLOOKU EQU   C'L'                USER REQUESTS RESPONSE LOOKUP

        000C9  AIRINVOK EQU   C'I'                USER REQUESTS RESPONSE INVOKE

        000D4  AIRMENU  EQU   C'M'                USER REQUESTS MENU CONSTRUCTION

000022         AIRSERVC DS    CL1                 USER'S SERVICE REQUEST

               *

        0005C  AIRMSGPN EQU   C'*'                MESSAGE IS PENDING

000023         AIRMSGSW DS    CL1                 MESSAGE PENDING INDICATOR SWITCH

               *

        000C2  AIRBACK  EQU   C'B'                PAGE BACKWARD

        000C6  AIRFWARD EQU   C'F'                PAGE FORWARD

        000E2  AIRSAME  EQU   C'S'                SAME DIRECTION

        000D3  AIRLEFT  EQU   C'L'                PAGE LEFT

        000D9  AIRRIGHT EQU   C'R'                PAGE RIGHT

        000D7  AIRPOP   EQU   C'P'                POP EXPLOSION LEVEL

        000E3  AIRTOP   EQU   C'T'                POP TO TOP LEVEL

000024         AIRDIREC DS    CL1                 PROCESS DIRECTION

               *

        00000  AIRRTN00 EQU   0                   VALID FUNCTION AND SECURITY

        00001  AIRRTN01 EQU   1                   ADDRESS OF AIR INVALID

        00002  AIRRTN02 EQU   2                   APPLICATION NAME INVALID

        00003  AIRRTN03 EQU   3                   ADDRESS OF MENU MAP RECORD INVALID

        00004  AIRRTN04 EQU   4                   FDE NOT FOUND FOR CURR FUNCTION

        00005  AIRRTN05 EQU   5                   CORRUPTED AIRCFDEA OR AIRCFUNC

        00006  AIRRTN06 EQU   6                   RESPONSE INVALID FOR CURR FUNC

        00007  AIRRTN07 EQU   7                   PF-KEY INVALID FOR APPL OR FUNC

        00008  AIRRTN08 EQU   8                   NEXT FUNCTION NOT ADS-DIALOG

        00009  AIRRTN09 EQU   9                   INVALID SECURITY FOR NEXT DIALOG

        0000A  AIRRTN10 EQU   10                  RESPONSE IS SYSTEM FUNCTION

        0000B  AIRRTN11 EQU   11                  RESPONSE IS HELP FUNCTION

        0000C  AIRRTN12 EQU   12                  INVALID MENU DEFN ELMT ADDRESS

        0000D  AIRRTN13 EQU   13                  INVALID MENU ALE ADDRESS

        0000E  AIRRTN14 EQU   14                  INVALID MENU FDE INDEX

        0000F  AIRRTN15 EQU   15                  RESPONSE INVALID FOR CURR FUNC

        00010  AIRRTN16 EQU   16                  PF-KEY INVALID FOR APPL OR FUNC

        00011  AIRRTN17 EQU   17                  NEXT FUNCTION NOT ADS-DIALOG

        00012  AIRRTN18 EQU   18                  INVALID SECURITY FOR NEXT DIALOG

        00013  AIRRTN19 EQU   19                  FUNCTION IS A SYSTEM FUNCTION

        00014  AIRRTN20 EQU   20                  FUNCTION IS THE HELP FUNCTION
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000025         AIRRTNCD DS    CL2                 RETURN STATUS CODE FROM AIR

               *

        000E2  AIRSTEP  EQU   C'S'                DIALOG IS IN STEP MODE

        000C6  AIRFAST  EQU   C'F'                DIALOG IS IN FAST MODE

000027         AIRMODE  DS    CL4                 DIALOG EXECUTION MODE

               *

00002B         AIRUSER  DS    CL32                DC-USER ID

00004B         AIRINSTL DS    CL32                DC-USER INSTALLATION CODE

00006B         AIRSTMSG DS    CL39                STANDARD MESSAGE CODE

000092         AIRDBUG1 DS    CL25                USER DEBUG FIELD 1

0000AB         AIRDBUG2 DS    CL8                 USER DEBUG FIELD 2

0000B3                  DS    CL29                RESERVED

0000D0         AIRDECML DS    CL8                 CVD/UNPACK AREA FOR AIRRTNCD

0000D8         AIRCFUNC DS    CL8                 CURRENT FUNCTION'S NAME

0000E0         AIRNFUNC DS    CL8                 NEXT FUNCTION'S NAME

0000E8         AIRCFDEA DS    A                   CURRENT FUNCTION'S FDE ADDRESS

0000EC         AIRNFDEA DS    A                   NEXT FUNCTION'S FDE ADDRESS

0000F0         AIRADEA  DS    A                   APPLICATON'S ADE ADDRESS

0000F4         AIRREGSV DS    16F                 REGISTER SAVE AREA (RESERVED)

        00134  AIRDSLEN EQU   ((*-AIR+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF DSECT

AMHDS
                COPY #AMHDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                                ***

***      AMH:  ADS APPLICATION GENERATOR FUNCTION MENU HEADER      ***

***                                                                ***

***  AMH IS A DSECT THAT DESCRIBES THE FIELDS IN THE               ***

***  ADSO-FUNC-MENU-HDR RECORD USED BY THE ADS APPLICATION         ***

***  GENERATOR.                                                    ***

***                                                                ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

***                                                                ***

***                                                                ***

***                                                                ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         AMH      DSECT                                             04/04/85

000000         AMHSEQ   DS    F                   MODCMT-038 SEQUENCE NUMBER

000004         AMHLINE# DS    X                   LINE NUMBER

000005         AMHTEXT  DS    CL79                MENU TEXT

000054                  DS    20X                 FILLER

000068         AMHTYPE  DS    F                   TYPE OF MODCMT-038 RECORD

        0006C  AMHLEN   EQU   *-AMH               LENGTH OF DSECT

        0001B  AMHLENF  EQU   (*-AMH)/4           LENGTH OF DESCT IN FULLWORDS

AMRDS
                        COPY #AMRDS

               ******************************************************************
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               ***                                                               ***

               ***              AMR: ADSO APPLICATION MENU RECORD                ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***   AMR IS A DSECT THAT DESCRIBES THE ADSO APPLICATION MENU     ***

               ***   RECORD USED BY THE ADSO RUNTIME SYSTEM.  THIS RECORD IS     ***

               ***   USED WHEN A USER IS IN APPLICATION CONTROL FACILITY(ACF)    ***

               ***   MODE FOR ACF MENU MAPPING.                                  ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         AMR      DSECT                                           01/28/83

000000         AMRPAGE  DS    H                   PAGE NUMBER

000002         AMRTOTPG DS    H                   TOTAL PAGE NUMBER

000004         AMRNPAGE DS    H                   NEXT PAGE NUMBER

000006         AMRHDR   DS    0CL237              MAP HEADER

000006         AMRHDRL1 DS    CL79                LINE 1 OF THE MAP HEADER

000055         AMRHDRL2 DS    CL79                LINE 2 OF THE MAP HEADER

0000A4         AMRHDRL3 DS    CL79                LINE 3 OF THE MAP HEADER

        0004F  AMRHRLLN EQU   *-AMRHDRL3          LENGTH OF A HEADER LINE

0000F3         AMRDATE  DS    CL8                 CURRENT DATE

0000FB         AMRDIALG DS    CL8                 DIALOG

000103         AMRRESPF DS    CL8                 RESPONSE FIELD

00010B         AMRMODE  DS    CL4                 STEP/FAST MODE

00010F         AMRPASS  DS    CL32                PASSING

00012F         AMRUSRID DS    CL32                USER ID

00014F         AMRPSWRD DS    CL8                 PASSWORD

        00157  AMRFLEN  EQU   *-AMR               LENGTH OF FIXED PORTION OF AMR

               ***      SELECTION SECTION, MAY CONTAIN UP TO 50 ENTRIES

000157         AMRTABLE DS    50CL38              TABLE OF 50 SELECTION ENTRIES

0008C3                  ORG   AMRTABLE

000157         AMRSNTRY DS    0CL38               SELECTION ENTRY

000157         AMRSLECT DS    CL1                 SELECT FLAG

000158         AMRSRESP DS    CL8                 SEPERATE RESPONSE FIELD

000160         AMRSKEY  DS    CL1                 KEY ASSOCIATED WITH RESPONSE

000161         AMRDSCRT DS    CL28                DESCRIPTION

        00026  AMRSLEN  EQU   *-AMRSNTRY          LENGTH OF A SELECT ELEMENT ENTRY

00017D                  ORG

        0076C  AMRTBLEN EQU   *-AMRTABLE          LENGTH OF SELECT ELEMENT TABLE

        00032  AMRSLNUM EQU   AMRTBLEN/AMRSLEN    MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ENTRIES

        008C3  AMRLEN   EQU   *-AMR               LENGTH OF ENTIRE AMR

ANCBDS
              COPY #ANCBDS

*******************************************************************

***      ANCB:  NODE CONTROL BLOCK FOR ADS/ONLINE GENERATOR        ***

***                                                                ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***
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***                                                                ***

***                                                                ***

***                                                                ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         NCB      DSECT                                            07/06/90

000000         NCBTYP   DS    CL1                 NODE TYPE CODE

        00000  NCBFLU   EQU   X'00'               00 - FLUSH NODE

        00001  NCBKWD   EQU   X'01'               01 - KEYWORD NODE

        00002  NCBNAM   EQU   X'02'               02 - CHARACTER STRING NODE

        00003  NCBNUM   EQU   X'03'               03 - NUMERIC STRING NODE

        00004  NCBSTR   EQU   X'04'               04 - DELIMITED STRING NODE

        00005  NCBTRM   EQU   X'05'               05 - TERMINAL NODE

        00006  NCBERN   EQU   X'06'               06 - ERROR NODE

        00008  NCBANM   EQU   X'08'               08 - ADS/O DATANAME NODE

        00009  NCBEXP   EQU   X'09'               09 - PHRASE NODE

        0000A  NCBDEC   EQU   X'0A'               10 - DECIMAL NUMBER

        00017  NCBBIN   EQU   X'17'               23 - BINARY STRING NODE

        00019  NCBHVR   EQU   X'19'               25 - HOST VARIABLE NODE

000001         NCBSUCC  DS    AL2                 SUCCESS NODE OFFSET

000003         NCBFAIL  DS    AL2                 FAILURE NODE OFFSET

000005         NCBMIN   DS    AL1                 MINIMUM # OF CHARACTERS

000006         NCBMAX   DS    AL1                 MAXIMUM # OF CHARACTERS

000007         NCBLIT   DS    CL1                 LITERAL STRING FOR COMPARAND

000008                  ORG   NCBSUCC

000001         NCBNXT   DS    AL2                 NEXT NODE OFFSET

000003         NCBBRCH  DS    AL2                 OFFSET INTO BRANCH TBL/PARSE TREE

000005         NCBMODIX DS    AL1                 MODULE INDEX FOR SUBTREE

000006                  ORG   NCBBRCH

000003         NCBERR   DS    AL2                 MESSAGE DICTIONARY ERROR CODE

000005         NCBSEV   DS    CL1                 SEVERITY LEVEL: W  - WARNING

               *                                         E  -  ERROR

               *                                         F  -  FATAL

000006                  ORG   NCBMIN

000005         NCBBAD   DS    AL2                 ERROR NODE OFFSET

000007         NCBSUB   DS    AL1                 EXPR/COND NODE SUBTYPE

000008                  ORG   NCBMODIX

000005         NCBBCKUP DS    AL2                 BACKUP NODE OFFSET

APGDS
                       COPY #APGDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                                ***

***     MACRO #APGDS                                               ***

***                                                                ***

***     APG: APPLICATION GLOBAL RECORD TO BE USED FOR THE ADSO     ***

***          APPLICATION CONTROL FACILITY (ACF)                    ***

***                                                                ***

***     DICTIONARY NAME IS ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD          ***

***                                                                ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***
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***                                                                ***

***                                                                ***

***                                                                ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         APG      DSECT                                             08/13/85

000000         APGAPPL  DS    CL8           APPLICATION NAME

000008         APGFUNC  DS    CL8           CURRENT FUNCTION NAME

000010         APGNXFN  DS    CL8           NEXT FUNCTION NAME

000018         APGRESP  DS    CL8           CURRENT RESPONSE NAME

000020         APGDFRS  DS    CL8           DEFAULT RESPONSE NAME

000028         APGTASK  DS    CL8           TASK CODE WHICH INVOKED THE APPLICATION

000030         APGXDLG  DS    CL8           EXIT DIALOG NAME

000038         APGPDST  DS    CL8           DEFAULT PRINT DESTINATION

000040         APGDATE  DS    CL8           DATE IN FORMAT REQUIRED

000048         APGUSID  DS    CL32          SIGNED ON USER ID

000068         APGSECD  DS    CL32          USER'S SECURITY CODES

000088         APGINST  DS    CL32          USER'S INSTALLATION SECURITY CODES

0000A8         APGPASD  DS    CL128         PASSED DATA FIELD

000128         APGAVER  DS    H             APPLICATION VERSION NUMBER

00012A         APGASCL  DS    H             APPLICATION SECURITY CLASS

00012C         APGRSCL  DS    H             RESPONSE SECURITY CLASS

00012E         APGPRCL  DS    H             DEFAULT PRINT CLASS

000130         APGMODE  DS    CL4           MODE (STEP OR FAST)

000134         APGDFMT  DS    CL1           DATE FORMAT CODE

        000C3  APGFMDY  EQU   C'C'           FORMAT IS MM/DD/YY

        000C5  APGFDMY  EQU   C'E'           FORMAT IS DD/MM/YY

        000C7  APGFYMD  EQU   C'G'           FORMAT IS YY/MM/DD

        000D1  APGFYD   EQU   C'J'           FORMAT IS YY/DDD

000135         APGAID   DS    CL1           AID BYTE

000136         APGCTYP  DS    CL1           CURRENT FUNCTION TYPE

        000C4  APGDIAL  EQU   C'D'           FUNCTION IS A SIMPLE DIALOG

        000D4  APGMENU  EQU   C'M'           FUNCTION IS A MENU/DIALOG

        000E2  APGSIGN  EQU   C'S'           FUNCTION IS A SIGNON DIALOG

000137         APGNTYP  DS    CL1           NEXT FUNCTION TYPE

        000C2  APGNBWD  EQU   C'B'           NEXT FUNCTION IS A BACKWARD SYSTEM FUNC

        000C4  APGNDIAL EQU   C'D'           NEXT FUNCTION IS A SIMPLE DIALOG

        000C5  APGNESCP EQU   C'E'           NEXT FUNCTION IS AN ESCAPE  SYSTEM FUNC

        000C6  APGNFWD  EQU   C'F'           NEXT FUNCTION IS A FORWARD SYSTEM FUNC

        000C7  APGNMENS EQU   C'G'           NEXT FUNCTION IS A SYSTEM MENU

        000C8  APGNHELP EQU   C'H'           NEXT FUNCTION IS A HELP SYSTEM FUNC

        000D4  APGNMENU EQU   C'M'           NEXT FUNCTION IS A MENU/DIALOG

        000D5  APGNSIGS EQU   C'N'           NEXT FUNCTION IS A SIGNON MENU

        000D6  APGNPOP  EQU   C'O'           NEXT FUNCTION IS A POP SYSTEM FUNC

        000D7  APGNPGM  EQU   C'P'           NEXT FUNCTION IS A USER PROGRAM

        000D8  APGNQUIT EQU   C'Q'           NEXT FUNCTION IS A QUIT SYSTEM FUNC

        000D9  APGNRET  EQU   C'R'           NEXT FUNCTION IS A RETURN SYSTEM FUNC

        000E2  APGNSIGN EQU   C'S'           NEXT FUNCTION IS A SIGNON DIALOG

        000E3  APGNTOP  EQU   C'T'           NEXT FUNCTION IS A RETURN TO TOP SYSFUN

        000E4  APGNPOPT EQU   C'U'           NEXT FUNCTION IS A POPTOP SYSTEM FUNC

Offset  Value
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        000E7  APGNSOSF EQU   C'X'           NEXT FUNCTION IS A SIGNON SYSTEM FUNC

        000E8  APGNSFSF EQU   C'Y'           NEXT FUNCTION IS A SIGNOFF SYSTEM FUNC

000138         APGCTRL  DS    CL1           NEXT FUNCTION CONTROL COMMAND

        000E3  APGCTRF  EQU   C'T'           TRANSFER TO NEXT FUNCTION

        000C9  APGCINV  EQU   C'I'           INVOKE NEXT FUNCTION

        000D9  APGCRET  EQU   C'R'           RETURN TO NEXT FUNCTION

        000D3  APGCLIN  EQU   C'L'           LINK TO DIALOG

        00040  APGCPGM  EQU   C' '           LINK TO USER PROGRAM

000139         APGSINON DS    CL1           SIGNON SWITCH

        000D5  APGSNO   EQU   C'N'           NO SUCCESSFUL SIGNON

        000E8  APGSYES  EQU   C'Y'           USER SUCCESSFULLY SIGNED ON

00013A         APGDLGNM DS    CL8           DIALOG OR DC PROGRAM NAME

000142         APGFNDSC DS    CL28          FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

00015E         APGMSG   DS    CL240         MESSAGE AREA

00024E         APGSNRQM DS    CL1           SIGNON REQUIREMENTS

        000D9  APGSREQD EQU   C'R'             SIGNON REQUIRED

        000D6  APGSOPTN EQU   C'O'             SIGNON OPTIONAL

        000D5  APGSNOT  EQU   C'N'             SIGNON NOT ALLOWED

00024F         APGMRESP DS    CL8           RESPONSE FIELD FOR MAPS

000257                  DS    CL54          RESERVED

        0028D  APGLEN   EQU   *-APG         LENGTH OF THE APPLICATION GLOBAL RECORD

APLGDS
                        COPY #APLGDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                                ***

***  #APLGDS: ADS PRINT LOG UTILITY PARAMETERS                     ***

***                                                                ***

***  NOTE: PLGLPRMS HAS BEEN PUT INTO A SEPARATE COPY MEMBER       ***

***        #PLGLDS FOR USE IN OTHER UTILITIES                      ***

***                                                                ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

***                                                                ***

*******************************************************************

*******************************************************************

***                                                                ***

***  PLGFPRMS: COMMUNICATION DSECT BETWEEN ADSOPLGP AND ADSOPLGF   ***

***      (PARSER AND FORMATTER FOR ADS BATCH PRINT LOG UTILITY)    ***

***                                                                ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         PLGFPRMS DSECT                                             04/29/86

               *                                      ---- FULLWORD FIELDS ---------

000000         FEYE     DS    CL4'FWRK'

000004         FEP1R12  DS    A                       ADDRESS OF PLGFEP1 FROM R12

000008         FSUBR12  DS    A                       LEVEL 1 SUBROUTINE BASE

00000C         FSUBR2T8 DS    7F                      LEVEL 1 SUBROUTINE SAVEAREA

000028         FSB2R12  DS    A                       LEVEL 2 SUBROUTINE BASE

00002C         FSB2R2T8 DS    7F                      LEVEL 2 SUBROUTINE SAVEAREA

000048         FPTCHA   DS    A                       ADDRESS OF PATCH AREA: PLGPTCH

00004C         FPTC2A   DS    A                      ADDR OF 2ND PATCHAREA*PHH86119*
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000050         FPRTLNA  DS    A                       ADDR OF PLGP'S PRINT BUFFER

000054         FSCHKSAV DS    F                       SAVE AREA FOR #ACALL'S STACK

               *                                      . CHECKING CODE

000058         FSTACKEA DS    A                       ADDR OF END OF LAST STACK SLOT

00005C         ADSCSAA  DS    A                       CSA ADDRESS         *DKJ85337*

000060         ADSIDMSA DS    A                       IDMS ADDRESS        *DKJ85338*

000064         ADSENTP  DS    3F                      PARM LIST           *DKJ85338*

000070         FSYSPLST DS    10F                     FOR #GETSTG & #BRPL PLIST PARM

               *

000098         FDOUBLE  DS    D                       WORK FIELD FOR EDITING DATE

               *                                      . AND TIME (FOR CVD, CVB, AND

               *                                      . UNPACK INSTRUCTIONS)

0000A0         FEDDATE  DS    CL8                     EDITED DATE: MM/DD/YY

0000A8         FEDTIME  DS    CL16                    EDITED TIME: HH.MM.SS.TTTT

0000B8         FEDITNUM DS    CL16                    EDITED NUMBER: 999,999,999

               *

0000C8         FLOGBUFA DS    F                       ADDR OF INPUT BUFFER (FOR

               *                                      . 'AREA' OF #BRPL)

0000CC         FLOGBUFL DS    F                       LENGTH OF INPUT BUFFER (FROM

               *                                      . LRECL RETURNED BY #BRPL;

               *                                      . THIS MUST BE FWD)

0000D0         FDCMBUFA DS    F                       ADDR OF DECOMPRESS BUFFER

0000D4         FOUTBUFA DS    F                       EITHER FLOGBUFA OR FDCMBUFA

               *

               *                                      ---- HWD FIELDS FOR PLGF -----

0000D8         FDCMBFHL DS    H                       LENGTH OF DECOMPRESSION BUFFER

               *                                      . (FROM LGSCMPWK IN #LGSDS)

0000DA         FDCMRCHL DS    H                       LENGTH OF DECOMPRESSED RECORD

               *                                      . (COMPUTED BY DCOMP IN PLGF)

0000DC         FLOGRCHL DS    H                       LENGTH OF LOG RECORD (RETURNED

               *                                      . BY #BGET, SAVED AS HALFWORD)

0000DE         FOUTRCHL DS    H                       LENGTH OF REC TO PRINT (FROM

               *                                      . BLPRLEN, OR FDCMRCHL, OR

               *                                      . FROM FLOGRCHL IF NO PREFIX)

               *

               *                                      ---- FWD SYSIN PARMS ---------

0000E0         FFRODTK  DS    0F                      FROM DATE/TIME KEY (CF BLPDTK)

0000E0         FFRODATE DS    F                       PACKED 'FROM' TIME 00YYDDDC

0000E4         FFROTIME DS    F                       BINFMT 'FROM' TIME HHMMSSTTTT

               *                                      . (TIME FUST FOLLOW DATE)

               *

0000E8         FTODTK   DS    0F                      TO DATE/TIME KEY (CF. BLPDTK)

0000E8         FTODATE  DS    F                       PACKED JULIAN 'TO' TIME YYDDDC

0000EC         FTOTIME  DS    F                       BINFMT 'TO' TIME (=HHMMSSTTTT)

               *                                      . (TIME FUST FOLLOW DATE)

               *

0000F0         FBRPLA   DS    F                       ADDRESS OF ACQUIRED BRPL STG

0000F4         FBRPLLEN DS    F                       LENGTH OF BRPL

               *

0000F8         FBLKSIZE DS    F'0'                    BLOCK SIZE (REQUIRED FOR DOS)

0000FC         FLRECL   DS    F'0'                    RECORD SIZE (REQUIRED FOR DOS)

               *

               *                                      ---- POINTERS TO PLGFPGMB ----
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               *

000100         FFSTPGMB DS    A                       ADDR OF FIRST PGM REQUEST BLK

000104         FCURPGMB DS    A                       ADDR OF CURRENT PGM BLOCK

000108         FFREPGME DS    A                       ADDR OF PGM BLOCK ENTRY

00010C         FPGMECNT DS    H                       TOTAL NBR OF PGM ENTRIES USED

               *

               *                                      ---- POINTERS TO PLGFUSRB ----

               *

000110         FFSTUSRB DS    A                       ADDR OF FIRST USR REQUEST BLK

000114         FCURUSRB DS    A                       ADDR OF CURRENT USR BLOCK

000118         FFREUSRE DS    A                       ADDR OF USR BLOCK ENTRY

00011C         FUSRECNT DS    H                       TOTAL NBR OF USR ENTRIES USED

               *

               *                                      ---- CHARACTER FIELDS --------

               *

00011E         FDDNAME  DS    CL8'ADSLOGA'            DDNAME OF LOG FILE  *PHH86018*

               FPGMALL  #FLAG X'01'                   'PGM ALL' WAS SPECIFIED

               FUSRALL  #FLAG X'02'                   'USR ALL' WAS SPECIFIED

               FEXCLUD  #FLAG X'08'                   EXCLUDE WAS SPECIFIED

               *                                      . (OFF MEANS PRINT)

               FNOPRFX  #FLAG X'10'                   LOG FILE HAS NO PREFIX

               *                                      . (ACCORDING TO SYSIN PARMS)

               FMODEXT  #FLAG X'20'                   MODE OF EXTRACT VS. *PHH86090*

               *                                      . DEFAULT OF REPORT  *PHH86090*

               FWRNSTA  #FLAG X'40'                   WARNING ISSUED WHEN *PHH86090*

               *                                     . MODE=EXTRACT & STATS*PHH86090*

               *                                     . REC PASSED SELECTION*PHH86090*

000126         FFLAG    DS    X                       FLAGBYTE

               *

               *                                      THE FEXCLUD FLAG IN FFLAG

               *                                      . DETERMINES WHETHER THE

               *                                      . RECORD TYPES BELOW ARE TO

               *                                      . BE SELECTED OR DESELECTED

               *

               *                                      SHOULD HAVE ONE FLAG FOR EACH

               *                                      . REC TYPE IN #BLPDS EQUATES

               *                                      . PLUS A FLAG FOR 'ALL';

               *                                      . FLAGS ARE LISTED IN ORDER

               *                                      . OF #BLPDS EQUATES.

               *

               FTYPALL  #FLAG X'01'                   ALL ARE SELECTED/DESELECTED

               FTYPDBG  #FLAG X'02'                   DEBUG TYPE     " / " *PHH85352*

               FTYPUSR  #FLAG X'04'                   USER TYPE      " / " *PHH85352*

               FTYPSUS  #FLAG X'08'                   SUSPENSE TYPE  " / " *PHH85352*

               FTYPWTO  #FLAG X'10'                   WTO TYPE       " / " *PHH85352*

               FTYPABE  #FLAG X'20'                   ABEND TYPE     " / " *PHH85352*

               FTYPSTA  #FLAG X'40'                   STATISTIC TYPE " / " *PHH85352*

               FTYPCKP  #FLAG X'80'                  RESERVED FOR CHECKPT *PHH85352*

               *

000127         FTYPFLAG DS    X                       PRINT/EXCLUDE TYPES FLAGBYTE

               *

000128         FWRKFLAG DS    X                       WORK FLAG BYTE FOR ADSOPLGF

               *                                     (NOT IN USE CURRENTLY)*PHH86002*\
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               *

00012C         FTRCR8   DS    F

000130         FTRCR12  DS    F

000134         FTRCBUF  DS    CL80

               *

        00184  FPRMLEN  EQU   *-PLGFPRMS

               *******************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***

               ***  PLGFPGMB: BLOCK OF PROGRAM REQUESTS CHAINED OFF OF PLGFPRMS ***

               ***                                                              

               *******************************************************************

000000         PLGFPGMB DSECT

000000         PGMBNXTB DS    A                       ADDR OF NEXT PLGFPGMB

000004         PGMBPRIB DS    A                       ADDR OF PRIOR PLGFPGMB

000008         PGMBSLTF DS    CL8                     1ST PGM NAME ENTRY

        0000A  PGMBSLTN EQU   10                      NUMBER OF ENTRIES PER BLOCK

        00058  PGMBLEN  EQU   PGMBSLTF+(8*PGMBSLTN)-PLGFPGMB

        00050  PGMBSLTM EQU   PLGFPGMB+PGMBLEN-8      LAST PGM NAME ENTRY (MAX)

               *******************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***

               ***  PLGFUSRB: BLOCK OF PROGRAM REQUESTS CHAINED OFF OF PLGFPRMS ***

               ***                                                                ***

               *******************************************************************

000000         PLGFUSRB DSECT

000000         USRBNXTB DS    A                       ADDR OF NEXT PLGFUSRB

000004         USRBPRIB DS    A                       ADDR OF PRIOR PLGFUSRB

000008         USRBSLTF DS    CL32                    1ST USR NAME ENTRY

        00005  USRBSLTN EQU   5                       NUMBER OF ENTRIES PER BLOCK

        000A8  USRBLEN  EQU   USRBSLTF+(32*USRBSLTN)-PLGFUSRB

        00088  USRBSLTM EQU   PLGFUSRB+USRBLEN-32     LAST USR NAME ENTRY (MAX)

               *

APREDS
                        COPY #APREDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                                ***

***   APRE IS THE DSECT THAT DEFINES THE APPLICATION RESPONSE      ***

***   ELEMENT WHICH REPRESENTS A RESPONSE IN AN ADS APPLICATION.   ***

***                                                                ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

***                                                                ***

***                                                                ***

***                                                                ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         APRE     DSECT                                              10/24/85

000000         APRNAME  DS    CL8             RESPONSE NAME

000008         APRDLFE  DS    F               DESCRIPTION LITPOOL FINDER

00000C                  ORG   APRDLFE

000008         APRDLEN  DS    X               DESCRIPTION LENGTH

000009         APRDLOF  DS    XL3             LITPOOL OFFSET TO DESCRIPTION
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00000C         APRFNIX  DS    H               FDE INDEX OF INVOKED FUNCTION

00000E                  ORG   APRFNIX

               *

               **  FOLLOWING EQUATES ARE FOR SYSTEM FUNCTION CODES

        00001  APRFWD   EQU   1               PAGE FORWARD

        00002  APRBWD   EQU   2               PAGE BACKWARD

        00003  APRPOP   EQU   3               POP UP THE MENU STACK

        00004  APRPTOP  EQU   4               POP TO TOP OF MENU STACK

        00005  APRRTN   EQU   5               RETURN TO NEXT HIGHER FUNCTION

        00006  APRRTOP  EQU   6               RETURN TO TOP FUNCTION

        00007  APRHELP  EQU   7               HELP

        00008  APRSON   EQU   8               SIGNON

        00009  APRSOFF  EQU   9               SIGNOFF

        0000A  APRQUIT  EQU   10              QUIT

        0000B  APRESCP  EQU   11              ESCAPE                     *JMA85225*

               *

00000C         APRSFNC  DS    H               SYSTEM FUNCTION CODE

00000E         APRSECL  DS    X               SECURITY CLASS

               APRGLBL  #FLAG X'80'           ON = GLOBAL RESPONSE

               APRSYSF  #FLAG X'40'           ON = SYSTEM FUNCTION INVOKED

               APRINTL  #FLAG X'10'           ON = INTERNAL FUNCTION INVOKED

               APRINVK  #FLAG X'08'           ON IF CONTROL COMMAND = INVOKE

               APRTRAN  #FLAG X'04'           ON IF CONTROL COMMAND = TRANSFER

               APRRETN  #FLAG X'02'           ON IF CONTROL COMMAND = RETURN

               APRLINK  #FLAG X'01'           ON IF CONTROL COMMAND = LINK

00000F         APRFLAG  DS    X               RESPONSE FLAG BYTE

               ***                                                        *RQE85267*

               *** NOTE -- NEXT FLAG BYTE IS MOVED EN MASSE TO AND FROM    *RQE85267*

               ***    THE GAR                                             *RQE85267*

               APRCLR   #FLAG X'80'           ON IF RETURN CLEAR           *RQE85254*

               APRCONT  #FLAG X'40'           ON IF RETURN CONTINUE       *RQE85254*

               APRNOSV  #FLAG X'20'           ON = NOSAVE                 *RQE85267*

               APRNOFI  #FLAG X'10'           ON = NOFINISH               *RQE85267*

               APRIMM   #FLAG X'08'          ON = EXECUTE RESP IMMEDIATELY*RQE85267*

               APRDEFR  #FLAG X'04'           ON = EXECUTE RESP DEFERRED   *RQE85288*

000010         APRFLG2  DS    X               2ND FLAG BYTE               *RQE85254*

000011                  DS    XL3             UNUSED                      *RQE85254*

000014                  DS    F               UNUSED                      *RQE85254*

        00018  APRLEN   EQU   *-APRE          LENGTH OF RESPONSE ELEMENT

ARDDS
                        COPY #ARDDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                                ***

***  ARD: (APPLICATION RECORD DEFINITION)                          ***

***                                                                ***

***  ARD IS A DSECT THAT CONTAINS APPLICATION GLOBAL RECORD NAMES  ***

***  AND VERSION NUMBERS. THERE IS ONE ARD CONTROL BLOCK FOR EACH  ***

***  APPLICATION GLOBAL RECORD.    THE ARD'S ARE CHAINED TOGETHER  ***

***  WITH NEXT AND PRIOR POINTERS AND ANCHORED IN THE GAB.         ***

***                                                                ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***
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***                                                                ***

***                                                                ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         ARD      DSECT                                              04/04/85

000000         ARDNXTA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF NEXT ARD

000004         ARDPREVA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF PREVIOUS ARD

000008         ARDSEQN  DS    F                   ARD SEQUENCE NUMBER

00000C         ARDRECN  DS    CL32                APPLICATION GLOBAL RECORD NAME

00002C         ARDRECV  DS    H                   APPLICATION GLOBAL RECORD

VERSION

        0002E  ARDLEN   EQU   *-ARD               LENGTH OF ARD

        0000C  ARDLENF  EQU   (*-ARD+3)/4         LENGTH OF ARD IN FULLWORDS

ARSDS
                        COPY #ARSDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                                ***

***      ARS:  ADS APPLICATION GENERATOR RESPONSE SEQUENCE REC     ***

***                                                                ***

***  ARS IS A DSECT THAT DESCRIBES THE FIELDS IN THE               ***

***  ADSO-RESP-SEQ RECORD USED BY THE ADS APPLICATION              ***

***  GENERATOR.  THIS RECORD IS CURRENTLY STORED AS A              ***

***  MODCMT-084 RECORD (TYPE -22).                                 ***

***                                                                ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

***                                                                ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         ARS      DSECT                                              02/14/83

000000         ARSSEQ   DS    F                   MODCMT-084 SEQUENCE NUMBER

000004         ARSRECN  DS    H                   RECORD NUMBER

000006         ARSCOUNT DS    H                   # OF RESPONSES IN THIS RECORD000008         ARSRESPS DS   

 12CL8               ORDERED RESPONSES FOR MENU

000068         ARSTYPE  DS    F                   TYPE OF MODCMT-084 RECORD

ASBDS
                  COPY #ASBDS

******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***             ASB: ADS STATISTICS BLOCK                         ***

***                                                               ***

***   ASB IS A DSECT THAT DESCRIBES THE ADS STATISTICS BLOCK      ***

***   WRITTEN TO THE LOG WHICH CONTAINS THE STATISTICS            ***

***   ACCUMULATIONS FOR ADS DIALOGS. THE ASB CONTAINS THE         ***

***   SAME COUNTERS AS ARE FOUND IN THE ADS STATISTICS            ***

***   ACCUMULATION BLOCK (ASAB) WITH IDENTIFICATION FIELDS        ***

***   PLACED IN FRONT.                                            ***
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***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         ASB      DSECT                                            08/01/86

               *** BEGINNING OF DC LOG PORTION OF ASB

000000         ASBTYPE  DS    X                   TYPE FOR DC LOG USE

000001                  DS    X                   RESERVED FOR DC LOG USE

000002         ASBLEN   DS    H                   LENGTH  FOR DC LOG USE

000004                  DS    F                   RESERVED FOR DC LOG USE

        00008  ASBDCLEN EQU   *-ASBTYPE           LENGTH OF DC LOG PREFIX

               *** BEGINNING OF ADS PORTION OF ASB

000008         ASBID    DS    0CL40               ADS STATS BLOCK ID

000008         ASBUSID  DS    CL32                DC USER ID

000028         ASBLTEID DS    CL8                 DC LTERM ID

000030         ASBUID   DS    CL8                 DIALOG NAME OR "$ADS@@AO"

000038         ASBUDAT  DS    PL4                 DATE TSB BIND COMMAND ISSUED

00003C         ASBUTIM  DS    F                   TIME TSB BIND COMMAND ISSUED

000040                  DS    2F                  RESERVED

        00048  ASBDSLEN EQU   *-ASB               LENGTH OF ASB HEADER

******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***            ASAB: ADS STATISTICS ACCUMULATION BLOCK            ***

***                                                               ***

***   ASAB IS A DSECT THAT DESCRIBES THE ADS STATISTICS           ***

***   ACCUMULATION BLOCK USED TO HOLD ADS STATISTICS FOR A        ***

***   DIALOG.                                                     ***

***                                                               ***

******************************************************************

000048         ASAB     DS    0F

000048         ASADVER  DS    H                   DIALOG VERSION NUMBER

               ASAINTA  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF INITIAL ACCEPT DONE FOR TSB

               ASALNKL  #FLAG X'40'               ON IF INITIAL LINK LEVEL SET

               ASARBBA  #FLAG X'20'               ON IF INITIAL RBB ANALYSIS DONE

00004A         ASAFLAG1 DS    X                   ASAB FLAG BYTE

00004B                  DS    X                   RESERVED

*******************************************************************

**                                                                  **

**  THIS SECTION HOLDS CONTROL COMMAND COUNTERS FOR EXPLICITLY      **

**  CODED CONTROL COMMANDS                                          **

**                                                                  **

*******************************************************************

00004C         ASADS    DS    F         NUMBER OF DISPLAY COMMANDS

000050         ASADSC   DS    F            "      DISPLAY CONTINUE

000054         ASAIN    DS    F            "      INVOKE

000058         ASALND   DS    F            "      LINK TO DIALOG

00005C         ASALNP   DS    F            "      LINK TO PROGRAM

000060         ASART    DS    F            "      RETURN

000064         ASARTC   DS    F            "      RETURN CONTINUE

000068         ASATF    DS    F            "      TRANSFER

00006C         ASALVD   DS    F            "      LEAVE ADS
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000070         ASALVP   DS    F            "      LEAVE APPLICATION

000074         ASAAB    DS    F            "      ABORT

*******************************************************************

**                                                                  **

**  THIS SECTION HOLDS CONTROL COMMAND COUNTERS FOR IMPLICIT ADS    **

**  GENERATED CONTROL COMMANDS                                      **

**                                                                  **

*******************************************************************

000078         ASAIDS   DS    F         NUMBER OF IMPLICIT DISPLAY COMMANDS

00007C         ASAIIN   DS    F            "      IMPLICIT INVOKE

000080         ASAILND  DS    F            "      IMPLICIT LINK TO DIALOG

000084         ASAILNP  DS    F            "      IMPLICIT LINK TO PROGRAM

000088         ASAIRT   DS    F            "      IMPLICIT RETURN

00008C         ASAIRTC  DS    F            "      IMPLICIT RETURN CONTINUE

000090         ASAITF   DS    F            "      IMPLICIT TRANSFER

000094         ASAILVD  DS    F            "      IMPLICIT LEAVE ADS

000098         ASAILVP  DS    F            "      IMPLICIT LEAVE APPLICATION

00009C         ASAIAB   DS    F            "      IMPLICIT ABORT

*******************************************************************

**                                                                  **

**  THIS SECTION HOLDS GENERAL DIALOG EXECUTION STATISTICS          **

**                                                                  **

*******************************************************************

0000A0         ASAPMAP  DS    F         NUMBER OF PREMAP PROCESS EXECUTIONS

0000A4         ASARESP  DS    F            "      RESPONSE PROCESS EXECUTIONS

0000A8         ASASTCL  DS    F            "      STATS ACCUMULATION CALLS

0000AC         ASAESCG  DS    F            "      EXPLICIT SCRATCH GETS

0000B0         ASAESCP  DS    F            "      EXPLICIT SCRATCH PUTS

0000B4         ASAESCD  DS    F            "      EXPLICIT SCRATCH DELETES

0000B8         ASAWRPR  DS    F            "      WRITE TO PRINTER COMMANDS

0000BC         ASAPDN   DS    F            "      PUT NEW DETAIL COMMANDS *JEB84060*

0000C0         ASAPDC   DS    F            "      PUT CURRENT DETAIL CMDS *JEB84060*

0000C4         ASAGD    DS    F            "      GET DETAIL COMMANDS     *JEB84060*

0000C8         ASAFDBSZ DS    F         SIZE OF THE FDB

0000CC         ASAVDBSZ DS    F         SIZE OF THE VDB

0000D0         ASAHILEV DS    H         HIGHEST LINK LEVEL AT WHICH DIALOG EXECUTED

0000D2         ASALOLEV DS    H         LOWEST LINK LEVEL AT WHICH DIALOG EXECUTED

*******************************************************************

**                                                                  **

**  THIS SECTION HOLDS RBB USAGE STATISTICS                         **

**                                                                  **

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

0000D4         ASARBBSC DS    F         NUMBER OF TIMES RBB'S PUT TO SCRATCH

0000D8         ASAMSTG  DS    F         MOST RBB STORAGE USED (ALL DIALOGS)

0000DC         ASAMSFRE DS    F         ... RBB FREE SPACE WHEN MOST STORAGE USED

0000E0         ASALSTG  DS    F         LEAST RBB STORAGE USED (ALL DIALOGS)

0000E4         ASALSFRE DS    F         ... RBB FREE SPACE WHEN LEAST STORAGE USED

0000E8         ASAMSBUF DS    F         MOST RBB SPACE ACQUIRED FOR THIS DIALOG

0000EC         ASALSBUF DS    F         LEAST RBB SPACE ACQUIRED FOR THIS DIALOG

0000F0         ASAHIRBB DS    H         HIGHEST NUMBER OF RBB'S USED

0000F2         ASALORBB DS    H         LOWEST NUMBER OF RBB'S USED
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        000AC  ASABDSLN EQU   *-ASAB              LENGTH OF ASAB

        000F4  ASRECLEN EQU   *-ASB               LENGTH OF ADS STATS RECORD

ASCDS
                       COPY #ASCDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                                ***

***      ASC:  ADS APPLICATION GENERATOR SECURITY INFORMATION      ***

***                                                                ***

***  ASC IS A DSECT THAT DESCRIBES THE FIELDS IN THE               ***

***  ADSO-APPL-SECURITY RECORD USED BY THE ADS APPLICATION         ***

***  GENERATOR.  THIS RECORD IS CURRENTLY STORED AS A              ***

***  SYSCMT-038 RECORD (TYPE -15).                                 ***

***                                                                ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

***                                                                ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         ASC      DSECT                                              10/05/82

000000         ASCSEQ   DS    F                   SYSCMT-038 SEQUENCE NUMBER

000004         ASCLASS  DS    H                   SECURITY CLASS

000006         ASCMENUS DS    X                   TYPE OF MENU FLAG

000007         ASCSIGN  DS    X                   SIGNON REQUIREMENTS FLAG

000008         ASCSFCNM DS    CL8                 SIGNON FUNCTION NAME

000010                  DS    88X                 FILLER

000068         ASCTYPE  DS    F                   TYPE OF SYSCMT-038 RECORD

ASPDS
                        COPY #ASPDS

******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***             ASP: ADS STATISTICS POOL                          ***

***                                                               ***

***   ASP IS A DSECT THAT DESCRIBES THE ADS STATISTICS POOL       ***

***   USED TO HOLD ADS STATISTICS ACCUM BLOCKS (ASAB) WHERE       ***

***   THE ADS RUNTIME SYSTEM COLLECTS DIALOG LEVEL STATISTICS.    ***

***   THE ASP IS COMPRISED OF THE HEADER PORTION DESCRIBED        ***

***   HERE AND ONE TSB AND ONE ASAB FOR EACH DIALOG WHICH HAS     ***

***   EXECUTED FOR THE CURRENT APPLICATION.                       ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         ASP      DSECT                                            12/29/83

000000         ASPID    DS    CL4                 'ASP*'

000004         ASPNXTA  DS    F                   NEXT ASP ADDRESS

000008         ASPREVA  DS    F                   PREVIOUS ASP ADDRESS
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00000C         ASPINDX  DS    H                   INDEX OF THIS ASP

00000E         ASPMAX   DS    H                   MAX NUMBER OF TSB/ASAB'S PER ASP

000010         ASPNASAB DS    H                   NUMBER OF TSB/ASAB'S IN THIS ASP

000012         ASPASASZ DS    H                   SIZE OF ONE TSB/ASAB

        00014  ASPDSLEN EQU   *-ASP               LENGTH OF ASP HEADER

******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***   FOLLOWING THE ASP HEADER ARE THE ACCUMULATION BLOCKS,       ***

***   ONE TSB AND ONE ASAB FOR EACH DIALOG AND POSSIBLY ONE       ***

***   OF EACH FOR "ALL OTHER" DIALOGS, THAT IS, ALL DIALOGS       ***

***   FOR WHICH STATISTICS ARE NOT SPECIFICALLY REQUESTED. THE    ***

***   TSB COMES FIRST AND IS USED TO ACCUMULATE DB AND DC         ***

***   STATS. THEN COMES THE ASAB CONTAINING STATS WHICH ARE       ***

***   PECULIAR TO ADS DIALOGS. THE ASAB DSECT IS FOUND IN THE     ***

***   #ASBDS COPY MEMBER.                                         ***

***                                                               ***

******************************************************************

                        COPY  #TSBDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                                ***

***   TSB: TRANSACTION STATISTICS BLOCK                            ***

***                                                                ***

***   POINTED TO BY LTETSBA                                        ***

***                                                                ***

***   NOTE:  ANY CHANGES IN THIS DSECT SHOULD BE ACCOMPANIED BY    ***

***          SIMILAR CHANGES IN #STRDS AND #TSTDS.                 ***

***                                                                ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

***                                                                ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         TSB      DSECT                                               09/06/90

               *

               * DC STATISTICS

               *

000000                  DS    2F                  FOR SYSTEM INTERNAL USE ONLY!

000008         TSBDC    DS    0F                  START OF DC STATISTICS.

000008         TSBPGMCL DS    F                   NUMBER OF PROGRAMS CALLED.

00000C         TSBPGMLD DS    F                   NUMBER OF PROGRAMS LOADED.

000010         TSBTRMRD DS    F                   NUMBER OF TERMINAL READS.

000014         TSBTRMWR DS    F                   NUMBER OF TERMINAL WRITES.

000018         TSBTRMER DS    F                   NUMBER OF TERMINAL ERRORS.

00001C         TSBSTGGT DS    F                   NUMBER OF STORAGE ACQUISITIONS.

000020         TSBSCRGT DS    F                   NUMBER OF SCRATCH GETS.

000024         TSBSCRPT DS    F                   NUMBER OF SCRATCH PUTS.

000028         TSBSCRDL DS    F                   NUMBER OF SCRATCH DELETES.

00002C         TSBQUEGT DS    F                   NUMBER OF QUEUE GETS.

000030         TSBQUEPT DS    F                   NUMBER OF QUEUE PUTS.

000034         TSBQUEDL DS    F                   NUMBER OF QUEUE DELETES.

000038         TSBGETIM DS    F                   NUMBER OF GETTIME REQUESTS.

00003C         TSBSETIM DS    F                   NUMBER OF SETTIME REQUESTS.

000040         TSBDBSVR DS    F                   NUMBER OF DB SERVICE RQSTS    9/87
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000044         TSBHISTK DS    F                   MAX WORDS USED IN STACK.

000048         TSBTIMUS DS    F                   USER MODE TIME (10**-4 SECONDS).

00004C         TSBTIMSY DS    F                   SYSTEM MODE TIME ( " ).

000050         TSBTIMWT DS    F                   WAIT TIME (10**-4 SECONDS).

000054         TSBHIRCE DS    F                   MAXIMUM NBR OF RCE'S USED

000058         TSBHIRLE DS    F                   MAXIMUM NBR OF RLE'S USED

00005C         TSBHIDPE DS    F                   MAXIMUM NBR OF DPE'S USED

000060         TSBSTGHW DS    F                   STORAGE HIGH WATER MARK

000064         TSBSTGFR DS    F                   NUMBER OF FREESTG REQUESTS

000068         TSBSVRQS DS    F                   NUMBER OF SYS SERVICE REQUESTS

00006C         TSBDCEND DS    0F                  END OF DC STAT PORTION.

               *

               * DB STATISTICS

               *

00006C                  DS    2F                  FOR SYSTEM INTERNAL USE ONLY!

000074         TSBDB    DS    0F                  START OF DB STATISTICS.

000074         TSBPAGRD DS    F                   NUMBER OF PAGES READ.

000078         TSBPAGWR DS    F                   NUMBER OF PAGES WRITTEN.

00007C         TSBPAGRQ DS    F                   NUMBER OF PAGES REQUESTED.

000080         TSBCALNO DS    F                   NUMBER OF CALC RECS WITH NO OFLOW.

000084         TSBCALOF DS    F                   NUMBER OF CALC RECS WITH OFLOW.

000088         TSBVIANO DS    F                   NUMBER OF VIA RECS WITH NO OFLOW.

00008C         TSBVIAOF DS    F                   NUMBER OF VIA RECS WITH OFLOW.

000090         TSBRECRQ DS    F                   NUMBER OF RECORDS REQUESTED.

000094         TSBRECCU DS    F                   NUMBER OF RECS CURRENT OF R-U.

000098         TSBDBRQS DS    F                   NUMBER OF DBMS CALLS          9/87

00009C         TSBFRAGS DS    F                   NUMBER OF FRAGMENTS STORED.

0000A0         TSBRELO  DS    F                   NUMBER OF RECORDS RELOCATED.

0000A4         TSBTLOCK DS    F                   TOTAL no. locks acquired   JDM 5/90

0000A8         TSBSLOCK DS    F                   Total share locks held     JDM 5/90

0000AC         TSBULOCK DS    F                   Total nonshare locks held  JDM 5/90

0000B0         TSBTLKF  DS    F                   Total locks freed         JDM 5/90

0000B4         TSBDBEND DS    0F                  END OF DB STAT PORTION.

               *                                                               10/83

0000B4         TSBIXSTA DS    0F                  START OF INDEX STATISTICS  JDM 5/90

0000B4         TSB#SPLT DS    F                     # OF SR8 SPLITS          JDM 5/90

0000B8         TSB#SPWN DS    F                     # OF SR8 SPAWNS         JDM 5/9

00000BC         TSB#SR8S DS    F                     # OF SR8S STORED        JDM 5/90

0000C0         TSB#SR8D DS    F                     # OF SR8S ERASED         JDM 5/90

0000C4         TSB#SR7S DS    F                     # OF SR7S STORED         JDM 5/90

0000C8         TSB#SR7D DS    F                     # OF SR7S ERASED         JDM 5/90

0000CC         TSB#BISR DS    F                     # OF B-TREE SEARCHES     JDM 5/90

0000D0         TSB#LEVL DS    F                     # OF B-TREE LEVELS SRCHED JDM 5/90

0000D4         TSB#ORPH DS    F                     # OF ORPHANS ADOPTED     JDM 5/90

0000D8         TSBBISRL DS    H                     # OF LVLS SRCHED-BEST CASE   5/90

0000DA         TSBBISRH DS    H                     # OF LVLS SRCHED-WORST CASE  5/90

        00028  TSBIXSTL EQU   *-TSBIXSTA          LENGTH OF INDEX STATISTICS JDM 5/90

               *

               *    Extended DB Stats

               *

0000DC         TSBXDSTA DS    0F                  Start of Misc DB Stats.    LRD95310

0000DC         TSBUPCNT DS    F                     Records Updated.        LRD95310

0000E0         TSBCACHE DS    F                     Pages Found In Cache.   LRD95310
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0000E4         TSBPRFET DS    F                    Pg Found in Prefetch Buff LRD95310

0000E8                  DS    2F                    Future Expansion.       LRD95310

               *                                                               10/83

0000F0         TSBESTAT DS    0C                  END OF STATISTICS AREA       10/83

               *

               * HEADER INFORMATION

               *

0000F0                  DS    2F                  FOR SYSTEM INTERNAL USE ONLY!

0000F8         TSBID    DS    0CL40               STATISTICS BLOCK ID.

0000F8         TSBUSID  DS    CL32                DC USER ID.

000118         TSBLTEID DS    CL8                 DC LTERM ID.

000120         TSBUID   DS    CL8                 USER SUPPLIED IDENTIFIER     10/83

000128         TSBUDAT  DS    PL4                 DATE BIND COMMAND ISSUED     10/83

00012C         TSBUTIM  DS    F                   TIME BIND COMMAND ISSUED     10/83

000130         TSBFLAGS DS    0F                                               10/83

               TSBTSBA  #FLAG X'04'               OPT - TSBA= SPECIFIED        10/83

               TSBACUM  #FLAG X'02'               OPT - ACCEPT/ACCUMULATE      10/83

               TSBBNDT  #FLAG X'01'               OPT - BIND TO TASK START     10/83

000130         TSBFLG0  DS    X                   #TRNSTAT FLAG BYTE 0 (OPTS)  10/83

               TSBSTRT  #FLAG X'01'               BIND REQUEST                 10/83

               TSBGET   #FLAG X'02'               ACCEPT REQUEST               10/83

               TSBEND   #FLAG X'04'               END REQUEST                  10/83

000131         TSBFLG1  DS    X                   #TRNSTAT FLAG BYTE 1 (TYPE)  10/83

               TSBTASK  #FLAG X'01'               STATS RELATIVE TO TASK START 10/83

000132         TSBFLG2  DS    X                   #TRNSTAT FLAG BYTE 2 (MODS)  10/83

000133         TSBFLG3  DS    X                   RESERVED                     10/83

               *                                                             JDM 8/90

               * SQL STATISTICS                                              JDM 8/90

               *                                                             JDM 8/90

000134                  DS    2F                  RESERVED FOR SYSTEM USE    JDM 8/90

00013C         TSBSQL   DS    0F                  Start of SQL statistics   JDM 8/90

00013C         TSB#CMD  DS    F                   ..# SQL commands executed JDM 8/90

000140         TSB#FET  DS    F                   ..# rows fetched          JDM 8/90

000144         TSB#INS  DS    F                   ..# rows inserted         JDM 8/90

000148         TSB#UPD  DS    F                   ..# rows updated          JDM 8/90

00014C         TSB#DEL  DS    F                   ..# rows deleted          JDM 8/90

000150         TSB#SRT  DS    F                   ..# sorts performed       JDM 8/90

000154         TSB#SRR  DS    F                   ..# rows sorted           JDM 8/90

000158         TSB#SMI  DS    F                   ..minimum rows sorted    JDM 8/90

00015C         TSB#SMX  DS    F                   ..maximum rows sorted     JDM 8/90

000160         TSB#AMC  DS    F                   ..# AM recompiles         JDM 8/90

000164                  DS    8F                  ..reserved for expansion  JDM 8/90

000184         TSBSQEND DS    0F                  End of SQL statistics      JDM 8/90

        00184  TSBDSLEN EQU   *-TSB               LENGTH OF DSECT.

******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***   FOLLOWING THE TSB IS THE ASAB WHICH CONTAINS THE ADS     ***

***   STATS FIELDS. THESE FIELDS IMMEDIATELY FOLLOW THE TSB.   ***

***   SEE THE ASAB DSECT IN THE #ASBDS COPY MEMBER.             ***

***                                                               ***

******************************************************************

000184         ASABHERE DS    0F           THE ASAB STARTS HERE
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ASQDS
                        COPY #ASQDS

*******************************************************************

***            ADSA SESSION QUEUE HEADER RECORD                     ***

*** ---------------------------------------------------------       ***

***  THIS IS ALWAYS THE FIRST RECORD IN AN ADSA GENERATOR SESSION   ***

***  QUEUE. THIS RECORD IS USED PRIMARILY TO PROVIDE POSITIVE       ***

***  IDENTIFICATION OF THE QUEUES.                                  ***

***                                                                 ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

***                                                                 ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         AQH      DSECT                            12:20:32 04/04/85

000000         AQHID    DS    CL4                'AQH*'

000004         AQHANAME DS    CL8                APPLICATION NAME

00000C         AQHAVER  DS    H                  APPLICATION VERSION

00000E         AQHIMPL  DS    X                 APPLICATION IMPLICITLY CHECK OUT GWG

00000F                  DS    X                  RESERVED

000010         AQHNODE  DS    CL8                DICTIONARY NODE NAME

000018         AQHDICT  DS    CL8                DICTIONARY DBNAME

000020         AQHUSRID DS    CL32               USER ID (OWNER OF THIS SESSON)

000040         AQHADBDT DS    CL8                ADB GENERATE DATE

000048         AQHADBTM DS    CL8                ADB GENERATE TIME

        00050  AQHLEN   EQU   *-AQH              SIZE OF SESSION QUEUE HEADER

        00014  AQHLENW  EQU   (AQHLEN+3)/4       SIZE OF SESSION QUEUE HDR IN

WORDS

*******************************************************************

***                   ADSA SESSION QUEUE RECORD                     ***

*** --------------------------------------------------------------- ***

***   THESE QUEUE RECORDS ARE OF VARIABLE LENGTH. ONE RECORD IS     ***

***   WRITTEN FOR EACH SUCCESSFUL UPDATE TRANSACTION ENTERED BY THE ***

***   USER. EACH RECORD CONTAINS THE FUNCTION CODE WITH WHICH THE   ***

***   SCREEN INTERFACE WAS CALLED, AND ANY PARMS OTHER THAN         ***

***   ADSOAWRK AND ADSOAUNI.                                        ***

***                                                                 ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

***                                                                 ***

*******************************************************************

000000         AQR      DSECT

000000         AQRID    DS    CL4                'AQR*'

000004         AQRPRMCT DS    H                  NUMBER OF PARMS IN THIS CALL

000006         AQRSFNC1 DS    H                  AGNP ROUTING CODE

               *  THE FOLLOWING FIELDS ARE MODULE SPECIFIC

000008         AQRSFNC2 DS    H                  FUNCTION CODE

00000A         AQRAFOPR DS    X                  OPERATION CODE

00000B         AQRAFOCC DS    X                  RECORD OCCURRENCE

00000C         AQRGABSK DS    F                  STORAGE KEY OF THE GAB

000010         AQRCRNCY DS    10F                CURRENCY VECTOR AT TIME OF CALL

000038         AQRPARMS DS    0F                 START OF THE VARIABLE PORTION

        00038  AQRPFXLN EQU   *-AQRID            LENGTH OF AQR PREFIX
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ASRDS
                        COPY #ASRDS

*******************************************************************

***  ASR IS A DSECT DEFINING THE AUTOSTATUS RECORD CONTROL BLOCK   ***

***  FOR THE FDB OF AN ADSO DIALOG.  THIS ONLY EXISTS WHEN AN      ***

***  AUTOSTATUS RECORD HAS BEEN NAMED FOR THE DIALOG.  IT IS       ***

***  ANCHORED IN FDBASRA.                                          ***

***                                                                ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

***                                                                ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         ASR      DSECT                                             03/31/82

000000         ASRNAME  DS    CL32                NAME OF THE AUTOSTATUS RECORD

000020         ASRVER   DS    H                   RECORD VERSION

000024                  DS    4F                  RESERVED

        00034  ASRLEN   EQU   *-ASR               LENGTH OF ASR FIXED PORTION

ATCDS
                        COPY #ATCDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                                ***

***      ATC:  ADS APPLICATION GENERATOR TASK CODE RECORD          ***

***                                                                ***

***  ATC IS A DSECT THAT DESCRIBES THE FIELDS IN THE               ***

***  ADSO-APPL-TASK-CODES  RECORD USED BY THE ADS APPLICATION      ***

***  GENERATOR.  THIS RECORD IS CURRENTLY STORED AS A              ***

***  SYSCMT-038 RECORD (TYPE -17).                                 ***

***                                                                ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

***                                                                ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         ATC      DSECT                                             10/05/82

000000         ATCSEQ   DS    F                   SYSCMT-038 SEQUENCE NUMBER

000004         ATCNAME  DS    CL8                 TASK CODE NAME

00000C         ATCTOPF  DS    CL8                 TOP FUNCTION FOR THIS TASK NAME

000014                  DS    84X                 FILLER

000068         ATCTYPE  DS    F                   TYPE OF SYSCMT-038 RECORD  (-17)

AWERRS
                        COPY #AWERRS

*******************************************************************

***                EQUATES FOR AWERRS VALUES                       ***

***                                                                ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

***                                                                ***
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*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

        000F0  AWNOERRS EQU   X'F0'              NO ERRORS DETECTED

        000F1  AWARNING EQU   X'F1'              WARNING. DEFINITION CAN CONTINUE

        000F2  AWERROR  EQU   X'F2'              ERROR. TERMINATE DEFINITION

        000F3  AWFATAL  EQU   X'F3'              FATAL ERROR DETECTED

        000F4  AWNOTFND EQU   X'F4'              RECORD (CNTL-BLK) NOT FOUND

        000F5  AWENDSET EQU   X'F5'              END-OF-SET (CNTL-BLK CHAIN)

        000F6  AWINVACT EQU   X'F6'              INVALID ACTION

        000F7  AWBADAPL EQU   X'F7'              BAD APPLICATION

BDSDS
                        COPY #BDSDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                                ***

***   BDS: BATCH DATABASE STATISTICS BLOCK                         ***

***                                                                ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

***                                                                ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         BDS      DSECT                                               04/15/86

000000         BDSBID   DS    CL4                 'BDS*'

000004         BDSID    DS    0CL40               BATCH DATABASE STATS ID

000004         BDSUSID  DS    CL32                USER ID

000024         BDSBATID DS    CL8                 "*BATCH**"

00002C         BDSUID   DS    CL8                 DIALOG NAME OR "$ADS@@AO"

000034         BDSUDAT  DS    PL4                 DATE STATISTICS STARTED

000038         BDSUTIM  DS    F                   TIME STATISTICS STARTED

00003C         BDSDB    DS    0F                  START OF DB STATISTICS.

00003C         BDSPAGRD DS    F                   NUMBER OF PAGES READ.

000040         BDSPAGWR DS    F                   NUMBER OF PAGES WRITTEN.

000044         BDSPAGRQ DS    F                   NUMBER OF PAGES REQUESTED.

000048         BDSCALNO DS    F                   NUMBER OF CALC RECS WITH NO OFLOW.

00004C         BDSCALOF DS    F                   NUMBER OF CALC RECS WITH OFLOW.

000050         BDSVIANO DS    F                   NUMBER OF VIA RECS WITH NO OFLOW.

000054         BDSVIAOF DS    F                   NUMBER OF VIA RECS WITH OFLOW.

000058         BDSRECRQ DS    F                   NUMBER OF RECORDS REQUESTED.

00005C         BDSRECCU DS    F                   NUMBER OF RECS CURRENT OF R-U.

000060                  DS    F                   NOT USED.

000064         BDSFRAGS DS    F                   NUMBER OF FRAGMENTS STORED.

000068         BDSRELO  DS    F                   NUMBER OF RECORDS RELOCATED.

00006C         BDSTLOCK DS    F                   TOTAL NUMBER OF LOCKS

000070         BDSSLOCK DS    F                   NUMBER OF SELECT LOCKS

000074         BDSULOCK DS    F                   NUMBER OF UPDATE LOCKS

        0003C  BDSOSCG  EQU   *-BDSDB             OFFSET TO GET SCRATCH

000078         BDSESCG  DS    F                   NUMBER SCRATCH GETS

        00040  BDSOSCP  EQU   *-BDSDB             OFFSET TO PUT SCRATCH

00007C         BDSESCP  DS    F                   NUMBER SCRATCH PUTS

        00044  BDSOSCD  EQU   *-BDSDB             OFFSET TO DEL SCRATCH
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000080         BDSESCD  DS    F                   NUMBER SCRATCH DELETES

        00048  BDSOQUG  EQU   *-BDSDB             OFFSET TO GET QUEUE

000084         BDSEQUG  DS    F                   NUMBER QUEUE   GETS

        0004C  BDSOQUP  EQU   *-BDSDB             OFFSET TO PUT QUEUE

000088         BDSEQUP  DS    F                   NUMBER QUEUE   PUTS

        00050  BDSOQUD  EQU   *-BDSDB             OFFSET TO DEL QUEUE

00008C         BDSEQUD  DS    F                   NUMBER QUEUE   DELETES

        00054  BDSDSLEN EQU   *-BDSDB             LENGTH OF DATA BLOCK

        00090  BDSDSECL EQU   *-BDS               LENGTH OF DSECT

BLEDS
                        COPY #BLEDS

*******************************************************************

***            ---BATCH FILE LIST ELEMENT DSECT---                 ***

***                                                                ***

*** THIS FILE MAPPING CONTROL BLOCK IS MANIPULATED BY THE          ***

*** DIRECT-CALL PORTION OF THE FILE MAPPING RUNTIME SYSTEM.        ***

*** BLE CHAIN IS ANCHORED IN THE BMVT AT BMVTBLEA.                 ***

***                                                                ***

*** THE BLE CONTAINS INFORMATION ABOUT A DATASET AT THE OPERATING  ***

*** SYSTEM LEVEL AND IS OF VARIABLE LENGTH DEPENDING UPON          ***

*** THE BLE DSORG (TYPE).                                          ***

***                                                                ***

*** BLE TYPES ARE:                                                 ***

***                                                                ***

***    1) SYSIN      (OS|DOS)                                      ***

***    2) SYSOUT     (OS|DOS)                                      ***

***    3) CARD       (DOS)                                         ***

***    4) PRINT      (DOS)                                         ***

***    5) PS         (OS|DOS|BS2K|CMS)                             ***

***    6) VSAM       (OS|DOS|CMS)                                  ***

***                                                                ***

*** A BLE IS CREATED WHEN A DATASET IS PHYSICALLY OPENED,          ***

*** AND FREED WHEN A DATASET IS PHYSICALLY CLOSED.                 ***

***                                                                ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

***                                                                ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         BLE      DSECT                                              09/27/90

000000         BLEID    DS    CL4                 EYECATCHER  'BLE*'

000004         BLENEXT  DS    A                   A(NEXT BLE)

000008         BLELEN   DS    H                   LENGTH OF THIS BLE

00000A         BLEUCNT  DS    H                   BLE USE COUNT (#BRPLS USING BLE)

               *

               BLEPS    #FLAG X'80'               FILE TYPE IS PHYSICAL SEQUENTIAL

00000C         BLEPSI   DS    0XL1

        00080  BLEPSM   EQU   X'80'

               BLESI    #FLAG X'40'               FILE TYPE IS SYSIN

00000C         BLESII   DS    0XL1

        00040  BLESIM   EQU   X'40'
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               BLECD    #FLAG X'20'               FILE TYPE IS  CARD

00000C         BLECDI   DS    0XL1

        00020  BLECDM   EQU   X'20'

               BLESO    #FLAG X'10'               FILE TYPE IS SYSOUT

00000C         BLESOI   DS    0XL1

        00010  BLESOM   EQU   X'10'

               BLEPR    #FLAG X'08'               FILE TYPE IS PRINT

00000C         BLEPRI   DS    0XL1

        00008  BLEPRM   EQU   X'08'

               BLEKS    #FLAG X'04'              RESERVED FOR VSAM KSDS

00000C         BLEKSI   DS    0XL1

        00004  BLEKSM   EQU   X'04'

               BLEES    #FLAG X'02'               FILE TYPE IS  VSAM ESDS

00000C         BLEESI   DS    0XL1

        00002  BLEESM   EQU   X'02'

               BLERR    #FLAG X'01'              RESERVED FOR VSAM RRDS

00000C         BLERRI   DS    0XL1

        00001  BLERRM   EQU   X'01'

               BLEVS    #FLAG BLEKSM+BLEESM+BLERRM  FILE TYPE IS VSAM

00000C         BLEVSI   DS    0XL1

        00007  BLEVSM   EQU   BLEKSM+BLEESM+BLERRM

00000C         BLEDSO   DS    X                   BLE DSORG (FILE TYPE)

00000D                  DS    X                  RESERVED

00000E         BLEPFLG1 DS    X                   PREFIX FLAG BYTE 1

               *

               BLEOS    #FLAG X'80'               OPERATING SYSTEM IS OS

00000F         BLEOSI   DS    0XL1

        00080  BLEOSM   EQU   X'80'

               BLEDOS   #FLAG X'40'               OPERATING SYSTEM IS DOS

00000F         BLEDOSI  DS    0XL1

        00040  BLEDOSM  EQU   X'40'

               BLEBS2K  #FLAG X'20'               OPERATING SYSTEM IS BS2000

00000F         BLEBS2KI DS    0XL1

        00020  BLEBS2KM EQU   X'20'

               BLECMS   #FLAG X'10'               OPERATING SYSTEM IS VM/CMS

00000F         BLECMSI  DS    0XL1

        00010  BLECMSM  EQU   X'10'

00000F         BLEOPSYS DS    X                   OPERATING SYSTEM INDICATORS

000010                  DS    2H                 RESERVED

        00014  BLEPFXL  EQU   ((*-BLE)/4)*4       LENGTH OF BLE PREFIX

*******************************************************************

* THE FUNCTION OF THE BLE HEADER IS TO MAINTAIN INFORMATION COMMON

* TO ALL ACCESS METHODS AND OPERATING SYSTEMS.

*******************************************************************

000014         BLEHDR   DS    0F                  BEGIN BLE HEADER

               BLEEOF   #FLAG X'80'               END-OF-FILE REACHED FOR DATASET

000014         BLEEOFI  DS    0XL1

        00080  BLEEOFM  EQU   X'80'

               BLESYND  #FLAG X'40'               SYNAD EXIT WAS TAKEN FOR DATASET

000014         BLESYNDI DS    0XL1

        00040  BLESYNDM EQU   X'40'

               BLETEMP  #FLAG X'20'               TEMPORARY DATASET

000014         BLETEMPI DS    0XL1
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        00020  BLETEMPM EQU   X'20'

               BLEPDS   #FLAG X'10'               MEMBER OF PARTITIONED DATASET

000014         BLEPDSI  DS    0XL1

        00010  BLEPDSM  EQU   X'10'

               BLEDMY   #FLAG X'08'               DUMMY (OS) | IGN (DOS)

000014         BLEDMYI  DS    0XL1

        00008  BLEDMYM  EQU   X'08'

               BLEGU    #FLAG X'04'               GET-UPDATE PERFORMED (USAGE I/O)

000014         BLEGUI   DS    0XL1

        00004  BLEGUM   EQU   X'04'

               BLEUPD   #FLAG X'02'               VSAM RPL HAS OPTCD=UPD

000014         BLEUPDI  DS    0XL1

        00002  BLEUPDM  EQU   X'02'

               BLELER   #FLAG X'01'               LERAD EXIT WAS TAKEN FOR DATASET

000014         BLELERI  DS    0XL1

        00001  BLELERM  EQU   X'01'

000014         BLEFSTAT DS    X                   FILE STATUS INDICATOR

               BLEOPEN  #FLAG X'01'               OPEN REQUEST

000015         BLEOPENI DS    0XL1

        00001  BLEOPENM EQU   X'01'

               BLECLOS  #FLAG X'02'               CLOSE REQUEST

000015         BLECLOSI DS    0XL1

        00002  BLECLOSM EQU   X'02'

               BLEREAD  #FLAG X'03'               READ REQUEST

000015         BLEREADI DS    0XL1

        00003  BLEREADM EQU   X'03'

               BLEWRIT  #FLAG X'04'               WRITE REQUEST

000015         BLEWRITI DS    0XL1

        00004  BLEWRITM EQU   X'04'

               BLEPOIN  #FLAG X'05'               POINT REQUEST

000015         BLEPOINI DS    0XL1

        00005  BLEPOINM EQU   X'05'

               BLEBUF   #FLAG X'06'               READ|WRITE BUFFER REQ (DSORG=PS) )

000015         BLEBUFI  DS    0XL1

        00006  BLEBUFM  EQU   X'06'

               BLEREC   #FLAG BLEBUFM             READ|WRITE RECORD REQUEST (VSAM)

000015         BLERECI  DS    0XL1

        00006  BLERECM  EQU   BLEBUFM

               BLEEXDS  #FLAG X'07'               EXAMINE DATASET

000015         BLEEXDSI DS    0XL1

        00007  BLEEXDSM EQU   X'07'

               *

000015         BLEOPER  DS    X                   OPERATION REQUEST BYTE

               BLEOINP  #FLAG X'80'               FILE WAS OPENED FOR INPUT

000016         BLEOINPI DS    0XL1

        00080  BLEOINPM EQU   X'80'

               BLEOOUT  #FLAG X'40'               FILE WAS OPENED FOR OUTPUT

000016         BLEOOUTI DS    0XL1

        00040  BLEOOUTM EQU   X'40'

               BLEOIO   #FLAG BLEOINPM+BLEOOUTM   FILE IS OPENED 'I/O'

000016         BLEOIOI  DS    0XL1

        000C0  BLEOIOM  EQU   BLEOINPM+BLEOOUTM

000016         BLEUSAGE DS    X                   DATASET USAGE
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               *

               BLEBLK   #FLAG X'10'                    BLOCKED RECORDS

000017         BLEBLKI  DS    0XL1

        00010  BLEBLKM  EQU   X'10'

               BLESB    #FLAG X'08'                    STANDARD BLOCKS(RECFM F ONLY)

000017         BLESBI   DS    0XL1

        00008  BLESBM   EQU   X'08'

               BLEASA   #FLAG X'04'                    ANSI (ASA) CARRIAGE CONTROL

000017         BLEASAI  DS    0XL1

        00004  BLEASAM  EQU   X'04'

               BLEMACH  #FLAG X'02'                    MACHINE CODE CARRIAGE CONTROL

000017         BLEMACHI DS    0XL1

        00002  BLEMACHM EQU   X'02'

               BLECC    #FLAG BLEASAM+BLEMACHM         CARRIAGE CONTROL PRESENT

000017         BLECCI   DS    0XL1

        00006  BLECCM   EQU   BLEASAM+BLEMACHM

               *

               BLEF     #FLAG X'80'                         FIXED-UNBLOCKED

000017         BLEFI    DS    0XL1

        00080  BLEFM    EQU   X'80'

               BLEFS    #FLAG BLEFM+BLESBM                  FIXED-UNBLOCKED STD

000017         BLEFSI   DS    0XL1

        00088  BLEFSM   EQU   BLEFM+BLESBM

               BLEFA    #FLAG BLEFM+BLEASAM                 FIXED-UNBLOCKED ASA

000017         BLEFAI   DS    0XL1

        00084  BLEFAM   EQU   BLEFM+BLEASAM

               BLEFSA   #FLAG BLEFM+BLEASAM+BLESBM          FIXED-UNBLOCKED ASA STD

000017         BLEFSAI  DS    0XL1

        0008C  BLEFSAM  EQU   BLEFM+BLEASAM+BLESBM

               BLEFM    #FLAG BLEFM+BLEMACHM                FIXED-UNBLOCKED MACH

000017         BLEFMI   DS    0XL1

        00082  BLEFMM   EQU   BLEFM+BLEMACHM

               BLEFSM   #FLAG BLEFM+BLEMACHM+BLESBM         FIXED-UNBLOCKED MACH STD

000017         BLEFSMI  DS    0XL1

        0008A  BLEFSMM  EQU   BLEFM+BLEMACHM+BLESBM

               BLEFB    #FLAG BLEFM+BLEBLKM                 FIXED-BLOCKED

000017         BLEFBI   DS    0XL1

        00090  BLEFBM   EQU   BLEFM+BLEBLKM

               BLEFBS   #FLAG BLEFM+BLEBLKM+BLESBM          FIXED-BLOCKED STD

000017         BLEFBSI  DS    0XL1

        00098  BLEFBSM  EQU   BLEFM+BLEBLKM+BLESBM

               BLEFBA   #FLAG BLEFM+BLEBLKM+BLEASAM         FIXED-BLOCKED ASA

000017         BLEFBAI  DS    0XL1

        00094  BLEFBAM  EQU   BLEFM+BLEBLKM+BLEASAM

               BLEFBSA  #FLAG BLEFM+BLEBLKM+BLEASAM+BLESBM  FIXED-BLOCKED ASA STD

000017         BLEFBSAI DS    0XL1

        0009C  BLEFBSAM EQU   BLEFM+BLEBLKM+BLEASAM+BLESBM

               BLEFBM   #FLAG BLEFM+BLEBLKM+BLEMACHM        FIXED-BLOCKED MACH

000017         BLEFBMI  DS    0XL1

        00092  BLEFBMM  EQU   BLEFM+BLEBLKM+BLEMACHM

               BLEFBSM  #FLAG BLEFM+BLEBLKM+BLEMACHM+BLESBM FIXED-BLOCKED MACH STD

000017         BLEFBSMI DS    0XL1

        0009A  BLEFBSMM EQU   BLEFM+BLEBLKM+BLEMACHM+BLESBM
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               *

               BLEV     #FLAG X'40'                    VARIABLE-UNBLOCKED

000017         BLEVI    DS    0XL1

        00040  BLEVM    EQU   X'40'

               BLEVA    #FLAG BLEVM+BLEASAM            VARIABLE-UNBLOCKED ASA

000017         BLEVAI   DS    0XL1

        00044  BLEVAM   EQU   BLEVM+BLEASAM

               BLEVM    #FLAG BLEVM+BLEMACHM           VARIABLE-UNBLOCKED MACH CODE

000017         BLEVMI   DS    0XL1

        00042  BLEVMM   EQU   BLEVM+BLEMACHM

               BLEVB    #FLAG BLEVM+BLEBLKM            VARIABLE-BLOCKED

000017         BLEVBI   DS    0XL1

        00050  BLEVBM   EQU   BLEVM+BLEBLKM

               BLEVBA   #FLAG BLEVM+BLEBLKM+BLEASAM    VARIABLE-BLOCKED ASA CC

000017         BLEVBAI  DS    0XL1

        00054  BLEVBAM  EQU   BLEVM+BLEBLKM+BLEASAM

               BLEVBM   #FLAG BLEVM+BLEBLKM+BLEMACHM   VARIABLE-BLOCKED MACH CODE

000017         BLEVBMI  DS    0XL1

        00052  BLEVBMM  EQU   BLEVM+BLEBLKM+BLEMACHM

               *

               BLEU     #FLAG BLEFM+BLEVM              UNDEFINED

000017         BLEUI    DS    0XL1

        000C0  BLEUM    EQU   BLEFM+BLEVM

               BLEUA    #FLAG BLEFM+BLEVM+BLEASAM      UNDEFINED ASA CC

000017         BLEUAI   DS    0XL1

        000C4  BLEUAM   EQU   BLEFM+BLEVM+BLEASAM

               BLEUM    #FLAG BLEFM+BLEVM+BLEMACHM     UNDEFINED MACH CODE

000017         BLEUMI   DS    0XL1

        000C2  BLEUMM   EQU   BLEFM+BLEVM+BLEMACHM

               *

000017         BLERECFM DS    X                   RECORD FORMAT

               *

000018         BLEFILEL DS    X                   LENGTH OF FILE ID

000019         BLEFILE  DS    0CL8                FILE ID

000019         BLEDDNAM DS     CL8                DDNAME         (OS)

000021         BLESYSL  DS    X                   LENGTH OF SYSTEM NUMBER

000022         BLESYS   DS    CL6                 LOGICAL SYSTEM NUMBER (DOS/VSE)

000028         BLEVOLSL DS    X                   LENGTH OF VOL SER

000029         BLEVOLS  DS    CL6                 VSN OF 1ST DATASET VOLUME  (OS)

00002F         BLEMSG#  DS    PL4                 LEVEL 3 MSG ID FROM I/O MODULE

000033         BLEDSNML DS    X                   LENGTH OF DATASET NAME (#WTL)

000034         BLEDSNM  DS    CL54                DATASET NAME

00006A                  ORG   BLEDSNM

000034         BLEBDSNM DS    CL54                BS2000 DATASET NAME

00006A                  ORG   BLEDSNM

000034         BLEODSNM DS    CL44                OS DATASET NAME

000060                  DS    C                   LEFT PAREN

000061         BLEMBRNM DS    CL8                 MEMBER NAME IF PARTITIONED DATASET

000069                  DS    C                   RIGHT PAREN

00006A                  ORG   BLEDSNM

000034         BLEDDSNM DS    CL44                DOS DATASET NAME

000060                  DS    CL10

00006A                  DS    H                  RESERVED BY FILE MAPPING
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00006C         BLEDEVNM DS    CL4                 DEVICE NAME (DOS)

               *

000070         BLEIORBA DS    A                   A(DEFRB) FOR DOS/VSE

000074                  ORG   BLEIORBA

000070         BLEACBA  DS    A                   A(ACB) FOR OS|DOS VSAM

000074                  ORG   BLEIORBA

000070         BLEDCBA  DS    A                   A(DCB)  (OS)

               *

000074         BLEDECBA DS    A                   A(DATA EVENT CONTROL BLOCK) (OS)

000078                  ORG   BLEDECBA

000074         BLERPLA  DS    A                   A(RPL) FOR OS|DOS VSAM

               *

000078         BLEDFR15 DS    F                   R15 R/C FROM DOS FILE I/O

00007C         BLER15   DS    F                   R15 R/C FROM I/O MODULES

000080         BLESYNMS DS    A                   A(SYNAD ERROR ANALYSIS MESSAGE)

000084         BLEIOBFA DS    A                   A(I/O BUFFER STORAGE)

000088         BLECIOBA DS    A                   A(CURRENT I/O BUFFER)

00008C         BLE#INP  DS    F                   # PHYSICAL INPUT OPERATIONS

000090         BLE#OUT  DS    F                   # PHYSICAL OUTPUT OPERATIONS

000094         BLEMXPRL DS    0F                  MAXIMUM PHYSICAL RECORD LENGTH

000094         BLEBUFL  DS    0F                  BUFFER ELEMENT SIZE (PHYS REC LEN)

000094         BLERECLM DS    F                   VSAM MAXIMUM LRECL (FROM OPEN)

000098                  ORG   BLEBUFL

000094                  DS    H

000096         BLEOBLKS DS    H                   NON-VSAM BLOCK SIZE (FROM OPEN)

000098         BLEMXLRL DS    0F                  VSAM RECORD SIZE (FROM OPEN)

000098                  DS    H

00009A         BLEORECL DS    H                   NON-VSAM RECORD SIZE (FROM OPEN)

00009C         BLERECLR DS    0F                  VSAM RECORD SIZE (READ|WRITE)

00009C                  DS    H

00009E         BLELRECL DS    H                   NON-VSAM RECORD SIZE (READ|WRITE)

0000A0         BLERECLV DS    0F                  VSAM LAST MODCB RECORD LENGTH

0000A0                  DS    H

0000A2         BLEBLKSI DS    H                   NON-VSAM BLOCK SIZE (READ|WRITE)

0000A4         BLEBRPLA DS    A                   A(LAST BRPL SERVICED BY THIS BLE)

0000A8         BLERECA  DS    A                   A(LAST LOGICAL REC READ/WRITTEN)

0000AC         BLELISTA DS    A                   A(GENERAL USE PARMLIST)

0000B0         BLEIOSL  DS    F                   I/O MODULE ACQUIRED STG LENGTH

0000B4         BLEFMDEA DS    F                   A(FMD TABLE ENTRY) FOR THIS DSORG

0000B8         BLEDEVT  DS    X                   OS DEVICE TYPE

               BLEBPO   #FLAG X'80'               BCTL-BYPASS PARALLEL OPEN CHECK

0000B9         BLEBPOI  DS    0XL1

        00080  BLEBPOM  EQU   X'80'

               BLECCR   #FLAG X'40'               RECFM ERROR IN CONCATENATION

0000B9         BLECCRI  DS    0XL1

        00040  BLECCRM  EQU   X'40'

               BLECCB   #FLAG X'20'               BLKSIZE ERROR IN CONCATENATION

0000B9         BLECCBI  DS    0XL1

        00020  BLECCBM  EQU   X'20'

               BLECCL   #FLAG X'10'               LRECL ERROR IN CONCATENATION

0000B9         BLECCLI  DS    0XL1

        00010  BLECCLM  EQU   X'10'

               BLERRD   #FLAG X'08'               REISSUE OS READ MACRO
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0000B9         BLERRDI  DS    0XL1

        00008  BLERRDM  EQU   X'08'

               BLESYNC  #FLAG X'04'               SYNCHRONIZE ALL PHYSICAL I/O

0000B9         BLESYNCI DS    0XL1

        00004  BLESYNCM EQU   X'04'

               BLEPEOF  #FLAG X'02'               INFORM SUBTASK EOF REACHED

0000B9         BLEPEOFI DS    0XL1

        00002  BLEPEOFM EQU   X'02'

               BLEPSYN  #FLAG X'01'               INFORM SUBTASK OF PHYS I/O ERROR

0000B9         BLEPSYNI DS    0XL1

        00001  BLEPSYNM EQU   X'01'

0000B9         BLEHFLG1 DS    X                   HEADER FLAG BYTE

0000BA         BLEBUFNO DS    H                   NUMBER OF BUFFER ELEMENTS

0000BC         BLEBIOCT DS    H                   # BUFFERS SCHEDULED FOR I/O

0000BE         BLEAMRBL DS    X                   LENGTH OF A REQUEST BLOCK

0000BF                  DS    X                  RESERVED BY FILE MAPPING

0000C0                  DS    4F                 RESERVED BY FILE MAPPING

        000BC  BLEHDRLN EQU   ((*-BLEHDR)/4)*4    LENGTH OF BLE HEADER AREA

0000D0         BLEVAR   DS    0F                  BEGIN BLE VARIABLE SECTION

*******************************************************************

*   PHYSICAL SEQUENTIAL DATASET SECTION

*

*                 SYSIN DATASET SECTION

*

*                SYSOUT DATASET SECTION

*

*                  CARD DATASET SECTION

*

*                 PRINT DATASET SECTION

*

*                 SAM   DATASET SECTION       (BS2000)

*

*                 ISAM  DATASET SECTION       (BS2000)

*

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

0000D0         BLENPOS  DS    F                   DISPLACEMENT INTO BLOCK

0000D4         BLECUU   DS    CL3                 ACTUAL DEVICE ADDRESS (CUU)(DOS)

0000D7         BLECC#   DS    X                   CONCATENATION NUMBER (OS)

0000D8         BLEORCFM DS    X                   OVERRIDE RECFM

0000D9         BLEOUNIT DS    X                   OVERRIDE UNIT

               *

               BLEDASD  #FLAG X'80'               DEVICE IS DIRECT-ACCESS

0000DA         BLEDASDI DS    0XL1

        00080  BLEDASDM EQU   X'80'

               BLEMT    #FLAG X'40'               DEVICE IS A MAGNETIC TAPE

0000DA         BLEMTI   DS    0XL1        00040  BLEMTM   EQU   X'40'

0000DA         BLEUNIT  DS    X                   UNIT (DEVICE CLASS)

0000DB                  DS    X                  RESERVED

0000DC                  DS    H                  RESERVED

0000DE         BLENBLKS DS    H                   # PHYSICAL I/O BLOCKS IN DOS/VS(E)

0000E0                  DS    2F                 RESERVED
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        000E8  BLESOLEN EQU   ((*-BLE)/4)*4       LENGTH OF SYSOUT ELEMENT

        000E8  BLECDLEN EQU   ((*-BLE)/4)*4       LENGTH OF CARD   ELEMENT

        000E8  BLEPRLEN EQU   ((*-BLE)/4)*4       LENGTH OF PRINT  ELEMENT

        000E8  BLESILEN EQU   ((*-BLE)/4)*4       LENGTH OF SYSIN  ELEMENT

0000E8         BLEULPNM DS    CL8                 NAME OF USER LABEL PROGRAM (TAPE)

0000F0                  ORG BLEULPNM

0000E8         BLEUHLPA DS    A                   A(TAPE USER HEADER LABEL PGM)

0000EC         BLEUTLPA DS    A                   A(TAPE USER TRAILER LABEL PGM)

0000F0         BLETTR   DS    F                   TTR OF BLOCK JUST READ OR WRITTEN

               *

               *        #FLAG X'80'              RESERVED (IBM)

               BLEAL    #FLAG X'40'               ANSI LABEL                 (OS)

0000F4         BLEALI   DS    0XL1

        00040  BLEALM   EQU   X'40'

               BLEAUL   #FLAG X'44'               ANSI LABEL + USER LABEL    (OS)

0000F4         BLEAULI  DS    0XL1

        00044  BLEAULM  EQU   X'44'

               BLEBLP   #FLAG X'10'               BYPASS LABEL PROCESSING    (OS)

0000F4         BLEBLPI  DS    0XL1

        00010  BLEBLPM  EQU   X'10'

               BLESUL   #FLAG X'0A'               STANDARD LABEL + USER LABEL

0000F4         BLESULI  DS    0XL1

        0000A  BLESULM  EQU   X'0A'

               BLENSL   #FLAG X'04'               NON-STANDARD LABEL

0000F4         BLENSLI  DS    0XL1

        00004  BLENSLM  EQU   X'04'

               BLESL    #FLAG X'02'               STANDARD LABEL

0000F4         BLESLI   DS    0XL1

        00002  BLESLM   EQU   X'02'

               BLENL    #FLAG X'01'               NO LABEL

0000F4         BLENLI   DS    0XL1

        00001  BLENLM   EQU   X'01'

0000F4         BLEFLABL DS    X                   TAPE FILE LABEL TYPE

0000F5                  DS    X                  RESERVED

0000F6                  DS    X                  RESERVED

0000F7                  DS    X                  RESERVED

               *

0000F8         BLEBS2K1 DS    X                   B2SK: FLAG BYTE 1

        00080  BLE1SAM  EQU   X'80'                     FILE TYPE  = SAM

        00040  BLE1NSTD EQU   X'40'                     NON-STANDARD BLOCK SIZE

        00020  BLE1DUPK EQU   X'20'                     DUPLICATE KEY ALLOWED

               *

0000F9         BLEBS2K2 DS    X                   BS2K: FLAG BYTE 2

        00080  BLE2RCF1 EQU   X'80'                     RECFORM SPECIFIED IN /FILE

        00040  BLE2RCF2 EQU   X'40'                     WCC     SPECIFIED IN /FILE

        00020  BLE2BLKS EQU   X'20'                     BLKSIZE SPECIFIED IN /FILE

        00010  BLE2RECS EQU   X'10'                     RECSIZE SPECIFIED IN /FILE

               *

0000FA         BLEOPENT DS    X                   B2SK: OPEN TYPE (EQU=ID1OPEN)

0000FB         BLEBSRCF DS    X                   BS2K: RECFORM FROM TFT OR CATALOG

0000FC         BLEBSWCC DS    X                   BS2K: WCC     FROM TFT OR CATALOG

0000FD         BLEKEYLE DS    X                   BS2K: KEYLEN VALUE

0000FE         BLEBSBLK DS    H                   BS2K: BLKSIZE FROM TFT OR CATALOG
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000100         BLEBSREC DS    H                   BS2K: RECSIZE FROM TFT OR CATALOG

000102         BLEKEYPO DS    H                   BS2K: KEYPOS VALUE

000104         BLEBSFRE DS    H                   BS2K: REMAINING BUFR SPACE

SAM-V)

               *

000108                  DS    4F                 RESERVED BY FILE MAPPING

        00118  BLEPSLEN EQU   ((*-BLE)/4)*4       LENGTH OF PHYS SEQUENTIAL ELEMENT

               *******************************************************************

               *               ---VSAM DATASET SECTION---

               *******************************************************************

000118                  ORG   BLEVAR

               BLEKSDS  #FLAG X'80'               CLUSTER IS KEY-SEQUENCED DATASET

0000D0         BLEKSDSI DS    0XL1

        00080  BLEKSDSM EQU   X'80'

               BLEESDS  #FLAG X'40'               CLUSTER IS ENTRY-SEQUENCED DATASET

0000D0         BLEESDSI DS    0XL1

        00040  BLEESDSM EQU   X'40'

               BLERRDS  #FLAG X'20'               CLUSTER IS RELATIVE-RECORD DATASET

0000D0         BLERRDSI DS    0XL1

        00020  BLERRDSM EQU   X'20'

0000D0         BLEVSTYP DS    X                   VSAM TYPE FLAGS

0000D1                  DS    X                  RESERVED

0000D2                  DS    X                  RESERVED

0000D3                  DS    X                  RESERVED

0000D4         BLEVKEYA DS    A                   A(KEY) IF KSDS    REL 10.2

0000D8                  ORG   BLEVKEYA

0000D4         BLERRN   DS    CL4                 REL REC NUM (RRDS) REL 10.2

0000D8         BLEVKEYO DS    F                   OFFSET TO KEY     REL 10.2

0000DC         BLEVKEYL DS    F                   KEY LENGTH        REL 10.2

0000E0         BLERBA   DS    F                   RBA OF CURRENT RECORD

0000E4         BLEFDBK  DS    0F                  VSAM RPL FEEDBACK FIELD

0000E4                  DS     X                  RESERVED BY VSAM

0000E5         BLEFD15  DS     X                  RETURN CODE FROM R15

0000E6         BLEFDFC  DS     X                  FUNCTION CODE

0000E7         BLEFDCOD DS     X                  FEEDBACK CODE

0000E8         BLEERROR DS    F                   VSAM ACB ERROR FIELD

0000EC         BLECBMRC DS    F                   VSAM CONTROL BLOCK MACRO R/C (R0)

0000F0         BLERECAV DS    A                   LAST MODCB AREA REQUEST

0000F4         BLEVSR15 DS    F                   VSAM MACRO R15 RETURN CODE

0000F8                  DS    4F                 RESERVED BY FILE MAPPING

        00108  BLEVSLEN EQU   ((*-BLE)/4)*4       LENGTH OF VSAM ELEMENT

BLPDS
                        COPY #BLPDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                                ***

*** BLP:   BATCH LOG PREFIX DSECT                                  ***

***                                                                ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

***                                                                ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value
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000000         BLP      DSECT                                            12/17/85

000000         BLPDTK   DS    0CL8                DATE/TIME (KEY)

000000         BLPDATE  DS    CL4                 DATE (00YYDDDC)

000004         BLPTIME  DS    CL4                 TIME (1/10000 SEC)

000008         BLPPGNAM DS    CL8                 PROGRAM/DIALOG NAME

000010         BLPTYPE  DS    X                   RECORD TYPE

               *   THE FOLLOWING ARE VALID VALUES FOR BLPTYPE

               *

        00001  BLPDBUG  EQU   1                   DEBUG

        00002  BLPUSR   EQU   2                   USER MESSAGE

        00003  BLPSPNSE EQU   3                   EDIT ERROR RECORD

        00004  BLPWTO   EQU   4                   WRITE TO OPERATOR MESSAGE

        00005  BLPABND  EQU   5                   ABEND DUMP TEXT

        00006  BLPSTAT  EQU   6                   STATISTICS

        00006  BLPHITYP EQU   6                   HIGHEST VALID TYPE

               *

               BLPRCMP  #FLAG X'80'               IF ON, LOG RECORD IS COMPRESSED

000011         BLPRCMPI DS    0XL1

        00080  BLPRCMPM EQU   X'80'

000011         BLPFLG1  DS    X                   FLAG BYTE

000012         BLPRLEN  DS    H                   LEN OF LOG REC THAT FOLLOWS PREFIX

000014         BLPULEN  DS    X                   LENGTH OF USER ID

000015                  DS    XL3                 RESERVED

        00018  BLPLEN   EQU   *-BLP               LENGTH OF FIXED PORTION OF PREFIX

000018         BLPUSER  DS    0X                  START OF USER ID

BMRBHDS
                        COPY #BMRBHDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                                ***

***              BMRBH: BATCH MRB HEADER BLOCK                     ***

***                                                                ***

***   IN BATCH ADS, MRBS ARE ALLOCATED OUTSIDE OF THE VDB AND      ***

***   AN MRB IS NOT FREED UNTIL THE FILE ASSOCIATED WITH IT IS     ***

***   CLOSED. THE BMRBH DSECT DESCRIBES A HEADER WHICH PRECEEDS    ***

***   EACH MRB. IT IS USED TO CHAIN THE MRBS TOGETHER AND TO       ***

***   PROVIDE THE FILE NAMES ASSOCIATED WITH THE MRB. THERE        ***

***   WILL BE ONE MRB FOR EACH UNIQUE MAPNAME/FILENAME/SUSPENSE    ***

***   FILENAME COMBINATION. THE FIRST BMRBH IS LOCATED VIA AN      ***

***   ADDRESS POINTER IN THE OTB (OTBFMRBA).                       ***

***                                                                ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

***                                                                ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         BMRBH    DSECT                                     08/15/85

000000         BMRNEXTA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF NEXT BMRBH

000004         BMRFNAM  DS    0CL10               FILE NAME

000004         BMRDDNAM DS    CL8                 DDNAME (OS)

00000C                  DS    CL2                 UNUSED (OS)
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00000E                  ORG   BMRDDNAM

000004         BMRDOSF  DS    CL7                 FILE NAME (DOS)

00000B         BMRDSYS  DS    CL3                 SYSNUM (DOS)

00000E         BMRSFNM  DS    0CL10               SUSPENSE FILE NAME

00000E         BMRSFDD  DS    CL8                 SUSPENSE DDNAME (OS)

000016                  DS    CL2                 UNUSED (OS)

000018                  ORG   BMRSFDD

00000E         BMRSFDOS DS    CL7                 SUSPENSE FILE NAME (DOS)

000015         BMRSFSYS DS    CL3                 SUSPENSE FILE SYSNUM (DOS)

000018         BMRBLN   DS    H                   LENGTH OF MRB FOLLOWING

               BMBNDI   #FLAG X'80'               BIND THIS MAP FOR INPUT

00001A         BMBNDII  DS    0XL1

        00080  BMBNDIM  EQU   X'80'

               BMBNDO   #FLAG X'40'               BIND THIS MAP FOR OUTPUT

00001A         BMBNDOI  DS    0XL1

        00040  BMBNDOM  EQU   X'40'

               BMBNDIO  #FLAG X'20'               BIND THIS MAP AS AN I/O MAP

00001A         BMBNDIOI DS    0XL1

        00020  BMBNDIOM EQU   X'20'

00001A         BMRBFL1  DS    X                   FLAG BYTE 1

00001B                  DS    X                   RESERVED

        0001C  BMRLEN   EQU   *-BMRBH             LENGTH OF BMRBH

BPADS
                        COPY #BPADS

*******************************************************************

***                                                                ***

***              BPA: BATCH PARSE AREA (ADS)                       ***

***                                                                ***

***  BPA IS A DSECT THAT DESCRIBES THE WORK STORAGE AREAS USED     ***

***  BY THE PARSING MODULES IN ADS BATCH RUNTIME.                  ***

***                                                                ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

***                                                                ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         BPA      DSECT                                     04/24/86

               *

               *                   BPA BLOCK 1

               *

               *  THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES ARE INTERFACE VARIABLES WITH THE

               *  LEXICAL ANALYZER:

               *     NXTTOKE, TOKEBUF, PACKED, BPANODEC, BPANODIG

               *

               *

000000         BPAID    DS    CL4                 'BPA*'

000008         PDBL     DS    D                   GENERALLY USEFUL DOUBLE WORD

000010         BPASCSAV DS    F                   SAVE AREA FOR STACK CHECKING

000014         BPASTKEA DS    A                   STACK END ADDRESS

000018         BPASAVSZ DS    H                   SIZE OF ENVIRONMENT SAVE AREA

00001A         PHALF    DS    H                   GENERALLY USEFUL HALFWORD
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00001C         NXTTOKE  DS    H                   NEXT AVAILABLE SLOT FOR TOKEN

00001E         TOKEBUF  DS    2CL256              TOKEN BUFFER

        00200  TOKEBLEN EQU   *-TOKEBUF           LENGTH OF TOKEN BUFFER

00021E         INBUF    DS    CL80                TOKEN BUFFER

00026E         PACKED   DS    XL9                 HOLDING BUFFER FOR PACKED DEC #

000277         BPANODEC DS    X                   # DECIMAL PLACES

000278         BPANODIG DS    X                   # OF DIGITS IN DEC #

               BPAMBB   #FLAG X'08'               FIELD IS MULTIBIT BINARY

000279         BPAMBBI  DS    0XL1

        00008  BPAMBBM  EQU   X'08'

000279         BPAEXPF  DS    X                   FLAG BYTE FOR ADSOGEXP

00027C                  DS    0F

               BPARC8  #FLAG  X'80'               RETURN CODE OF 8 IS ERROR

00027C         BPARC8I  DS    0XL1

        00080  BPARC8M  EQU   X'80'

               BPARC4  #FLAG  X'40'               RETURN CODE OF 4 IS WARNING

00027C         BPARC4I  DS    0XL1

        00040  BPARC4M  EQU   X'40'

               BPAPRMF #FLAG  X'20'               PARM EXPECTED IN ERR MSG ROUTINE

00027C         BPAPRMFI DS    0XL1

        00020  BPAPRMFM EQU   X'20'

00027C                  DS    X                   FLAG BYTE

00027D                  DS    X                   RESERVED

000280                  DS    7F                  RESERVED

        0029C  BPALEN1  EQU   *-BPA               FIRST BPA BLOCK SIZE

               *

               *                   BPA BLOCK 2

               *

               *

               *  THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES ARE APPLICABLE ONLY TO THE

               *  PARSE MODULES.

               *

00029C         BPABLK3  DS    0F

00029C         BPAWPNUM DS    F                   SAVE AREA FOR NUMBER

0002A0         BPAPLIST DS    5D                  DC MACRO PARM AREA

0002C8         BPADLGNM DS    CL8                 CONTROL CMD DLG/PGM NAME (LITERAL)

0002D0         BPAWKCL8 DS    CL8                 TEMPORARY WORK AREA FOR DLG NAME

0002D8         BPASAVRG DS    F                   TEMP REGISTER STORAGE AREA

0002DC         BPAPATCH DS    A                   ADDRESS OF ADSORUNB PATCH AREA

0002E0         BPAPRTBA DS    A                   ADDR OF PRINT BUFFER

0002E4         LEXADDR  DS    A                   ADDR OF CURRENT TOKEN START

0002E8         NXTNUMB  DS    H                   NEXT AVAILABLE SLOT IN NUMBER

0002EA         LEXLNTH  DS    H'0'                LNTH OF STRING RETURNED FROM L.A.

0002EC         LEXCOLM  DS    H'72'               STARTING COLUMN OF TOKEN

0002EE         FSTCOLM  DS    H'01'               FIRST COLUMN TO BE USED FOR INPUT

0002F0         LSTCOLM  DS    H'72'               LAST COLUMN TO BE USED FOR INPUT

0002F4         NUMBER   DS    10F                 NUMBER TOKEN LIST

               * DLRBUFF, MSGCBUFF, AND SRCBUFF ARE BUILD AREAS FOR ENTRIES

               * INTO THE PRINT BUFFER FOR COMPILED PROCESS SOURCE

00031C         DLRBUFF  DS    0F                  BUILD AREA FOR $ LINE ENTRY

               DLRFLG   #FLAG X'40'               INDICATES $ LINE ENTRY

00031C         DLRFLGI  DS    0XL1

        00040  DLRFLGM  EQU   X'40'
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00031C         DLRFLGB  DS    X                   DOLLAR FLAG BYTE

00031D         DLRNUM   DS    X                   NUMBER OF $'S IN ENTRY

        00002  DLRHDRSZ EQU   *-DLRBUFF           SIZE OF $ ENTRY HEADER

00031E         DLRCOL   DS    10X                 COLUMN #'S FOR $'S

        0000A  DLRMAX   EQU   *-DLRCOL            MAX # OF ENTRIES IN DLRBUFF

000328         MSGCBUFF DS    0F                  BUILD AREA FOR MSG CODE ENTRY

               MSGCFLG  #FLAG X'20'               INDICATES MSG CODE ENTRY

000328         MSGCFLGI DS    0XL1

        00020  MSGCFLGM EQU   X'20'

000328         MSGCFLGB DS    X                   MESSAGE CODE FLAG BYTE

000329         MSGCNUM  DS    X                   NUMBER OF MSG CODES IN ENTRY

        00002  MSGHDRSZ EQU   *-MSGCBUFF

00032A         MSGCODES DS    40X                 MSG CODE NUMBERS

000354         SRCBUFF  DS    0F                  BUILD AREA FOR SOURCE ENTRY

               SRCFLG   #FLAG X'80'               INDICATES SOURCE ENTRY

000354         SRCFLGI  DS    0XL1

        00080  SRCFLGM  EQU   X'80'

000354         SRCFLGB  DS    X                   SOURCE FLAG BYTE

000355         SRCSEQNO DS    7X                  SOURCE SEQUENCE NUMBER

               FRSTCRD  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF NO PROCESS CARD READ YET

00035C         FRSTCRDI DS    0XL1

        00080  FRSTCRDM EQU   X'80'

               SRCERR   #FLAG X'40'               ON IF CURRENT CARD HAS ERROR0035C         SRCERRI  DS   

 0XL1

        00040  SRCERRM  EQU   X'40'

               PRINTED  #FLAG X'20'               ON IF CARD IMAGE NOT TO BE PRNTED

00035C         PRINTEDI DS    0XL1

        00020  PRINTEDM EQU   X'20'

               MXLERR   #FLAG X'10'               ON IF MAX # ERRS FOR LINE FOUND

00035C         MXLERRI  DS    0XL1

        00010  MXLERRM  EQU   X'10'

00035C         BPAPRBFL DS    X                   PRINT BUFF FLAG BYTE

               FAIL     #FLAG X'80'               ON IF TOKEN FAILS TEST

00035D         FAILI    DS    0XL1

        00080  FAILM    EQU   X'80'

               EOF      #FLAG X'40'               ON IF SOURCE INPUT COMPLETE

00035D         EOFI     DS    0XL1

        00040  EOFM     EQU   X'40'

00035D         BPAFLAG1 DS    X                   FIRST FLAG BYTE

00035E         BPADATYP DS    X                   IRA DATA TYPE

00035F         DELIM    DS    C'*'                COMMENT DELIMITER CHARACTER

000360         HOLDCC   DS    CL1

000361         ZONEDNO  DS    XL16                HOLDING BUFFER FOR ZONED DEC #

000371         BPAOPCOD DS    X                   OP CODE FOR PROCEDURAL CME

000372         BRPLDSRG DS    C                   DSORG OF BRPL

000374         LEXLNTH2 DS    H                   LEXLNTH SAVE AREA FOR STR/BIN STR

               LEXSTR   #FLAG X'80'               STRING CONSTANT ALREADY PARSED

000376         LEXSTRI  DS    0XL1

        00080  LEXSTRM  EQU   X'80'

               LEXBIN   #FLAG X'40'               BINARY STRING CONSTANT IS PARSED

000376         LEXBINI  DS    0XL1

        00040  LEXBINM  EQU   X'40'

               LEXFLTS  #FLAG X'20'             SHORT FLOAT CONSTANT PARSE*LCB84229*
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000376         LEXFLTSI DS    0XL1

        00020  LEXFLTSM EQU   X'20'

               LEXFLTL  #FLAG X'10'             LONG FLOAT CONSTANT PARSED*LCB84229*

000376         LEXFLTLI DS    0XL1

        00010  LEXFLTLM EQU   X'10'

000376         LEXFLAG1 DS    X                   FLAG BYTE FOR STR/BIN CONSTANTS

000377         BPABINL  DS    X                   LENGTH OF MULTIBIT BINARY FIELD

000378         BPABIN   DS    F                   MULTIBIT BINARY VALUE

00037C         BRPLINA  DS    A                   ADDR OF INPUT BRPL

000380         BRPLOUTA DS    A                   ADDR OF OUTPUT BRPL

000384         BRPLLEN  DS    H                   LENGTH OF BRPL

000386         LEXCOLM2 DS    H                   LEXCOLM SAVE AREA FOR STR/BIN STR

        00388  BPAFLEN  EQU   ((*-BPA+3)/4)*4     BPA FIXED LENGTH PORTION

               ***  THE FOLLOWING STORAGE IS USED BY THE BATCH GENERATOR PARSER  ***

000388         BPAIOPRM DS    0F                  PARMS FOR IDMSUTIO

000388         BPAIOP1  DS    A

00038C         BPAIOP2  DS    A

000390         BPAIOP3  DS    A

000394         BPAIOP4  DS    A

000398         BPAFUNC  DS    CL4                 FUNCTION CODE

00039C         BPASTAT  DS    CL4                 STATUS, RETURN CODE, OR ABEND CODE

0003A0         BPAFILE  DS    CL4                 FILE NAME

0003A4         BPAUTIOA DS    A                   ADDR OF IDMSUTIO

0003A8         BPAPRTLA DS    A                   ADDR OF PRINT LINE ROUTINE

0003AC         BPAPERRA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF ERROR PRINT ROUTINE

               BPARDIN  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF READ INPUT FROM SYSIPT

0003B0         BPARDINI DS    0XL1

        00080  BPARDINM EQU   X'80'

               BPALIST  #FLAG X'40'               ON IF WRITE OUTPUT TO SYSOUT

0003B0         BPALISTI DS    0XL1

        00040  BPALISTM EQU   X'40'

               BPANOPR  #FLAG X'20'               ON IF LINE ALREADY PRINTED

0003B0         BPANOPRI DS    0XL1        00020  BPANOPRM EQU   X'20'

               SEQCHK   #FLAG X'10'               ON IF SEQUENCE CHECKING IN EFFECT

0003B0         SEQCHKI  DS    0XL1

        00010  SEQCHKM  EQU   X'10'

               *BPASFNF  #FLAG X'08'              ON IF SYSIPT FILE NOT FND*RQE86104*

               BPASFNF  #FLAG X'08'               ON IF SYSIPT FILE NOT FND*RQE86104*

0003B0         BPASFNFI DS    0XL1

        00008  BPASFNFM EQU   X'08'

0003B0                  DS    X                   READ INPUT/WRITE OUTPUT FLAG

0003B4                  DS    0F

0003B4         BPAERCOD DS    F                   ERROR CODE FOR WTL

0003B8         BPARETRN DS    A                   RETURN REG FOR BATCH GENERATOR

0003BC         PRNTHR12 DS    F                   SAVE REG AREA FOR PRINT ROUTINE

0003C0         BPALNLMT DS    H                   TOTAL LINES PER OUTPUT PAGE

0003C2         BPALNCNT DS    H                   LINE COUNT FOR PAGE

0003C4         BPAPGCNT DS    H                   PAGE COUNTER

0003C6         BPAJULDT DS    PL3                 JULIAN DATE (YYDDD+ FORMAT) PACKED

0003C9         BPAGRGDT DS    PL4                 GREGORIAN DATE (0YYMMDD+ FORMAT)

0003CD         BPATIME  DS    PL4                 TIME (0HHMMSS+ FORMAT) PACKED

0003D1         BPAGREG  DS    CL6                 GREG DATE (YYMMDD FORMAT) UNPACKED

0003D7         BPATME   DS    CL6                 TIME (HHMMSS FORMAT) UNPACKED
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               *** THE FOLLOWING ARE PRINT LINE LAYOUTS

0003E0                  DS    0F

0003E0         BPAPRTLN DS    0CL133              PRINT LINE BUFFER AREA

0003E0                  DS    C' '                CARRIAGE CONTROL CHARACTER

0003E1         BPABEGLN DS    CL2                 START OF PRINT LINE

0003E3         BPASTMT# DS    CL5                 STATEMENT NUMBER

0003E8                  DS    CL7

0003EF         BPAINTXT DS    CL80                INPUT STATEMENT TEXT

00043F                  DS    CL28

00045B                  ORG   BPABEGLN            INPUT MESSAGE LINE LAYOUT

0003E1                  DS    CL10

0003EB         BPAEFLAG DS    CL3                 ERROR MESSAGE INDICATOR '***'

0003EE                  DS    CL8

0003F6         BPAMTEXT DS    CL80                MESSAGE TEXT AREA

000446                  DS    CL32

000466                  ORG   BPAMTEXT            ERROR MESSAGE AREA

0003F6         BPAPRCOD DS    CL6                 ERROR MESSAGE CODE

0003FC                  DS    CL3

0003FF         BPAETEXT DS    CL80                ERROR MESSAGE TEXT AREA

00044F                  DS    CL24

000467                  ORG   BPAETEXT            PROCESS STATEMENT PRINT AREA

0003FF                  DS    CL5

000404         BPAPRTXT DS    CL80                DIALOG PROCESS PRINT AREA

000454                  DS    CL19

000467                  ORG   ,                                           *DKJ86008*

000467         BPAPRHD2 DS    0CL133              VARIABLE PAGE HEADER    *DKJ86008*

000467                  DS    C' '                                        *DKJ86008*

000468         BPATAPE  DS    CL6                 TAPE #

00046E                  DS    CL42

000498         BPAPLICM DS    CL32                LICENSE MESSAGE

0004B8                  DS    CL30

0004D6         BPAPDATE DS    CL8

0004DE                  DS    CL1' '

0004DF         BPAPTIME DS    CL6

0004E5                  DS    CL1' '

0004E6         BPAPPAGE DS    CL5

0004EB                  DS    CL1                                         *DKJ86008*

0004EC         SEQSTRT  DS    H                   START COLUMN FOR SEQUENCE NUMBER

0004EE         SEQLNTH  DS    H                   LENGTH OF SEQUENCE NUMBER

0004F0         PREVSEQ  DS    CL80                SEQUENCE NUMBER FROM PREVIOUS CARD

000540         BPACNODA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF CURRENT PARSE TREE NODE

000544         BPABR13  DS    F                   BATCH REGENERATOR'S R13 ON ENTRY

000548         BPAREGSV DS    16F                 MULTIPLE REGISTER SAVE AREA

000588         BPAOTBA  DS    A                   ADDR OF OTB

        0058C  BPALEN   EQU   ((*-BPA+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF FIXED PORTION OF BPA

        008AC  BPATLEN  EQU   BPALEN+800          LENGTH OF BPA PLUS STACK SPACE

00058C         BPASTACK DS    0F                  START OF PARSER STACK

BRPLDS
                        COPY #BRPLDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                                ***
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***  BATCH MAPPING REQUEST PARAMETER LIST                          ***

***                                                                ***

***  COMMUNICATES INFORMATION CONCERNING THE CHARACTERISTICS       ***

***  OF THE DATASET TO BE PROCESSED AND THE SERVICE REQUIRED       ***

***  FROM BATCH MAPPING.                                           ***

***                                                                ***

***    1) #MREQ - THE INFORMATION COMMUNICATED HAS BEEN MAINTAINED ***

***               IN THE MAP LOAD MODULE AND IN THE #MREQ PLIST    ***

***                                                                ***

***    2) DIRECT-CALL - THE INFORMATION COMMUNICATED IS SUPPLIED   ***

***                     BY THE PROGRAM ISSUING THE DIRECT-CALL     ***

***                     MACROS.                                    ***

***                                                                ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

***                                                                ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         BRPL     DSECT                                     07/07/86

000000         BRPLID   DS    CL4       EYECATCHER C'BRPL'

000004         BRPLNXTA DS    A         A(NEXT BRPL)

000008         BRPLREQ  DS    X         REQUEST FLAGS

        00001  BRPLOPEN EQU   1           OPEN REQUEST

        00002  BRPLCLOS EQU   2           CLOSE REQUEST

        00003  BRPLREAD EQU   3           READ REQUEST

        00004  BRPLWRIT EQU   4           WRITE REQUEST

        00005  BRPLCKPT EQU   5           CHECKPOINT REQUEST

        00006  BRPLRSTR EQU   6           RESTART REQUEST                          )

        00007  BRPLGEN  EQU   7           GENERATE BRPL REQUEST

        00008  BRPLSET  EQU   8           SET BRPL REQUEST

        00009  BRPLSHOW EQU   9           SHOW BRPL REQUEST

        0000A  BRPLLREQ EQU   10          BRPL LENGTH REQUEST

               BRPLPS   #FLAG X'80'     PHYSICAL SEQUENTIAL

000009         BRPLPSI  DS    0XL1

        00080  BRPLPSM  EQU   X'80'

               BRPLSI   #FLAG X'40'     SYSIN    (OS)    (IMPLIES INPUT)

000009         BRPLSII  DS    0XL1

        00040  BRPLSIM  EQU   X'40'

               BRPLCD   #FLAG X'20'     CARD     (DOS)

000009         BRPLCDI  DS    0XL1

        00020  BRPLCDM  EQU   X'20'

               BRPLSO   #FLAG X'10'     SYSOUT   (OS)    (IMPLIES OUTPUT)

000009         BRPLSOI  DS    0XL1

        00010  BRPLSOM  EQU   X'10'

               BRPLPR   #FLAG X'08'     PRINT    (DOS)   (IMPLIES OUTPUT)

000009         BRPLPRI  DS    0XL1

        00008  BRPLPRM  EQU   X'08'

               BRPLKS   #FLAG X'04'    RESERVED FOR VSAM KSDS        (UNSUPPORTED)

000009         BRPLKSI  DS    0XL1

        00004  BRPLKSM  EQU   X'04'

               BRPLES   #FLAG X'02'     VSAM ESDS

000009         BRPLESI  DS    0XL1

        00002  BRPLESM  EQU   X'02'
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               BRPLRR   #FLAG X'01'    RESERVED FOR VSAM RRDS        (UNSUPPORTED)

000009         BRPLRRI  DS    0XL1

        00001  BRPLRRM  EQU   X'01'

               BRPLVS   #FLAG BRPLKSM+BRPLESM+BRPLRRM     VSAM DATASET

000009         BRPLVSI  DS    0XL1

        00007  BRPLVSM  EQU   BRPLKSM+BRPLESM+BRPLRRM

000009         BRPLDSO  DS    X         TYPE OF DATASET ORGANIZATION BYTE

               *

               BRPLEOF  #FLAG X'80'     END-OF-FILE REACHED

00000A         BRPLEOFI DS    0XL1

        00080  BRPLEOFM EQU   X'80'

               BRPLSYN  #FLAG X'40'     PHYSICAL I/O ERROR OCCURRED

00000A         BRPLSYNI DS    0XL1

        00040  BRPLSYNM EQU   X'40'

               BRPLTMP  #FLAG X'20'     TEMPORARY DATASET

00000A         BRPLTMPI DS    0XL1

        00020  BRPLTMPM EQU   X'20'

               BRPLPDS  #FLAG X'10'     MEMBER OF PARTITIONED DATASET

00000A         BRPLPDSI DS    0XL1

        00010  BRPLPDSM EQU   X'10'

               BRPLDMY  #FLAG X'08'     DUMMY DATASET

00000A         BRPLDMYI DS    0XL1

        00008  BRPLDMYM EQU   X'08'

               BRPLGU   #FLAG X'04'     GET-UPDATE PERFORMED (VSAM I/O)

00000A         BRPLGUI  DS    0XL1

        00004  BRPLGUM  EQU   X'04'

00000A         BRPLFST  DS    X         FILE STATUS BYTE

               *

               BRPLINP  #FLAG X'80'     DATASET OPENED INPUT

00000B         BRPLINPI DS    0XL1

        00080  BRPLINPM EQU   X'80'

               BRPLOUT  #FLAG X'40'     DATASET OPENED OUTPUT

00000B         BRPLOUTI DS    0XL1

        00040  BRPLOUTM EQU   X'40'

               BRPLIO   #FLAG BRPLINPM+BRPLOUTM  DATASET OPENED INPUT+OUTPUT

00000B         BRPLIOI  DS    0XL1

        000C0  BRPLIOM  EQU   BRPLINPM+BRPLOUTM

00000B         BRPLUSAG DS    X         DATASET USAGE

               *

               BRPLBLK  #FLAG X'10'                         BLOCKED RECORDS

00000C         BRPLBLKI DS    0XL1

        00010  BRPLBLKM EQU   X'10'

               BRPLASA  #FLAG X'04'                         ASA (ANSI) CARRIAGE CTL

00000C         BRPLASAI DS    0XL1

        00004  BRPLASAM EQU   X'04'

               BRPLMAC  #FLAG X'02'                         MACHINE CARRIAGE CTL

00000C         BRPLMACI DS    0XL1

        00002  BRPLMACM EQU   X'02'

               BRPLCC   #FLAG BRPLASAM+BRPLMACM             CARRIAGE CONTROL EXISTS

00000C         BRPLCCI  DS    0XL1

        00006  BRPLCCM  EQU   BRPLASAM+BRPLMACM

               *

               BRPLF    #FLAG X'80'                         FIXED
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00000C         BRPLFI   DS    0XL1

        00080  BRPLFM   EQU   X'80'

               BRPLFA   #FLAG BRPLFM+BRPLASAM               FIXED ASA

00000C         BRPLFAI  DS    0XL1

        00084  BRPLFAM  EQU   BRPLFM+BRPLASAM

               BRPLFM   #FLAG BRPLFM+BRPLMACM               FIXED MACH

00000C         BRPLFMI  DS    0XL1

        00082  BRPLFMM  EQU   BRPLFM+BRPLMACM

               BRPLFB   #FLAG BRPLFM+BRPLBLKM               FIXED BLKED

00000C         BRPLFBI  DS    0XL1

        00090  BRPLFBM  EQU   BRPLFM+BRPLBLKM

               BRPLFBA  #FLAG BRPLFM+BRPLBLKM+BRPLASAM      FIXED BLKED ASA

00000C         BRPLFBAI DS    0XL1

        00094  BRPLFBAM EQU   BRPLFM+BRPLBLKM+BRPLASAM

               BRPLFBM  #FLAG BRPLFM+BRPLBLKM+BRPLMACM      FIXED BLKED MACH

00000C         BRPLFBMI DS    0XL1

        00092  BRPLFBMM EQU   BRPLFM+BRPLBLKM+BRPLMACM

               *

               BRPLV    #FLAG X'40'                         VARIABLE

00000C         BRPLVI   DS    0XL1

        00040  BRPLVM   EQU   X'40'

               BRPLVA   #FLAG BRPLVM+BRPLASAM               VAR ASA

00000C         BRPLVAI  DS    0XL1

        00044  BRPLVAM  EQU   BRPLVM+BRPLASAM

               BRPLVM   #FLAG BRPLVM+BRPLMACM               VAR MACH

00000C         BRPLVMI  DS    0XL1

        00042  BRPLVMM  EQU   BRPLVM+BRPLMACM

               BRPLVB   #FLAG BRPLVM+BRPLBLKM               VAR BLKED

00000C         BRPLVBI  DS    0XL1

        00050  BRPLVBM  EQU   BRPLVM+BRPLBLKM

               BRPLVBA  #FLAG BRPLVM+BRPLBLKM+BRPLASAM      VAR BLKED ASA

00000C         BRPLVBAI DS    0XL1

        00054  BRPLVBAM EQU   BRPLVM+BRPLBLKM+BRPLASAM

               BRPLVBM  #FLAG BRPLVM+BRPLBLKM+BRPLMACM      VAR BLKED MACH

00000C         BRPLVBMI DS    0XL1

        00052  BRPLVBMM EQU   BRPLVM+BRPLBLKM+BRPLMACM

               *

               BRPLU    #FLAG BRPLFM+BRPLVM                 UNDEFINED

00000C         BRPLUI   DS    0XL1

        000C0  BRPLUM   EQU   BRPLFM+BRPLVM

               BRPLUA   #FLAG BRPLFM+BRPLVM+BRPLASAM        UND ASA

00000C         BRPLUAI  DS    0XL1

        000C4  BRPLUAM  EQU   BRPLFM+BRPLVM+BRPLASAM

               BRPLUM   #FLAG BRPLFM+BRPLVM+BRPLMACM        UND MACH

00000C         BRPLUMI  DS    0XL1

        000C2  BRPLUMM  EQU   BRPLFM+BRPLVM+BRPLMACM

00000C         BRPLRCFM DS    X         RECORD FORMAT               *

               BRPLAL   #FLAG X'40'     ANSI LABEL                  (OS)

00000D         BRPLALI  DS    0XL1

        00040  BRPLALM  EQU   X'40'

               BRPLAUL  #FLAG X'44'     ANSI + USER LABEL           (OS)

00000D         BRPLAULI DS    0XL1

        00044  BRPLAULM EQU   X'44'
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               BRPLBLP  #FLAG X'10'     LABEL PROCESSING BYPASSED   (OS)

00000D         BRPLBLPI DS    0XL1

        00010  BRPLBLPM EQU   X'10'

               BRPLSUL  #FLAG X'0A'     STANDARD + USER LABEL

00000D         BRPLSULI DS    0XL1

        0000A  BRPLSULM EQU   X'0A'

               BRPLNSL  #FLAG X'04'     NON-STANDARD LABEL

00000D         BRPLNSLI DS    0XL1

        00004  BRPLNSLM EQU   X'04'

               BRPLSL   #FLAG X'02'     STANDARD LABEL

00000D         BRPLSLI  DS    0XL1

        00002  BRPLSLM  EQU   X'02'

               BRPLNL   #FLAG X'01'     NO LABEL

00000D         BRPLNLI  DS    0XL1

        00001  BRPLNLM  EQU   X'01'

00000D         BRPLFLBL DS    X         TAPE FILE LABEL

               *

               BRPLDAS  #FLAG X'80'     DATASET RESIDES ON DASD

00000E         BRPLDASI DS    0XL1

        00080  BRPLDASM EQU   X'80'

               BRPLMT   #FLAG X'40'     DATASET RESIDES ON MAG TAPE

00000E         BRPLMTI  DS    0XL1

        00040  BRPLMTM  EQU   X'40'

00000E         BRPLUNIT DS     X        UNIT BYTE

               *

               BRPLBAS  #FLAG  X'80'    ISSUE BASE STATS MSGS AT CLOSE

00000F         BRPLBASI DS    0XL1

        00080  BRPLBASM EQU   X'80'

               BRPLSUP  #FLAG  X'40'    ISSUE SUPPLEMENTARY STATS MSGS AT CLOSE

00000F         BRPLSUPI DS    0XL1

        00040  BRPLSUPM EQU   X'40'

               BRPLSTY  #FLAG  BRPLBASM+BRPLSUPM  ISSUE BASE+SUPP MSG AT CLOSE

00000F         BRPLSTYI DS    0XL1

        000C0  BRPLSTYM EQU   BRPLBASM+BRPLSUPM

00000F         BRPLOPT1 DS     X        OPTION FLAG BYTE 1

               *

000010         BRPLFILE DS    CL8      FILE IDENTIFICATION-DDNAME|LINKNAME|FILENAME

000018         BRPLSYS  DS    CL6       LOGICAL SYSTEM NUMBER (DOS/VS(E) ONLY)

00001E                  DS    XL2      RESERVED

000020         BRPLBLEA DS    A         A(BLE) ASSOCIATED WITH THIS DATASET

000024         BRPLAREA DS    A         A(AREA) FOR RECORD

000028         BRPLRECL DS    F         DATASET LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH

00002C         BRPLBLKS DS    F         DATASET BLOCKSIZE

000030         BRPL#INP DS    F         #INPUT OPERATIONS

000034         BRPL#OUT DS    F         #OUTPUT OPERATIONS

000038         BRPLMRBA DS    A         A(MRB) (MAPPING REQ)|0 (DIRECT-CALL REQ)

00003C         BRPLCRBA DS    A         A(CHECKPOINT/RESTART BLOCK)

000040         BRPLDEVN DS    CL4       DEVICE NAME

000044         BRPLULPN DS    CL8       USER LABEL PROGRAM NAME (TAPE)

00004C                  DS    5F       RESERVED

        00060  BRPLLEN  EQU   ((*-BRPL+3)/4)*4  LENGTH OF BRPL
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BSBDS
                    COPY #BSBDS

******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***              BSB: BATCH STATISTICS BLOCK                      ***

***                                                               ***

***   BSB IS A DSECT THAT DESCRIBES THE BATCH STATISTICS BLOCK    ***

***   WRITTEN TO THE LOG WHICH CONTAINS THE STATISTICS            ***

***   ACCUMULATIONS FOR ADS DIALOGS.                              ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         BSB      DSECT                                          12/02/85

000000         BSBBID   DS    CL4                 'BSB*'

000004         BSBID    DS    0CL40

000004         BSBUSID  DS    CL32                USER ID

000024         BSBBATID DS    CL8                 '*BATCH**'

00002C         BSBUID   DS    CL8                 DIALOG NAME OR "$ADS@@AO"

000034         BSBUDAT  DS    PL4                 DATE STATISTICS STARTED

000038         BSBUTIM  DS    F                   TIME STATISTICS STARTED

        0003C  BSBHLEN  EQU   *-BSB               LENGTH OF HEADER

00003C         BSBB     DS    0F                  BATCH STATISTICS BLOCK BEGINNING

00003C         BSADVER  DS    H                   DIALOG VERSION NUMBER

               BSAINTA  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF AN @ACCEPT HAS BEEN DONE

               BSALNKL  #FLAG X'40'               ON IF INITIAL LINK LEVEL SET

               BSARBBA  #FLAG X'20'               ON IF INITIAL RBB ANALYSIS DONE

00003E         BSAFLAG1 DS    X                   BSB FLAG BYTE

00003F                  DS    X                   RESERVED

*******************************************************************

**                                                                  **

**  THIS SECTION HOLDS CONTROL COMMAND COUNTERS FOR EXPLICITLY     **

**  CODED CONTROL COMMANDS                                         **

**                                                                  **

*******************************************************************

000040         BSAIN    DS    F         NUMBER OF INVOKE

000044         BSALND   DS    F            "      LINK TO DIALOG

000048         BSALNP   DS    F            "      LINK TO PROGRAM

00004C         BSART    DS    F            "      RETURN

000050         BSARTC   DS    F            "      RETURN CONTINUE

000054         BSATF    DS    F            "      TRANSFER

000058         BSALVD   DS    F            "      LEAVE ADS

00005C         BSALVP   DS    F            "      LEAVE APPLICATION

000060         BSAAB    DS    F            "      ABORT

000064         BSAWTR   DS    F            "      WRITE TRANS

000068         BSAWTC   DS    F            "      WRITE TRANS CONTINUE

00006C         BSAWTB   DS    F            "      WRITE TRANS RETURN

000070         BSARDT   DS    F            "      READ TRANS

000074         BSAC     DS    F            "      CONTINUE

*******************************************************************
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**                                                                  **

**  THIS SECTION HOLDS CONTROL COMMAND COUNTERS FOR IMPLICIT ADS   **

**  GENERATED CONTROL COMMANDS                                     **

**                                                                  **

*******************************************************************

000078         BSAIIN   DS    F         NUMBER OF IMPLICIT INVOKE

00007C         BSAILND  DS    F            "      IMPLICIT LINK TO DIALOG

000080         BSAILNP  DS    F            "      IMPLICIT LINK TO PROGRAM

000084         BSAIRT   DS    F            "      IMPLICIT RETURN

000088         BSAIRTC  DS    F            "      IMPLICIT RETURN CONTINUE

00008C         BSAITF   DS    F            "      IMPLICIT TRANSFER

000090         BSAILVD  DS    F            "      IMPLICIT LEAVE ADS

000094         BSAILVP  DS    F            "      IMPLICIT LEAVE APPLICATION

000098         BSAIAB   DS    F            "      IMPLICIT ABORT

00009C         BSAIWTR  DS    F            "      IMPLICIT WRITE TRANS

0000A0         BSAIWTC  DS    F            "      IMPLICIT WRITE TRANS CONTINUE

0000A4         BSAIWTB  DS    F            "      IMPLICIT WRITE TRANS RETURN

0000A8         BSAIRDT  DS    F            "      IMPLICIT READ TRANS

0000AC         BSAIC    DS    F            "      IMPLICIT CONTINUE

*******************************************************************

**                                                                  **

**  THIS SECTION HOLDS GENERAL DIALOG EXECUTION STATISTICS         **

**                                                                  **

*******************************************************************

0000B0         BSAPMAP  DS    F         NUMBER OF PREMAP PROCESS EXECUTIONS

0000B4         BSARESP  DS    F            "      RESPONSE PROCESS EXECUTIONS

0000B8         BSASTCL  DS    F            "      STATS ACCUMULATION CALLS

0000BC         BSAWRPR  DS    F            "      WRITE TO PRINTER COMMANDS

0000C0         BSAWOPR  DS    F            "      WRITE TO OPERATOR

0000C4         BSAWLOG  DS    F            "      WRITE TO LOG

0000C8         BSAFDBSZ DS    F         SIZE OF THE FDB

0000CC         BSAVDBSZ DS    F         SIZE OF THE VDB

0000D0         BSAHILEV DS    H         HIGHEST LINK LEVEL AT WHICH DIALOG EXECUTED

0000D2         BSALOLEV DS    H         LOWEST LINK LEVEL AT WHICH DIALOG EXECUTED

0000D4         BSASTIME DS    F         SYSTEM CPU TIME

0000D8         BSAUTIME DS    F         USER CPU TIME

*******************************************************************

**                                                                  **

**  THIS SECTION HOLDS RBB USAGE STATISTICS                        **

**                                                                  **

*******************************************************************

0000DC         BSARBBSC DS    F         NUMBER OF TIMES RBB'S PUT TO SCRATCH

0000E0         BSAMSTG  DS    F         MOST RBB STORAGE USED (ALL DIALOGS)

0000E4         BSAMSFRE DS    F         ... RBB FREE SPACE WHEN MOST STORAGE USED

0000E8         BSALSTG  DS    F         LEAST RBB STORAGE USED (ALL DIALOGS)

0000EC         BSALSFRE DS    F         ... RBB FREE SPACE WHEN LEAST STORAGE USED

0000F0         BSAMSBUF DS    F         MOST RBB SPACE ACQUIRED FOR THIS DIALOG

0000F4         BSALSBUF DS    F         LEAST RBB SPACE ACQUIRED FOR THIS DIALOG

0000F8         BSAHIRBB DS    H         HIGHEST NUMBER OF RBB'S USED

0000FA         BSALORBB DS    H         LOWEST NUMBER OF RBB'S USED

        000FC  BSBDSLEN EQU   *-BSB     LENGTH OF ADS STATS RECORD
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BSPDS
                        COPY #BSPDS

******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***             BSP: ADS BATCH STATISTICS POOL                    ***

***                                                               ***

***   BSP IS A DSECT THAT DESCRIBES THE ADS STATISTICS POOL       ***

***   USED TO HOLD BATCH STATISTICS ACCUM BLOCKS (BSB) WHERE      ***

***   THE ADS RUNTIME SYSTEM COLLECTS DIALOG LEVEL STATISTICS.    ***

***   THE BSP IS COMPRISED OF THE HEADER PORTION DESCRIBED        ***

***   HERE AND ONE BDS AND ONE BSB FOR EACH DIALOG WHICH HAS      ***

***   EXECUTED FOR THE CURRENT APPLICATION.                       ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         BSP      DSECT                                           05/22/85

000000         BSPID    DS    CL4                 'BSP*'

000004         BSPNXTA  DS    F                   NEXT BSP ADDRESS

000008         BSPREVA  DS    F                   PREVIOUS BSP ADDRESS

00000C         BSPINDX  DS    H                   INDEX OF THIS BSP

00000E         BSPMAX   DS    H                   MAX NUMBER OF BDS/BSB'S PER BSP

000010         BSPNBSB  DS    H                   NUMBER OF BDS/BSB'S IN THIS BSP

000012         BSPASASZ DS    H                   SIZE OF ONE BDS/BSB

        00014  BSPDSLEN EQU   *-BSP               LENGTH OF BSP HEADER

******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***   FOLLOWING THE BSP HEADER ARE THE ACCUMULATION BLOCKS,       ***

***   ONE BDS AND ONE BSB FOR EACH DIALOG AND POSSIBLY ONE        ***

***   OF EACH FOR "ALL OTHER" DIALOGS, THAT IS, ALL DIALOGS       ***

***   FOR WHICH STATISTICS ARE NOT SPECIFICALLY REQUESTED. THE    ***

***   BDS COMES FIRST AND IS USED TO ACCUMULATE DB STATS.         ***

***   THEN COMES THE BSB CONTAINING STATS WHICH ARE               ***

***   PECULIAR TO ADS DIALOGS. THE BSB DSECT IS FOUND IN THE      ***

***   #BSBDS COPY MEMBER.                                         ***

***                                                               ***

******************************************************************

                       COPY  #BDSDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                                ***

***   BDS: BATCH DATABASE STATISTICS BLOCK                         ***

***                                                                ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

***                                                                ***

*******************************************************************

000000         BDS      DSECT                                               04/15/86

000000         BDSBID   DS    CL4                 'BDS*'

000004         BDSID    DS    0CL40               BATCH DATABASE STATS ID

000004         BDSUSID  DS    CL32                USER ID

000024         BDSBATID DS    CL8                 "*BATCH**"
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00002C         BDSUID   DS    CL8                 DIALOG NAME OR "$ADS@@AO"

000034         BDSUDAT  DS    PL4                 DATE STATISTICS STARTED

000038         BDSUTIM  DS    F                   TIME STATISTICS STARTED

00003C         BDSDB    DS    0F                  START OF DB STATISTICS.

00003C         BDSPAGRD DS    F                   NUMBER OF PAGES READ.

000040         BDSPAGWR DS    F                   NUMBER OF PAGES WRITTEN.

000044         BDSPAGRQ DS    F                   NUMBER OF PAGES REQUESTED.

000048         BDSCALNO DS    F                   NUMBER OF CALC RECS WITH NO OFLOW.

00004C         BDSCALOF DS    F                   NUMBER OF CALC RECS WITH OFLOW.

000050         BDSVIANO DS    F                   NUMBER OF VIA RECS WITH NO OFLOW.

000054         BDSVIAOF DS    F                   NUMBER OF VIA RECS WITH OFLOW.

000058         BDSRECRQ DS    F                   NUMBER OF RECORDS REQUESTED.

00005C         BDSRECCU DS    F                   NUMBER OF RECS CURRENT OF R-U.

000060                  DS    F                   NOT USED.

000064         BDSFRAGS DS    F                   NUMBER OF FRAGMENTS STORED.

000068         BDSRELO  DS    F                   NUMBER OF RECORDS RELOCATED.

00006C         BDSTLOCK DS    F                   TOTAL NUMBER OF LOCKS

000070         BDSSLOCK DS    F                   NUMBER OF SELECT LOCKS

000074         BDSULOCK DS    F                   NUMBER OF UPDATE LOCKS

        0003C  BDSOSCG  EQU   *-BDSDB             OFFSET TO GET SCRATCH

000078         BDSESCG  DS    F                   NUMBER SCRATCH GETS

        00040  BDSOSCP  EQU   *-BDSDB             OFFSET TO PUT SCRATCH

00007C         BDSESCP  DS    F                   NUMBER SCRATCH PUTS

        00044  BDSOSCD  EQU   *-BDSDB             OFFSET TO DEL SCRATCH

000080         BDSESCD  DS    F                   NUMBER SCRATCH DELETES

        00048  BDSOQUG  EQU   *-BDSDB             OFFSET TO GET QUEUE

000084         BDSEQUG  DS    F                   NUMBER QUEUE   GETS

        0004C  BDSOQUP  EQU   *-BDSDB             OFFSET TO PUT QUEUE

000088         BDSEQUP  DS    F                   NUMBER QUEUE   PUTS

        00050  BDSOQUD  EQU   *-BDSDB             OFFSET TO DEL QUEUE

00008C         BDSEQUD  DS    F                   NUMBER QUEUE   DELETES

        00054  BDSDSLEN EQU   *-BDSDB             LENGTH OF DATA BLOCK

        00090  BDSDSECL EQU   *-BDS               LENGTH OF DSECT

******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***   FOLLOWING THE BDS IS THE BSB WHICH CONTAINS THE ADS         ***

***   STATS FIELDS. THESE FIELDS IMMEDIATELY FOLLOW THE BDS.      ***

***   SEE THE BSB DSECT IN THE #BSBDS COPY MEMBER.                ***

***                                                               ***

******************************************************************

000090         BSABHERE DS    0F           THE BSB STARTS HERE

CMEDS
                         COPY #CMEDS

***********************************************************************

***                                                                 ***

***  CME IS A DSECT THAT DEFINES AN ENTRY IN THE RESPONSE TABLE     ***

***  OF THE FIXED DIALOG  BLOCK (FDB) OF THE ADSO RUNTIME SYSTEM.   ***

***                                                                 ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

***                                                                 ***

***                                                                 ***
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***                                                                 ***

***********************************************************************

Offset  Value

 

000000         CME      DSECT                                                02/15/12

               CMEBKPT  #FLAG X'80'               ON = BREAKPOINT SET BY DEBUGGER

000000         CMECLASS DS    H                   COMMAND ELEMENT MAJOR CLASS

000002         CMEFUNC  DS    H                   COMMAND ELEMENT FUNCTION

000004         CMENXTA  DS    F                   OFFSET OF NEXT CME

000008         CMEFLAG1 DS    X                   FIRST FLAG BYTE

000009         CMEFLAG2 DS    X                   SECOND FLAG BYTE

00000A         CMEFLAG3 DS    X                   THIRD FLAG BYTE

               CMEADSO  #FLAG X'80'               SET IF CME IS ADSO RUNTIME BUILT

00000B         CMEFLAG4 DS    X                   FOURTH FLAG BYTE

        0000C  CMELEN   EQU   *-CME               LENGTH OF CME FOUNDATION

00000C         CMEBODY  DS    0H                  START OF CLASS SPECIFIC DATA

               *

               *

               *  IDMS/DML CALL (DATABASE) CME   CLASS=1,  ALL FUNCTIONS EXCEPT 99

               *

00000C                  ORG   CMEFLAG1

               *

               * THE FOLLOWING EQUATES ARE USED TO SPECIFY THE BIT SETTINGS FOR THE

               * FIRST THREE FLAGS AS OPPOSED TO #FLAG MACROS WHICH BIND THE

               * BIT SETTINGS TO A SPECIFIC FLAG.

               *

        00080  CMEBRDEI EQU   X'80'               ADE IS AN RDE INDEX

        00040  CMEBSSAO EQU   X'40'               ADE IS AN SSAN TABLE OFFSET

        00040  CMEBPRFX EQU   X'40'               MSG PREFIX SPECIFIED     *MCM86178*

        00020  CMEBIFWD EQU   X'20'               ADE IS AN EMBEDDED FULLWORD

        00010  CMEBFM2  EQU   X'10'               ADE IS LITPOOL OFFSET & LENGTH

        00010  CMEBPFBA EQU   X'10'               OFF/ON = MSG PREFIX COMES*MCM86178*

               *                                   BEFORE/AFTER PARMS      *MCM86178*

        00008  CMEBFM3  EQU   X'08'               ADE IS FORMAT 3 (4 HALFWORDS)

        00004  CMEBXDES EQU   X'04'               ADE IS FOLLOWED BY AN XDE STACK TO

               *                                   OBTAIN A SUBSCRIPTED FIELD

        00002  CMEBDBK  EQU   X'02'               PARM IS A DATABASE KEY

        00002  CMEBPFM3 EQU   X'02'               FMT 3 ADE USED FOR PREFIX*MCM86178*

        00001  CMEBSK   EQU   X'01'               PARM IS A SORT KEY

        00001  CMEBPXDE EQU   X'01'               PREFIX ADE FOLL'D BY XDES*MCM86178*

000008         CMEBFLG1 DS    X                   FIRST DML COMMAND FLAG

000009         CMEBFLG2 DS    X                   SECOND DML COMMAND FLAG

00000A         CMEBFLG3 DS    X                   THIRD DML COMMAND FLAG

               CMEBPOB  #FLAG X'40'               PIGGYBACK OBTAIN FUNCTION

               CMEBPKP  #FLAG X'20'               PIGGYBACK KEEP FUNCTION

               CMEBPKE  #FLAG X'10'               PIGGYBACK KEEP EXCLUSIVE FUNCTION

               CMEBRTV  #FLAG X'08'               RETRIEVAL CME

               CMEBEC   #FLAG X'04'               ON IF ERROR CODE LIST EXISTS

               CMEDBKP  #FLAG X'02'               ACCEPT DB-KEY & PGINFO     **VLDB**

00000B         CMEBFLG4 DS    X                   FOURTH DML COMMAND FLAG

        0000C  CMEBSZ   EQU   *-CME               SIZE OF BASIC DML COMMAND CME

00000C         CMEBADE  DS    0F                  START OF ARGUMENT DESCRIPTION

               *                                   ELEMENT(S)  (SEE ADE DSECT)
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               *

               *

               *  IDMS/DML CALL (LOGICAL RECORD) CME   CLASS=1, FUNCTION=99

               *

00000C                  ORG   CMEFLAG1

               CMECWHR  #FLAG X'80'               WHERE CLAUSE (XDE STACK) INCLUDED

               CMECOLR  #FLAG X'40'               "OF LR" XDE IN THE STACK

000008         CMECFLG1 DS    X                   FIRST LR COMMAND FLAG

000009         CMECFLG2 DS    X                   SECOND LR COMMAND FLAG

00000A         CMECFLG3 DS    X                   THIRD LR COMMAND FLAG

               ** FOLLOWING FLAG ADDRESSES THE SAME BIT AS FOUND IN NON-LR DML CME'S

               CMECRTV  #FLAG X'08'               RETRIEVAL CME

00000B         CMECFLG4 DS    X                   FOURTH LR COMMAND FLAG

00000C         CMECVBLN DS    H                   LENGTH OF DML VERB LITERAL

00000E         CMECVBOF DS    H                   LITPOOL OFFSET TO DML VERB LITERAL

000010         CMECLRI  DS    H                   RDE INDEX OF LOGICAL RECORD

000012                  DS    H                   RESERVED

        00014  CMECSZ   EQU   *-CME               SIZE OF BASIC LR COMMAND CME

000014         CMECXSTK DS    0F                  START OF XDE STACK IF PRESENT

               *

               *

               *  ABORT CME    CLASS=2, FUNCTION=0

               *

000014                  ORG   CMEFLAG1

               CMEABTO  #FLAG X'80'               ABORT ADSO

               CMEABTA  #FLAG X'40'               ABORT APPLICATION

               CMEABTS  #FLAG X'10'               SNAP RESOURCES ON ABORT

000008         CMEAFLG1 DS    X                   FIRST ABORT FLAG BYTE

               * CMEDISP ('80') AND CMEDISL ('20') FROM DISPLAY ARE USED FOR ABORT

               * ALSO CMEDSMS ('40')

000009         CMEAFLG2 DS    X                   SECOND ABORT FLAG BYTE

               * CMEBPRFX('40'), CMEBPFBA('10'), CMEBPFM3('02') AND        *MCM86178*

               * CMEBPXDE('01') USED IN CMEAFLG3 FOR MSG PREFIX INFO       *MCM86178*

00000A         CMEAFLG3 DS    X                   THIRD ABORT FLAG BYTE

               * CMEBFM3 ('08') AND CMEBXDES ('04') ADE BITS ARE SET IN CMEAFLG4

00000B         CMEAFLG4 DS    X                   FOURTH ABORT FLAG BYTE

        0000C  CMEABSZ  EQU   *-CME               SIZE OF BASIC ABORT CME

00000C         CMEAERRC DS    F                   ERROR CODE OF ABORT MESSAGE

        00004  CMEABMSZ EQU   *-CMEAERRC          SIZE OF BASIC MESSAGE DESCRIPTOR

        00010  CMEABTSZ EQU   *-CME               SIZE OF ABORT CME

000010         CMEABLIT DS    H                   START OF INLINE LITERAL ADS370/75

000012         CMEABRSV DS    H                   **** RESERVED ****      ADS370/75

        00014  CMEABLSZ EQU   *-CME               SZ OF AB CME WITH LIT   ADS370/75

               *

               *

               *  INVOKE CME    CLASS=2, FUNCTION=1

               *

000014                  ORG   CMEFLAG1                                     *JMA85058*

               CMELNNS  #FLAG X'80'               NOSAVE/NORESTORE CURRENCY*JMA85058*

000008         CMELNFL1 DS    X                   FIRST  INVOKE FLAG       *JMA85058*

000009         CMELNFL2 DS    X                   SECOND INVOKE FLAG       *JMA85058*

00000A         CMELNFL3 DS    X                   THIRD  INVOKE FLAG       *JMA85058*

00000B         CMELNFL4 DS    X                   FOURTH INVOKE FLAG       *JMA85058*
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        0000C  CMELNKSZ EQU   *-CME               SIZE OF INVOKE COMMAND ENTRY

               *

               *

               *  TRANSFER CME  CLASS=2, FUNCTION=2

               *

00000C                  ORG   CMEFLAG1                                     *JMA85058*

               CMETRNF  #FLAG X'80'               NOFINISH SPECIFIED       *JMA85058*

000008         CMETRFL1 DS    X                   FIRST  TRANSFER FLAG     *JMA85058*

000009         CMETRFL2 DS    X                   SECOND TRANSFER FLAG     *JMA85058*

00000A         CMETRFL3 DS    X                   THIRD  TRANSFER FLAG     *JMA85058*

00000B         CMETRFL4 DS    X                   FOURTH TRANSFER FLAG     *JMA85058*

        0000C  CMETRSZ  EQU   *-CME               SIZE OF TRANSFER CME

               *

               *

               *  RETURN CME    CLASS=2, FUNCTION=3

               *

00000C                  ORG   CMEFLAG1

               CMERETC  #FLAG X'80'               RET CONTINUE (DO PREMAP PROCESS)

               CMERETI  #FLAG X'40'               RETURN CLEAR (INITIALIZE)

000008         CMERFLG1 DS    X                   FIRST RETURN FLAG BYTE

               CMERETA  #FLAG X'80'               RETURN ALL TO TOP DIALOG

               CMERETN  #FLAG X'40'               RETURN DIALOG NAME GIVEN

000009         CMERFLG2 DS    X                   SECOND RETURN FLAG BYTE

00000A         CMERFLG3 DS    X                   THIRD RETURN FLAG BYTE

00000B         CMERFLG4 DS    X                   FOURTH RETURN FLAG BYTE

        0000C  CMERETSZ EQU   *-CME               SIZE OF RETURN CME

               *

               *

               *  DISPLAY CME   CLASS=2, FUNCTION=4

               *

00000C                  ORG   CMEFLAG1

               CMEDISC  #FLAG X'80'               DISP CONTINUE (DO PREMAP PROCESS)

               CMEDISM  #FLAG X'40'               DISPLAY WITH MESSAGE

               CMEDSNS  #FLAG X'20'               DISPLAY NOSAVE

               CMEDISE  #FLAG X'10'               DISPLAY ERASE            *RQE84227*

000008         CMEDSFL1 DS    X                   FIRST DISPLAY FLAG BYTE

               ** THE FOLLOWING 3 FLAG BIT SETTINGS ARE ALSO USED IN THE   *JEB84057*

               ** ABORT, PUT DETAIL, WRITE TRAN AND CONTINUE CME'S         *DKJ85128*

               CMEDISP  #FLAG X'80'               REPLACEMENT PARMS

               CMEDSMS  #FLAG X'40'               MSG IS SYSTEM GENERATED  *LCB85176*

               CMEDISL  #FLAG X'20'               LITERAL USED

000009         CMEDSFL2 DS    X                   SECOND DISPLAY FLAG BYTE

               * CMEBPRFX('40'), CMEBPFBA('10'), CMEBPFM3('02') AND        *MCM86178*

               * CMEBPXDE('01') USED IN CMEAFLG3 FOR MSG PREFIX INFO       *MCM86178*

00000A         CMEDSFL3 DS    X                   THIRD DISPLAY FLAG BYTE

00000B         CMEDSFL4 DS    X                   FOURTH DISPLAY FLAG BYTE

        0000C  CMEDSSZ  EQU   *-CME               SIZE OF BASIC DISPLAY CME

00000C         CMEDSLSZ DS    H                   SIZE OF LITERAL FOR MESSAGE

00000E         CMEDSLOF DS    H                   OFFSET TO LITERAL IN LITPOOL

000010                  ORG   CMEDSLSZ

00000C         CMEDSLKY DS    F                   CODE FOR PRESTORED MESSAGE

        00004  CMEDSMSZ EQU   *-CMEDSLSZ          SIZE OF BASIC MSG DESCRIPTOR

000010         CMEDSLIT DS    0H                  START OF INLINE LITERAL
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000010         CMEMSPNO DS    F                   NUM OF MSG REPLACEMENT PARMS

000014         CMEDSRPL DS    0F                  START OF REP PARM LIST

*********************************************************************

* IF REPLACEMENT PARMS ARE SPECIFIED, THERE WILL BE ONE REPLACEMENT *

* PARAMETER ELEMENT (RPE) HERE FOR EACH PARM (SEE RPE DSECT).       *

*********************************************************************

               *

               *

               *  LEAVE CME    CLASS=2, FUNCTION=6

               *

000014                  ORG   CMEFLAG1

               CMELVEO  #FLAG X'80'               LEAVE ADSO

               CMELVEA  #FLAG X'40'               LEAVE APPLICATION

               CMELVER  #FLAG X'20'               RESUME ABEND (DEBUGGING DIALOG)

               CMECOND  #FLAG X'10'               CONDITION CODE (BATCH)

000008         CMELVFL1 DS    X                   FIRST LEAVE FLAG BYTE

               CMELVEN  #FLAG X'80'               LEAVE APPL, NEXT DIALOG NAMED

               CMELVEX  #FLAG X'40'               NEXT TASK NAMED          *JEB85144*

000009         CMELVFL2 DS    X                   SECOND LEAVE FLAG BYTE

00000A         CMELVFL3 DS    X                   THIRD LEAVE FLAG BYTE

00000B         CMELVFL4 DS    X                   FOURTH LEAVE FLAG BYTE

        0000C  CMELVESZ EQU   *-CME               SIZE OF LEAVE CME

               *

               *

               *  LINK CME     CLASS=2, FUNCTION=7

               *

00000C                  ORG   CMEFLAG1

               CMEINUP  #FLAG X'80'               LINK TO USER PROGRAM

               CMEINVD  #FLAG X'40'               LINK TO DIALOG

               CMEINNS  #FLAG X'20'               NOSAVE/NORESTORE CURRENCIES

000008         CMEINVF1 DS    X                   FIRST LINK FLAG

               CMEINUR  #FLAG X'80'               LINK TO USER WITH USING RECS

               CMEINUS  #FLAG X'40'               LINK TO DIALOG WITH SUBSCHEMA CTL

               CMEINUM  #FLAG X'20'               LINK TO DIALOG WITH MAP CTRL

               CMEINUL  #FLAG X'10'               LNK TO USR WITH USING LITR*LMA88032*

000009         CMEINVF2 DS    X                   SECOND LINK FLAG

00000A         CMEINVF3 DS    X                   THIRD LINK FLAG

00000B         CMEINVF4 DS    X                   FOURTH LINK FLAG

        0000C  CMEINVSZ EQU   *-CME               SIZE OF LINK TO DIALOG/USER PR CME

               *                                                           *JMA85058*

               *                                                           *JMA85058*

               *  WRITE TRANSACTION CME      CLASS=2, FUNCTION=8           *JMA85058*

               *                                                           *JMA85058*

00000C                  ORG   CMEFLAG1                                     *JMA85058*

               CMEWTC   #FLAG X'80'               WRITE TRANSACTION CONTIN *JMA85058*

               CMEWTM   #FLAG X'40'               WRITE WITH MESSAGE       *JMA85058*

               CMEWTR   #FLAG X'20'               READ SPECIFIED           *JMA85058*

               CMEWTRE  #FLAG X'10'               RETURN SPECIFIED         *DKJ85128*

               CMEWTRT  #FLAG X'08'               RETURN TO TOP SPECIFIED  *DKJ85128*

               CMEWTRD  #FLAG X'04'               RETURN TO DIALOG         *DKJ85128*

               CMEWTRC  #FLAG X'02'               RETURN CLEAR             *DKJ85128*

               CMEWTRN  #FLAG X'01'               RETURN CONTINUE          *DKJ85128*

000008         CMEWTFL1 DS    X                   FIRST WRITE TRAN FLAG    *JMA85058*
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               * CMEDISP ('80') AND CMEDISL ('20') FROM DISPLAY ARE USED FOR FLAGS

               * ALSO CMEDSMS ('40')

               CMEWTRS  #FLAG X'10'               WRITE TRAN SUSPENSE      *RQE86010*

000009         CMEWTFL2 DS    X                   SECOND WRITE TRAN FLAG   *JMA85058*

               * CMEBPRFX('40'), CMEBPFBA('10'), CMEBPFM3('02') AND        *MCM86178*

               * CMEBPXDE('01') USED IN CMEAFLG3 FOR MSG PREFIX INFO       *MCM86178*

00000A         CMEWTFL3 DS    X                   THIRD  WRITE TRAN FLAG   *JMA85058*

00000B         CMEWTFL4 DS    X                   FOURTH WRITE TRAN FLAG   *JMA85058*

        0000C  CMEWTSZ  EQU   *-CME               SIZE OF BASIC WRITE  CME *JMA85058*

00000C         CMEWTLSZ DS    H                   LIT SIZE FOR MESSAGE     *JMA85058*

00000E         CMEWTLOF DS    H                   LIT OFFSET IN LIT POOL   *JMA85058*

000010                  ORG   CMEWTLSZ                                     *JMA85058*

00000C         CMEWTLKY DS    F                   PRESTORED MESSAGE CODE   *JMA85058*

        00004  CMEWTMSZ EQU   *-CMEWTLSZ          BASIC MSG DESCRPT SIZE   *JMA85058*

000010         CMEWTLIT DS    0H                  START OF INLINE LITERAL  *JMA85058*

000010         CMEWTMPN DS    F                   NUM OF MSG REPLCMENT PARM*JMA85058*

000014         CMEWTRPL DS    0F                  START OF REP PARM LIST   *JMA85058*

*********************************************************************

* IF REPLACEMENT PARMS ARE SPECIFIED, THERE WILL BE ONE REPLACEMENT *

* PARAMETER ELEMENT (RPE) HERE FOR EACH PARM (SEE RPE DSECT).       *

*********************************************************************

               *                                                           *JMA85058*

               *                                                           *JMA85058*

               *  READ  TRANSACTION CME      CLASS=2, FUNCTION=9           *JMA85058*

               *                                                           *JMA85058*

000014                  ORG   CMEFLAG1                                     *DKJ85149*

               CMERTIO  #FLAG X'80'               INPUT-OUTPUT             *DKJ85149*

000008         CMERTFL1 DS    X                   FIRST READ TRAN FLAG     *DKJ85149*

000009         CMERTFL2 DS    X                   SECOND READ TRAN FLAG    *DKJ85149*

00000A         CMERTFL3 DS    X                   THIRD  READ TRAN FLAG    *DKJ85149*

00000B         CMERTFL4 DS    X                   FOURTH READ TRAN FLAG    *DKJ85149*

        0000C  CMERTSZ  EQU   *-CME               SIZE OF READ TRAN CME    *JMA85058*

               *                                                           *JMA85058*

               *                                                           *JMA85058*

               *  CONTINUE CME  CLASS=2, FUNCTION=10                       *JMA85058*

               *                                                           *JMA85058*

00000C                  ORG   CMEFLAG1                                     *JMA85058*

               CMECNM   #FLAG X'80'               CONTINUE WITH MESSAGE    *JMA85058*

000008         CMECNFL1 DS    X                   FIRST CONTINUE FLAG      *JMA85058*

               * CMEDISP ('80') AND CMEDISL ('20') FROM DISPLAY ARE USED FOR FLAGS

               * ALSO CMEDSMS ('40')

000009         CMECNFL2 DS    X                   SECOND CONTINUE FLAG     *JMA85058*

               * CMEBPRFX('40'), CMEBPFBA('10'), CMEBPFM3('02') AND        *MCM86178*

               * CMEBPXDE('01') USED IN CMEAFLG3 FOR MSG PREFIX INFO       *MCM86178*

00000A         CMECNFL3 DS    X                   THIRD  CONTINUE FLAG     *JMA85058*

00000B         CMECNFL4 DS    X                   FOURTH CONTINUE FLAG     *JMA85058*

        0000C  CMECNSZ  EQU   *-CME               SIZE OF BASIC CONTIN CME *JMA85058*

00000C         CMECNLSZ DS    H                   LIT SIZE FOR MESSAGE     *JMA85058*

00000E         CMECNLOF DS    H                   LIT OFFSET IN LIT POOL   *JMA85058*

000010                  ORG   CMECNLSZ                                     *JMA85058*

00000C         CMECNLKY DS    F                   PRESTORED MESSAGE CODE   *JMA85058*

        00004  CMECNMSZ EQU   *-CMECNLSZ          BASIC MSG DESCRPT SIZE   *JMA85058*

000010         CMECNLIT DS    0H                  START OF INLINE LITERAL  *JMA85058*
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000010         CMECNMPN DS    F                   NUM OF MSG REPLCMENT PARM*JMA85058*

000014         CMECNRPL DS    0F                  START OF REP PARM LIST   *JMA85058*

**********************************************************************

* IF REPLACEMENT PARMS ARE SPECIFIED, THERE WILL BE ONE REPLACEMENT **

* PARAMETER ELEMENT (RPE) HERE FOR EACH PARM (SEE RPE DSECT)        *

*********************************************************************

               *                                                             **SQL**

               *                                                             **SQL**

               *  @SQLCALL   CME    CLASS=2, FUNCTION=11                     **SQL**

               *                                                             **SQL**

000014                  ORG   CMEFLAG1                                       **SQL**

000008         CMESQLF1 DS    X                   FIRST @SQLCALL FLAG        **SQL**

000009         CMESQLF2 DS    X                   SECOND @SQLCALL FLAG       **SQL**

00000A         CMESQLF3 DS    X                   THIRD  @SQLCALL FLAG       **SQL**

00000B         CMESQLF4 DS    X                   FOURTH @SQLCALL FLAG       **SQL**

        0000C  CMESQLSZ EQU   *-CME               SIZE OF BASIC @SQLCALL CME **SQL**

00000C         CMESQRPB DS    H                   SQLRPB RECORD INDEX        **SQL**

00000E         CMESQSSI DS    H                   SQLSSI RECORD INDEX        **SQL**

000010         CMESQCA  DS    H                   SQLCA  RECORD INDEX        **SQL**

000012         CMESQCIB DS    H                   SQLCIB RECORD INDEX        **SQL**

000014         CMESQPIB DS    H                   SQLPIB RECORD INDEX        **SQL**

000016         CMESQPBF DS    H                   SQLPBF RECORD INDEX        **SQL**

000018         CMESQTBF DS    H                   SQLTBF RECORD INDEX        **SQL**

00001A         CMESQDAI DS    H                   SQLDA INPUT RECORD INDEX   **SQL**

00001C         CMESQDAO DS    H                   SQLDA OUTPUT RECORD INDEX  **SQL**

00001E         CMESQEXS DS    H                   SQLEXS RECORD INDEX        **SQL**

000020         CMESQFMT DS    H                   SQLFMT RECORD INDEX        **SQL**

000022                  DS    H                   FILLER FOR FULLWD ALIGNMNT **SQL**

        00018  CMESQISZ EQU   *-CMESQRPB          SIZE OF INDEX LIST         **SQL**

               *                                                             **SQL**

               *                                                             **SQL**

               ********************************************************************

               *

               *  ASSIGNMENT CME   CLASS=3, FUNCTION=1

               *      "      CME   CLASS=3, FUNCTION=21  (ADD)

               *      "      CME   CLASS=3, FUNCTION=22  (SUBTRACT)

               *      "      CME   CLASS=3, FUNCTION=23  (MULTIPLY)

               *      "      CME   CLASS=3, FUNCTION=24  (DIVIDE)

               *      "      CME   CLASS=3, FUNCTION=40  (MOVE)

               *      "      CME   CLASS=3, FUNCTION=41  (COMPUTE)

               *  CONDITIONAL CME   CLASS=3, FUNCTION=2

               *  WHILE/REPEAT CME  CLASS=3, FUNCTION=3

               *

               *

000024                  ORG   CMEBODY

00000C         CMEXDEHA DS    F                   OFFSET TO XDE STACK HEADER

        00010  CMEASGSZ EQU   *-CME               SIZE OF ASG CME HEADER

000010         CMETRUEA DS    F                   OFFSET OF TRUE CME START

000014         CMEFLSEA DS    F                   OFFSET OF FALSE CME START

        00018  CMECNDSZ EQU   *-CME               SIZE CONDITIONAL/WHILE-REPEAT HDR

               *

********************************************************************

*                                                                  *
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*  THE XDE STACK HEADER FALLS IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE CME HEADER;    *

*  . AFTER CMEXDEHA IN AN ASSIGNMENT CME.                          *

*  . AFTER CMEFLSEA IN A CONDITIONAL OR WHILE/REPEAT CME.          *

*                                                                  *

*  THE XDE STACK HEADER CONSISTS OF FOUR HALWORDS;                 *

*    1ST HALFWORD = NUMBER OF XDE'S AND DXB'S IN THE XDE STACK.    *

*    2ND HALFWORD = NUMBER OF IRA BYTES NEEDED TO EVALUATE.        *

*    3RD HALFWORD = XDE STACK SIZE NOT INCLUDING THE HEADER ITSELF.*

*    4TH HALFWORD = UNUSED                                         *

*                                                                  *

*      IF HIGH ORDER (LEFTMOST) BIT OF 1ST HALFWORD IS ON, THE     *

*      XDE STACK CONTAINS ONE OR MORE DXB'S; IF OFF, STACK         *

*      CONTAINS XDE'S ONLY.                                        *

*                                                                  *

*  THE XDE'S THEMSELVES IMMEDIATELY FOLLOW THE XDE STACK HEADER.   *

*                                                                  *

********************************************************************

               *

               *

               *  INTERNAL BRANCH CME   CLASS=3, FUNCTION=4

               *

000018                  ORG   CMEFLAG1

               CMEBRCX  #FLAG X'80'               BRANCH IS FOR EXIT

               CMEBRCN  #FLAG X'40'               BRANCH IS FOR NEXT-COMMAND

000008                  ORG   CMEBODY

00000C         CMEBRCHA DS    F                   OFFSET OF CME TO BRANCH TO

        00010  CMEBRCSZ EQU   *-CME               SIZE OF BRANCH CME HEADER

               *

               *

               *  SUBROUTINE CALL CME   CLASS=3, FUNCTION=5

               *

000010                  ORG   CMEBODY

00000C         CMESBRA  DS    F                   OFFSET OF FIRST CME IN SUBROUTINE

000010         CMESBRNM DS    CL8                 SUBROUTINE LABEL NAME

        00018  CMESBRSZ EQU   *-CME               SIZE OF SUBROUTINE CME HDR

               *

               *

               *  ON PATH STATUS CME    CLASS=3, FUNCTION=7

               *

000018                  ORG   CMEBODY

00000C         CMEOPSLN DS    H                   LENGTH OF PATH STATUS LITERAL

00000E         CMEOPSOF DS    H                   LITPOOL OFFSET TO PATH STATUS LIT.

000010         CMEOTRUE DS    F                   OFFSET TO TRUE CME START

000014         CMEOFLSE DS    F                   OFFSET TO FALSE CME START

        00018  CMEONPSZ EQU   *-CME               SIZE OF ON PATH STATUS CME

               *

               *

               *  MODIFY MAP CME    CLASS=4,  FUNCTION=1

               *

000018                  ORG   CMEFLAG1

               CMEMFRL  #FLAG X'80'               CURSOR ROW IS LITERAL

               CMEMFCL  #FLAG X'40'               CURSOR COLUMN IS LITERAL

               CMEMFRX  #FLAG X'20'               CURSOR ROW HAS XDE STACK
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               CMEMFCX  #FLAG X'10'               CURSOR COLUMN HAS XDE STACK

               CMEMFPL  #FLAG X'08'               PAD CHARACTER IS LITERAL

               CMEMFPX  #FLAG X'04'               PAD CHARACTER HAS XDE STACK

000008         CMEMFLG1 DS    X                   1ST MODIFY MAP FLAG BYTE

               CMEMLST  #FLAG X'40'               MAPFIELD LIST

               CMEMFDM  #FLAG X'20'               DFLD MRE INDEX LIST

               CMEMFDP  #FLAG X'10'               DFLD LITPOOL OFFSET

000009         CMEMFLG2 DS    X                   2ND MODIFY MAP FLAG BYTE

               CMEMFCM  #FLAG X'20'               CURSOR MRE INDEX LIST

               CMEMFCP  #FLAG X'10'               CURSOR LITPOOL OFFSET

00000A         CMEMFLG3 DS    X                   3RD MODIFY MAP FLAG BYTE

00000B         CMEMFLG4 DS    X                   4TH MODIFY MAP FLAG BYTE

00000C         CMEMATTC DS    F                   ATTRIBUTE CHANGE BYTES

000010                  ORG   CMEMATTC

               CMEMAWH  #FLAG X'01'               WHITE

00000C         CMEMATT1 DS    X                   1ST ATTRIBUTE CHANGE BYTE

               CMEMAYL  #FLAG X'80'               YELLOW

               CMEMATQ  #FLAG X'40'               TURQUOISE

               CMEMAGR  #FLAG X'20'               GREEN

               CMEMAPK  #FLAG X'10'               PINK

               CMEMARD  #FLAG X'08'               RED

               CMEMABL  #FLAG X'04'               BLUE

               CMEMANC  #FLAG X'02'               NOCOLOR

               CMEMANS  #FLAG X'01'               NOUNDERSCORE

00000D         CMEMATT2 DS    X                   2ND ATTR CHANGE BYTE

               CMEMAUS  #FLAG X'80'               UNDERSCORE

               CMEMANV  #FLAG X'40'               NORMAL-VIDEO

               CMEMARV  #FLAG X'20'               REVERSE-VIDEO

               CMEMANB  #FLAG X'10'               NOBLINK

               CMEMABK  #FLAG X'08'               BLINK

               CMEMANM  #FLAG X'04'               NOMDT

               CMEMAMD  #FLAG X'02'               MDT

               CMEMADE  #FLAG X'01'               DETECT

00000E         CMEMATT3 DS    X                   3RD ATTRIBUTE CHANGE BYTE

               CMEMABR  #FLAG X'80'               BRIGHT

               CMEMADK  #FLAG X'40'               DARK

               CMEMADS  #FLAG X'20'               DISPLAY

               CMEMAUP  #FLAG X'10'               UNPROTECTED

               CMEMAPR  #FLAG X'08'               PROTECTED

               CMEMANU  #FLAG X'04'               NUMERIC

               CMEMAAL  #FLAG X'02'               ALPHANUMERIC

               CMEMASK  #FLAG X'01'               SKIP

00000F         CMEMATT4 DS    X                   4TH ATTRIBUTE CHANGE BYTE

000010         CMEMGFLC DS    H                   GENERAL FLAG BYTES

000012                  ORG   CMEMGFLC

               CMEMGMF  #FLAG X'01'               FOR DFLD OR (...)

               CMEMGEM  #FLAG X'02'               FOR ALL BUT DFLD OR (...)

               CMEMGEC  #FLAG X'04'               FOR ALL BUT CURRENT

000010         CMEMGFL1 DS    X                   1ST GENERAL FLAG BYTE

               CMEMGTC  #FLAG X'01'               ON FOR TEMPORARY MAP CHANGE

               CMEMGCR  #FLAG X'02'               ON FOR ROW/COL CURSOR POSITION

               CMEMGWC  #FLAG X'04'               ON IF WCC CHANGED

               CMEMGCF  #FLAG X'08'               ON FOR MAP FLD CURSOR POSITION
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               CMEMGC   #FLAG X'10'               FOR CURRENT

               CMEMGAF  #FLAG X'20'               FOR ALL FIELDS

               CMEMGAC  #FLAG X'40'               FOR ALL CORRECT FIELDS

               CMEMGAE  #FLAG X'80'               FOR ALL ERROR FIELDS

000011         CMEMGFL2 DS    X                   2ND GENERAL FLAG BYTE

000012         CMEMOFLC DS    H                   OUTPUT FLAG BYTES

000014                  ORG   CMEMOFLC

000012         CMEMOFL1 DS    X                   1ST OUTPUT FLAG BYTE

               CMEMOOA  #FLAG X'20'               OUTPUT DATA IS ATTRIBUTE  *LCB84291*

               CMEMOOE  #FLAG X'10'               OUTPUT DATA IS ERASE

               CMEMOON  #FLAG X'08'               OUTPUT DATA IS NO

               CMEMOOY  #FLAG X'04'               OUTPUT DATA IS YES

               CMEMONB  #FLAG X'02'               NOBACKSCAN

               CMEMOB   #FLAG X'01'               BACKSCAN

000013         CMEMOFL2 DS    X                   2ND OUTPUT FLAG BYTE

000014         CMEMWCCC DS    H                   WCC FLAG BYTES

000016                  ORG   CMEMWCCC

               CMEMW80  #FLAG X'08'               80CR

               CMEMW64  #FLAG X'04'               64CR

               CMEMW40  #FLAG X'02'               40CR

               CMEMWNC  #FLAG X'01'               NLCR

000014         CMEMWCC1 DS    X                   1ST WCC CHANGE BYTE

               CMEMWNP  #FLAG X'80'               NOPRT

               CMEMWSP  #FLAG X'40'               STARTPRT

               CMEMWNA  #FLAG X'20'               NOALARM

               CMEMWA   #FLAG X'10'               ALARM

               CMEMWNK  #FLAG X'08'               NOKBD

               CMEMWRK  #FLAG X'04'               RESETKBD

               CMEMWNM  #FLAG X'02'               NOMDT

               CMEMWRM  #FLAG X'01'               RESETMDT

000015         CMEMWCC2 DS    X                   2ND WCC CHANGE BYTE

000016         CMEMIFLC DS    H                   INPUT FLAG BYTES

000018                  ORG   CMEMIFLC

               CMEMIMA  #FLAG X'20'               ERROR MESSAGE IS ACTIVE  *MCM86169*

               CMEMIMS  #FLAG X'10'               ERROR MESSAGE IS SUPPRESS*MCM86169*

               CMEMIEC  #FLAG X'02'               EDIT IS CORRECT

               CMEMIEE  #FLAG X'01'               EDIT IS ERROR

000016         CMEMIFL1 DS    X                   1ST INPUT FLAG BYTE

               CMEMIOP  #FLAG X'80'               OPTIONAL

               CMEMIRQ  #FLAG X'40'               REQUIRED

               CMEMILJ  #FLAG X'20'               LEFT JUSTIFY

               CMEMIRJ  #FLAG X'10'               RIGHT JUSTIFY

               CMEMINP  #FLAG X'08'               NOPAD

               CMEMIP   #FLAG X'04'               PAD

               CMEMIIN  #FLAG X'02'               INPUT DATA IS NO

               CMEMIIY  #FLAG X'01'               INPUT DATA IS YES

000017         CMEMIFL2 DS    X                   2ND INPUT FLAG BYTE

000018         CMEMCRAO DS    F                   CURSOR ROW ADE OFFSET

00001C                  ORG   CMEMCRAO

000018         CMEMCROW DS    H                   CURSOR ROW

00001A                  ORG   CMEMCRAO

000018         CMEMCMIL DS    H                   CURSOR ROW MRE INDEX

00001A                  ORG   CMEMCRAO+4                                      MET90282
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00001C         CMEMCCAO DS    F                   CURSOR COLUMN ADE OFFSET

000020                  ORG   CMEMCCAO

00001C         CMEMCCOL DS    H                   CURSOR COLUMN

00001E                  ORG   CMEMCCAO+4                                      MET90282

000020         CMEMPCAO DS    F                   PAD CHARACTER ADE OFFSET

000024                  ORG   CMEMPCAO

000020         CMEMPADC DS    X                   PAD CHARACTER

000021                  ORG   CMEMPCAO+4                                      MET90282

000024         CMEMDMIL DS    H                   MAP FIELD MRE INDEX

000026         CMEMFIL1 DS    H                   EXTEND CME TO FULLWORD MULTIPLE

        00028  CMEMMLEN EQU   *-CME               SIZE OF MODIFY MAP CME HDR

000028         CMEMADE  DS    0F                  START OF 1ST ADE (IF ANY)

               *                                                           *JEB84057*

               *                                                           *JEB84057*

               *  PUT DETAIL CME  CLASS=4, FUNCTION=2                      *JEB84057*

               *                                                           *JEB84057*

000028                  ORG   CMEFLAG1

               CMEPDCR  #FLAG X'80'               PUT CURRENT DETAIL       *JEB84057*

               CMEPDMS  #FLAG X'40'               MESSAGE INCLUDED         *JEB84057*

000008         CMEPDFL1 DS    X                   FIRST PUT DETAIL FLAG    *JEB84057*

               * CMEDISP ('80') AND CMEDISL ('20') FROM DISPLAY ARE USED   *JEB84057*

               * WHEN PUT WITH MESSAGE SPECIFIED                           *JEB84057*

               * ALSO CMEDSMS ('40')

000009         CMEPDFL2 DS    X                   SECOND PUT DETAIL FLAG   *JEB84057*

               * CMEBIFWD ('20'), CMEBFM3 ('08') AND CMEBXDES ('04) ADE    *JEB84057*

               * BITS ARE SET IN CMEPDFL3 WHEN PUT WITH KEY IS SPECIFIED   *JEB84057*

               * CMEBPRFX('40'), CMEBPFBA('10'), CMEBPFM3('02') AND        *MCM86178*

               * CMEBPXDE('01') USED IN CMEAFLG3 FOR MSG PREFIX INFO       *MCM86178*

00000A         CMEPDFL3 DS    X                   THIRD PUT DETAIL FLAG    *JEB84057*

               * CMEBIFWD ('20'), CMEBFM3 ('08') AND CMEBXDES ('04) ADE    *JEB84057*

               * BITS ARE SET IN CMEPDFL4 WHEN PUT WITH MESSAGE SPECIFIED  *JEB84057*

00000B         CMEPDFL4 DS    X                   FOURTH PUT DETAIL FLAG   *JEB84057*

        0000C  CMEPDSZ  EQU   *-CME               SIZE BASIC PUT DETAIL CME*JEB84057*

               *************************************************************JEB84057*

               * AFTER THIS POINT ARE THE ADE'S AND RPE'S AS REQUIRED FOR  *JEB84057*

               * KEY AND MESSAGE PARAMETERS.                               *JEB84057*

               *************************************************************JEB84057*

               *                                                           *JEB84057*

               *                                                           *JEB84057*

               *  GET DETAIL CME    CLASS=4, FUNCTION=3                    *JEB84057*

               *                                                           *JEB84057*

00000C                  ORG   CMEFLAG1

               CMEGTFR  #FLAG X'80'               GET DETAIL FIRST (VS NEXT)*LCB84082*

               CMEGTMF  #FLAG X'40'               GET DET MOD FIELDS(VS ALL)*LCB84082*

               CMEGTRK  #FLAG X'20'               GET DETAIL RET KEY (VS KEY*LCB84082*

               CMEGTKY  #FLAG X'10'               GET DETAIL KEY (VS RET KEY*LCB84082*

000008         CMEGTFL1 DS    X                   FIRST PAGE FLAG BYTE     *JEB84057*

000009         CMEGTFL2 DS    X                   SECOND PAGE FLAG BYTE    *JEB84057*

               * CMEBIFWD ('20'), CMEBFM3 ('08') AND CMEBXDES ('04) ADE    **LCB84082*

               * BITS ARE SET IN CMEPDFL3 WHEN PUT WITH KEY IS SPECIFIED   **LCB84082*

00000A         CMEGTFL3 DS    X                   THIRD PAGE FLAG BYTE     *JEB84057*

00000B         CMEGTFL4 DS    X                   FOURTH PAGE FLAG BYTE    *JEB84057*

        0000C  CMEGTSZ  EQU   *-CME               SIZE OF GET DETAIL CME   *JEB84057*
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               **************************************************************LCB84082*

               * AFTER THIS POINT ARE THE ADE'S AND XDE'S AS REQUIRED FOR  **LCB84082*

               * A KEY PARAMETER (RETURN KEY, OR KEY)                      **LCB84082*

               **************************************************************LCB84082*

               *

               *

               *  CLOSE FILE MAPS            CLASS=4, FUNCTION=4

               *

00000C                  ORG   CMEFLAG1

               CMECLIN  #FLAG X'80'               CLOSE INPUT

               CMECLOU  #FLAG X'40'               CLOSE OUTPUT

               CMECLBO  #FLAG X'10'               CLOSE BOTH

000008         CMECLFL1 DS    X                   FIRST CLOSE FILE MAP FLAG

000009         CMECLFL2 DS    X                   SECOND CLOSE FILE FLAG

00000A         CMECLFL3 DS    X                   THIRD  CLOSE FILE FLAG

00000B         CMECLFL4 DS    X                   FOURTH CLOSE FILE FLAG

        0000C  CMECLSZ  EQU   *-CME               SIZE OF CLOSE FILE CME

               *

               *

               *  DC ACCEPT CME    CLASS=5,  FUNCTION=1

               *

00000C                  ORG   CMEFLAG1

               CMEACTC  #FLAG X'80'              ACCEPT TASK CODE

               CMEACTI  #FLAG X'40'              ACCEPT TASK ID

               CMEACLI  #FLAG X'20'              ACCEPT LTERM ID

               CMEACPI  #FLAG X'10'              ACCEPT PTERM ID

               CMEACSV  #FLAG X'08'              ACCEPT SYSTEM VERSION

               CMEACUI  #FLAG X'04'              ACCEPT USER ID

               CMEACSS  #FLAG X'02'              ACCEPT SCREEN SIZE

               CMERUNP  #FLAG X'01'              ACCEPT RUN PARAMETERS

000008         CMEACFL1 DS    X                  FIRST ACCEPT FLAG BYTE

000009         CMEACFL2 DS    X                  SECOND ACCEPT FLAG BYTE

               CMEACCD  #FLAG X'80'              ACCEPT CURRENT DIALOG NAME

               CMEACHD  #FLAG X'40'              ACCEPT NEXT HIGHER DIALOG NAME

               CMEACRC  #FLAG X'20'              ACCEPT CURRENT RECORD NAME

               CMEACAR  #FLAG X'10'              ACCEPT CURRENT AREA NAME

               CMEACES  #FLAG X'08'              ACCEPT ERROR SET NAME

               CMEACER  #FLAG X'04'              ACCEPT ERROR RECORD NAME

               CMEACEA  #FLAG X'02'              ACCEPT ERROR AREA NAME

               CMEACSI  #FLAG X'01'              ACCEPT SYSTEM ID                R17

00000A         CMEACFL3 DS    X                  THIRD ACCEPT FLAG BYTE

               CMEACXD  #FLAG X'40'              ACCEPT RUN PARMS ADE IS FOLLOWED BY

               ***                                AN XDE STACK

00000B         CMEACFL4 DS    X                  FOURTH ACCEPT FLAG BYTE

        0000C  CMEACSZ  EQU   *-CME              SIZE OF BASIC DC ACCEPT CME

00000C         CMEACXS  DS    0F                 XDE STACK(S) BEGIN HERE EXCEPT FOR

               ***                                ACCEPT RUN PARMS WHICH HAS AN ADE

               ***                                HERE

               *

               *

               *  PUT/GET/DELETE SCRATCH CME   CLASS=5, FUNCTION=2

               *  PUT/GET/DELETE QUEUE CME     CLASS=5, FUNCTION=3

               *
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00000C                  ORG   CMEFLAG1

               *

               * THE FOLLOWING EQUATES ARE USED TO SPECIFY THE BIT SETTINGS FOR THE

               * FIRST FIVE FLAGS AS OPPOSED TO #FLAG MACROS WHICH BIND THE

               * BIT SETTINGS TO A SPECIFIC FLAG.

               *

        00020  CMESQFM1 EQU   X'20'               ADE IS AN EMBEDDED FULLWORD

        00010  CMESQFM2 EQU   X'10'               ADE IS LITPOOL OFFSET & LENGTH

        00008  CMESQFM3 EQU   X'08'               ADE IS FORMAT 3 (4 HALFWORDS)

        00004  CMESQXDE EQU   X'04'               ADE IS FOLLOWED BY AN XDE STACK

        00002  CMESQFIR EQU   X'02'               XDE STACK MOVES DATA FROM THE IRA

        00001  CMESQPTR EQU   X'01'               XDE STACK SIMPLY POINTS TO A FIELD

               ** IF SQXDE IS SET BUT NEITHER SQFIR NOR SQPTR IS SET, IT IS ASSUMED

               ** THAT THE XDE STACK MOVES DATA TO THE IRA.

000008         CMESQFL1 DS    X                   SCRATCH/QUEUE FLAG ONE

000009         CMESQFL2 DS    X                   SCRATCH/QUEUE FLAG TWO

               CMESQTO  #FLAG X'40'               ADE POINTS TO A "TO" FIELD FOR LEN

00000A         CMESQFL3 DS    X                   SCRATCH/QUEUE FLAG THREE

00000B         CMESQFL4 DS    X                   SCRATCH/QUEUE FLAG FOUR

00000C         CMESQFL5 DS    X                   SCRATCH/QUEUE FLAG FIVE

               CMEMEC   #FLAG X'80'               SCRATCH QUEUE OR PRINT USING

               *                                   "ALLOWING ERROR STATUS" CLAUSE

00000D         CMESQFL6 DS    X                   SCRATCH/QUEUE FLAG SIX

               CMESQPT  #FLAG X'01'               PUT SCRATCH OR QUEUE

               CMESQGT  #FLAG X'02'               GET SCRATCH OR QUEUE

               CMESQDL  #FLAG X'04'               DELETE SCRATCH OR QUEUE

               CMESQPR  #FLAG X'08'               PRIOR RECORD SPECIFIED

               CMESQNX  #FLAG X'10'               NEXT RECORD SPECIFIED

               CMESQRI  #FLAG X'20'               CURRENT REC, REC ID OR SEQ #

               CMESQLA  #FLAG X'40'               LAST RECORD SPECIFIED

               CMESQFI  #FLAG X'80'               FIRST RECORD SPECIFIED

               CMESQAL  #FLAG X'F8'               ALL SPECIFIED ON DEL SCRATCH/QUEUE

               CMESQRE  #FLAG X'F9'               REPLACE SPECIFIED ON PUT SCRATCH

00000E         CMESQSQ1 DS    X                   SCRATCH/QUEUE PARAMETER FLAG ONE

               CMESQRA  #FLAG X'1F'               RETURN TO ADS FOR ALL CONDITIONS

               CMESQRT  #FLAG X'20'               RETENTION SPECIFIED ON PUT QUEUE

               CMESQWA  #FLAG X'40'               WAIT SPECIFIED ON GET QUEUE

               CMESQDG  #FLAG X'80'               NOLOCK SPECIFIED ON GET QUEUE

00000F         CMESQSQ2 DS    X                   SCRATCH/QUEUE PARAMETER FLAG TWO

        00010  CMESQSZ  EQU   *-CME               SIZE OF BASIC SCRATCH/QUEUE CME

000010         CMESQADE DS    0F                  START OF ARGUMENT DESCRIPTION

               *

               *

               *

               *  WRITE PRINTER                CLASS=5, FUNCTION=4

               *

000010                  ORG   CMEFLAG1

               *

               * THE FOLLOWING EQUATES ARE USED TO SPECIFY THE BIT SETTINGS FOR THE

               * FIRST FIVE FLAGS AS OPPOSED TO #FLAG MACROS WHICH BIND THE

               * BIT SETTINGS TO A SPECIFIC FLAG.

               *

        00020  CMEWPFM1 EQU   X'20'               ADE IS AN EMBEDDED FULLWORD
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        00010  CMEWPFM2 EQU   X'10'               ADE IS LITPOOL OFFSET & LENGTH

        00008  CMEWPFM3 EQU   X'08'               ADE IS FORMAT 3 (4 HALFWORDS)

        00004  CMEWPXDE EQU   X'04'               ADE IS FOLLOWED BY AN XDE STACK

        00001  CMEWPPTR EQU   X'01'               XDE STACK SIMPLY POINTS TO A FIELD

               ** IF WPXDE IS SET BUT WPPTR IS NOT SET, IT IS ASSUMED

               ** THAT THE XDE STACK MOVES DATA TO THE IRA.

000008         CMEWPFL1 DS    X                   WRITE PRINTER FLAG ONE

               CMEWPTO  #FLAG X'40'               ADE POINTS TO A "TO" FIELD FOR LEN

000009         CMEWPFL2 DS    X                   WRITE PRINTER FLAG TWO

00000A         CMEWPFL3 DS    X                   WRITE PRINTER FLAG THREE

00000B         CMEWPFL4 DS    X                   WRITE PRINTER FLAG FOUR

00000C         CMEWPFL5 DS    X                   WRITE PRINTER FLAG FIVE

               CMEWPKP  #FLAG X'04'               KEEP SPECIFIED           *JEB84257*

               CMEWPHD  #FLAG X'02'               HOLD SPECIFIED           *JEB84257*

               CMEWPAL  #FLAG X'01'               ALL SPECIFIED            *JEB84257*

00000D         CMEWPFL6 DS    X                   WRITE PRINTER FLAG SIX (X'80' BIT

               *                                    ALSO USED. SAME AS CMEMEC FLAG

               *                                    ON SCRATCH/QUEUE CME)

               CMEWPNP  #FLAG X'01'               NEWPAGE OR ERASE

               CMEWPNM  #FLAG X'02'               NATIVE MODE DATA STREAM

               CMEWPER  #FLAG X'04'               ENDRPT (END OF REPORT)

               CMEWPCD  #FLAG X'08'               USE DEFAULT CLASS OR DEST.

               CMEWPBS  #FLAG X'10'               USE DEFAULT BUFSIZE (ALWAYS SET)

               CMEWPSC  #FLAG X'20'               PRINT SCREEN CONTENTS

               CMEWPUD  #FLAG X'40'               USE DESTINATION, NOT CLASS

               CMEWPBT  #FLAG X'80'               DC BATCH (NEVER SET)

00000E         CMEWPWP1 DS    X                   WRITE PRINTER PARAMETER FLAG ONE

               CMEWPRA  #FLAG X'3F'               RETURN TO ADS FOR ALL CONDITIONS

               CMEWPCS  #FLAG X'40'               COPIES WAS SPECIFIED

00000F         CMEWPWP2 DS    X                   WRITE PRINTER PARAMETER FLAG TWO

        00010  CMEWPSZ  EQU   *-CME               SIZE OF BASIC WRITE PRINTER CME

000010         CMEWPADE DS    0F                  START OF ARGUMENT DESCRIPTION

               *                                   ELEMENT(S)   (SEE ADE DSECT)

               *

               *

               *  INIT RECORDS CME     CLASS=5,  FUNCTION=5

               *

000010                  ORG   CMEFLAG1

               CMEINTA  #FLAG X'80'             INIT ALL RECORDS

000008         CMEIFLG1 DS    X                   FIRST INIT FLAG BYTE

000009         CMEIFLG2 DS    X                   SECOND INIT FLAG BYTE

00000A         CMEIFLG3 DS    X                   THIRD INIT FLAG BYTE

00000B         CMEIFLG4 DS    X                   FOURTH INIT FLAG BYTE

        0000C  CMEINTSZ EQU   *-CME               SIZE OF BASIC INIT REC CME

00000C         CMEIRCCT DS    H                   NUMBER OF RECORDS TO INITIALIZE

00000E         CMEIROFF DS    0H                  START OF VRE INDICES (ONE HALFWORD

               *                                  FOR EACH RECORD TO BE INITIALIZED)

               *

               *

               *  KEEP LONGTERM CME    CLASS=5,  FUNCTION=6

               *

00000E                  ORG   CMEFLAG1

               CMEKNTF  #FLAG X'80'             NOTIFY CURRENT
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               CMEKLOC  #FLAG X'40'             LOCK CURRENT (SHARE OR EXCLUSIVE)

               CMEKUPG  #FLAG X'20'             UPGRADE

               CMEKTST  #FLAG X'10'             TEST

               CMEKRLS  #FLAG X'08'             RELEASE

               CMEKXCL  #FLAG X'04'             ON=EXCLUSIVE, OFF=SHARE

               CMEKNWT  #FLAG X'02'             NO WAIT

               CMEKNDL  #FLAG X'01'             NO DEADLOCK

000008         CMEKFLG1 DS    X                 FIRST KEEP LONGTERM FLAG BYTE

               CMEKAD1  #FLAG X'80'             FIRST ADE IS USED

               CMEKIDX  #FLAG X'40'             FIRST ADE IS AN RDE INDEX

               CMEKSSA  #FLAG X'20'             FIRST ADE IS A SSAN TBL OFFSET

000009         CMEKFLG2 DS    X                 SECOND KEEP LONGTERM FLAG BYTE

               CMEKXDE  #FLAG X'80'             ADE FOR LONGTERM ID HAS AN XDE STACK

               CMEKRTL  #FLAG X'08'             ADE FOR RETURN-LOCATION IS USED

00000A         CMEKFLG3 DS    X                 THIRD KEEP LONGTERM FLAG BYTE

               **  CMEBEC  FLAG IS SET IN CMEKFLG4 FOR ALLOWING CLAUSE EXISTENCE

00000B         CMEKFLG4 DS    X                 FOURTH KEEP LONGTERM FLAG BYTE

00000C         CMEKADES DS    F                 FMT 1 OR 2 ADE FOR REC/SET/AREA DESC

        00010  CMEKLKSZ EQU   *-CME             SIZE OF BASIC KEEP LONGTERM CME

000010         CMEKLTID DS    0H                START OF ADE FOR KEEP LONGTERM ID

               *

               *

               *  SNAP DUMP CME    CLASS=5,  FUNCTION=7

               *

000010                  ORG   CMEFLAG1

               CMENOCB  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF SNAP OCB SPECIFIED

               CMENOWA  #FLAG X'40'               ON IF SNAP OWA SPECIFIED

               CMENOTB  #FLAG X'20'               ON IF SNAP OTB SPECIFIED

               CMENFDB  #FLAG X'10'               ON IF SNAP FDB SPECIFIED

               CMENVDB  #FLAG X'08'               ON IF SNAP VDB CHAIN SPECIFIED

               CMENRBB  #FLAG X'04'               ON IF SNAP RBB CHAIN SPECIFIED

               CMENRGS  #FLAG X'02'               ON IF SNAP REGISTERS SPECIFIED

000008         CMENFLG1 DS    X                   FIRST SNAP FLAG BYTE

               CMENADB  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF SNAP ADB SPECIFIED *JEB84115*

               CMENTAT  #FLAG X'40'               ON IF SNAP TAT SPECIFIED *JEB84115*

               CMENOTX  #FLAG X'20'               ON IF SNAP OTB EXTENSION *JEB84115*

               CMENREX  #FLAG X'10'               ON IF SNAP REX SPECIFIED  *JMA86230*

000009         CMENFLG2 DS    X                   SECOND SNAP FLAG BYTE

00000A         CMENFLG3 DS    X                   THIRD SNAP FLAG BYTE

00000B         CMENFLG4 DS    X                   FOURTH SNAP FLAG BYTE

00000C         CMENTTLN DS    H                   LENGTH OF TITLE LITERAL

               *                                    (ZERO IF NO TITLE LITERAL)

00000E         CMENTTOF DS    H                   OFFSET INTO LITERAL POOL FOR TITLE

000010         CMENRCCT DS    H                   NUMBER OF RECORDS TO BE SNAPPED

        00012  CMENSNSZ EQU   *-CME               SIZE OF BASIC SNAP CME

000012         CMENROFF DS    0H                  START OF VRE INDICES (ONE HALFWORD

               *                                    FOR EACH RECORD TO BE SNAPPED)

               *

               *

               *  COMMIT TASK CME    CLASS=5,  FUNCTION=8

               *  ROLLBACK TASK CME    CLASS=5,  FUNCTION=9

               *

000012                  ORG   CMEFLAG1
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               CMECTAL  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF COMMIT TASK ALL SPECIFIED

000008         CMETSKF1 DS    X                   1ST COMMIT/ROLLBACK TASK FLAG BYTE

000009         CMETSKF2 DS    X                   SECOND COMMIT/RBCK TASK FLAG BYTE

00000A         CMETSKF3 DS    X                   THIRD COMMIT/RBCK TASK FLAG BYTE

00000B         CMETSKF4 DS    X                   FOURTH COMMIT/RBCK TASK FLAG BYTE

        0000C  CMETSKSZ EQU   *-CME               SIZE OF BASIC COMMIT/RBCK TASK CME

               *

               *

               *

               *   EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION CME     CLASS=5,   FUNCTION=10

               *

00000C                  ORG   CMEFLAG1                                      *JMA85219*

               CMEENNS  #FLAG X'80'               NOSAVE INDICATOR         **JMA85219*

               CMEENNF  #FLAG X'40'               NOFINISH INDICATOR       **JMA85219*

000008         CMEENFL1 DS    X                   EXEC NEXT FUNC FLAG 1    **JMA85219*

000009         CMEENFL2 DS    X                   EXEC NEXT FUNC FLAG 2    **JMA85219*

00000A         CMEENFL3 DS    X                   EXEC NEXT FUNC FLAG 3    **JMA85219*

00000B         CMEENFL4 DS    X                   EXEC NEXT FUNC FLAG 4    **JMA85219*

        0000C  CMENFLEN EQU   *-CME               LENGTH OF EXECUTE NEXT FUNC CME

               *                                                           *JMA85058*

               *                                                           *JMA85058*

               *   WRITE  TO LOG/OPERATOR CME    CLASS=5,   FUNCTION=11    *DKJ85135*

               *                                                           *JMA85058*

00000C                  ORG   CMEFLAG1                                     *JMA85058*

               CMEWLOG  #FLAG X'80'               WRITE TO LOG FLAG        *DKJ85135*

               CMEWOPR  #FLAG X'40'               WRITE TO OPER FLAG       *DKJ85135*

               CMEWLM   #FLAG X'20'               MESSAGE FLAG             *DKJ85135*

000008         CMEWLFL1 DS    X                   FIRST  WRITE LOG FLAG    *JMA85058*

               * CMEDISP ('80') AND CMEDISL ('20') FROM DISPLAY ARE USED FOR FLAGS

               * ALSO CMEDSMS ('40')

000009         CMEWLFL2 DS    X                   SECOND WRITE LOG FLAG    *JMA85058*

               * CMEBPRFX('40'), CMEBPFBA('10'), CMEBPFM3('02') AND        *MCM86178*

               * CMEBPXDE('01') USED IN CMEAFLG3 FOR MSG PREFIX INFO       *MCM86178*

00000A         CMEWLFL3 DS    X                   THIRD  WRITE LOG FLAG    *JMA85058*

00000B         CMEWLFL4 DS    X                   FOURTH WRITE LOG FLAG    *JMA85058*

        0000C  CMEWLSZ  EQU   *-CME               SIZE OF BASIC WRTLOG CME *JMA85058*

00000C         CMEWLLSZ DS    H                   LIT SIZE FOR MESSAGE     *JMA85058*

00000E         CMEWLLOF DS    H                   LIT OFFSET IN LIT POOL   *JMA85058*

000010                  ORG   CMEWLLSZ                                     *JMA85058*

00000C         CMEWLLKY DS    F                   PRESTORED MESSAGE CODE   *JMA85058*

        00004  CMEWLMSZ EQU   *-CMEWLLSZ          BASIC MSG DESCRPT SIZE   *JMA85058*

000010         CMEWLLIT DS    0H                  START OF INLINE LITERAL  *JMA85058*

000010         CMEWLMPN DS    F                   NUM OF MSG REPLCMENT PARM*JMA85058*

000014         CMEWLRPL DS    0F                  START OF REP PARM LIST   *JMA85058*

               *************************************************************JMA85058*

               * IF REPLACEMENT PARMS ARE SPECIFIED, THERE WILL BE ONE REPLACEMENT **

               * PARAMETER ELEMENT (RPE) HERE FOR EACH PARM (SEE RPE DSECT)        *

               *

               *

               *

               *   TRACE  FUNCTION CME           CLASS=5,   FUNCTION=12

               *

000014                  ORG   CMEFLAG1                                      *JMA85219*
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               CMETOFF  #FLAG X'80'               TRACE OFF INDICATOR      **JMA91057*

               CMETALL  #FLAG X'40'               TRACE ALL INDICATOR      **JMA91057*

               CMETCTL  #FLAG X'20'               TRACE CTL INDICATOR      **JMA91057*

000008         CMETFLG1 DS    X                   TRACE FUNCTION FLAG 1    **JMA91057*

000009         CMETFLG2 DS    X                   TRACE FUNCTION FLAG 2    **JMA91057*

00000A         CMETFLG3 DS    X                   TRACE FUNCTION FLAG 3    **JMA91057*

00000B         CMETFLG4 DS    X                   TRACE FUNCTION FLAG 4    **JMA91057*

        0000C  CMETLEN  EQU   *-CME               LENGTH OF TRACE FUNCTION CME

               *********************************************************************

               *                                                            *LCB85039*

               *                                                            *LCB85039*

               *                                                            *LCB85039*

               *   CHECKPOINT FUNCTION CME       CLASS=6,   FUNCTION=1     *JMA85058**

               *                                                            *LCB85039*

00000C                  ORG   CMEBODY                                       *LCB85039*

        0000C  CMECKLEN EQU   *-CME               LENGTH OF CHECKPOINT CME  *LCB85039*

               *                                                            *LCB85039*

               *********************************************************************

               *

               *   SEND/RECEIVE CME'S            CLASS=7

               *

               *       ALLOCATE CME              CLASS=7    FUNCTION=1

               *

00000C                  ORG   CMEFLAG1

               CMEALSS  #FLAG X'80'               SECURITY = SAME

               CMEALSP  #FLAG X'40'               SECURITY = PGM

               CMEALSC  #FLAG X'20'               SYNC-LEVEL = CONFIRM

               CMEALNF  #FLAG X'10'               NOFORMAT

               CMEALLS  #FLAG X'08'               LU-NAME IS LIT   (FORMAT 2 ADE)

               CMEALMS  #FLAG X'04'               MODE-NAME IS LIT (FORMAT 2 ADE)

               CMEALTS  #FLAG X'02'               TPN IS LIT       (FORMAT 2 ADE)

               CMEALUS  #FLAG X'01'               USER-ID IS LIT   (FORMAT 2 ADE)

000008         CMEAFL1  DS    X                   FLAG 1

               CMEALLX  #FLAG X'80'               LU-NAME FMT 3 ADE W/ XDE

               CMEALMX  #FLAG X'40'               MODE-NAME FMT 3 ADE W/ XDE

               CMEALTX  #FLAG X'20'               TPN FMT 3 ADE W/ XDE

               CMEALUX  #FLAG X'10'               USER-ID FMT 3 ADE W/XDE

               CMEALPS  #FLAG X'08'               PASSWORD IS LIT  (FORMAT 2 ADE)

               CMEALPX  #FLAG X'04'               PASSWORD FMT 3 ADE W/ XDE

               CMEALVS  #FLAG X'02'               LOCAL VER LIT    (FORMAT 2 ADE)

               CMEALV   #FLAG X'01'               LOCAL VER PRESENT

000009         CMEAFL2  DS    X                   FLAG 2

               CMEALVX  #FLAG X'80'               LOCAL VER FMT 3 ADE W/ XDE

               CMEARVX  #FLAG X'40'               REMOTE VER FMT 3 ADE W/ XDE

               CMEARV   #FLAG X'20'               REMOTE VER PRESENT

               CMEALMN  #FLAG X'10'               MODE-NAME PRESENT

               CMEOPNF  #FLAG X'08'               OPEN NO FORMAT           **GWG**

               CMENLU   #FLAG X'04'               NO LU-NAME PRESENT       **GWG**

               CMENDES  #FLAG X'02'               NO DESTINATION PRESENT   **GWG**

00000A         CMEAFL3  DS    X                   FLAG 3

               CMEALB   #FLAG X'80'               CME ADSO BUILT

00000B         CMEAFL4  DS    X                   FLAG 4

        0000C  CMEALSZ  EQU   *-CME               LENGTH OF ALLOCATE CME
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00000C         CMESROF  DS    F                   OFFSET TO FD/FDE'S

        00010  CMESRSZ  EQU   *-CME               LENGTH OF SEND/RECEIVE CME

CMEEQU
                        #CMEEQU

               *

               *        EQUATES FOR ADSO COMMAND CLASSES AND FUNCTIONS

               *

               *

               *        COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

               *

               *

               *        DATABASE COMMAND EQUATES

               *

Offset  Value

        00001  DBCLASS  EQU   1                   DATABASE CLASS

               *

        00063  LRVFUNC  EQU   99                  LOGICAL RECORD VERB FUNCTION

               *

               *        CONTROL COMMAND EQUATES

               *

        00002  CONCLASS EQU   2                   CONTROL CLASS

               *

        00000  ABRTFUNC EQU   0                   ABORT FUNCTION

        00001  INVKFUNC EQU   1                   INVOKE FUNCTION

        00002  TRANFUNC EQU   2                   TRANSFER FUNCTION

        00003  RETFUNC  EQU   3                   RETURN FUNCTION

        00004  DISPFUNC EQU   4                   DISPLAY FUNCTION

        00006  LEAVFUNC EQU   6                   LEAVE FUNCTION

        00007  LINKFUNC EQU   7                   LINK FUNCTION

        00008  WRTNFUNC EQU   8                   WRITE TRANSACTION FUNC  *JMA85058*

        00009  READFUNC EQU   9                   READ TRANSACTION FUNC   *JMA85058*

        0000A  CONTFUNC EQU   10                  CONTINUE FUNCTION       *JMA85058*

        0000B  SQLCFUNC EQU   11                  @SQLCALL FUNCTION          **SQL**

               *

               *        PROCEDURE COMMAND EQUATES

               *

        00003  PROCLASS EQU   3                   PROCEDURE CLASS

               *

        00001  ASGNFUNC EQU   1                   ASSIGNMENT FUNCTION

        00002  CONDFUNC EQU   2                   CONDITIONAL FUNCTION

        00003  REPWFUNC EQU   3                   REPEAT/WHILE FUNCTION

        00004  BRCHFUNC EQU   4                   BRANCH FUNCTION

        00005  SUBCFUNC EQU   5                   SUBROUTINE CALL FUNCTION

        00006  SUBEFUNC EQU   6                   SUBROUTINE EXIT FUNCTION

        00007  ONFUNC   EQU   7                   ON PATH STATUS FUNCTION

        00015  ADDFUNC  EQU   21                  ASSIGNMENT/ADD FUNCTION

        00016  SUBFUNC  EQU   22                  ASSIGNMENT/SUBTRACT FUNCTION

        00017  MULTFUNC EQU   23                  ASSIGNMENT/MULTIPLY FUNCTION

        00018  DIVFUNC  EQU   24                  ASSIGNMENT/DIVIDE FUNCTION

        00019  DIVRFUNC EQU   25                  ASSIGNMENT/DIVIDE WITH REMAINDER
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        00028  MOVEFUNC EQU   40                  MOVE FUNCTION

        00029  COMPFUNC EQU   41                  COMPUTE FUNCTION

               *

               *        MAP COMMAND EQUATES

               *

        00004  MAPCLASS EQU   4                   MAP CLASS

               *

        00001  MMAPFUNC EQU   1                   MODIFY MAP FUNCTION

        00002  PUTDFUNC EQU   2                   PUT PAGEABLE MAP DETAIL *JEB84058*

        00003  GETDFUNC EQU   3                   GET PAGEABLE MAP DETAIL *JEB84058*

        00004  CMAPFUNC EQU   4                   CLOSE FILE MAP FUNCTION

               *

               *        MISCELLANEOUS COMMAND EQUATES

               *

        00005  MISCLASS EQU   5                   MISCELLANEOUS CLASS

               *

        00001  ACPTFUNC EQU   1                   ACCEPT FUNCTION

        00002  SCRFUNC  EQU   2                   SCRATCH FUNCTIONS

        00003  QUEFUNC  EQU   3                   QUEUE FUNCTIONS

        00004  WPRTFUNC EQU   4                   WRITE PRINTER FUNCTION

        00005  INITFUNC EQU   5                   INITIALIZE RECORDS FUNCTION

        00006  KEPLFUNC EQU   6                   KEEP LONGTERM FUNCTION

        00007  SNAPFUNC EQU   7                   SNAP FUNCTION

        00008  CMTTFUNC EQU   8                   COMMIT TASK FUNCTION

        00009  RBKTFUNC EQU   9                   ROLLBACK TASK FUNCTION

        0000A  EXENFUNC EQU   10                  EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION FUNCTION

        0000B  WRTLFUNC EQU   11                  WRITE LOG FUNCTION      *JMA85058*

        0000C  TRACFUNC EQU   12                  ONLINE TRACE FUNCTION   *JMA91057*

               *

               *        CICS COMMANDS EQUATES

               *

        00006  VSMCLASS EQU   6                  CICS CLASS

               *

        00001  READFNCT EQU   1                  READ FUNCTION

        00002  WRITFUNC EQU   2                  WRITE FUNCTION

        00003  REWRFUNC EQU   3                  REWRITE FUNCTION

        00004  DELTFUNC EQU   4                  DELETE FUNCTION

        00005  UNLKFUNC EQU   5                  UNLOCK FUNCTION

        00006  STRBFUNC EQU   6                  START BROWSE FUNCTION

        00007  RDNXFUNC EQU   7                  READ NEXT FUNCTION

        00008  RDPRFUNC EQU   8                  READ PREVIOUS FUNCTION

        00009  RSTBFUNC EQU   9                  RESET BROWSE FUNCTION

        0000A  ENDBFUNC EQU   10                 END BROWSE FUNCTION

        0000B  WRTDFUNC EQU   11                 WRITE TRANSIENT DATA FUNCTION

        0000C  RDTDFUNC EQU   12                 READ TRANSIENT DATA FUNCTION

        0000D  DLTDFUNC EQU   13                 DELETE TRANSIENT DATA FUNCTION

        0000E  WRTSFUNC EQU   14                 WRITE TEMP STORAGE FUNCTION

        0000F  RDTSFUNC EQU   15                 READ TEMP STORAGE FUNCTION

        00010  DLTSFUNC EQU   16                 DELETE TEMP STORAGE FUNCTION

        00011  SNCPFUNC EQU   17                 SYNCPOINT FUNCTION

               *                                                          *JMA85058*

               *        CHECKPOINT COMMAND EQUATES                        *JMA85058*

               *                                                          *JMA85058*
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        00006  CHKCLASS EQU   6  DO WE USE IT??   CHECKPOINT CLASS        *JMA85058*

               *

        00001  CHKPFUNC EQU   1  DO WE NEED IT??  CHECKPOINT FUNCTION    *JMA85058**

               *                                                          *JMA85058*

               *        SEND/RECEIVE COMMAND EQUATES

               *

        00007  SRCLASS  EQU   7                   SEND/RECEIVE CLASS

               *

        00001  ALLOFUNC EQU   1                   ALLOCATE FUNCTION

        00002  CTSSFUNC EQU   2                   CONTROL SESSION FUNCTION

        00003  SDDAFUNC EQU   3                   SEND-DATA FUNCTION

        00004  CNFMFUNC EQU   4                   CONFIRM FUNCTION

        00005  CNFDFUNC EQU   5                   CONFIRMED FUNCTION

        00006  RQSDFUNC EQU   6                   REQUEST-TO-SEND FUNCTION

        00007  SDERFUNC EQU   7                   SEND-ERROR FUNCTION

        00008  RCWTFUNC EQU   8                   RECEIVE-AND-WAIT FUNCTION

        00009  PRRCFUNC EQU   9                   PREPARE-TO-RECEIVE FUNCTION

        0000A  DEALFUNC EQU   10                  DEALLOCATE FUNCTION

               *                                                          *JMA85058*

               *        OSCAR COMMAND EQUATES

               *

        00008  OSCLASS  EQU   8                   SEND/RECEIVE CLASS

               *

        00001  OPENFUNC EQU   1                   OPEN FUNCTION

        00002  CLOSFUNC EQU   2                   CLOSE FUNCTION

        00003  SENDFUNC EQU   3                   SEND FUNCTION

        00004  RECVFUNC EQU   4                   RECEIVE FUNCTION

DGBDS
                        COPY #DGBDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                                ***

***            DGB : ADSO DIALOG GENERATION BLOCK                  ***

***                                                                ***

***  DGB IS A DSECT THAT DEFINES THE DIALOG GENERATION BLOCK       ***

***  USED BY THE ADS ONLINE GENERATOR. IT IS A FIXED LENGTH        ***

***  PIECE OF KEPT STORAGE THAT CONTAINS THE BASIC DIALOG DATA     ***

***  NEEDED TO REESTABLISH THE GENERATION OF A DIALOG AFTER        ***

***  ANY BREAK IN PROCESSING (THAT IS, AFTER A CONVERSE, SYSTEM    ***

***  CRASH, OR USER SUSPEND).                                      ***

***  THE DGB IS ALSO USED BY THE ADS/ONLINE APPLICATION            ***

***  GENERATOR BECAUSE OF THE STORAGE MANAGEMENT INFORMATION       ***

***  WHICH IS MAINTAINED IN IT BY ADSOGNRC.                        ***

***                                                                ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

***                                                                ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         DGB      DSECT                                     04/26/84

000000         DGBID    DS    CL4                 'DGB*'

000004         DGBDNAM  DS    CL8                 DIALOG NAME
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00000C         DGBDVER  DS    H                   DIALOG VERSION

00000E                  ORG   DGBDNAM

000004         DGBANAM  DS    CL8                 APPLICATION NAME

00000C         DGBAVER  DS    H                   APPLICATION VERSION

00000E         DGBFSAFE DS    H                   FAILSAFE INDICATOR

000010         DGBCURMD DS    H                   CURRENT MODULE CODE

000012         DGBCURFC DS    H                   CURRENT FUNCTION CODE

000014         DGBFGWAA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF FIRST GWA

000018         DGBLGWAA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF LAST GWA

00001C         DGBFPWAA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF FIRST PWA

000020         DGBLPWAA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF LAST PWA

000024         DGBSRTA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF SRT

000028                  ORG   DGBSRTA             BATCH GENERATOR DOESN'T NEED SRT

000024         DGBFDWAA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF FIRST DWA

000028         DGBIRECA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF REC INIT BUFFER

00002C         DGBTHRSH DS    F                   STORAGE THRESHOLD FROM OCB

000030         DGBQSIZE DS    F                   SIZE OF QUEUE RECORD

000034                  ORG   DGBQSIZE            BATCH GENERATOR DOESN'T NEED Q REC

000030         DGBLDWAA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF LAST DWA

000034         DGBPWKSZ DS    F                   SIZE OF A PRIMARY WORK AREA

000038         DGBSWKSZ DS    F                   SIZE OF SECONDARY WORK AREA

00003C         DGBIRECL DS    F                   LENGTH OF REC INIT BUFFER

000040         DGBNSGWA DS    H                   NUMBER OF SECONDARY GWA'S

000042         DGBNSPWA DS    H                   NUMBER OF SECONDARY PWA'S

        00044  DGBALEN  EQU   *-DGB               END OF DATA USED BY APPL GENERATOR

000044         DGBLSTMD DS    H                   LAST MODULE IN CONTROL

000046         DGBLSTFC DS    H                   LAST FUNCTION CODE

               DGBSCR   #FLAG X'80'               ON IF WORK AREAS SAVED IN SCR

000048         DGBSCRI  DS    0XL1

        00080  DGBSCRM  EQU   X'80'

000048         DGBFLAG1 DS    X

               DGBAST   #FLAG X'80'               ON IF AUTOSTATUS = YES

000049         DGBASTI  DS    0XL1

        00080  DGBASTM  EQU   X'80'

               DGBASTM  #FLAG X'40'               ON IF AUTOSTATUS MANDATORY

000049         DGBASTMI DS    0XL1

        00040  DGBASTMM EQU   X'40'

               DGBSDRM  #FLAG X'20'               ON IF AS RECORD IS MANDATORY

000049         DGBSDRMI DS    0XL1

        00020  DGBSDRMM EQU   X'20'

               DGBACT   #FLAG X'10'               ON IF ACTIVITY LOGGING ENABLED

000049         DGBACTI  DS    0XL1

        00010  DGBACTM  EQU   X'10'

               DGBCOBM  #FLAG X'08'              ON IF COBOL MOVES ENABLED *LCB84100*

000049         DGBCOBMI DS    0XL1

        00008  DGBCOBMM EQU   X'08'

000049         DGBFLAG2 DS    X

00004A         DGBSDRV  DS    H                   AUTOSTATUS RECORD VERSION

00004C         DGBSDRNM DS    CL32                AUTOSTATUS RECORD NAME

        0006C  DGBLEN   EQU   *-DGB               LENGTH OF DGB
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DIBDS
                        COPY #DIBDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                                ***

***              DIB: DIALOG INFORMATION BLOCK (ADS RUNTIME)       ***

***                                                                ***

***  DIB IS A DSECT THAT DESCRIBES THE CONTROL BLOCK CONTAINING    ***

***  THE DIALOG INFORMATION TABLE ENTRIES (DIT); THIS SPACE        ***

***  MANAGEMENT CONTROL BLOCK IS USED TO PREVENT OVERLY FRAGMENTED ***

***  STORAGE.                                                      ***

***                                                                ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

***                                                                ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         DIB      DSECT                                     02/20/86

000000         DIBID    DS    CL4                 DIB* IDENTIFICATION LABEL

000004         DIBNEXTA DS    A                   ADDR OF NEXT DIB CONTROL BLOCK

000008         DIBFRSPC DS    H                   FREE SPACE IN THIS CONTROL BLOCK

00000A                  DS    H                   RESERVED

00000C         DIBNENT  DS    H                   # OF USED ENTRIES IN THIS BLOCK

00000E                  DS    H                   RESERVED

        00010  DIBLEN   EQU   ((*-DIB+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF DIB HEADER INFORMATION

               ***

               *** NEXT EQUATE USED FOR ALLOCATION PURPOSES; IT IS AN ARBITRARY VALUE

               ***

        0000F  DIBTENT  EQU   15                  # OF LONG ENTRIES IN CNTROL BLOCK

               *******************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***

               ***              DIT: DIALOG INFORMATION TABLE (ADS RUNTIME)       ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***  DIT IS A DSECT THAT DESCRIBES TABLE ENTRIES WITH DIALOG NAMES ***

               ***  AND THEIR ASSOCIATED MRB/FILE OVERRIDE/STATISTICS/ERROR COUNT ***

               ***  INFORMATION.                                                  ***

               ***                                                                ***

               *******************************************************************

000000         DIT      DSECT

               ****

               ****   THIS SHORT PORTION OF THE DSECT IS USED WHEN THE DIALOG

               ****   INFORMATION TABLE ENTRIES ARE CREATED AT RUNTIME.  NO

               ****   OVERRIDES CAN BE ENTERED AT THIS POINT, SO ONLY THE BASIC

               ****   DIALOG INFORMATION IS NECESSARY.

               ****

000000         DITDLGNM DS    CL8                 DIALOG NAME

000008         DITIMRBA DS    A                   DIALOG'S INPUT MRB ADDRESS

00000C         DITOMRBA DS    A                   DIALOG'S OUTPUT MRB ADDRESS

               DITSTAT  #FLAG X'80'               DIALOG STATISTICS BEING COLLECTED

000010         DITSTATI DS    0XL1

        00080  DITSTATM EQU   X'80'

               DITLONG  #FLAG X'40'               EXTENDED (LONG) FORM OF DSECT USED

000010         DITLONGI DS    0XL1
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        00040  DITLONGM EQU   X'40'

               DITREF   #FLAG X'20'               DIALOG HAS BEEN USED

000010         DITREFI  DS    0XL1

        00020  DITREFM  EQU   X'20'

               DITEOF   #FLAG X'10'               EOF HIT ON INPUT         *JEB86051*

000010         DITEOFI  DS    0XL1

        00010  DITEOFM  EQU   X'10'

000010         DITFLAG1 DS    X                   FLAG BYTE

               DITTON   #FLAG X'80'               DIALOG TRACE ON         *DKJ86008*

000011         DITTONI  DS    0XL1

        00080  DITTONM  EQU   X'80'

               DITTSUB  #FLAG X'40'              DIALOG TRACE SUBROUTINES *DKJ86008*

000011         DITTSUBI DS    0XL1

        00040  DITTSUBM EQU   X'40'

               DITTCMD  #FLAG X'20'               DIALOG TRACE COMMANDS   *DKJ86008*

000011         DITTCMDI DS    0XL1

        00020  DITTCMDM EQU   X'20'

               DITCTD   #FLAG X'08'               DIALOG CURRENT TRACE ON *DKJ86008*

000011         DITCTDI  DS    0XL1

        00008  DITCTDM  EQU   X'08'

               DITCTS   #FLAG X'04'              DIALOG CURRENT TRACE SUBS *DKJ86008*

000011         DITCTSI  DS    0XL1

        00004  DITCTSM  EQU   X'04'

               DITCTC   #FLAG X'02'              DIALOG CURRENT TRACE CMDS *DKJ86008*

000011         DITCTCI  DS    0XL1

        00002  DITCTCM  EQU   X'02'

000011         DITFLAG2 DS    X                   FLAG BYTE               *DKJ86008*

000012         DITTBEF  DS    H                   TRACE DLG BEFORE COUNT  *DKJ86008*

000014         DITTAFT  DS    H                   TRACE DLG AFTER COUNT   *DKJ86008*

000016         DITTEVE  DS    H                   TRACE DLG EVERY COUNT   *DKJ86008*

000018         DITEXEC  DS    F                   EXECUTION COUNT        *DKJ86008*

00001C                  DS    F                   RESERVED                *DKJ86008*

        00020  DITSLEN  EQU   ((*-DIT+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF SHORT DIT ENTRY

               ****

               ****   THIS EXTENDED PORTION OF THE DSECT IS ONLY USED WHEN THE

               ****   DIALOG ENTRY IS BUILT DURING SYSIN DATASET PROCESSING.

               ****   THAT WOULD BE THE ONLY TIME THAT THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS

               ****   COULD POSSIBLY BE DETERMINED.

               ****

000020         DITFILE1 DS    0CL10

000020         DITIFILE DS    CL8                 OS INPUT FILE NAME OVERRIDE

000028                  DS    CL2                 FILLER

00002A                  ORG   DITFILE1

000020         DITIFILD DS    CL7                 DOS INPUT FILE NAME OVERRIDE

000027         DITINUMD DS    CL3                 DOS INPUT FILE SYSNUM OVERRIDE

00002A                  ORG

00002A         DITIDTYP DS    CL4                 DOS INPUT FILE DEVICE TYPE

00002E         DITFILE2 DS    0CL10

00002E         DITOFILE DS    CL8                 OS OUTPUT FILE NAME OVERRIDE

000036                  DS    CL2                 FILLER

000038                  ORG   DITFILE2

00002E         DITOFILD DS    CL7                 DOS OUTPUT FILE NAME OVERRIDE

000035         DITONUMD DS    CL3                 DOS OUTPUT FILE SYSNUM OVERRIDE
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000038                  ORG

000038         DITODTYP DS    CL4                 DOS OUTPUT FILE DEVICE TYPE

00003C         DITFILE3 DS    0CL10

00003C         DITSFILE DS    CL8                 OS SUSPENSE FILE NAME OVERRIDE

000044                  DS    CL2                 FILLER

000046                  ORG   DITFILE3

00003C         DITSFILD DS    CL7                 DOS SUSPENSE FILE NAME OVERRIDE

000043         DITSNUMD DS    CL3                 DOS SUSPENSE FILE SYSNUM OVERRIDE

000046                  ORG

000046         DITSDTYP DS    CL4                 DOS SUSPENSE FILE DEVICE TYPE

00004A         DITMXERR DS    H                   MAX ERROR COUNT FOR INPUT FILE

00004C                  DS    XL4                 RESERVED

        00050  DITLLEN  EQU   ((*-DIT+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF LONG DIT ENTRY

DNBDS
                        COPY #DNBDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                                ***

***            DNB : ADS DIALOG NAME BLOCK                         ***

***                                                                ***

***  DNB IS A DSECT THAT DEFINES THE DIALOG NAME BLOCK USED BY     ***

***  THE ADS BATCH GENERATOR. A DNB IS BUILT FOR EACH DIALOG       ***

***  IN THE LOAD AREA WHEN A REQUEST FOR 'ALL' DIALOGS OR A RANGE  ***

***  OR DIALOG NAMES IS INPUT TO THE BATCH GENERATOR. THE LIST     ***

***  OF DNB'S IS MAINTAINED IN SORT SEQUENCE AND IS ANCHORED IN    ***

***  THE GWA.                                                      ***

***                                                                ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

***                                                                ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         DNB      DSECT                                     06/15/82

000000         DNBNEXTA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF NEXT DNB

000004         DNBNAME  DS    CL8                 DIALOG NAME

00000C         DNBDVER  DS    H                   DIALOG VERSION

000010         DNBDBKEY DS    F                   DBKEY OF LOADHDR-156 RECORD

        00014  DNBLEN   EQU   ((*-DNB+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF DNB IN BYTES

        00005  DNBLENF  EQU   ((*-DNB+3)/4)       LENGTH OF DNB IN WORDS

DRNDS
                        COPY #DRNDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                                ***

*** DSECT FOR DIALOG/APPLICATION REPORT NAME LIST.                 ***

***                                                                ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

***                                                                ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value
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000000         DRN      DSECT                                              11/20/90

000000         DRNOPTNS DS    H                   * REPORT OPTIONS FOR THIS ENTRY

        00080  DRNRPTSU EQU   X'80'               * . OPTION FOR SUMMARY

        00040  DRNRPTPR EQU   X'40'               * . OPTION FOR PROCESSES

        00020  DRNRPTRE EQU   X'20'               * . OPTION FOR RECORDS

        00010  DRNRPTFD EQU   X'10'               * . OPTION FOR FDBLIST

        00008  DRNRPTFS EQU   X'08'               * . OPTION FOR FUNC & RESP-SUMMARY

        00004  DRNRPTFR EQU   X'04'               * . OPTION FOR FUNC * RESP-DETAILD

        00002  DRNRPTXR EQU   X'02'               * . OPTION FOR XREF      *LMA86251*

        00001  DRNRPTXS EQU   X'01'              * . OPTION FOR SHORT XREF*90-08-1003

000002         DRNFLAG1 DS    X                   * MASK OR RANGE SWITCH

        000D9  DRNFLGR  EQU   C'R'                * . RANGE FLAG VALUE

        000D4  DRNFLGM  EQU   C'M'                * . MASK FLAG VALUE

000003         DRNFLAG2 DS    X                   * RESERVED

000004         DRNCHAIN DS    A                   * CHAIN OF LHR NAMES

000008         DRNVERS  DS    0F                  * PAIR OF VERSIONS FOR NAMES

000008         DRNVERL  DS    H                   * LOW VERSION IN RANGE

00000A         DRNVERH  DS    H                   * HIGH VERSION IN RANGE

00000C         DRNNAMES DS    CL16                * PAIR OF NAMES OR NAME AND MASK

00001C                  ORG   DRNNAMES

00000C         DRNLOW   DS    CL8                 * FOR RANGE, LOW VALUE

000014         DRNHIGH  DS    CL8                 * . . HIGH VALUE

00001C                  ORG   DRNNAMES

00000C         DRNNAME  DS    CL8                 * FOR MASK, MATCH NAME

000014         DRNMASK  DS    CL8                 * . . MASK VALUE

00001C                  ORG   ,

        0001C  DRNLEN   EQU   ((*-DRN+3)/4*4)     * LENGTH OF THIS DSECT

DSDWADS
                        #DSDWADS

*******************************************************************

*                                                                    *

*  DSECT FOR ADSOADSD WORKING STORAGE (DSDWA)                        *

*                                                                    *

*        COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                 *

*                                                                    *

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         DSDWA    DSECT

000000 0       SYSPLIST DC    10F'0'          PARM LIST AREA

000028                  DS    0D

000028         SSCTRL   DS    0CL200

000028 4       PGMNAME  DC    CL8' '

000030 F       ERRSTAT  DC    C'1400'

000034 0       DBKEY    DC    F'0'

000038 4       RECNAME  DC    CL16' '

000048 4       AREANAME DC    CL16' '

000058 4       ERRORSET DC    CL16' '

000068 4       ERRORREC DC    CL16' '

000078 4       ERRAREA  DC    CL16' '
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000088         SSCIDBCM DS    0F

000088 0       IDBMSCOM DC    25F'0'

0000EC                  ORG   IDBMSCOM

000088         SSCPINFO DS    0F                      CURRENT PAGE GROUP/DBKEY RADIX

000088 0       SSCPGRUP DC    H'0'                     CURRENT PAGE GROUP

00008A 0       SSCRADIX DC    H'0'                     CURRENT DBKEY RADIX

00008C                  ORG   ,

0000EC 0       DIRDBKEY DC    F'0'

0000F0         DBSTATUS DS    0CL7

0000F0 4       DBSTMTCD DC    CL2' '

0000F2 4       DBSTATCD DC    CL5' ',CL1' '

0000F8 0       RECOCCUR DC    F'0'

0000FC 0       DMLSEQ   DC    F'0'

000100 4       DSDAPNM  DC    CL8' '          APPLICATION NAME TO BE DELETED

000108 4       DSDDICT  DC    CL8' '          DICTIONARY NAME

000110 4       DSDNODE  DC    CL8' '          NODE NAME

000118 0       DSDVERS  DC    H'1'            APPLICATION VERSION

00011A 0       DSDRTNCD DC    H'0'            RETURN REASON CODE

00011C 0       DSDPATCH DC    A(0)            PATCH AREA ADDRESS

000120                  DS    0D            DBLWORD ALIGN RECORD BUFFER

000120         DBBUF    DS    CL512         SYS-041 RECORD BUFFER

000320                  DS    0F

000320         ADSCSAA  DS    F             SAVED A(CSA) FOR BATCH/ONLINE *JMA85247*

000324         ADSIDMSA DS    F             SAVED A(IDMSIDMS) FOR BATCH   *JMA85247*

000328         ADSENTP  DS    3F            ENTRY POINT SAVE AREA         *JMA85247*

        00334  DSDWALN  EQU   *-DSDWA         LENGTH OF DSDWA

DWADS
                        COPY #DWADS

*******************************************************************

***                                                                ***

***        DWA: ADS/ONLINE GENERATOR PROCESS WORK AREA             ***

***                                                                ***

*** DWA IS A DSECT THAT DEFINES THE DIALOG NAME BLOCK AREA FOR     ***

*** THE ADS REGENERATOR.  THIS KEPT STORAGE IS MANAGED LIKE THE    ***

*** GWA AND PWA BY THE ALCSTG ROUTINE IN ADSOGNRC.  THIS WORK      ***

*** AREA IS USED TO BUILD THE DNB'S ASSOCIATED WITH REGENERATING   ***

*** MULTIPLE DIALOGS IN THE BATCH REGENERATION ROUTINES.           ***

***                                                                ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

***                                                                ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         DWA      DSECT                                     11/08/82

000000         DWAID    DS    CL4                     "DWA*"

000004         DWANXTA  DS    A                       ADDRESS OF NEXT DWA

000008                  ORG   DWANXTA

               DWAPRIM  #FLAG X'80'                   ON IF PRIMARY DWA

000004         DWAPRIMI DS    0XL1

        00080  DWAPRIMM EQU   X'80'

000004                  DS    X
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000005                  ORG

000008         DWAPREVA DS    A                       ADDR OF PREVIOUS DWA

00000C         DWANABA  DS    A                       ADDR OF NEXT AVAILABLE BYTE

000010         DWASIZE  DS    F                       SIZE OF THIS DWA

000014         DWAFRESZ DS    F                       AVAILABLE SPACE IN THIS DWA

        00018  DWALEN   EQU   ((*-DWA+3)/4)*4         LENGTH OF DWA HEADER PORTION

DXBDS
                        COPY #DXBDS

*******************************************************************

***  DXB IS A DSECT THAT DEFINES THE DYNAMIC XDE BLOCK USED BY     ***

***  THE ADSO RUNTIME SYSTEM.  THIS BLOCK RESIDES IN AN XDE STACK  ***

***  AND IS THE SAME SIZE AS AN XDE. DXB'S ARE GENERATED WHEN      ***

***  DATA ELEMENTS ARE REFERENCED WHICH ARE SPECIFIC TO A MAP      ***

***  FIELD (TYPE 1) AND WHEN TRUE FALSE CONDITIONS ARE ENCOUNTERED ***

***  WHICH ARE EXPRESSED BY A MAP OR DATABASE KEYWORD (TYPE 2).    ***

***  A DXB MAY POINT TO AN MRE INDEX LIST WHEN MULTIPLE MAP        ***

***  FIELDS ARE REFERENCED AND/OR WHEN IT IS NECESSARY TO OBTAIN   ***

***  A SUBSCRIPT VALUE AT RUN TIME. WHEN AN XDE STACK CONTAINS     ***

***  ONE OR MORE DXB'S, IT IS MOVED OUT OF THE FDB AND ALL DXB'S   ***

***  ARE CONVERTED TO XDE'S BEFORE CALLING RHDCEVAL.               ***

***                                                                ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

***                                                                ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         DXB      DSECT                                     09/20/84

000000         DXBNEXT  DS    F            OFFSET TO NEXT XDE/DXB

                        COPY  #ADXBDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                                ***

***  DXB IS A DSECT THAT DEFINES THE DYNAMIC XDE BLOCK USED BY     ***

***  THE ADSO RUNTIME SYSTEM.  THIS PORTION OF THE DXB IS ONLY FOR ***

***  USE WITH REDUCED XDE SIZE.  SEE THE DXB MACRO FOR A COMPLETE  ***

***  EXPLANATION OF THIS CONTROL BLOCK.                            ***

***                                                                ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

***                                                                ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000004         DXBDTABO DS    H            VRE TABLE OFFSET

000006         DXBDDSPL DS    H            DATA OFFSET (OR ZEROS)

000008         DXBDYN   DS    H            VXDE OFFSET

               *

               ** FOLLOWING FLAGS APPLY TO TYPE 2 DXB'S FOR DB-STATUS TESTS

               **     FLAG 1 DXBTF BIT ON AND DXBMAP BIT OFF

               *

               DXBDBST  #FLAG X'80'        ON MEANS TEST DB-STATUS-OK

00000A         DXBDBSTI DS    0XL1

        00080  DXBDBSTM EQU   X'80'
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               DXBDBES  #FLAG X'40'        ON MEANS TEST DB-END-OF-SET

00000A         DXBDBESI DS    0XL1

        00040  DXBDBESM EQU   X'40'

               DXBDBRN  #FLAG X'20'        ON MEANS TEST DB-REC-NOT-FOUND

00000A         DXBDBRNI DS    0XL1

        00020  DXBDBRNM EQU   X'20'

               DXBSETE  #FLAG X'10'        ON MEANS TEST DB-SET-EMPTY

00000A         DXBSETEI DS    0XL1

        00010  DXBSETEM EQU   X'10'

               DXBSETM  #FLAG X'08'        ON MEANS TEST DB-SET-MEMBER

00000A         DXBSETMI DS    0XL1

        00008  DXBSETMM EQU   X'08'

               *              X'00'        ALL BITS OFF MEANS TEST DB-ANY-ERROR

               *

               ** FOLLOWING FLAGS APPLY TO TYPE 2 DXB'S FOR MAP CONDITION TESTS

               **     FLAG 1 DXBTF BIT ON AND DXBMAP BIT ON

               *

               DXBALLM  #FLAG X'80'        ON MEANS TEST APPLIES TO ALL MAP FIELDS

00000A         DXBALLMI DS    0XL1

        00080  DXBALLMM EQU   X'80'

               DXBABUT  #FLAG X'48'        ON MEANS ALL BUT LISTED FIELDS MUST PASS

00000A         DXBABUTI DS    0XL1

        00048  DXBABUTM EQU   X'48'

               DXBALOF  #FLAG X'40'        ON MEANS ALL FIELDS MUST PASS THE TEST

00000A         DXBALOFI DS    0XL1

        00040  DXBALOFM EQU   X'40'

               DXBANY   #FLAG X'20'        ON MEANS ANY FIELD MUST PASS THE TEST

00000A         DXBANYI  DS    0XL1

        00020  DXBANYM  EQU   X'20'

               DXBNONE  #FLAG X'10'        ON MEANS NO FIELD MAY PASS THE TEST

00000A         DXBNONEI DS    0XL1

        00010  DXBNONEM EQU   X'10'

               DXBSOME  #FLAG X'08'        ON MEANS SOME FIELDS MUST PASS THE TEST

00000A         DXBSOMEI DS    0XL1

        00008  DXBSOMEM EQU   X'08'

               DXBIDEN  #FLAG X'05'      ON MEANS "IDENTICAL" TEST SPECIFI*JMA86065*

00000A         DXBIDENI DS    0XL1

        00005  DXBIDENM EQU   X'05'

               DXBCHNG  #FLAG X'04'        ON MEANS "CHANGED" TEST SPECIFIED

00000A         DXBCHNGI DS    0XL1

        00004  DXBCHNGM EQU   X'04'

               DXBERRS  #FLAG X'03'        ON MEANS "IN ERROR" TEST SPECIFIED

00000A         DXBERRSI DS    0XL1

        00003  DXBERRSM EQU   X'03'

               DXBTRUN  #FLAG X'02'        ON MEANS "TRUNCATED" TEST SPECIFIED

00000A         DXBTRUNI DS    0XL1

        00002  DXBTRUNM EQU   X'02'

               DXBERAS  #FLAG X'01'        ON MEANS "ERASED" TEST SPECIFIED

00000A         DXBERASI DS    0XL1

        00001  DXBERASM EQU   X'01'

               *              X'00'        ALL BITS OFF MEANS "CURSOR AT FLD-NAME"

00000A         DXBFLG2  DS    X            DXB FLAG BYTE 2

00000B         DXBDATLN DS    X            DATA LENGTH
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               DXBID    #FLAG X'80'        ALWAYS ON, IDENTIFIES A DXB (NOT AN XDE)

00000C         DXBIDI   DS    0XL1

        00080  DXBIDM   EQU   X'80'

               DXBTF    #FLAG X'40'        ON IF A TRUE/FALSE (TYPE 2) DXB

00000C         DXBTFI   DS    0XL1

        00040  DXBTFM   EQU   X'40'

               DXBMIL   #FLAG X'20'        ON IF DXBINDEX IS LITPOOL/PROCESS OFFSET

00000C         DXBMILI  DS    0XL1

        00020  DXBMILM  EQU   X'20'

               DXBLITP  #FLAG X'10'        ON IF DXBINDEX OFFSET IS INTO THE LITPOOL

00000C         DXBLITPI DS    0XL1

        00010  DXBLITPM EQU   X'10'

               DXBNOT   #FLAG X'08'        ON IF NOT CONDITION IS TRUE (TYPE 2 ONLY)

00000C         DXBNOTI  DS    0XL1

        00008  DXBNOTM  EQU   X'08'

               DXBMAP   #FLAG X'04'        ON IF MAP CONDITION TEST (TYPE 2 ONLY)

00000C         DXBMAPI  DS    0XL1

        00004  DXBMAPM  EQU   X'04'

               DXBSGFD  #FLAG X'02'        ON IF SINGLE MAPFIELD TEST (TYPE 2 ONLY)

00000C         DXBSGFDI DS    0XL1

        00002  DXBSGFDM EQU   X'02'

               DXBAB2   #FLAG X'01'        ON IF 2ND PASS THRU ALL BUT        ECM87293

00000C         DXBAB2I  DS    0XL1

        00001  DXBAB2M  EQU   X'01'

00000C         DXBFLG1  DS    X            DXB FLAG BYTE 1

00000D         DXBDATYP DS    X            DATA TYPE USED BY ADSO GENERATOR

00000E         DXBINDEX DS    H            RDE OR MRE INDEX OR OFFSET TO MRE INDEX

               *                            LIST OR TO SET NAME (SET-MEMBER/EMPTY)

        00010  DXBLEN   EQU   *-DXB        LENGTH OF DXB

EFHDRDS
                        COPY #EFHDRDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                                ***

***    #EFHDRDS                                                    ***

***                                                                ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

***                                                                ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         EFHDRDS  DSECT                                     05/18/84

               *                            EVAL FUNCTION MODEL TABLE HEADER DSECT

000000         EFHNEXT  DS    H                   OFFSET TO NEXT HDR ENTRY

000002         EFHFUNNM DS    CL8                 FUNCTION NAME - REAL

00000A         EFHPPGMN DS    CL8                 PROCESSING PROGRAM NAME

000012         EFHPPGMV DS    H                   PROCESSING PROGRAM VERSION

000014         EFHFUNCN DS    XL1                 FUNCTION NUMBER

000015                  DS    XL1                 FILLER

000016         EFHWORKL DS    H                   LENGTH OF REQUIRED WORKAREA

000018         EFHZOPND DS    0XL4                4 X'00'S INDICATE ZERO OPERANDS

000018         EFHFOPDN DS    H                   NUMBER OF FIXED OPERANDS
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00001A         EFHVOPDO DS    H                   OFFSET TO VARIABLE OPERAND MODEL

00001C         EFHRESLN DS    H                   RESULT LENGTH IN BYTES

00001E         EFHRDATP DS    XL1                 RESULT DATA TYPE

00001F         EFHRNDEC DS    XL1                 RESULT NUMBER DECIMALS

000020                  DS    XL4                 FILLER

        00024  EFHDRLNG EQU   *-EFHDRDS           LENGTH OF FUNCTION MODEL HEADER

EFMASDS
                        COPY #EFMASDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***   #EFMASDS                                                    ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         EFMASDS  DSECT                                     03/06/86

               *                            EVAL MASTER FUNCTION TABLE ENTRY DSECT

000000         EFMINAML DS    H                   LENGTH OF INVOCATION FUNCT NAME

000002         EFMINAME DS    CL32                FUNCTION NAME - INVOCATION

000022         EFMRNAME DS    CL8                 FUNCTION NAME - REAL

00002A         EFMMPGMN DS    CL8                 PROGRAM NAME - MODEL XDE TABLE

000032         EFMMPGMV DS    H                   PROGRAM VERSION - MODEL XDE TABLE

000034         EFMFLAG1 DS    XL1                 MASTER FUNCTION ENTRY FLAG1

        00080  EFMASFU  EQU   X'80'               AGGREGATE FUNCTION ENTRY

000035                  DS    XL3                 FILLER

        00038  EFMASLNG EQU   *-EFMASDS           LENGTH OF MASTER ENTRY

EFXDEDS
                        COPY #EFXDEDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***   #EFXDEDS                                                    ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         EFXDEDS  DSECT                                     05/31/84

               *                            EVAL FUNCTION MODEL XDE DSECT

000000         EFXNEXT  DS    H                   OFFSET TO NEXT MODEL XDE

000002         EFXNDEC  DS    XL1                 NUMBER OF DECIMALS

000003         EFXRLCF  DS    XL1                 RESULT LENGTH CALCULATION FLAG

        00080  EFXRLCP  EQU   X'80'                   ADD LENGTH

        00040  EFXRLCS  EQU   X'40'                   SUBT LENGTH

               *                                      IF ZERO, IGNORE

000004         EFXFLAG1 DS    XL1                 FIRST FLAG
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        00080  EFXF1MAN EQU   X'80'                   ON=MANDATORY, OFF=OPTIONAL

        00040  EFXF1TRU EQU   X'40'                   ON=TRUNCATE, OFF=ROUND

        00020  EFXF1RES EQU   X'20'                   RESULT CHARACTERISTICS DEFAULT

000005                  DS    XL3                 FILLER

000008         EFXDCTN  DS    H                   NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN DATA CONV TBL

        0000A  EFXLNG1  EQU   *-EFXDEDS           BASE LENGTH OF ENTRY

               *                            DATA TYPE CONVERSION TABLE

000000         EFXCNVE  DSECT                   CONVERSION TBL ENTRY DSECT*LCB84143*

000000         EFXSRCT  DS    XL1                 SOURCE DATATYPE

000001         EFXTART  DS    XL1                 TARGET DATATYPE

000002         EFXTARL  DS    H                   TARGET LENGTH

000004                  DS    XL2                 FILLER

        00006  EFXDCTL  EQU   *-EFXSRCT           LENGTH OF ENTRY

EXCDS
                        COPY #EXCDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***  EXC IS THE VECTOR PROTOTYPE DSECT USED FOR BUILDING CODE FOR ***

***  THE EXECUTABLE CME'S WITHIN THE FDB.                         ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         EXC      DSECT                                     03/19/84

000000         EXCNEXTA DS    F                   ADDR OF NEXT EXC IN CHAIN

000004         EXCPREVA DS    F                   ADDR OF PRIOR EXC IN CHAIN

000008         EXCSIZE  DS    H                   LEN OF EXEC CODE FOLLOWING EXCDATA

00000A         EXCPRMSZ DS    H                   LEN OF PARMS (CME FOR VECTOR CALL)

00000C         EXCPRMOF DS    F                   OFFSET OF PARMS

               *  Prior to Release R11.0, the following two lengths were computed

               *  during code generation but never used subsequently.

               *  For R11.0, we no longer compute these values.

000010         EXCACLEN DS    F                   ACCUMULATE LENGTH OF EXECUTABLE CD

000014         EXCPRALN DS    F                   ACCUM LEN OF PARAMETERS FOR CODE

               *

000018         EXCFUNC  DS    H                   VECTOR CALL FUNCTION CODE

               EXCCOND #FLAG  X'80'               SIMPLE CONDITIONAL

00001A         EXCCONDI DS    0XL1

        00080  EXCCONDM EQU   X'80'

               EXCBRCH #FLAG  X'40'               Code is for a Branch CME

00001A         EXCBRCHI DS    0XL1

        00040  EXCBRCHM EQU   X'40'

00001A         EXCFLAG1 DS    X                   1ST FLAG BYTE

00001B                  DS    X                   RESERVED

00001C         EXCTFOF  DS    H                   OFFSET TO TRUE/FLSE PAIR

00001E                  DS    H                   RESERVED

000020                  DS    F                   RESERVED

        00024  EXCLEN   EQU   ((*-EXC)/4)*4       LENGTH OF EXC FIXED PORTION

        00009  EXCLENF  EQU   ((*-EXC+3)/4)       # OF FULLWORDS IN FIXED PORTION
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000024         EXCDATA  DS    0F

EXCFNDS
                        COPY #EXCFNDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

*** EXECUTABLE CODE FUNCTION TABLE                                ***

***                                                               ***

***     THE FIRST 2 HALFWORDS IN EACH ENTRY OF THIS TABLE ARE THE ***

***     CME CLASS CODE AND THE CME FUNCTION CODE.  THE THIRD VALUE***

***     IS THE VECTOR FUNCTION CODE TO BE USED IN EXECUTABLE CODE ***

***     PROCESSING IN ORDER TO ROUTE CME'S TO THE APPROPRIATE RUN-***

***     TIME ROUTINE.                                             ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         EXCFNDS  DSECT                                     09/07/84

000000         EXCFNCL  DS    H                       CME CLASS

000002         EXCFNFN  DS    H                       CME FUNCTION

000004         EXCFNVC  DS    H                       CME VECTOR

        00006  EXCFNLEN EQU   *-EXCFNDS

EXEDS
                        COPY #EXEDS

******************************************************************

***                                                            ***

***              EXE:  EXPRESSION ENTRY DSECT                  ***

***                                                            ***

***   EXE IS A DSECT THAT DESCRIBES THE ENTRIES IN THE         ***

***   POSTFIX EXPRESSION CREATED BY THE ADSO BATCH GENERATOR.  ***

***   EACH ENTRY IN THE POSTFIX EXPRESSION REPRESENTS EITHER   ***

***   AN OPERATOR OR AN OPERAND.  AN OPERAND MAY BE A          ***

***   CONSTANT, A VARIABLE, OR A SUBSCRIPTED VARIABLE.  A      ***

***   SUBSCRIPTED VARIABLE REQUIRES A DOPE VECTOR WHICH        ***

***   CONTAINS INFORMATION ABOUT THE SIZE OF EACH DIMENSION.   ***

***                                                            ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.           ***

***                                                            ***

******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         EXE      DSECT                                     08/13/80

               EXEOPND  #FLAG X'80'               SET FOR OPERAND ENTRY

000000         EXEOPNDI DS    0XL1

        00080  EXEOPNDM EQU   X'80'

000000         EXEENTYP DS    X                   ENTRY FLAG

               EXESUBO  #FLAG X'80'               SET FOR SUBSCRIPTED OPERAND
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000001         EXESUBOI DS    0XL1

        00080  EXESUBOM EQU   X'80'

               EXEDVIN  #FLAG X'40'               SET FOR INLINE DOPE VECTOR

000001         EXEDVINI DS    0XL1

        00040  EXEDVINM EQU   X'40'

000001         EXEEFLG  DS    X                   FLAG BYTE

000002         EXEOPTYP DS    H                   OPERATOR TYPE

000004         EXENUMOP DS    H                   NUMBER OF OPERANDS EXEECTED

        00006  EXEOPRLN EQU   *-EXEENTYP          SIZE OF OPERATOR ENTRY

000006                  ORG   EXEOPTYP

000002         EXEDATYP DS    H                   DATA TYPE

000004         EXEDECPL DS    H                   NUMBER OF DECIMAL PLACES

000006         EXERECIX DS    H                   RECORD INDEX IN VPB

000008         EXEITMIX DS    H                   ITEM OFFSET IN REC/GROUP

00000A         EXEITMSZ DS    H                   SIZE OF ITEM

        0000C  EXEOPNLN EQU   *-EXEENTYP          SIZE OF OPERAND ENTRY

00000C         EXESSNUM DS    H                   NUMBER OF SUBSCRIPTS

00000E                  DS    H                   RESERVED

000010         EXEDOPEA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF DOPE VECTOR

        00014  EXESOPLN EQU   *-EXEENTYP          SIZE OF SUBSCRIPTED OPERAND ENTRY

FDBDS
                        COPY #FDBDS

*******************************************************************

***  FDB IS A DSECT THAT DEFINES THE FIXED DIALOG  BLOCK USED BY  ***

***  THE ADSO RUNTIME SYSTEM.  THIS BLOCK CONTAINS ALL THE        ***

***  INFORMATION NEEDED TO EXECUTE AN ADSO DIALOG.  THERE WILL    ***

***  BE ONE FDB ACTIVE AT ANY GIVEN TIME FOR A PARTICULAR         ***

***  DIALOG.   ANY ADSO TASK USING THE DIALOG  WILL REFERENCE     ***

***  THE COMMON FDB FOR THE DIALOG  AND ALSO CREATE A VARIABLE    ***

***  DIALOG  BLOCK (VDB) USED BY THE INDIVIDUAL TASK TO CONTAIN   ***

***  THE VARIABLE INFORMATION NEEDED FOR EACH EXECUTION OF THE    ***

***  DIALOG.                                                      ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         FDB      DSECT                                               12/07/90

000000         FDBID    DS    CL4                     "FDB*"

000004         FDBNAME  DS    CL8                     DIALOG NAME

00000C         FDBDATE  DS    CL8                     DIALOG GEN DATE

000014         FDBTIME  DS    CL8                     DIALOG GEN TIME

00001C         FDBMPNM  DS    CL8                     MAP NAME

000024         FDBMPDT  DS    CL8                     DATE MAP COMPILED

00002C         FDBMPTM  DS    CL8                     TIME MAP COMPILED

000034         FDBSCHNM DS    CL8                     SCHEMA NAME

00003C         FDBSSNM  DS    CL8                     SUBSCHEMA NAME

000044         FDBRDEA  DS    F                       OFFSET OF START OF RECORD TBL

000048         FDBPMEA  DS    F                      OFFSET OF START OF PREMAP ELEMNT

00004C         FDBRSEA  DS    F                       OFFSET OF START OF RESPONSE TBL
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000050         FDBLITA  DS    F                       OFFSET OF START OF LITERAL POOL

000054         FDBSSANA DS    F                       OFFSET OF SUBS AREA NAME TABLE

000058         FDBNSSAN DS    H                       # OF SUBSCHEMA AREA NAMES

00005A         FDBSVER  DS    H                       SCHEMA VERSION

00005C         FDBMPVER DS    H                       MAP VERSION

00005E         FDBDVER  DS    H                       DIALOG VERSION

000060         FDBNRECS DS    H                       # OF MAP RECORDS

000062         FDBNFLDS DS    H                       # OF MAP FIELDS

000064         FDBNDREC DS    H                       # OF DIALOG RECORDS

000066         FDBRSPMI DS    H                       MRE INDEX OF RESPONSE FIELD

000068         FDBMSGMI DS    H                       MRE INDEX OF MESSAGE FIELD

00006A         FDBSEGVW DS    X                       MRB - SUBSCHEMA SEGMENTED VIEW

               FDBMAIN  #FLAG X'80'                   ON IF MAINLINE DIALOG

               FDBNOMP  #FLAG X'40'                   ON IF NO MAP FOR DIALOG

               FDBAUTO  #FLAG X'20'                   ON IF AUTOSTATUS BEING USED

               FDBEXTM  #FLAG X'10'                   ON IF EXTENDED MRB REQUIRED

               FDBRSPF  #FLAG X'08'                   ON IF MAP HAS A RESPONSE FIELD

               FDBMSGF  #FLAG X'04'                   ON IF MAP HAS A MESSAGE FIELD

               FDBEXCD  #FLAG X'02'                   ON IF EXECUTABLE CODE USED

               FDBACT   #FLAG X'01'                   ON IF ACTIVITY LOGGING ENABLED

00006B         FDBFLAG  DS    X                       FDB FLAG BYTE

00006C         FDBLREA  DS    A                       OFFSET OF FIRST RDE FOR LR

000070         FDBASRA  DS    F                       OFFSET TO AUTOSTATUS REC ASR

               **************************************

               * FDBRLSE CONTAINS A CODE WHICH REPRESENTS THE RELEASE LEVEL *MCM86220*

               * WHICH WAS USED TO GENERATE THE DIALOG.  THE ENCODING IS AS *MCM86220*

               * FOLLOWS :                                                 *MCM86220*

               *                                                          *MCM86220*

               *    RELEASE   1.0   ===>  X'0000' (FIELD NOT USED FOR 1.0)*MCM86220*

               *    RELEASE   1.1    ===>  X'1100' (ONLY 1 BYTE FOR 1.1)   *MCM86220*

               *     RELEASE  10.0   ===>  X'0100' (MADE 2 BYTES FOR 10.0) *MCM86220*

               *     RELEASE  10.1    ===>  X'0101'                      *MCM86220*

               *     RELEASE  10.2    ===>  X'0102'                      *MCM87341*

               * ADS/CICS Release 1.0 ===>  X'0103'                        *MCM87341*

               *     Release  10.2.1  ===>  X'0104'                      *MCM87341*

               *     Release  11.0    ===>  X'0110'                      *MCM87341*

               *     RELEASE  12.0    ===>  X'0120'                      *MET90341*

               *     RELEASE WXY.Z    ===>  X'WXYZ' (GENERAL FORMAT)      *MCM86220*

               *                                                          *MCM86220*

               * NOTE THAT DUE TO THE CHANGE FROM 1 TO 2 BYTES, RELEASE     *MCM86220*

               * 110.0 WILL HAVE THE SAME ENCODING AS RELEASE 1.1 (X'1100') *MCM86220*

               **************************************

000074         FDBRLSE  DS    AL2                     ADS RELEASE LEVEL

               FDBSYMT  #FLAG X'80'                   ON IF SYMBOL TABLE IN USE

               FDBCOBM  #FLAG X'40'                   ON IF COBOL MOVES IN EFFECT

               FDBNBKP  #FLAG X'20'                   ON IF NO BACKPAG OPTION IN USE

               FDBBRWS  #FLAG X'10'                   ON IF BROWSE (VS. UPDATE) MODE

               FDBENTP  #FLAG X'08'                  ON IF MAP ENTRY POINT *JMA85077*

               FDBPAGM  #FLAG X'04'                   ON IF DIALOG HAS PAGEABLE MAP

               FDB$PAG  #FLAG X'02'                   ON IF MAP HAS A $PAGE FIELD

               FDBNTBL  #FLAG X'01'                 NO LNT,OFT,MDT TBLS GE*LCB84199*

000076         FDBFLAG2 DS    X                       FDB 2ND FLAG BYTE

               ***  FOLLOWING EQUATES SPECIFY LEGAL VALUES FOR FDBMAPPG
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        000E6  FDBWAIT  EQU   C'W'                    WAIT MODE

        000D5  FDBNOWT  EQU   C'N'                    NOWAIT MODE

        000D9  FDBRETN  EQU   C'R'                    RETURN MODE

               *

000077         FDBMAPPG DS    X                       MAP PAGING FLAG

000078         FDBHEXTA DS    F                       OFFSET TO FDB HEADER EXTENSION

00007C         FDBMDBO  DS    F                       OFFSET TO MAP DESCRIPTOR BLOCK

               FDBBIM   #FLAG X'80'                   ON IF BATCH INPUT MAP PRESENT

000080         FDBBIMI  DS    0XL1

        00080  FDBBIMM  EQU   X'80'

               FDBBOM   #FLAG X'40'                   ON IF BATCH OUTPUT MAP PRESENT

000080         FDBBOMI  DS    0XL1

        00040  FDBBOMM  EQU   X'40'

               FDBNRLK  #FLAG X'20'                   ON IF RETRIEVAL LOCKS NOT KEPT

000080         FDBNRLKI DS    0XL1

        00020  FDBNRLKM EQU   X'20'

               FDBNADS  #FLAG X'10'                  ON IF NO MP AUTO DSPLY  DKJ86211

000080         FDBNADSI DS    0XL1

        00010  FDBNADSM EQU   X'10'

000080         FDBFLAG3 DS    X                       FDB 3RD FLAG BYTE

000081         FDBPREFX DS    CL2                     MESSAGE PREFIX      *LMA86162*

000083                  DS    X                       RESERVED            *LMA86162*

000084         FDBDRSPO DS    F                       OFFSET TO DEFAULT RESPONSE

000088         FDBFDEO  DS    F                      Offset to start of FDE*MCM88069

               *                                      area.                *MCM88069

        0008C  FDBLEN   EQU   *-FDB                   LENGTH OF FDB FIXED PORTION

FDEDS
                        COPY #FDEDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***   FDE IS THE DSECT THAT DEFINES THE FUNCTION DEFINITION       ***

***   ELEMENT WHICH REPRESENTS A FUNCTION WITHIN AN ADS           ***

***   APPLICATION. FDE LENGTHS ARE SPECIFIED IN THE ADB HEADER.   ***

***   ALL FDE'S IN A GIVEN ADB ARE THE SAME LENGTH SO THAT THEY   ***

***   MAY BE LOCATED FROM THE RESPONSE APRE'S VIA AN INDEX. THE   ***

***   CONTENT OF AN FDE VARIES STARTING AT FIELD FDEULFE DEPEND-  ***

***   ING ON THE TYPE OF FUNCTION. FDE'S WHICH INVOKE PROGRAMS    ***

***   HAVE A LITPOOL FINDER ELEMENT (LFE) TO FIND THE PROGRAM'S   ***

***   USING RECORDS LIST. IN THE PLACE OF THE LFE, FDE'S WHICH    ***

***   INVOKE MENU FUNCTIONS HAVE AN INDEX INTO THE MENU EXTENSION ***

***   TABLE (MET) TO THE MENU TEXT ELEMENT (MTE). THE LAST ELE-   ***

***   MENTS OF AN FDE ARE TWO BITMAPS. THE FIRST LOCATES APRE'S   ***

***   (APPLICATION RESPONSE ELEMENTS) IN THE APRE TABLE WHICH     ***

***   REPRESENT VALID RESPONSES FOR THE FUNCTION. THE SECOND      ***

***   BITMAP LOCATES RESPONSE KEY ELEMENTS (RKE) FOR TERMINAL     ***

***   KEYBOARD KEYS WHICH ARE SYNONYMOUS TO VALID RESPONSES. NOTE ***

***   THAT FOR APPLICATIONS WHICH HAVE NO DEFINED VALID KEYS,     ***

***   THE LENGTH OF THE RKE BITMAP MAY BE ZERO. FUNCTIONS WHICH   ***

***   INVOKE DC PROGRAMS HAVE NO VALID RESPONSES AND, THEREFORE   ***

***   THE CONTENT OF THEIR BITMAPS IS IRRELEVANT.                 ***

***                                                               ***
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***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         FDE      DSECT                                     04/04/85

000000         FDEID    DS    CL8            FUNCTION NAME

000008         FDENAME  DS    CL8            NAME OF DIALOG OR DC PROGRAM INVOKED

000010         FDEUXITD DS    CL8            USER EXIT DIALOG NAME

000018         FDERBMOF DS    F              BITMAP POOL OFFSET TO VALID RESPONSES

00001C         FDEKBMOF DS    F              BITMAP POOL OFFSET TO FUNCTION KEY RSPS

000020         FDEINDX  DS    H              INDEX OF THIS FDE RELATIVE TO ZERO

000022         FDEDRIX  DS    H              INDEX OF DEFAULT RESPONSE APRE

000024         FDEDLFE  DS    F              DESCRIPTION LIT POOL FINDER

000028                  ORG   FDEDLFE

000024         FDEDLEN  DS    X              FUNCTION DESCRIPTION LENGTH

000025         FDEDLOF  DS    XL3            LIT POOL OFFSET TO FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

000028                  ORG

               FDEDIAL  #FLAG X'80'          ON = FUNCTION INVOKES A DIALOG

               FDEPROG  #FLAG X'40'          ON = FUNCTION INVOKES A DC PROGRAM

               FDEMENU  #FLAG X'20'          ON = FUNCTION IS A MENU FUNCTION

               *  NOTE: THE FOLLOWING FLAGS ARE USED ONLY BY ADSA GENERATOR *MDR*

               FDEUNDF  #FLAG X'10'          ON = FUNCTION IS UNDEFINED

               FDEGBAD  #FLAG X'08'          ON = GLOBAL RESPONSE ADD

000028         FDEFLAG  DS    X              FDE FLAG BYTE

000029                  DS    X              RESERVED

00002A                  DS    H              RESERVED

00002C                  DS    3F             RESERVED

               *

               **  FOLLOWING FIELDS APPLY ONLY TO FUNCTIONS WHICH INVOKE PROGRAMS

000038         FDEULFE  DS    F              PGM'S USING LIST LITPOOL FINDER

00003C                  ORG   FDEULFE

000038         FDEULEN  DS    H              USING LIST LENGTH

00003C         FDEULOF  DS    F              LITPOOL OFFSET TO USING LIST

               *

               **  FOLLOWING FIELD APPLIES ONLY TO MENU FUNCTIONS

000040                  ORG   FDEULFE

000038         FDEMTEO  DS    H              MENU EXTENSION TABLE OFFSET TO MTE

00003A         FDENMTES DS    H              NUMBER OF MENU HDR LINES (MTE'S)

00003C         FDERPP   DS    X              NUMBER OF RESPONSES PER PAGE

               FDEMSGN  #FLAG X'80'          ON IF SIGNON TYPE MENU

00003D         FDEMSGNI DS    0XL1

        00080  FDEMSGNM EQU   X'80'

               FDEMDSL  #FLAG X'40'          ON IF LONG DESCRIPTION FOR FUNCTION

00003D         FDEMDSLI DS    0XL1

        00040  FDEMDSLM EQU   X'40'

               FDEMRSQ  #FLAG X'20'          ON IF RESPONSE SEQUENCING REQUIRED

00003D         FDEMRSQI DS    0XL1

        00020  FDEMRSQM EQU   X'20'

00003D         FDEMNUFL DS    X              MENU FLAG BYTE

00003E                  ORG

        00040  FDELEN   EQU   *-FDE          LENGTH OF FIXED FDE

        00010  FDELENF  EQU   ((*-FDE+3)/4)  LENGTH OF FIXED FDE (WORDS)
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FHEDS
                        COPY #FHEDS

*******************************************************************

***         FHE: FDB HEADER EXTENSION                             ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         FHE      DSECT                                              04/30/91

000000         FHENODE  DS    CL8                 ALTERNATE DB NAME

000008         FHEDICT  DS    CL8                 ALTERNATE DICTIONARY NAME

               *        THE SUSPENSE FILE DDNAME WILL BE 8 BYTES FOR OS AND

               *        7 BYTES FOR DOS (LAST BYTE WILL BE IGNORED).

000010         FHESDDN  DS    CL8                 SUSPENSE FILE DD NAME

000018         FHEDCLA  DS    F                   OFFSET OF START OF SQL DECLARATION

00001C         FHESQLAM DS    CL8                 SQL ACCESS MODULE NAME    MET90341

               FHESQTU  #FLAG X'80'               USA  SQL TIME STANDARD    JMA91119

000024         FHESQTUI DS    0XL1

        00080  FHESQTUM EQU   X'80'

               FHESQTI  #FLAG X'40'               ISO  SQL TIME STANDARD    JMA91119

000024         FHESQTII DS    0XL1

        00040  FHESQTIM EQU   X'40'

               FHESQTE  #FLAG X'20'               EUR  SQL TIME STANDARD    JMA91119

000024         FHESQTEI DS    0XL1

        00020  FHESQTEM EQU   X'20'

               FHESQTJ  #FLAG X'10'               JIS  SQL TIME STANDARD    JMA91119

000024         FHESQTJI DS    0XL1

        00010  FHESQTJM EQU   X'10'

000024         FHESQLTM DS    X                   SQL TIME FORMAT           MET90341

               FHESQDU  #FLAG X'80'               USA  SQL DATE STANDARD    JMA91119

000025         FHESQDUI DS    0XL1

        00080  FHESQDUM EQU   X'80'

               FHESQDI  #FLAG X'40'               ISO  SQL DATE STANDARD    JMA91119

000025         FHESQDII DS    0XL1

        00040  FHESQDIM EQU   X'40'

               FHESQDE  #FLAG X'20'               EUR  SQL DATE STANDARD    JMA91119

000025         FHESQDEI DS    0XL1

        00020  FHESQDEM EQU   X'20'

               FHESQDJ  #FLAG X'10'               JIS  SQL DATE STANDARD    JMA91119

000025         FHESQDJI DS    0XL1

        00010  FHESQDJM EQU   X'10'

000025         FHESQLDT DS    X                   SQL DATE FORMAT           MET90341

               FHESQAN  #FLAG X'80'               ANSI STD SQL SYNTAX CHECK  JMA91092

000026         FHESQANI DS    0XL1

        00080  FHESQANM EQU   X'80'

               FHESQFP  #FLAG X'40'               FIPS STD SQL SYNTAX CHECK  JMA91119

000026         FHESQFPI DS    0XL1

        00040  FHESQFPM EQU   X'40'

               FHESQDB  #FLAG X'20'               DB2  STD SQL SYNTAX CHECK JMA91119
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000026         FHESQDBI DS    0XL1

        00020  FHESQDBM EQU   X'20'

               FHESQS2  #FLAG X'10'               SQL2 STD SQL SYNTAX CHECK  JMA91119

000026         FHESQS2I DS    0XL1

        00010  FHESQS2M EQU   X'10'

               FHESQSA  #FLAG X'08'               SAA  STD SQL SYNTAX CHECK JMA91119

000026         FHESQSAI DS    0XL1

        00008  FHESQSAM EQU   X'08'

000026         FHESQLFL DS    X                   SQL COMPLIANCE FLAG       MET90341

000027                  DS    XL9                 RESERVED                  JMA91092

***********************************************************MET90341

*  THE ONLY MODULE SENSITIVE TO THE FHELEN VALUE IS ADSOGFDB. *MET90341

*  IF MORE SPACE IS NEEDED FOR FDB HEADER INFORMATION, THE    *MET90341

*  FOLLOWING IS RECOMMENDED.  ADD SPACE TO THE FHE AND        *MET90341

*  CREATE A NEW LENGTH SYMBOLIC WITH A NAME LIKE FHELEN2.     *MET90341

*  REVISE GFDB TO USE THIS NEW LENGTH.  ANY MODULES THAT      *MET90341

*  REFERENCE FIELDS IN THIS NEW EXTENSION WILL HAVE TO FIRST  *MET90341

*  TEST THE FDBRLSE FIELD TO DETERMINE IF THIS AREA EXISTS,   *MET90341

*  SO FDBRLSE WILL HAVE TO BE CHANGED.  SEE THE FDB MACRO     *MET90341

*  FOR POSSIBLE FDBRLSE VALUES.                               *MET90341

***********************************************************MET90341

        00030  FHELEN   EQU   *-FHE

FMDDS
                        COPY #FMDDS

*******************************************************************

***         ---FILE MAPPING DIRECT-CALL TABLE DSECT---            ***

***                                                               ***

***   THIS MAPS THE TABLE IN RHDCBCTL THAT CONTAINS               ***

***   ENTRIES FOR ALL COMBINATIONS OF OPERATING SYSTEM,           ***

***   DATASET ORGANIZATION AND DATASET USAGE THAT ARE VALID       ***

***   (SUPPORTED) BY FILE MAPPING.                                ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         FMDDS    DSECT                                     06/11/86

000000         FMDOPSYS DS    X                       OPERATING SYSTEM

000001         FMDDSORG DS    X                       DSORG

000002         FMDUSAGE DS    X                       ALLOWABLE USAGE FOR THIS DSORG

000003         FMDRECFM DS    X                       DEFAULT RECORD FORMAT

000004         FMDUNIT  DS    X                       DEFAULT UNIT

000005                  DS    X                      RESERVED

000006         FMDBLELN DS    Y                       REQUIRED LEN OF BLE

000008         FMDBMVTI DS    Y                       OFFSET TO BMVT ENTRY FOR INPUT

00000A         FMDBMVTO DS    Y                       OFFSET TO BMVT ENTRY FOR OUTPUT

00000C         FMDDRECL DS    F                       DEFAULT LRECL

000010         FMDDBLKS DS    F                       DEFAULT BLKSIZE

000014         FMDMRECL DS    F                       MAXIMUM LRECL

000018         FMDMBLKS DS    F                       MAXIMUM BLKSIZE
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00001C         FMDOCSO  DS    Y                       OFFSET TO BMVT ENTRY FOR OP/CL

00001E                  DS    Y                      RESERVED

000020                  DS    F                      RESERVED

        00024  FMDDSLEN EQU   ((*-FMDDS)/4)*4         LENGTH OF FMD TABLE ENTRY

FSRTABL
                        COPY #FSRTABL

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***  DSECT FOR FUNCTION SORT TABLE HEADER (FSRTABLE)              ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         FSRTABLE DSECT                                     04/04/85

000000         FSRTNENT DS    H               NUMBER OF USED ENTRIES

000002         FSRTTENT DS    H               NUMBER OF AVAILABLE ENTRIES

000004                  DS    F               RESERVED

        00008  FSRTLEN  EQU   *-FSRTABLE      LENGTH OF RESPONSE TABLE HEADER

*******************************************************************

*                                                                   *

*  DSECT FOR FUNCTION SORT TABLE ENTRY (FSRTNTRY)                   *

*                                                                   *

*******************************************************************

000000         FSRTNTRY DSECT

000000         FSRTYPE  DS    C              FUNC TYPE (MENU,DIALOG,PROGRAM,SYSTEM)

000001                  DS    C

000002         FSRTID   DS    CL8             FUNCTION NAME

00000A         FSRTNAME DS    CL8             DIALOG/PROGRAM INVOKED BY FUNCTION

000012         FSRTINDX DS    H               FUNCTION INDEX

        00014  FSRTELEN EQU   *-FSRTNTRY      LENGTH OF FUNCTION SORT TABLE ENTRY

GABDS
                        COPY #GABDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***    GAB:  ADS APPLICATION GENERATOR APPLICATION BLOCK          ***

***                                                               ***

***  GAB IS A DSECT THAT CONTAINS APPLICATION WIDE DATA ABOUT     ***

***  AN ADS APPLICATION.                                          ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         GAB      DSECT                                               09/04/90

000000         GABNAME  DS    CL8                 APPLICATION NAME
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000008         GABDATE  DS    CL8                 APPLICATION GEN DATE

000010         GABTIME  DS    CL8                 APPLICATION GEN TIME

000018         GABDESC  DS    CL32                APPLICATION DESCRIPTION

000038         GABTOPF  DS    CL8                 TOP FUNCTION NAME

000040         GABSFCN  DS    CL8                 SIGNON FUNCTION NAME

000048         GABPRDES DS    CL8                 DEFAULT PRINT DESTINATION

000050         GABFGTCA DS    A                   FIRST GTC POINTER

000054         GABLGTCA DS    A                   LAST  GTC POINTER

000058         GABFGARA DS    A                   FIRST GAR POINTER

00005C         GABLGARA DS    A                   LAST  GAR POINTER

000060         GABFGRKA DS    A                   FIRST GRK POINTER

000064         GABLGRKA DS    A                   LAST  GRK POINTER

000068         GABFGFEA DS    A                   FIRST GFE POINTER

00006C         GABLGFEA DS    A                   LAST  GFE POINTER

000070         GABFAGLA DS    A                   FIRST AGL POINTER

000074         GABLAGLA DS    A                   LAST  AGL POINTER

000078         GABFAGBA DS    A                   FIRST AGB POINTER

00007C         GABLAGBA DS    A                   LAST  AGB POINTER

000080         GABFARDA DS    A                   FIRST ARD POINTER

000084         GABLARDA DS    A                   LAST  ARD POINTER

000088         GABAVER  DS    H                   APPLICATION VERSION NUMBER

00008A         GABTOPFX DS    H                   SIGNON FUNCTION INDEX

00008C         GABSECL  DS    X                   SECURITY CLASS

00008D         GABPRCL  DS    X                   DEFAULT PRINTER CLASS

00008E         GABDFMT  DS    X                   DEFAULT DATE FORMAT CODE

               GABSORQ  #FLAG X'80'               ON = SIGNON REQUIRED

               GABSOOP  #FLAG X'40'               ON = SIGNON IS OPTIONAL

               GABMALL  #FLAG X'20'               ON = MENUS CONTAIN ALL RESPONSES

               GABMSEC  #FLAG X'10'               ON = MENUS ARE SECURITY TAILORED

               GABFAST  #FLAG X'08'       This flag will NOT be needed after 10.21

               *                          Once 10.21 source becomes final, this

               *                            flag may be reused.   *MCM88081*

00008F         GABFLAG  DS    X                   GAB FLAG BYTE

               GABROAU  #FLAG X'40'               ON = RESTART OPTION AUTOMATIC

               GABROPR  #FLAG X'20'               ON = RESTART OPTION PROMPT

               GABROMA  #FLAG X'10'               ON = RESTART OPTION MANUAL

               *                                  ALL OFF RESTART = NO

               GABONLN  #FLAG X'08'               ON = APPLICATION WILL RUN ONLINE

               GABBTCH  #FLAG X'04'               ON = APPLICATION WILL RUN BATCH

               *NOTE:  FOR RELEASE 10.1 ENVIRONMENT=ANY HAS BEEN DISABLED.*RQE85284*

               *        HOWEVER, IN THE FUTURE, IF GABONLN AND GABBTCH     *RQE85284*

               *        ARE BOTH ON, THEN THE APPLICATION WILL             *RQE85284*

               *        RUN IN ANY MODE (BATCH OR ONLINE), IF NEITHER IS SET THE

               *        APPLICATION MODE WILL DEFAULT TO ONLINE.

000090         GABFLAG2 DS    X                   GAB FLAG BYTE 2

000091                  DS    X                   RESERVED

000092         GABMAXRS DS    H                   MAXIMUM RESPONSEES

000094                  DS    3F                  RESERVED

        000A0  GABLEN   EQU   *-GAB               LENGTH OF GAB

        00028  GABLENF  EQU   ((*-GAB+3)/4)       LENGTH OF GAB IN WORDS
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GARDS
                        COPY #GARDS

*******************************************************************

***    GAR:  ADS APPLICATION GENERATOR APPLICATION RESPONSE       ***

***  ------------------------------------------------------------ ***

***  GAR IS A DSECT THAT DESCRIBES AN APPLICATION RESPONSE IN     ***

***  THE ADS APPLICATION GENERATOR.  DURING GENERATION, THERE     ***

***  IS A GAR BUILT FOR RESPONSE DEFINED BY THE USER. THE RUN-    ***

***  TIME EQUIVALENT OF A GAR IS AN APRE (APPLICATION RESPONSE    ***

***  ELEMENT).  A GAR WHICH HAS A NON-ZERO GARAID FIELD ALSO      ***

***  HAS A RUNTIME CONTROL BLOCK CALLED AN RKE.                   ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         GAR      DSECT                                     10/24/85

000000         GARNXTA  DS    A                   ADDR OF NEXT GAR

000004         GARPREVA DS    A                   ADDR OF PREVIOUS GAR

000008         GARKNXTA DS    A                   ADDR OF NEXT GRK (GAR WITH PFKEY)

00000C         GARKPRVA DS    A                   ADDR OF PREVIOUS GRK

000010         GARNAME  DS    CL8                 RESPONSE NAME

000018         GARDESC  DS    CL28                DESCRIPTION

000034         GARDSCOF DS    A                   LIT POOL OFFSET TO DESCRIPTION

000038         GARIFNAM DS    CL8                 NAME OF FUNCTION INVOKED

000040         GARIGFEA DS    A                   ADDR OF GFE FOR INVOKED FUNC

000044         GARIFKEY DS    F                   DBKEY OF INVOKED FUNCTION RECORD

000048         GARSFNC  DS    H                   TRUE SYSTEM FUNCTION CODE

00004A         GARINDX  DS    H                   INDEX OF THIS GAR RELATIVE TO 0

00004C         GARKINDX DS    H                   INDEX OF THIS RKE RELATIVE TO 0

00004E         GARIFIX  DS    H                   INDEX OF FUNCTION INVOKED

000050         GARAID   DS    X                   ATTENTION IDENTIFIER (AID) BYTE

000051         GARSECL  DS    X                   SECURITY CLASS

000052         GARDSCLN DS    X                   LENGTH OF DESCRIPTION

000053         GARCTRL  DS    X                   CONTROL COMMAND

               GARGLBL  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF GLOBAL RESPONSE

000054         GARGLBLI DS    0XL1

        00080  GARGLBLM EQU   X'80'

               GARSYSF  #FLAG X'40'               ON IF TRUE SYS FUNC INVOKED

000054         GARSYSFI DS    0XL1

        00040  GARSYSFM EQU   X'40'

               GARPSSF  #FLAG X'20'               ON IF PSEUDO SYS FUNC INVOKED

000054         GARPSSFI DS    0XL1

        00020  GARPSSFM EQU   X'20'

               GARINTL  #FLAG X'10'               ON IF INTERNAL FUNCTION INVOKED

000054         GARINTLI DS    0XL1

        00010  GARINTLM EQU   X'10'

               GARUNDF  #FLAG X'08'               ON IF UNDEFINED DLFT RESP    *MDR*

000054         GARUNDFI DS    0XL1

        00008  GARUNDFM EQU   X'08'

000054         GARFLAG  DS    X
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               GARCLR   #FLAG X'80'               ON = RETURN CLEAR        *RQE85267*

000055         GARCLRI  DS    0XL1

        00080  GARCLRM  EQU   X'80'

               GARCONT  #FLAG X'40'               ON = RETURN CONTINUE    *RQE85267*

000055         GARCONTI DS    0XL1

        00040  GARCONTM EQU   X'40'

               GARNOSV  #FLAG X'20'               ON = NOSAVE             *RQE85267*

000055         GARNOSVI DS    0XL1

        00020  GARNOSVM EQU   X'20'

               GARNOFI  #FLAG X'10'               ON = NOFINISH           *RQE85267*

000055         GARNOFII DS    0XL1

        00010  GARNOFIM EQU   X'10'

               GARIMM   #FLAG X'08'               ON = EXEC RESPONSE IMMED.*RQE85267*

000055         GARIMMI  DS    0XL1

        00008  GARIMMM  EQU   X'08'

               GARDEFR  #FLAG X'04'               ON = EXEC RESPONSE DEFER *RQE85288*

000055         GARDEFRI DS    0XL1

        00004  GARDEFRM EQU   X'04'

000055         GARFLG2  DS    X                                           *RQE85267*

000056                  DS    2X                  UNUSED                  *RQE85267*

        00058  GARLEN   EQU   *-GAR               LENGTH OF GAR

        00016  GARLENF  EQU   ((*-GAR+3)/4)       LENGTH OF GAR IN WORDS

GCMDS
                        COPY #GCMDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***              GCM:  GENERATOR CME ELEMENT                      ***

***                                                               ***

***  GCM IS A DSECT THAT DESCRIBES THE HEADER PORTION OF AN       ***

***  ADS/ONLINE GENERATOR CME.  IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THE HDR     ***

***  IS THE ACTUAL CME ITSELF TO BE INSERTED INTO THE FDB FOR     ***

***  THE DIALOG CURRENTLY BEING GENERATED.                        ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         GCM      DSECT                                     02/18/83

000000         GCMNXTA  DS    A                   ADDR OF NEXT GCM FOR THIS RSE

000004         GCMPREVA DS    A                   ADDR OF PREVIOUS GCM FOR RSE

000008         GCMSTNUM DS    F                   1ST LINE NUMBER FOR COMMAND

00000C         GCMSIZE  DS    H                   SIZE OF THE FOLLOWING CME

00000E         GCMINDEX DS    H                   INCLUDED PROCESS CODE INDEX IDENT.

000010         GCMCME   DS    0F                  START OF ACTUAL CME

        00004  GCMLENF  EQU   ((*-GCM+3)/4)       LENGTH IN WORDS OF GCM

        00010  GCMLEN   EQU   GCMLENF*4           LENGTH IN BYTES OF GCM
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GCVDS
                        COPY #GVCDS

*******************************************************************

***  GVC IS A DSECT THAT DEFINES THE LOGICAL RECORD VERB USAGE    ***

***  COUNT CONTROL BLOCK FOR THE ADS/ONLINE GENERATOR.  EACH GLR  ***

***  FOR A LOGICAL RECORD OWNS A LIST OF GVC'S, ONE PER PROCESS   ***

***  GPR, TO MAINTAIN A COUNT OF VERB USAGE FOR THAT LOGICAL      ***

***  RECORD IN EACH PROCESS.  IN ADDITION, EACH GPR ANCHORS A     ***

***  CHAIN THROUGH THE GVC'S FOR EACH LOGICAL RECORD REFERENCED   ***

***  BY THAT PROCESS.                                             ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         GVC      DSECT                                     12/02/81

000000         GVCLNXTA DS    A                       ADDR OF NEXT GVC FOR THE GLR

000004         GVCLPRVA DS    A                       ADDR OF PRIOR GVC FOR THE GLR

000008         GVCPNXTA DS    A                       ADDR OF NEXT GVC FOR THE GPR

00000C         GVCPPRVA DS    A                       ADDR OF PRIOR GVC FOR THE GPR

000010         GVCGLRA  DS    A                       ADDR OF GLR

000014         GVCERASE DS    H                       COUNT OF ERASE VERBS

000016         GVCMODFY DS    H                       COUNT OF MODIFY VERBS

000018         GVCSTORE DS    H                       COUNT OF STORE VERBS

00001A         GVCOBTN  DS    H                       COUNT OF OBTAIN VERBS

00001C         GVCCOPY  DS    H                       COUNT OF COPY VERBS

        00008  GVCLENF  EQU   ((*-GVC+3)/4)           LENGTH IN WORDS

        00020  GVCLEN   EQU   GVCLENF*4               LENGTH IN BYTES

GFDDS
                        COPY #GFDDS

*******************************************************************

***  GFD IS A DSECT THAT DEFINES THE FIXED DIALOG BLOCK USED BY   ***

***  THE ADS/ONLINE GENERATOR. THIS BLOCK CONTAINS ALL THE        ***

***  INFORMATION NEEDED TO BUILD THE FDB FOR THE ADS RUNTIME      ***

***  SYSTEM.                                                      ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

                        GBLC  &RELEAS.    ***** ADS RELEASE LEVEL *****

                        GBLC  &INTRLSE.   ***** ADS RELEASE LEVEL *****   *MCM88060

               **                        Set globals for Release 10.2.1  *MCM88060

               &RELEAS.  SETC  '1400'     * SCREENS SHOULD READ 14.0      *GWG96022

               &INTRLSE. SETC  '0140'     * FDBS SHOULD BE MARKED W/ 0140 *GWG96022

Offset  Value

000000         GFD      DSECT                            04/19/90 07:50:43 04/30/91

000000         GFDID    DS    CL4                     "GFD*"
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000004         GFDNAME  DS    CL8                     DIALOG NAME

00000C         GFDDATE  DS    CL8                     DIALOG GEN DATE

000014         GFDTIME  DS    CL8                     DIALOG GEN TIME

00001C         GFDMPNM  DS    CL8                     ONLINE MAP NAME              *

000024         GFDMPDT  DS    CL8                     DATE MAP COMPILED

00002C         GFDMPTM  DS    CL8                     TIME MAP COMPILED

000034         GFDSCHNM DS    CL8                     SCHEMA NAME

00003C         GFDSSNM  DS    CL8                     SUBSCHEMA NAME

000044         GFDAREC  DS    CL32                    AUTOSTATUS RECORD NAME

000064                  DS    F                       RESERVED

000068         GFDSSDBK DS    F                       DBKEY OF SUBSCHEMA RECORD

00006C         GFDMPDBK DS    F                       DBKEY OF MAP RECORD

000070         GFDNSSAN DS    H                       # OF SUBSCHEMA AREA NAMES

000072         GFDSVER  DS    H                       SCHEMA VERSION

000074         GFDMPVER DS    H                       ONLINE MAP VERSION           *

000076         GFDDVER  DS    H                       DIALOG VERSION

000078         GFDAVER  DS    H                       AUTOSTATUS RECORD VERSION

00007A         GFDNRECS DS    H                       # OF ONLINE MAP RECORDS

00007C         GFDNFLDS DS    H                       # OF ONLINE MAP FIELDS

00007E         GFDNDREC DS    H                       # OF DIALOG RECORDS

000080         GFDRSPMI DS    H                       MAP INDEX OF RESPONSE FIELD

000082         GFDRSPRI DS    H                       GRD INDEX OF RESPONSE FIELD

000084         GFDRSPOF DS    H                       RSP OFFSET WITHIN RECORD

000086         GFDRSPSZ DS    H                       # OF BYTES IN RESP FLD

000088         GFDMSGMI DS    H                       MAP INDEX OF MESSAGE FIELD

00008A         GFDMSGRI DS    H                       GRD INDEX OF MESSAGE FIELD

00008C         GFDMSGOF DS    H                       MSG OFFSET WITHIN RECORD

00008E         GFDMSGSZ DS    H                       # OF BYTES IN MSG FIELD

000090         GFDSEGVW DS    X                       MRB - SUBSCHEMA SEGMENTED VIEW

               GFDMAIN  #FLAG X'80'                   ON IF MAINLINE DIALOG

000091         GFDMAINI DS    0XL1

        00080  GFDMAINM EQU   X'80'

               GFDEXCD  #FLAG X'40'                   ON IF EXECUTABLE CD PROCESSES

000091         GFDEXCDI DS    0XL1

        00040  GFDEXCDM EQU   X'40'

               GFD3279  #FLAG X'20'                   ON IF 3279 EXTENDED SCREEN

000091         GFD3279I DS    0XL1

        00020  GFD3279M EQU   X'20'

               GFDACT   #FLAG X'10'                   ON IF ACTIVITY LOGGING ENABLED

000091         GFDACTI  DS    0XL1

        00010  GFDACTM  EQU   X'10'

               GFDCOMP  #FLAG X'08'                   ON IF DIALOG INFO IS CLEAN

000091         GFDCOMPI DS    0XL1

        00008  GFDCOMPM EQU   X'08'

               GFDAUTO  #FLAG X'04'                   ON IF AUTOSTATUS DIALOG

000091         GFDAUTOI DS    0XL1

        00004  GFDAUTOM EQU   X'04'

               GFDRDY   #FLAG X'02'                   ON FOR OLD SS, NEED AREA READIES

000091         GFDRDYI  DS    0XL1

        00002  GFDRDYM  EQU   X'02'

               GFDNCMP  #FLAG X'01'                  ON IF NEW COPY/WORK INFO CLEANES

000091         GFDNCMPI DS    0XL1

        00001  GFDNCMPM EQU   X'01'
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000091         GFDFLAG  DS    X                       GFD FLAG BYTE

               GFDSYMT  #FLAG X'80'                   ON IF SYMBOL TABLE IS IN USE

000092         GFDSYMTI DS    0XL1

        00080  GFDSYMTM EQU   X'80'

               GFDCOBM  #FLAG X'40'                   ON IF USING COBOL MOVES

000092         GFDCOBMI DS    0XL1

        00040  GFDCOBMM EQU   X'40'

               GFDNBKP  #FLAG X'20'                   ON IF BACKPAGE OPTION IN USE

000092         GFDNBKPI DS    0XL1

        00020  GFDNBKPM EQU   X'20'

               GFDBRWS  #FLAG X'10'                   ON IF BROWSE (VS. UPDATE) MODE

000092         GFDBRWSI DS    0XL1

        00010  GFDBRWSM EQU   X'10'

               GFDENTP  #FLAG X'08'                   ON IF MAP ENTRY POINT*JMA85065*

000092         GFDENTPI DS    0XL1

        00008  GFDENTPM EQU   X'08'

               GFDPAGM  #FLAG X'04'                   ON IF THIS IS A PAGEABLE MAP

000092         GFDPAGMI DS    0XL1

        00004  GFDPAGMM EQU   X'04'

               GFD$PAG  #FLAG X'02'                   ON IF MAP HAS $ PAGE FIELD

000092         GFD$PAGI DS    0XL1

        00002  GFD$PAGM EQU   X'02'

               GFDNTBL  #FLAG X'01'                 NO LNT,OFT,MDT TBLS GE*LCB84199*

000092         GFDNTBLI DS    0XL1

        00001  GFDNTBLM EQU   X'01'

000092         GFDFLAG2 DS    X                       GFD 2ND FLAG BYTE

000093         GFDMAPPG DS    X                       MAP PAGING BYTE

000094         GFDPREFX DS    CL2                   MESSAGE PREFIX        *LMA86162*

               GFDNRLK  #FLAG X'80'                  ON IF NO RETRIEVAL LCK*LMA86162*

000096         GFDNRLKI DS    0XL1

        00080  GFDNRLKM EQU   X'80'

               GFDNADS  #FLAG X'40'                  ON IF NO AUTO DISPLAY   DKJ86210

000096         GFDNADSI DS    0XL1

        00040  GFDNADSM EQU   X'40'

000096         GFDFLAG3 DS    X                      GFD 3D FLAG BYTE      *LMA86162*

000097                  DS    CL3                   RESERVED              *LMA86162*

00009A         GFDSFDDN DS    CL8                     SUSPENSE FILE DDNAME

0000A4                  DS    0F                                          *JMA85071*

               *           BATCH INPUT MAP FIELDS FOLLOW                   *JMA85071*

0000A4         GFDIMNM  DS    CL8                    BATCH INPUT MAP NAME *JMA85071*

0000AC         GFDIMDT  DS    CL8                    INP MAP DATE COMPILED*JMA85071*

0000B4         GFDIMTM  DS    CL8                    INP MAP TIME COMPILED*JMA85071*

0000BC         GFDIMDBK DS    F                       DBKEY OF INPUT MAP RC*JMA85071*

0000C0         GFDIMVER DS    H                      BATCH INPUT MAP VER  *JMA85071*

0000C2         GFDIMNRC DS    H                       # OF INP MAP RECORDS *JMA85071*

0000C4         GFDIMFLD DS    H                       # OF INP MAP FIELDS  *JMA85071*

0000C6         GFDIMRMI DS    H                      INPUT MAP RESPONSE   *JMA85071*

               *                                         FIELD MAP INDEX   *JMA85071*

0000C8         GFDIMRRI DS    H                      INPUT MAP RESPONSE   *JMA85071*

               *                                         FIELD GRD INDEX   *JMA85071*

0000CA         GFDIMROF DS    H                      INPUT MAP RESPONSE   *JMA85071*

               *                                         OFFSET IN RECORD  *JMA85071*

0000CC         GFDIMRSZ DS    H                       # BYTES IN RESP FLD  *JMA85071*
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0000CE         GFDIMMMI DS    H                       INP MAP MSG MAP INDX *JMA85071*

0000D0         GFDIMMRI DS    H                       INP MAP MSG GRD INDX *JMA85071*

0000D2         GFDIMMOF DS    H                       INP MAP MSG REC OFFST*JMA85071*

0000D4         GFDIMMSZ DS    H                       # BYTES IN MSG FLD   *JMA85071*

0000D6                  DS    CL6                     RESERVED                     *

0000DC         GFDIMDDN DS    CL8                     DDNAME

0000E4                  DS    0F                                          *JMA85071*

               *           BATCH OUTPUT MAP FIELDS FOLLOW                  *JMA85071*

0000E4         GFDOMNM  DS    CL8                    BATCH OUTPUT MAP NAME*JMA85071*

0000EC         GFDOMDT  DS    CL8                    OUT MAP DATE COMPILED*JMA85071*

0000F4         GFDOMTM  DS    CL8                    OUT MAP TIME COMPILED*JMA85071*

0000FC         GFDOMDBK DS    F                       DBKEY OF OUTPT MAP RC*JMA85071*

000100         GFDOMVER DS    H                       BATCH OUTPUT MAP VER *JMA85071*

000102         GFDOMNRC DS    H                       # OF OUTP MAP RECORDS*JMA85071*

000104         GFDOMFLD DS    H                       # OF OUTP MAP FIELDS *JMA85071*

000106         GFDOMRMI DS    H                      OUTPUT MAP RESPONSE  *JMA85071*

               *                                         FIELD MAP INDEX   *JMA85071*

000108         GFDOMRRI DS    H                      OUTPUT MAP RESPONSE  *JMA85071*

               *                                         FIELD GRD INDEX   *JMA85071*

00010A         GFDOMROF DS    H                      OUTPUT MAP RESPONSE  *JMA85071*

               *                                         OFFSET IN RECORD  *JMA85071*

00010C         GFDOMRSZ DS    H                       # BYTES IN RESP FLD  *JMA85071*

00010E         GFDOMMMI DS    H                       OUT MAP MSG MAP INDX *JMA85071*

000110         GFDOMMRI DS    H                       OUT MAP MSG GRD INDX *JMA85071*

000112         GFDOMMOF DS    H                       OUT MAP MSG REC OFFST*JMA85071*

000114         GFDOMMSZ DS    H                       # BYTES IN MSG FLD   *JMA85071*

000118                  DS    F                      RESERVED             *MET88074*

00011C                  DS    H                       RESERVED            *MET88074*

00011E         GFDOMDDN DS    CL8                     DDNAME

000126         GFDSQLAM DS    CL8                 SQL ACCESS MODULE NAME    MET90342

00012E         GFDSQLSS DS    CL8                 SQL SS NAME FOR TABLES     MET90342

               GFDSQTU  #FLAG X'80'                  USA SQL TIME STANDARD *JMA91119*

000136         GFDSQTUI DS    0XL1

        00080  GFDSQTUM EQU   X'80'

               GFDSQTI  #FLAG X'40'                  ISO SQL TIME STANDARD *JMA91119*

000136         GFDSQTII DS    0XL1

        00040  GFDSQTIM EQU   X'40'

               GFDSQTE  #FLAG X'20'                  EUR SQL TIME STANDARD *JMA91119*

000136         GFDSQTEI DS    0XL1

        00020  GFDSQTEM EQU   X'20'

               GFDSQTJ  #FLAG X'10'                  JIS SQL TIME STANDARD *JMA91119*

000136         GFDSQTJI DS    0XL1

        00010  GFDSQTJM EQU   X'10'

000136         GFDSQLTM DS    X                   SQL TIME FORMAT           MET90342

               GFDSQDU  #FLAG X'80'                  USA SQL DATE STANDARD *JMA91119*

000137         GFDSQDUI DS    0XL1

        00080  GFDSQDUM EQU   X'80'

               GFDSQDI  #FLAG X'40'                  ISO SQL DATE STANDARD *JMA91119*

000137         GFDSQDII DS    0XL1

        00040  GFDSQDIM EQU   X'40'

               GFDSQDE  #FLAG X'20'                  EUR SQL DATE STANDARD *JMA91119*

000137         GFDSQDEI DS    0XL1

        00020  GFDSQDEM EQU   X'20'
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               GFDSQDJ  #FLAG X'10'                  JIS SQL DATE STANDARD *JMA91119*

000137         GFDSQDJI DS    0XL1

        00010  GFDSQDJM EQU   X'10'

000137         GFDSQLDT DS    X                   SQL DATE FORMAT           MET90342

               GFDANSI  #FLAG X'80'                   ANSI STD SQL PARSED *JMA91119*

000138         GFDANSII DS    0XL1

        00080  GFDANSIM EQU   X'80'

               GFDFIPS  #FLAG X'40'                   FIPS STD SQL PARSED *JMA91119*

000138         GFDFIPSI DS    0XL1

        00040  GFDFIPSM EQU   X'40'

               GFDDB2   #FLAG X'20'                   DB2  STD SQL PARSED *JMA91119*

000138         GFDDB2I  DS    0XL1

        00020  GFDDB2M  EQU   X'20'

               GFDSQL2  #FLAG X'10'                   SQL2 STD SQL PARSED *JMA91119*

000138         GFDSQL2I DS    0XL1

        00010  GFDSQL2M EQU   X'10'

               GFDSAA   #FLAG X'08'                   SAA  STD SQL PARSED *JMA91119*

000138         GFDSAAI  DS    0XL1

        00008  GFDSAAM  EQU   X'08'

000138         GFDSQLFL DS    X                   SQL COMPLIANCE FLAG       MET90342

000139                  DS    X                   RESERVED                  MET90342

00013A                  DS    CL20                RESERVED                  MET90342

00014E                  DS    H                       RESERVED            *MET88074*

000150                  DS    4F                      RESERVED            *MET88074*

        00160  GFDLEN   EQU   *-GFD                   LENGTH OF GFD FIXED PORTION

        00058  GFDLENF  EQU  ((*-GFD+3)/4)            LENGTH OF GFD IN WORDS

GFEDS
                        COPY #GFEDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***      GFE:  ADS APPLICATION GENERATOR FUNCTION ELEMENT         ***

***                                                               ***

***  GFE IS A DSECT THAT DESCRIBES AN APPLICATION FUNCTION IN     ***

***  THE ADS APPLICATION GENERATOR.  DURING GENERATION, THERE     ***

***  IS A GFE BUILT FOR EACH MENU, DIALOG OR MENU/DIALOG FUNCTION ***

***  THE RUNTIME EQUIVALENT OF A GFE IS AN FDE (FUNCTION DEFINI-  ***

***  TION ELEMENT).                                               ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         GFE      DSECT                                               04/20/95

000000         GFENXTA  DS    A                   ADDR OF NEXT GFE

000004         GFEPREVA DS    A                   ADDR OF PREVIOUS GFE

000008         GFEFGFRA DS    A                   ADDR OF FIRST GFR FOR FUNCTION

00000C         GFELGFRA DS    A                   ADDR OF LAST GFR FOR FUNCTION

000010         GFEFGMEA DS    A                   ADDR OF FIRST GME FOR FUNCTION

000014         GFELGMEA DS    A                   ADDR OF LAST GME FOR FUNCTION

000018         GFEFMSQA DS    A                   ADDR OF FIRST MSQ FOR FUNCTION
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00001C         GFELMSQA DS    A                   ADDR OF LAST MSQ FOR FUNCTION

000020         GFEFURNA DS    A                   ADDR OF FIRST URN FOR FUNCTION

000024         GFELURNA DS    A                   ADDR OF LAST URN FOR FUNCTION

000028         GFEDGARA DS    A                   ADDR OF DEFAULT RESPONSE GAR

00002C         GFESEQN  DS    F                   GFE SEQUENCE NUMBER

000030         GFEDESC  DS    CL28                FUNCTION DESCRIPTION   ADS370/335

00004C                  DS    CL4                 AVAILABLE              ADS370/335

000050         GFEFDE   DS    0F                  START OF FDE

        00050  GFELEN   EQU   *-GFE               LENGTH OF GFE

        00014  GFELENF  EQU   ((*-GFE+3)/4)       LENGTH OF GFE IN WORDS

GFRDS
                        COPY #GFRDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***    GFR:  ADS APPL GENERATOR FUNCTION/RESPONSE JUNCTION        ***

*** ------------------------------------------------------------- ***

***  GFR IS A DSECT THAT IS THE INTERNAL CONTROL BLOCK USED TO    ***

***  CONNECT A RESPONSE VALID FOR A FUNCTION TO THE GAR FOR       ***

***  THE RESPONSE.                                                ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         GFR      DSECT                                     04/04/85

000000         GFRNXTA  DS    A                   ADDR OF NEXT GFR

000004         GFRPREVA DS    A                   ADDR OF PREVIOUS GFR

000008         GFRGARA  DS    A                   GAR ADDR FOR RESPONSE

        0000C  GFRLEN   EQU   *-GFR               LENGTH OF GFR

        00003  GFRLENF  EQU   ((*-GFR+3)/4)       LENGTH OF GFR IN FULL WORDS

GLEDS
                        COPY #GLEDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***           GLE:  GENERATOR LITERAL POOL ELEMENT                ***

***                                                               ***

***  GLE IS A DSECT THAT DESCRIBES THE HEADER PORTION OF AN       ***

***  ADS/ONLINE GENERATOR LITERAL POOL ELEMENT.  FOLLOWING THE    ***

***  HDR IS THE ACTUAL LITERAL.                                   ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         GLE      DSECT                                     12/16/80

000000         GLENXTA  DS    A                   ADDR OF NEXT GLE
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000004         GLEPREVA DS    A                   ADDR OF PREVIOUS GLE

000008         GLESIZE  DS    H                   SIZE OF THE FOLLOWING LITERAL

00000A         GLELPOFF DS    H                   ACTUAL OFFSET INTO LIT POOL

        00003  GLELEN   EQU   ((*-GLE+3)/4)       LENGTH IN WORDS OF GLE

00000C         GLELIT   DS    0X                  START OF LITERAL

GMDDS
                        COPY #GMDDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***              GMD:  GENERATOR MODULE TABLE ELEMENT             ***

***                                                               ***

***  GMD IS A DSECT THAT DESCRIBES A PROCESS INCLUDED VIA         ***

***  AN 'INCLUDE' COMMAND IN ANOTHER PREMAP OR RESPONSE PROCESS.  ***

***  THIS INFORMATION IS USED TO KEEP TRACK OF DEBUGGING          ***

***  INFORMATION FOR NEW RUN-TIME DEBUGGING SCREEN.               ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         GMD      DSECT                                               05/22/91

000000         GMDKEY   DS    0CL34               COMBINED NAME AND VERSION KEY 12.0

000000         GMDNAME  DS    CL32                NAME OF THE INCLUDED PROCESS

000020         GMDVERS  DS    H                   VERSION OF THE INCLUDED PROCESS

000022         GMDINDEX DS    H                   INDEX OF THIS GCM

000024         GMDNXTA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF NEXT GMD

000028         GMDDBK   DS    F                   DBKEY OF SAVED TEXT-088 RECORD

00002C         GMDPRNDX DS    H                   INDEX OF THE PREVIOUS GCM

               GMDUSED  #FLAG X'80'               ON WHEN PROCESS CAN'T BE INCLUDED-

00002E         GMDUSEDI DS    0XL1

        00080  GMDUSEDM EQU   X'80'

               *                               (CAN'T INCLUDE PROCESS WITHIN ITSELF)

               GMDEOF   #FLAG X'40'               ON WHEN EOF HIT FOR THIS PROCESS

00002E         GMDEOFI  DS    0XL1

        00040  GMDEOFM  EQU   X'40'

00002E         GMDFLAG1 DS    X                   FLAG BYTE 1

00002F                  DS    X                   UNUSED

000030                  DS    0F

000030         GMDDATCR DS    CL8                 DATE CREATED

000038         GMDDATLU DS    CL8                 DATE LAST UPDATED

000040         GMDNCME  DS    H                   NUMBER OF CME'S IN THIS PROCESS

000042         GMDNINC  DS    H                   NUMBER OF TIMES PROCESS INCLUDED

000044         GMDMDBK  DS    F                   DBKEY OF MODULE-067

000048         GMDSNXTA DS    F                   ADDRESS OF NEXT SORTED GMD     12.0

        00013  GMDLENF  EQU   ((*-GMD+3)/4)       LENGTH IN WORDS OF GMD

        0004C  GMDLEN   EQU   GMDLENF*4           LENGTH IN BYTES OF GMD
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GMEDS
                        COPY #GMEDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***    GME:  ADS APPLICATION GENERATOR MENU HEADER (INTERNAL)     ***

***                                                               ***

***  GME IS A DSECT THAT IS THE INTERNAL CONTROL BLOCK USED TO    ***

***  HOLD A MENU HEADING FOR A FUNCTION WHICH IS A MENU.          ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         GME      DSECT                                     04/04/85

000000         GMENXTA  DS    A                   ADDR OF NEXT GME

000004         GMEPREVA DS    A                   ADDR OF PREVIOUS GME

000008         GMECMTEO DS    H                   MENU TBL OFFSET TO THIS MTE

00000C         GMEMTE   DS    0F                  START OF EMBEDDED MTE IN GME

        0000C  GMELEN   EQU   *-GME               LENGTH OF GME

        00003  GMELENF  EQU   ((*-GME+3)/4)       LENGTH OF GME IN FULL WORDS

GPRDS
                        COPY #GPRDS

*******************************************************************

***  GPR IS A DSECT DEFINING THE ADS GENERATOR EQUIVALENT FOR THE ***

***  RUNTIME SYSTEM DCL, PME, AND RSE.                            ***

***                                                               ***

***  THE ADDITIONAL FIELDS NEEDED FOR THE GENERATOR RSE ARE       ***

***  SAVED AFTER THE COMMON PROCESS FIELDS.                       ***

***                                                               ***

***  DCL=DECLARATION  0..1 PER DIALOG.                            ***

***  PME=PREMAP       0..1 PER DIALOG.                            ***

***  RSE=RESPONSE     0..N PER DIALOG.                            ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         GPR      DSECT                                               05/22/91

000000         GRS      DS    0F                  START OF GRS

000000         GPRID    DS    CL4                 "GDC*" OR "GPM*" OR "GRS*"

000004         GPRNAME  DS    CL32                NAME OF THE PROCESS

000024         GPRDATLU DS    CL8                 MODULE-067 DATE LAST UPDATED

00002C         GPRDATCR DS    CL8                 MODULE-067 DATE CREATED

000034         GPRFGRLA DS    A                   PTS TO ADDR OF FIRST PROCESS GRD

000038         GPRLGRLA DS    A                   PTS TO ADDR OF LAST PROCESS GRD

00003C         GPRFGCMA DS    A                   ADDR OF FIRST GCM FOR PROCESS

000040         GPRLGCMA DS    A                   ADDR OF LAST GCM FOR PROCESS
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000044         GPRFGMDA DS    A                   ADDR OF FIRST GMD FOR PROCESS

000048         GPRLGMDA DS    A                   ADDR OF LAST GMD FOR PROCESS

00004C         GPRSGMDA DS    A                   ADDR OF FIRST SORTED GMD       12.0

000050         GPRFGVCA DS    A                   ADDR OF FIRST GVC FOR PROCESS

000054         GPRLGVCA DS    A                   ADDR OF LAST GVC FOR PROCESS

000058         GPRRATA  DS    A                   ADDR OF READY TABLE FOR PROCESS

00005C         GPRNSTMT DS    F                   TOTAL NUMBER OF STATEMENTS

000060         GPRRUNSZ DS    F                   RUNTIME LENGTH OF ALL CME'S

000064         GPRMODKY DS    F                   DBKEY OF MODULE-067 RECORD

000068         GPRFCMEA DS    F                   OFFSET TO FIRST CME

00006C         GPRPVER  DS    H                   PROCESS VERSION

00006E         GPRNRAT  DS    H                   NUMBER OF READY TABLE ENTRIES

000070         GPRNCME  DS    H                   NUMBER OF CME'S IN PROCESS (CME'S

               *                                     FROM GMD'S NOT INCLUDED)

000072                  DS    H                   RESERVED FOR FUTURE USE

        00050  GPRDPLEN EQU   *-GPRDATLU          # BYTES TO MOVE FOR DUPLICATE RP

               GPRCOMP  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF PROCESS HAS BEEN COMPILED

000074         GPRCOMPI DS    0XL1

        00080  GPRCOMPM EQU   X'80'

               GPRDEL   #FLAG X'40'               ON IF PROCESS HAS BEEN DELETED

000074         GPRDELI  DS    0XL1

        00040  GPRDELM  EQU   X'40'

               GPREXTM  #FLAG X'20'               ON IF PROCESS HAS EXTENDED MAP CMD

000074         GPREXTMI DS    0XL1

        00020  GPREXTMM EQU   X'20'

               GPRRDY   #FLAG X'10'               ON IF NO AUTOREADY

000074         GPRRDYI  DS    0XL1

        00010  GPRRDYM  EQU   X'10'

               GPRALOW  #FLAG X'08'               ON IF AUTO-EDIT ERRORS ALLOWED

000074         GPRALOWI DS    0XL1

        00008  GPRALOWM EQU   X'08'

               GPRNCMP  #FLAG X'04'               ON WHEN PROCESS FAILS TO COMPILE

000074         GPRNCMPI DS    0XL1

Offset  Value

        00004  GPRNCMPM EQU   X'04'

               GPRRDYA  #FLAG X'02'               ON IF READY ALL CMD IN PROCESS

000074         GPRRDYAI DS    0XL1

        00002  GPRRDYAM EQU   X'02'

               GPRDBC   #FLAG X'01'               ON IF A DB DML COMMAND WAS CODED

000074         GPRDBCI  DS    0XL1

        00001  GPRDBCM  EQU   X'01'

               *PRDBC   #FLAG X'01'               ON IF A DB DML COMMAND   ADS370/582

000074         GPRFLAG1 DS    X                   FLAG BYTE

        00054  GPRDLEN  EQU   ((*-GPRDATLU+3)/4)*4  # BYTES TO CLEAR WHEN DEL PREMAP

        00078  GPRLEN   EQU   ((*-GPR+3)/4)*4     GPR LENGTH IN BYTES

        0001E  GPRLENF  EQU   ((*-GPR+3)/4)       GPR LENGTH IN WORDS

               *  THE FOLLOWING FIELDS ARE NEEDED ONLY FOR A RESPONSE PROCESS.

000078         GPRNEXTA DS    A                   ADDR OF NEXT GRS IN DIALOG

00007C         GPRPREVA DS    A                   ADDR OF PREVIOUS GRS

000080         GPRSREA  DS    A                   ADDR OF CORRESPONDING SRE

000084         GPRFUNC  DS    CL32                FUNCTION CODE FOR RESPONSE

0000A4         GPRFUNLN DS    X                   LENGTH OF FUNCTION CODE
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0000A5         GPRPFKEY DS    X                   PFKEY FOR RESPONSE

               GPRRDUP  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF RP DUPLICATES EXISTING RP

0000A6         GPRRDUPI DS    0XL1

        00080  GPRRDUPM EQU   X'80'

               GPRDEF   #FLAG X'40'               ON IF THIS IS DEFAULT RP *JMA85077*

0000A6         GPRDEFI  DS    0XL1

        00040  GPRDEFM  EQU   X'40'

0000A6         GPRRFLG1 DS    X                   FLAG BYTE FOR RESPONSE PROCESS

0000A7         GPRRBCE1 DS    X                   BATCH CONTROL ELVENT FOR BATCH RSP

        000A8  GRSLEN   EQU   ((*-GRS+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF GRS IN BYTES

        0002A  GRSLENF  EQU   ((*-GRS+3)/4)       LENGTH OF GRS IN WORDS

GRDDS
                        COPY #GRDDS

*******************************************************************

***  GRD IS A DSECT THAT DEFINES A RECORD ENTRY IN  THE GENERAL   ***

***  WORK AREA (GWA) OF THE ADS GENERATOR. A GRD IS BUILT FOR     ***

***  EACH RECORD AND LOGICAL RECORD REFERENCES IN A DIALOG. IT    ***

***  OWNS A LIST OF GRE'S FOR EACH ELEMENT IN THE RECORD.  IN THE ***

***  CASE OF A LOGICAL RECORD, THE ID TAG WILL BE 'GLR*' AND THE  ***

***  GRE'S IT OWNS WILL REPRESENT KEYWORDS FOR THAT LR.           ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         GRD      DSECT                                               03/11/91

000000         GRDID    DS    CL4                     "GRD*" OR "GLR*"

000004         GRDNXTA  DS    A                       ADDRESS OF NEXT GRD

000008         GRDPREVA DS    A                       ADDRESS OF PREVIOUS GRD

00000C         GRDNAME  DS    CL32                    NAME OF RECORD

00002C         GRDAREAN DS    CL32                    NAME OF AREA RECORD IS IN

00004C         GRDFGREA DS    A                       ADDRESS OF FIRST GRE FOR GRD

000050         GRDINTVA DS    A                       ADDR OF INITIALIZED RECORD

000054         GRDRECL  DS    F                       LENGTH OF RECORD

000058         GRDLOK   DS    F                       PRIVACY LOCKS

00005C         GRDDBKEY DS    F                       DBKEY OF RECSYN-079

000060         GRDDEL   DS    H                       DELETE LOCKS

        00000  GRDDEL1  EQU   X'0000'                 ANYTHING OK

        00001  GRDDEL2  EQU   X'0001'                 ERASE NOT ALLOWED

        00002  GRDDEL3  EQU   X'0002'                 STORE NOT ALLOWED

        00004  GRDDEL4  EQU   X'0004'                 MODIFY NOT ALLOWED

000062         GRDVER   DS    H                       RECORD VERSION NUMBER

000064         GRDMINDX DS    H                     ONLINE MAP RECORD INDX*JMA85074*

000066         GRDIMNDX DS    H                     INPUT  MAP RECORD INDX*JMA85074*

000068         GRDOMNDX DS    H                     OUTPUT MAP RECORD INDX*JMA85074*

00006A         GRDRTABO DS    H                       VRE OFFSET

               GRDMAP   #FLAG X'80'                  REC USED IN ONLINE MAP*JMA85074*

00006C         GRDMAPI  DS    0XL1

        00080  GRDMAPM  EQU   X'80'

               GRDPRMP  #FLAG X'40'                   RECORD USED IN PRE-MAP PROCESS
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00006C         GRDPRMPI DS    0XL1

        00040  GRDPRMPM EQU   X'40'

               GRDRESP  #FLAG X'20'                   RECORD USED IN RESPONSE

00006C         GRDRESPI DS    0XL1

        00020  GRDRESPM EQU   X'20'

               GRDOKSR  #FLAG X'10'                   Record valid for Send/Receive

00006C         GRDOKSRI DS    0XL1

        00010  GRDOKSRM EQU   X'10'

               GRDBIND  #FLAG X'08'                   RECORD IN SUBSCHEMA

00006C         GRDBINDI DS    0XL1

        00008  GRDBINDM EQU   X'08'

               GRDIMAP  #FLAG X'04'                  REC USED IN INPUT MAP *JMA85074*

00006C         GRDIMAPI DS    0XL1

        00004  GRDIMAPM EQU   X'04'

               GRDOMAP  #FLAG X'02'                  REC USED IN OUTPUT MAP*JMA85074*

00006C         GRDOMAPI DS    0XL1

        00002  GRDOMAPM EQU   X'02'

00006C         GRDFLG1  DS    X

               GRDFRSH  #FLAG X'80'                   REQUIRES NEW COPY IN BUFFER

00006D         GRDFRSHI DS    0XL1

        00080  GRDFRSHM EQU   X'80'

               GRDROLE  #FLAG X'40'                   RECORD IS REALLY A ROLE

00006D         GRDROLEI DS    0XL1

        00040  GRDROLEM EQU   X'40'

               GRDPSR   #FLAG X'20'                   RECORD IN LOGICAL RECORD

00006D         GRDPSRI  DS    0XL1

        00020  GRDPSRM  EQU   X'20'

               GRDPUP   #FLAG X'10'                   RECORD PASSED FROM USER PGM

00006D         GRDPUPI  DS    0XL1

        00010  GRDPUPM  EQU   X'10'

               GRDASR   #FLAG X'08'                   RECORD IS AUTOSTATUS RECORD

00006D         GRDASRI  DS    0XL1

        00008  GRDASRM  EQU   X'08'

               GRDWORK  #FLAG X'04'                   RECORD IS WORK RECORD

00006D         GRDWORKI DS    0XL1

        00004  GRDWORKM EQU   X'04'

               GRDPROL  #FLAG X'02'                   PRIMARY RECORD FOR A ROLE

00006D         GRDPROLI DS    0XL1

        00002  GRDPROLM EQU   X'02'

00006D         GRDFLG2  DS    X

00006E         GRDCRECL DS    H                       COMPRESSED INIT REC SIZE

000070         GRDUCNT  DS    H                       GENERATOR USE COUNT

000072         GRDINDX  DS    H                       GENERATOR RECORD INDEX

               GRDPRNC  #FLAG X'80'                   ON IF OLD NEW COPY RECORD

000074         GRDPRNCI DS    0XL1

        00080  GRDPRNCM EQU   X'80'

               GRDPRWK  #FLAG X'40'                   ON IF OLD WORK RECORD

000074         GRDPRWKI DS    0XL1

        00040  GRDPRWKM EQU   X'40'

               GRDSEG   #FLAG X'20'                   ON IF SS VIEW DIFFERS FROM MAP

000074         GRDSEGI  DS    0XL1

        00020  GRDSEGM  EQU   X'20'

               GRDBLT   #FLAG X'10'                   ON IF GRD HAS BEEN PROCESSED
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000074         GRDBLTI  DS    0XL1

        00010  GRDBLTM  EQU   X'10'

               GRDINT   #FLAG X'08'                   INTERNAL RECORD     *JMA90351*

000074         GRDINTI  DS    0XL1

        00008  GRDINTM  EQU   X'08'

               GRDSQLT  #FLAG X'04'                  CREATD FROM SQL TABLE*JMA91065*

000074         GRDSQLTI DS    0XL1

        00004  GRDSQLTM EQU   X'04'

000074         GRDGFLAG DS    X                       GENERATOR FLAG BYTE

000075                  DS    X                       Reserved             *MCM88064

               *** EXTENSION FOR LOGICAL RECORD SUPPORT IN ADS/ONLINE GENERATOR

000076         GRDNRECS DS    H                       NUMBER OF RECORDS IN LR

000078         GRDNPSRA DS    A                       NEXT GRD IN LOGICAL RECORD

00007C         GRDPPSRA DS    A                       PRIOR GRD IN LOGICAL RECORD

000080         GRDNGLRA DS    A                       NEXT GLR IN LOGICAL REC CHAIN

000084         GRDFGVCA DS    A                       ADDR OF FIRST GVC FOR LR

000088         GRDLGVCA DS    A                       ADDR OF LAST GVC FOR LR

               *** EXTENSION FOR ROLE SUPPORT IN ADS/ONLINE GENERATOR

00008C                  ORG   GRDNGLRA

000080         GRDPRECA DS    A                       ADDR OF GRD FOR PRIMARY REC

000084                  ORG

               *** Added following fields to support SEND/RECEIVE FDE       *MCM88064

               *** generation in Release 10.21.                             *MCM88064

00008C         GRDFDSIZ DS    F        Initialized to -1.

               *                       -1 ==> This record not yet processed

               *                              for FDE generation.

               *                     ¬=-1 ==> Number of bytes needed for

               *                              FDEs for this record.

               *                              Does NOT include the FDH.

000090         GRDFDO   DS    F        Initialized to -1.

               *                       -1 ==> FDEs have not yet been

               *                              requested for this GRD.

               *                     ¬=-1 ==> Offset into FDE area in FDB where

               *                              FDEs for this record will begin.

000094         GRDFDNXT DS    A        Address of next GRD/GRE for which we need

               *                         to generate FDEs.  Linked in same order

               *                         they will appear in FDB.

000098         GRDOFLDS DS    F        Number of fields in record.

               *

00009C         GRDSCHML DS    H        len of schema name (in GRDSCHMN)    *JMA91067*

               *                       (when grd creatd from SQL TABLE)    *JMA91067*

00009E         GRDSCHMN DS    CL18     schema name used with the table name*JMA91067*

               *                       (when grd creatd from SQL TABLE)    *JMA91067*

0000B0                  DS    5F       Reserved for future expansion.

               *

        000C4  GRDLEN   EQU   ((*-GRD+3)/4)*4         GRD LENGTH IN BYTES

        00031  GRDLENF  EQU   ((*-GRD+3)/4)           GRD LENGTH IN WORDS

GREDS
                        COPY #GREDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                              ***
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***  GRE IS A DSECT THAT DEFINES A RECORD ELEMENT ENTRY IN THE   ***

***  GWA OF THE ADS GENERATOR.  GRE'S ARE CHAINED FROM THE GRD   ***

***  FOR THE RECORD.                                             ***

***                                                              ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.             ***

***                                                              ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         GRE      DSECT                                              09/04/90

000000         GREID    DS    CL4                     "GRE*"

000004         GRENXTA  DS    A                       ADDRESS OF NEXT GRE

000008         GRENAME  DS    CL32                    ELEMENT NAME

000028         GREKWVRB DS    CL8                     LR KEYWORD VERB NAME

000030                  ORG   GREKWVRB

000028         GREFGCEA DS    A                       ADDR OF FIRST GCE, IF ANY

00002C         GREGMLA  DS    A                       ADDR OF FIRST GML, IF ANY

000030         GRELGMLA DS    A                       ADDR OF LAST GML IN CHAIN

000034         GREGMLNO DS    H                       NUMBER OF GMLS IN CHAIN

000036         GREMFIND DS    H                       MAP FIELD INDEX

000038         GREOFSET DS    H                       OFFSET TO FIELD

00003A         GRELGTH  DS    H                       LENGTH OF FIELD

00003C         GREBOFF  DS    H                       BIT OFFSET FOR BIT FIELD

00003E         GREBLTH  DS    H                       BIT FIELD LENGTH

000040         GREUSE   DS    H                       USAGE

000042         GREOCC   DS    H                       NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES

000044         GREOCLVL DS    H                       OCCURS LEVEL

000046         GREDECNM DS    H                       NUMBER OF DECIMAL POSITIONS

000048         GREDVRTO DS    H                       DOPE VECTOR REC TBL OFFSET

00004A         GREDVROF DS    H                       DOPE VECTOR RECORD OFFSET

00004C         GREMILOF DS    H                       LIT POOL OFFSET TO MIL

00004E         GREDATYP DS    X                       DATA TYPE FOR RHDCEVAL

               GRECOND  #FLAG X'80'                   ON IF GCE'S EXIST FOR GRE

00004F         GRECONDI DS    0XL1

        00080  GRECONDM EQU   X'80'

               GREDPND  #FLAG X'40'                   ON IF FIELD IS DEPENDING ON

00004F         GREDPNDI DS    0XL1

        00040  GREDPNDM EQU   X'40'

               GREDVB   #FLAG X'20'                   ON IF DOPE VECTOR EXISTS

00004F         GREDVBI  DS    0XL1

        00020  GREDVBM  EQU   X'20'

               GRERQST  #FLAG X'10'                   FOR LOGICAL RECORD PROCESSING

00004F         GRERQSTI DS    0XL1

        00010  GRERQSTM EQU   X'10'

               GREMFLD  #FLAG X'08'                   ON IF ELEMENT IS MAP FIELD

00004F         GREMFLDI DS    0XL1

        00008  GREMFLDM EQU   X'08'

               GREMIL   #FLAG X'04'                   ON IF MIL IS IN LIT POOL

00004F         GREMILI  DS    0XL1

        00004  GREMILM  EQU   X'04'

               GREXTRA  #FLAG X'02'                   ON IF GRE HAS GREOCGRE

00004F         GREXTRAI DS    0XL1

        00002  GREXTRAM EQU   X'02'
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               GREKWD   #FLAG X'01'                   ON IF KEYWORD

00004F         GREKWDI  DS    0XL1

        00001  GREKWDM  EQU   X'01'

00004F         GREFLAG  DS    X

000050         GREDRLVL DS    CL2                     RECORD LEVEL

000052         GRERDLVL DS    H                       Redefines Level      *MCM88064

000054                  DS    F                       RESERVED            *LCB84132*

000058         GREOCGRE DS    0F                      ADDRESS OF HIGHER GRE, IF ONE

        00058  GRELEN   EQU   ((*-GRE+3)/4)*4         LENGTH OF GRE IN BYTES

        00016  GRELENF  EQU   ((*-GRE+3)/4)           LENGTH OF GRE IN WORDS

000058                  DS    F                       GREOCGRE SPACE      *LCB84132*

00005C         GREPICDA DS    F                     PICTURE DSECT ADDRESS *LCB84132*

000060         GRESDIG  DS    X                       # OF SOURCE DIGITS  *LCB84132*

000061         GRESDEC  DS    X                     # OF SOURCE DECIMALS  *LCB84132*

000062                  DS    H                       RESERVED

               *** Added following fields to support SEND/RECEIVE FDE       *MCM88064

               *** generation in Release 10.21.                             *MCM88064

000064         GREFDSIZ DS    F        Initialized to -1.

               *                       -1 ==> Record containing this GRE

               *                              has never been processed

               *                              for FDE generation.

               *                     ¬=-1 ==> Number of bytes needed for

               *                              the FDEs for this field.

               *                              Does NOT include the FDH.

000068         GREFDO   DS    F        Initialized to -1.

               *                       -1 ==> This GRE has never been processed

               *                              for FDE generation.

               *                     ¬=-1 ==> Offset into FDE area in FDB where

               *                              FDEs for this field will begin.

00006C         GREFDNXT DS    A        Address of next GRD/GRE for which we need

               *                         to generate FDEs.  Linked in same order

               *                         they will appear in FDB.

000070         GREOFLDS DS    F        Number of fields in group field.

               *                       0 for non-group field.

               *

               GREOKSR  #FLAG X'80'    Element valid for Send/Receive

000074         GREOKSRI DS    0XL1

        00080  GREOKSRM EQU   X'80'

000074         GREFLAG2 DS    X        Flag byte

000075                  DS    X        RESERVED FOR FUTURE EXPANSION.

000076         GRESQDTY DS    H        SQL DATA TYPE                         **SQL**

000078         GRESQPRE DS    H        SQL PRECISION                         **SQL**

00007A         GRESQSCA DS    H        SQL SCALE                             **SQL**

00007C         GRESQLEN DS    H        SQL LENGTH                            **SQL**

00007E                  DS    2X       RESERVED FOR FUTURE EXPANSION.

000080                  DS    4F       Reserved for future expansion.

               *

        00090  GRELEN2  EQU   ((*-GRE+3)/4)*4         ADSO LEN OF GRE IN BYTES

        00024  GRELENF2 EQU   ((*-GRE+3)/4)           ADSO LEN OF GRE IN WORDS

               *******************************************************************

               ***  GCE IS A DSECT WHICH DEFINES A CONDITION NAME.  IT IS       ***

               ***  CHAINED FROM THE GRE WHEN A CONDITION NAME EXISTS FOR AN    ***

               ***  ELEMENT.                                                    ***
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               *******************************************************************

000000         GCE      DSECT

000000         GCEID    DS    CL4                     "GCE*"

000004         GCENXTA  DS    A                       ADDRESS OF NEXT GCE FOR GRE

000008         GCENAME  DS    CL32                    CONDITION NAME

000028         GCEGREA  DS    A                       ADDRESS OF GRE

00002C         GCEFGVEA DS    A                   ADDR OF 1ST VALUE BLOCK (NEW GCE)

               GCEASR   #FLAG X'80'                   ON IF 88-LVL FOR AUTOSTATUS REC

000030         GCEASRI  DS    0XL1

        00080  GCEASRM  EQU   X'80'

000030         GCEFLAG  DS    X                       FLAG BYTE

000031                  DS    3X                      RESERVED

        00034  GCELEN   EQU   ((*-GCE+3)/4)*4         LENGTH OF GCE IN BYTES

        0000D  GCELENF  EQU   ((*-GCE+3)/4)           LENGTH OF GCE IN WORDS

               *******************************************************************

               ***  GVE IS A DSECT WHICH DEFINES A VALUE OR RANGE OF VALUES     ***

               ***  WHICH ARE VALID FOR A CONDITION NAME.  THERE IS ONE GVE     ***

               ***  CHAINED TO THE GCE FOR EACH VALUE/RANGE OF VALUES ALLOWED.  ***

               *******************************************************************

000000         GVE      DSECT

000000         GVENXTA  DS    A                       ADDRESS OF NEXT GVE FOR GCE

000004         GVEFVALN DS    H                       LENGTH OF FIRST VALUE

000006         GVESVALN DS    H                       LENGTH OF SECOND VALUE

000008         GVEVALS  DS    0F                      START OF VALUE(S)

        00008  GVELEN   EQU   ((*-GVE+3)/4)*4         LENGTH OF GVE IN BYTES

        00002  GVELENF  EQU   ((*-GVE+3)/4)           LENGTH OF GVE IN WORDS

GRLDS
                        COPY #GRLDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***             GRL: GENERATOR PROCESS RECORD LIST                ***

***                                                               ***

***   GRL IS A DSECT THAT DEFINES THE ELEMENTS ON THE CHAIN       ***

***   DESCRIBING RECORDS USED BY A PROCESS DURING ADS/ONLINE      ***

***   GENERATION.                                                 ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         GRL      DSECT                                     07/01/81

000000         GRLNXTA  DS    A                   ADDR OF NEXT GRL

000004         GRLPREVA DS    A                   ADDR OF PREVIOUS GRL

000008         GRLGRDA  DS    A                   ADDR OF GRD FOR RECORD

        00003  GRLLENF  EQU   ((*-GRL+3)/4)

        0000C  GRLLEN   EQU   GRLLENF*4
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GSADS
                        COPY #GSADS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***          GSA: GENERATOR STORAGE AREA (ADS/ONLINE)             ***

***                                                               ***

***   GSA IS A DSECT THAT DESCRIBES THE WORK STORAGE AREAS USED   ***

***   BY THE ADS/ONLINE GENERATOR.  THESE AREAS INCLUDE: THE DC   ***

***   MACRO PARM AREA, THE SUSBSCHEMA CONTROL AREA, MAP AND DATA  ***

***   BASE RECORD BUFFERS, AND AN INTERNAL STACK.                 ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         GSA      DSECT                                               03/18/92

000000         GSAID    DS    CL4                 "GSA*"

000004         SYSPLIST DS    10F                 DC MACRO PARM AREA

00002C         GSASCSAV DS    F                   SAVE AREA FOR STACK CHECKING

000030         GSASTKEA DS    A                   STACK END ADDRESS

000034         GSAGWAKA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF GWAWK

000038         GSADGBA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF DGB

               *        GSACSAA BELOW AND THE ADSCSAA FIELD SPECIFIED LATER BOTH

               *        CONTAIN THE SAME ADDRESS AND SHOULD BE INITIALIZED TOGETHER

00003C         GSACSAA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF CSA FOR EVAL CALLS

000040         GSAFREEA DS    A                   STORAGE ADDRESS FOR FRESTG

000044         GSAPRSEA DS    A                   PRIOR RSE FOR COMPILE

000048         GSANCMPA DS    A                   NEXT AVAILABLE BYTE IN FDB

00004C         GSACOMPA DS    A                   PROCESS TO COMPILE FOR GNRP

000050         GSAATBLA DS    A                   ADDR OF CONVERSION TABLE

000054         GSAFDBA  DS    A                   ADDR OF FDB FOR DIALOG

000058         GSAFDBSZ DS    F                   SIZE OF FDB

00005C         GSAPBUFA DS    A                   ADDR OF STG FOR SCRATCH READS

000060         GSANXTBA DS    A                   ADDR OF NEXT ENTRY IN BUFFER

000064         GSABFNDA DS    A                   ADDR OF END OF BUFFER

000068         GSAPRDEA DS    A                   ADDR OF LAST RDE POINTER

00006C         GSAQRECA DS    A                   ADDR OF QUEUE RECORD STORAGE

000070         GSACPROA DS    A                   ADDR OF CURRENT GPM/GRS

000074         GSAQRID  DS    F                   QUEUE RECORD ID

000078         GSAQSIZE DS    F                   SIZE OF QUEUE RECORD STORAGE

00007C         GSAATBLN DS    H                   # ENTRIES IN ADDRESS TABLE

00007E         GSAFDBP# DS    H                   # OF 512 PAGES IN FDB

000080         GSACMSG# DS    H                   CURRENT MSG CODE IN SCR BUFFER

000082         GSACERRS DS    H                   TOTAL COMPILE ERRORS FOR PROCESS

               GSAMOUT  #FLAG X'80'               ON WHEN SCREEN MAPPED OUT

000084         GSAMOUTI DS    0XL1

        00080  GSAMOUTM EQU   X'80'

               GSAFCFD  #FLAG X'40'               ON WHEN FIRST FUNCTION FOUND

000084         GSAFCFDI DS    0XL1

        00040  GSAFCFDM EQU   X'40'

               GSAACER  #FLAG X'20'               ON WHEN ACTION CODE ERROR
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000084         GSAACERI DS    0XL1

        00020  GSAACERM EQU   X'20'

               GSAPERR  #FLAG X'10'               ON WHEN PROCESSING ERROR

000084         GSAPERRI DS    0XL1

        00010  GSAPERRM EQU   X'10'

               GSAFERR  #FLAG X'08'               ON WHEN FUNCTION SELECT ERROR

000084         GSAFERRI DS    0XL1

        00008  GSAFERRM EQU   X'08'

               GSADPFC  #FLAG X'04'               DUPLICATE FUNCTION CODES SELECTED

000084         GSADPFCI DS    0XL1

        00004  GSADPFCM EQU   X'04'

               GSAPDEL  #FLAG X'02'               ON WHEN PROCESS IS TO BE DELETED

000084         GSAPDELI DS    0XL1

        00002  GSAPDELM EQU   X'02'

               GSAPMOD  #FLAG X'01'               ON WHEN PROCESS HAS BEEN MODIFIED

000084         GSAPMODI DS    0XL1

        00001  GSAPMODM EQU   X'01'

000084         GSASFLG1 DS    X                   FIRST SCREEN FLAG BYTE

               GSAPMAP  #FLAG X'80'               PREMAP SELECTED

000085         GSAPMAPI DS    0XL1

        00080  GSAPMAPM EQU   X'80'

               GSANRSP  #FLAG X'40'               NEW RESPONSE SELECTED

000085         GSANRSPI DS    0XL1

        00040  GSANRSPM EQU   X'40'

               GSARESP  #FLAG X'20'               RESPONSE SELECTED

000085         GSARESPI DS    0XL1

        00020  GSARESPM EQU   X'20'

               GSANCPY  #FLAG X'10'               NEW COPY RECORD SELECTED

000085         GSANCPYI DS    0XL1

        00010  GSANCPYM EQU   X'10'

               GSADMAP  #FLAG X'08'               DISPLAY MAP SELECTED

000085         GSADMAPI DS    0XL1

        00008  GSADMAPM EQU   X'08'

               GSAUMAP  #FLAG X'04'               UPDATE MAP SELECTED

000085         GSAUMAPI DS    0XL1

        00004  GSAUMAPM EQU   X'04'

               GSADISP  #FLAG X'02'               DISPLAY SELECTED

000085         GSADISPI DS    0XL1

        00002  GSADISPM EQU   X'02'

               GSADIAL  #FLAG X'01'               DIALOG SELECTED

000085         GSADIALI DS    0XL1

        00001  GSADIALM EQU   X'01'

000085         GSASFLG2 DS    X                   SECOND FLAG BYTE

               GSAUPRO  #FLAG X'80'               UPDATE PROCESS SELECTED

000086         GSAUPROI DS    0XL1

        00080  GSAUPROM EQU   X'80'

               GSAPRNT  #FLAG X'40'               PRINT SELECTED

000086         GSAPRNTI DS    0XL1

        00040  GSAPRNTM EQU   X'40'

               GSADREC  #FLAG X'20'               DISPLAY RECORD SELECTED

000086         GSADRECI DS    0XL1

        00020  GSADRECM EQU   X'20'

               GSACOMP  #FLAG X'10'               COMPILE SELECTED
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000086         GSACOMPI DS    0XL1

        00010  GSACOMPM EQU   X'10'

               GSAQUIT  #FLAG X'08'               QUIT SELECTED

000086         GSAQUITI DS    0XL1

        00008  GSAQUITM EQU   X'08'

               GSASUSP  #FLAG X'04'               SUSPEND SELECTED

000086         GSASUSPI DS    0XL1

        00004  GSASUSPM EQU   X'04'

               GSAFDOP  #FLAG X'02'               DIALOG OPTIONS SELECTED

000086         GSAFDOPI DS    0XL1

        00002  GSAFDOPM EQU   X'02'

               GSASWCH  #FLAG X'01'               SWITCH TASK SELECTED (UMBRELLA)

000086         GSASWCHI DS    0XL1

        00001  GSASWCHM EQU   X'01'

000086         GSASFLG3 DS    X                   THIRD SCREEN FLAG BYTE

               GSARFSH  #FLAG X'80'               REFRESH SELECTED

000087         GSARFSHI DS    0XL1

        00080  GSARFSHM EQU   X'80'

               GSAPGFD  #FLAG X'40'               PAGE FORWARD SELECTED

000087         GSAPGFDI DS    0XL1

        00040  GSAPGFDM EQU   X'40'

               GSAPGBK  #FLAG X'20'               PAGE BACK SELECTED

000087         GSAPGBKI DS    0XL1

        00020  GSAPGBKM EQU   X'20'

               GSACLER  #FLAG X'10'               CLEAR KEY HIT

000087         GSACLERI DS    0XL1

        00010  GSACLERM EQU   X'10'

               GSARETN  #FLAG X'10'   REDEFINES  RETURN KEY HIT (TOOLBOX) *MET87343*

000087         GSARETNI DS    0XL1

        00010  GSARETNM EQU   X'10'

               GSAENTR  #FLAG X'08'               ENTER ONLY HIT

000087         GSAENTRI DS    0XL1

        00008  GSAENTRM EQU   X'08'

               GSAEDIT  #FLAG X'04'               ON WHEN AUTOMATIC EDIT ERROR

000087         GSAEDITI DS    0XL1

        00004  GSAEDITM EQU   X'04'

               GSAMODS  #FLAG X'02'               MODULE SCREEN SELECTED  *MET87343*

000087         GSAMODSI DS    0XL1

        00002  GSAMODSM EQU   X'02'

               GSASRDE  #FLAG X'01'               SPECIAL RDE IS BEING PROCESSED

000087         GSASRDEI DS    0XL1

        00001  GSASRDEM EQU   X'01'

000087         GSASFLG4 DS    X                   FOURTH FLAG BYTE

000088         DBL      DS    D                   GENERALLY USEFUL DOUBLE WORD

000090         FWD      DS    F                   USEFUL FULLWORD

000094         HALF     DS    H                   GENERALLY USEFUL HALFWORD

000098                  DS    0F

               ***   GNRC VARIABLE AREA

000098         GSAGRDA  DS    A                   CURRENT GRD ADDRESS

00009C         GSACGREA DS    A                   CURRENT GRE ADDRESS

0000A0         GSAGCEA  DS    A                   CURRENT GCE ADDRESS

0000A4         GSAPGREA DS    A                   ADDR OF PRIOR GRE

0000A8         GSACINTA DS    A                   CURRENT INIT BUFFER POSITION
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0000AC         GSAOCGRE DS    A                   HIGHER OCCURS LEVEL GRE

0000B0         GSALGRE  DS    A                   LAST OCCURRING GRE

0000B4         GSAREGSV DS    F                   REGISTER SAVE AREA

0000B8         GSAOCLVL DS    H                   CURRENT OCCURS LEVEL

               GSAMAPR  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF MAP RECORDS PROCESSED

0000BA         GSAMAPRI DS    0XL1

        00080  GSAMAPRM EQU   X'80'

               GSASDE   #FLAG X'40'               ON IF SDES-044 FOR ELEMENT

0000BA         GSASDEI  DS    0XL1

        00040  GSASDEM  EQU   X'40'

               GSAEFND  #FLAG X'20'               ON IF ELEMENT FOUND

0000BA         GSAEFNDI DS    0XL1

        00020  GSAEFNDM EQU   X'20'

               GSAOGRD  #FLAG X'10'               ON IF GRD FOR RECORD

0000BA         GSAOGRDI DS    0XL1

        00010  GSAOGRDM EQU   X'10'

               GSASRCD  #FLAG X'08'               ON IF SUBSCHEMA RECORD

0000BA         GSASRCDI DS    0XL1

        00008  GSASRCDM EQU   X'08'

               GSAMFLD  #FLAG X'04'               ON IF MAP AND SS REC DIFFERENT

0000BA         GSAMFLDI DS    0XL1

        00004  GSAMFLDM EQU   X'04'

               GSASVAL  #FLAG X'02'               ON IF INIT 2ND VALUE FOR GCE

0000BA         GSASVALI DS    0XL1

        00002  GSASVALM EQU   X'02'

               GSAPWA   #FLAG X'01'               ON IF STORAGE REQUEST FOR PWA

0000BA         GSAPWAI  DS    0XL1

        00001  GSAPWAM  EQU   X'01'

0000BA         GNRCFLG  DS    X                   FLAG BYTE FOR GNRC

               GSAFUNC  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF FUNCTION CODE FOR GRS

0000BB         GSAFUNCI DS    0XL1

        00080  GSAFUNCM EQU   X'80'

               GSACBCE  #FLAG X'40'               ON IF BCE HAS BEEN CHANGED

0000BB         GSACBCEI DS    0XL1

        00040  GSACBCEM EQU   X'40'

               GSACPFK  #FLAG X'20'               ON IF CONTROL KEY HAS BEEN CHANGED

0000BB         GSACPFKI DS    0XL1

        00020  GSACPFKM EQU   X'20'

               GSASQSN  #FLAG X'10'           ON IF SIGNED ON RCM COMPILER *LMA87321*

0000BB         GSASQSNI DS    0XL1

        00010  GSASQSNM EQU   X'10'

               *SAGNRT  #FLAG X'08'           ON IF PROCESSING A GENERATE     ADS/12

               *                                 REQUEST.  SET IN ADSOGNP1.   ADS/12

               GSAOFMT  #FLAG X'04'               ON IF IDMS/PC-STYLE (OSCAR) FORMAT

0000BB         GSAOFMTI DS    0XL1

        00004  GSAOFMTM EQU   X'04'

               GSAAFMT  #FLAG X'02'               ON IF ADS+/PC-STYLE (APPC) FORMAT

0000BB         GSAAFMTI DS    0XL1

        00002  GSAAFMTM EQU   X'02'

0000BB         GNRPFLAG DS    X

               GSASCMD  #FLAG X'80'               ON WHEN SCHEMA/SUBSCH MODIFIED

0000BC         GSASCMDI DS    0XL1

        00080  GSASCMDM EQU   X'80'
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               GSAMPMD  #FLAG X'40'               ON WHEN MAP MODIFIED

0000BC         GSAMPMDI DS    0XL1

        00040  GSAMPMDM EQU   X'40'

0000BC         GNDGFLAG DS    X

               GSALINE  #FLAG X'80'               ON WHEN GNDS CALL IS FOR LINEOUTS

0000BD         GSALINEI DS    0XL1

        00080  GSALINEM EQU   X'80'

               GSAFIRS  #FLAG X'40'               GENERALLY USEFUL FIRST-TIME SWITCH

0000BD         GSAFIRSI DS    0XL1

        00040  GSAFIRSM EQU   X'40'

               GSANCMT  #FLAG X'20'               NEW COPY ENTRIES EMPTY ON SCREEN

0000BD         GSANCMTI DS    0XL1

        00020  GSANCMTM EQU   X'20'

               GSATDUP  #FLAG X'10'               DUPLICATE TABLE NAME    ADS370/641

0000BD         GSATDUPI DS    0XL1

        00010  GSATDUPM EQU   X'10'

               GSAOTAB  #FLAG X'08'               QUAL BY REC AND TABLE    ADS370/641

0000BD         GSAOTABI DS    0XL1

        00008  GSAOTABM EQU   X'08'

0000BD         GNDSFLAG DS    X

               GSASORT  #FLAG X'80'               ON WHEN NEED TO CHECK SORTED SET

0000BE         GSASORTI DS    0XL1

        00080  GSASORTM EQU   X'80'

               GSASPF   #FLAG X'40'               ON WHEN NEED TO CHECK SPF SET

0000BE         GSASPFI  DS    0XL1

        00040  GSASPFM  EQU   X'40'

               GSABIND  #FLAG X'08'               ON WHEN RUN-UNIT BOUND

0000BE         GSABINDI DS    0XL1

        00008  GSABINDM EQU   X'08'

               GSACONN  #FLAG X'04'               ON WHEN BUILDING CONNECT ADS370/665

0000BE         GSACONNI DS    0XL1

        00004  GSACONNM EQU   X'04'

               GSADISC  #FLAG X'02'              ON WHEN BUILDING DISCONNECT S370/665

0000BE         GSADISCI DS    0XL1

        00002  GSADISCM EQU   X'02'

0000BE         GNDBFLAG DS    X

               GSALRE   #FLAG X'08'               ON IF DN QUALIFIED BY LRE *GWG90088

0000BF         GSALREI  DS    0XL1

        00008  GSALREM  EQU   X'08'

               GSAEDUP  #FLAG X'04'               ON IF DUPLICATE ERROR    *GWG99147

0000BF         GSAEDUPI DS    0XL1

        00004  GSAEDUPM EQU   X'04'

               GSALRCD  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF LR BEING PROCESSED

0000BF         GSALRCDI DS    0XL1

        00080  GSALRCDM EQU   X'80'

               GSAROLE  #FLAG X'40'               ON IF RECORD NAME = ROLE NAME

0000BF         GSAROLEI DS    0XL1

        00040  GSAROLEM EQU   X'40'

               GSALRWK  #FLAG X'20'               ON IF LR PARTICIPANT IS WORK REC

0000BF         GSALRWKI DS    0XL1

        00020  GSALRWKM EQU   X'20'

               GSAPBLD  #FLAG X'10'               ON IF BUILDING GRD FOR PRIMARY REC

0000BF         GSAPBLDI DS    0XL1
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        00010  GSAPBLDM EQU   X'10'

0000BF         LRCDFLAG DS    X                   LOGICAL RECORD FLAGS

0000C0                  DS    0F

0000C0         GNDBBUF  DS    CL64                BUFFER FOR GNDB & SOME GENR CALLS

000100         GNRCBUF  DS    CL64                BUFFER FOR GNRC CALLS

000140         GSALNBUF DS    CL80                LINEOUT BUFFER FOR GNDS

000190                  DS    0F

000190         SDRBUF   DS    CL108               SDR-042 BUFFER

0001FC         SDESBUF  DS    CL108               SDES-044 BUFFER

000268         RECBUFF  DS    CL84                BUFFER FOR RECSYN RECORD

0002BC         DBBUFF   DS    CL402               GENERAL BUFFER FOR GNDB

00044E                  ORG   SDRBUF

000190         SYSBUF   DS    CL512               * BUFFER FOR SYS-041 REC

000390                  ORG   SDRBUF

000190         CVGBUF   DS    CL320               * BUFFER FOR CVGDEF REC

0002D0                  ORG   SDRBUF

000190         SYMBUF   DS    CL512               BUFFER FOR SYMTEXT AND SYMCTL

000390                  ORG

000450         RECDBKEY DS    F                   DBKEY AREA FOR ACCEPTS

000454         MAPRDBKY DS    F                   DBKEY FOR MAP RECORD

000458         MP125KEY DS    F                   DBKEY OF MAPRCD-125

00045C         GSAIMDBK DS    F                   BATCH INPUT  MAP DBKEY  *JMA85070*

000460         GSAOMDBK DS    F                   BATCH OUTPUT MAP DBKEY  *JMA85070*

000464         GSAFNGRD DS    A                   ADDR OF GRD MATCH IN GNRC

000468         GSAFNGRE DS    A                   ADDR OF GRE MATCH IN GNRC

00046C         GSAGLRA  DS    A                   ADDR OF CURRENT GLR

000470         HOLDVER  DS    H                   HOLD AREA FOR VERSION NUMBERS

000472         GSADRLVL DS    CL2                 HOLD AREA FOR RECORD LEVEL

000474         GSARELSB DS    CL1                 RELATIVE SELECT BYTE FOR FUNCD

000475         GSASCHAR DS    CL1                 MODIFIED SELECT BYTE CHARACTER

000478         GSARGSV2 DS    F                   SECONDARY REGISTER SAVE WORD

00047C         GSARCPCH DS    A                   ADDR OF ADSOGNRC PATCH AREA

000480         GSADBPCH DS    A                   ADDR OF ADSOGNDB PATCH AREA

000484         GSANCSAV DS    F                   REGISTER SAVE AREA FOR GNNC

000488         GSANCSUB DS    H                   SUBSCRIPT SAVE AREA FOR GNNC

00048A                  DS    H                   REGISTER SAVE AREA FOR GNNC

00048C         GSAPSAA  DS    A                   ADDR OF PARSER STORAGE AREA

000490         GSAINTLN DS    H                   FIELD INIT LENGTH FOR GNRI CALL

000492         GSANCLN  DS    H                   NEW COPY LINE # VALUE

000494         GSAAPLA  DS    A                   * ADDR OF ADSOAUNI-MAP RECORD

000498         GSAAWKA  DS    A                   * ADDR OF ADSOAWRK RECORD

00049C         GSAADBA  DS    A                   * ADDR OF ADB

0004A0         GSAAPRMA DS    A                   * ADDR OF PARMS PASSED TO AGEN

0004A4         GSANAGRC DS    H                   * NUMBER OF APPL GLOBAL RECS

0004A6         GSANTSKS DS    H                   * NUMBER OF GTCS         *MDR05086*

               GSAMDNL  #FLAG X'80'               * MODIFY BUT NO LOAD MODULE EXISTS

0004A8         GSAMDNLI DS    0XL1

        00080  GSAMDNLM EQU   X'80'

               *                                     ALSO USED BY ADSG FOR SEC CHECK

               GSAGENR  #FLAG X'40'               * GENERAL SYSCMT RECORD READ

0004A8         GSAGENRI DS    0XL1

        00040  GSAGENRM EQU   X'40'

               GSASECR  #FLAG X'20'               * SECURITY SYSCMT RECORD READ
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0004A8         GSASECRI DS    0XL1

        00020  GSASECRM EQU   X'20'

               GSAAERR  #FLAG X'10'               * ON IF TERMINAL ERROR OCCURRED

0004A8         GSAAERRI DS    0XL1

        00010  GSAAERRM EQU   X'10'

               GSAGNLF  #FLAG X'08'               * ON IF GENERAL REC FOR FUNCTION

0004A8         GSAGNLFI DS    0XL1

        00008  GSAGNLFM EQU   X'08'

               GSAACFG  #FLAG X'04'               * ON IF APPL GENERATOR IS RUNNING

0004A8         GSAACFGI DS    0XL1

        00004  GSAACFGM EQU   X'04'

               GSANGTC  #FLAG X'02'               * ON IF NO MORE GTC'S TO GO TO TAT

0004A8         GSANGTCI DS    0XL1

        00002  GSANGTCM EQU   X'02'

               GSADTAT  #FLAG X'01'               * ON IF TAT IS DELETED IN ENTIRETY

0004A8         GSADTATI DS    0XL1

        00001  GSADTATM EQU   X'01'

0004A8         GSAAPFLG DS    X                   * APPLICATION GENERATOR FLAG

               GSADUP   #FLAG X'80'               ON IF GNDB TO DO OBTAIN DUPLICATE

0004A9         GSADUPI  DS    0XL1

        00080  GSADUPM  EQU   X'80'

               GSAMBND  #FLAG X'40'               ON IF DDLDCMSG AREA IS BOUND

0004A9         GSAMBNDI DS    0XL1

        00040  GSAMBNDM EQU   X'40'

               GSABTCH  #FLAG X'20'               ON IF RUNNING IN BATCH MODE

0004A9         GSABTCHI DS    0XL1

        00020  GSABTCHM EQU   X'20'

               GSALDER  #FLAG X'10'               ON IF BIND ERROR -- GNDB FUNC#1

0004A9         GSALDERI DS    0XL1

        00010  GSALDERM EQU   X'10'

               GSASBND  #FLAG X'08'               ON IF MINIMUM SUBCHEMA BIND DONE

0004A9         GSASBNDI DS    0XL1

        00008  GSASBNDM EQU   X'08'

               GSASABT  #FLAG X'04'               ON IF SUBTASK ABORTED (ASF & UMBR)

0004A9         GSASABTI DS    0XL1

        00004  GSASABTM EQU   X'04'

               GSAABT1  #FLAG X'02'               ON IF 1ST SUBTASK ABORT (ASF/UMBR)

0004A9         GSAABT1I DS    0XL1

        00002  GSAABT1M EQU   X'02'

               GSARGEN  #FLAG X'01'               ON IF ADSORGEN IS EXECUTING

0004A9         GSARGENI DS    0XL1

        00001  GSARGENM EQU   X'01'

0004A9         BGENFLG  DS    X                   BATCH GENERATOR & SUBTASK FLAG BYT

               GSAAUSF  #FLAG X'80'              AUTHORIZED USER FOUND

0004AA         GSAAUSFI DS    0XL1

        00080  GSAAUSFM EQU   X'80'

               GSAUSRF  #FLAG X'40'              USER-047 RECORD FOUND

0004AA         GSAUSRFI DS    0XL1

        00040  GSAUSRFM EQU   X'40'

               GSANOLD  #FLAG X'20'              NO FDB LOAD MODULE FOUND

0004AA         GSANOLDI DS    0XL1

        00020  GSANOLDM EQU   X'20'

               GSACCOM  #FLAG X'10'               ON IF ADSOCCOM is exec  SQL Rout r17
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0004AA         GSACCOMI DS    0XL1

        00010  GSACCOMM EQU   X'10'

0004AA         GSARGFL  DS    X                   REGISTRATION/SECURITY FLAG BYTE

               GSAOCBM  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF MAIN OCB CVGDEF REC READ

0004AB         GSAOCBMI DS    0XL1

        00080  GSAOCBMM EQU   X'80'

               GSAOCBS  #FLAG X'40'               ON IF STAT DEF REC OCB CVGDEF REC

0004AB         GSAOCBSI DS    0XL1

        00040  GSAOCBSM EQU   X'40'

               GSAUFNC  #FLAG X'20'            ** PARSING A USER FUNCTION  *LCB84137*

0004AB         GSAUFNCI DS    0XL1

        00020  GSAUFNCM EQU   X'20'

               *SANNXT  #FLAG X'10'             NO XDENEXT FIELD GENERATED*MCM87100*

0004AB         GSABSFL  DS    X                   ADSOBSYS FLAG BYTE

0004AC         SYSDBKEY DS    F                   * DBKEY OF SYS-041 RECORD

0004B0         GSAASFSV DS    0F                  * ADSA CALL PARM SAVE    *MDR05086*

0004B0         GSAASFN2 DS    H                   * LEVEL 2 FUNCTION CODE  *MDR85086*

0004B2         GSAAGFOP DS    X                   * OPERATION CODE        *MDR85086*

0004B3         GSAAGAFO DS    X                   * OCCURRENCE CODE       *MDR85086*

0004B4         GSAGARIX DS    H                   * CURRENT HIGH RESPONSE INDEX

0004B6         GSARKEIX DS    H                   * CURRENT HIGH RESP FUNC KEY INDEX

0004B8         GSAAQRET DS    H                  * ADSA Q RETENTION PERIOD *MDR85086*

0004BA         GSAUTFNC DS    H                  * # OF UNDEF TSK TOP FUNCS*MDR85086*

0004BC         GSAFCNIX DS    H                   * CURRENT HIGH FUNCTION INDEX

0004BE         GSADUPTK DS    H                   * COUNT OF DUPLICATE TASK CODES

0004C0         GSAURCNT DS    H                   * # OF USING REC NAMES FOR FCN

0004C2         GSACMTEO DS    H                   * CURRENT MENU TABLE OFFSET

0004C4         GSAURLIT DS    F                   * ADDR OF USING REC LITERAL BUILD

0004C8         GSACARDA DS    A                   * CURRENT ARD ADDRESS.  *MDR85086*

0004CC         GSALPOFF DS    F                   * NEXT AVAILABLE LITPOOL OFFSET

0004D0         GSACRBMA DS    A                   * CURRENT RESP BIT MAP ADDR

0004D4         GSACKBMA DS    A                   * CURRENT KEY BIT MAP ADDR

0004D8         GSARBMLF DS    H                   * RESPONSE BIT MAP # FULL WORDS

0004DA         GSAKBMLF DS    H                   * KEY BIT MAP # FULL WORDS

0004DC         GSAKBMLN DS    H                   * KEY BIT MAP # BITS

0004DE         GSAADBP# DS    H                   * NUMBER OF PAGES FOR ADB LOAD MOD

0004E0         GSABPOFF DS    F                   * NEXT AVAIL OFFSET IN BITMAP POOL

0004E4         GSAADBSZ DS    F                   * SIZE OF ADB UNDER CONSTRUCTION

0004E8         GSATATA  DS    A                   * ADDR OF TASK APPLICATION TABLE

0004EC         GSATATSZ DS    F                   * SIZE OF TASK APPLICATION TABLE

0004F0         GSANTATA DS    A                   * NEW TASK APPL TABLE ADDR

0004F4         GSANTATS DS    F                   * NEW TASK APPL TABLE SIZE

0004F8         GSANDELT DS    H                   * # OF TASKS TO DELETE FROM TAT

0004FA         GSANMODT DS    H                   * # OF TASKS IN MODIFIED TAT

0004FC         GSAOCBA  DS    A                   ADDR OF OCB BUILT BY ADSOBSYS

000500         GSAMSQCT DS    H                   * # OF SEQUENCED RESPS FOR FUNC

000502         GSACNMSQ DS    H                   * # OF MSQ'S FOR CURRENT FUNCTION

000504         GSATATP# DS    H                   * # OF PAGES FOR TAT LOAD MODULE

000506                  ORG   GSAASFSV                                       **SQL**

               **************************************************************SQL**

               *        THE FOLLOWING FIELDS ARE FOR ADS GENERATOR AND ARE     **SQL**

               *        REDEFINED ABOVE FOR ADSA.                             **SQL**

               **************************************************************SQL**
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0004B0                  DS    0F                                             **SQL**

               GSASQL   #FLAG X'80'              1ST TIME SQL FLAG FOR PARSING**SQL**

0004B0         GSASQLI  DS    0XL1

        00080  GSASQLM  EQU   X'80'

               GSASQWW  #FLAG X'40'               WHENEVER WARNING PARSED    **SQL**

0004B0         GSASQWWI DS    0XL1

        00040  GSASQWWM EQU   X'40'

               GSASQWE  #FLAG X'20'               WHENEVER ERROR PARSED      **SQL**

0004B0         GSASQWEI DS    0XL1

        00020  GSASQWEM EQU   X'20'

               GSASQWN  #FLAG X'10'               WHENEVER NOT FOUND PARSED  **SQL**

0004B0         GSASQWNI DS    0XL1

        00010  GSASQWNM EQU   X'10'

               GSASQLE  #FLAG X'08'               SQL ERROR                  **SQL**

0004B0         GSASQLEI DS    0XL1

        00008  GSASQLEM EQU   X'08'

0004B0         GSASQLF1 DS    X                   FLAG BYTE ONE FOR SQL       **SQL**

               GSASQCN  #FLAG X'80'               SQLXQ CONNECT ISSUED       **SQL**

0004B1         GSASQCNI DS    0XL1

        00080  GSASQCNM EQU   X'80'

               GSASQSC  #FLAG X'40'              SQLXQ SET COMPILES ISSUED *JMA91091*

0004B1         GSASQSCI DS    0XL1

        00040  GSASQSCM EQU   X'40'

0004B1         GSASQLF2 DS    X                   FLAG BYTE TWO FOR SQL       **SQL**

0004B2         GSASQLCT DS    H                   SQL STATEMENTS COUNTER     **SQL**

0004B4         GSASQLWA DS    F                   SQL WHENEVER BLOCK ADDRESS **SQL**

0004B8         GSASQXAL DS    A                  A(SQLXQ ARGUMENT INDEX LIST) **SQL**

0004BC         GSASQHGP DS    A                  SQL HOST VAR GROUP HVD ENTRY **SQL**

0004C0         GSASQHVT DS    A                  SQL HOST VAR TBL CHAIN ANCHOR**SQL**

0004C4         GSASQIPM DS    A                   SQLIS PARM LIST ADDRESS    **SQL**

0004C8         GSASQKPM DS    F                  KEY FOR CURRENT SQLIS PARMLST**SQL**

0004CC                  DS    F                 DON'T USE(REDEFNES GSALPOFF)JMA90347

0004D0         GSASQIPC DS    A                   SQLIS PARM LIST CHAIN       **SQL**

0004D4         GSASQRPB DS    A                   A(SQLRPB) FOR SQLIS/SQLXQ  **SQL**

0004D8         GSASQSSI DS    A                   A(SQLSSI) FOR SQLIS/SQLXQ  **SQL**

0004DC         GSASQCA  DS    A                   A(SQLCA)  FOR SQLIS/SQLXQ **SQL**

0004E0         GSASQPIB DS    A                   A(SQLPIB) FOR SQLIS CALL   **SQL**

0004E4         GSASQPBX DS    A                   A(SQLPIB) FOR SQLXQ CALL   **SQL**

0004E8         GSASQCIB DS    A                   A(SQLCIB) FOR SQLXQ CALL   **SQL**

0004EC         GSASQLIN DS    A                  A(WORKING LINE) FOR ADSOGSQL **SQL**

0004F0         GSASQHVC DS    H                  # ENTRIES IN HOST VAR TBL CHN**SQL**

0004F2         GSASQLRC DS    H                  # SQL REQUIRED RECS PROCESSD **SQL**

0004F4         GSASQLTO DS    H                   SQL SAVE TOKEN OFFSET       **SQL**

0004F6         GSASQHGC DS    H                   HOST VAR COUNT OF GRP ELEMS **SQL**

0004F8         GSASQHGR DS    CL2                 HOST VAR GROUP RECORD LEVEL **SQL**

0004FA                  DS    CL2                 RESERVED                   **SQL**

0004FC         GSASQLHV DS    F                   COUNTER FOR ADSOGNRS       **SQL**

000500         GSASQXPM DS    A                   SQLXQ PARM LIST ADDRESS    **SQL**

000504                  DS    CL2                 RESERVED                   **SQL**

000506                  ORG   ,                                              **SQL**

               GSAPREV  #FLAG X'80'               PREV STEP               *MET87343*

000506         GSAPREVI DS    0XL1

        00080  GSAPREVM EQU   X'80'
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               GSANEXT  #FLAG X'40'               NEXT STEP               *MET87343*

000506         GSANEXTI DS    0XL1

        00040  GSANEXTM EQU   X'40'

               GSAPGTO  #FLAG X'20'               PAGE-TO SELECTED        *MET87343*

000506         GSAPGTOI DS    0XL1

        00020  GSAPGTOM EQU   X'20'

               GSACERR  #FLAG X'10'               GLOBAL COMPILE ERROR    *MET87343*

000506         GSACERRI DS    0XL1

        00010  GSACERRM EQU   X'10'

               GSACTRP  #FLAG X'08'               GLOBAL COMPILE LOOP TRAP *MET87343*

000506         GSACTRPI DS    0XL1

        00008  GSACTRPM EQU   X'08'

               GSAGEN2  #FLAG X'04'              CALL GEN2 (NOT JUST EDIT) *MET87343*

000506         GSAGEN2I DS    0XL1

        00004  GSAGEN2M EQU   X'04'

                        #FLAG X'02'

                        #FLAG X'01'

000506         GSATBFLG DS    X                   FLAG BYTE FOR TOOL BOX ADSG

               GSADWA   #FLAG X'80'               DWA WORK AREA FOR DNB BUILDING

000507         GSADWAI  DS    0XL1

        00080  GSADWAM  EQU   X'80'

               GSASHRT  #FLAG X'40'               ALLOCATE SHORT STORAGE FOR GWA

000507         GSASHRTI DS    0XL1

        00040  GSASHRTM EQU   X'40'

               GSAOSRE  #FLAG X'20'               OLD SRE FRMT RECOVERD FROM SUSPEND

000507         GSAOSREI DS    0XL1

        00020  GSAOSREM EQU   X'20'

               GSAMBB   #FLAG X'10'              MBB FOUND IN OCCURRING GRP*LCB84237*

000507         GSAMBBI  DS    0XL1

        00010  GSAMBBM  EQU   X'10'

               GSANMBB  #FLAG X'08'              OTHER THAN MBB IN OCCR GRP*LCB84237*

000507         GSANMBBI DS    0XL1

        00008  GSANMBBM EQU   X'08'

               GSAGBLT  #FLAG X'04'              GRD BUILT ON FIND REQUEST *JMA90351*

000507         GSAGBLTI DS    0XL1

        00004  GSAGBLTM EQU   X'04'

               GSAFFND  #FLAG X'02'              FIRST GRE FOUND IN RECORD ADS370/686

000507         GSAFFNDI DS    0XL1

        00002  GSAFFNDM EQU   X'02'

000507         GNRCFLG2 DS    X                   2ND FLAG BYTE FOR GNRC

000508         GSAWDBK  DS    F                  WORK DBKEY SAVE FIELD

00050C         GSAWDBK2 DS    F                  ANOTHER WORK DBKEY SAVE FIELD

000510         GSAMODNM DS    8F                  OCB LOAD MODULE NAME

000530         GSAPASSW DS    CL8                 PASSWORD OF USER SIGNED ON

000538         GSAFDNBA DS    A                   ADDR OF 1ST DIALOG NAME BLOCK

00053C         GSACDNBA DS    A                   ADDR OF CURR DIALOG NAME BLOCK

               *******************************************************************

               ***  THE FOLLOWING FIELDS ARE USED BY ADSA TO SAVE CONTROL BLOCK  ***

               ***  ADDRESSES DURING A PSEUDO-CONVERSE                           ***

               *******************************************************************

000540         GSACGABA DS    A                  * CURRENT GAB ADDRESS    *MDR85086*

000544         GSACGFEA DS    A                  * CURRENT GFE ADDRESS    *MDR85086*

000548         GSACGARA DS    A                  * CURRENT GAR ADDRESS    *MDR85086*
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00054C         GSACGFRA DS    A                  * CURRENT GFR ADDRESS    *MDR85086*

000550         GSACMSQA DS    A                  * CURRENT MSQ ADDRESS    *MDR85086*

000554         GSACURNA DS    A                  * CURRENT URN ADDRESS    *MDR85086*

000558         GSACGTCA DS    A                  * CURRENT GTC ADDRESS    *MDR85086*

00055C         GSACGMEA DS    A                  * CURRENT GME ADDRESS    *MDR05086*

               ***NOTE: GSACARDA - THE CURRENT ARD ADDRESS IS DEFINED EARLIER IN

               ***                 THIS DSECT.  IT'S OUT OF SEQUENCE DUE TO LACK

               ***                 OF FULLWORDS HERE.

               *******************************************************************

               ***  THE FOLLOWING FIELDS ARE A PARAMTER AREA USED BY THE ADSA    ***

               ***  SESSION JOURNALLING ROUTINE                                  ***

               *******************************************************************

000560         GSAJPCT  DS    F                 * JOURNAL PARAMETER COUNT *MDR85086*

000564         GSAJP1L  DS    F                  * JOURNAL PARM 1 LENGTH  *MDR85086*

000568         GSAJP1A  DS    A                  * JOURNAL PARM 1 ADDRESS *MDR85086*

00056C         GSAJP2L  DS    F                  * JOURNAL PARM 2 LENGTH  *MDR85086*

000570         GSAJP2A  DS    A                  * JOURNAL PARM 2 ADDRESS *MDR85086*

000574         GSAJP3L  DS    F                  * JOURNAL PARM 3 LENGTH  *MDR85086*

000578         GSAJP3A  DS    A                  * JOURNAL PARM 3 ADDRESS *MDR85086*

00057C                  ORG   GSAJPCT            *                        *MDR85086*

000560         GSAARAWK DS    A                  * ADDRESS OF ADSOAWRK    *MDR85086*

000564         GSAARUNI DS    A                  * ADDRESS OF ADSOAUNI    *MDR85086*

000568         GSAARCPL DS    5A                 * ADDITIONAL PARMS       *MDR85086*

00057C         GSACGVEA DS    A                   ADDR OF CURRENT GVE OF GCE

000580         GSAGRDS  DS    A                   ADDR OF GRD BEING USED (GNNC)

000584         GSAFUNC  DS    H                   FUNC NUM USED IN ADSOGACT

000586         GSALENSV DS    H                 * FOR GNRC - HOLDS FIELD LEN

000588         GSARGSV3 DS    F                   3RD WORD FOR REGISTER SAVES

00058C         GSARACTA DS    A                   ADDR OF RECORD ACTIVITY CNTL BLK

000590         GSASACTA DS    A                   ADDR OF SET ACTIVITY CNTL BLK

000594         GSARGSV4 DS    F                  4TH WORD FOR REGISTER SAVE*LCB84110*

000598         GSAFDBFS DS    F                   FDB BUFFER SIZE         *LCB84117*

00059C         GSAMSTBA DS    A               ** USER FUNC MASTER TBL ADDR *LCB84137*

0005A0         GSALMTBA DS    A               ** USER FUNC XDE MODEL LOAD M*LCB84137*

0005A4         GSAFNTBA DS    A               ** USER FUNC FUNC TABLE ADDR *LCB84137*

0005A8         GSACFNTA DS    A               ** USER FUNC CURR FUNC TBL AD*LCB84137*

0005AC         GSAFNC#E DS    H               ** USER FUNC MAST TBL # ENTRI*LCB84137*

0005AE         GSARDLVL DS    H       Used to save Redef level in FDE gen   *MCM88086*

0005B0         GSACXMDA DS    A                ** USER FUNC XDE MODEL HDR  *LCB84137*

0005B4         GSAMFTLN DS    F               ** USER FUNC MASTER TBL LEN  *LCB84138*

0005B8         GSACPTCH DS    A                   GEN1,RGEN,BGEN COMMON MODULE PATCH

0005BC         DATEPARM DS    0F

0005BC                  DS    A                   ADDR OF GREGDATE

0005C0                  DS    AL1(128)

0005C1                  DS    AL3(TIME)

0005C4         GREGDATE DS    CL8

0005CC         TIME     DS    CL8

0005D4         GSAPATCH DS    A                   PATCH AREA ADDRESS

               * THE FOLLOWING ITEMS ARE USED BY ADSOGNRI THE RECORD INITIALIZATION

               * ROUTINE.

               *IXDERST DS    4F                  RESULT XDE

               *IXDESRC DS    4F                  SOURCE XDE

0005D8         RIXDEADR DS    F     ADDRESS OF GETSTG'D AREA FOR BUILDING XDE LIST
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0005DC         RIPLIST  DS    5F                  PLIST FOR EVAL

0005F0         RIEVALWK DS    F                   ADDR OF WORK AREA FOR EVAL

0005F4                  DS    6F           RESERVED FOR FUTURE USE

00060C         RIVXDE   DS    9F                  ROOM FOR 3 VXDE'S

000630         RIWKDATA DS    CL34                EDITED SOURCE VALUE

               RIDECFN  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF DEC PT FOUND IN VALUE

000652         RIDECFNI DS    0XL1

        00080  RIDECFNM EQU   X'80'

               RISTG    #FLAG X'40'               ON IF STORAGE GOTTEN FOR EVAL

000652         RISTGI   DS    0XL1

        00040  RISTGM   EQU   X'40'

               RIFLDLN  #FLAG X'20'               ON IF USING L'FIELD NOT L'VALUE

000652         RIFLDLNI DS    0XL1

        00020  RIFLDLNM EQU   X'20'

000652         RISWITCH DS    X                   SWITCHS

               * END OF ITEMS FOR ADSOGNRI THE RECORD INITIALIZATION ROUTINE

                        @SSCTRL

000658                  DS    0D

000658         SSCTRL   DS    0CL200

000658 4       PGMNAME  DC    CL8' '

000660 F       ERRSTAT  DC    C'1400'

000664 0       DBKEY    DC    F'0'

000668 4       RECNAME  DC    CL16' '

000678 4       AREANAME DC    CL16' '

000688 4       ERRORSET DC    CL16' '

000698 4       ERRORREC DC    CL16' '

0006A8 4       ERRAREA  DC    CL16' '

0006B8         SSCIDBCM DS    0F

0006B8 0       IDBMSCOM DC    25F'0'

00071C                  ORG   IDBMSCOM

0006B8         SSCPINFO DS    0F                      CURRENT PAGE GROUP/DBKEY RADIX

0006B8 0       SSCPGRUP DC    H'0'                     CURRENT PAGE GROUP

0006BA 0       SSCRADIX DC    H'0'                     CURRENT DBKEY RADIX

0006BC                  ORG   ,

00071C 0       DIRDBKEY DC    F'0'

000720         DBSTATUS DS    0CL7

000720 4       DBSTMTCD DC    CL2' '

000722 4       DBSTATCD DC    CL5' ',CL1' '

000728 0       RECOCCUR DC    F'0'

00072C 0       DMLSEQ   DC    F'0'

        00730  GSAINTL  EQU   ((*-GSA+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF GSA TO INITIALIZE

000730         MRB2PLST DS    20F                 MAPPING PLIST AREA

               **** HERE FOLLOWS THE MAPPING WORK AREAS

               *DSGMPDG DS    0F                  DIALOG SCREEN MRB

               *DSGMPPM DS    0F                  PREMAP SCREEN MRB

               *DSGMPRS DS    0F                  RESPONSE SCREEN MRB

               *DSGMPNC DS    0F                  NEW COPY SCREEN MRB

               *DSGMPDO DS    0F                  DIALOG OPTIONS SCREEN MRB

000780         GSAMRB   DS    A                   ADDRESS OF MRB FOR GENERATOR MAPS

000784         GSAPRMA  DS    A                   ADDR OF PARM LIST (UMBRELLA)

000788         GSAUPROD DS    CL8                 PRODUCT NAME FOR UMBRELLA PRODUCTS

000790         GSAUSESD DS    0CL16               SESSION DESCRIPTOR FOR UMBRELLA

000790         GSAUSDLG DS    CL8                 DIALOG NAME
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000798         GSAUSVER DS    CL4                 DIALOG VERSION

00079C                  DS    CL4                 EXTRA BYTES IN SESSION DESCRIPTOR

               GSAUMBR  #FLAG X'80'               ADSG IS RUNNING UNDER THE UMBRELLA

0007A0         GSAUMBRI DS    0XL1

        00080  GSAUMBRM EQU   X'80'

               GSAURES  #FLAG X'40'               RESUMING OLD UMBRELLA SESSION

0007A0         GSAURESI DS    0XL1

        00040  GSAURESM EQU   X'40'

               GSARDUP  #FLAG X'20'               ON IF RESPONSE PROC IS DUPLICATE

0007A0         GSARDUPI DS    0XL1

        00020  GSARDUPM EQU   X'20'

               GSANODL  #FLAG X'10'               ON IF NO DLG NAME ENTERED*RQE84138*

0007A0         GSANODLI DS    0XL1

        00010  GSANODLM EQU   X'10'

               GSAGRE   #FLAG X'08'               ON IF CHECKING FOR DUP DN*GWG90088*

0007A0         GSAGREI  DS    0XL1

        00008  GSAGREM  EQU   X'08'

0007A0         GSAGPFL1 DS    X                   GENERAL PURPOSE FLAG 1

0007A1                  DS    XL3                 RESERVED FOR FUTURE USE

0007A4         GSADGEP1 DS    A                   GDNG ENTRY PT ADDR -MAPFLD PRCSSNG

0007A8         GSASYAA  DS    A                   ADDR OF SYMBOL TABLE

0007AC         GSAUIIA  DS    A                   ADDR OF UMBRELLA IDD WORK AREA

0007B0         GSAROLNM DS    CL32                ROLE NAME

0007D0         GSARRECA DS    A                   GRD ADDR FOR ROLE

0007D4         GSAPRECA DS    A                   GRD ADDR FOR PRIMARY REC FOR ROLE

0007D8         GSAROLSV DS    F                   REGISTER SAVE FOR BLDROL

0007DC         GSAMINDX DS    H                   MAP RECORD INDEX FOR CURRENT REC

0007DE         GSANMXDE DS    H                  # OF ENTRIES IN MXDE TABLE*LCB84159*

0007E0         GSAFWD   DS    F                   FULLWORD WORK FIELD

0007E4         GSARPEP1 DS    A                   ADDR OF GNRP ENTRY PT

0007E8         GSANODE  DS    CL8                 TEMP HOLDER FOR NODENAME

0007F0         GSADICT  DS    CL8                 TEMP HOLDER FOR DICT DBNAME

0007F8         GSATMXDE DS    A                   ADDR OF MXDE TABLE     *JMA85070**

               *        GSACSAA ABOVE AND THE ADSCSAA FIELD SPECIFIED BELOW BOTH

               *        CONTAIN THE SAME ADDRESS AND SHOULD BE INITIALIZED TOGETHER

0007FC         ADSCSAA  DS    A                   #ENTER NAME FOR CSA ADDR *PHH85085*

000800         ADSIDMSA DS    A                  #ENTER NAME FOR IDMS ADDR *PHH85085*

000804         ADSENTP  DS    3F                  #ENTER NAME FOR PARMS   *PHH85085*

000810         GSACMPRA DS    A                   ADDR OF COMPRESS BUFFER   ECM86175

000814         GSADADSA DS    A                   Address of ADADS block     LMA

000818         GSASQCFA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF SQCFRNT BLOCK *LMA87321*

00081C         GSATCEA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF TCE          *MET88081*

000820                  DS    10F                 RESERVED FOR FUTURE USE *MET88081*

000848         GSAMPRCD DS    CL1200             GENERATOR MAP RECORD AREA*JMA85070*

               *__FOLLOWING FIELDS STARTING WITH BTCH ARE BATCH GENERATOR FIELDS--*

000CF8                  ORG   GSAMPRCD

000848         BTCHPMAP DS    CL32                BATCH PREMAP NAME

000868         BTCHPVER DS    H                   BATCH PREMAP VERSION

00086A         BTCHRESP DS    CL32                BATCH RESPONSE NAME

00088A         BTCHRVER DS    H                   BATCH RESPONSE VERSION

00088C         BTCHREDT DS    CL3                 BATCH RESPONSE EDIT ERROR FIELD

00088F         BTCHRCKY DS    CL5                 BATCH RESPONSE CONTROL KEY

000894         BTCHRFNC DS    CL32                BATCH RESPONSE FUNC NAME
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0008B4         BTCHINBF DS    CL80                BATCH INPUT BUFFER

000904         BTCHCOLM  DS   H                   BATCH LEX COLUMN

000906         BTCHLNTH  DS   H                   BATCH LEX TOKEN LENGTH

000908         BTCHADDR  DS   A                   BATCH LEX CURRENT TOKEN ADDRESS

00090C         BTCHFKEY  DS   X                   CONVERTED BTCHRCKY

00090D         BTCHNCNM  DS   CL32                BATCH NEW COPY NAME

00092E         BTCHNCVR  DS   H                   BATCH NEW COPY VERSION

000930         BTCHNCNC  DS   CL1                 BATCH NEW COPY DENOTER

000931         BTCHNCWK  DS   CL1                 BATCH WORK RCD DENOTER

               BTCHFLG   #FLAG X'80'              BATCH FLAG SET TO FAIL

000932         BTCHFLGI DS    0XL1

        00080  BTCHFLGM EQU   X'80'

               BTCHNGN   #FLAG X'40'              FLAG SET SO DLG CANT BE GENERATED

000932         BTCHNGNI DS    0XL1

        00040  BTCHNGNM EQU   X'40'

               BTCHPRT   #FLAG X'20'              FLAG SET SO LINE DONT GET PRTND 2

000932         BTCHPRTI DS    0XL1

        00020  BTCHPRTM EQU   X'20'

               BTCHNCP   #FLAG X'10'              FLAG SET WHEN ADD REC NC/WK PARSED

000932         BTCHNCPI DS    0XL1

        00010  BTCHNCPM EQU   X'10'

               BTCHPCP   #FLAG X'08'              FLAG SET WHEN PREMAP FAILS TO COMP

000932         BTCHPCPI DS    0XL1

        00008  BTCHPCPM EQU   X'08'

               BTCHERR   #FLAG X'04'              FLAG SET WHEN SYNTAX ERRORS FOUND

000932         BTCHERRI DS    0XL1

        00004  BTCHERRM EQU   X'04'

               GSARC8    #FLAG X'02'              SET WHEN COND CODE 8 NEEDED

000932         GSARC8I  DS    0XL1

        00002  GSARC8M  EQU   X'02'

               GSARC4    #FLAG X'01'              SET WHEN COND CODE 4 NEEDED

000932         GSARC4I  DS    0XL1

        00001  GSARC4M  EQU   X'01'

000932         BTCHFLAG  DS    X

000934                   DS    0H

000934         BTCHMDIX  DS    X                  SAVE NCBMODIX FOR INTERNAL USE

000935         BTCHRSP   DS    CL1                STORES ADD/MOD/DEL OF PREMAP/RESP

000936         BTCHFRKY DS    CL5                 'FROM KEY' FOR RP MODIFY

00093B         BTCHFFNC DS    CL32                'FROM RESP VALUE' FOR RP MODIFY

               BTCHFRK  #FLAG X'80'               IF ON, BTCHFRKY IS SET

00095B         BTCHFRKI DS    0XL1

        00080  BTCHFRKM EQU   X'80'

               BTCHFRF  #FLAG X'40'               IF ON, BTCHFFNC IS SET

00095B         BTCHFRFI DS    0XL1

        00040  BTCHFRFM EQU   X'40'

               BTCHSSC  #FLAG X'20'               IF ON, SUBSCHEMA CHANGED *RQE85017*

00095B         BTCHSSCI DS    0XL1

        00020  BTCHSSCM EQU   X'20'

               BTCHFBC  #FLAG X'10'               IF ON, BTCHFRBK IS SET   *DKJ85162*

00095B         BTCHFBCI DS    0XL1

        00010  BTCHFBCM EQU   X'10'

00095B         BTCHFLG2 DS    X                   SECOND BATCH FLAG

00095C         BTCHFRKV DS    X                  'FROM KEY' INTERNAL VALUE*RQE84163*
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00095D         BTCHFBKY DS    X                   BCE INTERNAL VALUE      *DKJ85162*

00095E         BTCHFRBK DS    X                  'FROM BCE' INTERNAL VALUE*DKJ85162*

00095F         BTCHRDEF DS    CL3                 BATCH DEFAULT RESPONSE  *DKJ85149*

000962         BTCHRBCE DS    CL6                 BATCH CONTROL ELEMENT   *DKJ85149*

000968         BTCHFBCE DS    CL6                 'FROM BCE' FOR RP MODIFY *DKJ85162*

00096E                   ORG

        004B0  GSAMRECL EQU   *-GSAMPRCD          LENGTH OF MAP RECORD AREA

000CF8         GSAADPCH DS    F                  ADDR OF ADCM'S PATCH AREA*RQE86027**

000CFC         GSAGXCAD DS    F                   Addr of GEXC work storage

000D00         GSAGXCSZ DS    F                   Size of GEXC work storage

        00FA0  GSAXCSZ  EQU   4000                Length of ex code build area

000D04         SDRBUFA  DS    A                   SDR-042 BUFFER ADDRESS     **SQL**

000D08         SDESBUFA DS    A                   SDES-044 BUFFER ADDRESS    **SQL**

000D0C                  DS    7F                  RESERVED FOR FUTURE USE

        00D28  GSALEN   EQU   ((*-GSA+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF GSA

        00D28  GSAALEN  EQU   ((*-GSA+3)/4)*4     * LENGTH OF GSA FOR APPL GENERATOR

000D28         GSASTACK DS    0F                  START OF INTERNAL STACK

000D28         GSAASTCK DS    0F                  * START OF INT STACK FOR APPL GEN

GSSDS
                        COPY #GSSDS

******************************************************************

***                                                            ***

***          GSS : SUBSCHEMA AREA CONTROL BLOCK                ***

***                                                            ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.           ***

***                                                            ***

******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         GSS      DSECT                                     09/30/83

000000         GSSNXTA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF NEXT GSS

000004         GSSAREAN DS    CL32                SUBSCHEMA AREA NAME

000024         GSSPRLK  DS    F                   AREA PRIVACY LOCKS

000028         GSSRDY   DS    F                   AREA READY MODE

00002C         GSSACTA  DS    F                   ADDR OF AREA ACTIVITY CONTROL BLK

        00030  GSSLEN   EQU   *-GSS               LENGTH OF GSS

        0000C  GSSLENF  EQU   ((*-GSS+3)/4)       LENGTH OF GSS IN WORDS

GTCDS
                        COPY #GTCDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***   GTC: ADS APPLICATION GENERATOR TASK CODE RECORD  (INTERNAL) ***

***                                                               ***

***  GTC IS A DSECT THAT IS THE INTERNAL CONTROL BLOCK USED TO    ***

***  HOLD DATA FROM EACH ADSO-APPL-TASK-CODES RECORD.             ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***
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*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         GTC      DSECT                                     04/04/85

000000         GTCNXTA  DS    A                   ADDR OF NEXT GTC

000004         GTCPREVA DS    A                   ADDR OF PREVIOUS GTC

000008         GTCSEQN  DS    F                   TASK CODE SEQUENCE NUMBER

00000C         GTCNAME  DS    CL8                 TASK CODE NAME

000014         GTCTOPF  DS    CL8                 TOP FUNCTION FOR THIS TASK NAME

00001C         GTCFINDX DS    H                   TOP FUNCTION INDEX

        0001E  GTCLEN   EQU   *-GTC               LENGTH OF GTC

        00008  GTCLENF  EQU   ((*-GTC+3)/4)       LENGTH OF GTC IN FULL WORDS

GWADS
                        COPY #GWADS

*******************************************************************

***                                                              ***

***          GWA : ADS/ONLINE GENERATOR WORK AREA                ***

***                                                              ***

*** GWA DEFINES THE                                              ***

*** ADS GENERATOR.  THIS KEPT STORAGE IS MANAGED LIKE THE        ***

*** RECORD BUFFER BLOCKS IN THE ONLINE SYSTEM. SIZE IS GOVERNED  ***

*** BY THE BUFFER SIZES SPECIFIED IN THE OCB.  THE FIRST GWA     ***

*** IS ALLOCATED ACCORDING TO OCBPBFSZ, ANY SECONDARY GWA'S      ***

*** ARE THE SIZE SPECIFIED IN OCBSBFSZ.  THE GWA CONTAINS ALL    ***

*** THE CONTROL BLOCKS NEEDED TO PROCESS A DIALOG, SYSCTRL, AND  ***

*** MRB'S FOR THE GENERATOR MAPS.                                ***

***                                                              ***

***                 ----------------------                       ***

***                                                              ***

*** A SEPARATE CHAIN OF STORAGE AREAS IS MAINTAINED FOR THE USE  ***

*** OF THE PROCESS MODULES.  THESE ARE MANAGED EXACTLY AS THE    ***

*** GWA, BUT ARE CALLED PROCESS WORK AREAS, OR "PWA'S". THIS     ***

*** SAME CONTROL BLOCK IS USED TO MANAGE THE PWA STORAGE         ***

*** ROUTINE IN ADSOGNRC.                                         ***

***                                                              ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.             ***

***                                                              ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         GWA      DSECT                                              11/11/91

000000         GWAID    DS    CL4                     "GWA*" OR "PWA*"

000004         GWANXTA  DS    A                       ADDRESS OF NEXT GWA

000008                  ORG   GWANXTA

               GWAPRIM  #FLAG X'80'                   ON IF PRIMARY GWA

000004         GWAPRIMI DS    0XL1

        00080  GWAPRIMM EQU   X'80'

000004                  DS    X

000005                  ORG

000008         GWAPREVA DS    A                       ADDRESS OF PREVIOUS GWA

00000C         GWASIZE  DS    F                       SIZE OF THIS GWA
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000010         GWAFREEA DS    A                       ADDRESS OF FIRST FREE SPACE

        00014  GWALEN   EQU   ((*-GWA+3)/4)*4         LENGTH OF GWA HEADER PORTION

000000         GWAWK    DSECT                         PRESENT IN PRIMARY GWA ONLY

000000         GWAGFDBA DS    A                       ADDRESS OF GFDB

000004         GWAFGRDA DS    A                       ADDRESS OF FIRST GRD

000008         GWALGRDA DS    A                       ADDRESS OF LAST GRD

00000C         GWAGPMEA DS    A                       ADDRESS OF GPME

000010         GWAFGRSA DS    A                       ADDRESS OF FIRST GRSE

000014         GWALGRSA DS    A                       ADDRESS OF LAST GRSE

000018         GWACGRSA DS    A                       ADDRESS OF CURRENT GRS

00001C         GWAFGSSA DS    A                       ADDRESS OF FIRST GSS

000020         GWALGSSA DS    A                       ADDRESS OF LAST GSS

000024         GWAFGLEA DS    A                       ADDRESS OF FIRST GLE IN LIT PL

000028         GWALGLEA DS    A                       ADDRESS OF LAST GLE IN LIT PL

00002C         GWAFGLRA DS    A                       ADDRESS OF FIRST GLR

000030         GWALGLRA DS    A                       ADDRESS OF LAST GLR

000034         GWAFOFDA DS    A                       ADDRESS OF FIRST OFD

000038         GWALOFDA DS    A                       ADDRESS OF LAST OFD

00003C         GWANODE  DS    CL8                     ALTERNATE DBNAME

000044         GWADICT  DS    CL8                     ALTERNATE SUBSCHEMA NAME

00004C         GWAMSGS  DS    4F                      MESSAGE CODE TABLE

00005C         GWAMSGNM DS    H                       CURRENT MSG TABLE POSITION

00005E         GWALPOFF DS    H                       NEXT AVAIL. OFFSET IN LIT POOL

000060         GWANXTMD DS    H                       NEXT MODULE TO BE CALLED

000062         GWANXTFC DS    H                       FUNCTION CODE FOR NEXT MODULE

000064         GWARINDX DS    H                       HIGHEST EXISTING RECORD INDEX

000066         GWAIRAIX DS    H                       RECORD INDEX FOR IRA

000068         GWALITIX DS    H                       RECORD INDEX FOR LITPOOL

00006A         GWAVDBIX DS    H                       RECORD INDEX FOR VDB

00006C         GWAVREIX DS    H                       RECORD INDEX FOR VRE

00006E         GWARSPNM DS    CL32                    SELECTED RESPONSE NAME

00008E                  ORG   GWARSPNM

00006E         GWAPGID  DS    0CL26                   PARM LIST FOR #RTNCB MACRO

00006E         GWAPGNM  DS    CL8                     PROGRAM NAME     *RZM86031043

000076         GWAPGVER DS    H                       PROGRAM VERSION   *RZM86031043

000078         GWAPNODE DS    CL8                     NODE NAME FOR PGM *RZM86031043

000080         GWAPDICT DS    CL8                     DICT NAME FOR PGM *RZM86031043

000088                  ORG

00008E         GWARCDNM DS    CL32                    SELECTED RECORD NAME

0000AE         GWAACTN  DS    X                       CURRENT ACTION CODE

               GWADISP  #FLAG X'80'                   ON IF IN DISPLAY MODE

0000AF         GWADISPI DS    0XL1

        00080  GWADISPM EQU   X'80'

               GWAFAST  #FLAG X'40'                   ON IF IN FAST MODE

0000AF         GWAFASTI DS    0XL1

        00040  GWAFASTM EQU   X'40'

               GWAFSEL  #FLAG X'20'                   ON IF NEXT FUNCTION SELECTED

0000AF         GWAFSELI DS    0XL1

        00020  GWAFSELM EQU   X'20'

               GWASTMP  #FLAG X'10'                   ON WHEN STEP MODE MAPOUT

0000AF         GWASTMPI DS    0XL1

        00010  GWASTMPM EQU   X'10'

               GWAMSG   #FLAG X'08'                   ON IF MESSAGES FOR SCREEN
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0000AF         GWAMSGI  DS    0XL1

        00008  GWAMSGM  EQU   X'08'

               GWAMSOV  #FLAG X'04'                   ON IF MORE THAN 4 MESSAGES

0000AF         GWAMSOVI DS    0XL1

        00004  GWAMSOVM EQU   X'04'

               GWACERR  #FLAG X'02'                   ON WHEN COMPILE ERRORS

0000AF         GWACERRI DS    0XL1

        00002  GWACERRM EQU   X'02'

               GWANDFL  #FLAG X'01'                   ON IF DIFFERENT NODE SPECIFIED

0000AF         GWANDFLI DS    0XL1

        00001  GWANDFLM EQU   X'01'

0000AF         GWAFLAG1 DS    X

               GWAFIND  #FLAG X'80'                   GNDB DOES FIND, NOT OBTAIN

0000B0         GWAFINDI DS    0XL1

        00080  GWAFINDM EQU   X'80'

               GWAGPM   #FLAG X'40'                   ON IF GWACPROA POINTS TO A GPM

0000B0         GWAGPMI  DS    0XL1

        00040  GWAGPMM  EQU   X'40'

               GWAPERR  #FLAG X'20'                   ERROR FOUND IN LAST NC SCREEN

0000B0         GWAPERRI DS    0XL1

        00020  GWAPERRM EQU   X'20'

               GWASTSK  #FLAG X'10'                   ON IF GEN2 RUNNING AS SUBTASK

0000B0         GWASTSKI DS    0XL1

        00010  GWASTSKM EQU   X'10'

               GWALR    #FLAG X'08'                   ON IF ONLY LR ACCESS ALLOWED

0000B0         GWALRI   DS    0XL1

        00008  GWALRM   EQU   X'08'

               GWANOLR  #FLAG X'04'                   ON IF NO LR ACCESS ALLOWED

0000B0         GWANOLRI DS    0XL1

        00004  GWANOLRM EQU   X'04'

               GWANOPR  #FLAG X'02'                   ON IF NO PRINT IN BATCH COMPLR

0000B0         GWANOPRI DS    0XL1

        00002  GWANOPRM EQU   X'02'

               GWABTCH  #FLAG X'01'                   ON IF BATCH COMPILER

0000B0         GWABTCHI DS    0XL1

        00001  GWABTCHM EQU   X'01'

0000B0         GWAFLAG2 DS    X

               GWABCOM  #FLAG X'80'                   ON IF ADSOBCOM      ADS370/703

0000B1         GWABCOMI DS    0XL1

        00080  GWABCOMM EQU   X'80'

               GWAVER   #FLAG X'40'                   ON IF VERSION QUALIFIERS

0000B1         GWAVERI  DS    0XL1

        00040  GWAVERM  EQU   X'40'

               GWAALL   #FLAG X'20'                   ON IF REGENNING ALL DIALOGS

0000B1         GWAALLI  DS    0XL1

        00020  GWAALLM  EQU   X'20'

               GWAMAPR  #FLAG X'10'                   ON IF MAP RECORDS PROCESSED

0000B1         GWAMAPRI DS    0XL1

        00010  GWAMAPRM EQU   X'10'

0000B1         GWABFLG1 DS    X                       BATCH GENERATOR FLAG BYTE

0000B4         STMTNUM  DS    F                       TEXT-088 SEQUENCE NUMBER

0000B8         INBUF    DS    CL80                    INPUT BUFFER AREA

000108         GWAMSGLN DS    CL4                     RELATIVE LINE NUMS FOR GNNC
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00010C         GWAOTBIX DS    H                       RECORD INDEX FOR OTB

00010E         GWAPRBCT DS    H                       CURRENT # OF BATCH PRINT BUFFS

000110         GWAFPRBA DS    A                       ADDR OF 1ST BATCH PRINT BUFFER

000114         GWAFDNBA DS    A                       ADDR OF 1ST DIALOG NAME BLOCK

000118         GWACDNBA DS    A                       ADDR OF CURRENT DNB

00011C         GWAFRDBA DS    A                       ADDR OF 1ST REQUEST DESC BLK

000120         GWACRDBA DS    A                       ADDR OF CURRENT RDB

000124         GWAFRVBA DS    A                       ADDR OF 1ST REQUEST VER BLOCK

000128         GWACRVBA DS    A                       ADDR OF 1ST REQUEST VER BLOCK

00012C         GWACPRBA DS    A                       ADDR OF CURRENT PRINT BUFFER

000130         GWAPRDBK DS    F                       DBK FOR PROG-051 FOR DIALOG

000134         GWAUSERN DS    CL32                    USER ID FOR USER

000154         GWAPASSW DS    CL8                     PASSWORD FOR USER

00015C         GWAFPXCA DS    F                       1ST PROCESS HDR EXEC CNTL BLK

000160         GWALPXCA DS    F                       LAST PROC EXECUTABLE CODE BLK

000164         GWANFDBA DS    F                       ADDR OF AREA TO BUILD NEW FDB

000168         GWANFDBS DS    F                       LENGTH OF NEW FDB

00016C         GWACPXCA DS    F                       ADDR OF CURRENT PEXC CNTL BLK

000170         GWACOFTB DS    F                       CURRENT ENTRY IN OFFSET TABLE

               GWATRUE  #FLAG X'80'                   TRUE OFFSET FND IN OFFSET TBL

000174         GWATRUEI DS    0XL1

        00080  GWATRUEM EQU   X'80'

               GWAFLSE  #FLAG X'40'                   FALSE OFFSET FND IN OFFSET TBL

000174         GWAFLSEI DS    0XL1

        00040  GWAFLSEM EQU   X'40'

               GWAPRGF  #FLAG X'20'                   DIALOG FAILED PROG REGIST.

000174         GWAPRGFI DS    0XL1

        00020  GWAPRGFM EQU   X'20'

               GWAASEC  #FLAG X'10'                   ADS PRODUCT SECURITY IS ON

000174         GWAASECI DS    0XL1

        00010  GWAASECM EQU   X'10'

000174         GWACMTST DS    X                       FLAG BYTE

000175         GWAUNXF  DS    X                       NEXT TASK FLAG (UMBRELLA)

000176         GWAMSWIX DS    H                       REC INDEX FOR MAP SWITCH REC

000178         GWAUCEA  DS    A                       ADDR OF SUBTASK PARAMETER LIST

00017C         GWAUDBK  DS    A                       DBKEY OF USER-047

000180         GWANFDBF DS    F                       NEW FDB BUFFER SIZE *LCB84117*

000184         GWAUNXT  DS    CL8                     NEXT TASK CODE (UMBRELLA)

00018C         GWARCDVR DS    H                       SELECT RECORD VERSION (UMBR)

00018E         GWAPUBL  DS    X                       PUBL051 VALUE IN PROG-051

               GWAOLM   #FLAG X'80'                   ONLINE MAP (GNDB 15) *JMA85078*

00018F         GWAOLMI  DS    0XL1

        00080  GWAOLMM  EQU   X'80'

               GWAINPM  #FLAG X'40'                   INPUT MAP (GNDB 15) *JMA85078*

00018F         GWAINPMI DS    0XL1

        00040  GWAINPMM EQU   X'40'

               GWAOUTM  #FLAG X'20'                   OUTPUT MAP (GNDB 15) *JMA85078*

00018F         GWAOUTMI DS    0XL1

        00020  GWAOUTMM EQU   X'20'

               GWAPRSI  #FLAG X'08'                   INPUT PARSED

00018F         GWAPRSII DS    0XL1

        00008  GWAPRSIM EQU   X'08'

               GWAPRSO  #FLAG X'04'                   OUTPUT PARSED
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00018F         GWAPRSOI DS    0XL1

        00004  GWAPRSOM EQU   X'04'

               GWAPRSS  #FLAG X'02'                   SUSFILE PARSED

00018F         GWAPRSSI DS    0XL1

        00002  GWAPRSSM EQU   X'02'

00018F         GWAFLAG3 DS    X                       FLAG BYTE           *JMA85078*

000190         GWASTKST DS    A                       MESSAGE PARM STACK START ADDR

000194         GWASTKCT DS    F                       MESSAGE PARM STACK COUNT

               GWAXIRC  #FLAG X'80'                   AN EXTERNAL REC FOR AN*JMA85344*

000198         GWAXIRCI DS    0XL1

        00080  GWAXIRCM EQU   X'80'

               *                                      OUTPUT MAP IS ALSO AN *JMA85344*

               *                                      INTERNAL RECORD     *JMA85344*

               GWAXREC  #FLAG X'40'                  AN EXTERNAL REC FOR AN*JMA85344*

000198         GWAXRECI DS    0XL1

        00040  GWAXRECM EQU   X'40'

               *                                     OUTPUT MAP IS NOT USED*JMA85344*

               *                                     AS AN INTERNAL RECORD *JMA85344*

               GWACOPY  #FLAG X'20'                   COPY FROM SESSION   *MET87215*

000198         GWACOPYI DS    0XL1

        00020  GWACOPYM EQU   X'20'

               GWAWNDO  #FLAG X'10'                   GNRP IN WINDOW MODE *MET87219*

000198         GWAWNDOI DS    0XL1

        00010  GWAWNDOM EQU   X'10'

               GWAMAP2  #FLAG X'08'                  ALTERNATE WINDOW MAP *MET87243*

000198         GWAMAP2I DS    0XL1

        00008  GWAMAP2M EQU   X'08'

               GWAPSRC  #FLAG X'04'                   PSRC SCRATCH EXISTS *MET87342*

000198         GWAPSRCI DS    0XL1

        00004  GWAPSRCM EQU   X'04'

               GWAQUOT  #FLAG X'02'                  WITHIN QUOTED STRING *ECM87272*

000198         GWAQUOTI DS    0XL1

        00002  GWAQUOTM EQU   X'02'

               GWARSUM  #FLAG X'01'                  RESUME AFTER OTP CALL *MET87295*

000198         GWARSUMI DS    0XL1

        00001  GWARSUMM EQU   X'01'

000198         GWAFLAG4 DS    X                       FLAG BYTE           *JMA85344*

               GWAGERR  #FLAG X'80'                   GENERATE ERROR      *MET88076*

000199         GWAGERRI DS    0XL1

        00080  GWAGERRM EQU   X'80'

               GWAPEND  #FLAG X'40'                   DROP PENDING        *MET88076*

000199         GWAPENDI DS    0XL1

        00040  GWAPENDM EQU   X'40'

               GWADLM   #FLAG X'20'                   COMMENT STATEMENT  GIK91081032

000199         GWADLMI  DS    0XL1

        00020  GWADLMM  EQU   X'20'

000199         GWAFLAG5 DS    X                       FLAG BYTE           *MET88076*

00019A         GWAPROD  DS    X                       PRODUCT VERSION    *MET88076*

        00001  GWAIDMS  EQU   1                       .. IDMS             *MET88076*

        00002  GWAVSAM  EQU   2                       .. VSAM             *MET88076*

        00003  GWADB2   EQU   3                       .. DB2              *MET88076*

00019B         GWAMDTYP DS    X                      MODULE (AND SRE) TYPE *MET88067*

        00006  GWADCTYP EQU   6                       .. DECLARATION      *MET88067*
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        00002  GWAPMTYP EQU   2                       .. PREMAP           *MET88067*

        00003  GWARSTYP EQU   3                       .. RESPONSE         *MET88067*

00019C         GWAXGRDA DS    F                      ADDR OF GRD FOR EXTERN*JMA85344*

               *                                      REC FOR OUTPUT MAP   *JMA85344*

               *                                      (FOR GNRC & GFDB TO  *JMA85344*

               *                                     SET UP INIT COMPRESSED*JMA85344*

               *                                      RECORD)             *JMA85344*

0001A0         GWASIL   DS    H                       LENGTH OF SHIFTIN          BZJ

0001A2         GWASOL   DS    H                       LENGTH OF SHIFTOUT         BZJ

0001A4         GWASO    DS    XL3                     SHIFTOUT SEQUENCE          BZJ

0001A7         GWASI    DS    XL3                     SHIFTIN  SEQUENCE         BZJ

               GWADBCS  #FLAG X'40'                   ON IF IN DBCS FIELD        BZJ

0001AA         GWADBCSI DS    0XL1

        00040  GWADBCSM EQU   X'40'

               GWAGLT   #FLAG X'80'                   ON IF PROCESING G-LITERAL  BZJ

0001AA         GWAGLTI  DS    0XL1

        00080  GWAGLTM  EQU   X'80'

               GWADBCA  #FLAG X'20'                   ON IF DBCS SUPPORT ACTIVE  BZJ

0001AA         GWADBCAI DS    0XL1

        00020  GWADBCAM EQU   X'20'

               GWAGLER  #FLAG X'10'                  G-LITERAL ERROR FLAG *TBL89009*

0001AA         GWAGLERI DS    0XL1

        00010  GWAGLERM EQU   X'10'

               GWASRRC  #FLAG X'08'  On  -> Record spec'd for Send/Receive *MCM88071*

0001AA         GWASRRCI DS    0XL1

        00008  GWASRRCM EQU   X'08'

               *                     Off -> Element spec'd for Send/Receive*MCM88071*

0001AA         GWADBCSP DS    X                       FLAG BYTE FOR DBCS SUPPORT BZJ

0001AB         GWAMLINE DS    X                       MAP LINE INDEX      *MET87244*

0001AC         GWAWIRA  DS    A                      TOOL BOX WIR RCD ADDR *MET87202*

0001B0         GWASCAIX DS    H                       SQL COMM AREA INDEX *LMA88030*

0001B2         GWASCALN DS    H                        AND LENGTH         *LMA88040*

0001B4         GWAPBFIX DS    H                       SQL PBUFF INDEX     *LMA88030*

0001B6         GWAPBFLN DS    H                        AND LENGTH         *LMA88040*

0001B8         GWADBFIX DS    H                       SQL DBUFF INDEX     *LMA88030*

0001BA         GWADBFLN DS    H                        AND LENGTH         *LMA88040*

0001BC         GWAQUEID DS    0CL16                   QUEUE ID FOR SUSPEND *MET88064*

0001BC         GWAQDNAM DS    CL8                     DIALOG NAME         *MET88064*

0001C4         GWAQDVER DS    CL4                     DIALOG VERSION      *MET88064*

0001C8         GWAQTOOL DS    CL4                     TOOL ID -- $DLG      *MET88064*

0001CC         GWAGDCLA DS    F                       ADDRESS OF GDCL     *MET88064*

0001D0         GWAPSRID DS    CL8                     PRINT SOURCE SCR ID *MET88064*

0001D8         GWAFFD@  DS    A        Address of first GRD/GRE on chain  *MCM88064*

               *                         to be used to generate FDEs in     *MCM88064*

               *                         the FDB.                         *MCM88064*

0001DC         GWALFD@  DS    A        Address of last GRD/GRE on chain   *MCM88064*

               *                         to be used to generate FDEs in     *MCM88064*

               *                         the FDB.                         *MCM88064*

0001E0         GWANFDO  DS    F        Next offset available in FDE area  *MCM88064*

               *                         of FDB.                          *MCM88064*

0001E4         GWASGRDA DS    F        Address of GRD for send/receive arg *MCM88081*

0001E8         GWASGREA DS    F        Address of GRE for send/receive arg *MCM88081*

0001EC         GWACHRL  DS    H        LENGTH OF A DBCS CHAR              *MET89025*
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0001EE                  DS    H                       RESERVED            *MET89025*

0001F0         GWAPLIDA DS    A        ADDRESS OF 80 BYTE STG PRIMED WITH  *JMA91143*

               *                      PROCESS INFO FOR PRINT BUF MAINTNANCE*JMA91143*

0001F4         GWASLPOF DS    F      SAVE START-OF-PROCESS LIT.POOL OFFSETADS370/706

0001F8                  DS    4F                      RESERVED            *JMA91143*

               *        DS    5F                      RESERVED            *JMA91143*

        00208  GWAWKLEN EQU   ((*-GWAWK+3)/4)*4       LENGTH OF GWA WORK DSECT

        00082  GWAWKLNF EQU   ((*-GWAWK+3)/4)         LENGTH OF GWA WORK IN WORDS

INCDS
                        COPY #INCDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***    INCLUDS: INCLUDE STATEMENT SAVE AREA                       ***

***                                                               ***

***    INC IS A DSECT THAT DESCRIBES THE TEMPORARY WORK AREA      ***

***    NEEDED FOR SAVING THE PROCESSING ENVIRONMENT WHEN AN       ***

***    INCLUDE STATEMENT IN ENCOUNTER AS A COMMAND IN A PROCESS.  ***

***                                                               ***

***    EACH TIME AN INCLUDE STATEMENT IS ENCOUTERED, THE          ***

***    FOLLOWING INFORMATION MUST BE SAVED BEFORE CONTINUING:     ***

***                                                               ***

***      1 - RESPONSE PROCESS NAME & VERSION ON INCLUDE CARD      ***

***             (TO PREVENT LOOPING BY INCLUDING A RESPONSE       ***

***              PROCESS WITHIN ITSELF)                           ***

***      2 - DATABASE KEY OF THE CURRENT TEXT-088 RECORD          ***

***      3 - FLAG TO TELL WHETHER OR NOT PROCESS IN GMD CHAIN     ***

***      4 - DATE CREATED/LAST UPDATED FOR PROCESS                ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         INCENTRY DSECT                                     07/27/84

000000         INCDBK   DS    F                       DATABASE KEY OF TEXT-088 REC

000004         INCMDBK  DS    F                       DB KEY OF INCLUDED MODULE-067

000008         INCPRNAM DS    CL32                    PROCESS NAME FOR THIS INCLUDE

000028         INCPRVER DS    H                       PROCESS VERSION FOR INCLUDE

               INCGMD   #FLAG X'80'                   PROCESS ALREADY IN GMD CHAIN

00002A         INCGMDI  DS    0XL1

        00080  INCGMDM  EQU   X'80'

00002A         INCFLAG1 DS    X                       GENERAL PURPOSE FLAG

00002B                  DS    X                       UNUSED

00002C         INCDATCR DS    CL8                     DATE CREATED

000034         INCDATLU DS    CL8                     DATE LAST UPDATED

        0003C  INCENTLN EQU   *-INCENTRY              LENGTH OF ONE SAVED ENTRY

LGSDS
                        #LGSDS
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*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

*** LGS -- WORKING STORAGE FOR THE BATCH LOG SYSTEM LOAD MODULE   ***

***        ADSOBLOG.  CURRENTLY, THE PROGRAMS THAT USE IT ARE     ***

***        ADSOLOGR AND ADSOLOS (ADSOLDOS UNDER DOS).             ***

***        THIS IS "ID" STORAGE WHICH IS AVAILABLE                ***

***        TO THE LOGGER DURING THE ENTIRE BATCH RUN.             ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         LGS      DSECT                                             04/30/90

000000         LGSID    DS    CL4'LGS*'              EYECATCH

000004         SAVEREGS DS    5F                     SAVE REGISTERS

000018         SYSPLIST DS    12F                    PLIST

000048                  DS    F                      RESERVED

00004C         LGSPRADR DS    F                      ADDR OF LOG REC PASSED TO US

000050         LGSLOBA  DS    F                      ADDR OF LOG OPTIONS BLOCK

000054         LGSCECB  DS    3F                     COMPLN ECB FOR ARCHIVE SUBTASK

000060         LGSIECB  DS    3F                     IDLE ECB FOR ARCHIVE SUBTASK

00006C         LGSWECB  DS    3F                     WAIT ECB FOR LOGR TASK

000078         LGSTCBA  DS    F                      TASK CONTROL BLK FOR ARCHIVER

00007C         LGSRCDCT DS    F                      LOG RECORD COUNT

000080         LGS1THR  DS    F                      LOG 1 RECORD THRESHOLD

000084         LGS1DDNM DS    CL8                    LOG 1 DD NAME

00008C         LGS1BRPA DS    F                      LOG 1 BRPL ADDRESS

000090         LGS2THR  DS    F                      LOG 2 RECORD THRESHOLD

000094         LGS2DDNM DS    CL8                    LOG 2 DD NAME

00009C         LGS2BRPA DS    F                      LOG 2 BRPL ADDRESS

0000A0         LGSCTHR  DS    F                      CURRENT LOG RECORD THRESHOLD

0000A4         LGSCDDNM DS    CL8                    CURRENT LOG DD NAME

0000AC         LGSCBRPA DS    F                      CURRENT LOG BRPL ADDRESS

0000B0         LGSSVR7  DS    F                      SAVE REGISTER 7

0000B4         LGSSV2R7 DS    F                      SAVE REGISTER 7

0000B8         LGSBOS7  DS    F                      SAVE REGISTER 7 (BOPN ROUTINE)

0000BC                  DS    2F                     RESERVED

0000C4         LGSPRLEN DS    H                      RECORD LEN (MAY BE COMPRESSED)

0000C6         LGSLLEN  DS    H                      LENGTH OF RECORD TO  #BPUT

0000C8         LGSBRPLN DS    H                      LENGTH OF STG TO GET FOR BRPL

0000CA         LGSPPRNA DS    CL8                    PROGRAM NAME FOR LOG PREFIX

0000D2         LGSPUSID DS    CL32                   USER ID FOR LOG PREFIX

0000F2         LGSPRTYP DS    XL1                    RECORD TYPE FOR LOG PREFIX

0000F3         LGSCC    DS    XL1                    CARRIAGE CONTROL

0000F4         LGSVARI  DS    0XL1

        00080  LGSVARM  EQU   X'80'

0000F4         LGSCMPRI DS    0XL1

        00040  LGSCMPRM EQU   X'40'

0000F4         LGSPREFI DS    0XL1

        00020  LGSPREFM EQU   X'20'

0000F4         LGSARCI  DS    0XL1

        00010  LGSARCM  EQU   X'10'
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0000F4         LGSALTI  DS    0XL1

        00008  LGSALTM  EQU   X'08'

0000F4         LGS1USEI DS    0XL1

        00004  LGS1USEM EQU   X'04'

0000F4         LGSNONEI DS    0XL1

        00002  LGSNONEM EQU   X'02'

Offset  Value

0000F4         LGSCMPYI DS    0XL1

        00001  LGSCMPYM EQU   X'01'

0000F4         LGSFLG1  DS    XL1                    FLAG BYTE 1

0000F5         LGSARIPI DS    0XL1

        00080  LGSARIPM EQU   X'80'

0000F5         LGSINITI DS    0XL1

        00040  LGSINITM EQU   X'40'

0000F5         LGSERRI  DS    0XL1

        00020  LGSERRM  EQU   X'20'

0000F5         LGSAERRI DS    0XL1

        00010  LGSAERRM EQU   X'10'

0000F5         LGSPRNTI DS    0XL1

        00008  LGSPRNTM EQU   X'08'

0000F5         LGSBPRMI DS    0XL1

        00004  LGSBPRMM EQU   X'04'

0000F5         LGSDTMSI DS    0XL1

        00002  LGSDTMSM EQU   X'02'

0000F5         LGSAFNFI DS    0XL1

        00001  LGSAFNFM EQU   X'01'

0000F5         LGSFLG2  DS    XL1                    FLAG BYTE 2

0000F6         LGSINPLI DS    0XL1

        00080  LGSINPLM EQU   X'80'

0000F6         LGSNOSTI DS    0XL1

        00040  LGSNOSTM EQU   X'40'

0000F6         LGSBRERI DS    0XL1

        00020  LGSBRERM EQU   X'20'

0000F6         LGSIOERI DS    0XL1

        00010  LGSIOERM EQU   X'10'

0000F6         LGSLGERI DS    0XL1

        00008  LGSLGERM EQU   X'08'

0000F6         LGSARCHI DS    0XL1

        00004  LGSARCHM EQU   X'04'

0000F6         LGSNTSKI DS    0XL1

        00002  LGSNTSKM EQU   X'02'

0000F6         LGSFLG3  DS    XL1                    FLAG BYTE 3

0000F7         LGSNOARI DS    0XL1

        00080  LGSNOARM EQU   X'80'

0000F7         LGSSTOPI DS    0XL1

        00040  LGSSTOPM EQU   X'40'

0000F7         LGSFLG4  DS    XL1                    FLAG BYTE 4          *RQE86108*

0000F8                  DS    0D

0000F8         LGSBUFF  DS    CL316                  LOG BUFFER

000234         LGSCMPWK DS    XL256                  WORK AREA FOR COMPRESS

000334         LGSABRPL DS    A                  ADDR OF BRPL FOR ARCHIVER

000338         LGSABUFR DS    A                  ADDR OF BUFFER FOR ARCHIVER
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00033C         LGSABLEN DS    H                  LENGTH OF BRPL FOR ARCHIVER

00033E         LGSADDNM DS    0CL8                   DDNAME OF CURRENT ARCHIVE FILE

00033E         LGSADDAL DS    CL6                    'ARCLOG'

000344         LGSADDNU DS    CL1                    <NUMERIC> IN DISPLAY (1-9)

000345         LGSADDSP DS    CL1                    SPACE

000346         LGSADDNL DS    CL1                   ARCLOG FILE LIMIT(1-9)*RQE86107*

000347         LGSRCL   DS    X                      LENGTH OF PARM FIELD

000348         LGSRC    DS    CL2                    RETURN CODE PARM

000350         LGSDBWD  DS    D                      DOUBLE WORD FOR WORK

000358         LGSSBRP1 DS    F                      COPY OF LOG1 BRPL     *DKJ85343*

00035C         LGSSBRP2 DS    F                      COPY OF LOG2 BRPL     *DKJ85343*

000360         LGSPTCHA DS    A                      PATCH AREA ADDRESS

000364         LGSH     DS    F                     SAVE AREA FOR BIN HOURS*LCB85297*

000368         LGSM     DS    F                     SAVE AREA FOR BIN MINUT*LCB85297*

00036C         LGSS     DS    F                     SAVE AREA FOR BIN SECND*LCB85297*

000370         LGSFWD   DS    F                      FULLWORD FOR WORK

000374                  DS    2F                     RESERVED

        0037C  LGSLEN   EQU   *-LGS                  LENGTH OF LGS DSECT

LMTDS
                        COPY #LMTDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***        LMT: LOAD MODULE TABLE ENTRY                           ***

***                                                               ***

***  LMT IS A DSECT THAT DESCRIBES AN ENTRY IN THE LOAD MODULE    ***

***  TABLE ASSOCIATED WITH USER FUNCTIONS.  THERE IS ONE ENTRY    ***

***  CREATED FOR EACH XDE MODEL TABLE LOADED DURING THE PROCESSING***

***  OF BUILT-IN AND USER FUNCTIONS.                              ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         LMT      DSECT                                     05/30/84

000000         LMTNAME  DS    CL8                 NAME OF XDE MODEL TABLE LOAD MODUL

000008         LMTADDR  DS    A                   ADDR OF XDE MODEL TABLE  "     "

        0000C  LMTLEN   EQU   *-LMT               LENGTH OF 1 ENTRY IN LOAD MOD TBL

LNTDS
                        COPY #LNTDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***        LNT: LINE NUMBER TABLE ENTRY                           ***

***                                                               ***

***  LNT IS A DSECT THAT DESCRIBES AN ENTRY IN THE LINE NUMBER    ***

***  TABLE LOCATED IN THE FDB.  THERE IS ONE ENTRY FOR EACH CME.  ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***
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***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         LNT      DSECT                                     02/23/83

000000         LNTSEQ   DS    XL4                 IDD SOURCE LINE NUMBER

000004         LNTMODIX DS    XL2                 INDEX INTO INCLUDED MODULE TABLE

        00006  LNTLEN   EQU   *-LNT               LENGTH OF 1 ENTRY IN LINE # TABLE

LOBDS
                        COPY #LOBDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

*** LOB:   LOG OPTIONS BLOCK FOR BATCH                            ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         LOB      DSECT                                     02/05/86

000000         LOBID    DS    CL4                 'LOB*'

000004         LOBF1CT  DS    F                   FILE 1 COUNT

000008         LOBF2CT  DS    F                   FILE 2 COUNT

00000C                  DS    F                   RESERVED                *DKJ86036*

000010                  DS    H                   RESERVED                *DKJ86036*

000012         LOBF1NAM DS    CL8                 FILE 1 NAME

00001A         LOBF2NAM DS    CL8                 FILE 2 NAME

000022         LOBFLG1  DS    X                   FIRST FLAG BYTE

               LOBARCH  #FLAG X'80'               IF ON, ARCHIVING DESIRED (OS ONLY)

000023         LOBARCHI DS    0XL1

        00080  LOBARCHM EQU   X'80'

               LOBCMPR  #FLAG X'40'               COMPRESS LOG RECORDS

000023         LOBCMPRI DS    0XL1

        00040  LOBCMPRM EQU   X'40'

               LOBNOCM  #FLAG X'20'               DO NOT COMPRESS LOG RECORDS

000023         LOBNOCMI DS    0XL1

        00020  LOBNOCMM EQU   X'20'

               LOBPREF  #FLAG X'10'               WRITE LOG RECORD PREFIX

000023         LOBPREFI DS    0XL1

        00010  LOBPREFM EQU   X'10'

               LOBNOPR  #FLAG X'08'               DO NOT WRITE LOG RECORD PREFIX

000023         LOBNOPRI DS    0XL1

        00008  LOBNOPRM EQU   X'08'

000023         LOBFLG2  DS    X                   SECOND FLAG BYTE

000024                  DS    4F                  RESERVED

        00034  LOBLEN   EQU   *-LOB               LENGTH OF LOG OPTIONS BLOCK

MAPTDS
                        COPY #MAPTDS
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*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***     #MAPTDS - MAP-TYPE TABLE DSECT                            ***

***     USED FOR BUILDING AND REFERENCING MAP-TYPES               ***

***     THAT WILL ASSOCIATE SIMILIAR MAPS TO EACH OTHER.          ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         MAPTAB   DSECT                                     04/17/84

000000         MAPTNXT  DS    A                DISPLACEMENT TO NEXT MAP-TYPE TABLE

               *                               F'0' = LAST TABLE ENTRY

000004         MAPTCNT  DS    H                NUMBER OF FROM/TO ENTRIES IN * TABLE

000006         MAPTFL1  DS    X                FLAG BYTE 1

000007                  DS    X                RESERVED

000008         MAPTTYPE DS    CL8              MAP-TYPE NAME

000010         MAPTNAM1 DS    CL8              "FROM" MAP-NAME

000018         MAPTNAM2 DS    CL8              "TO"   MAP-NAME

        00010  MAPTNAML EQU   *-MAPTNAM1       LENGTH FOR MULTIPLE ENTRIES

        00020  MAPTABL  EQU   *-MAPTAB

MASKDS
                        COPY #MASKDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***  MASKDS IS THE DSECT USED FOR COBOL MOVE COMPATIBILITY WITH   ***

***  PICTURE TO EDIT CONVERSION                                   ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         MASK     DSECT                                     05/15/84

000000         MASKXDE  DS    0CL6

000000         MASKPWR  DS    C                   POWER 10-1

000001         MASKSGN  DS    C                   LEADING SIGN CHAR ($,-,+,...)

000002         MASKPLN  DS    0C                  PICTURE LEN

000002         MASKNDEC DS    C                   # OF DECIMALS

000003         MASKDATY DS    X                   DATA TYPE

000004         MASKPADN DS    C                   PAD/FILL CHARACTER

000005         MASKFLG  DS    X                   EDIT FLAGS

000006         MASKLEN  DS    H                   LENGTH OF MASK

000008         MASKMASK DS    CL256               MASK (IF CREATED)

MDTDS
                        COPY #MDTDS

*******************************************************************
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***                                                               ***

***              MDT:  INCLUDE MODULE TABLE ELEMENT               ***

***                                                               ***

***  MDT IS A DSECT THAT DESCRIBES A PROCESS INCLUDED VIA         ***

***  AN 'INCLUDE' COMMAND IN ANOTHER PREMAP OR RESPONSE PROCESS.  ***

***  THIS INFORMATION IS USED TO KEEP TRACK OF DEBUGGING          ***

***  INFORMATION IN THE FDB FOR THE NEW RUN-TIME DEBUGGING SCREEN.***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         MDT      DSECT                                     02/18/83

000000         MDTNAME  DS    CL32                NAME OF THE INCLUDED PROCESS

000020         MDTVERS  DS    H                   VERSION OF THE INCLUDED PROCESS

000022         MDTDATCR DS    CL8                 DATE CREATED

00002A         MDTDATLU DS    CL8                 DATE LAST UPDATED

        00032  MDTLEN   EQU   *-MDT               LENGTH IN BYTES OF GMD

MSQDS
                        COPY #MSQDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***    MSQ:  ADS APPLICATION GENERATOR MENU SEQUENCE (INTERNAL)   ***

***                                                               ***

***  MSQ IS A DSECT THAT IS THE INTERNAL CONTROL BLOCK USED TO    ***

***  HOLD THE SEQUENCED RESPONSES FOR A MENU FUNCTION.            ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         MSQ      DSECT                                     04/04/85

000000         MSQNXTA  DS    A                   ADDR OF NEXT MSQ

000004         MSQPREVA DS    A                   ADDR OF PREVIOUS MSQ

000008         MSQRECN  DS    H                   PAGE NUMBER OF THIS ENTERY

00000A         MSQCOUNT DS    H                   NUMBER OF RESPONSES IN THIS MSQ

        0000C  MSQHLEN  EQU   *-MSQ               LENGTH OF MSQ HEADER

        00003  MSQHLENF EQU   ((*-MSQ+3)/4)       LENGTH OF MSQ HEADER IN FULL WORDS

00000C         MSQRESPS DS    0F                  START OF RESPONSE NAME TABLE

MTEDS
                        COPY #MTEDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***   MTE IS THE DSECT THAT DEFINES THE MENU TABLE ELEMENT IN     ***

***   THE MENU TABLE POOL OF AN ADS APPLICATION DEFINITION        ***

***   BLOCK.                                                      ***
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***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         MTE      DSECT                                     04/04/85

               MTEHDR   #FLAG X'80'          HEADER LINE TEXT MTE TYPE

000000         MTEHDRI  DS    0XL1

        00080  MTEHDRM  EQU   X'80'

               MTERSQ   #FLAG X'40'          SEQUENCED RESP MENU MTE TYPE

000000         MTERSQI  DS    0XL1

        00040  MTERSQM  EQU   X'40'

000000         MTETYPE  DS    X              MTE TYPE FLAG

000001                  DS    X              UNUSED

               *

               *  HEADER LINE TEXT MTE LAYOUT

               *

000002         MTELINE# DS    X              HEADING LINE NUMBER

000003         MTEHDLEN DS    X              LENGTH OF TEXT IN LITPOOL

000004         MTEHDOFF DS    F              LITPOOL OFFSET TO HEADER TEXT

000008         MTETEXT  DS    0F             START OF TEXT                *CRM84297*

        00008  MTELEN   EQU   *-MTE          LENGTH OF MTE

        00002  MTELENF  EQU   ((*-MTE+3)/4)  LENGTH OF MTE IN WORDS

               *

               *

               *  SEQUENCED RESPONSE MENU MTE LAYOUT

               *

000008                  ORG   MTELINE#

000002         MTENRSPS DS    H              # OF RESP INDEXES FOLLOWING

        00004  MTEHLEN  EQU   *-MTE          LENGTH OF RSQ MTE TYPE HEADER

        00001  MTEHLENF EQU   ((*-MTE+3)/4)  LENGTH OF RSQ MTE TYPE HEADER IN WORDS

000004         MTERSPS  DS    0H             START OF RESP INDEX TABLE

MXDEDS
                        COPY #MXDEDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***        MXDE:  MODEL XDE TABLE ENTRY                           ***

***                                                               ***

***  MXDE IS A DSECT THAT DESCRIBES AN ENTRY IN THE MODEL XDE     ***

***  TABLE USED WHEN BUILT-IN FUNCTIONS ARE BEING PARSED.  THIS   ***

***  INFORMATION IS KEPT IN A TABLE IN ORDER TO ACCOMODATE        ***

***  NESTED BUILT-IN FUNCTIONS.                                   ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         MXDEDS   DSECT                                     06/29/84

000000         MXDEADDR DS    A                   ADDR OF CURRENT MODEL XDE
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000004         MXDEHDRA DS    A                   ADDR OF CURR HDR MODEL XDE

000008         MXDEDATL DS    H                   DATA LENGTH

00000A         MXDEDATP DS    X                   DATA TYPE

00000B         MXDENODC DS    X                   DATA # OF DECIMALS

               MXDOPDL  #FLAG X'80'               LENGTH = OPND SPECIFIED

00000C         MXDOPDLI DS    0XL1

        00080  MXDOPDLM EQU   X'80'

               MXDCLCL  #FLAG X'40'               LENGTH = CALC SPECIFIED

00000C         MXDCLCLI DS    0XL1

        00040  MXDCLCLM EQU   X'40'

               MXDOPDT  #FLAG X'20'               DATATYPE=OPND SPECIFIED

00000C         MXDOPDTI DS    0XL1

        00020  MXDOPDTM EQU   X'20'

               MXDOPDC  #FLAG X'10'               # OF DEC=OPND SPECIFIED

00000C         MXDOPDCI DS    0XL1

        00010  MXDOPDCM EQU   X'10'

               MXDVARP  #FLAG X'08'               VARIABLE # OPERANDS SPECIFIED

00000C         MXDVARPI DS    0XL1

        00008  MXDVARPM EQU   X'08'

00000C         MXDEFLG1 DS    X                   FLAG 1

00000D                  DS    XL3                 RESERVED

        00010  MXDELEN  EQU   *-MXDEDS            LENGTH OF 1 ENTRY

        00004  MXDELENF EQU   MXDELEN/4           LENGTH IN FULLWORDS OF ONE ENTRY

        00020  MXDENENT EQU   32                  ARBITRARY # OF ENTRIES

MXSHDS
                        COPY #MXSHDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

*** MXSHDS IS THE DSECT FOR A MOVED XDE STACK HEADER              ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         MXSHDR   DSECT                                     01/07/86

000000         MXSMILA  DS    A            BASE ADDRESS FOR OTHER OFFSETS

000004         MXSMILIX DS    H            ACCUMULATOR

000006         MXSSFEOF DS    H            OFFSET TO CURRENT SFE

000008         MXSSDEOF DS    H            OFFSET TO CURRENT SDE

00000A         MXSSDECT DS    H            NUMBER OF SDE'S TO BE PROCESSED

00000C         MXSWORK  DS    H            WORK HALFWORD FOR ACCUM

00000E         MXSDXBOF DS    H            OFFSET TO CURRENT DXB (OR XDE)

000010         MXSBAKC  DS    A            BACK CHAIN TO PREVIOUS MOVED XDE STACK

000014         MXSPIKUP DS    A            PICKUP ADDRESS AFTER RESUMED SDE SCAN

000018         MXSXDERC DS    H            COUNT OF NUMBER OF XDE'S TO BE SCANNED

00001A         MXSMRELC DS    H            MRE LOOP COUNT

               MXSTRUE  #FLAG X'80'        TRUE FOUND INDICATOR

               MXSFLSE  #FLAG X'40'        FALSE FOUND INDICATOR

               MXSDMIL  #FLAG X'20'        OBTAIN MRE INDEX ONLY
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00001C         MXSFLAG  DS    X            FLAG BYTE

00001D                  DS    XL3

               *** STANDARD XDE STACK HEADER BEGINS HERE ***************************

000020         MXSNXDE  DS    H            NUMBER OF XDE'S AND DXB'S

000022         MXSIRASZ DS    H            IRA SIZE IN BYTES

000024         MXSSTKSZ DS    H            XDE STACK SIZE (NOT INCLUDING HDR)

               MXSDTM   #FLAG X'20'         DATE/TIME REFERENCED IN STACK

000026         MXSMFLAG DS    X            FLAG BYTE                      *LCB84258*

000027         MXSUFNCT DS    X            NUMBER OF USER FUNCTION XDE'S **LCB84258*

        00028  MXSFXDE  EQU   *            FIRST XDE OR DXB IN XDE STACK

        0000A  NRMXSWDS EQU   (MXSFXDE-MXSHDR)/4  NUMBER OF WORDS IN MOVED XDE

               *                                    STACK HEADER

        00008  SZXDESH  EQU   MXSFXDE-MXSNXDE     NUMBER OF BYTES IN STANDARD XDE

               *                                    STACK HEADER

        00004  OFXDESS  EQU   MXSSTKSZ-MXSNXDE    OFFSET (IN STANDARD STACK HDR) TO

               *                                    XDE STACK SIZE FIELD

        00002  OFNIRA   EQU   MXSIRASZ-MXSNXDE    OFFSET (IN STANDARD STACK HDR) TO

               *                                    NUMBER OF IRA BYTES FIELD

        00007  OFUFCT   EQU   MXSUFNCT-MXSNXDE  OFFSET (IN STANDARD STACK*JEB84145*

               *                                    HDR) TO # USER FUNCS   *JEB84145*

NAMEDS
                        COPY #NAMEDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

*** DSECT FOR DRN NAME LIST.                                      ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

***                                                               ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         NAMEDS   DSECT                                     04/04/85

000000         NAMENEXT DS    A                   * ADDRESS OF NEXT NAME IN LIST

000004         NAMEKEY  DS    0CL10               * LENGTH OF KEY

000004         NAMEVALU DS    CL8                 * VALUE OF NAME

00000C         NAMEVERS DS    H                   * VALUE OF VERSION

        00010  NAMELEN  EQU   ((*-NAMEDS+3)/4*4)  * LENGTH OF THIS DSECT

OCBDS
                        COPY #OCBDS

******************************************************************

***                                                            ***

***           OCB: ADSO CONTROL BLOCK DSECT                    ***

***                                                            ***

***   OCB IS A DSECT THAT DESCRIBES THE ADSO CONTROL BLOCK     ***

***   USED BY THE ADSO RUNTIME SYSTEM.  IT CONTAINS SYSTEM     ***

***   WIDE GLOBAL INFORMATION USED BY ALL ADSO TASKS.  IT      ***
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***   IS BUILT AT ADSO STARTUP TIME FROM SYSGEN DATA STORED    ***

***   ON THE DICTIONARY.                                       ***

***                                                            ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.           ***

***                                                            ***

******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         OCB      DSECT                                             10/17/90

000000         OCBID    DS    CL4                 "OCB*"

000004         OCBMENTC DS    CL8                 MENU PROCESSING PROGRAM TASK CODE

00000C         OCBMANTC DS    CL8                 MAIN PROCESSOR TASK CODE

000014         OCBAPRNM DS    CL8                 AUTO DIALOG NAME

00001C         OCBPBFSZ DS    F                   SIZE OF PRIMARY REC BUFF POOL

000020         OCBSBFSZ DS    F                   SIZE OF SECONDARY REC BUFF POOL

000024         OCBTHRSH DS    F                   THRESHOLD FOR SCRATCH STORAGE

000028         OCBA2UTC DS    CL8                 INTERNAL TASK CODE UNDER UMBR(TCF)

000030                  DS    F                   RESERVED FOR FUTURE USE

000034         OCBMXLNK DS    H                   MAX LINK LEVEL

               *OCBUMEN  #FLAG X'80'              ON IF USER ONLY MENU

               *OCBMNKP  #FLAG X'40'              ON IF MENU TO BE KEPT IN SCRATCH

               *OCBAST   #FLAG X'20'              ON IF AUTOSTATUS = YES

               *OCBASTM  #FLAG X'10'              ON IF AUTOSTATUS IS MANDATORY

               *OCBSDRM  #FLAG X'08'              ON IF STATUS DEFN REC MANDATORY

               *OCBDIAG  #FLAG X'04'              ON IF BYPASS DIAGNOSTIC SCREEN SET

               *OCBNEWP  #FLAG X'02'              ON IF MAPOUT NEWPAGE REQUIRED

               *OCBRELO  #FLAG X'01'              ON IF STORAGE IS TO BE RELOCATABLE

               *OCBFLAG1 DS    XL1'00'            FLAG BYTE 1

               *OCBACT   #FLAG X'80'              ON IF ACTIVITY LOGGING SET TO YES

               *OCBSTAT  #FLAG X'40'              ON IF DIALOG STATS BEING COLLECTED

               *OCBCSEL  #FLAG X'20'              ON IF SELECTED DIALOG STATS

               *OCBCOBM  #FLAG X'10'              ON IF COBOL MOVE SET TO YES       0*

               *OCBSMCL  #FLAG X'08'              ON IF STORAGE MODE IS CALCUATED  0*

               *OCBSMCM  #FLAG X'04'              ON IF STORAGE MODE IS COMPRESSED 0*

               *OCBCBLM  #FLAG X'02'              ON IF COBOL MOVE SETTING MANDATORY

               *OCBFLAG2 DS    XL1'00'            FLAG BYTE 2

               OCBUMEN  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF USER ONLY MENU

               OCBMNKP  #FLAG X'40'               ON IF MENU TO BE KEPT IN SCRATCH

               OCBAST   #FLAG X'20'               ON IF AUTOSTATUS = YES

               OCBASTM  #FLAG X'10'               ON IF AUTOSTATUS IS MANDATORY

               OCBSDRM  #FLAG X'08'               ON IF STATUS DEFN REC MANDATORY

               OCBDIAG  #FLAG X'04'               ON IF BYPASS DIAGNOSTIC SCREEN SET

               OCBNEWP  #FLAG X'02'               ON IF MAPOUT NEWPAGE REQUIRED

               OCBRELO  #FLAG X'01'               ON IF STORAGE IS TO BE RELOCATABLE

000036         OCBFLAG1 DS    XL1'00'             FLAG BYTE 1

               OCBACT   #FLAG X'80'               ON IF ACTIVITY LOGGING SET TO YES

               OCBSTAT  #FLAG X'40'               ON IF DIALOG STATS BEING COLLECTED

               OCBCSEL  #FLAG X'20'               ON IF SELECTED DIALOG STATS

               OCBCOBM  #FLAG X'10'               ON IF COBOL MOVE SET TO YES       0*

               OCBSMCL  #FLAG X'08'               ON IF STORAGE MODE IS CALCUATED

               OCBSMCM  #FLAG X'04'               ON IF STORAGE MODE IS COMPRESSED

               OCBCBLM  #FLAG X'02'               ON IF COBOL MOVE SETTING MANDATORY

000037         OCBFLAG2 DS    XL1'00'             FLAG BYTE 2
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000038         OCBSDRV  DS    H                   STATUS DEF REC VERSION

00003A         OCBCKPT  DS    H                   STATISTICS CHECKPOINT COUNT

00003C         OCBSDRNM DS    CL32                STATUS DEF REC NAME

        0005C  OCBLEN   EQU   *-OCB               LENGTH OF DSECT

00005C         OCBRTCDE DS    H                   ROUTE CODE FLAGS

00005E         OCBDSCDE DS    H                   DESCRIPTOR CODE FLAGS

000060         OCBDMCNT DS    H                   DIALOG MAXIMUM ERROR COUNT

000062         OCBMXLRF DS    H                   LRF PACKET STACK MAX SIZE*PHH86118*

000064         OCBMXQUE DS    H                  QUEUE/PRINTER MAX REC LEN*PHH86118*

               *OCBROAU  #FLAG X'80'              ON IF RESTART OPTION AUTOMATIC

               *OCBROPR  #FLAG X'40'              ON IF RESTART OPTION PROMPT

               *OCBROMA  #FLAG X'20'              ON IF RESTART OPTION MANUAL

               *OCBCHIG  #FLAG X'10'              ON IF CHECKPOINTS IGNORED

               *OCBOPSD  #FLAG X'08'              OPERATOR SHUTDOWN ENABLED

               *OCBCOMN  #FLAG X'04'              COMMIT CAUSES NOACTION

               *OCBCOMW  #FLAG X'02'              COMMIT CAUSES WARNING MSGS

               *OCBCOMA  #FLAG X'01'              COMMIT CAUSES ABEND

               OCBROAU  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF RESTART OPTION AUTOMATIC

               OCBROPR  #FLAG X'40'               ON IF RESTART OPTION PROMPT

               OCBROMA  #FLAG X'20'               ON IF RESTART OPTION MANUAL

               OCBCHIG  #FLAG X'10'               ON IF CHECKPOINTS IGNORED

               OCBOPSD  #FLAG X'08'               OPERATOR SHUTDOWN ENABLED

               OCBCOMN  #FLAG X'04'               COMMIT CAUSES NOACTION

               OCBCOMW  #FLAG X'02'               COMMIT CAUSES WARNING MSGS

               OCBCOMA  #FLAG X'01'               COMMIT CAUSES ABEND

               *

               *** IF THE ABOVE THREE FLAGS (OCBROAU, OCBROPR AND OCBROMA) ARE ALL

               *** OFF, THEN RESTART OPTION IS "NO".

               *

000066         OCBFLAGB DS    XL1                 BATCH FLAG BYTES

000067                  DS    XL1                 RESERVED

000068         OCBLOB   DS    0C                  BEGINING OF BATCH LOB AREA

000068                  DS    CL60                (AS OF 07/15/85, ONLY 52 BYTES ARE

               *                                   NEEDED FOR THE LOG OPTIONS BLOCK)

0000A4                  DS    F                   RESERVED

        000A8  OCBBLEN  EQU   *-OCB               LENGTH OF DSECT FOR BATCH

OCCLDS
                        COPY #OCCLDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***   #OCCLDS                                                     ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         OCCLDS   DSECT                                     01/31/86

000000 5       OCCLID   DC    CL8'*OCCLCB*'      DUMP ID

000008         OCCL83DK DS    A                  DBKEY OF NAMESYN-083 (INPUT)

00000C         OCCLSSCA DS    A                  ADDR OF SUBSCHEMA CTL (INPUT)
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000010         OCCL42BA DS    A                  SDR-042 RECORD BUFFER ADDRESS

000014         OCCLFDOF DS    H                  OFFSET TO BE FIRST OCCURRENCE

000016                  DS    H                  RESERVED

000018                  DS    2F                 RESERVED

000020         OCCLRC   DS    F                  RETURN CODE

               *                                  0 - HOME FREE

               *                                  4 - ELEMENT DOES NOT OCCUR

               *                                  8 - NOT ENOUGH RECORD STRUCTURE

               *                                 12 - FATAL DATABASE OR LOGIC ERROR

000024         OCCL#LVS DS    H                  NUMBER OF SUBSCRIPT LEVELS (OUTPUT)

000026         OCCLOCC1 DS    H                  # OF OCCURRANCES: LEVEL 1  (OUTPUT)

000028         OCCLOFF1 DS    H                  LENGTH OF ENTIRE GROUP: 1  (OUTPUT)

00002A         OCCLOCC2 DS    H                  # OF OCCURRANCES: LEVEL 2  (OUTPUT)

00002C         OCCLOFF2 DS    H                  LENGTH OF ENTIRE GROUP: 2  (OUTPUT)

00002E         OCCLOCC3 DS    H                  # OF OCCURRANCES: LEVEL 3  (OUTPUT)

000030         OCCLOFF3 DS    H                  LENGTH OF ENTIRE GROUP: 3  (OUTPUT)

000032         OCCLOCC4 DS    H                  # OF OCCURRANCES: LEVEL 4  (OUTPUT)

000034         OCCLOFF4 DS    H                  LENGTH OF ENTIRE GROUP: 4  (OUTPUT)

000036         OCCLOCC5 DS    H                  # OF OCCURRANCES: LEVEL 5  (OUTPUT)

000038         OCCLOFF5 DS    H                  LENGTH OF ENTIRE GROUP: 5  (OUTPUT)

00003A         OCCLOCC6 DS    H                  # OF OCCURRANCES: LEVEL 6  (OUTPUT)

00003C         OCCLOFF6 DS    H                  LENGTH OF ENTIRE GROUP: 6  (OUTPUT)

00003E         OCCLOCC7 DS    H                  # OF OCCURRANCES: LEVEL 7  (OUTPUT)

000040         OCCLOFF7 DS    H                  LENGTH OF ENTIRE GROUP: 7  (OUTPUT)

000042         OCCLOCC8 DS    H                  # OF OCCURRANCES: LEVEL 8  (OUTPUT)

000044         OCCLOFF8 DS    H                  LENGTH OF ENTIRE GROUP: 8  (OUTPUT)

000046         OCCLOCC9 DS    H                  # OF OCCURRANCES: LEVEL 9  (OUTPUT)

000048         OCCLOFF9 DS    H                  LENGTH OF ENTIRE GROUP: 9  (OUTPUT)

00004A         OCCLOCCA DS    H                  # OF OCCURRANCES: LEVEL 10 (OUTPUT)

00004C         OCCLOFFA DS    H                  LENGTH OF ENTIRE GROUP: 10 (OUTPUT)

00004E         OCCLOCCB DS    H                  # OF OCCURRANCES: LEVEL 11 (OUTPUT)

000050         OCCLOFFB DS    H                  LENGTH OF ENTIRE GROUP: 11 (OUTPUT)

000052         OCCLOCCC DS    H                  # OF OCCURRANCES: LEVEL 12 (OUTPUT)

000054         OCCLOFFC DS    H                  LENGTH OF ENTIRE GROUP: 12 (OUTPUT)

000056         OCCLOCCD DS    H                  # OF OCCURRANCES: LEVEL 13 (OUTPUT)

000058         OCCLOFFD DS    H                  LENGTH OF ENTIRE GROUP: 13 (OUTPUT)

00005A         OCCLOCCE DS    H                  # OF OCCURRANCES: LEVEL 14 (OUTPUT)

00005C         OCCLOFFE DS    H                  LENGTH OF ENTIRE GROUP: 14 (OUTPUT)

00005E         OCCLOCCF DS    H                  # OF OCCURRANCES: LEVEL 15 (OUTPUT)

000060         OCCLOFFF DS    H                  LENGTH OF ENTIRE GROUP: 15 (OUTPUT)

        00062  OCCLLEN  EQU   *-OCCLDS

OFDDS
                        COPY #OFDDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                                 ***

***                          #OFDDS                                 ***

***                                                                 ***

***  OFD DESCRIBES THE OCCURING FIELDS DESCRIPTOR USED BY THE       ***

***  ADS/ONLINE GENERATOR TO CONTROL THE INITIALIZATION OF          ***

***  OCCURRING FIELDS.                                              ***

***                                                                 ***
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***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

***                                                                 ***

***                                                                 ***

***                                                                 ***

*******************************************************************

000000         OFD      DSECT                                              **R14.0**

Offset  Value

000000         OFDNEXTA DS    A                       ADDRESS OF NEXT OFD ENTRY

000004         OFDPREVA DS    A                       ADDRESS OF PRIOR OFD ENTRY

000008         OFDRECOF DS    H                       FIRST OFFSET WITHIN GROUP

00000A         OFDRCBOF DS    H                     FIRST GROUP BIT OFFSET*LCB84109*

00000C         OFDCUROF DS    H                       CURRENT OFFSET WITHIN GROUP

00000E         OFDCRBOF DS    H                      CURR GROUP BIT OFFSET *LCB84109*

000010         OFDMAXOC DS    H                       MAXIMUM OCCURRENCES OF GROUP

000012         OFDCUROC DS    H                       CURRENT OCCURRENCE LEVEL

000014         OFDGSIZE DS    H                       SIZE OF THIS OCCURRING GROUP

               OFDMBB  #FLAG  X'80'                 MULTIBIT BINARY FIELD *LCB84109*

000016         OFDMBBI  DS    0XL1

        00080  OFDMBBM  EQU   X'80'

000016         OFDFLAG1 DS    X                       FLAG FIELD          *LCB84109*

000017                  DS    X                       RESERVED            *LCB84109*

        00006  OFDLENF  EQU   ((*-OFD+3)/4)           LENGTH OF OFD IN WORDS

OFTDS
                        COPY #OFTDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***  OFT IS THE DSECT FOR THE OFFSET TABLE FOUND AS PART OF THE   ***

***  PME/RSE STRUCTURE FOUND IN THE FDB.  IT IS POINTED TO BY THE ***

***  PME/RSE AND IS USED BOTH FOR REASSESSING THE OFFSET OF TRUE/ ***

***  FALSE CLAUSES IN THE CME STRUCTURE (FOR THE NEW EXECUTABLE   ***

***  CODE FDB'S) AS WELL AS FOR REPORTING ON THE CONTENTS OF THE  ***

***  FDB WHEN ADSORPTS IS BEING USED.                             ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         OFT      DSECT                                     09/14/83

000000         OFTCLAS  DS    H                   CME CLASS

000002         OFTFUNC  DS    H                   CME FUNCTION

000004         OFTOOFF  DS    F                   OFFSET TO OLD CME

000008         OFTNOFF  DS    F                   OFFSET TO NEW CME

        0000C  OFTLEN   EQU   ((*-OFT)/4)*4       LENGTH OF OFT FIXED PORTION

        00003  OFTLENF  EQU   ((*-OFT+3)/4)       # OF FULLWORDS IN FIXED PORTION

OTBDS
                        #OTBDS
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*******************************************************************

**                                                               ***

***                OTB: ADSO TERMINAL BLOCK                       ***

***                                                               ***

***   OTB DESCRIBES THE SESSION OR RUN SPECIFIC LONG TERM DATA.   ***

***   FOR AN ONLINE SESSION, THE OTB IS ACQUIRED IN KEPT STORAGE  ***

***   WHICH IS RETAINED ACCROSS THE PSEUDO CONVERSE FOR THE LIFE  ***

***   OF THE ONLINE SESSION. FOR A BATCH RUN, THE OTB IS          ***

***   ASSEMBLED AS A CSECT AND IS RETAINED FOR THE LIFE OF THE    ***

***   BATCH RUN.                                                  ***

***                                                               ***

***   NOTE: SHORT TERM DATA FIELDS FOR BOTH ONLINE AND BATCH ARE  ***

***         DESCRIBED BY THE #OWADS MACRO.                        ***

***                                                               ***

***   THIS EXPANSION OF THE OTB IS FOR PROGRAMS WHICH WILL RUN    ***

***   IN BOTH THE ONLINE AND BATCH ENVIRONMENTS.                  ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         OTB      DSECT

000000         OTBID    DS    CL4'OTB*'           EYE CATCHER

000004         OTBDNAM  DS    CL8' '              CURRENT DIALOG NAME

00000C         OTBNODE  DS    CL8' '              SDS NODE NAME

000014         OTBDBN   DS    CL8' '              SDS DBNAME

00001C         OTBVDBA  DS    A(0)                CURRENT VDB ADDRESS

000020         OTBFDBA  DS    A(0)                CURRENT FDB ADDRESS

000024         OTBOCBA  DS    A(0)                OCB ADDRESS

000028         OTBFRBBA DS    A(0)                ADDRESS OF PRIMARY REC BUFF POOL

00002C         OTBLRBBA DS    A(0)                ADDRESS OF LAST REC BUFF POOL

000030         OTBCSAA  DS    A(0)                CSA ADDRESS

000034                  ORG   OTBCSAA

000030         ADSCSAA  DS    A                   #ENTER NAME FOR CSA ADDRESS

000034         OTBEXTA  DS    A(0)                OTB EXTENSION ADDRESS

000038         OTBUCEA  DS    A(0)                UCE ADDRESS IF LINKED TO FROM PGM

00003C         OTBMENID DS    F          *ONLINE* SCRATCH ID FOR ADSO MENU

000040         OTBMENHI DS    F          *ONLINE* HIGHEST SCR ID IN ADSO MENU

000044         OTBRBBIS DS    H          *ONLINE* NUMBER OF BUFFER POOLS IN SCRATCH

000046                  ORG   OTBMENID

00003C         OTBDIBA  DS    A(0)       *BATCH*  ADDRESS OF FIRST DIALOG INFO BLK

000040         OTBRECB  DS    F'0'       *BATCH*  OPEN REPLY ECB

000044                  DS    H'0'       *BATCH*  RESERVED               *LCB85191*

000046         OTBNSRBB DS    H'0'                COUNT OF SECONDARY BUFFER POOLS

000048         OTBLINKS DS    H'0'                CURRENT LINK LEVEL

00004A         OTBR1ACT DS    H          *ONLINE* ADSORUN1 ACTION CODE

        00000  OTBR1AC1 EQU   0          *ONLINE* FIRST TIME IN

        00004  OTBR1AC2 EQU   4          *ONLINE* MENU PROCESSING

        00008  OTBR1AC3 EQU   8          *ONLINE* RESTART MENU PROCESSING

        0000C  OTBR1AC4 EQU   12         *ONLINE* FIRST TIME IN, CLEANUP REQUIRED

        00010  OTBR1AC5 EQU   16         *ONLINE* LEAVE NEXT TASK NAMED   *JEB85148*

00004C         OTBR2ACT DS    H          *ONLINE* ADSORUN2 ACTION CODE
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        00000  OTBR2AC1 EQU   0          *ONLINE* INITIAL ENTRY FOR APPLICATION

        00004  OTBR2AC2 EQU   4          *ONLINE* 2ND HALF/1ST HALF OF DIALOG

        00008  OTBR2AC3 EQU   8          *ONLINE* ENTERED AFTER INVOKED USE PGM

               *                                   RETURNED WITH NEXT TASK CODE

        0000C  OTBR2AC4 EQU   12         *ONLINE* ENTERED AFTER ERROR MAP SENT

        00010  OTBR2AC5 EQU   16        *ONLINE* IDMSPADS LINK TO SQL PROC ADS370/749

00004E         OTBDBACT DS    H          *ONLINE* ADSODBUG ACTION CODE

        00000  OTBDBAC1 EQU   0          *ONLINE* ENTER FOR ABEND PROCESSING

        00004  OTBDBAC2 EQU   4          *ONLINE* ENTER FOR DEBUG SESSION ABEND

000050                  ORG   OTBR1ACT

00004A         OTBCKPTI DS    H'0'       *BATCH*  STATS CHECKPOINT INTERVAL

00004C         OTBWRKA  DS    A(0)       *BATCH*  STATS WORK AREA ADDRESS

000050         OTBNASP  DS    H'0'                NUMBER OF ASP'S ALLOCATED

        00005  OTBMNASB EQU   5                   MAX NUMBER OF ASAB'S PER ASP

000054         OTBFDBLN DS    F'0'                LENGTH OF THE FDB

000058         OTBCASPI DS    H'0'                INDEX OF CURRENT ASP

00005A         OTBNTSKC DS    CL8        *ONLINE* NEXT TASK CODE FOR DC RETURN

000062                  ORG   OTBNTSKC

00005A                  DS    XL8'00'    *BATCH*  RESERVED              **MCM86219*

               * OTBOMEN #FLAG X'80'     *ONLINE* ON IF ADSO MENU EXISTS

               * OTBSRBB #FLAG X'40'     *ONLINE* ON IF BUFFERS LAST SAVED IN SCR

               * OTBUMEN #FLAG X'20'     *ONLINE* ON IF USER-ONLY MENU

               * OTBMNKP #FLAG X'10'     *ONLINE* ON IF MENU TO BE KEPT IN SCRATCH

               * OTBPGSN #FLAG X'08'     *ONLINE* ON IF ONGOING MAP PAGING SESSION

               * OTBNBKP #FLAG X'04'     *ONLINE* ON IF NO BACKPAGE OPTION IN USE

               * OTBBRWS #FLAG X'02'     *ONLINE* ON IF BROWSE (VS UPDATE) MODE

               * OTBRAGR #FLAG X'01'     *ONLINE* ON IF RESTORE APPL GLOBAL REC

               * OTBCSEL #FLAG X'80'     *BATCH*  ON IF SELECTED DIALOG STATS

               * OTBROAU #FLAG X'40'     *BATCH*  ON IF RESTART OPTION AUTOMATIC

               * OTBROPR #FLAG X'20'     *BATCH*  ON IF RESTART OPTION PROMPT

               * OTBROMA #FLAG X'10'     *BATCH*  ON IF RESTART OPTION MANUAL

               *

               *** IF THE ABOVE THREE FLAGS (OTBROAU, OTBROPR AND OTBROMA) ARE

               *** ALL OFF, THEN RESTART OPTION IS "NO".

               *

               * OTBCHIG #FLAG X'08'     *BATCH*  ON IF CHECKPOINTS IGNORED

000062         OTBFLAG1 DS    XL1'00'             FLAG BYTE 1

               * OTBPGDP #FLAG X'80'     *ONLINE* ON IF 1 PAGING DETAIL PUT

               * OTBCLEN #FLAG X'40'     *ONLINE* ON IF RUN1 LEAVE CLEANUP REQUIRED

               * OTBDBUG #FLAG X'20'     *ONLINE* ON IF IN DC DEBUG SESSION

               * OTBCRDT #FLAG X'10'     *ONLINE* ON IF DETAIL CURRENT SET

               * OTBNOLT #FLAG X'08'     *ONLINE* ON IF NO LTE FOR SESSION

               * OTBCOMP #FLAG X'04'     *ONLINE* ON IF SOME RBB'S ARE COMPRESSED

               * OTBNADS #FLAG X'02'     *ONLINE* ON IF NO MAP PAG AUTO DSPLY DKJ86212

               * OTBCAS  #FLAG X'01'     *ONLINE* ON IF CAS HAS BEEN UPDATING SECURITY

               * OTBDOS  #FLAG X'80'     *BATCH*  ON IF DOS ENVIRONMENT

               * OTBOPSD #FLAG X'40'     *BATCH*  OPERATOR SHUTDOWN ENABLED

000063         OTBFLAG2 DS    XL1'00'             FLAG BYTE 2

               * OTBSTAT #FLAG X'80'              ON IF STATS BEING COLLECTED

               * OTBACFM #FLAG X'40'              ON IF IN APPLICATION (ACF) MODE

               * OTBEDDC #FLAG X'20'              ON IF ERROR DLG NAME IS IN OTBDCOM

               * OTBPRMP #FLAG X'10'              ON IF CURRENT PROCESS IS PREMAP

               * OTBATCH #FLAG X'08'              ON IF RUNNING IN BATCH ENVIRONMENT
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               * OTBSTAE #FLAG X'04'              ON IF #STAE ISSUED         ECM86100

               * OTBSCQU #FLAG X'02'              ON IF SCR/QUE ACTIVITY     ECM86100

               * OTBLOKR #FLAG X'01'              ON IF RETRIEVAL LOCKS ON    ECM86100

000064         OTBFLAG3 DS    XL1'00'             FLAG BYTE 3

               * OTBTALL #FLAG X'80'              ON IF TRACE ALL          *DKJ86008*

               * OTBTSUB #FLAG X'40'             ON IF TRACE ALL SUBROUTINE*DKJ86008*

               * OTBTCMD #FLAG X'20'              ON IF TRACE ALL COMMANDS *DKJ86008*

               * OTBTRON #FLAG X'10'              ON IF TRACE ON           *DKJ86008*

               * OTBCOMA #FLAG X'08'             COMMIT CAUSES ABEND - DEFA*DKJ86023*

               * OTBCOMN #FLAG X'04'              COMMIT CAUSES NOACTION   *DKJ86023*

               * OTBCOMW #FLAG X'02'              COMMIT CAUSES WARNING    *DKJ86023*

               * OTBOLTR #FLAG X'01'              ON IF ONLINE TRACE ON     *MCM86219*

000065         OTBFLAG4 DS    XL1'00'             FLAG BYTE 4             *DKJ86023*

        00066  OTBASLN  EQU   *-OTB               LENGTH OF BASIC OTB

               * OTBOLTC #FLAG X'80'              TRACE O/L CTL CMDS ONLY  *MCM86227*

               * OTBSANY #FLAG X'40'              TASK LOC=ANY FOR GETSTG  *JMA86288*

               * OTBAMT  #FLAG X'20'              ABORT W/ MSG TEXT

               * OTBACA  #FLAG X'10'              ADS CONTROLLED ABORT

               * OTBADBS #FLAG X'08'              APPLICATION SECURITY CHECK

000066         OTBFLAG5 DS    XL1'00'             FLAG BYTE 5             *MCM86227*

000067         OTBALWFL DS    XL1                 ALLOWING DATA ERROR FLAG **R15.0**

000068         OTBSRCD  DS    0D                  START OF SYSTEM RECORD

000068         OTBMSG   DS    CL240               SYSTEM MESSAGE AREA

000158                  ORG   OTBMSG

000068         OTBMSL1  DS    CL80' '             ERROR MESSAGE FROM DICTIONARY

0000B8         OTBMSL2  DS    CL32' '             LINE 2 ERROR MESSAGE

0000D8         OTBMSL3  DS    CL43' '             LINE 3 ERROR MESSAGE

000103                  ORG

               **

               *** THE FOLLOWING OFFSET, OTBRSPOF, AND THE POSITION OF OTBRESP

               *** CAN NEVER EVER BE CHANGED.

               **

        00158  OTBRSPOF EQU   *-OTB               OTB OFFSET TO $RESPONSE

000158         OTBRESP  DS    CL80' '             SYSTEM RESPONSE FIELD

0001A8         OTBDCOM  DS    CL8' '              PREV DIALOG TO HAVE CONTROL

0001B0         OTBCNTL  DS    CL4' '              CTRL COMMAND ISSUED BY PREV DIALOG

               **

               *** THE FOLLOWING OFFSET, OTB$PGOF, AND THE POSITION OF OTBPAGE

               *** CAN NEVER EVER BE CHANGED.

               **

        001B4  OTB$PGOF EQU   *-OTB      *ONLINE* OTB OFFSET TO $PAGE

0001B4         OTBPAGE  DS    F          *ONLINE* SYSTEM PAGE NUMBER FIELD

0001B8                  ORG   OTBPAGE

               **

               *** THE FOLLOWING FIELD IS USED AS THE $PAGE FIELD FOR ONLINE DIALOGS

               *** IT SHOULD REMAIN UNUSED IN BATCH UNTIL WE IMPLEMENT A $PAGE FOR

               *** THE BATCH WORLD; FOR THE REPORT WRITER, FOR INSTANCE.

               **

0001B4                  DS    F'0'       *BATCH*  RESERVED -MORE OR LESS PERMANENTLY

        00150  OTBSMSLN EQU   *-OTBSRCD           LENGTH OF SYSTEM RECORD

0001B8         OTBSSCTR DS    0CL80               SUBSCHEMA CONTROL DATA (LAST CMD)

0001B8         OTBRECN  DS    CL16' '               RECORD NAME

0001C8         OTBAREA  DS    CL16' '               AREA NAME
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0001D8         OTBERSET DS    CL16' '               ERROR SET NAME

0001E8         OTBERREC DS    CL16' '               ERROR RECORD NAME

0001F8         OTBERRAR DS    CL16' '               ERROR AREA NAME

000208         OTBXCTLN DS    CL8        *ONLINE* NAME USED IN #XCTL EXECUTION

000210         OTBXCTLP DS    2F         *ONLINE* #XCTL PLIST AREA (RUN1 AND RUN2)

000218                  ORG   OTBXCTLN

000208         OTBDICT  DS    CL8' '     *BATCH*  DICTIONARY NAME

000210         OTBDICND DS    CL8' '     *BATCH*  DICTIONARY NODE NAME

000218         OTBLASTM DS    CL8' '              NAME OF LAST MAP MAPPED OUT

000220         OTBDLBA  DS    A          *ONLINE* DLB ADDRESS (IN DC DEBUG SESSION)

000224         OTBPGFWD DS    X          *ONLINE* AID BYTE FOR PAGE FORWARD

000225         OTBPGBWD DS    X          *ONLINE* AID BYTE FOR PAGE BACKWARD

000226         OTBMAPPG DS    X          *ONLINE* CURRENT MAP PAGING SESSION MODE

000227         OTBCLST  DS    X         *ONLINE* DC CLIST PROCESSING FLAG *JMA88337*

000228         OTBOWAA  DS    A         *ONLINE* OWA ADDRESS FOR ADSODIAG *JEB85140*

00022C                  ORG   OTBDLBA

000220         OTBURNPA DS    A(0)       *BATCH*  ADDRESS OF USER RUN PARMS

000224                  DS    A(0)      *BATCH*  AVAILABLE (WAS OTBIVDBA) *PHH86182*

000228         OTBRTCDE DS    H'32'      *BATCH*  DEFAULT ROUTING CODE   *LCB85191*

00022A         OTBDSCDE DS    H'512'     *BATCH*  DEFAULT DESCRIPTOR CODE *LCB85191*

00022C         OTBFASPA DS    A(0)                FIRST ASP (STATS POOL) ADDRESS

000230         OTBLASPA DS    A(0)                LAST ASP ADDRESS

000234         OTBCASBO DS    F'0'                OFFSET IN CURR ASP TO CURR ASAB

000238         OTBSTCKP DS    H'0'                STATISTICS CHECKPOINT COUNTER

00023A         OTBHLNK  DS    H                   HIGH WATER MARK OF LINKS          *

00023C         OTBLPAGM DS    CL8        *ONLINE* MAP WHICH STARTED PAGING

000244                  ORG   OTBLPAGM

00023C         OTBFMRBA DS    A(0)       *BATCH*  FIRST MRB ADDRESS

000240                  DS    F'0'       *BATCH*  RESERVED               *LCB85134*

000244         OTBPBFSZ DS    F'0'                PRIMARY BUFFER POOL SIZE

000248         OTBSBFSZ DS    F'0'                SECONDARY BUFFER POOL SIZE

00024C         OTBIDMSA DS    A(0)       *BATCH*  IDMS ADDRESS

000250                  ORG   OTBIDMSA

               *

               * NOTE: EVEN THOUGH THE FOLLOWING FIELD IS NEVER FILLED IN ONLINE,

               *       IT IS STILL NEEDED FOR A LABEL IN THE #ENTER MACRO EXPANSION

               *       FOR PROGRAMS ASSEMBLED WITH @MODE=ADS.

               *

00024C         ADSIDMSA DS    0F                  #ENTER NAME FOR IDMS ADDRESS

00024C                  ORG   ADSIDMSA

00024C                  DS    F          *ONLINE* RESERVED

000250         OTBDID   DS    0CL26               CURRENT DIALOG INFO     *DKJ85137*

000250         OTBDLGNM DS    CL8' '              LOADED DIALOG NAME      *DKJ85137*

000258         OTBVERSN DS    H'0'                LOADED DIALOG VERSION   *DKJ85137*

00025A         OTBDCNOD DS    CL8' '              LOADED DIALOG DICT NODE *DKJ85137*

000262         OTBDCNAM DS    CL8' '              LOADED DIALOG DICT NAME *DKJ85137*

00026A                  DS    H                   RESERVED                         *

00026C         OTBSWRCA DS    A(0)                ADDRESS OF SWITCH RECORD

000270         OTBSWREC DS    5F'0'               SWITCH RECORD

000284         OTBTBEF  DS    H'-1'               TRACE ALL BEFORE VALUE  *DKJ86008*

000286         OTBTAFT  DS    H'0'                TRACE ALL AFTER VALUE   *DKJ86008*

000288         OTBTEVE  DS    H'1'                TRACE ALL EVERY VALUE   *DKJ86008*

00028A                  DS    H'0'                RESERVED               *DKJ86008*
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00028C         OTBTRCA  DS    A(0)                ADDRESS OF TRACE RTN    *DKJ86008*

000290         OTBEVSTG DS    F'0'              SIZE FROM #EVAL TYPE=SIZE*PHH86118**

000294         OTBREXA  DS    A(0)              RUNTIME EXEC. CODE CTL BLK*JMA86108*

000298         OTBSTBA  DS    A(0)                ADDR OF STATS CB          ECM86164

00029C         OTBRUNI  DS    F'0'                RUN UNIT ID               ECM86164

0002A0         OTBRALID DS    F'0'              MAX RECORD-ALLOC-ID USED *PHH86182*4

0002A4         OTBIVDBA DS    A(0)              INACTIVE VDB CHAIN ANCHOR*PHH86182*4

0002A8         OTBTRSTG DS    F'0'              ADDRESS OF TRACE LOCAL ST**MCM86219*

0002AC         OTBRIBA  DS    A(0)              RIB BLOCKS ANCHOR FOR VSAM*LMA87280*

0002B0         OTBCRBB  DS    H'0'                CURR NBR OF RBB'S

0002B2         OTBHRBB  DS    H'0'                HIGH WATER MARK OF RBB'S

               **

               *** THE FOLLOWING OFFSETS, OTB$AC, OTB$AE, OTB$WR, AND OTB$RTS AND

               *** FIELDS OTBAC, OTBAE, OTBWR, AND OTBRTSR CAN NEVER CHANGE. THEY ARE

               *** SYSTEM FIELDS APPCCODE, APPCERC, WHAT-RECEIVED, AND RTSR

               *** AND GENERATE OUT ONLY IN THE ONLINE ENVIRNMENT

               **

        002B4  OTB$AC   EQU   *-OTB      *ONLINE* OTB OFFSET TO APPCCODE

0002B4         OTBAC    DS    H          *ONLINE* SYSTEM APPCCODE FIELD

        002B6  OTB$AE   EQU   *-OTB      *ONLINE* OTB OFFSET TO APPCERC

0002B6         OTBAE    DS    H          *ONLINE* SYSTEM APPCERC FIELD

        002B8  OTB$WR   EQU   *-OTB      *ONLINE* OTB OFFSET TO WHAT-RECEIVED

0002B8         OTBWR    DS    CL18       *ONLINE* SYSTEM WHAT-RECEIVED

        002CA  OTB$RTS  EQU   *-OTB      *ONLINE* OTB OFFSET TO REQUEST-TO-SEND

0002CA         OTBRTSR  DS    H          *ONLINE* SYSTEM REQUEST-TO-SEND-RECEIVED

        002CC  OTBLEN   EQU   *-OTB      *ONLINE* LENGTH OF ONLINE OTB

0002CC                  ORG   OTBAC

0002B4         OTBUSER  DS    CL32' '    *BATCH*  USER IDENTIFIER

0002D4         OTBPDST  DS    CL8' '     *BATCH*  PRINT DESTINATION

0002DC         OTBPCLS  DS    X'0'       *BATCH*  PRINT CLASS

0002DD                  DS    XL3'00'    *BATCH*  RESERVED               *DKJ86021*

0002E0                  DS    F'0'     *BATCH*  AVAILABLE (WAS OTBRCBWA) *PHH86151**

0002E4         OTBMXLRF DS    H'0'     *BATCH*  MAX LRF PACKET STACK SIZE*PHH86118**

               *                                  (RESERVE WHERE CLAUSE XDE*PHH86118*

               *                                  STACK & LITPOOL AT @BIND)*PHH86118*

0002E6         OTBMXQUE DS    H'0'     *BATCH*  MAX QUEUE/PRINTER REC LEN*PHH86118**

               *                                  (RESERVE SPACE IN PACKET *PHH86118*

               *                                  FOR QUEUE REC AT #BIND)  *PHH86118*

        002E8  OTBBLEN  EQU   *-OTB      *BATCH*  LENGTH OF BATCH OTB

OTBXDS
                        #OTBXDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***     OTBEXT:  EXTENSION IN THE ADSO TERMINAL BLOCK (OTB)       ***

***              FOR APPLICATIONS DEFINED BY ADSA.                ***

***                                                               ***

***   OTBEXT CONTAINS DATA ELEMENTS AND ADDRESSES REQUIRED BY     ***

***   THE ADS RUNTIME SYSTEM WHEN EXECUTING APPLICATIONS DEFINED  ***

***   BY THE APPLICATION GENERATOR (ADSA).                        ***

***                                                               ***

***   THIS EXPANSION OF OTBEXT IS FOR PROGRAMS WHICH WILL RUN     ***
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***   IN BOTH THE ONLINE AND BATCH ENVIRONMENTS.                  ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         OTBEXT   DSECT                                                      0

000000         OTBEXTID DS    CL4'OTX*'      EYE CATCHER

000004         OTBXADBA DS    A(0)           ADDRESS OF THE APPL DEFN BLOCK (ADB)

000008         OTBXTATA DS    A(0)           ADDRESS OF THE TASK APPL TABLE (TAT)

00000C         OTBXTFEA DS    F'0'           OFFSET TO TASK/TOP FUNC ENTRY (TFE)

000010         OTBXFDEA DS    F'0'           OFFSET TO FUNC DEFN ELEMENT (FDE)

000014         OTBXMENA DS    A     *ONLINE* ADDRESS OF THE MENU STACK

000018                  ORG   OTBXMENA

000014                  DS    F'0'  *BATCH*  RESERVED

000018         OTBXAPGA DS    A(0)           ADDRESS OF APPL GLOBAL RECORD (APG)

               *                             NOTE: POSITION OF OTBXAPGA CANNOT

               *                             . CHANGE BECAUSE RUNTIME EVALUATOR

               *                             . (RTE) EXPECTS IT AT +X'18'  *PHH86120*

00001C         OTBXAPRA DS    F'0'           OFFSET TO RESPONSE ELEMENT (APRE)

000020         OTBXADBL DS    F'0'           LENGTH OF THE ADB

000024         OTBXSVRA DS    F'0'           REG SAVE AREA (ACF BITS PROCESS CNTR)

000028         OTBXSVRB DS    F'0'           REGISTER SAVE AREA

00002C         OTBXSVRC DS    F'0'           REGISTER SAVE AREA

000030         OTBXTPMA DS    A     *ONLINE* ADDRESS OF TOP MENU STACK ENTRY

000034                  ORG   OTBXTPMA

000030                  DS    F'0'  *BATCH*  RESERVED

000034                  DS    F              RESERVED

000038         OTBXHLMA DS    A     *ONLINE* ADDR OF ACF HELP MAP (MRB AND RECORD)

00003C         OTBXMNRA DS    A     *ONLINE* ADDRESS OF ACF MENU RECORD

000040         OTBXMRTE DS    F     *ONLINE* CURRENT MENU RESPONSE TABLE ENTRY ADDR

000044                  ORG   OTBXHLMA

000038                  DS    3F'0' *BATCH*  RESERVED

000044         OTBXTAEN DS    CL8' '         APPLICATION NAME

00004C         OTBXTAEV DS    H'0'           APPLICATION VERSION

00004E         OTBXFAPR DS    H     *ONLINE* FIRST APRE FOR A REQUESTED MENU PAGE

000050         OTBXTAPR DS    H     *ONLINE* TOTAL APRE QUALIFYING FOR MAP

000052         OTBXMSQN DS    H     *ONLINE* # MENU SEQUENCE RESPONSES IN MTE

000054         OTBXPGPR DS    X     *ONLINE* COUNT OF APRE ON REQUESTED MENU PAGE

               * OTBXSDC  #FLAG X'80' *ONLINE* USER IS SIGNED ON TO DC

               * OTBXHLP  #FLAG X'40' *ONLINE* RETURN TO RUN2 FOR HELP SCREEN

               * OTBXAPR  #FLAG X'20' *ONLINE* DETERMINE QUALIFYING NUMBER OF APRE'S

               * OTBXRSQ  #FLAG X'10' *ONLINE* GET MENU RESPONSES IN SEQUENCE

000055         OTBXFLAG DS    X     *ONLINE* FIRST FLAG BYTE

000056                  ORG   OTBXFAPR

00004E                  DS    4H'0' *BATCH*  RESERVED

               * OTBXSOS  #FLAG X'80'          USER IS SIGNED ON TO THE APPLICATION

               * OTBXAGR  #FLAG X'40'          ALLOCATING ONLY THE APPL GLOBAL RECS

               * OTBXGR1  #FLAG X'20'          APPLICATION GLOBAL RECORD INITIALIZED

               * OTBXNVL  #FLAG X'10'          INVALID RESPONSE FOR APPLICATION

               * OTBXNPR  #FLAG X'08'          INVALID RESPONSE SET BY PROCESS

               * OTBXRCH  #FLAG X'04'          NON-ENTER RKE'S CHECKED; NONE VALID
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               * OTBXVRF  #FLAG X'02'          VALID RKE FOUND             88-05-1119

000056         OTBXFLG2 DS    X'00'          2ND FLAG BYTE

000057                  DS    X              RESERVED

               *** Change for PTF# 87-05-1055.      MCM

000058         OTBSTAMP DS    CL24           Used to save ADB name,date,time.  MCM

000070         OTBXBMPA DS    A(0)           SECURITY BIT MAP ADDRESS          GWG

000074                  DS    3F             RESERVED

        00080  OTBXLEN  EQU   *-OTBEXT       LENGTH OF OTB EXTENSION

               *

        00078  OTBXSLN  EQU   120   *ONLINE* LENGTH OF MENU STACK (20 ENTRIES MAX)

        00020  BITMAPL  EQU   32            LENGTH OF BIT MAP (256 BITS) *ADS370/194*

        00002  SECLNTRY EQU   2              LENGTH OF 1 SEC CLASS PARM  *ADS370/194*

        00200  SECLISTL EQU   SECLNTRY*256  LENGTH OF SEC CLASS PARM LST *ADS370/194*

OWADS
                        #OWADS TYPE=DSECT,EXPAND=BOTH

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***                   OWA:  ADS WORK AREA                         ***

***                                                               ***

***    OWA DESCRIBES THE SHORT TERM STORAGE USED BY THE ADS       ***

***    ONLINE AND BATCH RUNTIME SYSTEMS.  IN THE ONLINE           ***

***    ENVIRONMENT THIS STORAGE IS ACQUIRED VIA #GETSTG AS SHORT  ***

***    TERM STORAGE.  AS SUCH IT IS NOT KEPT ACCROSS THE PSEUDO   ***

***    CONVERSE.  SIMILARLY, IN BATCH, ALTHOUGH THE OWA IS        ***

***    PERMANENTLY RESIDENT, IT IS REINITIALIZED ACCROSS MAPPING  ***

***    OPERATIONS.  FIELDS WHICH MUST BE RETAINED ACROSS THE      ***

***    PSEUDO CONVERSE IN THE ONLINE ENVIRONMENT AND/OR ACROSS    ***

***    MAPPING OPERATIONS IN BATCH SHOULD BE DEFINED IN THE       ***

***    OTB OR OTB EXTENSION (SEE THE #OTBDS AND #OTBXDS MACROS).  ***

***                                                               ***

***    THIS EXPANSION OF OWA IS FOR PROGRAMS WHICH WILL RUN       ***

***    IN BOTH THE ONLINE AND BATCH ENVIRONMENTS.                 ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         OWA      DSECT

000000         OWAID    DS    CL4'OWA*'           EYECATCH

000004         OWAACCUM DS    F'0'                GENERAL PURPOSE ACCUMULATOR

               *******************************************************************

               *  NOTE: THE OFFSET TO SYSPLIST (BELOW) FROM THE BEGINNING OF THE   *

               *        OWA CANNOT EVER CHANGE.  SYSPLIST IS USED AS A WORK AREA,  *

               *        ADDRESSABLE VIA R11, FOR EXECUTABLE CODE WITHIN DIALOGS.   *

               *******************************************************************

000008                  DS    0D                  FORCE DBLWORD ALIGNMENT

000008         SYSPLIST DS    12F'0'              DC MACRO PARM AREA

000038         OWASSCTR DS    0F                  SUBSCHEMA CONTROL

000038                  DS    0D

000038         SSCTRL   DS    0CL200
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000038 4       PGMNAME  DC    CL8' '

000040 F       ERRSTAT  DC    C'1400'

000044 0       DBKEY    DC    F'0'

000048 4       RECNAME  DC    CL16' '

000058 4       AREANAME DC    CL16' '

000068 4       ERRORSET DC    CL16' '

000078 4       ERRORREC DC    CL16' '

000088 4       ERRAREA  DC    CL16' '

000098         SSCIDBCM DS    0F

000098 0       IDBMSCOM DC    25F'0'

0000FC                  ORG   IDBMSCOM

000098         SSCPINFO DS    0F                       CURRENT PAGE GROUP/DBKEY RADIX

000098 0       SSCPGRUP DC    H'0'                     CURRENT PAGE GROUP

00009A 0       SSCRADIX DC    H'0'                     CURRENT DBKEY RADIX

00009C                  ORG   ,

0000FC 0       DIRDBKEY DC    F'0'

000100         DBSTATUS DS    0CL7

000100 4       DBSTMTCD DC    CL2' '

000102 4       DBSTATCD DC    CL5' ',CL1' '

000108 0       RECOCCUR DC    F'0'

00010C 0       DMLSEQ   DC    F'0'

000110                  DS    21F                 EXTENSION TO SSCTRL

000164         OWARETDN DS    CL8' '              NAME OF DIALOG TO RETURN TO

               **                                  OR APPLICATION NAME FOR FINSTAT

00016C         OWASCSAV DS    F'0'                SAVE AREA FOR STACK CHECKING

000170         OWARGSAV DS    F'0'                GENERAL PURPOSE REG SAVE AREA

000174         OWAPATCH DS    A(0)                ADDRESS OF GENERAL PATCH AREA

000178         OWAALTBA DS    A(0)                ADDR OF ALTERNATE PARM BUILD AREA

00017C         OWAENTP  DS    3F'0'               #ENTER PARMS FOR @MODE = ADS

000188                  ORG   OWAENTP

00017C         ADSENTP  DS    3F                  #ENTER NAME FOR PARMS

000188         OWAPRCA  DS    A(0)                ADDR OF 1ST CME IN CURRENT PROCESS

00018C         OWACCMEA DS    A(0)                ADDR OF CURRENT CME (EXCEPT ABORT)

000190         OWAFXDEA DS    A(0)                ADDR OF FIRST XDE

000194         OWAVXDEA DS    A(0)                START ADDR OF VXDE'S

000198         OWARVXDE DS    A(0)                ADDR OF RESULT VXDE

00019C         OWAWEXPA DS    A(0)                START ADDR OF EXPR WORK AREA

0001A0         OWASUBSA DS    A(0)                ADDR CURRENT SUBSCRIPT XDE STACK

0001A4         OWAPROCA DS    A(0)                ADDR XDE STACK TO BE EVALUATED

0001A8         OWADMSGA DS    A(0)                ADDR OF DISPLAY MSG OR PARM LIST

0001AC         OWASTCKA DS    A(0)                ADDRESS OF STACK CHECKING ROUTINE

0001B0         OWACRBBA DS    A(0)                ADDRESS OF CURRENT RBB

0001B4         OWACRBBE DS    A(0)                ADDRESS OF END OF CURRENT RBB

               * OWAEVSTG &O.    F'0'             RHDCEVAL GENERAL WS REQUIREMENT

               *                                  . OBSOLETE: REPLACED BY  *PHH86097*

               *                                  .           OTBEVSTG    *PHH86097*

0001B8         OWATEMP  DS    F'0'               RECYCLE OWAEVSTG FOR TEMP*PHH86227*

               *                                  . STG (CF. RUN3.RCDLEN) *PHH86227**

0001BC         OWACRBEL DS    F'0'                LENGTH OF CURRENT RBE ENTRY

0001C0         OWADCOMA DS    A(0)                END ADDRESS FOR DECOMPRESSION

0001C4         OWARATA  DS    A(0)                ADDR OF READY AREA TABLE

0001C8         OWARDEA  DS    F'0'                ADDRESS OF 1ST RDE        ECM86119

0001CC         OWASTKEA DS    A(0)                STACK END ADDRESS
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0001D0         OWAXKEY  DS    A(0)                ADDRESS OF DETAIL KEY OR OF XDE

               *                                    STACK TO MOVE THE DETAIL KEY

0001D4         OWACVFW  DS    3F'0'               CONVERTED FULLWORD PARMS FOR IDMS

0001E0         OWAIDBCM DS    12F'0'              PARM LIST BUILD AREA

        0000C  OWANPWD  EQU   (*-OWAIDBCM)/4      # WORDS IN BUILD AREA

000210         OWADKEY  DS    F'0'                DETAIL KEY SAVE AREA

000214         OWADATRT DS    F'0'                DATA RETURN ADDRESS FOR PROCXDE

000218         OWASSSAR DS    A(0)                ADDR - SAVED SSAN & RAT SEVERITIES

00021C         OWASCRTY DS    F                   SAVE SECURTY              ECM86034

000220         OWASR10  DS    F'0'                SAVE REGISTER 10

000224         OWASVR4  DS    F'0'                SAVE REGISTER 4

000228         MRBPLIST DS    20A(0)              MRB PLIST

        00050  OWAPPLEN EQU   *-MRBPLIST          LENGTH OF THE DCC

000278         OWASELA  DS    A          *ONLINE* ADDRESS OF SELECT TABLE STORAGE

00027C         OWARLOA  DS    A          *ONLINE* ADDRESS OF RLO IF STG RELOCATABLE

000280         OWADBGPA DS    A          *ONLINE* RECLIST ADDRESS FOR DC DEBUGGER

000284         OWARUN2S DS    A          *ONLINE* ADDR OF START OF ADSORUN2

000288                  ORG   OWASELA

000278         OWALOBA  DS    A(0)       *BATCH*  ADDRESS OF LOG OPTIONS BLOCK

00027C         OWALVDBA DS    A(0)       *BATCH*  ADDRESS OF LAST ACTIVE VDB

000280                  DS    2F'0'      *BATCH*  RESERVED

000288         OWADCCRL DS    F'0'                RECORD DECOMPRESS ROUTINE ECM86120

               *                                  COMPRESSED RECORD LENGTH *JMA85351*

00028C         OWADCRRL DS    F'0'                RECORD DECOMPRESS ROUTINE ECM86120

               *                                  REAL RECORD LENGTH      *JMA85351*

000290         OWADATLN DS    H'0'                DATA LENGTH FOR PROCXDE

000292         OWASBSCR DS    H'0'                SUBSCRIPT VALUE RETURN

000294         OWATOTPG DS    H          *ONLINE* TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES

000296         OWAPAGE  DS    H          *ONLINE* CURRENT PAGE NUMBER

               *** THE FOLLOWING EQUATES DEFINE VALUES FOR OWADBROF

        00000  OWADAOK  EQU   0          *ONLINE* AOK -- PROCESS THE CME

        00004  OWADABRT EQU   4          *ONLINE* ABORT -- BAD CODE FROM DC DEBUGGER

        00008  OWADNOBK EQU   8          *ONLINE* ERROR -- CME IS NOT A BREAKPOINT

        0000C  OWADRADR EQU   12         *ONLINE* RESUME ADDRESS --CHECK FOR BREAKPT

000298         OWADBROF DS    H          *ONLINE* BRNCH OFFSET-DEBUG SESS. PROCESSNG

00029A                  ORG   OWATOTPG

000294                  DS    3H'0'      *BATCH*  RESERVED

00029A         OWACMECW DS    H                   CME CLASS WORK FIELD

00029C         OWATFB   DS    X'00'               TRUE/FALSE BYTE

00029D         OWAEVLCT DS    X'00'               EVALUATION LEVEL COUNTER

00029E         OWARPL   DS    X'00'               LGTH OF FOLLOWING REPLACEMENT PARM

00029F         OWARPRM  DS    CL4' '              REPLACEMENT PARAMETER

0002A3         OWASRPP  DS    X          *ONLINE* RESPONSES PER PAGE

0002A4                  ORG   OWASRPP

0002A3         OWATSEV  DS    X'00'      *BATCH*  TERMINATION SEVERITY CODE

               *

               *     GENERAL PURPOSE CME (USED FOR DEFAULT CME'S AND ABORT CME'S)

               *

0002A4         OWACME   DS    0F                  CME'S MUST BE FULLWORD ALIGNED

0002A4         OWACMECL DS    H'0'                CME MAJOR CLASS

0002A6         OWACMEFN DS    H'0'                CME FUNCTION

0002A8         OWACMENX DS    F'0'                NEXT CME ADDR

0002AC         OWACMEF1 DS    X'00'               FIRST FLAG BYTE
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0002AD         OWACMEF2 DS    X'00'               SECOND FLAG BYTE

0002AE         OWACMEF3 DS    X'00'               THIRD FLAG BYTE

0002AF         OWACMEF4 DS    X'80'               FOURTH FLAG BYTE

0002B0         OWACMEWD DS    F'0'                CME BODY WORD

0002B4         OWACMEW2 DS    F'0'                CME BODY WORD

        00014  OWACMESZ EQU   *-OWACMECL          SIZE OF GEN. PURP. CME

0002B8                  ORG   OWACMEW2

0002B4         OWAERRC  DS    F                   RESPONSE ERROR CODE

0002B8                  ORG   OWAERRC

0002B4         OWAPGNUM DS    F          *ONLINE* PAGE NUMBER

0002B8                  ORG   OWAERRC

0002B4         OWADMSGL DS    H                   LENGTH OF DISPLAY MSG

0002B6                  ORG

0002B8         OWAREACT DS    H'0'                RESPONSE ACTION CODE

               ***  FOLLOWING EQUATES APPLY TO FLAG BYTES THAT DESIGNATE ADE'S

        00020  OWABIFWD EQU   X'20'               ADE IS EMBEDDED FULLWORD

        00010  OWABFM2  EQU   X'10'               ADE IS LITPOOL OFFSET AND LENGTH

        00008  OWABFM3  EQU   X'08'               ADE IS FORMAT 3

        00004  OWABXDES EQU   X'04'               ADE IS FMT 3 FOLLOWED BY XDE STACK

               *

0002BA         OWACFL1  DS    X'00'               FIRST CONTROL FLAG

0002BB         OWACFL2  DS    X'00'               SECOND CONTROL FLAG

0002BC         OWACFL3  DS    X'00'               THIRD CONTROL FLAG

               * OWAADSO  #FLAG X'80'             CME BUILT BY ADSO

0002BD         OWACFL4  DS    X'00'               FOURTH CONTROL FLAG

               *

               *   ABORT RESPONSE FLAGS

               *

0002BE                  ORG   OWACFL1

               * OWAABTO  #FLAG X'80'               ABORT ADSO

               * OWAABTA  #FLAG X'40'               ABORT APPLICATION

0002BA         OWAAFLG1 DS    X                   FIRST ABORT FLAG BYTE

               *                                                          *JEB85165*

               *   INVOKE RESPONSE FLAGS                                  *JEB85165*

               *                                                          *JEB85165*

0002BB                  ORG   OWACFL1

               * OWALNNS  #FLAG X'80'               INVOKE NOSAVE         *JEB85165*

0002BA         OWALNFL1 DS    X                   FIRST INVOKE FLAG BYTE  *JEB85165*

               *                                                          *JEB85165*

               *   TRANSFER RESPONSE FLAGS                                *JEB85165*

               *                                                          *JEB85165*

0002BB                  ORG   OWACFL1

               * OWATRNF  #FLAG X'80'               TRANSFER NOFINISH     *JEB85165*

0002BA         OWATRFL1 DS    X                   FIRST TRANSFER FLAG BYTE *JEB85165*

               *

               *   RETURN RESPONSE FLAGS

               *

0002BB                  ORG   OWACFL1

               * OWARETC  #FLAG X'80'               RETURN CONTINUE

               * OWARETI  #FLAG X'40'               RETURN CLEAR (INITIALIZE)

0002BA         OWARFLG1 DS    X                   FIRST RETURN FLAG BYTE

               * OWARETA  #FLAG X'80'               RETURN TO TOP DIALOG

               * OWARETN  #FLAG X'40'               RETURN DIALOG NAME GIVEN
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               * OWARET1  #FLAG X'20'               RETURN ONE LEVEL

0002BB         OWARFLG2 DS    X                   SECOND RETURN FLAG BYTE

               *

               *   DISPLAY RESPONSE FLAGS

               *

0002BC                  ORG   OWACFL1

               * OWADISP  #FLAG X'80'      *ONLINE* DISPLAY CONTINUE

               * OWADISM  #FLAG X'40'      *ONLINE* DISPLAY WITH MESSAGE

               * OWADSMS  #FLAG X'20'      *ONLINE* MESSAGE IS SYSTEM GENERATED

               * OWADISE  #FLAG X'10'      *ONLINE* DISPLAY ERASE

0002BA         OWADSFL1 DS    X          *ONLINE* FIRST DISPLAY FLAG BYTE

               * OWADISL  #FLAG X'20'      *ONLINE* INLINE LITERAL PRESENT

0002BB         OWADSFL2 DS    X          *ONLINE* SECOND DISPLAY FLAG BYTE

               *

               *   LEAVE RESPONSE FLAGS

               *

0002BC                  ORG   OWACFL1

               * OWALVEO  #FLAG X'80'               LEAVE ADSO

               * OWALVEA  #FLAG X'40'               LEAVE APPLICATION

               * OWACOND  #FLAG X'10'               LEAVE APPLICATION

0002BA         OWALVFL1 DS    X                   FIRST LEAVE FLAG BYTE

               * OWALVEN  #FLAG X'80'               LEAVE APPL, NEXT DIALOG NAMED

               * OWALVEX  #FLAG X'40'               LEAVE NEXT TASK NAMED  *JEB85148*

0002BB         OWALVFL2 DS    X                   SECOND LEAVE FLAG BYTE

               *

               *   LINK RESPONSE FLAGS

               *

0002BC                  ORG OWACFL1

               * OWAINUP  #FLAG X'80'               LINK TO USER PROGRAM

               * OWAINVD  #FLAG X'40'               LINK TO DIALOG

               * OWAINNS  #FLAG X'20'               LINK NOSAVE           *JEB85165*

0002BA         OWAINVF1 DS    X                   FIRST LINK FLAG BYTE

               * OWAINUR  #FLAG X'80'               LINK TO USER WITH USER PARMS

               * OWAINUS  #FLAG X'40'               LINK TO DLG WITH SSCTRL*PHH86171*

               * OWAINMP  #FLAG X'20'               LINK TO DLG WITH MAP CTRL ECM86190

0002BB         OWAINVF2 DS    X                   SECOND LINK FLAG BYTE

               *

               *   WRITE TRANSACTION RESPONSE FLAGS

               *

0002BC                  ORG   OWACFL1

               * OWAWTC   #FLAG X'80'      *BATCH*  WRITE TRAN CONTINUE

               * OWAWTM   #FLAG X'40'      *BATCH*  WRITE TRAN WITH MESSAGE

               * OWAWTR   #FLAG X'20'      *BATCH*  WRITE TRAN READ

               * OWAWTRE  #FLAG X'10'      *BATCH*  WRITE TRAN RETURN

               * OWAWTRT  #FLAG X'08'      *BATCH*  WRITE TRAN RETURN TO TOP

               * OWAWTRD  #FLAG X'04'      *BATCH*  WRITE TRAN RETURN TO DIALOG

               * OWAWTRC  #FLAG X'02'      *BATCH*  WRITE TRAN RETURN CLEAR

               * OWAWTRN  #FLAG X'01'      *BATCH*  WRITE TRAN RETURN CONTINUE

0002BA         OWAWFLG1 DS    X          *BATCH*  FIRST WRITE TRAN FLAG BYTE

               * OWAWTRS #FLAG X'10'     *BATCH* WRITE TRAN SUSPENSE       *RQE86013*

0002BB         OWAFLG2  DS    X         *BATCH* SECOND WRITE TRAN FLAGBYTE*RQE86010*

               *                                                          *LCB85162*

               *   READ TRANSACTION RESPONSE FLAGS                        *LCB85162*
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               *                                                          *LCB85162*

0002BC                  ORG   OWACFL1                                     *LCB85162*

               * OWARTIO  #FLAG X'80'      *BATCH*  READ TRAN I/O         *LCB85162*

0002BA         OWARTFL1 DS    X        *BATCH*  FIRST WRITE TRAN FLAG BYTE*LCB85162*

               *

               *   CONTINUE RESPONSE FLAGS

               *

0002BB                  ORG   OWACFL1

               * OWACNM   #FLAG X'80'               CONTINUE WITH MESSAGE

0002BA         OWACFLG1 DS    X                   FIRST CONTINUE FLAG BYTE

0002BB                  ORG

               *                                                                   *

               ******************** DIALOG CONTROL FLAGS ************************

               *                                                                   *

               * OWAPRMP  #FLAG X'80'               CURRENT PROCESS IS PREMAP

               * OWABNDS  #FLAG X'40'               RUN-UNIT IS BOUND

               * OWADOPN  #FLAG X'20'               DELAY OPEN FOR EXTEN RU*PHH86121*

               * OWABNDP  #FLAG X'10'               PREMAP REC BUFFS ARE BOUND

               * OWABNDR  #FLAG X'08'               RESP REC BUFFS ARE BOUND

               * OWACURS  #FLAG X'04'               RUN-UNIT CURRENCIES RESTORED

               * OWAENTD  #FLAG X'02'               DIALOG IS APPLICATION ENTRY PT

               * OWACDTB  #FLAG X'01'               CDAB CALLED TO BIND RUN UNIT

0002BE         OWADCFL1 DS    X'00'               DIALOG CONTROL FLAG 1

               * OWASNRG  #FLAG X'80'               REGISTERS TO BE SNAPPED

               * OWASNTT  #FLAG X'40'               TITLE ON SNAP

               * OWAEVSB  #FLAG X'20'               PROCXDE CALLED FOR EXTRACT

               * OWAAMES  #FLAG X'10'               REPLACEMENT PARM IN ADS MSG

               * OWAALTA  #FLAG X'08'               LITPOOL VRE TO BE ADJUSTED

               * OWADMIL  #FLAG X'04'               PROCXDE CALLED FOR MRE INDEX

               * OWAEDDC  #FLAG X'02'               ERROR DIALOG NAME IN OTBDCOM

               * OWACXDS  #FLAG X'01'               PROCXDE CALLED TO CONVERT DXBS

0002BF         OWADCFL2 DS    X'00'               DIALOG CONTROL FLAG 2

               * OWANNP   #FLAG X'80'               REDISPLAY REQUIRED FOR EDIT

               * OWAREBD  #FLAG X'40'               REBINDING USER MAP

               * OWAFIRA  #FLAG X'20'               PROCXDE CALLED FOR MOVE FROM IRA

               * OWATME2  #FLAG X'10'               SECOND XDE STACK PROCESSED

               * OWALOLR  #FLAG X'08'               ALLOCATING BUFFERS FOR LR

               * OWAACF1  #FLAG X'04'               ACF FIRST TIME SWITCH

               * OWAGADD  #FLAG X'02'               PROCXDE CALLED TO GET AN ADDRESS

               * OWAMSTD  #FLAG X'01'               MSG FOR DISPLAY EXISTS

0002C0         OWADCFL3 DS    X'00'               DIALOG CONTROL FLAG 3

               * OWAMOTB  #FLAG X'80'               MSG FOR DISPLAY, IF ANY, IN OTB

               * OWAFINR  #FLAG X'40'               CCTL CALLED TO FINISH RUN UNIT

               * OWACTLR  #FLAG X'20'               CCTL CALLED TO RELEASE RESOURSES

               * OWAALGR  #FLAG X'10'               ONLY ALLOCATE APPL GLOBAL RECS

               * OWADCON  #FLAG X'08'               BUILD DISPLAY CONTINUE CME

               * OWACIGR  #FLAG X'04'               CDRV CALLED TO INIT GLOBAL REC

               * OWARXDE  #FLAG X'02'               REDUCED XDE'S IN STACK

               * OWAAPNM  #FLAG X'01'               OWARETDN HAS APPLICATION NAME

0002C1         OWADCFL4 DS    X'00'               DIALOG CONTROL FLAG 4

               * OWAABN   #FLAG X'80'               ABEND IS IN PROGRESS

               * OWASTVC  #FLAG X'40'               SHORT VECTOR CALLS IN DLG

               * OWARLVE  #FLAG X'20'               ONE OR MORE EXECUTABLE CALLS
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               * OWAEXCD  #FLAG X'10'               RUNNING WITH EXECUTABLE CODE

               * OWALNXT  #FLAG X'08'               DOING LEAVE NEXT TASK  *JEB85148*

               * OWASAVC  #FLAG X'04'              CCTL CALLED TO SAV CURCY*PHH85176*

               * OWADTDN  #FLAG X'02'               DATE/TIME UPDATED FOR PROCESS

               * OWATRCL  #FLAG X'01'               RET FROM LINK - TRACE  *MCM86017*

0002C2         OWADCFL5 DS    X'00'               DIALOG CONTROL FLAG 5

               * OWAACFY  #FLAG X'80'      *ONLINE* IN-HOUSE CULLINET USERS IN ACF

               * OWAACFH  #FLAG X'40'      *ONLINE* ACF HELP PROCSS'D THIS CDRV ENT

               * OWAHLPM  #FLAG X'20'      *ONLINE* ACF HELP MAP BEING MAPPED OUT

               * OWARELO  #FLAG X'10'      *ONLINE* RUNNING WITH RELOCATABLE STORAGE

               * OWADBGY  #FLAG X'08'      *ONLINE* DIALOG IS BEING DEBUGGED

               * OWANORL  #FLAG X'04'      *ONLINE* NO ROLLBACK ON ABORT (DEBUG)

               * OWARASP  #FLAG X'02'      *ONLINE* RESTORING ASPS ONLY

               * OWACALC  #FLAG X'01'      *ONLINE* RBB'S ARE CALCULATED    ECM86120

0002C3         OWADCFL6 DS    X          *ONLINE* DIALOG CONTROL FLAG 6

               * OWARSTA  #FLAG X'80'      *BATCH*  RESTART REQUESTED VIA JCL

               * OWAIOVR  #FLAG X'40'      *BATCH*  INPUT FILE OVERRIDE FOR MAP

               * OWAOOVR  #FLAG X'20'      *BATCH*  OUTPUT FILE OVERRIDE FOR MAP

               * OWARMDB  #FLAG X'10'      *BATCH*  MDB PASS 2 REQUIRED

               * OWAOIN   #FLAG X'08'      *BATCH*  INPUT OVERRIDE ONLY THIS PASS

               * OWAOOUT  #FLAG X'04'      *BATCH*  OUTPUT OVERRIDE ONLY THIS PASS

               * OWANDLG  #FLAG X'02'      *BATCH*  NEW DIALOG BEGUN (BIND PURPOSES)

               * OWADFCK  #FLAG X'01'    *BATCH*  APPLICATION DFLT CHECKED*PHH85262*

0002C4         OWADCFL7 DS    X'00'      *BATCH*  DIALOG CONTROL FLAG 7

               * OWAEVNT  #FLAG X'80'      *BATCH* BATCH EVENT FLAG FOR MAPPING

               * OWARC8   #FLAG X'40'     *BATCH* RETURN CODE 8 FLAG (BSIN)*LCB85158*

               * OWARC4   #FLAG X'20'     *BATCH* RETURN CODE 4 FLAG (BSIN)*LCB85158*

               * OWAEXRU  #FLAG X'10'      *BATCH* DEFER EXTENDED RUN UNIT DECISION

               * OWAPRSL  #FLAG X'08'     *BATCH* RSE HAS BEEN PRE-SELECTED*PHH85219*

               * OWAROAU  #FLAG X'04'      *BATCH* SYSIN OVERRIDE: RESTART AUTOMATIC

               * OWAROPR  #FLAG X'02'      *BATCH* SYSIN OVERRIDE: RESTART PROMPT

               * OWAROMA  #FLAG X'01'      *BATCH* SYSIN OVERRIDE: RESTART MANUAL

0002C5         OWADCFL8 DS    X'00'      *BATCH*  DIALOG CONTROL FLAG 8

               * OWASKIO  #FLAG X'80'      *BATCH* SKIP FSIO CHECK (RUNB)  *PHH85269*

               * OWABQUE  #FLAG X'40'     *BATCH* QUEUE UPDATES BEING DONE*JEB85291**

               * OWASVUS  #FLAG X'20'     *BATCH* HOLD OWAINUS FOR SELRSP *PHH86173**

0002C6         OWADCFL9 DS    X'00'      *BATCH*  DIALOG CONTROL FLAG 9

               * OWASTFL  #FLAG X'80'   ON  = GETSTG USED FOR EVAL STG    *MCM86162**

               *                        OFF = AGETSTK USED FOR EVAL STG    *MCM86162*

               * OWARECB  #FLAG X'40'   RUN3.ALRECS CALLED RECB           *PHH86177*

               * OWAALFS  #FLAG X'20'   RUN3.ALRECS FAST ALLOC            *PHH86178*

               * OWAINUM  #FLAG X'10'   LINK DIAL USING MAP-CTRL             ECM86190

               * OWA1DXB  #FLAG X'08'   TELL PROCXDE THAT IT IS BEING CALLED FROM

               *                        EXECUTABLE CODE TO EVALUATE 1 DXB    MCM

               * OWAAFMT  #FLAG X'04'   S/R CONVERSATION IS FORMAT

               * OWASQLX  #FLAG X'02'   SQL REQUEST HAS BEEN ISSUED        *JMA91308*

               * OWAFFIN  #FLAG X'01'   Force Finish RU                 *ADS370/494*

0002C7         OWADCF10 DS    X'00'               DIALOG CONTROL FLAG 10

               *

0002C8         OWAEREC  DS    0F         *ONLINE* START OF ERROR MAP RECORD

0002C8         OWAERLSE DS    H          *ONLINE* ADS RELEASE NUMBER FOR ERROR MAP

0002CA         OWADNAM  DS    CL8        *ONLINE* DIALOG NAME FOR ERROR MAP

0002D2         OWAERMSG DS    CL80       *ONLINE* MESSAGE TEXT FOR ERROR MAP
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000322                  ORG   OWAEREC

0002C8         OWAGPWA  DS    XL9'00'    *BATCH*  GENERAL PURPOSE WORK AREA

0002D1                  ORG   OWAERMSG-1

0002D1         OWAMSGL  DS    X'00'               LENGTH BYTE FOR DICTIONARY MSGS

0002D2         OWAMSG   DS    CL132' '            MESSAGE TEXT FOR DICTIONARY MSGS

000356                  ORG   OWAMSG+36

0002F6         OWASETN1 DS    CL32                SET NAME TO BE PASSED ON TO DML

000316         OWASETN2 DS    CL32                SET NAME TO BE PASSED ON TO DML

000336         OWASETN3 DS    CL32                SET NAME TO BE PASSED ON TO DML

000356         OWASCTY  DS    XL32'00'            USER'S SECURITY CODES

000376                  DS    0H                  HALFWORD ALIGN

000376         OWASAVSS DS    CL8' '              SUBSCHEMA, SCHEMA AND VERSION USED

00037E         OWASVSCH DS    CL8' '                  TO DETERMINE IF A RUN UNIT IS

000386         OWASSVER DS    H'0'                    TO BE KEPT OPEN ACROSS A LINK

000388         OWADEFRP DS    CL8' '              NAME OF DEFAULT RESPONSE

000390         OWAEVLSV DS    F'0'              SAVE INFO TO FREE EVAL STG *MCM86162*

000394         OWASR5   DS    F'0'               SAVE R5 IN DCOMP           ECM86176

               *                                                          *PHH86150*

000398         OWARCBWA DS    A(0)           ANCHOR FOR ADSORECB TBL BATCH *PHH86150*

               *                             ANCHOR FOR APPCDS TBL ONLINE  *ECM88027*

               *                                  --- DELAYED OPEN FIELDS--*PHH86121*

00039C         OWADTBLA DS    A(0)                ADDR OF DELAYED TBLS    *PHH86123*

0003A0         OWADNAME DS    CL8' '              DLG NAME (FROM FDBNAME) *PHH86123*

0003A8         OWADSSNM DS    CL8' '              SS NAME (FROM FDBSSNM)   *PHH86123*

               *                                  (SIMILAR TO OWASSNM BUT  *PHH86121*

               *                                  . WE MIGHT LINK SEV LVLS *PHH86121*

               *                                  . BETWEEN THE DELAY AND  *PHH86121*

               *                                  . THE ACTUAL OPEN)       *PHH86121*

0003B0         OWADNODE DS    CL8' '              DBNODE (FROM VDBNODE)   *PHH86123*

0003B8         OWADDBN  DS    CL8' '              DBNAME (FROM VDBNAME)   *PHH86123*

               *                                  . KEEP NODE/DBN IN SAME  *PHH86121*

               *                                  . ORDER AS IN VDB        *PHH86121*

               *                                                          *PHH86121*

0003C0         OWADMXCT DS    H'0'                MAX NBR OF SS AREAS THAT *PHH86123*

               *                                  . STG AT OWADOPNA WILL   *PHH86121*

               *                                  . SAVE RAT FOR           *PHH86123*

0003C2         OWADNSSA DS    H'0'               NR OF AREAS (FR FDBNSSAN)*PHH86123*

0003C4         OWADLNKS DS    H'0'               LINK LVL (FROM OTBLINKS) *PHH86123*

               *                                  . FOR RESTORING CURNCY   *PHH86121*

               *                                  . UP TO DLG WHOSE OPEN   *PHH86121*

               *                                  . WAS DELAYED; WHEN      *PHH86121*

               *                                  . WHEN OWADLNKS IS HIT   *PHH86121*

               *                                  . DURING CURNCY RESTORE  *PHH86121*

               *                                  . DO A RESTORE/RELEASE   *PHH86121*

               *                                                          *PHH86121*

0003C6         OWADRDYI DS    0XL1

        00080  OWADRDYM EQU   X'80'

0003C6         OWADRALI DS    0XL1

        00040  OWADRALM EQU   X'40'

0003C6         OWADCLRI DS    0XL1

        00020  OWADCLRM EQU   X'20'

               *WADBNS  #FLAG X'10'               RU OPEN (FROM OWABNDS)  *PHH86123*

               *                                  . BUT NEED TO CHECK      *PHH86121*
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               *                                  . CURRENCY RESTORE      *PHH86121*

0003C6         OWADCURI DS    0XL1

        00008  OWADCURM EQU   X'08'

               *                                  . NEEDED (FROM OWACURS)  *PHH86121*

0003C6         OWADLKPI DS    0XL1

        00004  OWADLKPM EQU   X'04'

0003C6         OWALVESI DS    0XL1

        00002  OWALVESM EQU   X'02'

0003C6         OWADFLAG DS    X'00'               DELAYED OPEN FLAGS      *PHH86123*

               *                                                          *PHH86121*

0003C8                  DS    0F                  FULLWORD ALIGN

0003C8         OWACURFN DS    CL8        *ONLINE* NAME OF CURRENT FUNC FOR ACF HELP

0003D0         OWAMPRQB DS    CL16       *ONLINE* MAP PAGING REQUEST BLOCK

0003E0         OWADPRM  DS    0CL10      *ONLINE* PARM FOR DC DEBUGGER

0003E0         OWADDLG  DS    CL8        *ONLINE* DIALOG NAME

0003E8         OWADDVR  DS    H          *ONLINE* DIALOG VERSION

0003EA         OWAMAPV  DS    H          *ONLINE* OLD MAP VER FOR LINK TO    ECM86183

               *******                            DIALOG USING MAP-CONTROL  ECM86183

0003EC         OWAORBBA DS    F          *ONLINE* ADDRESS OF OLD RBB         ECM86120

0003F0         OWANRBBA DS    F          *ONLINE* ADDRESS OF NEW RBB         ECM86120

0003F4                  DS    0A                  FORCE FULL-WORD ALIGNMENT

0003F4 00      ADSERRMP DC    XL76'0'             BASIC MAP REQUEST BLOCK

000440 00               DC    (0003)XL14'0'             MAP REQUEST ELEMENTS

00046A 0

00046C 0                DC    (0001)A(0)          DATA RECORD ADDRESS SLOTS

000470                  ORG   OWACURFN

0003C8         OWAOREP  DS    0CL38      *BATCH*  OPEN REPLY AREA FOR OPERATOR

0003C8         OWAORLN  DS    H'36'      *BATCH*  REPLY LENGTH

0003CA         OWAORTXT DS    CL36' '    *BATCH*  REPLY TEXT

0003EE                  DS    H'0'       *BATCH*  RESERVED

0003F0         OWADDNHL DS    XL10'00'   *BATCH*  DDNAME HOLD AREA

0003FA                  DS    H'0'       *BATCH*  RESERVED               *PHH85219*

0003FC         OWAPRSLA DS    F'0'      *BATCH*  ADDR OF PRE-SELECTED RSE *PHH85219*

000400         OWASFNHL DS    XL10'00'   *BATCH*  SUSPENSE FILE NAME HOLD *JEB85226*

00040A                  DS    XL2'00'    *BATCH*  RESERVED

00040C         OWAPSYST DS    F'0'      *BATCH*  PREV SYSTEM CPU INTERVAL *DKJ85303*

000410         OWAPUSRT DS    F'0'       *BATCH*  PREV USER CPU INTERVAL  *DKJ85303*

000414                  DS    XL84'00'   *BATCH*  RESERVED               *JEB85226*

        00468  OWALEN   EQU   ((*-OWA+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF FIXED PORTION OF OWA

        00044  OWAABSTK EQU   68                  STACK ABEND STORAGE SIZE

        003F9  OWASTKSZ EQU   1017                SIZE OF STACK IN WORDS

000468         OWASTACK DS    0F                  START OF INTERNAL STACK

PEXCDS
                        COPY #PEXCDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***  PEXC IS THE DSECT USED FOR CHAINING THE EXECUTABLE CODE      ***

***  DSECTS TOGETHER IN A LOGICAL SEQUENCE.  THERE WILL BE ONE    ***

***  PEXC PER PROCESS MUCH THE SAME WAY THERE IS ONE GPR PER      ***

***  PROCESS IN THE ADSO GENERATOR CONTROL BLOCKS.                ***

***                                                               ***
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***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         PEXC     DSECT                                     04/02/84

000000         PEXCID   DS    CL4                 'PEXC' EYE-CATCHER

000004         PEXCNXTA DS    F                   ADDR OF NEXT PEXC IN CHAIN

000008         PEXCA    DS    F                   POINTER TO FIRST EXC ON CHAIN

00000C         PEXCCA   DS    F                   POINTER TO CURRENT EXC ON CHAIN

000010         PEXCFOFT DS    F                   1ST VALUE IN OFFSET TABLE

000014         PEXCCOFT DS    F                   CURRENT VALUE IN OFFSET TABLE

000018         PEXCFCME DS    F                   FIRST CME ADDRESS

00001C         PEXCLNTA DS    F                   LINE # TABLE ADDRESS

000020         PEXCNAM  DS    CL32                PROCESS NAME (PREMAP OR RESPONSE)

000040         PEXCVER  DS    H                   PROCESS VERSION

               PEXCRDP  #FLAG X'80'               THIS IS A DUPLICATE RESPONSE

000042         PEXCRDPI DS    0XL1

        00080  PEXCRDPM EQU   X'80'

000042         PEXCFLG1 DS    X                   FLAG BYTE

        00040  PEXCLEN  EQU   ((*-PEXC)/4)*4      LENGTH OF PEXC FIXED PORTION

        00011  PEXCLENF EQU   ((*-PEXC+3)/4)      # OF FULLWORDS IN FIXED PORTION

PFLDS
                        COPY #PFLDS

*******************************************************************

***  PFLDS IS A DSECT FOR DESCRIBING THE PFL AREA IN MEMORY,     ***

***  WHICH EVENTUALLY TRANSLATED INTO THE PANELFLD-121 AND       ***

***  PFLD-DATA-147 RECORDS ON THE DATA DIRECTORY, USED BY THE    ***

***  MAPPING COMPILER. THIS AREA CONSISTS OF A FIXED HEADER      ***

***  PORTION, A SERIES OF DEVICE DEPENDENT PORTIONS AND A        ***

***  LITERAL POOL AT THE END.                                    ***

***                                                              ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.             ***

***                                                              ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         PFL      DSECT                                     05/22/86

000000         PFLNAME  DS    CL32                PANEL FIELD NAME

000020         PFLTOTLN DS    H                   TOTAL LENGTH OF AREA

000022         PFLOCCUR DS    H                   OCCURS VALUE

               PFLVALU  #FLAG X'80'               PFLD IS A LITERAL VALUE

000024         PFLFLG1  DS    X                   FLAG BYTE

000025         PFLDVCNT DS    X                   NUMBER OF DEVICE GROUPS

               PFLPSD   #FLAG X'80'               START OF DETAIL

               PFLPED   #FLAG X'40'               END OF DETAIL

               PFLPOD   #FLAG X'C0'               ONLY DETAIL DATA FIELD

               PFLPFS   #FLAG X'20'               START OF FOOTER

               PFLPGA   #FLAG X'E0'               ALL PAGING BITS

000026         PFLPGFLG DS    X                   PAGABLE MAP FLAG BYTE

000027         PFLFIL1  DS    CL1                 RESERVED
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        00028  PFLBASLN EQU   *-PFL

               ***  THE DEVICE DEPENDENT SECTION MAY ITERATE UP TO THE NUMBER OF

               ***  DEVICES SPECIFIED IN THE PANEL. IT CONSIST OF A DEVICE FOUNDATION

               ***  AND A SERIES OF ROW/COLUMN PAIRS, CORRESPONDING TO THE OCCURS

               ***  VALUE, PFLOCCUR.

000028         PFLDEVIC DS    0F

000028         PFLNXTA  DS    A                   OFFSET OF NEXT DEVICE SECTION

00002C         PFLLITPL DS    A                   OFFSET OF THIS DEVICE'S LITPOOL

000030         PFLLITLN DS    H                   LENGTH OF DEVICE'S LITERAL POOL

               PFL1240  #FLAG X'80'               12 BY 40 SCREEN

               PFL1280  #FLAG X'40'               12 BY 80 SCREEN

               PFL2480  #FLAG X'20'               24 BY 80 SCREEN

               PFL3280  #FLAG X'10'               32 BY 80 SCREEN

               PFL4380  #FLAG X'08'               43 BY 80 SCREEN

               PFL2713  #FLAG X'02'               27 BY 132 SCREEN

000032         PFLDEVS  DS    X                   DEVICES DEFINEDBY THIS ENTRY

               PFLDLIM  #FLAG X'80'               DELIMIT = YES

               PFLDLMN  #FLAG X'40'               DELIMIT, WITH NOSKIP

000033         PFLDFLG  DS    X                   GENERAL FLAG BYTE FOR DEVICE ENTRY

               *** 3270 ATTRIBUTE BYTE

               PFLPROT  #FLAG X'20'               PROTECTED

               PFLNUM   #FLAG X'10'               NUMERIC

               PFLNDIS  #FLAG X'0C'               NON-DISPLAY/NON-DETECTABLE

               PFLBRIT  #FLAG X'08'               BRIGHT/DETECTABLE

               PFLDISD  #FLAG X'04'               DISPLAY/DETECTABLE

               PFLMDT   #FLAG X'01'               MODIFY DATA TAG

000034         PFLATTR  DS    X

               PFLLEFT  #FLAG X'08'               LEFT OUTLINING                 BZJ

               PFLTOP   #FLAG X'04'               TOP OUTLINING                  BZJ

               PFLRGHT  #FLAG X'02'               RIGHT OUTLINING                BZJ

               PFLBOT   #FLAG X'01'               BOTTOM OUTLINING               BZJ

               PFLALL   #FLAG X'0F'               ALL OUTLINING                  BZJ

000035         PFLATTR4 DS    X                   OUTLINING SUPPORT              BZJ

               *** ATTRIBUTE BYTE FOR EXTENDED HIGHLIGHTING(3279S)

               PFL2DEF  #FLAG X'00'               SELECT DEFAULT

               PFL2BLK  #FLAG X'F1'               BLINK

               PFL2REV  #FLAG X'F2'               REVERSE-VIDEO

               PFL2USC  #FLAG X'F4'               UNDERSCORE

000036         PFLATTR2 DS    X

               *** ATTRIBUTE BYTE FOR EXTENDED COLOUR(3279S)

               PFL3DEF  #FLAG X'00'               SELECT DEFAULT

               PFL3BLU  #FLAG X'F1'               BLUE

               PFL3RED  #FLAG X'F2'               RED

               PFL3PIN  #FLAG X'F3'               PINK

               PFL3GRE  #FLAG X'F4'               GREEN

               PFL3TUR  #FLAG X'F5'               TURQUOISE

               PFL3YEL  #FLAG X'F6'               YELLOW

               PFL3WHI  #FLAG X'F7'               WHITE

000037         PFLATTR3 DS    X

        00010  PFLDEVLN EQU   *-PFLDEVIC          LENGTH OF DEVICE DEPENDANT BASE

               *** EACH DEVICE BASE IS FOLLOWED IMMEDIATELY BY N ROW/COLUMN PAIRS,

               *** WHERE N = OCCURS VALUE (PFLOCCUR).

000038         PFLCOORD DS    0H
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000038         PFLROW   DS    X                   FIELD'S ROW POSITION

000039         PFLCOLM  DS    X                   FIELD'S COLUMN POSITION

               ***  AT END OF THE DEVICE DEPENDANT SECTION, A LITERAL POOL FOLLOWS,

               ***  CONSISTING OF ALL LITERALS SPECIFIED IN VALUE CLAUSES FOR ALL

               ***  OCCURENCES OF THIS PANEL FIELD. EACH LITERAL IS PRECEDED BY A

               ** 2 BYTE ITERATION FACTOR AND A 2 BYTE LENGTH.

00003A         PFLLIT   DS    0X

00003A         PFLITER  DS    XL2                 # OF ITERATIONS FOR THIS VALUE

00003C         PFLLEN   DS    XL2                 LENGTH OF THIS LITERAL

00003E         PFLLITRL DS    0X                  START OF LITERAL VALUE

PICDS
                        COPY #PICDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***  PIC IS THE DSECT USED TO DEFINED THE AREA TO BE USED FOR     ***

***  HOLDING THE PICTURE OF THE DISPLAY TARGET OF AN EDITED MOVE. ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         PIC      DSECT                                     05/15/84

               PICBONZ #FLAG  X'80'               BLANK ON ZERO CONDITION

000000         PICBONZI DS    0XL1

        00080  PICBONZM EQU   X'80'

               PICJUST #FLAG  X'40'               JUSTIFY CONDITION

000000         PICJUSTI DS    0XL1

        00040  PICJUSTM EQU   X'40'

000000         PICFLAG1 DS    X                   1ST FLAG BYTE

000001                  DS    3X                  RESERVED

000004         PICPLEN  DS    H                   LENGTH OF PICTURE

        00006  PICHDRL  EQU   *-PIC

000006         PICTURE  DS    CL32                PICTURE MAX LEN OF 32

        00024  PICLEN   EQU   ((*-PIC)/4)*4       LENGTH OF PIC DSECT     *LCB84097*

        0000A  PICLENF  EQU   ((*-PIC+3)/4)       # OF FULLWORDS         *LCB84097*

PLFDS
                        COPY #PLFDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***           RELOCATABLE PAGE LIST FRAGMENT                      ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         PLF      DSECT                                     04/04/85
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000000         PLFID    DS    CL4                C'PLF*'

000004         PLFNPLFA DS    A                  ADDR OF NEXT PAGE LIST FRAGMENT

000008         PLFNPLSA DS    A                  ADDR OF FIRST IN FREE SLOT LIST

00000C         PLFHIPLS DS    H                  HIGHEST ACTIVE PAGE IN SLOT

00000E         PLFNMBER DS    H                  PAGE LIST FRAGEMENT NUMBER

        00010  PLFLEN   EQU   *-PLF              SIZE OF PAGE LIST FRAG PREFIX

        00010  PLFFLEN  EQU   ((PLFLEN+3)/4)*4   SIZE OF PLF IN WORDS

        00010  PLFPLS   EQU   *                  START OF FIRST PAGE LIST SLOT

               *******************************************************************

               ***      PAGE LIST SLOT - REPRESENTS ONE STORAGE BLOCK              ***

               *** ------------------------------------------------------------ ***

               ***  WARNING: SEE MODULE ADSOARSM BEFORE CHANGING THE SIZE OF       ***

               ***  THIS CONTROL BLOCK.                                           ***

               *******************************************************************

000000         PLS      DSECT

000000         PLSLOCAD DS    A                  FOR DC TO RETURN ADDR OF ADDR

000004         PLSPAGEA DS    0A                 PAGE ADDR IF NOT USING RELO STG

000004         PLSNFREE DS    A                  NEXT ON FREE PLS LIST

000008         PLSPAGNO DS    H                  PAGE NUMBER OF THIS SLOT

00000A         PLSFRELN DS    H                  FREE SPACE ON PAGE IN BYTES

00000C         PLSHLXEO DS    H                  OFFSET TO END OF LINE INDEX

               PLSFREE  #FLAG X'80'              SET IF SLOT FREE

00000E         PLSFREEI DS    0XL1

        00080  PLSFREEM EQU   X'80'

00000E         PLSFLAGS DS    0X                 FLAG BYTE

00000E         PLSFLXEO DS    H                  OFFSET TO FIRST FREE LINE INDEX

        00010  PLSLEN   EQU   *-PLS              SIZE OF ONE PAGE LIST SLOT

               *******************************************************************

               ***                    LINE INDEX ENTRY                            ***

               *******************************************************************

000000         LXE      DSECT

               LXEFREE  #FLAG X'80'              FREE LINE INDEX ENTRY

000000         LXEFREEI DS    0XL1

        00080  LXEFREEM EQU   X'80'

000000         LXEFLAG  DS    0X

000000         LXEOFFST DS    H                  OFFSET TO START OF STG

000002         LXENLXEO DS    0H                 OFFSET TO NEXT FREE LXE

000002         LXESTLEN DS    H                  LENGTH OF STG

        00004  LXELEN   EQU   *-LXE              LENGTH OF LINE INDEX ENTRY

PMEDS
                        COPY #PMEDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***  PME IS A DSECT DEFINING THE HEADER FOR THE COMMAND TABLE     ***

***  THAT COMPRISES THE PREMAP PROCESS OF AN ADSO DIALOG.         ***

***  IT EXISTS IN THE FIXED DIALOG BLOCK (FDB) FOR THE DIALOG     ***

***  AND IS IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWED BY THE COMMAND TABLE.            ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************
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Offset  Value

000000         PME      DSECT                                     05/30/84

000000         PMENAME  DS    CL32                NAME OF THE PREMAP PROCESS

000020         PMELASTB DS    F                   OFFSET OF LAST BYTE IN PME

000024         PMERATA  DS    F                   OFFSET TO READY AREA TABLE

000028         PMEFCMEA DS    F                   OFFSET TO FIRST CME

00002C         PMEPVER  DS    H                   PROCESS VERSION

00002E         PMENCMES DS    H                   NUMBER OF CME'S IN PREMAP PROCESS

000030         PMENEWF  DS    X                   INITIALIZED TO X'FF' IF NEW FORMAT

               PMERDY   #FLAG X'80'               AREAS NEED TO BE READIED

               PMERALL  #FLAG X'40'               RAT HAS "READY ALL" BYTE *JEB84151*

000031         PMEFLAG1 DS    X

000032         PMENMDTE DS    H                   NUMBER OF MODULE TABLE ENTRIES

000034         PMELNTA  DS    F                   OFFSET TO CME LINE NUMBER TABLE

000038         PMEDATLU DS    CL8                 DATE MODULE-067 LAST UPDATED

000040         PMEDATCR DS    CL8                 DATE MODULE-067 CREATED

000048         PMEMDTA  DS    F                   OFFSET TO INCLUDED MODULE TABLE

00004C         PMEOFTBL DS    F                   OFFSET OF CME & EXEC CD OFFSET TBL

000050         PMEEXTA  DS    F                   RESERVED -ADDR FOR PME EXTENSION

        00054  PMELEN   EQU   *-PME               LENGTH OF PME FIXED PORTION

PRBDS
                        COPY #PRBDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***             PRB: PRINT BUFFER FOR ADS/ONLINE                  ***

***                                                               ***

***   PRB IS A DSECT THAT DESCRIBES THE PRINT BUFFER USED BY      ***

***   ADS/ONLINE AS A STAGING BUFFER FOR PROCESS SOURCE CARD      ***

***   IMAGES.  THE BUFFER IS BUILT DURING PROCESS PARSING AND     ***

***   CONTAINS 5 ENTRY TYPES. THEY ARE: 1) SOURCE CARD IMAGE,     ***

***   2) $ LINE DESCRIPTOR, I.E., A LIST OF UP TO 10 COLUMN       ***

***   NUMBERS THAT POINT TO PARSE ERRORS, 3) A LIST OF            ***

***   MESSAGE CODES, ONE FOR EVERY COLUMN NUMBER LISTED IN THE    ***

***   ACCOMPANYING $ LINE DESCRIPTOR, 4) LINE SPACE COUNT, AND    ***

***   5) PAGE EJECT.                                              ***

***     FOR THE ONLINE GENERATOR, WHENEVER THE PRINT              ***

***   BUFFER BECOMES FULL, IT IS WRITTEN AS A SCRATCH RECORD      ***

***   AND THE SAME BUFFER IS USED TO HOLD SUBSEQUENT ENTRIES.     ***

***     FOR THE BATCH GENERATOR, WHENEVER THE PRINT               ***

***   BUFFER BECOMES FULL, A NEW PRINT BUFFER IS ACQUIRED AND     ***

***   CHAINED TO THE PRECEDING PRINT BUFFER.                      ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         PRB      DSECT                                            12/13/88

000000         PRBNEXTA DS    A                   ADDR OF NEXT PRINT BUFF (BATCH)

000004         PRBNUM   DS    H                   # OF ENTRIES IN PRINT BUFF
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000006         PRBNABA  DS    H                   NEXT AVAILABLE BYTE IN BUFF

000008         PRBFRSZ  DS    H                   # OF UNUSED BYTES IN BUFF

        0000A  PRBHDRSZ EQU   *-PRB               SIZE OF PRINT BUFF HEADER

00000A         PRBSTRT  DS    0X                  START OF PRINT BUFF ENTRIES

        00FA0  PRBUFFSZ EQU   4000              SIZE OF ONLINE PRINT BUFFE*MCM87170*

        00FF0  PRBTCHSZ EQU   4080              SIZE OF BATCH PRINT BUFFER*GWG88336*

PSADS
                        COPY #PSADS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***              PSA: PARSE STORAGE AREA (ADS/ONLINE)             ***

***                                                               ***

***  PSA IS A DSECT THAT DESCRIBES THE WORK STORAGE AREAS USED    ***

***  BY THE PARSING MODULES IN THE ADS/ONLINE GENERATOR.          ***

***                                                               ***

***  THE FIRST BLOCK OF VARIABLES IS REQUIRED BY THE              ***

***  GENERALIZED CONDITION AND EXPRESSION PARSE ROUTINES,         ***

***  ADSOGCND AND ADSOGEXP.  IT MUST BE INCLUDED IN ANY           ***

***  OTHER PROGRAM WHICH MAKES USE OF THESE PARSE ROUTINES.       ***

***                                                               ***

***  THE SECOND BLOCK OF VARIABLES MAY BE OPTIONALLY USED BY      ***

***  ANOTHER PROGRAM CALLING ADSOGCND AND ADSOGEXP. IT MAY BE     ***

***  USED TO HOLD THE XDE STACK HEADER AND XDE STACK ITSELF.      ***

***                                                               ***

***  THE THIRD BLOCK OF VARIABLES IS REQUIRED ONLY FOR            ***

***  THE ADS/ONLINE GENERATOR.                                    ***

***                                                               ***

***  THE DSECT HAS BEEN MODIFIED TO ACCOMMODATE THESE ADDITIONAL  ***

***  PRODUCTS                                                     ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         PSA      DSECT                                     04/13/87

               *

               *                   PSA BLOCK 1

               *

               *          VARIABLES REQUIRED BY ADSOGCND AND ADSOGEXP:

               *

               *  THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES MUST BE INITIALIZED PRIOR TO CALLING

               *  ADSOGCND OR ADSOGEXP:

               *     PSASTKEA, PSAGGRDA, PSALEXLA, PSALTADA, PSAPSERA,

               *     PSANXDEA, PSAXDEHA, PSAXDEEA, PSAIRATO, PSALITTO,

               *     PSANIRAO

               *     PSANDIMA (IF CONDITIONAL OPTIMIZER BEING CALLED)     *MCM86122*

               *

               *  THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES MUST BE CLEARED BEFORE THE CALL:

               *     PSALXDEA

               *
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               *  THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES ARE INTERFACE VARIABLES WITH THE

               *  LEXICAL ANALYZER:

               *     NXTTOKE, TOKEBUF, PACKED, PSANODEC, PSANODIG

               *

               *  THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES ARE WORK VARIABLES:

               *     PHALF, PDBL, PSAOPN1L, PSAOPN1D, PSAOPN2L, PSAOPN2D

               *     PSACXDEA, PSACGCEA, PSASCSAV, PSAGRPC, PSACRNG, PSAFRST

               *

               *

000000         PSAID    DS    CL4                 'PSA*'

000008         PDBL     DS    D                   GENERALLY USEFUL DOUBLE WORD

000010         PSASCSAV DS    F                   SAVE AREA FOR STACK CHECKING

000014         PSASTKEA DS    A                   STACK END ADDRESS

000018         PSAGGRDA DS    A                   ADDR OF GET GRD/GRE ROUTINE

00001C         PSALEXLA DS    A                   ADDR OF LEXICAL ANALYSIS ROUTINE

000020         PSALTADA DS    A                   ADDR OF LITERAL ADD ROUITNE

000024         PSAPSERA DS    A                   ADDR OF PARSE ERROR ROUTINE

000028         PSANXDEA DS    A                   ADDR FOR NEXT XDE TO BE BUILT

00002C         PSALXDEA DS    A                   ADDR OF TOP XDE ON STACK

000030         PSACXDEA DS    A                   ADDR OF CONDITION XDE START

000034         PSAXDEHA DS    A                   ADDR OF XDE HDR FOR CURRENT STACK

000038         PSAXDEEA DS    A                   END ADDR OF XDE STACK

00003C         PSACGCEA DS    A                   ADDR OF GCE FOR CURRENT CONDITION

000040         PSAENVBA DS    A                   ENVIRONMENT SAVE BUFFER ADDR

000044         PSACENVA DS    A                   CURRENT ENVIRONMENT SAVE ADDR

000048         PSAENVEA DS    A                   END ADDR OF ENVIRONMENT SAVE BUFF

00004C         PSAESAVA DS    A                   ADDR ENVIRONMENT SAVE ROUTINE

000050         PSAERESA DS    A                   ADDR ENVIRONMENT RESTORE ROUTINE

000054         PSASAVSZ DS    H                   SIZE OF ENVIRONMENT SAVE AREA

000056         PHALF    DS    H                   GENERALLY USEFUL HALFWORD

000058         PSAIRATO DS    H                   REC TABLE OFFSET TO IRA ADDRESS

00005A         PSALITTO DS    H                   REC TABLE OFFSET TO LITPOOL ADDR

00005C         PSANIRAO DS    H                   NEXT AVAILABLE OFFSET IN IRA

00005E         PSAOPN1L DS    H                   TOTAL # DIGITS IN 1ST OPERAND

000060         PSAOPN1D DS    H                   # OF DECIMAL PLACES IN 1ST OPND

000062         PSAOPN2L DS    H                   TOTAL # DIGITS IN 2NS OPERAND

000064         PSAOPN2D DS    H                   # OF DECIMAL PLACES IN 2ND OPND

000066         NXTTOKE  DS    H                   NEXT AVAILABLE SLOT FOR TOKEN

000068         TOKEBUF  DS    2CL256              TOKEN BUFFER

        00200  TOKEBLEN EQU   *-TOKEBUF           LENGTH OF TOKEN BUFFER

000268         PACKED   DS    XL9                 HOLDING BUFFER FOR PACKED DEC #

000271         PSANODEC DS    X                   # DECIMAL PLACES

000272         PSANODIG DS    X                   # OF DIGITS IN DEC #

               PSAGRPC  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF SUBS ELEM IS OCC GROUP

000273         PSAGRPCI DS    0XL1

        00080  PSAGRPCM EQU   X'80'

               PSACRNG  #FLAG X'40'               ON IF CONDITION IS FOR RANGE

000273         PSACRNGI DS    0XL1

        00040  PSACRNGM EQU   X'40'

               PSAFRST  #FLAG X'20'               ON IF 1ST HALF OF RANGE COND

000273         PSAFRSTI DS    0XL1

        00020  PSAFRSTM EQU   X'20'

               PSAMCND  #FLAG X'10'               ON IF MULTIPLE VALUES FOR A COND
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000273         PSAMCNDI DS    0XL1

        00010  PSAMCNDM EQU   X'10'

               * USE OF PSAMBB FLAG IN GEXP REPLACED WITH AN EXPLICIT      *MCM86176*

               * CHECK OF XDEDATYP FOR MULTI-BIT BINARY                    *MCM86176*

               * PSAMBB   #FLAG X'08'             FIELD IS MULTIBIT BINARY *MCM86176*

               PSAMBBE  #FLAG X'08'               MULTIBIT BINARY ERROR  *ADS370/506

000273         PSAMBBEI DS    0XL1

        00008  PSAMBBEM EQU   X'08'

               PSAPRFX  #FLAG X'04'               ON IF PREFIX VARIABLE   *MCM86181*

000273         PSAPRFXI DS    0XL1

        00004  PSAPRFXM EQU   X'04'

               *                                  BEING HANDLED IN ADSOGMSG*MCM86181*

               PSASUBF  #FLAG X'02'               ON IF processing subscript MCM87

000273         PSASUBFI DS    0XL1

        00002  PSASUBFM EQU   X'02'

000273         PSAEXPF  DS    X                   FLAG BYTE FOR ADSOGEXP

000274                  DS    0F

000274         PSACGVEA DS    A                   ADDR OF GVE FOR CURRENT COND VALUE

000278         PSACGRDA DS    A                   ADDR OF GRD FOR CURRENT COND VALUE

00027C         PSAMSWTO DS    H                   REC TBL OFFSET TO MAP SWITCH REC

               PSA1SUB  #FLAG X'80'              1ST UNRESOLVED SUBRTN FND *MET88112*

00027E         PSA1SUBI DS    0XL1

        00080  PSA1SUBM EQU   X'80'

               LEXFLTS  #FLAG X'20'             SHORT FLOAT CONSTANT PARSE*LCB84229*

00027E         LEXFLTSI DS    0XL1

        00020  LEXFLTSM EQU   X'20'

               LEXFLTL  #FLAG X'10'             LONG FLOAT CONSTANT PARSED*LCB84229*

00027E         LEXFLTLI DS    0XL1

        00010  LEXFLTLM EQU   X'10'

00027E         LEXFLAG  DS    X                  FLAG BYTE FOR FLOAT CONST *ISS86527*

               PSASQLC  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF SQL CMND PARSING      **SQL**

00027F         PSASQLCI DS    0XL1

        00080  PSASQLCM EQU   X'80'

               PSASQIN  #FLAG X'40'             GNLX(GETCARD) INPUT FRM MEMRY**SQL**

00027F         PSASQINI DS    0XL1

        00040  PSASQINM EQU   X'40'

               PSASQIQ  #FLAG X'20'               ON IF IN SQL QUOTED STRING  **SQL**

00027F         PSASQIQI DS    0XL1

        00020  PSASQIQM EQU   X'20'

               PSASQEX  #FLAG X'10'              STRING 'EXEC SQL' CLEARED *JMA91256*

00027F         PSASQEXI DS    0XL1

        00010  PSASQEXM EQU   X'10'

               PSASQI2  #FLAG X'08'              ON IF QUOTED STRING FOUND ADS370/199

00027F         PSASQI2I DS    0XL1

        00008  PSASQI2M EQU   X'08'

00027F         PSASQLF  DS    X                   SQL COMMANDS FLAG       *LMA87245*

000280         PSANDIMA DS    A                   ADDR OF GET NUM DIMS RTNE*MCM86122*

000284         PSAGEXPA DS    F                  ARITHM. EXPR. PARSER ADDR *LMA86309*

000288         PSACMXAD DS    F                REPORTER COMMUNIC AREA ADDR*LMA86317*

00028C         PSACNDAD DS    F                 CONDITION EXPR.PARSER ADDR*LMA86317*

000290         PSASQLOS DS    A                 SQL ORIGINAL SYNTAX          **SQL**

000294         PSASQLPS DS    A                 SQL NEW PRE-COMPILED SYNTAX  **SQL**

000298         PSASQLNO DS    H                 SQL NUMB LINES(ORIG SYNTAX)  **SQL**
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00029A         PSASQLPN DS    H                 SQL NUMB LINES(PRECOMPILED)  **SQL**

        0029C  PSALEN1  EQU   *-PSA               FIRST PSA BLOCK SIZE

               *                    PSA BLOCK 2

               *

               *

               *  THE FOLLOWING BUFFERS MAY BE USED TO BUILD THE XDE STACK HEADER

               *  AND XDE STACK ITSELF.  ADSOGCND AND ADSOGEXP DO NOT ADDRESS

               *  THESE BUFFERS BY NAME SO THE USER MAY USE A DIFFERENT AREA FOR

               *  THE XDE STACK HEADER AND XDE STACK.  THE ONLY REQUIREMENT IS THAT

               *  PRIOR TO CALLING ADSOGCND AND ADSOGEXP THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES

               *  HAVE BEEN INITIALIZED TO THE FOLLOWING VALUES:

               *       PSAXDEHA - ADDRESS OF THE XDE STACK HEADER

               *       PSANXDEA - ADDRESS OF THE XDE STACK START

               *

               *  AFTER CALLING ADSOGCND OR ADSOGEXP THE XDE STACK HEADER HAS

               *  THE FOLLOWING LAYOUT:

               *

               *     ------------------------------------------------------------

               *     1   # OF XDE'S IN STACK       1  # IRA BYTES REQUIRED      1

               *     ------------------------------------------------------------

               *     1  # BYTES IN XDE STACK       1        UNUSED              1

               *     ------------------------------------------------------------

               *

               *

00029C         PSABLK2  DS    0F

00029C         PSAVAR1H DS    2F                  VAR-1 XDE STACK HEADER

0002A4         PSAVAR1N DS    300F                VAR-1 XDE STACK         *MCM86163*

        004B0  PSAVAR1S EQU   *-PSAVAR1N          SIZE OF VAR-1 XDE STACK

        00754  PSALEN2  EQU   *-PSA               SECOND PSA BLOCK SIZE

               *                 PSA BLOCK 3

               *

               *

               *  THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES ARE APPLICABLE ONLY TO THE ADS/ONLINE

               *  GENERATOR PARSE MODULES.

               *

000754         PSABLK3  DS    0F

000754         PSAVAR2H DS    2F                  VAR-2 XDE STACK HEADER

00075C         PSAVAR2N DS    301F                VAR-2 XDE STACK         *MCM86163*

        004B4  PSAVAR2S EQU   *-PSAVAR2N          SIZE OF VAR-2 XDE STACK

000C10         PSAPLIST DS    10F                 DC MACRO PARM AREA

000C38         PSADLGNM DS    CL8                 CONTROL CMD DLG/PGM NAME (LITERAL)

000C40         PSAWPNUM DS    F                   SAVE AREA FOR NUMBER

000C44         PSASAVRG DS    F                   TEMP REGISTER STORAGE AREA

000C48         PSAFSXDA DS    F                   1ST SUBSCRIPT XDE STK ADDR

000C4C         PSASUBV  DS    F                   SUBSCRIPT EVALUATION ACCUM

000C50         PSASUBM  DS    F                   SUBS DIMENSION MULTIPLIER

000C54         PSAFSEQN DS    F                   FIND SEQUENCE NUMBER

000C58         PSATXTKY DS    F                   CURRENT TEXT-088 REC DBKEY

000C5C         PSASCRID DS    F                   CURRENT PRINT SCRATCH REC ID

000C60         PSASTNUM DS    F                   START LINE NUMBER OF CURRENT CMD

000C64         PSAAXDEA DS    A                   1ST XDE ADDR FOR AUTOSTATUS COND

000C68         PSAERCLA DS    A                   START ADDR FOR ERROR CODE LIST

000C6C         PSANXTPA DS    A                   ADDR OF NEXT/EXIT PARM BUFFER
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000C70         PSACCNTA DS    A                   CONTROL CMDS COUNT FIELD ADDR

000C74         PSAWPRET DS    A                   SAVE AREA FOR RETURN ADDRESS

000C78         PSAPATCH DS    A                   ADDRESS OF ADSOGEN2 PATCH AREA

000C7C         PSAGMFDA DS    A                   ADDR OF ADSOGMFD ROUTINE

000C80         PSAPBFMA DS    A                   ADDR OF PRINT BUFF MAINT ROUTINE

000C84         PSACPROA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF CURRENT GPM/GRS

000C88         PSAGSAA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF GSA

000C8C         PSAGWKA  DS    A                   ADDR OF GWAWK

000C90         PSAGREA  DS    A                   ADDR OF FIELD GRE

000C94         PSAFWAEA DS    A                   FWA END ADDR

000C98         PSACGCMA DS    A                   ADDR OF CURRENT GCM

000C9C         PSACCMEA DS    A                   ADDR OF CURRENT CME (IN STACK)

000CA0         PSANPMLA DS    A                   NEXT AVAIL ADDR FOR PRIMARY MIL

000CA4         PSANPMEA DS    A                   NEXT AVAIL ADDR FOR PMIL ENTRY

000CA8         PSACSDEA DS    A                   ADDR OF CURRENT SDE IN SFE

000CAC         PSANSXDA DS    A                   NEXT AVAIL ADDR FOR MFLD SUB XDES

000CB0         PSAPRTBA DS    A                   ADDR OF PRINT BUFFER

000CB4         LEXADDR  DS    A                   ADDR OF CURRENT TOKEN START

000CB8         PSALGLEA DS    A                   ADDR OF LAST GLE AT PROCESS START

000CBC         PSAFWAA  DS    A                   ADDR OF MAPFIELD WORK AREA (FWA)

000CC0                  ORG   PSAFWAA             REDEFINE PSAFWAA

000CBC         PSACPRA  DS    A                   ADDR OF CASE DSECT  *RZM870413*

000CC0         PSAFFTA  DS    A                   FIND FUNCTION TABLE ADDR

000CC4         PSAGRDA  DS    A                   GRD ADDR

000CC8         PSAGSSA  DS    A                   GSS ADDR

000CCC         PSAADEA  DS    A                   CURRENT ADE ADDR

000CD0         PSACMEFA DS    A                   CME CURRENT FLAG ADDR

000CD4         PSAKWLIT DS    H                   LOG REC VERB CODE FOR KEYWORD CHK

000CD6         PSADATLN DS    H                   LENGTH IN IRA TO MOVE TO FIELD

000CD8         PSAVDBTO DS    H                   VRE TABLE OFFSET TO VDB ADDRESS

000CDA         PSAVRETO DS    H                   VRE TBL OFFSET TO VRE TBL ADDRESS

000CDC         PSAOTBTO DS    H                   VRE TABLE OFFSET TO OTB ADDRESS

000CDE         COMPERRS DS    H                   NUMBER OF COMPILE ERRS FOR PROCESS

000CE0         NXTNUMB  DS    H                   NEXT AVAILABLE SLOT IN NUMBER

000CE2         LEXLNTH  DS    H'0'                LNTH OF STRING RETURNED FROM L.A.

000CE4         LEXCOLM  DS    H'72'               STARTING COLUMN OF TOKEN

000CE6         FSTCOLM  DS    H'01'               FIRST COLUMN TO BE USED FOR INPUT

000CE8         LSTCOLM  DS    H'72'               LAST COLUMN TO BE USED FOR INPUT

000CEA         PSACMESZ DS    H                   # OF WORDS IN CURRENT CME

000CEC         PSAPMESZ DS    H                   SIZE OF CURRENT PMIL ENTRY

000CEE         PSAOCCNO DS    H                   # OF OCCURRENCES OF SUBSCR FIELD

000CF0         PSANIF   DS    H                   # OF NESTED IF COMMANDS

000CF2         PSANWHLE DS    H                   # OF NESTED WHILE COMMANDS

000CF4         PSANEXIT DS    H                   # OF UNRESOLVED EXIT COMMANDS

000CF6         PSANNEXT DS    H                   # OF UNRESOLVED NEXT-STMT COMMANDS

000CF8         PSARATIX DS    H                   READY AREA TABLE INDEX

000CFA         PSAIRALN DS    H                   LENGTH RESERVED AT START OF IRA

000CFC         PSADTABO DS    H                   FROM/INTO FIELD VRE TABLE OFFSET

000D00         NUMBER   DS    10F                 NUMBER TOKEN LIST

               * DLRBUFF, MSGCBUFF, AND SRCBUFF ARE BUILD AREAS FOR ENTRIES

               * INTO THE PRINT BUFFER FOR COMPILED PROCESS SOURCE

000D28         DLRBUFF  DS    0F                  BUILD AREA FOR $ LINE ENTRY

               DLRFLG   #FLAG X'40'               INDICATES $ LINE ENTRY
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000D28         DLRFLGI  DS    0XL1

        00040  DLRFLGM  EQU   X'40'

000D28         DLRFLGB  DS    X                   DOLLAR FLAG BYTE

000D29         DLRNUM   DS    X                   NUMBER OF $'S IN ENTRY

        00002  DLRHDRSZ EQU   *-DLRBUFF           SIZE OF $ ENTRY HEADER

000D2A         DLRCOL   DS    10X                 COLUMN #'S FOR $'S

        0000A  DLRMAX   EQU   *-DLRCOL            MAX # OF ENTRIES IN DLRBUFF

000D34         MSGCBUFF DS    0F                  BUILD AREA FOR MSG CODE ENTRY

               MSGCFLG  #FLAG X'20'               INDICATES MSG CODE ENTRY

000D34         MSGCFLGI DS    0XL1

        00020  MSGCFLGM EQU   X'20'

000D34         MSGCFLGB DS    X                   MESSAGE CODE FLAG BYTE

000D35         MSGCNUM  DS    X                   NUMBER OF MSG CODES IN ENTRY

        00002  MSGHDRSZ EQU   *-MSGCBUFF

000D36         MSGCODES DS    40X                 MSG CODE NUMBERS

000D60         SRCBUFF  DS    0F                  BUILD AREA FOR SOURCE ENTRY

               SRCFLG   #FLAG X'80'               INDICATES SOURCE ENTRY

000D60         SRCFLGI  DS    0XL1

        00080  SRCFLGM  EQU   X'80'

000D60         SRCFLGB  DS    X                   SOURCE FLAG BYTE

000D61         SRCSEQNO DS    7X                  SOURCE SEQUENCE NUMBER

               FRSTCRD  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF NO PROCESS CARD READ YET

000D68         FRSTCRDI DS    0XL1

        00080  FRSTCRDM EQU   X'80'

               SRCERR   #FLAG X'40'               ON IF CURRENT CARD HAS ERROR

000D68         SRCERRI  DS    0XL1

        00040  SRCERRM  EQU   X'40'

               PRINTED  #FLAG X'20'               ON IF CARD IMAGE NOT TO BE PRNTED

000D68         PRINTEDI DS    0XL1

        00020  PRINTEDM EQU   X'20'

               MXLERR   #FLAG X'10'               ON IF MAX # ERRS FOR LINE FOUND

000D68         MXLERRI  DS    0XL1

        00010  MXLERRM  EQU   X'10'

               PSATGT   #FLAG X'04'              ON IF PROCESSING TARGET FL*LCB84096*

000D68         PSATGTI  DS    0XL1

        00004  PSATGTM  EQU   X'04'

               PSAETGT  #FLAG X'02'              ON IF PROCESSING EDIT TRGT*LCB84096*

000D68         PSAETGTI DS    0XL1

        00002  PSAETGTM EQU   X'02'

               PSAPTGT  #FLAG X'01'              ON IF FINISHED PROC TARGET*LCB84096*

000D68         PSAPTGTI DS    0XL1

        00001  PSAPTGTM EQU   X'01'

000D68         PSAPRBFL DS    X                   PRINT BUFF FLAG BYTE

000D69         PSADATYP DS    X                   IRA DATA TYPE

000D6A         DELIM    DS    C'*'                COMMENT DELIMITER CHARACTER

000D6B         HOLDCC   DS    CL1

000D6C         ZONEDNO  DS    XL16                HOLDING BUFFER FOR ZONED DEC #

000D7C         PSAOPCOD DS    X                   OP CODE FOR PROCEDURAL CME

               PSADXB   #FLAG X'80'               ON IF CURRENT XDE STK HAS DXB

000D7D         PSADXBI  DS    0XL1

        00080  PSADXBM  EQU   X'80'

               PSAV1DX  #FLAG X'40'               ON IF VAR-1 XDE STK HAS A DXB

000D7D         PSAV1DXI DS    0XL1
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        00040  PSAV1DXM EQU   X'40'

               PSAV2DX  #FLAG X'20'               ON IF VAR-2 XDE STK HAS A DXB

000D7D         PSAV2DXI DS    0XL1

        00020  PSAV2DXM EQU   X'20'

               PSASGFD  #FLAG X'10'               ON IF TEST FOR SINGLE MAPFIELD

000D7D         PSASGFDI DS    0XL1

        00010  PSASGFDM EQU   X'10'

               PSAV3DX  #FLAG X'08'               ON IF VAR-3 XDE STK HAS A DXB

000D7D         PSAV3DXI DS    0XL1

        00008  PSAV3DXM EQU   X'08'

               PSAV4DX  #FLAG X'04'               ON IF VAR-4 XDE STK HAS A DXB

000D7D         PSAV4DXI DS    0XL1

        00004  PSAV4DXM EQU   X'04'

               PSAXDXB  #FLAG X'02'               ON IF PARSE OF MFLD IS BANNED

000D7D         PSAXDXBI DS    0XL1

        00002  PSAXDXBM EQU   X'02'

               PSAPMIL  #FLAG X'01'               ON IF MAPFIELD LIST BEING BUILT

000D7D         PSAPMILI DS    0XL1

        00001  PSAPMILM EQU   X'01'

000D7D         PSADXBFL DS    X                   FLAG BYTE FOR DXB CONSTRUCTION

               PSADEF   #FLAG X'80'               DEFINE STMT HAS BEEN PROCESSED

000D7E         PSADEFI  DS    0XL1

        00080  PSADEFM  EQU   X'80'

               PSA2DEF  #FLAG X'40'               DUPLICATE SUBROUTINE DEFINITION

000D7E         PSA2DEFI DS    0XL1

        00040  PSA2DEFM EQU   X'40'

               PSACALL  #FLAG X'20'               SUBROUTINE REFERENCED BY CALL

000D7E         PSACALLI DS    0XL1

        00020  PSACALLM EQU   X'20'

               PSAIMPE  #FLAG X'10'               IMPLICIT 'END' FOR THEN/ELSE

000D7E         PSAIMPEI DS    0XL1

        00010  PSAIMPEM EQU   X'10'

               PSANXTP  #FLAG X'08'               ON IF PARM BUFFER HAS NEXT ADDRS

000D7E         PSANXTPI DS    0XL1

        00008  PSANXTPM EQU   X'08'

               PSAEXIP  #FLAG X'04'               ON IF PARM BUFFER HAS EXIT ADDRS

000D7E         PSAEXIPI DS    0XL1

        00004  PSAEXIPM EQU   X'04'

               PSAEXIT  #FLAG X'02'               ON IF PASSING EXIT ADDRS TO IF

000D7E         PSAEXITI DS    0XL1

        00002  PSAEXITM EQU   X'02'

000D7E         PSAFLOFL DS    X                   ADSOGFLO FLAG BYTE

               PSASTOL  #FLAG X'80'               DB STORE PRIVACY LOCK

000D7F         PSASTOLI DS    0XL1

        00080  PSASTOLM EQU   X'80'

               PSAKEPL  #FLAG X'40'               DB KEEP PRIVACY LOCK

000D7F         PSAKEPLI DS    0XL1

        00040  PSAKEPLM EQU   X'40'

               PSADISL  #FLAG X'20'               DB DISCONNECT PRIVACY LOCK

000D7F         PSADISLI DS    0XL1

        00020  PSADISLM EQU   X'20'

               PSAMODL  #FLAG X'10'               DB MODIFY PRIVACY LOCK

000D7F         PSAMODLI DS    0XL1
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        00010  PSAMODLM EQU   X'10'

               PSACONL  #FLAG X'08'               DB CONNECT PRIVACY LOCK

000D7F         PSACONLI DS    0XL1

        00008  PSACONLM EQU   X'08'

               PSAGETL  #FLAG X'04'               DB GET PRIVACY LOCK

000D7F         PSAGETLI DS    0XL1

        00004  PSAGETLM EQU   X'04'

               PSAFNDL  #FLAG X'02'               DB FIND PRIVACY LOCK

000D7F         PSAFNDLI DS    0XL1

        00002  PSAFNDLM EQU   X'02'

               PSAERAL  #FLAG X'01'               DB ERASE PRIVACY LOCK

000D7F         PSAERALI DS    0XL1

        00001  PSAERALM EQU   X'01'

000D7F         PSAPLFLG DS    X                   DB PRIVACY LOCK FLAG BYTE

               PSARDYR  #FLAG 0                   READY RETRIEVAL

000D80         PSARDYRI DS    0XL1

        00000  PSARDYRM EQU   0

               PSARDYU  #FLAG 1                   READY UPDATE

000D80         PSARDYUI DS    0XL1

        00001  PSARDYUM EQU   1

               PSARDYP  #FLAG 2                   READY PROTECTED

000D80         PSARDYPI DS    0XL1

        00002  PSARDYPM EQU   2

               PSARDYE  #FLAG 4                   READY EXCLUSIVE

000D80         PSARDYEI DS    0XL1

        00004  PSARDYEM EQU   4

               PSARDNO  #FLAG 6                   READY NOREADY             *NOREADY

000D80         PSARDNOI DS    0XL1

        00006  PSARDNOM EQU   6

000D80         PSARDYPL DS    X                   READY PRIVACY LOCK INDEX

               PSAFSNF  #FLAG X'80'               FIND <SEQUENCE-NUMBER>

000D81         PSAFSNFI DS    0XL1

        00080  PSAFSNFM EQU   X'80'

               PSAFSVF  #FLAG X'40'               FIND <SEQUENCE-VARIABLE>

000D81         PSAFSVFI DS    0XL1

        00040  PSAFSVFM EQU   X'40'

               PSAFDBK  #FLAG X'20'               FIND DB-KEY

000D81         PSAFDBKI DS    0XL1

        00020  PSAFDBKM EQU   X'20'

               PSAFSK   #FLAG X'10'               FIND USING <SORT-KEY>

000D81         PSAFSKI  DS    0XL1

        00010  PSAFSKM  EQU   X'10'

               PSAFRFL  #FLAG X'08'               PARSE FOR FIND <RECORD> FAILED

000D81         PSAFRFLI DS    0XL1

        00008  PSAFRFLM EQU   X'08'

               PSANSEQ  #FLAG X'04'               NEGATIVE SEQUENCE NUMBER EXPECTED

000D81         PSANSEQI DS    0XL1

        00004  PSANSEQM EQU   X'04'

               PSAKEPX  #FLAG X'02'               KEEP EXCLUSIVE COMMAND

000D81         PSAKEPXI DS    0XL1

        00002  PSAKEPXM EQU   X'02'

               PSAITOV  #FLAG X'01'               ASSIGN IRA TO VARIABLE

000D81         PSAITOVI DS    0XL1
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        00001  PSAITOVM EQU   X'01'

000D81         PSADABFL DS    X                   ADSOGDAB FLAG BYTE

               PSAMFOR  #FLAG X'80'               MODIFY MAP FOR CLAUSE FLAG

000D82         PSAMFORI DS    0XL1

        00080  PSAMFORM EQU   X'80'

               PSAMEXC  #FLAG X'40'               MODIFY MAP EXCEPT FLAG

000D82         PSAMEXCI DS    0XL1

        00040  PSAMEXCM EQU   X'40'

               PSAMATT  #FLAG X'20'               MODIFY MAP ATTRIBUTES CLAUSE FLAG

000D82         PSAMATTI DS    0XL1

        00020  PSAMATTM EQU   X'20'

               PSAEXTM  #FLAG X'10'               ON IF EXTENDED MRB/MRE REQUIRED

000D82         PSAEXTMI DS    0XL1

        00010  PSAEXTMM EQU   X'10'

000D82         PSAMAPFL DS    X                   ADSOGMAP FLAG BYTE

               FAIL     #FLAG X'80'               ON IF TOKEN FAILS TEST

000D83         FAILI    DS    0XL1

        00080  FAILM    EQU   X'80'

               PSARERR  #FLAG X'40'               ON IF ERROR MSGS REMAIN IN MSG BUF

000D83         PSARERRI DS    0XL1

        00040  PSARERRM EQU   X'40'

               PSACMSP  #FLAG X'20'               ON IF CME HAS SPACE AVAILABLE

000D83         PSACMSPI DS    0XL1

        00020  PSACMSPM EQU   X'20'

               EOF      #FLAG X'10'               SOURCE INPUT COMPLETE

000D83         EOFI     DS    0XL1

        00010  EOFM     EQU   X'10'

               PSACCMD  #FLAG X'08'               ON IF CONTROL CMD PARSED

000D83         PSACCMDI DS    0XL1

        00008  PSACCMDM EQU   X'08'

               PSAIVCM  #FLAG X'04'               ON IF CURRENT CMD IS INVOKE

000D83         PSAIVCMI DS    0XL1

        00004  PSAIVCMM EQU   X'04'

               EOFOK    #FLAG X'02'               ON IF EOF TO BE IGNORED HERE

000D83         EOFOKI   DS    0XL1

        00002  EOFOKM   EQU   X'02'

               PSACMPU  #FLAG X'01'               ON IF COMPUTE COMMAND

000D83         PSACMPUI DS    0XL1

        00001  PSACMPUM EQU   X'01'

000D83         PSAFLAG1 DS    X                   FIRST FLAG BYTE

               PSAXDES  #FLAG X'80'               XDE STACK FOLLOWING FORMAT 3 ADE

000D84         PSAXDESI DS    0XL1

        00080  PSAXDESM EQU   X'80'

               PSAXPTR  #FLAG X'40'               XDE STACK JUST POINTS TO A FIELD

000D84         PSAXPTRI DS    0XL1

        00040  PSAXPTRM EQU   X'40'

               PSAGSQK  #FLAG X'20'               GET SCRATCH/QUEUE KEEP OPTION

000D84         PSAGSQKI DS    0XL1

        00020  PSAGSQKM EQU   X'20'

               PSAWPCL  #FLAG X'10'               WRITE PRINTER CLASS SPECIFIED

000D84         PSAWPCLI DS    0XL1

        00010  PSAWPCLM EQU   X'10'

               PSAINTR  #FLAG X'08'               ON IF INIT REC LIST IN PROGESS
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000D84         PSAINTRI DS    0XL1

        00008  PSAINTRM EQU   X'08'

000D84         PSAMISFL DS    X                   ADSOGMIS FLAG BYTE

               PSALRWH  #FLAG X'80'               INDICATE CONDITION IS FOR LR VERB

000D85         PSALRWHI DS    0XL1

        00080  PSALRWHM EQU   X'80'

               PSADNLR  #FLAG X'40'               INDICATE DATANAME OF LR PARSED

000D85         PSADNLRI DS    0XL1

        00040  PSADNLRM EQU   X'40'

               PSAOFLR  #FLAG X'20'               INDICATE XDE STACK HAS OF LR DNM

000D85         PSAOFLRI DS    0XL1

        00020  PSAOFLRM EQU   X'20'

               PSARDYA  #FLAG X'10'               READY ALL HAS BEEN PARSED

000D85         PSARDYAI DS    0XL1

        00010  PSARDYAM EQU   X'10'

000D85         PSALRFLG DS    X                   LOGICAL RECORD/DATA BASE FLAG BYTE

               PSAABTC  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF ABORT CME UNDER CONSTRUCTION

000D86         PSAABTCI DS    0XL1

        00080  PSAABTCM EQU   X'80'

               PSAABTM  #FLAG X'40'               ON IF ABORT MESSAGE SPECIFIED

000D86         PSAABTMI DS    0XL1

        00040  PSAABTMM EQU   X'40'

               PSAUFNC  #FLAG X'20'              ON IF USER FUNC BEING PARS*LCB84138*

000D86         PSAUFNCI DS    0XL1

        00020  PSAUFNCM EQU   X'20'

000D86         PSAABTFL DS    X                   ABORT FLAG

000D88         PSACINCB DS    A                   CURR CONTROL BLK W/ INCLUDE INFO

000D8C         PSAFINCB DS    A                   1ST  CONTROL BLK W/ INCLUDE INFO

        00D90  PSAOLEN  EQU   (*-PSA)           ONLINE PSA FIXED LENGTH PORTION*GWG*

               ************** FOLLOWING FIELDS ARE USED IN ADSOBGPS  **************

000D90         PSASTRCD DS    CL32                STATUS RCD NAME READ USED ADSOBGPS

000DB0         PSASTRVR DS    H                   STATUS RCD VER  READ USED ADSOBGPS

000DB2         PSASBFLG DS    CL1                 FLAG FOR ADD/MOD/DEL IN ADSOBGPS

000DB3         PSAUTOST DS    CL1                 AUTO STATUS READ IN,USED ADSOBGPS

000DB4         PSAMPNM  DS    CL8                 TEMP STORAGE FOR MAPNAME (ADSOBGPS

000DBC         PSAMPVR  DS    H                   TEMP STORAGE FOR MAPVER (ADSOBGPS)

000DBE         PSAMPFLG DS    CL1                 FLAG FOR ADD/MOD/DEL FOR MAP(")

               PSAMPRC  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF MAP PROCESSING HAS BEEN DONE

000DBF         PSAMPRCI DS    0XL1

        00080  PSAMPRCM EQU   X'80'

000DBF         PSAFLAG  DS    X                   FLAG FOR MAP PROCESSING

               ************** END OF FIELDS USED IN ADSOBGPS         **************

        00DC0  PSAO2          EQU   *           ONLINE PSA SECOND FIXED PORTION*GWG*

000DC0         PSAXXDEA DS    A                   ADDR OF EXTRA XDE STACK AREA

000DC4         LEXLNTH2 DS    H                   LEXLNTH SAVE AREA FOR STR/BIN STR

               LEXSTR   #FLAG X'80'               STRING CONSTANT ALREADY PARSED

000DC6         LEXSTRI  DS    0XL1

        00080  LEXSTRM  EQU   X'80'

               LEXBIN   #FLAG X'40'               BINARY STRING CONSTANT IS PARSED

000DC6         LEXBINI  DS    0XL1

        00040  LEXBINM  EQU   X'40'

000DC6         LEXFLAG1 DS    X                   FLAG BYTE FOR STR/BIN CONSTANTS

000DC7         PSABINL  DS    X                   LENGTH OF MULTIBIT BINARY FIELD
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000DC8         PSABIN   DS    F                   MULTIBIT BINARY VALUE

000DCC         LEXCOLM2 DS    H                   LEXCOLM SAVE AREA FOR STR/BIN STR

000DCE         PSAEMSKL DS    H                   LENGTH OF MASK WORK AREA *LCB84123*

000DD0         PSAEMSKS DS    F                  STORAGE FOR MASK WORK AREA*LCB84123*

000DD4         PSAPWRCT DS    X                   CT OF HIGHEST EXPR POWER *LCB84125*

000DD5         PSADECCT DS    X                  CT OF HIGHEST # OF DECIMAL*LCB84125*

000DD6         PSAFNDC  DS    X                   FUNC RSLT VALUE # OF DEC *LCB84143*

000DD7         PSAFDATP DS    X                  FUNC RSLT VALUE DATA TYPE *LCB84143*

000DD8         PSAEVALS DS    F                  AMT OF SPACE NEEDED BY EVL*LCB84125*

000DDC         PSASAVF1 DS    F                   SAVE WORD               *LCB84125*

000DE0         PSACMXDE DS    A                   ADDR OF CURR MODEL XDE   *LCB84139*

000DE4         PSAFDATL DS    H                   FUNC RSLT VALUE DATA LEN *LCB84143*

               PSAOPDL  #FLAG X'80'               RSLT LEN = OPND          *LCB84143*

000DE6         PSAOPDLI DS    0XL1

        00080  PSAOPDLM EQU   X'80'

               PSAOPDC  #FLAG X'40'               RSLT # OF DEC = OPND     *LCB84143*

000DE6         PSAOPDCI DS    0XL1

        00040  PSAOPDCM EQU   X'40'

               PSAOPDT  #FLAG X'20'               RSLT DATA TYPE = OPND    *LCB84143*

000DE6         PSAOPDTI DS    0XL1

        00020  PSAOPDTM EQU   X'20'

               PSACLCL  #FLAG X'10'               RSLT LEN = CALC          *LCB84143*

000DE6         PSACLCLI DS    0XL1

        00010  PSACLCLM EQU   X'10'

000DE6         PSAFFLG1 DS    X                   FUNC FLAG BYTE          *LCB84143*

000DE7         PSAPARCT DS    X                 PAREN COUNTER DURING PARSE*MCM87020*

000DE8                  DS    F                   RESERVED                *LCB84236*

000DEC         INTFLOAT DS    2F                  INTERNAL FLOAT CONSTANT *LCB84230*

000DF4         DSPFLOAT DS    6F                DISP FLOAT CONSTANT WORKAR*LCB84236*

000E0C         PSAEXDEA DS    F                  EXTRA XDE ADDR FOR COBOL M*LCB84123*

000E10         PSAPICA  DS    A                 ADDR OF GRE TARGET PICTURE*LCB84097*

000E14         PSACGMDA DS    F                   CURRENT GMD POINTER

000E18         PSAMDNDX DS    H                   HIGHEST MODULE INDEX

000E1A         PSACRNDX DS    H                   CURRENT MODULE INDEX

000E1C         PSAPRNDX DS    H                   PREVIOUS MODULE INDEX

               PSAINON  #FLAG X'80'               COMMAND IS AN INCLUDE

000E1E         PSAINONI DS    0XL1

        00080  PSAINONM EQU   X'80'

               PSAINOF  #FLAG X'40'               COMMAND IS LAST STMT IN INCLUDE

000E1E         PSAINOFI DS    0XL1

        00040  PSAINOFM EQU   X'40'

000E1E                  DS    X                   FLAG FOR INCLUDE PROCESSING

               PSAROUN  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF ROUNDED OPTION

000E1F         PSAROUNI DS    0XL1

        00080  PSAROUNM EQU   X'80'

               PSATRUN  #FLAG X'40'               ON IF TRUNCATED OPTION

000E1F         PSATRUNI DS    0XL1

        00040  PSATRUNM EQU   X'40'

               PSADIVR  #FLAG X'20'               ON IF DIVIDE WITH REMAINDER

000E1F         PSADIVRI DS    0XL1

        00020  PSADIVRM EQU   X'20'

               PSATRNC  #FLAG X'10'               ON IF SET TRUNCATE FLAG IN XDE'S

000E1F         PSATRNCI DS    0XL1
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        00010  PSATRNCM EQU   X'10'

               PSADIVG  #FLAG X'08'               ON IF DIVIDE GIVING     *LCB84097*

000E1F         PSADIVGI DS    0XL1

        00008  PSADIVGM EQU   X'08'

               PSALLOW  #FLAG X'04'               ON IF DIVIDE GIVING       **R15.0**

000E1F         PSALLOWI DS    0XL1

        00004  PSALLOWM EQU   X'04'

000E1F         PSAASGF  DS    X                   FLAG FOR ASSIGNMENT CMDS

        00060  PSAOLEN2 EQU  ((*-PSAO2+3)/4)*4  ONLINE PSA FIXED LENGTH PORTION*GWG*

               ***  THE FOLLOWING STORAGE IS USED BY THE BATCH GENERATOR PARSER  ***

000E20         PSAIOPRM DS    0F                  PARMS FOR IDMSUTIO

000E20         PSAIOP1  DS    A

000E24         PSAIOP2  DS    A

000E28         PSAIOP3  DS    A

000E2C         PSAIOP4  DS    A

000E30         PSAFUNC  DS    CL4                 FUNCTION CODE

000E34         PSASTAT  DS    CL4                 STATUS, RETURN CODE, OR ABEND CODE

000E38         PSAFILE  DS    CL4                 FILE NAME

000E3C         PSAUTIOA DS    A                   ADDR OF IDMSUTIO

000E40         PSAPRTLA DS    A                   ADDR OF PRINT LINE ROUTINE

000E44         PSAPERRA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF ERROR PRINT ROUTINE

               PSARDIN  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF READ INPUT FROM SYSIPT

000E48         PSARDINI DS    0XL1

        00080  PSARDINM EQU   X'80'

               PSALIST  #FLAG X'40'               ON IF WRITE OUTPUT TO SYSOUT

000E48         PSALISTI DS    0XL1

        00040  PSALISTM EQU   X'40'

               PSANOPR  #FLAG X'20'               ON IF LINE ALREADY PRINTED

000E48         PSANOPRI DS    0XL1

        00020  PSANOPRM EQU   X'20'

               SEQCHK   #FLAG X'10'               ON IF SEQUENCE CHECKING IN EFFECT

000E48         SEQCHKI  DS    0XL1

        00010  SEQCHKM  EQU   X'10'

               PSACASE  #FLAG X'08'               ON IF READ CASE SCRATCH *RZM870413*

000E48         PSACASEI DS    0XL1

        00008  PSACASEM EQU   X'08'

000E48                  DS    X                   READ INPUT/WRITE OUTPUT FLAG

               *** THE FOLLOWING STORAGE IS USED BY THE ADS BATCH GENERATOR

000E4C                  DS    0F

000E4C         PSAERCOD DS    F                   ERROR CODE FOR WTL

000E50         PSARETRN DS    A                   RETURN REG FOR BATCH GENERATOR

000E54         PRNTHR12 DS    F                   SAVE REG AREA FOR PRINT ROUTINE

000E58         PSALNLMT DS    H                   TOTAL LINES PER OUTPUT PAGE

000E5A         PSALNCNT DS    H                   LINE COUNT FOR PAGE

000E5C         PSAPGCNT DS    H                   PAGE COUNTER

               PSADNB   #FLAG X'80'               ON IF DNB'S MUST BE BUILT

000E5E         PSADNBI  DS    0XL1

        00080  PSADNBM  EQU   X'80'

               PSAFLSH  #FLAG X'40'               ON IF SIGNON BIND FAILED

000E5E         PSAFLSHI DS    0XL1

        00040  PSAFLSHM EQU   X'40'

               PSARGEN  #FLAG X'20'               ON IF DIALOG REGENERATED

000E5E         PSARGENI DS    0XL1
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        00020  PSARGENM EQU   X'20'

               PSADFND  #FLAG X'10'               DIALOGS FOUND MEETING CRITERIA

000E5E         PSADFNDI DS    0XL1

        00010  PSADFNDM EQU   X'10'

               PSAPARM  #FLAG X'08'               ON IF PARM FOR BGEN MSG  *MET87286*

000E5E         PSAPARMI DS    0XL1

        00008  PSAPARMM EQU   X'08'

000E5E         PSABTFLG DS    X                   BATCH GENERATOR FLAG BYTE

               *** THE FOLLOWING ARE PRINT LINE LAYOUTS FOR THE BATCH GENERATOR

000E60                  DS    0F

000E60         PSAPRTLN DS    0CL133              PRINT LINE BUFFER AREA

000E60                  DS    C' '                CARRIAGE CONTROL CHARACTER

000E61         PSABEGLN DS    CL2                 START OF PRINT LINE

000E63         PSASTMT# DS    CL5                 STATEMENT NUMBER

000E68                  DS    CL7

000E6F         PSAINTXT DS    CL80                INPUT STATEMENT TEXT

000EBF                  DS    CL28

000EDB                  ORG   PSABEGLN            INPUT MESSAGE LINE LAYOUT

000E61                  DS    CL10

000E6B         PSAEFLAG DS    CL3                 ERROR MESSAGE INDICATOR '***'

000E6E                  DS    CL8

000E76         PSAMTEXT DS    CL80                MESSAGE TEXT AREA

000EC6                  DS    CL32

000EE6                  ORG   PSAMTEXT            ERROR MESSAGE AREA

000E76         PSAPRCOD DS    CL6                 ERROR MESSAGE CODE

000E7C                  DS    CL3

000E7F         PSAETEXT DS    CL80                ERROR MESSAGE TEXT AREA

000ECF                  DS    CL24

000EE7                  ORG   PSAETEXT            PROCESS STATEMENT PRINT AREA

000E7F                  DS    CL5

000E84         PSAPRTXT DS    CL80                DIALOG PROCESS PRINT AREA

000ED4                  DS    CL19

000EE8                  DS    0F                  VARIABLE PAGE HEADER

000EE8         PSAPRHD2 DS    C' '

000EE9                  DS    CL110

000F57         PSAPDATE DS    CL8

000F5F                  DS    CL2' '

000F61         PSAPTIME DS    CL6

000F67                  DS    CL1' '

000F68         PSAPPAGE DS    CL5

000F6E         BFSTCOLM DS    H                   1ST INPUT COLUMN FOR BATCH CARD

000F70         BLSTCOLM DS    H                   LAST INPUT COLUMN FOR BATCH CARD

000F72         SEQSTRT  DS    H                   START COLUMN FOR SEQUENCE NUMBER

000F74         SEQLNTH  DS    H                   LENGTH OF SEQUENCE NUMBER

000F76         PREVSEQ  DS    CL80                SEQUENCE NUMBER FROM PREVIOUS CARD

000FC8         PSACNODA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF CURRENT PARSE TREE NODE

000FCC         PSABR13  DS    F                   BATCH REGENERATOR'S R13 ON ENTRY

000FD0                  DS    10F                 SLACK BATCH STORAGE AREA

        00FF8  PSALEN   EQU   ((*-PSA+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF FIXED PORTION OF PSA

000FF8         PSASTACK DS    0F                  START OF PARSER STACK
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PWADS
                        COPY #PWADS

*******************************************************************

***                                                              ***

***        PWA: ADS/ONLINE GENERATOR PROCESS WORK AREA           ***

***                                                              ***

*** PWA IS A DSECT THAT DEFINES THE PROCESS WORK AREA FOR THE    ***

*** ADS GENERATOR.  THIS KEPT STORAGE IS MANAGED LIKE THE GWA    ***

*** BY THE ALCSTG ROUTINE IN ADSOGNRC.  THIS WORK AREA IS USED   ***

*** TO BUILD THE GCM'S ASSOCIATED WITH A PROCESS.                ***

***                                                              ***

*** NOTE 1: USUALLY THE GWA DSECT IS USED TO REFERENCE THE PWA   ***

***            EXCEPT AT CLEANUP TIME.                           ***

*** NOTE 2: THIS DSECT SHOULD BE KEPT IN SYNC WITH THE GWA DSECT.***

***                                                              ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.             ***

***                                                              ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         PWA      DSECT                                     06/15/84

000000         PWAID    DS    CL4                     "PWA*"

000004         PWANXTA  DS    A                       ADDRESS OF NEXT PWA

000008                  ORG   PWANXTA

               PWAPRIM  #FLAG X'80'                   ON IF PRIMARY PWA

000004         PWAPRIMI DS    0XL1

        00080  PWAPRIMM EQU   X'80'

000004                  DS    X

000005                  ORG

000008         PWAPREVA DS    A                       ADDR OF PREVIOUS PWA

00000C         PWASIZE  DS    F                       SIZE OF THIS PWA

000010         PWAFREEA DS    A                      ADDR OF 1ST FREE SPACE*RQE84167*

        00014  PWALEN   EQU   ((*-PWA+3)/4)*4         LENGTH OF PWA HEADER PORTION

RACTDS
                        COPY #RACTDS

******************************************************************

***                                                            ***

***          RACT: RCD  ACTIVITY CONTROL BLOCK                 ***

***                                                            ***

***   RACT IS A DSECT THAT DESCRIBES THE ACTIVITY IN A CERTAIN ***

***   RECORD. IT IS BUILT IN ADSOGNP1, ADSOBGPS, AND ADSOBGPL  ***

***   BEFORE THE CALL TO ADSOGEXC. IT IS ANCHORED OFF THE GWA  ***

***   BY GWARACTA .                                            ***

***                                                            ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.           ***

***                                                            ***

******************************************************************

Offset  Value
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000000         RACT     DSECT                                     11/09/84

000000         RACTNDX  DS    H                   RECORD INDEX SAME AS GRDINDX

000002                  DS    H                   RESERVED

000004         RACTNXTA DS    A                   ADDR OF NEXT RACT

000008         RERACNT  DS    F'00020000'         ERASE VALUE & COUNT

        00004  RACTELEN EQU   *-RERACNT           LENGTH OF ONE ENTRY     *PHH84310*

00000C         RFNDCNT  DS    F'00030000'         FIND VALUE  & COUNT

000010         RGETCNT  DS    F'00050000'         GET VALUE & COUNT

000014         RCONCNT  DS    F'00070000'         CONNECT VALUE & COUNT

000018         RMODCNT  DS    F'00080000'         MODIFY  VALUE & COUNT

00001C         RDISCNT  DS    F'00110000'         DISCONNECT VALUE & COUNT

000020         RSTRCNT  DS    F'00120000'         STORE VALUE & COUNT

000024         ROBTCNT  DS    F'00430000'         OBTAIN VALUE & COUNT

000028         ROBKPCNT DS    F'00630000'         OBTAIN KEEP VALUE & COUNT

00002C         RFNKPCNT DS    F'00230000'         FIND KEEP VALUE & COUNT

000030         RKEEPCNT DS    F'00060000'        KEEP OR KEEP LONG & COUNT *PHH84313*

000034         RACCPCNT DS    F'00150000'         ACCEPT VALUE & COUNT    *PHH84310*

000038         RBINDCNT DS    F'00140000'        RECORD BIND VALUE & COUNT *PHH84312*

        0003C  RACTLEN  EQU   *-RACT              LENGTH OF RACT

        0000D  RACTNENT EQU   (*-RERACNT)/RACTELEN  # OF ENTRIES         *PHH84310*

RBBDS
                        COPY #RBBDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***  RBB IS A DSECT THAT DEFINES THE RECORD BUFFER BLOCK USED BY  ***

***  THE ADSO RUNTIME SYSTEM.  THERE CAN BE ONE PRIMARY RBB.      ***

***  SECONDARY RBB'S MAY BE CREATED WHEN THE RECORD BUFFER        ***

***  NEEDS EXCEED THE CAPACITY OF THE PRIMARY RBB.  THE SIZE OF   ***

***  THE PRIMARY AND SECONDARY RBB'S ARE SPECIFIED BY THE USER    ***

***  AT SYSGEN TIME.  THE ADDRESS OF THE PRIMARY RBB IS           ***

***  MAINTAINED IN THE OTB.                                       ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         RBB      DSECT                                           02/28/90

000000         RBBID    DS    CL4                     RBB HEADER "RBB*"

000004         RBBNXTA  DS    A                       ADDR OF NEXT RBB IN CHAIN

000008         RBBPREVA DS    A                       ADDR OF PREVIOUS RBB IN CHAIN

00000C         RBBNABA  DS    A                       ADDR OF NEXT AVAILABLE BUFFER

               RBBPRIM  #FLAG X'80'                   INDICATES PRIMARY RBB

000010         RBBPRIMI DS    0XL1

        00080  RBBPRIMM EQU   X'80'

000010         RBBFLAG  DS    X

000011                  ORG   RBBFLAG

000010         RBBPOLSZ DS    F                       SIZE OF THIS BUFFER POOL

000014         RBBCOMSZ DS    F                       SIZE OF COMPRESSED POOL

               **                                     EXCLUSIVE OF RBBDS

000018         RBBINDEX DS    X                       INDEX OF THIS RBB
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000019                  ORG   RBBINDEX

000018         RBBFRESZ DS    F                       AVAILABLE SPACE IN POOL

000020         RBBRBE   DS    0D                      ASSURE RBE DOULEWORD ALIGNMENT

        00020  RBBLEN   EQU   *-RBB                   LENGTH OF FIXED PORTION OF RBB

               *

               *******************************************************************

               *                                                                   *

               *  THE RBE DSECT DEFINES THE RECORD BUFFER ELEMENT WHICH IDENTIFIES *

               *  THE RECORD BUFFERS IN THE RBB.                                   *

               *                                                                   *

               *  . FOR STANDARD RECORDS, THE RBE IMMEDIATELY PRECEDES THE BUFFER. *

               *  . FOR LOGICAL RECORDS, THE LR RBE AND ONE RBE FOR EACH SUBSCHEMA *

               *     RECORD WHICH PARTICIPATES IN THE LOGICAL RECORD PRECEDE THE   *

               *     BUFFER FOR THE ENTIRE LOGICAL RECORD.                         *

               *  . FOR RECORDS PASSED FROM A USER PROGRAM, THE RBE STANDS ALONE   *

               *     IN THE RBB AND CONTAINS THE ADDRESS OF THE RECORD WHICH WAS   *

               *     PASSED TO US FROM THE USER PROGRAM. THE RECORD BUFFER ITSELF  *

               *     IS NOT IN THE RBB.                                            *

               *                                                                   *

               *******************************************************************

               *

000000         RBE      DSECT                                                      A

000000         RBEID    DS    CL4                     RBE HEADER "RBE*"   88-11-1112

000004         RBENAME  DS    CL32                    NAME OF RECORD

000024         RBERECL  DS    H                       LENGTH OF RECORD (ROUNDED UP

               *                                       TO AN EVEN MULTIPLE OF 8)

000026         RBEVER   DS    H                       RECORD VERSION NUMBER

               RBELR    #FLAG X'80'                   RBE FOR LOGICAL RECORD

000028         RBELRI   DS    0XL1

        00080  RBELRM   EQU   X'80'

               RBEPSR   #FLAG X'40'                   RBE FOR LR ELEMENT

000028         RBEPSRI  DS    0XL1

        00040  RBEPSRM  EQU   X'40'

               RBEPASD  #FLAG X'20'                   RBE FOR PASSED RECORD

000028         RBEPASDI DS    0XL1

        00020  RBEPASDM EQU   X'20'

000028         RBEFLAG  DS    X                       FLAG BYTE

000029                  DS    XL3                     RESERVED

00002C         RBEVREID DS    0F                     VREID FOR RUN3.ALRECS*PHH86178*

00002C         RBELINKS DS    H                       . OLD VDB'S OTBLINKS *PHH86178*

00002E         RBERDEIX DS    H                       . OLD RDE'S RDEINDX *PHH86178*

000030         RBERECLU DS    H                       . UNROUNDED REC LEN *PHH86227*

000032                  DS    H                       . TO DBL WORD ALIGN REC ECM86220

000034         RBEREC   DS    0F                      START OF NON-LR RECORD

        00034  RBELEN   EQU   *-RBE                   LENGTH OF FIXED PORTION OF RBE

000034         RBEBUFA  DS    A                       OFFSET TO LR RECORD/ELEMENT

               *                                       OR ADDRESS OF PASSED RECORD

        00038  RBEPSRLN EQU   *-RBE                   LENGTH OF LR ELEMENT RBE

000038         RBESUBSC DS    CL8                     LOGICAL RECORD'S SUBSCHEMA

000040         RBENLRE  DS    H                       NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN LR

000042                  DS    H                       RESERVED

        00044  RBELRLEN EQU   *-RBE                   LENGTH OF LOGICAL RECORD RBE
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RDBDS
                        COPY #RDBDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***            RDB : ADS REQUEST DESCRIPTOR BLOCK                 ***

***                                                               ***

***  RDB IS A DSECT THAT DEFINES THE REQUEST DESCRIPTOR BLOCK     ***

***  BUILT BY THE ADS BATCH GENERATOR FOR EACH DIALOG NAME        ***

***  REQUEST IN THE INPUT STREAM.                                 ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         RDB      DSECT                                     06/15/82

000000         RDBID    DS    CL4                 "RDB*"

000004         RDBNEXTA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF NEXT RDB

000008         RDBNAME  DS    CL8                 DIALOG NAME

000010         RDBNAME2 DS    CL8                 DIALOG NAME FOR RANGE REQUEST

               RDBMSK1  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF RDBNAME IS A MASK

000018         RDBMSK1I DS    0XL1

        00080  RDBMSK1M EQU   X'80'

               RDBMSK2  #FLAG X'40'               ON IF RDBNAME2 IS A MASK

000018         RDBMSK2I DS    0XL1

        00040  RDBMSK2M EQU   X'40'

000018         RDBFLAG1 DS    X                   FLAG BYTE

        0001C  RDBLEN   EQU   ((*-RDB+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF RDB IN BYTES

        00007  RDBLENF  EQU   ((*-RDB+3)/4)       LENGTH OF RDB IN WORDS

RDEDS
                        COPY #RDEDS

               *******************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  RDE IS A DSECT THAT DEFINES AN ENTRY IN THE RECORD TABLE OF  ***

               ***  THE FIXED DIALOG BLOCK (FDB) OF THE ADSO RUNTIME SYSTEM.     ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         RDE      DSECT                                              03/17/92

000000         RDENAME  DS    CL32                    NAME OF RECORD

000020         RDENRDEA DS    F                       OFFSET OF NEXT RDE

000024         RDERECL  DS    H                       LENGTH OF RECORD (EXCEPT LR'S)

000026                  ORG   RDERECL

000024         RDENLRE  DS    H                       # OF LOGICAL RECORD ELEMENTS
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000026         RDEVER   DS    H                       RECORD VERSION NUMBER

000028         RDEINDX  DS    H                       RELATIVE VDB INDEX ENTRY

00002A         RDEMINDX DS    H                       MAP RECORD INDEX

               RDEMAP   #FLAG X'80'                   RECORD USED IN ONLINE MAP

               RDEPRMP  #FLAG X'40'                   RECORD USED IN PRE-MAP PROCESS

               RDERESP  #FLAG X'20'                   RECORD USED IN RESPONSE

               RDERVDB  #FLAG X'10'                   RECORD IS THE VDB

               RDERIRA  #FLAG X'08'                   RECORD IS THE IRA

               RDERLTP  #FLAG X'04'                   RECORD IS THE LITPOOL

               RDEBIND  #FLAG X'02'                   RECORD MUST BE BOUND

               RDERVRE  #FLAG X'01'                   RECORD IS THE VRE

00002C         RDEFLG1  DS    X

               RDEFRSH  #FLAG X'80'                   REQUIRES NEW COPY IN BUFFER

               RDELR    #FLAG X'40'                   RDE FOR LOGICAL RECORD

               RDEPSR   #FLAG X'20'                   RDE FOR LR ELEMENT

               RDEPUP   #FLAG X'10'                   RECORD IS PASSED FROM USER PGM

               RDEWORK  #FLAG X'08'                   RDE FOR WORK RECORD

               RDEROTB  #FLAG X'04'                   RECORD IS THE OTB

               RDERMSW  #FLAG X'02'                   RECORD IS THE MAP SWITCH REC

               RDENEWF  #FLAG X'01'                   ON IF NEW FORMAT RDE

00002D         RDEFLG2  DS    X

00002E         RDECRECL DS    H                       COMPRESSED INIT REC SIZE

000030         RDEOINTV DS    0F                      START OF OLD FORMAT INIT REC

000030         RDEINTOF DS    H                       OFFSET WITHIN RDE TO RDEINITV

000034         RDENLRA  DS    A                       OFFSET TO NEXT LOGICAL REC RDE

               RDEROLE  #FLAG X'80'                   ON IF THIS IS A ROLE

               *                                     OR WORK RECORD ELEMENT*MCM87023*

               *                                     OF A LOGICAL RECORD   *MCM87023*

               RDEIMAP  #FLAG X'40'                   RECORD USED IN BATCH INPUT MAP

               RDEOMAP  #FLAG X'20'                   RECORD USED IN BATCH OUTPUT MP

               RDERPBF  #FLAG X'10'                  RECORD IS PBUFF (SQL) *LMA88039*

               RDERDBF  #FLAG X'08'                  RECORD IS DBUFF (SQL) *LMA88039*

               RDERSCA  #FLAG X'04'                 RECORD IS SCA   (SQL) *LMA88039*

               RDEINTR  #FLAG X'02'                   INTERNAL RECORD     *JMA90352*

               RDESQLT  #FLAG X'01'                  CREATD FROM SQL TABLE *JMA91065*

000038         RDEFLG3  DS    X                       FLAG BYTE

               RDESR    #FLAG X'80'                   ON IF USED IN SEND/RECEIVE

000039         RDEFLG4  DS    X                       FLAG BYTE

00003A         RDEIMNDX DS    H                       INPUT MAP RECORD INDEX

00003C         RDEOMNDX DS    H                       OUTPUT MAP RECORD INDEX

00003E                  DS    H                       RESERVED

000040         RDESCHML DS    H                      LENGTH OF SCHEMA NAME *JMA91067*

               *                         WHEN RDE CREATED FROM AN SQL TABLE *JMA91067*

Offset  Value

000042         RDESCHMO DS    H          OFFSET FROM START OF RDE OF SCHEMA *JMA91067*

               *                        NAME WHEN CREATED FROM AN SQL TABLE*JMA91067*

000044                  DS    4F                      RESERVED            *JMA91067*

        00054  RDELEN   EQU   *-RDE                   LENGTH OF RDE HEADER

        00054  RDEINITV EQU   *                       START OF COMPRESSED INIT REC
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RLODS
                        COPY #RLODS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***     RLO: ADS BASE ADDRESS BLOCK FOR RELOCATABLE STORAGE       ***

***                                                               ***

***   RLO IS THE DSECT THAT DEFINES THE BLOCK WHICH CONTAINS THE  ***

***   BASE ADDRESSES FOR ADS RELOCATABLE STORAGE BLOCKS. WHEN     ***

***   "RESOURCES ARE RELOCATABLE" IS SPECIFIED IN THE ADSO        ***

***   STATEMENT, THIS IS THE ONLY RUN TIME STORAGE THAT IS KEPT   ***

***   ACCROSS THE PSEUDO-CONVERSE. THIS IS WHERE ADS TELLS DC     ***

***   TO PUT THE ADDRESSES OF THE ADDRESSES OF THE RELOCATABLE    ***

***   STORAGE.                                                    ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

***                                                               ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         RLO      DSECT                                     07/01/86

000000         RLOOTBA  DS    A              ADDRESS OF THE OTB ADDRESS

000004         RLOOTBXA DS    A              ADDRESS OF THE OTB EXTENSION ADDRESS

000008         RLOHLMA  DS    A              ADDRESS OF THE HELP STORAGE ADDRESS

00000C         RLORCBWA DS    A              ADDRESS OF RECB WORKAREA ADDR *PHH86182*

000010                  DS    A              RESERVED

000014         RLODLGTB DS    0F             START OF DIALOG SPECIFIC ADDRESSES

        00014  RLOLEN   EQU   *-RLO          LENGTH OF FIXED RLO

               *

               *******************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***     RLOD DEFINES A DIALOG SPECIFIC REPEATABLE SECTION OF      ***

               ***     THE RLO.                                                  ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *******************************************************************

000000         RLOD     DSECT

000000         RLOVDBA  DS    A              ADDRESS OF VDB ADDRESS

        00004  RLODLEN  EQU   *-RLOD         LENGTH OF ONE DIALOG SECTION

RPEDS
                        COPY #RPEDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

*** RPE IS A DSECT WHICH DEFINES A REPLACEMENT PARAMETER ELEMENT  ***

*** WHICH IS FOUND IN A DISPLAY COMMAND CME. RPE'S ARE PLACED     ***

*** IN THE DISPLAY CME WHENEVER THE USER REQUIRES REPLACEMENT     ***

*** PARAMETERS TO BE INSERTED IN HIS DISPLAYED MESSAGE. THERE IS  ***

*** ONE RPE FOR EACH REPLACEMENT PARAMETER. THEY ARE PLACED IN    ***

*** THE SAME ORDER AS REQUIRED TO BE PASSED ON VIA THE #WTL MACRO.***
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***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         RPE      DSECT                                     05/28/81

               RPENONS  #FLAG X'80'           RPE IS FOR A NON-SUBSCRIPTED FIELD

000000         RPENONSI DS    0XL1

        00080  RPENONSM EQU   X'80'

               RPESUBV  #FLAG X'40'           RPE IS FOR A SUBSCRIPTED FIELD

000000         RPESUBVI DS    0XL1

        00040  RPESUBVM EQU   X'40'

               *              X'00'           THE ABSENCE OF AN ON BIT IN THE FLAG

               *                               INDICATES A LITERAL IN THE LITPOOL

000000         RPEFLAG  DS    X               RPE FLAG BYTE

000001         RPEDLEN  DS    X               LENGTH OF REPLACEMENT TEXT (EXCEPT FOR

               *                               LITERALS IN THE LITPOOL)

000002         RPEOFFS  DS    H  * FOR LITERALS: LITPOOL OFFSET TO REPLACEMENT TEXT

               *                 * FOR NON-SUBCRITED FIELDS: VRE TABLE OFFSET

               *                 * FOR SUBSCRIPTED FIELDS: CME OFFSET NEXT RPE

        00004  RPEF1LN  EQU   *-RPE           LENGTH OF FORMAT 1 RPE (LITERAL)

000004         RPEXDES  DS    0F              START OF XDE STACK FOR SUBSCRIPTED FLD

000004         RPEDTAOF DS    H               DATA OFFSET TO REPLACEMENT TEXT

000006                  DS    H               UNUSED

000008                  DS    0F              ASSURE FULLWORD ALIGNMENT OF NEXT RPE

        00008  RPEF2LN  EQU   *-RPE           LENGTH OF FORMAT 2 RPE (NO SUBSCRIPT)

RSEDS
                        COPY #RSEDS

               *******************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  RSE IS A DSECT THAT DEFINES THE HEADER PORTION OF THE        ***

               ***  COMMAND TABLE WHICH COMPRISES ONE RESPONSE PROCESS FOR AN    ***

               ***  ADSO DIALOG.  THE RESPONSE ELEMENTS FOR A DIALOG ARE CHAINED ***

               ***  TOGETHER IN THE FIXED DIALOG BLOCK (FDB).                    ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         RSE      DSECT                                     05/23/85

000000         RSENAME  DS    CL32             NAME OF RESPONSE

000020         RSENXTA  DS    F                OFFSET OF NEXT RSE IN FDB

000024         RSELASTB DS    F                OFFSET OF LAST BYTE IN RSE

000028         RSERATA  DS    F                OFFSET TO READY AREA TABLE

00002C         RSEFCMEA DS    F                OFFSET TO FIRST CME

000030         RSEPVER  DS    H                PROCESS VERSION

000032         RSENCMES DS    H                NUMBER OF CME'S IN RESPONSE
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               *        RSEPFKEY FIELD CONTAINS THE INDICATORS FOR BATCH CONTROL

               *        EVENTS AS WELL AS THE PROGRAM FUNCTION KEYS

000034         RSEPFKEY DS    X                PFKEY FOR RESPONSE

000035         RSEFUNLN DS    X                LENGTH OF RESPONSE FIELD

000036         RSEOFUNC DS    X                START OLD FORMAT FUNCTION CODE

               RSERDY   #FLAG X'80'            ON IF AREAS MUST BE READIED

               RSEALOW  #FLAG X'40'            ON IF AUTO-EDIT ERRORS ALLOWED

               RSERDUP  #FLAG X'20'            ON IF RP DUPLICATES EXISTING RP

               RSERALL  #FLAG X'10'            ON IF RAT HAS READY ALL BYTE*JEB84151*

               RSEDEF   #FLAG X'08'            ON FOR THE DEFAULT RESPONSE PROCESS

000037         RSEFLAG1 DS    X

000038         RSEFUNOF DS    H                OFFSET WITHIN RSE TO FUNC CODE

00003A         RSENMDTE DS    H                NUMBER OF MODULE TABLE ENTRIES

00003C         RSELNTA  DS    F                OFFSET TO CME LINE NUMBER TABLE

000040         RSEDATLU DS    CL8              DATE MODULE-067 LAST UPDATED

000048         RSEDATCR DS    CL8              DATE MODULE-067 CREATED

000050         RSEMDTA  DS    F                OFFSET TO INCLUDE MODULE TABLE

000054         RSEOFTBL DS    F                OFFSET OF CME & EXEC CD OFFSET TBL

000058         RSEEXTA  DS    F                RESERVED -ADDR OF RSE EXTENSION

        0005C  RSELEN   EQU   *-RSE            LENGTH OF RSE FIXED PORTION

00005C         RSEFUNC  DS    0X               START OF RESPONSE FUNCTION CODE

RSPDS
                        COPY #RSPDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***      RSP:  ADS APPLICATION GENERATOR RESPONSE RECORD          ***

***                                                               ***

***  RSP IS A DSECT THAT DESCRIBES THE FIELDS IN THE              ***

***  ADSO-RESPONSE RECORD USED BY THE ADS APPLICATION GENERATOR.  ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         RSP      DSECT                                               05/24/91

000000         RSPNEST  DS    F                   NEST CODE

000004         RSPNAME  DS    CL8                 RESPONSE NAME

00000C         RSPAID   DS    X                   PFKEY

00000D         RSPSECCL DS    X                   SECURITY CLASS CODE

00000E         RSPDESC  DS    CL28                RESPONSE DESCRIPTION

00002A         RSPRTYPE DS    X                   RESPONSE TYPE

        000D3  RSPLOCAL EQU   C'L'                  LOCAL

        000C7  RSPGLOBL EQU   C'G'                  GLOBAL

00002B         RSPCTRL  DS    X                   INTERDIALOG CONTROL COMMAND

        000E3  RSPTRAN  EQU   C'T'                  TRANSFER

        000C9  RSPINV   EQU   C'I'                  INVOKE

        000D3  RSPLINK  EQU   C'L'                  LINK

        000D9  RSPRETN  EQU   C'R'                  RETURN

00002C         RSPINVFC DS    CL8                 INVC-FUNC NAME

               RSPXIMM  #FLAG X'80'               ON  - EXECUTE IMMEDIATE
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000034         RSPXIMMI DS    0XL1

        00080  RSPXIMMM EQU   X'80'

               *                                  OFF - EXECUTE DEFERED (DEFAULT)

               RSPDBNS  #FLAG X'40'               DB OPTION - NOSAVE

000034         RSPDBNSI DS    0XL1

        00040  RSPDBNSM EQU   X'40'

               RSPDBNF  #FLAG X'20'               DB OPTION - NOFINISH

000034         RSPDBNFI DS    0XL1

        00020  RSPDBNFM EQU   X'20'

               RSPRCLR  #FLAG X'08'               RETURN - CLEAR

000034         RSPRCLRI DS    0XL1

        00008  RSPRCLRM EQU   X'08'

               RSPRCNT  #FLAG X'04'               RETURN - CONTINUE

000034         RSPRCNTI DS    0XL1

        00004  RSPRCNTM EQU   X'04'

000034         RSPFLAG1 DS    XL1

000035                  DS    XL3                 RESERVED

        00038  RSPLEN   EQU   *-RSP               LENGTH OF DSECT

        0000E  REPLENF  EQU   (*-RSP+3)/4         LENGTH IN FULLWORDS

RSRTABL
                        COPY #RSRTABL

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***  DSECT FOR RESPONSE SORT TABLE HEADER (RSRTABLE)              ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         RSRTABLE DSECT                                             04/04/85

000000         RSRTNENT DS    H               NUMBER OF USED ENTRIES

000002         RSRTTENT DS    H               NUMBER OF AVAILABLE ENTRIES

000004                  DS    F               RESERVED

        00008  RSRTLEN  EQU   *-RSRTABLE      LENGTH OF RESPONSE TABLE HEADER

               *******************************************************************

               *                                                                   *

               *  DSECT FOR RESPONSE SORT TABLE ENTRY (RSRTNTRY)                   *

               *                                                                   *

               *******************************************************************

000000         RSRTNTRY DSECT

000000         RSRTNAME DS    CL8             RESPONSE NAME

000008         RSRTCKEY DS    CL8             RESPONSE CONTROL KEY

000010         RSRTFNAM DS    CL8             RESPONSE FUNCTION NAME

000018         RSRTINDX DS    H               RESPONSE FUNCTION'S INDEX

00001A         RSRTRNDX DS    H               RESPONSE INDEX

        0001C  RSRTELEN EQU   *-RSRTNTRY      LENGTH OF RESPONSE SORT TABLE ENTRY
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RSTDS
                        COPY #RSTDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***  DSECT FOR RESPONSE TABLE HEADER (RSTBHDR)                    ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         RSTBHDR  DSECT                                               03/11/93

000000         RSTID    DS    CL4             "RST*"

000004         RSTAPPL  DS    CL8             APPLICATION NAME

00000C         RSTMAXE  DS    H               MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ENTRIES

00000E         RSTTTLU  DS    H               TOTAL NUMBER OF ENTRIES USED

000010         RSTCURRA DS    A               ADDRESS OF CURRENT ENTRY

000014         RSTSEQC  DS    F               SEQUENCE COUNTER

               RSTSEQU  #FLAG X'80'           SEQUENCE NUMBERS HAVE BEEN UPDATED

000018         RSTSEQUI DS    0XL1

        00080  RSTSEQUM EQU   X'80'

               RSTSTBL  #FLAG X'40'           SEQUENCE TABLE EXISTS

000018         RSTSTBLI DS    0XL1

        00040  RSTSTBLM EQU   X'40'

               RSTRSRT  #FLAG X'20'           RESORT SELECTED ENTRIES **ADS370/104**

000018         RSTRSRTI DS    0XL1

        00020  RSTRSRTM EQU   X'20'

               *                              TO TOP OF TABLE REQUIRED **ADS370/104**

000018         RSTFLAG1 DS    X

000019                  DS    X

00001C         RSTFNTRY DS    0F              START OF RSTB ENTRIES

        0001C  RSTHLEN  EQU   *-RSTBHDR       LENGTH OF RESPONSE TABLE HEADER

               *******************************************************************

               *                                                                   *

               *  DSECT FOR RESPONSE TABLE ENTRY (RSTBNTRY)                        *

               *                                                                   *

               *******************************************************************

000000         RSTBNTRY DSECT                            12:58:48 04/04/85

000000         RSTRESP  DS    CL8             RESPONSE NAME

000008         RSTAID   DS    X               AID BYTE

000009         RSTFUNC  DS    CL8             FUNCTION NAME

000011         RSTRECNO DS    XL2             RELATIVE RECORD NUMBER (BINARY)

000013                  DS    X

000014         RSTSEQNO DS    F               SEQUENCE NUMBER

        00018  RSTNLEN  EQU   *-RSTBNTRY      LENGTH OF RESPONSE TABLE ENTRY

RVBDS
                        COPY #RVBDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***
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***            RVB : ADS REQUEST VERSION BLOCK                    ***

***                                                               ***

***  RVB IS A DSECT THAT DEFINES THE REQUEST VERSION BLOCK BUILT  ***

***  BY THE ADS BATCH GENERATOR FOR EACH VERSION QUALIFICATION    ***

***  ON AN INPUT COMMAND.                                         ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         RVB      DSECT                                     06/15/82

000000         RVBID    DS    CL4                 "RVB*"

000004         RVBNEXTA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF NEXT RVB

000008         RVBVER1  DS    H                   FIRST VERSION NUMBER

00000A         RVBVER2  DS    H                   SECOND VERSION (IF RANGE REQUEST)

        0000C  RVBLEN   EQU   ((*-RVB+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF RVB IN BYTES

        00003  RVBLENF  EQU   ((*-RVB+3)/4)       LENGTH OF RVB IN WORDS

SACTDS
                        COPY #SACTDS

******************************************************************

***                                                            ***

***          SACT: SET  ACTIVITY CONTROL BLOCK                 ***

***                                                            ***

***   SACT IS A DSECT THAT DESCRIBES THE ACTIVITY IN A CERTAIN ***

***   SUBSCHEMA SET. IT IS BUILT IN ADSOGNP1, ADSOBGPS,        ***

***   AND ADSOBGPL BEFORE THE CALL TO ADSOGEXC. IT IS ANCHORED ***

***   OFF OF THE GWA (BY GWASACTA).                            ***

***                                                            ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.           ***

***                                                            ***

******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         SACT     DSECT                                     12/06/84

000000         SACTNAME DS    CL32                SET NAME

000020         SACTNXTA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF NEXT SACT

000024         SFNDCNT  DS    F'00030000'         FIND VALUE & COUNT

        00004  SACTELEN EQU   *-SFNDCNT           LENGTH OF ONE ENTRY     *PHH84310*

000028         SCONCNT  DS    F'00070000'         CONNECT & COUNT

00002C         SDISCNT  DS    F'00110000'         DISCONNECT & COUNT

000030         SOBTCNT  DS    F'00430000'         OBTAIN & COUNT

000034         SOBKPCNT DS    F'00630000'         OBTAIN KEEP VALUE & COUNT

000038         SFNKPCNT DS    F'00230000'         FIND KEEP VALUE & COUNT

00003C         SKEEPCNT DS    F'00060000'        KEEP OR KEEP LONG & COUNT *PHH84313*

000040         SACCPCNT DS    F'00150000'         ACCEPT VALUE & COUNT    *PHH84310*

000044         SIFCNT   DS    F'00160000'         IF SET VALUE & COUNT    *PHH84310*

000048         SRETCNT  DS    F'00170000'         RETURN DBKEY & COUNT            0*

        0004C  SACTLEN  EQU   *-SACT              LENGTH OF SACT

        0000A  SACTNENT EQU   (*-SFNDCNT)/SACTELEN  # OF ENTRIES         *PHH84310*
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SDEDS
                        COPY #SDEDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                              ***

***  SDE IS A DSECT THAT DESCRIBES THE SDES-044 RECORD ON THE    ***

***  DATA DICTIONARY.                                            ***

***                                                              ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.             ***

***                                                              ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         SDE      DSECT                                     02/28/81

000000         SDESEQ   DS    F                       LINE SEQUENCE NUMBER

000004         SDEFVALN DS    H                       LENGTH OF FIRST VALUE

000006         SDESVALN DS    H                       LENGTH OF SECOND VALUE

000008         SDEFVAL  DS    CL34                    FIRST VALUE

00002A         SDESVAL  DS    CL34                    SECOND VALUE

00004C                  DS    CL28                    FILLER

000068         SDECID   DS    F                       COMMENT TYPE

SELDS
                        COPY #SELDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***             SELCT:  SELECT TABLE STORAGE                      ***

***                                                               ***

***   SELCT IS A DSECT THAT DESCRIBES SELECT TABLE STORAGE        ***

***   USED IN THE ADSO RUN TIME SYSTEM UNDER THE APPLICATION      ***

***   CONTROL FACILITY. IT IS USED FOR BUILDING HELP AND          ***

***   MENU MAPS.                                                  ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         SELCT    DSECT                                     01/05/83

000000         SELSTBL  DS    50CL38              ENTIRE SELECT TABLE

00076C                  ORG   SELSTBL

000000         SELSNTRY DS    0CL38

000000         SELSLECT DS    CL1                 SELECT FLAG

000001         SELSRESP DS    CL8                 RESPONSE FIELD NAME

000009         SELSKEY  DS    CL1                 KEY ASSOCIATED WITH RESPONSE

00000A         SELSDSCR DS    CL28                FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

        00026  SELSLEN  EQU   *-SELSNTRY          LENGTH OF A SELECT ELEMENT ENTRY

000026                  ORG

        0076C  SELSTBLN EQU   *-SELSTBL           LENGTH OF ENTIRE TABLE

        00032  SELSLNUM EQU   50                  NUMBER OF ENTRIES
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SFEDS
                        COPY #SFEDS

*******************************************************************

***  SFE IS A DSECT THAT DEFINES THE SUBSCRIPTED FIELD ELEMENT.   ***

***  SFE'S ARE IN MRE INDEX LISTS WHEN SUBSCRIPTED FIELDS ARE     ***

***  REFERENCED WHOSE SUBSCRIPTS CANNOT BE DETERMINED UNTIL RUN   ***

***  TIME. AN SFE CONSISTS OF A HEADER PORTION FOLLOWED BY ONE    ***

***  SUBSCRIPT DEFINITION ELEMENT (SDE) FOR EACH LEVEL OF         ***

***  SUBSCRIPTING.                                                ***

***                                                               ***

***  AN SFE USED IN AN MRE INDEX LIST ALWAYS POINTS TO A          ***

***  SECONDARY MRE INDEX LIST WHICH CONTAINS ONE MRE INDEX FOR    ***

***  EACH OCCURRENCE OF THE SUBSCRIPTED FIELD. USING THE SDE(S)   ***

***  THE SUBSCRIPT VALUE(S) IS(ARE) DETERMINED. THE SUBSCRIPT     ***

***  VALUE(S) IS(ARE) THEN USED TO DERIVE AN INDEX INTO THE       ***

***  SECONDARY MRE INDEX LIST TO PICK THE CORRECT MRE INDEX.      ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         SFE      DSECT                                     04/22/81

               SFEID    #FLAG X'80'        ALWAYS ON, IDENTIFIES AN SFE

000000         SFEIDI   DS    0XL1

        00080  SFEIDM   EQU   X'80'

000000         SFEFLAG  DS    X            SFE FLAG BYTE

000001         SFENDIMS DS    X            # OF DIMENSIONS (# OF SDE'S FOLLOWING)

000002         SFEOFFS  DS    H            OFFSET TO SECONDARY MRE INDEX LIST

        00004  SFELEN   EQU   *-SFE        LENGTH OF HEADER PORTION OF SFE

               *******************************************************************

               *** SDE IS A DSECT THAT DESCRIBES A SUBSCRIPT DEFINITION ELEMENT  ***

               *** FOUND IN AN SFE. AN SFE CONTAINS ONE SDE FOR EACH DIMENSION.  ***

               *** SDE'S HAVE TWO FORMATS. FORMAT 1 IS USED TO POINT TO AN XDE   ***

               *** STACK WHICH WILL BE USED TO EVALUATE A SUBSCRIPT WHICH IS     ***

               *** WRITTEN AS AN EXPRESSION. FORMAT 2 CONTAINS XDE-LIKE ELEMENTS ***

               *** USED TO DESCRIBE THE LOCATION AND FORMAT OF THE SUBSCRIPT.    ***

               *******************************************************************

00006C         SDE      DSECT

               SDEID    #FLAG X'80'        ON = FORMAT 1 SDE; OFF = FORMAT 2 SDE

00006C         SDEIDI   DS    0XL1

        00080  SDEIDM   EQU   X'80'

00006C         SDEMAXV  DS    H            MAXIMUM SUBSCRIPT VALUE

               *

               ** FORMAT 1  **

               *

00006E         SDESTKSZ DS    H            XDE STK SIZE INCLUDING HEADER

000070         SDEXDESA DS    A            XDE STK ADDR (FOR GENERATOR USE)

000074                  ORG   SDEXDESA

000070         SDEXDEOF DS    H            LITPOOL OFFSET TO XDE STACK FOR SUBSCRIPT

000072                  DS    H

        00074  SDEF1LEN EQU   *-SDE        LENGTH OF FORMAT 1 SDE
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               *

               ** FORMAT 2  **

               *

000074                  ORG   SDESTKSZ

00006E         SDEDATYP DS    X            SUBSCRIPT'S DATA TYPE (AS IN XDE)

00006F         SDEDATLN DS    X            SUBSCRIPT'S LENGTH

000070         SDEDTABO DS    H            VRE TABLE OFFSET TO SUBSCRIPT'S RECORD

000072         SDEDDSPL DS    H            SUBCRIPT'S OFFSET WITHIN THE RECORD

        00074  SDEF2LEN EQU   *-SDE        LENGTH OF FORMAT 2 SDE

        00074  SDELEN   EQU   *-SDE        LENGTH OF SDE (FORMAT 1&2. ARE SAME SIZE)

SFTDS
                        COPY #SFTDS

*******************************************************************

***  ADSA SYSTEM FUNCTION TABLE                                   ***

*** ------------------------------------------------------------ ***

***  THIS DESCRIBES THE ADSA SYSTEM                               ***

***  TABLE CONTAINS ONE ENTRY FOR EACH SYSTEM DEFINED FUNCTION.   ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         SFT      DSECT                                           04/04/85

000000         SFTNTRYS DS    H                  ENTRIES IN TABLE

000002         SFTNLEN  DS    H                  LENGTH OF ONE ENTRY

        00004  SFTSTART EQU   *                  START OF SYSTEM FUNCTION TABLE

000000         SFTE     DSECT

000000         SFTEFCOD DS    H                  SYSTEM FUNCTION CODE

000002         SFTEFNAM DS    CL8                FUNCTION NAME

        0000A  SFTELEN  EQU   *-SFTE             LENGTH OF SYS FUNC TBL ENTRY

SWRDS
                        COPY #SWRDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

***     SWR: ADS SWITCH RECORD                                    ***

***                                                               ***

***   SWR IS THE DSECT THAT DEFINES THE ADS/ONLINE SWITCH RECORD. ***

***   EACH BYTE OF THIS RECORD REPRESENTS A SWITCH WHICH IS SET   ***

***   WHEN THE HIGH ORDER BIT IS ON AND IS UNSET WHEN THE HIGH    ***

***   ORDER BIT IS OFF. THESE SWITCHES MAY BE TESTED BY THE USER  ***

***   AS RESERVED WORDS. THE DIALOG GENERATOR SETS UP CALLS TO    ***

***   RHDCEVAL TO EVALUATE THE TRUE/FALSE CONDITIONS OF THE       ***

***   SWITCH SETTINGS BASED ON ENCOUNTERING THE RESERVED WORDS IN ***

***   THE SYNTAX. THE RUN TIME SYSTEM MAKES SURE THE SWITCHES     ***

***   ARE PROPERLY SET.                                           ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***
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***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         SWR      DSECT                                               06/12/86

        00000  SWRBWDOF EQU   *-SWR        OFFSET TO BWD SWITCH BYTE

               SWRBWD   #FLAG X'80'          ON IF PAGE BACKWARD IN EFFECT

000000         SWRBWDSW DS    X              PAGE BACKWARD SWITCH

        000D3  SWRBWDAV EQU   C'L'           PAGE BACKWARD PSEUDO-AID VALUE

               *

        00001  SWREODOF EQU   *-SWR        OFFSET TO EOD SWITCH BYTE

               SWREOD   #FLAG X'80'          ON IF END OF DETAILS IN EFFECT

000001         SWREODSW DS    X              END OF DETAILS SWITCH

               *

        00002  SWRFWDOF EQU   *-SWR        OFFSET TO FWD SWITCH BYTE

               SWRFWD   #FLAG X'80'          ON IF PAGE FORWARD IN EFFECT

000002         SWRFWDSW DS    X              PAGE FORWARD SWITCH

        000D2  SWRFWDAV EQU   C'K'           PAGE FORWARD PSEUDO-AID VALUE

               *

        00003  SWRDTLOF EQU   *-SWR        OFFSET TO DTL SWITCH BYTE

               SWRDTL   #FLAG X'80'          ON IF DETAIL FOUND

000003         SWRDTLSW DS    X              DETAIL FOUND SWITCH

               *

        00004  SWRHDROF EQU   *-SWR        OFFSET TO HDR SWITCH BYTE

               SWRHDR   #FLAG X'80'          ON IF HEADER PROCESSING IN EFFECT

000004         SWRHDRSW DS    X              HEADER PROCESSING SWITCH

        000D4  SWRHDRAV EQU   C'M'           HEADER PROCESSING PSEUDO-AID VALUE

               *

        00005  SWRFPGOF EQU   *-SWR        OFFSET TO FPG SWITCH BYTE

               SWRFPG   #FLAG X'80'          ON IF FULL PAGE CONDITION IN EFFECT

000005         SWRFPGSW DS    X              FULL PAGE SWITCH

               *

        00006  SWRDNFOF EQU   *-SWR        OFFSET TO DNF SWITCH BYTE

               SWRDNF   #FLAG X'80'          ON IF DETAIL NOT FOUND

000006         SWRDNFSW DS    X              DETAIL NOT FOUND SWITCH

               *

        00007  SWRMDPOF EQU   *-SWR        OFFSET TO MDP SWITCH BYTE

               SWRMDP   #FLAG X'80'          ON IF MAXIMUM DETAILS PUT

000007         SWRMDPSW DS    X              MAXIMUM DETAILS PUT SWITCH

               *

        00008  SWRBATOF EQU   *-SWR        OFFSET BATCH SWITCH BYTE

               SWRBAT   #FLAG X'80'          ON IF BATCH MODE

000008         SWRBATSW DS    X              BATCH MODE SWITCH

               *

        00009  SWRONLOF EQU   *-SWR        OFFSET ONLINE SWITCH BYTE

               SWRONL   #FLAG X'80'          ON IF ONLINE MODE

000009         SWRONLSW DS    X              ONLINE MODE SWITCH

               *

        0000A  SWREOFOF EQU   *-SWR        OFFSET END-OF-FILE SWITCH BYTE

               SWREOF   #FLAG X'80'          ON IF END-OF-FILE

00000A         SWREOFSW DS    X              END-OF-FILE SWITCH

        000D5  SWREOFAV EQU   C'N'           END-OF-FILE PSEUDO-AID VALUE

               *
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        0000B  SWRIOEOF EQU   *-SWR        OFFSET IOERROR SWITCH BYTE

               SWRIOE   #FLAG X'80'          ON IF IO ERROR

00000B         SWRIOESW DS    X              IO ERROR SWITCH

        000D6  SWRIOEAV EQU   C'O'           IO-ERROR PSEUDO-AID VALUE

               *

        0000C  SWRPGROF EQU   *-SWR        OFFSET TO PGR SWITCH BYTE

               SWRPGR   #FLAG X'80'          ON IF PAGE READY CONDITION IN EFFECT

00000C         SWRPGRSW DS    X              PAGE READY SWITCH

               *

        0000D  SWRDSLN  EQU   *-SWR          LENGTH OF SWITCH RECORD

VDBDS
                        COPY #VDBDS

*******************************************************************

***                                                             ***

***              VDB: VARIABLE DIALOG BLOCK                     ***

***                                                             ***

***   VDB IS A DSECT THAT DESCRIBES THE VARIABLE DIALOG BLOCK   ***

***   USED BY THE ADSO RUNTIME SYSTEM.  THE VDB IS A            ***

***   NON REENTRANT TABLE CONTAINING USER SPECIFIC INFORMATION  ***

***   ABOUT A PARTICULAR DIALOG.  A VDB IS DYNAMICALLY          ***

***   CREATED FOR EACH USER OF A DIALOG WHEN THE DIALOG         ***

***   IS INITIATED.  THE VDB RESIDES IN MAIN MEMORY AND         ***

***   IT CONTAINS HEADER INFORMATION FOLLOWED BY THE MRB FOR    ***

***   THE DIALOG'S MAP (IF ANY) FOLLOWED BY A TABLE OF VRE'S    ***

***   CONTAINING VARIABLE RUN TIME INFORMATION FOR EACH RECORD  ***

***   NEEDED BY THIS DIALOG. SEE THE COMMENTARY PRECEEDING THE  ***

***   VRE DESCRIPTION FOR INFORMATION ABOUT SPECIAL RECORDS     ***

***   FOR WHICH VRE'S WILL BE CREATED.                          ***

***                                                             ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.            ***

***                                                             ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         VDB      DSECT                                            06/28/90

000000         VDBID    DS    CL4                 "VDB*".

000004         VDBDNAM  DS    CL8                 DIALOG NAME

00000C         VDBPREVA DS    A                   PREVIOUS VDB ADDRESS

000010         VDBNEXTA DS    A                   NEXT VDB ADDRESS

000014         VDBMRBA  DS    A                   MRB ADDRESS (ONLINE)

000018                  ORG   VDBMRBA

000014         VDBDITA  DS    A                   DIALOG INFO TABLE ADDRESS (BATCH)

000018         VDBVRETA DS    A                   VRE TABLE ADDRESS

00001C         VDBIRAVX DS    H                   IRA VRE INDEX

00001E         VDBSWRVX DS    H                   SWITCH RECORD VRE INDEX

000020         VDBCMEOF DS    F                   FDB OFFSET OF CURRENT CME

000024         VDBPRCOF DS    F                   FDB OFFSET OF CURRENT RSE/PME

000028         VDBLRPOF DS    F                   FDB OFFSET END OF CURRENT RSE/PME

00002C         VDBRATOF DS    F                   FDB OFFSET OF CURRENT RAT

000030         VDBSRLVL DS    X                   CURRENT SUBROUTINE LEVEL

000031                  ORG   VDBSRLVL
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000030         VDBSRTN  DS    10F                 SUBROUTINE RETURN CME OFFSETS

000058         VDBNRECS DS    H                   NUMBER OF VRE'S

00005A         VDBMRBSZ DS    H                   TOTAL MRB SIZE

00005C         VDBMRBBL DS    H                   MRB HEADER SIZE

00005E         VDBMREL  DS    H                   MRE SIZE

               ** FOLLOWING FIELDS ARE XDE ADDRESSABLE DATA ELEMENTS **

000060         VDBCURPS DS    XL4                 CURRENT CURSOR POSITION

000064                  ORG   VDBCURPS

        00060  VDBROWOF EQU   *-VDB               VDB OFFSET TO CURSOR ROW

000060         VDBCURRW DS    H                   CURRENT CURSOR ROW

        00062  VDBCOLOF EQU   *-VDB               VDB OFFSET TO CURSOR COLUMN

000062         VDBCURCL DS    H                   CURRENT CURSOR COLUMN

        00064  VDBDBOF  EQU   *-VDB               VDB OFFSET TO DATABASE CMD STATUS

000064         VDBERRST DS    CL4                 CURRENT DML COMMAND ERROR-STATUS

        00068  VDBJDTOF EQU   *-VDB               VDB OFFSET TO JULIAN DATE

000068         VDBJULDT DS    PL3                 JULIAN DATE (YYDDD+) PACKED

00006B         VDBGRGDT DS    PL4                 GREGORIAN DATE (0YYMMDD+) PACKED

00006F         VDBTIME  DS    PL4                 TIME (0HHMMSS+) PACKED

        00073  VDBFSTOF EQU   *-VDB               VDB OFFSET TO 1ST TIME BIT

               VDBDFT   #FLAG X'80'               ON = 1ST TIME DIALOG EXECUTION

               VDBDINV  #FLAG X'40'               ON = CURRENT CME IS LINK

               VDBIIPM  #FLAG X'20'               ON = LINK ISSUED BY PREMAP PROCESS

               VDBDCLR  #FLAG X'10'               ON = DIALOG CONTAINS LOGICAL RECS.

               VDBREDY  #FLAG X'08'               ON = AREAS TO BE READIED

               VDBBNDF  #FLAG X'04'               ON = DIALOG DID NOT BIND RUN UNIT

               VDBINNS  #FLAG X'02'               ON = NOT SAVING CURRENCY *JEB84047*

               VDBRALL  #FLAG X'01'               ON = READY ALL FOR PROC  *JEB84151*

000073         VDBFLAG  DS    X                   FLAG BYTE

        00074  VDBPASOF EQU   *-VDB               VDB OFFSET TO PATH STATUS RETURN

000074         VDBPATST DS    CL16                LATEST PATH STATUS FREOM LR CALL

000084                  DS    0F

        00084  VDBDDBOF EQU   *-VDB               VDB OFFSET TO DIRECT DBKEY

000084         VDBDRDBK DS    F                   DIRECT DBKEY, LOCATION MODE DIRECT

        00088  VDBGDTOF EQU   *-VDB               VDB OFFSET TO GREGORIAN DATE

000088         VDBGREG  DS    CL6                 GREGORIAN DATE (UNPACKED YYMMDD)

        0008E  VDBTIMOF EQU   *-VDB               VDB OFFSET TO TIME

00008E         VDBTME   DS    CL6                 TIME (UNPACKED HHMMSS)

        00094  VDBNODOF EQU   *-VDB               VDB OFFSET TO NODE-NAME

000094         VDBNODE  DS    CL8                 NODE-NAME

        0009C  VDBDBNOF EQU   *-VDB               VDB OFFSET TO DB-NAME

00009C         VDBDBN   DS    CL8                 DB-NAME

        000A4  VDBUALN  EQU   *-VDB              END USER ADDRESSABLE FLDS*JEB84261*

0000A4         VDBFDEA  DS    F                   CORRESPONDING FDE OFFSET FOR ACF

0000A8         VDBDTIME DS    CL16                DIALOG'S DATE/TIME STAMP

               VDBDSMP  #FLAG X'80'              DIALOG STARTED MAP PAGING*JEB84261*

               VDBEXRU  #FLAG X'40'               DIALOG PASSED DOWN HIS RU*JEB85165*

               VDBCUSV  #FLAG X'20'               DIALOG SAVED CURRENCIES *PHH86006*

               VDBPAGE  #FLAG X'10'               DIALOG SAVED $PAGE FIELD  ECM86013

               VDBNRLK  #FLAG X'08'               RETRIEVAL READY DONE .... ECM86013

               ***                                WITHOUT RETRIEVAL LOCKING ECM86160

               VDBINUS  #FLAG X'04'              ISSUED 'TRUST ME' CTL CMD*PHH86174*3

               VDBTCLR  #FLAG X'02'               ON = THREAD CONTAINS LR'S*PHH86177*

               VDBINUM  #FLAG X'01'               ON = MRB IS IN A PREV VDB   ECM86181
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0000B8         VDBFLAG2 DS    X                   FLAG BYTE               *JEB84261*

               VDBLFMC  #FLAG X'80'               DIALOG WAS LINK'ED FROM   ECM86191

               VDBLTSC  #FLAG X'40'               LINK TO PROGRAM W SSCTRL ADS370/626

               VDBBNDT  #FLAG X'20'               REMEMBER BIND RU        ADS370/713

               ***                                  USING MAP-CONTRL        ECM86191

0000B9         VDBFLAG3 DS    X                   FLAG BYTE                 ECM86191

0000BA                  DS    XL2                 RESERVED              *JEECM86191

        000BC  VDBECTOF EQU   *-VDB               VDB OFFSET TO ERROR COUNT

0000BC         VDBECNT  DS    F                   ERROR COUNT

        000C0  VDBICTOF EQU   *-VDB               VDB OFFSET TO INPUT COUNT

0000C0         VDBICNT  DS    F                   INPUT COUNT

        000C4  VDBOCTOF EQU   *-VDB               VDB OFFSET TO OUTPUT COUNT

0000C4         VDBOCNT  DS    F                   OUTPUT COUNT

0000C8         VDBSPAGE DS    F                   SAVE $PAGE FIELD          ECM86013

0000CC         VDBRALID DS    F                  REC ALLOC ID FOR FASTLINK*PHH86174*3

0000D0         VDBVRETX DS    F                   ADDR OF RDE EXTENSIONS *PHH86180*3

        000D4  VDBJDTXO EQU   *-VDB               OFFSET TO EXTENDED JULIAN JMA90178

0000D4         VDBJULDX DS    PL4                 JULIAN (YYYYDDD+) PACKED  JMA90178

0000D8         VDBGRGDX DS    PL5               GREGORIAN (0YYYYMMDD+) PCKD JMA90178

        000DD  VDBGDTXO EQU   *-VDB             OFFSET TO EXTNDED GREGORIAN JMA90178

0000DD         VDBGREGX DS    CL8               GREGORIAN (UNPCKD YYYYMMDD) JMA90178

0000E8         VDBMRB   DS    0A                  START OF MRB (IF ANY)

        000E8  VDBLEN   EQU   *-VDB               LENGTH OF VDB FIXED PORTION

               *****************************************************************

               ***                                                           ***

               ***       VRE:  VDB RECORD BUFFER ADDRESS ENTRY               ***

               ***                                                           ***

               ***  VRE IS A DSECT THAT DEFINES AN ENTRY IN THE VDB          ***

               ***  CONTAINING INFORMATION ABOUT WHERE A RECORD BUFFER IS    ***

               ***  LOCATED IN THE RBB FOR A RECORD USED BY THE DIALOG.      ***

               ***  THERE IS A VRE FOR EACH RECORD USED BY THE DIALOG AND    ***

               ***  THEY ARE IN THE SAME ORDER AS THE RDE'S IN THE FDB.      ***

               ***  THE VRE'S APPEAR IN THE VDB IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THE    ***

               ***  MRB. VRE'S MAY BE CREATED FOR THREE SPECIAL "RECORDS"    ***

               ***  IF RDE'S EXIST FOR THEM. THESE SPECIAL VRE'S ARE USED TO ***

               ***  CONTAIN THE ADRESSES OF THE BEGINNING OF THE VDB, THE    ***

               ***  INTERMEDIATE RESULT AREA (IRA) FOR RHDCEVAL AND THE      ***

               ***  DIALOG'S LITERAL POOL.                                   ***

               ***                                                           ***

               *****************************************************************

000000         VRE      DSECT                            12:37:52 07/09/80

               VREALOC  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF DIALOG ALLOCATED BUFF

000000         VREALOCI DS    0XL1

        00080  VREALOCM EQU   X'80'

               VRERNIB  #FLAG X'40'               ON IF RECORD NOT IN RBB

000000         VRERNIBI DS    0XL1

        00040  VRERNIBM EQU   X'40'

               VRELR    #FLAG X'20'               ON IF RECORD IS A LOGICAL RECORD

000000         VRELRI   DS    0XL1

        00020  VRELRM   EQU   X'20'

               VREPSR   #FLAG X'10'               ON IF RECORD IS A LR ELEMENT

000000         VREPSRI  DS    0XL1

        00010  VREPSRM  EQU   X'10'
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000000         VREFLAG  DS    XL1

000001                  DS    XL3                 RESERVED

000004         VRERECA  DS    A                   RECORD ADDRESS

000008         VRERBBIX DS    X                   INDEX OF RBB CONTAINING BUFF

000009                  ORG   VRERBBIX

000008         VRERBEOF DS    F                   OFFSET TO RBE IN RBB FOR RECORD

00000C         VRESTOBT DS    CL4                 ERROR-STATUS LAST RETRIEVE DML CMD

000010                  DS    0F                  TO BE SURE VRE'S ARE WORD ALIGNED

        00010  VRELEN   EQU   *-VRE               LENGTH OF VRE ENTRY

WKBCTL
                        COPY #WKBCTL

*******************************************************************

***                                                               ***

*** THIS DSECT MAPS THE WORK AREA FOR THE BATCH MAPPING           ***

*** CONTROLLER.                                                   ***

***                                                               ***

***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

***                                                               ***

***                                                               ***

*******************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         WRKBCTL   DSECT                                            05/28/87

000000         WRKID     DS    CL8                 EYECATCHER

000008         SYSPLIST  DS    10F                 GENERAL PARAMETER LIST AREA

000030         WRKDBL    DS    D                   WORK DOUBLEWORD

000038         WRKTBLA   DS    A                   A(TABLE TO BE SEARCHED)

00003C         WRKKEYA   DS    A                   A(SEARCH ARG)

000040         WRKKEYL   DS    F                   LENGTH OF KEY

000044         WRKBOFF   DS    F                   OFFSET TO KEY IN TABLE ENTRY

               *

000048                   ORG   WRKKEYA

00003C         WRKHEXSA  DS    A                   A(CVRTHEX SOURCE STRING)

000040         WRKHEXTA  DS    A                   A(CVRTHEX TARGET STRING)

000044         WRKHEXLN  DS    A                   LENGTH OF CVRTHEX SOURCE STRING

               *

000048         WRKFMDEA  DS    A                   A(FMD TABLE ENTRY)

               *

00004C         WRKMSGA   DS    A                   A(LEVEL 2 MSG ID)

000050         WRKFCNA   DS    A                   A(FUNCTION REQUESTED REPL PARM)

000054         WRKSVRC   DS    A                   RETURN CODE SAVE AREA

000058         WRKSVRA   DS    (7-2+1)A            SAVE AREA FOR REGS 2-7 (CVRTHEX)

000070         WRKSVP1   DS     F                  SAVE AREA FOR PARM ADDR

               *

000074         WRKBYTES  DS    0XL4                WORK BYTES

000074         WRKBYTE0  DS     X                  WORK BYTE 0

000075         WRKBYTE1  DS     X                  WORK BYTE 1

000076         WRKBYTE2  DS     X                  WORK BYTE 2

000077         WRKBYTE3  DS     X                  WORK BYTE 3

               *

000078         WRKFLAGS  DS    0XL4                BCTL INTERNAL FLAGS
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               WRKBASE   #FLAG  X'80'               BASE FILE REQUEST

000078         WRKBASEI DS    0XL1

        00080  WRKBASEM EQU   X'80'

               WRKSUPP   #FLAG  X'40'               SUPPLEMENTARY FILE REQUEST

000078         WRKSUPPI DS    0XL1

        00040  WRKSUPPM EQU   X'40'

               WRKDEFN   #FLAG  X'20'               DEFINITION ERROR

000078         WRKDEFNI DS    0XL1

        00020  WRKDEFNM EQU   X'20'

               WRKPHYS   #FLAG  X'10'               PHYSICAL ERROR

000078         WRKPHYSI DS    0XL1

        00010  WRKPHYSM EQU   X'10'

               WRKLGCL   #FLAG  X'08'               LOGICAL ERROR

000078         WRKLGCLI DS    0XL1

        00008  WRKLGCLM EQU   X'08'

               WRKFRPL   #FLAG  X'04'               FREE THE BRPL

000078         WRKFRPLI DS    0XL1

        00004  WRKFRPLM EQU   X'04'

               WRKEALL   #FLAG  WRKLGCLM+WRKPHYSM+WRKDEFNM   ALL ERROR TYPES

000078         WRKEALLI DS    0XL1

        00038  WRKEALLM EQU   WRKLGCLM+WRKPHYSM+WRKDEFNM

000078         WRKFLAG0  DS     X                  FLAG BYTE 0

               WRKLZ     #FLAG  X'80'               LRECL IS  ZERO

000079         WRKLZI   DS    0XL1

        00080  WRKLZM   EQU   X'80'

               WRKBZ     #FLAG  X'40'               BLOCKSIZE IS ZERO

000079         WRKBZI   DS    0XL1

        00040  WRKBZM   EQU   X'40'

               WRKLNZ    #FLAG  X'20'               LRECL IS NOT ZERO

000079         WRKLNZI  DS    0XL1

        00020  WRKLNZM  EQU   X'20'

               WRKBNZ    #FLAG  X'10'               BLOCKSIZE IS NOT ZERO

000079         WRKBNZI  DS    0XL1

        00010  WRKBNZM  EQU   X'10'

000079         WRKFLAG1  DS     X                  FLAG BYTE 1

00007A         WRKUNIT   DS     X                  UNIT USED

00007B         WRKRECFM  DS     X                  RECORD FORMAT USED

00007C         WRKLRECL  DS     H                  LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH USED

00007E         WRKBLKSZ  DS     H                  BLOCK SIZE USED

000080         WRKDEVNM  DS     F                  DEVICE NAME USED

               *

000084         WRKEDT1L  DS    X                   LENGTH OF EDIT WORK AREA 1

000085         WRKEDT1   DS    XL16                EDIT WORK AREA 1

000095         WRKEDT2L  DS    X                   LENGTH OF EDIT WORK AREA 2

000096         WRKEDT2   DS    XL16                EDIT WORK AREA 2

0000A6         WRKEDT3L  DS    X                   LENGTH OF EDIT WORK AREA 3

0000A7         WRKEDT3   DS    XL16                EDIT WORK AREA 3

0000B7         WRKFNAML  DS    X                   LENGTH OF FILE NAME

0000B8         WRKFNAM   DS    CL8                 FILE NAME

0000C0         WRKRCL    DS    X                   LENGTH OF DISPLAYABLE RETURN CODE

0000C1         WRKRC     DS    CL8                 DISPLAYABLE RETURN CODE

0000C9         WRKDVCIL  DS    X                   LENGTH OF DEVICE INFO

0000CA         WRKDVC    DS    CL6                 SYSNO (IF PRESENT)
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0000D0         WRKEQUAL  DS    X                   EQUAL SIGN

0000D1         WRKCUU    DS    CL3                 UNIT ADDRESS

        00035  WRKLEN    EQU   (*-WRKBCTL+3)/4     LENGTH WORK AREA IN FULLWORDS
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Culprit for IDMS Reference
Culprit for IDMS is a batch utility that generates reports and tables from conventional and database files.

Click the PDF icon to download a PDF of Culprit for IDMS Reference.

Introduction (Culprit)
Culprit is a batch utility that generates reports and tables from conventional and database files.

Data Input
Culprit can extract data from several database and conventional file structures as shown in the following figure. As many
as 32 conventional files can be read and processed in one Culprit run.
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NOTE
Culprit can extract data from and can write reports to several database and file structures. Culprit is fully
integrated with other products, such as IDMS/DB, the Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD), and IDD.

Each run can generate up to 100 reports from the same input data. Reports can be formatted as printed output, stored
tables, or written to cards, tape, or disk. An example of a printed Culprit report follows:

  REPORT NO. 01                                          EMPLOYEE SALARY REPORT  ◄─────── Title Line ───────►   mm/

dd/yy

    PAGE    9

  DEPARTMENT THERMOREGULATION
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                                                                  EMPLOYEE

                          TITLE                                     NAME  ◄────── Header Line ────────►  SALARY

                   HUMIDITY CONTROL CLK                  TERRY     CLOTH  ──┐                     ┌──   $38,000.00

                                                                            │                     │

                   KEEPER OF BALLOONS                    PHINEAS   FINN     │                     │     $45,000.00

                                                                            ├──── Detail Lines ───┤

                   MGR THERMOREGULATION                  ROGER     WILCO    │                     │     $80,000.00

                                                                            │                     │

                   WINTERIZER                            JOE       KASPAR   │                     │     $31,000.00

                   WINTERIZER                            MARK      TIME   ──┘                     └──   $33,000.00

                                                                                Subtotal Line ───────► $227,000.00

                                                                                                 ┌─► $2,522,500.00

    RECORDS WRITTEN FOR REPORT 01 --        143 ◄──── Output              Grand Total Line ───────┘

                                                     Phase

                                                     Statistics

General Culprit concepts, coding considerations, and a description of the Culprit processing phases follow.

IBM Language Environment Requirements
Access to the IBM® Language Environment (LE) runtime support is required when accessing IDMS databases or
dictionaries, and when calling LE programs.

Under z/OS, the LE runtime library (usually CEE.SCEERUN) must be in the STEPLIB concatenation or in the MVS linklist.

Under z/VSE, the LE runtime library (usually PRD2.SCEEBASE) must be in the LIBDEF PHASE search chain, temporary
or permanent.

General Concepts
This section covers general Culprit concepts, such as types of Culprit parameters, filling and processing the input buffer,
and executing control breaks.

Culprit Parameters
The following table introduces each type of Culprit parameter and its function. It also indicates whether a parameter is
report specific or global:

• report specific
A report-specific parameter is available only to the report that defines the parameter. For example, an OUTPUT
parameter that is associated with one report number can specify a printed report, while the OUTPUT parameter
associated with another report number can specify a report written to tape. Report-specific parameters contain a report
number in columns 2 and 3.

• global
A global parameter is available to every report in the Culprit run. For example, the INPUT parameter defines the input
file for the run, the REC parameter defines an input field for the run, and so on. Work field parameters can be defined
as global or report specific. An example of a global work field is a constant that is referenced by more than one report
in the run.

Culprit Parameter Identifier Status Function
PROFILE PROFILE Global Defines options to override

system defaults.
INPUT INPUT Global Defines physical characteristics

of the input file or files.
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REC REC Global Defines characteristics of the
input fields.

SELECT/
BYPASS

SELECT or BYPASS Global Establishes criteria to select
or bypass records to be
processed.

OUTPUT OUTPUT Report
specific

Defines the physical
characteristics of the output file.

SORT SORT Report
specific

Establishes an order for output
records and defines process
control breaks.

Title 3 or T Report
specific

Specifies a title.

Edit 4 or H
5 or D
6 or S

Report
specific

Specifies the location and
format of output fields on
header, detail, and total lines.

Process 7 or I
8 or B

Report
specific

Specifies procedure logic
for extract and output phase
processing.

Work field 0 or W
1

Global/
report
specific

Defines a global or report-
specific work field.

Implied subscript 15 Global/
report
specific

Provides an alternative name for
a single occurrence of a multiply
occurring field and a means to
increment subscript values for
multiply occurring fields.

USE USE Not
applicable

Copies stored code and
modifies copied and inline code.

=COPY =COPY Not
applicable

Copies stored code, suppresses
INPUT parameters, and
changes report numbers on
copied or inline code.

=MACRO =MACRO Not
applicable

Copies stored code and
modifies copied and inline code.

 

 

Input Buffer
Culprit places input data in an area called the input buffer. If a single input file is read, the buffer contains a single
occurrence of an input record. If multiple input files are read, the buffer contains one record from each file.

During the extract phase of Culprit processing, the input buffer is processed by each report in the run, as shown in the
following figure. Type 7 process parameters process the data that is contained in the input buffer; type 5 edit parameters
extract the data contained in the input buffer. The extracted data is stored in an extracted items and statistics file.

After the input buffer passes through the type 7 logic of each report, it is filled with the next record or records and is
processed by each report in the run. This cycle continues until an end of file condition occurs. At end of file, the extract
phase is completed.
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Note: The input buffer is processed by one report at a time; type 7 process parameters process the contents of the input
buffer and type 5 edit parameters extract the contents of the input buffer to the extracted items and statistics file.

Control Break
A control break executes during the output phase and is specified on a SORT parameter in association with a sort-key
field. When the value of the sort-key field changes, the control break executes. A control break also executes at the end of
the output phase. When a control break executes, Culprit performs the following actions:

• Interrupts writing of detail lines specified by type 5 edit parameters
• Performs break processing defined by type 8 process parameters
• Writes total lines specified by type 6 edit parameters or, in the absence of type 6 edit parameters, writes automatic

totals
• Writes header lines and a title line, if they are specified, at the top of each new report page

After the control break executes, Culprit resumes printing detail lines until the next control break is encountered.
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Coding Considerations (Culprit)
Culprit parameters are coded in an 80-column card-image format. Culprit coding forms are available to aid the user in
coding Culprit parameters.

General Rules

The following rules apply to all Culprit parameters:

• All parameters must be coded in uppercase letters.
• All parameters, except the USE parameter, begin with a fixed format that identifies the parameter and continue with a

free format. The length of the fixed-format portion differs for each parameter. In general, entries that appear in the free-
format portion of the parameter must appear in the order specified by the parameter syntax; a comma or at least one
space must separate one entry from another. Keyword expressions (for example, SZ=field-size-n) that follow positional
entries can appear in any order.

• Column 1 is always blank, except on a continuation line, a comment line, an =COPY parameter, an =MACRO
parameter, or a USE parameter.
One or more continuation lines can be coded for any Culprit parameter except the title parameter. For all Culprit
parameters except USE, a continuation line is denoted by an asterisk (*) in column 1; the parameter continues in any
column after column 1. A continuation line on a USE parameter can be coded starting in column 1; a special character
is not required to indicate a continuation line.
The continuation line must immediately follow the parameter it continues; the fixed-format portion of the parameter
is not repeated on the continuation line. A keyword expression can span two lines, provided the equal sign (=) is not
separated from the keyword. The following example illustrates a valid method to code a keyword expression:
 01510001 SALARY-OF-A-VICE-PRESIDENT F$ DP=2 SZ=

 *20

 

• Columns 73 through 80 are reserved for user sequence numbers. Culprit does not read columns 73 through 80;
therefore, coded parameters must not extend beyond column 72.

• Comments are permitted on all Culprit parameters except the title parameter. Comments are introduced by a dollar
sign ($); the dollar sign must be separated from the last coded entry on the parameter by at least one space or comma.
Any number of comment lines can be added by coding the dollar sign ($) in column 1. The comment lines appear in
the Sequential Parameter Listing but not in the Input Parameter Listing.

Order of Parameters

Culprit parameters can be submitted in any order with the following exceptions:

• REC parameters must follow the INPUT parameter to which they apply and must precede the next INPUT parameter
(if any).

• Process parameters without sequence numbers must be entered in the order they are to be executed.
• A SELECT/BYPASS parameter that specifies the keyword BUFFER must follow SELECT/BYPASS parameters that do

not specify this keyword.

In general, parameters for single and match-file runs are submitted in the following order:

• PROFILE (optional)
• INPUT (required)
• REC (required)
• SELECT/BYPASS (optional)
• In match-file runs, repeat as required for each input file:
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– INPUT
– REC
– SELECT/BYPASS

• SELECT/BYPASS BUFFER (optional)
• Global work field and implied subscript parameters (optional)
• Report-specific parameters (repeat for each report in the Culprit run):

– OUTPUT (optional)
– SORT (optional)
– Title (optional)
– Edit (at least one type 5 edit parameter is required)
– Process (optional)
– Work field/implied subscript (optional)

Processing Phases
Culprit processes information in six phases. The following figure illustrates these six processing phases. A description of
each processing phase follows:
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NOTE
Culprit's six processing phases are Precompile, Parameter Sort, Compile, Extract, Data Sort, and Output.

Precompile

The precompile (CULP0) phase performs preprocessing functions on Culprit input parameters:

• Copies parameters into the job stream as instructed on the USE, =COPY, and =MACRO parameters
• Accumulates statistics that are used to determine resource requirements in subsequent processing phases
• Performs limited syntax verification on the input parameters

This phase generates the Sequential Parameter Listing as output. An example of a Sequential Parameter Listing
appears in the following report. This listing shows the parameters that generated the output shown earlier; parameters
appear in the order they were entered.

NOTE
Sequential Parameter Listing for Employee Salary Report:

  

 mm/dd/yy      SEQUENTIAL PARAMETER LISTING               Vnn.n  PAGE

 00 ** SYSIN **                            IN  80 DD=EMPFILE

   INSTALLATION SECURITY OPTION IS NO

                                            REC EMP-NAME    1 25         'EMPLOYEE' 'NAME'

                                            REC EMP-LNAME  11 15

                                            REC SALARY     70 10 3 DP=2

                                            REC TITLE      50 20         'TITLE'

                                            REC DEPARTMENT 30 20         'DEPARTMENT'

                                            010 COUNT 1

                                            013EMPLOYEE SALARY REPORT

                                            01SORT DEPARTMENT,1,TITLE,0,EMP-LNAME

                                            014100010'DEPARTMENT'

                                            01410012 DEPARTMENT

                                            01510000 COUNT

                                            0151*010 TITLE HR   SZ=20

                                            0151*020 EMP-NAME HR

                                            0151*030 SALARY F$ SZ=10 HF

                                            0161*030 SALARY F$ SZ=10

                                            018010   IF LEVL EQ 1 DROP

 

NOTE
Parameters appear in the order in which they were entered by the user.

Parameter Sort

The parameter sort phase sequences all run parameters according to the Culprit standard sort; for example, parameters
that share the same report number are ordered together. Run parameters include user-supplied parameters and
parameters that are generated internally by Culprit during the precompile phase.

Compile

The compile (CULL) phase reads the sorted parameter file and generates a series of machine language subroutines
for each report. If errors are detected during this phase, Culprit prints appropriate diagnostic messages; if the errors are
severe enough, Culprit will not generate the associated reports.

This phase generates the Input Parameter Listing as output. An example of an Input Parameter Listing appears in the
following report. This listing shows the parameters that generated the report shown earlier in Data Input under What It
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Does. The parameters are now sorted by type. The listing includes any default values supplied by Culprit to user-supplied
parameters.

Input Parameter Listing for Employee Salary Report:

  mm/dd/yy                   INPUT PARAMETER LISTING                  Vnn.n  PAGE    1

 

 ********

 INPUT    RECORD TYPE BLOCK  FILE DESCRIPTION...

 ********

  INPUT   00080   F

 ********

 REC      START SIZE TYPE DP FIELD-NAME                     RECORD-NAME,LEVEL

 ********

  REC     00030  020         DEPARTMENT

  REC     00011  010         EMP-LNAME

  REC     00001  025         EMP-NAME                         'EMPLOYEE'     'NAME'

  REC     00070  010   3   2 SALARY

  REC     00050  020         TITLE

 ********

 WORK     LENGTH   WORK-FIELD-NAME    OCCURRENCES  DECIMAL POINT AND VALUE

 ********

  01  0   008       COUNT     1

 ********

 SORT     BREAK A/D  SORT FIELD-NAME

 ********

  01 SORT   1        DEPARTMENT

            0        TITLE

                     EMP-LNAME

 ********

 TITLE    REPORT TITLE

 ********

  01  3   EMPLOYEE SALARY REPORT

 ********

 EDIT     LINE CC COLUMN  VALUE OR FIELD-NAME AND EDIT OPTIONS...

 ********

  01  4     1   0  0001   'DEPARTMENT'

  01  4     1      0012   DEPARTMENT

 ********

 EDIT     LINE CC COLUMN  VALUE OR FIELD-NAME AND EDIT OPTIONS...

 ********

  01  5     1      *010   TITLE     SZ=020    HF

  01  5     1      *020   EMP-NAME  HR

  01  5     1      *030   SALARY    SZ=010    F$        HF

  01  5     1      0000   COUNT

 ********

 EDIT     LINE CC COLUMN  VALUE OR FIELD-NAME AND EDIT OPTIONS...

 ********

  01  6     1      *030   SALARY    SZ=010    F$

 ********

 PROCESS USER   INTERNAL

         LABEL  SEQUENCE     PROCESS STATEMENT

 ********

  01  8  010        1    $ IF LEVL EQ 1 DROP
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  01  8             2    LEVL      EQ        1         DROP

  EXTRACT WILL BE PERFORMED               ─┐

  PROFILE OPTION IN EFFECT: RELEASE =  6   ├─────────────── Compile phase is successful;

                                          ─┘                input files will be read.

 

NOTE
This listing shows the Culprit parameters after the precompile, parameter sort, and compile phases. Default
values are supplied where applicable (for example, record type F on the INPUT parameter).

Extract

The extract (CULL) phase performs the following functions:

• Reads the input file or files and builds the input buffer
• Writes information extracted from the input buffer and stored in work fields to the extracted items and statistics file for

use in the subsequent output phase

The following Culprit parameters participate in this processing phase:

• SELECT/BYPASS parameters evaluate each input record before it is placed in the input buffer.
• Type 5 edit parameters extract data contained in work fields and in each selected input buffer. The extracted data is

stored in the extracted items and statistics file for use during the output phase.
• Type 7 process parameters process the data contained in each input buffer and work field.

If data from the input buffer is selected for a particular report, appropriate data is written to an extracted items file; if data
from the input buffer is not selected for a particular report, control of the input buffer passes directly to the next report.

The extract phase generates the Run-Time Messages listing as output, as shown in the following report. This listing
shows input processing statistics such as the number of records read and the number that passed through SELECT/
BYPASS logic.

Run-Time Message Listing for Employee Salary Report:

 mm/dd/yy                   RUN TIME MESSAGES                      Vnn.n  PAGE

 

                                                                                 ─┐

 ***********  END OF FILE  ****************************************************** │

                                                                                  ├── Input file successfully

 read

          56 INPUT RECORDS READ                                                   │

                                                                                 ─┘

 

NOTE
The END OF FILE message indicates that the input was successfully read.

Data Sort

The data sort phase performs the following functions:

• Sorts all of the items on the extracted items and statistics file built by the extract phase. The items are sorted for each
report according to information coded on the SORT parameter.

• Returns the sorted items to the same file. The file contains the extracted and sorted input buffers and control records
used by Culprit.

Input buffers and work fields that are extracted for a report but not sorted are written to an unsorted extracted items file.
The unsorted extracted items file contains detail information for reports that either do not specify a SORT parameter or
specify a SORT parameter that contains the keyword NOSORT. This file is not processed in the data sort phase.
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Output

The output (CULE) phase performs the following functions:

• Totals numeric detail information contained in the extracted items and statistics file for each control break and at the
end of the output phase.

• Performs logic defined by type 8 process parameters for each control break and at the end of the output phase.
• Generates reports line by line. As the lines are generated, they are printed or written to tape, cards, or disk, according

to the information supplied on the OUTPUT parameter for a particular report.

The following Culprit parameters participate in the output phase:

• Type 3 title parameters write title lines at the top of each new page.
• Type 4 edit parameters write header lines at the top of each new page.
• Type 5 edit parameters write detail lines that contain information extracted from each input buffer.
• Type 6 edit parameters write total lines that can contain totals accumulated during the output phase, sort-key values

established on the SORT parameter, and values established by type 8 procedure logic.
• Type 8 process parameters perform procedure logic.

This phase generates an Output Phase Statistics report at the end of each report, as shown earlier in Data Input under
What It Does. The Output Phase Statistics report indicates the number of records written for the report.

PROFILE Parameter
The PROFILE (PRO) parameter is an optional parameter that can be used to override system defaults on a run-by-run
basis.

NOTE

The system profile that is established at Culprit installation may reflect different values from those indicated as
defaults in this documentation. You may change the defaults for your site by altering the CULPPROF module.
Refer to Profile Options for information about modifying CULPPROF.

Options that are specified on the PROFILE parameter can be grouped into three categories:

• Format options
• Site-specific options
• Error options

Format Options

Format options format and print Culprit parameter listings and reports. Examples of these actions are:

• The system time can be printed at the top of each page of output.
• European, Canadian, or American date formats can be requested.
• The number of characters per line and lines per page can be specified for the run.
• For special forms output, the first page of the report can be reprinted to properly align the form in the printer.
• Vertical or horizontal hexadecimal dumps can be requested.

Site-specific

Site-specific options perform installation-specific actions. Examples of these actions are:
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• At z/OS installations with no relocating loaders, self-relocating user modules can be identified.
• Culprit processing modes can be specified to accommodate reports that were written for Culprit releases before 6.0.
• For Librarian users, a password code can be specified as needed.
• For Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD) users, a password code and user name can be specified as needed.
• One of four types of libraries can be identified that store Culprit parameters in library members; the stored parameters

can be accessed through USE parameters, =COPY parameters, or =MACRO parameters.

NOTE

At installation time, users can select more system profile options. For more information about establishing site-
specific profile options, see Installing.

Error Options

Error options specify actions in response to the severity level or the number of numeric errors that are generated during
Culprit processing. Severity codes that are encountered as a result of a Culprit error are I (informational), W (warning), E
(error), and F (fatal). Examples of these actions follow:

• Culprit can be instructed to generate reports containing I- and W-level errors even though other reports in the same run
contain E- or F-level errors.

• At z/OS and z/VM installations, return code values can be set for each level of error; the values can be used to control
the execution of subsequent job steps through execution JCL. At z/VSE installations, a nonzero return code forces job
cancellation.

• Culprit outputs a buffer dump for every numeric error that is encountered during a processing phase up to a specified
number. When the specified number of numeric errors is reached, Culprit can be directed to ignore more errors, stop
the Culprit run, or terminate the job step with an abend condition.

NOTE

For more information about error handling, see Culprit Messages and Codes.

PROFILE Syntax
      Col

      2

      ▼         ┌──────────────────────────────┐

►►─── PROfile ──▼─┬─ format-options ─────────┬─┴──────────────────────────────►◄

                  ├─ site-specific-options ──┤

                  └─ error-options ──────────┘

 Expansion of Format-options 

►►─┬─ LS = ─┬─ 132 ◄──────┬───────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►◄

   │        └─ line-size ─┘                       │

   ├─ LP = ─┬─ 55 ◄────────────┬──────────────────┤

   │        └─ lines-per-page ─┘                  │

   ├─ SF = ─┬─ NORMAL ◄──┬────────────────────────┤

   │        └─ EXTRA ────┘                        │

   ├─ TS = ─┬─ Y ───┬─ , ─┬─ Y ───┬─ , ─┬─ Y ───┬─┤

   │        └─ N ◄──┘     └─ N ◄──┘     └─ N ◄──┘ │

   ├─ DS = ─┬─ A ◄──┬─────────────────────────────┤

   │        ├─ E ───┤                             │

   │        ├─ C ───┤                             │

   │        └─ H ───┘                             │

   ├─ HD = ─┬─ V ◄──┬─────────────────────────────┤

   │        ├─ H ───┤                             │
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   │        └─ D ───┘                             │

   ├─ MONEYED = ─┬─ A ◄──┬────────────────────────┤

   │             └─ E ───┘                        │

   └─ SSN = ┬─ D ◄──┬─────────────────────────────┘

            ├─ A ───┤

            └─ C ───┘

 Expansion of Site-specific-options 

►►─┬─ RELEASE = ─┬─ 5 ───┬───────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   │             └─ 6 ◄──┘           │

   ├─ PARMLIB = ─┬─ STANDARD ◄──┬────┤

   │             ├─ PANVALET ───┤    │

   │             └─ LIBRARIAN3 ─┘    │

   ├─ LIBR-PW = librarian-password ──┤

   │        ┌───────────────┐        │

   ├─ SR = ─▼─ module-name ─┴────────┤

   ├─ PW = password ─────────────────┤

   └─ USER = user-id ────────────────┘

 Expansion of Error-options 

►►─┬─ EX = ─┬─ W ◄─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►◄

   │        ├─ E ──┤                                                        │

   │        └─ NO ─┘                                                        │

   ├─ RC = ─┬─ 0 ──────┬─ , ─┬─ 0 ──────┬─ , ─┬─ 0 ──────┬─ , ─┬─ 0 ──────┬─┤

   │        └─ i-code ─┘     └─ w-code ─┘     └─ e-code ─┘     └─ f-code ─┘ │

   │ ┌─────────────────────────────────────┐                                │

   └─▼─┬─┬─ SE ─┬─ = ─┬─ 25 ◄─────────┬──┬─┴─ error-action ─────────────────┘

       │ ├─ ME ─┤     └─ error-count ─┘  │

       │ └─ EE ─┘                        │

       └─┬─ IE ─┬─ = ─┬─ 0 ◄──────────┬──┘

         ├─ PE ─┤     └─ error-count ─┘

         └─ OE ─┘

Expansion of Error-action

►►─┬─ IGNORE ───────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ STOP ─────────────────────────────────────┤

   └┬─ ABEND ──┬─┬───────────────┬─┬──────────┬─┘

    └─ CANCEL ─┘ └─ return-code ─┘ ├─ DUMP ───┤

                                   └─ NODUMP ─┘

PROFILE Parameters
PROfile

Specifies the parameter type. The type must be coded starting in column 2.

Profile options can be coded in any column after PRO or PROFILE. Any number of options can be coded in any order. An
option cannot be repeated.

• format-options
Represents the expanded syntax that is described in the following section.

• site-specific-options
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For an explanation of site-specific-options, see the expanded syntax rules that follow.
• error-options

For an explanation of error-options, see the expanded syntax rules that follow.

NOTE
For more information about numeric errors and the extended error-handling facility, see the Culprit for
Messages and Codes information in the IDMS Messages documentation.

Expansion of Format-options

• LS = 132/line-size
Specifies the line size for all printed reports in a Culprit run. Under z/OS and z/VM, at a z/VM installation, line-size must
be in the range 1 through 150; under z/VSE, it must be in the range 1 through 132. The default is 132 characters for
each line of output. Line-size can be changed for individual reports by coding record-size on the OUTPUT parameter.

• LP = 55/lines-per-page
Specifies the maximum number of lines, excluding the title and headers, on each page of all reports in the Culprit run.
The number must be in the range 1 through 32767. The default is 55 lines to a page. Lines-per-page can be changed
for individual reports by coding the LP= specification on the OUTPUT parameter.

• SF =
Refers to special forms output.
The SF= option is useful only when spooling is not in effect for printed output.
– NORMAL

(Default) Indicates that the first page of output is not reprinted
– EXTRA

Indicates that the operator is to be prompted with a console message to mount special forms. The first page of
output is reprinted as often as requested. This specification allows special forms to be properly aligned in the
printer.

• TS = Y/N,Y/N,Y/N
Indicates whether a timestamp, in hh:mm format, is to appear on Culprit parameter listings and output reports. If a
timestamp is requested, it appears immediately after the system date.
The first indicator pair (Y/N) after the equal sign represents the timestamp on the Sequential Parameter Listing; the
second indicator pair (Y/N) represents the timestamp on the Input Parameter Listing; the third indicator pair (Y/N)
represents the timestamp on all titled user reports.
The default for each indicator pair is N; N specifies no timestamp. If one of the above indicators is specified, all three
must be specified.
If a PROFILE parameter containing a TS= specification is the first Culprit parameter that is entered in a run, the
timestamp appears on all pages of the Sequential Parameter Listing. If a PROFILE parameter containing a TS=
keyword expression is not the first Culprit parameter that is entered in a run, the timestamp appears on every page
except the first page of the Sequential Parameter Listing.

• DS =
Specifies the format of the date stamp that appears on all Culprit parameter listings and output reports.
– A

(Default) Specifies the American standard date format mm/dd/yy.
– E

Specifies the European standard date format dd/mm/yy.
– C

Specifies the Canadian date format yy/mm/dd.
– H

Specifies the hajreh (Arabic) date format.
• HD =

Specifies the format of hexadecimal dumps that are produced by the extended error-handling facility.
– V
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(Default) Specifies a vertical dump format. Alphanumeric characters print above the zone and digit portions of each
character.

– H
Specifies a horizontal dump format. The zone and digit portions of each character alternate across a line on the left
side of the output page; the alphanumeric characters print on the right side of the output page.
Note: The following report shows sample horizontal and vertical hexadecimal dumps. For more information
about the extended error-handling facility, see the "Culprit Messages and Codes" section of the IDMS Messages
documentation.

– D
Generates dumps in a vertical format using a DBCS character set.

  mm/dd/yy                    RUN TIME MESSAGES                Vnn.n  PAGE    1

 

   INVALID NUMERIC DATA ENCOUNTERED IN REPORT 01

   ERROR OCCURRED DURING PROCESSING DETAIL   LINE 1 FIELD   3

   MOST RECENT SUBSCRIPT VALUE            0

   INPUT BUFFER NUMBER            1

   RECORD BUFFER DUMP

                CHAR   TERRY     CLOTH              THERMOREGULATION    HUMIDITY CONTROL CLK

                ZONE   ECDDE44444CDDEC44444444444444ECCDDDDCCEDCECDD4444CEDCCCEE4CDDEDDD4CDD00000030004

                DIGIT  359980000033638000000000000003859469574313965000084494938036539630332000000800C0

                      01...5...10....5...20....5...30....5...40....5...50....5...60....5...70....5...80

 

 

 

 

 mm/dd/yy                    RUN TIME MESSAGES                Vnn.n  PAGE    1

 

   INVALID NUMERIC DATA ENCOUNTERED IN REPORT 01

   ERROR OCCURRED DURING PROCESSING DETAIL   LINE 1 FIELD   3

   MOST RECENT SUBSCRIPT VALUE            0

   INPUT BUFFER NUMBER            1

   RECORD BUFFER DUMP

 POSITION  ADDRESS  STORAGE

 

  00001    12A7C0   E3C5D9D9 E8404040 4040C3D3 D6E3C840   40404040 40404040 40404040 40E3C8C5   *TERRY    

 CLOTH              THE*

  00033    000020   D9D4D6D9 C5C7E4D3 C1E3C9D6 D5404040   40C8E4D4 C9C4C9E3 E840C3D6 D5E3D9D6   *RMOREGULATION

    HUMIDITY CONTRO*

  00065    000040   D340C3D3 D2000000 00000038 00000C40                                         *L

 CLK..........                 *

 

• MONEYED =
Indicates American or European numeric editing.
– A

(Default) Specifies that default numeric editing is to be done according to the American standard, where decimal
digits are separated from integer digits with a period, and integer digits are separated into groups of three with
commas. For example, 1,000.52

– E
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Specifies that default numeric editing is to be done according to the European standard, where decimal digits are
separated from integer digits with a comma, and integer digits are separated into groups of three with a period. For
example, 1.000,52

• SSN =
Specifies the default format in which social security numbers appear when using an FS edit mask.
– D

Formats social security numbers using the date stamp (DS) option. This is provided for upward compatibility.
– A

Formats social security numbers in American format: nnn-nn-nnnn
– C

Formats social security numbers in Canadian format: nnn-nnn-nnn
Default: D

Expansion of Site-specific-options

• RELEASE = 5/6
Indicates the Culprit processing mode under which the program is to run, as follows:
– RELEASE = 5

Ensures that programs that were written and previously run under Release 5.0 produce the same results when run
under Culprit Releases 6.0 and later.

– RELEASE = 6
(Default) Uses the full capabilities of the most current release of Culprit (Release 6.0 and later). Programs that were
written and previously run under Culprit Release 5.0 may yield different results when executed under RELEASE=6.

• PARMLIB =
Specifies the source library that is accessed for all reports in a run.
If this specification is omitted from a run that contains a USE parameter, =COPY parameter, or =MACRO parameter,
source code is retrieved from the library member that is named in the PARMLIB= keyword expression during the last
assembly of the CULL-PROF macro.

NOTE
For more information about the CULL-PROF macro, see the installation information in the IDMS
documentation.

• LIBR-PW = librarian-password
Specifies the management (MCD) code of the master file. It is required to access modules in PROD2 status. This code
is not printed in any Culprit listings.

• SR = module-name
(z/OS only) Enables users without a relocating loader to identify self-relocating user modules so that Culprit can load
those modules at the most advantageous core location.
Module-name must be the name that is used in the linkage editor PHASE statement when the module was link edited.
Module names that are specified by the SR= option are added to the list of self-relocating Broadcom-supplied and
user-coded modules that is established at installation time. As many as 12 self-relocating modules can be specified by
the user.

• PW = password
(IDD users only) Specifies the security password that is associated with a user defined to IDD. This PROFILE
parameter option is required when IDD security features are in effect; the password is not printed in any Culprit listings.

• USER = user-id
(IDD users only) Specifies the name of a user defined in IDD. This PROFILE parameter option is required when IDD
security features are in effect. The PROFILE parameter must appear before the INPUT parameter if USER is required
because the user is validated immediately after the INPUT parameter is read.

Expansion of Error-options

• EX =
Specifies the error conditions under which Culprit is to read and report on one or more user input files.
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NOTE
For more information about severity codes that are associated with processing errors, see Culprit Messages
and Codes.

• RC = 0/i-code,0/w-code,0/e-code,0/f-code
Specifies four return codes that are associated with four severity codes: I, W, E, and F, respectively. Each return code
must be in the range 0 through 4095. The default for each code is 0. However, if one return code is specified, all four
codes must be explicitly stated even if the default value is taken.
When Culprit executes as a five-step job, a return code specification affects the job execution of each operating
system:
– Under z/OS and z/VM, the return code that is associated with the most severe error level is the return code for that

step. The return code can be used to control the execution of subsequent steps through execution JCL.
– Under z/VSE, a nonzero return code causes the run to cancel after completing the step in which the indicated error

level was encountered.
When Culprit executes as a one-step job in z/OS, z/VSE, and z/VM environments, a nonzero return code specification
affects the job execution:
– In the precompile phase, the run terminates at the end of the precompile phase.
– In the compile or extract phase, the run terminates at the end of the extract phase.
– In the output phase, the run terminates at the end of the output phase.

NOTE
(z/OS, z/VM, and z/VSE users) If a nonzero return code is issued for I-level and W-level messages, the
job will be canceled because Culprit always issues informational messages and often issues W-level
messages.

• SE = 25/error-count
Specifies the maximum number of numeric errors to be reported by the extended error-handling facility during
SELECT/BYPASS parameter processing. Error-count must be a number in the range 0 through 32767; the default is
25.

• ME = 25/error-count
Specifies the maximum number of numeric errors to be reported by the extended error-handling facility during
processing of match keys in a match-file run. Error-count must be a number in the range 0 through 32767; the default
is 25.

• EE = 25/error-count
Specifies the maximum number of numeric errors to be reported by the extended error-handling facility during the
extract phase of processing. Error-count must be a number in the range 0 through 32767; the default is 25.

• IE = 0/error-count
Specifies the maximum number of numeric errors reported by the extended error-handling facility during execution of a
user input module. Error-count must be a number in the range 0 through 32767; the default is 0.

• PE = 0/error-count
Specifies the maximum number of numeric errors reported by the extended error-handling facility during execution of a
user procedure module. Error-count must be a number in the range 0 through 32767; the default is 0.

• OE = 0/error-count
Specifies the maximum number of numeric errors reported by the extended error-handling facility during the output
phase of processing, including execution of a user output module (if any). Error-count must be a number in the range 0
through 32767; the default is 0.

• error-action
Indicates the action to be taken if one of the error thresholds that are described above is exceeded.
The expanded syntax is explanation follows.

Expansion of Error-action

• IGNORE
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Allows processing to continue after the specified limit is exceeded; more errors are not reported. The end of file
statistics show the total number of errors that were encountered. IGNORE is the default action for SE=, ME=, and EE=
specifications.

• STOP
Forces end of file processing when the specified limit is exceeded. For each keyword expression described above
except OE=, STOP has the same effect as a STOP-RUN statement in type 7 or type 8 procedure logic. When STOP is
specified for OE=, only the current report is terminated.

• ABEND
Causes abnormal termination of the Culprit phase if the specified limit is exceeded. ABEND is the default action for
IE=, PE=, and OE= specifications. CANCEL may be used as a synonym for ABEND.

• return-code
(z/OS only) Is an optional value that specifies the abend condition.
Return-code must be a number in the range 0 through 4095. The default is 0 for SE=, ME=, and EE= specifications; it
is 999 for IE=, PE=, and OE= specifications.

• DUMP/NODUMP
Causes a dump for the abend condition; NODUMP suppresses a dump. NODUMP is the default for SE=, ME=, and
EE= specifications; DUMP is the default for IE=, PE=, and OE= specifications.

Examples

Sample PROFILE parameters follow.

Example 1

 PROFILE HD=H LS=70 LP=40

 

All reports that are associated with this PROFILE parameter have a maximum of 40 lines (excluding the title and headers,
if any) for every page of output. Each line has 70 characters. Any hexadecimal dumps that are generated by the extended
error-handling facility have a horizontal format.

Example 2

 PROFILE SE=25,ABEND,12,DUMP RC=0,0,0,16

 

If more than 25 numeric errors are encountered during SELECT/BYPASS processing, the job step terminates. When
the step terminates, Culprit generates a return code of 12 and produces a dump. Although 25 errors is the default value,
a value must be specified for this parameter because subsequent defaults within the expression are changed (that is,
ABEND overrides IGNORE, 12 overrides 0, and DUMP overrides NODUMP).

If Culprit encounters F-level errors, it generates a return code of 16. In this example, return codes for I-, W-, and E-level
messages must be explicitly stated because a nonzero return code for F-level errors is requested.

At a z/VSE installation, the job cancels at the end of the job phase in which Culprit encounters an F-level error. At z/
OS and z/VM installations running five-step Culprit jobs, the return code can be coded on JCL statements to control the
execution of subsequent Culprit steps.

Example 3

 PROFILE EX=E RC=0,4,8,12

 

Reports that are error-free are generated regardless of the occurrence of E-level errors in other reports. Reports with I-
and W-level errors only are considered to be error free.

One return code is specified for each error severity level; that is, 0 for I-level messages, 4 for W-level messages, 8 for E-
level messages, and 12 for F-level messages.
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At z/OS and z/VM installations, if I-, W-, and E-level messages are detected in a single processing phase, a code of 8 (the
highest applicable code) is returned for that step. At a z/VSE installation, a W-level error cancels the job at the end of the
step in which the error is detected. This action occurs because the PROFILE specifies a nonzero return code for W-level
errors.

Example 4

  PROFILE DS=E  EE=50  TS=N,N,Y

*   $THESE REPORTS ARE FOR DISTRIBUTION TO ALL EUROPEAN AFFILIATES

 

In this example, as many as 50 numeric errors that occur during the extract phase are reported; any additional numeric
errors that occur during this phase are ignored.

The date appears on parameter listings and reports in the European format, dd/mm/yy. The timestamp appears on all
titled reports but not on parameter listings. A continuation line is coded to accommodate a long comment.

Example 5

 PROFILE USER=CLK PW=PERU

 

For IDD users, a user name and password are submitted to IDD to access files defined to the data dictionary.

Example 6

 PROFILE PARMLIB=LIBRARIAN3

 

This example specifies that parameters that are copied by a USE parameter, =COPY parameter, or =MACRO parameter
are to be copied from a Librarian library.

Input Definition Parameters
Input definition parameters describe input files and records, and define conditions for selecting input records for
processing. The three types of input definition parameters are: INPUT (IN), REC, and SELECT/BYPASS (SEL/BYP).

INPUT Parameter
The INPUT parameter defines the general characteristics of each input file to be read.

The input file can be a sequential tape or disk file, indexed sequential disk file, card file, or VSAM file. The file can also be
defined to IDD. One INPUT (IN) parameter is required for each file read. Culprit can read and process up to 32 files per
run.

During processing, Culprit places input data in a contiguous area that is called the input buffer. If a single input file is
read, the buffer contains a single occurrence of the input record; when multiple input files are read, the buffer contains one
record from each file.

In a match-file run, Culprit establishes a status byte for each input file (a file-specific status byte) and a composite
indicator (M*ID) that reflects the status of any or all input files. The file-specific status byte appears in the input buffer
following each input record; the composite indicator appears in the last byte position of the input buffer. For more
information on match-file runs, see Using Culprit for IDMS.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax
       Col

      2
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      ▼

►►─── INput ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

             └─ record-size ─┬─ F ◄──┬───┬──────────────┬─┘

                             ├─ V ───┤   └─ block-size ─┘

                             └─ U ───┘

 

 ►─┬──PS ◄──┬───────────────────┬───┬───┬─────────────────────┬───────────────►◄

   │        └─ ( device-type ) ─┘   │   │ ┌─────────────────┐ │

   ├─ IS ───┬───────────────────┬───┤   └─▼─ input-options ─┴─┘

   │        └─ ( device-type ) ─┘   │

   ├─ CARD ─────────────────────────┤

   ├─ VS ─┬──────────────────┬──────┤

   │      └─ ( ─┬─ KS ─┬─ ) ─┘      │

   │            ├─ ES ─┤            │

   │            └─ RS ─┘            │

   └─ UM ( module-name ) ───────────┘

 

Expansion of Input-options

 ►►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬──┬────────────────────────────────┬─►

   └ DD = ─┬┬─ SYS010 ◄────────────────┬┤  └─ DD2 = file-name logical-unit ─┘

           │└─ ddname ─────────────────┘│

           ├┬─ SYS010,010 ◄ ───────────┬┤

           │└─ file-name logical-unit ─┘│

           └┬─ SYS010 ◄ ───────────────┬┘

            └─ linkname ───────────────┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────┬──┬─────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ MB = ─┬─ Keep ──┬┘  └─ PW = password ─┘

            └─ Dummy ─┘

  ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►

   └─ LT = ─┬─ S ◄──┬─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

            ├─ N ───┤ └─ skip-file-count ─┬────────────────────┬─┘

            └─ A ───┘                     └─ skip-block-count ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬──┬────────────────────────────────┬───────────►◄

   │        ┌───────────────┐ │  └─ FN = file-name ─┬───────────┬─┘

   └─ MK = ─▼─ field-name ──┴─┘                     └─ version ─┘

 

Parameters

• INput
Specifies the parameter type. It must be coded starting in column 2.

• record-size
Specifies the size of the input record. Record-size must be a number in the range 1 through 32767; this value is coded
in any column after IN or INPUT. This value is required for all file types (see the following) except CARD.
For variable-length records, record-size is the length of the longest record in the file; this value must include the 4-byte
record descriptor word.

• F
Specifies that the input file contains fixed-length records. F is the default.

• V
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Specifies that the input file contains variable-length records.
• U

Specifies that the length of the records in the input file is undefined.
• block-size

Specifies the size of a physical block of records. This value must be a number in the range 1 through 32767. The
following considerations apply to block-size:
– Under z/VSE, block-size is required when the file type is PS or IS (see the following).
– Under z/OS and z/VM, block-size is optional. If coded it is for documentation and not used.  The block size is taken

from the input file.
– Under z/OS LBI - Large Block Interface is supported.
– The INPUT card should use the block size that is associated with the input file (SYS010 by default).
– For fixed-length records, block-size must be an even multiple of record-size.
– For variable-length records, block-size must equal the longest physical block in the input file and must include the 4-

byte block control prefix.
– For records of undefined length, block-size must be the same as record-size.

• PS ( device-type )
Specifies sequential file organization. This is the default. Device-type is an optional qualifier that must be enclosed in
parentheses. Possible values for device-type are TAPE, 2311, 2314, 3310, 3330, 3340, 3350, 3370, 3375, 3380, and
FBA.

• IS ( device-type )
Specifies indexed sequential file organization. Device-type is an optional qualifier that must be enclosed in
parentheses. Possible values for device-type are 2311, 2314, 3310, 3330, 3340, 3350, 3370, 3375, 3380, and FBA.
Under z/OS and z/VM, users can specify device-type for documentation purposes. Under z/VSE, Culprit determines
the device type if the file is assigned to a particular device in execution JCL. Device-type must be specified on the
INPUT parameter or assigned in execution JCL. This rule applies even for a tape or disk management system (for
example, TFAST, DFAST) that ignores the assignment.

• CARD
Specifies an input card file. If CARD is specified, all other INPUT parameter specifications can be omitted.

• VS
(z/OS, z/VSE, and z/VM only) Indicates a virtual storage (VSAM) file organization and can be qualified in one of three
ways.
If one of the qualifiers is specified, it must be enclosed in parentheses; for example, VS(RS).
– KS

Indicates a key-sequenced VSAM file. This is the default.
– ES

Indicates an entry-sequenced VSAM file.
– RS

Indicates a relative-record VSAM file.
• UM ( module-name )

Specifies a user input module. The module name must be enclosed in parentheses, and is specified as follows:
– Under z/VSE, module-name must be the same as the name used on the linkage editor PHASE card when the

module was link edited.
– Under z/OS, module-name must be the name or alias of the load module.
input-options

• See the expanded syntax that follows.
• DD =

Specifies the ddname (z/OS and z/VM) or filename (z/VSE) for the input file.
In a match-file run, the second and subsequent input files default to SYS011, SYS012, and so forth. If DD= is specified,
it must appear on the INPUT parameters for each file in the run. These files must be defined in the execution JCL.
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NOTE
Ddname, file-name and logical-unit, or linkname-a specifications must not conflict with Culprit system file
assignments. These assignments can be changed, as described in the installation instructions for your
operating system.

• SYS010/ddname
(z/OS and z/VM only) Specifies the name that is assigned to the DD statement that defines the input file; the default is
SYS010.

• SYS010,010/file-name logical-unit
(z/VSE only) Specifies the name that is assigned to the input file in execution JCL and the number of the device on
which the appropriate file resides; the default filename is SYS010.
Logical-unit must be a number in the range 0 through 255. When DD=file-name is specified, logical-unit must also be
specified. The default logical unit number is SYS010.
z/VSE users can use system standard label information as an alternative to inserting input file TLBL or DLBL and
EXTENT JCL statements in the Culprit job stream. If filenames and logical unit numbers that are used in the standard
label information area differ from Culprit input file requirements, then a DD= specification can be used to modify Culprit
requirements, as shown in the following table.

• SYS010/linkname
(BS2000/OSD only) Specifies the name that is associated with the input file by the /ADD-FILE-LINK command; the
default is SYS010.

System Standard Label Information DD= Statement Explanation
// TLBL SYS010,'TAPE-DATA'
// ASSGN SYS010,X'282'

None
required

The label information agrees with the
Culprit input file default, so no specification
is required.

// TLBL SYS025,'TAPE-DATA'
// ASSGN SYS010,X'282'

DD=SYS025,010 The specification uses the same filename
as in the standard label information
(SYS025) and specifies the default logical
unit number (010). SYS010 must be
assigned to the appropriate tape device.

// TLBL TAPEIN,'TAPE-DATA'
// ASSGN SYS015,X'282'

DD=TAPEIN,15 The specification uses the same filename
as in the standard label information
(TAPEIN) and indicates a logical unit
number of 015. SYS015 is assigned to the
appropriate tape device.

// DLBL MASTER,'DISK-FILE',0
// EXTENT SYS020,111111,,,19,380
// ASSGN SYS020,DISK,
VOL=PRODISK,SHR

DD=MASTER,20 The specification uses the same filename
as on the DLBL statement and the same
logical unit number as on the EXTENT
statement. SYS020 is assigned to the
appropriate disk device.

NOTE
The first three table entries are tape label examples; the fourth entry is a disk label example. Assignments can
be either permanent or made at run time.

• DD2 = file-name logical-unit
(z/VSE only) Specifies an alternating assignment for sequential tape or disk files. At run time, Culprit treats an end of
file condition as if it were an end of volume condition; Culprit can therefore read multiple files of the same format as
though they were part of a single file. The file type for these files must be PS.
File-name is the name of the alternating file. Logical-unit is a number in the range 0 through 255 that specifies the
logical unit number.
More considerations for tape and disk files follow:
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– For tape files, file-name and logical-unit alternate between the primary file (that is, the file that is defined in the DD=
specification or the default) and the file that is identified in the DD2= keyword expression.

– For disk files, Culprit reads the first file from the file that is defined in the DD= specification or the default; it reads
the second file from the file-name and logical-unit that is defined in the DD2= specification. File information for
any subsequent files is obtained by adding 1 to both the file-name and the logical-unit that is defined in the DD2=
specification; file-name must be specified in the form SYSnnn where nnn is a 3-digit number in the range 000
through 999.

In response to a DD2= specification, Culprit prompts the operator for more input at end of file for each file. If the
operator reply is N or n, normal end of file procedures apply; if the reply is Y or y, Culprit reads another file, as
described previously. If these operations are requested, Culprit performs label processing and special positioning for
each file.
Under z/OS and z/VM, Culprit performs alternate file processing (concatenation) through execution JCL.

• MB
Specifies input buffer options as follows:

• Keep
Applies to match-file runs. When MB=KEEP is specified, Culprit retains a record in the buffer until a new record from
the same file replaces it.
Dummy

• Specifies that a portion of the input buffer is to be reserved for special handling. The value of record-size on this
INPUT parameter determines the size of the dummy area. Subsequent REC parameters define specific areas within
the dummy area, as required by the Culprit program. Space is reserved in the input buffer according to where the
MB=DUMMY request is encountered in the input stream.
Dummy buffer areas can be used by user procedure modules (see the section "Culprit User Modules") or to establish a
storage area that is available to all reports in a Culprit run.

• PW = password
A unique 1- to 8-character password that can be inspected by a user input module.
If special characters are used (that is, characters other than letters, numbers, or hyphens), the password must be
enclosed in single quotation marks. Hexadecimal literals must appear in the form X'password-string'.

• LT =
Specifies label type information for PS (sequential) files:

• S
(Default) Indicates standard labels.

• N
Indicates that labels are omitted on a tape file. Under z/VSE, users can optionally specify a number of files and blocks
of data to be skipped over when reading the tape.

• skip-file-count
Indicates the number of files (tape marks) to be skipped;

• skip-block-count
Indicates the number of blocks of data at the beginning of the file that are to be skipped. Both numbers must be in the
range 0 through 32767.

• A
Indicates standard and user-defined labels. This specification is invalid for match-file runs.

• MK = field-name
Specifies from one to four match keys for match-file processing. Field-name is discussed under REC Parameter.
FN =

• Identifies a nondatabase file that is defined to IDD:
If this keyword expression is specified and appropriate values are stored in the Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD),
IDD automatically supplies the file record size, record type, block size, file type, device type, or user module name
and label type. IDD also automatically generates a REC parameter for every field that is referenced on other Culprit
parameters if the field is in a record in the file.
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If other specifications appear on an INPUT parameter that specifies FN=file-name, these specifications override values
that are stored in IDD unless Culprit security is in effect.

• file-name
The 1- to 32-character name of a file whose field definitions are to be used in subsequent Culprit parameters. If the file
name contains anything other than letters, numbers, or hyphens, it must be enclosed in quotation marks.

• version
Identifies the file version being accessed; the default is the highest existing version number for the named file.

Examples

Sample INPUT parameters are shown and described in the examples that follow:

Example 1

 INPUT  80  DD=INPUT1

 

In a z/OS environment, input is a sequential file that contains 80-byte records. The file is identified in the execution JCL on
the DD statement named INPUT1.

To define the same input file in a z/VSE environment, the block size (400) and logical unit (20) must also be specified as
follows:

 INPUT 80 400  DD=INPUT1,20

 

Example 2

 IN  324  V  328  PS(3350)  DD=SYS015,231  LT=N,22

 

In a z/VSE environment, input is an unlabeled sequential file that is identified on DD statement SYS015. This file contains
variable-length records; the size of the longest record is 324 bytes, including the 4-byte record descriptor word. The
longest physical block is 328 bytes; this value includes the block control prefix. The file is stored on logical unit SYS231, a
3350 disk volume. The first 22 tape marks are bypassed as specified by the LT= keyword expression.

Example 3

 INPUT  500  5000  PS  DD2=SYS016,16

 

Input is obtained from two sequential files in the z/VSE environment. Culprit reads file SYS010 on default logical unit
SYS010 and then reads file SYS016 on logical unit SYS016. Culprit continues to alternate between these files until the
operator requests end of file conditions by responding with an N to a Culprit prompt. With disk files, the first file is read
from SYS010, the second from SYS016, the third from SYS017, and so forth. At the end of each file, Culprit prompts the
operator to specify another read operation, as appropriate.

Example 4

  IN  120  UM(INTPROG)  PW=LETMEIN

 *$THIS USER INPUT MODULE SUPPLIES ALL INPUT TO THIS RUN

 

User-written module INTPROG is a sequential input file that is composed of 120-byte fixed-length records; password
verification is required to access INTPROG. To accommodate a comment, the user specified a continuation line by coding
an asterisk (*) in column 1; a dollar sign ($) indicates a comment.

Example 5

 INPUT FN=PAYROLL-MASTER
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PAYROLL-MASTER is the name of a file that is defined to IDD. IDD automatically supplies the information Culprit requires
to read the file (for example, record size, record type, and file type).

REC Parameter
REC parameters define input field characteristics, such as field length, field position, and data type. Only those input fields
used during processing must appear on REC parameters; other fields in the input record can be omitted. Once defined in
a Culprit job, an input field is available to all reports in the run.

REC parameters are automatically generated for files defined to IDD (identified by an INPUT parameter that specifies the
keyword expression, FN=file-name). A REC parameter is generated for each field referenced by other Culprit parameters
unless the user codes a work field or REC parameter for the field.

This article describes the following information:

Input Fields

An input record may contain the following types of input fields:

• A singly-occurring field that occurs once in the input record.
• A multiply-occurring field that occurs multiple times in the input record. A multiply-occurring field can occur a fixed

or variable number of times. A group of associated multiply-occurring fields is identified by the keyword GROUP on a
REC parameter; a multiply-occurring field is identified by the keyword ELMNT.

Floating Groups

Any field that follows a multiply-occurring field that repeats a variable number of times is called a floating group; the
floating group field can be a singly-occurring input field or a multiply-occurring field that repeats a fixed or variable number
of times. The location of a floating group in the input buffer must be defined through the location of preceding groups.

Syntax

      Col

      2

      ▼

►►─── REC field-name start-position field-size ───────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────┬──┬───────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ data-type ─┘  └─ DP = decimal-places ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───►

   ├ GROUP group-id ┬───────────┬ group-size ┬──────────────────────────┬─┤

   │                └─ link-id ─┘            ├─ .occurrence-count ──────┤ │

   │                                         └─ .occurrence-field-name ─┘ │

   └ ELMNT group-id ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   │ ┌───────────────┐ │

   └─▼─ auto-header ─┴─┘

Syntax Rules

• REC
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Specifies the parameter type. It must be coded starting in column 2.
• field-name

A 1- to 32-character name that identifies the input data field. It can be coded in any column after REC. The name can
consist of letters, numbers, or hyphens. The following rules apply to specifying field-name:
– At least one alphabetic character is required.
– The name cannot begin or end with a hyphen.
– The name cannot be any of the reserved words listed in Reserved Words.
When the GROUP keyword is specified on a REC parameter, field-name identifies a group of multiply-occurring input
fields or a floating group. The field name cannot be referenced on any other Culprit parameters. When the ELMNT
keyword is specified on a REC parameter, field-name identifies a field within a group.

• start-position
Identifies the location of the input field relative to the beginning of the input record. Depending on the record type, the
start position of the first input field is specified as follows:
– For undefined (U) or fixed-length (F) record types, the first field of the input record begins in position 1.
– For variable-length (V) record types, the first field of the input record begins in position 5; the first four bytes

contain the record descriptor word (RDW).
One field can overlap another field. An overlapping input field implicitly redefines the field. With overlapping input fields,
a single byte position in a record is defined with different names and characteristics. Users can redefine a single input
field any number of times.
When the GROUP keyword is specified on the REC parameter, start-position identifies the location of the group
relative to either the beginning of the record or the previously defined group. The start position is the first byte of the
group relative to the beginning of the record, unless a variably-repeating group precedes this group in the record,
in which case start-position is always 1. This value represents a start position relative to the end of the immediately
preceding group.
When the ELMNT keyword is specified on a REC parameter, start-position identifies the location of the field, relative to
the beginning of the group. The first field within a group always has a start position of 1.

• field-size
Specifies the length of the input field in bytes. Field-size is omitted on REC parameters that specify the GROUP
keyword. The following table shows the range of sizes valid for field-size by data type.

Code Data Type Size in Bytes Sign Input File
Representation

Omitted Alphanumeric 1-32,760 1 character
per byte

1 Binary 1-8 Signed if an even number
of bytes

8 binary positions per
byte

2 Zoned decimal (EBCDIC) 1-31 Yes 1 digit per byte
3 Packed decimal 1-16 Yes 2 digits per byte; the low-

order portion of the last
byte contains a A, B, C,
D, E, or F

4 Unsigned packed
decimal

1-15 No 2 digits per byte

5 Multi-bit binary 1-32 bits No Bit string up to 32 bits

• data-type
Identifies the way numeric data is stored within a field:

Code Data type
1 A binary input field
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2 A zoned decimal input field
3 A packed decimal input field
4 An unsigned packed decimal field
5 A multi-bit binary field

The field size for a multi-bit binary field is 2 to 4 digits:

• For a 2-digit field, the first digit indicates the starting bit (1 through 9), left to right, and the second digit indicates the
bit length (maximum of 9) of the field.

• For a 4-digit field, the first two digits indicate the starting bit (1 through 32), left to right, and the last two digits indicate
the bit length (maximum of 32) of the field.

Refer to the table under field-size for more information on specifying data types. Data-type is not coded for alphanumeric
fields or for fields defined on a REC parameter that specifies the GROUP keyword.

Culprit does not support floating point input fields. However, the Broadcom-supplied procedure module, CULLUS36
(floating point conversion), converts single- or double-precision floating point fields to 16-byte signed packed decimal
numbers with 18 significant digits. Broadcom-supplied procedure modules can also convert packed decimal input fields
to binary or zoned decimal formats; these procedure modules are CULLUS33 (numeric field conversion) and CULLUS34
(zoned decimal formatting), respectively.

• DP = decimal-place
Indicates the number of digits to the right of an implied decimal point in a numeric input field. This specification is
omitted on REC parameters that specify the GROUP keyword.
If decimal-place is not coded for a numeric input field, Culprit treats the field as an integer in all calculations used in
selection or procedure logic and in automatic totaling. If specified, decimal-place must be a number in the range 0
through 31.

• GROUP
Identifies either a block of related multiply-occurring input fields or a floating group.

• group-id
Specifies a 2-byte alphanumeric field that identifies the group. Group-id must be unique in the Culprit run.
When Culprit automatically generates REC parameters for fields defined to IDD, it assigns group ids sequentially,
starting with 00. If more than 100 groups are generated, Culprit assigns lowercase alphabetic group ids.

• link-id
Specifies the ID of the variably-repeating group on which the starting position of the floating group is based. This
specification is used only with floating groups.

• group-size
Specifies the length of a single occurrence of repeating data within the group, to a maximum of 32767 bytes.

• occurrence-count
Specifies a fixed number of field repetitions; it is a number in the range 1 through 32767. A period (.) must separate
this value from group-size.
This specification can be omitted for floating groups that occur one time. If a value of 1 is specified for occurrence-
count, references to fields within the group must include a subscript.

• occurrence-field-name
Specifies the name of a numeric input field in the fixed portion of the record; the value of this field determines the
number of repetitions of a variably-repeating group.

• ELMNT
Identifies an elementary item within a group of multiply-occurring fields and applies only when the associated group
has been defined. One ELMNT parameter is required for each field within a group.

• group-id
Identifies the ID of the group associated with the field named on the REC parameter containing the ELMNT keyword.

• auto-header
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An alphanumeric literal, enclosed in single quotation marks, that can be used as a column header on a printed report.
Auto headers are omitted on REC parameters that specify the GROUP keyword. Field definitions on generated REC
parameters can have auto-headers associated with them in the data dictionary.
The following coding considerations apply:
– A maximum of eight auto-header literals can be specified for each field definition.
– A maximum of 90 characters can be specified for each field definition.
– Headers must follow all other specifications on the REC parameter except for comments.
– A group of auto-header literals for a field can extend to a continuation line, but an individual literal cannot be broken

between lines. The closing quotation mark that follows a literal must not extend beyond column 72.
– To print an apostrophe (a single quotation mark) within a literal, specify two consecutive single quotation marks.
An auto-header that is defined on a REC parameter does not print unless it is referenced on a type 5 or type 6 edit
parameter.

Examples

Sample REC parameters are shown and described below.

Example 1

REC  PURCHASE-ORDER-TOTAL-PRICE  54  4  3  DP=2

PURCHASE-ORDER-TOTAL-PRICE is a 4-byte packed signed decimal field with two decimal places; the field begins at
byte 54 of the input record.

Example 2

REC  ACCTNO  1  7  'CUSTOMER''S'  'ACCOUNT NUMBER'

This REC parameter defines ACCTNO as a 7-character alphanumeric field that begins at the first byte of the input record.
An associated auto-header that contains two literals (CUSTOMER'S and ACCOUNT NUMBER) is also defined.

If the auto-header is requested on an edit parameter, a 2-line heading is centered above the column of account numbers;
CUSTOMER'S prints above ACCOUNT NUMBER.

Example 3

REC  END-OF-FIELD-INDICATOR   14  54   5

END-OF-FIELD-INDICATOR defines a field that occupies four bits (5 through 8) of the fourteenth byte of the input record.
This field can be tested for numeric values in the range 0 through 15 or for binary values in the range 0000 through 1111.

Example 4

REC BINARY-FIELD  0 1 1

BINARY-FIELD defines a 1-byte field that begins in position 0; the data is in binary format. This field can be used in
match-file runs to test the status of each file.

Example 5

The REC parameters listed below describe an input record that contains a field that repeats a fixed number of times:

REC  POLICY-NUMBER      1  5  3

REC  COVERAGE-CODE      6  3

REC  EFFECTIVE-DATE     9  6  2
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REC  MAX-LIABILITY     15  5  3

REC  ABSORPTION-GROUP  20              GROUP AA 4.4

REC  ANNUAL-COVERAGE    1  4  3  DP=2  ELMNT AA

REC  RISK-LEVEL        36  1

The COBOL record description for these REC parameters appears below:

01  COVERAGE-DATE

    05  POLICY-NUMBER    PIC S9(9)      COMP-3.

    05  COVERAGE-CODE    PIC XXX.

    05  EFFECTIVE-DATE   PIC 9(6).

    05  MAX-LIABILITY    PIC S9(9)      COMP-3.

    05  ANNUAL-COVERAGE  PIC S9(5)V99   COMP-3 OCCURS 4.

    05  RISK-LEVEL       PIC X.

ABSORPTION-GROUP is a group that contains a multiply-occurring input field that occurs four times; the length of each
group occurrence is four bytes. ABSORPTION-GROUP begins in position 20 of the input record.

ANNUAL-COVERAGE is an elementary item of group AA. It begins in position 1 of group AA; the field is a 4-byte packed
decimal field that specifies two decimal places.

RISK-LEVEL is a singly-occurring field that follows group AA. It is assigned a fixed start position because it follows a
multiply-occurring group that occurs a fixed number of times.

Example 6

The following REC parameters are similar to those used in the previous example; in this example, the record contains a
group of fields that occur a varying number of times:

REC POLICY-NUMBER        5  5  3

REC COVERAGE-CODE       10  3

REC EFFECTIVE-DATE      13  6

REC LOCATION-NUMBER     19  2  3

REC LOCATION-INFO       21            GROUP AA  14.LOCATION-NUMBER

REC LOCATION-ID          1  2         ELMNT AA

REC LOC-EFF-DATE         3  6  2      ELMNT AA

REC LOC-EXP-DATE         9  6  2      ELMNT AA

REC OTHER DATA           1            GROUP BB  AA 6

REC MAX-LIABILITY        1  5  3      ELMNT BB

REC RISK-LEVEL           6  1         ELMNT BB

The COBOL record description for the above REC parameters appears below:

01  COVERAGE-DATA.

    05 POLICY-NUMBER     PIC S9(9)    COMP-3.

    05 COVERAGE-CODE     PIC XXX.

    05 EFFECTIVE-DATE    PIC 9(6).

    05 LOCATION-NUMBER   PIC S9(3)    COMP-3.

    05 LOCATION-INFO     OCCURS 1 TO 25 DEPENDING ON LOCATION-NUMBER.

        10 LOCATION-ID   PIC XX.

        10 LOC-EFF-DATE  PIC 9(6).

        10 LOC-EXP-DATE  PIC 9(6).

    05 MAX-LIABLILITY    PIC S9(9)     COMP-3.

    05 RISK-LEVEL        PIC X.
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POLICY-NUMBER begins in byte 5 of the input record because the file contains variable-length records. The record
descriptor word occupies the first four bytes.

LOCATION-INFO is a variably-repeating group that begins in byte 21 of the input record; each occurrence of LOCATION-
INFO is 14 bytes long. The value of LOCATION-NUMBER determines how many times LOCATION-INFO repeats.

LOCATION-INFO contains three elementary items identified by ELMNT AA. LOCATION-ID is defined as alphanumeric;
the two date fields are defined as zoned decimal.

OTHER-DATA defines a floating group because it follows a variably-repeating group. OTHER-DATA is assigned a start
position of 1 relative to the end of LOCATION-INFO; it is linked to LOCATION-INFO by the link-id, AA. The length of
group BB is 6 bytes. Because group BB occurs once, the number of group repetitions is omitted. If 1 was specified for the
number of group repetitions, every reference to MAX-LIABILITY and RISK-LEVEL would have to be subscripted.

SELECT / BYPASS -- Overview
What They Do

SELECT/BYPASS (SEL/BYP) parameters establish selection criteria that are applied to input records at run time. When
SELECT/BYPASS parameters are included, users can select or deselect records required for a particular Culprit run.
SELECT/BYPASS parameters apply to all reports processed for a Culprit run; selection logic need not be repeated during
record processing for multiple reports.

SELECT and BYPASS parameters process input records:

• SELECT (SEL) selects and retains all records that pass specified test criteria for report processing.
• BYPASS (BYP) bypasses and eliminates all records that pass specified test criteria from report processing.

When to Use Them

Preference for SELECT or BYPASS depends on which method more clearly states the test conditions. Either parameter
type can be coded more than once for the same input file; however, both SELECT and BYPASS parameters must not be
coded for the same input file. The following figure shows how selection criteria apply to an input file.

                                                                 ┌───────────┐

          ┌───────────┐                                          │REPORT nn  │

        ┌─┴─────────┐6│                       ┌───────────┐      │PROCESSING │

      ┌─┴─────────┐5│ │                     ┌─┴─────────┐4│    ┌─┴─────────┐ │

    ┌─┴─────────┐4│ ├─┘  ┌───────────┐    ┌─┴─────────┐3│ │    │REPORT 02  ├─┘

  ┌─┴─────────┐3│ ├─┘    │ SEL CODE  │  ┌─┴─────────┐2│ ├─┘    │PROCESSING │

┌─┴─────────┐2│ ├─┘ ─────► EQ(1 TO 4)├──►          1│ ├─┘ ──►┌─┴─────────┐ │

│          1│ ├─┘        │           │  │           ├─┘      │REPORT 01  ├─┘

│           ├─┘          └───────────┘  └───────────┘        │PROCESSING │

└───────────┘                                                │           │

                                                             └───────────┘

NOTE
Input records that have CODE equal to a value in the range 1 through 4 inclusive are selected for processing.
The selected records are passed to each report in the Culprit run.

Purpose

SEL/BYP parameters establish selection criteria that are applied to input records at run time.

This topic describes the following information:
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Syntax

       Col

       2

       ▼

►►──┬─ SELect ─┬─┬──────────┬── when boolean-expression ──────────────────────►◄

    └─ BYPass ─┘ └─ BUFFER ─┘

Expansion of Boolean-expression

   ┌───────────────────────────┬─ AND ─┬────────────────────────────────────┐

   │                           └─ OR ──┘                                    │

►►─▼─┬ literal ──────────────┬ test-operation ─┬┬─ NUMERIC ───────────────┬┬┴─►◄

     └ field-name-expression ┘                 │├─ literal ───────────────┤│

                                               │└─ field-name-expression ─┘│ 

                                               └ ( field-name-range ) ─────┘

Expansion of Field-name-expression      

►►──── field-name ──┬─────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►◄ 

                    ├─ .subscript-value ──────┤

                    └─ .subscript-field-name ─┘

Expansion of Field-name-range

►►──┬─ literal ───────────────┬─ TO ──┬─ literal ───────────────┬─────────────►◄ 

    └─ field-name-expression ─┘       └─ field-name-expression ─┘

      

Syntax Rules

SELect/BYPass

Identifies the parameter type. One of these keywords must be coded starting in column 2.

BUFFER

Directs Culprit to apply selection criteria defined on this parameter on the completed input buffer. This option is generally
used after the matching logic of a match-file run resolves the contents of the input buffer.

WHEN

An optional keyword placed before the test conditions.

boolean-expression

Represents the expanded syntax shown below. Culprit tests this expression at run time when it retrieves a record or fills
an input buffer. If the tested expression is true, Culprit selects or bypasses the record or buffer, as determined by the
parameter type (SELECT or BYPASS).

literal

Specifies the value of the left operand to be compared:

Literal Meaning
alphanumeric A 1- to 64-character alphanumeric value, enclosed in single

quotation marks, that consists of letters, numbers, and special
characters in any combination. To express an apostrophe (a single
quotation mark), code two consecutive single quotation marks, for
example, 'ERNIE''S DINER'.
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numeric A 1- to 31-digit numeric value, optionally preceded by a sign and
optionally containing an embedded or trailing decimal point, for
example, 12.34.

hexadecimal A 1- to 50-character (25 byte) hexadecimal value, preceded by X
and enclosed in single quotation marks; for example, X'0000'.

field-name-expression

Specifies a field name value in the left operand that is to be compared. See expanded syntax for field-name-expression
below.

field-name-range

Identifies a range of values to be compared. See the syntax diagram above. The value of the left operand can be tested
for an EQ or NE condition against the range of values.

Expansion of Field-name-expression

field-name

Identifies the name of either a singly- or multiply-occurring input field defined on a REC parameter or a global work field
defined on a work field parameter.

subscript-value

A numeric literal that identifies a specific occurrence; for example, ACCOUNT-NUMBER.4 identifies the fourth occurrence
of ACCOUNT-NUMBER.

subscript-field-name

The name of a singly-occurring input field or global work field whose value identifies the specific occurrence; for example,
if INDX is assigned a value of 2, then ACCOUNT-NUMBER.INDX identifies the second occurrence of ACCOUNT-
NUMBER. The definition of a field that acts as a subscript must not specify a decimal point.

A subscript value must be separated from the name of the multiply-occurring field by a period (.). Subscript values should
not exceed the number of field repetitions. For example, if ACCOUNT-NUMBER occurs ten times, the subscript value
should be a number in the range 1 through 10. The value of the subscript can be tested in procedure logic.

test-operation

The comparison operator for boolean expression. It indicates the type of test to be performed:

Symbol Synonym What it Means
EQ E or = Indicates the values of the left and right

operands are equal.
NE N or # Indicates the values of the left and right

operands are not equal.
GT H or > Indicates the value of the left operand is

greater than the value of the right operand.
LT L or < Indicates the value of the left operand is

less than the value of the right operand.
GE >= or => Indicates the value of the left operand is

greater than or equal to the value of the
right operand.

LE <= or =< Indicates the value of the left operand is
less than or equal to the value of the right
operand.
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A maximum of 32 test conditions can be defined on a single SELECT/BYPASS parameter. One or more test conditions
can be enclosed in parentheses. Culprit evaluates expressions within parentheses before evaluating expressions not
enclosed in parentheses.

NUMERIC

A keyword value for the right operand. NUMERIC indicates that the value of the left operand is to be tested for numeric
data. Valid test operations with this keyword are EQ and NE. An EQ test is true if the value of the left operand is numeric;
a NE test is true if the value of the left operand is not numeric. If nonnumeric data is discovered, the record that contains
the nonnumeric data can be dropped from further processing to avoid a data exception.

Data defined as zoned decimal is treated as numeric unless one of the following conditions applies:

• The zone portion of the last byte (that is, the high-order four bits) does not contain a valid numeric sign.
• The digit portion of any byte (that is, the low-order four bits) does not contain a value in the range 0 through 9.

The conditions stated above imply that zoned decimal fields that contain exclusively alphabetic data are interpreted as
numeric. For example, the character string ABC is represented in hexadecimal as C1C2C3, which is the equivalent of
+123.

literal/field-name-expression

Identifies a single value or a list of values to be compared in the right operand.

A list of values must be enclosed in parentheses; a comma or space must separate each listed value. An EQ test
condition implies an OR connector between the list of values; a NE test condition implies an AND connector between the
list of values.

AND/OR

Logically connects complex selection criteria. With AND, both conditions must be true; with OR, one condition must be
true.

Culprit breaks down complex selection criteria into simple statements; these statements appear on the Input Parameter
Listing as shown in the screen capture which follows below. In compound expressions, Culprit evaluates tests joined by
AND before tests joined by OR. Multiple AND or OR connectors are evaluated from left to right.

If more than one SELECT (or BYPASS) parameter is defined for the same file, Culprit evaluates these statements as
though they were connected by OR. In boolean expressions that contain a list of field names or literals, an EQ test
condition implies an OR connector between the list of values; a NE test condition implies an AND connector between the
list of values.

Input Parameter Listing of a SELECT Operation:

mm/dd/yy             INPUT PARAMETER LISTING               Vnn.n PAGE 2

********

SEL/BYP  REF         CONDITION

********

 SEL             $        SALARY EQ (35000 TO 55000) ──┬── User input

 SEL             $                OR SALARY LE 15000 ──┘

 SEL    00001       SALARY GE                35000 ──┐

 SEL    00002       SALARY LE                55000   ├── CA-Culprit's interpretation

 SEL    00003       SALARY LE                15000 ──┘ of SEL criteria

    

NOTE
Culprit resolves complex selection criteria into simple statements.
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Examples

The following sample is the SELECT/BYPASS parameters.

Example 1

SELECT (COMPANY EQ 'A' OR BRANCH EQ 35) AND STATUS NE 'L'

 

Culprit selects for report processing only those records for company A or for branch 35 whose status is not L.

An alternative method for selecting the same records for report processing appears below:

BYPASS (COMPANY NE 'A' AND BRANCH NE 35) OR STATUS EQ 'L'

    

Example 2

SELECT OUT-BAL GE 1000.00 

SELECT AGE GT 60 AND OUT-BAL GT 500.00

    

Records with an outstanding balance greater than or equal to $1000.00 or with accounts older than 60 days and
outstanding balances greater than $500.00 are selected.

Example 3

BYPASS CUSTOMER-ACCOUNT-NUMBER EQ (500000 TO 599999)

    

All records with account numbers in the range 500000 through 599999 are eliminated from further processing.

Example 4

SELECT BUFFER WHEN FILE1-DATE EQ FILE2-DATE

    

After matching logic constructs the input buffer, records are selected when the contents of the FILE1-DATE field are equal
to the contents of the FILE2-DATE field.

For information about the SELECT/BYPASS parameters in an IDMS/DB environment, see About SELECT / BYPASS
Parameters.

Examples of Coding Input Definition Parameters
Sample Culprit code containing INPUT, REC, and SELECT/BYPASS input definition parameters follow.

Example 1

IN 120  F  VS(KS)

REC EMP-NAME      1  25            'EMPLOYEE' 'NAME'

REC EMP-SALARY   31   5  3 DP=2    'ANNUAL' 'SALARY'

REC START-DATE   36   6            'EMPLOYEE' 'START DATE'

REC START-MONTH  36   2  2

REC START-DAY    38   2  2
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REC START-YEAR   40   2  2

SEL START-YEAR EQ (79 TO 84) AND EMP-SALARY GT 50000

Input is contained in a key-sequenced VSAM file that contains fixed-length records; each record in the file is 120 bytes.
Because the file is in the z/OS environment, block-size is not specified.

REC parameters defining the fields of the input record follow the INPUT parameter. START-DATE is defined as an
alphanumeric input field; however, three fields overlap START-DATE and redefine the data as zoned decimal for use in
arithmetic operations and comparisons. For example, the SELECT parameter contains a numeric comparison for the
values of START-YEAR. Input records are selected for personnel who were hired from 1979 through 1984 and who earn a
salary greater than $50,000 per year.

Auto headers are defined for EMP-NAME, EMP-SALARY, and START-DATE. These are printed on output if referenced on
a type 5 or type 6 edit parameter.

Example 2

IN 500 F  MK=M-ACCOUNT  MB=KEEP     $MASTER-FILE

REC M-ACCOUNT       1   7       'ACCOUNT NUMBER'

REC M-CUST-NAME     8  25       'CUSTOMER' 'NAME'

REC M-CUST-ADDRESS 33  45       'CUSTOMER' 'ADDRESS'

IN  80   F  MK=T-ACCOUNT            $TRANSACTION FILE

REC T-ACCOUNT        1   7      'ACCOUNT NUMBER'

REC T-TRANACT-CODE   8   3      'TRANSACTION CODE'

REC T-TRANACT-AMT   11   5   3  'TRANSACTION AMOUNT'

SELECT T-TRANACT-CODE EQ 'DEB'

BYPASS BUFFER WHEN M-ACCOUNT GT '50000'

Two input files are matched in this Culprit run. The master file is a sequential file that contains fixed-length records 500
bytes long; the transaction file is a sequential file that contains records 80 bytes long. The files are matched on account
number as specified by the match key (MK) keywords M-ACCOUNT and T-ACCOUNT.

MB=KEEP is specified for the master file; Culprit keeps a record from the master file in the input buffer until M-ACCOUNT
in a following master file record is either less than or equal to T-ACCOUNT in the transaction file.

Before the files are matched, records in the transaction file that specify transaction code DEB are selected. After matching
logic constructs the input buffer, Culprit eliminates all buffers that have an account number greater than 50000.

NOTE
For more information about match-file runs, see Using Culprit for IDMS.

Example 3

IN 80 V DD=INPUT1

REC EMP-NAME         5 25           'EMPLOYEE NAME'

REC INSURANCE-COV    30             GROUP AA    4.5

REC ANNUAL-COV       1  4  3  DP=2  ELMNT AA

REC LOCATION-NUM     50 2  3

REC LOCATION-INFO    52             GROUP BB   8.LOCATION-NUM

REC LOCATION-ID       1 2           ELMNT BB

REC EXPIRATION-DATE   3 6           ELMNT BB

IN  2  F  2  MB=DUMMY

REC BINARY-RESULT     1 2

Input is a sequential file that is composed of variable-length records; the file is described on the DD statement INPUT1.
The second INPUT parameter establishes two more bytes. The REC parameter BINARY-RESULT defines the content
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of the two bytes. The Broadcom-supplied procedure module CULLUS33 (numeric field conversion) can be used to put a
value in this field.

The records in the input file are variable in length because the multiply occurring field LOCATION-INFO repeats any
number of times depending on the value of LOCATION-NUM. Because the records are variable in length, EMP-NAME is
defined with a start position of 5; the RDW occupies the first four bytes of each record.

Output Definition Parameters
Output definition parameters describe physical characteristics of output reports or files and specify individual report
formats. The four types of output definition parameters are:

• OUTPUT (OUT) 
Determines whether output contains only detail or total lines, or both. This parameter is not necessary if system
defaults are appropriate for the report. This parameter is required for a specific report only if the values coded on the
PROFILE parameter or at installation time are inappropriate for the report.

• SORT
Specifies the order to sort extract data, and also specifies control breaks using control break codes. These codes force
a control break when the value of the sort field changes. Usually, subtotals print when a control break executes.

• Title
(Optional) Can be used to define a title for each report. If a title is specified, Culprit prints the title at the top of each
report page, along with the report number, system date, and report page number.

• Edit
Defines the contents and formats of output lines. The three types of edit parameters are:
– Type 4: Defines header lines for the report.
– Type 5: Defines detail lines for the report. At least one type 5 edit parameter is required for each Culprit report.
– Type 6: Defines total lines for the report.

 

OUTput Parameter
OUTPUT parameters describe the physical characteristics of output reports or files, such as the number of characters per
line, number of lines per page, and output file type. Also, the user can specify either a details-only or totals-only report.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax
       Col

      2

      ▼

►►─── nnOUTput ─┬───────────────────────────────┬──┬─────┬────────────────────►

                └─ record-size ─┬──────────────┬┘  ├─ T ─┤

                                └─ block-size ─┘   └─ D ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

   ├─ PS ─┬───────────────────┬───────────────────┤

   │      └─ ( device-type ) ─┘                   │

   ├─ IS ─┬───────────────────┬───────────────────┤

   │      └─ ( device-type ) ─┘                   │

   ├─ CARD ───────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ NS ─┬────────────────┬──────────────────────┤

   │      └─ ( forms-id ) ─┘                      │
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   └─ UM ( module-name ─┬──────────────────┬─ ) ──┘

                        └─ ,special-value ─┘

  ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬───┬───────────────────────┬────────►

   └─ DD = ─┬─ ddname ─────────────────┬─┘   └─ LP = lines-per-page ─┘

            ├─ file-name logical-unit ─┤

            └─ linkname ───────────────┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ LT = ─┬─ S ◄ ─┬─┘

            └─ N ───┘

 

Syntax Rules

• nn
Identifies the report that is associated with the OUTPUT parameter.
The identifier is a two-digit number in the range 00 through 99 and must be coded starting in column 2.

• OUTput
Specifies the parameter type. The type must be coded starting in column 4.

• record-size
Specifies the output record size for the report. The size is coded in any column after OUT or OUTPUT. The default
value for record-size is 132 bytes or the value specified on the PROFILE parameter for the run.
For printed and card output, Culprit adds an extra byte to the value of record-size to accommodate a carriage control
character or stacker select character, respectively. The extra byte precedes the data in the output record.
Depending on the operating system and file type, the following rules apply:
– The maximum record size is 32,760 bytes.
– For CARD output, record-size is 80 bytes.
– For tape or disk output, record-size is the size of the longest record to a maximum of 32,760 bytes. For variable-

length output, the record size must include the 4-byte record descriptor word (RDW).
– Ensure that the record length and block size of the SYS006 and SYS008 files can accommodate a record as large

as the output record.
• block-size

Specifies the size of a physical block of output records. In a z/VSE environment, this parameter must be specified for
file types PS and IS (definitions follow). The following rules apply to block-size:
– The maximum block size that may be coded is 32,760 bytes.
– Under z/OS and z/VM block size serves for documentation purposes only.
– Under z/OS LBI - Large Block Interface is supported.  BLKSIZE= must be coded on the output DD card (default

SYS020).
• T/D

Specifies a totals-only (T) report or a details-only (D) report. If this parameter is not specified, Culprit prints both total
and detail lines.

• PS/IS/CARD/NS/UM
Specifies the file type or organization of the output file; if this parameter is not specified, the output is a printed report.
Valid specifications follow:

• PS ( device-type )
Specifies sequential file output. Device-type is an optional qualifier that must be enclosed in parentheses. Possible
values for device-type are TAPE, 2311, 2314, 3310, 3330, 3340, 3350, 3370, 3375, 3380, or FBA.

NOTE
In z/OS and z/VM environments, users can specify device-type for documentation purposes. In a z/VSE
environment, Culprit determines the device type if the file is assigned to a particular device in execution JCL.
Culprit requires device-type to be specified in either execution JCL or on the OUTPUT parameter. This rule
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applies even with a tape or disk management system (for example, TFAST, DFAST) that may ignore the
assignment.

z/OS, z/VSE, and z/VM users can create variable-length output by using a PS output file type. Execution JCL for the
output file must specify RECFM=V OR VB. The output lines contain the record descriptor word (RDW) in the first 4
bytes of the file. Bytes 1-2 hold the record length and bytes 3-4 hold binary zeros. If the output records are the same as
the input records, Culprit rewrites the input RDW as the output RDW. If a new RDW is required for output, CULLUS33
(numeric field conversion), a Broadcom-supplied procedure module, can be used to convert the calculated output field
length into a binary number at run time.

NOTE
For more information about using this module, see Culprit User Modules .

• IS ( device-type )
Specifies indexed sequential (ISAM) file output. Device-type is an optional qualifier that must be enclosed in
parentheses. Possible values for device-type are 2311, 2314, 3310, 3330, 3340, 3350, 3370, 3375, 3380, or FBA.
When IS is specified, a SORT parameter is required, and the primary sort field must appear on a type 5 edit parameter
(see SORT Parameters and Edit Parameters). A details-only report (D) should be specified on the OUTPUT parameter
to prevent automatic totaling; otherwise, a Culprit ISAM error may occur.

NOTE
Under z/OS and z/VM users can specify device-type for documentation purposes. Under z/VSE, Culprit
determines the device type if the file is assigned to a particular device in execution JCL. Culprit requires
device-type to be specified in either execution JCL or on the OUTPUT parameter; this rule applies even with
a tape or disk management system (for example, TFAST, DFAST) that may ignore the assignment.

• CARD
Specifies an output card file. If CARD is specified, record size and block size specifications can be omitted.

NOTE
(z/OS and z/VM only) Users must specify RECFM=FA or FBA and LRECL=81 in execution JCL for SYSPCH
because the output record for CARD output includes a stacker-select character. Alternatively, a PS output file
type can be specified; Culprit directs output to the default or specified ddname. Execution JCL provides a list
of default ddnames for output files.

• NS ( forms-id )
Specifies output on special forms. Forms-id specifies the type of special form. It is a 1- to 10-character identifier
that must be enclosed in parentheses. Identifiers that contain special characters (that is, anything other than letters,
numbers, or hyphens) must be enclosed in single quotation marks within parentheses.
The effect of forms-id depends on the SF= keyword that is coded on the PROFILE parameter.
Operating system information is as follows:
– In z/OS and z/VSE environments, special forms are controlled through execution JCL; forms-id can be specified

for documentation purposes. In a z/VSE environment, forms can also be controlled through CULLPOWR (VSE/
POWER segmentation), a Broadcom-supplied output module.

NOTE
For details on using this module, see the "Culprit User Modules" section.

– In a non-VS z/VSE environment, SF=EXTRA can be specified on the PROFILE parameter; this specification causes
forms-id to appear on the console to prompt the operator to mount the appropriate form. Also, the first page of
special-forms output is reprinted to allow the forms to be properly aligned; the operator can request reprints of the
first page as needed.

– In a z/VM environment, special forms are controlled through the SPOOL command.
• UM ( module-name,special-value )

Specifies that edited output lines are passed to an output module for special handling. Operating system conditions
follow:
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– Under z/VSE, module-name must be the name that was specified on the linkage editor PHASE statement when the
module was linked.

– Under z/OS, module-name must be the name or alias of the load module.
– Under z/VM, module-name must be the name of the load module.

• special-value
Specifies a 2-byte value that is optionally passed to an output module. The value of special-value and the type of data
that is contained in this specification vary, depending upon the needs of the output module.

NOTE
For more information about coding special values with Broadcom-supplied output modules, see Culprit User
Modules.

• DD =
Specifies the name of the output file.
Execution JCL  contains a list of default ddnames and filenames. When the DD= keyword expression is specified for a
tape or disk report in a Culprit run, it must be specified on the OUTPUT parameter for all tape or disk reports in the run.

• DD = ddname
Specifies the name of the DD statement in z/OS execution JCL or FILEDEF statement in z/VM JCL that describes the
output file. This keyword expression is not valid if the file type is omitted (that is, output is a printed report).

• DD = file-name logical-unit
Specifies the file name of the output file in a z/VSE environment and the logical unit number of the device that receives
the output file.
If DD = file-name is specified, logical-unit must also be specified. Logical-unit is a number in the range 0 through 255.
In a z/VSE environment, a DD= specification is invalid when either the file type is omitted (that is, output is a printed
report) or the file type is CARD.

• LP = lines-per-page
Specifies the maximum number of printed lines for each report page. This specification applies only to printed reports
and output modules as follows:
– For printed output, the default value for lines-per-page is 55 or the value that is specified of the PROFILE

parameter.
– For output to an output module, a default value for lines-per-page does not exist. The LP= keyword expression must

be specified to write title and header lines at regular intervals.
The following rules apply to lines-per-page:
– Culprit counts detail and total lines, and their associated spacing requirements.
– Culprit does not count header or title lines, or their associated spacing requirements.
– Special channel skips count for one line each.
When the specified number of lines is reached, Culprit prints title and header lines (if any) at the top of a new page,
followed by detail and total lines. The line count is reset to zero.

• LT = S/N
Specifies the label type for tape file output as follows:
– S (default) indicates that standard labels are to be created.
– N indicates that no labels are to be created.

Examples

Sample OUTPUT parameters follow.

Example 1

 25OUT  120  LP=40
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Report 25 is a printed report that contains 120 characters on each line. Each page of the report contains up to 40 lines
that are classified as detail lines, total lines, and break lines that are associated with these edit lines. Also, header lines
and a title line are printed if they were specified for Report 25.

Example 2

 99OUTPUT  T  CARD

 

Report 99 is output to a card file. The report contains only total lines.

Example 3

 02OUT  140  700  D  PS(TAPE)  DD=SYS036,36  LT=N

 

In a z/VSE environment, a sequential output file is written to an unlabeled tape; the file, described on DD statement
SYS036, is assigned to logical unit SYS036. The file contains 140-byte fixed-length records; each block contains five
records. The records contain details-only information.

Example 4

 01OUTPUT  70  NS(INVOICE)  LP=28  DD=SYS018

 

Report 01 is printed on special forms. Each page of Report 01 contains 28 lines of 70 characters. Culprit writes this report
to the file described on DD statement SYS018. DD= is a valid specification for special forms output, although it is not valid
for standard printed output.

Under z/OS and z/VM, the special forms specification serves for documentation purposes only, because execution JCL
handles forms control. Culprit does not reprint the first page and does not prompt the operator in a z/OS environment.

Example 5

 44OUTPUT  D  UM(DTAILREP)  LP=55

 

Detail lines for Report 44 pass to a user-written output module, DTAILREP. Culprit inserts a page eject after every 55
lines.

SORT Parameters
SORT parameters specify a sequence for extracted data and establish control breaks when sort-key fields change.
As many as 20 unique sort-keys fields can be specified for each report. Each sort-key field has its own ascending or
descending sequence indicator.

A control break code can be specified on each sort-key field. This code calls for a control break when the value of the sort-
key field changes. Usually, subtotals print when a control break executes. The value of the control break code determines
report spacing that is associated with total lines.

The number of control break codes determines the maximum value of LEVL for the report. LEVL, a Culprit reserved word,
is used in type 8 procedure logic.

The SORT parameter can be omitted if sorting is not required and control breaks are not needed.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

      Col
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      2

      ▼       ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

►►─── nnSORT ─▼─ field-name-expression ─┬──────────────┬─┬───────┬─┴──────────►

                                        └─ break-code ─┘ ├─ A ◄──┤

                                                         └─ D ───┘

 ►─┬──────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ NOSORT ─┘

Expansion of Field-name-expression

►►──── field-name ──┬─────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►◄

                    ├─ .subscript-value ──────┤

                    └─ .subscript-field-name ─┘

Syntax Rules

• nn
Identifies the report that is associated with the SORT parameter.
This value must be a 2-digit number in the range 00 through 99 and must be coded starting in column 2.

• SORT
Specifies the parameter type. This value must be coded starting in column 4.

• field-name-expression
Specifies a field to be sorted. This value can be coded in any column following SORT.
Expanded field-name-expression syntax follows:
– field-name

Specifies the name of a singly or multiply occurring input field that is defined on a REC parameter or work field that
is defined on a work field definition parameter.

– subscript-value/subscript-field-name
Specifies a subscript value for a multiply occurring field.
If a subscript value is provided, the value must be separated from the name of the multiply occurring field by a
period (.). The value of the subscript should be an integer in the range 1 through n, where n is the number of
repetitions of the multiply occurring field. For example, if EMPLOYEE occurs ten times, the value of the subscript
should not exceed 10. The value of the subscript can be tested in procedure logic.

– subscript-value
Specifies a numeric literal that identifies a specific occurrence of a multiply occurring field; for example,
EMPLOYEE.4 identifies the fourth occurrence of EMPLOYEE.

– subscript-field-name
Specifies the name of a singly occurring numeric input or work field whose value identifies a specific occurrence
of a multiply occurring field; for example, if INDX has a value of 2, then EMPLOYEE.INDX identifies the second
occurrence of EMPLOYEE. The subscript field definition must not specify a decimal point.

• break-code
Specifies a control break when the value of the sort-key field changes. This value is a 1-character code whose value
specifies output spacing after the control break executes;
The table lists valid control break codes and their effect on report spacing.
When a control break is immediately followed by a higher level control break, all lower level control breaks execute,
beginning with the lowest level. The control break code that is associated with the highest level control break
determines output spacing.
Subtotals are automatically accumulated each time a control break executes. These lines are passed to the output file
unless total lines are suppressed in procedure logic or by a details-only specification on the OUTPUT parameter. If
total lines are suppressed, spacing indicated by the control break code is still performed.
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Each control break specified on the SORT statement has a corresponding level number, referenced by the Culprit
reserved keyword LEVL. LEVL is used in type 8 procedure logic to identify the control break that is currently active.

• A/D
Specifies the sequence in which values are sorted. A (default) designates an ascending order (from lowest to highest);
D designates a descending order (from highest to lowest).

• NOSORT
Eliminates sorting of extract data, while allowing sort-key fields and associated sort breaks to be defined. Sort-key
fields can be used to make detail information available to header and totals processing.
NOSORT can appear only once on a SORT parameter. Generally it is coded after the sort-key fields.

Usage

Sort Key Considerations

A maximum of 20 field names can be specified as sort keys. The sort hierarchy is established by the order of the sort keys
from left to right. The leftmost key is the primary sort key; the rightmost key establishes the most minor sort sequence of
extract data. Each sort key can be followed by its own control break code and A/D designation.

The total length of all sort-key values must not exceed 240 bytes. 

For output file type IS, the primary sort key is used to load the output file. The primary sort key must also appear on a type
5 edit parameter.

The following table lists the number of bytes allocated to each type of sort key, as well as the lengths allocated to each
type of sort-key value in order to calculate the total length of all sort keys:

Field Definition
A=Alphanumeric
N=Numeric

Length of Sort-key Value in Bytes

REC N Data types 1 and 5 (binary and bit fields): 5
bytes

 N Data types 2, 3, and 4: Half the maximum
number of digits (rounded down) plus 2;
for example, allow 10 bytes for a field that
contains 17 digits

 A Field length plus 1
 
Work field

N Field with a decimal position or initial value
exceeding 15 digits: 17 bytes

 N Field with no decimal position and an initial
value less than or equal to 15 digits: 9 bytes

 A Field length plus 1

Break Code Considerations

Break Code Spacing Comments
1 A new page is started after the control

break
Culprit prints any title and header lines
and associated spacing at the top of the
new page. Do not use this break code for
nonprinted output.

0 One blank line is printed after the control
break

Do not use this break code for nonprinted
output; it may cause blank records to
appear in the output file.
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- Two blank lines follow the control break Do not use this break code for nonprinted
output; it may cause blank records to
appear in the output file.

+ No blank lines follow the control break This code is appropriate for printed and
nonprinted output.

Examples

Sample SORT parameters follow.

Example 1

01SORT  CITY,1  ZIP  CUST-NAME

Customer names are sorted in alphabetical order according to zip code, zip codes in ascending order within city, and cities
in alphabetical order. The break code that is associated with CITY specifies a new page of output when the value of CITY
changes. Each page contains title and header lines (if they are specified), detail lines, and subtotal lines. The last page
will also include the grand total lines for the report.

Example 2

10SORT  DIVISION,-  DEPT,0  EMPLOY-NO

The primary sort key for Report 10 is DIVISION. Within each division, extracted records are sorted by employee number
within department. All fields are sorted in ascending order.

The value of LEVL associated with a control break on DEPT is 1. The value that is associated with a control break on
DIVISION is 2. At grand totals time, the value of LEVL equals 3. These values can be used in type 8 procedure logic to
test the currently active control break.

Detail lines within department are single spaced in the output file. When a control break executes on DEPT which is not
immediately followed by a control break on DIVISION, one blank line follows the subtotal lines output for DEPT. When
a control break executes on DEPT and is immediately followed by a control break on DIVISION, the break code that is
associated with DIVISION outputs two blank lines following subtotals for DEPT and DIVISION.

Example 3

02SORT  BRNAME,0  NOSORT

Extracted records for Report 02 are not sorted; however, one blank line is output after each branch name. Also, Culprit
maintains the current value of BRNAME for use on a type 4 header edit parameter.

Title Parameter
The title parameter gives a report a descriptive title. One title parameter is permitted for each report, although none is
required. This parameter is usually omitted for non-printed output.

The title line contains the report number, the user-supplied title (if any), the system date, and the report page number. If
TS= is specified on the PROFILE parameter, the system time is printed after the system date.

Syntax

      Col

      2

      ▼
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►►─── nn ──┬─ 3 ─┬──┬────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

           └─ T ─┘  └─ report-title ─┘

Syntax Rules

• nn
Identifies the report associated with the title parameter. Nn must be a 2-digit number in the range 00 through 99 and
must be coded starting in column 2.

• 3
Specifies the parameter type. It is a single character coded in column 4. Alternatively, T (title) can be used to identify a
title parameter.

• report-title
Specifies the user-supplied report title. It is a 1- to 50-character literal and can include embedded blanks. If specified,
the title can be coded starting in any column after 4. Report-title is centered over the body of the report as determined
by the output line size specified for the report.
The following rules apply to specifying report-title:
– Quotation marks are not required; if quotation marks are coded, they appear in the report title.
– Leading blanks are ignored.
– Continuation lines are not permitted.
– Comments are not permitted.
– If the title, including the report number, page number, and date stamp, exceeds the output record size, report-title is

truncated on the right; the date and page number still print on the title line.

Example

A sample title parameter follows:

013EMPLOYEE SALARY REPORT

The literal EMPLOYEE SALARY REPORT is printed on the top line of each page in Report 01, as shown in the following
figure. The title is centered over the body of the report; REPORT NO. 01 is printed on the same line on the left side of the
page; the date in the form mm/dd/yy is printed on the right side, followed by PAGE and the page number of the report.

 REPORT NO. 01                  EMPLOYEE SALARY REPORT        mm/dd/yy PAGE    2

 DEPARTMENT BLUE SKIES

                                                                  EMPLOYEE

                          TITLE                                     NAME                                SALARY

                   CUMULUS CARETAKER                     BETH      CLOUD                                $52,750.00

                   MGR BLUE SKIES                        DANIEL    MOON                                 $72,000.00

                   SUNSHINE SUPERVISOR                   ALAN      DONOVAN                              $33,500.00

                                                                                                       $158,250.00

Edit Parameters
Edit parameters define the output lines for a report. There are three types of edit parameters, as follows:

• 4 or H
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(Optional) A type 4 edit parameter defines a header output line. Header output lines also result from auto-header
specifications coded on type 5 or type 6 edit parameters.

• 5 or D
A type 5 edit parameter defines a detail output line. At least one type 5 parameter is required for every report.
A type 5 edit parameter also performs automatic totaling. Automatic totaling accumulates the values of all numeric
fields specified on type 5 edit parameters. The totals are displayed on total lines at every control break and at the end
of the output phase. Automatic totaling is performed if the OUTPUT parameter does not specify a details-only report
and if type 6 edit parameters are not coded for the report.

• 6 or S
(Optional). A type 6 edit parameter defines a total output line. Total lines are usually displayed at each control break
and at the end of the output phase. Type 8 procedure logic can be used to control the output of total lines.

Each edit parameter describes the location and format of one output field.

This article describes the following information:

Location

Location is determined by the following items:

• The type of edit parameter determines whether the output field appears on a header line, detail line, or total line.
• The edit parameter line number specifies one of eight possible output lines for each type of edit parameter.
• The edit parameter column number specifies the absolute or relative position the output field occupies on the output

line. An absolute column number identifies the line position in which the output field begins printing. A relative column
number identifies a relative column position on the output line.

Format

Format is determined by the following items:

• Field size specifies the maximum number of columns that are reserved for the output field on the output line.
• Decimal place specifies the number of digits that appear to the right of the decimal point in a numeric output field.
• Specific format options specify editing formats for numeric output fields; for example, F$ edits the value 1234 as

$1,234.

Syntax

      Col

      2

      ▼

►►─── nn ──┬┬─ 4 ─┬┬─ line column spacing-code ───────────────────────────────►

           │└─ H ─┘│

           ├┬─ 5 ─┬┤

           │└─ D ─┘│

           └┬─ 6 ─┬┘

            └─ S ─┘

 ►─┬─ literal ───────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────┬────►

   ├─ field-name-expression ─┤ └ SZ = field-size ┘ └ DP = decimal-places ┘

   ├─ PAGE ──────────────────┤

   └─ DATE ──────────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────────────┬──────────►
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   └─ COLUMN = column-position ─┘ └─ format-code ─┬───────────────┬┘

                                                  └─ 'edit-mask' ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ HR ─────────────────────┤

   ├─ HF ─────────────────────┤

   │      ┌─────────────────┐ │

   └─ HH ─▼─ 'auto-header' ─┴─┘

Expansion of Field-name-expression

►►──── field-name ──┬─────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►◄

                    ├─ .subscript-value ──────┤

                    └─ .subscript-field-name ─┘

Syntax Rules

• nn
Identifies the report that is associated with the edit parameter. Nn must be a 2-digit number in the range 00 through 99
and must be coded starting in column 2.

• 4
Indicates that the edit parameter defines an output field on a header line; alternatively, H (header) can be used to
identify a header parameter.
Must be coded in column 4.
Report headers can be specified either on type 4 edit parameters or by using the auto-header capabilities of Culprit.
Headers that are specified on type 4 edit parameters are printed above headers specified as auto-headers; auto-
headers are discussed later in this section under syntax rules for HH, HR, and HF.

• 5
Indicates that the edit parameter defines an output field on a detail line; alternatively, D (detail) can be used to identify
a detail parameter.
Must be coded in column 4.

• 6
Indicates that the edit parameter defines an output field on a total line; alternatively, S (summary) can be used to
identify a total parameter.
Must be coded in column 4.

• line
Specifies an edit line. It must be a single digit in the range 1 through 8 and must be coded in column 5.

NOTE
The total of the number of lines that are specified for type 4 edit parameters and the number of auto-header
literals that are coded on a type 5 or type 6 edit parameter must not exceed 8. If the total number of equals 8,
type 4 edit parameters must specify line sequentially, starting with 1.

• column
Specifies the location of the output field on the output line. Column must be a 4-character value that is coded in
columns 6 through 9. Column can specify either an absolute column position on the output line or a relative column
position on the output line, as follows:
– An absolute column position identifies the output line position in which the output field begins printing. The value

ranges from 0 to n, where n is the output record size that is specified for the report. Leading zeros can be omitted
from this specification; if leading zeros are omitted, column must be right-justified on column 9.
Note: To specify a column beyond 9999, see COLUMN= later is this section.

– A relative column position identifies the location of the output field on the output line relative to other output fields.
Column 6 must contain an asterisk (*); columns 7 through 9 must contain a relative column number in the range 000
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through 999. Leading zeros can be omitted from this specification; if leading zeros are omitted, the column number
must be right-justified on column 9.
The following rules apply to coding a relative column position:
• All fields with the same relative column number align in a single column. The column width is set to the length

of the longest field or literal that is defined on an edit parameter that is coded with that particular relative column
number. Culprit spaces these columns evenly across the output record.

• Relative column numbers do not have to be coded in a particular order. Culprit sorts the columns in ascending
order from left to right across the output record.

• Relative column numbers do not have to be sequential; for example, a three-column report can be coded as * 10,
* 18, and * 21. With this feature, new columns of information can easily be added to a report.

• Relative column numbers and absolute column numbers must not be combined in the same line definition; for
example, all output fields on line number 1 of a type 5 edit parameter must be coded with either a relative or
an absolute column position, but not with both. This rule does not apply when column equals 0 (either 0000 or
*000).

A column position of 0 can be specified for one or more numeric output fields that are coded on type 5 edit parameters.
These fields are not output in the detail lines for the report. Culprit totals the values of the nonprinted fields; the field
totals can be used during the output phase in type 8 process parameters and type 6 edit parameters.
Output fields must not overlap on the output record, except for a trailing negative sign edit character. If the first
character of an output field overlaps the negative sign that follows the previous output field, Culprit performs the
following tasks:
– On a type 4 header edit parameter, the first character of the overlapping field prints, unless it is a literal. If the

second field is a literal, a blank space or the trailing negative sign prints instead of the first character of the literal.
– On a type 5 or type 6 edit parameter, the first character of the overlapping field prints instead of the trailing negative

sign.
• spacing-code

Specifies the number of lines that are skipped before the edit line is output. Spacing-code is a single character that
must be coded in column 10. Valid space codes include any standard ASA character, as listed in the following table.
If a single edit line definition contains more than one type of space code, spacing is determined by the value of the last
nonblank code encountered (that is, the space code on the edit line definition that has the highest column number).
When a space code of 1 appears on a type 5 or type 6 edit parameter, the associated detail or total line prints on a
new page. Title and header lines do not print, unless this feature was requested at installation.

Spacing-code Value Spacing Performed
Omitted Single space
0 Double space
- Triple space
1 through 9 Skip to channel 1 through 9
A,B,C Skip to channel 10(A), 11(B), or 12(C)
+ No spacing (overprint on the same line)
V Select card into pocket 1 (P1); applies to card output only
W Select card into pocket 2 (P2); applies to card output only

• literal/field-name-expression/PAGE/DATE
Specifies an output field.

• literal
Specifies an alphanumeric or hexadecimal literal:
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– An alphanumeric literal is a 1- to 64-character string enclosed in single quotation marks; to express an apostrophe
(a single quotation mark), code two consecutive single quotation marks; for example, 'ERNIE''S DINER'.

– A hexadecimal literal is a 1- to 50-character (25-byte) hexadecimal string that is preceded by X and enclosed in
single quotation marks; for example, X'00FF'.

• field-name-expression
Specifies an input field that is defined on a REC parameter or a work field that is defined on a work field parameter.
See the expansion of field-name-expression that follows.

• PAGE
A reserved word that can appear only on type 4 edit or type 8 process parameters.
When PAGE is coded on a type 4 edit parameter, The Culprit output is a 1- to 6-digit page number with leading
zeros suppressed. As each new page begins, the value of PAGE increases by 1. Users can reset this value in type 8
procedure logic, as explained in Process Parameter.
PAGE can be defined for only one output field in a report. Generally, it is used when no title parameter is coded for a
report. If PAGE is coded for a report that includes a title parameter, the page number is not output on the title line.

• DATE
A reserved word that can appear only on type 4 edit parameters. When DATE is specified, an 8-character date is
output in mm/dd/yy (American), dd/mm/yy (European), or yy/mm/dd (Canadian) format. The date format and the
inclusion of the system time are governed by PROFILE parameter options DS= and TS=.

• SZ = field-size
Specifies the number of alphanumeric characters or digits that are printed in the output field. If this keyword expression
is not specified on a type 4 or type 5 edit parameter, the default output size is determined by the field and data type, as
indicated in :tref refid=outsize..
If totals print automatically (that is, type 6 edit parameters are not coded for the report), the default output size is the
size that is specified for the associated field on a type 5 edit parameter. If type 6 edit parameters are specified, the
default output size is the size indicated in the table that follows.
The following rules apply to field-size for numeric and alphanumeric fields:
– For numeric fields, field-size refers to the number of digits to be output. The output field size does not include

editing characters, such as commas and decimal points. Editing characters must be considered, however, when
planning output format.
Field-size affects only the length of the field output; it does not affect the number of digits that are used in arithmetic
calculations. When numeric fields are output, any necessary truncation or zero-filling occurs on the left.
The following rules apply to the SZ= keyword expression in association with specific format codes; format codes are
discussed later in this section:
• Field-size must not be specified with format codes FU, FW, FD, and FM. The size of an output field that specifies

one of these format codes follows:

    FU: 4 bytes 

    FW: 8 bytes 

    FD: 6 bytes 

    FM: user-defined        

    FP: Field size indicates the number of packed bytes output. 

    FB: Field size indicates the number of binary bytes output. 

            It must be a number in the range 1 through 4; the default   

            is 4.   

    FS: Field size should be specified as 9 bytes.  
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• Field-size can be specified for format codes FP, FB, and FS. The following rules apply:
– For alphanumeric fields, field-size refers to the number of characters to be output. The valid range is 1- to 32,760;

the default is the actual size of the field. Alphanumeric values print from left to right; they are truncated on the right if
the value is longer than the size specification.

Field Data Type Code Default Size
Input Alphanumeric Omitted Input size
 Binary 1 Three times input size
 Zoned decimal 2 Input size
 Signed packed decimal 3 Two times input size minus 1
 Unsigned packed decimal 4 Two times input size
 Bit (data type is 5) 5 Three digits
Work Alphanumeric  Work field size
 Numeric with no decimal point

specification and containing 15
digits or less

 15 digits

 Numeric with a decimal point
specification or with an initial
value containing more than 15
digits

 31 digits

NOTE
The size reflects only the number of digits; Culprit makes no adjustments for edit characters in output size
specifications.

• DP = decimal-places
Specifies the number of digits to the right of the decimal point in a numeric output field. Decimal-place must be in the
range of 0 through 14. If DP=0 is specified, no decimal point or decimal positions are output.
Consider the following rules when coding a DP= keyword expression on an edit parameter:
– If DP = decimal-places is specified on a REC parameter or work field parameter, the DP= specification is usually

omitted from the edit parameter.
– If DP = decimal-places is specified on an edit parameter, the value of decimal-places replaces any explicit or

implicit decimal point specification made when the field was originally defined. For example, if an input field defined
with two decimal places is specified on an edit parameter with the keyword expression DP=3, the output field has
three decimal places. This replacement applies only when the field is output and not to any arithmetic operations
that are performed on the field.

– If a decimal place is not specified on the parameter that defines the field or on the associated edit parameter,
decimal-places defaults to 0 (zero).

– If decimal-places is greater than 14 on the field definition, the field value is output without the decimal point because
the maximum number of decimal positions that are allowed in an output field is 14.

– DP = decimal-places cannot be specified on an edit parameter that specifies one of the following format codes:
FU, FW, FB, FD, FM, FS, FZ, or FP. If the DP= keyword expression is specified with format code Fn, the number of
decimal places that are specified should be the same as or less than the value of n.

Sample decimal specifications appear in the following table.
Note: If the PROFILE parameter option RELEASE=5 is in effect, the default for decimal-places is 2 for all numeric
fields unless a DP= keyword expression is specified on a REC, work field, or edit parameter for the field.

REC Parameter Specification DP= Edit Parameter Specification DP= Result
Not specified Not specified ///123,456
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0 Not specified ///123,456
Not specified 1 ///12,345.6
3 Not specified ///123.456
3 2 //1,234.56

NOTE
In this table, the field size equals 8 bytes. Blanks are shown as slashes (/)

• COLUMN = column-position
Specifies the absolute position of an output field beyond column position 9999. Column-position is an integer in the
range of 10,000 through 32,760.
The following coding rules apply:
– When this keyword is used on type 5 and type 6 edit parameters, columns 6 through 9 on the edit parameters must

be blank.
– Values for the SZ= keyword expression in the range 1 through 32,760 are valid for alphanumeric fields.
– JCL file definitions must be modified as follows:

• Specify the size of the output record in the SYS020 file.
• If necessary, increase the record length and block size on the SYS006 and SYS008 files to accommodate a

record at least as large as the output record.
• format-code edit-mask

Specifies format options for numeric output fields, as follows:
– Format-code is a 2-character code that identifies different format options. Possible values are listed under Valid

Format Codes for Printed Output Fields and Valid Format Codes for Nonprinted Output Fields. Examples of
printed output fields appear under Examples of Format Edit Specifications for Printed Output Fields.
If format-code is not specified, leading zeros are suppressed and commas are inserted after every three digits,
counting from right to left from the decimal point. If FU, FW, FB, FD, FM, FS, FZ, or FP is specified, the explicit or
implicit decimal point that was specified when the field was originally defined is ignored. If FD, FM, or FS is specified
on a type 5 edit parameter, the column total is not automatically output; If the field is also specified on a type 6 edit
parameter, the column total is output.

Valid Format Codes for Printed Output Fields

Code Editing Operation Performed
Omitted Leading zeros are suppressed; commas are inserted.
F* F* replaces leading zeros by asterisks except for decimal

positions. The last digit is followed by an asterisk, unless the field
value is negative. Commas are inserted. This format option is
used primarily for check protection.

F0 F0 suppresses leading zeros and omits commas. If the value is
negative, a trailing minus sign is output.

Fn Fn suppresses leading zeros except for the last n digits, where
n is a number in the range 1 through 9. Commas are inserted. If
the value is negative, a trailing minus sign is output. A specified
minimum number of zeros is output when the value of this
option is 0. If this format code is specified with a DP= keyword
expression, the value of n should be equal to or greater than the
number of decimal places.

F$ F$ suppresses leading zeros except for decimal positions or,
if there are no decimal positions, the last digit. Commas are
inserted. A floating dollar sign is inserted before the first number
output. If the value is negative, a trailing minus sign is output.
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FN FN produces leading zeros and omits commas for the default
length of the field. If the value is negative, a trailing minus sign is
output. If specified, a decimal point is output.

FC FC suppresses leading zeros except for decimal positions or, if
no decimal positions are specified, the last digit. Commas are
inserted. If the value is negative, it is enclosed in parentheses.
The left parenthesis is output immediately before the first digit
output.

F- F- suppresses leading zeros except for decimal positions or, if
no decimal positions are specified, the last digit. Commas are
inserted. If the value is negative, a minus sign is output before the
first digit output.

FF FF suppresses leading zeros except for decimal positions or, if
no decimal positions are specified, the last digit. Commas are
omitted. If the value is negative, a minus sign is output before the
first digit output.

FD FD edits the field in date format: mm/dd/yy. The field size is
assumed to be six digits. Keyword expressions SZ= and DP=
are invalid on an edit parameter that specifies format code FD.
The accumulated total of a field that specifies this format code
on a type 5 edit parameter does not appear in a total line that is
generated automatically.

FS FS edits the field in social security number format: nnn-nn-
nnnn. The field size is assumed to be nine digits. The keyword
expression DP= is invalid on an edit parameter that specifies
format code FS. The accumulated total of a field that specifies this
format code on a type 5 edit parameter does not appear in a total
line that is generated automatically.

FM FM edits the field as specified by the associated user edit mask.
A user-defined edit mask must follow. Keyword expressions SZ=
and DP= are invalid on an edit parameter that specifies format
code FM. The accumulated total of a field that specifies this format
code on a type 5 edit parameter does not appear in a total line that
is generated automatically.

FR FR reverses the contents of an alphanumeric text string. This code
is useful for languages that require the reader to read right to left.

Valid Format Codes for Nonprinted Output Fields

Code Description of Editing
FB FB converts an integer field value to binary output. The integer

field value must be a number in the range -2,147,483,648 through
2,147,483,647. The output field size is 1 through 4 bytes; 4 bytes
is the default. Any necessary truncation or zero-filling occurs on
the left.

FU FU converts a numeric field value to a single precision floating
point value. The output field size is 4 bytes. Keyword expressions
SZ= and DP= are invalid on an edit parameter that specifies
format code FU. Format code FU is used primarily in scientific
applications.
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FW FW converts a numeric field value to a double precision floating
point value. The output field size is 8 bytes. Keyword expressions
SZ= and DP= are invalid on an edit parameter that specifies
format code FW. Format code FW is used primarily in scientific
applications.

FP FP converts the output field value into a signed packed
decimal number. This format code should be specified for
nonprinted output; when used with printed output, the results are
unpredictable. The maximum field size with format code FP is 16
bytes.

FZ FZ converts the output field value into a zoned decimal number.
Negative values are output with an 11-zone punch over the
last digit. This format code should be specified for nonprinted
output; when used with printed output, but the sign punch either
suppresses printing of the last digit (if it is 0) or prints the last digit
as an alphabetic character.

Examples of Format Edit Specifications for Printed Output Fields

Format Edit Code +123456 0 -6315
F* ***123,456* *********** *****6,315-
F0 //123456 //////// ////6315-
F2 ///123,456 ////////00 /////6,315-
FN 00123456 00000000 00006315-
F$ //$123,456 ////////$0 ////$6,315-
FC ///123,456 /////////0 ////(6,315)
F- ///123,456 /////////0 ////-6,315
FF //123456 ///////.0 ///-6315

NOTE
In this table, the field size equals 8 bytes. Blanks are shown as slashes (/).

• edit-mask
Describes the size and format for a numeric output field. It applies only to fields defined with format code FM. Edit-
mask is a 1- to 64-character expression which is enclosed in single quotation marks. The expression describes the
field size and format, the number of decimal places, and any characters to be inserted into the value.
Selected alphanumeric characters have unique meanings when used in an edit mask; these characters are described
as follows:
– A digit indicator is represented by a 9. A 9 is replaced, from right to left, with digits from the numeric field, including

leading zeros. An edit mask can contain a maximum of 31 digit and zero-suppression indicators.
– A zero-suppression indicator is represented by a Z. A Z is replaced, from right to left, with the corresponding digit,

unless the digit is a leading zero. A Z replaces any zeros to the left of the first nonzero digit with blanks. An edit
mask can contain a maximum of 31 digit and zero-suppression indicators.
Note: A Z to the right of a decimal point indicator (.) or to the right of a digit indicator (9) is treated as an insertion
character or negative value indicator. When used in this way, Z does not function as a zero-suppression indicator.

– A decimal point indicator is represented by a period (.). A decimal point indicator places a decimal point in the
position it occupies in the edit mask. All digits to the right of the decimal point are printed. The number of digit
indicators to the right of the decimal point indicator should agree with the number of decimal positions that were
specified when the field was originally defined.

– Insertion characters specify any characters other than digit or decimal point indicators. Insertion characters are
output in the output field in the position they occupy in the edit mask. Insertion characters are not output unless a
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digit from the field has already been output. More specifically, these characters do not print if all preceding digits
were zero-suppressed and replaced on output by blanks, as a result.
A Z is treated as an insertion character if it occupies a position in the edit mask to the left of the rightmost digit
indicator (9) and to the right of at least one digit or decimal point indicator; for example, '9.Z99'. To express an
apostrophe (a single quotation mark) in an edit mask, code two consecutive single quotation marks.

– Negative value indicators specify a negative value. These indicators can be any character (including Z) or
combination of characters that follows the rightmost digit indicator. Such characters print as they appear in the edit
mask only if the output field has a negative value. There is no default negative value indicator if an edit mask is
used.

Each edit mask must begin with a digit indicator, a zero-suppression character, or a decimal point indicator; all other
types of characters are optional. Sample edit masks are shown in the following table.

Indicator User Mask Field Value Printed Result
Digit '999' or 'ZZZ' +123 123
 '9999'  0123
 'ZZZZ'  /123
 '99' or 'ZZ'  23
 'ZZZ99'  //123
 '9999' -123 0123
Decimal point '9.99' +123 1.23
 'Z.999'  /.123
Insertion character '99A99B99C' +123 00A01B23
 '99Z99'  01Z23
Negative value '9.99-' +123 1.23
  -123 1.23-
 'ZZ.99RZ' +123 /1.23//
  -123 /1.23RZ

• HR/HF/HH auto-header
Specifies the origin of automatically generated headers. If auto-headers are not specified, all headers that are printed
are from user-coded type 4 edit parameters.

NOTE
An auto-header must not be coded on a type 6 edit parameter unless a totals-only report is defined. Headers
can be defined on either a type 5 or type 6 edit parameter for a totals-only report, but not on both.An auto-
header must not be coded on a type 4 edit parameter.

• HR
Indicates that the source of auto-headers is the REC parameter that defines the associated field. If HR is not specified,
any auto-header literals that are defined on the REC parameter are ignored.

• HF
Indicates that the source of the auto-header is the name of the field or literal defined on the edit parameter. For
example, if the field name is ACCTNO, this name is used as the header. If the field is subscripted, the base field name
(that is, the field name without the subscript value) is used as the header. If literal is specified, the literal name acts as
the header.

• HH auto-header
Indicates that an auto-header immediately follows HH on a type 5 or type 6 edit parameter.
The following rules apply to coding auto-header:
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– Auto headers must follow all other specifications of the edit parameter, except for comments.
– A maximum of eight auto-header alphanumeric literals can be specified on each edit parameter; each literal must be

enclosed in quotation marks.
– A maximum of 90 characters can be specified for the entire group of auto-header literals.
– Each literal of an auto-header must appear entirely on one line.
– To print an apostrophe (a single quotation mark) within a literal, specify two consecutive single quotation marks; for

example, 'ERNIE''S'.
Auto headers appear at the top of each report page, beneath the title line (if any), and beneath headers generated by
type 4 edit parameters (if any). Each auto-header is centered over the field column. If the auto-header contains more
than one literal, the literals are stacked vertically to form a multiline heading.
Auto headers should be associated with a single edit line. If this is not possible, Culprit generates separate header
lines for each edit line number with an associated header-origin code, starting with the lowest line number.

Examples

Sample edit parameters for header lines, detail lines, and total lines follow.

Example 1: Header Lines

01410040-'CURRENT BALANCE'

01410062 'DATE'

Header line 1 contains two output fields; both are literals. CURRENT BALANCE prints beginning in column number 40
and DATE prints beginning in column 62. The line is printed at the top of each new page after the title, if one is specified.
Two blank lines separate the title from the header, as established by the space code - (hyphen).

An alternative way of coding the same header line appears as follows:

01H10040-'CURRENT BALANCE       DATE'

Example 2: Header Lines

3341*010     'BRANCH'

3342*010     BRANCH

Report 33 contains two header lines; the literal BRANCH prints in the relative column that is identified by 10; the branch
name prints in the same relative column, directly under the literal. The field BRANCH must be specified on either a SORT
parameter or in a HEAD instruction.

Example 3: Detail Lines

095100120 CUST-NAME            SZ=15

09520012  CUST-AMT-SALES       F$

09520035  CUST-NUM-SALES       F1

The body of Report 09 contains a listing of customer names, the amount of sales, and the number of sale transactions.
The customer's name prints for 15 spaces on the first detail line, starting in column number 12. A blank line is output
before the name is output.

The amount of sales prints directly under the name, beginning in column 12. CUST-NUM-SALES prints on the same line
as CUST-AMT-SALES, starting in column 60. The sizes of these two output fields are the default values determined by
the definitions of the fields. Format codes are used to edit the printed output.
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Culprit automatically totals and prints the totals of CUST-AMT-SALES and CUST-NUM-SALES. Printing can be
suppressed either by coding type 6 edit parameters or by defining a details-only report on the OUTPUT parameter.

Example 4: Detail Lines

 23510000 COUNT

 2351*010 CUST-NAME        SZ=15     HR

 2351*030 CUST-AMT-SALES   FM '$ZZ,ZZ9.99CR'

*                                    HH 'AMOUNT OF' 'SALES'

 2351*020 CUST-NUM-SALES   FM 'ZZ9'  HH ' ','NUMBER OF','SALES'

 2351*040 SALE-DATE        FD        HF

Four output fields are printed in relative column positions 010 through 040 on one detail line. The four columns are spaced
evenly across the page in ascending order.

A column heading is specified for each output field. The auto-header for CUST-AMT-SALES, coded on a continuation
line, contains two literals; therefore, a two-line header appears over relative column 2. A blank line automatically prints
between the column headers and first detail line because fewer than eight auto-header lines are specified.

Edit masks are used in this example to format the printed output fields. Although CUST-AMT-SALES, CUST-NUM-
SALES, and SALE-DATE are numeric fields, the column totals of these fields are not automatically printed because format
codes FD and FM are specified. The output field COUNT is not printed on a detail line because the type 5 edit parameter
specifies 0 for a column number. However, the accumulated value of COUNT is available for use during the output phase.

Example 5: Total Lines

2361*020  CUST-NUM-SALES   FM 'ZZZ9'

2361*030  CUST-AMT-SALES   FM '$ZZZ,ZZZ,ZZ9.99CR'

23620001  'TOTAL CUSTOMER VISITS'

23620023  COUNT  SZ=6  F1

These edit parameters define total lines for the previous example. Total lines are not automatically output because type 6
edit parameters are defined. Instead, the output of total lines can be controlled with type 8 procedure logic.

Edit masks are specified again for CUST-NUM-SALES and CUST-AMT-SALES. The size of the output fields is larger to
accommodate total values.

Total line 1 is coded with relative column numbers and total line 2 with absolute column numbers. A literal prints starting in
column 1 of the second total line. The total value of COUNT, accumulated as a nonprinted field on a type 5 edit parameter,
prints starting in column 23 of the second total line.

Coding Examples of Output Definition Parameters
Samples of Culprit code using OUTPUT, SORT, title, and edit parameters are shown and described in the following pages.

Example 1

01OUT 80 400  D  PS(3375) DD=SYS021,21

01SORT  DEPARTMENT SALARY

0151*010 DEPARTMENT    SZ=20

0151*020 EMP-NAME      SZ=25

0151*030 SALARY        SZ=10 FP

Output records are directed to a sequential file in a z/VSE environment. The records are 80 bytes long with 5 records to a
block. SYS021 is stored on logical unit 21, a 3375 disk volume.
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Control break codes are not specified on the SORT parameter for the following reasons:

• Report 01 is a details-only report; a control break code is usually specified to generate total lines.
• Report 01 is a nonprinted report; a control break code, other than a plus sign (+) would generate blank records after

every control break.

A title and header lines for Report 01 are also omitted because the output records are directed to a sequential file. Title
and header lines are usually specified for printed reports.

Each detail line for Report 01 contains three columns of information. The first two output fields contain alphanumeric data;
the output field for SALARY contains a signed packed decimal number.

Example 2

01SORT DEPARTMENT,-,SALARY,D

013EMPLOYEE SALARIES BY DEPARTMENT

0151*010 DEPARTMENT    SZ=20      HR

0151*020 EMP-NAME      SZ=25      HH 'EMPLOYEE NAME'

0151*030 SALARY     F$ SZ=10 DP=2 HF

This example is similar to the previous example, except that the output is printed. Because an OUTPUT parameter is not
included, the output is a printed report with 132 characters per line and 55 lines per page. The detail lines for Report 01
sort by salary in descending order within each department. Each time the department changes, the total salary for the
department prints followed by two blank lines; the control break is forced by the control break code that is associated with
DEPARTMENT.

The following figure shows a page of output for Report 01. The report contains a title line, header lines (specified by
the header origin codes on the type 5 edit parameters), and total lines (automatically generated for the SALARY field).
SALARY is edited according to the edit options specified on the type 5 edit parameter.

 REPORT NO. 01         EMPLOYEE SALARIES BY DEPARTMENT                    mm/dd/yy PAGE    2

                       DEPARTMENT                             EMPLOYEE NAME                            SALARY

                  INTERNAL SOFTWARE                     PERCY     GRANGER                              $34,500.00

                  INTERNAL SOFTWARE                     JANE      DOUGH                                $33,000.00

                  INTERNAL SOFTWARE                     JAMES     GALLWAY                              $33,000.00

                  INTERNAL SOFTWARE                     VLADIMIR  HEAROWITZ                            $33,000.00

                  INTERNAL SOFTWARE                     RALPH     TYRO                                 $20,000.00

                                                                                                      $390,500.00

                  PERSONNEL                             ELEANOR   PEOPLES                              $80,000.00

                  PERSONNEL                             MADELINE  ORGRATZI                             $39,000.00

                  PERSONNEL                             CYNTHIA   JOHNSON                              $13,500.00

                  PERSONNEL                             TOM       FITZHUGH                             $13,000.00

                                                                                                      $145,500.00

                  PUBLIC RELATIONS                      MONTE     BANK                                 $80,000.00

                  PUBLIC RELATIONS                      LAURA     PENMAN                               $39,000.00

                  PUBLIC RELATIONS                      CHARLES   BOWER                                $38,500.00

                  PUBLIC RELATIONS                      BETSY     ZEDI                                 $37,000.00
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                  PUBLIC RELATIONS                      JOCK      JACKSON                              $34,000.00

                  PUBLIC RELATIONS                      MICHAEL   ANGELO                               $18,000.00

                  PUBLIC RELATIONS                      CAROL     MCDOUGALL                            $18,000.00

                                                                                                      $264,500.00

                  THERMOREGULATION                      ROGER     WILCO                                $80,000.00

                  THERMOREGULATION                      PHINEAS   FINN                                 $45,000.00

                  THERMOREGULATION                      TERRY     CLOTH                                $38,000.00

                  THERMOREGULATION                      MARK      TIME                                 $33,000.00

                  THERMOREGULATION                      JOE       KASPAR                               $31,000.00

                                                                                                      $227,000.00

                                                                                                    $2,522,500.00

Example 3

INPUT 15000 F 30000 PS DD=SYS010

REC PART1          1  13000

REC PART2      13001   1999

01OUTPUT 15100  D  PS DD=SYS020

01510001 PART1

0151     'TECHNICAL RESEARCH'  COLUMN=13001

0151     PART2                 COLUMN=13021

This example illustrates how to insert a field into a long record. The input is a sequential file that is assigned to ddname
SYS010 in the z/OS JCL. The input file contains fixed-length 15,000-byte records.

The OUTPUT parameter defines a sequential output file that is to contain detail records 15,100 bytes in length. The edit
parameters define the records. The output records contain:

• The first part of the input record in columns 1 through 13,000
• The literal 'TECHNICAL RESEARCH' starting in column 13,001; since the column number extend beyond 9999, the

COLUMN= keyword expression must be used.
• The second part of the input record starting in column 13,021

Culprit Process Parameters
Process parameters define procedure logic for processing data. These parameters are of two types:

Type What it Does
7 Executes during the extract phase of Culprit processing and is

applied each time a record or group of records is delivered to the
input buffer.

8 Executes during the output phase of Culprit processing and is
applied to system-maintained totals of extracted items.

User-defined Variables

Field name values and user-supplied constants are used in type 7 and type 8 procedure logic. These variables are
defined in the articles that follow.
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Field-name-expression
Specifies an occurrence of a singly- or multiply-occurring field defined on a REC parameter or work field parameter.

The field can be defined as alphanumeric or numeric. The data in a numeric field can be in any numeric format; that is,
binary, zoned decimal, packed signed decimal, packed unsigned decimal, or bit.

Syntax
 ►►──── field-name ──┬─────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►◄

                    ├─ .subscript-value ──────┤

                    └─ .subscript-field-name ─┘

 

Syntax Rules

• field-name
Specifies the name of a singly- or multiply-occurring field defined on a REC or work field parameter.

• subscript-value/subscript-field-name
Specifies a subscript for a multiply-occurring input or work field.
If a subscript value is provided, it must be separated from the name of the multiply-occurring field by a period (.). The
value of the subscript should be an integer in the range 1 to n, where n is the number of repetitions of the multiply-
occurring field.
For example, if EMPLOYEE occurs ten times, the value of the subscript should not exceed 10. The value of the
subscript can be tested in procedure logic.

• subscript-value
Specifies a numeric literal that identifies a specific occurrence of a multiply-occurring field; for example, EMPLOYEE.4
identifies the fourth occurrence of EMPLOYEE.

• subscript-field-name
Specifies the name of a singly-occurring numeric input or work field whose value identifies a specific occurrence of a
multiply-occurring field; for example, if INDX has a value of 2, then EMPLOYEE.INDX identifies the second occurrence
of EMPLOYEE.
The subscript field definition must not specify a decimal point.

Usage

The following Culprit reserved words can replace field-name-expression in procedure logic:

• M*ID applies exclusively to match-file runs and can be specified in type 7 procedure logic only. M*ID is used in
procedure logic to test the status of input files in a match-file run.
In a match-file run, Culprit creates a 1-byte binary field for each file; the field is called a file-specific status byte. M*ID is
a binary combination of the file-specific status bytes for all files in a match run. This field can be tested for values that
reflect various conditions, as listed in the following table.

Decimal Value of M*ID Condition
8 File(s) out of sequence
4 Duplicate key value
- Not used
1 End of file(s)

NOTE
For more information on match-file runs, see the "Using Culprit for IDMS" section of the IDMS documentation.
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• LEVL refers to the current level of a control break coded on a SORT parameter. It can be specified in type 8 procedure
logic only.
LEVL is used to test for a specific control break; if the test is true, Culprit executes procedure logic specified for the
control break.
LEVL can be equated to values in the range 1 through 21. For the most minor control break, LEVL equals 1; at grand
totals time, LEVL equals one more than the number of control break codes specified on the SORT parameter.

User-supplied Constant
An alphanumeric, numeric, or hexadecimal literal used to represent a value.

Syntax

►►─┬─ alphanumeric-literal ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ numeric-literal ──────┤

   └─ hexadecimal-literal ──┘

Syntax Rules

• alphanumeric-literal
A 1- to 64-character string enclosed in single quotation marks that consists of letters, numbers, and special characters
in any combination.
To express an apostrophe (a single quotation mark), code two consecutive single quotation marks; for example,
'ERNIE''S DINER'.

• numeric-literal
A 1- to 31-digit numeric value, optionally preceded by a sign and optionally containing an embedded or trailing decimal
point; for example, 12.34.

• hexadecimal-literal
A 1- to 50-character (25-byte) hexadecimal value, preceded by X and enclosed in single quotation marks; for example,
X'0000'.

Process Parameter
Specifies arithmetic, conditional, assignment, and control operations.

The first seven columns on a process parameter follow a fixed format. Process operations coded in column 8 or later
follow a free format.

Because several options exist for coding process parameters, only the syntax associated with the fixed portion of the
parameter is discussed in detail here. Syntax associated with arithmetic, conditional, assignment, and control operations
is discussed under Process Operations.

Syntax

      Col

      2

      ▼

►►─── nn ─┬┬─ 7 ─┬┬─┬────────────┬─ process-operation ────────────────────────►◄

          │└─ I ─┘│ └─ sequence ─┘

          └┬─ 8 ─┬┘

           └─ B ─┘
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Syntax Rules

• nn
Identifies the report associated with the process parameter. Nn must be a 2-digit number in the range 00 through 99
and must be coded starting in column 2.

• 7
A single character coded in column 4 to indicate input processing; alternatively, I (input) can be used.
Input processing is performed during the extract phase. Logic defined on type 7 parameters is executed each time a
record or group of records is delivered to the input buffer.
Type 7 parameters are used for such functions as eliminating records from further processing in a specific report and
performing arithmetic operations on input fields.

• 8
A single character coded in column 4 to indicate break processing; alternatively, B (break) can be used. Break
processing is performed during the output phase. Logic defined on type 8 parameters is executed when a control break
is encountered.
Type 8 parameters are used for such functions as checking the control-break level, selecting a literal for use as a label
in a total line, and manipulating system-maintained totals of extracted items.

• sequence
Defines the order of this procedure statement relative to other process parameters of the same type. Sequence is a 1-
to 3-digit right-justified number coded in columns 5 through 7. Leading zeros can be omitted. If a sequence number is
not specified, columns 5 through 7 must be blank.
Sequence numbers are optional unless they are needed to indicate the object of a conditional or control operation.
Process parameters without sequence numbers must be entered in the order in which they are to execute.
In the parameter sort phase, Culprit sorts the process parameters in order of ascending sequence number.
Unsequenced process parameters that immediately follow a sequenced process parameter maintain their position
relative to the sequenced process parameter.

• process-operation
A value or keyword that indicates an arithmetic, conditional, assignment, or control operation.
Syntax and rules for process operations within these categories are presented under Process Operations.

Process Operations
Types of Operation

Four major types of instructions can be coded on process parameters, as follows:

• Arithmetic operations add, subtract, multiply, or divide field or literal values by means of simple or compound
operations.

• Conditional operations compare the contents of one field or literal value with the contents of another field or literal
value. When the test condition is true, the specified action occurs.

• Assignment operations move a field or literal value to a work field or an internal Culprit field.
• Control operations control the flow of processing in the extract and output phases.

Each type of process operation is discussed separately below. The following table identifies Culprit keywords associated
with process operations and summarizes their function.

Process Operation Keyword Command Action
Arithmetic ADD Adds

MINUS Subtracts
TIMES Multiplies
DIVIDE Divides
COMPUTE Performs a compound arithmetic operation
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Conditional IF Performs a compound test operation
EOF Tests for an end-of-file condition
B Performs an unconditional branch

Assignment MOVE Transfers a value to another field
CONVERT Converts an alphanumeric value to a

numeric value
Control PERFORM Performs an unconditional branch

RETURN Returns to point of branch specified on a
PERFORM statement

CALL Calls an external procedure module
PICK Selects edit lines for extracting or printing
UNPICK Deselects edit lines for extracting or printing
TAKE Prints selected edit lines; processing for the

report ceases
RELS Prints selected edit lines; processing for the

report continues
DROP Does not print selected edit lines;

processing for the report ceases

Overview of Arithmetic Operations
Arithmetic operations perform addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. A simple arithmetic operation involves one
operation; a compound arithmetic operation involves two or more operations.

When a compound arithmetic operation is specified on a process parameter, Culprit breaks down the compound
operation into a series of simple arithmetic operations. Each of these system-generated statements is printed on the Input
Parameter Listing, as shown on the following page. Culprit uses the following criteria to resolve compound arithmetic
operations into simple arithmetic operations:

• Operations enclosed in parentheses are performed first.
• Multiplication and division are performed next, in order of occurrence from left to right.
• Addition and subtraction are performed last, in order of occurrence from left to right.

When a compound expression is resolved into multiple simple arithmetic operations, intermediate results are stored in
internal work fields. These internal work fields are defined and maintained by Culprit. The following figure illustrates the
internal work-field names Culprit uses in these operations.

When fields with a varying number of decimal positions are involved in arithmetic operations, intermediate results are
computed to the precision of the field containing the most decimal positions. When the ROUND option is in effect (see
ROUND later in this section), intermediate results are computed to two extra decimal positions for additional accuracy.
After the number of decimal positions is determined for internal result fields, the simple arithmetic operations generated by
the COMPUTE statement are performed.

Only the result field value changes in an arithmetic operation. The values of the left and right operands remain
unchanged, unless one of these fields is also the result field.

Input Parameter Listing of a Compound Arithmetic Operation:

 mm/dd/yy                     INPUT PARAMETER LISTING        Vnn.n  PAGE     2

 ********
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 PROCESS USER   INTERNAL

         LABEL  SEQUENCE     PROCESS STATEMENT

 ********

  01  8  010        1    $   COMPUTE (SALARY + COUNT) X COUNT - INDX RESULT  ◄──── User input

  01  8             2    SALARY    +         COUNT     WORK*01 ─┐

  01  8             3    WORK*01   X         COUNT     WORK*01  ├── CA-Culprit's interpretation of

  01  8             4    WORK*01   -         INDX      RESULT  ─┘   the compound arithmetic expression

NOTE
Compound arithmetic operations appear as simple arithmetic statements on the Input Parameter Listing. Internal
work fields (WORK*01) store intermediate results.

Arithmetic Operations
Perform addition, multiplication, subtraction, and division.

Syntax
►►─┬───────────┬──┬────────────┬─ value result-field-name ────────────────────►◄

   └─ Compute ─┘  ├─ ROUND ────┤

                  └─ TRUNCate ─┘

Syntax Rules

•  Compute
Identifies a compound arithmetic operation; it is an optional keyword for simple arithmetic operations unless either
parentheses enclose the arithmetic operation or the ROUND/TRUNCATE clause is specified.

•  ROUND
Rounds the resulting value to the number of decimal positions defined for the result field. Culprit rounds up if the value
is .5 or greater; for example, 0.5 is rounded to 1.

•  TRUNCate
Truncates the resulting value to the number of decimal positions defined for the result field.
If one of these options is specified, it must follow the keyword COMPUTE.
ROUND is the default when PROFILE option RELEASE=6 is in effect; TRUNCATE is the default when PROFILE
option RELEASE=5 is in effect.

•   value 
Specifies an arithmetic operation that contains operands and operators, as follows:

• An operand must be a numeric literal (literal) or numeric field name (field-name-expression). The left operand is
separated from the right operand by an arithmetic operator (see below).
An arithmetic expression that contains two operands connected by an operator is a simple arithmetic expression,
for which the keyword COMPUTE is optional. An arithmetic expression that contains more than two operands is a
compound arithmetic expression, for which the keyword COMPUTE is required.

• An operator indicates the type of arithmetic calculation:

 Operator  Synonym  Meaning 
+ ADD Indicates that the value of the left operand

is added to the value of the right operand.
- S or MINUS Indicates that the value of the right operand

is subtracted from the value of the left
operand.
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X TIMES Indicates that the value of the left operand
is multiplied by the value of the right
operand.

/ DIVIDE Indicates that the value of the left operand
is divided by the value of the right operand.
If the value of the right operand is zero, a
divide exception occurs and the result of
the operation is set to zero.

Nonnumeric data and arithmetic overflows cause error messages. Arithmetic overflows are reported by the extended
error-handling facility.

 Note: For more information, refer to the Culprit for IDMS Messages and Codes documentation.

•   result-field-name 
The name of a numeric work field that receives the result of the arithmetic operation. Result-field-name must be
defined on a work field parameter.

Overview of Conditional Operations
Conditional operations define test conditions that compare values held by different fields. When the test condition is
true for the input record or control break being processed, the specified action occurs. Otherwise, the specified action is
ignored, and control passes to the next processing statement.

Types of Conditional Operations

Culprit can perform the following types of conditional operations:

• Test operations compare one or more pairs of values by means of a test operator and AND and OR connectors. A
simple test operation compares two values; a compound test operation compares more than two values.
When a compound test operation is specified on a process parameter, Culprit breaks down the compound operation
into a series of simple test operations. Each of these system-generated statements is printed on the Input Parameter
Listing, as shown in the following figure. Culprit uses the following criteria to resolve compound test operations into
simple test operations:
– Operations enclosed in parentheses are performed first.
– Operations connected by AND are performed next, in order from left to right.
– Operations connected by OR are performed last, in order from left to right.

• End-of-file (EOF) operations test for an end-of-file condition. When the end of the input file is reached, type 7
procedure logic is reentered and processed a final time until a DROP, TAKE, or STOP-RUN instruction executes. EOF
operations are appropriate for any kind of input file or database.

• Branch operations unconditionally transfer processing control to a specified process parameter or specified result
action.

Input Parameter Listing of a Compound Test Operation:

 mm/dd/yy                     INPUT PARAMETER LISTING        Vnn.n  PAGE     3

 ********

 PROCESS USER   INTERNAL

         LABEL  SEQUENCE     PROCESS STATEMENT

 ********

  01  7  010        1    $   IF ((SALARY GT 10000)                                         ─┐

  01  7                  $         AND (TITLE NE 'DATA ENTRY CLERK    '))                   ├── User input

  01  7                  $         OR EMP-LNAME EQ ('BREEZE         ' TO 'LANCHESTER     ') │

  01  7                  $         TAKE                                                    ─┘
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  01  7             2    SALARY    GT        10000     INTSEQ-4                ──┐

  01  7             3    B         INTSEQ-5                                      │   CA-Culprit's

 interpretation

  01  7             4    TITLE     NE        'DATA ENTRY CLERK    '        TAKE  ├── of the compound test

  01  7             5    EMP-LNAME GE        'BREEZE         '   INTSEQ-7        │   operation

  01  7             6    B         INTSEQ-8                                      │

  01  7             7    EMP-LNAME LE        'LANCHESTER     '   TAKE            │

  01  7             8    $                                                     ──┘

NOTE
Culprit generates simple test operation statements from a compound test operation statement; Culprit also
generates branch instructions to internal sequence numbers (INTSEQ-4) in order to preserve the logic of the
original expression.

Conditional Operations
Define what action to take based on a comparison of values held by different fields.

Syntax
 ►►─┬─ IF boolean-expression ─┬──┬─ result-action ─┬───────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ if EOF ─┬┬─ EQ ─┬┬─────┤  └─ sequence ──────┘

   │          │└─ = ──┘│     │

   │          └┬─ NE ─┬┘     │

   │           └─ # ──┘      │

   └┬─ B ────┬───────────────┘

    └─ GOTO ─┘

 

Expansion of Boolean-expression

    ┌───────────────────────────┬─ AND ─┬────────────────────────────────────┐

   │                           └─ OR ──┘                                    │

►►─▼─┬ literal ──────────────┬ test-operation ─┬┬─ NUMERIC ───────────────┬┬┴─►◄

     └ field-name-expression ┘                 │├─ literal ───────────────┤│

                                               │└─ field-name-expression ─┘│

                                               └ ( field-name-range ) ─────┘

 

Expansion of Result-action

 ►►─┬─ DROP ───────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ TAKE ───────┤

   ├─ RELS ───────┤

   ├┬─ STOP-RUN ─┬┤

   │└─ STOP ─────┘│

   ├─ STOP-RPT ───┤

   ├─ HEAD ───────┤

   └─ USnn ───────┘

 

Expansion of Field-name-range

 ►►──┬─ literal ───────────────┬─ TO ─┬─ literal ───────────────┬─────────────►◄

    └─ field-name-expression ─┘      └─ field-name-expression ─┘
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Syntax Rules

• IF boolean-expression
Specifies a test operation. IF is a required Culprit reserved word that indicates a compound test operation. IF is an
optional keyword for a simple test operation unless parentheses enclose the operation. For boolean-expression, see
the explanation of the expanded syntax below.

• if EOF EQ/NE
Specifies a test for an end-of-file condition.
This test is valid only on a type 7 process parameter. EQ/NE indicates the type of test to be performed:

Test What it means
Eq Indicates that the specified action occurs if end-of-file is reached.
Ne Indicates that the specified action occurs if end-of-file has not

been reached.

A STOP-RUN or a STOP-RPT instruction cannot be specified as a result action on an EOF conditional operation.

When end-of-file is reached, the procedure logic is evaluated a final time, starting with the first procedure statement.
Processing continues until a DROP, TAKE, or STOP-RUN instruction executes. Once one of these instructions executes,
the current buffer does not reenter the type 7 procedure logic for the report.

• B
Directs Culprit to perform an unconditional branch.

• result-action
Indicates the action to be performed as a result of a true test condition or an unconditional branch statement.
See expanded syntax below for possible values for result-action.

• sequence
The sequence number of a process parameter that receives processing control. Processing control must be passed
to a process parameter of the same type; For example, from one type 7 parameter to another or from one type 8
parameter to another.
The process statement that receives processing control must have a sequence number coded in columns 5 through 7.

Expansion of Boolean-expression

• literal/field-name-expression
Specifies the value of the left operand.
Syntax and syntax rules for coding field-name-expression appear in User-Defined Variables. The left and right
operands of a test operation must contain data that is compatible for comparison. The following table presents
combinations of data types that can be compared in a test operation.
Alphanumeric data and numeric data are compared as follows:
– Alphanumeric operands are compared starting with the leftmost character of the character string. Excess characters

on the right of the longer value are ignored (for example, 'ABCDE' EQ 'ABC' produces a true condition). A warning
message is printed in the Input Parameter Listing when this occurs; excess characters are ignored.

– Numeric operands are compared by true decimal value regardless of field length. The field with fewer decimal
positions is padded with zeros (for example, 65.3 LT 98.095 is compared as if the values were 65.300 and 98.095).

Valid Left and Right Operand Data Types and Associated Test Operations

Valid Test Operators*Left Operand
EQ/NE GT/LT/GE/LE

Right Operand

Numeric literal l l Numeric literal
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l l Numeric input or work field
Numeric input or work field l l Numeric literal

l l Numeric input or work field
l NUMERIC (with input field only)

Alphanumeric or hexadecimal
literal

l l Alphanumeric or hexadecimal
literal

l l Alphanumeric or hexadecimal
input or work field

Alphanumeric input or work field l l Alphanumeric or hexadecimal
literal

l l Alphanumeric or hexadecimal
input or work field

LEVL l l Numeric literal
EOF l None

NOTE

 * EQ equal to

   GT greater than

   GE greater than or equal to

   NE not equal to

   LT less than

   LE less than or equal to

 

• test-operation
Indicates the type of test to be performed:

Symbol Synonym What it means
EQ E or= Indicates the values of the left and right

operands are equal.
NE N or # Indicates the values of the left and right

operands are not equal.
GT H or > Indicates the value of the left operand is

greater than the value of the right operand.
LT L or < Indicates the value of the left operand is

less than the value of the right operand.
GE >= or => Indicates the value of the left operand is

greater than or equal to the value of the
right operand.

LE <= or =< Indicates the value of the left operand is
less than or equal to the value of the right
operand.

The test must be compatible with the type of data contained in the left and right operands; possible combinations of data
types and test operations are presented in the Valid Left and Right Operand Data Types and Associated Test Operations
table.

A maximum of 32 test conditions can be defined on a single process parameter. One or more test conditions can be
enclosed in parentheses. Culprit evaluates expressions within parentheses before evaluating expressions not enclosed in
parentheses.
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• NUMERIC
A keyword value for the right operand. NUMERIC indicates that the value of the left operand is to be tested for numeric
data. Valid test operations with this keyword are EQ and NE. An EQ test is true if the value of the left operand is
numeric; a NE test is true if the value of the left operand is not numeric. If nonnumeric data is discovered, the record
that contains the nonnumeric data can be dropped from further processing to avoid a data exception.

• literal/field-name-expression
Specifies either a single numeric literal or field name or a list of numeric literals or field names for comparison, as
follows:
– A single value identifies a simple test operation for which the keyword IF is optional.
– A list of values identifies a compound test operation for which the keyword IF is required. The list must be enclosed

in parentheses; a comma or space must separate one listed item from another.
Valid test operators for a list of items are EQ and NE. An EQ test operator implies an OR connector between the
listed values; a NE test operator implies an AND connector between the listed values.

Syntax and syntax rules for coding field-name-expression appear in User-Defined Variables.
• field-name-range

Identifies a range of values in the right operand to be compared to the left operand. The range of values must be
enclosed in parentheses; the keyword TO must join the first and last values of the range.
Valid test operators for this expression are EQ and NE. An EQ test operation is true if the value of the left operand
equals some value in the specified range, inclusive. A NE test operation is true if the value of the left operand is not
equal to any value in the specified range, inclusive.
See expanded syntax diagram above for details of field-name-range.

• AND/OR
Logically connects two test operations, as follows:
– AND specifies that the test condition is true only if both operations are true.
– OR specifies that the test condition is true if either one of the operations is true.

Expansion of Result-action

In this discussion, the words buffer and control break are used as follows:

• Buffer refers to the record or group of records contained in the input buffer. The input buffer is processed during the
extract phase. This phase performs procedure logic coded on type 7 process parameters for every report in the run.
This phase also extracts detail line information.

• Control break refers to a control break processed during the output phase. This phase performs procedure logic
coded on type 8 process parameters and processes header and total lines for output.

• DROP
Indicates that processing for the current buffer or control break is complete for the report associated with this
parameter. Any remaining procedure logic defined for this report is not executed; the code is not accessed again until
the next buffer or control break is processed. Once a DROP executes, no additional edit lines are extracted or printed
for the current buffer or control break for this report. Information that was output before the DROP instruction is not
affected.

• TAKE
Indicates that processing for the current buffer or control break is complete for the report associated with this
parameter. Edit lines selected for the buffer or for the control break are extracted or output. Any remaining procedure
code defined for the report is not executed for the current buffer or control break.

• RELS
Indicates that edit lines selected for the current buffer or for the current control break are extracted for output. The
remaining procedure code defined for the report is processed. Processing control returns to the procedure statement
that immediately follows the RELS instruction.
Any number of RELS statements can be issued for each buffer or control break by each report. The RELS instruction
allows information to be extracted or printed for a buffer or control break and allows the buffer or control break to be
processed further.

• STOP-RUN/STOP
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Indicates that processing for the current buffer is complete for the report associated with this parameter; a STOP-RUN
instruction in type 7 logic forces an end-of-file condition. All reports in the run finish processing the current buffer. If an
EOF test is included anywhere in the run, any logic associated with the test is then executed.
STOP-RUN can appear only on a type 7 process parameter; it must not be coded as the result action of an EOF test.
Since all reports processed by a Culprit run are affected by a STOP-RUN statement, a warning message is printed in
the Input Parameter Listing.
STOP may be used as a synonym for STOP-RUN.

• STOP-RPT
Indicates that processing for the current buffer is complete for the report associated with this parameter and that no
further input records are to be processed for this report. Type 7 logic for this report is entered again only when an
end-of-file condition is reached and only if an EOF procedure statement is coded for the report. Type 7 logic for other
reports in the run continues to execute.
STOP-RPT can appear only on type 7 process parameters; it must not be the result action of an EOF procedure
statement.

• HEAD
Causes a special extracted-items record to be written to the extracted items and statistics file; the record contains the
current values for all variables, other than sort keys, that are referenced on type 4 edit parameters. HEAD can appear
only on a type 7 process parameter.
Values for variable header fields that are not sort keys must be extracted by specifying HEAD as a result action. A
HEAD instruction generates additional procedure code and causes special records to be written to the extracted items
file. Therefore, it is more efficient to include all variable fields in type 4 edit parameters as sort keys.
Records extracted by a HEAD instruction are sorted in accordance with the values of the related sort-key fields, but
ahead of detail lines with the same sort-key values. Header variables extracted by a HEAD instruction are inserted into
appropriate header lines in the output phase.

• USnn
Indicates that processing control is passed to a user-coded or Broadcom-supplied procedure module. Nn is a 2-digit
number in the range 00 through 99. USnn can be specified only on a type 7 process parameter that contains a B
(branch) or CALL instruction; the B instruction is discussed earlier; the CALL instruction is discussed under Control
Operations.
After the named procedure completes execution, processing control returns to the procedure statement immediately
following the statement that contains USnn.

NOTE
For more information about Culprit procedure modules, see the section "Culprit User Modules."

The following figure illustrates how DROP, TAKE, and RELS instructions differ in procedure logic. This figure applies only
to type 7 procedure logic; in type 8 procedure logic, the instructions would be processed at the end of the output phase
and at each control break.
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NOTE
This figure illustrates Culprit processing for one input buffer in type 7 procedure logic.

Assignment Operations
Assign a value contained in a literal or variable field to either a work field or a Culprit reserved field.

MOVE operations transfer information to a work field or to the Culprit reserved fields PAGE and ARGn. CONVERT
operations convert an alphanumeric value to a numeric value stored in a work field.

Syntax

►►─┬─ Move ─┬─ literal ───────────────┬───┬─ to ─┬─ result-field-name ─┬──────►◄

   │        └─ field-name-expression ─┘   │      ├─ ARGn ──────────────┤

   └─ CONVERT ─┬─ literal ───────────────┬┘      └─ PAGE ──────────────┘
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               └─ field-name-expression ─┘

Syntax Rules

• Move literal/field-name-expression
Specifies that a MOVE operation is to be performed. Literal/field-name-expression identifies the value to be moved;
syntax and syntax rules for coding field-name-expression appear in earlier in this section.
The following considerations apply to alphanumeric and numeric values; Culprit treats hexadecimal values as
alphanumeric:
– When an alphanumeric field or literal is moved to a result field of a different length, the following actions occur:

• If the field or literal that is moved contains more characters than the result field, excess characters are truncated
on the right.

• If the result field contains more characters than the field or literal that is moved, the moved field is left-justified
in the result field and blank spaces fill out the right side of the result field. If truncation or padding occurs, Culprit
issues a warning message.

– When a numeric field or literal is moved to a result field that does not have the same length or number of decimal
positions, the following actions occur:
• If a numeric field is moved to a result field that contains more decimal positions, the low-order decimal positions

are padded with zeros.
• If a numeric field is moved to a result field that contains fewer decimal positions, the result is rounded to the

number of decimal places in the result work field.
• If a numeric result field cannot accommodate all significant digits of the moved field, significant digits are

truncated on the left and an arithmetic overflow results. Arithmetic overflows are reported by the extended error-
handling facility.
Note: For more information, see the Culprit for IDMS Messages and Codes section.

PROFILE parameter options RELEASE=5 and RELEASE=6 do not handle situations that involve different numbers
of characters or decimal positions in the same manner. See Error! Reference source not found., for a complete
discussion of these differences.

• CONVERT literal/field-name-expression
Specifies that a CONVERT operation is to be performed.
Literal/field-name-expression identifies an alphanumeric literal, work field, or input field whose value is to be
converted into a numeric value. Syntax and syntax rules for coding field-name-expression.
Considerations for coding literal appear below:
– Leading blanks are permitted, but the entire field must not be blank; leading blanks are treated as if they were

zeros.
– A minus sign is accepted in the first (leftmost) position of the field or literal if the value is negative.
– A leading, trailing, or embedded decimal point is permitted.
– Any characters outside the range 0 through 9 produce unpredictable results.

When an integer alphanumeric value is converted into an integer numeric value, the result is truncated or padded
on the left. If a decimal point is specified for the alphanumeric value or the numeric value, the following occurs:

– If the alphanumeric value contains more decimal positions than are indicated for the result field, the result is
rounded.

– If the alphanumeric value contains fewer decimal positions than are indicated for the result field, the result is
padded with low-order zeros.

– If the result field is too small to hold all the significant digits, significant digits are truncated on the left and an
arithmetic overflow results. Arithmetic overflows are reported by the extended error-handling facility. Note: For more
information, see the Culprit for IDMS Messages and Codes section.

• result-field-name
The name of a work field that receives the result of the MOVE or CONVERT operation.
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In a MOVE operation, the data type of a sending field or literal must be compatible with the data type of the result field;
that is, both fields must be defined as numeric or as alphanumeric. Hexadecimal literals are treated as alphanumeric
values for the purposes of a MOVE operation.
In a CONVERT operation, the data type of the result field must be numeric.

• ARGn
A Culprit reserved word that passes information to a user procedure module.
N must be an integer in the range 1 through 9. ARGn is valid only for MOVE operations and can appear only on type 7
process parameters. For more information on user procedure modules, see the Culprit for IDMS User Modules section.

• PAGE
A system-defined numeric work field that receives a report page number.
This reserved word is valid only for MOVE operations and can appear only on type 8 process parameters. When PAGE
is used in a MOVE operation, the report page number is reset. The specified value plus 1 is printed as the next page
number. The value of PAGE can be printed on each page of the associated report on either the title line or a header
line if PAGE is referenced on a type 4 edit parameter.

Overview of Control Operations
Control operations manage the flow of processing in a Culprit report. The following control operations are available:

• PERFORM passes processing control to code in another area of procedure logic. A PERFORM instruction is useful
when a group of procedure statements may execute any number of times. Fewer statements are required, and
procedures that are executed repeatedly can be centralized.

• RETURN returns processing control to the statement that immediately follows PERFORM. The RETURN statement
executes only if the procedure code is accessed with a PERFORM statement. Procedure code accessed by a
PERFORM instruction can also be accessed inline (that is, by falling through the code) or by coding a branch
instruction to the first statement of code.

• CALL calls an external user-coded or Broadcom-supplied procedure module to be executed. The CALL statement
is the equivalent of coding individual MOVE ARGn statements that first establish the arguments in the argument list
and then coding a B USnn statement to invoke the procedure module. The CALL statement generates appropriate
MOVE and branch instructions. These instructions appear on the Input Parameter Listing. Details on coding MOVE
and branch instructions are presented earlier in this section.

• PICK, UNPICK, TAKE, RELS, and DROP select type 5 edit lines for extracting from a particular input buffer or type
6 edit lines for output from a particular control break. All type 5 and type 6 edit parameters are initially given the
same select/deselect status at the start of each report; the status is reset each time a new buffer or control break is
processed. All type 5 and type 6 edit parameters are initially set to a status of select unless a PICK, TAKE, or RELS
instruction specifies lines for output, in which case they are initially set to a status of deselect.
Output lines are sorted as follows:
– Report number
– Sort keys specified on the SORT parameter
– Header or detail data indicator (data derived from a branch to HEAD sorts first)
– Input buffer number
– Edit line number
– Release count (a counter maintained by Culprit that is set to zero when procedure logic is entered for each report

and incremented by 1 for each RELS, TAKE, or DROP executed)
A special user-defined sort key is required to print lines outside of their numerically defined order; for example, RELS
line 5, then RELS line 1. Any type of work field can be coded as a sort key to define the desired sort sequence on the
SORT parameter; this key must follow all report-related sort fields. Before a record is extracted by means of a RELS
statement, the user can move a print sequence value to this work field. Culprit sorts all extracted records on this value;
records with the same value sort by edit line number.
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Control Operations (Culprit)
Control the flow of processing.

This article describes the following information:

  

Syntax
►►─┬─ PERFORM sequence ───────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────►◄

   ├─ RETURN ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ CALL ─┬─ USnn ────┬─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬─┤

   │        └─ DB-EXIT ─┘ │     ┌─────────────────────────────┐     │ │

   │                      └─ ( ─▼─┬─ literal ───────────────┬─┴─ ) ─┘ │

   │                              └─ field-name-expression ─┘         │

   │                  ┌─────────────┐                                 │

   └─┬─ PICK ───┬─ ( ─▼─ edit-line ─┴─ ) ─────────────────────────────┘

     ├─ UNPICK ─┤

     ├─ TAKE ───┤

     ├─ RELS ───┤

     └─ DROP ───┘

Syntax Rules

•  PERFORM
Passes processing control to a process parameter of the same type; for example, from one type 7 parameter to
another or from one type 8 parameter to another.

•   sequence 
The sequence number of the process parameter that receives processing control. The process parameter that receives
processing control must have the sequence number coded in columns 5 through 7.
PERFORM instructions cannot be nested; that is, a PERFORM statement cannot appear within another PERFORM
statement. All Culprit procedure statements other than PERFORM, however, can appear within code accessed by a
PERFORM instruction.

•  RETURN
Returns processing control to the process statement that immediately follows the statement containing the PERFORM
instruction. RETURN executes only if the procedure code is accessed with a PERFORM statement.

•  CALL
Indicates that processing control is passed to a user-coded or Broadcom-supplied procedure module.
CALL instructions must be coded only on type 7 process parameters.

NOTE
 For more information on coding CALL statements and syntax for individual procedure modules, see
the Culprit for IDMS User Modules documentation.

•  USnn 
Identifies the name of the external procedure module that is to receive processing control. Nn must be a 2-digit number
in the range 00 through 99.

•   literal/field-name-expression
Indicates one or more literals, input fields, or work fields whose values serve as arguments for the procedure module
identified by USnn. Syntax and syntax rules for coding field-name-expression appear under Field-name-expression.
These literals or field values are moved to ARGn fields, which communicate with the procedure module.

NOTE
 For more information on coding arguments for individual procedure modules, see the Culprit for IDMS User
Modules documentation.
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A maximum of nine arguments can be specified. These arguments must be specified in sequence; that is, ARG1
corresponds to the first literal or field in the list, ARG2 corresponds to the second argument in the list, and so forth.
Arguments cannot be omitted; for example, if a procedure module requires only the first and third arguments, a dummy
value must be specified for the second argument. A blank can serve as a dummy value for alphanumeric arguments; a
zero can serve as a dummy value for numeric arguments.

•  PICK/UNPICK/TAKE/RELS/DROP ( edit-line ) 
Specifies edit line selection/deselection operations as described below. These operations allow the user to specify
which edit lines to print. When these instructions appear on a type 7 process parameter, detail lines are selected; when
these instructions appear on a type 8 process parameter, total lines are selected.

•  PICK
Selects edit lines for extracting or printing. These lines are not output, however, until a TAKE or RELS instruction is
executed. Multiple PICK statements can execute before the selected lines are output.

•  UNPICK
Deselects edit lines for extracting or printing. Edit lines not specified on an UNPICK instruction are selected for output;
the selected lines are not extracted or output until a TAKE or RELS instruction executes.

•  TAKE
Immediately extracts or outputs the selected edit lines, and stops processing for the current buffer or control break.
Any remaining procedure code defined for the report does not execute.
An implicit TAKE instruction executes at the end of type 7 and 8 procedure logic thereby causing all selected edit lines
to be extracted or output. If no explicit selection or deselection has occurred, all edit lines are output.

•  RELS
Immediately extracts or outputs the selected edit lines and continues processing for the current buffer or control break.
Processing continues with the procedure statement that immediately follows the RELS instruction. Any number of
RELS instructions can be issued for each buffer or control break by each report.

NOTE
The selected/deselected status is not reset following a RELS instruction, since the current buffer or control
break continues to be processed. PICK or UNPICK instructions are needed to ensure that the necessary
lines are selected for any subsequent TAKE or RELS instructions, unless the TAKE and RELS instructions
specify edit lines to be selected.

•  DROP
Indicates that processing control for the current buffer or control break is complete for the report associated with this
parameter. Any remaining procedure logic defined for this report is not executed; the code is not accessed again until
the next buffer or control break is processed.
Once a DROP executes, no additional edit lines are extracted or output for the current buffer or control break for this
report. Information extracted or output previous to a DROP instruction is unaffected.

•   edit-line 
Identifies an edit line or a list of edit lines to be selected or deselected. Edit-line is a number in the range 1 through 8
that refers to the value coded in position 5 on a type 5 or a type 6 edit parameter.
If a list of edit line numbers is specified, the list must be enclosed in parentheses; each value in the list must be
separated by a comma or a space.
An edit line specification is required for PICK and UNPICK instructions; it is optional for TAKE, RELS, and DROP
instructions. If no edit lines are specified on a TAKE or RELS instruction, all lines selected by PICK or UNPICK
instructions are extracted or output; if no edit lines are explicitly selected or deselected, all edit lines are extracted or
output when a TAKE or RELS instruction executes.

NOTE
TAKE, RELS, and DROP are optional actions that can be performed as the result of a conditional operation
discussed earlier in this section. However, when used in this context, edit lines cannot be specified for
selection or deselection.
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Examples

Sample process parameters are shown and described below.

 Example 1: Arithmetic Operation -- Simple 

017     PREVIOUS-BALANCE + DEPOSITS CURRENT-BALANCE

For each record processed for Report 01, the value in DEPOSITS is added to the value in PREVIOUS-BALANCE; the
sum is stored in the work field CURRENT-BALANCE. The values of PREVIOUS-BALANCE, DEPOSITS, and CURRENT-
BALANCE for each input buffer processed are available for output on detail lines.

 Example 2: Arithmetic Operation -- Compound 

028010 COMPUTE (REVENUE - COST) / COUNT AVE-PROFIT

This procedure statement executes in the output phase; because a sequence number is specified, the statement can be
the object of a branch. Internally, the COMPUTE statement is processed as shown:

028   REVENUE  -  COST      WORK*01

028   WORK*01  /  COUNT     AVE-PROFIT

The difference in total revenue and total cost is divided by COUNT, which signifies the number of records processed by
Report 02. The result of this computation is stored in the work field, AVE-PROFIT. The total values of REVENUE, COST,
and COUNT and the calculated value of AVE-PROFIT can be output on total lines each time a control break executes and
at the end of the output phase.

 Example 3: Conditional Operation -- Simple 

227     CRED-LIMIT GT 500.00 TAKE

When the value of CRED-LIMIT is greater than $500.00 dollars, any remaining type 7 procedure logic for Report 22 is
bypassed and the current buffer is extracted. If the comparison is false, the next type 7 process statement is processed.

An alternative method for coding this procedure logic appears below:

22I   CRED-LIMIT LE 500.00 DROP

22I   TAKE

 Example 4: Conditional Operation -- Compound 

 467030 IF DAY.INDX NE ('MON' 'WED' 'FRI')

*       OR INIT EQ ('A' TO 'L') DROP

Two comparisons are specified in this compound test statement. An occurrence of the multiply-occurring field DAY is
compared to a list of alphanumeric literals for a NE (not equal) condition. INIT is compared to a range of alphanumeric
values for an equal condition. If one of these tests is true, DROP executes; that is, a DROP is performed when either the
value of DAY.INDX does not equal MON, WED, or FRI or the value of INIT is in the range 'A' through 'L', inclusive. An
input buffer that is not dropped continues processing in the 7 logic of Report 46.

 Example 5: Conditional Operation -- EOF 

8951*010 TOTAL-BAL

897010  EOF EQ TAKE

897020  COMPUTE CURR-BAL + TOTAL-BAL  TOTAL-BAL

897030  DROP

An end-of-file condition is tested for each record processed. When end-of-file is reached, the type 7 procedure logic is
entered one more time. Since the first type 7 statement specifies a TAKE action, any remaining type 7 process statements
are not executed. If the EOF test were coded after the COMPUTE and DROP statements, the detail line for the report
would not be extracted since the DROP action would occur before the EOF statement.
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The code in this example achieves the same result as a totals-only report that contains no procedure logic, as shown
below:

89       OUT T

8951*010  CURR-BAL    $CURR-BAL REPLACES TOTAL-BAL

 Example 6: Conditional Operation -- EOF 

Sample code containing multiple EOF tests follows:

027    IF EOF EQ 200

 .

 .          ◄- Processing logic for input records

 .

027200      ◄- Processing logic for input records and EOF

 .

 .

 .

027    IF EOF EQ DROP

 .

 .          ◄- Processing logic for input records

 .

When the end of the file is reached, the type 7 code is entered one last time. The first type 7 statement passes processing
control to the process statement with sequence number 200. The statements coded between sequence number 200 and
the second EOF test execute.

 Example 7: Conditional Operation -- LEVL 

01SORT DIVISION,-,DEPARTMENT,0,TITLE,EMP-LNAME

128    IF LEVL EQ 2 100

128    IF LEVL EQ 3 200

128    MOVE 'DEPARTMENT TOTALS' TO LABEL

128    TAKE

128100 MOVE 'DIVISION TOTALS' TO LABEL

128    TAKE

128200 MOVE 'COMPANY TOTALS' TO LABEL

This type 8 process parameter tests the level of the control break during break processing. Level 1 refers to the control
break associated with DEPARTMENT on the SORT parameter; level 2 refers to the control break associated with
DIVISION. The value of LEVL at grand totals time is one more than the number of control breaks specified on the SORT
parameter. In this example, the value of LEVL is 3.

Depending on the level of the control break, the literal DEPARTMENT TOTALS, DIVISION TOTALS, or COMPANY
TOTALS moves to LABEL. When TAKE executes, the total lines are output and processing for the current control break
stops. A TAKE automatically executes after the last procedure statement, so an explicit statement is not coded after
sequence number 200.

 Example 8: Conditional Operation -- Branch 

627    B 300

Processing control passes unconditionally to the type 7 process parameter with a sequence number of 300.

 Example 9: Conditional Operation -- Branch 

2541*001 ACCOUNT-NUM

257010   B HEAD
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In this example, ACCOUNT-NUM is referenced on a type 4 edit parameter, but not on a SORT parameter for Report 25.
Therefore, it is necessary to code a B HEAD statement so that values of ACCOUNT-NUM can appear as report headers.

 Example 10: Assignment Operation -- MOVE 

437    MOVE 'AMT NOW DUE' TO DISPLAY-MESSAGE

In this example of a MOVE operation, the literal 'AMT NOW DUE' is moved to a work field, DISPLAY-MESSAGE. If the
length of DISPLAY-MESSAGE is smaller than the length of the literal, the excess characters in the literal truncate on the
right; when this happens, Culprit issues a W-level message in the Input Parameter Listing.

In the example presented below, DISPLAY-MESSAGE is set to blanks, by coding a single blank in the MOVE operation.
Since the field being moved is smaller than the result field, the rightmost characters of DISPLAY-MESSAGE are padded
with blanks.

437    MOVE ' ' TO DISPLAY-MESSAGE

 Example 11: Assignment Operation -- MOVE 

548010 IF LEVL NE 2 070

548020 MOVE 0 TO PAGE

The system-maintained work field PAGE is reset to 0 when the current control break is 2. Because the value of PAGE
increases by 1 before printing, the next page appears in the title as PAGE 1. When the control break does not equal 2,
processing control passes to the type 8 process parameter that has a sequence number of 070.

 Example 12: Assignment Operation -- MOVE 

0151*020 PRINT-NUM

017      MOVE NUMERIC-WORK-FLD.2 TO PRINT-NUM

The second occurrence of a multiply-occurring work field, NUMERIC-WORK-FLD, is moved to another work field, PRINT-
NUM, for output during input processing. To perform this operation, PRINT-NUM must be defined as numeric.

 Example 13: Assignment Operation -- CONVERT 

670  WORK-FIELD

677     CONVERT '     128' TO WORK-FIELD

The alphanumeric literal (space)(space)(space)(space)(space)128 is converted to the numeric value 00000128 (space
represents blanks); this value is placed in a numeric work field, WORK-FIELD.

 Example 14: Assignment Operation -- CONVERT 

020 WORK-DP2  DP=2  ALPHA-WORK '12345.67'

027    CONVERT ALPHA-WORK TO WORK-DP2

In this example, the alphanumeric and numeric work fields both contain two decimal positions. The CONVERT statement
assigns WORK-DP2 the numeric equivalent of the alphanumeric literal.

If ALPHA-WORK had a value with three decimal positions, for example: 12345.678, the numeric value assigned to
WORK-DP2 would be rounded to two decimal positions: 12345.68.

 Example 15: Control Operation -- PERFORM/RETURN 

337010 IF BALANCE LE 200 860

337020 PERFORM 810

         -                  ◄- More procedure logic

         -

337    TAKE

337810 BALANCE + TOT-BAL TOT-BAL

337    COUNT + 1 COUNT
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337    RETURN

337860 MOVE LOW-BAL-MESSAGE TO MESSAGE

In the sample code above, processing control is passed to the process parameter that has sequence number 810 when
the input buffer value for BALANCE is greater than 200. TOT-BAL and COUNT are incremented, and processing control
returns to the process statement that follows the PERFORM statement. A TAKE instruction selects the record for printing
and bypasses remaining process code.

If BALANCE is less than or equal to 200, a message is transferred to a work field referenced on a type 5 edit parameter.
An implicit TAKE at the end of type 7 logic selects the record for printing.

 Example 16: Control Operation -- CALL 

997    CALL US11 (JUL-DATE, GREG-DATE)

This CALL statement invokes a Broadcom-supplied procedure module, CULLUS11 (Julian Date Conversion). (See Culprit
for IDMS User Modules documentation for details on coding this procedure module.) Two arguments are passed to the
procedure module: JUL-DATE corresponds to ARG1; GREG-DATE corresponds to ARG2.

Internally, Culprit processes the CALL statement shown above as follows:

997   MOVE  JUL-DATE  ARG1

997   MOVE  GREG-DATE ARG2

997   B     US11

 Example 17: Control Operation -- PICK/TAKE 

6651*010 'BALANCE'

6651*020 POSITIVE-BALANCE

6651*030 ACCOUNT-NUM

6652*010 'NEGATIVE BALANCE'

6652*020 NEGATIVE-BALANCE

6652*030 ACCOUNT-NUM

6653*030 NUM-TRANSACTIONS

667    PICK 3

667    IF AMOUNT LT 0  040

667    MOVE AMOUNT TO POSITIVE-BALANCE

667    TAKE 1

667040 MOVE AMOUNT TO NEGATIVE-BALANCE

667    TAKE 2

In this example, detail line 3 is always selected to be extracted, as specified by the PICK statement. It is extracted,
however, as a result of a subsequent TAKE statement. Detail line 1 is extracted when the value of AMOUNT is greater
than or equal to 0; detail line 2 is extracted when the value of AMOUNT is less than 0.

 Example 18: Control Operation -- TAKE 

2261*0100'DIVISION TOTAL'

2261*040 TOTAL-SALARIES

2262*010 'NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES'

2262*040 COUNT

2263*040 ANNUAL-EMP-SALARY

2264*040 STATUS

228    IF LEVL NE 1  070

228    TAKE (3 4)

228070 TAKE (1 2)
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Edit lines 1 and 2 are selected when the control break is not 1; edit lines 3 and 4 are selected when the control break is
1. When a new control break executes, the status of all type 6 edit parameters is set to deselect because line selection
specifications are coded on type 8 process parameters.

 Example 19: Control Operation -- RELS/TAKE 

017    COMPUTE BAL-DUE  -  PAYMENT  BAL-DUE

017    RELS (1,2,4)

017    IF BAL-DUE GT 0 DROP

017    TAKE 3      $THIS LINE FLAGS ZERO/NEGATIVE BALANCES

After the arithmetic process statement executes, edit lines 1, 2, and 4 are extracted to the extracted items and statistics
file. If a positive balance remains due, processing ends for this record. If a negative or zero balance remains due, edit line
3 is extracted also.

Internally, the RELS statement is processed as shown below:

017    PICK (1 2 4)     $SELECT LINES 1 2 and 4

017    RELS             $PRINT LINES 1 2 and 4

017    UNPICK (1 2 4)   $DESELECT LINES 1 2 and 4

The RELS statement resets the select/deselect status of edit lines 1, 2, and 4; edit line 3 must be explicitly selected in the
TAKE statement in order to print. When a RELS immediately follows a PICK, the user must explicitly deselect lines coded
on the PICK instruction, as appropriate.

 Example 20: Control Operation -- DROP 

347010 IF SEX EQ 'F' DROP

347020 IF AGE LE 65  DROP

    -

    -                     ◄-  More procedure logic

Records of all males over the age of 65 are selected for processing in report 34. All other records are dropped.

Work Field Parameters
Work field parameters define work fields for use during report and SELECT/BYPASS processing. Work fields are either
report specific or global. A global work field is available to all reports in the run; a report-specific work field is available only
to the report for which it is defined.

Uses

Work fields can be defined as numeric or alphanumeric. Numeric work fields are commonly used as either counters or
as result fields for arithmetic calculations coded on type 7 and type 8 process parameters. Alphanumeric work fields are
commonly used to transfer error messages and labels to output fields coded on type 4, 5, or 6 edit parameters.

Work Fields
Define work fields for use during report and SELECT/BYPASS processing.

This article describes the following information:

  

Syntax
      Col

      2

      ▼
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►►─┬─ nn ─┬─┬┬─ 0 ─┬┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ GW ─┘ │└─ W ─┘│

            └── 1 -─┘

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─ field-name ─┬─────────────┬─┬─────────────────────┬─┬───────────────┬─┴─►◄

                  └ .occurrence ┘ └ DP = decimal-places ┘ └ initial-value ┘

Syntax Rules

•   nn 
Identifies the report with which the work field is associated. It is a 2-digit number in the range 00 through 99 and must
be coded starting in column 2.

•  GW
Identifies a global work field that is available to all reports in the run. GW must be coded starting in column 2.
The value of a global work field passed to a report depends on whether the field value is altered by the type 7 or type 8
procedure logic in the previous report. The value is determined as follows:
–  Type 7 procedure logic executes for each record read from the input buffer. The record passes through type 7

procedure logic for all reports in the run before another record is read. The value of the global work field at the end
of type 7 procedure logic in one report is passed to the type 7 procedure logic of the next report with each record
processed.
The value of the global work field at the end of type 7 procedure logic for the highest numbered report in the run is
passed to the type 7 procedure logic of the first report of the run when the next input record is processed.

–  Type 8 procedure logic executes each time a control break executes and at the end of the output phase. The value
of a global work field at the end of the output phase of one report is passed to the output phase of the next report.

The following table illustrates how the value of a global work field can change from report to report in a Culprit run.
Global work fields are commonly used as a constant value accessed by more than one report in a run. Variable global
work fields are commonly used to accumulate totals for an entire Culprit run; for example, all records processed for all
reports can be counted.

 Global Work Field Processing 

  Logic  Process Statement  Buffer Number  Global Value 
7   0
7 017 GLOBAL + 1 GLOBAL 1 1
 027 GLOBAL TIMES 3 GLOBAL 1 3
 017 GLOBAL + 1 GLOBAL 2 4
 027 GLOBAL TIMES 3 GLOBAL 2 12
8 018 GLOBAL DIVIDE 6

GLOBAL
 2

 028 GLOBAL MINUS 2
GLOBAL

 0

NOTE
This table illustrates the value of a global work field during type 7 and type 8 procedure logic; the only control
break occurs at the end of the output phase. In this example, two input buffers are processed in reports 01 and
02. The global work field is type 0 (GW0) and is initialized to 0.

•  0
Specifies that the value of the work field is initialized only at the start of the extract phase. The value of the work field at
the start of the output phase depends on whether the field is defined as numeric or alphanumeric, and whether the field
is referenced on a SORT parameter, a type 5 edit parameter, or both.
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Must be coded in column 4.
•  1

Specifies that the value of the work field is initialized at the start of the extract phase and also at the start of the output
phase under the following circumstances:
– If the work field is numeric and is not referenced on a SORT parameter or a type 5 edit parameter
– If the work field is alphanumeric and is not referenced on a SORT parameter
In all other cases, the value of a type 1 work field at the start of the output phase is the same as the value of a type 0
work field.
Must be coded in column 4.

•   field-name 
A 1- to 32-character name that identifies the work field. It can be coded in any column after 4. The name can consist of
letters, numbers, or hyphens. The following rules apply to specifying field-name:
– At least one alphabetic character is required.
– The name cannot begin or end with a hyphen.
– The name cannot be any of the reserved words listed in Reserved Words.

•   occurrence 
The number of occurrences of the work field. It is specified only if the work field occurs more than
once. Occurrence can be any number in the range 0 through 32767; if specified, occurrence must be separated
from field-name by a period (.).
In the extract phase, the subscript always acts as a pointer to a particular occurrence of a multiply-occurring field. In
the output phase, the subscript is considered part of the field name if the work field is specified on a SORT or type 5
edit parameter; otherwise, the subscript is interpreted as a pointer to an occurrence of work field values.
A value of zero for occurrence has a special meaning when it is associated with an alphanumeric work field (see initial-
value below). A subscript of zero indicates that the work field redefines the storage area that immediately follows it.
The work field definitions in the redefined area must be coded so they occur immediately after the zero-subscripted
work field when Culprit completes the parameter sort phase of processing. The work field parameters are sorted first
by work field type (0 or 1), then by data type (alphanumeric or numeric), then by field size if the field is numeric (8-byte
or 16-byte), and then by field name before processing begins.
The subscript value of a zero-subscripted work field referenced on a SELECT/BYPASS, SORT, edit, or process
parameter must be a positive integer, for example, WORK-FIELD.2. The subscript value multiplied by the length of a
single occurrence of the zero-subscripted work field should not exceed the length of the redefined area. The subscript
value can be tested in procedure logic.

NOTE
 For more information on zero-subscripting, see the Culprit for IDMS User documentation.

•  DP = decimal-places 
Specifies the number of digits to the right of the decimal point in a numeric work field. This value must be in the range
0 through 31. If DP=decimal-places is not coded and the initial work field value does not specify decimal places
(see initial-value below), the work field is treated as an integer in all calculations used in selection logic, procedure
logic, or automatic totaling.
When DP= is specified, the number of digits to the right of the decimal point in the initial value of any singly- or
multiply-occurring work field must not exceed the number coded for decimal-places. Rules regarding the position of a
decimal point when printing a work field appear in Output Definition Parameters.

NOTE
 When the PROFILE parameter option RELEASE=5 is specified and DP= is not specified, the default is 2.

•   initial-value 
This is the value associated with the named work field when the field is established and, in the case of type 1 work field
parameters, when the field is reinitialized at the start of the output phase.
If initial-value is not specified, an initial value of 0 is assigned to the work field. If the work field occurs multiple times,
an initial value can be specified once for each occurrence. The first value applies to the first occurrence, the second
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value applies to the second occurrence, and so forth. If fewer values than occurrences are specified, the remaining
occurrences are set to the last initial value specified.
Initial-value implicitly describes the field length and data type for alphanumeric, hexadecimal, and numeric values, as
follows:
– An alphanumeric value is a 1- to 64-character alphanumeric literal enclosed in single quotation marks. To express

an apostrophe (a single quotation mark), code two consecutive single quotation marks; for example, 'ERNIE''S
DINER'.
If the field occurs multiple times, the length of all occurrences is the same and is determined by the length of the first
initial value specified. Subsequent values are padded with spaces or truncated on the right, as necessary.

– A hexadecimal value is a 1- to 50-character (25-byte) hexadecimal literal, preceded by X and enclosed in single
quotation marks; for example, X'0A2C'.

– A numeric value is a 1- to 31-digit numeric literal that can contain a leading sign and a trailing or embedded
decimal point; for example, 12.34. A leading number must precede the decimal point; for example, 0.2. Commas
and other editing characters are not permitted. If no sign is specified, the value is treated as positive.
Numeric work fields are stored internally as an 8-byte signed packed decimal unless one of the following conditions
exists:
• The initial value contains more than 15 digits.
• A DP= specification is coded.
• The initial value contains a decimal point.
In these cases, the work field is stored internally as a 16-byte signed packed decimal.

The number of decimal places in a multiply-occurring work field is determined by the DP= specification, if coded, or
by the number of decimal positions specified in the first initial value. If the number of decimal positions in subsequent
initial values exceeds the number specified for the first value, an E-level error results.

Examples

Sample work field parameters are shown and described below.

 Example 1 

010  COUNTER 1

0151*000 COUNTER

0161*010 COUNTER

Report 01 contains a numeric work field COUNTER that is initialized to 1 at the start of the extract phase. The parameter
type (0) indicates that COUNTER is not reinitialized at the start of the output phase. If COUNTER were a type 1 work field
that was not referenced on a SORT parameter or on a type 5 edit parameter, the value of COUNTER would be reset to
one at the start of the output phase.

In this example, COUNTER is referenced as a nonprinted output field on a type 5 edit parameter. The total value of
COUNTER is output on a total line.

 Example 2 

351  MESSAGE-AREA  '               '

MESSAGE-AREA is a 15-character alphanumeric work field; the length is determined by counting the number of spaces
between the quotation marks.

This work field can be used to display unique messages by moving literals into the work field in procedure logic and
referencing the work field on an edit parameter. At the start of the output phase, MESSAGE-AREA is reinitialized to blanks
if the field is not a sort-key value; otherwise, MESSAGE-AREA contains the value of the sort key at the control break.

 Example 3 

240  COUNT LITERAL.3,'A','B','C' FIELDC 'XXX',TRIGGER.2 DP=2 0 1
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The following work fields are established in this example:

• COUNT is a numeric 8-byte packed field; it is initialized to zero.
• LITERAL is a 1-character alphanumeric field that occurs three times; initial values are A for the first occurrence, B for

the second occurrence, and C for the third occurrence. Each occurrence is referenced on SELECT/BYPASS, SORT,
edit, and process parameters by a subscript value; for example, the second occurrence of LITERAL can be referenced
as LITERAL.2 or LITERAL.INDX, where INDX has a value of 2.

• FIELDC is a 3-character alphanumeric field initialized to XXX.
• TRIGGER is a 16-byte numeric field that occurs two times; initial values are 0.00 for the first occurrence and 1.00 for

the second occurrence.

 Example 4 

GW0  TABLE.20  DP=4

TABLE contains 20 occurrences, each initialized to 0.0000. Each occurrence of TABLE is a 16-byte packed signed
decimal. Culprit reserves 320 bytes of storage to accommodate this field. Values for each of these fields can be set and
referenced by any report in the Culprit run; for example, the seventh occurrence can be referenced as TABLE.7 (or,
for example, TABLE.COUNT where COUNT is assigned a value of 7) on SELECT/BYPASS, SORT, edit, and process
parameters defined for all reports.

 Example 5 

150  HEX.16  X'0A'  X'0A'  X'1E'  X'14'  X'14'  X'00'

Report 15 contains 16 hexadecimal literals in the work field HEX. The first six occurrences of HEX are explicitly initialized.
The remaining 10 occurrences are initialized to X'00', which is the value of the last occurrence specified.

Hexadecimal fields are treated as though they were alphanumeric, so no arithmetic manipulations can be performed on
this work field. The hexadecimal work fields are stored internally as two hexadecimal digits for each byte; therefore, each
occurrence of HEX uses one byte of storage.

 Example 6 

270  ALPHA.10  'ONE    ' 'FIVE' 'TEN' 'ELEVEN' 'THIRT''N' ' '

This report contains ten 7-character alphanumeric work fields; the first initial value establishes the length of all ten
occurrences. The first six occurrences are initialized as shown; the last four occurrences are set to spaces, which is the
value of the last literal specified. To express an apostrophe in the fifth value, two consecutive single quotation marks are
coded; these are stored as a single quotation mark.

 Example 7 

020  POINT.5   DP=3  3.6  -9.141   5.000

POINT contains five occurrences, each containing three decimal positions. The following initial values are assigned:
3.600, -9.141, 5.000, 5.000, and 5.000. Each occurrence in POINT is a 16-byte packed signed decimal; 80 bytes of
storage are required to accommodate this field.

 Example 8 

010  AMT.5   SUBS

0151*010 AMT.SUBS

0161*010 AMT.SUBS

0161*020 AMT.3

During the extract phase, every occurrence of AMT.SUBS is extracted, as indicated by the current value of SUBS. During
the output phase, every extracted value of AMT.SUBS is summed, regardless of the value of SUBS during the extract
phase. SUBS is the name of a total field during the output phase and no longer has a unique value as a subscript.
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The value of AMT.3 during the output phase is the current value of the third occurrence of the work field, provided AMT.3
is not specified on a SORT parameter or on a type 5 edit parameter.

 Example 9 

REC START-YEAR  70  2    'START YEAR'

REC START-MONTH 72  2    'START-MONTH'

140 START-DATE-0.0'     '       $START-DATE IS 5 BYTES LONG

140 START-DATE-1  '  '          $MONTH

140 START-DATE-2  '/'

140 START-DATE-3  '  '          $YEAR

147010 MOVE START-YEAR TO START-DATE-3

147010 MOVE START-MONTH TO START-DATE-1

1451*010  START-DATE-0.1        $PRINT MM/YY

START-DATE-0.0 defines a zero-subscripted alphanumeric work field and redefines the storage area that immediately
follows with 5-byte occurrences. The work fields in the redefined area are coded in alphabetical order (that is, -1, -2, and
-3) so that the fields sort immediately after START-DATE-0 in the parameter sort phase of Culprit processing.

Culprit reads values for START-YEAR and START-MONTH from the input file and moves the values to the redefined
work field storage area. The date in mm/yy format, is output each time the type 5 edit parameter is processed. START-
DATE-0.1 specifies the first occurrence of 5 bytes in the redefined work field area; that is, the 5 bytes that start with
START-DATE-1.

 Example 10 

020 DATE-A.0 '  '           $DATE-A IS 2 BYTES LONG

020 DATE-B   'MMYY'

0251  10 DATE-A.2           $PRINT YY

0251  12 '/'                $PRINT /

0251  13 DATE-A.1           $PRINT MM

Work field DATE-A.0 is initialized to 2 blanks. DATE-B is initialized to a 4-byte literal value. The type 5 edit parameters are
coded so that the second occurrence of 2 bytes in DATE-B (YY) prints before the first occurrence of 2 bytes (MM). The
output field will appear as YY/MM.

Implied Subscript Parameters
The implied subscript parameter provides an alternative name for a multiply-occurring input or work field. This parameter
is commonly used to simplify references to specific occurrences of multiply-occurring fields. It also provides an optional
method of outputting tables of information.

A reference to a field defined on an implied subscript parameter is a reference to the multiply-occurring field and to the
index value associated with that field on the implied subscript parameter.

Example

The LOC-NUM.COUNT identifies a specific occurrence of the multiply-occurring field LOC-NUM. The implied subscript
parameter renames the field LOCATION. A reference to LOCATION on a SELECT/BYPASS, SORT, edit, or process
parameter implies a reference to a specific occurrence of LOC-NUM, depending on the value of COUNT.

4415 LOCATION LOC-NUM.COUNT
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Implied Subscript Parameters Details
Provides an alternative name for a multiply-occurring input or work field.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

      Col

      2

      ▼

►►─┬─ nn ─┬─ 15 ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ GW ─┘

 ►─┬─ reference-field-name base-field-name-expression ─┬─────────────┬─┬──────►◄

   │                                                   └─ increment ─┘ │

   └─ GROUP group-id ─┬─ subscript-value ───────┬──────────────────────┘

                      └─ subscript-field-name ──┘

Expansion of Base-field-name-expression

►►─── base-field-name ─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►◄

                       ├─ .subscript-value ──────┤

                       └─ .subscript-field-name ─┘

Syntax Rules

• nn
Identifies the report with which the implied subscript field is associated. Nn must be a 2-digit number in the range 00
through 99 and must be coded starting in column 2.

• GW
Indicates that the implied subscript work field is available to all reports in the run. GW must be coded starting in column
2.

• 15
Identifies the parameter as an implied subscript definition. The value must be coded in columns 4 and 5. Column 6
must remain blank.

• reference-field-name
Is the alternative name for a specific occurrence of a multiply-occurring field. The name can consist of letters, numbers,
or hyphens. The following rules apply to specifying reference-field-name:
– At least one alphabetic character is required.
– The name cannot begin or end with a hyphen.
– The name cannot be any of the reserved words listed in  Reserved Words.

• base-field-name-expression
Is the name of the multiply-occurring field. See expansion of base-field-name-expression below:

• base-field-name
Specifies the name of a multiply-occurring input field defined on a REC parameter that specifies the keyword ELMNT,
or a multiply-occurring work field defined on a work field definition parameter.

• subscript-value
Is a numeric literal that identifies a specific occurrence of base-field-name; for example, EMPLOYEE-NUM.2 specifies
the second occurrence of EMPLOYEE-NUM.

• subscript-field-name
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Is the name of a singly-occurring numeric input field or work field that identifies an occurrence of base-field-name; for
example, if INDX has a value of 2, EMPLOYEE-NUM.INDX specifies the second occurrence of EMPLOYEE-NUM. The
subscript field definition must not specify a decimal point.
Subscript-value and subscript-field-name must be separated from base-field-name by a period (.). The value of
the subscript should be in the range 1 to n, where n is the number of repetitions of the field name. The value of the
subscript can be tested in procedure logic.
Culprit treats a reference to reference-field-name as though it were a reference to base-field-name-expression, as
illustrated in the following example:

13510001 EMP-NUM

1315 EMP-NUM  EMPLOYEE-NUM.INDX

In the above example, a reference to EMP-NUM on a type 5 edit parameter implies a reference to a specific
occurrence of EMPLOYEE-NUM depending on the value on INDX.

• increment
Is a numeric literal that is added to the subscript value before an occurrence of base-field-name is referenced.
Increment must be in the range 1 through 4095; the total of the increment plus the subscript value must not exceed the
number of occurrences of base-field-name.
The value of the subscript remains unchanged; therefore, one occurrence of the multiply-occurring field can be
referenced relative to another occurrence of the same field.

• GROUP
Establishes a common subscripting field for a group of multiply-occurring input fields.
An implied subscript parameter that specifies the keyword GROUP replaces a reference to an alternative field name
defined on an implied subscript parameter that specifies reference-field-name. If the GROUP implied subscript option
is specified, members of a group of multiply-occurring fields must not be referenced with explicit subscripts for the
report for which the implied subscript parameter is defined. GROUP identifies an implied subscript parameter that
establishes an index for all members of a group of multiply-occurring input fields. Any reference to an element within
the group is interpreted at run time as a reference to the subscripted element. Only one type 15 parameter may be
coded for each REC parameter that specifies the keyword GROUP in each report.

• group-id
Identifies the associated group, as coded on a REC parameter that specifies GROUP. Group-id must be a 2-byte
alphanumeric literal that must be unique for the run.

• subscript-value
Is a numeric literal that is the explicit subscript associated with the group.

• subscript-field-name
Is the name of a singly-occurring numeric work field whose value is the explicit subscript associated with the group.
The subscript field definition must not specify a decimal point.
The value of the subscript should be in the range 1 to n, where n is the number of group repetitions. The subscript
value can be tested in procedure logic.
Culprit treats a reference to an element within the group as though it were a reference to the field name subscripted by
subscript-value or subscript-field-name, as shown in the example below:

REC EMP-INFO 20  GROUP  AA 10.5

REC EMP-ID   1 3 ELMNT  AA

13510010 EMP-ID

1315 GROUP AA 3

In the above example, EMP-ID is a multiply-occurring input field associated with GROUP AA; EMP-ID occurs five
times. A reference to EMP-ID on a type 5 edit parameter implies the third occurrence of this field as determined by the
subscript value defined on the type 15 parameter.

Examples

Sample implied subscript parameters are shown and described below.
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Example 1

REC CUST-INFO        35      GROUP CC  40.6

REC CUSTOMER-NAME     1  20  ELMNT CC  'CUSTOMER NAME'

REC CUSTOMER-ADDRESS 21  20  ELMNT CC  'CUSTOMER ADDRESS'

0115  NAME  CUSTOMER-NAME.3

NAME is defined as the third occurrence of CUSTOMER-NAME. CUSTOMER-NAME is an element of GROUP CC
specified on a REC parameter; it occurs six times.

Example 2

010   INDX  1

0115  NAME  CUSTOMER-NAME.INDX

CUSTOMER-NAME is an element of GROUP CC defined in the preceding example. NAME is defined as an occurrence of
CUSTOMER-NAME, which varies depending on the value of INDX; INDX is a numeric work field initialized to 1.

Example 3

230  AMT.3   1 2 3   SUBS

2315 TOTAL1  AMT.1

2315 TOTAL2  AMT.2

2351*010 AMT.SUBS

2361*010 TOTAL1

2362*010 TOTAL2

TOTAL1 and TOTAL2 are alternate names for the first and second occurrences of the work field AMT; in this example,
TOTAL1 is assigned an initial value of 1 and TOTAL2 is assigned a value of 2. AMT.SUBS accumulates all specific
occurrences of AMT in the extract phase. The total value of AMT.SUBS can be referenced during the output phase.
References to TOTAL1 and TOTAL2 during the output phase produce the current values of the first and second
occurrences of the array that stores values of AMT.

Example 4

REC LOCATION-INFO    20     GROUP AA   8.5

REC LOCATION-ID       1  2  ELMNT AA

REC EFFECTIVE-DATE    3  6  ELMNT AA

01520001 EFFECTIVE-DATE

010   INDX 3

0115  GROUP AA INDX

INDX is the subscript for the elementary fields within GROUP AA; it is a work field initialized to 3. The reference to
EFFECTIVE-DATE on a type 5 edit parameter implies the third occurrence of this field. If the value of INDX changes,
references to LOCATION-ID and EFFECTIVE-DATE imply the field occurrences equal to the value of INDX. The value
of INDX cannot exceed 5, the number of occurrences of GROUP AA. Because an implied subscript is coded for GROUP
AA, explicit references to the elements of GROUP AA are not permitted for report 01; for example, the following reference
would be invalid:

01610010 LOCATION-ID.4
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Example 5

 220 IX 1    TABLE.28 'A' 'B' 'C' 'D' 'E' 'F' 'G'

*                     'H' 'I' 'J' 'K' 'L' 'M' 'N'

*                     'O' 'P' 'Q' 'R' 'S' 'T' 'U'

*                     'V' 'W' 'X' 'Y' 'Z'' '

 2215 COLUMN1  TABLE.IX

 2215 COLUMN2  TABLE.IX  1     $INCREMENT IX BY 1

 2215 COLUMN3  TABLE.IX  2     $INCREMENT IX BY 2

 2215 COLUMN4  TABLE.IX  3     $INCREMENT IX BY 3

 227010 PERFORM 500            $CODE EVALUATING VALUE OF IX

 227020 TAKE

 227500 RELS

 227550 IX ADD 4 IX

 227560 IF IX LE 24 500

 227570 RETURN

 2251*010 COLUMN1

 2251*020 COLUMN2

 2251*030 COLUMN3

 2251*040 COLUMN4

In this example, TABLE is a multiply-occurring work field with 28 entries; IX is a numeric work field initialized to 1.
COLUMN1, COLUMN2, COLUMN3, and COLUMN4 are alternative names for subscripted values of TABLE; these are
defined as implied subscript parameters. An increment is used on all but the first implied subscript parameter for the
purpose of automatically incrementing the subscript value of TABLE.

In type 7 procedure logic, the value of IX increases by 4 until it is greater than 24. Before each increment, Culprit extracts
the type 5 edit parameter information.

An example of the report output appears below:

A           B           C          D

E           F           G          H

I           J           K          L

M           N           O          P

Q           R           S          T

U           V           W          X

Y           Z

  RECORDS WRITTEN FOR REPORT 22 --          7

Copied Code Parameters
Portions of Culprit code that is used frequently can be stored and accessed by several reports or users.

By using stored code, the number of parameters input at run time is reduced, and standard file definitions and procedures
are established. For example, users can store INPUT and REC parameters that define a shared input file. Users can also
store type 7 and type 8 process parameters that perform an operation common to several reports.

Stored code, which can be inserted in a parameter stream at run time, can be maintained in card decks, the data
dictionary, partitioned data sets in a z/OS environment, source statement libraries in a z/VSE environment, Panvalet
libraries, or Librarian libraries. At a z/VM installation, the source can be retrieved from a z/VM MACLIB or a z/OS
partitioned data set. The stored code is inserted during the precompile phase of Culprit processing.

Three parameters are available to copy and modify stored code, as follows:
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• USE
• =COPY
• =MACRO

Inline code can also be modified by using these parameters. Although the copied or inline code is modified for a particular
Culprit run, the modifications do not alter the code that is stored.

Capabilities of Copied Code Parameters

The following table highlights the capabilities of each copied code parameter. Each parameter is discussed separately
below, followed by a discussion of the =MACRO AMLIST routine, which can be used to list the fields of input records.

Function =COPY =MACRO USE
Copies stored code l l l
Substitutes arguments for
symbolic parameters

l l

Assigns default values to
symbolic parameters

l

Parameter nesting l
Parameter changes

Report number l l l
Process sequence numbers l l
Edit parameter type l l
Edit line number l l
Edit column number l l
Character string replacement l
Parameter suppression

INPUT l l l
REC l l
SELECT/BYPASS l
OUTPUT l l
SORT l l
Title l l
Edit l l
Process l l
Work field l l
By character string l
By identification code l

Advantages
Frequently used portions of Culprit code can be stored and accessed by several reports or users. By using stored code,
the number of parameters input at run time is reduced, and standard file definitions and procedures are established. For
example, users can store INPUT and REC parameters that define a shared input file. Users can also store type 7 and type
8 process parameters that perform an operation common to several reports.

Stored Code
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Stored code, which can be inserted in a parameter stream at run time, can be maintained in card decks, the data
dictionary, partitioned data sets in a z/OS environment, source statement libraries in a z/VSE environment, Panvalet
libraries, or Librarian libraries. At a z/VM installation, the source can be retrieved from a z/VM MACLIB or a z/OS
partitioned data set. The stored code is inserted during the precompile phase of Culprit processing.

Three parameters are available to copy and modify stored code, as follows:

• USE
• =COPY
• =MACRO

Inline code can also be modified by using these parameters. Although the copied or inline code is modified for a particular
Culprit run, the modifications do not alter the code that is stored.

Capabilities of Copied Code Parameters

The following table highlights the capabilities of each copied code parameter. Each parameter is discussed separately
below, followed by a discussion of the =MACRO AMLIST routine, which can be used to list the fields of input records.

Function =COPY =MACRO USE
Copies stored code l l l
Substitutes arguments for
symbolic parameters

l l

Assigns default values to
symbolic parameters

l

Parameter nesting l
Parameter changes

Report number l l l
Process sequence numbers l l
Edit parameter type l l
Edit line number l l
Edit column number l l
Character string replacement l
Parameter suppression

INPUT l l l
REC l l
SELECT/BYPASS l
OUTPUT l l
SORT l l
Title l l
Edit l l
Process l l
Work field l l
By character string l
By identification code l
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USE Parameter Overview
The USE parameter provides all the capabilities of the =COPY and =MACRO parameters, as well as special capabilities
that are unique to USE. The amount of coding required to process stored code is reduced with the USE parameter
compared with =COPY and =MACRO parameters, and the number of tasks handled internally is increased.

Capabilities that are unique to the USE parameter appear below:

• Keywords and key values that correspond to symbolic parameters can be coded; these expressions can be used to
assign values to the symbolic parameters. Symbolic parameters appear in copied code in the form &&1 through &&9
and &&A through &&Z.

• Default values can be defined for symbolic parameters. If no user-coded value is provided for the symbolic parameter,
the default value is used during processing.

• Null values can be defined in character strings that can be used as values for symbolic parameters.
• Character strings can be replaced.
• Culprit parameters can be eliminated based on the processing requirements of a particular report.
• USE parameters can be nested; that is, the USE parameter can appear in the code that is copied.

The following table provides an overview of the parameters and clauses associated with the USE parameter.

Clause Tasks Performed
WITH VALUES Defines values for symbolic parameters
CHANGE Requests changes in copied or inline code
DROP/KEEP Drops or keeps parameters based on individual processing needs
RENUMBER Resequences type 7 and type 8 process parameters
DEFAULT Associates keyword expressions with symbolic parameters and

defines default values for these parameters
END Indicates the end of a portion of inline Culprit code processed by

using a USE * parameter

One or more USE parameters can be nested in copied code. Each USE parameter in the copied code is added to the
nesting hierarchy; the hierarchy determines the number of levels of Culprit processing. There is no limit to the number of
nesting levels.

The following two figures illustrate the Culprit input parameters that include nested USE parameters and the Sequential
Parameter Listing for these input parameters respectively. Culprit modifies the code and outputs the changes on the
Sequential Parameter Listing. Culprit also outputs a two-digit number that indicates the level of nesting and the source
of the modified code; in this example, SYSIN indicates that the source of code is inline. The nesting information is output
following each USE statement and, in this example, following each END clause.

Inline Code Containing Nested USE Parameters

 USE * CHANGE 'TITLE' TO 'PRINCE'

  IN  80 DD=EMPFILE

  REC EMP-NAME    1 25         'EMPLOYEE' 'NAME'

  REC EMP-LNAME  11 15

  REC SALARY     70 10 3 DP=2

  REC TITLE      50 20         'TITLE'

 USE *

 CHANGE 'AVG-SAL' TO 'AVERAGE-SAL' AND R TO 22

  010 COUNT 1

  010 AVG-SAL DP=2 0
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 USE * CHANGE ',0,' TO ',-,'

  013EMPLOYEE SALARY REPORT

  01SORT TITLE,0,EMP-LNAME

 END

  01510000 COUNT

  0151*010 TITLE HR   SZ=20

  0151*020 EMP-NAME HR

  0151*030 SALARY F$ SZ=10 HF

 USE * DROP '62'

  0161*030 SALARY SZ=10 F$

  0162*010 LABEL.2

  0162*030 COUNT SZ=10

 END

 USE * RENUMBER 8

  018500   SALARY / COUNT  AVG-SAL

 END

 END

 END

Sequential Parameter Listing of Code Modified by Nested

 mm/dd/yy                     SEQUENTIAL PARAMETER LISTING    Vnn.n  PAGE     1

 00 ** SYSIN **                           USE * CHANGE 'TITLE' TO 'PRINCE'

 01 ** SYSIN **                            IN  80 DD=EMPFILE

   INSTALLATION SECURITY OPTION IS NO

                                           REC EMP-NAME    1 25         'EMPLOYEE' 'NAME'

                                           REC EMP-LNAME  11 15

                                           REC SALARY     70 10 3 DP=2

                                           REC PRINCE      50 20         'PRINCE'

                                          USE *

                                          CHANGE 'AVG-SAL' TO 'AVERAGE-SAL' AND R TO 22

 02 ** SYSIN **                            220 COUNT 1

                                           220 AVERAGE-SAL DP=2 0

                                          USE * CHANGE ',0,' TO ',-,'

 03 ** SYSIN **                            223EMPLOYEE SALARY REPORT

                                           22SORT PRINCE,-,EMP-LNAME

                                          END

 02 ** SYSIN **                            22510000 COUNT

                                           2251*010 PRINCE HR   SZ=20

                                           2251*020 EMP-NAME HR

                                           2251*030 SALARY F$ SZ=10 HF

                                          USE * DROP '62'

 03 ** SYSIN **                            2261*030 SALARY SZ=10 F$

                                          END

 02 ** SYSIN **                           USE * RENUMBER 8

 03 ** SYSIN **                           END

                                           228001   SALARY / COUNT  AVERAGE-SAL

 02 ** SYSIN **                           END

 01 ** SYSIN **                           END
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 ▲      ▲

 │      │

 │      └─────────── Indicates source of code

 │

 └────────────────── Indicates level of nesting

USE parameter syntax appears on the following page.

USE Parameter
Permits the nesting of USE syntax within stored code.

This article describes the following information:

  

Syntax
►►──── USE ─┬──────────────┬─┬─ member-name ────────────────┬─────────────────►

            ├─ DEFINITION ─┤ ├─ 'module-name'─┬───────────┬─┤

            ├─ REPORT ─────┤ │                └─ version ─┘ │

            └─ ROUTINE ────┘ └─ * ──────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ use-clause ─┬──────────────────┬─┘

                  └─ AND use-clause ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──┬───────┬────────►◄

   │            ┌───────────────────────────────────────┐ │  └─ END ─┘

   └─ DEFAULT ──▼─ &&x = ─┬── keyword = key-value  ───┬─┴─┘

                          └┬─────────────┬─ argument ─┘

                           └─ keyword = ─┘

Syntax Rules

•  USE
Identifies a USE parameter. This keyword must precede all other clauses associated with this parameter. USE cannot
appear in code that specifies =COPY or =MACRO parameters.

•  DEFINITION/REPORT/ROUTINE
These are optional identifiers that are for documentation purposes only. If one of these identifiers is used, it must follow
USE and precede member-name or module-name (see below).

•   member-name 
The name by which the stored code is accessed, as follows:
–  Under z/OS, member-name is a member of a partitioned data set (PDS), Librarian library, or Panvalet library.
–  Under z/VSE, member-name is either a book name of a source statement library (SSL) or a member of a Librarian

library or Panvalet library.
–  Under z/VM, member-name is a member of a z/VSE MACLIB or a z/OS partitioned data set.
The code must be stored in a library before run time and must be made available to the precompile phase of Culprit
processing. The code must be stored with a record length of 80 bytes.
If the PARMLIB= option is coded on a PROFILE parameter that appears before the USE parameter, the parameters
are copied from the library specified by the PARMLIB= option. Otherwise, the parameters are copied from the library
selected as the default for PARMLIB at installation.
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NOTE
For more information on system defaults, see the IDMS Installation documentation for your operating system.

•   module-name 
(IDD only) Specifies a 1- to 32-character alphanumeric expression, enclosed in quotation marks, which identifies the
module containing stored code.

•   version 
Specifies the module version number; if no value is specified, Culprit uses the highest version number known to the
data dictionary for module-name.

•  *
This modifies the input stream parameters that immediately follow the USE parameter. An END clause signals the end
of code modified by USE *.

•  DEFAULT
Identifies a DEFAULT clause. One DEFAULT clause is permitted with each USE parameter. In stored code, the
DEFAULT clause should be the first line of code; in inline code, the DEFAULT clause should follow the USE parameter
and associated WITH VALUES, CHANGE, DROP/KEEP, and RENUMBER clauses.

•  &&x =
Represents a symbolic parameter in stored or inline code. Symbolic parameter names are composed of && followed
by a single alphanumeric character in the range 1 through 9 or A through Z. The symbolic parameter must be followed
by an equal sign; no spaces surround the equal sign. Symbolic parameter names in the form &&x must be entered
sequentially, starting with &&1.
This is followed by keyword = key-value or keyword = argument, a 1- to 72-character alphanumeric expression that
associates a symbolic parameter with a keyword expression or argument.
The following rules apply to coding keyword and argument expressions on a DEFAULT clause:
– As many as 35 keyword expressions or arguments can be specified in a DEFAULT clause.
– The keyword or argument expression must appear entirely on one line, and must be separated from other

expressions by either a comma or a space.
– Keyword values or arguments that contain embedded spaces, commas, slashes, or parentheses must be enclosed

in quotation marks.
•   keyword = 

A keyword associated with a symbolic parameter. If a WITH VALUES clause contains a keyword expression, the
keyword definition is expected on the DEFAULT clause. Keyword is optional if the WITH VALUES clause contains
arguments. (The WITH VALUES clause is discussed later in this section.)

•   key-value 
Specifies a default value for the symbolic parameter. Default values are substituted for all symbolic parameters that are
not assigned keyword values in the WITH VALUES clause.

•   argument 
Supplies a default value for the symbolic parameter. Default values are substituted for all symbolic parameters that
are not assigned argument values in the WITH VALUES clause. If no value for a symbolic parameter is defined in a
DEFAULT clause, a null character string is used as the default.

•   use-clause 
Specifies one of four optional clauses associated with the USE parameter that modify the copied or inline code. The
four clauses are WITH VALUES, CHANGE, DROP/KEEP, and RENUMBER
Each clause is discussed separately later in this section.

•  AND
Signals the end of an action or clause and begins a new action or clause. AND links two clauses if it appears between
two USE parameter clauses; that is, a clause that specifies WITH VALUES, CHANGE, DROP/KEEP, or RENUMBER.
Any number of USE parameter clauses can be joined by the keyword AND, as shown in the example below:
USE * DROP 4 AND RENUMBER 7 AND CHANGE 'DEBIT' TO 'CREDIT'

In this example, AND links USE parameter clauses that drop type 4 edit parameters, renumber type 7 process
parameters, and replace a character string.
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When a clause action follows the keyword AND, AND signals the end of a clause action and the start of another action
associated with the same clause, as shown in the example below:
USE * DROP 4 AND FIELD DEPARTMENT

In this example, AND links an action to drop all type 4 edit parameters and an action to drop the parameter that defines
DEPARTMENT. Any number of actions can be linked by using the keyword AND.

•  END
Signals the end of a portion of inline Culprit code processed by a USE * parameter. No additional information, except
comments, can appear with an END clause.

Usage

 Coding Considerations 

Special coding considerations that apply only to the USE parameter are as follows:

•  Quotation marks can be single (') or double ("). Quotation marks are treated in the following manner:
– Matching quotation marks of either variety are used to enclose an expression that contains spaces, commas,

slashes, or parentheses; for example, "CURRENT BALANCE".
– Quotation marks of one type are used to enclose an expression that must retain quotation marks of the other type;

for example, "'ERROR MESSAGE'" is interpreted by Culprit as 'ERROR MESSAGE'.
– Matching quotation marks of either type with no intervening spaces represent a null value; for example, '' or "".

•  Free-form coding applies to the USE parameter. The parameter can be coded in any column in the range 1 through
72 and can extend over any number of lines; continuation lines must not specify an asterisk in column 1.

•  Comments preceded by a dollar sign ($) can appear on any line within the USE parameter. Comments must appear
entirely on one line.

WITH VALUES Clause
The WITH VALUES clause assigns values to symbolic parameters in copied or inline code by means of keyword
expressions or arguments.

Syntax

►►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►◄

   │                   ┌────────────────────────────┐       │

   └─ WITH VALues ( ─┬─▼─ keyword = keyword-value ──┴─┬─ ) ─┘

                     │ ┌────────────────────────────┐ │

                     └─▼─┬─────────────┬─ argument ─┴─┘

                         └─ keyword = ─┘

Syntax Rules

• WITH VALUES
Identifies a WITH VALUES clause. One WITH VALUES clause is permitted with each USE parameter; the WITH
VALUES clause should be coded before any CHANGE, DROP/KEEP, and RENUMBER clauses associated with the
USE parameter.

• keyword =
Specifies a keyword expression or argument enclosed in parentheses, or a list of keyword expressions or arguments
enclosed in parentheses.
Keyword expressions and arguments assign values to symbolic parameters in copied or inline code. Keyword
expressions can be submitted in any order in the WITH VALUES clause; arguments must be submitted in an order that
corresponds sequentially to the symbolic parameters.
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Keyword expressions and arguments are 1- to 72-character alphanumeric expressions.
• keyword-value

Substitutes a value for a symbolic parameter in inline or stored code. Keyword is a keyword associated with the
symbolic parameter through information coded on a DEFAULT clause.
If a value is not assigned to a symbolic parameter on the WITH VALUES clause, the value defined on the DEFAULT
clause is used.

• argument
Substitutes a value for a symbolic parameter in inline or stored code; the first argument in a list is assigned to symbolic
parameter &&1, the second to &&2, and so on. If a default value specified on a DEFAULT clause is to be assigned to a
symbolic parameter, code a comma in place of the argument in the argument stream.

Usage

The following rules apply to coding keyword expressions and arguments on a WITH VALUES clause:

• As many as 35 keyword expressions or arguments can be specified in a WITH VALUES clause.
• A WITH VALUES clause can specify either keyword expressions or arguments, but not both.
• A WITH VALUES clause can extend over any number of lines.
• The keyword expression or argument must appear entirely on one line and must be separated from other keyword

expressions or arguments by a comma or a space.
• A keyword value or argument that contains embedded spaces, commas, slashes, or parentheses must be enclosed in

quotation marks.

If the value substituted for the symbolic parameter is shorter or longer than the 3-character symbolic parameter, the length
of the record is adjusted to accommodate the length of the substituted value. If the adjusted length is greater than 72
characters, continuation lines, with a maximum of 256 characters can be created to accommodate the data.

CHANGE Clause
Modifies copied and inline code, as follows:

• The report number of report-specific Culprit parameters can be changed.
• Character strings can be replaced.

Syntax

►►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►◄

   │         ┌────────────────────────── AND ─────────────────────────────┐ │

   └ CHange ─▼─┬ Rptno TO report-number ─────────────────────────────────┬┴─┘

               └ 'string1' ┬──────────────────────────────┬ TO 'string2' ┘

                           └─ begin-column ┬─────────────┬┘

                                           └ /end-column ┘

Syntax Rules

• CHANGE
Identifies a CHANGE clause. One or more CHANGE clauses can be coded for each USE parameter.

• RPTNO TO report-number
Specifies a new report number for all report-specific parameters. Report-number must be a number in the range 0
through 99. The report number coded in columns 2 and 3 of all report-specific parameters changes to the number
specified by report-number.
Only one CHANGE clause associated with a USE parameter can specify RPTNO TO.

• string-1 TO string-2
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Replaces a character string within a specified column range.
If a range of columns is specified on a CHANGE clause that modifies a character string, the changes apply only to
the first line of a Culprit parameter and not to associated continuation lines. Otherwise, the changes apply to all lines
associated with the Culprit parameter.

• string-1
Specifies an alphanumeric character string that is to be changed. string-1 is a 1- to 70-character value, enclosed in
quotation marks.

• begin-column
Identifies the starting column of a range. Begin-column must be a number in the range 1 through 72; the default is 1.
If begin-column is specified, character string changes occur only within the specified range of columns.

• end-column
Specifies the last column of a range. End-column must be a number in the range 1 through 72; the default is 72. The
value specified for end-column must be equal to or greater than the value specified for begin-column. If specified,
begin-column and end-column must be separated by a slash.

• string-2
Specifies an alphanumeric expression that replaces the original string. String-2 is a 1- to 70-character value, enclosed
in quotation marks.
If the replacement string is a different length than the original string, the record length is adjusted to accommodate
the length of the new string. If the adjusted record length exceeds 72 characters, one or more continuation lines, with
a maximum of 256 characters can be created to accommodate the new string. The entire replacement string must
appear on one line.

• AND
Signals the end of one CHANGE action and the start of another as in the following example:

CHANGE 'CAT' TO 'DOG' AND 'MOUSE' 4/10 TO 'COW'

DROP/KEEP Clause
Selectively drops or keeps Culprit parameters in inline or copied code depending upon parameter type, report number,
field name, identification information, or character strings.

Syntax

►►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────►◄

   │           ┌───────────────────── AND ─────────────────────────┐ │

   └┬─ DROP ─┬─▼─┬─ parameter ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────┬─┴─┘

    └─ KEEP ─┘   │             └─ start ─┬────────┬┘             │

                 │                       └─ /end ─┘              │

                 ├─ Rptno report-number ─────────────────────────┤

                 ├─ FIELD field-name ────────────────────────────┤

                 ├─ ID start ─┬────────┬─────────────────────────┤

                 │            └─ /end ─┘                         │

                 └─ 'string' ─┬─────────────────────────────────┬┘

                              └─ begin-column ─┬───────────────┬┘

                                               └─ /end-column ─┘

Syntax Rules

• DROP/KEEP
Identifies a DROP or KEEP clause. DROP eliminates the specified parameter from the parameter stream; KEEP
retains the specified parameter and eliminates all other parameters. One or more DROP and KEEP clauses can be
associated with a USE parameter.
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When a parameter meets the criteria of both a DROP clause and a KEEP clause, precedence is given to DROP.
Continuation lines associated with a parameter are also dropped or kept except for DROP/KEEP instructions that
specify either the ID option or a column range on a string expression.

• parameter start/end
Specifies that Culprit parameters are dropped or kept.

• parameter
Specifies a valid Culprit parameter type:

Parameter Synonym
INPUT IN
REC  
SELECT SEL
BYPASS BYP
OUTPUT OUT
SORT  
0 W
1  
3 T
4 H
5 D
6 S
7 I
8 B

• start
Specifies the start of a range of edit or process parameters, as follows:
– If parameter specifies an edit parameter (4, 5, or 6), start must be an edit line number in the range 1 through 8.
– If parameter specifies a process parameter, (7 or 8), start must be a sequence number in the range 1 through 999.
If start is not specified, all parameters that specify parameter are dropped or kept.

• end
Specifies the end of the range of edit line numbers or process sequence numbers. This value must follow a slash and
be equal to or greater than start; the default is start.

• RPTNO report
Specifies that all parameters with report coded in columns 2 and 3 are to be dropped or kept. Report must be a
number in the range 0 through 99.

• FIELD field-name
Specifies that any parameters that define field-name are to be dropped or kept; field-name specifies a 1- to 32-
character alphanumeric value that is defined on a REC or work field parameter.
When more than one work field is defined for a single type 0 or type 1 work field parameter, the parameter is dropped
or kept only if field-name is the first field defined on the parameter. In the following example, Culprit will ignore the
request to keep or drop the record if DATA-FIELD is specified. If AGE-FIELD is specified, the requested action will
occur.

010 AGE-FIELD NAME-FIELD DATA-FIELD

• ID start/end
Specifies that parameters within a range of ID values are to be dropped or kept.
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When ID is specified, DROP/KEEP criteria apply only to the first line of the parameter, and not to continuation lines.
• start

A 1- to 8-character alphanumeric expression specifying a partial or complete identifier coded in columns 73 to 80.
• end

A 1- to 8-character alphanumeric expression specifying a partial or complete identifier coded in columns 73 to 80. End
must follow a slash and be equal to or greater than start; the default is start.

• string begin-column/end-column
Specifies that parameters containing an identified character string within a column range are to be kept or dropped.
If a DROP/KEEP clause that specifies a character string also specifies a column range, DROP/KEEP criteria apply
only to the first line of the parameter, not to any continuation lines. If the clause does not specify a column range, all
lines associated with the parameter are dropped or kept.

• string
A 1- to 70-character alphanumeric value, enclosed in quotation marks.

• begin-column
Identifies the starting column of a range. This value must be a number in the range 1 through 72; the default is 1.

• end-column
Specifies the last column of the specified range. This value must be a number in the range 1 through 72 preceded by a
slash and equal to or greater than begin-column; the default is 72.

• AND
Signals the end of one action on a DROP or KEEP clause and the start of another as shown in the example below:

DROP FIELD EMPLOYEE AND 'SALARY' 6/15.

RENUMBER Clause
Changes the sequence numbers on type 7 and type 8 process parameters.

Parameters that do not have sequence numbers are not assigned new sequence numbers; however, these parameters
do maintain their internal relationship to parameters that specify sequence numbers. Sequence numbers specified on
parameters that pass control to other process parameters are changed to the appropriate new values.

Syntax

►►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►◄

   │           ┌─────────────────────── AND ───────────────────────────────┐│

   └ RENumber ─▼─┬┬ 7 ┬┬┬───────────────┬ TO new ┬────────────────────────┬┴┘

                 │└ I ┘│└ start ┬──────┬┘        └ increment BY increment ┘

                 └┬ 8 ┬┘        └ /end ┘

                  └ B ┘

Syntax Rules

• RENUMBER
Specifies a RENUMBER clause; one or more RENUMBER clauses can be associated with a USE parameter. The
RENUMBER clause should be coded after any WITH VALUES, CHANGE, and DROP/KEEP clauses associated with
the USE parameter.

• 7/8
Specifies a type 7 or type 8 process parameter, respectively. A least one space must follow this specification.

• start
Specifies the beginning of a range of sequence numbers to be renumbered. Start must be a value in the range 0
through 999; the default is 0.

• end
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Specifies the end of a range of sequence numbers to be renumbered. End must be a value in the range 0 through 999,
preceded by a slash, and equal to or greater than start; the default is 999. During execution, only those parameters
with sequence numbers within the specified range are renumbered.

• new
Specifies the starting value of the new sequence numbers. New must be a number in the range 0 through 999; the
default is 1. During execution, process parameters are renumbered within the specified range, starting with new.

• BY increment
Specifies an increment value for renumbering. Increment must be a number in the range 1 through 999; the default is
1.

• AND
Signals the end of a RENUMBER action and the start of another, as shown in this example:

RENUMBER 7 001/100 TO 5 BY 10 AND 8 001/020

Examples

Sample USE parameters and associated clauses are shown and described below.

Example 1: USE Parameter

USE DEFINITION CUSTFILE

USE REPORT CUSTLIST

The first USE parameter copies parameters stored in library member CUSTFILE. The second USE parameter copies
parameters stored in library member CUSTLIST.

Example 2: WITH VALUES Clause

USE REPORT 'CUSTLIST' WITH VALUES

           (AMOUNT=50

            NAME=BROWN

            SALES=10000)

This USE parameter copies parameters stored in IDD. Keywords are used to assign values to symbolic parameters in the
stored code. The keywords are associated with the symbolic parameters by using information coded on the DEFAULT
clause. The values specified on the WITH VALUES clause override any specified default values.

Example 3: WITH VALUES Clause

USE CUSTFILE WITH VAL (50, BROWN, , 'THREE PIECE SUITS')

In this example, argument values replace symbolic parameters in the code stored in library member CUSTFILE. &&1 is
assigned a value of 50; &&2 is assigned a value of BROWN; &&3 is assigned a value specified on a DEFAULT clause.
The fourth argument is enclosed in quotation marks because it contains embedded spaces.

Example 4: CHANGE Clause

    -                      ◄-Inline code

    -

USE *

    CHANGE RPTNO TO 12 AND

           '52*010' 4/9  TO '410010' AND

           'CLIENT-NAME' TO 'NAME'
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 113CLIENT ACCOUNTS

 1151*010 CLIENT-NAME

 1152*010 'SALES DISTRICT'

    -                      ◄-More inline code

    -

END

    -

    -                      ◄-More inline code

    -

In this example, the USE parameter modifies inline code that falls between the USE parameter and the END clause.

Report number 11 is changed to Report number 12. Columns 4 through 9 of a type 5 edit parameter are changed as
follows: the detail line becomes a header line and the relative column number is changed to an absolute column number.
Additionally, CLIENT-NAME changes to NAME within columns 1 through 72 on any records that specify this field name.
The length of the records that specify CLIENT-NAME is adjusted to accommodate the shorter value.

Example 5: DROP Clause

USE * DROP FIELD SALARY

      DROP ID 20000100/20000175

 REC SALARY 1 10 2 DP=2

 REC NAME  11 20

 0151*010 NAME

 0151*020 SALARY                                      20000100

 0161*010 'TOTAL COMPENSATION FOR'                    20000125

 0162*010 'FACULTY PROFESSORS'                        20000150

 0162*020 SALARY SZ=11 DP=2                           20000175

END

In this example, inline code that appears between USE and END is modified by the DROP clauses. The first DROP clause
drops the REC parameter that defines SALARY. The second DROP clause instructs Culprit to drop all records with ID
values in the range 20000100 through 20000175; that is, the detail line for SALARY and all the type 6 edit parameters
coded for Report 01. The modified code generates a report that lists the names of the faculty professors.

Example 6: DROP/KEEP Clause

USE *

KEEP 'SALARY' AND 'NAME'

DROP ID 20000100

 REC SALARY 1 10 2 DP=2

 REC NAME  11 20

 0151*010 NAME

 0151*020 SALARY                                      20000100

 0161*010 'TOTAL SALARY'

 0161*020 SALARY SZ=11 DP=2

END

The KEEP clause instructs Culprit to eliminate all parameters except for those that specify the character strings SALARY
and NAME. The DROP clause instructs Culprit to eliminate the parameter with ID 20000100; this parameter also specifies
the character string, SALARY.

When a parameter meets both DROP and KEEP criteria, the DROP clause is executed. The code that results from the
instructions listed above is shown below. The code will cause a run-time error because SALARY must appear on a SORT
parameter or on a type 5 edit parameter in order to appear on a type 6 edit parameter:
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REC SALARY 1 10 2 DP=2

REC NAME  11 20

0151*010 NAME

0161*020 SALARY SZ=11 DP=2

Example 7: RENUMBER Clause

USE REPORT AVERAGE WITH VALUES (COUNT=12)

           RENUMBER 7 AND

                    8 50/100 TO 5 BY 10

Library member AVERAGE contains Culprit parameters that perform a procedure to compute averages. A symbolic
parameter in the code is assigned a value of 12; the keyword COUNT is associated with the symbolic parameter through
information coded on the DEFAULT clause in the stored code.

With the first RENUMBER clause, all sequenced type 7 parameters are renumbered starting with 001. The second
RENUMBER action renumbers type 8 parameters with sequence numbers in the range 50 through 100; the new
sequence numbers begin with 5 and increase by 10.

Example 8: DEFAULT

USE AGERPT                         ◄-Primary input

WITH VALUES (AMOUNT=50)

DEFAULT &&1=AMOUNT=100     ◄-Copy library member AGERPT

        &&2=PERIOD=365

        &&3=START=010184

        &&4=END=123184

 010 AMT &&1  PERIOD &&2

*    START-DATE &&3  FINISH-DATE &&4

         -

         -                        ◄-More stored code

         -

Library member AGERPT contains a report on aging; default values are defined for four symbolic parameters in the stored
code. The USE parameter accesses the code stored in AGERPT; the default values defined on the DEFAULT clause
replace all symbolic parameters within the stored code, with the exception of &&1, which is assigned a value of 50 in the
keyword expression coded on the WITH VALUES clause.

=COPY Parameter Overview
What It Does

The =COPY parameter is used to copy stored code and to modify copied or inline code.

The following types of modifications are available:

• A report number in copied or inline code can be changed.
• An INPUT parameter in stored code can be suppressed.

Modifications made to inline code apply to all subsequent parameters until another =COPY or =MACRO parameter is
encountered. Modifications made to copied code apply only to parameters residing in a member of the stored library or in
a book member. In all cases, the modifications apply only to the Culprit run for which they were specified.
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=COPY Parameter
Copies stored code and modifies copied or inline code.

This article describes the following information:

  

Syntax
      Col

      1

      ▼

►►─── =COPY ─┬─ member-name ─────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬─────►

             ├─ 'module-name' ─┬───────────┬─┤ └─ Rptno= report-number ─┘

             │                 └─ version ─┘ │

             └─ * ───────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └┬─ INput ───┬─ = NO ─┘

    └─ FilCard ─┘

Syntax Rules

•  =COPY
Identifies an =COPY parameter. It must be coded starting in column 1.
The entire statement must be contained on one line. One or more spaces must separate =COPY from the variable
information that follows. =COPY cannot be specified in a report that specifies the USE parameter. The =COPY
parameter cannot be nested; therefore, it cannot be specified in stored code.

•   member-name/module-name/* 
Identifies the source of code to be modified.

•   member-name 
The name by which the stored code is accessed, as follows:
–  Under z/OS, the name identifies a member of a partitioned data set (PDS), Librarian library, or Panvalet library.
–  Under z/VSE, the name identifies a book of a source statement library (SSL), a member of a Librarian library, or a

member of a Panvalet library.
–  Under z/VM, member-name is a member of a z/VM MACLIB or a z/OS partitioned data set.
The accessed code must be stored in a library prior to run time and made available to the precompile phase of Culprit
processing. The code must be stored with a record length of 80 bytes.
If the PARMLIB= option is coded on a PROFILE parameter that appears before the USE parameter, the parameters
are copied from the library specified on the PARMLIB= option. Otherwise, the parameters are copied from the library
selected as the default for PARMLIB at installation time.

NOTE
 For more information on system defaults, see the IDMS Installation documentation for your operating
system.

•   module-name 
(IDD users only) Specifies a 1- to 32-character alphanumeric expression, enclosed in single quotation marks, that
identifies the module containing stored code.

•   version 
Specifies the module version number; if no value is specified, Culprit uses the highest version number known to the
data dictionary for module-name.

•  *
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Indicates that parameters entered directly in the input parameter stream are to be modified. The =COPY parameter
applies to all parameters immediately following it up to the next =COPY or =MACRO parameter (if any).

•  RPTNO = report-number 
A keyword expression that changes the report number coded in columns 2 and 3 of all inline or copied parameters to
the number specified by report. Report-number must be a number in the range 00 through 99.
Only one report number can be associated with an =COPY parameter. Parameters that do not contain a report
number, such as input definition parameters, are not affected by an =COPY parameter that specifies RPTNO=.

•  INPUT = NO
A keyword expression that suppresses delivery of the INPUT parameter in copied code. If this expression is used, an
alternative INPUT parameter must be supplied before the =COPY parameter.
FILCARD may be used as a synonym for INPUT.

Examples

Sample =COPY parameters are shown and described below.

The following report shows a sample Sequential Parameter Listing created by Culprit during the precompile phase in
response to an =COPY parameter. The listing prints plus signs (+) before each line of copied code.

 mm/dd/yy                     SEQUENTIAL PARAMETER LISTING   Vnn.n  PAGE     1

 00 ** SYSIN **                            IN 80

   INSTALLATION SECURITY OPTION IS NO

                                          =COPY RECS                                     ┐

                                        +  REC EMP-NAME      1   25   'EMPLOYEE' 'NAME'  │   Parameters copied

                                        +  REC EMP-LNAME    11   10                      │   from library

 member

                                        +  REC DEPARTMENT   30   20                      ├── RECS

                                        +  REC TITLE        50   20                      │

                                        +  REC SALARY       70   10  3  DP=2             │

                                           01SORT DEPARTMENT,1,TITLE                     ┘

                                           01410010 DEPARTMENT

                                           0151*010 TITLE

                                           0151*020 EMP-NAME

                                           0151*030 SALARY

The following report shows the Input Parameter Listing generated after the sample Sequential Parameter Listing. On this
listing, no distinction is made between parameters included by the =COPY parameter and those in the input parameter
stream.

 mm/dd/yy                     INPUT PARAMETER LISTING        Vnn.n PAGE     1

 ********

 INPUT    RECORD TYPE BLOCK  FILE DESCRIPTION...

 ********

  INPUT   00080   F

 ********

 REC      START SIZE TYPE DP FIELD-NAME                     RECORD-NAME,LEVEL

 ********

  REC     00030  020         DEPARTMENT

  REC     00011  010         EMP-LNAME

  REC     00001  025         EMP-NAME                         'EMPLOYEE'     'NAME'

  REC     00070  010   3   2 SALARY

  REC     00050  020         TITLE

 ********

 SORT     BREAK A/D  SORT FIELD-NAME
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 ********

  01 SORT   1        DEPARTMENT

                     TITLE

 ********

 EDIT     LINE CC COLUMN  VALUE OR FIELD-NAME AND EDIT OPTIONS...

 ********

  01  4     1      0010   DEPARTMENT

 ********

 EDIT     LINE CC COLUMN  VALUE OR FIELD-NAME AND EDIT OPTIONS...

 ********

  01  5     1      *010   TITLE

  01  5     1      *020   EMP-NAME

  01  5     1      *030   SALARY

  EXTRACT WILL BE PERFORMED

  PROFILE OPTION IN EFFECT: RELEASE =  6

 Example 1 

=COPY PARAMETERS RPTNO=14

Culprit parameters are copied from library member PARAMETERS. The report number of all report-specific parameters is
changed to 14.

 Example 2 

=COPY * RPTNO=02

 06OUT D

 063'STUDENT ACCOUNTS'

 0651*010 NAME

     -                   ◄More inline code

     -

=MACRO *

=MEND

     -

     -                  ◄-More inline code

In this example, the inline code between the =COPY and =MACRO parameters is modified. Report number 06 is changed
to 02.

 Example 3 

 INPUT 80 F 400 PS(3375)

=COPY INPUTPARAMS IN=NO

Except for any INPUT parameters, all of the parameters contained in library member INPUTPARAMS are copied. An
alternative INPUT parameter is provided before the =COPY parameter.

=MACRO Parameter Overview
=MACRO parameters copy stored code and modify inline and copied code.

The following types of modifications are available using =MACRO and its associated parameters, =DROP and =CHANGE:
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• Arguments can replace symbolic parameters.
• Parameters can be suppressed.
• Report numbers can be changed.
• Sequence numbers of type 7 or 8 process parameters can be changed.
• Line numbers of edit parameters can be altered.
• Output field positions on edit parameters can be changed.

Modifications made to inline code apply to all subsequent parameters until another =COPY or =MACRO parameter is
encountered. Modifications made to stored code apply only to parameters contained in the stored member or book. In all
cases, modifications apply only to the Culprit run for which they were specified.

=MACRO Parameter
Copies stored code and modifies inline and copied code.

Syntax
       Col

      1

      ▼

►►─── =MACRO ─┬─ member-name ─────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬────►

              ├─ 'module-name' ─┬───────────┬─┤ │     ┌────────────┐     │

              │                 └─ version ─┘ │ └─ ( ─▼─ argument ─┴─ ) ─┘

              └─ * ───────────────────────────┘

 

 ►─── =drop-clause ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─── =change-clause ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─── =MEND ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Syntax Rules

• =MACRO
Identifies the =MACRO parameter. It is coded starting in column 1 and is followed by one or more spaces.

• member-name/module-name/*
Identifies the source of code to be modified. library

• member-name
The member name by which the stored code is accessed, as follows:
– Under z/OS or , the name is a member of a partitioned data set (PDS), Librarian library, or Panvalet library.
– Under z/VSE, the name is a book of a source statement library (SSL), a member of a Broadcom Broadcom
Parameters must be stored in a library prior to run time and made available to the precompile phase of Culprit
processing. The code must be stored with a record length of 80 bytes.
If the PARMLIB= option is coded on a PROFILE parameter that appears before the USE parameter, the parameters
are copied from the library specified on the PARMLIB= option. Otherwise, the parameters are copied from the library
selected as the default for PARMLIB at installation.

NOTE
For more information on system defaults, see the IDMS installation information in the IDMS documentation.

• module-name
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(IDD users only) Specifies a 1- to 32-character alphanumeric expression, enclosed in single quotation marks that
identifies the module containing stored code.

• version
Specifies the version number of the module. If no value is specified, Culprit uses the highest version number known to
the data dictionary for module-name.

• *
Indicates that parameters placed directly in the input parameter stream are to be modified. The =MACRO parameter
applies to all parameters that immediately follow the =MEND parameter up to the next =COPY or =MACRO parameter,
if any.

• argument
Specifies a single value or a list of values enclosed in parentheses; each value is a 1- to 53-character alphanumeric
value that replaces a symbolic parameter in copied code. Up to 35 arguments can be specified.
The order of the listed arguments is important; the first argument is assigned to symbolic parameter &&1, the second
to &&2, and so on. The sequence of symbolic parameters is &&1 through &&9 followed by &&A through &&Z. Symbolic
parameters that appear in comments or in fixed-format portions of a parameter are not replaced. An =MACRO
parameter that contains symbolic parameters is illustrated under examples.
If the value of the symbolic parameter is shorter or longer than the 3-character symbolic parameter, the length of
the record is adjusted to accommodate the length of the substituted value. If the length of the record exceeds 72
characters, one or more continuation lines, to a maximum of 256 characters, are created to accommodate the data.
The following rules apply to coding a list of arguments on an =MACRO parameter:
– As many as 35 arguments can be specified over any number of lines.
– Each argument must appear on one line and must be separated from other arguments by a comma or a space.
– Arguments that contain embedded spaces, commas, slashes, apostrophes, or parentheses must be enclosed in

quotation marks. To print an apostrophe, code two single quotation marks; for example, 'ERNIE''S'.
• =drop-clause

Specifies an optional parameter associated with the =MACRO parameter. This parameter is discussed separately later
in this section.

• =change-clause
Specifies an optional parameter associated with the =MACRO parameter. This parameter is discussed separately later
in this section.

• =MEND
Signals the end of an =MACRO parameter. Each =MACRO parameter must have a corresponding =MEND parameter.
Any number of =DROP and =CHANGE clauses can be entered between an =MACRO and an =MEND parameter.
=MEND must be coded starting in column 1; no other information may appear on the same line. Parameters that are
modified inline by an =MACRO * instruction must appear immediately after the =MEND parameter.

Usage

The following coding considerations apply to the =MACRO parameter:

• An =MACRO parameter can continue from one line to the next. An asterisk (*) is required in column 1 of each
continuation line.

• An =MACRO parameter is limited by any one of the following conditions:
– A maximum of 40 lines of code
– A maximum of 400 characters
– A maximum of 100 keywords, delimiters, and operands

Note: Within each =MACRO parameter (that is, =MACRO and any associated parameters), a maximum of 20
keyword expressions (that is, REC=, TYPE=, CNST=, OLD=, and NEW=) is permitted. Each occurrence of a
keyword expression must appear entirely on one line.

• Each =MACRO parameter must end with an =MEND parameter; optional parameters (that is, =DROP or =CHANGE)
must be specified between an =MACRO and an =MEND parameter.

• Comments must be coded immediately after the =MACRO statement and before any =MACRO clauses:
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 =MACRO *

 * $THIS IS A COMMENT

 =DROP REC=TITLE

 =MEND

 

Example

The following is a sample =MACRO statement with symbolic parameters.

Five symbolic parameters (&&1 through &&5) appear in the Culprit parameters associated with the =MACRO parameter.
The arguments corresponding to the symbolic parameters are listed in parentheses on the =MACRO parameter:

   IN  80

   REC EMP-NAME    1 25         'EMPLOYEE' 'NAME'

  REC EMP-LNAME  11 15

  REC SALARY     70 10 3 DP=2

  REC DEPARTMENT 30 20         'DEPARTMENT'

 =MACRO * (DEPARTMENT 'BRAIN STORMING      ' EMP-NAME SALARY 60000)

 =MEND

  01SORT DEPARTMENT,-,EMP-LNAME

  013EMPLOYEE SALARIES

  010COUNT 1

  017010 &&1 NE &&2 DROP

  017    &&4 GE &&5 DROP

  017030 COUNT + 1 COUNT

  0151*010 &&3           HR

  0151*020 &&4     SZ=7  F2  HF

  0161*010 'TOTAL COUNT'

  0161*020  COUNT  SZ=8

 

=DROP Clause
Eliminates one or more of the following Culprit parameters from inline and copied code:

INPUT parameters
REC parameters
SORT parameters
OUTPUT parameters

Title parameters
Edit parameters
Process parameters
Work field parameters

Syntax

      Col

      1

      ▼

►►─── =DROP ─┬─────────────┬──┬────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

             └┬─ INput ───┬┘  │ ┌────────────────────┐ │

              └─ FilCard ─┘   └─▼─ REC = field-name ─┴─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────────┬─►◄

   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────┐ │ │ ┌──────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─ Type = ─┬ id ───────────────────┬┴─┘ └─▼─ Cnst = work-field-name ─┴─┘
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                └ ( start-id, end-id ) ─┘

Syntax Rules

• =DROP
Identifies an =DROP clause. Within each =MACRO parameter, =DROP clauses are processed before any =CHANGE
clauses.

• INPUT
Eliminates an INPUT parameter in copied or inline code. The user must supply an alternative INPUT parameter before
the =MACRO parameter.

• REC = field-name
A keyword expression that eliminates the REC parameter that defines the specified field in copied or inline code. Field-
name must be specified as it appears on the REC parameter.

• TYPE =
A keyword expression that suppresses delivery of all parameters that contain the specified parameter ID or that fall
within the range of specified parameter ids, as follows:

• id
Specifies a valid Culprit parameter type, as follows:
– A SORT parameter
– An OUTPUT (OUT) parameter
– A title (3 or T) parameter
– An edit parameter in the form abcccc, where a identifies the type of edit parameter, that is, 4 (H), 5 (D), or 6 (S); b

identifies an optional edit line number in the range 1 through 8; and cccc identifies an optional column position
– A process parameter in the form abbb, where a identifies the type of process parameter, that is, 7 (I) or 8 (B); and

bbb identifies an optional sequence number
Each inline or copied parameter, starting with column 4, is compared to the value of id for the length of id. When a
match occurs, the inline or copied parameter is eliminated.
Note: If a process parameter with a sequence number is dropped, any process parameters that immediately follow and
that do not specify sequence numbers are also dropped.

• start-id, end-id
Specifies a range of edit or process parameters, enclosed in parentheses. The length of both values must be the
same. A comma or at least one space must separate the two range values.
Each inline or copied parameter, starting with column 4, is compared with the range of values for the length of a range
value. If the inline or copied parameter falls within the range of values inclusive, the parameter is eliminated.

• CNST = work-field-name
A keyword expression that suppresses delivery of the specified work field defined on a work field parameter or on an
implied subscript parameter. Other field names defined on the same work field parameter are retained.

Usage

The following coding considerations apply to the =DROP clause:

• =DROP is coded starting in column 1; =DROP instructions can continue from one line to the next. An asterisk (*) is
required in column 1 of each continuation line.

• An =DROP clause is limited by one of the following conditions:
– A maximum of 400 characters
– A maximum of 100 keywords, delimiters, and operands.

Note: Within each =MACRO parameter (that is, =MACRO and any associated parameters), a maximum of 20
keyword expressions (that is, REC=, TYPE=, CNST=, OLD=, and NEW=) is permitted. Each occurrence of a
keyword expression must appear entirely on one line.

• An =DROP clause can appear one or more times within an =MACRO parameter.
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CHANGE Clause
Modifies copied and inline code, as follows:

• The report number of report-specific Culprit parameters can be changed.
• Character strings can be replaced.

Syntax

►►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►◄

   │         ┌────────────────────────── AND ─────────────────────────────┐ │

   └ CHange ─▼─┬ Rptno TO report-number ─────────────────────────────────┬┴─┘

               └ 'string1' ┬──────────────────────────────┬ TO 'string2' ┘

                           └─ begin-column ┬─────────────┬┘

                                           └ /end-column ┘

Syntax Rules

• CHANGE
Identifies a CHANGE clause. One or more CHANGE clauses can be coded for each USE parameter.

• RPTNO TO report-number
Specifies a new report number for all report-specific parameters. Report-number must be a number in the range 0
through 99. The report number coded in columns 2 and 3 of all report-specific parameters changes to the number
specified by report-number.
Only one CHANGE clause associated with a USE parameter can specify RPTNO TO.

• string-1 TO string-2
Replaces a character string within a specified column range.
If a range of columns is specified on a CHANGE clause that modifies a character string, the changes apply only to
the first line of a Culprit parameter and not to associated continuation lines. Otherwise, the changes apply to all lines
associated with the Culprit parameter.

• string-1
Specifies an alphanumeric character string that is to be changed. string-1 is a 1- to 70-character value, enclosed in
quotation marks.

• begin-column
Identifies the starting column of a range. Begin-column must be a number in the range 1 through 72; the default is 1.
If begin-column is specified, character string changes occur only within the specified range of columns.

• end-column
Specifies the last column of a range. End-column must be a number in the range 1 through 72; the default is 72. The
value specified for end-column must be equal to or greater than the value specified for begin-column. If specified,
begin-column and end-column must be separated by a slash.

• string-2
Specifies an alphanumeric expression that replaces the original string. String-2 is a 1- to 70-character value, enclosed
in quotation marks.
If the replacement string is a different length than the original string, the record length is adjusted to accommodate
the length of the new string. If the adjusted record length exceeds 72 characters, one or more continuation lines, with
a maximum of 256 characters can be created to accommodate the new string. The entire replacement string must
appear on one line.

• AND
Signals the end of one CHANGE action and the start of another as in the following example:

CHANGE 'CAT' TO 'DOG' AND 'MOUSE' 4/10 TO 'COW'
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=MACRO AMLIST Overview
What It Does

The =MACRO AMLIST routine is used to list the contents of data files. The listings provided by the AMLISTn routine can
be used to review the contents or check the format and sequence of records on file before Culprit reports are run against
the file.

AMLISTn is stored in the Culprit source library at installation. The routine lists from three to ten fields from any file for the
specified number of records. The routine prints records in the order they appear on the file, without totals. AMLISTn can
be modified, however, to sort the records, select specified records, and print total lines.

=MACRO AMLIST
Lists the contents of data files.

Syntax

    Col

    1

    ▼                                                      ┌──────────────┐

►►─ =MACRO AMLIST field-count ( ┬ record-count ┬ 'header' ─▼─ field-name ─┴ )─►

                                └ ALL ─────────┘

 ►─ =MEND ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Syntax Rules

• =MACRO AMLIST
Identifies the list routine instruction. It must be coded starting in column 1.

• field-count
Specifies the number of fields to be listed in the report. Field-count must be a number in the range 3 through 10.

• record-count
Specifies the number of records to be printed; record-count must be a positive integer value.

• ALL
Specifies that all records of the file are to be printed in the report.

• 'header'
A 1- to 53-character alphanumeric literal that specifies a header for the report. 'Header' must be enclosed in single
quotation marks.

• field-name
Specifies the names of fields to be listed in the report. The field names must be defined on REC parameters. These
names also serve as report column headers. The number of field names specified must be the same as the number
coded for field-count.

• =MEND
Signals the end of an =MACRO parameter. Each =MACRO parameter must have a corresponding =MEND parameter.
=MEND must be coded starting in column 1; no other information may appear on the same line.

Usage

The report generated by the =MACRO AMLIST parameter can be modified by coding Culprit parameters immediately
following the =MEND instruction, as described below:
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• A SORT parameter can be used to sort the records within the report.
• A type 7 process parameter can be used to select records to be output.
• Type 6 edit parameters can be used to generate totals for the report.

Usage

=MACRO AMLIST parameters can continue from one line to the next; an asterisk (*) is required in column 1 of each
continuation line.

=CHANGE and =DROP clauses can follow an =MACRO AMLIST instruction; an =MEND instruction must follow.

Examples

Sample =MACRO AMLIST parameters are shown and described below.

Example 1

 REC EMP-NAME  1  25

 REC TITLE    50  20

 REC SALARY   70  10   3 DP=2

=MACRO AMLIST3 (10 'COMPANY EMPLOYEES' EMP-NAME TITLE

*               SALARY)

=MEND

The =MACRO AMLIST parameter outputs three input file fields: EMP-NAME, TITLE, and SALARY. The first ten records
in the input file will print; the field names act as column headers. The report will contain detail information only; the header
for the report is COMPANY EMPLOYEES.

The following two figures illustrate the Sequential Parameter Listing generated by the =MACRO AMLIST instruction and
the report generated. The Sequential Parameter Listing displays a plus sign (+) to identify parameters copied by the
AMLIST instruction. Culprit substitutes the argument values for the symbolic parameters; two plus signs (++) identify
parameters for which a substitution has occurred.

Example 2

=MACRO AMLIST3 (10 'COMPANY EMPLOYEES' EMP-NAME TITLE

*               SALARY)

=CHANGE R=01

=MEND

 01SORT TITLE,-

 017010 SALARY GT 25000 DROP

 0161*030 SALARY

The =MACRO AMLIST parameter is the same as the one described in the above example except that the report
generated by this statement is modified by the =CHANGE clause, the SORT parameter, the type 7 process parameter,
and the type 6 edit parameter that follow the =MEND clause. In this example, the records print in alphabetical order by job
title. Records with a value for SALARY greater than 25000 are not extracted. The total line prints the accumulated value
for SALARY for each control break and at the end of the output phase.

Sequential Parameter Listing Using =MACRO AMLIST

 mm/dd/yy                     SEQUENTIAL PARAMETER LISTING   Vnn.n  PAGE

 00 ** SYSIN **                            IN 80

   INSTALLATION SECURITY OPTION IS NO
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                                           REC EMP-NAME  1  25

                                           REC TITLE    50  20

                                           REC SALARY   70  10   3 DP=2

                                          =MACRO AMLIST3 (10 'COMPANY EMPLOYEES' EMP-NAME TITLE

                                          *               SALARY)

                                          =MEND

                                    ┌── +  03$00****Culprit ROUTINE-AMLIST3

                                    │   +  030 SEQUENCE ALL

                                    │   +  033DETAIL LIST

                                    │   +  034100010&&2

                                    │   ++ 034100010'COMPANY EMPLOYEES'

                                    │   +  03420001 ' '

               Parameters           │   +  0351*010 &&3           HF

               copied from          │   ++ 0351*010 EMP-NAME      HF

               library member ──────┤   +  0351*020 &&4           HF

               AMLIST3              │   ++ 0351*020 TITLE         HF

                                    │   +  0351*030 &&5           HF

                                    │   ++ 0351*030 SALARY        HF

                                    │   +  0368*001 ' '

                                    │   +  037110SEQUENCE A  1        SEQUENCE      $  COUNT RECORDS READ

                                    │   +  037            M  &&1      ALL           $  GET MAXIMUM

                                    │   ++ 037            M  10       ALL           $  GET MAXIMUM

                                    │   +  037   ALL      EQ 0        TAKE          $  TAKE ALL RECORDS

                                    │   +  037   SEQUENCE GT &&1      DROP          $  DROP IF OVER MAXIMUM

                                    └── ++ 037   SEQUENCE GT 10       DROP          $  DROP IF OVER MAXIMUM

Report Generated Using =MACRO AMLIST

 REPORT NO. 03               DETAIL LIST                 mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

 COMPANY EMPLOYEES

 ▲                              ┌─

 │    Field names───────────────┤ EMP─NAME                           TITLE                              SALARY

 │    used as                   └─

 │    column             TERRY     CLOTH                      HUMIDITY CONTROL CLK                            38,000.00

 │    headers            PHINEAS   FINN                       KEEPER OF BALLOONS                              45,000.00

 │                       JOE       KASPAR                     WINTERIZER                                      31,000.00

 │                       MARK      TIME                       WINTERIZER                                      33,000.00

 │                       ROGER     WILCO                      MGR THERMOREGULATION                            80,000.00

 │                       ROY       ANDALE                     SNOWBLOWER                                      33,500.00

 │                       HARRY     ARM                        STURM/

DRANG ADMIN                               46,000.00

 │                       C.        BREEZE                     KEEPER OF THE WINDS                             38,000.00

 │                       CAROLYN   CROW                       RAINDANCE CONSULTANT                            37,500.00

 │                       BURT      LANCHESTER                 RAINMAKER                                       54,500.00

 │

 │ RECORDS WRITTEN FOR REPORT 03 --         16

 │

 │

 │

 └────── Report header
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Culprit in the IDMS/DB Environment
Most of the information presented in this documentation also applies to Culprit runs that access an IDMS/DB database.
However, database access runs also include Culprit parameters that are unique to the IDMS/DB environment. These
parameters are required to access the type of structures that are stored in an IDMS/DB database.

Non-SQL Defined Database

The following structures are associated with non-SQL defined databases:

• Database records
• Logical records
• Tables

SQL Defined Database

A table structure is associated with SQL defined databases. See Accessing SQL Defined Tables.

Database Record Access
By using database records, the user can specify a path to navigate the a non-SQL defined database. The path consists
of a string of one or more database records connected according to established set relationships. The following figure
illustrates a non-SQL defined database structure in which the records participate in set relationships.

NOTE
Culprit navigates the database according to the set relationships that connect one record type to another.

Culprit can access records in a database by using an area sweep, that is, sequentially within an area or directly by using a
CALC-key value, a db-key value, or an index-key value:
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• A CALC-key value is a value of a designated field in the record, such as the employee ID field. In the figure given
earlier, the EMPLOYEE, DEPARTMENT, OFFICE, JOB, SKILL, and INSURANCE-PLAN records can be accessed by
using a CALC-key value.

• A db-key (database key) value identifies the physical address of the record in the database. Every record can be
retrieved by using its db-key value.

• An index-key value is a value of a designated field in the record that has an index established on it; for example, the
EMPLOYEE record is indexed according to employee last names. The SKILL and JOB records in the figure given
earlier are also indexed.

Logical Record Access
By using logical records, the user can navigate a non-SQL defined database without knowing the structure of the
database. A logical record is a concatenation of one or more database records that appears to the Culprit user as a single
record. For example, the following report illustrates the subschema definition of the EMP-JOB-LR logical record, which
includes the DEPARTMENT, EMPLOYEE, OFFICE, and JOB records shown in the figure earlier shown.

     ADD

     LOGICAL RECORD NAME IS EMP-JOB-LR

        ELEMENTS ARE

          EMPLOYEE

          DEPARTMENT

          JOB

          OFFICE

NOTE
 Logical records concatenate a string of database records. For example, EMP-JOB-LR contains four record
types. Users do not need to know the set relationships between these record types to access information.

Culprit accesses logical records as they are encountered in the database. Users can specify logical record key values to
selectively retrieve logical records. A logical record key is any logical record field.

NOTE
 For more information about creating and using logical records, see the IDMS Logical Record Facility
documentation.

Table Access and Creation
Non-SQL Defined Tables

Culprit users have the ability to access information in tables or views of tables as well as create and populate tables.
A table maintains information in rows and columns, where one row represents a single record occurrence and one
column entry represents a field within the record. Internally, each table is defined as a logical record. The following report
illustrates employee information stored in table format.

                EMP-

NAME                      STREET                    CITY            STATE        ZIP          PHONE

       HERBERT   CRANE                 30 HERON AVE               KINGSTON                NJ        21341       2013341433

       JANE      FERNDALE              60 FOREST AVE              NEWTON                  MA        02576       6178888112

       GEORGE    FONRAD                99 VERDE ST                STOUGHTON               MA        02456       6178882323

       ROBIN     GARDNER               68 75TH ST                 LOWELL                  MA        02945       6174521111

       DOUGLAS   KAHALLY               56 SPELLING AVE            READING                 MA        02317       6173339056

       TERENCE   KLWELLEN              12 RAUNCH ST., APT1        DEDHAM                  MA        02034       6174456123

       SANDY     KRAAMER               56 NASTY WAY               WESTWOOD                MA        02090       6173290002
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       HERBERT   LIPSICH               6 FORENOON ST              WALDEN                  MA        02986       6175555555

       NANCY     TERNER                14 TYPE TERR               READING                 MA        02317       6173333333

Culprit accesses information in a table one row at a time. Users can selectively retrieve rows of the table by coding a
SELECT or BYPASS parameter.

 

Culprit Parameters Unique to Database Access Runs
All of the Culprit parameters introduced earlier in this manual are valid for runs that access an IDMS/DB database.
Four additional parameters, which are listed in the following table, are valid only for database access runs; they are not
appropriate for runs that access conventional file structures. In addition, the INPUT and OUTPUT parameters introduced
earlier contain some unique options in an IDMS/DB environment.

The parameters in the following table are global parameters; that is, they are available to every report in the Culprit run,
unlike report-specific parameters which are available only to the report that defines the parameter.

Culprit Parameters Function
DATABASE Identifies the dictionary that defines the subschema or table to be

accessed
PATH Defines the database navigation route
KEYFILE Defines the physical characteristics of a file that contains key

values with which to access database records directly
KEY Specifies key values with which to access database records

directly
SQL Introduces an embedded SQL statement to retrieve data from an

SQL defined table

Suggested Order
The suggested order of parameters for a non-SQL defined database access run is shown below:

• DATABASE (optional; if specified, it must be first)
• PROFILE
• INPUT, as follows:

– INPUT with the DB option (required to access database records and logical records)
– INPUT with the TABLE= option (required to access tables)

• REC (automatically generated by Culprit or user-defined)
• PATH (required to access database and logical records; automatically generated for tables)
• SELECT/BYPASS (optional; specifies selection criteria for the PATH parameters)
• Global work field/implied subscript (optional)
• In KEYFILE runs, include the following parameters:

– KEYFILE (required)
– REC (optional)
– SELECT/BYPASS (optional)

• KEY (optional)
• SELECT/BYPASS BUFFER (optional)
• Report-specific parameters (repeat for each report in the Culprit run):

– OUTPUT, as follows:
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• OUTPUT (optional)
• OUTPUT with the TABLE= keyword expression (required for output to tables)

– SORT (optional)
– Title (optional; not appropriate for output to a table)
– Edit (at least one type 5 edit parameter is required)
– Process (optional)
– Work field/implied subscript (optional)

SQL Defined Tables
For more information on querying and manipulating data tables in an SQL defined database, see Accessing SQL Defined
Tables.

Culprit Security
Culprit security is established at several levels:

• Installation security  establishes whether Culprit security is on or off.
• Product security  establishes whether a user is authorized to use a certain product.
• User security  establishes whether a user is authorized to access certain products and entities.
• Passkey and Row Level Security establish whether a user is:

– Authorized to access a table owned by another user
– Authorized to access secured rows of a table owned by another user

• Auto attribute security  establishes whether Culprit automatically supplies the characteristics of a file defined to the
IDMS/DB Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD).

Installation Security
Culprit is installed with security either on (enabled) or off. Each operating system has an installation parameter that
controls this option. Refer to your installation documentation for the parameter name. The default is NO. Culprit must be
reinstalled to change the security option. The Sequential Parameter Listing identifies whether security is in effect with the
following statement:

INSTALLATION SECURITY OPTION IS NO (or YES)

If security is established when Culprit is installed, Culprit automatically checks the data dictionary to determine the
security level in effect and to enforce that security. If installation security is not established, security options set in the data
dictionary is ignored. Installations without a database should install Culprit with security off.

Product Security
Culprit security is established in the data dictionary with the SECURITY FOR Culprit IS ON/OFF clause of the SET
OPTIONS FOR DICTIONARY statement. The user submits this statement to the DDDL compiler. When security in the
dictionary is enabled, Culprit checks all user authorizations. Only authorized users can run Culprit jobs that access files or
subschemas defined in the data dictionary.

User Security
The ADD USER statement of DDDL syntax documents users in the data dictionary by assigning users the authority to
access secured products and to perform secured operations, among many other functions.
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The INCLUDE AUTHORITY FOR UPDATE IS Culprit clause specifies that only users with Culprit authority can authorize
other users to access files and subschemas to run Culprit reports. In the following example, user ABC can authorize other
users access to files and subschemas to run Culprit reports, while user DEF is not:

ADD USER NAME IS ABC

    INCLUDE AUTHORITY FOR UPDATE IS Culprit.

ADD USER NAME IS DEF

    EXCLUDE AUTHORITY FOR UPDATE IS Culprit.

The following clauses give a user access to subschemas, conventional files defined to the data dictionary, and tables:

• INCLUDE ACCESS TO SUBSCHEMA authorizes the user to access a specified subschema through Culprit when
Culprit security is enabled.

• INCLUDE ACCESS TO FILE authorizes the user to access a specified flat file through Culprit when Culprit security is
enabled.

• INCLUDE ACCESS TO ASF gives the user authority to access and create tables.
• INCLUDE ACCESS TO IDB gives the user authority to manage the table and to establish communication between

IDD and a personal computer by using IDB (the Information Database).

To remove authority, specify EXCLUDE in place of INCLUDE in the clauses above.

Users can also make changes to record layouts and file definitions if the user is assigned the OVERRIDES option:

ADD USER NAME IS ABC

    Culprit OVERRIDES ARE NOT ALLOWED.

This clause applies to input files or keyfiles that are defined to the data dictionary. As described in Auto Attribute Security,
Culprit automatically supplies the information necessary to characterize files and fields that are used in a Culprit run and
defined to the data dictionary. This clause prevents a user from overriding these automatically supplied characteristics, as
follows:

• The user cannot define a file in terms of record size, record type, block size, file type, or label type on either KEYFILE
or INPUT parameters.

• The user cannot code user-supplied REC parameters for files defined to the data dictionary.

Passkey and Row Level Security
The primary means of controlling access to tables is through the assignment of passkeys. A means of providing limited
access to tables is through the assignment of row level security.

Passkeys give users the authority to perform various operations on tables that they do not own. Row level security allows
or prohibits access to secured rows of tables. Individual users are responsible for assigning passkeys and row level
security for tables in their private catalogs.

Culprit checks passkeys and row level security regardless of whether Culprit security is enabled. In a run that consolidates
more than one table, Culprit applies row level security only to the tables that require it.

NOTE
For more information about table security considerations, see Security for ASF tables.

Auto Attribute Security
Auto attributes define field and file characteristics in IDD that Culprit copies from the data dictionary at run time. Auto
attributes are established in IDD with the Culprit AUTO ATTRIBUTES ARE ON/OFF clause of the SET OPTIONS FOR
DICTIONARY statement.
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Auto Attributes Off

When the clause specifies OFF, Culprit automatically generates REC parameters for fields defined to the data dictionary;
it does not automatically supply the characteristics of input files and keyfiles defined to the data dictionary. For each
field that is defined to the data dictionary and coded on a Culprit parameter, Culprit retrieves the field definition from IDD
and generates a corresponding REC parameter. The field can be a field in a database record or a file defined to data
dictionary.

Auto Attributes On

When the clause specifies ON, Culprit automatically generates REC parameters and retrieves the following
characteristics of a file defined to the data dictionary:

• Record size
• Block size
• Record type
• File and device type
• VSAM type (for VSAM files only)
• Input user module name (for UM type files only)
• Label type

Example

The following example shows a file defined to the data dictionary:

ADD

FILE NAME IS EMPLOYEE VERSION IS 788

    DATE CREATED IS mm/dd/yy

    RECORD SIZE IS 80

    BLOCK SIZE IS  400

    RECORDING MODE IS F

    PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED FOR ALL

    CONTAINS RECORD EMPLOYEE VERSION 788

    CONTAINS RECORD NAME SYNONYM EMPLOYEE VERSION IS 788

    FILE-TYPE IS PS

    DEVICE-TYPE IS 3350.

A Culprit user can override any of these file characteristics by supplying another value on the INPUT parameter. For
example, file EMPLOYEE is defined in the data dictionary with a record size of 80 bytes. A user can override this file
characteristic by coding 100 on the INPUT parameter:

INPUT 100  FN=EMPLOYEE

If auto attributes are in effect (that is, the clause specifies ON), Culprit performs the following when it encounters an
INPUT or KEYFILE parameter that specifies the FN= keyword expression (which indicates that the file is defined to the
data dictionary):

• Retrieves the file characteristics from the data dictionary for all values that are not supplied on the INPUT or KEYFILE
parameter.

• Generates a REC parameter for each field defined to the data dictionary and coded on a Culprit parameter. It adds 4
bytes to the start position defined in the data dictionary when the following conditions are both true:
– The file is defined in the DDDL FILE statement with the following substatements:

RECORDING MODE V
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RECORD DESCRIPTOR NOT DEFINED

– The file is defined in the DDDL FILE statement with any option other than the following substatement:

INCLUDE FILE-TYPE IS VS

NOTE
For more information about defining products, users, and files to IDD, see  IDMS IDD DDDL Reference.

DATABASE Parameter
The DATABASE parameter is an optional parameter that allows you to access a particular data dictionary and to retrieve
data from a particular database in a multiple data dictionary/database environment.

You can also access another DC/UCF system when using the distributed database system. Each DC/UCF system is
a node in the DDS network. Each node controls one or more data dictionaries or databases.

NOTE
For more information about distributed database environments, see Administrating DDS Design and Operations.

Database Environment
A database environment always consists of at least one data dictionary and one database. A data dictionary contains
definitions and information about the input data that Culprit uses at run time. A database contains the input data.

An installation can also establish alternate dictionaries to maintain information specific to a particular application or group
of applications; these dictionaries usually share some information with the startup dictionary.

Similarly, company data can be divided among several databases; for example, an employee database, a production
database, and a test database. A test database usually contains the same type of information as a production database
but contains less data. If the subschemas of the test database and the production database are identical, application
programs do not have to modify the name of the subschema to access one or the other database; the programmer merely
has to identify the database.

 

DATABASE Parameter Syntax
Allows database access.

If specified, DATABASE must be the first parameter in the Culprit parameter stream and must be coded starting in column
2; it cannot be part of code copied using USE, =MACRO, or =COPY parameters.

Syntax
                  ┌───────────────────────────────────┐

►►─── DATABASE ──▼─┬─ DICTNAME = dictionary-name ──┬─┴────────────────────────►

                   ├─ DICTNODE = dictionary-node  ─┤

                   ├─ DBNAME = database-name ──────┤

                   └─ DBNODE = database-node ──────┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ SYSCTL = sysctl-name ─────┤

   ├─ CVMACH = cv-machine-name ─┤

   └─ LOCAL ────────────────────┘
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Syntax Rules

• DICTNAME = dictionary-name
Specifies the name of the dictionary to be accessed for a Culprit run. The dictionary provides the record and set
definitions that describe the subschema to be accessed for the Culprit run. The primary dictionary also stores Culprit
modules that report on the data dictionary.
The default for dictionary-name is the start-up (or primary) dictionary. To utilize the default in an IDD environment, the
start-up dictionary must include ASF and IDB.

• DICTNODE = dictionary-node
(DDS only) Specifies the name of the DC/UCF node that controls the dictionary to be accessed for the Culprit run.

• DBNAME = database-name
Specifies the name of the database from which Culprit retrieves data. DBNAME can identify a user database or a
secondary data dictionary. This keyword expression is required if the subschema specified on the INPUT parameter
maps to more than one database; for example, a test database and a production database.

• DBNODE = database-node
(DDS only) Specifies the name of the DC/UCF node that controls the named database.

• SYSCTL = sysctl-ddname
(z/OS and z/VSE only) Specifies a ddname of a SYSCTL file in the JCL stream. The value specified is the default for
the Culprit run and overrides the default central version in IDMSOPTI. A Culprit run that creates or retrieves tables can
override the SYSCTL= keyword expression specified on the DATABASE parameter.

• CVMACH = cv-machine-name
Specifies the name of the virtual machine in which the DC/UCF system is executing; the default is the name specified
in an IDMSOPTI module. Cv-machine-name is a 2- through 8-character value.
To use this DATABASE parameter option successfully, the CULP0, CULL, and CULE modules must be link edited with
an IDMSOPTI module that was assembled with CENTRAL=YES and CVMACH=cv-machine-name options.

NOTE
For more information about IDMSOPTI modules, see the "Administrating IDMS System Operations" section
of the IDMS documentation.

• LOCAL
Specifies that the Culprit job is to execute locally.

Examples

The following figure illustrates a multiple dictionary/database DDS environment. The examples of DATABASE parameters
that follow reference this figure.
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Example 1

 DATABASE DBNAME=PRODB2

 

The startup dictionary for SYSTEM06 is PRODICT, which contains the schema and subschema source statements that
define a view of the database. PRODB2 is a database that supplies the data for the Culprit run.

Example 2

 DATABASE DICTNAME=TESTDICT DBNAME=TESTDB

 

TESTDICT is the name of an alternate dictionary for SYSTEM06; Culprit accesses this dictionary for a source description
of the subschema specified on the INPUT parameter. TESTDB is the name of an alternate database that supplies the
input data for the run.

Example 3

 DATABASE DICTNAME=PRODICT DBNAME=TESTDICT SYSCTL=SYSTEM06

 

To report on the contents of an alternate dictionary, Culprit must access report modules that are stored in the startup
dictionary and use the alternate dictionary as input for the Culprit job. In this example, PRODICT contains the report
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modules and TESTDICT is the alternate dictionary. The SYSCTL file with ddname SYSTEM06 is the default for the Culprit
run.

Example 4

 DATABASE DBNODE=SYSTEM81

 

The Culprit run uses input parameters obtained from the startup dictionary in the host node, SYSTEM06; the startup
dictionary is PRODICT. Culprit retrieves input data for the run from a database that is controlled by SYSTEM81.

Example 5

  DATABASE DICTNODE=SYSTEM81 DBNODE=SYSTEM81

 *         DBNAME=TESTDB2

 

DICTNODE= specifies the central version node that controls the dictionary to be accessed for record and set definitions.
In this example, the only dictionary defined for node SYSTEM81 is SYSDICT. DBNODE= specifies the central version
node that controls the database to be accessed for input data. DBNAME= specifies the name of the database.

PROFILE Parameter with Database Access
In runs that access database records or tables, the PROFILE parameter can supply the ID and password of the user, as
well as providing a means to override system defaults. The PROFILE parameter is required at installations where Culprit
security is enabled.

Its purpose is to override system defaults, and supply the ID and password of the user.

Syntax

      Col

      2

      ▼         ┌──────────────────────────────┐

►►─── PROfile ──▼─┬─ profile-options ────────┬─┴──────────────────────────────►◄

                  ├─ site-specific-options ──┤

                  └─ error-options ──────────┘

Syntax Rules

Except as described below, the syntax rules, apply to Culprit runs in an IDMS/DB database environment:

• USER = user-id
Identifies an authorized user:
– At an installation where Culprit security is enabled, the user must be defined to the data dictionary. The ADD USER

DDDL statement defines a user to the Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD). For more information, see the IDMS IDD
DDDL Reference section.

– To access or create a table, the user must either be the owner of the table or have passkey authorization for the
table. For more information about passkey authorization, see the IDMS ASF User section.

User-id is a 1- to 32-character alphanumeric value. If user-id contains blanks or special characters (that is, other than
letters, numbers, or hyphens), it must be enclosed in single quotation marks. For more information on special coding
considerations that apply to a user defined to IDD, see the IDMS ASF User section.

• PW = password
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Identifies the password associated with the user named on the PROFILE parameter. The password is established in
the data dictionary using the PASSWORD IS password clause of the ADD USER DDDL statement. Note: For more
information, see the IDMS IDD DDDL Reference section.
At an IDD installation, IDD verifies whether the password is valid and approves or denies access accordingly.
Password is a unique 1- to 8-character value; if special characters are used (that is, characters other than letters,
numbers, or hyphens), the password must be enclosed in single quotation marks. Hexadecimal literals must appear in
the form X'password-string'; for example, PW=X'0102030405'.
The password does not appear on any Culprit listings. If no password is associated with the user named on the
PROFILE parameter, PW=password can be omitted or password can be coded as a blank enclosed in single quotation
marks (that is, PW=' ').

Usage

Culprit establishes the user and password coded on the PROFILE parameter as the default values for the Culprit run.
Users can override these values in a run that accesses tables by coding user and password information on either the
INPUT or OUTPUT parameter.

Examples

Sample PROFILE parameters are shown and described below.

Example 1

PROFILE USER=GSR PW=POSSUM

INPUT DB SS=EMPSS01,EMPSCHM,100

Before Culprit can access records from a database for which security is enabled, Culprit passes the user name GSR and
password POSSUM to IDD for validation.

Example 2

PROFILE USER=EYH PW=RAGTIME

INPUT TABLE=PARTS TYPE=COPY OWNER=LHN LOCATION=ASFDICT

To access table PARTS, Culprit passes the user's ID and password to IDD for verification. Since the owner of PARTS is
EYH, Culprit must determine whether user EYH has been issued passkey authorization to access the table.

INPUT Parameter with Database Access
Coding requirements for an INPUT parameter in an IDMS/DB environment depend upon whether the input consists of
database records, logical records, or tables:

• For non-SQL defined database and logical records, the INPUT parameter must specify DB and the name of the
subschema to be accessed.

• For non-SQL defined tables, the INPUT parameter contains a series of keyword expressions that identify the name,
owner, and location of the table, among other things.

• For SQL tables, the input parameter must specify DB(Q), the SQL dictionary, and the name of the SQL schema.

Accessing Database and Logical Records
Culprit recognizes a run that accesses database or logical records when the INPUT parameter specifies DB and the name
of the subschema to be accessed. Syntax specific to database record access is shown below.
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INPUT -- Accessing Records and Logical Records
Specifies the name of the subschema to be accessed for database records and logical records.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax
       Col

      2

      ▼

►►─── INput ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

             └─ record-size ─┬─ F ◄ ─┬───┬──────────────┬─┘

                             ├─ V ───┤   └─ block-size ─┘

                             └─ U ───┘

 

 ►─┬──PS ◄ ─┬───────────────────┬─────┬───┬─────────────────────┬─────────────►◄

   │        └─ ( device-type ) ─┘     │   │ ┌─────────────────┐ │

   ├─ IS ───┬───────────────────┬─────┤   └─▼─ input-options ─┴─┘

   │        └─ ( device-type ) ─┘     │

   ├─ CARD ───────────────────────────┤

   ├─ VS ─┬──────────────────┬────────┤

   │      └─ ( ─┬─ KS ─┬─ ) ─┘        │

   │            ├─ ES ─┤              │

   │            └─ RS ─┘              │

   │ ┌──────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─┬─ UM ( module-name ) ──────┬┴─┘

       └─ DB ─┬───────────────────┬┘

              └ ( database-code ) ┘

 

Expansion of Input-options

 ►►─┬─ SS = subschema-name ─┬───────────────┬──┬───────────┬──┬───────────────►◄

   │                       └─ schema-name ─┘  └─ version ─┘  │

   └─ PW = password ─────────────────────────────────────────┘

 

Syntax Rules

Except as described below, the syntax rules presented under INPUT Parameters apply to IDMS/DB database record
access. Special syntax rules for IDMS/DB database record access follow:

• record-size
Specifies the number of bytes Culprit reserves for the input buffer. Record-size is an integer in the range 1 through
32,760; the default is 1000 for an IDMS/DB database.
Depending on whether the PATH parameter specifies database or logical records, the minimum size of the input buffer
is calculated as follows:
– For database record access, the minimum size of the input buffer is the sum of the following items:
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• 38 bytes of input buffer overhead, which includes the values for PATH-ID, REC-NAME, IDMS-STATUS, and LR-
STATUS.

• The total length of all record types on automatic retrieval PATH parameters; each record type is counted the
maximum number of times it appears on any single path.

• The total length of all record types on dummy PATH parameters; a record type is counted each time it appears.
• Four bytes for each record in the input buffer; this represents the db-key value of each record.

– For logical record access, the minimum size of the input buffer is the sum of the following items:
• 38 bytes of input buffer overhead, as described for database record access above
• The total length of all record types that define the logical record

• UM (module-name)
Specifies the name of an input user module. CULLDCLI is the name of the Culprit module for access to IDMS/DB.
Culprit automatically supplies this name on the Input Parameter Listing.

• DB (database-code)
Specifies that Culprit is to access database or logical records. Database-code is a 1-character alphanumeric value that
indicates the database to be accessed, as follows:

Code What it does
D (default) Specifies IDMS/DB database record access.
I Specifies IMS (DL/I) database access.

Note: For more information about accessing an IMS database,
see the Culprit IMS Supplement.

R Specifies RDMS database access.
Note: For more information about accessing an RDMS database,
see the Culprit RDMS Supplement.

T Specifies TIS (formerly called TOTAL) database access.
Note: For more information about accessing a TIS database, see
the Culprit/TOTAL Supplement.

• input-options
Represents coding options that can be specified on an INPUT parameter that accesses database or logical records.
See explanation of expanded syntax below.

• SS =
Identifies the subschema view to be accessed.

• subschema-name
A 1- to 8-character alphanumeric value that identifies the name of the subschema to be accessed. This value is
required for database access.

• schema-name
A 1- to 8-character value that identifies the schema when subschema-name is associated with more than one schema
in the data dictionary. This value may be required depending on the schema name option selected at installation; if the
SCHMREQ option specifies N (the default), the user can omit the schema name.

NOTE
For more information about Culprit installation options, see the installation information in the IDMS
documentation.

• version
Identifies the particular version of the schema to be accessed. The default is the highest existing version number for
the schema specified.

• PW = password
Identifies a 1- to 8-character alphanumeric password that may be required by a user input module or a database
access module.
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If the password contains special characters (that is, anything other than letters, numbers, or hyphens), it must be
enclosed in single quotation marks.
The value can also be expressed as a hexadecimal literal; for example, PW=X'0102030405'. Password does not
appear on any Culprit listings.
When Culprit accesses database records, it copies the password into the PROGRAM-NAME field of the IDMS/DB
communications block. Schema-defined database procedures or Culprit exit routines can use the PROGRAM-NAME
field to validate security and other installation-dependent functions.

Examples

Sample INPUT parameters for accessing database or logical records are shown and described below.

Example 1

 INPUT DB SS=EMPSS01,EMPSCHM,100

 

The INPUT parameter identifies IDMS/DB database records as the source of input for the Culprit run. The string of
records returned to the input buffer must have a length less than or equal to 1000 bytes, which is the amount of space
Culprit allocates for the input buffer by default. Because the subschema view (EMPSS01) is associated with more than
one schema, a schema (EMPSCHM) is specified as well as a version number of the schema.

Example 2

 INPUT 218 DB SS=EMPSS01

 PATHAA DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE

 

Culprit accesses database records that are defined in the EMPSS01 subschema. The size specified for the input buffer is
the sum of the following items:

• The length of the input buffer overhead (38 bytes)
• The length of the DEPARTMENT record (56 bytes)
• The length of the EMPLOYEE record (116 bytes)
• The length of the db-key field associated with each record type specified on the PATH parameter (4 bytes times 2)

Example 3

 IN 210 DB SS=EMPLR

 PATHBB DEPT-EMPLOYEE-LR

 

In this example of the INPUT DB parameter, the input to the Culprit run is the DEPT-EMPLOYEE-LR logical record. The
size specified for the input buffer is the sum of the following items:

• The length of the input buffer overhead (38 bytes)
• The sum of the lengths of the records that define the logical record; in this example, the logical record contains the

DEPARTMENT and EMPLOYEE records defined in the example above

Accessing Tables
To access tables in a non-SQL defined database, the INPUT parameter identifies the name and owner of a table or a view
of a table, as well as other options associated with the table.

Culprit can also consolidate tables stored in different dictionaries or on different systems. For example, Culprit can access
inventory information stored in tables in different cities. Up to 999 tables can be consolidated in a Culprit run. Each table
is processed in the order it appears on the INPUT parameters. Culprit assigns each table an ID starting with 001 for the
primary table.
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INPUT -- Accessing Tables
Identifies the name and owner of a table or a view of a table, as well as other options associated with the table.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── INput ─┬───────────────┬─ TABLE = entry-name ───────────────────────────►

             └─ record-size ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ TYPE = ─┬─ COPY ─────┬─┘

              └┬─ CONSOL ─┬┘

               └─ CONCAT ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬──┬─────────────────┬──┬──────────────────────┬──────►

   └─ USER = user-name ─┘  └─ PW = password ─┘  └─ OWNER = owner-name ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬──┬────────────────────────────┬───────────────►

   └─ CATALOG = catalog-name ─┘  └─ LOCATION = location-name ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬──┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►

   └─ SYSCTL = sysctl-name ─┘  └─ CVMACH = cv-machine-name ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬──┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────►◄

   └─ VALIDATE = ─┬─ FIRST ◄ ─┬─┘  └─ WHERE boolean-expression ──┘

                  └─ ALL ─────┘

Syntax Rules

• INPUT
Specifies the type of parameter. It must start in column 2.
In a Culprit run that consolidates tables, the table named on the first INPUT parameter is the primary table. Culprit
uses the primary table to:
– Generate the PATH parameter
– Generate a REC parameter for each column referenced in the table
Tables named on subsequent INPUT parameters are secondary tables. The column definitions of each secondary
table must be identical to those of the primary table.

• record-size
Specifies the row length of the table. It must be an integer in the range 1 through 32,760. The following considerations
apply:
– If omitted, record-size defaults to the size of the largest table to be consolidated.
– If you provide too small a value, Culprit automatically overrides the value.
– If you provide a value that exceeds Culprit's requirements, the extra space is available for dummy buffer fields.

• TABLE = entry-name
Specifies the name of a table. TABLE = must be the first keyword coded on the INPUT card. Entry-name is a 1- to 64-
character alphanumeric expression. If the name contains embedded blanks or special characters such as punctuation
marks or symbols, it must be enclosed in single quotation marks. The following rules apply:
– When enclosed in quotation marks, the entire name must be on the same line:
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IN   TABLE='MZC.REPTS85.BUDGET'

– When not enclosed in quotation marks, the name can span multiple lines and comments can appear on any line:

 IN   TABLE=MZC.         $ Owner.Folder.Object

*           REPTS85      $ Note that the period

*           .BUDGET      $ can appear on either line

• TYPE = COPY/CONSOL
Specifies the primary and secondary tables to be consolidated:
– COPY identifies the primary table.
– CONSOL (CONCAT) identifies a secondary table.

• USER = user-name
Identifies the individual with authority to sign on to the catalog and overrides the user specified on the PROFILE
parameter, if any. User-name is a 1- to 32-character value.

• PW = password
Is the user's 1- to 8-character alphanumeric password. It overrides the password specified on the PROFILE parameter.

• OWNER = owner-name
Identifies the table owner. When the user is not the table owner, this keyword expression is required. Culprit
determines whether the owner has assigned the user passkey authority to read the table.

• CATALOG = catalog-name
Identifies the catalog (dictionary) containing the table definition. This keyword allows you to specify a different catalog
than the one given on the DICTNAME= clause of the DATABASE parameter. Consequently, you can consolidate data
tables from any number of catalogs (dictionaries).
Catalog-name is a 1- to 8-character alphanumeric expression. If specified, catalog-name overrides the dictionary
specified on the DATABASE parameter. If catalog-name is not specified, the default is as follows:
– Culprit uses the database name (if specified) in the DBNAME= keyword expression on the DATABASE parameter.
– If no database name is specified, Culprit uses the data dictionary name (if specified) in the DICTNAME= keyword

expression on the DATABASE parameter.
– If neither a database or data dictionary name is specified on the DATABASE parameter, the default is the startup

dictionary.
• LOCATION = location-name

(DDS users only) Identifies the DDS node used to access the catalog containing the table. This keyword expression
allows you to consolidate data tables from any number of nodes in a given DDS network.
Location-name is a 1- to 8-character value. The default is the value specified in the DICTNODE= keyword expression
on the DATABASE parameter.

• SYSCTL = sysctl-name
(z/OS and z/VSE users only) Overrides the SYSCTL= clause on the DATABASE parameter. If there is no sysctl value
on the DATABASE parameter, Culprit uses the default value in IDMSOPTI. The SYSCTL= keyword expression allows
users to consolidate tables from any number of DC/UCF systems.

• CVMACH = cv-machine-name
(z/VM users only) Overrides the value of the CVMACH= clause on the DATABASE parameter and the central version
specified in an IDMSOPTI module. Cv-machine-name is a 2- through 8-character value that identifies the virtual
machine in which the IDMS-CV system is executing. With this keyword expression, Culprit can consolidate tables from
any number of central versions in the same Culprit job step.

• VALIDATE =
Compares either the first column or all columns of the secondary tables to the columns in the primary table:

• FIRST
Validates the first column in every secondary table to the first column in the primary table. Culprit compares the
columns' offset, size, usage mode, data type, and decimal point.
FIRST is the default.

• ALL
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Validates the compatibility of every column in the secondary tables to every column in the primary table.
• WHERE boolean-expression

Applies WHERE clause criteria to all tables being consolidated. The WHERE criteria, if specified, must appear after all
keyword expressions coded for the primary table (that is, the first INPUT parameter).
For syntax rules that apply to the WHERE clause, see PATH Parameter.
For the expanded syntax for boolean-expression, see SELECT / BYPASS -- Overview.

Usage

Culprit produces a validation report in the Input Parameter Listing, as shown in the following figure. The report indicates
column definitions in secondary tables that do not match the definitions of the primary table. If FIRST is the option
specified, only the definition of the first column appears in the report; if ALL is specified, any of the column definitions can
appear in the report.

  VALIDATE   COLUMN    TABLE-

ID     COLUMN                       POSITION IN   INTERNAL   USAGE        DATA     DECIMAL

  FIELDS     NUMBER                  NAME                        DATA RECORD     SIZE      MODE        TYPE     POINTS

  ********

               001       001       DEPT-NAME-0410                    00001       0045     DISPLAY     TEXT

               001       002       DEPT-ID-0410                      00001       0005     DISPLAY     TEXT

   E C220002 FIELD INCOMPATIBLE WITH PRIMARY TABLE                               ****

               002       001       EMP-ID-0415                       00046       0006     DISPLAY     TEXT

               002       002       DEPT-NAME-0410                    00006       0045     DISPLAY     TEXT

   E C220002 FIELD INCOMPATIBLE WITH PRIMARY TABLE                   *****       ****

               003       001       EMP-NAME-0415                     00052       0025     DISPLAY     TEXT

               003       002       EMP-ID-0415                       00051       0006     DISPLAY     TEXT

   E C220002 FIELD INCOMPATIBLE WITH PRIMARY TABLE                   *****       ****

               004       002       EMP-NAME-0415                     00057       0025     DISPLAY     TEXT

   E C220001 NO CORRESPONDING FIELD ON PRIMARY TABLE

               005       002       SALARY-AMOUNT-0420                00082       0014     DISPLAY     TEXT

   E C220001 NO CORRESPONDING FIELD ON PRIMARY TABLE

Examples

Example 1: Consolidating Three Data Tables

 DATABASE DICTNAME=ASFDICT

 PROFILE USER=DJM PW=WALNUT

 INPUT TABLE=ACCOUNTING TYPE=COPY VALIDATE=ALL

*      WHERE EMP-NAME-0415 LE 'M'

 INPUT TABLE=PERSONNEL TYPE=CONSOL

 INPUT TABLE='PUBLIC RELATIONS' TYPE=CONSOL

In this example, Culprit consolidates tables for the Accounting, Personnel, and Public Relations departments. The
DATABASE and PROFILE parameters provide the name of the catalog that contains the table definitions, the user's ID
and the user's password. At run time, Culprit also determines that the user is also the owner of the tables.

The ACCOUNTING table is the primary table. The VALIDATE= keyword expression instructs Culprit to compare the
column definitions in each of the secondary tables to the column definitions in the primary table. The WHERE clause
selects only those rows in each table where the name of the employee begins with a letter less than or equal to 'M'.

Example 2: Using Multiple Dictionaries
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 IN   TABLE=ACCOUNTING TYPE=COPY USER=LSB PW=PECAN

*     CATALOG=ASFDICT     SYSCTL=SYSTEM85

 IN   TABLE='INTERNAL SOFTWARE'  TYPE=CONSOL

*     USER=LSB   PW=PECAN OWNER=MCK

*     CATALOG=TESTDICT    SYSCTL=SYSTEM91

In this example, ACCOUNTING resides in dictionary ASFDICT in a DC/UCF system called SYSTEM85. INTERNAL
SOFTWARE resides in the TESTDICT dictionary on SYSTEM91. The SYSCTL= keyword values refer to ddnames that
appear in a z/OS or z/VSE JCL stream; in z/OS, for example:

//SYSTEM85  DD  DSN=DBDC.SYSTEM85.SYSCTL,DISP=SHR

//SYSTEM91  DD  DSN=DBDC.SYSTEM91.SYSCTL,DISP=SHR

REC Parameters
REC parameters define input field characteristics such as field length, field position, and data type. REC parameters are
either automatically generated by Culprit or coded by the user.

Automatically Generated REC Parameters
For database records, logical records, files defined to the data dictionary, and tables Culprit automatically supplies a
REC parameter for each input field referenced on another Culprit parameter; for example, if an edit parameter references
DEPT-ID-0410, Culprit provides the REC parameter that defines the field.

REC cards are also automatically generated for SQL defined tables. For information on using Culprit with an SQL defined
database, see Accessing SQL Defined Tables.

 Considerations 

The following considerations apply to Culprit generated REC parameters:

• Fields defined to the data dictionary can have auto-header literals associated with the data dictionary definition. To
define an auto-header literal to the data dictionary, use the Record Element DDDL substatement as shown in the
example below.

NOTE
 For more information, see the IDMS IDD DDDL Reference documentation.

RECORD ELEMENT IS NAME VERSION 788

LINE IS 000100

LEVEL NUMBER IS 02

USAGE IS DISPLAY

Culprit HEADER

    'EMPLOYEE'

    'NAME'.

• For multiply-occurring fields, Culprit assigns each field a numeric group id, starting sequentially with 00. If more than
100 groups are generated, Culprit assigns lowercase alphabetic group ids, starting with aa. User-supplied group
definitions should specify uppercase alphabetic group ids to distinguish them from generated group definitions.

• Culprit converts numeric single or double precision floating point input fields into 4-byte alphanumeric fields. The
Culprit module CULLUS36 (Floating Point Conversion) converts these alphanumeric fields into 16-byte packed signed
decimal integers.

The following report illustrates Culprit generated REC parameters for a database record that contains multiply-occurring
fields; the generated REC parameters appear on the Input Parameter Listing.
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 ********

 REC      START SIZE TYPE DP FIELD-NAME                     RECORD-NAME,LEVEL

 ********

  REC     00169  001         GENERATED-GROUP-00               GROUP 00       00080.00010         $$ GENERATED

  REC     00169  001         GENERATED-GROUP-01               GROUP 01       00080.00010         $$ GENERATED

  REC     00039  006         CLAIM-DATE-0405                  DENTAL-CLAIM   $$ GENERATED

  REC     00164  002   1     NUMBER-OF-PROCEDURES-0405        DENTAL-CLAIM   $$ GENERATED

  REC     00045  025         PATIENT-NAME-0405                DENTAL-CLAIM   $$ GENERATED

  REC     00009  004   2     PROCEDURE-CODE-0405              DENTAL-CLAIM   ELMNT 01  $$ GENERATED

  REC     00003  006         SERVICE-DATE-0405                DENTAL-CLAIM   ELMNT 00  $$ GENERATED

 mm/dd/yy                      RUN TIME MESSAGES                  PAGE     1

NOTE
Culprit Generated REC Parameters: For each field referenced on other Culprit parameters, Culprit supplies
the start position of the field in the input buffer, the field length, field name, data type, decimal positions, and
database record name. For each field that occurs a multiple number of times, Culprit generates a GROUP REC
parameter and an ELMNT REC parameter.

In this example, the multiply-occurring group is 80 bytes long and repeats ten times.

User-supplied REC Parameters
When Culprit accesses database records, logical records, or tables, user-supplied REC parameters are coded for the
following reasons:

• To define fields contained in a key file.
• To rename fields defined to the data dictionary.
• To redefine fields defined to the data dictionary; for example, to redefine an alphanumeric date field as a numeric field.
• To define a portion of a field; for example, the month portion of a date field.

Associated headers can be included on user-supplied field definitions because the headers are not generated when a
REC parameter overrides a data dictionary field definition.

REC Parameter with Database Access
Defines input field characteristics.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

      Col

      2

      ▼

►►─── REC field-name start-position field-size ───────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────┬──┬───────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ data-type ─┘  └─ DP = decimal-places ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───►

   ├ GROUP group-id ┬───────────┬ group-size ┬──────────────────────────┬─┤
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   │                └─ link-id ─┘            ├─ .occurrence-count ──────┤ │

   │                                         └─ .occurrence-field-name ─┘ │

   └ ELMNT group-id ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   │ ┌───────────────┐ │

   └─▼─ auto-header ─┴─┘

Expansion of Field-name

►►─── data-item-name ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────►◄

                      └─ ( ─┬─ KEYFILE ──────────────┬─┬─────────┬─ ) ─┘

                            ├─ database-record-name ─┤ └─ level ─┘

                            ├─ logical-record-name ──┤

                            └─ table-name ───────────┘

Syntax Rules

Syntax rules for database access, key files, or files defined to the data dictionary are as described under REC Parameter,
except for those items explained below:

• field-name
Specifies a name of a field in a database record, table, key file record, logical record, or record in a file defined to the
data dictionary. See expansion of field-name below.

• data-item-name
A 1- to 32-character name that identifies the field. It can be coded in any column after REC. The name can consist of
letters, numbers, or hyphens. The following coding considerations apply to data-item-name:
– At least one alphabetic character is required.
– The name cannot begin or end with a hyphen.
– The name cannot be any of the reserved words listed in Reserved Words.

• KEYFILE
A keyword that must be specified if data-item-name resides in a key file.

• database-record-name
Specifies the name of the database record associated with the field; the database record must be specified on the
PATH parameter.

• logical-record-name
Specifies the name of the logical record associated with the field; the name must be specified on the PATH parameter.

• table-name
Specifies the table named on the first (or only) INPUT parameter.

• level
Specifies the relative occurrence level of the database record or logical record within the Culprit input buffer. The value
is an integer in the range 1 through 256; the default is 1. If specified, level must be separated from the name of the
database record or logical record by a comma or a space and must precede a closing parenthesis.
Multiple levels can occur in a database access run under the following circumstances:
– The record name appears more than once on a single path, as shown in the bill-of-materials example below:

 PATH01 EMPLOYEE STRUCTURE(MANAGES)

*       EMPLOYEE(REPORTS-TO)

– The record name appears on a dummy path as well as on an automatic retrieval path, as discussed in PATH
Parameter.

The first occurrence of a repeating database record on an automatic retrieval PATH parameter is assigned level 1; the
second occurrence is assigned level 2, and so on. If the record appears on one or more dummy PATH parameters, the
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first occurrence on the dummy path is one higher than the highest level for that record on the automatic retrieval path;
the second occurrence is one higher than the previous appearance, and so on.
For multiply-occurring fields, level must be specified on the REC parameter that specifies the keyword GROUP as well
as on the REC parameter that specifies the keyword ELMNT.

• start-position
Specifies the start position of the field relative to the beginning of a record or the input buffer; a field that is not qualified
by a record name, table name, or KEYFILE refers to a field in a position relative to the beginning of the input buffer.
The Input Parameter Listing indicates the start position of the field in the input buffer. Database and logical records
begin in byte position 39 in the input buffer; tables begin in byte position 95, provided the table is not the result of a
JOIN operation.
The user-supplied start position is 38 bytes less than the value Culprit reports on the Input Parameter Listing (38 bytes
represents the amount of input buffer overhead). For example, from the generated REC parameters shown in the
screen capture at the end of the Automatically Generated REC Parameters section, the user-supplied start position for
PATIENT-NAME-0405 is 7.

Usage

If one of the options KEYFILE/database-record-name/ logical-record-name/table-name is specified, it must be enclosed in
parentheses.

If data-item-name is a multiply-occurring field, both the REC parameter that specifies the keyword GROUP and the REC
parameter that specifies the keyword ELMNT must qualify data-item-name with one of these options.

Examples

Sample user-supplied REC parameters are shown and described below.

Example 1: KEYFILE-Defined Field

REC KEY-EMP-NAME (KEYFILE)  10 25 'EMPLOYEE NAME'

KEY-EMP-NAME describes a field in a key file record. The 25-byte alphanumeric field starts in byte 10 of the key file
record. EMPLOYEE NAME appears as a column heading if the field is referenced on a type 5 edit parameter that
specifies header origin code HR.

Example 2: Database Record-Defined Field

REC EMP-ID        (EMPLOYEE,1)   1 4 2  'EMPLOYEE ID'

REC EMP-NAME      (EMPLOYEE,2)   5 25   'EMPLOYEE NAME'

PATHAA EMPLOYEE STRUCTURE(MANAGES) EMPLOYEE(REPORTS-TO)

These REC parameters rename the EMP-ID-0415 and EMP-NAME-0415 fields in the EMPLOYEE database record,
which appears in Employee Database Subschema. EMP-ID is a field in the first occurrence of the EMPLOYEE database
record on the PATH parameter; this 4-byte zoned decimal field begins in position 1 of the EMPLOYEE database record.
EMP-NAME is a field in the second occurrence of the EMPLOYEE database record, qualified by (REPORTS TO) on the
PATH parameter. This 25-byte alphanumeric field begins in position 5 of the EMPLOYEE database record.

Example 3: Database Record-Defined Field

 REC NUMBER-OF-PROCEDURES (DENTAL-CLAIM)   126  2  1

 REC CHARGES (DENTAL-CLAIM)    131 GROUP AA

*                              80.NUMBER-OF-PROCEDURES (DENTAL-CLAIM)

 REC TOOTH-NUMBER (DENTAL-CLAIM)   1 2 2 ELMNT AA
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 REC SERVICE-DATE (DENTAL-CLAIM)   3 6 2 ELMNT AA

 REC PROCEDURE-CODE (DENTAL-CLAIM) 9 4 2 ELMNT AA

The fields defined to the data dictionary for the DENTAL-CLAIM record specify -0405 to identify the record. The user-
supplied REC parameters in this example alter the data dictionary-defined fields:

• Remove the -0405 subscript from all the field names
• Redefine SERVICE-DATE as a zoned decimal rather than an alphanumeric field

The REC parameters define multiply-occurring fields that repeat a variable number of times depending on the value for
NUMBER-OF-PROCEDURES. NUMBER-OF-PROCEDURES begins in byte position 126 of the DENTAL-CLAIM record.
The REC parameter that specifies the keyword GROUP identifies byte position 131 as the start position of the multiply-
occurring fields in the database record. The total length of the multiply-occurring fields associated with GROUP AA is 80
bytes. The three REC parameters that specify the keyword ELMNT identify elements of GROUP AA that occur in the first
12 bytes of the multiply-occurring field.

Example 4: Database Record-Defined Field

 REC NUMBER-OF-PROCEDURES-2 (DENTAL-CLAIM,2)   126  2  1

 REC CHARGES-2 (DENTAL-CLAIM,2)  131 GROUP AA

*                            80.NUMBER-OF-PROCEDURES (DENTAL-CLAIM,2)

 REC TOOTH-NUMBER-2 (DENTAL-CLAIM,2)   1 2 2 ELMNT AA

 REC SERVICE-DATE-2 (DENTAL-CLAIM,2)   3 6 2 ELMNT AA

 REC PROCEDURE-CODE-2 (DENTAL-CLAIM,2) 9 4 2 ELMNT AA

This example is the same as Example 3, except that each REC parameter specifies a level number. The level number
indicates that the REC parameters define fields in the second occurrence of the DENTAL-CLAIM record in the input buffer.
For multiply-occurring field definitions, the occurrence level must be specified for both the REC parameter that defines the
group and the REC parameters that define the elements of the group.

Example 5: Logical Record-Defined Field

REC DEPT-ID (EMP-DEPT-LR) 49  4    'DEPARTMENT' 'ID'

DEPT-ID-0410 is a field in the EMP-DEPT-LR. The user-supplied REC parameter renames the field and redefines it as
an alphanumeric value. The field begins in byte position 49 of the logical record; it is processed as a 4-byte alphanumeric
field. DEPARTMENT ID can appear as a 2-line column header if the field is referenced on a type 5 edit parameter that
specifies header origin code HR.

Example 6: Table-Defined Field

INPUT TABLE=ACCOUNTING TYPE=COPY

REC DEPT-NAME (ACCOUNTING)   57  25

DEPT-NAME-0410 is the first field in table ACCOUNTING, which the user-defined REC parameter renames DEPT-
NAME. The alphanumeric field begins in byte position 57 of the table row for a length of 25 bytes. The Culprit supplied
REC parameter appears in the Input Parameter Listing as follows:

********

REC      START  SIZE  TYPE  DP    FIELD-NAME     RECORD-NAME,LEVEL

********

 REC     00095  00025         DEPT-NAME          ACCOUNTING

NOTE
The generated start position reflects 38 bytes of overhead at the beginning of the input buffer.
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PATH Parameter
A PATH parameter defines a path through the database. Culprit navigates the path and returns information to the input
buffer to be processed. The following formats define a path:

• A list of one or more database records that can be followed by a logical record
• A single logical record

At least one PATH parameter is required for database access. Culprit automatically generates a PATH parameter for runs
that access one or more ASF tables. Considerations that apply to accessing database records, logical records, and tables
and filling the input buffer are discussed separately below, followed by the syntax for the PATH parameter.

Accessing Database Records
When accessing records in a non-SQL defined database, Culprit follows the route the user defines in the PATH
parameter. The PATH parameter provides Culprit with the following information:

• An entry point into the database
• An order in which to retrieve information
• Identifiers that differentiate one path from another

Each item is discussed separately below. All of the example PATH parameters that appear in each discussion refer to
Employee Database Subschema; the figure illustrates the structure of a database designed to manage employee-related
data.

Establishing an Entry Point

An entry record identifies a starting point from which to navigate the database. The record is the first record named on
the PATH parameter. Each PATH parameter specified for the run must have the same entry record. In the example shown
below, the EMPLOYEE record is the entry record for each PATH parameter; Culprit accesses an EMPLOYEE record and
navigates path AA; it then navigates paths BB and CC before accessing the next occurrence of the EMPLOYEE record:

PATHAA EMPLOYEE DEPARTMENT

PATHBB EMPLOYEE COVERAGE DENTAL-CLAIM

PATHCC EMPLOYEE EMPOSITION JOB

Culprit accesses the entry record by using either an area sweep (that is, reading each record in the area) or by using the
CALC-key, index-key, or db-key value of a field in the entry record. Culprit obtains these key values from either a KEY
parameter or a KEYFILE parameter.

Defining a Path

A set relationship must exist between the records specified on the path, unless the PATH parameter specifies a dummy
path; dummy paths are discussed later in this section. The sets can be implemented with embedded pointers or with an
index. The following rules apply to the sequence of records that define the path:

• The relationship between the entry record and the next record on the path can be either owner-to-member or member-
to-owner, as shown in the example below:

Correct Paths:     EMPLOYEE EMPOSITION

                   EMPLOYEE DEPARTMENT
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Incorrect Path:    EMPLOYEE JOB

• The record that follows an owner-to-member traversal must be related to the member record, as shown below:

Correct Path:    EMPLOYEE EMPOSITION JOB

Incorrect Path:  EMPLOYEE EMPOSITION EXPERTISE

• The record that follows a member-to-owner traversal can be related to the owner record or to any previous record
named on the path, provided the previous record and any intervening records were retrieved using a member-to-owner
traversal, as shown below:

Correct Paths:   COVERAGE EMPLOYEE OFFICE EXPERTISE

                 EXPERTISE EMPLOYEE OFFICE SKILL

                 EXPERTISE EMPLOYEE DEPARTMENT COVERAGE

Incorrect Path:  EXPERTISE EMPLOYEE EMPOSITION SKILL

• A single record type can occur more than once on a path, as shown below:

Correct Paths:  EMPLOYEE STRUCTURE (REPORTS-TO) EMPLOYEE (MANAGES)

                EMPLOYEE COVERAGE EMPLOYEE EXPERTISE

Specifying Path Identifiers

Path identifiers are unique codes that make it possible for Culprit to perform the following functions:

• Navigate an incomplete database path
• Navigate more than one database path

Each time Culprit navigates the database, it places the path ID value in the PATH-ID field in the input buffer; users can test
the value of PATH-ID to determine which path Culprit was able to navigate.

Path identifiers can be of several types:

Primary Path

A primary path ID indicates that Culprit was able to access an occurrence of each record type specified on the PATH
parameter; that is, it was able to navigate the path completely.

If more than one PATH parameter is specified, Culprit navigates the paths as follows:

• The first path that Culprit navigates is the path with the lowest sort-sequenced primary path id; for example, Culprit
navigates PATHAA before PATHBB.

• The next path that Culprit navigates is the path that contains the most similar sequence of record types. In the example
shown below, Culprit navigates PATHCC before PATHBB because PATHCC has more records in common with
PATHAA:

PATHAA DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE COVERAGE

PATHBB DEPARTMENT

PATHCC DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE EMPOSITION JOB

Alternate Path

An alternate path identifier indicates that Culprit is to return a partial string to the input buffer if it is not able to build a
complete string. For example, because the PATH parameter shown below specifies path ID CC, Culprit can return a
string to the input buffer that contains occurrences of the DEPARTMENT and EMPLOYEE records if an occurrence of the
COVERAGE record does not exist or was not selected:
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PATHAA DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE COVERAGE (CC)

Null Path

A null path identifier is a special type of alternate path id; it indicates that an occurrence of the entry record was either
not encountered or not selected for processing. A null path ID follows the entry record on the PATH parameter, as shown
below:

PATH01 EMPLOYEE (02) EXPERTISE SKILL

Dummy Path

A dummy path identifier allows Culprit to access database records or logical records directly within the procedure code by
using the DB-EXIT facility. The identifier for a dummy PATH parameter is two hyphens (--), as shown below:

PATH-- EMPLOYEE JOB DEPARTMENT

The above example indicates that the records specified on a dummy path do not have to participate in set relationships
with one another because the user controls the record retrieval process.

Path Statistics

The following report shows the path statistics Culprit lists on the Run Time Messages report. The listing indicates how
many times Culprit was able to navigate each path and how many occurrences of each database record Culprit accessed.

 mm/dd/yy          RUN TIME MESSAGES                  PAGE     1

   IDMS DATABASE EXTRACT STATISTICS

   STRINGS RETURNED FOR PATH AA -          34

   STRINGS RETURNED FOR PATH BB -           0

   STRINGS RETURNED FOR PATH CC -           0

   STRINGS RETURNED FOR PATH DD -           1

   STRINGS RETURNED FOR PATH EE -          29

   STRINGS RETURNED FOR PATH FF -           0

   STRINGS RETURNED FOR PATH GG -           0

   RECORD NAME       NUMBER READ

  DEPARTMENT                   4

  EMPLOYEE                    29

  EMPOSITION                  34

  OFFICE                      29

NOTE
Culprit navigated path AA 34 times, path DD 1 time, and path EE 29 times. In order to complete these paths,
Culprit retrieved 4 DEPARTMENT record occurrences, 29 EMPLOYEE record occurrences, 34 EMPOSITION
record occurrences, and 29 OFFICE record occurrences.

Accessing Logical Records
Logical records allow users to access database records without knowing the structure of the database. A logical record is
a concatenation of two or more database records. Typically, the PATH parameter specifies one logical record; however, a
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PATH parameter may also specify a string of database records followed by the logical record, as shown in the examples
below:

PATHYZ  EMP-JOB-LR

PATHCF  DEPARTMENT EMP-JOB-LR

A logical record PATH parameter can specify a null path identifier and a WHERE clause. Culprit returns the null path ID
to the PATH-ID field if it was not able to retrieve an occurrence of the logical record. The WHERE clause allows Culprit
to selectively retrieve logical record occurrences; in the example shown below, the WHERE clause selects logical record
occurrences that specify 5100 for the department id:

PATHDD EMP-JOB-LR WHERE DEPT-ID-0410 EQ '5100'

Accessing non-SQL Defined Tables
Culprit automatically generates a PATH parameter for runs that access one or more tables in a non-SQL defined
database. The PATH parameter names the primary input table. Culprit retrieves information from the table or tables one
row at a time. Users can select rows to be processed by specifying:

• A WHERE clause on the INPUT parameter defined for the primary table
• SELECT/BYPASS parameters
• Type 7 logic for individual reports

Filling the Input Buffer
The example shown below illustrates three primary paths:

PATHAA DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE EXPERTISE

PATHBB DEPARTMENT

PATHCC DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE

At run time, Culprit accesses and processes the records specified on these PATH parameters in the following sequence:

1. Culprit starts with the path that has the lowest sort-sequenced path id, and then builds a string of database records; in
this example, Culprit navigates path AA first.

2. Culprit returns the string to the input buffer, which is processed by each report in the Culprit run.
3. Culprit obtains a new occurrence of the last record type retrieved in the path (EXPERTISE) and returns the new string

to the input buffer. When no further occurrences of EXPERTISE exist for a given employee, Culprit navigates path CC,
which specifies the same DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE record sequence as path AA.

4. Culprit obtains a new occurrence of the next-to-last record on path AA (EMPLOYEE) and extends the string again.
When no further occurrences of EMPLOYEE exist for a given department, Culprit navigates path BB.

The iteration process continues until all possible occurrences of each record type on the paths have been returned.

Culprit does not clear the input buffer before it builds the next string of database records. Therefore, if the current string is
shorter than the previous string, residual information will exist in the input buffer. The user must test the value of PATH-ID
in the input buffer to determine which path Culprit has navigated.

The following figure lists a subset of information stored in occurrences of the EMPLOYEE, EXPERTISE, and SKILL
records from the employee database in Employee Database Subschema.

          EMPLOYEE              EXPERTISE            SKILL
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            NAME                  LEVEL

       KATHERINE O'HEARN           03                FORTRAN

                                                     COBOL

                                                     ASSEMBLER

                                   02                IDD

       LAURA PENMEN                 -                 -

       LARRY LITERATA              03                EDITING

                                   02                INTERACT

                                                     COBOL

Examples

The following examples indicate the contents of the input buffer when different paths are specified; residual information in
the input buffer is enclosed in parentheses.

Example 1: Primary Path Id

PATHAA EMPLOYEE EXPERTISE SKILL

Since the path specifies only a primary path id, Culprit must retrieve an occurrence of each database record specified;
therefore, Culprit will not retrieve the EMPLOYEE record occurrence for LAURA PENMEN since there are no occurrences
of EXPERTISE and SKILL records for this employee. The contents of each input buffer appear below:

PATH ID      EMPLOYEE NAME              EXPERTISE     SKILL

                                          LEVEL

   AA       KATHERINE O'HEARN               03       FORTRAN

   AA       KATHERINE O'HEARN               03       COBOL

   AA       KATHERINE O'HEARN               03       ASSEMBLER

   AA       KATHERINE O'HEARN               02       IDD

   AA       LARRY     LITERATA              03       EDITING

   AA       LARRY     LITERATA              02       INTERACT

   AA       LARRY     LITERATA              02       COBOL

Example 2: Alternate Path Id

PATHAA EMPLOYEE EXPERTISE (BB) SKILL

Since the PATH parameter specifies an alternate path id, Culprit can process an incomplete path. In this example, Culprit
can retrieve occurrences of EMPLOYEE records that do not have an associated occurrence of an EXPERTISE record.
The contents of the input buffer shown below indicate that Culprit was able to retrieve the LAURA PENMEN record
occurrence. Note however that KATHERINE O'HEARN's previously retrieved expertise level (02) and skill (IDD) remain in
the PENMEN buffer.

PATH ID      EMPLOYEE NAME              EXPERTISE     SKILL

                                          LEVEL

   AA       KATHERINE O'HEARN               03       FORTRAN

   AA       KATHERINE O'HEARN               03       COBOL

   AA       KATHERINE O'HEARN               03       ASSEMBLER
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   AA       KATHERINE O'HEARN               02       IDD

   BB       LAURA     PENMAN               (02)     (IDD)

   AA       LARRY     LITERATA              03       EDITING

   AA       LARRY     LITERATA              02       INTERACT

   AA       LARRY     LITERATA              02       COBOL

Example 3: Multiple Primary Paths

PATHAA EMPLOYEE EXPERTISE SKILL

PATHCC EMPLOYEE

In the above example, Culprit begins by navigating the path with the lowest path id, AA. Once Culprit retrieves all
occurrences of path AA, Culprit navigates path CC before accessing the next occurrence of the EMPLOYEE record. The
contents of the input buffer appear below:

PATH ID      EMPLOYEE NAME              EXPERTISE     SKILL

                                          LEVEL

   AA       KATHERINE O'HEARN               03       FORTRAN

   AA       KATHERINE O'HEARN               03       COBOL

   AA       KATHERINE O'HEARN               03       ASSEMBLER

   AA       KATHERINE O'HEARN               02       IDD

   CC       KATHERINE O'HEARN              (02)     (IDD)

   CC       LAURA     PENMAN               (02)     (IDD)

   AA       LARRY     LITERATA              03       EDITING

   AA       LARRY     LITERATA              02       INTERACT

   AA       LARRY     LITERATA              02       COBOL

   CC       LARRY     LITERATA             (02)     (COBOL)

PATH Parameter Syntax
Defines a path through the database.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

     Col

     2

     ▼              ┌─────────────────────────────┐

►►── PATH path-id ┬─▼─ database-record-expression ┴┬──────────────────────┬─┬─►◄

                  │                                ├ RETURN key only ─────┤ │

                  │                                ├ ALL-MEMBERS set-name ┤ │

                  │                                └ lr-expression ───────┘ │

                  └─ lr-expression ─────────────────────────────────────────┘

Expansion of Database-record-expression

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

►►─▼─ database-record-name ─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─┴────────►◄

                            └─ ( ─┬───────────┬─┬────────────┬─ ) ─┘
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                                  └─ path-id ─┘ └─ set-name ─┘

Expansion of lr-expression

►►── logical-record-name ┬─────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────────────┬──►◄

                         └ ( path-id ) ┘ └┬ WHERE ┬ lr-boolean-expression ─┘

                                          └ WHEN ─┘

Expansion of lr-boolean-expression

               ┌─────────────┬─ AND ─┬────────────────────┐

               │             └─ OR ──┘                    │

               │                                          │

►►─┬─────────┬─▼─┬───────┬─┬─ dba-keyword ──────────────┬─┴─┬─────┬───────────►◄

   └─ NOT ( ─┘   └─ NOT ─┘ └─ lr-comparison-expression ─┘   └─ ) ─┘

Expansion of lr-comparison-expression

►►─┬ literal ──────────────┬─┬─ MATCHES ────────┬─┬ literal ──────────────┬───►◄

   ├ value ────────────────┤ ├─ CONTAINS ───────┤ ├ value ────────────────┤

   ├ KEY-VALUE ────────────┤ └─ test-operation ─┘ ├ KEY-VALUE ────────────┤

   └ field-name-expression ┘                      └ field-name-expression ┘

Expansion of Field-name-expression

►►── data-item-name ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

                     └ ( ┬ file-record-name ──────────────────┬┬───────┬ ) ┘

                         ├ database-record-name ──────────────┤└ level ┘

                         └┬─────────────────────────┬ lr-name ┘

                          └ database-record-name OF ┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ .subscript-value ─┘

Syntax Rules

• PATH
Identifies the parameter type. It must be coded starting in column 2. More than one PATH parameter can be specified
in a Culprit run.

• path-id
A unique 2-character alphanumeric string that identifies the primary path. Path-id must be coded starting in column 6;
the default is **. If the Culprit run accesses a table, Culprit automatically generates a PATH parameter that specifies 01
as the path id.
For considerations that apply to path-id, see Specifying Path Identifiers.

• database-record-expression
Specifies a database record and optionally specifies an alternate path ID and set relationship. Database-record-
expression can be repeated as often as required to construct a path, provided that no more than 100 record types
appear on a single path and no more than 255 record types are specified for all the PATH parameters defined for the
run.
See expanded syntax for database-record-expression below.

• RETURN KEY ONLY
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A keyword expression that can be specified only if the entry record is accessed using an index. If specified, RETURN
KEY ONLY must be the last entry on the path.
When a PATH parameter specifies RETURN KEY ONLY, Culprit does the following:
– Accesses only the entry record on the PATH parameter
– Retrieves the indexed field of the entry record; Culprit does not retrieve the entry record itself
– Returns the indexed field and the db-key of the entry record to the input buffer
The RETURN KEY ONLY option can be used to create a key file that contains index-key values or to compare key file
values with database values.

• ALL-MEMBERS set-name
Applies to multiple-member set relationships only. Optionally, set-name may be enclosed in parentheses.
The following figure illustrates a multiple-member set relationship.

Example of a Multiple-Member Set

NOTE
The COVERAGE record is the owner of three types of member records: HOSPITAL-CLAIM, NON-HOSP-
CLAIM, and DENTAL-CLAIM. COVERAGE-CLAIMS is the name of the set relationship.

ALL-MEMBERS instructs Culprit to access each occurrence of each record in a multiple-member set. Set-name specifies
the name of the multiple-member set; the name must be enclosed in parentheses.

The following coding considerations apply to the ALL-MEMBERS option:

• ALL-MEMBERS must be specified after the name of the owner record in the multiple-member set.
• ALL-MEMBERS must be the last entry on the path.
• ALL-MEMBERS cannot be used when the path contains a logical record.

To access data from more than one but not all member record types, the PATH parameter must specify the ALL-
MEMBERS option. The user's procedure logic or selection criteria must control processing based on the value of REC-
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NAME. REC-NAME indicates which member record type has been returned to the input buffer for a given string. For more
information about REC-NAME, see Database Field Name References.

NOTE
When the ALL-MEMBERS option is specified, you must allocate enough storage space in the input buffer for
each member record in the multiple-member set. For more information about specifying the size of the input
buffer, see INPUT Parameter.

• lr-expression
Indicates the name of a logical record following a string of database records on the PATH parameter. A logical record
can follow database records on the PATH parameter under the following circumstances:
– The database records are defined to the logical record subschema.
– The usage mode defined for the logical record subschema is USAGE IS MIXED.
– The logical record retrieval path requires a particular set currency to be in effect before Culprit retrieves the logical

record. In order to establish currency, the PATH parameter can specify a path with one or more database records
preceding the logical record.

– A database record contains a value that is referenced in the WHERE clause of the logical record expression, as
shown below:

 PATHAA EMPLOYEE EMP-JOB-LR

*       WHERE EMP-ID-0415 EQ EMP-ID-0415 (EMPLOYEE)

See expanded syntax for lr-expression later in this section.

Expansion of Database-record-expression

• database-record-name
Identifies a name of a database record. At run time, Culprit accesses the entry record occurrences in one of the
following ways:
– If KEYFILE or KEY parameters are specified, Culprit retrieves each occurrence in order as specified in the key file

or on the KEY parameter, respectively.
– If the PATH parameter specifies an index set, Culprit retrieves each occurrence in index-key order.
– If neither of the above is specified, Culprit retrieves each occurrence as it is encountered in the database.
For rules that apply to the order of database records in a path definition, see Defining a Path.

• path-id
Identifies either a null path or an alternate path. Path-id is an optional 2-character alphanumeric value that must be
unique for the run and be enclosed in parentheses. If the PATH parameter also specifies set-name (see below), both
path-id and set-name must be enclosed in the parentheses.
Culprit moves path-id to the PATH-ID field in the input buffer when one of the following conditions is true:
– Culprit can follow the path as far as the record type preceding that for which the path ID is specified. In the example

below, Culprit returns BB to the PATH-ID field when it returns all records, excluding SKILL, to the input buffer:

PATHAA DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE EXPERTISE SKILL (BB)

In the special case of an entry record, either the path contains no occurrences of the entry record or the database
contains no occurrences of the entry record for a particular key.

– Culprit can follow the path as far as the record type for which the path ID is specified, but selection criteria eliminate
the occurrence of the record. In the example below, Culprit returns BB to the PATH-ID field each time the employee
ID does not equal 0301 or 0054:

PATHAA DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE (BB) EXPERTISE SKILL

SELECT EMPLOYEE WHEN EMP-ID-0415 EQ (0301 0054)

• set-name
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An optional value that specifies the name of a set relationship between the previous record type and the current record
type; the set must be defined to the subschema. If specified, set-name must be enclosed in parentheses. If the PATH
parameter also specifies path-id (see above), both path-id and set-name must be enclosed in the parentheses.
The following considerations apply to set-name:
– In the special case of an entry record, set-name must be specified if the entry record is indexed and is to be

accessed using the index; the name of the set must be the index set name.
– If more than one set relationship exists between the previous record type and the current record type, a set name

must be specified.

Expansion of lr-expression

• logical-record-name
The name of a logical record defined in the subschema named on the INPUT parameter. Logical-record-name must be
the only record on the path.
The following considerations apply to logical record retrieval:
– Each automatic retrieval path must specify the same logical record; only one can specify a WHERE clause. The

WHERE clause is described in greater detail later in this section.
– Each dummy path can specify a different logical record and a WHERE clause.

• path-id
An optional 2-character alphanumeric value unique to the run; if specified, it must be enclosed in parentheses. Culprit
moves the value of path-id to the PATH-ID field in the input buffer when one of the following conditions is true:
– No logical record occurrences meet the criteria specified in the WHERE clause. Culprit returns LR-NOT-FOUND or

LR-ERROR to the LR-STATUS field in the input buffer the first time an attempt is made to retrieve the logical record.
– A KEY or KEYFILE parameter specifies a key value and no logical record meets the criteria specified in the WHERE

clause for the key value. If a KEY parameter specifies the key value, the value will be in the appropriate field in the
logical record in the input buffer unless the DBA-specified retrieval path overlays the field. If a KEYFILE parameter
specifies the key value, the key file record will be in the input buffer.

– A logical record occurrence does not meet the selection criteria specified on a SELECT/BYPASS parameter for that
record. The input buffer will contain the logical record.

NOTE
If the DBA-specified logical record status is other than LR-NOT-FOUND or LR-ERROR, Culprit continues as
if a status of LR-FOUND were returned. The user can test the reserved word LR-STATUS to determine the
logical record status that was returned.

• WHERE/WHEN
A keyword that introduces selection criteria for logical record retrieval.

• lr-boolean-expression
Specifies criteria to be applied toward the selection of logical record occurrences. WHEN may be used as a synonym
for WHERE.
See expanded syntax for lr-boolean-expression later in this section.

Expansion of lr-boolean-expression

• NOT
A keyword that reverses the logic of the boolean expression; for example, WHERE NOT DEPT-ID EQ '3200' returns all
logical record occurrences that do not specify 3200 for DEPT-ID.

• dba-keyword
A keyword that is used in the logical record definition and defined to the data dictionary.

• AND/OR
Logical connectors that allow the user to state complex logical record selection criteria. With AND, both conditions
must be true; with OR, one condition must be true.

• lr-comparison-expression
A boolean expression, which is expanded below.
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Expansion of lr-comparison-expression

• literal
A value to be compared. It is an alphanumeric, numeric, or hexadecimal literal enclosed in single quotation marks, as
follows:

Type of literal How to code it Example
alphanumeric A 1- to 64-character alphanumeric value

that consists of letters, numbers, and
special characters in any combination.
To express an apostrophe (a single
quotation mark), code two consecutive
single quotation marks.

'ERNIE''S DINER'
 

numeric literal A 1- to 15-character numeric value,
optionally preceded by a sign and optionally
containing an embedded or trailing decimal
point.

'12.34'
 

hexadecimal A 1- to 50-character (25-byte) hexadecimal
value, preceded by X.

X'010203'

• value
Specifies an arithmetic operation that contains operands and operators.
An operand must be a numeric literal or the name of a numeric field. The left operand is separated from the right
operand by an arithmetic operator (see below). A space must exist between each operand and operator.
An operator indicates the type of arithmetic calculation, as follows:

Operator What it means
+ The value of the left operand is added to the value of the right

operand.
- The value of the right operand is subtracted from the value of the

left operand.
* The value of the left operand is multiplied by the value of the right

operand.
/ The value of the left operand is divided by the value of the right

operand.

Parentheses can be used within the arithmetic expression; if parentheses are not used, Culprit follows algebraic rules of
precedence.

• KEY-VALUE
Specifies that a value in a KEY or KEYFILE parameter is to be compared to a field in the logical record.

• field-name-expression
Specifies a field in either the logical record or in the input buffer. Unless the field is qualified by a record name or a
level number that establishes another meaning, the expression applies to a field in the logical record.
The expression applies to a field in the input buffer if Culprit retrieves a logical record on another path, a database
record on this or another path, or a key file record.
In all cases, the field name must be defined to the data dictionary; the name cannot be defined on either a user-
supplied REC parameter or a work field parameter.
See expanded syntax for field-name-expression below:

• MATCHES
This is a comparison operator that performs either generic searches or pattern matching. The values of the left and
right operands can be either literals or fields containing character strings or zoned decimal values. Literals, including
numeric values, must be enclosed in single quotation marks.
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When Culprit encounters MATCHES, it compares the left operand with the right operand, one character at a time,
starting with the leftmost character. If a character in the left operand does not match its respective character in the right
operand, the result of the comparison expression is false. If a match occurs for each character in the shorter operand,
the result is true.
A generic search occurs when the right operand is shorter than the left. For example, WHERE CUST-NAME
MATCHES 'B' retrieves each logical record occurrence for which the customer's name begins with the letter B.
Pattern matching occurs when the right operand includes special characters, as follows:

Special Character Matches...
@ Any alphabetic character.
# Any numeric character.
* Any character.

For example, WHERE TELEPHONE-NUM MATCHES '617###4567' retrieves each logical record that contains a
telephone number that begins with 617, ends with 4567, and contains any three digits in between.

• CONTAINS
This comparison operator searches for an occurrence of the right operand in the left operand. The length of the left
operand must be equal to or greater than the length of the right operand.
The values of the left and right operands can be either literals or fields containing character strings or zoned decimal
values. Literals, including numeric values, must be enclosed in single quotation marks.
If the left operand does contain the substring, the result of the comparison expression is true; otherwise, the result is
false. For example, WHERE CODE-NUM CONTAINS 'X23D' retrieves all logical record occurrences that have a code
number containing X23D.

• test-operation
Specifies operators to compare the value of the left operand to the value of the right operand, as follows:

Test Operation Meaning Synonyms
EQ equal E or =
NE not equal N or #
GT greater than H or >
LT less than L or <
GE greater than or equal to >= or =>
LE less than or equal to <= or =<

Expansion of Field-name-expression

• data-item-name
The name of a field defined to the data dictionary.

• file-record-name
Specifies the name of a key file record.
File-record-name can be specified only if the Culprit code includes a KEYFILE parameter that specifies the FN=
keyword expression. This keyword expression indicates that the key file is defined to the data dictionary.

• database-record-name
Specifies the name of a database record that precedes the logical record on the PATH parameter. The name of the
database record is required only if the field name occurs in more than one type of record on the PATH parameter(s).

• lr-name
Specifies the name of the logical record. The name is required only if the field name occurs in more than one type of
record on the PATH parameter(s).
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If the field name occurs in more than one type of record within the logical record, lr-name must be qualified as
database-record-name OF lr-name, where database-record-name refers to a database record within the logical record.

• level
Identifies a specific occurrence of a record in the input buffer, as described in REC Parameter. If specified, level must
be separated from the name of the record by a comma or a space and must precede a closing parenthesis.
Level has a special meaning when it qualifies a field in a WHERE clause associated with a logical record on a dummy
path, as follows:
– If level does not qualify the field name in the WHERE clause, the field name references the value in the logical

record. In the example shown below, EMP-ID-0415 refers to a value in EMP-JOB-LR because the field is not
qualified:

PATH-- EMP-JOB-LR WHERE EMP-ID-0415 EQ '0073'

– If level qualifies the field name in the WHERE clause, the field name references a value already in the input buffer
when Culprit retrieves the logical record. Generally, this applies if Culprit retrieves the logical record by using
the DB-EXIT facility; a DB-EXIT SET-VALUE call sets the value in the input buffer. In the example below, Culprit
compares the value of EMP-ID-0415 in the logical record to a value that is already in the input buffer:

PATH-- EMP-JOB-LR WHERE EMP-ID-0415 EQ EMP-ID-0415 (1)

• subscript-value
Identifies a specific occurrence of a multiply-occurring field; it is a value in the range 1 through 32,767. If specified, it
must be separated from the name of the multiply-occurring field by a period (.).

Examples

Sample PATH parameters are shown and described in following figure.

Employee Database Subschema contains a figure of the database structure and lists the database field definitions.
Examples 1 through 4 refer to the following set occurrence diagram.

The logical record examples (examples 9 through 11) access a logical record that contains certain fields from the
DEPARTMENT, OFFICE, EMPLOYEE, and JOB records.
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NOTE
The set occurrence diagram contains the following types of information: the employee's name (EMP-
NAME-0415) and ID (EMP-ID-0415) from the EMPLOYEE record, the employee's salary (SALARY-
AMOUNT-0420) from the EMPOSITION record, the employee's job title (TITLE-0440) and ID (JOB-ID-0440)
from the JOB record, the employee's insurance coverage plan (TYPE-0400) from the COVERAGE record, and
any hospital claims (CLAIM-DATE-0430) from the HOSPITAL-CLAIM record.

Example 1: Primary Path ID

PATHAA EMPLOYEE EMPOSITION JOB

Culprit accesses the first EMPLOYEE record occurrence and then searches for an associated EMPOSITION record
occurrence followed by a JOB record occurrence. Once it completes a string and returns it to the input buffer, Culprit looks
for the next JOB record occurrence associated with the EMPOSITION record. If it finds no more JOB records, Culprit
looks for the next EMPOSITION record occurrence associated with the EMPLOYEE record, and so on. Since the PATH
parameter specifies a primary path ID only, each string Culprit returns to the input buffer must contain an occurrence of
the EMPLOYEE, EMPOSITION, and JOB records.

Culprit returns the following strings to the input buffer, based on the set occurrences

   PATH-ID      EMPLOYEE            EMPOSITION      JOB

     AA     0301 BURT LANCHESTER     $54,500      5021 RAINMAKER
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     AA     0301 BURT LANCHESTER     $45,000      5021 RAINMAKER

     AA     0301 BURT LANCHESTER     $39,000      5021 RAINMAKER

     AA     0048 NANCY TERNER        $13,500      3051 DATA ENTRY CLERK

     AA     0074 SANDY KRAAMER       $14,000      3051 DATA ENTRY CLERK

     AA     0053 ROBIN GARDNER       $14,000      3051 DATA ENTRY CLERK

Example 2: Null Path Id

KEY EMP-ID (0312 0301 0048 0074 0053 0444)

PATHAA EMPLOYEE (BB) EMPOSITION JOB

The KEY parameter specifies employee ID values with which Culprit can access each EMPLOYEE record in path AA
directly. Following the EMPLOYEE record on the PATH parameter is a null path ID (BB). If Culprit does not find an
occurrence of an EMPLOYEE record by using the ID values specified in the KEY parameter, it returns BB to the PATH-ID
field in the input buffer.

The following sequence of strings returned to the input buffer indicates that there is no employee with an ID of 0312. Also
note that Culprit did not return a string to the input buffer for employee 0444, which indicates that Culprit was not able to
complete path AA for this individual.

   PATH-ID      EMPLOYEE            EMPOSITION      JOB

     BB     0312

     AA     0301 BURT LANCHESTER     $54,500      5021 RAINMAKER

     AA     0301 BURT LANCHESTER     $45,000      5021 RAINMAKER

     AA     0301 BURT LANCHESTER     $39,000      5021 RAINMAKER

     AA     0048 NANCY TERNER        $13,500      3051 DATA ENTRY CLERK

     AA     0074 SANDY KRAAMER       $14,000      3051 DATA ENTRY CLERK

     AA     0053 ROBIN GARDNER       $14,000      3051 DATA ENTRY CLERK

Example 3: Alternate Path Id

KEY EMP-ID (0312 0301 0048 0074 0053 0444)

PATHAA EMPLOYEE (BB) EMPOSITION (CC) JOB

This PATH parameter specifies three path identifiers. Path AA is the primary path id; path BB is the null path id; and
path CC is an alternate path ID for paths that contain an EMPLOYEE record occurrence but no occurrence of the
EMPOSITION record.

As shown in the following sequence of strings returned by Culprit to the input buffer, Culprit returns CC to the PATH-
ID field for the DETLEF DIERIG record occurrence. The remainder of the input buffer contains residual salary and job
information associated with the ROBIN GARDNER record occurrence. The user's procedure logic must test the value of
PATH-ID to determine which path Culprit navigated.

   PATH-ID      EMPLOYEE            EMPOSITION      JOB

     BB     0312

     AA     0301 BURT LANCHESTER     $54,500      5021 RAINMAKER

     AA     0301 BURT LANCHESTER     $45,000      5021 RAINMAKER

     AA     0301 BURT LANCHESTER     $39,000      5021 RAINMAKER

     AA     0048 NANCY TERNER        $13,500      3051 DATA ENTRY CLERK

     AA     0074 SANDY KRAAMER       $14,000      3051 DATA ENTRY CLERK

     AA     0053 ROBIN GARDNER       $14,000      3051 DATA ENTRY CLERK
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     CC     0444 DETLEF DIERIG      ($14,000)    (3051 DATA ENTRY CLERK)

Example 4: Multiple vs. Single Paths

PATHAA EMPLOYEE EMPOSITION

PATHDD EMPLOYEE COVERAGE HOSPITAL-CLAIM

 or

PATHAA EMPLOYEE EMPOSITION EMPLOYEE COVERAGE HOSPITAL-CLAIM

These PATH parameters are alternative ways to access two record types that are related to the same owner by different
set relationships, as follows:

• The two-path method returns each EMPOSITION record occurrence and each set of COVERAGE/HOSPITAL-CLAIM
record occurrences once per employee. Culprit returns the following strings to the input buffer for the two-path method:

PATH-ID      EMPLOYEE          EMPOSITION  COVERAGE  HOSPITAL-CLAIM

 

  AA     0301 BURT LANCHESTER   $54,500       -          -

  AA     0301 BURT LANCHESTER   $45,000       -          -

  AA     0301 BURT LANCHESTER   $39,000       -          -

  DD     0301 BURT LANCHESTER  ($39,000)      F      09/18/79

  AA     0048 NANCY TERNER      $13,500      (F)    (09/18/79)

  AA     0074 SANDY KRAAMER     $14,000      (F)    (09/18/79)

  AA     0053 ROBIN GARDNER     $14,000      (F)    (09/18/79)

• The one-path method retrieves each set of COVERAGE/HOSPITAL-CLAIM record occurrences once per
EMPOSITION record occurrence. This method is less efficient than the two-path method. It can also affect the strings
returned by Culprit to the input buffer, as follows:
– Creates duplicate COVERAGE/HOSPITAL-CLAIM entries on reports when more than one EMPOSITION

occurrence exists for an employee, as in the case of the BURT LANCHESTER record occurrence. The user's
procedure logic can be designed to control duplicate entries during string generation.

– Eliminates strings that would otherwise be processed in the two-path method, unless the PATH parameter includes
alternate ids.

Culprit returns the following strings to the input buffer for the one-path method:

PATH-ID      EMPLOYEE          EMPOSITION  COVERAGE  HOSPITAL-CLAIM

 

 AA     0301 BURT LANCHESTER   $54,500       F      09/18/79

 AA     0301 BURT LANCHESTER   $45,000       F      09/18/79

 AA     0301 BURT LANCHESTER   $39,000       F      09/18/79

Example 5: RETURN KEY ONLY Path

PATH01 JOB (JOB-TITLE-NDX) RETURN KEY ONLY

0151*010 TITLE-0440

0151*020 DBKEY-PAGE   F0

0151*030 DBKEY-LINE   F0

Culprit accesses each JOB record occurrence by using the index defined for that record; the record is indexed by job
titles. RETURN KEY ONLY instructs Culprit to return the index key and the db-key of each JOB record occurrence to the
input buffer. Following is a portion of the output for Report 01:

    TITLE                  DBKEY-PAGE      DBKEY-LINE
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  ACCOUNTANT                75113              2

  AP-CLERK                  75114              5

  AR-CLERK                  75149              5

  COMPUTER OPERATOR         75147              3

     -                        -                -

     -                        -                -

Example 6: ALL-MEMBERS Path

PATH03 COVERAGE ALL-MEMBERS (COVERAGE-CLAIMS)

The code specified in path 03 instructs Culprit to navigate the COVERAGE-CLAIMS multiple-member set relationship
that appears in the figure under Example of a Multiple-Member Set. For each COVERAGE record occurrence, Culprit
accesses either a HOSPITAL-CLAIM, a NON-HOSP-CLAIM, or a DENTAL-CLAIM record occurrence. Culprit fills the
REC-NAME field in the input buffer with the name of the member record type retrieved. The strings returned by Culprit
appear below:

    REC-NAME      COVERAGE   DENTAL      HOSPITAL    NON-HOSPITAL

 NON-HOSP-CLAIM      F         -            -         10/07/82

 NON-HOSP-CLAIM      F         -            -         08/18/81

 HOSPITAL-CLAIM      M         -         11/07/82    (08/18/81)

 DENTAL-CLAIM        F      05/23/77    (11/07/82)   (08/18/81)

 DENTAL-CLAIM        F      04/10/80    (11/07/82)   (08/18/81)

 HOSPITAL-CLAIM      F     (04/10/80)    09/18/79    (08/18/81)

Example 7: ALL-MEMBERS Path and REC-NAME

PATH03 COVERAGE ALL-MEMBERS (COVERAGE-CLAIMS)

SELECT BUFFER WHEN REC-NAME EQ ('NON-HOSP-CLAIM' 'DENTAL-CLAIM')

At run time, Culprit accesses all three COVERAGE-CLAIMS record types, but the SELECT parameter limits record
retrieval to only the NON-HOSP-CLAIM and DENTAL-CLAIM record occurrences. The strings that Culprit returns to the
input buffer appear below:

   REC-NAME      COVERAGE   DENTAL      HOSPITAL   NON-HOSPITAL

NON-HOSP-CLAIM      F         -            -         10/07/82

NON-HOSP-CLAIM      F         -            -         08/18/81

DENTAL-CLAIM        F      05/23/77    (11/07/82)   (08/18/81)

DENTAL-CLAIM        F      04/10/80    (11/07/82)   (08/18/81)

Example 8: Bill-of-Materials Path

PATH32 DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE STRUCTURE (REPORTS-TO) EMPLOYEE (MANAGES)

0151*010 DEPT-ID      HH 'DEPT ID'

0151*020 EMP-NAME     HH 'EMPLOYEE'

0151*030 EMP-NAME (2) HH 'MANAGER'
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Once Culprit accesses a DEPARTMENT record occurrence, it navigates a bill-of-materials data structure. In this example,
Culprit retrieves each employee in the department and the people that manage the employee. Since the EMPLOYEE
record appears twice on the PATH parameter, all field names that pertain to the second occurrence of the record in the
input buffer must be qualified by a level indicator. A portion of the report output appears below:

    DEPT ID     EMPLOYEE              MANAGER

     0100       JOHN  ROTGUT          HENRIETTA HENDON

     0100       PAM   VAN DONG        ROBBY WILDER

     0100       PAM   VAN DONG        HENRIETTA HENDON

     0100       ROBBY WILDER          HENRIETTA HENDON

      -              -                     -

If REPORTS-TO and MANAGES were reversed in this example, Culprit would retrieve each employee in the department
and the people that report to the employee, as shown in the following example:

    DEPT ID     EMPLOYEE              STAFF

     0100       JOHN  ROTGUT          ELEANOR PEOPLES

     0100       JOHN  ROTGUT          HERBIE BABIE

     0100       PAM   VAN DONG        ROGER WILCO

     0100       PAM   VAN DONG        DANIEL MOON

     0100       PAM   VAN DONG        RENE MAKER

     0100       ROBBY WILDER          PAM VAN DONG

       -             -                     -

Example 9: Logical Record Path Using KEY-VALUE

 PATHA1 EMP-JOB-LR WHERE JOB-ID-0440 EQ '3051'

*                    AND EMP-ID-0415 EQ KEY-VALUE

 KEY EMP-ID-0415 (0312 0301 0048 0074 0053 0444)

This PATH parameter specifies retrieval of EMP-JOB-LR logical record occurrences. The WHERE clause instructs Culprit
to retrieve those logical records that have a job ID of 3051 and employee ids that equal the values specified on the KEY
parameter. Culprit returns the following logical record strings to the input buffer:

  EMP-ID     EMP-NAME       JOB-ID      TITLE

  0048     NANCY TERNER     3051     DATA ENTRY CLERK

  0053     ROBIN GARDNER    3051     DATA ENTRY CLERK

  0074     SANDY KRAAMER    3051     DATA ENTRY CLERK

Example 10: Logical Record Path Using CONTAINS

 PATHA2 EMP-JOB-LR (JOB-TITLE-NDX)

*                  WHERE TITLE-0440 CONTAINS 'ENTRY'

*                  AND (EMP-ID-0415 EQ '0048' OR

*                       EMP-ID-0415 EQ '0053' OR

*                       EMP-ID-0415 EQ '0074')
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Culprit accesses EMP-JOB-LR logical record occurrences by using the index defined for the JOB record type. The
WHERE clause selects those logical record occurrences where the job title contains the word ENTRY and the employee
ID equals the listed values. Culprit returns the same strings to the input buffer as in the previous example.

Example 11: Logical Record Using MATCHES

PATHAA EMP-JOB-LR WHERE EMP-ID-0415 MATCHES '03##'

Culprit returns only those logical record occurrences where the employee ID value begins with 03 and ends with any other
combination of numbers, as shown below:

0349   ROGER     WILCO

0371   BETH  M.  CLOUD

0334   CAROLYN   CROW

0321   DANIEL    MOON

0301   BURT      LANCHESTER

0366   ALAN      DONOVAN

0355   MARK      TIME

Database Field Name References

Uses

Report-specific, SELECT/BYPASS, and PATH parameters can reference the following types of field names:

• Reserved keywords that define fields in the Culprit input buffer
• Fields defined to the data dictionary or on a user-supplied REC parameter, which must be qualified by record type or

level number

Reserved Keywords
Reserved keywords either apply to runs that access database and logical records or runs that access tables. Each
category is discussed separately below.

Access Database and Logical Records

The first 38 bytes of the Culprit input buffer contain fields that can be used to determine the contents of the input buffer;
the input buffer also contains the db-key value for each record in the input buffer. Users can access these fields by using
reserved keywords.

Reserved keywords can be referenced on SORT, edit, process, and SELECT/BYPASS parameters. num=21.Database-
Specific Process Parameters, identifies the appropriate keywords for each type of process operation.

Keywords

Each keyword is described separately below:

• PATH-ID
Contains the 2-byte alphanumeric path ID of the records currently in the input buffer. The user's procedure logic can
test the value of PATH-ID to determine which string Culprit returned to the input buffer.

• REC-NAME
Contains the 16-byte name of the member record currently being processed; this reserved word applies only when
Culprit accesses records that participate in a multiple-member set relationship. The user's procedure logic can test
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the value of REC-NAME to determine which member record type is in the input buffer. The value of REC-NAME is the
record name defined to the subschema; it cannot be the record synonym name.

• IDMS-STATUS
Contains a 4-byte alphanumeric IDMS/DB status code; this value pertains to DB-EXIT retrievals only.

• LR-STATUS
Contains a 16-byte alphanumeric status of the most recently retrieved logical record. Possible values for LR-STATUS
are the following:
– LR-FOUND
– LR-NOT-FOUND
– LR-ERROR
If the logical record status is anything other than the three values listed above, Culprit continues as if a status of LR-
FOUND were returned.

• DBKEY
References a 4-byte binary field containing the database key for the most recently retrieved occurrence of each record
type specified on a PATH parameter. This field immediately follows the corresponding record in the input buffer.

• DBKEY-PAGE
References the page number of the db-key, as defined in the schema syntax. Culprit generates a multi-bit binary field
(data type 5).

NOTE
For more information on database key structures, see the IDMS Database Administration section.

• DBKEY-LINE
References the line number of the db-key, as defined in the schema syntax. Culprit generates a multi-bit binary field
(data type 5).

NOTE
For more information on database key structures, see the IDMS Database Administration section.

• DBKEY-ALPHA
References a 4-byte alphanumeric field that redefines DBKEY. This keyword is useful for writing db-key values to a file.

DBKEY, DBKEY-PAGE, and DBKEY-LINE should be treated as zoned decimal values rather than as binary values;
Culprit converts the values automatically. Any of the db-key reserved words can be qualified by record name and level,
as described later in this section under Qualified Field Name References. An unqualified reference defaults to the entry
record on the PATH parameter.

Accessing Tables with Culprit

In a Culprit run that consolidates one or more tables, the first 95 bytes of the Culprit input buffer contain fields that can
be used to determine the table associated with the row that is in the input buffer. Users can access these fields by using
reserved keywords.

Reserved keywords can be referenced on SORT, edit, process, and SELECT/BYPASS parameters. Database-Specific
Process Parameters  identifies the appropriate keywords for each type of process operation.

Keywords

Each keyword is described separately below:

• TABLE-ID
Is a 3-byte zoned decimal field that indicates which data table is currently being accessed. Ids are assigned in the
order the tables are read. The primary table ID is 001, the second table ID is 002, and so on.

• TABLE-NAME
Is a 56-byte alphanumeric field that contains the table name supplied on the INPUT parameter TABLE= keyword.

• SUBSCHEMA-NAME
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Is an 8-byte alphanumeric field that contains the subschema name of the table currently being read.

Qualified Field Name References
A field name must be qualified if the field name is not unique. A field name is not unique under the following
circumstances:

• If it occurs in more than one of the following record types:
– Database records named on the PATH parameter
– Logical records named on the PATH parameter
– Records of a file characterized on the KEYFILE parameter
– Records of a file characterized on an INPUT parameter

• If it is defined for two or more columns in a view of a table.

The field name qualifiers are considered part of the field name.

The Field-name-expression
Uniquely identifies a field name.

Syntax

►►── data-item-name ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

                     └ ( ┬ file-record-name ──────────────────┬┬───────┬ ) ┘

                         ├ KEYFILE ───────────────────────────┤└ level ┘

                         │ database-record-name ──────────────┤

                         └┬─────────────────────────┬ lr-name ┘

                          └ database-record-name OF ┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ .subscript-value ───────┤

   └─ .field-name-expression ─┘

Syntax Rules

Syntax rules follow:

• data-item-name
Is the name of a field in a file defined to the data dictionary, a file characterized on the KEYFILE parameter, a database
record, a logical record, or a table.

• file-record-name
Is the name of a record defined to the data dictionary. The record must belong to the file named on the FN= keyword
expression of an INPUT or KEYFILE parameter.

• KEYFILE
Specifies that the field is associated with the key file defined on the KEYFILE parameter.

• database-record-name
Specifies the name of a database record that appears on a PATH parameter.
In a run that accesses a view of a table, database-record-name specifies the name of the record that defines a source
table in the view definition. Database-record-name is always RFUR-nnnnnn-DATA, where nnnnnn is the table definition
number (TDN) generated when the table was defined.
To determine the table definition number, check either of the following:
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– ASF's Table Definition screen (DEFN NUMBER field); pad the value with zeros (0) on the left, if necessary.
– Culprit 's INPUT parameter report on the Input Parameter Listing. The TDN is the six digits that form part of the

subschema name.
• logical-record-name

Specifies the name of the logical record on the PATH parameter.
If the field is defined to two or more records within one logical record, the field must be qualified by database-record-
name OF logical-record-name. For example, EMP-ID (EMPLOYEE OF EMP-JOB-LR) references the EMP-ID field in
the EMPLOYEE record of the logical record.
In a run that accesses a view of a table, logical-record-name is the logical record name of the table view. To determine
the logical record name, check either:
– ASF's Extended Table Definition screen (LOGICAL RECORD NAME field)
– Culprit 's INPUT parameter report on the Input Parameter Listing (LR-NAME field)
If one of these qualifiers is specified, it must be enclosed in parentheses.

• level
Specifies an occurrence of the field in the input buffer. Level is a value in the range 1 through 256; the default is 1.
If specified, level must be separated from the name of the record or file (if any) by a comma or a space and must
precede a closing parenthesis. Level is determined as follows:
– When data-item-name refers to a database or logical record, the level is established as follows:

• If the record appears more than once on a single PATH parameter, the first occurrence of the record is level 1,
the second is level 2, and so on.

• If the record appears on one or more dummy paths, the first occurrence of the record is one higher than the
highest level for that record on an automatic retrieval PATH parameter. Each subsequent appearance on the
same or another dummy path is one level higher than the previous appearance.

– When data-item-name refers to a field in a nondatabase record, level is required only during a match file run. If
two or more INPUT or KEYFILE parameters specify the same file name on the FN= keyword expression, or if the
record appears in two or more files named on the FN= keyword expression, the file named on the first FN= keyword
expression is at level 1, the file named on the second expression is at level 2, and so on.

• subscript-value
Specifies a numeric literal that identifies a specific occurrence of a multiply-occurring field; for example, EMP-NAME.4
identifies the fourth occurrence of EMP-NAME.
If a subscript value is provided, it must be separated from the name of the multiply-occurring field by a period (.).
The value of the subscript should be an integer in the range 1 through n, where n is the number of repetitions of the
multiply-occurring field.
For example if EMP-NAME occurs ten times, the value of the subscript should not exceed 10. The value of the
subscript can be tested in procedure logic.

• field-name-expression
Specifies the name of a singly-occurring numeric input or work field whose value identifies a specific occurrence of a
multiply-occurring field; for example, if INDX has a value of 2, then EMP-NAME.INDX identifies the second occurrence
of EMP-NAME. The subscript field definition must not specify a decimal point.

Examples

The following examples of Culprit parameters illustrate the use of both reserved keywords and record and level qualifiers.

Example 1: Using PATH-ID in Procedure Logic

PATHAA EMPLOYEE (BB) EXPERTISE

017    IF PATH-ID EQ 'BB' 500

 -

017500 MOVE 'NO EMPLOYEE' TO MESSAGE
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If Culprit does not find an occurrence of an employee, it returns BB to the PATH-ID field. The user's procedure logic tests
the value of PATH-ID. If PATH-ID equals BB, Culprit moves a message to a work field for output.

Example 2: Using REC-NAME on an Edit Parameter

PATHF3 COVERAGE ALL-MEMBERS (COVERAGE-CLAIMS)

0151*010 REC-NAME

This PATH parameter instructs Culprit to navigate the COVERAGE-CLAIMS set illustrated in the 'Example of a Multiple-
Member Set' schema available in the PATH Parameter section. When Culprit navigates the multiple-member set, it returns
either HOSPITAL-CLAIM, NON-HOSP-CLAIM, or DENTAL-CLAIM to the REC-NAME field. The name of the member
record can be output by coding REC-NAME on a type 5 edit parameter.

Example 3: Using TABLE-ID as a Subscript

INPUT TABLE=ACCOUNTING TYPE=COPY

INPUT TABLE=PERSONNEL TYPE=CONSOL

010 DEPARTMENT.2 'ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT' 'PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT'

0151*010 DEPARTMENT.TABLE-ID

0151*020 EMP-NAME-0415

This example consolidates the ACCOUNTING and PERSONNEL tables. For each row of the ACCOUNTING table,
TABLE-ID has a value of 1; for each row of the PERSONNEL table, TABLE-ID has a value of 2. Culprit uses these values
to reference each occurrence of work field DEPARTMENT.

Example 4: Field Name Level Qualifiers

 PATHAA EMPLOYEE STRUCTURE (REPORTS-TO) EMPLOYEE (MANAGES)

 SELECT EMPLOYEE 2 IN PATH AA

*       WHEN EMP-NAME-0415(EMPLOYEE,2) EQ 'HERBIE     BABIE'

 0151*010 EMP-NAME-0415

 0151*020 EMP-NAME-0415 (EMPLOYEE,2)

Path AA contains two occurrences of the EMPLOYEE record; level 1 is the entry record and level 2 is the record retrieved
using the MANAGES set relationship. The SELECT parameter tests the level 2 occurrence of the EMPLOYEE record
for employee Herbie Babie. In the output shown below, column 1 contains the names of employees who report to Herbie
Babie:

NANCY     TERNER                   HERBIE    BABIE

ROBIN     GARDNER                  HERBIE    BABIE

JANE      FERNDALE                 HERBIE    BABIE

HERBERT   LIPSICH                  HERBIE    BABIE

SANDY     KRAAMER                  HERBIE    BABIE

Example 5: Field Name Level Qualifiers

INPUT 100 FN=ACCT-FILE-1

INPUT 100 FN=ACCT-FILE-2

0151*010  ACCT-NUMBER

0151*020  ACCT-STATUS(2)

This match-file run specifies two INPUT parameters. Each names an input file defined to the data dictionary. Because
ACCT-FILE-1 and ACCT-FILE-2 have the same record structure, the input field names must be qualified by level number.
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The type 5 edit parameter that specifies ACCT-NUMBER refers to a field in a record within ACCT-FILE-1, the first file
defined for the Culprit run. ACCT-STATUS(2) refers to a field within the second file, ACCT-FILE-2.

Example 6: Column Qualifiers in a Table View

INPUT TABLE=BUDGET

0151*020 EMP-NAME

0151*030 EMP-NAME(RFUR-000115-DATA OF BUDGET)

Table BUDGET is a view of two stored tables. The view has two columns with the same name, EMP-NAME. The first type
5 parameter references the first occurrence of EMP-NAME in the table view.

The second type 5 parameter qualifies the second occurrence of EMP-NAME in the table view. The values in parentheses
refer to the database record name of the stored table in which the column occurs (RFUR-000115-DATA) and the name of
the logical record that defines the view (BUDGET).

KEY and KEYFILE Parameters
KEY and KEYFILE parameters are optional parameters that identify unique key values Culprit uses to access the first
record (that is, the entry record) on the PATH parameter. Culprit accesses only those record occurrences that contain the
specified key values rather than each record as it is encountered in the database.

The following types of key values can be specified on KEY and KEYFILE parameters:

• Database keys
• Index keys
• CALC keys
• Logical record keys
• Table keys

KEY and KEYFILE Differences

KEY and KEYFILE parameters differ in how key values are specified. The KEY parameter specifies actual key values; the
KEYFILE parameter identifies characteristics of a sequential file that contains key values.

Both parameters can be specified in the same Culprit run and perform the following functions:

• Select database entry record occurrences with specified key values. Culprit accesses the database record occurrences
directly by the key value.

• Establish key values that can be used to select logical records or rows of a table.
KEY-VALUE, the keyword that can be referenced in the WHERE clause on the PATH or INPUT parameter,
automatically assumes the value established by the KEY or KEYFILE parameter. Culprit compares the key value to
the criteria specified in the WHERE clause. If the key value meets the criteria, Culprit processes the logical record
occurrence or table row. When no more logical record occurrences or rows meet the criteria, Culprit reads the next key
value.

KEY and KEYFILE parameters are discussed separately in this section.

KEY Parameter
The KEY parameter identifies either a field or column name and associated key values.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax
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    Col

    2

    ▼

►►─ KEY ─┬┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

         │└ key-field-name ┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

         │                 └( database-record-name OF logical-record-name )┘

         └─ DBKEY ─┬─ database-key ────────────┬──────────────────────────────

                   └─ page-number line-number ─┘

 ►── key-value-expression  ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                            │

                            │

  ──────────────────────────┘

Expansion of Key-value-expression

         ┌─────────────┐

►►─┬─ ( ─▼─ key-value ─┴─ ) ────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►◄

   └─ ( ─┬─ start-key-value ─┬─ TO ─┬─ end-key-value ─┬─ ) ─┘

         └─ FIRST ───────────┘      └─ LAST ──────────┘

Syntax Rules

• KEY
Specifies the type of parameter; it must be coded starting in column 2.

• key-field-name
Specifies the name of the key field for the entry record. It is either a CALC-key field, index-key field, logical record key
field, or a table column, as follows:
– The field is a CALC-key field if the entry record has a CALC location mode and is not accessed by using an index.
– The field is an index-key field if the entry record is accessed by using an index.
– The field is a logical record key field if the entry record is a logical record. A logical record key field can be the name

of any field defined for the logical record.
– The field is a table column in a Culprit run that accesses one or more tables. Key-field-name must be the same as

the column specified in the WHERE clause on the INPUT parameter.
• database-record-name OF logical-record-name

Is required under the following conditions:
– If key-field-name occurs in more than one database record within a logical record.
– If key-field-name references a column that occurs more than once in a table view.
If specified, this expression must be enclosed in parentheses.
When the key field references a column in a table view, database-record-name exists in the form RFUR-nnnnnn-DATA
where nnnnnn is the table definition number (TDN) of the source table. The TDN appears on ASF's Table Definition
screen. It also appears as the numeric portion of the subschema value assigned to the source table in Culprit's Input
Parameter Listing.
In addition, logical-record-name is the logical record name assigned to the table view. The name appears in ASF's
Extended Table Definition screen. It also appears in the LR-NAME field in Culprit's Input Parameter Listing.

• key-value-expression
See expanded syntax shown below:

• key-value
Identifies a key value or a list of key values for entry record occurrences. Each value in a list must be separated by
a space or a comma and the list must be enclosed in parentheses. Key values must be either CALC, index, logical
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record, or table column keys. When key-value refers to a logical record or a table column, Culprit automatically
substitutes the value of key-value for KEY-VALUE on the PATH or INPUT parameter.
Key-value is either an alphanumeric, numeric, or hexadecimal value, depending on the definition of key-field-name:
– An alphanumeric value is a 1- to 64-character literal enclosed in single quotation marks. If the length of the literal

(excluding the quotation marks) is longer than the field length defined for key-field-name, Culprit truncates excess
characters on the right. If the length of the literal is shorter, Culprit pads the literal on the right with blanks.

– A numeric value is defined as either a 1- to 31-digit literal if the entry record is a database record, or a 1- to 15-digit
literal if the entry record is a logical record. The literal can contain a trailing or an embedded decimal point but not a
leading decimal point.
Culprit automatically converts key-value to the numeric field format for key-field-name in the subschema. If the
number of decimal places specified for key-field-name in the subschema differs from the number specified for
the numeric literal, Culprit truncates or expands the literal value to correspond with the subschema definition. If
the number of digits specified for the numeric literal is more than the number defined for key-field-name in the
subschema, Culprit truncates the numeric literal on the left. If the number of digits is less, Culprit pads the literal
value on the left with zeros.

– A hexadecimal value is preceded by an X and is enclosed in single quotation marks; for example, X '00104B1A'.
The length of the literal must contain exactly the same number of bytes defined for key-field-name in the
subschema.

• start-key-value
Specifies the starting value for a range of indexed records. Coding specifications for start-key-value are the same as
for key-value.

• FIRST
A keyword that specifies the first value in the indexed set.

• end-key-value
Specifies the ending value for a range of indexed records. Coding specifications for end-key-value are the same as for
key-value.

• LAST
A keyword that specifies the last value in the indexed set.
The range must be enclosed in parentheses and the values that specify the range must be separated by the keyword
TO. The values specified for the start key and end key do not have to exist in the database; the values only serve to
establish a range within the index.

• DBKEY
A keyword indicating that database key values are used to access database entry records. DBKEY can be specified
for database entry records stored in any location mode (that is, CALC, VIA, or DIRECT), but cannot be specified for an
indexed database entry record or for a logical record.

• database-key
Specifies the value of the db-key. It is an 8-character hexadecimal literal enclosed in single quotation marks and
preceded by an X; for example, X'00104B1A'. The first six digits are the IDMS/DB page number of the database entry
key; the last two digits are the line number. The hexadecimal value must include any leading zeros.

• page-number/line-number
Specifies two numeric literals that, respectively, represent the page number and line number of the database key. The
values must be separated by either a blank space or a comma.

NOTE
Users with schemas that employ a floating radix point must specify db-key values as hexadecimal literals.

Usage

The following considerations apply to the KEY parameter:
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• Any number of KEY parameters can be entered in a Culprit run.
• KEY parameters should be coded after the INPUT parameter; otherwise, Culprit issues a warning (W-level) message.
• If more than one KEY parameter is entered, each KEY parameter must specify the same key field.
• Culprit does not support CALC-keys or index keys comprised of multiple fields. 

Examples

Sample KEY parameters are shown and described below.

Example 1: KEY Parameter with CALC-key Values

PATHAA DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE

KEY DEPT-ID (0100 3200 5100)

The KEY parameter identifies DEPT-ID as the key field for the DEPARTMENT entry record. Culprit accesses only those
department record occurrences that have a DEPT-ID value of 0100, 3200, or 5100. The key values must be CALC-key
values because the entry record on the PATH parameter has a CALC location mode and is not followed by an index set
name.

An alternative coding method appears below:

PATH DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE

KEY DEPT-ID 0100

KEY DEPT-ID 3200

KEY DEPT-ID 5100

Example 2: KEY Parameter with Index-key Values

PATH EMPLOYEE(EMP-LNAME-NDX) COVERAGE

KEY  EMP-LAST-NAME (FIRST TO 'G')

The KEY parameter instructs Culprit to access all EMPLOYEE record occurrences with an EMP-LAST-NAME value within
the specified range of index key values. EMP-LAST-NAME must be an index key field because the PATH parameter
specifies an index set name after the entry record. The range expression, FIRST TO 'G', includes all records that begin
with letters A through F, starting with the first record in the index. 'G' serves only to establish the range; it is not an actual
value in the index.

Example 3: KEY Parameter with Logical Record Key Values

PATHAA DEPT-EMP-LR WHERE EMP-LAST-NAME EQ KEY-VALUE

KEY EMP-LAST-NAME (EMPLOYEE OF DEPT-EMP-LR) ('BREEZE' 'CRANE')

Occurrences of the DEPT-EMP-LR logical record are retrieved when the value of EMP-LAST-NAME in the EMPLOYEE
database record of the logical record equals 'BREEZE ' or 'CRANE '. The field length of EMP-LAST-NAME is 15 bytes, so
Culprit pads the values supplied on the KEY parameter with blanks. The information in parentheses following EMP-LAST-
NAME on the KEY parameter implies that EMP-LAST-NAME is defined for more than one database record in the logical
record.

Example 4: KEY Parameter and Data Table Columns

 INPUT TABLE=SALARY TYPE=COPY

*    WHERE DEPT-NAME EQ KEY-VALUE

 KEY DEPT-NAME ('PERSONNEL')
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DEPT-NAME is the name of a column in table SALARY. In this example, Culprit accesses all rows in the table that specify
'PERSONNEL'.

Example 5: KEY Parameter with Db-key Values

KEY DBKEY 19035 02

KEY DBKEY 1245 36

Culprit retrieves two database record occurrences by their db-key page and line numbers. The first record occurs on page
19035, line 2, and the second is located on page 1245, line 36.

Alternatively, the db-keys can be coded as hexadecimal literals:

KEY DBKEY X'004A5B02'

KEY DBKEY X'0004DD24'

The first six digits of each literal represent the page number; the last two digits represent the line number. Both literals
include leading zeros.

About the KEYFILE Parameter
Purpose

The KEYFILE parameter is an optional parameter that specifies the characteristics of a sequential file that contains key
values. The key file field contains the following types of values, depending on whether the entry record is a database
record, logical record, or a table:

Database Record

If the entry record is a database record, the value of the key field must be a CALC key, an index key, or a db-key:

• If the entry record is accessed by using an index, the key values must be index keys.
• If the entry record is not accessed by using an index and has a CALC location mode, the key values can be CALC

keys.
• If the entry record is not accessed by using an index and has any type of location mode, the key values can be db-

keys.

The key file fields that contain CALC-key or index-key values must be defined with the same field length and data type as
the field in the database; for example, if the database field contains a 2-byte binary value, the values in the key file must
be 2-byte binary values.

Logical Record or Table

If the entry record is a logical record or a table, the following options can be used to select logical records or table rows:

• Key file values can be compared to the values of any logical record field or table column by using KEY-VALUE in the
WHERE clause on the PATH or INPUT parameter. The KF= expression on the KEYFILE parameter designates the
field in the key file. The LRFNAME= expression on the KEYFILE parameter designates the logical record field or table
column. Both keyword expressions are described in the syntax rules below.

• If the KEYFILE parameter includes the FN= option, any key file field can be referenced in the WHERE clause on the
PATH or INPUT parameter.

NOTE
When a key file field is referenced in a WHERE clause, no KEY parameters can be specified.

Associated Parameters
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Only one KEYFILE parameter can be specified for a Culprit run. Parameters that are associated with the KEYFILE
parameter follow:

REC Parameters

User-supplied REC parameters define fields in the sequential file unless the file is defined to the data dictionary, in which
case the file must be named in the FN= expression on the KEYFILE parameter. User-supplied REC parameters must be
qualified by the keyword KEYFILE.

SELECT/BYPASS Parameters

SELECT/BYPASS parameters can be specified to define selection criteria to be applied to each record in the sequential
file.

SELECT/BYPASS parameters associated with the KEYFILE parameter must appear in the input stream after the
KEYFILE parameter and before any subsequent INPUT or PATH parameters. SELECT/BYPASS parameters associated
with a KEYFILE parameter are coded in the same way as SELECT/BYPASS parameters associated with INPUT
parameters.

KEYFILE Parameter
The KEYFILE parameter specifies the characteristics of a sequential file that contains key values.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax
       Col

      2

      ▼

►►─── KEYfile ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►

               └─ record-size ─┬─ F  ◄─┬───┬──────────────┬─┘

                               ├─ V ───┤   └─ block-size ─┘

                               └─ U ───┘

 

 ►─┬──PS ◄──┬───────────────────┬───┬───┬─────────────────────┬───────────────►

   │        └─ ( device-type ) ─┘   │   │ ┌─────────────────┐ │

   ├─ IS ───┬───────────────────┬───┤   └─▼─ input-options ─┴─┘

   │        └─ ( device-type ) ─┘   │

   ├─ CARD ─────────────────────────┤

   ├─ VS ───────────────────────────┤

   └─ UM ( module-name ) ───────────┘

 ►──┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──►◄

   │  ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐  │

   └──▼─┬─ KF = start-position ─┬─ field-size ─┬──────────────────────┬─┴──┘

        │                       └─ DBK ────────┘                      │

        ├─ DD = ─┬─┬─ SYS002 ◄──┬───────────────┬─────────────────────┤

        │        │ └─ ddname ───┘               │                     │

        │        ├─┬─ SYS002,002 ◄────────────┬─┤                     │

        │        │ └─ file-name logical-unit ─┘ │                     │

        │        └─┬─ SYS002 ◄ ──┬──────────────┘                     │

        │          └─ link-name ─┘                                    │

        ├─ DD2 = file-name logical-unit ──────────────────────────────┤

        ├─ FN = file-name ─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────┤

        │                  └─ version ─┘                              │

        ├─ LT = ─┬─ S ◄ ┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬─┤
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        │        ├─ N ──┤└─ skip-file-count ─┬────────────────────┬─┘ │

        │        └─ A ──┘                    └─ skip-block-count ─┘   │

        │                                                             │

        └─ LRFNAME = lr-field-name ┬─────────────────────────────────┬┘

                                   └ database-record-name OF lr-name ┘

 

Syntax Rules

Syntax rules for the KEYFILE parameter are the same as those described for the INPUT parameter in "Input Definition
Parameters," with the exception of special KEYFILE characteristics described below:

• KEYFILE
Identifies the parameter type; it must be coded starting in column 2.

• KF =
A keyword expression that indicates the location and size of the key field in the sequential file. This keyword
expression must be specified under the following circumstances:
– When the entry record on the PATH parameter is a database record
– When the entry record on the PATH parameter is a logical record and KEY-VALUE is used in the WHERE clause
– In a Culprit run that accesses tables and KEY-VALUE is used in the WHERE clause
– Culprit does not support CALC-keys or index keys comprised of multiple fields

• start-position
Specifies the starting position of the key field in the key file record.

• field-size
Specifies the length, in bytes, of the key field, if it is not a db-key field. Field-size must be the same value as the length
of the field in the database record, logical record, or a table.

• DBK
A keyword that identifies start-position as the beginning of a db-key. The key file must contain db-key values in an 8-
digit hexadecimal format. Leading zeros, if any, must be included.

• DD =
Specifies the ddname (z/OS or z/VM), filename (z/VSE), or linkname for the key file.

• SYS002/ddname
(z/OS and z/VM only). Specifies the name assigned to the DD or FILEDEF statement that defines the key file; the
default is SYS002.

• SYS002,002/file-name logical-unit
(z/VSE only) Specifies the name assigned to the input file in execution JCL and the number of the device on which the
appropriate file resides; the default is SYS002,002.
Logical-unit must be a number in the range 0 through 255. When DD=file-name is specified, logical-unit must also be
specified. The default logical unit number is 002.

• FN =
Specifies that the key file is defined to the data dictionary.

• file-name
The name of the sequential file defined to the Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD). If the name contains special characters
(that is, anything other than letters, numbers, or hyphens), it must be enclosed in single quotation marks.

• version
Optionally identifies the version of the file to be accessed. If version is omitted, Culprit accesses the highest version
number for the named file.
When the KEYFILE parameter specifies a FN= keyword expression, IDD automatically supplies Culprit with the
characteristics used to define the file to the data dictionary. If appropriate values are set in the data dictionary, the user
can omit the following file characteristics from the KEYFILE parameter: the record size, record type, block size, file
type, device type, or user module name or label type.
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IDD also automatically generates a REC parameter for each key file field referenced on other Culprit parameters.
Depending upon the security features in effect, the user may or may not be able to redefine a key file field by coding a
user-supplied REC parameter.

NOTE
If the WHERE clause references a key file field, the field must be defined to the data dictionary; that is, it
cannot be a user-defined field.

• LRFNAME =
Identifies either a logical record field in the Culprit input buffer or a table column name. This keyword expression is
required only when the WHERE clause on the PATH or INPUT parameter specifies KEY-VALUE.
For each record in the key file, Culprit places the key value into the input buffer field identified by the LRFNAME=
keyword expression. References to KEY-VALUE in the WHERE clause then access the value in the input buffer field.
Each logical record that meets the criteria specified in the WHERE clause is processed. Culprit resets the input buffer
value before it retrieves the next logical record occurrence in case the value was altered by the previous DBA-specified
retrieval path.

• lr-field-name
Is either the name of a field in the logical record or a table column name. The size and data type of the field must be
the same as that defined for the key file field. For example, if the logical record field contains a 2-byte binary value, the
values in the key file must be 2-byte binary values.

• database-record-name OF lr-name
Is required if lr-field-name:
– Occurs in more than one database record within a logical record.
– Is the name of more than one column in a table view.
If specified, this expression must be enclosed in parentheses.
When the field name is the name of a column in a table view, database-record-name exists in the form RFUR-nnnnnn-
DATA, where nnnnnn is the table definition number (TDN) of the source table. The TDN appears on ASF's Table
Definition screen. It also appears as the numeric portion of the subschema value assigned to the source table in
Culprit's Input Parameter Listing.
In addition, lr-name is the logical record name assigned to the table view. The name appears in ASF's Extended Table
Definition screen. It also appears in the LR-NAME field in Culprit's Input Parameter Listing.

Examples

Example 1: KEYFILE Parameter and CALC-key Values

 PATHAA DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE

 KEYFILE 80 KF=10 4

 

The sequential file defined by the KEYFILE parameter contains 80-byte fixed-length records. By default, the file is
identified on DD statement SYS002. The key file field begins in position 10 for 4 bytes. The key values must be CALC-key
values because the entry record on the PATH parameter is a database record that is not accessed by using an index.

Example 2: KEYFILE Parameter and Db-key Values

 PATH01 EMPLOYEE DEPARTMENT

 PATH02 EMPLOYEE OFFICE

KEYFILE 150 F 300 PS(TAPE) KF=5 DBK

 

The sequential tape file contains 150-byte fixed-length records; each block contains two records. The file contains the db-
key values for database record occurrences of the EMPLOYEE record; each db-key value is an 8-character hexadecimal
(4-byte) value that starts in position 5 of the key file record. Culprit retrieves all EMPLOYEE records that have associated
db-key values and related DEPARTMENT and OFFICE records.
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Example 3: KEYFILE Parameter and Associated REC and SELECT Parameters

 PATH01 EMPLOYEE DEPARTMENT

 PATH02 EMPLOYEE OFFICE

KEYFILE 150 F 300 PS(TAPE) KF=5 DBK

REC EMP-ID (KEYFILE)   20 4

SELECT EMP-ID (KEYFILE) EQ (0001 TO 0099)

 

This example is similar to the one above except that Culprit selects key file records that have a value for EMP-ID in
the range 1 through 99. The REC parameter identifies EMP-ID as a field in a keyfile. The SELECT parameter applies
the selection criteria to the key file values. After the key file records are selected, Culprit accesses only those record
occurrences that have db-keys equal to the key file values.

Example 4: KEYFILE Parameter and Automatic File Definition

 KEYFILE FN=EMPL-FILE KF=23 10

 

In this example, the sequential key file is fully defined to the data dictionary. IDD supplies Culprit with the characteristics
of the file, such as the record length and record type. The 10-byte field that contains the key values starts in position 23 of
each key file record.

Example 5: KEYFILE Parameter and Logical Record Key Values

 PATH01 DEPT-EMP-LR WHERE EMP-LAST-NAME EQ KEY-VALUE

 KEYFILE CARD KF=10 15 LRFNAME=EMP-LAST-NAME

 

The key values in this card file begin in position 10 of each card for 15 bytes. Culprit compares the key file values to the
value of EMP-LAST-NAME in the logical record. If the values match, Culprit retrieves all DEPT-EMP-LR logical records
that specify the key file value.

Example 6: KEYFILE Parameters and Logical Record Key Values

 PATH03 DEPT-EMP-LR WHERE EMP-NAME EQ KEY-EMP-NAME

 *                   AND DEPT-ID EQ 5100

 KEYFILE FN=KEY-EMP-FILE

 

KEY-EMP-FILE is the name of the key file defined to the data dictionary. KEY-EMP-NAME, which appears on the PATH
parameter, is a field in the key file. Culprit retrieves all logical records where the value for the logical record field EMP-
NAME equals the value of the key file field and where the value of the department ID in the logical record is 5100.

Example 7: KEYFILE Parameter and Data Table Columns

 INPUT TABLE=PERSONNEL TYPE=COPY

 *      WHERE EMP-ID-0415 EQ KEY-VALUE

 KEYFILE 80  KF=1 4 LRFNAME=EMP-ID-0415

 

The key file contains employee ids starting in position 1 for a length of four bytes. Culprit accesses all rows in table
PERSONNEL where the value in column EMP-ID-0415 is the same as the ID in the key file field.

About SELECT / BYPASS Parameters
The SELECT/BYPASS parameters specify selection criteria that are applied to each input record; if the input record meets
the selection criteria, it is processed in the Culprit run.
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SELECT/BYPASS parameters apply selection criteria to different record types, as follows:

• SELECT/BYPASS parameters select records in a sequential file that is defined on the KEYFILE parameter.
• SELECT/BYPASS parameters limit unnecessary database record retrieval. If a database record occurrence does not

meet the selection criteria specified on the SELECT/BYPASS parameters, Culprit does not continue to navigate the
path defined on the PATH parameter.

• SELECT/BYPASS parameters select rows from a table. For example, if a table contains rows of information for all
departments in a company, the SELECT or BYPASS parameter selects rows of information to be processed for
specified departments.

• SELECT/BYPASS parameters apply selection criteria to the completed input buffer.

More than one SELECT or BYPASS parameter can be coded for each entity; however, both SELECT and BYPASS
parameters cannot be applied to the same parameter or buffer.

Since SELECT or BYPASS parameters can apply selection criteria to different parameter types and to the input buffer,
placement of SELECT/BYPASS parameters in the input stream is significant.

Considerations

• SELECT/BYPASS parameters should immediately follow their associated KEYFILE or PATH parameters.
• If SELECT/BYPASS parameters do not immediately follow their associated KEYFILE and PATH parameters in a

database access run, SELECT/BYPASS selection criteria is applied to all preceding PATH parameters or to the
KEYFILE parameter last encountered.

• SELECT/BYPASS parameters that specify the BUFFER option must follow any INPUT, KEYFILE, and PATH
parameters specified for the Culprit run.

Listings

The Input Parameter Listing and Run Time Message listing provide information about Culprit's interpretation of selection
criteria and the actual number of records tested. The following figure illustrates both listings. The Input Parameter Listing
assigns a reference number to each selection operation. The reference number appears again in Run Time Messages
under the Selection Specification Statistics, which indicate how many records were tested and how many passed or
failed the test. The IDMS/DB Database Extract Statistics in the same listing indicate how many strings were returned for a
specific path and how many of these strings were not processed due to selection criteria.

 mm/dd/yy           INPUT PARAMETER LISTING      Vnn.n         PAGE    1

 ********

 SEL/BYP  REF       CONDITION

 ********

  SEL             $     DEPARTMENT IN PATH AA WHEN DEPT-ID-0410 EQ (5100 3200)  ─┐

  SEL    00001      DEPT-ID-0410        EQ        5100                           │

  SEL    00002      DEPT-ID-0410        EQ        3200                           ├─ CA-Culprit's

 interpretation

  SEL             $     EMPLOYEE IN PATH DD WHEN EMP-ID-0415 EQ (0301 0054 0074) │  of selection criteria

  SEL    00003      EMP-ID-0415         EQ        0301                           │

  SEL    00004      EMP-ID-0415         EQ        0054                           │

  SEL    00005      EMP-ID-0415         EQ        0074                          ─┘

 mm/dd/yy           RUN TIME MESSAGES          Vnn.n        PAGE     1

   IDMS DATABASE EXTRACT STATISTICS                   ─┐

   STRINGS RETURNED FOR PATH AA -          15          ├─ Number of strings CA-Culprit

   STRINGS TRUNCATED BY SELECTION CRITERIA         24  │  returned for each path and

   STRINGS RETURNED FOR PATH BB -          24          │  bypassed due to selection

   STRINGS RETURNED FOR PATH CC -           0          │  criteria

   STRINGS RETURNED FOR PATH DD -           5          │
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   STRINGS TRUNCATED BY SELECTION CRITERIA         83 ─┘

   STRINGS RETURNED FOR PATH EE -           0

   RECORD NAME       NUMBER READ

  DEPARTMENT                  26

  EMPLOYEE                    85

  OFFICE                      15

  COVERAGE                     5

 ***********  END OF FILE  ******************************************************

           44 INPUT RECORDS READ

          SELECTION SPECIFICATION STATISTICS

          BEGINNING      TIMES      TIMES      TIMES    NUMERIC  SUBSCRIPT  ─┐

          REFERENCE     TESTED       TRUE      FALSE     ERRORS     ERRORS   │

           NUMBER                                                            ├─ Number of strings tested by

                                                                             │  the selection criteria

               1            26          2         24          0          0   │

               3            85          2         83          0          0  ─┘

Note: The Input Parameter Listing interprets and assigns a reference number to each SELECT/BYPASS statement. The
Run Time Messages listing indicates how many strings were processed for each path and the number of times each
SELECT/BYPASS statement was tested.

SELECT/BYPASS Parameters
Specify selection criteria that are applied to each input record.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax
       Col

      2

      ▼

►►─┬─ SELect ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ BYPass ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────►

   ├─ BUFFER ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

   └┬─ database-record-name ─┬─┬────────────────┬─ in PATH path-id ─┘

    └─ logical-record-name ──┘ └─ record-level ─┘

 

 ►─── when boolean-expression ────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Expansion of boolean-expression

    ┌───────────────────────────┬─ AND ─┬────────────────────────────────────┐

   │                           └─ OR -─┘                                    │

►►─▼─┬ literal ──────────────┬ test-operation ─┬┬─ NUMERIC ───────────────┬┬┴─►◄

     └ field-name-expression ┘                 │├─ literal ───────────────┤│

                                               │└─ field-name-expression ─┘│

                                               └ ( field-name-range ) ─────┘

 

Expansion of field-name-expression

 ►►─┬── field-name ──┬──& Lh.──────────────────┬────┬──────────────────────────►◄
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   │                ├─ .subscript-value ──────┤    │

   │                └─ .subscript-field-name ─┘    │

   ├─ DBKEY ───────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ DBKEY-PAGE ──────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ DBKEY-LINE ──────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ DBKEY-ALPHA ─────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ REC-NAME ────────────────────────────────────┘

 

Expansion of Field-name-range

 ►►──┬─ literal ───────────────┬─ TO ──┬─ literal ───────────────┬─────────────►◄

    └─ field-name-expression ─┘       └─ field-name-expression ─┘

 

Syntax Rules

Except as described below, syntax rules for SELECT/BYPASS parameters are the same as those described under
SELECT/BYPASS Parameters. Special syntax rules that apply to database access follow:

• database-record-name/logical-record-name
Specifies the name of either a database record, logical record, or a table in a preceding PATH parameter:
– For a database record or logical record, the SELECT/BYPASS selection criteria are applied to fields in the named

record or in any records previously named in the specified path.
– For a Culprit run that accesses tables, the SELECT/BYPASS selection criteria are applied to each table. The

SELECT/BYPASS parameters must specify the logical record name of the primary table.
Culprit evaluates multiple SELECT/BYPASS parameters in the following manner:
– If the parameters specify the same record name for the same PATH parameter, Culprit evaluates SELECT or

BYPASS parameters as if they were connected by OR. In the following example, Culprit selects DEPARTMENT
record occurrences that either have an ID of 5100 or 3200 or that specify BRAINSTORMING for a name:
 PATHAA DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE

 SELECT DEPARTMENT WHEN DEPT-ID-0410 EQ (5100 3200)

 SELECT DEPARTMENT WHEN DEPT-NAME-0410 EQ 'BRAINSTORMING'

 

– If the parameters specify different record names for the same PATH parameter, Culprit evaluates each SELECT or
BYPASS parameter as if they were connected by AND; that is, if the first record accessed fails the selection criteria,
Culprit does not access subsequent records on the path. Therefore, the selection criteria for a later record are not
applied. In the example shown below, Culprit processes only those strings for which the department ID is 5100 and
the employee last name is CRANE:
 PATHAA DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE

 SELECT DEPARTMENT WHEN DEPT-ID-0410 EQ 5100

 SELECT EMPLOYEE WHEN EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 EQ 'CRANE'

 

• record-level
Applies when the named record occurs more than once on a single path. Record-level is an integer in the range 1
through 256 that specifies the occurrence level of the named record; the default is 1.

• IN PATH path-id
Specifies that the selection criteria apply to the named record on a particular path; path-id must be a primary path id. If
no path ID is specified, the selection criteria apply to all preceding PATH parameters that specify the named record.

• boolean-expression
Culprit tests this expression at run time when it retrieves a record or fills an input buffer. See the expanded syntax
described below.
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Syntax rules for this expression are described the "Input Definition Parameters" topic. The following considerations
apply to database access:
– When Culprit retrieves a record occurrence, the selection criteria are applied just once for all paths that specify the

record name, ensuring maximum efficiency. For example, Culprit applies the selection criteria for the EMPLOYEE
record before it returns either path AA or path BB to the input buffer:
 PATHAA DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE EXPERTISE

 PATHBB DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE COVERAGE

 SELECT EMPLOYEE WHEN EMP-ID-0415 EQ 0054

 

Therefore, the selection criteria that are applied to path AA cannot be changed before they are applied to path BB
by changing the value of a global work field within the procedure logic of a report, as shown below:
 GW0  ID   0054

 SELECT EMPLOYEE WHEN EMP-ID-0415 EQ ID

 

– When field-name-expression is a database record field name, the field must exist in the record identified by
database-record-name or in any previously named records on the specified path or paths. In the example shown
below, DEPT-ID-0410 must be a field in either the EMPLOYEE or DEPARTMENT record; it cannot be a field in the
EMPOSITION record:
 PATHAA DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE EMPOSITION

 SELECT EMPLOYEE WHEN DEPT-ID-0410 EQ 4000

 

– When SELECT/BYPASS parameters are associated with a KEYFILE parameter, field-name-expression must be the
name of a field in a key file.

– The following Culprit keywords and associated record and level qualifiers can replace field-name-expression in the
syntax presented above:
• DBKEY
• DBKEY-PAGE
• DBKEY-LINE
• DBKEY-ALPHA
• REC-NAME

Examples

Sample SELECT/BYPASS parameters are shown and described below.

Example 1

 PATH01 EMPLOYEE COVERAGE

SELECT EMPLOYEE IN PATH 01 WHEN EMP-ID-0415 LT 0100

 

Culprit selects all EMPLOYEE records in path 01 that have an employee ID value less than 100. Culprit will not retrieve
the COVERAGE records for employees with an ID that exceeds this limit, and will not return a string for path 01.

Example 2

 PATH01 EMPLOYEE DEPARTMENT

PATH02 EMPLOYEE COVERAGE

SELECT EMPLOYEE WHEN EMP-ID-0415 LT 0100

 

This example is similar to Example 1, except that the SELECT parameter does not specify a path id. In this case, Culprit
applies the selection criteria to both path 01 and path 02.
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Example 3

 PATH01 EMPLOYEE(02) DEPARTMENT

SELECT EMPLOYEE WHEN EMP-ID-0415 LT 0100

 

For each employee record with an employee ID less than 100, Culprit returns a string consisting of the EMPLOYEE record
and the DEPARTMENT record; the path ID is 01. For all other employee records, Culprit returns a string that contains the
EMPLOYEE record; the path ID is 02.

Example 4

 PATHB7 DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE EXPERTISE

SELECT EMPLOYEE WHEN EMP-ID-0415 EQ (0048 0053 0074)

SELECT EMPLOYEE WHEN DEPT-ID-0410 EQ 4000

 

Of the strings returned to the input buffer for path B7, Culprit selects only those strings that specify either the employee ID
or department ID values coded on the SELECT parameters.

Example 5

 PATHB8 DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE EXPERTISE

SELECT EMPLOYEE WHEN EMP-ID-0415 EQ (0048 0053 0074)

SELECT DEPARTMENT WHEN DEPT-ID-0410 EQ 4000

 

This example differs from the preceding example because the two SELECT parameters specify different database record
names. Of the strings returned for path B8, Culprit selects only those strings that specify both 4000 for the department ID
and 0048, 0053, or 0074 for the employee id

Example 6

 KEYFILE 80 KF=5 4

REC EMP-ID (KEYFILE) 5 4 2

BYPASS EMP-ID EQ (0479 0329 0015)

 

The KEYFILE parameter describes the characteristics of a sequential file that contains employee ID key values.
The BYPASS parameter instructs Culprit to ignore all key file records with employee ID values equal to the values in
parentheses.

Example 7

 INPUT TABLE=ACCOUNTING TYPE=COPY

INPUT TABLE=PERSONNEL TYPE=CONSOL

SELECT ACCOUNTING WHEN EMP-NAME-0415 GT 'M'

 

In this example, Culprit consolidates the tables ACCOUNTING and PERSONNEL. The SELECT parameter processes
only those rows in both tables where the employee's name begins with the letters in the range N through Z.

OUTPUT Parameter with Database Access
Specifies how each report in the Culprit run is to be output.

This article describes the following information:
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Syntax

      Col

      2

      ▼

►►─── nnOUTput ─┬───────────────┬─┬─ T ───┬───────────────────────────────────►

                └─ record-size ─┘ └─ D ◄ ─┘

 ►─── TABLE = entry-name TYPE = ──┬─ CREate ───┬──────────────────────────────►

                                  ├─ ADD ──────┤

                                  ├─ REPlace ──┤

                                  ├─ DELete ───┤

                                  └─ GENerate ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬──┬─────────────────┬──┬──────────────────────┬──────►

   └─ USER = user-name ─┘  └─ PW = password ─┘  └─ OWNER = owner-name ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬──┬────────────────────────────┬───────────────►

   └─ CATALOG = catalog-name ─┘  └─ LOCATION = location-name ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬──┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►

   └─ SYSCTL = sysctl-name ─┘  └─ CVMACH = cv-machine-name ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ COMMIT = ─┬─ interval ─┬─┘

                └─ NO ───────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────┬─►

   └─ COMMENT = 'comment' ─┘ └─ AREA = area-name ─┘ └─ ONLINE = ─┬─ Yes ◄─┬─┘

                                                                 └─ No ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ DISPLAY = ─┬─ Yes ◄─┬──┘ └─ LOAD = ─┬─ Yes ◄─┬──┘

                 └─ No ───┘               └─ No ───┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────┬───────────────────────►◄

   └─ CHANGE = ─┬─ Yes ◄─┬──┘ └─ ERASE = ─┬─ Yes ◄─┬──┘

                └─ No ───┘                └─ No ───┘

Syntax Rules

Syntax rules follow:

• nn
Identifies the report associated with the OUTPUT parameter. It is a 2-digit number in the range 00 through 99 and must
be coded starting in column 2.

• OUTPUT
Specifies the parameter type. It must be coded starting in column 4.

• record-size
Specifies the length of the rows in the table. It is an integer in the range 1 through 32,760. Specify the record size for
documentation purposes only; the default is the record size of the table.

• T/D
Indicates a totals-only (T) or details-only (D) report. The default is D.

• TABLE = entry-name
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Names the table. TABLE must be the first keyword on the OUTPUT parameter. Entry-name is a 1- to 64-character
value. If the name contains embedded blanks or special characters, it must be enclosed in single or double quotation
marks. If enclosed in quotation marks, the entire name must appear on a single line. Otherwise, the name can span
several lines:

 01OUTPUT TABLE=MZC.        $Owner.Folder.Object

*               REPORT01    $Note that the period

*               .BUDGET     $can appear on either line

• TYPE =
Specifies keywords to create or update tables. TYPE= must be the second keyword expression on the OUTPUT
parameter.

• CREATE
Defines, generates, and populates a new table. When a table is created, it is defined automatically to the data
dictionary.

NOTE
A table gets defined to the data dictionary in the CULL step of processing, even if the Culprit job contains
run-time errors.

• ADD
Adds rows to an existing table. The edit parameters coded for the report must specify the same length, format, and
order as those defined for the original table.

• REPLACE
Erases previously stored data and stores new data. The edit parameters coded for the report must specify the same
length, format, and order as those defined for the original table.

• DELETE
Deletes a stored table and all associated data. DELETE also removes the table definition from the data dictionary.

NOTE
A table gets deleted in the CULL step of processing, even if the Culprit job contains run-time errors.

To delete a table, code the OUTPUT parameter as well as a dummy INPUT parameter, REC parameter, and type 5
edit parameter to satisfy Culprit's coding requirements. For example, in a z/OS environment, the code appears as
follows:

//SYS010  DD DUMMY

 INPUT 80

 REC RECORD-NAME 1 80

 01OUTPUT TABLE=PERSONNEL TYPE=DELETE

 0151*010 ' '

• GENERATE
Regenerates a table definition that has been modified. You must regenerate a table under the following conditions:
– You have modified the column definitions by using ASF.
– You have modified the table definition (for example, the amount of space allocated to the table) by using ASF or

Culprit.

NOTE
A table gets generated in the CULL step of processing, even if the Culprit job contains run-time errors.

To regenerate a table, code the OUTPUT parameter as well as a dummy INPUT parameter, REC parameter, and type
5 edit parameter to satisfy Culprit's coding requirements. For example, in a z/OS environment, the code appears as
follows:

//SYS010  DD DUMMY

//SYSIN   *
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 INPUT 80

 REC RECORD-NAME 1 80

 01OUTPUT TABLE=PERSONNEL TYPE=GENERATE

 0151*010 ' '

• USER = user-name
Identifies the individual with authority to sign on to the catalog and overrides the user specified on the PROFILE
parameter, if any. User-name is a 1- to 32-character value.

• PW = password
Indicates the user's 1- to 8-character alphanumeric password. It overrides the password specified on the PROFILE
parameter.

• OWNER = owner-name
Identifies the table owner. When the user is not the table owner, this keyword expression is required. Culprit
determines whether the owner has assigned the user passkey authority to update the table.

• CATALOG = catalog-name
Identifies the catalog (dictionary) containing the table definition. This keyword expression allows you to output tables
to any number of catalogs. Catalog-name is an optional 1- to 8-character alphanumeric expression. To determine valid
specifications, see your DBA.
If catalog-name is omitted, the default is as follows:
– Culprit uses the database name (if specified) in the DBNAME= keyword expression on the DATABASE parameter.
– If no database name is specified, Culprit uses the data dictionary name (if specified) in the DICTNAME= keyword

expression on the DATABASE parameter.
– If neither a database or data dictionary name is specified on the DATABASE parameter, the default is the startup

dictionary.
• LOCATION = location-name

(DDS users only) Identifies the DDS node used to access the catalog containing the table. This keyword expression
allows you to output tables to any number of nodes in a given DDS network.
Location-name is a 1- to 8-character value. The default is the value specified in the DICTNODE= keyword expression
on the DATABASE parameter. To determine valid specifications, see your DBA.

• SYSCTL = sysctl-name
(z/OS and z/VSE users only) Overrides the SYSCTL= clause on the DATABASE parameter. If there is no SYSCTL
value on the DATABASE parameter, Culprit uses the default value in IDMSOPTI. The SYSCTL= keyword expression
allows users to output tables to any number of central versions.

• CVMACH = cv-machine-name
(z/VM users only) Overrides the value of the CVMACH= clause on the DATABASE parameter and the central version
specified in an IDMSOPTI module. Cv-machine-name is a 2- to 8-character value that identifies the virtual machine in
which the IDMS/DB central version system is executing. With this keyword expression, Culprit can output tables to any
number of central versions in the same Culprit job step.

• COMMIT =
Specifies the interval at which DML COMMIT statements are issued when a table is updated:

• interval
An integer that specifies the interval at which COMMITs are to be issued. The default is 100.
COMMIT statements are issued when:
– REPLACE erases the specified number of rows and after all rows have been erased
– CREATE, ADD, or REPLACE stores the specified number of rows and after all rows for a table have been stored

• NO
Indicates that no COMMIT statements are to be issued.

NOTE
For more information about COMMIT statements, see the IDMS Navigational DML Programming section.
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The following keywords modify fields that appear on the ASF Table Definition screen and the Extended Table Definition
screen. For more information about these screens, see the IDMS ASF User section.

• AREA = area-name
(CREATE and GENERATE functions only) Names the database area in which the table's data is stored. If specified,
it updates the AREA field on ASF's Extended Table Definition screen. Area-name must be the name of a valid area
defined by the ASF administrator.

• ONLINE = YES/NO
(CREATE and GENERATE functions only) Specifies whether maps and dialogs are generated when a table is created
or regenerated. The default is NO. If specified, this keyword expression updates the GENERATE MAP/DIALOG field
on ASF's Extended Table Definition screen.
When maps and dialogs are generated, users can display, add, and modify data in the table online by using ASF.

• DISPLAY = YES/NO
(CREATE and GENERATE functions only) indicates whether ASF should generate An OBTAIN logical record path
in the ASF-generated subschema. The default is YES. If specified, this keyword expression updates the DISPLAY
ACCESS field on ASF's Extended Table Definition screen.

• LOAD = YES/NO
(CREATE and GENERATE functions only) Indicates whether ASF should generate a STORE logical record path in the
ASF-generated subschema. The default is YES. If specified, this keyword expression updates the LOAD ACCESS field
on ASF's Extended Table Definition screen.

• CHANGE = YES/NO
Indicates whether ASF should generate a MODIFY logical record path in the ASF-generated subschema. The default
is YES. If specified, the keyword expression updates the CHANGE ACCESS field on ASF's Extended Table Definition
screen.

• ERASE = YES/NO
Indicates whether ASF should generate an ERASE logical record path in the ASF-generated subschema. The default
is YES. If specified, this keyword expression updates the ERASE ACCESS field on ASF's Extended Table Definition
screen.

Examples

Example 1: Creating a Table

 DATABASE DICTNAME=ASFDICT

 PROFILE USER=MZC PW=HAZELNUT

  -

  -

 34OUTPUT TABLE=EMPTABLE TYPE=CREATE ONLINE=YES

*         COMMENT='TABLE OF COMPANY EMPLOYEES'

Report 34 defines and populates a table EMPTABLE. By default, MZC owns the table, which is defined in ASFDICT, the
dictionary named on the DATABASE parameter. Also by default, the report contains details-only information. Because the
code includes ONLINE=YES, MZC can display and update the table's data online by using ASF.

Example 2: Replacing a Table

 DATABASE DICTNAME=DOCANWK

 PROFILE USER=PPETERS PW=PANDA

 INPUT DB SS=EMPSS01,EMPSCHM,100

 PATHAA DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE EMPOSITION

   -

   -

   -
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 34OUTPUT TABLE=BUDGET TYPE=REPLACE CATALOG=ASFDICT

*         OWNER=PMS

 3451*010 DEPT-ID-0410        FN

 3451*020 EMP-NAME-0415

 3451*030 SALARY-AMOUNT-0420  FP

Culprit accesses dictionary DOCANWK for the subschema definitions and input for the Culprit run. The OUTPUT
parameter instructs Culprit to replace the existing data in table BUDGET with new information. User PPETERS must have
passkey authority to access the table, which is owned by PMS.

BUDGET is defined in the ASFDICT catalog. The sequence and format of the edit parameters are the same as when the
table was created.

Example 3: Adding Rows to a Table

 INPUT 80 F 320

 REC EMP-ID       1  4  2

 REC EMP-NAME     5 25

 01OUTPUT TABLE=EMPLOYEES TYPE=ADD

*         USER=DEH PW=CHESTNUT CATALOG=ASFDICT

 01510001 EMP-ID    FN

 01510026 EMP-NAME

Culprit reads input data from a sequential file and adds new rows of data to table EMPLOYEES. To run the job
successfully, the data type and sequence of the edit parameters are the same as defined for the table.

Example 4: Deleting Tables

//SYS010 DD DUMMY

//SYSIN  *

 DATABASE DICTNAME=ASFDICT

 PROFILE USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

 INPUT 80

 REC DUMMY-NAME 1 80

 01OUTPUT TABLE=EMPLOYEES TYPE=DELETE

 01510001 ' '

 02OUTPUT TABLE='PERSONNEL BUDGET' TYPE=DELETE

 02510001 ' '

The OUTPUT parameters instruct Culprit to delete two stored tables. To satisfy Culprit's coding requirements, the code
includes a dummy INPUT parameter, REC parameter, and a type 5 edit parameter for each report. By default, the owner
of both tables is DOC1 and the tables are defined in the ASFDICT catalog.

Example 5: Regenerating a Modified Table

//SYS010 DD DUMMY

//SYSIN  *

 INPUT 80 F 320

 REC DUMMY-NAME 1 80

 01OUTPUT TABLE=ACCOUNTING TYPE=GENERATE

*         USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1 CATALOG=ASFDICT

*         COMMENT='TABLE REGENERATED WITH CULPRIT'

 01510001 ' '
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In this example, user DOC1 modified the column definitions of table ACCOUNTING on ASF's Column Definition screen.
To regenerate the table, DOC1 codes a Culprit report that specifies GENERATE on the OUTPUT parameter. The
COMMENT= keyword expression updates the description of the table contained in the COMMENTS field of ASF's Table
Definition screen.

To satisfy Culprit's coding requirements, the code also includes a dummy INPUT parameter, REC parameter, and a type 5
edit parameter.

About Edit Parameters
Edit parameters define the position and format of fields to be output. This section provides the syntax rules for edit
parameters that send output to non-SQL created data tables.

For syntax rules that apply to edit parameters for reports output to a printer or conventional file structures, see Edit
Parameters. Except as described below, the syntax rules described under Edit Parameters apply to edit lines defined for
tables.

See Sample Programs -- Table Access and Creation for examples of Culprit code that creates and modifies tables.

Edit Parameters Details
Sends output to tables.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

Syntax for edit parameters is shown below:

      Col

      2

      ▼

►►─── nn ──┬┬─ 5 ─┬┬─ line column spacing-code ───────────────────────────────►

           │└─ D ─┘│

           └┬─ 6 ─┬┘

            └─ S ─┘

 ►─┬─ literal ───────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────┬────►

   └─ field-name-expression ─┘ └ SZ = field-size ┘ └ DP = decimal-places ┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

   └─ COLUMN = column-position ─┘ └─ IX =  ─┬─ A ─┬─┘

                                            └─ D ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ format-code ─┬───────────────┬─┘

                   └─ 'edit-mask' ─┘

Syntax Rules

• 5/6
Specifies an edit parameter that defines an output field on a detail or total line, respectively. The following coding
considerations apply:
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– Each report must specify at least one type 5 edit parameter.
– For details-only reports, the sequence, format, and data type of the fields specified on the type 5 edit parameters

define the table's columns.
– For totals-only reports, the sequence, format, and data type of the fields specified on the type 6 edit parameters

define the table's columns.
– If the OUTPUT parameter specifies ADD or REPLACE, the output fields on type 5 edit parameters must have the

same length, format, and order as the fields defined for the original table; the field names do not have to be the
same.

– If the OUTPUT parameter specifies DELETE or GENERATE, the report can specify a dummy type 5 edit parameter
in order to satisfy Culprit's coding requirements.

• line
Specifies an edit line; for output to a table, line must have a value of 1.

• column
Specifies the location of the output field on the output line as either an absolute or a relative column position. When
tables are created, the type 5 and type 6 edit parameters should specify relative columns (specified as *nnn) because
tables must have contiguous fields.

• literal/field-name-expression
Specifies an output field on an edit parameter. When the OUTPUT parameter specifies CREATE, Culprit uses the
name of each field as a column heading. For example, if the field name is EMP-ID, Culprit automatically creates a
column heading that specifies this field name.
For expanded syntax for field-name-expression, see Edit Parameters

• SZ=field-size
Specifies the length of the output field:
– For alphanumeric fields, SZ= specifies the length in bytes.
– For numeric format codes other than FB and FP, SZ= specifies the number of decimal digits.
– For numeric fields output as packed decimal (FP) or binary (FB), SZ= specifies the length in bytes.
The default is the length defined for the field.

• IX=A/D
This is a keyword expression that establishes an ascending (A) or descending (D) index for a column in the table. An
index arranges the rows of a table according to the values of the indexed column. Information from an indexed table
can be accessed and retrieved more efficiently than from a nonindexed table.
The IX= keyword expression can be used only if the OUTPUT parameter specifies CREATE. Only one column can be
indexed per table. Noncontiguous keys cannot be concatenated.

• format-code/'edit-mask'
Specifies format options for numeric output. Edit-mask describes the size and format of an output field that specifies
format code FM. For more information about this format code, see Edit Parameters.
The format codes listed in the following table store the data as numeric. Format codes other than the ones listed in the
following table store the data as text with embedded edit characters; for example, F$ stores the numeric value 1234 as
the text value $1,234. The length Culprit assigns to the table field includes the edit characters.

Format Code Size in Bytes Data Type
None 1-32,760 Alphanumeric
FP 1-16 Packed signed decimal
FZ 1-31 (1-18 for ASF) Zoned decimal
FB 2 or 4 Binary
FU 4 Floating point - single precision
FW 8 Floating point - double precision
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Examples

Sample edit parameters for detail and total lines are shown and described below.

Example 1

 01OUTPUT D TABLE=TABLE1 TYPE=CREATE USER=LHN PW=WALNUT

*          CATALOG=ASFDICT

 0151*010 EMP-NAME   SZ=25 IX=A

 0151*020 SALARY     SZ=10 F$  DP=2

The edit parameters for Report 01 define two columns of information. The first column has EMP-NAME as the column
heading and lists employee names. Culprit indexes this column in ascending alphabetic order by the value of EMP-NAME.
The second column has SALARY as the column heading and lists the salaries associated with each employee. Because
the SALARY field specifies format code F$, Culprit stores the values as text with a floating dollar sign and decimal point;
arithmetic operations cannot be performed on the values.

Example 2

 01OUTPUT D TABLE=TABLE1 TYPE=ADD USER=DAV PW=PEANUT

*           CATALOG=ASFDICT

 0151*010 NAME        SZ=25

 0151*020 SALARY      SZ=10  F$  DP=2

This example is similar to Example 1, except that the OUTPUT parameter specifies ADD. The order, field size, and
formats for the output fields are the same as those specified in Example 1. However, the field name in relative column
*010 specifies NAME rather than EMP-NAME. Culprit can still verify this field because it compares the field size and data
type of each type 5 edit parameter, starting with the lowest column position, to each table column definition. It does not
compare the column names.

Example 3

 01OUTPUT TABLE=TABLE1 TYPE=DELETE USER=JFD PW=ACORN

*        CATALOG=ASFDICT

 0151*010 ' '

Since the OUTPUT parameter specifies DELETE, Report 01 specifies a dummy type 5 edit parameter to satisfy Culprit's
coding requirements.

Example 4

 DATABASE DICTNAME=TSTDICT

 INPUT DB SS=EMPSS01,EMPSCHM,100

 REC DEPT-ID(DEPARTMENT)  1  4  2

 REC SALARY(EMPOSITION)  15  5  3

 PATHAA DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE EMPOSITION

 01OUT T TABLE='DEPARTMENT SALARIES' TYPE=CREATE USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*        CATALOG=ASFDICT ONLINE=YES COMMENT='CREATED 2/18/87'

 01SORT DEPT-ID +

 0151*020 SALARY

 0161*010 DEPT-ID   FN

 0161*020 SALARY    FP

In this example of a totals-only report, type 6 edit parameters define the columns for table DEPARTMENT SALARIES and
provide the column names. Each total line will contain the following information:
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• A department ID defined as a text field because the edit parameter specifies format code FN
• The total employee salary for each department defined as a packed decimal numeric field

Database-Specific Process Parameters
Process parameters define process functions that are to be performed on data before it is output to a report.

Process parameter What it does

Type 7 Specifies a process operation that is to be performed on input
data.

Type 8 Specifies a process operation that is to be performed on system-
maintained totals of extracted items.

All of the database access considerations that appear in this section apply to type 7 process parameters only.

Syntax for the process parameter is shown below.

Process Parameters with Database Access
Defines process functions that are to be performed on data before it is output to a report.

Syntax

      Col

      2

      ▼

►►─── nn ─┬┬─ 7 ─┬┬─┬────────────┬─ process-operation ────────────────────────►◄

          │└─ I ─┘│ └─ sequence ─┘

          └┬─ 8 ─┬┘

           └─ B ─┘

Syntax Rules

Syntax rules for Process parameters are presented in Process Parameters section.

• process-operations
See expanded syntax later in this section.
Except as described below, syntax rules for process-operation in this section apply to database access.

Arithmetic Operations with Database Access
Arithmetic operations perform addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division.

Syntax

►►─┬───────────┬──┬────────────┬─ value result-field-name ────────────────────►◄

   └─ Compute ─┘  ├─ ROUND ────┤

                  └─ TRUNCate ─┘

Usage

The following reserved words can serve as operands in an arithmetic statement:
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• DBKEY
• DBKEY-PAGE
• DBKEY-LINE

Conditional Operations with Database Access
Conditional operations define test conditions that compare values held by different fields.

Syntax

►►─┬─ IF boolean-expression ─┬──┬─ result-action ─┬───────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ if EOF ─┬┬─ Eq ─┬┬─────┤  └─ sequence ──────┘

   │          │└─ = ──┘│     │

   │          └┬─ Ne ─┬┘     │

   │           └─ # ──┘      │

   └┬─ B ────┬───────────────┘

    └─ GOTO ─┘

Syntax Rules

• boolean-expression
For expanded syntax see SELECT / BYPASS -- Overview.
For database access, the following reserved words can replace field-name-expression in the syntax:

PATH-ID
REC-NAME
IDMS-STATUS
LR-STATUS
DBKEY
DBKEY-PAGE

DBKEY-LINE
DBKEY-ALPHA
TABLE-ID
TABLE-NAME
SUBSCHEMA-NAME

• result-action
For database access, DB-EXIT is a possible value for result-action except in the case of an end-of-file (EOF) test
operation. DB-EXIT instructs Culprit to pass processing control to IDMS/DB; IDMS/DB retrieves a requested database
record and returns it to the Culprit input buffer.

Assignment Operations with Database Access
Assignment operations assign a value contained in a literal or variable field to either a work field or a Culprit reserved field.

Syntax

►►─┬─ Move ─┬─ literal ───────────────┬───┬─ to ─┬─ result-field-name ─┬──────►◄

   │        └─ field-name-expression ─┘   │      ├─ ARGn ──────────────┤

   └─ CONVERT ─┬─ literal ───────────────┬┘      └─ PAGE ──────────────┘

               └─ field-name-expression ─┘

Syntax Rules

• MOVE
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Specifies that a MOVE operation is to be performed.
• field-name-expression

With a MOVE, the following reserved words can replace field-name-expression in the syntax:

PATH-ID
REC-NAME
IDMS-STATUS
LR-STATUS
DBKEY
DBKEY-PAGE

DBKEY-LINE
DBKEY-ALPHA
TABLE-ID
TABLE-NAME
SUBSCHEMA-NAME

• CONVERT
Specifies that a CONVERT operation is to be performed.

• field-name-expression
With CONVERT, the following reserved words can replace field-name-expression in the syntax:
– PATH-ID
– REC-NAME
– IDMS-STATUS
– LR-STATUS
– DBKEY-ALPHA
Used in MOVE operations to pass arguments to the DB-EXIT facility, which is described in detail in "The DB-EXIT
Facility."
ARGn is a reserved word, where n is an integer in the range 1 through 9.

Control Operations with Database Access
These control the flow of processing in a Culprit report.

Syntax

►►─┬─ PERFORM sequence ───────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────►◄

   ├─ RETURN ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ CALL ─┬─ USnn ────┬─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬─┤

   │        └─ DB-EXIT ─┘ │     ┌─────────────────────────────┐     │ │

   │                      └─ ( ─▼─┬─ literal ───────────────┬─┴─ ) ─┘ │

   │                              └─ field-name-expression ─┘         │

   │                  ┌─────────────┐                                 │

   └─┬─ PICK ───┬─ ( ─▼─ edit-line ─┴─ ) ─────────────────────────────┘

     ├─ UNPICK ─┤

     ├─ TAKE ───┤

     ├─ RELS ───┤

     └─ DROP ───┘

Syntax Rules

For a discussion of the basic syntax rules, see Control Operations.

For use with a database, the following special syntax rules apply:

• CALL DB-EXIT
Instructs Culprit to pass processing control to the DB-EXIT facility.

• literal/field-name-expression
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Specifies literals, input fields, or work fields whose values are used as arguments for the DB-EXIT call. Culprit moves
each value to an ARGn field.
As many as nine arguments can be specified. The argument values must be specified in sequence; that is, ARG1
corresponds to the first value in the list, ARG2 corresponds to the second argument in the list, and so on.

Examples

Sample process parameters are shown and described below.

Example 1

017010 PATH-ID EQ 'AA' TAKE

Culprit compares the value of the PATH-ID field in the input buffer to AA. If the comparison is true, Culprit extracts all the
type 5 edit parameters coded for Report 01.

Example 2

017010 MOVE 'OWNER'            TO ARG1

017020 MOVE 'NON-HOSP-CLAIM '  TO ARG2

017030 MOVE 'COVERAGE-CLAIMS ' TO ARG3

017040 IF REC-NAME EQ 'NON-HOSP-CLAIM' DB-EXIT

The MOVE operations transfer literal values to arguments that are associated with a branch to DB-EXIT. Culprit branches
to DB-EXIT if the value of REC-NAME in the input buffer equals the database record named in process statement 040.

Example 3

017010 IF REC-NAME EQ 'NON-HOSP-CLAIM' 500

              -

              -

017500 CALL DB-EXIT ('OWNER' 'NON-HOSP-CLAIM ' 'COVERAGE-CLAIMS ')

This example illustrates an alternate method to execute a branch to DB-EXIT. Culprit compares the value of REC-NAME
in the input buffer to the literal coded on process statement 010. If the comparison is true, Culprit branches to process
statement 500 and calls the DB-EXIT facility, using the literals within the parentheses as values for ARG1, ARG2, and
ARG3, respectively.

Accessing SQL Defined Tables
Learn more about working with SQL-defined tables. The topics in this section cover retrieving data, creating new SQL
tables, adding and replacing data in tables.

It also includes topics about the following parameters and their functions with regard to SQL tables:

• INPUT
• SQL
• REC
• OUTPUT

Retrieving Data with SQL
Culprit can retrieve data from IDMS/DB tables using Structured Query Language (SQL). A new SQL parameter has been
added to Culprit syntax that allows the user to code a complete SQL select statement This select statement is used at two
different times during Culprit processing:
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• During the Precompile Phase the SQL commands Prepare and Describe are issued to provide Culprit with an SQL
Descriptor area (SQLDA) that describes the format of the data that is retrieved. This information is used by Culprit to
automatically generate REC parameters to describe the format of the Culprit input buffer.

• During the Extract Phase the SQL SELECT clause is prepared once again, and data is retrieved from IDMS/DB using
the highly efficient bulk fetch technique. All cursor manipulation is completely automated by Culprit, so that data is
returned, one row at a time, to the Culprit input buffer.

Coding Considerations

Very few syntax changes are needed to use the SQL retrieval feature. Each Culprit parameter affected is discussed
below.

DATABASE

(Optional). If it is present, it must always be the first parameter in your Culprit syntax.

PROFILE

(Optional). The USER= and PW= clauses should be specified if Culprit security is on.

INPUT

The INPUT parameter identifies the input data as an IDMS/DB SQL table. New syntax for the INPUT parameter is given
later in this section.

SQL

The new SQL parameter immediately follows the INPUT parameter. Here, the user codes an SQL SELECT clause that
is passed along to the database engine. The SELECT clause may span multiple lines, providing the Culprit continuation
character (*) appears in column 1. Comments are not allowed in the SQL statement.

REC

REC parameters are automatically generated to describe both the SQL columns and the null value indicators that is
returned to the Culprit input buffer. As always, the user can code additional REC parameters to either re-define columns or
to define a "dummy buffer". Further discussion of generated REC cards appears later in this section.

SELECT/BYPASS

The SELECT/BYPASS parameter is completely functional with SQL retrieval. SELECT/BYPASS gives you a Selection
Statistics Report that tells you the number of rows selected, the number of rows rejected, and the total number of rows
on the input table. However, you can select rows far more efficiently by coding a WHERE clause on your SQL SELECT
statement. This latter technique is strongly recommended whenever you don't need the selection statistics information.

OUTPUT

Data retrieved from SQL tables can be written to any supported output media. Thus Culprit can be used as a migration
tool, to quickly convert SQL tables into another data format.

EDIT

There are no changes for coding type 4, 5, and 6 parameters. Use the field names from the generated REC cards to
reference SQL columns and their null value indicators.

PROCESS

There are no changes for coding type 7 and 8 parameters. Use the field names from the generated REC cards to
reference SQL columns and their null value indicators.

Your detail time logic should check null indicators whenever appropriate. When an SQL column is null, the null indicator
has a value of minus one, and the value in the SQL column is unpredictable.
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JCL Considerations

SQL retrieval can be done either in local mode or CV mode. For the best Culprit performance, use local mode. Either one-
step or five-step JCL can be used. If running with five-step JCL, provide database DD statements for PGM=CULP0 and
PGM=CULL.

Creating New SQL Tables
Culprit can create new IDMS/DB tables. The user simply codes familiar Culprit syntax, and SQL commands are generated
automatically. Minimal training in Structured Query Language is needed for a Culprit programmer to begin creating new
SQL tables.

Creating new SQL tables is a two step process: Create the table definition, and insert new data.

• During the Compile Phase of Culprit, information from the OUTPUT parameter and the EDIT parameters is gathered,
and SQL Create Table syntax is generated. The syntax is then passed to the IDMS/DB database engine, and a new
SQL table definition is created. A message appears on the Input Parameter Listing telling the user that the Create
Table procedure is successful, and the data extraction phase begins.

• During the Output Phase the bulk insert technique is used to load data into the SQL table. Culprit automates this
procedure completely.

Coding Considerations

DATABASE

The DATABASE parameter is optional. If it is present, it must always be the first parameter in your Culprit syntax.

PROFILE

The PROFILE parameter is also optional. The USER= and PW= clauses should be specified if Culprit security is on.

INPUT

Input data can be retrieved from any accessible source: Sequential files, ISAM, VSAM, IMS, DL/I, IDMS/DB non-SQL
records, ASF tables, IDMS/DB SQL tables, and so on. Data retrieval is independent from SQL table creation. Thus, Culprit
can be used as a migration tool, reading data from one medium and converting it to an SQL table.

OUTPUT

Up to 100 reports can be processed in a single Culprit run. Any number of these reports can update SQL tables, using the
create, add, replace, and drop functions. Data written to SQL tables can be details-only or totals-only.

DETAIL

DETAIL (Type 5) parameters describe the columns and null indicators for the detail-only SQL table being created. If a
totals-only table is being created, type 5 parameters are used to specify automatic subtotals for numeric fields.

TOTAL

TOTAL (Type 6) parameters are only used when creating totals-only SQL tables. They describe the columns and null
indicators for the SQL table being created.

PROCESS

Type 7 parameters let the user code processing logic that is executed after each input record is read. Type 8 logic is
executed when each control break is encountered at total-time. No changes to these process parameters are needed
when writing output to SQL tables.
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JCL Considerations

SQL updates take place in CV mode, which automatically provides full database recovery. Local mode updates are
possible if the central version is down and the areas are unlocked. Consult your database administrator to establish local
mode backup and recovery procedures before attempting local mode SQL updates.

Either one-step or five-step Culprit JCL can be used. If running five-step, then SYSCTL and SYSIDMS statements are
required for PGM=CULL and PGM=CULE.

Adding and Replacing Data on SQL Tables
In addition to creating new IDMS/DB tables, Culprit can also add and replace data on existing SQL tables. Many of the
coding techniques discussed earlier in this section also apply to adding and replacing data.

Updating SQL tables is a two step process:

1. Validating the output data buffer layout against the existing table definition,
2. Inserting new data.
3. During the Compile Phase of Culprit, an SQL Prepare/Describe is executed for SELECT * FROM table-name. This

returns an SQL Definition Area (SQLDA) defining all columns in the table. Culprit uses this information to validate the
edit parameters coded by the user.
– Info-column numbers are used to sequence the edit parameters coded by the user.
– For each SQL column, the SQL data type must match the Culprit data specification. Field names are not

considered.
– An edit parameter with data specification FB SZ=4 must follow every SQL column that may contain null values. This

numeric field represents the null indicator for the previous SQL column. During the output phase, the value of this
field must be either zero (indicating not null) or minus one (indicating a null value).

4. During the Output Phase, Culprit begins by issuing the SQL command DELETE FROM table-name if
TYPE=REPLACE was coded. Next, use the highly efficient bulk insert technique to load data into the SQL table. All
SQL processing is handled automatically by Culprit.

Coding Considerations 

Everything previously discussed for DATABASE, PROFILE, INPUT, OUTPUT, and PROCESS parameters also applies for
the add and replace functions. Differences arise in the way EDIT parameters are processed.

For TYPE=CREATE, the EDIT parameters specified the SQL column definitions that are generated. The field name
becomes the new SQL column name; the sequence of EDIT parameters define the SQL column sequence; and the
Culprit data specification becomes the SQL data type.

For TYPE=ADD and TYPE=REPLACE, the EDIT parameters are compared against an existing SQL table definition and
validated. E level errors result if the Culprit data specification differs from the known SQL data type.

JCL Considerations

CV mode is recommended for the ADD and REPLACE functions. CV automatically provides full database recovery. Local
mode updates are possible if the central version is down and the areas are unlocked. Consult your database administrator
to establish local mode backup and recovery procedures before attempting local mode SQL updates.

You can use either one-step or five-step Culprit JCL. If running five-step, then SYSCTL and SYSIDMS statements are
required for PGM=CULL and PGM=CULE.
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Dropping SQL Tables
The purpose of the drop table function is simply to drop an existing SQL table definition and delete its data. The drop table
function occurs during the compile phase of Culprit. For a report of TYPE=DROP, the extract phase and the output phase
are not necessary.

Coding Considerations

The following Culprit parameters are used to drop SQL tables.

INPUT

An INPUT statement is always required for a Culprit job, even though it is irrelevant for the drop table function.

REC

A REC parameter is also required for every Culprit job. You define a single REC parameter when only drop table is being
performed.

nnOUTPUT

The OUTPUT parameter is where you specify the SQLTABLE= clause and TYPE=DROP. You also specify the SQL
dictionary and schema name on the OUTPUT parameter.

A complete description of the OUTPUT syntax is found in OUTput Parameter.

The clause CASCADE=YES is optional for TYPE=DROP. CASCADE instructs IDMS/DB to delete the definition of:

• All referential constraints in which the table is either the referencing table or the referenced table.
• All views that are derived from the named table.

If the table you are trying to delete is involved in any linked referential constraints, and the related table includes values,
Culprit does not drop this table. You should then use the Command Facility to delete the data from both tables, drop the
linked constraints, and then drop the table.

 
Note: For more information about the Command Facility, see the IDMS Common Facilities section.

Type 5

A type 5 parameter is required in every Culprit report, even though you do not want to print any output.

Type 7

To prevent data extraction, you code a single type 7 parameter to DROP the input record.

JCL Considerations

Drop Table reports should be run in CV mode.

Either one-step or five-step Culprit JCL can be used. If five-step is used, then SYSCTL and SYSIDMS statements are
required for PGM=CULL.

Example

 col. 2

 ▼

 IN 80

 REC FIELDA   14

 01OUTPUT  SQLTABLE=INVENTORY     TYPE=DROP

*          DICTIONARY=TSTDICT     SCHEMA=INV
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 0151*001 ' '

 017    DROP

INPUT Parameter with Accessing SQL Defined Tables
The INPUT parameter describes the input medium as an IDMS/DB SQL table. It also identifies the SQL dictionary and
schema name.

Syntax

      Col

      2

      ▼

►►─── INput DB(Q) ─── rec-size ─── SQL = ─┬─ ANSI ───┬────────────────────────►

                                          ├─ FIPS ───┤

                                          ├─ SAA ────┤

                                          └─ CA-X ◄ ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬── SCHEMA = default-schema-name ───────────────►◄

   └─ DICTIONARY = dict-name ─┘

Syntax Rules

• INput DB(Q)
Identifies this parameter as an INPUT statement.

• rec-size
Allocates storage for the Culprit input buffer. If omitted, Culprit allocates the larger of 1000 bytes or the row length as
determined by the SQL descriptor area.

• DB(Q)
Identifies the source of input as an IDMS/DB SQL table.

• DICTIONARY=
Specifies the name of the SQL dictionary. The name can be up to eight characters. Single quotes are optional.

• SCHEMA=
Specifies the name of the default schema for this session. The name can be up to 18 characters. Single quotes are
optional.

• SQL=
Identifies the dialect of SQL that the SELECT clause is written in. Valid SQL options include CAX, ANSI, FIPS, and
SAA. CAX is the default and represents compliance with IDMS/DB Extended SQL.

• BULKROWS=
Determines the number of rows retrieved during each bulk fetch operation. For greater performance, try increasing this
value. If omitted, Culprit builds a fetch buffer for 100 rows of data.

SQL Parameter
The SQL parameter contains the SELECT clause that is passed to the IDMS/DB database engine to perform REC card
generation and data retrieval.

NOTE
For more information on the SELECT statement syntax, see the IDMS documentation.

Syntax
       Col
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      2

      ▼

►►─── SQL sql-select-statement ───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Syntax Rules

• SQL
Identifies the parameter. Must begin in column 2.

• sql-select-statement
Any SQL SELECT statement, according to the syntax rules of the selected compliance.

NOTE
For more information on authorization requirements, expanded syntax, parameter descriptions, usage notes and
examples, see the IDMS documentation.

Usage

Reminders

• SQL must begin in column 2
• The SQL parameter must immediately follow the INPUT parameter
• Continuation lines must have an asterisk in column 1
• No comments are allowed in the SQL statement

Use the column names from the SQL defined data table when coding Edit parameters (types 4, 5, and 6).

The SQL statement can be continued across any number of lines using the standard Culprit continuations character (*)
in column 1. At the detection of the last continued line, the entire SQL SELECT statement is passed unchanged to the
database engine to generate REC parameters.

Note that SQL comments can NOT be placed into the SELECT statement.

Example
  SQL SELECT "EMP-ID-0415"         AS  ID,

 *           "EMP-LAST-NAME-0415"  AS "LNAME"

*    FROM   EMPLOYEE

*    WHERE  "EMP-ID-0415"  IN (1000,2000,3000)

*    ORDER  BY ID;

 

REC Parameter with Accessing SQL Defined Tables
REC parameters are automatically generated in the precompile phase to describe each SQL column retrieved in the
Culprit input buffer. Additional REC parameters are also generated for null indicators, whenever appropriate.

Syntax

      Col

      2

      ▼

►►─── REC ─── field-name ─── start-pos ─── field-size ────────────────────────►

 ►─── data-type ───┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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                   └─ DP = scale ─┘

Syntax Rules

• field-name
The field-name for generated REC cards is the alias name, if one was assigned using an AS clause. Otherwise, the
field name is simply the SQL column name.
For generated null indicator REC cards, the field-name from the previous REC card is used along with a suffix. You can
use the default suffix _NULL_IND, or use _I by setting the SQLIND parameter in the profile to I.

• start-pos
Represents the starting position of each field within the Culprit input buffer. The first SQL column starts at position 49.
Positions 1-48 are reserved for internal use.

• field-size
Is the size in bytes of the SQL column. For generated null indicators, the size is always 4.

• data-type
Is the Culprit data type code. A blank represents alphanumeric data. For generated null indicators, the data type is
always 1 (binary).
The table below describes the correspondence between IDMS/DB and Culprit data representations. IDMS/DB has
many new data types that are not yet fully supported by Culprit. These unsupported data types are indicated by an
asterisk in the table, and are treated as alphanumeric fields. Procedure exits and other type 7 programming logic can
be used to process these data values during the extract phase: (Error: Don't know what to do with column width of
"25," (3).(Error: Don't know what to do with column width of "8," (3).(Error: Don't know what to do with column width of
"8," (3).

IDMS/DB data type Size Type DP=
CHAR(15) 15   
NUMERIC(5,2) 5 2 2
UNSIGNED NUMERIC(5,2) 5 2 2
DECIMAL(5,2) 3 3 2
UNSIGNED DECIMAL(5,2) 3 3 2
INTEGER 4 1  
SMALLINT 2 1  
LONGINT 8 1  
FLOAT * 4 or 8   
REAL * 4   
DOUBLE PRECISION * 8   
VARCHAR(10) * 12   
DATE * 10   
GRAPHIC(5) * 10   
VARGRAPHIC(5) * 12   
BINARY(5) * 5   

• DP=scale
Represents the number of decimal places that are implied for a zoned or packed decimal number.

REC Values During EXTRACT

During the extract phase, rows from the SQL table are returned to the Culprit input buffer, one by one.
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• If SQL column "ABC" is not null, the ABC_NULL_IND field is set to zero, and the ABC field contains the actual data
value.

• If ABC is null, the value of ABC_NULL_IND is set to minus one. The value in the ABC field is set to zero or blanks.

OUTPUT Parameter with Accessing SQL Defined Tables
The OUTPUT parameter describes the output medium as an IDMS/DB SQL table. It also identifies the SQL dictionary and
schema name.

Syntax
       Col

      2

      ▼

►►─── nnOUTput ──┬─ T ───┬── SQLTABLE = table-name ───────────────────────────►

                 └─ D ◄ ─┘

 

 ►─── TYPE = ─┬─ CREATE ──┬──┬─────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

              ├─ ADD ─────┤  └─ CASCADE = YES ─┘

              ├─ REPLACE ─┤

              └─ DELETE ──┘

  ►───┬──────────────────────────┬───┬────────────────────────┬────────────────►

     └─ DICTIONARY = dict-name ─┘   └─ SCHEMA = schema-name ─┘

 

 ►───┬────────────────────┬───┬──────────────────────────────┬────────────────►

     └─ SQL = sql-option ─┘   └─ BULKROWS = rows-per-buffer ─┘

 

 ►───┬─────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

     └─ SQLCOMMIT = ──┬─ NO ◄ ─────┤

                      └─ interval ─┘

 

Syntax Rules

• nnOUTput
Defines the OUTPUT specifications for report number nn. The report number must begin in column 2.

• T / D
T specifies that totals-only are written to the output table.
D indicates that details-only are written to the output table. Details-only is the default.

• SQLTABLE= table-name
Specifies the name of the SQL table to be modified. The table name can be up to 18 characters long, and single
quotes are optional.

• TYPE=
Culprit can perform the following functions for output SQL tables:

Option What it does
CREATE Issues create table SQL syntax and inserts new rows.
ADD Validates an existing SQL table, and inserts additional rows.
REPLACE Validates an existing SQL table, deletes all existing rows from the

table, and then inserts new rows.
DROP Issues SQL drop table syntax to delete a table definition and all of

its rows.
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• CASCADE= YES
This keyword only applies to the TYPE=DROP function. It directs the database to also delete the definitions of all
referential constraints and all views derived from the named table.

• DICTIONARY=
Specifies the name of the SQL dictionary. The name can be up to eight characters. Single quotes are optional.

• SCHEMA=
Specifies the name of the default schema for this session. The name can be up to 18 characters. Single quotes are
optional.
When creating new SQL tables using Culprit, you must specify a schema that has been previously defined to the SQL
dictionary and has a default area for storing data rows.

• BULKROWS=
Determines the number of rows inserted during each bulk insert operation. For greater performance, try increasing this
value. If omitted, Culprit builds an insert buffer for 100 rows of data.

• SQLCOMMIT =
Specifies the interval at which SQL COMMIT statements are issued when a table is updated.

• NO
(Default) Indicates that no COMMIT statements are to be issued until all rows are updated.

• interval
An integer that specifies the interval at which COMMITs are to be issued.
COMMIT statements are issued when CREATE, ADD, or REPLACE stores the specified number of rows and after all
rows for a table have been stored.

NOTE
If the SQLCOMMIT parameter is set lower than the BULKROWS parameter, the COMMIT is issued after
"BULKROWS" number of records have been stored.

EDIT Parameter
For details-only tables, each type 5 detail parameter defines either an SQL column on the table, or the null indicator
for the previously defined SQL column. For totals-only tables, the SQL column definitions and the corresponding null
indicators are defined using type 6 total parameters.

Syntax

      Col

      2

      ▼

►►─── rrt1*nn ─── field-name ─── data-specification ──────────────────────────►

 ►───┬────────────┬───┬────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►◄

     └─ NOT NULL ─┘   └─ WITH DEFAULT ─┘

Syntax Rules

• rrt1*nnn
Defines an edit parameter for report number rr.
The parameter type t is 5 for details-only reports and 6 for totals-only reports. Line 1 is always used when writing to
SQL tables.
The info-column technique (*nnn) specifies the relative position of this data in the output buffer. Culprit automatically
calculates the exact output position.

• field-name
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The field-name used on the edit parameter is used to generate SQL Create Table syntax. This field name becomes
the new SQL column name. Therefore, field-names (not literals) must always be used on edit parameters when
TYPE=CREATE.

• data-specification
Data-specification includes the Culprit format code, the SZ= clause, and the DP= clause. Together, this information
is used to generate the data type clause of an SQL column definition. The correspondence between the Culprit data
specification and the IDMS/DB data type is shown in the following table:

Culprit data spec IDMS/DB data type
SZ=15 CHAR(15)
FB SZ=2 SMALLINT
FB SZ=4 INTEGER
FB SZ=8 LONGINT
FP SZ=3 DECIMAL(5)
FP SZ=5 DP=2 DECIMAL(9,2)
FU REAL
FW DOUBLE PRECISION
FZ SZ=4 NUMERIC(4)
FZ SZ=7 DP=2 NUMERIC(7,2)

Use of the format codes FC, FD, FF, FM, FN, FS, F-, F$, F*, and F0 through F9 all produce SQL columns of data type
CHAR. Data written to the SQL table is edited exactly as requested, but it is considered alphanumeric data. For most
applications, this is not desirable.

Culprit does not currently support all of the IDMS/DB data types. Therefore, Culprit cannot create SQL tables that contain
these SQL data types:

• BINARY
• BIT
• DATETIME
• FLOAT
• GRAPHIC
• UNSIGNED DECIMAL
• UNSIGNED NUMERIC
• VARCHAR
• VARGRAPHIC
• NOT NULL

NOT NULL indicates that this SQL column cannot contain null values. NOT NULL is only valid when TYPE=CREATE
has been specified on the OUTPUT parameter. If NOT NULL is omitted when defining an SQL column, then a null
indicator field must be specified on the subsequent edit parameter.

0151*010  PRODUCT_CODE            SZ=4  NOT NULL

0151*020  UNIT_SALES           FP SZ=5

0151*021  UNIT_SALES_NULL_IND  FB SZ=4

• WITH DEFAULT
WITH DEFAULT clause is only valid when NOT NULL has already been coded and TYPE=CREATE. This clause has
no effect on batch data insertion. However, it simplifies online data insertion by allowing a default value to be inserted if
this column is omitted from the SQL Insert statement.
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Printing Parameter Lists
This section provides information about how to control printing of the parameter lists that are supplied at run time.

Two listings of Culprit parameters are printed at run time.

Sequential Parameter Listing

The Sequential Parameter Listing is generated during the precompile phase of Culprit processing. The parameters are
printed in the order in which they are submitted; parameters that Culprit generates are not shown.

The Sequential Parameter Listing also shows the parameters that are copied from stored code. The parameters for code
that is copied by the USE parameter and by =COPY or =MACRO appear as follows:

• Code that is copied by the USE parameter is identified by a nesting level number in the Sequential Parameter Listing.
Modifications that are made by Culprit appear in this listing.

• Code that is copied by =COPY and =MACRO parameters is identified by a plus sign (+) next to each copied
parameter. Modifications that are made by Culprit do not appear in this listing.

Input Parameter Listing

The Input Parameter Listing listing is generated during the compile phase of Culprit processing. The parameters are listed
in an order that is determined by the Culprit standard sort. Both user-defined and Culprit-generated parameters appear in
this listing with default values that are assumed by the product.

The Input Parameter Listing also shows the internal code that is generated by Culprit in response to the following
conditions:

• A compound arithmetic operation that is identified by the keyword COMPUTE on a process definition parameter
• A compound conditional operation that is identified by the keyword IF on a process definition parameter
• A compound conditional operation on a SELECT/BYPASS parameter, which is identified by the keywords AND and OR

The internal code documents simple statements that are generated by Culprit from the compound user-coded statements.
This facility allows users to follow the Culprit processing logic.

The Input Parameter Listing also includes the modifications that are performed by Culprit on code that is copied by an
=COPY or =MACRO parameter. Modifications that are performed by Culprit on code that is copied by a USE parameter
appear in the Sequential Parameter Listing.

PARAM
Controls the printing of the Sequential Parameter Listing and Input Parameter Listing

Syntax

      Col

      2

      ▼

►►─── PARAM = ──┬─ LIST ───┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                ├- NOLIST -┤

                └─ EJECT ──┘

Parameters

• LIST
Specifies that parameters following this statement are output in the Sequential Parameter Listing and in the Input
Parameter Listing. LIST is the default.

• NOLIST
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Specifies that parameters following this statement are not output in either the Sequential Parameter Listing or the
Input Parameter Listing, unless a parameter contains an error. If an error occurs on a parameter that follows the
PARAM=NOLIST keyword expression, the parameter in error appears in the Sequential Parameter Listing and in the
Input Parameter Listing with the associated error message.

• EJECT
Specifies that parameters following this statement are printed in the Sequential Parameter Listing after skipping to a
new page. This option does not effect the pagination of the Input Parameter Listing.

Usage

The PARAM= keyword expression can be inserted anywhere in the input parameter stream; it can be coded in any
column from 2 through 72.

PARAM= statements are printed in place within the Sequential Parameter Listing; if the keyword expression specifies
NOLIST, no parameters are printed after the PARAM= statement. PARAM= statements do not appear in the Input
Parameter Listing.

Examples

The first figure (out of the following figures) shows an example of PARAM= keyword expressions coded among input
parameters. The next figure shows the Sequential Parameter Listing that results. The Input Parameter Listing appears in
the final example.

Input Parameters and PARAM=NOLIST, LIST, and EJECT Options

 

 IN  80

 PARAM=NOLIST

 REC EMP-NAME    1 25         'EMPLOYEE' 'NAME'

 REC EMP- LNAME  11 15

 REC SALARY     70 10 3 DP=2

 PARAM=LIST

 REC TITLE      50 20         'TITLE'

 REC DEPARTMENT 30 20         'DEPARTMENT'

 01SORT DEPARTMENT,-,TITLE

 013EMPLOYEE SALARY

 PARAM=EJECT

 0151*010 TITLE

 0151*020 EMP-NAME

Sequential Parameter Listing of Input Parameters:

 mm/dd/

yy                                            SEQUENTIAL PARAMETER LISTING                                   Vnn.n  PAGE  1

 00 ** SYSIN **                            IN  80

   INSTALLATION SECURITY OPTION IS NO

                                           PARAM=NOLIST

                                           REC EMP- LNAME  11 15  ┐

 E NON─NUMERIC PARAMETER                            *****         ├── E─level errors override the

 E POSITION INVALID                                 *****         │   NOLIST option for this parameter

 E INVALID TOKEN IGNORED                                      **  ┘

                                           PARAM=LIST
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                                           REC TITLE      50 20         'TITLE'

                                           REC DEPARTMENT 30 20         'DEPARTMENT'

                                           01SORT DEPARTMENT,-,TITLE

                                           013EMPLOYEE SALARY                     ┐

 mm/dd/

yy                                            SEQUENTIAL PARAMETER LISTING ├ New page of the Sequential   Vnn.n  PAGE  2

                                           PARAM=EJECT                            ┘ Parameter Listing

                                           0151*010 TITLE

                                           0151*020 EMP-NAME

Input Parameter Listing of Input Parameters:

mm/dd/

yy                                               INPUT PARAMETER LISTING                                     Vnn.n  PAGE  1

 ********

 INPUT    RECORD TYPE BLOCK  FILE DESCRIPTION...

 ********

  INPUT   00080   F

 ********

 REC      START SIZE TYPE DP FIELD-NAME                     RECORD-NAME,LEVEL

 ********

  REC     00030  020         DEPARTMENT  ┐                    'DEPARTMENT'

  REC            011         EMP-        │

 E E─LEVEL ERROR DETECTED IN CULP0 STEP  ├────────────────────────────────── E─level errors override the

 E DUPLICATE OR INVALID FIELD POSITION   ┘                                   NOLIST option for this parameter

  REC     00050  020         TITLE                            'TITLE'

 ********

 SORT     BREAK A/D  SORT FIELD-NAME

 ********

  01 SORT   -        DEPARTMENT

                     TITLE

 ********

 TITLE    REPORT TITLE

 ********

  01  3   EMPLOYEE SALARY

 ********

 EDIT     LINE CC COLUMN  VALUE OR FIELD-NAME AND EDIT OPTIONS...

 ********

  01  5     1      *010   TITLE

  01  5     1      *020   EMP-NAME

 F E-LEVEL ERRORS - EXTRACT NOT PERFORMED

  RECORDS WRITTEN FOR REPORT 01 --          0

Output Phase Field References
Field references made during the extract phase of processing differ from those made during the output phase. This
section provides information about about those differences and describes how field references are interpreted during the
output phase of processing.
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It also provides information about the value of fields referenced during output phase processing on type 4 edit, and type 6
and type 8 process parameters. Examples are provided to illustrate how Culprit interprets references to subscripted fields
during the output phase.

Differences from Extract Phase
Culprit interprets field references made during the output phase of processing differently from field references made
during the extract phase of processing, as follows:

• References to numeric fields can refer to column totals and values of a sort key, as well as to values obtained from
process operations performed in type 8 procedure logic.

• If a subscripted field is referenced on a SORT or type 5 edit parameter, the subscript is considered part of the field
name in the output phase. Otherwise, the subscript is interpreted as a pointer to an occurrence of the multiply-
occurring work field. In the extract phase, the subscript always acts as a pointer to a particular occurrence of a
multiply-occurring field.

Actions During Extract Phase

During the extract phase, a TAKE or RELS instruction in type 7 procedure logic causes the following types of records to
be written to the extracted items and statistics file:

• Detail records, which contain a composite sort key and unedited data. These records are used by type 5 edit
parameters to generate the detail lines for the reports.

• HEAD records, which contain a composite sort key and the current values of fields that are not referenced on the
SORT parameter but are referenced on a type 4 edit parameter. These records are generated when HEAD is a
specified result action in type 7 procedure logic processed during the extract phase.

Actions During Output Phase

The output phase reads the sorted extracted items file and the unsorted extracted items file. During the output phase,
Culprit performs the following tasks:

• Report headings, if any, are output at the start of the report, following a control break defined with break code 1
(signifying a new page) or after the lines-per-page count is reached.

• Totals are maintained for each numeric field referenced on a type 5 edit parameter.
• Values from HEAD records are saved for use in header lines.
• Control breaks execute when a sort key changes, beginning with the lowest level control break (that is, LEVL=1) and

ending with the break associated with the current value of LEVL.
The following functions are performed at each control break:
– LEVL is set to the appropriate value.
– Processing control passes to type 8 procedure logic.
– Total lines defined by type 6 edit parameters or automatic total lines are output.
– Spacing associated with the current break code is performed.

Field references during the output phase fall into two categories: field references made on type 4 edit parameters,
and field references made on type 6 edit parameters and on type 8 process parameters. The manner in which these
references are resolved during the output phase is described as follows.

Field References Made on Type 4 Edit Parameters
The value of a field referenced on a type 4 edit parameter is resolved according to whether the field also appears on the
SORT parameter, as follows:
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• If the field appears on the SORT parameter, any reference to the field on a type 4 edit parameter yields the next value
of the sort key as of the most recent control break (if any) or yields the initial value of the sort key if a control break has
not occurred.

• If the field does not appear on the SORT parameter, any reference to the field on a type 4 edit parameter yields the
value of the field contained in the HEAD record most recently read by the output phase. If a HEAD record has not been
read by the output phase, the field appears as blanks in the header line.

Field References Made on Type 6 and Type 8 Parameters
The value of fields referenced during output phase processing on type 6 edit and type 8 process parameters depends on
the following conditions:

• Whether the field is defined as a numeric or alphanumeric type 0 work field, type 1 work field, or input field
• Whether the field appears on a type 5 edit parameter
• Whether the field appears on a SORT parameter

The value of a field referenced during the output phase under the above conditions will be one of the following types of
values:

• A column total
• A sort-key value
• A current value of a type 1 work field
• A current value of a type 0 work field

The following table summarizes values assigned to input and work fields during the output phase.

 Filed Type  Parameter Type 
 SORT  SORT and Type 5  Type 5  Other 

REC A Sort-key value Sort-key value Error Error
REC N Sort-key value Column total Column total Error
Work A Sort-key value Sort-key value Current value Current value
Work N Sort-key value Column total Column total Current value

 Notes: 

N = Numeric field

A = Alphanumeric field

Sort-key value = Value of sort key at the control break

Column total = Total of items extracted on a type 5 edit parameter

Current value = Value of the named work field

Each type of output phase field value is described as follows:

 Column Total 

A field is assigned a column total if the field is a numeric input or work field that is specified on a type 5 edit parameter. A
reference to the field on a type 6 edit parameter or type 8 process parameter obtains the sum of all detail occurrences of
the field for the current control break. This is true even for numeric fields that specify format codes FD (date), FS (social
security number), and FM (edit mask).

Fields in this category cannot be specified as result fields on a type 8 process parameter. Fields in this category that
appear on a SORT parameter are sorted by the extracted value of the field. The value of the field as a sort key, however,
cannot be obtained by a reference on a type 6 edit parameter or type 8 process parameter.

 Sort-key Value 
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A field is assigned a sort-key value if it is one of the following:

• A numeric input or work field that appears on a SORT parameter but does not appear on a type 5 edit parameter
• An alphanumeric input or work field that appears on a SORT parameter

A field in this category that is referenced on a type 6 edit parameter or type 8 process parameter is assigned the value of
the sort key associated with the last detail line processed before the current control break. Fields in this category cannot
be result fields on a type 8 process parameter.

 Work Field 

A field is assigned the current value of a type 0 or type 1 work field if it is one of the following:

• A numeric work field that does not appear on a SORT parameter or on a type 5 edit parameter
• An alphanumeric work field that does not appear on a SORT parameter

A field in this category that is referenced on a type 6 edit parameter or type 8 process parameter is assigned the current
value of the work field. The current value depends on the type of work field, as follows:

• If the work field is a type 0 parameter, the field value at the start of the output phase is the value at the end of the
extract phase.

• If the work field is a type 1 parameter, the field value at the start of the output phase is the value at the beginning of the
extract phase.

The subscript of a subscripted work field is interpreted as a pointer to an occurrence in an array that holds the current
values of the work field. The subscript must be a numeric literal or a numeric work field that does not appear on a type 5
edit parameter or on a SORT parameter and that does not specify a decimal point.

A reference to a field is invalid on a type 6 or type 8 parameter if the field is one of the following:

• A numeric input field that does not appear on a SORT parameter or on a type 5 edit parameter
• An alphanumeric input field that does not appear on a SORT parameter

Examples
The following examples illustrate how Culprit interprets references to subscripted fields during the output phase.

Example 1

010 AMT.5

0151*005 AMT.1

0151*010 AMT.2

0161*005 AMT.1

0161*010 AMT.2

Each occurrence of AMT.1 and AMT.2 is extracted and stored in the extracted items and statistics file during the extract
phase. A reference to AMT.1 on a type 6 edit parameter returns the sum of all values extracted by the type 5 edit
parameter that references AMT.1.

Example 2

010 AMT.5  SUBS

0151*005 AMT.SUBS

0161*010 AMT.SUBS

0162*005 AMT.3
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During the extract phase, every occurrence of AMT.SUBS is extracted, as indicated by the current value of SUBS. During
the output phase, every extracted value of AMT.SUBS is summed, regardless of the run-time value of SUBS during the
extract phase. SUBS is the name of a total field during the output phase and no longer has a unique value as a subscript.

The value of AMT.3 during the output phase is the current value of the third occurrence of the total-time array, provided
AMT.3 is not specified on a SORT parameter or on a type 5 edit parameter.

Example 3

010  AMT.3

0115 TOTAL1  AMT.1

0115 TOTAL2  AMT.2

0151*005 TOTAL1

0151*010 TOTAL2

0161*005 TOTAL1

0161*010 TOTAL2

TOTAL1 and TOTAL2 are implied subscript parameters that assign alternative names to the first and second occurrences
of the multiply-occurring work field AMT. During the output phase, a reference to TOTAL1 and TOTAL2 yields the total
values for each occurrence shown.

Example 4

010  AMT.3  SUBS

0115 TOTAL1  AMT.1

0115 TOTAL2  AMT.2

0151*005 AMT.SUBS

0161*005 TOTAL1

0162*010 TOTAL2

All extracted values of AMT are accumulated as a single value that is referenced in this example as AMT.SUBS.
AMT.SUBS can be referenced during the output phase on a type 6 edit parameter or type 8 process parameter. TOTAL1
and TOTAL2 are references to the current value of the first and second occurrences of the array that stores values of
AMT.

Execution JCL
This section describes the following topics:

• The Culprit six processing phases in z/OS, z/VSE, z/VM installations
• A discussion of one-step and five-step Culprit execution
• z/OS, z/VSE, and z/VM JCL required to run Culprit as a one-step or five-step job

Culprit Default File Assignments
Culprit jobs execute in six phases. The following Culprit Processing Phases table lists the six Culprit processing phases
and their functions. The Culprit System Diagram illustrates these processing phases.

Files that are assigned to each processing phase at a z/OS, z/VSE, z/VM installation appear in the tables under Default
File Assignments for z/OS, z/VSE, and z/VM Installations and Default File Assignments for z/VSE Installations. These files
are used during each processing phase as follows:

 Precompile Phase 
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The precompile (CULP0) phase generates two output files. SYS004 (z/OS, z/VSE, z/VM) or the SYSLST system file
contains the Sequential Parameter Listing. SYS005 contains unsorted user input parameters and statistics records that
are used to determine resource requirements in subsequent processing phases.

 Parameter Sort Phase 

The parameter sort phase sorts all run parameters according to Culprit's standard sort. These are stored in SYS005.

NOTE
(z/VM only) To interface Culprit with external sort packages, see Installing for your operating
system documentation.

 Compile Phase 

The compile (CULL) phase generates a series of machine-language subroutines for each report. If errors are detected
during this phase, appropriate compilation diagnostics are output on the Input Parameter Listing, which is stored in
SYS004 at z/OS, z/VM, and z/VSE installations.

 Extract Phase 

The extract (CULL) phase reads the input data file or files, starting with SYS010, and the sorted parameter file from
SYS005. In a database access run, the extract phase reads a key file from SYS002.

This phase writes information that pertains to totaling and output fields to the extracted items and statistics file. Items
for reports that require sorting are written to file SYS006; items for reports that do not require sorting are written to file
SYS008. The extract phase also generates and prints run-time error messages.

 Data Sort Phase 

The data sort phase sorts record items contained in the extracted items and statistics file (SYS006) and returns the sorted
items to the same file.

NOTE
(z/VM only) To interface Culprit with external sort packages, see Install and Maintain z/VM for your operating
system documentation.

 Output Phase 

The output (CULE) phase reads the sorted extracted items and statistics file (SYS006) and the unsorted extracted items
file (SYS008) for those reports that do not require sorting. This phase outputs printed reports to SYS004; reports written to
tape or disk to SYS020, SYS021, and so on; reports written to CARD to SYSPCH; and reports written to special forms to
SYS030, SYS031, and so on under z/OS, z/VM and to SYS004 under z/VSE.

The default file names listed in the tables under Default File Assignments for z/OS, z/VSE, and z/VM Installations and
Default File Assignments for z/VSE Installations may not be appropriate for some installations. In these cases, the default
file assignments can be changed by altering information stored on the installation's PROFILE CSECT. The installation
default can also be altered at runtime (for that run only) with five-step JCL for file SYS010 in the CULP2 step and for
SYS004 in the CULP4 step.

NOTE
 For more information about PROFILE CSECT, see Installingfor your operating system.

Under z/VSE, users can make use of a standard label track for label and extent information on Culprit files. In these
cases, the installation's PROFILE CSECT may be altered. For example, a standard label track can be established for the
file usually assigned to SYS005 by coding the following JCL statements:

// DLBL     WORKPARM,'PARMS',0

// EXTENT SYS036,123456,,,190,19
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The line that refers to file SYS005 in the PROFILE CSECT must be changed to reflect the new file name and logical unit
number.

 Processing Phases* Processing  Function I/O 
Precompile (CULP0) Performs preprocessing functions on Culprit parameters
Parameter sort Sorts the Culprit parameters
Compile (CULL) Generates machine-language subroutines for each report
Extract (CULL) Reads the input file or files and writes totaling code and edit-

control information to the extracted items and statistics file
Data sort Sorts all items on the extracted items and statistics file
Output (CULE) Performs automatic totaling and produces printed reports and

output files

* Alternative names for each processing phase are included in parentheses ().

 Culprit System Diagram 

                     ┌─────────────┐

                     │ PARAMETERS  │

                     └─────┬───────┘     ┌─────────────┐

                           │             │ SEQUENTIAL  │

   ┌───────────┐     ┌─────▼───────┐     │ PARAMETER   │

   │  COPIED   ├─────► PARAMETER   ├─────► LISTING AND │ PRECOMPILE PHASE

   │PARAMETERS │     │ VALIDATION  │     │ PRELIMINARY │     (CULP0)

   └───────────┘     └─────┬───────┘     │ DIAGNOSTICS │

                           │             └─────────────┘

                     ┌─────▼───────┐

                     │ PARAMETER   │                     PARAMETER SORT

                     │   SORT      │

                     └─────┬───────┘

                           │             ┌─────────────┐

                     ┌─────▼───────┐     │ INPUT       │ COMPILE PHASE

                     │ BUILD CODE  ├─────► PARAMETER   │    (CULL)

                     └─────┬───────┘     │ LISTING     │

   ┌───────────┐           │             └─────────────┘

   │           │     ┌─────▼───────┐     ┌─────────────┐

   │   INPUT   ├─────► EXTRACT DATA├─────► RUNTIME     │ EXTRACT PHASE

   │           │     └─────┬───────┘     │ MESSAGES    │    (CULL)

   └───────────┘           │             └─────────────┘

                           ▼

                 No       SORT      Yes

         ┌───────────   <   REQUIRED  >    ───────┐

   ┌─────▼─────┐           ?            ┌─────▼──────┐

   │ NO SORT   │                        │  UNSORTED  │

   │EXTRACTED  │                        │  EXTRACTED │

   │  ITEMS    │                        │    ITEMS   │

   │           │                        │     AND    │

   │           │                        │ STATISTICS │

   └─────┬─────┘      ┌───────────┐     └─────┬──────┘

         │            │   SORT    ◄───────────┘

         │            │           ├───────────┐          DATA SORT

         │            └───────────┘           │
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         │                              ┌─────▼──────┐

         │                              │  SORTED    │

         │                              │ EXTRACTED  │

         │                              │   ITEMS    │

         │                              │    AND     │

         │            ┌───────────┐     │ STATISTICS │

         │            │ EDIT AND  │     └─────┬──────┘

         └────────────►   TOTAL   ◄───────────┘

                      │PROCESSING │                      OUTPUT PHASE

                      └─────┬─────┘                        (CULE)

                        ┌───▼─────┐

                       ┌┴────────┐│

                      ┌┴───────┐ │

                      │REPORTS │

                      │

 Phase  Mode  Linkname  
Precompile Output SYS004 or SYSLST system file Sequential Parameter Listing;

preprocessor diagnostics
 Output SYS005* Unsorted, reformatted user

parameters and statistics
records

Parameter sort Input SYS005 Sorted, reformatted user
parameters and statistics
records

 Output SYS005 Sorted, reformatted user
parameters and statistics
records

Compile/ Extract Input SYS002 Key file for database access
runs

 Output SYS004 or SYSLST system file Input Parameter Listing;
compilation diagnostics; runtime
error messages (from extract
phase)

 Input SYS005 Sorted, reformatted user
parameters and statistics
records

 Output SYS006* Unsorted control records and
report items for those reports
requiring sorting

 Output SYS007 Generated sort-control
statements

 Output SYS008 Report items for unsorted
reports

 Input SYS010, SYS011, etc. User input file(s)
Data Sort Input SYS006 Sorted control records and

report items
 Output SYS006 Sorted control records and

report items
 Input SYS007 Generated sort-control

statements
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Output Output SYS004 Printed reports; error messages
 Input SYS006 Sorted control records and

report items
 Input SYS008 Report items for unsorted

reports
 Output SYS020, SYS021, etc. Nonprinted output for file types

PS and IS (each output file is
assigned sequentially, starting
with SYS020)

 Output SYS030, SYS031, and so on Special forms reports (each
report is assigned to a
sequential output file, starting
with SYS030)

 Output SYSPCH Card output

* z/VM users must use an external sort package to sort these files.

 Processing Phase  I/O Mode  File- Name  Logical Unit  Description 
Precompile Output  SYS004 Sequential Parameter

Listing; preprocessor
diagnostics

 Output SYS005 SYS005 Unsorted, reformatted
user parameters and
statistics records

Parameter sort Input SYS005 SYS005 Sorted, reformatted user
parameters and statistics
records

 Output SYS005 SYS005 Sorted, reformatted user
parameters and statistics
records

Compile/ Extract Input SYS002 SYS002 Key file for database
access runs

 Output  SYS004 Input Parameter Listing;
compilation diagnostics;
runtime error messages
(from extract phase)

 Input SYS005 SYS005 Sorted, reformatted user
parameters and statistics
records

 Output SYS006 SYS006 Unsorted control records
and report items for those
reports requiring sorting

 Output SYS007 SYS007 Generated sort-control
statements

 Output SYS008 SYS008 Report items for unsorted
reports

 Input SYS010, SYS011, etc. SYS010, SYS011, etc. User input file(s)
Data sort Input SYS006 SYS006 Sorted control records

and report items
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 Output SYS006 SYS006 Sorted control records
and report items

 Input SYS007 SYS007 Generated sort-control
statements

Output Output  SYS004 Printed reports; error
messages

 Output SYS004  Special forms reports (file
type NS)

 Input SYS006 SYS006 Sorted control records
and report items

 Input SYS008 SYS008 Report items for unsorted
reports

 Output SYS020, SYS021, etc.  Nonprinted output for file
types PS and IS (each
output file is assigned
sequentially, starting with
SYS020)

 Output SYSPCH  Card output

One-Step and Five-Step JCL
Culprit can execute in one step or five steps at z/OS, z/VSE, and z/VM installations; Culprit executes in five steps. When
one-step Culprit JCL executes, all six processing phases are invoked by a single driver program. When five-step Culprit
JCL executes, each processing phase executes as a separate step. (The compile and extract phases combine to form
one job step.)

The major advantage of one-step Culprit is that it eliminates much of the JCL necessary for running the job, which in turn
simplifies the system. The single driver program maintains control over all processing phases. The driver controls each of
the six processing phases in turn and regains control after each phase except the compile phase.

Before proceeding with the next processing phase, the driver checks the previous phase for a completion code of zero
(that is, a normal return). If the completion code is not zero, an error message is printed and the entire job is terminated
without executing the remaining processing phases.

A return code for the entire job is set, depending on the reason for termination. The error message associated with job
cancellation prints on a new page in the output listing under the heading Culprit CONTROLLER MESSAGES. This error
message indicates the processing phase that caused job termination and the completion code set by this processing
phase.

NOTE
For more information on error messages, see  Culprit for IDMS Messages and Codes .

With five-step Culprit jobs run under z/OS, z/VM, users can control run terminations according to the severity levels of the
errors encountered. The control is established through the RC= keyword expression on the PROFILE parameter and in
the execution JCL. At z/VSE installations, the RC= option causes cancellation of the entire job when the indicated error
level is encountered.

Differences in Parameter Sort and Data Sort Phases

One-step and five-step Culprit jobs invoke the parameter sort and data sort phases differently, as follows:

• Under five-step Culprit, both phases are invoked by the JCL.
• Under one-step Culprit, both phases are internal to the Culprit program. Sort user-exit routines handle the input and

output for the sort phases, making SORTIN and SORTOUT DD statements unnecessary. The input and output file for
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the parameter sort phase is the formatted parameter file, SYS005. The input and output file for the data sort phase is
the extracted items and statistics file, SYS006.
The user can change the name of the sort program invoked by one-step Culprit by assembling the system profile
option program, CULPPROF, with the SORT= macro operand at installation time. The sort-control statements can also
be changed easily, as needed.
Parameters for Culprit's two sort phases are stored as follows:
– At z/OS installations, parameters for the parameter sort reside in the SRCLIB member, SORT1; parameters for the

data sort are generated from the template found in the CULLSRTC module.
– At z/VSE installations, parameters for the parameter sort reside in the SORT1.SAMPS member in the IDMSBASE

sublibrary; parameters for the data sort are generated from the template found in the CULLSRTO relocatable
module.

– At z/VM installations, parameters for the parameter sort reside in IDMSLIB MACLIB member SORT1; parameters
for the data sort are generated from the template found in the CULLSRTC module.

NOTE
For more information, see Installation and Maintenance for z/OS for your operating system.

Sort listings generated by one-step Culprit differ from those generated by five-step Culprit. Order of the sort listings is
determined by the placement of the sort output DD statements relative to SYS004. The sort listings in one-step Culprit
either precede or follow the Sequential Parameter and Input Parameter Listings but cannot appear between them. In five-
step Culprit, the parameter sort listing appears after the Sequential Parameter Listing, and the data sort listing appears
after the Input Parameter Listing.

In one-step Culprit, the numbers of records processed by each sort are listed under INSERT and DELETE headers; in
five-step Culprit, the numbers are listed under IN and OUT.

One-Step z/OS JCL -- Central Version
Here is sample one-step z/OS JCL to execute Culprit batch jobs, when running central version:

Culprit One-Step (Central Version) (z/OS)

//CULPRIT  EXEC PGM=CULPRIT,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SORTLIB  DD   DSN=sys1.sortlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSOUT   DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=A

//SORTPRNT DD   SYSOUT=A

//SORTMSG  DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYS004   DD   SYSOUT=A,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=1330)

//SYS005   DD   DSN=&&sprmwork,DISP=(NEW,DELETE),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2)),

//             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=320,BLKSIZE=1600)

//SYS006   DD   DSN=&.&sextwork.,DISP=(NEW,DELETE),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2)),

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=2044,BLKSIZE=4628)

//SYS007   DD   DSN=&&srtpwork.,DISP=(NEW,DELETE),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),

//             DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80)

//SYS008   DD   DSN=&&nsrtwork.,DISP=(NEW,DELETE),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2)),

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=512,BLKSIZE=4628)

//SORTWK01 DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))
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//SORTWK02 DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//SORTWK03 DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//SORTWK04 DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//CULSRT1I DD   DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJSRC(SORT1),DISP=SHR

//SYSIN4   DD   DUMMY,DCB=BLKSIZE=80

//VSAMCTRL DD   DUMMY

//CULLIB   DD   DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJSRC,DISP=SHR

//SYSPCH   DD   SYSOUT=B,DCB=BLKSIZE=80

//SYS002   DD   DSN=user.keyfile,DISP=SHR

//SYS010   DD   DSN=user.inputfil,DISP=OLD,

//             UNIT=tape,VOL=SER=vvvvvv

//SYS011   DD   DSN=user.matchfil,DISP=OLD,

//             UNIT=tape,VOL=SER=vvvvvv

//SYS020   DD   DSN=user.nonprint,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),

//             UNIT=tape,VOL=SER=vvvvvv,

//             DCB=(DSORG=PS,LRECL=llll,BLKSIZE=bbbb)

//SYS030   DD   SYSOUT=(s,,form),DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=1330)

//sysctl   DD   DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg    DD   DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//SYSIDMS  DD   *

DMCL=dmcl-name

Put other SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate, here

/*

//SYSIN    DD   *

Put Culprit parameter statements here

/*

//*

For the description of the variables in this sample, see One-Step z/OS JCL - Local Mode.

One-Step z/OS JCL -- Local Mode
Here is sample one-step z/OS JCL to execute Culprit batch jobs in local mode:

Culprit one-step (local mode) (z/OS)

//CULPRIT  EXEC PGM=CULPRIT,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SORTLIB  DD   DSN=sys1.sortlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSOUT   DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=A

//SORTPRNT DD   SYSOUT=A

//SORTMSG  DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYS004   DD   SYSOUT=A,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=1330)

//SYS005   DD   DSN=&&sprmwork,DISP=(NEW,DELETE),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2)),

//             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=320,BLKSIZE=1600)

//SYS006   DD   DSN=&&sextwork.,DISP=(NEW,DELETE),
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//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2)),

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=2044,BLKSIZE=4628)

//SYS007   DD   DSN=&&srtpwork.,DISP=(NEW,DELETE),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),

//             DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80)

//SYS008   DD   DSN=&&nsrtwork.,DISP=(NEW,DELETE),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2)),

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=512,BLKSIZE=4628)

//SORTWK01 DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//SORTWK02 DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//SORTWK03 DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//SORTWK04 DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//CULSRT1I DD   DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJSRC(SORT1),DISP=SHR

//SYSIN4   DD   DUMMY,DCB=BLKSIZE=80

//VSAMCTRL DD   DUMMY

//CULLIB   DD   DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJSRC,DISP=SHR

//SYSPCH   DD   SYSOUT=B,DCB=BLKSIZE=80

//SYS002   DD   DSN=user.keyfile,DISP=SHR

//SYS010   DD   DSN=user.inputfil,DISP=OLD,

//             UNIT=tape,VOL=SER=vvvvvv

//SYS011   DD   DSN=user.matchfil,DISP=OLD,

//             UNIT=tape,VOL=SER=vvvvvv

//SYS020   DD   DSN=user.nonprint,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),

//             UNIT=tape,VOL=SER=vvvvvv,

//             DCB=(DSORG=PS,LRECL=llll,BLKSIZE=bbbb)

//SYS030   DD   SYSOUT=(s,,form),DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=1330)

//dictdb   DD   DSN=idms.appldict.ddldml,DISP=SHR

//dloddb   DD   DSN=idms.appldict.ddldclod,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg    DD   DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//userdb   DD   DSN=user.userdb,DISP=SHR

//sysjrnl  DD   DUMMY

//SYSIDMS  DD   *

DMCL=dmcl-name

Put other SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate, here

/*

//SYSIN    DD   *

Put Culprit parameter statements here

/*

//*

idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the DMCL and
database name table load modules

idms.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the IDMS executable
modules

sys1.sortlib Data set name of system sort library
&&sprmwork Data set name of the sorted parameter file that is used as the

input and output for the parameter sort
disk Symbolic device name for work files
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&&sextwork. Data set name of extracted items work file, which is used as input
and output for data sort; the record length for extracted records
must be at least 256 bytes (larger for nonprint records); the block
size is typically 1/4 to 1/2 track

&&srtpwork. Data set name of sort control parameter file
&&nsrtwork. Data set name of unsorted parameter file output from extract

phase; input to output phase
yourHLQ.CAGJSRC(SORT1) Data set name and member name of stored sort parameters, as

established during installation
SYSIN4 Optional restart parameter (DUMMY indicates there are no restart

parameters; if SYSIN4 records follow, replace DUMMY with an
asterisk)

VSAMCTRL Used for the optional control cards read by CULLVSAM when that
user input module is invoked

yourHLQ.CAGJSRC Data set name of PDS containing parameters to be copied
(required only if USE, =COPY, or =MACRO is used)

SYSPCH Punched card output
user.keyfile Data set name for user keyfile
user.inputfil Data set name for primary input file
tape Symbolic device name for tape file
vvvvvv Volume serial number
user.matchfil Data set name for match file (required only if match file is input;

default ddnames for subsequent files are SYS012, SYS013, and
so on)

user.nonprint Data set name for nonprint/nonpunch output (omitted if there are
no such files; default ddnames for subsequent files are SYS021,
SYS022, and so on)

llll Logical record length
bbbb Block size
(s,,form) SYSOUT class (s) and special forms identification (form) for

special forms output (omitted if there are no such files; default
ddnames for subsequent special forms output files are SYS031,
SYS032, and so on)

dictdb DDname of the application dictionary definition area
idms.appldict.ddldml Data set name of the application dictionary definition (DDLDML)

area
dloddb DDname of the application dictionary definition load area
idms.appldict.ddldclod Data set name of the application dictionary definition load

(DDLDCLOD) area
dcmsg DDname of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg Data set name of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
userdb DDname of the user database file
user.userdb Data set name of the user database file
sysjrnl DDname of the tape journal file
dmcl-name Specifies the name of the DMCL load module
sysctl DDname of the SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl Data set name of the SYSCTL file
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Database Access

The following JCL modifications must be made in order to access SQL and ASF tables in local mode:

NOTE
If the user's DMCL load module is not in the IDMS/DB load library, then the load library that contains these
modules must also be included in the STEPLIB concatenation when running in local mode.

SQL Tables

//sqldd    DD   DSN=idms.syssql.ddlcat,DISP=SHR

//sqlxdd   DD   DSN=idms.syssql.ddlcatx,DISP=SHR

sqldd DDname of the SQL catalog (DDLCAT) area
idms.syssql.ddlcat data set name of the SQL catalog (DDLCAT) area
sqlxdd DDname of the SQL catalog index (DDLCATX) area
idms.syssql.ddlcatx data set name of the SQL catalog index (DDLCATX) area

ASF Tables

//asfdml   DD   DSN=idms.asfdict.ddldml,DISP=SHR

//asflod   DD   DSN=idms.asfdict.asflod,DISP=SHR

//asfdefn  DD   DSN=idms.asfdict.asfdefn,DISP=SHR

//asfdata  DD   DSN=idms.asfdict.asfdata,DISP=SHR

asfdml DDname of the asf dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
idms.asfdict.ddldml data set name of the asf dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
asflod DDname of the asf dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
idms.asfdict.ddldclod data set name of the asf dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD)

area
asfdefn DDname of the asf data definition (IDMSR-AREA) area
idms.asfdict.asfdefn data set name of the asf data definition area (IDMSR-AREA) area
asfdata DDname of the asf data (IDMSR-AREA2) area
idms.asfdict.asfdata data set name of the asf data area (IDMSR-AREA2) area

Five-Step z/OS JCL -- Central Version
Here is sample five-step z/OS JCL to execute Culprit batch jobs, when running central version:

Culprit five-step (central version) (z/OS)

//CULP0    EXEC PGM=CULP0,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYS004   DD   SYSOUT=A,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=1330)

//SYS005   DD   DSN=&&uprmwork.,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2)),

//             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=320,BLKSIZE=1600)

//CULLIB   DD   DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJSRC,DISP=SHR

//sysctl   DD   DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR
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//dcmsg    DD   DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//SYSIDMS  DD   *

DMCL=dmcl-name

Put other SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate, here

/*

//SYSIN    DD   *

Put Culprit parameter statements here

/*

//*

//CULP1    EXEC PGM=SORT,REGION=1024K,PARM='MSG=AP'

//SORTLIB  DD   DSN=sys1.sortlib,DISP=SHR

//SORTWK01 DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//SORTWK02 DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//SORTWK03 DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//SORTWK04 DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//SORTIN   DD   DSN=&&uprmwork.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//SORTOUT  DD   DSN=&&sprmwork,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2)),

//             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=320,BLKSIZE=1600)

//SYSOUT   DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD   DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJSRC(SORT1),DISP=SHR

//*

//CULP2    EXEC PGM=CULL,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYS004   DD   SYSOUT=A,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=1330)

//SYS005   DD   DSN=&&sprmwork,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//SYS006   DD   DSN=&&uextwork.,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2)),

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=2044,BLKSIZE=4628)

//SYS007   DD   DSN=&&srtpwork.,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),

//             DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80)

//SYS008   DD   DSN=&&nsrtwork.,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2)),

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=512,BLKSIZE=4628)

//VSAMCTRL DD   DUMMY

//SYS002   DD   DSN=user.keyfile,DISP=SHR

//SYS010   DD   DSN=user.inputfil,DISP=OLD,

//             UNIT=tape,VOL=SER=vvvvvv

//SYS011   DD   DSN=user.matchfil,DISP=OLD,

//             UNIT=tape,VOL=SER=vvvvvv

//sysctl   DD   DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg    DD   DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//SYSIDMS  DD   *

DMCL=dmcl-name

Put other SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate, here

/*
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//*

//CULP3    EXEC PGM=SORT,REGION=1024K,PARM='MSG=AP'

//SORTLIB  DD   DSN=sys1.sortlib,DISP=SHR

//SORTWK01 DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//SORTWK02 DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//SORTWK03 DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//SORTWK04 DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//SORTIN   DD   DSN=&&uextwork.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//SORTOUT  DD   DSN=&&sextwork.,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2)),

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=2044,BLKSIZE=4628)

//SYSOUT   DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD   DSN=&&srtpwork.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//*

//CULP4    EXEC PGM=CULE,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYS004   DD   SYSOUT=A,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=1330)

//SYS006   DD   DSN=&&sextwork.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//SYS008   DD   DSN=&&nsrtwork.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//SYSPCH   DD   SYSOUT=B,DCB=BLKSIZE=80

//SYS020   DD   DSN=user.nonprint,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),

//             UNIT=tape,VOL=SER=vvvvvv,

//             DCB=(DSORG=PS,LRECL=llll,BLKSIZE=bbbb)

//SYS030   DD   SYSOUT=(s,,form),DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=1330)

//SYSIN4   DD   DUMMY,DCB=BLKSIZE=80

//*

For the description of the previous variables, see the table in Five-Step z/OS JCL -- Local mode.

Five-Step z/OS JCL -- Local mode
Here is sample five-step z/OS JCL to execute Culprit batch jobs in local mode:

Culprit five-step (local mode) (z/OS)

//CULP0    EXEC PGM=CULP0,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYS004   DD   SYSOUT=A,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=1330)

//SYS005   DD   DSN=&&uprmwork.,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2)),

//             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=320,BLKSIZE=1600)

//CULLIB   DD   DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJSRC,DISP=SHR

//dictdb   DD   DSN=idms.appldict.ddldml,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg    DD   DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//sysjrnl  DD   DUMMY

//SYSIDMS  DD   *

DMCL=dmcl-name

Put other SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate, here

/*

//SYSIN    DD   *
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Put Culprit parameter statements here

/*

//*

//CULP1    EXEC PGM=SORT,REGION=1024K,PARM='MSG=AP'

//SORTLIB  DD   DSN=sys1.sortlib,DISP=SHR

//SORTWK01 DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//SORTWK02 DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//SORTWK03 DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//SORTWK04 DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//SORTIN   DD   DSN=&&uprmwork.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//SORTOUT  DD   DSN=&&sprmwork,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2)),

//             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=320,BLKSIZE=1600)

//SYSOUT   DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD   DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJSRC(SORT1),DISP=SHR

//*

//CULP2    EXEC PGM=CULL,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYS004   DD   SYSOUT=A,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=1330)

//SYS005   DD   DSN=&&sprmwork,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//SYS006   DD   DSN=&&uextwork.,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2)),

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=2044,BLKSIZE=4628)

//SYS007   DD   DSN=&&srtpwork.,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),

//             DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80)

//SYS008   DD   DSN=&&nsrtwork.,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2)),

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=512,BLKSIZE=4628)

//VSAMCTRL DD   DUMMY

//SYS002   DD   DSN=user.keyfile,DISP=SHR

//SYS010   DD   DSN=user.inputfil,DISP=OLD,

//             UNIT=tape,VOL=SER=vvvvvv

//SYS011   DD   DSN=user.matchfil,DISP=OLD,

//             UNIT=tape,VOL=SER=vvvvvv

//dloddb   DD   DSN=idms.appldict.ddldclod,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg    DD   DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//userdb   DD   DSN=user.userdb,DISP=SHR

//sysjrnl  DD   DUMMY

//SYSIDMS  DD   *

DMCL=dmcl-name

Put other SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate, here

/*

//*

//CULP3    EXEC PGM=SORT,REGION=1024K,PARM='MSG=AP'

//SORTLIB  DD   DSN=sys1.sortlib,DISP=SHR

//SORTWK01 DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//SORTWK02 DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))
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//SORTWK03 DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//SORTWK04 DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//SORTIN   DD   DSN=&&uextwork.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//SORTOUT  DD   DSN=&&sextwork.,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2)),

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=2044,BLKSIZE=4628)

//SYSOUT   DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD   DSN=&&srtpwork.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//*

//CULP4    EXEC PGM=CULE,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYS004   DD   SYSOUT=A,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=1330)

//SYS006   DD   DSN=&&sextwork.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//SYS008   DD   DSN=&&nsrtwork.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//SYSPCH   DD   SYSOUT=B,DCB=BLKSIZE=80

//SYS020   DD   DSN=user.nonprint,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),

//             UNIT=tape,VOL=SER=vvvvvv,

//             DCB=(DSORG=PS,LRECL=llll,BLKSIZE=bbbb)

//SYS030   DD   SYSOUT=(s,,form),DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=1330)

//SYSIN4   DD   DUMMY,DCB=BLKSIZE=80

//*

idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the DMCL and
database name table load modules

idms.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the IDMS executable
modules

&&uprmwork. Data set name of unsorted parameter file that contains the input
for the first sort step

disk Symbolic device name for work files
yourHLQ.CAGJSRC Data set name of PDS containing parameters to be copied

(required only if USE, =COPY, or =MACRO is used)
dictdb DDname of the application dictionary definition area
idms.appldict.ddldml Data set name of the application dictionary definition (DDLDML)

area
dcmsg DDname of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg Data set name of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
sysjrnl DDname of the tape journal file
dmcl-name Specifies the name of the DMCL load module
sys1.sortlib Data set name of system sort library
&&sprmwork Data set name of the sorted parameter file that contains the output

from the first sort step
yourHLQ.CAGJSRC(SORT1) Data set name and member name of stored sort parameters, as

established during installation
&&uextwork. Data set name of extracted items work file, which is used as input

for data sort; the record length for extracted records must be at
least 256 (larger for nonprint records); the block size is typically
1/4 to 1/2 track

&&srtpwork. Data set name of sort control file
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&&nsrtwork. Data set name of unsorted parameter file output from extract
phase; input to output phase

VSAMCTRL Used for the optional control cards read by CULLVSAM when that
user input module is invoked

user.keyfile Data set name for user keyfile
user.inputfil Data set name for primary input file
tape Symbolic device name for tape file
vvvvvv Volume number
user.matchfil Data set name for match file (required only if match file is input;

default ddnames for subsequent files are SYS012, SYS013, and
so on)

dloddb DDname of the application dictionary definition load area
idms.appldict.ddldclod Data set name of the application dictionary definition load

(DDLDCLOD) area
userdb DDname of the user database file
user.userdb Data set name of the user database file
&&sextwork. Data set name of sorted extracted items file
SYSPCH Punched card output
user.nonprint Data set name for nonprint/nonpunch output (omitted if there are

no such files; default ddnames for subsequent files are SYS021,
SYS022, and so on)

llll Logical record length
bbbb Block size
(s,,form) SYSOUT class (s) and special forms identification (form) for

special forms output (omitted if there are no such files; default
ddnames for subsequent special forms output files are SYS031,
SYS032, and so on)

SYSIN4 Optional restart parameter (DUMMY indicates there are no restart
parameters; if SYSIN4 records follow, replace DUMMY with an
asterisk)

sysctl DDname of the SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl Data set name of the SYSCTL file

Database Access

Make the following additions when accessing SQL or ASF tables:

Creating or Updating Tables -- Central Version

When creating or updating SQL or ASF tables, while running under central version, also add the following statements to
CULP4:

//sysctl DD   DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg    DD   DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//SYSIDMS  DD   *

DMCL=dmcl-name

Put other SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate, here
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/*

sysctl DDname of the SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl data set name of the SYSCTL file
dcmsg DDname of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg data set name of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
dmcl-name Specifies the name of the DMCL load module

Extracting Data from SQL Tables -- Local Mode

When running local mode, add the following DD statements to the CULP2 and CULP4 steps to extract data from an SQL
table:

//sqldd    DD   DSN=idms.syssql.ddlcat,DISP=SHR

//sqlxdd   DD   DSN=idms.syssql.ddlcatx,DISP=SHR

When writing to an SQL table, the following DD statement is also required in the CULP4 step:

//userdb   DD   DSN=user.userdb,DISP=SHR

sqldd DDname of the SQL catalog (DDLCAT) area
idms.syssql.ddlcat data set name of the SQL catalog (DDLCAT) area
sqlxdd DDname of the SQL catalog index (DDLCATX) area
idms.syssql.ddlcatx data set name of the SQL catalog index (DDLCATX) area
userdb DDname of the user database file
user.userdb data set name of the user database file

NOTE
If the user's DMCL load module is not in the IDMS/DB load library, then the load library that contains these
modules must also be included in the STEPLIB concatenation when running in local mode.

Extracting Data from ASF Tables -- Local Mode

When running local mode, add the following DD statements to the CULP2 and CULP4 steps to extract data from an ASF
table. Use the same DD statements when writing to an ASF table in the CULP4 step:

//asfdml   DD   DSN=idms.asfdict.ddldml,DISP=SHR

//asflod   DD   DSN=idms.asfdict.asflod,DISP=SHR

//asfdefn  DD   DSN=idms.asfdict.asfdefn,DISP=SHR

//asfdata  DD   DSN=idms.asfdict.asfdata,DISP=SHR

asfdml DDname of the asf dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
idms.asfdict.ddldml data set name of the asf dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
asflod DDname of the asf dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
idms.asfdict.ddldclod data set name of the asf dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD)

area
asfdefn DDname of the asf data definition (IDMSR-AREA) area
idms.asfdict.asfdefn data set name of the asf data definition area (IDMSR-AREA) area
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asfdata DDname of the asf data (IDMSR-AREA2) area
idms.asfdict.asfdata data set name of the asf data area (IDMSR-AREA2) area

NOTE
If the user's DMCL load module is not in the IDMS/DB load library, then the load library that contains these
modules must also be included in the STEPLIB concatenation when running in local mode.

Creating or Updating Tables -- Local Mode

When creating or updating SQL or ASF tables, while running local mode, also add the following statements to CULP4:

//dcmsg    DD   DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//sysjrnl  DD   DUMMY

//SYSIDMS  DD   *

DMCL=dmcl-name

Put other SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate, here

/*

dcmsg DDname of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg data set name of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
sysjrnl DDname of the tape journal file
dmcl-name Specifies the name of the DMCL load module

One-Step z/VSE JCL -- Central Version
Here is sample one-step z/VSE JCL to execute Culprit batch jobs, when running central version:

Culprit one-step (central version) (z/VSE)

// JOB    CULP1STP

// DLBL   idmslib,'idms.library'

// EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=IDMS libraries

// ASSGN  SYS004,SYSLST

// DLBL   SYS005,'sprmwork',0

// EXTENT SYS005,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  SYS005,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SYS006,'sextwork',0

// EXTENT SYS006,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  SYS006,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SYS007,'srtpwork',0

// EXTENT SYS007,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  SYS007,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SYS008,'nsrtwork',0
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// EXTENT SYS008,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  SYS008,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SORTWK1,'sortwk1.fileid',0

// EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SORTWK2,'sortwk2.fileid',0

// EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SORTWK3,'sortwk3.fileid',0

// EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   IJSYSPH,'syspch.dsn'

// EXTENT SYSPCH,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  SYSPCH,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SYS002,'user.keyfile'

// EXTENT SYS002,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  SYS002,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// TLBL   SYS010,'user.inputfil'

// ASSGN  SYS010,cuu

// TLBL   SYS011,'user.matchfil'

// ASSGN  SYS011,cuu

// TLBL   SYS020,'user.nonprint'

// ASSGN  SYS020,cuu

// EXEC   PROC=sysctl

// DLBL   dcmsg,'idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg',,DA

// DLBL   SYSIDMS,'sysidms.parms'

// EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// EXEC   Culprit,SIZE=1024K

  Put Culprit commands here

/*

  Put user input here if on cards

/*

  Restart parameter

/*

/&
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One-Step z/VSE JCL -- Local Mode
Here is sample one-step z/VSE JCL to execute Culprit batch jobs in local mode:

Culprit one-step (local mode) (z/VSE)

// JOB    CULP1STP

// DLBL   idmslib,'idms.library'

// EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=IDMS libraries

// EXEC PROC=idmslbls

// ASSGN  SYS004,SYSLST

// DLBL   SYS005,'sprmwork',0

// EXTENT SYS005,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  SYS005,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SYS006,'sextwork',0

// EXTENT SYS006,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  SYS006,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SYS007,'srtpwork',0

// EXTENT SYS007,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  SYS007,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SYS008,'nsrtwork',0

// EXTENT SYS008,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  SYS008,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SORTWK1,'sortwk1.fileid',0

// EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SORTWK2,'sortwk2.fileid',0

// EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SORTWK3,'sortwk3.fileid',0

// EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   IJSYSPH,'syspch.dsn'

// EXTENT SYSPCH,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  SYSPCH,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SYS002,'user.keyfile'

// EXTENT SYS002,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  SYS002,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// ASSGN  sysxxx,IGN                        *This is for SYSJRNLS*
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// TLBL   SYS010,'user.inputfil'

// ASSGN  SYS010,cuu

// TLBL   SYS011,'user.matchfil'

// ASSGN  SYS011,cuu

// TLBL   SYS020,'user.nonprint'

// ASSGN  SYS020,cuu

// DLBL   SYSIDMS,'sysidms.parms'

// EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// EXEC   Culprit,SIZE=1024K

  Put Culprit commands here

/*

  Put user input here if on cards

/*

  Restart parameter

/*

/&

idmslib File Name of the IDMS library
'idms.library' File-id of the IDMS library, as established during installation
sysxxx SYS number
vvvvvv Volume serial number
ssss Starting extent
tttt Number of tracts
IDMS libraries The IDMS libraries, as established during installation
idmslbls A procedure containing file definitions for dictionaries, sample

databases, disk journal files, and the SYSIDMS file.
For more information, see IDMSLBLS Procedure.

sprmwork Data set name of sorted parameters file that contains the output
from the first sort step

srtpwork Data set name of the sort-control parameter file contains the
output from the first sort step

sextwork Data set name of sorted extracted items file
nsrtwork Data set name of unsorted extract output data set
srtwk1.fileid Data set name of sort workfile
srtwk2.fileid Data set name of sort workfile
srtwk3.fileid Data set name of sort workfile
syspch.dsn File for punched card output
user.keyfile Data set name of a key file (required only if a key file is input)
user.inputfil Data set name for primary input file
cuu Address of the tape device
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user.matchfil Data set name for match file (default ddnames for subsequent files
are SYS012, SYS013, and so on)

user.nonprint Data set name for nonprint/nonpunch output (omitted is there are
no such files; default ddnames for subsequent nonprint/nonpunch
output files are SYS021, SYS022, on so on)

sysctl Procedure name that contains the SYSCTL file
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg Data set name of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
sysidms.parms Data set name of the SYSIDMS file that contains the dmcl-name

and other appropriate SYSIDMS parameters
dmcl-name Name of the DMCL

Five-Step z/VSE JCL -- Central Version
Here is sample five-step z/VSE JCL to execute Culprit batch jobs, when running central version:

Culprit five-step (central version) (z/VSE)

// JOB    CULP5STP

// DLBL   idmslib,'idms.library'

// EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=IDMS libraries

// ASSGN  SYS004,SYSLST

// DLBL   SYS005,'uprmwork',0

// EXTENT SYS005,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  SYS005,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// EXEC   PROC=sysctl

// DLBL   dcmsg,'idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg',,DA

// DLBL   SYSIDMS,'sysidms.parms'

// EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// EXEC   CULP0,SIZE=1024K

  Put Culprit commands here

/*

// DLBL   SORTWK1,'sortwk1.fileid',0

// EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SORTWK2,'sortwk2.fileid',0

// EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SORTWK3,'sortwk3.fileid',0

// EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt
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// ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SORTWK4,'sortwk4.fileid',0

// EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SYS005,'uprmwork',0

// EXTENT SYS005,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  SYS005,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SYS006,'sprmwork',0

// EXTENT SYS006,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  SYS006,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// EXEC   SORT,SIZE=1024K

* $$ SLI MEM=SORT1.SAMPS,S=idmslib.sublibrary

/*

// ASSGN  SYS004,SYSLST

// DLBL   SYS005,'sprmwork',0

// EXTENT SYS005,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  SYS005,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SYS006,'uextwork',0

// EXTENT SYS006,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  SYS006,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SYS007,'srtpwork',0

// EXTENT SYS007,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  SYS007,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SYS008,'nsrtwork',0

// EXTENT SYS008,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  SYS008,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SYS002,'user.keyfile'

// EXTENT SYS002,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  SYS002,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// TLBL   SYS010,'user.inputfil'

// ASSGN  SYS010,cuu

// TLBL   SYS011,'user.matchfil'

// ASSGN  SYS011,cuu

// TLBL   SYS020,'user.nonprint'

// ASSGN  SYS020,cuu

// EXEC   PROC=sysctl

// DLBL   dcmsg,'idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg',,DA

// DLBL   SYSIDMS,'sysidms.parms'

// EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// EXEC   CULL,SIZE=1024K

  Put user input here if on cards
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/*

// DLBL   SORTWK1,'sortwk1.fileid',0

// EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SORTWK2,'sortwk2.fileid',0

// EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SORTWK3,'sortwk3.fileid',0

// EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SORTWK4,'sortwk4.fileid',0

// EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SORTIN1,'uextwork',0

// EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SORTOUT,'sextwork',0

// EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   IJSYSIN,'srtpwork'

// EXTENT SYSIPT,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// EXEC   SORT,SIZE=1024K

/*

// ASSGN  SYS004,SYSLST

// DLBL   SYS006,'sextwork',0

// EXTENT SYS006,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  SYS006,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SYS008,'nsrtwork',0

// EXTENT SYS008,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  SYS008,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   IJSYSPH,'srtpwork'

// EXTENT SYSPCH,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  SYSPCH,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// TLBL   SYS020,'user.nonprint'

// ASSGN  SYS020,cuu

// DLBL   SYSIDMS,'sysidms.parms'

// EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSIGN sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// EXEC   CULE,SIZE=1024K

   Restart parameter

/*

/&
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Five-Step z/VSE JCL -- Local Mode
Here is sample five-step z/VSE JCL to execute Culprit batch jobs in local mode:

Culprit five-step (local mode) (z/VSE)

// JOB    CULP5STP

// DLBL   idmslib,'idms.library'

// EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=IDMS libraries

// EXEC PROC=idmslbls

// ASSGN  SYS004,SYSLST

// DLBL   SYS005,'uprmwork',0

// EXTENT SYS005,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  SYS005,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// ASSGN  sysxxx,IGN          *ASSGN SYSJRNL to IGN*

// DLBL   SYSIDMS,'sysidms.parms'

// EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// EXEC   CULP0,SIZE=1024K

  Put Culprit commands here

/*

// DLBL   SORTWK1,'sortwk1.fileid',0

// EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SORTWK2,'sortwk2.fileid',0

// EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SORTWK3,'sortwk3.fileid',0

// EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SORTWK4,'sortwk4.fileid',0

// EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SYS005,'uprmwork',0

// EXTENT SYS005,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  SYS005,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SYS006,'sprmwork',0

// EXTENT SYS006,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt
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// ASSGN  SYS006,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// EXEC   SORT,SIZE=1024K

* $$ SLI MEM=SORT1.SAMPS,S=idmslib.sublibrary

/*

// ASSGN  SYS004,SYSLST

// DLBL   SYS005,'sprmwork',0

// EXTENT SYS005,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  SYS005,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SYS006,'uextwork',0

// EXTENT SYS006,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  SYS006,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SYS007,'srtpwork',0

// EXTENT SYS007,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  SYS007,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SYS008,'nsrtwork',0

// EXTENT SYS008,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  SYS008,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SYS002,'user.keyfile'

// EXTENT SYS002,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  SYS002,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// TLBL   SYS010,'user.inputfil'

// ASSGN  SYS010,cuu

// TLBL   SYS011,'user.matchfil'

// ASSGN  SYS011,cuu

// TLBL   SYS020,'user.nonprint'

// ASSGN  SYS020,cuu

// DLBL   dcmsg,'idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg',,DA

// DLBL   SYSIDMS,'sysidms.parms'

// EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// EXEC   CULL,SIZE=1024K

  Put user input here if on cards

/*

// DLBL   SORTWK1,'sortwk1.fileid',0

// EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SORTWK2,'sortwk2.fileid',0

// EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SORTWK3,'sortwk3.fileid',0
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// EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SORTWK4,'sortwk4.fileid',0

// EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SORTIN1,'uextwork',0

// EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SORTOUT,'sextwork',0

// EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   IJSYSIN,'srtpwork'

// EXTENT SYSIPT,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// EXEC   SORT,SIZE=1024K

/*

// ASSGN  SYS004,SYSLST

// DLBL   SYS006,'sextwork',0

// EXTENT SYS006,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  SYS006,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SYS008,'nsrtwork',0

// EXTENT SYS008,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  SYS008,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   IJSYSPH,'srtpwork'

// EXTENT SYSPCH,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  SYSPCH,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// TLBL   SYS020,'user.nonprint'

// ASSGN  SYS020,cuu

// DLBL   SYSIDMS,'sysidms.parms'

// EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// EXEC   CULE,SIZE=1024K

   Restart parameter

/*

/&

idmslib Filename of the IDMS library
'idms.library' File-id of the IDMS library, as established during installation
sysxxx SYS number
vvvvvv Volume serial number
ssss Starting extent
tttt Number of tracks
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idmslib.sublibrary Base sub-library name in idms.library

IDMS libraries The IDMS libraries, as established during installation
idmslbls A procedure containing file definitions for dictionaries, sample

databases, disk journal files, and the SYSIDMS file.
For more information, see IDMSLBLS Procedure, later in this
section.

uprmwork Data set name of unsorted parameter file
sysctl Procedure name that contains the SYSCTL file
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg Data set name of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
sysidms.parms Data set name of the SYSIDMS file that contains the dmcl-name

and other appropriate SYSIDMS parameters
dmcl-name Name of the DMCL
srtwk1.fileid Data set name of sort workfile
srtwk2.fileid Data set name of sort workfile
srtwk3.fileid Data set name of sort workfile
sprmwork Data set name of sorted parameters file that contains the output

from the first sort step
uextwork Data set name of unsorted extracted item data set; the record

length for extracted records must be in the range 256 - 1024
bytes; the block size is typically 1/4 to 1/2 track; Culprit copies this
DCB information to SYS008

sextwork Data set name of sorted extracted items file
srtpwork Data set name of the sort-control parameter file
nsrtwork Filename of unsorted extract output data set
user.keyfile Data set name of a key file (required only if a key file is input)
user.inputfil Data set name for primary input file
cuu Address of the tape device
user.matchfil Data set name for match file (default ddnames for subsequent files

are SYS012, SYS013, and so on)
user.nonprint Data set name for nonprint/nonpunch output (omitted is there are

no such files; default ddnames for subsequent nonprint/nonpunch
output files are SYS021, SYS022, on so on)

Database Access

The following JCL modifications must be made to the CULP0, CULP2, and CULP4 steps in order to access non-SQL
defined database records or tables; the run must execute each step under the central version of IDMS/DB in order to
access tables:

• In the CULP0 step, the following modifications are required:
– If the CULP0 step is executed under the central version, add the following statement before the //EXEC CULP0

statement:

// UPSI    xxxxxxxx       if specified in the IDMSOPTI module

NOTE
To override the IDMSOPTI specification, define a SYSCTL file in the JCL:

// DLBL     sysctl,'idms.sysctl',,DA
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// EXTENT   sys017,nnnnnn

// ASSGN    sys017,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

– If the CULP0 step is run locally, JCL statements must be included for the user's IDMS/DB data dictionary and its
associated journal files. The following JCL must be added between the // EXTENT SYS005 and // ASSGN SYSSLB
statements:

// ASSGN   sys009,IGN

  additional journal-file assignments, as required

// ASSGN   sys015,X,'ddd'

// DLBL    dictdb,'idms.dictdb',,DA

// EXTENT  sys015,X,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

• In the CULP2 step, the following modifications are required:
– If the CULP2 step is executed under the central version, add the following statement before the //EXEC CULL

statement:

// UPSI    xxxxxxxx       if specified in the IDMSOPTI module

NOTE
To override the IDMSOPTI specification, define a SYSCTL file in the JCL:

// DLBL     sysctl,'idms.sysctl',,DA

// EXTENT   sys017,nnnnnn

// ASSGN    sys017,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

– If the CULP2 step is run locally, JCL statements must be included for the user's database and its associated journal
files. The following JCL must be added between the // TLBL SYS011 and // EXEC CULL statements:

// ASSGN   sys009,IGN

   additional journal-file assignments, as required

// ASSGN   sys018,X,'ddd'

// DLBL    userdb,'user.userdb',,DA

// EXTENT  userdb,X,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

  additional database-file assignments, as required

– To access a key file, add the following statements after the // ASSGN SYS004 statement:

// ASSGN  SYS002,X'ppp'

// TLBL   SYS002,'user.keyfile'

• In the CULP4 step, the following statement is required to access tables; add the statement before the // EXEC CULE
statement:

// UPSI    xxxxxxxx       if specified in the IDMSOPTI module

NOTE
To override the IDMSOPTI specification, define a SYSCTL file in the JCL:

// DLBL     sysctl,'idms.sysctl',,DA

// EXTENT   sys017,nnnnnn

// ASSGN    sys017,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
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xxxxxxxx Appropriate UPSI value (default installation is 1)
idms.dictdb File-ID of the data dictionary file
idms.sysctl File-ID of the SYSCTL file
dictdb Filename of the data dictionary file
nnnnnn Volume serial number
sysctl Filename of the SYSCTL file
sys009 Filename for journal file as assigned at IDMS/DB installation

(ASSGN omitted if input is other than IDMS/DB database)
sys015 Filename for data dictionary as assigned at IDMS/DB installation

(omitted if input is other than IDMS/DB database)
sys017 Logical unit assignment of the SYSCTL file
sys018 Filename for IDMS/DB database as assigned in the schema

definition (required if input is IDMS/DB; omitted if it is not)
userdb Filename of the database file
user.keyfile File-ID of the key file (required only if a key file is input)
user.userdb File-ID of the IDMS/DB database

One-Step z/VM Commands -- Central Version
Here are sample one-step z/VM commands to execute Culprit batch jobs, when running central version:

 Culprit one-step (central version) (z/VM) 

SET STORECLR ENDCMD

FILEDEF SYSIN DISK culprit code a

FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK sysidms parms a

FILEDEF SYS020 DISK user nonprt a

FILEDEF SYS011 DISK user match a

FILEDEF SYS010 DISK user input a

FILEDEF SYS030 DISK forms id a

FILEDEF SORTLIB

EXEC CULPFD

EXECOS OSRUN CULPRIT PARM='optional execution parameters'

 sysidms parms a Filename, filetype, and filemode of the file containing SYSIDMS
parameters for the Culprit run

 culprit code a Filename, filetype, and filemode of the file containing the Culprit
code

 forms id a Filename, filetype, and filemode of the file containing the special
forms identification, if any

 optional execution parameters Optional parameters to control the Culprit run
 user input a Filename for the primary input file
 user match a Filename for the match file (required only when the match file is

input; subsequent files, by default, reference SYS012, SYS013,
and so on).
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 user nonprt a Filename for the nonprint/nonpunch output (omitted when there
are no such files; subsequent nonprint/nonpunch files reference
SYS021, SYS022, and so on)

 Usage 

 SYSIDMS File 

To run Culprit, you should include these SYSIDMS parameters:

• DMCL=dmcl-name, to identify the DMCL
• If you are running Culprit against an SQL-defined database, DBNAME=dictionary-name, to identify the dictionary

whose catalog component contains the database definitions

To create the SYSIDMS file of SYSIDMS parameters:

1. On the VM/ESA command line, type:
XEDIT sysidms parm a (NOPROF

2. Press [Enter]
3. On the XEDIT command line, type:

INPUT

4. Press [Enter]
5. In input mode, type in the SYSIDMS parameters
6. Press [Enter] to exit input mode
7. On the XEDIT command line, type:

FILE

8. Press [Enter]

NOTE
 For more information on documentation of SYSIDMS parameters, see the IDMS Common Facilities
documentation.

One-Step z/VM Commands -- Local Mode
To specify that Culprit is executing in local mode, perform one of the following:

• Link Culprit with an IDMSOPTI program that specifies local execution mode
• Specify *LOCAL* as the first input parameter of the filename, type and mode identified by sysidms parm a.
• Modify the OSRUN statement:

OSRUN Culprit PARM='*LOCAL*'

NOTE
This option is valid only if the OSRUN command is issued from a System Product interpreter or an EXEC2
file.

Database Access

The following modifications must be made in order to access non-SQL defined database records or tables:

• To run Culprit locally, add the following commands for the IDMS/DB data dictionary and user database:
FILEDEF dictdb DISK dictdb_addr

FILEDEF userdb DISK userdb_addr

• To access a key file, add the following command:
FILEDEF SYS002 DISK keyfile FILE A3
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NOTE
Culprit, IDMS/DB users who wish to override IDMSOPTI specifications at runtime can code either the LOCAL
keyword or CVMACH= keyword expression on the DATABASE parameter.

dictdb DDname of the data dictionary DDLDML area
dictdb.addr Minidisk address of the database file (e.g., 500)
keyfile Filename of the key file (required only if a key file is input)
userdb Filename of the IDMS/DB database, as assigned in the schema

definition
userdb_addr Minidisk address of the database file (e.g., 500)

Five-Step z/VM Commands -- Central Version
Here are sample five-step VM/ESA commands to execute Culprit batch jobs, when running central version:

 Culprit five-step (central version) (VM/ESA) 

*-----------------------CULP0----------------------------------*

FILEDEF sysctl DISK sysctl idms a

FILEDEF dcmsg DISK idms dmsgdb

FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK sysidms parms a

FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK sysipt input a

FILEDEF SYS005 DISK unsorted parms a (LRECL 320 BLKSIZE 1600 RECF FB

EXEC CULPFD

EXECOS OSRUN CULP0

*-----------------------CULP1----------------------------------*

SORT CULSYS05 PARAM A CULSRT05 PARAM A CULSORT1 SYSIN A

FILEDEF SYS005 DISK CULSRT05 PARAM A (RECFM FB LRECL 320 BLKSIZE 1600

FILEDEF SYS006 DISK CULSYS06 EXTRACT A (RECFM VB LRECL 1024 BLKSIZE 1028

FILEDEF SYS007 DISK CULSYS07 SORTCARD A (RECFM F LRECL 80 BLKSIZE 80

FILEDEF SYS008 DISK CULSYS08 NOSORT A (RECFM VB LRECL 1024 BLKSIZE 1028

FILEDEF SYS010 DISK culprit cards a (RECFM F LRECL 80

FILEDEF SYS002 DISK keyfile data a (RECFM F LRECL 80

FILEDEF SYS011

*-----------------------CULP2----------------------------------*

EXECOS OSRUN CULL

*-----------------------CULP3----------------------------------*

SORT CULSYS06 EXTRACT A CULSRT06 EXTRACT A CULSYS07 SORTCARD A

FILEDEF SYS020 DISK SPFLOAD DATA A (LRECL 80 BLKSIZE 3200 RECFM FB

*-----------------------CULP4----------------------------------*

EXECOS OSRUN CULE

 sysctl DDname of the SYSCTL file
 sysctl idms a Filename of the SYSCTL file
 culprit cards a Culprit card input file
 idms sysctl a Filename of the file containing the SYSCTL file parameters
 dcmsg DDname of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
 idms dmsgdb Minidisk address of the message database (e.g., 500)

(DDLDCMSG) area
 ppp Page size of the database file
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 nnn Number of pages in the database file
 sysidms parms a Filename, filetype, and filemode of the file containing SYSIDMS

parameters for the Culprit run
 sysipt input a Filename of the file containing the Culprit input parameters
 unsorted parms a Filename of unsorted parameter file that contains the input for the

first sort step
 CULPFD Exec which defines all FILEDEFs, TXTLIBs, and LOADLIBs

required by the system
 keyfile data a Filename of a key file (required only if a key file is input)

 Usage 

 SYSIDMS File 

To create the SYSIDMS file of SYSIDMS parameters:

1. On the VM/ESA command line, type:
XEDIT sysidms parms a (NOPROF

2. Press [Enter]
3. On the XEDIT command line, type:

INPUT

4. Press [Enter]
5. In input mode, type in the SYSIDMS parameters
6. Press [Enter] to exit input mode
7. On the XEDIT command line, type:

FILE

8. Press [Enter]

NOTE
 For more information on documentation of SYSIDMS parameters, see the IDMS Common Facilities
documentation.

 SYSIPT File 

To create the SYSIPT file of Culprit input parameters:

1. On the VM/ESA command line, type:
XEDIT sysipt data a (NOPROF

2. Press [Enter]
3. On the XEDIT command line, type:

INPUT

4. Press [Enter]
5. In input mode, type in the Culprit input parameters
6. Press [Enter] to exit input mode
7. On the XEDIT command line, type:

FILE

8. Press [Enter]

 SYSIDMS File 

To run Culprit, you should include these SYSIDMS parameters:
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• DMCL=dmcl-name, to identify the DMCL
• If you are running Culprit against an SQL-defined database, DBNAME=dictionary-name, to identify the dictionary

whose catalog component contains the database definitions

Five-Step z/VM Commands -- Local Mode
To specify that Culprit is executing in local mode, perform one of the following:

• Link Culprit with an IDMSOPTI program that specifies local execution mode
• Specify *LOCAL* as the first input parameter of the filename, type and mode identified by sysidms parm a in the

CULPFD exec.
• Modify the OSRUN statement:

 OSRUN Culprit PARM='*LOCAL*'

 

NOTE
This option is valid only if the OSRUN command is issued from a System Product interpreter or an EXEC2
file.

Database Access

The following JCL modifications must be made in order to access non-SQL defined database records and tables:

• If the CULP0 step is to be run locally, add the following commands for the IDMS/DB data dictionary and associated
journal files:
 FILEDEF dictdb DISK dictdb dictfile

 FILEDEF j1jrnl DUMMY

 FILEDEF j2jrnl DUMMY

            additional journal-file commands, as required

• If the CULP2 step is to be run locally, add the following commands for the user's database and associated journal file:
 FILEDEF userdb DISK user userdb

           additional database-file commands, as required

 

• If a key file is to be used, add the following command in the CULP2 step:
 FILEDEF SYS002 DISK keyfile FILE A3

 

NOTE
Culprit, IDMS/DB users who wish to override IDMSOPTI specifications at runtime can code either the LOCAL
keyword or CVMACH= keyword expression on the DATABASE parameter. For more information about
IDMSOPTI, see the "Administrating IDMS System Operations" section of the IDMS documentation.

dictdb DDname of the data dictionary DDLDML area
dictdb dictfile Minidisk address of the database file (e.g., 500)
j1jrnl DDname of the first disk journal file
j2jrnl DDname of the second disk journal file
keyfile Filename of the key file (required only if a key file is input)
userdb DDname of the user database file
user userdb Minidisk address of the user database file (e.g., 500)
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Restart Capability
A restart capability is built into the Culprit output phase to permit independent execution of the output phase for any or all
of the reports produced by the run. This capability allows the following changes from the typical run procedures:

• One run can produce reports on different types of output paper, such as special forms. To print reports on different
types of paper, the output phase is run separately for each report or group of reports that uses the same type of output
medium.

• More than one copy of a report can be printed by running the output phase two or more times.
• Execution of the output phase can be resumed after an interruption occurs during a print operation.

RESTART
Permits independent execution of the output phase for any or all of the reports produced by the run.

Syntax

      Col

      1

      ▼

►►─── RESTART report1 ─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                       └─ report2 ─┘

Parameters

• RESTART
Identifies the parameter type. Must be coded starting in column 1.

• report1
Identifies the first report to be printed by this execution of the output phase. Report1 must be a number in the range 00
through 99 and must be separated from RESTART by at least one space.

• report2
Identifies the last report to be printed by this execution of the output phase. Report2 must be a number in the range
00 through 99 and must be equal to or greater than report1. If a value is specified, it must follow report1 with no
intervening spaces.

Usage

The following considerations apply to coding report2:

• If report2 is not specified, the default is EOF; that is, all reports from report1 to the last report in the run are printed.
• If report2 equals report1, one report is printed.
• If report2 is greater than report1, all reports from report1 to report2 are printed.

NOTE
(z/OS users) Printing a range of reports or one report can be handled more efficiently by altering Culprit
execution JCL.

Release 5 and 6 Default Actions
This page describes the following topics:
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What is RELEASE=5?

 Compatibility with Release 5 and Earlier 

Culprit Releases 6.0 and later provide a feature that enables users to run programs written under earlier Culprit releases
without modification. At installation time, the default processing mode is set to either RELEASE=5, which runs programs
using default actions available with Culprit releases prior to 6.0, or RELEASE=6, which runs programs using default
actions available with Culprit Releases 6.0 and later.

 When to Use It 

If a site has a large number of programs written under Culprit releases earlier than 6.0, RELEASE=5 should be specified
at installation. Otherwise, RELEASE=6 is recommended. At run time, the installation processing mode can be overridden
by using the RELEASE=5/6 keyword expression on the PROFILE parameter. All features of Releases 6.0 and later are
available, regardless of the release option specified. The release option affects only certain default actions taken by
Culprit.

Default Actions

 Internal Formats 

Some of the default actions taken by Culprit in the two processing modes are based on the internal format that Culprit
uses to store numeric fields. Under Culprit Release 5.0, all user-defined numeric input and work fields and extracted-item
and total-bucket values for these fields were stored as 8-byte packed values. Under Culprit Release 6.0 and later, these
items are stored as 8-byte or 16-byte packed values, regardless of the release option specified, as follows:

• The following fields and their associated extracted-item and total-bucket values are stored as 16-byte fields:
–  Numeric input fields that specify a DP= keyword expression or that, due to size and data type, contain more than

15 digits
–  Numeric work fields that specify a DP= keyword expression, an initial value with a decimal point, or an initial

value that contains more than 15 digits
• All other numeric input and work fields and their associated extract-item and total-bucket values are stored as 8-

byte packed values.

The following table summarizes default actions taken by Culprit under RELEASE=5 and RELEASE=6. These differences
are discussed more fully below.

 Culprit Facility  Release 5 Default action  Release 6 Default action 
Number of decimal positions printed for
numeric output fields

2 0

Treatment of arithmetic and MOVE
operation results

TRUNCATE ROUND

Size of intermediate work fields 8-byte packed decimal unless user-defined
fields used in the calculation are stored as
more than 8-byte packed decimal

16-byte packed decimal

Decimal arithmetic overflows Overflows truncate the high-order digits; no
error message is printed

Overflows invoke the extended error-
handling facility

Report headers Headers print anywhere on a report page if
a title parameter is not specified

Headers always print either at the top
of a new page, if a title parameter is
not specified, or under the title if a title
parameter is specified

Default actions taken by Culprit under RELEASE=5 and RELEASE=6 are explained below.

 Decimal Positions 
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The number of decimal positions in output fields are handled in the following manner:

• Under RELEASE=5, two decimal positions are printed for all numeric fields unless a DP= keyword expression is
specified on a REC, work field, or edit parameter for the field.

• Under RELEASE=6, no decimal positions are printed unless a DP= keyword expression is specified on a REC, work
field, or edit parameter for the field.

Under both RELEASE=5 and RELEASE=6, a DP= keyword expression is ignored for output fields that specify format
codes FP, FZ, FM, FD, FS, FB, FU, and FW.

 Truncation/Rounding 

Numeric results generated in Culprit procedure logic are truncated or rounded, as follows:

• Under RELEASE=5, the results of either a MOVE operation or simple or compound arithmetic operations are
truncated, except on COMPUTE statements that specify ROUND.

• Under RELEASE=6, the results of either a MOVE operation or simple or compound arithmetic operations are rounded,
except on COMPUTE statements that specify TRUNCATE.

 Work Field Storage 

Internal work fields for compound arithmetic operations (that is, arithmetic operations that specify COMPUTE) are handled
as follows:

• Under RELEASE=5, intermediate work fields are stored as 8-byte packed fields, provided that all user-defined fields in
the COMPUTE statements are stored as 8-byte fields. If any are stored as 16-byte fields, all intermediate work fields
are stored as 16-byte packed fields, regardless of the processing mode in effect.

• Under RELEASE=6, intermediate work fields are stored as 16-byte packed fields.

NOTE
 A COMPUTE instruction that includes multiplication by a power of 10 to shift high-order digits from an
intermediate work field will produce different results depending on the processing mode in effect.

 Decimal Overflow 

Decimal arithmetic overflows in computed results are handled as follows:

• Under RELEASE=5, decimal arithmetic overflows that occur in a multiplication operation do not produce an error
message; the overflow causes high-order digits to be truncated without warning.

• Under RELEASE=6, a decimal arithmetic overflow results when an attempt is made to store a computed result that
contains more than 15 significant digits in an 8-byte packed work field. The overflow invokes the extended error-
handling facility.

NOTE
 For more information on the extended error-handling facility, see the Culprit for IDMS Messages and Codes
documentation.

 Report Headers 

Report headers are handled as follows:

• Under RELEASE=5, report headers print anywhere on a page unless a title is specified and a space code of 1 (that is,
a space code that designates a new page) is indicated for the first header line.

• Under RELEASE=6, report headers print at the top of a new page unless a title is specified. If a title is specified, the
title prints at the top of the page and headers follow the title, as determined by user-coded space codes.

Reserved Words
This page describes the following topics:
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About Reserved Words

What They Are

Reserved words are words that have a special meaning to Culprit. Reserved words appear in parameter coding
instructions throughout this manual. Some of the reserved words pertain to reports generated from an IDMS/DB database.

When to Avoid Them

Culprit reserved words should not appear as user-coded field names on REC parameters or work field definition
parameters.

Reserved Word Listing

A listing of Culprit reserved words follows:

       A                   GOTO                PICK

       AND                 HEAD                REC-NAME

       ARGn                IDMS-STATUS         RELS

       B                   IF                  RETURN

       BUFFER              KEY-VALUE           ROUND

       C                   KEYFILE             S*ID

       CALL                LEVL                STOP

       COMPUTE             LR-STATUS           STOP-RPT

       CONVERT             M                   STOP-RUN

       D                   M*ID                SUBSCHEMA-NAME

       DATE                MOVE                TABLE-ID

       DB-EXIT             NOSORT              TABLE-NAME

       DBKEY               NUMERIC             TAKE

       DBKEY-ALPHA         O*ID                TO

       DBKEY-LINE          OR                  TRUNCATE(TRUNC)

       DB-PAGE             PAGE                UNPICK

       DROP                PATH-ID             USnn

       EOF                 PERFORM

Storing and Accessing Culprit Code
Parameters copied by copied code parameters must be stored in a library prior to run time and must be made available
to the precompile phase at execution. This section includes the information necessary to store the code, and the z/OS, z/
VSE, and z/VM JCL statements necessary to access the stored code.

The stored parameters must be in card-image format and must be copied from one of the following sources: library library

• A z/OS partitioned data set (PDS)
• A z/VSE LIBR dataset
• A Panvalet library
• A Librarian library
• A z/VM MACLIB
• IDMS/DB Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD)

Libraries Searched

The library that is searched for the named member is specified on the PROFILE parameter with the PARMLIB= keyword
expression. The PROFILE parameter must appear before the first USE parameter, =COPY statement, or =MACRO
statement in order to access the library. Otherwise, the parameters are copied from the library selected as the default
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for PARMLIB at installation. For details on establishing installation defaults, see the IDMS installation section for your
operating system.

Storing and Acessing Parameters Under z/OS
To store parameters as a member of a PDS, use a utility program such as IEBGENER. The JCL statements follow:

IEBGENER (z/OS)

//    EXEC  PGM=IEBGENER

//SYSPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSUT1    DD  DSN=sequential.data.set,DISP=(OLD,KEEP)

//SYSUT2    DD  DSN=culprit.srclib,DISP=(OLD,KEEP)

//SYSIN     DD  *

   GENERATE MAXNAME=1

   MEMBER NAME=member-name

/*

//

culprit.srclib PDS into which Culprit parameters are to be copied and stored
member-name name under which parameters are to be copied in the PDS
sequential.data.set name of the sequential data set containing Culprit parameters to

be copied

At run time, submit the name of the PDS in the //CULLIB DD job control parameter, as shown in Execution JCL. Culprit will
search the named library for the member specified on the USE parameter, =COPY parameter, or =MACRO parameter.

IDD

To store parameters as modules in the IDMS/DB Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD), see the IDMS IDD DDDL Reference
section. At run time, submit the name of the data dictionary and its associated journal file(s) in the appropriate DD job
control statements, as shown in Execution JCL. Culprit retrieves the module specified on the USE parameter, =COPY
parameter, or =MACRO parameter from the named data dictionary.

Storing and Accessing Parameters Under z/VSE
You can store parameters as a member of a LIBR library and as modules in IDD.

Storage as Bookname

To store parameters as a member of a LIBR library, use the following JCL statements:

LIBR (z/VSE)

 //  EXEC LIBR

  ACCESS SUBLIB=lib.sublib

  CATALOG member.A

   culprit parameters 

/+

/*

 

lib.sublib LIBR library and sublibrary to which you want to add the member
lib.member Name of the member to be added
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Storage as Modules in IDD

To store parameters as modules in IDD, see the IDMS IDD DDDL Reference. At run time, submit JCL statements for the
data dictionary and its associated journal file(s). See "Execution JCL." Culprit retrieves the module specified on the USE
parameter, =COPY parameter, or =MACRO parameter from the named data dictionary.

Storing and Accessing Parameters Under z/VM
To store parameters as a member of a z/VM MACLIB, follow these steps:

1. Create a file that contains the Culprit parameters. The file type of the file must be COPY or MACRO. The file must
contain fixed-length 80-byte records.

2. Issue the following command to create a MACLIB and store your Culprit code:

MACLIB GEN filename

3. Issue the following command to add a member to an existing MACLIB:

MACLIB ADD filename

Sample Programs -- Conventional File Access
Three sample programs are provided.

Example 1 -- Employee Compensation Status Report
This program reads a file that contains employee data and produces a report that lists the employees in alphabetical
order, the employee's salary status, and the employee's salary.

The first out of the two following figures shows the contents of the input file for the Culprit run. The second one is the
Sequential Parameter Listing for the Culprit run; this listing shows the Culprit parameters coded for Report 01. The third
figure illustrates the output for Report 01.

Parameters coded for the report are described below:

Input Definition Parameters

The input file contains fixed-length 80-byte records. The input fields required by the Culprit run are EMP-NAME, EMP-
LNAME, and SALARY. Each field is defined on a REC parameter. The first two fields are alphanumeric; EMP-LNAME
redefines bytes 11 through 25 of EMP-NAME. SALARY is a 10-byte packed decimal field with two implied decimal places.
An auto-header is specified for EMP-NAME.

Output Definition Parameters

The output for Report 01 is a details-only printed report with 70 characters per line. The detail lines sort in alphabetical
order by employee last name. Report 01 contains a title line, column headers, and detail lines; it does not contain total
lines because the OUTPUT parameter specifies a details-only report.

The third figure shows a title line printed at the top of the report page. The blank line that follows the title line is specified
by header line 1 on the type 4 edit parameter. Header line 2 specifies column headers for relative column numbers 10,
20, and 30. Two blank lines follow the column headers because a spacing code appears in column 10 of the type 4 edit
parameter that specifies the literal 'SALARY'.

Report 01 contains three detail lines. Detail line 1 contains the employee's name and salary status. Detail line 2 contains
the employee's annual salary if the employee is salaried; detail line 3 contains the employee's hourly wages if the
employee is paid on an hourly basis. Detail lines 2 and 3 specify the same output field size, format code, and spacing
code; the spacing code overprints on the output line.
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Work Field Parameters

Report 01 contains two report-specific work fields. MESSAGE is an alphanumeric work field initialized to eight blanks.
Different literal values can be moved to MESSAGE by using process parameter statements.

HR-SALARY is a numeric work field that contains two implied decimal places. The output field size for HR-SALARY is
31 digits because a decimal place is specified. The SZ= keyword expression on the type 5 edit parameter overrides the
default output field size for this field.

Process Parameters

The type 7 procedure logic for Report 01 determines whether the employee earns an annual salary of $19,000 or less. If
the test is true, the procedure logic branches to sequence number 500 where the employee's hourly salary is computed,
the literal 'HOURLY' is moved to the work field MESSAGE, and detail lines 1 and 3 are selected for extracting. If the test is
not true, the literal 'SALARIED' is moved to MESSAGE, and detail lines 1 and 2 are selected for extracting.

Input File Layout for the Employee Compensation Status Report:

            

        Record   Size:     80 bytes    

        Block    Size:      80 bytes    

        Record   Format:   Fixed

       Data     Field      Start Position   Length (bytes)   Data Type    

    Employee     name     1               25              Alphanumeric    

    Department   name  30               20              Alphanumeric    

    Job  title        50               20              Alphanumeric    

    Salary             70               10              Packed decimal

Culprit Parameters for the Employee Compensation Status Report:

 mm/dd/yy                      SEQUENTIAL PARAMETER LISTING             Vnn.n  PAGE    1

 00 ** SYSIN **                            IN  80

   INSTALLATION SECURITY OPTION IS NO

                                           REC EMP-NAME    1 25         'EMPLOYEE' 'NAME'

                                           REC EMP-LNAME  11 15

                                           REC SALARY     70 10 3 DP=2

                                           01OUT  70 D

                                           01SORT EMP-LNAME

                                           010MESSAGE '        '  HR-SALARY DP=2

                                           013EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION STATUS

                                           01410001 ' '

                                           0142*010 'EMPLOYEE'

                                           0142*020 'STATUS'

                                           0142*0300'SALARY'

                                           0151*010 EMP-NAME

                                           0151*020 MESSAGE

                                           0152*030+SALARY      SZ=8 F$

                                           0153*030+HR-SALARY   SZ=8 F$

                                           017010   IF SALARY LE 19000 500

                                           017      MOVE 'SALARIED' TO MESSAGE

                                           017      TAKE (1 2)

                                           017500   MOVE 'HOURLY  ' TO MESSAGE

                                           017      COMPUTE (SALARY DIVIDE 52) DIVIDE 40  HR-SALARY

                                           017      TAKE (1 3)
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Employee Compensation Status Output:

 REPORT NO. 01        EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION STATUS mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

                EMPLOYEE               STATUS          SALARY

       ROY       ANDALE               SALARIED       $33,500.00

       MICHAEL   ANGELO               HOURLY              $8.65

       HARRY     ARM                  SALARIED       $46,000.00

       MONTE     BANK                 SALARIED       $80,000.00

       JUNE      BLOOMER              HOURLY              $7.21

       CHARLES   BOWER                SALARIED       $38,000.00

       C.        BREEZE               SALARIED       $38,000.00

       TERRY     CLOTH                SALARIED       $38,000.00

       BETH      CLOUD                SALARIED       $52,750.00

       HERBERT   CRANE                SALARIED       $75,000.00

       CAROLYN   CROW                 SALARIED       $37,500.00

       ALAN      DONOVAN              SALARIED       $33,500.00

       JANE      DOUGH                SALARIED       $33,000.00

       JANE      FERNDALE             SALARIED       $22,500.00

       PHINEAS   FINN                 SALARIED       $45,000.00

       TOM       FITZHUGH             HOURLY              $6.25

       GEORGE    FONRAD               HOURLY              $7.09

       JAMES     GALLWAY              SALARIED       $33,000.00

       ROBIN     GARDNER              HOURLY              $6.73

       JENNIFER  GARFIELD             SALARIED       $65,000.00

       PERCY     GRANGER              SALARIED       $34,500.00

       VLADIMIR  HEAROWITZ            SALARIED       $33,000.00

       HENRIETTA HENDON               SALARIED      $240,000.00

       EDWARD    HUTTON               SALARIED       $44,000.00

       JOCK      JACKSON              SALARIED       $34,000.00

       JAMES     JACOBI               SALARIED       $55,000.00

       JULIE     JENSEN               SALARIED       $37,000.00

       RUPERT    JENSON               SALARIED       $82,000.00

       CYNTHIA   JOHNSON              HOURLY              $6.49

       DOUGLAS   KAHALLY              SALARIED       $20,000.00

       JOE       KASPAR               SALARIED       $31,000.00

       MARIANNE  KIMBALL              SALARIED       $45,000.00

       DORIS     KING                 HOURLY              $6.97

       TERENCE   KLWELLEN             SALARIED       $43,000.00

       SANDY     KRAAMER              HOURLY              $6.73

       BURT      LANCHESTER           SALARIED       $54,500.00

       HERBERT   LIPSICH              HOURLY              $8.89

       LARRY     LITERATA             SALARIED       $37,500.00

       RENE      MAKER                SALARIED       $85,000.00

       CAROL     MCDOUGALL            HOURLY              $8.65

       DANIEL    MOON                 SALARIED       $72,000.00

       RICHARD   MUNYON               SALARIED       $36,000.00

       BRIAN     NICEMAN              HOURLY              $6.73

       KATHERINE O'HEARN              SALARIED       $42,500.00
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       MADELINE  ORGRATZI             SALARIED       $39,000.00

       THEMIS    PAPAZEUS             SALARIED      $100,000.00

       LAURA     PENMAN               SALARIED       $39,000.00

       ELEANOR   PEOPLES              SALARIED       $80,000.00

       JOHN      RUPEE                SALARIED       $80,000.00

       NANCY     TERNER               HOURLY              $6.25

       MARK      TIME                 SALARIED       $33,000.00

       RALPH     TYRO                 SALARIED       $20,000.00

       RICHARD   WAGNER               SALARIED       $47,000.00

       ROGER     WILCO                SALARIED       $80,000.00

Example 2 -- Average Salaries by Job Title Report
This program reads an input file containing employee salary and job information. The output lists the employees that
share the same job title, the salary of each employee, and the average salary for each type of job. The program performs
the following functions:

• Sorts input records by employee last name for each job title
• Executes a control break each time the job title changes and at the end of the output phase
• Totals employee salaries at every control break
• Counts the number of employees at every control break
• Calculates an average salary at every control break
• Prints title, header, detail, and total lines

Culprit parameters used in this report are shown in the table under Sequential Parameter Listing for Average Salaries by
Job Title. The report output is illustrated in the table under Output for Average Salaries by Job Title.

Parameters coded for this report are described below:

Input Definition Parameters

The Input File Layout for the Employee Compensation Status Report shows the input file for this Culprit run. The input
file contains fixed-length 80-byte records; by default, the DD statement labeled SYS010 in z/OS execution JCL defines
the input file. The Culprit run uses four input fields; all of the fields are alphanumeric except the SALARY field, which is
defined as a 10-byte packed decimal value with two implied decimal positions.

Output Definition Parameters

Report 01 is a printed report with 70 characters per line and 55 lines per page. The detail lines sort in alphabetical order
by the last name of each employee that shares the same job title. The control break code on the SORT parameter
specifies two blank output lines each time the job title changes.

The type 5 edit parameters coded for this report define one detail line. The detail line contains three printed output fields in
relative column positions 10, 20, and 30, and a nonprinted output field that acts as counter. An output field size and format
edit code is specified for SALARY.

The type 6 edit parameters coded for this report specify two total lines. The first total line specifies a literal work field
value in relative column 10 and the total salary for the current control break in relative column 30. The accumulated value
of SALARY prints because SALARY is a numeric field that is referenced on a type 5 edit parameter. A blank line prints
between the last detail line and the first total line at each control break because this edit line specifies a spacing code in
column 10.

The second total line specifies a literal work field value and the average salary for the current control break. Culprit
calculates the value of AVG-SAL in type 8 procedure logic.

Work Field Parameters
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Report 01 defines two numeric work fields and one multiply-occurring alphanumeric work field, as follows:

• COUNT is a numeric work field that is initialized to 1. It is referenced both as a nonprinted numeric work field on a type
5 edit parameter and as an operand in an arithmetic process operation in type 8 procedure logic.

• LABEL is a multiply-occurring alphanumeric work field that occurs two times. The initial value of each occurrence is a
20-blank literal. Explicit occurrences of LABEL are referenced on type 6 edit parameters and in MOVE operations on
type 8 procedure logic.

• AVG-SAL is a numeric work field that is initialized to 0.00. It is referenced as a result field in an arithmetic calculation
and is output on a type 6 edit parameter.

Process Parameters

Type 8 procedure logic executes at every control break. The procedure logic for this report determines whether the
number of employee records for the current control break exceeds 1; that is, whether the value for COUNT is greater
than 1. If the value of COUNT is 1, processing for the control break stops and no total lines print. If the value of COUNT is
greater than 1, Culprit calculates the average salary for the current control break.

If the level of the control break is 1 (that is, the control break occurs on a title name), the procedure logic branches to
sequence number 600. The logic starting at sequence number 600 instructs Culprit to move literals to the first and second
occurrences of LABEL. An implicit TAKE after sequence number 650 outputs both total lines.

In this example, a control break level not equal to 1 implies that the control break level is 2; a level-2 control break
generates the grand total lines for Report 01. At the end of the output phase, Culprit moves 'COMPANY SALARY' to
LABEL.1. The procedure logic branches to sequence number 650, where Culprit moves a literal value to LABEL.2 and
outputs the grand total lines for the report.

Sequential Parameter Listing for Average Salaries by Job Title:

 mm/dd/yy                   SEQUENTIAL PARAMETER LISTING                    Vnn.n  PAGE   1

 00 ** SYSIN **                            IN 80

   INSTALLATION SECURITY OPTION IS NO

                                           REC EMP-NAME       1   25          'EMPLOYEE' 'NAME'

                                           REC EMP-LNAME     11   10

                                           REC DEPARTMENT    30   20

                                           REC TITLE         50   20

                                           REC SALARY        70   10   3  DP=2

                                           01OUT  75

                                           01SORT TITLE,-,EMP-LNAME

                                           013AVERAGE SALARIES BY JOB TITLE

                                           01410001  ' '

                                           0151*000  COUNT

                                           0151*010  TITLE

                                           0151*020  EMP-NAME

                                           0151*030  SALARY  SZ=10 F$

                                           0161*0100 LABEL.1

                                           0161*030  SALARY  SZ=10 F$

                                           0162*010  LABEL.2

                                           0162*030  AVG-SAL SZ=10 F$

                                           010 COUNT 1  LABEL.2 '                    ' AVG-SAL DP=2

                                           018    COUNT EQ 1 DROP

                                           018    SALARY DIVIDE COUNT AVG-SAL

                                           018    LEVL EQ 1 600

                                           018    MOVE 'COMPANY SALARY      ' TO LABEL.1

                                           018    B 650

                                           018600 MOVE 'TOTAL SALARY        ' TO LABEL.1
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                                           018650 MOVE 'AVERAGE SALARY      ' TO LABEL.2

Output for Average Salaries by Job Title:

 REPORT NO. 01         AVERAGE SALARIES BY JOB TITLE    mm/dd/yy PAGE     3

    PROGRAMMER/ANALYST      JANE      DOUGH                  $33,000.00

    PROGRAMMER/ANALYST      JAMES     GALLWAY                $33,000.00

    PROGRAMMER/ANALYST      PERCY     GRANGER                $34,500.00

    PROGRAMMER/ANALYST      VLADIMIR  HEAROWITZ              $33,000.00

    PROGRAMMER/ANALYST      JULIE     JENSEN                 $37,000.00

    PROGRAMMER/ANALYST      KATHERINE O'HEARN                $42,500.00

    TOTAL SALARY                                            $213,000.00

    AVERAGE SALARY                                           $35,500.00

    RAINDANCE CONSULTANT    CAROLYN   CROW                   $37,500.00

    RAINMAKER               BURT      LANCHESTER             $54,500.00

    RECRUITER/INTERVWR      MADELINE  ORGRATZI               $39,000.00

    SNOWBLOWER              ROY       ANDALE                 $33,500.00

    SNOWBLOWER              RICHARD   MUNYON                 $36,000.00

    TOTAL SALARY                                             $69,500.00

    AVERAGE SALARY                                           $34,750.00

    SPORTS CONSULTANT       JOCK      JACKSON                $34,000.00

    STURM/DRANG ADMIN       HARRY     ARM                    $46,000.00

    STURM/DRANG ADMIN       RICHARD   WAGNER                 $47,000.00

    TOTAL SALARY                                             $93,000.00

    AVERAGE SALARY                                           $46,500.00

    SUNSHINE SUPERVISOR     ALAN      DONOVAN                $33,500.00

    SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER      TERENCE   KLWELLEN               $43,000.00

    WINTERIZER              JOE       KASPAR                 $31,000.00

    WINTERIZER              MARK      TIME                   $33,000.00

    TOTAL SALARY                                             $64,000.00

    AVERAGE SALARY                                           $32,000.00

    COMPANY SALARY                                        $2,522,500.00

    AVERAGE SALARY                                           $45,044.64

   RECORDS WRITTEN FOR REPORT 01 --        118

The last page of output is shown.
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Example 3 -- Employee Earning Potential
The input file to this program contains the job title, dates of employment, and salary level for past and present employees
of the company. The input file also contains salary levels that correspond to each job title.

The following figure shows the contents of the input file for the Culprit run. The input file contains a field that occurs four
times; this multiply-occurring field contains the salary levels assigned to each job title.

 Record Size:        80 bytes

 Block Size:       3600 bytes

 Record Format:    Fixed

 Data Field        Start Position    Length     Data Type

 Employee ID           1               4        Zoned decimal

 Starting date         6               6        Alphanumeric

 Finish date          12               6        Alphanumeric

 Salary level         18               2        Zoned decimal

 Title                20              20        Alphanumeric

 Number of positions  40               3        Zoned decimal

 Available positions  43               3        Zoned decimal

 Salary levels for    46               2        Zoned decimal

  each job title                       (four times)

Input File Layout for the Employee Earning Potential Report:

This program performs the following functions:

• Sorts the detail lines by job title.
• Determines whether an employee is currently employed or was once employed with the specified job title.
• Compares the employee's salary to possible salary levels. If the salary is not in error or at the highest level for the job,

the program outputs future salary levels available to the employee.

The parameters coded for this report appear in H7 and are described below. The report output appears in H8.

Input Definition Parameters

Library member JOBRECS stores the input parameters for this report. Culprit copies these parameters into the parameter
stream during the precompile phase. The run uses six of the nine input fields contained in JOBRECS. START-DATE,
FINISH-DATE, and TITLE define alphanumeric fields; EMP-ID, SALARY, and the multiply-occurring field GRADE define
zoned decimal fields.

Output Definition Parameters

Report 01 is a printed report that contains title lines, header lines, and detail lines; total lines are suppressed by the
details-only specification on the OUTPUT parameter. Type 4 edit parameters specify literals in absolute column positions
on three header lines; the third header line specifies a single blank, which generates a blank line between the header and
detail lines for Report 01.

Report 01 specifies two detail lines. The first detail line contains the employee's identification number, job title, and salary.
Culprit prints the identification number with leading zeros because the edit parameter specifies format code FN.

The second detail line contains the employee's start date, termination date (if any), a message that indicates the
employee's salary status, and a work field indicating future salary levels.

The type 5 edit parameter that specifies EMP-ID also specifies a spacing code in column 10. Culprit outputs a blank line
before each detail line 1 is printed.

Work Field Parameters
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Report 01 specifies five work fields, as follows:

• INDEX defines a numeric work field initialized to 1. INDEX is used as the subscript for GRADE, the multiply-occurring
input field.

• LDATE and SDATE define 6-byte alphanumeric fields that are initialized to blanks. In type 7 procedure logic, Culprit
moves either the employee's termination date or a blank character string to LDATE. Culprit also moves either the
employee's start date or a blank character string to SDATE.

• MESSAGE defines a 20-byte alphanumeric field; the field is initialized to blanks. Culprit moves literal values to the field
in type 7 procedure logic.

• SALGRADE defines a numeric work field initialized to 0. Culprit moves values of the multiply-occurring field to
SALGRADE in type 7 procedure logic.

Process Parameters

The type 7 procedure logic for Report 01 consists of three sections. The first section of logic determines the employee's
employment status; Culprit compares FINISH-DATE to the literal '000000', which is the value assigned to active
employees. If the employee is no longer active, Culprit moves 'PAST EMPLOYEE' to MESSAGE, FINISH-DATE to
LDATE, and 0 to SALGRADE. Culprit then executes a TAKE, which extracts detail lines 1 and 2 for output. Otherwise, the
procedure logic branches to the type 7 process statement that has sequence number 100.

In the second section of type 7 procedure logic, Culprit processes input records that contain data on active employees.
Culprit reinitializes LDATE to blanks and compares the employee's salary level to one of four possible levels assigned to
the employee's job title.

If the employee's salary is not equal to GRADE.INDEX, Culprit increments the value of INDEX by 1. If the value of INDEX
is less than or equal to 4, Culprit branches to the process parameter that has sequence number 110. This loop continues
until either SALARY equals GRADE.INDEX or the value of INDEX exceeds 4.

If the value of SALARY is equal to an occurrence of GRADE, the procedure logic branches to sequence number 400.
Otherwise, the procedure logic branches to sequence number 300 once the value of INDEX exceeds 4. Starting with
sequence number 300, Culprit moves an error message to MESSAGE, reinitializes INDEX and SALGRADE, and extracts
detail lines 1 and 2 for output.

The third portion of type 7 procedure logic begins at sequence number 400. This portion of procedure logic processes
input buffers of employees with a salary level equal to one of four possible levels for the employee's job title.

If the employee earns the highest amount possible for the job (that is, INDEX equals 4), Culprit moves 'AT HIGHEST
LEVEL' to MESSAGE, reinitializes SALGRADE and INDEX, and executes a TAKE; otherwise, the procedure logic
branches to sequence number 500. Beginning with sequence number 500, Culprit moves 'EARNING POTENTIAL' to
MESSAGE, increments INDEX by 1, moves the value of GRADE.INDEX to SALGRADE, and releases detail lines 1 and 2
for extracting.

Following the RELS statement, Culprit deselects detail line 1 for extracting. The procedure logic moves blanks to SDATE
and MESSAGE and branches to the type 7 parameter that has sequence number 510. Within this loop, Culprit increments
the value of INDEX, compares its value to 4 (the number of occurrences of GRADE), and releases detail line 2 for
extracting. Once the value of INDEX exceeds 4, the procedure logic branches to sequence number 600, where INDEX is
reinitialized and the input buffer is dropped.

Culprit Parameters for Employee Earning Potential Report:

 mm/dd/yy                   SEQUENTIAL PARAMETER LISTING               Vnn.n  PAGE 1

 00 ** SYSIN **                           USE JOBRECS

 01 JOBRECS                                IN  80

    INSTALLATION SECURITY OPTION IS NO

                                            REC EMP-ID          1  4  2    'EMPLOYEE ID'

                                            REC START-DATE      6  6       'START DATE'

                                            REC FINISH-DATE    12  6       'TERMINATION' 'DATE'
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                                            REC SALARY         18  2  2

                                            REC TITLE          20 20

                                            REC NO-POSITIONS   40  3  2    'NUMBER' 'OF POSTIONS'

                                            REC NO-OPEN        43  3  2    'NUMBER' 'POSITIONS OPEN'

                                            REC SALARY-GRADE   46         GROUP AA 2.4

                                            REC GRADE           1  2  2    ELMNT AA

 00 ** SYSIN **                            01OUT   D

                                            013EMPLOYEE EARNING POTENTIAL

                                            01SORT TITLE

                                            01410010 'EMPLOYEE ID'

                                            01410035 'JOB TITLE'

                                            01410057 'SALARY LEVEL'

                                            01420015 'EMPLOYMENT DATES'

                                            01420035 'JOB STATUS'

                                            01430001 ' '

                                            015100100EMP-ID      FN

                                            01510035 TITLE

                                            01510057 SALARY

                                            01520015 SDATE       SZ=6

                                            01520022 LDATE       SZ=6

                                            01520035 MESSAGE     SZ=20

                                            01520057 SALGRADE    SZ=2

                                            010 INDEX  1 LDATE '      ' MESSAGE   '                    '

                                           *    SALGRADE 0   SDATE '      '

                                            017    MOVE START-DATE TO SDATE

                                            017    FINISH-DATE EQ '000000'   100

                                            017    MOVE FINISH-DATE TO LDATE

                                            017    MOVE 'PAST EMPLOYEE ' TO MESSAGE

                                            017    MOVE 0 TO SALGRADE

                                            017    TAKE

                                            017100 MOVE ' ' TO LDATE

                                            017110 SALARY EQ GRADE.INDEX      400

                                            017    INDEX ADD 1 INDEX

                                            017    INDEX GT 4                 300

                                            017    B 110

                                            017300 MOVE 'CHECK SALARY LEVEL' TO MESSAGE

                                            017    MOVE 0 TO SALGRADE

                                            017    MOVE 1 TO INDEX

                                            017    TAKE

                                            017400 INDEX NE  4                 500

                                            017    MOVE 'AT HIGHEST LEVEL' TO MESSAGE

                                            017    MOVE 0 TO SALGRADE

                                            017    MOVE 1 TO INDEX

                                            017    TAKE

                                            017500 MOVE 'EARNING POTENTIAL' TO MESSAGE

                                            017510 INDEX + 1 INDEX

                                            017    INDEX GT 4                   600

                                            017    MOVE GRADE.INDEX TO SALGRADE

                                            017    RELS

                                            017    UNPICK 1

                                            017    MOVE ' ' TO SDATE

                                            017    MOVE ' ' TO MESSAGE

                                            017    B 510
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                                            017600 MOVE 1 TO INDEX

                                            017    DROP

Employee Earning Potential Output:

REPORT NO. 01               EMPLOYEE EARNING POTENTIAL               mm/dd/yy PAGE   1

           EMPLOYEE ID              JOB TITLE             SALARY LEVEL

                EMPLOYMENT DATES    JOB STATUS

           0106                     AR CLERK              12

                800816              EARNING POTENTIAL     14

                                                          15

           0049                     COMPUTER OPERATOR     21

                790929 810401       PAST EMPLOYEE

           0371                     CUMULUS CARETAKER     53

                770304              EARNING POTENTIAL     55

           0048                     DATA ENTRY CLERK      11

                820526 821103       PAST EMPLOYEE

           0471                     DIR WEATHER           82

                820101              EARNING POTENTIAL     84

           0035                     DOCUMENTATION SPEC    43

                800909              AT HIGHEST LEVEL

           0015                     MGR BRAINSTORMING     72

                800102              EARNING POTENTIAL     75

           0015                     MGR BRAINSTORMING     71

                780102 800101       PAST EMPLOYEE

           0471                     MGR BRAINSTORMING     72

                780907 811231       PAST EMPLOYEE

           0013                     MGR PERSONNEL         72

                810102              EARNING POTENTIAL     73

                                                          75

           0349                     MGR THERMOREGULATION  72

                791111              AT HIGHEST LEVEL

           0119                     PHOTOGRAPHER          33

                771214              EARNING POTENTIAL     38

                                                          39

           0149                     PR WRITER             33

                770908              EARNING POTENTIAL     34

           0030                     PRESIDENT             93

                731121              EARNING POTENTIAL     95
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           0023                     PROGRAMMER TRAINEE    43

                780504 790504       PAST EMPLOYEE

           0021                     PROGRAMMER TRAINEE    21

                801221              EARNING POTENTIAL     41

                                                          42

                                                          43

           0023                     PROGRAMMER/ANALYST    44

Sample Programs -- Database Access
This section contains three sample Culprit programs that access data in a non-SQL defined database using either
database records or a logical record:

• The first program navigates the DEPARTMENT, EMPLOYEE, and OFFICE records of the database and processes the
data depending upon the value of PATH-ID in the input buffer.

• The second program navigates a bill-of-materials set relationship within the database and executes DB-EXIT calls
within the procedure logic of the report to retrieve database records.

• The third program specifies a logical record on the PATH parameter. Culprit processes logical records according to the
selection criteria specified on the WHERE clause in the PATH parameter.

Employee Database Subschema contains the structure of the Employee database and the definitions of the fields that are
used as input to these programs. Each program is discussed separately below.

Example 1 -- Employee location and status by department
This program reads the DEPARTMENT, EMPLOYEE, and OFFICE database records. For each department that contains
employees, the output lists the ID and name of each employee, the employee's office location, and the status of the
employee in terms of disability, leave of absence, or termination.

The program performs the following functions:

• Sorts the information within each department by location and within each location by employee last name
• Begins printing a new page each time the name of the department changes
• Tests the value of PATH-ID for alternate path ID values specified on the PATH parameter
• Prints messages depending upon the value of PATH-ID and the employee status field

The first figure shows the Culprit code that created the report shown in the second figure.

Parameters for Employee Location and Status by Department:

DATABASE DICTNAME=DOCANWK

IN DB SS=EMPSS01,EMPSCHM,100

PATHAA DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE(BB) OFFICE(CC)

010 MESSAGE '                    '

010 TERM-DATE '      '

010 EMP-ID 0000

01OUT D

01SORT DEPT-NAME-0410,1 OFFICE-CODE-0450 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415

013EMPLOYEE LOCATION AND STATUS BY DEPARTMENT

0141*010 DEPT-NAME-0410

0151*010 EMP-ID      SZ=4     FN   HH 'EMPLOYEE ID'

0151*020 EMP-NAME-0415             HH 'EMPLOYEE NAME'
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0151*030 OFFICE-CITY-0450          HH 'LOCATION'

0151*040 MESSAGE                   HH 'STATUS'

0151*050 TERM-DATE

0152*010 EMP-ID      SZ=4     FN

0152*020 EMP-NAME-0415

0152*040 MESSAGE

0153*010 MESSAGE

017      PATH-ID NE 'BB'           050

017      MOVE 'NO EMPLOYEES' TO MESSAGE

017      TAKE 3

017050   EMP-ID-0415 NE EMP-ID     100

017      DROP

017100   MOVE EMP-ID-0415 TO EMP-ID

017      PATH-ID NE 'CC'           200

017      MOVE 'NO OFFICE' TO MESSAGE

017      TAKE 2

017200   IF STATUS-0415 NE '05'    300

017      MOVE 'TERMINATED' TO MESSAGE

017      MOVE TERMINATION-DATE-0415 TO TERM-DATE

017      B   700

017300   IF STATUS-0415 NE '04'    400

017      MOVE 'LEAVE-OF-ABSENCE' TO MESSAGE

017      B   625

017400   IF STATUS-0415 NE '03'    500

017      MOVE 'LONG-TERM-DISABILITY' TO MESSAGE

017      B   625

017500   IF STATUS-0415 NE '02'    600

017      MOVE 'SHORT-TERM-DISABILITY' TO MESSAGE

017      B   625

017600   MOVE ' ' TO MESSAGE

017625   MOVE ' ' TO TERM-DATE

017700   TAKE 1

Report for Employee Location and Status by Department:

 REPORT NO. 01       EMPLOYEE LOCATION AND STATUS BY DEPARTMENT                  mm/dd/yy PAGE   1

    ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL

                     EMPLOYEE ID                          EMPLOYEE NAME             LOCATION             STATUS

                         2002                       ROCCO     COLOMBO           SPRINGFIELD

                         0069                       JUNE      BLOOMER           BOSTON

                         0100                       EDWARD    HUTTON            BOSTON

                         0011                       RUPERT    JENSON            BOSTON

                         0067                       MARIANNE  KIMBALL           BOSTON

 REPORT NO. 01          EMPLOYEE LOCATION AND STATUS BY DEPARTMENT                 mm/dd/yy PAGE   1

    BRAINSTORMING

                     EMPLOYEE ID                          EMPLOYEE NAME             LOCATION             STATUS

                         0334                       CAROLYN   CROW              GLASSTER

                         0301                       BURT      LANCHESTER        GLASSTER

                         0015                       RENE      MAKER             GLASSTER

                         0466                       BAY       ANDOVER           WESTON            LONG-TERM-

DISABILITY
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                         0467                       S.E.A.    BREEZE            WESTON

                         0457                       HARRY     HARM              WESTON            TERMINATED             091883

                         0341                       RICHARD   MUNYON            WESTON

                         0458                       RICHARD   WAGNER            WESTON

 REPORT NO. 01         EMPLOYEE LOCATION AND STATUS BY DEPARTMENT                mm/dd/yy PAGE   6

    CLIMBING

                     EMPLOYEE ID                          EMPLOYEE NAME             LOCATION             STATUS

                 NO EMPLOYEES

 REPORT NO. 01        EMPLOYEE LOCATION AND STATUS BY DEPARTMENT         mm/dd/yy PAGE   19

    PUBLIC RELATIONS

                     EMPLOYEE ID                          EMPLOYEE NAME             LOCATION             STATUS

                         0476                       BETSY     ZEDI              SPRINGFIELD       TERMINATED             072284

                         0120                       MICHAEL   ANGELO            BOSTON

                         0007                       DONTE     BANK              BOSTON

                         0158                       JOCK      JACKSON           BOSTON

                         0127                       CAROL     MCDOUGALL         BOSTON

                         0149                       LAURA     PENMAN            BOSTON

Note: Information for each department prints on a separate page.

Parameters coded for this report are described below:

DATABASE and INPUT Parameters

The DATABASE and INPUT parameters define the input for a database access run. The INPUT parameter specifies DB,
which indicates an IDMS/R database by default. The SS= keyword expression identifies the subschema, or view, of the
database to be accessed. The dictionary named on the DATABASE parameter, DOCANWK, contains the schema and
subschema definition. In a CV environment, DOCANWK must also contain the EMPSS01 load module.

PATH Parameter

The PATH parameter specifies three records:

• The DEPARTMENT record is the entry record for the run. Culprit retrieves each DEPARTMENT record occurrence as it
is encountered in the database.

• The EMPLOYEE record is the member record of the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set relationship. Path ID BB indicates that no
EMPLOYEE record occurrences participate in the set relationship with a particular DEPARTMENT record occurrence.

• The OFFICE record is the owner record of the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set relationship. Path ID CC indicates that no
OFFICE record occurrences participate in the set relationship with a particular EMPLOYEE record occurrence.

Work Field Parameters

Report 01 specifies two alphanumeric work fields and one numeric work field:

• MESSAGE is an alphanumeric work field initialized as a 20-blank literal. MESSAGE serves as the result field for
MOVE operations in the procedure logic for Report 01 and as an output field on a type 5 edit parameter.

• TERM-DATE is an alphanumeric work field that has an initial value of six blank spaces. TERM-DATE receives
the value of an employee's termination date if the status code for the employee is 05; otherwise, TERM-DATE is
reinitialized to blanks.

• EMP-ID is a numeric work field initialized to zero. Culprit compares the value in this field to the value in the employee
ID field in the EMPLOYEE record for the purpose of removing duplicate employee entries.

Output Definition Parameters

The OUTPUT parameter for Report 01 defines a printed report that contains details-only information and 132 characters
per line. The SORT parameter indicates that the information for the report is sorted by department name. The sort break
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associated with the department name instructs Culprit to begin printing a new page each time the name changes. Within
each department, the information is sorted by the last name of each employee within the same office.

Since DEPT-NAME-0410 appears on the SORT parameter, it can be specified on a type 4 edit parameter. Culprit prints
the department name below the report title at the top of each page. Culprit then prints the automatic headers defined on
the type 5 edit parameters for the report.

The type 5 edit parameters define three detail lines:

• Detail line 1 contains the employee id, employee name, office location, and a message, depending on whether
the employee is actively employed. If the employee has left the company, the detail line also contains the date the
employee stopped working.

• Detail line 2 contains the employee id, employee name, and a message; the line is printed if an employee does not
have an office.

• Detail line 3 specifies only the MESSAGE field; the line is printed only if a department has no employees.

Process Parameters

The procedure logic for Report 01 contains a number of comparisons to determine the actual contents of the input buffer:

• The first comparison determines whether the value of PATH-ID is BB. If the path ID is BB, Culprit was not able to
retrieve any EMPLOYEE record occurrences for the current DEPARTMENT record. The procedure logic instructs
Culprit to move 'NO EMPLOYEES' to MESSAGE and print detail line 3.

• The second comparison beginning at sequence number 050 determines whether the employee ID field contains a
duplicate value; if it does, Culprit stops processing the input buffer.

• The third comparison determines whether the value of PATH-ID is CC. If the path ID is CC, Culprit moves a literal to
MESSAGE and prints detail line 2. The Run Time Messages listing for this report indicates that Culprit did not return
any strings for path CC, as shown below:

STRINGS RETURNED FOR PATH AA-     81

STRINGS RETURNED FOR PATH BB-     11

STRINGS RETURNED FOR PATH CC-      0

• The procedure logic that begins with sequence number 200 pertains to a complete input buffer; that is, when the value
of PATH-ID is AA. Depending upon the value of the STATUS-0415 field, Culprit moves various literals to MESSAGE
and prints detail line 1.

Example 2 -- Titles and Skills By Department
Culprit enters the database by using the CALC-key value for the DEPARTMENT record specified on a KEY parameter.
Culprit then navigates a bill-of-materials structure that returns the manager and staff members within the department.

The first figure shows the Culprit code that created the report shown in the scond figure.

Parameters for Department Brainstorming:

 DATABASE DICTNAME=DOCANWK

 IN DB SS=EMPSS01,EMPSCHM,100

 KEY DEPT-ID-0410 5100

 PATHAA DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE STRUCTURE (MANAGES)

*       EMPLOYEE (REPORTS-TO)

 PATH-- EXPERTISE SKILL EMPOSITION JOB

 SELECT EMPLOYEE 2 IN PATH AA WHEN STATUS-0415 EQ '01'

 01OUT 100 D

 01SORT EMP-NAME-0415 (1)

 013MANAGER AND STAFF OF DEPARTMENT BRAINSTORMING
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 0141*0010'MANAGER'

 0141*010 EMP-NAME-0415 (1)

 0142*020 'TITLE AND'

 0143*010 'STAFF'

 0143*020 'SKILL LEVEL'

 0143*030 'SKILL'

 0151*0100EMP-NAME-0415 (2)

 0151*020 TITLE-0440

 0152*020 SKILL-LEVEL-0425

 0152*030 SKILL-NAME-0455

 017      CALL DB-EXIT ('NEXT' 'EMPOSITION ' 'EMP-EMPOSITION ')

 017      IF IDMS-STATUS NE '0000' DROP

 017      CALL DB-EXIT ('OWNER' 'JOB ' 'JOB-EMPOSITION ')

 017      IF IDMS-STATUS NE '0000' DROP

 017      RELS 1

 017010   CALL DB-EXIT ('NEXT' 'EXPERTISE ' 'EMP-EXPERTISE ')

 017      IF IDMS-STATUS EQ '0307' TAKE

 017      IF IDMS-STATUS NE '0000' DROP

 017      CALL DB-EXIT ('OWNER' 'SKILL ' 'SKILL-EXPERTISE ')

 017      IF IDMS-STATUS NE '0000' DROP

 017      RELS 2

 017      B  010

Report for Department Brainstorming:

 REPORT NO. 01              MANAGER AND STAFF OF DEPARTMENT BRAINSTORMING        mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

       MANAGER       RENE      MAKER

                                                          TITLE AND

                               STAFF                     SKILL LEVEL               SKILL

                     S.E.A.    BREEZE                KEEPER OF THE WINDS

                                                              04                WIND

                     RAY       ANDOVER               SNOWBLOWER

                                                              04                LIGHTNING

                                                              02                THUNDER

                                                              02                HURRICANE

                                                              02                TORNADO

                                                              02                TIDAL WAVE

                     RICHARD   WAGNER                STURM/DRANG ADMIN

                                                              04                HURRICANE

                                                              04                OPERA

                                                              04                THUNDER

                     HARRY     HARM                  STURM/DRANG ADMIN

                                                              04                THUNDER

                     RICHARD   MUNYON                SNOWBLOWER

                                                              04                WIND

                                                              04                SNOW

                                                              03                COLD
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                     CAROLYN   CROW                  RAINDANCE CONSULTANT

                                                              04                RAIN

                                                              04                CHOREOGRAPHY

                     BURT      LANCHESTER            RAINMAKER

                                                              04                DRIZZLE

                                                              04                RAIN

                                                              03                FOG

   RECORDS WRITTEN FOR REPORT 01 --         29

Parameters coded for the report are described below:

DATABASE and INPUT Parameters

The DATABASE and INPUT parameters for this Culprit run are the same as defined in Example 1 earlier in this section.

KEY Parameter

The KEY parameter limits the number of DEPARTMENT records to be processed in the Culprit run to 1. The parameter
identifies the CALC-key field of the DEPARTMENT record, DEPT-ID-0410, and a numeric value, 5100. Culprit directly
accesses the DEPARTMENT record occurrence that has 5100 for the DEPT-ID-0410 field and continues to navigate the
database according to the route defined on the PATH parameter.

PATH Parameters

The Culprit code contains an automatic retrieval and a dummy PATH parameter. Each input buffer that is processed in
the Culprit run contains an occurrence of the records that define path AA. The EMPLOYEE STRUCTURE (MANAGES)
EMPLOYEE (REPORTS-TO) portion of path AA defines a bill-of-materials structure in which the first EMPLOYEE record
occurrence contains the manager of the employee named in the second EMPLOYEE record occurrence.

Each input buffer also reserves enough space to accommodate the records named on the dummy PATH parameter,
identified by two hyphens (--). Culprit retrieves occurrences of these records when it encounters a call to DB-EXIT.

SELECT Parameter

The SELECT parameter applies selection criteria to the second EMPLOYEE record in path AA. If the EMPLOYEE record
fails the selection criteria, the input buffer is not processed. In this example, Culprit selects all occurrences of the second
EMPLOYEE record that specify 01 for the employee status; this value indicates that the employee is actively employed.

Output Definition Parameters

The output for Report 01 is a printed report that contains details-only information. The line size for the report is 100
characters.

The SORT parameter specifies a field associated with the first EMPLOYEE record in the input buffer since the field name
is qualified by level number 1. In this example, the SORT parameter is required because EMP-NAME-0415 is specified on
a header line.

Report 01 contains a title and three header lines. A spacing code associated with header line 1 generates a blank line
between the title and the headings. Report 01 also specifies two types of detail lines. The first contains the name and title
of an employee that reports to the manager named in the heading; the second identifies the skills and the skill levels that
the staff member has mastered.

Process Parameters

The procedure logic issues four calls to DB-EXIT in order to retrieve the job title, skill level, and skills of each staff
member. After each call, the procedure logic tests the value of the IDMS-STATUS field to determine whether the database
record was retrieved successfully, as follows:
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• The first DB-EXIT call retrieves an occurrence of the EMPOSITION record that is associated with the second
EMPLOYEE record occurrence currently in the input buffer. Culprit stops processing the input buffer if the IDMS-
STATUS code for the call is anything other than 0000.

• The second DB-EXIT call retrieves an occurrence of the JOB record that is the owner of the EMPOSITION record
occurrence. The JOB record contains the field TITLE-0440, which contains job title values. Once Culprit retrieves the
JOB record, it prints detail line 1.

• The third DB-EXIT call is similar to the first, except in this case, Culprit retrieves an occurrence of the EXPERTISE
record that relates to the second EMPLOYEE record occurrence in the input buffer. Since an employee may have
more than one skill level, identified as the field SKILL-LEVEL-0425, Culprit iterates through the procedure logic until it
encounters an end-of-set condition, identified as status code 0307.

• The fourth DB-EXIT call is similar to the second. Culprit retrieves an occurrence of the SKILL record that is the owner
of the EXPERTISE record. The SKILL record contains the field SKILL-NAME-0455, which contains the names of
various skills. Provided the IDMS-STATUS code is 0000, Culprit prints detail line 2 and branches to the process
statement that issues a DB-EXIT call for the next EXPERTISE record occurrence.

Example 3 -- Job Titles of Company Employees
The input for this example is a logical record that contains the OFFICE, DEPARTMENT, EMPLOYEE, and JOB records
shown in Employee Database Subschema. Culprit accesses occurrences of the logical record by using key values that
correspond to the CALC-key field of the JOB record. The output for the report lists all employees that share the same job
id.

Culprit performs the following functions in this program:

• Accesses a key file that contains values that correspond to the JOB-ID-0440 field in the logical record
• Selectively retrieves logical record occurrences that meet the criteria specified in the WHERE clause on the PATH

parameter
• Sorts the data by department name
• Prints the name and location of all employees that share the same job below a detail line that contains the department

name associated with the job, the job id, and the job title

The first figure shows the Culprit parameters that produced the report shown in the second figure.

Parameters for Employee Job Titles:

 DATABASE DICTNAME=DOCANWK

 IN DB SS=EMPSS09,EMPSCHM,100

 KEYFILE 80 KF=1 4 LRFNAME=JOB-ID-0440 DD=SYS002

 PATHAA EMP-JOB-LR WHERE JOB-ID-0440 EQ KEY-VALUE AND

*         (DEPT-NAME-0410 EQ 'COMPUTER OPERATIONS'

*       OR DEPT-NAME-0410 EQ 'INTERNAL SOFTWARE'

*       OR DEPT-NAME-0410 EQ 'BRAINSTORMING'

*       OR DEPT-NAME-0410 EQ 'BLUE SKIES')

 01OUT  D

 01SORT DEPT-NAME-0410

 013JOB TITLES OF COMPANY EMPLOYEES

 0151*0100DEPT-NAME-0410            HH  ' ' 'DEPARTMENT' 'AND'

*                                       'EMPLOYEE NAME'

 0151*020 JOB-ID-0440    SZ=4 FN    HH 'JOB ID' 'AND' 'OFFICE'

 0151*030 TITLE-0440                HH 'TITLE'

 0152*010 EMP-NAME-0415

 0152*020 OFFICE-CITY-0450

 010     JOB-ID 0000
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 017100  IF JOB-ID-0440 EQ JOB-ID  200

 017     MOVE JOB-ID-0440 TO JOB-ID

 017     RELS 1

 017200  RELS 2

Report for Employee Job Titles:

 REPORT NO. 01        JOB TITLES OF COMPANY EMPLOYEES       mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

                       DEPARTMENT                           JOB ID

                          AND                                AND

                     EMPLOYEE NAME                          OFFICE                TITLE

     BLUE SKIES                                              5037          SUNSHINE SUPERVISOR

               ALAN      DONOVAN                       GLASSTER

     BLUE SKIES                                              5039          CUMULUS CARETAKER

               BETH  M.  CLOUD                         GLASSTER

     BLUE SKIES                                              5005          MGR BLUE SKIES

               DANIEL    MOON                          GLASSTER

     BRAINSTORMING                                           5025          SNOWBLOWER

               RICHARD   MUNYON                        WESTON

     BRAINSTORMING                                           5001          MGR BRAINSTORMING

               RENE      MAKER                         GLASSTER

     BRAINSTORMING                                           5027          KEEPER OF THE WINDS

               S.E.A.    BREEZE                        WESTON

     BRAINSTORMING                                           5029          STURM/DRANG ADMIN

               RICHARD   WAGNER                        WESTON

     BRAINSTORMING                                           5021          RAINMAKER

               BURT      LANCHESTER                    GLASSTER

     COMPUTER OPERATIONS                                     3051          DATA ENTRY CLERK

               SANDY     KRAAMER                       BOSTON

               ROBIN     GARDNER                       BOSTON

               GEORGE    FONRAD                        BOSTON

     COMPUTER OPERATIONS                                     3003          MGR COMPUTER OPS

               HERBIE    BABIE                         SPRINGFIELD

     COMPUTER OPERATIONS                                     3029          COMPUTER OPERATOR

               JANE      FERNDALE                      SPRINGFIELD

               HERBERT   LIPSICH                       SPRINGFIELD

     COMPUTER OPERATIONS                                     3023          SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER

               TERENCE   KLWELLEN                      SPRINGFIELD
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     INTERNAL SOFTWARE                                       3027          PROGRAMMER TRAINEE

               NGUSA     KARL-I-BOND                   SPRINGFIELD

     INTERNAL SOFTWARE                                       3011          DATABASE ADMIN.

               JAMES     JACOBI                        SPRINGFIELD

     INTERNAL SOFTWARE                                       3001          MGR INTERNL SOFTWARE

               JENNIFER  GARFIELD                      SPRINGFIELD

     INTERNAL SOFTWARE                                       3025          PROGRAMMER/ANALYST

               JAMES     PAKKER                        SPRINGFIELD

               PERCY     EINSTEIN                      SPRINGFIELD

               VLADIMIR  HEAROWITZ                     SPRINGFIELD

               JANE      SOUGH                         SPRINGFIELD

               KATHERINE O'HEARN                       SPRINGFIELD

               JULIE     JANSSEN                       SPRINGFIELD

   RECORDS WRITTEN FOR REPORT 01 --         52

The parameters coded for this report are described below:

DATABASE and INPUT Parameters

The DATABASE parameter for this run is the same as described for the other examples in this section. The INPUT
parameter is also the same, except that in this case, the subschema to be accessed is EMPSS09.

KEYFILE Parameter

The code also specifies a KEYFILE parameter, which identifies a sequential file that contains fixed-length 80-byte records.
The key-file field begins in column 1 for a length a four bytes; the values in this field are to be compared to the logical
record field identified in the LRFNAME= keyword expression on the KEYFILE parameter.

PATH Parameter

The PATH parameter specifies logical record EMP-JOB-LR, followed by a WHERE clause that limits the number of logical
record occurrences Culprit retrieves, as follows:

• Culprit retrieves logical record occurrences that specify a value for JOB-ID-0440 that equals the current value in the
key-file field.

• Of the records that pass the first selection criteria, Culprit selects all record occurrences that specify either
COMPUTER OPERATIONS, INTERNAL SOFTWARE, BRAINSTORMING, or BLUE SKIES for a department name.

Work Field Definition Parameter

Report 01 specifies a numeric work field, JOB-ID, which is initialized to zero. Culprit compares the value of JOB-ID-0440
in the logical record to the value of the work field in order to eliminate duplicate occurrences.

Output Definition Parameters

Report 01 is a printed report that contains details-only information. Following the title, Culprit prints headings at the top of
each report page from the auto-headers specified on the type 5 edit parameters. To generate a blank line between the title
and the headings, the first auto-header literal associated with field DEPT-NAME-0410 contains a single blank.

The detail lines of the report are sorted in alphabetical order by the name of the department associated with each job. The
first detail line outputs the name of the department, the job id, and the job title in relative columns *010, *020, and *030,
respectively. The spacing code associated with detail line 1 instructs Culprit to skip a line before it outputs the data.

The second detail line outputs the name of the employee and the employee's job location in relative columns *010 and
*020. Culprit prints detail line 2 as long as the value of the JOB-ID-0440 field remains the same.
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Process Parameters

The procedure logic for Report 01 compares the value of the JOB-ID-0440 field in the input buffer to the value in the JOB-
ID work field. When the value in the input buffer changes, Culprit moves the new value to the work field and prints detail
lines 1 and 2. If the value remains the same, Culprit branches to process statement 200 and prints detail line 2.

Sample Programs -- Table Access and Creation
This section contains four sample Culprit programs that access or create non-SQL defined data tables:

• The first program obtains input from a sequential file that contains information about company employees. The output
creates two tables and replaces the information contained in a third.

• The second program navigates the database structure shown in Employee Database Subschema. The output from the
Culprit run produces two reports; one report adds new information to a previously defined table and the second report
creates a new table.

• The third program uses a table as input to the Culprit run. One report prints the contents of the table and a second
report creates another table.

• The fourth program consolidates three tables and prints the contents of the tables.

Example 1 -- Creating Tables with Sequential Files
Contents

This program reads a sequential file that contains employee-related information. As shown in the first figure, the INPUT
parameter characterizes a sequential file that contains fixed-length 200-byte records. The input fields are defined in library
member RRECS, which Culprit copies at run time; the second figure illustrates the contents of RRECS.

Parameters Coded for Example 1:

 DATABASE DICTNAME=ASFDICT

 PROFILE USER=JFD PW=ROSEBUD

 IN 200

USE RRECS

 01$

 01$           CREATE TABLE EMPLOYEE TABLE

 01$

 01OUT TABLE='EMPLOYEE TABLE' TYPE=CREATE ONLINE=Y

 0151*010 EMP-NAME   SZ=25  IX=A

 0151*020 STREET     SZ=20

 0151*030 CITY       SZ=15

 0151*040 STATE      SZ=2

 0151*050 ZIP-CODE   SZ=5

 0151*060 PHONE           FM '999-999-9999'

 0151*070 START-DATE      FD

 02$

 02$           REPLACE TABLE STATUS

 02$

 02OUT TABLE=STATUS TYPE=REPLACE

 020 DISABILITY '                        '

 0251*010 EMP-NAME     SZ=25

 0251*020 TITLE        SZ=20

 0251*030 DISABILITY   SZ=25

 027    IF STATUS EQ '02' 300

 027    IF STATUS EQ '03' 400
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 027    DROP

 027300 MOVE 'SHORT-TERM DISABILITY' TO DISABILITY

 027    TAKE

 027400 MOVE 'LONG-TERM DISABILITY' TO DISABILITY

 027    TAKE

 03$

 03$           CREATE TABLE 'DEPARTMENT SALARIES'

 03$

 03OUTPUT T TABLE='DEPARTMENT SALARIES' TYPE=CREATE CATALOG=TSTDICT

*           ONLINE=YES

 03SORT DEPT-NAME,+

 0351*020 SALARY      SZ=10  FP

 0351*000 COUNT       SZ=4   FP

 0361*010 DEPT-NAME   SZ=30

 0361*020 SALARY      SZ=10  FP

 0361*030 COUNT       SZ=4   FP

 0361*040 AVERAGE     SZ=10  FP

 030 COUNT 1

 030 AVERAGE DP=2  0

 038010   LEVL EQ 2  DROP

 038      SALARY DIVIDE COUNT  AVERAGE

Input Field Definitions for Example 1:

REC EMP-ID         1  4  2

REC FIRST-NAME     5  10

REC LAST-NAME     15  15

REC EMP-NAME       5  25      'EMPLOYEE' 'NAME'

REC STREET        30  20      'STREET'

REC CITY          50  15      'CITY'

REC STATE         65   2      'STATE'

REC ZIP-CODE      67   5      'ZIP'

REC PHONE         72  10 2    'PHONE'

REC STATUS        82   2      'STATUS'

REC SOC-SEC-NUM   84   9 2    'SOCIAL' 'SECURITY' 'NUMBER'

REC START-DATE    93   6 2    'STARTING DATE'

REC LEAVE-DATE    99   6 2    'LEAVING DATE'

REC BIRTH-DATE   105   6 2    'BIRTHDAY'

REC DEPT-ID      111   4 2

REC DEPT-NAME    115  45

REC SALARY       160   7 3 DP=2

REC JOB-ID       167   4 2

REC TITLE        171  20      'JOB TITLE'

The code that appears in the first figure generates three reports that create and populate two tables and replace
information in a third. The code for each report is discussed separately below.

Creating EMPLOYEE TABLE

Report 01 specifies an OUTPUT parameter that instructs Culprit to create EMPLOYEE TABLE and define it to ASFDICT.
Because the OUTPUT parameter includes ONLINE=Y, JFD and other authorized users can access and modify the
information in EMPLOYEE TABLE online by using ASF.
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As shown in the following figure, each row in EMPLOYEE TABLE contains the name, address, phone number, and
hire date of a company employee. Column EMP-NAME specifies IX=A, which establishes an index for the table. The
information stored in columns PHONE and START-DATE is formatted according to the options specified on the type 5 edit
parameters. Culprit stores the formatted numeric values as text fields.

A Portion of Table EMPLOYEE TABLE:

               EMP-NAME                   STREET                 CITY         STATE    ZIP-

CODE       PHONE        START-DATE

      ELEANOR   PEOPLES            756 YELLOWSTONE DR      BOSTON               MA      02834      617-329-1212     01/02/81

      ALAN      DONOVAN            6781 CORNWALL AVE       MELROSE              MA      02176      617-665-5412     10/10/81

      ALBERT    BREEZE             100 BOARDWALK           OCEAN CITY           NJ      03461      617-554-2387     06/02/79

      BETH  M.  CLOUD              3456 PINKY LN           NATICK               MA      02178      617-432-1212     03/04/77

      BETSY     ZEDI               34 VALE AVE             SOUTHBORO            MA      03145      617-431-9909     02/23/76

      BRIAN     NICEMAN            60 FLORENCE AVE         MELROSE              MA      02176      617-665-4315     05/06/80

      BURT      LANCHESTER         45 PINKERTON AVE        WALTHAM              MA      01476      617-534-1109     02/03/75

      CAROL     MCDOUGALL          19 URITOP DR            WELLESLEY            MA      01568      617-887-1324     06/07/80

      CAROLYN   CROW               891 SUMMER ST           WESTWOOD             MA      02090      617-329-1776     06/17/79

Note: The column headings are the names of the input fields.

Replacing STATUS

Table STATUS contains the names and titles of employees who are on short- or long-term disability. The OUTPUT
parameter instructs Culprit to replace the information in the existing table with current data.

Because the OUTPUT parameter specifies REPLACE, the order, size, and format of the output fields must be the same
as those specified when STATUS was created. The procedure logic for Report 02 determines the employee's status
code; if the code is either 02 or 03, Culprit moves a literal to the DISABILITY field. The contents of the table appear in the
following figure. No employees are on long-term disability and only one is on short-term disability.

Contents of Table STATUS:

                          EMP-NAME                               TITLE                             DISABILITY

                 JACK      KRAMER                         DATA ENTRY CLERK                    SHORT-

TERM DISABILITY

Creating DEPARTMENT SALARIES

Report 03 creates DEPARTMENT SALARIES, a totals-only table that summarizes the number of employees, total salary,
and average salary for each department.

Contents of Table DEPARTMENT SALARIES:

                  DEPT-

NAME                             SALARY                   COUNT                   AVERAGE

        ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                               214,500.00                6                        35,750.00

        BLUE SKIES                                           158,250.00                3                        52,750.00

        BRAINSTORMING                                        262,000.00                5                        52,400.00
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        COMPUTER OPERATIONS                                  234,750.00                9                        26,083.33

        EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION                             510,000.00                4                       127,500.00

        INTERNAL SOFTWARE                                    390,500.00               10                        39,050.00

        MAIL ROOM                                            182,000.00                4                        45,500.00

        PERSONNEL                                            145,500.00                4                        36,375.00

        PUBLIC RELATIONS                                     226,000.00                6                        37,666.67

The code that generated DEPARTMENT SALARIES is discussed below:

• The type 5 edit parameters write a record to the extracted items and statistics file, which contains the salary for each
employee and a counter. Each time a control break occurs, Culprit totals the salaries and number of employees for
each department.

• The type 6 edit parameters determine the definition of each column in the table and provide a name for a column
heading. For example, SALARY is defined as a 10-byte packed decimal field; the heading for the column is SALARY.

• The type 8 process parameters for Report 03 are processed each time the department name changes (LEVL = 1)
and at grand totals time (LEVL = 2). Generally, totals-only tables do not include a grand totals line. Therefore, process
statement 010 drops all records when LEVL equals 2. When LEVL equals 1, Culprit computes the average salary for
the current department and outputs it on a total line.

Example 2 -- Creating Tables from Database Records
Contents

This program reads the data from the Employee database that appears in Figure K-1. As shown in the following figure,
EMPSS01 is the view of the database to be accessed, and DOCANWK is the name of the dictionary that stores the
database definitions. Since the PATH parameter specifies only a primary path id, Culprit will navigate the database and
return an occurrence of each record that the PATH parameter specifies.

Parameters Coded for Example 2:

  DATABASE DICTNAME=DOCANWK

  PROFILE USER=LHN PW=ROSEBUD

  INPUT DB SS=EMPSS01,EMPSCHM,100

  PATHAA JOB EMPOSITION EMPLOYEE DEPARTMENT

  01$

  01$             ADD TO TABLE STATUS

  01$

  01OUTPUT TABLE=STATUS TYPE=ADD CATALOG=ASFDICT

  0151*010 EMP-NAME   SZ=25

  0151*020 TITLE      SZ=20

  0151*030 DISABILITY SZ=20

  017      IF STATUS-0415 NE '04' DROP

  017      MOVE EMP-NAME-0415 TO EMP-NAME

  017      MOVE TITLE-0440 TO TITLE

  017      MOVE 'LEAVE-OF-ABSENCE' TO DISABILITY

  010 DISABILITY '                    '

  010 EMP-NAME   '                         '

  010 TITLE      '                    '

  02$

  02$            CREATE TABLE 'JOB SALARIES'

  02$

  02OUTPUT T TABLE='JOB SALARIES' TYPE=REPLACE

 *           CATALOG=ASFDICT ONLINE=YES

  02SORT JOB-ID,+,TITLE
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  0251*030 SALARY

  0251*000 NUMBER-OF-EMPLOYEES

  0261*010 JOB-ID                 FM '9999'

  0261*020 TITLE                  SZ=20

  0261*030 SALARY                 SZ=6  FP

  0261*040 NUMBER-OF-EMPLOYEES    SZ=4  FZ

  020      JOB-ID 0

  020      NUMBER-OF-EMPLOYEES 1

  020      SALARY DP=2 0

  020      TITLE '                    '

  027      MOVE JOB-ID-0440 TO JOB-ID

  027      MOVE SALARY-AMOUNT-0420 TO SALARY

  027      MOVE TITLE-0440 TO TITLE

  028      IF LEVL EQ 2 DROP

This program generates two reports: Report 01 adds rows to an existing table and Report 02 creates and populates a
table. Each report is discussed separately below.

Adding Rows to STATUS

Table STATUS itemizes the name and job title of employees that are on short- or long-term disability. In Example 1,
the rows in STATUS were replaced with rows of current employee information. In this example, the names and titles of
employees who are on a leave of absence will be added to the table. As shown in the following figure, Culprit adds one
row of information to the …

New Contents of Table STATUS:

                  EMP-NAME                               TITLE                             DISABILITY

         JACK      KRAMER                         DATA ENTRY CLERK                    SHORT-TERM DISABILITY

         JOE       NGUYA                          WINTERIZER                          LEAVE-OF-ABSENCE

The OUTPUT parameter instructs Culprit to access STATUS, a table owned by LHN and defined in ASFDICT. Since
Culprit is adding rows to an existing table, the type 5 edit parameters must specify the same field definitions that exist in
ASFDICT.

The fields specified on the type 5 edit parameters are work fields because the names of the database fields would make
inappropriate column headings. The procedure logic for Report 01 moves the database field values to the work fields once
Culprit has determined that the employee is on a leave of absence (status code 04).

Creating JOB SALARIES

Report 02 creates table JOB SALARIES, which is owned by LHN and defined in ASFDICT. Each row of the table contains
the ID and title of a job within the company, the number of employees that perform the job, and the total salary of these
employees.

Contents of Table JOB SALARIES:

                JOB-ID                     TITLE                           SALARY                  NUMBER-OF-

EMPLOYEES

                 1001               MGR PERSONNEL                          $80,000.00                         1
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                 1023               RECRUITER/

INTERVWR                     $39,000.00                         1

                 1051               PERSONNEL CLERK                        $26,500.00                         2

                 2001               MGR ACCTNG/

PAYROLL                     $82,000.00                         1

                 2023               ACCOUNTANT                             $45,000.00                         1

                 2025               FINANCIAL ANALYST                      $44,000.00                         1

                 2051               AP CLERK                               $14,000.00                         1

                 2053               AR CLERK                               $14,500.00                         1

                 2055               PAYROLL CLERK                          $15,000.00                         1

                 3001               MGR INTERNL SOFTWARE                  $141,000.00                         2

                 3003               MGR COMPUTER OPS                      $205,000.00                         3

                 3011               DATABASE ADMIN.                       $110,000.00                         2

                 3023               SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER                     $43,000.00                         1

                 3025               PROGRAMMER/

ANALYST                    $213,000.00                         6

                 3027               PROGRAMMER TRAINEE                     $58,000.00                         2

                 3029               COMPUTER OPERATOR                      $61,000.00                         3

The code that created JOB SALARIES is discussed below:

• The SORT parameter specifies a numeric work field, JOB-ID, a break code, and an alphanumeric work field, TITLE.
Culprit executes a control break each time the value of JOB-ID changes and outputs the value in column *010 on a
type 6 edit parameter. The break code instructs Culprit to perform total time processing without generating any blank
rows in the table.
The SORT parameter specifies TITLE in order to output the sort-key value on a type 6 edit parameter. If TITLE were
not coded on the SORT parameter, Culprit would output the current value of TITLE at total time.

• The type 5 edit parameters write a record to the extracted items and statistics file, which contains the salary for each
employee and a counter. Each time a control break occurs, Culprit totals the salaries and number of employees for
each job.

• The type 6 edit parameters establish the headings and column definitions for the table. Since the field names in the
database are not as meaningful as column headings, the type 6 edit parameters specify work fields into which Culprit
moves the database field values. The JOB-ID column specifies format code FM, which defines the column as text
rather than as numeric values. The SALARY column, however, is defined as a 6-byte packed decimal numeric field
and the NUMBER-OF-EMPLOYEES column is defined as a 4-byte zoned decimal field.

• Report 02 defines four work fields. Three of these fields, JOB-ID, SALARY, and TITLE receive database field values
within the type 7 procedure logic of the report. NUMBER-OF-EMPLOYEES is defined as a numeric work field with a
value of 1. The field is specified on both a type 5 and a type 6 edit parameter. When the JOB-ID field changes, Culprit
outputs the total number of records (employees) processed for that particular control break.

• Report 02 specifies both type 7 and type 8 process parameters. The type 7 process parameters move the database
field values into work fields; the type 8 process parameter outputs rows to the table when the job-id value changes on
the SORT parameter. The table will not contain a row for the grand total.

Example 3 -- Generating Reports from a Table
In this example, Culprit uses EMPLOYEE TABLE, which was created in Example 1, as input. The output from this
program includes a report that prints the contents of EMPLOYEE TABLE and a new table that contains a subset of the
information contained in EMPLOYEE TABLE. The following figure lists the Culprit parameters coded for the program.

Parameters Coded for Example 3:

  DATABASE DICTNAME=ASFDICT

  PROFILE USER=LHN PW=ROSEBUD
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  INPUT TABLE='EMPLOYEE TABLE' TYPE=COPY VALIDATE=ALL

  01$

  01$       OUTPUT TABLE EMPLOYEE TABLE

  01$

  01OUT D

  0151*010 EMP-NAME     HF

  0151*020 STREET       HF

  0151*030 CITY         HF

  0151*040 STATE        HF

  0151*050 PHONE        HF

  02$

  02$      CREATE MELROSE EMPLOYEES FROM EMPLOYEE TABLE

  02$

  02OUTPUT TABLE='MELROSE EMPLOYEES' TYPE=CREATE ONLINE=YES

  0251*010 EMP-NAME  SZ=25

  0251*020 STREET    SZ=20

  0251*030 PHONE     SZ=12

  027010   IF STATE NE 'MA' DROP

  027      IF CITY NE 'MELROSE' DROP

The DATABASE parameter identifies ASFDICT as the dictionary that defines the table. The PROFILE parameter identifies
the id and the password of the user who is accessing the table. The INPUT parameter instructs Culprit to access table
EMPLOYEE TABLE. Since the INPUT parameter does not specify the owner of the table or the dictionary in which the
table is defined, Culprit defaults to the user ID coded on the PROFILE parameter and the dictionary specified on the
DATABASE parameter.

Report 01 prints all the columns of EMPLOYEE TABLE except for START-DATE. The type 5 edit parameters specify the
column names as field names. Note that column PHONE is output as a formatted

Printed Contents of a Portion of Table EMPLOYEE TABLE:

             EMP-

NAME                        STREET                      CITY              STATE            PHONE

    ELEANOR   PEOPLES                 756 YELLOWSTONE DR           BOSTON                    MA          617-329-1212

    ALAN      DONOVAN                 6781 CORNWALL AVE            MELROSE                   MA          617-665-5412

    ALBERT    BREEZE                  100 BOARDWALK                OCEAN CITY                NJ          617-554-2387

    BETH  M.  CLOUD                   3456 PINKY LN                NATICK                    MA          617-432-1212

    BETSY     ZEDI                    34 VALE AVE                  SOUTHBORO                 MA          617-431-9909

    BRIAN     NICEMAN                 60 FLORENCE AVE              MELROSE                   MA          617-665-4315

    BURT      LANCHESTER              45 PINKERTON AVE             WALTHAM                   MA          617-534-1109

    CAROL     MCDOUGALL               19 URITOP DR                 WELLESLEY                 MA          617-887-1324

    CAROLYN   CROW                    891 SUMMER ST                WESTWOOD                  MA          617-329-1776

    CYNTHIA   JOHNSON                 17 MANIFESTO DR              WALPOLE                   MA          617-777-8888

            -                                -                        -                      -                -

            -                                -                        -                      -                -

    EDWARD    HUTTON                  781 CROSS ST                 M     ELROSE                   MA          617-665-1010

            -                                -                        -                      -                -

            -                                -                        -                      -                -

    RUPERT    JENSON                  999 HARVEY ST                MELROSE                   MA          617-665-5556

Report 02 creates MELROSE EMPLOYEES, a table that contains the name, street address, and phone number of all
employees who live in Melrose, MA. Culprit establishes LHN as the owner of MELROSE EMPLOYEES, which is defined
to ASFDICT. The contents of table MELROSE EMPLOYEES
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Contents of Table MELROSE EMPLOYEES:

                       EMP-NAME                                 STREET                            PHONE

              ALAN      DONOVAN                          6781 CORNWALL A                       617-665-5412

              BRIAN     NICEMAN                          60 FLORENCE AVE                       617-665-4315

              DORIS     KING                             716 MORRIS ST                         617-665-6161

              EDWARD    HUTTON                           781 CROSS S     T                          617-665-1010

              RUPERT    JENSON                           999 HARVEY ST                         617-665-5556

Example 4 -- Consolidating Tables
In this example, Culprit consolidates three departmental tables. Two of the tables reside on one IDMS/DC-UCF system
and the third table resides on another. The output from this program is a report that prints the contents of the three tables.
The following figure lists the Culprit parameters coded for the program.

Parameters Coded for Example 4:

  DATABASE DICTNAME=ASFDICT

  PROFILE USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

  INPUT TABLE=ACCOUNTING TYPE=COPY VALIDATE=ALL

  INPUT TABLE='PUBLIC RELATIONS' TYPE=CONSOL

  INPUT TABLE=PERSONNEL TYPE=CONSOL

  010  ID

  0151*0050DEPT-NAME-0410   HH 'DEPARMENT NAME'

  0151*010 EMP-ID-0415      HH 'EMPLOYEE ID'

  0151*020 EMP-NAME-0415    HH 'EMPLOYEE NAME'

  0152*010 EMP-ID-0415

  0152*020 EMP-NAME-0415

  017      IF TABLE-ID EQ ID   100

  017      MOVE TABLE-ID TO ID

  017      TAKE 1

  017100   TAKE 2

The DATABASE parameter identifies ASFDICT as the default dictionary for the Culprit run. The PROFILE parameter
identifies the id and the password of the user who is accessing the tables. The three INPUT parameters name the
following departmental tables:

• Table ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL is the primary table. Each column of tables PUBLIC RELATIONS and
PERSONNEL is compared to the corresponding column definition in table ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL.

• Table PUBLIC RELATIONS is a secondary table.
• Table PERSONNEL is a secondary table that resides in a different IDMS/DC-UCF system than tables ACCOUNTING

and PUBLIC RELATIONS. The INPUT parameter identifies the dictionary that defines the table and the ddname of the
SYSCTL file that accesses SYSTEM12.

Report 01 prints the contents of each table. The type 7 process logic uses Culprit's reserved word TABLE-ID to print only
the first occurrence of each department name.

Printed Contents of Three Consolidated Tables:

                             DEPARMENT NAME                           EMPLOYEE ID                  EMPLOYEE NAME
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             ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                                       0069               JUNE      BLOOMER

                                                                          0100               EDWARD    HUTTON

                                                                          0011               RUPERT    JENSON

                                                                          0067               MARIANNE  KIMBALL

                                                                          0106               DORIS     KING

                                                                          0101               BRIAN     NICEMAN

             PUBLIC RELATIONS                                             0120               MICHAEL   ANGELO

                                                                          0007               MONTE     BANK

                                                                          0158               JOCK      JACKSON

                                                                          9999               CARRIE    BALLINGER

                                                                          0127               CAROL     MCDOUGALL

                                                                          0149               LAURA     PENMAN

                                                                          0476               BETSY     ZEDI

             PERSONNEL                                                    0081               TOM       FITZHUGH

                                                                          8683               JUNIPER   HEDGEHOG

                                                                          0051               CYNTHIA   JOHNSON

                                                                          0091               MADELINE  ORGRATZI

                                                                          0013               ELEANOR   PEOPLES

Employee Database Subschema
The employee database is the input for the examples and programs in this manual that reference database records or
logical records. The remainder of this section lists the fields defined for each record in the database.

Data Structure Diagram
The following figure shows the structure of the database.
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Subschema Listing
Following is a listing of the Employee database:

                           SCHEMA=EMPSCHM VERSION=(100)

                           SUBSCHEMA=(EMPSS01)

RECORD NAME........ COVERAGE                                     RLGTH=   36

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                                         DLGTH=   20

RECORD ID.......... 0400                                         KLGTH=   16

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                                        DSTRT=   16

LOCATION MODE...... VIA SET      EMP-COVERAGE        DISPLACEMENT 0000 PAGES

WITHIN............. INS-DEMO-REGION     OFFSET       5 PGS FOR        20 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT  PRIOR OWNER

                    EMP-COVERAGE     MEMBER          1     2     3

                    COVERAGE-CLAIMS  OWNER           4

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT  LGTH

02 SELECTION-DATE-0400           DISPLAY                             1     8

03 SELECTION-YEAR-0400           DISPLAY                 9(4)        1     4

03 SELECTION-MONTH-0400          DISPLAY                 9(2)        5     2

03 SELECTION-DAY-0400            DISPLAY                 9(2)        7     2
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02 TERMINATION-DATE-0400         DISPLAY                             9     8

03 TERMINATION-YEAR-0400         DISPLAY                 9(4)        9     4

03 TERMINATION-MONTH-0400        DISPLAY                 9(2)       13     2

03 TERMINATION-DAY-0400          DISPLAY                 9(2)       15     2

02 TYPE-0400                     DISPLAY                 X          17     1

88 MASTER-0400                   COND         'M'                   17

88 FAMILY-0400                   COND         'F'                   17

88 DEPENDENT-0400                COND         'D'                   17

02 INS-PLAN-CODE-0400            DISPLAY                 X(3)       18     3

88 GROUP-LIFE-0400               COND         '001'                 18

88 HMO-0400                      COND         '002'                 18

88 GROUP-HEALTH-0400             COND         '003'                 18

88 GROUP-DENTAL-0400             COND         '004'                 18

RECORD NAME........ DENTAL-CLAIM                                 RLGTH=  944

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                                         DLGTH=  936

RECORD ID.......... 0405                                         KLGTH=    8

RECORD LENGTH...... VARIABLE                                     DSTRT=   12

MINIMUM ROOT.......   132  CHARACTERS

MINIMUM FRAGMENT...   932  CHARACTERS

LOCATION MODE...... VIA SET      COVERAGE-CLAIMS     DISPLACEMENT 0000 PAGES

WITHIN............. INS-DEMO-REGION     OFFSE        5 PGS FOR        20 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT  PRIOR OWNER

                    COVERAGE-CLAIMS  MEMBER          1

                    (FRAGMENT CHAIN) INTRNL          2

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT  LGTH

02 CLAIM-DATE-0405               DISPLAY                             1     8

03 CLAIM-YEAR-0405               DISPLAY                 9(4)        1     4

03 CLAIM-MONTH-0405              DISPLAY                 9(2)        5     2

03 CLAIM-DAY-0405                DISPLAY                 9(2)        7     2

02 PATIENT-NAME-0405             DISPLAY                             9    25

03 PATIENT-FIRST-NAME-0405       DISPLAY                 X(10)       9    10

03 PATIENT-LAST-NAME-0405        DISPLAY                 X(15)      19    15

02 PATIENT-BIRTH-DATE-0405       DISPLAY                            34     8

03 PATIENT-BIRTH-YEAR-0405       DISPLAY                 9(4)       34     4

03 PATIENT-BIRTH-MONTH-0405      DISPLAY                 9(2)       38     2

03 PATIENT-BIRTH-DAY-0405        DISPLAY                 9(2)       40     2

02 PATIENT-SEX-0405              DISPLAY                 X          42     1

02 RELATION-TO-EMPLOYEE-0405     DISPLAY                 X(10)      43    10

02 DENTIST-NAME-0405             DISPLAY                            53    25

03 DENTIST-FIRST-NAME-0405       DISPLAY                 X(10)      53    10

03 DENTIST-LAST-NAME-0405        DISPLAY                 X(15)      63    15

02 DENTIST-ADDRESS-0405          DISPLAY                            78    46

03 DENTIST-STREET-0405           DISPLAY                 X(20)      78    20

03 DENTIST-CITY-0405             DISPLAY                 X(15)      98    15

03 DENTIST-STATE-0405            DISPLAY                 X(2)      113     2

03 DENTIST-ZIP-0405              DISPLAY                           115     9

04 DENTIST-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0405   DISPLAY                 X(5)      115     5

04 DENTIST-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0405    DISPLAY                 X(4)      120     4

02 DENTIST-LICENSE-NUMBER-0405   DISPLAY                 9(6)      124     6

02 NUMBER-OF-PROCEDURES-0405     COMP                    9(2)      130     2

02 FILLER                        DISPLAY                 X         132     1

02 DENTIST-CHARGES-0405          DISPLAY  OCCURS 0 TO 10           133   800
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   DEPENDING ON --- NUMBER-OF-PROCEDURES-0405

03 TOOTH-NUMBER-0405             DISPLAY                 9(2)        1     2

03 SERVICE-DATE-0405             DISPLAY                             3     8

04 SERVICE-YEAR-0405             DISPLAY                 9(4)        3     4

04 SERVICE-MONTH-0405            DISPLAY                 9(2)        7     2

04 SERVICE-DAY-0405              DISPLAY                 9(2)        9     2

03 PROCEDURE-CODE-0405           DISPLAY                 9(4)       11     4

03 DESCRIPTION-OF-SERVICE-0405   DISPLAY                 X(60)      15    60

03 FEE-0405                      COMP-3                  S9(7)V99   75     5

03 FILLER                        DISPLAY                 X          80     1

RECORD NAME........ DEPARTMENT                                   RLGTH=   72

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                                         DLGTH=   56

RECORD ID.......... 0410                                         KLGTH=   16

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                                        DSTRT=   16

LOCATION MODE...... CALC USING   DEPT-ID-0410         DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED

WITHIN............. ORG-DEMO-REGION     OFFSET        5 PGS FOR       20 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT  PRIOR OWNER

                    CALC             MEMBER          1     2

                    DEPT-EMPLOYEE    INDEX OWNER     3     4

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT  LGTH

02 DEPT-ID-0410                  DISPLAY                 9(4)        1     4

02 DEPT-NAME-0410                DISPLAY                 X(45)       5    45

02 DEPT-HEAD-ID-0410             DISPLAY                 9(4)       50     4

02 FILLER                        DISPLAY                 XXX        54     3

RECORD NAME........ EMPLOYEE                                     RLGTH=  192

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                                         DLGTH=  120

RECORD ID.......... 0415                                         KLGTH=   72

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                                        DSTRT=   72

LOCATION MODE...... CALC USING   EMP-ID-0415          DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED

WITHIN............. EMP-DEMO-REGION     OFFSET        5 PGS FOR       45 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT  PRIOR OWNER

                    CALC             MEMBER          1     2

                    DEPT-EMPLOYEE    INDEX MEMBER    3           4

                    EMP-NAME-NDX     INDEX MEMBER    5

                    EMP-SSN-NDX      INDEX MEMBER    6

                    OFFICE-EMPLOYEE  INDEX MEMBER    7           8

                    EMP-COVERAGE     OWNER           9    10

                    EMP-EMPOSITION   OWNER          11    12

                    EMP-EXPERTISE    OWNER          13    14

                    MANAGES          OWNER          15    16

                    REPORTS-TO       OWNER          17    18

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT  LGTH

02 EMP-ID-0415                   DISPLAY                 9(4)        1     4

02 EMP-NAME-0415                 DISPLAY                             5    25

03 EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415           DISPLAY                 X(10)       5    10

03 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415            DISPLAY                 X(15)      15    15

02 EMP-ADDRESS-0415              DISPLAY                            30    46

03 EMP-STREET-0415               DISPLAY                 X(20)      30    20

03 EMP-CITY-0415                 DISPLAY                 X(15)      50    15

03 EMP-STATE-0415                DISPLAY                 X(2)       65     2

03 EMP-ZIP-0415                  DISPLAY                            67     9
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04 EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0415       DISPLAY                 X(5)       67     5

04 EMP-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0415        DISPLAY                 X(4)       72     4

02 EMP-PHONE-0415                DISPLAY                 9(10)      76    10

02 STATUS-0415                   DISPLAY                 X(2)       86     2

88 ACTIVE-0415                   COND         '01'                  86

88 ST-DISABIL-0415               COND         '02'                  86

88 LT-DISABIL-0415               COND         '03'                  86

88 LEAVE-OF-ABSENCE-0415         COND         '04'                  86

88 TERMINATED-0415               COND         '05'                  86

02 SS-NUMBER-0415                DISPLAY                 9(9)       88     9

02 START-DATE-0415               DISPLAY                            97     8

03 START-YEAR-0415               DISPLAY                 9(4)       97     4

03 START-MONTH-0415              DISPLAY                 9(2)      101     2

03 START-DAY-0415                DISPLAY                 9(2)      103     2

02 TERMINATION-DATE-0415         DISPLAY                           105     8

03 TERMINATION-YEAR-0415         DISPLAY                 9(4)      105     4

03 TERMINATION-MONTH-0415        DISPLAY                 9(2)      109     2

03 TERMINATION-DAY-0415          DISPLAY                 9(2)      111     2

02 BIRTH-DATE-0415               DISPLAY                           113     8

03 BIRTH-YEAR-0415               DISPLAY                 9(4)      113     4

03 BIRTH-MONTH-0415              DISPLAY                 9(2)      117     2

03 BIRTH-DAY-0415                DISPLAY                 9(2)      119     2

RECORD NAME........ EMPOSITION                                   RLGTH=   56

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                                         DLGTH=   32

RECORD ID.......... 0420                                         KLGTH=   24

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                                        DSTRT=   24

LOCATION MODE...... VIA SET      EMP-EMPOSITION     DISPLACEMENT 0000  PAGES

WITHIN............. EMP-DEMO-REGION     OFFSET      5 PGS FOR         45 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT  PRIOR OWNER

                    EMP-EMPOSITION   MEMBER          1     2     3

                    JOB-EMPOSITION   MEMBER          4     5     6

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT  LGTH

02 START-DATE-0420               DISPLAY                             1     8

03 START-YEAR-0420               DISPLAY                 9(4)        1     4

03 START-MONTH-0420              DISPLAY                 9(2)        5     2

03 START-DAY-0420                DISPLAY                 9(2)        7     2

02 FINISH-DATE-0420              DISPLAY                             9     8

03 FINISH-YEAR-0420              DISPLAY                 9(4)        9     4

03 FINISH-MONTH-0420             DISPLAY                 9(2)       13     2

03 FINISH-DAY-0420               DISPLAY                 9(2)       15     2

02 SALARY-GRADE-0420             DISPLAY                 9(2)       17     2

02 SALARY-AMOUNT-0420            COMP-3                  S9(7)V99   19     5

02 BONUS-PERCENT-0420            COMP-3                  SV999      24     2

02 COMMISSION-PERCENT-0420       COMP-3                  SV999      26     2

02 OVERTIME-RATE-0420            COMP-3                  S9V99      28     2

02 FILLER                        DISPLAY                 XXX        30     3

RECORD NAME........ EXPERTISE                                    RLGTH=   32

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                                         DLGTH=   12

RECORD ID.......... 0425                                         KLGTH=   20

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                                        DSTRT=   20
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LOCATION MODE...... VIA SET      EMP-EXPERTIS       DISPLACEMENT 0000  PAGES

WITHIN............. EMP-DEMO-REGION     OFFSET      5 PGS FOR         45 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT  PRIOR OWNER

                    EMP-EXPERTISE    MEMBER          1     2     3

                    SKILL-EXPERTISE  INDEX MEMBER    4           5

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT  LGTH

02 SKILL-LEVEL-0425              DISPLAY                 XX          1     2

88 EXPERT-0425                   COND         '04'                   1

88 PROFICIENT-0425               COND         '03'                   1

88 COMPETENT-0425                COND         '02'                   1

88 ELEMENTARY-0425               COND         '01'                   1

02 EXPERTISE-DATE-0425           DISPLAY                             3     8

03 EXPERTISE-YEAR-0425           DISPLAY                 9(4)        3     4

03 EXPERTISE-MONTH-0425          DISPLAY                 9(2)        7     2

03 EXPERTISE-DAY-0425            DISPLAY                 9(2)        9     2

02 FILLER                        DISPLAY                 XX         11     2

RECORD NAME........ HOSPITAL-CLAIM                               RLGTH=  304

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                                         DLGTH=  300

RECORD ID.......... 0430                                         KLGTH=    4

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                                        DSTRT=    4

LOCATION MODE...... VIA SET      COVERAGE-CLAIMS    DISPLACEMENT 0000  PAGES

WITHIN............. INS-DEMO-REGION     OFFSET      5 PGS FOR         20 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT  PRIOR OWNER

                    COVERAGE-CLAIMS  MEMBER          1

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT  LGTH

02 CLAIM-DATE-0430               DISPLAY                             1     8

03 CLAIM-YEAR-0430               DISPLAY                 9(4)        1     4

03 CLAIM-MONTH-0430              DISPLAY                 9(2)        5     2

03 CLAIM-DAY-0430                DISPLAY                 9(2)        7     2

02 PATIENT-NAME-0430             DISPLAY                             9    25

03 PATIENT-FIRST-NAME-0430       DISPLAY                 X(10)       9    10

03 PATIENT-LAST-NAME-0430        DISPLAY                 X(15)      19    15

02 PATIENT-BIRTH-DATE-0430       DISPLAY                            34     8

03 PATIENT-BIRTH-YEAR-0430       DISPLAY                 9(4)       34     4

03 PATIENT-BIRTH-MONTH-0430      DISPLAY                 9(2)       38     2

03 PATIENT-BIRTH-DAY-0430        DISPLAY                 9(2)       40     2

02 PATIENT-SEX-0430              DISPLAY                 X          42     1

02 RELATION-TO-EMPLOYEE-0430     DISPLAY                 X(10)      43    10

02 HOSPITAL-NAME-0430            DISPLAY                 X(25)      53    25

02 HOSP-ADDRESS-0430             DISPLAY                            78    46

03 HOSP-STREET-0430              DISPLAY                 X(20)      78    20

03 HOSP-CITY-0430                DISPLAY                 X(15)      98    15

03 HOSP-STATE-0430               DISPLAY                 X(2)      113     2

03 HOSP-ZIP-0430                 DISPLAY                           115     9

04 HOSP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0430      DISPLAY                 X(5)      115     5

04 HOSP-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0430       DISPLAY                 X(4)      120     4

02 ADMIT-DATE-0430               DISPLAY                           124     8

03 ADMIT-YEAR-0430               DISPLAY                 9(4)      124     4

03 ADMIT-MONTH-0430              DISPLAY                 9(2)      128     2

03 ADMIT-DAY-0430                DISPLAY                 9(2)      130     2

02 DISCHARGE-DATE-0430           DISPLAY                           132     8

03 DISCHARGE-YEAR-0430           DISPLAY                 9(4)      132     4
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03 DISCHARGE-MONTH-0430          DISPLAY                 9(2)      136     2

03 DISCHARGE-DAY-0430            DISPLAY                 9(2)      138     2

02 DIAGNOSIS-0430                DISPLAY  OCCURS 2       X(60)     140   120

02 HOSPITAL-CHARGES-0430         DISPLAY                           260    41

03 ROOM-AND-BOARD-0430           DISPLAY                           260    26

04 WARD-0430                     DISPLAY                           260    13

05 WARD-DAYS-0430                COMP-3                  S9(5)     260     3

05 WARD-RATE-0430                COMP-3                  S9(7)V99  263     5

05 WARD-TOTAL-0430               COMP-3                  S9(7)V99  268     5

04 SEMI-PRIVATE-0430             DISPLAY                           273    13

05 SEMI-DAYS-0430                COMP-3                  S9(5)     273     3

05 SEMI-RATE-0430                COMP-3                  S9(7)V99  276     5

05 SEMI-TOTAL-0430               COMP-3                  S9(7)V99  281     5

03 OTHER-CHARGES-0430            DISPLAY                           286    15

04 DELIVERY-COST-0430            COMP-3                  S9(7)V99  286     5

04 ANESTHESIA-COST-0430          COMP-3                  S9(7)V99  291     5

04 LAB-COST-0430                 COMP-3                  S9(7)V99  296     5

RECORD NAME........ INSURANCE-PLAN                               RLGTH=  140

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                                         DLGTH=  132

RECORD ID.......... 0435                                         KLGTH=    8

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                                        DSTRT=    8

LOCATION MODE...... CALC USING   INS-PLAN-CODE-0435   DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED

WITHIN............. INS-DEMO-REGION     OFFSET        1 PGS FOR        4 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT  PRIOR OWNER

                    CALC             MEMBER          1     2

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT  LGTH

02 INS-PLAN-CODE-0435            DISPLAY                 X(3)        1     3

88 GROUP-LIFE-0435               COND         '001'                  1

88 HMO-0435                      COND         '002'                  1

88 GROUP-HEALTH-0435             COND         '003'                  1

88 GROUP-DENTAL-0435             COND         '004'                  1

02 INS-CO-NAME-0435              DISPLAY                 X(45)       4    45

02 INS-CO-ADDRESS-0435           DISPLAY                            49    46

03 INS-CO-STREET-0435            DISPLAY                 X(20)      49    20

03 INS-CO-CITY-0435              DISPLAY                 X(15)      69    15

03 INS-CO-STATE-0435             DISPLAY                 X(2)       84     2

03 INS-CO-ZIP-0435               DISPLAY                            86     9

04 INS-CO-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0435    DISPLAY                 X(5)       86     5

04 INS-CO-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0435     DISPLAY                 X(4)       91     4

02 INS-CO-PHONE-0435             DISPLAY                 9(10)      95    10

02 GROUP-NUMBER-0435             DISPLAY                 9(6)      105     6

02 PLAN-DESCRIPTION-0435         DISPLAY                           111    20

03 DEDUCT-0435                   COMP-3                  S9(7)V99  111     5

03 MAXIMUM-LIFE-COST-0435        COMP-3                  S9(7)V99  116     5

03 FAMILY-COST-0435              COMP-3                  S9(7)V99  121     5

03 DEP-COST-0435                 COMP-3                  S9(7)V99  126     5

02 FILLER                        DISPLAY                 XX        131     2

RECORD NAME........ JOB                                          RLGTH=  324

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                                         DLGTH=  300

RECORD ID.......... 0440                                         KLGTH=   24

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED  (INTERNALLY VARIABLE)                 DSTRT=   28

MINIMUM ROOT.......    24  CHARACTERS
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MINIMUM FRAGMENT...   296  CHARACTERS

LOCATION MODE...... CALC USING   JOB-ID-0440          DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED

WITHIN............. ORG-DEMO-REGION     OFFSET        5 PGS FOR       20 PGS

CALL PROCEDURES.... NAME.... WHEN.. FUNCTION

                    IDMSCOMP BEFORE STORE

                    IDMSCOMP BEFORE MODIFY

                    IDMSDCOM AFTER  GET

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT  PRIOR OWNER

                    CALC             MEMBER          1     2

                    JOB-TITLE-NDX    INDEX MEMBER    3

                    JOB-EMPOSITION   OWNER           4     5

                    (FRAGMENT CHAIN) INTRNL          6

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT  LGTH

02 JOB-ID-0440                   DISPLAY                 9(4)        1     4

02 TITLE-0440                    DISPLAY                 X(20)       5    20

02 DESCRIPTION-0440              DISPLAY                            25   120

03 DESCRIPTION-LINE-0440         DISPLAY  OCCURS 2       X(60)      25   120

02 REQUIREMENTS-0440             DISPLAY                           145   120

03 REQUIREMENT-LINE-0440         DISPLAY  OCCURS 2       X(60)     145   120

02 MINIMUM-SALARY-0440           DISPLAY                 S9(6)V99  265     8

02 MAXIMUM-SALARY-0440           DISPLAY                 S9(6)V99  273     8

02 SALARY-GRADES-0440            DISPLAY  OCCURS 4       9(2)      281     8

02 NUMBER-OF-POSITIONS-0440      DISPLAY                 9(3)      289     3

02 NUMBER-OPEN-0440              DISPLAY                 9(3)      292     3

02 FILLER                        DISPLAY                 XX        295     2

RECORD NAME........ NON-HOSP-CLAIM                               RLGTH= 1064

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                                         DLGTH= 1056

RECORD ID.......... 0445                                         KLGTH=    8

RECORD LENGTH...... VARIABLE                                     DSTRT=   12

MINIMUM ROOT.......   248  CHARACTERS

MINIMUM FRAGMENT...  1052  CHARACTERS

LOCATION MODE...... VIA SET      COVERAGE-CLAIMS    DISPLACEMENT 0000  PAGES

WITHIN............. INS-DEMO-REGION     OFFSET      5 PGS FOR         20 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT  PRIOR OWNER

                    COVERAGE-CLAIMS  MEMBER          1

                    (FRAGMENT CHAIN) INTRNL          2

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT  LGTH

02 CLAIM-DATE-0445               DISPLAY                             1     8

03 CLAIM-YEAR-0445               DISPLAY                 9(4)        1     4

03 CLAIM-MONTH-0445              DISPLAY                 9(2)        5     2

03 CLAIM-DAY-0445                DISPLAY                 9(2)        7     2

02 PATIENT-NAME-0445             DISPLAY                             9    25

03 PATIENT-FIRST-NAME-0445       DISPLAY                 X(10)       9    10

03 PATIENT-LAST-NAME-0445        DISPLAY                 X(15)      19    15

02 PATIENT-BIRTH-DATE-0445       DISPLAY                            34     8

03 PATIENT-BIRTH-YEAR-0445       DISPLAY                 9(4)       34     4

03 PATIENT-BIRTH-MONTH-0445      DISPLAY                 9(2)       38     2

03 PATIENT-BIRTH-DAY-0445        DISPLAY                 9(2)       40     2

02 PATIENT-SEX-0445              DISPLAY                 X          42     1

02 RELATION-TO-EMPLOYEE-0445     DISPLAY                 X(10)      43    10

02 PHYSICIAN-NAME-0445           DISPLAY                            53    25

03 PHYSICIAN-FIRST-NAME-0445     DISPLAY                 X(10)      53    10

03 PHYSICIAN-LAST-NAME-0445      DISPLAY                 X(15)      63    15
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02 PHYSICIAN-ADDRESS-0445        DISPLAY                            78    46

03 PHYSICIAN-STREET-0445         DISPLAY                 X(20)      78    20

03 PHYSICIAN-CITY-0445           DISPLAY                 X(15)      98    15

03 PHYSICIAN-STATE-0445          DISPLAY                 X(2)      113     2

03 PHYSICIAN-ZIP-0445            DISPLAY                           115     9

04 PHYSICIAN-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0445 DISPLAY                 X(5)      115     5

04 PHYSICIAN-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0445  DISPLAY                 X(4)      120     4

02 PHYSICIAN-ID-0445             DISPLAY                 9(6)      124     6

02 DIAGNOSIS-0445                DISPLAY  OCCURS 2       X(60)     130   120

02 NUMBER-OF-PROCEDURES-0445     COMP                    9(2)      250     2

02 FILLER                        DISPLAY                 X         252     1

02 PHYSICIAN-CHARGES-0445        DISPLAY  OCCURS 0 TO 10           253   800

   DEPENDING ON -- NUMBER-OF-PROCEDURES-0445

03 SERVICE-DATE-0445             DISPLAY                             1     8

04 SERVICE-YEAR-0445             DISPLAY                 9(4)        1     4

04 SERVICE-MONTH-0445            DISPLAY                 9(2)        5     2

04 SERVICE-DAY-0445              DISPLAY                 9(2)        7     2

03 PROCEDURE-CODE-0445           DISPLAY                 9(4)        9     4

03 DESCRIPTION-OF-SERVICE-0445   DISPLAY                 X(60)      13    60

03 FEE-0445                      COMP-3                  S9(7)V99   73     5

03 FILLER                        DISPLAY                 XXX        78     3

RECORD NAME........ OFFICE                                       RLGTH=   92

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                                         DLGTH=   76

RECORD ID.......... 0450                                         KLGTH=   16

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                                        DSTRT=   16

LOCATION MODE...... CALC USING   OFFICE-CODE-0450     DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED

WITHIN............. ORG-DEMO-REGION     OFFSET        5 PGS FOR       20 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT  PRIOR OWNER

                    CALC             MEMBER          1     2

                    OFFICE-EMPLOYEE  INDEX OWNER     3     4

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT  LGTH

02 OFFICE-CODE-0450              DISPLAY                 X(3)        1     3

02 OFFICE-ADDRESS-0450           DISPLAY                             4    46

03 OFFICE-STREET-0450            DISPLAY                 X(20)       4    20

03 OFFICE-CITY-0450              DISPLAY                 X(15)      24    15

03 OFFICE-STATE-0450             DISPLAY                 X(2)       39     2

03 OFFICE-ZIP-0450               DISPLAY                            41     9

04 OFFICE-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0450    DISPLAY                 X(5)       41     5

04 OFFICE-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0450     DISPLAY                 X(4)       46     4

02 OFFICE-PHONE-0450             DISPLAY  OCCURS 3       9(7)       50    21

02 OFFICE-AREA-CODE-0450         DISPLAY                 X(3)       71     3

02 SPEED-DIAL-0450               DISPLAY                 X(3)       74     3

RECORD NAME........ SKILL                                        RLGTH=   96

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                                         DLGTH=   76

RECORD ID.......... 0455                                         KLGTH=   20

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                                        DSTRT=   20

LOCATION MODE...... CALC USING   SKILL-ID-0455        DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED

WITHIN............. ORG-DEMO-REGION     OFFSET        5 PGS FOR       20 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT  PRIOR OWNER

                    CALC             MEMBER          1     2

                    SKILL-NAME-NDX   INDEX MEMBER    3

                    SKILL-EXPERTISE  INDEX OWNER     4     5
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DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT  LGTH

02 SKILL-ID-0455                 DISPLAY                 9(4)        1     4

02 SKILL-NAME-0455               DISPLAY                 X(12)       5    12

02 SKILL-DESCRIPTION-0455        DISPLAY                 X(60)      17    60

RECORD NAME........ STRUCTURE                                    RLGTH=   36

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                                         DLGTH=   12

RECORD ID.......... 0460                                         KLGTH=   24

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                                        DSTRT=   24

LOCATION MODE...... VIA SET      MANAGES            DISPLACEMENT 0000  PAGES

WITHIN............. EMP-DEMO-REGION     OFFSET      5 PGS FOR         45 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT  PRIOR OWNER

                    MANAGES          MEMBER          1     2     3

                    REPORTS-TO       MEMBER          4     5     6

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT  LGTH

02 STRUCTURE-CODE-0460           DISPLAY                 X(2)        1     2

88 ADMIN-0460                    COND 'A'                            1

88 PROJECT-0460                  COND 'P1' THRU 'P9'                 1

02 STRUCTURE-DATE-0460           DISPLAY                             3     8

03 STRUCTURE-YEAR-0460           DISPLAY                 9(4)        3     4

03 STRUCTURE-MONTH-0460          DISPLAY                 9(2)        7     2

03 STRUCTURE-DAY-0460            DISPLAY                 9(2)        9     2

02 FILLER                        DISPLAY                 XX         11     2

The DB-EXIT Facility

About DB-EXIT
The DB-EXIT facility accesses database records or logical records directly within type 7 process logic. The DB-EXIT
facility is invoked in type 7 process logic with either a CALL DB-EXIT statement or a series of MOVE statements followed
by a branch to DB-EXIT, as follows:

   017010 CALL DB-EXIT ('FIRST','EMPLOYEE ','DEPT-EMPLOYEE ')

                 or

   017010 MOVE 'FIRST'          TO      ARG1

   017    MOVE 'EMPLOYEE '      TO      ARG2

   017    MOVE 'DEPT-EMPLOYEE ' TO      ARG3

   017    B     DB-EXIT

Usage Notes
 Where to Code It 

Records that are to be retrieved by using the DB-EXIT facility appear on dummy PATH parameters. Dummy PATH
parameters specify a primary path id of two hyphens (--). The following considerations apply to dummy PATH parameters:

• Records on dummy paths do not have to participate in set relationships with one another because the user controls
record retrieval.

• Dummy paths can be the only paths included in the database access run. In such cases, no values are set in the input
buffer the first time Culprit enters the report's procedure logic. When Culprit encounters a DB-EXIT call, it retrieves
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records from the database and fills areas of the input buffer that are reserved on the dummy paths. After each report in
the run has issued a DROP or TAKE command, Culprit reenters the procedure logic of the first report.

NOTE
A STOP-RUN command must be coded on a type 7 parameter to terminate a Culprit run that specifies only a
dummy path.

• Each dummy path parameter can specify a different logical record; each logical record can specify a WHERE clause.
Culprit evaluates the WHERE clause when it executes the DB-EXIT call.

 Automatic Record Retrieval 

The DB-EXIT facility can also be used to retrieve records that appear on automatic retrieval paths. When this occurs,
currency for the automatic retrieval path can be affected as follows:

• If the DB-EXIT call references the record level corresponding to a record on the dummy path, currencies on automatic
retrieval paths are not affected.

• If the DB-EXIT call references the record level corresponding to a record on an automatic retrieval path, currencies on
the automatic retrieval path can be changed. Care must be applied in such cases.

Each DB-EXIT call requires from one to six argument values. This table lists the arguments required for each particular
DB-EXIT call.

 Values of Arguments Associated with DB-EXIT:
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NOTE

NOTE
* Code a literal value in quotes or refer to an alphanumeric field equal to the literal.

NOTE
# Literal values must end in a space.

The following suffix conventions are used for variable items in the above table. A suffix comprises all entries appearing
after the last hyphen in a variable item; multiple entries indicate acceptable alternatives.

 Notation  Meaning 
-a User-supplied value
-n Numeric literal
-q Value enclosed in quotation marks
-v Variable data field containing an appropriate value or targeted to

receive data
-x Hexadecimal literal denoted as X'variable'

When Culprit processes a DB-EXIT call, it sets values in the reserved input buffer fields, IDMS-STATUS and LR-STATUS,
as follows:

• Values assigned to the IDMS-STATUS field differ under the following circumstances:
– If one or more arguments listed for a call is invalid, Culprit sets IDMS-STATUS to *00n, where n is the number of the

first argument in which an error was detected.
– If all the arguments are valid and Culprit retrieves database records using the DB-EXIT facility, the IDMS-STATUS

field is set to the status code returned by IDMS/DB. The following table defines the status codes most frequently
returned.
Note: For more information about error status codes, see the IDMS Messages and Codes documentation.

 Code  Description 
0000 No run-time errors occurred.
0326 Record was not found by using a CALC key, sort key, or index key.
0307 Record was not returned due to an end-of-set (or an end-of-area)

condition, which results from an attempt to find the next or prior
record in the set (or area).

• Values assigned to the LR-STATUS field are set when the dummy path specifies a logical record. The field is set to the
logical record status returned to Culprit by IDMS/DB.

NOTE
 It is the user's responsibility to check IDMS-STATUS and LR-STATUS after each DB-EXIT call and to specify
appropriate action in the procedure logic, as shown in the following example:

017010 IDMS-STATUS EQ '0307' DROP

Each DB-EXIT argument is described below:

 ARG1 

ARG1 is an alphanumeric literal or work field that determines the type of IDMS/DB retrieval command issued. The
following table lists the possible values for ARG1 and associated commands, except for SET-VALUE.
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When Culprit encounters SET-VALUE, it does not access the database. SET-VALUE sets a value in an input buffer field.
This value is generally referenced in a WHERE clause for a logical record obtained in a subsequent LR-FIRST or LR-
NEXT DB-EXIT call.

If SET-VALUE is used to set a value in a logical record, the SET-VALUE call must be performed before each LR-FIRST or
LR-NEXT call. Otherwise, the DBA-specified retrieval path may cause the value to be overlayed.

 ARG1  Retrieval Command Generated 
DBKEY OBTAIN database-record-name DBKEY IS dbkey-field-name 
FORMAT-6 OBTAIN database-record-name WITHIN ix-set-name USING key-

value-va 
CALC OBTAIN CALC database-record-name 
DUP OBTAIN DUP database-record-name (This command must be

preceded by a CALC DB-EXIT call.)
OWNER OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN set-name (Database-record-name in

ARG2 is the owner record.)
NEXT OBTAIN NEXT database-record-name WITHIN set-name 
PRIOR OBTAIN PRIOR database-record-name WITHIN set-name 
FIRST OBTAIN FIRST database-record-name WITHIN set-name 
LAST OBTAIN LAST database-record-name WITHIN set-name 
NTH OBTAIN occurrence-vn database-record-name WITHIN set-name 
NEXT-AREA OBTAIN NEXT database-record-name WITHIN area-name 
PRIOR-AREA OBTAIN PRIOR database-record-name WITHIN area-name 
FIRST-AREA OBTAIN FIRST database-record-name WITHIN area-name 
LAST-AREA OBTAIN LAST database-record-name WITHIN area-name 
NTH-AREA OBTAIN occurrence-vn database-record-name WITHIN area-

name 
IF-MEMBER FIND CURRENT database-record-name IF set-name MEMBER
LR-FIRST OBTAIN FIRST logical-record-name WHERE lr-boolean-

expression 
LR-NEXT OBTAIN NEXT logical-record-name WHERE lr-boolean-

expression 

 ARG2 Values 

ARG2 values vary depending on the value of ARG1.

NOTE
 See the explanation of suffix notation conventions above.

•  Database-record-name/logical-record-name level-n is an alphanumeric literal or work field that specifies the name
of the database record or logical record to be obtained or tested. The following coding considerations apply to the
record name:
– The record name must be defined to the subschema; record name synonyms are not allowed.
– If the record name is less than 16 characters, the name must be terminated by a space or followed immediately by

a comma and level-n.
– The record name and record level, if specified, must be enclosed in single quotation marks.
Level-n is the level number of the database record or logical record to be obtained; the default is 1. If level-n is
specified, it must be separated from the record name by a comma, with no intervening spaces, and must be terminated
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by a space. If ARG2 is a logical record, any WHERE clause associated with that record and level number is applied
when an occurrence of that record is retrieved.

•  Field-name is the name of a field in the input buffer into which the value is to be moved by a SET-VALUE call. Field-
name must be fully qualified if the field appears in more than one record or if multiple levels of a record are coded.

 ARG3 Values 

ARG3 values vary depending on the value of ARG1.

NOTE
 See the explanation of suffix notation conventions above.

•  Dbkey-value-vx is either a 4-byte (8-digit) hexadecimal literal, denoted as X'variable', or a binary field that contains
the db-key of the database record to be obtained.

•  Set-name/area-name is an alphanumeric literal or work field that contains the set name or area name of the database
record to be accessed. The following coding considerations apply to set-name and area-name:
– If the name contains less than 16 characters, it must be terminated by a space.
– The name must be enclosed in single quotation marks.

•  Calc-key-field-name is the CALC-key field for the database record to be accessed. If the value of ARG2 contains a
record-level qualifier, calc-key-field-name must be qualified with record-level-n also.
The CALC key can be a concatenated field that contains one or more noncontiguous database record fields; for
example, FIELDA, FIELDB, FIELDC. Culprit can retrieve records with concatenated CALC keys by using the CALC
DB-EXIT command and a Culprit module that performs variable-length moves (CULLUS43). CULLUS43 must be
executed for each partial CALC key except the last; the module moves a value to each partial key field. The value for
ARG3 in a CALC DB-EXIT call is the name of the last partial CALC-key field.

NOTE
 For more information about procedure module CULLUS43, see the Culprit for IDMS User Modules
documentation.

•  Field-value-qvnx is either an alphanumeric or numeric literal enclosed in single quotation marks or an alphanumeric
or numeric work field. Culprit places the value of this argument in the input buffer field specified by field-name in ARG2
of a SET-VALUE call.
The following considerations apply depending on whether the field is alphanumeric or numeric:
– If the field is alphanumeric, field-value-qvnx must be the same length as the field identified by field-name.
– If the field is numeric, field-value-qvnx must have the same number of decimal positions as the field identified

by field-name. Numeric fields with no decimal positions can be either 8- or 16-byte numeric work fields.

 ARG4 Values 

ARG4 values vary depending on the value of ARG1:

•  Key-field-name is the sort or index key field in the sorted or indexed set that contains the record to be accessed.
•  Calc-key-value-qvnx is either an alphanumeric or numeric literal enclosed in single quotation marks, an input field, or

an alphanumeric work field that contains the value of the CALC key specified for ARG3. Calc-key-value-qvnx must be
in exactly the same data format as the field in the record; that is, if the database field is a 6-byte packed decimal field,
the supplied key value must be also.

•  Occurrence-vn is either a numeric literal or work field with no decimal places that contains the occurrence of the
record to be accessed with the set or area.

•  Field-length-vn is either a numeric literal or work field with no decimal places that specifies the length of the field
identified by field-name in a SET-VALUE call. The maximum value depends on field-data-type-qv, as described below
and shown in the following table.

 Specified Data Type 
 Maximum Field  Data Type  After Conversion 
 ' ' Alphanumeric  256
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 '1' Binary  4
 '2' Zoned  31
 '3' Packed signed  16

NOTE
 Data types associated with a field specified in a SET-VALUE call must be enclosed in single quotation marks.

 ARG5 Values 

ARG5 values vary depending on the value of ARG1:

•  Key-value-qvnx is either an alphanumeric or numeric literal enclosed in single quotation marks, an input field, or a
work field that contains the value of the indexed field of the record to be accessed. Key-value-qvnx must be in exactly
the same data format as the indexed field in the record.

•  Calc-key-length-vn is a numeric literal or work field that contains the length of the CALC-key field specified for ARG3.
This field must not contain or be defined with any decimal places.

•  Field-data-type-qv is a 1-byte alphanumeric literal or work field that specifies the data type of the field specified
by field-name in a SET-VALUE call. Values for field-data-type-qv and corresponding maximum values for field-length-
vn are shown in the earlier table.
Culprit converts numeric fields to the length and data type specified for field-length-vn and field-data-type-qv,
respectively. To perform the conversion, the numeric field must have the following characteristics:
– The field must be either an 8- or 16-byte packed decimal value.
– The field must contain the same number of decimal positions as defined for field-name in ARG2 of a SET-VALUE

call.

 ARG6 

ARG6 is the last argument when ARG1 specifies FORMAT-6. ARG6 is assigned key-length-vn, which is a numeric literal
or work field that contains the length of the indexed field, as defined in IDD, for the set that contains the record to be
accessed.

Examples 1
Examples of the DB-EXIT facility are shown and described below.

Example 1

 PATHAA DEPARTMENT

 PATH-- EMPLOYEE

 017    CALL DB-EXIT ('FIRST' 'EMPLOYEE ' 'DEPT-EMPLOYEE ')

 017    RELS

 017030 CALL DB-EXIT ('NEXT' 'EMPLOYEE ' 'DEPT-EMPLOYEE ')

 017    IF IDMS-STATUS EQ '0307' DROP

 017    RELS

 017    B 030

The first DB-EXIT call in this example retrieves the first EMPLOYEE record that participates in a set relationship with the
DEPARTMENT record currently in the input buffer. The second DB-EXIT call retrieves all remaining EMPLOYEE record
occurrences in this set relationship until Culprit encounters an IDMS-STATUS code that indicates an end-of-set condition.

The first DB-EXIT call generates an OBTAIN FIRST EMPLOYEE WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE command; the second
call generates an OBTAIN NEXT EMPLOYEE WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE command. ARG1 specifies the type of call
enclosed in single quotation marks. ARG2 specifies the record name EMPLOYEE followed by a single space and
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enclosed in single quotation marks; ARG3 specifies the set name DEPT-EMPLOYEE followed by a single space and
enclosed in single quotation marks.

Example 2

PATH-- EMPLOYEE

017    MOVE 'CALC' TO ARG1

017    MOVE 'EMPLOYEE ' TO ARG2

017    MOVE EMP-ID-0415 TO ARG3

017    MOVE '0301' TO ARG4

017    MOVE 4 TO ARG5

017    B    DB-EXIT

017    RELS

017    IDMS-STATUS EQ '0000'  STOP-RUN

The only PATH parameter specified for this database access run is a dummy path parameter that specifies the
EMPLOYEE record. Since the code does not include an automatic retrieval PATH parameter, the code must include a
STOP-RUN command in order to terminate processing for the run.

In this example, the DB-EXIT call executes a series of MOVE commands followed by a branch to DB-EXIT. ARG1
generates an OBTAIN CALC EMPLOYEE command. ARG2 specifies the EMPLOYEE record name followed by a space.
ARG3 specifies the name of the CALC-key field for the EMPLOYEE record. ARG4 specifies the value of the EMP-ID-0415
field, which is defined as numeric, enclosed in single quotation marks; ARG5 specifies the length, in bytes, of the EMP-
ID-0415 field.

Example 3

017100 CALL DB-EXIT ('CALC' 'EMPLOYEE ' EMP-ID-0415 '0301' 4)

017    IDMS-STATUS NE '0000'  DROP

017    RELS

017    MOVE  'DUP' TO ARG1

017200 B DB-EXIT

017    IDMS-STATUS NE '0000'  DROP

017    RELS

017    B 200

This segment of code includes two DB-EXIT requests. The first DB-EXIT request returns an EMPLOYEE record
occurrence that has a CALC-key value equal to 0301. The second DB-EXIT request issues an OBTAIN DUPLICATE
EMPLOYEE command, which returns any other EMPLOYEE records with a CALC-key value equal to 0301.

The argument values for both DB-EXIT requests are the same except for the value of ARG1. A MOVE statement changes
the value of ARG1 from CALC to DUP before process statement 200 is executed.

Example 4

 PATH-- EMPLOYEE

 010    EMP-ID  '0301'

 010    EMP-SS-NUM  '123456789'

 017010 CALL US43 (EMP-ID,EMP-ID-0415,4)

 017    CALL DB-EXIT ('CALC','EMPLOYEE ',EMP-SS-NUM-0415,

*                      EMP-SS-NUM,13)

The CALC key for the EMPLOYEE record consists of two fields: EMP-ID-0415 and EMP-SS-NUM-0415. The call to
procedure module US43 moves the value in work field EMP-ID to EMP-ID-0415. The DB-EXIT call generates an OBTAIN
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CALC EMPLOYEE command. Arguments 3 through 5 move the value in EMP-SS-NUM to the remaining partial key field,
EMP-SS-NUM-0415.

Example 5

 PATH-- JOB

 010    WORK-FIELD  'DATA ENTRY CLERK    '

 017    CALL DB-EXIT ('FORMAT-6','JOB ','JOB-TITLE-NDX ',

*                     TITLE-0440,WORK-FIELD,20)

 017    RELS

 017    IDMS-STATUS EQ '0000' STOP-RUN

The DB-EXIT call generates an OBTAIN JOB WITHIN JOB-TITLE-NDX USING TITLE-0440 database retrieval command.
In this example, ARG2 specifies the name of the indexed record, ARG3 specifies the name of the indexed set, and ARG4
identifies the name of the index key. ARG5 identifies an alphanumeric work field that contains the value of the indexed
field; the 20-byte length of the work field (ARG5) is equal to the length of the index key.

Example 6

 PATHAA EMPLOYEE

 PATH-- DEPARTMENT

 017    CALL DB-EXIT ('OWNER' 'DEPARTMENT ','DEPT-EMPLOYEE ')

Each time Culprit executes the DB-EXIT call, it retrieves a DEPARTMENT record occurrence that is the owner record of
the EMPLOYEE record occurrence currently in the input buffer.

Example 7

 PATHAA EMPLOYEE

 PATH-- JOB

 017    CALL DB-EXIT ('DBKEY' 'JOB ' X'01256902')

The DB-EXIT call generates an OBTAIN JOB DBKEY command. ARG1 specifies the type of call enclosed in single
quotation marks; ARG2 specifies the record name JOB followed by a space and enclosed in single quotation marks.
ARG3 specifies the db-key of the record to be retrieved as a hexadecimal literal. The first three bytes of the literal specify
the page number, 75113, and the last two bytes specify the line number, 2.

Example 8

 PATH-- EMP-JOB-LR WHERE EMP-ID-0415 EQ EMP-ID-0415(1)

 GW0    INDEX

 GWO    EMP-ID.4 0301 0091 0054 0000

 017010 INDEX + 1 INDEX

 017    EMP-ID.INDEX EQ 0000 STOP-RUN

 017020 CALL DB-EXIT ('SET-VALUE' EMP-ID-0415 EMP-ID.INDEX

*                     4 '2')

 017    CALL DB-EXIT ('LR-NEXT' 'EMP-JOB-LR ')

 017    LR-STATUS EQ 'LR-NOT-FOUND' 010

 017    RELS

 017    B 020
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This example includes two DB-EXIT calls. The first call instructs Culprit to set a value in the EMP-ID-0415 field in the input
buffer. This field is qualified by a 1 in the WHERE clause on the dummy PATH parameter. The value set in the field is one
of the values specified for global work field EMP-ID.

The second DB-EXIT call instructs Culprit to obtain the logical record occurrence that specifies an employee id value
equal to the value in the input buffer. Culprit continues to retrieve the next logical record until it encounters LR-NOT-
FOUND. The run terminates when the value of EMP-ID is 0000.

Profile Options
Culprit uses default values for the profile options after installation. To change the installation default, see Update
Installation Default Profile Options.

Culprit profile options include keywords and operands that determine the report format, date format, and other site-specific
characteristics.

Following is a list of the Culprit profile options.

• Assembly Date
• Block/Track
• Buffer Size
• Panvalet File
• CALC Key Sign
• CULLUS12 Default Year
• Date Stamp
• DDNAME Modification
• Error
• File Characteristics
• Headers
• Hexadecimal Dump
• IDMS Buffer Size
• Lines Per Page
• Line Size

• Numeric Editing
• Output DDNAME Override
• Relocating Loader
• Repeat First Page
• Report Error Level
• Report Lines Per Page
• Return Codes
• Schema name
• Separator Character
• Social Security Number Format
• Source Library
• SPIE/STXIT Routine
• SQL NULL Indicator Suffix
• Tape Records/Block
• Time Stamp
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Keywords and Operands
This article describes the keywords and operands for Culprit profile options.

Assembly Date Option

The DATE option specifies the PROFILE assembly date.

DATE=mm/dd/yy

• mm/dd/yy
Specifies the date the PROFILE CSECT was assembled.
This option should always be specified for diagnostic purposes.

Block/Track Option

(z/VSE systems only) The BT option specifies the number of blocks per track for Culprit work files written to disk.

BT={ 1 ◄─

     2

     4

     8}

Buffer Size Option

The DICTB option specifies report buffer size.

DICTB=buffer-size-n

• buffer-size-n
Specifies the record size that is used for reports generated for the Data Dictionary Reporter and for IDMS-DC reports.
Default: 1000
Maximum: 32767

Panvalet File Option

(z/VSE systems only) The PANFILE option identifies the logical unit number and devices that Culprit uses for accessing a
Panvalet for z/VSE library with =COPY and =MACRO parameters.

PANFILE='logical-unit-number=device-type1-a,device-type2-a'

Default: PANFILE='SYS006=333-,3330'.  The single quotation marks are required.

CALC Key Sign Option

The CALSIN option specifies whether to store IDMS CALC keys with an F or C sign.

CALSIN={F ◄─

        C }

• F-Specifies packed decimal IDMS CALC keys are stored with an F sign.
• C-Specifies packed decimal IDMS CALC keys contain a C sign.
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CULLUS12 Default Year Option

The US12YR option specifices the year from which the century is determined in user module CULLUS12 .

US12YR= nn

• nn
When using an output format code which requires a century (ccyy) and the input date does not include one century will
default to: 
– 20 if yy <= nn
– 19 if yy > nn
Default: 40

Date Stamp Option

The DS option specifies the format of the date stamp that appears on Culprit listings and user output reports.

DS= { A

      E

      C

      H )

DDNAME Modification Option

(z/OS systems only) The IN0 and IN4 options are used to change Culprit step ddnames.

{ IN0=    (ddname,00,' ',00)

  IN4= }

• ddname
Specifies the ddname to which the step is to be changed. The default is SYSIN.

• IN0 and IN4 specify the Culprit step whose ddname is changed as follows:
• IN0-CULP0 step
• IN4-CULP4 step

Error Options

The following error options specify the number of errors to be reported and the manner in which errors are processed. If
this option is used in the MACRO, the option must be entered as indicated in the syntax shown below:

{ EE=

  IE=

  ME=      (error-count-n, return-code-n {I  {D )

  OE=                                     A   N}

  PE=                                     S}

  SE=  }

File Characteristics Option

The S work-file-n option specifies the file whose default characteristics are to be overridden.
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S work-file-n=(filename, logical-unit-n, file-type, dtf-code) -

• work-file-n
Specifies the SYS number of a Culprit work, input, or key file whose default characteristics are to be overridden.
The following are the valid codes:
– 2
– 3
– 4
– 5
– 6
– 7
– 8
– 10
These codes correspond to the name SYS002, SYS003, and so on.

• Filename
Specifies the filename (z/VSE) orddname (z/OS) to be used for this file.

• logical-unit-n
Specifies the logical unit number associated with this file. Valid values are from 1 through 256.
z/OS users must code a value to satisfy the MACRO, but Culprit ignores the value.

• file-type
Specifies the type of file. Valid codes are T (tape), D (disk), and blank enclosed in single quotation marks (indicates a
LUB/PUB lookup).
z/OS users must code a value to satisfy the MACRO, but Culprit ignores the value.

• dtf-code
A two-character hexadecimal code representing the one-byte DTF code of the device for the file. FF (the default)
indicates that a LUB/PUB lookup is performed.
z/OS users must code a value to satisfy the MACRO, but Culprit ignores the value.

Headers Option

The CCH option specifies whether to force headers.

CCH={ N ◄─

      A

      G }

• N-Specifies no headers are forced when a detail or total lines specifies a carriage control of 1. Headers print only when
the specified lines per page for the report is exceeded or when a control break occurs for a sort field with a break code
on 1.

• A-Specifies headers are always printed whenever a detail line or total line specify a carriage control of 1.
• G-Specifies headers are forced by a line printing with a carriage control of 1 only if it is a total line and the totals being

printed are grand totals.

Hexadecimal Dump Option

The HD option specifies the format in which hexadecimal dumps issued by the extended error handling facility are to
appear.

HD= { V

      H 

      D }
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IDMS Buffer Size Option

The IDMSB option specifies the buffer size for IDMS access.

IDMSB=record-size-n

• record-size-n
Specifies the buffer size reserved for IDMS database accesses when the record size field is omitted from the INPUT
parameter.
Default: 1000 
Maximum: 32767

Lines Per Page Option

The DLLP option specifies the number of lines per page on each diagnostic list.

DLLP=lines-per-page-n

• lines-per-page-n-
Specifies the number of lines per page that prints in the Culprit diagnostic listings. This option does not affect the
number of lines per page in output reports.
Default: 55

Line Size Option

The LS option specifies the line size for all printed reports.

LS=line-count-n

Numeric Editing Option

The MONEYED option specifies American or European numeric editing.

MONEYED= { A

           E }

• A-Specifies the default numeric editing is to be done in the American fashion, that is, decimal digits separated from
integer digits with a period, and integer digits separated into groups of three with commas, for example, 1,000.52.

• E-Specifies European editing, that is, decimal digits separated from integer digits with a comma, and integer digits
separated into groups of three with a period, for example, 1.000,52.

Output DDNAME Override Option

WARNING
This option is for z/OS systems only.

When using one-step JCL, theOUTDD option changes the ddname used for the report output from the output phase
(CULE). This option would be used to separate the report output from the listings and diagnostic messages of the Culprit
run.

OUTDD=    (ddname,00,' ',00)

• ddname
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Specifies the ddname to which the CULE step output is to be changed. If not specified, the dddname defaults to blanks
and the SYS004 specification will be used.

If specified, a new DD statement must be added to the jcl to describe the ddname. The new DD statement must contain
DCB=BLKSIZZE information or the job will abend with an S013. All reports in the same Culprit run will be written out to the
new ddname unless a special file-type indicator (PS, IS, or NS) is specified on the output card

Records Written Message Option

The RECMSG option specifies whether the message C750009 “Records Written for Report” is issued or not in the report
output.

RECMSG= { Y ◄─

          N }

• Y
Specifies that the message is issued.

• N
Specifies that the message is suppressed.

Relocating Loader Option

(z/VSE systems only) The RELO option specifies if a relocating loader is present.

RELO= { Y ◄─

        N }

• Y
Specifies the operating system has a relocating loader.

• N
Specifies the operating system does not have a relocating loader.

Repeat First Page Option

The SF option specifies whether to repeat the first page of printed output on special forms.

SF= { N

      E }

Report Error Level Option

The EX option specifies the error codes under which Culprit will read and report on the user's input files.

EX= { W

      E

      N }

Report Lines Per Page Option

The LP option specifies the maximum number of lines per page for all user reports.

LP=lines-per-page-n
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Return Codes Option

The RC option specifies the return codes associated with the four levels of Culprit messages.

• RC=(return-code-n..)

Schema Name Option

The SCHMREQ option specifies whether a schema name is required.

SCHMREQ= { Y

           N ◄─}

• Y
Specifies the schema name is required. The schema version remains optional.

• N
Specifies the user can omit coding the schema name when entering the SS= operand on the INPUT parameter for
access of an IDMS database.

Separator Character Option

The TSEP option specifies the hour/minute separator.

TSEP= { : ◄─

        / }

• :
Specifies to use a colon to separate hours from minutes on a time stamp.

• /
Specifies to use a slash to separate hours from minutes on a time stamp.

Social Security Number Format Option

The SSN option specifies the format of the social security number when the FS edit mask is used.

SSN= { D ◄─  

       A     

       C }

Source Library Option

The PARMLIB option specifies the source library that Culprit uses for =COPY and =MACRO parameters.

PARMLIB=source-library-a

For source-library-a, specify one of the following values:

• STANDARD
Specifies the source library is a source statement library (z/VSE) or a partitioned data set (z/OS).

• PANVALET
Specifies the source library is a Panvalet for z/OS library or a Panvalet for z/VSE library.

• LIBRARIAN2
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Specifies the source library is a Librarian for z/OS r2 library or a Librarian for z/VSE r2 library.
• LIBR30

Specifies the source library is a Librarian for z/OS r3 library or a Librarian for z/VSE r3 library.
• LIBRARIAN3

Specifies the source library is a Librarian for z/OS r3.1 and above library or a Librarian for z/VSE r3.1 and above
library.

SPIE/STXIT Routine Option

The SPIE option specifies whether to enable the SPIE/STXIT routine.

SPIE= { Y ◄─

N }

• Y
Specifies Culprit extended error handling SPIE/STXIT routine is enabled.

• N
Specifies the SPIE/STXIT routine is disabled. Program check errors that normally are trapped by Culprit result in
immediate abnormal termination of the job.

SQL NULL Indicator Suffix Option

The SQLIND option specifies the format of the suffix to use to create the generated null indicator REC card for an SQL
column.

SQLIND= { N ◄─

          I }

• N (default)
Specifies that the suffix, _NULL_IND, is used.

• I
Specifies that the suffix, _I, is used.

Tape Records/Block Option

(z/VSE systems only) The RB option specifies the size of Culprit work files written to tape.

RB= { 8 ◄─

      4

      2

      1 }

• RB= (records/blocks)
Specifies the size of Culprit work files written to tape, expressed in 780-byte records per block.

Time Stamp Option

The TS option specifies whether a time stamp is to appear on parameter listings and user reports. If this option is
specified, all three values must be included, as indicated by the following syntax:

TS=( { Y   }, { Y   }, { Y   } )

       N ◄─      N ◄─      N ◄─
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More Information:

For more information, see Profile Parameters.

Update Installation Default Profile Options
After the completion of the Culprit installation, you might have to modify the default Profile options.

You can create a profile module using the CULMPROF macro. Link the result into your custom load library as a stand-
alone module named CULPPROF. Culprit dynamically loads this module at runtime.

z/OS Operating System Procedures

To create a Culprit profile module in z/OS, execute the z/OS Assemble and Link-edit JCL. Before you execute the JCL,
substitute the name of your CULPPROF source member and insert the following binder statements:

 SETOPT PARM(AMODE=24,RMODE=24)      NAME CULPPROF(R) 

z/VSE Operating System Procedures

To create a Culprit profile module in z/VSE, execute the z/VSE Assemble and Link-edit JCL. Before you execute the JCL,
substitute the name of your CULPPROF source member and insert the following link-edit statements:

PHASE   CULPPROF,*  

INCLUDE CULPPROF  
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Culprit User Modules
This section provides the following information about Culprit User Modules:

• Broadcom-supplied user modules that can be invoked to perform tasks that fall beyond the scope of standard Culprit
report processing

• Customized user modules that can be written to perform site-specific processing for Culprit reports

A basic knowledge of Culprit coding techniques is assumed throughout this section:

• Users familiar with Culprit coding techniques can use this section as a reference for invoking Broadcom-supplied user
modules.

• Experienced Culprit users with programming backgrounds in COBOL, FORTRAN, PL/I, or Assembler can use this
section as a section for writing customized modules not available on the Culprit installation media.

Click the PDF icon to download a PDF of Culprit User Modules.

Types of Culprit User Modules
Culprit user modules are subroutines that perform tasks beyond the scope of standard Culprit processing. The Culprit
installation media includes a wide range of user modules, which are summarized at the end of this section. Site-specific
routines can also be written, stored, and called from Culprit code. Instructions for developing your own user modules can
be found in "Writing User Modules" section.

Before invoking or writing user modules, you should be familiar with Culprit coding techniques. Refer to the Culprit for
IDMS User Section and to the Culprit for IDMS Reference Section for detailed information on coding Culprit parameters.

A user module can be one of three types:

• The input module, which reads an input file by using information supplied on an INPUT parameter.
An input module is processed during the extract phase (CULL step, as shown in the diagram below) of a Culprit job to
read one or more files, manipulate input data, and build the Culprit input buffer.

• The procedure module, which performs type 7 processing on user-supplied data and returns the processing results to
user-defined fields.
A procedure module is processed during the extract phase (CULL step) of a Culprit job.

• The output module, which creates an output file or report formatted to user specifications.
An output module is processed during the output phase (CULE step) of a Culprit job, as shown below.

Broadcom-supplied and user-written input, procedure, and output modules are discussed in detail in the following
sections.

Culprit System Diagram

Input and procedure modules are processed only during the CULL step.

Output modules are processed only during the CULE step.
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Summary of Broadcom-supplied User Modules
Input Modules

The module name What it does
CULSPAN Reads a spanned record input file (z/VSE)
CULLVSAM Performs direct reads of key- or entry-sequenced VSAM files
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Procedure Modules

The module name What it does
CULLUS00 Interfaces Culprit with user-written modules
CULLUS01 Processes sequential files (z/OS and z/VM)
CULLUS10 Retrieves the system time and date
CULLUS11 Converts a Julian date to Gregorian
CULLUS12 Converts any century date to a user-specified format.
CULLUS14 Converts a Gregorian date to Julian
CULLUS15 Converts a date in any format to a user-specified format
CULLUS22 Retrieves ISAM files
CULLUS25 Retrieves a VSAM file
CULLUS29 Formats a vertical hexadecimal dump
CULLUS31 Displays fields in hexadecimal representation
CULLUS33 Converts packed decimal to binary
CULLUS34 Converts packed decimal to zoned decimal
CULLUS35 Represents bit settings in display format
CULLUS36 Converts floating point values to decimal integers
CULLUS37 Converts doubleword binary to packed decimal
CULLUS40 Sends messages to the console operator (z/VSE)
CULLUS43 Moves variable-length data
CULLUS45 Performs multiple move operations on data
CULLUS46 Performs a character search
CULLUS48 Writes a user-written message to the Run-Time Messages Section

of a Culprit job
CULLUS50 Converts a binary string to a string of characters or work fields
CULLUS53 Concatenates fields
CULLUS62 Searches a Culprit table for specified fields
CULLUS64 Maintains a table of user-defined attributes for Data Dictionary

Reporter (DDR) reports external to Culprit
CULLUS99 Causes a memory dump

Output Modules

The module name What it does
CULEDUMP Prints an output line in vertical or horizontal dump format
CULELABL Creates labels
CULEMLIN Prints multiple output lines and multiple logical footer lines
CULEVSAM Writes records to a user-defined VSAM file
CULEPOWR Segments reports in a Culprit job through VSE/POWER
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Input Modules
An input module is a subroutine called from a Culprit INPUT parameter to read files not normally available to a standard
Culprit run. Two input modules, CULSPAN and CULLVSAM, are supplied on Culprit installation media and described in
this section.

The tasks you can perform with Broadcom-supplied input modules are listed as follows.

To... Use...

Read an input file containing spanned records (z/VSE only) CULSPAN
Read key-sequenced (KSDS) or entry-sequenced (ESDS) VSAM
files sequentially from a pointed start
Read KSDS or ESDS VSAM files directly by key or relative byte
address (RBA)

CULLVSAM

 

How to Invoke an Input Module
You can invoke an input module by naming the module on the UM option of the INPUT parameter:

Processing Spanned Records -- z/VSE (CULSPAN)
This article describes the following information:

What You Can Do

If you are working in a z/VSE environment, you can use CULSPAN to read an input file containing records that span one
or more blocks. CULSPAN delivers the records to the Culprit input buffer and allows you to use standard Culprit code for
further processing.

How to Use CULSPAN

To invoke CULSPAN:

1. Define the z/VSE input file in the FILE SECTION of the CULSPAN source code.
The source code for CULSPAN is written in COBOL, as shown in the following figure. Instructions for defining the input
file in the source code follow the COBOL listing.

2. Compile and link edit the CULSPAN code.
3. Code an INPUT parameter with:

– The size of the largest input record
– V, for variable-length records
– The block size of the input file
– The module name
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Col

2

▼

INPUT maximum-record-size-n V block-size-n UM ( CULSPAN )

CULSPAN Source Code Listing

CULSPAN is supplied in source form only. Each site must adapt CULSPAN for its use by changing the COBOL statements
that describe the input file.

001000 IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

002500*   CONTAINS PTF # 83-01-0076   TJG 15:20:19 07/28/83

003000 PROGRAM-ID.    CULSPAN.

005000 AUTHOR.        CA, Inc.

009000 REMARKS.       THIS PROGRAM IS AN INPUT MODULE WHICH

010000                READS AN INPUT REC INTO CULPRIT'S INPUT BUFFER.

012000 DATE-WRITTEN.  mm/dd/yy

013000 DATE-COMPILED. mm/dd/yy

045000 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

047000 CONFIGURATION SECTION.

048000 SOURCE-COMPUTER.  IBM-370.

049000 OBJECT-COMPUTER.  IBM-370.

051000 INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.

052000 FILE-CONTROL.

070000 DATA DIVISION.

072000 FILE SECTION.

073000 FD  SPANNED-FILE

074000     BLOCK CONTAINS 2000 CHARACTERS

075000     LABEL RECORD IS LABEL-RECORD

076000     RECORD CONTAINS 187 TO 339 CHARACTERS

077000     RECORDING MODE IS S

078000     DATA RECORD IS SPANNED-RECORD.

079000 01  LABEL-RECORD               PICTURE X(80).

080000 01  SPANNED-RECORD             PICTURE X(339).

082000 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

084000 01  SELECT-SWITCH              PICTURE X(1) VALUE ' '.

085000 01  SWITCH-VALUES.

086000     02  FILE-CLOSE-STATUS   PICTURE  X(1) VALUE '_'.

087000     02  FILE-OPEN-STATUS    PICTURE X(1)  VALUE '_'.

088000     02  FILE-STOP-STATUS    PICTURE X(1)  VALUE '_'.

089000* *************************************************************

090000*                                                             *

091000* NOTE: INFORMATIONAL                                         *
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092000*                                                             *

093000* THE ABOVE THREE SWITCH VALUES ARE MULTIPUNCHED CODES.       *

094000*  THEY ARE AS FOLLOWES:                                      *

095000*                       CLOSE IS HEX'FF' MULTI=12,11,0,7,8,9  *

096000*                       OPEN  IS HEX'00' MULTI=12,0,1,8,9     *

097000*                       STOP  IS HEX'0F' MULTI=12,7,8,9       *

098000* *************************************************************

099000 01  ERROR-MESSAGES.

100000     02  ERROR-MSG1             PICTURE X(37)

101000             VALUE 'CULSPAN ERROR - INVALID CULARG SWITCH'.

102000     02  ERROR-MSG2             PICTURE X(31)

103000             VALUE 'CULSPAN ERROR - CULARG SWITCH= '.

105000 LINKAGE SECTION.

106000 01  CULARG-INPUT               PICTURE X(80).

107000 01  CULARG-DEVICE-CODE         PICTURE X(1).

108000 01  CULARG-SWITCH              PICTURE X(1).

109000 01  CULARG-FORMAT-CODES        PICTURE X(2).

110000 01  CULARG-RECORD-SIZE         PICTURE 9(2) USAGE COMP.

111000 01  CULARG-BLOCK-SIZE          PICTURE 9(2) USAGE COMP.

112000 01  CULARG-FILE-NAME           PICTURE X(8).

113000 01  CULARG-DO-NOT-USE          PICTURE X(1).

114000 01  CULARG-PRINT-ROUTINE       PICTURE X(1).

116000 PROCEDURE DIVISION

118000     USING CULARG-INPUT

119000           CULARG-DEVICE-CODE

120000           CULARG-SWITCH

121000           CULARG-FORMAT-CODES

122000           CULARG-RECORD-SIZE

123000           CULARG-BLOCK-SIZE

124000           CULARG-FILE-NAME

125000           CULARG-DO-NOT-USE

126000           CULARG-PRINT-ROUTINE.

127000

129000 PARA01-CULSPAN-CONTROL.

130000     MOVE ' ' TO SELECT-SWITCH.

131000     IF CULARG-SWITCH = FILE-CLOSE-STATUS

132000         PERFORM PARA02-OPEN THRU PARA02-EXIT

133000        ELSE

134000          IF CULARG-SWITCH = FILE-OPEN-STATUS

135000              PERFORM PARA03-READ THRU PARA03-EXIT

136000                 UNTIL SELECT-SWITCH = 'Y'

137000             ELSE

138000               IF CULARG-SWITCH = FILE-STOP-STATUS

139000                   PERFORM PARA05-CLOSE THRU PARA05-EXIT

140000                  ELSE

141000                    PERFORM PARA06-SWITCH-ERROR

142000                       THRU PARA06-EXIT.

143000

144000     GOBACK.

146000 PARA02-OPEN.

147000     OPEN INPUT SPANNED-FILE.
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148000     MOVE FILE-OPEN-STATUS TO CULARG-SWITCH.

149000     PERFORM PARA03-READ THRU PARA03-EXIT

150000       UNTIL SELECT-SWITCH = 'Y'.

151000 PARA02-EXIT.

152000     EXIT.

154000 PARA03-READ.

155000     READ SPANNED-FILE INTO CULARG-INPUT

156000       AT END

157000          PERFORM PARA04-CLOSE THRU PARA05-EXIT

158000            MOVE 'Y' TO SELECT-SWITCH

159000              GO TO PARA03-EXIT.

160000 PARA03-SELECT.

161000     CALL 'CULLCBSL' USING CULARG-INPUT SELECT-SWITCH.

162000 PARA03-EXIT.

163000     EXIT.

165000 PARA04-CLOSE.

166000     MOVE FILE-CLOSE-STATUS TO CULARG-SWITCH.

168000 PARA05-CLOSE.

169000     CLOSE SPANNED-FILE.

170000 PARA05-EXIT.

171000     EXIT.

173000 PARA06-SWITCH-ERROR.

174000     DISPLAY ERROR-MSG1.

175000     DISPLAY ERROR-MSG2 CULARG-SWITCH.

176000     PERFORM PARA04-CLOSE THRU PARA05-EXIT.

177000 PARA06-EXIT.

178000     EXIT.

CULSPAN Source Code Modifications

The z/VSE input file must be defined in the FILE SECTION of the CULSPAN source code, as shown below:

       DATA DIVISION.

       FILE SECTION.

       FD  SPANNED-FILE

           BLOCK CONTAINS number-of-characters CHARACTERS

           LABEL RECORD IS label-record-name

           RECORD CONTAINS minimum-record-size-n TO

           maximum-record-size-n CHARACTERS

           RECORDING MODE IS S

           DATA RECORD IS SPANNED-RECORD.

       01  LABEL-RECORD             PIC X(80).

       01  SPANNED-RECORD           PIC X(maximum-record-size-n).

• Number-of-characters specifies the maximum number of characters contained in an input file block.
• Label-record-name identifies the label record on the input file:
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– Nonstandard or user-supplied label records are coded on a 01 level.
– Standard or omitted label records are coded with an appropriate COBOL clause, such as LABEL RECORDS ARE

STANDARD or LABEL RECORDS ARE OMITTED.
• Minimum-record-size-n TO maximum-record-size-n specifies minimum and maximum record sizes on the input

file. The maximum record size on the SPANNED-RECORD description must match the record size entered in the
RECORD CONTAINS clause.

Helpful Hints

 

• z/OS users can read spanned records by specifying RECFM=VBS and BFTEK=A subparameters in the JCL statement
that defines the input file.
//SYS010   DD   DSN=user.inputfil,UNIT=tape,DISP=SHR,

                VOL=SER=nnnnnn,

                DCB=(RECFM=VBS,BFTEK=A,LRECL=256,BLKSIZE=3156)

 user.inputfil = data set name for primary input file

 tape         = symbolic device name for tape file

 nnnnnn      = volume serial number

• Spanned records are not supported for z/VM.

Example

This sample code shows the COBOL source code and the Culprit INPUT parameter needed to read spanned input
records in a z/VSE environment.

In the following code:

• The spanned-file is assigned to SYS010 in the COBOL source code FILE-CONTROL section.
• SYS010 is a Culprit default and does not have to be specified in the Culprit code.
• Record size ranges from 187 to 339 characters.
• Block size is 2000 characters.

The modified COBOL source code:

                  .

                  .

                  .

       INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.

       FILE-CONTROL.

           SELECT SPANNED-FILE ASSIGN TO SYS010-UT-3420-S.

       DATA DIVISION.

       FILE SECTION.

       FD  SPANNED-FILE

           BLOCK CONTAINS 2000 CHARACTERS

           LABEL RECORD IS LABEL-RECORD

           RECORD CONTAINS 187 to 339 CHARACTERS

           RECORDING MODE IS S

           DATA RECORD IS SPANNED-RECORD.

       01  LABEL-RECORD                 PIC X(80).

       01  SPANNED-RECORD           PIC X(339).
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                  .

                  .

                  .

The Culprit code:

Col

2

▼

IN 339 V 2000 UM(CULSPAN)

Selective Retrieval of VSAM files (CULLVSAM)
CULLVSAM retrieves selected records from a VSAM file that is used as input for a Culprit run. You can use CULLVSAM
to read selected variable- or fixed-length records that are stored in key-sequenced (KSDS) or entry-sequenced (ESDS)
VSAM files. The VSAM records can be read:

• Sequentially from a particular point in the VSAM file (pointed start)
• Directly by key or relative byte address (RBA)

How CULLVSAM Works

• For sequential reads using a pointed start, CULLVSAM uses a key control statement to target the first VSAM record
for the read. The key control statement specifies:
– A relative byte address for entry-sequenced files
– A key for key-sequenced files
After Culprit finds the target record, records are delivered sequentially to the input buffer until the end of the file is
reached. If the starting record is not found, the read starts at the record with the next highest key.

• For direct reads, CULLVSAM requires three files:
– The VSAM source file
– A sequential file (key file) that contains records with either key values for a KSDS file or relative byte addresses for

an ESDS file
– A VSAM control file to define the key file
Upon execution of CULLVSAM, Culprit delivers the key file record to the beginning of the input buffer, followed by the
retrieved VSAM record and the RDW, which is a binary field that overlay the last two bytes.

How to Use CULLVSAM

To invoke CULLVSAM, code:

1. An INPUT parameter specifying CULLVSAM on the UM option:

Record-size-n is a number in the range 1 through 32767 that specifies the size of the input record.

• Block-size-n is a number in the range 1 through 32767 that specifies the size of a physical block of records.
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One or more control statements, as needed, in the job control language for Culprit's extract phase (CULL step). The
necessary control statements are described later in this section.

Performing a Sequential Read from a Pointed Start

To read records sequentially from a specific place in the input file, code:

• An INPUT parameter using the UM(CULLVSAM) option
• REC parameters describing the VSAM file
• Control statements defining a password, if necessary, and the starting point for the read:

– Use PW= as the first control statement if the file is password protected.
– Use the KEY control statement for key-sequenced files. See "Coding the KEY control statement for a pointed

start" in this section for the syntax.
– Use the ADR control statement for entry-sequenced files. See "ADR control statement" in this section for the

syntax.

Coding the KEY Control Statement for a Pointed Start

To access key-sequenced files at a specific place in the file, code the following control statements.

Pointed Start for z/OS

For z/OS, assign the external file name VSAMCTRL for the control statements:

//VSAMCTRL DD *

 KEY key-field-format-a key-value-q

Key-field-format-a is a 1-character code in column 6 that specifies the key value format:

The code... Specifies...
C Character
H Hexadecimal

Key-value-q, coded in column 7 and enclosed in single quotation marks, specifies an alphanumeric or hexadecimal value
of the target key.

Pointed Start for z/VSE

For z/VSE, read the control statement(s) in from SYSIPT:

5-step JCL:

// ASSGN SYSIPT,X'device'

// EXEC  CULL,SIZE=300K

 KEY key-field-format-a key-value-q

1-step JCL:

// EXEC CULPRIT,SIZE=300K

   CULPRIT PARAMETERS

/*

 KEY key-field-format-a key-value-q

/*

The size specification must be small enough to allow space allocation for VSAM modules in the GETVIS area.
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Coding the ADR Control Statement for a Pointed Start

To access entry-sequenced files at a specific place in the file, code the following control statements:

Pointed Start for z/VSE

For z/VSE, assign the external file name VSAMCTRL for the control statements:

//VSAMCTRL DD *

 ADR H hexadecimal-position-qx

• H is a 1-character keyword, coded in column 6, that formats the key field.
• Hexadecimal-position-qx specifies a fullword hexadecimal value (8 digits) that identifies the starting byte of the

targeted record within the file. The first byte of the file is always '00000000'. Hexadecimal-position-qx starts in column 7
and is enclosed in single quotation marks.

Pointed Start for z/OS

For z/OS, read the control statement(s) in from SYSIPT:

5-step JCL:

     // ASSGN SYSIPT,X'device'

     // EXEC CULL,SIZE=300K

      ADR H hexadecimal-position-qx

1-step JCL:

     // EXEC CULPRIT,SIZE=300K

        CULPRIT PARAMETERS

     /*

      ADR H hexadecimal-position-qx

     /*

The size specification must be small enough to allow space allocation for VSAM modules in the GETVIS area.

NOTE

• The input buffer size should include two additional bytes for the RDW to avoid any loss of data.
• To read a VSAM file from the beginning, use the VS option of the INPUT parameter. VS allows retrieval from all types

of VSAM files.
• Valid control statements must be used in Culprit JCL. If CULLVSAM encounters a blank card (z/VSE) or if VSAMCTRL

is DUMMY (z/OS) the read will start at the beginning of the file.
• If a file is password protected and the PW= control statement is omitted, the console operator must supply the

password for the file to be opened.
• Partial keys, starting with the leftmost character, can be used for accessing key-sequenced files.

Example -- KSDS Pointed Start

This example performs a sequential read of a KSDS file, starting with account 7778888.

The following code:

• Specifies CULLVSAM on the UM option of the INPUT parameter
• Instructs CULLVSAM, through the key control statement, to start reading the file with the record that contains 7778888

in the first position of the key field

 IN 80 F 80 UM(CULLVSAM)

 REC NAME          1  20

 REC BALANCE      21   6  2  DP=2

 REC ACCOUNT      33   4  3
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 013EXAMPLE OF CULLVSAM

 01410038 'SEQUENTIAL READ FROM A POINTED START OF'

 01410078 'KEY-SEQUENCED FILE'

 01420001 ' '

 0151*001 NAME          HH 'NAME'

 0151*002 BALANCE       HH 'BALANCE'

 0151*003 ACCOUNT   FN  HH 'ACCOUNT'

 01OUT D

//CULPRIT.VSAMCTRL DD *

 KEY C'7778888'

Example -- ESDS Pointed Start

This example does a sequential read of records in an ESDS file, starting with the second record.

The following code:

• Specifies CULLVSAM on the UM option of the INPUT parameter
• Uses the key control statement, coded in the JCL CULL step, to instruct CULLVSAM to start a sequential read from the

relative byte address of the second record in the file

 IN 80 F 80 UM(CULLVSAM)

 REC NAME          1  20

 REC BALANCE      21   6  2  DP=2

 REC ACCOUNT      33   4  3

 013EXAMPLE OF CULLVSAM

 01410040 'SEQUENTIAL READ FROM A POINTED START OF'

 01410080 'ENTRY-SEQUENCED FILE'

 01420001 ' '

 0151*001 NAME          HH 'NAME'

 0151*002 BALANCE       HH 'BALANCE'

 0151*003 ACCOUNT   FN  HH 'ACCOUNT'

 01OUT D

// ASSGN SYSIPT,X'device'

// EXEC CULL,SIZE=300K

 ADR H'00000050'

Performing a Direct Read

To perform a direct read, code the following:

1. The INPUT parameter using the UM(CULLVSAM) option
2. REC parameters describing the VSAM file

The start position of the VSAM record is relative to the beginning of the input buffer. The input buffer contains the
entire key-file record followed by the VSAM record.

3. Type 7 logic (for key-sequenced files) to compare key file values to the key value of the retrieved VSAM record
4. The VSAM and key file assignment in the Culprit job control language:

– The VSAM file is assigned to SYS010 in the Culprit JCL.
If an alternate input file is required, it can be assigned with the DD= option on the INPUT parameter.

– The sequential file containing key values (a key file) is assigned to SYS002.
5. A KEY control statement in the CULL step of the Culprit job control language. See the following "Coding the KEY

control statement" for syntax.

Coding the KEY Control Statement for Direct Reads

To directly access specific records in the file, code the KEY control statement as shown below:
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• Record-size-n, coded in columns 5 through 8, is a 4-digit number, that indicates the size of the key file record.
• F/V/U, coded in column 9, identifies the record type:

The code... Identifies...
F (default) Fixed-length records
V Variable-length records
U Undefined length records

• Records-per-block-n, coded in columns 10 through 12, is a 3-digit number that indicates the number of records in
each block on the key file.

• File-type-a, coded in column 13, is a 1-character code that defines the structure of the key file:

The code... Identifies a...
Blank (default) Sequential file (z/VSE)

Tape file (z/VSE)
4 Punched card (z/VSE)
8 VSAM file (z/OS)

• Label-type-a, coded in column 14, is a 1-character code that specifies the label type of the key file:

The code... Identifies...
Blank (default) Standard labels
S Standard labels
N No labels
A Standard labels

User-defined labels

• K/A is a 1-character keyword, coded in column 17, that identifies the VSAM file type:

The keyword... Identifies...
K KSDS
A ESDS
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• Start-position-n, coded in columns 22 through 25, is a 4-digit number that indicates the starting position of the key
value on the key file record.

• Field-size-n, coded in columns 26 and 27, is a 2-digit number that indicates the length of the key field. When the key
field size on the key file is less than the length of the VSAM key, the key file value is padded with binary zeros on the
right.

NOTE

• If the file is password protected, it cannot be opened without a valid password. Use PW= as the first control statement
or omit the PW= statement and allow the console operator to supply the password.

• If a match between keys on the VSAM file and the key file cannot be made, CULLVSAM will return the record with the
next higher key.

• If a record with the next higher key does not exist, CULLVSAM will return two asterisks (**) to the first two positions of
the VSAM area in the Culprit input buffer.

Example

This example retrieves selected records directly from a variable-length KSDS file.

The following code uses:

• An INPUT parameter that specifies:
– Variable-length records
– A record size of 162 bytes, consisting of:

• The key file record size (80 bytes)
• The VSAM record size (80 bytes)
• The record descriptor word (RDW) (2 bytes)

• A key control statement that describes the key file as:
– A KSDS file having standard labels, 80-character fixed-length records, and a block size of one record
– Having a key that is 4-bytes long and starts in position 1 of the key file

• Type 7 logic checks the key values of the key file and the VSAM record.

 IN 162 V 80 UM(CULLVSAM)

 REC KEYFILE-KEY   1   4  3

 REC NAME         81  16

 REC BALANCE      97   6  2  DP=2

 REC ACCOUNT     109   4  3

 013EXAMPLE OF CULLVSAM

 01410040 'DIRECT READ OF A VARIABLE LENGTH KEY-SEQUENCED FILE'

 0142*001 ' '

 0151*001 NAME             HH 'NAME'

 0151*002 BALANCE          HH 'BALANCE'

 0151*003 ACCOUNT      FN  HH 'ACCOUNT'

 0151*004 KEYFILE-KEY  FN  HH 'KEY FROM' 'KEYFILE'

 017      IF NAME EQ '**' DROP

 017      IF KEYFILE-KEY EQ ACCOUNT TAKE

 017      DROP

 01OUT  D

//CULPRIT.VSAMCTRL DD *

 KEY0080F001   K  000104
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Procedure Modules
A procedure module is an Assembler, PL/I, COBOL, or FORTRAN subroutine that is called during type 7 processing logic
to facilitate special processing tasks performed by Culprit.

This section presents a general discussion of procedure modules, followed by a discussion of each Broadcom-supplied
module and an example.

What a Procedure Module Does

When a procedure module is called from type 7 logic, Culprit:

1. Loads a single copy of the module.
2. Constructs an argument table, which contains:

a. The starting address of the Culprit input buffer
b. Pointers to a maximum of nine user-supplied arguments

3. Passes control to the procedure module. The module then processes the data received through coded module
arguments and returns the results to receiving fields defined in the Culprit program.

4. Resumes processing control. Processing begins with the statement in type 7 logic immediately following the CALL to
the procedure module.

What You Can Do with a Procedure Module
The tasks you can perform with Broadcom-supplied procedure modules are listed in the following table.

What You Can Do with Broadcom-supplied Procedure Modules

To... Use...
Use your own user-written module with Culprit CULLUS00
Retrieve sequential file records during the execution of a Culprit
run (z/OS)

CULLUS01

Retrieve system time and date CULLUS10
Convert a Julian date to Gregorian CULLUS11
Convert century dates to a user-specified format CULLUS12
Convert a Gregorian date to Julian CULLUS14
Convert any date format to a user-specified format CULLUS15
Retrieve ISAM files (direct access) CULLUS22
Retrieve VSAM files (direct access) CULLUS25
Format a vertical hexadecimal dump CULLUS29
Display in hexadecimal CULLUS31
Convert a packed decimal field to binary CULLUS33
Convert a packed decimal field to zoned decimal CULLUS34
Display bit settings CULLUS35
Convert a floating point value to decimal CULLUS36
Convert double-word binary to packed decimal CULLUS37
Send messages to the console operator (z/VSE) CULLUS40
Move variable-length data from one field to another CULLUS43
Move variable-length fields to fixed-length locations CULLUS45
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Search a character string CULLUS46
Generate a run-time message CULLUS48
Convert a binary string to alphanumeric or numeric values CULLUS50
Concatenate fields CULLUS53
Search a Culprit table CULLUS62
Create and read a table of attributes from the Integrated Data
Dictionary

CULLUS64

Cause a memory dump CULLUS99

How to Invoke a Procedure Module
Contents

You can invoke procedure modules by either:

• Issuing a CALL statement from a type 7 parameter
• Moving data into reserve words (ARG1 through ARG9) and then branching to the module

The CALL statement is the most convenient method and is used throughout this section. Each method is described as
follows.

Calling a Procedure Module

First -- Define input or work fields to hold argument values that are sent to the procedure module.

Second -- Define input or work fields to receive values returned from the procedure module.

Usually, type 0 work fields are initialized to spaces (for alphanumeric fields) or zeros (for numeric fields).

Third -- Issue a CALL statement from a type 7 parameter to the module being invoked:

• Rpt-nn, coded in columns 2 and 3, specifies a 2-digit number in the range 00 through 99 that identifies the Culprit
report.

• Sss, coded in columns 5 through 7, specifies a 3-digit number indicating the sequence number of the type 7 parameter.
• Nn specifies a 2-digit number in the range 00 through 99 that identifies the procedure module.
• Module-argument specifies one or more values to be passed to and from the module.

All values must be specified in sequence. To omit an alphanumeric argument, specify a blank enclosed in single
quotation marks. To omit a numeric value, specify a zero.

Fourth -- Reset argument values before reissuing a CALL to the same module.

Branching to a Procedure Module

1. Move values individually to the reserved field names (ARG1 through ARG9).
2. Follow the MOVE statements by a branch (B) to the procedure module.

The following example moves values to arguments (ARG) 1 through 4 before branching to US33:
Col
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2

▼

          .

          .

          .

017010 MOVE PACKED-NUMBER TO ARG1

017020 MOVE 8 TO ARG2

017030 MOVE BINARY-RESULT TO ARG3

017040 MOVE 4 TO ARG4

017050 B US33

Helpful Hints

• Arguments must be coded in the sequence shown in the syntax. A zero (numeric) or a space, enclosed in single
quotation marks, (alphanumeric) are used as place holders for unused arguments.

• Numeric arguments should be 8-byte packed decimal. Decimal positions and more than 15 digits are not allowed.
When using values from work fields:
– Omit DP= specifications
– Omit initial values that contain decimals

• You can use up to 100 procedure modules in a single Culprit job.
• You can invoke the same procedure module in more than one report in a single Culprit run.

The Universal Interface (CULLUS00)
Contents

What You Can Do

CULLUS00 acts as an interface between a user-written subroutine that is not written specifically for Culprit and a Culprit
run. You can use CULLUS00 to invoke up to 25 processing subroutines that you have written, providing your routines:

• Omit pointing to the address of the input buffer in the first argument
• Use CULF as a prefix to the name if the module being called is written in FORTRAN.
• Are compiled and link edited

For details on writing and link editing your own modules, see the section "Writing User Modules."

How CULLUS00 Works

CULLUS00:

• Dynamically loads the user-written module to make it accessible to Culprit.
• Automatically passes up to eight arguments specified immediately after the module name on the CALL statement to

the user-written module.
Contrary to Broadcom-supplied modules that do not require the CULLUS00 interface, the address of Culprit's input
buffer is not passed in the first argument (ARG1).

• Automatically converts Culprit numeric work fields to FORTRAN data formats when a FORTRAN subroutine with a
CULF name prefix is called:

CULPRIT field... FORTRAN format...
8-byte packed decimal 4-byte binary field
16-byte packed decimal (8 decimal places assumed) Double-precision floating point
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Conversion to single-precision floating point is not supported by CULLUS00.

How to Use CULLUS00

To invoke CULLUS00:

1. Define the sending and receiving fields (arguments) within the Culprit program.
2. Issue a CALL statement from type 7 logic:

• Rpt-nn, coded in columns 2 and 3, specifies a 2-digit number in the range 00 through 99 that identifies the Culprit
report.

• Sss, coded in columns 5 through 7, specifies a 3-digit number indicating the sequence number of the type 7 parameter.
• Module-name-q (ARG1) requires an 8-character user-written module name, enclosed in single quotation marks. If the

name is less than 8 characters, pad the right with blanks.
• Argument-v (ARG2 through ARG9) requires 1 to 8 values, separated by a space or comma, that correspond to the

arguments expected by the called module.

Example

This sample code shows the Culprit parameters required to call the user-written module MYPROG, which converts
Fahrenheit temperatures to centigrade.

The following code:

• Defines work fields for the sending field (FAHREN) and the receiving field (CENT)
• Issues a CALL to CULLUS00 from a type 7 parameter to convert 820 Fahrenheit to centigrade.

IN 80  F  2960

REC FIELD1  1 80

010 FAHREN 82

010 CENT   0

013 TEMPERATURE CONVERSION USING CULLUS00

        .

        .

        .

017010    CALL US00 ('MYPROG  ' FAHREN CENT)

Dynamic Sequential File Processing (CULLUS01)
Contents

What You Can Do

CULLUS01 allows z/OS users to dynamically access a sequential data set during a Culprit run. Using CULLUS01, you
can:

• Open a sequential input file during processing
• Read records from the sequential file into fields defined in the Culprit code
• Close the sequential input file before end-of-file has been reached by CULLUS01
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How to Use CULLUS01

To invoke CULLUS01:

First -- Define a dummy buffer area equal to the length of the retrieved record.

• For non-database runs, use the MB= option on an additional INPUT parameter or specify an alphanumeric work field
that has the length of the retrieved record.

• For database runs, use one INPUT parameter that includes the extra storage requirement in the record size
specification.

Second -- Define fields in the dummy buffer area by using REC parameters.

Third -- Define a 1-character alphanumeric work field to contain user instructions and CULLUS01 return values. Valid
contents of this field are listed as follows under task-v.

Fourth -- Issue a CALL to CULLUS01 in type 7 logic:

Col

2

▼

RPT-nn7sss CALL US01 (result-v task-v)

• Rpt-nn, coded in columns 2 and 3, specifies a 2-digit number in the range 00 through 99 that identifies the Culprit
report.

• Sss, coded in columns 5 through 7, specifies a 3-digit number indicating the sequence number of the type 7 parameter.

• Result-v (ARG1) requires the name of the field that receives the retrieved record.

• Task-v (ARG2) requires the name of a 1-character alphanumeric work field to hold user instructions and CULLUS01
return values:

The value... Set by... Means...
B The user Open the input file, access the first record,

and return it to the receiving field.
S The user Close the input file.
E CULLUS01 End-of-file and CULLUS01 has closed the

file.
Blank CULLUS01 Records were retrieved.

Fifth -- Test return values in type 7 logic.

Sixth -- Define the external sequential file in the CULP2 step of the Culprit job control language (JCL):

System JCL statement
z/OS //US01 DD DSN=user.inputfil,UNIT=tape,DISP=OLD,

VOL=SER=nnnnnn
z/VM Tape input: FILEDEF US01 TAP01 SL (OPTIONS

Disk input: FILEDEF US01 DISK fn ft fm (OPTIONS
fn = file name of the external file
ft = file type of the external file
fm = file mode of the external file

Helpful hints
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• If you use the CULLUSnn naming convention, you can prevent confusion by using numbers that are not found in the
Broadcom-supplied modules.

• An I/O error results in an abend. Check the system completion code that accompanies the abend to diagnose this
error.

• The 1-character alphanumeric work field (task-v) first holds user instructions, which are later overwritten by CULLUS01
return values.

• When the return value is E, CULLUS01 has closed the file. An abend results if CULLUS01 is called again to close the
file with a user-set value of S.

Example

This example uses CULLUS01 to retrieve customer account numbers from a sequential file during a database run.

The following code:

• Defines a database run
• Allows 1000 bytes (default) for the input buffer
• Uses a REC parameter (FIELD1) to define 5 bytes in the input buffer for the customer account number returned by

US01
• Initializes work field EOFS to B, which directs CULLUS01 to open the input file and get the first record
• Issues a CALL to CULLUS01 from type 7 logic for record retrieval during the Culprit run
• Tests for end-of-file

 DATABASE DICTNAME=DOCUDICT

 INPUT DB SS=EMPSS01

 PATHAA EMPLOYEE

 REC FIELD1  95   5   $READ IN ACCOUNT NUMBER USING //US01 DD

 010 EOFS 'B'

 010 TEST '  '

 013CULLUS01

 0151*010 EMP-NAME-0415 HH 'NAME'

 0151*020 FIELD1        HH 'ACCOUNT'

 0151*040 TEST          HH 'RETRIEVAL'

 017010       CALL US01 (FIELD1,EOFS) 

 017          IF EOFS = ' ' 200

 017          IF EOFS = 'E' STOP 

 017200       MOVE 'OK' TO TEST

REPORT NO. 01             CULLUS01      mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

               NAME              ACCOUNT    RETRIEVAL

    KATHERINE O'HEARN             15060         OK

    PHINEAS   FINN                21056         OK

    NANCY     TERNER              29557         OK

    BETH      CLOUD               30115         OK

    JAMES     JACOBI              33470         OK

    TOM       FITZHUGH            69876         OK

    DOUGLAS   KAHALLY             99083         OK

System Time and Date Retrieval (CULLUS10)
Contents
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What You Can Do

CULLUS10 retrieves the system time and date. You can use CULLUS10 to retrieve the:

• Date in mmddyy format
• Year in yy format
• Month
• Day
• Day and time
• Time in hhmmss format
• Date in mmddccyy format
• Year in ccyy format

How to Use CULLUS10

To invoke CULLUS10:

First -- Define a 1-character alphanumeric work field, initialized with a return format code (see below under format-v) or
a blank, as the sending field.

Second -- Define an 8-byte numeric work field, initialized to zero, for each receiving field.

Third -- Issue a CALL to CULLUS10 in type 7 logic:

Col

2▼RPT-nn7sssCALLUSnn(format-v date-mdcy-v date-ccyy-v date-mm-v date-dd-v time-v)

• Rpt-nn, coded in columns 2 and 3, specifies a 2-digit number in the range 00 through 99 that identifies the Culprit
report.

• Sss, coded in columns 5 through 7, specifies a 3-digit number indicating the sequence number of the type 7 parameter.
• Format-v (ARG1) requires the name of the 1-character alphanumeric work field containing the return format code:

Format code... Specifies... And returns the...
'2' mmddyy System date
'3' yy System year
'4' mm System month
'5' dd System day
'6' mmddyy/hhmmss System date and time
'7' hhmmss System time
'8' mmddccyy System date with century
'9' ccyy System year with century
'0' mmddccyy/hhmmss System date and time with century

• Date-mdcy-v (ARG2) requires the name of the 8-byte numeric work field that receives the system date in mmddyy or
mmddccyy format.

• Date-ccyy-v (ARG3) requires the name of the 8-byte numeric work field that receives the system year in yy or ccyy
format.

• Date-mm-v (ARG4) requires the name of the 8-byte numeric work field that receives the system month.
• Date-dd-v (ARG5) requires the name of an 8-byte numeric work field that receives the system day.
• Time-v (ARG6) requires the address of an 8-byte numeric work field that receives the system time.

Fourth -- Test the value of the sending work field in type 7 logic. If the value is 'E', an invalid field specification exists.
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Helpful Hints

• To improve run-time efficiency, code your logic so that CULLUS10 is invoked only once.
• Instead of using CULLUS10 to print the system date on report headings, code the Culprit reserved word DATE on a

type 4 parameter. The system date will print in the mm/dd/yy format.
• Use global work fields (GW0) when more than one report in the run requires system time or date output rather than

calling CULLUS10 in each report.
• When testing for the value of the sending work field, branch to a type 7 statement that causes a dump (ZERO / ZERO

ZERO) or calls CULLUS48 to issue a run-time message.
• Canadian users can specify DS=C on the PROFILE parameter and retrieve the system date in yy/mm/dd format on

report titles.

Example 1

This example is a daily balance report that has the system date and time printed as subtitles.

The following code:

• Defines these work fields:
– FORMAT, an alphanumeric work field, is assigned 6 as a format code.
– WK-MDY, by default an 8-byte numeric work field, receives the system date retrieved by CULLUS10.
– WK-TIME, by default an 8-byte numeric work field, receives the system time retrieved by CULLUS10.

• Uses a SORT/NOSORT parameter to make the current value of WK-MDY and WK-TIME available to the type 4
parameter references.

• Issues a CALL to CULLUS10 in type 7 logic to retrieve the date and time. Since ARG3 through ARG5 are not used,
zeros act as position holders.

IN 80 F 80

REC NAME      5    25

REC BALANCE 160     7   3  DP=2

010 FORMAT '6'

010 WK-MDY

010 WK-TIME

013 CULLUS10

01OUT 60 D

01SORT WK-MDY WK-TIME NOSORT

01410001 ' '

01420001 'DATE:'

01420007 WK-MDY      FD

01430001 'TIME'

01430007 WK-TIME     FM '99.99.99'

01440001 ' '

01510001 NAME           HH 'NAME'

01510022 BALANCE        HH 'BALANCE'

017      CALL US10 (FORMAT WK-MDY 0 0 0 WK-TIME)

REPORT NO. 01             CULLUS10      mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

DATE: mm/dd/yy

TIME  17.32.56

           NAME                     BALANCE

TERRY     JANENS E                     38,000.00

JOE       NGUYA                        31,000.00
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MARK      TIME                         33,000.00

ROGER     WILCO                        80,000.00

ALBERT    BREEZE                       38,000.00

CAROLYN   CROW                         37,500.00

BURT      LANCHESTER                   54,500.00

RENE      MAKER                        85,000.00

MARYLOU   JOHNSON                          12.00

Example 2

This example is a daily balance report that has the system date and time printed as subtitles. It is similar to Example 1,
except the date is retrieved with the century.

The following code:

• Defines these work fields:
– FORMAT, an alphanumeric work field, is assigned 0 as a format code.
– WK-MDC, by default an 8-byte numeric work field, receives the system date retrieved by CULLUS10.
– WK-TIME, by default an 8-byte numeric work field, receives the system time retrieved by CULLUS10.

• Uses a SORT/NOSORT parameter to make the current value of WK-MDC and WK-TIME available to the type 4
parameter references.

• Issues a CALL to CULLUS10 in type 7 logic to retrieve the date and time. Since ARG3 through ARG5 are not used,
zeros act as position holders.

IN 80 F 80

REC NAME      5    25

REC BALANCE 160     7   3  DP=2

020 FORMAT '0'

020 WK-MDC

020 WK-TIME

023 CULLUS10

02OUT 60 D

02SORT WK-MDC WK-TIME NOSORT

02410001 ' '

02420001 'DATE:'

02420007 WK-MDC      FM '99/99/9999'

02430001 'TIME'

02430007 WK-TIME     FM '99.99.99'

01440001 ' '

01510001 NAME           HH 'NAME'

01510022 BALANCE        HH 'BALANCE'

017      CALL US10 (FORMAT WK-MDC 0 0 0 WK-TIME)

REPORT NO. 02             CULLUS10      mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

DATE: mm/dd/yyyy

TIME  19.26.21

           NAME                     BALANCE

TERRY     JANENS E                     38,000.00

JOE       NGUYA                        31,000.00

MARK      TIME                         33,000.00

ROGER     WILCO                        80,000.00

ALBERT    BREEZE                       38,000.00
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CAROLYN   CROW                         37,500.00

BURT      LANCHESTER                   54,500.00

RENE      MAKER                        85,000.00

MARYLOU   JOHNSON                          12.00

Julian Date Conversion (CULLUS11)
Contents

What You Can Do

You can use CULLUS11 to convert a Julian date (yyddd), stored as a zoned or packed decimal, to a packed decimal
Gregorian date (mmddyy).

How to Use CULLUS11

To invoke CULLUS11:

1. Define an 8-byte packed decimal numeric input field or a work field to contain the Julian date if the input date is
stored in zoned decimal format.
If the input field is stored as a zoned decimal:
– Move the input field to a numeric work field
– Use this work field as the sending field for the Julian date

2. Define a numeric work field to receive the Gregorian date.
3. Test for invalid dates in type 7 logic.
4. Issue a CALL to CULLUS11 in type 7 logic:

Col

2

▼

RPT-nn7sss CALL US11 (jul-date-v greg-date-v)

– Rpt-nn, coded in columns 2 and 3, specifies a 2-digit number in the range 00 through 99 that identifies the Culprit
report.

– Sss, coded in columns 5 through 7, specifies a 3-digit number indicating the sequence number of the type 7
parameter.

– Jul-date-v (ARG1) requires the name of the 8-byte packed decimal field containing the Julian date.
– Greg-date-v (ARG2) requires the name the numeric work field that receives the Gregorian date.

Helpful Hints

• Include error checking for invalid dates in the Culprit code. CULLUS11 does not issue an error message if the Julian
day is less than 001 or greater than 366.

• CULLUS11 interprets a 00 year as a leap year. Dates in 1900 and 2100 will be interpreted incorrectly.

Example

This example uses CULLUS11 to convert an input date in Julian format (yyddd) to an output date in Gregorian format
(mmddyy).

The following code:
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• Defines numeric work fields for the Julian input date and the Gregorian date
• Checks for invalid dates
• Moves the input Julian date to the numeric work field JUL-DATE
• Issues a CALL to CULLUS11

IN 80 F 400

REC JUL-IN-DATE 1 5 2

REC JUL-IN-DAY  3 3 2

990 JUL-DATE 0

990 GREG-DATE 0

993CULLUS11

9951*010 JUL-DATE   FM '99.999' HH 'JULIAN DATE'

9951*020 GREG-DATE  FD          HH 'GREGORIAN DATE'

997100 JUL-IN-DAY LT 001  DROP

997150 JUL-IN-DAY GT 366  DROP

997200 MOVE JUL-IN-DATE JUL-DATE

997250 CALL US11 (JUL-DATE GREG-DATE)

REPORT NO. 99             CULLUS11      mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

           JULIAN DATE           GREGORIAN DATE

              96.299                10/25/96

              92.365                12/30/92

              90.100                04/10/90

              88.005                01/05/88

              94.050                02/19/94

              95.333                11/29/95

              91.083                03/24/91

Century Date Conversion (CULLUS12)
Contents

CULLUS12 converts any century date to a user-specified format.

What You Can Do

You can use CULLUS12 to convert any date to any specified format. For example, you can:

• Convert Julian, Gregorian, European, and Canadian dates into any other specified format
• Use input dates that are stored as 8-byte alphanumeric or zoned decimal fields
• Use input dates that are stored as 8-byte packed decimal fields

How to Use CULLUS12

To invoke CULLUS12:

• First -- Define the input date:
– On a REC parameter, if the date is part of an input record
– On a work field, if the value is supplied during the CULPRIT run

• Second -- Issue one or more calls to CULLUS12 in type 7 logic:
Col

2

▼

RPT-nn7sss CALL (input-field-v date-type-qv input-format-code-qv
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                 output-format-code-qv output-field-v)

• Rpt-nn, coded in columns 2 and 3, specifies a 2-digit number in the range 00 through 99 that identifies the CULPRIT
report.

• Sss, coded in columns 5 through 7, specifies a 3-digit number indicating the sequence number of the type 7 parameter.
• Input-field-v (ARG1) requires the name of the field containing the date.
• Date-type-qv (ARG2), enclosed in single quotation marks, requires an alphanumeric literal to define the data type of

the input field (ARG1):

The literal... The data type...
'Z' 8-byte alphanumeric or zoned decimal
'P' 8-byte packed decimal

• Input-format-code-qv (ARG3), enclosed in single quotation marks, requires the name of a 3-character alphanumeric
work field or alphanumeric literal that defines the format of input-field-v (ARG1):

Format code Input date format
'MDC' mmddccyy
'MCD' mmccyydd
'DMC' ddmmccyy
'DCM' ddccyymm
'CMD' ccyymmdd
'CDM' ccyyddmm
'CDD' ccyyddd

• Output-format-code-qv (ARG4), enclosed in single quotation marks, requires the name of a 3-character
alphanumeric work field or alphanumeric literal that specifies the date format for output-field-v (ARG5). Valid format
codes appear above.

• Output-field-v (ARG5) requires the name of an 8-byte packed decimal work field that receives the converted date.

Helpful Hints

• You can issue one or more calls to CULLUS12 from type 7 logic.
• CULLUS12 checks for invalid dates and values:

– If an invalid date is encountered, the return date is converted to zero.
– If an invalid data type or format code is encountered, the input date is converted to 999999.

• When using an output format code which requires a century (ccyy) and the input date does not include one, century
will default to:
– 20 if yy <= 40
– 19 if yy > 40

• The year which determines the default century (40) can be overridden with the US12YR profile option when
customizing the Culprit profile.

NOTE
For more information about this option, see the Culprit for IDMS Reference Section.

Example

This example uses CULLUS12 to:
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• Convert a zoned decimal input date in Canadian (ccyymmdd) format to Gregorian format (mmddyycc)
• Convert a work field date in Canadian format (ccyymmdd) to Julian format (ccyyddd)

The following code issues two calls to CULLUS12:

• The first CALL reads in a Canadian format zoned decimal input field, converts the date to a mmddccyy format, and
stores the conversion in the work field WK-IN-DATE.

• The second CALL converts the work field WK-IN-DATE, converts the date to a ccyyddd format, and stores the
conversion in the work field WK-JUL-DATE.

 IN 80 F 400

 REC IN-DATE 1 2

 990 WK-IN-DATE

 990 WK-JUL-DATE

 993CULLUS12

 99410001 ' '

 9951*010 IN-DATE   FM '9999/99/99'     HH 'INPUT DATE'

 9951*020 WK-IN-DATE  FM '99/99/9999'   HH 'CONVERTED' 'INPUT DATE'

 9951*040 WK-JUL-DATE  FM '9999.99'  HH 'CONVERTED' 'JULIAN DATE'

 997100 CALL US12 (IN-DATE 'Z' 'CDY' 'MDC' WK-IN-DATE)

 997200 CALL US12 (WK-IN-DATE 'P' 'MDC' 'CDD' WK-JUL-DATE)

REPORT NO. 99                   CULLUS12               mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

                                                           CONVERTED                           CONVERTED

                        INPUT DATE                         INPUT DATE                         JULIAN DATE

                        1994/02/09                         02/09/1994                           1994.040

                        0093/12/25                         12/25/1993                           1993.359

                        0001/12/25                         12/25/2001                           2001.359

                        8888/88/88                         00/00/0000                           0000.000

Gregorian Date Conversion (CULLUS14)
Contents

What You Can Do

You can use CULLUS14 to convert a Gregorian date (mmddyy), stored as a zoned or packed decimal, to a packed
decimal Julian date (yyddd).

How to Use CULLUS14

To invoke CULLUS14:

1. Define an 8-byte packed decimal numeric input field or a work field to contain
the Gregorian date if the input date is stored in zoned decimal format.
If the input date is stored as a zoned decimal:
– Move the input field to a numeric work field
– Use the work field as the sending field for the Julian date

2. Define a numeric work field to receive the Julian date.
3. Issue a CALL to CULLUS14 in type 7 logic:

Col

2
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▼

RPT-nn7sss CALL US14 (greg-date-v jul-date-v)

– Rpt-nn, coded in columns 2 and 3, specifies a 2-digit number in the range 00 through 99 that identifies the
Advantage Culprit report.

– Sss, coded in columns 5 through 7, specifies a 3-digit number indicating the sequence number of the type 7
parameter.

– Greg-date-v (ARG1) requires the name of an 8-byte packed decimal field containing the Gregorian date.
– Jul-date-v (ARG2) requires the name of a numeric work field that receives the Julian date.

Helpful Hint

CULLUS14 checks for month values in the range 01-12, day values in the range 01-31, and year values in the range
00-99.

Example 1 -- Gregorian to Julian format

This example shows the Culprit parameters required to convert a Gregorian (mmddyy) date to a Julian (yyddd) date.

The following code:

• Defines numeric work fields for Gregorian input date and the Julian date
• Moves the Gregorian input date to the numeric work field GREG-DATE
• Issues a CALL to CULLUS14

 IN 80 F 400

 REC GREG-IN-DATE 1 6 2

 990 JUL-DATE 0

 990 GREG-DATE 0 

 993CULLUS14

 9951*010 GREG-DATE   FD            HH 'GREGORIAN DATE'

 9951*020 JUL-DATE    FM '99.999'   HH 'JULIAN DATE'

 997300 MOVE GREG-IN-DATE GREG-DATE

 997350 CALL US14 (GREG-DATE JUL-DATE)

REPORT NO. 99             CULLUS14      mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

           GREGORIAN DATE           JULIAN DATE

              01/10/90                 90.010

              10/21/56                 56.295

              12/25/87                 87.359

              03/01/85                 85.060

              03/17/94                 94.076

              09/17/86                 86.260

              09/08/93                 93.251

Example 2 -- System to Julian format

This example shows the Culprit parameters required to retrieve the system date and convert it to a Julian date.

The following code uses two user modules:

• CULLUS10 to retrieve the system date
• CULLUS14 to convert the system date (mmddyy) to Julian format (yyddd)

Three work fields are required:
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• CURR-DATE to receive code that specifies the format for the system date
• WORK-DATE to receive the system date from CULLUS10 and then send the date to CULLUS14
• JUL-DATE to receive the converted date

 IN 200 F 4000

 REC NAME     5    25

 REC BALANCE 160    7   3  DP=2

 013CULLUS10 AND CULLUS14

 010 CURR-DATE '2'

 010 WORK-DATE

 010 JUL-DATE 

 010 ZERO

 01SORT JUL-DATE NOSORT

 01OUT 80 D

 01410001 ' '

 01420001 'DATE:'

 01420007 JUL-DATE    FM '99.999'

 01510001 NAME           HH 'NAME'

 01510032 BALANCE        HH 'BALANCE'

 017010   CALL US10 (CURR-DATE WORK-DATE 0 0 0 0) 

 017020   IF CURR-DATE EQ 'E' 120

 017100   CALL US14 (WORK-DATE JUL-DATE) 

 017120   ZERO / ZERO  ZERO

 017150   STOP

REPORT NO. 01                CULLUS10 AND CULLUS14          mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

DATE: 99.278

           NAME                     BALANCE

TERRY     JANENS E                     38,000.00

JOE       NGUYA                        31,000.00

MARK      TIME                         33,000.00

ROGER     WILCO                        80,000.00

ALBERT    BREEZE                       38,000.00

CAROLYN   CROW                         37,500.00

BURT      LANCHESTER                   54,500.00

RENE      MAKER                        85,000.00

Universal Date Conversion (CULLUS15)
Contents

CULLUS15 converts any date to a user-specified format.

What You Can Do

You can use CULLUS15 to convert any date to any specified format. For example, you can:

• Convert Julian, Gregorian, European, and Canadian dates into any other specified format
• Use input dates that are stored as 6-byte alphanumeric or zoned decimal fields
• Use input dates that are stored as 8-byte packed decimal fields
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How to Use CULLUS15

To invoke CULLUS15:

First -- Define the input date:

• On a REC parameter, if the date is part of an input record
• On a work field, if the value is supplied during the Culprit run

Second -- Issue one or more calls to CULLUS15 in type 7 logic:

Col

2▼RPT-nn7sss CALL US15 (input-field-v date-type-qv input-format-code-qv                      output-format-

code-qv output-field-v)

• Rpt-nn, coded in columns 2 and 3, specifies a 2-digit number in the range 00 through 99 that identifies the Culprit
report.

• Sss, coded in columns 5 through 7, specifies a 3-digit number indicating the sequence number of the type 7 parameter.
• Input-field-v (ARG1) requires the name of the field containing the date.
• Date-type-qv (ARG2), enclosed in single quotation marks, requires an alphanumeric literal to define the data type of

the input field (ARG1):

The literal... The data type...
'Z' 6-byte alphanumeric or zoned decimal
'P' 8-byte packed decimal

Format code Input date format
'MDY' mmddyy
'MYD' mmyydd
'DMY' ddmmyy
'DYM' ddyymm
'YMD' yymmdd
'YDM' yyddmm
'YDD' yyddd

• Input-format-code-qv (ARG3), enclosed in single quotation marks, requires the name of a 3-character alphanumeric
work field or alphanumeric literal that defines the format of input-field-v (ARG1):

• Output-format-code-qv (ARG4), enclosed in single quotation marks, requires the name of a 3-character
alphanumeric work field or alphanumeric literal that specifies the date format for output-field-v (ARG5). Valid format
codes appear above.

• Output-field-v (ARG5) requires the name of an 8-byte packed decimal work field that receives the converted date.

Helpful Hints

• You can issue one or more calls to CULLUS15 from type 7 logic.
• CULLUS15 checks for invalid dates and values:

– If an invalid date is encountered, the return date is converted to zero.
– If an invalid data type or format code is encountered, the input date is converted to 999999.

Example

This example uses CULLUS15 to:
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• Convert a zoned decimal input date in Gregorian format (mmddyy) to Canadian (yymmdd) format
• Convert a work field date in Julian format (yyddd) to Canadian format (yymmdd)

The following code issues two calls to CULLUS15:

• The first CALL reads in a Gregorian format zoned decimal input field, converts the date to a yymmdd format, and
stores the conversion in the work field WK-IN-DATE.

• The second CALL reads the Julian date 86228 from the work field JUL-DATE, converts the date to a yymmdd format,
and stores the conversion in the work field WK-JUL-DATE.

 IN 80 F 400

 REC IN-DATE 1 6 2

 990 WK-IN-DATE

 990 JUL-DATE.7 86228 86100 85030 83234 86341 85233 84078

 990 WK-JUL-DATE

 990 INDEX

 993CULLUS15

 99410001 ' '

 9951*010 IN-DATE   FD                  HH 'INPUT DATE'

 9951*020 WK-IN-DATE  FD                HH 'CONVERTED' 'INPUT DATE'

 9951*030 JUL-DATE.INDEX  FM '99.999'   HH 'JULIAN DATE'

 9951*040 WK-JUL-DATE  FD         HH 'CONVERTED' 'JULIAN DATE'

 997050 INDEX + 1 INDEX

 997    INDEX GT 7 STOP

 997100 CALL US15 (IN-DATE 'Z' 'MDY' 'YMD' WK-IN-DATE)

 997200 CALL US15 (JUL-DATE.INDEX 'P' 'YDD' 'YMD' WK-JUL-DATE)

REPORT NO. 99             CULLUS15      mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

                CONVERTED                   CONVERTED

   INPUT DATE   INPUT DATE   JULIAN DATE   JULIAN DATE

    01/10/90     90/01/10       86.228       86/08/16

    10/21/56     56/10/21       90.100       90/04/10

    12/25/87     87/12/25       89.030       89/01/30

    03/01/85     85/03/01       93.234       93/08/22

    03/17/94     94/03/17       86.341       86/12/07

    09/17/86     86/09/17       95.233       95/08/21

    09/08/93     93/09/08       94.078       94/03/19

Random Access of ISAM Files (CULLUS22)
Contents

What You Can Do

CULLUS22 retrieves specified ISAM file records during a standard Culprit run.

You can use CULLUS22 to:

• Retrieve records from an ISAM file by key
• Use more than one ISAM file in a single Culprit run
• Write all or part of the data from retrieved ISAM records to specific addresses
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How CULLUS22 Works

CULLUS22:

1. Uses a specified field from the input file as a retrieval key
2. Allows the retrieved ISAM records to be moved to an input field or a work field, as specified in the Culprit parameters
3. Uses a communication switch to:

– Receive instructions to open or close the ISAM file
– Return processing status information

4. Requires separately compiled and linked versions of CULLUS22 for each ISAM file accessed during a single Culprit
run

How to Use CULLUS22

Preparing to Use CULLUS22

Define the ISAM data set in the execution JCL:

System Step JCL statements *
z/OS CULL Define the ISAM file on the US22 DD

statement:
//US22 DD DSN=user.file,UNIT=disk,
DISP=shr,VOL=SER=nnnnnn

z/VSE CULL // ASSGN SYS004,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn
// DLBL filename,'file-id',ISE
// EXTENT SYS004,nnnnnn,4,1,rt,nt
// EXTENT SYS004,nnnnnn,1,2,rt,nt
// EXTENT SYS004,nnnnnn,2,3,rt,nt
rt = relative track where the
data extent begins
nt = number of tracks allocated
to this file

z/VM ISAM is not supported.

NOTE
* See the Culprit for IDMS Reference Section for a full explanation of the syntax.

If accessing more than one ISAM file:

First -- Modify the CULLUS22 Assembler source code:

System Modification
z/OS Change the DDNAME keyword in the DCB macro
z/VSE Use unique filenames in the DTF macro for each copy of

CULLUS22
z/VM ISAM is not supported.

Second -- Reassemble and link edit each modification of CULLUS22 using unique names.

Using CULLUS22

To invoke CULLUS22:
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First -- Define a field that contains the key required to retrieve records from the ISAM file. The format of the key field
depends on the operating system:

System... The key format...
z/OS The same as the ISAM key
z/VSE 8-byte packed decimal

Second -- Define a dummy buffer area equal to the length of the retrieved record.

• For non-database runs, use the MB= option on an additional INPUT parameter.
• For database runs, use one INPUT parameter that includes the extra storage requirement in the record size

specification.

Third -- Define a 1-byte alphanumeric work field to act as a communications switch.

Fourth -- Issue a CALL to CULLUS22 from type 7 logic:

Col

2▼RPT-nn7sss CALLL US22 (return-position-v field-v key-v)

• Rpt-nn, coded in columns 2 and 3, specifies a 2-digit number in the range 00 through 99 that identifies the Culprit
report.

• Sss, coded in columns 5 through 7, specifies a 3-digit number indicating the sequence number of the type 7 parameter.
• Return-position-v (ARG1) requires the name of an input or work field to which the retrieved ISAM record is moved.
• Field-v (ARG2) requires the name of a 1-byte work field that acts as a communications switch for passing information

between type 7 code and CULLUS22. The work field can contain the following values:

The value... Set by... Means...
Any but C* User OPEN file and READ.
C User CLOSE file.
Y CULLUS22 Record found.
N CULLUS22 Record not found.
E CULLUS22 Error on READ.
Z (z/OS ONLY) CULLUS22 OPEN file. Zero key length in the DCB.

(probable JCL error)

NOTE
* CULLUS22 accepts any value other than C as a READ instruction.

• Key-v (ARG3) requires the name of the ISAM key field used for retrieval. This argument can be set to an input or a
work field. If set to a work field, the value will be stored in packed decimal format.

Fifth -- Test the value of the communications switch (ARG2) in type 7 logic.

Helpful Hints

• The key field is usually coded as an input field. If key values are to be altered during program execution, move values
into a work field and use the work field as the key.
If the generated key must be in a format other than packed decimal, a conversion can be performed by type 7 logic, a
user-written module, or a Broadcom-supplied procedure module.

• If multiple key fields are used, perform one of the following:
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– Combine keys into one field on the CALL US22 statement.
– Modify CULLUS22 source code to accept additional arguments.

• If more than one ISAM file is used during a Culprit run, a separate version of CULLUS22 must be available for each
file. In this case, assemble and link edit the module multiple times with different names.

• When multiple reports in a Culprit job use different records from a single ISAM file, invoke CULLUS22 for each report.
• When multiple reports in a Culprit job use the same record from a single ISAM file, invoke CULLUS22 once and pass a

global work field to subsequent reports to indicate that the record was read successfully.

Source Code Modifications

The CULLUS22 source code, shown below, must be modified when:

• Accessing multiple ISAM files in a z/OS environment
• Defining one or more ISAM files in a z/VSE environment

z/OS Identifications

When more than one ISAM is to be accessed by CULLUS22:

1. Define the first ISAM file on the DD statement for US22 in Culprit JCL.
2. Define all other ISAM files by changing the DDNAME parameter in the DCB macro in CULLUS22 source code.
3. Reassemble and link edit the module, using a unique name such as CULLUSnn where nn is a 2-digit number not used

by any Broadcom-supplied module.

z/VSE Modifications

z/VSE users must modify CULLUS22 source code to define one or more ISAM files:

1. If the ISAM file key is not packed, change the CP instruction to CLC and modify the length of the move to match the
length of the ISAM key.

2. If the length of the ISAM record is greater than 256 bytes, code additional MOVE statements, as appropriate.
3. If the ISAM key is not packed, change the ZAP instruction to MVC and modify the length of the instruction to match the

ISAM key length.
4. Change the length and data type of LKEY to match the length of the ISAM key.
5. Change the length of the ISREC field to match the length of the ISAM file.
6. Modify the following parameters in the DTFIS macro:

– DEVICE -- Disk device for the ISAM file
– DSKXTNT -- EXTENTS specified at file creation time
– HINDEX -- Unit containing the highest index
– KEYLEN -- Number of bytes in the key
– KEYLOC -- Starting position of key on ISAM record
– NRECDS -- Number of records in a block
– RECFORM -- FIXUNB or FIXBLK
– RECSIZE -- ISAM record size

7. Modify the length of IOA1 to match the length of one ISAM block.
8. Assemble and link edit the module.

CULLUS22 Source Code

Source code modifications are required to define the ISAM files. In z/OS systems, modifications are required only when
using multiple ISAM files. z/VSE requires modification to define all ISAM files used in the run.

CULLUS22 START 0

         USING CULLUS22,15

         B     @START                   BRANCH AROUND HEAD MACRO
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         CULHEAD NOCODE=YES,PATCH=NO

@START   DS    0H

         STM   14,12,12(13)             SAVE REGISTERS

         LR    12,15                    LOAD BASE REGISTER

         DROP  15

         USING CULLUS22,R12             TELL THE ASSEMBLER ABOUT IT

         ST    13,SAVE+4                DO

         LR    10,13                       STANDARD

         LA    13,SAVE                              SAVE AREA

         ST    13,8(10)                                       LINKAGE

         LM    4,6,4(1)                 PICK UP ARGS 1 TO 3

         CLI   0(5),C'C'                IS USER CALLING FOR CLOSE?

         BE    CLOSEIT                    YES

RESET    NOP   GETIT                    ACTIVE BRANCH ON ALL BUT 1ST

         MVI   *-3,X'F0'                SET BRANCH ON

         OPEN  ISFILE                   OPEN IS FILE

GETIT    CLI   LCODE,0                  IS IT 1ST TIME THRU?

         BE    GETKEY                     YES - SKIP CLC W/LAST KEY

         CLI   LCODE,C'E'               WAS THERE I/O ERROR ON LAST GET

         BE    GETKEY                     YES - GO READ IT AGAIN

***

***                CHANGE THE FOLLOWING INST AS REQUIRED

***                (IF NOT PACKED DEC DO CLC ETC.)

***

         CP    LKEY,0(8,6)              LAST KEY VS. CURRENT REQUEST

         BE    READOK                   SAME KEY -PROCESS AGAIN

***

***                THE FOLLOWING CONVERTS P.DEC TO BINARY

***                REPLACE AS REQUIRED

***

GETKEY   MVC   DBLWD,0(6)               MOVE KEY TO DOUBLE WORD

         CVB   7,DBLWD                  CONVERT TO BINARY (KEY FORMAT)

         ST    7,SKEY                   PUT IN KEY LOCATION

         READ  ISFILE,KEY               READ RECORD CALLED FOR BY KEY

         WAITF ISFILE                   WAIT FOR I/O COMPLETION

         TM    ISFILEC,X'CE'

         BZ    READOK                     NO I/O ERROR

         MVI   0(5),C'E'                SIGNAL I/O ERROR

         B     NORECORD                 GO BLANK I/O AREA

READOK   MVI   0(5),C'N'                SET CODE TO NO RECORD

         TM    ISFILEC,X'10'

         BO    NORECORD                   NO

         MVI   0(5),C'Y'                SET CODE TO RECORD FOUND

***

***                IF RECORD LENGTH EXCEEDS 256 BYTES 2 OR MORE

***                MVC STATEMENTS WOULD BE NEEDED

***

         MVC   0(L'ISREC,4),ISREC       MOVE RECORD INTO USER AREA

         B     RETURN                   GO BACK TO USER

NORECORD MVI   0(4),C' '                START BLANKING USER AREA

***
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***                IF RECORD LENGTH EXCEEDS 256 BYTES 2 OR MORE

***                MVC STATEMENTS WOULD BE NEEDED

***

         MVC   1(L'ISREC-1,4),0(4)      PROPAGATE BLANKS

         B     RETURN                   GO BACK TO USER

CLOSEIT  CLI   LCODE,C'C'               WAS LAST CALL TO CLOSE?

         BE    RETURN                   GO BACK TO USER- ALREADY CLOSE

         CLOSE ISFILE                   CLOSE IS FILE AS REQUESTED

         MVI   RESET+1,X'00'            RESET SO IT WILL OPEN ON NXCALL

RETURN   MVC   LCODE,0(5)               SAVE RETURN CODE

***

***                CHANGE TO MVC OR AS REQUIRED

***

         ZAP   LKEY,0(8,6)              SAVE KEY

         L     13,SAVE+4                RESTORE REG 13

         LM    14,12,12(13)             RESTORE REGS 14 TO 12

         SR    15,15                    CLEAR REG 15

         BR    14                       RETURN TO USER

LCODE    DC    X'0'                     SAVE LAST RETURN CODE

DBLWD    DS    D                        DOUBLE WORD WORK AREA

***

***                SET LKEY TO LENGTH (& TYPE) OF INPUT KEY

***                SET SKEY TO LENGTH (& TYPE) OF ON FILE

***                SET ISREC TO LENGTH OF ONE RECORD (INCLUDING KEY)

***

LKEY     DC    PL8'0'                   SAVE LAST KEY HERE

SKEY     DC    F'0'                     CURRENT KEY REQUESTED

ISREC    DS    CL174                    I/O WORK AREA (1 RECORD)

SAVE     DS    18F                      LINKAGE SAVE AREA

***

***                SET DTFIS PARAMETERS AS REQUIRED

***

ISFILE   DTFIS                                                         X

               DEVICE=2314,                                            X

               DSKXTNT=6,                                              X

               HINDEX=2314,                                            X

               IOAREAR=IOA1,                                           X

               IOROUT=RETRVE,                                          X

               KEYARG=SKEY,                                            X

               KEYLEN=4,                                               X

               KEYLOC=1,                                               X

               MSTIND=YES,                                             X

               NRECDS=4,                                               X

               RECFORM=FIXBLK,                                         X

               RECSIZE=174,                                            X

               TYPEFLE=RANDOM,                                         X

               WORKR=ISREC

***

***                SET IOA1 TO SIZE OF ONE BLOCK

***

IOA1     DS    CL696                    I/O AREA FOR DTFIS

         END
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Example

This sample code shows the Culprit parameters required to retrieve an ISAM record.

The following code:

• Defines the input file that contains a key field
• Defines a dummy buffer area, using the MB=D option of the INPUT parameter
• Defines fields for the retrieved ISAM records
• Defines the key field of the input file (KEY-FIELD) and the ISAM record (REC1) in the dummy buffer
• Defines a 1-byte work field (COMM-SW) to pass OPEN and CLOSE file instructions to CULLUS22 and return file

status codes.
• Calls CULLUS22 to first open the ISAM file and then to close the file when no further records are found or when an

error occurs
• Tests the file status codes of COMM-SW and continues processing, stops processing, or closes the file, depending on

the value found

 IN 80 F 400

 REC KEY-FIELD 1 15 3

 IN 80 F 80 MB=D

 REC REC1      1  80   $START OF DUMMY BUFFER

 REC FLD1      1  15   $FIELD 1 OF THE ISAM RECORD

 REC FLD2      16 30   $FIELD 2 OF THE ISAM RECORD

 010 COMM-SW 'Z'

 0151*010 KEY-FIELD

 017005   IF EOF EQ 200

 017010   CALL US22 (REC1 COMM-SW KEY-FIELD)

 017020   IF COMM-SW EQ 'Y' TAKE

 017030   IF COMM-SW EQ 'E' 300

 017200   MOVE 'C' TO COMM-SW

 017010   CALL US22 (REC1 COMM-SW KEY-FIELD)

 017      STOP

 017300   $ERROR ROUTINE HERE

Random Access of VSAM Files (CULLUS25)
Contents

What You Can Do

CULLUS25 retrieves data from VSAM files during a standard Culprit run.

You can use CULLUS25 to:

• Access one or more key or entry-sequenced VSAM files during a Culprit run
• Retrieve all or part of a VSAM record by:

– A full or partial key value
– An exact or comparative (equal to or greater than) key value

• Write retrieved VSAM records to a work field or a dummy area in the Culprit input buffer

How to Use CULLUS25

To invoke CULLUS25:
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First -- Define the input file containing the retrieval key on the INPUT parameter and in the CULL step of the Culprit
JCL.

Second -- Define the VSAM file on an INPUT parameter and in the Culprit JCL:

• For non-database runs, use the MB= DUMMY option on an additional INPUT parameter.
• For database runs, use one INPUT parameter that includes the extra storage requirement in the record size

specification.
• Use the external file name SYS020 in Culprit JCL.

Third -- Define the key fields in each file on REC parameters.

Fourth -- Issue a CALL to CULLUS25 in type 7 logic:

Col

2▼RPT-nn7sss CALL US25 (conversion-qv search-v key-v length-vn return-v                         external-file-

name-v var-length-field-v)

• Rpt-nn, coded in columns 2 and 3, specifies a 2-digit number in the range 00 through 99 that identifies the Culprit
report.

• Sss, coded in columns 5 through 7, specifies a 3-digit number indicating the sequence number of the type 7 parameter.
• Conversion-qv (ARG1) requires a 1-byte alphanumeric code, enclosed in single quotation marks, to specify the

conversion of the unsigned bit string in the VSAM key field:

The code... Converts to...
Blank None
'1' Binary
'2' Zoned decimal without changing the sign bit value
'3' Packed decimal without changing the sign bit value
'P' Packed decimal with the sign X'F'
'U' Zoned decimal with the sign X'F'
'9' None. Closes the VSAM file

• Search-v (ARG2) requires a numeric literal or the name of an optional 8-byte numeric field. Values of this field control
the type of search and compare method used to access the VSAM file:

Search value Search type Compare method Record retrieved
Zero Full key (FKS) Key equal (KEQ) The record with an identical key
Less than the VSAM key field
size

Generic (GEN) Key greater than or equal to
(KGE)

The first having n positions
greater than or equal to n
positions of the search key

Greater than or equal to the
VSAM key field size

Full key (FKS) Key greater than or equal to
(KGE)

The first having a full key value
greater than or equal to the
search key

• Key-v (ARG3) requires the name of the key field used for retrieving records from the VSAM file. If conversion-qv is
nonblank, this field must be a work field containing the key value.

• Length-vn (ARG4) requires a numeric literal or the name of an 8-byte numeric field that contains the length of the
receiving field (return-v).

• Return-v (ARG5) requires the name of a work field or a dummy buffer area field to receive the retrieved VSAM record.
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When a NO RECORD FOUND condition occurs, CULLUS25 returns two asterisks (**) followed by blank spaces to
return-v.

• External-file-name-v (ARG6) requires an alphanumeric literal or the name of an 8-byte alphanumeric field that
specifies the ddname, filename, or filedef of the VSAM file accessed. Ddname (z/OS) must be eight characters and
blank filled to the right.
If external-file-name-v is blank or not used, CULLUS25 assumes an external file name of SYS020 for the file.

• Var-length-field-v (ARG7) requires the name of an 8-byte packed decimal work field that holds the current record
length contained in a variable-length VSAM file.

Fifth -- Test for a NO RECORD FOUND condition in type 7 logic.

Helpful Hints

• To avoid overwriting external-file-name-v by another user module, specify the external file name (ARG6) each time the
call to CULLUS25 is issued. Reset the value before the CALL is issued.

• Failure to close a VSAM file may result in the loss of the file.
• More than one VSAM file can be accessed in a single Culprit run by creating a copy of CULLUS25 for each file and

changing the name to be unique (CULLUS26, CULLUS27,...). Either copy the module and rename it or link edit the
new version using the CULLUS25 load module.

• VSAM treats all key fields as unsigned binary strings. When testing a key field, use logical rather than arithmetic tests.
• If a key field is a not a binary string, specify a data conversion in the first argument (conversion-qv) of the CALL.
• If the retrieved VSAM record exceeds the defined receiving field length, the record is truncated to the length of the

receiving field (ARG5) when read into the input buffer.
• If the length of the receiving field is longer than the retrieved record, the unused portion of the field is not initialized to

blanks. The contents are unpredictable.

Example

This example shows the Culprit parameters required to retrieve VSAM records that have key fields corresponding to keys
contained in an input file.

The following code:

• Uses INPUT parameters to define an input file containing a key field and a dummy input buffer area to receive the
VSAM record.
The INPUT parameter allocates 400 bytes for the dummy buffer. Since the receiving area is defined on the CALL
statement as 400 bytes, only the first 400 bytes of the VSAM record is read into the input buffer.

• Uses REC parameters to define the key field of the input record and the key field of the VSAM record.
• Tests for an end-of-file condition. When end-of-file is reached, the logic branches to statement 200, which issues a

CALL to CULLUS22 to close the file (ARG1).
• Issues a CALL to CULLUS25.
• Tests for a NO RECORD FOUND condition by looking for asterisks (**) in the first two positions of KEY-FIELD2.
• Tests key field values. If the values are not equal, the VSAM record is dropped.

 INPUT 80 F 4000

 REC KEY-FIELD 1 2

 INPUT 400 F 400 MB=D

 REC KEY-FIELD2 1 2

           .

           .

           .

 017005 EOF EQ 200

 017010 CALL US25 (' ' 0 KEY-FIELD 400 KEY-FIELD2)

 017060 IF KEY-FIELD2 EQ '**' DROP
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 017070 IF KEY-FIELD NE KEY-FIELD2 DROP

 017080 TAKE

 017200 CALL US25 ('9')

 017205 DROP

Creating a Vertical Hexadecimal Dump (CULLUS29)
Contents

What You Can Do

CULLUS29 creates a hexadecimal dump of a record, a portion of a record or field, or a work field without dumping the
entire buffer area.

The vertical dump format consists of four printed lines:

Line 1 -- Character representation

Line 2 -- Zone representation

Line 3 -- Digit representation

Line 4 -- Scale

How to Use CULLUS29

To invoke CULLUS29:

First -- Define the input or work field that holds the data to be dumped.

Second -- Define a subscripted work field of 528 bytes as the receiving field for the data to be dumped.

Third -- Divide the subscripted work field into 4 elements of 132 bytes to represent the printed lines of the dump.

Fourth -- Define a 1-byte alphanumeric work field to hold the status flag for the dump.

Fifth -- Issue a CALL to CULLUS29 in type 7 logic:

Col

2

▼

RPT-nn7sss CALL US29 (dump-field-name length-vn result-v status-v)

• Rpt-nn, coded in columns 2 and 3, specifies a 2-digit number in the range 00 through 99 that identifies the Culprit
report.

• Sss, coded in columns 5 through 7, specifies a 3-digit number indicating the sequence number of the type 7 parameter.

• Dump-field-name (ARG1) requires the name of the dumped input or work field. The field can be in any format.

• Length-vn (ARG2) requires a numeric literal or an 8-byte packed decimal field to specify the length of the dumped
record or field.

• Result-v (ARG3) requires the name of the subscripted work field receiving the dumped field.

• Status-v (ARG4) requires the name of a 1-byte alphanumeric work field that holds a status code for the dump:

Code... Means...
'F' Initializes the field.
' ' The routine has not finished dumping the requested area.
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'E' The routine has completed generating the dump. No further lines
should be released.

Sixth -- Test the value of the status flag work field immediately after the CALL to CULLUS29. If the status equals ' ',
release the print lines and branch back to the CALL statement. Continue branching back until the value of the status flag
equals 'E'.

Helpful Hints

• The receiving field for the dump is a 528-byte subscripted work field. Although each type 5 line requires 132
characters, only 100 bytes of the dump prints.

• Reset the status flag (ARG4) to 'F' to reinvoke CULLUS29 after a previous dump in the same Culprit program has
been completed.

• Always test the value of the status flag (ARG4) when control returns from CULLUS29 to the Culprit code.

Example

This example uses CULLUS29 to create a dump of the first 50 bytes of a record.

The following code:

• Defines IN-FLD as the input field where the dump will start
• Defines work fields to receive:

– The length of the input record to be dumped
– The status code for the dump
– The formatted dump lines

• Calls CULLUS29 from type 7 logic
• Tests the value of FLAG to determine if the dump is completed
• Repeats processing until CULLUS29 sets the value of FLAG to 'E', which indicates that the dump is completed

 INPUT 200 F 200

 REC IN-FLD 1 200

 130 FLAG      ' '

 130 LENGTH   50

 130 OUTO.528 ' ' 

 133 CULLUS29

 135100010 OUTO.1   SZ=132

 13520001  OUTO.133 SZ=132

 13530001  OUTO.265 SZ=132

 13540001  OUTO.397 SZ=132

 137600 MOVE 'F' TO FLAG

 137620 CALL  US29 (IN-FLD LENGTH OUTO.1 FLAG)

 137    IF FLAG NE ' '         DROP

 137    RELS (1 2 3 4)

 137625 B 620

REPORT NO. 13                      CULLUS29             mm/dd/yy PAGE  1

               CHAR   047ITERRY     JANENS E       SESE-SEKO           E

               ZONE   FFFCECDDE44444DCDCDE4C4444444ECEC6ECDD44444444444C

               NUMR   04793599800000115552050000000252502526000000000005

                     01...5...10....5...20....5...30....5...40....5...50
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Obtaining Hexadecimal Representation (CULLUS31)
Contents

What You Can Do

You can use CULLUS31 to translate an input or work field into the hexadecimal representation of a 1- to 25-byte field that
is stored in any format.

How to Use CULLUS31

To invoke CULLUS31:

1. Define the field to be translated on a REC parameter or a work field parameter.
2. Define an alphanumeric work field to receive the translated value.
3. Issue a CALL to CULLUS31 from type 7 logic:

Col

2

▼

RPT-nn7sss CALL US31 (field-name length-vn result-v)

– Rpt-nn, coded in columns 2 and 3, specifies a 2-digit number in the range 00 through 99 that identifies the Culprit
report.

– Sss, coded in columns 5 through 7, specifies a 3-digit number indicating the sequence number of the type 7
parameter.

– Field-name (ARG1) requires the name of the input or work field passed to CULLUS31 for translation.
– Length-vn (ARG2) requires a numeric literal or the name of an 8-byte packed decimal field whose value specifies

the length of the field being translated (field-name).
– Result-v (ARG3) requires the name of the receiving field for the hexadecimal representation of field-name. The

length of this field must be twice as long as the field being translated.

Example

This example shows the Culprit parameters required to translate the contents of an input field into a hexadecimal
representation.

The following code:

• Uses a REC parameter to define an input field (IN-FLD) as a 4-character alphanumeric input field
• Uses a work field parameter to define the output field (OUT-FLD) as a 12-byte receiving field for the hexadecimal

translation
• Issues a CALL to CULLUS31 using a numeric literal (4) to specify the length of the input field

 INPUT 200 F 200

 REC IN-FLD 1 4

 130 OUT-FLD '12345678' 

 133 CULLUS31

 1351*001 IN-FLD

 1351*005 OUT-FLD

 137100 CALL US31 (IN-FLD 4 OUT-FLD)

REPORT NO. 13             CULLUS31      mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

           INPUT            HEX REPRESENTATION

            047I                 F0F4F7C9

            046I                 F0F4F6C9
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            035E                 F0F3F5C5

            034I                 F0F3F4C9

            046G                 F0F4F6C7

            033D                 F0F3F3C4

            030A                 F0F3F0C1

            001E                 F0F0F1C5

            045H                 F0F4F5C8

            006I                 F0F0F6C9

Converting Packed Decimal to Binary (CULLUS33)
Contents

What You Can Do

You can use CULLUS33 to translate packed decimal values in the range of -2,147,483,647 to +2,147,483,647 (231 - 1)
into a binary format.

CULLUS33 is particularly useful in creating a record descriptor word (RDW) that is used in the first four bytes of variable-
length records.

How to Use CULLUS33

To invoke CULLUS33:

1. Define the packed field that contains the value to be converted.
2. Define a dummy buffer area or alphanumeric work field to receive the binary conversion.

– For non-database runs, use the MB= option on an additional INPUT parameter.
– For database runs, use one INPUT parameter that includes the extra storage requirement in the record size

specification.
3. Issue a CALL to CULLUS33 from type 7 logic:

Col

2

▼

RPT-nn7sss CALL US33 (field-name input-length-vn result-v result-length-vn)

– Rpt-nn, coded in columns 2 and 3, specifies a 2-digit number in the range 00 through 99 that identifies the Culprit
report.

– Sss, coded in columns 5 through 7, specifies a 3-digit number indicating the sequence number of the type 7
parameter.

– Field-name (ARG1) requires the name of the packed decimal input or work field to be converted.
– Input-length-vn (ARG2) requires a numeric literal or an 8-byte packed decimal work field specifying the length of

the field to be converted.
– Result-v (ARG3) requires the name of the field receiving the binary conversion.
– Result-length-vn (ARG4) requires a numeric literal or 8-byte packed decimal work field specifying the length of

the receiving field result-v. The size of the result field must be large enough to accommodate the value of the field
being converted:

The decimal value... Results in the field size...
0 - 127 1 byte
-32,767 to +32,767 2 bytes
0 to +8,388,607 3 bytes
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-2,147,483,647 to +2,147,483,647 4 bytes

Helpful Hints

• A binary output field can also be created with the FB format code placed on a type 5 parameter.
• Inaccurate specification of the input field length produces unpredictable binary results.
• High order bytes are truncated if the size of the receiving field is too small.
• If CULLUS33 is invoked to create the RDW for variable-length output records, the receiving field should be defined as

alphanumeric. If the result is placed in a binary field, Culprit attempts to output the number in zoned decimal format.

Example

This example shows the Culprit parameters required to convert a packed decimal input field to binary output.

The following code:

• Defines the input file containing the field to be converted (PACKED-NUMBER)
• Defines a dummy input buffer area (BINARY-RESULT) to receive the conversion
• Issues a CALL to CULLUS33 from type 7 logic

 INPUT 80 F 4000

 REC PACKED-NUMBER 1 8 3

 INPUT 80 F 80 MB=D

 REC BINARY-RESULT 1 4

        .

        .

        .

 997110 CALL US33 (PACKED-NUMBER 8 BINARY-RESULT 4)

Converting Packed Decimal to Zoned Decimal (CULLUS34)
Contents

What You Can Do

You can use CULLUS34 to convert a packed decimal field to zoned decimal or alphanumeric format.

How to Use CULLUS34

To invoke CULLUS34:

1. Define the input file or work field that contains the packed decimal field to be converted.
2. Define a dummy area that allocates space for the receiving field.
3. Issue a CALL to CULLUS34 from type 7 logic:

Col

2

▼

RPT-nn7sss CALL US34 (field-name result-v input-length-vn)
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– Rpt-nn, coded in columns 2 and 3, specifies a two-digit number in the range 00 through 99 that identifies the Culprit
report.

– Sss, coded in columns 5 through 7, specifies a three-digit number indicating the sequence number of the type 7
parameter.

– Field-name (ARG1) requires the name of the 1-byte to 16-byte packed decimal input or work field.
– Result-v (ARG2) requires the name of an alphanumeric result field that is one byte less than twice the length of the

input field (field-name).
The hexadecimal representation of each digit is in the range X'F0' through X'F9'. Negative values contain the
negative sign in the zoned position of the last byte. Positive values contain an F in the zoned position of the last
byte.

– Input-length-vn (ARG3) requires a numeric literal or the name of an 8-byte packed decimal work field that
specifies the length of the packed decimal input field (field-name). The range is 1 through 16.
If the length of the input field exceeds 16, no conversion occurs.

Example

This example converts numbers that are stored in packed decimal format to zoned decimals. Receiving fields hold the first
five, next three, and last five digits.

The following code:

• Defines the input file containing the packed decimal field PKD-NUM
• Defines a dummy input buffer area to receive the conversion
• Issues a CALL to CULLUS34 from type 7 logic to perform the conversion

 IN 200 F 400

 REC PKD-NUM    160  7  3

 IN 13 MB=DUMMY

 REC NUMBER       1  13

 REC FIRST-FIVE   1  5

 REC NEXT-THREE   6  3

 REC LAST-FIVE    9  5 

 01OUT 80 D

 013CULLUS34

 01410001 ' '

 0151*002 NUMBER   FN  HH 'THE NUMBER'

 0151*003 NEXT-THREE   HH 'MIDDLE THREE' 'DIGITS'

 017001  CALL US34 (PKD-NUM NUMBER 7)

REPORT NO. 01                       CULLUS34                mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

                                                MIDDLE THREE

                   THE NUMBER                      DIGITS

                 0000003800000                      038

                 0000003100000                      031

                 0000003300000                      033

                 0000008000000                      080

                 0000003800000                      038

                 0000003750000                      037

                 0000005450000                      054

Interpreting Bit Settings (CULLUS35)
Contents
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What You Can Do

You can use CULLUS35 to interpret the bit settings for a string of bytes.

How to Use CULLUS35

To invoke CULLUS35:

First -- Define the input or work field to be interpreted.

Second -- Issue a CALL to CULLUS35 from type 7 logic:

Col

2

▼

RPT-nn7sss CALL US35 (field-name length-vn result-v

     representation-length-n start-position-a bit-count-n)

• Rpt-nn, coded in columns 2 and 3, specifies a 2-digit number in the range 00 through 99 that identifies the Culprit
report.

• Sss, coded in columns 5 through 7, specifies a 3-digit number indicating the sequence number of the type 7 parameter.
• Field-name (ARG1) requires the name of the input or work field to be interpreted.
• Length-vn (ARG2) requires a numeric literal or the name of an 8-byte packed decimal work field specifying the length

of the field being interpreted (field-name).
• Result-v (ARG3) requires the name of a receiving field large enough to accommodate the bit settings for the entire

input field. The length of result-v depends on whether 2 or 3 positions are used for bit representation, as described
below in representation-length-n.

• Representation-length-n (ARG4) requires the name of a field containing a value that specifies whether 2 or 3
positions are used for each bit representation:

Bit representation Result field size
2-positions (00,01) 23 X length-vn
3-positions (000,001) 31 X length-vn

• Start-position-a (ARG5) requires the name of a field that specifies the byte position where bit conversion begins.
Start-position-a applies only to fields having multiple bytes. The default is 0.

• Bit-count-n (ARG6) is an optional argument using 0 or 1 as a numeric literal or the name of an 8-byte packed decimal
field containing a 0 or 1 to specify the manner in which bits are counted. The default is 0.
0 counts bits as 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07.

1 counts bits as 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08.

Helpful Hints

CULLUS35 displays bit settings by listing the positions of the ON bits.

For example, the bit settings shown below are represented by the display 01,03,04,05.

1st Bit  2nd Bit  3rd Bit  4th Bit  5th Bit  6th Bit  7th Bit  8th Bit

(00)     (01)     (02)     (03)     (04)     (05)     (06)     (07)

OFF      ON       OFF      ON       ON       ON       OFF      OFF

Example

This example interprets the bit settings of an asterisk (*).
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The following code:

• Defines 23-byte alphanumeric work fields (RESULT0, RESULT1) to receive the bit settings
• Defines a work field (FIELD) to contain the hexadecimal value X'F8'
• Issues calls to CULLUS35 from type 7 logic to interpret the bit settings in each bit-count format

 IN 80 F 80

 REC ASTERISK 1  1

 020 RESULT0 '                      '

 020 RESULT1 '                      '

 020 FIELD X'F8' 

 023CULLUS35

 0251*005 FIELD    HH 'FIELD'

 0251*010 RESULT0  HH 'BINARY REPRESENTATION' 'USING BINARY COUNT 0'

 0251*015 RESULT1  HH 'BINARY REPRESENTATION' 'USING BINARY COUNT 1'

 027010 CALL US35 (FIELD 1 RESULT0 2 0) 

 027020 CALL US35 (FIELD 1 RESULT1 2 0 1)

REPORT NO. 02             CULLUS35      mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

         BINARY REPRESENTATION    BINARY REPRESENTATION

 FIELD    USING BINARY COUNT 0     USING BINARY COUNT 1

   8    00,01,02,03,04           01,02,03,04,05

Converting Floating Point Values to Packed Decimal(CULLUS36)
Contents

What You Can Do

You can use CULLUS36 to convert a single or double floating point value to a 16-byte packed decimal format.

How to Use CULLUS36

To invoke CULLUS36:

First -- Define the input file and the field containing the floating point values.

Second -- Define work fields to receive the converted value (16-byte numeric field) and hold the precision indicator (1-
byte alphanumeric field) if an alphanumeric literal is not used.

Third -- Issue a CALL to CULLUS36 in type 7 logic:

Col

2▼RPT-nn7sss CALL US36 (field-name indicator-qv result-vdecimal-place-vn end-code-v)
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• Rpt-nn, coded in columns 2 and 3, specifies a 2-digit number in the range 00 through 99 that identifies the Culprit
report.

• Sss, coded in columns 5 through 7, specifies a 3-digit number indicating the sequence number of the type 7 parameter.
• Field-name (ARG1) requires the name of the input field that contains the single or double precision floating point

value.
• Indicator-qv (ARG2) is a 1-byte literal, enclosed in single quotation marks, or the name of an alphanumeric work field

that contains the precision indicator:

Precision... Is indicated by...
Single 'S'
Double 'D'

• Result-v (ARG3) requires the name of a 16-byte packed decimal work field to receive the converted value.
• Decimal-place-vn (ARG4) requires an integer or the name of an 8-byte packed decimal work field that specifies the

number of decimal places returned in the output. The range is 0 through 14.
• End-code-v (ARG5) requires the name of a 4-byte alphanumeric work field whose value specifies whether the

conversion is successful:

The value... Indicates the conversion is...
Blank Successful
ARGn Unsuccessful in the argument indicated

Fourth -- Test the value of the error indicator work field (end-code-v) immediately after the US36 call.

Helpful Hints

• The COBOL equivalents for floating point values and the corresponding field lengths are:

Precision COBOL equivalent Field length
Single COMP-1 4 bytes
Double COMP-2 8 bytes

• The number of decimal places specified for output (decimal-place-vn) should agree with the DP= specification of the
work field that receives the converted value (result-v).

• If the result overflows the space allocated:
– The rightmost digits are truncated to the right of the decimal point.
– The leftmost digits are truncated to the left of the decimal point.

Example

This example shows the Culprit parameters required to convert single- and double-precision values to packed decimal
format.

The following code:

• Defines the single- (FIELD1) and double- (FIELD2) precision fields on REC parameters
• Defines work fields for the result fields (PACKED-SINGLE and PACKED-DOUBLE) and an error code field for each

conversion (CODE-1 and CODE-2)
• Issues separate calls to CULLUS36 to convert the single-precision field and then the double-precision field
• Tests for successful conversion after each call. If the conversion is not successful, an error handling routine executes.

 INPUT 80 F 2960
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 REC FIELD1 1 4

 REC FIELD2 5 8

 990 PACKED-SINGLE DP=2

 990 PACKED-DOUBLE DP=3

 990 CODE-1 '1234'

 990 CODE-2 '    '

           .

           .

           .

 997010 CALL US36 (FIELD1 'S' PACKED-SINGLE 2 CODE-1) 

 997015 CODE-1 NE ' ' 200

 997020 CALL US36 (FIELD2 'D' PACKED-DOUBLE 3 CODE-2) 

 997025 CODE-2 NE ' ' 200

 997100 TAKE

 997200 $ERROR HANDLING ROUTINE IS CODED HERE

Converting Doubleword Binary to Packed Decimal (CULLUS37)
Contents

What You Can Do

You can use CULLUS37 to convert a doubleword binary field into an 8-byte packed decimal format. This conversion is
particularly useful in converting binary input that exceeds the REC parameter's limit (4 bytes) to an 8-byte packed decimal
work field.

How to Use CULLUS37

To invoke CULLUS37:

1. Define the binary input field as alphanumeric on a REC parameter.
2. Define an 8-byte numeric work field.
3. Issue a CALL to CULLUS37 in type 7 logic:

Col

2

▼

RPT-nn7sss CALL US37 (input-field-v result-field-v)

– Rpt-nn, coded in columns 2 and 3, specifies a 2-digit number in the range 00 through 99 that identifies the Culprit
report.

– Sss, coded in columns 5 through 7, specifies a 3-digit number indicating the sequence number of the type 7
parameter.

– Input-field-v (ARG1) requires the name of the 8-byte binary input field.
– Result-field-v (ARG2) requires the name of the work field receiving the packed decimal conversion.

Example

This example shows the Culprit parameters required to convert an 8-byte binary input field to packed decimal format.

• The binary field DOUBLE-BIN is defined as alphanumeric on the REC parameter.
• The work field that receives the converted value is defined.
• A CALL to CULLUS37 is issued in type 7 logic.

 INPUT 80 F 4000

 REC DOUBLE-BIN    1 8
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 010 WORK-FIELD 

          .

          .

          .

 017001 CALL US37 (DOUBLE-BIN WORK-FIELD)

Sending Messages (CULLUS40)
Contents

What You Can Do

z/VSE users can use CULLUS40 to send messages to and receive messages from the console operator.

How to Use CULLUS40

To invoke CULLUS40:

1. Define a 25-byte alphanumeric work field to hold the message sent.
2. Define another 25-byte alphanumeric work field to receive the message returned.
3. Issue a CALL to CULLUS40 from type 7 logic:

Col

2

▼

RPT-nn7sss CALL US40 (message-qv response-v)

– Rpt-nn, coded in columns 2 and 3, specifies a 2-digit number in the range 00 through 99 that identifies the Culprit
report.

– Sss, coded in columns 5 through 7, specifies a 3-digit number indicating the sequence number of the type 7
parameter.

– Message-qv (ARG1) requires the name of a 25-byte work field or an alphanumeric literal, enclosed in single
quotation marks, for the message to be sent.

– Response-v (ARG2) requires the name of a 25-byte alphanumeric work field that receives the console operator's
response.

Example

This example shows the Culprit parameters required to send a message to the console operator and receive a response.

The following code:

• Defines work fields (MSGTO and MSGFROM) as the message areas
• Issues a CALL to CULLUS40 to send and receive messages
• Tests the response and specifies an action to take based upon the response

 INPUT 80 F 4000

 REC FLD1       1  50

 010 MSGTO 'TYPE STOP TO DISCONTINUE'

 010 MSGFROM '                        '

            .

            .

            .

 017001 CALL US40 (MSGTO MSGFROM) 

 017010 IF MSGFROM EQ 'STOP' STOP
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Moving Fields to an Input Buffer Area (CULLUS43)
Contents

What You Can Do

You can use CULLUS43 to move data to and from any field known to Culprit, including input buffer fields. CULLUS43 is
particularly useful in building a table in a dummy input buffer area.

How to Use CULLUS43

To invoke CULLUS43:

1. Define the field to be moved by using a REC parameter (input field) or a work field parameter.
2. Define a dummy buffer area to receive the data.

– For non-database runs, use the MB= option on an additional INPUT parameter.
– For database runs, use one INPUT parameter that includes the extra storage requirement in the record size

specification.
To build a table, code REC parameters that define multiply-occurring data groups.

3. Issue a CALL to CULLUS43 from type 7 logic:
width=80

Col

2

▼

RPT-nn7sss CALL US43 (field-name resutl-v length-vn)

– Rpt-nn, coded in columns 2 and 3, specifies a 2-digit number in the range 00 through 99 that identifies the Culprit
report.

– Sss, coded in columns 5 through 7, specifies a 3-digit number indicating the sequence number of the type 7
parameter.

– Field-name (ARG1) requires the name of the input or work field that is to be moved.
– Result-v (ARG2) requires the name of the receiving field.
– Length-vn (ARG3) requires a numeric literal or the name of an 8-byte packed decimal work field whose value

equals the number of characters moved.

Helpful Hint

To avoid overwriting input data when moving fields to the input buffer, the receiving field should be a dummy area
whenever possible.

Example

This example shows the Culprit parameters required to move data from a work field to a table in the dummy input buffer.

The following code:

• Defines the field to be moved (NAME) as an input field on a REC parameter
• Defines a dummy input buffer area to receive the data
• Defines a repeating group (TABLE) and the element (CHAR) as the receiving field in the dummy input buffer area
• Issues a CALL to CULLUS43, which uses a numeric literal (25) to specify the length of the data to move
• Prints the first and eleventh characters of the name

 INPUT 200 F 200

 REC NAME          5  25

 INPUT 25 F 25 MB=D
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 REC TABLE 1      GROUP DD 1.25

 REC CHAR  1   1  ELMNT DD 

 093CULLUS43

 0951*005 NAME

 0951*010 CHAR.1

 0951*020 CHAR.11

 097025 CALL US43 (NAME CHAR.1 25)

REPORT NO. 09             CULLUS43      mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

       TERRY     JANENS                 T        J

       JOE       NGUYA                  J        N

       MARK      TIME                   M        T

       ROGER     WILCO                  R        W

       ALBERT    BREEZE                 A        B

       CAROLYN   CROW                   C        C

       BURT      LANCHESTER             B        L

       RENE      MAKER                  R        M

Moving Variable-length Data (CULLUS45)
Contents

What You Can Do

You can use CULLUS45 to move variable-length data, such as input record trailers, from one location to another. You can
move incoming variable-length data to a series of fixed-length work fields or to a fixed part of a dummy input buffer area.

CULLUS45 has the following special features:

• It can send data to a receiving field that is larger than the sending field by using a fill character to occupy the unused
portion.

• It can manipulate the sending and receiving fields without repeatedly specifying explicit data locations. CULLUS45 can
keep its place across repeated fields after the location of the initial sending and receiving field is established.

• It will access previous values of an argument if four cent signs enclosed in single quotation marks ('¢¢¢¢') are coded
in the argument list. This is particularly useful if the argument value has been changed to accommodate some other
procedure module.

NOTE
The hex value of '¢¢¢¢' must be x'4A4A4A4A'. Some non-U.S. character sets default the cent sign to an
alternate hex value.

How to Use CULLUS45

To invoke CULLUS45:

1. Code INPUT, REC, and work field parameters.
2. Issue a CALL to CULLUS45 from type 7 logic:

Rpt-nn, coded in columns 2 and 3, specifies a 2-digit number in the range 00 through 99 that identifies the Culprit report.
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• Sss, coded in columns 5 through 7, specifies a 3-digit number indicating the sequence number of the type 7 parameter.
• Send-field-qv (ARG1) requires the name of the field to be moved. The end of the previous location, if a call to

CULLUS45 has occurred, is retrieved by using '¢¢¢¢'.
• Receive-field-qv (ARG2) requires the name of the receiving field. The previous value, if a value change has occurred,

can be retrieved by using '¢¢¢¢'.
• Send-length-qvn (ARG3) requires a numeric literal or the name of an 8-byte packed decimal work field that specifies

the length of the sending field. '¢¢¢¢' can be used to retrieve the previous value if a value change has occurred.
• Receive-length-vn (ARG4)is an optional argument that requires a numeric literal or the name of an 8-byte packed

decimal work field that specifies the length of the receiving field.
If receive-length-vn is omitted and the internal value is 0, the value of send-length-qvn is used.

• Fill-character-q (ARG5) is an optional argument that requires a 1-byte alphanumeric character, enclosed in single
quotation marks, as a filler for empty spaces in receiving fields. The default is a blank.

Helpful Hints

• To avoid overwriting input data, use a dummy area if you move fields to the input buffer.
• If the sending field is longer than the receiving field, transfer of data stops when the receiving field is filled.
• If the receiving field length is 0, no data is moved.
• Arguments can be omitted. CULLUS45 substitutes a default value or the results of a prior CALL when an argument is

missing.

Example 1 -- Moving Data from a Field to a Buffer

Moving data from a work field to a dummy input buffer:

The following code:

• Defines the input file and a dummy input buffer area on INPUT parameters
• Defines the receiving field in the dummy input buffer area
• Issues a CALL to CULLUS45 to move the contents of the work field (SEND) to the input buffer dummy area

 INPUT 200 F 200

 REC NAME          5  25

 INPUT 20 F 20 MB=D

 REC RECEIVE    1  20 

 09OUT 60

 093CULLUS45

 090 SEND 'WORK FIELD DATA' 

 0951*010 NAME

 0951*020 RECEIVE

 097030 CALL US45 (SEND RECEIVE 15 20 ' ')

REPORT NO. 09             CULLUS45      mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

    TERRY     JANENS              WORK FIELD DATA

    JOE       NGUYA               WORK FIELD DATA

    MARK      TIME                WORK FIELD DATA

    ROGER     WILCO               WORK FIELD DATA

    ALBERT    BREEZE              WORK FIELD DATA

    CAROLYN   CROW                WORK FIELD DATA

    BURT      LANCHESTER          WORK FIELD DATA

Example 2 -- Multiple Moves with Trailers

This example moves a variable portion of an input record into a series of work fields and a dummy input buffer area.

The following code:
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• Defines the following input fields:
– The total length (TLEN) of all trailers on the record
– Three 1-byte binary fields (L1, L2, L3) that specify the lengths (not exceeding 25-bytes) of each name and address

trailer
– Variable fields, beginning in position 100, that consist of up to 3 name and address trailers followed by 1 to 10 other

trailers (not exceeding 100 bytes).
Trailers following the names and addresses are identified by one of ten possible 1-byte codes located in the first
byte of the trailer.

• Defines a dummy buffer area containing:
– 100 bytes to receive the deblocked trailers
– The trailer identification

• Defines work fields to contain:
– A table of trailer codes
– A table of trailer lengths
– An index for a table search (IX)
– The maximum number of entries for the table (IXLIM)
– A counter for deblocking trailers (BYTES-MVD)
– Work areas for name and address segments

• Issues CALLs to CULLUS45 in type 7 logic to:
– Move name and address fields into a series of work areas (NAWORK)
– Move trailers following the name and address fields into a fixed portion of the input buffer where the data can be

processed
• Checks for errors. If an error is found, an abend and a dump are forced by calling CULLUS99.

 INPUT 400 F 800

 REC TLEN        10  2 1 $Trailer length

 REC L1          12  1 1    $Length of name and address trailer 1

 REC L2          13  1 1    $Length of name and address trailer 2

 REC L3          14  1 1    $Length of name and address trailer 3

 REC TSTART      100 1      $Trailers start here

 INPUT 100 MB=D

 REC TRAILER     1   100 $Trailers are deblocked to this location

 REC TRAILER-ID  1   1   $Reference for trailer-id

 GW0 NULL     '¢¢¢¢'     $Tells CULLUS 45 to use saved internal value

 GW0 IX                  $Used as the index for the table search

 GW0 IXLIM       10      $10 table entries

 GW0 BYTES-MVD   0       $Keeps track of the number of bytes moved

 GW0 WORK        0    $Sending length

 GW0 NAWORK1 '                      ' $5

 GW0 NAWORK2 '                      ' $ work areas

 GW0 NAWORK3 '                      ' $         for

 

 GW0 KEY.10  '0' '1' '2' '3' '4' '5' '6' '7' '8' '9' $Trailer-ids

 GW0 VAL.10  23 20 28 19 32 99 17 6 12 14      $Trailer lengths

 017002            M O         BYTES-MVD       $Initialize

 017030            M L1        WORK            $Amount to send

 017050 CALL US45 (TSTART NAWORK1 WORK 25 ' ') $Move

 017070            M L2        WORK            $Amount to send

 017090 CALL US45 (NULL NULL WORK 25 ' ')        $Move

 017100            M L3        WORK            $Amount to send

 017130 CALL US45 (NULL NULL WORK 25 ' ')      $Move
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 017220 COMPUTE L1 + L2 + L3 BYTES-MVD           $ Set 'BYTES-MVD'

 017325 CALL US45 (NULL TRAILER 1 1)             $Move

 017333 COMPUTE  BYTES-MVD + 1      BYTES-MVD  $ Adjust 'BYTES-MVD'

 017345            M 1        IX               $Initialize 'IX'

 017350 IF KEY.IX = TRAILER-ID     375         $Branch on a hit

 017355 IF IX = IXLIM              901         $Go abend

 017360 COMPUTE IX + 1             IX          $Increment 'IX'

 017365            B               350         $Loop

 017375 COMPUTE BYTES-MVD + VAL.IX BYTES-MVD   $Set post-move value

 017380 IF BYTES-MVD GT TLEN       901         $Error

 017400 CALL US45 (NULL NULL VAL.IX 99 ' ')   $Move

 

 017412 $PROCESSING FOR THIS DEBLOCKED TRAILER GOES HERE

 017415 IF BYTES-MVD LT TLEN       325         $Loop if not done

 017420 IF BYTES-MVD =  TLEN       DROP        $Drop if done

 017901 CALL US99                              $Abend

String Search (CULLUS46)
Contents

What You Can Do

CULLUS46 allows you to count the number of bytes contained in a string. The result is returned to a work field, which can
be used for further processing.

Typically, CULLUS46 is used in conjunction with CULLUS45 to determine the length of the sending field (ARG3 of
CULLUS45).

How to Use CULLUS46

To invoke CULLUS46:

1. Define the field containing the string to be searched on a REC parameter or work field, as appropriate.
2. Define a work field to receive the number of bytes counted.
3. Issue a CALL to CULLUS46 in type 7 logic:

Col

2

▼

RPT-nn7sss CALL US46

(search-field-name search-character-qv range-name

search-length-vn)
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– Rpt-nn, coded in columns 2 and 3, specifies a 2-digit number in the range 00 through 99 that identifies the Culprit
report.

– Sss, coded in columns 5 through 7, specifies a 3-digit number indicating the sequence number of the type 7
parameter.

– Search-field-name (ARG1) requires the name of the input or work field that contains the field to be searched.
– Search-character-qv (ARG2) requires an alphanumeric literal, enclosed in single quotation marks, that specifies

the target character for the search.
– Range-name (ARG3) requires the name of an 8-byte numeric work field that receives the number of characters

searched. A value of -1 indicates that no search character is found.
– Search-length-vn (ARG4) requires a numeric literal or the name of an 8-byte numeric work field that specifies the

number of bytes to search before encountering the target character (search-character-qv).

Helpful Hints

CULLUS46 counts from the first character in the string up to, but not including, the delimiter. If a delimiter is not found, the
search fails and a value of -1 is returned to the designated work field.

Example 1 -- Using CULLUS46 Only

This example searches a 25-character input name field for the last name. The number of characters found in the last
name is returned to a work field.

The following code:

• Defines the input field to be searched (NAME-LAST-FIRST) on a REC parameter
• Defines a work field (W-LEN) to receive the number of characters searched before the delimiting character is found
• Issues a CALL to CULLUS46 to search the 25-character field for a blank, which separates the last and first name in the

input record and to return the number of characters searched to the work field W-LEN

 INPUT 80  F 80

 REC NAME-LAST-FIRST    1 25

 52OUT 60 D

 520 W-LEN  0

 523CULLUS46

 5251*010 NAME-LAST-FIRST  HH 'NAME'

 5251*020 W-LEN  HH 'LENGTH OF LAST NAME'

 527010 CALL US46 (NAME-LAST-FIRST ' ' W-LEN 25) 

 527020 IF W-LEN EQ -1  100

 527100 $ERROR ROUTINE

REPORT NO. 52             CULLUS46      mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

               NAME               LENGTH OF LAST NAME

    JONES MARY                                      5

    SMITH PETER                                     5

    BROWN JACK                                      5

    MACINTOSH JUNE                                  9

    RICHARDS MICHAEL                                8

Example 2 -- Using CULLUS46 Output for CULLUS45 Input

This example shows the Culprit parameters used to search for first and last names on input records by invoking
CULLUS46 to supply the sending string length to CULLUS45 (variable-length move). CULLUS45 then moves the string to
a work field.

The following code:
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• Defines a 40-character input name field (NAME-LAST-FIRST)
• Defines work fields to receive:

– The first and last name (FIRST-NAME and LAST-NAME)
– The number of characters searched (RANGE-LTH)
– The length of the searched area (SEARCH-LTH)

• Sets the initial value of the search area to 40 characters
• Issues CALLs to CULLUS46 to search for the number of characters in the last name and then to search for the number

of characters in the first name
• Adjusts the size of RANGE-LTH to include the delimiting space
• Issues calls to CULLUS45, using CULLUS46 results, to move the last name and then the first name to work fields

CULLUS45 sets the value of the sending field (ARG1) internally so that CULLUS46 can resume the character search
immediately after the last character moved.

 INPUT 400 F 4000

 REC NAME-LAST-FIRST  225 40

 530 FIRST-NAME '                    ' $ LENGTH = 20

 530 LAST-NAME  '                    ' $ LENGTH = 20

 530 RANGE-LTH  0                      $ RANGE LENGTH

 530 SEARCH-LTH 40                     $ SEARCH LENGTH

             .

             .

             .

 537105 CALL US46 (NAME-LAST-FIRST ' ' RANGE-LTH SEARCH-LTH)

 537110 IF RANGE-LTH NE -1 115

 537    MOVE 19 TO RANGE-LTH

 537115 RANGE-LTH A 1 RANGE-LTH

 537120 CALL US45 (NAME-LAST-FIRST LAST-NAME RANGE-LTH 20 ' ')

 537125 $ RESUME SEARCH AFTER MOVE OF LAST NAME

 537    40 S RANGE-LTH SEARCH-LTH

 537    CALL US46 (NAME-LAST-FIRST ' ' RANGE-LTH SEARCH-LTH)

 537135 IF RANGE-LTH NE -1 140

 537    MOVE 19 TO RANGE-LTH

 537140 RANGE-LTH A 1 RANGE-LTH

 537145 CALL US45 ('¢¢¢¢' FIRST-NAME RANGE-LTH 20 ' ')

Creating a Run-time Message (CULLUS48)
Contents

What You Can Do

You can use CULLUS48 to add your own message to the Run-Time Message Section of Culprit output. The addition of
status or diagnostic messages can be used to track processing flow and facilitate debugging.

How to Use CULLUS48

To invoke CULLUS48:

1. Code INPUT and REC parameters, as needed.
2. Issue a CALL to CULLUS48:

Col

2
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▼

RPT-nn7sss CALL US48 ( message-qv)

– Rpt-nn, coded in columns 2 and 3, specifies a 2-digit number in the range 00 through 99 that identifies the Culprit
report.

– Sss, coded in columns 5 through 7, specifies a 3-digit number indicating the sequence number of the type 7
parameter.

– Message-qv (ARG1) requires the name of an alphanumeric work field that contains the message enclosed in
single quotation marks. The message must:
• Begin with a carriage control character.
• End with two percent signs (%%). Use %% exclusively to terminate messages.
• Not exceed 132 characters.

Example

The following example shows the Culprit parameters required to add a message to the Run-Time Message Section of a
Culprit job.

The following code:

• Tests for the value of the field (SAMPLE) that triggers the message
• Issues a CALL to US48 if the test fails:

– 0 is the carriage control character that precedes the message.
– %% signals the completion of the message.

 IN 80 F 80

 REC SAMPLE 1 2 2

 52OUT 60 D

 523CULLUS48

 5251*010 SAMPLE HH 'SAMPLE COUNT'

 527010   IF SAMPLE NE 0 020

 527      CALL US48 ('0US48 -- NO SAMPLE: RUN STOPS%%') 

 527015   STOP

 527020   TAKE

mm/dd/yy               RUN TIME MESSAGES    volser       PAGE     1

US48 -- NO SAMPLE: RUN STOPS

***********  END OF FILE  ******************************************

           3 INPUT RECORDS READ

Converting Binary Strings (CULLUS50)
Contents

What You Can Do

You can use CULLUS50 to convert a binary string to an alphanumeric string or a series of 8-byte packed decimal numeric
values. This is especially useful when bit flags need to be converted into a format suitable for testing in Culprit code.
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How to Use CULLUS50

To invoke CULLUS50:

1. Define the binary input field on a REC parameter.
2. Define a work field to receive the result of the conversion.

– A non-subscripted work field must be equal in length to the number of bits targeted for conversion.
– A subscripted work field must occur the same number of times as the number of bits targeted for conversion.

3. Define a work field to hold the number of bits targeted for conversion unless you use a numeric literal.
4. Issue a CALL to CULLUS50:

Col

2

▼

RPT-nn7sss CALL US50 (start-bit-field target-field-name bit-count-vn)

– Rpt-nn, coded in columns 2 and 3, specifies a 2-digit number in the range 00 through 99 that identifies the Culprit
report.

– Sss, coded in columns 5 through 7, specifies a 3-digit number indicating the sequence number of the type 7
parameter.

– Start-bit-field (ARG1) requires the name of the input or work field to be converted.
– Target-field-name (ARG2) requires the name of the field receiving the conversion.
– Bit-count-vn (ARG3) can be a numeric literal or the name of an 8-byte numeric work field that specifies the number

of bits targeted for conversion.

Example

This example shows the Culprit parameters required to convert a binary input field to alphanumeric and packed decimal
format.

The following code:

• Defines the binary field (RDW) on a REC parameter
• Defines a 16-byte alphanumeric work field to receive the binary number
• Defines a subscripted work field to receive the binary values and store them in a numeric table
• Issues a CALL to CULLUS50 to perform each conversion. A numeric literal (16) specifies the number of bits converted

 INPUT 280 V 280

 REC RDW 1 4 1 

 010 ALPHA '1234567890123456'

 010 NUMER.16 2 

 013CULLUS50

 0151*001 ALPHA HH 'ALPHA'

 0151*010 NUMER.1   FM '9'   HH 'DIGIT 1'

 0151*020 NUMER.12  FM '9'   HH 'DIGIT 12'

 0151*030 NUMER.13  FM '9'   HH 'DIGIT 13'

 0151*040 NUMER.14  FM '9'   HH 'DIGIT 14'

 017010 CALL US50 (RDW ALPHA 16)

 017020 CALL US50 (RDW NUMER.1 16)

REPORT NO. 01             CULLUS50      mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

      ALPHA        DIGIT 1  DIGIT 12  DIGIT 13  DIGIT 14

 0000000100010100     0        1         0         1
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Concatenating Fields (CULLUS53)
Contents

What You Can Do

You can use CULLUS53 to concatenate up to three input fields and store them in one work field for processing. For
example, you can concatenate name and address fields for printing labels.

How to Use CULLUS53

To invoke CULLUS53:

1. Define the Input Fields to be concatenated.
2. Define numeric work fields that contain the length of the sending and receiving fields if numeric literals are not used.
3. Define an alphanumeric work field to receive the concatenation.
4. Issue a CALL to CULLUS53 from type 7 logic:

Col

2

▼

RPT-nn7sss CALL US53 (first-field-v first-field-length-vn second-field-v

                      second-field-length-vn third-field-v third-field-vn

                      comb-field-v comb-field-length-vn)

– Rpt-nn, coded in columns 2 and 3, specifies a 2-digit number in the range 00 through 99 that identifies the Culprit
report.

– Sss, coded in columns 5 through 7, specifies a 3-digit number indicating the sequence number of the type 7
parameter.

– First-field-v (ARG1) requires the name of the first alphanumeric field for concatenation.
– First-field-len-vn (ARG2) requires a numeric literal or the name of a numeric work field that specifies the length of

the first field to be concatenated (first-field-v).
– Second-field-v (ARG3) requires the name of the second alphanumeric field for concatenation.
– Second-field-len-vn (ARG4) requires a numeric literal or the name of a numeric work field that specifies the length

of the second field to be concatenated (second-field-v).
– Third-field-v (ARG5) requires the name of the third alphanumeric field for concatenation.
– Third-field-len-vn (ARG6) requires a numeric literal or the name of a numeric work field that specifies the length of

the third field to be concatenated (third-field-v).
– Comb-field-v (ARG7) requires the name of the alphanumeric field receiving the concatenation.
– Comb-field-len-vn (ARG8) requires a numeric literal or a numeric work field that specifies the length of the field

receiving the concatenated value (comb-field-v).

Helpful Hints

• CULLUS53 automatically eliminates trailing blanks attached to individual data segments.
• Blank fields and fields with zero length are ignored.
• Data returned to the receiving field is compressed. Data segments are separated by a blank.
• The receiving field is padded with blanks to the right of the last significant character. If you don't want the field padded

with blanks, make the length of the receiving field equal to the sum of the length of the data segments plus one space
between each field, but not more than 132.

Example

This example concatenates name and address fields to produce a mailing list.
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The following code:

• Defines input data fields
• Defines work fields to receive the name (FULL-NAME) and the address (CITY-STATE-ZIP)
• Issues a CALL to CULLUS53 to concatenate the elements of the name and another CALL to concatenate the elements

of the address

 INPUT 80 F 400

 REC NAME          6  26

 REC FIRST-NAME    6  10

 REC LAST-NAME    16  10

 REC STREET       26  20

 REC CITY         46  15

 REC STATE        61   2

 REC ZIP          63   5

 093CULLUS53

 090 FULL-NAME '                       '

 090 CITY-STATE-ZIP '                        ' 

 090 BLANK ' '

 09510001 FULL-NAME

 09520001 STREET

 09530001 CITY-STATE-ZIP

 09540001 BLANK

 097010 CALL US53 (FIRST-NAME,10,LAST-NAME,10,BLANK,1,

*FULL-NAME,23)

 097025 CALL US53 (CITY 15 STATE 2 ZIP 5

* CITY-STATE-ZIP 24)

REPORT NO. 09             CULLUS53           mm/dd/yy PAGE    1

AMOS JOHNSON

22651 MASS AVENUE

SAN FRANCISCO CA 09801

BRUCE THORPE

11002 PEACHTREE LA

ATLANTA GA 76543

Searching a Table (CULLUS62)
Contents

What You Can Do

You can use CULLUS62 to search an alphanumeric or numeric table for specific values without coding a series of tests,
moves, and computations in type 7 logic.

How to Use CULLUS62

To invoke CULLUS62:

First -- Define input fields on REC parameters.

Second -- Define required fields that are not input fields or specified by literals on work field parameters. For
example:
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• The table, which is a multiply-occurring field
• The table type code
• The number of bytes in each entry of the table
• The total number of the table entries
• The type of search code
• The numeric work field that will receive the occurrence number of the key value in the table

Third -- Issue a CALL to CULLUS62 in type 7 logic:

Col

2RPT-nn7sss CALL US62 (table-field-name table-type-qv entry-length-vnentry-count-vn search-type-qv key-vn

 index-v)

• Rpt-nn, coded in columns 2 and 3, specifies a 2-digit number in the range 00 through 99 that identifies the Culprit
report.

• Sss, coded in columns 5 through 7, specifies a 3-digit number indicating the sequence number of the type 7 parameter.
• Table-field-name (ARG1) requires the name of the table to be searched.
• Table-type-qv (ARG2) requires the name of a work field or a 1-character alphanumeric code, enclosed in single

quotation marks, that specifies the type of table searched. Valid codes are shown below:

Table type... Code... Table entry length...
Alphanumeric 'A' 1 through 64
Numeric 'N' 8 or 16

• Entry-length-vn (ARG3) requires a numeric literal or the name of an 8-byte numeric work field that indicates the
length of each table entry (see above).

• Entry-count-vn (ARG4) requires a numeric literal or the name of an 8-byte numeric work field that indicates the total
number of entries in the table. The maximum is 32,767.

• Search-type-qv (ARG5) requires the name of a work field or a 1-character alphanumeric literal, enclosed in single
quotation marks, that specifies the type of search:

Search type... Code... Table entry order...
Binary 'B' Ascending
Sequential 'S' Any order

• Key-vn (ARG6) requires a numeric literal, alphanumeric literal, or the name of a field that contains the search value.
• Index-v (ARG7) requires the name of a numeric work field that receives the number of the entry in the table that

matches the key value (key-vn).

Helpful Hints

• CULLUS62 does not convert data or align decimals. If either procedure is desired, move the field that has the key
value to an appropriate work field.

• If the key value is invalid or missing from the table, CULLUS62 automatically returns a value of zero.
• Use a key value that corresponds in data type and number of decimal places to the table entries.
• Use a sequential search when entries are not randomly distributed and where entries are not widely diversified.

Example

This example searches a table containing six occurrences of department numbers. Department names that correspond to
the department number are retrieved and printed.
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The following code:

• Defines the input data fields, including the field that contains key value (IN-DEPT).
• Defines work fields containing:

– 6 values for department number (DEPT-NUMBER)
– 7 department names (DEPARTMENT-NAME)
– The occurrence number of the key in the DEPT-NUMBER table (INDEX)

• Issues a CALL to CULLUS62 to search the DEPT-NUMBER table and place the occurrence number (INDEX) when a
match occurs in INDEX.
The value of INDEX is tested for a return of zero (no key found). If true, a value corresponding to the seventh
occurrence of DEPARTMENT-NAME is moved to INDEX and UNKNOWN is printed for department numbers not found
in the DEPT-NUMBER table.

• Prints out specific occurrences of DEPARTMENT-NAME with type 5 lines.

 INPUT 80 F 80

 REC NAME       1  20

 REC ACCOUNT   33   4  3

 REC IN-DEPT   37   3 

 013CULLUS62

 0141*001 ' '

 0151*001 NAME                   HH 'NAME'

 0151*002 ACCOUNT       FN       HH 'ACCOUNT'

 0151*003 DEPARTMENT-NAME.INDEX  HH 'DEPARTMENT' 'NAME'

 010 DEPT-NUMBER.6   '111' '222' '333' '444' '555' '666'

 010 DEPARTMENT-NAME.7 'TECH SUPPORT  '  'SALES         '

*                      'MARKETING     '  'SYSTEM SUPPORT'

*                      'ADMINISTRATION'  'EDUCATION     '

*                      'UNKNOWN       '

 010 INDEX

 017001 CALL US62 (DEPT-NUMBER 'A' 3 6 'S' IN-DEPT INDEX)

 017    IF INDEX EQ 0 50

 017    TAKE

 017050 MOVE 7 TO INDEX

 017    TAKE

 01OUT  D

REPORT NO. 01             CULLUS62      mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

                                         DEPARTMENT

            NAME            ACCOUNT         NAME

    JONES MARY              1112222    TECH SUPPORT

    SMITH PETER             3334444    MARKETING

    BROWN JACK              5556666    ADMINISTRATION

    MACINTOSH JUNE          7778888    UNKNOWN

    RICHARDS MICHAEL        9991111    UNKNOWN

    PAPPAS DICK             2223333    SALES

    BURNS FAY               4445555    SYSTEM SUPPORT

  C750009 RECORDS WRITTEN FOR REPORT 01 --          12

Processing Data Dictionary Reporter Tables (CULLUS64)
Contents
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What You Can Do

You can use CULLUS64 to create and read a table of user-defined attributes and user-defined nested comments from the
integrated Data Dictionary. CULLUS64 can be used if you are writing your own data dictionary reports or are modifying
Broadcom-supplied reports. See the IDMS Reports Section for more information about Broadcom-supplied reports.

How to Use CULLUS64

To invoke CULLUS64:

First -- Access the database and identify the subschema by using the DB and SS= options of the INPUT parameter.

Second -- Identify the route through the dictionary by using the PATH parameter.

Third -- Define a numeric work field to hold the key to the user-defined attribute.

Fourth -- Define a subscripted alphanumeric work field to hold the user-defined attributes.

Fifth -- If you do not use literals, code alphanumeric work fields for:

• The action code
• The entity type
• The attribute type

Sixth -- Issue a CALL to CULLUS64 from type 7 logic:

Col

2▼RPTnn7sss CALL US64 (action-code-qv entity-type-qv comment-next-key-qv                      comm-next-id-v

 table-value-v)

• Rpt-nn, coded in columns 2 and 3, specifies a 2-digit number in the range 00 through 99 that identifies the Culprit
report.

• Sss, coded in columns 5 through 7, specifies a 3-digit number indicating the sequence number of the type 7 parameter.
• Action-code-qv (ARG1) requires an alphanumeric work field or 1-character alphanumeric literal, enclosed in single

quotation marks, to specify the action to take:

Code... Action taken...
'0' Create the table
'1' Read the table

• Entity-type-qv (ARG2) requires an alphanumeric work field or 20-character alphanumeric literal, enclosed in single
quotation marks, to indicate the class associated with the attribute and provide access to the entry. The valid classes
are:
SYSTEM       PROGRAM           MODULE

FILE         RECORD            ELEMENT

USER         ATTRIBUTE         CLASS

MESSAGE      TASK              QUEUE

DESTINATION  LOGICAL-TERMINAL  PHYSICAL-TERMINAL

LINE         PANEL             MAP

• Comment-nest-key-qv (ARG3) requires an alphanumeric work field or 1-character alphanumeric literal, enclosed in
single quotation marks, to indicate the type of attribute. Valid attribute codes are listed below under ARG4.

• Comm-nest-id-v (ARG4) requires an 8-byte numeric work field to provide a key to the user-defined attribute. Valid key
formats are listed below:

Attribute type... Attribute code... Key format...
Comment 'C' CMT-ID-nnn
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Nest 'N' NEST-ID-nnn

• Table-value-v (ARG5) requires a 40-character alphanumeric work field to send table updates or receive table data.

Helpful Hints

• Culprit dynamically creates a single external table that can be used by one or more reports. The total number of table
entries need not be known at run time.

• Be sure to move CMT-ID-nnn or NEST-ID-nnn to a numeric work field and specify that work field on the CALL
statement.

• Nnn must be positive integers.
• CULLUS64 does not retrieve system-defined relationships.

Example

This example shows the parameters required to produce a Data Dictionary Report based on CLASS attributes identified
by the key CMT-ID-086.

The following code:

• Specifies an IDMS/DB database and subschemas IDMSNWKA of schema IDMSNTWK on the INPUT parameter
• Identifies the route through the data dictionary on the PATH parameter
• Issues a CALL to CULLUS64 to retrieve user-defined comment entities

 INPUT 10000 F 10000 DB(D) SS=IDMSNWKA,IDMSNTWK 

 PATHA2 OOAK-012 CLASS-092 CLASSCMT-086 

 GW0 ATTR-NAME.18  'SYSTEM              '

*                  'PROGRAM             '

*                  'MODULE              '

*                  'FILE                '

*                  'RECORD              '

*                  'ELEMENT             '

*                  'USER                '

*                  'ATTRIBUTE           '

*                  'CLASS               '

*                  'MESSAGE             '

*                  'TASK                '

*                  'QUEUE               '

*                  'DESTINATION         '

*                  'LOGICAL-TERMINAL    '

*                  'PHYSICAL-TERMINAL   '

*                  'LINE                '

*                  'PANEL               '

*                  'MAP                 '

 010 CMT-ID

 010 PRINT-40 '                                           '

         .

         .

         .

 017250 MOVE CMT-ID-086     TO CMT-ID

 017300 $ CALL MODULE TO RETRIEVE USER-DEFINED COMMENT TYPE

 017    CALL US64 ('1' ATTR-NAME.9 'C' CMT-ID PRINT-40)
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Memory Dump (CULLUS99)
Contents

What You Can Do

You can use CULLUS99 to produce a region or partition dump.

How to Use CULLUS99

To invoke CULLUS99:

• Issue a CALL to CULLUS99 from type 7 logic:
Col

2

▼

RPT-nn7sss CALLUS99

– Rpt-nn, coded in columns 2 and 3, specifies a 2-digit number in the range 00 through 99 that identifies the Culprit
report.

– Sss, coded in columns 5 through 7, specifies a 3-digit number indicating the sequence number of the type 7
parameter.

• Code JCL statements to produce a dump:

System... Result... CULP3 JCL statement...
z/OS An OC1 abend code //SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=A
z/VSE A USER 999 abend code // OPTION DUMP
z/VM DMSABN155T

USER ABEND nnnn called from addr
nnnn = abend type
(in this case, an
operation exception)
addr = virtual
address of the
abend

Enter the DEBUG mode and issue the
DUMP command

Output Modules
An output module is a subroutine called during the CULE processing phase of a Culprit job to facilitate special output
formatting. The tasks you can perform with Broadcom-supplied output modules are listed in the following table.

What You Can Do with Broadcom-supplied Output Modules

To... Use...

Format a vertical or horizontal hexadecimal buffer dump for fixed-
or variable-length records

CULEDUMP

Format sorted or unsorted 1- to 8-line labels CULELABL
Print more than eight heading, detail, and footer lines CULEMLIN
Write formatted records to an existing VSAM file CULEVSAM
Produce printed or punched output for specific Culprit reports
through VSE/POWER

CULEPOWR
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How to Invoke an Output Module
Output modules are invoked by the UM option of the OUTPUT parameter:

• Rpt-nn, coded in columns 2 and 3, specifies a 2-digit number in the range 00 through 99 that identifies the Culprit
report.

• Module-name requires an 8-character name of the output module invoked.
• Special-value-a requires a 1- or 2-character code specific to some (not all) output modules. If present, this value is

preceded by a comma.

Formatting a Hexadecimal Buffer Dump (CULEDUMP)
Contents

CULEDUMP produces a hexadecimal dump of the Culprit output buffer in horizontal or vertical format, as shown below.

Horizontal and Vertical Dump Formats

In horizontal (default) format, hexadecimal representation of data precedes EBCDIC characters for the same data; both
sets of data print on the same line. The first two columns of the dump define the position of the first character of data
shown on that line in the output buffer and the address of that line in storage. In vertical format, EBCDIC characters print
immediately above their hexadecimal representation. The bottom line of this dump indicates the position in the output
buffer, but storage address information is not available.

Horizontal Dump:

           1 INPUT RECORDS READ

 HEX DUMP OUTPUT

POSITION  ADDRESS  STORAGE

 00001    00AB28   40003200 00E3C8C9 E240C9E2 40F3F240   C2E8E3C5 E240D3D6 D5C74040 40404040   * ....THIS IS

 32 BYTES LONG      *

 00033    000020   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040   *             

                   *

 00065    000040   40404040 40404040 404040F1 F16BF0F0   F0404040 40404040 40404040 40404040   *          

 11,000               *

 00097    000060   40404040 40                                                                 *             

                   *

  C750009 RECORDS WRITTEN FOR REPORT 01 --           1

Vertical Dump:

           1 INPUT RECORDS READ

 HEX DUMP OUTPUT

               CHAR        THIS IS 32 BYTES LONG                                                 11,000

               ZONE  

 40300ECCE4CE4FF4CEECE4DDDC4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444FF6FFF4444444444444444444
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               DIGIT 

 00200389209203202835203657000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000011B0000000000000000000000

                    

 01...5...10....5...20....5...30....5...40....5...50....5...60....5...70....5...80....5...90....5...00

               CHAR

               ZONE   4

               DIGIT  0

                    101

  C750009 RECORDS WRITTEN FOR REPORT 01 --           1

What You Can Do

You can use CULEDUMP to:

• Produce a horizontal or vertical dump that can be used as an aid in debugging Culprit code. This is especially helpful if
you have written your own output module.

• Obtain a dump, limited to the length of each output record, for variable-length records.

How to Use CULEDUMP

To invoke CULEDUMP:

First -- Define the input file and input fields.

Second -- Specify CULEDUMP on the OUTPUT parameter using the user module and special value options:

• Rpt-nn, coded in columns 2 and 3, requires a 2-digit report number in the range 00 through 99.
• Dump-format requires a 1-character code, preceded by a comma, to specify the printed format. The default is a

horizontal dump.

Use... For this format...
H Horizontal
V Vertical

• Variable-length-indicator requires a V as a 1-character code to specify a variable-length record dump. The default is a
dump of the entire output buffer for each record.

Helpful Hints

• The dump format option for CULEDUMP is independent of the PROFILE parameter HD= option. The HD= option
applies only to dumps produced by the extended error-handling facility. See Culprit for IDMS Messages and Codes
Section for more information.

• When the variable-length indicator is used, the length of the record (RDW) must be contained in the first 4 bytes of the
output buffer.

Example 1 -- Horizontal Dump of Fixed-length Records

This example produces a horizontal dump of fixed-length output buffer records.
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The following code:

• Defines an 80-byte input record as one field (FLD)
• Uses the OUTPUT parameter to:

– Allocate 100 bytes for each output record
– Request a details only report
– Issue a CALL to CULEDUMP to create a horizontal (default) dump

• Specifies the output (FLD) on a type 5 line using exact column placement.

 IN 80 F 80

 REC FLD             1   80

 01OUT 100 D UM(CULEDUMP)

 01510001 FLD

           1 INPUT RECORDS READ

 HEX DUMP OUTPUT

POSITION  ADDRESS  STORAGE

 00001    00AB28   40003200 00E3C8C9 E240C9E2 40F3F240   C2E8E3C5 E240D3D6 D5C74040 40404040   * ....THIS IS

 32 BYTES LONG      *

 00033    000020   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040   *             

                   *

 00065    000040   40404040 40404040 404040F1 F16BF0F0   F0404040 40404040 40404040 40404040   *          

 11,000               *

 00097    000060   40404040 40                                                                 *             

                   *

  C750009 RECORDS WRITTEN FOR REPORT 01 --           1

Example 2 -- Vertical Dump of Variable-length Records

This example produces a vertical dump of variable-length output buffer records.

The following code:

• Defines the largest record length in the file as 80 bytes
• Defines the file as one field (FLD)
• Uses the OUTPUT parameter to:

– Allocate a maximum of 100 bytes for the output buffer
– Specify a details-only report
– Issue a CALL to CULEDUMP to create a vertical dump (V)

• Uses a type 5 parameter with exact column placement to place the FLD in the output buffer

IN 80 F 80

REC FLD    1  80

01OUT 100 D UM(CULEDUMP VV)

01510001 FLD

           1 INPUT RECORDS READ

 HEX DUMP OUTPUT

               CHAR       THIS IS 32 BYTES LONG

               ZONE   0300ECCE4CE4FF4CEECE4DDDC4444444444444444444444444

               DIGIT  02003892092032028352036570000000000000000000000000

                     01...5...10....5...20....5...30....5...40....5...50

  C750009 RECORDS WRITTEN FOR REPORT 01 --           1
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Printing Labels (CULELABL)
What You Can Do

You can use CULELABL to print 1- to 8-line labels, in sorted or unsorted sequence, on regular or special forms.

How to Use CULELABL

Supply a carriage control tape or a function control block (FCB) to direct channel 1 to the first line of each label.

To invoke CULELABL:

1. Use a SORT parameter if you want to print the labels in alphabetical order.
2. Code type 5 or type 6 edit parameters with:

– The label information.
– A carriage control character of 1 in column 10 for the first edit line.
– The exact start position of each detail line, based on the record size defined on the output parameter. See the

following diagram for calculating the record and block size.
3. Specify CULELABL on the OUTPUT parameter, using the UM option:

Col

2

▼

RPT-nnOUTPUT record-size-n block-size-nUM(CULELABL)

– Rpt-nn, coded in columns 2 and 3, is a 2-digit report number in the range 00 through 99.
– Record-size-n requires the number of print positions occupied by each label on a page. Include blank spaces

before and after printed information (see the following diagram).
– Block-size-n requires the number of print positions occupied by all labels across the page. To determine block-

size-n, multiply record-size-n by the number of labels (see the following diagram). This specification should not
exceed the printer's output line size (usually 132 characters).

CULELABL Record Size and Block Size Calculation

The following diagram shows the CULELABL record size and block size calculation.

Example

This example reads 80-character input records and prints name and address labels on a form having two labels across
the page and several labels down the page.

The following code:

• Uses the OUT parameter to specify:
– A record size of 34 characters
– A block size of 68 characters to accommodate two labels across the page
– A CALL to CULELABL

• Uses a carriage control character of 1 in column 10 for the first line of each new label
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 INPUT 80 F 80

 99OUT 34 68 D UM(CULELABL)

 REC NAME 1 25

 REC STREET-NAME 26 19

 REC STATE-CODE  45  2

 REC CITY-NAME   47 10

 REC ZIP-CODE    57  9

 995100011NAME

 99520001 STREET-NAME

 99530001 CITY-NAME

 99530012 STATE-CODE

 99530015 ZIP-CODE

An Example of Name and Address Labels

Printing Multiple Lines (CULEMLIN)
Contents

What You Can Do

You can use CULEMLIN to print out more than eight header, detail, total, or footer lines. Reports can contain heading and
footer lines on any page and correspondence, such as confirmation letters, can include data read in from the input file.
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How It Works

CULEMLIN extends Culprit's ability to print more than eight output lines by dividing the output buffer contents into equal
segments that correspond to the length of the print line. More than one segment, not exceeding the specified length of the
output buffer, can be coded on the same detail line of a type 4, 5, or 6 edit parameter.

The process followed by Culprit and CULEMLIN is:

1. Culprit:
– Determines the size of the output buffer from the specification given on the OUTPUT parameter
– Constructs the contents of the output buffer at output time from data entered on type 4, 5, and 6 edit parameters
– Passes the contents of the output buffer to CULEMLIN

2. CULEMLIN:
– Divides the contents of the output buffer into equal segments. Each segment equals 81 or 133 characters,

depending on printer requirements.
– Prints each segment.

How CULEMLIN Works

The output buffer has a defined length of 324 characters, which is evenly divided into segments of 81 bytes (80 text plus 1
carriage control character). The code specifies the exact placement of the text of each line.

The following figure shows the output buffer format (CULEMLIN):

Shown below is the code specifying text placement:

10510001 '1'

10510056 'SEPTEMBER 27, 1999'

10510082 '-'

10510088 NAME

10510169 STREET

10510250 CITY

10510264 STATE

10510267 ZIP-CODE

Shown below is the printed output:

                                                      SEPTEMBER 27, 1999

     AMOS     JOHNSON

     22651 MASS AVENUE

     SAN FRANCISCO CA 09801

How to Use CULEMLIN

To invoke CULEMLIN:

First -- Define the input file.
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Second -- Specify CULEMLIN on the OUTPUT parameter using the UM option:

• Rpt-nn, coded in columns 2 and 3, requires a 2-digit report number in the range 00 through 99.
• Record-size-n requires the number of characters held in the output buffer. This number must be a multiple of the length

of the printed line plus a carriage control character (81 or 133).
• Special-value-nn can be:

– An optional 2-digit number in the range 00 to 99 that sets the lines-per-page count and directs output to a file
identified by the same number. The defaults are 55 lines to a page and SYS004 as the output file.

– A 1-byte binary number followed by a space with a value between X'01' and X'3F', inclusive. This value can be
submitted only from a terminal with hexadecimal input facilities. When applied as a binary number, output is directed
to SYS004.

Third -- Define one page heading, using the special character #, on a type 4 parameter.

Fourth -- Define detail and total lines (type 5 and type 6 parameters) as required by the report. Use absolute, rather than
relative, column positions.

Fifth -- Use a carriage control character in a column that is an even multiple of the printer line size (81 or 133
characters) and less than the number of characters held in the output buffer (record-size-n). Valid carriage control
characters are listed in the following table.

ASA Control Characters

Character Description
(SPACE) One line is advanced before printing.
0 Two lines are advanced before printing.
- Three lines are advanced before printing.
+ No lines are advanced before printing (causes overprint).
1 Printer ejects to a new page before printing.
2-9 Printer skips to channel 2-9 before printing.
A-F Printer skips to channel 10-15 before printing.
'#' Specifies heading lines on type 4 parameters.
'@' Specifies footer lines on type 5 parameters.
'*' Suppresses blank lines.

CULEMLIN also provides these additional options:

• Automatic page numbering, coded by using %PAGE, enclosed in single quotation marks, on a heading or footer line.
• Page control breaks, coded by using the:

– SORT parameter
– The carriage control character 1, enclosed in single quotation marks, on a type 4 heading line

Helpful Hints
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• A report layout form to calculate the position of the report fields is useful.
• The number of characters, including spaces, defined for each edit line must not exceed the size of the output buffer.

The limit is 1330 bytes.
• Type 3 (title) parameters and autoheaders should be avoided.
• CULEMLIN holds heading and footer lines until:

– The line-per-page count exceeds CULEMLIN's maximum (default is 55)
– The ASA control character '1' on a detail line signals a page eject

• The default output file (SYS004) can be overridden by using the DD= clause on the OUTPUT parameter or the special-
value-nn UM(CULEMLIN) option described above to direct the output.

Example 1 -- Printing a Letter Containing Variables

This example produces confirmation letters for customers having installment loans. The account number, outstanding
balance, late charges, and remaining payments vary in each letter.

The following code:

• Copies the input file definition into the code (=COPY)
• Specifies 324 bytes for the output buffer, based on the requirements of the heading (4 printed lines of 81 characters

each)
• Defines the heading by using '#' on a type 4 parameter
• Creates multiple detail lines by using:

– Five logical divisions (new buffer contents), which are identified by control characters '1' or '-' placed in the first
position of the buffer line

– Two additional divisions created by using a third and fourth type 5 detail line
• Uses control characters, not placed in the first position of the buffer line, to create spacing
• Uses blanks in the output buffer to print two spaces between the third and fourth detail lines

 IN 80

 REC ACCOUNT   1  5

 REC NAME      6 18

 REC STREET     24 19

 REC CITY     43 13

 REC STATE    56  2

 REC ZIP-CODE 58  5

 REC BALANCE  63  7  2  DP=2

 REC ODCHG    70  5  2  DP=2

 REC REMAIN   75  3  2

 

 10OUT  324  D  UM(CULEMLIN) $Output buffer = 81 bytes x 4 print lines

 10410001 '#'                         $Identifies the heading

 10410033 'LAST NATIONAL BANK'

 10410115 '1234 MAIN STREET'

 10410197 'SOMEWHERE, USA'

 10410244 '0'

 10510001 '1'                              $New buffer contents 1

 10510056 'month dd, yyyy'                 $Print line 1

 10510082 '-'                              $Triple space

 10510088 NAME                             $Print line 2

 10510169 STREET                             $Print line 3

 10510250 CITY                             $Print

 10510264 STATE                            $      line

 10510267 ZIP-CODE                         $           4

 10520001 '-'                              $New buffer contents 2
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 10520007 'DEAR CUSTOMER:'

 10520082 '-'

 10520092 'FROM TIME TO TIME, AS PART OF OUR REGULAR AUDIT'

 10520140 'PROCEDURE, WE'

 10520169 'ASK OUR CUSTOMERS TO CONFIRM THAT'

 10520203 'THEIR RECORDS ARE IN AGREEMENT'

 10520250 'WITH OURS.  THE INFORMATION SHOWN BELOW IS TAKEN'

 10520299 'FROM OUR RECORDS'

 10530007 'OF YOUR ***INSTALLMENT LOAN*** ACCOUNT AS OF'

 10530052 'THE AUDIT DATE ABOVE.'

 10530088 'THIS IS NOT A REQUEST FOR PAYMENT.'

* $Blanks in the output buffer create two blank lines

 10540016 'ACCOUNT NUMBER'

 10540054 ACCOUNT

 10540097 'OUTSTANDING BALANCE'

 10540131 BALANCE F2

 10540178 'LATE CHARGES DUE'

 10540215 ODCHG  F2

 10540259 'REMAINING PAYMENTS'

 10540302 REMAIN F1

 10550001 '-'                              $New buffer contents 3

 10550011 'PLEASE SIGN AND RETURN THIS LETTER IN THE'

 10550053 'ENCLOSED POSTAGE'

 10550088 'PAID ENVELOPE.  IF YOUR RECORDS DO NOT AGREE,'

 10550134 'ADDITIONALLY PLEASE'

 10550169 'WRITE IN THE CORRECT DATA.  YOUR PROMPT REPLY'

 10550215 'WILL BE GREATLY'

 10550250 'APPRECIATED.'

 10560001 '-'                              $New buffer contents 4

 10560042 'VERY TRULY YOURS,'

 10560082 '-'                              $Triple space

 10560123 'INTERNAL AUDIT DEPARTMENT'

 10560163 '-'                              $Triple space

 10560169 '----------------------------------------'

 10560209 '---------------------------'

 10560250 ACCOUNT

 10560275 'PLEASE REPLY BELOW'

 10570001 '-'                              $New buffer contents 5

 10570088 '--------------------'

 10570113 '-----------------------------------------'

 10570176 'DATE'

 10570208 'SIGNATURE'

 10570244 '-'                              $Triple space

 10570250 'COMMENTS -'

Printed Letter

Shown below is a letter which is the result of the code given above.

                                                          month dd, yyyy

     AMOS     JOHNSON
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     22651 MASS AVENUE

     SAN FRANCISCO CA 09801

     DEAR CUSTOMER:

         FROM TIME TO TIME, AS PART OF OUR REGULAR AUDIT PROCEDURE, WE

     ASK OUR CUSTOMERS TO CONFIRM THAT THEIR RECORDS ARE IN AGREEMENT

     WITH OURS.  THE INFORMATION SHOWN BELOW IS TAKEN FROM OUR RECORDS

     OF YOUR ***INSTALLMENT LOAN*** ACCOUNT AS OF THE AUDIT DATE ABOVE.

     THIS IS NOT A REQUEST FOR PAYMENT.

              ACCOUNT NUMBER                        21056

              OUTSTANDING BALANCE                   11.23

              LATE CHARGES DUE                       1.00

              REMAINING PAYMENTS                           1

         PLEASE SIGN AND RETURN THIS LETTER IN THE ENCLOSED POSTAGE

     PAID ENVELOPE.  IF YOUR RECORDS DO NOT AGREE, ADDITIONALLY PLEASE

     WRITE IN THE CORRECT DATA.  YOUR PROMPT REPLY WILL BE GREATLY

     APPRECIATED.

                                        VERY TRULY YOURS,

                                        INTERNAL AUDIT DEPARTMENT

     -------------------------------------------------------------------

     21056                    PLEASE REPLY BELOW

     --------------------     -----------------------------------------

            DATE                            SIGNATURE

     COMMENTS -

Printing a Report with Footers

This example produces an Account Gain or Loss report for individual branch offices. A heading, footer, and totals
information is printed on each page.

The following code:
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• Defines the length of the output buffer as 532 bytes, based on the heading that consists of 4 lines (two with information
and two with blanks) and a print lines of 133 characters

• Uses a control break of 1 on the SORT parameter and a page-eject control character ('1') on a type 4 parameter to
obtain a page eject when the branch changes

• Suppresses the printing of unused segments of the output buffer by using '*'
• Specifies 20 lines to a page on the CALL to CULEMLIN. SYS020 is added to the CULE job control statements
• Defines the footer on a type 5 line by using '@'

IN 80

REC BRANCH    1  2

REC ACCOUNT   3  3

REC NAME      6 18

REC CURR-BAL 63  7  2 DP=2

REC PREV-BAL 70  7  2 DP=2

140 GAIN-LOSS DP=2

14SORT BRANCH ACCOUNT

14OUT  532  UM(CULEMLIN,20)      $20 detail lines per  page

14410001 '#'                     $Heading lines

14410007 '* * CONFIDENTIAL * *'

14410038 'ACCOUNT GAIN OR LOSS'

14410072 '* * CONFIDENTIAL * *'

14410270 'BRANCH'

14410279 'ACCOUNT'

14410298 'NAME'

14410319 'BALANCE'

14410331 'PRIOR BALANCE'

14410349 'GAIN/LOSS'

14420001 '1'                       $Page eject

14420134 '*'                      $Blank buffer nulled out

14420267 '*'

14420400 '*'

14510006 BRANCH

14510013 ACCOUNT

14510023 NAME

14510049 CURR-BAL        F2

14510065 PREV-BAL        F2

14510081 GAIN-LOSS SZ=11 F2

14510134 '*'

14510267 '*'

14510400 '*'

14520001 '@'                      $Footer

14520273 '* * CONFIDENTIAL * *'

14520338 '* * CONFIDENTIAL * *'

14520400 '*'

14610001 '-'

14610008 'TOTALS'

14610049 CURR-BAL        F2

14610065 PREV-BAL        F2

14610081 GAIN-LOSS SZ=11 F2

14610134 '*'

14610267 '*'

14610400 '*'
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14620001 '0'                      $Spacing

14620008 'GRAND TOTALS'

14620049 CURR-BAL        F2

14620065 PREV-BAL        F2

14620081 GAIN-LOSS SZ=11 F2

14620134 '*'

14620267 '*'

14620400 '*'

147      CURR-BAL MINUS PREV-BAL GAIN-LOSS

148010   IF LEVL EQ 2 100

148      TAKE 1

148100   TAKE 2

140 GAIN-LOSS DP=2

     * * CONFIDENTIAL * *   ACCOUNT GAIN OR LOSS     * * CONFIDENTIAL * *

  BRANCH   ACCOUNT            NAME                 BALANCE     PRIOR BALANCE     GAIN/LOSS

    15     060       SHARON   ARMSTRONG        10,000.00        9,100.54               899.46

    21     056       AMOS     JOHNSON              11.23        1,000.01               988.78-

    29     557       IRWIN    TRIMBLE             357.85          200.02               157.83

    30     115       IRMA     DOONES            9,756.73          340.10             9,416.63

    33     470       VICTORIA DAY              50,432.00          560.05            49,871.95

    69     876       BRUCE    THORPE              203.45          100.01               103.44

    99     083       HELEN    SANTOVEC          2,857.43        3,450.20               592.77-

      TOTALS                                   73,618.69       14,750.93            58,867.76

     * * CONFIDENTIAL * *                                             * * CONFIDENTIAL * *

Writing Formatted Records to a VSAM File (CULEVSAM)
Contents

What You Can Do

CULEVSAM writes entry-sequenced (ESDS), key-sequenced (KSDS), and relative-sequenced (RSDS) VSAM records to
an already existing VSAM data set.

You can use CULEVSAM to:

• Add ESDS records to the end of the existing VSAM data set
• Add KSDS records according to the ascending value of each key field
• Add RSDS records to null VSAM data set created with the utility IDCAMS expressly for the CULEVSAM run or a

previously existing nonblank data set
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How to Use CULEVSAM

Define the VSAM file to which the records are written in the CULE step of the Culprit JCL.

System JCL statement
z/OS //SYS020 DD DSN=cluster.name,DISP=SHR

cluster.name = VSAM file cluster name as defined
in the IDCAMS jobs that created this file

z/VSE // ASSGN SYS020,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL SYS020,'cluster.name',,VSAM,CAT=IJSYSCT
// EXTENT SYS020,nnnnnn
nnnnnn = volume serial name of disk containing
the VSAM data set
cluster.name = name of the VSAM cluster as defined
in the IDCAMS job that created this
data set

z/VM VSAM files are not supported.

To invoke CULEVSAM:

First -- Specify CULEVSAM on an OUTPUT parameter using the UM option:

Col

2▼RPT-nnOUTPUT UM(CULEVSAM ,sequence-type-a)

• Rpt-nn, coded in columns 2 and 3, requires a 2-digit report number in the range 00 through 99.
• Sequence-type-a, preceded by a comma, requires the output VSAM file type:

Use... For...
ES Output to an entry-sequenced VSAM file
KS Output to a key-sequenced VSAM file
RS Output to a relative-sequenced VSAM file

Second -- Describe the output VSAM records on type 5 parameters.

Helpful Hints

• When writing records to a KSDS VSAM file, the key field must be in the position originally defined for the VSAM data
set.

• KSDS records must be added in ascending order by the key field.

Segmenting Reports in a VSE/POWER Run (CULEPOWR)
Contents

 

What You Can Do

CULEPOWR allows specification of print or punch information for one or more reports in Culprit run under VSE/POWER.
You can use CULEPOWR as:
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• An output module to print or punch tasks through Culprit's print routines
• A subroutine called by another output module written in code other than Culprit (such as, Assembler or COBOL) that

has the responsibility for printing or punching tasks

How to Use CULEPOWR as a Culprit Output Module

To invoke CULEPOWR:

First -- Specify CULEPOWR on an OUTPUT parameter using the UM option:

Col

2

▼

RPT-nn OUTPUT UM(CULEPOWR) [LP=llnes-per-page-nn]

 

• Rpt-nn, coded in columns 2 and 3, requires a 2-digit report number in the range 00 through 99.
• Lines-per-page-nn requires a 2-digit number indicating the number of lines to print on a page. The default is 55 lines.

Second -- Code VSE/POWER JECL statements after the Culprit JCL that executes the CULE step:

Col

1

▼

RPT-nn power-keyword-q JECL-options [ comments ]

 

• Rpt-nn, coded in columns 1 and 2, is the number of the Culprit report specified on the OUTPUT parameter that
requested CULEPOWR.

• Power-keyword-q, coded in columns 3 through 5 and enclosed in single quotation marks, requires a LST or PUN
keyword, as appropriate.

• Column 6 is a space.
• JECL-options, coded in columns 7 through 68, specifies VSE/POWER options required for the run. (Refer to VSE/

POWER publications.)
• Comments, coded in columns 69 through 80, are optional.

Helpful Hints

 

• If an optional RESTART parameter is specified at the end of the Culprit JCL, follow RESTART with a /* parameter
before the first VSE/POWER JECL card.
If no RESTART parameter is specified, precede the first VSE/POWER JECL card with a /* parameter.

• If CULEPOWR is invoked by more than one report, follow each report's JECL information with a /* parameter and
order the JECL cards by ascending report number.

• To print headings on each page, use the OUTPUT parameter LP= option. Otherwise, the lines-per-page defaults to
zero; title and heading lines print only on the first page of the report.

• Invoking CULEPOWR changes the current VSE/POWER JECL options. The new JECL options set by CULEPOWR
stay in effect until the end of the Culprit job or until another report uses CULEPOWR.

How to Use CULEPOWR as a Subroutine

To use CULEPOWR as a subroutine, use the name CULEPWR and link it with each calling output module, as shown in
the following sample job control language:
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// JOB module-name

// OPTION CATAL

 PHASE module-name,*

 INCLUDE module-name

 INCLUDE CULEPOWR

 ENTRY module-name

// EXEC LNKEDT

/*

Module-name is the name of the output module that is responsible for all printing or punching.

To invoke CULEPWR from an output module:

First -- Issue a CALL to CULEPWR from the module:

CALL CULEPWR

Second -- Include a calling parameter list that points to the address of the control switch and, if indicated, to the JECL
information:

Use this code... To indicate that...
'C' JECL information is passed through the CALL. A second address

is expected in the calling parameter list to point to the JECL
information area.

'R' The JECL information is read through the card reader.

Third -- Test for the control switch return code value:

A return code of... Means...
'0' No errors. VSE/POWER segmentation performed.
'1' Invalid control switch value found. VSE/POWER segmentation not

attempted.
'2' No input card or more than one input card was found in SYSRDR.

VSE/POWER segmentation not performed.
'3' Internal error.
'4' Invalid JECL keyword. VSE/POWER segmentation not performed.
'5' An unrecognizable error code returned after VSE/POWER

segmentation was attempted.
'6' A hex '04' error code returned after VSE/POWER segmentation

was attempted. See the Segmentation Macro section of the VSE/
POWER section.

'7' A hex '08' error code returned after VSE/POWER segmentation
was attempted. See the Segmentation Macro section of the VSE/
POWER section.

Helpful Hints
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• VSE/POWER JECL information is supplied through the CALL or through the card reader.
• CULEPOWR accesses JECL information through a control switch. The control switch is pointed to by the first address

in the calling parameter list. The value of the control switch determines if a second address should be expected in the
parameter list. If present, the second address points to the JECL information.

• The JECL information area has the following format:
Col

1

▼

power-keyword power-JECL-options

 
– Power-keyword, coded in columns 1 through 3 and enclosed in single quotation marks, requires a LST or PUN

keyword, as appropriate.
– Column 4 is a space.
– Power-JECL-options, coded in columns 5 through 66, specifies VSE/POWER options required for the run. (Refer to

VSE/POWER publications.)
• The VSE/POWER JECL information card, read through a CALL to CULEPOWR, has the following format:

Col

3

▼

power-keyword power-JECL-options [ comments ]

Columns 1 and 2 are not used.

Power-keyword, coded in columns 3 through 5, requires a LST or PUN keyword, as appropriate.

Column 6 is a space.

Power-JECL-options, coded in columns 7 through 68, specifies VSE/POWER options required for the run. (Refer to VSE/
POWER publications.)

Comments, coded in columns 69 through 80, are optional.

• When the JECL card is read through a CALL to CULEPOWR, the Culprit report number is not available for verification
against the card. The input job stream of JECL cards must be in ascending numerical sequence of the reports that
require them as input.

• Invoking CULEPOWR changes the current VSE/POWER JECL options. The new JECL options set by CULEPOWR
stay in effect until the end of the Culprit job or until another report uses CULEPOWR.

Example 1 -- Calling CULEPWR from an Assembler Routine

Reading JECL Information from a Card

         .

         .

         .

         CALL  CULEPWR,(CTLSW)          CALL TO CULEPWR

         CLI   CTLSW,X'F0'              CHECK RETURN CODE

         BNE   ERROR                    ERROR WAS NOTED

         .

         .

         .

CTLSW    DS    CLI'R'                   JECL VIA CARD

Passing JECL Information Via the Call
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         .

         .

         .

         CALL  CULEPWR,(CTLSW,JECL)     CALL TO CULEPWR

         CLI   CTLSW,X'F0'              CHECK RETURN CODE

         BNE   ERROR                    ERROR WAS NOTED

         .

         .

         .

CTLSW    DS    CLI'C'                   JECL VIA CALL

JECL     DS    CL66'LST FNO=ACB,DISP=H,PRI=1'

Example 2 -- Calling CULEPWR from a COBOL Module

Reading JECL Information from a Card

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

01   CULEPWR-CALL.

     05 CONTROL-SWR              PIC X(1) VALUE 'R'.

     05 CONTROL-SWC              PIC X(1) VALUE 'C'.

     05 JECL-INFO.

        10  JECL                 PIC X(24)

            VALUE 'LST FNO=ACB,DISP=H,PRI=1'.

        10  FILLER               PIC X(42) VALUE SPACES.

PROCEDURE DIVISION.

     .

     .

     .

CULEPWR-READING-JECL-CARD.

    CALL CULEPWR USING CONTROL-SWR.

    IF CONTROL-SWR NOT EQUAL TO '0'

       GO TO CULEPWR-ERROR.

           .

           .

           .

CULEPWR-JECL-VIA-CALL.

    CALL CULEPWR USING CONTROL-SWC JECL INFOR.

    IF CONTROL-SWC NOT EQUAL TO '0'

       GO TO CULEPWR-ERROR.

Writing User Modules
You can write your own user modules to facilitate processing Culprit reports. Before writing your own module, be sure
to check the Broadcom-supplied modules to see if the function you need is already available. The Broadcom-supplied
modules are listed in "Introduction" section.

Typical Uses for User-written User Modules
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Input, procedure, and output modules perform specific processing tasks that have practical applications. Some typical
uses are listed below:

Use... To...

An input module Decompress a file
Read a file type not supported by Culprit
Combine records from different files to form one input buffer

A procedure module Perform a difficult computation
Incorporate a company-required routine

An output module Write a file or report in a format not available to Culprit
Compress the output

 

General Considerations for User-written Modules

• User-written modules can be called at the same points during a Culprit run as the Broadcom-supplied modules
discussed in this section. These points occur during:
– Input file processing (the extract phase), called from the UM option of the INPUT parameter:

INPUT 80 F 400 UM(module)

– Input record processing (the extract phase), called from type 7 logic:
017010 CALL module

– Output processing (the output phase), called from the OUTPUT parameter:
01OUT UM(module)

• Modules are treated as subroutines by the main Culprit processing logic, as follows:
– The module executes at a specified exit point.
– Culprit passes data, in the form of an argument list, to the module.
– Control is returned to the Culprit program when the module finishes executing.

• Modules must be written in a programming language that observes standard linkage conventions, such as COBOL,
Assembler, PL/I or FORTRAN.

• All modules must be compiled and link edited.
If a module already exists in a load (core-image) library, no new link is required. You can do one of the following:
– Concatenate the library containing the module with the Culprit load (core-image) library.
– Copy the library member into the Culprit load (core-image) library.

• When procedure modules are link edited with names in the CULLUSnn format, care must be taken that the name does
not duplicate a Broadcom-supplied module.

How to Link-edit User Modules
Contents

Under all operating systems each module is link edited separately. The member name of a user module within the load
library must be the same name used in the Culprit code to call the module.

Under z/VSE, the space between the end of PHASE CULLGEN and the beginning of PHASE CULLWORK should be as
large as the environment permits. Procedure modules for all the reports in a single run must be stored together.
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Establishing Linkage to a COBOL Module

Because Culprit system programs are written in the Assembler, each invocation of a COBOL program is normally
treated as an entry into a main program. Special procedures must be used in order for the COBOL program to act as
a subroutine. This is necessary, for example, if a file is opened on the first call to the COBOL program and that file is
accessed in subsequent calls.

Use either of two methods shown below to establish linkage to a COBOL procedure module. Use method 2 to establish
linkage to a COBOL input or output module.

METHOD 1: Call CULLUS00 as documented in The Universal Interface (CULLUS00). CULLUS00 will automatically create
the COBOL environment before calling the target procedure module. Since CULLUS00 is only used for calling procedure
modules, this method will not work for input or output modules.

If this method is used, the target procedure module can be linked with any desired AMODE or RMODE under z/OS, z/
VM or z/VSE operating systems. If running under IBM Language Environment, the procedure module must be linked
AMODE(31).

METHOD 2: Calling the COBOL module directly. This method can be used with modules compiled under VS COBOL, VS
COBOL II, LE-compliant COBOL compilers (such as COBOL for and z/VM or COBOL/VSE) COBOL. To implement this
method, perform the following steps:

1. Use the compile options listed below (if they apply to your version of the COBOL compiler):
– NOENDJOB
– NODYNAM

2. Code the verb GOBACK within the module code.
3. For LE-compliant COBOL compilers under VSE such as COBOL/VSE, add the following statement to the linkage

editor control statements:
– INCLUDE CEEUOPT
where CEEUOPT names a file that contains a CEEUOPT module which was compiled specifying RTEREUS=YES.

NOTE

– For more information on creating an application-specific version of CEEUOPT, see the appropriate COBOL
Application Programming Section.

– It is not necessary to link a CEEUOPT module specifying RTEREUSE=YES with COBOL programs compiled with
Enterprise COBOL for z/OS.

4. For COBOL II, compile and add the following statement to the linkage editor control statements:
– INCLUDE IGZEOPT
where IGZEOPT names a file which contains an IGZEOPT module which was compiled specifying RTEREUS=YES.
See the VS COBOL II Application Programming Section for information on creating an application-specific version of
IGZEOPT.

5. Specify any desired AMODE, but specify RMODE(24).

Establishing Linkage to an Assembler Module

When a user module is written in Assembler, observe the following linking conventions:

• Use an ENTRY statement if the entry point of the module is not the beginning of the first control section.
• Use standard register assignments:

Register... Assigns...
1 The address of the argument list
2-12 Must be saved and restored
13 The address of the SAVE area
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14 The return address in Culprit
15 The entry address of the CALLed program

• Assemble and link the module into a load (z/OS) or core-image (z/VSE) library.

Establishing Linkage to a PL/I Module

Because the operating environment of a PL/I program is different from that of Culprit (that is, Assembler), the following
procedures must be observed when using PL/I modules.

NOTE
PL/I user modules are only supported on the z/OS platform.

For programs compiled with an LE-compliant compiler:

• Write the module without the MAIN option but the FETCHABLE option.
• Use CULLEOPT, a Broadcom-supplied module, to establish the PL/I environment.
• Assemble and link the module into a load library.
• Relink the module, including CULLEOPT in the link edit. The linkage editor control statements for relinking CULLEOPT

(in the load library) and an already compiled and linked PL/I user module (plisub) in a z/OS system are shown below:
//SYSIN DD *

CHANGE CULSUB(plisub_proc) Procedure name within PL/I user module

INCLUDE SYSLMOD(plisub)    Linked PL/I user module name

INCLUDE SYSLMOD(CULLEOPT)

ENTRY CULLEOPT

NAME CULLUSnn(R)           Name called by CA Culprit

/*

For programs compiled with a non LE-compliant compiler:

• Write the module without the MAIN option.
• Use CULLPOPT, a Broadcom-supplied module, to establish the PL/I environment.
• Assemble and link the module into a load library.
• Relink the module, including CULLPOPT in the link edit. The linkage editor control statements for relinking CULLPOPT

(in the load library) and an already compiled and linked PL/I user module (plisub) in a z/OS system are shown below:
//SYSIN DD*

 CHANGE      CULPLI(plisub_proc)  Procedure name within PL/I user module

 INCLUDE     SYSLMOD(plisub)      Linked PL/I user module name

 INCLUDE     SYSLMOD(CULLPOPT)

 ENTRY       PLIOPT

 NAME        CULLUSnn(R)          Name called by CA Culprit

/*

Establishing linkage to a FORTRAN module

The differences between a FORTRAN module and the Culprit program (that is, Assembler) require:

• Using the naming convention CULFUSnn, where nn is a 2-digit number.
• Using the Broadcom-supplied module CULLUS00 to call the module from the type 7 logic in the main Culprit program.

CULLUS00 recognizes the CULFUSnn naming convention and automatically converts the FORTRAN numeric fields.
(See The Universal Interface (CULLUS00) for more information about CULLUS00.)

How to Write Input Modules
Contents
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What You Can Do

A standard Culprit module reads one record at a time from the input file and places that record in the input buffer. When
using an input module, you can:

• Open and close an input file or set of files
• Read an input file or a set of files into the Culprit input buffer
• Check for errors on the input file
• Perform computations and record formatting before the input buffer is built
• Process selected records when SELECT/BYPASS parameters are encountered

How Information Is Passed

Information is passed between Culprit and an input module by means of an argument list, which is set up by Culprit from
system and user-supplied information. The following considerations apply:

• Most of the arguments are not accessed by the input module.
• References to the arguments can occur only within the input module code.
• Arguments 1 (input buffer address) and 3 (open/close switch) must always be accessed within the input module code.

The input module arguments, their function, and address pointers are listed in the following table.

Input Module Argument List and Address Pointers

Argument name Function/comments Displacement from Register 1
INPUT The address of the Culprit input buffer

accessed within the input module code.
0

DEVINDS The address of type and DTF codes used
internally by Culprit.

4

OPNCLS The address of a 1-byte user-supplied
open/close switch accessed within the
input module code. The following table lists
allowable switch values.

8

FILSPEC The address for record and label-type
codes for the input file being read.

12

RECSIZE The address for the record size (halfword)
of the input file records.

16

BLKSIZE The address for the blocksize (halfword) of
the input file.

20

FILDESC The address for the external file name (8-
bytes alphanumeric) and logical unit (1-byte
hexadecimal) for the input file.

24

ISKEY The address of an internal Culprit key field
not accessible by the user.

28

VPRINT The entry address for the Culprit print
routine used to print user-defined diagnostic
and error message relating to the input
buffer.
VPRINT cannot be called by a COBOL user
module. For Assembler modules, call the
VCON print routine address and pass the
address of the line of data to be printed.

32
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ASELTBL The address of the internal select table
used by input module select routines
(CULLCBSL, CULSLCT, and CULSINIT).

36

VSEL The VCON address for the CULLSEL
module used by input module select
routines.

40

VDBEXIT The address for the DBEXIT module
supplied by the input module for the CULL
step. VDBEXIT is not accessible by the
user.

44

COMMONA A common area for internal Culprit use.
COMMONA is not accessible by the user.

48

ALTDESC The address if the filename/ddname and
logical unit for an alternate file specified
with the INPUT parameter DD2 option.

52

PASSWD The address of an 8-byte user-specified
password, as specified on the INPUT
parameter.

56

Input Module Open/close Switch Values

If the open/close switch is not set to one of these values, Culprit outputs an error message stating the contents of the
switch.

Hexadecimal value File status Binary value
X'FF' The input file is closed and must be opened

by resetting the value to X'00'.
255

X'00' The input file is open and can read and
deliver records to the Culprit input buffer
until an end-of-file condition is encountered.
Close the file and reset this value to X'FF'
when end-of-file is reached.

0

X'0F' The STOP action has been encountered in
procedure code. The input module closes
the input file. Reset this value to X'FF'.

15

X'F0' The input module code can use this value
to indicate an I/O error. If used and an I/O
error is found, reset this value to X'FF'.

240

Coding a COBOL Input Module

How to Implement SELECT/BYPASS Logic

Broadcom supplies a COBOL subroutine (CULLCBSL) to select input records for processing. When SELECT/BYPASS
parameters are entered in Culprit code for any run that calls the input module, the Broadcom routines must be called from
the module to implement the selection logic.

To implement SELECT/BYPASS logic:

• Include CULLCBSL in the link of the input module. You can find CULLCBSL in the z/OS CAGJLOAD library that is
created during installation or in the z/VSE IDMS sublibrary. If the input module is compiled with an Enterprise COBOL
compiler, link the module with a CULLCBSL program (for CULPRIT releases 18.0 and higher).

• Call CULLCBSL from the COBOL input module:
CALL 'CULLCBSL' USING input-buffer-addr select-switch-addr
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– Input-buffer-addr, requires the name of a field that points to the starting address of the Culprit input buffer.
– Select-switch-addr, requires the name of a 1-byte field to hold file SELECT/BYPASS codes.

Example

This is an example of a COBOL input module that reads an 80-byte record.

• The fields referenced by the argument list that Culprit passes to the module are defined in the LINKAGE SECTION of
the DATA DIVISION.

• The USING clause of the PROCEDURE DIVISION statement lists the data names assigned in the LINKAGE
SECTION that are used by the subroutine. References to the data names serve as direct substitutes for the storage
addresses.

Input Module

 IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

 PROGRAM-ID. CULLUS98.

 INSTALLATION. CA

 DATE-WRITTEN. MONTH YYYY.

 REMARKS. THIS IS A TEST OF A COBOL USER INPUT MODULE

          FOR A CULPRIT JOB.

 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

 CONFIGURATION SECTION.

 SOURCE-COMPUTER. IBM-370.

 OBJECT-COMPUTER. IBM-370.

 INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.

 FILE-CONTROL.

     SELECT INPUT-FILE ASSIGN TO UT-S-SYS010.

*CHANGE FILE ASSIGNMENT FOR VSE/ESA TO: SYS010-UT-S.

 

DATA DIVISION.

 FILE SECTION.

 FD  INPUT-FILE

     RECORDING MODE IS F

     LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD

     RECORD CONTAINS 80 CHARACTERS

     BLOCK CONTAINS 0 RECORDS

     DATA RECORD IS RECORD-IN.

 01  RECORD-IN               PIC X(80).

 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 77  SEL-BYP-SW              PIC X.

 77  CLOSE-STATUS            PIC X  VALUE ' '.

 77  OPEN-STATUS             PIC X  VALUE ' '.

*   CLOSE-STATUS = HEX 'FF'  OPEN-STATUS = HEX '00'

 LINKAGE SECTION.

 01  CULARG-INPUT            PIC X(80).

 01  CULARG-2                PIC X.

 01  CULARG-SW               PIC X.

 01  CULARG-3                PIC XX.

 01  CULARG-4   COMP         PIC 99.

 01  CULARG-5   COMP         PIC 99.

 01  CULARG-6                PIC X(8).

 01  CULARG-7                PIC X.

 01  CULARG-8                PIC X.
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 PROCEDURE DIVISION USING CULARG-INPUT

                          CULARG-2

                          CULARG-SW

                          CULARG-3

                          CULARG-4

                          CULARG-5

                          CULARG-6

                          CULARG-7

                          CULARG-8.

0010-CONTROL.

    MOVE ' ' TO SEL-BYP-SW.

    IF CULARG-SW = CLOSE-STATUS

        PERFORM 0020-OPEN THRU 0020-EXIT

    ELSE

        IF CULARG-SW = OPEN-STATUS

            PERFORM 0030-READ THRU 0030-EXIT

                UNTIL SEL-BYP-SW = 'Y'

        ELSE

            PERFORM 0040-CLOSE THRU 0040-EXIT.

    GOBACK.

0020-OPEN.

    OPEN INPUT INPUT-FILE.

    MOVE OPEN-STATUS TO CULARG-SW.

    PERFORM 0030-READ THRU 0030-EXIT

        UNTIL SEL-BYP-SW = 'Y'.

0020-EXIT.

    EXIT.

0030-READ.

    READ INPUT-FILE INTO CULARG-INPUT

        AT END PERFORM 0040-CLOSE THRU 0040-EXIT

               MOVE CLOSE-STATUS TO CULARG-SW

               MOVE 'Y' TO SEL-BYP-SW

               GO TO 0030-EXIT.

   MOVE 'Y' TO SEL-BYP-SW.

   CALL 'CULLCBSL' USING CULARG-INPUT

                         SEL-SYP-SW.

0030-EXIT.

    EXIT.

0040-CLOSE.

    CLOSE INPUT-FILE.

0040-EXIT.

    EXIT.

Coding an Assembler Input Module

How to Implement SELECT/BYPASS Logic

SELECT/BYPASS logic can be implemented in an Assembler input module by using the Broadcom-supplied CULSINIT
and CULSLCT macros in the source library from the install. CULSINIT establishes an environment that allows Culprit
SELECT/BYPASS logic to function. CULSLCT implements the Culprit SELECT/BYPASS logic.
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To implement SELECT/BYPASS logic:

1. Code CULSINIT immediately after the initial register and save area housekeeping functions in the input module
source code.

2. Code CULSLCT in the input module logic.
Register 1 points to the input record to which SELECT/BYPASS logic is applied. Use these two positional operands:
– The label of the location receiving control if the record passes the SELECT/BYPASS logic. Absence of SELECT/

BYPASS parameters in the Culprit code causes control to be passed to this location after each use of the
CULSLCT macro.

– The label of the location receiving control if the record fails the SELECT/BYPASS logic.

Example

This is an example of an Assembler input module that reads an 80-byte record.

Input Module

  CULLUS95 CSECT

  R0       EQU   0

  R1       EQU   1

  R2       EQU   2

  R3       EQU   3

  R4       EQU   4

  R5       EQU   5

  R6       EQU   6

  R7       EQU   7

  R8       EQU   8

  R9       EQU   9

  R10      EQU   10

  R11      EQU   11

  R12      EQU   12

  

  R13      EQU   13

  R14      EQU   14

           STM   14,12,12(13)        SAVE CALLER'S REGISTERS

           BALR  R3,0                ESTABLISH BASE REGISTER

           USING *,R3

           ST    R13,SAVEAREA+4

           LA    R13,SAVEAREA

           ST    13,SAVEAREA+8

           CULSINIT                  ESTABLISHES CULPRIT ENVIRONMENT

*                                    FOR SELECT/BYPSS CALLS

           L     R4,0(R1)            R4 POINTS TO INPUT BUFFER

           L     R5,8(R1)            R5 POINTS TO OPEN/CLOSE SW

           CLI   0(R5),X'FF'         IS FILE CLOSED?

           BE    OPEN                YES

           CLI   0(R5),X'00'         IS FILE OPEN?

           BE    READ                YES

           B     CLOSE

  

  RETURN   EQU    *

           L     R13,SAVEAREA+4      RESTORE REGISTERS

           LM    R14,R12,12(R13)

           BR    R14

  SAVEAREA DS    18F                 SAVE REGISTER AREA
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  OPEN     EQU   *

           OPEN  (INPUTFI,INPUT)     OPEN INPUT FILE

           MVI   0(R5),X'00'         SET OPEN/CLOSE SW TO OPEN

  READ     EQU   *

           GET   INPUTFI             GET FIRST RECORD

           MVC   0(80,R4),0(R1)      MOVE FIRST RECORD INTO BUFFER

           CULSLCT RETURN,READ       SEL/BYP MACRO

           B     RETURN

  EOF      EQU   *

           MVI   0(R5),X'FF'         SET OPEN/CLOSE SW TO CLOSE

  CLOSE    EQU   *

           CLOSE INPUTFI             CLOSE INPUT FILE

           B     RETURN

  INPUTFI  DCB   DSORG=PS,MACRF=GL,DDNAME=SYS010,EODAD=EOF    CHANGE FOR VSE/ESA

           END   CULLUS95

Coding a PL/I Input Module

How to Implement SELECT/BYPASS Logic

Because the PL/I environment is different from Culprit (that is, Assembler), SELECT/BYPASS logic must be done with the
SELECT/BYPASS BUFFER statement within the Culprit program.

Example

This is an example of a PL/I input module input that reads an 80-byte record.

Input Module

 PLIPROG:PROC(BUF,ARG1,ARG2,ARG3,ARG4,ARG5,ARG6,ARG7,ARG8);

 DCL (BUF, ARG1, ARG2, ARG3, ARG4, ARG5, ARG6, ARG7, ARG8) FIXED(1);

 DCL REC CHAR(80) BASED(P1);

 DCL FLAG CHAR(1) BASED(P3);

 DCL (P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7, P8) POINTER;

 DCL ADDR BUILTIN;

 DCL SW1 CHAR(1) INITIAL(' ');  /* HEX 00*/;

 DCL SW2 CHAR(1) INITIAL(' ');  /* HEX FF*/;

 DCL SYS010 FILE INPUT RECORD;

 ON ENDFILE(SYS010) GO TO EOF;

 P1 = ADDR(BUF);

 P3 = ADDR(ARG2);

 IF FLAG = SW2 THEN DO;

   FLAG=SW1;

   OPEN FILE(SYS010);

   END;

 IF FLAG = SW1 THEN DO;

   READ FILE(SYS010) INTO (REC);

   GO TO GO_BACK;

   END;

 EOF:CLOSE FILE(SYS010);

   FLAG=SW2;

 GO_BACK:RETURN;

 END PLIPROG;
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How to Write Procedure Modules
Contents

What You Can Do

Up to 100 procedure modules can be called from type 7 logic for each report in a Culprit run. When you use a procedure
module, you can:

• Open and close any file other than the Culprit input file
• Read and write any file other than the input file
• Perform customized or complicated procedural routines and return to the statement in type 7 logic following the CALL

to the procedure module

How Information Is Passed

Communication between Culprit and a procedure module is effected by an argument list that is set up by Culprit and
accessed by the module. Before calling a procedure module, Culprit supplies a list of one fixed argument and nine user-
supplied arguments that consist of system and user-supplied information:

• The fixed argument is the starting address of the Culprit input buffer, which makes it possible for any field in the input
buffer to be accessed by the procedure module.

• The user-supplied arguments can point to numeric or alphanumeric work fields, literals, numeric constants, or
individual fields from the input record. Once the address of a field is passed to the procedure module, the contents of
the field can then be processed or modified by the module.

Coding a COBOL Procedure Module

The following module adds two numbers and returns the result to the main Culprit program.

Procedure Module

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

PROGRAM-ID. CULLUS97.

INSTALLATION. CA

DATE-WRITTEN. MONTH YYYY.

REMARKS. THIS IS A TEST OF A COBOL PROCEDURE MODULE

         FOR A CULPRIT JOB.

ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

CONFIGURATION SECTION.

SOURCE-COMPUTER. IBM-370.

OBJECT-COMPUTER. IBM-370.

DATA DIVISION.

LINKAGE SECTION.

01  CULARG-INPUT            PIC X.

01  CULARG-1                PIC S9(15) COMP-3.

01  CULARG-2                PIC S9(15) COMP-3.

01  CULARG-3                PIC S9(15) COMP-3.

PROCEDURE DIVISION USING CULARG-INPUT

                         CULARG-1

                         CULARG-2

                         CULARG-3.

0010-CONTROL.

    ADD CULARG-1 CULARG-2 GIVING CULARG-3.
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    GOBACK.

Coding an Assembler procedure module

The following module adds two numbers and returns the result to the main Culprit program.

Procedure Module

CULLUS94 CSECT

R0       EQU   0

R1       EQU   1

R2       EQU   2

R3       EQU   3

R4       EQU   4

R5       EQU   5

R6       EQU   6

R7       EQU   7

R8       EQU   8

R9       EQU   9

R10      EQU   10

R11      EQU   11

R12      EQU   12

R13      EQU   13

R14      EQU   14

R15      EQU   15

         STM   R14,R12,12(R13)     SAVE CALLER'S REGISTERS

         BALR  R3,0                ESTABLISH BASE REGISTER

         USING *,R3

         ST    R13,SAVEAREA+4

         LA    R13,SAVEAREA

         ST    R13,SAVEAREA+8

PROCESS  EQU   *

         LM    R4,R6,4(R1)         R4 ─► R6 POINTS TO ARG1 ─► ARG3

         ZAP   0(8,R6),0(8,R4)     ZERO ARG3, ADD ARG1

         AP    0(8,R6),0(8,R5)     ADD ARG2

RETURN   EQU    *

         L     R13,SAVEAREA+4      RESTORE REGISTERS

         LM    R14,R12,12(R13)

         BR    R14

SAVEAREA DS    18F                 SAVE REGISTER AREA

         B     RETURN

         END   CULLUS94

Coding a PL/I Procedure Module

The following module adds two numbers and returns the result to the main Culprit program.

Procedure Module

 PLIPROG:PROC(BUF,ARG1,ARG2,ARG3);

 DCL (BUF, ARG1, ARG2, ARG3) FIXED(1);

 DCL REC CHAR(80) BASED(P1);

 DCL NUMERIC1 FIXED DEC(15) BASED (P2);

 DCL NUMERIC2 FIXED DEC(15) BASED (P3);
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 DCL NUMERIC3 FIXED DEC(15) BASED (P4);

 DCL (P1, P2, P3, P4) POINTER;

 DCL ADDR BUILTIN;

 P1 = ADDR(BUF);

 P2 = ADDR(ARG1);

 P3 = ADDR(ARG2);

 P4 = ADDR(ARG3);

 NUMERIC3=NUMERIC1 + NUMERIC2;

 RETURN;

 END PLIPROG;

Coding a FORTRAN procedure module

The following module adds two numbers and returns the result to the main Culprit program.

The procedure module

INTEGER*4 A,B,C

C=A+B

RETURN

END

Helpful hints

• To call a FORTRAN module in a Culprit run, you must use CULLUS00. CULLUS00 converts the Culprit 8-byte and 16-
byte packed decimal work fields, which are not recognized by FORTRAN, to double precision floating point numeric
values.

• FORTRAN modules must use the CULFUSnn naming convention.

How to Write Output Modules

What You Can Do

An output module serves as a bridge between the output record built by Culprit and the actual output from the Culprit run.
If you cannot find the format for a file or report in the Broadcom-supplied output modules, you can write your own output
module.

How Information Is Passed

Communication between Culprit and an output module occurs through an argument list that is set up by Culprit and
accessed by the output module. Before calling an output module, Culprit supplies the argument list values from system
and user-supplied information. The following considerations apply:

• Most of the arguments are not accessed by the output module.
• References to the arguments can occur only within the output module code.
• Arguments 1 (output record address) and 3 (open/close switch) must always be accessed within the output module

code.

The following table lists the output module arguments, their function, and address pointers.

Output Module Argument List and Address Pointers
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Addresses are passed by the output phase through Register 1 to all output modules called in a Culprit run.

Argument Name Function/Comments Displacement from Register 1
OUTBUF The starting address of the Culprit output

record, containing records formatted
according to user specifications.

0

OUTCODS The address of a field containing 2 bytes
of internal Culprit code (device type and
DTF code) and 2 bytes for the output report
number. The report number is accessible
for output.

4

OUTOCLS The address of a 1-byte user-supplied
open/close switch accessed within the
output module code. The following table
lists allowable switch values.

8

OUTSPEC The address of the record type code for the
output file being written (2 bytes) and 2-
bytes unused space.

12

OUTREC The address for the size (4-bytes) of the
output file records.

16

OUTBLK The address for the output file blocksize (4
bytes).

20

OUTDESC The address for the external file name (8-
bytes alphanumeric) and logical unit (1-byte
hexadecimal) for the output file.

24

OUTISK The address of an internal Culprit key field
not accessible by the user.

28

OUTPRINT The entry address for the Culprit print
routine used to print user-defined diagnostic
and error message relating to the output
buffer.
VPRINT cannot be called by a COBOL user
module. For Assembler modules, call the
VCON print routine address and pass the
address of the line of data to be printed.

32

OUTFORM The address of a 10-byte field containing 2
bytes that contain the special value that is
coded on the OUTPUT parameter.

36

Output Module Open/close Switch Values

If the open/close switch is not set to one of these values, Culprit outputs an error message stating the contents of the
switch.

Hexadecimal Value Binary Value File Status
X'FF' The output file is closed and must be

opened by resetting the value to X'00'.
255

X'00' The output file is open and reads records
passed from Culprit and writes them to
an output device or file until an end-of-file
condition is encountered.

0
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X'0F' Indicates end-of-file after the last output
record is delivered to the output module.
The file is closed and the value is reset to
X'FF'.

15

Coding a COBOL Output Module

The following example writes an 80-byte record.

Output Module

 IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

 PROGRAM-ID. CULLUS96.

 INSTALLATION. CA

 DATE-WRITTEN. MONTH YYYY.

 REMARKS. THIS IS A TEST OF A COBOL OUTPUT MODULE

          FOR A CULPRIT JOB.

 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

 CONFIGURATION SECTION.

 SOURCE-COMPUTER. IBM-370.

 OBJECT-COMPUTER. IBM-370.

 INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.

 FILE-CONTROL.

     SELECT OUTPUT-FILE ASSIGN TO UT-S-SYS004.

***********************************************

* USE SYS004-UT-S FOR z/VSE

***********************************************

 DATA DIVISION.

 FILE SECTION.

 FD  OUTPUT-FILE

     RECORDING MODE IS F

     LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD

     RECORD CONTAINS 80 CHARACTERS

     BLOCK CONTAINS 0 RECORDS

     DATA RECORD IS RECORD-OUT.

 01  RECORD-OUT              PIC X(80).

 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 77  CLOSE-STATUS            PIC X  VALUE ' '.

 77  OPEN-STATUS             PIC X  VALUE ' '.

*   CLOSE-STATUS = HEX 'FF'  OPEN-STATUS = HEX '00'

 LINKAGE SECTION.

 01  CULARG-INPUT            PIC X(80).

 01  CULARG-2                PIC X.

 01  CULARG-SW               PIC X.

 01  CULARG-3                PIC XX.

 01  CULARG-4   COMP         PIC 99.

 01  CULARG-5   COMP         PIC 99.

 01  CULARG-6                PIC X(8).

 01  CULARG-7                PIC X.

 01  CULARG-8                PIC X.

 PROCEDURE DIVISION USING CULARG-INPUT

                          CULARG-2

                          CULARG-SW

                          CULARG-3
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                          CULARG-4

                          CULARG-5

                          CULARG-6

                          CULARG-7

                          CULARG-8.

0010-CONTROL.

    IF CULARG-SW = CLOSE-STATUS

        PERFORM 0020-OPEN THRU 0020-EXIT

    ELSE

        IF CULARG-SW = OPEN-STATUS

            PERFORM 0030-WRITE THRU 0030-EXIT

        ELSE

            PERFORM 0040-CLOSE THRU 0040-EXIT.

    GOBACK.

0020-OPEN.

    OPEN OUTPUT OUTPUT-FILE.

    MOVE OPEN-STATUS TO CULARG-SW.

    PERFORM 0030-WRITE THRU 0030-EXIT

0020-EXIT.

    EXIT.

0030-WRITE.

    WRITE RECORD-OUT FROM CULARG-OUTPUT.

0030-EXIT.

    EXIT.

0040-CLOSE.

    CLOSE OUTPUT-FILE.

    MOVE CLOSE-STATUS TO CULARG-SW.

0040-EXIT.

    EXIT.

Coding an Assembler Output Module

The following example writes an 80-byte record.

Output Module

CULLUS93 CSECT

R0       EQU   0

R1       EQU   1

R2       EQU   2

R3       EQU   3

R4       EQU   4

R5       EQU   5

R6       EQU   6

R7       EQU   7

R8       EQU   8

R9       EQU   9

R10      EQU   10

R11      EQU   11

R12      EQU   12

R13      EQU   13

R14      EQU   14

R15      EQU   15

         STM   R14,R12,12(R13)        SAVE CALLER'S REGISTERS
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         BALR  R3,0                   ESTABLISH BASE REGISTER

         USING *,R3

         ST    R13,SAVEAREA+4

         LA    R13,SAVEAREA

         ST    R13,SAVEAREA+8

         L     R4,0(R1)               R4 POINTS TO OUTPUT BUFFER

         L     R5,8(R1)               R5 POINTS TO OPEN/CLOSE SW

         CLI   0(R5),X'FF'            IS FILE CLOSED?

         BE    OPEN                   YES

         CLI   0(R5),X'00'            IS FILE OPEN?

         BE    WRITE                  YES

         B     CLOSE

RETURN   EQU    *

         L     R13,SAVEAREA+4      RESTORE REGISTERS

         LM    R14,R12,12(R13)

         BR    R14

SAVEAREA DS    18F                 SAVE REGISTER AREA

OPEN     EQU   *

         OPEN  (OUTPUTFI,OUTPUT)   OPEN OUTPUT FILE

         MVI   0(R5),X'00'         SET OPEN/CLOSE SW TO OPEN

WRITE    EQU   *

         MVC   OUTAREA,0(R4)       MOVE OUTPUT BUFFER TO OUTAREA

         PUT   OUTPUTFI,OUTAREA    WRITE RECORD

         B     RETURN

CLOSE    EQU   *

         CLOSE OUTPUTFI            CLOSE OUTPUT FILE

         MVI   0(R5),X'FF'         SET OPEN/CLOSE SW TO CLOSE

         B     RETURN

OUTAREA  DS    CL80                OUTPUT RECORD

OUTPUTFI DCB   DSORG=PS,MACRF=PM,DDNAME=SYS004,RECFM=FBA,BLKSIZE=80,   X

               LRECL=80

         END   CULLUS93

Coding a PL/I Output Module

The following example writes an 80-byte record.

Output Module

 PLIPROG:PROC(BUF,ARG1,ARG2,ARG3,ARG4,ARG5,ARG6,ARG7,ARG8);

 DCL (BUF, ARG1, ARG2, ARG3, ARG4, ARG5, ARG6, ARG7, ARG8) FIXED(1);

 DCL REC CHAR(80) BASED(P1);

 DCL FLAG CHAR(1) BASED(P3);

 DCL (P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7, P8) POINTER;

 DCL ADDR BUILTIN;

 DCL SW1 CHAR(1) INITIAL(' ');  /* HEX 00*/;

 DCL SW2 CHAR(1) INITIAL(' ');  /* HEX FF*/;

 P1 = ADDR(BUF);

 P3 = ADDR(ARG2);

 IF FLAG = SW2 THEN DO;

   FLAG=SW1;

   END;

 IF FLAG = SW1 THEN DO;
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   PUT EDIT (REC) (COLUMN(2),A(80));

   GO TO GO_BACK;

   END;

 EOF:/* ALL OUTPUT WRITTEN */;

 GO_BACK:RETURN;

 END PLIPROG;
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Endevor/DB for IDMS Batch Reference
This section contains product descriptions, information about features, coding conventions, syntax, batch execution JCL,
and reference material for Endevor/DB and Endevor/DB Batch.

Click the PDF icon to download a PDF of Endevor/DB for IDMS Batch Reference.

Endevor/DB

Endevor/DB controls and monitors change processing within the IDMS environment. The use of Endevor/DB streamlines
the administration of the IDMS environment and helps to ensure a smooth migration from one stage of development (such
as system testing) to the next.

Endevor/DB is fully integrated with IDMS and provides an interface between user requests against the IDMS Integrated
Data Dictionary (IDD) and the IDD itself. Endevor/DB operates under z/OS.
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Endevor/DB Batch

Endevor/DB Batch is a free-form language that enables users to modify their Change Control Data Bases (CCDBs) using
of English-like commands.

Endevor/DB Batch is the language that is used for the non-interactive (batch) execution of Endevor/DB. Batch processing
is desirable when you have to process large numbers of elements. Batch processing eliminates much of the time that is
spent in interactive screen navigation.
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Batch Features
The features listed here emphasize those aspects of Endevor/DB Batch that both facilitate and enhance Endevor/DB
processing. Using Batch, you can:

• Build command syntax for multiple commands with minimum input.
• Make mass updates.
• Easily clone CCDB information.
• Perform CCDB updates in background.

This article describes the following information:

Processing Flow

When you submit your Batch requests, Endevor/DB follows a specific processing flow to execute the commands.

1. Endevor/DB processes the SIGNON command.
2. For each command, Endevor/DB performs the following command processing:

– Parses and validates the Batch syntax.
A Syntax Report is produced, echoing the Batch command entered and flagging any syntax errors.

– When the request has been validated, Endevor/DB checks for errors. If errors exist within the syntax, processing for
the command is terminated. If there are no errors, processing continues.

– Endevor/DB then performs the processing that is requested by the command.
– Endevor/DB prints a confirmation message.

3. Endevor/DB produces an End-of-Job (EOJ) report. The next section discusses this report.
4. The system then terminates Endevor/DB processing.

EOJ Report

Endevor/DB produces an End-of-Job (EOJ) report every time it is run. This report describes the commands that were
entered and whether the commands were performed or failed.

The EOJ Report records every type of command (for example, ADD ENTITY, MODIFY ENTITY, and so on) that was
entered for this particular batch job. Each line of the report reflects the number of commands read, per type, and the
number of commands within that type that failed processing. Note the following EOJ report, which was produced for a test
batch run.

COMMAND        READ    FAILED

 

ADD    CCID    0000005 0000001

MODIFY ENTITY  0000004 0000001

ADD    USER    0000001 0000000

SIGNOUT        0000001 0000000

UNKNOWN        0000001 0000001

 

TOTAL          0000012 0000003

 

NDVRMISB: EO99 PROCESSING TERMINATED WITH ERRORS

Each line reflects the command type, number of records that were read for the command type, and number of records for
the command type which failed. Statistics are produced only for those command types which are processed. In the top
line of the report, for example, you can see that Endevor/DB read 5 ADD CCID command records and that one of them
failed. This means that only four ADD CCID commands were processed in the batch run. Similarly, looking at the second
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line, you can see that Endevor/DB read 4 MODIFY ENTITY commands and one of them failed. In this case, only three
MODIFY ENTITY commands were processed. If there are no failures, the FAILED values indicates all zeroes.

Note that the UNKNOWN command line lists the number of commands received that Endevor/DB could not identify. The
parser looks for certain 'key' words when recording each command. If the parser does not recognize a command, for
whatever reason (such as a misspelling), the information is recorded as an UNKNOWN command and is considered
failed.

The total number of commands that were read and failed appears at the end of the report.

Commands and Clauses

This manual refers to the terms command and clause. For Batch purposes, these terms are defined as follows:

• A command begins with a verb (for example, ADD, MODIFY, DELETE, DISPLAY, or PUNCH) and ends with a period
(.). A command consists of one or more clauses, depending on how you code the Batch syntax.

• A clause is an individual unit of information within each command (for example, TYPE = PRIVATE or VERSION = 1).
Any number of clauses may be contained within one command.

In the following example:

1. MODIFY USER
2. NAME = JSB
3. PASSWORD = MICKEY
4. SECURITY CLASS = NDVR-GLOBAL
5. COMMENT = "JEFF BUCKSER X2224"

Lines 1-5 form a command. Line 1 begins with a verb (MODIFY) and line 5 ends with a period.

Lines 2-5 are individual clauses. Each of these clauses provides information essential to the command.

Batch commands do not have to be entered in any particular format. For instance, you could also specify the previous
example as follows:

MODIFY USER NAME = JSB PASSWORD = MICKEY

COMMENT = "JEFF BUCKSTER X2224"

SECURITY CLASS = NDVR-GLOBAL.

Batch Coding Conventions
This section provides Batch attributes, and Batch syntax and coding conventions. Although selected information is
repeated within the description of each command later in this section, you can refer to this section for a quick review of
coding information.

This article describes the following information:

Batch Syntax Conventions

The syntax diagrams are in railroad track format. Here are some rules of thumb:
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• Read the diagrams from left to right and from top to bottom.
• The required portion of reserved words is CAPITALIZED. Optional keywords are in lowercase standard. Variables are

in lowercase italic.
• A required clause rests on the line, an optional clause, following the line. When you encounter a stack of choices, if

the top item rests on the line, choose one of the items in the stack. If the top item swings following the line, the stack is
optional.

• You must enter a period at the end of every command. Anything that is entered after the period is not part of that
command. If a period is not found, the system generates an error message. In the Batch syntax, a period indicates that
you should enter a period at the end of this clause.

• If you enter a value with an embedded period or space, or the value is a keyword, you must enclose that value with
quotes. Also note that if you want to enter a value for version, you must enter a non-negative integer. If you want to
enter a value for version=*, you must enter a non-negative integer or an asterisk (*).
You cannot use quotation marks in the VERSION field of any commands in the Batch facility.

• Used within a choice stack, an arrow indicates that the value indicated (pointed at) is the default. This value is used in
processing the clause if none of the values in the bracket are specified.

• Parenthesis () indicate a compound list. Parenthesis let you specify more than one value for a selection. For example,
in the following clause, the three flags are all set to Y. Any parentheses that are included in a syntax diagram must be
coded.

SIGNOUT FUNCTIONS (Y Y Y)

Use of Quotation Marks

You must always use quotation marks (either single or double as explained as follows) when a user-defined value
contains an embedded space, leading digit, or one of the following characters:

• Period (.)
• Comma (,)
• Semi-colon (;)
• Colon (:)
• Equal sign (=)
• Parentheses ( or  )
• Greater or Less Than signs ( < or > )
• Single Quotation mark ( ' )
• Double Quotation mark ( " )

If the user-defined value contains a double quotation mark ("), the value must be surrounded by single quotation marks (').
Conversely, if the user-defined value contains a single quotation mark, the value must be surrounded by double quotation
marks. If you enter a double quotation mark as the first quotation mark, you must enter a double quotation mark as the
ending quotation mark. The same rule applies for single quotation marks.

Note: You cannot use quotation marks in the VERSION field of any commands in the Endevor/DB Batch facility.

Use of Equal Sign (=)

You can use an equal sign (=) in place of the literal IS anytime IS is specified in command syntax. For example:

ENTITY NAME = entity-name

would produce the same results as:

ENTITY NAME IS entity-name
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Field Length

The following are the fields that are requiring user-defined entries and the number of characters that are allowed for each:

• Entity name - up to 40 characters
• Type - up to 16 characters
• Version - up to 4 digits
• User Name - up to 32 characters
• CCID name - up to 12 characters
• Comment - up to 60 characters
• Status - up to 16 characters
• Security Class - up to 16 characters
• Dictionary name (dictname) - up to 8 characters
• System Name - up to 8 characters
• Estimated Work Completion - 8 characters
• Actual Work Completion - 8 characters
• Password - up to 8 characters
• DBNAME - up to 8 characters
• Management Group - up to 16 characters

Using a Mask Character For All Names Except Entity Names

This section applies to the following types:

• CCID
• Preauthorization
• Status
• Management group
• Security class
• User

You can use an asterisk (*) instead of a literal to specify that all names be considered when performing a command.
An asterisk is acceptable for all commands that list an asterisk as acceptable in the Syntax Rules. For example, in the
following clause, you can enter either a full status name or an " * " for the variable status. Entering a status name specifies
that particular status for this command. Entering an asterisk specifies all statuses that meet the rest of the selection
criteria for this command.

NAMe is status

Using a Mask Character For Entity Names

The mask character provides a means of identifying CCDB entities that match specified criteria. You can specify as much
or as little of the entity name as you want. The more information that you give, the more specific the set of names that are
identified.

Use the name mask when you want to enter partial entity names or name segments. For example, if you have a series
of entities whose names all start with the characters ABC, you could specify "ABC*" in a command and thus identify all of
them.

A name mask enables you to specify that all names, or all names beginning with a particular series of letters, be
considered when performing a command. A name mask is only acceptable for the ENTITY NAME value, where applicable
clauses are shown with a "-mask" in the syntax. For example, for a MODIFY ENTITY command, in the following clause,
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you can replace a name-mask with an asterisk (*), an entity name such as "XYX100", or can enter a name mask such as
"XYZ*".

ENTity NAMe is entity-name

Using Asterisks

Asterisks (*) are used as mask characters. The information that the system retrieves depends on where you place the
asterisk and the additional information that you supply. The system returns CCDB object names matching all the criteria
that you specify in your request.

To use the mask feature, type the beginning portion of the name segment followed immediately by an asterisk. You can
place the asterisk in the following positions:

• In place of a literal
For example:

ENTITY NAME IS = *

In this example, all entity names that meet the other specified selection criteria are retrieved.
• As the last non-blank character in the name

For example:

ENTITY NAME IS XYZ*

In this example, all entity names beginning with the characters "XYZ" are retrieved, if they meet the other specified
selection criteria.

Using Asterisks With Segmented Names

Some entity names in the CCDB are segmented. A segmented name is a name that is composed of the names of multiple
dictionary objects. This information is concatenated to form the entity name that is used in the CCDB. For example, a
logical record that is named CUSTOMER-ORDER defined in a subschema that is named SALESUB1 which is compiled
within schema SALESCHM appears in the CCDB as "CUSTOMER-ORDER SALESUB1SALESCHM."

This is one way that you could identify the logical record in a command. Note the spaces after the LOGICAL-RECORD
name. Using delimiters, which are explained later in this section, is an easier way to specify segmented names.

The following entity types have segmented names:

• SUBSCHEMA
• SET
• MODULE
• LOGICAL-RECORD

Name Segment Requirements

Each name segment for the four different entity types has a required length. When not using delimiters, you must pad the
name segment with blanks to maintain the required length. The following table shows the number of characters that are
required for each segment.

Entity Type Name Segment Length
SUBSCHEMA Subschema 8
 Schema 8
SET Set 32*
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 Schema 8
MODULE Module 32
 Language 8
LOGICAL-RECORD Logical-record 16
 Subschema 8
 Schema 8

Delimiters

When using Endevor/DB, you can use commas or periods as name segment delimiters. The delimiters separate the name
segments. For example, to use delimiters when identifying a logical record in the previous example, you would specify:

ENTITY NAME = "CUSTOMER-ORDER.SALESUB1.SALESCHM" TYPE = LR

You do not use spaces to pad name segments when you are delimiting with commas.

Note:  You must specify TYPE = type when using delimiters. You cannot specify TYPE = *

Using Asterisks For Segmented Names

You can use asterisks in different positions within a segmented name. To illustrate these positions, refer to the examples
in this section. For these examples, we use entities that have a type of LOGICAL-RECORD. However, the same principles
apply to the other three types of entities that have segmented names: SUBSCHEMA, SET, and MODULE.

All the examples in this section refer to the following set of entities of type LOGICAL-RECORD.

REC NO. ENTITY NAME
1. CUSTOMER-ORDER.SALESUB1.SALESCHM TYPE = LR
2. CUSTOMER-ORDER.SALESUB2.SALESCHM TYPE = LR
3. CUSTOMER-ORDER.SALESUB3.SALESCHM TYPE = LR
4. SALESPERSON-CUST.SALESUB1.SALESCHM TYPE = LR
5. SALESPERSON-CUST.SALESUB2.SALESCHM TYPE = LR
6. SALESPERSON-CUST.SALESUB3.SALESCHM TYPE = LR
7. SALESPERSON-ORD.SALESUB1.SALESCHM TYPE = LR
8. SALESPERSON-ORD.SALESUB2.SALESCHM TYPE = LR
9. SALESPERSON-ORD.SALESUB3.SALESCHM TYPE = LR

The identification of one or more of the entities in this list may be done in several ways. You can specify a whole name,
whole name segments, asterisks and commas, or a combination of these.

You can place an asterisk in the following positions:

• As the last, non-blank character in a particular name segment
For example:

ENTITY NAME = "CUSTOMER-ORDER.SALESUB*.SALESCHM" TYPE = LR

This example identifies a specific logical record, CUSTOMER-ORDER, with each subschema. It requests the indicated
logical record for all subschemas whose name begins with "SALESUB", but restricts the request to only those
subschemas (and thus only those logical records) compiled against the SALESCHM schema.
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In the previous table, Endevor/DB would process records 1, 2, and 3.
• As the last non-blank character in the full name

For example:

ENTITY NAME = "SALES*"

This example identifies all logical records whose names start with "SALES", regardless of the schema or subschema.
In the previous table, Endevor/DB would process records 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9.

• In place of a name segment
For example:

SALESPERSON-ORD.*.SALESCHM

This example identifies the SALESPERSON-ORD LOGICAL-RECORD as defined in all subschemas that are compiled
against the schema SALESCHM.
In the previous table, Endevor/DB would process records 7, 8, and 9.

Using Delimiters in Name Marking

You can use commas or periods as a mask placeholder in segmented names. For example, to retrieve all entities of
logical-record SALESPERSON-ORD in schema SALESCHM, specify the following code:

SALESPERSON-ORD,,SALESCHM

In this example, the first comma marks the end of the system name, the second comma designates the subschema name,
and the name segment SALESCHM designates the schema name. In our example, Endevor/DB would process records 7,
8, and 9.

You can combine the delimiter and asterisk to retrieve an even larger list of entities. For example, to identify the logical
record CUSTOMER-ORDER in all subschemas that are compiled against all schemas whose names started with
"SALES", specify:

CUSTOMER-ORDER..SALES*

In the previous table, Endevor/DB would process records 1, 2, and 3.

Multiple asterisks are allowed in the clause. However, you can code only one asterisk per name segment.

Signon and Set Options Commands
This section describes the SIGNON and SET OPTIONS commands. These two commands operate in a different manner
than the rest of the Endevor/DB Batch commands described in this manual. The SIGNON command must be entered
at the beginning of a batch job and the SET OPTIONS command designates the mode under which Endevor/DB will
operate.

SIGNON Command

The SIGNON command identifies the user, enabling Endevor/DB to access security restrictions for that user. It also
determines whether that user is allowed to perform batch processing.

SET OPTIONS Command

Endevor/DB Batch operates in two modes: PROCESS and PUNCH.
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• PROCESS mode is the default. It enables you to process Endevor/DB commands against the CCDB. If you want to
execute any command in Endevor/DB Batch, you must run in PROCESS mode.

• PUNCH mode enables you to look at what is in a CCDB before you process the contents of the CCDB. In PUNCH
mode, Endevor/DB takes the command, builds syntax for all the elements in the CCDB that meet the selection criteria,
and then writes the detailed command syntax into a punch data set.
The SET OPTIONS command enables you to choose which mode, PROCESS or PUNCH, in which you want to
operate.

Note: To process commands with the verb DISPLAY or PUNCH, you may run in either mode.

SIGNON Command
This article describes the following information:

The SIGNON command is used to specify your user ID. The user ID identifies you to Endevor/DB, enabling the product
to access security restrictions for that user. The user ID determines whether you are allowed to do batch processing. In
Endevor/DB Batch, you can process under one user ID at a time. If specified, it must be the first statement in the batch
run. If you want to process under two different user IDs, you must submit two batch jobs.

When you enter a SIGNON command, you perform three functions:

• You identify the CCDB to be accessed (DICTNAME).
• You identify yourself (your user ID).
• You identify the CCID(s) under which you are working.

The security rules that determine what functions you are allowed to perform are determined by all three pieces of
information. (Refer to Security Class Maintenance in Administrating Endevor/DB for IDMS for more information about
security rules.) If any of the functions that you perform require change logging, then the change log entries are marked
with the user ID/CCID information.

Endevor/DB "remembers" the CCIDs that you specify from one Endevor/DB Online or Endevor/DB Batch session to the
next. If you are working under the same CCID(s) as in your last session, you can omit the CCID clause in this command.

All IDMS processing runs under an assigned IDMS/DC user ID for the following instances;

• IDMS/DC logon, the user ID is taken from the VTAM login.
• Batch processing, the user ID is taken from the originating interactive session (TSO, CICS), or from the batch job (JOB

card USER parameter).

The purpose of the IDMS/DC SIGNON task is used to switch user IDs. All IDMS/DC processing is done under a specific
user ID.

When Endevor/DB is used to monitor dictionary changes by any of these means, it automatically determines the user
ID, and attributes the dictionary changes to that user ID. It determines your user ID at the instant of your first dictionary
update, and remembers it for as long as you are connected to IDMS. You can execute IDMS dictionary utilities, and the
dictionary updates automatically is attributed to your user ID.

While the automatic usage of your DC user ID is often useful, there are several situations where it is not appropriate:

• If your site requires the use of Endevor/DB passwords.
• If you need to switch from working under one (set of) CCID(s) to another.
• If you change DC user IDs after modifying a dictionary.

Processing Flow

When you enter a SIGNON command, Endevor/DB performs the following processing:

• A validation check of the input parameters to ensure that you are authorized to perform batch operations. If you are not
authorized, the system prints an error message and does not allow the transaction.
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– You have a valid user ID, or that one can be automatically created for you.
– If passwords are required in the CCDB, you have a valid password.
– If you enter a dictname, it must be valid.
– If CCIDs are required for your user ID, you must enter a valid CCID.
– If the CCID(s) that you sign on under are PRIVATE, you are preauthorized to sign on to them.

• The system prints a confirmation message informing you that authorization is completed.

Syntax

►►───SIGnon ──┬────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

              ├─ DBName ───┬─ is dictname ─┘

              └─ DICtName ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────►

   └─── USEr name is user-name ─────┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                                    └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────── . ────►◄

   └─── CCId name is ─────┬─────── ccid ───────┤

                          │                    │

                          │     ┌─── , ──┐     │

                          └─ ( ─▼─ ccid ─┴─ ) ─┘

 

Syntax Rules

The following rules pertain to each clause in the syntax. Required and optional clauses are noted, any other requirements
specific to this command:

USEr name is user-name

The 1-32 character user ID of the user, which is used to identify the user in the CCDB. If you omit the USER NAME
clause, changes that you make are not attributed to any user in the CCDB.

PASsword is password

A 1-8 character password that is stored in the CCDB. If you omit the PASSWORD clause, it will default to spaces, the
default password for all users. If you omit this clause and a password is required, you are not able to sign on and Endevor/
DB generates an error message.

DBName is dictname

DICtname is dictname

The name of the dictionary against which you are processing. If you omit this clause, it defaults to the default dictionary for
IDMS.

CCId name is ccid

The CCID(s) under which you are operating. You can sign on under one or more CCIDs, or you can specify NOCCID. If
you enter NOCCID, Endevor/DB clears any list of CCIDs from previous sessions and updates that you perform are not
assigned to any specified CCIDs.

If you omit this clause, it defaults to the last CCID you logged on under. Security rules that apply for that CCID are carried
over to this session.

If you do not enter a NAME clause, the CCID clause defaults to "unspecified". If you process under an unspecified CCID
clause, the changes that you make are not logged to a CCID.
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If, as a result of security class restrictions, you are in DERIVE CCID mode, any CCID clause you specify is ignored.
SIGNON commands act as if you entered CCID = NOCCID.

Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of the SIGNON command.

Example 1

SIGNON USER USER001 PASS USERPASS DICT NTSTDICT.

A user, USER001, has signed on to Endevor/DB with the password USERPASS to the dictionary NTSTDICT.

Example 2

SIGNON CCID 900522-0015 DICT NTSTDICT.

A user has signed on to Endevor/DB under the CCID 900522-0015.

SET OPTIONS
The SET OPTIONS command enables you to toggle between entering commands in PROCESS mode and PUNCH
mode. You can also specify whether you want Endevor/DB Batch to continue processing if it encounters a critical error.

PROCESS mode enables you to process your Endevor/DB Batch commands against the CCDB. If you want to execute
any command in Endevor/DB Batch, you must run in PROCESS mode.

The SET OPTIONS syntax defaults to PROCESS mode.

PUNCH mode enables you to view the contents of a CCDB before you process them. For information on PUNCH mode,
see PUNCH Mode.

Syntax
 ►►─── SET options ─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────── . ────────►◄

                   ├─ PROcess ◄───┬──┬────────┬─┘ 

                   └─ PUNch ──────┘  └─ STOp ─┘

 

Parameters

The rules pertaining to each clause in the syntax are listed as follows. Required and optional clauses are noted, as well as
any other requirements specific to this command.

SET options PROcess

SET options PUNch This clause will select the mode under which you will process. You can specify:

• PROCESS - to execute commands against the CCDB. If you omit the command, Endevor/DB will default to PROCESS
mode.

• PUNCH - to enter PUNCH mode.

STOP enables you to end the updating of the CCDB if Endevor/DB Batch encounters a critical error. If you want to stop
processing when such an error is found, you must enter STOP in the SET OPTIONS clause. If you specify STOP, and
Endevor/DB does stop processing due to a critical error, any remaining batch commands will be checked for syntax errors.
If you specify STOP in your batch job, it will remain STOP until the job ends.

By default, if a critical error is detected, or when a command fails, Endevor/DB Batch processes the rest of the commands
in the batch run.
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Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of the SET OPTIONS command.

Example 1

 SET OPTIONS PUNCH.

 

This command will enable you to enter commands in PUNCH mode.

Example 2

 SET OPTIONS PROCESS STOP.

 

This command will stop processing if Endevor/DB encounters a critical error.

Batch Syntax
Endevor/DB provides you with the capability of maintaining the Change Control Database (CCDB) through the use of
English-like commands. This section describes these commands in detail, providing you with an explanation of command
processing, the Endevor/DB Batch syntax, and the coding rules specific to each command.

PROCESS mode causes the Endevor/DB Batch program to update the CCDB for update type verbs. If the DISPLAY or
PUNCH verb is specified in a supported command, the Batch processing outputs the contents of the CCDB as if operating
in PUNCH mode with an ADD CCDB-entity-type request. If a DISPLAY verb is specified, Batch processing displays
commands in a card-image format, preceded by "*+" on the listing. If a PUNCH verb is specified, Batch processing
displays the commands and also outputs the commands into a card image dataset, without "*+" identifiers, for subsequent
execution.

The other option is PUNCH mode, which causes the Endevor/DB Batch program to output commands into a card image
dataset for subsequent execution. If DISPLAY or PUNCH verbs are specified on a supported command, the PUNCH
mode processes these requests the same as described above for PROCESS mode.

Endevor/DB Batch operates by default in PROCESS mode. If you want to change modes, you can use the SET OPTIONS
command, described in Signon and Set Option Comands.

DISPLAY/PUNCH CCDB-entity-type
This verb is supported for Endevor/DB CCDB component types CCID, ENTITY, MANAGEMENT GROUP, STATUS,
SECURITY CLASS, and USER.

Use DISPLAY CCDB-entity-type to view the contents of one or more CCDB-entity occurrences, in card-image command
syntax form preceded by "*+" before each line of syntax output to the NDVRLST. DISPLAY requests operate as if
executing in PUNCH mode with an ADD CCDB-entity-type request.

Use PUNCH CCDB-entity-type to report the contents of one or more CCDB-entity occurrences, in card-image command
syntax form preceded by "*+" before each line of syntax output to the NDVRLST, and to output each line of syntax to the
NDVRPCH file, without "*+" preceding the syntax. This enables you to view or edit the command syntax. PUNCH requests
operate as if executing in PUNCH mode with an ADD CCDB-entity-type request.

This article describes the following information:

Processing Flow

When you enter a DISPLAY or PUNCH CCDB-entity-type request, Endevor/DB performs the same processing sequence
for the specified CCDB-entity-type as if executing under PUNCH mode with an ADD command.
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• Performs a validation check of the input parameters to ensure that:
– You are authorized to browse the type of CCDB-entity specified in the request. If you are not, the system prints an

error message and disallows the transaction.
– If you identified a specific CCDB-entity-occurrence, it must exist in the CCDB.

• There are two ways that you can use the DISPLAY command:
– Specifying CCDB-entity-occurrence identifier clause(s) .  If specified, Endevor/DB reports the syntax for that specific

occurrence. If you also specified any override clauses, the reported syntax contains the clause(s) you specified.
– Entering an asterisk in the CCDB-entity-occurrence identifier clause(s) . If you enter an asterisk in an identifier

clause, or omit one or more of the identifier clauses, Endevor/DB reports the syntax for all CCDB-entity occurrences
meeting the masking requirements. If you omit all identifier clauses, Endevor/DB reports the syntax for every CCDB-
entity-occurrence for the CCDB-entity-type.

If you also specified any overriding clauses, the reported syntax contains the clauses you specified.

Syntax
 ►►─┬─ DISPLay ─┬─┬─ CCId ─────────────┬── ccdb-entity-occurrence-identifier ──► 

   └─ PUNch ───┘ ├─ DICtionary ───────┤

                 ├─ ENTity ───────────┤

                 ├─ MANagement group ─┤

                 ├─ SECurity class ───┤

                 ├─ STAtus ───────────┤ 

                 └─ USEr ─────────────┘ 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────── . ───────────►◄

   └─── entity-type-clause(s) ────────────┘

 

Syntax Rules

For a DISPLAY or PUNCH request, only the verb and CCDB-entity-type are required. All other clauses in the command,
including CCDB entity occurrence identifier and entity-type clauses, are the same as documented for ADD requests for
the individual CCDB entity types.

Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of the DISPLAY and PUNCH commands.

Example 1

 DISPLAY ENTITY CUSTOMER TYPE RECORD VERSION 1.

 

This command will produce the following output to the NDVRLST file:

 *+  ADD  ENTITY NAME IS "CUSTOMER"

 *+       TYPE IS "RECORD"

 *+       VERSION IS 0001

 *+       COMMENT IS

 *+           "EMPSCHM VER 100 RECORD ENTITY"

 *+       STATUS IS "MIGRATE-TEST"

 *+       .

 

Example 2

 PUNCH CCID
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       COMMENT 'COMMENT OVERRIDE'.

 

This command will produce syntax for each CCID in the CCDB with any COMMENT values in the CCDB replaced by the
value specified in the comment clause. The command will write the following to the NDVRLST file:

 *+  ADD  CCID NAME IS "EDB-DCADMIN"

 *+       TYPE IS PUBLIC

 *+       SECURITY CLASS IS "NDVR-GLOBAL"

 *+       COMMENT IS

 *+           "COMMENT OVERRIDE"

 *+       .

 *+  ADD  CCID NAME IS "EDB-SYSADMIN"

 *+       TYPE IS PUBLIC

 *+       SECURITY CLASS IS "NDVR-GLOBAL"

 *+       COMMENT IS

 *+           "COMMENT OVERRIDE"

 *+       .

 

The command will also write the following to the NDVRPCH file:

 ADD  CCID NAME IS "EDB-DCADMIN"

      TYPE IS PUBLIC

      SECURITY CLASS IS "NDVR-GLOBAL"

      COMMENT IS

      "COMMENT OVERRIDE"

       .

  ADD  CCID NAME IS "EDB-SYSADMIN"

       TYPE IS PUBLIC

       SECURITY CLASS IS "NDVR-GLOBAL"

       COMMENT IS

       "COMMENT OVERRIDE"

            .

 

CCID
A CCID (Change Control Identifier) categorizes CCDB information for control and reporting purposes. The use of CCIDs
is optional. For example, you might have one CCID for each project or, within each project, a separate CCID for design
activities, detailed specification activities, implementation activities, and so forth.

This article describes the following information:

Processing Flow

When you enter a CCID command, Endevor/DB performs the following processing:

• Validates the input parameters to insure that:
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– You are authorized to perform the action (ADD, MODIFY, DELETE, or BROWSE) for a CCID. If you are not, the
system will print an error message and disallow the transaction.

– The values specified in the input parameters are valid and all required clauses are specified for the command.
• For ADD actions, insures that the CCID does not already exist in the CCDB; for all other actions, insures that the CCID

does exist in the CCDB.
• Performs the requested action.
• Prints a confirmation message that the action was successfully completed.

Syntax
 ►►───┬─ ADD ─────── CCId ───────── name is ccid ──────────────────────────────► 

     ├─ MODify ──┬─ CCId ─────┬───────────────────┬───────────────────────────

     ├─ DISplay ─┤            └─── name is ccid ──┘ 

     └─ PUNch ───┘ 

 

 ►───── SECurity class is security-class ─────┬───────────────────────────────►

  ─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──┘

   └─── SECurity class is security-class ──┘

 

 ►───┬────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

     └─ TYPe is ─┬── PUBLic ◄───┬─┘ 

                 └── PRIvate ───┘  

 

 ►───┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────── . ─────────────►◄

     └─ COMment is 'comment-text' ──┘ 

 

 

►►───── DELete CCID name is ccid ──┬──────────┬───────────────────────────────►

                                   └─ FORce ──┘

 

 ►───┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────── . ─────────────►◄

     └─ COMment is 'comment-text' ──┘

 

Syntax Rules

The rules pertaining to each clause in the syntax are listed as follows.

CCID name is ccid

Identifies a new CCID to be added to the CCDB or an existing CCID occurrence to be modified, deleted, displayed, or
punched. The ccid must be a 1 to

12-character alphanumeric value. For ADD actions, this clause is required and must be unique within the CCDB; for
DELETE actions, this clause is required and must identify an existing CCID within the CCDB. For all other operations, this
clause is optional or may be specified with valid masking specifications.

SECurity class is security-class

Identifies the Security Class to be associated with the CCID. The Security Class must already exist in the CCDB. This
clause is required for ADD commands.

TYPE is type

Indicates whether the CCID is PUBLIC or PRIVATE. If omitted, defaults to PUBLIC.

COMment is comment-text
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A 1 to 60-character, user-defined remark for the CCID.

FORce

DELETE command only. This clause enables you to delete a CCID even if it has Change Log Entries (CLEs) associated
with it.

Usage

DELETE with FORCE

If FORCE is specified on a DELETE command, all Change Log Entries (CLEs) associated with the CCID are also deleted.
A CLE is generated automatically anytime an entity is updated. CLEs are associated with a CCID when:

• A user signs on with the CCID then updates a monitored record type.
• A user operating in DERIVE CCID mode updates a monitored record type of which a specific entity has been

preauthorized to the CCID with the DERIVE CCID option specified.

Note:  Prior to requesting this option, it is recommended that the Archive and Compress Utility, NDVRARCO, be run
against the CCDB to avoid possible errors.

Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of CCID commands.

Example 1

 ADD CCID NAME IS 9900521-0056 SECURITY CLASS IS DEVELOPER

     TYPE IS PUBLIC.

 

The CCDB Administrator has added a new CCID to be used by a development team. Any user will be allowed to signon
under this CCID.

Example 2

 MODIFY CCID NAME IS 9900521-0056

     TYPE IS PRIVATE

     COMMENT "CCID IS NOW PRIVATE".

 

The CCDB Administrator has modified the type clause so that a user must be preauthorized to this CCID in order to use it
and has documented the action in the comments.

Example 3

 MODIFY CCID NAME IS *

     TYPE IS PUBLIC

     COMMENT "NO SIGNON RESTRICTIONS".

 

This command will change the comment in every public CCID in the CCDB.

Example 4

 DELETE CCID NAME IS 9900521-0056 FORCE.

 

The CCDB Administrator has decided to delete the CCID and to force all CLEs associated with the CCID to also be
deleted.
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DICTIONARY
The Dictionary Descriptor in the CCDB contains the global characteristics of the CCDB and is automatically created by
Endevor/DB.

Use the DICTIONARY command to modify or display (or punch) the dictionary descriptor. The clauses in this command
specify global Endevor/DB processing characteristics. For instance, whether users must supply a password when signing
on to Endevor/DB.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Processing Flow

When you enter a DICTIONARY command, Endevor/DB performs the following processing:

• Validates the input parameters to ensure that:
– You are authorized to perform the action (MODIFY or BROWSE) for a DICTIONARY. If you are not, the system

prints an error message and disallows the transaction.
– The values that are specified in the input parameters are valid and all required clauses are specified for the

command.
• Performs the requested action.
• Prints a confirmation message that the action was successfully completed.

Syntax

►►─────┬─ MODify ──┬─── DICtionary descriptor ──────────────────────────────► 

       ├─ DISPlay ─┤

       └─ PUNch ───┘ 

 ►─────┬──────────────────────┬──┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────► 

       └─ DICtname is dbname ─┘  └─ SYStem name is system-name ─┘

 ►─────┬────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────► 

       └─ SECurity class is security-class ─┘ 

 ►─────┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────► 

       └─ DEFault SECurity class is security-class ─┘ 

 ►─────┬──────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────► 

       └─ AUTO_US is ─────┬─ Y ─┬─┘ 

                          └─ N ─┘

 ►─────┬──────────────────────────┬───┬──────────────────────────┬──────────► 

       └─ NO-Sync is ─────┬─ Y ─┬─┘   └─ NO-Pass is ─────┬─ Y ─┬─┘

                          └─ N ─┘                        └─ N ─┘

 ►───┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────► 

     └─── MONitor ───┬─ NONe ────────────────────────┬────┘

                     │                               │

                     │     ┌───────────────────┐     │

                     └─ ( ─▼─ idd-entity-type ─┴─ ) ─┘

 ►───┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────── . ────►◄ 

     └─── AUTO-SO ───┬─ NONe ────────────────────────┬────┘
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                     │                               │

                     │     ┌───────────────────┐     │

                     └─ ( ─▼─ idd-entity-type ─┴─ ) ─┘

Syntax Rules

The rules pertaining to each clause in the syntax are listed as follows.

DICtname is dictname

The dictname value for the dictionary must be the same as the IDMS DBName Table entry defining the CCDB/dictionary
pair. Specify this dictname in the SIGNON command.

SYStem name is system-name

The system name is used to uniquely identify the dictionary for migration recordkeeping purposes. See the  Administrating
Endevor and DB for IDMS section for more information about establishing a system name.

SECurity class is security-class

Identifies the Security Class that is assigned to the dictionary descriptor. If MODIFY commands are specified, the Security
Class must already exist in the CCDB.

Initially, the Dictionary is set up with the NDVR-GLOBAL Security Class. We recommend that this be left unaltered until a
thorough understanding of the Security System is mastered.

DEFault SECurity class is security-class

Identifies the default security class to be associated with users who are added using the Automatic User (AUTO-US)
procedure. Initially, this is set to NDVR-DDA. If MODIFY commands are specified, the Security Class must already exist in
the CCDB.

AUTO-Us is

Identifies the automatic actions to be taken when new users access Endevor/DB:

Y -- New users are automatically added by Endevor/DB when encountered for the first time.

N -- New users must be manually added to Endevor/DB before they can sign in.

NO-Sync is

Establishes synchronization enforcement between IDMS/DC and Endevor/DB userids.

Y -- Synchronization is not enforced.

N -- Synchronization is enforced. Endevor/DB requires that the userids must match.

NO-Pass is

Identifies password specification requirements for logging on to Endevor/DB.

Y -- Entering a password is optional.

N -- Entering a password is required.

MONitor is

Identifies the IDD entity types to be monitored by Endevor/DB. On a MODIFY command, this clause replaces the monitor
options that are stored in the dictionary descriptor of the CCDB.

NONE -- No entity-types are to be monitored.

(idd-entity-type(s)) -- The idd-entity-types specified, and only those specified, are to be monitored. See the following
Usage topic for additional information.
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AUTO-SO is

Identifies the requirements for automatic signout of monitored IDD entity occurrence when modified. On a MODIFY
command, this clause replaces the auto-signout options that are stored in the dictionary descriptor of the CCDB.

NOTE

Endevor/DB does not automatically sign out any entity occurrence.

(idd-entity-type(s) ) -- Endevor/DB will automatically signout entities of the identified IDD entity types when modified to the
user performing the modification. See the following Usage topic for additional information.

COMment is 'comment-text'

A 1-character to 60-character, user-defined remark for the dictionary descriptor.

Usage

MONITOR Clause

If the MONITOR clause is specified, you must identify each entity type to be monitored. The clause provides global
replacement for all monitored entity types. For instance, if you did not want to monitor MESSAGE or SysGen entity types,
you would specify the following:

MONITOR ( SCH FIL SUB USE REC SYS APO SET DIA APP ELE

          QFI PRC TAB FUN MOD CLA ATT MAP LOA LR  PRO )

omitting the TAS, DES, PHY, LIN, MSG and LOG idd-entity-type(s).

AUTO-SO Clause

If the AUTO-SO clause is specified, you must identify each entity type to be automatically signed out. The clause provides
global replacement for all automatically signed out entity types. For instance, if you wanted to automatically signout only
Records, Schemas, and Applications as they are modified, you would specify the following:

AUTO-SO ( SCH REC APP )

If you wanted no automatic signout out of any IDD entity type, you would specify the following:

AUTO-SO NONE

 

Examples

The following example illustrates the use of the MODIFY DICTIONARY command.

Example 1

MODIFY DICTIONARY

    DICTNAME IS SRCNDVR SYSTEM IS SYSTEM81.

The CCDB Administrator modified the dictionary descriptor to identify its dictname and system name.

Example 2

DISPLAY DICTIONARY.
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This command will output the current values in the dictionary descriptor to the NDVRLST file.

ENTITY
An entity is an object monitored by the Change Monitor in the CCDB. This object can be an IDMS data dictionary
(IDD) object like a dialog or a map. Normally, CCDB entity descriptor records for IDD entity occurrences are created
automatically by Endevor/DB the first time the Change Monitor encounters the monitored entity-type.

This article describes the following information:

Processing Flow

When you enter an ENTITY command, Endevor/DB performs the following processing:

• Validates the input parameters to insure that:
– You are authorized to perform the action (ADD, MODIFY, DELETE, or BROWSE) for a ENTITY. If you are not, the

system will print an error message and disallow the transaction.
– The values specified in the input parameters are valid and all required clauses are specified for the command.

• For ADD actions, insures that the ENTITY does not already exist in the CCDB; for all other actions, insures that the
ENTITY does exist in the CCDB.

• Performs the requested action.
• Prints a confirmation message that the action was successfully completed.

Syntax
 ►►───┬─ ADD ─────── ENTity name is entity-name ──────────────────────────────► 

     ├─ MODify ──┬─ ENTity ─────┬─────────────────────────┬───────────────────

     ├─ DELete ──┤              └── name is entity-name ──┘

     ├─ DISplay ─┤

     └─ PUNch ───┘ 

 

 ►───── TYPe is entity-type ─────┬───┬────────────────────────────────┬──────►

  ─┬──────────────────────────┬──┘   └─── VERSION is version-number ──┘

   └─── TYPe is entity-type ──┘

 

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►

    └┬────────────┬─ STAtus ─┬─ is status ──────────────────────┬─┘ 

     ├─ REPlace ◄─┤          │                                  │

     └─ REMove ───┘          │     ┌────────── , ─────────┐     │

                             └─ ( ─▼─ for CCId is status ─┴─ ) ─┘

 

 ►───┬─────────────────────────────┬──┬─────────┬────────────────── . ───────►◄ 

     └─ COMment is 'comment-text' ─┘  └─ FORce ─┘

 

Syntax Rules

name is entity-name

Identifies a new ENTITY to be added to the CCDB or an existing ENTITY occurrence to be modified, deleted, displayed,
or punched. The entity-name must be a 1 to 40-character alphanumeric value. For ADD actions this clause is required,
cannot contain masking specifications and the combined entity-name, entity-type and version-number must be unique
within the CCDB. For all other operations, this clause is optional or may be specified with valid masking specifications.

TYPe is entity-type
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Specifies the type of the entity. For ADD actions, this clause is required and must identify a valid entity type as listed in
section B. For all other actions, clause is optional and defaults to all entity-types. See the following Usage for additional
information.

VERsion is version-number

The version number of the entity occurrence in the CCDB. For IDD entity types, this value is the same as the IDD Version
Number. If specified, version-number must be a valid integer in the range 0 thru 9999. For ADD actions, if omitted, the
version-number defaults to 1.

STATUS

Reflects associations of each selected entity with Status definitions. For MODIFY actions: REPLACE (default) replaces all
existing Status associations with those specified in the remainder of the clause; REMOVE removes the existing status(es)
specified in the remainder of the clause. See the following Usage for additional information.

is status

Identifies a global status for the entity. The Status must already be defined in the CCDB.

for CCId ccid is status

Identifies a Status to be associated with the entity in the context of the indicated ccid. The CCID and Status must already
be defined in the CCDB.

COMment is 'comment-text'

A 1 to 60-character, user-defined remark for the ENTITY.

FORce

DELETE command only. This clause enables you to delete an ENTITY even if it has Change Log Entries (CLEs)
associated with it.

Usage

Entity Descriptor Identification

MODIFY, DELETE, DISPLAY, and PUNCH entity identification considerations. If any part of the entity-identification
(NAME, TYPE and VERSION) is not specified, or is specified with name masking, Endevor/DB processing will be
accomplished against all occurrences meeting the criteria of the information specified. The combinations can be:

• Name, type and version all specified exactly. The combination identifies one (or zero) specific entity descriptor.
• Name and type specified, version defaults to *. This combination identifies all entity descriptors in the CCDB which

match the specified name and type, regardless of the version number.
• Name specified, type defaults to *, version defaults to *. This combination identifies all entity descriptors in the CCDB

which match the specified name, regardless of the type and version.
• Type specified, name defaults to * , version defaults to *. This combination identifies all entity descriptors in the CCDB

which match the specified type, regardless of the name and version.
• No specification. Name defaults to *, type defaults to *, version defaults to *. This combination identifies all entity

descriptors in the CCDB.
• Name mask specified instead of name in any of the cases above will identify a set of entity names.

STATUS

Endevor/DB will execute the Status clause against each entity selected by the command. It is used to establish a status
for the entity occurrence at a global level and/or within the context of a CCID. For instance, you may wish to assign
separate status associations for an entity to control its migration selections. For example,

 ADD ENTITY SELECTION-DATE TYPE ELEMENT VER 100

     STATUS ( FOR CCID "INSTALL" IS "ALWAYS-MIGRATE"
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                  CCID "PROMOTE" IS "NEVER-MIGRATE").

 

DELETE with FORCE

If FORCE is specified on a DELETE command, all Change Log Entries (CLEs) associated with the ENTITY are also
deleted. A CLE is generated automatically anytime an entity is updated.

Note:  Prior to requesting this option, it is recommended that the Archive and Compress Utility, NDVRARCO, be run
against the CCDB to avoid possible errors.

Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of ENTITY commands:

Example 1

 ADD ENTITY SELECTION-DATE TYPE ELEMENT VERSION 1

     STATUS (FOR CCID "ADMINISTER" IS  "MANUAL-ENTITY")

     COMMENT "PRE-DEFINED ELEMENT ENTITY".

 

Endevor/DB will store an entity named SELECTION-DATE with an entity type of ELEMENT, a version number of 100
and the indicated remarks in the CCDB and associate it with a status of MANUAL-ENTITY within the context of the
ADMINISTER CCID.

Example 2

 MODIFY ENTITY * TYPE ELEMENT VER 100

     STATUS IS "NEVER-MIGRATE".

 

Endevor/DB will assign a global status of NEVER-MIGRATE to all entities in the CCDB with a type of ELEMENT and a
version number of 100.

Example 3

 MODIFY ENTITY SELECTION-DATE TYPE ELE VER 100

     REMOVE STATUS IS "NEVER-MIGRATE"

     COMMENTS "SPECIAL ELEMENT".

 

Endevor/DB will remove the NEVER-MIGRATE status from the version 100 of the SELECTION-DATE element entity and
update the comments.

MANAGEMENT GROUP
Management Groups classify CCIDs for reporting purposes. A single management group might include all CCIDs for a
particular project, for example, or for several related projects.

You can associate a CCID with an existing management group, to categorize that CCID within the group. This does not
change the data stored for either the CCID or the management group but rather creates a relationship between the two in
the CCDB.

This article describes the following information:

Processing Flow

When you enter a MANAGEMENT GROUP command, Endevor/DB performs the following processing:
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• Validates the input parameters to insure that:
– You are authorized to perform the action (ADD, MODIFY, DELETE, or BROWSE) for a MANAGEMENT GROUP. If

you are not, the system will print an error message and disallow the transaction.
– The values specified in the input parameters are valid and all required clauses are specified for the command.

• For ADD actions, insures that the MANAGEMENT GROUP does not already exist in the CCDB; for all other actions,
insures that the MANAGEMENT GROUP does exist in the CCDB.

• Performs the requested action.
• Prints a confirmation message that the action was successfully completed.

Syntax

►►───┬─ ADD ─────── MANagement group name is management-group-name ────────┬─► 

     ├─ MODify ──┬─ MANagement group ──┬──────────────────────────────────┬┘

     ├─ DELete ──┤                     └─ name is management group name ──┘

     ├─ DISplay ─┤

     └─ PUNch ───┘ 

 ►──┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►

    └┬────────────┬─── CCId name ───┬─ is ccid ──────────┬─┘ 

     ├─ REPlace ◄─┤                 │                    │

     └─ REMove ───┘                 │     ┌─── , ──┐     │

                                    └─ ( ─▼─ ccid ─┴─ ) ─┘

 

 ►───┬─────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────── . ───────►◄ 

     └─ COMment is 'comment-text' ─┘  

Syntax Rules

The rules pertaining to each clause in the syntax are listed as follows.

name is management-group-name

Identifies a MANAGEMENT GROUP to be added to the CCDB or an existing MANAGEMENT GROUP descriptor to be
modified, deleted, displayed, or punched.

For ADD actions, this clause is required. management-group-name is a 1 to 16-character alphanumeric value and must
be a unique management group name within the CCDB.

For all other operations, this clause is optional or may be specified with valid masking specifications. All operations will be
affected on each management group meeting the selection criteria.

CCId name is ccid

For an ADD command, this clause specifies the name of the CCID(s) you want to associate with the management group.

For MODIFY commands, if REPLACE (default) is specified, all existing CCID associations are removed and new CCID(s)
named in this clause are associated with each selected management group; if REMOVE is specified, existing associations
with the CCID(s) named in the clause are removed.

The CCID(s) specified in the clause must already be defined in the CCDB. Up to 1000 CCIDs may be associated with a
management group.

COMment is 'comment-text'

A 1 to 60-character, user-defined remark for the management group.
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Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of MANAGEMENT GROUP commands.

Example 1

ADD MANAGEMENT GROUP NAME "DEV140"

    CCID NAME = (CAABF0-9703 CAABF0-9705)

    COMMENT "MANAGEMENT GROUP FOR DEVELOPMENT"

Endevor/DB will store a new management group in the CCDB and associate this management group with CCIDs
CAABF0-9703 and CAABF0-9705.

Example 2

MODIFY MANAGEMENT GROUP

    REMOVE CCID CAABF0-9703.

Endevor/DB will modify all management groups in the CCDB to remove associations with CCID CAABF0-9703.

Example 3

DISPLAY MANAGEMENT GROUP NAME IS DEV*

Endevor/DB will output the contents of each management group in the CCDB whose name begins with "DEV" to the
NDVRLST file.

PREAUTHORIZATION
PREAUTHORIZATION is an Endevor/DB Security function which associates a user or CCID with one or more entity
descriptor records in the CCDB. This association may serve any of the following purposes:

• To protect certain IDD entities from update by anyone other than preauthorized users or projects.
• To insure that certain users or projects only update specific preauthorized IDD entities.
• To restrict specific CCIDs so that only preauthorized users may sign on to them.
• To preregister identified IDD entities so that the Change Log Entries (CLEs) created when those entities are modified

will be recorded against specific CCIDs.
• To restrict selected statuses so that only preauthorized users can associate those statuses with entities.

This article describes the following information:

Processing Flow

When you enter a PREAUTHORIZATION command, Endevor/DB performs the following processing:

• Validates the input parameters to insure that:
– You are authorized to perform the action (ADD, MODIFY, DELETE, or BROWSE) for a PREAUTHORIZATION. If

you are not, the system will print an error message and disallow the transaction.
– The values specified in the input parameters are valid and all required clauses are specified for the command.
– For ADD commands, insures that the PREAUTHORIZATION does not already exist in the CCDB; for all other

commands, insures the PREAUTHORIZATION does exist in the CCDB.
– Performs the requested action.
– Prints a confirmation message that the action was successfully completed.
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Syntax
 ►►───┬─ ADD ─────┬─ PREauthorization ──┬────────────────────────────────┬───► 

     ├─ MODify ──┤                     └── ENTity name is entity-name ──┘

     ├─ DISPlay ─┤                     

     └─ PUNch ───┘ 

 

 ►───┬───────────────────────┬──┬─────────────────────────────┬─────────────► 

     └─ TYPe is entity-type ─┘  └─ VERsion is version-number ─┘

 

 ►───── TO ┬─ USEr name is user-id ──┬──────────────────────────────────────► 

           └─ CCID name is ccid ─────┘ 

 

 ►───┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────► 

     └─ ESTimated work completion is mm/dd/yy ─┘ 

 

 ►───┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────► 

     └─ ACTual work completion is mm/dd/yy ─┘ 

  ►───┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────► 

     └─ DERive ccid is ─────┬─ Y ──┬─┘ 

                            └─ N ◄─┘

 

 ►───┬────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────── . ─────────────►◄ 

     └─ COMment is 'comment-text'─┘ 

  

 ►►───── DELete ── PREauthorization ──┬──────────────────────────────┬───────► 

                                     └─ ENTity name is entity-name ─┘ 

 

 ►───┬───────────────────────┬──┬─────────────────────────────┬─────────────► 

     └─ TYPe is entity-type ─┘  └─ VERsion is version-number ─┘

 

 ►───── TO ┬─ USEr name is user-id ──┬─────────────────────── . ────────────►◄

           └─ CCID name is ccid ─────┘ 

 

Parameters

The rules pertaining to each clause in the syntax are listed as follows.

ENTity name is entity-name

Specifies the name of the entity(s) to which the preauthorization command applies. The entity-name can be up to 40
alphanumeric characters and may be specified with name masking. See the following Usage for additional information.

TYPe is entity-type

Specifies the type of the entity(s) to which the preauthorization command applies. If specified, entity-type must identify a
valid entity type, as listed in Endevor/DB Entity Types. See "Usage," below, for additional information.

VERsion is version-number

The version number of the entity(s) to which the preauthorization command applies. For IDD entity types, this value is the
same as the IDD Version Number. If specified, version-number must be a valid integer in the range 0 thru 9999. For ADD
actions, version-number defaults to 1.

TO
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The user or CCID associated with the preauthorization command. You must specify either an existing user or an existing
CCID, but not both.

USEr is user-id

Identifies a User preauthorization to the selected entity(s). The user-id is 1 to 32 characters identifying an existing CCDB
User descriptor.

CCId is ccid

Identifies a CCID preauthorization to the selected entity(s). The ccid is 1 to 12 characters identifying an existing CCDB
CCID descriptor.

ESTimated work completion is estimated-date

Identifies the estimated completion date of this project. If specified, estimated-date must be entered in mm/dd/yy format.
This date is maintained as part of project control functionality.

ACTual work completion is actual-date

Identifies the actual completion date of this project. If specified, actual-date must be entered in mm/dd/yy format. This date
is maintained as part of project control functionality.

DERive ccid is

This clause is valid only if the TO CCID clause is specified in the PREAUTHORIZATION command.

Y -- This preauthorization is to be used for CCID derivation. Preauthorization containing DERIVE CCID = Y is also used to
permit access to the entity for those users not running in derived CCID mode.

N -- This preauthorization is not to be used for CCID derivation.

COMment is 'comment-text'

A 1 to 60-character, user-defined remark for the PREAUTHORIZATION.

Usage

Entity Descriptor Identification

If any part of the entity-identification (ENTITY NAME, TYPE Descriptor and VERSION) is omitted or is specified with name
masking, Endevor/DB processing will be accomplished against all occurrences meeting the criteria of the information
specified. The combinations can be:

• Name, type and version all specified exactly. The combination identifies one (or zero) specific entity descriptor.
• Name and type specified, version defaults to *. This combination identifies all entity descriptors in the CCDB which

match the specified name and type, regardless of the version number.
• Name specified, type defaults to *, version defaults to *.  This combination identifies all entity descriptors in the

CCDB which match the specified name, regardless of the type and version
• Type specified, name defaults to * , version defaults to *.  This combination identifies all entity descriptors in the

CCDB which match the specified type, regardless of the name and version.
• No specification. Name defaults to *, type defaults to *, version defaults to *. This combination identifies all entity

descriptors in the CCDB.
• Name mask specified instead of name in any of the cases above will identify a set of entity names.

Changing Users/CCIDs Preauthorized to an Entity

To change a user or CCID preauthorized to an entity, use a DELETE PREAUTHORIZATION command followed by an
ADD PREAUTHORIZATION command.
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Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of PREAUTHORIZATION commands.

Example 1

 ADD PREAUTHORIZATION

     ENTITY NAME IS "EMPSCHM" TYPE SCHEMA VERSION 100

     TO USER DATABASE-ADMIN

     ESTIMATED COMPLETION DATE 06/30/03

     COMMENT "BETA RELEASE".

 

Endevor/DB will add this preauthorization to the CCDB for the identified entity. This command allows user DATABASE-
ADMIN to perform Schema compiler updates against the EMPSCHM Version 100 schema.

Example 2

 MODIFY PREAUTHORIZATION

     ENTITY * TYPE RECORD VERSION 100

     TO CCID DBADMIN.

 

This command modifies all preauthorizations defined for record entity types with version 100, regardless of the name, to
the DBADMIN CCID and to allow that CCID to be available as a derived CCID.

Example 3

 DELETE PREAUTHORIZATION

     TO CCID DEVREVIEW.

 

This command removes all preauthorizations associated with the CCID "DEVREVIEW" from the CCDB.

SECURITY CLASS
Security classes are the most important part of Endevor/DB security. Security classes define restrictions that apply to
dictionaries, CCIDs and users. Each of these entities can be associated with a different security class. At execution time
(during stage two of the signon process), the security system combines all the security classes referenced and arrives at a
resultant set of "permission flags". If an activity controlled by a permission flag is disallowed at any level (dictionary, CCID
or user), the user signed on to that dictionary and working under that CCID will not be allowed to perform that activity.

The dictionary, CCID and user definitions each contain a reference to a security class name. There will usually be few
security classes in a CCDB. Many installations set up one for the Security Administrator (usually NDVR-GLOBAL), one for
DBAs, one for development leaders and one for general application developers.

This article describes the following information:

Processing Flow

When you enter a SECURITY CLASS command, Endevor/DB performs the following processing:

• Validates the input parameters to insure that:
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– You are authorized to perform the action (ADD, MODIFY, DELETE, or BROWSE) for a SECURITY CLASS. If you
are not, the system will print an error message and disallow the transaction.

– For ADD actions, insures that the SECURITY CLASS does not already exist in the CCDB; for all other actions,
insures that the SECURITY CLASS does exist in the CCDB.

– The values specified in the input parameters are valid and all required clauses are specified for the command.
• Performs the requested action.
• Prints a confirmation message that the action was successfully completed.

Syntax

►►───┬─ ADD ─────── SECurity class name is security-class-name ────────┬────► 

     ├─ MODify ──┬─ SECurity class ──┬───────────────────────────────┬─┘

     ├─ DISPlay ─┤                   └─ name is security-class-name ─┘  

     └─ PUNch ───┘ 

 ►───┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────► 

     └─ SIGNout functions (signout-function-switches) ─┘

 ►───┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────► 

     └─ PREauth functions (preauthorization-function-switches) ─┘

 ►───┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────► 

     └─ LOCk functions (lock-function-switches) ─┘

 ►───┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────► 

     └─ ENTity functions (entity-function-switches) ─┘

 ►───┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────► 

     └─ CCId functions (ccid-function-switches) ─┘

 ►───┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────► 

     └─ STAtus functions (status-function-switches) ─┘

 ►───┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────► 

     └─ USEr functions (user-function-switches) ─┘

 ►───┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────► 

     └─ DICtionary functions (dictionary-function-switches) ─┘

 ►───┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────► 

     └─ MANagement group functions (mgrp-function-switches) ─┘

 ►───┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────► 

     └─ CONtrol functions (control-function-switches) ─┘

 ►───┬────────────────────────────┬────┬──────────────────────┬─────────────► 

     └─ DERive ccid is ──┬─ Y ──┬─┘    └─ SIGin is ──┬─ Y ──┬─┘ 

                         └─ N ◄─┘                    └─ N ◄─┘

 ►───┬────────────────────────┬────────┬────────────────────────┬───────────► 

     └─ SO-Ccid is ──┬─ Y ──┬─┘        └─ SO-User is ──┬─ Y ──┬─┘ 

                     └─ N ◄─┘                          └─ N ◄─┘

 ►───┬────────────────────────┬────────┬────────────────────────┬───────────► 

     └─ NO-Ccid is ──┬─ Y ──┬─┘        └─ NO-User is ──┬─ Y ──┬─┘ 

                     └─ N ◄─┘                          └─ N ◄─┘
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 ►───┬────────────────────────┬────────┬─────────────────────────┬──────────► 

     └─ NO-Auth is ──┬─ Y ──┬─┘        └─ LIM-auth is ──┬─ Y ──┬─┘ 

                     └─ N ◄─┘                           └─ N ◄─┘

 ►───┬────────────────────────┬────────┬──────────────────────┬─────────────► 

     └─ NM-Mode is ──┬─ Y ──┬─┘        └─ BATch is ──┬─ Y ──┬─┘ 

                     └─ N ◄─┘                        └─ N ◄─┘

 ►───┬────────────────────────┬────────┬────────────────────────┬───────────► 

     └─ ARChive is ──┬─ Y ──┬─┘        └─ MIGrate is ──┬─ Y ──┬─┘ 

                     └─ N ◄─┘                          └─ N ◄─┘

 ►──┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────►

    └── MODs ────────────┬─ NONe ────────────────────┬─┘ 

                         │                           │

                         │     ┌───────────────┐     │

                         └─ ( ─▼─ entity-type ─┴─ ) ─┘

 ►──┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

    └── A-Opt ────────────┬─ NONe ────────────────────┬─┘ 

                          │                           │

                          │     ┌───────────────┐     │

                          └─ ( ─▼─ entity-type ─┴─ ) ─┘

 ►───┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────── . ───────────►◄

     └─ COMment is 'comment-text' ──┘

►►───── DELete ─── SECurity class name is security-class-name ──────────────►

 ►───┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────── . ───────────►◄

     └─ COMment is 'comment-text' ──┘ 

entity-type Clause

►►───┬─ SCH ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄ 

     ├─ DMC ─┤

     ├─ FIL ─┤

     ├─ TAS ─┤

     ├─ SUB ─┤

     ├─ USE ─┤

     ├─ DES ─┤

     ├─ REC ─┤

     ├─ SYS ─┤

     ├─ APO ─┤

     ├─ SET ─┤

     ├─ DIA ─┤

     ├─ APP ─┤

     ├─ ELE ─┤

     ├─ QFI ─┤

     ├─ PRC ─┤

     ├─ TAB ─┤

     ├─ FUN ─┤

     ├─ MOD ─┤
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     ├─ PHY ─┤

     ├─ CLA ─┤

     ├─ ATT ─┤

     ├─ MAP ─┤

     ├─ LOA ─┤

     ├─ LIN ─┤

     ├─ MSG ─┤

     ├─ LOG ─┤

     ├─ LR ──┤

     └─ PRO ─┘ 

Syntax Rules

The rules pertaining to each clause in the syntax are listed as follows.

name is security-class-name

Identifies a new SECURITY CLASS to be added to the CCDB or an existing SECURITY CLASS to be modified, deleted,
displayed, or punched. The security-class-name is a 1 to 16-character alphanumeric value. For ADD and DELETE
commands, this clause is required and must specify a unique security class within the CCDB; for all other operations, this
clause is optional or may be specified with valid name masking specifications.

WARNING
Do not delete either of the security classes named in the dictionary description, nor the one identified in the
CCDB Administrator's User descriptor record.

authorization functions

The function clauses define from three to nine switches each, which can be turned on by specifying a Y to indicate
permission granted for the function or turned off by specifying an N to indicate permission is denied for the function. Note
that Browse authority controls both MIS Online selection of Browse options and MIS Batch Display and Punch commands,
where applicable. See Usage section for additional information.

Authorization Function Switch Function
SIGNout 1 Browse signed out entities
 2 Signout entities
 3 Signin entities
PREauthorization functions 1 Browse Preauthorizations
 2 Add Preauthorizations
 3 Delete Preauthorizations
 4 Modify Preauthorizations
LOCk functions (MIS Online only) 1 Browse locked users
 2 Lock users
 3 Unlock users
 4 Browse locked CCIDs
 5 Lock CCIDs
 6 Unlock CCIDs
 7 Browse locked dictionaries
 8 Lock dictionaries
 9 Unlock dictionaries
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ENTity functions 1 Browse entity descriptors
 2 Add entity descriptor
 3 Modify entity descriptor
 4 Delete entity descriptor
 5 Browse entity change history
 6 Browse entity status history
CCId functions 1 Browse CCID descriptors
 2 Add CCID descriptor
 3 Modify CCID descriptor
 4 Delete CCID descriptor
 5 Browse CCID/change associations
 6 Add CCID/change associations
 7 Modify CCID/change associations
 8 Delete CCID/change associations
 9 Browse entity status for CCID
STAtus functions 1 Browse Status descriptors
 2 Add status descriptor
 3 Modify status descriptor
 4 Delete status descriptor
 5 Browse status/entity associations
 6 Add status/entity associations
 7 Modify status/entity associations
 8 Delete status/entity associations
USEr functions 1 Browse User descriptors
 2 Add User descriptor
 3 Modify user descriptor
 4 Delete User descriptor
 5 Browse User/change associations
 6 Add User/change associations
 7 Modify User/change associations
 8 Delete User/change associations
DICtionary functions 1 Browse dictionary descriptors
 2 Modify dictionary descriptors
 3 Delete dictionary descriptors
 4 Browse change log entries
 5 Modify change log entries
 6 Delete change log entries
MANagement group functions 1 Browse management group descriptors
 2 Add management group descriptors
 3 Modify management group descriptors
 4 Delete management group descriptors
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 5 Browse management group/CCID
associations

 6 Add management group/CCID associations
 7 Delete management group/CCID

associations
 8 Delete management group/CCID

associations
CONtrol functions 1 Browse CCDB descriptors
 2 Modify CCDB descriptors
 3 Browse security descriptors
 4 Add security descriptors
 5 Modify security descriptors
 6 Delete security descriptors
 7 Browse monitor dictionary status blocks
 8 Modify monitor dictionary status blocks

DERive ccid is

Determines how Endevor/DB will handle CCIDs and change logging.

Y -- CCIDs are ignored at Endevor/DB signon. When an entity is modified, the CCDB is checked to see if a CCID is
associated with the entity (through the PREAUTHORIZATION DERIVE CCID IS Y clause); if so, the change log entry
created in the CCDB will be marked with the associated CCID.

N -- User must perform an Endevor/DB signon and specify a CCID in order to cause change log entries to be marked with
a CCID.

SIGnin is

Establishes permission level for entity signout/signin for other users and/or CCIDs.

Y -- Signout/Signin entities for other users and/or CCIDs is allowed.

N -- Signout/Signin entities for other users and/or CCIDs is not allowed.

SO-Ccid is

Used in conjunction with the dictionary descriptor's AUTO-SO indicator to control automatic signout of entities to a CCID.
If AUTO-SO is not in effect (N), this clause has no effect; if AUTO-SO is in effect (Y), this switch is used in conjunction with
the SO-USER switch to determine to whom an entity is signed out.

Y -- If SO-USER is N, signout the entity to the first CCID that the user who modified the entity was signed on under; If SO-
USER is Y, this switch is ignored.

N -- No automatic signout to a CCID is in effect.

SO-User is

Used in conjunction with the dictionary descriptor's AUTO-SO indicator to control automatic signout of entities to a User. If
AUTO-SO is not in effect (N), this clause has no effect; if AUTO-SO is in effect (Y), this switch is used in conjunction with
the SO-CCID switch to determine to whom an entity is signed out.

Y -- Automatic signout is in effect to the user who modified the entity.

N -- If SO-CCID is Y, automatic signout is in effect to the CCID; if SO-CCID is N, automatic signout is in effect to the user
who modified the entity.

NO-Ccid is
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Determines the requirements for specifying a CCID.

Y -- Changes may be made without a known CCID.

N -- A CCID must be specified in an Endevor/DB SIGNON or the user must run in Derive CCID processing mode.

NO-User is

Determines the requirements for specifying a userid.

Y -- Changes may be made without a known userid; if specified,

NO-USER = Y must be specified in the dictionary descriptor's security classes.

N -- Changes will not be logged unless either an IDMS/DC or an Endevor/DB userid is specified. SIGNON is required.

NO-Auth is

In conjunction with the LIM-AUTH clause, establishes preauthorization restrictions for a user making changes. Refer to the
Endevor/DB for IDMS Administrating section for a full description of the use of NO-AUTH and LIM-AUTH.

Y -- User is not subject to preauthorization rules.

N -- User is subject to preauthorization rules.

LIM-auth is

In conjunction with the NO-AUTH clause, establishes preauthorization restrictions for a user making changes. Refer to the
Endevor/DB for IDMS Administrating section for a full description of the use of NO-AUTH and LIM-AUTH.

Y -- Limited preauthorization applies to this user.

N -- Full preauthorization applies to this user.

NM-Mode is

Controls use of TAG commands in the Migration facility, NDVRDLVR process.

Y -- TAG commands may be specified.

N -- TAG commands may not be specified.

BATch is

Establishes permission to execute the MIS Batch facility, NDVRMISB.

Y -- NDVRMISB execution is allowed.

N -- NDVRMISB execution is disallowed.

ARChive is

Establishes authority to execute the Archive and Compress utility, NDVRARCO, to archive Change Log Entries.

Y -- NDVRARCO execution is allowed.

N -- NDVRARCO execution is disallowed.

MIGrate is

Establishes authority to execute the Migration facility, including the migration booking, NDVRBOOK with OPTION =
MIGRATE.

Y -- Migration facility utility execution is allowed.

N -- Migration facility utility execution is disallowed.

MODs
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Identifies the CCDB and IDD entity types which users under this security class are allowed to modify. Omitting an entity
type means no update is allowed for that entity type.

NONE

Updates are disallowed for all entity-types.

( entity-type(s) )

Update is allowed for the entity-types specified, and only those specified. Refer to section B for a definition of the entity
types.

A-OPT

Identifies the CCDB and IDD entity types for which preauthorization rules apply before updates are allowed. This
facility is used in conjunction with the NO-AUTH and LIM-AUTH values in the security class and by the existence of
preauthorizations in the CCDB.

NONE

Preauthorization rules will be applied to all entity types.

( entity-type(s) )

For each entity-type specified, preauthorization rules will not be applied.

COMment is 'comment-text'

A 1 to 60-character, user-defined remark for the security class descriptor.

Usage

DELete SECurity Class

WARNING
Do not delete either of the security classes named in the dictionary description, nor the one identified in the
CCDB Administrator's User descriptor record.

Authorization functions

Each of the authorization function clauses has from three to nine switches apiece. For example, the SIGNOUT clause has
three switches representing, in order, the authority to Browse signed out entities, Signout entities, and Signin entities. To
turn on all the switches, enter the following syntax:

SIGNOUT ( Y Y Y )

To turn on only the third switch, Signin entity authority, enter the following syntax:

SIGNOUT ( N N Y )

To turn on only the first switch, Browse signed out entities authority, enter the following syntax:

SIGNOUT ( Y )

Notice that entering the trailing N's for the second and third authority switches is not required.

This logic applies for all the authorization function clauses.

Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of SECURITY CLASS commands:
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Example 1

ADD SECURITY CLASS NAME IS TRAINEE

    COMMENT "SECURITY CLASS FOR ALL TRAINEES"

    SIGNOUT FUNCTIONS ( N Y N )

    PREAUTH FUNCTIONS ( Y N N N )

    LOCK    FUNCTIONS ( Y N N Y N N Y N N )

    ENTITY  FUNCTIONS ( Y Y Y N Y Y )

    CCID    FUNCTIONS ( Y N N N Y N N N Y )

    STATUS  FUNCTIONS ( Y N N N Y N N N )

    USER    FUNCTIONS ( Y N N N Y N N N )

    DICTIONARY FUNC   ( Y N N Y N N )

    MANAGEMENT FUNC   ( Y N N N Y N N N )

    CONTROL FUNCTIONS ( Y N Y N N N Y N )

    DERIVE CCID       N

    SIGNIN            N

    SO-CCID           Y

    SO-USER           N

    NO-CCID           N

    NO-USER           N

    NO-AUTH           N

    LIM-AUTH          N

    NM-MODE           N

    BATCH             Y

    ARCHIVE           N

    MIGRATE           N

    MODS              ( DIA PRC MAP LOA ).

Endevor/DB will add a security class to the CCDB to be used for Trainees. This security class does not allow the trainees
any privileges that could cause damage to the CCDB. Trainees will be allowed to browse information in the CCDB but
will only be allowed to ADD or MODIFY ENTITY information. Trainees will be only allowed to update dialogs, processes,
maps, and load modules in the IDD. Trainees will be allowed to use the MIS Batch facility but will not be allowed to run the
Archive or Migrate utilities.

Example 2

DISPLAY SECURITY CLASS.

Endevor/DB will output the definitions for each Security Class in the CCDB to the NDVRLST file.

SIGNIN
The SIGNIN command enables you to sign in entities that have been signed out. Sign in of an entity releases exclusive
rights to that entity, allowing another user or CCID to modify it. In addition, when an entity is signed out, preauthorization
commands cannot be executed for that entity. An entity must be signed in before it can be preauthorized.

For example, if you want to modify a map and another user has signed out one of that map's work records, you would not
be allowed to regenerate the map. The other user, or someone authorized to sign in entities for that user, would have to
do so before you could generate the map.

This article describes the following information:
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Processing Flow

When you enter a SIGNIN command, Endevor/DB performs the following processing:

• Validates the input parameters to ensure that:
– You are authorized to execute SIGNIN commands. If you are not, the system will print an error message and

disallow the transaction.
– The values specified in the input parameters are valid and all required clauses are specified for the command.

• Ensures the selected entity exists in the CCDB and is signed out to the designated user or CCID.
• Signs in the entity.
• Prints a confirmation message that the action was successfully completed.

Syntax

►►───── SIGnin ────┬──────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────► 

                   └─ ENTity name is entity-name ─┘ 

 ►───┬───────────────────────┬──┬─────────────────────────────┬─────────────► 

     └─ TYPe is entity-type ─┘  └─ VERsion is version-number ─┘

 ►───┬────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────── . ────────────►◄

     └─ FROm ─┬─ USEr name is user-id ──┬─┘

              └─ CCID name is ccid ─────┘ 

Syntax Rules

The rules pertaining to each clause in the syntax are listed as follows.

ENTity name is entity-name

Identifies the entity(ies) to be signed in. If specified, entity-name must be a 1 to 40- character alphanumeric value and may
contain valid name masking specifications.

TYPe is entity-type

Specifies the type of the entity. If specified, it must identify a valid entity type as listed in section B. If omitted, entity-type
defaults to all entity-types. See the following Usage for additional information.

VERsion is version-number

The version number of the entity occurrence in the CCDB. For IDD entity types, this value is the same as the IDD Version
Number. If specified, version-number must be a valid integer in the range 0 thru 9999. If omitted, version-number defaults
to all versions.

FROM

Identifies the user or CCID whose entities are to be signed in. If omitted, SIGNIN action depends on the entity information
specified. See the following Usage for additional information.

USEr name is user-id

The user whose entities are to be signed in. The user-id must be the

1 to 32-character name of an existing user.

CCId name is ccid

The CCID whose entities are to be signed in. The ccid must be the

1 to 12-character name of an existing CCID.
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Usage

Entity Descriptor Identification

If any part of the entity-identification (NAME, TYPE, and VERSION) is not specified, or is specified with name masking,
SIGNIN entity selection will be accomplished for all entity occurrences meeting the criteria of the information specified.

Name, type and version all specified exactly.The combination identifies one (or zero) specific entity descriptor.

Name and type specified, version defaults to *. This combination identifies all entity descriptors in the CCDB which
match the specified name and type, regardless of the version number.

Name specified, type defaults to *, version defaults to *.  This combination identifies all entity descriptors in the CCDB
which match the specified name, regardless of the type and version.

Type specified, name defaults to * , version defaults to *.  This combination identifies all entity descriptors in the CCDB
which match the specified type, regardless of the name and version.

No specification.  Name defaults to *, type defaults to *, version defaults to *. This combination identifies all entity
descriptors in the CCDB.

Name mask specified instead of name in any of the cases above will identify a set of entity names. 

FROM clause

If the FROM clause is omitted, all selected entities will be signed in, regardless of the user or CCID to which they have
been signed out.

If the FROM clause is specified, selected entities will be signed in only for the specific user or CCID.

Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of the SIGNIN commands.

Example 1

SIGNIN ENTITY NAME DEPARMENT TYPE REC VERSION 1

    FROM CCID DBADMIN.

Endevor/DB will signin the specified single entity which was signed out to the "DBADMIN" CCID.

Example 2

SIGNIN ENTITY NAME * TYPE * VERSION 100.

Endevor/DB will signin all entities in the CCDB containing version number 100 from any user or CCID to which the
occurrence has been signed out.

SIGNOUT
The SIGNOUT command enables you to explicitly reserve entities for the exclusive use of a particular CCID or user.

This article describes the following information:

Processing Flow

When you enter a SIGNOUT command, Endevor/DB performs the following processing:

• Validates the input parameters to insure that:
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– You are authorized to execute SIGNOUT commands. If you are not, the system will print an error message and
disallow the transaction.

– The values specified in the input parameters are valid and all required clauses are specified for the command.
• Insures that the entity exists in the CCDB and is not already signed out.
• Signs out the entity.
• Prints a confirmation message that the action was successfully completed.

Syntax

►►───── SIGNOUT ────┬──────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────► 

                    └─ ENTity name is entity-name ─┘ 

 ►───┬───────────────────────┬──┬─────────────────────────────┬─────────────► 

     └─ TYPe is entity-type ─┘  └─ VERsion is version-number ─┘

 ►───── TO ┬─ USEr name is user-id ──┬──────────────────────────────────────►

           └─ CCID name is ccid ─────┘ 

 ►───┬────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────── . ─────────────►◄

     └─ COMment is 'comment-text'─┘ 

Syntax Rules

The rules pertaining to each clause in the syntax are listed as follows.

ENTity name is entity-name

Identifies the entity(ies) to be signed out. If specified, entity-name must be a

1 to 40-character alphanumeric value and may contain valid name masking specifications.

TYPe is entity-type

Specifies the type of the entity. If specified, it must identify a valid entity type as listed in Endevor/DB Entity Types. If
omitted, entity-type defaults to all entity-types. See the following Usage for additional information.

VERsion is version-number

The version number of the entity occurrence in the CCDB. For IDD entity types, this value is the same as the IDD Version
Number. If specified, version-number must be a valid integer in the range 0 thru 9999. If omitted, version-number defaults
to all versions.

TO

Identifies the user or CCID to whom the selected entities are to be signed out. SIGNOUT must be accomplished to either
a user or a CCID, but not both.

USEr name is user-id.

The user to whom the entities are to be signed out. The user-id must be the

1 to 32-character name of an existing user.

CCId name is ccid

The CCID to whom the entities are to be signed out. The ccid must be the

1 to 12-character name of an existing CCID.

COMment is 'comment-text'
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A 1-60 character, user-defined remark for the SIGNOUT.

Usage

Entity Descriptor Identification

If any part of the entity-identification (NAME, TYPE, and VERSION) is not specified, or is specified with name masking,
SIGNOUT entity selection will be accomplished for all entity occurrences meeting the criteria of the information specified.

Name, type and version all specified exactly.  The combination identifies one (or zero) specific entity descriptor.

Name and type specified, version defaults to *. This combination identifies all entity descriptors in the CCDB which
match the specified name and type, regardless of the version number.

Name specified, type defaults to *, version defaults to *.  This combination identifies all entity descriptors in the CCDB
which match the specified name, regardless of the type and version.

Type specified, name defaults to * , version defaults to *.  This combination identifies all entity descriptors in the CCDB
which match the specified type, regardless of the name and version.

No specification. Name defaults to *, type defaults to *, version defaults to *. This combination identifies all entity
descriptors in the CCDB.

Name mask specified instead of name in any of the cases above will identify a set of entity names. 

Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of the SIGNOUT commands.

Example 1

SIGNOUT ENTITY NAME DEPARMENT TYPE REC VERSION 1

    TO CCID DBADMIN.

Endevor/DB will sign out the specified single entity to the "DBADMIN" CCID.

Example 2

SIGNOUT ENTITY NAME * TYPE * VERSION 100

    TO USER DATABASE-ADMINISTRATOR

    COMMENT "PRODUCTION FREEZE"

Endevor/DB will signout all entities in the CCDB containing version number 100 to the "DATABASE-ADMINISTRATOR"
user and document each SIGNOUT.

STATUS
A status is similar to an IDD attribute. It is a "tag" used to annotate, identify, or classify entities and is often used to include
or exclude entities for migration.

Status identifies can be associated with an entity or with an entity within the context of a particular CCID. Status names
are user-defined and might identify a "state" such as DESIGNED, "IN DEVELOPMENT", COMPLETED, PROGRAMMED,
and so forth. A status can be assigned by itself ("globally") or within the context of a CCID. For example, a given entity
might have the status "IN DEVELOPMENT" in CCID ACCT-9706 and the status TESTED in CCID ACCT-9703. An entity
may have a global status and different status within a given CCID.

This article describes the following information:
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Processing Flow

When you enter a STATUS command, Endevor/DB performs the following processing:

• Validates the input parameters to insure that:
– You are authorized to perform the action (ADD, MODIFY, DELETE, or BROWSE) for a STATUS. If you are not, the

system will print an error message and disallow the transaction.
– The values specified in the input parameters are valid and all required clauses are specified for the command.

• For ADD actions, insures that the STATUS does not already exist in the CCDB; for all other actions, insures that the
STATUS does exist in the CCDB.

• Performs the requested action.
• Prints a confirmation message that the action was successfully completed.

Syntax

►►───┬─ ADD ─────── STAtus name is status-name ──────────┬───────────────────► 

     ├─ MODify ──┬─ STAtus ──┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

     ├─ DELete ──┤           └── name is status-name ──┘

     ├─ DISplay ─┤

     └─ PUNch ───┘ 

 ►──┬───────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

    └── TYPe is──┬─ PUBlic ◄──┬─┘ 

                 └─ PRIvate ──┘ 

 ►───┬─────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────── . ───────►◄ 

     └─ COMment is 'comment-text' ─┘ 

Syntax Rules

The rules pertaining to each clause in the syntax are listed as follows.

name is status

Identifies a new STATUS to be added to the CCDB or an existing STATUS occurrence to be modified, deleted, displayed,
or punched. The status-name must be a 1 to 16-character alphanumeric value. For ADD actions this clause is required,
cannot contain masking specifications, and must be unique within all statuses in the CCDB. For all other operations, this
clause is optional or may be specified with valid masking specifications.

TYPe is type

Indicates whether the STATUS is PUBLIC or PRIVATE. If omitted, defaults to PUBLIC.

COMment is 'comment-text'

A 1 to 60-character, user-defined remark for the STATUS.

Examples

The following example illustrates the use of the ADD STATUS command.

Example 1

ADD STATUS NEVER-MIGRATE

    TYPE IS PUBLIC

    COMMENT "STATUS FOR ENTITIES TO NEVER MIGRATE".
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Endevor/DB will create the NEVER-MIGRATE status in the CCDB with a type of PUBLIC and the indicated comments for
documentation purposes.

Example 2

MODIFY STATUS NEVER*

    TYPE IS PRIVATE.

Endevor/DB will modify all statuses in the CCDB which match the masked name "NEVER" to reflect a type of PRIVATE.
This will require that a user be preauthorized to assign any status whose name matches "NEVER" to an entity.

USER
User information describes individual Endevor/DB users or user groups to the Endevor/DB system. Each user descriptor
contains a name, optional password, security restrictions, current CCID(s), and descriptive comments. The user name
and password are used during SIGNON to identify the user to the system and to verify that the user is authorized to use
Endevor/DB. The security class identifies the set of security restrictions in effect for the user (further described in the
Endevor/DB for IDMS Administrating section. The CCIDs identify the CCIDs under which the user is working (or under
which the user last worked).

If necessary, a particular user might be restricted from dictionary access altogether. This can effectively secure your
dictionary and CCDB from persons no longer permitted access.

This article describes the following information:

Processing Flow

When you enter a USER command, Endevor/DB performs the following processing:

• Validates the input parameters to insure that:
– You are authorized to perform the action (ADD, MODIFY, DELETE, or BROWSE) for a user. If you are not, the

system will print an error message and disallow the transaction.
– The values specified in the input parameters are valid and all required clauses are specified for the command.

• For ADD actions, insures that the user does not already exist in the CCDB; for all other actions, insures that the user
does exist in the CCDB.

• Performs the requested action.
• Prints a confirmation message that the action was successfully completed.

Syntax

►►───┬─ ADD ─────── USEr name is user-id ──────────┬─────────────────────────► 

     ├─ MODify ──┬─ USEr ──┬─────────────────────┬─┘

     ├─ DISplay ─┤         └── name is user-id ──┘

     └─ PUNch ───┘ 

 ►──── SECurity class is security-class ──────────┬──────────────────────────► 

  ──┬────────────────────────────────────┬────────┘

    └─ SECurity class is security-class ─┘

 ►───┬────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────► 

     └─ Password is password ─┘ 
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 ►──┬───────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

    └── CCId is ─────┬─── NOCcid ─────────┬─┘ 

                     ├─── ccid ───────────┤

                     │     ┌─── , ──┐     │

                     └─ ( ─▼─ ccid ─┴─ ) ─┘

 ►───┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────── . ────────────►◄

     └─ COMment is 'comment-text' ──┘ 

►►───── DELete USEr name is user-id ───┬─────────┬───────────────────────────►

                                       └─ FORce ─┘ 

 ►───┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────── . ────────────►◄

     └─ COMment is 'comment-text' ──┘ 

Syntax Rules

The rules pertaining to each clause in the syntax are listed as follows.

name is user-id

Identifies a new user to be added to the CCDB or an existing user descriptor to be modified, deleted, displayed, or
punched. The user-id must be a 1 to 32-character alphanumeric value. For ADD actions, this clause is required and must
be unique within all users in the CCDB; for DELETE actions, this clause is required and must identify an existing user
within the CCDB. For all other operations, this clause is optional or may be specified with valid masking specifications.

SECurity class is security-class

Identifies the Security Class to be associated with the user. The Security Class must already exist in the CCDB. This
clause is required for ADD commands.

PASsword is password

Specifies a password for the user. A password can be any 1 to 8-character alphanumeric value and is stored in the CCDB
in an encrypted form to further secure the user. Password values are never displayed.

CCID Name is ccid

Identifies the name of any CCID associations for this particular user. If specified, ccid must be a 1 to 12-character
alphanumeric value and identifying a previously defined CCID. If association is desired between the user and multiple
CCIDs, enter the CCIDs using the list format shown in the syntax diagram. See the following Usage for additional
information.

NOCcid

No CCIDs are associated with this user.

COMment is 'comment-text'

A 1 to 60-character, user-defined remark for the user.

FORce

DELETE command only. This clause enables you to delete a user even if it has Change Log Entries (CLEs) associated
with it.

Usage

CCIDs
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If a user has associated CCIDs, Endevor/DB will "remember" those CCIDs from session to session. On a MODIFY
request, to associate the user with a different set of CCIDs, you must first enter the NOCCID option to remove any
associations between the user and any CCIDs. You would then specify the new set of CCIDs, if any, to be associated with
the user.

DELETE with FORCE

If FORCE is specified on a DELETE command, all Change Log Entries (CLEs) associated with the user are also deleted.
A CLE is generated automatically anytime an entity is updated.

Note:  Prior to requesting this option, it is recommended that the Archive and Compress Utility, NDVRARCO, be run
against the CCDB to avoid possible errors.

Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of the ADD USER command.

Example 1

ADD USER NAME IS DATABASE-ADMINISTRATOR

    PASSWORD IS DBA

    CCID  (DBADMIN, SYSADMIN)

    COMMENT DATABASE ADMINISTRATOR FOR PROJECT'.

The CCDB Administrator has added a new user to be used by the database administrator and has associated this user
with both the DBADMIN and SYSADMIN CCIDs.

Example 2

MODIFY USER NAME IS DATABASE-ADMINISTRATOR

    CCID IS NOCCID.

MODIFY USER NAME IS DATABASE-ADMINISTRATOR

    CCID IS DBADMIN.

The CCDB Administrator has modified the user to remove all previous CCID associations and then to associate the user
with only the DBADMIN CCID.

Example 3

DISPLAY USER NAME IS DEV*.

This command will display all users in the CCDB whose name matches the "DEV" name-mask.

Example 4

DELETE USER NAME IS DEVUSER  FORCE.

The CCDB Administrator has decided to delete the USER and to force all CLEs associated with the USER to also be
deleted.

PUNCH Mode
PUNCH mode does not execute commands that you enter, but takes the commands, builds syntax for all of the elements
in the CCDB which meet the selection criteria, and then punches the detailed command syntax into a punch dataset
without echoing the syntax on the Batch process listing. Using a PUNCH <CCDB-entity-type> command for the supported
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CCDB-entity-types, under PROCESS mode, achieves the same results as if an ADD <CCDB-entity-type> command were
issued under PUNCH mode, except that the syntax is echoed on the Batch process listing, prefixed with an "*+". In either
case, the command syntax written to the punch dataset may be viewed or edited.

Why Use PUNCH Mode?
While most of your Endevor/DB Batch work will be done in the PROCESS mode, the PUNCH mode can be used.
Examples of when you might want to use PUNCH mode are:

• You want to produce syntax for SIGNIN or SIGNOUT commands or you want the syntax to reflect operations other
than ADD.

• You do not want the syntax to be echoed on the Batch listing

If you enter a command in PUNCH mode, Endevor/DB writes syntax to a punch dataset for all objects in the CCDB that
meet the selection criteria. The generated syntax is not echoed on the Endevor/DB Batch listing. You can review the
punched syntax for the command(s) you entered and, if needed, edit it. You can run the edited commands in PROCESS
mode to execute the commands against the CCDB.

If, for example, you wanted to produce syntax for all the entities in the CCDB, you would enter the following commands:

       SET OPTION PUNCH.

       ADD ENTITY.

Endevor/DB would then punch the following:

ADD  ENTITY NAME IS "COEDASO         "

            TYPE IS "DIALOG          "

         VERSION IS 00001

         COMMENT IS "CLAP ON         "

                 .

ADD  ENTITY NAME IS "COEDASO-PREMAP "

            TYPE IS "PROCESS         "

         VERSION IS 00001

         COMMENT IS "CLAP OFF        "

                 .

ADD  ENTITY NAME IS "COEDASO-RESPONSE"

            TYPE IS "PROCESS         "

         VERSION IS 00001

         COMMENT IS "CLAP ON         "

                 .

ADD  ENTITY NAME IS "COEDSHIP        "

            TYPE IS "DIALOG          "

         VERSION IS 00001

         COMMENT IS "CLAP OFF        "

                 .

In the example above, Endevor/DB punched four ADD ENTITY commands, one for each entity in the CCDB. As you can
see, Endevor/DB included the NAME, TYPE, VERSION, and COMMENT clauses in the syntax. You can now review all
the entities in the CCDB, along with all the information for those entities located in the CCDB.

If you wanted to change any of the commands and then execute them against a CCDB, you can use your standard editor.

In this example CCDB, there are only four entities. If there were more entities in the CCDB, they would also be punched.
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PUNCH Mode Syntax
The syntax for the commands in PUNCH mode is the same as described for Batch Syntax. You have to enter all the
required clauses in each syntax and end each command with a period.

When you have Endevor/DB Batch process a command in PUNCH mode, the punched output will reflect the contents of
the CCDB. There will be one command punched for each description (entity, CCID, etc.) in the CCDB that matches the
selection criteria in your original command. The punched commands will each include some combination of the clauses in
your original command and the information in the CCDB. The rules for this combination depend on the command verb you
use in your original command ( ADD, MODIFY, or DELETE).

The following sections describe the output clause combinations for each of the three command verbs.

Processing Flow

When you enter a command in PUNCH mode, Endevor/DB performs the following processing:

• Validates the input parameters to insure that:
– You are authorized to BROWSE the CCDB object named in the request. If you are not, the system will print an error

message and disallow the transaction.
– The values specified in the input parameters are valid and all required clauses are specified for the command.

• Produces syntax based on the input command for the specified CCDB object to the output NDVRPCH file.
• Prints a confirmation message that the action was successfully completed.

The ADD Verb

The ADD verb in PUNCH mode uses information from the CCDB to produce command clause values. If you do not enter
selection criteria in the commands, the ADD verb will punch all the information located in the CCDB for that command. For
example, if you enter the command:

       SET OPTIONS PUNCH.

 

       ADD ENTITY.

Endevor/DB would punch the syntax for every entity in the CCDB. The punched syntax would include the NAME, TYPE,
VERSION, COMMENT, and STATUS clauses for each entity in the CCDB. If you were to include selection criteria in the
command, such as the following:

       SET OPTIONS PUNCH.

 

       ADD ENTITY TYPE IS DIALOG.

Endevor/DB would punch the syntax for only those entities whose type is dialog. The punched syntax would again include
the NAME, TYPE, VERSION, COMMENT, and STATUS clauses for each entity. Applicable selection criteria is explained
in the description for each command.

If you specify an "attribute" clause (i.e., a clause that describes the CCDB object rather than identifies it), the clause you
specify in your original command will appear in place of any CCDB data in every punched command. For example, if you
enter the following command:

       SET OPTIONS PUNCH.

 

       ADD ENTITY TYPE IS RECORD STATUS IS NEVERMIGRATE.
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Endevor/DB will punch the following syntax:

ADD ENTITY NAME IS COL-COLLIER

           TYPE IS RECORD

        VERSION IS 00001

        COMMENT IS

       "PEA PORR HT"

         STATUS IS NEVERMIGRATE

                .

ADD ENTITY NAME IS FL-GRAFIX

           TYPE IS RECORD

        VERSION IS 00002

        COMMENT IS

       "WKS IN BOSTON"

         STATUS IS NEVERMIGRATE

                .

Endevor/DB punched ADD ENTITY commands for all entities that were of type RECORD. Each punched command
included the STATUS clause as entered in the original command.

The Modify Verb

The MODIFY verb will punch the MODIFY command syntax for the objects that meet the selection criteria in the CCDB.
Endevor/DB will punch the identifying clauses in each command. The identifying clauses are comprised of the information
necessary to identify the CCDB object. For example, an entity is identified by its name, type, and version. If you enter the
command:

       SET OPTIONS PUNCH.

 

       MODIFY ENTITY.

Endevor/DB would punch the following MODIFY ENTITY syntax:

MOD  ENTITY NAME IS "COEDASO         "

            TYPE IS "DIALOG          "

         VERSION IS 00001

                 .

MOD  ENTITY NAME IS "COEDASO-PREMAP "

            TYPE IS "PROCESS         "

         VERSION IS 00001

                 .

MOD  ENTITY NAME IS "COEDASO-RESPONSE"

            TYPE IS "PROCESS         "

         VERSION IS 00001

                 .

MOD  ENTITY NAME IS "COEDSHIP        "

            TYPE IS "DIALOG          "

         VERSION IS 00001

                 .

Any additional clauses that you enter will also be included in every punched MODIFY command. Only the clauses that
you enter in the command, in addition to the identifying clauses, will be punched. If, for example, you do not enter a
COMMENT clause in the MODIFY command, Endevor/DB will not include that clause in the punched command.
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For example, if you want to punch a MODIFY ENTITY command with a specific COMMENT clause for every entity whose
name begins with JSB, you would enter the following command:

       SET OPTIONS PUNCH.

 

       MOD ENTITY NAME JSB*

 

       COMMENT = "MODIFY JSBTEST".

Endevor/DB Batch will punch the following:

MOD ENTITY NAME IS JSBTEST1

           TYPE IS ELEMENT

        VERSION IS 1

        COMMENT IS "MODIFY JSBTEST"

                .

MOD ENTITY NAME IS JSBTEST2

           TYPE IS RECORD

        VERSION IS 1

        COMMENT IS "MODIFY JSBTEST".

                .

MOD ENTITY NAME IS JSBTEST2

           TYPE IS ELEMENT

        VERSION IS 2

        COMMENT IS "MODIFY JSBTEST"

                .

As you can see, Endevor/DB punched a MODIFY ENTITY command for every entity in the CCDB whose name began
with JSB. The identifying clauses, NAME, TYPE, and VERSION were automatically included in the command. The
COMMENT clause that you entered was also included in each command that was punched. Comments (if there were any)
in the CCDB were ignored.

The Delete Verb

The DELETE verb in the PUNCH mode builds a DELETE command for each CCDB object that meets the selection
criteria. Endevor/DB will punch the identifying clauses for every command. The identifying clauses are comprised of the
information necessary to identify the CCDB object. For example, an entity is identified by its name, type, and version.

For example, if you entered the following command:

       SET OPTIONS PUNCH.

 

       DEL ENTITY NAME JSB*.

Endevor/DB Batch would punch the following commands for all the entities that met the selection criteria, in this case
being the NAME clause:

DEL ENTITY NAME IS JSBTEST1

           TYPE IS ELEMENT

        VERSION IS 1

                   .

DEL ENTITY NAME IS JSBTEST2
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           TYPE IS RECORD

        VERSION IS 1

                   .

DEL ENTITY NAME IS JSBTEST2

           TYPE IS ELEMENT

        VERSION IS 2

                   .

In the example above, Endevor/DB punched DELETE syntax for each entity in the CCDB whose name began with JSB.

Batch Execution JCL
The JCL used to execute Endevor/DB Batch under z/OS is shown as follows. A sample of this JCL, SAMPMISB, is
provided on the installation media and loaded during installation.

The JCL used to run NDVRMISB under the IDMS Central Version and in local mode follows:

IDMS Central Version Batch JCL

//JOBNAME      JOB YOUR.JOBCARD.INFORMATION

//JOBLIB       DD DISP=SHR,DSN=usercv.loadlib

//     DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ndvrdb.loadlib

//     DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.loadlib

//*

//****************************************************************

//*

//*    JOB:      SAMPMISB

//*

//*    PURPOSE:  RUN CA-ENDEVOR/DB BATCH COMMANDS.

//*

//*    STEP:     FUNCTION:

//*    =====   =========

//*

//*    GOMISB  RUNS CA-ENDEVOR/DB BATCH UPDATE.

//*

//****************************************************************

//*

//GOMISB       EXEC PGM=NDVRMISB,REGION=640K

//SYSCTL       DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.sysctl

//NDVRPCH      DD DISP=OLD,DSN=your.punch.dataset

//NDVRLST      DD SYSOUT=*

//NDVRERR      DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIDMS      DD *

DMCL=dmcl-name

DICTNAME=dictionary-name
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Other Optional SYSIDMS Parameters

/*

//NDVRIPT      DD *

 

SIGNON

 

USER = youruserid PASSWORD = yourpswd

 

DICTNAME userdict.

*+ PUT YOUR CA-ENDEVOR/DB BATCH COMMANDS HERE. +*

/*

The following table describes the substitution parameters above.

Field Description
usercv.loadlib Dataset name of user loadlib. This library contains DMCL and

subschema load modules. It is not needed for IDMS Central
Version, but is required for local mode.

ndvrdb.loadlib Dataset name of loadlib containing Endevor/DB software.
idms.loadlib Dataset name of loadlib containing IDMS software.
640k Size of region to run Endevor/DB Batch under the IDMS Central

Version.
your.punch.dataset Dataset name of the Endevor/DB Batch punched output. This

dataset will be used to write detail Endevor/DB Batch command
syntax in PUNCH mode. This dataset will contain 80 character
card images and must be large enough to contain all commands
punched by Endevor/DB.

youruserid Your userid.
yourpswd Your password.
idms.sysctl Dataset name of the IDMS Central Version SYSCTL file.
userdict Name of the dictionary to which you are signing on.
dmcl-name Name of the DMCL used by the IDMS Central Version.
dictionary-name DICTNAME of the CCDB against which you are running the batch

update.

Local Mode JCL

To execute NDVRMISB in local mode:

1. Remove the SYSCTL statement.
2. Replace with the following statements:

       //CDB1     DD  DSN=

your.dbcdb1.dataset.name

,DISP=OLD

 

       //CDB2     DD  DSN=

your.dbcdb2.dataset.name

,DISP=OLD
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       //CDB3     DD  DSN=

your.dbcdb3.dataset.name

,DISP=OLD

 

       //SYSJRNL DD DSN=your.idms.journal(+1),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG),

//             UNIT=TAPE

3. Increase the region size value as needed to accommodate standard IDMS local mode overhead.

Note: When running in local mode, ensure that the CCDB is restored following an abend. For this reason, it is highly
recommended that IDMS Central Version mode be used whenever possible.

The following table describes the substitution parameters above.

Field Description
your.dbcdb1.dataset.name Dataset name for Endevor/DB CCDB ADM area
your.dbcdb2.dataset.name Dataset name for Endevor/DB CCDB LOG area
your.dbcdb3.dataset.name Dataset name for Endevor/DB CCDB PAK area
your.idms.journal Dataset name of the IDMS/DB journal file

Note: If your DMCL has been defined with dynamic dataset allocation for the CDB1, CDB2, and CDB3 files, the DD
statements may be omitted from your local mode JCL.

Endevor/DB Batch Reserved Words
Within Endevor/DB Batch, there are several reserved words - parameters or keywords (for example, type or system) that
should not or cannot be used as qualifiers or identifiers within the syntax. If you do use such a word when coding the
syntax, you must surround the word in quotes; either single or double quotes can be used. For example, assume you are
adding an entity called ADD. If you coded

ADD ENTITY ADD.

you would receive an error message. ADD is a reserved word and must be entered with quotes. The statement:

ADD ENTITY 'ADD'.

would be accepted by Endevor/DB. Likewise, a clause such as MODIFY ENTITY 'ENTITY' would be accepted by the
system.

The following list contains the fully-spelled reserved words. Any partial spelling of a particular word (three characters
or more) is also considered reserved. For example, "COMMENTS", "COMMENT", and "COM" are all reserved within
Endevor/DB.

A-OPT

ACTUAL

ADD

APO

APPLICATION

ARCHIVE

ATTRIBUTE
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AUTO-SO

AUTO-US

BATCH

CCDB

CCID

CLASS

COMMENT

COMPLETION

CONTROL

DBNAME

DEFAULT

DELETE

DERIVE

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTOR

DIALOG

DICTIONARY

DICTNAME

DMCL

ECHO

ELE

ENTITY

ERUS (EUS)

ESTIMATED

FILE

FOR

FROM

FUNCTIONS

GROUP

IS

LIM-AUTH

LINE

LOAD-MODULE

LOCK

LOG
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LOGICAL-RECORD (LR)

MANAGEMENT (MGR)

MAP

MESSAGE

MIGRATE

MODIFY

MODS

MONITOR

MSG

NAME

NM-MODE

NO-AUTH

NO-CCID

NO-PASS

NO-SYNC

NO-USER

NOECHO

NOMESSAGE

OPTIONS

PASSWORD

PHYSICAL-TERMINAL (PTERM)

PREAUTHORIZATION

PRINT

PRIVATE

PRO

PROCESS (PRC)

PUBLIC

PUNCH

QFILE

RECORD

REMOVE

REPLACE

SCHEMA

SCL

SECURITY
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SET

SIGNIN

SIGNON

SIGNOUT

SO-CCID

SO-USER

STATUS

STOP

SUBSCHEMA

SYSTEM

TABLE

TASK

TO

TYPE

USER

VERSION

WORK

Endevor/DB Entity Types
This section describes Dictionary and CCDB entity types. These types can be specified in the MONITOR and AUTO-SO
clauses of the MODIFY DICTIONARY command, in the MODS and A-OPT clauses of the ADD SECURITY CLASS and
MODIFY SECURITY CLASS commands, and in the TYPE clause of all commands containing ENTITY NAME, TYPE, and
VERSION clauses.

• SCH (SCHEMA)
Physical database definition

• FIL (FILE)
Non-database file definition as defined in the IDD ADD FILE

• TAS (TASK)
Online processing unit identified by the ADD TASK command in SYSGEN

• SUB (SUBSCHEMA)
Logical database definition

• USE (USER)
IDMS/DC user definition

• DES (DESTINATION)
A SYSGEN component

• REC (RECORD)
Grouping of data elements

• SYS (SYSTEM)
IDMS Central Version system-id built by the SYSGEN compiler

• APO ( APPLICATION - OLD)
Old (pre-IDMS Release 12.0) ADSA application definition

• SET (SET)
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Schema compiler set definition
• DIA (DIALOG)

As built by ADSC
• APP (APPLICATION)

ADSA application definition
• ELE (ELEMENT)

Unit of data; data element
• QFI (QFILE)

Predefined group of OLQ commands
• PRC (PROCESS)

ADS program unit
• TAB (TABLE)

As defined in the IDD ADD TABLE command
• FUN (FUNCTION)

ADSA internal transaction-id
• MOD (MODULE)

As defined in the IDD ADD MODULE command
• PHY (PHYSICAL-TERMINAL)

IDMS/DC terminal definition as defined in SYSGEN
• CLA (CLASS)

As defined in the IDD ADD CLASS
• ATT (ATTRIBUTE)

As defined in the IDD ADD ATTRIBUTE
• MAP (MAP)

IDMS/DC screen format definition
• LOG (LOGICAL-TERMINAL)

IDMS/DC logical terminal as defined in SYSGEN
• LIN (LINE)

Line as defined in SYSGEN
• MSG (MESSAGE)

As defined in the IDD ADD MESSAGE
• LOA (LOAD MODULE)

Executable group of machine instructions stored in the dictionary load area
• LR (LOGICAL-RECORD)

Group of physical database records tied together by predefined IDMS DML commands, as defined in the subschema
• PRO (PROGRAM)

As defined in the SYSGEN ADD PROGRAM statement

CCDB ENTITY TYPES
These types can be specified in the MODS and A-OPT clauses of the ADD SECURITY CLASS and MODIFY SECURITY
CLASS commands, and in the TYPE clause of all commands containing ENTITY NAME, TYPE, and VERSION clauses.

• CCD (CCDB) -- change control data base
• DIC (DICTIONARY) -- Endevor/DB Batch DICTIONARY command, MIS Online=8 function
• EUS (ENDEVOR-USER) -- Endevor/DB Batch USER command, MIS Online=7 function
• CCI (CCID) -- Endevor/DB Batch CCID command, MIS Online=5 function
• MGR (MANAGEMENT GROUP) -- Endevor/DB Batch MANAGEMENT GROUP command, MIS Online=9 function
• STA (STATUS) -- Endevor/DB Batch STATUS command, MIS Online=6 function
• SEC (SECURITY CLASS) -- Endevor/DB Batch SECURITY CLASS command, MIS Online=10 function
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IDMS Data Dictionary Diagram
To view the Data Dictionary Diagram, see IDMS Data Dictionary Diagram.
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Callable Services Reference
The topics in this section discuss the services that can be called from IDMS and include information about the following
subject areas:

• The IDMSCALC utility, which is a subroutine that can be called from a user-written program to determine the target
page of a record, based on a user-supplied CALC key.

• The IDMSIN01 entry point, which provides miscellaneous IDMS functions to user programs.
• The IDMS Web Services API, which is a call-level interface for the programmatic invocation and provision of Web

services within IDMS.
• Ways to invoke system tasks from programs.
• How to exploit RRS services either through a batch application that uses RRS as a coordinator or through an online

application that can update external resources.
• Using MQ Adapter to connect IDMS online applications to a local IBM MQ queue manager to allow applications access

to the managed queues.

Click the PDF icon to download a PDF of Callable Services.

IDMSCALC
The IDMSCALC utility is a subroutine which can be called from a user-written program to determine the target page of a
record, based on a user-supplied CALC key. It is typically used to optimize the loading of data by allowing you to sort input
in target page sequence. 

IDMSCALC is implemented as a called subroutine. The utility returns to a user-written program a target page number
for storage of a CALC record, based on a page range and CALC key value supplied by the program. The user program,
which can be written in any language supporting a call statement, must build a single five-field fullword-aligned argument
as outlined in the following table, then call IDMSCALC, passing the argument. IDMSCALC must be link edited with the
calling program.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Calling the IDMSCALC Routine

The following example shows how to call the IDMSCALC routine from a user-written program.

 

       01  CALC-PARMS.

           05  CALC-PAGE-TARGET     PIC S9(9) COMP.

           05  CALC-PAGE-RANGE-HIGH PIC S9(9) COMP.

           05  CALC-PAGE-RANGE-LOW  PIC S9(9) COMP.

           05  CALC-KEY-LENGTH      PIC S9(4) COMP.

           05  CALC-KEY             PIC X(16).

 

           .

           .

           .

           .

 

           MOVE 75001   TO CALC-PAGE-RANGE-LOW.

           MOVE 75101   TO CALC-PAGE-RANGE-HIGH.
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           MOVE 16      TO CALC-KEY-LENGTH.

           MOVE 'SMITH' TO CALC-KEY.

           CALL 'IDMSCALC' USING CALC-PARMS.

           DISPLAY 'TARGET PAGE IS ' CALC-PAGE-TARGET.

The IDMSCALC Argument

The following table outlines the five-field argument that a calling program must pass to IDMSCALC.

Field Usage Size (bytes) COBOL Picture Field Description
1 (Output) Binary 4 PIC S9(9) COMP Specifies the target page

number for storage of the
record.

2 (Input) Binary 4 PIC S9(9) COMP Specifies the number
of the highest page on
which the record can be
stored.

3 (Input) Binary 4 PIC S9(9) COMP Specifies the number of
the lowest page on which
the record can be stored.

4 (Input) Binary 2 PIC S9(4) COMP Specifies the length, in
bytes, of the CALC key
value.

5 (Input) Character 1-256 PIC X(nnn) Specifies the value of the
CALC key.

Note: The information in fields 2 and 3 of IDMSCALC must match the database definition for the record type as specified in the
schema.

• Input
Input to the IDMSCALC utility consists of the IDMSCALC argument with fields 2-5 initialized by the calling program.

• Output
The IDMSCALC utility returns a target page number for storage of a CALC record.

IDMSIN01
The IDMS module contains an IDMSIN01 entry point that provides miscellaneous IDMS functions to user programs. The
parameters passed depend on what service is being called.

The following service functions are available by calling IDMSIN01:
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• Activate/deactivate the DML or SQL trace.
• Establish/retrieve user profile information.
• Retrieve SQL error messages into a user buffer.
• Translate an internal 8-byte DATETIME to a displayable format.
• Return current DATE and TIME in a displayable format.
• Translate an external 26-character DATE to an 8-byte DATETIME stamp.
• Translate an internal 8-byte TIME stamp to an 8-character display format.
• Translate an external 8-character TIME to an 8-byte TIME stamp.
• Translate an internal 8-byte DATE stamp to a 10-character display format.
• Translate an external 10-character DATE to an 8-byte DATE stamp.
• Retrieve the current USERID that is signed on.
• Establish the SYSCTL DDNAME to use for batch/CV processing.
• Turn transaction sharing on or off for the current task.
• Extract or set a private RRS context (CV only).
• Convert strings to and from EBCDIC and ASCII.
• Format dbkey as character string 'page number:line index'
• IDMSIN01 enables you to programmatically override many SYSIDMS parameters, as follows:

– Activating or de-activating a DML or SQL trace.
– DBNAME.

• Return a block of runtime environment information (described in the following COBOL layout format)
01 EVBLOCK.

  02 EV$SIZE PIC S9(4) COMP VALUE +31. -- length of amount of data

                                          to be returned

  02 EV$MODE PIC X.                    -- runtime mode

     88 LOCAL-MODE          VALUE 'L'. -- batch local

     88 BATCH-TO-CV-MODE    VALUE 'B'. -- batch to CV

     88 ONLINE-DC-MODE      VALUE 'D'. -- DC online

     88 CICS-MODE           VALUE 'C'. -- CICS

  02 EV$TAPE# PIC X(6).                -- CA IDMS tape volser

  02 EV$REL# PIC X(6).                 -- CA IDMS release number

  02 EV$SPACK PIC X(2).                -- CA IDMS service pack number

  02 EV$DMCL PIC X(8).                 -- DMCL name (blank for batch to CV mode)

  02 EV$NODE PIC X(8).                 -- System node name (CICS and DC online,

                                          blank for batch local and batch to CV jobs)

IDMSIN01 Timestamp Display

The following table displays the local and external timestamps of the GETDATE function:

Assembler Parameters COBOL, ADS, PL/I Parameters Input Output
INTERNAL 0 Internal 8 byte DATETIME 26 bytes

(1994-07-18-12.01.18.458382)
DISPLAY 1  Get current time 26 bytes

(1994-07-18-12.01.18.458382)
EXTERNAL 2 26 bytes

(1994-07-18-12.01.18.458382)
Internal 8 byte DATETIME

TIMEINT 3  Internal 8 byte DATETIME External time 8 bytes
(HH.MM.SS)

TIMEEXT 4 External time (HH.MM.SS) Internal 8-Byte DATETIME
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DATEINT 5 Internal 8 byte DATETIME Displayable 10 bytes Date
(YYYY-MM-DD)

DATEEXT 6 Displayable 10 bytes Date
(YYYY-MM-DD)

Internal 8 byte DATETIME

INTERNAL-UTC    7 Internal 8 byte DATETIME 26 bytes
(1994-07-18-12.01.18.458382)
converted from UTC to local
time.

NOTE

A return code of zero indicates that the Output fields were modified.

 

 

 

Calling IDMSIN01 from an Assembler Program
 Assembler programs can call for IDMSIN01 services by using the IDMSIN01 macro. An Assembler program can gain
access to the IDMSIN01 functions by using the IDMSIN01 macro.

Considerations 

•  Ensure that R13 points to a standard register save area when calling IDMSIN01 from an Assembler program.
• A return code is returned in R15. You should check errors with the ERROR= parameter of the IDMSIN01 macro.
• The syntax does not show Assembler column conventions (label starts in column 1; statement in column 10;

continuation line in column 16; continuation character in column 72).
• Data field or register notation can be used for all function-specific parameters, except those requiring a keyword value.

– If using data field notation, the program specifies the name of a variable field containing the parameter value.
– When using register notation, the program specifies a register containing the address of the variable field that

contains the parameter value. General registers 2 through 15 can be used and the register reference must be
enclosed in parentheses.

• After changing the SYSCTL DD name, to return to the default state, change the value back to 'SYSCTL' or blank
spaces.

 

 

IDMSIN01 Assembler Macro Syntax

Syntax

►►─── IDMSIN01 ─┬─ GETDATE date-parms ────┬──────────────────────────────────►

                ├─ GETMSG msg-parms ──────┤

                ├─ GETPROF profile-parms ─┤

                ├─ GETUSER user-parms ────┤

                ├─ NOTRACE ───────────────┤

                ├─ RRSCTX rrs-parms ──────┤

                ├─ SETPROF profile-parms ─┤

                ├─ STRCONV string-parms ──┤

                ├─ SYSCTL sysctl-parms ───┤
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                ├─ TRACE ─────────────────┤

                ├─ TXNSOFF ───────────────┤

                ├─ TXNSON ────────────────┤

                ├─ ENVINFO envinfo-parms ─┤

                └─ FRMTDBK frmtdbk-parms ─┘

      

►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

  └─ ,PLIST= ─┬─ SYSPLIST ◄──────────────┬─┘

              └─ parameter-list-pointer ─┘

►─┬────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ ,RPB= ─┬─ SQLRPB ◄──────────┬─┘

            └─ rpb-area-pointer ─┘

 

►─┬──────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

  └─ ,ERROR=error-label ─┘

                              

 

Expansion of date-parms 

►─┬──────────────────┬─── ,DATEOUT=outdate ─────── ,FORMAT= ─┬─ DATEEXT ─────────►

  └─ ,DATEIN=indate ─┘                                       ├─ DATEINT ───────┤

                                                             ├─ DISPLAY ───────┤

                                                             ├─ EXTERNAL ──────┤

                                                             ├─ INTERNAL ──────┤

                                                             ├─ TIMEEXT ───────┤

                                                             ├─ TIMEINT ───────┤

                                                             └─ INTERNAL-UTC ──┘ 

Expansion of msg-parms

 

►─ ,SQLCA=sql-comm-area ─ ,SQLMSGB=sql-msg-block ───────────────────────────►

 Expansion of profile-parms

►─ ,PVALUE=attribute-ptr ─ ,PRESULT=attribute-value ────────────────────────►

 Expansion of user-parms

►─ ,USERID=user-id-addr ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 Expansion of rrs-parms

►─ ,RRSCTXA=context-addr ─ ,RRSFUNA=function-addr ──────────────────────────►  

 Expansion of string-parms

►─ ,CONVFUN=convert-func ─ ,BUFFER=buffer-addr ─ ,BUFFERL=buffer-len-addr ──►

 Expansion of sysctl-parms

►─ ,DDNAME=ddname-addr ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 Expansion of envinfo-parms
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►─ ,EVBLOCK=environment-return-area ────────────────────────────────────────►

 Expansion of frmtdbk-parms

►─ ,DBKEY=dbkey-addr ─ ,DBKFMT=dbk-format-addr ─ ,DBKOUT=dbk-output-addr ───►

 

IDMSIN01 indicates a request for the following IDMSIN01 functions, specified by the parameters, described below:

• GETDATE
• GETMSG
• GETPROF
• GETUSER
• NOTRACE
• RRSCTX
• SETPROF
• STRCONV
• SYSCTL
• TRACE
• TXNSOFF
• TXNSON
• ENVINFO
• FRMTDBK

Parameters

• GETDATE Returns date and time in a display format.
– ,DATEIN=indate Specifies the address of the 8-byte internal DATETIME stamp.
– ,DATEOUT=outdate Specifies the 26-byte output field into which the display format of the DATETIME value is

returned. This parameter is required for GETDATE processing.
– ,FORMAT= Specifies the type of GETDATE function being requested.
– DATEEXT Specifies that a 10-byte external DATE display is returned as an 8-byte DATE stamp.
– DATEINT Specifies that an 8-byte internal DATE stamp is returned as a displayable 10-character DATE display.
– DISPLAY Specifies that the current date and time are returned as a 26-character date-time display.
– EXTERNAL Specifies that a 26-byte external DATETIME display is returned as an 8-byte DATETIME stamp.
– INTERNAL Specifies that an 8-byte internal DATETIME stamp is returned as a  26-character date-time display.
– TIMEEXT Specifies that an 8-byte external time display is returned as an 8-byte TIME stamp.
– TIMEINT Specifies that an 8-byte internal TIME stamp is returned as a displayable 8-character TIME display.
– INTERNAL-UTC Specifies that an 8-byte internal DATETIME stamp is returned as a 26-character date-time display

converted to local time (from UTC).
• GETMSG  Retrieves SQL error messages and places them in a user buffer that is displayed to the user.

– ,SQLCA=sql-comm-area Specifies the address of the SQL communications area.
– ,SQLMSGB=sql-msg-block Specifies the address of the SQL message control block.

• GETPROF  Returns session profile information.
– ,PVALUE=attribute-ptr Supplies the attribute keyword for the GETPROF function. attribute-ptr must identify an 8-

byte character field.
– ,PRESULT=attribute-value Contains the attribute value for the GETPROF function. attribute-value must identify a

32-byte character field.
• GETUSER  Requests the current user-id established by the executed JCL information when running batch, or by the

SIGNON USER xxxxxxxx when running under CV.
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– ,USERID=user-id-addr Specifies the address of the 32-byte USERID returned value.
• NOTRACE  Turns navigational DML or SQL DML tracing off. If the SYSIDMS parameter IDMSIN01_ONLY is specified,

tracing is turned off for the CICS transaction that turned tracing on. 
• RRSCTX  Extracts or sets a private RRS context (CV only).

– ,RRSCTXA=context-addr Specifies the address of a 16-byte field for the RRS context token. Depending upon the
function, this field is input, output, or both.

– ,RRSFUNA=function-addr Specifies the address of a 1-byte field that contains the function to execute. The
following are the valid function codes and their return codes:

– X'01' Get RRS context. The following are the valid return codes:
• 00 -- An RRS context exists; the field pointed to by RRSCTXA contains the current RRS context.
• 04 -- No RRS context exists; the field pointed to by RRSCTXA is cleared.
• 12 -- Invalid parameter list passed to IDMSIN01.

– X'02' Set RRS context. If the field pointed to by RRSCTXA contains binary zeros, a new RRS context is created
and returned; if the field is not binary zeros, it must contain an RRS context token which is saved by the IDMS
transaction manager. No attempt is made to validate the RRS context token. The following are the valid return
codes:
• 00 -- The RRS context token was successfully saved by the IDMS transaction manager.
• 08 -- An active RRS context already exists or there has been an internal error.
• 12 -- Invalid parameter list passed to IDMSIN01.
• Any other return codes -- An error has occurred. Return codes 103-107, 301, 701, 756, F00, and FFF are from

context services. The descriptions can be found in the IBM section MVS Programming Resource Recovery in the
topic "Begin_Context."

– X'03' End RRS context. The field pointed to by RRSCTXA must contain the token of the RRS context to be ended.
The following are the valid return codes:
• 00 -- The RRS context was successfully terminated. The field pointed to by RRSCTXA is set to binary zeroes.
• 12 -- Invalid parameter list passed to IDMSIN01.
• Any other return codes -- An error has occurred. Return codes 103-107, 301, 701, 756, F00, and FFF are from

context services. The descriptions can be found in the IBM section MVS Programming: Resource Recovery in
the topic "End_Context."

• SETPROF  Changes session profile information.
– ,PVALUE=attribute-ptr Supplies the attribute keyword for the SETPROF function. attribute-ptr must identify an 8-

byte character field.
– ,PRESULT=attribute-value Contains the attribute value for the SETPROF function. attribute-value must identify a

32-byte character field.
• STRCONV  Converts strings to and from EBCDIC and ASCII.

– ,CONVFUN=convert-func Specifies the function to execute. To convert a string from ASCII to EBCDIC, specify
'ATOE'. To convert a string from EBCDIC to ASCII, specify 'ETOA'.

– ,BUFFER=buffer-addr Specifies the name of the area that contains the string to convert.
– ,BUFFERL=buffer-len-addr Specifies the name of a fullword field that contains the length in bytes of the string.

Converts strings to and from EBCDIC and ASCII.
• SYSCTL  Establishes the SYSCTL's DDname for running CV jobs in batch.

– ,DDNAME=ddname-addr Specifies the address of the 8-byte SYSCTL that is passed.
• TRACE  Turns navigational DML or SQL DML tracing on. If the SYSIDMS parameter IDMSIN01_ONLY is specified,

tracing is turned on only for the CICS transaction that called IDMSIN01.
• TXNSOFF  Turns transaction sharing OFF for the current task.
• TXNSON  Turns transaction sharing ON for the current task.
• ENVINFO  Returns runtime environment information.
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– ,EVBLOCK=returned-environment-information-area Specifies the address where the environment information is
returned. The first halfword contains the maximum length of the data to be returned, followed by the return area.

• FRMTDBK Formats the dbkey as character string 'page number:line index'. Leading zeros are removed from both
numbers. If the dbkey has a value of zero, then the output field displays the character '0'. If the dbkey has a value of
null, then the output field displays the character string '<NULL>'. If the database-key format is invalid, then the output
field displays blanks and the return code is set to 8.
– ,DBKEY=dbkey-addr Specifies the address of the dbkey to be formatted.
– ,DBKFMT=dbk-format-addr Specifies the address of the halfword containing the database-key format associated

with the dbkey. If the value provided is invalid (out of the range 2 through 12), then the output field displays blanks
and the return code is set to 8.

– ,DBKOUT=dbk-output-addr Specifies the address of the output field where the formatted character string will be
stored. The field must have a length of 12 bytes.

• PLIST=  Specifies the name of the parameter list to be used for the macro expansion. The parameter list must be at
least 12 fullwords in length. This parameter can be used with all functions.
– SYSPLIST Specifies the default parameter. If PLIST= is not specified, the default value of parameter-list-pointer is

SYSPLIST.
– parameter-list-pointer Specifies the name of the parameter list to be used for the macro expansion.

• RPB=  Specifies the name of the parameter list to be used for the macro RPB= is required for user-mode programs. If
RPB= is not specified, the default value of rpb-area-pointer is SQLRPB. This parameter can be used with all functions.
– rpb-area-pointer Specifies the name of a 36-byte work area that is modified during function execution. The RPB

work area must be fullword aligned.
• ERROR=error-label Specifies a program label to which control should be passed in the event an error is detected

during processing. This parameter can be used with all functions.

 

Assembler Program Calling IDMSIN01
Assembler programs can use standard calling conventions. The following are some examples of calling IDMSIN01 from
an Assembler program:

************************************************************************

*********************  Assembler work fields  **************************

 

         #SQLCA  CSECT

SYSPLIST DC    10F'0'                  Standard PLIST

SQLRPB   DC    XL36'00'                RPB used by IDMSIN01 macro

*

SQLMSGB  DS    0F                      SQL error messages control block

SQLMMAX  DC    F'6'                    Max. number of SQL error lines

SQLMSIZE DC    F'80'                   Error line size

SQLMCNT  DC    F'0'                    Act. number of messages returned

SQLMLINE DC    6CL80' '                Allow for 6 error messages

*

XTRAPKEY DS    CL8                     Key value for SETPROF + GETPROF

XTRAPVAL DS    CL32                    Variable for SETPROF + GETPROF

DATETIME DS    XL8                     Internal date/time stamp

DATEFLD  DS    CL26                    Edited date/time used by GETDATE

TIMESTMP DS    XL8                     Internal TIME stamp

TIMESHOW DS    CL8                     External TIME display

DATESTMP DS    XL8                     Internal DATE stamp
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DATESHOW DS    CL10                    External DATE display

USERID   DS    CL32                    Current user id returned by USERID

DDSYSCTL DS    CL8                     DDNAME for SYSCTL

BLANKS   DC    CL133' '                Blanks for all

RRSCTX   DC    XL16'00'                16-byte context token

RRSFUNC  DS    X                       RRS context function:

RRSFNGET EQU   X'01'                   - Get RRS context

RRSFNSET EQU   X'02'                   - Set RRS context

CONVFUNC DS    CL4                     STRCONV function:

CONVFE2A EQU   'ETOA'                  - EBCDIC -> ASCII

CONVFA2E EQU   'ATOE'                  - ASCII  -> EBCDIC

STRING   DC    C'String to convert'    String to convert

STRINGL  DC    A(L'STRING)             String length

          SPACE

         DS    0F                      Align on a fullword boundary

EVBLOCK  DS    XL(EV$DSLEN)            Runtime environment return area

         COPY  #ENVINFO                Copy in runtime environment

                                       return area dsect

DBKEYFLD DS    F                       Dbkey to be formatted

DBKEYFMT DS    H                       Associated database-key format

DBKCHAR  DS    CL12                    Output field for formatted dbkey

*********************************************************

*  Call IDMSIN01 to deactivate the DML trace or SQL trace

*  which was originally activated by the corresponding

*  SYSIDMS parm (DMLTRACE=ON or SQLTRACE=ON).

*********************************************************

 

         IDMSIN01 NOTRACE                   Deactivate the DML or SQL trace

 

*********************************************************

*  Call IDMSIN01 to request a 'GETPROF' to get the user

*  profile default DBNAME, which was established by the

*  SYSIDMS parm DBNAME=xxxxxxxx when running batch, or

*  by the DCUF SET DBNAME xxxxxxxx when running under CV.

*

*    PVALUE is the address of the 8 byte GETPROF keyword.

*    PRESULT is the address of the 32 byte GETPROF returned value.

*********************************************************

 

         MVC   XTRAPKEY,=CL8'DBNAME'        Establish GETPROF keyval

         IDMSIN01 GETPROF,

               PVALUE=XTRAPKEY,

               PRESULT=XTRAPVAL,

               ERROR=ERROROUT

         MVC   WORKLINE,BLANKS              Clear print work line

         MVC   WORKLINE+5(6),=C'DBNAME'     Move out GETPROF keyval

         MVC   WORKLINE+11(17),=C'          is set to BLANKS'

         CLC   XTRAPVAL,BLANKS              Was variable set to blanks

         BE    *+4+6                        Yes, all set

         MVC   WORKLINE+22(32),XTRAPVAL     Move out variable

         $PRNT WORKLINE                     Print the GETPROF results

 

*********************************************************
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*  Call IDMSIN01 to activate Transaction Sharing for this

*  task.

*********************************************************

 

         IDMSIN01 TXNSON                    Activate Transaction Sharing

 

*********************************************************

*  Call IDMSIN01 to deactivate Transaction Sharing for this

*  task.

*********************************************************

 

         IDMSIN01 TXNSOFF                   Deactivate Transaction Sharing

 

*********************************************************

*  Call IDMSIN01 to request a 'RRSCTX' to set a private

*  context.

*

*    RRSFUNA

*    Specifies the address of a 1-byte field that contains

*    the function to execute.  Valid values are:

*       X'01' Get RRS context.

*       X'02' Set RRS context.

*

*    RRSCTXA

*    Specifies the address of a 16-byte field for the RRS

*    context token.  Depending upon the function, this field is

*    input, output, or both.

*********************************************************

 

         MVI   RRSFUNC,RRSFNGET             Function: get RRS context

         IDMSIN01 RRSCTX,

               RRSFUNA=RRSFUNC,

               RRSCTXA=RRSCTX,

               ERROR=ERROROUT

 

*********************************************************

*  Call IDMSIN01 to request a 'STRCONV' to convert a string

*  from EBCDIC to ASCII

*    CONVFUN - specifies which conversion:

*       ETOA - EBCDIC to ASII

*       ATOE - ASCII to EBCDIC

*

*    BUFFER - SPECIFIES STRING TO CONVERT

*    BUFFERL- SPECIFIES LENGTH OF STRING

*********************************************************

         MVC   CONVFUNC,=A(CONVFE2A)        Convert EBCDIC to ASCII

         IDMSIN01 STRCONV,

               BUFFER=STRING,

               BUFFERL=STRINGL,

               ERROR=ERROROUT

 

*********************************************************

*   Call IDMSIN01 to convert STRING (now in ASCII) back to EBCDIC
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*********************************************************

 

         MVC   CONVFUNC,=A(CONVFA2E)        Convert ASCII to EBCDIC

         IDMSIN01 STRCONV,

               BUFFER=STRING,

               BUFFERL=STRINGL,

               ERROR=ERROROUT

 

*********************************************************

*  Call IDMSIN01 to request a 'SETPROF' to set the user

*  profile default SCHEMA to the value 'SYSTEM'.

*

*    PVALUE is the address of the 8 byte SETPROF keyword.

*    PRESULT is the address of the 32 byte SETPROF value.

*********************************************************

 

         MVC   XTRAPKEY,=CL8'SCHEMA'        Est. SETPROF keyval

         MVC   XTRAPVAL,BLANKS              Init SETPROF variable

         MVC   XTRAPVAL(8),=CL8'SYSTEM'     Save SETPROF variable

         IDMSIN01 SETPROF,

               PVALUE=XTRAPKEY,

               PRESULT=XTRAPVAL,

               ERROR=ERROROUT

 

*********************************************************

*  Call IDMSIN01 to request the current USERID established

*  by the executed JCL information when running batch, or

*  by the SIGNON USER xxxxxxxx when running under CV.

*

*    USERID is the address of the 32 byte USERID returned value.

*********************************************************

 

         IDMSIN01 GETUSER,

               USERID=USERID,

               ERROR=ERROROUT

         MVC   WORKLINE,BLANKS              Clear print work line

         MVC   WORKLINE+10(17),=C'Current user --> '

         MVC   WORKLINE+27(32),USERID       Display current user id

         $PRNT WORKLINE                     Print the user id

 

*********************************************************

*  Call IDMSIN01 to establish the SYSCTL DDNAME to be used

*  when running a Batch/CV job.

*

*    DDNAME is the address of the 8 byte SYSCTL DDNAME passed.

*********************************************************

 

         MVC   DDSYSCTL,=C'SYSCTL73'        Est. DDNAME for SYSCTL file

         IDMSIN01 SYSCTL,

               DDNAME=DDSYSCTL,

               ERROR=ERROROUT

 

*********************************************************
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*  Call IDMSIN01 to have an 8 byte internal DATETIME stamp

*  returned as a displayable 26 character DATE/TIME display.

*

*    DATEIN is the address of the 8 byte internal DATETIME stamp.

*    DATEOUT is the address of the 26 byte DATE/TIME returned.

*********************************************************

 

         IDMSIN01 GETDATE,

               DATEIN=DATETIME,

               DATEOUT=DATEFLD,

               FORMAT=INTERNAL,

               ERROR=ERROROUT

         MVC   WORKLINE,BLANKS              Clear print work line

         MVC   WORKLINE+10(14),=C'DATETIME ---> '

         MVC   WORKLINE+24(26),DATEFLD      Displayable date/time

         $PRNT WORKLINE                     Print the date/time

 

*********************************************************

*  Call IDMSIN01 to have the current DATE and TIME

*  returned as a displayable 26 character DATE/TIME display.

*

*    DATEOUT is the address of the 26 byte DATE/TIME returned.

*********************************************************

 

         IDMSIN01 GETDATE,

               DATEOUT=DATEFLD,

               FORMAT=DISPLAY,

               ERROR=ERROROUT

         MVC   WORKLINE,BLANKS              Clear print work line

         MVC   WORKLINE+10(22),=C'Current DATETIME ---> '

         MVC   WORKLINE+32(26),DATEFLD      Displayable date/time

         $PRNT WORKLINE                     Print the current date/time

 

*********************************************************

*  Call IDMSIN01 to have a 26 byte external DATE/TIME display

*  returned as an 8 byte DATETIME stamp.

*

*    DATEIN is the address of the 26 byte DATE/TIME.

*    DATEOUT is the address of the 8 byte DATETIME stamp returned.

*********************************************************

 

         MVC   DATEFLD,=C'1994-07-18-12.01.18.458382'

         IDMSIN01 GETDATE,

               DATEIN=DATEFLD,

               DATEOUT=DATETIME,

               FORMAT=EXTERNAL,

               ERROR=ERROROUT

 

*********************************************************

*  Call IDMSIN01 to have a 8 byte external TIME display

*  returned as an 8 byte TIME stamp.

*

*    DATEIN is the address of the 8 byte external TIME.
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*    DATEOUT is the address of the 8 byte TIME stamp returned.

*********************************************************

 

         MVC   TIMESHOW,=C'13.58.11'

         IDMSIN01 GETDATE,

               DATEIN=TIMESHOW,

               DATEOUT=TIMESTMP,

               FORMAT=TIMEEXT,

               ERROR=ERROROUT

 

*********************************************************

*  Call IDMSIN01 to have an 8 byte internal TIME stamp

*  returned as a displayable 8 character TIME display.

*

*    DATEIN is the address of the 8 byte internal TIME stamp.

*    DATEOUT is the address of the 8 byte external TIME returned.

*********************************************************

 

         IDMSIN01 GETDATE,

               DATEIN=TIMESTMP,

               DATEOUT=TIMESHOW,

               FORMAT=TIMEINT,

               ERROR=ERROROUT

         MVC   WORKLINE,BLANKS              Clear print work line

         MVC   WORKLINE+10(10),=C'TIME ---> '

         MVC   WORKLINE+20(8),TIMESHOW      Displayable time

         $PRNT WORKLINE                     Print the time

 

*********************************************************

*  Call IDMSIN01 to have a 10 byte external DATE display

*  returned as an 8 byte DATE stamp.

*

*    DATEIN is the address of the 10 byte external DATE.

*    DATEOUT is the address of the 8 byte DATE stamp returned.

*********************************************************

 

         MVC   DATESHOW,=C'2003-03-10'

         IDMSIN01 GETDATE,

               DATEIN=DATESHOW,

               DATEOUT=DATESTMP,

               FORMAT=DATEEXT,

               ERROR=ERROROUT

 

*********************************************************

*  Call IDMSIN01 to have an 8 byte internal DATE stamp

*  returned as a displayable 10 character DATE display.

*

*    DATEIN is the address of the 8 byte internal DATE stamp.

*    DATEOUT is the address of the 10 byte external DATE returned.

*********************************************************

 

         IDMSIN01 GETDATE,

               DATEIN=DATESTMP,
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               DATEOUT=DATESHOW,

               FORMAT=DATEINT,

               ERROR=ERROROUT

         MVC   WORKLINE,BLANKS              Clear print work line

         MVC   WORKLINE+10(10),=C'DATE ---> '

         MVC   WORKLINE+20(10),DATESHOW     Displayable date

         $PRNT WORKLINE                     Print the date

 

*********************************************************

*  Call IDMSIN01 to have an 8 byte internal DATETIME stamp

*  converted from UTC to local time returned as a

*  displayable 26 character DATE/TIME display.

*

*    DATEIN is the address of the 8 byte internal

*           UTC formatted DATETIME stamp.

*    DATEOUT is the address of the 26 byte local DATE/TIME returned.

*********************************************************

 

         IDMSIN01 GETDATE,

               DATEIN=DATETIME,

               DATEOUT=DATEFLD,

               FORMAT=INTERNAL-UTC,

               ERROR=ERROROUT

         MVC   WORKLINE,BLANKS              Clear print work line

         MVC   WORKLINE+10(14),=C'LOCAL DATETIME ---> '

         MVC   WORKLINE+30(26),DATEFLD      Displayable date/time

         $PRNT WORKLINE                     Print the date/time

 

*********************************************************

*  Call IDMSIN01 to retrieve SQL error messages into a user

*  buffer that will then be displayed back to the user.

*  Whats passed is the SQLCA block and a message control

*  block consisting of the following fields:

*

*           - Maximum number of lines in user buffer.

*           - The size (width) of one line in the user buffer.

*           - The actual number of lines returned from IDMSIN01.

*           - The user buffer where the message lines are returned

*

*  A return code of 4 means that there were no SQL error messages.

*  A return code of 8 means that there were more SQL error lines

*  in the SQLCA than could fit into the user buffer, meaning

*  truncation has occurred.

*

*    SQLCA is the address of the SQLCA block.

*    SQLMSGB is the address of the message control block.

*********************************************************

 

         IDMSIN01 GETMSG,

               SQLCA=SQLCA,

               SQLMSGB=SQLMSGB

         CH    R15,=H'4'                    Were there any SQL errors returned

         BE    NOMSGS                       No, well thats okay with me
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         MVC   WORKLINE,BLANKS              Clear print work line

         MVC   WORKLINE+11(27),=C'Buffer returned from XTRA  '

         $PRNT WORKLINE                     Print the heading

         $PRNT BLANKS                       Print 1 blank line

         L     R3,SQLMCNT                   Get number of message lines returned

         LA    R5,SQLMLINE                  Point at first message line

         MVC   WORKLINE,BLANKS              Clear print work line

MSGLOOP  MVC   WORKLINE+3(80),0(R5)         Move SQL error message to print line

         $PRNT WORKLINE                     Print SQL error message

         LA    R5,80(R5)                    Bump to next SQL error message

         BCT   R3,MSGLOOP                   Print all SQL error messages

 

*********************************************************

*  Call IDMSIN01 to reactivate the DML trace or SQL trace

*  which was originally activated by the corresponding

*  SYSIDMS parm (DMLTRACE=ON or SQLTRACE=ON), that has

*  been previously deactivated earlier on in this job.

*********************************************************

 

         IDMSIN01 TRACE                     Reactivate the DML or SQL trace

 

***********************************************************************

*  Call IDMSIN01 to request that it return runtime environment

*  information. The layout of the information returned is described

*  in #ENVINFO dsect.

*

*  EVBLOCK is the address of where to return the information. The

*  first halfword contains the length of the data you want returned.

***********************************************************************

 

          LA       R5,EVBLOCK             Get address of return area

          USING  EV$INFO,R5               ─► EV$INFO

           MVC   EV$SIZE,=AL2(EV$MAXL)    Return all environment information

           IDMSIN01 ENVINFO,

              EVBLOCK= EV$INFO,

              ERROR=ERROROUT

           MVC   WORKLINE,BLANKS          Clear print work line

           MVC   WORKLINE+5(5),=C'Mode='

           MVC   WORKLINE+10(1), EV$MODE  Show runtime mode

           MVC   WORKLINE+13(5),=C'Tape='

           MVC   WORKLINE+18(6), EV$TAPE# Show CA IDMS tape volser

           MVC   WORKLINE+26(8),=C'Release='

           MVC   WORKLINE+34(6), EV$REL#  Show CA IDMS release number

           MVC   WORKLINE+42(13),=C'Service Pack='

           MVC   WORKLINE+55(2), EV$SPACK Show CA IDMS tape service pack number

           MVC   WORKLINE+59(5),=C'DMCL='

           MVC   WORKLINE+64(8), EV$DMCL  Show DMCL name

           MVC   WORKLINE+74(5),=C'Node='

           MVC   WORKLINE+79(8), EV$NODE  Show system node name

           $PRNT WORKLINE                 Print the ENVINFO results

 

*********************************************************

*   Call IDMSIN01 to format dbkey
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*********************************************************

         IDMSIN01 FRMTDBK,

               DBKEY=DBKEYFLD,

               DBKFMT=DBKEYFMT,

               DBKOUT=DBKCHAR

 

Calling IDMSIN01 from an ADS Dialog
When you are using ADS, issue calls to IDMSIN01 using this ADS convention:

LINK TO 'IDMSIN01' USING (RPB, REQ-WK, parm-3, ... parm-n)

Calling IDMSIN01 from a COBOL Program
When calling IDMSIN01 from a COBOL program, the first two parameters passed are always the address of an RPB block
and the address of the function REQUEST-CODE and RETURN-CODE fields. The rest of the parameters depend on what
service is being called.

COBOL Program Calling IDMSIN01

COBOL programs can use standard calling conventions. The following is an example of calling all IDMSIN01 functions
from a COBOL program.

      ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

 

      DATA DIVISION.

      WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 

     **************************************************************

     *     The following is the 1st parameter on all IDMSIN01 calls

     **************************************************************

      01  RPB.

          02  FILLER             PIC X(36).

 

     **************************************************************

     *     The following is the 2nd parameter on all IDMSIN01 calls

     **************************************************************

      01  REQ-WK.

          02  REQUEST-CODE      PIC S9(8) COMP.

              88  IN01-FN-TRACE            VALUE 00.

              88  IN01-FN-NOTRACE          VALUE 01.

              88  IN01-FN-GETPROF          VALUE 02.

              88  IN01-FN-SETPROF          VALUE 03.

              88  IN01-FN-GETMSG           VALUE 04.

              88  IN01-FN-GETDATE          VALUE 05.

              88  IN01-FN-GETUSER          VALUE 08.

              88  IN01-FN-SYSCTL           VALUE 10.

              88  IN01-FN-TRINFO           VALUE 16.

              88  IN01-FN-TXNSON           VALUE 28.

              88  IN01-FN-TXNSOFF          VALUE 29.
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              88  IN01-FN-RRSCTX           VALUE 30.

              88  IN01-FN-STRCONV          VALUE 34.

              88  IN01-FN-ENVINFO          VALUE 36.

              88  IN01-FN-FRMTDBK          VALUE 40.

          02  REQUEST-RETURN     PIC S9(8) COMP.

 

     **************************************************************

     *     The following work fields are used by a variety of

     *     IDMSIN01 calls

     **************************************************************

      01  WORK-FIELDS.

          02  WK-DTS-FORMAT          PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE 0.

          02  LINE-CNT               PIC S9(4) COMP.

          02  WK-DTS                 PIC X(8).

          02  WK-CDTS                PIC X(26).

          02  WK-KEYWD               PIC X(8).

          02  WK-VALUE               PIC X(32).

          02  WK-DBNAME              PIC X(8).

          02  WK-USERID              PIC X(32).

          02  WK-SYSCTL              PIC X(8).

          02  WK-TIME-INTERNAL       PIC X(8).

          02  WK-TIME-EXTERNAL       PIC X(8).

          02  WK-DATE-INTERNAL       PIC X(8).

          02  WK-DATE-EXTERNAL       PIC X(10).

          02  WK-RRS-FAKE-FUNCTION   PIC S9(4) COMP.

              88  IN01-FN-RRSCTX-GET       VALUE 01.

              88  IN01-FN-RRSCTX-SET       VALUE 02.

          02  WK-RRS-FUNCTION-REDEF    REDEFINES WK-RRS-FAKE-FUNCTION.

              03  WK-RRS-FAKE-FILLER PIC X.

              03  WK-RRS-FUNCTION    PIC X.

          02  WK-RRS-CONTEXT         PIC X(16).

          02  WK-STRING-FUNCTION     PIC X(4).

              88  CONVERT-EBCDIC-TO-ASCII  VALUE 'ETOA'.

              88  CONVERT-ASCII-TO-EBCDIC  VALUE 'ATOE'.

          02  WK-STRING              PIC X(17)

                                           VALUE 'String to convert'.

          02  WK-STRING-LENGTH       PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE 17.

          02  WK-DBKEY-OUTPUT        PIC X(12).

 

     **************************************************************

     *     The following group item is only used by the call that

     *     returns runtime environment information.

     **************************************************************

      01  EVBLOCK.

          02  EV$SIZE            PIC S9(4) COMP VALUE +31.

          02  EV$MODE            PIC X.

          02  EV$TAPE#           PIC X(6).

          02  EV$REL#            PIC X(6).

          02  EV$SPACK           PIC X(2).

          02  EV$DMCL            PIC X(8).

          02  EV$NODE            PIC X(8).

 

     **************************************************************
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     *     The following group item is only used by the call that

     *     retrieves SQL error messages

     **************************************************************

      01  SQLMSGB.

          02  SQLMMAX            PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +6.

          02  SQLMSIZE           PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +80.

          02  SQLMCNT            PIC S9(8) COMP.

          02  SQLMLINE           OCCURS 6 TIMES PIC X(80).

 

     **************************************************************

     *     The following SQL include statement is needed only for

     *     the call that retrieves SQL error messages, and is only

     *     required if the program contains no other SQL statements.

     **************************************************************

      EXEC SQL

          INCLUDE SQLCA

      END-EXEC.

 

     *********************************************************

      PROCEDURE DIVISION.

     *********************************************************

 

     *********************************************************

     *  Call IDMSIN01 to deactivate the DML trace or SQL trace

     *  which was originally activated by the corresponding

     *  SYSIDMS parm (DMLTRACE=ON or SQLTRACE=ON).

     *

     *    Parm 1 is the address of the RPB.

     *    Parm 2 is the address of the REQUEST-CODE and RETURN-CODE.

     *********************************************************

 

          SET IN01-FN-NOTRACE TO TRUE.

          CALL 'IDMSIN01' USING RPB REQ-WK.

 

     *********************************************************

     *  Call IDMSIN01 to request a 'GETPROF' to get the user

     *  profile default DBNAME, which was established by the

     *  SYSIDMS parm DBNAME=xxxxxxxx when running batch, or

     *  by the DCUF SET DBNAME xxxxxxxx when running under CV.

     *

     *    Parm 1 is the address of the RPB.

     *    Parm 2 is the address of the REQUEST-CODE and RETURN-CODE.

     *    Parm 3 is the address of the 8 byte GETPROF keyword.

     *    Parm 4 is the address of the 32 byte GETPROF returned value.

     *********************************************************

 

          SET IN01-FN-GETPROF TO TRUE.

          MOVE 'DBNAME' TO WK-KEYWD

          CALL 'IDMSIN01' USING RPB REQ-WK WK-KEYWD

            WK-VALUE.

          MOVE WK-VALUE TO WK-DBNAME.

          IF WK-DBNAME = SPACES

            DISPLAY 'DBNAME is set to BLANKS'
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                   ELSE

            DISPLAY 'DBNAME is set to ' WK-DBNAME.

 

     *********************************************************

     *  Call IDMSIN01 to activate Transaction Sharing for this

     *  task.

     *

     *    Parm 1 is the address of the RPB.

     *    Parm 2 is the address of the REQUEST-CODE and RETURN-CODE.

     *********************************************************

 

          SET IN01-FN-TXNSON  TO TRUE.

          CALL 'IDMSIN01' USING RPB REQ-WK.

 

     *********************************************************

     *  Call IDMSIN01 to deactivate Transaction Sharing for this

     *  task.

     *

     *    Parm 1 is the address of the RPB.

     *    Parm 2 is the address of the REQUEST-CODE and RETURN-CODE.

     *********************************************************

 

          SET IN01-FN-TXNSOFF TO TRUE.

          CALL 'IDMSIN01' USING RPB REQ-WK.

 

     *********************************************************

     *  Call IDMSIN01 to request a 'SETPROF' to set the user

     *  profile default SCHEMA to the value 'SYSTEM'.

     *

     *    Parm 1 is the address of the RPB.

     *    Parm 2 is the address of the REQUEST-CODE and RETURN-CODE.

     *    Parm 3 is the address of the 8 byte SETPROF keyword.

     *    Parm 4 is the address of the 32 byte SETPROF value.

     *********************************************************

 

          SET IN01-FN-SETPROF TO TRUE.

          MOVE 'SCHEMA' TO WK-KEYWD

          MOVE 'SYSTEM' TO WK-VALUE

          CALL 'IDMSIN01' USING RPB REQ-WK WK-KEYWD

            WK-VALUE.

          IF REQUEST-RETURN NOT = 0

            DISPLAY 'SETPROF returned error ' REQUEST-RETURN.

 

     *********************************************************

     *  Call IDMSIN01 to request the current USERID established

     *  by the executed JCL information when running batch, or

     *  by the SIGNON USER xxxxxxxx when running under CV.

     *

     *    Parm 1 is the address of the RPB.

     *    Parm 2 is the address of the REQUEST-CODE and RETURN-CODE.

     *    Parm 3 is the address of the 32 byte USERID returned value.

     *********************************************************
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          SET IN01-FN-GETUSER TO TRUE.

          CALL 'IDMSIN01' USING RPB REQ-WK WK-USERID.

          IF WK-USERID = SPACES

            DISPLAY 'USERID is set to BLANKS'

                   ELSE

            DISPLAY 'USERID is set to ' WK-USERID.

 

     *********************************************************

     *  Call IDMSIN01 to establish the SYSCTL DDNAME to be used

     *  when running a Batch/CV job.

     *

     *    Parm 1 is the address of the RPB.

     *    Parm 2 is the address of the REQUEST-CODE and RETURN-CODE.

     *    Parm 3 is the address of the 8 byte SYSCTL DDNAME passed.

     *********************************************************

 

          SET IN01-FN-SYSCTL  TO TRUE.

          MOVE 'SYSCTL73' TO WK-SYSCTL.

          CALL 'IDMSIN01' USING RPB REQ-WK WK-SYSCTL.

 

      ******************************************************************

      * Call IDMSIN01 to retrieve the current RRS context token.

      * Uses an alternate method to set the function by using the

      * SET statement, which allows exploiting the LEVEL 88 definitions.

      ******************************************************************

 

           SET IN01-FN-RRSCTX       TO TRUE.

           SET IN01-FN-RRSCTX-GET   TO TRUE.

           CALL 'IDMSIN01' USING RPB,

                                 REQ-WK,

                                 WK-RRS-FUNCTION,

                                 WK-RRS-CONTEXT.

 

      ******************************************************************

      * Call IDMSIN01 to request string conversion from EBCDIC to ASCII.

      ******************************************************************

 

           SET IN01-FN-STRCONV           TO TRUE.

           SET CONVERT-EBCDIC-TO-ASCII   TO TRUE.

           CALL 'IDMSIN01' USING RPB,

                                 REQ-WK,

                                 WK-STRING-FUNCTION,

                                 WK-STRING,

                                 WK-STRING-LENGTH.

 

      ******************************************************************

      * Call IDMSIN01 to request string conversion from ASCII to EBCDIC.

      ******************************************************************

 

           SET IN01-FN-STRCONV           TO TRUE.

           SET CONVERT-ASCII-TO-EBCDIC   TO TRUE.

           CALL 'IDMSIN01' USING RPB,

                                 REQ-WK,
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                                 WK-STRING-FUNCTION,

                                 WK-STRING,

                                 WK-STRING-LENGTH.

 

 

     *********************************************************

     *  Call IDMSIN01 to have an 8 byte internal DATETIME stamp

     *  returned as a displayable 26 character DATE/TIME display.

     *

     *    Parm 1 is the address of the RPB.

     *    Parm 2 is the address of the REQUEST-CODE and RETURN-CODE.

     *    Parm 3 is the address of the 4 byte format indicator (0).

     *    Parm 4 is the address of the 8 byte internal DATETIME stamp.

     *    Parm 5 is the address of the 26 byte DATE/TIME returned.

     *********************************************************

 

          SET IN01-FN-GETDATE TO TRUE.

             MOVE 0 TO WK-DTS-FORMAT

             MOVE 'UNKNOWN' TO WK-CDTS

          CALL 'IDMSIN01' USING RPB REQ-WK

                WK-DTS-FORMAT WK-DTS WK-CDTS.

             DISPLAY 'THE DATE AND TIME IS -->  ' WK-CDTS.

 

     *********************************************************

     *  Call IDMSIN01 to have the current DATE and TIME

     *  returned as a displayable 26 character DATE/TIME display.

     *

     *    Parm 1 is the address of the RPB.

     *    Parm 2 is the address of the REQUEST-CODE and RETURN-CODE.

     *    Parm 3 is the address of the 4 byte format indicator (1).

     *    Parm 4 is the address of the 26 byte DATE/TIME returned.

     *********************************************************

 

          SET IN01-FN-GETDATE TO TRUE.

             MOVE 1 TO WK-DTS-FORMAT

          CALL 'IDMSIN01' USING RPB REQ-WK

                WK-DTS-FORMAT WK-CDTS.

             DISPLAY 'THE DATE AND TIME IS -->  ' WK-CDTS.

 

     *********************************************************

     *  Call IDMSIN01 to have a 26 byte external DATE/TIME display

     *  returned as an 8 byte DATETIME stamp.

     *

     *    Parm 1 is the address of the RPB.

     *    Parm 2 is the address of the REQUEST-CODE and RETURN-CODE.

     *    Parm 3 is the address of the 4 byte format indicator (2).

     *    Parm 4 is the address of the 26 byte DATE/TIME.

     *    Parm 5 is the address of the 8 byte DATETIME stamp returned.

     *********************************************************

 

          SET IN01-FN-GETDATE TO TRUE.

             MOVE 2 TO WK-DTS-FORMAT

             MOVE '1994-07-18-12.01.18.458382' TO WK-CDTS
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          CALL 'IDMSIN01' USING RPB REQ-WK

                WK-DTS-FORMAT WK-CDTS WK-DTS.

 

     *********************************************************

     *  Call IDMSIN01 to have a 8 byte external TIME display

     *  returned as an 8 byte TIME stamp.

     *

     *    Parm 1 is the address of the RPB.

     *    Parm 2 is the address of the REQUEST-CODE and RETURN-CODE.

     *    Parm 3 is the address of the 4 byte format indicator (4).

     *    Parm 4 is the address of the 8 byte external TIME.

     *    Parm 5 is the address of the 8 byte TIME stamp returned.

     *********************************************************

 

          SET IN01-FN-GETDATE TO TRUE.

             MOVE 4 TO WK-DTS-FORMAT

             MOVE '13.58.11' TO WK-TIME-EXTERNAL

          CALL 'IDMSIN01' USING RPB REQ-WK WK-DTS-FORMAT

                WK-TIME-EXTERNAL WK-TIME-INTERNAL.

 

     *********************************************************

     *  Call IDMSIN01 to have an 8 byte internal TIME stamp

     *  returned as a displayable 8 character TIME display.

     *

     *    Parm 1 is the address of the RPB.

     *    Parm 2 is the address of the REQUEST-CODE and RETURN-CODE.

     *    Parm 3 is the address of the 4 byte format indicator (3).

     *    Parm 4 is the address of the 8 byte internal TIME stamp.

     *    Parm 5 is the address of the 8 byte external TIME returned.

     *********************************************************

 

          SET IN01-FN-GETDATE TO TRUE.

             MOVE 3 TO WK-DTS-FORMAT

          CALL 'IDMSIN01' USING RPB REQ-WK WK-DTS-FORMAT

                WK-TIME-INTERNAL WK-TIME-EXTERNAL.

             DISPLAY 'THE EXTERNAL TIME IS -->  ' WK-TIME-EXTERNAL.

 

     *********************************************************

     *  Call IDMSIN01 to have a 10 byte external DATE display

     *  returned as an 8 byte DATE stamp.

     *

     *    Parm 1 is the address of the RPB.

     *    Parm 2 is the address of the REQUEST-CODE and RETURN-CODE.

     *    Parm 3 is the address of the 4 byte format indicator (6).

     *    Parm 4 is the address of the 10 byte external DATE.

     *    Parm 5 is the address of the 8 byte DATE stamp returned.

     *********************************************************

 

          SET IN01-FN-GETDATE TO TRUE.

             MOVE 6 TO WK-DTS-FORMAT

             MOVE '2003-03-10' TO WK-DATE-EXTERNAL

          CALL 'IDMSIN01' USING RPB REQ-WK WK-DTS-FORMAT

                WK-DATE-EXTERNAL WK-DATE-INTERNAL.
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     *********************************************************

     *  Call IDMSIN01 to have an 8 byte internal DATE stamp

     *  returned as a displayable 10 character DATE display.

     *

     *    Parm 1 is the address of the RPB.

     *    Parm 2 is the address of the REQUEST-CODE and RETURN-CODE.

     *    Parm 3 is the address of the 4 byte format indicator (5).

     *    Parm 4 is the address of the 8 byte internal DATE stamp.

     *    Parm 5 is the address of the 10 byte external DATE returned.

     *********************************************************

 

          SET IN01-FN-GETDATE TO TRUE.

             MOVE 5 TO WK-DTS-FORMAT

          CALL 'IDMSIN01' USING RPB REQ-WK WK-DTS-FORMAT

                WK-DATE-INTERNAL WK-DATE-EXTERNAL.

             DISPLAY 'THE EXTERNAL DATE IS -->  ' WK-DATE-EXTERNAL.

 

     *********************************************************

     *  Call IDMSIN01 to have an 8 byte internal DATETIME stamp

     *  converted from UTC to local time returned as a      

     *  displayable 26 character DATE/TIME display.

     *

     *    Parm 1 is the address of the RPB.

     *    Parm 2 is the address of the REQUEST-CODE and RETURN-CODE.

     *    Parm 3 is the address of the 4 byte format indicator (0).

     *    Parm 4 is the address of the 8 byte internal

     *              UTC formatted DATETIME stamp.

     *    Parm 5 is the address of the 26 byte local

     *              DATE/TIME returned.

     *********************************************************

 

          SET IN01-FN-GETDATE TO TRUE.

             MOVE 7 TO WK-DTS-FORMAT

             MOVE 'UNKNOWN' TO WK-CDTS

          CALL 'IDMSIN01' USING RPB REQ-WK

                WK-DTS-FORMAT WK-DTS WK-CDTS.

             DISPLAY 'THE LOCAL DATE AND TIME IS -->  ' WK-CDTS.

 

     *********************************************************

     *  Call IDMSIN01 to retrieve SQL error messages into a user

     *  buffer that will then be displayed back to the user.

     *  Whats passed is the SQLCA block and a message control

     *  block consisting of the following fields:

     *

     *           - Maximum number of lines in user buffer.

     *           - The size (width) of one line in the user buffer.

     *           - The actual number of lines returned from IDMSIN01.

     *           - The user buffer where the message lines are returned.

     *

     *  A return code of 4 means that there were no SQL error messages.

     *  A return code of 8 means that there were more SQL error lines

     *  in the SQLCA than could fit into the user buffer, meaning
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     *  truncation has occurred.

     *

     *    Parm 1 is the address of the RPB.

     *    Parm 2 is the address of the REQUEST-CODE and RETURN-CODE.

     *    Parm 3 is the address of the SQLCA block.

     *    Parm 4 is the address of the message control block.

     *********************************************************

 

          SET IN01-FN-GETMSG  TO TRUE.

          CALL 'IDMSIN01' USING RPB, REQ-WK,

                SQLCA, SQLMSGB.

          IF REQUEST-RETURN NOT = 4

            MOVE 1 TO LINE-CNT

            PERFORM DISP-MSG UNTIL LINE-CNT > SQLMCNT.

 

      DISP-MSG SECTION.

          DISPLAY SQLMLINE (LINE-CNT).

          ADD 1 TO LINE-CNT.

 

     *********************************************************

     *  Call IDMSIN01 to reactivate the DML trace or SQL trace

     *  which was originally activated by the corresponding

     *  SYSIDMS parm (DMLTRACE=ON or SQLTRACE=ON), that has

     *  been previously deactivated earlier on in this job.

     *

     *    Parm 1 is the address of the RPB.

     *    Parm 2 is the address of the REQUEST-CODE and RETURN-CODE.

     *********************************************************

 

          SET IN01-FN-TRACE   TO TRUE.

          CALL 'IDMSIN01' USING RPB REQ-WK.

 

     *********************************************************

     *  Call IDMSIN01 to request that it return runtime

     *  environment information.

     *

     *  Parm 1 is the address of the RPB.

     *  Parm 2 is the address of the REQUEST-CODE and RETURN-CODE.

     *  Parm 3 is the address of the ENVINFO return area.

     *********************************************************

 

          SET IN01-FN-ENVINFO TO TRUE.

          CALL 'IDMSIN01' USING RPB REQ-WK EVBLOCK.

          DISPLAY 'Runtime mode is  ' EV$MODE.

          DISPLAY 'CA IDMS tape volser is  ' EV$TAPE#.

          DISPLAY 'CA IDMS release number is  ' EV$REL#.

          DISPLAY 'CA IDMS service pack number is  ' EV$SPACK.

          DISPLAY 'DMCL name is  ' EV$DMCL.

          DISPLAY 'System node name is  ' EV$NODE.

 

     *********************************************************

     *  Call IDMSIN01 to format dbkey stored in SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

     *********************************************************
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           SET IN01-FN-FRMTDBK TO TRUE.

           CALL 'IDMSIN01' USING RPB,

                                 REQ-WK,

                                 DBKEY,

                                 PAGE-INFO-DBK-FORMAT,

                                 WK-DBKEY-OUTPUT.

           DISPLAY ‘DBKEY = ‘ WK-DBKEY-OUTPUT.

Calling IDMSIN01 from a PL/I Program
The following is an example of calling IDMSIN01 functions from a PL/I program:

/* Declare IDMSIN01 entry */

 DCL IDMSIN01 ENTRY OPTIONS(INTER,ASSEMBLER);

/* Definition of IDMSIN01 variables: */

DCL 1 REQ_WK,

     2 REQUEST_CODE   FIXED BINARY(31),

     2 REQUEST_RETURN FIXED BINARY(31);

 

 /* Definition of IDMSIN01 functions: */

 DCL IN01_FN_TRACE    FIXED BINARY(31)  VALUE(00);

 DCL IN01_FN_NOTRACE  FIXED BINARY(31)  VALUE(01);

 DCL IN01_FN_GETPROF  FIXED BINARY(31)  VALUE(02);

 DCL IN01_FN_SETPROF  FIXED BINARY(31)  VALUE(03);

 DCL IN01_FN_GETMSG   FIXED BINARY(31)  VALUE(04);

 DCL IN01_FN_GETDATE  FIXED BINARY(31)  VALUE(05);

 DCL IN01_FN_GETUSER  FIXED BINARY(31)  VALUE(08);

 DCL IN01_FN_SYSCTL   FIXED BINARY(31)  VALUE(10);

 DCL IN01_FN_TRINFO   FIXED BINARY(31)  VALUE(16);

 DCL IN01_FN_TXNSON   FIXED BINARY(31)  VALUE(28);

 DCL IN01_FN_TXNSOFF  FIXED BINARY(31)  VALUE(29);

 DCL IN01_FN_RRSCTX   FIXED BINARY(31)  VALUE(30);

 DCL IN01_FN_STRCONV  FIXED BINARY(31)  VALUE(34);

 DCL IN01_FN_ENVINFO  FIXED BINARY(31)  VALUE(36);

 DCL IN01_FN_FRMTDBK  FIXED BINARY(31)  VALUE(40);

 

 /* The following work fields are used by a variety of */

 /* IDMSIN01 calls */

 DCL 1 WORK_FIELDS,

      2 WK_DTS_FORMAT      FIXED BINARY(31) INIT(0),

      2 LINE_CNT           FIXED BINARY(31),

      2 WK_DTS             CHAR(8),

      2 WK_CDTS            CHAR(26),

      2 WK_KEYWD           CHAR(8),

      2 WK_VALUE           CHAR(32),

      2 WK_DBNAME          CHAR(8),

      2 WK_SYSCTL          CHAR(8),

      2 WK_TIME_INTERNAL   CHAR(8),

      2 WK_TIME_EXTERNAL   CHAR(8),

      2 WK_DATE_INTERNAL   CHAR(8),

      2 WK_DATE_EXTERNAL   CHAR(10),
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      2 WK_USERID          CHAR(32);

      2 WK_DBKEY_OUTPUT    CHAR(12);

 

 DCL 1 WK_RRS_FUNCTION     FIXED BINARY (7);

 

 /* Definition of WK_RRS_FUNCTION functions: */

 

 DCL  IN01_FN_RRSCTX_GET   FIXED BINARY (7)  VALUE (1);

 DCL  IN01_FN_RRSCTX_SET   FIXED BINARY (7)  VALUE (2);

 

 

 DCL 1 WK_RRS_CONTEXT      BIT (128);

 DCL 1 WK_STRING_FUNCTION  CHAR (4);

 

 /* Definition of WK_STRING_FUNCTION functions: */

 

 DCL  CONVERT_EBCDIC_TO_ASCII  CHAR (4) VALUE ('ETOA');

 DCL  CONVERT_ASCII_TO_EBCDIC  CHAR (4) VALUE ('ATOE');

 

 DCL 1 WK_STRING           CHAR (17) INIT('String to convert');

 DCL 1 WK_STRING_LENGTH    FIXED BINARY(31) INIT(17);

 

 DCL 1 SNAP_TITLE,

     3 SNAP_TITLE_TEXT CHAR (14) INIT (' PLIIN01 snap '),

     3 SNAP_TITLE_END  CHAR (1)  INIT (' ');

 

 /* **************************************************************** */

 /* The following group item is only used by the call that           */

 /* retrieves runtime environment information.                       */

 /* **************************************************************** */

 

 DCL 1 EVBLOCK,

      2 EV$SIZE   FIXED BINARY(15) INIT(31),

      2 EV$MODE   CHAR(1),

      2 EV$TAPE#  CHAR(6),

      2 EV$REL#   CHAR(6),

      2 EV$SPACK  CHAR(2),

      2 EV$DMCL   CHAR(8),

      2 EV$NODE   CHAR(8);

 

 /* **************************************************************** */

 /* The following group item is only used by the call that           */

 /* retrieves SQL error messages.                                    */

 /* **************************************************************** */

 

 DCL 1 SQLMSGB,

      2 SQLMMAX  FIXED BINARY(31) INIT(6),

      2 SQLMSIZE FIXED BINARY(31) INIT(80),

      2 SQLMCNT  FIXED BINARY(31),

      2 SQLMLINE (6) CHAR(80);

 

 /* **************************************************************** */

 /*  The following SQL include statement is needed only for          */
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 /*  the call that retrieves SQL error messages, and is only         */

 /*  required if the program contains no other SQL statements.       */

 /* **************************************************************** */

 

    EXEC SQL   INCLUDE SQLCA ;

 /* **************************************************************** */

 /* BEGIN MAINLINE ...                                               */

 /* **************************************************************** */

 

 /*

      ****************************************************************

      * Call IDMSIN01 to deactivate the DML trace or SQL trace

      * which was originally activated by the corresponding

      * SYSIDMS parm (DMLTRACE=ON or SQLTRACE=ON).

      *

      * Parm 1 is the address of the RPB.

      * Parm 2 is the address of the REQUEST_CODE and RETURN_CODE.

      ****************************************************************

 */

   REQUEST_CODE = IN01_FN_NOTRACE;

   CALL IDMSIN01 ( RPB,

                   REQ_WK);

   IF (REQUEST_RETURN ¬= 0) THEN GO TO IN01_ERROR;

 /*

      ****************************************************************

      * Call IDMSIN01 to request a 'GETPROF' to get the user

      * profile default DBNAME, which was established by the

      * SYSIDMS parm DBNAME=xxxxxxxx when running batch, or

      * by the DCUF SET DBNAME xxxxxxxx when running under CV.

      *

      * Parm 1 is the address of the RPB.

      * Parm 2 is the address of the REQUEST_CODE and RETURN_CODE.

      * Parm 3 is the address of the 8 byte GETPROF keyword.

      * Parm 4 is the address of the 32 byte GETPROF returned value.

      ****************************************************************

 */

   REQUEST_CODE = IN01_FN_GETPROF;

   WK_KEYWD = 'DBNAME';

   CALL IDMSIN01 ( RPB,

                   REQ_WK,

                   WK_KEYWD,

                   WK_VALUE);

   IF (REQUEST_RETURN ¬= 0) THEN GO TO IN01_ERROR;

   WK_DBNAME = SUBSTR(WK_VALUE,1,8);

 /*

      ****************************************************************

      * Call IDMSIN01 to activate Transaction Sharing for this task.

      *

      * Parm 1 is the address of the RPB.

      * Parm 2 is the address of the REQUEST_CODE and RETURN_CODE.

      ****************************************************************

 */

   REQUEST_CODE = IN01_FN_TXNSON;
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   CALL IDMSIN01 ( RPB,

                   REQ_WK);

   IF (REQUEST_RETURN ¬= 0) THEN GO TO IN01_ERROR;

 /*

      ****************************************************************

      * Call IDMSIN01 to deactivate Transaction Sharing for this task.

      *

      * Parm 1 is the address of the RPB.

      * Parm 2 is the address of the REQUEST_CODE and RETURN_CODE.

      ****************************************************************

 */

   REQUEST_CODE = IN01_FN_TXNSOFF;

   CALL IDMSIN01 ( RPB,

                   REQ_WK);

   IF (REQUEST_RETURN ¬= 0) THEN GO TO IN01_ERROR;

 /*

      ****************************************************************

      * Call IDMSIN01 to request a 'SETPROF' to set the user

      * profile default SCHEMA to the value 'SYSTEM'.

      *

      * Parm 1 is the address of the RPB.

      * Parm 2 is the address of the REQUEST_CODE and RETURN_CODE.

      * Parm 3 is the address of the 8 byte SETPROF keyword.

      * Parm 4 is the address of the 32 byte SETPROF value.

      ****************************************************************

 */

   REQUEST_CODE = IN01_FN_SETPROF;

   WK_KEYWD = 'SCHEMA';

   WK_VALUE = 'SYSTEM';

   CALL IDMSIN01 ( RPB,

                   REQ_WK,

                   WK_KEYWD,

                   WK_VALUE);

   IF (REQUEST_RETURN ¬= 0) THEN GO TO IN01_ERROR;

 /*

      ****************************************************************

      * Call IDMSIN01 to request the current USERID established

      * by the executed JCL information when running batch, or

      * by the SIGNON USER xxxxxxxx when running under CV.

      *

      * Parm 1 is the address of the RPB.

      * Parm 2 is the address of the REQUEST_CODE and RETURN_CODE.

      * Parm 3 is the address of the 32 byte USERID returned value.

      ****************************************************************

 */

   REQUEST_CODE = IN01_FN_GETUSER;

   CALL IDMSIN01 ( RPB,

                   REQ_WK,

                   WK_USERID);

   IF (REQUEST_RETURN ¬= 0) THEN GO TO IN01_ERROR;

   DISPLAY ('USERID is set to ' || WK_USERID);

 /*

      ****************************************************************
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      * Call IDMSIN01 to establish the SYSCTL DDNAME to be used

      * when running a Batch/CV job.

      *

      * Parm 1 is the address of the RPB.

      * Parm 2 is the address of the REQUEST_CODE and RETURN_CODE.

      * Parm 3 is the address of the 8 byte SYSCTL DDNAME passed.

      ****************************************************************

 */

   REQUEST_CODE = IN01_FN_SYSCTL;

   WK_SYSCTL = 'SYSCTL73';

   CALL IDMSIN01 ( RPB,

                   REQ_WK,

                   WK_SYSCTL);

 /*

      ****************************************************************

      * Call IDMSIN01 to retrieve the current RRS context token.

      * Note: this call requires an operating mode of IDMS_DC

      * Note: use of SNAP requires an operating mode of IDMS_DC

      ****************************************************************

 */

   REQUEST_CODE = IN01_FN_RRSCTX;

   WK_RRS_FUNCTION = IN01_FN_RRSCTX_GET;

   CALL IDMSIN01 ( RPB,

                   REQ_WK,

                   WK_RRS_FUNCTION,

                   WK_RRS_CONTEXT);

   IF (REQUEST_RETURN = 0)

   THEN

     SNAP TITLE (SNAP_TITLE)

          FROM (WK_RRS_CONTEXT) LENGTH (16);

   ELSE

     IF (REQUEST_RETURN = 4)

     THEN

       DISPLAY ('No RRS context active yet.');

     ELSE GO TO IN01_ERROR;

 /*

      ****************************************************************

      * Call IDMSIN01 to convert WK_STRING from EBCDIC to ASCII.

      * Note: use of SNAP requires an operating mode of IDMS_DC

      ****************************************************************

 */

   REQUEST_CODE = IN01_FN_STRCONV;

   WK_STRING_FUNCTION = CONVERT_EBCDIC_TO_ASCII;

   CALL IDMSIN01 ( RPB,

                   REQ_WK,

                   WK_STRING_FUNCTION,

                   WK_STRING,

                   WK_STRING_LENGTH);

   IF (REQUEST_RETURN ¬= 0) THEN GO TO IN01_ERROR;

   SNAP TITLE (SNAP_TITLE)

        FROM (WK_STRING) LENGTH (WK_STRING_LENGTH);

 /*

      ****************************************************************
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      * Call IDMSIN01 to convert WK_STRING from ASCII to EBCDIC.

      ****************************************************************

 */

   REQUEST_CODE = IN01_FN_STRCONV;

   WK_STRING_FUNCTION = CONVERT_ASCII_TO_EBCDIC;

   CALL IDMSIN01 ( RPB,

                   REQ_WK,

                   WK_STRING_FUNCTION,

                   WK_STRING,

                   WK_STRING_LENGTH);

   IF (REQUEST_RETURN ¬= 0) THEN GO TO IN01_ERROR;

 /*

      ****************************************************************

      * Call IDMSIN01 to have an 8 byte internal DATETIME stamp

      * returned as a displayable 26 character DATE/TIME display.

      *

      * Parm 1 is the address of the RPB.

      * Parm 2 is the address of the REQUEST_CODE and RETURN_CODE.

      * Parm 3 is the address of the 4 byte format indicator (0).

      * Parm 4 is the address of the 8 byte internal DATETIME stamp.

      * Parm 5 is the address of the 26 byte DATE/TIME returned.

      ****************************************************************

 */

   REQUEST_CODE = IN01_FN_GETDATE;

   WK_DTS_FORMAT = 0;

   WK_CDTS = 'UNKNOWN';

   CALL IDMSIN01 ( RPB,

                   REQ_WK,

                   WK_DTS_FORMAT,

                   WK_DTS,

                   WK_CDTS);

   IF (REQUEST_RETURN ¬= 0) THEN GO TO IN01_ERROR;

   DISPLAY ('THE DATE AND TIME IS --> ' || WK_CDTS);

 /*

      ****************************************************************

      * Call IDMSIN01 to have the current DATE and TIME

      * returned as a displayable 26 character DATE/TIME display.

      *

      * Parm 1 is the address of the RPB.

      * Parm 2 is the address of the REQUEST_CODE and RETURN_CODE.

      * Parm 3 is the address of the 4 byte format indicator (1).

      * Parm 4 is the address of the 26 byte DATE/TIME returned.

      ****************************************************************

 */

   REQUEST_CODE = IN01_FN_GETDATE;

   WK_DTS_FORMAT = 1;

   CALL IDMSIN01 ( RPB,

                   REQ_WK,

                   WK_DTS_FORMAT,

                   WK_CDTS);

   IF (REQUEST_RETURN ¬= 0) THEN GO TO IN01_ERROR;

   DISPLAY ('THE DATE AND TIME IS --> ' || WK_CDTS);

 /*
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      ****************************************************************

      * Call IDMSIN01 to have a 26 byte external DATE/TIME display

      * returned as an 8 byte DATETIME stamp.

      *

      * Parm 1 is the address of the RPB.

      * Parm 2 is the address of the REQUEST_CODE and RETURN_CODE.

      * Parm 3 is the address of the 4 byte format indicator (2).

      * Parm 4 is the address of the 26 byte DATE/TIME.

      * Parm 5 is the address of the 8 byte DATETIME stamp returned.

      ****************************************************************

 */

   REQUEST_CODE = IN01_FN_GETDATE;

   WK_DTS_FORMAT = 2;

   WK_CDTS = '1994-07-18-12.01.18.458382';

   CALL IDMSIN01 ( RPB,

                   REQ_WK,

                   WK_DTS_FORMAT,

                   WK_CDTS,

                   WK_DTS);

   IF (REQUEST_RETURN ¬= 0) THEN GO TO IN01_ERROR;

 /*

      ****************************************************************

      * Call IDMSIN01 to have a 8 byte external TIME display

      * returned as an 8 byte TIME stamp.

      *

      * Parm 1 is the address of the RPB.

      * Parm 2 is the address of the REQUEST_CODE and RETURN_CODE.

      * Parm 3 is the address of the 4 byte format indicator (4).

      * Parm 4 is the address of the 8 byte external TIME.

      * Parm 5 is the address of the 8 byte TIME stamp returned.

      ****************************************************************

 */

   REQUEST_CODE = IN01_FN_GETDATE;

   WK_DTS_FORMAT = 4;

   WK_TIME_EXTERNAL = '13.58.11';

   CALL IDMSIN01 ( RPB,

                   REQ_WK,

                   WK_DTS_FORMAT,

                   WK_TIME_EXTERNAL,

                   WK_TIME_INTERNAL);

   IF (REQUEST_RETURN ¬= 0) THEN GO TO IN01_ERROR;

 /*

      ****************************************************************

      * Call IDMSIN01 to have an 8 byte internal TIME stamp

      * returned as a displayable 8 character TIME display.

      *

      * Parm 1 is the address of the RPB.

      * Parm 2 is the address of the REQUEST_CODE and RETURN_CODE.

      * Parm 3 is the address of the 4 byte format indicator (3).

      * Parm 4 is the address of the 8 byte internal TIME stamp.

      * Parm 5 is the address of the 8 byte external TIME returned.

      ****************************************************************

 */
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   REQUEST_CODE = IN01_FN_GETDATE;

   WK_DTS_FORMAT = 3;

   CALL IDMSIN01 ( RPB,

                   REQ_WK,

                   WK_DTS_FORMAT,

                   WK_TIME_INTERNAL,

                   WK_TIME_EXTERNAL);

   IF (REQUEST_RETURN ¬= 0) THEN GO TO IN01_ERROR;

   DISPLAY ('THE EXTERNAL TIME IS --> ' || WK_TIME_EXTERNAL);

 /*

      ****************************************************************

      * Call IDMSIN01 to have a 10 byte external DATE display

      * returned as an 8 byte DATE stamp.

      *

      * Parm 1 is the address of the RPB.

      * Parm 2 is the address of the REQUEST_CODE and RETURN_CODE.

      * Parm 3 is the address of the 4 byte format indicator (6).

      * Parm 4 is the address of the 10 byte external DATE.

      * Parm 5 is the address of the 8 byte DATE stamp returned.

      ****************************************************************

 */

   REQUEST_CODE = IN01_FN_GETDATE;

   WK_DTS_FORMAT = 6;

   WK_DATE_EXTERNAL = '2003-03-10';

   CALL IDMSIN01 ( RPB,

                   REQ_WK,

                   WK_DTS_FORMAT,

                   WK_DATE_EXTERNAL,

                   WK_DATE_INTERNAL);

   IF (REQUEST_RETURN ¬= 0) THEN GO TO IN01_ERROR;

 /*

      ****************************************************************

      * Call IDMSIN01 to have an 8 byte internal DATE stamp

      * returned as a displayable 10 character DATE display.

      *

      * Parm 1 is the address of the RPB.

      * Parm 2 is the address of the REQUEST_CODE and RETURN_CODE.

      * Parm 3 is the address of the 4 byte format indicator (5).

      * Parm 4 is the address of the 8 byte internal DATE stamp.

      * Parm 5 is the address of the 10 byte external DATE returned.

      ****************************************************************

 */

   REQUEST_CODE = IN01_FN_GETDATE;

   WK_DTS_FORMAT = 5;

   CALL IDMSIN01 ( RPB,

                   REQ_WK,

                   WK_DTS_FORMAT,

                   WK_DATE_INTERNAL,

                   WK_DATE_EXTERNAL);

   IF (REQUEST_RETURN ¬= 0) THEN GO TO IN01_ERROR;

   DISPLAY ('THE EXTERNAL DATE IS --> ' || WK_DATE_EXTERNAL);

/*

      ****************************************************************
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      *  Call IDMSIN01 to have an 8 byte internal DATETIME stamp

      *  converted from UTC to local time returned as a      

      *  displayable 26 character DATE/TIME display.

      *

      * Parm 1 is the address of the RPB.

      * Parm 2 is the address of the REQUEST_CODE and RETURN_CODE.

      * Parm 3 is the address of the 4 byte format indicator (0).

      *    Parm 4 is the address of the 8 byte internal

      *              UTC formatted DATETIME stamp.

      *    Parm 5 is the address of the 26 byte local

      *              DATE/TIME returned.

      ****************************************************************

 */

   REQUEST_CODE = IN01_FN_GETDATE;

   WK_DTS_FORMAT = 7;

   WK_CDTS = 'UNKNOWN';

   CALL IDMSIN01 ( RPB,

                   REQ_WK,

                   WK_DTS_FORMAT,

                   WK_DTS,

                   WK_CDTS);

   IF (REQUEST_RETURN ¬= 0) THEN GO TO IN01_ERROR;

   DISPLAY ('THE LOCAL DATE AND TIME IS --> ' || WK_CDTS);

 /*

      ****************************************************************

      * Call IDMSIN01 to retrieve SQL error messages into a user

      * buffer that will then be displayed back to the user.

      * Whats passed is the SQLCA block and a message control

      * block consisting of the following fields:

      *

      * - Maximum number of lines in user buffer.

      * - The size (width) of one line in the user buffer.

      * - The actual number of lines returned from IDMSIN01.

      * - The user buffer where the message lines are returned.

      *

      * A return code of 4 means that there were no SQL error messages.

      * A return code of 8 means that there were more SQL error lines

      * in the SQLCA than could fit into the user buffer, meaning

      * truncation has occurred.

      *

      * Parm 1 is the address of the RPB.

      * Parm 2 is the address of the REQUEST_CODE and RETURN_CODE.

      * Parm 3 is the address of the SQLCA block.

      * Parm 4 is the address of the message control block.

      ****************************************************************

 */

   REQUEST_CODE = IN01_FN_GETMSG;

   CALL IDMSIN01 ( RPB,

                   REQ_WK,

                   SQLCA,

                   SQLMSGB);

   IF (REQUEST_RETURN = 4)

   THEN
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     DO;

     DISPLAY ('No SQL error message');

     END;

   ELSE

     IF ((REQUEST_RETURN = 0) | (REQUEST_RETURN = 8))

     THEN

       DO LINE_CNT=1 TO SQLMCNT;

         DISPLAY (SQLMLINE(LINE_CNT));

       END;

     ELSE GO TO IN01_ERROR;

 /*

      ****************************************************************

      * Call IDMSIN01 to reactivate the DML trace or SQL trace

      * which was originally activated by the corresponding

      * SYSIDMS parm (DMLTRACE=ON or SQLTRACE=ON), that has

      * been deactivated earlier on in this job.

      *

      * Parm 1 is the address of the RPB.

      * Parm 2 is the address of the REQUEST_CODE and RETURN_CODE.

      ****************************************************************

 */

   REQUEST_CODE = IN01_FN_TRACE;

   CALL IDMSIN01 ( RPB,

                   REQ_WK);

   IF (REQUEST_RETURN ¬= 0) THEN GO TO IN01_ERROR;

 

 /*

      ****************************************************************

      * Call IDMSIN01 to retrieve the runtime environment information.

      *

      * Parm 1 is the address of the RPB.

      * Parm 2 is the address of the REQUEST_CODE and RETURN_CODE.

      * Parm 3 is the address of the runtime environment returned

      * information.

      ****************************************************************

 */

   REQUEST_CODE = IN01_FN_ENVINFO;

   CALL IDMSIN01 ( RPB,

                   REQ_WK,

                   EVBLOCK);

   IF (REQUEST_RETURN ¬= 0) THEN GO TO IN01_ERROR;

   DISPLAY ('Runtime mode is ' || EV$MODE);

   DISPLAY ('CA IDMS tape volser is ' || EV$TAPE#);

   DISPLAY ('CA IDMS release number is ' || EV$REL#);

   DISPLAY ('CA IDMS service pack  number is ' || EV$SPACK);

   DISPLAY ('DMCL name is ' || EV$DMCL);

   DISPLAY ('System node name is ' || EV$NODE);

 /*

 

      ****************************************************************

      * Call IDMSIN01 to format dbkey stored in SUBSCHEMA_CTRL.

      *

      * Parm 1 is the address of the RPB.
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      * Parm 2 is the address of the REQUEST_CODE and RETURN_CODE.

      * Parm 3 is the address of the DBKEY.

      * Parm 4 is the address of the database-key format.

      * Parm 5 is the address of output field for formatted dbkey.

      ****************************************************************

 */

 

 

   REQUEST_CODE = IN01_FN_FRMTDBK;

   CALL IDMSIN01 ( RPB,

                   REQ_WK,

                   DBKEY,

                   PAGE_INFO_DBK_FORMAT,

                   WK_DBKEY_OUTPUT);

 

 

 RETURN;

 

 IN01_ERROR:

    DISPLAY ('IDMSIN01 function' || REQUEST_CODE);

    DISPLAY ('IDMSIN01 return code ' || REQUEST_RETURN);

 

 RETURN;

TCP/IP API Support
TCP/IP is an industry standard communications protocol. In order to understand this section, you should be familiar with
the terminology and base concepts of TCP/IP. Tutorials on TCP/IP can be found on the Internet by doing a search on a
general search web site with keywords "TCP/IP" and "tutorial." IDMS exploits TCP/IP in the following ways:

• An online application can use the TCP/IP socket program interface to communicate with another TCP/IP application,
possibly on another platform.

• Remote applications can directly access a central version and start an online task.

A communication consists of two socket programs exchanging messages. The program that initiates a service request is
the client. The program receiving incoming requests is the server. Typically, the client communicates with one server at a
time. However, a server processes requests from multiple clients. The server type depends on how the client requests are
processed:

• Iterative server -- Accepts a single client request, processes it and returns the result to the client and waits for the next
client request.

• Concurrent server -- Accepts a client requests and spawns a "child" task to process it.

IDMS TCP/IP functionality is available for z/OS, z/VSE, and z/VM operating systems.

The following limitations are associated with the z/VSE implementation of TCP/IP:

• Domains -- Only AF_INET is supported.
• Protocol -- Only TCP is supported.
• Sockets -- Only streaming sockets are supported.

TCP/IP Programming Support for Online Applications
TCP/IP programming support within IDMS allows an application to communicate through TCP/IP protocols with a second
application. The second application can reside on the same platform or another platform.
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The socket program interface depends upon the programming language used to write the application:

• Programs written in Assembler use the #SOCKET macro interface.
• Programs written in COBOL or PL/I use a call interface to IDMSOCKI.
• Applications written in ADS can use the SOCKET built-in function or the call interface to IDMSOCKI.

For sample TCP/IP programs written in these programming languages, see .

More Information:

• A TCP/IP trace facility is available to assist you in debugging socket programs. It is enabled using the DCMT VARY
LTERM command. For more information, see IDMS System Tasks and Operator Commands.

• IDMSIN01 provides a string translation function to convert data from EBCDIC to ASCII format and from ASCII to
EBCDIC format. For more information, see the section IDMSIN01.

Socket Macro Interface for Assembler Programs
Contents

Programs written in the Assembler language use the #SOCKET macro to exploit TCP/IP sockets. The #SOCKET macro
takes the following general form:

label    #SOCKET function,                                      X

               RETCODE=return-code,                             X

               ERRNO=errno,                                     X

               RSNCODE=reason-code,                             X

               PLIST=parameter-list-area,                       X

               RGSV=(rgsv),                                     X

               CALL=call-value,                                 X

               function-specific-parameters

Parameter Description
label Specifies the optional Assembler label.
function Specifies the name of the function to execute. A detailed

description of the supported functions can be found in Function
Descriptions.

return-code Specifies the name of a fullword that receives the outcome of the
operation. The following are the possible values:
0 -- No error occurred.
-1 -- A socket error was encountered; the errno and reason-code
fields contain more detailed information about the error.

errno Specifies the name of a fullword that receives the ERRNO value
when return-code is -1. For more information, see Return, Errno,
and Reason Codes.

reason-code Specifies the name of a fullword that receives the reason code
value when return-code is -1. For more information, see Return,
Errno, and Reason Codes.

parameter-list-area Specifies the name of an area or register pointing to the area
that is used to build the #SOCKET parameter list. The default
is SYSPLIST. The length of the parameter-list-area used by the
macro depends on the #SOCKET function that is called; the
longest parameter-list currently needed for a #SOCKET call is 16
fullwords.
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rgsv Specifies the registers to be saved. This parameter applies only to
system mode programs. The default is (R2-R8).

call-value Indicates whether to generate the parameter list and/or execute
the function. The following are the possible values:
YES -- Generates the parameter list and executes the function.
This is the default.
NO -- Generates the parameter list, but does not execute the
function.
ONLY -- Executes the function for which a parameter list is pre-
built.

Notes

• The syntax does not show Assembler column conventions (label starts in column 1; statement in column 10;
continuation line in column 16; continuation character in column 72).

• On return from the #SOCKET call, R15 is always 0, except in cases of a parameter-list error where the RETCODE field
cannot be found; in this case R15 is set to -1.

• The parameter values assigned to the three return code parameters (RETCODE, ERRNO and RSNCODE) and to all
the function-specific-parameters can be specified in data field notation or in register notation.
In data field notation, the program specifies the name of a variable field containing the parameter value.
In register notation, the program specifies a register containing the address of the variable field containing the
parameter value (not the value itself). General registers 2 to 15 can be used in this notation; the register reference
must be enclosed in parentheses.

• Some parameters also accept a value in the form of an absolute expression. Where applicable, this is mentioned
under the corresponding parameter's description.

• Some parameters from the #SOCKET macro are optional. There are two ways to address an optional parameter:
– Omit the parameter on the #SOCKET macro call.
– Assign a null value to the parameter. For example, HOSTNAME=NULL.
Both ways are equivalent.

• The #SOCKET macro uses the following registers when building its parameter list:
– R0 -- A work register to build the parameter list.
– R1 -- Address the parameter list.
– R14 and R15 -- The branch and link register for the call sequence to socket services.

• #SOCKET TCPIPDEF generates DSECTs and EQUates needed to write a TCP/IP program.
• #SOCKET ERRNOS generates all EQUates for IDMS specific errno values.

Assembler Structure Description

In Assembler programs, the following DSECTs can be generated by coding a #SOCKET TCPIPDEF statement:

• SOCK@IN -- Describes the SOCKADDR structure for IPv4.
• SOCK@IN6 -- Describes the SOCKADDR structure for IPv6.
• HOSTENTD -- Describes the HOSTENT structure.
• SERVENTD -- Describes the SERVENT structure.
• TIMEVAL -- Describes the TIMEVAL structure.
• ADDRINFO -- Describes the ADDRINFO structure.

Each of these structures is described in Socket Structure Descriptions.
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ADS Socket Interface
Applications written in ADS can use the SOCKET or IDMSOCKI method to exploit TCP/IP sockets.

This article describes the following information:

SOCKET

The ADS system-supplied built-in function, SOCKET, follows the same general rules as other ADS built-in functions.

Example

The following example shows the code that is required to invoke the SOCKET built-in function in your ADS dialog:

SOCKET(function,

return-code,

errno,

reason-code,

function-dependent-parameter1,

       ...)

IDMSOCKI

The ADS control statement invokes the socket call interface, IDMSOCKI. IDMSOCKI is the same socket call interface that
can be used with COBOL programs.

Example

The following example shows that the LINK control statement is used to invoke IDMSOCKI:

LINK TO PROGRAM 'IDMSOCKI' USING

      (function,

return-code,

errno,

reason-code,

function-dependent-parameter1,

       ...)

ADS Socket Interface Parameters

For first four parameters for both methods are identical. Depending on the function, zero or more parameters can follow.
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• If using SOCKET, the parameters can be records or record elements.
• If linking to IDMSOCKI, each parameter must be defined as a record whose first element is a field described in the

following table. 

Parameter Description
function Specifies a 4-byte, fullword-aligned integer field that the program

sets to the desired socket function. A detailed description of the
supported functions can be found in Function Descriptions.

return-code Specifies a 4-byte, fullword-aligned integer field that receives the
outcome of the operation. The following are the returned values:
0 -- No errors occurred.
20 -- A parameter list error was encountered.
-1 -- A socket error was encountered; the errno and reason-code
fields contain more detailed information about the error.

errno Specifies a 4-byte, fullword-aligned integer field that receives the
ERRNO value when return-code is -1. For more information, see
Return, Errno, and Reason Codes.

reason-code Specifies a 4-byte, fullword-aligned integer field that receives the
reason code value when return-code is -1. For more information,
see Return, Errno, and Reason Codes.

Comparing IDMSOCKI and SOCKET

While either of these methods allows you to utilize the TCP/IP API functionality, there are benefits to using the SOCKET
built-in function, as follows:

• Parameters can be a record element. When IDMSOCKI is used, each parameter must be defined as a separate
record.

• It is easier to use.
• It provides optimum performance. Calling a system-defined built-in function is more efficient than LINKing to another

program type.
• You can use the system-defined record SOCKET-CALL-INTERFACE, which contains the definition of the first four

parameters. To use this record, add it to the dialog as a work record.
• SOCKET supports omitted parameters.

Because of these advantages, use of the SOCKET built-in function is recommended.

Considerations

• To omit an optional parameter in the parameter list, replace the parameter with the @ symbol.
• An ADS dialog associated with a server task (a task started by a generic listener):

– Must be a mapless dialog.
– Should include SOCKET-LISTENER-PARMS as a work record.

• The following pre-defined records are provided during installation and can be attached to a dialog as work records:
– SOCKET-CALL-INTERFACE -- Describes the socket functions, return codes, and errno values used to issue all

socket requests.
– SOCKET-MISC-DEFINITIONS -- Describes options and flags specific to individual functions.
– SOCKET-MISC-DEFINITIONS-2 -- Describes the flags specific to the IOCTL function.
– SOCKET-SOCKADDR-IN, SOCKET-SOCKADDR-IN6, SOCKET-HOSTENT, SOCKET-SERVENT, SOCKET-

TIMEVAL, and SOCKET-ADDRINFO -- Describe structures that may be useful for certain socket applications.
• The SOCKET-CALL-INTERFACE record contains fields that can be used for SOCKET built-in function common

parameters:
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– function
– return-code
– errno
– reason-code
Each supported function is represented by a field whose value is the function number. The following example illustrates
how to issue a READ socket request using the SOCKET built-in function and fields within the SOCKET-CALL-
INTERFACE record: 

IF (SOCKET (SOCKET-FUNCTION-READ,

            SOCKET-RETCD,

            SOCKET-ERRNO,

            SOCKET-RESNCD,. . .) = 0)

ADS Structure Description

The following records are installed to describe structures related to SOCKET processing:

• SOCKET-SOCKADDR-IN -- Describes the SOCKADDR structure for IPv4.
• SOCKET-SOCKADDR-IN6 -- Describes the SOCKADDR structure for IPv6.
• SOCKET-HOSTENT -- Describes the HOSTENT structure.
• SOCKET-SERVENT -- Describes the SERVENT structure.
• SOCKET-TIMEVAL -- Describes the TIMEVAL structure.
• SOCKET-ADDRINFO -- Describes the ADDRINFO structure.

Each of these structures is described in Socket Structure Descriptions.

Socket Call Interface for COBOL
Programs written in COBOL use the CALL statement to exploit TCP/IP sockets:

CALL 'IDMSOCKI' USING

         function,

         return-code,

         errno,

         reason-code,

         function-dependent-parameter1,

           . . .

A call to IDMSOCKI must pass the following four parameters:

Parameter Description
function Specifies a 4-byte, fullword-aligned, integer field that the program

sets to the desired socket function. The following is the sample
definition of a function field:
01 SOCKET-FUNCTION PIC S9(8) COMP.
A detailed description of the supported functions can be found in
Function Descriptions.
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return-code Specifies a 4-byte, fullword-aligned, integer field that receives the
outcome of the operation. The following are the returned values:
0 -- No errors occurred.
20 -- A parameter list error was encountered.
-1 -- A socket error was encountered; the errno and reason-code
fields contain more detailed information about the error.
The following is the sample definition of a return-code field:
01 SOCKET-RETCD PIC S9(8) COMP.

errno Specifies a 4-byte, fullword-aligned, integer field that receives the
ERRNO value when return-code is -1. The following is the sample
definition of an errno field:
01 SOCKET-ERRNO PIC S9(8) COMP.
For more information, see Return, Errno, and Reason Codes.

reason-code Specifies a 4-byte, fullword-aligned, integer field that receives the
reason code value when return-code is -1. The following is the
example definition of a reason-code field:
01 SOCKET-RSNCD PIC S9(8) COMP.
For more information, see Return, Errno, and Reason Codes.

Depending on the function, zero or more parameters can follow.

Considerations

• If an optional parameter is not specified in the parameter list, it should be replaced by a parameter that depends on the
COBOL compiler:
– For COBOL for z/OS, specify reserved keyword OMITTED.
– For ANSI COBOL85, specify BY VALUE dummy-variable; dummy-variable should be set to 0.

• The following pre-defined records are provided during installation to assist in writing socket applications:
– SOCKET-CALL-INTERFACE -- Describes the socket functions, return codes, and errno values used to issue all

socket requests.
– SOCKET-MISC-DEFINITIONS -- Describes options and flags specific to individual functions.
– SOCKET-MISC-DEFINITIONS-2 -- Describes the flags specific to the IOCTL function.
– SOCKET-SOCKADDR-IN, SOCKET-SOCKADDR-IN6, SOCKET-HOSTENT, SOCKET-SERVENT, SOCKET-

TIMEVAL, and SOCKET-ADDRINFO -- Describe structures that may be useful for certain socket applications.
• The SOCKET-CALL-INTERFACE record contains fields that can be used for the socket call common parameters:

– function
– return-code
– errno
– reason-code
Each supported function is represented by a field, whose value is the function number. The following example
illustrates how to issue a READ socket request using the fields within the SOCKET-CALL-INTERFACE record:

CALL 'IDMSOCKI' USING SOCKET-FUNCTION-READ,

                    SOCKET-RETCD,

                    SOCKET-ERRNO,

                    SOCKET-RESNCD,

                    . . .
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NOTE
The SOCKET-CALL-INT record is identical to the SOCKET-CALL-INTERFACE record except that functions
values are defined as condition names instead of fields. Unless storage is critical, the SOCKET-CALL-
INTERFACE record should be used.

• The program associated with a server task (a task started by a generic listener) must specify the information in the
following sections:
– In the LINKAGE SECTION:

               01  SOCKET-PARMS        PIC X(80).

               01  SOCKET-DESCRIPTOR   PIC S9(8) COMP.

               01  SOCKET-RESUME-COUNT PIC S9(8) COMP.

 

– In the PROCEDURE DIVISION:

               PROCEDURE DIVISION USING

                         SOCKET-PARMS,

                         SOCKET-DESCRIPTOR,

                         SOCKET-RESUME-COUNT.

COBOL Structure Description

The following records are installed to describe structures related to SOCKET processing:

• SOCKET-SOCKADDR-IN -- Describes the SOCKADDR structure for IPv4.
• SOCKET-SOCKADDR-IN6 -- Describes the SOCKADDR structure for IPv6.
• SOCKET-HOSTENT -- Describes the HOSTENT structure.
• SOCKET-SERVENT -- Describes the SERVENT structure.
• SOCKET-TIMEVAL -- Describes the TIMEVAL structure.
• SOCKET-ADDRINFO -- Describes the ADDRINFO structure.

Each of these structures is described in Socket Structure Descriptions.

Socket Call Interface for PL/I
Contents

Programs written in PL/I use the CALL statement to exploit TCP/IP sockets:

CALL IDMSOCKI

       (function,

       return_code,

       errno,

       reason_code,

       function_dependent_parameter1,

       ...);
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A call to IDMSOCKI must pass the following first four parameters:

Parameter Description
function Specifies a 4-byte, fullword-aligned, integer field that the program

sets to the desired socket function. The following is the sample
definition of a function field:
DCL SOCKET_FUNCTION FIXED BINARY(31);
A detailed description of the supported functions can be found in
Function Descriptions.

return_code Specifies a 4-byte, fullword-aligned, integer field that receives the
outcome of the operation. The following are the returned values:
0 -- No errors occurred.
20 -- A parameter list error was encountered.
-1 -- A socket error was encountered; the errno and reason_code
fields contain more detailed information about the error.
The following is the sample definition of a return_code field:
DCL SOCKET_RETCD FIXED BINARY(31);

errno Specifies a 4-byte, fullword-aligned, integer field that receives the
ERRNO value when return_code is -1. The following is the sample
definition of an errno field:
DCL SOCKET_ERRNO FIXED BINARY(31);
For more information, see Return, Errno, and Reason Codes.

reason_code Specifies a 4-byte, fullword-aligned, integer field that receives the
reason code value when return_code is -1. The following is the
sample definition of a reason_code field:
DCL SOCKET_RSNCD FIXED BINARY(31);
For more information, see Return, Errno, and Reason Codes.

Depending on the function, zero or more parameters can follow.

Notes

• Some PL/I compilers limit the length of an external name to 7 characters. Since IDMSOCKI contains 8 characters, this
can lead to errors at compile time. These errors can be solved in the following ways:
– Use the compile option LIMITS(EXTNAME(8)).
– Use entry point IDMSOCK, which is defined as a synonym to IDMSOCKI.

• If an optional parameter is not to be specified in the parameter list, replace it by an asterisk (*).
• The following pre-defined records are provided during installation to assist in writing socket applications:

– SOCKET_CALL_INTERFACE -- Describes the socket functions, return codes and errno values used to issue all
socket requests.

– SOCKET_MISC_DEFINITIONS -- Describes options and flags specific to individual functions.
– SOCKET_MISC_DEFINITIONS_2 -- Describes the flags specific to the IOCTL function.
– SOCKET_SOCKADDR_IN, SOCKET_SOCKADDR_IN6, SOCKET_HOSTENT, SOCKET_SERVENT,

SOCKET_TIMEVAL, and SOCKET_ADDRINFO -- Describe structures that may be useful for certain socket
applications.

NOTE
Some of these records contain condition names. To generate the appropriate declare statements, specify the
following pre-compiler option:
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EXPAND88=YES

• The SOCKET_CALL_INTERFACE record contains fields that can be used for socket call common parameters:
– function
– return_code
– errno
– reason_code
Each supported function is represented by a field whose value is the function number. The following example illustrates
how to issue a READ socket request using the fields within the SOCKET_CALL_INTERFACE record:

CALL 'IDMSOCKI' USING (SOCKET_FUNCTION_READ,

                    SOCKET_RETCD,

                    SOCKET_ERRNO,

                    SOCKET_RESNCD,

                    . . .);

NOTE
The SOCKET_CALL_INT record is identical to the SOCKET_CALL_INTERFACE record except
that functions values are defined as condition names instead of fields. Unless storage is critical, the
SOCKET_CALL_INTERFACE record should be used.

• The program associated with a server task (a task started by a generic listener) must specify the following:

      PROCEDURE (P1, P2, P3)

        OPTIONS (REENTRANT,FETCHABLE);

      DCL (P1,P2,P3)          POINTER;

      DCL SOCKET_PARMS        CHAR(80)          BASED (ADDR(P1));

      DCL SOCKET_DESCRIPTOR   FIXED BINARY(31)  BASED (ADDR(P2));

      DCL SOCKET_RESUME_COUNT FIXED BINARY(31)  BASED (ADDR(P3));

PL/I Structure Description

The following records are installed to describe structures related to SOCKET processing:

• SOCKET_SOCKADDR_IN -- Describes the SOCKADDR structure for IPv4.
• SOCKET_SOCKADDR_IN6 -- Describes the SOCKADDR structure for IPv6.
• SOCKET_HOSTENT -- Describes the HOSTENT structure.
• SOCKET_SERVENT -- Describes the SERVENT structure.
• SOCKET_TIMEVAL -- Describes the TIMEVAL structure.
• SOCKET_ADDRINFO -- Describes the ADDRINFO structure.

Each of these structures is described in Socket Structure Descriptions.

Generic Listener Service
The generic listener service facilitates the implementation of concurrent servers quickly and easily. Generic listening
performs the following tasks:

• Creates a stream socket on a given port, optionally on a specific TCP/IP stack.
• Listens on the socket.
• Accepts connection requests, acquires a PTERM/LTERM pair and attaches a server task on it. This continues until the

service is stopped.
• Waits for input on the socket if a server task ends normally without closing its socket. This allows implementation of

suspend/resume processing, which is useful when a client application wants to keep the connection alive without
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tying up an IDMS/DC task. Whenever the client application is ready to proceed, it sends another message over the
connection. When the generic listener service receives this message it attaches a new server task on the same
PTERM/LTERM pair. The task code that is invoked on a resume can be specified in the prior task by using the NEXT
TASK clause of the DC RETURN statement. If the next task code is not set, the task code specified in the listener
PTERM definition is invoked.

Implementation

Generic listening is a service provided by the SOCKET line driver. The parameters that control the listener service are
defined using the following methods:

• A listener PTERM: it defines the port on which to listen, the backlog, the task code to invoke when a connection is
established and the mode in which to invoke the task. Optionally, if running on a multi-homed host, the TCP/IP stack
can be selected. Also optionally, a character string can be defined to pass to the attached task.

• A task and associated program definition.

NOTE
The task and program should be defined to the security system so that anyone can execute them.

The program associated with the server task receives control with a parameter list containing the following addresses:

• The address of an 80-byte character string set to the value of the string specified in the listener PTERM definition or
blanks if none was specified.

• The address of the socket descriptor.
• The address of a 4-byte field named the resume counter. The resume counter is provided for suspend/resume

processing.

Considerations

• If the listener program is written in ADS the parameters are passed in the SOCKET-LISTENER-PARMS record. This
record must be included as work record in the dialog definition.

• If MODE IS SYSTEM is specified in the LISTENER PTERM definition, the listener program must be written using DC/
UCF calling convention conventions.

The program associated with the server task responds to the message sent from the client application. In addition to
performing the required business function, it is also responsible for the following services:

• Security -- When the program receives control, no user has been signed onto the system. For security purposes,
the executing program must immediately signon to the system. To provide signon capabilities you must link to the
RHDCSNON program. Or, for Assembler programs, you can code a #SECSGON macro.

• Character conversion -- If the remote host sends text messages in a character set other than the one used on the
central version, these text messages might need translation. The program is responsible for performing this translation
and IDMSIN01 functions are provided to assist in this process.

• Closing the socket -- Once the conversation is over, the socket should be closed. Closing the socket causes a sign off
when the task terminates. If the task ends normally without closing the socket, generic listening starts a "receive" on
the socket because it interprets this situation as a suspend. As a result, the LTERM/PTERM pair remains in use and
long-term resources, such as the signon element, remain allocated. These resources are subject to IDMS time-out
processing and can be deleted with the DCMT VARY LTERM ... RESOURCE DELETE command.

NOTE
If the task abends, IDMS closes the socket and the PTERM/LTERMpair is signed off automatically.

Application Design Considerations
Contents
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The TCP/IP socket program interface is available only to IDMS/DC applications running under a central version. A batch
program trying to use the interface receives a socket return code of RNOSLIND.

Server tasks started by a generic listener cannot do any terminal I/O such as #LINEIN, #LINEOUT, #TREQ and so on. If
written in ADS, they should be mapless dialogs.

Using Stream Sockets

TCP allows for arbitrary amounts of data to be sent and received over a stream socket. Because a stream is interpreted
as a sequence of bits, TCP cannot identify the organization, content or amount of data being processed. Therefore, a TCP
application should use its own protocol to logically divide a stream into messages. The most common way of doing this is
to prefix the data with the data length.

Receiving Data

TCP determines whether to break a block of data into pieces and transmit each piece separately or to accumulate data in
its buffer and send it in one block. However, the receiving application can receive the data of multiple send requests in a
single receive. TCP receives data until the expected message is completely received.

Sending Data

As with receiving data, there is no guarantee that a send request is completely serviced. TCP determines if the amount
of data in the send request is too large. If so, it returns the amount of data already processed and the application must re-
issue the send with an updated data length and buffer pointer. TCP sends data until the message is completely sent.

TCP/IP Coding Samples

The IDMS installation media contains these sample programs, which are intended for demonstration purposes only:

• TCPASM01 -- An Assembler program that tests the #SOCKET API calls. TCPASM01 can be invoked in one of two
ways:
– As a user task code at the "ENTER NEXT TASK CODE" prompt. Depending on the command line parameters, a

client or server program is initiated. The program converses with a partner program using SEND and RECV calls. If
no parameters are specified, a HELP screen containing the full syntax and its options is displayed.

– As a server program started by a listener PTE.

NOTE
The listener's PTERM definition should specify MODE is USER.

• TCPADS01 -- A TCP/IP client program written in ADS.
• TCPCOB01 -- A TCP/IP generic listener server program written in COBOL.
• TCPPLI01 -- A TCP/IP generic listener server program written in PL/I.

TCPADS01 and TCPASM01 (as a client) provide the same functionality: they connect to a port number that matches a
port number of a generic listener PTERM. TCPPLI01, TCPCOB01, and TCPASM01 (as a server) can be invoked by the
task code associated with the generic listener PTERM.

NOTE
The header section of each sample program contains compiler option information that is required to successfully
compile the program.

Miscellaneous TCP/IP Considerations
This article describes the considerations that you need to be aware of regarding TCP/IP: 

The following topics are discussed on this page:
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Using the TCP/IP Trace Facility

To help debug socket programs, a TCP/IP trace facility is available. It is activated using the DCMT VARY LTERM
command.

Using Multiple TCP/IP Stacks

In a multiple TCP/IP stack environment, an IDMS system is able to use several available TCP/IP stacks concurrently. Only
z/OS and z/VM support multiple TCP/IP stacks.

In the z/OS environment, the Common INET (CINET) configuration is required to run multiple TCP/IP stacks concurrently.
IDMS uses special system calls to get a list of the available TCP/IP stacks in the system. For more information about the
CINET feature, see the IBM's z/OS Communication Server IP Configuration documentation.

For z/VM, multiple TCP/IP stacks are implemented by starting each stack in its own virtual machine.

 Limit the TCP/IP stacks available in an IDMS system 

In a multiple TCP/IP stack environment, you can control or limit the stacks that are usable by the socket applications
running in the IDMS system. This enhancement is primarily for IDMS systems running on z/OS with CINET active and on
z/VM. It is useful in an environment where certain applications need to use secured sockets or some TCP/IP stacks are
for testing only.

You can control or limit the TCP/IP stacks using the following methods:

• At startup, through the INCLUDE STACK or EXCLUDE STACK clause from the TCP/IP system generation statement
• At startup, through the INCLUDE_TCP/IP_STACK or EXCLUDE_TCP/IP_STACK SYSIDMS parameters
• Dynamically, through the DCMT VARY TCP/IP command

NOTE
 On z/VM, the definition of the TCP/IP stacks to use through the SYSTCPD file and the 8 SYSIDMS parameters
(TCP/IP_STACK_1 -> TCP/IP_STACK_8) as used in r16 is still available and is kept for compatibility reasons.

 More Information: 

• For more information about the TCP/IP system generation statement, see the IDMS Administrating section.
• For more information about the SYSIDMS parameters, see the IDMS Common Administrating section.
• For more information about the DCMT VARY TCP/IP command, see the Reference section.
• For more information about the SYSTCPD file, see the IDMS System Reference section.

 Default TCP/IP stack 

In a multiple stacks environment, the assignment of the default stack also depends on the operating system where the
IDMS system is running as follows:

• On z/OS, the system always assigns a specific stack as the default stack. If TCP/IP stacks are excluded from the
system list, either using SYSGEN or using SYSIDMS parameters, then the default stack for the socket environment will
be assigned to the following:
– the default stack from the system, if it has not been explicitly excluded.
– the first active stack from the resulting list, if the default stack from the system has been excluded

• On z/VM, the default stack will always be the first stack from the resulting list of stacks.

There is a possibility to overwrite this default stack assignment in the system:

• At startup, through the DEFAULT STACK clause from the TCP/IP system generation statement
• Dynamically, through the DCMT VARY TCP/IP command.

 Current TCP/IP stack for a DC task 
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When a DC task is started, the current TCP/IP stack for the DC task is the default TCP/IP stack from the IDMS system.
The SETSTACK function can be used to assign another value to the current TCP/IP stack or to restore the default value
for the DC task.

 Stack affinity 

This concept refers to sockets. When a socket is created and it is exclusively attached to a specific TCP/IP stack, it is said
to have "stack affinity." The stack affinity is equal to the value of the current TCP/IP stack when the socket was created. A
socket that is not attached to a specific TCP/IP stack has no stack affinity.

 Default stack affinity 

When a socket is created in the default DC task environment, that is, no specific SETSTACK calls have been issued in the
task yet, the default stack affinity is the default TCP/IP stack.

When a socket has set stack affinity to *ALL and the application issues an ACCEPT socket call with the IP address equal
to INADDR_ANY in the corresponding socket address structure, then the ACCEPT request is propagated to all available
TCP/IP stacks, and therefore the application can accept connections from clients specifying an IP address from any of the
available TCP/IP stacks. This configuration is possible on z/OS only. If the accepting socket is assigned a specific stack
affinity, the client must specify the IP address corresponding to that specific stack.

If a socket application is accepting connections from all the TCP/IP stacks available in the system, that is its current stack
affinity is set to *ALL, and if some of the TCP/IP stacks have been excluded by the user, then the current processing for
the #SOCKET ACCEPT socket function will reject all connections that were explicitly addressed to one of the excluded
stacks. This processing is done internally. The user applications do not require any changes. The output of the DCMT
DISPLAY TCP/IP STATISTICS shows the number of accepted connections that have been rejected for that reason.

Two socket functions return values that are influenced by which TCP/IP stack is current on the DC task.

• GETHOSTID -- Returns the IP address of the current TCP/IP stack.
• GETHOSTNAME -- Returns the hostname of the current TCP/IP stack.

The output from the DCMT DISPLAY TCP/IP STACK TABLE command shows the available TCP/IP stacks with their
associated IP address and hostname.

 More Information: 

For more information about DCMT DISPLAY TCP/IP, see the Reference section.

Associating Time-outs to Sockets

In the standard POSIX socket interface, time-out conditions can only be detected through the use of the SELECT socket
function. The socket interface provided by IDMS offers an extension that assigns a time-out value to each socket that
created in the DC/UCF environment. The FCNTL socket function enables you to specify or retrieve a socket's time-out
value.

When a socket is created, a default time-out value is assigned. The default time out value depends on the type of socket:

• For a socket created by the SOCKET function, or "client socket," the default time-out value is set to the corresponding
DC task's INACTIVE INTERVAL parameter.

• For a socket created by the ACCEPT function, or "serversocket," the default time-out value is set to the corresponding
DC task's EXTERNAL WAIT parameter.

The following socket functions check the time-out value at runtime:
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• ACCEPT
• CONNECT
• READ
• RECV
• RECVFROM
• SEND
• SENDTO
• WRITE

When a time-out condition occurs, the socket function returns a ETIMEDOUT errno code to the application.

 More Information: 

For more information about the FCNTL socket function, see FCNTL. For more information about the INACTIVE
INTERVAL or EXTERNAL WAIT parameters of the TASK statement, see the IDMS Administrating section.

Function Descriptions
This section describes the socket functions that are supported by IDMS. The following information is provided for each
function:

• An Assembler #SOCKET macro invocation showing all of the parameters that can be specified.
• A list of parameters that can be passed when invoking the function in COBOL, PL/I, and ADS. The first of these

parameters is the function name as defined in the SOCKET-CALL-INTERFACE record.
• A description of the function-dependent parameters.
• Additional notes if applicable to a specific function.

ACCEPT

ACCEPT accepts the first connection request on the queue of pending connection requests. If the queue is empty, the call
waits until the first connection request arrives or fails with an EWOULDBLOCK condition if the socket had been marked as
non-blocking. If successful, a new socket descriptor is returned.

Assembler

 label    #SOCKET ACCEPT,

                RETCODE=return-code,

                ERRNO=errno,

                RSNCODE=reason-code,

                SOCK=socket-descriptor,

                SOCKADDR=sockaddr,

                SOCKADDL=sockaddr-length,

                NEWSOCK=new-socket-descriptor,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area,

                RGSV=(rgsv)

 

List of USING Parameters

 SOCKET-FUNCTION-ACCEPT,

  return-code,

  errno,

  reason-code,

  socket-descriptor,

  sockaddr,
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  sockaddr-length,

  new-socket-descriptor

Parameters

Parameter Description
socket-descriptor Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the socket

descriptor that was used on the BIND and LISTEN functions.
sockaddr Specifies the name of an area in which to return the sockaddr

structure of the connecting client. The format of that structure
depends on the domain of the corresponding socket. This
parameter can be assigned to NULL if the caller is not interested
in the connector's address.

sockaddr-length Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the length of
sockaddr. If SOCKADDR is assigned to NULL, sockaddr-length
must be 0. On return, sockaddr-length contains the size required
to represent the connecting socket. If the value is 0, the contents
of sockaddr are unchanged. If the sockaddr is too small to contain
the full sockaddr structure, it is truncated. The maximum value for
this parameter is 4096.

new-socket-descriptor Specifies the name of a fullword field where the socket descriptor
of the new connection is returned.

Notes

When the time-out value associated with the socket expires, the socket function terminates with the ETIMEDOUT errno
code. For more information about socket time-outs, see Associating Time-outs to Sockets.

BIND

BIND assigns a local name to an unnamed socket.

Assembler

 label    #SOCKET BIND,

                RETCODE=return-code,

                ERRNO=errno,

                RSNCODE=reason-code,

                SOCK=socket-descriptor,

                SOCKADDR=sockaddr,

                SOCKADDL=sockaddr-length,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area,

                RGSV=(rgsv)

 

List of USING Parameters

 SOCKET-FUNCTION-BIND,

  return-code,

  errno,

  reason-code,

  socket-descriptor,

  sockaddr,

  sockaddr-lengt
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Parameters

Parameter Description
socket-descriptor Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the socket

descriptor to bind.
sockaddr Specifies the name of an area that contains the sockaddr structure

to be bound to the socket. The format of the sockaddr structure
depends on the domain of the corresponding socket.
z/VSE systems: Only the domain AF_INET is supported.

sockaddr-length Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the length of
sockaddr. sockaddr-length can be specified as an absolute
expression.
The maximum value for this parameter is domain dependent. If the
domain is AF_INET, it is the length of the SOCKET-SOCKADDR-
IN record (SIN#LEN for Assembler). If the domain is AF_INET6, it
is the length of the SOCKET-SOCKADDR-IN6 record (SIN6#LEN
for Assembler).

CLOSE

CLOSE deletes the socket descriptor from the internal descriptor table maintained for the application program and
terminates the existence of the communications endpoint. If the socket was connected, the connection is terminated in an
orderly fashion.

Assembler

 label    #SOCKET CLOSE,

                RETCODE=return-code,

                ERRNO=errno,

                RSNCODE=reason-code,

                SOCK=socket-descriptor,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area,

                RGSV=(rgsv)

 

List of USING Parameters

 SOCKET-FUNCTION-CLOSE,

  return-code,

  errno,

  reason-code,

  socket-descriptor

Parameters

Parameter Description
socket-descriptor Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the socket

descriptor to close.

CONNECT

CONNECT initiates a connection on a socket.
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Assembler

 label    #SOCKET CONNECT,

                RETCODE=return-code,

                ERRNO=errno,

                RSNCODE=reason-code,

                SOCK=socket-descriptor,

                SOCKADDR=sockaddr,

                SOCKADDL=sockaddr-length,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area,

                RGSV=(rgsv)

 

List of USING Parameters

 SOCKET-FUNCTION-CONNECT,

  return-code,

  errno,

  reason-code,

  socket-descriptor,

  sockaddr,

  sockaddr-length

Parameters

Parameter Description
socket-descriptor Specifies the name of a fullword containing the socket descriptor

to which to connect.
sockaddr Specifies the name of an area that contains the sockaddr structure

to which to connect. The format of the sockaddr structure depends
on the domain of the corresponding socket.
z/VSE systems: Only the domain AF_INET is supported. Specify
family AF@INET when building the sockaddr structure.

sockaddr-length Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the length of
sockaddr. sockaddr-length can be specified as an absolute
expression.
The maximum value for this parameter is domain dependent. If the
domain is AF_INET, it is the length of the SOCKET-SOCKADDR-
IN record (SIN#LEN for Assembler). If the domain is AF_INET6, it
is the length of the SOCKET-SOCKADDR-IN6 record (SIN6#LEN
for Assembler).

Notes

• When the time-out value associated with the socket expires, the socket function terminates with the ETIMEDOUT
errno code. For more information about socket time-outs, see Associating Time-outs to Sockets.

• After a CONNECT error, including a time-out condition, the corresponding socket cannot be used. For the application
to continue processing, it must close the current socket and create a new socket.

FCNTL

FCNTL provides control over a socket descriptor. Depending on the command, it retrieves or sets control information.
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Assembler

 label    #SOCKET FCNTL,

                RETCODE=return-code,

                ERRNO=errno,

                RSNCODE=reason-code,

                SOCK=socket-descriptor,

                COMMAND=command,

                ARGUMENT=argument,

                RETVAL=returned-value,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area,

                RGSV=(rgsv)

 

List of USING Parameters

 SOCKET-FUNCTION-FCNTL,

  return-code,

  errno,

  reason-code,

  socket-descriptor,

  command,

  argument,

  returned-value

Parameters

Parameter Description
socket-descriptor Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the socket

descriptor to process.
command Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the command to

perform on the socket. command can be specified as an absolute
expression.

argument Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the argument
that applies to some commands. argument can be specified as
an absolute expression. While argument is optional, it must be
specified for setting functions.

returned-value Specifies the name of a fullword field that contains the returned
information from any retrieval commands. While returned-value is
optional, it must be specified for retrieval function.

Notes

• z/VSE systems: The F@GETFL and F@SETFL commands are not supported.
• The following table lists the commands and arguments that can be specified. The EQUate symbol is generated by

#SOCKET macro and the field names are associated with the SOCKET-MISC-DEFINITIONS record.

EQUate Symbol Field Name Description
F@GETFL SOCKET-FCNTL-GET Gets file status command
F@SETFL SOCKET-FCNTL-SET Sets file status command
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F@GETIMO SOCKET-FCNTL-GETIMO Gets time-out value associated with a
socket

F@SETIMO* SOCKET-FCNTL-SETIMO Associates a time-out value with a socket
NONBLOCK SOCKET-FCNTL-NONBLOCK Sets socket in non-blocking mode
* Acceptable argument values for the F@SETIMO command:
1 through 32767 -- The time-out value in seconds
0 -- No time-out processing is wanted, but a task abend
-1 -- Indefinite wait (equivalent for FOREVER)

NOTE
PL/I programs: The SOCKET_MISC_DEFINITIONS is used and the dashes are replaced by underscores.

FD_CLR

FD_CLR clears a socket descriptor's bit in a bit list.

Assembler

 label    #SOCKET FD_CLR,

                RETCODE=return-code,

                ERRNO=errno,

                RSNCODE=reason-code,

                SOCK=socket-descriptor,

                BITLIST=bit-list,

                BITLISTL=bit-list-length,

                BITORDER=bit-order,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area

Parameters

Parameter Description
socket-descriptor Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the socket

descriptor whose bit must be cleared (set to zero) in the bit list.
bit-list Specifies the name of the area containing the bit list.
bit-list-length Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the length of the

bit-list in bytes.
bit-list-length can be specified as an absolute expression. bit-list-
length must be a multiple of 4.

bit-order Specifies the name of the fullword containing the order in which
the bits are addressed in the bit list. This order should be the
same as the value specified on the option parameter of the
SELECT or SELECTX function.
bit-order can be specified as an absolute expression. The
following are the accepted values:
SEL@BBKW (default)
SEL@BFWD

Notes
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• This function is only available to the Assembler interface.
• For performance reasons, FD_CLR does not call the RHDCSOCK processor to execute the function. Instead, the

corresponding code is expanded in your program. This code is substantial, so it is best to code the function call in a
subroutine.

FD_ISSET

FD_ISSET tests a socket descriptor's bit in a bit list to see if it is ON or OFF.

Assembler

 label    #SOCKET FD_ISSET,

                RETCODE=return-code,

                ERRNO=errno,

                RSNCODE=reason-code,

                SOCK=socket-descriptor,

                BITLIST=bit-list,

                BITLISTL=bit-list-length,

                BITORDER=bit-order,

                RETVAL=returned-bit-status,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area

Parameters

Parameter Description
socket-descriptor Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the socket

descriptor whose bit needs testing in the bit list.
bit-list Specifies the name of the area containing the bit list.
bit-list-length Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the length of the

bit-list in bytes.
bit-list-length can be specified as an absolute expression. bit-list-
length must be a multiple of 4.

bit-order Specifies the name of a fullword containing the order in which the
bits are addressed in the bit list. This order should be the same
as the value specified on the option parameter of the SELECT or
SELECTX function.
bit-order can be specified as an absolute expression. The
following are the accepted values:
SEL@BBKW (default)
SEL@BFWD

returned-bit-status Specifies the name of a fullword field that will contain the status of
the tested bit:
0 -- OFF
1 -- ON

Notes

• This function is only available to the Assembler interface.
• For performance reasons, FD_ISSET does not call the RHDCSOCK processor to execute the function. Instead, the

corresponding code is expanded in your program. This code is substantial, so it is best to code the function call in a
subroutine.
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FD_SET

FD_SET sets a socket descriptor's bit in a bit list ON.

Assembler

 label    #SOCKET FD_SET,

                RETCODE=return-code,

                ERRNO=errno,

                RSNCODE=reason-code,

                SOCK=socket-descriptor,

                BITLIST=bit-list,

                BITLISTL=bit-list-length,

                BITORDER=bit-order,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area

Parameters

Parameter Description
socket-descriptor Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the socket

descriptor whose bit must be set ON in the bit list.
bit-list Specifies the name of the area containing the bit list.
bit-list-length Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the length of the

bit-list in bytes.
bit-list-length can be specified as an absolute expression. bit-list-
length must be a multiple of 4.

bit-order Specifies the name of the fullword containing the order in which
the bits are addressed in the bit list. This order should be the
same as the value specified on the option parameter of the
SELECT or SELECTX function.
bit-order can be specified as an absolute expression. The
following are the accepted values:
SEL@BBKW (default)
SEL@BFWD

Notes

• This function is only available to the Assembler interface.
• For performance reasons, FD_SET does not call the RHDCSOCK processor to execute the function. Instead, the

corresponding code is expanded in your program. This code is substantial, so it is best to code the function call in a
subroutine.

FD_ZERO

FD_ZERO clears all bits in a bit list.

Assembler

 label    #SOCKET FD_ZERO,

                RETCODE=return-code,

                ERRNO=errno,

                RSNCODE=reason-code,

                BITLIST=bit-list,
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                BITLISTL=bit-list-length,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area

Parameters

Parameter Description
bit-list Specifies the name of the area containing the bit list.
bit-list-length Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the length of the

bit-list in bytes.
bit-list-length can be specified as an absolute expression. bit-list-
length must be a multiple of 4.

Notes

• This function is only available to the Assembler interface.
• For performance reasons, FD_ZERO does not call the RHDCSOCK processor to execute the function. Instead, the

corresponding code is expanded in your program. This code is substantial, so it is best to code the function call in a
subroutine.

FREEADDRINFO

FREEADDRINFO frees the ADDRINFO structure that has been allocated by the system during the processing of a
previous call to the GETADDRINFO #SOCKET function.

Assembler

 label    #SOCKET FREEADDRINFO,

                RETCODE=return-code,

                ERRNO=errno,

                RSNCODE=reason-code,

                AINFOIN=pointer-to-addrinfo-structure,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area,

                RGSV=(rgsv)

 

List of USING Parameters

 SOCKET-FUNCTION-FREEADDRINFO,

  return-code,

  errno,

  reason-code,

  pointer-to-addrinfo-structure

Parameters

Parameter Description
pointer-to-addrinfo-structure Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the address of the

ADDRINFO structure to release.

Notes
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• The FREEADDRINFO function is supported as of z/OS V1R4.
• The FREEADDRINFO function is not supported in these operating environments:

– z/VSE
– z/VM

GETADDRINFO

GETADDRINFO converts a host name and/or a service name into a set of socket addresses and other associated
information. This information can be used to open a socket and connect to the specified service.

Assembler

 label    #SOCKET GETADDRINFO,

                RETCODE=return-code,

                ERRNO=errno,

                RSNCODE=reason-code,

                HOSTNAME=hostname,

                HOSTNAML=hostname-length,

                SERVNAME=service-name,

                SERVNAML=service-name-length,

                AINFOIN=pointer-to-input-addrinfo-structure,

                AINFOOUT=pointer-to-output-addrinfo-structure,

                CANONAML=canonical-name-length,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area,

                RGSV=(rgsv)

 

List of USING Parameters

 SOCKET-FUNCTION-GETADDRINFO,

  return-code,

  errno,

  reason-code,

  hostname,

  hostname-length,

  service-name,

  service-name-length,

  pointer-to-input-addrinfo-structure,

  pointer-to-output-addrinfo-structure,

  canonical-name-length

Parameters

Parameter Description
hostname Specifies the name of an area containing the name of the host to

resolve.
hostname-length Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the length of

hostname. hostname-length can be specified as an absolute
expression.
hostname and hostname-length are optional. If they are not
specified, service-name and service-name-length must be
specified.
The maximum value for this parameter is 256.
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service-name Specifies the name of an area containing the name of the service.
service-name-length Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the length of

service-name. service-name-length can be specified as an
absolute expression.
service-name and service-name-length are optional. If they are not
specified, hostname and hostname-length must be specified.
The maximum value for this parameter is 32.

pointer-to-input-addrinfo-structure Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the address of an
input ADDRINFO structure. The following fields in the ADDRINFO
structure can be set: flags, family, socket type, and protocol. If
this pointer is assigned to NULL, it is equivalent to an ADDRINFO
structure where all fields are set to 0.

pointer-to-output-addrinfo-structure Specifies the name of a fullword field that contains the address
of the output ADDRINFO structure returned by the system. This
structure has to be explicitly released by the user using the
FREEADDRINFO #SOCKET call.

canonical-name-length Specifies the name of a fullword field in which the system
returns the length of the canonical name. The system returns
the canonical name in the first output ADDRINFO structure if
hostname is specified and the AI_CANONNAMEOK flag is set in
the input ADDRINFO structure. If the canonical name length is not
needed, canonical-name-length can be omitted.

Notes

• For more information about the ADDRINFO structure, see Socket Structure Descriptions.
• On z/VSE and z/VM, the GETADDRINFO function is supported by IDMS's internal DNS and services resolvers. For

more information, see the IDMS System Reference section.
• The following table lists the flags that can be set or returned in the ADDRINFO structure. The EQUate symbol is

generated by the #SOCKET TCPIPDEF macro call and the field names are associated with the SOCKET-MISC-
DEFINITIONS record.

EQUate Symbol Field Name TCP Protocol Value
AI@PASSV SOCKET-AIFLAGS-PASSIVE AI_PASSIVE
AI@CANOK SOCKET-AIFLAGS-CANONNAMEOK AI_CANONNAMEOK
AI@NHOST SOCKET-AIFLAGS-NUMERICHOST AI_NUMERICHOST
AI@NSERV SOCKET-AIFLAGS-NUMERICSERV AI_NUMERICSERV
AI@V4MAP SOCKET-AIFLAGS-V4MAPPED AI_V4MAPPED
AI@ALL SOCKET-AIFLAGS-ALL AI_ALL
AI@ADDRC SOCKET-AIFLAGS-ADDRCONFIG AI_ADDRCONFIG

NOTE
PL/I programs: The SOCKET_MISC_DEFINITIONS is used and the dashes are replaced by underscores.

GETHOSTBYADDR

GETHOSTBYADDR takes an IP address and domain and tries to resolve it through a name server. If successful, it returns
the information in a HOSTENT structure.

Assembler
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 label    #SOCKET GETHOSTBYADDR,

                RETCODE=return-code,

                ERRNO=errno,

                RSNCODE=reason-code,

                IPADDR=ip-address,

                IPADDRL=ip-address-length,

                DOMAIN=domain,

                HOSTENTP=hostentp,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area,

                RGSV=(rgsv)

 

List of USING Parameters

 SOCKET-FUNCTION-GETHOSTBYADDR,

  return-code,

  errno,

  reason-code,

  ip-address,

  ip-address-length,

  domain,

  hostentp

Parameters

Parameter Description
ip-address Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the binary format

IP address to resolve.
ip-address-length Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the length of

ip-address. ip-address-length can be specified as an absolute
expression.
The maximum value for this parameter is defined by IPADDR4L in
Assembler and SOCKET-IPADDR4L in other languages.

domain Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the domain.
domain can be specified as an absolute expression. Currently,
only AF_INET is supported.

hostentp Specifies the name of a fullword field in which the system returns
the address of a HOSTENT structure containing the information
about the host.

Notes

• The HOSTENT structure area is allocated by the system at the IDMS task level, and freed at task termination. It is
reused by subsequent calls to a DNS function: GETHOSTBYADDR or GETHOSTBYNAME.

• For more information about the HOSTENT structure, see Socket Structure Descriptions.

z/VM systems: The DNS socket functions are supported by IDMS's internal DNS resolver. For information about
configuring the DNS resolver, see the TCP/IP Considerations section of the IDMS System Reference section.

z/VSE systems: The DNS socket functions can be supported by IDMS's internal DNS resolver. If the socket functions
are supported by IDMS, see the TCP/IP Considerations section of IDMS System Reference section for information about
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configuring the DNS resolver. If the socket functions are supported by Barnard Software Inc. or Connectivity Systems Inc.,
see the appropriate TCP/IP stack documentation for configuring DNS support.

GETHOSTBYNAME

GETHOSTBYNAME takes a host name and tries to resolve it through a name server. If successful, it returns the
information in a HOSTENT structure.

Assembler

 label    #SOCKET GETHOSTBYNAME,

                RETCODE=return-code,

                ERRNO=errno,

                RSNCODE=reason-code,

                HOSTNAME=hostname,

                HOSTNAML=hostname-length,

                HOSTENTP=hostentp,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area,

                RGSV=(rgsv)

 

List of USING Parameters

 SOCKET-FUNCTION-GETHOSTBYNAME,

  return-code,

  errno,

  reason-code,

  hostname,

  hostname-length,

  hostentp

Parameters

Parameter Description
hostname Specifies the name of an area containing the name of the host to

resolve.
hostname-length Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the length of

hostname. hostname-length can be specified as an absolute
expression.
The maximum value for this parameter is 256.

hostentp Specifies the name of a fullword field where the system returns the
address of a HOSTENT structure containing the information about
the host.

Notes

• The HOSTENT structure area is allocated by the system at the IDMS task level, and freed at task termination. It is
reused by subsequent calls to a DNS function: GETHOSTBYADDR or GETHOSTBYNAME.

• For more information about the HOSTENT structure, see Socket Structure Descriptions.

z/VM systems: The DNS socket functions are supported by IDMS's internal DNS resolver. For information about
configuring the DNS resolver, see the TCP/IP Considerations section of the IDMS System Reference section.
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z/VSE systems: The DNS socket functions can be supported by IDMS's internal DNS resolver. If the socket functions
are supported by IDMS, see the TCP/IP Considerations section of IDMS System Reference section for information about
configuring the DNS resolver. If the socket functions are supported by Barnard Software Inc. or Connectivity Systems Inc.,
see the appropriate TCP/IP stack documentation for configuring DNS support.

GETHOSTID

GETHOSTID retrieves the IP address of the local host corresponding to the current TCP/IP stack.

Assembler

 label    #SOCKET GETHOSTID,

                RETCODE=return-code,

                ERRNO=errno,

                RSNCODE=reason-code,

                IPADDR=ip-address,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area,

                RGSV=(rgsv)

 

List of USING Parameters

 SOCKET-FUNCTION-GETHOSTID,

  return-code,

  errno,

  reason-code,

  ip-address

Parameters

Parameter Description
ip-address Specifies the name of a fullword field in which the service returns

the IP address in binary format.

Notes

This service only supports IPv4.

GETHOSTNAME

GETHOSTNAME retrieves the name of the local host corresponding to the current TCP/IP stack.

Assembler

 label    #SOCKET GETHOSTNAME,

                RETCODE=return-code,

                ERRNO=errno,

                RSNCODE=reason-code,

                HOSTNAME=hostname,

                HOSTNAML=hostname-length,

                RETLEN=returned-hostname-length,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area,

                RGSV=(rgsv)
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List of USING Parameters

 SOCKET-FUNCTION-GETHOSTNAME,

  return-code,

  errno,

  reason-code,

  hostname,

  hostname-length,

  returned-hostname-length

Parameters

Parameter Description
hostname Specifies the name of an area in which the service returns the

host name.
hostname-length Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the length of

hostname. hostname-length can be specified as an absolute
expression.
The maximum value for this parameter is 256.

returned-hostname-length Specifies the name of a fullword field in which the actual length of
the host name is returned.

GETNAMEINFO

GETNAMEINFO resolves a socket address into a hostname and a service name.

Assembler

 label    #SOCKET GETNAMEINFO,

                RETCODE=return-code,

                ERRNO=errno,

                RSNCODE=reason-code,

                SOCKADDR=sockaddr,

                SOCKADDL=sockaddr-length,

                SERVNAME=service-name,

                SERVNAML=service-name-length,

                RETSNAML=returned-service-name-length,

                HOSTNAME=hostname,

                HOSTNAML=hostname-length,

                RETHNAML=returned-hostname-length,

                FLAGS=flags,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area,

                RGSV=(rgsv)

 

List of USING Parameters

 SOCKET-FUNCTION-GETNAMEINFO,

  return-code,

  errno,

  reason-code,

  sockaddr,

  sockaddr-length,
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  service-name,

  service-name-length,

  returned-service-name-length,

  hostname,

  hostname-length,

  returned-hostname-length,

  flags

Parameters

Parameter Description
sockaddr Specifies the name of the sockaddr structure containing the

information that must be resolved: the domain (or socket family),
the port number and the IP address.

sockaddr-length Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the length of
sockaddr. sockaddr-length can be specified as an absolute
expression.
The maximum value for this parameter is domain dependent. If the
domain is AF_INET, it is the length of the SOCKET-SOCKADDR-
IN record (SIN#LEN for Assembler). If the domain is AF_INET6, it
is the length of the SOCKET-SOCKADDR-IN6 record (SIN6#LEN
for Assembler).

service-name Specifies the name of an area where the system returns the
service name corresponding to the port number specified in the
sockaddr structure.

service-name-length Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the length of
service-name. service-name-length can be specified as an
absolute expression.
The maximum value for this parameter is 4096. .row

returned-service-name-length Specifies the name of a fullword field into which the actual
length of the service name is returned. service-name, service-
name-length and returned-service-name-length are optional;
specify all three parameters, or none of them. If none of these
parameters are specified, hostname, hostname-length, and
returned-hostname-length must be specified.

hostname Specifies the name of an area where the system returns the
hostname corresponding to the IP address specified in the
sockaddr structure.

hostname-length Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the length of
hostname. hostname-length can be specified as an absolute
expression.
The maximum value for this parameter is 4096.

returned-hostname-length Specifies the name of a fullword field into which the length of the
host name is returned.
hostname, hostname-length and returned-hostname-length are
optional; specify all three parameters, or none of them. If none
of these parameters are specified, service-name, service-name-
length, and returned-service-name-length must be specified.

flags Specifies the name of a fullword field containing flags to control
the resolution of the socket address.
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Notes

• The GETNAMEINFO function is supported as of z/OS V1R4.
• On z/VSE and z/VM, the GETNAMEINFO function is supported by IDMS's internal DNS and services resolvers. For

more information, see the IDMS System Reference section.
• The following table lists the flags that can be passed. The EQUate symbol is generated by the #SOCKET TCPIPDEF

macro call and the field names are associated with the SOCKET-MISC-DEFINITIONS.

EQUate Symbol Field Name Description
NI@NFDQN SOCKET-NIFLAGS-NOFQDN Returns the node name portion only
NI@NREQD SOCKET-NIFLAGS-NAMEREQD Returns an error if the host is not located
NI@NHOST SOCKET-NIFLAGS-NUMERICHOST Returns the numeric form of the host
NI@NSERV SOCKET-NIFLAGS-NUMERICSERV Returns the numeric form of the server
NI@DGRAM SOCKET-NIFLAGS-DGRAM Specifies that the service is a datagram

service

NOTE
PL/I programs: The SOCKET_MISC_DEFINITIONS is used and the dashes are replaced by underscores.

GETPEERNAME

GETPEERNAME retrieves the name of the peer connected to a socket.

Assembler

 label    #SOCKET GETPEERNAME,

                RETCODE=return-code,

                ERRNO=errno,

                RSNCODE=reason-code,

                SOCK=socket-descriptor,

                SOCKADDR=sockaddr,

                SOCKADDL=sockaddr-length,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area,

                RGSV=(rgsv)

 

List of USING Parameters

 SOCKET-FUNCTION-GETPEERNAME,

  return-code,

  errno,

  reason-code,

  socket-descriptor,

  sockaddr,

  sockaddr-length

Parameters

Parameter Description
socket-descriptor Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the socket

descriptor from which to retrieve the peer name.
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sockaddr Specifies the name of an area in which to return the sockaddr
structure of the peer. The format of this structure depends on
the domain of the corresponding socket. This parameter can
be assigned to NULL if the caller is not interested in the peer's
address.

sockaddr-length Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the length of
sockaddr. If SOCKADDR is assigned to NULL, sockaddr-length
must be 0. On return, sockaddr-length contains the size required
to represent the peer. If the size of sockaddr is too small to contain
the full sockaddr structure, it is truncated.
The maximum value for this parameter is 4096.

GETSERVBYNAME

GETSERVBYNAME takes a service name and a protocol and tries to resolve them using the services file. If successful, it
returns the information in a SERVENT structure.

Assembler

 Label    #SOCKET GETSERVBYNAME,

                RETCODE=return-code,

                ERRNO=errno,

                RSNCODE=reason-code,

                SERVNAME=service-name,

                SERVNAML=service-name-length,

                PROTNAME=protocol-name,

                PROTNAML=protocol-name-length,

                SERVENTP=serventp,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area,

                RGSV=(rgsv)

 

List of USING Parameters

 SOCKET-FUNCTION-GETSERVBYNAME,

  return-code,

  errno,

  reason-code,

  service-name,

  service-name-length,

  protocol-name,

  protocol-name-length,

  serventp

Parameters

Parameter Description
service-name Specifies the name of an area containing the name of the service

to resolve.
service-name-length Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the length of

service-name. service-name-length can be specified as an
absolute expression.
Specifies the maximum value for this parameter is 256.
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protocol-name Specifies the name of an area containing the name of the protocol
to use.

protocol-name-length Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the length of
protocol-name. protocol-name-length can be specified as an
absolute expression.
Specifies the maximum value for this parameter is 256.

serventp Specifies the name of a fullword field where the system returns the
address of a SERVENT structure containing the information about
the service.

Notes

• The services socket functions are supported by IDMS's internal services resolver. For more information, see the IDMS
System Reference section.

• The SERVENT structure area is allocated by the system and associated with an IDMS task. It is freed at task
termination. It is reused by subsequent calls to a services function: GETSERVBYNAME or GETSERVBYPORT.

NOTE
For more information about the SERVENT structure, see Socket Structure Descriptions.

• When the CASE sub-clause in the SERVICES FILE clause is defined as SENSITIVE, then the service-name and the
protocol-name must be specified exactly as they are defined in the services file.
If it is defined as INSENSITIVE, the internal services resolver always tries to first retrieve the service-name and
protocol-name as they are coded in the socket function call. If they are not found, the first entry where the uppercase
versions of the service names and protocol names match are returned. In all cases, all the strings returned in the
SERVENT structure are always coded as they appear in the services file.

GETSERVBYPORT

GETSERVBYPORT takes a port number and a protocol number and tries to resolve them using the services file. If
successful, it returns the information in a SERVENT structure.

Assembler

 Label    #SOCKET GETSERVBYPORT,

                RETCODE=return-code,

                ERRNO=errno,

                RSNCODE=reason-code,

                PORT=port-number,

                PROTNAME=protocol-name,

                PROTNAML=protocol-name-length,

                SERVENTP=serventp,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area,

                RGSV=(rgsv)

 

List of USING Parameters

 SOCKET-FUNCTION-GETSERVBYPORT,

  return-code,

  errno,

  reason-code,

  port-number,

  protocol-name,

  protocol-name-length,
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  serventp

Parameters

Parameter Description
port-number Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the port-number

to resolve.
protocol-name Specifies the name of an area containing the name of the protocol

to use.
protocol-name-length Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the length of

protocol-name.protocol-name-length can be specified as an
absolute expression.
The maximum value for this parameter is 256.

serventp Specifies the name of a fullword field where the system returns the
address of a SERVENT structure containing the information about
the service.

Notes

• The services socket functions are supported by IDMS's internal services resolver. For more information, see the IDMS
System Reference section.

• The SERVENT structure area is allocated by the system and associated with an IDMS task. It is freed at task
termination. It is reused by subsequent calls to a services function: GETSERVBYNAME or GETSERVBYPORT.

NOTE
More Information: For more information about the SERVENT structure, see Socket Structure Descriptions.

• When the CASE sub-clause in the SERVICES FILE clause is defined as SENSITIVE, then the service-name and the
protocol-name must be specified exactly as they are defined in the services file.
If it is defined as INSENSITIVE, the internal services resolver always tries to first retrieve the service-name and
protocol-name as they are coded in the socket function call. If they are not found, the first entry where the uppercase
versions of the service names and protocol names match are returned. In all cases, all the strings returned in the
SERVENT structure are always coded as they appear in the services file.

GETSOCKNAME

GETSOCKNAME retrieves the current name of a socket into a sockaddr structure.

Assembler

 label    #SOCKET GETSOCKNAME,

                RETCODE=return-code,

                ERRNO=errno,

                RSNCODE=reason-code,

                SOCK=socket-descriptor,

                SOCKADDR=sockaddr,

                SOCKADDL=sockaddr-length,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area,

                RGSV=(rgsv)

 

List of USING Parameters

 SOCKET-FUNCTION-GETSOCKNAME,
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  return-code,

  errno,

  reason-code,

  socket-descriptor,

  sockaddr,

  sockaddr-length

Parameters

Parameter Description
socket-descriptor Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the socket

descriptor from which to retrieve the name.
sockaddr Specifies the name of an area in which to return the sockaddr

structure of the socket. The format of this structure depends on
the domain of the corresponding socket. This parameter can be
assigned to NULL if the caller is not interested in the socket's
address.

sockaddr-length Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the length of
sockaddr. If SOCKADDR is assigned to NULL, sockaddr-length
must be 0. On return, sockaddr-length contains the size required
to represent the socket. If the size of sockaddr is too small to
contain the full sockaddr structure, it is truncated.
The maximum value for this parameter is 4096.

GETSOCKOPT

GETSOCKOPT retrieves the options currently associated with a socket.

Assembler

 label    #SOCKET GETSOCKOPT,

                RETCODE=return-code,

                ERRNO=errno,

                RSNCODE=reason-code,

                SOCK=socket-descriptor,

                LEVEL=level,

                OPTNAME=option-name,

                OPTVAL=option-value,

                OPTLEN=option-value-length,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area,

                RGSV=(rgsv)

 

List of USING Parameters

 SOCKET-FUNCTION-GETSOCKOPT,

  return-code,

  errno,

  reason-code,

  socket-descriptor,

  level,

  option-name,

  option-value,
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  option-value-length

Parameters

Parameter Description
socket-descriptor Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the socket

descriptor for which the service is to be performed.
level Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the level for the

option. level can be specified as an absolute expression.
option-name Specifies the name of a fullword field indicating the option to

retrieve. option-name can be specified as an absolute expression.
option-value Specifies the name of an area that will contain the requested data.
option-value-length Specifies the name of a fullword field that contains the length of

option-value. On return, option-value-length contains the size of
the data returned in option-value.
The maximum value for this parameter is 4096.

Notes

• z/VSE systems: The GETSOCKOPT function is not supported.
• The following table lists the options that can be specified. The EQUate symbol is generated by the #SOCKET

TCPIPDEF macro call and the field names are associated with the SOCKET-MISC-DEFINITIONS.

EQUate Symbol Field Names Description
S@SOCKET SOCKET-SOCKOPT-SOLSOCKET Specifies level number for socket options
SO@REUSE SOCKET-SOCKOPT-REUSEADDR Allows local address reuse
SO@KEEPA SOCKET-SOCKOPT-KEEPALIVE Activates the keep-alive mechanism
SO@OOBIN SOCKET-SOCKOPT-OOBINLINE Accepts out-of-band data
SO@SNBUF SOCKET-SOCKOPT-SNDBUF Reports send buffer size information
SO@RCBUF SOCKET-SOCKOPT-RCVBUF Reports receive buffer size information
TCP@NODL SOCKET-SOCKOPT-NODELAY Specifies TCP_NODELAY option

NOTE
PL/I programs: The SOCKET_MISC_DEFINITIONS is used and the dashes are replaced by underscores.

GETSTACKS

GETSTACKS retrieves the list of all the TCP/IP stacks currently defined in the system.

Assembler

 label    #SOCKET GETSTACKS,

                RETCODE=return-code,

                ERRNO=errno,

                RSNCODE=reason-code,

                BUFFER=buffer,

                BUFFERL=buffer-length,

                FORMAT=output-format 

                RETLEN=output-length,
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                RETNSTKS=stacks-count,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area,

                RGSV=(rgsv)

 

List of USING Parameters

 SOCKET-FUNCTION-GETSTACKS,

  return-code,

  errno,

  reason-code,

  buffer,

  buffer-length,

  output-format,

  output-length,

  stacks-count

Parameters

Parameter Description
buffer Specifies the name of a buffer that receives the list of all the

stacks. This parameter is optional.
buffer-length Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the length of

buffer. buffer-length can be specified as an absolute expression.
This parameter is optional.
If the size of buffer is too small to contain the full output, it is
truncated.
The maximum value for this parameter is 4096.

output-format Specifies the name of a fullword field indicating the format desired
for the output. output-format can be specified as an absolute
expression. If the output-format value is 1, all the names of the
different stacks are listed in a sequence of 8-byte character string.
If output-format value is 2, all the names of the different stacks
are listed in a sequence of the following structure: a 1-byte field
containing the length of the name followed by the name itself.
This is an optional parameter. If it is not specified, output-format 1
is assumed.

output-length Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the actual length
required to hold all the output in the requested format..

stacks-count Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the number of
TCP/IP stacks currently defined (but not necessarily active) in the
system.

Notes

• The buffer and buffer-length parameters are optional. If these parameters are not specified, only the output-length and
stacks-count values are returned.

• For more information, see Using Multiple TCP/IP Stacks.
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HTONL

HTONL converts a fullword integer from host byte order to network byte order. Within IDMS, host and network byte order
are the same. Therefore, the HTONL function does not apply to the mainframe environment; it is implemented for the
application programmer's convenience.

Assembler

 label    #SOCKET HTONL,

                FIELDIN=input-field,

                FIELDOUT=output-field,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area,

                RGSV=(rgsv)

 

List of USING Parameters

 SOCKET-FUNCTION-HTONL,

  input-field,

  output-field

Parameters

Parameter Description
input-field Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the integer to

convert.
output-field Specifies the name of a fullword field that receives the converted

integer.

HTONS

HTONS converts a halfword integer from host byte order to network byte order. Within IDMS, host and network byte order
are the same. Therefore, the HTONS function does not apply to the mainframe environment; it is implemented for the
application programmer's convenience.

Assembler

 label    #SOCKET HTONS,

                FIELDIN=input-field,

                FIELDOUT=output-field,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area,

                RGSV=(rgsv)

 

List of USING Parameters

 SOCKET-FUNCTION-HTONS,

  input-field,

  output-field
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Parameters

Parameter Description
input-field Specifies the name of a halfword field containing the integer to

convert.
output-field Specifies the name of a halfword field that receives the converted

integer.

INET_ADDR

INET_ADDR translates an IP address in standard dotted string format into its binary format.

Assembler

 label    #SOCKET INET_ADDR,

                RETCODE=return-code,

                ERRNO=errno,

                RSNCODE=reason-code,

                IPADDRS=ip-address_string,

                IPADDRSL=ip-address-string-length,

                IPADDR=ip-address,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area,

                RGSV=(rgsv)

 

List of USING Parameters

 SOCKET-FUNCTION-INETADDR,

  return-code,

  errno,

  reason-code,

  ip-address-string,

  ip-address-string-length,

  ip-address

Parameters

Parameter Description
ip-address-string Specifies the name of an area containing the IP address in

standard dotted string format.
ip-address-string-length Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the length of ip-

address-string, which can be specified as an absolute expression.
The maximum value for this parameter is defined by IPADDS4L in
Assembler and SOCKET-IPADDS4L in other languages.

ip-address Specifies the name of a fullword field that will contain the IP
address in binary format.

INET_NTOA

INET_NTOA translates an IP address in binary format into standard dotted string format. The IP address is in IPv4 format.
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NOTE
INET_NTOA does not support IPv6 format. For new applications, you can use INET_NTOP, which supports IPv6
and IPv4 formats.

Assembler

 label    #SOCKET INET_NTOA,

                RETCODE=return-code,

                ERRNO=errno,

                RSNCODE=reason-code,

                IPADDR=ip-address,

                IPADDRS=ip-address-string,

                IPADDRSL=ip-address-string-length,

                RETIPASL=returned-ip-address-string-length,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area,

                RGSV=(rgsv)

 

List of USING Parameters

 SOCKET-FUNCTION-INETNTOA,

  return-code,

  errno,

  reason-code,

  ip-address,

  ip-address-string,

  ip-address-string-length,

  returned-ip-address-string-length

Parameters

Parameter Description
ip-address Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the IP address in

binary format.
ip-address-string Specifies the name of an area in which to return the IP address in

standard dotted string format.
ip-address-string-length Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the length of ip-

address-string. ip-address-string-length can be specified as an
absolute expression.
The maximum value for this parameter is 4096.

returned-ip-address-string-length Specifies the name of a fullword field in which the actual length of
the IP address string is returned.

INET_NTOP

INET_NTOP translates an IP address in binary format into standard string format.

Assembler

 label    #SOCKET INET_NTOP,

                RETCODE=return-code,

                ERRNO=errno,

                RSNCODE=reason-code,

                DOMAIN=domain,
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                IPADDR=ip-address,

                IPADDRS=ip-address-string,

                IPADDRSL=ip-address-string-length,

                RETIPASL=returned-ip-address-string-length,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area,

                RGSV=(rgsv)

 

List of USING Parameters

 SOCKET-FUNCTION-INETNTOP,

  return-code,

  errno,

  reason-code,

  domain,

  ip-address,

  ip-address-string,

  ip-address-string-length,

  returned-ip-address-string-length

Parameters

Parameter Description
domain Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the domain.

domain can be specified as an absolute expression. Possible
values are AF@INET and AF@INET6.

ip-address Specifies the name of an area containing the IP address in binary
format: a fullword for an Ipv4 address, or a 16-byte area for an
Ipv6 address.

ip-address-string Specifies the name of an area in which to return the IP address in
standard string format.

ip-address-string-length Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the length of ip-
address-string. ip-address-string-length can be specified as an
absolute expression.
The maximum value for this parameter is 4096.

returned-ip-address-string-length Specifies the name of a fullword field in which the actual length of
the IP address string is returned.

INET_PTON

INET_PTON translates an IP address in standard string format into its binary format.

Assembler

 label    #SOCKET INET_PTON,

                RETCODE=return-code,

                ERRNO=errno,

                RSNCODE=reason-code,

                DOMAIN=domain,

                IPADDRS=ip-address_area,

                IPADDRSL=ip-address-string-length,

                IPADDR=ip-address,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area,
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                RGSV=(rgsv)

 

List of USING Parameters

 SOCKET-FUNCTION-INETPTON,

  return-code,

  errno,

  reason-code,

  domain,

  ip-address-string,

  returned-ip-address-string-length,

  ip-address

Parameters

Parameter Description
domain Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the domain.

domain can be specified as an absolute expression. Possible
values are AF@INET and AF@INET6.

ip-address-string Specifies the name of an area containing the IP address in
standard string format.

ip-address-string-length Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the length of ip-
address-string. ip-address-string-length can be specified as an
absolute expression.
The maximum value for this parameter is determined by the type
of address:
IPv4 address -- IPADDS4L in Assembler and SOCKET-IPADDS4L
in other languages
IPv6 address -- IPADDS6L in Assembler and SOCKET-IPADDS6L
in other languages

ip-address Specifies the name of an area in which to return the IP address in
binary format: a fullword for an IPv4 address, or a 16-byte area for
an IPv6 address.

IOCTL

IOCTL controls certain characteristics of a socket. Depending on the command, it can retrieve or set control information.

Assembler

 Label    #SOCKET IOCTL,

                RETCODE=return-code,

                ERRNO=errno,

                RSNCODE=reason-code,

                SOCK=socket-descriptor,

                COMMAND=command,

                ARGUMENT=argument,

                ARGUMENL=argument-length,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area,

                RGSV=(rgsv)
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List of USING Parameters

 SOCKET-FUNCTION-IOCTL,

  return-code,

  errno,

  reason-code,

  socket-descriptor,

  command,

  argument,

  argument-length

Parameters

Parameter Description
socket-descriptor The name of a fullword field containing the socket-descriptor to

process.
command The name of a fullword field containing the command to perform

on the socket. command can be specified as an absolute
expression.

argument The name of a fullword field containing the address of the
argument area that is used by the corresponding command. The
argument area usually contains input and output fields.

argument-length The name of a fullword field that contains the length of the
argument area.

The different commands and arguments allowed usually depend on the operating system where the IDMS system is
running. For a full description of these parameters, see the corresponding socket API manual.

Notes

• z/VSE systems-The IOCTL function is not supported.
• The following table lists the commands that can be specified. The EQUate symbol is generated by #SOCKET macro

and the field names are associated with the SOCKET-MISC-DEFINITIONS-2 record.

EQUate Symbol Field Name Description
IO@NREAD SOCKET-IOCTL-FIONREAD Sets or resets socket in non-blocking mode
IO@NBIO SOCKET-IOCTL-FIONBIO Retrieves the number of readable bytes

available
IO@CTTLS SOCKET-IOCTL-SIOCTTLSCTL Allows an application to query or control

AT-TLS

PL/I programs: The SOCKET_MISC_DEFINITIONS_2 is used and the dashes are replaced by underscores.

LISTEN

LISTEN indicates that an application is ready to accept client connection requests and defines the maximum length of the
connection request queue.

Assembler

 label    #SOCKET LISTEN,

                RETCODE=return-code,
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                ERRNO=errno,

                RSNCODE=reason-code,

                SOCK=socket-descriptor,

                BACKLOG=backlog,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area,

                RGSV=(rgsv)

 

List of USING Parameters

 SOCKET-FUNCTION-LISTEN,

  return-code,

  errno,

  reason-code,

  socket-descriptor,

  backlog

Parameters

Parameter Description
socket-descriptor Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the socket

descriptor on which to listen.
backlog Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the backlog value.

backlog can be specified as an absolute expression. It defines the
maximum number of pending connections that may be queued.
The value cannot exceed the maximum number of connections
allowed by the installed TCP/IP.
z/VSE systems: The BACKLOG parameter is ignored. The
installed TCP/IP determines the backlog value for a given socket.

NTOHL

NTOHL converts a fullword integer from network byte order to host byte order. Within IDMS, host and network byte order
are the same. Therefore, the NTOHL function does not apply to the mainframe environment; it is implemented for the
application programmer's convenience.

Assembler

 label    #SOCKET NTOHL,

                FIELDIN=input-field,

                FIELDOUT=output-field,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area,

                RGSV=(rgsv)

 

List of USING Parameters

 SOCKET-FUNCTION-NTOHL,

  input-field,

  output-field
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Parameters

Parameter Description
input-field Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the integer to

convert.
output-field Specifies the name of a fullword field that receives the converted

integer.

NTOHS

NTOHS converts a halfword integer from network byte order to host byte order. Within IDMS, host and network byte order
are the same. Therefore, the NTOHS function does not apply to the mainframe environment; it is implemented for the
application programmer's convenience.

Assembler

 label    #SOCKET NTOHS,

                FIELDIN=input-field,

                FIELDOUT=output-field,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area,

                RGSV=(rgsv)

 

List of USING Parameters

 SOCKET-FUNCTION-NTOHS,

  input-field,

  output-field

Parameters

Parameter Description
input-field Specifies the name of a halfword field containing the integer to

convert.
output-field Specifies the name of a halfword field that receives the converted

integer.

READ

READ reads a number of bytes from a socket into an area.

Assembler

 label    #SOCKET READ,

                RETCODE=return-code,

                ERRNO=errno,

                RSNCODE=reason-code,

                SOCK=socket-descriptor,

                BUFFER=buffer,

                BUFFERL=buffer-length,

                RETLEN=read-length,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area,

                RGSV=(rgsv)
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List of USING Parameters

 SOCKET-FUNCTION-READ,

  return-code,

  errno,

  reason-code,

  socket-descriptor,

  buffer,

  buffer-length,

  read-length

Parameters

Parameter Description
socket-descriptor Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the socket

descriptor to read from.
buffer Specifies the name of the area where the data is to be placed.
buffer-length Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the length of the

buffer. buffer-length can be specified as an absolute expression.
read-length Specifies the name of a fullword field in which the actual length of

the data read is returned.

Notes

When the time-out value associated with the socket expires, the socket function terminates with the ETIMEDOUT errno
code. For more information about socket time-outs, see Associating Time-outs to Sockets.

RECV

RECV reads a number of bytes from a connected socket into an area.

Assembler

 label    #SOCKET RECV,

                RETCODE=return-code,

                ERRNO=errno,

                RSNCODE=reason-code,

                SOCK=socket-descriptor,

                BUFFER=buffer,

                BUFFERL=buffer-length,

                FLAGS=flags,

                RETLEN=read-length,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area,

                RGSV=(rgsv)

 

List of USING Parameters

 SOCKET-FUNCTION-RECV,

  return-code,

  errno,

  reason-code,
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  socket-descriptor,

  buffer,

  buffer-length,

  flags,

  read-length

Parameters

Parameter Description
socket-descriptor Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the socket

descriptor from which to read.
buffer Specifies the name of the area where the data is to be placed.
buffer-length Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the length of the

buffer. buffer-length can be specified as an absolute expression.
flags Specifies the name of a fullword field containing information on

how the data is to be received.
z/VSE systems: MSG@PEEK is the only flag value that is
supported. The remaining flags are not supported and returns an
error if specified. When the MSG@PEEK flag is specified only the
first byte of the RECV buffer is returned, even if a larger buffer
size is specified.
z/VM systems: MSG@WALL is not supported.

read-length Specifies the name of a fullword field in which the actual length of
the data read is returned.

Notes

• When the time-out value associated with the socket expires, the socket function terminates with the ETIMEDOUT
errno code. For more information about socket time-outs, see Associating Time-outs to Sockets.

• The following table lists the flags that can be specified. The EQUate symbol is generated by the MSGFLAGS DSECT
by the #SOCKET TCPIPDEF macro call and the field names are associated with the SOCKET-MISC-DEFINITIONS.

EQUate Symbol Field Name Description
MSG@DROU SOCKET-MSGFLAGS-DONTROUTE Send without network routing
MSG@OOB SOCKET-MSGFLAGS-OOB Send and receive out-of-band data
MSG@PEEK SOCKET-MSGFLAGS-PEEK Peek at incoming data
MSG@WALL SOCKET-MSGFLAGS-WAITALL Wait until all data returned

NOTE
PL/I programs: The SOCKET_MISC_DEFINITIONS is used and the dashes are replaced by underscores.

RECVFROM

RECVFROM reads a number of bytes from a datagram socket into an area.

Assembler

 label    #SOCKET RECVFROM,

                RETCODE=return-code,

                ERRNO=errno,
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                RSNCODE=reason-code,

                SOCK=socket-descriptor,

                BUFFER=buffer,

                BUFFERL=buffer-length,

                FLAGS=flags,

                SOCKADDR=sockaddr,

                SOCKADDL=sockaddr-length,

                RETLEN=read-length,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area,

                RGSV=(rgsv)

 

List of USING Parameters

 SOCKET-FUNCTION-RECVFROM,

  return-code,

  errno,

  reason-code,

  socket-descriptor,

  buffer,

  buffer-length,

  flags,

  sockaddr,

  sockaddr-length,

  read-length

Parameters

Parameter Description
socket-descriptor Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the socket

descriptor from which to read.
buffer Specifies the name of the area where the data is to be placed.
buffer-length Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the length of the

buffer. buffer-length can be specified as an absolute expression.
flags Specifies the name of a fullword field containing information

on how the data is to be received. The list of the different flags
supported can be found in the MSGFLAGS DSECT generated by
the #SOCKET TCPIPDEF macro call and in the SOCKET-MISC-
DEFINITIONS record for other languages. For an explanation of
flags that can be specified, see RECV function description.

sockaddr Specifies the name of an area in which to return the sockaddr
structure of the sender of the data. The format of this structure
depends on the domain of the corresponding socket. This
parameter can be assigned to NULL if the caller is not interested
in the sender's address.

sockaddr-length Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the length of
sockaddr. If SOCKADDR is assigned to NULL, sockaddr-length
must be 0. On return, sockaddr-length contains the size required
to represent the socket. If the size of sockaddr is too small to
contain the full sockaddr structure, it is truncated.
The maximum value for this parameter is 4096.

read-length Specifies the name of a fullword field in which the actual length of
the data read is returned.
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Notes

• When the time-out value associated with the socket expires, the socket function terminates with the ETIMEDOUT
errno code. For more information about socket time-outs, see Associating Time-outs to Sockets.

• z/VSE systems: The RECVFROM function is not supported.

SELECT and SELECTX

SELECT synchronizes processing of several sockets operating in non-blocking mode. Sockets that are ready for reading,
ready for writing, or have a pending exceptional condition can be selected. If no sockets are ready for processing,
SELECT can block indefinitely or wait for a specified period of time (which may be zero) and then return.

SELECT examines the socket descriptors specified by read-list, write-list, and exception-list to see if some are ready for
reading, ready for writing, or have an exceptional condition pending, respectively. On return, SELECT updates each of the
lists to indicate which socket descriptors are ready for the requested operation. The total number of ready descriptors in all
the lists is returned.

SELECTX has the same functionality as SELECT with the additional capability of waiting on one or more ECBs in addition
to a time interval. This allows interruption of a wait if an external event occurs.

Assembler

 label    #SOCKET SELECT,

                RETCODE=return-code,

                ERRNO=errno,

                RSNCODE=reason-code,

                NFDS=number-of-socket-descriptors,

                READLST=read-list,

                READLSTL=read-list-length,

                WRITLST=write-list,

                WRITLSTL=write-list-length,

                EXCELST=exception-list,

                EXCELSTL=exception-list-length,

                OPTION=option,

                TIMEOUT=timeval-structure,

                RETNFDS=returned-number-of-descriptors,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area,

                RGSV=(rgsv)

 

  label    #SOCKET SELECTX,

                RETCODE=return-code,

                ERRNO=errno,

                RSNCODE=reason-code,

                NFDS=number-of-socket-descriptors,

                READLST=read-list,

                READLSTL=read-list-length,

                WRITLST=write-list,

                WRITLSTL=write-list-length,

                EXCELST=exception-list,

                EXCELSTL=exception-list-length,

                OPTION=option,

                TIMEOUT=timeval-structure,

                ECB=ecb,

                ECBLIST=ecb-list,
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                RETNFDS=returned-number-of-descriptors,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area,

                RGSV=(rgsv)

 

List of USING Parameters

  SOCKET-FUNCTION-SELECT,

  return-code,

  errno,

  reason-code,

  number-of-socket-descriptors,

  read-list,

  read-list-length,

  write-list,

  write-list-length,

  exception-list,

  exception-list-length,

  option,

  timeval-structure,

  returned-number-of-descriptors 

 

  SOCKET-FUNCTION-SELECTX,

  return-code,

  errno,

  reason-code,

  number-of-socket-descriptors,

  read-list,

  read-list-length,

  write-list,

  write-list-length,

  exception-list,

  exception-list-length,

  option,

  timeval-structure,

  ecb,

  ecb-list,

  returned-number-of-descriptors

Parameters

Parameter Description
number-of-socket-descriptors Specifies the name of a field containing the highest socket

descriptor specified in any of the lists + 1. Only socket descriptors
whose value is less than number-of-socket-descriptors are
considered in servicing the request.

read-list Specifies the name of an area containing a bit list identifying the
socket descriptors to be examined for a "ready to read" condition.
Only socket descriptors whose corresponding bit in the bit list is
on are considered. On return, the bits that are set indicate the
descriptors that are ready to read. Specify NULL if the read-list is
to be ignored.
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read-list-length Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the length in
bytes of read-list.
read-list-length can be specified as an absolute expression. read-
list-length must be a multiple of 4; specify 0 if the read-list is to be
ignored.

write-list Specifies the name of an area containing a bit list identifying the
socket descriptors to be examined for a "ready to write" condition.
Only socket descriptors whose corresponding bit in the bit list is
on are considered. On return, the bits that are set indicate the
descriptors that are ready to write. Specify NULL if the write-list is
to be ignored.

write-list-length Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the length in
bytes of write-list.
write-list-length can be specified as an absolute expression. write-
list-length must be a multiple of 4; specify 0 if the write-list is to be
ignored.

exception-list Specifies the name of an area containing a bit list identifying the
socket descriptors to be examined for an exception condition. Only
socket descriptors whose corresponding bit in the bit list is on are
considered. On return, the bits that are set indicate the descriptors
that have had exceptions. Specify NULL if the exception-list is to
be ignored.

exception-list-length Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the length in
bytes of exception-list.
exception-list-length can be specified as an absolute expression.
exception-list-length must be a multiple of 4; specify 0 if the
exception-list is to be ignored.

option Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the way the
different bits are interpreted in the different bit-lists. option can be
specified as an absolute expression. For a list of options that can
be specified, see Notes.

timeval-structure Specifies the name of the area containing the TIMEVAL structure.
If the parameter is assigned to NULL, SELECT waits until at least
one of the descriptors is ready. If the time-out value (number of
seconds + number of microseconds) is 0, SELECT checks the
descriptors and returns immediately without waiting. The TIMEVAL
structure is generated by the #SOCKET TCPIPDEF macro call
and described in the SOCKET-TIMEVAL record.

returned-number-of-descriptors Specifies the name of a fullword field in which the total number of
ready descriptors is returned.

ecb Specifies the name of an area containing an IDMS ECB.
ecb-list Specifies the name of an area containing an IDMS ECB list. Each

entry in the ECB list is represented by two fullwords:
The first fullword is a pointer to the ECB.
The second fullword is zero, except for the last entry in the list. In
this case the high-order bit is turned ON to identify the end of the
ECB list.

Notes
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• For more information about manipulating bits in bit lists, see FD_ZERO, FD_CLR, FD_SET, and FD_ISSET #SOCKET
function.

• For programming languages like COBOL and ADS where it is difficult to manipulate bits in bit lists, byte lists can be
used by specifying a SOCKET-SELECT-BYTELIST for option. In this case, the read-list, write-list, and exception-list
are byte lists instead of bit lists. In byte lists, each byte represents one socket descriptor. A socket descriptor will be
processed if its corresponding byte is set to the character '1'. A socket descriptor's corresponding byte is the nth byte
relative to 1 in the list, where n is equal to the value of socket descriptor + 1.

• ECB and ECBLIST are mutually exclusive parameters.
• z/VM systems: If multiple TCP/IP stacks are used, all the sockets represented by a bit in the 3 bit lists must be created

in the same TCP/IP stack.
• z/VSE systems: The SELECT and SELECTX functions are not supported.
• The following table lists the options that can be specified. The EQUate symbol is generated by the #SOCKET

TCPIPDEF macro call and the field names are associated with the SOCKET-MISC-DEFINITIONS.

EQUate Symbol Field Name Description
SEL@BBKW SOCKET-SELECT-BITBACKWARD Specifies that the bits in the fullwords are

in the backward order. This is the default
value if the parameter is assigned to NULL.

SEL@BFRW SOCKET-SELECT-BITFORWARD Specifies that the bits in each fullword are
in the forward order

SEL@BYTV SOCKET-SELECT-BYTELIST Specifies that the read-list, write-list, and
exception-list are byte lists instead of bit
lists.

NOTE
PL/I programs: The SOCKET_MISC_DEFINITIONS is used and the dashes are replaced by underscores.

SEND

SEND sends data on a connected socket.

Assembler

 label    #SOCKET SEND,

                RETCODE=return-code,

                ERRNO=errno,

                RSNCODE=reason-code,

                SOCK=socket-descriptor,

                BUFFER=buffer,

                BUFFERL=buffer-length,

                FLAGS=flags,

                RETLEN=sent-length,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area,

                RGSV=(rgsv)

 

List of USING Parameters

 SOCKET-FUNCTION-SEND,

  return-code,

  errno,

  reason-code,

  socket-descriptor,

  buffer,
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  buffer-length,

  flags,

  sent-length

Parameters

Parameter Description
socket-descriptor Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the socket

descriptor on which to do the send.
buffer Specifies the name of the area containing the data to be sent.
buffer-length Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the length of the

buffer. buffer-length can be specified as an absolute expression.
flags Specifies the name of a fullword field containing information on

how the data is to be sent. The list of the different flags supported
can be found in the MSGFLAGS DSECT generated by the
#SOCKET TCPIPDEF macro call and in the SOCKET-MISC-
DEFINITIONS record for other languages. For an explanation of
flags that can be specified, see RECV function description.
z/VSE systems: No flag values are supported and an error is
returned if a value is specified.

sent-length Specifies the name of a fullword field in which the actual length of
the data sent is returned.

Notes

When the time-out value associated with the socket expires, the socket function terminates with the ETIMEDOUT errno
code. For more information about socket time-outs, see Associating Time-outs to Sockets.

SENDTO

SENDTO sends data on a datagram socket.

Assembler

 label    #SOCKET SENDTO,

                RETCODE=return-code,

                ERRNO=errno,

                RSNCODE=reason-code,

                SOCK=socket-descriptor,

                BUFFER=buffer,

                BUFFERL=buffer-length,

                FLAGS=flags,

                SOCKADDR=sockaddr,

                SOCKADDL=sockaddr-length,

                RETLEN=sent-length,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area,

                RGSV=(rgsv)

 

List of USING Parameters

 SOCKET-FUNCTION-SENDTO,

  return-code,
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  errno,

  reason-code,

  socket-descriptor,

  buffer,

  buffer-length,

  flags,

  sockaddr,

  sockaddr-length,

  sent-length

Parameters

Parameter Description
socket-descriptor Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the socket

descriptor on which to do the send.
buffer Specifies the name of the area containing the data to be sent.
buffer-length Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the length of the

buffer. buffer-length can be specified as an absolute expression.
flags Specifies the name of a fullword field containing information on

how the data is to be sent. The list of the different flags supported
can be found in the MSGFLAGS DSECT generated by the
#SOCKET TCPIPDEF macro call and in the SOCKET-MISC-
DEFINITIONS record for other languages. For an explanation of
flags that can be specified, see RECV function description.

sockaddr Specifies the name of an area containing the sockaddr structure
describing where data is to be sent. The format of this structure
depends on the domain of the corresponding socket.

sockaddr-length Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the length of
sockaddr. Sockaddr-length can be specified as an absolute
expression.
The maximum value for this parameter is domain dependent. If the
domain is AF_INET, it is the length of the SOCKET-SOCKADDR-
IN record (SIN#LEN for Assembler). If the domain is AF_INET6, it
is the length of the SOCKET-SOCKADDR-IN6 record (SIN6#LEN
for Assembler).

sent-length Specifies the name of a fullword field in which the actual length of
the data sent is returned.

Notes

• When the time-out value associated with the socket expires, the socket function terminates with the ETIMEDOUT
errno code. For more information about socket time-outs, see Associating Time-outs to Sockets.

• z/VSE systems: The SENDTO function is not supported.

SETSOCKOPT

SETSOCKOPT sets options associated with a socket.

Assembler

 label    #SOCKET SETSOCKOPT,

                RETCODE=return-code,
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                ERRNO=errno,

                RSNCODE=reason-code,

                SOCK=socket-descriptor,

                LEVEL=level,

                OPTNAME=option-name,

                OPTVAL=option-value,

                OPTLEN=option-value-length,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area,

                RGSV=(rgsv)

 

List of USING Parameters

 SOCKET-FUNCTION-SETSOCKOPT,

  return-code,

  errno,

  reason-code,

  socket-descriptor,

  level,

  option-name,

  option-value,

  option-value-length

Parameters

Parameter Description
socket-descriptor Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the socket

descriptor for which the service is to be performed.
level Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the level for the

option. level can be specified as an absolute expression.
option-name Specifies the name of a fullword field indicating the option to set.

option-name can be specified as an absolute expression.
option-value Specifies the name of an area containing the data to associate

with the socket.
option-value-length Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the length of

option-value.
option-value-length can be specified as an absolute expression.
The maximum value for this parameter is 16.

Notes

• The list of level and options currently supported are listed by the #SOCKET TCPIPDEF macro call for Assembler and
in the SOCKET-MISC-DEFINITIONS record for other languages. For a description of the options that can be specified,
see GETSOCKOPT.

• z/VSE systems: Only the SO@REUSE option is supported.

SETSTACK

SETSTACK sets the requested TCP/IP stack affinity for the current executing IDMS task.

Assembler
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 label    #SOCKET SETSTACK,

                RETCODE=return-code,

                ERRNO=errno,

                RSNCODE=reason-code,

                NAME=stack-name,

                NAMEL=stack-name-length,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area,

                RGSV=(rgsv)

 

List of USING Parameters

 SOCKET-FUNCTION-SETSTACK,

  return-code,

  errno,

  reason-code,

  stack-name,

  stack-name-length

Parameters

Parameter Description
stack-name Specifies the area containing the name of the TCP/IP stack to set.

This name can be the JOBNAME of the corresponding TCPIP
stack, a hostname or an IP-address in binary or string format.

stack-name-length Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the length of
stack-name.
stack-name-length can be specified as an absolute expression.
The maximum value for this parameter is 256.

Notes

• To clear TCP/IP stack affinity for the current task, call the SETSTACK function using stack-name value equal to '*ALL'.
• To restore the default TCP/IP stack affinity for the current task, call the SETSTACK function using stack-name value

equal to '*DEFAULT'.
• For more information, see Using Multiple TCP/IP Stacks.

SHUTDOWN

SHUTDOWN shuts down all or part of a duplex socket connection.

Assembler

 label    #SOCKET SHUTDOWN,

                RETCODE=return-code,

                ERRNO=errno,

                RSNCODE=reason-code,

                SOCK=socket-descriptor,

                HOW=how-condition,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area,

                RGSV=(rgsv)
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List of USING Parameters

 SOCKET-FUNCTION-SHUTDOWN,

  return-code,

  errno,

  reason-code,

  socket-descriptor,

  how-condition

Parameters

Parameter Description
socket-descriptor Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the socket

descriptor to shut down.
how-condition Specifies the name of a fullword field indicating the effect of the

shutdown on read and write operations. how-condition can be
specified as an absolute expression.

Notes

The following table lists the conditions that can be specified. The EQUate symbol is generated by the #SOCKET
TCPIPDEF macro call and the field names are located in the SOCKET-MISC-DEFINITIONS record.

EQUate Symbol Field Name Description
SHUT_R SOCKET-SHUTDOWN-READ Terminates read communication (from the

socket)
SHUT_W SOCKET-SHUTDOWN-WRITE Terminates write communication (to the

socket)
SHUT_RW SOCKET-SHUTDOWN-READ-WRITE Terminates both read and write

communication

NOTE
PL/I programs: The SOCKET_MISC_DEFINITIONS is used and the dashes are replaced by underscores.

SOCKET

SOCKET creates a socket in a communications domain.

Assembler

 label    #SOCKET SOCKET,

                RETCODE=return-code,

                ERRNO=errno,

                RSNCODE=reason-code,

                DOMAIN=domain,

                TYPE=type,

                PROTNUM=protocol-number,

                NEWSOCK=new-socket-descriptor,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area,

                RGSV=(rgsv)

 

List of USING Parameters
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 SOCKET-FUNCTION-SOCKET,

  return-code,

  errno,

  reason-code,

  domain,

  type,

  protocol-number,

  new-socket-descriptor

Parameters

Parameter Description
domain Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the domain or

address family of the socket. For a list of the domains that can be
specified, see Notes.

type Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the type of the
socket. type can be specified as an absolute expression. For a list
of socket types that can be specified, see Notes.

protocol-number Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the protocol.
protocol-number can be specified as an absolute expression. For
a list of supported protocols, see Notes.

new-socket-descriptor Specifies the name of a fullword field where the newly created
socket descriptor is returned.

Notes

• The maximum number of sockets that can be created globally in the DC/UCF system, and the maximum number of
sockets that can be created by a single task in the DC/UCF system can be controlled:
– At startup, through the MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SOCKETS and the MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SOCKETS PER

TASK clause from the TCP/IP system generation statement.
– Dynamically, through the DCMT VARY TCP/IP command.
For more information:
– About the TCP/IP system generation statement, see the IDMS System Generation Quick Reference section.
– About the DCMT VARY TCP/IP command, see the Reference section.

• The following table lists the domains that can be specified. The EQUate symbol is generated by the are located in the
SOCKET-MISC-DEFINITIONS record.

EQUate Symbol Field Name Description
AF@INET* SOCKET-FAMILY-AFINET AF_INET address family
AF@INET6 SOCKET-FAMILY-AFINET6 AF_INET6 address family
z/VSE systems: * -- Only supports DOMAIN=AF@INET

• The following table lists the socket types that can be specified. The EQUate symbol is generated by the in the
SOCKET-MISC-DEFINITIONS record.

EQUate Symbol Field Name Description
STREAM* SOCKET-TYPE-STREAM Stream -- Connection oriented and reliable
DATAGRAM SOCKET-TYPE-DATAGRAM Datagram -- Connectionless and unreliable
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z/VSE systems: * -- Only supports TYPE=STREAM.

• The following table lists the protocols that can be specified. The EQUate symbol is generated by the SOCKET-MISC-
DEFINITIONS record.

EQUate Symbol Field Name Description
PROTIP SOCKET-PROTOCOL-IP Default protocol
PROTTCP* SOCKET-PROTOCOL-TCP TCP protocol
PROTUDP SOCKET-PROTOCOL-UDP UDP protocol
PROTIPV6 SOCKET-PROTOCOL-IPV6 IPv6 protocol
z/VSE systems: * -- Only supports PROTNUM=PROTTCP

NOTE
PL/I programs: The SOCKET_MISC_DEFINITIONS is used and the dashes are replaced by underscores.

WRITE

WRITE sends data on a socket.

Assembler

 label    #SOCKET WRITE,

                RETCODE=return-code,

                ERRNO=errno,

                RSNCODE=reason-code,

                SOCK=socket-descriptor,

                BUFFER=buffer,

                BUFFERL=buffer-length,

                RETLEN=sent-length,

                PLIST=parameter-list-area,

                RGSV=(rgsv)

 

List of USING Parameters

 SOCKET-FUNCTION-WRITE,

  return-code,

  errno,

  reason-code,

  socket-descriptor,

  buffer,

  buffer-length,

  sent-length

Parameters

Parameter Description
socket-descriptor Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the socket

descriptor on which to send.
buffer Specifies the name of the area containing the data to be sent.
buffer-length Specifies the name of a fullword field containing the length of the

buffer. buffer-length can be specified as an absolute expression.
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sent-length Specifies the name of a fullword field in which the actual length of
the data sent is returned.

Notes

When the time-out value associated with the socket expires, the socket function terminates with the ETIMEDOUT errno
code. For more information about socket time-outs, see Associating Time-outs to Sockets.

TCP/IP Error Codes
Learn more about Return, Errno, and Reason codes, as well as HOSTENT, SERVENT, and socket structure descriptions. 

Return, Errno, and Reason Codes
The return code value returned by a call to the socket program interface can be a binary 0 (call successfully executed)
or non-zero (an error occurred). In the latter case, the errno field explains why the function call failed. The situations that
occur are described as follows:

• IDMS generates the error. Errno is set to a value in the range 12000-12999 as documented in the following table. The
reason code is not used and is 0.

• The error is generated by operating system services.
• z/VM systems: For some errno codes returned by IDMS, the variable assigned to the RSNCODE parameter may

contain the IPRCODE extracted from the corresponding IUCV parameter list. For the complete list of values, see the
IPARML DSECT.

• z/VSE and z/VM systems: The value of some errno codes can differ from the equivalent standard POSIX value that
is returned on z/OS. For example, the standard value for ETIMEDOUT errno code (connection timed out) is 1127, but
is 60 on z/VM. The standard errno code is returned to the variable assigned to the ERRNO parameter. Applications
must check the variable for common errno codes that are handled programatically. The errno code value returned by
the operating system is saved in a variable assigned to the RSNCODE parameter.

ERRNO Numbers Set by the Socket Program Interface

The name shown in the following table is the EQUate symbol generated by the #SOCKET macro. The equivalent
condition name in the SOCKET-CALL-INTERFACE record is prefixed with the following:

• SOCKET-ERRNO- for COBOL and ADS
• SOCKET_ERRNO_ for PL/I

Name Value Description
1 - 11999 The ERRNO is generated by the operating

system. See the appropriate operating
system documentation.

RNOINPL 12000 Invalid #SOCKET parameter list
RNOINAEC 12001 Invalid ASYNCECB parameter
RNOINAII 12002 Invalid AINFOIN parameter
RNOINAIO 12003 Invalid AINFOOUT parameter
RNOINBF 12004 Invalid BUFFER parameter
RNOINBFL 12005 Invalid BUFFERL parameter
RNOINBKL 12006 Invalid BACKLOG parameter
RNOINCAL 12007 Invalid CANONAML parameter
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RNOINCMD 12008 Invalid COMMAND parameter
RNOINDOM 12009 Invalid DOMAIN parameter
RNOINEL 12010 Invalid EXCELST parameter
RNOINELL 12011 Invalid EXCELSTL parameter
RNOINFLG 12012 Invalid FLAGS parameter
RNOINFMT 12013 Invalid FORMAT parameter
RNOINFLT 12014 Invalid FROMLTE parameter
RNOINHDL 12015 Invalid HANDLE parameter
RNOINHNA 12016 Invalid HOSTNAME parameter
RNOINHNL 12017 Invalid HOSTNAML parameter
RNOINHNT 12018 Invalid HOSTENTP parameter
RNOINHOW 12019 Invalid HOW parameter
RNOINIL 12020 Invalid IPADDRL parameter
RNOINIP 12021 Invalid IPADDR parameter
RNOINIPS 12022 Invalid IPADDRS parameter
RNOINISL 12023 Invalid IPADDRSL parameter
RNOINLEV 12024 Invalid LEVEL parameter
RNOINMXP 12025 Invalid MAXPTERM parameter
RNOINMXT 12026 Invalid MAXTASK parameter
RNOINNA 12027 Invalid NAME parameter
RNOINNAL 12028 Invalid NAMEL parameter
RNOINNS 12029 Invalid NEWSOCK parameter
RNOINNSD 12030 Invalid NFDS parameter
RNOINONA 12031 Invalid OPTNAME parameter
RNOINOVA 12032 Invalid OPTVAL parameter
RNOINOVL 12033 Invalid OPTLEN parameter
RNOINPNA 12034 Invalid PROTNAME parameter
RNOINPNL 12035 Invalid PROTNAML parameter
RNOINPNT 12036 Invalid PROTENTP parameter
RNOINPNU 12037 Invalid PROTNUM parameter
RNOINPOR 12038 Invalid PORT parameter
RNOINRHL 12039 Invalid RETHNAML parameter
RNOINRIL 12040 Invalid RETIPASL parameter
RNOINRL 12041 Invalid READLST parameter
RNOINRLL 12042 Invalid READLSTL parameter
RNOINRLN 12043 Invalid RETLEN parameter
RNOINRND 12044 Invalid RETNFDS parameter
RNOINRNS 12045 Invalid RETNSTKS parameter
RNOINSA 12046 Invalid SOCKADDR parameter
RNOINSAL 12047 Invalid SOCKADDL parameter
RNOINSNA 12048 Invalid SERVNAME parameter
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RNOINSNL 12049 Invalid SERVNAML parameter
RNOINSNT 12050 Invalid SERVENTP parameter
RNOINSOC 12051 Invalid SOCK parameter
RNOINTLT 12052 Invalid TOLTE parameter
RNOINTYP 12053 Invalid TYPE parameter
RNOINWL 12054 Invalid WRITLST parameter
RNOINWLL 12055 Invalid WRITLSTL parameter
RNOINOPT 12056 Invalid OPTION parameter
RNOINTIM 12057 Invalid TIMEOUT parameter
RNOINARG 12058 Invalid ARGUMENT parameter
RNOINRV 12059 Invalid RETVAL parameter
RNOINECB 12060 Invalid ECB parameter
RNOINECL 12061 Invalid ECBLIST parameter
RNOINRSL 12062 Invalid RETSNAML parameter
RNOINBL 12063 Invalid BITLIST parameter
RNOINBLL 12064 Invalid BITLISTL parameter
RNOINBOR 12065 Invalid BITORDER parameter
RNOINNNA 12066 Invalid NODENAME parameter
RNOINSTA 12067 Invalid STATUS parameter
RNOINARL 12068 Invalid ARGUMENL parameter
RNO2BUFF 12100 Specify BUFFER and BUFFERL, or none of

them
RNO2HNAM 12101 Specify HOSTNAME and HOSTNAML, or

none of them
RNO2NAME 12102 Specify NAME and NAMEL, or none of

them
RNO2PNAM 12103 Specify PROTNAME and PROTNAML, or

none of them
RNO2SNAM 12104 Specify SERVNAME and SERVNAML, or

none of them
RNO3HNAM 12105 Specify HOSTNAME/HOSTNAML/

RETHNAML, or none
RNO3SNAM 12106 Specify SERVNAME/SERVNAML/

RETSNAML, or none
RNORQHS 12107 HOSTNAME or SERVNAME (or both) is

required
RNORQECB 12108 ECB or ECBLIST is required
RNOXCECB 12109 ECB and ECBLIST are mutually exclusive
RNOIECBL 12110 Invalid ECB in ECBLIST
RNOINARQ 12111 Invalid asynchronous command request
RNOINAIS 12112 Invalid ADDRINFO structure
RNOSYSP1 12113 ASYNCECB and HANDLE are system

parms
RNOINHDA 12114 Invalid area pointed to by HANDLE
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RNOIIPA 12115 Invalid format for IP-address
RNOIIPA6 12116 Invalid format for IP-address (V6)
RNOFNS 12200 Function not supported by interface
RNOFRSVD 12201 Function reserved for the system
RNOCAAIO 12202 Cannot allocate an AIO parameter list
RNOCANSU 12203 Cannot assign new socket to user
RNOCRSFU 12204 Cannot remove socket from user table
RNOCSHNT 12205 Cannot save HOSTENT structure info
RNOCSAIO 12206 Cannot save ADDRINFO structure info
RNONAINF 12207 Cannot find ADDRINFO to free
RNONOLTE 12208 No LTE available from current TCE
RNOSLIND 12209 SOCKET line not defined
RNOSLINO 12210 SOCKET line not opened
RNOSLRCY 12211 TCP/IP has been recycled
RNOPINL 12212 Plug-in module not loaded
RNODRTCE 12213 Driver's TCE does not point to the PLE
RNOINEPI 12214 Invalid environment when entering the plug-

in
RNOSENA 12215 Socket environment not active
RNOUSTCA 12216 User's socket table cannot be allocated
RNOUSTNE 12217 User's socket table does not exist
RNOSSTCA 12218 System's socket table cannot be allocated
RNOSSTNE 12219 System's socket table does not exist
RNOSTKNF 12220 Requested stack not found
RNOSTKNA 12221 Requested stack not active
RNOSDTCE 12222 Socket Descriptor table cannot be extended
RNOCASWA 12223 Cannot allocate SELECT work area
RNOINSWA 12224 Inconsistent fields in SELECT work area
RNOSBLEM 12225 All SELECT bit lists are empty
RNOSNCSS 12226 All sockets not created under same stack
RNOCASBL 12227 Cannot allocate socket's bit list
RNOMAXSO 12228 Maximum number of sockets reached
RNOMAXST 12229 Maximum number of sockets per task

reached
RNOCADNS 12230 Cannot allocate DNS work area
RNOINDNS 12231 Invalid response from DNS server
RNOPITNL 12232 (z/VSE only) Plugin table module not

loaded
RNODDSNA 12233 No active DDSTCPIP PTE found for IDMS

nodename
RNODDSNC 12234 Cannot build a DDS connection to IDMS

nodename
RNODDSNF 12235 No free port found in PORT-RANGE
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RNODDSMC 12236 Maximum number of connections reached
RNODDSRE 12237 Error during release of a DDS connection
RNONASTK 12238 No active stack found in the system
RNOCEXSI 12239 Connection on excluded stack ignored

(internal)
RNOCSSNT 12240 Cannot save SERVENT structure info
RNOSRVNF 12241 Name/alias + protocol service not found
RNOPORNF 12242 Port number + protocol service not found
RNOSGNER 12243 SYSGEN internal error - wrong records

counter
RNOSTKAA 12244 Requested stack already active
RNOSTKAI 12245 Requested stack already inactive
RNOCDSTK 12246 Cannot exclude the default stack
RNOSTKEX 12247 Owning stack has been dynamically

excluded
RNOSENQ 12248 Socket environment is quiescing
RNOSFND 12249 Service file not defined in the IDMS system
RNOSTKCA 12250 System's Stack Table cannot be allocated
RNOSTKNI 12251 System's Stack Table not initialized yet
RNODNSNA 12252 Internal DNS Resolver not available
RNOHIUCV 12300 HNDIUCV error
RNOCIUCV 12301 CMSIUCV error
RNOIUCVS 12302 IUCV error for a socket function
RNOSEVER 12303 IUCV connection severed by TCP/IP
RNOTOIUC 12304 Time-out during IUCV connection

>12999 The ERRNO is generated by the operation
system. See the appropriate operating
system documentation.

HOSTENT Structure
The HOSTENT structure is returned by the GETHOSTBYADDR and GETHOSTBYNAME function calls.

Field Description
Hostname Address of hostname (null-terminated string)
Aliases Address of a zero-terminated array of pointers to aliases, which

are null-terminated strings
Address type Address family of returned IP addresses (AF_INET or AF_INET6)
Address length Length of returned IP addresses
Addresses Address of a zero-terminated array of pointers to IP addresses
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SERVENT Structure
The SERVENT structure is returned by the GETSERVBYNAME and GETSERVBYPORT function calls.

Field Description
Service name Address of a service name (null-terminated string).
Aliases Address of a zero-terminated array of pointers to aliases, which

are null-terminated strings.
Port Port number associated with a service.
Protocol Address of the protocol associated with a service (null-terminated

string).

Socket Structure Descriptions
Contents

ADDRINFO Structure

The ADDRINFO structure is input and output to the GETADDRINFO function call.

Field Description
Flags A set of flags
Family Address family (AF_INET or AF_INET6)
Socket type Type of socket (STREAM or DATAGRAM)
Protocol Protocol in use for the socket
SOCKADDR length Length of SOCKADDR structure
Canonical name Address of canonical name associated with input node name
SOCKADDR structure Address of the SOCKADDR structure
New ADDRINFO Address of next ADDRINFO structure

SOCKADDR Structure

The SOCKADDR structure describes the address of a socket. There are two versions of this structure: IPv4 and IPv6.

SOCKADDR for IPv4

Field Description
Family A 2-byte field describing the socket address family type: AF_INET
Port number The port number for this socket
Address The 4-byte IP address of the TCP/IP stack
Zeros Eight bytes of binary zeros
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SOCKADDR for IPv6

Field Description
Family A 2-byte field describing the socket address family type:

AF_INET6
Port number The port number for this socket
Flow Flow information
Address The 16-byte IP address of the TCP/IP stack
Scope ID Scope identifier

TIMEVAL Structure

The TIMEVAL structure may be passed as input to the SELECT and SELECTX function calls in order to specify a wait
interval.

Field Description
Seconds Number of seconds to wait
Microseconds Number of microseconds to wait

TCP/IP Programming Examples
Programming examples are provided for reference. View sample TCP/IP client and generic listener server programs
written in the following languages:

• PL/I
• COBOL
• Assembler.
• ADS

PL/I Examples
Contents

This section contains sample TCP/IP client and generic listener server programs written in PL/I.

PL/I TCP/IP Client Program

 /*RETRIEVAL*/

 /*DMLIST*/

 /******************************************************************/

 /* The following program is an example of a TCP/IP client         */

 /* program written in PL1.                                        */

 /* The processing is the following:                               */

 /*  - Create a socket for the client program.                     */

 /*  - Convert the known dotted string format IPA to binary.       */

 /*  - Find host information for connection.                       */

 /*  - Establish a connection to the host listener.                */
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 /*  - Send message 1 to the listener (first 4 bytes = data length)*/

 /*  - Read message 1 from  listener (first 4 bytes = data length) */

 /*  - Send message 2 to the listener (first 4 bytes = data length)*/

 /*  - Read message 2 from  listener (first 4 bytes = data length) */

 /*  - Close socket and exit.                                      */

 /******************************************************************/

 /* Notes for the PL/I compiler on VSE.                            */

 /*  - in order to allow arithmetic operations on POINTER type     */

 /*    variables, specify the LANGLVL(OS,SPROG) compiler option    */

 /*  - there is no option to allow external names on 8 characters, */

 /*    so replace all CALL IDMSOCKI by CALL IDMSOCK, as described  */

 /*    in the Callable Services manual.                            */

 /******************************************************************/

 PLICLI : PROC OPTIONS (REENTRANT,FETCHABLE);

  DCL MODE(IDMS_DC) DEBUG;

  DCL ADDR BUILTIN;

  DCL IDMSPLI  ENTRY OPTIONS(INTER,ASSEMBLER);

  DCL IDMSOCKI ENTRY OPTIONS(INTER,ASSEMBLER);

  DCL IDMSP    ENTRY;

  INCLUDE IDMS (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL);

  INCLUDE IDMS (SOCKET_CALL_INTERFACE);

  INCLUDE IDMS (SOCKET_MISC_DEFINITIONS);

  DCL 1 SOCKADDR1,

        3 INCLUDE IDMS (SOCKET-SOCKADDR-IN);

  DCL 1 AINFO1,

        3 INCLUDE IDMS (SOCKET_ADDRINFO);

  DCL 1 MSG01  CHAR (20) INIT (' Parameter string  :');

  DCL 1 MSG02  CHAR (20) INIT (' Socket descriptor :');

  DCL 1 MSG03  CHAR (20) INIT (' Resume count      :');

  DCL 1 MSG04  CHAR (15) INIT (' Starting read.');

  DCL 1 MSG05  CHAR (16) INIT (' Starting write.');

  DCL 1 MSG06  CHAR (16) INIT (' Closing socket.');

  DCL 1 MSG07  CHAR (20) INIT (' Socket return code:');

  DCL 1 MSG08  CHAR (20) INIT (' Socket reason code:');

  DCL 1 MSG09  CHAR (20) INIT (' Socket errno      :');

  DCL 1 MSG10  CHAR (20) INIT (' Buffer length     :');

  DCL 1 MSG11  CHAR (08) INIT (' Buffer:');

  DCL 1 MSG12  CHAR (22) INIT (' Data length too long.');

  DCL 1 MSG20  CHAR (19) INIT (' Calling GETHOSTID.');

  DCL 1 MSG21  CHAR (23) INIT (' Calling GETHOSTBYADDR.');

  DCL 1 MSG22  CHAR (21) INIT (' Calling GETADDRINFO.');

  DCL 1 MSG23  CHAR (22) INIT (' Calling FREEADDRINFO.');

  DCL 1 MSG24  CHAR (21) INIT (' Calling GETNAMEINFO.');

  DCL 1 MSG25  CHAR (16) INIT (' Calling SOCKET.');

  DCL 1 MSG26  CHAR (17) INIT (' Calling CONNECT.');

  DCL 1 MSG27  CHAR (20) INIT (' Calling GETSOCKOPT.');

  DCL 1 MSG28  CHAR (20) INIT (' Calling SETSOCKOPT.');

  DCL 1 MSG29  CHAR (19) INIT (' Calling GETSTACKS.');
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  DCL 1 MSG30  CHAR (18) INIT (' Calling SETSTACK.');

  DCL 1 MSG31  CHAR (19) INIT (' Calling INET_PTON.');

  DCL 1 MSG97  CHAR (24) INIT (' Socket call successful.');

  DCL 1 MSG98  CHAR (19) INIT (' Socket call error.');

  DCL 1 MSG99,

        3 MSG99_1 CHAR (29) INIT (' Program PLICLI terminated.'),

        3 MSG99_2 CHAR (15) INIT (' Error count = '),

        3 MSG99_3 PIC '(4)9';

   /******************************************************************/

   /* Modify DEST-PORT and IPA-HOST to connect to desired listener   */

   /* If the port number is greater than 32767 use the following     */

   /* DEST_PORT = (port number - 65536).                             */

   /*DCL 1 DEST_PORT           FIXED BINARY(15) INIT( (12345-65536) )*/

   /******************************************************************/

  DCL 1 DEST_PORT             FIXED BINARY(15) INIT(12345);

  DCL 1 IPAHOST_REC,

        3 IPA_HOST CHAR (12) INIT ('255.255.25.2'),

        3 FILLER   CHAR (12) INIT (' '),

        3 IPA_HOSTL FIXED BINARY(31) INIT(16);

  DCL 1 SOCKDESC     FIXED BINARY(31);

  DCL 1 NIFLAGS      FIXED BINARY(31) INIT(0);

  DCL 1 SNAPLEN      FIXED BINARY(31);

  DCL 1 WK1          FIXED BINARY(31);

  DCL 1 WK2          FIXED BINARY(31);

  DCL 1 WK3          FIXED BINARY(31);

  DCL 1 RETLEN       FIXED BINARY(31) INIT(0);

  DCL 1 WK_LENGTH    FIXED BINARY(31);

  DCL 1 WK_SUBSCRIPT FIXED BINARY(31);

  DCL 1 WK_PTR       POINTER;

  DCL 1 TEXT         CHAR(80) BASED(WK_PTR);

  DCL 1 TERM_FLAG    FIXED BINARY(31) INIT(0);

  DCL 1 ERROR_COUNT  FIXED BINARY(31) INIT(0);

  DCL 1 RETURN_CODES,

        3 RETCD             FIXED BINARY(31),

        3 ERRNO             FIXED BINARY(31),

        3 RSNCD             FIXED BINARY(31);

  DCL 1 IPADDR_REC,

        3 IPADDRBUFL        FIXED BINARY(31) INIT(16),

        3 IPADDRRETL        FIXED BINARY(31),

        3 IPADDRBUF         CHAR(16);

  DCL 1 BUFFER,

        3 BUFLEN       FIXED BINARY(31),

        3 BUFTXT80     CHAR(80);

  DCL 1 WORKW,
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        3 WORK_WCC     CHAR(1),

        3 WORK         CHAR(80);

  DCL 1 HOSTENTP POINTER;

  DCL 1 HOSTENT1 BASED(HOSTENTP),

        3 INCLUDE IDMS (SOCKET_HOSTENT);

  DCL 1 HOSTENT_NAME   CHAR(64) BASED(HOSTENT_NAME_PTR);

  DCL 1 AINFOINP  POINTER;

  DCL 1 AINFOOUTP POINTER;

  DCL 1 AINFO2    BASED(AINFOOUTP),

        3 INCLUDE IDMS (SOCKET_ADDRINFO);

  DCL 1 HOST_IPA  FIXED BINARY(31) INIT(0);

 /******************************************************************/

 /* Include also all the structures that we deliver in DLODPROT,   */

 /* but that are not used by this test program.                    */

 /******************************************************************/

  INCLUDE IDMS (SOCKET_LISTENER_PARMS);

  INCLUDE IDMS (SOCKET_SOCKADDR_IN6);

  INCLUDE IDMS (SOCKET_TIMEVAL);

 /*****************************************************************/

 /* Create a socket in the communications domain                  */

 /*****************************************************************/

 WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID (9060300) PARMS FROM (MSG25) LENGTH (16);

 CALL IDMSOCKI ( SOCKET_FUNCTION_SOCKET,

                 SOCKET_RETCD,

                 SOCKET_ERRNO,

                 SOCKET_RSNCD,

                 SOCKET_FAMILY_AFINET,

                 SOCKET_TYPE_STREAM,

                 SOCKET_PROTOCOL_TCP,

                 SOCKDESC);

 CALL TCP_CHECKRC;

 IF (TERM_FLAG = 1) THEN GOTO TCP_EXIT;

 /*****************************************************************/

 /* Convert the IP address from dotted string format to binary.   */

 /*****************************************************************/

 WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID (9060300) PARMS FROM (MSG31) LENGTH (19);

 CALL IDMSOCKI ( SOCKET_FUNCTION_INETPTON,

                 SOCKET_RETCD,

                 SOCKET_ERRNO,

                 SOCKET_RSNCD,

                 SOCKET_FAMILY_AFINET,

                 IPA_HOST,

                 IPA_HOSTL,

                 HOST_IPA );

 CALL TCP_CHECKRC;

 /******************************************************************/
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 /* Take the IP address and domain and resolve it through a name   */

 /* server. If successful, return the information in a HOSTENT     */

 /* structure.                                                     */

 /******************************************************************/

 WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID (9060300) PARMS FROM (MSG21) LENGTH (23);

 CALL IDMSOCKI ( SOCKET_FUNCTION_GETHOSTBYADDR,

                 SOCKET_RETCD,

                 SOCKET_ERRNO,

                 SOCKET_RSNCD,

                 HOST_IPA,

                 SOCKET_IPADDR4L,

                 SOCKET_FAMILY_AFINET,

                 HOSTENTP);

 CALL TCP_CHECKRC;

 /******************************************************************/

 /* Connect  DEST_PORT                                             */

 /******************************************************************/

 SOCKADDR1.SIN_FAMILY      = SOCKET_FAMILY_AFINET;

 SOCKADDR1.SIN_PORT_NUMBER = DEST_PORT;

 SOCKADDR1.SIN_ADDRESS     = HOST_IPA;

 WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID (9060300) PARMS FROM (MSG26) LENGTH (17);

 CALL IDMSOCKI ( SOCKET_FUNCTION_CONNECT,

                 SOCKET_RETCD,

                 SOCKET_ERRNO,

                 SOCKET_RSNCD,

                 SOCKDESC,

                 SOCKADDR1,

                 SOCKADDR_IN_LENGTH);

 CALL TCP_CHECKRC;

 IF (TERM_FLAG = 1) THEN DO;

   CALL TCP_CLOSE;

   GOTO TCP_EXIT;

   END;

 /******************************************************************/

 /* Build two messages and send them to DEST_PORT                  */

 /******************************************************************/

 BUFTXT80     = 'PLICLI TCP/IP test message number 00001 ';

 BUFLEN       = 41;

 WK_LENGTH    = 45;

 WK_PTR       = ADDR(BUFLEN);

 CALL TCP_WRITE;

 IF (TERM_FLAG = 1) THEN GOTO TCP_EXIT;

 /******************************************************************/

 /* Read the response from DEST_PORT                               */

 /******************************************************************/

 WK_LENGTH = 4;

 BUFLEN    = 0;

 WK_PTR    = ADDR(BUFLEN);
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 CALL TCP_READ;

 IF (TERM_FLAG = 1) THEN RETURN;

 IF (BUFLEN > 80) THEN DO;

   WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID (9060300) PARMS FROM (MSG12) LENGTH (22);

   CALL TCP_CLOSE;

   RETURN;

   END;

 WK_LENGTH = BUFLEN;

 WK_PTR = ADDR(BUFTXT80);

 CALL TCP_READ;

 IF (TERM_FLAG = 1) THEN GOTO TCP_EXIT;

 WORK = BUFTXT80;

 WK1  = BUFLEN + 1;

 WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID (9060300) PARMS FROM (MSG11) LENGTH (8)

                                      FROM (WORKW) LENGTH (WK1);

 BUFTXT80     = 'PLICLI TCP/IP test message number 00002 ';

 BUFLEN       = 41;

 WK_LENGTH    = 45;

 WK_PTR       = ADDR(BUFLEN);

 CALL TCP_WRITE;

 IF (TERM_FLAG = 1) THEN GOTO TCP_EXIT;

 WK_LENGTH = 4;

 BUFLEN    = 0;

 WK_PTR    = ADDR(BUFLEN);

 CALL TCP_READ;

 IF (TERM_FLAG = 1) THEN GOTO TCP_EXIT;

 IF (BUFLEN > 80) THEN DO;

   WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID (9060300) PARMS FROM (MSG12) LENGTH (22);

   CALL TCP_CLOSE;

   RETURN;

   END;

 WK_LENGTH = BUFLEN;

 WK_PTR = ADDR(BUFTXT80);

 CALL TCP_READ;

 IF (TERM_FLAG = 1) THEN RETURN;

 WORK = BUFTXT80;

 WK1  = BUFLEN + 1;

 WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID (9060300) PARMS FROM (MSG11) LENGTH (8)

                                      FROM (WORKW) LENGTH (WK1);

 /******************************************************************/

 /* Close the  socket and exit                                     */

 /******************************************************************/

 CALL TCP_CLOSE;

 GOTO TCP_EXIT;

 TCP_EXIT:

    MSG99_3 = ERROR_COUNT;

    WRITE LINE TO TERMINAL FROM (MSG99) LENGTH (48);

    WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID (9060300) PARMS FROM (MSG99) LENGTH (48);

    RETURN;
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 /******************************************************************/

 /* Procedure to read a message from DEST_PORT                     */

 /******************************************************************/

 TCP_READ: PROC;

   WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID (9060300) PARMS FROM (MSG04) LENGTH (15);

   DO WHILE (WK_LENGTH > 0);

     CALL IDMSOCKI ( SOCKET_FUNCTION_READ,

                     SOCKET_RETCD,

                     SOCKET_ERRNO,

                     SOCKET_RSNCD,

                     SOCKDESC,

                     WK_PTR->TEXT,

                     WK_LENGTH,

                     RETLEN);

     CALL TCP_CHECKRC;

     IF ((TERM_FLAG = 1) | (RETLEN = 0)) THEN DO;

       CALL TCP_CLOSE;

       RETURN;

       END;

     WK_PTR = WK_PTR + RETLEN;

     WK_LENGTH = WK_LENGTH - RETLEN;

     END;

 END TCP_READ;

 /******************************************************************/

 /* Procedure to send a message DEST_PORT                          */

 /******************************************************************/

 TCP_WRITE: PROC;

   WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID (9060300) PARMS FROM (MSG05) LENGTH (16);

   DO WHILE (WK_LENGTH > 0);

     CALL IDMSOCKI ( SOCKET_FUNCTION_WRITE,

                     SOCKET_RETCD,

                     SOCKET_ERRNO,

                     SOCKET_RSNCD,

                     SOCKDESC,

                     WK_PTR->TEXT,

                     WK_LENGTH,

                     RETLEN);

     CALL TCP_CHECKRC;

     IF ((TERM_FLAG = 1) | (RETLEN = 0)) THEN DO;

       CALL TCP_CLOSE;

       RETURN;

       END;

     WK_PTR = WK_PTR + RETLEN;

     WK_LENGTH = WK_LENGTH - RETLEN;

     END;

 END TCP_WRITE;

 /******************************************************************/

 /* Procedure to close the socket                                  */

 /******************************************************************/

 TCP_CLOSE: PROC;
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   WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID (9060300) PARMS FROM (MSG06) LENGTH (16);

   CALL IDMSOCKI ( SOCKET_FUNCTION_CLOSE,

                   SOCKET_RETCD,

                   SOCKET_ERRNO,

                   SOCKET_RSNCD,

                   SOCKDESC);

   CALL TCP_CHECKRC;

 END TCP_CLOSE;

 /******************************************************************/

 /* Procedure to check the return codes                            */

 /******************************************************************/

 TCP_CHECKRC: PROC;

   RETCD = SOCKET_RETCD;

   ERRNO = SOCKET_ERRNO;

   RSNCD = SOCKET_RSNCD;

   IF (RETCD ,= 0) THEN DO;

     TERM_FLAG = 1;

     ERROR_COUNT = ERROR_COUNT + 1;

     WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID (9060300) PARMS FROM (MSG98) LENGTH (19);

     SNAP FROM (RETURN_CODES) LENGTH (12);

     END;

   ELSE DO;

     TERM_FLAG = 0;

     WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID (9060300) PARMS FROM (MSG97) LENGTH (24);

     END;

 END TCP_CHECKRC;

 END PLICLI ;

PL/I TCP/IP Generic Listener Server Program

 /*RETRIEVAL*/

 /*DMLIST*/

 /******************************************************************/

 /* The following program is an example of a TCP/IP generic        */

 /* listener server program written in PL/I.                       */

 /* The processing is the following:                               */

 /*  - read a message from the client (first 4 bytes = data length)*/

 /*  - send the message back to the client program                 */

 /*  - if the message text is equal to "STOP" or if the connection */

 /*    is closed, then it closes its socket and return to the      */

 /*    generic listener service.                                   */

 /*  - if the message text is not equal to "STOP", then it returns */

 /*    to the generic listener service without closing its socket. */

 /*                                                                */

 /* Notes for the PL/I compiler on VSE.                            */

 /*  - in order to allow arithmetic operations on POINTER type     */

 /*    variables, specify the LANGLVL(OS,SPROG) compiler option    */

 /*  - there is no option to allow external names on 8 characters, */

 /*    so replace all CALL IDMSOCKI by CALL IDMSOCK, as described  */
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 /*    in the Callable Services manual.                            */

 /******************************************************************/

 PLILIS: PROC (P1, P2, P3)

           OPTIONS (REENTRANT,FETCHABLE);

 /******************************************************************/

 /* Parameter list with which a listener program receives control  */

 /******************************************************************/

  DCL (P1,P2,P3)          POINTER;

  DCL SOCKET_PARMS        CHAR(80)      BASED (ADDR(P1));

  DCL SOCKET_DESCRIPTOR   FIXED BIN(31) BASED (ADDR(P2));

  DCL SOCKET_RESUME_COUNT FIXED BIN(31) BASED (ADDR(P3));

  DCL MODE(IDMS_DC) DEBUG;

  DCL ADDR BUILTIN;

  DCL IDMSPLI  ENTRY OPTIONS(INTER,ASSEMBLER);

  DCL IDMSOCKI ENTRY OPTIONS(INTER,ASSEMBLER);

  DCL IDMSP    ENTRY;

  INCLUDE IDMS (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL);

  INCLUDE IDMS (SOCKET_CALL_INTERFACE);

  DCL 1 MSG01  CHAR (20) INIT (' Parameter string  :');

  DCL 1 MSG02  CHAR (20) INIT (' Socket descriptor :');

  DCL 1 MSG03  CHAR (20) INIT (' Resume count      :');

  DCL 1 MSG04  CHAR (15) INIT (' Starting read.');

  DCL 1 MSG05  CHAR (16) INIT (' Starting write.');

  DCL 1 MSG06  CHAR (16) INIT (' Closing socket.');

  DCL 1 MSG07  CHAR (20) INIT (' Socket return code:');

  DCL 1 MSG08  CHAR (20) INIT (' Socket reason code:');

  DCL 1 MSG09  CHAR (20) INIT (' Socket errno      :');

  DCL 1 MSG10  CHAR (20) INIT (' Buffer length     :');

  DCL 1 MSG11  CHAR (08) INIT (' Buffer:');

  DCL 1 MSG12  CHAR (22) INIT (' Data length too long.');

  DCL 1 RETLEN         FIXED BINARY(31);

  DCL 1 WK_LENGTH      FIXED BINARY(31);

  DCL 1 WK_PTR         POINTER;

  DCL 1 TEXT           CHAR(80) BASED(WK_PTR);

  DCL 1 TERM_FLAG      FIXED BINARY(31) INITIAL(0);

  DCL 1 BUFFER,

        3 BUFLEN       FIXED BINARY(31),

        3 BUFTXT80     CHAR(80);

  DCL 1 WORKW,

        3 WORK_WCC     CHAR(1),

        3 WORK         CHAR(80);

 /******************************************************************/

 /* Display the 3 input parameters                                 */

 /******************************************************************/
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 /******************************************************************/

 /* Read the first 4 bytes: will contain the remaining length      */

 /******************************************************************/

 WK_LENGTH = 4;

 BUFLEN = 0;

 WK_PTR = ADDR(BUFLEN);

 CALL TCP_READ;

 IF (TERM_FLAG = 1) THEN RETURN;

 /******************************************************************/

 /* Read the remaining data (maximum 80 characters are allowed)    */

 /******************************************************************/

 IF (BUFLEN > 80)

   THEN DO;

     WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID (9060300)

       PARMS FROM (MSG12) LENGTH (22);

     CALL TCP_CLOSE;

     RETURN;

     END;

 WK_LENGTH = BUFLEN;

 WK_PTR = ADDR(BUFTXT80);

 CALL TCP_READ;

 IF (TERM_FLAG = 1) THEN RETURN;

 WORK = BUFLEN;

 WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID (9060300)

   PARMS FROM (MSG10) LENGTH (20)

         FROM (WORKW) LENGTH (15);

 WORK = BUFTXT80;

 WK_LENGTH = BUFLEN + 1;

 WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID (9060300)

   PARMS FROM (MSG11) LENGTH (8)

         FROM (WORKW) LENGTH (WK_LENGTH);

 /******************************************************************/

 /* Send the message back to the client                            */

 /******************************************************************/

 WK_LENGTH = BUFLEN + 4;

 WK_PTR = ADDR(BUFLEN);

 CALL TCP_WRITE;

 IF ((BUFLEN = 4) & (SUBSTR(BUFTXT80,1,4) = 'STOP'))

   THEN CALL TCP_CLOSE;

 RETURN;

 /******************************************************************/

 /* Procedure to read a message from the client                    */

 /******************************************************************/

 TCP_READ: PROC;

   WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID (9060300)

     PARMS FROM (MSG04) LENGTH (15);
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   DO WHILE (WK_LENGTH > 0);

     CALL IDMSOCKI ( SOCKET_FUNCTION_READ,

                     SOCKET_RETCD,

                     SOCKET_ERRNO,

                     SOCKET_RSNCD,

                     SOCKET_DESCRIPTOR,

                     WK_PTR->TEXT,

                     WK_LENGTH,

                     RETLEN);

     WORK = SOCKET_RETCD;

     WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID (9060300)

       PARMS FROM (MSG07) LENGTH (20)

             FROM (WORKW) LENGTH (15);

     IF ((SOCKET_RETCD ,= 0) | (RETLEN = 0))

       THEN DO;

         CALL TCP_ERROR;

         RETURN;

         END;

     WK_PTR = WK_PTR + RETLEN;

     WK_LENGTH = WK_LENGTH - RETLEN;

     END;

 END TCP_READ;

 /******************************************************************/

 /* Procedure to send a message to the client                      */

 /******************************************************************/

 TCP_WRITE: PROC;

   WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID (9060300)

     PARMS FROM (MSG05) LENGTH (16);

   DO WHILE (WK_LENGTH > 0);

     CALL IDMSOCKI ( SOCKET_FUNCTION_WRITE,

                     SOCKET_RETCD,

                     SOCKET_ERRNO,

                     SOCKET_RSNCD,

                     SOCKET_DESCRIPTOR,

                     WK_PTR->TEXT,

                     WK_LENGTH,

                     RETLEN);

     WORK = SOCKET_RETCD;

     WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID (9060300)

       PARMS FROM (MSG07) LENGTH (20)

             FROM (WORKW) LENGTH (15);

     IF ((SOCKET_RETCD ,= 0) | (RETLEN = 0))

       THEN DO;

         CALL TCP_ERROR;

         RETURN;

         END;

     WK_PTR = WK_PTR + RETLEN;

     WK_LENGTH = WK_LENGTH - RETLEN;

     END;

 END TCP_WRITE;

 /******************************************************************/
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 /* Procedure to close the socket                                  */

 /******************************************************************/

 TCP_CLOSE: PROC;

   WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID (9060300)

     PARMS FROM (MSG06) LENGTH (16);

   CALL IDMSOCKI ( SOCKET_FUNCTION_CLOSE,

                   SOCKET_RETCD,

                   SOCKET_ERRNO,

                   SOCKET_RSNCD,

                   SOCKET_DESCRIPTOR);

   WORK = SOCKET_RETCD;

   WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID (9060300)

     PARMS FROM (MSG07) LENGTH (20)

           FROM (WORKW) LENGTH (15);

 END TCP_CLOSE;

 /******************************************************************/

 /* Procedure to process the socket call errors                    */

 /******************************************************************/

 TCP_ERROR: PROC;

   WORK = SOCKET_RSNCD;

   WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID (9060300)

     PARMS FROM (MSG08) LENGTH (20)

           FROM (WORKW) LENGTH (15);

   WORK = SOCKET_ERRNO;

   WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID (9060300)

     PARMS FROM (MSG09) LENGTH (20)

           FROM (WORKW) LENGTH (15);

   WORK = RETLEN;

   WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID (9060300)

     PARMS FROM (MSG10) LENGTH (20)

           FROM (WORKW) LENGTH (15);

   CALL TCP_CLOSE;

   TERM_FLAG = 1;

 END TCP_ERROR;

 END PLILIS;

COBOL Examples
Contents

This section contains sample TCP/IP client and generic listener server programs written in COBOL.

COBOL TCP/IP Client Program

RETRIEVAL

NO-ACTIVITY-LOG

DMLIST

*****************************************************************

 The following program is an example of a TCP/IP client         *

 program written in COBOL.                                      *
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 The processing is the following:                               *

  - Create a socket for the client program.                     *

  - Convert the known dotted string format IPA to binary.       *

  - Find host information for connection.                       *

  - Establish a connection to the host listener.                *

  - Send message 1 to the listener (first 4 bytes = data length)*

  - Read message 1 from  listener (first 4 bytes = data length) *

  - Send message 2 to the listener (first 4 bytes = data length)*

  - Read message 2 from  listener (first 4 bytes = data length) *

  - Close socket and exit.                                      *

*****************************************************************

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

PROGRAM-ID.               COBCLI.

ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

IDMS-CONTROL SECTION.

PROTOCOL. MODE IS IDMS-DC DEBUG

          IDMS-RECORDS MANUAL.

DATA DIVISION.

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

01  COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-CTRL.

01  COPY IDMS SOCKET-LISTENER-PARMS.

01  COPY IDMS SOCKET-SOCKADDR-IN6.

01  COPY IDMS SOCKET-TIMEVAL.

01  COPY IDMS RECORD SOCKET-CALL-INTERFACE.

01  COPY IDMS RECORD SOCKET-MISC-DEFINITIONS.

01  SOCKADDR1.

    02 COPY IDMS RECORD SOCKET-SOCKADDR-IN.

01  SOCKET-DESCRIPTOR     PIC S9(8) COMP.

*****************************************************************

 Modify DEST-PORT and IPA-HOST to connect to desired server      *

*****************************************************************

01  DEST-PORT        PIC  9(8) VALUE 12345.

01  IPAHOST-REC.

  02  IPA-HOST       PIC X(12) VALUE '255.255.25.2'.

  02  FILLER         PIC X(4) VALUE SPACES.

  02  IPA-HOSTL      PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE 16.

01  HOSTENTP  USAGE IS POINTER.

01  WK1              PIC S9(8) COMP.

01  WK2              PIC S9(8) COMP.

01  WK3              PIC S9(8) COMP.

01  WK-SUBSCRIPT     PIC S9(4) COMP.

01  WK-LENGTH        PIC S9(8) COMP.

01  RETLEN           PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE 0.

01  TERM-FLAG        PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE 0.

01  ERROR-COUNT      PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE 0.

01  BUFFER.

  03  BUFFER-ARRAY    PIC X(1) OCCURS 84 TIMES.

01  BUFFER-REDEF      REDEFINES BUFFER.

  03  BUFLEN          PIC 9(8) COMP.

  03  BUFTXT80        PIC X(80).
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  03  BUFTXT80-REDEF1 REDEFINES BUFTXT80.

    05  BUFTXT04      PIC X(4).

    05  BUFTXT76      PIC X(76).

  03  BUFTXT80-REDEF2 REDEFINES BUFTXT80.

    05  BUFTXT-MSG    PIC X(41).

    05  BUFTXT-BLANK  PIC X(1).

    05  BUFTXT-FILLER PIC X(38).

01  WORKW.

  03  WORK-WCC       PIC X.

  03  WORK           PIC X(80).

  03  WORK-REDEF1    REDEFINES WORK.

    04  WORK-ARRAY   PIC X(1) OCCURS 80 TIMES.

  03  WORK-REDEF2    REDEFINES WORK.

    04  WORKNUM      PIC 9(8) DISPLAY.

    04  WORK-FILLER1 PIC X(72).

01  IPADDR-REC.

  02  IPADDRBUFL     PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE 16.

  02  IPADDRRETL     PIC S9(8) COMP.

  02  IPADDRBUF      PIC X(16).

01  RETURN-CODES.

  02  RETCD          PIC S9(8) COMP.

  02  ERRNO          PIC S9(8) COMP.

  02  RSNCD          PIC S9(8) COMP.

01  MSG01 PIC X(18) VALUE ' Creating Socket.'.

01  MSG02 PIC X(13) VALUE ' Connecting: '.

01  MSG03 PIC X(19) VALUE ' Socket return code'.

01  MSG04 PIC X(16) VALUE ' Starting read.'.

01  MSG05 PIC X(16) VALUE ' Starting write.'.

01  MSG06 PIC X(16) VALUE ' Closing Socket.'.

01  MSG07 PIC X(19) VALUE ' Socket reason code'.

01  MSG08 PIC X(19) VALUE ' Socket errno      '.

01  MSG10 PIC X(08) VALUE ' Buffer:'.

01  MSG11 PIC X(22) VALUE ' Data length too long.'.

01  MSG12 PIC X(19) VALUE ' Calling INET_PTON.'.

01  MSG13 PIC X(23) VALUE ' Calling GETHOSTBYADDR.'.

01  MSG97 PIC X(24) VALUE ' Socket call successful.'.

01  MSG98 PIC X(19) VALUE ' Socket call error.'.

01  MSG99.

  02  MSG99-1 PIC X(28) VALUE ' Program COBCLI terminated.'.

  02  MSG99-2 PIC X(15) VALUE ' Error count = '.

  02  MSG99-3 PIC  9(4) DISPLAY.

01  HOSTIPA              PIC  9(8) COMP.

LINKAGE SECTION.

01  COPY IDMS RECORD SOCKET-HOSTENT.

01  AINFO1.

    05 COPY IDMS RECORD SOCKET-ADDRINFO.

PROCEDURE DIVISION.
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*****************************************************************

 Create a socket in the communications domain                   *

*****************************************************************

*

TCP-CLIENT-SOCKET.

*

    WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID 9060300

      PARMS FROM MSG01  LENGTH 18.

    CALL 'IDMSOCKI' USING SOCKET-FUNCTION-SOCKET,

                          SOCKET-RETCD,

                          SOCKET-ERRNO,

                          SOCKET-RSNCD,

                          SOCKET-FAMILY-AFINET,

                          SOCKET-TYPE-STREAM,

                          SOCKET-PROTOCOL-TCP,

                          SOCKET-DESCRIPTOR.

      PERFORM TCP-CLIENT-CHECKRC THRU TCP-CLIENT-CHECKRC-EXIT.

      IF TERM-FLAG = 1

        PERFORM TCP-CLIENT-CLOSE THRU TCP-CLIENT-CLOSE-EXIT

        GO TO TCP-CLIENT-EXIT.

*****************************************************************

 Convert the IP address from dotted string format to binary.    *

*****************************************************************

TCP-CLIENT-INETPTON.

      WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID 9060300 PARMS FROM MSG12 LENGTH 19.

      CALL 'IDMSOCKI' USING SOCKET-FUNCTION-INETPTON,

                            SOCKET-RETCD,

                            SOCKET-ERRNO,

                            SOCKET-RSNCD,

                            SOCKET-FAMILY-AFINET,

                            IPA-HOST,

                            IPA-HOSTL,

                            HOSTIPA.

      PERFORM TCP-CLIENT-CHECKRC THRU TCP-CLIENT-CHECKRC-EXIT.

*****************************************************************

 Take the IP address and domain and resolve it through a name   *

 server. If successful, return the information in a HOSTENT     *

 structure.                                                     *

*****************************************************************

TCP-CLIENT-GETHOST.

      WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID 9060300 PARMS FROM MSG13 LENGTH 23.

      CALL 'IDMSOCKI' USING SOCKET-FUNCTION-GETHOSTBYADDR,

                            SOCKET-RETCD,

                            SOCKET-ERRNO,

                            SOCKET-RSNCD,

                            HOSTIPA,

                            SOCKET-IPADDR4L,

                            SOCKET-FAMILY-AFINET,

                            HOSTENTP.

         PERFORM TCP-CLIENT-CHECKRC THRU TCP-CLIENT-CHECKRC-EXIT.
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         SET ADDRESS OF SOCKET-HOSTENT TO HOSTENTP.

 TCP-CLIENT-CONNECT.

     SET ADDRESS OF SOCKET-HOSTENT TO HOSTENTP.

     WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID 9060300 PARMS FROM MSG02 LENGTH 13.

     MOVE SOCKET-FAMILY-AFINET TO SIN-FAMILY      OF SOCKADDR1.

     MOVE DEST-PORT            TO SIN-PORT-NUMBER OF SOCKADDR1.

     MOVE HOSTIPA              TO SIN-ADDRESS     OF SOCKADDR1.

     MOVE LOW-VALUES           TO SIN-ZEROS       OF SOCKADDR1.

     CALL 'IDMSOCKI' USING SOCKET-FUNCTION-CONNECT,

                           SOCKET-RETCD,

                           SOCKET-ERRNO,

                           SOCKET-RSNCD,

                           SOCKET-DESCRIPTOR,

                           SOCKADDR1,

                           SOCKADDR-IN-LENGTH.

     PERFORM TCP-CLIENT-CHECKRC THRU TCP-CLIENT-CHECKRC-EXIT.

     IF TERM-FLAG = 1

       PERFORM TCP-CLIENT-CLOSE THRU TCP-CLIENT-CLOSE-EXIT

       GO TO TCP-CLIENT-EXIT.

TCP-CLIENT-BUILD.

*

*****************************************************************

 Build and send first message to DEST-PORT                      *

*****************************************************************

    MOVE 'COBCLI - TCP/IP test message number 00001'

                                     TO BUFTXT-MSG.

    MOVE ' '                         TO BUFTXT-BLANK.

    MOVE 41 TO BUFLEN.

    MOVE 45 TO WK-LENGTH.

    MOVE 1  TO WK-SUBSCRIPT.

    PERFORM TCP-CLIENT-WRITE THRU TCP-CLIENT-WRITE-EXIT.

    IF TERM-FLAG = 1 GO TO TCP-CLIENT-EXIT.

*****************************************************************

 Read the response from DEST-PORT                               *

*****************************************************************

    MOVE 4 TO WK-LENGTH.

    MOVE 0 TO BUFLEN.

    MOVE 1 TO WK-SUBSCRIPT.

    PERFORM TCP-CLIENT-READ THRU TCP-CLIENT-READ-EXIT.

    IF TERM-FLAG = 1 GO TO TCP-CLIENT-EXIT.

    IF BUFLEN GREATER THAN 80

      WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID 9060300 PARMS FROM MSG11 LENGTH 22

      PERFORM TCP-CLIENT-CLOSE THRU TCP-CLIENT-CLOSE-EXIT

      GO TO TCP-CLIENT-EXIT.

    MOVE BUFLEN TO WK-LENGTH.

    MOVE 5      TO WK-SUBSCRIPT.

    PERFORM TCP-CLIENT-READ THRU TCP-CLIENT-READ-EXIT.

    IF TERM-FLAG = 1 GO TO TCP-CLIENT-EXIT.
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    MOVE BUFTXT80 TO WORK.

    MOVE BUFLEN TO WK1.

    ADD 1 TO WK1.

    WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID 9060300 PARMS FROM MSG10 LENGTH 8

                                       FROM WORKW LENGTH WK1.

*****************************************************************

 Build and send second message to DEST-PORT                     *

*****************************************************************

    MOVE 'COBCLI - TCP/IP test message number 00002'

                                     TO BUFTXT-MSG.

    MOVE ' '                         TO BUFTXT-BLANK.

    MOVE 41 TO BUFLEN.

    MOVE 45 TO WK-LENGTH.

    MOVE 1  TO WK-SUBSCRIPT.

    PERFORM TCP-CLIENT-WRITE THRU TCP-CLIENT-WRITE-EXIT.

    IF TERM-FLAG = 1 GO TO TCP-CLIENT-EXIT.

*****************************************************************

 Read the response from DEST-PORT                               *

*****************************************************************

    MOVE 4 TO WK-LENGTH.

    MOVE 0 TO BUFLEN.

    MOVE 1 TO WK-SUBSCRIPT.

    PERFORM TCP-CLIENT-READ THRU TCP-CLIENT-READ-EXIT.

    IF TERM-FLAG = 1 GO TO TCP-CLIENT-EXIT.

    IF BUFLEN GREATER THAN 80

      WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID 9060300 PARMS FROM MSG11 LENGTH 22

      PERFORM TCP-CLIENT-CLOSE THRU TCP-CLIENT-CLOSE-EXIT

      GO TO TCP-CLIENT-EXIT.

    MOVE BUFLEN TO WK-LENGTH.

    MOVE 5      TO WK-SUBSCRIPT.

    PERFORM TCP-CLIENT-READ THRU TCP-CLIENT-READ-EXIT.

    IF TERM-FLAG = 1 GO TO TCP-CLIENT-EXIT.

    MOVE BUFTXT80 TO WORK.

    MOVE BUFLEN TO WK1.

    ADD 1 TO WK1.

    WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID 9060300 PARMS FROM MSG10 LENGTH 8

                                       FROM WORKW LENGTH WK1.

TCP-CLIENT-CLOSE-IT.

*****************************************************************

 Close the socket and exit                                      *

*****************************************************************

    PERFORM TCP-CLIENT-CLOSE THRU TCP-CLIENT-CLOSE-EXIT.

    GO TO TCP-CLIENT-EXIT.

TCP-CLIENT-EXIT.

    MOVE ERROR-COUNT TO MSG99-3.

    WRITE LINE TO TERMINAL FROM MSG99 LENGTH 48.

    WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID 9060300 PARMS FROM MSG99 LENGTH 48.

    GOBACK.

*
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*****************************************************************

 Procedure to read a message from DEST-PORT                     *

*****************************************************************

TCP-CLIENT-READ.

    WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID 9060300 PARMS FROM MSG04  LENGTH 15.

    PERFORM UNTIL WK-LENGTH = 0

      CALL 'IDMSOCKI' USING SOCKET-FUNCTION-READ,

                            SOCKET-RETCD,

                            SOCKET-ERRNO,

                            SOCKET-RSNCD,

                            SOCKET-DESCRIPTOR,

                            BUFFER-ARRAY(WK-SUBSCRIPT),

                            WK-LENGTH,

                            RETLEN

      PERFORM TCP-CLIENT-CHECKRC THRU TCP-CLIENT-CHECKRC-EXIT

      IF TERM-FLAG = 1 OR RETLEN = 0

        PERFORM TCP-CLIENT-CLOSE THRU TCP-CLIENT-CLOSE-EXIT

        GO TO TCP-CLIENT-READ-EXIT

        END-IF

      ADD RETLEN TO WK-SUBSCRIPT

      SUBTRACT RETLEN FROM WK-LENGTH

    END-PERFORM.

TCP-CLIENT-READ-EXIT.

    EXIT.

*****************************************************************

 Procedure to send a message to DEST_PORT                       *

*****************************************************************

TCP-CLIENT-WRITE.

    WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID 9060300 PARMS FROM MSG05 LENGTH 16.

    PERFORM UNTIL WK-LENGTH = 0

      CALL 'IDMSOCKI' USING SOCKET-FUNCTION-WRITE,

                            SOCKET-RETCD,

                            SOCKET-ERRNO,

                            SOCKET-RSNCD,

                            SOCKET-DESCRIPTOR,

                            BUFFER-ARRAY(WK-SUBSCRIPT),

                            WK-LENGTH,

                            RETLEN

      PERFORM TCP-CLIENT-CHECKRC THRU TCP-CLIENT-CHECKRC-EXIT

      IF TERM-FLAG = 1 OR RETLEN = 0

        PERFORM TCP-CLIENT-CLOSE THRU TCP-CLIENT-CLOSE-EXIT

        GO TO TCP-CLIENT-WRITE-EXIT

        END-IF

      ADD RETLEN TO WK-SUBSCRIPT

      SUBTRACT RETLEN FROM WK-LENGTH

    END-PERFORM.

TCP-CLIENT-WRITE-EXIT.

    EXIT.

*****************************************************************

 Procedure to close the socket                                  *
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*****************************************************************

TCP-CLIENT-CLOSE.

    WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID 9060300 PARMS FROM MSG06 LENGTH 16.

    CALL 'IDMSOCKI' USING SOCKET-FUNCTION-CLOSE,

                          SOCKET-RETCD,

                          SOCKET-ERRNO,

                          SOCKET-RSNCD,

                          SOCKET-DESCRIPTOR.

    PERFORM TCP-CLIENT-CHECKRC THRU TCP-CLIENT-CHECKRC-EXIT.

TCP-CLIENT-CLOSE-EXIT.

    EXIT.

*****************************************************************

 Procedure to check the return codes                            *

*****************************************************************

TCP-CLIENT-CHECKRC.

    MOVE SOCKET-RETCD TO RETCD.

    MOVE SOCKET-ERRNO TO ERRNO.

    MOVE SOCKET-RSNCD TO RSNCD.

    IF RETCD NOT = 0

      MOVE 1 TO TERM-FLAG

      ADD  1 TO ERROR-COUNT

      WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID 9060300 PARMS FROM MSG98 LENGTH 19

      SNAP FROM RETURN-CODES LENGTH 12

    ELSE

      MOVE 0 TO TERM-FLAG

      WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID 9060300 PARMS FROM MSG97 LENGTH 24

    END-IF.

TCP-CLIENT-CHECKRC-EXIT.

    EXIT.

*****************************************************************

    COPY IDMS IDMS-STATUS.

IDMS-ABORT SECTION.

IDMS-ABORT-EXIT.

    EXIT.

COBOL TCP/IP Generic Listener Server Program

RETRIEVAL

NO-ACTIVITY-LOG

DMLIST

*****************************************************************

 The following program is an example of a TCP/IP generic        *

 listener server program written in COBOL.                      *

 The processing is the following:                               *

  - read a message from the client (first 4 bytes = data length)*

  - send the message back to the client program                 *

  - if the message text is equal to "STOP" or if the connection *
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    is closed, then it closes its socket and return to the      *

    generic listener service.                                   *

  - if the message text is not equal to "STOP", then it returns *

    to the generic listener service without closing its socket. *

*****************************************************************

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

PROGRAM-ID.               COBLIS.

ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

IDMS-CONTROL SECTION.

PROTOCOL. MODE IS IDMS-DC DEBUG

          IDMS-RECORDS MANUAL.

DATA DIVISION.

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

01  COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-CTRL.

01  COPY IDMS RECORD SOCKET-CALL-INTERFACE.

01  MSG01  PIC X(20) VALUE ' Parameter string  :'.

01  MSG02  PIC X(20) VALUE ' Socket descriptor :'.

01  MSG03  PIC X(20) VALUE ' Resume count      :'.

01  MSG04  PIC X(15) VALUE ' Starting read.'.

01  MSG05  PIC X(16) VALUE ' Starting write.'.

01  MSG06  PIC X(16) VALUE ' Closing socket.'.

01  MSG07  PIC X(20) VALUE ' Socket return code:'.

01  MSG08  PIC X(20) VALUE ' Socket reason code:'.

01  MSG09  PIC X(20) VALUE ' Socket errno      :'.

01  MSG10  PIC X(20) VALUE ' Buffer length     :'.

01  MSG11  PIC X(08) VALUE ' Buffer:'.

01  MSG12  PIC X(22) VALUE ' Data length too long.'.

01  RETLEN           PIC S9(8) COMP.

01  WK-LENGTH        PIC S9(8) COMP.

01  WK-SUBSCRIPT     PIC S9(4) COMP.

01  TERM-FLAG        PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE 0.

01  BUFFER.

  03  BUFFER-ARRAY   PIC X(1) OCCURS 84 TIMES.

01  BUFFER-REDEF     REDEFINES BUFFER.

  03  BUFLEN         PIC 9(8) COMP.

  03  BUFTXT80       PIC X(80).

  03  BUFTXT80-REDEF REDEFINES BUFTXT80.

    05  BUFTXT04     PIC X(4).

    05  BUFTXT76     PIC X(76).

01  WORKW.

  03  WORK-WCC       PIC X.

  03  WORK           PIC X(80).

LINKAGE SECTION.

*****************************************************************
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 Parameter list with which a listener program receives control  *

*****************************************************************

01  SOCKET-PARMS         PIC X(80).

01  SOCKET-DESCRIPTOR    PIC S9(8) COMP.

01  SOCKET-RESUME-COUNT  PIC S9(8) COMP.

PROCEDURE DIVISION USING SOCKET-PARMS,

                         SOCKET-DESCRIPTOR,

                         SOCKET-RESUME-COUNT.

*****************************************************************

 Display the 3 input parameters                                 *

*****************************************************************

TCP-START.

*****************************************************************

 Read the first 4 bytes: will contain the remaining length      *

*****************************************************************

    MOVE 4 TO WK-LENGTH.

    MOVE 0 TO BUFLEN.

    MOVE 1 TO WK-SUBSCRIPT.

    PERFORM TCP-READ THRU TCP-READ-EXIT.

    IF TERM-FLAG = 1 GO TO TCP-EXIT.

*****************************************************************

 Read the remaining data (maximum 80 characters are allowed)    *

*****************************************************************

    IF BUFLEN GREATER THAN 80

      WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID 9060300

        PARMS FROM MSG12 LENGTH 22

      PERFORM TCP-CLOSE THRU TCP-CLOSE-EXIT

      GO TO TCP-EXIT.

    MOVE BUFLEN TO WK-LENGTH.

    MOVE 5      TO WK-SUBSCRIPT.

    PERFORM TCP-READ THRU TCP-READ-EXIT.

    IF TERM-FLAG = 1 GO TO TCP-EXIT.

    MOVE BUFLEN TO WORK.

    WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID 9060300

      PARMS FROM MSG10 LENGTH 20

            FROM WORKW LENGTH 9.

    MOVE BUFTXT80 TO WORK.

    MOVE BUFLEN TO WK-LENGTH.

    ADD 1 TO WK-LENGTH.

    WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID 9060300

      PARMS FROM MSG11 LENGTH 8

            FROM WORKW LENGTH WK-LENGTH.

*****************************************************************

 Send the message back to the client                            *

*****************************************************************

    MOVE BUFLEN TO WK-LENGTH.
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    ADD 4 TO WK-LENGTH.

    MOVE 1 TO WK-SUBSCRIPT.

    PERFORM TCP-WRITE THRU TCP-WRITE-EXIT.

    IF BUFLEN = 4 AND BUFTXT04 = 'STOP'

      PERFORM TCP-CLOSE THRU TCP-CLOSE-EXIT.

TCP-EXIT.

    GOBACK.

*****************************************************************

 Procedure to read a message from the client                    *

*****************************************************************

TCP-READ.

    WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID 9060300

      PARMS FROM MSG04  LENGTH 15.

    PERFORM UNTIL WK-LENGTH = 0

      CALL 'IDMSOCKI' USING SOCKET-FUNCTION-READ,

                            SOCKET-RETCD,

                            SOCKET-ERRNO,

                            SOCKET-RSNCD,

                            SOCKET-DESCRIPTOR,

                            BUFFER-ARRAY(WK-SUBSCRIPT),

                            WK-LENGTH,

                            RETLEN

      MOVE SOCKET-RETCD TO WORK

      WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID 9060300

        PARMS FROM MSG07 LENGTH 20

              FROM WORKW LENGTH 9

      IF SOCKET-RETCD NOT = 0 OR RETLEN = 0

        PERFORM TCP-ERROR THRU TCP-ERROR-EXIT

        GO TO TCP-READ-EXIT

        END-IF

      ADD RETLEN TO WK-SUBSCRIPT

      SUBTRACT RETLEN FROM WK-LENGTH

    END-PERFORM.

TCP-READ-EXIT.

    EXIT.

*****************************************************************

 Procedure to send a message to the client                      *

*****************************************************************

TCP-WRITE.

    WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID 9060300

      PARMS FROM MSG05 LENGTH 16.

    PERFORM UNTIL WK-LENGTH = 0

      CALL 'IDMSOCKI' USING SOCKET-FUNCTION-WRITE,

                            SOCKET-RETCD,

                            SOCKET-ERRNO,

                            SOCKET-RSNCD,

                            SOCKET-DESCRIPTOR,

                            BUFFER-ARRAY(WK-SUBSCRIPT),

                            WK-LENGTH,
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                            RETLEN

      MOVE SOCKET-RETCD TO WORK

      WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID 9060300

        PARMS FROM MSG07 LENGTH 20

              FROM WORKW LENGTH 9

      IF SOCKET-RETCD NOT = 0 OR RETLEN = 0

        PERFORM TCP-ERROR THRU TCP-ERROR-EXIT

        GO TO TCP-WRITE-EXIT

        END-IF

      ADD RETLEN TO WK-SUBSCRIPT

      SUBTRACT RETLEN FROM WK-LENGTH

    END-PERFORM.

TCP-WRITE-EXIT.

    EXIT.

*****************************************************************

 Procedure to close the socket                                  *

*****************************************************************

TCP-CLOSE.

    WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID 9060300

      PARMS FROM MSG06 LENGTH 16.

    CALL 'IDMSOCKI' USING SOCKET-FUNCTION-CLOSE,

                          SOCKET-RETCD,

                          SOCKET-ERRNO,

                          SOCKET-RSNCD,

                          SOCKET-DESCRIPTOR.

    MOVE SOCKET-RETCD TO WORK.

    WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID 9060300

      PARMS FROM MSG07 LENGTH 20

            FROM WORKW LENGTH 9.

TCP-CLOSE-EXIT.

    EXIT.

*****************************************************************

 Procedure to process the socket call errors                    *

*****************************************************************

TCP-ERROR.

    MOVE SOCKET-RSNCD TO WORK.

    WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID 9060300

       PARMS FROM MSG08 LENGTH 20

             FROM WORKW LENGTH 9.

    MOVE SOCKET-ERRNO TO WORK.

    WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID 9060300

       PARMS FROM MSG09 LENGTH 20

             FROM WORKW LENGTH 9.

    MOVE RETLEN  TO WORK.

    WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID 9060300

       PARMS FROM MSG10 LENGTH 20

             FROM WORKW LENGTH 9.

    PERFORM TCP-CLOSE THRU TCP-CLOSE-EXIT.

    MOVE 1 TO TERM-FLAG.

TCP-ERROR-EXIT.

    EXIT.
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*****************************************************************

    COPY IDMS IDMS-STATUS.

IDMS-ABORT SECTION.

IDMS-ABORT-EXIT.

    EXIT.

Assembler Examples
Contents

This section contains sample TCP/IP client and generic listener server programs written in Assembler.

Assembler TCP/IP Client Program

TITLE 'Sample ASSEMBLER client TCP/IP program'

* ASMCLI   RENT EP=ASMCLIEP

******************************************************************

* The following program is an example of a TCP/IP client         *

* client program written in Assembler.                           *

* The processing is the following:                               *

*  - Create a socket for the client program.                     *

*  - Convert the known dotted string format IPA to binary.       *

*  -   (Host IPA is defined in IPADOT, see below.)               *

*  - Find host information for connection.                       *

*  -   (Host port is defined in DESTPORT, see below.)            *

*  - Establish a connection to the host listener.                *

*  - Send message 1 to the listener (first 4 bytes = data length)*

*  - Read message 1 from  listener (first 4 bytes = data length) *

*  - Send message 2 to the listener (first 4 bytes = data length)*

*  - Read message 2 from  listener (first 4 bytes = data length) *

*  - Close socket and exit.                                      *

******************************************************************

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

         MACRO

&LABEL.   #SAVEREG

&LABEL.   ST    R12,0(,R13)         Save R12

         ST    R14,4(,R13)         Save R14

         STM   R2,R8,8(R13)        Save R2-R8

         LA    R13,9*4(,R13)

         MEND

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

         MACRO

&LABEL.   #RESTREG

&LABEL.   LA    R12,9*4             Get register stack entry length

         SR    R13,R12             Get A(previous register stack entry)

         L     R12,0(,R13)         Restore R12

         L     R14,4(,R13)         Restore R14

         LM    R2,R8,8(R13)        Restore R2-R8

         MEND

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

         MACRO
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&LABEL.   MSGTXT &TXT.

         LCLC  &TMP.

&TMP.     SETC  '&SYSNDX'.

&LABEL.   DC    AL1(L2&TMP).

L1&TMP.   DC    C&TXT.

L2&TMP.   EQU   *-L1&TMP.

         MEND

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

ASMCLI   CSECT

         @MODE MODE=IDMSDC

         #MOPT CSECT=ASMCLI,ENV=USER,RMODE=ANY,AMODE=ANY

         ENTRY ASMCLIEP

ASMCLIEP DS    0H

         BALR  R12,0

         BCTR  R12,0

         BCTR  R12,0

         USING ASMCLIEP,R12

         B     TCPSTART            Branch around constants

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

* Modify the following connection parameters before compiling        -*

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

         DS    0F

DESTPORT DC    F'12345'             Known host port for connection

IPADOT   DC    CL13'255.255.00.01'  Known IP address of host

         DC    CL4'   '             filler

IPADOTL  DC    F'17'                Total length of dotted string IPA

MAX_LOOP DC    F'2'                 Maximum message count to send

*

TCPSTART DS    0H

*

         #GETSTG TYPE=(USER,SHORT),ADDR=(R1),PLIST=*,INIT=X'0',        X

               LEN=WORKAREL

         LR    R11,R1

         USING WORKAREA,R11

         LA    R13,REGSTACK          R13 -> Register stack

*  Initialize some WORKAREA fields

         XR    R5,R5

         ST    R5,ERRCOUNT

         MVI   OUTAREA,L'OUTAREAT

         MVC   OVRLOG,=X'8000000000'

         MVC   OVRLOGCO,=X'C000000000'

         MVC   WKCLEAR,=XL8'0F0F0F0F0F0F0F0F'

         MVC   TRTAB,=CL16'0123456789ABCDEF'

         MVC   TRTABX,=XL6'FAFBFCFDFEFF'

******************************************************************

* Create a socket in the communications domain                   *

******************************************************************

         LA    R1,MSG01            Display socket function.

         L     R15,=A(DISLINE)

         BALR  R14,R15

         #SOCKET SOCKET,                                               X

               DOMAIN=AF@INET,                                         X

               TYPE=STREAM,                                            X
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               PROTNUM=6,                                              X

               NEWSOCK=S_NEWSOC,                                       X

               RETCODE=RETCODE,ERRNO=ERRNO,RSNCODE=RSNCODE

         LA    R1,MSG02            Display results of socket function.

         L     R15,=A(DISRC)

         BALR  R14,R15             Display the 3 return codes.

         CLC   RETCODE,=F'0'       Socket function successful?

         BNE   TCPCLOSE             N. Close socket and exit.

******************************************************************

* Convert the IP address from dotted string format to binary.    *

******************************************************************

         LA    R1,MSG12            Display INET_PTON socket function.

         L     R15,=A(DISLINE)

         BALR  R14,R15

         #SOCKET INET_PTON,DOMAIN=AF@INET,                             X

               IPADDRS=IPADOT,IPADDRSL=IPADOTL,IPADDR=HOSTIPA,         X

               RETCODE=RETCODE,ERRNO=ERRNO,RSNCODE=RSNCODE

         LA    R1,MSG13            Display INET_PTON results.

         L     R15,=A(DISRC)

         BALR  R14,R15             Display the 3 return codes.

******************************************************************

* Take the IP address and domain and resolve it through a name   *

* server. If successful, return the information in a HOSTENT     *

* structure.                                                     *

******************************************************************

         LA    R1,MSG14             Display GETHOSTBYADDR function.

         L     R15,=A(DISLINE)

         BALR  R14,R15

         LA    R2,BUFFER            R2 -> buffer for host information

         #SOCKET GETHOSTBYADDR,IPADDR=HOSTIPA,IPADDRL=4,               X

               DOMAIN=AF@INET,HOSTENTP=(R2),                           X

               RETCODE=RETCODE,ERRNO=ERRNO,RSNCODE=RSNCODE

         LA    R1,MSG15            Display GETHOSTBYADDR results

         L     R15,=A(DISRC)

         BALR  R14,R15             Display the 3 return codes

         CLC   RETCODE,=F'0'       GETHOSTBYADDR successful?

         BNE   TCPCLOSE             N. Close socket and exit.

******************************************************************

* Prepare to connect to DESTPORT                                 *

******************************************************************

         LA    R5,SOCKADDC          R5 -> Socket address structure.

         USING SOCK@IN,R5

         MVI   SIN@FAM,AF@INET       Get the family,

         MVC   SIN@ADDR(4),HOSTIPA         binary IPA, and

         MVC   SIN@PORT(2),DESTPORT+2       port number

         LA    R1,MSG03                       for the Host connect.

         L     R15,=A(DISLINE)       Display socket connect function.

         BALR  R14,R15

******************************************************************

* Connect to DESTPORT                                            *

******************************************************************

         #SOCKET CONNECT,                                              X

               SOCK=S_NEWSOC,                                          X
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               SOCKADDR=(R5),                                          X

               SOCKADDL=SIN#LEN,                                       X

               RETCODE=RETCODE,ERRNO=ERRNO,RSNCODE=RSNCODE

         LA    R1,MSG04

         L     R15,=A(DISRC)

         BALR  R14,R15             Display the 3 return codes.

         CLC   RETCODE,=F'0'       Connect successful?

         BNE   TCPCLOSE             N. Close socket and exit.

******************************************************************

* Write and read two messages to/from DESTPORT                   *

******************************************************************

WRLOOP   DS    0H

         L     R5,LOOP_CNT              Add 1

         LA    R5,1(R5)                    to current

         ST    R5,LOOP_CNT                     message count

         ST    R5,WORK1                             and

         UNPK  WORK2(9),WORK1(5)                      make

         NC    WORK2(8),WKCLEAR                        it

         TR    WORK2(8),TRTAB                     displayable.

         MVC   BUFTXT_S(1),WORK2+7

         LA    R7,BUFFER_A              R7 -> buffer array.

*                                       Build client message.

******************************************************************

* Send a message to the listener                                 *

******************************************************************

         MVC   BUFTXT_M(33),=C'ASMCLI TCP/IP test message number'

         MVC   BUFTXT_B(1),=C' '        Blank character.

         MVC   BUFLEN(4),=F'43'         Length of message text.

         MVC   WK_LEN(4),=F'47'         Total length of message.

         BAL   R4,TCPWRITE              Send message to listener.

*

******************************************************************

* Read the first 4 bytes of reply: contains the remaining length *

******************************************************************

         LA    R5,4

         ST    R5,WK_LEN

         XR    R5,R5

         ST    R5,BUFLEN

         LA    R7,BUFFER_A              R7 -> buffer array.

         BAL   R4,TCPREAD               Perform socket read function.

*

         CLC   BUFLEN(4),=F'80'          Incoming buffer less than 80?

         BL    READLIS                    Y. Read listener reply.

         LA    R1,MSG11                   N. Reply too long,issue

         L     R15,=A(DISLINE)               error message

         BALR  R14,R15                     and

         B     TCPCLOSE                  close socket.

READLIS  DS    0H

         MVC   WK_LEN,BUFLEN              Reply msg length=read length.

         LA    R7,BUFFER_A+4              R7 -> reply from listener.

         BAL   R4,TCPREAD                 Read listener reply.

*

         CLC   MAX_LOOP,LOOP_CNT          All messages sent?
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         BH    WRLOOP                      N. loop until done.

         B     TCPCLOSE                    Y. Close socket and exit.

******************************************************************

* Routine to read a message from DESTPORT                        *

******************************************************************

TCPREAD  DS    0H

         LA    R1,MSG05                   Display socket read function.

         L     R15,=A(DISLINE)

         BALR  R14,R15

        #SOCKET  READ,SOCK=S_NEWSOC,BUFFER=(R7),                       X

               RETLEN=RETLEN,BUFFERL=WK_LEN,                           X

               RETCODE=RETCODE,ERRNO=ERRNO,RSNCODE=RSNCODE

*

         LA    R1,MSG06      Display results of read.

         L     R15,=A(DISRC)

         BALR  R14,R15       Display the 3 return codes.codes

         CLC   RETCODE,=F'0' Successful read?

         BNE   TCPCLOSE        N.  Error close socket.

         A     R7,RETLEN     Adjust buffer array pointer

         L     R5,WK_LEN        and

         S     R5,RETLEN         read length

         ST    R5,WK_LEN        with reply length.

         CLI   WK_LEN,0        Read done?

         BNE   TCPREAD          N. Read some remainder.

         BR    R4               Y. Return.

******************************************************************

* Routine to send a message to DESTPORT                          *

******************************************************************

TCPWRITE DS    0H               Display socket write function.

         LA    R1,MSG07

         L     R15,=A(DISLINE)

         BALR  R14,R15

        #SOCKET WRITE,SOCK=S_NEWSOC,BUFFER=(R7),                       X

               RETLEN=RETLEN,BUFFERL=WK_LEN,                           X

               RETCODE=RETCODE,ERRNO=ERRNO,RSNCODE=RSNCODE

*

         LA    R1,MSG08                Display results of socket write.

         L     R15,=A(DISRC)

         BALR  R14,R15                 Display the 3 return codes.

*

         CLC   RETCODE,=F'0'           Write successful?

         BNE   TCPCLOSE                  N. Close socket and exit.

         MVC   OUTAREA,WK_LEN+3        Message text length.

         MVC   OUTAREAT,BUFTXT80       Message text.

         LA    R1,OUTAREA              Display buffer contents

         L     R15,=A(DISLINE)

         BALR  R14,R15

*

         A     R7,RETLEN                Adjust buffer array

         L     R5,WK_LEN                  and

         S     R5,RETLEN                   write length

         ST    R5,WK_LEN                    with message length.

         CLI   WK_LEN,0                 Anything left to write?
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         BNE   TCPWRITE                   Y. Loop back.

         BR    R4                         N. Return.

******************************************************************

* Close the socket and exit                                      *

******************************************************************

TCPCLOSE DS    0H

         LA    R1,MSG09            Display closing socket.

         L     R15,=A(DISLINE)

         BALR  R14,R15             Display the 3 return codes.

         #SOCKET CLOSE,SOCK=S_NEWSOC,                                  X

               RETCODE=RETCODE,ERRNO=ERRNO,RSNCODE=RSNCODE

*

         LA    R1,MSG10            Display socket close function.

         L     R15,=A(DISRC)

         BALR  R14,R15             Display the 3 return codes.

*

         MVC   OUTAREAT(41),MSG99+1  Display ASMCLI temrimation msg.

         L     R5,ERRCOUNT           Get number of socket errors

         ST    R5,WORK1                 and

         UNPK  WORK2(9),WORK1(5)           make

         NC    WORK2(8),WKCLEAR               it

         TR    WORK2(8),TRTAB                  displayable

         MVC   ERRINDEC(4),WORK2+4                on the

         MVC   OUTAREAT+41(4),ERRINDEC             terminal.

         IC    R3,MSG99

         LA    R3,4(R3)

         STC   R3,OUTAREA

         LR    R1,R3

         LA    R3,OUTAREAT

         #LINEOUT OUTLEN=(R1),OUTAREA=(R3),OPTNS=(NOWAIT,TRLATIN)

*

         LA    R3,OUTAREA

         #WTL  MSGID=M#999043,MSGDICT=NO,OVRIDES=OVRLOG,               X

               PARMS=((R3)),RGSV=(R2-R8)

*

         #RETURN

         #BALI

*

         DROP  R12

         LTORG

         TITLE 'ASMCLI   - DISRC : DISPLAY THE RETURN CODES'

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*-  Routine to display the 3 return values from any TCP/IP calls.    -*

*-  Input : RETCODE, ERRNO and RSNCODE from the WORKAREA             -*

*-          R1 -> String to start with (e.g. MSGTXT format)          -*

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

DISRC    DS    0H

         #SAVEREG                  Save the caller's registers

*

         LR    R12,R15

         USING DISRC,R12

*

         MVI   OUTAREA,L'OUTAREAT
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         MVI   OUTAREAT,C' '

         MVC   OUTAREAT+1(L'OUTAREAT-1),OUTAREAT

*

         XR    R2,R2

         IC    R2,0(,R1)               Get message length

         BCTR  R2,0                    -1 for EX

         EX    R2,DISRCEX              Copy text

         LA    R2,1+1+OUTAREAT(R2)     Point to next free space

*

         CLC   RETCODE,=F'0'

         BE    DISRC00

         L     R3,ERRCOUNT

         LA    R3,1(R3)

         ST    R3,ERRCOUNT

DISRC00  DS    0H

         MVC   WORK1(4),RETCODE

         UNPK  WORK2(9),WORK1(5)

         NC    WORK2(8),WKCLEAR

         TR    WORK2(8),TRTAB

         MVC   0(8,R2),=CL8'RETCODE='

         MVC   8(8,R2),WORK2

*

         L     R15,ERRNO

         CVD   R15,WORK1

         OI    WORK1+7,X'0F'

         UNPK  WORK2(10),WORK1+2(6)

         LA    R14,WORK2

         LA    R15,9

DISRC01  DS    0H

         CLI   0(R14),C'0'

         BNE   DISRC02

         MVI   0(R14),C' '

         LA    R14,1(,R14)

         BCT   R15,DISRC01

DISRC02  DS    0H

         MVC   17(8,R2),=CL6'ERRNO='

         MVC   23(8,R2),WORK2+2

*

         MVC   WORK1(4),RSNCODE

         UNPK  WORK2(9),WORK1(5)

         NC    WORK2(8),WKCLEAR

         TR    WORK2(8),TRTAB

         MVC   32(8,R2),=CL8'RSNCODE='

         MVC   40(8,R2),WORK2

*

         LA    R1,OUTAREA

         L     R15,=A(DISLINE)

         BALR  R14,R15

*

         #RESTREG                  Restore the caller's registers

         BR     R14

*

         DROP  R12
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*

DISRCEX  MVC   OUTAREAT(0),1(R1)       COPY TEXT

         LTORG

         TITLE 'ASMCLI - DISLINE : Write message line to log'

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*-  Subroutine to write a message line to the log.                   -*

*-  Input : R1 = A(output message) (first byte = message length)     -*

*---------------------------------------------------------------------

DISLINE  DS    0H

         #SAVEREG                  Save the caller's registers

*

         LR    R12,R15

         USING DISLINE,R12

         LR    R3,R1                   Get parm in R3

*

         #WTL  MSGID=M#999043,MSGDICT=NO,OVRIDES=OVRLOG,               X

               PARMS=((R3)),RGSV=(R2-R8)

*

         #RESTREG                  Restore the caller's registers

*

         BR    R14

*

         DROP  R12

*

M#999043 DC  PL4'9990430'

*

MSG01    MSGTXT 'Creating Socket.'

MSG02    MSGTXT 'SOCKET call:'

MSG03    MSGTXT 'Connecting: '

MSG04    MSGTXT 'CONNECT call:'

MSG05    MSGTXT 'Starting read.'

MSG06    MSGTXT 'READ call:'

MSG07    MSGTXT 'Starting write.'

MSG08    MSGTXT 'WRITE call:'

MSG09    MSGTXT 'Closing Socket.'

MSG10    MSGTXT 'CLOSE call:'

MSG11    MSGTXT 'Data length too long.'

MSG12    MSGTXT 'Calling INET_PTON.'

MSG13    MSGTXT 'INET_PTON call:'

MSG14    MSGTXT 'Calling GETHOSTBYADDR.'

MSG15    MSGTXT 'GETHOSTBYADDR call:'

MSG99    MSGTXT 'Program ASMCLI terminated. Error count = '

*

         LTORG

*

*

         TITLE 'ASMCLI - WORK AREA'

WORKAREA DSECT

*----------------------------------*

*-  DYNAMIC DATA                  -*

*----------------------------------*

SYSPLIST DS    16F

REGSTACK DS    32F
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*

         DS    0D

WORK1    DC    XL10'00'

         DS    0D

WORK2    DC    XL10'00'            AT LEAST 10 BYTES DOUBLEWORD ALIGNED

*

*

HOSTIPA  DS    F            Binary IPA address of host

HOSTENTP DS    F            Pointer to HOSTENT structure

LOOP_CNT DS    F            Message counter

WK_LEN   DS    F            Length for read or write

ERRCOUNT DS    F            Number of socket errors

ERRINDEC DS    CL4          Number of socket errors decimal

*

*

SOCKADDC DS    (SIN#LEN)X          SOCKADDR for the client

SOCKDESN DS    F

S_NEWSOC DS    F

RETLEN   DS    F

RETCODE  DS    F

ERRNO    DS    F

RSNCODE  DS    F

*

*

OUTAREA  DS    X

OUTAREAT DC    CL80' '             OUTPUT AREA

         DS    0F

BUFFER   DS    CL84

         ORG   BUFFER

BUFLEN   DS    F

BUFTXT80 DS    CL80

         ORG   BUFTXT80

BUFTXT_M DS    CL33                 Message text

BUFTXT_B DS    CL1                  Blank character

BUFTXT_S DS    CL5                  Message sequence number

BUFTXT_F DS    CL41                 Filler

         ORG   BUFFER

BUFFER_A DS    CL84

*

*

*

*----------------------------------*

*-  STATIC DATA                   -*

*----------------------------------*

*

OVRLOG   DS    X'8000000000'       #WTL TO LOG ONLY

OVRLOGCO DS    X'C000000000'       #WTL TO LOG + CONSOLE

*

*

WKCLEAR  DS    XL8'0F0F0F0F0F0F0F0F'

TRTAB    DS    CL16'0123456789ABCDEF'

TRTABX   DS    XL6'FAFBFCFDFEFF'

*
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WORKAREL EQU   *-WORKAREA

*

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*-  TCP/IP TABLES                                                    -*

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*

         #SOCKET TCPIPDEF

         #SOCKET ERRNOS

*

         END   ASMCLIEP

Assembler TCP/IP Generic Listener Server Program

TITLE 'Sample ASSEMBLER listener TCP/IP'

* ASMLIS   RENT EP=ASMLISEP

******************************************************************

* The following program is an example of a TCP/IP generic        *

* listener server program written in Assembler.                  *

* The processing is the following:                               *

*  - read a message from the client (first 4 bytes = data length)*

*  - send the message back to the client program                 *

*  - if the message text is equal to "STOP" or if the connection *

*    is closed, then it closes its socket and return to the      *

*    generic listener service.                                   *

*  - if the message text is not equal to "STOP", then it returns *

*    to the generic listener service without closing its socket. *

******************************************************************

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

         MACRO

&LABEL.   #SAVEREG

&LABEL.   ST    R12,0(,R13)         Save R12

         ST    R14,4(,R13)         Save R14

         STM   R2,R8,8(R13)        Save R2-R8

         LA    R13,9*4(,R13)

         MEND

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

         MACRO

&LABEL.   #RESTREG

&LABEL.   LA    R12,9*4             Get register stack entry length

         SR    R13,R12             Get A(previous register stack entry)

         L     R12,0(,R13)         Restore R12

         L     R14,4(,R13)         Restore R14

         LM    R2,R8,8(R13)        Restore R2-R8

         MEND

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

         MACRO

&LABEL.   MSGTXT &TXT.

         LCLC  &TMP.

&TMP.     SETC  '&SYSNDX'.

&LABEL.   DC    AL1(L2&TMP).

L1&TMP.   DC    C&TXT.

L2&TMP.   EQU   *-L1&TMP.
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         MEND

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

ASMLIS CSECT

         @MODE MODE=IDMSDC

         #MOPT CSECT=ASMLIS,ENV=USER,RMODE=ANY,AMODE=ANY

         ENTRY ASMLISEP

ASMLISEP DS    0H

         BALR  R12,0

         BCTR  R12,0

         BCTR  R12,0

         USING ASMLISEP,R12

GETWORK  #GETSTG TYPE=(USER,SHORT),ADDR=(R1),PLIST=*,INIT=X'0',        X

               LEN=WORKAREL

         LR    R11,R1

         USING WORKAREA,R11

         LA    R13,REGSTACK

         MVI   OUTAREA,L'OUTAREAT

         MVC   OVRLOG,=X'8000000000'

         MVC   OVRLOGCO,=X'C000000000'

         MVC   WKCLEAR,=XL8'0F0F0F0F0F0F0F0F'

         MVC   TRTAB,=CL16'0123456789ABCDEF'

         MVC   TRTABX,=XL6'FAFBFCFDFEFF'

*

TCPSTART DS    0H

******************************************************************

* Read the first 4 bytes: will contain the remaining length      *

******************************************************************

*

         LA    R5,4

         ST    R5,WK_LEN                Set read length to 4.

         XR    R5,R5

         ST    R5,BUFLEN                Set buffer length to 0.

         LA    R7,BUFFER_A              R7 -> Buffer array.

         BAL   R4,TCPREAD               Perform the read.

*

         CLC   BUFLEN(4),=F'80'          Incoming buffer less than 80?

         BL    READCLI                    Y. Read client message.

         LA    R1,MSG04                   N. Message too long,issue

         L     R15,=A(DISLINE)               error message

         BALR  R14,R15                             and

         B     TCPCLOSE                        close socket.

READCLI  DS    0H

         MVC   WK_LEN,BUFLEN             client msg length=read length.

         LA    R7,BUFFER_A+4             R7 -> client message to read.

         BAL   R4,TCPREAD                Read client message.

*

         XC    OUTAREAT(L'OUTAREAT),OUTAREAT  Clear out message area

         MVC   OUTAREAT(15),=C'Buffer Length: '   Build

         L     R1,BUFLEN                            buffer length

         CVD   R1,WORK1                               display

         OI    WORK1+7,X'0F'

         UNPK  WORK2(9),WORK1+3(5)

         MVC   WORK2(8),WORK2+1    Shift value 1 byte to the left.
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         MVI   WORK2+8,C' '

         MVI   WORK2+9,C' '        Clear last 2 bytes from WORK2 field.

         MVC   OUTAREAT+15(2),WORK2+6

         LA    R1,OUTAREA            Display read buffer length.

         L     R15,=A(DISLINE)

         BALR  R14,R15

         XC    OUTAREAT(L'OUTAREAT),OUTAREAT        Build

         MVC   OUTAREAT(8),=C'Buffer: '                buffer

         MVC   OUTAREAT+8,BUFTXT80                       display.

         LA    R1,OUTAREA            Display read buffer text.

         L     R15,=A(DISLINE)

         BALR  R14,R15

******************************************************************

* Send the message back to the client                            *

******************************************************************

         MVC   WK_LEN,BUFLEN

         L     R5,WK_LEN

         LA    R5,4(R5)               Include 1st 4 bytes

         ST    R5,WK_LEN                 in message length.

         LA    R7,BUFFER_A             R7 -> Buffer array.

         BAL   R4,TCPWRITE             Perform the write.

         CLC   BUFLEN,=F'4'            Incoming buffer length = 4?

         BNE   LISEXIT                   N. Return.

         CLC   BUFTXT04,=C'STOP'         Y. Stop listener?

         BNE   LISEXIT                      N. Return.

         B     TCPCLOSE                     Y. Close socket.

******************************************************************

* Routine to read a message from the client                      *

******************************************************************

TCPREAD  DS    0H

         LA    R1,MSG01                  Display socket read function.

         L     R15,=A(DISLINE)

         BALR  R14,R15

        #SOCKET  READ,SOCK=S_NEWSOC,BUFFER=(R7),                       X

               RETLEN=RETLEN,BUFFERL=WK_LEN,                           X

               RETCODE=RETCODE,ERRNO=ERRNO,RSNCODE=RSNCODE

*

         LA    R1,MSG06                  Display results of read.

         L     R15,=A(DISRC)

         BALR  R14,R15                   Display the 3 return codes.

         CLC   RETCODE,=F'0'             Successful read?

         BNE   TCPCLOSE                    N.  Error close socket.

         CLC   RETLEN,=F'0'              Anything left to read?

         BE    TCPCLOSE                   N.Close socket.

         A     R7,RETLEN                 Adjust buffer array pointer

         L     R5,WK_LEN                  and

         S     R5,RETLEN                     read length

         ST    R5,WK_LEN                        with message length.

         CLI   WK_LEN,0

         BNE   TCPREAD

         BR    R4

******************************************************************

* Routine to send a message to the client                        *
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******************************************************************

TCPWRITE DS    0H

         LA    R1,MSG02                Display socket write function.

         L     R15,=A(DISLINE)

         BALR  R14,R15

        #SOCKET WRITE,SOCK=S_NEWSOC,BUFFER=(R7),                       X

               RETLEN=RETLEN,BUFFERL=WK_LEN,                           X

               RETCODE=RETCODE,ERRNO=ERRNO,RSNCODE=RSNCODE

*

         LA    R1,MSG05                Display results of socket write.

         L     R15,=A(DISRC)

         BALR  R14,R15                 Display the 3 return codes.

*

         CLC   RETCODE,=F'0'           Write successful?

         BNE   TCPCLOSE                 N. Close socket.

         A     R7,RETLEN               Adjust buffer array

         L     R5,WK_LEN                and

         S     R5,RETLEN                 write length

         ST    R5,WK_LEN                  with message length.

         CLI   WK_LEN,0                Anything left to write?

         BNE   TCPWRITE                 Y. Loop back.

         BR    R4                       N. Return.

******************************************************************

* Close the socket and exit                                      *

******************************************************************

TCPCLOSE DS    0H

         #SOCKET CLOSE,SOCK=S_NEWSOC,                                  X

               RETCODE=RETCODE,ERRNO=ERRNO,RSNCODE=RSNCODE

*

         LA    R1,MSG07                Display socket close function.

         L     R15,=A(DISRC)

         BALR  R14,R15                 Display the 3 return codes.

*

LISEXIT  DS    0H

*

         #RETURN                            Return to caller

         #BALI

*

         DROP  R12

         LTORG

         TITLE 'ASMLIS01 - DISRC : DISPLAY THE RETURN CODES'

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*-  Rotuine to display the 3 return values from any TCP/IP calls.    -*

*-  Input : RETCODE, ERRNO and RSNCODE from the workarea             -*

*-          R1 -> String to start with (e.g.MSGTXT FORMAT)           -*

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

DISRC    DS    0H

*

         #SAVEREG

*

         LR    R12,R15

         USING DISRC,R12

*
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         MVI   OUTAREAT,C' '

         MVC   OUTAREAT+1(L'OUTAREAT-1),OUTAREAT

*

         XR    R2,R2

         IC    R2,0(,R1)               Get message length.

         BCTR  R2,0                    -1 FOR EX.

         EX    R2,DISRCEX              Copy text.

         LA    R2,1+1+OUTAREAT(R2)     Point to next free space.

*

         MVC   WORK1(4),RETCODE

         UNPK  WORK2(9),WORK1(5)

         NC    WORK2(8),WKCLEAR

         TR    WORK2(8),TRTAB

         MVC   0(8,R2),=CL8'RETCODE='

         MVC   8(8,R2),WORK2

*

         L     R15,ERRNO

         CVD   R15,WORK1

         OI    WORK1+7,X'0F'

         UNPK  WORK2(10),WORK1+2(6)

         LA    R14,WORK2

         LA    R15,9

DISRC01  DS    0H

         CLI   0(R14),C'0'

         BNE   DISRC02

         MVI   0(R14),C' '

         LA    R14,1(,R14)

         BCT   R15,DISRC01

DISRC02  DS    0H

         MVC   17(8,R2),=CL6'ERRNO='

         MVC   23(8,R2),WORK2+2

*

         MVC   WORK1(4),RSNCODE

         UNPK  WORK2(9),WORK1(5)

         NC    WORK2(8),WKCLEAR

         TR    WORK2(8),TRTAB

         MVC   32(8,R2),=CL8'RSNCODE='

         MVC   40(8,R2),WORK2

*

         LA    R1,OUTAREA

         L     R15,=A(DISLINE)

         BALR  R14,R15

*

         #RESTREG

*

         BR    R14

*

         DROP  R12

*

DISRCEX  MVC   OUTAREAT(0),1(R1)       Copy text

         LTORG

         TITLE 'ASMLIS - DISLINE : WRITE MESSAGE LINE TO LOG'

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*
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*-  Subroutine to write a message line to the log.                   -*

*-  Input : R1 = A(output message) (first byte = message length)     -*

*-----------------------------------------------------------------

DISLINE  DS    0H

         #SAVEREG

*

         LR    R12,R15

         USING DISLINE,R12

         LR    R3,R1                   Get parm in R3.

*

         #WTL  MSGID=M#999043,MSGDICT=NO,OVRIDES=OVRLOG,               X

               PARMS=((R3)),RGSV=(R2-R8)

*

         #RESTREG

*

         BR    R14

*

         DROP  R12

M#999043 DC  PL4'9990430'

         LTORG

*

*

MSG01 MSGTXT 'Starting read.'

MSG02 MSGTXT 'Starting write.'

MSG03 MSGTXT 'Closing Socket.'

MSG04 MSGTXT 'Data length too long.'

MSG05 MSGTXT 'WRITE call:'

MSG06 MSGTXT 'READ call:'

MSG07 MSGTXT 'CLOSE call:'

         DS    0F

         TITLE 'ASMLIS - WORK AREA'

WORKAREA DSECT

*----------------------------------*

*-  DYNAMIC DATA                  -*

*----------------------------------*

SYSPLIST DS    16F

REGSTACK DS    32F

*

         DS    0D

WORK1    DC    XL10'00'

         DS    0D

WORK2    DC    XL10'00'            AT LEAST 10 BYTES DOUBLEWORD ALIGNED

*

*

WK_LEN   DS    F

*

*

SOCKADDC DS    (SIN#LEN)X          SOCKADDR for the LISTENER

S_NEWSOC DS    F

RETLEN   DS    F

RETCODE  DS    F

ERRNO    DS    F

RSNCODE  DS    F
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*

*

         DS    0F

BUFFER   DS    CL84

         ORG   BUFFER

BUFLEN   DS    F

BUFTXT80 DS    CL80

         ORG   BUFTXT80

BUFTXT04 DS    CL4

BUFTXT76 DS    CL76

         ORG   BUFFER

BUFFER_A DS    CL84

*

*

OUTAREA  DS    X

OUTAREAT DC    CL80' '             OUTPUT AREA

         DS    0D

*

*

*----------------------------------*

*-  STATIC DATA                   -*

*----------------------------------*

*

OVRLOG   DS    X'8000000000'       #WTL TO LOG ONLY

OVRLOGCO DS    X'C000000000'       #WTL TO LOG + CONSOLE

*

WKCLEAR  DS    XL8'0F0F0F0F0F0F0F0F'

TRTAB    DS    CL16'0123456789ABCDEF'

TRTABX   DS    XL6'FAFBFCFDFEFF'

*

WORKAREL EQU   *-WORKAREA

*

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*-  TCP/IP TABLES                                                    -*

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*

         #SOCKET TCPIPDEF

         #SOCKET ERRNOS

*

         END   ASMLISEP

ADS Examples
Contents

This section contains sample TCP/IP client and generic listener server programs written in ADS.

ADS TCP/IP Client Program

******************************************************************

* The following program is an example of a TCP/IP client         *

* program written in ADS.                                        *

* The processing is the following:                               *
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*  - Create a socket for the client program.                     *

*  - Convert the known dotted string format IPA to binary.       *

*  -   (Host IPA is defined in IPADOT, see below.)               *

*  - Find host information for connection.                       *

*  -   (Host port is defined in DESTPORT, see below.)            *

*  - Establish a connection to the host listener.                *

*  - Send message 1 to the listener (first 4 bytes = data length)*

*  - Read message 1 from  listener (first 4 bytes = data length) *

*  - Send message 2 to the listener (first 4 bytes = data length)*

*  - Read message 2 from  listener (first 4 bytes = data length) *

*  - Close socket and exit.                                      *

******************************************************************

***               A D S C L I                                  ***

*** IDD input                                                  ***

******************************************************************

       SET OPTIONS DEFAULT IS ON INPUT 1 THRU 80.

ADD RECORD ADSCLI-WORK-RECORD.

    02 WK-RETCD                 PIC S9(8) COMP.

    02 WK-ERRNO                 PIC S9(8) COMP.

    02 WK-RSNCD                 PIC S9(8) COMP.

    02 SOCKDESC                 PIC S9(8) COMP.

    02 LOOP-COUNT               PIC S9(8) COMP.

    02 RETLEN                   PIC S9(8) COMP.

    02 WK-LENGTH                PIC S9(8) COMP.

    02 WK-SUBSCRIPT             PIC S9(8) COMP.

    02 HOSTIPA                  PIC  9(8) COMP.

    02 HOSTENTP                 PIC  9(8) COMP.

    02 MAX-LOOP                 PIC  9(4) COMP VALUE 2.

    02 DEST-PORT                PIC  9(8) COMP VALUE 12345.

    02 IPA-HOST                 PIC X(12) VALUE '255.255.25.2'.

    02 FILLER                   PIC X(4) VALUE SPACES.

    02 IPA-HOSTL                PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE 16.

ADD RECORD ADSCLI-BUFFER-RECORD.

    02 BUFFER                   PIC X(84).

    02 BUFFER-REDEF1      REDEFINES BUFFER.

       03 BUFLEN                PIC 9(8) COMP.

       03 BUFTXT80              PIC X(80).

       03 BUFTXT80-REDEF  REDEFINES BUFTXT80.

          04 BUFTXT-MSG         PIC X(29).

          04 BUFTXT-SEQ         PIC X(5).

          04 BUFTXT-BLANK       PIC X(1).

          04 BUFTXT-FILLER      PIC X(45).

    02 BUFFER-REDEF2      REDEFINES BUFFER.

       03 BUFFER-ARRAY          PIC X(1) OCCURS 84.

ADD PROCESS ADSCLI-PM MODULE SOURCE FOLLOWS

    WRITE TO LOG MESSAGE TEXT = 'ADSCLI: Starting dialog.'.

    !*******************************************************************

    ! Create a socket                                                  *

    !*******************************************************************

    IF (SOCKET(SOCKET-FUNCTION-SOCKET,
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               SOCKET-RETCD,

               SOCKET-ERRNO,

               SOCKET-RSNCD,

               SOCKET-FAMILY-AFINET,

               SOCKET-TYPE-STREAM,

               SOCKET-PROTOCOL-TCP,

               SOCKDESC) EQ 0)

    THEN DO.

       WRITE TO LOG MESSAGE TEXT = 'ADSCLI: SOCKET successful.'.

       END.

    ELSE DO.

       WRITE TO LOG MESSAGE TEXT = 'ADSCLI: SOCKET error'.

       CALL TCPERROR.

       LEAVE ADS.

       END.

    !*******************************************************************

    ! Convert the IP address from dotted string format to binary.      *

    !*******************************************************************

    IF (SOCKET(SOCKET-FUNCTION-INETPTON,

               SOCKET-RETCD,

               SOCKET-ERRNO,

               SOCKET-RSNCD,

               SOCKET-FAMILY-AFINET,

               IPA-HOST,

               IPA-HOSTL,

               HOSTIPA) EQ 0)

    THEN DO.

       WRITE TO LOG MESSAGE TEXT = 'ADSCLI: INETPTON successful.'.

       END.

    ELSE DO.

       WRITE TO LOG MESSAGE TEXT = 'ADSCLI: INETPTON error.'.

       CALL TCPERROR.

       CALL TCPCLOSE.

       LEAVE ADS.

       END.

    !*******************************************************************

    ! Take the IP address and domain and resolve it through a name     *

    ! server. If successful, return the information in a HOSTENT       *

    ! structure.                                                       *

    !*******************************************************************

    IF (SOCKET(SOCKET-FUNCTION-GETHOSTBYADDR,

               SOCKET-RETCD,

               SOCKET-ERRNO,

               SOCKET-RSNCD,

               HOSTIPA,

               SOCKET-IPADDR4L,

               SOCKET-FAMILY-AFINET,

               HOSTENTP) EQ 0)

    THEN DO.

       WRITE TO LOG MESSAGE TEXT = 'ADSCLI:GETHOSTBYADDR successful.'.

       END.

    ELSE DO.
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       WRITE TO LOG MESSAGE TEXT = 'ADSCLI: GETHOSTBYADDR error'.

       CALL TCPERROR.

       CALL TCPCLOSE.

       LEAVE ADS.

       END.

    MOVE SOCKET-FAMILY-AFINET TO SIN-FAMILY.

    MOVE DEST-PORT            TO SIN-PORT-NUMBER.

    MOVE HOSTIPA              TO SIN-ADDRESS.

    MOVE LOW-VALUES           TO SIN-ZEROS.

    IF (SOCKET(SOCKET-FUNCTION-CONNECT,

               SOCKET-RETCD,

               SOCKET-ERRNO,

               SOCKET-RSNCD,

               SOCKDESC,

               SOCKADDR-IN,

               SOCKADDR-IN-LENGTH) EQ 0)

    THEN DO.

       WRITE TO LOG MESSAGE TEXT = 'ADSCLI: CONNECT successful.'.

       END.

    ELSE DO.

       WRITE TO LOG MESSAGE TEXT = 'ADSCLI: CONNECT error.'.

       CALL TCPERROR.

       CALL TCPCLOSE.

       LEAVE ADS.

       END.

    !*******************************************************************

    ! Loop of write and read of messages with the server               *

    !*******************************************************************

    MOVE 1 TO LOOP-COUNT.

    WHILE LOOP-COUNT LE MAX-LOOP

    REPEAT.

       MOVE 'ADSCLI test message number ' TO BUFTXT-MSG.

       MOVE LOOP-COUNT             TO BUFTXT-SEQ.

       MOVE ' '                    TO BUFTXT-BLANK.

       MOVE 37 TO BUFLEN.

       MOVE 41 TO WK-LENGTH.

       MOVE 1  TO WK-SUBSCRIPT.

       CALL TCPWRITE.

     ! Read the first 4 bytes: will contain the remaining length

       MOVE 4  TO WK-LENGTH.

       MOVE 0  TO BUFLEN.

       MOVE 1  TO WK-SUBSCRIPT.

       CALL TCPREAD.

     ! Read the remaining data (maximum 80 characters are allowed)

       IF (BUFLEN GT 80)

       THEN DO.

          WRITE TO LOG MESSAGE TEXT = 'ADSCLI: Data length too long.'.

          CALL TCPCLOSE.
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          LEAVE ADS.

          END.

       MOVE BUFLEN TO WK-LENGTH.

       MOVE 5      TO WK-SUBSCRIPT.

       CALL TCPREAD.

       SNAP RECORD (ADSCLI-BUFFER-RECORD).

       ADD 1 TO LOOP-COUNT.

       END. ! WHILE LOOP-COUNT

    !*******************************************************************

    ! Loop completed. Close the socket and exit the program.           *

    !*******************************************************************

    WRITE TO LOG MESSAGE TEXT = 'ADSCLI: READ/WRITE loop completed.'.

    CALL TCPCLOSE.

    WRITE TO LOG MESSAGE TEXT = 'ADSCLI: Dialog ended successfully.'.

    LEAVE ADS.

    !*******************************************************************

    ! Subroutine to read a message from the client                     *

    !*******************************************************************

    DEFINE SUBROUTINE TCPREAD.

       WHILE WK-LENGTH GT 0 REPEAT.

          IF (SOCKET(SOCKET-FUNCTION-READ,

                     SOCKET-RETCD,

                     SOCKET-ERRNO,

                     SOCKET-RSNCD,

                     SOCKDESC,

                     BUFFER-ARRAY(WK-SUBSCRIPT),

                     WK-LENGTH,

                     RETLEN) EQ 0)

          THEN DO.

             WRITE TO LOG MESSAGE TEXT = 'ADSCLI: READ successful.'.

             END.

          ELSE DO.

             WRITE TO LOG MESSAGE TEXT = 'ADSCLI: READ error.'.

             CALL TCPERROR.

             CALL TCPCLOSE.

             LEAVE ADS.

             END.

          IF (RETLEN = 0)

          THEN DO.

             WRITE TO LOG MESSAGE TEXT = 'ADSCLI: READ 0 bytes'.

             CALL TCPCLOSE.

             LEAVE ADS.

             END.

          ADD RETLEN TO WK-SUBSCRIPT.

          SUBTRACT RETLEN FROM WK-LENGTH.

          END. ! READ LOOP
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       GOBACK.

    !*******************************************************************

    ! Subroutine to send a message to the client                       *

    !*******************************************************************

    DEFINE SUBROUTINE TCPWRITE.

       WHILE WK-LENGTH GT 0 REPEAT.

          IF (SOCKET(SOCKET-FUNCTION-WRITE,

                     SOCKET-RETCD,

                     SOCKET-ERRNO,

                     SOCKET-RSNCD,

                     SOCKDESC,

                     BUFFER-ARRAY(WK-SUBSCRIPT),

                     WK-LENGTH,

                     RETLEN) EQ 0)

          THEN DO.

             WRITE TO LOG MESSAGE TEXT = 'ADSCLI: WRITE successful.'.

             END.

          ELSE DO.

             WRITE TO LOG MESSAGE TEXT = 'ADSCLI: WRITE error.'.

             CALL TCPERROR.

             CALL TCPCLOSE.

             LEAVE ADS.

             END.

          IF (RETLEN = 0)

          THEN DO.

             WRITE TO LOG MESSAGE TEXT = 'ADSCLI: WRITE 0 bytes.'.

             CALL TCPCLOSE.

             LEAVE ADS.

             END.

          ADD RETLEN TO WK-SUBSCRIPT.          SUBTRACT RETLEN FROM WK-LENGTH.

          END. ! WRITE LOOP

       GOBACK.

    !*******************************************************************

    ! Subroutine to close the socket                                   *

    !*******************************************************************

    DEFINE SUBROUTINE TCPCLOSE.

       IF (SOCKET(SOCKET-FUNCTION-CLOSE,

                  SOCKET-RETCD,

                  SOCKET-ERRNO,

                  SOCKET-RSNCD,

                  SOCKDESC) EQ 0)

       THEN DO.

          WRITE TO LOG MESSAGE TEXT = 'ADSCLI: CLOSE successful.'.

          END.

       ELSE DO.

          WRITE TO LOG MESSAGE TEXT = 'ADSCLI: CLOSE error.'.

          CALL TCPERROR.

          LEAVE ADS.

          END.

       GOBACK.
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    !*******************************************************************

    ! Subroutine to process the socket calls errors                    *

    !*******************************************************************

    DEFINE SUBROUTINE TCPERROR.

       MOVE SOCKET-RETCD TO WK-RETCD.

       MOVE SOCKET-ERRNO TO WK-ERRNO.

       MOVE SOCKET-RSNCD TO WK-RSNCD.

       SNAP RECORD (ADSCLI-WORK-RECORD).

       GOBACK.

MSEND.

ADS TCP/IP Generic Listener Server Program

******************************************************************

** The following program is an example of a TCP/IP generic       *

** listener server program written in ADS.                       *

** The processing is the following:                              *

** - read a message from the client (first 4 bytes = data length)*

** - send the message back to the client program                 *

** - if the message text is equal to "STOP" or if the connection *

**   is closed, then it closes its socket and return to the      *

**   generic listener service.                                   *

** - if the message text is not equal to "STOP", then it returns *

**   to the generic listener service without closing its socket. *

******************************************************************

***               A D S L I S                                  ***

*** IDD input                                                  ***

*** Use also the following work records defined for ADSCLI:    ***

***     ADSCLI-WORK-RECORD                                     ***

***     ADSCLI-BUFFER-RECORD                                   ***

******************************************************************

       SET OPTIONS DEFAULT IS ON INPUT 1 THRU 80.

ADD PROCESS ADSLIS-PM MODULE SOURCE FOLLOWS

   WRITE TO LOG MESSAGE TEXT = 'ADSLIS: STARTING DIALOG'.

   SNAP RECORD (SOCKET-LISTENER-PARMS).

   ! Read the first 4 bytes: will contain the remaining length

   MOVE 4  TO WK-LENGTH.

   MOVE 0  TO BUFLEN.

   MOVE 1  TO WK-SUBSCRIPT.

   CALL TCPREAD.

   MOVE BUFLEN TO WK-LENGTH.         ! Read data

   MOVE 5      TO WK-SUBSCRIPT.

   CALL TCPREAD.

   IF ((BUFLEN = 4) AND (BUFTXT80 = 'STOP'))

   THEN DO.

     WRITE TO LOG MESSAGE TEXT = 'ADSLIS: STOP MESSAGE RECEIVED'.

     CALL TCPCLOSE.

     LEAVE ADS.
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     END.

   MOVE BUFLEN TO WK-LENGTH.         ! Echo the message

   ADD  4    TO WK-LENGTH.           ! Include header

   MOVE 1    TO WK-SUBSCRIPT.

   WHILE WK-LENGTH GT 0 REPEAT.

     IF ( SOCKET(

             SOCKET-FUNCTION-WRITE,

             SOCKET-RETCD,

             SOCKET-ERRNO,

             SOCKET-RSNCD,

             SOCKET-LISTENER-SOCKDESC,

             BUFFER-ARRAY(WK-SUBSCRIPT),

             WK-LENGTH,

             RETLEN) NE 0)

     THEN DO.

        WRITE TO LOG MESSAGE TEXT = 'ADSLIS: WRITE ERROR'.

        CALL TCPERROR.

        CALL TCPCLOSE.

        LEAVE ADS.

        END.

     ADD RETLEN TO WK-SUBSCRIPT.

     SUBTRACT RETLEN FROM WK-LENGTH.

   END.

   WRITE TO LOG MESSAGE TEXT = 'ADSLIS: One message processed'.

   LEAVE ADS.

    !*******************************************************************

    ! Subroutine to read a message                                     *

    !*******************************************************************

   DEFINE SUBROUTINE TCPREAD.

       WHILE WK-LENGTH GT 0 REPEAT.

          IF (SOCKET(SOCKET-FUNCTION-READ,

                     SOCKET-RETCD,

                     SOCKET-ERRNO,

                     SOCKET-RSNCD,

                     SOCKDESC,

                     BUFFER-ARRAY(WK-SUBSCRIPT),

                     WK-LENGTH,

                     RETLEN) EQ 0)

          THEN DO.

             WRITE TO LOG MESSAGE TEXT = 'ADSLIS: READ successful.'.

             END.

          ELSE DO.

             WRITE TO LOG MESSAGE TEXT = 'ADSLIS: READ error.'.

             CALL TCPERROR.

             CALL TCPCLOSE.

             LEAVE ADS.

             END.

          IF (RETLEN = 0)

          THEN DO.

             WRITE TO LOG MESSAGE TEXT = 'ADSLIS: READ 0 bytes'.
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             CALL TCPCLOSE.

             LEAVE ADS.

             END.

          ADD RETLEN TO WK-SUBSCRIPT.

          SUBTRACT RETLEN FROM WK-LENGTH.

          END. ! READ LOOP

       GOBACK.

    !*******************************************************************

    ! Subroutine to close the socket                                   *

    !*******************************************************************

    DEFINE SUBROUTINE TCPCLOSE.

       IF (SOCKET(SOCKET-FUNCTION-CLOSE,

                  SOCKET-RETCD,

                  SOCKET-ERRNO,

                  SOCKET-RSNCD,

                  SOCKDESC) EQ 0)

       THEN DO.

          WRITE TO LOG MESSAGE TEXT = 'ADSLIS: CLOSE successful.'.

          END.

       ELSE DO.

          WRITE TO LOG MESSAGE TEXT = 'ADSLIS: CLOSE error.'.

          CALL TCPERROR.

          LEAVE ADS.

          END.

       GOBACK.

    !*******************************************************************

    ! Subroutine to process the socket calls errors                    *

    !*******************************************************************

    DEFINE SUBROUTINE TCPERROR.

       MOVE SOCKET-RETCD TO WK-RETCD.

       MOVE SOCKET-ERRNO TO WK-ERRNO.

       MOVE SOCKET-RSNCD TO WK-RSNCD.

       SNAP RECORD (ADSCLI-WORK-RECORD).

       GOBACK.

MSEND.

Web Services API Support
The IDMS Web Services API is a call-level interface for the programmatic invocation and provision of Web services within
IDMS. The following programming languages, supported within IDMS, can use the IDMS Web Services API:

• Assembler
• IDMS ADS/Online
• COBOL
• PL/I

The IDMS Web Services interface supports the 1.1 version of the SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) service
protocol. SOAP is a highly-used, industry standard protocol for passing XML-based information between programs in a
distributed environment. A general understanding of SOAP is strongly recommended before beginning your Web Services
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development efforts. For more information on SOAP, as well as Web Services in general, see the World Wide Web
consortium (W3C) web site.

Note that the Web Services API is only available for IDMS regions running on z/OS.     

Web Services API Functions
This section describes the functions that are supported within the IDMS Web Services API, and in the COBOL, ADS, and
PL/I languages:

NOTE
Only parameters specific to the function are listed with the function. For a list of the parameters common to all
these Web Services API functions, see Common Parameters.

GETOPTION

The GETOPTION function (code 12) is used to retrieve the settings for any of the IDMS Web Services system-level
options, for the current Web Services request.

The following options can be retrieved using GETOPTION:

Option Name Option Number Description
LOG-SERVICES 1 Turns on logging within the IDMS Web

Services.
LOG-PROGRAM 2 Turns on logging within a specific user

program.
Developers must add code within their
service programs to act on this field.

REQUIRE-SIGNON 3 Dictates that provided Services must sign
on to IDMS.
Pertains to Provider Services only.

CHECK-AUTH 4 Indicates that provided Services must
participate in a security group.
Pertains to Provider Services only.

CONNECT-TIMEOUT 5 Specifies the wait time for connecting to
external services.
Pertains to Consumer Services only.

READ-WRITE-TIMEOUT 6 Specifies the wait time for all other TCP/IP
API calls.

XML-CODE-PAGE 7 Indicates the code page that is used for
COBOL XML processing.

Parameters

• option-number
(Input parameter) Specifies the name of a full-word pointer field to the option-number. A sample definition of the option-
number field can be found in the WS-OPTION-NUMBER-RECORD record, as WS-OPTION-NUMBER. The layout for
the WS-OPTION-NUMBER-RECORD record can be found in Web Services API Records.

• option-value
(Output parameter) Specifies the name of a full-word pointer field to the option-value. A sample definition of the option-
value field can be found in the WS-OPTION-VALUE-RECORD record, as WS-OPTION-VALUE. The layout for the WS-
OPTION-VALUE-RECORD record can be found in the Web Services API Records  section.
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Conversion Options

• ENCODING
– RHDCCODE – When specified, IDMS Web Services translates all messages to and from ASCII using the code

page that is defined in RHDCCODE.
– UNICODE – When specified, IDMS Web Services translates all messages to and from UTF-8 using IBM z/OS

Unicode Conversion Services. The CCSID specified identifies the EBCDIC encoding. This specification should
match the code table that is used in the assembly of RHDCCODE.

• CCSID – An IBM CCSID. See the IBM z/OS Unicode Conversion Services User Guide for a list of CCSIDs.

Examples

The following examples show how to code the GETOPTION function in COBOL, ADS, and PL/I:

Example for COBOL, ADS, and PL/I
WS-GETOPTION,

 return-code,

 error-info,

 request-handle,

 option-number, option-value.

Considerations for GETOPTION

• Developers can use the elements that are contained within the WS-CALL-INTERFACE record to simplify their use of
the IDMS Web Services API.

• ADS/Online programs must pass all parameters as records. As a convenience, all single-element parameters have
been added to their own records, using a prefix of 'WS-' and a suffix of '-RECORD'. For example, the option-number
element can be found under record WS-OPTION-NUMBER-RECORD.

For more information on the web services system-level options, refer to "Product Configuration" in Product Requirements,
Configuration, and Components.

INITIALIZE

The INITIALIZE function (code 4) allocates and initializes the data structures that are used in the web services request. It
is only needed when consuming an external web service.

Parameters

• interface-version
Specifies the name of a full-word pointer field to the WS-INTERFACE-VERSION-NUMBER record. The layout for the
WS-INTERFACE-VERSION-NUMBER record can be found in Web Services API Records.

Examples

The following examples show how to code the INITIALIZE function in COBOL, ADS, and PL/I:

Example for COBOL, ADS, and PL/I
WS-INITIALIZE,

 return-code,

 error-info,

 request-handle,

 interface-version. 
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Considerations for INITIALIZE

Information about the INITIALIZE function follows:

• The supported interface version numbers are: Major version = 01, Minor version = 00
• Only one INITIALIZE function call can be made within a program.
• For Consumer services, the INITIALIZE function must be called before any other Web Services API function call.
• The function returns a REQUEST-HANDLE field, which must be passed on all subsequent Web Services function

calls.
• The function is not needed for Provider services. Services that are hosted within IDMS are automatically initialized by

the IDMS Web Services interface, before being called by the Soap Server program (IDMSWSSS). The request-handle
is passed to the Provider implementation program on invocation.

RECEIVE

The RECEIVE function (code 24) is used to return the address and length of an incoming Web Service Request buffer.

Parameters

• request-msg-ptr
Specifies the name of a full-word pointer field that points to a pointer that points to the WS-REQUEST-MESSAGE-
DATA record.  The WS-REQUEST-MESSAGE-DATA record is populated on return from the RECEIVE function
call. The layout for the WS-REQUEST-MESSAGE-DATA record can be found in Web Services API Records.

• request-message-descriptor
Specifies the name of a full-word pointer field that points to the WS-REQUEST-MESSAGE-DESCRIPTOR record.
The WS-REQUEST-MESSAGE-DESCRIPTOR record is populated on return from the RECEIVE function call. The
layout for the WS-REQUEST-MESSAGE-DESCRIPTOR record can be found in Web Services API Records.

Examples

The following examples show how to code the RECEIVE function in COBOL, ADS, and PL/I:

Example: COBOL, ADS, and PL/I
WS-RECEIVE,

 return-code,

 error-info,

 request-handle, request-msg-ptr, request-message-descriptor.

Considerations for RECEIVE

Information about the RECEIVE function follows:

• After calling the RECEIVE function, set the address of your WS-REQUEST-MESSAGE-DATA record to the address
contained in the REQUEST-MSG-PTR record.

• The RECEIVE function can be invoked by a Provider service only.
• The RECEIVE function can only be issued once within a Provider service.
• The RECEIVE function must return the entire Request.
• The RECEIVE function performs all security checks. This includes sign-on processing (if the 'REQUIRE SIGNON'

configuration option is enabled) and security group validation (if the 'CHECK AUTHORIZATION' configuration option is
enabled). Any security failure produces an HTTP 401 response.
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RELEASE

The RELEASE function (code 28) is used to terminate a Web Services request. The function frees all structures that are
allocated on behalf of the Web Services request.

NOTE
RELEASE function parameters are common to all these Web Services API functions. For a list of the RELEASE
parameters see Common Parameters.

Examples

The following examples show how to code the RELEASE function in COBOL, ADS, and PL/I:

Example: COBOL, ADS, and PL/I
WS-RELEASE,

 return-code,

 error-info,

 request-handle.

REQUEST

The REQUEST function (code 16) is a synchronous function that is used to invoke an external web service. Control is
returned to the calling program after the external web services is invoked and the Response message is returned.

Parameters

• request-info
Specifies the name of a full-word pointer field to the WS-REQUEST-INFO record. This structure contains the attributes
of the service to be invoked. The layout for the WS-REQUEST-INFO record can be found in Web Services API
Records.

• request-message-data
Specifies the name of a full-word pointer field that points to a pointer (a pointer to a pointer) that points to the WS-
REQUEST-MESSAGE-DATA record. The WS-REQUEST-MESSAGE-DATA record must be properly populated at
the time of the call. The layout for the WS-REQUEST-MESSAGE-DATA record can be found in Web Services API
Records.

• request-message-descriptor
Specifies the name of a full-word pointer field, which points to the WS-REQUEST-MESSAGE-DESCRIPTOR
record. The layout for the WS-REQUEST-MESSAGE-DESCRIPTOR record can be found in Web Services API
Records. The WS-REQUEST-MESSAGE-DESCRIPTOR record must be properly populated at the time of the
call. This means that:
– The WS-REQ-MSG-BUFF-LEN field must be set to reflect the total size of the Request Buffer, as contained in the

WS-REQUEST-MESSAGE-DATA record
– Both the WS-REQ-MSG-SOURCE-FMT, and the WS-REQ-MSG-TARGET-FMT fields must be set to 'X' (for XML)
– The WS-REQ-MSG-BYTES-REM must be set to zero.

• response-message-data
Specifies the name of a full-word pointer field that points to a pointer (a pointer to a pointer) that points to the WS-
RESPONSE-MESSAGE-DATA record. The WS-RESPONSE-MESSAGE-DATA record is populated on return from the
REQUEST function call.  The layout for the WS-RESPONSE-MESSAGE-DATA record can be found in Web Services
API Records.

• response-message-descriptor
Specifies the name of a full-word pointer field, which points to the WS-RESPONSE-MESSAGE-DESCRIPTOR record.
The WS-RESPONSE-MESSAGE-DESCRIPTOR record is populated on return from the REQUEST function call. The
layout for the WS-RESPONSE-MESSAGE-DESCRIPTOR record can be found in Web Services API Records.
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Examples

The following examples show how to code the REQUEST function in COBOL, ADS, and PL/I:

Example: COBOL, ADS, and PL/I
WS-REQUEST,

 return-code,

 error-info,

 request-handle,

 request-info,   request-message-data, request- message-descriptor,   response- message-

data, response- message-descriptor. 

Considerations for REQUEST

Information about the REQUEST function follows:

• The REQUEST function should not be used within Provider service programs.
• The REQUEST function must be preceded by an INITIALIZE function call.

SEND

The SEND function (code 20) is used to transmit a Response message to a service Consumer.  

Parameters

• response-msg-ptr
The name of a full-word pointer field (a pointer to a pointer) that points to a variable length buffer containing the service
Response message.

• response-message-descriptor
The name of a full-word pointer field that points to the output WS-MESSAGE-DESCRIPTOR record. The layout for the
WS-MESSAGE-DESCRIPTOR record can be found in Web Services API Records.

Examples

The following examples show how to code the SEND function in COBOL, ADS, and PL/I:

Example: COBOL, ADS, and PL/I

WS-SEND,

 return-code,

 error-info,

 request-handle, response-msg-ptr, response-message-descriptor. 

Considerations for SEND

Information about the SEND function follows:

• Prior to calling the SEND function, set the RESPONSE-MSG-PTR pointer to the address of your WS-RESPONSE-
MESSAGE-DATA.

• The SEND function can be invoked by a Provider service only.
• The SEND function can only be issued once.
• The SEND function must return the entire Response.
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SETOPTION

The SETOPTION function (code 8) is used to override the default settings for any of the IDMS Web services system-level
options, for the current Web Services request.

The following options are configurable, using SETOPTION:

Option Name Option Number Description
LOG-SERVICES 1 Turns on logging within the IDMS Web

Services.
LOG-PROGRAM 2 Turns on logging within a specific user

program.
Developers must add code within their
service programs to act on this field.

REQUIRE-SIGNON 3 Dictates that provided Services must sign
on to IDMS.
Pertains to Provider Services only. This
option must be set before the RECEIVE
function is invoked. See 'Considerations for
SETOPTION' below.

CHECK-AUTH 4 Indicates that provided Services must
participate in a security group.
Pertains to Provider Services only. This
option must be set before the RECEIVE
function is invoked. See 'Considerations for
SETOPTION' below.

CONNECT-TIMEOUT 5 Specifies the wait time for connecting to
external services.
Pertains to Consumer Services only.

READ-WRITE-TIMEOUT 6 Specifies the wait time for all other TCP/IP
API calls.

XML-CODE-PAGE 7 Indicates the code page that is used for
COBOL XML processing.

Parameters

• option-number
Specifies the name of a full-word pointer field to the option-number. A sample definition of the option-number field can
be found in the WS-OPTION-NUMBER-RECORD record, as WS-OPTION-NUMBER. The layout for the WS-OPTION-
NUMBER-RECORD record can be found in Web Services API Records .

• option-value
Specifies the name of a full-word pointer field to the option-value. A sample definition of the option-value field can be
found in the WS-OPTION-VALUE-RECORD record, as WS-OPTION-VALUE. The layout for the WS-OPTION-VALUE-
RECORD record can be found in the Web Services API Records section.

Examples

The following examples show how to code the SETOPTION function in COBOL, ADS, and PL/I:

Example: COBOL, ADS, and PL/I
WS-SETOPTION,

 return-code,

 error-info,
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 request-handle,

 option-number, option-value.

Considerations for SETOPTION

• Developers can use the elements that are contained within the WS-CALL-INTERFACE record to simplify their use of
the IDMS Web Services API.

• Several options pertain to only one service type (Consumer or Provider). No attempt is made to validate the pertinence
of the option, based on the service type setting (maintained in the Web Services Request Block).

• ADS/Online programs must pass all parameters as records. As a convenience, all single-element parameters are
added to their own records, using a prefix of WS and a suffix of -RECORD. For example, the option-number element
can be found under record WS-OPTION-NUMBER-RECORD.

• Any desired changes to the REQUIRE-SIGNON and CHECK-AUTH options must be made before the RECEIVE
function is invoked for them to be properly acted upon.

For more information on the web services system-level options, refer to "Product Configuration" in Product Requirements,
Configuration, and Components.

Common Parameters

The following parameters are common to all the above IDMS Web Services API functions:

• function-code
Specifies a 4-byte, full-word-aligned, integer field that the program sets to the desired Web Services function. Listed
below is a sample definition of the function-code field: 01 WS-FUNCTION-CODE PIC S9(8) COMP.
A detailed description of the supported functions can be found in Web Services API Records.

• return-code
Specifies a 4-byte, full-word-aligned, integer field that communicates the outcome of the operation. Listed below is a
sample definition of the return-code field:
01 WS-RETURN-CODE PIC S9(8) COMP.
A detailed description of the supported functions can be found in Web Services API Records.

• error-info
Specifies a 4-byte, full-word-aligned, pointer to the WS-ERROR-INFO record structure. The WS-ERROR-INFO record
contains detailed error information on the various warnings/errors returned on the Web Services API function calls.
The layout for the WS-ERROR-INFO record can be found in Web Services API Records.

• request-handle
Specifies a 4-byte, full-word-aligned, integer field that identifies the Web Services REQUEST block. A sample definition
of the request-handle field follows: 01 WS-REQUEST-HANDLE PIC S9(8) COMP.
The request-handle field is required for all the IDMS Web Services API function calls.

Web Services API Records
This section describes the records that are used within the IDMS Web Services API and includes the following records:

Each of these records is added to the Data Dictionary during product installation. The records are provided to simplify your
use of the Web Services API during program development.  

Since IDMS ADS/Online only supports the passing of records when linking to a program, record definitions are provided
for each individual parameter within the Web Services API.

WS-FUNCTION-CODE-RECORD
ADD

RECORD NAME IS WS-FUNCTION-CODE-RECORD VERSION IS 1.
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    05  WS-FUNCTION-CODE PIC S9(8) COMP.

    88 WS-INITIALIZE  VALUE 4. 

        88 WS-SETOPTION   VALUE 8. 

        88 WS-GETOPTION   VALUE 12. 

        88 WS-REQUEST     VALUE 16. 

        88 WS-SEND        VALUE 20. 

        88 WS-RECEIVE     VALUE 24. 

        88 WS-RELEASE     VALUE 28. 

Elements

• WS-FUNCTION-CODE
The code that is needed to invoke the desired Web Services function. Level 88 sub-elements include the following:
– WS-INITIALIZE

Directs the invocation of the Initialize function.
– WS-SETOPTION

Directs the invocation of the SetOption function.
– WS-GETOPTION

Directs the invocation of the GetOption function.
– WS-REQUEST

Directs the invocation of the Request function.
– WS-SEND

Directs the invocation of the Send function.
– WS-RECEIVE

Directs the invocation of the Receive function.
– WS-RELEASE

Directs the invocation of the Release function.

WS-INTERFACE-VERSION-NUMBER
ADD 

RECORD NAME IS WS-INTERFACE-VERSION-NUMBER VERSION IS 1 

.

    05 WS-IVN-MAJOR-RELEASE 

    PICTURE IS 99 

    USAGE IS DISPLAY 

    . 

    05 WS-IVN-MINOR-RELEASE 

    PICTURE IS 99 

    USAGE IS DISPLAY

    .

Elements

• WS-IVN-MAJOR-RELEASE
The latest, installed major release of the Web Services API. Valid value is one.

• WS-IVN-MINOR-RELEASE
The latest, installed minor release of the Web Services API. Valid value is zero.

WS-REQUEST-INFO
ADD 

 RECORD NAME IS WS-REQUEST-INFO VERSION IS 1
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.

    05 WS-REQUEST-HOST 

     PICTURE IS X(256) 

     USAGE IS DISPLAY 

     . 

     05 WS-REQUEST-HOST-PORT 

     PICTURE IS S9(08) 

     USAGE IS COMP 

     SYNCHRONIZED 

     . 

     05 WS-REQUEST-SERVICE 

     PICTURE IS X(256) 

     USAGE IS DISPLAY 

     . 

     05 WS-REQUEST-SOAPACTION 

     PICTURE IS X(256) 

     USAGE IS DISPLAY 

     . 

     05 WS-SERVICE-CREDENTIALS 

     USAGE IS DISPLAY 

     .

        10 WS-USERID 

         PICTURE IS X(256) 

         USAGE IS DISPLAY

        .

         10 WS-PASSWORD 

         PICTURE IS X(256) 

         USAGE IS DISPLAY 

         .

    05 WS-SERVICE-AUTHORIZATION 

     PICTURE IS X 

     USAGE IS DISPLAY 

     VALUE IS ( SPACE ) 

     .

        88 WS-BASIC-ACCESS 

         USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME 

         VALUE IS ( 'B' ) 

         .

Elements

• WS-REQUEST-HOST
The DNS Host-Name or IP-Address of the Service Host.

• WS-REQUEST-HOST-PORT
The listening Port number, on the machine identified by WS-REQUEST-HOST

• WS-REQUEST-SERVICE
The name of the service to be invoked.

• WS-REQUEST-SOAPACTION
Optional parameter. Value depends on the specific service. Identifies the action (or operation) to be taken for the
service being invoked.

• WS-USERID
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Optional, based on the specific service.  Identifies the User-ID for running the service. This field is required when WS-
SERVICE-AUTHORIZATION is set to WS-BASIC-ACCESS.

• WS-PASSWORD
Optional, based on the specific service. Identifies the password for running the service. This field is required when WS-
SERVICE-AUTHORIZATION is set to WS-BASIC-ACCESS.

• WS-SERVICE-AUTHORIZATION
The type of authorization that is required for the service being invoked.  The only (non-space) value that is supported is
"B," for Basic Access Authorization. When WS-BASIC-ACCESS is selected WS-USERID and WS-PASSWORD must
be populated.

WS-REQUEST-HANDLE-RECORD
ADD

RECORD NAME IS WS-REQUEST-HANDLE-RECORD VERSION IS 1.

    05 WS-REQUEST-HANDLE PIC S9(8) COMP.

Elements

• WS-REQUEST-HANDLE
The unique handle of your request. This parameter must be provided on all Web Services API function calls.

WS-OPTION-NUMBER-RECORD
ADD

RECORD NAME IS WS-OPTION-NUMBER-RECORD VERSION IS 1.

    05 WS-OPTION-NUMBER PIC 99. 

       88 WS-OPT-LOG-SVCS     VALUE 1. 

       88 WS-OPT-LOG-PGM      VALUE 2. 

       88 WS-OPT-REQ-SIGNON   VALUE 3. 

       88 WS-OPT-CHECK-AUTH   VALUE 4. 

       88 WS-OPT-CONN-TIMEOUT VALUE 5. 

       88 WS-OPT-RW-TIMEOUT   VALUE 6. 

       88 WS-OPT-XML-CPAGE    VALUE 7.

Elements

• WS-OPTION-NUMBER
The option number associated with the desired option. This field is used with the SETOPTION and GETOPTION
functions. Level 88 sub-elements follow:
– WS-OPT-LOG-SVCS

Directs the retrieval or modification of the Log Services option.  
– WS-OPT-LOG-PGM

Directs the retrieval or modification of the Log Program option.
– WS-OPT-REQ-SIGNON

Directs the retrieval or modification of the Require Signon option.
– WS-OPT-CHECK-AUTH

Directs the retrieval or modification of the Check Authorization option.
– WS-OPT-CONN-TIMEOUT

Directs the retrieval or modification of the Connection Timeout option. Connection Timeout specifies the time, in
seconds, that a TCP/IP Connect operation waits before the operation is aborted.

– WS-OPT-RW-TIMEOUT
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Directs the retrieval or modification of the Read/Write Timeout option. Read/Write Timeout specifies the time, in
seconds, that a TCP/IP Send or Receive operation waits before the operation is aborted.

– WS-OPT-XML-CPAGE
Directs the retrieval or modification of the XML CodePage option. XMLCodePage specifies the code page that is
used on internal XML operations within the Web Services modules. The default is 1140.

For more information see the following Configuration options: Log Services, Log Program, and >Check Authorization.

WS-OPTION-VALUE-RECORD
ADD

RECORD NAME IS WS-OPTION-VALUE-RECORD VERSION IS 1. 

    05 WS-OPTION-VALUE 

       PICTURE IS X(8) 

       USAGE IS DISPLAY.

Elements

• WS-OPTION-VALUE
The option value for the SETOPTION and GETOPTION functions.  Depending on the function used, this field contains
either the current value of the option or a new value.

WS-REQUEST-MSG-DATA (Module)

The WS-REQUEST-MSG-DATA record definition is in the form of an IDMS Module. This is a variable length record,
whose size depends on the WS-REQ-MSG-BUFF-LEN element value, which exists in the WS-REQUEST-MSG-
DESCRIPTOR record. This type of construct (compatible with COBOL) is not allowed for a record definition within IDMS.

ADD

MODULE NAME IS WS-REQUEST-MSG-DATA VERSION IS 1 

    LANGUAGE IS COBOL 

    MODULE SOURCE FOLLOWS 

     01 WS-REQUEST-MSG-DATA. 

        05 WS-REQUEST-MESSAGE. 

           10 WS-REQUEST-MSG-BYTE PIC X(1) 

           OCCURS 0 TO 1 TIMES 

           DEPENDING ON WS-REQ-MSG-BUFF-LEN. 

MSEND 

.

Elements

• WS-REQUEST-MESSAGE
Group-level element providing a reference to the entire Request message.

• WS-REQUEST-MSG-BYTE
A variable length buffer, whose size depends on the value that is specified in the WS-REQ-MSG-BUFF-LEN element.
The WS-REQ-MSG-BUFF-LEN element resides in the WS-REQUEST-MSG-DESCRIPTOR record.

WS-REQUEST-MSG-PTR-RECORD
ADD

RECORD NAME IS WS-REQUEST-MSG-PTR-RECORD VERSION IS 1. 

    05 WS-REQUEST-MSG-PTR POINTER.
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Elements

• WS-REQUEST-MSG-PTR
Pointer record to be used when calling the REQUEST function. On return from that call, set the address of WS-
REQUEST-MESSAGE to the address contained in this pointer.

WS-RESPONSE-MSG-DATA (Module)

The WS-RESPONSE-MSG-DATA record definition is in the form of an IDMS Module. This is a variable length record,
whose size depends on the WS-RSP-MSG-BUFF-LEN element value, which exists in the WS-RESPONSE-MSG-
DESCRIPTOR record. This type of construct (compatible with COBOL) is not allowed for a record definition within IDMS.

ADD

MODULE NAME IS WS-RESPONSE-MSG-DATA VERSION IS 1 

    LANGUAGE IS COBOL 

    MODULE SOURCE FOLLOWS 

     01 WS-RESPONSE-MSG-DATA. 

        05 WS-RESPONSE-MESSAGE. 

           10 WS-RESPONSE-MSG-BYTE PIC X(1) 

           OCCURS 0 TO 1 TIMES 

           DEPENDING ON WS-RSP-MSG-BUFF-LEN. 

MSEND

Elements

• WS-RESPONSE-MESSAGE
Group-level element providing a reference to the entire Response message.

• WS-RESPONSE-MSG-BYTEThe Response message is a variable length buffer, whose size depends on the value
that is specified in the WS-RSP-MSG-BUFF-LEN element.   The WS-RSP-MSG-BUFF-LEN element resides in
the WS-RESPONSE-MSG-DESCRIPTOR record.

WS-RESPONSE-MSG-PTR-RECORD

ADD

RECORD NAME IS WS-RESPONSE-MSG-PTR-RECORD VERSION IS 1. 

    05 WS-RESPONSE-MSG-PTR POINTER.

Elements

• WS-RESPONSE-MSG-PTR
Pointer record to be used when calling the SEND function. Prior to making the call, set this pointer to the address of
WS-RESPONSE-MESSAGE.

WS-REQUEST-MSG-DESCRIPTOR
ADD

RECORD NAME IS WS-REQUEST-MSG-DESCRIPTOR VERSION IS 1. 

    05 WS-REQ-MSG-BUFF-LEN 

       PICTURE IS S9(8) 

       USAGE IS COMP 

       . 

    05 FILLER 

       PICTURE IS X(64) 

       USAGE IS DISPLAY 
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       VALUE IS ( 'FUTURE EXPANSION' ) 

       .

Elements

• WS-REQ-MSG-BUFF-LEN
The length of the Request message buffer.

WS-RESPONSE-MSG-DESCRIPTOR
ADD

RECORD NAME IS WS-RESPONSE-MSG-DESCRIPTOR VERSION IS 1. 

    05 WS-RSP-MSG-BUFF-LEN 

       PICTURE IS S9(8) 

       USAGE IS COMP 

       . 

    05 FILLER 

       PICTURE IS X(64) 

       USAGE IS DISPLAY 

       VALUE IS ( 'FUTURE EXPANSION' ) 

       .

Elements

• WS-RSP-MSG-BUFF-LEN
The length of the Response message buffer.

WS-RETURN-CODE-RECORD
ADD

RECORD NAME IS WS-RETURN-CODE-RECORD VERSION IS 1. 

    05 WS-RETURN-CODE PIC S9(8) COMP.

Elements

• WS-RETURN-CODE
The return code for the invoked function.  Detailed information can be found in Web Services API Return Codes,
below.

WS-ERROR-INFO
ADD RECORD NAME IS WS-ERROR-INFO VERSION IS 1 . 

    05 WS-ERROR-TYPE PIC X(01) VALUE SPACES.

        88 WS-ERROR-INTERNAL   VALUE 'I'. 

        88 WS-ERROR-API        VALUE 'A'. 

        88 WS-ERROR-XML        VALUE 'X'. 

        88 WS-ERROR-HTTP       VALUE 'H'. 

        88 WS-ERROR-TCPIP      VALUE 'T'. 

        88 WS-ERROR-SOAP       VALUE 'S'. 

        88 WS-ERROR-OTHER      VALUE 'O'.

    05 WS-ERROR-CODE PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE 0. 

    05 WS-ERROR-TEXT PIC X(256) VALUE SPACES.
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Elements

• WS-ERROR-TYPE
The category of the error message, which gives a general idea of where the error occurred. Level 88 sub-elements
include:
– WS-ERROR-INTERNAL

An internal system error occurred. These errors are typically generated from failures in IDMS/DC type operations.
– WS-ERROR-API

An API-level error has occurred. These errors are generated due to a failure to adhere to the Web Services API
protocol.

– WS-ERROR-XML
An XML-type error has occurred. These errors are generated during the Generation and Parsing of XML strings.

– WS-ERROR-HTTP
An unexpected HTTP status code is received. Refer to the W3C web page on HTTP Status Codes for more
information on this class of errors.

– WS-ERROR-TCPIP
An unexpected TCP/IP return code is received. Refer to TCP/IP API Support for more information on these errors.

– WS-ERROR-SOAP
An unexpected SOAP fault is received. Detailed information on these errors is typically communicated in the WS-
ERROR-CODE and WS-ERROR-TEXT elements.

– WS-ERROR-OTHER
An unclassified error occurred. Refer to the WS-ERROR-CODE and WS-ERROR-TEXT elements for more
information.

• WS-ERROR-CODE
The message error code, which can be used to look up additional information about where the error occurred, or how it
can be resolved.

• WS-ERROR-TEXT
The text of the error message, which gives more content to the error.

Web Services API Return Codes

Value Severity Level Description/Notes
4 Warning Requested function is processed. Warning

message generated.
8 Error Requested function failed. Failure message

generated. Service request (if created) is
retained.

12 Critical Requested function failed. Services
Request is automatically Terminated/
Released.

16 Systemic Requested function failed. Services
Request is automatically Terminated/
Released. Problem impacts all Web
Services.

Web Services API Supported Programming Languages
This section describes the call syntax for the Web Services API in each of the supported programming languages. For a
complete description of all API records, refer to Web Services API Records.
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NOTE

  See Common Parameters for a description of the parameters common to the following supported programming
languages.

Call Interface for ADS/Online

This section describes the ADS/Online call interface.

Syntax

ADS/Online Dialogs use the LINK statement to invoke the IDMS Web Services, as follows:

LINK TO PROGRAM 'IDMSWSI' USING

         (function-code,

         return-code,

         error-info,

         request-handle,

         function-dependent-parameter1,

           . . .).

Considerations

Following is additional information about the ADS/Online call interface:

• To omit an optional parameter in the parameter list, code a space followed by a comma.
• The ADS "LINK TO PROGRAM" statement requires all parameters to be records.   You should create a record with a

single record element for parameters that represent a single element.
• The following pre-defined records are provided during installation to assist in writing Web Services applications:

– WS-ERROR-INFO – Contains the error class, detailed error code and error text fields used to communicate
warning/error conditions

– WS-CALL-INTERFACE – Contains various individual fields used in the IDMS Web Services API
• The WS-CALL-INTERFACE record contains the following fields:

– function-code
– return-code
– request-handle

Example

Each supported function is represented by a field, whose value is the function number. The following example illustrates
how to issue the Web Services Initialize request using the fields within the WS-CALL-INTERFACE and WS-ERROR-INFO
records:

LINK TO PROGRAM 'IDMSWSI' USING

                    (WS-INITIALIZE,

                     WS-RETURN-CODE,

                     WS-ERROR-INFO,

                     WS-REQUEST-HANDLE).

Call Interface for COBOL

This section describes the COBOL call interface.
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Syntax

Programs written in COBOL use the CALL statement to invoke the IDMS Web Services:

TRANSFER TO 'IDMSWSI' LINK USING

         function-code,

         return-code,

         error-info,

         request-handle,

         function-dependent-parameter1,

         function-dependent-parameter2.

Considerations

Following is additional information about the COBOL call interface:

• If an optional parameter is not specified in the parameter list, it should be replaced by a parameter that depends on the
COBOL compiler:
– COBOL for z/OS: Specify reserved keyword OMITTED.
– ANSI COBOL85: Specify BY VALUE dummy-variable; dummy-variable should be set to 0.

• The following pre-defined records are provided during installation to assist in writing Web Services applications:
– WS-ERROR-INFO: Contains the error class, detailed error code and error text fields used to communicate warning/

error conditions
– WS-CALL-INTERFACE: Contains various individual fields used in the IDMS Web Services API

• The WS-CALL-INTERFACE record contains the following fields:
– function-code
– return-code
– request-handle

Example

Each supported function is represented by a field, whose value is the function number. The following example illustrates
how to issue the Web Services Initialize request using the fields within the WS-CALL-INTERFACE and WS-ERROR-INFO
records:

TRANSFER TO 'IDMSWSI' LINK USING

               WS-INITIALIZE,

               WS-RETURN-CODE,

               WS-ERROR-INFO,

               WS-REQUEST-HANDLE.

Call Interface for PL/I

This section describes the PL/I call interface.

Syntax

Programs written in PL/I use the CALL statement to invoke the IDMS Web Services:

CALL IDMSWSI USING

        (function-code,
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         return-code,

         error-info,

         request-handle,

         function-dependent-parameter1,

           . . .);

Considerations

Following is additional information about the PL/I call interface:

• If an optional parameter is not specified in the parameter list, replace it by an asterisk (*).
• The following pre-defined records are provided during installation to assist in writing Web Services applications:

– WS-ERROR-INFO: Contains the error class, detailed error code and error text fields used to communicate warning/
error conditions

– WS-CALL-INTERFACE: Contains various individual fields used in the IDMS Web Services API
– WS-INTERFACE-VERSION-NUMBER: Contains the Major and Minor interface version number fields

• The WS-CALL-INTERFACE record contains the following fields:
– function-code
– return-code
– request-handle

Example

Each supported function is represented by a field, whose value is the function number. The following example illustrates
how to issue the Web Services Initialize request using the fields within the WS-CALL-INTERFACE and WS-ERROR-INFO
records:

CALL 'IDMSWSI' USING (WS-INITIALIZE,

                      WS-RETURN-CODE,

                      WS-ERROR-INFO,

                      WS-REQUEST-HANDLE);

Common Parameters

All calls to the #IDMSWSI macro must pass the following four parameters.  Depending on the function, additional
parameters may be available:

• function
Specifies a full-word field that the program sets to the desired Web Services function.

• return-code
Specifies a full-word field that communicates the outcome of the operation.

• error-info
Specifies a full-word pointer to the WS-ERROR-INFO record structure. The WS-ERROR-INFO record contains
detailed error information on the various warnings/errors returned on the Web Services API function calls. 

• request-handle
Specifies a full-word field that identifies the Web Services "Request" block.

NOTE

This field is required for all IDMS Web Services API function calls.
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Invoking System Tasks from Programs
You can invoke system tasks, such as CLIST, from application programs by linking to the same program that is invoked
when the command is entered from a terminal. Learn more about invoking the following system tasks from application
programs:

• CLIST
• DCMT and DCUF commands
• SDEL
• SIGNON

Invoking Command List Modules from Programs
You can invoke the CLIST task from application programs. A program invokes a CLIST task by linking to the program
invoked by the CLIST task. This program is RHDCCLST.

RHDCCLST sets up the logical terminal for command list processing. DC/UCF executes the specified command list
module only when the issuing program returns control to DC/UCF.

Linking to RHDCCLST

The calling program links to program RHDCCLST, passing four mandatory parameters and optionally a fifth parameter:

#LINK PGM=RHDCCLST,PARMS=(PARM1,PARM2,PARM3,PARM4,PARM5)

Parameters

Mandatory Parameters

The link statement to RHDCCLST must include the following parameter list:

• Parameter 1 (32 bytes)
Specifies the name of the module in the data dictionary. The name is left-justified and padded on the right with blanks.

• Parameter 2 (halfword)
Specifies the version number.

• Parameter 3 (halfword)
Specifies the PROMPT/NOPROMPT status as follows:

• – 0
Specifies a PROMPT status.

– 1
Specifies a NOPROMPT status.

• Parameter 4 (halfword)
Specifies the return code. On return from RHDCCLST, the return code can contain one of the following values:
– 0

Specifies command list processing has been set up successfully.
– 8

Specifies that the specified module was not found in the dictionary.
– 16

Specifies that the specified module has no text.
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Optional Parameter

In addition, the link statement to RHDCCLST can include the following optional parameter:

• Parameter 5 (16 bytes)
(DDS users only) Specifies the dictionary node and dictionary name.
– Bytes 1-8

Identifies the DDS dictionary node that controls the data dictionary specified by the dictionary name.
– Bytes 9-16

Identifies the data dictionary included in the database name table defined either by the current system or for the
system identified in the dictionary node.

NOTE

Both the dictionary node and dictionary name are left-justified and padded with blanks.

Example

The following example invokes RHDCCLST to execute command list MYCLIST:

#LINK PGM='RHDCCLST',PARMS=(CLISTNAM,VERSION,PROMPT,RETCODE)

.

.

CLISTNAM DC CL32'MYCLIST' Command List name

VERSION DC H'1' Version 1

PROMPT DC H'1' Don't prompt

RETCODE DC H'0' Return code

More Information

For more information about the CLIST command, see IDMS System Tasks and Operator Commands.

Invoking DCMT and DCUF Commands from Programs
You can invoke DCMT and DCUF commands from application programs. The procedures for invoking these commands
are similar: your program invokes the DCUF or DCMT command by linking to the same program that is invoked when the
command is entered from a terminal. Unless the programs are changed on site by the database administrator, their names
are as follows:

• RHDCMT00 -- Invokes all DISPLAY and VARY DCMT commands.
• RHDCUF00 -- Invokes all SET and SHOW DCUF commands.

NOTE
The program names end with two zeroes.

This article describes the following information:

Linking to RHDCMT00 and RHDCUF00

RHDCMT00/RHDCUF00 handles all output. Therefore, you must specify the NONOVERLAYABLE option for RHDCMT00/
RHDCUF00 on the system generation PROGRAM statement.

RHDCMT00 Link Statement

The calling program links to the DCMT program RHDCMT00, passing the addresses of INREC and OUTREC as
parameters:
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#LINK PGM='RHDCMT00',PARMS=(INREC,OUTREC)

RHDCUF00 Link Statement

The calling program then links to the DCUF program RHDCUF00, passing the addresses of INREC and OUTREC as
parameters:

#LINK PGM='RHDCUF00',PARMS=(INREC,OUTREC)

Parameters

The application program must allocate storage for two parameters, INREC and OUTREC, before calling RHDCMT00 or
RHDCUF00.

• INREC -- Contains the command, prefixed by a halfword with the length of the command.
• OUTREC -- Contains control information such as return code and output handling and where text output may be

returned.

INREC Format

The format is identical for RHDCUF00 and RHDCMT00.

Field Length Type
Length of DCMT/DCUF command 2 bytes Binary
DCMT/DCUF command, left-justified Any number of bytes Character

OUTREC Format

The format is identical for RHDCUF00 and RHDCMT00.

Field Length Type
return-area-length: *
Length of the returned-text-area allocated
by the calling program at the end of
OUTREC. The calling program must specify
this value. If return-area-length and output-
code are set to zero, all DCMT/DCUF text
output is discarded. DCMT VARY and
DCUF SET commands are still performed.

4 bytes Binary
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return-code: **
0 -- Request accepted and processed
4 -- Invalid syntax
8 -- Invalid request (for example,
SHUTDOWN, ABORT)
12 -- Security violation
16 -- Processing error
20 -- The output-code is 0 or 2 and the
return-area-length is less than output-
length. All complete lines whose total length
(including a one-byte line-length indicator
for each line) is less than or equal to return-
area-length are stored in returned-text-area.
The value of output-code determines how
any remaining output lines are handled. If
output-code = 0, the lines are discarded.
If output-code = 2, the lines are written to
scratch.

2 bytes Binary

output-code: *
Halfword code indicating DCMT output
target as follows:
0 -- The returned-text-area at the end of
OUTREC.
1 -- The scratch area with a scratch ID of
"DCMT" or "DCUF" depending on the called
program. Each line is written as a separate
scratch record.
2 -- Any complete lines of output whose
total length (including a one-byte line-length
indicator per line) is less than or equal to
return-area-length are written to returned-
text-area. Remaining output is written to the
scratch area with a scratch ID of "DCMT."

2 bytes Binary

output-length: **
Total length required for DCMT/DCUF
output. It includes the total length all text
lines plus one byte (line-length indicator) for
each line.
Note: Each line-length indicator byte
is counted as part of the output-length
regardless of whether the record is written
to the returned-text-area, written to scratch,
or discarded.
The line-length indicator byte is inserted
before each text line written to the returned-
text-area. The line-length indicator is not
written into scratch records. Using the
#GETSCR or GET SCRATCH command
with the appropriate parameters, you can
determine the length of a individual scratch
record.

4 bytes Binary
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returned-output-length: **
Total length of text lines inserted into the
returned-text-area. The length includes a
one-byte line-length indicator for each text
line.

4 bytes Binary

returned-text-area: **
Area where the DCMT/DCUF is to return
text output. Each text line is preceded by
a one-byte field which contains the length
of the text line (excluding the line-length
indicator) as a hexadecimal value. Only
lines whose total length is less than return-
area-length are written into the returned-
text-area. Other lines are discarded or
written to the scratch area depending on
the value of output-code.
DCMT/DCUF prefills this field with blanks
up to the lesser value of the length
specified in return-area-length or 256 bytes.
If return-area-length is greater than 256
bytes, and returned-output-length is less
than return-area-length any remaining
storage in returned-text-area is not updated
and remains as it was when RHDCMT00/
RHDCUF00 was called.
Note: To avoid storage overlays, the
number of bytes allocated for the returned-
text-area must be greater than or equal to
the value assigned to return-area-length.

Variable Character

Notes:
* -- Information supplied by the calling program.
** -- Information supplied by RHDCMT00/RHDCUF00.

Usage

Queued Requests

RHDCMT00 can process commands such as VARY AREA, but it may queue the action. Thus, a return code of zero does
not always indicate that a VARY has occurred. The text returned to the output area denotes the status of the request. You
can recheck the status of the request by including a SET TIMER POST or SET TIMER WAIT (#SETIME TYPE=POST
or #SETTIME TYPE=WAIT in Assembler) statement in your program. After the interval has expired, you can reissue the
VARY or issue a DISPLAY statement and check the returned text to determine the status of the request.

Using Scratch Area for Output

If you do not know the exact size of the output, you can specify to send it to the scratch area. This is also a useful method
for dealing with possible future changes in output.

Examples

DCMT Example

The following example invokes RHDCMT00 to execute the DCMT VARY ACTIVE TASK command specified in INREC and
to handle an invalid command:
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DCMT     TITLE 'SAMPLE DRIVER TO CALL DCMT'

CALLDCMT CSECT

         LR    R12,R15

         USING CALLDCMT,R12

         B     BEGIN

         #MOPT CSECT=CALLDCMT,ENV=USER

BEGIN    DS    0H

         #GETSTG LEN=WORKDSL,PLIST=*,ADDR=(R2),TYPE=(USER,LONG),       X

               INIT=X'00'     GET WORK AREA FOR REENTRANCY.

        USING WORKDS,R2

*  FOLLOWING CODE ISSUES A VALID COMMAND TO CHANGE MAX TASKS.

*  RESULTING STATUS CODE, RETURNED LENGTH, AND RETURNED DATA

*  ARE DISPLAYED.

         MVC   INRECLN,=AL2(L'INRECTXT)  SET COMMAND LENGTH.

         MVC   INRECTXT,GOODCOMM         SET COMMAND.

         MVC   OUTRECLN,=AL4(L'OUTRECTX) SET MAXIMUM OUTPUT LENGTH.

         SR    R1,R1                     SET OUTPUT TYPE TO 0.

         STH   R1,OUTRECOD               REQUEST OUTPUT TO STORAGE.

         ST    R1,OUTRECTL               INITIALIZE RETURNED LENGTH.

         ST    R1,OUTRECAL               INITIALIZE RETURNED LENGTH.

         LA    R1,99                     INITIALIZE RETURN CODE.

         STH   R1,OUTRECRC

         BAL   R8,CALLDISP               CALL DCMT AND DISPLAY RESULTS.

*  FOLLOWING CODE ISSUES A COMMAND WITH INVALID SYNTAX.

*  RESULTING STATUS CODE, RETURNED LENGTH, AND RETURNED DATA

*  (ERROR MESSAGES) ARE DISPLAYED.

         MVC   INRECLN,=AL2(L'INRECTXT)  SET COMMAND LENGTH.

         MVC   INRECTXT,BADCOMM          SET COMMAND.

         MVC   OUTRECLN,=AL4(L'OUTRECTX) SET MAXIMUM OUTPUT LENGTH.

         SR    R1,R1                     SET OUTPUT TYPE TO 0.

         STH   R1,OUTRECOD               REQUEST OUTPUT TO STORAGE.

         ST    R1,OUTRECTL               INITIALIZE RETURNED LENGTH.

         ST    R1,OUTRECAL               INITIALIZE RETURNED LENGTH.

         LA    R1,99                     INITIALIZE RETURN CODE.

         STH   R1,OUTRECRC

         BAL   R8,CALLDISP               CALL DCMT AND DISPLAY RESULTS.

*  DONE WITH DISPLAYS.  TERMINATE PROGRAM.

         #RETURN

         EJECT

*  SUBROUTINE TO CALL DCMT AND DISPLAY RESULT.

*

CALLDISP DS    0H

         #LINK PGM='RHDCMT00',PARMS=(INREC,OUTREC)

         MVC   WORKRCLN,STATLIT

         LH    R15,OUTRECRC              GET RETURN CODE.

         CVD   R15,WORKDBL               MAKE IT PRINTABLE.

         UNPK  WORKRC,WORKDBL

         OI    WORKRC+L'WORKRC-1,X'F0'

         L     R5,OUTRECAL               GET LENGTH OF OUTPUT.

         CVD   R5,WORKDBL                MAKE IT PRINTABLE.

         UNPK  WORKLEN,WORKDBL
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         OI    WORKLEN+L'WORKLEN-1,X'F0'

         #LINEOUT OUTLEN=80,OUTAREA=WORKRCLN

         LTR   R5,R5                     ANY RETURNED DATA?

         BZ    RETURN                    NO.

         LA    R4,OUTRECTX               GET A(OUTPUT).

PUTLINE  DS    0H                        PUT OUT ONE LINE.

         SR    R3,R3                     GET LENGTH OF ONE LINE.

         IC    R3,0(,R4)

         LA    R4,1(,R4)                 GET A(LINE TEXT)

         #LINEOUT OUTLEN=(R3),OUTAREA=(R4)

         AR    R4,R3                     POINT TO NEXT LENGTH BYTE.

         SR    R5,R3                     REDUCE OUTPUT LENGTH.

         BCTR  R5,0                      ACCOUNT FOR LENGTH BYTE.

         LTR   R5,R5                     STILL MORE OUTPUT?

         BP    PUTLINE                   GET LENGTH OF OUTPUT.

RETURN   DS    0H

         BR    R8

GOODCOMM DC    CL80'VARY ACTIVE TASK MAX TASK 43'

BADCOMM  DC    CL80'BAD SYNTAX IN THIS COMMAND'

STATLIT  DS    CL80' '                   TEMPLATE FOR STATUS LINE

         ORG   STATLIT                   REDEFINE STATUS LINE

         DC    CL13'RETURN CODE: '       RETURN CODE LITERAL

         DC    CL2' '                    SPACE FOR RETURN CODE

         DC    CL20'.  RETURNED LENGTH: ' LENGTH LITERAL

         DC    CL4' '                    SPACE FOR RETURN CODE

         DC    CL1'.'                    SPACE FOR RETURN CODE

         ORG   STATLIT+80                DONE WITH REDEFINE

         LTORG

         EJECT

WORKDS   DSECT

SYSPLIST DS    10F                       PLIST AREA

WORKDBL  DS    D                         TEMP WORK AREA

WORKRCLN DS    CL80                      OUTPUT LINE FOR RETURN CODE

         ORG   WORKRCLN                  REDEFINE STATUS LINE

         DS    CL13                      RETURN CODE LITERAL

WORKRC   DS    CL2                       SPACE FOR RETURN CODE

         DS    CL20                       LENGTH LITERAL

WORKLEN  DS    CL4                       LENGTH OF RETURNED DATA

         DS    CL1                       SPACE FOR ENDING PERIOD

         ORG   WORKRCLN+80               DONE WITH STATUS LINE

INREC    DS    0F                        INPUT TO DCMT

INRECLN  DS    H                         INPUT LENGTH

INRECTXT DS    CL80                      INPUT COMMAND

         DS    H                         FILLER

OUTREC   DS    0F                        OUTPUT FROM DCMT

OUTRECLN DS    F                         MAXIMUM ALLOWED OUTPUT LENGTH

OUTRECRC DS    H                         RETURN CODE

OUTRECOD DS    H                         OUTPUT TYPE

OUTRECTL DS    F                         TOTAL LENGTH OF DCMT OUTPUT

OUTRECAL DS    F                         ACTUAL LENGTH RETURNED

OUTRECTX DS    CL132                     TEXT OUTPUT AREA

WORKDSL  EQU   *-WORKDS

         SPACE 2
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         END

DCUF Example

The following example invokes RHDCUF00 to execute the DCUF SET PRINT CLASS command specified in INREC:

       #LINK PGM='RHDCUF00',PARMS=(INREC,OUTREC)

 .

 .

 .

INREC    DS    0F                   Input to DCUF

INRECLN  DC    Y(L'INRECTXT)           - length

INRECTXT DC    C'SET PRINT CLASS 01'   - command

*

OUTREC   DS    0F                   Output from DCUF

OUTRECLN DC    A(L'OUTRECTX)           - maximum allowed length

OUTRECRC DC    H'0'                    - return code

OUTRECOD DC    H'0'                    - output type

OUTRECTL DC    F'0'                    - total length

OUTRECAL DC    F'0'                    - actual length

OUTRECTX DS    CL132                   - actual output text

Invoking SDEL Command from Programs
You can invoke the SDEL command from application programs by linking to program RHDCSDEL.

NOTE
Securing the SDEL task code does not secure usage of the RHDCSDEL program. If you want to limit the use of
RHDCSDEL, that program must be secured.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Linking to RHDCSDEL

The calling program links to program RHDCSDEL, passing the addresses DICTNAME, RETCODE, and OUTAREA as
parameters:

#LINK PGM='RHDCSDEL',PARMS=(DICTNAME,RETCODE,OUTAREA)

Parameters

• DICTNAME
Specifies the dictionary name of the updatable DDLDML and DDLCAT areas to be scanned for security definitions
associated with logically deleted users.
This is an 8-character field, left-justified, and padded with blanks. If DICTNAME is set to blanks, DC/UCF processes
the updatable DDLDML and DDLCAT areas of the default dictionary for the system. If DICTNAME is set to CL8'*ALL',
all DDLDML and DDLCAT areas in the DMCL are processed.

• RETCODE
Specifies a fullword in which RHDCSDEL provides a return code. The possible return codes are as follows:
– 00

Specifies processing was successful. The OUTAREA contains informational messages DC048004 and DC048008.
– 04
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Specifies processing was successful but contains warnings. The possible causes are as follows:
• There were no logically deleted users to process. The OUTAREA contains informational message DC048002.
• The OUTAREA is too small to contain all output messages.

– 08
Specifies a processing error. The possible causes are as follows:
• The DICTNAME is invalid. The outarea contains error message DC048001.
• An unexpected database error was encountered. The OUTAREA contains error message DC048003.
• A BIND failed. The OUTAREA contains error message DC048004 or DC048006.

– 12
Specifies the fatal error, the DMCL module is invalid. The OUTAREA contains error message DC048007.

• OUTAREA
Specifies an area where RHDCSDEL puts messages. The first fullword of the area must be initialized to the area
length, which also includes the first fullword. Upon return, the first fullword contains the size of the messages. Each
message is in the following format:

AL1(L'message),C'message'

NOTE
RETCODE is set to 04 if the output area is too small, unless a more severe error occurred.

Example

The following example invokes RHDCSDEL to clean up the security definitions for logically deleted users in the default
dictionary:

#LINK PGM='RHDCSDEL,PARMS=(DICTNAME,RETCODE,OUTAREA)

.

.

RETCODE  DC    F'0'

DICTNAME DC    CL8'        '

*

OUTAREA  DS    0F

OUTAREAL DC    F'256'

OUTRECD  DC    XL252'00'

More Information

• For more information about the LINK statement, see the  IDMS DML Reference for Assembler, COBOL, or PL/I section
for the language of the calling program.

• For more information about securing a program, see  Administratiing Security for IDMS .

Invoking the SIGNON Task from Programs
You can invoke the SIGNON task by linking the RHDCSNON program.

This article describes the following information:

RHDCSNON

The calling program links to program RHDCSNON, passing three or four mandatory parameters:

• Three mandatory parameters when a 1 through 8 character password is used:
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#LINK PGM=RHDCSNON,PARMS=(PARM1,PARM2,PARM3)

• Four mandatory parameters when a 9 to 100 character password phrase (passphrase) is used:

#LINK PGM=RHDCSNON,PARMS=(PARM1,PARM2,PARM3,PARM4)

Parameters

The #LINK statement to RHDCSNON must include the following parameter list:

• Parameter 1 (18 bytes)
Specifies the user ID. The user ID is left-justified and padded on the right with blanks.

• Parameter 2 (8-100 bytes)
Specifies the password. The password is left-justified and padded on the right with blanks. For externally secured
signons, this value can alternatively be a passphrase or PassTicket. PassTickets are short-term substitutes for
passwords which are targeted to a specific application.

• Parameter 3 (aligned halfword)
Specifies the return code. On return from RHDCSNON, the return code parameter can contain one of the following
values:
– 0

Specifies the signon was successful.
– 4

Specifies the user is already signed on to another terminal, and multiple signons are disallowed.
– 8

Specifies the user ID was not authorized.
– 12

Specifies the password is invalid.
– 16

Specifies the user ID is blank (format error).
– 20

Specifies an error occurred when processing the dictionary.
– 24

Specifies the signon was stopped by the signon user exit.
• Parameter 4 (aligned halfword) 

Specifies a length value between 8 and 100 for the area containing a password or passphrase. This parameter is
mandatory for a 9 through 100 character passphrase.

Example: Three Parameters

The following sample #LINK command invokes RHDCSNON, passing the ID and password stored in WKUSRID and
WKPSWD:

          #LINK PGM='RHDCSNON', PARMS=(WKUSRID, WKPSWD, WKRCODE)

          .

          .

          .

WKUSRID   DS    CL32

WKPSWD    DS    CL8

WKRCODE   DS    H
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Example: Four Parameters

The following sample #LINK command invokes RHDCSNON, passing the ID, password or passphrase stored in
WKUSRID and WKPSWD. WKPSWDL is set to the designated length of WKPSWD:

          MVC WKPSWDL,=H’100’

          #LINK PGM='RHDCSNON',PARMS=(WKUSRID,WKPSWD,WKRCODE,WKPSWDL)

          .

          .

          .

WKUSRID   DS    CL32

WKPSWD    DS    CL100

WKRCODE   DS    H

WKPSWDL   DS    H

Two-Phase Commit Support with RRS
RRS is an IBM resource recovery platform for z/OS. IDMS can exploit RRS services in the following ways:

•  A batch application can use RRS as a coordinator to ensure that the updates made through one or more central
versions are coordinated with those of other resource managers such as MQSeries.

• An online application can update external resources through an RRS-enabled interface to ensure that those updates
are coordinated with those made to IDMS resources.

RRS Support for Batch Applications
Contents

A batch application updating resources controlled by multiple resource managers can make use of RRS services to
guarantee atomicity of the updates. IDMS supports RRS for batch applications that make their database updates through
one or more central versions running on the same operating system image as the batch job.

When RRS is used as the coordinator, each resource manager (RM), such as an IDMS central version that is accessed,
expresses an interest in the unit of recovery (UR) controlled by RRS. To commit all changes as a unit, the application
issues a Commit_UR (or an HLL Application_Commit_UR) request to RRS. The following diagram illustrates the flow of
control that occurs:
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Example

Consider a batch application that accesses IDMS and MQSeries and wants to coordinate the work done on each. To
do this, the central version must be accessed through an RRS-enabled batch interface. The interface passes a context
token to the central version so that it can express an interest in the UR associated with the context. At commit time, RRS
invokes the central version's prepare and commit exits so that its work is coordinated with that of MQSeries.

Enabling RRS for Batch Applications

A batch application notifies IDMS that it wants to use RRS as a coordinator by specifying the following SYSIDMS
parameter:

ENABLE_RRS=ON

IDMS then extracts the current context token and passes it on to the central version, which expresses interest in it.

If ENABLE_RRS=ON is established as a default in a SYSIDMS load module, it can be overridden at runtime by specifying
the following parameter:

ENABLE_RRS=OFF

Note:

• The central version(s) to which the batch application's database sessions are directed must be started with RRS
support and must be running on the same operating system image.

• It is not possible to access a pre-Release 16.0 central version if the batch job runs with RRS enabled. Local access is
supported but is not part of the RRS UR.

• The 10.2 services batch interface (also known as IDML) does not support RRS.
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Batch RRS Transaction Boundaries and Application Design Considerations

Batch applications that use RRS as a coordinator have to be carefully designed. The usage of RRS implies the following
rules:

• The application verbs that mark a transaction boundary are the RRS verbs: Commit_UR or Backout_UR.
• Prior to issuing a Commit_UR, all database sessions whose transaction is under the control of RRS must be

completed. This can be accomplished by performing the following tasks:
– Issuing a FINISH TASK DML command
– Explicitly finishing all active database sessions by issuing a FINISH or COMMIT RELEASE DML command for each

one

NOTE
A FINISH TASK must be issued if a BIND TASK was issued.

Finishing a database session does not terminate its associated transaction when it is under the control of RRS;
instead, the database session is closed and currency locks are released, but the transaction remains active and
update locks are maintained until the RRS UR is committed or backed out.
It is possible to serially create and finish database sessions within a single RRS UR; however, unless transaction
sharing is in effect, a deadlock may occur if a later session attempts to access a record that was updated by a previous
session.

• When a ROLLBACK [TASK] DML command is issued, it results in the back out of the entire RRS UR, even if the
application subsequently issues a Commit_UR request. At the time the ROLLBACK command is issued, the changes
made to the IDMS database are backed out and the associated locks are released. However, the RRS UR is not
backed out until an RRS commit or backout operation is initiated. If necessary, IDMS will initiate a BACKOUT operation
during the first phase of commit processing to cause the RRS UR to be backed out.

• When an application program ends (normally or abnormally), the associated RRS context is terminated by the
operating system. RRS default actions are to commit on normal context termination and backout on abnormal context
termination.

Example of a COBOL Batch Program

The following extracts from a COBOL program show how to invoke the RRS Commit_UR and Backout_UR services. The
COBOL program is a subroutine that is called to perform a certain action as defined in ACTION-CD. Only the IDMS task
level and RRS actions are shown.

      *RETRIEVAL

      *NO-ACTIVITY-LOG

      *DMLIST

       IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

       PROGRAM-ID.           MBINDSUB.

      *******************************************************************

      *  SUBSCHEMA CONTROL IS PASSED FROM MAINLINE PROGRAM.

      *******************************************************************

       ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

       IDMS-CONTROL SECTION.

       PROTOCOL.                MODE IS BATCH DEBUG

                                IDMS-RECORDS MANUAL.

       DATA DIVISION.

       SCHEMA SECTION.

           DB EMPSS01 WITHIN EMPSCHM VERSION 100.

       WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

       01  WK-DATA.

           02  I            PIC S9(4) COMP.
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       01  COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-NAMES.

       01  COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-RECORDS.

       LINKAGE SECTION.

       01  DB-PARM.

           02  DBNAME-IN    PIC X(8).

           02  FILLER       PIC X.

           02  DBNODE-IN    PIC X(8).

           02  FILLER       PIC X.

           02  ACTION-CD    PIC X.

               88    ACT-BIND   VALUE 'R'.

               88    ACT-BINDU  VALUE 'U'.

               88    ACT-DML1   VALUE '1'.

               88    ACT-DML2   VALUE '2'.

               88    ACT-DML3   VALUE '3'.

               88    ACT-UPDT   VALUE '4'.

               88    ACT-FIN    VALUE 'F'.

               88    ACT-TCOM   VALUE 'C'.

               88    ACT-RCOM   VALUE 'D'.

               88    ACT-TFIN   VALUE 'X'.

               88    ACT-TBAK   VALUE 'B'.

               88    ACT-RBAK   VALUE 'Y'.

           02  RETURN-CD    PIC S9(8) COMP.

           ...

01  COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-CTRL.

       PROCEDURE DIVISION USING DB-PARM, SUBSCHEMA-CTRL.

       MAINLN SECTION.

           MOVE 0 TO RETURN-CD.

           ...

           IF ACT-BINDU

              PERFORM BIND-IT

           ELSE IF ACT-RCOM

              PERFORM RCOM-IT

           ELSE IF ACT-TFIN

              PERFORM TFIN-IT

           ELSE IF ACT-TBAK

              PERFORM TBAK-IT

           ELSE IF ACT-RBAK

              PERFORM RBAK-IT

           ELSE IF ...

           ...

           ELSE

              MOVE 32 TO RETURN-CD.

           GOBACK.

       BIND-IT SECTION.

           MOVE SPACES TO SUBSCHEMA-CTRL.

           MOVE 'MBINDSUB' TO PROGRAM-NAME.

           BIND RUN-UNIT DBNODE DBNODE-IN

                         DBNAME DBNAME-IN.

           READY USAGE-MODE UPDATE.

           PERFORM CHECK-STAT.

           BIND EMPLOYEE.

           PERFORM CHECK-STAT.

           BIND DEPARTMENT.
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           PERFORM CHECK-STAT.

       ...

       TCOM-IT SECTION.

           COMMIT TASK.

           PERFORM CHECK-STAT.

       RCOM-IT SECTION.

      *  Issue RRS Commit_UR

           CALL 'SRRCMIT' USING RETURN-CD.

           PERFORM CHECK-RRS.

       TFIN-IT SECTION.

           FINISH TASK.

           PERFORM CHECK-STAT.

       RBAK-IT SECTION.

      *  Issue RRS Backout_UR

           CALL 'SRRBACK' USING RETURN-CD.

           PERFORM CHECK-RRS.

       ...

RRS Support for Online Applications
RRS can be used by an online application to ensure that updates made through external resource managers such as
MQSeries are coordinated with those of IDMS. In order to exploit this functionality, the external resource manager must be
accessed through its RRS-enabled interface.

Before accessing the external resource manager, the online task must establish a private RRS context. This context can
then be passed to any external resource manager that wants to participate in the IDMS controlled transaction. Typically,
online support for accessing external resources is provided by a third party vendor and, consequently, it is the vendor's
responsibility to establish the private context and ensure that it is available to the external resource manager's RRS-
enabled interface. The RRS-enabled interface passes the context to its resource manager so that it can register an
interest in the context's UR.

To initiate a commit operation involving all interested resource managers, the online application issues an IDMS commit
DML command (such as a FINISH TASK or a COMMIT WORK). The local transaction manager then uses RRS as an
agent to coordinate its updates with those of the external resource managers.
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Example

Consider an online application that accesses IDMS and MQSeries and wants to coordinate the work done on each. To do
this, the application program invokes a third party interface to access MQSeries. The interface creates a private context
(referred to as CTXPRIV) by calling IDMSIN01. Next, the interface accesses MQSeries through its RRS-enabled interface,
specifying CTXPRIV.

The application program initiates a commit operation by issuing a DML command such as FINISH TASK. When this
happens, the IDMS transaction manager becomes the coordinator and drives RRS as a participant. RRS in turn directs
the actions of MQSeries in support of the commit operation.

Programming Interface

The RRSCTX IDMSIN01 function allows private context manipulation. It is designed for third party vendors who want to
exploit the two-phase commit functionality. For a description of IDMSIN01 function RRSCTX, see IDMSCALC.

Termination of a private context

If the private context is created by an SQL routine or database procedure that called IDMSIN01, the private context is
terminated when the encompassing transaction is ended. Otherwise, the private context ends when the DC task ends.

Application Design Considerations

If an external resource manager, such as MQSeries, is invoked from within an SQL routine or database procedure, its
work is committed or backed out when the encompassing transaction is committed or backed out. Otherwise, the work
done by the external resource manager is committed when one of the following situations occur:

• A COMMIT TASK is executed
• A FINISH TASK is executed
• The online task ends normally
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The work is backed out when one of the following situations occur:

• A ROLLBACK TASK is executed
• The online task ends abnormally

MQ Adapter API Support
The MQ Adapter connects IDMS online applications to a local IBM MQ queue manager to allow applications access to the
managed queues. The applications can send and receive messages and obtain queue manager information.

IDMS online applications are written in one of the supported programming languages and must be linked with the IDMS
stub that is designed for MQ access.

NOTE
The documentation for the MQ Adapter includes supplemental information about IBM MQ that is required for
IDMS MQ use only. See the IBM MQ documentation for specific information about IBM MQ. All instances of the
MQ Adapter that are referenced in this documentation refer to the MQ Adapter that is provided by IDMS only.

For more information about designing, developing, and building IDMS applications that all IBM MQ, see Using IDMS MQ
Adapter.

This article contains the following information:

  

Common Parameter Considerations

An MQ queue is the only object type supported.

Compile and Link-Edit Considerations

To build an IDMS application to call IBM MQ, build the JCL that performs these tasks:

• Compile (or assemble) the program to produce object code. The JCL for your compilation must include SYSLIB
statements that make the IBM MQ copybooks available to the compiler. The copybooks are supplied in the following
IBM MQ for z/OS libraries:
– For COBOL, thlqual.SCSQCOBC
– For assembler language, thlqual.SCSQMACS
– For PL/I, thlqual.SCSQPLIC

• Link-edit the object code to produce a load module. When you link-edit the code, you must include the IDMS MQ stub
module IDMSMQI.

• Store the load module in an application load library.

Fragments of JCL to link-edit the object module in the IDMS/DC environment.

//*****************************************************************

//** LINK PROGRAM MODULE **

//*****************************************************************

//link EXEC PGM=HEWL,REGION=1024K,PARM='LET,LIST,MAP,XREF'

//SYSUT1 DD UNIT=sysda,SPACE=(TRK,(20,5))

//SYSLIB DD DSN=language.linklib,DISP=SHR

//vanilla DD DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

//custom DD DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSLMOD DD DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSLIN DD DSN=&&OBJECT.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

// DD *
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INCLUDE vanilla(IDMS) required

INCLUDE vanilla(IDMSMQI) required to call MQ API's

ENTRY userentry

NAME userprog(R)

The load libraries are defined as follows:

•  language.linklibLoad library that contains COBOL, Assembler, or PL/1 support modules.
•  idms.cagjload

Data set name of the load library containing the vanilla IDMS executable modules
•  idms.custom.loadlib

Data set name of the load library containing the customized IDMS executable modules

Comparing LINKing and Built-In Functions

LINKing and built-in functions enable you to use the MQ functionality. The built-in functions are supplied by ADS. There
is one built-in function for each supported MQ function. We recommend using MQ built-in functions over LINKing for the
following benefits:

• Parameters can be a record element. When LINKing is used, each parameter must be defined as a separate record.
• Built-in functions are easier to use.
• Calling a system-defined built-in function is more efficient than LINKing to another program type.

See MQ Function Descriptions for information about MQ built-in functionality.

Supported Programming Languages for MQ Adapter
This article describes the programming languages that are supported by the MQ Adapter and how each language invokes
MQ functionality.

ADS/Online

This section describes the ADS/Online call interface for MQ. Applications that are written in ADS can use one of two
methods to exploit MQ.

• Use the built-in functions that are supplied by ADS. There is one built-in function for each supported MQ function. They
follow the same general rules as other ADS built-in functions. Parameters can be records or record elements. The
following example is sample code that is required to invoke the MQOPEN built-in function in your ADS dialog.

• Use an ADS control statement to invoke the MQ call. The following example shows how to use the LINK control
statement to invoke MQOPEN.

Example

Example of using LINK

 

 

 LINK TO PROGRAM 'MQOPEN' USING 

  (MQ-PARM2,CMQODV,MQ-PARM6,MQ-PARM5,MQ-PARM3,MQ-PARM4).

 

 

 Example of using a built in function

 

 

 MQOPEN(W03-HCONN, 

        CMQODV, 
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        W03-OPENOPTIONS,

        W03-HOBJ, 

        W03-COMPCODE, 

        W03-REASON) 

Each parameter must be a separate record when using the LINK TO PROGRAM.

NOTE

We recommend using the built-in MQ functions. Built-in MQ functions are easier to use and provide the
additional benefits:

• Parameters can be a record element. When LINKing is used, each parameter must be defined as a separate
record.

• Calling a system-defined built-in function is more efficient than LINKing to another program type, optimizing
performance.

COBOL

Programs that are written in COBOL use the CALL statement to invoke MQ functionality.

IDMS MQ API return and reason codes are contained in IDMSQRNC. For more information about the return codes,
see MQ Error Codes.

Example

CALL 'MQOPEN' USING W03-HCONN 

                     MQOD 

                     W03-OPENOPTIONS 

                     W03-HOBJ 

                     W03-COMPCODE 

                     W03-REASON.

Parameter Declarations:

 01  CONNECTIONHANDLE  PIC S9(9) BINARY.

 01  OBJECTDESCRIPTOR.

     COPY CMQODV.

 01  OPTIONS          PIC S9(9) BINARY.

 01  HANDLEOBJECT     PIC S9(9) BINARY.

 01  COMPCODE         PIC S9(9) BINARY.

 01  RSNCODE          PIC S9(9) BINARY.

HLASM

Programs that are written in HLASM use the CALL instruction to invoke the MQ functions.

IDMS MQ API return and reason codes are contained in IDMSQRNA. For more information about the return codes,
see MQ Error Codes.

Example

CALL  MQOPEN,(LWACONH,LWAOBJD,LWAOPT,LWAHOBJ,LWACOMPC,LWARSNC),VL
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PL/I

Programs that written in PL/I use the CALL statement to invoke MQ functionality.

Example

CALL 'MQOPEN' USING (W03_HCONN,

        MQOD,

        W03_OPENOPTIONS,

        W03_HOBJ,

        W03_COMPCODE,

        W03_REASON);

Parameter Declarations:

dcl ConnectionHandle  fixed bin(31);

dcl ObjectDescriptor  like MQOD;

dcl Options           fixed bin(31);

dcl ObjectHandle      fixed bin(31); 

dcl CompCode          fixed bin(31);

dcl RsnCode           fixed bin(31); 

MQ Function Descriptions
This article describes the following MQ functions:

 For more information about these MQ functions, see the IBM MQ documentation.

MQBACK

MQBACK tells the queue manager to back out all gets and puts since the last sync point.

MQBACK(ConnectionHandle, CompCode, RsnCode)

Usage Notes

• When a DC task ends abnormally with uncommitted changes, task termination processing issues an MQBACK. 
• If the current MQ session was created by MQOPEN and has no open objects, the utility subtask that is reserved for

this session is released.

MQCLOSE

MQCLOSE terminates access to a queue.

MQCLOSE(ConnectionHandle, ObjectHandle, Options, CompCode, RsnCode)

Usage Notes

• An implicit MQCLOSE is issued for any open objects when a task ends.
• If the current MQ session was created by MQOPEN and has no uncommitted changes, the utility subtask that is

reserved for this session is released.
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MQCMIT

MQCMIT creates a sync point for the queue manager, making all previous puts and gets permanent.

MQCMIT(ConnectionHandle, CompCode, RsnCode)

Usage Notes

• When a DC task ends normally with uncommitted changes, task termination processing issues an MQCMIT. 
• If the current MQ session was created by MQOPEN and has no open objects, the utility subtask that is reserved for

this session is released.

MQCONN

MQCONN establishes an IDMS MQ session. IDMS may connect to the queue manager or may use an existing
connection.

MQCONN(QManagerName, ConnectionHandle, CompCode, RsnCode)

Usage Notes

• This call is not required. IDMS MQ sessions are automatically created on the first MQOPEN if one does not exist. 
• Sessions created by MQCONN will persist until the task ends or MQDISC is issued.
• A utility subtask is reserved for this session
• The parameter, QManagerName is ignored.

MQDISC

MQDISC terminates an IDMS MQ session.  IDMS remain connected to the queue manager unless the IDMS MQ interface
is disabled.

MQDISC(ConnectionHandle, CompCode, RsnCode)

Usage Notes

• This call is not required. IDMS MQ sessions end when a task ends.
• This call may be issued to end a session, regardless of how the session was started.
• If this call is issued, the following actions occur for the session:

– Uncommitted changes are committed.
– Open objects are closed.
– The utility subtask that is reserved for this session is released.

MQGET

MQGET obtains a message from a queue.

MQGET(ConnectionHandle, ObjectHandle, MessageDescriptor, MQGMOStructure, BufferLength, Buffer, DataLength,

 CompCode, RsnCode)

Usage Notes
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• The MQGMO_SET_SIGNAL option is not supported in ADS.
• Unless MQGMO_NO_SYNCPOINT is specified, IDMS considers the MQ session to have uncommitted changes.
• When the MQGMO_WAIT option is used, the defined INACTIVE INTERVAL for the IDMS task may need to be

increased.
• If the IDMS MQ connection is disabled while an MQ session is open, when the MQGMO_FAIL_IF_QUIESCING option

is used, the call fails with reason code MQRC_Q_MGR_QUIESCING. 

MQINQ

MQINQ inquires object attributes.

MQINQ(ConnectionHandle, ObjectHandle, SelectorCount, Selectors, IntegerAttrCount, IntegerAttrs,

 CharAttrLength, CharAttrs, CompCode, RsnCode)

Usage Notes

• No IDMS requirements

MQOPEN

MQOPEN initializes access to a queue.

MQOPEN(ConnectionHandle, ObjectDescription, Options, ObjectHandle, CompCode, RsnCode)

Usage Notes

• If there is no active session, the first MQOPEN opens a session.  The session reserves a subtask. Following MQ calls
use this subtask until the session ends.

• If the utility subtask has not connected to the queue manager, it is connected before the call is processed.
• When the MQOO_FAIL_IF_QUIESCING option is used, if the IDMS MQ connection is disabled while an MQ session is

open, the call will fail with reason code MQRC_Q_MGR_QUIESCING.

MQPUT

MQPUT places a message on a queue.

MQPUT(ConnectionHandle, ObjectHandle, MessageDescriptor, MQPMOStructure, BufferLength, Buffer, CompCode,

 RsnCode)

Usage Notes

• Unless MQPMO_NO_SYNCPOINT is specified, IDMS considers the MQ session to have uncommitted changes.
• When the MQPMO_FAIL_IF_QUIESCING option is used, if the IDMS MQ connection is disabled while an MQ session

is open, the call will fail with reason code MQRC_Q_MGR_QUIESCING.

MQPUT1

MQPUT1 places a single message on a queue.

MQPUT1 (ConnectionHandle, ObjectDescriptor, MessageDescriptor, PutMsgOpts, BufferLength, Buffer, CompCode, RsnCode)

Usage Notes
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• Unless MQPMO_NO_SYNCPOINT is specified, IDMS considers the MQ session to have uncommitted changes.
• If no session exists, a session is allocated.  
• When a session is allocated for the call, it is released after the call when MQPMO_NO_SYNCPOINT is specifed.
• When the MQPMO_FAIL_IF_QUIESCING option is used, if the IDMS MQ connection is disabled while an MQ session

is open, the call will fail with reason code MQRC_Q_MGR_QUIESCING.

MQSET

MQSET sets object attributes.

MQSET(ConnectionHandle, ObjectHandle, SelectorCount, Selectors, IntegerAttrCount, IntegerAttrs,

 CharAttrLength, CharAttrs, CompCode, RsnCode)

Usage Notes

• No IDMS requirements.

MQSTAT

MQSTAT retrieves status information for asynchronous messages.

MQSTAT(ConnectionHandle, Type, Stat, CompCode, RsnCode)

Usage Notes

• No IDMS requirements.
• If no session exists, a session is allocated.  
• When a session is allocated for the call, the session is released after the call.

MQ Error Codes
This article describes the return codes and reason codes that are unique to the MQ Adapter. Refer to the IBM MQ
documentation for all other return and reason codes.

The name shown in the following table is the EQUate symbol generated by the IDMSQRNA macro.

Name Reason Code Description
MQIRC_INVPL 13000 Invalid #MQI parameter list
MQIRC_INVFUNC 13001 Invalid #MQI Function
MQIRC_SMQTABMISSING 13002 SMQ table missing
MQIRC_MQDISABLED 13003 SMQ Environment disabled
MQIRC_MQQUIESCING 13004 SMQ Environment quiescing
MQIRC_RNOINQNM 13005 Invalid QNAME parameter
MQIRC_RNOINHCO 13006 Invalid Q Handle parameter
MQIRC_RNOBADF 13007 Queue Handle not in user's table
MQIRC_RNOPINL 13008 Plugin module not loaded
MQIRC_RNOFRSVD 13009 Function reserved for the system
MQIRC_RNOSYSP1 13010 ASYNCECB and HANDLE are system

parms
MQIRC_RNONOLTE 13011 No LTE available from current TCE
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MQIRC_RNOUSTNE 13012 UMQTAB does not exist
MQIRC_RNOUSTCA 13013 UMQTAB cannot be allocated
MQIRC_RNOSLRCY 13014 MQ has been recycled
MQIRC_RNOINMQO 13015 Invalid MQOD parameter
MQIRC_RNOINOPT 13016 Invalid OPTIONS parameter
MQIRC_RNOINHOB 13017 Invalid HOBJ parameter
MQIRC_RNOINMQM 13018 Invalid MQMD parameter
MQIRC_RNOINBFL 13019 Invalid BUFFLEN parameter
MQIRC_RNOINBUF 13020 Invalid BUFFER parameter
MQIRC_ALOCSMQTAB 13021 SMQTAB cannot be allocated
MQIRC_RNOINDATAL 13022 Invalid DATALENGTH parameter
MQIRC_CONNECTFAIL 13023 Internal MQCONN failed
MQIRC_NOOPENOBJECT 13024 Open Object not found
MQIRC_NOAVAILSUBT 13025 No available subtask
MQIRC_NOSUBTASKCONN 13026 No subtask connection
MQIRC_INVSELCOUNT 13027 Invalid SELECTORCOUNT parameter
MQIRC_INVSELECTOR 13028 Invalid SELECTORS parameter
MQIRC_INVINTATTRC 13029 Invalid INTATTRCOUNT parameter
MQIRC_INVINTATTRS 13030 Invalid INTATTRS parameter
MQIRC_INVCHATTRL   13031 Invalid CHARATTRLENGTH parameter
MQIRC_INVCHATTRS   13032 Invalid CHARATTRS parameter
MQIRC_INVMSGDESC 13033 Invalid MSGDESC parameter
MQIRC_INVPUTMSGOPTS 13034 Invalid PUTMSGOPTS parameter
MQIRC_INVBUFFERL 13035 Invalid BUFFERLENGTH parameter
MQIRC_INVBUFFER 13036 Invalid BUFFER parameter
MQIRC_INVGETMSGOPTS 13037 Invalid GETMSGOPTS parameter 
MQIRC_INVOBJDESC 13038 Invalid OBJDESC parameter
MQIRC_INVSTATTYP 13039 Invalid MQSTAT Type parameter
MQIRC_INVSTATSTS 13040 Invalid MQSTS Status Information Structure
MQIRC_NO_SESSION 13041 No session established

Using an IDMS Compiler as a Subprogram
Any program can call an IDMS Compiler as a subroutine, within an IDMS CV, to extract information from, or update
information in, a dictionary or catalog. The program passes the compiler an input area that contains the command
statements to be processed by the compiler. The IDMS compiler places the results of the commands in an output area
which can then be examined and processed by the program.

The following table displays a list of available compilers that can be called as a subroutine and the programs to invoke
them:

Compiler Online Program - IDMS DC
DDDL Compiler IDMSDDDC
Schema Compiler IDMSCHDC
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Subschema Compiler IDMSUBDC
Sysgen Compiler RHDCSGDC
Online Command Facility IDMSOCF

The compilers can use the following files depending on the input commands:

• An input file (SYSIPT) - This file is required on all calls
• A print file (SYSLST) - This file is required on all calls
• A punch file (SYSPCH) - This file is optional on most calls

Each of these files consists of 80-byte records. Normally, the compiler controls these files, directing the input and print
files to the terminal and discarding the punch file. However, when a program or dialog calls the compiler as a subroutine,
the calling program specifies that these three files can be directed to a work-area file, a scratch area, a queue, another
program, or a null file.

The advantages and disadvantages that are associated with each of these storage mechanisms are shown in the
following table.

Storage Type Advantages/Disadvantages
Work-area file Offers the fastest access but is limited in size; this mechanism is

the best choice for small files.
Scratch area Can accommodate a large volume of data; however, scratch areas

are volatile and may require the calling program to perform I/Os.
Queue Can accommodate a large volume of data; however, the calling

program must perform I/Os and initiate run units to access
queues.

User program exit Offers the most advantages. The user has maximum control over
the file records, selecting certain records for special processing.

Null file Suppresses the output from the compiler. If the program tries to
read the null file, an end-of-file condition is returned immediately.

Compiler Subprogram Basics
This topic provides basic information about the compiler subprogram.

Combining Storage Types

There are advantages to combine two mechanisms. For example, direct the file to a user program exit that directs a work
area overflow to a scratch area. The work area file is described in the Compiler Interface Parameters topic.

Input File Statements

The input file can contain any valid command facility statements. All standard compiler security applies to issuing these
statements.

First Statement

For Online Command Facility:

To ensure proper access to the compiler, the first command in the input file should be CONNECT.  The dictionary that
is named in the CONNECT command must identify the dictionary to be accessed. You may also want to specify SET
OPTIONS to control the output formatting options. For more information, see Using Set Options to Select Options.

For other compilers:

To ensure proper access to the compiler, the first two commands in the input file should be SIGNON and SET
OPTIONS. The dictionary that is named or defaulted to in the SIGNON command must be the dictionary being processed
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against by the calling program. You may also want to specify SET OPTIONS FORMAT IS FIXED because the resulting
columnar format is easier for the calling program to parse. For more information see, About Set Options.

NOTE
How the columnar format that is associated with each entity-occurrence definition is subject to change from
release to release. Therefore, the user program should be coded to easily accommodate such changes.

Ensure that null values are not passed to the compiler as part of an entity name. If nulls are present, the compiler cannot
locate the object entity.

Last Statement

For Online Command Facility:

If an END command is not passed to the compiler at each IDMSOCF invocation, a suspended session is leftover. The
leftover suspended session causes allocated storage to remain attached to the LTE until the user signs off or the LTE is
recycled. The last command in the input file should be END to prevent LTE storage build-up.

For other compilers:

When a user program calls the compiler interface, that program automatically starts a compiler session. The last
command passed to the compiler by the program should be a SIGNOFF command. If the SIGNOFF command is not
present in the input file, the compiler interface suspends the compiler session. If the calling program terminates, the
compiler session remains suspended. If the user then signs on to the compiler from the same logical terminal, the
suspended session is reactivated and any session options that are established by the calling program remain in effect.
However, the work file has been cleared.

How the Compiler Is Called

To call the compiler, the user program issues a LINK request, specifying the appropriate online program name and
passing seven parameters. The parameters are a compiler input/output (CIO) block, one compiler input/output file (CIOF)
block for each of the three files (input, print, and punch), followed by a user parameter for each of the three files (input,
print, and punch). The CIOF control block and the associated buffer are passed in pairs. If the CIOF block defines the
location of the file to be something other than Work Area, then a single 80-byte block of storage containing the word NULL
must be passed in the position of the buffer within the calling parameters.

Compiler Interface Parameters
The CIO block, CIOF block, and user parameters are described separately in this section.

CIO Block

The CIO block contains return codes that indicate the presence of invalid CIO or CIOF parameters and specify the
outcome of the RETURN operation from the compiler to the user program. This block also contains a value that indicates
which compiler is in error.

The following table displays the CIO block formatting:

Field Label Usage Size Picture Description

1 CIOID Char 4 X(4) Compiler I/O ID;
must be initialized to
'CIO'

2 CIOUSER Binary 4 S9(8)
COMP

Reserved for user
storage (normally, an
address); must be
initialized to 0
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3 CIOIORC Binary 4 S9(8)
COMP

CIO return code

4 CIOCMPRC Binary 4 S9(8)
COMP

Compiler return code

5 Char 8 X(8) Reserved

6 CIOERRFI Char 8 X(8) If an error has
occurred, the name
of the file in error

Error conditions are returned to the calling program as a return code in the CIOIORC field of the CIO block. These error
codes are described as follows:

Error code Description

4 (X'04') An invalid parameter has been passed to the compiler interface;
typically, the CIO or CIOF block has not been properly initialized.

8 (X'08') The scratch id or queue id specified in the CIOF block could not
be found.

28 (X'1C') An I/O error has occurred during an attempt to access a scratch
area or queue file, or an output work-area file is exhausted.

The name of the file in error (SYSIPT, SYSLST, or SYSPCH) is placed in the CIOERRFI field of the CIO block for
examination by the user.

The following COBOL example is the CIO block to be passed to the called compiler:

**************************************************************************

* PARAMETER 1 - THE COMPILER INPUT/OUTPUT BLOCK  **

**************************************************************************

 01  CIO-PARM1.                                                

     03 CIO-ID                      PIC X(4)  VALUE 'CIO '.      

     03 CIO-USER                    PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.     

     03 CIO-IO-RC                   PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.     

     03 CIO-DDDL-RC                 PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.     

     03 CIO-RESERVED                PIC X(8)  VALUE SPACES.      

     03 CIO-ERROR-FILE              PIC X(8)  VALUE SPACES.      

        88 SYSIPT-ERROR                       VALUE 'SYSIPT'.    

        88 SYSLST-ERROR                       VALUE 'SYSLST'.    

        88 SYSPCH-ERROR                       VALUE 'SYSPCH'.    

     03 CIO-NULL                    PIC X(4)  VALUE 'NULL'.  

 

CIOF Block
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For each file, the user program passes a CIOF block. Each CIOF block describes the type of file being passed (for
example, work area); the number of records to be read from and written to the file; and the maximum number of records
the file can hold. The format of the CIOF block is as shown in the following table.

Field Label Usage Size Picture Description

1 CIOFTYPE Char 8 X(8) File type for data
block (see next
table)

2 CIOFNAME Char 16 X(16) File name (see next
table)

3 CIOFRC Binary 4 S9(8)
COMP

Program return
code, if file type is
'LINKPGM'/
'LINKEPA'.

4 CIOFZUS Binary 4 S9(8)
COMP

Number of records
read from or
written to file;
updated if file type
is 'WORKAREA',
'SCRATCH', or
'QUEUE'; can also
be updated by
program if file type is
'LINKPGM'/'LINKEPA'.

5 CIOFSZMX Binary 4 S9(8)
COMP

If file type is
'WORKAREA',
maximum number
of records that file
holds (SYSIPT) or
can hold (SYSLST or
SYSPCH).

Fields 1 and 2

The following table provides section lines for determining file types and names for fields 1 and 2 of the CIOF block.

File type File name

For a work area initialize to 'WORKAREA' Not applicable

For a scratch area initialize to 'SCRATCH ' Scratch area ID

For a queue initialize to 'QUEUE ' Queue ID

For a program initialize to 'LINKPGM ' or 'LINKEPA', based on the
LINK mechanism used

If 'LINKPGM' use the 8-character program name
If 'LINKEPA' use the 4-character entry point address

For a null file initialize to 'NULL' Not applicable

User Parameters
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Each CIOF block must be followed by a user parameter that specifies the location of the work-area file within program
variable storage or defines the parameter list to be passed to the user program exit. The user parameters and the
information passed in each are as follows:

Parameter Information passed

1 CIO block

2 CIOF block for input file

3 If CIOFTYPE='WORKAREA', the work area allocated in program
variable storage; if CIOFTYPE='LINKPGM' or 'LINKEPA',
parameter list to be passed to the user exit; otherwise, this should
be the literal 'NULL'

4 CIOF block for the output print file

5 If CIOFTYPE='WORKAREA', the work area allocated in program
variable storage; if CIOFTYPE='LINKPGM' or 'LINKEPA', the
parameter list to be passed to the user exit; otherwise, this should
be the literal 'NULL'

6 CIOF block for the output punch file

7 If CIOFTYPE='WORKAREA', the work area allocated in program
variable storage; if CIOFTYPE='LINKPGM' or 'LINKEPA', the
parameter list to be passed to the user exit; otherwise, this should
be the literal 'NULL'

The following examples are the parameters and the information that is passed for each parameter.

**************************************************************************

*    PARAMETER 2 - CIOF INPUT BLOCK                                 **

**************************************************************************

 01  CIO-PARM2.                                               

     03 CIOF-I-TYPE                   PIC X(8)  VALUE 'WORKAREA'. 

     03 CIOF-I-NAME                   PIC X(16) VALUE SPACES.     

     03 CIOF-I-F-RC                   PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.    

     03 CIOF-I-SIZE-US                PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +3.    

     03 CIOF-I-SIZE-MAX               PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +3.    

 

**************************************************************************

*    PARAMETER 3 - INPUT DATA AREA                                   **

**************************************************************************

 01  CIO-PARM3.                                               

     03 CIO-SIGNON                    PIC X(80) VALUE             

       ' SIGNON USAGE RETRIEVAL DICTNAME APPLDICT.        '.  

     03 CIO-I-DIS-CMD                 PIC X(80) VALUE             

       '     DISPLAY OPTIONS.                             '.  

     03 CIO-SIGNOFF                   PIC X(80) VALUE             

          '          SIGNOFF.           '.  

    

**************************************************************************

*    PARAMETER 4 - CIOF OUTPUT BLOCK                             **
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**************************************************************************

 01  CIO-PARM4.                                               

     03 CIOF-O-TYPE                   PIC X(8)  VALUE 'WORKAREA'. 

     03 CIOF-O-NAME                   PIC X(16) VALUE SPACES.     

     03 CIOF-O-F-RC                   PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.    

     03 CIOF-O-SIZE-US                PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.    

     03 CIOF-O-SIZE-MAX               PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +500.  

**************************************************************************

*    PARAMETER 5 - OUTPUT DATA AREA                               **

**************************************************************************

 01  CIO-PARM5.                                               

     03 CIOF-OUTPUT-LINE              PIC X(80) OCCURS 500 TIMES. 

                                                              

**************************************************************************

*    PARAMETER 6 - CIOF PUNCH BLOCK                               **

**************************************************************************

 01  CIO-PARM6.                                               

     03 CIOF-P-TYPE                   PIC X(8)  VALUE 'WORKAREA'. 

     03 CIOF-P-NAME                   PIC X(16) VALUE SPACES.     

     03 CIOF-P-F-RC                   PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.    

     03 CIOF-P-SIZE-US                PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.    

     03 CIOF-P-SIZE-MAX               PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.    

 

**************************************************************************

 *    PARAMETER 7 - PUNCH DATA AREA                               **

**************************************************************************

  01  CIO-PARM7                        PIC X(80) VALUE 'NULL'.                                               

                     

    

Work-Area File

The work-area file is a block of storage that contains a series of 80-byte records. The following rules apply to the work-
area file:

• The maximum number of records in the work-area file must be placed in the CIOFSZMX field of the applicable CIOF
block by the user program before the program invokes the compiler interface.

• The size of the work-area file is determined by the user program; it must be a multiple of 80.

• If a compiler output file is exhausted when the work-area file is written to by the compiler, a return code of 28 (X'1C') is
placed in the CIOIORC field of the CIO block and the excess records are lost.

• If the compiler file is exhausted when the work-area file is read from by the compiler, an end-of-file condition is returned
to the compiler.

Upon return to the user program, the CIOFSZUS field contains the number of records actually read from or written to the
file.

The following example is a COBOL DC program call to the compiler:

  TRANSFER CONTROL TO compiler-sub-routine RETURN  

     USING CIO-PARM1                           

        CIO-PARM2                           

        CIO-PARM3                           

        CIO-PARM4                           
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        CIO-PARM5                           

        CIO-PARM6                           

        CIO-PARM7.                          

 **  compiler-sub-routine =  dataname or literal that contains the name of the CA IDMS Compiler to call

    

Sample Program that Calls the Command Facility
The following sample COBOL program calls the command facility and requests the command facility to display an
element.

      **************************************************************

       IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

      **************************************************************

       PROGRAM-ID.             CALLOCF.

       DATE WRITTEN.           Month dd, yyyy.

       DATE COMPILED.

      **************************************************************

      * REMARKS.

      **************************************************************

      *

      *  THIS IS A SAMPLE DC COBOL PROGRAM THAT DEMONSTRATES HOW

      *  AN APPLICATION PROGRAM CAN CALL

      *  COMMAND FACILITY AS A SUBPROGRAM AND

      *  PASS TO COMMAND FACILITY A REQUEST TO DISPLAY AN ELEMENT.

      *  THE OUTPUT

      *  OF THE REQUEST IS DISPLAYED BY THE COBOL PROGRAM.

      *

      **************************************************************

       ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

      **************************************************************

       CONFIGURATION SECTION.

       SOURCE-COMPUTER.        IBM-370.

       OBJECT-COMPUTER.        IBM-370.

       IDMS-CONTROL SECTION.

       PROTOCOL.               MODE IS IDMS-DC DEBUG

                               IDMS-RECORDS MANUAL.

      **************************************************************

       DATA DIVISION.

      **************************************************************

       MAP SECTION.

           MAP CDSIMAP1.

           EJECT

      **************************************************************

       WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

      **************************************************************

       01  BEGIN-WS.

           03 FILLER                   PIC X(40) VALUE

              '***** WORKING STORAGE BEGINS HERE ******'.

      **************************************************************

      *    SWITCHES-AREA - PROGRAM CONTROL SWITCHES                *
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      **************************************************************

       01  SWITCHES-AREA.

           03 FILLER                   PIC X(08) VALUE 'SWITCHES'.

           03 COMMAND-FACILITY-EOF-SW               PIC 9 VALUE 0.

              88 COMMAND-FACILITY-EOF               VALUE 1.

           03 FIRST-TIME-SW            PIC 9 VALUE 0.

              88 FIRST-TIME            VALUE 1.

           03 ERROR-SW                 PIC 9 VALUE 0.

              88 NO-ERRORS             VALUE 0.

      **************************************************************

      *    WORK-FIELDS   - PROGRAM WORK FIELDS                     *

      **************************************************************

       01  WORK-FIELDS.

           03 FILLER                   PIC X(08) VALUE 'WORKAREA'.

           03 SUB                      PIC 99 VALUE 0.

           03 AID-BYTE                 PIC X.

              88 CLEAR-HIT             VALUE '_'.

              88 PA1-HIT               VALUE '%'.

           03 TASK-CODE                PIC X(8).

           03 GOOD-RC                  PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.

           03 Q-EL                     PIC X(32) VALUE ALL '?'.

      **************************************************************

      *    MESSAGES-AREA - OPERATOR MESSAGES                       *

      **************************************************************

       01  MESSAGES-AREA.

           03 FILLER                   PIC X(08) VALUE 'MESSAGES'.

           03 OK-MSG                   PIC X(40) VALUE

              'PROCESSING COMPLETE - PROCEED          '.

           03 NO-ELEMENT-MSG           PIC X(40) VALUE

              'ELEMENT NAME MISSING, PLEASE FILL IT IN'.

           03 CIO-ERROR-MSG.

              05 FILLER                PIC X(36) VALUE

              'CIO PROCESSING ERROR - RETURN CODE ='.

              05 CIO-ERROR-CODE        PIC X(4) VALUE '0000'.

      **************************************************************

      *    SCR-RCD       - SCRATCH RECORD AREA                     *

      **************************************************************

       01  SCR-RCD.

           03 SCR-DBK                  PIC S9(8) COMP.

           03 SCR-RCDID                PIC S9(8) COMP.

           03 SCR-STATUS               PIC X.

           03 SCR-RCD-END              PIC X.

           EJECT

      **************************************************************

      *    PARAMETER 1 - THE COMPILER INOUT/OUTPUT BLOCK           *

      **************************************************************

       01  CIO-PARM1.

           03 CIO-ID                   PIC X(4)  VALUE 'CIO '.

           03 CIO-USER                 PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.

           03 CIO-IO-RC                PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.

           03 CIO-COMMAND FACILITY-RC      PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.

           03 CIO-RESERVED             PIC X(8)  VALUE SPACES.

           03 CIO-ERROR-FILE           PIC X(8)  VALUE SPACES.
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              88 SYSIPT-ERROR          VALUE 'SYSIPT'.

              88 SYSLST-ERROR          VALUE 'SYSLST'.

              88 SYSPCH-ERROR          VALUE 'SYSPCH'.

           03 CIO-NULL                 PIC X(4) VALUE 'NULL'.

      **************************************************************

      *    PARAMETER 2 - CIOF INPUT BLOCK                          *

      **************************************************************

       01  CIO-PARM2.

           03 CIOF-I-TYPE              PIC X(8) VALUE 'WORKAREA'.

           03 CIOF-I-NAME              PIC X(16) VALUE SPACES.

           03 CIOF-I-F-RC              PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.

           03 CIOF-I-SIZE-US           PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.

           03 CIOF-I-SIZE-MAX          PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +4.

      **************************************************************

      *    PARAMETER 3 - INPUT DATA AREA                           *

      **************************************************************

       01  CIO-PARM3.

           03 CIO-I-LINE1.

              05 FILLER                PIC X(20) VALUE

                 'CONNECT TO '.

              05 CIO-I-DICT            PIC X(8)  VALUE SPACES.

              05 FILLER                PIC X(52) VALUE ';'.

           03 CIO-I-LINE2.

              05 FILLER                PIC X(80) VALUE

                 'SET SESSION READ ONLY;'.

           03 CIO-I-LINE3.

              05 FILLER                PIC X(20) VALUE

                 'SET CURRENT SCHEMA '.

              05 CIO-I-SCHEMA          PIC X(18) VALUE SPACES.

              05 FILLER                PIC X(52) VALUE ';'.

           03 CIO-I-LINE4.

              05 FILLER                PIC X(20) VALUE

                 'DISPLAY TABLE '.

              05 CIO-I-TABLE           PIC X(18) VALUE SPACES.

              05 FILLER                PIC X(52) VALUE ';'.

      **************************************************************

      *    PARAMETER 4 - CIOF OUTPUT BLOCK                         *

      **************************************************************

       01  CIO-PARM4.

           03 CIOF-O-TYPE              PIC X(8) VALUE 'WORKAREA'.

           03 CIOF-O-NAME              PIC X(16) VALUE SPACES.

           03 CIOF-O-F-RC              PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.

           03 CIOF-O-SIZE-US           PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.

           03 CIOF-O-SIZE-MAX          PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +100.

      **************************************************************

      *    PARAMETER 5 - OUTPUT DATA AREA                          *

      **************************************************************

       01  CIO-PARM5.

           03 CIOF-OUTPUT-LINE         PIC X(80)

               OCCURS 100 TIMES.

           EJECT

      **************************************************************

      *    PARAMETER 6 - CIOF PUNCH BLOCK                          *
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      **************************************************************

       01  CIO-PARM6.

           03 CIOF-P-TYPE              PIC X(8) VALUE 'WORKAREA'.

           03 CIOF-P-NAME              PIC X(16) VALUE SPACES.

           03 CIOF-P-F-RC              PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.

           03 CIOF-P-SIZE-US           PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.

           03 CIOF-P-SIZE-MAX          PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.

      **************************************************************

      *    PARAMETER 7 - PUNCH DATA AREA                           *

      **************************************************************

       01  CIO-PARM7                   PIC X(80) VALUE 'NULL'.

      **************************************************************

      *    IDMS AREA                                               *

      **************************************************************

       COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-CTRL.

       COPY IDMS MAP-CONTROLS.

       COPY IDMS MAP-RECORDS.

           EJECT

       PROCEDURE DIVISION.

      **************************************************************

      *                                                            *

      * ROUTINE - 0000-MAIN-LINE                                   *

      *                                                            *

      * THIS ROUTINE IS THE MAIN CONTROL OF THE PROGRAM, CALLING   *

      * THE OTHER ROUTINES TO DO THE ACTUAL WORK.                  *

      *                                                            *

      **************************************************************

       0000-MAIN-LINE.

           PERFORM 1000-GET-SCRATCH-REC THRU 1999-EXIT.

           IF FIRST-TIME

               PERFORM 2000-DISPLAY-MAP THRU 2999-EXIT

               GO TO 0800-RETURN-SCREEN.

           PERFORM 3000-GET-MAP THRU 3999-EXIT.

           IF CLEAR-HIT

               GO TO 0900-DC-RETURN.

           PERFORM 4000-EDIT-DATA THRU 4999-EXIT.

           IF NO-ERRORS

               PERFORM 5000-CALL-COMMAND FACILITY THRU 5999-EXIT.

           MAP OUT USING CDSIMAP1 WAIT IO OUTPUT DATA YES.

      **************************************************************

      *                                                            *

      * ROUTINE - 0800-RETURN-SCREEN                               *

      *                                                            *

      * THIS ROUTINE SETS UP THE RETURN SO THAT THIS TRANSACTION   *

      * WILL BE THE NEXT TRANSACTION EXECUTED FROM THE TERMINAL.   *

      *                                                            *

      **************************************************************

       0800-RETURN-SCREEN.

           ACCEPT TASK CODE INTO TASK-CODE.

           DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE TASK-CODE.

      **************************************************************

      *                                                            *
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      * ROUTINE - 0900-DC-RETURN                                   *

      *                                                            *

      * THIS ROUTINE DELETES THE SCRATCH RECORD AND THEN RETURNS   *

      * CONTROL TO THE DC SYSTEM.                                  *

      *                                                            *

      **************************************************************

       0900-DC-RETURN.

           DELETE SCRATCH RECORD ID SCR-RCDID.

           DC RETURN.

           EJECT

      **************************************************************

      *                                                            *

      * ROUTINE - 1000-GET-SCRATCH-REC.                            *

      *                                                            *

      * THIS ROUTINE ATTEMPTS TO GET THE SCRATCH RECORD, WHICH     *

      * IS USED TO DETERMINE IF THIS IS THE FIRST TIME THE         *

      * TRANSACTION HAS BEEN EXECUTED.                             *

      *                                                            *

      **************************************************************

       1000-GET-SCRATCH-REC.

           MOVE 1 TO SCR-RCDID.

           GET SCRATCH RECORD ID SCR-RCDID KEEP

               INTO SCR-RCD TO SCR-RCD-END

               ON ANY-ERROR-STATUS

                  IF ERROR-STATUS NOT = '0000'

                      MOVE 1 TO FIRST-TIME-SW

                  ELSE

                      MOVE 0 TO FIRST-TIME-SW.

       1999-EXIT.

           EXIT.

      **************************************************************

      *                                                            *

      * ROUTINE - 2000-DISPLAY-MAP                                 *

      *                                                            *

      * THIS ROUTINE CREATES A SCRATCH RECORD AND DOES THE INITIAL *

      * MAP OUT.                                                   *

      *                                                            *

      **************************************************************

       2000-DISPLAY-MAP.

           MOVE 0 TO SCR-DBK.

           MOVE '1' TO SCR-STATUS.

           PUT SCRATCH FROM SCR-RCD TO SCR-RCD-END

               RECORD ID SCR-RCDID.

           PERFORM 8000-INITILIZE-MAP THRU 8099-EXIT.

           MAP OUT USING CDSIMAP1 OUTPUT NEWPAGE.

       2999-EXIT.

           EXIT.

      **************************************************************

      *                                                            *

      * ROUTINE - 3000-GET-MAP                                     *

      *                                                            *

      * THIS ROUTINE GETS THE MAP.                                 *

      *                                                            *
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      **************************************************************

       3000-GET-MAP.

           PERFORM 8000-INITILIZE-MAP THRU 8099-EXIT.

           MAP IN USING CDSIMAP1.

           INQUIRE MAP CDSIMAP1 MOVE AID TO AID-BYTE.

       3999-EXIT.

           EXIT.

           EJECT

      **************************************************************

      *                                                            *

      * ROUTINE - 4000-EDIT-DATA                                   *

      *                                                            *

      * THIS ROUTINE CHECKS THE ELEMENT NAME TO SEE IF IT HAS BEEN *

      * FILLED IN.  IF IT IS BLANK OR NULLS, AN ERROR MESSAGE IS   *

      * DISPLAYED, AND THE MAP IS RETURNED TO THE OPERATOR FOR     *

      * CORRECTION.                                                *

      *                                                            *

      **************************************************************

       4000-EDIT-DATA.

           MOVE 0 TO ERROR-SW.

           IF (CDSIDICT = SPACES)

           OR (CDSIDICT = LOW-VALUES)

               MOVE 1 TO ERROR-SW

               MOVE NO-ELEMENT-MSG TO CDSIMSG

               MOVE Q-EL TO CDSIELNM

               MODIFY MAP CDSIMAP1 TEMPORARY

                   FOR CDSIELNM ATTRIBUTES BRIGHT

               GO TO 4999-EXIT.

           MOVE CDSIELNM TO CIO-I-DICT.

           MOVE 0 TO ERROR-SW.

           IF (CDSISCHEMA = SPACES)

           OR (CDSISCHEMA = LOW-VALUES)

               MOVE 1 TO ERROR-SW

               MOVE NO-ELEMENT-MSG TO CDSIMSG

               MOVE Q-EL TO CDSIELNM

               MODIFY MAP CDSIMAP1 TEMPORARY

                   FOR CDSIELNM ATTRIBUTES BRIGHT

               GO TO 4999-EXIT.

           MOVE CDSIELNM TO CIO-I-SCHEMA.

           MOVE 0 TO ERROR-SW.

           IF (CDSITABLE = SPACES)

           OR (CDSITABLE = LOW-VALUES)

               MOVE 1 TO ERROR-SW

               MOVE NO-ELEMENT-MSG TO CDSIMSG

               MOVE Q-EL TO CDSIELNM

               MODIFY MAP CDSIMAP1 TEMPORARY

                   FOR CDSIELNM ATTRIBUTES BRIGHT

               GO TO 4999-EXIT.

           MOVE CDSIELNM TO CIO-I-TABLE.

       4999-EXIT.

           EXIT.

      **************************************************************
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      *                                                            *

      * ROUTINE - 5000-CALL-COMMAND FACILITY                       *

      *                                                            *

      * THIS ROUTINE CALLS COMMAND FACILITY,                       *

      * PASSING THE SEVEN PARAMETERS THAT                          *

      * ARE REQUIRED.  IF THE RETURN CODE FROM                     *

      * COMMAND FACILITY IS GOOD (ALL                              *

      * BINARY ZEROS) THE FIRST TEN LINES FROM THE CIOF OUTPUT     *

      * WORKAREA (THE COMMAND FACILITY SYSLST FILE)                *

      * ARE MOVED TO THE MAP.                                      *

      * IF THE RETURN CODE FROM                                    *

      * COMMAND FACILITY IS BAD (NOT BINARY ZEROS) AN              *

      * ERROR MESSAGE IS DISPLAYED WITH THE ERROR CODE.            *

      *                                                            *

      **************************************************************

       5000-CALL-COMMAND FACILITY.

           TRANSFER CONTROL TO 'IDMSOCF' RETURN

               USING CIO-PARM1

                     CIO-PARM2

                     CIO-PARM3

                     CIO-PARM4

                     CIO-PARM5

                     CIO-PARM6

                     CIO-PARM7.

           IF CIO-IO-RC NOT = GOOD-RC

               MOVE CIO-IO-RC TO CIO-ERROR-CODE

               MOVE CIO-ERROR-MSG TO CDSIMSG

               GO TO 5999-EXIT.

           PERFORM 5100-MOVE-COMMAND FACILITY-OUTPUT THRU 5109-EXIT

               VARYING SUB FROM 1 BY 1

                   UNTIL COMMAND-FACILITY-EOF.

           MOVE OK-MSG         TO CDSIMSG.

           GO TO 5999-EXIT.

       5100-MOVE-COMMAND FACILITY-OUTPUT.

           MOVE CIOF-OUTPUT-LINE(SUB) TO CDSILINE(SUB).

           IF (SUB = 10) OR (SUB = CIOF-O-SIZE-US)

               MOVE 1 TO COMMAND-FACILITY-EOF-SW.

       5109-EXIT.

           EXIT.

       5999-EXIT.

           EXIT.

           EJECT

      **************************************************************

      *                                                            *

      * ROUTINE - 8000-INITILIZE-MAP                               *

      *                                                            *

      * THIS ROUTINE DOES THE IDMS MAP BINDS.                      *

      *                                                            *

      **************************************************************

       8000-INITILIZE-MAP.

           COPY IDMS MAP-BINDS.

       8099-EXIT.
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           EXIT.

       EJECT

           COPY IDMS IDMS-STATUS.

       IDMS-ABORT.

       IDMS-ABORT-EXIT.

           EXIT.

Sample Program that Calls IDD Compiler
The following sample COBOL program calls IDD and requests IDD to display an element.

      **************************************************************

       IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

      **************************************************************

       PROGRAM-ID.             CALLIDD.

       DATE WRITTEN.           MONTH DD, YEAR

       DATE COMPILED.

      **************************************************************

      * REMARKS.

      **************************************************************

      *

      *  THIS IS A SAMPLE DC COBOL PROGRAM THAT DEMONSTRATES HOW

      *  AN APPLICATION PROGRAM CAN CALL IDD AS A SUBPROGRAM AND

      *  PASS TO IDD A REQUEST TO DISPLAY AN ELEMENT.  THE OUTPUT

      *  OF THE REQUEST IS DISPLAYED BY THE COBOL PROGRAM.

      *

      **************************************************************

       ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

      **************************************************************

       CONFIGURATION SECTION.

       SOURCE-COMPUTER.        IBM-370.

       OBJECT-COMPUTER.        IBM-370.

       IDMS-CONTROL SECTION.

       PROTOCOL.               MODE IS IDMS-DC DEBUG

                               IDMS-RECORDS MANUAL.

      **************************************************************

       DATA DIVISION.

      **************************************************************

       MAP SECTION.

           MAP CDSIMAP1.

           EJECT

      **************************************************************

       WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

      **************************************************************

       01  BEGIN-WS.

           03 FILLER                   PIC X(40) VALUE

              '***** WORKING STORAGE BEGINS HERE ******'.

      **************************************************************

      *    SWITCHES-AREA - PROGRAM CONTROL SWITCHES                *

      **************************************************************

       01  SWITCHES-AREA.
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           03 FILLER                   PIC X(08) VALUE 'SWITCHES'.

           03 IDD-EOF-SW               PIC 9 VALUE 0.

              88 IDD-EOF               VALUE 1.

           03 FIRST-TIME-SW            PIC 9 VALUE 0.

              88 FIRST-TIME            VALUE 1.

           03 ERROR-SW                 PIC 9 VALUE 0.

              88 NO-ERRORS             VALUE 0.

      **************************************************************

      *    WORK-FIELDS   - PROGRAM WORK FIELDS                     *

      **************************************************************

       01  WORK-FIELDS.

           03 FILLER                   PIC X(08) VALUE 'WORKAREA'.

           03 SUB                      PIC 99 VALUE 0.

     03 AID-BYTE                 PIC X.

        88 CLEAR-HIT             VALUE '_'.

        88 PA1-HIT               VALUE '%'.

     03 TASK-CODE                PIC X(8).

     03 GOOD-RC                  PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.

     03 Q-EL                     PIC X(32) VALUE ALL '?'.

**************************************************************

*    MESSAGES-AREA - OPERATOR MESSAGES                       *

**************************************************************

 01  MESSAGES-AREA.

     03 FILLER                   PIC X(08) VALUE 'MESSAGES'.

     03 OK-MSG                   PIC X(40) VALUE

        'PROCESSING COMPLETE - PROCEED          '.

     03 NO-ELEMENT-MSG           PIC X(40) VALUE

        'ELEMENT NAME MISSING, PLEASE FILL IT IN'.

     03 CIO-ERROR-MSG.

        05 FILLER                PIC X(36) VALUE

        'CIO PROCESSING ERROR - RETURN CODE ='.

        05 CIO-ERROR-CODE        PIC X(4) VALUE '0000'.

**************************************************************

*    SCR-RCD       - SCRATCH RECORD AREA                     *

**************************************************************

 01  SCR-RCD.

     03 SCR-DBK                  PIC S9(8) COMP.

     03 SCR-RCDID                PIC S9(8) COMP.

     03 SCR-STATUS               PIC X.

     03 SCR-RCD-END              PIC X.

     EJECT

**************************************************************

*    PARAMETER 1 - THE COMPILER INOUT/OUTPUT BLOCK           *

**************************************************************

 01  CIO-PARM1.

     03 CIO-ID                   PIC X(4)  VALUE 'CIO '.

     03 CIO-USER                 PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.

     03 CIO-IO-RC                PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.

     03 CIO-DDDL-RC              PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.

     03 CIO-RESERVED             PIC X(8)  VALUE SPACES.

     03 CIO-ERROR-FILE           PIC X(8)  VALUE SPACES.

        88 SYSIPT-ERROR          VALUE 'SYSIPT'.

        88 SYSLST-ERROR          VALUE 'SYSLST'.
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        88 SYSPCH-ERROR          VALUE 'SYSPCH'.

     03 CIO-NULL                 PIC X(4) VALUE 'NULL'.

**************************************************************

*    PARAMETER 2 - CIOF INPUT BLOCK                          *

**************************************************************

 01  CIO-PARM2.

     03 CIOF-I-TYPE              PIC X(8) VALUE 'WORKAREA'.

     03 CIOF-I-NAME              PIC X(16) VALUE SPACES.

     03 CIOF-I-F-RC              PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.

     03 CIOF-I-SIZE-US           PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.

     03 CIOF-I-SIZE-MAX          PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +5.

**************************************************************

*    PARAMETER 3 - INPUT DATA AREA                           *

**************************************************************

 01  CIO-PARM3.

     03 FILLER                   PIC X(80) VALUE

        '        SIGNON.            '.

     03 FILLER                   PIC X(80) VALUE

        '        DISPLAY ELEMENT NAME IS'.

     03 CIO-I-LINE2.

        05 FILLER                PIC X(8) VALUE SPACES.

        05 CIO-I-NAME            PIC X(32) VALUE SPACES.

        05 FILLER                PIC X(40) VALUE SPACES.

     03 FILLER                   PIC X(80) VALUE

        '        .'.

     03 FILLER                   PIC X(80) VALUE

        '        SIGNOFF.           '.

**************************************************************

*    PARAMETER 4 - CIOF OUTPUT BLOCK                         *

**************************************************************

 01  CIO-PARM4.

     03 CIOF-O-TYPE              PIC X(8) VALUE 'WORKAREA'.

     03 CIOF-O-NAME              PIC X(16) VALUE SPACES.

     03 CIOF-O-F-RC              PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.

     03 CIOF-O-SIZE-US           PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.

     03 CIOF-O-SIZE-MAX          PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +100.

**************************************************************

*    PARAMETER 5 - OUTPUT DATA AREA                          *

**************************************************************

 01  CIO-PARM5.

     03 CIOF-OUTPUT-LINE         PIC X(80)

         OCCURS 100 TIMES.

     EJECT

**************************************************************

*    PARAMETER 6 - CIOF PUNCH BLOCK                          *

**************************************************************

 01  CIO-PARM6.

     03 CIOF-P-TYPE              PIC X(8) VALUE 'WORKAREA'.

     03 CIOF-P-NAME              PIC X(16) VALUE SPACES.

     03 CIOF-P-F-RC              PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.

     03 CIOF-P-SIZE-US           PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.

     03 CIOF-P-SIZE-MAX          PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.

**************************************************************
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*    PARAMETER 7 - PUNCH DATA AREA                           *

**************************************************************

 01  CIO-PARM7                   PIC X(80) VALUE 'NULL'.

**************************************************************

*    IDMS AREA                                               *

**************************************************************

 COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-CTRL.

 COPY IDMS MAP-CONTROLS.

 COPY IDMS MAP-RECORDS.

     EJECT

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

      **************************************************************

      *                                                            *

      * ROUTINE - 0000-MAIN-LINE                                   *

      *                                                            *

      * THIS ROUTINE IS THE MAIN CONTROL OF THE PROGRAM, CALLING   *

      * THE OTHER ROUTINES TO DO THE ACTUAL WORK.                  *

      *                                                            *

      **************************************************************

       0000-MAIN-LINE.

           PERFORM 1000-GET-SCRATCH-REC THRU 1999-EXIT.

           IF FIRST-TIME

               PERFORM 2000-DISPLAY-MAP THRU 2999-EXIT

               GO TO 0800-RETURN-SCREEN.

           PERFORM 3000-GET-MAP THRU 3999-EXIT.

           IF CLEAR-HIT

               GO TO 0900-DC-RETURN.

           PERFORM 4000-EDIT-DATA THRU 4999-EXIT.

           IF NO-ERRORS

               PERFORM 5000-CALL-IDD THRU 5999-EXIT.

           MAP OUT USING CDSIMAP1 WAIT IO OUTPUT DATA YES.

      **************************************************************

      *                                                            *

      * ROUTINE - 0800-RETURN-SCREEN                               *

      *                                                            *

      * THIS ROUTINE SETS UP THE RETURN SO THAT THIS TRANSACTION   *

      * WILL BE THE NEXT TRANSACTION EXECUTED FROM THE TERMINAL.   *

      *                                                            *

      **************************************************************

       0800-RETURN-SCREEN.

           ACCEPT TASK CODE INTO TASK-CODE.

           DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE TASK-CODE.

      **************************************************************

      *                                                            *

      * ROUTINE - 0900-DC-RETURN                                   *

      *                                                            *

      * THIS ROUTINE DELETES THE SCRATCH RECORD AND THEN RETURNS   *

      * CONTROL TO THE DC SYSTEM.                                  *

      *                                                            *

      **************************************************************

       0900-DC-RETURN.

           DELETE SCRATCH RECORD ID SCR-RCDID.
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           DC RETURN.

           EJECT

      **************************************************************

      *                                                            *

      * ROUTINE - 1000-GET-SCRATCH-REC.                            *

      *                                                            *

      * THIS ROUTINE ATTEMPTS TO GET THE SCRATCH RECORD, WHICH     *

      * IS USED TO DETERMINE IF THIS IS THE FIRST TIME THE         *

      * TRANSACTION HAS BEEN EXECUTED.                             *

      *                                                            *

      **************************************************************

       1000-GET-SCRATCH-REC.

           MOVE 1 TO SCR-RCDID.

           GET SCRATCH RECORD ID SCR-RCDID KEEP

               INTO SCR-RCD TO SCR-RCD-END

               ON ANY-ERROR-STATUS

                  IF ERROR-STATUS NOT = '0000'

                      MOVE 1 TO FIRST-TIME-SW

                  ELSE

                      MOVE 0 TO FIRST-TIME-SW.

       1999-EXIT.

           EXIT.

      **************************************************************

      *                                                            *

      * ROUTINE - 2000-DISPLAY-MAP                                 *

      *                                                            *

      * THIS ROUTINE CREATES A SCRATCH RECORD AND DOES THE INITIAL *

      * MAP OUT.                                                   *

      *                                                            *

      **************************************************************

       2000-DISPLAY-MAP.

           MOVE 0 TO SCR-DBK.

           MOVE '1' TO SCR-STATUS.

           PUT SCRATCH FROM SCR-RCD TO SCR-RCD-END

               RECORD ID SCR-RCDID.

           PERFORM 8000-INITILIZE-MAP THRU 8099-EXIT.

           MAP OUT USING CDSIMAP1 OUTPUT NEWPAGE.

       2999-EXIT.

           EXIT.

      **************************************************************

      *                                                            *

      * ROUTINE - 3000-GET-MAP                                     *

      *                                                            *

      * THIS ROUTINE GETS THE MAP.                                 *

      *                                                            *

      **************************************************************

       3000-GET-MAP.

           PERFORM 8000-INITILIZE-MAP THRU 8099-EXIT.

           MAP IN USING CDSIMAP1.

           INQUIRE MAP CDSIMAP1 MOVE AID TO AID-BYTE.

       3999-EXIT.

           EXIT.
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           EJECT

      **************************************************************

      *                                                            *

      * ROUTINE - 4000-EDIT-DATA                                   *

      *                                                            *

      * THIS ROUTINE CHECKS THE ELEMENT NAME TO SEE IF IT HAS BEEN *

      * FILLED IN.  IF IT IS BLANK OR NULLS, AN ERROR MESSAGE IS   *

      * DISPLAYED, AND THE MAP IS RETURNED TO THE OPERATOR FOR     *

      * CORRECTION.                                                *

      *                                                            *

      **************************************************************

       4000-EDIT-DATA.

           MOVE 0 TO ERROR-SW.

           IF (CDSIELNM = SPACES)

           OR (CDSIELNM = LOW-VALUES)

               MOVE 1 TO ERROR-SW

               MOVE NO-ELEMENT-MSG TO CDSIMSG

               MOVE Q-EL TO CDSIELNM

               MODIFY MAP CDSIMAP1 TEMPORARY

                   FOR CDSIELNM ATTRIBUTES BRIGHT

               GO TO 4999-EXIT.

           MOVE CDSIELNM TO CIO-I-NAME.

       4999-EXIT.

           EXIT.

      **************************************************************

      *                                                            *

      * ROUTINE - 5000-CALL-IDD                                    *

      *                                                            *

      * THIS ROUTINE CALLS IDD, PASSING THE SEVEN PARAMETERS THAT  *

      * ARE REQUIRED.  IF THE RETURN CODE FROM IDD IS GOOD (ALL    *

      * BINARY ZEROS) THE FIRST TEN LINES FROM THE CIOF OUTPUT     *

      * WORKAREA (THE IDD SYSLST FILE) ARE MOVED TO THE MAP.       *

      * IF THE RETURN CODE FROM IDD IS BAD (NOT BINARY ZEROS) AN   *

      * ERROR MESSAGE IS DISPLAYED WITH THE ERROR CODE.            *

      *                                                            *

      **************************************************************

       5000-CALL-IDD.

           TRANSFER CONTROL TO 'IDMSDDDC' RETURN

               USING CIO-PARM1

                     CIO-PARM2

                     CIO-PARM3

                     CIO-PARM4

                     CIO-PARM5

                     CIO-PARM6

                     CIO-PARM7.

           IF CIO-IO-RC NOT = GOOD-RC

               MOVE CIO-IO-RC TO CIO-ERROR-CODE

               MOVE CIO-ERROR-MSG TO CDSIMSG

               GO TO 5999-EXIT.

           PERFORM 5100-MOVE-IDD-OUTPUT THRU 5109-EXIT

               VARYING SUB FROM 1 BY 1

                   UNTIL IDD-EOF.

           MOVE OK-MSG         TO CDSIMSG.
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           GO TO 5999-EXIT.

       5100-MOVE-IDD-OUTPUT.

           MOVE CIOF-OUTPUT-LINE(SUB) TO CDSILINE(SUB).

           IF (SUB = 10) OR (SUB = CIOF-O-SIZE-US)

               MOVE 1 TO IDD-EOF-SW.

       5109-EXIT.

           EXIT.

       5999-EXIT.

           EXIT.

           EJECT

**************************************************************

*                                                            *

* ROUTINE - 8000-INITILIZE-MAP                               *

*                                                            *

* THIS ROUTINE DOES THE IDMS MAP BINDS.                      *

*                                                            *

**************************************************************

 8000-INITILIZE-MAP.

     COPY IDMS MAP-BINDS.

 8099-EXIT.

     EXIT.

 EJECT

     COPY IDMS IDMS-STATUS.

 IDMS-ABORT.

 IDMS-ABORT-EXIT.

     EXIT.
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Concepts and Facilities Reference
In today's highly sophisticated IDMS environment, managing development activities and operations can be extremely
complex and unpredictable. Hundreds of environmental changes are evaluated, tested and implemented monthly,
sometimes weekly, to keep up with growing business demands. Until now, many software management tasks have been
performed manually. Given the sheer volume and complexity of present-day IDMS environments, however, manual
software management methodologies are becoming less feasible in terms of accuracy, reliability and attainment of audit
requirements. The only viable solution is one in which an automated, integrated approach is applied to all stages of
software management.

Click the PDF icon to download a PDF of Concepts and Facilities Reference.

The Software Development Life Cycle
While the software development life cycle varies from installation to installation within the IDMS environment, the basic
ingredients are the same, as are the major concerns.

Software Specification and Coding - In the IDMS environment, programmers design and code applications interactively
using 4th generation tools. IDMS provides a built-in data dictionary structure within which component interrelationships
(applications, dialogs, maps, records, etc.) are classified and stored. Problems arise when updates made to one part of
the dictionary are not properly propagated to other affected components. For example, changes made to a map used by
one dialog can prevent execution of another dialog which shares that map if the changes are not synchronized. These
problems multiply quickly in the real-time IDMS environment. Programmers and managers seek accurate methods of
identifying and keeping track of changing dictionary interrelationships -- while maintaining the benefits of a dynamic
programming environment.

Project Monitoring and Testing - During this stage of development, project leaders and managers monitor programming
activity, and perform testing and change impact analysis. Project monitoring requires the ability to obtain project status
and to classify changes relating to specific project teams. Testing requires the ability to pinpoint exactly what has changed
so that the impact of those changes can be accurately determined. These capabilities are not readily provided in the
native IDMS environment.

Promotion - When moving information from one dictionary to another within IDMS, it is difficult to determine what a
promotion package should consist of -- its dialogs, records, maps and so forth. And since the interrelationships of all
those components are architecturally complex, so too is the promotion process. To solve the problems inherent in IDMS
promotions, installations often resort to copying and promoting entire applications and/or dictionaries, a procedure which
quickly becomes impractical and resource-intensive. The ideal solution ensures a complete promotion -- not too much or
too little.

The Data Definition Management Life Cycle
The life cycle events of data definition management mirror those of the software development life cycle. The functional
areas within IDMS software management include change identification, change management and release management.
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Change Identification - Dictionary updates are captured and logged during the process of change identification,
providing an audit trail which accurately reflects what entities were changed by whom, when, and why. With this
information, it is possible to focus testing efforts on those areas of systems which have changed and to further determine
accountability for all changes. These statistics not only provide vital audit information, but also serve as the basis for all
change management and release management activities.

Change Management - Activities revolve around tracking, reporting and analyzing dictionary updates. To effectively
perform these activities, managers need online access to a database which automatically stores and maintains the
relationships between users, entities and updates. They also require the ability to categorize and track that change
information in ways that directly relate to their organization's business structure.

Promotion Management - Encompasses the promotion and distribution of software throughout the development life cycle
and beyond. The complex nature of the IDMS environment -- multiple dictionaries in multiple central versions on multiple
machines -- poses a number of serious problems when managing software releases, whether those software systems are
built or bought. Accurately identifying a complete promotion package is only part of the bigger management challenge of
handling multiple releases, determining potential impact on the target system, and incorporating internal customizations
with vendor updates.

Endevor/DB An Automated, Integrated Data Definition System
Endevor/DB (Environment for Development and Operations) is an automated data definition management system that
controls the dynamic processes of operations and change in the dictionary-driven, IDMS environment. Designed to
address all functional areas of data definition management, Endevor/DB provides an integrated structure within which
entity changes are monitored, security administration is enhanced, and promotion activities are controlled.
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Only an automated, integrated system can provide the level of accuracy, reliability and control that software managers
need in today's IDMS environment. Endevor/DB meets the challenge.

Supporting Functionality
Additional functionality that applies to all functional areas of software management in the IDMS environment includes
security management, information management, and the Endevor to Endevor/DB Bridge.

Security Management - A complete security system provides security at all levels within the dictionary: project, user and
entity. In shops where parallel development is being performed within a single dictionary, the security system prevents
individuals from inadvertently overwriting each other's changes.

Information Management - To make informed decisions, managers require access to information about project status, as
well as the impact of proposed changes. Information management tools provide easy access to this information through
online displays and hardcopy reports.

Endevor to Endevor/DB Bridge - Allows you to use Endevor/DB's promotion management capabilities to control and
track the promotion of non-data dictionary entities, along with their related IDMS data dictionary entities. This powerful
product interface provides complete control over all related entities being promoted -- whether they exist within the IDMS
Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD) structure or in Endevor.

Contents

Security Management

Endevor/DB's security system controls access to data dictionary entities. It is designed to run either as a stand-alone
system or in conjunction with existing security procedures.

The following capabilities are supplied with the Endevor/DB Security System:

• Signin/Signout - By automatically signing out an entity when it is first modified, this facility protects against concurrent
updates to dictionary entities. Once signed out, an entity can only be modified by the user to whom it is signed out.
To address those cases where teams of users must share entity access, Endevor/DB's Security System supports
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signout to a Change Control Identifier (CCID). When an entity is signed out to a CCID, any individual working under
that CCID can update the entity. If desired, automatic signout can be applied to specific entity types. Explicit signout is
also supported for situations that warrant "reserving" an entity prior to actual modification.

• Lock/Unlock - This facility disables the use of a userid, CCID or dictionary. Using this facility, it is possible to "freeze"
access to a dictionary, "shut out" a user from dictionary access, and "turn off" the use of a particular CCID.

• Pre-Authorization - This capability is used to restrict certain users or groups of users from modifying particular
entity occurrences and also to protect critical or sensitive entities from being modified by the general user population.
Through pre-authorization, an installation can restrict the actions of selected individuals while allowing full or partial
dictionary access to others. Certain individuals can also be allowed to override pre-authorization.

• Entity Type Restrictions - This security option restricts update activity against all entities of a particular type. Through
this function, for example, a user may be barred from modifying database definitions, but be allowed to update
processes, dialogs and maps. Entity type restrictions can be set at the data dictionary, user or CCID levels. Using this
function, it is possible to set up dictionaries for predetermined development functions.

• Menu Tailoring - This facility authorizes privileged users to perform administrative Endevor/DB tasks. Since Endevor/
DB's online screen design is menu-driven it is possible, through discrete function control, to define and display specific
menu options as they apply to individual user authority levels.

• Security Classes - These categories are provided to permit security access and discrete function control by
organizational function and/or business unit. Defined only once per unique set of permissions, security classes contain
a profile of security rules and can be associated with any user or CCID.

The Endevor/DB Security System, in conjunction with the Dynamic Change Monitor, ensures that each entity update
request is valid according to the security restrictions defined in the Change Control Database. If a request to update an
entity violates established security rules, the Dynamic Change Monitor returns an error message to the user and prevents
the request from passing to the data dictionary.

Information Management

Endevor/DB provides extensive display and reporting facilities which can be used to perform workflow analysis, project
tracking, trouble-shooting and audit management.

Displays

Endevor/DB's Online Management Facility allows administrators to define and view change control information in the
Change Control Database, to browse the history of changes made by programmers to dictionary entities, and to define
and maintain information used to monitor project workflow and productivity. The following information is available online:
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• CCID Change Log Detail
• CCID/Entity Status
• CCID List
• Change Log Detail
• Dictionary Detail
• Entity Current Status
• Entity List
• Entity Pre-Authorization by CCID
• Entity Pre-Authorization by User
• Entity Pre-Authorization Detail
• Entity Signout by CCID
• Entity Signout by User
• Entity Signout Detail
• Entity Status History
• Locked CCID Detail
• Locked Dictionary Detail
• Locked User Detail
• Management Group/CCID
• Management Group List
• Security Class List
• Status List
• User Change Log Detail
• User List

Batch Support

Endevor/DB's Batch Management Facility provides batch support for many of the same functions as the Online
Management Facility. The Batch Management Facility allows administrators to define, view, and/or punch change control
information in the CCDB. The following information is available in batch:

• CCID Detail
• CCID List
• Dictionary Detail
• Entity Detail
• Management Group Detail
• Management Group List
• Preauthorization Detail
• Preauthorization List
• Security Class Detail
• Security Class List
• Signin
• Signout
• Status Detail
• Status List
• User Detail
• User List
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Reports

Endevor/DB's Management Facility enables managers to define the reporting structure by project or management group.
This makes it possible to monitor and analyze change activity within the context of specific projects -- the same way they
are staffed and budgeted at the organizational level. The following information is available in report format:

• CCID Change Log Detail
• CCID Change Log Summary
• CCID/Entity Status
• CCID List
• Change Log Detail
• Entity/CCID Change Log Summary
• Entity Change Log Summary
• Entity Pre-Authorization by CCID
• Entity Pre-Authorization by User
• Entity Pre-Authorization Detail
• Entity Signout by CCID
• Entity Signout by User
• Entity Signout Detail
• Entity Status History
• Entity/User Change Log Summary
• Locked CCID Detail
• Locked Dictionary Detail
• Locked User Detail
• Management Group/CCID
• Management Group List
• Post Migration Activity
• Security Class/CCID
• Security Class/User
• Source Migration Summary
• Status List
• Target Migration Summary
• User Change Log Detail
• User Change Log Summary
• User List

Endevor to Endevor/DB Bridge

The Endevor to Endevor/DB Bridge assists in the promotion management process when both dictionary and non-
dictionary entities (COBOL programs, for instance) are involved. As a link between Endevor/DB and Endevor, this product
interface provides centralized change logging and promotion management capabilities.

• Centralized Change Logging - Using the Endevor to Endevor/DB Bridge, changes to both dictionary and non-
dictionary entities are logged, tracked and reviewed in one central location -- the Endevor/DB Change Control
Database (CCDB). As changes are made to Endevor entities, that change activity can be dynamically monitored
through the Endevor to Endevor/DB Bridge and logged to Endevor/DB's Change Control Database. The end result
is a centralized view of all related change activity, regardless of whether that activity takes place in the dictionary
or in Endevor And through the use of Endevor/DB CCIDs, all change activity pertaining to a particular maintenance
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request, development activity, or software release activity can be logged to the same CCID within the Change Control
Database.

• Centralized Promotion Management - When all change activity is being logged to the Change Control Database, it
is possible to use Endevor/DB's promotion management facilities to control the promotion cycle for both dictionary and
non-dictionary entities. The Selection process can be used to produce an entity list that includes related non-dictionary
structures (supporting COBOL programs for an &ADS. application, for example) as well as all appropriate dictionary
structures (maps, dialogs, processes, etc.). The Verification and Correlation processes can be used to assess the
impact of both dictionary and non-dictionary changes. The Migration process can then be used to migrate changed
dictionary entities from one dictionary to the next and move the related non-dictionary entities from one Endevor
location to the next. Finally, the Confirmation process can be used to complete the cycle by confirming the successful
promotion of both the dictionary and non-dictionary entities.

Endevor/DB Benefit Summary

Endevor/DB ensures complete control over applications development and operations in the IDMS environment, yielding a
number of immediate benefits:

• All change activity is automatically monitored and controlled, reducing human errors while increasing staff productivity.
• Projects can be tracked and reported on by management group or business unit -- the same way they are planned and

budgeted.
• Vendor-supplied updates and user modifications can be automatically compared, eliminating this resource-intensive,

manual chore.
• Change control standards and security are administered automatically, saving time and assuring accuracy.
• A complete audit trail of development and migration activity is created and stored, thereby addressing all security and

audit concerns.
• Promotion management activities are significantly enhanced, both in terms of accuracy and auditability.

Endevor/DB -- System Overview
Endevor/DB provides automated facilities for performing change identification, change management, and promotion
management in the IDMS environment. These facilities are further enhanced through supporting functionality which
includes security management, software information management and the Endevor to Endevor/DB Bridge. When
combined, these powerful capabilities improve data dictionary operation and administration by:

• Creating a permanent audit trail of all dictionary development and migration activity.
• Automatically associating each change with a Change Control ID (CCID), which categorizes and reports the reason for

change.
• Grouping related changes for project management and reporting.
• Coordinating the shared use of dictionaries between different project teams.
• Automating and enforcing standard procedures.
• Providing a security system that controls access to data dictionary entities.
• Preventing concurrent updates to data dictionary entities.
• Accurately identifying entity "pick lists" for promotion from one stage of development to another.
• Validating entities prior to promotion in order to prevent "old bugs" from recurring in new system versions.
• Comparing and validating vendor-supplied source against in-house changes in order to isolate and resolve conflicts.

Endevor/DB accommodates both small and large-scale IDMS installations, working in conjunction with existing standards
and procedures. Endevor/DB may not be used with Data Sharing, and Dictionaries managedby Endevor/DB may not be
shared.
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Endevor/DB Components
The Endevor/DB system is comprised of these major components: the Management Facility, the Security System, the
Dynamic Change Monitor, the Change Control Database, and the Promotion Management Facilities.

All dictionary update requests (by batch or online compilers) are first captured by the Dynamic Change Monitor, routed
to the Security System for validation, logged to the Change Control Database, and then passed to the IDMS Integrated
Data Dictionary (IDD). The Online Management Facility permits users to define and view information contained within the
Change Control Database, while the Batch Management Facility permits users to define, view, and migrate information
contained in the Change Control Database. Endevor/DB's Promotion Management Facilities, working in conjunction
with the Dynamic Change Monitor and the Change Control Database, perform quality assurance, create audit trails, and
streamline promotion by selecting and limiting the number of entities to be promoted

• Change Control Database (CCDB) - Maintains a complete log of changes made to data dictionary entities. The
CCDB stores information about users, entities, projects, workflow status, migration activity and security. Endevor/DB
supports any number of data dictionaries, and the CCDB can be viewed as a logical extension of the dictionary.

• Dynamic Change Monitor - Automatically captures changes to data dictionary entities and creates a Change Log
Entry (CLE) in the Change Control Database. Each Change Log Entry contains the date and time of the change, the
updating compiler and the action. CLEs are automatically associated with the user responsible for the change, the
entity being changed, a user-defined change control identifier (CCID) and, optionally, other status and organizational
information.

• Security System - A complete IDMS security system that provides security at the project, user and entity levels. The
Endevor/DB Security System also enforces authorization through automatic signin/signout, pre-authorization and
lock facilities. It protects and ensures the integrity of entities between checkout and release by using the "intelligence"
contained in the CCDB to control all access to data dictionary entities.

• Online Management Facility - Permits Endevor/DB users to define and view information contained within Change
Control Databases. This facility allows users to browse the history of changes made to IDD entities, maintain
information used to monitor project and operational workflow, and administer all aspects of Endevor/DB.

• Batch Management Facility - Permits Endevor/DB users to define, view, and migrate information contained in the
Change Control Database. This facility provides a CCDB language that can be used to modify, view, and/or punch the
contents of the CCDB.

• Promotion Management Facilities - Creates essential audit trails and streamline promotion by selecting and limiting
the number of entities that need to be involved in the process. Endevor/DB's Promotion Management Facilities, in
conjunction with the Dynamic Change Monitor and the Change Control Database, help ensure accurate promotions by
expertly determining and automating the selection and transportation processes of software distribution.

Endevor/DB operates in any IDMS environment under z/OS or OS/390 and requires no operating system, database
software or physical dictionary changes. Installation normally takes less than one day, providing immediate benefit without
manual administrative effort.

Software Management in the IDMS Environment
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Database Administrators, Development Managers, and operations personnel in the IDMS environment continuously
develop, test, and maintain software systems, implementing hundreds of changes. Endevor/DB establishes an
environment in which operational procedures and development activities are controlled automatically -- without imposing
restrictions. The system directly addresses all three functional areas of IDMS software management.

Change Identification
Contents

During the process of change identification, changes are monitored and logged for purposes of change tracking, audit
trail creation and historical reporting. Endevor/DB provides two facilities which perform change identification functions: the
Dynamic Change Monitor and the Change Control Database.

The Dynamic Change Monitor

Endevor/DB monitors change through the Dynamic Change Monitor which, in turn, logs those changes into the Change
Control Database.

Upon initial installation, the Dynamic Change Monitor immediately begins keeping an audit trail in the Change Control
Database of all updates performed against IDMS Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD). Entities and, optionally, userids are
automatically established in the Change Control Database when they are first encountered.

As the Dynamic Change Monitor captures changes to data dictionary entities, it creates a Change Log Entry (CLE) in the
Change Control Database. Each Change Log Entry contains the date and time of the change, the updating compiler, and
the action. CLEs also draw an association among the user responsible for the change, the entity being changed and a
user-defined change control identifier (CCID). Optionally, CLEs can contain other status and organizational information.
Individual installations can determine whether the Dynamic Change Monitor is to intercept update requests for all or for
only selected entity types.

How it Works: 1. Update requests are intercepted by the Dynamic Change Monitor. 2. The request is validated against
security information in the Change Control Database. 3. A Change Log Entry is stored in the Change Control Database. 4.
The dictionary update is performed by IDMS.

The Dynamic Change Monitor is activated on a dictionary-by-dictionary basis, allowing a site to bring one dictionary at a
time under Endevor/DB control.
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The Change Control Database

Endevor/DB's Change Control Database (CCDB) is an IDMS database that contains change management information,
including a log of changes and significant activities that have occurred against data dictionary entities. As a central
repository, the CCDB maintains information about users, entities, projects, Change Control Identifiers (CCIDs), workflow
status, migration activity and security.

The categories of information in the Change Control Database that are used to perform Change Identification are: Change
Log Entries, Entities, Users, and Dictionaries.

• Change Log Entries (CLEs) - CLEs contain information about modifications to both IDD entities and Endevor/DB
entities within the Change Control Database itself. The Dynamic Change Monitor automatically creates a CLE each
time an entity is modified. Each entry identifies the modified entity and the user who made the modification, and
further includes the date and time of the modification, the modification action (ADD, MODIFY, DELETE, MIGRATE
IN, MIGRATE OUT, STATUS CHANGE, SIGNIN or SIGNOUT), the updating program name and any user-provided
comments.

• Entities - Identified by name, type and version, entity information is automatically captured and created by the
Dynamic Change Monitor when it detects a modification to that entity. The Dynamic Change Monitor identifies each
entity for which a CLE has been created.

• Users - As with entities, users are registered automatically, if desired, by the Dynamic Change Monitor which identifies
each Endevor/DB user and the associated security classification and change information.

• Dictionaries - This category of information includes the name of the data dictionary associated with the Change
Control Database, the system or site name to be used as a cross-reference in migration, and a user-defined comment.
The dictionary record also contains a list of the entity types to be monitored and/or automatically signed out upon first
modification, along with a default security classification.

Endevor/DB ensures that the Change Control Database (CCDB) reflects changes made to its associated dictionary and
to the CCDB itself. No change can be made to a monitored entity type in the data dictionary or in the CCDB without a
corresponding Change Log Entry (CLE) being created in the CCDB by the Dynamic Change Monitor. Changes that are
attempted but not completed will not have CLEs associated with them.

Change Management
Change management is the process of transforming change data into strategic information for purposes of decision-
making. For this reason, change management requires the ability to track, quantify and report on change information
as it relates to specific project groups and business units. In addition to its change identification function, Endevor/DB's
Change Control Database plays a key role in change management.

CCDB Change Management Functions
As a central repository, the Change Control Database contains information that can be used to produce reports for project
monitoring, workflow analysis, resource allocation, productivity analysis and project planning.
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The categories of information in the CCDB that are used when performing change management are: Change Control
Identifiers, Management Groups, Status Codes and Security Classes.

• Change Control Identifiers (CCIDs) - CCIDs are optional identifiers that combine one or more Change Log Entries
(CLEs) into groups for purposes of control, security or reporting. A CLE can be related to more than one CCID. CCIDs
are associated with either programmers or entities in the CCDB, and this association must precede dictionary update.
When the update occurs, Endevor/DB then automatically relates each entity update performed by a user to the
associated CCID. CCIDs can be used as selectors for entity promotion.

• Management Groups - These are user-defined identifiers that group one or more related CCIDs. Information stored
in a Management Group includes the Management Group name and a user-defined description of the relationship
between the CCIDs it manages. For example, a Management Group called "Release 2.0" might stand for all the
changes needed for the next release of a system. A CCID can participate in any number of Management Groups. And
like CCIDs, Management Groups can be used as selectors for entity promotion.

• Status Codes - These are optional user-defined values that can be used for many purposes in the change control
cycle such as workflow tracking, project reporting or entity promotion. Typically, an installation will define Status Codes
that represent milestones in the development and implementation cycle such as coding, testing, quality assurance or
production migration. Status values can be associated within the context of a CCID. This capability allows a shared
entity to have a unique status for each project to which the entity belongs. Online and offline reports summarize all
entities associated with a particular status.

• Security Classes - Security classes control access to data dictionary entities and Endevor/DB functions. A security
class can be associated with a user, dictionary or CCID. Typically created once per job function or project, the Security
Class can be associated with any number of users or CCIDs. Each Endevor/DB user and CCID is associated with
a Security Class. When a user is added automatically by the Dynamic Change Monitor, a default Security Class is
assigned.

An important function of the Dynamic Change Monitor is to automatically associate Change Control IDs with a user's work
in a particular data dictionary. This action is performed implicitly by the Dynamic Change Monitor by accessing the user's
profile contained in the CCDB to obtain the current CCIDs for that individual, or by accessing the entity's profile in the
CCDB to obtain the current CCIDs for that entity. From that point forward, all Change Log Entries (CLEs) in the CCDB for
that individual or entity will be associated with the CCIDs obtained.

From the standpoint of Change Management, the benefits derived from the automatic association of CCIDs to work
performed in a dictionary are numerous. This capability enables managers to examine the data dictionary entities modified
for an individual project or for a group of programmers sharing the same CCID. Additionally, the CCID can be used as a
selection criterion to identify the minimum set of dictionary entities to be promoted from testing to quality assurance or
production.

Promotion Management
Promotion Management is the process wherein entities are moved from environment to environment within the software
development life cycle. When these environments consist of multiple dictionaries, application development typically
involves staged promotions of entities from one dictionary to another, such as Test to Quality Assurance to Production.
This movement can be in any direction, from a variety of sources.
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During Promotion Management, entities are copied from a Source data dictionary to a Target data dictionary. Unlike stand-
alone migrators which treat migration as a separate function, Endevor/DB provides full promotion management support by
integrating quality assurance and audit functionality with the migration process.

In order to successfully move an entity from one environment to another, a number of key questions must first be
addressed:

• Exactly what needs to be promoted?
• Are there configuration dependencies which need to be resolved prior to promotion?
• How can concurrent updates be prevented?
• What impact will this promotion have on the target environment?
• Are there developmental differences which need to be resolved prior to the promotion?
• How can regression be prevented while migration is in progress?
• How is it possible to determine if the promotion is successful?

Endevor/DB addresses these concerns through four integrated release management facilities:

1. Selection/ Verification
2. Correlation
3. Migration
4. Confirmation

How It Works: 1. By examining change log entries, the Selection/Verification facility produces a list of those entities (and
only those entities) that should be released or promoted. 2. The Correlation facility expertly determines the impact of the
promotion by identifying potential regression situations at the target system. 3. The Migration facility transports the entities
to the target system. 4. The Confirmation facility completes the cycle by sending confirmation information back to the
source system.
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These facilities, in conjunction with the Dynamic Change Monitor and the Change Control Database, ensure accurate
promotions while eliminating many of the time-consuming, manual tasks currently associated with IDMS Release
Management.

Endevor/DB's Selection/Verification facility automatically produces a promotion candidate list based on your selection
criteria and the change log information in the CCDB. Only those entities that have actually been modified in the source
system since the last promotion to the target system are initially eligible for inclusion on this list. As an added quality
assurance measure, the Selection/Verification facility determines dictionary configuration dependencies and incomplete
development activities relating to selected entities.

The criteria used to select entities for promotion include CCIDs, users, status codes, management groups and date/time
ranges. Entities in the candidate list can be signed out automatically at promotion time by the Endevor/DB Verification
processor to protect selected entities against unintended changes until the promotion process is complete. For this
reason, selected entities remain signed out until they are received on the target system and confirmation is sent back to
the source system, at which point they are automatically signed in.

Correlation

Following successful verification of the entity candidate list, Endevor/DB's Correlation facility performs additional quality
assurance activities on the target system:

• Impact Analysis - Each entity in the candidate list is checked against the target system CCDB in order to determine
which listed entities have been changed since they were last promoted from the source system. Endevor/DB's
Correlation facility utilizes IDD configuration information to determine not only which entities have changed since the
last promotion but also which related entities might be adversely affected by the promotion or prevent successful
promotion. In this way, Endevor/DB isolates and identifies potential problems before any damage is done.

• Source Comparison - Endevor/DB's source comparator function can be used to further identify differences between
separate copies of the same entity or system, line-by-line. This capability is especially useful when upgrading vendor-
supplied application software, particularly if the original version has been modified by the user. Source comparison can
also be performed as part of the standard promotion procedure to produce a full report of changes at migration time, or
to merge source from parallel development activity.

Migration

Once the candidate list has undergone QA, the final promotion "picklist" is used by Endevor/DB's Migration facility to
copy source statements, executable modules or both from the source system to the target system. During Migration,
the Dynamic Change Monitor on the target system is run in a special migration mode to reflect that data dictionary
modifications are the result of migration.

After migration has been successfully committed and tested on the target system, the Endevor/DB Confirmation facility
sends a confirmation file back to the source system, reflecting the exact time the entities were received on the target
system. The Confirmation facility then signs the migrated entities back in. At this point, a complete migration audit trail
exists on both the source and target systems, identifying exactly what was sent, what was received, when and where.
Furthermore, the migrated entities are freed so that the software development life cycle can continue.

Supporting Functionality

In addition to its change identification, change management, and release management facilities, Endevor/DB provides
security management, information management and the Endevor to Endevor/DB Bridge.

The Benefits of Automated Software Management
Up until now, many of the tasks associated with change control have been performed manually. Given the size and
complexity of today's growing IDMS environments, however, manual methodologies are becoming less feasible in terms
of accuracy, reliability and manageability. Automated software management systems can be used cost-effectively to
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perform repetitive and time-consuming chores such as tracking change information, comparing software versions from
release to release, and detecting problems as they occur. This, in turn, enables skilled personnel to spend their time more
productively by doing impact analysis, project management and strategic planning.

Endevor/DB provides facilities for maintaining, controlling and securing computer operations and application development
processes in the IDMS environment. Based on advanced change control technology, Endevor/DB provides an automated
and accurate method for:

• Protecting corporate software assets by ensuring system and data integrity.
• Providing integrated dictionary change management.
• Delivering total accountability and auditability through change tracking and reporting.
• Comparing and implementing vendor software releases.
• Managing parallel development and testing activities.
• Preventing regression and concurrent updates during software promotion.
• Extending and enforcing security standards and ensuring system integrity.

Endevor/DB has proven to be the exclusive method used to fully satisfy the most rigorous challenges and concerns of
both internal and external auditors.

Solutions for Software Management
Broadcom directly addresses the challenges of managing development operations and activities through an automated,
integrated software management system -- Endevor (Environment for Development and Operations).

In today's highly sophisticated IDMS environment, managing development activities and operations can be extremely
complex and unpredictable. Hundreds of environmental changes are evaluated, tested and implemented monthly, and
sometimes weekly, to keep up with growing business demands. While these efforts are essential to controlling application
backlogs, they require increasing numbers of skilled personnel -- each with clearly defined responsibilities and each with
specific requirements for controlling change:

• Development and Maintenance groups develop and maintain software systems to meet both internal service
requirements and external competitive demands. They are involved with tracking and analyzing the impact of change
and are concerned with preventing concurrent updates as they juggle parallel development activities.

• Technical Services and Production Control are responsible for maximizing system availability -- and quickly
identifying and solving problems which affect uptime. In addition, these groups typically manage vendor releases and
seek secure and reliable ways to automate promotion control.

• Auditors and Security groups are involved with ensuring system and data integrity and recoverability. Consequently,
they are concerned with controlling security access and establishing audit trails of who did what and when.

• Database Administrators and Quality Assurance personnel are responsible for developing effective and consistent
procedures for testing and promoting applications throughout the development life-cycle. These groups require
methods for controlling problem correction and preventing regression.

Broadcom directly addresses these requirements through an automated, integrated software management system --
Endevor (Environment for Development and Operations). The Endevor system provides a comprehensive framework
within which all change activities are automatically monitored and controlled throughout the entire software development
life cycle, from specification through production. Endevor's integrated components cover all functional areas of software
management: change identification, change management and release management.
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Dictionary Structure Reference
This section describes the dictionary database records, including record elements and set relationships, used by IDMS
system software and can be used in conjunction with the IDMS Dictionary Diagram.

NOTE

Information in this section is restricted to customers with Broadcom Support Online access. Login and enter
your Broadcom Support credentials to access the information.

Click the PDF icon to download a PDF of the Dictionary Structure Reference section.

Disclaimer - Updating Dictionary Records

You should not use the information provided by this section to update the dictionary. Broadcom assumes no responsibility
for problems that result from changes made to the dictionary.

The section is designed to aid users in developing user-written IDMS dictionary reports. It is also designed to help OLQ
users retrieve information about an IDMS/DB database from the dictionary.

Information in this section is organized as follows:

• Dictionary Records and Sets
– Lists in order of record ID all records in the dictionary database schema
– Lists alphabetically dictionary sets with a brief description of the function of each set
– Identifies the IDMS system software components that establish and maintain dictionary record and set occurrences

• Structural Considerations
– Describes recurring record and element structures in the dictionary database

• Record and Element Descriptions
– Provides a detailed description of each record in the dictionary database schema and a description of the data

elements that comprise each record.

Purpose

This section is designed to aid you in developing user-written IDMS dictionary reports. It is also designed to help OLQ
users retrieve information about an IDMS/DB database from the dictionary.

What Is Not Included

This section does not document the contents of:

• The runtime areas of the dictionary:
– DDLDCLOD
– DDLCATLOD
– DDLDCLOG
– DDLDCSCR
– DDLDCRUN

• The catalog component of the dictionary, used only for SQL processing.
• The IDMS centralized security database.
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Dictionary Records and Sets
The IDMS dictionary database contains the records and sets that define the IDMS processing environment. This database
is defined by the IDMSNTWK version 1 schema. It identifies the records and sets that are updated by each IDMS
component and tool. For a graphic illustration of the records and sets that comprise the IDMSNTWK schema, see the
IDMS Dictionary Diagram. Dictionary record and set occurrences are established and maintained by various IDMS
components and tools.

Dictionary Records
The following table lists the dictionary records in the IDMSNTWK schema. The list includes the record name, the area of
the dictionary where the record is located, and the software components and tools that can update the record. The record
ID is also listed to help you identify the record on the Dictionary structure diagram.

NOTE

For a description of the records, select the record name.

Record ID Record name Area name Components and tools that
update the record

010 S-010 DDLDML IDMSDIRL; IDD DDDL compiler;
IDMS/DC system generation
compiler; schema compiler; ASF

012 OOAK-012 DDLDML IDMSDIRL; IDD DDDL compiler;
IDMS/DC system generation
compiler; schema compiler

018 SA-018 DDLDML IDMSDIRL; IDD DDDL compiler;
schema compiler

019 SSACALL-019 DDLDML IDMSDIRL; subschema
compiler

020 SACALL-020 DDLDML IDMSDIRL; schema compiler
021 SENDLST-021 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; IDMS/DC

system generation compiler
023 TASKLST-023 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; IDMS/DC

system generation compiler
024 SSA-024 DDLDML IDMSDIRL; subschema

compiler; ASF
025 TASK-025 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; IDMS/DC

system generation compiler
026 SS-026 DDLDML IDMSDIRL; subschema

compiler; ASF
027 DESTLST-027 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; IDMS/DC

system generation compiler
028 DEST-028 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; IDMS/DC

system generation compiler
029 QUEUELST-029 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; IDMS/DC

system generation compiler
030 QUEUE-030 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; IDMS/DC

system generation compiler
031 MODNEST-031 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler;
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032 SSR-032 DDLDML IDMSDIRL; subschema
compiler; ASF

033 QUEUECMT-033 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
034 SSOR-034 DDLDML IDMSDIRL; subschema

compiler; ASF
035 USERNEST-035 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
036 SR-036 DDLDML IDMSDIRL; IDD DDDL compiler;

schema compiler; ASF; IDMS/
DC mapping compilers

037 SFK-037 DDLDML Schema compiler
038 SYSCMT-038 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler;
039 SSRCALL-039 DDLDML IDMSDIRL; subschema

compiler
040 SRCALL-040 DDLDML IDMSDIRL; schema compiler
041 SYS-041 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; IDMS/DC

system generation compiler;
042 SDR-042 DDLDML IDMSDIRL; IDD DDDL compiler;

schema compiler; ASF
043 SYSNEST-043 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
044 SDES-044 DDLDML IDMSDIRL; IDD DDDL compiler;

schema compiler; ASF
045 ACCESS-045 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; IDMS/DC

system generation compiler;
ASF; OLQ

046 SOR-046 DDLDML IDMSDIRL; schema compiler;
ASF

047 USER-047 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; IDMS/DC
system generation compiler;
schema compiler

048 USERCMT-048 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
049 PROGLST-049 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; IDMS/DC

system generation compiler;
050 PROGCMT-050 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; ASF;

ADS dialog compiler; DML
precompilers

051 PROG-051 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; IDMS/DC
system generation compiler;
subschema compiler; ASF;
DML precompilers; IDMS/
DC mapping compilers; ADS
application compiler; ADS dialog
compiler

052 SMR-052 DDLDML IDMSDIRL; schema compiler;
ASF

053 PROGNEST-053 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; DML
precompilers

054 SCR-054 DDLDML IDMSDIRL; schema compiler;
ASF
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055 MODLST-055 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; ASF;
DML precompilers; ADS dialog
compiler

056 SAM-056 DDLDML IDMSDIRL; IDD DDDL compiler;
schema compiler; ASF

057 AFACT-057 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; DML
precompilers; ADS dialog
compiler

058 INQ-058 DDLDML IDMSDIRL; IDD DDDL compiler;
schema compiler; ASF

059 RCDACT-059 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; DML
precompilers; ADS dialog
compiler

060 SYSATTR-060 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
061 SETACT-061 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; DML

precompilers; ADS dialog
compiler

062 USERELEM-062 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; ASF
063 RCDCOPY-063 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; ASF; DML

precompilers; ADS application
compiler; ADS dialog compiler

064 USERATTR-064 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
065 PROGATTR-065 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; DML

precompilers
066 SSAM-066 DDLDML IDMSDIRL; subschema

compiler; ASF
067 MODULE-067 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; ASF; DML

precompilers; OLQ
068 SSMR-068 DDLDML IDMSDIRL; subschema

compiler
069 MODATTR-069 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; ASF; OLQ
070 SSCR-070 DDLDML IDMSDIRL; subschema

compiler
071 FILENEST-071 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
072 FILECMT-072 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
073 FILEATTR-073 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
074 PTRM-074 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; IDMS/DC

system generation compiler
075 FILESYN-075 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
076 SSFK-076 DDLDML Subschema compiler
077 FRSYN-077 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
078 OOAKEXT-078 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
079 RCDSYN-079 DDLDML IDMSDIRL; IDD DDDL compiler;

schema compiler; subschema
compiler; ASF

080 RCDCMT-080 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
081 RCDATTR-081 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
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082 ELEMCMT-082 DDLDML IDMSDIRL; IDD DDDL compiler;
schema compiler

083 NAMESYN-083 DDLDML IDMSDIRL; IDD DDDL compiler;
schema compiler; subschema
compiler; ASF

084 MODCMT-084 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; OLQ
085 ELEMSYN-085 DDLDML IDMSDIRL; IDD DDDL compiler;

schema compiler; ASF
086 CLASSCMT-086 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
087 ELEMNEST-087 DDLDML IDMSDIRL; IDD DDDL compiler;

schema compiler
088 TEXT-088 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; ASF; OLQ
089 ELEMRNG-089 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
090 ELEMATTR-090 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
091 SSPROG-091 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; ASF;

DML precompilers; ADS dialog
compiler

092 CLASS-092 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; IDMS/DC
system generation compiler;
schema compiler; OLQ

093 ATTRIBUTE-093 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; OLQ
094 ATTRCMT-094 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
095 SSPROC-095 DDLDML IDMSDIRL; subschema

compiler
096 TASKCMT-096 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
097 MAPLST-097 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
098 MAP-098 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; ASF;

IDMS/DC mapping compilers
101 DESTCMT-101 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
102 DESTATTR-102 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
103 LINELST-103 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; IDMS/DC

system generation compiler
104 PTRMLST-104 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; IDMS/DC

system generation compiler
105 LTRMLST-105 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; IDMS/DC

system generation compiler
106 LTRM-106 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; IDMS/DC

system generation compiler
107 LTRMCMT-107 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
108 LTRMATTR-108 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
109 LINE-109 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; IDMS/DC

system generation compiler
110 LINECMT-110 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
111 LINEATTR-111 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
112 TASKATTR-112 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
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113 SRCD-113 DDLDML IDMSDIRL; IDD DDDL compiler;
schema compiler; ASF

114 USERSYS-114 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
115 USERLINE-115 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
116 MESSAGE-116 DDLDCMSG IDD DDDL compiler
117 DESTLTRM-117 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; IDMS/DC

system generation compiler
118 PANEL-118 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; ASF;

IDMS/DC mapping compilers
119 PANELCMT-119 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
120 PANELATTR-120 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
121 PANELFLD-121 DDLDML IDMS/DC mapping compilers
122 MAPCMT-122 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
123 MAPATTR-123 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
124 MAPFLD-124 DDLDML IDMS/DC mapping compilers
125 MAPRCD-125 DDLDML ASF; IDMS/DC mapping

compilers
126 PROGMAP-126 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; ASF;

DML precompilers; ADS dialog
compiler

127 DCDEVICES-127 DDLDML Established at installation time
128 PTRMCMT-128 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
129 PTRMATTR-129 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
130 QUEUEATTR-130 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
131 USERDST-131 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; IDMS/DC

system generation compiler
132 ATTRNEST-132 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
133 USERRCD-133 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; ASF
134 USERFILE-134 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
135 USERPROG-135 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; ASF
136 USERMOD-136 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; ASF; OLQ
137 USERMAP-137 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; ASF
138 QUEUE-DCQ-138 DDLDCRUN Established at runtime by IDMS

products and user application
programs that run under IDMS/
DC

139 SROOT-DCS-139 DDLDCRUN Established at runtime by IDMS
products and user application
programs that run under IDMS/
DC

140 SEXT-DCS-140 DDLDCRUN Established at runtime by IDMS
products and user application
programs that run under IDMS/
DC

141 RCDSYNATTR-141 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; schema
compiler
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142 CVGDEFS-142 DDLDML IDMS/DC system generation
compiler

143 LOGREC-143 DDLDCLOG Established at runtime by the
IDMS/DC system

144 MSG-LINE-144 DDLDCMSG IDD DDDL compiler
145 RCDNEST-145 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
146 MSGCMT-146 DDLDCMSG IDD DDDL compiler
147 PFLD-DATA-147 DDLDML IDMS/DC mapping compilers
148 USERPTRM-148 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
149 USERLTRM-149 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
150 USERDEST-150 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
151 USERQUEUE-151 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
152 USERTASK-152 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
153 USERPANEL-153 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; ASF
154 SYSMOD-154 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler;
155 LOOAK-155 DDLDCLOD Established by the first IDMS

system software component
to store a load module in the
dictionary

156 LOADHDR-156 DDLDCLOD IDD DDDL compiler; IDMS/DC
system generation compiler;
subschema compiler; IDMS/
DC mapping compilers; ADS
application compiler; ADS dialog
compiler

157 LOADTEXT-157 DDLDCLOD IDD DDDL compiler; IDMS/DC
system generation compiler;
subschema compiler; IDMS/
DC mapping compilers; ADS
application compiler; ADS dialog
compiler

158 LOADCTL-158 DDLDCLOD IDD DDDL compiler; subschema
compiler

159 ELEMACT-159 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler
160 CATENTRY-160 DDLDML IDB Manager
161 CATNEST-161 DDLDML IDB Manager
162 CATPASSKEY-162 DDLDML IDB Manager
163 CATEXT-163 DDLDML IDB Manager
164 CATRNUM-164 DDLDML IDB Manager
170 SYSMO-170 DDLDML IDMS/DC system generation

compiler
171 DPROG-171 DDLDCLOD ADS dialog compiler
172 LOADJCT-172 DDLDCLOD ADS dialog compiler
173 ATTRUSER-173 DDLDCLOD IDD DDDL compiler
174 SYMHDR-174 DDLDCLOD ADS dialog compiler
175 SYMTEXT-175 DDLDCLOD ADS dialog compiler
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176 SYMCTL-176 DDLDCLOD ADS dialog compiler
180 SCHEMAATTR-180 DDLDML Schema compiler
181 SCHEMACMT-181 DDLDML Schema compiler
182 USERSCHEMA-182 DDLDML Schema compiler
183 SSATTR-183 DDLDML Subschema compiler
184 SSCMT-184 DDLDML Subschema compiler
185 USERSS-185 DDLDML Subschema compiler; ASF
186 NAMEDES-186 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; schema

compiler; subschema compiler
189 LRSSR-189 DDLDML Subschema compiler
190 LR-190 DDLDML Subschema compiler; ASF
191 LRVERB-191 DDLDML Subschema compiler
192 PATHDEF-192 DDLDML Subschema compiler
193 LRACT-193 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; subschema

compiler; DML precompilers;
ADS dialog compiler

194 LRCMT-194 DDLDML Subschema compiler
195 MODMAP-195 DDLDML IDD DDDL compiler; IDMS/DC

mapping compilers
200 SYMNAME-200 DDLDML Schema compiler
201 SYMREC-201 DDLDML Schema compiler
202 SYMSET-202 DDLDML Schema compiler
1026 AREA-1026 DDLCAT Physical database definition
1027 BUFFER-1027 DDLCAT Physical database definition
1031 DBNAME-1031 DDLCAT Physical database definition
1032 DBSEGMENT-1032 DDLCAT Physical database definition
1033 DBSSC-1033 DDLCAT Physical database definition
1034 DBTABLE-1034 DDLCAT Physical database definition
1035 DMCL-1035 DDLCAT Physical database definition
1036 DMCLAREA-1036 DDLCAT Physical database definition
1037 DMCLFILE-1037 DDLCAT Physical database definition
1038 DMCLSEGMENT- 1038 DDLCAT Physical database definition
1039 FILE-1039 DDLCAT Physical database definition
1040 FILEMAP-1040 DDLCAT Physical database definition
1043 JOURNAL-1043 DDLCAT Physical database definition
1047 SEGMENT-1047 DDLCAT Physical database definition
1048 SYMBOL-1048 DDLCAT Physical database definition

Dictionary Sets
The relationships between record occurrences in the dictionary database are implemented by means of the sets defined in
the IDMSNTWK version 1 schema.

Function of each set
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The following table lists dictionary database sets in alphabetical order and provides a brief description of the function of
each set.

Set name Owner record Member record Set function
AREA-DMCLAREA AREA-1026 DMCLAREA- 1036 Overrides for area definition

particular to a DMCL
AREA-FILEMAP AREA-1026 FILEMAP-1040 Files to which the owner area is

mapped
AREA-INDEX AREA-1026 INDEX-1041 Indexes which are defined within

the area
AREA-SYMBOL AREA-1026 SYMBOL-1048 Symbolic names which are

defined within the area
ATTR-ATTRCMT ATTRIBUTE-093 ATTRCMT-094 Comments for the owner

attribute
ATTR-ATTRUSER ATTRIBUTE-093 ATTRUSER-173 Users registered or responsible

for the owner attribute
ATTR-EXPL ATTRIBUTE-093 ATTRNEST-132 Attributes associated with the

owner attribute
ATTR-IMPL ATTRIBUTE-093 ATTRNEST-132 Attributes with which the owner

attribute is associated
ATTR-JCT ATTRIBUTE-093 SYSATTR-060

USERATTR-064
PROGATTR-065
MODATTR-069
FILEATTR-073
RCDATTR-081
ELEMATTR-090
DESTATTR-102
LTRMATTR-108
LINEATTR-111
TASKATTR-112
PANELATTR-120
MAPATTR-123
PTRMATTR-129
QUEUEATTR-130
RCDSYNATTR-141
SCHEMAATTR-180
SSATTR-183

Entities associated with the
owner attribute

CATENTRY-CATEXT CATENTRY-160 CATEXT-163 Defaults for the owner catalog
entity

CATNEST-EXPL CATENTRY-160 CATNEST-161 Catalog entities belonging to the
owner catalog entity

CATNEST-IMPL CATENTRY-160 CATNEST-161 Catalog entities to which the
owner catalog entity belongs

CATPASSKEY-GIVE CATENTRY-160 CATPASSKEY- 162 Catalog entities authorized to
access the owner catalog entity

CATPASSKEY-TAKE CATENTRY-160 CATPASSKEY- 162 Catalog entities that the owner
catalog entity is authorized to
access
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CATRNUM-CATENTRY CATRNUM-164 CATENTRY-160 Table definition number of the
member object

CLASS-ATTR CLASS-092 ATTRIBUTE-093 Attributes belonging to the
owner class; user-defined entity
occurrences of the owner user-
defined entity

CLASS-CLASSCMT CLASS-092 CLASSCMT-086 Comments for the owner class
DBNAME-DBSEGMENT DBNAME-1031 DBSEGMENT- 1032 Segment names which are

included in the database name
table

DBNAME-DBSSC DBNAME-1031 DBSSC-1033 Subschema names which are
included in the database name
table entry

DBTABLE-DBNAME DBTABLE-1034 DBNAME-1031 Database names which are
included in the database name
table

DEST-DESTATTR DEST-028 DESTATTR-102 Attributes associated with the
owner destination

DEST-DESTCMT DEST-028 DESTCMT-101 Comments for the owner
destination

DEST-DESTLST DEST-028 DESTLST-027 Systems in which the owner
destination participates

DEST-SENDLST DEST-028 SENDLST-021 Users, logical terminals, or
printers that comprise the owner
destination

DEST-USERDEST DEST-028 USERDEST-150 Users registered or responsible
for the owner destination

DESTLST-DESTLTRM DESTLST-027 DESTLTRM-117 Logical terminals included in the
owner destination

DESTLST-USERDST DESTLST-027 USERDST-131 Users included in the owner
destination

DMCL-BUFFER DMCL-1035 BUFFER-1027 Buffers included in the DMCL
DMCL-DMCLSEGMENT DMCL-1035 DMCLSEGMENT- 1038 Segments included in the DMCL
DMCL-JOURNAL DMCL-1035 JOURNAL-1043 Journals included in the DMCL
DMCLSEG-DMCLAREA DMCLSEGMENT- 1038 DMCLAREA- 1036 Area overrides applicable to the

DMCL's segment
DMCLSEG-DMCLFILE DMCLSEGMENT- 1038 DMCLFILE-1037 File overrides applicable to the

DMCL's segment
DPROG-LOADJCT DPROG-171 LOADJCT-172 Processes associated with the

owner dialog load module for
which a symbol table has been
established

ELEMNEST-EXPL INQ-058 ELEMNEST-087 Elements that participate in the
owner group element

ELEMNEST-IMPL INQ-058 ELEMNEST-087 Group elements in which the
owner element participates

ELEMSYN-ELEMACT ELEMSYN-085 ELEMACT-159 Programs that reference the
owner element
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ELEMSYN-NAMESYN ELEMSYN-085 NAMESYN-083 Record synonyms in which
the owner element synonym
participates

FILE-DMCLFILE FILE-1039 DMCLFILE-1037 DMCL file overrides for the file
FILE-FILEMAP FILE-1039 FILEMAP-1040 Areas that are mapped to the

owner file
FILENEST-EXPL SA-018 FILENEST-071 Files related to the owner file
FILENEST-IMPL SA-018 FILENEST-071 Files to which the owner file is

related
FILESYN-FRSYN FILESYN-075 FRSYN-077 Record synonyms associated

with the owner file synonym
INQ-ELEMATTR INQ-058 ELEMATTR-090 Attributes associated with the

owner element
INQ-ELEMCMT INQ-058 ELEMCMT-082 Comments for the owner

element
INQ-ELEMRNG INQ-058 ELEMRNG-089 Value range for the owner

element
INQ-ELEMSYN INQ-058 ELEMSYN-085 Synonyms for the owner

element
INQ-GROUPELEMSYN INQ-058 ELEMSYN-085 Synonyms for the owner group

element
INQ-SDR INQ-058 SDR-042 Records in which the owner

element participates
INQ-USERELEM INQ-058 USERELEM-062 Users registered or responsible

for the owner element
LINE-LINEATTR LINE-109 LINEATTR-111 Attributes associated with the

owner line
LINE-LINECMT LINE-109 LINECMT-110 Comments for the owner line
LINE-LINELST LINE-109 LINELST-103 Systems in which the owner line

participates
LINE-USERLINE LINE-109 USERLINE-115 Users registered or responsible

for the owner line
LINELST-PTRMLST LINELST-103 PTRMLST-104 Physical terminals associated

with the owner line
LOADHDR-LOADCTL LOADHDR-156 LOADCTL-158 External references for the

owner load module
LOADHDR-LOADJCT LOADHDR-156 LOADJCT-172 Processes associated with the

owner dialog load module
LOADHDR-LOADTEXT LOADHDR-156 LOADTEXT-157 Object code for the owner load

module
LOADHDR-SYMHDR LOADHDR-156 SYMHDR-174 Symbol table load module

associated with the owner dialog
load module

LOOAK-LOADHDR LOOAK-155 LOADHDR-156 Load modules established in the
dictionary database

LR-LRACT LR-190 LRACT-193 Programs that use the owner
logical record
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LR-LRCMT LR-190 LRCMT-194 Comments for the owner logical
record

LR-LRSSR LR-190 LRSSR-189 Records that participate in the
owner logical record

LR-LRVERB LR-190 LRVERB-191 DML verbs that can be issued
for the owner logical record

LRVERB-PATHDEF LRVERB-191 PATHDEF-192 Path definitions for the owner
request verb

LTRM-LTRMATTR LTRM-106 LTRMATTR-108 Attributes associated with the
owner logical terminal

LTRM-LTRMCMT LTRM-106 LTRMCMT-107 Comments for the owner logical
terminal

LTRM-LTRMLST LTRM-106 LTRMLST-105 Systems in which the owner
logical terminal participates

LTRM-USERLTRM LTRM-106 USERLTRM-149 Users registered or responsible
for the owner logical terminal

LTRMLST-DESTLTRM LTRMLST-105 DESTLTRM-117 Destinations in which the owner
logical terminal participates

MAP-MAPATTR MAP-098 MAPATTR-123 Attributes associated with the
owner map

MAP-MAPCMT MAP-098 MAPCMT-122 Comments for the owner map
MAP-MAPFLD MAP-098 MAPFLD-124 Map fields defined for the owner

map
MAP-MAPLST MAP-098 MAPLST-097 Systems in which the owner

map participates
MAP-MODMAP MAP-098 MODMAP-195 Help modules and tables that

are used by the owner map
MAP-MAPRCD MAP-098 MAPRCD-125 Records used by the owner map
MAP-PROGMAP MAP-098 PROGMAP-126 Programs that use the owner

map
MAP-USERMAP MAP-098 USERMAP-137 Users registered or responsible

for the owner map
MAPRCD-MAPFLD MAPRCD-125 MAPFLD-124 Fields in the owner map record

that are used in the map
MESSAGE-MSGCMT MESSAGE-116 MSGCMT-146 Comments for the owner

message
MESSAGE-MSGLINE MESSAGE-116 MSG-LINE-144 Text associated with the owner

message
MODNEST-EXPL MODULE-067 MODNEST-031 Modules related to the owner

module
MODNEST-IMPL MODULE-067 MODNEST-031 Modules to which the owner

module is related
MODULE-ACCESS MODULE-067 ACCESS-045 Users who have access to the

owner module
MODULE-MODATTR MODULE-067 MODATTR-069 Attributes associated with the

owner module
MODULE-MODCMT MODULE-067 MODCMT-084 Comments for the owner

module
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MODULE-MODLST MODULE-067 MODLST-055 Programs that use the owner
module

MODULE-MODMAP MODULE-067 MODMAP-195 Maps using the help module or
table

MODULE-SYSMOD MODULE-067 SYSMOD-154 Systems in which the owner
module participates

MODULE-TEXT MODULE-067 TEXT-088 Source code for the owner
module

MODULE-USERMOD MODULE-067 USERMOD-136 Users registered or responsible
for the owner module

NAMESYN-MAPFLD NAMESYN-083 MAPFLD-124 Map fields that use the owner
record element

NAMESYN-NAMEDES NAMESYN-083 NAMEDES-186 INDEX KEY and INDEXED BY
control information for the owner
record element synonym

OOAK-CLASS OOAK-012 CLASS-092 Classes established in the
dictionary database

OOAK-DCDEVICES OOAK-012 DCDEVICES-127 Valid IDMS/DC system device
types

OOAK-OOAKEXT OOAK-012 OOAKEXT-078 Extensions to the OOAK-012
record

OOAK-DEST OOAK-012 DEST-028 Destinations established in the
dictionary database

OOAK-INQ OOAK-012 INQ-058 Elements established in the
dictionary database

OOAK-LINE OOAK-012 LINE-109 Lines established in the
dictionary database

OOAK-LTRM OOAK-012 LTRM-106 Logical terminals established in
the dictionary database

OOAK-MAP OOAK-012 MAP-098 Maps established in the data
dictionary database

OOAK-MODULE OOAK-012 MODULE-067 Modules established in the
dictionary database

OOAK-PANEL OOAK-012 PANEL-118 Panels established in the
dictionary database

OOAK-PROG OOAK-012 PROG-051 Programs established in the
dictionary database

OOAK-PTRM OOAK-012 PTRM-074 Physical terminals established in
the dictionary database

OOAK-QUEUE OOAK-012 QUEUE-030 Queues defined in the dictionary
database

OOAK-S OOAK-012 S-010 Schemas established in the
dictionary database

OOAK-SR OOAK-012 SR-036 Records established in the
dictionary database

OOAK-SYS OOAK-012 SYS-041 Systems established in the
dictionary database

OOAK-TASK OOAK-012 TASK-025 Tasks established in the
dictionary database
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OOAK-USER OOAK-012 USER-047 Users established in the
dictionary database

PANEL-MAP PANEL-118 MAP-098 Maps that use the owner panel
PANEL-PANELATTR PANEL-118 PANELATTR-120 Attributes associated with the

owner panel
PANEL-PANELCMT PANEL-118 PANELCMT-119 Comments for the owner panel
PANEL-PANELFLD PANEL-118 PANELFLD-121 Fields defined for the owner

panel
PANEL-USERPANEL PANEL-118 USERPANEL-153 Users registered or responsible

for the owner panel
PANELFLD-MAPFLD PANELFLD-121 MAPFLD-124 Map fields that use the owner

panel field
PANELFLD-PFLD PANELFLD-121 PFLD-DATA-147 Device-dependent tables

associated with the owner panel
field

PROG-AFACT PROG-051 AFACT-057 Subschema areas and IDD files
accessed by the owner program

PROG-ELEMACT PROG-051 ELEMACT-159 Elements referenced by the
owner program

PROG-LRACT PROG-051 LRACT-193 Logical records accessed by the
owner program

PROG-MODLST PROG-051 MODLST-055 Modules used by the owner
program

PROG-PROGATTR PROG-051 PROGATTR-065 Attributes associated with the
owner program

PROG-PROGCMT PROG-051 PROGCMT-050 Comments for the owner
program

PROG-PROGLST PROG-051 PROGLST-049 Systems in which the owner
program participates

PROG-PROGMAP PROG-051 PROGMAP-126 Maps used by the owner
program

PROG-RCDACT PROG-051 RCDACT-059 Subschema records accessed
by the owner program

PROG-RCDCOPY PROG-051 RCDCOPY-063 Records copied in the owner
program

PROG-SETACT PROG-051 SETACT-061 Subschema sets accessed by
the owner program

PROG-SSPROG PROG-051 SSPROG-091 Subschemas available to the
owner program

PROG-USERPROG PROG-051 USERPROG-135 Users registered or responsible
for the owner program

PROGLST-TASKLST PROGLST-049 TASKLST-023 Tasks that invoke the owner
program

PROGNEST-EXPL PROG-051 PROGNEST-053 Programs called by the owner
program

PROGNEST-IMPL PROG-051 PROGNEST-053 Programs that call the owner
program
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PTRM-PTRMATTR PTRM-074 PTRMATTR-129 Attributes associated with the
owner physical terminal

PTRM-PTRMCMT PTRM-074 PTRMCMT-128 Comments for the owner
physical terminal

PTRM-PTRMLST PTRM-074 PTRMLST-104 Systems in which the owner
physical terminal participates

PTRM-USERPTRM PTRM-074 USERPTRM-148 Users registered or responsible
for the owner physical terminal

PTRMLST-LTRMLST PTRMLST-104 LTRMLST-105 Logical terminal associated with
the owner physical terminal

QUEUE-QUEUEATTR QUEUE-030 QUEUEATTR- 130 Attributes associated with the
owner queue

QUEUE-QUEUECMT QUEUE-030 QUEUECMT-033 Comments for the owner queue
QUEUE-QUEUELST QUEUE-030 QUEUELST-029 Systems in which the owner

queue participates
QUEUE-SROOT QUEUE-DCQ- 138 SROOT-DCS-139 Queue records that comprise

the owner queue in the
DDLDCRUN area

QUEUE-USERQUEUE QUEUE-030 USERQUEUE- 151 Users registered or responsible
for the owner queue

RCDSYN-FRSYN RCDSYN-079 FRSYN-077 Files in which the owner record
synonym participates

RCDSYN-LRSSR RCDSYN-079 LRSSR-189 Logical records in which
the owner record synonym
participates

RCDSYN-MAPRCD RCDSYN-079 MAPRCD-125 Maps that use the owner record
RCDSYN-NAMESYN RCDSYN-079 NAMESYN-083 Element synonyms associated

with the owner record synonym
RCDSYN-RCDCOPY RCDSYN-079 RCDCOPY-063 Programs that copy the owner

record
RCDSYN-RCDSYNATT RCDSYN-079 RCDSYNATTR- 141 Attributes associated with the

owner record synonym
RCDSYN-SRCD RCDSYN-079 SRCD-113 Schemas in which the owner

record synonym participates
RCDSYN-SSR RCDSYN-079 SSR-032 Subschemas in which the owner

record participates
S-SA S-010 SA-018 Areas included in the owner

schema; IDD files established in
the dictionary database

S-SCHEMAATTR S-010 SCHEMAATTR- 180 Attributes associated with the
owner schema

S-SCHEMACMT S-010 SCHEMACMT- 181 Comments for the owner
schema

S-SOR S-010 SOR-046 Sets included in the owner
schema

S-SRCD S-010 SRCD-113 Records that participate in the
owner schema

S-SS S-010 SS-026 Subschemas defined for the
owner schema
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S-USERSCHEMA S-010 USERSCHEMA- 182 Users registered or responsible
for the owner schema

SA-AFACT SA-018 AFACT-057 Programs that access the owner
IDD file

SA-FILEATTR SA-018 FILEATTR-073 Attributes associated with the
owner IDD file

SA-FILECMT SA-018 FILECMT-072 Comments for the owner IDD
file

SA-FILESYN SA-018 FILESYN-075 Synonyms for the owner IDD file
SA-SACALL SA-018 SACALL-020 Database procedures invoked

for the owner schema area
SA-SAM SA-018 SAM-056 Records stored in the owner

schema area
SA-SSA SA-018 SSA-024 Subschemas that include the

owner schema area
SA-SYMNAME SA-018 SYMNAME-200 Symbolic names associated with

the area
SA-USERFILE SA-018 USERFILE-134 Users registered or responsible

for the owner IDD file
SDR-NAMESYN SDR-042 NAMESYN-083 Synonyms for the owner record

element
SDR-SCR SDR-042 SCR-054 Schema sets for which the

owner record element is a sort
key

SDR-SDES SDR-042 SDES-044 Comments, values, OLQ and
Culprit headers, edit and code
tables, and control information
for the owner record element

SEGMENT-AREA SEGMENT-1047 AREA-1026 Areas that are included in the
segment

SEGMENT-DMCLSEG SEGMENT-1047 DMCLSEGMENT -1038 DMCLs in which the segment is
included

SEGMENT-FILE SEGMENT-1047 FILE-1039 Files that are included in the
segment

SMR-SCR SMR-052 SCR-054 Record element that is the sort
key for the set

SFK-037 Record element that is the
foreign key for the set

SMR-SFK SMR-052 SFK-037 Foreign key elements that
comprise the foreign key for the
set

SOR-SMR SOR-046 SMR-052 Records that participate as
members in the owner set

SOR-SSOR SOR-046 SSOR-034 Subschemas that include the
owner schema set

SOR-SYMSET SOR-046 SYMSET-202 Symbolic names associated with
the owner set

SR-EXPL SR-036 RCDNEST-145 Records related to the owner
record
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SR-IMPL SR-036 RCDNEST-145 Records to which the owner
record is related

SR-RCDATTR SR-036 RCDATTR-081 Attributes associated with the
owner record

SR-RCDCMT SR-036 RCDCMT-080 Comments for the owner record
SR-RCDSYN SR-036 RCDSYN-079 Synonyms for the owner record
SR-SDR SR-036 SDR-042 Elements that participate in the

owner record
SR-USERRCD SR-036 USERRCD-133 Users registered or responsible

for the owner record
SRCD-SAM SRCD-113 SAM-056 Schema areas in which the

owner schema record is stored
SRCD-SMR SRCD-113 SMR-052 Schema sets in which the owner

schema record participates as a
member

SRCD-SOR SRCD-113 SOR-046 Schema sets owned by the
owner schema record

SRCD-SRCALL SRCD-113 SRCALL-040 Database procedures invoked
for the owner schema record

SRCD-SSR SRCD-113 SSR-032 Subschemas that include the
owner schema record

SRCD-SYMREC SRCD-113 SYMREC-201 Symbolic names associated with
the schema record

SROOT-SEXT SROOT-DCS-139 SEXT-DCS-140 Extensions of the owner queue
record

SS-ACCESS SS-026 ACCESS-045 Users who have access to the
owner subschema

SS-LR SS-026 LR-190 Logical records included in the
owner subschema

SS-SSA SS-026 SSA-024 Schema areas included in the
owner subschema

SS-SSATTR SS-026 SSATTR-183 Attributes associated with the
owner subschema

SS-SSCMT SS-026 SSCMT-184 Comments for the owner
subschema

SS-SSOR SS-026 SSOR-034 Schema sets included in the
owner subschema

SS-SSPROC SS-026 SSPROC-095 Database procedures invoked
for the owner subschema

SS-SSPROG SS-026 SSPROG-091 Programs registered to use the
owner subschema

SS-SSR SS-026 SSR-032 Schema records included in the
owner subschema

SS-USERSS SS-026 USERSS-185 Users registered or responsible
for the owner subschema

SSA-AFACT SSA-024 AFACT-057 Programs that access the owner
subschema area
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SSA-SSACALL SSA-024 SSACALL-019 Database procedures invoked
for the owner subschema area

SSA-SSAM SSA-024 SSAM-066 Subschema records stored in
the owner subschema area

SSMR-SSCR SSMR-068 SSCR-070 Record element that is the sort
key for the owner subschema
set

SSMR-SSFK SSMR-068 SSFKCT-076 Foreign key elements that
comprise the foreign key for the
subschema set

SSOR-SETACT SSOR-034 SETACT-061 Programs that access the owner
subschema set

SSOR-SSMR SSOR-034 SSMR-068 Subschema records that
participate as members in the
owner subschema set

SSPROC-SSACALL SSPROC-095 SSACALL-019 Subschema areas for which the
owner database procedure is
invoked

SSPROC-SSRCALL SSPROC-095 SSRCALL-039 Subschema records for which
the owner database procedure
is invoked

SSR-LRSSR SSR-032 LRSSR-189 Logical records in which the
owner subschema record
participates

SSR-RCDACT SSR-032 RCDACT-059 Programs that access the owner
subschema record

SSR-SSAM SSR-032 SSAM-066 Subschema areas in which the
owner subschema record is
stored

SSR-SSMR SSR-032 SSMR-068 Subschema sets in which
the owner subschema record
participates as a member

SSR-SSOR SSR-032 SSOR-034 Subschema sets owned by the
owner subschema record

SSR-SSRCALL SSR-032 SSRCALL-039 Database procedures invoked
for the owner subschema record

SYMHDR-SYMCTL SYMHDR-174 SYMCTL-176 External references for the
owner symbol table load module

SYMHDR-SYMTEXT SYMHDR-174 SYMTEXT-175 Object code for the owner
symbol table load module

SYMNAME-SYMREC SYMNAME-200 SYMREC-201 Schema records associated with
the schema symbolic name

SYMNAME-SYMSET SYMNAME-200 SYMSET-202 Schema sets associated with
the schema symbolic name

SYS-ACCESS SYS-041 ACCESS-045 Users who have access to the
owner system

SYS-CVGDEFS SYS-041 CVGDEFS-142 IDMS/DC definitions for the
owner system

SYS-DESTLST SYS-041 DESTLST-027 Destinations that participate in
the owner system
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SYS-LINELST SYS-041 LINELST-103 Lines that participate in the
owner system

SYS-LTRMLST SYS-041 LTRMLST-105 Logical terminals that participate
in the owner system

SYS-MAPLST SYS-041 MAPLST-097 Maps that participate in the
owner system

SYS-PROGLST SYS-041 PROGLST-049 Programs that participate in the
owner system

SYS-PTRMLST SYS-041 PTRMLST-104 Physical terminals that
participate in the owner system

SYS-QUEUELST SYS-041 QUEUELST-029 Queues that participate in the
owner system

SYS-SYSATTR SYS-041 SYSATTR-060 Attributes associated with the
owner system

SYS-SYSCMT SYS-041 SYSCMT-038 Comments for the owner system
SYS-SYSMO SYS-041 SYSMO-170 Object record for the owner

system
SYS-SYSMOD SYS-041 SYSMOD-154 Modules that participate in the

owner system
SYS-TASKLST SYS-041 TASKLST-023 Tasks that participate in the

owner system
SYS-USERSYS SYS-041 USERSYS-114 Users registered or responsible

for the owner system
SYSNEST-EXPL SYS-041 SYSNEST-043 Component systems of the

owner system
SYSNEST-IMPL SYS-041 SYSNEST-043 Systems of which the owner

system is a component
TASK-TASKATTR TASK-025 TASKATTR-112 Attributes associated with the

owner task
TASK-TASKCMT TASK-025 TASKCMT-096 Comments for the owner task
TASK-TASKLST TASK-025 TASKLST-023 Systems in which the owner

task participates
TASK-USERTASK TASK-025 USERTASK-152 Users registered or responsible

for the owner task
TASKLST-QUEUELST TASKLST-023 QUEUELST-029 Queues that invoke the owner

task
USER-ACCESS USER-047 ACCESS-045 Access codes (security classes)

for the owner user; systems,
subschemas, and modules to
which the owner has access

USER-ATTRUSER USER-047 ATTRUSER-173 Attributes for which the owner
user is registered or responsible

USER-CATENTRY USER-047 CATENTRY-160 Catalog entry for the owner user
USER-USERATTR USER-047 USERATTR-064 Attributes associated with the

owner user
USER-USERCMT USER-047 USERCMT-048 Comments for the owner user
USER-USERDEST USER-047 USERDEST-150 Destinations for which the owner

user is registered or responsible
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USER-USERDST USER-047 USERDST-131 Destinations in which the owner
user is included

USER-USERELEM USER-047 USERELEM-062 Elements for which the owner
user is registered or responsible

USER-USERFILE USER-047 USERFILE-134 Files for which the owner user is
registered or responsible

USER-USERLINE USER-047 USERLINE-115 Lines for which the owner user
is registered or responsible

USER-USERLTRM USER-047 USERLTRM-149 Logical terminals for which the
owner user is registered or
responsible

USER-USERMAP USER-047 USERMAP-137 Maps for which the owner user
is registered or responsible

USER-USERMOD USER-047 USERMOD-136 Modules for which the owner
user is registered or responsible

USER-USERPANEL USER-047 USERPANEL-153 Panels for which the owner user
is registered or responsible

USER-USERPROG USER-047 USERPROG-135 Programs for which the owner
user is registered or responsible

USER-USERPTRM USER-047 USERPTRM-148 Physical terminals for which
the owner user is registered or
responsible

USER-USERQUEUE USER-047 USERQUEUE-151 Queues for which the owner
user is registered or responsible

USER-USERRCD USER-047 USERRCD-133 Records for which the owner
user is registered or responsible

USER-USERSCHEMA USER-047 USERSCHEMA- 182 Schemas for which the owner
user is registered or responsible

USER-USERSS USER-047 USERSS-185 Subschemas for which the
owner user is registered or
responsible

USER-USERSYS USER-047 USERSYS-114 Systems for which the owner
user is registered or responsible

USER-USERTASK USER-047 USERTASK-152 Tasks for which the owner user
is registered or responsible

USERNEST-EXPL USER-047 USERNEST-035 Users related to the owner user
USERNEST-IMPL USER-047 USERNEST-035 Users to whom the owner user

is related

IDMS Components and Tools
The IDMS components and tools that update the dictionary are:
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• IDMS Directory Load Utility  -- Loads into the dictionary the schema and subschema definitions used by IDMS
software components and tools

• IDD DDDL Compiler  -- Compiles DDDL statements
• IDMS/DC System Generation Compiler  -- Processes system generation statements
• Schema Compiler  -- Compiles schema DDL statements
• IDMS Command Facility  -- Submits physical database definition statements for compilation
• Subschema Compiler  -- Compiles subschema DDL statements
• IDB Manager  -- Controls the Information Database environment
• Automatic System Facility  -- Processes management of data tables in a non-SQL-defined IDMS/DB database
• DML Precompilers  -- Process Assembler, COBOL, and PL/I requests for database services
• IDMS/DC Mapping Compilers  -- Process map descriptions
• ADS Compilers  -- Generate ADS applications and dialogs
• OLQ  -- Provides access to information stored in a non-SQL-defined IDMS/DB database

The rest of this section identifies the dictionary records and sets that these software components and tools can update.

IDMS Directory Load Utility

Loading the IDMSNTWK schema

The IDMS Directory Load Utility (IDMSDIRL) performs a schema compile to add to the dictionary database the element,
record, and set occurrences that define the dictionary itself. IDMSDIRL loads into the dictionary:

• The IDMSNTWK version 1 schema, the schema for the dictionary database
• The IDMSNWKG global subschema, a view of these dictionary database areas:

– DDLDML
– DDLDCLOD
– DDLDCMSG
– DDLCAT
– DDLCATX

• The IDMSNWKA subschema, a view of these dictionary database areas:
– DDLDML
– DDLDCLOD
– DDLDCMSG

• Schemas and subschemas used by IDMS centralized security

More Information

• For more information about security schemas and subschemas, see Administrating Security for IDMS .
• For more information about IDMSDIRL, see  IDMS/DB Utilities .

Records updated by IDMSDIRL

IDMSDIRL is run against a dictionary that has been initialized by IDD and that does not already contain the IDMSNTWK
schema. The following table lists the records that are updated by IDMSDIRL.

Record function Record name
Schema (4 occurrences, one for each combination of schema and
subschema listed above)

S-010

Schema area (one occurrence for each of the dictionary areas) SA-018
Schema area database procedure SACALL-020
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Record (one occurrence for each record type in the dictionary,
plus three occurrences for system internal record types)

SR-036

Record synonym (one occurrence with the primary record name
for each record type)

RCDSYN-079

Element INQ-058
Element comments and values ELEMCMT-082
Element groupings (nests) ELEMNEST-087
Element synonym (an occurrence of this record also exists for
each primary element name)

ELEMSYN-085

Record element SDR-042
Record element comments, values, Culprit and OLQ headers, and
edit and code tables

SDES-044

Record element synonym NAMESYN-083
Schema record SRCD-113
Schema record CALC key SCR-054
Schema record database procedure SRCALL-040
Schema record/area mapping SAM-056
Schema set -- owner information (set owner is owner of SRCD-
SOR set)

SOR-046

Schema set -- member information (set member is owner of
SRCD-SMR set)

SMR-052

Schema set sort key SCR-054
Subschema (one occurrence: IDMSNWKA) SS-026
Subschema database procedure SSPROC-095
Subschema area SSA-024
Subschema area database procedures SSACALL-019
Subschema record SSR-032
Subschema record CALC key SSCR-070
Subschema record database procedure SSRCALL-039
Subschema record/area mapping SSAM-066
Subschema set -- owner information (set owner is owner of SSR-
SSOR set)

SSOR-034

Subschema set -- member information (set member is owner of
SSR-SSMR set)

SSMR-068

Subschema set sort key SSCR-070
One-of-a-kind record OOAK-012

IDD DDDL Compiler

Data Dictionary Definition Language

The Data Dictionary Definition Language (DDDL) is the source language used to update definitions in the data dictionary.
The user submits DDDL source statements to the IDD DDDL compiler. The compiler processes the statements and
modifies dictionary record and set occurrences accordingly.

NOTE

More Information
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• IDD DDDL compiler
• Online DDDL compiler
• Conducting an IDD Menu Facility Session
• Batch DDDL Compiler

Records updated by the DDDL compiler

The following table lists the records that can be updated by the IDD DDDL compiler and indicates the DDDL statements
that update each record.

Record function Record name DDDL statements
Compiler processing options OOAK-012 SET OPTIONS
Entity syntax for: MODIFY ENTITY
User-defined comment keys ATTRIBUTE-093 USER DEFINED NEST
User-defined relational keys ATTRNEST-132 USER DEFINED COMMENT
Attribute ATTRIBUTE-093 ATTRIBUTE
Attribute comments ATTRCMT-094 COMMENTS, DEFINITION, or comment

key
Attribute/attribute relationship ATTRNEST-132 Class/attribute or relational key
Attribute/destination relationship DESTATTR-102 DESTINATION IS destination occurrence
Attribute/element relationship ELEMATTR-090 ELEMENT IS element occurrence
Attribute/entry point relationship PROGATTR-065 ENTRY POINT IS entry point occurrence
Attribute/file relationship FILEATTR-073 FILE IS file occurrence
Attribute/line relationship LINEATTR-111 LINE IS line occurrence
Attribute/logical terminal relationship LTRMATTR-108 LOGICAL-TERMINAL IS logical terminal

occurrence
Attribute/map relationship MAPATTR-123 MAP IS map occurrence
Attribute/module relationship MODATTR-069 MODULE IS module occurrence
Attribute/panel relationship PANELATTR-120 PANEL IS panel occurrence
Attribute/physical terminal relationship PTRMATTR-129 PHYSICAL-TERMINAL IS physical terminal

occurrence
Attribute/process relationship MODATTR-069 PROCESS IS process occurrence
Attribute/program relationship PROGATTR-065 PROGRAM IS program occurrence
Attribute/qfile relationship MODATTR-069 QFILE IS qfile occurrence
Attribute/queue relationship QUEUEATTR-130 QUEUE IS queue occurrence
Attribute/record relationship RCDATTR-081 RECORD IS record occurrence
Attribute/record synonym relationship RCDSYNATTR-141 RECORD SYNONYM IS record synonym

occurrence
Attribute/report relationship RCDATTR-081 REPORT IS report occurrence
Attribute/system relationship SYSATTR-060 SYSTEM IS system occurrence
Attribute/table relationship MODATTR-069 TABLE IS table occurrence
Attribute/task relationship TASKATTR-112 TASK IS task occurrence
Attribute/transaction relationship RCDATTR-081 TRANSACTION IS transaction occurrence
Attribute/user relationship USERATTR-064 USER-ENTITY IS user occurrence
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Attribute/user relationship (registered or
responsible)

ATTRUSER-173 USER

Class CLASS-092 CLASS
Class comments CLASSCMT-086 COMMENTS, DEFINITION, or comment

key
Destination DEST-028 DESTINATION
Destination comments DESTCMT-101 COMMENTS, DEFINITION, or comment

key
Destination components SENDLST-021 DC OPTION
Destination/attribute relationship DESTATTR-102 Class/attribute
Destination/system relationship DESTLST-027 USERDST-131

DESTLTRM-117
WITHIN SYSTEM
CONNECT USER
CONNECT LOGICAL
TERMINAL

Destination/user relationship USERDEST-150 USER
Element INQ-058 ELEMENT (also established by COBOL

record element substatement)
Element comments ELEMCMT-082 COMMENTS, DEFINITION, or comment

key
Element groupings ELEMNEST-087 SUBORDINATE ELEMENTS
Element ranges ELEMRNG-089 RANGE
Element synonym (an occurrence of this
record also exists with the primary element
name)

ELEMSYN-085 ELEMENT NAME SYNONYM (also
established by COBOL record element
substatement)

Element values ELEMCMT-082 VALUE
Element/attribute relationship ELEMATTR-090 Class/attribute
Element/element relationship ELEMNEST-087 SAME AS ELEMENT or relational key
Element/user relationship USERELEM-062 USER
Entry point PROG-051 ENTRY POINT
Entry point comments PROGCMT-050 COMMENTS, DEFINITION, or comment

key
Entry point/attribute relationship PROGATTR-065 Class/attribute
Entry point/user relationship USERPROG-135 USER
File SA-018 FILE
File comments FILECMT-072 COMMENTS, DEFINITION, or comment

key
File synonym (an occurrence of this record
also exists with the primary file name)

FILESYN-075 FILE NAME SYNONYM

File/attribute relationship FILEATTR-073 Class/attribute
File/file relationship FILENEST-071 SAME AS FILE, RELATED FILE, or

relational key
File/user relationship USERFILE-134 USER
Line LINE-109 LINE
Line comments LINECMT-110 COMMENTS, DEFINITION, or comment

key
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Line/attribute relationship LINEATTR-111 Class/attribute
Line/system relationship LINELST-103 WITHIN SYSTEM
Line/user relationship USERLINE-115 USER
Load module global information LOADHDR-156 LOAD MODULE
Load module object text LOADTEXT-157 OBJECT DECK FOLLOWS
Load module relocation information for
address constants

LOADCTL-158 Established by information contained in the
object deck

Logical terminal LTRM-106 LOGICAL-TERMINAL
Logical terminal comments LTRMCMT-107 COMMENTS, DEFINITION, or comment

key
Logical terminal/attribute relationship LTRMATTR-108 Class/attribute
Logical terminal/system relationship LTRMLST-105 WITHIN SYSTEM (PHYSICAL-TERMINAL

clause connects PTRMLST-LTRMLST set)
Logical terminal/user relationship USERLTRM-149 USER
Map MAP-098 MAP
Map comments MAPCMT-122 COMMENTS, DEFINITION, or comment

key
Map/attribute relationship MAPATTR-123 Class/attribute
Map/module relationship MODMAP-195 TABLE is

MODULE is
Module/map relationship MODMAP-195 MAP is
Map/system relationship MAPLST-097 WITHIN SYSTEM
Map/user relationship USERMAP-137 USER
Message MESSAGE-116 MESSAGE
Message comments MSGCMT-146 COMMENTS, DEFINITION, or comment

key
Message text line MSG-LINE-144 TEXT LINE
Module MODULE-067 MODULE
Module comments MODCMT-084 COMMENTS, DEFINITION, or comment

key
Module source lines TEXT-088 MODULE SOURCE FOLLOWS
Module/attribute relationship MODATTR-069 LANGUAGE, MODE, or class/attribute
Module/module relationship MODNEST-031 SAME AS MODULE or relational key
Module/system relationship SYSMOD-154 WITHIN SYSTEM
Module/user relationship USERMOD-136 USER
Panel PANEL-118 PANEL
Panel comments PANELCMT-119 COMMENTS, DEFINITION, or comment

key
Panel/attribute relationship PANELATTR-120 Class/attribute
Panel/user relationship USERPANEL-153 USER
Physical terminal PTRM-074 PHYSICAL-TERMINAL
Physical terminal comments PTRMCMT-128 COMMENTS, DEFINITION, or comment

key
Physical terminal/attribute relationship PTRMATTR-129 Class/attribute
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Physical terminal/system relationship PTRMLST-104 WITHIN SYSTEM (LINE clause connects
LINELST-PTRMLST set)

Physical terminal/user relationship USERPTRM-148 USER
Process -- see Module
Program PROG-051 PROGRAM
Program comments PROGCMT-050 COMMENTS, DEFINITION, REMARKS, or

comment key
Program entry point (owned by main
program in PROGNEST-EXPL set; owned
by entry point in PROGNEST-IMPL set)

PROGNEST-053 ENTRY POINT NAME

Program/attribute relationship PROGATTR-065 LANGUAGE, MODE, or class/attribute
Program/element relationship ELEMACT-159 ELEMENT
Program/file relationship (member of SA-
AFACT set)

AFACT-057 FILE

Program/logical record relationship LRACT-193 LOGICAL RECORD
Program/map relationship PROGMAP-126 MAP USED
Program/module relationship MODLST-055 MODULE USED
Program/program relationship PROGNEST-053 SAME AS PROGRAM or relational key
Program/record relationship RCDCOPY-063 RECORD COPIED or RECORD USED
Program/subprogram relationship (owned
by calling program in PROGNEST-
EXPL set; owned by called program in
PROGNEST-IMPL set)

PROGNEST-053 PROGRAM CALLED

Program/subschema relationship SSPROG-091 SUBSCHEMA
Program/subschema area relationship
(member of SSA-AFACT set)

AFACT-057 AREA

Program/subschema record relationship RCDACT-059 RECORD
Program/subschema set relationship SETACT-061 SET
Program/system relationship PROGLST-049 WITHIN SYSTEM
Program/user relationship USERPROG-135 USER
Qfile -- see Module
Queue QUEUE-030 QUEUE
Queue comments QUEUECMT-033 COMMENTS, DEFINITION, or comment

key
Queue/attribute relationship QUEUEATTR-130 Class/attribute
Queue/system relationship QUEUELST-029 WITHIN SYSTEM (THRESHOLD TASK

clause connects TASKLST-QUEUELST
set)

Queue/user relationship USERQUEUE-151 USER
Record SR-036 RECORD
Record comments and Culprit and OLQ
headers

RCDCMT-080 COMMENTS, DEFINITION, OLQ HEADER,
CULPRIT HEADER, or comment key

Record synonym (an occurrence of this
record also exists with the primary record
name)

RCDSYN-079 RECORD NAME SYNONYM or VIEW ID
substatement

Record synonym/attribute relationship RCDSYNATTR-141 LANGUAGE
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Record synonym/file synonym relationship FRSYN-077 FOR FILE SYNONYM
Record/attribute relationship RCDATTR-081 LANGUAGE, MODE, or class/attribute
Record/file relationship SAM-056 FRSYN-077 WITHIN FILE
Record/record relationship RCDNEST-145 SAME AS RECORD or relational key
Record/schema relationship (connected to
'NON IDMS' schema)

SRCD-113 RECORD

Record/user relationship USERRCD-133 USER
Record element SDR-042 RECORD ELEMENT substatement or

COBOL record element substatement
Record element comments and Culprit and
OLQ headers

SDES-044 COMMENTS, DEFINITION, OLQ HEADER,
CULPRIT HEADER, or comment key

Record element edit and code tables SDES-044 EDIT TABLE or CODE TABLE
Record element INDEX KEY and INDEXED
BY field name

NAMEDES-186 INDEX KEY or INDEXED BY

Record element synonym NAMESYN-083 ELEMENT NAME SYNONYM
Record element values SDES-044 VALUE
Report -- see Record
Screen -- see Panel
Subsystem -- see System
System SYS-041 SYSTEM
System comments SYSCMT-038 COMMENTS, DEFINITION, or comment

key
System/attribute relationship SYSATTR-060 Class/attribute
System/system relationship SYSNEST-043 SAME AS SYSTEM, WITHIN SYSTEM, or

relational key
System/user relationship USERSYS-114 USER
Table MODULE-067 TABLE
Table comments MODCMT-084 COMMENTS, DEFINITION, or comment

key
Table data type MODCMT-084 TABLE/ENCODE DATA
Table load module
Program definition of table load module

LOADHDR-156
LOADTEXT-157
LOADCTL-158
PROG-051

GENERATE

Table order MODCMT-084 TABLE IS SORTED/UNSORTED
Table search method MODCMT-084 SEARCH
Table type MODCMT-084 TYPE
Table value MODCMT-084 VALUES
Table value duplication MODCMT-084 DUPLICATES
Table/attribute relationship MODATTR-069 LANGUAGE, MODE, or class/attribute
Table/system relationship SYSMOD-154 WITHIN SYSTEM
Table/table relationship MODNEST-031 SAME AS TABLE or relational key
Table/user relationship USERMOD-136 USER
Task TASK-025 TASK
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Task comments TASKCMT-096 COMMENTS, DEFINITION, or comment
key

Task/attribute relationship TASKATTR-112 Class/attribute
Task/system relationship TASKLST-023 WITHIN SYSTEM (INVOKES PROGRAM

clause connects TASKLST-PROGLST set)
Task/user relationship USERTASK-152 USER
Transaction -- see Record
User USER-047 USER
User access to file USERFILE-134 ACCESS TO FILE
User access to qfile (member of MODULE-
ACCESS set)

ACCESS-045 ACCESS TO QFILE

User access to subschema (member of SS-
ACCESS set)

ACCESS-045 ACCESS TO SUBSCHEMA (SIGNON
QFILE clause connects MODULE-ACCESS
set)

User access to system (member of SYS-
ACCESS set)

ACCESS-045 ACCESS TO SYSTEM

User comments USERCMT-048 COMMENTS, DEFINITION, or comment
key

User signon profile (member of MODULE-
ACCESS set)

ACCESS-045 SIGNON PROFILE

User/attribute relationship USERATTR-064 Class/attribute
User/system relationship USERSYS-114 OF SYSTEM
User/user relationship USERNEST-035 SAME AS USER, WITHIN USER, or

relational key
User-defined entities -- see Class

NOTE

The following records, if they do not already exist in the dictionary, will be established at the first execution of the
IDD DDDL compiler:
OOAK-012 (one-of-a-kind record)
S-010 (one occurrence: 'NON IDMS' version 1)
CLASS-092 (two occurrences: LANGUAGE and MODE)
USER-047 (one occurrence: 'CULL DBA')
CATENTRY-160, CATNEST-161, CATPASSKEY-162 (basic IDB catalog occurrences)

IDMS/DC System Generation Compiler

The IDMS/DC system generation compiler is used to generate and maintain IDMS/DC systems. The compiler reads
source system generation statements and populates the dictionary with the applicable source and object records.

Source records

One source record is created for each IDMS/DC entity defined, including each system. Source records for system
components exist independently of the systems in which the components participate. For each system component, one
object record is created for each system in which it participates. Object records contain a copy of the information in the
corresponding source record and are used for runtime execution.

Object records are unavailable for runtime execution until the user submits a GENERATE statement for the applicable
system. GENERATE establishes set connections between object records and flags the object records as executable.
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NOTE

More Information

• For more information about the IDMS/DC system generation compiler, see System Generation Compiler  .
• For more information about invoking the online compiler, see Online System Generation

Records updated by the system generation compiler

The following table lists the records that can be updated by the IDMS/DC system generation compiler and indicates the
system generation statements that update each record.

Record function Record name System generation statement
System -- source SYS-041 SYSTEM
System -- object SYSMO-170 GENERATE
ADS options CVGDEFS-142 ADSO
Alternate map table CVGDEFS-142 MAPTYPE
Autotask CVGDEFS-142 AUTOTASK
Destination -- source DEST-028 DESTINATION

(GENERATE statement connects
LTRMLST-DESTLTRM set and USER-
USERDST set)

Destination -- object DESTLST-027
Destination components -- source SENDLST-021
Destination component logical terminal or
printer -- object

DESTLTRM-117

Destination component user -- object USERDST-131
IDD usage mode CVGDEFS-142 IDD
Keys table CVGDEFS-142 KEYS
Line -- source LINE-109 LINE
Line -- object LINELST-103
Logical terminal -- source LTRM-106 LTERM (GENERATE statement connects

PTRMLST-LTRMLST set)
Logical terminal -- object LTRMLST-105
Online mapping options CVGDEFS-142 Mapping facility
OLQ options CVGDEFS-142 OLQ
Physical terminal -- source PTRM-074 PTERM (GENERATE statement connects

LINELST-PTRMLST set)
Physical terminal -- object PTRMLST-104
Program -- source PROGLST-049 PROGRAM
Program -- object PROG-051
Program defaults (one occurrence:
0DEFAULT, where 0 is hexadecimal 00)

PROG-051 DEFAULT PERMANENT

Program registration CVGDEFS-142 IDMS PROGRAM (reserved for
teleprocessing interface definitions)

Queue -- source QUEUE-030 QUEUE (GENERATE statement connects
TASKLST-QUEUELST set)

Queue -- object QUEUELST-029
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Secondary storage pool CVGDEFS-142 STORAGE POOL or XA STORAGE POOL
SQL CACHE CVGDEFS-142 SQL CACHE
Task -- source TASK-025 TASK (GENERATE statement connects

PROGLST-TASKLST set)
Task -- object TASKLST-023
TCP/IP CVGDEFS-142 TCP/IP

NOTE

The following records, if they do not already exist in the dictionary, will be established at the first execution of the
system generation compiler:
OOAK-012 (one-of-a-kind record)
S-010 (one occurrence: 'NON IDMS' version 1)
CLASS-092 (two occurrences: LANGUAGE and MODE)
USER-047 (one occurrence: 'CULL DBA')
CATENTRY-160, CATNEST-161, CATPASSKEY-162 (basic IDB catalog occurrences)

Sets updated by the system generation compiler

This table identifies the set name, owner record, and member record of each set in the dictionary that can be updated by
the system generation compiler:

Set name Owner Member
OOAK-SYS OOAK-012 SYS-041
SYS-CVGDEFS SYS-041 CVGDEFS-142
SYS-LINELST SYS-041 LINELST-103
SYS-PTRMLST SYS-041 PTRMLST-104
SYS-LTRMLST SYS-041 LTRMLST-105
LTRMLST-DESTLTRM LTRMLST-105 DESTLTRM-117
DESTLST-DESTLTRM DESTLST-027 DESTLTRM-117
SYS-DESTLST SYS-041 DESTLST-027
SYS-PROGLST SYS-041 PROGLST-049
OOAK-PROG OOAK-012 PROG-051
PROG-PROGLST PROG-051 PROGLST-049
SYS-QUEUELST SYS-041 QUEUELST-029
SYS-TASKLST SYS-041 TASKLST-023
PROGLST-TASKLST PROGLST-049 TASKLST-023
SYS-SYSMO SYS-041 SYSMO-170
LINE-LINELST LINE-109 LINELST-103
LINELST-PTRMLST LINELST-103 PTRMLST-104
PTRM-PTRMLST PTRM-074 PTRMLST-104
PTRMLST-LTRMLST PTRMLST-104 LTRMLST-105
DEST-SENDLST DEST-028 SENDLST-021
DEST-DESTLST DEST-028 DESTLST-027
QUEUE-QUEUELST QUEUE-030 QUEUELST-029
TASKLST-QUEUELST TASKLST-023 QUEUELST-029
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TASK-TASKLST TASK-025 TASKLST-023
LOADHDR-LOADTEXT LOADHDR-156 LOADTEXT-157
OOAK-LINE OOAK-012 LINE-109
OOAK-PTRM OOAK-012 PTRM-074
OOAK-LTRM OOAK-012 LTRM-106
OOAK-DEST OOAK-012 DEST-028
OOAK-QUEUE OOAK-012 QUEUE-030
OOAK-TASK OOAK-012 TASK-025

Schema Compiler

Data Description Language

The schema compiler processes Data Description Language (DDL) source statements that define IDMS network
schemas. The compiler populates the dictionary with record and set occurrences that maintain schema and schema
component definitions.

NOTE
For more information about the schema compiler, see Using the Schema and Subschema Compilers.

Updating subschemas

When the user submits a REGENERATE statement, the schema compiler invokes the subschema compiler to update the
applicable subschema definitions and to regenerate subschema load modules.

NOTE
For information about the records and sets updated by the subschema compiler, see Schema and Subschema
Compilers.

Records updated by the schema compiler

The following table lists the records that can be updated by the schema compiler and indicates the DDL statements that
update each record.

Record function Record name Schema DDL statements
Schema S-010 SCHEMA
Schema comments SCHEMACMT-181 COMMENTS
Schema/ attribute relationship SCHEMAATTR-180 Class/ attribute
Schema/ user relationship USERSCHEMA-182 USER
Schema area SA-018 AREA
Schema area database procedure SACALL-020 CALL
Schema area symbols SYMNAME-200 SUBAREA or DISPLACEMENT USING or

INDEX USING
Schema record Record (established only
if no SHARE clause is included in the
RECORD statement)

SRCD-113 SR-036 RECORD

Record synonym (an occurrence of this
record also exists with the primary record
name)

RCDSYN-079 RECORD SYNONYM NAME

Record synonym language RCDSYNATTR-141 FOR language
Schema record CALC key SMR-052 SCR-054 LOCATION MODE CALC or VSAM CALC
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Schema record database procedure SRCALL-040 CALL
Schema record/ area mapping SAM-056 WITHIN AREA
Schema record symbols SYMREC-201 SUBAREA or DISPLACEMENT USING
Record element SDR-042 ELEMENT (also established by COPY

ELEMENTS statement)
Record element comments SDES-044 COMMENTS
Record element Culprit and OLQ headers SDES-044 CULPRIT HEADER or OLQ HEADER
Record element INDEX KEY and INDEXED
BY field name

NAMEDES-186 INDEX KEY or INDEXED BY

Record element synonym (an occurrence
of this record also exists with the primary
record element name)

NAMESYN-083 SYNONYM NAME

Record element values SDES-044 VALUE
Element INQ-058 ELEMNEST-087 ELEMSYN-085
Element groupings
Element synonym (an occurrence of this
record also exists with the primary element
name)
Element values :c ELEMCMT-082 Established by ELEMENT statement if the

element does not already exist
Schema set -- owner information (set owner
is owner of SRCD-SOR set)

SOR-046 SET OWNER

Schema set -- member information (set
member is owner of SRCD-SMR set)

SMR-052 MEMBER

Schema set sort key SCR-054 ASCENDING/ DESCENDING KEY
Schema set foreign key SFK-037 FOREIGN KEY
Schema set symbols SYSMSET-202 SUBAREA or INDEX USING
Note: The following records, if they do not already exist in the data dictionary, will be established at the first execution of the schema
compiler:
OOAK-012 (one-of-a-kind record)
S-010 (one occurrence: 'NON IDMS' version 1)
CLASS-092 (two occurrences: LANGUAGE and MODE)
USER-047 (one occurrence: 'CULL DBA')
CATENTRY-160, CATNEST-161, CATPASSKEY-162 (basic IDB catalog occurrences)

Sets updated by the schema compiler

This table identifies the set name, owner record, and member record of each set in the data dictionary that can be
updated by the schema compiler:

Set name Owner Member
S-SA S-010 SA-018
S-SS S-010 SA-026
SA-SAM SA-018 SAM-056
SA-SACALL SA-018 SACALL-020
SA-SYMNAME SA-018 SYMNAME-200
SRCD-SRCALL SRCD-113 SRCALL-040
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SRCD-SYMREC SRCD-113 SYMREC-201
RCDSYN-SRCD RCDSYN-079 SRCD-113
ATTR-JCT ATTRIBUTE-093 SCHEMAATTR-180
RCDSYN-RCDSYNATT RCDSYN-079 RCDSYNATTR-141
OOAK-S OOAK-012 S-010
S-SCHEMACMT S-010 SCHEMACMT-181
S-SRCD S-010 SRCD-113
SRCD-SAM SRCD-113 SAM-056
S-SOR S-010 SOR-046
SRCD-SOR SRCD-113 SOR-046
SRCD-SMR SRCD-113 SMR-052
SOR-SMR SOR-046 SMR-052
SOR-SYMSET SOR-046 SYMSET-202
SMR-SCR SMR-052 SCR-054
SMR-SFK SMR-052 SFK-037
SDR-SCR SDR-042 SCR-054 and SFK-037
SYMNAME-SYMREC SYMNAME-200 SYMREC-201
SYMNAME-SYMSET SYMNAME-200 SYMSET-202
OOAK-SR OOAK-012 SR-036
SR-SDR SR-036 SDR-042
SR-RCDSYN SR-036 RCDSYN-079
RCDSYN-NAMESYN RCDSYN-079 NAMESYN-083
USER-USERSCHEMA USER-047 USERSCHEMA-182
S-SCHEMAATTR S-010 SCHEMAATTR-180
S-USERSCHEMA S-010 USERSCHEMA-182
SDR-SDES SDR-042 SDES-044
SDR-NAMESYN SDR-042 NAMESYN-083
ELEMSYN-NAMESYN ELEMSYN-085 NAMESYN-083
NAMESYN-NAMEDES NAMESYN-083 NAMEDES-186
ELEMNEST-EXPL INQ-058 ELEMNEST-087
INQ-ELEMSYN INQ-058 ELEMSYN-085
ELEMNEST-IMPL INQ-058 ELEMNEST-087
OOAK-INQ OOAK-012 INQ-058
INQ-GROUPELEMSYN INQ-058 ELEMSYN-085

IDMS Command Facility

You submit physical database definition statements to the IDMS Command Facility for processing.

Physical database definition statements are used to create and maintain the components of the physical database:

• DMCL
• SEGMENT
• DBTABLE (database name table)
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NOTE
For more information about the physical database definition statements, see  Administrating IDMS Database .

Records updated by physical database definition

The following table presents by database component the records that are updated by physical database definition
statements:

Component Statement Record
DBTABLE CREATE DBNAME DBNAME-1031

CREATE/ALTER DBNAME
CREATE/ALTER DBTABLE
INCLUDE SEGMENT

DBSEGMENT- 1032

CREATE/ALTER DBNAME
CREATE/ALTER DBTABLE
INCLUDE SUBSCHEMA

DBSSC-1033

CREATE DBTABLE DBTABLE-1034
DMCL CREATE DMCL DMCL-1035

ALTER DMCL INCLUDE AREA DMCLAREA-1036
ALTER DMCL INCLUDE FILE DMCLFILE-1037
ALTER DMCL INCLUDE SEGMENT DMCLSEGMENT- 1038

CREATE BUFFER
CREATE JOURNAL BUFFER

BUFFER-1027

CREATE DISK/TAPE/ARCHIVE JOURNAL JOURNAL-1043
SEGMENT CREATE SEGMENT SEGMENT-1047

CREATE FILE FILE-1039
CREATE AREA AREA-1026
CREATE/ALTER AREA WITHIN FILE FILEMAP-1040

CREATE/ALTER AREA
INCLUDE SUBAREA/SYMBOLIC INDEX/
SYMBOLIC DISPLACEMENT

SYMBOL-1048

Subschema Compiler

The subschema compiler processes Data Description Language (DDL) source statements that define IDMS subschemas.
The compiler populates the dictionary with record and set occurrences that maintain subschema and subschema
component definitions. Definitions of the major subschema components are implemented as junction records between the
subschema and the applicable schema component.

The subschema compiler also generates subschema tables for runtime use by application programs. Subschema tables
are stored as load modules in the data dictionary.

NOTE
For more information about the subschema compiler, see Using the Schema and Subschema Compilers.

Records updated by the subschema compiler
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The following table lists the records that can be updated by the subschema compiler and indicates the DDL statements
that update each record.

Record function Record name Subschema DDL statements
Subschema SS-026 SUBSCHEMA
Subschema comments SSCMT-184 COMMENTS
Subschema/attribute relationship SSATTR-183 Class/attribute
Subschema/user relationship USERSS-185 USER
Subschema area SSA-024 AREA
Subschema area database procedure SSACALL-019
Subschema database procedure SSPROC-095
Subschema record SSR-032 RECORD
Subschema record CALC key SSMR-068

SSCR-070
Subschema record database procedure SSRCALL-039
Subschema database procedure SSPROC-095
Subschema record/area mapping SSAM-066
Subschema view of record RCDSYN-079

NAMESYN-083
NAMEDES-186

VIEW ID or ELEMENTS

Subschema set (set owner is owner of
SSR-SSOR set)

SSOR-034 SET

Subschema set -- member information (set
member is owner of SSR-SSMR set)

SSMR-068

Subschema set sort key SSCR-070
Subschema set foreign key SSFK-076
Logical record LR-190 LOGICAL RECORD
Logical record comments LRCMT-194 COMMENTS
Logical record/IDD record relationship
(member of RCDSYN-LRSSR set)

LRSSR-189 ELEMENTS

Logical record/subschema record
relationship (member of LR-LRSSR set)

LRSSR-189

Logical record verb LRVERB-191 PATH-GROUP
Logical record path definition PATHDEF-192
Subschema load module (subschema
tables)

LOADHDR-156
LOADTEXT-157
LOADCTL-158

GENERATE

Program definition of subschema load
module

PROG-051

Sets updated by the subschema compiler
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This table identifies the set name, owner record, and member record of each set in the dictionary that can be updated by
the subschema compiler:

Set name Owner Member
USER-USERSS USER-047 USERSS-185
SS-USERSS SS-026 USERSS-185
ATTR-JCT ATTRIBUTE-093 SSATTR-183
SS-SSATTR SS-026 SSATTR-183
SS-SSCMT SS-026 SSCMT-184
S-SS S-010 SS-026
SS-SSA SS-026 SSA-024
SA-SSA SA-018 SSA-024
SSA-SSAM SSA-024 SSAM-066
SS-SSR SS-026 SSR-032
SSR-SSAM SSR-032 SSAM-066
SRCD-SSR SRCD-113 SSR-032
SSR-SSOR SSR-032 SSOR-034
SOR-SSOR SOR-046 SSOR-034
SS-SSOR SS-026 SSOR-034
SSR-SSMR SSR-032 SSMR-068
SSOR-SSMR SSOR-034 SSMR-068
SSMR-SSCR SSMR-068 SSCR-070
SSMR-SSFK SSMR-068 SSFK-076
SS-LR SS-026 LR-190
SSA-SSACALL SSA-024 SSACALL-019
SSPROC-SSACALL SSPROC-095 SSACALL-019
SSPROC-SSRCALL SSPROC-095 SSRCALL-039
SSR-SSRCALL SSR-032 SSRCALL-039
SSR-LRSSR SSR-032 LRSSR-189
RCDSYN-SSR RCDSYN-079 SSR-032
SR-RCDSYN SR-036 RCDSYN-079
RCDSYN-NAMESYN RCDSYN-079 NAMESYN-083
LOADHDR-LOADTEXT LOADHDR-156 LOADTEXT-157
LRVERB-PATHDEF LRVERB-191 PATHDEF-192
LR-LRVERB LR-190 LRVERB-191
LR-LRCMT LR-190 LRCMT-194
LR-LRSSR LR-190 LRSSR-189
OOAK-PROG OOAK-012 PROG-051
SDR-NAMESYN SDR-042 NAMESYN-083
NAMESYN-NAMEDES NAMESYN-083 NAMEDES-186
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IDMS/DC Mapping Compilers

The IDMS/DC mapping compilers are used to define panels and maps and to create map load modules.

During an online mapping session, the user enters map definitions online and then selects the COMPILE activity to
create the map load module; the online mapping compiler populates the data dictionary with record and set occurrences
accordingly.

When using the batch mapping compiler, the user submits source statements that define panels and maps; the batch
mapping compiler populates the data dictionary with record and set occurrences accordingly. The user then runs the batch
mapping utility to generate the map load modules.

NOTE
For more information about the IDMS mapping compilers, see  Mapping Facility .

When records are updated

The online mapping compiler stores an occurrence of the PROG-051 record when a map is added, to reserve the map
name. Other dictionary records are stored or modified when the COMPILE action is initiated.

Records updated by mapping compilers

The following table lists the records that can be updated by the IDMS/DC mapping compilers.

Record function Record name
Panel PANEL-118
Panel field PANELFLD-121
Panel field device-dependent table PFLD-DATA-147
Map MAP-098
Attributes for automatic error handling MAP-098
Map record MAPRCD-125

SR-036
(builder code only)

Map field MAPFLD-124
Map load module LOADHDR-156

LOADTEXT-157
Program definition of the map load module PROG-051
Reference to edit and code tables
Reference to help text modules

MODMAP-195

Sets updated by the mapping compilers

This table identifies the set name, owner record, and member record of each set in the data dictionary that can be
updated by the mapping compilers:

Set name Owner Member
SR-RCDSYN SR-036 RCDSYN-079
RCDSYN-MAPRCD RCDSYN-079 MAPRCD-125
MAP-MAPRCD MAP-098 MAPRCD-125
MAPRCD-MAPFLD MAPRCD-125 MAPFLD-124
MAP-MAPFLD MAP-098 MAPFLD-124
PANELFLD-MAPFLD PANELFLD-121 MAPFLD-124
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PANEL-PANELFLD PANEL-118 PANELFLD-121
PANELFLD-PFLD PANELFLD-121 PFLD-DATA-147
OOAK-MAP OOAK-012 MAP-098
OOAK-PANEL OOAK-012 PANEL-118
PANEL-MAP PANEL-118 MAP-098
MAP-MODMAP MAP-098 MODMAP-195
MODULE-MODMAP MODULE-067 MODMAP-195

ADS Compilers

The ADS application and dialog compilers are used to develop online applications.

Application compiler

The application compiler defines the components of an application, flow of control among these components, and
inclusion of the components in system-built menus.  For more information about the application compiler, see ADS
Application Compiler (ADSA).

Dialog compiler

The dialog compiler creates dialog load modules from definitions stored in the data dictionary. During a dialog session, the
user identifies the components and structure of a dialog by entering information online. For more information about the
dialog compiler, see ADS Dialog Compiler (ADSC).

When records are updated

The ADS compilers store PROG-051 records when the entity is added, to reserve the entity name. Other dictionary
records are stored or modified when the COMPILE action is selected.

Records updated by ADS

The table that follows list the records that can be updated by the ADS compilers:

Record function Record name
Program definition of the application load module PROG-051
Application load module LOADHDR-156

LOADTEXT-157
Application/global record relationship RCDCOPY-063
Program definition of the dialog load module PROG-051
Dialog/subschema relationship SSPROG-091
Dialog/map relationship PROGMAP-126
Dialog options PROGCMT-050
Dialog/debugger relationship DPROG-171

LOADJCT-172 (1)
SYMHDR-174 (1)
SYMTEXT-175 (1)
SYMCTL-176 (1)

Subschema record activity RCDACT-059 (2)
Subschema set activity SETACT-061 (2)
Subschema area activity (member of SSA-AFACT set) AFACT-057 (2)
Logical record activity LRACT-193 (2)
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Dialog/record relationship RCDCOPY-063
Dialog/process relationship MODLST-055 (3)
Dialog load module LOADHDR-156

LOADTEXT-157
(1) Updated only if SYMBOL TABLE option is selected
(2) Updated only if ACTIVITY LOGGING option is selected
(3) Cross-references:
DECLARATION PROCESS
PREMAP PROCESS
RESPONSE PROCESSES
INCLUDE MODULES

Sets updated by the ADS compilers

This table identifies the set name, owner record, and member record of each set in the data dictionary that can be
updated by the mapping compilers:

Set name Owner Member
RCDSYN-RCDCOPY RCDSYN-079 RCDCOPY-063
PROG-RCDCOPY PROG-051 RCDCOPY-063
OOAK-PROG OOAK-012 PROG-051
PROG-PROGLST PROG-051 PROGLST-049
LOADHDR-LOADTEXT LOADHDR-156 LOADTEXT-157

IDB Manager

IDB Manager is the administrative facility of ICMS used to maintain the Information Database (IDB) catalog; the catalog
controls the IDB environment. During an IDB Manager session, the user enters information about the IDB environment
online; IDB Manager modifies dictionary record and set occurrences accordingly.

IDB Manager is also used to define data tables. The user creates data tables during an IDB Manager session by entering
information online and then selecting the GENERATE function. IDB Manager calls ASF to modify dictionary record and set
occurrences accordingly. The definition of a single data table involves several different dictionary records and sets.

NOTE
For more information about ASF, see Using ASF.

Records updated by IDB manager

The following table lists the records that can be updated directly by IDB Manager:

Record function Record name
User access to IDB CATENTRY-160
User/catalog relationship CATNEST-161
User/group relationship CATNEST-161
User defaults CATEXT-163 Defaults
User duplicates and propagation options CATENTRY-160
User locks CATENTRY-160
Group CATENTRY-160
group/catalog relationship CATNEST-161
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Group/group relationship CATNEST-161
Object (data table) -- catalog entry CATENTRY-160
Table definition number CATRNUM-164
Object/catalog relationship CATNEST-161
Object/folder relationship CATNEST-161
Folder CATENTRY-160
Folder/catalog relationship CATNEST-161
Folder/folder relationship CATNEST-161
ARCHIVE (user) CATENTRY-160
ARCHIVE/catalog relationship CATNEST-161
Archiver (folder) CATENTRY-160
Archiver/ARCHIVE relationship CATNEST-161
Archived entity CATENTRY-160 (deleted and recreated)

CATPASSKEY-162 (deleted)
Archived entity/archiver relationship CATNEST-161
Passkey assignment CATPASSKEY-162
Administrator authority (adds user to DBA group) CATNEST-161
POSTMASTER (group) CATENTRY-160
POSTMASTER/catalog relationship CATNEST-161
POST OFFICE (user) CATENTRY-160
POST OFFICE/catalog relationship CATNEST-161
Post office box (folder) CATENTRY-160
Post office box/POST OFFICE relationship CATNEST-161
Letter (object) CATENTRY-160
Letter/post office box relationship CATNEST-161

Sets updated by IDB

This table identifies the set name, owner record, and member record of each set in the dictionary that can be updated by
IDB:

Set name Owner Member
CATRNUM-CATENTRY CATRNUM-164 CATENTRY-160
CATNEST-EXPL CATENTRY-160 CATNEST-161
CATNEST-IMPL CATENTRY-160 CATNEST-161
CATPASSKEY-GIVE CATENTRY-160 CATPASSKEY-162
CATPASSKEY-TAKE CATENTRY-160 CATPASSKEY-162
CATENTRY-CATEXT CATENTRY-160 CATEXT-163
USER-CATENTRY USER-047 CATENTRY-160

Automatic System Facility

The Automatic System Facility (ASF) generates the schema, subschema, record, and element definitions that support
tabular presentation of data in IDMS database records.
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ASF also calls the IDB manager to update the Information Database (IDB) catalog.

During an ASF session, the user creates data tables by entering information online and then selecting the GENERATE
function; ASF automatically modifies dictionary record and set occurrences accordingly. The definition of a single data
table involves several different dictionary records and sets.

NOTE
For more information about ASF, see Using ASF.

Invoking other compilers

ASF also invokes the subschema compiler, the IDMS/DC online mapping compiler, and the ADS dialog compiler to modify
dictionary record and set occurrences.

NOTE
For more information about the records and sets updated by:

• The subschema compiler, see earlier in this section
• The mapping compiler, see
• ADS dialog compiler, see

Records updated by ASF

The following table lists the records that can be updated directly by ASF and indicates the online screens used to update
each record.

Record function Record name
Data table LR-190

SR-036
USERRCD-133 (owner relationship)
RCDSYN-079
S-010
SRCD-113
SOR-046
SMR-052
SS-026
USERSS-185 (owner relationship)
ACCESS-045 (member of SS-ACCESS)
SSA-024
SSR-032
SSOR-034
MODULE-067
USERMOD-136 (owner relationship)
TEXT-088
MODATTR-069

Data table/r-area mapping SAM-056
SSAM-066
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Online access to data table PROG-051
USERPROG-135 (owner relationship)
PROGCMT-050
SSPROG-091
RCDCOPY-063
MODLST-055
PROGMAP-126
MAP-098
USERMAP-137 (owner relationship)
MAPRCD-125
PANEL-118
USERPANEL-153 (owner relationship)

Column INQ-058
USERELEM-062 (owner relationship)
ELEMSYN-085
SDR-042
NAMESYN-083
SDES-044

Key SCR-054

Sets updated by ASF

This table identifies the set name, owner record, and member record of each set in the dictionary that can be updated by
ASF:

Set name Owner Member
OOAK-S OOAK-012 S-010
S-SS S-010 SS-026
SS-SSA SS-026 SSA-024
SA-SSA SA-018 SSA-024
SSA-SSAM SSA-024 SSAM-066
SA-SAM SA-018 SAM-056
SRCD-SAM SRCD-113 SAM-056
SSR-SSAM SSR-032 SSAM-066
SRCD-SSR SRCD-113 SSR-032
SRCD-SOR SRCD-113 SOR-046
SOR-SSOR SOR-046 SSOR-034
SRCD-SMR SRCD-113 SMR-052
SOR-SMR SOR-046 SMR-052
SMR-SCR SMR-052 SCR-054
SS-USERSS SS-026 USERSS-185
SS-LR SS-026 LR-190
SS-SSPROG SS-026 SSPROG-091
SS-SSR SS-026 SSR-032
SS-SSOR SS-026 SSOR-034
RCDSYN-SSR RCDSYN-079 SSR-032
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RCDSYN-RCDCOPY RCDSYN-079 RCDCOPY-063
RCDSYN-MAPRCD RCDSYN-079 MAPRCD-125
PROG-RCDCOPY PROG-051 RCDCOPY-063
SR-USERRCD SR-036 USERRCD-133
SR-SDR SR-036 SDR-042
SR-RCDSYN SR-036 RCDSYN-079
OOAK-SR OOAK-012 SR-036
RCDSYN-NAMESYN RCDSYN-079 NAMESYN-083
USER-CATENTRY USER-047 CATENTRY-160
SS-ACCESS SS-026 ACCESS-045
USER-USERSS USER-047 USERSS-185
USER-ACCESS USER-047 ACCESS-045
USER-USERMOD USER-047 USERMOD-136
ATTR-JCT ATTRIBUTE-093 MODATTR-069
MODULE-MODATTR MODULE-067 MODATTR-069
MODULE-USERMOD MODULE-067 USERMOD-136
MODULE-TEXT MODULE-067 TEXT-088
OOAK-MODULE OOAK-012 MODULE-067
MODULE-MODLST MODULE-067 MODLST-055
PROG-MODLST PROG-051 MODLST-055
USER-USERMAP USER-047 USERMAP-137
MAP-USERMAP MAP-098 USERMAP-137
OOAK-MAP OOAK-012 MAP-098
PANEL-MAP PANEL-118 MAP-098
OOAK-PANEL OOAK-012 PANEL-118
PANEL-USERPANEL PANEL-118 USERPANEL-153
USER-USERPANEL USER-047 USERPANEL-153
USER-USERRCD USER-047 USERRCD-133
SDR-SDES SDR-042 SDES-044
SDR-NAMESYN SDR-042 NAMESYN-083
ELEMSYN-NAMESYN ELEMSYN-085 NAMESYN-083
INQ-SDR INQ-058 SDR-042
USER-USERELEM USER-047 USERELEM-062
OOAK-INQ OOAK-012 INQ-058
INQ-USERELEM INQ-058 USERELEM-062
INQ-ELEMSYN INQ-058 ELEMSYN-085
PROG-SSPROG PROG-051 SSPROG-091
OOAK-PROG OOAK-012 PROG-051
PROG-PROGMAP PROG-051 PROGMAP-126
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DML Precompilers

Data manipulation languages (DMLs) enable the application programmer to access IDMS/DB or IDB. The programmer
includes in the application program DML statements that request database services; DML statements appear as an
extension of the host language.

Before compilation, a program that includes DML statements is submitted to the DML precompiler for the applicable
language; DML precompilers are provided for Assembler, COBOL, and PL/I. The precompiler converts the DML
statements into host-language statements and updates the dictionary with compile-time statistics used to monitor
database activity for the program.

NOTE
For more information about the DML precompilers, see the IDMS DML Reference section for the appropriate
language.

Records updated by DML precompilers

The following table lists the records that can be updated by the DML precompilers.

Record function Record name
Program PROG-051
Program entry point (COBOL and PL/I only) PROG-051 (for entry point)

PROGNEST-053 (owned by
main program in
PROGNEST-EXPL set;
owned by entry point
in PROGNEST-IMPL set)

Program language and mode PROGATTR-065
Program REMARKS (COBOL only) PROGCMT-050
Program/subprogram relationship (COBOL and PL/I only) PROG-051 (for subprogram)

PROGNEST-053 (owned by
calling program
in PROGNEST-EXPL set;
owned by called program
in PROGNEST-IMPL set)

Program/subschema relationship SSPROG-091
Subschema record activity RCDACT-059
Subschema set activity SETACT-061
Subschema area activity AFACT-057 (member of SSA-AFACT set)
Logical record activity LRACT-193
IDD file copied (COBOL only) AFACT-057 (member of SA-AFACT set)
Map copied PROGMAP-126
Module copied MODULE-067 (COBOL only)

MODLST-055
Record copied RCDCOPY-063

Sets updated by DML precompilers
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This table identifies the set name, owner record, and member record of each set in the dictionary that can be updated by
DML precompilers.

Set name Owner Member
SS-SSPROG SS-026 SSPROG-091
LR-LRACT LR-190 LRACT-193
SSR-RCDACT SSR-032 RCDACT-059
SSOR-SETACT SSOR-034 SETACT-061
RCDSYN-RCDCOPY RCDSYN-079 RCDCOPY-063
PROG-SSPROG PROG-051 SSPROG-091
PROG-LRACT PROG-051 LRACT-193
SA-AFACT SA-018 AFACT-057
SSA-AFACT SSA-024 AFACT-057
PROG-AFACT PROG-051 AFACT-057
PROG-RCDACT PROG-051 RCDACT-059
PROG-SETACT PROG-051 SETACT-061
PROG-RCDCOPY PROG-051 RCDCOPY-063
OOAK-MODULE OOAK-012 MODULE-067
MODULE-MODLST MODULE-067 MODLST-055
PROG-MODLST PROG-051 MODLST-055
PROG-PROGMAP PROG-051 PROGMAP-126
OOAK-PROG OOAK-012 PROG-051
PROGNEST-EXPL PROG-051 PROGNEST-053
PROGNEST-IMPL PROG-051 PROGNEST-053
ATTR-JCT ATTRIBUTE-093 PROGATTR-065
PROG-PROGCMT PROG-051 PROGCMT-050
PROG-PROGATTR PROG-051 PROGATTR-065
MAP-PROGMAP MAP-098 PROGMAP-126

OLQ

OLQ provides access to information stored in an IDMS/DB database. The user can issue OLQ commands to display
selected records from the database and to build and format reports. A sequence of OLQ commands can be saved as a
qfile that can be executed subsequently any number of times.

NOTE
For more information about OLQ, how to start an OLQ Session, and the OLQ Batch facility, see OLQ for IDMS.

Records updated by OLQ

The following table lists the records that are updated either when the user issues a SAVE QFILE command to store a qfile
or when the user selects the CREATE function on the Qfile Processing screen.

Record function Record name
Qfile or express routine MODULE-067
Qfile command lines TEXT-088
Qfile comments MODCMT-084
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Qfile language attribute MODATTR-069
Qfile/user relationship USERMOD-136
User access to qfile ACCESS-045 (member of MODULE-ACCESS set)

Sets updated by OLQ

This table identifies the set name, owner record, and member record of each set in the dictionary that can be updated by
OLQ:

Set name Owner Member
USER-ACCESS USER-047 ACCESS-045
MODULE-ACCESS MODULE-067 ACCESS-045
USER-USERMOD USER-047 USERMOD-136
MODULE-USERMOD MODULE-067 USERMOD-136
MODULE-TEXT MODULE-067 TEXT-088
ATTR-JCT ATTRIBUTE-093 MODATTR-069
MODULE-MODATTR MODULE-067 MODATTR-069
OOAK-MODULE OOAK-012 MODULE-067

Structural Considerations
The dictionary contains several recurring fields and structures that perform the same functions for different record types.

Common Data Fields

Certain data fields defined in the dictionary participate in many different dictionary record types. These data fields are
described in the following table:

  
DATE- CREATED- nnn Date on which the entity occurrence was established. The format

for the date is either mm/dd/yy or mm-dd-yy.
DATE-LU- nnn Date on which the entity occurrence was last updated. The format

for the date is either mm/dd/yy or mm-dd-yy.
TIME-CREATED- nnn Time at which the entity occurrence was established. The format

for the time is hhmmsshh where the first hh is hours, mm is
minutes, ss is seconds, and the second hh is hundredths of a
second.

TIME-LU- nnn Time on which the entity occurrence was last updated. The format
for the time is hhmmsshh where the first hh is hours, mm is
minutes, ss is seconds, and the second hh is hundredths of a
second.

PREP-BY- nnn Name of the user who added the entity occurrence, as specified
in the IDMS/DC signon, in the compiler signon, or in the SET
OPTIONS PREPARED BY parameter. If the PREPARED BY
parameter is included in an IDD DDDL statement that updates the
entity occurrence, the PREP-BY-nnn field will contain the supplied
user name.
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REV-BY- nnn Name of the user who last updated the entity occurrence, as
specified in the IDMS/DC signon, in the compiler signon, or in
the SET OPTIONS REVISED BY parameter. If the REVISED BY
parameter is included in an IDD DDDL statement that updates the
entity occurrence, the REV-BY-nnn field will contain the supplied
user name.

DESCR- nnn User-supplied description of the entity occurrence entered with
the DESCRIPTION parameter of the IDD DDDL statement or the
schema or subschema DDL statement for the entity.

BUILDER- nnn Builder code indicating the IDMS system software component that
created the record occurrence. The builder code also functions
as an ownership code that indicates the component allowed to
update the record occurrence. The following table lists the current
builder codes and the software components they represent:
A --  CA ADS dialog compiler

C --  CA IDMS/DC mapping compilers

D --  IDD DDDL compiler

G --  CA IDMS/DC system generation compiler

 unavailable for runtime execution

M --  DML precompilers

P --  CA ADS application compiler

Q --  SQL DDL compiler

R --  CA IDMS/DC system generation compiler

 available for runtime execution

S --  Schema compiler

V --  Subschema compiler

X --  IDMSDIRL

ACTION-CODE- nnn Action indicator for the IDMS/DC system generation compiler.
This field occurs only in object record types; the value in the field
indicates the action to be taken by the system generation compiler
when the user submits a GENERATE statement, as follows:
U -- The associated source entity has been modified for the
current system; the object record must be updated accordingly.
D -- The associated source entity has been deleted from the
current system; the object record must be deleted.
Blank -- No action is required.

PUB-ACCESS-FLAG- nnn Bit flags indicating the functions that unregistered users can
perform for the entity occurrence. The hexadecimal values for the
functions are as follows:
X'00' --  NONE

X'01' --  DISPLAY

X'08' --  DELETE

X'10' --  REPLACE

X'20' --  MODIFY

X'7F' --  UPDATE

X'FF' --  ALL

USER-COUNT- nnn Count of users explicitly registered to perform all functions for the
entity occurrence.
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USER-AUTH-FLAG- nnn Bit flags indicating the functions that a given user can perform for
a given entity occurrence. This field occurs only in user junction
records.
Note: For more information about the user authorization flag, see
User Junction Records later in this section.

USER-RESP-FLAG- nnn Bit flags indicating a given user's responsibility for a given entity
occurrence. This field occurs only in user junction records.
Note: For more information about the user responsibility flag, see
User Junction Records later in this section.

JCT-TEXT- nnn User-supplied junction text. This field occurs only in junction
records and is completed only by the IDD DDDL compiler.

CMT- nnn User-supplied comment text. This field occurs only in comment
records.

IDD-SEQ- nnn Sequence number used to allow editing of comment text and
module source. The starting number and increment are taken from
the OOAK-012 record.

CMT-ID- nnn Code used to identify the type of comment for a particular line of
comment text. This field occurs only in comment records.
Note: For more information about comment codes, see Comment
Records later in this section.

NEST-CODE- nnn Code used to identify the type of relationship between two
occurrences of the same entity type. This field occurs only in
nesting junction records.
Note: For more information about nest codes, see  -  later in this
section.

 

Comment Records
Use of comment records

All dictionary entities except DMCL modules and load modules support the use of comments. Comments provide
additional descriptive information about an entity.

Types of comment

There are two types of comments

• Predefined dictionary comments
• User-defined comments

Predefined comments are added by using keywords supplied with the entity syntax; user-defined comments are added by
using comment keys previously defined by the user.

Comment keys

The user can define comment keys for all entities that support the use of comments with the exception of schemas,
subschemas, and logical records. An almost unlimited number of comment keys can be defined for each entity type. All
comments for an entity, both predefined and user-defined, use the same dictionary structure.

Characteristics of comments

Most comment record types have CMT as part of their name. Each comment record contains:
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• Comment line sequence number -- Sequence number assigned to each line of text associated with a given comment
key. Comment line sequence numbers are used to allow editing of all types of comment text.

• Comment text -- User-supplied text entered with the comment key.
• Comment code -- Code used to identify the comment key. Comment records with the same comment code are

logically clustered together within the set of comment records owned by an entity occurrence.

Reserved comment codes

Predefined dictionary comments have reserved comment codes that are always negative numbers.

The IDD DDDL compiler assigns a comment code to a user-defined comment when the user creates the comment key.
Comment codes for user-defined comments range from 1 through 32767 and are unique within each entity type. The
DDDL compiler assigns comment codes in ascending numerical order.

NOTE
For more information about defining comment keys, see ATTRNEST-132 .

Comment type Code
COMMENTS -1
DEFINITION -2
VALUES (ELEMCMT-082 and SDES-044 only) -3
OLQ HEADER (RCDCMT-080 and SDES-044 only) -4
CULPRIT HEADER (RCDCMT-080 and SDES-044 only) -5
REMARKS (PROGCMT-050 only) -6
ADS/Batch program load information (MODCMT-084 only) -7
Edit tables (MODCMT-084 and SDES-044 only) -8
Code tables (MODCMT-084 and SDES-044 only) -9
OCCURS DEPENDING ON (SDES-044 only) -10
INDEXED BY (SDES-044 and NAMEDES-186 only) -11
INDEX KEY (SDES-044 and NAMEDES-186 only) -12
ADS dialog options (PROGCMT-050 only) -23
ASF header and display sequence number (SDES-044 only) -24
ADS dialog list of SQL tables included as work records
(PROGCMT-050 only)

-25

Attribute Junction Records
Attribute junction records document associations between attributes and entities.

Characteristics

All attribute junction records are members of the ATTR-JCT set, and all have ATTR as part of their name. Attribute
junction records contain only user-supplied junction text.

User Junction Records
User junction records document relationships between users and entities.

Characteristics

All user junction records have USER as part of their name. Each user junction record contains the following information:
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• User authorization -- Bit flags indicating the functions that the user can perform for the entity. The hexadecimal values
for the functions that a user can be authorized to perform are as follows:
– X'00' PUBLIC ACCESS
– X'01' DISPLAY
– X'08' DELETE
– X'10' REPLACE
– X'20' MODIFY
– X'7F' UPDATE
– X'FF' ALL

• User responsibility -- Bit flags indicating the user's responsibility for the entity. User responsibility is documentational
only.
The hexadecimal values for the functions for which a user can be responsible are as follows:
– X'00' NONE
– X'01' CREATION
– X'02' UPDATE
– X'04' DELETION

• Junction text -- User-supplied junction text.

Nests
Most basic IDD entities (that is, the nonteleprocessing entities that can be defined by IDD DDDL statements) can
participate in relationships with other entities of the same type. For example, records can be related to other records, and
files can be related to other files. Such relationships are called nests.

Types of nest

There are two types of nest:

• Predefined dictionary nests
• User-defined nests

The user establishes predefined nested relationships by using keywords supplied with the entity syntax; user-defined
nested relationships are established by using relational keys previously defined by the user. An almost unlimited number
of relational keys can be defined for each entity type.

All nested relationships for an entity, both predefined and user-defined, use the same dictionary structure.

Implementing nests

Nests are implemented by means of nesting junction records that are owned by two entity occurrences of the same type.

Naming conventions

All nesting junction records have NEST as part of their name. The higher level entity occurrence (as defined by the type of
nest) is the owner of the explosion set; this set always has EXPL as part of its name. The lower level entity occurrence is
the owner of the implosion set; this set always has IMPL as part of its name.

Reserved nest codes

Each nesting junction record contains user-supplied junction text and a nest code that identifies the type of nest.
Predefined dictionary nests have reserved nest codes that are always negative numbers.

The IDD DDDL compiler assigns a nest code to a user-defined nest when the user creates the relational key for the nest.
Nest codes for user-defined nests range from 1 through 32767 and are unique within each entity type. The DDDL compiler
assigns nest codes in ascending numerical order.
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NOTE
For more information about defining relational keys, see the description of the ATTRNEST-132 record type in
Record and Element Descriptions.

The following table lists the currently assigned reserved nest codes and their meanings.

Nest type Code
SAME AS or, for ATTRIBUTE statement, class/attribute parameter -1
Related entity, as follows:
FILE statement -- RELATED FILE
PROGRAM statement -- PROGRAM CALLED
SYSTEM statement -- WITHIN SYSTEM
USER statement -- WITHIN USER

-2

Entry point (PROGNEST-053 only) or fourth alternate picture
format (ELEMNEST-087 only)

-3

Third alternate picture format (ELEMNEST-087 only) -4
Second alternate picture format (ELEMNEST-087 only) -5
First alternate picture format (ELEMNEST-087 only) -6
Primary picture format (ELEMNEST-087 only) -7

Record and Element Descriptions
The records in this section are presented alphabetically by record name and contain a description of each record type in
the dictionary.

Each description includes the following information:

• General description of the function of the record
• Length, in bytes, of the data portion of the record
• IDMS components and tools that can establish occurrences of the record
• Dictionary sets in which the record participates as the owner
• Dictionary sets in which the record participates as a member
• Data fields that comprise the record. For each data field, the following information is provided, as applicable:

– Field name
– Picture -- For data fields with a usage type of BIT, the length in the picture clause is expressed in bits rather than

bytes; for example, X(8) usage BIT is an eight-bit field, which is 1 byte, rather than 8 bytes, of storage.
– Usage
– Value
– Occurrence count
– Name of field being redefined
– Description of how the data field is used.

 

ACCESS-045
ACCESS-045 is a junction record that relates a user to a system that the user is authorized to access, or to a subschema
or qfile that the user can access by means of OLQ. If an ACCESS-045 occurrence is related to both a subschema and a
qfile, the qfile is executed automatically as a signon qfile when the user signs on to the subschema.

ACCESS-045 also serves as a junction record between the user and the user's signon profile for IDMS/DC. When the
user signs on to IDMS/DC, the system checks whether the user owns an ACCESS-045 occurrence with a type code of
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binary ones that is also owned by a MODULE-067 occurrence whose language is DC. If an ACCESS-045 record that
meets these conditions is found, the owning module is executed as the user's sign on profile.

Record length

68

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, ASF, OLQ

Member of

MODULE-ACCESS, SS-ACCESS, SYS-ACCESS, USER-ACCESS

Location mode VIA set USER-ACCESS

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 PRIORITY-045 X(8) BIT User priority.
02 ACCESS-CODES-045 X(32) DISPLAY User access codes. This field is a bit

map that indicates the security classes
assigned to the user. Each bit (1 through
255) represents a security class.

02 SEC-CODE-045 X(32) DISPLAY Installation security code.
02 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY
02 ACCESS-TYPE-045 S9(4) COMP SYNC Access type. If this field contains binary

zeros, the record represents access to a
system, subschema, or qfile. If this field
contains binary ones, the record represents
a signon profile.

AFACT-057
AFACT-057 is a junction record that relates a program either to a subschema area or to an IDD file. When the AFACT-057
occurrence is a member of the SSA-AFACT set, the record represents program activity against a subschema area. When
the AFACT-057 occurrence is a member of the SA-AFACT set, the record represents program activity against an IDD file.

Record length

72

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, DML precompilers, ADS dialog compiler

Member of

PROG-AFACT, SA-AFACT, SSA-AFACT

Location mode VIA set PROG-AFACT
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Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 AF-FUNCT-057 S9(4) COMP SYNC Function code indicating how the program

accesses the subschema area or IDD
file. For DML commands issued against
a subschema area, the function code is
the major DML verb number (for example,
the function code for FIND WITHIN AREA
is 03). For IDD files, the function code
indicates the mode in which the file is
opened.
+03 FIND WITHIN AREA
+06 KEEP WITHIN AREA
+15 ACCEPT DB-KEY FROM AREA
+23 FIND KEEP WITHIN AREA
+36 READY UPDATE
+37 READY RETRIEVAL
+38 READY PROTECTED UPDATE
+39 READY PROTECTED RETRIEVAL
+40 READY EXCLUSIVE RETRIEVAL
+41 READY EXCLUSIVE UPDATE
+43 OBTAIN WITHIN AREA
+63 OBTAIN KEEP WITHIN AREA
+90 OPEN (no usage mode specified -- PL/
I only)
+91 OPEN INPUT
+92 OPEN INPUT/OUTPUT
+93 OPEN OUTPUT
+94 OPEN EXTEND (COBOL only)

88 FIND-057 COND VALUE +03
88 KEEP-057 COND VALUE +06
88 ACCEPT-057 COND VALUE +15
88 FIND-KEEP-057 COND VALUE +23
88 UPDT-057 COND VALUE +36
88 RET-057 COND VALUE +37
88 PROT-UPDT-057 COND VALUE +38
88 PROT-RET-057 COND VALUE +39
88 EXCL-RET-057 COND VALUE +40
88 EXCL-UPDT-057 COND VALUE +41
88 INPUT-057 COND VALUE +91
88 I-O-057 COND VALUE +92
88 OUTPUT-057 COND VALUE +93
02 AF-COUNT-057 S9(4) COMP SYNC Activity count. This field reflects the number

of times that the program performs the
indicated function.

02 AF-AREA-OWN-057 X(32) DISPLAY Subschema area or IDD file name.
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02 EXTRNL-NAME-057 X(32) DISPLAY Ddname (z/OS systems) or filename (z/
VSE systems) of IDD file.

02 FILLER X(4) DISPLAY

AREA-1026
Occurrences of AREA-1026 represent areas within a segment.

Record length

188

Established by

Physical database definition

Owner of

AREA-DMCLAREA, AREA-FILEMAP, AREA-INDEX, AREA-SYMBOL, AREA-TABLE

Member of

IX-AREA, SEGMENT-AREA

Location mode CALC using NAME-1026

Within area DDLCAT

Field Picture Description
02 SEGMENT-1026 X(8) DISPLAY Segment name.
02 NAME-1026 X(18) DISPLAY Area name.
02 CTIME-1026 X(64) BIT Date and time stamp when the area was

created.
02 UTIME-1026 X(64) BIT Date and time stamp when the area was

last updated.
02 CRITTIME-1026 X(64) BIT Date and time stamp of the last critical

change to the area.
02 TIMESTAMP-1026 X(64) BIT Definition date/time stamp.
02 CUSER-1026 X(18) DISPLAY User ID of user who created the area.
02 UUSER-1026 X(18) DISPLAY User ID of user who last updated the area.
02 TYPE-1026 X(1) DISPLAY Area type.

'N' -- Non-SQL area
'R' -- SQL area

02 STAMPLEVEL-1026 X(1) DISPLAY Stamp indicator.
'N' -- No stamp checking for a non-SQL
area
'T' -- Table-level stamping for an SQL area
'S' -- Area-level stamping for an SQL area

02 NUMFILEMAPS-1026 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of filemaps in the area.
02 NUMSYMBOLICS-1026 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of symbolics in the area.
02 DISPLACEMENT-1026 S9(4) COMP SYNC Cluster displacement.
02 PAGEGROUP-1026 S9(4) COMP SYNC Identifier of the page group that contains

the area.
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02 LOWPAGE-1026 S9(8) COMP SYNC Low page number of the area page range.
02 HIGHPAGE-1026 S9(8) COMP SYNC High page number of the area page range.
02 CALCHIGHPAGE-1026 S9(8) COMP SYNC Primary (calc) high page number of the

area's page range.
02 MAXHIGHPAGE-1026 S9(8) COMP SYNC Maximum high page number for the area.
02 NUMPAGES-1026 S9(8) COMP SYNC Number of pages
02 PAGESIZE-1026 S9(8) COMP SYNC Size, in bytes, of each page in the area.
02 PAGERESERVE-1026 S9(8) COMP SYNC Page reserve size, in bytes. This field

indicates the number of bytes that will be
left unused on a page when new records
are stored so that space is available for the
expansion of variable-length records during
DML MODIFY operations.

02 ORIGPAGESIZE-1026 S9(8) COMP SYNC Original page size of the area.
02 PCTPAGESUSED-1026 S9(8) COMP SYNC Percent of pages used.
02 NUMROWS-1026 S9(8) COMP SYNC Number of rows in the area.
02 PCTSPACEUSED-1026 S9(8) COMP SYNC Percent of space used in the area.
02 FILLER X(40) DISPLAY

ATTRCMT-094
ATTRCMT-094 is the comment record associated with the ATTRIBUTE-093 record type.

NOTE
For more information and a discussion about comment records, see Comment Records.

Record length

108

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

ATTR-ATTRCMT

Location mode VIA set ATTR-ATTRCMT

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 IDD-SEQ-094 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment line sequence number.
02 CMT-094 DISPLAY
03 CMT-INFO-094 X(50) DISPLAY OCCURS 2 TIMES Line of comment text.
02 CMT-ID-094 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment code. For reserved values, see

Comment Records.

ATTRIBUTE-093
Occurrences of the ATTRIBUTE-093 record type represent attributes.
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Record length

80

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Owner of

ATTR-ATTRCMT, ATTR-ATTRUSER, ATTR-EXPL, ATTR-IMPL, ATTR-JCT

Member of

CLASS-ATTR

Location mode CALC using ATTR-NAME-093

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 ATTR-NAME-093 X(40) DISPLAY Attribute name.
02 DATE-LU-093 X(8) DISPLAY Date last updated.
02 DATE-CREATED-093 X(8) DISPLAY Date established.
02 PREP-BY-093 X(8) DISPLAY User who added the attribute.
02 REV-BY-093 X(8) DISPLAY User who last updated the attribute.
02 DEL-CODE-093 X(1) DISPLAY Deletion lock byte. If this field contains the

character X, the attribute cannot be deleted.
If this field contains a blank, the attribute
can be deleted.

02 PUB-ACCESS-FLAG-093 X(8) BIT Public access flag. (For values, see
Structural Considerations.)

02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY  
02 USER-COUNT-093 S9(4) COMP SYNC Count of users registered for all.
02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY  

ATTRNEST-132
ATTRNEST-132 is the nesting junction record for the ATTRIBUTE-093 record type.

NOTE
For more information and a discussion about nesting junction records, see Structural Considerations.

Record length

48

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

ATTR-EXPL, ATTR-IMPL

Location mode VIA set ATTR-EXPL
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Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 NEST-CODE-132 S9(8) COMP SYNC Nest code. For reserved values, see Nests.
02 JCT-TEXT-132 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.
02 NEST-ID-132 S9(4) COMP SYNC Numeric identifier assigned to user-

defined relational keys and user-defined
comment keys. The dictionary contains an
ATTRIBUTE-093 occurrence for each entity
type (for example, ELEMENT, RECORD,
or MODULE) for which the user can define
relational keys and/or comment keys;
these attributes are owned by the class
ENTITY. When the user defines a relational
key or a comment key for an entity type,
the user-defined keyword is stored in
an ATTRIBUTE-093 occurrence that is
owned by the class 'USER DEFINED
NEST' or 'USER DEFINED COMMENT',
respectively. The system-assigned nest
code or comment code for the user-defined
keyword is stored in the NEST-ID-132 field
of the ATTRNEST-132 occurrence that
relates the attribute occurrence for the
keyword to the attribute occurrence for the
entity type.
The following figure illustrates the creation
of a user-defined relational key.

02 INVERSE-132 X(1) DISPLAY Inverse key indicator. 'I' Text contains an
inverse key

02 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY  

Sample dictionary structure for a user-defined relational key

In this example, the user submits an IDD DDDL MODIFY ENTITY statement that defines the relational key
'PREREQUISITE SYSTEM' for the SYSTEM entity type. The DDDL compiler creates an ATTRIBUTE-093 occurrence for
the relational key and an ATTRNEST-132 occurrence to relate the relational key to the ATTRIBUTE-093 occurrence for
the SYSTEM entity type.

The compiler stores the next available nest code for the SYSTEM entity type (in this example, 5) in the NEST-ID-132 field
of the ATTRNEST-132 occurrence. The value of -1 stored in the NEST-CODE-132 field is the nest code that identifies the
type of this ATTRNEST-132 occurrence.
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ATTRUSER-173
ATTRUSER-173 is the user junction record that relates an ATTRIBUTE-093 occurrence to the users that are registered or
responsible for the occurrence.

NOTE
For more information and a discussion about user junction records, see Structural Considerations.

Record length

44

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

ATTR-ATTRUSER, USER-ATTRUSER

Location mode VIA set USER-ATTRUSER

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 USER-AUTH-FLAG-173 X(8) BIT User authorization flag. For values, see

User Junction Records.
02 USER-RESP-FLAG-173 X(8) BIT User responsibility flag. For values, see

User Junction Records.
02 JCT-TEXT-173 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.
02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY

BUFFER-1027
Occurrences of BUFFER-1027 represent DMCL buffers.

Record length

152

Established by

Physical database definition

Member of

DMCL-BUFFER, IX-BUFFER

Location mode VIA set DMCL-BUFFER

Within area DDLCAT

Field Picture Description
02 DMCL-1027 X(8) DISPLAY DMCL name.
02 NAME-1027 X(18) DISPLAY Buffer name.
02 TYPE-1027 X(2) DISPLAY Buffer type.

'BC' -- Definition represents a standard
buffer
'JB' -- Definition represents a journal buffer
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02 CTIME-1027 X(64) BIT Date and time stamp when the DMCL
buffer was created.

02 UTIME-1027 X(64) BIT Date and time stamp when the DMCL
buffer was last updated.

02 CRITTIME-1027 X(64) BIT Date and time of the last critical change
made to the DMCL buffer.

02 CUSER-1027 X(18) DISPLAY User ID of user who created the DMCL
buffer.

02 UUSER-1027 X(18) DISPLAY User ID of the user who last updated the
DMCL buffer.

02 PAGESIZE-1027 S9(8) COMP SYNC Size, in bytes, of pages in the buffer. For
native VSAM data sets, this field indicates
the control interval size.

02 LOCALPAGES-1027 S9(8) COMP SYNC Number of pages in the local mode buffer.
02 CVPAGES-1027 S9(8) COMP SYNC Initial number of pages in the central

version mode buffer.
02 MAXPAGES-1027 S9(8) COMP SYNC Maximum number of pages in the central

version mode buffer.
02 KEYLENGTH-1027 S9(4) COMP SYNC The maximum sort-key or CALC-key length

for native VSAM files.
02 BUFNI-1027 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of I/O buffers in the native VSAM

non-shared resources (NSR) buffer that are
used for index entries.

02 STRNO-1027 S9(4) COMP SYNC Maximum number of concurrent requests
permitted against an area assigned to the
native VSAM buffer.

02 STGFLAG-1027 X(8) BIT Storage location indicator.
X'01' -- Local mode (not XA)
X'02' -- Central version mode (not XA)

02 FLAG-1027 X(8) BIT Buffer flag.
X'80' -- Native VSAM LSR or NSR buffer

02 FILLER X(40) DISPLAY

CATENTRY-160
CATENTRY-160 occurrences represent all Information Database (IDB) and Automatic System Facility (ASF) catalog
entities except passkeys.

Record length

396

Established by

IDB Manager

Owner of

CATENTRY-CATEXT, CATNEST-EXPL, CATNEST-IMPL, CATPASSKEY-GIVE, CATPASSKEY-TAKE

Member of

CATRNUM-CATENTRY, USER-CATENTRY
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Location mode CALC using CAT-ENTRY-CALCKEY-160

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 CAT-IDENTIFICATION-160 DISPLAY Entity identification.
03 CAT-ENTRY-CALCKEY-160 DISPLAY CALC key.
04 CAT-OWNER-NAME-160 X(32) DISPLAY Owner name. Entities can be owned either

by the catalog or by a user.
04 CAT-ENTRY-NAME-160 X(32) DISPLAY Entity name.
03 CAT-ENTRY-DESCRIPTION-160 X(72) DISPLAY Entity description.
03 CAT-LOCATION-160 DISPLAY Reserved.
04 CAT-CATALOG-OR-DB-NAME-160 X(8) DISPLAY Dictname.
04 CAT-LOCATION-OR-NODE-160 X(8) DISPLAY Nodename.
03 CAT-ENTRY-TYPE-160 X(8) BIT Entity type.

X'40' Catalog
X'20' Group
X'08' User
X'04' Folder
X'01' Object

03 CAT-OBJECT-TYPE-160 X(1) DISPLAY Object type for CATENTRY-160
occurrences that represent objects.

88 CAT-OBJ-DATA-160 COND VALUE 'D'
88 CAT-OBJ-GENERIC-160 COND VALUE 'G'
88 CAT-OBJ-MODEL-160 COND VALUE 'M'
88 CAT-OBJ-PICTURE-160 COND VALUE 'P'
88 CAT-OBJ-SYSTEM-160 COND VALUE 'S'
88 CAT-OBJ-TEXT-160 COND VALUE 'T'
88 CAT-OBJ-SYNONYM-160 COND VALUE '9'
03 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY Reserved.
03 CAT-OBJECT-IDENTIFIER-160 S9(8) COMP SYNC Table definition number for CATENTRY-160

occurrences that represent data tables.
02 CAT-ACCESS-CONTROL-160 DISPLAY Access control.
03 CAT-CONTROL-FLAGS-160 X(8) BIT Access control flags.

X'8000' Entity is part of catalog foundation.
X'4000' Duplicate names are not allowed.
X'2000' Propagation is not allowed.
X'1000' Entity is locked.
X'0800' Entity is encrypted.
X'0400' Return receipt is requested (used
by the mail facility).

03 FILLER X(3) DISPLAY Reserved.
02 CAT-PC-INFORMATION-160 DISPLAY
03 CAT-LTR-NUMBER-160 9(9) COMP-3 Letter number seed.
03 FILLER X(11) DISPLAY
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02 CAT-USO-BYTES-160 S9(8) COMP SYNC For CATENTRY-160 occurrences that
represent objects, this field contains the
number of unstructured records required to
store the object.

02 CAT-IDMSR-BYTES-160 S9(8) COMP SYNC For CATENTRY-160 occurrences that
represent users, this field contains the
number of tables owned by the user. If the
object is a datatable, the number is one.

02 CAT-PROCESS- REQUIREMENTS-160 DISPLAY Processing requirements.
03 CAT-AFFILIATION-SIZE-160 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of bytes required to store the

database keys of the groups with which
the user is affiliated (for CATENTRY-160
occurrences that represent users).

03 CAT-STACK-SIZE-160 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of bytes required for the implode/
explode stack.

03 CAT-DIRECTORY-SIZE-160 S9(4) COMP SYNC Reserved.
03 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY
02 CAT-TIMESTAMPS-160 DISPLAY Entity history.
03 CAT-CREATED-160 DISPLAY Creation time stamp.
04 CAT-DATE-CREATED-160 9(7) COMP-3 Date created (yymmdd).
04 CAT-TIME-CREATED-160 9(7) COMP-3 Time created (hhmmsst).
04 CAT-CREATOR-160 X(32) DISPLAY User who created the entity.
03 CAT-DATA-ACCESSED-160 DISPLAY Last accessed time stamp.
04 CAT-DATE-ACCESSED-160 9(7) COMP-3 Date last accessed (yymmdd).
04 CAT-TIME-ACCESSED-160 9(7) COMP-3 Time last accessed (hhmmsst).
04 CAT-ACCESSOR-160 X(32) DISPLAY User who last accessed the entity.
03 CAT-SIGNED-ON-160 DISPLAY REDEFINES CAT-DATA-

ACCESSED-160
Signon time stamp.

04 CAT-DATE-SIGNED-ON-160 9(7) COMP-3 Date of last signon (yymmdd).
04 CAT-TIME-SIGNED-ON-160 9(7) COMP-3 Time of last signon (hhmmsst).
04 CAT-SIGNON-INFO-160 DISPLAY Reserved.
05 CAT-SIGNON-NODE-160 X(8) DISPLAY
05 FILLER X(24) DISPLAY
03 CAT-DATA-MODIFIED-160 DISPLAY Reserved.
04 CAT-DATE-MODIFIED-160 9(7) COMP-3
04 CAT-TIME-MODIFIED-160 9(7) COMP-3
04 CAT-MODIFIER-160 X(32) DISPLAY
03 CAT-DATA-REDEFINED-160 DISPLAY Reserved.
04 CAT-DATE-REDEFINED-160 9(7) COMP-3
04 CAT-TIME-REDEFINED-160 9(7) COMP-3
04 CAT-REDEFINER-160 X(32) DISPLAY
03 CAT-ENTRY-ALTERED-160 DISPLAY Catalog entry alteration time stamp.
04 CAT-DATE-ALTERED-160 9(7) COMP-3 Date last altered (yymmdd).
04 CAT-TIME-ALTERED-160 9(7) COMP-3 Time last altered (hhmmsst).
04 CAT-ALTERANT-160 X(32) DISPLAY User who last altered the entity.
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CATEXT-163
CATEXT-163 occurrences serve as extensions to CATENTRY-160 occurrences. The CATEXT-163 record contains
additional information about Information Database (IDB) and Automatic System Facility (ASF) catalog entities.

Record length

512

Established by

IDB Manager

Member of

CATENTRY-CATEXT

Location mode VIA set CATENTRY-CATEXT

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 CAT-EXTENSION-LENGTH-163 S9(4) COMP SYNC Length, in bytes, of the data contained in

CAT-EXTENSION-DATA-163.
02 CAT-EXTENSION-DATA-163 X(1) DISPLAY OCCURS 0 TO 510 TIMES

DEPENDING ON CAT- EXTENSION-
LENGTH-163

Extension data. The first four occurrences
of this field (four bytes total) identify the
type of extension data; for example, if the
CATEXT-163 occurrence contains user
limits, the first four occurrences of this field
will contain the identifier DFLT.

CATNEST-161
CATNEST-161 occurrences represent relationships between Information Database (IDB) or Automatic System Facility
(ASF) catalog entities. CATNEST-161 is the nesting junction record for the CATENTRY-160 record type; however, the
fields in the CATNEST-161 record differ from the fields in most other nesting junction records.

NOTE
For more information and a discussion about nesting junction records, see Structural Considerations.

Record length

36

Established by

IDB Manager

Member of

CATNEST-EXPL, CATNEST-IMPL

Location mode VIA set CATNEST-EXPL

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 CAT-MEMBER- IDENTIFICATION-161 DISPLAY Lower level entity identification.
03 CAT-MEMBER-ENTRY-NAME-161 X(32) DISPLAY Entity name.
02 CAT-MEMBER-INFORMATION-161 DISPLAY Lower level entity information.
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03 CAT-MEMBER-ENTRY-TYPE-161 BIT Entity type.
X'40' Catalog
X'20' Group
X'08' User
X'04' Folder
X'01' Object

03 CAT-MEMBER-OBJECT-TYPE-161 X(1) DISPLAY Object type (if the lower level entity is an
object).

88 CAT-OBJ-DATA-161 COND VALUE 'D'
88 CAT-OBJ-MODEL-161 COND VALUE 'M'
88 CAT-OBJ-PICTURE-161 COND VALUE 'P'
88 CAT-OBJ-SYSTEM-161 COND VALUE 'S'
88 CAT-OBJ-TEXT-161 COND VALUE 'T'
88 CAT-OBJ-SYNONYM-161 COND VALUE '9'
03 CAT-LTR-STAT-161 X(1) DISPLAY Letter status (mail).

X'00' Return to sender (SEND failed)
C'C' Return receipt (undelivered)
C'P' Pending (undelivered)
C'R' Received
C'S' Sender
C'V' Return to sender (DELETE failed)
C'W' Deleted

03 CAT-FLAG-161 X(8) BIT Flag. X'80' Return receipt

CATPASSKEY-162
CATPASSKEY-162 occurrences represent the authorization relationships between Information Database (IDB) or
Automatic System Facility (ASF) catalog entities. The CATENTRY-160 occurrence that owns the CATPASSKEY-TAKE
set is authorized to access (with the passkeys indicated in the CATPASSKEY-162 occurrence) the CATENTRY-160
occurrence that owns the CATPASSKEY-TAKE set.

Record length

36

Established by

IDB Manager

Member of

CATPASSKEY-GIVE, CATPASSKEY-TAKE

Location mode VIA set CATPASSKEY-GIVE

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 CAT-PASSKEYS-162 BIT
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03 CAT-PASSKEY-162 X(8) BIT Passkeys.
X'800000' BROWSE
X'400000' LIST
X'200000' COPY
X'100000' CREATE
X'080000' ADD
X'040000' MODIFY
X'020000' ERASE
X'010000' REDEFINE
X'008000' MANAGEMENT

03 CAT-PASSKEY-XX-162 X(8) BIT Reserved.
02 CAT-PASSKEY-CONTROL-162 X(8) BIT Passkey control.

X'008000' The passkey is part of the
foundation and cannot be deleted.
X'004000' Synonym (reserved).

02 CAT-GRANTEE-162 X(32) DISPLAY User who is granted the passkey.

CATRNUM-164
CATRNUM-164 occurrences contain the table definition numbers assigned to Information Database (IDB) and Automatic
System Facility (ASF) catalog entities that represent data tables.

Record length

4

Established by

IDB Manager

Owner of

CATRNUM-CATENTRY

Location mode CALC using CAT-RNUM-CALCKEY

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 CAT-RNUM-IDENTIFICATION-164 DISPLAY
03 CAT-RNUM-CALCKEY-164 DISPLAY CALC key.
04 CAT-RNUM-164 S9(8) COMP SYNC Table definition number.

CLASS-092
Occurrences of the CLASS-092 record type represent classes and user-defined entity types.

Record length

60

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, IDMS system generation compiler, schema compiler

Owner of
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CLASS-ATTR, CLASS-CLASSCMT

Member of

OOAK-CLASS

Location mode CALC using CLASS-NAME-092

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 CLASS-NAME-092 X(20) DISPLAY Class name.
02 DATE-LU-092 X(8) DISPLAY Date last updated.
02 DATE-CREATED-092 X(8) DISPLAY Date established.
02 PREP-BY-092 X(8) DISPLAY User who added the class.
02 REV-BY-092 X(8) DISPLAY User who last updated the class.
02 AUTO-ATTR-092 X(1) DISPLAY Automatic indicator. If this field contains

the character A, attributes for the class are
added automatically when they are first
referenced. If this field contains a blank,
attributes for the class must be added
manually.

02 SING-ATTR-092 X(1) DISPLAY Singular indicator. If this field contains the
character S, only one attribute within the
class can be associated with a given entity
occurrence. If this field contains a blank,
multiple attributes within the class can be
associated with a given entity occurrence.

02 DEL-CODE-092 X(1) DISPLAY Deletion lock byte. If this field contains the
character X, the class cannot be deleted. If
this field contains a blank, the class can be
deleted.

02 ENTITY-092 X(1) DISPLAY User-defined entity indicator. If this field
contains the character E, the CLASS-092
occurrence represents a user-defined
entity. If this field contains a blank, the
CLASS-092 occurrence represents a
standard class.

02 FILLER X(4) DISPLAY

CLASSCMT-086
CLASSCMT-086 is the comment record associated with the CLASS-092 record type.

Record length

108

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

CLASS-CLASSCMT

Location mode VIA set CLASS-CLASSCMT
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Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 IDD-SEQ-086 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment line sequence number.
02 CMT-086 DISPLAY
03 CMT-INFO-086 X(50) DISPLAY OCCURS 2 TIMES Line of comment text.
02 CMT-ID-086 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment code. For reserved values, see

Comment Records.

CVGDEFS-142
CVGDEFS-142 is a logical extension of the SYS-041 record type. CVGDEFS-142 occurrences contain additional IDMS
system generation definitions for the SYS-041 occurrence that owns the SYS-CVGDEFS set.

Each CVGDEFS-142 occurrence contains two 02-level group data fields (CVG-GROUP1-142 and CVG-GROUP2-142)
that correspond to a single system generation statement. The data fields in the first group are updated when the
applicable system generation statement is submitted. The data fields in the second group parallel the data fields in the first
group; these fields are updated when a GENERATE statement is submitted.

Record length

320

Established by

IDMS system generation compiler

Member of

SYS-CVGDEFS

 

Location mode VIA set SYS-CVGDEFS
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Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 CVG-TYPE-142 X(8) BIT Type code. The type code reflects the IDMS

system generation statement that provides
the information contained in the record. The
data fields that comprise a CVGDEFS-142
occurrence vary depending on the type
code.
X'02' IDMS PROGRAM
X'04' ADSO
X'05' OLQ
X'07' OLM
X'08' KEYS
X'09' KEYS FOR APPLICATION
X'0A' STORAGE POOL or XA STORAGE
POOL
X'0B' IDD
X'0C' AUTOTASK
X'0D' MAPTYPE
X'0E' LOADLIST
X'0F' PRE-DEFINED RUN UNITS
X'10' RESOURCE TABLE
X'11' NODE TABLE
X'12' SERVICE TABLE
X'13' SQL CACHE
X'14' TCP/IP

02 ACTION-CODE-142 X(1) DISPLAY Action code. (For values, see Structural
Considerations.)

02 BUILDER-142 X(1) DISPLAY Builder code. (For values, see Structural
Considerations.)

02 CVG-GROUP1-142 X(148) DISPLAY Group 1 data fields. The IDMS system
generation compiler updates group 1 fields
when the user submits the applicable
system generation statement. The values
in the group 1 data fields are copied to the
corresponding group 2 data fields when the
user submits a GENERATE statement.

02 CVG-PROGRAM-GROUP1-142 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG- GROUP1-
142

Group 1 data fields for CVGDEFS-142
occurrences with type code X'02'; these
occurrences represent IDMS/DB programs.

03 FILLER X(2)  
03 CVG-PROG-INT-WAIT1-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC Internal wait interval for the program.
03 CVG-PROG-EXT-WAIT1-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC External wait interval for the program.
03 CVG-PROG-ACQ-THRESH1-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of times the program can be

preempted.
03 CVG-PROG-USAGE-MODE1-142 X(8) BIT Initial status of the program. If this field

contains X'00', the program is initially
online; if this field contains X'01', the
program is initially offline.
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03 CVG-PROG-NAME1-142 X(8) DISPLAY Program name.
03 CVG-PROG-SS-NAME1-142 X(8) DISPLAY Name of the subschema that the program

must use.
03 CVG-PROG-PRIORITY1-142 X(8) BIT Program run-unit priority.
03 CVG-PROG-ACQ-RETRY1-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC Area acquisition retry.
03 CVG-PROG-CPU-LIMIT1-142 S9(8) COMP SYNC CPU limit.
03 CVG-PROG-TIME-LIMIT1-142 S9(8) COMP SYNC Time limit.
03 CVG-PROG-LOCK-LIMIT1-142 S9(8) COMP SYNC Lock limit.
03 CVG-PROG-CALL-LIMIT1-142 S9(8) COMP SYNC Call limit.
03 CVG-PROG-DBIO-LIMIT1-142 S9(8) COMP SYNC DBIO limit.
03 CVG-PROG-STG-LIMIT1-142 S9(8) COMP SYNC Storage limit.
03 FILLER X(96) DISPLAY  
02 CVG-ADSO-GROUP1-142 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG- GROUP1-

142
Group 1 data fields for CVGDEFS-142
occurrences with type code X'04'; these
occurrences define the ADS environment.

03 CVG-OA-PRM1-142 S9(8) COMP SYNC Size, in bytes, of the primary record buffer.
03 CVG-OA-SEC1-142 S9(8) COMP SYNC Size, in bytes, of any secondary record

buffers.
03 CVG-OA-FMT1-142 S9(8) COMP SYNC Fast mode threshold (in bytes).
03 CVG-OA-MAX1-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC Maximum number of levels permitted in an

application thread.
03 CVG-OA-SD-REC-VER1-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC Status definition record version number.
03 CVG-OA-SD-REC-NAME1-142 X(32) DISPLAY Status definition record version name.
03 CVG-OA-APR1-142 X(8) DISPLAY Autodialog name.
03 CVG-OA-FLAG1-1-142 X(8) BIT Flag byte 1 for ADS options.

X'80' USER MENU
X'40' MENU KEEP
X'20' AUTOSTATUS YES
X'10' AUTOSTATUS MANADATORY
X'08' DIALOG SCREEN = NO
X'04' STATUS DEFINITION MANDATORY
X'02' NEWPAGE MAPOUT = YES
X'01' ACTIVITY LOG IS NO

03 CVG-OA-FLAG2-1-142 X(8) BIT Flag byte 2 for ADS options.
X'80' RESOURCES RELOCATABLE
X'40' STATISTICS ON
X'20' STATISTICS ON SELECTED
X'10' COBOL MOVE IS YES
X'08' STORAGE IS CALCULATED
X'04' STORAGE IS COMPRESSED
X'02' COBOL MOVE MANDATORY

03 CVG-OA-PRIM-TASK-CODE1-142 X(8) DISPLAY ADS primary task code.
03 CVG-OA-SECON-TASK-CODE1-142 X(8) DISPLAY ADS secondary task code.
03 CVG-OA-CKPT-INT1-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC Statistics checkpoint interval.
03 CVG-OA-UCE-TASK-CODE1-142 X(8) DISPLAY ADS umbrella task code.
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03 FILLER X(64) DISPLAY  
02 CVG-OLQ-GROUP1-142 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG- GROUP1-

142
Group 1 data fields for CVGDEFS-142
occurrences with type code X'05'; these
occurrences define the OLQ environment.

03 CVG-OLQ-PRINT-LINE-SIZE1-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC Line length, in characters, for TTY-type
terminals.

03 CVG-OLQ-PRINT-PAGE-SIZE1-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC Page length, in lines, for TTY-type
terminals.

03 CVG-OLQ-INTERRUPT- COUNT1-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC Interrupt count.
03 CVG-OLQ-INT-PAGE-SIZE1-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC Internal storage page size, in bytes.
03 CVG-OLQ-REP-PAGE-SIZE1-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC Page size, in bytes, for OLQ report files.
03 CVG-OLQ-INP-LINE-SIZE1-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of lines on the screen that are

available for input.
03 CVG-OLQ-REP-RETENTION1-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC Default report retention period, in days.
03 CVG-OLQ-MAX-REP-
RETENTION1-142

S9(4) COMP SYNC Maximum report retention period, in days.

03 CVG-OLQ-MAX-REP-PAGES1-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC Maximum report size, in pages (4096
bytes).

03 CVG-OLQ-MAX-REP-COUNT1-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC Maximum number of reports that each user
can save in the DDLDCRUN area.

03 CVG-OLQ-USER-Q- RETENTION1-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC User queue retention period, in days.
03 CVG-OLQ-FLAG1-1-142 X(8) BIT Flag byte 1 for OLQ options.

X'20' Menu mode disallowed
X'10' Menu mode only
X'08' Upper/lower case
X'04' Security -- high
X'02' Security -- low
X'01' No security

03 CVG-OLQ-FLAG2-1-142 X(8) BIT Flag byte 2 for OLQ options.
X'10' SQL compliance ANSI
X'08' SQL compliance FIPS
X'04' SQL compliance SAA
X'04' SQL compliance extended
X'1E' All compliances
X'01' SQL is IDMSSQL

03 CVG-OLQ-CONTINUATION-
CHAR1-142

X(1) DISPLAY Continuation character.

03 CVG-OLQ-SEPARATOR- CHAR1-142 X(1) DISPLAY Separation character.
03 CVG-OLQ-COMMENT-CHAR1-142 X(1) DISPLAY Comment character.
03 CVG-OLQ-TRANS-IDENT1-142 X(8) DISPLAY Task code used to invoke the OLQ runtime

system.
03 CVG-OLQ-PFKEY- MOD-NAME1-142 X(8) DISPLAY Name of the module that contains the

default control key assignments for OLQ.
03 CVG-OLQ-REP-DICT1-142 X(8) DISPLAY Report dictionary name.
03 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-OLQ-MAX-INT-COUNT1-142 S9(8) COMP SYNC Maximum interrupt count.
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03 CVG-OLQ-MAX-SORT-STG1-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC Maximum sort storage.
03 CVG-OLQ-BATCH-CLASS1-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC Batch class.
03 FILLER X(88) DISPLAY  
02 CVG-OLM-GROUP1-142 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG- GROUP1-

142
Group 1 data fields for CVGDEFS-142
occurrences with type code X'07'; these
occurrences define the online mapping
environment.

03 CVG-OLM-PAGE-STORAGE1-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC Amount of storage, in bytes, available to
maintain a paging session.

03 CVG-OLM-FLAG1-142 X(8) BIT Flag byte 1 for mapping options.
X'08' New copy is yes
X'04' Numeric field order reversed
X'02' Decimal point is comma
X'01' Fast mode

03 CVG-OLM-FIELD-MARK1-142 X(1) DISPLAY Field start character. This field contains
the keyboard character used to mark the
beginning of a map field.

03 CVG-OLM-FIELD-MODIFY1-142 X(1) DISPLAY Field select character. This field contains
the keyboard character used to mark a map
field for inclusion in the field selection list.

03 CVG-OLM-DELIMIT-CHAR1-142 X(1) DISPLAY Field delimit character. This field contains
the keyboard character used to mark the
end of a map field.

03 CVG-OLM-DATA-FIELD- CHAR1-142 X(1) DISPLAY Data field character. This field contains
the keyboard character used to mark the
position of a one-byte data field.

03 CVG-OLM-PAGE-FWD- CHAR1-142 X(1) DISPLAY Program function key that controls forward
paging in a pageable map.

03 CVG-OLM-PAGE-BWD- CHAR1-142 X(1) DISPLAY Program function key that controls
backward paging in a pageable map.

03 CVG-OLM-Q-RETENTION1-142 X(1) DISPLAY Amount of time, in days, that records from a
suspended mapping session are retained in
the queue area.

03 CVG-OLM-TRANSLATE- CHAR1-142 X(1) DISPLAY Translate character.
03 CVG-OLM-PAD-CHAR1-142 X(1) DISPLAY Pad character.
03 CVG-OLM-FLAG2-1-142 X(8) BIT Flag byte 2 for mapping options.

X'08' -- Delimit is skip
X'04' -- Delimit is yes
X'02' -- Edit is yes
X'01' -- Pad character is set

03 CVG-OLM-HELP-PFK1-142 X(1) DISPLAY Program function key that invokes help
processing.

03 FILLER X(133) DISPLAY  
02 CVG-PFK-GROUP1-142 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG- GROUP1-

142
Group 1 data fields for CVGDEFS-142
occurrences with type code X'08' or X'09';
these occurrences define keys tables.

03 CVG-PFK-NUM-PAIRS1-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC Total number of AID key/function pairs.
03 CVG-PFK-TABLE-NAME1-142 X(8) DISPLAY Keys table name.
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03 CVG-PFK-APPL-NAME1-142 X(8) DISPLAY Name of the application with which the keys
table is associated.

03 CVG-PFK-AID-FUNC- PAIRS1-142 X(68) DISPLAY Up to 34 AID-byte/function -number pairs.
The first byte of each pair contains the AID
byte for the control key being included in
the table; the second byte contains the
function number of the function to which the
control key is assigned.

03 FILLER X(62) DISPLAY  
02 CVG-STORAGE-GROUP1-142 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG- GROUP1-

142
Group 1 data fields for CVGDEFS-142
occurrences with type code X'0A'; these
occurrences define secondary storage
pools.

03 CVG-SP-SIZE1-142 S9(8) COMP SYNC Storage pool size, in K bytes.
03 CVG-SP-CUSH1-142 S9(8) COMP SYNC Storage pool cushion size, in K bytes.
03 CVG-SP-NUM1-142 X(8) BIT Storage pool number.

1 - 127 -- Regular storage pool
128 - 254 -- XA storage pool

03 CVG-SP-FLAG1-1-142 X(8) BIT Flag byte 1 for storage pool options.
X'04' -- PGFIXit is yes

03 CVG-SP-FLAG2-1-142 X(8) BIT Flag byte 2 for storage pool options.
X'80' -- SHARED
X'40' -- SHARED-KEPT
X'20' -- USER
X'10' -- USER-KEPT
X'08' -- Terminal
X'04' -- Database

03 CVG-SP-REL-THRESH-PCT1-142 X(8) BIT Relocatable threshold percent.
03 FILLER X(136) DISPLAY  
02 CVG-IDD-GROUP1-142 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG- GROUP1-

142
Group 1 data fields for CVGDEFS-142
occurrences with type code X'0B'; these
occurrences define the IDD environment.

03 CVG-IDD-DML-USAGE1-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC Usage mode for DDLDML area.
03 CVG-IDD-DCLOD-USAGE1-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC Usage mode for DDLDCLOD area.
03 CVG-IDD-DCMSG-USAGE1-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC Usage mode for DDLDCMSG area.
02 CVG-AUTOTASK-GROUP1-142 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG- GROUP1-

142
Group 1 data fields for CVGDEFS-142
occurrences with type code X'0C'; these
occurrences describe tasks called
AUTOTASK.

03 CVG-AT-NAME1-142 X(8) DISPLAY Task name.
03 CVG-AT-FLAG1-142 X(8) BIT Flag byte for AUTOTASK options.

X'80' -- Invoked at startup
X'40' -- Invoked at shutdown
X'20' -- Preempt
X'10' -- Abend

03 FILLER X(139) DISPLAY  
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02 CVG-MAPTYPE-GROUP1-142 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG- GROUP1-
142

Group 1 data fields for CVGDEFS-142
occurrences with type code X'0D'; these
occurrences describe alternate map type
table entries.

03 CVG-MAPTYPE-NAME1-142 X(8) DISPLAY Map type name.
03 CVG-MAPTYPE-FROM-MAP1-142 X(8) DISPLAY Originally invoked map name.
03 CVG-MAPTYPE-TO-MAP1-142 X(8) DISPLAY Alternative map name.
03 FILLER X(124) DISPLAY  
02 CVG-LOADLIST-GROUP1-142 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG- GROUP1-

142
Group 1 data fields for CVGDEFS-142
occurrences with type code X'0E'; these
occurrences describe program search
loadlist entries.

03 CVG-LOADLIST-NAME1-142 X(8) DISPLAY Loadlist name.
03 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-LOADLIST-FLAG1-142 X(1) DISPLAY Loadlist flag. If the bit is not set, the entry is

for an operating system load library.
X'01' -- IDMS dictionary

03 CVG-LOADLIST-VER1-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC Specifies a load library entry whose
DDNAME (z/OS) is Vnnnn; nnnn is the
value in this field.

03 CVG-LOADLIST-NODE1-142 X(8) DISPLAY Node name for a dictionary entry.
03 CVG-LOADLIST-LIB1-142 X(18) DISPLAY The dictionary name (for a dictionary entry)

or the DDNAME (z/OS) for a load library.
High-values indicate user-default; low-
values indicate system default.

03 FILLER X(110) DISPLAY  
02 CVG-PREDEF-RUNUNIT-
GROUP1-142

DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG- GROUP1-
142

Group 1 data fields for CVGDEFS-142
occurrences with type code X'0F'; these
occurrences describe predefined run units.

03 CVG-PRU-TYPE1-142 X(8) BIT Run unit type.
X'03' -- Loader
X'0C' -- Loader (catalog area)
X'0D' -- Security (catalog area)

03 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-PRU-SS1-142 X(8) DISPLAY Subschema name.
03 CVG-PRU-NODE1-142 X(8) DISPLAY Node.
03 CVG-PRU-DBNAME1-142 X(8) DISPLAY Dictionary name.
03 CVG-PRU-COUNT1-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of run units.
03 CVG-PRU-TIMEOUT1-142 S9(8) COMP SYNC Run unit timeout interval.
03 FILLER X(116) DISPLAY  
02 CVG-RESTAB-GROUP1-142 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG- GROUP1-

142
Group 1 data fields for CVGDEFS-142
occurrences with type code X'10'; these
occurrences describe resource table
entries.

03 CVG-RESTAB-RESOURCE1-142 X(44) DISPLAY Resource name.
03 CVG-RESTAB-NODE1-142 X(8) DISPLAY Name of the node where the resource is

located.
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03 FILLER X(96) DISPLAY  
02 CVG-NODTAB-GROUPL01-142 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG- GROUP1-

142
 

03 CVG-NODTLO-NODE1-142 X(8) DISPLAY Node name.
03 CVG-NODTLO-CNVWGT1-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC Conversion weight.
03 CVG-NODTLO-ACCESS1-142 X(1) DISPLAY Access type.
03 CVG-NODTLO-DATA1-142 X(44) DISPLAY Type-specific data.
03 FILLER X(93) DISPLAY  
02 CVG-NODTAB-GRPCV1-142 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG- GROUP1-

142
CVNUM option.

03 CVG-NODTCV-NODE1-142 X(8) DISPLAY Node name.
03 CVG-NODTCV-CNVWGT1-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC Conversion weight.
03 CVG-NODTCV-ACCESS1-142 X(1) DISPLAY Access type.
03 CVG-NODTCV-RACCESS1-142 X(1) DISPLAY Access type repeated.
03 CVG-NODTCV-CVNUM1-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC Central version number.
03 CVG-NODTCV-SVC1-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC SVC number.
03 CVG-NODTCV-BLKSZ1-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC Blocksize.
03 FILLER X(126) DISPLAY  
02 CVG-NODTAB-GRPVM1-142 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG- GROUP1-

142
VMCF option.

03 CVG-NODTVM-NODE1-142 X(8) DISPLAY Node name.
03 CVG-NODTVM-CNVWGT1-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC Conversion weight.
03 CVG-NODTVM-ACCESS1-142 X(1) DISPLAY Access type.
03 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-NODTVM-BLKSZ1-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC Blocksize.
03 CVG-NODTVM-MACHINE1-142 X(8) DISPLAY The name of the virtual machine that VMCF

will use to access the named node.
03 FILLER X(126) DISPLAY  
02 CVG-NODTAB-GRPAP1-142 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG- GROUP1-

142
APPC option.

03 CVG-NODTAP-NODE1-142 X(8) DISPLAY Node name.
03 CVG-NODTAP-CNVWGT1-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC Conversion weight.
03 CVG-NODTAP-ACCESS1-142 X(1) DISPLAY Access type.
03 CVG-NODTAP-LUNAME1-142 X(8) DISPLAY LU name.
03 CVG-NODTAP-MODE1-142 X(8) DISPLAY Mode name.
03 FILLER X(121) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-NODTDC-NODE1-142 X(8) DISPLAY Node name.
03 CVG-NODTDC-CNVWGT1-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC Conversion weight.
03 CVG-NODTDC-ACCESS1-142 X(1) DISPLAY Access type.
03 CVG-NODTDC-TARGET1-142 X(8) DISPLAY Target.
03 CVG-NODTAP-PROCESSOR1-142 X(8) DISPLAY Processor.
03 FILLER X(121) DISPLAY  
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02 CVG-NODTAB-GRPGP1-142 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG-GROUP1-
142

Group option

03 CVG-NODTGP-NAME1 X(8) DISPLAY Group name
03 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-NODTGP-ACCESS1 X(1) DISPLAY Access type
03 CVG-NODTGP-NODE1 X(8) DISPLAY Default node for group
03 FILLER X(129) DISPLAY  
02 CVG-SRVTAB-GROUP1-142 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG- GROUP1-

142
Group 1 data fields for CVGDEFS-142
occurrences with type code X'12'; these
occurrences describe service table entries.

03 CVG-SRVTAB-SRVC-NAME1-142 X(8) DISPLAY Service name.
03 CVG-SRVTAB-SRVC-TYPE1-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC Service type.
03 CVG-SRVTAB-SRVC-DATA1-142 X(44) DISPLAY Server information.
03 FILLER X(94) DISPLAY  
CVG-SQLTAB-GROUP1 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG-

GROUP1-142
Group 1 data fields for CVGDEFS-142
occurrences with type code X'13'; these
occurrences describe the SQL CACHE
entries.

03 CVG-SQLTAB-CONNECT-NAME1 X(8)DISPLAY Connect name (wildcard) or spaces.
03 CVG-SQLTAB-CACHE-MAX- COUNT1 S9(8)COMP SYNC Cache max count entries.
03 CVG-SQLTAB-FLAG1-1 X(8)BIT Flag byte 1 for SQL CACHE options.

'X'01' -- Default caching ON.
03 FILLER X(135) DISPLAY  
CVG-TCPTAB-GROUP1 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG-

GROUP1-142
Group 1 data fields for CVGDEFS-142
occurrences with type code X'14'; these
occurrences describe the TCP/IP entries.

03 CVG-TCPTAB-RECDT-SUBTYPE1 X(1)BIT TCP/IP record subtype: 1, 2, 3, or 4.
03 FILLER X(3) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-TCPTAB-RECDEF-1 X(144)BIT DISPLAY Start of the different record subtype

definitions.
03 CVG-TCPTAB-RECTYP1-1 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG-TCPTAB-

RECDEF-1
Record subtype 1: general information.

04 CVG-TCPTAB-FLAG1-1 X(8)BIT Flag byte 1 for TCP/IP options.
X'01' -- Default TCP/IP status ON
X'02' -- Default TCP_NODELAY ON
X'04' -- Service file case insensitive
X'08' -- Exclude list of stacks

04 FILLER X(3) DISPLAY  
04 CVG-TCPTAB-INEX-STKCNT1 S9(4)COMP SYNC Number of stacks in include/exclude list.
04 CVG-TCPTAB-EXCP-STKCNT1 S9(4)COMP SYNC Number of stacks in exception list.
04 FILLER X(8) DISPLAY  
04 CVG-TCPTAB-MAX-SOCKCNT1 S9(8)COMP SYNC Maximum number of sockets.
04 CVG-TCPTAB-MAXPTASK-
SOCKCNT1

S9(8)COMP SYNC Maximum number of sockets per task.

04 CVG-TCPTAB-DEFAULT-STACK1 X(8) DISPLAY Name default TCP/IP stack.
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04 CVG-TCPTAB-SERVFILE-NAME1 X(8) DISPLAY Filename for services file.
04 CVG-TCPTAB-PLGIN-MODNAME1 X(8) DISPLAY Name of plugin module.
04 FILLER X(96) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-TCPTAB-RECTYP234-1 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG-TCPTAB-

RECDEF-1
Record subtype 2, 3 and 4.
2 -- Stack from INCLUDE list
3 -- Stack from EXCLUDE list
4 -- Stack from EXCEPTION list

04 CVG-TCPTAB-STFLG1-1 X(8)BIT Flag byte 2 for TCP/IP options.
X'01' -- Stack name is wildcard

04 CVG-TCPTAB-STKNAME-LEN1 X(1) DISPLAY Length stack name (excluding *).
04 CVG-TCPTAB-STKNAME1 X(8) DISPLAY Stack name.
04 FILLER X(134) DISPLAY  
02 CVG-GROUP2-142 X(148) DISPLAY Group 2 data fields. These data fields

have a one-to-one correspondence with
the group 1 data fields. The IDMS system
generation compiler updates group 2 fields
when the user submits a GENERATE
statement. For descriptions of these
data fields, refer to the group 1 data field
descriptions above.

02 CVG-PROGRAM-GROUP2-142 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG- GROUP2-
142

 

03 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-PROG-INT-WAIT2-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-PROG-EXT-WAIT2-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-PROG-ACQ-THRESH2-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-PROG-USAGE-MODE2-142 X(8) BIT  
03 CVG-PROG-NAME2-142 X(8) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-PROG-SS-NAME2-142 X(8) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-PROG-PRIORITY2-142 X(8) BIT  
03 CVG-PROG-ACQ-RETRY2-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-PROG-CPU-LIMIT2-142 S9(8) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-PROG-TIME-LIMIT2-142 S9(8) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-PROG-LOCK-LIMIT2-142 S9(8) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-PROG-CALL-LIMIT2-142 S9(8) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-PROG-DBIO-LIMIT2-142 S9(8) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-PROG-STG-LIMIT2-142 S9(8) COMP SYNC  
03 FILLER X(96) DISPLAY  
02 CVG-ADSO-GROUP2-142 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG- GROUP2-

142
 

03 CVG-OA-PRM2-142 S9(8) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-OA-SEC2-142 S9(8) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-OA-FMT2-142 S9(8) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-OA-MAX2-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-OA-SD-REC-VER2-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC  
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03 CVG-OA-SD-REC-NAME2-142 X(32) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-OA-APR2-142 X(8) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-OA-FLAG1-2-142 X(8) BIT  
03 CVG-OA-FLAG2-2-142 X(8) BIT  
03 CVG-OA-PRIM-TASK-CODE2-142 X(8) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-OA-SECON-TASK- CODE2-142 X(8) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-OA-CKPT-INT2-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-OA-UCE-TASK-CODE2-142 X(8) DISPLAY  
03 FILLER X(64) DISPLAY  
02 CVG-OLQ-GROUP2-142 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG- GROUP2-

142
 

03 CVG-OLQ-PRINT-LINE- SIZE2-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-OLQ-PRINT-PAGE- SIZE2-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-OLQ-INTERRUPT- COUNT2-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-OLQ-INT-PAGE-SIZE2-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-OLQ-REP-PAGE-SIZE2-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-OLQ-INP-LINE-SIZE2-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-OLQ-REP-RETENTION2-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-OLQ-MAX-REP-
RETENTION2-142

S9(4) COMP SYNC  

03 CVG-OLQ-MAX-REP-PAGES2-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-OLQ-MAX-REP-COUNT2-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-OLQ-USER-Q- RETENTION2-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-OLQ-FLAG1-2-142 X(8) BIT  
03 CVG-OLQ-FLAG2-2-142 X(8) BIT  
03 CVG-OLQ-CONTINUATION-
CHAR2-142

X(1) DISPLAY  

03 CVG-OLQ-SEPARATOR- CHAR2-142 X(1) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-OLQ-COMMENT- CHAR2-142 X(1) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-OLQ-TRANS-IDENT2-142 X(8) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-OLQ-PFKEY-MOD- NAME2-142 X(8) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-OLQ-REP-DICT2-142 X(8) DISPLAY  
03 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-OLQ-MAX-INT-COUNT2-142 S9(8) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-OLQ-MAX-SORT-STG2-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-OLQ-BATCH-CLASS2-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC  
03 FILLER X(88) DISPLAY  
02 CVG-OLM-GROUP2-142 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG- GROUP2-

142
 

03 CVG-OLM-PAGE-STORAGE2-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-OLM-FLAG2-142 X(8) BIT  
03 CVG-OLM-FIELD-MARK2-142 X(1) DISPLAY  
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03 CVG-OLM-FIELD-MODIFY2-142 X(1) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-OLM-DELIMIT-CHAR2-142 X(1) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-OLM-DATA-FIELD- CHAR2-142 X(1) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-OLM-PAGE-FWD- CHAR2-142 X(1) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-OLM-PAGE-BWD- CHAR2-142 X(1) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-OLM-Q-RETENTION2-142 X(1) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-OLM-CURSOR-CHAR2-142 X(1) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-OLM-TRANSLATE- CHAR2-142 X(1) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-OLM-PAD-CHAR2-142 X(1) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-OLM-FLAG2-2-142 X(8) BIT  
03 CVG-OLM-HELP-PFK2-142 X(1) DISPLAY  
03 FILLER X(133) DISPLAY  
02 CVG-PFK-GROUP2-142 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG- GROUP2-

142
 

03 CVG-PFK-NUM-PAIRS2-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-PFK-TABLE-NAME2-142 X(8) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-PFK-APPL-NAME2-142 X(8) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-PFK-AID-FUNC-PAIRS2-142 X(68) DISPLAY  
03 FILLER X(62) DISPLAY  
02 CVG-STORAGE-GROUP2-142 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG- GROUP2-

142
 

03 CVG-SP-SIZE2-142 S9(8) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-SP-CUSH2-142 S9(8) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-SP-NUM2-142 X(8) BIT  
03 CVG-SP-FLAG1-2-142 X(8) BIT  
03 CVG-SP-REL-THRESH-PCT2-142 X(8) BIT  
03 FILLER X(136) DISPLAY  
02 CVG-IDD-GROUP2-142 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG- GROUP2-

142
 

03 CVG-IDD-DML-USAGE2-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-IDD-DCLOD-USAGE2-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-IDD-DCMSG-USAGE2-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC  
02 CVG-AUTOTASK-GROUP2-142 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG- GROUP2-

142
 

03 CVG-AT-NAME2-142 X(8) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-AT-FLAG2-142 X(8) BIT  
03 FILLER X(139) DISPLAY  
02 CVG-MAPTYPE-GROUP2-142 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG- GROUP2-

142
 

03 CVG-MAPTYPE-NAME2-142 X(8) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-MAPTYPE-FROM-MAP2-142 X(8) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-MAPTYPE-TO-MAP2-142 X(8) DISPLAY  
03 FILLER X(124) DISPLAY  
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02 CVG-LOADLIST-GROUP2-142 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG- GROUP2-
142

 

03 CVG-LOADLIST-NAME2-142 X(8) DISPLAY  
03 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-LOADLIST-FLAG2-142 X(1) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-LOADLIST-VER2-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-LOADLIST-NODE2-142 X(8) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-LOADLIST-LIB2-142 X(18) DISPLAY  
03 FILLER X(110) DISPLAY  
02 CVG-PREDEF-RUNUNIT-
GROUP2-142

DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG- GROUP2-
142

 

03 CVG-PRU-TYPE2-142 X(8) BIT  
03 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-PRU-SS2-142 X(8) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-PRU-NODE2-142 X(8) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-PRU-DBNAME2-142 X(8) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-PRU-COUNT2-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-PRU-TIMEOUT2-142 S9(8) COMP SYNC  
03 FILLER X(116) DISPLAY  
02 CVG-RESTAB-GROUP2-142 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG- GROUP2-

142
 

03 CVG-RESTAB-RESOURCE2-142 X(44) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-RESTAB-NODE2-142 X(8) DISPLAY  
03 FILLER X(96) DISPLAY  
02 CVG-NODTAB-GROUPL02-142 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG- GROUP2-

142
 

03 CVG-NODTLO-NODE2-142 X(8) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-NODTLO-CNVWGT2-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-NODTLO-ACCESS2-142 X(1) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-NODTLO-RACCESS2-142 X(1) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-NODTLO-DATA2-142 X(44) DISPLAY  
03 FILLER X(93) DISPLAY  
02 CVG-NODTAB-GRPCV2-142 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG- GROUP2-

142
 

03 CVG-NODTCV-NODE2-142 X(8) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-NODTCV-CNVWGT2-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-NODTCV-ACCESS2-142 X(1) DISPLAY  
03 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-NODTCV-CVNUM2-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-NODTCV-SVC2-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-NODTCV-BLKSZ2-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC  
03 FILLER X(126) DISPLAY  
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02 CVG-NODTAB-GRPVM2-142 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG- GROUP2-
142

 

03 CVG-NODTVM-NODE2-142 X(8) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-NODTVM-CNVWGT2-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-NODTVM-ACCESS2-142 X(1) DISPLAY  
03 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-NODTVM-BLKSZ2-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-NODTVM-MACHINE2-142 X(8) DISPLAY  
03 FILLER X(126) DISPLAY  
02 CVG-NODTAB-GRPAP2-142 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG- GROUP2-

142
 

03 CVG-NODTAP-NODE2-142 X(8) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-NODTAP-CNVWGT2-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-NODTAP-ACCESS2-142 X(1) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-NODTAP-LUNAME2-142 X(8) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-NODTAP-MODE2-142 X(8) DISPLAY  
03 FILLER X(121) DISPLAY  
02 CVG-NODTAB-GRPDC2-142 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG- GROUP2-

142
 

03 CVG-NODTDC-NODE2-142 X(8) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-NODTDC-CNVWGT2-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-NODTDC-ACCESS2-142 X(1) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-NODTDC-TARGET2-142 X(8) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-NODTAP-PROCESSOR2-142 X(8) DISPLAY  
03 FILLER X(121) DISPLAY  
02 CVG-NODTAB-GRPGP2-142 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG-

GROUP2-142
Group option

03 CVG-NODTGP-NAME2 X(8) DISPLAY Group name
03 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-NODTGP-ACCESS2 X(1) DISPLAY Access type
03 CVG-NODTGP-NODE2 X(8) DISPLAY Default node for group
03 FILLER X(129) DISPLAY  
02 CVG-SRVTAB-GROUP2-142 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG- GROUP2-

142
 

03 CVG-SRVTAB-SRVC-NAME2-142 X(8) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-SRVTAB=SRVC-TYPE2-142 S9(4) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-SRVTAB-SRVC-DATA2-142 X(44) DISPLAY  
03 FILLER X(94) DISPLAY  
02 CVG-SQLTAB-GROUP2 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG-

GROUP2-142
 

03 CVG-SQLTAB-CONNECT-NAME2 X(8) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-SQLTAB-CACHE- MAX-COUNT2 S9(8) COMP SYNC  
03 CVG-SQLTAB-FLAG1-2 X(8) BIT  
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03 FILLER X(135) DISPLAY  
02 CVG-TCPTAB-GROUP2 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG-

GROUP2-142
 

03 CVG-TCPTAB-RECD-SUBTYPE2 X(1) BIT  
03 FILLER X(3) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-TCPTAB-RECDEF-2 X(144) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-TCPTAB-RECTYPE1-2 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG-TYPTAB-

RECDEF-2
 

04 CVG-TCPTAB-FLAG1-2 X(8) BIT  
04 FILLER X(3) DISPLAY  
04 CVG-TCPTAB-INEX-STKCNT2 S9(4) COMP SYNC  
04 CVG-TCPTAB-EXCP-STKCNT2 S9(4) COMP SYNC  
04 FILLER X(8) DISPLAY  
04 CVG-TCPTAB-MAX-SOCKCNT2 S9(8) COMP SYNC  
04 CVG-TCPTAB-MAXPTASK-
SOCKCNT2

S9(8) COMP SYNC  

04 CVG-TCPTAB-DEFAULT-STACK2 X(8) DISPLAY  
04 CVG-SERVFILE-NAME2 X(8) DISPLAY  
04 CVG-TCPTAB-PLGIN-MODNAME2 X(8) DISPLAY  
04 FILLER X(96) DISPLAY  
03 CVG-TCPTAB-RECTYP234-2 DISPLAY REDEFINES CVG-TCPTAB-

RECDEF-2
 

04 CVG-TCPTAB-STFLG1-2 X(8) BIT  
04 CVG-TCPTAB-STKNAME-LEN2 X(1) DISPLAY  
04 CVG-TCPTAB-STKNAME2 X(8) DISPLAY  
04 FILLER X(134) DISPLAY  

DBNAME-1031
DBNAME-1031 contains information about an entry in a database name table. If the NAME-031 field contains *DEFAULT,
the occurrence of DBNAME-1031 represents the default subschema mappings for the database name table.

Record length

116

Established by

Physical database definition

Owner of

DBNAME-DBSEGMENT, DBNAME-DBSSC

Member of

DBTABLE-DBNAME, IX-DBNAME

Location mode VIA set DBTABLE-DBNAME
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Within area DDLCAT

Field Picture Description
02 DBTABLE-1031 X(8) DISPLAY Name of database name table.
02 NAME-1031 X(8) DISPLAY Database name entry in the database

name table. If this field contains *DEFAULT,
the record occurrence represents the
default subschema mappings for the
database name table.

02 DMCL-1031 X(8) DISPLAY (Reserved for future use.)
02 NODE-1031 X(8) DISPLAY (Reserved for future use.)
02 LOADLIST-1031 X(8) DISPLAY Loadlist name.
02 FLAG-1031 X(8) BIT Database name flag.

X'80' -- Match on subschema name is
required
X'01' -- DBGroup DBName

02 CTIME-1031 X(64) BIT Date and time stamp when the database
name was created.

02 UTIME-1031 X(64) BIT Date and time stamp when the database
name was last updated.

02 CUSER-1031 X(18) DISPLAY ID of the user who created the database
name.

02 UUSER-1031 X(18) DISPLAY ID of the user who last updated the
database name.

02 GROUPFLAG X(1) DISPLAY DBGroup Flag
'E' -- Enabled
'D' -- Disabled

02 NUMSEGMENTS-1031 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of segments associated with the
database name.

02 NUMSUBSCHEMAS-1031 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of subschemas associated with the
database name.

02 FILLER X(18) DISPLAY

DBSEGMENT-1032
DBSEGMENT-1032 associates the name of a segment with a database name in a database name table.

Record length

44

Established by

Physical database definition

Member of

DBNAME-DBSEGMENT

Location mode VIA set DBNAME-DBSEGMENT
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Within area DDLCAT

Field Picture Description
02 DBTABLE-1032 X(8) DISPLAY Database table name.
02 DBNAME-1032 X(8) DISPLAY Database name entry in the database table.
02 NAME-1032 X(8) DISPLAY Segment name.
02 FILLER X(20) DISPLAY

DBSSC-1033
DBSSC-1033 associates a subschema mapping with a database name in a database name table.

Record length

60

Established by

Physical database definition

Member of

DBNAME-DBSSC

Location mode VIA set DBNAME-DBSSC

Within area DDLCAT

Field Picture Description
02 DBTABLE-1033 X(8) DISPLAY Name of the database table.
02 DBNAME-1033 X(8) DISPLAY Database name entry in the database

name table.
02 FROMSSC-1033 X(8) DISPLAY Subschema name passed at run unit

signon (FROM subschema).
02 TOSSC-1033 X(8) DISPLAY Name of the subschema to which the

passed subschema name maps (TO
subschema).

02 FOREIGNDBNAME-1033 X(8) DISPLAY Database name to be accessed if no
database name is specified

02 FILLER X(20) DISPLAY

DBTABLE-1034
DBTABLE-1034 contains information about the database name table.

Record length

88

Established by

Physical database definition

Owner of

DBTABLE-DBNAME
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Location mode CALC using NAME-1034

Within area DDLCAT

Field Picture Description
02 NAME-1034 X(8) DISPLAY Name of the database name table.
02 CVSYSTEM-1034 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of the central version system.
02 CTIME-1034 X(64) BIT Date and time stamp when the database

name table was created.
02 UTIME-1034 X(64) BIT Date and time stamp when the database

name table was last updated.
02 CUSER-1034 X(18) DISPLAY ID of the user who created the database

name table.
02 UUSER-1034 X(18) DISPLAY ID of the user who last updated the

database name table.
02 NUMDBNAMES-1034 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of names in the database name

table.
02 NUMSEGMENTS-1034 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of segments in the database name

table.
02 NUMSUBSCHEMAS-1034 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of subschemas in the database

name table.
02 NUMGROUPS-1034 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of DBGroups in the database

name table
02 FILLER X(18) DISPLAY

DCDEVICES-127
Occurrences of the DCDEVICES-127 record type describe the devices supported by IDMS/DC. The IDMS/DC compilers
use DCDEVICES-127 occurrences when handling device-dependent syntax.

Record length

20

Established by

Installation procedure

Member of

OOAK-DCDEVICES

Location mode CALC using DCDEV-NAME-127

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 DCDEV-NAME-127 X(8) DISPLAY IDMS/DC device name.
02 DCDEV-TREE-127 X(8) DISPLAY Name of the syntax tree used to handle the

device.
02 DCDEV-TYPE-127 X(1) DISPLAY Device type.
02 DCDEV-NUM-TYPE-127 X(8) BIT REDEFINES DCDEV- TYPE-127
02 DCDEV-ACC-127 X(1) DISPLAY Access method used to handle the device.
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02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY

DEST-028
Occurrences of the DEST-028 record type represent destinations.

Record length

92

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, IDMS system generation compiler

Owner of

DEST-DESTATTR, DEST-DESTCMT, DEST-DESTLST, DEST-SENDLST, DEST-USERDEST

Member of

OOAK-DEST

Location mode CALC using DEST-NAME-028

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 DEST-NAME-028 X(8) DISPLAY Destination name.
02 DEST-VER-028 S9(4) COMP SYNC Destination version number.
02 BUILDER-028 X(1) DISPLAY Builder code. (For values, see Common

Data Fields.)
02 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY
02 DESCR-028 X(40) DISPLAY Destination description.
02 DATE-LU-028 X(8) DISPLAY Date last updated.
02 DATE-CREATED-028 X(8) DISPLAY Date established.
02 PREP-BY-028 X(8) DISPLAY User who added the destination.
02 REV-BY-028 X(8) DISPLAY User who last updated the destination.
02 DEST-FLAG-028 X(8) BIT Destination flag.

X'80' -- The destination is disabled.
X'40' -- SENDLST-021 occurrences owned
by the destination contain user names.
X'20' -- SENDLST-021 occurrences owned
by the destination contain logical terminal
identifiers.
X'10' -- SENDLST-021 occurrences owned
by the destination contain printer identifiers.
X'08' -- Switch list flag
X'04' -- Multiple
X'02' -- Queue

02 PUB-ACCESS-FLAG-028 X(8) BIT Public access flag. (For values, see
Common Data Fields.)

02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY
02 USER-COUNT-028 S9(4) COMP SYNC Count of users registered for all.
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02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY

DESTATTR-102
DESTATTR-102 is the attribute junction record for the DEST-028 record type.

NOTE
For more information and a discussion about attribute junction records, see the section "Structural
Considerations."

Record length

40

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

ATTR-JCT, DEST-DESTATTR

Location mode VIA set DEST-DESTATTR

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 JCT-TEXT-102 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.

DESTCMT-101
DESTCMT-101 is the comment record associated with the DEST-028 record type.

NOTE
For more information and a discussion about comment records, see Comment Records.

Record length

108

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

DEST-DESTCMT

Location mode VIA set DEST-DESTCMT

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 IDD-SEQ-101 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment line sequence number.
02 CMT-101 DISPLAY
03 CMT-INFO-101 X(50) DISPLAY OCCURS 2 TIMES Line of comment text.
02 CMT-ID-101 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment code. For reserved values, see

Comment Records.
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DESTLST-027
DESTLST-027 is the junction record that relates a destination to an IDMS/DC system in which the destination participates.
DESTLST-027 also relates a destination to its component users, logical terminals, or printers.

Record length

20

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, IDMS system generation compiler

Owner of

DESTLST-DESTLTRM, DESTLST-USERDST

Member of

DEST-DESTLST, SYS-DESTLST

Location mode VIA set SYS-DESTLST

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 DEST-NAME-027 X(8) DISPLAY Destination name.
02 BUILDER-027 X(1) DISPLAY Builder code. (For values, see Common

Data Fields.)
02 ACTION-CODE-027 X(1) DISPLAY Action code. (For values, see Common

Data Fields.)
02 DEST-VER-027 S9(4) COMP SYNC Destination version number.
02 DEST-ECNT-027 S9(4) COMP SYNC Destination entry count. This field contains

the number of users, logical terminals, or
printers included in the destination.

02 DEST-FLAG-027 X(8) BIT Destination flag.
X'80' -- The destination is disabled.
X'40' -- SENDLST-021 occurrences owned
by the destination contain user names.
X'20' -- SENDLST-021 occurrences owned
by the destination contain logical terminal
identifiers.
X'10' -- SENDLST-021 occurrences owned
by the destination contain printer identifiers.
X'08' -- Switch list flag
X'04' -- Multiple
X'02' -- Queue

02 FILLER X(5) DISPLAY

DESTLTRM-117
DESTLTRM-117 is a junction record that relates a logical terminal to a destination in which the logical terminal
participates.

Record length

12
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Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, IDMS system generation compiler

Member of

DESTLST-DESTLTRM, LTRMLST-DESTLTRM

Location mode

VIA set DESTLST-DESTLTRM

Within area

DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 LTRM-NAME-117 X(8) DISPLAY Logical terminal name.
02 FILLER X(4) DISPLAY

DMCL-1035
Occurrences of DMCL-1035 contain information about DMCLs.

Record length

140

Established by

Physical database definition

Owner of

DMCL-BUFFER, DMCL-DMCLSEGMENT, DMCL-JOURNAL

Member of

IX-DMCL

Location mode

CALC using NAME-1035

Within area

DDLCAT

Field Picture Description
02 NAME-1035 X(8) DISPLAY DMCL name.
02 CTIME-1035 X(64) BIT Date and time stamp when the DMCL was

created.
02 UTIME-1035 X(64) BIT Date and time stamp when the DMCL was

last updated.
02 CRITTIME-1035 X(64) BIT Date and time stamp of the last critical

change made to the DMCL.
02 CUSER-1035 X(18) DISPLAY ID of the user who created the DMCL.
02 UUSER-1035 X(18) DISPLAY ID of the user who last updated the DMCL.
02 BUFFER-1035 X(18) DISPLAY Default buffer for the DMCL.
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02 DBTABLE-1035 X(8) DISPLAY Database name table for the DMCL.
02 NUMBUFFERS-1035 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of buffers defined in the DMCL.
02 NUMJRNLBUFFERS-1035 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of journal buffers defined in the

DMCL.
02 NUMJOURNALS-1035 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of journals defined in the DMCL.
02 SHAREDCACHE-1035 X(16) DISPLAY Default shared cache.
02 LOCKENTRIES-1035 S9(8) COMP SYNC Number of entries in the coupling facility

lock table.
02 MEMBERS-1035 X(8) BIT Maximum number of members in the data

sharing group.
02 DATASHARE-1035 X(1) DISPLAY Data sharing indicator. A character 'Y'

indicates that 'data sharing' attributes have
been specified for this DMCL. A character
'N' indicates that no data sharing attributes
have been specified.

02 CONNECTIVITY-LOSS-1035 X(1) DISPLAY Data sharing ON CONNECTIVITY
LOSS indicator. A character 'N' indicates
NOABEND was specified. A character 'A'
indicates ABEND was specified.

02 MEM-CACHE-LOC-1035 X(1) DISPLAY MEMORY CACHE LOCATION indicator.
A character 'A' indicates ANYWHERE was
specified. A character 'Z' indicates 64 BIT
was specified.

02 MEM-CACHE-SLV-1035 S9(4) COMP SYNC MEMORY CACHE STORAGE LIMIT value.
02 MEM-CACHE-SLF-1035 X(1) DISPLAY MEMORY CACHE STORAGE LIMIT

factor. Possible values are 'M' (Mega byte),
'G' (Giga byte), 'T' (Tera byte), 'P' (Peta
byte), and 'E' (Exa byte).

02 FILLER X(13) DISPLAY

DMCLAREA-1036
DMCLAREA-1036 is a junction record between a segment which has been included in the DMCL
(DMCLSEGMENT-1038) and an area definition (AREA-1026) within the segment.

Record length

140

Established by

Physical database definition

Member of

AREA-DMCLAREA, DMCLSEG-DMCLAREA

Location mode VIA set AREA-DMCLAREA

Within area DDLCAT

Field Picture Description
02 DMCL-1036 X(8) DISPLAY DMCL name.
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02 SEGMENT-1036 X(8) DISPLAY Name of the segment that contains the
area.

02 NAME-1036 X(18) DISPLAY Area name.
02 CTIME-1036 X(64) BIT Date and time stamp when the area was

created.
02 UTIME-1036 X(64) BIT Date and time stamp when the area was

last updated.
02 CRITTIME-1036 X(64) BIT Date and time stamp of the last critical

change made to the area.
02 CUSER-1036 X(18) DISPLAY ID of the user who created the area.
02 UUSER-1036 X(18) DISPLAY ID of the user who last updated the area.
02 STARTUP-1036 X(1) DISPLAY Startup indicator. This indicates the READY

action to be taken when the system is
started following an orderly shutdown.
'U' -- Update
'R' -- Retrieval
'T' -- Transient retrieval
'X' -- Set status offline

02 WARMSTART-1036 X(1) DISPLAY Warmstart indicator. This indicates the
READY action to be taken when the
system is started following an abnormal
termination.
'U' -- Update
'R' -- Retrieval
'T' -- Transient retrieval
'X' -- Set status offline
'C' -- Maintain current status

02 PAGERESERVE-1036 S9(8) COMP SYNC Page reserve. Number of bytes to be left
unused on a page when new records are
stored on pages in the area. For this DMCL,
the page reserve specification overrides the
page reserve specification in the segment's
area definition.

02 DATASHARE-1036 X(1) DISPLAY Data sharing indicator. A character 'Y'
indicates that this area is shared. A
character 'N' indicates that it is not shared.
A character 'D' indicates that its sharability
status is determined by the data sharing
indicator in the DMCLSEGMENT-1038
record.

02 FILLER X(39) DISPLAY

DMCLFILE-1037
DMCLFILE-1037 is a junction record between a segment which has been included in the DMCL (DMCLSEGMENT-1038)
and a file definition (FILE-1039) within the segment. DMCLFILE-1037 contains information specific to the DMCL for this
file.

Record length

164
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Established by

Physical database definition

Member of

DMCLSEG-DMCLFILE, FILE-DMCLFILE

Location mode VIA set FILE-DMCLFILE

Within area DDLCAT

Field Picture Description
02 DMCL-1037 X(8) DISPLAY DMCL name.
02 SEGMENT-1037 X(8) DISPLAY Name of the segment associated with the

file.
02 NAME-1037 X(18) DISPLAY File name.
02 CTIME-1037 X(64) BIT Date and time stamp when the file was

created.
02 UTIME-1037 X(64) BIT Date and time stamp when the file was last

updated.
02 CRITTIME-1037 X(64) BIT Date and time stamp of the last critical

change made to the file.
02 CUSER-1037 X(18) DISPLAY ID of the user who created the file.
02 UUSER-1037 X(18) DISPLAY ID of the user who last updated the file.
02 BUFFER-1037 X(18) DISPLAY Name of the buffer defined within the

DMCL which will be used by the file. This
specification overrides the default buffer
established for the segment included in the
DMCL and the default buffer established for
the DMCL.

02 DDNAME-1037 X(8) DISPLAY Depending on the operating system,
DDName (z/OS) or filename (z/VSE) of
the file. This specification overrides the
specification in the segment's file definition.

02 DISP-1037 X(4) DISPLAY Dataset disposition (IBM) This specification
overrides the segment's file definition.

02 DATASPACE-1037 X(1) DISPLAY z/OS dataspsace indicator.
'N' -- VSAM files will not use an ESA
dataspace
'Y' -- VSAM files will use an ESA dataspace

02 ESAREAD-1037 X(1) DISPLAY (Reserved for future use.)
02 ESAPRELOAD-1037 X(1) DISPLAY (Reserved for future use.)
02 SHAREDCAC?HE-1037 X(16) DISPLAY Shared cache
02 FILLER X(21) DISPLAY

DMCLSEGMENT-1038
DMCLSEGMENT-1038 is a junction record between a segment definition and a DMCL in which the segment has been
included. DMCLSEGMENT-1038 contains information specific to the DMCL in which the segment has been included.

Record length
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136

Established by

Physical database definition

Owner of

DMCLSEG-DMCLAREA, DMCLSEG-DMCLFILE

Member of

DMCL-DMCLSEGMENT, IX-DMCLSEGMENT, SEGMENT-DMCLSEG

Location mode VIA set SEGMENT-DMCLSEG

Within area DDLCAT

Field Picture Description
02 DMCL-1038 X(8) DISPLAY DMCL name.
02 NAME-1038 X(8) DISPLAY Segment name.
02 CTIME-1038 X(64) BIT Date and time stamp when the segment

was created.
02 UTIME-1038 X(64) BIT Date and time stamp when the segment

was last updated.
02 CRITTIME-1038 X(64) BIT Date and time stamp of the last critical

change made to the segment.
02 CUSER-1038 X(18) DISPLAY ID of the user who created the segment.
02 UUSER-1038 X(18) DISPLAY ID of the user who last updated the

segment.
02 BUFFER-1038 X(18) DISPLAY Name of the buffer within the DMCL which

will be the default for all files defined within
the segment unless specifically overridden.

02 STARTUP-1038 X(1) DISPLAY Startup indicator. This indicates the READY
action to be taken when the system is
started following an orderly shutdown.
'U' -- Update
'R' -- Retrieval
'T' -- Transient retrieval
'X' -- Set status offline

02 WARMSTART-1038 X(1) DISPLAY Warmstart indicator. This indicates the
READY action to be taken when the
system is started following an abnormal
termination.
'U' -- Update
'R' -- Retrieval
'T' -- Transient retrieval
'X' -- Set status offline
'C' -- Maintain current status

02 DATASHARE-1038 X(1) DISPLAY Data sharing indicator. A character 'Y'
indicates that areas in this segment are
shared. A character 'N' indicates that they
are not shared.

02 SHAREDCACHE-1038 X(16) DISPLAY Shared cache.
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02 FILLER X(23) DISPLAY

DPROG-171
The DPROG-171 record type is used by the IDMS/DC online debugger. Each DPROG-171 occurrence represents a
program load module for which a symbol table has been established. Currently, symbol tables can be established only for
ADS dialogs.

Record length

60

Established by

ADS dialog compiler

Owner of

DPROG-LOADJCT

Location mode CALC using DPROG-NAME-171

Within area DDLDCLOD

Field Picture Description
02 DPROG-NAME-171 X(8) DISPLAY Dialog name.
02 DPROG-VERSION-171 S9(4) COMP SYNC Dialog version number.
02 LOADJCT-RECS-171 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of LOADJCT-172 occurrences

(each representing a process) owned by
the dialog.

02 ADS-RECS-171 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of records used by the dialog.
02 BL-COUNT-171 S9(4) COMP SYNC Unused.
02 BLL-COUNT-171 S9(4) COMP SYNC Unused.
02 BL-OFFSET-171 S9(4) COMP SYNC Unused.
02 BLL-OFFSET-171 S9(4) COMP SYNC Unused.
02 DPROG-FLAG-171 X(8) BIT Flag byte.

X'80' -- Interpreted ADS dialog.
02 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY
02 COMPILER-DATE-171 X(8) DISPLAY Date on which the dialog was compiled

(mm/dd/yy).
02 COMPILER-TIME-171 X(6) DISPLAY Time at which the dialog was compiled

(hhmmss).
02 FILLER X(22) DISPLAY

ELEMACT-159
ELEMACT-159 is a junction record that relates an element to a program that references or modifies the element.

Record length

48

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler
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Member of

ELEMSYN-ELEMACT, PROG-ELEMACT

Location mode VIA set PROG-ELEMACT

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 EA-FUNCT-159 S9(4) COMP SYNC Function code. The function code indicates

the type of relationship that exists between
the element and the program.
0 The program references the element.
1 The program modifies the element.
-1 The relationship is documentational only.

88 REFERENCED-159 COND VALUE +0
88 MODIFIED-159 COND VALUE +1
02 EA-COUNT-159 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of times that the function indicated

by EA-FUNCT-159 occurs.
02 EA-JCT-TEXT-159 DISPLAY
03 EA-NAME-159 X(32) DISPLAY Element or record synonym name.
03 EA-VER-159 S9(4) COMP SYNC Element or record synonym version.
03 EA-TYPE-159 X(1) DISPLAY 1 -- Qualified by element synonym only

2 -- Qualified by element
3 -- Qualified by record

03 EA-IDENT-159 X(3) DISPLAY Element activity identifier -- 'ACT'
03 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY
02 FILLER X(4) DISPLAY

ELEMATTR-090
ELEMATTR-090 is the attribute junction record for the INQ-058 record type.

NOTE
For more information and a discussion about attribute junction records, see the section "Structural
Considerations."

Record length

40

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

ATTR-JCT, INQ-ELEMATTR

Location mode VIA set INQ-ELEMATTR

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 JCT-TEXT-090 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.
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ELEMCMT-082
ELEMCMT-082 is the comment record associated with the INQ-058 record type. Occurrences of the ELEMCMT-082
record type are used to store element values as well as element comments.

NOTE
For more information and a discussion about comment records, see Comment Records.

Record length

108

Established by

IDMSDIRL, IDD DDDL compiler, schema compiler

Member of

INQ-ELEMCMT

Location mode VIA set INQ-ELEMCMT

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 IDD-SEQ-082 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment line sequence number.
02 CMT-082 DISPLAY
03 CMT-INFO-082 X(50) DISPLAY OCCURS 2 TIMES Line of comment text.
02 ELM-CMT-VAL-082 DISPLAY REDEFINES CMT-082 Redefinition of the CMT-082 field for

ELEMCMT-082 occurrences with a
comment code (CMT-ID-082) of -3 (that
is, occurrences that represent element
values).

03 CMT-LENG1-082 S9(4) COMP SYNC Length, in bytes, of the first value string,
including quotation marks if specified.

03 CMT-LENG2-082 S9(4) COMP SYNC Length, in bytes, of the second value string,
including quotation marks if specified. A
second value occurs only when the element
is a COBOL level 88 (usage CONDITION-
NAME). This field contains -1 if no second
value exists.

03 CMT-VAL1-082 X(34) DISPLAY First value, including quotation marks if
specified.

03 CMT-VAL2-082 X(34) DISPLAY Second value, including quotation marks if
specified.

03 FILLER X(28) DISPLAY
02 CMT-ID-082 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment code. For reserved values, see

Comment Records.

ELEMNEST-087
ELEMNEST-087 is the nesting junction record for the INQ-058 record type. Occurrences of the ELEMNEST-087 record
type relate elements to other elements and group elements to the subordinate elements of which they are comprised.
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NOTE
For more information and a discussion about nesting junction records, see the section "Structural
Considerations."

Record length

52

Established by

IDMSDIRL, IDD DDDL compiler, schema compiler

Member of

ELEMNEST-EXPL, ELEMNEST-IMPL

Location mode VIA set ELEMNEST-EXPL

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 NEST-CODE-087 S9(8) COMP SYNC Nest code. For reserved values, see Nests.
02 JCT-TEXT-087 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.
02 EL-OCC-087 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of occurrences of a subordinate

element (for ELEMNEST-087 occurrences
with a nest code of -3 through -7 only; that
is, occurrences with a nest code associated
with a picture format). If the subordinate
element is not defined with an OCCURS
clause, the number of occurrences is 1.
If the subordinate element redefines the
previous subordinate element in the group,
this field contains 0.

02 FILLER X(6) DISPLAY

ELEMRNG-089
The ELEMRNG-089 record type is used to store element ranges.

Record length

72

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

INQ-ELEMRNG

Location mode VIA set INQ-ELEMRNG

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 RNG-BGN-089 X(34) DISPLAY Beginning value of the element range.
02 RNG-END-089 X(34) DISPLAY End value of the element range. If no end

value exists for the range, this field contains
blanks.
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02 FILLER X(4) DISPLAY

ELEMSYN-085
Occurrences of the ELEMSYN-085 record type represent element synonyms. For each element defined in the dictionary,
an ELEMSYN-085 occurrence is created for the primary element name as well as for each element synonym name.

Record length

68

Established by

IDMSDIRL, IDD DDDL compiler, schema compiler, ASF

Owner of

ELEMSYN-ELEMACT, ELEMSYN-NAMESYN

Member of

INQ-ELEMSYN, INQ-GROUPELEMSYN

Location mode CALC using ES-NAME-085

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 ES-NAME-085 X(32) DISPLAY Element synonym name. Filler elements

always have an element synonym name of
FILLER.

02 ES-GROUP-085 X(32) DISPLAY Group element name. The element
synonym name in the ES-NAME-085 field
is used automatically when the element
with which the synonym is associated
is included in a record within the group
element named in this field. If this field
contains a group element name, the
ELEMSYN-085 occurrence is connected
to the INQ-GROUPELEMSYN set as
well as to the INQ-ELEMSYN set. If this
field contains blanks, the ELEMSYN-085
occurrence is connected (as a member)
only to the INQ-ELEMSYN set.

02 BUILDER-085 X(1) DISPLAY Builder code. (For values, see Common
Data Fields.)

02 SYN-TYPE-085 X(1) DISPLAY Synonym type. This is blank for all
synonyms except the Primary Element
Synonym.

88 PRIMARY-SYNONYM-085 COND VALUE 'P'
02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY

FILE-1039
Occurrences of FILE-1039 represent files associated with a segment.

Record length
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236

Established by

Physical database definition

Owner of

FILE-DMCLFILE, FILE-FILEMAP

Member of

IX-FILE, SEGMENT-FILE

Location mode VIA set SEGMENT-FILE

Within area DDLCAT

Field Picture Description
02 SEGMENT-1039 X(8) DISPLAY Segment name.
02 NAME-1039 X(18) DISPLAY File name.
02 CTIME-1039 X(64) BIT Date and time stamp when the file was

created.
02 UTIME-1039 X(64) BIT Date and time stamp when the file was last

updated.
02 CRITTIME-1039 X(64) BIT Date and time stamp of the last critical

change made to the file.
02 CUSER-1039 X(18) DISPLAY ID of the user who created the file.
02 UUSER-1039 X(18) DISPLAY ID of the user who last updated the file.
02 NUMFILEMAPS-1039 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of area page ranges map to the

file.
02 BLOCKSIZE-1039 S9(8) COMP SYNC Block size, in bytes, of the file. This is the

largest page size of all areas mapped to the
file.

02 DDNAME-1039 X(8) DISPLAY File ddname (z/OS) or filename (z/VSE).
02 ACCESSMETHOD-1039 X(8) DISPLAY File access method.
02 VMUSERID-1039 X(8) DISPLAY In the z/VM environment, the user ID

associated with the file.
02 VMVIRTADDR-1039 S9(8) COMP SYNC In the z/VM environment, the virtual

address of the file.
02 FLAG-1039 X(8) BIT File flag.

X'80' -- Native VSAM FOR CALC file
X'40' -- Native VSAM FOR SET file

02 NVSAMSET-1039 X(18) DISPLAY Native VSAM KSDS or PATH set name.
02 DSNAME-1039 X(54) DISPLAY Dataset name.
02 DISP-1039 X(4) DISPLAY Dataset disposition (IBM)
02 FILLER X(39) DISPLAY

FILEATTR-073
FILEATTR-073 is the attribute junction record for IDD FILEs which are defined as SA-018 record types owned by the
'NON IDMS' schema.
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NOTE
For more information and a discussion about attribute junction records, see the section "Structural
Considerations."

Record length

40

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

ATTR-JCT, SA-FILEATTR

Location mode VIA set SA-FILEATTR

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 JCT-TEXT-073 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.

FILECMT-072
FILECMT-072 is the comment record for IDD FILEs which are defined as SA-018 record types owned by the 'NON IDMS'
schema.

NOTE
For more information and a discussion about comment records, see Comment Records.

Record length

108

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

SA-FILECMT

Location mode VIA set SA-FILECMT

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 IDD-SEQ-072 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment line sequence number.
02 CMT-072 DISPLAY
03 CMT-INFO-072 X(50) DISPLAY OCCURS 2 TIMES Line of comment text.
02 CMT-ID-072 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment code. For reserved values, see

Comment Records.

FILEMAP-1040
FILEMAP-1040 is a junction record that relates page ranges of an area of a segment to block ranges of a file in the same
segment (area-to-file mapping).

Record length
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112

Established by

Physical database definition

Member of

AREA-FILEMAP, FILE-FILEMAP

Location mode VIA set AREA-FILEMAP

Within area DDLCAT

Field Picture Description
02 SEGMENT-1040 X(8) DISPLAY Segment name.
02 AREA-1040 X(18) DISPLAY Area name.
02 FILE-1040 X(18) DISPLAY File name.
02 PAGESIZE-1040 S9(8) COMP SYNC Size, in bytes, of each page in the area.
02 LOWPAGE-1040 S9(8) COMP SYNC Low page number of the area page range.
02 HIGHPAGE-1040 S9(8) COMP SYNC High page number of the area page range.
02 LOWBLOCK-1040 S9(8) COMP SYNC Low relative block number (RBN) of the

range of file blocks to which the area is
mapped.

02 HIGHBLOCK-1040 S9(8) COMP SYNC High relative block number (RBN) of the
range of file blocks to which the area is
mapped.

02 ACCESSMETHOD-1040 X(8) DISPLAY File access method.
02 FLAG-1040 X(8) BIT File flag.

X'80' -- Native VSAM FOR CALC file
X'40' -- Native VSAM FOR SET file

02 FILLER X(39) DISPLAY

FILENEST-071
FILENEST-071 is the nesting junction record for the SA-018 record type.

NOTE
For more information and a discussion about nesting junction records, see "Structural Considerations."

Record length

48

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

FILENEST-EXPL, FILENEST-IMPL

Location mode VIA set FILENEST-EXPL
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Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 NEST-CODE-071 S9(8) COMP SYNC Nest code. For reserved values, see Nests.
02 JCT-TEXT-071 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.
02 FILLER X(4) DISPLAY

FILESYN-075
Occurrences of the FILESYN-075 record type represent file synonyms. For each IDD file defined in the dictionary, a
FILESYN-075 occurrence is created for the primary file name as well as for each file synonym name.

Record length

40

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Owner of

FILESYN-FRSYN

Member of

SA-FILESYN

Location mode CALC using FILE-NAME-075

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 FILE-NAME-075 X(32) DISPLAY File synonym name.
02 FILE-VERS-075 S9(4) COMP SYNC File synonym version number.
02 SYN-TYPE-075 X(1) DISPLAY Synonym type. This is blank for all

synonyms except the Primary File
Synonym.

88 PRIMARY-SYNONYM-075 COND VALUE 'P'
02 FILLER X(5) DISPLAY

FRSYN-077
FRSYN-077 is a junction record that relates record synonyms to IDD file synonyms. FRSYN-077 occurrences are used
by Culprit to determine the records for which CULPRIT REC parameter cards are to be generated when the FN= option of
the INPUT parameter card is specified.

Record length

4

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

FILESYN-FRSYN, RCDSYN-FRSYN
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Location mode VIA set FILESYN-FRSYN

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 FILLER X(4) DISPLAY

INQ-058
Occurrences of the INQ-058 record type represent elements. Each occurrence contains a freestanding element definition
that is independent of any records in which the element participates.

The schema compiler builds an INQ-058 occurrence when a data element that does not already exist is included in a
schema record. When a schema is deleted, INQ-058 occurrences created by the schema compiler that do not participate
in other records (that is, records not in the schema being deleted) and that have never been updated by the IDD DDDL
compiler are also deleted.

Filler data elements are stored in the dictionary with the name FIL nnnn, where nnnn is the length of the filler. Filler
elements of the same length for which the picture, usage, justification, blank on zero, and sign specifications do not match
exactly or for which the group structure does not match exactly are stored in the dictionary with the same name but with
different version numbers. For example, two INQ-058 occurrences are created in response to the following COBOL input.
Each occurrence is named FIL 0005; however, version 1 has a picture of X(5) and version 2 has a picture of 9(5).

• 02 FILLER PICTURE X(5)
• 02 FILLER PICTURE 9(5)

Record length

356

Established by

IDMSDIRL, IDD DDDL compiler, schema compiler, ASF

Owner of

ELEMNEST-EXPL, ELEMNEST-IMPL, INQ-ELEMATTR, INQ-ELEMCMT, INQ-ELEMRNG, INQ-ELEMSYN, INQ-
GROUPELEMSYN, INQ-SDR, INQ-USERELEM

Member of

OOAK-INQ

Location mode CALC using INQ-NAM-058

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 INQ-NAM-058 X(32) DISPLAY Element name.
02 ELEM-VER-058 S9(4) COMP SYNC Element version number.
02 DATE-LU-058 X(8) DISPLAY Date last updated.
02 BUILDER-058 X(1) DISPLAY Builder code. (For values, see Common

Data Fields.)
02 DATE-CREATED-058 X(8) DISPLAY Date established.
02 PREP-BY-058 X(8) DISPLAY User who added the element.
02 REV-BY-058 X(8) DISPLAY User who last updated the element.
02 DESC-058 X(64) DISPLAY Element description.
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02 VAL-SW-058 X(1) DISPLAY Value indicator. If this field contains 1, the
element has an initial value; the value is
stored in an ELEMCMT-082 occurrence
with a comment code (CMT-ID-082) of -3.
If this field contains 0, the element does not
have an initial value.

02 PIC-DEF-058 DISPLAY OCCURS 5 TIMES Structural information for the element.
The first occurrence of this group data
field describes the primary picture format
for the element; the second through
fifth occurrences describe the first
through fourth alternate picture formats,
respectively.

03 ALT-PIC-TYPE-058 S9(4) COMP SYNC Alternate picture type. If the PIC-DEF-058
occurrence describes an elementary data
field, this field will contain -1 (or 0 if the
INQ-058 occurrence was created by a
pre-Release 5.7 schema compiler). This
field will also contain -1 if the alternate
picture format corresponding to the PIC-
DEF-058 occurrence is not defined. If the
PIC-DEF-058 occurrence describes a group
element or an elementary data field with
88 levels (usage CONDITION-NAME), this
field will contain the nest code that identifies
the picture format corresponding to the PIC-
DEF-058 occurrence.
-7 Primary picture format
-6 First alternate picture format
-5 Second alternate picture format
-4 Third alternate picture format
-3 Fourth alternate picture format
The subordinate elements for a group
element can be found by searching the
ELEMNEST-EXPL set for ELEMNEST-087
occurrences in which the nest code
matches the alternate picture type of the
PIC-DEF-058 occurrence. The INQ-058
occurrences that own the ELEMNEST-087
occurrences in the ELEMNEST-IMPL set
represent the subordinate elements. If the
EL-OCC-087 field in an ELEMNEST-087
occurrence contains 0, the owner
subordinate element (that is, the owner of
the ELEMNEST-IMPL set) is a redefinition
of the previous subordinate element in the
group.

03 ELEM-LGTH-058 S9(4) COMP SYNC Element length, in bytes. If the usage
specification for the format is BIT, this field
contains the length in bits.
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03 PIC-LGTH-058 S9(4) COMP SYNC Length, in bytes, of the picture string in
PIC-058. This field contains -1 if one or
more of the following conditions apply:
The element is a group element.
The usage specification for the element
is COMP-1, COMP-2, POINTER, or
CONDITION-NAME.
No picture definition exists for the format.

03 USE-058 S9(4) COMP SYNC Usage.
0 DISPLAY
1 COMPUTATIONAL (binary)
2 COMPUTATIONAL-1 (short-precision
floating point)
3 COMPUTATIONAL-2 (long-precision
floating point)
4 COMPUTATIONAL-3 (packed decimal)
5 BIT (bit string)
6 POINTER (fullword address constant)
7 DISPLAY-1 (Kanji/DBCS)
8 SQLBINARY (SQL datatype BINARY)
88 CONDITION-NAME (COBOL level-88
value)

03 ELEM-JUST-058 X(1) DISPLAY Justification indicator. If this field contains
the character J, the element is justified in
this format. If this field contains a blank, the
element is not justified in this format.

88 JUST-ON-058 COND VALUE 'J'
88 JUST-OFF-058 COND VALUE ' '
03 ELEM-BONZ-058 X(1) DISPLAY Blank on zero indicator. If this field contains

the character B, the element is blank on
zero in this format. If this field contains a
blank, the element is not blank on zero in
this format.

88 BONZ-ON-058 COND VALUE 'B'
88 BONZ-OFF-058 COND VALUE ' '
03 SIGN-058 X(1) DISPLAY Sign indicator. If this field contains the

character L, the sign for the element
appears in the leading position in this
format. If this field contains the character
T, the sign for the element appears in the
trailing position in this format. If this field
contains a blank, no sign specification
exists for the element in this format.
Note: The sign indicator is independent of
the S picture character.

03 SEPARATE-058 X(1) DISPLAY Separate sign indicator. If this field contains
the character S, a separate character is
reserved for the sign designation in this
format of the element definition. If this field
contains a blank, a separate character is
not reserved for the sign designation in this
format of the element definition.
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03 PIC-058 X(30) DISPLAY Picture. If no picture is supplied or if the
picture format corresponding to the PIC-
DEF-058 occurrence is not defined, this
field will contain blanks.

03 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY
03 PIC-FLAG-058 X(8) BIT Picture flag.

X'80' -- The element is synchronized
02 PUB-ACCESS-FLAG-058 X(8) BIT Public access flag. (For values, see

Common Data Fields.)
02 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY
02 USER-COUNT-058 S9(4) COMP SYNC Count of users registered for all.

JOURNAL-1043
Occurrences of JOURNAL-1043 represent journal files defined in the DMCL.

Record length

220

Established by

Physical database definition

Member of

DMCL-JOURNAL

Location mode VIA set DMCL-JOURNAL

Within area DDLCAT

Field Picture Description
02 DMCL-1043 X(8) DISPLAY DMCL name.
02 NAME-1043 X(18) DISPLAY Journal name.
02 TYPE-1043 X(4) DISPLAY Journal type.

DISK
ARCH
TAPE

02 CTIME-1043 X(64) BIT Date and time stamp when the journal was
created.

02 UTIME-1043 X(64) BIT Date and time stamp when the journal was
last updated.

02 CRITTIME-1043 X(64) BIT Date and time stamp of the last critical
change made to the journal.

02 CUSER-1043 X(18) DISPLAY ID of the user who created the journal.
02 UUSER-1043 X(18) DISPLAY ID of the user who last updated the journal.
02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY
02 NUMBLOCKS-1043 S9(8) COMP SYNC Number of blocks (pages) in a disk journal

file.
02 BLOCKSIZE-1043 S9(8) COMP SYNC Archive journal block size, in bytes.
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02 DDNAME-1043 X(8) DISPLAY Journal file ddname (z/OS) or filename (z/
VSE).

02 ACCESSMETHOD-1043 X(8) DISPLAY Journal file access method.
02 DATASPACE-1043 X(1) DISPLAY Dataspace option.

'N' -- No
'Y' -- Yes

02 ESAREAD-1043 X(1) DISPLAY Dataspace read.
'B' -- Block
'T' -- Track
'C' -- Cylinder
' ' -- Dataspace no

02 ESAPRELOAD-1043 X(1) DISPLAY Dataspace preload.
'N' -- No
'Y' -- Yes
' ' -- Dataspace no

02 DSNAME2-1043 X(44) DISPLAY Dataset name.
02 DISP-1043 X(4) Dataset disposition.
02 VMUSERID-1043 X(8) In the z/VM environment, the user id

associated with the file.
02 VMVIRTADDR-1043 X(4) In the z/VM environment, the virtual

address of the file.
02 FILLER X(41) DISPLAY

LINE-109
Occurrences of the LINE-109 record type represent teleprocessing lines.

Record length

148

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, IDMS system generation compiler

Owner of

LINE-LINEATTR, LINE-LINECMT, LINE-LINELST, LINE-USERLINE

Member of

OOAK-LINE

Location mode CALC using LINE-NAME-109

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 LINE-NAME-109 X(8) DISPLAY Line name.
02 LINE-VER-109 S9(4) COMP SYNC Line version number.
02 BUILDER-109 X(1) DISPLAY Builder code. (For values, see Common

Data Fields.)
02 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY
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02 DESCR-109 X(40) DISPLAY Line description.
02 DATE-LU-109 X(8) DISPLAY Date last updated.
02 DATE-CREATED-109 X(8) DISPLAY Date established.
02 PREP-BY-109 X(8) DISPLAY User who added the line.
02 REV-BY-109 X(8) DISPLAY User who last updated the line.
02 DDNAME1-109 X(8) DISPLAY Ddname (z/OS) or filename (z/VSE) for the

input line for line types INOUTL, S3270Q,
and TCAMLIN.

02 DDNAME2-109 X(8) DISPLAY Ddname (z/OS) or filename (z/VSE) for the
output line for line types INOUTL, S3270Q,
SYSOUTL, and TCAMLIN.

02 LINE-TYPEMETH-109 DISPLAY
03 LINE-TYPE-109 X(1) DISPLAY Line type. The value in this field indicates

the devices that are supported by the line:
C'0' BSAM SYSINOUT devices
C'2' Remote 327xs or 328xs
C'3' Simulated 327x
C'4' Operating system console
C'5' VTAM 327xs
C'6' Asynchronous terminals
C'7' QSAM (SAM for z/VSE) devices
C'8' Local 328xs
C'A' TCAM devices
C'I' SOCKET line
C'Z' UCF devices

03 ACCESS-METH-109 X(1) DISPLAY Access method to be used for the line.
C'B' BTAM or BSAM
C'E' EXCP
C'P' TCP/IP
C'Q' QSAM (SAM for z/VSE)
C'T' TCAM
C'U' IDMS UCF
C'V' VTAM
C'W' Operating system console

02 LINE-BUFSZ-109 S9(4) COMP SYNC Line I/O page buffer size, in bytes.
02 EXTENT-LNTH-109 S9(4) COMP SYNC Length, in bytes, of the data contained in

EXTENSION-109.
02 LINE-FLAG-109 X(8) BIT X'80' -- Line is disabled.

X'40' -- This asynchronous line should not
be treated as a connect-type line.
X'20' -- Redundant data in 3270 data
streams ised.
X'10' -- Exception response protocol is in
effect.

02 EXTENSION-109 X(32) DISPLAY Extension area for data fields specific to
each line type.

02 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY
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02 PUB-ACCESS-FLAG-109 X(8) BIT Public access flag. (For values, see
Common Data Fields.)

02 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY
02 USER-COUNT-109 S9(4) COMP SYNC Count of users registered for all.
02 FILLER X(4) DISPLAY

LINEATTR-111
LINEATTR-111 is the attribute junction record for the LINE-109 record type.

NOTE
For more information and a discussion about attribute junction records, see the section "Structural
Considerations."

NOTE
Record length

40

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

ATTR-JCT, LINE-LINEATTR

Location mode VIA set LINE-LINEATTR

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 JCT-TEXT-111 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.

LINECMT-110
LINECMT-110 is the comment record associated with the LINE-109 record type.

NOTE
For more information and a discussion about comment records, see Comment Records.

Record length

108

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

LINE-LINECMT

Location mode VIA set LINE-LINECMT

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 IDD-SEQ-110 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment line sequence number.
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02 CMT-110 DISPLAY
03 CMT-INFO-110 X(50) DISPLAY OCCURS 2 TIMES Line of comment text.
02 CMT-ID-110 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment code. For reserved values, see

Comment Records.

LINELST-103
LINELST-103 is the junction record that relates a line to an IDMS/DC system in which the line participates. LINELST-103
also relates a line to the physical terminals associated with the line.

IDMS/DC uses LINELST-103 occurrences during startup to build Physical Line Elements (PLEs).

Record length

72

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, IDMS system generation compiler

Owner of

LINELST-PTRMLST

Member of

LINE-LINELST, SYS-LINELST

Location mode VIA set SYS-LINELST

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 LINE-NAME-103 X(8) DISPLAY Line name.
02 BUILDER-103 X(1) DISPLAY Builder code. (For values, see Common

Data Fields.)
02 ACTION-CODE-103 X(1) DISPLAY Action code. (For values, see Common

Data Fields.)
02 LINE-VER-103 S9(4) COMP SYNC Line version number.
02 LINE-TYPEMETH-103 DISPLAY
03 LINE-TYPE-103 X(1) DISPLAY Line type. The value in this field indicates

the devices that are supported by the line:
C'0' BSAM SYSINOUT devices
C'2' Remote 327xs or 328xs
C'3' Simulated 327x
C'4' Operating system console
C'5' VTAM 327xs
C'6' Asynchronous terminals
C'7' QSAM (SAM for z/VSE) devices
C'8' Local 328xs
C'A' TCAM devices
C'I' SOCKET line
C'Z' UCF devices
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03 ACCESS-METH-103 X(1) DISPLAY Access method to be used for the line.
C'B' BTAM or BSAM
C'E' EXCP
C'P' TCP/IP
C'Q' QSAM (SAM for z/VSE)
C'T' TCAM
C'U' IDMS UCF
C'V' VTAM
C'W' Operating system console

02 LINE-BUFSZ-103 S9(4) COMP SYNC Line I/O page buffer size, in bytes.
02 DDNAME1-103 X(8) DISPLAY Ddname (z/OS) or filename (z/VSE) for the

input line for line types INOUTL, S3270Q,
and TCAMLIN.

02 DDNAME2-103 X(8) DISPLAY Ddname (z/OS) or filename (z/VSE) for the
output line for line types INOUTL, S3270Q,
SYSOUTL, and TCAMLIN.

02 EXTENT-LNTH-103 S9(4) COMP SYNC Length, in bytes, of the data contained in
EXTENSION-103.

02 LINE-FLAG-103 X:(8) BIT X'80' -- Line is disabled.
X'40' -- This asynchronous line should not
be treated as a connect-type line.
X'20' -- Redundant data in 3270 data
streams ised.
X'10' -- Exception response protocol is in
effect.

02 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY
02 EXTENSION-103 X(32) DISPLAY Extension area for data fields specific to

each line type.
02 FILLER X(4) DISPLAY

LOADCTL-158
The LOADCTL-158 record type is used to store information relating to entry points (ENTRY), external references
(EXTRN), weak external references (WXTRN), and the relocation of address constants found within a load module.

Record length

512

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, subschema compiler

Member of

LOADHDR-LOADCTL

Location mode VIA set LOADHDR-LOADCTL
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Within area DDLDCLOD

Field Picture Description
02 LOADCTL-RLDNUM-158 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of occurrences of the LOADCTL-

ACONINFO-158 field in the LOADCTL-158
occurrence.

02 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY
02 LOADCTL-TYPE-158 X(8) BIT Type code.

X'00' Relocation dictionary (RLD) entry
X'01' Entry point entry
X'02' EXTRN entry
X'80' Special RLD entry
X'0A' WXTRN entry

02 LOADCTL-ACONINFO-158 DISPLAY OCCURS 0 TO 127 TIMES
DEPENDING ON LOADCTL- RLDNUM-
158

LOADCTL-158 information. The number of
possible occurrences and the organization
of this field vary depending on the
LOADCTL-158 type:
RLD entry (type code X'00') -- The
LOADCTL- ACONINFO-158 field can occur
from 1 through 127 times, permitting from
1 through 127 four-byte entries. Each entry
contains the following information:
Byte 1 is a flag byte indicating the length of
the address constant.
X'80' Two-byte address constant
X'40' Three-byte address constant
X'20' Four-byte address constant
Bytes 2 through 4 contain the offset of the
address constant into the load module.

02 LOADCTL-ACONINFO-158  continued ENTRY entry (type code X'01') -- The
LOADCTL- ACONINFO-158 field can occur
from 3 through 126 times, permitting from 1
through 42 twelve-byte entries. Each entry
contains the following information:
Bytes 1 through 8 contain the entry point
name.
Bytes 9 through 12 contain the offset of the
entry point into the load module.
EXTRN and WXTRN entries (type
codes X'02' and X'0A') -- The LOADCTL-
ACONINFO-158 field can occur from
3 through 126 times, permitting from 1
through 42 twelve-byte entries. Each entry
contains the following information:
Bytes 1 through 8 contain the (weak)
external reference name.
Bytes 9 and 10 are reserved.
Bytes 11 and 12 contain the external
symbol dictionary (ESD) id. The ids start
at 2 and are incremented by 1. (Id 1 is
assigned to the load module name.)
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02 LOADCTL-ACONINFO-158 continued Special RLD entry (type code X'80') --
The LOADCTL- ACONINFO-158 field can
occur from 2 through 126 times, permitting
from 1 through 63 eight-byte entries. Each
entry contains the following information:
Byte 1 is a flag byte indicating the length of
the address constant.
X'80' Two-byte address constant
X'40' Three-byte address constant
X'20' Four-byte address constant
Bytes 2 through 4 contain the offset of the
address constant into the load module.
Bytes 5 and 6 are reserved.
Bytes 7 and 8 contain the ESD id of the
EXTRN or WXTRN.

03 LOADCTL-HDR-158 DISPLAY
04 LOADCTL-ACONLEN-158 X(8) BIT Flag byte indicating the length of the

address constant for RLD and special RLD
entries.

04 LOADCTL-OFFSET-158 X(3) DISPLAY Offset of the address constant into the load
module for RLD and special RLD entries.

02 LOADCTL-ENTRY-158 S9(8) COMP SYNC REDEFINES
LOADCTL- HEADER- 158

Fullword table entry.

LOADHDR-156
Occurrences of the LOADHDR-156 record type represent load modules. Each LOADHDR-156 occurrence contains global
information about a load module that resides in the DDLDCLOD area of the dictionary.

Record length

60

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, IDMS system generation compiler, IDMS subschema compiler, IDMS/DC mapping compilers, ADS
application compiler, ADS dialog compiler

Owner of

LOADHDR-LOADCTL, LOADHDR-LOADJCT, LOADHDR-LOADTEXT, LOADHDR-SYMHDR

Member of

LOOAK-LOADHDR

Location mode CALC using LOADHDR-MODNAME-

Within area DDLDCLOD

Field Picture Description
02 LOADHDR-MODNAME-156 X(8) DISPLAY Load module name.
02 LOADHDR-VERS-156 S9(4) COMP SYNC Load module version number.
02 LOADHDR-RLDS-156 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of entries in the relocation

dictionary (RLD) for the load module.
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02 LOADHDR-EPA-156 S9(8) COMP SYNC Entry point address.
02 LOADHDR-MODLEN-156 S9(8) COMP SYNC Length, in bytes, of the object text for the

load module.
02 LOADHDR-DATE-156 X(8) DISPLAY Date on which the load module was created

(mm/dd/yy).
02 LOADHDR-TIME-156 X(6) DISPLAY Time at which the load module was created

(hhmmss).
02 LOADHDR-FLAG1-156 BIT Flag byte for load module status and type.

X'80' Logically deleted module
X'40' Subschema
X'28' Map help
X'20' Map
X'10' ADS dialog
X'08' Table
X'04' Mainline dialog
X'02' Access module
X'01' RCM

02 SECURITY-156 X(1) DISPLAY Security class
02 LOAD-HDR-SYMTABLEN-156 S9(8) COMP SYNC Symbol table length
02 LOADHDR-MODE-156 BIT Flag for load module AMODE/RMODE

X'80' AMODE 24
X'40' RMODE 24

02 LOADHDR-SYMTABLVL-156 BIT Flag for symbol table level
X'02' SQL schema support
X'01' Release 10.0
X'00' pre-Release 10.0

02 SCHEMA-156 X(18) DISPLAY SQL schema name

LOADJCT-172
The LOADJCT-172 record type is used by the IDMS/DC online debugger. Each LOADJCT-172 occurrence represents a
program that participates in a load module for which a symbol table has been established. Currently, symbol tables can be
established only for ADS dialogs; each LOADJCT-172 occurrence represents a premap or response process associated
with a dialog.

Record length

68

Established by

ADS dialog compiler

Member of

DPROG-LOADJCT, LOADHDR-LOADJCT

Location mode

VIA set LOADHDR-LOADJCT

Within area
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DDLDCLOD

Field Picture Description
02 LOADJCT-NAME-172 X(32) DISPLAY Process name.
02 LOADJCT-OFFSET-172 S9(8) COMP SYNC Offset of the process into the load module.
02 LOADJCT-LENGTH-172 S9(8) COMP SYNC Process length, in bytes.
02 SYMTAB-OFFSET-172 S9(8) COMP SYNC Relocation factor for the symbol table

associated with the load module.
02 LOADJCT-LANGUAGE-172 X(8) BIT Process language.

X'80' Assembler
X'40' PL/I
X'20' COBOL
X'10' ADS interpretive
X'08' ADS executable
Currently, this field can contain only
X'10' (ADS interpretive).

02 LOADJCT-FLAG-172 X(8) BIT Flag.
02 LOADJCT-VERSION-172 S9(4) COMP SYNC Version.
02 FILLER X(20) DISPLAY

LOADTEXT-157
Occurrences of the LOADTEXT-157 record type contain the object text for load modules that reside in the DDLDCLOD
area of the dictionary.

Record length

512

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, IDMS system generation compiler, subschema compiler, IDMS/DC mapping compilers, ADS
application compiler, ADS dialog compiler

Member of

LOADHDR-LOADTEXT

Location mode

VIA set LOADHDR-LOADTEXT

Within area

DDLDCLOD

Field Picture Description
02 LOADTEXT-TEXT-157 X(32) DISPLAY OCCURS 16 TIMES Object text.

LOGREC-143
The LOGREC-143 record type is used to store log records when the IDMS/DC log file is assigned to the DDLDCLOG area
of the data dictionary (that is, when LOG DATABASE is specified in the IDMS system generation).

Record length
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276

Established by

IDMS/DC run time system

Location mode

DIRECT

Within area

DDLDCLOG

Field Picture Description
02 DAYTIME-143 X(8) DISPLAY Date/time on which the log record was

written.
02 IDENT-143 X(8) DISPLAY Logical terminal identifier.
02 TYPE-143 X(1) DISPLAY Log record type.

C'1' #WTL text line
C'2' User trace text or physical I/O trace
text
C'3' Binary trace entries
C'4' Snap or dump text
C'5' Snap or dump binary entries
C'6' Statistics text X'FF' Force end flag (that
is, log record status E) on this page

02 PSTAT-143 X(1) DISPLAY Log record status.
C'L' Not yet printed or saved
C'S' Printed or saved; can be overwritten
C'E' Last logged page of a session (that is,
last line written to the log during a normal
IDMS/DC shutdown)

02 LENGTH-143 S9(4) COMP SYNC Length, in bytes, of the data contained in
TEXT-143.

02 TEXT-143 DISPLAY OCCURS 0 TO 256 TIMES
DEPENDING ON LENGTH-143

Log record text.

03 CHAR-143 X(1) DISPLAY

LOOAK-155
LOOAK-155 is the one-of-a-kind record for the DDLDCLOD area of the dictionary. Only one LOOAK-155 occurrence
is stored in the dictionary; the occurrence is established by the first IDMS system software component to store a load
module in the DDLDCLOD area. The LOOAK-155 occurrence owns all load modules that are loaded from the dictionary.

Record length

4

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, IDMS system generation compiler, subschema compiler, IDMS/DC mapping compilers, ADS
application compiler, ADS dialog compiler

Owner of

LOOAK-LOADHDR
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Location mode

CALC using LOOAK-KEY-155

Within area

DDLDCLOD

Field Picture Description
02 LOOAK-KEY-155 X(4) DISPLAY VALUE 'LOOK' CALC key.

LR-190
Occurrences of the LR-190 record type represent logical records and data tables. Logical records are defined by using the
subschema compiler; data tables are defined by using IDB Manager or the IDMS ASF.

Record length

36

Established by

Subschema compiler, ASF

Owner of

LR-LRACT, LR-LRCMT, LR-LRSSR, LR-LRVERB

Member of

SS-LR

Location mode

CALC using LR-CNTRL-190

Within area

DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 LR-CNTRL-190 DISPLAY Logical record (data table) identification.
03 SS-NAM-190 X(8) DISPLAY Subschema name.
03 LR-NAM-190 X(16) DISPLAY Logical record name. For data tables,

this field contains the data table name
translated into a valid COBOL format.

02 S-NAME-190 DISPLAY Schema identification.
03 S-NAM-190 X(8) DISPLAY Schema name.
03 S-SER-190 S9(4) COMP SYNC Schema version number.
02 FLAG1-190 X(8) BIT X'01' - ON LR-ERRORCLEAR
02 FLAG2-190 X(8) BIT X'01' - ON NOT-FOUNDCLEAR

LRACT-193
LRACT-193 is a junction record that relates a logical record to a program that references or modifies the logical record.

Record length
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20

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, DML precompilers, ADS dialog compiler

Member of

LR-LRACT, PROG-LRACT

Location mode

VIA set PROG-LRACT

Within area

DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 FUNCT-193 S9(4) COMP SYNC Function code indicating the type of logical

record activity performed by the program.
For DML commands with the exception
of OBTAIN, the function code is the major
DML verb number.

88 COPY-193 COND VALUE +255
88 ERASE-193 COND VALUE +02
88 MODIFY-193 COND VALUE +08
88 STORE-193 COND VALUE +12
88 OBTAIN-193 COND VALUE +43
02 COUNT-193 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of times that the program issues

the verb indicated by FUNCT-193.
02 LR-NAM-193 X(16) DISPLAY Name of the logical record that owns the

LRACT-193 occurrence.

LRCMT-194
LRCMT-194 is the comment record associated with the LR-190 record type.

NOTE
For more information and a discussion about comment records, see Comment Records.

Record length

108

Established by

Subschema compiler

Member of

LR-LRCMT

Location mode

VIA set LR-LRCMT

Within area
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DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 IDD-SEQ-194 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment line sequence number.
02 CMT-194 DISPLAY
03 CMT-INFO-194 X(50) DISPLAY OCCURS 2 TIMES Line of comment text.
02 CMT-ID-194 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment code. For reserved values, see

"Comment records."

LRSSR-189
LRSSR-189 is a junction record that relates a logical record to a subschema record or IDD record that participates in the
logical record.

Record length

56

Established by

Subschema compiler

Member of

LR-LRSSR, RCDSYN-LRSSR, SSR-LRSSR

Location mode

CALC using LRSSR-CNTRL-189

Within area

DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 OFFSET-189 S9(4) COMP SYNC Offset of the subschema record or IDD

record into the logical record. The value
in this field is always rounded up to a
doubleword boundary; the DML pre-
compilers account for this rounding by
generating the appropriate fillers.

02 LENGTH-189 S9(4) COMP SYNC Length, in bytes, of the data contained in
the owner subschema or IDD record. This
field represents the true data length for the
record (that is, the data length before any
rounding occurs because of the doubleword
boundary requirement).

02 LRSSR-CNTRL-189 DISPLAY Participating record identification.
03 SS-NAME-189 X(8) DISPLAY Subschema name.
03 ROLE-NAME-189 X(32) DISPLAY Role name.
02 S-NAME-189 DISPLAY Schema identification.
03 S-NAM-189 X(8) DISPLAY Schema name.
03 S-SER-189 S9(4) COMP SYNC Schema version number.
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02 LRSSR-FLAG-189 X(8) BIT Flag byte. If the high-order bit in this field is
set (that is, if the field contains X'80'), the
LRSSR-189 occurrence is owned by an
IDD record; in this case, the LRSSR-189
occurrence is connected to the RCDSYN-
LRSSR set. If the high-order bit in this field
is not set, the LRSSR-189 occurrence is
owned by a subschema record; in this case,
the LRSSR-189 occurrence is connected to
the SSR-LRSSR set.

02 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY

LRVERB-191
Occurrences of the LRVERB-191 record type represent DML verbs (for example, OBTAIN or ERASE) that programs can
issue for the logical record that owns the LRVERB-191 occurrences.

Record length

12

Established by

Subschema compiler

Owner of

LRVERB-PATHDEF

Member of

LR-LRVERB

Location mode

VIA set LR-LRVERB

Within area

DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 LRVERBK-191 X(8) DISPLAY DML verb name. The DML verbs that can

be issued for a logical record are OBTAIN,
MODIFY, STORE, and ERASE.

02 PATH-COUNT-191 S9(8) COMP SYNC Number of paths defined for the verb
contained in LRVERBK-191. This field
will contain 0 if the subschema compiler
encountered path definition errors.

LTRM-106
Occurrences of the LTRM-106 record type represent logical terminals.

Record length

116

Established by
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IDD DDDL compiler, IDMS system generation compiler

Owner of

LTRM-LTRMATTR, LTRM-LTRMCMT, LTRM-LTRMLST, LTRM-USERLTRM

Member of

OOAK-LTRM

Location mode

CALC using LTRM-NAME-106

Within area

DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 LTRM-NAME-106 X(8) DISPLAY Logical terminal name.
02 LTRM-VER-106 S9(4) COMP SYNC Logical terminal version number.
02 BUILDER-106 X(1) DISPLAY Builder code. (For values, see Common

Data Fields.)
02 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY
02 DESCR-106 X(40) DISPLAY Logical terminal description.
02 DATE-LU-106 X(8) DISPLAY Date last updated.
02 DATE-CREATED-106 X(8) DISPLAY Date established.
02 PREP-BY-106 X(8) DISPLAY User who added the logical terminal.
02 REV-BY-106 X(8) DISPLAY User who last updated the logical terminal.
02 PTRM-NAME-106 X(8) DISPLAY Name of the physical terminal with which

the logical terminal is associated.
02 TASK-NAME-106 X(8) DISPLAY Autotask name or printer bit map. For non-

printer logical terminals, this field contains
the name of the task, if any, to be initiated
automatically when the logical terminal
is enabled. For printer logical terminals,
this field is a bit map that indicates the
printer classes assigned to the logical
terminal. Each bit (1 through 64) represents
a printer class. If bit x is set (equal to 1), the
corresponding printer class is assigned to
the logical terminal. If bit x is not set (equal
to 0), the corresponding printer class is not
assigned to the logical terminal.

02 PTRM-VER-106 S9(4) COMP SYNC Version number of the physical terminal
with which the logical terminal is
associated.

02 PRIORITY-106 X(8) BIT Logical terminal priority.
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02 LTRM-FLAG1-106 X(8) BIT Flag byte.
X'80' - All alphabetic characters are
converted to uppercase
X'40' - The logical terminal is disabled
X'20' - The logical terminal is a printer
X'10' - The TASK-NAME-106 field contains
a task name
X'08' - The logical terminal is a command-
initiated batch terminal
X'04' - The logical terminal is a terminal-
initiated batch terminal
X'02' - The logical terminal cannot receive
immediate-write messages
X'01' - No banner pages are printed with
reports routed to the printer logical terminal

02 PAGE-CT-106 S9(4) COMP SYNC Printer checkpoint interval in number of
pages.

02 PUB-ACCESS-FLAG-106 X(8) BIT Public access flag. (For values, see
Common Data Fields.)

02 LTRM-FLAG2-106 X(8) BIT Switch protocol flag.
X'80' - Switch
X'20' - Write switch protocol
X'10' - Read switch protocol

02 USER-COUNT-106 S9(4) COMP SYNC Count of users registered for all.
02 LTRM-FLAG3-106 X(8) BIT Flag byte.

X'80' - Suppress user newpage native.
X'40' - Suppress user newpage nonnative.
X'20' - Suppress SCS CR/LF at beginning
of report.
X'10' - Suppress newpage newline.
X'08' - Auto newpage at end of native
report.
X'04' - Auto newpage at end of nonnative
report.
X'02' - Suppress newpage at beginning of
native report.
X'01' - Suppress newpage at beginning of
nonnative report.

02 FILLER X(5) DISPLAY

LTRMATTR-108
LTRMATTR-108 is the attribute junction record for the LTRM-106 record type.

NOTE
For more information and a discussion about attribute junction records, see the section "Structural
Considerations."

Record length

40

Established by
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IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

ATTR-JCT, LTRM-LTRMATTR

Location mode

VIA set LTRM-LTRMATTR

Within area

DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 JCT-TEXT-108 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.

LTRMCMT-107
LTRMCMT-107 is the comment record associated with the LTRM-106 record type.

NOTE
For more information and a discussion about comment records, see Comment Records.

Record length

108

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

LTRM-LTRMCMT

Location mode

VIA set LTRM-LTRMCMT

Within area

DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 IDD-SEQ-107 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment line sequence number.
02 CMT-107 DISPLAY
03 CMT-INFO-107 X(50) DISPLAY OCCURS 2 TIMES Line of comment text.
02 CMT-ID-107 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment code. For reserved values, see

"Comment records."

LTRMLST-105
LTRMLST-105 is the junction record that relates a logical terminal to an IDMS/DC system in which the logical terminal
participates. LTRMLST-105 also relates a logical terminal to the physical terminal with which it is associated and to the
destinations in which it participates.

Record length

28
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Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, IDMS system generation compiler

Owner of

LTRMLST-DESTLTRM

Member of

LTRM-LTRMLST, PTRMLST-LTRMLST, SYS-LTRMLST

Location mode

VIA set SYS-LTRMLST

Within area

DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 LTRM-NAME-105 X(8) DISPLAY Logical terminal name.
02 BUILDER-105 X(1) DISPLAY Builder code. (For values, see Common

Data Fields.)
02 ACTION-CODE-105 X(1) DISPLAY Action code. (For values, see Common

Data Fields.)
02 LTRM-VER-105 S9(4) COMP SYNC Logical terminal version number.
02 TASK-NAME-105 X(8) DISPLAY Autotask name or printer bit map. For non-

printer logical terminals, this field contains
the name of the task, if any, to be initiated
automatically when the logical terminal
is enabled. For printer logical terminals,
this field is a bit map that indicates the
printer classes assigned to the logical
terminal. Each bit (1 through 64) represents
a printer class. If bit x is set (equal to 1), the
corresponding printer class is assigned to
the logical terminal. If bit x is not set (equal
to 0), the corresponding printer class is not
assigned to the logical terminal.

02 PRIORITY-105 X(8) BIT Logical terminal priority.
02 LTRM-FLAG1-105 X(8) BIT Flag byte.

X'80' - All alphabetic characters are
converted to uppercase
X'40' - The logical terminal is disabled
X'20' - The logical terminal is a printer
X'10' - The TASK-NAME-106 field contains
a task name
X'08' - The logical terminal is a command-
initiated batch terminal
X'04' - The logical terminal is a terminal-
initiated batch terminal
X'02' - The logical terminal cannot receive
immediate-write messages
X'01' - No banner pages are printed with
reports routed to the printer logical terminal
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02 PAGE-CT-105 S9(4) COMP SYNC Printer checkpoint interval in number of
pages.

02 LTERM-FLAG2-105 X(8) BIT Switch protocol flag.
X'80' - Switch
X'20' - Write switch protocol
X'10' - Read switch protocol

02 LTRM-FLAG3-105 X(8) BIT Flag byte.
X'80' - Suppress user newpage native.
X'40' - Suppress user newpage nonnative.
X'20' - Suppress SCS CR/LF at beginning
of report.
X'10' - Suppress newpage newline.
X'08' - Auto newpage at end of native
report.
X'04' - Auto newpage at end of nonnative
report.
X'02' - Suppress newpage at beginning of
native report.
X'01' - Suppress newpage at beginning of
nonnative report.

02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY

MAP-098
Occurrences of the MAP-098 record type represent maps.

Record length

300

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, ASF, IDMS/DC mapping compilers

Owner of

MAP-MAPATTR, MAP-MAPCMT, MAP-MAPFLD, MAP-MAPLST, MAP-MAPRCD, MAP-PROGMAP, MAP-USERMAP

Member of

OOAK-MAP, PANEL-MAP

Location mode CALC using MAP-NAME-098

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 MAP-NAME-098 X(8) DISPLAY Map name.
02 MAP-VER-098 S9(4) COMP SYNC Map version number.
02 BUILDER-098 X(1) DISPLAY Builder code. (For values, see Common

Data Fields.)
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02 MAP-FLAG-098 BIT Flag byte.
X'80' -- Map has been changed
X'40' -- Map has errors
X'20' -- Map load module is resident at
runtime
X'10' -- Map has critical changes
X'08' -- Map is autopanel-type
X'04' -- An explicit subscript of a data field
is mapped to an explicit subscript of a map
field
X'02' -- Map contains a response field
X'01' -- Terminal alarm sounds on map
input errors

02 MAP-FLDCNT-098 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of nonliteral fields in the map.
02 MAP-RCDCNT-098 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of records used by the map.
02 MAP-DATE-098 X(8) DISPLAY Date on which the map was last compiled

with critical changes (mm/dd/yy).
02 MAP-TIME-098 X(6) DISPLAY Time at which the map was last compiled

with critical changes (hhmmss).
02 MAP-ID-098 X(2) DISPLAY Release number of the IDMS/DC mapping

compiler used to compile the map.
02 DESCR-098 X(40) DISPLAY Map description.
02 PREP-BY-098 X(8) DISPLAY User who added the map.
02 REV-BY-098 X(8) DISPLAY User who last updated the map.
02 DATE-LU-098 X(8) DISPLAY Date of last update with critical changes.
02 DATE-CREATED-098 X(8) DISPLAY Date established.
02 MAP-CURSOR-098 X(32) DISPLAY Name of the panel field in which the cursor

is displayed after a mapout operation.
02 MAP-EXT-NAME-098 X(32) DISPLAY REDEFINES MAP-

CURSOR- 098
Unused.

02 MAP-ORG-TABLE-098 DISPLAY
03 MAP-ORG-098 DISPLAY OCCURS 10 TIMES Map origin information.
04 ORIGIN-DEVS-098 X(8) BIT Device types to which the map origin

applies.
X'80' Screen size 12 by 40
X'40' Screen size 12 by 80
X'20' Screen size 24 by 80
X'10' Screen size 32 by 80
X'08' Screen size 43 by 80
X'04' Line-by-line device
X'02' Screen size 27 by 132

04 ORIGIN-ROW-098 X(1) DISPLAY Row origin for the map on the indicated
device types.

04 ORIGIN-COLM-098 X(1) DISPLAY Column origin for the map on the indicated
device types.

02 MAP-DD-NAMES-098 X(30) DISPLAY REDEFINES MAP-ORG-
TABLE-098

Reserved for file maps.
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02 MAP-WCC-098 X(8) BIT Flag byte for the write control character.
X'20' -- 64-character lines in the terminal
buffer
X'10' -- 40-character lines in the terminal
buffer
X'20' + X'10' -- 80-character lines in the
terminal buffer
X'08' -- Contents of terminal buffer printed
on mapout
X'04' -- Terminal alarm sounds on mapout
X'02' -- Keyboard unlocked on mapout
X'01' -- Modified data tags reset on mapout

02 MAP-ATTR-098 DISPLAY
03 MAP-ERR-ON1-098 X(1) DISPLAY Attribute mask byte 1 on for error fields.

The attributes indicated by this mask byte
take effect for fields that are found to be in
error by automatic editing.

03 MAP-ERR-ON2-098 X(1) DISPLAY Attribute mask byte 2 (for 3279 extended
highlighting) on for error fields. The
attributes indicated by this mask byte take
effect for fields that are found to be in error
by automatic editing.

03 MAP-ERR-ON3-098 X(1) DISPLAY Attribute mask byte 3 (for 3279 extended
color) on for error fields. The attributes
indicated by this mask byte take effect
for fields that are found to be in error by
automatic editing.

03 MAP-ERR-OF1-098 X(1) DISPLAY Attribute mask byte 1 off for error fields.
This mask byte indicates attributes that
conflict with the attributes selected for
error fields; these conflicting attributes are
explicitly removed from fields that are found
to be in error by automatic editing.

03 MAP-ERR-OF2-098 X(1) DISPLAY Attribute mask byte 2 (for 3279 extended
highlighting) off for error fields. This mask
byte indicates attributes that conflict with
the attributes selected for error fields; these
conflicting attributes are explicitly removed
from fields that are found to be in error by
automatic editing.

03 MAP-ERR-OF3-098 X(1) DISPLAY Attribute mask byte 3 (for 3279 extended
color) off for error fields. This mask byte
indicates attributes that conflict with the
attributes selected for error fields; these
conflicting attributes are explicitly removed
from fields that are found to be in error by
automatic editing.

03 MAP-COR-ON1-098 X(1) DISPLAY Attribute mask byte 1 on for correct fields.
The attributes indicated by this mask byte
take effect for correct fields in a map that
contains errors.
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03 MAP-COR-ON2-098 X(1) DISPLAY Attribute mask byte 2 (for 3279 extended
highlighting) on for correct fields. The
attributes indicated by this mask byte
take effect for correct fields in a map that
contains errors.

03 MAP-COR-ON3-098 X(1) DISPLAY Attribute mask byte 3 (for 3279 extended
color) on for correct fields. The attributes
indicated by this mask byte take effect for
correct fields in a map that contains errors.

03 MAP-COR-OF1-098 X(1) DISPLAY Attribute mask byte 1 off for correct fields.
This mask byte indicates attributes that
conflict with the attributes selected for
correct fields; these conflicting attributes
are explicitly removed from correct fields in
a map that contains errors.

03 MAP-COR-OF2-098 X(1) DISPLAY Attribute mask byte 2 (for 3279 extended
highlighting) off for correct fields. This mask
byte indicates attributes that conflict with
the attributes selected for correct fields;
these conflicting attributes are explicitly
removed from correct fields in a map that
contains errors.

03 MAP-COR-OF3-098 X(1) DISPLAY Attribute mask byte 3 (for 3279 extended
color) off for correct fields. This mask byte
indicates attributes that conflict with the
attributes selected for correct fields; these
conflicting attributes are explicitly removed
from correct fields in a map that contains
errors.

02 MAP-FLAG2-098 X(8) BIT Flag byte 2.
X'80' -- Map contains a message field.
X'40' -- Automatic editing and error handling
are disabled.
X'20' -- Unfinished map.
X'08' -- Pageable map.
X'02' -- Map contains a $PAGE field.

02 MAP-FLAG3-098 X(8) BIT Flag byte 3.
X'80' -- Comma is interpreted as a decimal
point.

02 MAP-HELP-FLAG1-098 X(8) BIT Map help flag 1.
02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY Filler.
02 MAP-ROWS-098 S9(4) COMP SYNC Unused.
02 MAP-COLUMNS-098 S9(4) COMP SYNC Unused.
02 MAP-UP-PFK-098 X(1) DISPLAY Unused.
02 MAP-DOWN-PFK-098 X(1) DISPLAY Unused.
02 MAP-LEFT-PFK-098 X(1) DISPLAY Unused.
02 MAP-RIGHT-PFK-098 X(1) DISPLAY Unused.
02 MAP-SCROLL-ROWS-098 S9(4) COMP SYNC Unused.
02 MAP-SCROLL-COLUMNS-098 S9(4) COMP SYNC Unused.
02 MAP-EXT-VER-098 S9(4) COMP SYNC Unused.
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02 PUB-ACCESS-FLAG-098 X(8) BIT Public access flag. (For values, see
Common Data Fields.)

02 MAP-HELP-FLAG2-098 X(8) BIT Map help flag 2.
02 USER-COUNT-098 S9(4) COMP SYNC Reserved for future use.
02 MAP-DEP-ON-OFFSET-098 S9(4) COMP SYNC Reserved for future use.
02 MAP-DEP-ON-LEN-098 S9(4) COMP SYNC Reserved for future use.
02 MAP-DEP-ON-MAX-098 S9(4) COMP SYNC Reserved for future use.
02 MAP-DEP-ON-MCE-098 S9(8) COMP SYNC Reserved for future use.
02 MAP-MSG-PREFIX-098 X(2) DISPLAY Reserved for future use.
02 MAP-HELP-MODULE-NAME-098 X(32) DISPLAY Help IDD module name.
02 MAP-HELP-MODULE-VER-098 S9(4) COMP SYNC Help IDD module version.
02 MAP-HELP-LDM-NAME-098 X(8) DISPLAY Help load module name.
02 MAP-HELP-PFK-098 X(1) DISPLAY Help PF key.
02 MAP-HELP-FLAG3-098 X(8) BIT Map help flag 3.
02 FILLER X(42) DISPLAY Reserved for future use.

MAPATTR-123
MAPATTR-123 is the attribute junction record for the MAP-098 record type.

NOTE
For more information and a discussion about attribute junction records, see the section "Structural
Considerations."

Record length

40

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

ATTR-JCT, MAP-MAPATTR

Location mode VIA set MAP-MAPATTR

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 JCT-TEXT-123 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.

MAPCMT-122
MAPCMT-122 is the comment record associated with the MAP-098 record type.

NOTE
For more information and a discussion about comment records, see Comment Records.

Record length

108

Established by
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IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

MAP-MAPCMT

Location mode VIA set MAP-MAPCMT

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 IDD-SEQ-122 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment line sequence number.
02 CMT-122 DISPLAY
03 CMT-INFO-122 X(50) DISPLAY OCCURS 2 TIMES Line of comment text.
02 CMT-ID-122 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment code. For reserved values, see

Comment Records.

MAPFLD-124
Occurrences of the MAPFLD-124 record type represent map fields.

Record length

328

Established by

IDMS/DC mapping compilers

Member of

MAP-MAPFLD, MAPRCD-MAPFLD, NAMESYN-MAPFLD, PANELFLD-MAPFLD

Location mode VIA set MAP-MAPFLD

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 DATAFLD-INDEX-124 S9(4) COMP SYNC Data field sequence number. This field

contains the sequential number assigned to
the record element associated with the map
data field. For $MESSAGE, $PAGE, and
$RESPONSE map fields, this field contains
the map field length.

02 PANFLD-INDEX-124 S9(4) COMP SYNC Panel field sequence number. This field
contains the sequential number assigned
to the panel field associated with the map
field.

02 MAP-INDEX-124 S9(4) COMP SYNC Map field sequence number. This field
contains the sequential number assigned to
the map field.
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02 MFLINFLG-124 X(8) BIT Flag byte for input attributes.
X'80' -- Map field data is right justified on
mapin.
X'20' -- Map field data is padded on mapin.
X'10' -- Map field data is moved
automatically on mapin.
X'08' -- Automatic editing before user edit
module.
X'04' -- Automatic editing after user edit
module.
X'02' -- Zeros do not replace nulls when the
map field is erase.

02 MFLOUFLG-124 X(8) BIT Flag byte for output attributes.
X'80' -- Trailing blanks are eliminated
X'40' -- Data in program variable storage is
mapped out
X'20' -- Map field initialized to nulls or low-
values
X'60' -- DATA = ERASE ON OUTPUT
X'10' -- Blanks translated to underscores
X'08' -- Automatic editing before user edit
module
X'04' -- Automatic editing after user edit
module
X'02' -- Zero value in a numeric field is
displayed as blanks
X'01' -- Only the attribute byte for a data
field is transmitted

02 MFLFLG1-124 X(8) BIT Flag byte.
X'40' -- Input is required for the map field.
X'10' -- An edit table is associated with the
map field.
X'08' -- A code table is associated with the
map field.
X'04' -- An error message for automatic
editing is associated with the map field.
X'02' -- The value in the field is reversed
during I/O operations.

02 MFLPADC-124 X(1) DISPLAY Pad character. This field is meaningful only
if X'20' bit in MFLINFLG-124 is set.

02 MFLLINED-124 X(8) DISPLAY Name of the user-written input edit module
for the map field.

02 MFLOUTED-124 X(8) DISPLAY Name of the user-written output edit module
for the map field.

02 MFLTYPE-124 X(8) BIT Map field type flag.
X'80' Literal field
X'40' Message field
X'20' Response field
X'10' Page field
X'08' Data field
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02 MFLFLG2-124 X(8) BIT Map field flag.
X'80' Multiple subscripts.

02 MFLDFLDN-124 X(32) DISPLAY Name of the record element associated
with the map data field.

02 MFLSF-124 BIT Screen format flag byte.
X'80' -- The user has defined an external
picture.
X'40' -- Automatic editing is performed for
the map field.

02 MFLGRP1-124 DISPLAY External picture information.
03 MFLEXFLG-124 X(8) BIT External picture flag byte.

X'80' -- External picture specified.
X'40' -- Internal picture used.

03 MFLEXPLN-124 S9(4) COMP SYNC Length, in bytes, of the external picture
string in MFLEXTXT-124.

03 MFLEXTXT-124 X(32) DISPLAY External picture.
02 MFLGRP2-124 DISPLAY REDEFINES MFLGRP1- 124
03 MFLEFFLG-124 X(8) BIT Edit format flag.

X'80' -- Check format.
X'40' -- Zero suppress.
X'20' -- Dollar.
X'10' -- No edit.
X'08' -- Social security.
X'04' -- Date.
X'02' -- Sign needed.
X'01' -- Negative.
X'00' -- No sign.

03 MFLESIZ-124 S9(4) COMP SYNC Size.
03 MFLEFDGT-124 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of digits to suppress.
03 MFLDTFLG-124 X(8) BIT Date flag.

X'80' -- Internally Gregorian.
X'40' -- Externally Gregorian.
X'20' -- Internally Julian.
X'10' -- Externally Julian.

02 MFLETFLG-124 X(8) BIT Edit table flag.
X'80' -- Edit table is linked.
X'40' -- Edit table dynamically loaded.
X'20' -- Edit table contains valid values.
X'10' -- Edit table contains invalid values.

02 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY
02 MFLETNAM-124 X(8) DISPLAY Name of the edit table associated with the

map field.
02 MFLETVER-124 S9(4) COMP SYNC Version number of the edit table associated

with the map field.
02 MFLCTFLG-124 X(8) BIT Code table flag.

X'80' -- Code table is linked.
X'40' -- Code table dynamically loaded.
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02 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY Reserved.
02 MFLCTNAM-124 X(8) DISPLAY Name of the code table associated with the

map field.
02 MFLCTVER-124 S9(4) COMP SYNC Version number of the code table

associated with the map field.
02 MFLGRP3-124 DISPLAY Error message information for dictionary

messages.
03 MFLMSGID-124 X(8) DISPLAY Message identifier for dictionary messages.
03 FILLER X(74) DISPLAY
02 MFLGRP4-124 DISPLAY REDEFINES MFLGRP3- 124 Error message information for user-

supplied message text.
03 MFLMSGLN-124 S9(4) COMP SYNC Length, in bytes, of the message text.
03 MFLMSG-124 X(80) DISPLAY Message text.
02 MFLMFLG-124 X(8) BIT Error message flag.

X'80' -- Message text provided.
X'40' -- Message ID provided.

02 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY Reserved.
02 MFLGRP5-124 DISPLAY
03 MAP-EXT-NAME-124 X(32) DISPLAY External file name.
03 MAP-EXT-SUB-124 S9(4) COMP SYNC External file subscript.
03 MFLFRSEQ-124 X(8) BIT File sequence number.
03 MFLEFFLG2-124 X(8) BIT External file flag.

X'80' -- Multiple subscripts.
X'40' -- Variable length array.
X'20' -- Group with ODO field only EMB
X'10' -- Group with ODO field no inter

03 MFLGPLN-124 S9(4) COMP SYNC Length of ODO array.
03 MFLGPOF-124 S9(4) COMP SYNC Offset to ODO array.
03 MAP-MSG-PREFIX-124 X(2) DISPLAY Field level message prefix.
03 MFLHLPMODTXT-124 X(32) DISPLAY Help text IDD module name.
03 MFLHLPMODVER-124 X(8) BIT Help text IDD module version.
03 MFLHLPFLG1 X(8) BIT X'80' -- Help option requested

X'40' -- Full screen format
X'20' -- Include IDD module

03 MFLHLPFLG2 X(8) BIT X'80' -- Record comments
X'40' -- Map comments
X'20' -- Record- element comments
X'10' -- Element comments
X'08' -- Message record to obtain
X'04' -- Edit table
X'02' -- Code table
X'01' -- Text entered via online mapping
facility
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03 MFLHLPFLG3 X(8) BIT X'80' -- Drop record comments
X'40' -- Drop map comments
X'20' -- Drop record-element comments
X'10' -- Drop element comments
X'08' -- Drop message record to obtain
X'04' -- Drop edit table
X'02' -- Drop code table
X'01' -- Drop text entered via online
mapping facility

02 FILLER X(45) DISPLAY

MAPLST-097
MAPLST-097 is a junction record that relates a map to a system. This relationship is documentational only.

Record length

44

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

MAP-MAPLST, SYS-MAPLST

Location mode VIA set SYS-MAPLST

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 JCT-TEXT-097 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.
02 FILLER X(4) DISPLAY

MAPRCD-125
MAPRCD-125 is a junction record that relates a record to a map that uses the record.

Record length

80

Established by

ASF, IDMS/DC mapping compilers

Owner of

MAPRCD-MAPFLD

Member of

MAP-MAPRCD, RCDSYN-MAPRCD

Location mode VIA set MAP-MAPRCD
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Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 MAP-INDEX-125 S9(4) COMP SYNC Map record sequence number. Each record

that a map uses is assigned a sequential
number, starting at 1 for the first record
used.

02 JCT-TEXT-125 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.
02 MAP-RECNAM-125 X(32) DISPLAY Map record role name, if any.
02 RCD-VERS-125 S9(4) COMP SYNC Unused.
02 RFILE-FLAG-125 X(8) BIT Flag byte.

X'80' -- File record
02 FILLER X(3) DISPLAY

MESSAGE-116
Occurrences of the MESSAGE-116 record type represent messages that are stored in the DDLDCMSG area of the
dictionary.

Record length

44

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Owner of

MESSAGE-MSGCMT, MESSAGE-MSGLINE

Location mode CALC using MSG-KEY-116

Within area DDLDCMSG

Field Picture Description
02 MSG-KEY-116 X(8) DISPLAY Message identifier.
02 MSG-KEYRED-116 DISPLAY REDEFINES MSG-KEY- 116 Redefinition of the MSG-KEY-116 field.
03 MSG-MAJ-116 X(5) DISPLAY First five bytes of the message identifier.

Typically, the first five bytes of the message
identifier for system-supplied error
messages consist of a two-byte product
identifier and a three-digit module identifier.

03 FILLER X(3) DISPLAY
02 BUILDER-116 X(1) DISPLAY Builder code. (For values, see Common

Data Fields.)
02 DATE-LU-116 X(8) DISPLAY Date last updated.
02 DATE-CREATED-116 X(8) DISPLAY Date established.
02 PREP-BY-116 X(8) DISPLAY User who added the message.
02 REV-BY-116 X(8) DISPLAY User who last updated the message.
02 MDRSEVCD-116 X(1) DISPLAY Message severity code.
02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY
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MODATTR-069
MODATTR-069 is the attribute junction record for the MODULE-067 record type.

NOTE
For more information and a discussion about attribute junction records, see the section "Structural
Considerations."

Record length

40

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, ASF, ADS application compiler, OLQ

Member of

ATTR-JCT, MODULE-MODATTR

Location mode VIA set MODULE-MODATTR

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 JCT-TEXT-069 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.

MODCMT-084
MODCMT-084 is the comment record associated with the MODULE-067 record type.

NOTE
For more information and a discussion about comment records, see Comment Records.

Record length

108

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, ASF headers

Member of

MODULE-MODCMT

Location mode VIA set MODULE-MODCMT

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 IDD-SEQ-084 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment line sequence number.
02 CMT-084 DISPLAY
03 CMT-INFO-084 X(50) DISPLAY OCCURS 2 TIMES Line of comment text.
02 VALS-084 DISPLAY REDEFINES CMT-084 Redefinition of the CMT-084 field for

MODCMT-084 occurrences that contain
table values.

03 VAL-LGTH1-084 S9(4) COMP SYNC Length, in bytes, of the first value string,
including quotation marks if specified.
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03 VAL-LGTH2-084 S9(4) COMP SYNC Length, in bytes, of the second value string,
including quotation marks if specified. A
second value occurs only for code tables.
This field contains -1 if no second value
exists.

03 VAL-TEXT-084 DISPLAY
04 VAL1-084 X(34) DISPLAY First value, including quotation marks if

specified.
04 VAL2-084 DISPLAY Second value, including quotation marks if

specified.
05 ISEQ-084 X(1) DISPLAY Sort sequence for index key.
88 ISEQ-ASC-084 COND VALUE 'A'
88 ISEQ-DES-084 COND VALUE 'D'
88 ISEQ-NONE-084 COND VALUE ' '
05 FILLER X(33) DISPLAY
05 FILLER X(28) DISPLAY
02 HDR-GROUP-084 DISPLAY REDEFINES CMT-084 Redefinition of the CMT-084 field for

MODCMT-084 occurrences with a
comment code (CMT-ID-084) of -8 or -9
(that is, occurrences that represent edit or
code tables).

03 FILLER X(4) DISPLAY
03 HDR-NR-OF-ENTRIES-084 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of entries in the table.
03 HDR-ENTRY-LEN-084 S9(4) COMP SYNC Length, in bytes, of the largest table entry.
03 HDR-KEY-OFFSET-084 S9(4) COMP SYNC Key offset.
03 HDR-KEY-LEN-084 X(8) BIT Length of key.
03 HDR-FLAG1-084 X(8) BIT Flag byte 1.

X'40' -- Linear search.
X'20' -- Binary search.

03 HDR-START-084 S9(8) COMP SYNC Pointer to the start of the table.
03 HDR-TABLE-LEN-084 S9(8) COMP SYNC Total length of the table text.
03 HDR-FLAG2-084 X(8) BIT Flag byte 2.

X'80' -- Type of list (ON = valid, OFF =
invalid)
X'40' -- Binary search (ON = encode, OFF =
decode)
X'20' -- Encode format (ON = numeric, OFF
= alpha)
X'10' -- Decode format (ON = numeric, OFF
= alpha)
X'08' -- Table (ON = sorted, OFF =
unsorted)
X'04' -- Duplicates (ON = allowed, OFF =
not allowed)
X'02' -- CATCH ALL ACTIVE (ON = yes,
OFF = no)
X'01' -- Type of table (ON = edit, OFF =
code)
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03 HDR-EN-DP-084 X(8) BIT Decimal position indicator for encoded
values in the table.

03 HDR-DE-DP-084 X(8) BIT Decimal position indicator for decoded
values in the table.

03 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY
03 HDR-LIN-SIZE-084 S9(8) COMP SYNC Basic calculated linear table size.
03 HDR-EN-VAL-SIZE-084 S9(4) COMP SYNC Encode catch-all value size.
03 HDR-DE-VAL-SIZE-084 S9(4) COMP SYNC Decode catch-all value size.
03 HDR-EN-MAX-084 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of entries with the maximum

encode size.
03 HDR-DE-MAX-084 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of entries with the maximum

decode size.
03 HDR-EN-MAX-SIZE-084 X(8) BIT Maximum encode size.
03 HDR-DE-MAX-SIZE-084 X(8) BIT Maximum decode size.
03 FILLER X(62) DISPLAY
02 ASF-GROUP-084 DISPLAY REDEFINES CMT-084 ASF headers
03 ASF-FIELD-NAME-084 X(32) DISPLAY Field name
03 ASF-RECORD-NAME-084 X(32) DISPLAY ASF record name
03 ASF-RECORD-NR-084 S9(8) COMP SYNC ASF record definition number (RDN)
03 ASF-FIELD-NR-084 S9(4) COMP SYNC ASF record field number (FNO)
03 ASF-MAP-SEQ-084 S9(4) COMP SYNC Map sequence number
03 ASF-SUBSCR-CNT-084 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of subscripts
03 SUBSCR-1-084 S9(4) COMP SYNC First subscript
03 SUBSCR-2-084 S9(4) COMP SYNC Second subscript
03 SUBSCR-3-084 S9(4) COMP SYNC Third subscript
03 SUBSCR-4-084 S9(4) COMP SYNC Fourth subscript
03 SUBSCR-5-084 S9(4) COMP SYNC Fifth subscript
03 FILLER X(16) DISPLAY
02 CMT-ID-084 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment code. For reserved values, see

Comment Records.

MODLST-055
MODLST-055 is a junction record that relates a module to a program that uses or copies the module. MODLST-055 is
also used to relate an ADS dialog to a premap or response process included in the dialog.

Record length

44

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, ASF, DML precompilers, ADS application compiler, ADS dialog compiler

Member of

MODULE-MODLST, PROG-MODLST

Location mode VIA set PROG-MODLST
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Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 JCT-TEXT-055 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.
02 ADS-LST-TEXT-055 DISPLAY REDEFINES JCT-TEXT- 055 Redefinitions of the JCT-TEXT-055 field for

use by the ADS compilers.
03 ADS-RESPONSE-GROUP-055 DISPLAY
04 ADS-PFKEY-055 X(5) DISPLAY Control key associated with the response

process.
04 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY
04 ADS-FUNC-CODE-055 X(32) DISPLAY Response field value associated with the

response process.
04 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY
04 ADS-EXEC-ERRS-055 X(1) DISPLAY Execute on edit errors indicator.
88 ADS-EXEC-ERRS-YES-055 COND VALUE 'Y'
03 ADS-PREMAP-GROUP-055 DISPLAY REDEFINES ADS- RESPONSE -

GROUP-055
04 ADS-PREMAP-055 X(6) DISPLAY Premap process indicator. If the

MODLST-055 occurrence relates a dialog
to a premap process, this field contains the
literal PREMAP.

88 ADS-PREMAP-PROCESS-055 COND VALUE 'PREMAP'
04 FILLER X(34) DISPLAY
02 BUILDER-055 X(1) DISPLAY Builder code. (For values, see Common

Data Fields.)
02 FILLER X(3) DISPLAY

MODMAP-195
MODMAP-195 is a junction record relating MODULE-067 occurrences to MAP-098 occurrences to reflect included edit
and code tables or help text.

Record length

44

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, IDMS/DC mapping compilers

Member of

MAP-MODMAP, MODULE-MODMAP

Location mode

VIA set MODULE-MODMAP

Within area
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DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 JCT-TYPE-195 S9(8) COMP SYNC Junction type.

0 = Help text
1 = Linked edit/code table
2 = Unlinked edit/code table

02 JCT-TEXT-195 X(40) DISPLAY Junction text.

MODNEST-031
MODNEST-031 is the nesting junction record for the MODULE-067 record type. The owner MODULE-067 of the
MODNEST-IMPL set represents the application function invoked by the response. Member MODNEST-031 occurrences
in the MODNEST-EXPL set represent the responses that are valid for the owner application function.

NOTE
For more information about nesting junction records, see the section "Structural Considerations."

Record length

48

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

MODNEST-EXPL, MODNEST-IMPL

Location mode

VIA set MODNEST-EXPL

Within area

DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 NEST-CODE-031 S9(8) COMP SYNC Nest code. For reserved values, see Nests.
02 JCT-TEXT-031 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.
03 RSP-NAME-031 X(8) DISPLAY Response name.
03 RSP-AID-031 X(1) DISPLAY AID byte for the control key that initiates the

response at runtime.
03 RSP-SEC-CLASS-031 X(8) BIT Security class.
03 RSP-DESCRIPTION-031 X(28) DISPLAY Response description.
03 RSP-RESP-TYPE-031 X(1) DISPLAY Response type. If this field contains the

character G, the response is global. If this
field contains the character L, the response
is local.

02 FILLER X(4) DISPLAY  
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MODULE-067
Occurrences of the MODULE-067 record type represent modules, qfiles, edit and code tables, ADS processes and
application functions.

Record length

164

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, ASF, DML precompilers, ADS application compiler, OLQ

Owner of

MODNEST-EXPL, MODNEST-IMPL, MODULE-ACCESS, MODULE-MODATTR, MODULE-MODCMT, MODULE-
MODLST, MODULE-SYSMOD, MODULE-TEXT, MODULE-USERMOD

Member of

OOAK-MODULE

Location mode

CALC using MOD-NAME-067

Within area

DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 MOD-NAME-067 X(32) DISPLAY Module name
02 MOD-VER-067 S9(4) COMP SYNC Module version number
02 DATE-LU-067 X(8) DISPLAY Date last updated
02 DESCR-067 X(40) DISPLAY Module description
02 BUILDER-067 X(1) DISPLAY Builder code (For values, see Common

Data Fields)
02 DATE-CREATED-067 X(8) DISPLAY Date established
02 PREP-BY-067 X(8) DISPLAY User who added the module
02 REV-BY-067 X(8) DISPLAY User who last updated the module
02 LANG-067 X(40) DISPLAY Language associated with the module. For

ADS process modules, the language is
PROCESS.

02 TIME-LU-067 X(8) DISPLAY Time last updated
02 PUB-ACCESS-FLAG-067 X(8) BIT Public access flag (For values, see

Common Data Fields)
02 FLAG-067 X(1) DISPLAY OLQ qfile access flag:

' ' -- Access is OLQ
'X' -- Access is IDMS SQL

02 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY
02 USER-COUNT-067 S9(4) COMP SYNC Count of users registered for all
02 FILLER X(4) DISPLAY
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MSG-LINE-144
Occurrences of the MSG-LINE-144 record type are used to store message text and message routing information. Each
MSG-LINE-144 occurrence contains one line of message text.

Record length

156

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

MESSAGE-MSGLINE

Location mode VIA set MESSAGE-MSGLINE

Within area DDLDCMSG

Field Picture Description
02 CMT-ID-144 S9(8) COMP SYNC Message line number.
02 MDRDEST-144 BIT Destination flag bytes.
03 MDRDEST1-144 X(8) BIT Message destination flag.

X'80' -- Destination DC LOG
X'40' -- Destination operator
X'20' -- Destination user
X'10' -- Destination from ID field

03 MDRDEST2-144 X(8) BIT Message destination flag.
02 MDROSDSC-144 X(2) DISPLAY Operator-message descriptor codes.
02 MDROSRTC-144 X(2) DISPLAY Operator-message routing codes.
02 MDRDSTID-144 X(8) DISPLAY Identifier of the terminal to which the

message line is routed when MSG-DST-
DID-144 is set (equal to 1).

02 MDRSEVCD-144 X(1) DISPLAY Severity level.
02 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY
02 MDRTEXTL-144 S9(4) COMP SYNC Length, in bytes, of the message text line

contained in the MSG-144 field.
02 MSG-144 X(66) DISPLAY OCCURS 2 TIMES Message text line.
02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY

MSGCMT-146
MSGCMT-146 is the comment record associated with the LINE-109 record type.

NOTE
For more information and a discussion about comment records, see Comment Records.

Record length

108

Established by
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IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

MESSAGE-MSGCMT

Location mode VIA set MESSAGE-MSGCMT

Within area

DDLDCMSG

Field Picture Description
02 IDD-SEQ-146 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment line sequence number.
02 CMT-146 DISPLAY
03 CMT-INFO-146 X(50) DISPLAY OCCURS 2 TIMES Line of comment text.
02 CMT-ID-146 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment code. For reserved values, see

Comment Records.

NAMEDES-186
NAMEDES-186 is the comment record associated with the NAMESYN-083 record type. Occurrences of the
NAMEDES-186 record type are used only to store INDEX KEY and INDEXED BY information for record element
synonyms.

NOTE
For more information and a discussion about comment records, see Comment Records.

Record length

108

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, schema compiler, subschema compiler

Member of

NAMESYN-NAMEDES

Location mode VIA set NAMESYN-NAMEDES

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 IDD-SEQ-186 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment line sequence number.
02 CMT-186 DISPLAY
03 CMT-INFO-186 X(50) DISPLAY OCCURS 2 TIMES Line of comment text.
02 VALS-186 DISPLAY REDEFINES CMT-186 Redefinition of the CMT-186 field.
03 VAL-LGTH1-186 S9(4) COMP SYNC Length of the first value, including quotes.
03 VAL-LGTH2-186 S9(4) COMP SYNC Length of the second value, including

quotes. If this field contains -1, there is no
second value.

03 VAL-TEXT-186 DISPLAY
04 VAL1-186 X(34) DISPLAY
04 VAL2-186 X(34) DISPLAY
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02 IX-KEY-INFO-186 DISPLAY REDEFINES CMT-156 Redefines of the CMT-186 field
03 IX-NAME-186 X(32) DISPLAY INDEX KEY or INDEXED BY element name
03 FILLER X(6) DISPLAY
03 ISEQ-186 X(1) DISPLAY Sorting sequence for NAMEDES-186

occurrences that describe an index key.
If no sorting sequence was specified, this
field will contain a blank.

88 ISEQ-ASC-186 COND VALUE 'A'
88 ISEQ-DES-186 COND VALUE 'D'
88 ISEQ-NONE-186 COND VALUE ' '
03 FILLER X(61) DISPLAY
02 CMT-ID-186 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment code. For reserved values, see

Comment Records.

NAMESYN-083
NAMESYN-083 is a junction record that relates an element synonym to a record synonym. Each NAMESYN-083
occurrence represents a record element synonym. For each record element defined in the dictionary, a NAMESYN-083
occurrence is created for each record synonym name (including the primary record synonym name) associated with the
record in which the element participates.

Record length

140

Established by

IDMSDIRL, IDD DDDL compiler, schema compiler, subschema compiler, ASF

Owner of

NAMESYN-MAPFLD, NAMESYN-NAMEDES

Member of

ELEMSYN-NAMESYN, RCDSYN-NAMESYN, SDR-NAMESYN

Location mode VIA set RCDSYN-NAMESYN

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 SYN-NAME-083 X(32) DISPLAY Record element synonym name.
02 RDF-NAM-083 X(32) DISPLAY Name of the element, if any, that the record

element redefines.
02 DEPEND-ON-083 X(32) DISPLAY Name of the control element, if any, that

determines the number of times the record
element will occur.
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02 NAMESYN-FLAG-083 X(8) BIT Name synonym flag.
The value in this field is X'20' if
NAMESYN-083 owns a NAMEDES-186
occurrence containing INDEXED BY
information. The value in this field is X'10'
if NAMESYN-083 owns a NAMEDES-186
occurrence containing INDEX KEY
information.

02 FILLER X(7) DISPLAY
02 DR-LPOS-083 S9(4) COMP SYNC Leftmost position of the record element

within the record. For subschema views,
this field indicates the leftmost position of
the element within the view.

02 BUILDER-083 X(1) DISPLAY Builder code. (For values, see Common
Data Fields.)

02 FILLER X(33) DISPLAY

OOAK-012
OOAK-012 is the one-of-a-kind record for the DDLDML area of the dictionary. Only one OOAK-012 occurrence is stored
in the dictionary; typically, the occurrence is established by the IDMSDDDL utility. Once established, the OOAK-012
occurrence can be updated only by the IDD DDDL compiler. The OOAK-012 occurrence contains the default processing
options used by IDMS system software components. Because the OOAK-012 occurrence owns all major entity
occurrences in the DDLDML area, Culprit can produce a report on the entire area in one pass.

Record length

244

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, IDMS system generation compiler, schema compiler

Owner of

OOAK-CLASS, OOAK-DCDEVICES, OOAK-DEST, OOAK-INQ, OOAK-LINE, OOAK-LTRM, OOAK-MAP, OOAK-
MODULE, OOAK-PANEL, OOAK-PROG, OOAK-PTRM, OOAK-QUEUE, OOAK-S, OOAK-OOAKEXT, OOAK-SR, OOAK-
SYS, OOAK-TASK, OOAK-USER

Location mode

CALC using OOAK-KEY-012

Within area

DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 OOAK-KEY-012 X(4) DISPLAY VALUE 'OOAK' CALC key.
02 LEVEL-GRP-012 DISPLAY Default level numbers to be used for record

elements when building records in the
dictionary. This field can contain up to 48
level numbers.

03 LEVEL-NBR-012 9(2) DISPLAY OCCURS 48 TIMES Level number.
02 QUOTE-012 X(1) DISPLAY Site-standard quotation character.
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02 INIT-VER-012 99V9 DISPLAY Initial version number. This field indicates
the version of IDD under which the
dictionary was created.

02 DATE-CREATED-012 X(8) DISPLAY Date established.
02 DATE-LU-012 X(8) DISPLAY Date last updated.
02 OLQ-SECURITY-012 X(1) DISPLAY OLQ security flag. If this field contains the

character X, OLQ security is enabled. If
this field contains a blank, OLQ security is
disabled.

02 CULPRIT-SECURITY-012 X(1) DISPLAY Culprit security flag. If this field contains the
character X, Culprit security is enabled. If
this field contains a blank, Culprit security is
disabled.

02 IDD-SECURITY-012 X(1) DISPLAY IDD security flag. If this field contains the
character X, IDD security is enabled. If
this field contains a blank, IDD security is
disabled.

02 IDD-SIGNON-SECURITY-012 X(1) DISPLAY IDD signon security flag. If this field
contains the character X, IDD signon
security is enabled. If this field contains a
blank, IDD signon security is disabled.

02 IDMSDC-SECURITY-012 X(1) DISPLAY IDMS/DC security flag. If this field contains
the character X, IDMS/DC security is
enabled. If this field contains a blank, IDMS/
DC security is disabled.

02 CLASS-ATTRIBUTE-SECURITY-012 X(1) DISPLAY Class/attribute security flag. If this field
contains the character X, class/attribute
security is enabled. If this field contains a
blank, class/attribute security is disabled.

02 CULPRIT-AUTO-ATTRIBUTES-012 X(1) DISPLAY Culprit automatic attributes flag. If this field
contains the character X, Culprit copies file
definitions from the dictionary at runtime. If
this field contains a blank, Culprit does not
copy file definitions from the dictionary at
runtime.

02 LOAD-MODULE-SECURITY-012 X(1) DISPLAY Load module security flag. If this field
contains the character X, load module
security is enabled. If this field contains a
blank, load module security is disabled.

02 ADS-SECURITY-012 X(1) DISPLAY ADS security flag. If this field contains the
character X, ADS security is enabled. If
this field contains a blank, ADS security is
disabled.

02 SELF-PASSWORD-SECURITY-012 X(1) DISPLAY Password security flag. If this field contains
the character X, users can modify their
own passwords. If this field contains a
blank, users without the applicable authority
cannot modify their own passwords.
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02 INTERRUPT-SECURITY-012 X(1) DISPLAY DISPLAY ALL LIMIT interrupt security.
If this field contains the character X,
DISPLAY ALL commands will be subjected
to enforcement of the DISPLAY ALL limit. If
this field is blank, DISPLAY ALL commands
will not be subjected to enforcement of the
DISPLAY ALL limit.

02 CENTRAL-SECURITY-012 X(1) DISPLAY Centralized security in effect for the
dictionary.

02 DEFAULT-NEW-VER-012 S9(4) COMP SYNC Default version number for new entity
occurrences.

02 DEFAULT-OLD-VER-012 S9(4) COMP SYNC Default version number for existing entity
occurrences.

02 ALT-PIC-CODE-012 X(16) DISPLAY OCCURS 4 TIMES Keywords for the first, second, third, and
fourth alternate picture formats.

02 GLOBAL1-012 X(1) DISPLAY Unused.
02 GLOBAL2-012 X(1) DISPLAY Element deletion flag. If this field contains

the character X, an element is deleted
when the only record occurrence in which
the element participates is deleted. If this
field contains a blank, elements are not
deleted when the only record occurrence in
which they participate is deleted.

02 GLOBAL3-012 X(1) DISPLAY Default flag. If this field contains the
character X, ADD statements that identify
existing entity occurrences are interpreted
as MODIFY statements. If this field contains
a blank, ADD statements that identify
existing entity occurrences are rejected.

02 GLOBAL4-012 X(1) DISPLAY Reserved.
02 IDD-SEQ-012 S9(8) COMP SYNC Default sequence number. The value in this

field is the default for both the initial value
and the increment value for line numbers
associated with comment text, module
source, and record elements.

02 BEFORE-012 X(1) DISPLAY Before flag. If this field contains the
character X, text to be erased or replaced
by an EDIT parameter is listed before the
instruction is executed. If this field contains
a blank, text to be erased or replaced by
an EDIT parameter is not listed before the
instruction is executed.

02 AFTER-012 X(1) DISPLAY After flag. If this field contains the character
X, new text to be inserted or replaced
by an EDIT parameter is listed after the
instruction is executed. If this field contains
a blank, new text to be inserted or replaced
by an EDIT parameter is not listed after the
instruction is executed.
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02 RESEQ-012 X(1) DISPLAY Resequence flag. If this field contains the
character X, line numbers are resequenced
after the execution of EDIT parameter
instructions. If this field contains a blank,
line numbers are not resequenced after the
execution of EDIT parameter instructions.

02 COMP-AUTH-012 X(1) DISPLAY DML precompiler authorization flag. If this
field contains the character X, the DML
precompilers will accept only programs
that are defined in the dictionary (that
is, programs for which a PROG-051
occurrence exists). If this field contains a
blank, the DML precompilers will accept
any program.

02 PREP-AUTH-012 X(1) DISPLAY Reserved. This field is initialized to low
values.

02 REV-AUTH-012 X(1) DISPLAY Reserved. This field is initialized to low
values.

02 SECURITY-012 X(1) DISPLAY IDMS/DB security flag. If this field contains
the character X, IDMS/DB security is
enabled. If this field contains a blank, IDMS/
DB security is disabled.

02 DEC-PT-COMMA-012 X(1) DISPLAY Decimal point flag. If this field contains
the character X, the decimal point is
represented by a comma (,). If this field
contains a blank, the decimal point is
represented by a period (.).

02 EOF-MARKER-012 X(2) DISPLAY Site-standard end-of-file (EOF) indicator.
INTERRUPT-COUNT-012 S9(4) COMP SYNC DISPLAY ALL interrupt count. If

INTERRUPT-SECURITY-012 contains
the character X, this field contains the
maximum number of records that can
be read in response to a DISPLAY ALL
request. If this field contains 0, a DISPLAY
ALL request is disallowed.

MSGS-LOC-012 X(1) DISPLAY Messages from the dictionary.
USER-OVERRIDE-012 X(1) DISPLAY User override indicator.

If this field contains the character X, user
override of the signon ID/password is
allowed. If this field is blank, user override
of the signon ID/password is not allowed.

ALT-EOS-012 X(1) DISPLAY Alternate end-of-sentence indicator.
If this field contains the character X,
dictionary compilers acknowledge either
a period or a semicolon as the end-of-
sentence delimiter. If this field is blank,
a semicolon is processed as a standard
delimiter and is not recognized as the end
of sentence.

02 FILLER X(21) DISPLAY
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OOAKEXT-078
OOAKEXT-078 is the extension to the OOAK-012 record. It contains additional dictionary-level options.

Record length

100

Established by

(See OOAK-012.)

Member of

OOAK-OOAKEXT

Location mode

VIA set OOAK-OOAKEXT

DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 FILLER X(100) DISPLAY

PANEL-118
Occurrences of the PANEL-118 record type represent panels.

Record length

128

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, ASF, IDMS/DC mapping compilers

Owner of

PANEL-MAP, PANEL-PANELATTR, PANEL-PANELCMT, PANEL-PANELFLD, PANEL-USERPANEL

Member of

OOAK-PANEL

Location mode CALC using PANEL-NAME-118

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 PANEL-NAME-118 X(32) DISPLAY Panel name.
02 PANEL-VER-118 S9(4) COMP SYNC Panel version number.
02 BUILDER-118 X(1) DISPLAY Builder code. (For values, see Common

Data Fields.)
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02 PANEL-DEVICES-118 X(8) BIT Bit flags indicating the device types with
which the panel can be used.
X'80' Screen size 12 by 40
X'40' Screen size 12 by 80
X'20' Screen size 24 by 80
X'10' Screen size 32 by 80
X'08' Screen size 43 by 80
X'04' Line-by-line device
X'02' Screen size 27 by 132

02 PAN-DEVGRPS-118 X(10) DISPLAY Device group table. This field is used
internally by the IDMS/DC mapping
compilers to determine the groupings of
devices for panel fields. Each byte of this
field contains a device grouping.

02 DESCR-118 X(40) DISPLAY Panel description.
02 PREP-BY-118 X(8) DISPLAY User who added the panel.
02 REV-BY-118 X(8) DISPLAY User who last updated the panel.
02 DATE-LU-118 X(8) DISPLAY Date last updated.
02 DATE-CREATED-118 X(8) DISPLAY Date established.
02 PANEL-FLAG1-118 X(8) BIT Error flag.

X'80' -- Panel contains errors
02 PUB-ACCESS-FLAG-118 X(8) BIT Public access flag. (For values, see

Common Data Fields.)
02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY
02 USER-COUNT-118 S9(4) COMP SYNC Count of users registered for all.
02 FILLER X(4) DISPLAY

PANELATTR-120
PANELATTR-120 is the attribute junction record for the PANEL-118 record type.

NOTE
For more information and a discussion about attribute junction records, see the section "Structural
Considerations."

Record length

40

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

ATTR-JCT, PANEL-PANELATTR

Location mode VIA set PANEL-PANELATTR

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 JCT-TEXT-120 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.
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PANELCMT-119
PANELCMT-119 is the comment record associated with the PANEL-118 record type.

NOTE
For more information and a discussion about comment records, see Comment Records.

Record length

108

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

PANEL-PANELCMT

Location mode VIA set PANEL-PANELCMT

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 IDD-SEQ-119 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment line sequence number.
02 CMT-119 DISPLAY
03 CMT-INFO-119 X(50) DISPLAY OCCURS 2 TIMES Line of comment text.
02 CMT-ID-119 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment code. For reserved values, see

Comment Records.

PANELFLD-121
Occurrences of the PANELFLD-121 record type represent panel fields.

Record length

40

Established by

IDMS/DC mapping compilers

Owner of

PANELFLD-MAPFLD, PANELFLD-PFLD

Member of

PANEL-PANELFLD

Location mode VIA set PANEL-PANELFLD

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 PFLNAME-121 X(32) DISPLAY Panel field name.
02 PFLTOTLN-121 S9(4) COMP SYNC Total length of the device-dependent tables

stored in the PFLD-DATA-147 occurrences
owned by the PANELFLD-121 occurrence.

02 PFLOCCUR-121 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of times the panel field occurs.
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02 PFLFIELD-FLAG-121 X(8) BIT Panel field flag.
X'80' -- Panel field is a literal

02 PFLDEVCT-121 X(8) BIT Number of device groupings defined for the
panel field.

02 PFLPAGE-FLAG-121 X(8) BIT Pageable map flag.
X'80' -- Start of both the detail area and a
detail occurrence
X'40' -- End of a detail occurrence
X'80' + X'40' -- Detail occurrence only
X'20' -- Start of the footer area
X'80' + X'40' + X'20' -- All paging bits

PATHDEF-192
The PATHDEF-192 record type is used to store path definitions for verbs associated with logical records. Four types of
PATHDEF-192 records occur:

• Count -- The count type PATHDEF-192 contains various count fields that are used to estimate the amount of space
required for the subschema tables. One count type PATHDEF-192 occurrence is created for each path defined for a
verb.

• Descriptor -- The descriptor type PATHDEF-192 contains the selection criteria specified by the SELECT clause of a
path definition. One or more descriptor type PATHDEF-192 occurrences are created for each path defined for a verb;
each occurrence contains up to six selectors.

• DML -- Each DML type PATHDEF-192 occurrence contains information on one DML verb or ON clause included in a
path definition. As many DML type occurrences as are necessary are created for each path defined for a verb.

• Criteria -- Each criteria type PATHDEF-192 occurrence contains one literal from the WHERE clause of a DML verb
included in a path definition. As many criteria type occurrences as are necessary are created for each DML verb
included in a path definition.

Record length

408

Established by

Subschema compiler

Member of

LRVERB-PATHDEF

Location mode VIA set LRVERB-PATHDEF

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 TYP-192 S9(4) COMP SYNC PATHDEF-192 type. See the description of

each type above.
88 COUNT-TYP-192 COND VALUE +0
88 DESCR-TYP-192 COND VALUE +1
88 DML-TYP-192 COND VALUE +2
88 CRIT-TYP-192 COND VALUE +3
02 LENGTH-192 S9(4) COMP SYNC Reserved.
02 DEF-192 X(398) DISPLAY Path definition.
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02 SS-COUNTS-192 DISPLAY REDEFINES DEF-192 Redefinition of the DEF-192 field for count
type PATHDEF-192 occurrences (that is,
occurrences in which the TYP-192 field
contains +0).

03 SL-COUNT-192 S9(8) COMP SYNC Total number of selectors specified for the
path.

03 SD-COUNT-192 S9(8) COMP SYNC Number of SD82 blocks required for the
selection criteria in the subschema table.

03 PS-COUNT-192 S9(8) COMP SYNC Number of PS83 blocks required for the
selection criteria in the subschema table.

03 XD1-COUNT-192 S9(8) COMP SYNC Number of XD84 blocks required for the
selection criteria in the subschema table.

03 XD2-COUNT-192 S9(8) COMP SYNC Reserved.
03 FILLER X(378) DISPLAY
02 DESCRIP-192 DISPLAY REDEFINES DEF-192 Redefinition of the DEF-192 field for

descriptor type PATHDEF-192 occurrences
(that is, occurrences in which the TYP-192
field contains +1).

03 D-ENTRIES-192 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of entries in the following selector
list. If the value in this field is greater than
6, additional descriptor type PATHDEF-192
occurrences will contain the additional
entries in groups of 6; the D-ENTRIES-192
field in each additional occurrence will
contain 0. For example, if 13 selectors are
identified for a path definition, 3 descriptor
type PATHDEF-192 occurrences will be
created. The first occurrence will store 6
selectors; the D-ENTRIES-192 field will
contain 13. The second occurrence will
store 6 selectors; the D-ENTRIES-192 field
will contain 0. The third occurrence will
store 1 selector; the D-ENTRIES-192 field
will contain 0.

03 D-TABLE-192 DISPLAY OCCURS 6 TIMES Selector list entries.
04 D-TYPE-192 S9(4) COMP SYNC Selector type.
88 D-TYP-KEYW-192 COND VALUE +1 KEYWORD.
88 D-TYP-FLDE-192 COND VALUE +2 FIELDNAME-EQ
88 D-TYP-FLD-192 COND VALUE +3 FIELDNAME
88 D-TYP-ELEM-192 COND VALUE +4 ELEMENT
88 D-TYP-INDEX-192 COND VALUE +5 USING INDEX
04 D-RNAM-192 X(32) DISPLAY Logical record element name for

FIELDNAME-EQ, FIELDNAME, and
ELEMENT type selectors. For KEYWORD
and USING INDEX type selectors, this field
contains blanks.
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04 D-VALUE-192 X(32) DISPLAY Keyword for KEYWORD type selectors;
field name for FIELDNAME-EQ and
FIELDNAME type selectors; index name
for USING INDEX type selectors. For
ELEMENT type selectors, this field contains
blanks.

02 DML-192 DISPLAY REDEFINES DEF-192 Redefinition of the DEF-192 field for DML
type PATHDEF-192 occurrences (that is,
occurrences in which the TYP-192 field
contains +2).

03 M-STMT-NO-192 S9(4) COMP SYNC Relative statement number within the path
definition.

03 M-NEST-LVL-192 S9(4) COMP SYNC DO/END nesting level within the path
definition.

03 M-STMT-TYP-192 S9(1) DISPLAY Statement type.
88 M-TYPE-ON-192 COND VALUE +1 ON clause.
88 M-TYPE-DML-192 COND VALUE +2 DML verb.
88 M-TYPE-CLR-192 COND VALUE +3 CLEAR list in ON clause.
03 M-ONDEF-192 DISPLAY ON clause information.
04 MO-ACTON-192 S9(1) DISPLAY Action to be taken if the ON condition is

true.
+1 NEXT
+2 ITERATE
+3 RETURN
+4 RETURN CLEAR
+5 DO
+6 CLEAR LIST
+7 CLEAR ALL EXCEPT LIST

88 MO-NEXT-192 COND VALUE +1
88 MO-ITER-192 COND VALUE +2
88 MO-RET-192 COND VALUE +3
88 MO-RETCL-192 COND VALUE +4
88 MO-DO-192 COND VALUE +5
88 MO-CLR-LST-192 COND VALUE +6
88 MO-CLR-ALL-192 COND VALUE +7
04 MO-ERRSTA-192 X(4) DISPLAY Error status specified in the WHERE

clause.
04 MO-STATUS-192 X(16) DISPLAY Path status to be returned to the program if

the action indicated by MO-ACTON-192 is
RETURN (+4) or RETURN CLEAR (+5).

04 MO-NML-192 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of list elements when MO-
ACTON-192 equals 6 or 7.
If greater than 11, another record will
contain the next part or final part of the list.

04 MO-NAMES-192 X(352) DISPLAY Names of elements.
03 M-DMLDEF-192 DISPLAY REDEFINES M-ONDEF- 192 DML verb information.
04 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY
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04 MD-VERB-192 S9(4) COMP SYNC DML verb number.
04 MD-FLAG-192 S9(4) COMP SYNC Flag byte indicating specified parameters.

Combinations of the flags can occur.
88 MD-OBTN-192 COND VALUE +1 OBTAIN
88 MD-KEEP-192 COND VALUE +2 KEEP
88 MD-KEEPX-192 COND VALUE +4 KEEP EXCLUSIVE
88 MD-EACH-192 COND VALUE +8 EACH
04 MD-NAME1-192 X(16) DISPLAY First record, set, or area name.
04 MD-NAME2-192 X(16) DISPLAY Second record, set, or area name.
04 FILLER X(338) DISPLAY
03 FILLER X(18) DISPLAY
02 CRIT-192 DISPLAY REDEFINES DEF-192 Redefinition of the DEF-192 field for criteria

type PATHDEF-192 occurrences (that is,
occurrences in which the TYP-192 field
contains +3).

03 C-LITLEN-192 S9(4) COMP SYNC Length of the literal.
03 C-LIT-192 X(396) DISPLAY Literal.
02 FILLER X(6) DISPLAY

PFLD-DATA-147
PFLD-DATA-147 is a logical extension of the PANELFLD-121 record type. PFLD-DATA-147 occurrences contain the
device-dependent tables for panel fields. Each PFLD-DATA-147 occurrence can contain up to 256 bytes of a device-
dependent table. As many PFLD-DATA-147 occurrences as are necessary are stored for each panel field. 

Record length

256

Established by

IDMS/DC mapping compilers

Member of

PANELFLD-PFLD

Location mode VIA set PANELFLD-PFLD

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 PFLD-147 X(32) DISPLAY OCCURS 8 TIMES Device-dependent table entries.

PROG-051
Occurrences of the PROG-051 record type represent IDMS/DB and IDMS/DC programs, ADS dialogs, ADS/Batch
transactions, non-database programs, entry points, subschemas, maps, and edit and code tables.

Record length

156

Established by
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IDD DDDL compiler, IDMS system generation compiler, subschema compiler, ASF, DML precompilers, IDMS/DC mapping
compilers, ADS application compiler, ADS dialog compiler

Owner of

PROG-AFACT, PROG-ELEMACT, PROG-LRACT, PROG-MODLST, PROG-PROGATTR, PROG-PROGCMT, PROG-
PROGLST, PROG-PROGMAP, PROG-RCDACT, PROG-RCDCOPY, PROG-SETACT, PROG-SSPROG, PROG-
USERPROG, PROGNEST-EXPL, PROGNEST-IMPL

Member of

OOAK-PROG

Location mode CALC using PROG-NAME-051

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 PROG-NAME-051 X(8) DISPLAY Program name.
02 PROG-VER-051 S9(4) COMP SYNC Program version number. The version

number for an entry point is always 1.
02 BUILDER-051 X(1) DISPLAY Builder code. (For values, see Common

Data Fields.)
02 ENTRY-051 X(1) DISPLAY Entry point flag. If this field contains the

character E, the PROG-051 occurrence
represents an entry point. If this field
contains a blank, the PROG-051
occurrence does not represent an entry
point.

02 DESCR-051 X(40) DISPLAY Program description.
02 DATE-LU-051 X(8) DISPLAY Date last updated.
02 DATE-CREATED-051 X(8) DISPLAY Date established.
02 PREP-BY-051 X(8) DISPLAY User who added the program.
02 REV-BY-051 X(8) DISPLAY User who last updated the program.
02 PROG-DATE-051 X(8) DISPLAY Date on which the program was last

compiled (mm/dd/yy). This field is
maintained only by the DML precompilers.
This field will contain blanks if the program
has never been submitted to a DML
precompiler.

02 EST-LINES-051 S9(8) COMP SYNC Estimated number of source lines in the
program. The DML precompilers update
this field with the number of cards punched
when the program is processed; the
resulting count is accurate unless the
program contains host-language COPY or
INCLUDE instructions.

02 ISA-SIZE-051 S9(8) COMP SYNC Initial storage area size.
02 COUNT-051 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of times the program has been

compiled by a DML precompiler. For
PROG-051 occurrences that represent ADS
dialogs, this field indicates the number of
times the dialog has been generated.

02 DUMP-THRESH-051 X(8) BIT Dump threshold.
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02 ERR-THRESH-051 X(8) BIT Error threshold.
02 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY
02 PROG-FLAG1-051 X(8) BIT X'80' -- Language is COBOL

X'40' -- Language is ASSEMBLER
X'20' -- Language is PL/I
X'10' -- Language is ADS
X'01' -- Program is an ADS application

02 PROG-FLAG2-051 X(8) BIT X'80' -- Save area automatically acquired
X'40' -- Resident
X'20' -- Concurrent
X'10' -- Disable
X'08' -- Reuseable
X'04' -- Storage protection enabled
X'02' -- Reentrant
X'01' -- Quasi- reentrant

02 PROG-FLAG3-051 X(8) BIT X'80' -- Overlayable
X'40' -- Subschema
X'22' -- Map help table
X'20' -- Map
X'10' -- Mainline dialog
X'08' -- New copy disabled
X'04' -- ADS dialog
X'02' -- Edit or code table
X'01' -- Loadable from the dictionary

02 ADS-SEQ-NUM-051 S9(8) COMP SYNC ADS/Batch sequence number.
02 PUB-ACCESS-FLAG-051 X(8) BIT Public access flag. (For values, see

Common Data Fields.)
02 PROG-FLAG4-051 X(8) BIT X'80' -- ADS dialog statistics on

X'40' -- Access module
X'20' -- RCM
X'10' -- Menu (mainline)
X'08' -- Program is checked out.
X'04' -- MPMODE is any
X'02' -- Dictionary name is system-default
X'01' -- Multiple versions are not allowed

02 USER-COUNT-051 S9(4) COMP SYNC Count of users registered for all.
02 FILLER X(40) DISPLAY

PROGATTR-065
PROGATTR-065 is the attribute junction record for the PROG-051 record type.

NOTE
For more information and a discussion about attribute junction records, see the section "Structural
Considerations."

Record length

40
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Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, DML precompilers

Member of

ATTR-JCT, PROG-PROGATTR

Location mode VIA set PROG-PROGATTR

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 JCT-TEXT-065 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.

PROGCMT-050
PROGCMT-050 is the comment record associated with the PROG-051 record type.

NOTE
For more information and a discussion about comment records, see Comment Records.

Record length

108

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, ASF, DML precompilers, ADS dialog compiler

Member of

PROG-PROGCMT

Location mode VIA set PROG-PROGCMT

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 IDD-SEQ-050 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment line sequence number.
02 CMT-050 DISPLAY
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03 CMT-INFO-050 X(50) DISPLAY OCCURS 2 TIMES Line of comment text.
The ADS dialog compiler uses the first nine
bytes of this field to record dialog options:
First byte -- AUTOSTATUS indicator. If
this byte contains the character A, the
AUTOSTATUS facility is used. If this byte
contains a blank, the AUTOSTATUS facility
is not used.
Second byte -- Activity logging indicator. If
this byte contains the character L, activity
logging is performed. If this byte contains a
blank, activity logging is not performed.
Third byte -- Paging option indicator. The
value in this byte indicates the runtime flow
of control when the user presses a control
key:
C'N' NOWAIT
C'W' WAIT
C'R' RETURN
C' ' Dialog's map is not pageable

03 CMT-INFO-050 continued Fourth byte -- Paging mode indicator. If
this byte contains the character U, the user
can modify map data fields during a paging
session. If this byte contains a blank, the
user cannot modify map data fields during a
paging session.
Fifth byte -- Backpage indicator. If this
byte contains the character B, the user
can display a previous map page during
a paging session. If this byte contains a
blank, the user cannot display a previous
map page during a paging session.
Sixth byte -- COBOL move indicator. If
this byte contains the character C, COBOL
rules are used when moving the result of an
arithmetic or assignment command. If this
byte contains a blank, ADS rules are used
when moving the result of an arithmetic or
assignment command.
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03 CMT-INFO-050 continued Seventh byte -- Symbol table indicator.
If this byte contains the character S, the
dialog is associated with a symbol table for
use by the debugger. If this byte contains
a blank, the dialog is not associated with a
symbol table.
Eighth byte -- Executable code indicator.
If this byte contains the character E,
the dialog has executable code. If this
byte contains a blank, the dialog has
interpretable Command Elements (CMEs).
Ninth byte -- Diagnostic table indicator.
If this byte contains the character D, a
diagnostic table is maintained for the dialog.
If this byte contains a blank, a diagnostic
table is not maintained for the dialog.
Tenth Byte -- Dialog entry indicator. If this
byte is blank, dialog entry is at premap. If
this byte is n, dialog entry point is map.
Bytes 11-18 -- Suspense file DDname (last
byte will be ignored on a z/VSE system).
Nineteenth byte -- Retrieval lock indicator.
When this byte is blank, retrieval lock is off.
When this byte is l, retrieval lock is on.
Bytes 20 and 21 -- This is a two byte
message prefix.
Byte twenty-two -- Auto display-indicator.
If this byte is blank, auto-display is off. If
this byte is a, auto-display is on.

02 CMT-ID-050 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment code. For reserved values, see
Comment Records.

PROGLST-049
PROGLST-049 is a junction record that relates a program to a system in which the program participates. PROGLST-049
also relates a program to the tasks that invoke the program.

Record length

96

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, IDMS system generation compiler, ADS application compiler

Owner of

PROGLST-TASKLST

Member of

PROG-PROGLST, SYS-PROGLST

Location mode VIA set SYS-PROGLST
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Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 PROG-NAME-049 X(8) DISPLAY Program name.
02 BUILDER-049 X(1) DISPLAY Builder code. (For values, see Common

Data Fields.)
02 ACTION-CODE-049 X(1) DISPLAY Action code. (For values, see Common

Data Fields.)
02 PROG-VER-049 S9(4) COMP SYNC Program version number.
02 ISA-SIZE-049 S9(8) COMP SYNC Initial storage area size.
02 ERR-THRESH-049 X(8) BIT Error threshold.
02 DUMP-THRESH-049 X(8) BIT Dump threshold.
02 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY
02 PROG-FLAG1-049 X(8) BIT X'80' -- Language is COBOL

X'40' -- Language is ASSEMBLER
X'20' -- Language is PL/I
X'10' -- Language is ADS
X'01' -- Program is an ADS application

02 PROG-FLAG2-049 X(8) BIT X'80' -- Save area automatically acquired
X'40' -- Resident
X'20' -- Concurrent
X'10' -- Disable
X'08' -- Reuseable
X'04' -- Storage protection enabled
X'02' -- Reentrant
X'01' -- Quasi- reentrant

02 PROG-FLAG3-049 X(8) BIT X'80' -- Overlayable
X'40' -- Subschema
X'22' -- Map help table
X'20' -- Map
X'10' -- Mainline dialog
X'08' -- New copy disabled
X'04' -- ADS dialog
X'02' -- Edit or code table
X'01' -- Loadable from the dictionary

02 JCT-TEXT-049 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.
02 PROG-FLAG4-049 X(8) BIT X'80' -- ADS dialog statistics on

X'40' -- Access module
X'20' -- RCM
X'10' -- Menu (mainline)
X'04' -- MPMODE is any
X'02' -- Dictionary name is system-default
X'01' -- Multiple versions are not allowed

02 FILLER X(33) DISPLAY
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PROGMAP-126
PROGMAP-126 is a junction record that relates a map to a program that uses the map.

Record length

44

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, ASF, DML precompilers, ADS dialog compiler

Member of

MAP-PROGMAP, PROG-PROGMAP

Location mode VIA set PROG-PROGMAP

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 JCT-TEXT-126 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.
02 FILLER X(4) DISPLAY

PROGNEST-053
PROGNEST-053 is the nesting junction record for the PROG-051 record type. Occurrences of the PROGNEST-053
record type relate programs to entry points as well as to other programs.

NOTE
For more information and a discussion about nesting junction records, see "Structural Considerations."

The DML precompilers use PROGNEST-053 occurrences to log subprogram calls. When a COBOL program issues
a dynamic call (that is, when the program passes control to a subprogram by identifying the variable that contains the
subprogram name), the DML precompiler logs the call in a PROGNEST-053 occurrence that relates the calling program to
a special PROG-051 occurrence with the program name DYNAMIC.

Record length

52

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, DML precompilers

Member of

PROGNEST-EXPL, PROGNEST-IMPL

Location mode VIA set PROGNEST-EXPL

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 NEST-CODE-053 S9(8) COMP SYNC Nest code. For reserved values, see Nests.
02 JCT-TEXT-053 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.
02 CALL-COUNT-053 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of times the subprogram is called.

This field is meaningful only when the
nest code is -2, indicating a program-to-
subprogram relationship.
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02 FILLER X(6) DISPLAY

PTRM-074
Occurrences of the PTRM-074 record type represent physical terminals.

Record length

172

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, IDMS system generation compiler

Owner of

PTRM-PTRMATTR, PTRM-PTRMCMT, PTRM-PTRMLST, PTRM-USERPTRM

Member of

OOAK-PTRM

Location mode CALC using PTRM-NAME-074

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 PTRM-NAME-074 X(8) DISPLAY Physical terminal name.
02 PTRM-VER-074 S9(4) COMP SYNC Physical terminal version number.
02 BUILDER-074 X(1) DISPLAY Builder code. (For values, see Common

Data Fields.)
02 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY
02 DESCR-074 X(40) DISPLAY Physical terminal description.
02 DATE-LU-074 X(8) DISPLAY Date last updated.
02 DATE-CREATED-074 X(8) DISPLAY Date established.
02 PREP-BY-074 X(8) DISPLAY User who added the physical terminal.
02 REV-BY-074 X(8) DISPLAY User who last updated the physical

terminal.
02 LINE-NAME-074 X(8) DISPLAY Name of the line with which the physical

terminal is associated.
02 DEVICE-TYPE-074 X(1) DISPLAY Physical terminal device type. The values

for the physical terminal device types are
listed in the Physical Terminal Element
DSECT (#PTEDS) in the IDMS Dictionary
DSECT Reference section.

02 DEV-TYPE-074 X(8) BIT REDEFINES DEVICE- TYPE-074 Redefinition of the DEVICE-TYPE-074 field
with usage BIT.

02 MAX-ERRORS-074 X(8) BIT Maximum number of retries after a terminal
I/O error.

02 PTRM-LNLNTH-074 S9(4) COMP SYNC Line length, in characters, for the physical
terminal.

02 PTRM-PGLNTH-074 S9(4) COMP SYNC Page size, in lines, for the physical terminal.
02 LINE-VER-074 S9(4) COMP SYNC Version number of the line with which the

physical terminal is associated.
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02 EXTENT-LNTH-074 S9(4) COMP SYNC Length, in bytes, of the data contained in
EXTENSION-074.

02 PTRM-MODEL-074 X(1) DISPLAY Physical terminal model number.
02 PTRM-FLAG-074 X(8) BIT Physical terminal flag.

X'80' -- Disabled.
X'40' -- The DEST-074 field contains the
name of a default printer destination.
X'20' -- Use of the read buffer function not
supported.
X'04' -- 3280-type printer.
X'02' -- Formfeed supported.
X'01' -- ASCII supported.

02 PTRM-LNDEL-074 X(1) DISPLAY Line deletion character for printer terminals.
02 PTRM-CHRDEL-074 X(1) DISPLAY Character deletion character for printer

terminals.
02 PTRM-CANCEL-074 X(1) DISPLAY Unused.
02 PRINT-CLASS-074 X(8) BIT Printer class.
02 EXTENSION-074 X(32) DISPLAY Extension area for data fields specific to

each physical terminal type.
02 DEST-074 X(8) DISPLAY Default printer destination.
02 SCREEN-TYPE-074 X(3) DISPLAY Name of the device independence table

associated with the physical terminal.
02 TERM-TYPE-NAME-074 X(8) DISPLAY Physical terminal device-type name.
02 PUB-ACCESS-FLAG-074 X(8) BIT Public access flag. (For values, see

Common Data Fields.)
02 PRINT-BUFF-SIZE-074 X(2) DISPLAY Printer buffer size.
02 USER-COUNT-074 S9(4) COMP SYNC Count of users registered for all.
02 FILLER X(8) DISPLAY

PTRMATTR-129
PTRMATTR-129 is the attribute junction record for the PTRM-074 record type.

NOTE
For more information and a discussion about attribute junction records, see the section "Structural
Considerations."

Record length

40

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

ATTR-JCT, PTRM-PTRMATTR

Location mode VIA set PTRM-PTRMATTR
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Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 JCT-TEXT-129 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.

PTRMCMT-128
PTRMCMT-128 is the comment record associated with the PTRM-074 record type.

NOTE
For more information and a discussion about comment records, see Comment Records.

Record length

108

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

PTRM-PTRMCMT

Location mode VIA set PTRM-PTRMCMT

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 IDD-SEQ-128 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment line sequence number.
02 CMT-128 DISPLAY
03 CMT-INFO-128 X(50) DISPLAY OCCURS 2 TIMES Line of comment text.
02 CMT-ID-128 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment code. For reserved values, see

Comment Records.

PTRMLST-104
PTRMLST-104 is the junction record that relates a physical terminal to an IDMS/DC system in which the physical terminal
participates. PTRMLST-104 also relates a physical terminal to the line with which it is associated and to the logical
terminal with which it is associated.

Record length

92

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, IDMS system generation compiler

Owner of

PTRMLST-LTRMLST

Member of

LINELST-PTRMLST, PTRM-PTRMLST, SYS-PTRMLST

Location mode VIA set SYS-PTRMLST
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Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 PTRM-NAME-104 X(8) DISPLAY Physical terminal name.
02 BUILDER-104 X(1) DISPLAY Builder code. (For values, see Common

Data Fields.)
02 ACTION-CODE-104 X(1) DISPLAY Action code. (For values, see Common

Data Fields.)
02 PTRM-VER-104 S9(4) COMP SYNC Physical terminal version number.
02 DEVICE-TYPE-104 X(1) DISPLAY Physical terminal device type. The values

for the physical terminal device types are
listed in the Physical Terminal Element
DSECT (#PTEDS) in the IDMS Dictionary
DSECT Reference section.

02 DEV-TYPE-104 X(8) BIT REDEFINES DEVICE- TYPE-104 Redefinition of the DEVICE-TYPE-104 field
with usage BIT.

02 MAX-ERRORS-104 X(8) BIT Maximum number of retries after a terminal
I/O error.

02 PTRM-LNLNTH-104 S9(4) COMP SYNC Line length, in characters, for the physical
terminal.

02 PTRM-PGLNTH-104 S9(4) COMP SYNC Page size, in lines, for the physical terminal.
02 EXTENT-LNTH-104 S9(4) COMP SYNC Length, in bytes, of the data contained in

EXTENSION-104.
02 PTRM-MODEL-104 X(1) DISPLAY Physical terminal model number.
02 PTRM-FLAG-104 X(8) BIT Physical terminal flag.

X'80' -- Disabled.
X'40' -- The DEST-074 field contains the
name of a default printer destination.
X'20' -- Use of the read buffer function not
supported.
X'04' -- 3280-type printer.
X'02' -- Formfeed supported.
X'01' -- ASCII supported.

02 PTRM-LNDEL-104 X(1) DISPLAY Line deletion character for printer terminals.
02 PTRM-CHRDEL-104 X(1) DISPLAY Character deletion character for printer

terminals.
02 PTRM-CANCEL-104 X(1) DISPLAY Unused.
02 PRINT-CLASS-104 X(8) BIT Printer class.
02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY
02 EXTENSION-104 X(32) DISPLAY Extension area for data fields specific to

each physical terminal type.
02 DEST-104 X(8) DISPLAY Default printer destination.
02 SCREEN-TYPE-104 X(3) DISPLAY Name of the device independence table

associated with the physical terminal.
02 TERM-TYPE-NAME-104 X(8) DISPLAY Physical terminal device-type name.
02 PRINT-BUFF-SIZE-104 X(2) DISPLAY Printer buffer size.
02 FILLER X(11) DISPLAY
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QUEUE-DCQ-138
Occurrences of the QUEUE-DCQ-138 record type represent IDMS/DC runtime queues in the DDLDCRUN area; QUEUE-
DCQ-138 is the queue header record. IDMS/DC creates a queue header record when a program issues a DML PUT
QUEUE command that names a queue for which a QUEUE-DCQ-138 occurrence does not already exist.

Record length

64

Established by

IDMS products and user application programs that run under IDMS/DC

Owner of

QUEUE-SROOT

Location mode CALC using QNAME-138

Within area DDLDCRUN

Field Picture Description
02 QNAME-138 X(16) DISPLAY Queue name.
02 QOWNER-138 X(18) DISPLAY Queue owner
02 QDCVID-138 S9(4) COMP SYNC Version number of the IDMS/DC system

under which the queue was created.
02 QUEUE-RET-138 X(1) DISPLAY Retention period, in days.
02 QUEUE-DATE-138 DISPLAY Date, in Julian format, on which the queue

was created.
03 QUEUE-YEAR-138 X(1) DISPLAY
03 QUEUE-DAY-138 S9(4) COMP SYNC
03 QUEUE-FLAG-138 BIT Flag
02 QUEUE-FLAG2-138 X(8) BIT Flag byte.
02 QUEUE-DC-SYS-NAME-138 X(8) DISPLAY Name of system owning a local queue.
02 FILLER X(14) DISPLAY

QUEUE-030
Occurrences of the QUEUE-030 record type represent queue definitions.

Record length

116

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, IDMS system generation compiler

Owner of

QUEUE-QUEUEATTR, QUEUE-QUEUECMT, QUEUE-QUEUELST, QUEUE-USERQUEUE

Member of

OOAK-QUEUE

Location mode CALC using QUEUE-NAME-030
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Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 QUEUE-NAME-030 X(16) DISPLAY Queue name.
02 QUEUE-VER-030 S9(4) COMP SYNC Queue version number.
02 BUILDER-030 X(1) DISPLAY Builder code. (For values, see Common

Data Fields.)
02 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY
02 DESCR-030 X(40) DISPLAY Queue description.
02 DATE-LU-030 X(8) DISPLAY Date last updated.
02 DATE-CREATED-030 X(8) DISPLAY Date established.
02 PREP-BY-030 X(8) DISPLAY User who added the queue definition.
02 REV-BY-030 X(8) DISPLAY User who last updated the queue definition.
02 THRESH-VAL-030 S9(4) COMP SYNC Task initiation threshold.
02 UPPER-LIMIT-030 S9(4) COMP SYNC Maximum number of entries permitted in

the queue.
02 TASK-VER-030 S9(4) COMP SYNC Version number of the task to be initiated

when the number of entries in the queue
reaches the value contained in THRESH-
VAL-030.

02 TASK-NAME-030 X(8) DISPLAY Name of the task to be initiated when the
number of entries in the queue reaches the
value contained in THRESH-VAL-030.

02 QUEUE-FLAG-030 X(8) BIT Queue flag.
X'80' -- Disabled

02 QUEUE-RET-030 X(1) DISPLAY Retention period, in days.
02 PUB-ACCESS-FLAG-030 X(8) BIT Public access flag. (For values, see

Common Data Fields.)
02 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY
02 USER-COUNT-030 S9(4) COMP SYNC Count of users registered for all.
02 FILLER X(4) DISPLAY

QUEUEATTR-130
QUEUEATTR-130 is the attribute junction record for the QUEUE-030 record type.

NOTE
For more information and a discussion about attribute junction records, see the section "Structural
Considerations."

Record length

40

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

ATTR-JCT, QUEUE-QUEUEATTR
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Location mode VIA set QUEUE-QUEUEATTR

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 JCT-TEXT-130 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.

QUEUECMT-033
QUEUECMT-033 is the comment record associated with the QUEUE-030 record type.

NOTE
For more information and a discussion about comment records, see Comment Records.

Record length

108

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

QUEUE-QUEUECMT

Location mode VIA set QUEUE-QUEUECMT

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 IDD-SEQ-033 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment line sequence number.
02 CMT-033 DISPLAY
03 CMT-INFO-033 X(50) DISPLAY OCCURS 2 TIMES Line of comment text.
02 CMT-ID-033 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment code. For reserved values, see

Comment Records.

QUEUELST-029
QUEUELST-029 is the junction record that relates a queue definition to an IDMS/DC system in which the queue is
defined. QUEUELST-029 also relates a queue definition to the task that is initiated when the number of entries in the
queue reaches the task initiation threshold.

Record length

28

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, IDMS system generation compiler

Member of

QUEUE-QUEUELST, SYS-QUEUELST, TASKLST-QUEUELST

Location mode VIA set SYS-QUEUELST
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Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 QUEUE-NAME-029 X(16) DISPLAY Queue name.
02 BUILDER-029 X(1) DISPLAY Builder code. (For values, see Common

Data Fields.)
02 ACTION-CODE-029 X(1) DISPLAY Action code. (For values, see Common

Data Fields.)
02 QUEUE-VER-029 S9(4) COMP SYNC Queue version number.
02 THRESH-VAL-029 S9(4) COMP SYNC Task initiation threshold.
02 UPPER-LIMIT-029 S9(4) COMP SYNC Maximum number of entries permitted in

the queue.
02 QUEUE-FLAG-029 X(8) BIT Queue flag.

X'80' -- Disabled
02 QUEUE-RET-029 X(1) DISPLAY Retention period, in days.
02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY

RCDACT-059
RCDACT-059 is a junction record that relates a subschema record to a program that accesses the record.

Record length

40

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, DML precompilers, ADS dialog compiler

Member of

PROG-RCDACT, SSR-RCDACT

Location mode VIA set PROG-RCDACT

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 RA-FUNCT-059 S9(4) COMP SYNC Function code indicating the DML

command issued by the program. The
function code for each DML command
except OBTAIN is the major DML verb
number; the function code for OBTAIN is
43. If a FIND or OBTAIN verb is modified by
the KEEP parameter, the function code is
the FIND or OBTAIN function code plus 20.

88 ERASE-059 COND VALUE +02
88 FIND-059 COND VALUE +03
88 GET-059 COND VALUE +05
88 KEEP-059 COND VALUE +06
88 CONNECT-059 COND VALUE +07
88 MODIFY-059 COND VALUE +08
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88 DISCONNECT-059 COND VALUE +11
88 STORE-059 COND VALUE +12
88 BIND-059 COND VALUE +14
88 ACCEPT-059 COND VALUE +15
88 FIND-KEEP-059 COND VALUE +23
88 OBTAIN-059 COND VALUE +43
88 OBTAIN-KEEP-059 COND VALUE +63
02 RA-COUNT-059 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of times that the program issues

the verb indicated by RA-FUNCT-059.
02 RA-RCD-OWN-059 X(32) DISPLAY Name of the subschema record that owns

the RCDACT-059 occurrence.
02 FILLER X(4) DISPLAY

RCDATTR-081
RCDATTR-081 is the attribute junction record for the SR-036 record type.

NOTE
For more information and a discussion about attribute junction records, see the section "Structural
Considerations."

Record length

40

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

ATTR-JCT, SR-RCDATTR

Location mode VIA set SR-RCDATTR

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 JCT-TEXT-081 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.

RCDCMT-080
RCDCMT-080 is the comment record associated with the SR-036 record type.

NOTE
For more information and a discussion about comment records, see Comment Records.

Record length

108

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of
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SR-RCDCMT

Location mode VIA set SR-RCDCMT

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 IDD-SEQ-080 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment line sequence number.
02 CMT-080 DISPLAY
03 CMT-INFO-080 X(50) DISPLAY OCCURS 2 TIMES Line of comment text.
02 CMT-ID-080 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment code. For reserved values, see

Comment Records..

RCDCOPY-063
RCDCOPY-063 is a junction record that relates a record synonym to a program that copies the record synonym.

Record length

44

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, ASF, DML precompilers, ADS application compiler, ADS dialog compiler

Member of

PROG-RCDCOPY, RCDSYN-RCDCOPY

Location mode VIA set PROG-RCDCOPY

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 JCT-TEXT-063 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.
02 ADS-RCD-TEXT-063 DISPLAY REDEFINES JCT-TEXT- 063 Redefinition of the JCT-TEXT-063 field for

use by the ADS dialog compiler.
03 JCT-REC-TYPE-063 X(1) DISPLAY Dialog participation indicator. The value

in this field indicates how the record
participates in the dialog.

88 STAT-DEF-REC-063 COND VALUE 'A'
88 NEW-COPY-REC-063 COND VALUE 'N'
88 WORK-REC-063 COND VALUE 'W'
88 NEW-COPY-WORK-REC-063 COND VALUE 'B'
03 JCT-MAP-063 X(1) DISPLAY Map record indicator. If this field contains

the character M, the record is associated
with the map used by the dialog. If this
field contains a blank, the record is not
associated with the map used by the dialog.

88 MAP-REC-063 COND VALUE 'M'
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03 JCT-LR-063 X(1) DISPLAY Logical record indicator. If this field contains
the character L, the record participates in
a logical record used by the dialog. If this
field contains a blank, the record does not
participate in a logical record used by the
dialog.

88 LR-REC-063 COND VALUE 'L'
03 JCT-SUBSCHEMA-063 X(1) DISPLAY Subschema record indicator. If this field

contains the character S, the record is in
the subschema associated with the dialog.
If this field contains a blank, the record is
not in the subschema associated with the
dialog.

88 SUBSCHEMA-REC-063 COND VALUE 'S'
03 JCT-ROLE-063 X(1) DISPLAY
88 ROLE-063 COND VALUE 'R'
88 PRIMARY-ROLE-REC-063 COND VALUE 'P'
03 FILLER-063 X(35) DISPLAY
02 JUNCT-TYPE-063 X(4) DISPLAY Junction type. A non-blank value in this field

means that the RCDCOPY-063 occurrence
represents an activity record.

88 ACTIVITY-JUNCTION-063 COND VALUE 'ACT '

RCDNEST-145
RCDNEST-145 is the nesting junction record for the SR-036 record type.

NOTE
For more information and a discussion about nesting junction records, see "Structural Considerations."

Record length

48

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

SR-EXPL, SR-IMPL

Location mode VIA set SR-EXPL

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 NEST-CODE-145 S9(8) COMP SYNC Nest code. For reserved values, see Nests.
02 JCT-TEXT-145 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.
02 FILLER X(4) DISPLAY
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RCDSYN-079
Occurrences of the RCDSYN-079 record type represent record synonyms. For each record defined in the dictionary, a
RCDSYN-079 occurrence is created for the primary record name as well as for each record synonym name. The elements
associated with a record synonym can be found by walking the RCDSYN-NAMESYN set. The RCDSYN-079 record type
is also used to define subschema views of schema records. The RCDSYN-NAMESYN set for a subschema view contains
only the elements included in the view, in the order in which they were named in the view definition.

Record length

100

Established by

IDMSDIRL, IDD DDDL compiler, schema compiler, subschema compiler, ASF

Owner of

RCDSYN-FRSYN, RCDSYN-LRSSR, RCDSYN-MAPRCD, RCDSYN-NAMESYN, RCDSYN-RCDCOPY, RCDSYN-
RCDSYNATT, RCDSYN-SRCD, RCDSYN-SSR

Member of

SR-RCDSYN

Location mode CALC using RSYN-NAME-079

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 RSYN-NAME-079 X(32) DISPLAY Record synonym name.
02 RSYN-VER-079 S9(4) COMP SYNC Record synonym version number.
02 BUILDER-079 X(1) DISPLAY Builder code. (For values, see Common

Data Fields.)
02 PREFIX-IND-079 X(1) DISPLAY VALUE ' ' Prefix or suffix indicator. If this field contains

the character P, a prefix is defined for
elements that participate in the record
synonym. If this field contains the character
S, a suffix is defined for elements that
participate in the record synonym. If this
field contains a blank, neither a prefix
nor a suffix is defined for elements that
participate in the record synonym.

88 PREFIX-079 COND VALUE 'P'
88 SUFFIX-079 COND VALUE 'S'
88 NO-PREFIX-079 COND VALUE ' '
02 PREFIX-VAL-079 X(10) DISPLAY Value of prefix or suffix, as indicated by

PREFIX-IND-079, defined for elements
that participate in the record synonym. If no
prefix or suffix is defined, this field contains
blanks.

02 VIEW-079 X(32) DISPLAY View identifier, if specified, for
RCDSYN-079 occurrences that represent
subschema views. If no view identifier was
specified, this field contains blanks.
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LANG-FLAG-079 X(8) BIT Language flag.
X'08' -- COBOL
X'04' -- Assembler
X'02' -- PL/I
X'01' -- SQL

02 SYN-TYPE-079 X(1) DISPLAY Synonym flag. This is blank for all
synonyms except the Primary Record
Synonym.

88 PRIMARY-SYNONYM-079 COND VALUE 'P'
02 FILLER X(20) DISPLAY

RCDSYNATTR-141
RCDSYNATTR-141 is the attribute junction record for the RCDSYN-079 record type.

NOTE
For more information and a discussion about attribute junction records, see the section "Structural
Considerations."

Record length

40

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, schema compiler

Member of

ATTR-JCT, RCDSYN-RCDSYNATT

Location mode VIA set RCDSYN-RCDSYNATT

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 JCT-TEXT-141 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.

S-010
Occurrences of the S-010 record type represent schemas. Two special schemas, IDMSNTWK version 1 and 'NON IDMS'
version 1, are defined in the dictionary.

IDMSNTWK version 1 is the schema that defines the dictionary itself; the schema definition is loaded by IDMSDIRL. DDR
depends on the IDMSNTWK version 1 schema for its definitions of the dictionary; therefore, the schema should never be
deleted from a dictionary against which DDR is to run. Unlike other schemas defined in the dictionary, IDMSNTWK version
1 is not usually a member of the OOAK-S set. This is a performance consideration: when reporting on records defined in
the dictionary, IDMSRPTS walks the OOAK-S set in order to access the record definitions; excluding IDMSNTWK version
1 from the OOAK-S set allows IDMSRPTS to bypass the records that define the dictionary itself. The user has the option
of connecting the IDMSNTWK version 1 schema to the OOAK-S set when the IDMS/DB Directory Load Utility (IDMSDIRL)
is run.

'NON IDMS' version 1 is a dummy schema that is used by the IDD DDDL compiler. IDD-built records and files are
connected to the 'NON IDMS' schema; this identifies the records and files as having been built by IDD. The S-010
occurrence for the 'NON IDMS' schema is created by the IDD DDDL compiler, by the IDMS system generation compiler,
or by the schema compiler (whichever executes first); 'NON IDMS' version 1 cannot be deleted from the dictionary.
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Record length

220

Established by

IDMSDIRL, IDD DDDL compiler, IDMS system generation compiler, schema compiler, ASF

Owner of

S-SA, S-SCHEMAATTR, S-SCHEMACMT, S-SOR, S-SRCD, S-SS, S-USERSCHEMA

Member of

OOAK-S

Location mode CALC using S-NAM-010

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 S-NAME-010 DISPLAY Schema identification.
03 S-NAM-010 X(8) DISPLAY Schema name.
03 S-SER-010 S9(4) COMP SYNC Schema version number.
02 S-DT-010 X(8) DISPLAY Memo date, if any, supplied by the user

(mm/dd/yy).
02 S-VERSION-010 99V99 DISPLAY Release number (for example, 10.00) of

the schema compiler used to compile the
schema.

02 ERR-010 9(1) DISPLAY Schema error flag. If this field contains
1, the schema contains errors and is
not available for use by the DMCL and
subschema compilers. If this field contains
0, the schema does not contain errors.

02 FILLER X(54) DISPLAY
02 PUB-ACCESS-FLAG-010 X(8) BIT Public access flag. (For values, see

Common Data Fields.)
02 DESCR-010 X(40) DISPLAY Schema description.
02 DATE-CREATED-010 X(8) DISPLAY Date established.
02 TIME-CREATED-010 X(8) DISPLAY Time established.
02 DATE-LU-010 X(8) DISPLAY Date last updated.
02 TIME-LU-010 X(8) DISPLAY Time last updated.
02 PREP-BY-010 X(8) DISPLAY User who added the schema.
02 REV-BY-010 X(8) DISPLAY User who last updated the schema.
02 DERIVED-S-NAME-010 DISPLAY Reserved.
03 DERIVED-S-NAM-010 X(8) DISPLAY
03 DERIVED-S-SER-010 S9(4) COMP SYNC
02 START-RECORD-IDS-010 S9(4) COMP SYNC Starting value for schema record ids.
02 FILLER X(10) DISPLAY
02 USER-COUNT-010 S9(4) COMP SYNC Count of users registered for all.
02 FILLER X(30) DISPLAY
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SA-018
Occurrences of the SA-018 record type represent schema areas and IDD files.

Record length

168

Established by

IDMSDIRL, IDD DDDL compiler, schema compiler

Owner of

FILENEST-EXPL, FILENEST-IMPL, SA-AFACT, SA-FILEATTR, SA-FILECMT, SA-FILESYN, SA-SACALL, SA-SAM, SA-
SSA, SA-USERFILE

Member of

S-SA

Location mode CALC using SA-NAM-018

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 SA-NAM-018 X(32) DISPLAY Schema area name or IDD file name.
02 FILE-VERS-018 S9(4) COMP SYNC IDD file version number. If the SA-018

occurrence represents a schema area, this
field contains 0.

02 BUILDER-018 X(1) DISPLAY
02 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY
02 LABELS-018 S9(4) COMP SYNC Label processing specification for the IDD

file.
0 NULL
1 STANDARD
2 NONSTANDARD
3 OMITTED

02 S-NAME-018 DISPLAY Schema identification. If the schema
is 'NON IDMS' version 1, the SA-018
occurrence represents an IDD file;
otherwise, the SA-018 occurrence
represents a schema area.

03 S-NAM-018 X(8) DISPLAY Schema name.
03 S-SER-018 S9(4) COMP SYNC Schema version number.
02 REC-SIZE-018 S9(4) COMP SYNC Maximum record size for the IDD file.
02 BLK-SIZE-018 S9(4) COMP SYNC Block size for the IDD file.
02 PUB-ACCESS-FLAG-018 X(8) BIT Public access flag. (For values, see

Common Data Fields.)
02 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY
02 USER-COUNT-018 S9(4) COMP SYNC Count of users registered for all.
02 FILLER X(4) DISPLAY
02 DESCR-018 X(40) DISPLAY IDD file description.
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02 DATE-LU-018 X(8) DISPLAY Date last updated.
02 DATE-CREATED-018 X(8) DISPLAY Date established.
02 PREP-BY-018 X(8) DISPLAY User who added the IDD file.
02 REV-BY-018 X(8) DISPLAY User who last updated the IDD file.
02 RECFM-018 X(1) DISPLAY Recording mode for the IDD file.

C'F' Fixed-length records
C'V' Variable-length records
C'S' Variable-length spanned records
C'U' Undefined recording mode
C' ' Recording mode not specified

02 RECORD-DESCRIPTOR-018 X(1) DISPLAY Record descriptor flag for the IDD file
(used by Culprit). If this field contains
the character X, record descriptors are
included in the record definitions in the
dictionary. If this field contains a blank,
record descriptors are not included in the
record definitions in the dictionary.

02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY
02 STAT-AREA-NUM- PAGES-018 S9(8) USAGE COMP SYNC The number of pages in the area.
02 STAT-AREA-PAGE- SIZE-018 S9(8) USAGE COMP SYNC The size of a page in the area.
02 STAT-AREA-NUM- PAGES-USED-018 S9(8) USAGE COMP SYNC The number of non-empty pages in the

area.
02 STAT-AREA-NUM- ROWS-018 S9(8) USAGE COMP SYNC The number of records in the area.
02 STAT-AREA-PCT- USED-018 USAGE COMP-1 The percentage of space in the area that is

used.
02 FILLER X(12) DISPLAY

SACALL-020
Occurrences of the SACALL-020 record type document database procedures to be called for the owner schema area in
the SA-SACALL set.

Record length

64

Established by

IDMSDIRL, schema compiler

Member of

SA-SACALL

Location mode VIA set SA-SACALL

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 CALL-SEQ-CTL-020 DISPLAY Control key for the SA-SACALL sorted set.
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03 CALL-TIME-020 X(2) DISPLAY Call time.
00 BEFORE
01 ON ERROR
02 AFTER

03 SEQ-020 9(6) DISPLAY Database procedure sequence number.
Each database procedure called for an
area is assigned a sequence number; the
sequence numbers start at 1 for each area
and are incremented by 1.

02 CALL-PROC-020 X(8) DISPLAY Database procedure name.
02 DBP-FUNC-020 X(16) DISPLAY DML verb (READY, FINISH, COMMIT,

or ROLLBACK) for which the database
procedure is called. If this field contains
blanks, the database procedure is called for
all DML verbs.

02 DBP-MODE-020 X(16) DISPLAY Usage mode (UPDATE or RETRIEVAL) of
the READY verb for which the database
procedure is called. If this field contains
blanks and DBP-FUNC-020 contains
READY, the database procedure is called
for both usage modes.

02 DBP-ACCESS-020 X(16) DISPLAY Access mode (EXCLUSIVE, PROTECTED,
or SHARED) of the READY verb for which
the database procedure is called. If this
field contains blanks and DBP-FUNC-020
contains READY, the database procedure is
called for all access modes.

SAM-056
SAM-056 is a junction record that relates schema records to schema areas and IDD-built records to IDD files.

Record length

248

Established by

IDMSDIRL, IDD DDDL compiler, schema compiler, ASF

Member of

SA-SAM, SRCD-SAM

Location mode VIA set SRCD-SAM

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 SR-NAM-056 X(32) DISPLAY Record name.
02 SA-NAM-056 X(32) DISPLAY Schema area name or IDD file name.
02 FILLER X(6) DISPLAY
02 KEYS-056 DISPLAY OCCURS 5 TIMES Up to 5 sort control keys for IDD-built

records that are sequenced within an IDD
file.
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03 KEY-FLD-056 X(32) DISPLAY Control element name.
03 SEQ-IND-056 X(1) DISPLAY Sequence indicator. If this field contains

the character A, the sorting sequence
is ascending. If this field contains the
character D, the sorting sequence is
descending. If this field contains a blank, no
sorting sequence was specified.

02 FILLER X(13) DISPLAY

SCHEMAATTR-180
SCHEMAATTR-180 is the attribute junction record for the S-010 record type.

NOTE
For more information and a discussion about attribute junction records, see the section "Structural
Considerations."

Record length

40

Established by

Schema compiler

Member of

ATTR-JCT, S-SCHEMAATTR

Location mode VIA set S-SCHEMAATTR

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 JCT-TEXT-180 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.

SCHEMACMT-181
SCHEMACMT-181 is the comment record associated with the S-010 record type.

NOTE
For more information and a discussion about comment records, see Comment Records.

Record length

108

Established by

Schema compiler

Member of

S-SCHEMACMT

Location mode VIA set S-SCHEMACMT
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Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 IDD-SEQ-181 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment line sequence number.
02 CMT-181 DISPLAY
03 CMT-INFO-181 X(50) DISPLAY OCCURS 2 TIMES Line of comment text.
02 CMT-ID-181 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment code. For reserved values, see

Comment Records.

SCR-054
SCR-054 is a junction record that relates record elements to set members. Each SCR-054 occurrence represents a
control key for a sorted set or a CALC record.

Record length

80

Established by

IDMSDIRL, schema compiler, ASF

Member of

SDR-SCR, SMR-SCR

Location mode VIA set SMR-SCR

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 SCR-POS-054 S9(4) COMP SYNC Leftmost position of the control-key element

within the record. The value in this field
is relative to 0; the record prefix (that is,
the database-key positions) is included in
the calculation. If this field contains -4, the
control key is the database key for indexes
sorted on database key; in this case, the
SCR-054 occurrence is not connected to
the SDR-SCR set.

02 SCR-LGTH-054 S9(4) COMP SYNC Length of the control-key element.
02 DATA-TYPE-054 S9(4) COMP SYNC SQL data type of the key field.
02 PRECISION-054 S9(4) COMP SYNC SQL precision of the key field.
02 SCALE-054 S9(4) COMP SYNC SQL scale of the key field.
02 SORT-054 S9(4) COMP SYNC Sorting sequence. If this field contains

+0, the set is sorted in ascending order. If
this field contains +1, the set is sorted in
descending order.
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02 INDEX-054 S9(4) COMP SYNC Reserved field used for the implementation
of inverted lists in IDMS/DB internal
indexing.
-1 Null
0 Sorted on symbolic uncompressed
1 Sorted on symbolic compressed
2 Sorted on database key

02 SCR-NAM-054 X(32) DISPLAY Control-key record element name.
02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY
02 STAT-COL-NUM- DISTINCT-VALS-054 S9(8) USAGE COMP SYNC The number of unique values found for this

column.
02 STAT-COL-LOW-VALUE-054 X(8) USAGE DISPLAY The contents of the key with the second

lowest value for this column.
02 STAT-COL-HIGH-VALUE-054 X(8) USAGE DISPLAY The contents of the key with the second

highest value for this column.
02 FILLER X(12) DISPLAY

SDES-044
SDES-044 is the comment record associated with the SDR-042 record type. Occurrences of the SDES-044 record type
are used to store values, edit and code tables, Culprit and OLQ headers, ASF headers, and control information for record
elements, as well as to store lines of comment text.

NOTE
For more information and a discussion about comment records, see Comment Records.

Record length

108

Established by

IDMSDIRL, IDD DDDL compiler, schema compiler, ASF

Member of

SDR-SDES

Location mode VIA set SDR-SDES

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 IDD-SEQ-044 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment line sequence number.
02 CMT-044 DISPLAY  
03 CMT-INFO-044 X(50) DISPLAY OCCURS 2 TIMES  
02 VALS-044 DISPLAY REDEFINES CMT-044 Redefinition of the CMT-044 field for

SDES-044 occurrences with a comment
code (CMT-ID-044) of -3 (that is,
occurrences that contain values).

03 VAL-LGTH1-044 S9(4) COMP SYNC Length, in bytes, of the first value string,
including quotation marks if specified.
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03 VAL-LGTH2-044 S9(4) COMP SYNC Length, in bytes, of the second value string,
including quotation marks if specified. A
second value string occurs only when
the record element synonym is a COBOL
level-88 condition name. This field contains
-1 if no second value string exists.

03 VAL-TEXT-044 DISPLAY  
04 VAL1-044 X(34) DISPLAY First value, including quotation marks if

specified.
04 VAL2-044 DISPLAY Second value, including quotation marks if

specified.
05 ISEQ-044 X(1) DISPLAY Sort sequence for index key.
88 ISEQ-ASC-044 COND VALUE 'A'  
88 ISEQ-DES-044 COND VALUE 'D'  
88 ISEQ-NONE-044 COND VALUE ' '  
05 FILLER X(33) DISPLAY  
05 FILLER X(28) DISPLAY  
02 HDR-GROUP-044 DISPLAY REDEFINES CMT-044 Redefinition of the CMT-044 field for

SDES-044 occurrences with a comment
code (CMT-ID-044) of -8 or -9 (that is,
occurrences that represent edit or code
tables).

03 FILLER X(4) DISPLAY  
03 HDR-NR-OF-ENTRIES-044 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of entries in the table.
03 HDR-ENTRY-LEN-044 S9(4) COMP SYNC Length, in bytes, of the largest table entry.
03 HDR-KEY-OFFSET-044 S9(4) COMP SYNC Key offset.
03 HDR-KEY-LEN-044 X(8) BIT Length of key.
03 HDR-FLAG1-044 S9(4) COMP SYNC Flag byte.

X'40' -- Linear search.
X'20' -- Binary search.

03 HDR-START-044 S9(8) COMP SYNC Pointer to the start of the table.
03 HDR-TABLE-LEN-044 S9(8) COMP SYNC Total length of the table text.
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03 HDR-FLAG2-044 S9(4) COMP SYNC Flag byte.
X'80' -- Type of list (ON = valid, OFF =
invalid)
X'40' -- Binary search (ON = encode, OFF =
decode)
X'20' -- Encode format (ON = numeric, OFF
= alpha)
X'10' -- Decode format (ON = numeric, OFF
= alpha)
X'08' -- Table (ON = sorted, OFF =
unsorted)
X'04' -- Duplicates (ON = allowed, OFF =
not allowed)
X'02' -- CATCH ALL ACTIVE (ON = yes,
OFF = no)
X'01' -- Type of table (ON = edit, OFF =
code)

03 HDR-EN-DP-044 X(8) BIT Decimal position indicator for encoded
values in the table.

03 HDR-DE-DP-044 X(8) BIT Decimal position indicator for decoded
values in the table.

03 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY  
03 HDR-LIN-SIZE-044 S9(8) COMP SYNC Basic calculated linear table size.
03 HDR-EN-VAL-SIZE-044 S9(4) COMP SYNC Encode catch-all value size.
03 HDR-DE-VAL-SIZE-044 S9(4) COMP SYNC Decode catch-all value size.
03 HDR-EN-MAX-044 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of entries with the maximum

encode size.
03 HDR-DE-MAX-044 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of entries with the maximum

decode size.
03 HDR-EN-MAX-SIZE-044 X(8) BIT Maximum encode size.
03 HDR-DE-MAX-SIZE-044 X(8) BIT Maximum decode size.
03 FILLER X(62) DISPLAY  
02 ASF-GROUP-044 DISPLAY REDEFINES CMT-044 ASF headers.
03 ASF-FIELD-NAME-044 X(32) DISPLAY Field name.
03 ASF-RECORD-NAME-044 X(32) DISPLAY ASF record name.
03 ASF-RECORD-NR-044 S9(8) COMP SYNC ASF record definition number (RDN).
03 ASF-FIELD-NR-044 S9(4) COMP SYNC ASF record field number (FNO).
03 ASF-MAP-SEQ-044 S9(4) COMP SYNC Map sequence number.
03 ASF-SUBSCR-CNT-044 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of subscripts.
03 SUBSCR-1-044 S9(4) COMP SYNC First subscript.
03 SUBSCR-2-044 S9(4) COMP SYNC Second subscript.
03 SUBSCR-3-044 S9(4) COMP SYNC Third subscript.
03 SUBSCR-4-044 S9(4) COMP SYNC Fourth subscript.
03 SUBSCR-5-044 S9(4) COMP SYNC Fifth subscript.
03 FILLER X(16) DISPLAY  
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02 CMT-ID-044 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment code. For reserved values, see
Comment Records.

SDR-042
SDR-042 is a junction record that relates INQ-058 element definitions to records in which the elements participate; each
SDR-042 occurrence represents a record element.

When an element is included in a record, information from the INQ-058 occurrence for the element is copied into a newly
created SDR-042 occurrence. If the record element subsequently is modified, only the SDR-042 occurrence, not the
INQ-058 occurrence, is changed. If the freestanding element definition is modified, only the INQ-058 occurrence, not any
SDR-042 occurrences that it owns, is changed.

Record length

136

Established by

IDMSDIRL, IDD DDDL compiler, schema compiler, ASF

Owner of

SDR-NAMESYN, SDR-SCR, SDR-SDES

Member of

INQ-SDR, SR-SDR

Location mode

VIA set SR-SDR

Within area

DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 SEQ-042 9(6) DISPLAY Sequence number. Each element included

in a record is assigned a sequence number;
the sequence numbers start at, and are
incremented by, the default sequence
number contained in the IDD-SEQ-012 field
of the OOAK-012 record.

02 DR-LGTH-042 S9(4) COMP SYNC Record element length, in bytes. For
group record elements, the value in this
field indicates the total group length. For
multiply-occurring record elements, the
value in this field is the length of one
occurrence multiplied by the number of
occurrences. For record elements with
usage BIT, this field contains 0.
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02 PIC-LGTH-042 S9(4) COMP SYNC Length, in bytes, of the picture string in
PIC-042. This field contains -1 if one or
more of the following conditions apply:
The record element is a group record
element.
The usage specification for the record
element is COMP-1, COMP-2, POINTER,
or CONDITION-NAME.
No picture definition exists for the record
element.

02 DR-BOFF-042 S9(4) COMP SYNC Bit offset. For record elements with usage
BIT, this field contains the offset (relative to
zero) at which the bit field starts in relation
to the beginning of the byte. For record
elements with usage other than BIT, this
field contains 0.

02 DR-BLTH-042 S9(4) COMP SYNC Bit length. For record elements with usage
BIT, this field contains the record element
length, in bits. For record elements with
usage other than BIT, this field contains 0.

02 USE-042 S9(4) COMP SYNC Usage.
0 DISPLAY
1 COMPUTATIONAL (binary)
2 COMPUTATIONAL-1 (short-precision
floating point)
3 COMPUTATIONAL-2 (long-precision
floating point)
4 COMPUTATIONAL-3 (packed decimal)
5 BIT (bit string)
6 POINTER (fullword address constant)
7 DISPLAY-1 (Kanji/DBCS)
8 SQLBINARY (SQL datatype BINARY)
88 CONDITION-NAME (COBOL level-88
value)

02 SYNC-042 S9(4) COMP SYNC Synchronization indicator. If this field
contains 1, boundary alignment is specified
for the record element. If this field contains
-1, boundary alignment is not specified for
the record element.

02 OCC-042 S9(4) COMP SYNC Occurrence count for multiply-occurring
record elements. If the record element is
not multiply-occurring, this field contains 0.

02 DR-LVL-042 9(2) DISPLAY Record element level number (for example,
02, 03, or 88).

02 OCC-LVL-042 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of subscripts needed to reference
the record element.

02 RDF-LVL-042 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of levels of redefinition in effect for
the record element.
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02 DR-NAM-042 X(32) DISPLAY Primary element name, as contained in
the INQ-058 occurrence that owns the
SDR-042 occurrence. This field is used
internally for fast searches of the SR-
SDR set when the IDD DDDL compiler
updates record elements. The record
element name as used by the record
or record synonym will be found in the
NAMESYN-083 occurrence that is owned
by both the SDR-042 occurrence and the
RCDSYN-079 occurrence for the applicable
record or record synonym.

02 PIC-042 X(30) DISPLAY Picture.
02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY
02 SIGN-042 X(1) DISPLAY Sign indicator. If this field contains the

character L, the sign for the record element
appears in the leading position. If this
field contains the character T, the sign for
the record element appears in the trailing
position. If this field contains a blank, no
sign specification exists for the record
element.
Note: The sign indicator is independent of
the S picture character.

02 SEPARATE-042 X(1) DISPLAY Separate sign indicator. If this field contains
the character S, a separate character
is reserved for the record element sign
designation. If this field contains a blank, a
separate character is not reserved for the
record element sign designation.

02 ISEQ-042 X(1) DISPLAY Sorting sequence for multiply-occurring
group elements. If this field contains
the character A, the sorting sequence
is ascending. If this field contains the
character D, the sorting sequence is
descending. If this field contains a blank, no
sorting sequence was specified.

88 ISEQ-ASC-042 COND VALUE 'A'
88 ISEQ-DES-042 COND VALUE 'D'
88 ISEQ-NONE-042 COND VALUE ' '
02 BUILDER-042 X(1) DISPLAY Builder code. (For values, see Common

Data Fields.)
02 ELEM-JUST-042 X(1) DISPLAY Justification indicator. If this field contains

the character J, the record element is
justified. If this field contains a blank, the
record element is not justified.

88 JUST-ON-042 COND VALUE 'J'
88 JUST-OFF-042 COND VALUE ' '
02 ELEM-BONZ-042 X(1) DISPLAY Blank on zero indicator.
88 BONZ-ON-042 COND VALUE 'B' Record element is blank on zero.
88 BONZ-OFF-042 COND VALUE ' '
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02 ALT-PIC-TYPE-042 S9(4) COMP SYNC Alternate picture type. If this field contains
0, the primary picture format of the element
was used for the record element definition.
If this field contains 1, 2, 3, or 4, the first,
second, third, or fourth alternate picture
format, respectively, was used for the
record element definition.

02 VAL-SW-042 X(1) DISPLAY Value indicator. If this field contains 1, the
record element has an initial value; the
value can be found by walking the SDR-
SDES set for an SDES-044 occurrence with
a comment code (CMT-ID-044) of -3. If this
field contains 0, the record element does
not have an initial value.

02 SDR-FLAG-042 X(8) BIT Flag byte for options included in the record
element definition.
X'40' REDEFINES
X'20' INDEX KEY
X'10' INDEXED BY
X'08' OCCURS DEPENDING ON
X'04' EXTERNAL PICTURE
X'02' CODE TABLE
X'01' EDIT TABLE

02 SDR-FLAG-2-042 X(8) BIT Record element work flag used during
modification of non-IDD-owned records.
X'80' -- Replacement error
X'02' -- Original record element
X'01' -- Replacement record element

02 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY
02 DATA-TYPE-042 S9(4) COMP SYNC SQL data type.
02 PRECISION-042 S9(4) COMP SYNC SQL precision.
02 SCALE-042 S9(4) COMP SYNC SQL scale.
02 LENGTH-042 S9(4) COMP SYNC Length of one occurrence of the element.
02 FILLER X(26) DISPLAY

SEGMENT-1047
Occurrences of SEGMENT-1047 represent the definitions of database segments.

Record length

144

Established by

Physical database definition

Owner of

SEGMENT-AREA, SEGMENT-DMCLSEG, SEGMENT-FILE

Member of

IX-SEGMENT
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Location mode CALC using NAME-1047

Within area DDLCAT

Field Picture Description
02 NAME-1047 X(8) DISPLAY Segment name.
02 CTIME-1047 X(64) BIT Date and time stamp when the segment

was created.
02 UTIME-1047 X(64) BIT Date and time stamp when the segment

was last updated.
02 CRITTIME-1047 X(64) BIT Date and time stamp of the last critical

change made to the segment.
02 CUSER-1047 X(18) DISPLAY ID of the user who created the segment.
02 UUSER-1047 X(18) DISPLAY ID of the user who last updated the

segment.
02 SCHEMA-1047 X(18) DISPLAY Name of the SQL schema, if any, that is

associated with the segment. If an SQL
schema name is associated with the
segment, only tables whose names are
qualified by the SQL schema name can
be stored in areas associated with the
segment.

02 PAGEGROUP-1047 S9(4) COMP SYNC Identifier of the page group that contains
the areas associated with the segment.

02 RECSPERPAGE-1047 S9(8) COMP SYNC Maximum number of records that can be
stored on a single page. The value in this
field is equal to the value supplied by the
user, rounded up to the nearest power of 2,
minus 1.

02 NUMAREAS-1047 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of areas associated with the
segment.

02 NUMFILES-1047 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of files associated with the
segment.

02 NUMDADS-1047 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of files associated with this
segment that contain dynamic allocation
(DAD) information.

02 NUMFILEMAPS-1047 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of files to which the segment maps.
02 NUMSYMBOLICS-1047 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of symbolics in the segment.
02 STAMPLEVEL-1047 X(1) DISPLAY Data definition stamp level.

'N' -- No stamp checking
'T' -- Table stamping
'S' -- Area stamping

02 TYPE-1047 X(1) DISPLAY Segment type.
'N' -- Non-SQL segment
'T' -- SQL segment

02 FILLER X(40) DISPLAY
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SENDLST-021
SENDLST-021 is a logical extension of the DEST-028 record type. Each SENDLST-021 occurrence identifies a user,
logical terminal, or printer that participates in the owner destination.

Record length

36

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, IDMS system generation compiler

Member of

DEST-SENDLST

Location mode VIA set DEST-SENDLST

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 USER-NAME-021 X(32) DISPLAY Destination component identifier.
02 SEND-LST-FLAG-021 X(8) BIT Flag that references the component

identified in USER-NAME-021.
X'80' -- Component is a logical terminal
X'40' -- Component will be deleted on the
next execution of the system generation
GENERATE statement
X'20' -- Component has been added or
deleted since the last execution of the
system generation GENERATE statement
X'08' -- Component is a user
X'04' -- Component is a printer
X'02' -- Component is a switch

02 FILLER X(3) DISPLAY

SETACT-061
SETACT-061 is a junction record that relates a subschema set to a program that accesses the set.

Record length

40

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, DML precompilers, ADS dialog compiler

Member of

PROG-SETACT, SSOR-SETACT

Location mode VIA set PROG-SETACT
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Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 SA-FUNCT-061 S9(4) COMP SYNC Function code indicating the DML

command issued by the program. The
function code for each DML command
except OBTAIN is the major DML verb
number; the function code for OBTAIN is
43. If a FIND or OBTAIN verb is modified by
the KEEP parameter, the function code is
the FIND or OBTAIN function code plus 20.

88 FIND-061 COND VALUE +03
88 KEEP-061 COND VALUE +06
88 CONNECT-061 COND VALUE +07
88 DISCONNECT-061 COND VALUE +11
88 ACCEPT-061 COND VALUE +15
88 IF-SET-061 COND VALUE +16
88 RETURN-061 COND VALUE +17
88 FIND-KEEP-061 COND VALUE +23
88 OBTAIN-061 COND VALUE +43
88 OBTAIN-KEEP-061 COND VALUE +63
02 SA-COUNT-061 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of times that the program issues

the verb indicated by SA-FUNCT-061.
02 SA-SET-OWN-061 X(32) DISPLAY Name of the subschema set that owns the

SETACT-061 occurrence.
02 FILLER X(4) DISPLAY

SEXT-DCS-140
The SEXT-DCS-140 record type is used to store queue record data for DDLDCRUN area queue records with more
than 500 bytes of data. SEXT-DCS-140 occurrences serve as extensions to SROOT-DCS-139 occurrences; for more
information on storing queue record data, see SROOT-DCS-139 later in this section.

Record length

500

Established by

IDMS products and user application programs that run under IDMS/DC

Member of

SROOT-SEXT

Location mode VIA set SROOT-SEXT

Within area DDLDCRUN

Field Picture Description
02 SRFUDATA-140 X(25) DISPLAY OCCURS 20 TIMES 500 bytes of queue record data.
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SFK-037
SFK-037 is the logical extension of SMR-052 (schema member record) defining a foreign key field for primary/foreign key
sets.

Record length

100

Established by

Schema compiler

Member of

SDR-SCR, SMR-SFK

Location mode VIA set SMR-SFK

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 FK-POS-037 S9(4) COMP SYNC Leftmost position of the foreign key field

in the record, relative to 0, including the
record prefix.

02 FK-LGTH-037 S9(4) COMP SYNC Length of the foreign key field in the record.
02 DATA-TYPE-037 S9(4) COMP SYNC SQL data type of the foreign key field.
02 PRECISION-037 S9(4) COMP SYNC SQL precision of the foreign key field.
02 SCALE-037 S9(4) COMP SYNC SQL scale of the foreign key field.
02 FK-NULL-037 S9(4) COMP SYNC Nullable field indicator.

0 = Not nullable
1 = Nullable

02 FK-NAME-037 X(32) DISPLAY Foreign key field name in the schema
record.

02 PK-NAME-037 X(32) DISPLAY Primary key field name in the schema
record.

02 FILLER X(24) DISPLAY (Reserved).

SMR-052
SMR-052 is a junction record that relates schema records to the schema sets in which the records participate as
members. Each SMR-052 occurrence represents a set member.

Record length

80

Established by

IDMSDIRL, schema compiler, ASF

Owner of

SMR-SCR

Member of

SOR-SMR, SRCD-SMR
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Location mode

VIA set SRCD-SMR

Within area

DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 SET-NAM-052 X(32) DISPLAY Set name.
02 NXT-DBK-052 S9(4) COMP SYNC Database-key position in the member

record prefix (relative to 0) to be used for
the next-of-set pointer. If this field contains
-1, the set member does not have a next
pointer; this is possible only for native
VSAM records.

02 PRI-DBK-052 S9(4) COMP SYNC Database-key position in the member
record prefix (relative to 0) to be used for
the prior-of-set pointer. If this field contains
-1, the set member does not have a prior
pointer.

02 OWN-DBK-052 S9(4) COMP SYNC Database-key position in the member
record prefix (relative to 0) to be used
for the owner-of-set pointer. If this field
contains -1, the set member does not have
an owner pointer.

02 SMR-ID-052 S9(4) COMP SYNC Schema record id of the member record.
02 DUP-052 S9(4) COMP SYNC Duplicates indicator for sorted sets. The

value in this field indicates how IDMS/DB
handles member record occurrences with
duplicate sort control keys.
-1 The set is not a sorted set.
0 Duplicates are not allowed.
1 Duplicates are stored first.
2 Duplicates are stored last.
3 The set is unordered (VSAM index/VSAM
calc).
4 Duplicates are stored by dbkey (index).

02 MR-CNTRL-052 S9(4) COMP SYNC Membership control indicator.
-1 Membership control was not specified.
+0 Set connections are mandatory and
automatic.
+1 Set connections are mandatory and
manual.
+2 Set connections are optional and
automatic.
+3 Set connections are optional and
manual.

02 ORD-052 S9(4) COMP SYNC Set order indicator.
0 The set order is first, last, or sorted.
1 The set order is next or prior.
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02 VIA-052 S9(4) COMP SYNC VIA indicator.
0 The record is not stored VIA the set
defined by the SMR-052 occurrence.
1 The record is stored VIA the set defined
by the SMR-052 occurrence.

02 CALC-052 S9(4) COMP SYNC CALC indicator.
0 The SMR-052 occurrence does not
represent the record's membership in the
CALC set.
1 The SMR-052 occurrence represents
the record's membership in the CALC set;
when this field contains 1, the VIA-052 field
also contains 1.

02 OWNER-LINKED-052 S9(4) COMP SYNC Owner linkage indicator.
0 The member record does not have an
owner pointer.
1 The member record has an owner pointer.

02 INDEX-052 S9(4) COMP SYNC Reserved field used for the implementation
of inverted lists in IDMS/DB internal
indexing.
-1 Null
0 Sorted on symbolic uncompressed
1 Sorted on symbolic compressed
2 Sorted on database key

02 KEY-LGTH-052 S9(4) COMP SYNC Total length of the sort control-key elements
for the member record.

02 SORT-052 S9(4) COMP SYNC Sorting sequence.
+0 Standard sort sequence or unsorted.
+1 Natural sort sequence.

02 FK-LGTH-052 S9(4) COMP SYNC Total length of foreign key.
02 SET-TYPE-052 S9(4) COMP SYNC Set type.

0 = Standard set
1 = Primary/foreign key
2 = Referential

02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY
02 STAT-MEM-NUM- DISTINCT-KEYS-052 S9(8) USAGE COMP SYNC The number of member records with unique

key values in this set.
02 STAT-MEM-AVG-ROWS-SET-052 USAGE COMP-1 The average number of member records

per set occurrence.
02 STAT-MEM-AVG-PAGES-KEY-052 USAGE COMP-1 The average number of pages occupied by

records with the same key value.
02 STAT-MEM-AVG- CLUSTER-
COUNT-052

USAGE COMP-1 For a non-calc index, the average number
of I/Os required to read all rows of the
indexed record, if 5 buffer pages were
available.

SOR-046
Occurrences of the SOR-046 record type represent schema sets.
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Record length

184

Established by

IDMSDIRL, schema compiler, ASF

Owner of

SOR-SMR, SOR-SSOR

Member of

S-SOR, SRCD-SOR

Location mode

CALC using SET-NAM-046

Within area

DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 SET-NAM-046 X(32) DISPLAY Set name.
02 SET-ORD-046 S9(4) COMP SYNC Set order.
88 LAST-PRIOR-046 COND VALUE +0
88 SORTED-046 COND VALUE +1
88 FIRST-NEXT-046 COND VALUE +2
02 NXT-DBK-046 S9(4) COMP SYNC Database-key position in the owner record

prefix (relative to 0) to be used for the
next-of-set pointer. If this field contains
-1, the set member does not have a next
pointer; this is possible only for native
VSAM records.

02 PRI-DBK-046 S9(4) COMP SYNC Database-key position in the owner record
prefix (relative to 0) to be used for the prior-
of-set pointer. If this field contains -1, the
set owner does not have a prior pointer.

02 SOR-ID-046 S9(4) COMP SYNC Schema record id of the owner record.
02 DELETION-046 S9(4) COMP SYNC Reserved.
88 READ-WRITE-046 COND VALUE +0
88 DELETE-NO-046 COND VALUE +1
88 MOD-STORE-NO-046 COND VALUE +2
02 ORD-046 S9(4) COMP SYNC Set order indicator. If this field contains 0,

the set order is first, last, or sorted. If this
field contains 1, the set order is next or
prior.

02 SORT-046 S9(4) COMP SYNC Sorted set indicator. If this field contains +0,
the set is sorted. If this field contains +1,
the set is not sorted.

02 S-NAME-046 DISPLAY Schema identification.
03 S-NAM-046 X(8) DISPLAY Schema name.
03 S-SER-046 S9(4) COMP SYNC Schema version number.
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02 SET-MODE-046 S9(4) COMP SYNC Bit flags indicating the set mode.
X'0020' MODE IS VSAM INDEX
X'0010' MODE IS INDEX
X'0008' MODE IS CHAIN
X'0004' Owner pointers allowed
X'0002' Prior pointers required
X'0001' Next pointers required
The set mode bit flags can be set only in
the following combinations:
X'0020' MODE IS VSAM INDEX
X'0015' MODE IS INDEX
X'000D' MODE IS CHAIN
X'000F' MODE IS CHAIN LINKED TO
PRIOR

02 INDEX-MEMBERS-046 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of entries in each bottom-level
internal index record of an indexed set.

02 INDEX-DISP-046 S9(4) COMP SYNC Displacement, in pages, of internal index
records from their owner record.

02 SYMBOL-INDEX-046 X(18) DISPLAY Name of the symbol that contains subarea
information for the system-owned index.

02 PAGE-OFFSET-PERCENT-046 S9(4) COMP SYNC Offset, as a percentage, into the schema
area page range of the page range to which
the system-owned index is assigned. If
a percentage is not specified, this field
contains -1.

02 PAGE-COUNT-PERCENT-046 S9(4) COMP SYNC Percentage of the schema area page
range included in the page range to which
the system-owned index is assigned. If
a percentage is not specified, this field
contains -1.

02 PAGE-OFFSET-046 S9(8) COMP SYNC Offset, relative to 0, into the schema area
page range of the page range to which
the system-owned index is assigned. If an
offset is not specified, this field contains -1.

02 PAGE-COUNT-046 S9(8) COMP SYNC Number of pages in the schema area page
range included in the page range to which
the system-owned index is assigned. If a
number of pages is not specified, this field
contains 0.

02 SUBAREA-042 X(18) DISPLAY Symbolic subarea name.
02 SA-NAM-046 X(32) DISPLAY Name of the schema area to which the

system-owned index is assigned.
02 INDEXID-046 S9(4) COMP SYNC Index ID number.
02 SET-TYPE-046 S9(4) COMP SYNC Set type. (Reserved for future use)
02 PK-NAME-046 X(18) DISPLAY Primary key for the set (CALC or index set

name)
02 FILLER X(20) DISPLAY
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SR-036
Occurrences of the SR-036 record type represent records, reports, and transactions. When a schema is compiled,
SR-036 occurrences are created for certain system internal records. Three system internal record types, SR1, SR6,
and SR7, occur in all schemas. SR1 is the owner of the CALC set; the SR1 occurrence in a schema owns all the CALC
records in the schema. SR6 is a dummy record that is used for internal schema processing; one SR6 occurrence is
included in each schema. SR7 owns all the system-owned indexes in a schema; one SR7 occurrence is included in each
schema.

Record length

184

Established by

IDMSDIRL, IDD DDDL compiler, schema compiler, ASF

Owner of

SR-EXPL, SR-IMPL, SR-RCDATTR, SR-RCDCMT, SR-RCDSYN, SR-SDR, SR-USERRCD

Member of

OOAK-SR

Location mode CALC using SR-NAM-036

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 SR-NAM-036 X(32) DISPLAY Record name.
02 OCCURS-036 S9(8) COMP SYNC Estimated number of occurrences. This

field is completed only by the IDD DDDL
compiler.

02 RCD-VERS-036 S9(4) COMP SYNC Record version number.
02 DLGTH-036 S9(4) COMP SYNC Length, in bytes, of the data portion of the

record.
02 BUILDER-036 X(1) DISPLAY Builder code. (For values, see Common

Data Fields.) The value in this field is used
as an ownership code for IDD-built records.
An IDD-built record initially has a builder
code of D. If an IDD-built record is copied
into a map by the IDMS/DC mapping
compiler, the builder code in the record
is changed to C. If an IDD-built record
is copied into a schema by the schema
compiler or into both a schema and a map,
the builder code in the record is changed
to S. The IDD DDDL compiler can make
only nonstructural modifications to a record
with a builder code other than D. When
all schemas and maps into which an IDD-
built record has been copied are deleted,
the builder code in the record reverts to its
original value; the IDD DDDL compiler is
then free to make structural modifications to
the record.

02 DESCR-036 X(40) DISPLAY Record description.
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02 DATE-LU-036 X(8) DISPLAY Date last updated.
02 RECTYPE-036 X(16) DISPLAY Storage medium (for example, TAPE or

DISK). This field is completed only by the
IDD DDDL compiler.

02 REC-FORMAT-036 X(1) DISPLAY Record type. If this field contains the
character F, the record is fixed length. If this
field contains the character V, the record is
variable length.

02 ALT-PIC-TYPE-036 S9(4) COMP SYNC Picture format for elements that participate
in the record. If this field contains 0, the
primary picture format is used. If this field
contains 1, 2, 3, or 4, the first, second,
third, or fourth alternate picture format,
respectively, is used.

02 DATE-CREATED-036 X(8) DISPLAY Date established.
02 PREP-BY-036 X(8) DISPLAY User who added the record.
02 REV-BY-036 X(8) DISPLAY User who last updated the record.
02 ENT-TYPE-036 X(1) DISPLAY Entity type. If this field contains the

character R, the SR-036 occurrence
represents a report. If this field contains
the character T, the SR-036 occurrence
represents a transaction. If this field
contains a blank, the SR-036 occurrence
represents a record.

02 ERR-036 9(1) DISPLAY Error flag. If this field contains 1, the record
contains errors and is not available for use
by the schema and mapping compilers. If
this field contains 0, the record contains no
errors.

02 TIME-LU-036 X(8) DISPLAY Time last updated.
02 PUB-ACCESS-FLAG-036 X(8) BIT Public access flag. (For values, see

Common Data Fields.)
02 FLAG-036 X(8) BIT Record flag.

X'80' -- SQL synonym defined
02 USER-COUNT-036 S9(4) COMP SYNC Count of users registered for all.
02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY
02 LOGICAL-RECORD-USE-COUNT-036 S9(8) COMP SYNC Number of logical records in which the IDD

record participates directly.
02 FILLER X(32) DISPLAY

SRCALL-040
Occurrences of the SRCALL-040 record type document database procedures to be called for the owner schema record in
the SRCD-SRCALL set.

Record length

32

Established by

IDMSDIRL, schema compiler
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Member of

SRCD-SRCALL

Location mode VIA set SRCD-SRCALL

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 CALL-SEQ-CTL-040 DISPLAY Control key for the SRCD-SRCALL sorted

set.
03 CALL-TIME-040 X(2) DISPLAY Call time.

00 BEFORE
01 ON ERROR
02 AFTER

03 SEQ-040 9(6) DISPLAY Database procedure sequence number.
Each database procedure called for a
record is assigned a sequence number;
the sequence numbers start at 1 for each
record and are incremented by 1.

02 CALL-PROC-040 X(8) DISPLAY Database procedure name.
02 DBP-FUNC-040 X(16) DISPLAY DML verb for which the database procedure

is called. If this field contains blanks, the
database procedure is called for all DML
verbs.

SRCD-113
SRCD-113 is a junction record that relates record synonyms to schemas; each SRCD-113 occurrence represents a
schema record. All records in the dictionary must be associated with a schema. IDD-built records are connected to a
dummy schema called 'NON IDMS' version 1.

Record length

160

Established by

IDMSDIRL, IDD DDDL compiler, schema compiler, ASF

Owner of

SRCD-SAM, SRCD-SMR, SRCD-SOR, SRCD-SRCALL, SRCD-SSR

Member of

RCDSYN-SRCD, S-SRCD

Location mode VIA set S-SRCD

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 S-NAME-113 DISPLAY Schema identification.
03 S-NAM-113 X(8) DISPLAY Schema name.
03 S-SER-113 S9(4) COMP SYNC Schema version number.
02 SR-ID-113 S9(4) COMP SYNC Schema record id.
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02 MODE-113 S9(4) COMP SYNC Location mode.
88 LOC-NULL-113 COND VALUE -1
88 LOC-VIA-113 COND VALUE +0
88 LOC-CALC-113 COND VALUE +1
88 LOC-DIRECT-113 COND VALUE +2
88 LOC-VSAM-DIR-113 COND VALUE +3
88 LOC-VSAM-CALC-113 COND VALUE +4
02 RLGTH-113 S9(4) COMP SYNC Schema record length, in bytes, including

the record prefix.
02 DSPL-113 S9(4) COMP SYNC Displacement, in pages, at which VIA

records are stored from the owner of the
VIA set.

02 DLGTH-113 S9(4) COMP SYNC Length, in bytes, of the data portion of the
schema record. For variable-length records
and for fixed-length compressed records,
the value in this field includes the four-byte
prefix that indicates the stored length of the
record.

02 DSTRT-113 S9(4) COMP SYNC Offset, relative to 0, of the data portion of
the schema record from the start of the
record (including the prefix).

02 DEL-113 S9(4) COMP SYNC Deletion flag for system internal records.
88 DELETE-YES-113 COND VALUE +0 The record can be deleted.
88 DELETE-NO-113 COND VALUE +1 The record cannot be deleted.
02 KLGTH-113 S9(4) COMP SYNC Length, in bytes, of the prefix portion of the

schema record.
02 CNTRL-END-113 S9(4) COMP SYNC Control length end. The value in this field is

the number of bytes in the data portion of
the schema record up to and including the
last element that is used as a control key
for a sorted set or for a CALC record.

02 FIXED-END-113 S9(4) COMP SYNC Length, in bytes, of the fixed portion of the
schema record. For fixed-length records,
the value in this field is equal to the value
in the DLGTH-113 field. For records with an
OCCURS DEPENDING ON data field, the
value in this field is the last byte of the fixed
portion of the record.

02 MIN-ROOT-113 S9(4) COMP SYNC Minimum root length, including the schema
record prefix.

02 MIN-FRAG-113 S9(4) COMP SYNC Minimum fragment length, including the
four-byte fragment chain pointer.

02 PAGE-OFFSET-PERCENT-113 S9(4) COMP SYNC Offset, as a percentage, into the schema
area page range of the page range to
which the schema record is assigned. If
a percentage is not specified, this field
contains -1.
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02 PAGE-COUNT-PERCENT-113 S9(4) COMP SYNC Percentage of the schema area page range
included in the page range to which the
schema record is assigned. If a percentage
is not specified, this field contains -1.

02 FLAG-113 X(8) BIT Schema record flag.
X'40' -- Initial flag setting
X'01' -- PRESSTO DCTABLE defined in
SSC

02 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY
02 MODE-ID-113 X(32) DISPLAY Set name, for schema records with a

location mode of VIA.
02 REC-TYPE-113 X(1) DISPLAY Schema record type.
88 FIX-LEN-113 COND VALUE 'F'
88 VAR-LEN-113 COND VALUE 'V'
02 ERR-113 9(1) DISPLAY Error flag. If this field contains 1, errors

were detected in the record during schema
compiler execution. If this field contains 0,
no errors were detected in the record during
schema compiler execution.

02 VSAM-TYPE-113 X(1) DISPLAY VSAM schema record type. If this field is
blank, the record is not a VSAM record.

88 FIX-NONSPAN-113 COND VALUE 'A'
88 FIX-SPAN-113 COND VALUE 'B'
88 VAR-NONSPAN-113 COND VALUE 'C'
88 VAR-SPAN-113 COND VALUE 'D'
02 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY
02 PAGE-OFFSET-113 S9(8) COMP SYNC Offset, relative to 0, into the schema area

page range of the page range to which the
schema record is assigned. If an offset is
not specified, this field contains -1.

02 PAGE-COUNT-113 S9(8) COMP SYNC Number of pages in the schema area page
range included in the page range to which
the schema record is assigned. If a number
of pages is not specified, this field contains
-1.

02 SYMBOL-DISPLACE-113 X(18) DISPLAY Name of the symbol that defines the VIA
displacement for the record.

02 SUBAREA-113 X(18) DISPLAY Name of the symbol that contains subarea
information for the record.

02 EST-RECS-113 S9(8) COMP SYNC Estimated number of record occurrences.
02 STAT-REC-NUM-PAGES-113 S9(8) USAGE COMP SYNC The max number of pages that can contain

this record.
02 STAT-REC-NUM-PAGES-USED-113 S9(8) USAGE COMP SYNC The actual number of pages containing this

record.
02 STAT-REC-NUM-ROWS-113 S9(8) USAGE COMP SYNC The number of occurrences of this record

type.
02 STAT-REC-AVG-LENGTH-113 USAGE COMP-1 The average record length.
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02 STAT-REC-PCT-USED-113 USAGE COMP-1 The percentage of the space used by this
record in its area.

02 STAT-REC-PCT-FRAG-113 USAGE COMP-1 The percentage of the records that are
fragmented.

02 FILLER X(12) DISPLAY

SROOT-DCS-139
Occurrences of the SROOT-DCS-139 record type represent queue records in the DDLDCRUN area; SROOT-DCS-139
is the queue record root. When storing a queue record, the system calculates the number of 500-byte blocks of data that
the record comprises. The beginning of the queue record (that is, the first 500 or fewer bytes of data, as determined by
the remainder in the calculation) is stored in the queue record root. If the queue record comprises more than 500 bytes of
data, the remaining data is stored in SEXT-DCS-140 occurrences in blocks of 500 bytes.

Record length

520

Established by

IDMS products and user application programs that run under IDMS/DC

Owner of

SROOT-SEXT

Member of

QUEUE-SROOT

Location mode DIRECT

Within area DDLDCRUN

Field Picture Description
02 SRHKEY-139 DISPLAY Queue record control information.
03 SRHDCVID-139 S9(4) COMP SYNC Version number of the IDMS/DC system

under which the queue record was stored.
03 SRHNFBLK-139 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of SEXT-DCS-140 occurrences

owned by the SROOT-DCS-139
occurrence.

03 SRHVSIZE-139 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of bytes of data stored in the
SROOT-DCS-139 occurrence (that is, in
the queue record root).

03 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY
03 SRHSAID-139 X(8) DISPLAY Unused.
03 SRHSRID-139 S9(8) COMP SYNC Unused.
02 SRHUDATA-139 X(1) DISPLAY OCCURS 0 TO 500 TIMES

DEPENDING ON SRHVSIZE- 139
Up to 500 bytes of queue record data.

SS-026
Occurrences of the SS-026 record type represent subschemas.

Record length
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176

Established by

IDMSDIRL, subschema compiler, ASF

Owner of

SS-ACCESS, SS-LR, SS-SSA, SS-SSATTR, SS-SSCMT, SS-SSOR, SS-SSPROC, SS-SSPROG, SS-SSR, SS-USERSS

Member of

S-SS

Location mode CALC using SS-NAM-026

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 SS-NAM-026 X(8) DISPLAY Subschema name.
02 MACH-026 S9(4) COMP SYNC Type of machine on which the subschema

was compiled.
02 S-NAME-026 DISPLAY Schema identification.
03 S-NAM-026 X(8) DISPLAY Schema name.
03 S-SER-026 S9(4) COMP SYNC Schema version number.
02 FILLER X(8) DISPLAY
02 DML-CTRL-026 X(1) DISPLAY Subschema authorization. If this field

contains 1, programs that reference the
subschema must be registered with the
subschema before they can be processed
by the DML precompilers. If this field
contains 0, programs that reference the
subschema do not have to be registered
with the subschema.

02 SS-VERSION-026 99V99 DISPLAY Release number (for example, 10.00) of the
subschema compiler used to compile the
subschema.

02 DATE-CREATED-026 X(8) DISPLAY Date established.
02 TIME-CREATED-026 X(8) DISPLAY Time established.
02 ERR-026 9(1) DISPLAY Subschema error flag. If this field contains

1, either the subschema has not been
validated or the subschema contains
errors; in either case, the subschema is not
available for use by the DML precompilers.
If this field contains 0, the subschema
contains no errors.

02 COUNTS-026 DISPLAY Counts of the control blocks that comprise
the subschema tables.

03 SR-COUNT-026 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of Record Definition Blocks
(SR51).

03 AC-COUNT-026 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of Area Definition Blocks (AC56).
03 AM-COUNT-026 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of Area Membership Definition

Blocks (AM57).
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03 PC-COUNT-026 S9(8) COMP SYNC Number of Procedure Definition Blocks
(PC70).

03 RP-COUNT-026 S9(8) COMP SYNC Number of Record Procedure Junction
Blocks (RP71).

03 AP-COUNT-026 S9(8) COMP SYNC Number of Area Procedure Junction Blocks
(AP72).

03 OR-COUNT-026 S9(8) COMP SYNC Number of Set Definition Blocks (OR52).
03 MR-COUNT-026 S9(8) COMP SYNC Number of Member Record Definition

Blocks (MR53).
03 CR-COUNT-026 S9(8) COMP SYNC Number of Sorted Record Control

Descriptors (CR55).
03 FD1-COUNT-026 S9(8) COMP SYNC Number of Field Segment Definition Blocks

(FD54) for fixed-length segments.
03 FD2-COUNT-026 S9(8) COMP SYNC Number of Field Segment Definition Blocks

(FD54) for variable-length segments.
02 LR-NSI-026 X(1) DISPLAY Logical record currency flag. If this field

contains 0, logical record currency is
reset before a path is repeated. If this field
contains 1, logical record currency is not
reset before a path is repeated.

02 LRACCESS-026 9(1) DISPLAY Logical record access indicator. If this field
contains 0, programs using the subschema
can access both logical records and
subschema records. If this field contains 1,
programs using the subschema can access
only logical records. If this field contains 2,
programs using the subschema can access
only subschema records.

02 FILLER X(10) DISPLAY
02 DESCR-026 X(40) DISPLAY Subschema description.
02 DATE-LU-026 X(8) DISPLAY Date last updated.
02 TIME-LU-026 X(8) DISPLAY Time last updated.
02 PREP-BY-026 X(8) DISPLAY User who added the subschema.
02 REV-BY-026 X(8) DISPLAY User who last updated the subschema.
02 PUB-ACCESS-FLAG-026 X(8) BIT Public access flag. (For values, see

Common Data Fields.)
02 FLAG-026 X(8) BIT Subschema flag.

X'40' -- Initial flag setting
X'01' -- PRESSTO DCTABLE defined in
SSC

02 USER-COUNT-026 S9(4) COMP SYNC Count of users registered for all.

SSA-024
Occurrences of the SSA-024 record type represent schema areas that have been copied into a subschema.

Record length

112

Established by
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IDMSDIRL, subschema compiler, ASF

Owner of

SSA-AFACT, SSA-SSACALL, SSA-SSAM

Member of

SA-SSA, SS-SSA

Location mode CALC using SSA-CNTRL-024

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 SSA-CNTRL-024 DISPLAY CALC key.
03 SS-NAM-024 X(8) DISPLAY Subschema name.
03 SSA-NAM-024 X(32) DISPLAY Schema area name.
02 AR-ID-024 S9(4) COMP SYNC Subschema area sequence number. Each

schema area copied into a subschema
is assigned a sequence number; the
sequence numbers start at 10 for each
subschema and are incremented by 1.

02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY
02 SSA-LOK-024 S9(8) COMP SYNC Privacy lock bits. The bits in this field

correspond to database activities. If a given
bit is set (equal to 1), the corresponding
activity is not allowed for the subschema
area represented by the SSA-024
occurrence.
X'00000100' READY SHARED RETRIEVAL
X'00000200' READY PROTECTED
RETRIEVAL
X'00000400' READY EXCLUSIVE
RETRIEVAL
X'00000800' READY SHARED UPDATE
X'00001000' READY PROTECTED
UPDATE
X'00002000' READY EXCLUSIVE UPDATE

02 S-NAME-024 DISPLAY Schema identification.
03 S-NAM-024 X(8) DISPLAY Schema name.
03 S-SER-024 S9(4) COMP SYNC Schema version number.
02 DEF-USAGE-024 S9(4) COMP SYNC Default usage mode.

0 No usage mode specified
+36 Update
+37 Retrieval
+38 Protected update
+39 Protected retrieval
+40 Exclusive retrieval
+41 Exclusive update

02 AP-COUNT-024 S9(8) COMP SYNC Number of Area Procedure Junction
Blocks (AP72) required for the area in the
subschema tables.
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02 SEGMENT-024 X(8) DISPLAY Bound to segment name. (Reserved for
future use)

02 FILLER X(40) DISPLAY

SSACALL-019
SSACALL-019 is a junction record that relates a subschema area to a database procedure that is called for the area.

Record length

16

Established by

IDMSDIRL, subschema compiler

Member of

SSA-SSACALL, SSPROC-SSACALL

Location mode VIA set SSA-SSACALL

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 CALL-MODE-019 S9(4) COMP SYNC Usage mode of the READY verb for which

the database procedure is called; this field
is meaningful only when CALL-FUNC-019
contains the DML verb number for READY.
If this field contains +0, the database
procedure is called for READY verbs with a
usage mode of RETRIEVAL or UPDATE.

88 RETRIEVAL-019 COND VALUE +1
88 UPDATE-019 COND VALUE +2
02 CALL-ACCESS-019 S9(4) COMP SYNC Access mode of the READY verb for which

the database procedure is called; this field
is meaningful only when CALL-FUNC-019
contains the DML verb number for READY.
If this field contains +0, the database
procedure is called for READY verbs with
any access mode.

88 SHARED-019 COND VALUE +1
88 EXCLUSIVE-019 COND VALUE +2
88 PROTECTED-019 COND VALUE +3
02 CALL-ID-019 S9(8) COMP SYNC Subschema area database procedure

sequence number. Each database
procedure called for a subschema area
is assigned a sequence number; the
sequence numbers start at 1 for each
subschema area and are incremented by 1.

02 CALL-TIME-019 X(2) DISPLAY Call time.
C'BF' BEFORE
C'ER' ON ERROR
C'AF' AFTER
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02 CALL-FUNC-019 9(2) DISPLAY Verb number of the DML verb for which
the database procedure is called. If this
field contains 0, the database procedure is
called for all DML verbs.

02 FILLER X(4) DISPLAY

SSAM-066
SSAM-066 is a junction record that relates subschema records to subschema areas.

Record length

8

Established by

IDMSDIRL, subschema compiler, ASF

Member of

SSA-SSAM, SSR-SSAM

Location mode VIA set SSA-SSAM

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 AM-ID-066 S9(8) COMP SYNC Subschema record-to-area mapping

identifier. The value in this field is equal
to the record id concatenated with 0001.
For the system internal record SR7, the
value in this field is equal to the record id
(7) concatenated with a four-digit sequence
number; the sequence numbers start at
0001 and are incremented by 0001.

02 FILLER X(4) DISPLAY

SSATTR-183
SSATTR-183 is the attribute junction record for the SS-026 record type.

NOTE
For more information and a discussion about attribute junction records, see the section "Structural
Considerations."

Record length

40

Established by

Subschema compiler

Member of

ATTR-JCT, SS-SSATTR

Location mode VIA set SS-SSATTR
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Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 JCT-TEXT-183 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.

SSCMT-184
SSCMT-184 is the comment record associated with the SS-026 record type.

NOTE
For more information and a discussion about comment records, see Comment Records.

Record length

108

Established by

Subschema compiler

Member of

SS-SSCMT

Location mode VIA set SS-SSCMT

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 IDD-SEQ-184 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment line sequence number.
02 CMT-184 DISPLAY  
03 CMT-INFO-184 X(50) DISPLAY OCCURS 2 TIMES Line of comment text.
02 CMT-ID-184 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment code. For reserved values, see

Comment Records.

SSCR-070
SSCR-070 is a logical extension of the SSMR-068 record type. Each SSCR-070 occurrence defines a control-key element
for a sorted set or a CALC record.

Record length

80

Established by

IDMSDIRL, subschema compiler

Member of

SSMR-SSCR

Location mode VIA set SSMR-SSCR
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Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 CR-ID-070 S9(8) COMP SYNC Control-key element identifier. The value

in this field is equal to the record ID
concatenated with a three-digit sequence
number; the sequence numbers start at 001
for each record and are incremented by
001.

02 SSCR-POS-070 S9(4) COMP SYNC Leftmost position of the control-key element
within the record. The value in this field
is relative to 0; the record prefix (that is,
the database-key positions) is included in
the calculation. If this field contains -4, the
control key is the database key for indexes
sorted on database key.

02 SSCR-LGTH-070 S9(4) COMP SYNC Length of the control-key element.
02 DATA-TYPE-070 S9(4) COMP SYNC SQL data type of the key field.
02 PRECISION-070 S9(4) COMP SYNC SQL precision of the key field.
02 SCALE-070 S9(4) COMP SYNC SQL scale of the key field.
02 SORT-070 S9(4) COMP SYNC Sorting sequence. If this field contains

+0, the set is sorted in ascending order. If
this field contains +1, the set is sorted in
descending order.

02 INDEX-070 S9(4) COMP SYNC Reserved field used for the implementation
of inverted lists in IDMS/DB internal
indexing.
-1 Null
0 Sorted on symbolic uncompressed
1 Sorted on symbolic compressed
2 Sorted on database key

02 SSCR-NAM-070 X(32) DISPLAY Control-key record element name.
02 FILLER X(30) DISPLAY

SSFK-076
SSFK-076 is the logical extension of the SSMR-068 (subschema member record) defining the foreign key field for
primary/foreign key sets.

The SSFK-076 record type is reserved for future use.

Record length

100

Established by

Subschema compiler (future use)

Member of

SSMR-SSFK

Location mode VIA set SSMR-SSFK
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Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 FK-ID-076 S9(8) COMP SYNC Concatenation of the record ID of the

member record and the 3-digit sequence
number.

02 FK-POS-076 S9(4) COMP SYNC Leftmost position of the foreign key field
in the record, relative to 0, including the
record prefix.

02 FK-LGTH-076 S9(4) COMP SYNC Length of the foreign key field in the record.
02 DATA-TYPE-076 S9(4) COMP SYNC SQL data type of the foreign key field.
02 PRECISION-076 S9(4) COMP SYNC SQL precision of the foreign key field.
02 SCALE-076 S9(4) COMP SYNC SQL scale of the foreign key field.
02 FK-NULL-076 S9(4) COMP SYNC Nullable field indicator.

0 = Not nullable
1 = Nullable

02 FK-NAME-076 X(32) DISPLAY Foreign key field name in the schema
record.

02 PK-NAME-076 X(32) DISPLAY Primary key field name in the schema
record.

02 FILLER X(20) DISPLAY (Reserved).

SSMR-068
SSMR-068 is a junction record that relates subschema records to the subschema sets in which the records participate as
members. Each SSMR-068 occurrence represents a subschema set member.

Record length

80

Established by

IDMSDIRL, subschema compiler

Owner of

SSMR-SSCR

Member of

SSOR-SSMR, SSR-SSMR

Location mode

VIA set SSOR-SSMR

Within area
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DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 MR-ID-068 S9(8) COMP SYNC Subschema set member record identifier.

The value in this field is equal to the record
id concatenated with a three-digit sequence
number; the sequence numbers start at 001
for each record and are incremented by
001.

02 NXT-DBK-068 S9(4) COMP SYNC Database-key position in the member
record prefix (relative to 0) to be used for
the next-of-set pointer. If this field contains
-1, the set member does not have a next
pointer; this is possible only for native
VSAM records.

02 PRI-DBK-068 S9(4) COMP SYNC Database-key position in the member
record prefix (relative to 0) to be used for
the prior-of-set pointer. If this field contains
-1, the subschema set member does not
have a prior pointer.

02 OWN-DBK-068 S9(4) COMP SYNC Database-key position in the member
record prefix (relative to 0) to be used
for the owner-of-set pointer. If this field
contains -1, the subschema set member
does not have an owner pointer.

02 DUP-068 S9(4) COMP SYNC Duplicates indicator for sorted sets.
-1 The set is not a sorted set.
0 Duplicates are not allowed.
1 Duplicates are stored first.
2 Duplicates are stored last.
3 The set is unordered (VSAM index/VSAM
calc).
4 Duplicates are stored by db-key (index).

02 MCTL-068 S9(4) COMP SYNC Membership control indicator.
-1 Membership control was not specified.
+0 Set connections are mandatory and
automatic.
+1 Set connections are mandatory and
manual.
+2 Set connections are optional and
automatic.
+3 Set connections are optional and
manual.

02 ORD-068 S9(4) COMP SYNC Subschema set order indicator.
0 Set order is first, last, or sorted.
1 Set order is next or prior.
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02 VIA-068 S9(4) COMP SYNC VIA and CALC set indicator. The value in
this field indicates whether the SSMR-068
occurrence represents the record's
membership in a VIA set or in the CALC
set.
0 Neither VIA nor CALC
2 VIA set membership
3 CALC set membership

02 SR-068 S9(4) COMP SYNC Schema record id for dummy subschema
set members. When not all member record
types of a subschema set are included
in the subschema, dummy SSMR-068
occurrences are built as place holders for
the missing record types. If the SSMR-068
occurrence represents a subschema set
member that is included in the subschema,
this field contains 0.

02 SET-NAM-068 X(32) DISPLAY Subschema set name.
02 KEY-LGTH-068 S9(4) COMP SYNC Total length of the sort control-key elements

for the subschema set member record.
02 SORT-068 S9(4) COMP SYNC Sort option indicator.

+0 Standard sort sequence or unsorted.
+1 Natural sort sequence.

02 FK-LGTH-068 S9(4) COMP SYNC Total length of the foreign key.
02 SET-TYPE-068 S9(4) COMP SYNC Set type.

0 = Standard set
1 = Primary/foreign key
2 = Referential (future use)

02 FILLER X(20) DISPLAY

SSOR-034
Occurrences of the SSOR-034 record type represent schema sets that have been copied into a subschema.

Record length

60

Established by

IDMSDIRL, subschema compiler, ASF

Owner of

SSOR-SETACT, SSOR-SSMR

Member of

SOR-SSOR, SS-SSOR, SSR-SSOR

Location mode CALC using SSOR-CNTRL-034

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 SSOR-CNTRL-034 DISPLAY CALC key.
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03 SS-NAM-034 X(8) DISPLAY Subschema name.
03 SET-NAM-034 X(32) DISPLAY Set name.
02 OR-ID-034 S9(8) COMP SYNC Subschema set identifier. The value in

this field is equal to the owner record id
concatenated with a three-digit sequence
number; the sequence numbers start at 001
for each record and are incremented by
001.

02 SSOR-LOK-034 S9(8) COMP SYNC Privacy lock bits. The bits in this field
correspond to database activities. If a given
bit is set (equal to 1), the corresponding
activity is not allowed for the subschema
set represented by the SSOR-034
occurrence.
X'00000002' FIND
X'00000008' CONNECT
X'00000020' DISCONNECT
X'00000040' KEEP

02 S-NAME-034 DISPLAY Schema identification.
03 S-NAM-034 X(8) DISPLAY Schema name.
03 S-SER-034 S9(4) COMP SYNC Schema version number.
02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY

SSPROC-095
Occurrences of the SSPROC-095 record type represent database procedures that are called for records or areas in a
subschema.

Record length

32

Established by

IDMSDIRL, subschema compiler

Owner of

SSPROC-SSACALL, SSPROC-SSRCALL

Member of

SS-SSPROC

Location mode CALC using SSP-CNTRL-095

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 SSP-CNTRL-095 DISPLAY CALC key.
03 SS-NAME-095 X(8) DISPLAY Subschema name.
03 SSP-NAME-095 X(8) DISPLAY Database procedure name.
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02 SSP-ID-095 S9(4) COMP SYNC Subschema database procedure sequence
number. Each database procedure called
for a subschema record or area is assigned
a sequence number; the sequence
numbers start at 1 for each subschema and
are incremented by 1.

02 S-NAME-095 DISPLAY Schema identification.
03 S-NAM-095 X(8) DISPLAY Schema name.
03 S-SER-095 S9(4) COMP SYNC Schema version number.
02 FILLER X(4) DISPLAY

SSPROG-091
SSPROG-091 is a junction record that relates a program to the subschema used by the program. If a subschema requires
program authorization, the SSPROG-091 occurrences created by the IDD DDDL compiler register the owner programs
with the subschema.

Record length

48

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, ASF, DML precompilers, ADS dialog compiler

Member of

PROG-SSPROG, SS-SSPROG

Location mode CALC using KEY-091

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 KEY-091 DISPLAY CALC key.
03 SS-NAME-091 X(8) DISPLAY Subschema name.
03 S-NAME-091 DISPLAY Schema identification.
04 S-NAM-091 X(8) DISPLAY Schema name.
04 S-SER-091 S9(4) COMP SYNC Schema version number.
02 PROGLANG-NAME-091 DISPLAY Program identification.
03 PROG-NAME-091 X(8) DISPLAY Program name.
03 LANG-NAME-091 X(16) DISPLAY Program language. For ADS dialogs, the

program name is ADSO.
02 FILLER X(6) DISPLAY

SSR-032
Occurrences of the SSR-032 record type represent schema records that have been copied into a subschema. Each
SSR-032 occurrence represents a subschema record. Subschemas can also include system internal records.

Two system internal record types, SR1 and SR6, occur in all subschemas. SR1 is the owner of the CALC set; the SR1
occurrence in a subschema owns all the CALC records in the subschema. SR6 is a dummy record that is used when not
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all member record types of a subschema set are included in the subschema; SR6 occurrences are built as place holders
for the missing record types.

The system internal record type SR7 occurs in all subschemas that contain system-owned indexes. The SR7 occurrence
in a subschema owns all the system-owned indexes in the subschema.

Record length

100

Established by

IDMSDIRL, subschema compiler, ASF

Owner of

SSR-LRSSR, SSR-RCDACT, SSR-SSAM, SSR-SSMR, SSR-SSOR, SSR-SSRCALL

Member of

RCDSYN-SSR, SRCD-SSR, SS-SSR

Location mode CALC using SSR-CNTRL-032

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 SSR-CNTRL-032 DISPLAY CALC key.
03 SS-NAM-032 X(8) DISPLAY Subschema name.
03 SSR-NAM-032 X(32) DISPLAY Schema record name.
02 SSR-PRIORITY-032 S9(4) COMP SYNC Subschema record priority. The value in this

field is equal to the priority specified by the
user plus 10000. If no priority is specified,
the subschema record is assigned a priority
of 9. System internal records are assigned
a priority equal to the record id; that is, the
SR1 record is assigned a priority of 1, the
SR6 record is assigned a priority of 6, and
the SR7 record is assigned a priority of 7.

02 DEL-032 S9(4) COMP SYNC DML commands that cannot be used
because not all sets in which the record
participates are included in the subschema.
X'00' -- No restrictions.
X'01' -- ERASE is not allowed.
X'02' -- STORE is not allowed.
X'04' -- MODIFY is not allowed.

88 DELETE-YES-032 COND VALUE +0
88 DELETE-NO-032 COND VALUE +1
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02 SSR-LOK-032 S9(8) COMP SYNC Privacy lock bits. The bits in this field
correspond to database activities. If a given
bit is set (equal to 1), the corresponding
activity is not allowed for the subschema
record represented by the SSR-032
occurrence.
X'01' -- ERASE
X'02' -- FIND
X'04' -- GET
X'08' -- CONNECT
X'10' -- MODIFY
X'20' -- DISCONNECT
X'40' -- KEEP
X'80' -- STORE

02 DLGTH-032 S9(4) COMP SYNC Length, in bytes, of the data portion of the
subschema view of the schema record.

02 S-NAME-032 DISPLAY Schema identification.
03 S-NAM-032 X(8) DISPLAY Schema name.
03 S-SER-032 S9(4) COMP SYNC Schema version number.
02 SEGMENT-032 X(1) DISPLAY Segmented-view indicator. This field

contains 1 under any of the following
conditions:
The user specified the record elements
individually in the subschema (creating
either a partial view or a whole view of the
record).
The record is variable length.
The record contains an OCCURS
DEPENDING ON clause.
The record definition includes database
procedure calls.
If none of the above conditions apply, this
field contains 0.

88 SEGMENTED-032 COND VALUE '1'
88 UNSEGMENTED-032 COND VALUE '0'
02 FLAG-032 X(8) BIT Schema record flag.

X'40' -- Initial flag setting
X'01' -- PRESSTO DCTABLE defined

02 SR-ID-032 S9(4) COMP SYNC Schema record id.
02 RP-COUNT-032 S9(8) COMP SYNC Number of Record Procedure Junction

Blocks (RP71) required for the record in the
subschema tables.

02 FILLER X(32) DISPLAY

SSRCALL-039
SSRCALL-039 is a junction record that relates a subschema record to a database procedure that is called for the record.

Record length

8
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Established by

IDMSDIRL, subschema compiler

Member of

SSPROC-SSRCALL, SSR-SSRCALL

Location mode VIA set SSR-SSRCALL

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 CALL-ID-039 S9(8) COMP SYNC Subschema record database call identifier.

The value in this field is equal to the record
id concatenated with a three-digit sequence
number; the sequence numbers start at 001
for each record and are incremented by
001.

02 CALL-TIME-039 X(2) DISPLAY Call time.
C'BF' BEFORE
C'ER' ON ERROR
C'AF' AFTER

02 CALL-FUNC-039 9(2) DISPLAY Verb number of the DML verb for which
the database procedure is called. If this
field contains 0, the database procedure is
called for all DML verbs.

SYMBOL-1048
SYMBOL-1048 represents a named symbol within an area whose values will be used at runtime to resolve symbolic
parameters named in logical definitions.

Record length

156

Established by

Physical database definition

Member of

AREA-SYMBOL

Location mode VIA set AREA-SYMBOL

Within area DDLCAT

Field Picture Description
02 TYPE-1048 S9(4) COMP SYNC Symbolic type.

01 -- Subarea
02 -- Symbolic displacement
03 -- Symbolic index

02 NAME-1048 X(18) DISPLAY Symbolic name
02 SEGMENT-1048 X(8) DISPLAY Segment name.
02 AREA-1048 X(18) DISPLAY Area name.
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02 CTIME-1048 X(64) BIT Date and time stamp when the symbolic
was created.

02 UTIME-1048 X(64) BIT Date and time stamp when the symbolic
was last updated.

02 CRITTIME-1048 X(64) BIT Date and time stamp of the last critical
change to the symbolic.

02 CUSER-1048 X(18) DISPLAY ID of the user who created the area.
02 UUSER-1048 X(18) DISPLAY ID of the user who last updated the area.
02 FLAG-1048 X(8) BIT Symbolic type flag.

X'80' -- Subarea offset
X'40' -- VALUE1 is a percent
X'20' -- VALUE2 is a percent
X'10' -- Subarea space
X'80' -- Displacement
X'80' -- Index block contains
X'40' -- Index size
X'20' -- Index sorted key

02 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY
02 VALUE1-1048 S9(8) COMP SYNC Symbolic value 1.
02 VALUE2-1048 S9(8) COMP SYNC Symbolic value 2.
02 FILLER X(40) DISPLAY

SYMCTL-176
The SYMCTL-176 record type is used to store information relating to address constants found within a symbol table load
module. Each SYMCTL-176 occurrence contains relocation information for up to 127 address constants found in the
symbol table.

Record length

512

Established by

ADS dialog compiler

Member of

SYMHDR-SYMCTL

Location mode VIA set SYMHDR-SYMCTL

Within area DDLDCLOD

Field Picture Description
02 SYMCTL-RLDNUM-176 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of relocation dictionary (RLD)

entries in the SYMCTL-176 occurrence.
02 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY
02 SYMCTL-TYPE-176 X(8) BIT SYMCTL-176 type code for relocation

dictionary (RLD) entries.
02 SYMCTL-ACONINFO-176 DISPLAY OCCURS 0 TO 127 TIMES

DEPENDING ON SYMCTL- RLDNUM- 176
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03 SYMCTL-HDR-176 DISPLAY
04 SYMCTL-ACONLEN-176 X(8) BIT Flag byte indicating the length of the

address constant.
X'80' Two-byte address constant
X'40' Three-byte address constant
X'20' Four-byte address constant

04 SYMCTL-OFFSET-176 X(3) DISPLAY Offset of the address constant into the
symbol table load module.

03 SYMCTL-ENTRY-176 S9(8) COMP SYNC REDEFINES
SYMCTL- HDR-176

Symbol control table entry.

SYMHDR-174
Occurrences of the SYMHDR-174 record type represent symbol table load modules. Each SYMHDR-174 occurrence
contains global information about a symbol table load module that resides in the DDLDCLOD area of the dictionary.

Record length

60

Established by

ADS dialog compiler

Owner of

SYMHDR-SYMCTL, SYMHDR-SYMTEXT

Member of

LOADHDR-SYMHDR

Location mode VIA set LOADHDR-SYMHDR

Within area DDLDCLOD

Field Picture Description
02 SYMHDR-MODNAME-174 X(8) DISPLAY Symbol table load module name.
02 SYMHDR-VERS-174 S9(4) COMP SYNC Symbol table load module version number.
02 SYMHDR-RLDS-174 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of entries in the relocation

dictionary (RLD) for the symbol table load
module.

02 SYMHDR-EPA-174 S9(8) COMP SYNC Entry point address.
02 SYMHDR-MODLEN-174 S9(8) COMP SYNC Length, in bytes, of the object text for the

symbol table load module.
02 SYMHDR-DATE-174 X(8) DISPLAY Date on which the symbol table load

module was compiled (mm/dd/yy).
02 SYMHDR-TIME-174 X(6) DISPLAY Time at which the symbol table load module

was compiled (hhmmss).
02 FILLER X(26) DISPLAY
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SYMNAME-200
SYMNAME-200 is the schema area symbol name. It names a symbol defined in the physical area that contains actual
values associated with:

• A subarea (subdivision of the area)
• A VIA set displacement
• An index set displacement or BLOCK CONTAINS specification

Record length

40

Established by

Schema compiler

Owner of

SYMNAME-SYMREC, SYMNAME-SYMSET

Member of

SA-SYMNAME

Location mode VIA set SA-SYMNAME

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 SYMBOL-TYPE-200 S9(4) COMP SYNC Symbol type.

1 = Subarea
2 = VIA set displacement
3 = Index

02 SYMBOL-NAME-200 X(18) DISPLAY Symbol name.
02 FILLER X(20) DISPLAY

SYMREC-201
SYMREC-201 is a junction record that associates a schema area's symbol name with a schema record.

Record length

4

Established by

Schema compiler

Member of

SRCD-SYMREC, SYMNAME-SYMREC

Location mode VIA set SYMNAME-SYMREC
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Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 SYMBOL-TYPE-201 S9(4) COMP SYNC Symbol type.

1 = Subarea
2 = VIA set displacement

02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY

SYMSET-202
SYMSET-202 is a junction record that associates a schema area's symbol name with a schema set.

Record length

4

Established by

Schema compiler

Member of

SOR-SYMSET, SYMNAME-SYMSET

Location mode VIA set SYMNAME-SYMSET

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 SYMBOL-TYPE-202 S9(4) COMP SYNC Symbol type.

1 = Subarea
3 = Index

02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY

SYMTEXT-175
Occurrences of the SYMTEXT-175 record type contain the object text for symbol table load modules that reside in the
DDLDCLOD area of the dictionary.

Record length

512

Established by

ADS dialog compiler

Member of

SYMHDR-SYMTEXT

Location mode VIA set SYMHDR-SYMTEXT

Within area DDLDCLOD

Field Picture Description
02 SYMTEXT-TEXT-175 X(32) DISPLAY OCCURS 16 TIMES Object text.
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SYS-041
Occurrences of the SYS-041 record type represent IDMS/DC systems and IDD systems and subsystems.

IDMS/DC systems always have a system name of DCSYSTEM; the systems are identified by the system version number.
IDD systems and subsystems, therefore, should not be named DCSYSTEM.

The SYS-041 record type does not distinguish IDD systems from IDD subsystems. To determine whether an IDD-built
SYS-041 occurrence represents a system or a subsystem, the relationships between the occurrence and other SYS-041
occurrences must be examined. Typically, the owner of a SYSNEST-EXPL set occurrence is a system, and the owner of a
SYSNEST-IMPL set occurrence is a subsystem.

Record length

512

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, IDMS system generation compiler

Owner of

SYS-ACCESS, SYS-CVGDEFS, SYS-DESTLST, SYS-LINELST, SYS-LTRMLST, SYS-MAPLST, SYS-PROGLST, SYS-
PTRMLST, SYS-QUEUELST, SYS-SYSATTR, SYS-SYSCMT, SYS-SYSMO, SYS-SYSMOD, SYS-TASKLST, SYS-
USERSYS, SYSNEST-EXPL, SYSNEST-IMPL

Member of

OOAK-SYS

Location mode CALC using SYS-NAME-041

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 SYS-NAME-041 X(32) DISPLAY System name.
02 APPLICATION-NAME-041 DISPLAY REDEFINES SYS-NAME-041 Redefinition of the SYS-NAME-041 field for

ADS applications.
03 APPL-NAME-041 X(8) DISPLAY ADS application name.
03 FILLER X(24) DISPLAY
02 SYS-VER-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC System version number.
02 BUILDER-041 X(1) DISPLAY Builder code. (For values, see Common

Data Fields.)
02 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY
02 DESCR-041 X(40) DISPLAY System description.
02 DATE-LU-041 X(8) DISPLAY Date last updated.
02 DATE-CREATED-041 X(8) DISPLAY Date established.
02 PREP-BY-041 X(8) DISPLAY User who added the system.
02 REV-BY-041 X(8) DISPLAY User who last updated the system.
02 SYSCTL-DBNAME-041 X(8) DISPLAY Database name to be written to the

SYSCTL file that is used by the system.
02 GEN-ID-041 X(8) DISPLAY System generation identification.
02 LOG-FILE1-041 X(8) DISPLAY Ddname (z/OS) or filename (z/VSE) of the

primary log file for the system.
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02 LOG-FILE2-041 X(8) DISPLAY Ddname (z/OS) or filename (z/VSE) of the
alternate log file for the system.

02 SYSCTL-DDNAME-041 X(8) DISPLAY SYSCTL ddname.
02 SYS-ID-041 X(8) DISPLAY System ID.
02 LOG-TYPE-041 X(8) DISPLAY System log-file device type. For z/OS

systems, this field contains the value z/OS.
For z/VSE systems, this field contains the
name of a tape or disk device type.

02 SYSCTL-NODENAME-041 X(8) DISPLAY Node name to be written to the SYSCTL file
that is used by the system.

02 LOG-CNT1-041 S9(8) COMP SYNC Maximum number of records to be written
to the primary log file. If this field contains
0, a maximum number of records was not
specified.

02 LOG-CNT2-041 S9(8) COMP SYNC Maximum number of records to be written
to the alternate log file. If this field contains
-1, an alternate log file was not defined. If
this field contains 0 and LOG-CNTA-041
also contains 0, log records are written to
the DDLDCLOG area of the dictionary.

02 CWA-SIZE-041 S9(8) COMP SYNC Size, in bytes, of the Common Work Area
(CWA).

02 STAT-INTRVL-ROLL-HOURS-041 X(8) BIT Statistics interval roll wall clock time -
hours.

02 STAT-INTRVL-ROLL-MINS-041 X(8) BIT Statistics interval roll wall clock time -
minutes.

02 STAT-INTRVL-ROLL-FREQ-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Statistics interval roll day frequency.
02 SYS-LOCKS-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Maximum number of database-key locks

that can be allocated concurrently for all run
units.

02 TICKER-INT-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Ticker interval, in wall-clock seconds.
02 ROUTE-CODES-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC z/OS route codes.
02 DESC-CODES-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC z/OS description codes.
02 ABEND-STG-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Amount of storage, in fullwords, that is

available to the system for processing
abends.

02 MAX-TASKS-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Maximum number of user tasks that can be
active concurrently.

02 ECB-LIST-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Amount of storage, in fullwords, to be
allocated for the Event Control Block (ECB)
list.

02 DEADLOCK-DETECT-INT-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Deadlock detection interval, in wall-clock
seconds.

02 DEADLOCK-STALL-INT-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Unused.
02 RECOVERY-WAIT-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Recovery wait time in wall clock seconds.
02 STK-SIZE-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of fullwords in the work storage

stack of a Task Control Element (TCE).
02 RLE-CNT-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of Resource Link Elements (RLEs)

to be allocated at startup.
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02 RCE-CNT-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of Resource Control Elements
(RCEs) to be allocated at startup.

02 DPE-CNT-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of Deadlock Prevention Elements
(DPEs) to be allocated at startup.

02 RWY-INT-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Runaway interval, in wall-clock seconds.
02 INACT-INT-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Inactive interval, in wall-clock seconds.
02 TRACE-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of fullword system trace entries.
02 FILLER X(2) DISLAY
02 EXT-WAIT-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC External wait time, in wall-clock seconds.
02 INT-WAIT-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Internal wait time, in wall-clock seconds.
02 MAX-ERUS-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Maximum number of external request units

that can be active concurrently.
02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY
02 UTRACE-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of fullword entries to be allocated

to the user trace buffer.
02 SCR-RUTA-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of system run units initiated to

service queue requests.
02 MSG-RUTA-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of system run units initiated to

service message dictionary requests.
02 SGN-RUTA-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of system run units initiated to

service signon requests.
02 STAT-INTRVL-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Statistics interval, in wall-clock seconds.
02 OP-SYS-041 X(8) BIT Operating system.

X'01' -- z/OS
X'02' -- SVS
X'03' -- VS1
X'04' -- MVT
X'05' -- MFT
X'06' -- DVS
X'07' -- z/VSE
X'0A' -- CMS

02 CVNUM-041 X(8) BIT Central version number.
02 CHK-USERS-041 X(8) BIT Number of check-user tasks.
02 ERU-PRTY-041 X(8) BIT Default run-unit priority.
02 LOG-DEVTYP-041 X(8) BIT Unused.
02 SVC-NUM-041 X(8) BIT SVC number. If this field contains 0, the

system does not use an SVC.
02 STORAGE-KEY-041 X(8) BIT Alternate key for storage protection.
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02 SYS-FLAG1-041 X(8) BIT Flag byte 1.
X'80' -- System statistics are written to the
log at a specified interval
X'40' -- Statistics are collected by task
X'20' -- Statistics are collected by line
X'10' -- CPU-time statistics are maintained
separately for system mode and user mode
X'08' -- Task statistics are collected and
written to the log
X'02' -- Log records are written to the
DDLDCLOG area of the dictionary
X'01' -- A snap dump is written to the log
when an external request unit terminates
abnormally

02 SYS-FLAG2-041 X(8) BIT Flag byte 2.
X'80' -- Storage protection is enabled
X'40' -- A memory dump is written for all
system abends
X'10' -- The system trace facility is disabled
X'08' -- The user trace facility is enabled
X'04' -- The system contains errors; the
IDMS system generation compiler will not
accept a GENERATE statement for the
system
X'02' -- BGIN and ENDJ checkpoints are
written for retrieval run units
X'01' -- Statistics are collected by
transaction

02 SYS-FLAG3-041 X(8) BIT Flag byte 3.
X'80' -- Db-key locks are maintained
automatically for programs running in
shared retrieval mode
X'40' -- The IDMS/DC system uses GETVIS
to acquire storage under z/VSE
X'20' -- z/VSE does not support timer
functions
X'10' -- Db-key locks are maintained
automatically for programs running in
protected update mode
X'08' -- The new copy facility is enabled
automatically
X'04' -- Transaction logging is enabled
X'02' -- The IDMS/DC system can be
accessed by CMS application programs
X'01' -- Only before images of queue
records are written to the journal file.
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02 SYS-FLAG4-041 X(8) BIT Flag byte 4.
X'80' -- Access modules are eligible for
automatic definition in null PDEs during DC
runtime
X'20' -- Subschemas are eligible for
automatic definition in null PDEs during DC
runtime
X'10' -- Maps are eligible for automatic
definition in null PDEs during DC runtime
X'08' -- Tables are eligible for automatic
definition in null PDEs during DC runtime
X'04' -- Dialogs are eligible for automatic
definition in null PDEs during DC runtime
X'02' -- Scratch records can be written to an
XA storage pool
X'01' -- The program directory list is built at
startup

02 PRINT-REP-RET-041 X(8) BIT Report retention period, in days. If this field
contains -1, a report retention period was
not specified.

02 QUEUE-RET-041 X(8) BIT Queue retention period in days.
02 MESSAGE-RET-041 X(8) BIT Message retention period in days.
02 SYS-FLAG5-041 X(8) BIT Flag byte 5.

X'80' -- The IDMS/DC node name in the
SYSCTL file overrides an IDMSOPTI or
program specification
X'40' -- The dbname in the SYSCTL
file overrides an IDMSOPTI or program
specification
X'20' -- Multiple signons by the same user
are allowed
X'10' -- The DC system includes an OLQ
definition in a CVGDEFS-142 type
X'05' record
X'08' -- The DC system includes an ADS
definition in a CVGDEFS-142 type X'04'
record
X'04' -- The DC system includes at least
one PF keys table
X'02' -- A PF keys table is defined for the
mapping facility
X'01' -- Page release is enabled
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02 SYS-FLAG6-041 X(8) BIT Flag byte 6.
X'80' -- The DC system includes an IDD
definition in a CVGDEFS-142 type X'0B'
record
X'40' -- The DC system includes
the definition of the TCP/IP entity
(CVGDEFS-142 type X'14' record)
X'20' -- Statistics Interval Roll is enabled
X'10' -- Statistics are collected by task and
written to the log
X'08' -- Limits for online tasks are enforced
X'04' -- Limits for online tasks are not
enforced
X'02' -- Limits for external tasks are
enforced
X'01' -- Limits for external tasks are
enforced

02 SYS-FLAG7-041 X(8) BIT Flag byte.
X'80' - Suppress user newpage native.
X'40' - Suppress user newpage nonnative.
X'20' - Suppress SCS CR/LF at beginning
of report.
X'10' - Suppress newpage newline.
X'08' - Auto newpage at end of native
report.
X'04' - Auto newpage at end of nonnative
report.
X'02' - Suppress newpage at beginning of
native report.
X'01' - Suppress newpage at beginning of
nonnative report.

02 SYS-FLAG8-041 X(8) BIT Flag byte.
X'08' - System Snap disabled.
X'04' - System Photo disabled.
X'02' - Task Snap disabled.
X'01' - Task Photo disabled.

02 PFK-APP-COUNT-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of KEYS FOR APPLICATION
CVGDEFS-142 occurrences (that is,
CVGDEFS-142 occurrences with a type
code (CVG-TYPE-142) of X'09') owned by
the SYS-041 occurrence.

02 FILLER X(8) DISPLAY
02 PRINT-AID-3270-VAL-041 X(1) DISPLAY AID value for the control key used to print

screen contents. If this field contains -1, a
print key was not specified.

02 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY
02 PRINT-CKPT-PAGES-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Printer checkpoint. If this field contains -1, a

printer checkpoint was not specified.
02 LOADER-RUTA-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of system run units initiated to

service dictionary load requests.
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02 PRIM-PDE-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of null Program Definition
Elements (PDEs) to be allocated for the
primary null PDE pool.

02 SEC-PDE-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of null Program Definition
Elements (PDEs) to be allocated for the
secondary null PDE pool.

02 RSC-STALL-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Resource timeout interval, in wall-clock
seconds.

02 RSC-PGNM-041 X(8) DISPLAY Resource timeout program name.
02 RSC-LOADLIB-041 X(8) DISPLAY Loadlib for auto timeout program.
02 RSC-VER-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Resource timeout program version number.
02 USER-COUNT-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Count of users registered for all.
02 PDECNT-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of PROGLST-049 occurrences

owned by the SYS-041 occurrence.
02 TDECNT-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of TASKLST-023 occurrences

owned by the SYS-041 occurrence.
02 QDECNT-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of QUEUELST-029 occurrences

owned by the SYS-041 occurrence.
02 PLECNT-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of LINELST-103 occurrences

owned by the SYS-041 occurrence.
02 PTECNT-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of PTRMLST-104 occurrences

owned by the SYS-041 occurrence.
02 LTECNT-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of LTRMLST-105 occurrences

owned by the SYS-041 occurrence.
02 DDECNT-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of DESTLST-027 occurrences

owned by the SYS-041 occurrence.
02 TABRESCNT-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of resource tables.

(CVGDEFS-142 type X'10' occurrences)
owned by this SYS-041 occurrence.

02 TABNODCNT-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of node tables (CVGDEFS-142
type X'11' occurrences) owned by this
SYS-041 occurrence.

02 PROGCNT-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of programs (CVGDEFS-142 type
X'02' occurrences) owned by this SYS-041
occurrence.

02 UMBCNT-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of tasks that invoke the transfer
control facility (TCF) control program.

02 MAPTYPECNT-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of maptypes (CVGDEFS-142 type
X'0D' occurrences) owned by this SYS-041
occurrence.

02 TABSRVCNT-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of service tables (CVGDEFS-142
type X'12' occurrences) owned by this
SYS-041 occurrence.

02 LOADLISTCNT-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of loadlists (CVGDEFS-142 type
X'0E' occurrences) owned by this SYS-041
occurrence.

02 RUNUNITTCNT-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of run units (CVGDEFS-142 type
X'0F' occurrences) owned by this SYS-041
occurrence.
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02 SEC-RUTA-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of security run units
(CVGDEFS-142 occurrences with CVG-
TYPE-142 X'0F' and CVG-PRU-TYPE1-142
X'0D') owned by this SYS-041 occurrence.

02 SQLCACHECNT-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of SQL CACHE (CVGDEFS-142
type X'13' record)

02 TCPIPSTKCNT-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of TCP/IP stacks (CVGDEFS-142
type X'14' record)

02 STG-LIMIT-041 S9(8) COMP SYNC Storage limit, in K bytes, for internal and
online tasks.

02 FILLER X(8) DISPLAY
02 LOCK-LIMIT-041 S9(8) COMP SYNC Database-key lock limit for internal and

online tasks.
02 CALL-LIMIT-041 S9(8) COMP SYNC System service call limit for internal and

online tasks.
02 DBIO-LIMIT-041 S9(8) COMP SYNC Database I/O limit for internal and online

tasks.
02 ERU-STG-LIMIT-041 S9(8) COMP SYNC Storage limit, in K bytes, for external

request units.
02 FILLER X(8) DISPLAY
02 ERU-LOCK-LIMIT-041 S9(8) COMP SYNC Database-key lock limit for external request

units.
02 ERU-CALL-LIMIT-041 S9(8) COMP SYNC System service call limit for external

request units.
02 ERU-DBIO-LIMIT-041 S9(8) COMP SYNC Database I/O limit for external request

units.
02 STG-POOL-041 S9(8) COMP SYNC Size, in K bytes, of the primary storage

pool.
02 STG-CUSHN-041 S9(8) COMP SYNC Size, in K bytes, of the cushion for the

primary storage pool.
02 PGM-POOL-041 S9(8) COMP SYNC Size, in K bytes, of the program pool.
02 REENT-POOL-041 S9(8) COMP SYNC Size, in K bytes, of the reentrant pool.
02 XA-PROGRAM-POOL-041 S9(8) COMP SYNC Size, in K bytes, of the 31-bit program pool

for z/OS systems.
02 XA-REENTRANT-POOL-041 S9(8) COMP SYNC Size, in K bytes, of the 31-bit reentrant pool

for z/OS systems.
02 XA-STORAGE-POOL-041 S9(8) COMP SYNC Size, in K bytes, of the XA storage pool
02 SCR-PRIM-VAL-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Scratch Primary value.
02 SCR-SECD-VAL-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Scratch Secondary value.
02 SCR-LIMIT-VAL-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Scratch Limit value.
02 SCR-PRIM-EXP-041 X(1) DISPLAY Scratch Primary exponent.
02 SCR-SECD-EXP-041 X(1) DISPLAY Scratch Secondary exponent.
02 SCR-LIMIT-EXP-041 X(1) DISPLAY Scratch Limit exponent.
02 TRACE-TABLE-SIZE-EXP-041 X(1) DISPLAY Trace table size exponent.
02 TRACE-TABLE-SIZE-VAL-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Trace table size value.
02 FILLER X(16) DISPLAY
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02 PUB-ACCESS-FLAG-041 X(8) BIT Public access flag. (For values, see
Common Data Fields.)

02 LOADLIST-NAME-041 X(8) DISPLAY Loadlist name.
02 REL-THRESH-PCT-041 X(8) BIT Relocatable threshold percent.
02 AREA-ACQ-THRESH-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Area acquisition threshold
02 AREA-ACQ-RETRY-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Area acquisition retry count
02 JRNL-FRAG-INT-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Journal fragment interval.
02 JRNL-FRAG-LEVEL-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Journal transaction level.
02 SYSTEM-RUTA-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of system run units.
02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY
02 QUIESCE-WAIT-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Quiesce wait time in wall clock seconds.
02 FILLER X(8) BIT 
02 OVERRIDES-REP-SIZE-041 X(8) BIT Overriding report line length.
02 EVAL-LOW-CENTURY-041 X(8) BIT Low century to be used by EVAL when

doing built-in functions GOODDATEX
century validation.

02 EVAL-HIGH-CENTURY-041 X(8) BIT High century to be used by EVAL when
doing built-in functions GOODDATEX
century validation.

02 EVAL-BASE-YEAR-041 X(8) BIT Base year to be used by EVAL when doing
built-in functions DATEDIFF and DATEOFF.

02 DEBUG-NBR-MESSAGES-041 X(8) BIT Number of debug message buffers to be
used by the DEBUG task.

02 FILLER X(8) BIT 
02 ADJUNCT-TABLE-SIZE-EXP-041 X(1) DISPLAY Adjunct trace table size exponent.
02 ADJUNCT-TABLE-SIZE-VAL-041 S9(4) COMP SYNC Adjunct trace table size value.
02 FILLER X(34) BIT

SYSATTR-060
SYSATTR-060 is the attribute junction record for the SYS-041 record type.

NOTE
For more information about attribute junction records, see the section "Structural Considerations."

Record length

40

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

ATTR-JCT, SYS-SYSATTR

Location mode VIA set SYS-SYSATTR
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Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 JCT-TEXT-060 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.

SYSCMT-038
SYSCMT-038 is the comment record associated with the SYS-041 record type.

NOTE
For more information about comment records, see Comment Records.

Record length

108

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, ADS application compiler

Member of

SYS-SYSCMT

Location mode VIA set SYS-SYSCMT

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 IDD-SEQ-038 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment line sequence number.
02 CMT-038 DISPLAY
03 CMT-INFO-038 X(50) DISPLAY OCCURS 2 TIMES Line of comment text.
02 APL-CMT-TEXT-038 DISPLAY REDEFINES CMT-038 Redefinitions of the CMT-038 field for use

by the ADS application compiler.
03 APL-CMT-GROUP1-038 DISPLAY Redefinition of the CMT-038 field for

SYSCMT-038 occurrences with a comment
code (CMT-ID-038) of -15 (that is,
occurrences that define ADS application
security).

04 APL-SEC-CLASS-038 S9(4) COMP SYNC Application security class.
04 APL-SEC-MENUS-038 X(1) DISPLAY Menu security indicator. If this field contains

the character A, application menus display
all functions. If this field contains the
character S, application menus are security
tailored. If this field contains the character
N, the application does not use menus.

04 APL-SEC-SIGNON-038 X(1) DISPLAY Signon indicator. If this field contains the
character N, signon is not allowed. If this
field contains the character O, signon is
optional. If this field contains the character
R, signon is required.

04 APL-SEC-FUNC-NAME-038 X(8) DISPLAY Signon function name.
04 FILLER X(88) DISPLAY
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03 APL-CMT-GROUP2-038 DISPLAY REDEFINES APL-CMT-
GROUP1-038

Redefinition of the CMT-038 field for
SYSCMT-038 occurrences with a comment
code (CMT-ID-038) of -16 (that is,
occurrences that contain ADS application
general information).

04 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY
04 APL-GENL-PRINT-CLASS-038 S9(4) COMP SYNC Default printer class used by WRITE

PRINTER process commands.
04 APL-GENL-MODE-DFLT-038 X(1) DISPLAY Default mode to be used at runtime. If this

field contains the character S, the default
mode is STEP. If this field contains the
character F, the default mode is FAST.

04 APL-GENL-DATE-FORMAT-038 X(1) DISPLAY Date format. If this field contains the
character C, the default date format is mm/
dd/yy. If this field contains the character
E, the default date format is dd/mm/yy.
If this field contains the character G, the
default date format is yy/mm/dd. If this field
contains the character J, the default date
format is yy/ddd.

04 APL-GENL-PRINT-DEST-038 X(8) DISPLAY Default printer destination used by WRITE
PRINTER process commands.

04 FILLER X(86) DISPLAY
03 APL-CMT-GROUP3-038 DISPLAY REDEFINES APL-CMT-

GROUP1-038
Redefinition of the CMT-038 field for
SYSCMT-038 occurrences with a comment
code (CMT-ID-038) of -17 (that is,
occurrences that contain ADS application
task codes).

04 APL-TASK-NAME-038 X(8) DISPLAY Task code.
04 APL-TOP-FUNC-038 X(8) DISPLAY Name of the function associated with the

task code.
04 FILLER X(84) DISPLAY
03 APL-CMT-GROUP4-038 DISPLAY REDEFINES APL-CMT-

GROUP1-038
Redefinition of the CMT-038 field for
SYSCMT-038 occurrences with a comment
code (CMT-ID-038) of -14 (that is,
occurrences that define ADS application
global records).

04 GREC-NAME-038 X(32) DISPLAY Record name.
04 GREC-VER-038 S9(4) COMP SYNC Record version number.
04 FILLER X(66) DISPLAY
02 CMT-ID-038 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment code. For reserved values, see

Comment Records.

SYSMO-170
SYSMO-170 is the object record created by the IDMS system generation compiler GENERATE statement for the SYS-041
record type. Each SYSMO-170 occurrence represents an executable IDMS/DC system.

Record length

512
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Established by

IDMS system generation compiler

Member of

SYS-SYSMO

Location mode

CALC using SYS-NAME-170

Within area

DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 SYS-NAME-170 X(32) DISPLAY System name. The system name is always

DCSYSTEM; systems are distinguished
by the system version number in the SYS-
VER-170 field.

02 SYS-VER-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC System version number.
02 BUILDER-170 X(1) DISPLAY Builder code. (For values, see Common

Data Fields.)
02 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY
02 DESCR-170 X(40) DISPLAY System description.
02 DATE-LU-170 X(8) DISPLAY Date last updated.
02 DATE-CREATED-170 X(8) DISPLAY Date established.
02 PREP-BY-170 X(8) DISPLAY User who added the system.
02 REV-BY-170 X(8) DISPLAY User who last updated the system.
02 SYSCTL-DBNAME2-170 X(8) DISPLAY Database name to be written to the

SYSCTL file that is used by the system.
02 GEN-ID-170 X(8) DISPLAY System generation identification.
02 LOG-FILE1-170 X(8) DISPLAY Ddname (z/OS) or filename (z/VSE) of the

primary log file for the system.
02 LOG-FILE2-170 X(8) DISPLAY Ddname (z/OS) or filename (z/VSE) of the

alternate log file for the system.
02 SYSCTL-DDNAME-170 X(8) DISPLAY Ddname of the SYSCTL file used by the

system.
02 SYS-ID-170 X(8) DISPLAY System ID.
02 LOG-TYPE-170 X(8) DISPLAY System log-file device type. For z/OS

systems, this field contains the value z/OS
0. For z/VSE systems, this field contains
the name of a tape or disk device type.

02 SYSCTL-NODENAME-170 X(8) DISPLAY Node name to be written to the SYSCTL file
that is used by the system.

02 LOG-CNT1-170 9(9) COMP SYNC Maximum number of records to be written
to the primary log file. If this field contains
0, a maximum number of records was not
specified.
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02 LOG-CNT2-170 9(9) COMP SYNC Maximum number of records to be written
to the alternate log file. If this field contains
-1, an alternate log file was not defined. If
this field contains 0 and LOG-CNTA2-170
also contains 0, log records are written to
the DDLDCLOG area of the dictionary.

02 CWA-SIZE-170 S9(8) COMP SYNC Size, in bytes, of the Common Work Area
(CWA).

02 STAT-INTRVL-ROLL-HOURS-170 X(8) BIT Statistics interval roll wall clock time -
hours.

02 STAT-INTRVL-ROLL-MINS-170 X(8) BIT Statistics interval roll wall clock time -
minutes.

02 STAT-INTRVL-ROLL-FREQ-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Statistics interval roll day frequency.
02 SYS-LOCKS-170 S9(8) COMP SYNC Maximum number of database-key locks

that can be allocated concurrently for all run
units.

02 TICKER-INT-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Ticker interval, in wall-clock seconds.
02 ROUTE-CODES-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC z/OS route codes.
02 DESC-CODES-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC z/OS description codes.
02 ABEND-STG-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Amount of storage, in fullwords, that is

available to the system for processing
abends.

02 MAX-TASKS-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Maximum number of user tasks that can be
active concurrently.

02 ECB-LIST-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Amount of storage, in fullwords, to be
allocated for the Event Control Block (ECB)
list.

02 DEADLOCK-DETECT-INT-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Deadlock detection interval, in wall-clock
seconds.

02 DEADLOCK-STALL-INT-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Unused.
02 RECOVERY-WAIT-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Recovery wait time in wall clock seconds.
02 STK-SIZE-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of fullwords in the work storage

stack of a Task Control Element (TCE).
02 RLE-CNT-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of Resource Link Elements (RLEs)

to be allocated at startup.
02 RCE-CNT-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of Resource Control Elements

(RCEs) to be allocated at startup.
02 DPE-CNT-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of Deadlock Prevention Elements

(DPEs) to be allocated at startup.
02 RWY-INT-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Runaway interval, in wall-clock seconds.
02 INACT-INT-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Inactive interval, in wall-clock seconds.
02 TRACE-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of fullword system trace entries.
02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY
02 EXT-WAIT-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC External wait time, in wall-clock seconds.
02 INT-WAIT-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Internal wait time, in wall-clock seconds.
02 MAX-ERUS-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Maximum number of external request units

that can be active concurrently.
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02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY
02 UTRACE-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of fullword entries to be allocated

to the user trace buffer.
02 SCR-RUTA-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of system run units initiated to

service queue requests.
02 MSG-RUTA-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of system run units initiated to

service message dictionary requests.
02 SGN-RUTA-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of system run units initiated to

service signon requests.
02 STAT-INTRVL-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Statistics interval, in wall-clock seconds.
02 OP-SYS-170 X(8) BIT Operating system.

X'01' z/OS
X'02' SVS
X'03' VS1
X'04' MVT
X'05' MFT
X'06' DVS
X'07' z/VSE
X'0A' CMS

02 CVNUM-170 X(8) BIT Central version number.
02 CHK-USERS-170 X(8) BIT Number of check-user tasks.
02 ERU-PRTY-170 X(8) BIT Default run-unit priority.
02 LOG-DEVTYP-170 X(8) BIT Unused.
02 SVC-NUM-170 X(8) BIT SVC number. If this field contains 0, the

system does not use an SVC.
02 STORAGE-KEY-170 X(8) BIT Alternate key for storage protection.
02 SYS-FLAG1-170 X(8) BIT Flag Byte 1.

X'80' -- System statistics are written to the
log at a specified interval
X'40' -- Statistics are collected by task
X'20' -- Statistics are collected by line
X'10' -- CPU-time statistics are maintained
separately for system mode and user mode
X'08' -- Task statistics are collected and
written to the log
X'02' -- Log records are written to the
DDLDCLOG area of the dictionary
X'01' -- A snap dump is written to the log
when an external request unit terminates
abnormally
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02 SYS-FLAG2-170 X(8) BIT Flag byte 2.
X'80' -- Storage protection is enabled
X'40' -- A memory dump is written for all
system abends
X'10' -- The system trace facility is disabled
X'08' -- The user trace facility is enabled
X'04' -- The system contains errors; the
IDMS system generation compiler will not
accept a GENERATE statement for the
system
X'02' -- BGIN and ENDJ checkpoints are
written for retrieval run units
X'01' -- Statistics are collected by
transaction

02 SYS-FLAG3-170 X(8) BIT Flag byte 3.
X'80' -- Db-key locks are maintained
automatically for programs running in
shared retrieval mode
X'40' -- The IDMS/DC system uses GETVIS
to acquire storage under z/VSE
X'20' -- z/VSE does not support timer
functions
X'10' -- Db-key locks are maintained
automatically for programs running in
protected update mode
X'08' -- The new copy facility is enabled
automatically
X'04' -- Transaction logging is enabled
X'02' -- The IDMS/DC system can be
accessed by CMS application programs
X'01' -- Only before images of queue
records are written to the journal file.

02 SYS-FLAG4-170 X(8) BIT Flag byte 4.
X'80' -- Access modules are eligible for
automatic definition in null PDEs during DC
runtime
X'20' -- Subschemas are eligible for
automatic definition in null PDEs during DC
runtime
X'10' -- Maps are eligible for automatic
definition in null PDEs during DC runtime
X'08' -- Tables are eligible for automatic
definition in null PDEs during DC runtime
X'04' -- Dialogs are eligible for automatic
definition in null PDEs during DC runtime
X'02' -- Scratch records can be written to an
XA storage pool
X'01' -- The program directory list is built at
startup

02 PRINT-REP-RET2-170 X(8) BIT Report retention period, in days. If this field
contains -1, a report retention period was
not specified.

02 QUEUE-RET-170 X(8) BIT Queue retention period in days.
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02 MESSSAGE-RET-170 X(8) BIT Message retention period in days.
02 SYS-FLAG5-170 X(8) BIT Flag byte 5.

X'80' -- The IDMS/DC node name in the
SYSCTL file overrides an IDMSOPTI or
program specification
X'40' -- The dbname in the SYSCTL
file overrides an IDMSOPTI or program
specification
X'20' -- Multiple signons by the same user
are allowed
X'10' -- The DC system includes an OLQ
definition in a CVGDEFS-142 type X'05'
record
X'08' -- The DC system includes an ADS
definition in a CVGDEFS-142 type X'04'
record
X'04' -- The DC system includes at least
one PF keys table
X'02' -- A PF keys table is defined for the
mapping facility
X'01' -- Page release is enabled

02 SYS-FLAG6-170 X(8) BIT Flag byte 6.
X'80' -- The DC system includes an IDD
definition in a CVGDEFS-142 type X'0B'
record
X'40' -- The DC system includes the
definition of the TCP/IP entity in a
CVGDEFS-142 type X'14' record
X'20' -- Statistics Interval Roll is enabled
X'10' -- Statistics are collected by task and
written to the log
X'08' -- Limits for online tasks are enforced
X'04' -- Limits for online tasks are not
enforced
X'02' -- Limits for external tasks are
enforced
X'01' -- Limits for external tasks are
enforced

02 SYS-FLAG7-170 X(8) BIT Flag byte.
X'80' - Suppress user newpage native.
X'40' - Suppress user newpage nonnative.
X'20' - Suppress SCS CR/LF at beginning
of report.
X'10' - Suppress newpage newline.
X'08' - Auto newpage at end of native
report.
X'04' - Auto newpage at end of nonnative
report.
X'02' - Suppress newpage at beginning of
native report.
X'01' - Suppress newpage at beginning of
nonnative report.
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02 SYS-FLAG8-170 X(8) BIT Flag byte.
X'08' - System Snap disabled
X'04' - System Photo disabled
X'02' - Task Snap disabled
X'01' - Task Photo disabled

02 PFK-APP-COUNT-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of KEYS FOR APPLICATION
CVGDEFS-142 occurrences (that is,
CVGDEFS-142 occurrences with a type
code (CVG-TYPE-142) of X'09') owned
by the SYS-041 occurrence that owns the
SYSMO-170 occurrence.

02 FILLER X(8) DISPLAY
02 PRINT-AID-3270-VAL-170 X(1) DISPLAY AID value for the control key used to print

screen contents. If this field contains -1, a
print key was not specified.

02 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY
02 PRINT-CKPT-PAGES-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Printer checkpoint. If this field contains -1, a

printer checkpoint was not specified.
02 LOADER-RUTA-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of system run units initiated to

service dictionary load requests.
02 PRIM-PDE-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of null Program Definition

Elements (PDEs) to be allocated for the
primary null PDE pool.

02 SEC-PDE-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of null Program Definition
Elements (PDEs) to be allocated for the
secondary null PDE pool.

02 RSC-STALL-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Resource timeout interval, in wall-clock
seconds.

02 RSC-PGNM-170 X(8) DISPLAY Resource timeout program name.
02 RSC-LOADLIB-170 X(8) DISPLAY Loadlib for auto timeout program.
02 RSC-VER-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Resource timeout program version number.
02 USER-COUNT-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Count of users registered for all.
02 PDECNT-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of PROGLST-049 occurrences

owned by the SYS-041 occurrence that
owns the SYSMO-170 occurrence.

02 TDECNT-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of TASKLST-023 occurrences
owned by the SYS-041 occurrence that
owns the SYSMO-170 occurrence.

02 QDECNT-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of QUEUELST-029 occurrences
owned by the SYS-041 occurrence that
owns the SYSMO-170 occurrence.

02 PLECNT-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of LINELST-103 occurrences
owned by the SYS-041 occurrence that
owns the SYSMO-170 occurrence.

02 PTECNT-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of PTRMLST-104 occurrences
owned by the SYS-041 occurrence that
owns the SYSMO-170 occurrence.

02 LTECNT-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of LTRMLST-105 occurrences
owned by the SYS-041 occurrence that
owns the SYSMO-170 occurrence.
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02 DDECNT-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of DESTLST-027 occurrences
owned by the SYS-041 occurrence that
owns the SYSMO-170 occurrence.

02 TABRESCNT-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of resource tables.
(CVGDEFS-142 type X'10' occurrences)
owned by the SYS-041 occurrence that
owns this SYS-170 occurrence.

02 TABNODCNT-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of node tables (CVGDEFS-142
type X'11' occurrences) owned by the
SYS-041 occurrence that owns this
SYS-170 occurrence.

02 PROGCNT-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of programs (CVGDEFS-142 type
X'02' occurrences) owned by the SYS-041
occurrence that owns this SYS-170
occurrence.

02 UMBCNT-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of tasks that invoke the transfer
control facility (TCF) control program.

02 MAPTYPECNT-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of maptypes (CVGDEFS-142 type
X'0D' occurrences) owned by the SYS-041
occurrence that owns this SYS-170
occurrence.

02 TABSRVCNT-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of service tables (CVGDEFS-142
type X'12' occurrences) owned by the
SYS-041 occurrence that owns this
SYS-170 occurrence.

02 LOADLISTCNT-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of loadlists (CVGDEFS-142 type
X'0E' occurrences) owned by the SYS-041
occurrence that owns this SYS-170
occurrence.

02 RUNUNITTCNT-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of run units (CVGDEFS-142 type
X'0F' occurrences) owned by the SYS-041
occurrence that owns this SYS-170
occurrence.

02 SEC-RUTA-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of security run units
(CVGDEFS-142 occurrences with CVG-
TYPE-142 X'0F' and CVG-PRU-TYPE1-142
X'0D') owned by the SYS-041 occurrence
that owns this SYS-170 occurrence.

02 SQLCACHECNT-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of SQL CACHE (CVGDEFS-142
type X'13' record)

02 TCPIPSTKCNT-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of TCP/IP stacks (CVGDEFS-142
type X'14' record)

02 STG-LIMIT-170 S9(8) COMP SYNC Storage limit, in K bytes, for internal and
online tasks.

02 FILLER X(8) DISPLAY
02 LOCK-LIMIT-170 S9(8) COMP SYNC Database-key lock limit for internal and

online tasks.
02 CALL-LIMIT-170 S9(8) COMP SYNC System service call limit for internal and

online tasks.
02 DBIO-LIMIT-170 S9(8) COMP SYNC Database I/O limit for internal and online

tasks.
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02 ERU-STG-LIMIT-170 S9(8) COMP SYNC Storage limit, in K bytes, for external
request units.

02 FILLER X(8) DISPLAY
02 ERU-LOCK-LIMIT-170 S9(8) COMP SYNC Database-key lock limit for external request

units.
02 ERU-CALL-LIMIT-170 S9(8) COMP SYNC System service call limit for external

request units.
02 ERU-DBIO-LIMIT-170 S9(8) COMP SYNC Database I/O limit for external request

units.
02 STG-POOL-170 S9(8) COMP SYNC Size, in K bytes, of the primary storage

pool.
02 STG-CUSHN-170 S9(8) COMP SYNC Size, in K bytes, of the cushion for the

primary storage pool.
02 PGM-POOL-170 S9(8) COMP SYNC Size, in K bytes, of the program pool.
02 REENT-POOL-170 S9(8) COMP SYNC Size, in K bytes, of the reentrant pool.
02 XA-PROGRAM-POOL-170 S9(8) COMP SYNC Size, in K bytes, of the 31-bit program pool

for z/OS systems.
02 XA-REENTRANT-POOL-170 S9(8) COMP SYNC Size, in K bytes, of the 31-bit reentrant pool

for z/OS systems.
02 XA-STORAGE-POOL-170 S9(8) COMP SYNC Size, in K bytes, of the XA storage pool.
02 SCR-PRIM-VAL-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Scratch Primary value.
02 SCR-SECD-VAL-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Scratch Secondary value.
02 SCR-LIMIT-VAL-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Scratch Limit value.
02 SCR-PRIM-EXP-170 X(1) DISPLAY Scratch Primary exponent.
02 SCR-SECD-EXP-170 X(1) DISPLAY Scratch Secondary exponent.
02 SCR-LIMIT-EXP-170 X(1) DISPLAY Scratch Limit exponent.
02 TRACE-TABLE-SIZE-EXP-170 X(1) DISPLAY Trace table size exponent.
02 TRACE-TABLE-SIZE-VAL-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Trace table size value.
02 FILLER X(16) DISPLAY
02 PUB-ACCESS-FLAG-170 X(8) BIT Public access flag. (For values, see

Common Data Fields.)
02 LOADLIST-NAME-170 X(8) DISPLAY Loadlist name.
02 REL-THRESH-PCT-170 X(8) BIT Relocatable threshold percent.
02 AREA-ACQ-THRESH-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Area acquisition threshold.
02 AREA-ACQ-RETRY-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Area acquisition retry count
02 JRNL-FRAG-INT-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Journal fragment interval.
02 JRNL-FRAG-LEVEL-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Journal transaction level.
02 SYSTEM-RUTA-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of system run units.
02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY
02 QUIESCE-WAIT-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Quiesce wait time in wall clock seconds.
02 FILLER X(8) BIT 
02 OVERRIDES-REP-SIZE-170 X(8) BIT Overriding report line length.
02 EVAL-LOW-CENTURY-170 X(8) BIT Low century to be used by EVAL when

doing built-in functions GOODDATEX
century validation.
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02 EVAL-HIGH-CENTURY-170 X(8) BIT High century to be used by EVAL when
doing built-in functions GOODDATEX
century validation.

02 EVAL-BASE-YEAR-170 X(8) BIT Base year to be used by EVAL when doing
built-in functions DATEDIFF and DATEOFF.

02 DEBUG-NBR-MESSAGES-170 X(8) BIT Number of debug message buffers to be
used by the DEBUG task.

02 FILLER X(8) BIT 
02 ADJUNCT-TABLE-SIZE-EXP-170 X(1) DISPLAY Adjunct trace table size exponent.
02 ADJUNCT-TABLE-SIZE-VAL-170 S9(4) COMP SYNC Adjunct trace table size value.
02 FILLER X(34) DISPLAY

SYSMOD-154
SYSMOD-154 is a junction record that relates a module to a system in which the module participates. The ADS
application compiler uses SYSMOD-154 occurrences to relate application functions to applications.

Record length

40

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, ADS application compiler

Member of

MODULE-SYSMOD, SYS-SYSMOD

Location mode VIA set SYS-SYSMOD

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 JCT-TEXT-154 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.

SYSNEST-043
SYSNEST-043 is the nesting junction record for the SYS-041 record type.

NOTE
For more information about nesting junction records, see the section "Structural Considerations."

Record length

48

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

SYSNEST-EXPL, SYSNEST-IMPL

Location mode VIA set SYSNEST-EXPL
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Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 NEST-CODE-043 S9(8) COMP SYNC Nest code. For reserved values, see Nests.
02 JCT-TEXT-043 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.
02 FILLER X(4) DISPLAY

TASK-025
Occurrences of the TASK-025 record type represent tasks.

Record length

200

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, IDMS system generation compiler

Owner of

TASK-TASKATTR, TASK-TASKCMT, TASK-TASKLST, TASK-USERTASK

Member of

OOAK-TASK

Location mode CALC using TASK-NAME-025

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 TASK-NAME-025 X(8) DISPLAY Task name.
02 TASK-VER-025 S9(4) COMP SYNC Task version number.
02 BUILDER-025 X(1) DISPLAY Builder code. (For values, see Common

Data Fields.)
02 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY
02 DESCR-025 X(40) DISPLAY Task description.
02 DATE-LU-025 X(8) DISPLAY Date last updated.
02 DATE-CREATED-025 X(8) DISPLAY Date established.
02 PREP-BY-025 X(8) DISPLAY User who added the task.
02 REV-BY-025 X(8) DISPLAY User who last updated the task.
02 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY
02 PRIORITY-025 X(8) BIT Task priority.
02 INACT-INT-025 S9(4) COMP SYNC Inactive interval, in wall-clock seconds. If

this field contains -1, the task will not be
terminated based on an inactive interval.

02 PROG-VER-025 S9(4) COMP SYNC Version number of the program invoked by
the task.

02 PROG-NAME-025 X(8) DISPLAY Name of the program invoked by the task.
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02 TASK-FLAG-025 X(8) BIT Task flag.
X'80' -- NOINPUT (data is not transmitted
with the task code)
X'40' -- MAP (a mapout is performed
automatically when the task is initiated)
X'20' -- INTERNAL TASK (the task is
invoked internally)
X'10' -- DISABLED (the task is disabled)
X'02' -- SAVE TERMINAL OUTPUT (screen
contents associated with the task are saved
before an immediate-write datastream is
written to the terminal)
X'01' -- STORAGE LOCATION IS ANY
(programs that run under the task can
reside anywhere in the DC/UCF region and
can use either 24-bit or 31-bit addressing)

02 AID-EQ-025 X(1) DISPLAY AID value for the control key used to print
screen contents.
-1 -- A print key was not specified
0 -- The system default print key is used

02 RSC-STALL-025 S9(4) COMP SYNC Resource timeout interval.
-1 -- The task will not be terminated based
on a resource timeout interval
0 -- The system default resource timeout
interval is used

02 RSC-PGNM-025 X(8) DISPLAY Resource timeout program name.
02 RSC-VER-025 S9(4) COMP SYNC Resource timeout program version number.
02 STG-LIMIT-025 S9(8) COMP SYNC Storage limit, in K bytes.
02 CPU-LIMIT-025 S9(8) COMP SYNC Unused.
02 TIME-LIMIT-025 S9(8) COMP SYNC Unused.
02 LOCK-LIMIT-025 S9(8) COMP SYNC Database-key lock limit.
02 CALL-LIMIT-025 S9(8) COMP SYNC System service call limit.
02 DBIO-LIMIT-025 S9(8) COMP SYNC Database I/O limit.
02 PUB-ACCESS-FLAG-025 X(8) BIT Public access flag. (For values, see

Common Data Fields.)
02 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY
02 USER-COUNT-025 S9(4) COMP SYNC Count of users registered for all.
02 UMBRELLA-TASK-CODE-025 X(8) DISPLAY Task code used to initiate the task under

the transfer control facility (TCF).
02 TASKS-PRODUCT-CODE-025 X(8) DISPLAY Product code.
02 UMBRELLA-TASK-VERSION-025 S9(4) COMP SYNC Version number of the task code used to

initiate the task under the transfer control
facility (TCF).

02 MAX-TASKS-025 S9(4) COMP SYNC Number of maximum concurrent tasks
allowed.

02 TASK-FLAG2-025 X(8) BIT Flag byte 2.
X'80' -- Use exception response protocol

02 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY
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02 AREA-ACQ-THRESH-025 S9(4) COMP SYNC Area acquisition threshold. If this value is
-1, the system value for area acquisition
threshold is used.

02 AREA-ACQ-RETRY-025 S9(4) COMP SYNC Area acquisition retry count.
02 EXT-WAIT-025 S9(4) COMP SYNC External wait time in wall clock seconds.
02 QUIESCE-WAIT-025 S9(4) COMP SYNC Quiesce wait time in wall clock seconds.
02 FILLER X(30) DISPLAY

TASKATTR-112
TASKATTR-112 is the attribute junction record for the TASK-025 record type.

NOTE
For more information about attribute junction records, see the section "Structural Considerations."

Record length

40

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

ATTR-JCT, TASK-TASKATTR

Location mode VIA set TASK-TASKATTR

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 JCT-TEXT-112 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.

TASKCMT-096
TASKCMT-096 is the comment record associated with the TASK-025 record type.

NOTE
For more information about comment records, see Comment Records.

Record length

108

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

TASK-TASKCMT

Location mode VIA set TASK-TASKCMT

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 IDD-SEQ-096 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment line sequence number.
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02 CMT-096 DISPLAY
03 CMT-INFO-096 X(50) DISPLAY OCCURS 2 TIMES Line of comment text.
02 CMT-ID-096 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment code. For reserved values, see

Common Records.

TASKLST-023
TASKLST-023 is a junction record that relates a task to a system in which the task participates. TASKLST-023 is also
used to relate a task to the program invoked by the task and to the queues that initiate the task to process queue records.

Record length

120

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, IDMS system generation compiler

Owner of

TASKLST-QUEUELST

Member of

PROGLST-TASKLST, SYS-TASKLST, TASK-TASKLST

Location mode VIA set SYS-TASKLST

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 TASK-NAME-023 X(8) DISPLAY Task name.
02 BUILDER-023 X(1) DISPLAY Builder code. (For values, see Common

Data Fields.)
02 ACTION-CODE-023 X(1) DISPLAY Action code. (For values, see Common

Data Fields.)
02 TASK-VER-023 S9(4) COMP SYNC Task version number.
02 INACT-INT-023 S9(4) COMP SYNC Inactive interval, in wall-clock seconds. If

this field contains -1, the task will not be
terminated based on an inactive interval.

02 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY
02 PRIORITY-023 X(8) BIT Task priority.
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02 TASK-FLAG-023 X(8) BIT Task flag.
X'80' -- NOINPUT (data is not transmitted
with the task code)
X'40' -- MAP (a mapout is performed
automatically when the task is initiated)
X'20' -- INTERNAL TASK (the task is
invoked internally)
X'10' -- DISABLED (the task is disabled)
X'02' -- SAVE TERMINAL OUTPUT (screen
contents associated with the task are saved
before an immediate-write datastream is
written to the terminal)
X'01' -- STORAGE LOCATION IS ANY
(programs that run under the task can
reside anywhere in the DC/UCF region and
can use either 24-bit or 31-bit addressing)

02 AID-EQ-023 X(1) DISPLAY AID value for the control key used to print
screen contents.
-1 -- A print key was not specified
0 -- The system default print key is used

02 RSC-STALL-023 S9(4) COMP SYNC Resource timeout interval.
-1 -- The task will not be terminated based
on a resource timeout interval
0 -- The system default resource timeout
interval is used

02 RSC-PGNM-023 X(8) DISPLAY Resource timeout program name.
02 RSC-VER-023 S9(4) COMP SYNC Resource timeout program version number.
02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY
02 STG-LIMIT-023 S9(8) COMP SYNC Storage limit, in K bytes.
02 CPU-LIMIT-023 S9(8) COMP SYNC Unused.
02 TIME-LIMIT-023 S9(8) COMP SYNC Unused.
02 LOCK-LIMIT-023 S9(8) COMP SYNC Database-key lock limit.
02 CALL-LIMIT-023 S9(8) COMP SYNC System service call limit.
02 DBIO-LIMIT-023 S9(8) COMP SYNC Database I/O limit.
02 UMBRELLA-TASK-CODE-023 X(8) DISPLAY Task code used to initiate the task under

the transfer control facility (TCF).
02 TASKS-PRODUCT-CODE-023 X(8) DISPLAY Product code.
02 UMBRELLA-TASK-VERSION-023 S9(4) COMP SYNC Version number of the task code used to

initiate the task under the transfer control
facility (TCF).

02 MAX-TASKS-023 S9(4) COMP SYNC Maximum number of concurrent tasks
allowed.

02 TASK-FLAG2-023 X(8) BIT Flag byte 2.
X'80' -- Use exception response protocol

02 FILLER X(1) DISPLAY
02 AREA-ACQ-THRESH-023 S9(4) COMP SYNC Area acquisition threshold. If this value is

-1, the system value for area acquisition
threshold is used.
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02 AREA-ACQ-RETRY-023 S9(4) COMP SYNC Area acquisition retry count.
02 EXT-WAIT-023 S9(4) COMP SYNC External wait time in wall clock seconds.
02 QUIESCE-WAIT-023 S9(4) COMP SYNC Quiesce wait time in wall clock seconds.
02 FILLER X(34) DISPLAY

TEXT-088
The TEXT-088 record type is used to store module and qfile source code. Each TEXT-088 occurrence contains one
source line.

Record length

84

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, ASF, OLQ

Member of

MODULE-TEXT

Location mode VIA set MODULE-TEXT

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 IDD-SEQ-088 S9(8) COMP SYNC Source line sequence number.
02 SOURCE-088 X(80) DISPLAY Source line.

USER-047
Occurrences of the USER-047 record type represent users.

Record length

252

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, schema compiler

Owner of

USER-ACCESS, USER-ATTRUSER, USER-CATENTRY, USER-USERATTR, USER-USERCMT, USER-USERDEST,
USER-USERDST, USER-USERELEM, USER-USERFILE, USER-USERLINE, USER-USERLTRM, USER-USERMAP,
USER-USERMOD, USER-USERPANEL, USER-USERPROG, USER-USERPTRM, USER-USERQUEUE, USER-
USERRCD, USER-USERSCHEMA, USER-USERSS, USER-USERSYS, USER-USERTASK, USERNEST-EXPL,
USERNEST-IMPL

Member of

OOAK-USER

Location mode CALC using USER-NAME-047
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Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 USER-NAME-047 X(32) DISPLAY User name.
02 ALT-NAME-047 X(32) DISPLAY Alternate name. The value in this field

is supplied either by the FULL NAME
parameter of the IDD DDDL USER
statement or by the ALIAS parameter of the
system generation USER statement.

02 DESCR-047 X(40) DISPLAY User description.
02 PASSWORD-047 X(8) DISPLAY Password. The value in this field is

encrypted using a nonreversible algorithm.
02 OLQ-RESTRICT-1-047 DISPLAY OLQ restrictions group.
03 OLQ-QFILE-047 X(1) DISPLAY -- OLQ qfiles execute flag. --

0 -- Qfile execution not allowed
1 -- Qfile execution allowed
2 -- OLQ access allowed in menu mode
only

03 OLQ-SORT-047 X(1) DISPLAY OLQ SORT flag.
0 -- Not allowed to use the OLQ SORT
command
1 -- Allowed to use the OLQ SORT
command

03 OLQ-MRR-047 X(1) DISPLAY OLQ multiple record retrieval command
flag.
0 -- Retrieval of multiple occurrences with
one command not allowed
1 -- Retrieval of multiple occurrences with
one command allowed

03 OLQ-INTERRUPT-047 X(1) DISPLAY OLQ interrupt option flag.
0 -- OLQ processing interrupt feature is
optional
1 -- OLQ processing interrupt feature is
mandatory

02 PERSON-OLQ-047 DISPLAY REDEFINES OLQ- RESTRICT-1
-047

OLQ restrictions.

03 QFILE-ALLOWED-047 X(1) DISPLAY Qfile execution indicator.
0 -- Qfile execution not allowed
1 -- Qfile execution allowed
2 -- OLQ access allowed in menu mode
only

03 SORT-ALLOWED-047 X(1) DISPLAY SORT command indicator.
0 -- Not allowed to use the OLQ SORT
command
1 -- Allowed to use the OLQ SORT
command
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03 MRR-ALLOWED-047 X(1) DISPLAY Multiple record indicator.
0 -- Retrieval of multiple occurrences with
one command not allowed
1 -- Retrieval of multiple occurrences with
one command allowed

03 INT-MANDATORY-047 X(1) DISPLAY Interrupt option indicator.
0 -- OLQ interrupt processing is optional
1 -- OLQ interrupt processing is mandatory

02 DEFAULT-OPTIONS-047 BIT Default options for the user.
03 DEF-OPTIONS-1-047 X(8) BIT Default options -- group 1.

X'80' -- OLQ header
X'40' -- NO INTERRUPT
X'20' -- WHOLE (PARTIAL if not set)
X'10' -- FULL (SPARSE if not set)
X'08' -- FILLER
X'04' -- ECHO
X'02' -- HEADER
X'01' -- ALL (NONE if not set)

03 OLQ-OPTIONS-047 X(8) BIT REDEFINES DEF- OPTIONS-
1-047

03 DEF-OPTIONS-2-047 X(8) BIT Default options -- group 2.
X'80' -- COMMENTS
X'40' -- PATH STATUS
X'10' -- CODE TABLE
X'08' -- EXTERNAL PICTURE
X'04' -- VERBOSE (TERSE if not set)

03 DEF-OPTIONS-3-047 X(8) BIT Unused.
03 DEF-OPTIONS-4-047 X(8) BIT Unused.
02 BUILDER-047 X(1) DISPLAY Builder code. (For values, see Common

Data Fields.)
02 USER-AUTH-047 X(8) BIT User's IDD authority.

X'FF' -- All
X'80' -- IDD signon
X'40' -- IDB access
X'80' -- ASF access

02 DATE-LU-047 X(8) DISPLAY Date last updated.
02 DATE-CREATED-047 X(8) DISPLAY Date established.
02 PREP-BY-047 X(8) DISPLAY User who added the user.
02 REV-BY-047 X(8) DISPLAY User who last updated the user.
02 CULPRIT-OVERRIDES-047 X(1) DISPLAY
88 CULP-OVERRIDE-NOT-ALLOW-047 COND VALUE '0'
88 CULP-OVERRIDE-ALLOWED-047 COND VALUE '1'
02 OVERRIDES-ALLOWED-047 X(1) DISPLAY REDEFINES CULPRIT-

OVERRIDES- 047
Culprit overrides indicator.
1 -- User can code Culprit file attributes and
REC parameters.
0 -- User cannot code Culprit file attributes
and REC parameters.
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02 OLQ-RESTRICT-2-047 DISPLAY OLQ restrictions group.
03 MENU-MODE-047 X(1) DISPLAY Menu mode indicator.
88 MENU-NOT-ALLOWED-047 COND VALUE '0'
88 MENU-ALLOWED-047 COND VALUE '1'
88 MENU-ONLY-047 COND VALUE '2'
03 QFILE-SAVE-047 X(1) DISPLAY Qfile save indicator.
88 SAVE-NOT-ALLOWED-047 COND VALUE '0'
88 SAVE-ALLOWED-047 COND VALUE '1'
03 OLQ-SQL-047 X(1) DISPLAY OLQ access indicator.

0 -- OLQ access (non-SQL defined tables)
1 -- IDMS access (SQL-defined tables)

03 OLQ-SQL-COMPLIANCE-047 X(1) DISPLAY SQL compliance flag. (Reserved for future
use)

03 FILLER X(4) DISPLAY
02 PERSON-OLQ-2-047 DISPLAY OLQ restrictions.
02 ENTITY-TYPE-AUTH-047 BIT Flag bytes for product and entity-type

authority. The value in each byte indicates
the function that the user can perform for
the corresponding product or entity:
X'7F' -- UPDATE
X'40' -- ADD
X'20' -- MODIFY
X'10' -- REPLACE
X'08' -- DELETE
X'01' -- DISPLAY
X'00' -- NONE
If a user is assigned AUTHORITY FOR
UPDATE IS ALL, every flag byte for product
and entity-type authority will contain X'7F'.

03 AUTH-PASSWORD-047 X(8) BIT Password authorization.
03 AUTH-CULPRIT-047 X(8) BIT Culprit authorization.
03 AUTH-OLQ-047 X(8) BIT OLQ authorization.
03 AUTH-ADS-047 X(8) BIT ADS authorization.
03 AUTH-LOAD-MODULE-047 X(8) BIT Load module authorization.
03 AUTH-IDMS-047 BIT Flag bytes for IDMS/DB authorization.
04 AUTH-SCHEMA-047 X(8) BIT IDMS/DB schema authorization.
04 AUTH-SS-047 X(8) BIT IDMS/DB subschema authorization.
04 AUTH-DMCL-047 X(8) BIT (Unused for IDMS Release 12.0)
04 AUTH-AVAIL-IDMS-1-047 X(8) BIT Unused.
04 AUTH-AVAIL-IDMS-2-047 X(8) BIT Unused.
03 AUTH-CLASS-ATTR-047 BIT Flag bytes for class and attribute

authorization.
04 AUTH-CLASS-047 X(8) BIT Class authorization.
04 AUTH-ATTR-047 X(8) BIT Attribute authorization.
03 AUTH-IDD-047 BIT Flag bytes for IDD authorization.
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04 AUTH-ELEMENT-047 X(8) BIT Element authorization.
04 AUTH-FILE-047 X(8) BIT File authorization.
04 AUTH-MODULE-047 X(8) BIT Module authorization.
04 AUTH-PROCESS-047 X(8) BIT Process authorization.
04 AUTH-QFILE-047 X(8) BIT Qfile authorization.
04 AUTH-TABLE-047 X(8) BIT Table authorization.
04 AUTH-PROGRAM-047 X(8) BIT Program authorization.
04 AUTH-ENTRY-PT-047 X(8) BIT Entry point authorization.
04 AUTH-RECORD-047 X(8) BIT Record authorization.
04 AUTH-REPORT-047 X(8) BIT Report authorization.
04 AUTH-TRANSACTION-047 X(8) BIT Transaction authorization.
04 AUTH-SYSTEM-047 X(8) BIT System authorization.
04 AUTH-USER-047 X(8) BIT User authorization.
04 AUTH-AVAIL-IDD-1-047 X(8) BIT Unused.
04 AUTH-AVAIL-IDD-2-047 X(8) BIT Unused.
04 AUTH-AVAIL-IDD-3-047 X(8) BIT Unused.
03 AUTH-DC-047 BIT Flag bytes for teleprocessing entity

authorization.
04 AUTH-DESTINATION-047 X(8) BIT Destination authorization.
04 AUTH-LINE-047 X(8) BIT Line authorization.
04 AUTH-LTERM-047 X(8) BIT Logical terminal authorization.
04 AUTH-MAP-047 X(8) BIT Map authorization.
04 AUTH-MESSAGE-047 X(8) BIT Message authorization.
04 AUTH-PANEL-047 X(8) BIT Panel authorization.
04 AUTH-PTERM-047 X(8) BIT Physical terminal authorization.
04 AUTH-QUEUE-047 X(8) BIT Queue authorization.
04 AUTH-TASK-047 X(8) BIT Task authorization.
04 AUTH-AVAIL-DC-1-047 X(8) BIT Unused.
04 AUTH-AVAIL-DC-2-047 X(8) BIT Unused.
04 AUTH-AVAIL-DC-3-047 X(8) BIT Unused.
02 DEF-PUBLIC-ACCESS-047 X(8) BIT ASF default for public access.
02 MAP-TYPE-NAME-047 X(8) DISPLAY The name of the alternate map table, if any,

associated with the user.
02 FILLER X(40) DISPLAY Reserved.

USERATTR-064
USERATTR-064 is the attribute junction record for the USER-047 record type.

NOTE
For more information about attribute junction records, see "Structural Considerations."

Record length

40
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Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

ATTR-JCT, USER-USERATTR

Location mode VIA set USER-USERATTR

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 JCT-TEXT-064 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.

USERCMT-048
USERCMT-048 is the comment record associated with the USER-047 record type.

NOTE
For more information about comment records, see "Structural Considerations."

Record length

108

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

USER-USERCMT

Location mode VIA set USER-USERCMT

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 IDD-SEQ-048 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment line sequence number.
02 CMT-048 DISPLAY
03 CMT-INFO-048 X(50) DISPLAY OCCURS 2 TIMES Line of comment text.
02 CMT-ID-048 S9(8) COMP SYNC Comment code. For reserved values, see

Comment Records.

USERDEST-150
USERDEST-150 is the user junction record that relates a DEST-028 occurrence to the users that are registered or
responsible for the occurrence.

NOTE
For more information about user junction records, see the section "Structural Considerations."

Record length

44

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler
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Member of

DEST-USERDEST, USER-USERDEST

Location mode VIA set DEST-USERDEST

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 USER-AUTH-FLAG-150 X(8) BIT User authorization flag. For values, see

User Junction Records.
02 USER-RESP-FLAG-150 X(8) BIT User responsibility flag. For values, see

User Junction Records.
02 JCT-TEXT-150 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.
02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY

USERDST-131
USERDST-131 is a junction record that relates a user to a destination in which the user participates.

Record length

36

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, IDMS system generation compiler

Member of

DESTLST-USERDST, USER-USERDST

Location mode VIA set DESTLST-USERDST

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 USER-NAME-131 X(32) DISPLAY User name.
02 FILLER X(4) DISPLAY

USERELEM-062
USERELEM-062 is the user junction record that relates an INQ-058 occurrence to the users that are registered or
responsible for the occurrence.

NOTE
For more information about user junction records, see the section "Structural Considerations."

Record length

44

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, ASF

Member of

INQ-USERELEM, USER-USERELEM
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Location mode VIA set INQ-USERELEM

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 USER-AUTH-FLAG-062 X(8) BIT User authorization flag. For values, see

User Junction Records.
02 USER-RESP-FLAG-062 X(8) BIT User responsibility flag. For values, see

User Junction Records.
02 JCT-TEXT-062 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.
02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY

USERFILE-134
USERFILE-134 is the user junction record that relates an SA-018 occurrence that represents an IDD file to the users that
are registered or responsible for the occurrence.

NOTE
For more information about user junction records, the section "Structural Considerations."

Record length

44

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

SA-USERFILE, USER-USERFILE

Location mode VIA set SA-USERFILE

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 USER-AUTH-FLAG-134 X(8) BIT User authorization flag For values, see

User Junction Records.
02 USER-RESP-FLAG-134 X(8) BIT User responsibility flag. For values, see

User Junction Records.
02 JCT-TEXT-134 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.
02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY  

USERLINE-115
USERLINE-115 is the user junction record that relates a LINE-109 occurrence to the users that are registered or
responsible for the occurrence.

Record length

44

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of
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LINE-USERLINE, USER-USERLINE

Location mode VIA set LINE-USERLINE

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 USER-AUTH-FLAG-115 X(8) BIT User authorization flag. For values, see

User Junction Records.
02 USER-RESP-FLAG-115 X(8) BIT User responsibility flag. For values, see

User Junction Records.
02 JCT-TEXT-115 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.
02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY  

USERLTRM-149
USERLTRM-149 is the user junction record that relates an LTRM-106 occurrence to the users that are registered or
responsible for the occurrence.

NOTE
For more information about user junction records, see the section "Structural Considerations."

Record length

44

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

LTRM-USERLTRM, USER-USERLTRM

Location mode VIA set LTRM-USERLTRM

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 USER-AUTH-FLAG-149 X(8) BIT User authorization flag. For values, see

User Junction Records.
02 USER-RESP-FLAG-149 X(8) BIT User responsibility flag. For values, see

User Junction Records.
02 JCT-TEXT-149 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.
02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY  

USERMAP-137
USERMAP-137 is the user junction record that relates a MAP-098 occurrence to the users that are registered or
responsible for the occurrence.

NOTE
For more information about user junction records, see the section "Structural Considerations.
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Record Length

44

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, ASF

Member of

MAP-USERMAP, USER-USERMAP

Location mode VIA set MAP-USERMAP

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 USER-AUTH-FLAG-137 X(8) BIT User authorization flag. For values, see

User Junction Records.
02 USER-RESP-FLAG-137 X(8) BIT User responsibility flag. For values, see

User Junction Records.
02 JCT-TEXT-137 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.
02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY  

USERMOD-136
USERMOD-136 is the user junction record that relates a MODULE-067 occurrence to the users that are registered or
responsible for the occurrence.

Record Length

44

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, ASF, OLQ

Member of

MODULE-USERMOD, USER-USERMOD

Location mode VIA set MODULE-USERMOD

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 USER-AUTH-FLAG-136 X(8) BIT User authorization flag. For values, see

User Junction Records.
02 USER-RESP-FLAG-136 X(8) BIT User responsibility flag. For values, see

User Junction Records.
02 JCT-TEXT-136 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.
02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY  

USERNEST-035
USERNEST-035 is the nesting junction record for the USER-047 record type.
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NOTE
For more information about nesting junction records, see the section "Structural Considerations."

Record length

48

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

USERNEST-EXPL, USERNEST-IMPL

Location mode VIA set USERNEST-EXPL

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 NEST-CODE-035 S9(8) COMP SYNC Nest code. For reserved values, see Nests.
02 JCT-TEXT-035 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.
02 FILLER X(4) DISPLAY  

USERPANEL-153
USERPANEL-153 is the user junction record that relates a PANEL-118 occurrence to the users that are registered or
responsible for the occurrence.

Record length

44

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, ASF

Member of

PANEL-USERPANEL, USER-USERPANEL

Location mode VIA set PANEL-USERPANEL

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 USER-AUTH-FLAG-153 X(8) BIT User authorization flag. For values, see

User Junction Records.
02 USER-RESP-FLAG-153 X(8) BIT User responsibility flag. For values, see

User Junction Records.
02 JCT-TEXT-153 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.
02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY  

USERPROG-135
USERPROG-135 is the user junction record that relates a PROG-051 occurrence to the users that are registered or
responsible for the occurrence.
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NOTE
For more information about user junction records, see Structural Considerations.

Record length

44

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, ASF

Member of

PROG-USERPROG, USER-USERPROG

Location mode VIA set PROG-USERPROG

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 USER-AUTH-FLAG-135 X(8) BIT User authorization flag. For values, see

User Junction Records.
02 USER-RESP-FLAG-135 X(8) BIT User responsibility flag. For values, see

User Junction Records.
02 JCT-TEXT-135 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.
02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY  

USERPTRM-148
USERPTRM-148 is the user junction record that relates a PTRM-074 occurrence to the users that are registered or
responsible for the occurrence.

NOTE
For more information about user junction records, see the section "Structural Considerations."

Record length

44

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

PTRM-USERPTRM, USER-USERPTRM

Location mode VIA set PTRM-USERPTRM

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 USER-AUTH-FLAG-148 X(8) BIT User authorization flag. For values, see

User Junction Records.
02 USER-RESP-FLAG-148 X(8) BIT User responsibility flag. For values, see

User Junction Records.
02 JCT-TEXT-148 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.
02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY  
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USERQUEUE-151
USERQUEUE-151 is the user junction record that relates a QUEUE-030 occurrence to the users that are registered or
responsible for the occurrence.

NOTE
For more information about user junction records, see the section "Structural Considerations."

Record length

44

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

QUEUE-USERQUEUE, USER-USERQUEUE

Location mode VIA set QUEUE-USERQUEUE

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 USER-AUTH-FLAG-151 X(8) BIT User authorization flag. For values, see

User Junction Records.
02 USER-RESP-FLAG-151 X(8) BIT User responsibility flag. For values, see

User Junction Records.
02 JCT-TEXT-151 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.
02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY  

USERRCD-133
USERRCD-133 is the user junction record that relates an SR-036 occurrence to the users that are registered or
responsible for the occurrence.

NOTE
For more information about user junction records, see Structural Considerations.

Record length

44

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler, ASF

Member of

SR-USERRCD, USER-USERRCD

Location mode VIA set SR-USERRCD

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 USER-AUTH-FLAG-133 X(8) BIT User authorization flag. For values, see

User Junction Records.
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02 USER-RESP-FLAG-133 X(8) BIT User responsibility flag. For values, see
User Junction Records.

02 JCT-TEXT-133 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.
02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY  

USERSCHEMA-182
USERSCHEMA-182 is the user junction record that relates an S-010 occurrence to the users that are registered or
responsible for the occurrence.

NOTE
For more information about user junction records, see the section "Structural Considerations."

Record Length

44

Established by

Schema compiler

Member of

S-USERSCHEMA, USER-USERSCHEMA

Location mode VIA set S-USERSCHEMA

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 USER-AUTH-FLAG-182 X(8) BIT User authorization flag. For values, see

User Junction Records.
02 USER-RESP-FLAG-182 X(8) BIT User responsibility flag. For values, see

User Junction Records.
02 JCT-TEXT-182 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.
02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY  

USERSS-185
USERSS-185 is the user junction record that relates an SS-026 occurrence to the users that are registered or responsible
for the occurrence.

Record Length

44

Established by

Subschema compiler, ASF

Member of

SS-USERSS, USER-USERSS

Location mode VIA set SS-USERSS
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Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 USER-AUTH-FLAG-185 X(8) BIT User authorization flag. For values, see

User Junction Records.
02 USER-RESP-FLAG-185 X(8) BIT User responsibility flag. For values, see

User Junction Records.
02 JCT-TEXT-185 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.
02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY  

USERSYS-114
USERSYS-114 is the user junction record that relates a SYS-041 occurrence to the users that are registered or
responsible for the occurrence.

NOTE
For more information about user junction records, see the section "Structural Considerations."

Record length

44

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler

Member of

SYS-USERSYS, USER-USERSYS

Location mode VIA set SYS-USERSYS

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 USER-AUTH-FLAG-114 X(8) BIT User authorization flag. For values, see

User Junction Records.
02 USER-RESP-FLAG-114 X(8) BIT User responsibility flag. For values, see

User Junction Records.
02 JCT-TEXT-114 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.
02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY  

USERTASK-152
USERTASK-152 is the user junction record that relates a TASK-025 occurrence to the users that are registered or
responsible for the occurrence.

NOTE
For more information about user junction records, see Structural Considerations.

Record length

44

Established by

IDD DDDL compiler
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Member of

TASK-USERTASK, USER-USERTASK

Location mode VIA set TASK-USERTASK

Within area DDLDML

Field Picture Description
02 USER-AUTH-FLAG-152 X(8) BIT User authorization flag. For values, see

User Junction Records.
02 USER-RESP-FLAG-152 X(8) BIT User responsibility flag. For values, see

User Junction Records.
02 JCT-TEXT-152 X(40) DISPLAY User-supplied junction text.
02 FILLER X(2) DISPLAY  
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DML Reference for Assembler
This section presents navigational and LRF DML statements for use in IDMS/DB and IDMS/DC. IDMS UCF data
communications environments are also discussed.

Click the PDF icon to download a PDF of the DML Reference for Assembler section.

Most data communications DML statements are applicable in both IDMS/DC and DMS UCF environments. The acronym
DC/UCF is used to represent this.

Assembler language programmers who run programs against IDMS/DB databases and who want to use the DC/UCF
system facilities

Assembler DML statements are embedded in the program source as if they were part of the host language. During
assembly, most DML precompiler statements are expanded into executable Assembler source code (whether or not the
DML precompiler was executed), and source-level error checking is performed.

DML Reference for Assembler provides information about how to use Assembler Data Manipulation Language (DML)
statements in your Assembler program to perform the following:

• Access an IDMS/DB database
• Perform data communications functions through IDMS/DC and IDMS UCF (DC/UCF)

Depending on your operating environment, your Assembler program uses different sets of DML statements. For example,
a batch program uses database DML statements; an online program can use both database and data communications
DML statements.

Introduction to IDMS Data Manipulation Language
Learn how to use Assembler Data Manipulation Language (DML) statements in your Assembler program to perform the
following:

• Access an IDMS/DB database
• Perform data communications functions through IDMS/DC and IDMS UCF (DC/UCF)

Assembler DML statements are embedded in the program source as if they were part of the host language. During
assembly, most DML precompiler statements are expanded into executable Assembler source code (whether or not the
DML precompiler was executed), and source-level error checking is performed.

Depending on your operating environment, your Assembler program uses different sets of DML statements. For example,
a batch program uses database DML statements; an online program can use both database and data communications
DML statements.

This section discusses the following:

• When to use different sets of Assembler DML statements depending on your operating environment
• How to use the DML precompiler to prepare your program for assembly and execution

Operating Environments
This section you learn when to use different sets of Assembler DML statemente depending on your operating
environment.  The following categories of Assembler DML statements are discussed:
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• Accessing the Databasestatements perform IDMS/DB database access functions in either a batch or an online
environment. Database DML statements have an at sign (@) prefix; for example, @STORE.

• Data communications , also called online statements, perform data communications functions for IDMS/DC and
IDMS UCF (DC/UCF) programs. Online DML statements have a pound sign (#) prefix; for example, #LINK.

• DC-batch statements are a subset of online DML statements that allow batch application programs to access DC/UCF
facilities such as queues and printers. This category consists of the following DML statements: #DELQUE, #GETQUE,
#PUTQUE, and #PRINT.

NOTE
For more information about DC-batch programming, see the Navigational DML Programming
Referencesection.

Accessing the Database
Your program can access an IDMS/DB database by using either navigational or LRF (logical record) DML statements:

• Navigational statements access database records and sets one record at a time.
• LRF statements access predefined groups of database records using the Logical Record Facility (LRF).

Navigational and LRF DML statements are discussed separately below.

Navigating the Database

Navigational DML statements access database records and sets one record at a time, checking and maintaining currency
in order to assure correct results. Navigational DML statements provide:

• Control over error checking -- You can check the result of each navigational statement
• Flexibility in choosing how you want to access the database -- For example, your program can access the

database either sequentially (performing an area sweep), by using a symbolic key value (CALC), or by using a
database key value (DIRECT)

To use navigational DML statements, you must have a thorough knowledge of the database structure. The database
structure is illustrated in a data structure diagram. For an example of a data structure diagram, see the EMPLOYEE Data
Structure Diagram.

The following figure illustrates a database structure that contains two owner records (EMPLOYEE and JOB) that
share one member record (EMPOSITION). To obtain EMPLOYEE and JOB information, the program must retrieve an
EMPLOYEE record, the first EMPOSITION record in the EMP-EMPOSITION set, and the owner record in the JOB-
EMPOSITION set.

Navigational DML statements are grouped into four categories:
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• Control statements initiate and terminate processing, effect recovery, prevent concurrent updates, and evaluate set
conditions

• Retrieval statements locate data in the database and make it available to the application program
• Modification statements update the database
• Accept statements pass database keys, storage address information, and statistics to the program

Accessing the Database Through LRF

LRF DML statements use the Logical Record Facility (LRF) to access database records. LRF accesses fields from
multiple database records as if they were data fields in a single record. LRF DML statements allow your program to
specify selection criteria (by using the WHERE clause) that enable your program to access only the logical records you
need.

NOTE
For more information, see Using Logical Record Facility.

LRF DML statements provide:

• Easy access to database records -- You need not be familiar with database structure, and your programs need not
include database navigation logic.

• Data flexibility -- You do not usually have to modify or recompile your LRF program when the database is changed.
• Runtime efficiency -- LRF minimizes communication between the program and the database management system

(DBMS).

The following figure illustrates how to use LRF DML statements to access the EMPJOBLR record. The EMPJOBLR record
is a logical record that contains the EMPLOYEE record, the EMPOSITION record, the OFFICE record, and the JOB
record. The EMPJOBLR logical record contains information from the EMPLOYEE, EMPOSITION, and JOB records.

The LRF DML statements are :

• @ERASE deletes a logical record from the database.
• @MODIFY updates a logical record.
• @OBTAIN retrieves a logical record.
• @STORE adds a new logical record to the database.

Programming in the DC/UCF Environment
DC/UCF application programs can use both database and online DML statements.

Online DML statements perform the following types of functions:
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• Program management statements govern flow of control and abend processing
• Storage management statements allocate and release variable storage
• Task management statements provide runtime services that control task processing
• Time management statements obtain the time and date and define time-related events
• Scratch management statements create, delete, or retrieve records from the scratch area
• Queue management statements create, delete, or retrieve records in a queue area
• Terminal management statements transfer data between the application program and a terminal
• Utility function statements retrieve task-related information or statistics, send messages, and monitor access to

database records
• Recovery statements perform functions relating to database, scratch, and queue area recovery in the event of a

system failure

Example

The following example illustrates how online DML statements access the database and perform data communications
functions. Specifically, this example maps in data entered from the terminal, retrieves and displays the specified
information, and performs a DC return, naming TSK02 as the next task to be performed.

#MREQ IN,MRB=EMPMAP,INDATA=YES,COND=ALL,ERROR=ERRORTN

#MREQ OUT,MRB=EMPMAP,OUTDATA=YES,OPTNS=NEWPAGE

#RETURN NXTTASK=TSK02

Assembling and Executing Programs
An Assembler source program that contains DML statements is processed by the DML precompiler (IDMSDMLA) before it
is submitted to the assembler. The DML precompiler performs the following functions:

• Converts most DML statements into standard Assembler source statements.
• Ensures that all statements issued by the program are consistent with the logical structure of the database, the

subschema view of the program, and the access restrictions defined in the subschema.
• Copies information maintained in the dictionary into program storage. Dictionary entities include database record

descriptions, file definitions, map records, map definitions, logical records, and other predefined modules.
• Updates the dictionary with compile-time statistics used to monitor database activities for a given application program.
• Performs source level error checking.
• Generates an optional source statement listing of error conditions detected during DML processing.
• Supports the use of native VSAM files in conjunction with database access methods.
• Recognizes record, element, and file synonyms defined in the dictionary.
• Allows programs to be compiled for execution under various TP monitors without changing the source DML

statements.

An Assembler program must be submitted to the DML precompiler if the program contains any of the following
statements:

• An @COPY IDMS statement
• An @INVOKE statement
• Logical-record DML statement containing a WHERE clause

If none of these statements is included, the Assembler program can bypass the DML precompiler. The source can be
submitted directly to the assembler because most Assembler DML statements are macro instructions that are expanded
during assembly. It is recommended, however, that all programs accessing the database or running under a DC/UCF
system use the DML precompiler. For a list of Assembler DML macros, see the Assembler DML Macros and Error
Messages.
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Output from the DML precompiler is a card-image source file that serves as input to the assembler. Output from the
assembler consists of an object program and a source listing that includes any generated diagnostics. During assembly,
most procedural DML verbs are expanded into executable Assembler source code, whether or not the DML precompiler
was executed.

After the program is assembled, it is submitted to the linkage editor. The linkage editor link edits the object program into a
specified load library. Output from the linkage editor consists of a load module and a link map.

The following figure illustrates the steps involved in assembling and executing an Assembler program containing DML
statements.

Callable Services and Common Facilities
IDMS provides callable services and common facilities to use with your application programs:

Callable Services

The callable services include:

• The IDMSCALC utility that lets you sort input into target page sequence.
• The IDMSIN01 facility that lets you perform miscellaneous IDMS functions.
• The TCP/IP socket program interface that lets you communicate with another TCP/IP application.

Common Facilities

The common facilities include:

• The Command Facility that lets you submit command statements in a batch or online environment.
• The Online Compiler Text Editor that lets you edit compiler output and resubmit it as input using the IDMS development

tools.
• The Transfer Control Facility that lets you transfer between IDMS development tools.
• The SYSIDMS parameter file that contains parameters that you can add to a batch job running in local mode or under

the central version. These parameters let you specify environment requirements, runtime directives, and operating
system-dependent information.

DML Precompiler Options for Assembler
This section contains syntax for Assembler DML precompiler options. DML precompiler option statements are included in
the input source code to the DML precompiler. These statements are used to:
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• Override the default shared update usage mode for the DDLDML area of the dictionary and ready the area in either
retrieval or protected update mode

• Print comment lines stored in the dictionary for subschema data items on the DML listing
• Generate a source statement listing of the output from the DML precompiler
• Suppress the logging of program activity statistics in the dictionary

Dictionary Usage Mode
When the main area (DDLDML area) of the dictionary accessed by the DML precompiler is readied, several options are
available. The default usage mode, shared update usage, is defined at system generation. Shared update mode readies
the DDLDML area for both retrieval and update and allows other concurrently executing run units to ready the DDLDML
area in shared update or shared retrieval usage mode. You can override the default usage mode by specifying either
retrieval or protected update usage mode in your application program.

Syntax

 ►─┬─ *RETRIEVAL ────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ *PROTECTED-UPDATE ─┘

The asterisk (*) must be in column 1.

Parameters

• *RETRIEVAL
Readies the DDLDML area for retrieval only and allows other concurrently executing run units to open the DDLDML
area in shared retrieval, shared update, protected retrieval, or protected update mode.

NOTE
If the DDLDML area is readied for retrieval only, no program activity statistics can be logged.

• *PROTECTED-UPDATE
Readies the DDLDML area for both retrieval and update and allows other concurrently executing run units to open the
DDLDML area in retrieval usage mode only. The protected update usage mode prevents concurrent update of the area
by run units executing under the same central version.

If included, the dictionary usage mode statement must precede all source statements.

Comment Generation
The *SCHEMA-COMMENTS option causes schema-defined data item comments and IDD-defined record-element
comments in the dictionary to be printed on the DML source listing. You can specify this option by including the following
entry at the beginning of the input source code, after the dictionary usage mode statements (if present) and before any
DML or Assembler statements.

Syntax

 

 ►─── *SCHEMA-COMMENTS ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

The asterisk (*) must be in column 1.

 

If the input does not include a *SCHEMA-COMMENTS entry, comment lines are not generated.
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List Generation
You can turn on or off the source statement listing output by the DML precompiler by inserting a list generation option in
the source program.

Syntax

 

 ►─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ *NODMLIST ◄ ─┤

   └─ *DMLIST ─────┘

The asterisk (*) must be in column 1.

 

Parameters

• *NODMLIST
Specifies that no source code listing is to be generated for the DML statements that follow.

• *DMLIST
Generates the source code listing for all the DML statements that follow.

In general, you would include one of these entries at the beginning of the input source code before any standard DML
or Assembler statements. However, generation of the list can be turned on or off any number of times within one source
program by inserting appropriate *DMLIST/*NODMLIST entries in the code.

NOTE
The DML precompiler always produces a listing of error messages. The *DMLIST option controls listing of the
DML source code.

Log Suppression
You can suppress the logging of program activity statistics in the dictionary by using the *NO-ACTIVITY-LOG option. This
option, if included, is placed at the beginning of the DML source program. The DML precompiler generates and logs the
following program activity statistics unless the *NO-ACTIVITY-LOG option is included in the program source code:

• Program name
• Language
• Date last compiled
• Number of lines
• Number of compilations
• Date created
• Subschema name (if any)
• File statistics
• Database access statistics (for example, records and modules copied from the dictionary; subprograms called; and

records, sets, and areas accessed by DML verbs)

Syntax

 

 ►─── *NO-ACTIVITY LOG ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
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The asterisk (*) must be in column 1.

 

NOTE
Program activity statistics cannot be logged if you ready the dictionary DDLDML area for retrieval only.

Communications Blocks and Error Detection
This section describes the communication blocks and registers available under IDMS/DB and DC/UCF systems to return
status information to an application program that requests database and data communication services.

IDMS/DB and DC/UCF systems use the following facilities to communicate with your application program:

• The IDMS Communications Blockreturns information from the database management system (DBMS) to your
application program.
TheERRSTAT Field and Codesfield of the IDMS communications block receives a status code that indicates the
successful or unsuccessful execution of a DML command. You can test for the content of the ERRSTAT field in your
database program.

• The Logical-Record Request Control (LRC) Block returns information from the Logical Record Facility (LRF) to your
application program when you are accessing logical records that have been created by LRF.
The LRSTAT field of the LRC block returns the path status for a logical-record DML request. You can test for the
contents of the LRSTAT field in your program.

• Register 15 is used by the DC/UCF system to return information regarding the successful or unsuccessful execution of
DML commands that request data communication services. You can test for the content of register 15 to determine the
outcome of a DC/UCF DML statement.

In addition to the above topics, this section lists the status codes returned by the DBMS for database requests and the
return codes issued by DC/UCF system for data communications requests.

Major Database Status Codes (Assembler)

Major Code Database Function
00 Any DML statement
01 FINISH
02 ERASE
03 FIND/OBTAIN
05 GET
06 KEEP
07 CONNECT
08 MODIFY
09 READY
11 DISCONNECT
12 STORE
14 BIND
15 ACCEPT
16 IF
17 RETURN
18 COMMIT
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19 ROLLBACK
20 LRF requests

Minor Database Status Codes (Assembler)

Minor Code Database Function Status
00 Combined with a major code of 00, this code indicates successful

completion of the DML operation. Combined with a nonzero
major code, this code indicates that the DML operation was not
completed successfully due to central version causes, such as
time-outs and program checks.

01 An area has not been readied. When this code is combined with
a major code of 16, an IF operation has resulted in a valid false
condition.

02 Either the db-key used with a FIND/OBTAIN DB-KEY statement
or the direct db-key suggested for a STORE is not within the page
range for the specified record name.

03 Invalid currency for the named record, set, or area. This can
only occur when a run unit is sharing a transaction with other
database sessions. The 03 minor status is returned if the run
unit tries to retrieve or update a record using a currency that has
been invalidated because of changes made by another database
session that is sharing the same transaction.

04 The occurrence count of a variably occurring element has been
specified as either less than zero or greater than the maximum
number of occurrences defined in the control element.

05 The specified DML function would have violated a duplicates-not-
allowed option for a CALC, sorted, or index set.

06 No currency has been established for the named record, set, or
area.

07 The end of a set, area, or index has been reached or the set is
empty.

08 The specified record, set, procedure, or LR verb is not in the
subschema or the specified record is not a member of the set.

09 The area has been readied with an incorrect usage mode.
10 An existing access restriction or subschema usage prohibits

execution of the specified DML function. For LRF users, the
subschema in use allows access to database records only.
Combined with a major code of 00, this code means the program
has attempted to access a database record, but the subschema in
use allows access to logical records only.

11 The record cannot be stored in the specified area due to
insufficient space.

12 There is no db-key for the record to be stored. This is a system
internal error and should be reported.

13 A current record of run unit either has not been established or has
been nullified by a previous ERASE statement.

14 The CONNECT statement cannot be executed because the
requested record has been defined as a mandatory automatic
member of the set.
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15 The DISCONNECT statement cannot be executed because the
requested record has been defined as a mandatory member of the
set.

16 The record cannot be connected to a set of which it is already a
member.

17 The transaction manager encountered an error.
18 The record has not been bound.
19 The run unit's transaction was forced to back out.
20 The current record is not the same type as the specified record

name.
21 Not all areas being used have been readied in the correct usage

mode.
22 The record name specified is not currently a member of the set

name specified.
23 The area name specified is either not in the subschema or not an

extent area; or the record name specified has not been defined
within the area name specified.

25 No currency has been established for the named set.
26 No duplicates exist for the named record or the record

occurrences cannot be found.
28 The run unit has attempted to ready an area that has been readied

previously.
29 The run unit has attempted to place a lock on a record that is

locked already by another run unit. A deadlock results. Unless the
run unit issued either a FIND/OBTAIN KEEP EXCLUSIVE or a
KEEP EXCLUSIVE, the run unit is aborted.

30 An attempt has been made to erase the owner record of a
nonempty set.

31 The retrieval statement format conflicts with the record's location
mode.

32 An attempt to retrieve a CALC/DUPLICATE record was
unsuccessful; the value of the CALC field in variable storage is
not equal to the value of the CALC control element in the current
record of run unit.

33 At least one set in which the record participates has not been
included in the subschema.

40 The WHERE clause in an OBTAIN NEXT logical-record request
is inconsistent with a previous OBTAIN FIRST or OBTAIN NEXT
command for the same record. Previously specified criteria, such
as reference to a key field, have been changed. A path status of
LR-ERROR is returned to the LRC block.

41 The subschema contains no path that matches the WHERE
clause in a logical-record request. A path status of LR-ERROR is
returned to the LRC block.

42 An ON clause included in the path by the DBA specified return
of the LR-ERROR path status to the LRC block; an error has
occurred while processing the LRF request.
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43 A program check has been recognized during evaluation of
a WHERE clause; the program check indicates that either a
WHERE clause has specified comparison of a packed decimal
field to an unpacked nonnumeric data field, or data in variable
storage or a database record does not conform to its description.
A path status of LR-ERROR is returned to the LRC block unless
the DBA has included an ON clause to override this action in the
path.

44 The WHERE clause in a logical-record request does not supply a
key element (sort key, CALC key, or db-key) expected by the path.
A path status of LR-ERROR is returned to the LRC block.

45 During evaluation of a WHERE clause, a program check has been
recognized because a subscript value is neither greater than 0 nor
less than its maximum allowed value plus 1. A path status of LR-
ERROR is returned to the LRC block unless the DBA has included
an ON clause to override this action in the path.

46 A program check has revealed an arithmetic exception (for
example: overflow, underflow, significance, divide) during
evaluation of a WHERE clause. A path status of LR-ERROR is
returned to the LRC block unless the DBA has included an ON
clause to override this action in the path.

53 The subschema definition of an indexed set does not match the
indexed set's physical structure in the database.

54 Either the prefix length of an SR51 record is less than zero or the
data length is less than or equal to zero.

55 An invalid length has been defined for a variable-length record.
56 An insufficient amount of memory to accommodate the IDMS

compression/decompression routines is available.
57 A retrieval-only run unit has detected an inconsistency in an index

that should cause an 1143 abend, but optional APAR bit 216 has
been turned on.

58 An attempt was made to rollback updates in a local mode
program. Updates made to an area during a local mode program's
execution cannot be automatically rolled out. The area must be
manually recovered.

60 A record occurrence type is inconsistent with the set named in the
ERROR-SET field in the IDMS communications block. This code
usually indicates a broken chain.

61 No record can be found for an internal db-key. This code usually
indicates a broken chain.

62 A system-generated db-key points to a record occurrence, but no
record with that db-key can be found. This code usually indicates
a broken chain.

63 The DBMS cannot interpret the DML function to be performed.
When combined with a major code of 00, this code means invalid
function parameters have been passed on the call to the DBMS.
For LRF users, a WHERE clause includes a keyword that is longer
than the 32 characters allowed.

64 The record cannot be found; the CALC control element has not
been defined properly in the subschema.

65 The database page read was not the page requested.
66 The area specified is not available in the requested usage mode.
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67 The subschema invoked does not match the subschema object
tables.

68 The CICS interface was not started.
69 A BIND RUN-UNIT may not have been issued; the CV may be

inactive or not accepting new run units; or the connection with the
CV may have been broken due to time out or other factors. When
combined with a major code of 00, this code means the program
has been disconnected from the DBMS.

70 The database will not ready properly; a JCL error is the probable
cause.

71 The page range or page group for the area being readied or the
page requested cannot be found in the DMCL.

72 There is insufficient memory to dynamically load a subschema or
database procedure.

73 A central version run unit will exceed the MAXERUS value
specified at system generation.

74 The dynamic load of a module has failed. If operating under the
central version, a subschema or database procedure module
either was not found in the data dictionary or the load (core image)
library or, if loaded, will exceed the number of subschema and
database procedures provided for at system generation.

75 A read error has occurred.
76 A write error has occurred.
77 The run unit has not been bound or has been bound twice. When

combined with a major code of 00, this code means either the
program is no longer signed on to the subschema or the variable
subschema tables have been overwritten.

78 An area wait deadlock has occurred.
79 The run unit has requested more db-key locks than are available

to the system.
80 The target node is either not active or has been disabled.
81 The converted subschema requires specified database name to

be in the DBNAME table.
82 The subschema must be named in the DBNAME table.
83 An error has occurred in accessing native VSAM data sets.
87 The owner and member records for a set to be updated are not in

the same page group or do not have the same db-key radix.
91 The subschema requires a DBNAME to do the bind run unit.
92 No subschema areas map to DMCL.
93 A subschema area symbolic was not found in DMCL.
94 The specified dbname is neither a dbname defined in the

DBNAME table, nor a SEGMENT defined in the DMCL.
95 The specified subschema failed DBTABLE mapping using the

specified dbname.

Note: For a complete description of DB runtime status codes, see the section "IDMS Status Codes" in the Messages and
Codes.
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IDMS Communications Block (Assembler)
The IDMS communications block passes information between the DBMS and the application program. Whenever a
run unit issues a call to the DBMS for a database operation, the DBMS returns information about the outcome of the
requested service to the ERRSTAT field in the application program communications block.

To receive status information from the DBMS, an application program must define the communications block in variable
storage. You must either copy the IDMScommunications block from the dictionary into your program's variable storage
by using the @COPY statement or generate the communications block by using the @SSCTRL statement. The following
example illustrates the @COPY statement before and after it has been expanded by the DML precompiler:

               @COPY IDMS,SUBSCHEMA-CTRL      (Before DML expansion)

               @COPY IDMS,SUBSCHEMA-CTRL      (After DML expansion)

               DS    0D

     SSCTRL    DS    0CL216

     PGMNAME   DC    CL8' '

     ERRSTAT   DC    CL4'1400'

     DBKEY     DS    FL4

     RECNAME   DC    CL16' '

     AREANAME  DC    CL16' '

     ERRORSET  DC    CL16' '

     ERRORREC  DC    CL16' '

     ERRAREA   DC    CL16' '

     SSCIDBCM  DS    0CL100

     IDBMSCOM  DS    100CL1

        ORG   SSCIDBCM

     RDBMSCOM  DS    0CL100

     PGINFO    DS    0CL4

     PGINFGRP  DS    HL2

     PGINFDBK  DS    HL2

               DS    CL96

     DIRDBKEY  DC    FL4'0'

     DBSTATUS  DS    0CL8

     DBSTMTCD  DS    CL2

     DBSTATCD  DS    CL5

               DS    CL1

     RECOCCUR  DC    FL4'0'

     DMLSEQ    DC    FL4'0'

The same expansion would result by using the @SSCTRL statement in your application program instead of the @COPY
IDMS,SUBSCHEMA-CTRL statement. The @SSCTRL statement is a macro that generates the variable storage
definitions of the communications block instead of copying the block from the dictionary.

NOTE
For more information about the differences between these statements, see the DML Precompiler Options .

After every call to the DBMS, the DBMS issues an error-status code that indicates successful or unsuccessful completion
of the requested service. This status code is returned to the ERRSTAT field in the communications block. You should
examine the ERRSTAT field after every call to the DBMS. Depending on the error-status code, it may be useful to
examine other fields and/or branch to a routine that responds to the condition indicated by the error-status code.

The following figure shows the layout of the 16-byte communications block; each field is described separately. Starting
with offset 200, the layout of the block differs for application programs that run under CICS.
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NOTE
For more information about the 18-byte communications block, see the 18-Byte Communications Blocks.

                  ┌────────────────────────────────────────┐

                  │ 16-CHARACTER IDMS COMMUNICATIONS BLOCK │

                  └────────────────────────────────────────┘

                                             Length      

                 Field          Data Type   (bytes)        Initial Value

  ┌──────────┐

 *│ 0      7 │   PROGRAM-NAME   Alphanumeric  8            Program Name

  ├────────┬─┘

  │ 8  11  │     ERROR-STATUS   Alphanumeric  4           '1400'

  ├────────┤

  │ 12  15 │     DBKEY          Binary        4(Fullword)  0000

  ├────────┴───┐

  │ 16      31 │ RECORD-NAME    Alphanumeric  16           Spaces

  ├────────────┤

  │ 32      47 │ AREA-NAME      Alphanumeric  16           Spaces

  ├────────────┤

  │ 48      63 │ ERROR-SET      Alphanumeric  16           Spaces

  ├────────────┤

  │ 64      79 │ ERROR-RECORD   Alphanumeric  16           Spaces

  ├────────────┤

  │ 80      95 │ ERROR-AREA     Alphanumeric  16           Spaces

  ├─────────┬──┘

**│ 96   99 │    PAGE-INFO      Binary        4(Fullword)  0000

  └─────────┘

  ┌──────────┐

  │ 96...195 │   IDBMSCOM-AREA   Alphanumeric  100         Low Values

  ├──────────┤

  │ 196  199 │   DIRECT-DBKEY    Binary        4(Fullword) 0000

  └──────────┘

  ┌─────────┐

  │ 200 206 │    DATABASE-STATUS Alphanumeric  7           Spaces

  ├─────┬───┘

  │ 207 │        FILLER          ...           1           ...

  ├─────┴───┐

  │ 208 211 │    RECORD-OCCUR    Binary        4(Fullword) 0000

  ├─────────┤

  │ 212 215 │    DML-SEQUENCE    Binary        4(Fullword) 0000

  └─────────┘

    * word aligned

   ** PAGE-INFO-GROUP overlays bytes 97 and 98 and PAGE-INFO-DBK-FORMAT

     overlays bytes 99 and 100. Both of these fields are binary datatype,

     each with a length of two bytes. Suggested initial values for

     both are 00. Together these two fields represent PAGE-INFO.

Field Descriptions
Program Status Fields
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The IDMS communications block contains the following fields that describe program status information:

• PGMNAME (offsets 0-7) is an 8-byte alphanumeric field that contains the name of the program being executed.
This field is initialized automatically at the beginning of program execution if the program contains an @COPY IDMS
SUBSCHEMA-BINDS statement. Otherwise, it must be initialized by the programmer.

• ERRSTAT (offsets 8-11) is a 4-byte alphanumeric field that contains a value indicating the outcome of the DML
statement that calls the DBMS. The ERRSTAT field must be initialized to 1400 by the program. The DBMS updates
this field immediately before returning control to the user program after performing (attempting) a requested database
service.
The ERRSTAT field and its use are described under Testing for DML Error-Status Codes later in this section.

NOTE
A program that consists of two or more run units must reinitialize the ERRSTAT field to 1400 after finishing
one run unit and before binding the next.

• DBKEY (offsets 12-15) is a 4-byte (fullword) binary field that contains the database key (db-key) of the last record
accessed by the run unit. For example, after successful execution of an @FIND command, DBKEY is updated with the
db-key of the located record. DBKEY is not changed if the call to the DBMS results in an error condition.

• RECNAME (offsets 16-31) is a 16-byte alphanumeric field that contains the name of the last record accessed
successfully by the run unit. This field is left justified and padded with spaces on the right.

• AREANAME (offsets 32-47) is a 16-byte alphanumeric field that contains the name of the last area accessed
successfully by the run unit. This field is left justified and padded with spaces on the right.

• ERRORSET (offsets 48-63) is a 16-byte alphanumeric field that contains the name of the set involved in the last
operation to produce an error condition. This field is left justified and padded with spaces on the right.

• ERRORREC (offsets 64-79) is a 16-byte alphanumeric field that contains the name of the record involved in the last
operation to produce an error condition. This field is left justified and padded with spaces on the right.

• ERRAREA (offsets 80-95) is a 16-byte alphanumeric field that contains the name of the area involved in the last
operation to produce an error condition. This field is left justified and padded with spaces on the right.

• IDBMSCOM (offsets 96-195) is a 100-byte alphanumeric array that is used internally by IDMS/DB for specification of
runtime function information.

• PGINFO (offsets 96-99) is a 4-byte binary field that represents the page information associated with the last record
accessed by the rununit. For example, after successful execution of an @FIND command, PGINFO is updated with the
page information of the located record.
Page information is not changed if the call to the DBMS results in a nonzero status condition.
Page information is a 4-byte field consisting of the following sub-fields:
– Bytes 1-2: Page group number (PGINFGRP)
– Bytes 3-4: Dbkey radix (PGINFDBK)
The PGINFO field overlays part of the IDBMSCOM area in the subschema control.
The dbkey radix portion of the page information can be used in interpreting a dbkey for display purposes and in
formatting a dbkey from page and line numbers. The dbkey radix represents the number of bits within a dbkey value
that are reserved for the line number of a record. By default, this value is 8, meaning that up to 255 records can be
stored on a single page of the area. Given a dbkey, you can separate its associated page number by dividing the
dbkey by 2 raised to the power of the dbkey radix. For example, if the dbkey radix is 4, you would divide the dbkey
value by 2**4. The resulting value is the page number of the dbkey. To separate the line number, you would multiply
the page number by 2 raised to the power of the dbkey radix and subtract this value from the dbkey value. The result
would be the line number of the dbkey. The following two formulas can be used to calculate the page and line numbers
from a dbkey value:

Page-number = dbkey value / (2 ** dbkey radix)

Line-number = dbkey value - (page-number * ( 2 ** dbkey radix))

• DIRDBKEY (offsets 196-199) is a 4-byte (fullword binary) field that contains a user-specified db-key value or a null db-
key value of -1. This field is used for storing a record with a location mode of direct. DIRDBKEY must be initialized by
the user; it is not updated by the DBMS.
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NOTE
(native VSAM users) The DIRDBKEY field can be used only when storing a record in a native VSAM relative
record data set (RRDS). This field must be initialized by the user to the relative record number of the record
being stored.

• Reserved for system (offsets 200-206) is a 7-byte alphanumeric field reserved for IDMS/DB use.
• FILLER (offset 207) is a 1-byte field used to ensure fullword alignment.
• RECOCCUR (offsets 208-211) is a 4-byte (fullword) binary field that contains a record-occurrence sequence identifier

used internally by the DBMS.
• DMLSEQ (offsets 212-215) is a 4-byte (fullword) binary field that contains the source-level sequence number

generated by the DML macros, if DEBUG is specified. It is not used by the runtime system, with the exception of
SYSIDMS DMLTRACE=ON tracing.

Updating the Fields

After a call to the DBMS, one or more of the fields described above may be updated, depending on the DML statement
issued and whether or not the statement was executed successfully.

Example of Updating Fields

The following figure illustrates the updating process; only those fields accessed by the runtime system are shown. Fields
used internally by the DBMS are not shown. Blank fields are not updated by DML statements.

Key for this figure:

* If true, field is set to zone decimal zeroes (0000); if false, field is
set to 1601

0 Field is set to zone decimal zeroes
Y Field is updated
C Field is cleared to spaces
N Field is set to null db-key value (-1)
nn Specific minor error code
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ERRSTAT Field and Codes
You can use the ERRSTAT field of the IDMS communications block to determine if a DML request was processed
successfully. The DBMS system returns a value to the ERRSTAT field indicating the result of each DML request. For more
information about the ERRSTAT field, see Testing for DML Error-Status Codes.

LRF users: You should check the LR-STATUS field of the LRC block before checking the ERRSTAT field.

Major and Minor Codes

The ERRSTAT field is a four-byte zoned decimal field. The first two bytes represent a major code; the second two bytes
represent a minor code. Major codes identify the function performed; minor codes describe the status of that function.

Value of Codes

A value of 0000 indicates successful completion of the requested function. A value other than 0000 indicates completion
of the function in a manner that may or may not be in error, depending on your expectations. For example, 0326 (DB-
REC-NOT-FOUND) should be anticipated after FIND CALC retrieval; this allows you to trap the condition and continue
processing.

DB status codes have a major code in the range 01 to 20. They occur during database access in batch or online
processing. DC status codes have a major code in the range 30 to 51. They occur in online or DC-BATCH processing.
Status codes with a major code of 00 apply to all DML functions.

Major DB Status Codes

Major Code Database Function
00 Any DML statement
01 FINISH
02 ERASE
03 FIND/OBTAIN
05 GET
06 KEEP
07 CONNECT
08 MODIFY
09 READY
11 DISCONNECT
12 STORE
14 BIND
15 ACCEPT
16 IF
17 RETURN
18 COMMIT
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19 ROLLBACK
20 LRF requests

Minor DB Status Codes

Minor Code Database Function Status
00 Combined with a major code of 00, this code indicates successful

completion of the DML operation. Combined with a nonzero
major code, this code indicates that the DML operation was not
completed successfully due to central version causes, such as
time-outs and program checks.

01 An area has not been readied. When this code is combined with
a major code of 16, an IF operation has resulted in a valid false
condition.

02 Either the db-key used with a FIND/OBTAIN DB-KEY statement
or the direct db-key suggested for a STORE is not within the page
range for the specified record name.

03 Invalid currency for the named record, set, or area. This can
only occur when a run unit is sharing a transaction with other
database sessions. The 03 minor status is returned if the run
unit tries to retrieve or update a record using a currency that has
been invalidated because of changes made by another database
session that is sharing the same transaction.

04 The occurrence count of a variably occurring element has been
specified as either less than zero or greater than the maximum
number of occurrences defined in the control element.

05 The specified DML function would have violated a duplicates-not-
allowed option for a CALC, sorted, or index set.

06 No currency has been established for the named record, set, or
area.

07 The end of a set, area, or index has been reached or the set is
empty.

08 The specified record, set, procedure, or LR verb is not in the
subschema or the specified record is not a member of the set.

09 The area has been readied with an incorrect usage mode.
10 An existing access restriction or subschema usage prohibits

execution of the specified DML function. For LRF users, the
subschema in use allows access to database records only.
Combined with a major code of 00, this code means the program
has attempted to access a database record, but the subschema in
use allows access to logical records only.

11 The record cannot be stored in the specified area due to
insufficient space.

12 There is no db-key for the record to be stored. This is a system
internal error and should be reported.

13 A current record of run unit either has not been established or has
been nullified by a previous ERASE statement.

14 The CONNECT statement cannot be executed because the
requested record has been defined as a mandatory automatic
member of the set.
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15 The DISCONNECT statement cannot be executed because the
requested record has been defined as a mandatory member of the
set.

16 The record cannot be connected to a set of which it is already a
member.

17 The transaction manager encountered an error.
18 The record has not been bound.
19 The run unit's transaction was forced to back out.
20 The current record is not the same type as the specified record

name.
21 Not all areas being used have been readied in the correct usage

mode.
22 The record name specified is not currently a member of the set

name specified.
23 The area name specified is either not in the subschema or not an

extent area; or the record name specified has not been defined
within the area name specified.

25 No currency has been established for the named set.
26 No duplicates exist for the named record or the record

occurrences cannot be found.
28 The run unit has attempted to ready an area that has been readied

previously.
29 The run unit has attempted to place a lock on a record that is

locked already by another run unit. A deadlock results. Unless the
run unit issued either a FIND/OBTAIN KEEP EXCLUSIVE or a
KEEP EXCLUSIVE, the run unit is aborted.

30 An attempt has been made to erase the owner record of a
nonempty set.

31 The retrieval statement format conflicts with the record's location
mode.

32 An attempt to retrieve a CALC/DUPLICATE record was
unsuccessful; the value of the CALC field in variable storage is
not equal to the value of the CALC control element in the current
record of run unit.

33 At least one set in which the record participates has not been
included in the subschema.

40 The WHERE clause in an OBTAIN NEXT logical-record request
is inconsistent with a previous OBTAIN FIRST or OBTAIN NEXT
command for the same record. Previously specified criteria, such
as reference to a key field, have been changed. A path status of
LR-ERROR is returned to the LRC block.

41 The subschema contains no path that matches the WHERE
clause in a logical-record request. A path status of LR-ERROR is
returned to the LRC block.

42 An ON clause included in the path by the DBA specified return
of the LR-ERROR path status to the LRC block; an error has
occurred while processing the LRF request.
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43 A program check has been recognized during evaluation of
a WHERE clause; the program check indicates that either a
WHERE clause has specified comparison of a packed decimal
field to an unpacked nonnumeric data field, or data in variable
storage or a database record does not conform to its description.
A path status of LR-ERROR is returned to the LRC block unless
the DBA has included an ON clause to override this action in the
path.

44 The WHERE clause in a logical-record request does not supply a
key element (sort key, CALC key, or db-key) expected by the path.
A path status of LR-ERROR is returned to the LRC block.

45 During evaluation of a WHERE clause, a program check has been
recognized because a subscript value is neither greater than 0 nor
less than its maximum allowed value plus 1. A path status of LR-
ERROR is returned to the LRC block unless the DBA has included
an ON clause to override this action in the path.

46 A program check has revealed an arithmetic exception (for
example: overflow, underflow, significance, divide) during
evaluation of a WHERE clause. A path status of LR-ERROR is
returned to the LRC block unless the DBA has included an ON
clause to override this action in the path.

53 The subschema definition of an indexed set does not match the
indexed set's physical structure in the database.

54 Either the prefix length of an SR51 record is less than zero or the
data length is less than or equal to zero.

55 An invalid length has been defined for a variable-length record.
56 An insufficient amount of memory to accommodate the IDMS

compression/decompression routines is available.
57 A retrieval-only run unit has detected an inconsistency in an index

that should cause an 1143 abend, but optional APAR bit 216 has
been turned on.

58 An attempt was made to rollback updates in a local mode
program. Updates made to an area during a local mode program's
execution cannot be automatically rolled out. The area must be
manually recovered.

60 A record occurrence type is inconsistent with the set named in the
ERROR-SET field in the IDMS communications block. This code
usually indicates a broken chain.

61 No record can be found for an internal db-key. This code usually
indicates a broken chain.

62 A system-generated db-key points to a record occurrence, but no
record with that db-key can be found. This code usually indicates
a broken chain.

63 The DBMS cannot interpret the DML function to be performed.
When combined with a major code of 00, this code means invalid
function parameters have been passed on the call to the DBMS.
For LRF users, a WHERE clause includes a keyword that is longer
than the 32 characters allowed.

64 The record cannot be found; the CALC control element has not
been defined properly in the subschema.

65 The database page read was not the page requested.
66 The area specified is not available in the requested usage mode.
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67 The subschema invoked does not match the subschema object
tables.

68 The CICS interface was not started.
69 A BIND RUN-UNIT may not have been issued; the CV may be

inactive or not accepting new run units; or the connection with the
CV may have been broken due to time out or other factors. When
combined with a major code of 00, this code means the program
has been disconnected from the DBMS.

70 The database will not ready properly; a JCL error is the probable
cause.

71 The page range or page group for the area being readied or the
page requested cannot be found in the DMCL.

72 There is insufficient memory to dynamically load a subschema or
database procedure.

73 A central version run unit will exceed the MAXERUS value
specified at system generation.

74 The dynamic load of a module has failed. If operating under the
central version, a subschema or database procedure module
either was not found in the data dictionary or the load (core image)
library or, if loaded, will exceed the number of subschema and
database procedures provided for at system generation.

75 A read error has occurred.
76 A write error has occurred.
77 The run unit has not been bound or has been bound twice. When

combined with a major code of 00, this code means either the
program is no longer signed on to the subschema or the variable
subschema tables have been overwritten.

78 An area wait deadlock has occurred.
79 The run unit has requested more db-key locks than are available

to the system.
80 The target node is either not active or has been disabled.
81 The converted subschema requires specified database name to

be in the DBNAME table.
82 The subschema must be named in the DBNAME table.
83 An error has occurred in accessing native VSAM data sets.
87 The owner and member records for a set to be updated are not in

the same page group or do not have the same db-key radix.
91 The subschema requires a DBNAME to do the bind run unit.
92 No subschema areas map to DMCL.
93 A subschema area symbolic was not found in DMCL.
94 The specified dbname is neither a dbname defined in the

DBNAME table, nor a SEGMENT defined in the DMCL.
95 The specified subschema failed DBTABLE mapping using the

specified dbname.

NOTE
For a complete description of DB runtime status codes, see IDMS Status Codes in Messages and Codes
section.
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DC Status Codes (Assembler)
The following tables describe the DC major and minor codes:

Major DC Status Codes

Major Code Function
00 Any DML statement
30 TRANSFER CONTROL
31 WAIT/POST
32 GET STORAGE/FREE STORAGE
33 SET ABEND EXIT/ABEND CODE
34 LOAD/DELETE TABLE
35 GET TIME/SET TIMER
36 WRITE LOG
37 ATTACH/CHANGE PRIORITY
38 BIND/ACCEPT/END TRANSACTION STATISTICS
39 ENQUEUE/DEQUEUE
40 SNAP
43 PUT/GET/DELETE SCRATCH
44 PUT/GET/DELETE QUEUE
45 BASIC MODE TERMINAL MANAGEMENT
46 MAPPING MODE TERMINAL MANAGEMENT
47 LINE MODE TERMINAL MANAGEMENT
48 ACCEPT/WRITE PRINTER
49 SEND MESSAGE
50 COMMIT TASK/ROLLBACK TASK/FINISH TASK/WRITE

JOURNAL
51 KEEP LONGTERM
58 SVC SEN

Minor DC Status Codes

Minor Code Function Status
00 Combined with a major code of 00, this code indicates either

successful completion of the DML function or that all tested
resources have been enqueued.

01 The requested operation cannot be performed immediately;
waiting will cause a deadlock.

02 Either there is insufficient storage in the storage pool or the
storage required for control blocks is unavailable.

03 The scratch area ID cannot be found.
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04 Either the queue ID (header) cannot be found or a paging session
was in progress when a second STARTPAGE command was
received (that is, an implied ENDPAGE was processed before this
STARTPAGE was executed successfully).

05 The specified scratch record ID or queue record cannot be found.
06 No resource control element (RCE) exists for the queue record;

currency has not been established.
07 Either an I/O error has occurred or the queue upper limit has been

reached.
08 The requested resource is not available.
09 The requested resource is available.
10 New storage has been assigned.
11 A maximum task condition exists.
12 The named task code is invalid.
13 The named resource cannot be found.
14 The requested module is defined as nonconcurrent and is

currently in use.
15 The named module has been overlaid and cannot be reloaded

immediately.
16 The specified interval control element (ICE) address cannot be

found.
17 The record has been replaced.
18 No printer terminals have been defined for the current DC system.
19 The return area is too small; data has been truncated.
20 An I/O, program-not-found, or potential-deadlock status condition

exists.
21 The message destination is undefined, the long term ID cannot

be found, or a KEEP LONGTERM request was issued by a
nonterminal task.

22 A record already exists for the scratch area specified.
23 No storage or resource control element (RCE) could be allocated

for the reply area.
24 The maximum number of outstanding replies has been exceeded.
25 An attention interrupt has been received.
26 There is a logical error in the output data stream.
27 A permanent I/O error has occurred.
28 The terminal dial-up line is disconnected.
29 An invalid parameter has been passed in the list set up by the

DML processor.
30 The named function has not yet been implemented.
31 An invalid parameter has been passed; the TRB, LRB, or MRB

contains an invalid field; or the request is invalid because of a
possible logic error in the application program. In a DC-BATCH
environment, a possible cause is that the record length specified
by the command exceeds the maximum length based on the
packet size.
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32 The derived length of the specified variable storage is negative or
zero.

33 Either the named table or the named map cannot be found in the
data dictionary load area.

34 The named variable-storage area must be an 01-level entry in the
LINKAGE SECTION.

35 A GET STORAGE request is invalid because the LINKAGE
SECTION variable has already been allocated.

36 The program either was not defined during system generation or is
marked out-of-service.

37 A GET STORAGE operand is invalid because the specified
variable storage area is in the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION
instead of the LINKAGE SECTION.

38 Either no GET STORAGE operand was specified or the specified
LINKAGE SECTION variable has not been allocated.

39 The terminal device being used is out of service.
40 NOIO has been specified but the datastream cannot be found.
41 An IF operation resulted in a valid true condition.
42 The named map does not support the terminal device in use.
43 A line I/O session has been cancelled by the terminal operator.
44 The referenced field does not participate in the specified map; a

possible cause is an invalid subscript.
45 An invalid terminal type is associated with the issuing task.
46 A terminal I/O error has occurred.
47 The named area has not been readied.
48 The run unit has not been bound.
49 NOWAIT has been specified but WAIT is required.
50 Statistics are not being kept.
51 A lock manager error occurred during the processing of a KEEP

LONGTERM request
52 The specified table is missing or invalid.
53 An error occurred from a user-written edit routine.
54 Either there is invalid internal data or a data conversion error has

occurred.
55 The user-written edit routine cannot be found.
56 No DFLDS have been defined for the map.
57 The ID cannot be found, is not a long-term permanent ID, or is

being used by another run unit.
58 Either the LRID cannot be found, the maximum number of

concurrent task threads was exceeded, or an attempt was made
to rollback database changes in local mode.

59 An error occurred in transferring the KEEP LONGTERM request to
IDMSKEEP

60 The requested KEEP LONGTERM lock id was already in use with
a different page group
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63 Invalid function parameters have been passed on the call to the
DBMS.

64 No detail exists currently for update; no action has been taken.
Alternatively, the requested node for a header or detail is either
not present or not updated.

68 There are no more updated details to MAP IN or the amount of
storage defined for pageable maps at sysgen is insufficient. In
the latter case, subsequent MAP OUT DETAIL statements are
ignored.

72 No detail occurrence, footer, or header fields exist to be mapped
out by a MAP OUT RESUME command, or the scratch record that
contains the requested detail could not be accessed. The latter
case is a mapping internal error and should be reported.

76 The first screen page has been transmitted to the terminal.
77 Either the program is no longer signed on to the subschema or the

variable subschema tables have been overwritten.
80 The target node is either not active or has been disabled.
97 An error was encountered processing a syncpoint request; check

the log for details.
98 An unsupported COBOL compiler option (for example, DEBUG)

has been specified for an online program or a program running
in a batch region has issued a DML verb that is only valid when
running online under IDMS/DC/UCF.

99 An unexpected internal return code has been received; the
terminal device is out of service.

Testing for DML Error-Status Codes
Testing for the value of the ERRSTAT field in an Assembler program is a simple procedure. IDMS/DB places a value in
the ERRSTAT field after each DML statement requesting database services is executed. This value can be compared to
known error-status codes to determine whether execution was successful. For example, you can check for successful
completion by comparing the ERRSTAT field to a working storage field defined as 0000. The program can then perform a
conditional branch.

The following example demonstrates a test for the successful execution of the @OBTAIN statement. After completion of
the @OBTAIN statement, the value returned to the ERRSTAT field is compared to the defined constant STATOK. If the
@OBTAIN is successfully completed, processing continues. Otherwise, the program branches to routine OBERR2, which
evaluates the ERRSTAT field and determines the next statement to be executed.

         @OBTAIN OWNER,SET='DEPT-EMPLOYEE'

         CLC   ERRSTAT,STATOK

         BNE   OBERR2

         MVC   DID,DEPTID

         .

         .

         .

STATOK   DC   CL4'0000'

In topic Data Manipulation Language Statements, the status codes that can be returned to the ERRSTAT field of the IDMS
communications block are listed after the description of each database command. To determine test conditions based on
error-status codes see Data Manipulation Language Statements .
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Logical-Record Request Control (LRC) Block
The logical-record request control (LRC) block passes information between the application program and LRF. It is used in
conjunction with the IDMS communications block to pass information to LRF about a logical-record request and to return
path status information about the processing of the request to the program.

To receive information about a logical-record request, the application program must define the LRC block in variable
storage. You must either copy the LRC block from the dictionary into the program's variable storage by using the @COPY
IDMS statement or generate the LRC block by using the @SSLRCTL statement. The following example illustrates the
@COPY IDMS statement before and after expansion by the DML precompiler:

               @COPY IDMS,SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL   (before DML expansion)

 

     *         @COPY IDMS,SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL   (after DML expansion)

               DS    0D

     SSLRCTL   DS    0CL576

     LRPXLN    DS    HL2

     LRMVXP    DS    HL2

     LRIDENT   DC    CL4'LRC '

     LRVERB    DC    CL8' '

     LRNAME    DC    CL16' '

     LRSTAT    DC    CL16' '

     LRFILL    DC    CL16' '

     LRPXE     DS    512CL1

The same expansion would result by using the @SSLRCTL statement in your application program instead of the @COPY
IDMS,SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL statement. The @SSLRCTL statement is a macro that generates the variable storage
definitions of the LRC block instead of copying the block from the dictionary. For more information about the differences
between these statements, see DML Precompiler-Directive Statements .

When a program issues a logical-record request, the LRC block stores the DML verb used by the program, the name of
the logical-record, and the selection criteria of the request. LRF uses this information to select the appropriate path to
handle the request.

After LRF has processed a request, it returns path status information in the LRC block. After issuing the path status, LRF
returns an error-status code in the ERRSTAT field of the IDMS communications block. You can use this information to
evaluate the result of the request and to determine further processing based on that result. The following figure shows the
layout of the LRC block; each field is described separately following the figure.
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Field Descriptions

The LRC block contains the following fields:

• LRPXLN 
(offsets 0-1) is a halfword field that describes the length of the LRC block for a logical record.

• LRMVXP 
(offsets 2-3) is a halfword field that describes the evaluation work area length used for processing the logical record.

• LRIDENT
 (offsets 4-7) is a 4-byte alphanumeric field used internally by LRF. (It contains the constant LRC followed by a space.)

• LRVERB 
(offsets 8-15) is an 8-byte alphanumeric field used to record the DML verb issued by the LRF program.

• LRNAME
 (offsets 16-31) is a 16-byte alphanumeric field that contains the name of the logical record being accessed.

• LRSTAT
 (offsets 32-47) is a 16-byte alphanumeric field that contains the path status of a logical-record request. The standard
path statuses are LR-FOUND, LR-NOT-FOUND, and LR-ERROR. Path statuses can also be defined by the DBA.
Testing for the value of the LRSTAT field is described below in "Testing for the logical-record path status."

• LXFIL
 (offsets 48-63) is a 16-byte filler.

• LRPXE (offset 64-end) is a variable length data area that contains information regarding the logical-record request's
WHERE clause. This field is usually 512 bytes (default). You can code the SIZE option of the @BIND SUBSCH,
@COPY IDMS,SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL, and @SSLCTRL statements to lengthen this field to accommodate a long,
complex WHERE clause. (For more information about increasing the size of this field, see @COPY IDMS.)

Testing for the Logical-Record Path Status
Path statuses are issued during execution of the path selected to service a logical-record request. LRF returns a specific
path status to the LRSTAT field of the program's LRC block to indicate the result of each logical-record request. You can
examine this information to determine further processing.

Path Statuses
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Path statuses are 1- to 16-byte character strings; they can either be standard or defined by the DBA in the subschema.
The standard path statuses are:

• LR-FOUND -- Indicates the logical-record request has been successfully executed. This status can be returned as
the result of any LRF DML statement. When LR-FOUND is returned, the ERRSTAT field of the IDMS communications
block contains 0000.

• LR-NOT-FOUND -- Indicates the specified logical record cannot be found because either no such record exists or all
such occurrences have already been retrieved. This status can be returned as the result of any LRF DML statement,
provided that the path to which LRF is directed includes retrieval logic. When LR-NOT-FOUND is returned, the
ERRSTAT field of the IDMS communications block contains 0000.

• LR-ERROR -- Indicates that either a logical-record request is issued incorrectly or an error occurs in the processing of
the path selected to service the request.

Code Depends on Type of Error

When LR-ERROR is returned, the type of status code returned to the program in the ERRSTAT field of the IDMS
communications block differs according to the type of error. If the error occurs in the logical-record path, the ERRSTAT
field contains a status code issued by IDMS/DB with a major code from 00 to 19.

When the error occurs in the request itself, LRF returns the path status LR-ERROR to the LRSTAT field of the LRC block
and places one of the following codes in the ERRSTAT field of the IDMS communications block:

NOTE
Any of these error-status codes can result from any of the logical-record DML statements. The only exception is
code 2040, which applies only to the @OBTAIN NEXT DML statement.

• 2008
Either the named logical record is not defined in the subschema or the specified DML verb is not permitted with the
named logical record.

• 2010
The program has attempted to access a logical record, but the subschema in use allows access to database records
only.

• 2018
A path command has attempted to access a database record that has not been bound.

• 2040
The WHERE clause included in an @OBTAIN NEXT statement has directed LRF to a different path than did the
WHERE clause in the preceding @OBTAIN statement for the same logical record. Either an @OBTAIN FIRST should
have been issued instead of @OBTAIN NEXT or the WHERE clause is incorrect.

• 2041
LRF was unable to match the request's WHERE clause to a path to service the request.

• 2042
An ON clause included in the path by the DBA specified return of the LR-ERROR path status to the program.

• 2043
During evaluation of a WHERE clause, a program check has been recognized for one of the following reasons:
– A WHERE clause has specified that a packed decimal field be compared to a field that is not packed and that

cannot be converted to a packed field due to the presence of nonnumeric data.
– Data in either variable storage or a database record does not conform to its description.
A path status of LR-ERROR is returned to the program unless the DBA has included an ON clause in the path to
override this action.

• 2044
The WHERE clause in a logical-record request does not include a field of information required by the path.

• 2045
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During evaluation of a WHERE clause, a program check has been recognized because a subscript value is either less
than zero or greater than its maximum allowed value plus 1. A path status of LR-ERROR is returned to the program
unless the DBA has included an ON clause in the path to override this action.

• 2046
A program check has been recognized during evaluation of a WHERE clause for one of the following reasons:
– An arithmetic overflow would occur (fixed point, decimal, or exponent).
– An arithmetic underflow would occur (exponent).
– A divide exception would occur (fixed point, decimal, or floating point).
– A significance exception has occurred.
A path status of LR-ERROR is returned to the program unless the DBA has included an ON clause in the path to
override this action.

• 2063
A logical-record request's WHERE clause includes a keyword that is longer than the 32 characters allowed.

• 2064
A path command has attempted to access a CALC data item that has not been described properly in the subschema.

• 2072
Storage is not available for the work areas required to evaluate the logical-record request's WHERE clause.

Optional ONLRSTS Clause

In addition to directly testing the value of the LRSTAT field, you can include an ON clause that tests for a specific standard
or DBA-defined path status for each DML statement; for example:

@OBTAIN NEXT,REC='EMPJOBLR',ONLRSTS='LR-NOT-FOUND',GOTO=RECERROR

The ONLRSTS clause tests for the standard path status of LR-NOT-FOUND. If LR-NOT-FOUND is returned, the branch
imperative GOTO=RECERROR will be executed and the program will branch to the label RECERROR.

Syntax

►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

  └─ ,ONLRSTS=path-status,GOTO=branch-location ─┘

Parameters

• ONLRSTS=path-status
Tests the LRSTAT field for a path status returned as the result of the logical-record request issued by the program.
Path-status must be a quoted literal (1-16 bytes under z/OS and OS/390 or 1-6 bytes under VSE) or program variable.

• GOTO=branch-location
Specifies the program action to be taken if the specified path status is found in LRSTAT.

NOTE
For more information about LRF DML commands and clauses see Data Manipulation Language Statements.

DC/UCF General Registers
General registers 0, 1, and 15 pass information about data communication services from the DC/UCF system to the
application program. The registers are used in the following manner:
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• Register 0 is used by several DC/UCF commands to return information regarding specific parameters of the DML
statement.

• Register 1 is sometimes used to either store the address of the IDMS communications block after an I/O error occurs
during execution of a DML command, or to receive information from the DC/UCF system regarding certain status
conditions that are associated with a return code.

• Register 15 is used to receive the return code from the system after execution of a DML verb that requests a data
communications service.

The value of the return code in register 15 indicates whether a DML request for data communication services was
successful. The return codes issued by the system after execution of a DML statement are listed on the following pages.

NOTE
If your program uses DML commands to request data communication services and to access the IDMS/DB
database, you must check register 15 for return codes issued by the DC/UCF system, and the ERRSTAT field of
the IDMS communications block for the status codes issued by IDMS/DB.

DC/UCF Status Codes
Following each DML request for data communication services, the system places a return code in register 15 to indicate
either an error or a specific condition that occurred during processing. Table 3-3 lists the runtime register 15 return codes
for the DML statements associated with DC/UCF services.

For every DML verb, a register 15 value of X'00' indicates that the request has been serviced successfully.

The following table shows the DC/UCF Runtime Register 15 Return Codes.

R15 Value DML Verb Return Condition
X'00' All verbs No error

#ENQ ACQUIRE -- All requested resources have
been acquired.
TEST -- All tested resources have already
been enqueued by the issuing task with the
EXCLUSIVE/SHARED option specified by
the test request.

#SETIME The request to cancel a previously issued
#SETIME has been serviced successfully.

X'04' #ATTACH The maximum number of tasks has already
been attached; no new tasks can be
attached at this time.

#COMMIT Internal run-unit table full; check the IDMS/
DC log for details.

#DELQUE The parameter list is invalid.
#DELSCR The parameter list is invalid.
#DEQ At least one resource id (RSCID) cannot

be found; all that were located have been
dequeued.
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#ENQ ACQUIRE -- At least one of the resources
indicated is currently owned by another task
and is not available for the EXCLUSIVE/
SHARED option specified; no new
resources have been acquired.
TEST -- At least one of the tested
resources is owned by another task
and is not available to this task for the
EXCLUSIVE/SHARED option specified.

#FINISH There are too many run units for the
internal run-unit table. This is a system
internal error and should be reported.

#GETQUE The parameter list is invalid.
#GETSCR The parameter list is invalid.
#GETSTG The request specified a storage id that did

not previously exist; the indicated space
has been allocated.

#LINEIN The input area specified for return of
data to the issuing program is too small
to accommodate the full data stream;
the returned data has been truncated
accordingly.

#LINK Either the request cannot be serviced
because of an I/O, program-not-found, or
potential deadlock error or no null program
definition elements (PDEs) have been
allocated. If the load fails, the link will fail
and a minor code will be returned in register
1.

#LOAD There is not enough space in the program
pool to load the program.

#MREQ The specified edit or code table cannot be
found or is invalid for use with the named
map.

#PRINT An I/O error occurred during processing.
#PUTJRNL The derived journal record length is zero or

negative.
#PUTQUE Invalid #PUTQUE request. Check for

proper queue-id specification and logical
selection of options.

#PUTSCR Invalid request. Check for proper scratch-id
specification and logical selection of options
as specified in the #PUTSCR statement.

#ROLLBAK Internal run-unit table full; check the IDMS/
DC log for details.

#SENDMSG An I/O error occurred during processing.
#SETIME For a #SETIME TYPE=CANCEL request,

the internal control element (ICE) address
specified cannot be found.
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#STRTPAG A paging session was already in progress
when another #STRTPAG command was
issued. An implied #ENDPAG has been
processed and the #STRTPAG has been
executed successfully.

#TREQ For a #TREQ GET, #TREQ PUTGET, or
#TREQ CHECK request, the input area
specified for the return of data to the issuing
program is too small to accommodate the
full data stream; the returned data has been
truncated accordingly.

#TRNSTAT A new transaction statistics block (TSB) has
been allocated.

X'08' #ATTACH The requested task code is invalid.
#COMMIT An invalid request has been issued.

#COMMIT is valid only if the program
accesses IDMS/DB database or dictionary
entities (that is, IDMS/DB records or DC/
UCF scratch/queue records). Typically,
#COMMIT need be specified only when
IDMS/DB database or dictionary entities are
accessed in an update usage mode.

#DELQUE The requested queue header record
(QUEID) cannot be found.

#DELSCR The requested scratch area id (SAID)
cannot be found.

#ENQ ACQUIRE -- Not applicable.
TEST -- At least one of the tested
resources is not already owned by any
task and is available for the EXCLUSIVE/
SHARED option specified. If both
conditions described for return codes X'04'
and X'08' exist, the register 15 value will be
X'04'.

#FINISH An invalid request has been issued.
#FINISH is only valid if the program
accesses IDMS/DB database or dictionary
entities (that is, IDMS/DB records or DC/
UCF scratch/queue records). #FINISH
need be specified only when the program
performs database or dictionary accessing
activities.

#GETQUE The requested queue header record
(QUEID) cannot be found.

#GETSCR The requested scratch area id (SAID)
cannot be found.

#GETSTG There is insufficient storage in the storage
pool to process the request.

#LINEIN The I/O session has been canceled; the
terminal operator has pressed the CLEAR
(3270), ATTENTION (2741), or BREAK
(teletype) key.
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#LINEOUT The I/O session has been canceled; the
terminal operator has pressed the CLEAR
(3270), ATTENTION (2741), or BREAK
(teletype) key.

#LOAD An I/O error occurred during a load from a
load library.

#MREQ I/O has been interrupted; the terminal
operator has pressed the ATTENTION
(2741) or CLEAR (3270) key.

#PRINT The parameter list passed to #PRINT
contains an invalid field.

#PUTJRNL The required storage is not available for the
necessary control blocks.

#ROLLBAK An invalid request has been issued. There
is a possible logic error in the program.
Ensure that checkpoints are made (by
means of #COMMIT) in the program logic
before the #ROLLBAK request.

#SENDMSG The parameter list is invalid.
#TREQ For a #TREQ GET, #TREQ PUTGET, or

#TREQ CHECK request, output has been
interrupted; the terminal operator has
pressed the ATTENTION (2741) or CLEAR
(3270) key.

#TRNSTAT Storage for the transaction statistics block
(TSB) is not available; waiting would cause
a deadlock.

#WAIT Waiting on the specified ECBs would cause
a deadlock.

X'0C' #ATTACH The request cannot be serviced due to a
security violation.

#COMMIT An invalid status has been issued from
DBIO/DBMS; check the IDMS/DC log for
details.

#DELQUE The requested queue record cannot be
found

#DELSCR The requested scratch record id (SRID)
cannot be found within the named SAID.

#ENQ ACQUIRE -- A requested resource cannot
be enqueued immediately and waiting
would cause a deadlock; no new resources
have been acquired.
TEST -- Not applicable.

#FINISH An invalid status has been issued from
DBIO/DBMS; check the IDMS/DC log for
details.

#GETQUE The requested queue record cannot be
found.

#GETSCR The requested scratch record id (SRID)
cannot be found within the named SAID.

#GETSTG The parameter list is invalid.
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#LINEIN A logical or permanent I/O error has been
encountered in the input data stream.

#LINEOUT A logical or permanent I/O error has been
encountered in the output data stream.

#LOAD The requested program is nonconcurrent
and in use.

#MREQ A logical error (for example, invalid control
character) has been encountered in the
output data stream.

#PRINT No printer logical terminals have been
defined in this DC/UCF system.

#PUTJRNL An invalid error status has been issued
from DBIO/DBMS; check the IDMS/DC log
for details.

#ROLLBAK An invalid error status has been issued
from DBIO/DBMS; check the IDMS/DC log
for details.

#SENDMSG The message destination is undefined.
#TREQ For a #TREQ GET, #TREQ PUTGET, or

#TREQ CHECK request a logical error
(for example, invalid control character)
has been encountered in the output data
stream.

#TRNSTAT No transaction statistics block (TSB)
exists; #TRNSTAT TYPE=BIND has not
been issued. This return code is valid
only for #TRNSTAT TYPE=ACCEPT and
#TRNSTAT TYPE=END statements.

X'10' #DELQUE No resource control element (RCE) exists
for the queue record; currency has not been
established.

#GETSTG The requested storage cannot be allocated
immediately (insufficient storage) and
waiting would cause a deadlock.

#LINEIN The line request block (LRB) contains an
invalid field.

#LINEOUT The line request block (LRB) contains an
invalid field.

#LOAD The requested program has been
temporarily overlayed in the program pool,
resulting in a storage conflict.

#MREQ A permanent I/O error occurred during
processing.

#PRINT A print screen request has been made from
a non-3270-type terminal or from a 3270-
type terminal without read buffer support.

#PUTSCR The request to replace a scratch record has
been serviced successfully.

#TREQ For a #TREQ GET, #TREQ PUTGET, or
#TREQ CHECK request, a permanent I/O
error occurred during processing.
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#TRNSTAT Either the task in question is not associated
with a terminal or the request is invalid.

X'14' #LINEOUT The name specified for DESTID, USERID,
or LTERMID is unknown to this DC/UCF
system.

#LOAD The requested program is not defined
to the program definition table (PDT),
the requested program is marked as out
of service, or a null program definition
element (PDE) could not be allocated for
the program.

#MREQ The dial-up line for the terminal is
disconnected.

#PRINT Either the specified printer destination is
invalid or, for OPTNS=DIRECT, LTEID or
LTEADDR is invalid.

#PUTSCR The request to add a new scratch record
cannot be processed because the record
id specified by the SRID operand already
exists for the named scratch area.

#TREQ For a #TREQ GET, #TREQ PUTGET, or
#TREQ CHECK request, the dial-up line for
the terminal is disconnected.

#TRNSTAT Transaction statistics or task statistics are
not enabled in this DC/UCF system.

X'18' #GETQUE The user area specified for the return of
the queue record is too small; the returned
record has been truncated to fit in the
available storage space.

#GETSCR The user area specified for the return of the
scratch record is too small; the returned
record has been truncated to fit in the
available storage space.

#GETSTG Allocated XA storage above the 16
megabyte line cannot be addressed by a
24-bit task.

#LOAD The requested program cannot be loaded
immediately due to insufficient space;
waiting would cause a deadlock.

#MREQ The terminal being used is out of service.
#PRINT A terminal I/O error occurred during a

#PRINT request.
#TREQ For a #TREQ GET, #TREQ PUTGET, or

#TREQ CHECK request, the terminal being
used is out of service.

X'1C' #DELQUE An I/O error occurred during a delete queue
operation.

#DELSCR An I/O error occurred during a delete
scratch operation.

#GETQUE An I/O error occurred during get queue
processing.
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#GETSCR An I/O error occurred during get scratch
processing.

#PRINT No printer can be found to satisfy the print-
direct request and OPTNS=NOWAIT has
been specified.

#PUTSCR An I/O error occurred during processing.
#TREQ For a #TREQ GET, #TREQ PUTGET, or

#TREQ CHECK request, the terminal is
closed or was never opened.

X'20' #ATTACH The maximum number of concurrent tasks
has been reached.

#LOAD An I/O error occurred during a load from the
dictionary DDLDCLOD area.

#MREQ The map request block (MRB) contains an
invalid field, indicating a possible error in
application program parameters.

#PRINT The print-direct request specified an LTEID
or LTEADDR that is out of service.

#TREQ The terminal request block (TRB) contains
an invalid field.

X'24' #MREQ The map load module requested by the
map request block (MRB) cannot be found.

#PRINT The print-direct request specified a wait;
waiting would cause a deadlock.

#TREQ The name specified for DESTID, LTERMID,
or USERID is invalid.

X'28' #MREQ The requested map does not support the
terminal device type being used.

#PRINT A DCMT VARY PRINTER CANCEL
command has been issued in the DC/UCF
system for this direct printer.

X'2C' #MREQ An error was detected upon return from a
user-written edit module. An invalid pointer
to the data stream has been returned to
register 1.

#PRINT A DCMT VARY PRINTER REQUEUE
command had been issued in the DC/UCF
system for this direct printer.

X'30' #MREQ Invalid internal data has been encountered.
Either the data in the record does not match
the internal data or the internal data cannot
be converted to the external format, as
specified in the external picture.

X'34' #MREQ The named user-written edit module cannot
be found.

X'38' #MREQ An invalid immediate write request to
DESTID, LTERMID, or USERID has been
issued.

X'3C' #MREQ The map load module is invalid.
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X'40' #MREQ For an #MREQ IN request, the requested
node for a header or detail was either not
present or not updated. For an #MREQ
OUT request, there is no current detail
occurrence to be updated. No action is
taken.

X'44' #MREQ No more modified detail occurrences
require a mapin. For an #MREQ OUT
request, the maximum amount of storage
defined for pageable maps during system
generation is insufficient.

X'48' #MREQ For an #MREQ IN request, the scratch
record that contains the requested detail
could not be accessed (internal error). For
an #MREQ OUT,RESUME request, no
detail occurrence, footer, or header fields
exist.

X'4C' #MREQ For an #MREQ OUT request, the first
screen page has been transmitted to the
terminal.

X'50' #MREQ An #MREQ IN,COND=MPNS or #MREQ
OUT,COND=MPNS request has been
received when no map paging session is in
progress. Either a #STRTPAG command
was not issued prior to this #MREQ IN
command or a #ROLLBAK was issued that
rendered the scratch area for the pageable
map (area id MPGPSCRA) unavailable. If
the COND specification is not MPNS, this
condition abends the map paging task.

Testing for DC/UCF Return Codes
Testing for the return code in register 15 is usually not necessary because most DML commands have options that take
action based on the return code value.

Specifying Conditions

The COND (condition) parameter provides a conditional return to the issuing program should a specified error or special
condition occur during processing. This return of control can be directed to one of the following locations:

• The next sequential instruction
• A specified exit routine

The options of a COND parameter consist of statement-specific conditions that can occur during the execution of a DML
statement. Any number of conditions can be specified. For example, the following COND parameter requests a return of
control in the event of an I/O error or deadlock condition:

COND=(IOER,DEAD)

If a condition associated with a specified parameter arises, control will be returned to the issuing program. If a condition
occurs for which no COND parameter is coded, a default action will be taken. Typically, the default action either aborts the
task or waits for the condition to change.

Specifying COND with an Exit Routine
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When more than one conditional parameter is permitted, you can code the value ALL to indicate that all of the permitted
COND parameters apply. If a condition corresponding to an available parameter occurs and ALL is specified, control will
be returned to the issuing program.

Most DC/UCF DML statements provide the facility to associate an exit routine with each special condition. To return
control to a specific exit when a condition occurs, you include both the appropriate condition (COND parameter) and the
name of its associated exit routine.

For example, a DML statement may include a COND parameter of IOER and the IOERXIT parameter, which names the
routine to which control will be returned in the event of an I/O error that occurs during execution of the DML command; for
example:

COND=(IOER),IOERXIT=IOERROR

Specifying COND Without an Exit Routine

Specifying only the COND parameter without an exit routine causes a return of control to the next sequential instruction in
the program that issues the DML statement. In this case, you can examine the contents of register 15 to determine which
condition code was set as a result of the operation.

Specifying a General Exit Routine

You can specify a general exit routine by using the ERROR parameter. The system passes control to this routine when a
condition occurs for which no specific exit routine was coded.

NOTE
If a condition occurs for which an associated exit routine and the ERROR parameter are specified, control will be
returned to the routine named by the specific exit. If you have multiple exit routines containing the same logic,
you should specify only the ERROR parameter to avoid redundant coding.

Syntax

The following syntax lists the COND parameter and exit routines found in the #LOAD statement. The NOSTXIT exit is
associated with the NOST condition, the IOERXIT exit is associated with the IOER condition, and so forth.

►►─┬───────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,COND= ─┬── NO ◄ ───────────┬┘

              ├── ALL ────────────┤

              │   ┌───── , ───┐   │

              └─(─▼─┬─ NOST ─┬┴─)─┘

                    ├─ IOER ─┤

                    ├─ SNGL ─┤

                    ├─ LDCF ─┤

                    ├─ PGNF ─┤

                    └─ DEAD ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ NOSTXIT=insufficient-storage-label ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,IOERXIT=i/o-error-label ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,SNGLXIT=single-thread-in-use-label ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,LDCFXIT=storage-location-conflict-label ─┘
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 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PGNFXIT=program-not-found-label ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,DEADXIT=deadlock-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,ERROR=error-label ─┘

Some DML statements have only a single condition, as the following excerpt from the #LINK statement illustrates.

Syntax

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,COND= ─┬─ NO ◄ ──┬┘

              └─ PGNA ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PGNAXIT=program-not-available-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,ERROR=error-label ─┘

In this case, the general ERROR parameter functions identically to the specific PGNAXIT parameter. It supplies the name
of a routine to which the program will branch when a program-not-available error occurs.

NOTE
The COND parameter list is enclosed in parentheses. If multiple parameters are specified, each parameter is
separated from the previous one by a comma.

 

Example of COND in #LOAD

The following example of the #LOAD statement attempts to load the program JOBMAP1 into the program pool. The
COND parameter is set to PGNF, which will return control to the issuing program only if the requested program cannot be
dynamically loaded or is marked as out of service. The return code for this condition is X'14'.

In this example, if the return code matches the PGNF condition, the system returns control to the issuing program at label
ERRMSG, indicated by the ERROR parameter. If the system returns a code of X'00' the program JOBMAP1 will have
been successfully loaded into the program pool. Return codes other then X'00' or X'14' will result in an abend and control
will be returned to either a higher-level program or the system.

LOAD1    #LOAD PGM=JOBMAP1,COND=PGNF,ERROR=ERRMSG

         .

         .

         .

ERRMSG   EQU   *

         .

         .

        

Testing for DML Statements that Request DC/UCF Services
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In addition to the COND parameter, you can test for the return code value in register 15 for each DML statement that
requests DC/UCF services. Your program can compare the register 15 value to a literal or a defined constant, then
execute a conditional branch.

In the following example, if the value in register 15 equals the numeric value 0000, the program branches to the label
CONTINU. Any value other than zero causes a branch to the program label RCCOND.

         .

         .

         C     15,=F'0'

         BE    CONTINU

         B     RCCOND

         .

         .

CONTINU  EQU   *

         .

         .

         .

RCCOND   EQU   *

         .

         .

Assembler Data Manipulation Language Statements
This section describes each data manipulation language (DML) statement that requests IDMS/DB database access or
online service. The DML commands are presented in the following two ways:

• The first table presents the commands by function.
• Each DML command is presented in alphabetical order. The discussion of each command includes:

– A description of the DML statement
– Syntax and syntax rules
– Currency considerations, where applicable
– An example of how to use the statement
– Error handling after a DML statement is issued

The WHERE and ON clauses that are used with DML statements to access logical records created by the Logical Record
Facility (LRF) are described in Logical Record Clauses.

Functions of DML Statements
Data manipulation language (DML) statements enable you to access the database management system (DBMS) and
to request LRF and DC/UCF services from your Assembler program. The DML statements can be grouped into 14
categories by function:

• Control statements perform the following actions:
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– Initiate and terminate processing
– Effect recovery
– Prevent concurrent retrieval and update of database records
– Evaluate set conditions

• Retrieval statements locate records in the database and make them available to the application program.
• Modification statements add new records to the database and modify and delete existing records.
• Accept statements allow you to move special information such as database keys, storage addresses, and statistics

from the DBMS to the application program's variable storage.
• Logical-record statements allow you to retrieve, modify, store, and erase logical records that are created through

Logical Record Facility.
• Program management statements perform the following actions:

– Pass and return control from one program to another
– Load and delete programs and tables
– Define exit routines to be performed before an abnormal program termination (abend)
– Force an abend condition

• Storage management statements allocate and release variable storage.
• Task management statements perform the following actions:

– Initiate a new task
– Change the dispatching priority of the issuing task
– Enqueue and dequeue system resources
– Signal that a task is to wait pending completion of an event
– Post an event control block (ECB) indicating completion of an event

• Time management statements obtain the time and date and set up time-related events. These events include:
– Placing the issuing task in a wait state for a specified time
– Posting a user-specified ECB after a specified interval
– Initiating a new task after a specified interval

• Scratch management statements create, delete, or retrieve records from the scratch area.
• Queue management statements create, delete, or retrieve records from the queue area.
• Terminal management statements transfer data between the application program and a terminal or printer.
• Utility function statements perform the following actions:

– Request retrieval of task-related information
– Request a memory dump of selected parts of storage
– Retrieve and send a predefined message that is stored in the dictionary
– Send a specified message to one or more users or logical terminals
– Collect, retrieve, and write DC/UCF system statistics on a transaction basis
– Establish long-term database locks and monitor access to database records used across tasks in a pseudo-

conversational transaction
• Recovery statements perform functions relating to database, scratch, and queue area recovery if there is a system

failure. These functions perform the following actions:
– Establish checkpoints on the journal file for database, scratch, and queue records used by the issuing task
– Roll back user database, scratch, and queue record areas to the last checkpoint established
– Establish an end-of-task checkpoint and relinquish control of all database, scratch, and queue record areas

associated with the issuing task
– Write user-defined records to the journal file

The following table groups the DML statements by function and gives a brief description of each command.
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DML Statements Grouped by Function

Function DML statement Description
Control Statements @BIND SUBSCH Signs on the application program to the

IDMS/DB database management system
@BIND REC Establishes addressability in variable

storage for one or more records that are
included in the program subschema

@BIND PROC Establishes communication between the
application program and a DBA-defined
database procedure

@READY Prepares database areas for processing
@FINISH Commits changes that are made to the

database through an individual run unit and
terminates the run unit

@IF Evaluates the presence of records in a set
and specifies an action that is based on the
outcome

@COMMIT Commits changes that are made to the
database by an individual run unit

@ROLLBAK Rolls back uncommitted changes that are
made to the database through an individual
run unit

@KEEP Places locks on record occurrences
Retrieval Statements @FIND/OBTAIN DBKEY Accesses a record by using a db-key that is

previously saved by the program
@FIND/OBTAIN CURRENT Accesses a record by using established

currencies
@FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET/AREA Accesses a record by either its logical

location within a set or its physical location
within an area

@FIND/OBTAIN OWNER Accesses the owner record of a set
occurrence

@FIND/OBTAIN CALC/DUPLICATE Accesses a record by using its CALC-key
value

@FIND/OBTAIN USING SORT KEY Accesses a record in a sorted set by using
its sort-key value

@GET Moves all data that is associated with a
previously located record into program
variable storage

Modification Statements @STORE Adds a new record to the database
@MODIFY Changes the contents of an existing record
@CONNECT Links a record to a set
@DISCON Removes a member record from a set
@ERASE Deletes a record from the database

Accept Statements @ACCEPT DBKEY FROM CURRENCY Saves the db-key of the current record of
run unit, record type, set, or area
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@ACCEPT DBKEY RELATIVE TO
CURRENCY

Saves the db-key of the next, prior, or
owner record relative to the current record
of a set

@ACCEPT PAGE INFORMATION FOR A
GIVEN RECORD

Saves the page information for a record
current record of a set

@ACCEPT STATS Returns system runtime statistics to the
program

@ACCEPT BIND Returns the bind address of a record to the
program

@ACCEPT PGINFO Returns page information for a given record
to the program

@ACCEPT PROC Returns information in the application
program information block that is
associated with a database procedure to
the program

@RETURN Retrieves a database key of a record entry
that has been indexed under integrated
indexing.

Logical Record Facility (LRF) Statements @OBTAIN logical-record
@MODIFY logical-record
@STORE logical-record
@ERASE logical-record

Retrieves a logical record
Modifies a logical record
Stores a new logical record
Deletes a logical record

Program Management Statements #LINK Passes control to another program with the
expectation of receiving it back

#RETURN Returns control to the next higher level
calling program

#LOAD Loads a program or table into the program
pool

#DELETE Signals that the program has finished using
a program or table in the program pool

#STAE Establishes linkage to a program or routine
that receives control if an abend occurs

#ABEND Abnormally terminates the issuing task
#XCTL Passes control to another program with no

expectation of having it returned
Storage Management Statements #GETSTG

#FREESTG
Allocates variable storage from a DC/UCF
storage pool
Frees all or part of a block of variable
storage

Task Management Statements #ATTACH Attaches a new task within the DC/UCF
system

#CHAP Changes the dispatching priority of the
issuing task

#ENQ Acquires a resource or a list of resources
#DEQ Releases a resource
#WAIT Relinquishes control to the system while

awaiting the completion of an event
#POST Posts an event control block

Time Management Statements #GETIME Obtains the time and date from the system
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#SETIME Defines a timed event
Scratch Management Statements #PUTSCR

#GETSCR
#DELSCR

Stores a scratch record
Retrieves a scratch record
Deletes a scratch record

Queue Management Statements #PUTQUE
#GETQUE
#DELQUE

Stores a queue record
Retrieves a queue record
Deletes a queue record

Terminal Management (Basic Mode) #TREQ Transfers data and device-dependent
information to or from the terminal, or
establishes a terminal request block
(TRB) for use by subsequent #TREQ
operations. The #TREQ statement can be
used to communicate in an SNA network
environment

Terminal Management (Line Mode) #LINEIN Requests a synchronous data transfer from
the terminal to the issuing program

#LINEOUT Requests a synchronous or asynchronous
data transfer from the issuing program to
the terminal

#LINEEND Terminates the current line I/O session
Terminal Management (Mapping Mode) #MREQ Requests a transfer of data either from the

issuing program to the terminal or from the
terminal to the issuing program

#MAPINQ Obtains information or tests conditions
concerning the previous map operation

#MAPMOD Requests modifications of mapping options
for a map

#STRTPAG Begins a map paging session and specifies
options for that session

#ENDPAG Terminates a map paging session
Terminal Management (Print Mode) #PRINT Transfers data from a task to a terminal

defined as a printer.
Utility Functions #ACCEPT Retrieves task-related information

#SNAP Requests a memory dump of selected parts
of storage

#SENDMSG Sends a message to a user, logical
terminal, list of users, or list of logical
terminals

#TRNSTAT Requests or terminates statistics collection;
retrieves transaction statistics into program
storage

#KEEP Enables database locks or database
monitoring for records, sets, or areas or
terminates a prior #KEEP request

#WTL Retrieves a message from the dictionary
and sends it to a predefined destination

Recovery Statements #COMMIT Commits changes that are made to the
database through an individual run unit
or through all database sessions that are
associated with a task
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#FINISH Commits changes that are made to the
database through an individual run unit
or through all database sessions that are
associated with a task

#ROLLBAK Rolls back uncommitted changes that are
made to the database through an individual
run unit or through all database sessions
that are associated with a task

#PUTJRNL Writes user-defined records to the journal
file

#ABEND -- terminates the issuing task abnormally
The #ABEND statement terminates the issuing task abnormally and specifies whether the system invokes previously
established abend exits or writes a task dump to the log file.

After completion of the #ABEND function, control is returned to the system.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────┬─ #ABEND ABCODE=abend-code-pointer ─────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,STAE= ─┬─ INVOKE ◄ ─┬┘

              └─ IGNORE ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,DUMP= ─┬─ NO ◄ ──┬┘

              └─ YES ───┘

 

Parameters

ABCODE=

Specifies a 4-character user-defined abend code.

abend-code

A register pointing to a field that contains the abend code, the symbol name of a user-defined field containing the code, or
the abend-code literal enclosed in single quotation marks.

NOTE
Because the specified abend code appears in the system log and is displayed at the task's terminal, you should
not use DC/UCF system abend codes.

STAE=INVOKE/IGNORE

Specifies whether the system invokes or ignores abend routines that were previously established by #STAE requests; the
default is INVOKE.

DUMP=NO/YES
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Specifies whether the system writes a formatted task dump to the DC/UCF log file. The default is NO.

Status Codes

The #ABEND request is unconditional; control is passed to the DC/UCF program control module.

Example

Terminating the issuing task

The following example of the #ABEND statement terminates the issuing task abnormally and specifies the register that
points to a field in the application program containing the abend code. This statement requests that the system ignore
abend routines and to write a task dump to the DC/UCF log file. Control returns to the system after completion of the
#ABEND statement.

#ABEND ABCODE=(R12),STAE=IGNORE,DUMP=YES

@ACCEPT BIND -- moves the bind address
The @ACCEPT BIND statement moves the bind address of a record to a location in program variable storage. The
requesting program is usually a subprogram that requires the address of a record in order to access it.

This article describes the following information:

Currency

Currency must be established for the record whose bind address will be returned to the application program.

A successful execution of the @ACCEPT BIND command does not update the currency of the record type or the run unit.

Syntax

 

►►─── @ACCEPT BIND=bind-address───────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── ,REC=record-name ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

BIND=bind-address

Specifies the 4-byte (fullword) location in storage to which the system returns the record's bind address. Note that bind-
address does not specify a database key.

REC=

Specifies the record whose bind address will be returned to the specified location in program variable storage.

record-name

Must be a record previously bound by the run unit.
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Status Codes

After completion of the @ACCEPT BIND statement, the ERRSTAT field in the IDMS communications block indicates the
outcome of the operation. The following is a list of the acceptable status codes for this function and their corresponding
meaning:

• 0000 
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 1508 
The specified record is not in the named subschema

Example

The following @ACCEPT BIND statement moves the bind address for an EMPLOYEE record to register 1.

@ACCEPT BIND=(R1),REC='EMPLOYEE'

@ACCEPT DBKEY FROM CURRENCY -- moves the db-key of the current record
The @ACCEPT DBKEY FROM CURRENCY statement moves the db-key of the current record of run unit, record type,
set, or area to a specified location in program variable storage. Use the PGINFO option to specify a location in program
variable storage where the page information associated with the returned dbkey is moved. Records whose db-key are
saved in this manner are available for subsequent direct access by using an @FIND/@OBTAIN DBKEY statement.

This article describes the following information:

Currency

The record must be current of run unit, record type, set, or area before execution of the @ACCEPT DBKEY FROM
CURRENCY statement. Currency is maintained but not updated after the statement is executed.

NOTE

You must establish set currency before using this statement. If no set currency has been established, the DBMS
returns 0000 to the ERRSTAT field and -1 to the DB-KEY field.

For more information on page information fields, see @ACCEPT PGINFO.

Syntax

 

►►─── @ACCEPT DBKEY=db-key ─────┬─────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

                                └─ ,PGINFO=pg-info-v ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ ,REC=record-name ─┤

   ├─ ,SET=set-name    ─┤

   └─ ,AREA=area-name  ─┘

 

Parameters

DBKEY=db-key
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Identifies the location in variable storage that will contain the db-key of the named record. Must identify a full-word binary
field.

PGINFO=pg-info-v

Specifies the name of a four-byte field that is made up of two halfword fields. Identifies the location in variable storage that
contains page information for the specified record. Upon successful completion of this statement, the first two bytes of the
field contain the page group number and the last two bytes contain a value that may be used for interpreting dbkeys.

REC=record-name/SET=set-name/AREA=area-name

Specifies the record whose db-key will be placed in the location identified by db-key. If the record, set, or area qualifiers
are omitted, the db-key of the current record of run unit is saved. Otherwise, db-keys are saved as follows:

• REC= record-name saves the db-key of the record that is current of the specified record type.
• SET= set-name saves the db-key of the record that is current of the specified set.
• AREA= area-name saves the db-key of the record that is current of the specified area.

Status Codes

After completion of the @ACCEPT DBKEY FROM CURRENCY function, the ERRSTAT field in the IDMS communications
block indicates the outcome of the operation.

The following is a list of the acceptable status codes for this function and their corresponding meaning:

• 0000 
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 1508 
The specified record is not in the subschema. The program has probably invoked the wrong subschema.

Example

The following statements illustrate the use of the @ACCEPT DBKEY FROM CURRENCY statement. The program
performs the following steps:

1. Establishes an EMPLOYEE record as current of run unit
2. Saves its db-key in location SAVEDKEY
3. Accesses the EMPLOYEE record occurrence by using the saved db-key, after further processing has changed

currency

MVC   EMPID,=CL4'7690'

@FIND CALC,REC='EMPLOYEE'

@ACCEPT DBKEY=SAVEDKEY

.

.

@OBTAIN DBKEY=SAVEDKEY

@ACCEPT DBKEY RELATIVE TO CURRENCY -- moves the db-key
@ACCEPT DBKEY RELATIVE TO CURRENCY moves the db-key of the prior, next, or owner record relative to the
current record of set to a location in variable storage. Use the PGINFO option to specify a location in program variable
storage where the page information that is associated with the returned dbkey is moved. The DBMS examines the current
record of the named set and extracts the requested pointer from its prefix.

This statement allows you to save the db-key of a record within a set without actually having to access the record.
Records whose db-keys are saved in this manner are available for subsequent direct access by an @FIND/@OBTAIN
DBKEY statement.
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NOTE
-- The @ACCEPT DBKEY RELATIVE TO CURRENCY statement is not valid for native VSAM data sets.

NOTE
You must establish set currency before using this statement. If no set currency has been established, the DBMS
returns 0000 to the ERRSTAT field and -1 to the DB-KEY field.

This article describes the following information:

Currency

Currency is not updated after execution of an @ACCEPT DBKEY RELATIVE TO CURRENCY statement. The record that
is current of record type before the @ACCEPT statement will remain current immediately after the statement is executed.

For more information about page information fields, see @ACCEPT PGINFO.

Syntax

 

►►─── @ACCEPT DBKEY=db-key ─────┬─────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

                                └─ ,PGINFO=pg-info-v ─┘

 ►──┬─ ,SETN= ─┬─ set-name ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

    ├─ ,SETP= ─┤

    └─ ,SETO= ─┘

 

Parameters

DBKEY=db-key

Identifies the location in variable storage that contains the db-key of the requested record.

PGINFO=pg-info-v

Specifies the name of a four-byte field that is made up of two halfword fields. Identifies the location in variable storage that
contains page information for the specified record. Upon successful completion of this statement, the first two bytes of the
field contain the page group number and the last two bytes contain a value that may be used for interpreting dbkeys.

SETN=/SETP=/SETO=set-name

Determines the record whose db-key is placed in the location identified by db-key. Set-name must be a set included in the
subschema. The saved db-key can belong to the prior, next, or owner record relative to the current record of the named
set:

• SETN= set-name saves the db-key of the next record relative to the record that is current of the specified set. A
request for SETN currency cannot be specified unless the named set has prior pointers; prior pointers ensure that the
next pointer in the prefix of the current record does not point to a logically deleted record.

• SETP= set-name saves the db-key of the prior record relative to the record that is current of the specified set. A
request for SETP currency cannot be specified unless the named set has prior pointers.

NOTE
No indication of an end-of-set condition is possible for an @ACCEPT SETN or SETP. A retrieval statement
must be issued to determine whether the next or prior record in the set occurrence is the owner record.

• SETO= set-name saves the db-key of the owner of the current set. A request for SETO currency cannot be executed
unless the named set has owner pointers. If the current record of the named set is the owner record occurrence,
requests for SETO currency return the db-key of the record itself, even if this set does not have owner pointers.
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NOTE
When a record that is declared as an optional or manual member of a set is accessed, it is not established
as current of set if it is not currently connected to the named set. A subsequent attempt to access the owner
record locates the owner of the current record of set. In such cases, determine whether the retrieved record
is actually a set member before executing the @ACCEPT DBKEY=db-key, SETO=set-name statement. The
@IF statement (see "@IF" later in this section) can be used for this purpose.

Status Codes

After completion of the @ACCEPT DBKEY RELATIVE TO CURRENCY function, the ERRSTAT field in the IDMS
communications block indicates the outcome of the operation.

The following is a list of the acceptable status codes for this function and their corresponding meaning:

• 0000 
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 1508 
The specified record is not in the subschema. The program has probably invoked the wrong subschema.

Example

The following statements illustrate the use of the @ACCEPT DBKEY RELATIVE TO CURRENCY statement. The program
performs the following steps:

1. Traverses the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set
2. Saves the db-key of the owner record of the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set
3. Accesses the owner record of the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set by using the saved db-key, after further processing has

changed currency

MVC   DEPTID,=CL4'1234'

@FIND CALC,REC='DEPARTMENT'

@FIND NEXT,SET='DEPT-EMPLOYEE'

@ACCEPT DBKEY=SAVDKEY,SETO='OFFICE-EMPLOYEE'

.

.

@OBTAIN DBKEY=SAVEDKEY

@ACCEPT PGINFO -- moves the page information
The @ACCEPT PGINFO statement moves the page information for a given record to a specified location in program
variable storage. Page information that is saved in this manner is available for subsequent direct access by using a
@FIND/@OBTAIN DBKEY statement.

The dbkey radix portion of the page information can be used in interpreting a dbkey for display purposes and in formatting
a dbkey from page and line numbers. The dbkey radix represents the number of bits within a dbkey value that are
reserved for the line number of a record. By default, this value is 8, meaning that up to 255 records can be stored on a
single page of the area. Given a dbkey, you can separate its associated page number by dividing the dbkey by 2 raised to
the power of the dbkey radix. For example, if the dbkey radix is 4, you would divide the dbkey value by 2**4. The resulting
value is the page number of the dbkey. To separate the line number, you would multiply the page number by 2 raised to
the power of the dbkey radix and subtract this value from the dbkey value. The result would be the line number of the
dbkey. The following two formulas can be used to calculate the page and line numbers from a dbkey value:

• Page-number = dbkey value / (2 ** dbkey radix)
• Line-number = dbkey value - (page-number * ( 2 ** dbkey radix))
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This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─ @ACCEPT PGINFO=pg-info-v,REC=record-name ────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

PGINFO=pg-info-v

Specifies the name of a four-byte field that is made up of two halfword fields. Identifies the location in variable storage that
contains page information for the specified record. Upon successful completion of this statement, the first two bytes of the
field contain the page group number and the last two bytes contain a value that may be used for interpreting dbkeys.

REC=record-name

Specifies the record whose page information will be placed in the specified location.

Status Codes

After completion of the @ACCEPT PGINFO statement, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS communications block
indicates the outcome of the operation.

The following is a list of the acceptable status codes for this function and their corresponding meaning:

• 0000 
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 1508 
The specified record is not in the subschema. The program has probably invoked the wrong subschema.

Example

The following example retrieves the page information for the DEPARTMENT record.

PAGEINFO DS    0F

PGROUP   DS    H

RADIX    DS    H

 

         @ACCEPT PGINFO=PAGEINFO,REC='DEPARTMENT'

@ACCEPT PROC -- moves the information block
The @ACCEPT PROC statement moves the 256-byte application program information block associated with a previously
defined database procedure to a specified location in program variable storage. Information is placed in this block by a
previously issued @BIND PROC statement (discussed later in this section). This information may have subsequently
been updated by the procedure. The @ACCEPT PROC statement can be used by programs running under, but in a
different partition from, the central version.

Syntax

 

►►─── @ACCEPT PROC=procedure-name ────────────────────────────────────────────►
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 ►─── ,COMAREA=procedure-control-location ────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

PROC=procedure-name

Specifies the name of the database procedure whose application program information block is to be moved to program
variable storage. Procedure-name must identify a fullword-aligned 8-byte literal.

COMAREA=procedure-control-location

Specifies the fullword-aligned 256-byte field in program variable storage to which the application program information
block is to be moved.

Status Codes

After completion of the @ACCEPT PROC function, the ERRSTAT field in the IDMS communications block indicates the
outcome of the operation.

The following is a list of the acceptable status codes for this function and their corresponding meaning:

• 0000 
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 1508 
The specified record is not in the subschema. The program has probably invoked the wrong subschema.

Example

The following statement moves the application program information block used by the CHECKALL procedure to the
location identified as CHECKIT in the application program's variable storage:

@ACCEPT PROC='CHECKALL',COMAREA=CHECKIT

@ACCEPT STATS -- moves system runtime statistics
The @ACCEPT STATS statement moves system runtime statistics located in the program's IDMS statistics block to
program variable storage. You can issue this statement any number of times during the execution of a run unit. For
example, you might request database statistics after storing a variable-length record to determine whether the entire
record was stored in one place or if fragments were placed in an overflow area.

The @ACCEPT STATS statement does not reset any of the statistics fields to zero. The IDMS statistics block fields are
reset when you issue an @FINISH statement.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─── @ACCEPT STATS=db-statistics ────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►───┬────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►◄

     └─ STATX=extended-db-statistics ─┘
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Parameters

STATS=

Moves system runtime statistics to a location in program variable storage identified by db-statistics.

db-statistics

Identifies an aligned, 100-byte field. The dictionary contains a record, DBSTATS, for the system runtime statistics. You can
copy this record into program variable storage by coding the following statement:

     @COPY IDMS,DBSTATS

 

     DBSTATS  DS   OD

     DATE2DAY DS   CL8   TODAY'S DATE

     TIME2DAY DS   CL8   CURRENT TIME OF DAY

     PAGESRED DS   F     PHYSICAL PAGES READ

     PAGESWRT DS   F     PHYSICAL PAGES WRITTEN

     PAGESQST DS   F     LOGICAL PAGES READ

     CALCTARG DS   F     NO. CALC STORES ON TARGET PAGE

     CALCOVFL DS   F     NO. CALC OVERFLOWS

     VIATARGT DS   F     NO. VIA STORES ON OWNER PAGE

     VIAOVRFL DS   F     NO. VIA OVERFLOWS

     LINERQST DS   F     RECORDS (LINES) REQUESTED

     CURRECDS DS   F     RECORDS CURRENT

     IDMSCALL DS   F     NO. CALLS TO IDMSDBMS

     FRAGMTST DS   F     NO. VAR-LENGTH FRAGMENTS STORED

     RELORECS DS   F     NO. RECORDS RELOCATED

     LOCKREQS DS   F     TOTAL NO. RECORD LOCKS HELD

     SELECLOK DS   F     TOTAL NO. SELECT LOCKS HELD

     UPDATLOC DS   F     TOTAL NO. EXCLUSIVE LOCKS HELD

     RUNUNIT# DS   F     RUN-UNIT ID NUMBER

     TASK#ID  DS   F     TASK ID NUMBER

     LOCAL#ID DS   CL8   LOCAL ID NUMBER

              DS   CL8   RESERVED

The LOCAL#ID field consists of the 4-byte identifier of the interface in which the run unit originated (for example, BATC,
DBDC, CICS) and a unique identifier (a fullword binary value) assigned to the run unit by that interface. For batch and
CMS run units, this identifier specifies the internal machine time. For CICS run units, this identifier specifies the CICS
transaction number assigned to the run unit. To display the originating interface identifier and the run-unit identifier for a
program, you can move the LOCAL#ID field to a work field:

WRKLCID  DS    0D

WRKLCORG DC    CL4' '

WRKLCNUM DC    F'0'

NOTE
The DBSTATS record can be modified by your DBA to define two subordinate fields for the LOCAL#ID field.

STATX=

Moves extended system runtime statistics to a location in program variable storage identified by extended-db-statistics.

extended-db-statistics
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Identifies an aligned, 100-byte field. The dictionary contains a record, DBSTATX, for the system runtime extended
statistics. You can copy this record into program variable storage by coding the following statement:

              @COPY IDMS,DBSTATS

              DS   OD

     DBSTATX  DS    0CL100

     SR8SPLIT DS    FL4               Number of SR8 splits

     SR8SPAWN DS    FL4               Number of SR8 spawns

     SR8STORE DS    FL4               Number of SR8 STOREs

     SR8ERASE DS    FL4               Number of SR8 ERASEs

     SR7STORE DS    FL4               Number of SR7 STOREs

     SR7ERASE DS    FL4               Number of SR7 ERASEs

     BSRCHTOT DS    FL4               Number of binary searches

     LSRCHTOT DS    FL4               Number of levels searched

     ORPHADPT DS    FL4               Number of orphans adopted

     LSRCHBST DS    HL2               Best number of levels searched

     LSRCHWST DS    HL2               Worst number of levels searched

              DS    CL60

Most of these counters are self-explanatory. The BSRCHTOT field indicates the total number of binary searches
performed during the course of the run unit. LSRCHTOT indicates the total number of index levels searched.

The LSRCHBST and LSRCHWST fields describe the best and worst cases, respectively, for all random searches (such
as generic searches) of all indexes. In other words, these statistics indicate the smallest and largest number of levels
searched for a single request.

Status Codes

After completion of the @ACCEPT STATS function, the ERRSTAT field in the IDMS communications block indicates the
outcome of the operation. The following is a list of the acceptable status codes for this function and their corresponding
meaning:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully

• 1518
The database statistics location has not been bound properly.

Example

The following statements establish currency for the sets in which a new EMPLOYEE record will participate as a member,
store the EMPLOYEE record, and move statistics regarding the stored EMPLOYEE record to the DBSTATS location in
main storage:

MVC     DEPTID,INDEPTID

@FIND   CALC,REC='DEPARTMENT'

MVC     OFFCODE,IOFFCODE

@FIND   CALC,REC='OFFICE'

@STORE  REC='EMPLOYEE'

@ACCEPT STATS=DBSTATS

#ACCEPT -- retrieves system task-related information
The #ACCEPT statement retrieves the following system task-related information:
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• Current task code
• Task identifier
• Logical terminal identifier
• Physical terminal identifier
• DC/UCF system version
• The ID of the user signed on to the task's logical terminal
• Physical terminal screen dimensions

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─── #ACCEPT TYPE= ─┬─ TASKCODE ──┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

                     ├─ TASKID ────┤

                     ├─ LTERMID ───┤

                     ├─ SYSVERSN ──┤

                     ├─ PTERMID ───┤

                     ├─ USERID ────┤

                     └─ SCRNSIZE ──┘

 ►─── ,FIELD=return-value-location-pointer ───────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

TYPE=

Retrieves the requested information:

TASKCODE

Retrieves the 1- to 8-character code that invokes the current task.

TASKID

Retrieves the task identifier assigned by the system. The task identifier is a unique sequence number stored in a binary
fullword numeric field. At system startup, the system sets the identifier to zero; each time a task is executed, the system
increments the identifier by one.

LTERMID

Retrieves the 1- to 8-character identifier of the logical terminal associated with the current task.

SYSVERSN

Retrieves the version of the current DC/UCF system. The version number is an integer in the range 0 through 9999 stored
in a binary halfword numeric field.

PTERMID

Retrieves the 1- to 8-character identifier of the physical terminal associated with the current task.

USERID
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Retrieves the 32-character identifier of each user signed on to the logical terminal associated with the current task. If no
user is signed on, the system returns blank.

SCRNSIZE

Retrieves the screen dimensions of the physical terminal associated with the current task. The screen size is returned in
a field that is divided into two halfword fields: the first halfword contains the row, the second halfword contains the column.
For example, a 24-line by 80-character screen is represented by a value of 24 in the first halfword and 80 in the second
halfword. If the current task is not associated with a terminal, the system returns a null value of 0.

FIELD=

Specifies the location to which the system returns the requested task-related information.

return-value-location

A register that points to the field or the symbolic name of a user-defined field whose length is compatible with the length of
the field containing the requested data.

Status Codes

After completion of the #ACCEPT statement, the value in register 15 indicates the outcome of the operation. The following
is a list of the Register 15 value and the corresponding meaning:

• X'00'
The request has been serviced successfully.

• X'04'
An invalid return-value location address has been specified in the FIELD parameter.

• X'08'
#ACCEPT TYPE=PTERM was specified but no PTERM exists.

Example

The following example of the #ACCEPT statement retrieves the user ID of each user signed on to the logical terminal
associated with the current task. This information is placed into the field USERSL2, which is defined in the application
program's variable storage.

#ACCEPT TYPE=USERID,FIELD=USERSL2

#ATTACH -- instructs the system to initiate a new task
The #ATTACH statement instructs the system to initiate a new task by acquiring the necessary task control elements
(TCEs) and storage and by adding the task to its dispatching list. The issuing program retains processing control; the
system simply initializes the attached task and gives it processor time according to its established priority. (Note that task
code priorities established during system generation can be overridden by the #ATTACH or #CHAP statements.) The
#ATTACH may optionally designate an ECB upon which initial execution of a new task will depend.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────┬─ #ATTACH TSKCD=task-code-pointer ──────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘
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 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PLIST= ─┬─ SYSPLIST ◄ ─────────────┬┘

               └─ parameter-list-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PRI=priority ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ECB=return-ecb-address ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,TCEADDR= ─┬─ (1) ◄ ──────────────┬┘

                 └─ return-tce-address ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,COND= ────┬─ NO ◄ ───────────┬─┘

                 ├─ ALL ────────────┤

                 │  ┌──── , ─────┐  │

                 └(─▼─┬─ MAXT ─┬─┴─)┘

                      ├─ INVT ─┤

                      ├─ SCTY ─┤

                      └─ MAXC ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,MAXTXIT=max-task-label ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,INVTXIT=invalid-task-label ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,SCTYXIT=security-violation-label ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,MAXCXIT=max-concurrent-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,ERROR=error-label ─┘

 

Parameters

TSKCD=

Specifies the 1- to 8-character code of the task to be initiated.

task-code

A register pointing to a field that contains the task code, symbolic name of a user-defined field containing the task code, or
the task-code literal enclosed in quotation marks. Task-code must have been defined either during system generation or
dynamically by using the DCMT VARY DYNAMIC TASK command.

PLIST=

Specifies the location of the 5-fullword storage area that contains one or more parameters to be passed to the program
receiving control.
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SYSPLIST

(Default); the symbolic name of the storage area in which the system will build the #ATTACH parameter list.

parameter-list

A register that points to the area in which the system will build the #ATTACH parameter list or the symbolic name of that
area.

PRI=

Specifies the dispatching priority of the attached task.

priority

A register containing the priority in the low-order byte or an absolute expression. Valid codes are 0 through 240; the
default is the priority established during system generation for the specified task code, and the applicable terminal and
user.

ECB=

Specifies the location to which the system will return the address of the event control block (ECB) for the initiated task.
Use ECB to control execution of the attached task through the ECB; if ECB is not defined, the attached task will be set
ready-to-run.

return-ecb-address

A register or the symbolic name of a fullword user-defined field.

TCEADDR=(1)/return-tce-address

Specifies the location to which the system will return the address of the TCE for the initiated task. return-tce-address

A register or the symbolic name of a fullword user-defined field; the default is register 1.

COND=

Specifies whether this #ATTACH is conditional and under what conditions control should be returned to the issuing
program.

NO

(Default); specifies that the request is not conditional.

ALL

Specifies that the request is conditional. Control is returned if the attach cannot be serviced for one or more of the reasons
listed below.

condition

Specifies under what conditions control is returned to the issuing program. Multiple condition values must be enclosed in
parentheses and separated by commas.

MAXT

A maximum-task condition exists; that is, if the number of tasks specified as the maximum during system generation are
currently active. If MAXT is not specified and a maximum-task condition exists, the attaching task will wait until the attach
can be completed successfully.

INVT

The specified task code is invalid. If INVT is not specified and the specified task is not valid, the attaching task will be
abended.

SCTY
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The user signed on to the issuing task is denied access to the requested task because of a security violation. If SCTY is
not specified and a security violation is detected, the attaching task will be abended.

MAXC

An attempt is being made to attach a task for which a MAXIMUM CONCURRENT value is specified in the system
generation. The maximum number of occurrences of the task are already active. If MAXC is not specified and a maximum
concurrent condition is detected, the attaching task will be abended.

MAXTXIT=max-task-label

Specifies the symbolic name of a routine to which control is returned if the #ATTACH request cannot be serviced because
of a maximum-task condition.

INVTXIT=invalid-task-label

Specifies the symbolic name of a routine to which control is returned if the #ATTACH request cannot be serviced because
the task code is invalid.

SCTYXIT=security-violation-label

Specifies the symbolic name of a routine to which control is returned if the #ATTACH request cannot be serviced because
of a security violation.

MAXCXIT=max-concurrent-label

Specifies the symbolic name of a routine to which control is returned if the #ATTACH request cannot be serviced because
of a maximum concurrent condition.

ERROR=error-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control is returned if a condition specified in the COND parameter
occurs for which no other exit routine was coded.

Status Codes

By default, the attach request is unconditional. Error conditions that can occur are described below:

• A maximum-task condition will result in a delay until another task terminates. The maximum number of active tasks is
set during system generation.

• Any abnormal condition will result in an abend. Conditions in this category include:
– Invalid task code specified
– The user signed on to the issuing task is denied access to the requested new task because of a security violation

The issuing program can request return of control to avoid a delay or an abend by using the COND parameter.

After completion of the #ATTACH request, the value returned to register 15 indicates the outcome of the operation. The
following is a list of the Register 15 values and the corresponding meaning:

• X'00'
The request has been serviced successfully.

• X'04'
The request cannot be serviced because the maximum number of tasks have already been attached; no new tasks
can currently be attached.

• X'08'
The request cannot be serviced due to an invalid task code.

• X'0C'
The request cannot be serviced due to a task security violation.

• X'14'
The task cannot be attached because the maximum concurrent task limit (for that task code) has been exceeded.
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Additionally, the values in two user-defined registers or fullwords contain information:

• Register n contains the address of the ECB of the initiated task is found in the register or fullword assigned by the
ECB= parameter. If the task has been set ready-to-run, as described above for the ECB parameter, this register is not
set.

• Register m contains the address of the TCE of the initiated task is placed in the register or fullword assigned by the
TCEADDR parameter.

Example

The example shown below of the #ATTACH statement performs the following functions:

• Task MENU3 is initiated and added to the system dispatching list with a priority setting of 150.
• WPLIST is the work area where the system builds the parameter list.
• Register 3 is designated to receive the address of the ECB for the initiated task from the system.
• Control will be returned to the exit routine MENERR if the attach cannot be serviced for any of the optional conditions

associated with the COND parameter.

#ATTACH TSKCD='MENU3',PLIST=WPLIST,PRI=150,ECB=(3),COND=ALL,  *

      ERROR=MENERR

@BIND PROC -- establishes communication
The @BIND PROC statement establishes communication between a program and a DBA-written database procedure (for
example, a security routine). You should use this statement only when the application program is required to pass more
information to the procedure than is provided by IDMS/DB itself. Such instances are unusual; in most cases, you will not
be aware of which procedures gain control before or after the various DML functions.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─── @BIND PROC=procedure-name ──────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── ,COMAREA=procedure-control-location ────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

PROC=

Establishes addressability for the specified database procedure in program variable storage.

• procedure-name
Must refer to an 8-character literal aligned on a fullword boundary.

• COMAREA=
Identifies the program storage location to which the named procedure will be bound.

• procedure-control-location
Must identify a 256-byte (fixed-length) area.

A program running in a different partition than the central version may need to pass certain information to the database
procedure. When the DBMS invokes the database procedure, this information is copied from the program storage area,
identified by procedure-control-location, into the IDMS/DB application program information block. The information passed
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is the information in the program storage location at the time the BIND PROC was performed; it is not the information in
the program's storage at the time of the procedure call.

Status Codes

After completion of the BIND PROC function, the ERRSTAT field in the IDMS communications block indicates the
outcome of the operation. The following is a list of the acceptable status codes for this function and their corresponding
meaning:

• 0000 
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 1400 
The @BIND PROC statement cannot be recognized. This code usually indicates that the IDMS communications block
(SUBSCHEMA-CTRL) is not aligned on a fullword boundary.

• 1418 
The procedure has been bound improperly to location 0.

• 1472 
The memory available is insufficient to load dynamically the database procedure.

Example

The following example of the @BIND PROC statement specifies that register 8 contains the name of the database
procedure to receive information from the program's variable storage area labeled DBPASS:

@BIND PROC=(R8),COMAREA=DBPASS

@BIND REC -- establishes addressability for a record
The @BIND REC statement establishes addressability for a record in variable storage. In most cases, you do not need
to issue individual @BIND REC statements, since the necessary statements typically are generated as a group by the
@COPY IDMS,SUBSCHEMA-BINDS statement see Assembler DML Coding Considerations. However, you can issue
these statements separately as necessary.

For example, since the @COPY IDMS,SUBSCHEMA-BINDS statement does not verify that each record is bound
successfully, you may wish to issue an @BIND REC statement for each record and to check the ERRSTAT field in the
IDMS communications block after each @BIND REC statement. You can also issue separate @BIND REC statements
to bind several records to the same storage location. In any case, you must establish addressability for each subschema
record to be used by the program.

NOTE
If program registration is in effect, you should code a @COPY IDMS,SUBSCHEMA-BINDS statement to
properly assign the programs to the subschema control block. Otherwise your program must explicitly initialize
the PGNAME field in the IDMS communications block before the @BIND SUBSCHEMA and @BIND REC
statements are executed.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─── @BIND REC=record-name ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── ,IOAREA=record-location ────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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Parameters

REC=record-name

Binds the named record to a location in variable storage that corresponds to the record description copied into the
program. Record-name must specify a record included in the subschema.

IOAREA=record-location

Identifies the specific location in the program's variable storage to which the record is bound.

NOTE
Use care with this option because source-object mismapping can result from improper use. In cases where the
description of a given IDMS/DB record is present in more than one location in variable storage, you must ensure
that the proper record description is bound at the proper time.

Status Codes

After completion of the @BIND REC function, the ERRSTAT field in the IDMS communications block indicates the
outcome of the operation. The following is a list of the acceptable status codes for this function and their corresponding
meaning:

• 0000 
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 1408 
The name record is not in the subschema. The program has probably invoked the wrong subschema.

• 1418 
The record has been bound improperly to location 0.

Example

The following example of the @BIND REC statement establishes addressability for the database record EMPLOYEE to
the program's variable storage area labeled EMPLOYE:

@BIND REC='EMPLOYEE',IOAREA=EMPLOYE

@BIND SUBSCH -- helps the run unit
The @BIND SUBSCH statement performs the following:

• Signs on the run unit to the DBMS
• Identifies the location of optional user-specified IDMS and LRC communication blocks to the DBMS
• Names the subschema to be loaded for the run unit
• Names the Distributed Database System (DDS) node under which the run unit will execute
• Identifies the database to be accessed

You must code the @BIND SUBSCH statement as the first DML statement in the program that is passed to IDMS/DB at
execution time. This statement must be first both logically and physically; you cannot branch to @BIND SUBSCH.

In most cases, specific designation of @BIND SUBSCH within an application program is not necessary since the @COPY
IDMS,SUBSCHEMA-BINDS statement (see @COPY IDMS) automatically invokes the necessary @BIND statements.
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NOTE
If program registration is in effect, the @COPY IDMS,SUBSCHEMA-BINDS statement is required to properly
assign the programs to the subschema control block. Individual @BIND SUBSCH and @BIND REC statements
should not be used if program registration was enabled during system generation.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─── @BIND SUBSCH=subschema-name ────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PGMNAME=program-name ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,LRC=lr-control-block-location ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,LRSIZ=lr-control-block-size ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,DBNAME=database-name-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,DBNODE=nodename-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,DICTNAM=dictionary-name-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,DICTNOD=dictionary-nodename-pointer ─┘

 

Parameters

SUBSCH=

Signs on the application program to IDMS/DB.

subschema-name

Identifies the subschema in use. The run unit uses the standard IDMS communications block brought previously into the
program by compiler-directive statements.

PGMNAME=program-name

Identifies the user program.

LRC=lrc-block-location

Identifies the address of a logical-record request control (LRC) block other than that brought into the program by the DML
precompiler. The definition of this user-specified subschema control area must be consistent with the standard SSLRCTL
block as normally invoked and used.

LRSIZ=lrc-block-size
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Specifies the size of that portion of the LRC block that contains information about the request's WHERE clause. Lrc-block-
size defaults to 576 bytes. For the algorithm for calculating lrc-block-size, see @COPY IDMS.

DBNAME=

Identifies the database to be accessed by the program. If this parameter is specified, database-name may be overridden
by IDMSOPTI module or SYSCTL file specifications.

database-name

Must specify a register that points to the name of the database, a 1- to 8-character field, or a quoted literal.

DBNODE=

Optionally names the node that will service database requests issued by the program. If this parameter is
specified, nodename may or may not be overridden by IDMSOPTI module or SYSCTL file specifications (z/OS and
OS/390 only).

nodename-pointer

Must be a register that points to the name of the node, a 1- to 8-character field, or a quoted literal.

DICTNAM=

The dictionary that contains the subschema.

dictionary-name-pointer

Either a register that points to the field that contains the dictionary name or a quoted literal.

DICTNOD=

The dictionary node that contains the subschema.

dictionary-nodename-pointer

Either a register that points to the field that contains the name of the dictionary or a quoted literal.

Status Codes

After completion of the @BIND SUBSCH function, the ERRSTAT field in the IDMS communications block indicates the
outcome of the operation. The following is a list of the acceptable status codes for this function and their corresponding
meaning:

• 0000 
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 1400 
The @BIND SUBSCH statement cannot be recognized. This code usually indicates that the IDMS communications
block (SUBSCHEMA-CTRL) is not aligned on a fullword boundary.

• 1467 
The subschema invoked does not match the subschema object tables.

• 1469 
The run unit is not bound to the DBMS. This code indicates that the central version is not active or is not accepting new
run units, or that the run unit's connection to the central version is broken due to timeout or other factors, as noted on
the CV log.

• 1470 
The journal file will not open (local mode only); under OS, the most probable cause is that a DD statement for the
journal file is missing in the JCL.

• 1472 
The available memory is insufficient to dynamically load a subschema or database procedure.

• 1473 
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The central version is not accepting new run units.
• 1474 

The subschema was not found in the dictionary load area or in the load library.
• 1477 

The run unit has been bound previously.
• 1480 

The node specified in the NODENAME clause either is not active or has been disabled from the communications
network.

• 1481 
The database specified in the IDMS network clause is not known to IDMS/DB.

• 1482 
The named subschema is not allowed under the database specified in the DBNAME clause.

• 1483 
The available memory is insufficient to allocate native VSAM work areas.

Example

The following example of the @BIND SUBSCH statement signs on the application program EMPUPD to IDMS/DB,
identifies the subschema EMPSS01, and identifies the address in program variable storage of the user-specified
communications block EMPCTRL:

@BIND SUBSCH='EMPSS01',SCB=EMPCTRL,PGMNAME='EMPUPD'

 

#BIND TASK -- initiates a DC/UCF task
The #BIND TASK statement initiates a DC/UCF task when the operating mode is DC-BATCH. This statement establishes
communication with the system and, if accessing DC/UCF queues and printers, allocates a packet-data movement buffer
to contain the queue or printer data. Once a task is started, the program can issue any number of consecutive BIND-
READY-FINISH sequences.

Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────┬─ #BIND TASK ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,NODE=nodename ──┘

 

Parameters

,NODE=

Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of the node to which the task will be bound.

nodename

Either the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the nodename or the nodename itself enclosed in quotation
marks. The specified nodename must match the node named in the nodename statement at system generation.
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Status Codes

After completion of the BIND TASK function, the status field in the IDMS communications block indicates the outcome of
the operation.

Example

The following statement establishes communication with a DC/UCF system:

#BIND TASK.

#CHAP -- changes the dispatching priority
The #CHAP statement changes the dispatching priority of the issuing task. #CHAP does not relinquish control to another
task and cannot be used to alter the priority of other tasks.

Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────┬─ #CHAP PRI=priority ──┬─────────────────────────┬─────►◄

   └─ label ─┘                       └─ACTION=───┬─ SET ◄ ─────┤

                                                 ├─ ADD ───────┤

                                                 └─ SUBTRACT ──┘

 

Parameters

PRI=

Specifies a new dispatching priority for the issuing task.

priority

A register that contains the priority in the low-order byte, the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the
priority, or an absolute expression in the range 0 through 240.

ACTION=

Specifies the meaning of the priority value using one of the following options:

SET

The priority is an absolute value. SET is the default.

ADD

The priority is a relative value and is added to the task's current priority.

SUBTRACT

The priority is a relative value and is subtracted from the task's current priority.

Status Codes

The change-priority request is unconditional; any return code other than X'00' will result in an abend of the task.
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Example

The following example of the #CHAP statement changes the dispatching priority to one less than the current dispatching
priority:

#CHAP PRI=1,ACTION=SUBTRACT

#COMMIT -- commits changes made to the database
The #COMMIT statement commits changes that are made to the database through an individual run unit or through all
database sessions that are associated with a task. A task-level commit also commits all changes that are made with
scratch, queue, and print activity.

All locks that are held on current records except for select locks are released. #COMMIT simulates an #FINISH/@BIND/
@READY sequence but does not relinquish control of database resources.

If the commit applies to an individual run unit and the run unit is sharing its transaction with another database session, the
run unit changes may not be committed at the time the #COMMIT statement is executed.

NOTE
For more information about the impact of transaction sharing, see Sharing Transactions Among Sessions.

Run units (and SQL sessions) impacted by the COMMIT statement remain active after the operation is complete.

The #COMMIT statement is used in both the navigational and logical record facility environments. The #COMMIT TASK
statement is also used in an SQL programming environment.

Currency

Specifying #COMMIT ALL sets all currencies to null.

Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─── #COMMIT ─┬─────────┬─┬────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

               └─ ,TASK ─┘ └─ ,ALL ─┘

 

Parameters

• TASK
Specifies task; commits all changes that are made with scratch, queue, and print activity.

• ALL
Releases record locks and sets all currencies to null.

Status Codes

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 5031
The specified request is invalid; the program may contain a logic error.

• 5097
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An error was encountered processing a syncpoint request; check the log for details.

#COMMIT -- commits changes made to the database
The #COMMIT statement commits changes that are made to the database through an individual run unit or through all
database sessions that are associated with a task. A task-level commit also commits all changes that are made with
scratch, queue, and print activity.

All locks that are held on current records except for select locks are released. #COMMIT simulates an #FINISH/@BIND/
@READY sequence but does not relinquish control of database resources.

If the commit applies to an individual run unit and the run unit is sharing its transaction with another database session, the
run unit changes may not be committed at the time the #COMMIT statement is executed.

NOTE
For more information about the impact of transaction sharing, see Sharing Transactions Among Sessions.

Run units (and SQL sessions) impacted by the COMMIT statement remain active after the operation is complete.

The #COMMIT statement is used in both the navigational and logical record facility environments. The #COMMIT TASK
statement is also used in an SQL programming environment.

Currency

Specifying #COMMIT ALL sets all currencies to null.

Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─── #COMMIT ─┬─────────┬─┬────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

               └─ ,TASK ─┘ └─ ,ALL ─┘

 

Parameters

• TASK
Specifies task; commits all changes that are made with scratch, queue, and print activity.

• ALL
Releases record locks and sets all currencies to null.

Status Codes

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 5031
The specified request is invalid; the program may contain a logic error.

• 5097
An error was encountered processing a syncpoint request; check the log for details.
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@CONNECT -- establishes a record occurrence
The @CONNECT statement establishes a record occurrence as a member of a set occurrence. The specified record
must be defined as an optional automatic, optional manual, or mandatory manual member of the set.

NOTE
-- The @CONNECT statement is not valid since all sets in native VSAM data sets must be defined as mandatory
automatic.

This article describes the following information:

Currency

Before execution of the @CONNECT statement, you must satisfy the following conditions:

• All areas affected either explicitly or implicitly by the @CONNECT statement must be readied in one of the update
usage modes (see @READY later in this section).

• The named record must be established as current of its record type.
• The appropriate occurrence of the set into which the named record will be connected must be established. The current

record of set determines the set occurrence. If the set order is NEXT or PRIOR, this record determines the position of
the new member within the set.

Following successful execution of the @CONNECT statement, the named record is current of run unit, its record type,
its area, and all sets in which it currently participates. The following figure illustrates the steps required to connect an
EMPLOYEE record to an occurrence of the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set.

To connect EMPLOYEE 459 to the OFFICE 1 occurrence of the OFFICE- EMPLOYEE set, you must establish
EMPLOYEE 459 as current of record type, locate the proper occurrence of the OFFICE record, and connect EMPLOYEE
459 to the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set.
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Syntax

 

►►─── @CONNECT REC=record-name ───────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── ,SET=set-name ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

REC=

Connects the current occurrence of the named record to the current occurrence of the specified set.

record-name

Must be a record included in the subschema and must be defined as an optional automatic, optional manual, or
mandatory manual member of the set to which it is being connected. Record-name may be specified as a register, a user-
defined variable data field, or a user-supplied value in quotation marks.

SET=

Specifies the set to which the member record is to be connected.

set-name

Must specify a set included in the subschema. The record is connected to the set in accordance with the ordering rules
defined for that set in the schema. Set-name may be specified as a register, a user-defined variable data field, or a user-
supplied value in quotation marks.
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Status Codes

After completion of the @CONNECT function, the ERRSTAT field in the IDMS communications block indicates the
outcome of the operation. The following is a list of the acceptable status codes for this function and their corresponding
meaning:

• 0000 
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 0705 
The @CONNECT would violate a duplicates-not-allowed option.

• 0706 
Currency has not been established for the named record or set.

• 0708 
The specified record is not in the subschema. The program has probably invoked the wrong subschema.

• 0709 
The named record's area has not been readied in one of the three update usage modes.

• 0710 
The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits connecting the named record in the named set.

• 0714 
The @CONNECT statement cannot be executed because the named record has been defined as a mandatory
automatic member of the set.

• 0716 
The record cannot be connected to a set in which it is already a member.

• 0721 
An area other than the area of the named record has been readied with an incorrect usage mode.

• 0725 
Currency has not been established for the named set type.

Example

The following statements connect an EMPLOYEE record from the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set to the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set
as a new member.

MVC      DEPTID,=C'5200'

@FIND    CALC,REC='DEPARTMENT'

@OBTAIN  FIRST,SET='DEPT-EMPLOYEE'

MVI      OFFCODE,C'1'

@FIND CALC,REC='OFFICE'

@CONNECT REC='EMPLOYEE',SET='OFFICE-EMPLOYEE'

#DELETE -- notifies the DC/UCF system
The #DELETE statement notifies the DC/UCF system that the issuing task has finished using a module from the program
pool. This module is identified by the program name or entry-point address that was previously specified by the #LOAD
request that placed the module into the program pool. If your site uses multiple dictionaries you can specify either the
dictionary in which the program resides or the node that controls the dictionary. Other options for a multiple dictionary
environment include specifying a parameter list and a program version number for the program you are requesting to
delete.

#DELETE does not physically delete the module from the program pool unless the program has been defined as
NONREUSABLE. Rather, it decrements the in-use count maintained by the DC/UCF system. An in-use count of 0
indicates to the system that the space occupied by the module can be reused.
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This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─── #DELETE─┬─ PGM=program-name-pointer ───┬────────────────────────────────►

              └─ EPADDR=entry-point-address ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PLIST= ─┬─ SYSPLIST ◄ ─────────────┬┘

               └─ parameter-list-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ .DICTNOD=nodename-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,DICTNAM=dictionary-name-pointer ─┘

 

Parameters

PGM=

Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of the module being released from use.

• program-name-pointer
A register that points to a field containing the program name, the symbolic name of a user-defined field containing the
program name, or the program-name literal enclosed in quotation marks.

• EPADDR=
Specifies the entry-point address of the module being released from use. This address was returned to the issuing
program when the module was originally loaded.

• entry-point-address
Either a register or the symbolic name of a fullword user-defined field containing the entry-point address.

• PLIST=
Specifies the location of the storage area the system uses to build the parameter list. The PLIST parameter is required
only if the DICTNAM or DICTNOD parameters are specified.

• SYSPLIST
The symbolic name of the storage area in which the system will build the #DELETE parameter list.

• parameter-list-pointer
A register that points to the area in which the system will build the #DELETE parameter list or the symbolic name of
that area.

• DICTNOD=
Identifies the node that controls the dictionary in which the program resides.

• nodename-pointer
A register that points to a field that contains the name of the node, the symbolic name of a user-defined field containing
the name of the node, or the nodename literal enclosed in quotation marks.

• DICTNAM=
Identifies the dictionary in which the named program resides.

• dictionary-name-pointer
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A register that points to a field containing the dictionary name, the symbolic name of a user-defined field containing the
dictionary name, or the dictionary name literal enclosed in quotation marks.

NOTE
The DICTNOD or DICTNAM parameters must correspond to those specified on a previously issued #LOAD
statement. If either DICTNOD or DICTNAM or both are specified, the PLIST parameter must be included.

Status Codes

The #DELETE request is unconditional; any error detected during execution will result in an abend of the issuing task.

Example

The following example of the #DELETE statement notifies the system that the program or module whose entry-point
address is contained in register 5 is no longer needed by the issuing task. The system can reuse this area in the program
pool if space is needed.

#DELETE EPADDR=(R5)

The example shown below illustrates the use of the #LOAD and the #DELETE statements in a multiple dictionary
environment. After execution of the #DELETE statement the area in the program pool in which EMPMENU resides is
released and can be reused by issuing a new #LOAD request statement.

#LOAD PGM='EMPMENU'

 

.

.

.

#DELETE PGM='EMPMENU'

#DELQUE -- deletes all or part of a queue
The #DELQUE statement deletes all or part of a queue. If only one queue record is deleted, the system maintains
currency within the queue by using the next and prior pointers of the queue record.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────┬─ #DELQUE ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PLIST= ─┬─ SYSPLIST ◄ ─────────────┬┘

               └─ parameter-list-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,QUEID=queue-id-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,LOC= ─┬─ CURRENT ◄ ┬─┘
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             └─ ALL ──────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,COND= ─┬── NO ◄ ───────────┬┘

              ├── ALL ────────────┤

              │   ┌─── , ─────┐   │

              └─(─▼─┬─ NQID ─┬┴─)─┘

                    ├─ NRID ─┤

                    ├─ NRCE ─┤

                    ├─ IOER ─┤

                    └─ INVP ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,NQIDXIT=no-queue-id-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,NRIDXIT=no-queue-record-label ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,NRCEXIT=no-current-of-run-unit-label ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,IOERXIT=i/o-error-label ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,INVPXIT=invalid-parameter-list-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,ERROR=error-label ─┘

 

Parameters

PLIST=

Specifies the location of the 2-fullword storage area in which the system will build the #DELQUE parameter list.

SYSPLIST

(Default); is the symbolic name of the storage area in which the system will build the #DELQUE parameter list.

parameter-list-pointer

Either a register that points to the area or the symbolic name of the area.

QUEID=

Specifies the 1- to 16-character queue header ID associated with the queue or queue record to be deleted.

queue-id-pointer

A register that points to a field containing the id, the symbolic name of a user-defined field containing the ID, or the ID
literal enclosed in quotation marks. If the queue header ID is not specified, a blank ID is assumed.

LOC=

Indicates the portion of the queue to be deleted.

CURRENT
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(Default); deletes only the current record of the queue associated with the requesting task.

ALL

Deletes all records in the queue and the queue header id.

COND=

Specifies whether this #DELQUE is conditional and under what conditions control should be returned to the issuing
program:

NO

(Default); specifies that the request is not conditional.

ALL

Specifies that the request is conditional. Control is returned if the delete cannot be serviced for one or more of the reasons
listed below.

condition

Specifies under what conditions control should be returned to the issuing program. Multiple values must be enclosed in
parentheses and separated by commas. Condition options are as follows:

• NQID -- The queue header record cannot be found.
• NRID -- LOC=CURRENT has been specified and the record previously established as current of queue cannot be

found.
• NRCE -- LOC=CURRENT has been specified and no resource control element (RCE) exists for the current record; that

is, no record has been established as current of queue.
• IOER -- An I/O error occurs while processing the delete.
• INVP -- The parameter list built for the #DELQUE is invalid.

NQIDXIT=no-queue-id-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if the #DELQUE request cannot be
serviced because the queue header record cannot be found.

NRIDXIT=no-queue-record-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if the #DELQUE request cannot be
serviced because the record previously established as current of queue cannot be found.

NRCEXIT=no-current-of-run-unit-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if the #DELQUE request cannot be
serviced because no current of queue has been established (no resource control element exists for the queue record).

IOERXIT=i/o-error-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if the #DELQUE request cannot be
serviced because of an I/O error while processing the delete.

INVPXIT=invalid-parameter-list-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if the #DELQUE request cannot be
serviced because of an invalid parameter in the parameter list.

ERROR=error-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if a condition specified in the COND
parameter occurs for which no other exit routine was coded.
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Status Codes

By default, the #DELQUE request is unconditional; any runtime error will result in an abend of the issuing task. To avoid
an abend, you can request return of control to the issuing program by using the COND parameter.

After completion of the #DELQUE function, the value in register 15 indicates the outcome of the operation. The following
is a list of the Register 15 values and the corresponding meaning:

• X'00'
The request has been serviced successfully.

• X'04'
The request cannot be serviced due to an invalid parameter list.

• X'08'
The request cannot be serviced because the requested queue header record (identified by QUEID) cannot be found.

• X'0C'
The request cannot be serviced because the requested queue record cannot be found.

• X'10'
The request for a #DELQUE LOC=CURRENT cannot be serviced because no resource control element (RCE) exists
for the queue record, indicating that currency has not been established.

• X'1C'
A database error occurred during queue processing. A common cause is a DBKEY deadlock. For a PUT QUEUE
operation, this code can also mean that the queue upper limit has been reached.
If a database error has occurred, there are usually other messages in the IDMS/DC/UCF log indicating a problem
encountered in RHDCRUAL, the internal Run Unit Manager. If a deadlock has occurred, messages DC001000 and
DC001002 are also produced.

If an I/O error occurs while processing a #DELQUE request, the system will return the address of the IDMS
communications block to register 1. In this situation, you can check the status code in the ERRSTAT field (for more
information, see ERRSTAT Field and Codes).

Example

The following example of the #DELQUE statement deletes an entire queue area. The address of the queue header ID is
contained in register 4. In the event of an I/O error, control will be returned to the ERROR5 routine of the issuing program;
other error conditions will result in an abend of the issuing task.

#DELQUE QUEID=(R4),LOC=ALL,COND=IOER,IOERXIT=ERROR5

#DELSCR -- deletes scratch records
The #DELSCR statement deletes one or all scratch records in a scratch area.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────┬─ #DELSCR ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

   └─ PLIST= ─┬─ SYSPLIST ◄ ───────────────────┬┘

              └─ parameter-value-list-pointer ─┘
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 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,SAID=scratch-area-id-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

   └─ ,LOC= ─┬─ Next ◄ ───────────────────────────┬─┘

             ├─ Current ──────────────────────────┤

             ├─ First ────────────────────────────┤

             ├─ Last ─────────────────────────────┤

             ├─ Prior ────────────────────────────┤

             ├─ All ──────────────────────────────┤

             └─ (SRID,scratch-record-id-pointer) ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,RTNSRID= ─┬─ (1) ◄ ────────────────────┬┘

                 └─ return-scratch-record-id ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,COND= ─┬── NO ◄ ───────────┬┘

              ├── ALL ────────────┤

              │   ┌─── , ─────┐   │

              └─(─▼─┬─ NAID ─┬┴─)─┘

                    ├─ NIRD ─┤

                    ├─ IOER ─┤

                    └─ INVP ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,NAIDXIT=no-scratch-area-id-label ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,NRIDXIT=no-scratch-record-id-label ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,IOERXIT=i/o-error-label  ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,INVPXIT=invalid-parameter-list-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,ERROR=error-label ─┘

 

Parameters

PLIST=

Specifies the location of the 3-fullword storage area in which the system will build the #DELSCR parameter list.

SYSPLIST

(Default); the symbolic name of the storage area in which the system will build the #DELSCR parameter list.

parameter-list-pointer
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A register that points to the area or the symbolic name of the area in which the system will build the #DELSCR parameter
list.

SAID=

Specifies the 1- to 8-character ID of the scratch area associated with the scratch record being deleted.

scratch-area-id-pointer

A register that points to a field containing the id, the symbolic name of a user-defined field containing the ID, or the ID
literal enclosed in quotation marks. If the SAID parameter is not specified, a scratch area ID of 8 blanks is assumed.

LOC=

Specifies the scratch record to be deleted from the area associated with the specified scratch record id.

NEXT

(Default); deletes the next record. If currency has not been established, NEXT is equivalent to FIRST.

CURRENT

Deletes the current record, that record most recently referenced by another scratch function.

FIRST

Deletes the first record. (Records are always stored in ascending order by scratch record ID.)

LAST

Deletes the last record.

PRIOR

Deletes the prior record. If currency has not been established, PRIOR is equivalent to LAST.

ALL

Deletes all records.

(SRID,scratch-record-id)

Deletes the record identified by scratch-record-id. Scratch-record-id is a register that points to the 4-byte scratch record id,
the symbolic name of a user-defined field containing the id, or an absolute expression of the id.

RTNSRID=(1)/

Specifies the location to which the system will return the scratch record ID of the last record deleted with a #DELSCR
function.

return-scratch-record-id

A register or the symbolic name of a fullword user-defined field to which the system will return the scratch record ID of the
last record deleted, the default is register 1.

COND=

Specifies whether this #DELSCR is conditional and under what conditions control should be returned to the issuing
program, as follows.

NO

(Default); specifies that the request is not conditional.

ALL

Specifies that the request is conditional. Control is returned if the delete cannot be serviced for any of the reasons listed
below.
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condition

Specifies conditions under which control is returned to the issuing program. Multiple condition options must be enclosed in
parentheses and separated by commas. Condition options are as follows:

• NAID The scratch area ID cannot be found.
• NRID The scratch record ID cannot be found.
• IOER An I/O error occurs while processing the deletion.
• INVP The parameter list built for the #DELSCR is invalid.

NAIDXIT=no-scratch-area-id-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if the #DELSCR request cannot be
serviced because the scratch area ID cannot be found.

NRIDXIT=no-scratch-record-id-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if the #DELSCR request cannot be
serviced because the scratch record ID cannot be found.

IOERXIT=i/o-error-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if the #DELSCR request cannot be
serviced because of an I/O error while processing the #DELSCR request.

INVPXIT=invalid-parameter-list-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if the #DELSCR request cannot be
serviced because of an invalid parameter list.

ERROR=error-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if a condition specified in the COND
parameter occurs for which no other exit routine was coded.

Status Codes

By default, the #DELSCR request is unconditional; any runtime error will result in an abend of the issuing task. You can
request return of control to the issuing program by using the COND parameter to avoid an abend.

After completion of the #DELSCR, the value in register 15 indicates the outcome of the operation. The following is a list of
the Register 15 values and the corresponding meaning:

• X'00'
The request has been serviced successfully.

• X'04'
The request cannot be serviced due to an invalid parameter list

• X'08'
The request cannot be serviced because the requested scratch area ID (SAID) cannot be found.

• X'0C'
The request cannot be serviced because the requested scratch record ID (SRID) cannot be found within the named
SAID.

• X'1C'
The request cannot be serviced due to an I/O error during processing.

If an I/O error occurs while processing a #DELSCR request, the system will return the address of the IDMS
communications block to register 1. In this situation, you can check the status code in the ERRSTAT field for more
information (see ERRSTAT Field and Codes). If no error occurs during processing, a user-defined register assigned by the
RTNSRID parameter will contain the SRID of the last scratch record deleted.
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Example

The following example of the #DELSCR statement deletes the current record within the scratch area labeled SCRAREA1.
The ID of the deleted record will be placed in register 1. The request is not conditional; any error condition resulting from
the execution of this statement will result in an abend of the issuing task.

#DELSCR SAID='SCRAREA1',LOC=CURRENT,RTNSRID=(R1),COND=NO

#DEQ -- releases resources acquired by the issuing task
The #DEQ statement releases resources acquired by the issuing task with an #ENQ request. All acquired resources will
be released, either explicitly with a #DEQ request or automatically at task termination.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─── #DEQ RSCID= ─┬─ ALL ─────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►

                   └─ resource-id-pointer-options ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ PLIST= ─┬─ SYSPLIST ◄ ───────────────────┤

              └─ parameter-value-list-pointer ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,COND= ─┬─ NO ◄ ──────┬┘

              └─ IDNF ──────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,IDNFXIT=resource-id-not-found-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,ERROR=error-label ─┘

Expansion of resource-id-pointer-options

         ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

►─── ( ──▼── resource─id─pointer ─┬───────────────────────┬─┴─ ) ────────────►

                                  └─ ,resource-id-length ─┘

 

Parameters

RSCID=
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Specifies the resources to be released.

ALL

Requests that the system release all resources acquired by the issuing task by means of the #ENQ requests.

resource-id-pointer-options

Specifies the ID associated with a specific resource to be dequeued. Resource-id-pointer is a register that points to a
field containing the id, the symbolic name of a user-defined field containing the id, or the ID literal enclosed in quotation
marks. Resource-id-pointer must be enclosed in parentheses.

The optional resource-id-length specifies the length of the resource ID named by resource-id-pointer (up to 256
bytes). Resource-id-length is a register that contains the length, the symbolic name of a fullword, halfword, or byte-length
user-defined field containing the length, or an absolute expression. The length of the ID need not be specified if resource-
id-pointer is provided as a literal enclosed in quotation marks.

Multiple RSCID parameters must be in successive order, separated by commas.

PLIST=

Specifies the location of the storage area in which the system will build the #DEQ parameter list, as follows.

SYSPLIST

(Default); is the symbolic name of the storage area in which the system will build the #DEQ parameter list.

parameter-value-list-pointer

A register that points to the area or the symbolic name of the area in which the system will build the #DEQ parameter list.

The size, in fullwords, of the parameter-list area is equal to:

1 + 2P + ((R + 3)/4),

where:

• P is the number of resource-id specifications named for the RSCID parameter (described above).
• R is the number of resource-id-length specifications named in register notation for the RSCID parameter.

If RSCID=ALL is specified, the length of this storage area is one fullword; if five resource ids are specified and four have a
length indicated in register notation, it is 13 fullwords. (Note that in this case the calculated value of 12.75 was rounded up
to a whole number.)

COND=

Specifies whether this #DEQ is conditional and under what conditions control should be returned to the issuing program:

NO

(Default); specifies that the request is not conditional.

IDNF

Specifies that the request is conditional. Control is returned if one or more resource ids identified by the RSCID parameter
cannot be found.

IDNFXIT=resource-id-not-found-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if the #DEQ request cannot be completely
serviced because one or more resource ids cannot be found.

ERROR=error-label
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Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if a condition specified in the COND
parameter occurs for which no other exit routine was coded. In this case, the ERROR parameter functions the same as
IDNFXIT.

Status Codes

By default, the #DEQ is unconditional. Error conditions that can occur are described below. If one or more resources
cannot be found, the issuing task will abend. You can avoid an abend by specifying the COND parameter, requesting the
DC/UCF system to return control to the issuing program.

After completion of the #DEQ request, the value in register 15 indicates the outcome of the operation. The following is a
list of the Register 15 values and the corresponding meaning:

• X'00'
The request has been serviced successfully.

• X'04'

           Resource ID not found

• X'10'

           Specified parameters are invalid.

Example

The following example of the #DEQ statement releases the resource that is identified in the program variable storage
field labeled RESOURC3. Register 4 contains the length of the resource. If the resource cannot be found, control will be
returned to the routine NOTFOUND.

#DEQ RSCID=(RESOURC3,(4)),COND=IDNF,IDNFXIT=NOTFOUND

At least one resource ID (RSCID) could not be found; all that were located have been dequeued.

@DISCON -- cancels the current membership of a specified record
The @DISCON statement cancels the current membership of a specified record in a set occurrence. The specified record
must be defined as an optional member of the named set.

NOTE
-- The @DISCON statement is not valid because all sets in native VSAM data sets must be defined as
mandatory automatic.

The following consideration apply:

• All areas affected, either explicitly or implicitly, by the @DISCON statement must be readied with one of the update
usage modes (see @READY later in this section).

• After successful execution of the @DISCON statement, you can no longer access the specified record through the set
for which membership was canceled. However, you can access the disconnected record through all the other sets in
which it participates as a member, or if it has a location mode of CALC. It is always accessible by means of a complete
scan of the area in which it participates or directly through its db-key, if known.

This article describes the following information:

Currency

Before execution of the @DISCON statement, the following currency-related conditions must be satisfied:
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• The specified record must be established as current of its record type.
• The specified record must currently participate as a member in an occurrence of the named set.

A successfully executed @DISCON statement nullifies currency in the named set. However, the next of set and prior of
set are maintained, thereby enabling continued access within the set. The disconnected record is current of run unit, its
record type, and its area.

Syntax

 

►►─── @DISCON REC=record-name ────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── ,SET=set-name ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

REC=

Disconnects the specified record from the named set.

record-name

Must be a record included in the subschema and must be defined as an optional member of the specified set.

SET=

Specifies the set from which the named record will be disconnected.

set-name

Must be a set included in the subschema.

Status Codes

After completion of the @DISCON function, the ERRSTAT field in the IDMS communications block indicates the outcome
of the operation. The following is a list of the acceptable status codes for this function and their corresponding meaning:

• 1106 
Currency has not been established for the named record.

• 1108 
The named record is not in the subschema. The program has probably invoked the wrong subschema.

• 1109 
The specified record's area has not been readied in one of the three update usage modes.

• 1110 
The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits use of the @DISCON statement.

• 1115 
The @DISCON statement cannot be executed because the specified record has been defined as a mandatory
member of the set.

• 1121 
An area other than the area of the specified record has been readied with an incorrect usage mode.

• 1122 
The specified record is not currently a member of the specified set.
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Example

The following example demonstrates the use of the @DISCON statement to remove an EMPLOYEE record from the
OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set occurrence. The EMPLOYEE record remains a member in the other set occurrences in which it
participates:

MVC   OFFCODE,=CL4'3200'

@FIND CALC,REC='OFFICE'

@FIND FIRST,REC='EMPLOYEE',SET='OFFICE-EMPLOYEE'

@DISCON REC='EMPLOYEE',SET='OFFICE-EMPLOYEE'

The following figure illustrates the above example. To disconnect EMPLOYEE 4 from the OFFICE 1 occurrence of the
OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set, enter the database on OFFICE 1, establish EMPLOYEE 4 as current of the EMPLOYEE record
type, and disconnect it from the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set.
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#ENQ -- acquires resources or tests for availability
The #ENQ statement acquires resources or tests for availability of a resource or list of resources. Defined during
installation, resources can be storage areas, common routines, queues, and processor time.

An enqueued resource can be exclusive or shared:

• Exclusive specifies that the resource is owned exclusively by the issuing task and is not available to any other tasks.
The system prohibits other tasks from issuing #ENQ requests for exclusive resources.

• Shared specifies that the resource is available for use by all tasks. The system allows other tasks to issue
nonexclusive #ENQ requests for the resources, permitting the resources to be shared.

An exclusive #ENQ request prohibits another task from enqueuing a resource by name; however, it does not prohibit the
use of the resource by another task. Therefore, to effect queue resource protection, you must apply the enqueue/dequeue
mechanism consistently, according to your site standards.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────┬─ #ENQ RSCID= ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─── (resource-id-pointer ─┬───────────────────────┬──┬───────┬─ ) ──────────►

                            └─ ,resource-id-length ─┘  ├─ ,E ◄ ┤

                                                       └─ ,S ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PLIST= ─┬─ SYSPLIST ◄ ───────────────────┬┘

               └─ parameter-value-list-pointer ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,TYPE= ─┬─ ACQUIRE ◄ ┬┘

              └─ TEST ─────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,COND= ─┬── NO ◄ ───────────┬┘

              ├── ALL ────────────┤

              │   ┌─── , ─────┐   │

              └─(─▼─┬─ RSNA ─┬┴─)─┘

                    └─ DEAD ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,RSNAXIT=resource-not-available-label ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,DEADXIT=deadlock-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,ERROR=error-label ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,FREEXIT=test-is-free-label ─┘
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Parameters

RSCID=

Names one or more resources to be acquired or tested, specifies the length of each resource, and designates the
resource as exclusive or shared.

resource-id-pointer

Specifies the character ID associated with a resource. The resource-id-pointer can be a register that points to a field
that contains the ID, he symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the ID, or the ID literal enclosed in quotation
marks. The source-id is a 1 to 256 byte character string used to identify the resource upon which an enqueue is to be set
or tested. Any character string may be defined as long as all programs that access the resource use the same name and
the name is unique relative to all other names used to identify other resources within the CV.

resource-id-length

Specifies the length of the resource id. Resource-id-length is a register that contains either the length, the symbolic name
of a fullword, halfword, or byte-length user-defined field that contains the length, or an absolute expression. You need not
specify the length of the ID if resource-id-pointer is provided as a literal enclosed in quotation marks.

E/S

Assigns the exclusive (E) (default) or shared (S) attribute to the named resource.

NOTE
Multiple RSCID parameters must be in successive order, separated by commas.

PLIST=

Specifies the location of the storage area in which the system will build the #ENQ parameter list.

SYSPLIST

(Default); is the symbolic name of the storage area in which the system will build the #ENQ parameter list.

parameter-value-list-pointer

Either a register that points to the area or the symbolic name of the area in which the system will build the #ENQ
parameter list.

The size of the parameter-list area, in fullwords, is equal to:

1 + 3P + ((R + 3)/4)

where:

• P is the number of resource-id specifications in the RSCID parameter (described above).
• R is the number of resource-id-length specifications named in register notation for the RSCID parameter.

Thus, if four resource IDs are specified and three are identified using register notation, the length of this storage area is
15 fullwords. In this case the calculated value of 14.5 was rounded up to a whole number. Calculated values are always
rounded up to the nearest whole number, regardless of the remainder value.

TYPE=

Specifies whether the issuing task is to test a resource for availability or request acquisition of a resource:

ACQUIRE

(Default); requests that the system acquire the specified resources.
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TEST

Requests that the system test the availability of the specified resource.

COND=

Specifies whether this #ENQ request is conditional and under what conditions control should be returned to the issuing
program. Only acquire requests can be conditional; this parameter should not be specified when testing the enqueue
status of a resource.

NO

(Default); specifies that the request is not conditional.

ALL

Specifies that the request is conditional. Control is returned if the #ENQ cannot be serviced for any of the reasons listed
below.

condition

Specifies specific conditions you can test for. Multiple conditions must be enclosed in parentheses and separated by
commas.

RSNA

Specifies that control is returned if any of the requested resources is not available in the usage mode requested.

DEAD

Specifies that control is returned if a requested resource cannot be enqueued immediately because of an unavailable
condition, and or to wait would cause a deadlock.

RSNAXIT=resource-not-available-label

Specifies the symbolic name of a routine to which control should be returned if the #ENQ request cannot be serviced
because at least one of the requested resources is not available.

DEADXIT=deadlock-label

Specifies the symbolic name of a routine to which control should be returned if the #ENQ request cannot be serviced
because one of the requested resources cannot be enqueued immediately, and if to wait on its availability would cause a
deadlock.

ERROR=error-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if a condition specified in the COND
parameter occurs for which no other exit routine was coded.

FREEXIT=test-is-free-label

(Test requests only); specifies the symbolic name of a routine to which control should be returned if at least one of the
resources is free.

Status Codes

By default, an acquire #ENQ is unconditional. Error conditions that can occur are described below:

• A resource-not-available condition, caused when at least one of the resources cannot be acquired by the issuing task,
will result in a delay until the resource becomes available (unless such a wait would cause a deadlock).

• A potential deadlock condition, caused when a wait on a resource would cause a deadlock, will result in an abend of
the issuing task.
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You can request return of control with the COND parameter while processing an acquire #ENQ to avoid a delay or an
abend.

By default, a test #ENQ is unconditional. The return code, contained in register 15, indicates the outcome of the test.
Control is returned to the next instruction in the issuing program following the #ENQ. Through the FREEXIT parameter,
however, you can request a return of control to a specific label or routine in the event that at least one of the resources
tested is free.

After completion of the #ENQ request, the value in register 15 indicates the outcome of the operation.

• X'00' 
ACQUIRE - All requested resources have been acquired.
TEST - All test resources have already been enqueued by the issuing task with the exclusive/shared option indicated
by the test request.

• X'04' 
ACQUIRE-At least one of the resources indicated is currently owned by another task and is not available for the
exclusive/shared option specified; no new resources have been acquired.
TEST- At least one of the tested resources is owned by another task and is not available to this task for the exclusive/
shared option specified.

• X'08' 
ACQUIRE -Not applicable.
TEST - At least one of the tested resources is not already owned by any task and is available for the exclusive/shared
option specified.

• X'0C' 
ACQUIRE - A requested resource could not be enqueued immediately and to wait would cause a deadlock; no new
resources have been acquired.
TEST - Not applicable.

Example

The following example of the #ENQ statement tests for the availability of a resource. Register 5 contains the address of
the field that contains the resource id, the user-defined field LENGTH contains the length of the resource id, and if the test
indicates the resource is free, control is returned to the routine labeled GETRTN:

#ENQ RSCID=(R5),LENGTH,TYPE=TEST,FREEXIT=GETRTN

#ENDPAG -- terminates a map paging session
The #ENDPAG statement terminates a map paging session, clears the scratch record for the session, and clears the map
paging options for the completed session. A #STRTPAG/#ENDPAG pair encloses commands that handle a pageable map
at runtime.

NOTE
For more information about the #STRTPAG statement, see #STRTPAG.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─── #ENDPAG ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►
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   └─ ,PLIST= ─┬─ SYSPLIST ◄ ───────────────────┬┘

               └─ parameter-value-list-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,MRBPGDS= ─┬─ MRBPGDS ◄ ────────────────────┬┘

                 └─ paging-request-block-pointer ─┘

 

Parameters

PLIST=

Specifies the location of the storage area in which the system will build the #ENDPAG parameter list.

SYSPLIST

(Default); is the symbolic name of the storage area in which the system will build the #ENDPAG parameter list.

parameter-value-list-pointer

A register that points to the area or the symbolic name of the area.

MRBPGDS=

Specifies the location of the 16-byte map paging request block.

MRBPGDS

(Default); is the symbolic name of the area in program variable storage in which the map paging request block was copied
by an #MRB DML statement.

paging-request-block-pointer

A register that points to the area or the symbolic name of the area that contains the map paging request block.

Status Codes

The #ENDPAG statement is unconditional; any runtime error will result in an abend of the issuing task.

Example

The following example of the #ENDPAG statement terminates a map paging session that began with the #STRTPAG
statement, clears the BACKPAG=YES and FLAG=UPDATE map paging options, and specifies the address of the
#ENDPAG parameter list in register 3:

#STRTPAG MRB=(R4),BACKPAG=YES,FLAG=UPDATE

.

.  (*** MAP PAGING SESSION ***)

.

#ENDPAG PLIST=(R3)

@ERASE -- disconnects or erases records
The @ERASE statement performs the following functions:
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• Disconnects the specified record from all set occurrences in which it participates as a member and physically deletes
the record from the database

• Optionally erases all records that are mandatory members of set occurrences owned by the specified record
• Optionally disconnects or erases all records that are optional members of set occurrences owned by the specified

record

Erasure is a two-step process that first cancels the existing membership of the specified record in specific set occurrences
and then releases for reuse the space occupied by the named record and its db-key. Erased records are unavailable for
further processing by any DML statement.

Before using the @ERASE statement, you must ready all the areas affected, either implicitly or explicitly, in one of the
three update usage modes (see Dictionary Usage Mode).

This article describes the following information:

Currency

Before execution of the @ERASE statement, the following currency-related conditions must be satisfied:

• All sets in which the specified record participates as owner either directly or indirectly (for example, as owner of a
set with a member that is owner of another set) and all member record types in those sets must be included in the
subschema in use.

• The named record must be established as current of run unit.

Following successful execution of an @ERASE statement, currency is nullified for all record types both explicitly and
implicitly involved in the erase and for all sets in which erased records participate. Run unit and area currency remain
unchanged.

NOTE
-- When the @ERASE statement is used against a native VSAM area, the area currency changes and reflects
the next record in the native VSAM area.

An attempt to retrieve erased records results in an error condition. However, if the erased record was reached by walking
the set occurrence of the erased record, the prior of set is maintained for the erased record, whether or not prior pointers
were defined for that set. (The next of set is also maintained, as usual). Also, IDMS/DB maintains the next, prior, and
owner pointers for the last erased record occurrence that participates as a member in any other set occurrence not the
object of the @ERASE. In this case, you can retrieve the next or prior records in the area, or the next, prior, or owner
records in the set in which the erased record participated.

 

Syntax

 

►►─── @ERASE= ─┬─ REC ───────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

               ├─ PERMANENT ─┤

               ├─ SELECTIVE ─┤

               └─ ALL ───────┘

 ►─── ,REC=record-name ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

REC/PERMANENT/SELECTIVE/ALL,REC=record-name
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Erases a record from the database.

REC

Erases the specified record if it is not an owner of any member records. An error condition results if the named record is
the owner of any nonempty set occurrences.

NOTE
-- @ERASE REC,REC=record-name is the only form of the @ERASE statement valid for records in a native
VSAM KSDS or RRDS; no form of the @ERASE statement is allowed for a native VSAM entry-sequenced data
set (ESDS).

PERMANENT

Erases the specified record and all mandatory member record occurrences owned by that record. Optional member
records are disconnected. If any of the erased mandatory members are themselves the owners of any set occurrences,
the @ERASE statement is executed on such records as if they were directly the named record of an @ERASE
PERMANENT statement (that is, all mandatory members of such sets are also erased). This process continues until all
(direct and indirect) members have been processed.

NOTE
The statement ERASE/PERMANENT/SELECTIVE/ALL cannot be used where there exists a cyclical relationship
between two or more of the records that are to be erased. The following describes a cyclical set relationship:

REC-A owns REC-B in the A-B set

REC-B owns REC-C in the B-C set

REC-C owns REC-B in the C-B set

 

(cyclical relationship between REC-B and REC-C)

Junction records should be used to define the needed relationships.

SELECTIVE

Erases that record and all mandatory member record occurrences owned by the specified record. Optional member
records are erased if they do not currently participate as members in other set occurrences. All erased records that
are themselves the owners of any set occurrences are treated as if they were the object of an @ERASE SELECTIVE
statement.

ALL

Erases the specified record and all mandatory member record occurrences owned by the specified record. All erased
records that are themselves the owners of any set occurrences are treated as if they were the specified record of an
@ERASE ALL statement.

REC=record-name

A record included in the subschema. The current of record-name must be current of run unit.

Status Codes

After completion of the @ERASE function, the ERRSTAT field in the IDMS communications block indicates the outcome
of the operation. The following is a list of the acceptable status codes for this function and their corresponding meaning:

• 0000 
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 0208 
The named record is not in the specified subschema, or the record name has been misspelled.

• 0209 
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The specified record's area has not been readied in one of the three update usage modes.
• 0210 

The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits use of the @ERASE statement. For integrated indexing
users, this code can also indicate use of an invalid form of the @ERASE statement.

• 0213 
A current record of run unit has not been established or has been nullified by a previous @ERASE statement.

• 0217 
A db-key has been encountered that contains a long-term permanent lock.

• 0220 
The current record of run unit is not the same type as the specified record.

• 0221 
An area other than the area of the named record has been readied with an incorrect usage mode.

• 0225 
Currency has not been established. For integrated indexing users, this usually indicates that an @FIND statement has
been issued for an indexed record and followed by an @ERASE statement for the same record. Only an @OBTAIN
statement updates index set currencies.

• 0226 
A broken chain has been encountered in the process of executing an @ERASE ALL, PERMANENT, or SELECTIVE
statement.

• 0230 
An attempt has been made to erase the owner record of a nonempty set.

• 0233 
Erasure of the record occurrence is not allowed in this subschema, or all sets in which the record participates have not
been included in the subschema.

• 0237 
There are cyclical set relationships present under the target record of the erase verb

• 0260 
A record occurrence has been encountered whose type is inconsistent with the set named in the ERRORSET field of
the IDMS communications block; probable causes could be a broken chain or improper database descriptions.

• 0261 
No record can be found for an internal db-key. This code usually indicates a broken chain.

Example

     @ERASE PERMANENT,REC='DEPT'

 

     @ERASE SELECTIVE,REC='TCHR'

 

     @ERASE ALL,REC='TCHR'

The sample employee database affords no appropriate examples of these parameters; a sample high school database
is used instead. The outcome of the @ERASE statement varies, based on the qualifier specified (PERMANENT,
SELECTIVE, or ALL). Although all three qualifiers cause all mandatory members owned by the specified record to be
erased, they differ in their effect on optional members.
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@ERASE (LRF) -- deletes logical record occurrences
The @ERASE statement can also be used to delete logical record occurrences. The @ERASE statement does not
necessarily result in the deletion of all or any of the database records used to create the specified logical record; the path
selected to service an @ERASE logical-record request performs whatever database access operations the DBA has
specified to service the request.
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LRF uses field values present in the variable-storage location reserved for the logical record to update the database. You
can specify an alternative storage location from which LRF is to take field values to make the appropriate updates to the
database.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─── @ERASE REC=logical-record-name ─────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,IOREA=alt-logical-record-location ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,ONLRSTS=path-status,GOTO=branch-location ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,WHERE boolean-expression ─┘

 

Parameters

REC=logical-record-name

Deletes the named logical record. Unless the IOAREA clause (below) is included, LRF uses field values present in the
variable-storage location reserved for the logical record to make any necessary updates to the database. Logical-record-
name must specify a logical record defined in the subschema.

IOAREA=alt-logical-record-location

Identifies an alternative variable-storage location from which LRF is to obtain field values to perform the appropriate
database updates in response to this statement. When erasing a logical record that has previously been retrieved into an
alternative storage location, you should use the IOAREA parameter to name the same location specified in the @OBTAIN
request. If the IOAREA parameter is included in the @ERASE statement, alt-logical-record-location must identify a record
location defined in the program.

ONLRSTS=path-status,GOTO=branch-location

Tests for the indicated path status. If path-status results from this @ERASE statement, the action specified by
GOTO=branch-location is performed. Path-status must be a literal (1-16 bytes) enclosed in quotation marks or a program
variable.

WHERE boolean-expression

Specifies the selection criteria to be applied to the specified logical record.

NOTE
For more information about the WHERE clause, see WHERE Clause later in this section.

Status Codes

When using LRF, the type of status code returned to the program in the ERRSTAT field of the IDMS communications block
differs according to the type of error. If the error occurs in the logical-record path, the ERRSTAT field contains a status
code issued by IDMS/DB with a major code from 00 to 19. For a list of these codes, see ERRSTAT Field and Codes.
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When the error occurs in the request itself, LRF returns the path status LR-ERROR to the LRSTAT field of the LRC block
and places a status code with a major code of 20 in the ERRSTAT field of the IDMS communications block.

Example

The example below illustrates a request to erase the OFFEMPLR logical record for office 012's employee ID 1234.

In this example, the DBA has designated the keyword DELETE-EMPLOYEE to direct the request to the path designed to
retrieve the appropriate OFFEMPLR logical record and to delete the indicated employee information from the database.

@ERASE REC=OFFEMPLR,                                          *

      ONLRSTS='NO-OFFICE',GOTO=END,                           *

      WHERE OFFCODE EQ '012'                                  *

      AND EMPID EQ '1234'                                     *

      AND DELETE-EMPLOYEE

@FIND/ @OBTAIN Statements -- accesses database records
The @FIND and @OBTAIN statements are used to access database records:

• @FIND locates a record occurrence in the database, but does not move it into program variable storage.
• @OBTAIN locates the record occurrence in the database and moves it into program variable storage.

Six formats

@FIND and @OBTAIN have six different formats:

• FIND/ OBTAIN CALC/DUPLICATEaccesses a record occurrence using its CALC-key value.
• FIND/ OBTAIN CURRENTaccesses a record occurrence using previously established currencies.
• FIND/ OBTAIN DBKEYaccesses a record occurrence using a db-key that was previously saved by the program.
• FIND/ OBTAIN OWNERaccesses the owner of a set occurrence.
• FIND/ OBTAIN USING SORT KEYaccesses a record occurrence in a sorted set, using its sort-key value.
• FIND/ OBTAIN WITHIN SET/AREAaccesses a record occurrence based either on the record's logical location in a set

or on its physical location in an area.

@FIND/ @OBTAIN CALC/DUPLICATE
The @FIND/@OBTAIN CALC/DUPLICATE statement accesses a record based on the value of an element in the record
defined as a CALC-key. The requested record must be stored in the database with a location mode of CALC. Before
issuing the @FIND/@OBTAIN CALC/DUPLICATE statement, you must initialize a field in program variable storage with
the CALC-key value.

You can use the DUPLICATE option to access records with the same CALC-key value as the record that is current of
record type, provided that an @FIND/@OBTAIN CALC statement has previously accessed an occurrence of the same
record type.

You do not need to establish currency before executing a @FIND/@OBTAIN CALC statement. However, record currency
must be established by a prior @FIND/@OBTAIN CALC statement before executing a @FIND/@OBTAIN DUPLICATE
statement.

Following successful execution of an @FIND/@OBTAIN CALC/DUPLICATE statement, the accessed record becomes the
current record of run unit, its area, its record type, and all sets in which it currently participates as member or owner.

This article describes the following information:
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Syntax

 

►►─┬─ @FIND ───┬──┬─┬─ CALC ─┬──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ @OBTAIN ─┘  │ └─ ANY ──┘  │

                  └─ DUPLICATE ─┘

 ►─── REC=record-name ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,KEEP= ─┬─ SHARED ──────┬┘

              └─ EXCLUSIVE ───┘

 

Parameters

• CALC/DUPLICATE,REC=record-name
Accesses the record specified by record-name using the value of its CALC-key.

• CALC
Accesses the first or only occurrence of the designated record type whose CALC-key matches the value of the CALC
data item in program variable storage. ANY is a synonym of CALC.

• DUPLICATE
Accesses the next record with the same CALC-key value as the current record type. Use of the DUPLICATE option
requires prior selection of an occurrence of the same record type with the CALC option. If the value of the CALC-key in
variable storage is not equal to the CALC-key field of the current of record type, a status code of 0332 is returned.

• REC=record-name
Names the record being accessed. Record-name can be a register containing the name of the record or a user-
supplied value enclosed in quotation marks.

• KEEP=
Optionally places a shared or exclusive lock on the accessed record.

• SHARED
Places a shared lock on the specified record.

• EXCLUSIVE
Places an exclusive lock on the specified record.

Example

To retrieve an occurrence of the EMPLOYEE record with the @FIND/@OBTAIN CALC/DUPLICATE statement, you must
first initialize a field in program variable storage with the CALC-control element. The following statements initialize the
CALC field EMPID and retrieve an occurrence of the EMPLOYEE record:

MVC   EMPID,INEMPID

@OBTAIN CALC,REC='EMPLOYEE'

Status codes

After completion of the @FIND/@OBTAIN CALC/DUPLICATE function, the ERRSTAT field in the IDMS communications
block indicates the outcome of the operation. The following is a list of the acceptable status codes for this function and
their corresponding meaning:

• 0000
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The request has been serviced successfully.
• 0301

The area in which the named record participates has not been readied.
• 0306

A successful @FIND/@OBTAIN CALC has not yet been executed (applies to the DUPLICATE option only).
• 0308

The specified record is not in the subschema. The program has probably invoked the wrong subschema, or the record
name has been misspelled.

• 0310
The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits retrieval of the named record.

• 0318
The record has not been bound.

• 0326
The record or integrated indexing entry cannot be found, or no more duplicates exist for the named record.

• 0331
The retrieval statements format conflicts with the record's location mode.

• 0332
The value of the CALC data item in program variable storage does not equal the value of the CALC data item in the
current record (applies to the DUPLICATE option only).

• 0364
The CALC control element has not been described correctly either in the program or in the subschema.

• 0370
A database file will not open properly.

When the KEEP parameter is specified a major code of 06 will be returned if an error occurs during the KEEP processing.
The major code of 03 states that an error has occurred in the @FIND/@OBTAIN processing.

@FIND/ @OBTAIN CURRENT
The @FIND/@OBTAIN CURRENT statement accesses the record that is current of its record type, set, or area. This
form of the @FIND/@OBTAIN verb is an efficient means of establishing the proper record as current of run unit before
executing a DML verb that utilizes run-unit currency (for example, @ACCEPT, @IF, @GET, @MODIFY, or @ERASE).

Following successful execution of an @FIND/@OBTAIN CURRENT statement, the accessed record is current of run unit,
its area, its record type, and all sets in which it currently participates as member or owner.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─┬─ @FIND ───┬────── CURRENT ───────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ @OBTAIN ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ ,REC=record-name ─┤

   ├─ ,SET=set-name ────┤

   └─ ,AREA=area─name ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,KEEP= ─┬─ SHARED ──────┬┘

              └─ EXCLUSIVE ───┘
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Parameters

• @FIND/@OBTAIN CURRENT
Accesses the record occurrence that is current of run unit.

• REC=record-name/SET=set-name/AREA=area-name
Specifies that the current record of the named record type, set, or area is to be accessed.

• REC=
Accesses the record that is current of run unit.

• record-name
A register containing the record name, a user-defined variable field, or a user-supplied value enclosed in quotation
marks.

• SET=
Accesses the set that is current of run unit.

• set-name
A register containing the set name, a user-defined variable field, or a user-supplied value enclosed in quotation marks.

• AREA=
Accesses the area that is current of run unit.

• area-name
A register containing the area name, a user-defined variable field, or a user-supplied value enclosed in quotation
marks.

• KEEP=
Places a shared or exclusive lock on the accessed record.

• SHARED
Places a shared lock on the specified record.

• EXCLUSIVE
Places an exclusive lock on the specified record.

Example

The following figure illustrates the use of the @FIND/@OBTAIN CURRENT statement to establish a record as current of
run unit before that record is modified. (See @MODIFY later in this section for a complete description of the @MODIFY
verb and its use.) Enter the database on DEPARTMENT 5100 by using CALC retrieval. Then examine EMPLOYEE 466
and obtain further information from its owner OFFICE record. OFFICE 8 becomes current of run unit. Before modifying
EMPLOYEE 466, you must issue the @FIND CURRENT statement to reestablish EMPLOYEE 466 as current of run unit.
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Status Codes

After completion of the @FIND/@OBTAIN CURRENT function, the ERRSTAT field in the IDMS communications block
indicates the outcome of the operation. The following is a list of the acceptable status codes for this function and their
corresponding meaning:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 0301
The area in which the named record participates has not been readied.

• 0306
Currency has not been established for the named record, set, or area.

• 0308
The specified record is not in the subschema. The program has probably invoked the wrong subschema.

• 0310
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The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits retrieval of the named record.
• 0313

A current record of run unit has not been established or has been nullified by a previous @ERASE statement.
• 0323

The area name specified has not been included in the subschema invoked.

When the KEEP parameter is specified, a major code of 06 will be returned if an error occurs during the KEEP processing.
The major code of 03 states that an error has occurred in the @FIND/@OBTAIN processing.

@FIND/ @OBTAIN DBKEY
The @FIND/@OBTAIN DBKEY statement accesses a record occurrence directly by using a database key that has been
stored previously by the program. You can use the DML @ACCEPT verb (see @ACCEPT DBKEY FROM CURRENCY
and @ACCEPT DBKEY RELATIVE TO CURRENCY) or an Assembler assignment statement to save a db-key. In this
manner, you can directly access any record in the program's subschema regardless of its location mode.

Additionally, the DML @ACCEPT PGINFO verb (see @ACCEPT PGINFO, @ACCEPT DBKEY FROM CURRENCY,
and @ACCEPT DBKEY RELATIVE TO CURRENCY) can be used to save page information that can be used to directly
access the record from a specific page group when the Mixed Page Binds Allowed feature is used.

For more information about the Mixed Page Group Binds Allowed feature, see Administrating IDMS Database .

NOTE
-- This statement is not valid for accessing data records in a native VSAM key-sequenced data set (KSDS).

This article describes the following information:

Currency

Currency is not used to determine the location of the record specified in the @FIND/@OBTAIN DBKEY statement; the
record is identified by its db-key and, optionally, by its record name.

Following successful execution of an @FIND/@OBTAIN DBKEY statement, the accessed record becomes the current
record of run unit, its area, its record type, and all sets in which it currently participates as member or owner. The
RECNAME field of the IDMS communications block is updated with the name of the accessed record.

Syntax

 

►►─┬─ @FIND ───┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ @OBTAIN ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,KEEP= ─┬─ SHARED ────┬─┘

              └─ EXCLUSIVE ─┘

 ►─┬─ DBKEY=db-key ─┬───────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

   │                └─ ,PGINFO=pg-info ─┘ │

   └─┬───────────────────┬─ DBKEY=db-key ─┘

     └─ REC=record-name ─┘

 

Parameters

• @FIND/@OBTAIN DBKEY=db-key
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Accesses a record directly by using a db-key value contained in program variable storage.
• db-key

Identifies the location in program variable storage that contains a db-key previously saved by the program. If a record
name is specified, db-key must contain the db-key of an occurrence of the named record type. If a record name is not
specified, db-key can contain the db-key of an occurrence of any record type in the subschema. Db-key must identify a
binary fullword synchronized field; it can be a register or a user-defined variable.

• KEEP=
Places a shared or exclusive lock on the accessed record:

• SHARED
Places a shared lock on the specified record.

• EXCLUSIVE
Places an exclusive lock on the specified record.

• PGINFO=pg-info
Specifies page information that is used to determine the area with which the db-key is associated. If not specified, the
page information associated with the record that is current of rununit is used.

NOTE
Page information is only used if the subschema includes areas that have mixed page groups; otherwise, it is
ignored.

Pg-info, a four-byte field that is made up of two halfword fields, identifies the location in variable storage that contains
the page information previously saved by the program.
Page information is returned in the PGINFO field in the subschema control area if the subschema includes areas in
mixed page groups. Page information can also be returned using the @ACCEPT PGINFO, @ACCEPT DBKEY FROM
CURRENCY, and @ACCEPT DBKEY RELATIVE TO CURRENCY statements.

• REC=record-name
Optionally identifies the record type of the requested record. Record-name must identify a record that is included in the
subschema; it can be a register, a user-defined variable, or a user-supplied variable enclosed in quotes.

Example

The following @FIND statement locates an occurrence of the EMPLOYEE record whose db-key matches the value of a
field in program variable storage called SAVEDKEY.

The located record becomes current of run unit, current of the EMPLOYEE record type, current of the DEPT-EMPLOYEE,
OFFICE-EMPLOYEE, and all other sets in which it currently participates as member or owner, and current of the ORDER-
REGION area.

@FIND DBKEY=SAVEDKEY,REC='EMPLOYEE'

Status Codes

After completion of the @FIND/@OBTAIN DBKEY function, the ERRSTAT field in the IDMS communication block
indicates the outcome of the operation. The following is a list of the acceptable status codes for this function and their
corresponding meaning:

• 0000
This request has been serviced successfully.

• 0301
The area in which the named record participates has not been readied.

• 0302
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The db-key is inconsistent with the area in which the record is stored. The db-key has not been initialized properly, or
the record name is incorrect.

• 0308
The requested record is not in the subschema. The program has probably invoked the wrong subschema.

• 0310
The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits retrieval of the named record.

• 0326
The specified record cannot be found.

• 0370
A database file will not open properly.

When the KEEP parameter is specified as part of an @FIND/@OBTAIN statement, a major code of 06 will be returned if
an error occurs during the KEEP processing (see @KEEP later in this section). The major code of 03 states that an error
has occurred in the @FIND/@OBTAIN processing.

@FIND/ @OBTAIN OWNER
The @FIND/@OBTAIN OWNER statement accesses the owner record of the current set occurrence. You can use this
statement to retrieve the owner record of any set whether or not that set has been assigned owner pointers.

NOTE
-- The @FIND/@OBTAIN OWNER statement is not valid since the owner records are not defined in native
VSAM data sets.

This article describes the following information:

Currency

To execute an @FIND/@OBTAIN OWNER statement, currency must be established for the specified set.

NOTE
When a record declared as an optional or manual member of a set is retrieved, it is not established as current
of set if it is not currently connected to the named set. A subsequent attempt to retrieve the owner record will
instead locate the owner of the current record of set. In such cases, you should determine whether the retrieved
record is actually a member of the named set before issuing the @FIND/@OBTAIN OWNER statement. The
@IF statement (see @IF in this section) can be used for this purpose.

Following successful execution of an @FIND/@OBTAIN OWNER statement, the accessed record becomes the current
record of run unit, its area, its record type, and all sets in which it currently participates as member or owner. If the current
record of set is the owner record when the statement is executed, currency in the specified set remains unchanged.

Syntax

 

►►─┬─ @FIND ───┬────── OWNER ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ @OBTAIN ─┘

 ►─── ,SET=set-name ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,KEEP= ─┬─ SHARED ──────┬┘

              └─ EXCLUSIVE ───┘
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Parameters

• @FIND/@OBTAIN OWNER
Accesses the owner record of the specified set occurrence.

• SET=set-name
Names the set whose owner record is to be retrieved. Set-name must be a set included in the subschema; it can be a
register, a user-defined variable, or a user-supplied variable enclosed in quotes.

• KEEP=
Places a shared or exclusive lock on the accessed record:

• SHARED
Places a shared lock on the accessed record.

• EXCLUSIVE
Places an exclusive lock on the accessed record.

Example

The following figure provides an example of how you would use the @OBTAIN OWNER statement, in conjunction with
other @OBTAIN statements, to navigate the database and access the owner record of the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set from
the owner record occurrence of the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set.
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Status Codes

After completion of the @FIND/@OBTAIN OWNER function, the ERRSTAT field in the IDMS communications block
indicates the outcome of the operation. The following is a list of the acceptable status codes for this function and their
corresponding meaning:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 0301
The area in which the named record participates has not been readied.

• 0306
Currency has not been established for the named record, set, or area.

• 0308
The named record or the named set is not in the subschema, or the named record is not defined as a member of the
named set. The program has probably invoked the wrong subschema. or the record name has been misspelled.

• 0310
The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits retrieval of the named record.

• 0360
A record occurrence has been encountered whose record type is not a member or owner of the set as it is defined in
the subschema.

• 0370
A database file will not open properly

When the KEEP parameter is specified as part of an @FIND/@OBTAIN statement, a major code of 06 will be returned if
an error occurs during the KEEP processing (see @KEEP in this section). The major code of 03 states that an error has
occurred in the @FIND/@OBTAIN processing.

@FIND/ @OBTAIN USING SORT KEY
The @FIND/@OBTAIN USING SORT KEY statement accesses a member record in a sorted set. Sorted sets are ordered
in ascending or descending sequence based on the value of a sort-control element in each member record. The search
begins with the current of set or the owner of the current of set, and always proceeds through the set in the NEXT
direction.

Before issuing this statement, you must initialize the sort-control element in program variable storage. The selected
record occurrence will have a key value equal to the value of the sort-control element. If more than one record occurrence
contains a sort key equal to the key value in variable storage, the first such record will be selected.

This article describes the following information:

Currency

Before execution of an @FIND/@OBTAIN USING SORT KEY statement you have to establish currency for the specified
set.

Following successful execution of an @FIND/@OBTAIN USING SORT KEY statement, the accessed record becomes
current of run unit, its area, its record type, and all sets in which it currently participates as owner or member. If a member
record with the requested sort-key value is not found, the current of set is nullified but the next of set and prior of set are
maintained. The next of set is the member record with the next higher sort-key value (or next lower for descending sets)
than the requested value; the prior of set is the member record with the next lower value (or higher for descending sets)
than requested. Because these currencies are maintained, the program can walk the set to do a generic search on the
sort-key value.
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Syntax

 

►►─┬─ @FIND ───┬────┬───────────┬─ ,REC=record-name ──────────────────────────►

   └─ @OBTAIN ─┘    └─ CURRENT ─┘

 ►─── ,SET=set-name ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── USING=sort-field-name ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,KEEP= ─┬─ SHARED ──────┬┘

              └─ EXCLUSIVE ───┘

 

Parameters

• @FIND/@OBTAIN,REC=record-name,SET=set=name
Accesses the named record in a sorted set. The search begins with the owner of the current record of the specified
set. Record-name must be a record that is defined in the subschema and that participates in the specified set.

• CURRENT
Current indicates that the search begins with the currencies already established for the specified set. If the key value
for the record that is current of set is higher than the key value of the specified record (assuming ascending set order),
an error condition results.

• USING=
Specifies the sort-control element to be used in searching the sorted set.

• sort-field-name
The name of the sort-control element in the record or the name of a field in program variable storage that contains the
value of the sort-control element.

NOTE
The value coded for sort-field-name can only specify a single field name. If the sort key is composed of
multiple fields, the value coded must point to an area of contiguous storage that contains the values of the
various key components. These field values must be in the same sequence as the corresponding fields
within the set's schema definition and their data formats must match the formats of the fields within the
database record's definition.

• KEEP=
Places a shared or exclusive lock on the accessed record.

• SHARED
Places a shared lock on the specified record.

• EXCLUSIVE
Places an exclusive lock on the specified record.

Example

The following example illustrates the use of an @FIND/@OBTAIN USING SORT KEY statement. Assume that the DEPT-
EMPLOYEE set is ordered in ascending sequence, based on the value stored in EMPNAME in each EMPLOYEE record
occurrence. The @FIND statement assumes that the user has previously selected an occurrence of a DEPARTMENT
record to establish the set currency. Retrieval of an EMPLOYEE record with a name (last name, first name) equal to
IANDOLI, LUIGI is accomplished by the following statements:

MVC   EMPNAME,=CL25'IANDOLI, LUIGI'
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@FIND REC='EMPLOYEE',SET='DEPT-EMPLOYEE',USING=EMPNAME

Status Codes

After completion of the @FIND/@OBTAIN USING SORT KEY function, the ERRSTAT field in the IDMS communications
block indicates the outcome of the operation. The following is a list of the acceptable status codes for this function and
their corresponding meaning:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 0301
The area in which the named record participates has not been readied.

• 0306
Currency has not been established for the named set.

• 0308
The named record or the named set is not in the subschema, or the named record is not a member of the named set.
The program has probably invoked the wrong subschema.

• 0310
The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits retrieval of the named record.

• 0326
The record cannot be found.

• 0331
The retrieval statement format conflicts with the record's location mode.

• 0360
A record occurrence has been encountered whose record type is not a member or owner of the set as it is defined in
the subschema.

• 0361
A record cannot be found because of a broken chain in the database.

• 0370
A database file will not open properly.

When the KEEP parameter is specified as part of an @FIND/@OBTAIN statement, a major code of 06 will be returned if
an error occurs during the KEEP processing (see @KEEP in this section). The major code of 03 states that an error has
occurred in the @FIND/@OBTAIN processing.

@FIND/ @OBTAIN WITHIN SET/AREA
The @FIND/@OBTAIN WITHIN SET/AREA statement accesses records logically based on set relationships or physically
based on database location. The formats of this statement allow you serial access to each record in a set or area, or
selection of specific occurrences of a given record type in a set or area.

This article describes the following information:

Set Currency

The following rules apply to currency and the selection of member records in a set:
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• The set occurrence used as the basis for the operation is determined by the current record of the specified set. Set
currency must be established before attempting to access records in a set.

• The next or prior record in a set is the subsequent or previous record, respectively, relative to the current record of the
named set in the logical order of the set. The prior record in a set can be retrieved only if the set has been assigned
prior pointers.

• The first or last record in a set is the first or last member occurrence in terms of the logical order of the set. The record
selected is the same as would be selected if the current of set were the owner record and the next or prior record had
been requested. The last record in a set can be retrieved only if the set has prior pointers.

• The nth occurrence of a record in a set can be retrieved by specifying a sequence number that identifies the position of
the record in the set. IDMS/DB begins its search with the owner of the current of set for the specified set and continues
until it locates the nth record or encounters an end-of-set condition. If the specified sequence number is negative, the
search proceeds in the prior direction in the set. Note, however, that prior pointers are required to exercise this option.

• When an end-of-set condition occurs, the owner record occurrence of the set becomes the current record of run unit,
current of its record type, current of its area, and current of only the set involved in this operation. Currency of other
sets in which the specified record participates as owner or member remains unaffected.

NOTE
If @OBTAIN has been specified, the contents of the owner record are not moved to program variable storage
(@OBTAIN under these circumstances is treated as an @FIND).

NOTE
(Native VSAM users): When an end-of-set condition occurs, all currencies remain the same.

Area Currency

The following rules apply to currency and the selection of records in an area:

• The first record occurrence in an area is the one with the lowest db-key; the last record is the one with the highest db-
key.

• The next record in an area is the one with the next higher db-key relative to the current record of the named area; the
prior record is the one with the next lower db-key relative to the current of area.

• The first, last, or nth occurrence of a record in an area must be retrieved to establish correct starting position before
next or prior records are requested.

Following successful execution of an @FIND/@OBTAIN WITHIN SET/AREA statement, the accessed record becomes
the current record of run unit, its area, its record type, and all sets in which it currently participates as member or owner.

Syntax

►►─┬─ @FIND ───┬─┬─ NEXT ──┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ @OBTAIN ─┘ ├─ PRIOR ─┤

                 ├─ FIRST ─┤

                 ├─ LAST ──┤

                 └─ NTH ───┘

 ►─┬─ ,SET=set-name ───┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,AREA=area-name ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,REC=record-name ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,OCCUR=sequence ─┘
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 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,KEEP= ─┬─ SHARED ──────┬┘

              └─ EXCLUSIVE ───┘

Parameters

• NEXT/PRIOR/FIRST/LAST/NTH
Accesses a record based on its location in a set or area.

• NEXT
Accesses the next record in the specified set or area relative to the current record of the set or area.

• PRIOR
Accesses the prior record in the specified set or area relative to the current record of the set or area. The specified set
must have prior pointers.

• FIRST
Accesses the first record in the specified set or area.

• LAST
Accesses the last record in the specified set or area. The specified set must have prior pointers.

• NTH
Accesses the nth record in the specified set or area. NTH requires the use of the OCCUR parameter (see below) to
specify which record is to be accessed.

NOTE
-- FIRST, LAST, and NTH options are not allowed for a native VSAM KSDS with spanned records.

• SET=set-name/AREA=area-name
Specifies the set or area to be searched.

• SET=set-name
Specifies the name of the set that contains the record to be accessed. Set-name must identify an set included in the
subschema.

• AREA=area-name
Specifies the name of the area that contains the record to be accessed. Area-name must identify an area included in
the subschema.

• REC=
Specifies that in a set or area, only occurrences of the named record type will be accessed.

• record-name
Must be defined as a member of the specified set or contained in the specified area.

• OCCUR=
Identifies the position of the record in the set (that is, the numeric occurrence that is associated with the keyword NTH).

• sequence
Must specify a positive or negative number that is stored in a numerical field used by IDMS/DB in searching for the nth
record occurrence. If sequence specifies a negative number, the specified set must have prior pointers.

• KEEP=
Places a shared or exclusive lock on the accessed record.

• SHARED
Places a shared lock on the specified record.

• EXCLUSIVE
Places an exclusive lock on the specified record.

Example

The following example illustrates the retrieval of records in an occurrence of the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set. The @FIND
CALC statement establishes currency in the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set. Member EMPLOYEE records are then retrieved by
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a series of OBTAIN WITHIN SET statements. Note that when EMPLOYEE 106 is retrieved, the end of the set is reached
and the next OBTAIN statement positions the program on the owner of the set, DEPARTMENT 2000.

The following figure illustrates special considerations relating to the retrieval of records in an area that contains multiple
record types. In this example, the user wishes to sweep the EMP-DEMO-REGION area, retrieving sequentially each
EMPLOYEE record and all records in the associated EMP-EXPERTISE set. The first command retrieves EMPLOYEE
119. Subsequent @OBTAIN WITHIN SET statements retrieve the associated EXPERTISE records and establish
currency on EXPERTISE 03. The @FIND DBKEY statement is used to reestablish the proper position before retrieving
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EMPLOYEE 48. Note that if @FIND DBKEY for the employee record is not specified, an attempt to retrieve the next
EMPLOYEE record in the area would return EMPLOYEE 23.

Status Codes

After completion of the @FIND/@OBTAIN WITHIN SET/AREA function, the ERRSTAT field in the IDMS communications
block indicates the outcome of the operation. The following is a list of the acceptable status codes for this function and
their corresponding meaning:

• 0000
This request has been serviced successfully.

• 0301
The area in which the named record participates has not been readied.

• 0304
A sequence number of zero or a variable field that contains a value of zero was specified for the named record.

• 0306
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Currency has not been established for the named record, set, or area.
• 0307

The end of the set or area has been reached, or the set is empty.
• 0308

Either the named record or the named set is not in the subschema, or the named record is not defined as a member of
the named set. The program has probably invoked the wrong subschema, or has misspelled the record or set name.

• 0310
The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits retrieval of the named record.

• 0323
The area name specified has not been included in the subschema invoked, the record name specified has not been
defined in the named area, or the area name has been misspelled.

• 0326
The record cannot be found.

• 0360
A record occurrence has been encountered whose record type is not a member or owner of the set as it is defined in
the subschema.

• 0361
The record cannot be stored because of broken chains in the database.

• 0370
A database file will not open properly.

When the KEEP parameter is specified as part of the @FIND/@OBTAIN statement a major code of 06 will be returned if
an error occurs during the KEEP processing (see @KEEP in this section). The major code of 03 states that an error has
occurred in the @FIND/@OBTAIN processing.

@FINISH -- commits changes to database and terminates run unit
The @FINISH statement commits changes made to the database through an individual run unit and terminates the run
unit. No further DML retrieval or modification statements can be executed until the appropriate BINDs have been issued
and the necessary areas have been readied again.

If the run unit is sharing its transaction with another database session, the run unit's changes may not be committed at the
time the @FINISH statement is executed.

NOTE
For more information about the impact of transaction sharing, see the Navigational DML Programming
Reference  reference section.

Currency

Following the successful execution of an @FINISH, all currencies are set to null. You cannot perform database access
activities until you issue an @BIND/@READY sequence.

Syntax

►►─── @FINISH ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Status Codes

The only acceptable status code returned for an @FINISH function is 0000.
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#FINISH -- commits changes to the database
The #FINISH statement commits changes made to the database through an individual run unit or through all database
sessions associated with a task. A task-level finish also commits all changes made in conjunction with scratch, queue, and
print activity.

If the finish applies to an individual run unit and the run unit is sharing its transaction with another database session, the
run unit's changes may not be committed at the time the #FINISH statement is executed.

NOTE
For more information about the impact of transaction sharing, see the Navigational DML Programming
Referencesection.

Run units (and SQL sessions) impacted by the #FINISH statement end, and their access to the database is terminated.

The #FINISH statement is used in both the navigational and logical record facility environments. The #FINISH TASK
statement is also used in an SQL programming environment.

This article describes the following information:

Currency

Following the successful execution of a #FINISH request, all currencies are set to null and the issuing task cannot perform
database access through an impacted run unit without executing an @BIND/@READY sequence.

Syntax

►►──┬─────────┬─ #FINISH ─┬────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

    └─ label ─┘           └─ TASK ─┘

Parameters

TASK
Commits the changes made by all scratch, queue, and print activity and all top-level run units associated with the current
task. Its impact on SQL sessions associated with the task depends on whether those sessions are suspended and
whether their transactions are eligible to be shared.

For more information about the impact of a #FINISH TASK statement on SQL sessions, see the SQL Programming
section. 

For more information about run units and the impact of #FINISH TASK, see the Navigational DML Programming section.

Status Codes

After completion of the #FINISH statement, the value in register 15 indicates the outcome of the operation. The following
is a list of the Register 15 values and the corresponding meaning:

• X'00'
The request has been serviced successfully.

• X'08'
The request cannot be serviced due to an invalid request.

• X'14'
The request cannot be serviced because the transaction was backed out.

• X'0C'
The request cannot be serviced because an internal error was detected. Check the DC/UCF log file for details.
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#FREESTG -- requests that the system release variable storage
The #FREESTG statement requests that the system release all or a part of a block of variable storage. The storage to be
released may have been acquired with a #GETSTG request in the issuing task or by another task running on the same
terminal as the issuing task. A partial release is valid only for user storage; shared storage must be freed in its entirety.

The #FREESTG request is unconditional; any runtime error will result in an abend of the issuing task.

This article describes the following information:

#FREESTG Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─── #FREESTG ─┬─ ADDR=storage-address ─┬────────────────────────────────────►

                └─ STGID=storage-id ─────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,NEWLEN=newlength ─┘

 

#FREESTG Parameters

ADDR=storage-address/STGID=storage-id

Specifies the storage area to be released. One of these options must be specified.

storage-address

Specifies the address of the storage area to be released. Storage-address is a register or the symbolic name of a fullword
user-defined field that contains the storage area address.

storage-id

Specifies the 4-byte identifier of the variable storage area to be released. Storage-id is a register that contains the ID, the
symbolic name of a user-defined field aligned on a fullword boundary that contains the ID, or the ID literal enclosed in
quotation marks.

NEWLEN=

Specifies the number of bytes to be retained in the storage pool, indicating a partial storage release (release of only part
of the area originally allocated).

new-length

A register that contains the number of bytes, the symbolic name of a user-defined halfword or fullword field that contains
the number of bytes, or an absolute expression.

When a release is partial, the low-address portion of storage will be retained and the high-address portion released.

#FREESTG Status Codes

The #FREESTG request is unconditional; any runtime error will result in an abend of the issuing task.
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#FREESTG Example

The following example illustrates the use of the #FREESTG statement to release part of the user storage area that is
identified by the value in register 7. The number of bytes to remain in the storage area is specified in the variable field
SPACE1.

#FREESTG STGID=(R7),NEWLEN=SPACE1

@GET -- transfers the contents of an accessed record occurrence
The @GET statement transfers the contents of an accessed record occurrence into program variable storage. Elements
in the accessed record are moved to their respective locations in variable storage according to the subschema view of the
record. The transferred elements will appear in storage at the location to which the record has been bound. (For further
details, see @BIND REC in this section.)

This article describes the following information:

Currency

The @GET statement operates only on the record that is current of run unit.

Following successful execution of an @GET statement, the accessed record is current of run unit, its area, its record type,
and all sets in which it participates as owner or member.

Syntax

 

►►─── @GET ──┬───────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

             └─ REC=record-name ─┘

 

Parameters

REC=record-name

Retrieves the record that is current of run unit. If the optional REC=record-name clause is used, the current of run unit
must be an occurrence of the named record type.

Status Codes

After completion of the @GET function, the ERRSTAT field in the IDMS communications block indicates the outcome of
the operation. The following is a list of the acceptable status codes for this function and their corresponding meaning:

• 0000 
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 0508 
The requested record is not in the subschema. The program has probably invoked the wrong subschema or the record
name is misspelled.

• 0510 
The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits retrieval of the named record.

• 0513 
A current record of run unit has not been established or has been nullified by a previous @ERASE statement.

• 0518 
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The record has not been bound.
• 0520 

The current record is not the same type as the named record.
• 0526 

The requested record has been erased.
• 0555 

An invalid length has been returned for a variable-length field.

Example

The following statement moves the EMPLOYEE record that is current of run unit into program variable storage:

@GET REC='EMPLOYEE'

#GETIME -- gets time and date from the operating system
The #GETIME statement obtains the time and date from the operating system. The system time is returned to the issuing
task in binary absolute, binary formatted, packed decimal, or edited format, as specified by the task. The date is returned
to the program in the format of a packed decimal.

After completion of the #GETIME request, a user-defined register and register 1 contain the following time and date
information:

• Register n specifies system time (if requested in binary formatted or binary absolute format) or the address of a field
that contains the system time (if requested in packed or edited format). The register number (n) is assigned by the
FORMAT parameter; if not specified, the default is register 0.

NOTE
The return-time location can be defined by the FORMAT parameter as a variable field name rather than a
register number. In this instance, register 0 still contains the time value or return-time address, as described
above.

• Register 1 contains the Julian date in packed format: 0yyydddc (padded zero, current year relative to 1900, days
in year, sign). For example, 0099365C would represent December 31, 1999. 0100001C would represent January 1,
2000.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─── #GETIME FORMAT= ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── ( ─┬─ BINABS ─┬─ , ─┬──(0) ◄ ───────────────┬─ ) ───────────────────────►◄

         ├─ BINFMT ─┤     └─ return-time-pointer ─┘

         ├─ PACK ───┤

         └─ EDIT ───┘
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Parameters

FORMAT=

Specifies how and where the time is returned by the operating system.

BINABS/BINFMT/PACK/EDIT

Specifies the format of the time which is returned. The returned value indicates the elapsed time since midnight.

BINABS

(Binary absolute) (default); returns time as a fullword binary integer representing elapsed time since midnight in intervals
of ten-thousandths of a second.

NOTE
BINABS returns the most precise time.

BINFMT

(Binary formatted); returns time as a fullword binary value which, when translated to decimal form, is formatted
as: hhmmsstttt (hours, minutes, seconds, and ten-thousandths seconds).

PACK

(Packed); returns time as a 6-byte packed decimal value, which is formatted as: 0hhmmssttttc (hours, minutes, seconds,
ten-thousandths seconds, and sign).

EDIT

(Edited); returns time as an 11-byte edited value, which is formatted as: hh:mm:ss:hh (hours, minutes, seconds, and
hundredths seconds).

(0)/return-time

Specifies the location to which the time is returned.

(0)

(Default); is the register that contains the time or points to a field that contains the time.

return-time

A register that contains the time (FORMAT is BINABS or BINFMT), a register that points to the time (FORMAT is PACK or
EDIT), or the symbolic name of a user-defined field (FORMAT is BINABS, BINFMT, PACK, or EDIT). The required size of
the field is depends on the format requested.

Status Codes

The #GETIME request is unconditional. Any runtime error results in an abend of the issuing task.

Example

The following example of the #GETIME statement obtains the time from the operating system into the variable field
TIMECK and the Julian date is returned in register 1. The time is in an 11-byte edited format; the Julian date is in the
format of a packed decimal.

#GETIME FORMAT=(EDIT,TIMECK)
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#GETQUE -- retrieves a queue record
The #GETQUE statement retrieves a queue record, places it in a storage area associated with the issuing program and
optionally deletes it from the queue. If the queue record is larger than the designated storage area, the record is truncated
as necessary.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─── #GETQUE RECORD=return-queue-data-location-pointer ──────────────────────►

 ►─── ,RECLEN= ─┬─ queue-data-max-length ─┬───────────────────────────────────►

                └─ queue-data-length ─────┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PLIST= ─┬─ SYSPLIST ◄ ───────────────────┬┘

               └─ parameter-value-list-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,QUEID=queue-id-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

   └─ ,LOC= ─┬─ Next ◄ ──────────────────────────┬┘

             ├─ First ───────────────────────────┤

             ├─ Last ────────────────────────────┤

             ├─ Prior ───────────────────────────┤

             ├─ (NTH, sequence-pointer) ─────────┤

             └─ (QRID, queue-record-id-pointer) ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,DISP= ─┬─ DELETE ◄ ────┬┘

              └─ KEEP ────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,RTNQRID= ─┬─ (1) ◄ ──────────────────┬┘

                 └─ return-queue-record-id ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   │                ┌────────────────┐    │

   └─ ,OPTION= ──(──▼─┬┬─ LOCK ◄ ─┬─┬┴─)──┘

                      │└─ NOLOCK ─┘ │

                      └┬─ NOWAIT ◄ ┬┘

                       └─ WAIT ────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,COND= ─┬── NO ◄ ───────────┬┘

              ├── ALL ────────────┤
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              │   ┌─── , ─────┐   │

              └─(─▼─┬─ NQID ─┬┴─)─┘

                    ├─ NRID ─┤

                    ├─ INVP ─┤

                    └─ IOER ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,NQIDXIT=no-queue-id-label ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,NRIDXIT=no-queue-record-id-label ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,IOERXIT=i/o-error-label ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,INVPXIT=invalid-parameter-list-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,ERROR=error-label ─┘

 

Parameters

RECORD=

Specifies the location to which the system will return the requested queue record.

return-queue-data-location-pointer

A register that points to the area or the symbolic name of the area.

RECLEN=

Specifies the length of the area defined by the RECORD parameter and, if provided in the form of a user-defined variable
field name, assigns an area into which the system will place the actual length of the retrieved queue record.

queue-data-max-length

Specifies the length of the data area associated with the requested queue record. It is a register that contains the length or
an absolute expression.

queue-data-length

A symbolic user-defined field, specifies a two-fullword area that is subdivided into two fullwords. The first fullword contains
the length of the data area associated with the requested queue record. The system returns the actual length of the
retrieved queue record to the second fullword. If the record length is provided in register notation or as an absolute
expression, a two-fullword area as defined by queue- data-length will be built dynamically at runtime in the sixth and
seventh fullwords of the parameter list.

PLIST=

Specifies the location of the seven-fullword storage area in which the system will build the #GETQUE parameter list.

SYSPLIST

(Default); is the symbolic name of the storage area in which the system F builds the #GETQUE parameter list.

parameter-value-list-pointer
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A register that points to the area or the symbolic name of the area.

QUEID=

Specifies the 1- to 16-character ID of the queue associated with the record to be retrieved.

queue-id-pointer

A register that points to a field that contains the ID, the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the ID, or the
ID literal enclosed in quotation marks. If the queue ID is not specified, a null queue ID (16 blanks) is assumed.

LOC=

Specifies the queue record to be retrieved:

NEXT

(Default); retrieves the next record in the queue. If currency in the queue has not been established, NEXT is equivalent to
FIRST.

FIRST

Retrieves the first record in the queue.

LAST

Retrieves the last record in the queue.

PRIOR

Retrieves the prior record in the queue. If currency in the queue has not been established, PRIOR is equivalent to LAST.

(NTH,sequence)

Retrieves the nth record in the queue as defined by sequence. Sequence is a register that points to a field that contains
the record sequence number (n), the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the number, or an absolute
expression. (Within each queue, records are assigned numbers beginning with 1, not 0.)

(QRID,queue-record-id)

Retrieves the record identified by queue-record-id. Queue-record-id is a register that points to a field that contains the
queue record id, the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the id, or an absolute expression.

DISP=

Specifies the disposition of the queue record after it is passed to the requesting program.

DELETE

(Default); deletes the record from the queue. If DELETE is specified and the record is truncated, some data may be lost.

KEEP

Keeps the record in the queue.

RTNQRID=

Specifies the location in the program to which the system will return the system-assigned ID of the retrieved queue record.
The returned ID can be saved and used to retrieve or delete the queue record.

(1)

(Default); the register to which the system will return the queue record ID.

return-queue-record-id

A register or the symbolic name of a fullword user-defined field to which the system will return the queue record ID.
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OPTION=

Specifies whether to retain a lock on the current queue record and whether the issuing task suspends execution if the
requested record cannot be accessed in the queue:

LOCK/NOLOCK

These parameters have been non-functional since IDMS Release 12.0. They are included as parameters for release
compatibility. Queue record locking is performed as part of the standard database locking routines since IDMS Release
12.0.

NOWAIT

Continues task execution in the event of a nonexistent queue. The system returns a value of X'0C' to register 15 in the
event that the requested queue does not currently exist.

WAIT

Suspends task execution until the requested queue exists.

COND=

Specifies whether the #GETQUE is conditional and under what conditions control should be returned to the issuing
program:

NO

(Default); specifies that the request is not conditional.

ALL

Specifies that the request is conditional. Control is returned if the request cannot be serviced for any of the reasons listed
below.

condition

Specifies conditions under which the system returns control to the program. Multiple conditions must be enclosed in
parentheses and separated by commas.

NQID

The queue ID cannot be found.

NRID

The queue record cannot be found.

IOER

An I/O error occurs while processing the request.

INVP

The parameter list built for the #GETQUE is invalid. A list of conditions must be enclosed in parentheses. If multiple
conditions are specified, each is separated from the previous one by a comma.

NQIDXIT=no-queue-id-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if the #GETQUE request cannot be
serviced because the header record identified by the QUEID parameter cannot be found.

NRIDXIT=no-queue-record-id-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if the #GETQUE request cannot be
serviced because the queue record ID cannot be found.

IOERXIT=i/o-error-label
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Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if the #GETQUE parameter cannot be
serviced because of an I/O error.

INVPXIT=invalid-parameter-list-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if the #GETQUE cannot be serviced
because of an invalid parameter in the parameter list.

ERROR=error-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if a condition specified in the COND
parameter occurs for which no other exit routine was coded.

Status Codes

By default, the #GETQUE request is unconditional; any runtime error will result in an abend of the issuing task. The
issuing program can request return of control with the COND parameter to avoid an abend.

After completion of the #GETQUE function, the value in register 15 indicates the outcome of the operation. The following
is a list of the Register 15 values and the corresponding meaning:

• X'00' 
The request has been serviced successfully.

• X'04' 
The request cannot be serviced due to an invalid parameter list.

• X'08' 
The request cannot be serviced because the requested queue header record (identified by QUEID) cannot be found.

• X'0C' 
The request cannot be serviced because the requested queue record cannot be found.

• X'18' 
The program storage area specified for return of the queue record is too small; the returned record has been truncated
to fit the available storage.

• X'1C' 
A database error occurred during queue processing. A common cause is a DBKEY deadlock. For a PUT QUEUE
operation, this code can also mean that the queue upper limit has been reached.
If a database error has occurred, there are usually other messages in the IDMS/DC/UCF log indicating a problem
encountered in RHDCRUAL, the internal Run Unit Manager. If a deadlock has occurred, messages DC001000 and
DC001002 are also produced.

If an I/O error occurs while processing a #GETQUE request, the system will return the address of the IDMS
communications block to register 1. If no error occurs during processing, a user-defined register, as assigned by the
RTNQRID parameter, will contain the queue record ID (QRID) of the retrieved queue record.

Example

The example of the #GETQUE statement shown below performs the following functions:
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• Specifies location QREC5 as the area in program variable storage to receive the requested queue record
• Specifies the length of area QREC5 in register 6
• Uses the default location to build the parameter list, SYSPLIST
• Specifies that register 7 will hold the address of the field that contains the ID of the queue associated with the record to

be retrieved
• Specifies the next record (in regard to queue currency) in the queue as the record to be retrieved
• Specifies that the record will not be deleted from the queue after it has been passed to the requesting program
• Uses the register 1 default to receive the system-assigned ID of the retrieved scratch record
• Specifies the WAIT option to suspend task execution until the requested queue record is available
• Specifies that this request is not conditional; any runtime error will result in an abend of the issuing task

#GETQUE RECORD=QREC5,RECLEN=(6),QUEID=(7),LOC=NEXT,DISP=KEEP,OPTION=WAIT,COND=NO

#GETSCR -- retrieves a scratch record
The #GETSCR statement retrieves a scratch record and places it in a storage area associated with the issuing program.
The storage area must already be allocated to the requesting task; no implicit #GETSTG function is performed during
the #GETSCR operation. If the scratch record is larger than the designated storage area, the record is truncated as
necessary.

By default, the #GETSCR request is unconditional; any runtime error will result in an abend of the issuing task. The
issuing program can request return of control with the COND parameter to avoid an abend.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─── #GETSCR RECORD=return-scratch-data-location-pointer ────────────────────►

 ►─── ,RECLEN= ─┬── scratch-data-max-length ──┬───────────────────────────────►

                └─  scratch-data-length ──────┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PLIST= ─┬─ SYSPLIST ◄ ───────────────────┬┘

               └─ parameter-value-list-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,SAID=scratch-area-id-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,LOC= ─┬─ Next ◄ ───────────────────┬┘

             ├─ First ────────────────────┤

             ├─ Last ─────────────────────┤

             ├─ Current ──────────────────┤

             ├─ Prior ────────────────────┤

             └─ (SRID,scratch-record-id) ─┘
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 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,DISP= ─┬─ DELETE ◄ ┬┘

              └─ KEEP ────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,RTNSRID= ─┬─ (1) ◄ ────────────────────┬┘

                 └─ return-scratch-record-id ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,COND= ─┬── NO ◄ ───────────┬┘

              ├── ALL ────────────┤

              │   ┌─── , ─────┐   │

              └─(─▼─┬─ NAID ─┬┴─)─┘

                    ├─ NRID ─┤

                    ├─ IOER ─┤

                    └─ INVP ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,NAIDXIT=no-scratch-area-id-label ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,NRIDXIT=no-scratch-record-id-label ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,IOERXIT=i/o-error-label  ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,INVPXIT=invalid-parameter-list-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,ERROR=error-label ─┘

 

Parameters

RECORD=

Specifies the location to which the system will return the scratch record.

record-scratch-data-location-pointer

A register that points to the variable storage area or the user-defined symbolic name of the area.

RECLEN=

Specifies the length of the area defined by the RECORD parameter and, if provided in the form of a user-defined variable
field, assigns an area into which the system will place the actual length of the returned data.

scratch-data-max-length

Specifies the length of the data area associated with the requested scratch record. It is a register that contains the length
or an absolute expression.

scratch-data-length

A symbolic user-defined field, specifies an area which is subdivided into two fullwords. The first fullword contains the
length of the data area associated with the requested scratch record. The system returns the actual length of the
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requested scratch record to the second. If the record has been scratch-data-length will contain the length of the scratch
record. If the record length is provided in register notation or as an absolute expression, an area composed of two
fullwords, as defined by scratch-data-length, will be built dynamically at runtime in the sixth and seventh fullwords of the
parameter list.

PLIST=

Specifies the location of the seven-fullword storage area in which the system will build the #GETSCR parameter list.

SYSPLIST

(Default); is the symbolic name of the storage area in which the system will build the #GETSCR parameter list.

parameter-list-pointer

A register that points to the area in which the system will build the #GETSCR parameter list or the symbolic name of that
area.

SAID=

Specifies the 1- to 8-character ID of the scratch area associated with the record being retrieved.

scratch-area-id-pointer

A register that points to a field that contains the id, the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the ID, or the ID
literal enclosed in quotation marks. If the SAID parameter is not specified, a null scratch area ID of 8 blanks is assumed.

LOC=

Specifies the scratch record to be retrieved.

NEXT

(Default); retrieves the next record in the scratch area.

FIRST

Retrieves the first record in the scratch area. (Records are always stored in ascending order by scratch record id.)

LAST

Retrieves the last record in the scratch area.

CURRENT

Retrieves the current record; that is, that record most recently referenced by another scratch function.

PRIOR

Retrieves the prior record in the scratch area. If currency in the scratch area has not been established, PRIOR is
equivalent to LAST.

(SRID,scratch-record-id)

Retrieves the scratch record identified by scratch-record-id. Scratch-record-id is a register that points to the 4-byte scratch
record id, the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the id, or an absolute expression of the id.

DISP=

Specifies whether the scratch record is to be kept after it is passed to the requesting program.

DELETE

(Default); deletes the record from the scratch area. If DELETE is specified and the record has been truncated, some
data may be lost. To maintain currency following a DELETE request, the system saves the next and prior pointers of the
deleted record.
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KEEP

Keeps the record in the scratch area.

RTNSRID=

Specifies the location to which the system will return the scratch record ID of the retrieved record.

(1)

(Default); is the register into which the system will place the ID of the scratch record.

return-scratch-record-id

A register or the symbolic name of a fullword user-defined field to which the system will return the ID of the retrieved
scratch record.

COND=

Specifies whether this #GETSCR is conditional and under what conditions control should be returned to the issuing
program:

NO

(Default); specifies that the request is not conditional.

ALL

Specifies that the request is conditional. Control is returned if the request cannot be serviced for any of the reasons listed
below.

condition

Specifies conditions under which the system returns control to the issuing task. Multiple conditions must be included in
parentheses and separated by commas.

NAID

The scratch area ID cannot be found.

NRID

The scratch record ID cannot be found.

IOER

An I/O error occurs while processing the retrieval.

INVP

The parameter list built for the #GETSCR is invalid.

NAIDXIT=no-scratch-area-id-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if the #GETSCR cannot be serviced
because the scratch area ID cannot be found.

NRIDXIT=no-scratch-record-id-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if the #GETSCR cannot be serviced
because the scratch area record ID cannot be found.

IOERXIT=i/o-error-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if the #GETSCR cannot be serviced
because of an I/O error.

INVPXIT=invalid-parameter-list-label
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Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if the #GETSCR request cannot be
serviced because of an invalid parameter in the parameter list.

ERROR=error-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if a condition specified in the COND
parameter occurs for which no other exit routine was coded.

Status Codes

After completion of the #GETSCR function, the value in register 15 indicates the outcome of the operation.

• X'00'
The request has been serviced successfully

• X'04'
The request cannot be serviced due to an invalid parameter list.

• X'08'
The request cannot be serviced because the requested scratch area ID (SAID) cannot be found

• X'0C'
The request cannot be serviced because the requested scratch record ID (SRID) cannot be found in the named SAID.

• X'18'
The request cannot be serviced because the program storage area specified for return of the scratch record is too
small; the returned record has been truncated to fit the available space.

• X'1C'
The request cannot be serviced due to an I/O error during processing.

If an I/O error occurs while processing a #GETSCR request, the system will return the address of the IDMS
communications block to register 1. If no error occurs during processing, a user-defined register, assigned by the
RTNSRID parameter, will contain the scratch record ID of the obtained record.

Example

The example of the #GETSCR statement shown below performs the following functions:

• Specifies location SREC5 as the area in program variable storage to receive the requested scratch record.
• Specifies the length of area SREC5 in user-defined field SCRLENG.
• Uses the default location to build the parameter list, SYSPLIST.
• Specifies the literal SCR3 as the ID of the scratch area associated with the record to be retrieved.
• Specifies the first record in the scratch area as the record to be retrieved.
• Specifies that the record will be deleted from the scratch area after it has been passed to the requesting program.
• Specifies that register 4 will receive the system-assigned ID of the retrieved scratch record.
• Specifies that this request is conditional. If the scratch record id cannot be found control will be returned to the routine

labeled NORECRTN.

#GETSCR RECORD=SREC5,RECLEN=SCRLENG,SAID='SCR3',LOC=FIRST,DISP=DELETE,COND=NRID,NRIDXIT=NORECRTN

#GETSTG -- acquires variable storage from a storage pool
The #GETSTG statement acquires variable storage from a storage pool or obtains the address of a previously acquired
storage area. Once acquired, the storage is available for use:

• By the issuing task only (user storage)
• By subsequent tasks running on the same logical terminal (user-kept storage)
• By all tasks in the system (shared or shared-kept storage)
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Storage availability is governed by #GETSTG parameter specifications. The value stored in a user-defined register
assigned by the ADDR parameter contains the address of acquired storage.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax
  

 ►►─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 

 ►─── #GETSTG TYPE= ( ─┬─ USER ───┬─ , ─┬─ LONG ──┬──┬─────────┬─ ) ──────────►

                       └─ SHARED ─┘     └─ SHORT ─┘  └─ ,KEEP ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PLIST= ─┬─ SYSPLIST ◄ ───────────────────┬┘

               └─ parameter-value-list-pointer ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,LEN=storage-length ─┘

  

  ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,INIT=initial-value ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,ADDR= ─┬─ (1) ◄ ───────────┬┘

              └─ storage-address ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,STGID=storage-id ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,LOC= ─┬─ ANY ◄ ──┬┘

             ├─ BELOW ──┤

             └─ XA ─────┘

  

  ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,COND= ─┬── NO ◄ ───────────┬┘

              ├── ALL ────────────┤

              │   ┌─── , ─────┐   │

              └─(─▼─┬─ NOST ─┬┴─)─┘

                    ├─ INVP ─┤

                    ├─ DEAD ─┤

                    └─ XAST ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,NOSTXIT=insufficient-storage-label ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,INVPXIT=invalid-parameter-list-label ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,DEADXIT=deadlock-label ─┘
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  ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

   └─ ,XASTXIT=extended-addressing-storage-label ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,NWSTXIT=new-storage-label ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,ERROR=error-label ─┘

  

 

Parameters

TYPE=

Required for all requests for storage, specifies three subparameters. Specified subparameters must be enclosed in
parentheses.

USER/SHARED

Specifies whether access to the storage is to be restricted to the issuing task or is to be available to all tasks in the
system.

USER

Specifies that access to the storage area is to be restricted to the issuing task or, if KEEP is specified, to subsequent tasks
executing on the same terminal.

Note: During system generation, a program defined with the NOPROTECT option can access any storage area in the
system, including an area associated exclusively with another task. Thus, the USER attribute may not protect the storage
area being acquired. However, storage areas can be protected on a system-wide or program-by-program basis during
system generation and by the modes specified when storage is allocated.

SHARED

Specifies that any task in the DC/UCF system can access and modify the acquired storage. Each task must establish
addressability to the storage area by explicitly issuing a #GETSTG request.

LONG/SHORT

Specifies whether the system should allocate the storage from the bottom or the top of the storage pool.

LONG

Specifies that storage, used long-term, is allocated from the bottom of the storage pool.

SHORT

Specifies that storage, used short-term, is allocated from the top of the storage pool. An incorrect LONG/SHORT
specification will not affect normal program execution; however, it may affect the overall performance of the DC/UCF
system.

Note: For more information about the use of the LONG/SHORT option, see the "Navigational DML Programming
Reference" section.

KEEP

Optionally specifies whether the storage area will be used by subsequent tasks executing on the same logical terminal.
When KEEP is specified, the storage area can be accessed by subsequent tasks; otherwise the storage area cannot be
accessed by subsequent tasks.
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Note: For more information about the KEEP parameter, see the "IDMS Navigational DML Programming Reference"
section.

PLIST=

Specifies whether the six-fullword #GETSTG parameter list will be built inline or in a variable storage area and, if built in a
variable storage area, identifies the location of that area.

SYSPLIST

(Default); builds the list in a variable storage area identified by the symbolic name SYSPLIST.

*

Builds the list inline. The generated parameter list will be reentrant; that is, no generated code will modify it. If PLIST=* is
specified, other parameters of the #GETSTG statement cannot be identified with register notation.

parameter-list

Builds the list in a variable storage area associated with the task. Parameter-list is a register which points to the area or
the symbolic name of that area.

LEN=

Specifies the size, in bytes, of a new storage area.

storage-length

A register or the symbolic name of a user-defined halfword or fullword field that contains the number of bytes, or an
absolute expression.

Note: If the parameter list is being generated inline (PLIST=*), the LEN parameter must specify the symbolic name of a
fullword field or an absolute expression; register notation and a halfword variable field name are invalid.

INIT=

Specifies an initial value for a new storage area.

initial-value

An absolute expression of the initial value. Each byte of the acquired storage area is initialized to the specified value.

ADDR=

Specifies the address of the acquired or previously acquired storage:

(1)

(Default); is a register or the symbolic name of a fullword user-defined field to which the system will return the address of
the acquired storage.

storage-address

A register or the symbolic name of a fullword user-defined field to which the system returns the address of the acquired
storage.

STGID=

Specifies the 4-character ID associated with the storage area. The STGID parameter must be specified with #GETSTG
requests for previously allocated storage areas or areas to be reallocated.

storage-id

A register that contains the id, the symbolic name of a 4-byte user-defined field which is aligned on a fullword boundary
and contains the ID, or the ID literal enclosed in single quotation marks.
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Note: If the parameter list is being generated inline, the STGID parameter must specify the symbolic name of a variable
field or a literal enclosed in quotation marks; register notation is invalid. When using the STGID option to request the
address of an existing storage area, the #GETSTG statement must specify the same USER/SHARED option as the
original #GETSTG request issued by the task to acquire the area.

Note: All storage ids owned by a task must be unique. While more than one variable storage area with the same storage
ID can exist (for example, one shared and the other user) only one such area can be owned by a task at a time.

LOC=

Indicates where the system allocates storage.

ANY

(Default); indicates that storage can be allocated anywhere in the region.

BELOW

Requests that the system allocate storage below the 16-megabyte line.

XA

Requests that the system allocate storage above the 16-megabyte line. This option is ignored if the system has no XA
storage pools defined or if it is not XA-enabled.

COND=

Specifies whether this #GETSTG statement is conditional and under what condition control should be returned to the
issuing program:

NO

(Default); specifies that the request is not conditional.

ALL

Specifies that the request is conditional. Control is returned if the request cannot be serviced for any of the reasons listed
below.

condition

Specifies conditions under which the system returns control to the issuing task. Multiple conditions must be enclosed in
parentheses and separated by commas.

NOST

Available space in the storage pool is insufficient to satisfy the request. Do not wait for additional storage to become
available.

INVP

The parameter list built for the #GETSTG is invalid.

DEAD

The available space in the storage pool is insufficient to satisfy the request and if to wait would cause a deadlock

XAST

Allocated storage above the 16-megabyte line cannot be addressed by the 24-bit task.

NOSTXIT=insufficient-storage-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if the #GETSTG cannot be serviced
because the available storage is insufficient to satisfy the request.

INVPXIT=invalid-parameter-list-label
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Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if the #GETSTG cannot be serviced
because of an invalid parameter in the parameter list.

DEADXIT=deadlock-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if the #GETSTG cannot be serviced
because the available storage is insufficient to satisfy the request, and if to wait would cause a deadlock.

NWSTXIT=new-storage-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if the #GETSTG request names a STGID
that does not exist in the system (TYPE=SHARED) or in the task (TYPE=USER).

XASTXIT=extended-addressing-storage-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control is returned if the allocated storage above the 16-megabyte line
cannot be addressed by the 24-bit task.

ERROR=error-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if a condition specified in the COND
parameter occurs for which no other exit routine was coded.

Status Codes

By default, the #GETSTG request is unconditional. Error conditions that can occur are:

• A short-on-storage condition, caused when the amount of storage in the storage pool is inadequate to accommodate
the request, will result in a delay until sufficient storage becomes available (unless such a wait would cause a
deadlock)

• Any abnormal condition will result in an abend. Conditions in this category include the following:
– I/O error
– A wait on storage (default action resulting from the short-on-storage condition) would result in a deadlock

The issuing program can request return of control with the COND to avoid a delay or an abend.

After completion of the #GETSTG request, the value in register 15 indicates the outcome of the operation:

Register 15 Value Meaning
X'00' The request has been serviced successfully.
X'04' The request has specified a storage ID which did not previously

exist; the indicated space has been allocated.
X'08' The request cannot be serviced due to insufficient storage in the

storage pool.
X'0C' The request cannot be serviced due to an invalid parameter list.
X'10' The requested storage cannot be allocated immediately

(insufficient storage), and to wait would cause a deadlock.
X'18' Allocated XA storage cannot be accessed by a 24-bit task. This

situation occurs if storage is requested by STGID and the storage
was initially allocated by an XA task.

Example

The example of the #GETSTG statement shown below performs the following functions:
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• Specifies that the requested storage area is to be shared by any task in the DC/UCF system, that it will contain short-
term storage allocated from the top of the storage pool, and that it will not be available for use by subsequent tasks

• Builds the parameter list, SYSPLIST (default), in the variable storage area
• Specifies the length of the new storage area in register 2
• Specifies that every byte in the storage area be initialized to blanks
• Uses register 1 (default) to receive the address of the acquired storage from the system
• Specifies the ID of the storage area in register 9
• Specifies that control will be returned to the routine labeled NOSTGRTN if the amount of available storage is

insufficient to satisfy the request, otherwise, any runtime error will result in an abend of the issuing task

 #GETSTG TYPE=(SHARED,SHORT),LEN=(2),INIT=' ',STGID=(9), _

 COND=NOST,NOSTXIT=NOSTGRTN

 

@IF -- tests for the presence of member record occurrences
The @IF statement allows you to test for the presence of member record occurrences in a set or to determine the
membership status of a record occurrence in a specified set; once the set has been evaluated, the @IF statement
specifies further action based on the outcome of the evaluation. For example, you might use an @IF statement to
determine whether a set occurrence is empty and, if it is empty, to erase the owner record.

NOTE
-- This statement is not allowed for sets defined with member records that are stored in native VSAM data sets.

Each @IF statement contains a conditional phrase and a branch statement. When an @IF is issued, the DML precompiler
first generates a call to IDMS/DB to execute the conditional phrase. IDMS/DB tests for a status code of 0000 or 1601, as
requested in the conditional phrase; the results of the test determine whether or not the branch statement is executed.

This article describes the following information:

Currency

Depending on its format, the @IF statement uses set or run-unit currency. The set occurrence of an @IF statement is
determined by the current record of the named set; the named record occurrence is the record that is current of run unit.

Currency is not updated after execution of the @IF statement.

Syntax

 

►►─── @IF SET=set-name ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ MEMBER= ─┬─┬─ YES ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ EMPTY= ──┘ └─ NO ──┘

 ►─── ,GOTO=branch-location ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,ERRSTAT=error-status-location ─┘

 

Parameters

SET=set-name
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Identifies the set that is to be tested for existing member record occurrences. Set-name must specify a set included in the
subschema.

MEMBER=

Determines whether the current record of run unit participates as a member in any occurrence of the named set and,
depending on the outcome of the evaluation, executes the branch statement.

 

EMPTY=

Evaluates the current occurrence of the named set for the presence of member record occurrences and, depending on the
outcome of the evaluation, executes the branch statement.

NOTE

Following are the descriptions for YES and NO, for both MEMBER and EMPTY:

• YES
Specifies that the branch statement is executed only if the set is empty (that is, ERRSTAT is 0000).

• NO
Specifies that the branch statement is executed only if the specified set has one or more member records
(that is, ERRSTAT is 1601).

 

 

GOTO=branch-location

Identifies the next statement in the program be executed. Branch-location must be a statement label; register notation is
not supported for this parameter.

ERRSTAT=status-location

Specifies the name of the status field in the IDMS communications block. If the status field is other than ERRSTAT, this
clause is required. Status-location must be a statement label; register notation is not supported for this parameter

Status Codes

After completion of the @IF function, the ERRSTAT field in the IDMS communications block indicates the outcome of the
operation:

Status Code Meaning
0000 The set is empty, or the current record of run unit is a member of

the set.
1601 The set is not empty, or the current record of run unit is not a

member of the set.
1606 Currency has not been established for the specified set.
1608 An invalid set name has been specified, or the current record of

run unit is not a member of the named set. A misspelled set name
can account for this message.

1613 A current record of run unit has not been established or has been
nullified by a preceding @ERASE statement.

Example

The following examples illustrate two uses of the @IF statement.
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In the first example, the @IF statement tests the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set for existing EMPLOYEE members and, if no
occurrences of the EMPLOYEE record are found (that is, ERRSTAT is 0000), moves a message to that effect to location
EMPLSWS.

If the current occurrence of the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set contains one or more occurrences of the EMPLOYEE record (that
is, ERRSTAT is 1601), the GOTO clause is ignored and the next statement in the program is executed.

    @IF SET='DEPT-EMPLOYEE',EMPTY=YES,GOTO=NOEMPL 

    .   

    .   

  NOEMPL DS 0H 

    MVC EMPLSWS,=CL19'NO EMPLOYEES IN SET'  

In this next example, the @IF statement is used to verify that the EMPLOYEE record that is current of run unit is not a
member of the current occurrence of the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set before code is executed to connect the EMPLOYEE
record to that set.

If the EMPLOYEE record is not a member of OFFICE-EMPLOYEE (that is, ERRSTAT is 1601), the program branches
to the LINKSET paragraph. If the EMPLOYEE record is already a member of the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set (that is,
ERRSTAT is 0000), the GOTO clause is ignored and the next statement in the program is executed.

@IF SET='OFFICE-EMPLOYEE',MEMBER=NO,GOTO=LINKSET

@KEEP -- places an explicit shared or exclusive lock on a record
The @KEEP statement places an explicit shared or exclusive lock on a record that is current of run unit, record, set,
or area. Explicit record locks are used to maintain record locks that would otherwise be released following a change in
currency:

• Explicit shared -- Other run units can retrieve the locked record but cannot update it as long as the lock is in effect.
Any number of concurrently executing run units can place a shared lock on a record; however, no run unit can place a
shared lock on a record on which another run unit has placed an exclusive lock.

• Explicit exclusive -- No other run unit can access the record as long as the lock is in effect. Only one run unit at a
time can place an exclusive lock on a record; that run unit has exclusive control of the record. In order for a run unit to
place an exclusive lock or a record, that record cannot hold either an exclusive or a shared lock assigned by any other
run unit.

Locks placed on records by the @KEEP function are maintained for the duration of the recovery unit or until explicitly
released by means of the @COMMIT verb.

This article describes the following information:

Currency

Currency on run unit, record, set, or area must be established before execution of the @KEEP statement.

Currency is not updated after execution of the @KEEP statement.

Syntax

 

►►─── @KEEP ─┬─ EXCLUSIVE ─┬─ , ─┬─ CURRENT ─────────┬────────────────────────►◄

             └─ SHARED ────┘     ├─ REC=record-name ─┤

                                 ├─ SET=set-name ────┤
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                                 └─ AREA=area-name ──┘

 

Parameters

EXCLUSIVE/SHARED

Places an exclusive or shared lock on a current record.

CURRENT/REC=

Specifies which record to lock.

CURRENT

Specifies the current record of run unit.

REC=record-name

Specifies the current occurrence of the named record type.

SET=set-name

Specifies the current occurrence of the named set type.

AREA=area-name

Specifies the current occurrence of the named area

Status Codes

After completion of the @KEEP function, the ERRSTAT field in the IDMS communications block indicates the outcome of
the operation:

Status Code Meaning
0000 This request has been serviced successfully.
0606 Currency has not been established for the named record, set, or

area.
0608 The named record, set, or area is not in the subschema, or the

current record of run unit is not a member of the named set or is
misspelled.

0610 The program's subschema specifies an access restriction that
prohibits execution of the @KEEP function.

0623 The named area is not in the subschema or has been misspelled.
0626 The record to be kept has been erased.
0629 Deadlock occurred during locking of target record.

Example

The following example of the @KEEP statement places an exclusive lock on the current record occurrence of the set
OFFICE-EMPLOYEE:

@KEEP EXCLUSIVE,SET='OFFICE-EMPLOYEE'

The currency of the set for this example would have to be established before this statement can be executed.
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#KEEP -- establishes long-term record locks
The #KEEP statement is used in DC/UCF pseudo-conversational transactions to establish long-term record locks and to
monitor access to records between tasks. Long-term database locks can be shared or exclusive:

• Long-term shared locks allow other run units to access the locked record but prevent run units from updating the
record as long as the lock is maintained.

• Long-term exclusive locks prevent other run units from accessing the locked record. However, run units executing on
the logical terminal associated with a task that establishes a long-term exclusive lock are not restricted from accessing
the locked record. Therefore, subsequent tasks in a transaction can access the locked record and complete the
database processing required by the transaction.

If a record has been locked with a #KEEP request, restrictions may exist on the type of lock that can be placed on that
record by other run units, based on existing locks and whether the requesting run unit is executing on the same logical
terminal as the run unit that originally placed the lock on the record. The following table illustrates these restrictions.

Type of lock in effect Type of lock allowed for other run units Type of lock disallowed for other run
units

Shared Shared and longterm shared Exclusive and longterm exclusive
Exclusive None Shared, exclusive, longterm, shared, and

longterm exclusive
Longterm shared For all run units: shared and long term

shared For run units on the same terminal:
exclusive and longterm exclusive

For run units on other terminals: exclusive
and longterm exclusive

Longterm exclusive For run units on the same terminal: shared
exclusive, longterm shared, and longterm
exclusive

For run units on other terminals: shared
exclusive, longterm shared, longterm
exclusive

Tasks can monitor database activity associated with a specified record during a pseudo-converse and, if desired, can
place a long-term lock on the record being monitored. A subsequent task can then make inquiries about that database
activity for the record and take the appropriate action.

The system maintains information about database activity using five-bit flags, each of which is either turned on (binary
1) or turned off (binary 0). This information is returned from the system to the low-order byte of register 0 as a numeric
value. The bit assignments, the corresponding numeric value returned to the program, and a description of the associated
database activity follows:

• X'10'
The record has been physically deleted.

• X'08'
The record has been logically deleted.

• X'04'
The record's prefix has been modified, that is, a set operation (for example, @CONNECT or @DISCON) occurred
involving the record.

• X'02'
The record's data has been modified.

• X'01'
The record has been obtained.

Any combination of these bits may be set. To determine the action or combination of actions that has occurred, you can
compare the numeric value returned to the program in register 0 with an appropriate constant; for example:
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• If the returned value is 0, no database activity occurred for the monitored record.
• If the returned value is 2, the data in the record was modified.
• If the returned value is 3, the record has been obtained and modified.
• If the returned value is 8 or greater, the record was deleted.

The maximum possible value is 31 (X'1F'), indicating that all the above actions occurred for the monitored record. The
example of the #KEEP statement, shown later in this topic, illustrates a test for the value of the five-bit flags returned by
the system to the low-order byte of register 0.

You may prefer to monitor database activity across a pseudo-converse rather than to set long-term locks. Long-term locks
can prevent access to a record by other run units for an undesirably long time if, during a pseudo-converse, the terminal
operator fails to enter a response. Monitoring does not restrict access to database records, sets, or areas by other run
units; however, it does enable a program to test a record for alterations made by other run units. When long-term locks are
used, it may be desirable to release those locks at specified timeout intervals.

NOTE
For more information about the use of timeout intervals, see Resource Timeout Interval.

This page discusses the following topics:

Syntax

►►─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─── #KEEP ─┬─ NOTIFY ───────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

             ├─ SHARE ────────────┤

             ├─ EXCLUSIVE ────────┤

             ├─ UPGRADESHARE ─────┤

             ├─ UPGRADEEXCLUSIVE ─┤

             ├─ TEST ─────────────┤

             └─ RELEASE ──────────┘

 ►─── ,LONGID= ─┬─ 'ALL' ───────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

                └─ long-id-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,CURRENT= ─┬─ record-name ─┬┘

                 ├─ set-name ────┤

                 └─ area-name ───┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,WAIT= ─┬─ WAIT ◄ ─────┬┘

              ├─ NOWAIT   ───┤

              └─ NODEADLOCK ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,NWTXIT=nowait-on-lock-release-label ─┘
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 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,DEADXIT=deadlock-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,ERROR=error-label ─┘

Parameters

NOTIFY/SHARE/EXCLUSIVE/UPGRADESHARE/UPGRADEEXCLUSIVE/TEST/RELEASE

Specifies the type of record lock or monitoring.

NOTIFY

Requests that the system monitor database activity associated with the current record type, set, or area specified in
the CURRENT parameter, described following. When NOTIFY is specified, the system initializes register 0 to contain
information about database activity for the specified record. Only the low-order byte of register 0 will actually contain the
value of the five-bit flags used to monitor database activity of the specified record.

SHARE

Specifies that the current occurrence of the record type, set, or area specified in the CURRENT parameter, described
below, will receive a long-term shared lock.

EXCLUSIVE

Specifies that the current occurrence of the record type, set, or area specified in the CURRENT parameter, described
below, will receive a long-term exclusive lock.

UPGRADESHARE

Upgrades a previous #KEEP NOTIFY request by placing a shared long-term lock on the record identified by the LONGID
parameter, described below.

UPGRADEEXCLUSIVE

Upgrades a previous #KEEP NOTIFY request by placing an exclusive long-term lock on the record identified by the
LONGID parameter, described below.

TEST

Requests that the system return information about database activity associated with the record identified by the LONGID
parameter of a previously issued #KEEP NOTIFY statement. The system returns the information to the low-order byte of
register 0 as a numeric value.

The TEST request must specify a long-term lock ID that matches the long-term lock ID specified in a previous #KEEP
NOTIFY request.

RELEASE

Releases the long-term lock for the record identified by the LONGID parameter, described below. RELEASE also releases
the statistics block allocated by a previous #KEEP NOTIFY request.

LONGID=

Specifies either the record locks to be upgraded or the records for which information about database activity is desired.

'ALL'
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(#KEEP RELEASE requests only); requests that the system release all long-term locks kept for the logical terminal
associated with the current task.

long-id-pointer

Specifies the 1- to 16-character identifier that will be used by subsequent #KEEP requests to upgrade a long-term lock
or to make inquiries about database activity associated with the specified record. Long-id is a register that contains the
address of the long-term id, the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the long-term id, or an absolute
expression.

CURRENT=record-name/set-name/area-name

Specifies the record type, set, or area for which the system will monitor database activity or assign a long-term shared
or exclusive lock. One of the keywords NOTIFY, SHARE, or EXCLUSIVE must also be specified with the CURRENT
parameter. The value of the CURRENT parameter can be a register or the symbolic name of a user-defined field that
contains the record name, set name, or area name or the name itself enclosed in quotation marks.

WAIT=

(#KEEP SHARE/EXCLUSIVE/UPGRADESHARE/ UPGRADEEXCLUSIVE requests only); specifies whether the issuing
task is to wait if the requested lock cannot be set immediately because of an existing lock on the named record.

WAIT

(Default); Requests that the system wait for the existing lock to be released to set the requested lock. If the wait would
cause a deadlock, the system terminates the issuing task abnormally.

NOWAIT

Requests that the system not wait for the existing lock to be released.

NODEADLOCK

Requests that the system wait for the existing lock to be released, unless to do so would cause a deadlock. If the wait
would cause a deadlock, the system returns control to the issuing task.

NWTXIT=nowait-on-lock-release-label

Specifies the symbolic name of a routine to which control should be returned if the #KEEP request that specified the
NOWAIT option cannot be serviced because the requested lock cannot be set immediately.

DEADXIT=deadlock-label

(#KEEP requests specifying WAIT only);

Specifies the symbolic name of a routine to which control is returned if the requested lock cannot be set immediately, and
if to wait would cause a deadlock.

ERROR=error-label

Specifies the symbolic name of a routine to which control should be returned if a condition occurs for which no other exit
routine was coded.

Status Codes

After completion of the #KEEP request, the value in register 15 indicates the outcome of the operation:

Register 15 Value Meaning
X'00' This request has been serviced successfully.
X'04' Either the requested longterm ID cannot be found or the #KEEP

request has been issued by a nonterminal task.
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X'14' The request cannot be serviced because a lock on the specified
record already exists; NOWAIT has been specified.

X'18' The request cannot be serviced because to wait for an existing
lock to be released would cause a deadlock.

Example

The following is an example of the #KEEP statement that requests that the system monitor the database activity of a
record. The #KEEP NOTIFY statement selects an EMPLOYEE record that is current of the EMPLOYEE record type and
assigns it a long-term lock ID of REC1. Use of the NOTIFY parameter causes the system to initialize register 0, which will
receive the information regarding database activities.

The #KEEP TEST statement calls on the system to return the database activity information for the record identified by
a lock ID of REC1 to the low-order byte of register 0. The information is returned as a numeric value and is tested by
comparing the value in register 0 to the numeric literal that contains the value 2. If the value in register 0 is greater than or
equal to 2, the program will branch to location MODREC. If the value is less than the value of register 0 the program will
proceed to the next statement.

#KEEP NOTIFY,LONGID='REC1',CURRENT='EMPLOYEE'

.

.

.

#KEEP TEST,LONGID='REC1'

C (R_),=F'2'

BNL MODREC

.

.

#LINEEND -- requests termination of the current line I/O session
The #LINEEND statement requests termination of the current line I/O session and deletes any outstanding buffered output
lines and pages queued for asynchronous I/O. Unless NOBKPG is specified, all pages processed by the terminal operator
during the I/O session remain available until the operator signals completion of the review by pressing ENTER with no
request to see another page. At that time, all pages for the session are deleted, page header lines are cleared, and the
current page number is set to 1.

Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────┬─ #LINEEND ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ label ─┘

 

Parameters

#LINEEND

Requests that the system terminate the current line I/O session and to delete any remaining buffered output lines and
pages queued for asynchronous I/O.

Status Codes

The #LINEEND request is unconditional; any error detected during execution will result in an abend of the issuing task.
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#LINEIN -- requests a synchronous transfer of data
The #LINEIN statement requests a synchronous transfer of data from the terminal to the issuing program.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────┬─ #LINEIN ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,LRB= ─┬─ SYSPLIST ◄ ─────────────────┬┘

             └─ line-request-block-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,INAREA=input-data-location-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,MAXIN=input-data-max-length ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,INLEN= ─┬─ (0) ◄ ────────────────────┬┘

               └─ input-data-actual-length ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

   │                 ┌───── , ─────┐     │

   └─ ,OPTNS= ───(───▼─┬─ LOCATE ─┬┴──)──┘

                       ├─ ECHO ───┤

                       ├─ UNPROT ─┤

                       ├─ NOBKPG ─┤

                       ├─ UPPER ──┤

                       ├─ UPLOW ──┤

                       └─ INVIS ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,COND= ─┬── NO ◄ ───────────┬┘

              ├── ALL ────────────┤

              │   ┌───── , ───┐   │

              └─(─▼─┬─ TRUN ─┬┴─)─┘

                    ├─ CANC ─┤

                    ├─ IOER ─┤

                    └─ INVP ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,TRUNXIT=truncate-input-data-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,CANCXIT=cancel-line-i/o-label ─┘
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 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,IOERXIT=i/o-error-label ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,INVPXIT=invalid-parameter-list-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,ERROR=error-label ─┘

 

Parameters

LRB=

Specifies the three-fullword storage area in which the system will build the #LINEIN parameter list.

SYSPLIST

(Default); is the symbolic name of the storage area in which the system will build the line request block (LRB).

line-request-block-pointer

A register that points to the area or the symbolic name of the area in which the system will build the LRB.

INAREA=

Specifies the storage area into which the data will be read.

input-data-location-pointer

A register that points to the area or the symbolic name of the area. When INAREA is specified, the LOCATE option should
not be requested.

MAXIN=

Specifies the length, in bytes, of the data area, defined by INAREA, that is reserved for the input data stream.

input-data-max-length

A register that contains the length of the data area or an absolute expression. When MAXIN is specified, the LOCATE
option should not be requested.

INLEN=

Specifies the location to which the system will return the actual length of the input data stream. If INAREA is too small
to hold the entire input line, resulting in truncation, the returned length will indicate the original length of the data stream
before truncation.

(0)

(Default); is the register to which the system will return the actual length of the input data stream.

input-data-actual-length

A register or the symbolic name of a halfword or fullword user-defined field to which the system will return the actual
length of the input data stream.

OPTNS=

Specifies several options applicable to terminal input operations. This parameter is never required and should be specified
only when appropriate. The OPTNS-parameter values must be enclosed in parentheses. If multiple values are specified,
each is separated from the previous one by a comma.
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LOCATE

Allocates a buffer area for the data being read into the program, rather than a user-defined area. The system allocates
the buffer when the read operation is completed. Register 1 contains the address of this buffer on completion of the input
operation. The issuing program is responsible for releasing the buffer area, using a #FREESTG command. When this
option is requested, INAREA and MAXIN should not be specified.

ECHO

(3270 devices only); requests that the system save the line of input data as displayed on the screen in the current page.
If OPTNS=ECHO is not specified, data entered will not be retained and will not be available for review by the terminal
operator.

UNPROT

(3270 devices only); causes the first line of output that follows the #LINEIN to be unprotected. At runtime, the terminal
operator can reuse the unprotected first line of an output display for input to a subsequent #LINEIN. The UNPROT option
can be used with or without the ECHO parameter. For example, if the terminal operator has made an error in previous
input data, the data that is retained by the ECHO option can be rekeyed and corrected. If UNPROT is not included, all
lines of the following output display remain protected.

NOBKPG

(3270 devices only); requests the system not to keep pages that have been input in a scratch area. If NOBKPG is
specified, the terminal operator can view only the current page of data. NOBKPG is valid only with the first request in a
line mode session.

UPPER

Directs the system to translate all letters in a #LINEIN request into uppercase characters.

UPLOW

Specifies that no uppercase translation of characters in a #LINEIN request be performed.

INVIS

Specifies that the operator's response to the #LINEIN command will not appear on the screen as it is typed in. This option
is useful when expecting a secret password to be entered.

COND=

Specifies whether this #LINEIN is conditional and under what conditions control should be returned to the issuing
program.

NO

(Default); specifies that the request is not conditional.

ALL

Specifies that the request is conditional. Control is returned if the request cannot be serviced for any of the reasons listed
below.

condition

Specifies conditions under which the system returns control to the issuing task. Multiple conditions must be enclosed in
parentheses and separated by commas.

TRUN

The input data is truncated due to insufficient storage in the specified INAREA.

CANC
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The line I/O session is terminated by the terminal operator pressing CLEAR (3270), ATTENTION (2741), or BREAK
(teletype).

IOER

A logical or permanent I/O error is encountered in the input data stream.

INVP

There is an invalid parameter in the LRB.

TRUNXIT=truncate-input-data-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if input data is truncated due to insufficient
storage in the INAREA buffer.

CANCXIT=cancel-line-i/o-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if the line I/O session is terminated by the
terminal operator.

IOERXIT=i/o-error-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if a permanent or logical error is detected
in the input data stream.

INVPXIT=invalid-parameter-list-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned in the event of an invalid parameter in the
LRB.

ERROR=error-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if a condition specified in the COND
parameter occurs for which no other exit routine was coded.

Status Codes

By default, the #LINEIN request is unconditional; any runtime error will result in an abend of the issuing task. The issuing
program can request return of control with the COND parameter to avoid an abend.

After completion of the #LINEIN, the value in register 15 indicates the outcome of the operation.

Register 15 Value Meaning
X'00' The request has been serviced successfully.
X'04' The input area specified for the return of data to the issuing

program is too small; the returned data has been truncated to fit
available space.

X'08' The line I/O session has been canceled; the terminal operator
has pressed CLEAR (3270), ATTENTION (2741), or BREAK
(teletype).

X'0C' A logical or permanent I/O error has been encountered in the input
data stream.

X'10' The line request block (LRB) contains an invalid field, indicating a
possible error in the program parameters.

Upon successful completion of a #LINEIN request, register 1 and a user-defined register will contain the following
information:
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• Register 1 (LOCATE option only) contains the address of the buffer into which the input data has been placed.
• Register n contains the actual length of returned data from the input operation; it can be a register or a user-defined

field. The register number, n, is assigned by the INLEN parameter.

Example

The example of the #LINEIN statement shown below performs the following functions:

• Uses the default storage area, SYSPLIST, to build the line request block
• Specifies that the data is to be read into an input storage area located at the address contained in register 5
• Specifies that register 6 contains the length of the data area, defined by the INAREA parameter, that is reserved for the

input data stream
• Uses the default register 0 to receive the actual length of the input data stream from the system
• Specifies the conditional return of control if either the input data stream is truncated due to insufficient storage in the

specified INAREA or the I/O session is terminated by the terminal operator
• Specifies the two routines to receive control in the event of a TRUN or CANC condition

#LINEIN INAREA=(R5),MAXIN=(R6),COND=(TRUN,CANC),TRUNXIT=TRUNRTN,CANCXIT=OPERTER

#LINEOUT -- requests a transfer of data
The #LINEOUT statement requests a transfer of data from the issuing program to the terminal, after appending line and
device control characters appropriate to the physical terminal in use. #LINEOUT also establishes, modifies, and deletes
page header lines.

A data transfer requested by the #LINEOUT statement can be synchronous or asynchronous; requests are asynchronous
only when the NOWAIT option is specified:

• Synchronous -- Following a synchronous request, control passes to the DC/UCF system. The system places the
issuing task in an inactive state; when the #LINEOU request is completed, the task is redispatched according to its
established priority. With 3270 terminals, a synchronous #LINEOUT request causes a processing delay immediately
following the request while the system transfers the line to the page buffer. If the line of data fills the buffer, the system
transfers the entire page of data to the terminal. Control does not return to the issuing program until the terminal
operator has pressed the ENTER key. Thus, the program is made conversational.

• Asynchronous -- Following an asynchronous request, control returns immediately to the issuing program. Thereafter,
each time the program issues a line-mode I/O request, the system automatically checks to determine if the last
asynchronous request has completed, and whether a new data transfer can be initiated.
Asynchronous requests enable programs to buffer all required pages of output without suspending task execution
during the actual data transmission. With an asynchronous request, the task can optionally terminate itself, freeing all
its resources. The terminal operator can then review the buffered output, if desired.

The system processes I/O requests in the sequence received from the task; thus, if a program issues a synchronous
#LINEOUT request after issuing one or more asynchronous requests, the system will complete all I/O requests before
returning control to the issuing program.

The #LINEOUT request issued automatically by the system to empty partially-filled buffers on completion of a task is
synchronous; therefore the terminal operator can view all screens and catch up with processing at that time.

If an application necessitates allowing the terminal operator to interrupt or terminate processing at some point in a task, a
synchronous request must be issued to suspend processing while waiting for an operator response.

To transfer data immediately to a terminal, a write-direct-to-terminal #LINEOUT request (blast) can be issued. The system
does not page multiple blast requests. The following #LINEOUT parameters are ignored during blast requests:
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• HDR=
• OPTNS=(NOWAIT/NOBKPG/NEWPAGE)

(The NEWPAGE option is automatically forced during blast requests.)

Header lines can be defined for each new page of output to be transferred to a terminal. A maximum of three header lines
can be established for each new page of output. The #LINEOUT statement specifies a header line and corresponding
header-line number that can be used in subsequent new pages. The established header lines are sent to the terminal
and written with each new page of output. The existing header lines may be overridden or deleted at any time during
processing by issuing a #LINEOUT request specifying the appropriate line number and, for an override, the corresponding
new header line.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─── #LINEOUT OUTLEN=output-data-length ─────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,LRB= ─┬─ SYSPLIST ◄ ─────────────────┬─┘

             └─ line-request-block-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,OUTAREA=output-data-location-pointer ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

   │                 ┌───── , ───────┐   │

   └─ ,OPTNS= ───(───▼─┬─ NEWPAGE ─┬─┴─)─┘

                       ├─ NOWAIT ──┤

                       ├─ NOBKPG ──┤

                       └─ SAVE ────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,HDR=header-number ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ ,DESTID=destination-id-pointer ───────┤

   ├─ ,USERID=user-id-pointer ──────────────┤

   └─ ,LTERMID=logical-terminal-id-pointer ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,COND= ─┬── NO ◄ ───────────┬┘

              ├── ALL ────────────┤

              │   ┌─── , ─────┐   │

              └─(─▼─┬─ CANC ─┬┴─)─┘

                    ├─ IOER ─┤

                    ├─ INVP ─┤

                    └─ UNDF ─┘
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 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,CANCXIT=cancel-line-i/o-label ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,IOERXIT=i/o-error-label ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,INVPXIT=invalid-parameter-list-label ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,UNDFXIT=invalid-destid-ltermid-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,ERROR=error-label ─┘

 

Parameters

OUTLEN=

Specifies the length, in bytes, of the data stream to be written to the terminal.

output-data-length

A register that contains the length or an absolute expression of the length. Output data lengths of 0 and 1 can be used in
the following situations:

• OUTLEN=0 Specifies that no data is to be written to the terminal or that a header line is to be deleted:
When the HDR parameter is not specified, OUTLEN=0 specifies a dummy write. No I/O is initiated by this request
unless the NEWPAGE option, described below for the OPTNS parameter, is specified; if OPTNS=(NEWPAGE), this
request writes a partially-filled buffer to the terminal.
When the HDR parameter is specified, OUTLEN=0 specifies a deletion of a header line. The HDR parameter indicates
the number of the header line to be deleted.

• OUTLEN=1 Specifies that a 1-byte data stream is to be written to the terminal. Typically, OUTLEN=1 is used to write
a blank line to the screen. In this case, the OUTAREA parameter, described below, should designate a single blank
character.

LRB=

Specifies the three-fullword storage area in which the system will build the #LINEOUT parameter list

SYSPLIST

(Default); is the symbolic name of the storage area in which the system will build the line request block.

line-request-block

A register that points to the area or the symbolic name of that area in which the system will build the LRB.

OUTAREA=

Specifies the storage area that contains data to be output. OUTAREA need not be defined if OUTLEN=0 has been
specified.

output-data-location

A register that points to the area or the symbolic name of the area.

OPTNS=terminal-option
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Specifies several options applicable to terminal output operations. This parameter is never required and should be
specified only when appropriate. The OPTNS parameter values must be enclosed in parentheses. If multiple values are
specified, each is separated from the previous one by a comma.

NEWPAGE

Requests that the system write the output data line beginning on a new page. For 3270 devices, the NEWPAGE option
forces the system to output all lines stored in the current buffer, even if the buffer is not full.

NOWAIT

Requests an asynchronous transfer of data; the issuing task executes concurrently with the output operation.

NOBKPG

(3270 devices only); requests the system not to keep pages that have been output in a scratch area. If NOBKPG is
specified, the terminal operator can view only the current page of data. NOBKPG is valid only with the first request in a
line mode session.

SAVE

Directs the system to preserve the output from the #LINEOUT in the event that an unsolicited write-direct-to-terminal data
stream is received at the issuing terminal while the #LINEOUT data stream is being displayed. This option overrides the
task SAVE/NOSAVE option specified during system generation.

HDR=

Specifies the number of the page header line being defined, modified, or deleted.

header-line-number

An absolute expression of the line number. If OUTLEN is other than 0 the value stored in OUTAREA will be moved to the
designated (first, second, or third) header line. If a header line with the same number has been previously defined for this
I/O session, the system will replace it with the value stored in OUTAREA. If OUTLEN=0, the designated header line will be
deleted.

DESTID/USERID/LTERMID

Specifies a write-direct-to-terminal request. The HDR= and OPTNS=(NOWAIT/NOBKPG/NEWPAGE) parameters are
ignored during a blast request.

DESTID=

Specifies a write-direct-to-terminal request (blast) to the following destinations defined during system generation:

• List of logical terminals indicates that the system will send the #LINEOUT data stream specified in the OUTAREA
parameter to all available terminals in the list.

• List of users indicates that the system will send the #LINEOUT data stream specified in the OUTAREA parameter to all
users in the list who are currently signed on to the system.

destination-id

A register that points to the destination id, the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the destination ID, or the
ID itself enclosed in quotation marks. The destination list can include both 3270 and TTY devices.

USERID=

Specifies a blast request to a specific signed-on user. The system will send the #LINEOUT data stream specified in the
OUTAREA parameter to a specific signed-on user.

user-id

A register that points to the user id, the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the user ID, or the ID itself
enclosed in quotation marks.
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LTERMID=

(#LINEOUT only); specifies a blast request to a specific in-service terminal. The system will send the #LINEOUT data
stream specified in the OUTAREA parameter to a specific in-service terminal.

logical-terminal-id

A register that points to the logical terminal id, the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the logical terminal
ID, or the ID itself enclosed in quotation marks.

COND=

Specifies whether this #LINEOUT is conditional and under what conditions control should be returned to the issuing
program.

NO

(Default); specifies that the request is not conditional.

ALL

Specifies that the request is conditional. Control is returned if the request cannot be serviced for any of the reasons listed
below.

condition

Specifies conditions under which the system returns control to the issuing task. Multiple conditions must be enclosed in
parentheses and separated by commas.

CANC

The line I/O session is terminated by the terminal operator pressing CLEAR (3270), ATTENTION (2741), or BREAK
(teletype).

IOER

A logical or permanent I/O error is encountered in the output data stream.

INVP

There is an invalid parameter in the LRB.

UNDF

An undefined DESTID or LTERMID is specified in a #LINEOUT blast request.

CANCXIT=cancel-line-i/o-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if the line I/O session is terminated by the
terminal operator.

IOERXIT=i/o-error-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if a permanent or logical I/O error is
detected in the output data stream.

INVPXIT=invalid-parameter-list-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned in the event of an invalid parameter in the
LRB.

UNDFXIT=invalid-destid-ltermid-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if an undefined DESTID or LTERMID is
specified in a #LINEOUT blast request.

ERROR=error-label
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Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if a condition specified in the COND
parameter occurs for which no other exit routine was coded.

Status Codes

By default, the #LINEOUT request is unconditional; any runtime error will result in an abend of the issuing task. The
issuing program can request return of control with the COND parameter to avoid an abend.

After completion of the #LINEOUT, the value in register 15 indicates the outcome of the operation:

Register 15 Value Meaning
X'00' The request has been serviced successfully.
X'08' The line I/O session has been canceled by the operator pressing

the CLEAR (3270), ATTENTION (2741), or BREAK (teletype) key.
X'0C' A logical or permanent I/O error has been encountered in the

output data stream.
X'10' The line request block (LRB) contains an invalid field, indicating a

possible error in the #LINEOUT parameters.
X'14' The name specified for DESTID, USERID, or LTERMID is

unknown to this DC/UCF system.

Example

The example of the #LINEOUT statement shown below performs the following functions:

• Specifies that register 7 contains the length of the output data stream
• Uses the default storage area SYSPLIST to build the line request block (LRB)
• Identifies OUT1 as the storage area that contains the output data stream
• Specifies a write-direct-to-terminal request to a group of users defined during system generation as USERLIST
• Specifies a conditional return of control to the routine labeled LISTERR in the event that DESTID 'USERLIST' is not

defined to the system

#LINEOUT OUTLEN=(R7),OUTAREA=OUT1,DESTID='USERLIST',COND=UNDF,UNDFXIT=LISTERR

#LINK -- establishes linkage with a program
The #LINK statement establishes linkage with, and passes control and an optional parameter list to, a specified program.
When the linked program terminates or executes a #RETURN request, the program issuing the #LINK expects return of
control to the instruction immediately following the #LINK statement.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─── #LINK ─┬─ PGM=program-name-pointer ───┬─────────────────────────────────►

             └─ EPADDR=entry-point-address ─┘
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 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PLIST= ─┬─ SYSPLIST ◄ ───────────────────┬┘

               └─ parameter-value-list-pointer ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PARMS= ─┬─ NO ◄ ──────────────────────────┬┘

               │     ┌──────── , ──────────┐     │

               └─ ( ─▼─ parameter-pointer ─┴─ ) ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,COND= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬┘

              └─ YES ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PGNAXIT=program-not-available-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,ERROR=error-label ─┘

 

Parameters

PGM=

Specify the program and/or entry-point address of the program to which control is transferred.

program-name-pointer

Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of the program to which control is transferred. Program-name is a register that points
to a field that contains the program name, the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the program name, or
the program-name literal enclosed in quotation marks.

entry-point-address

Specifies the entry-point address of the program to which control is transferred. Entry-point-address is a register or
symbolic name of a fullword user-defined field that contains the entry-point address.

PLIST=

Specifies the location of the storage area that contains one or more parameters to be passed to the program receiving
control.

SYSPLIST

(Default); is the symbolic name of the storage area in which the system will build the parameter list.

parameter-value-list-pointer

A register that points to the area in which the system will build the list or the symbolic name of that area.

The size of the parameter-list area, in fullwords, must be equal to 2 plus the number of parameters listed in the PARMS
parameter described below.

Thus, if no parameters are specified (PARMS=NO), the length of this storage area is two fullwords; if one parameter is
specified, the length is three fullwords.

PARMS=

Specifies the location of each parameter to be passed to the program receiving control.

NO
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(Default); indicates that no parameters will be passed to the program.

parameter-pointer

Indicates that parameters are to be passed to the program. Parameter is a register that contains the address of the
parameter or the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the parameter.

The parameter list must be enclosed in parentheses. If multiple parameters are specified, each is separated from the
previous one by a comma.

COND=

Specifies whether this #LINK is conditional; that is, whether control should be returned to the issuing program in the event
of an error:

NO

(Default); specifies that the request is not conditional.

PGNA

Specifies that the request is conditional. Control is returned if the #LINK cannot be serviced because the program is not
available.

PGNAXIT=program-not-available-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if the #LINK request cannot be serviced
because the program is not available.

ERROR=error-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if a condition specified in the COND
parameter occurs for which no other exit routine was coded. In this case, the ERROR parameter functions the same as
PGNAXIT.

Status Codes

By default, the #LINK request is unconditional. Error conditions that can occur are described below:

• A no-space-in-program-pool condition, caused when the amount of storage in the program pool is inadequate to
accommodate the program, will result in a delay until sufficient storage space becomes available (unless such a wait
would cause a deadlock, in which case an abort would occur).

• A nonconcurrent-program-in-use condition, caused when a copy of the program is already in use and is marked as
nonconcurrent (indicating that this program can be used by a maximum of one task), will result in a delay until the
program becomes available.

• A storage-conflict condition, caused when a copy of the program previously loaded is temporarily overlayed while in
use by a waiting task, will result in a delay until the program is replaced in the program pool.

• Any abnormal condition will result in an abend. Conditions in this category include the following:
– I/O error
– Program not found in program definition table (PDT)
– A wait on storage (default action resulting from the no-storage-in-program-pool condition) would result in a deadlock

The issuing program can request return of control with the COND parameter to avoid a delay or an abend.

After completion of the #LINK function, the value in register 15 indicates the outcome of the operation:

Register 15 Value Meaning
X'00' The request has been serviced successfully.
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X'04' The request cannot be serviced because an I/O, program-not-
found, or potential-deadlock error has occurred, or the program
has not been defined in the program definition element (PDE).

Example

The example of the #LINK statement shown below performs the following functions:

• Specifies that control will be transferred to the program HELPLK
• Uses the default storage area, SYSPLIST, in which the system builds the parameter list
• Identifies the parameters, PARM1 and PARM2, to be passed to the program HELPLK
• Specifies a conditional return of control if the program HELPLK is not available and identifies the routine NOPROG that

will receive control in the event of a PGNA error condition

#LINK PGM='HELPLK',PARMS=(PARM1,PARM2),COND=PGNA,PGNAXIT=NOPROG

#LOAD -- loads a module into the program pool
The #LOAD statement loads a module (program or table) into the program pool. In response to a #LOAD, the system
returns the entry-point address of the module and the address of the resource control element (RCE) to the issuing
program.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────┬─ #LOAD PGM=program-name-pointer ───────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ VERSION=version-number ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,DICTNOD=nodename-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,DICTNAM=dictionary-name-pointer ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,EPADDR= ─┬─ (0) ◄ ───────────────┬─┘

                └─ entry-point-address ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,TYPE= ─┬─ PROGRAM ─┬─┘

              └─ TABLE ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PLIST= ─┬─ SYSPLIST ◄ ───────────────────┬┘

               └─ parameter-value-list-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►
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   └─ ,COND= ─┬── NO ◄ ───────────┬┘

              ├── ALL ────────────┤

              │   ┌───── , ───┐   │

              └─(─▼─┬─ NOST ─┬┴─)─┘

                    ├─ IOER ─┤

                    ├─ SNGL ─┤

                    ├─ LDCF ─┤

                    ├─ PGNF ─┤

                    └─ DEAD ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ NOSTXIT=insufficient-storage-label ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,IOERXIT=i/o-error-label ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,SNGLXIT=single-thread-in-use-label ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,LDCFXIT=storage-location-conflict-label ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PGNFXIT=program-not-found-label ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,DEADXIT=deadlock-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,ERROR=error-label ─┘

 

Parameters

PGM=

Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of the module to be loaded in the program pool.

program-name-pointer

A register that points to a field that contains the program name, the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the
program name, or the program-name literal enclosed in quotation marks.

VERSION=version-number

Specifies a version number. Version-number can be an absolute value, a halfword or fullword value, or a register.

DICTNOD=

Identifies the node that controls the dictionary in which the program resides.

nodename-pointer

A register that points to a field that contains the name of the node, the symbolic name of a user-defined field containing
the name of the node, or the nodename literal enclosed in quotation marks. A blank value refers to the local node.

DICTNAM=
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Identifies the default dictionary in which the named program resides.

dictionary-name-pointer

A register that points to a field containing the dictionary name, the symbolic name of a user-defined field containing the
dictionary name, or the dictionary name literal enclosed in quotation marks.

Note: If the DICTNAM and/or DICTNOD is specified, the system searches only the specified dictionary for the module. A
program-not-found condition is returned if the module cannot be found in the specified dictionary.

EPADDR=

Specifies where the system will return the entry-point address of the loaded program.

(0)

(Default) specifies that the system will return the entry-point address to register 0.

entry-point-address

Specifies that the system will return the entry-point address to a user-defined Entry-point-address is a register location or
the symbolic name of a fullword user-defined field that contains the entry-point address.

,TYPE=

Qualifies the type of load to perform.

PROGRAM

Has been pre-defined as a program at system generation or dynamically defined as a program via DCMT VARY
DYNAMIC PROGRAM command.

Note: The program must reside in a load library. No attempt will be made to load the program from a dictionary load area.

TABLE

Has been pre-defined as a table at system generation or dynamically defined using a DCMT VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM
command.

PLIST=

Specifies the location of the storage area in which the system builds the #LOAD parameter list.

SYSPLIST

Is the symbolic name of the storage area in which the system builds the #LOAD parameter list.

parameter-value-list-pointer

A register that points to the area or the symbolic name of the area.

Note: The PLIST parameter is required only if the DICNAM or DICTNOD options are specified.

COND=

Specifies whether this #LOAD is conditional and under what conditions control should be returned to the issuing program:

NO

(Default); specifies that the request is not conditional.

ALL

Specifies that the request is conditional. Control is returned if the load cannot be serviced for one or more of the reasons
listed under condition.

condition
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Specifies conditions under which control is returned to the program.

NOST

Available storage in the program pool is insufficient to load the requested program.

IOER

An I/O error occurs during the load.

SNGL

The requested program has been defined as nonconcurrent and is currently in use.

LDCF

The requested program is in use by another task but has been overlayed temporarily in the program pool, causing a
storage location conflict.

PGNF

The requested program cannot be found in the program definition table (PDT), or is marked as out-of-service.

DEAD

The requested program cannot be loaded immediately because of a no-storage-in-program-pool condition and waiting
would cause a deadlock.

NOSTXIT=insufficient-storage-label

Specifies the symbolic name of a routine to which control should be returned if the #LOAD request cannot be serviced due
to insufficient storage in the program pool.

IOERXIT=i/o-error-label

Specifies the symbolic name of a routine to which control should be returned if the #LOAD request cannot be serviced due
to an I/O error while processing the load.

SNGLXIT=single-thread-in-use-label

Specifies the symbolic name of a routine to which control should be returned if the #LOAD request is for a program
marked nonconcurrent and the program is in use.

LDCFXIT=storage-location-conflict-label

Specifies the symbolic name of a routine to which control should be returned if the #LOAD request cannot be serviced due
to a storage location conflict.

PGNFXIT=program-not-found-label

Specifies the symbolic name of a routine to which control should be returned if either the requested program cannot be
found in the PDT or is out-of-service.

DEADXIT=deadlock-label

Specifies the symbolic name of a routine to which control should be returned if the requested program cannot be loaded
immediately and to wait on its availability would cause a deadlock.

ERROR=error-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if a condition specified in the COND
parameter occurs for which no other exit routine was coded.

Status Codes

By default, the #LOAD request is unconditional. Error conditions that can occur are:
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• A no-storage-in-program-pool condition is caused when there is not enough storage in the program pool to
accommodate the program. This conditions results in a delay until sufficient storage becomes available (unless such a
wait would cause a deadlock).

• A nonconcurrent-program-in-use condition is caused when a copy of the program is already in use and is marked as
nonconcurrent (indicating that this program can be used by a maximum of one task at a time). This conditions results
in a delay until the program becomes available.

• A storage-conflict condition occurs when a previously loaded copy of the program is temporarily overlayed while in use
by a waiting task. This condition results in a delay until the program is replaced in the program pool.

• Any abnormal condition will result in an abend. Conditions in this category include the following:
– I/O error
– Program not found in PDT, or marked as out-of-service
– Waiting for storage-pool or program-pool memory, the default action resulting from the no-storage-in-program-pool

condition, would cause a deadlock

The issuing program can request return of control with the COND parameter to avoid a delay or an abend.

After completion of the #LOAD function, the value in register 15 indicates the outcome of the operation:

Register 15 Value Meaning
X'00' The request has been serviced successfully.
X'04' The request cannot be serviced due to insufficient storage in the

program pool.
X'08' The request cannot be serviced due to an I/O error during a load

from a load library.
X'0C' The requested program is nonconcurrent and in use.
X'10' The requested program has been overlayed temporarily in the

program pool, resulting in a storage conflict.
X'14' The requested program is not defined to the PDT, is marked

as out-of-service, or a null PDE could not be allocated for the
program.

X'18' The requested program cannot be loaded immediately (insufficient
storage); to wait would cause a deadlock.

X'20' The requested program cannot be loaded immediately due to an I/
O error during a load from the dictionary DDLDCLOD area.

The values in a user-defined register and register 1 also contain the following information:

• Register n specifies the entry-point address of the loaded program. The register number n is assigned by the EPADDR
parameter of the #LOAD statement.

• Register 1 specifies the address of the RCE of the loaded program.

Example

The #LOAD statement shown below loads the program EMPMENU into the program pool:

#LOAD PGM='EMPMENU'

#MAPINQ
The #MAPINQ statement is used after a map input request to accomplish one of the following actions related to the input
operation:
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• Move map-related information into variable storage
• Test for conditions relating to global map input operations
• Test specific map fields for the presence of the cursor
• Test for conditions relating to specific map fields

If you use the #MAPINQ statement to test for conditions, you must specify a routine that receives control if the condition is
true.

Each of the four types of #MAPINQ statements is discussed in this section.

Moving Map-Related Data
This version of the #MAPINQ statement moves the following information into variable storage:

• The cursor position (row and column).
• The attention ID (AID) key used. An AID key is the key that was last pressed during the input operation.
• The entered length of a specific input field.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─── #MAPINQ MRB=map-request-block-pointer ──────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,MRBLIST= ─┬─ MRBPLIST ◄ ─────────────────┬┘

                 └─ mrb-parameter-list-pointer ─┘

   ┌───────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─ ,CURSOR=cursor-position ──┬┴──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

     ├─ ,AID=aid-indicator ───────┤

     └─ field-options ────────────┘

Expansion of field-options

►►─── ,FIELD=field-name ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,INDEX=index-register ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,INLEN=field-length-register ─┘

 

 

Parameters

• MRB=
Specifies the storage area associated with the MRB of the map about which the inquiry is being made.

• map-request-block
A register that points to the MRB storage area or the symbolic name of that area.

• MRBLIST=
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Specifies the location of the 20-fullword storage area that is substituted for the DC/UCF portion of SUBSCHEMA-
CTRL.

• MRBPLIST
(Default); is the symbolic name of the storage area that will be substituted for the DC/UCF portion of SUBSCHEMA-
CTRL.

• mrb-parameter-list
A register that points to the area or the symbolic name of the area.

• CURSOR=
Requests that the system return the cursor address from the last map in operation to the specified location in the
issuing program.

• cursor-position
The symbolic name of a 2-byte user-defined field. The system will set the value of cursor-position to the row and the
column, each a 1-byte binary number, of the cursor position on the screen.

• AID=
Requests that the system return the AID to the specified location in the issuing program.

• aid-indicator
The symbolic name of a 1-byte user-defined field that will be set to the 3270 AID character received in the last map in
request.

• FIELD=
Requests that the system move the entered length of the specified map field for which information is required.

• field-name
Specifies the name of the map field.

NOTE
For each #MAPINQ request to return map-related data, field-specific information can be requested for one
map field; if information is needed for multiple fields, additional #MAPINQ commands must be issued.

• INDEX=
Specifies the occurrence of the field if field-name is a multiply-occurring field.

• index-register
Either a register or the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the subscript or an absolute expression.

• INLEN=
Requests that the system return the entered length, in bytes, of the specified map field to the issuing program.

• field-length-register
A register or the symbolic name of a halfword or fullword user-defined field to which the system will return the length.

Example

The following #MAPINQ statement moves the contents of map field EMPNUM to the area in the program labeled
BLOCK1. The value of the 3270 AID character received in the last map in request is returned to the user-defined field
AIDBYTE. This field is tested for the specific AID key value that indicates the operator is finished with this program.

         #MAPINQ MRB=BLOCK1,AID=AIDBYTE,FIELD=EMPNUM

         CLI   AIDBYTE,CLEAR

         BE    RETURN

         .

         .

CLEAR    EQU   X'6D'
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The following table lists attention ID (AID) key values.

Key AID Character Key AID Character
ENTER "'" (single quote) PF14 'B'
CLEAR '_' (underscore) PF15 'C'
PF01 '1' PF16 'D'
PF02 '2' PF17 'E'
PF03 '3' PF18 'F'
PF04 '4' PF19 'G'
PF05 '5' PF20 'H'
PF06 '6' PF21 'I'
PF07 '7' PF22 ¢
PF08 '8' PF23 '.'
PF09 '9' PF24 '<'
PF10 ':' PA01 '%'
PF11 '#' PA02 '>'
PF12 '@' PA03 ','
PF13 'A'   

Testing for Global Map Input Conditions
This version of the #MAPINQ statement tests for one of the following conditions related to map input operations:

• The screen was not previously formatted before the map in was performed.
• One or more input fields were truncated when transferred to program variable storage.
• One or more input fields were modified on the screen before being transferred.
• One or more fields, which were modified on the screen, are undefined in the map being used.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─── #MAPINQ MRB=map-request-block-pointer ──────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,MRBLIST= ─┬─ MRBPLIST ◄ ─────────────────┬┘

                 └─ mrb-parameter-list-pointer ─┘

 ►─── ,CURSOR=cursor-position ────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── ,AID=aid-indicator ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────►◄

   └─ ,IF= ( ─┬─ UNFORMAT,unformatted-screen-label─────┬─ ) ─┘

              ├─ TRUNCATE,truncated-data-label ────────┤

              ├─ CHANGED,updated-data-label ───────────┤

              └─ XTRNEOUS,extraneous-input-data-label ─┘
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Parameters

• MRB=
Specifies the storage area associated with the MRB of the map about which the inquiry is being made.

• map-request-block-pointer
A register that points to the MRB area or the symbolic name of that area.

• MRBLIST=
Specifies the location of the 20-fullword storage area that is substituted for the DC/UCF portion of SUBSCHEMA-
CTRL.

• MRBPLIST
(Default); is the symbolic name of the storage area that will be substituted for the DC/UCF portion of SUBSCHEMA-
CTRL.

• mrb-parameter-list-pointer
A register that points to the area or the symbolic name of the area.

• CURSOR=
Requests that the system return the cursor address from the last map in operation to the specified location in the
issuing program.

• cursor-position
The symbolic name of a 2-byte user-defined field. The system will set the value of cursor-position to the row and the
column, each a 1-byte binary number, of the cursor position on the screen.

• AID=
Requests that the system return the AID to the specified location in the issuing program.

• aid-indicator
The symbolic name of a 1-byte user-defined field that will be set to the 3270 AID character received in the last map in
request.

• IF=
Tests the outcome of the last map in request for a condition relating to the data input as a whole. Map data fields that
are in error are not transferred to program variable storage.
For each condition, the associated label specifies the symbolic name of the routine in the issuing program to which
the system will pass control if the tested condition is true. The IF-parameter condition and label must be enclosed in
parentheses.

• UNFORMAT,unformatted-screen-label
Tests whether the screen had been formatted before the input operation was performed.

• TRUNCATE,truncated-data-label
Tests whether any of the screen fields had been truncated when transmitted to program variable storage.

• CHANGED,updated-data-label
Tests whether any of the screen fields actually had been mapped to program data fields when the map in operation
was performed.

• XTRNEOUS,extraneous-input-data-label
Tests whether the data stream that had been read from the terminal contains any data from a field undefined to the
map. If this condition occurs, the system does not move the undefined data field to program variable storage.

Example

The following example of the #MAPINQ statement tests if any of the screen fields have been updated to the program data
fields of the map identified by BLOCK1 when the last map in operation was performed. If the test is true, the program
branches to the label NEWINFO. A false condition causes the program to execute the next sequential instruction:

#MAPINQ MRB=BLOCK1,IF=(CHANGED,NEWINFO)
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Testing Cursor Position
This version of the #MAPINQ statement tests a specified map field for the presence of the cursor.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─── #MAPINQ MRB=map-request-block-pointer ──────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,MRBLIST= ─┬─ MRBPLIST ◄ ─────────────────┬┘

                 └─ mrb-parameter-list-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,CURSOR=cursor-position ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,AID=aid-indicator ─┘

 

 ►─── ,FIELD=field-name ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,INDEX=index-register ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,INLEN=field-length-register ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,IF=(CURSOR,cursor-at-this-field-label) ─┘

 

Parameters

• MRB=
Specifies the storage area associated with the MRB of the map about which the inquiry is being made.

• map-request-block-pointer
A register that points to the MRB area or the symbolic name of that area.

• MRBLIST=
Specifies the location of the 20-fullword storage area that is substituted for the DC/UCF portion of SUBSCHEMA-
CTRL:

• MRBPLIST
(Default); is the symbolic name of the storage area that will be substituted for the DC/UCF portion of SUBSCHEMA-
CTRL.

• mrb-parameter-list-pointer
A register that points to the area or the symbolic name of the area.

• CURSOR=
Requests that the system return the cursor address from the last map in operation to the specified location in the
issuing program.

• cursor-position
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The symbolic name of a 2-byte user-defined field. The system will set the value of cursor-position to the row and the
column, each a 1-byte binary number, of the cursor position on the screen.

• AID=
Requests that the system return the AID to the specified location in the issuing program.

• aid-indicator
The symbolic name of a 1-byte user-defined field that will be set to the 3270 AID character received in the last map in
request.

• FIELD=
Requests that the system move field-related information to the issuing program.

• field-name
Specifies the name of the map field being tested.

NOTE
For each #MAPINQ request to test for cursor position, field-specific information can be requested for one
map field; if information is needed for multiple fields, additional #MAPINQ commands must be issued.

• INDEX=
Specifies the occurrence of the field if field-name is a multiply-occurring field.

• index-register
Either a register or the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the subscript or an absolute expression.

• INLEN=
Requests that the system return the entered length, in bytes, of the specified map field to the issuing program.

• field-length-register
Either a register or the symbolic name of a halfword or fullword user-defined field to which the system will return the
length.

• IF=CURSOR,
Tests the outcome of the last map in request to determine whether the cursor was in the named field during the last
map in operation.

• cursor-at-this-field-label
Specifies the symbolic name of the routine within the issuing program to which the system will pass control if the cursor
is in the named field during the last map in operation.

Example

The #MAPINQ statement shown below moves information about the EMPNUM field to the issuing task. The IF statement
tests the outcome of the last map in request; if the cursor was in that field during the last map in operation, the system
passes control to the routine labeled CURATNUM.

#MAPINQ MRB=BLOCK1,FIELD=EMPNUM,IF=(CURSOR,CURATNUM)

Testing for Identical Data
You can compare the contents of a mapped-in field with the map data that is currently in your program's record buffer.

You can use #MAPINQ when you want to reduce the number of database I/O operations performed for your programs,
updating the database only when the user enters different data.

To test for identical data, use the DATAIDEN and DATADIFF options of the IF= clause (see Testing for Input Conditions).

Example

Use a #MAPINQ statement to test whether the user has entered identical data in the EMPNUM, EMPNAME, CONCODE
and UPDFLAG.
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• If the identical condition is true (the user enters identical data in these fields), the program branches to NEXPRO2.
• If the identical condition is false (the user has changed at least one of these fields), control continues with the next

executable instruction.

Use a #MAPINQ statement to test whether the user has entered a new department ID. If the user enters a new ID
(different is true), the program branches to label OBTDEPT.

#MAPINQ MRB=BLOCK1,FLIST=(FIELD,DEPTID-0410),FOR=ANY,

      IF=(DATADIFF,OBTDEPT)

Testing for Input Conditions
This version of the #MAPINQ statement tests for the following input conditions related to specific map fields:

• If map fields have been modified and the data fields in storage contain the new (changed) contents of that field.
• If map fields have not been modified and the data fields in storage remain unchanged.
• If map fields have been erased by operator action.
• If map fields have been truncated.
• If the specified map fields are either in error (the error flag has been set on) or the map fields are correct, (the error flag

has been set off). This option applies only to those maps and map fields for which automatic editing is enabled.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─── #MAPINQ MRB=map-request-block-pointer ──────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,MRBLIST= ─┬─ MRBPLIST ◄ ─────────────────┬┘

                 └─ mrb-parameter-list-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,CURSOR=cursor-position ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,AID=aid-indicator ─┘

 ►─┬─ field-options ────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─┬─ flist-options ─┬┤

   │ └─ for-options ───┘│

   └─ if-options ───────┘

Expansion of field-options

►►─── ,FIELD=field-name ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,INDEX=index-register ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,INLEN=field-length-number ─┘
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Expansion of flist-options

►►─── ,FLIST= ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

         ┌──────────────────── , ────────────────────────┐

 ►─── ( ─▼─ FIELD,field-name ─┬─────────────────────────┬┴─ ) ────────────────►

                              └─ ,INDEX=index-register ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,PLIST= ─┬─ SYSPLIST ◄ ───────────────────┬┘

               └─ parameter-value-list-pointer ─┘

Expansion of for-options

►►─── ,FOR= ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►───┬─ CURRENT ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

     ├─ ALL ─────┤

     ├─ NONE ────┤

     ├─ SOME ────┤

     └─ ANY ─────┘

Expansion of if-options

►►─── ,IF= ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── ( ─┬─ DATANO,unchanged-field-label ─────┬─ ) ───────────────────────────►◄

         ├─ DATAYES,updated-field-label ──────┤

         ├─ DATAERAS,erased-field-label ──────┤

         ├─ DATARUN,truncated-field-label ────┤

         ├─ EDITERR,edit-error-field-label ───┤

         ├─ EDITCOR,edit-correct-field-label ─┤

         ├─ DATAIDEN,identical-data-label ────┤

         └─ DATADIFF,different-data-label ────┘

 

 

Parameters

• MRB=
Specifies the storage area associated with the MRB about which the inquiry is being made.

• map-request-block-pointer
A register that points to the MRB area or the symbolic name of that area.

• MRBLIST=
Specifies the location of the 20-fullword storage area that is substituted for the DC/UCF portion of SUBSCHEMA-
CTRL.

• MRBPLIST
(Default); is the symbolic name of the storage area that will be substituted for the DC/UCF portion of SUBSCHEMA-
CTRL.

• mrb-parameter-list-pointer
A register that points to the area or the symbolic name of the area.

• CURSOR=
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Requests that the system return the cursor address from the last map in operation to the specified location in the
issuing program.

• cursor-position
The symbolic name of a 2-byte user-defined field. The system will set the value of cursor-position to the row and the
column, each a 1-byte binary number, of the cursor position on the screen.

• AID=
Requests the system to return the AID to the specified location in the issuing program.

• aid-indicator
The symbolic name of a 1-byte user-defined field that will be set to the 3270 AID character received in the last map in
request.

• FIELD=
Moves field-related information to the issuing program.

• field-name
Specifies the name of the map field being tested. The following options can be used with FIELD:
– INDEX=index specifies the occurrence of the field if field-name is a multiply-occurring field. Index is either a register

or the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the subscript or an absolute expression.
– INLEN=field-length. requests that the system return the entered length, in bytes, of the specified map field to the

issuing program. Field-length is a register or the symbolic name of a halfword or fullword user-defined field to which
the system will return the length.

• FLIST=
Specifies a list of map fields to be tested, as indicated by the FOR parameter, described below. The FLIST-parameter
values must be enclosed in parentheses. Each field specification must be coded on a separate line. The FLIST
parameters are:
– Field-name is the name of the map data field to be tested.
– INDEX= specifies the occurrence of the field if field-name is a multiply-occurring field. Index-register is a register or

the symbolic name of a user-define field that contains the subscript or an absolute expression.
– PLIST= (optional); indicates the location in which the system will build the field parameter list.
– SYSPLIST (default); is the symbolic name of the storage area in which the system will build the field parameter list.
– Parameter-value-list-pointer is a register that points to the area or the symbolic name of the area.

• FOR=
Specifies the map data fields to which the test applies.

• CURRENT
Specifies that the test applies only to the current data field; that is, the data field that was referenced in the last
#MAPMOD or #MAPINQ statement issued by the program. If the last #MAPMOD or #MAPINQ statement specified a
field list, no currency exists.

• ALL
Specifies that the test is true if all map data fields meet the specified condition.

• NONE
Specifies that the test is true if none of the map data fields meet the specified condition.

• SOME
Specifies that the test is true if more than one, but not all of the map data fields meet the specified condition.

• ANY
Specifies that the test is true if one or more of the map data fields meet the specified condition.

• ALLBUT
Specifies that the test is true if all map fields except for the named field meet the specified condition.

• NTCURFLD
Specifies that the test is true if all map fields except the current field meet the specified condition.

• IF=
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Specifies the input test condition. For each condition, the associated label specifies the symbolic name of the routine in
the issuing program to which the system will pass control if the tested condition is true. The IF-parameter condition and
label must be enclosed in parentheses.

• DATANO
Determines if the terminal operator did not enter data in the named map fields. This condition is true if the field has not
been modified or if it had been modified but the INDATA=NO option was in effect for the field during the last #MREQ IN
request.

• DATAYES
Determines if the terminal operator entered data in the named map fields.

• DATAERAS
Determines if the data has been erased from the named map fields using 3270 local editing features. In this case, the
data fields would remain unchanged unless a padding character had been specified, which would fill the field with that
character.

• DATATRUN
Determines if the data has been truncated in the named map fields. A field that has been truncated would also fulfill the
condition DATAYES, described above.

• EDITERR
Determines if the named map fields were found to be in error during automatic editing. To test for this condition,
automatic editing must be enabled for the map and for each of the named map fields.

• EDITCOR
Determines if the named map fields were found to be correct during automatic editing. To test for this condition,
automatic editing must be enabled for the map and for each of the named map fields.

• DATAIDEN
Tests whether input data is identical to map data currently in program variable storage. DATAIDEN is true in either of
the following cases:
– The field's modified data tag (MDT) is off. On mapin, the MDT is off if the user did not type any characters in the

field, a previous modify map did not set it, or the map specifies N to MDT on Y/N.
– The field's MDT is on, but each character that the user typed in is identical (including capitalization) to the data in

variable storage.
• DATADIFF

Tests whether input data is different from map data currently in program variable storage. DATADIFF is true if the field's
MDT is on and at least one input character differs from the data in variable storage.

Example

The following example of the #MAPINQ statement tests for whether the terminal operator entered data in more than
one, but not all of the fields described in the FLIST parameter. If this condition is true the program branches to the label
CHECFLDS. A false condition returns control to the next executable instruction.

#MAPINQ MRB=BLOCK1,FLIST=(FIELD,SCREENF2,                     *

      FIELD,SCREENF3,                                         *

      FIELD,SCREENF4,                                         *

      FIELD,SCREENF5),                                        *

      FOR=SOME,IF=(DATAYES,CHECFLDS)

Status Codes

The #MAPINQ request is unconditional; any return code other than X'00' will result in an abend of the issuing task.
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#MAPMOD -- requests that the system modify options in the map request block
The #MAPMOD statement requests that the system modify options in the map request block (MRB) for a map.
Modifications can be designated as permanent or temporary. Requested revisions can be field-specific, non field-specific,
or both. Field-specific revisions apply to the map's variable data fields, not to literal fields.

This article describes the following information:

Considerations

The following considerations apply:

• If modification of one field is necessary, specify the FIELD, MRB, and the optional PLIST parameters, described here.
• If modification of more than one field is necessary, specify the FLIST, FOR, and MRBLIST parameters, described here.
• The #MAPMOD attribute parameters revise predefined map and/or map data field attributes, and thus have no

defaults. If a #MAPMOD attribute parameter is not specified, that parameter remains set to the value specified at map
generation or to the value set with a previously issued #MAPMOD statement specifying TYPE=PERM. Conflicting
attributes are resolved by runtime mapping.

Syntax

 

►►── #MAPMOD ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ TYPE= ───┬─ PERM ◄ ──┬──┘

               └─ TEMP ────┘

 ►─── ,MRB=map-request-block-pointer ─────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PLIST= ──┬─ SYSPLIST ◄ ─────────────┬───┘

                └─ parameter-list-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►

   └─ ,MRBLIST= ──┬─ MRBPLIST ◄ ─────────────────┬─┘

                  └─ mrb-parameter-list-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───►

   └─ ,CURSOR= ( ─┬─ cursor-row,cursor-column ─────────────────────┬─ ) ──┘

                  └─ FIELD,fieldname ─┬──────────────────────────┬─┘

                                      └─ ,INDEX,index-register ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,WCC= ─┬─┬─ RESETMDT ─┬─┬─┘

             │ └─ NOMDT ────┘ │

             ├─┬─ RESETKBD ─┬─┤

             │ └─ NOKBD ────┘ │

             ├─┬─ ALARM ───┬──┤

             │ └─ NOALARM ─┘  │

             ├─┬─ STARTPRT ─┬─┤

             │ └─ NOPRT ────┘ │

             └─┬─ NLCR ─┬─────┘
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               ├─ 40CR ─┤

               ├─ 64CR ─┤

               └─ 80CR ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

   └─ ,FIELD=field-name ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

                         └─ ,INDEX=index-register ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────►

   │            ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────┐     │

   └─ ,FLIST= (─▼─ FIELD,field-name ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┴─)───┘

                                     └─ ,INDEX,index-register ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,FOR= ─┬─ ALL ──────┬─┘

             ├─ ERROR ────┤

             ├─ CORRECT ──┤

             ├─ CURRENT ──┤

             ├─ NOTCURNT ─┤

             ├─ FLIST ────┤

             └─ NOTFLIST ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,BACKSCN= ─┬─ YES ─┬─┘

                 └─ NO ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,OUTDATA= ─┬─ YES ───────┬──┘

                 ├─ NO ────────┤

                 ├─ ERASE ─────┤

                 └─ ATTRibute ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,INDATA= ─┬─ YES ─┬─┘

                └─ NO ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,JUSTIFY= ─┬─ RIGHT ─┬─┘

                 └─ LEFT ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PAD= ─┬─ NO ────────────────┬─┘

             ├─ C'pad-character' ──┤

             └─ X'pad-character' ──┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,EDIT= ─┬─ ERROR ───┬──┘

              └─ CORRECT ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,INPUT= ─┬─ REQUIRED ─┬─┘

               └─ OPTIONAL ─┘
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 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,ERRMSG= ─┬─ ACTIVE ◄ ─┬──┘

                └─ SUPPRESS ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

   │           ┌──────── , ───────────┐  │

   └─ ,ATTR= (─▼─┬──── SKIP ────────┬─┴)─┘

                 ├──┬─ ALPHA ─────┬─┤

                 │  └─ NUMERIC ───┘ │

                 ├──┬─ PROTECT ───┬─┤

                 │  └─ UNPROT ────┘ │

                 ├──┬─ DISPLAY ───┬─┤

                 │  ├─ DARK ──────┤ │

                 │  └─ BRIGHT ────┘ │

                 ├──── DETECT ──────┤

                 ├──┬─ MDT ───────┬─┤

                 │  └─ NOMDT ─────┘ │

                 ├──┬─ BLINK ─────┬─┤

                 │  └─ NOBLINK ───┘ │

                 ├──┬─ REVERSE ───┬─┤

                 │  └─ NRMVIDEO ──┘ │

                 ├──┬─ UNDERSCR ──┬─┤

                 │  └─ NOUNDER ───┘ │

                 └──┬─ NOCOLOR ───┬─┘

                    ├─ BLUE ──────┤

                    ├─ RED ───────┤

                    ├─ PINK ──────┤

                    ├─ GREEN ─────┤

                    ├─ TURQUOIS ──┤

                    ├─ YELLOW ────┤

                    └─ WHITE ─────┘

 

Parameters

MRB=

Specifies the storage area associated with the MRB of the map that is being modified. This storage area is of variable
length according to the number of fields included in the map; it is copied into program variable storage by the #MRB
statement.

map-request-block-pointer

A register that points to the MRB area or the symbolic name of that area.

NOTE
Note: Map-request-block cannot be a register if the FIELD=field-name operand is also specified in the
#MAPMOD statement.

TYPE=

Specifies whether the modifications are to be permanent or temporary.

PERM

(Default); specifies that modifications apply to all mapping mode I/O requests issued until the program terminates or until a
subsequent #MAPMOD request overrides the requested revisions.
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TEMP

Specifies that modifications apply only to the next #MREQ request.

PLIST=

Indicates the location of the storage area in which the system builds the field parameter list that is specified by the FLIST
parameter, described below.

SYSPLIST

(Default); is the symbolic name of the storage area in which the system builds the field parameter list.

parameter-value-list-pointer

A register that points to the area or the symbolic name of the area.

MRBLIST=

Indicates the location of the 20-fullword storage area that is substituted for the DC/UCF portion of SUBSCHEMA-CTRL. It
is generated at the bottom of the first map request block in the program.

MRBPLIST

(Default) is the symbolic name of the storage area that is substituted for the DC/UCF portion of SUBSCHEMA-CTRL.

mrb-parameter-list-pointer

A register that points to the area or the symbolic name of the area.

CURSOR=

Identifies the screen location at which the cursor is positioned during output operations.

cursor-row,cursor-column

Specifies the row and column on the terminal screen to which the cursor is moved. Cursor-row is a numeric literal
indicating the row value. Cursor-column is a numeric literal indicating the column value.

field-name

Specifies the field to which the cursor is moved. Field-name is the name of a map data field.

index-register

Optionally specifies the occurrence of the field if field-name is a multiply occurring field. Index is either a register or the
symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the subscript or an absolute expression.

WCC=

Specifies the write-control character (WCC) options that are requested for the output operation. The WCC is a single byte
transmitted with a screen during a #MREQ OUT, that indicates the functions that the 3270 control unit is to perform as it
displays the information on the screen.

If a #MAPMOD request alters any WCC option, the system resets unspecified options to the following values:

• NOMDT
• NOKBD
• NOALARM

Multiple WCC parameter values must be enclosed in parentheses and separated by commas.

RESETMDT/NOMDT

Specifies whether the modified data tags (MDTs) for the map fields are reset to off automatically when the map is
displayed. If RESETMDT is specified, the contents of variable fields are transmitted to storage only if the terminal operator
modified the field or if the MDT has been set programmatically.
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RESETMDT

States that the MDTs are reset (turned off).

NOMDT

States that the MDTs are not reset.

RESETKBD/NOKBD

Specifies whether the keyboard will be unlocked automatically when the map is displayed.

RESETKBD

States that the keyboard will be unlocked.

NOKBD

States that the keyboard will not be unlocked.

ALARM/NOALARM

Specifies whether the terminal audible alarm, if installed, sounds automatically when the map (for example, a screen that
displays error messages), is displayed.

ALARM

States that the alarm sounds.

NOALARM

States that the alarm will not sound.

STARTPRT/NOPRT

(3280 printers only); specifies whether the contents of the terminal buffer are printed automatically when the map is
displayed.

STARTPRT

States that the contents of the terminal buffer are printed.

NOPRT

States that the contents of the terminal buffer are not printed.

NLCR/40CR/64CR/80CR

Specifies the characters-per-line formatting for 3280 printer output, meaningful only if the STARTPRT option, described
above, has been specified.

NLCR

States that no line formatting will be performed on the printer output. Printing will begin on a new line only if the printer
encounters new line (NL) and carriage control (CR) characters.

40CR

States that the contents of the 3280 print buffer are printed at 40 characters per line.

64CR

States that the contents of the 3280 print buffer are printed at 64 characters per line.

80CR

States that the contents of the 3280 print buffer are printed at 80 characters per line.

FIELD/FLIST
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Specifies one or more map fields to be modified. Choose one of these parameters to change field-specific options such as
FOR, BACKSCN, OUTDATA, INDATA, JUSTIFY, PAD, EDIT, INPUT, and ATTR.

FIELD=

Specifies one map field to modify.

FIELD

Specifies that one map field is to be modified.

field-name

Is the name of the map data field to be modified.

index

Specifies the occurrence of the field if field-name is a multiply occurring field. Index is a register, the symbolic name of a
user-defined field that contains the subscript, or an absolute expression.

FLIST=

Specifies a list of map fields to be modified or to be excluded from modification, as indicated by the FOR=FLIST and
FOR=NOTFLIST parameters described below. The FLIST parameter values must be enclosed in parentheses. Each field
specification must be coded on a separate line. Specify each field by using the following parameters.

field-name

Is the name of the map data field to be modified.

index-register

Specifies the occurrence of the field if field-name is a multiply occurring field. Index-register is a register, the symbolic
name of a user-defined field that contains the subscript, or an absolute expression.

FOR=

Specifies the map fields to be modified or excluded from modification:

ALL

Modifies all fields.

ERROR

Modifies those fields found to be in error during automatic editing.

CORRECT

Modifies those fields found to be correct during automatic editing.

CURRENT

Modifies only the field found to be current during automatic editing. The current field is the map field that was referenced
in the last #MAPMOD or #MAPINQ request issued by the program. A #MAPMOD or #MAPINQ that specifies a field list
does not establish currency.

NOCURNT

Modifies all the fields except the current field during automatic editing. The current field is the map field that was
referenced in the last #MAPMOD or #MAPINQ request issued by the program. A #MAPMOD or #MAPINQ that specifies a
field list does not establish currency.

FLIST

Modifies all the fields in the field list defined by the FLIST parameter above.
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NOTFLIST

Modifies all fields except those in the field list defined by the FLIST parameter above.

BACKSCN=

Specifies whether the system is to backscan the specified field to remove trailing blanks before performing the map output
operation.

YES

Requests that the system send all characters up to the last nonblank character to the terminal; fields remaining on the
screen will contain whatever characters were present before the #MREQ request was issued. If the #MREQ request
specifies the NEWPAGE option, the system erases the contents of all map data fields.

NO

Requests that the system leave in trailing blanks.

OUTDATA=

Indicates whether map fields will be set to the value of the corresponding variable-storage data fields.

YES

Specifies that the value of the variable storage field will be mapped out to the map field.

NO

Specifies that data from the record buffer as well as the attribute byte will not be mapped out.

ERASE

Requests that the system erase the map data fields.

ATTRIBUTE

Requests that the system transfer only the attribute byte from the record buffer to the map field.

INDATA=YES/NO

Indicates whether the map fields will be moved automatically to the corresponding variable-storage data fields (YES) or
left unchanged (NO) during an input operation.

JUSTIFY=RIGHT/LEFT

Indicates whether the variable-storage field should be right or left justified on input.

PAD=

Indicates whether the alphanumeric variable-storage data field should be padded on input and defines the pad value or
character:

NO

Does not pad the field.

pad-character

Pads the field with the specified pad character on the left if JUSTIFY=RIGHT is specified and on the right if
JUSTIFY=LEFT is specified. Pad-character is a binary numeric literal pad-character value.

EDIT=ERROR/CORRECT

Explicitly sets the error flag on (ERROR) or off (CORRECT) for the specified map fields. If this parameter is specified,
automatic editing must be enabled for the map and for the named map fields.
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The ability to set the error flag enables programs to perform their own editing and validation in addition to that provided by
the automatic editing feature.

INPUT=

Specifies whether the terminal operator will be required to add input in the specified map fields.

REQUIRED

Specifies that input is required. An error results if the terminal operator fails to enter data in a required field.

OPTIONAL

Specifies that input is optional. An error will not result if the terminal operator fails to enter data in an optional field.

ERRMSG

ACTIVE

(Default); enables display of the error message associated with the field.

SUPPRESS

Disables display of the error message associated with the field. If the map is redisplayed because of errors, the message
defined for the map field will not be displayed even if the field contains edit errors. You typically enable display of a
message only after specifying ERRMSG=SUPPRESS for the map in a previous #MAPMOD TYPE=PERM statement.

ATTR=

Specifies the 3270 and 3279 attributes for the named map fields. Multiple ATTR parameter values must be enclosed in
parentheses and separated by commas. Only the named attributes will be modified in the MRB. ATTR options are.

SKIP

Requests that the system reposition the cursor automatically over the ma fields to the next unprotected field. When SKIP
is specified, the named map fields are implicitly assigned the NUMERIC and PROTECT attributes (described below)
automatically.

ALPHA/NUMERIC

Specifies whether the data input to the map fields by the terminal operator are alphanumeric (any character on the 3270
terminal keyboard) or numeric. ALPHA cannot be specified if SKIP has been specified.

PROTECT/UNPROT

Specifies whether or not map fields will be protected from data entry or modification by the terminal operator. UNPROT
cannot be specified if SKIP has been specified.

DISPLAY/DARK/BRIGHT

Specifies how map fields are displayed.

DISPLAY

Specifies that the map fields will be displayed with normal intensity. DISPLAY cannot be specified if DETECT, described
below, has been specified.

DARK

Specifies that the map fields will not be displayed. DARK cannot be specified if DETECT, described below, has been
specified.

BRIGHT

Specifies that the map fields will be displayed with bright intensity. BRIGHT cannot be specified if DETECT, described
below, has been specified.
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DETECT

Specifies that the map fields will be light-pen-detectable. All fields assigned the BRIGHT attribute will automatically be
detectable by a light pen.

MDT/NOMDT

Specifies whether MDTs are automatically set (turned on) for the map field when displayed.

MDT

Requests that the system automatically set the MDT for the map fields when displayed.

NOMDT

Requests that the system not automatically set the MDT for the map fields when displayed.

BLINK/NOBLINK

(3279 terminals only); specifies whether map fields will be displayed with blinking characters.

BLINK

Specifies that the fields characters will blink.

NOBLINK

Suppresses blinking.

REVERSE/NRMVIDEO

(3279 terminals only); specifies whether map fields will be displayed in reverse video; dark characters on a light
background.

REVERSE

Indicates that map fields will be displayed in reverse video.

NRMVIDEO

Specifies that the map fields will be displayed in normal video; light characters on a dark background.

UNDERSCR/NOUNDER

(3279 terminals only); specifies whether the map fields are displayed with underlined characters.

UNDERSCR

Specifies that the map fields will be displayed with underlined characters.

NOUNDER

Specifies that the map fields will be displayed with nonunderlined characters.

NOCOLOR/BLUE/RED/PINK/GREEN/TURQUOIS/YELLOW/WHITE

(3279 terminals only); specifies that the map fields will be displayed with no color attribute or with one of the seven
available color attributes.

NOTE
The BLINK/NOBLINK, REVERSE/NRMVIDEO, and UNDERSCR/NOUNDER options are mutually exclusive; the
last attribute specified overrides any previously specified attribute.

Status Codes

The #MAPMOD request is unconditional; any return code other then X'00' will result in an abend of the issuing task.
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Example

The example of the #MAPMOD statement shown here performs the following functions:

• Identifies BLOCK1 as the storage area associated with the MRB of the map that is being modified
• Accepts the default of setting the modifications listed in this statement as permanent until the program terminates or

another #MAPMOD statement is issued
• Accepts the default of MRBPLIST as the symbolic name of the storage area that is substituted for the DC/UCF portion

of SUBSCHEMA-CTRL
• Identifies the initial position of the cursor during a map out operation on the first position of the field SCREENF1
• Defines the WCC character options that are requested for output operations
• Specifies that all the fields listed in the FLIST parameter are to be modified
• Specifies that during an output operation the screen fields associated with the fields listed in the FLIST parameter are

to be set to the value of the storage fields
• Specifies that during an input operation the storage fields are to be set to the value of the corresponding screen fields
• Specifies that the storage fields are left justified on input
• Specifies that on input the storage fields are padded on the right with blank spaces
• Specifies that input is optional
• Specifies the 3270 attributes for the specified map fields

#MAPMOD MRB=BLOCK1,CURSOR=(SCREENF1),WCC=(NOMDT,RESETKDB,     *

      NOALARM,NOPRT),FLIST=(FIELD,SCREENF1,                   *

      FIELD,SCREENF2                                          *

      FIELD,SCREENF3                                          *

      FIELD,SCREENF4),                                        *

      FOR=FLIST,OUTDATA=YES,INDATA=YES,                       *

      JUSTIFY=LEFT,PAD=C' ',INPUT=OPTIONAL,                   *

      ATTR=(SKIP,BRIGHT,UNDERSCR)

The following #MAPMOD statement shows how to suppress display of default error messages for fields EMPID and
DEPTID on the current map.

 

#MAPMOD TYPE=TEMP,MRB=MAPMRB,                                          *

      FLIST=(FIELD,EMPID FIELD,DEPTID),                                *

      FOR=FLIST,ERRMSG=SUPPRESS

Because this #MAPMOD statement specifies TEMP, error messages for these fields are suppressed for the next mapout
only. If PERM (default) was used, the error messages would be suppressed until the program terminated or until the error
message specifications were overridden by a subsequent #MAPMOD statement.

@MODIFY -- replaces element values of the database record
The @MODIFY statement replaces element values of the specified database record with new element values present in
program variable storage.

Before execution of the @MODIFY statement, the following conditions must be met:

• All areas affected, either implicitly or explicitly, must be readied in one of the update usage modes (see @READY).
• The named record must be established as current of run unit. If the record that is current of run unit is not an

occurrence of the named record, an error condition results.
• The values of all elements defined for the named record in the subschema view must be in variable storage. If the

@MODIFY statement is not preceded by an @OBTAIN statement, you must initialize the appropriate values. It is
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recommended that you issue an @OBTAIN statement to ensure that all the elements in the modified record are
present in variable storage before you alter the values, then issue the @MODIFY statement.

This article describes the following information:

Modifying CALC- and Sort-Control Elements

The following special considerations apply to the modification of CALC- and sort-control elements:

• If modification of a CALC- or sort-control element will violate a duplicates-not-allowed option, the record is not modified
and an error condition results.

• If a CALC-control element is modified, successful execution of the @MODIFY statement enables the record to be
accessed on the basis of its new CALC-key value. The db-key of the specified record is not changed.

• If a sort-control element is to be modified, the sorted set in which the named record participates must be included in
the subschema invoked by the program. A record occurrence that is a member of a set not defined in the subschema
can be modified if the undefined set is not sorted.

• If any of the modified elements in the specified record are defined as sort-control elements for any set occurrence
in which that record is currently a member, the set occurrence is examined. If necessary, the specified record is
automatically disconnected and reconnected in the set occurrence to maintain the set order specified in the schema.

Native VSAM Considerations

The following special considerations apply to the modification of records in native VSAM data sets:

• The length of a record in an entry-sequenced data set (ESDS) cannot be changed even if the record is variable length.
• The prime key for a key-sequenced data set (KSDS) cannot be modified.

Currency

Before execution of the @MODIFY statement:

• The specified record must be established as current of run unit. If the record that is current of run unit is not an
occurrence of the specified record, an error condition results.

• The values of all elements defined for the named record in the program's subschema view must be in variable storage.
If the @MODIFY statement is not preceded by an @OBTAIN statement, the programmer must initialize the appropriate
values. The best practice is to issue an @OBTAIN statement to ensure that all the elements in the modified record are
present in variable storage before altering the values as desired and then issue the @MODIFY statement.

Following a successfully executed @MODIFY statement, the modified record becomes current of its run unit, record type,
area, and all sets in which in participates as owner or member.

 

Syntax

 

►►─── @MODIFY REC=record-name ────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

REC=record-name

Defines the named record occurrence, as specified in program variable storage. Record-name must specify a record type
included in the subschema.
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Status Codes

After completion of the @MODIFY function, the ERRSTAT field in the IDMS communications block indicates the outcome
of the operation. The following is a list of the acceptable status codes for this function and their corresponding meaning:

• 0800 
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 0804 
The OCCURS DEPENDING ON item is less than 0 or greater than the maximum number of occurrences of the control
element.

• 0805 
Modification of the record would violate a duplicates-not-allowed option for a CALC record, a sorted set, or an index
set.

• 0806 
Currency has not been established for the specified record.

• 0808 
The specified record cannot be found. The record name has probably been misspelled.

• 0809 
The specified record's area has not been readied in one of the three update usage modes.

• 0810 
The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits modification of the named record.

• 0811 
There is insufficient space to hold the modified variable-length record occurrence.

• 0813 
A current record of run unit has not been established or has been nullified by a previous @ERASE statement.

• 0818 
The record has not been bound.

• 0820 
The current record of run unit is not the same type as the specified record.

• 0821 
An area other than the area of the named record has been readied with an incorrect usage mode.

• 0825 
No current record of set type has been established.

• 0833 
All sorted sets in which the specified record participates have not been included in the subschema.

• 0855 
An invalid length has been defined for a variable-length record.

• 0860 
A record occurrence has been encountered whose type is inconsistent with the set named in the ERROR-SET field of
the IDMS communications block. Probable causes are either a broken chain and improper database description.

• 0861 
No record can be found for an internal db-key. This code usually indicates a broken chain.

• 0883 
Either the length of a record in a native VSAM ESDS has been changed, or a prime key in native VSAM KSDS has
been modified.

Example

The following example illustrates the steps involved in modifying an occurrence of the EMPLOYEE record. Assume that
the employee name is to be changed. The first step is to retrieve the desired EMPLOYEE record and move its contents to
variable storage by using the statements shown below:
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MVC   EMPID,INEMPID

@OBTAIN CALC,REC='EMPLOYEE'

The next step is to update the value of the EMPLOYEE field by moving the new employee name into the proper location in
the EMPLOYEE record:

MVC   EMPNAME,NEWNAME

The final step is to issue an @MODIFY statement to return all data items in the EMPLOYEE record to the database:

@MODIFY REC='EMPLOYEE'

@MODIFY (LRF) -- changes field values of an existing logical-record occurrence
The @MODIFY statement changes field values of an existing logical-record occurrence. LRF uses the field values present
in the variable-storage location reserved for the logical record to update the appropriate database records in the database.
You can optionally specify an alternative variable-storage location from which the changed field values are to be taken.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─── @MODIFY REC=logical-record-name ────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,IOAREA=alt-logical-record-location ───┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

   └─ ,ONLRSTS=path-status,GOTO=branch-location ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,WHERE boolean-expression ─┘

 

Parameters

REC=logical-record-name

Defines the logical record. Unless the IOAREA clause is specified (see below), the field values used to update the
database are taken from the area in program variable storage reserved for the specified logical record. Logical-record-
name must specify a logical record defined in the subschema.

IOAREA=alt-logical-record-location

Identifies an alternative variable-storage location from which the field values are to be obtained to perform the requested
modification. When modifying a logical record that was retrieved into an alternative location in variable storage, you should
use the IOAREA clause to name the same location specified in the @OBTAIN request. If the IOAREA clause is included
in the @MODIFY statement, alt-logical-record-location must identify a record location defined in the program.

ONLRSTS=path-status,GOTO=branch-location
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Tests for the indicated path status. Path-status must be a quoted literal or program variable (1 to 16 bytes under z/OS
and OS/390 or 1 to 6 bytes under the z/VSE operating system). If path-status results from this @MODIFY statement, the
action specified by GOTO=branch-location is performed. See ON Clause in this section for details.

WHERE boolean-expression

Specifies the selection criteria to be applied to the named logical record. See WHERE Clause, later in this section, for
details.

Status Codes

When using LRF, the type of status code returned to the program in the ERRSTAT field of the IDMS communications block
differs according to the type of error. If the error occurs in the logical-record path, the ERRSTAT field contains a status
code issued by IDMS/DB with a major code from 00 to 19. For a list of these codes, see ERRSTAT Field and Codes.

When the error occurs in the request itself, LRF returns the path status LR-ERROR to the LRSTAT field of the LRC block
and places a status code with a major code of 20 in the ERRSTAT field of the IDMS communications block. For a list of
these codes, see Testing for the Logical-Record Path Status.

Example

The sample code shown below illustrates the steps taken to modify an occurrence of the EMPSKLLR logical record.
Assume that the department name for department 1200 is to be changed, as well as the maximum salary for a specific job
working in this department (job identification number 5051).

1. Retrieve the desired logical record:

@OBTAIN FIRST,REC=EMPSKLLR,                              *

      WHERE DEPTID EQ '1200'                             *

      AND JOBID EQ '5051'

2. Update the JOBNAME and MAXSAL fields by moving the new department name and the revised maximum salary to
the proper fields in the obtained DEPJOBLR logical record:

MVC   JOBNAME,NEWNAME

MVC   MAXSAL,NEWSAL

3. Issue the @MODIFY statement for the update EMPSKLLR logical record:

@MODIFY REC=EMPSKLLR

#MREQ -- determines how data is transferred
The #MREQ statement determines how data is transferred between the terminal and program variable storage. There are
three types of #MREQ statements, each performing a different type of I/O operation:

• #MREQ IN transfers data from the terminal device to program variable storage.
• #MREQ OUT transfers data from program variable storage to the terminal device.
• #MREQ OUTIN transfers data from program variable storage to the terminal device, followed by a transfer from the

terminal device back to program variable storage.

This article describes the following information:

Native Mode Transfers

You can also use the #MREQ statement to perform the following native-mode data transfers:
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• Map in data from an area in variable storage that contains a 3270-like data stream to data fields defined for the map.
• Map out data to another area in variable storage.

Synchronous and Asynchronous Requests

All #MREQ input requests are synchronous; output requests can be either synchronous or asynchronous:

• For synchronous requests, control does not return to the issuing program until the I/O operation is completed. You
specify a synchronous input request (the default for mapping output) by indicating YES in the CHECK parameter, as
described below.

• For asynchronous requests, control is returned to the issuing program immediately after the requested I/O operation
is initiated. The program continues to execute concurrently with the I/O operation. An ECB is established that will be
posted after the I/O has been completed. The address of the ECB is contained in register 1.
To ensure that the previous #MREQ processing has been completed before you issue an #MREQ request, your
program must issue a #TREQ CHECK following asynchronous data transfer.
To transfer data immediately from program variable storage to the terminal, your program can issue a write-direct-to-
terminal #MREQ OUT request (blast). Blast requests must be directed to 3270 devices that support mapping-mode
terminal I/O operations.

Syntax

Syntax for each of the these #MREQ statements follows:

• #MREQ IN
• #MREQ OUT
• #MREQ OUTIN

#MREQ IN

 

►►─── #MREQ IN ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── ,MRB=map-request-block-pointer ─────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PLIST= ──┬─ SYSPLIST ◄ ─────────────┬─┘

                └─ parameter-list-pointer ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►

   │                  ┌── , ───┐        │

   └─ ,OPTNS= ── ( ─┬─▼─ NOIO ─┴─┬─ ) ──┘

                    ├─── UPPER ──┤

                    └─── UPLOW ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,INDATA= ─┬─ YES ─┬─┘

                └─ NO ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ ,STREAMA=data-stream-location-in ─┬─┘

   └─ ,STREAML=data-stream-length-in ───┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►
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   └─ ,COND= ─┬── NO ◄ ────────┬─┘

              ├── ALL ─────────┤

              │   ┌───,────┐   │

              └(┬─▼─ ATTN ─┴─┬)┘

                ├─── PERM ───┤

                ├─── DISC ───┤

                ├─── INVP ───┤

                ├─── MPNF ───┤

                ├─── DNSP ───┤

                ├─── TBL ────┤

                ├─── UERR ───┤

                ├─── IDAT ───┤

                ├─── EDNF ───┤

                └─── MPNS ───┘

 ►──── ,DETAIL= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

                 └─ YES ──┘ ├─ ,FIRST= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┬──────────────────────┬─┤

                            │           └─ YES ──┘ └─,RTRNKEY=field-name ─┘ │

                            ├─ ,KEY=key ────────────────────────────────────┤

                            ├─ ,SEQNBR=field-name ─┬──────────────────────┬─┤

                            │                      └─,RTRNKEY=field-name ─┘ │

                            └─ ,RTRNKEY=field-name ─────────────────────────┘

 

 ►─── ,HEADER= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

                └─ YES ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PAGE=page-number ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,MODIFY= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬┘

                └─ YES ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,ATTNXIT=attention-key-label ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PERMXIT=permanent-i/o-error-label ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,DISCXIT=terminal-disconnected-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,INVPXIT=invalid-mrb-information-label ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,MPNFXIT=map-not-found-label ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

   └─ ,DNSPXIT=terminal-device-not-supported-label ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,TBLXIT=error-in-table-label ─┘
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 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

   └─ ,UERRXIT=error-in-return-user-edit-mod-label ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,IDATXIT=internal-data-error-label ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,EDNFXIT=edit-module-not-found-label ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,MPNSXIT=paging-session-error-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,ERROR=error-label ─┘

 

#MREQ OUT

 

►►─┬─────────┬─── #MREQ OUT ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─── ,MRB=map-request-block-pointer ─────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PLIST= ─┬─ SYSPLIST ◄ ─────────────┬┘

               └─ parameter-list-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

   │                  ┌─────── , ─────────┐      │

   └─ ,OPTNS= ── ( ───▼──┬─ NEWPAGE ──┬───┴─ ) ──┘

                         ├─ LITERALS ─┤

                         ├─ NOIO ─────┤

                         ├─ SAVE ─────┤

                         └─ EAU ──────┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,OUTDATA= ─┬─ YES ───────┬─┘

                 ├─ NO ────────┤

                 ├─ ERASE ─────┤

                 └─ ATTRibute ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────►

   └─ ,DETAIL= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                └─ YES ──┘ └─ ,UPDATE= ─┬─ NEW ◄ ───┬─┬────────────┬─┘

                                        └─ CURRENT ─┘ └─ ,KEY=key ─┘

 ►─── ,RESUME= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►

                └─ YES ──┘ └─ ,PAGE= ─┬─ CURRENT ◄ ─────────────┬──┘

                                      ├─ NEXT ──────────────────┤

                                      ├─ PRIOR ─────────────────┤
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                                      ├─ FIRST ─────────────────┤

                                      ├─ LAST ──────────────────┤

                                      ├─ page-number ───────────┤

                                      └─ (page-number-pointer) ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,CHECK= ─┬─ YES ─┬─┘

               └─ NO ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────►

   └─ ,STREAMA= ─┬─ (1) ◄ ───────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                 └─ return-data-stream-address-out-register ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────►

   └─ ,STREAML= ─┬─ (0) ◄ ──────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                 └─ return-data-stream-length-out-register ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ ,DESTID=destination-id-pointer ───────┤

   ├─ ,USERID=user-id-pointer ──────────────┤

   └─ ,LTERMID=logical-terminal-id-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,COND= ─┬── NO ◄ ────────────┬──┘

              ├── ALL ─────────────┤

              │    ┌──── , ──┐     │

              └(─┬─▼── ATTN ─┴┬─)──┘

                 ├──── LOGL ──┤

                 ├──── PERM ──┤

                 ├──── DISC ──┤

                 ├──── INVP ──┤

                 ├──── MPNF ──┤

                 ├──── DNSP ──┤

                 ├──── TBL ───┤

                 ├──── UERR ──┤

                 ├──── IDAT ──┤

                 ├──── EDNF ──┤

                 ├──── UNDF ──┤

                 └──── MPNS ──┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,ATTNXIT=attention-key-label ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,LOGLXIT=logical-output-error-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PERMXIT=permanent-i/o-error-label ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,DISCXIT=terminal-disconnected-label ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►
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   └─ ,INVPXIT=invalid-mrb-information-label ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,MPNFXIT=map-not-found-label ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

   └─ ,DNSPXIT=terminal-device-not-supported-label ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,TBLXIT=error-in-table-label ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

   └─ ,UERRXIT=error-in-return-user-edit-mod-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,IDATXIT=internal-data-error-label ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,EDNFXIT=edit-module-not-found-label ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,UNDFXIT=invalid-destid-ltermid-label ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,MPNSXIT=paging-session-error-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,ERROR=error-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ ,MSGADDR=message-start-location-register ───────────────────────────────

─►─────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►◄

  ─┬─ ,MSGLEN=message-length-register ───────┬─┘

   └─ ,MSGEND=message-end-location-register ─┘

 

#MREQ OUTIN

 

►►─┬─────────┬─── #MREQ OUTIN ────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─── ,MRB=map-request-block-pointer ─────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PLIST= ─┬─ SYSPLIST ◄ ─────────────┬┘

               └─ parameter-list-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

   │                 ┌─── , ─────┐       │

   └─ ,OPTNS= ──(──┬─▼─ NEWPAGE ─┴─┬──)──┘
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                   ├─── LITERALS ──┤

                   ├─── UPPER ─────┤

                   ├─── UPLOW ─────┤

                   └─── EAU ───────┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,OUTDATA= ─┬─ YES ───────┤

                 ├─ NO ────────┤

                 ├─ ERASE ─────┤

                 └─ ATTRibute ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,INDATA= ─┬─ YES ─┬─┘

                └─ NO ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,CHECK= ─┬─ YES ─┬─┘

               └─ NO ──┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,COND= ─┬── NO ◄ ───────────┬┘

              ├── ALL ────────────┤

              │    ┌─── , ───┐    │

              └(─┬─▼── ATTN ─┴─┬──┘

                 ├──── LOGL ───┤

                 ├──── PERM ───┤

                 ├──── DISC ───┤

                 ├──── INVP ───┤

                 ├──── MPNF ───┤

                 ├──── DNSP ───┤

                 ├──── TBL ────┤

                 ├──── UERR ───┤

                 ├──── IDAT ───┤

                 ├──── EDNF ───┤

                 └──── MPNS ───┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,ATTNXIT=attention-key-label ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,LOGLXIT=logical-output-error-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PERMXIT=permanent-i/o-error-label ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,DISCXIT=terminal-disconnected-label ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,INVPXIT=invalid-mrb-information-label ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,MPNFXIT=map-not-found-label ─┘
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 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

   └─ ,DNSPXIT=terminal-device-not-supported-label ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,TBLXIT=error-in-table-label ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

   └─ ,UERRXIT=error-in-return-user-edit-mod-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,IDATXIT=internal-data-error-label ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,EDNFXIT=edit-module-not-found-label ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,MPNSXIT=paging-session-error-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,ERROR=error-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ ,MSGADDR=message-start-location-register ───────────────────────────────

─►─────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►◄

  ─┬─ ,MSGLEN=message-length-register ───────┬─┘

   └─ ,MSGEND=message-end-location-register ─┘

 

Parameters

MRB=map-request-block-pointer

Specifies the location of the MRB for the mapping operation, as copied into program variable storage by the #MRB
statement. The #MRB statement is described under #MRB. Map-request-block-pointer is either a register that points to the
MRB area or the symbolic name of that area.

PLIST=

Specifies the location of the storage area in which the system builds the #MREQ parameter list.

SYSPLIST

(Default); is the symbolic name of the storage area.

parameter-list-pointer

Is either a register that points to the area or the symbolic name of the area.

OPTNS=

Specifies several options applicable to terminal I/O operations. Multiple OPTNS parameter values must be enclosed in
parentheses and separated by commas.

NEWPAGE
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(#MREQ OUT and #MREQ OUTIN only); requests that the system activate the erase-write mechanism to clear the
contents of a screen. If NEWPAGE is not specified, the system will write over any existing screen display without first
erasing it.

You can mark individual fields to be erased by using the OUTDATA=ERASE option of the #MAPMOD statement,
described earlier in this section.

LITERALS

(#MREQ OUT and #MREQ OUTIN only); requests that the system transmit literal fields as well as variable-storage
data fields to the terminal. If LITERALS is not specified, the system writes literal fields to the map only if NEWPAGE is
specified.

NOIO

(#MREQ IN and #MREQ OUT only); requests that the system transfer a native-mode data stream, a 3270-like data
stream that consists of user data and all device-control characters, to program storage. No terminal I/O is associated with
the request:

• For IN requests, the native-mode data stream replaces data that would normally be read from the terminal by the
system.

• For OUT requests, the native-mode data stream replaces data that would normally be written out to the terminal by the
system.

When OPTNS=(NOIO) is specified, the STREAMA= and STREAML= parameters must also be defined, as described
below.

SAVE

(Non-write-direct-to-terminal #MREQ OUT only); requests that the system preserve the mapped output from the #MREQ
OUT request in the event that an unsolicited write-direct-to-terminal data stream is received at the issuing terminal while
the map is being displayed. This option overrides the task SAVE/NOSAVE option specified during system generation.

UPPER

(#MREQ IN and #MREQ OUTIN only); requests that the system translate all letters in a map in request into uppercase
characters.

UPLOW

(#MREQ IN and #MREQ OUTIN only); requests that lowercase characters are not translated into uppercase characters in
a map in request. This can also be accomplished by issuing a DCUF SET UPLOW statement before starting the mapping
session.

EAU

(#MREQ OUT and #MREQ OUTIN only); allows you to request the 3270 erase all unprotected command. This command
sets all unprotected character locations to nulls, resets the MDTs for all unprotected fields, unlocks the keyboard, resets
the AID key, and places the cursor at the first unprotected field. This option cannot be used with OPTNS=(NEWPAGE).

OUTDATA=

(#MREQ OUT and #MREQ OUTIN only); specifies how the variable-storage data fields are to be transmitted to the
terminal. This specification applies to all variable-storage data fields unless overridden by an OUTDATA= clause in a
previously issued #MAPMOD request.

YES

Transfers the contents of variable-storage data fields to the corresponding map fields.

NO

Requests that map fields remain unchanged.
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ERASE

Does not transfer the contents of variable-storage data fields to the screen.

ATTRIBUTE

Transmits only the attribute byte of each variable-storage field to the screen. Data in the variable-storage field is not
transmitted.

INDATA=

(#MREQ IN and #MREQ OUTIN only); specifies whether the contents of the map fields are moved automatically into
variable-storage data fields. This specification applies to all variable-storage data fields unless overridden by an INDATA=
clause in a previously issued #MAPMOD request.

YES

Transfers the contents of map fields to the corresponding variable-storage data fields.

NO

Does not transfer the contents of map fields to the corresponding variable-storage data fields.

DETAIL/HEADER

(Pageable map #MREQ IN only); specifies whether the #MREQ IN operation is to retrieve data from a detail occurrence or
from the header or footer area.

NOTE
For more information about pageable maps, see  Mapping Facility.

DETAIL=

Specifies whether the #MREQ IN operation is to retrieve data from a modified detail occurrence (modified data tag set on):

NO

(Default); specifies that data is not to be retrieved from a detail occurrence.

YES

Specifies that data is to be retrieved from a modified detail occurrence (MDT set on). By default, the next sequential
modified detail occurrence is retrieved; a different detail occurrence can be specified by using the FIRST/KEY/SEQNBR/
RTRNKEY clause.

The contents of all map fields in the detail occurrence are retrieved unless MODIFY=YES is specified for the #MREQ
IN,DETAIL statement. MODIFY=YES causes only modified fields to be retrieved.

FIRST/KEY/SEQNBR/RTRNKEY

Specifies the detail occurrence to be retrieved. Only one option can be specified.

FIRST=

Specifies whether the first available modified detail occurrence is to be retrieved.

NO

(Default); specifies that the FIRST clause is not used to determine the detail occurrence to be retrieved.

YES

Retrieves the first available modified detail occurrence. An end-of-data condition results if there are no more modified
detail occurrences to be retrieved.
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The optional RTRNKEY=data-field-name parameter specifies the name of a variable field in which the system stores the
key value (if any) associated with the retrieved detail occurrence. If no value is associated with the detail occurrence, the
system sets data-field-name to 0. Data-field-name must be a 4-byte value (not necessarily a binary fullword).

NOTE
A value is associated with a detail occurrence by using the KEY parameter in an #MREQ OUT,DETAIL=YES
command for that occurrence.

KEY=key

Retrieves a modified detail occurrence based on the value associated with the detail occurrence. Key is a 4-byte variable
field.

NOTE
A value is associated with a detail occurrence by using the KEY parameter in an #MREQ OUT,DETAIL=YES
command for that occurrence.

A detail-not-found condition is returned if the specified occurrence is not a modified detail occurrence or if no detail
occurrence with the specified value is found.

SEQNBR=data-field-name

Retrieves a detail occurrence by sequence number. Detail occurrences are built by the application program at run time
and are stored in the sequence in which they are created. Data-field-name is a 4-byte binary fullword field.

RTRNKEY=data-field-name

(Optional); names the variable field used to store the 4-byte value (if any) of the retrieved detail occurrence. If no value is
associated with the detail occurrence, data-field-name is set to 0. (Data-field-name does not have to be a binary fullword).

NOTE
A value is associated with a detail occurrence by using the KEY parameter in an #MREQ OUT,DETAIL=YES
command for that occurrence.

RTRNKEY=data-field-name

Retrieves the next sequential modified detail occurrence, and specifies the name of the variable field in which the
system stores the value (if any) associated with the retrieved detail occurrence. If no value is associated with the detail
occurrence, data-field-name is set to 0. Data-field-name must be a 4-byte value (not necessarily a binary fullword).

NOTE
A value is associated with a detail occurrence by using the KEY parameter in an #MREQ OUT,DETAIL=YES
command for that occurrence.

HEADER=

(Pageable map #MREQ IN only); specifies whether the map in operation is to retrieve the contents of data fields in the
header and footer areas.

NO

(Default); specifies that data from the header and footer areas is not to be retrieved.

YES

Specifies that data from the header and footer areas is to be retrieved.

The contents of all data fields in the header and footer areas are retrieved unless MODIFY=YES is specified in the
#MREQ IN,HEADER statement; MODIFY=YES causes only modified fields to be retrieved.

PAGE=page-number

Specifies the name of a numeric variable field to store the current binary fullword value of the $PAGE field on map in.
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MODIFY=

Specifies whether the contents of modified fields are to be retrieved.

NO

(Default); retrieves all fields from the header and footer areas when a modified field (MDT set on) is found in the
occurrence or areas.

YES

Retrieves only the contents of modified fields from the header and footer areas; data in unmodified fields is not retrieved.

DETAIL/RESUME

(Pageable map #MREQ OUT only); specifies whether the #MREQ OUT command is to create or modify a detail
occurrence, or to map out a page of existing detail occurrences.

DETAIL=

Specifies whether the #MREQ OUT command is to create or modify a detail occurrence.

NO

(Default); specifies that the #MREQ OUT command does not create or modify detail occurrences.

YES

Specifies that the #MREQ OUT command can either create or modify individual detail occurrences. You can optionally
associate a numeric key value with each occurrence.

UPDATE=NEW/CURRENT

Specifies whether the detail occurrence is to be created or modified.

NEW

(Default); creates a detail occurrence in a pageable map. Occurrences are displayed in the order in which they are
created by the application program.

CURRENT

Modifies the detail occurrence referenced by the most recent #MREQ OUT or #MREQ IN command.

KEY=key

(Optional); specifies a value to be associated with the created or modified detail occurrence. The 4-byte numeric value is
not displayed on the terminal screen. Key is the name of the variable field that contains the database key of the database
record associated with the detail occurrence.

When the KEY parameter is used with the #MREQ OUT,HEADER=YES,UPDATE=CURRENT command, the specified
value replaces the value (if any) previously associated with the detail occurrence.

RESUME=

Specifies whether a page of detail occurrences is to be displayed on the terminal screen.

NO

(Default); specifies that the #MREQ OUT command does not map out a page of detail occurrences to the terminal.

YES

Specifies that the #MREQ OUT command maps out a page of detail occurrences to the terminal.

PAGE=

(Optional); determines the page of occurrences to be displayed on the terminal screen.
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CURRENT

(Default); redisplays the current page. If no page has been displayed, the first page of the pageable map is displayed.

NEXT

Displays the page that follows the current page. If no page follows the current page, the current page is redisplayed.

PRIOR

Displays the page that precedes the current page. If no page precedes the current page, the current page is redisplayed.

FIRST

Displays the first available page of detail occurrences.

LAST

Displays the page of detail occurrences with the highest available page number.

page-number

Displays the numeric variable field that contains the binary fullword number of the page. A page number is previously
stored in the variable field by an #MREQ IN,HEADER=YES,PAGE=page-number statement that names the same numeric
variable field.

(page-number)

Specifies the register that contains the address of a 4-byte binary fullword field in variable storage that contains the
number of the page to be displayed. Page-number must be enclosed in single quotes.

CHECK=

(#MREQ OUT and #MREQ OUTIN only); specifies whether the data transfer is synchronous or asynchronous.

YES

Specifies that the data transfer is synchronous. the system places the issuing task in an inactive state. When the output
operation is completed, the task resumes processing according to its established dispatching priority.

NO

Specifies that the data transfer is asynchronous. the system returns control to the issuing program immediately after
initiating the output operation and establishing an ECB to be posted when the output operation is completed.

An asynchronous transfer must be followed by a CHECK #TREQ request before another #MREQ request is issued to
ensure that the previous #MREQ processing has been completed.

NOTE
For more information about synchronous and asynchronous processing, see #TREQ.

Specifying CHECK=NO in a #MREQ OUT statement issued before task termination frees the task resources when the
task terminates; the system automatically issues a #TREQ CHECK.

STREAMA/STREAML

(OPTNS=(NOIO only); specifies the location and the length of the input data stream to be transmitted.

STREAMA=

Specifies the location of the native-mode data stream to be transmitted.

data-stream-location-in

Either a register that points to the data stream or the symbolic name of the area that contains the data stream.

STREAML=
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Specifies the length of the native-mode data stream to be transmitted.

data-stream-length-in

A register that contains either the length or an absolute expression of the length.

STREAMA/STREAML

Specifies the length of the output data stream and the location to which it is returned.

STREAMA=(1)/return-data-stream-address-out

Specifies the location to which the system transfers the mapped data.

(1)

(Default); is the register that contains the address of the location to which the system transfers the mapped data.

return-data-stream-address-out

Specifies the location to which the system transfers the mapped data. Return-data-stream-address-out is either a register
or the symbolic name of a fullword user-defined area.

STREAML=

Specifies the location to which the system returns the length of the output data stream.

(0)

(Default); is the register to which the system returns the length, in bytes, of the output data stream.

return-data-stream-length-out

Specifies the location to which the system returns the length, in bytes, of the output data stream. Return-data-stream-
length-out is either a register or the symbolic name of a halfword or fullword user-defined field.

DESTID/USERID/LTERMID

(#MREQ OUT only); specifies a write-direct-to-terminal request (blast) to either a destination, user, or logical terminal.

DESTID=destination-id

Specifies a write-direct-to-terminal request to one of the following destinations defined during system generation.

• A list of logical terminals indicates that the system sends the #MREQ data stream specified in the OUTAREA
parameter to all available terminals in the list.

• A list of users indicates that the system sends the #MREQ data stream specified in the OUTAREA parameter to all
users in the list who are currently signed on to the system.

NOTE
This works only if there is a valid OUTAREA parameter for line mode (#LINEOUT) as well as for mapping mode
(#MREQ).

destination-id

A register that points to the destination id, the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the destination ID, or the
ID itself enclosed in quotation marks.

NOTE
The destination list can include different 3270 models. If a map has been generated to support a specified
terminal device, the system will write the map to that device. If the targeted terminal-device type is not in the
map device list, the system will ignore that terminal device.

USERID=
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Specifies a write-direct-to-terminal request to a specific signed-on user. The system sends the #MREQ data stream
specified in the OUTAREA parameter to a specific signed-on user.

user-id

Either a register that points to the user ID, the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the user id, or the ID
itself enclosed in quotation marks.

LTERMID=

Specifies a write-direct-to-terminal request to a specific in-service terminal. The system will send the #MREQ data stream
specified in the OUTAREA parameter to a specific in-service terminal.

logical-terminal-id

Either a register that points to the logical terminal id, the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the logical
terminal ID, or the ID itself enclosed in quotation marks.

COND=

Specifies whether this #MREQ is conditional and under what conditions control should be returned to the issuing program.

NO

(Default); specifies that the request is not conditional.

ALL

Specifies that the request is conditional. Control is returned if the request cannot be serviced for any of the reasons listed
under condition.

condition

Specifies one or more conditions under which the system returns control to the issuing program. Multiple conditions must
be enclosed in parentheses and separated by commas. You can specify one or more of the following conditions.

• ATTN
The I/O is interrupted by the terminal operator pressing the ATTENTION (2471) or BREAK (teletype) key during an
output operation.

• LOGL
A logical error is encountered in the output data stream.

• PERM
A permanent I/O error has occurred.

• DISC
The dial-up line is disconnected or the terminal goes out of service.

• INVP
There is an invalid parameter in the MRB.

• MPNF
The map load module requested by the MRB cannot be found in the load area of the dictionary.

• NSP
The requested map does not support the terminal device type being used.

• TBL
The named edit or code table cannot be found or is invalid for use with the requested map.

• UERR
An error has occurred in a user-written edit module.

• IDAT
A data conversion error occurs where the internal map data does not match the map data description.

• EDNF
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The user-written edit module cannot be found or is invalid for use with the requested map.
• UNDF

(#MREQ OUT only); an undefined DESTID or LTERMID is specified in an #MREQ blast request.
• MPNS

A map paging #MREQ is issued when no paging session is in progress.

ATTNXIT=attention-key-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if the I/O operation is interrupted by the
terminal operator.

LOGLXIT=logical-output-error-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if a logical error is detected in the output
data stream.

PERMXIT=permanent-i/o-error-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if a permanent I/O error occurs.

DISCXIT=terminal-disconnected-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if the terminal line or terminal goes out of
service.

INVPXIT=invalid-mrb-information-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if the #MREQ cannot be serviced because
of an invalid parameter in the MRB.

MPNFXIT=map-not-found-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if the #MREQ cannot be serviced because
the map requested by MRB cannot be found.

DNSPXIT=terminal-device-not-supported-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if the #MREQ cannot be serviced because
the terminal device in use is not supported by the requested map.

TBLXIT=error-in-table-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if an edit or code table cannot be found or
is invalid for use with the requested map.

UERRXIT=error-in-return-user-edit-mod-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if an error has occurred in a user-written
edit module.

IDATXIT=internal-data-error-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if the internal map data does not match the
map data description.

EDNFXIT=edit-module-not-found-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if a user-written edit module cannot be
found or is invalid for use with the requested map.

UNDFXIT=invalid-destid-ltermid-label

(#MREQ OUT only); specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if an undefined
DESTID or LTERMID is specified in an #MREQ OUT blast request.
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MPNSXIT=paging-session-error-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if a map paging #MREQ specification is
issued when a no paging session is in progress.

ERROR=error-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if a condition specified in the COND
parameter occurs for which no other exit routine was coded.

MSGADDR=message-start-location,MSGLEN=message-length/ MSGEND=message-end-location

(#MREQ OUT and #MREQ OUTIN only); specifies a program-supplied message to be displayed in the map message
area. The message text is a 1- to 80-character alphanumeric value. Message-start-location is either a register that points
to the message area or the symbolic name of that area. Specify the end of the message in one of the following ways.

MSGLEN=message-length

Specifies the length, in bytes, of the message output data area. Message-length is a register that contains the length, the
symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the length, or the length itself expressed as a numeric constant.

MSGEND=message-end-location

Specifies the end of the message by referencing the next data item following the message storage area. Message-end-
location is a register or a fullword that points to the first data item following the message storage area. This data item may
be a dummy byte, a data item not associated with the output data, or the symbolic name of that data item.

Status Codes

By default, the #MREQ request is unconditional; any return-code other than X'00' will result in an abend of the issuing
task. The issuing program can request return of control with the COND parameter to avoid an abend.

The value returned to register 15 differs according to whether the #MREQ request is a paging or a nonpaging request.
Status codes issued as a result of a nonpaging #MREQ request fall in the range of '00' to '38'; paging requests return
values in the range of '40' to '50'.

After completion of an #MREQ statement that does not involve pageable maps, the value in register 15 indicates the
outcome of the operation. The following status codes apply to nonpageable maps:

• X'00'
The request has been serviced successfully.

• X'04'
The specified edit or code table cannot be found or is invalid for use with the named map.

• X'08'
The I/O has been interrupted; the terminal operator has pressed ATTENTION (2741) or BREAK (teletype).

• X'0C'
A logical error (for example, an invalid control character) has been encountered in the output data stream.

• X'10'
A permanent I/O error has occurred during processing.

• X'14'
The dial-up line for the terminal is disconnected.

• X'18'
The terminal being used is out of service.

• X'20'
The map request block (MRB) contains an invalid field, indicating a possible error in program parameters.

• X'24'
The map load module named in the MRB either cannot be found in the dictionary load area (DDLDCLOD) or is invalid.

• X'28'
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The requested map does not support the terminal device type being used.
• X'2C'

An error has occurred in a user-written edit module. An invalid pointer to the data stream has been returned to register
1.

• X'30'
A data conversion error has occurred; the internal map data does not match the map data description.

• X'34'
The specified user-written edit module cannot be found or is invalid for use with the named map.

• X'38'
Invalid blast request to DESTID, LTERMID, or USER ID.

• X'3C'
Invalid map load module.

After completion of an #MREQ function that involves pageable maps, the value in register 15 indicates the outcome of the
operation: The following status codes apply to pageable maps:

• X'40'
(#MREQ IN) The requested node for a header or detail was either not present or not updated.
(#MREQ OUT) There is no current detail occurrence to be updated. No action is taken

• X'44'
(#MREQ IN) No more modified detail occurrences require map in.
(#MREQ OUT) The maximum amount of storage defined for pageable maps at system generation has been reached.
This and any ensuing map out detail occurrences are ignored.

• X'48'
(#MREQ IN) The scratch record containing the requested detail could not be accessed (internal error).
(#MREQ OUT) No detail occurrence, footer, or header fields exist to be mapped out by an #MREQ OUT,RESUME
command.

• x'4C'
(#MREQ OUT) The first screen page has been transmitted to the terminal.

• X'50'
(#MREQ IN) An #MREQ IN,COND=MPNS or an #MREQ OUT,COND=MPNS request was received when no map
paging session is in progress. Either a #STRTPAG command was not received prior to this #MREQ IN command or a
#ROLLBAK was issued so that the scratch area for the pageable map (area ID MPGPSCRA) is no longer available.
Unless the COND=MPNS is specified for #MREQ, this condition abends the map paging task with the message
DC242021.
(#MREQ OUT) A mapout command was received when no map paging session was in progress. Either the
#STRTPAG command was not received prior to this mapout command or a #ROLLBAK was issued so that the scratch
area for the pageable map (area ID MPGPSCRA) is no longer available. This return code is received only when
COND=MPNS is specified for #MREQ; otherwise, this condition abends the map paging task.

• X'54'
(#MREQ OUT) Value returned to register 15 when a pageable map page is built before the page is actually displayed.
Test for the new map paging return code after each #MREQ OUT DETAIL=YES statement. This allows you to detect
when the last detail that can fit on a page has been placed on that page.

Upon successful completion of certain #MREQ requests, four registers contain the following information:

• Register 0, for #MREQ OUT blast requests, contains the actual number of terminals to which the data stream has
been routed.

• Register 1, for asynchronous output requests, contains the address of the ECB that the system posts on completion of
the I/O operation.

• Register n, for non-I/O requests (OPTNS=(NOIO) parameter), contains the address of the native-mode data stream.
The register number n is assigned by the STREAMA parameter. This register does not have to be assigned for non-I/O
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requests; the system can place the address of the native-mode data stream in a user-defined storage area rather than
in a register.

• Register m, for non-I/O requests, contains the length of the native-mode data stream. The register number m is
assigned by the STREAML parameter. This register does not have to be assigned for non-I/O requests. The following
conditions apply:
– For output requests, the system can place the length of the native-mode data stream in a user-defined storage

area.
– For input requests, the length can be defined as an absolute expression.

Examples

The following examples illustrate how to use the #MREQ statement:

The #MREQ IN statement shown below requests that the system read the map associated with the map request block
TESTMAP1. Data values are transferred from map fields to the corresponding variable-storage data fields. Subsequent
commands can evaluate the input values and perform appropriate processing. For any error condition that can be
specified by the COND=ALL parameter, control will be returned to the routine labeled ERRORTN.

#MREQ IN,MRB=TESTMAP1,INDATA=YES,COND=ALL,ERROR=ERRORTN

The #MREQ IN statement shown below requests that the system map in the next (default) modified detail occurrence of
the pageable map associated with the map request block TESTPAG1.

#MREQ IN,MRB=TESTPAG1,DETAIL=YES,MODIFY=YES,COND=ALL,           *

      ERROR=ERRORTN

The #MREQ OUT statement shown below requests that the system map out all literal and data fields associated with the
map request block TESTMAP1. The NEWPAGE option clears the screen before transferring the TESTMAP1 data fields to
the screen.

#MREQ OUT,MRB=TESTMAP1,OUTDATA=YES,OPTNS=(NEWPAGE)

The #MREQ OUT statement shown below creates a new detail occurrence and maps out a page of detail occurrences
to the terminal screen. The detail occurrence can be displayed in mixed uppercase and lowercase characters. Control
is returned to the ERRRTN routine if the request cannot be serviced due to any of the conditions listed under the COND
options. A program-supplied message is mapped out to the map message area. Register 7 points to where the message
is stored; register 4 contains the message length

#MREQ OUT,MRB=TESTPAG1,OPTNS=(UPLOW),DETAIL=YES,RESUME=YES,  *

      COND=ALL,ERROR=ERRRTN,MSGADDR=(R7),MSGLEN=(R4)

@OBTAIN (LRF) -- retrieves the named logical record
The @OBTAIN statement retrieves the named logical record and places it in the variable-storage location reserved for that
logical record.

This article describes the following information:

Functions

The @OBTAIN statement can perform the following functions:
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• Retrieve an occurrence of a logical record that meets criteria specified in the WHERE clause.
• Specify that the retrieved logical record is to be placed into an alternative variable-storage location.

Syntax

 

►►─── @OBTAIN ─┬─ NEXT ◄ ─┬─ ,REC=logical-record-name ───────────────────────►

               └─ FIRST ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,IOAREA=alt-logical-record-location ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►

   └─ ,ONLRSTS=path-status,GOTO=branch-location ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,WHERE boolean-expression ─┘

 

Parameters

NEXT/FIRST,REC=logical-record-name

Retrieves a logical record and places it in program variable storage. Logical-record-name must specify a logical record
defined in the subschema.

NEXT/FIRST

Specifies which occurrence of the logical record is to be retrieved.

NEXT

(Default); retrieves a subsequent occurrence of the named logical record. @OBTAIN NEXT is generally used to serially
retrieve logical-record occurrences.

When LRF receives repeated @OBTAIN NEXT commands, it replaces field values in program variable storage with new
values obtained through repeated access to database records.

If the program issues an @OBTAIN NEXT statement without issuing an @OBTAIN FIRST, or if the last path status
returned for the path was LR-NOT-FOUND, LRF interprets the @OBTAIN NEXT as @OBTAIN FIRST. After LR-ERROR
or a DBA-defined path status, LRF does not interpret @OBTAIN NEXT as @OBTAIN FIRST.

FIRST

Retrieves the first occurrence of the logical record. @OBTAIN FIRST is generally used to retrieve the first in a series of
logical-record occurrences.

If an @OBTAIN FIRST statement is followed by an @OBTAIN NEXT statement to retrieve a series of occurrences of
the same logical record, the @OBTAIN statements must direct LRF to the same path. For this reason, you must ensure
that the selection criteria specified in the WHERE clauses accompanying the @OBTAIN FIRST and @OBTAIN NEXT
statements describe the same attributes of the desired logical record.

IOAREA=alt-logical-record-location

Identifies an alternative location in variable storage into which LRF is to place the retrieved logical record.

Any subsequent @MODIFY, @STORE, or @ERASE statements for a logical record placed in the named location should
name that area. LRF is to obtain the data to be used to update the logical record from the named area. Alt-logical-record-
location must identify a record location defined in the program.
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ONLRSTS=path-status,GOTO= branch-location

Tests for the indicated path status. Path-status is a quoted literal program variable (1 to 16 bytes). If path-status results
from this @OBTAIN statement, the action specified by GOTO=branch-location is performed.

NOTE
For more information about how to code this clause, see ON Clause.

WHERE boolean-expression

Specifies the selection criteria to be applied to the specified logical record.

NOTE
For details about how to code the WHERE clause, see WHERE Clause.

Status Codes

When using LRF, the type of status code returned to the program in the ERRSTAT field of the IDMS communications block
differs according to the type of error:

• If the error occurs in the logical-record path, the ERRSTAT field contains an status code issued by IDMS/DB with a
major code from 00 to 19. For a list of these codes, see ERRSTAT Field and Codes.

• If the error occurs in the request itself, LRF returns the path status LR-ERROR to the LRSTAT field of the LRC
block and places an status code with a major code of 20 in the ERRSTAT field of the IDMS communications block.

For a list of these codes, see Testing for the Logical-Record Path Status.

Example

The @OBTAIN NEXT statement shown below retrieves a series of logical-record occurrences. The program issues the
@OBTAIN NEXT statement iteratively to retrieve the first and all subsequent occurrences of the DEPEMPLR logical
record for department 5100. Each @OBTAIN NEXT statement retrieves an employee ID and employee name for the
department with an ID of 5100 (assuming that department 5100 has more than one employee).

GETEMPL  EQU   *

         @OBTAIN NEXT,REC=DEPEMPLR,                                   *

               ONLRSTS='LR-NOT-FOUND',GOTO=END,                       *

               WHERE DEPTID EQ '5100'

         .

         .

         .

         B     GETEMPL

The following figure illustrates how to use the @OBTAIN command in conjunction with the WHERE clause, described later
in this section, to retrieve occurrences of the EMPJOBLR logical record. Only those detail occurrences with a department-
id value equal to 5100 are retrieved. The EMPJOBLR logical record contains information from the employee, job, office,
and department records. The WHERE clause is used to obtain only those employees in department 5100.
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#POST -- modifies an event control block
The #POST statement modifies an event control block (ECB) in one of two ways:

• Posting an ECB to indicate completion of an event for which another task is waiting
• Clearing an ECB to an unposted status

The ECB wait must have been previously established by a #WAIT or #ATTACH request.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────┬── #POST ─┬─ ECB=ecb-pointer ────────────────────────────────┬──►◄

   └─ label ─┘          └─ ECBID=ecb-id-register ─┬───────────────┬────────┘

                                                  └─ ,TYPE=CLEAR ─┘

 

Parameters

ECB=

Specifies the ECB to be posted.

ecb

Either a register that points to the ECB or the symbolic name of a user-defined fullword field that contains the ECB.

ECBID=

Specifies the 4-character ID of the ECB to be posted or to be cleared to an unposted status.

ecb-id

A register that contains the ECB ID, the symbolic name of a fullword field that contains the ID, or the ID literal enclosed in
quotation marks.

TYPE=CLEAR

(Optional); clears the ECB to an unposted status. Programs that are posting and waiting for the posting of ECBs are
responsible for clearing the ECB. An ECB must be cleared prior to issuing a subsequent #WAIT request.
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Status Codes

The #POST request is unconditional; any runtime error will result in an abend of the issuing task.

Example

The following example of the #POST statement clears the event control block identified by the ID literal ECB4 to an
unposted status.

#POST ECBID='ECB4',TYPE=CLEAR

#PRINT -- requests that the system transmit data
The #PRINT statement requests that the system transmit data from a task to a terminal defined as a printer device during
system generation. The terminal designated as a printer is usually a hard-copy device.

This article describes the following information:

Considerations

The following considerations apply to the use of the #PRINT statement:

• The DC/UCF system does not usually transmit data directly from program storage to the terminal in response to a
#PRINT command. Data is passed to a queue maintained by the system, then from the queue to the printer terminal.
The data stream passed to the queue by the #PRINT request contains pure data; the system inserts line and device
control characters automatically when it writes the data to the printer.

• To bypass the queuing process described above and to transfer data immediately to a printer device, issue a print-
direct request by specifying #PRINT OPTNS=(DIRECT).

• You can use a #PRINT request to transmit native-mode data streams, data streams that contain device-control
information as well as user data. This capability is useful in formatting reports for 3280-type printers. To transmit native-
mode data streams, you issue a #MREQ NOIO request, followed by a #PRINT request with OPTNS=(NATIVE).

• Each line of data transmitted by a #PRINT request is considered a record. Each record is associated with a report in
the print queue. A report consists of one or more records. Each task can have up to 256 active print reports. A program
can issue multiple #PRINT requests, each specifying a different report. The DC/UCF system maintains the status of
each report individually.

• The #PRINT request transmits data or screen contents to print classes or to destinations:
– Print classes -- During system generation, one or more print classes are associated with each terminal designated

as a printer. For each report, the first record transmitted to the print queue with a #PRINT request establishes the
print class in the range of 1 to 64 for that report. The report is printed on the first available printer assigned the same
print class.

– Destinations -- Destinations are groups of terminals, printers, or users. If destinations have been defined during
system generation, the #PRINT request can direct a report to a destination. Reports sent to printer destinations are
printed either on the first available printer for the destination or on all printers in that destination, regardless of print
class.

• You can request that the system hold the report rather than print it immediately. You can explicitly release the report at
a later time.

• The DC/UCF system prints a report only when that report is completed, either explicitly as part of a #PRINT request or
implicitly when the issuing task terminates. If the task abends, all reports in the print queue that have not been ended
explicitly are deleted without being printed.

• After completion of a #PRINT request, register 1 contains the address of a 10-character identifier that uniquely
identifies the report in the DC/UCF system. This identifier is not the user-defined report ID described below for the
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RPTID parameter. It is a value assigned by the system primarily for internal use. This value appears on the master
terminal when report statistics are requested from that terminal.

• A report can be printed several times by indicating to the system to keep the report after it has been printed, rather
than automatically deleting it. The report can be manually released to be printed using a DCMT VARY REPORT
RELEASE command.

Syntax

 

►►──┬─────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ label ─┘

 ►─── #PRINT RECORD=message-location-pointer,RECLEN=message-length-register ──►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,RPTID= ─┬─ 1 ◄ ────────────────┬┘

               └─ report-id-register ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,CLASS= ─┬─ 1 ◄ ────────────────────┬┘

               └─ printer-class-register ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   │               ┌─── , ────┐      │

   └─ ,OPTNS= ───(─▼─ option ─┴─ ) ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,MF= ─┬─ R ─┬┘

            ├─ L ─┤

            └─ E ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ ,DEST=printer-destination-pointer ─────┤

   ├─ ,LTEID=direct-printer-ltermid-pointer ─┤

   └─ ,LTEADDR=direct-printer-lterm-address ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,ECBADDR=direct-print-return-ecb-address ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,JOBNAME=batch-request-jobname-pointer ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,COND= ─┬── NO ◄ ─────────────┬┘

              ├── ALL ──────────────┤

              │     ┌─── , ────┐    │

              └(─┬──▼── NOPR ──┴┬─)─┘

                 ├───── IOER ───┤

                 ├───── INVP ───┤

                 ├───── UNDF ───┤

                 ├───── SCRN ───┤

                 ├───── INVT ───┤
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                 ├───── WAIT ───┤

                 ├───── OUTS ───┤

                 ├───── DEAD ───┤

                 ├───── CANC ───┤

                 └───── REQU ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PRB= ─┬─ SYSPLIST ◄ ──────────────────┬─┘

             └─ print-request-block-pointer ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,NOPRXIT=no-printer-label ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,INVPXIT=invalid-parameter-list-label ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,IOERXIT=i/o-error-label ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,UNDFXIT=invalid-destid-list-label ──┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,SCRNXIT=screen-term-i/o-error-label ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,INVTXIT=invalid-terminal-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,WAITXIT=wait-for-direct-printer-label ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

   └─ ,OUTSXIT=direct-printer-out-of-service-label ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,DEADXIT=deadlock-on-direct-print-label ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,CANCXIT=cancel-direct-report-label ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,REQUXIT=requeue-direct-report-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,ERROR=error-label ─┘

 

Parameters

RECORD=

Specifies the storage area that contains data to be output.

message-location-pointer
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Either a register that points to the area or the symbolic name of the area.

RECLEN=

Specifies the length, in bytes, of the data stream to be output.

message-length-register

A register that contains the length, the symbolic name of a user-defined halfword or fullword field that contains the length,
or an absolute expression.

RPTID=1/

Specifies the identifier of the report to be printed. The report identifier must be an integer in the range 1 through 255; the
default is 1.

report-id-register

A register that contains the ID, the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the ID, or an absolute expression.

CLASS=1/

Specifies the class of the printer to which the report is assigned. Valid print classes are 1 through 64; the default is 1.

printer-class-register

A register that contains the class, the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the class, or an absolute
expression. This parameter should be specified only for the first line (record) of each report. If no printer class is specified,
the default print class assigned to the issuing task's physical terminal during system generation is used.

OPTNS=options

Specifies several options available to print I/O. This parameter is never required and should be specified only when
appropriate. The OPTNS parameter values must be enclosed in parentheses. Separate multiple values with commas.

NATIVE

Indicates that the data stream contains device control characters. If NATIVE is not specified, the system automatically
inserts the necessary characters.

NEWPAGE

Requests that the system print the data stream beginning on a new page.

ENDRPT

Indicates that the data stream constitutes the last record in the specified report. When ENDRPT is specified, the
report can be printed before the issuing task has terminated. To print the report immediately, the program must issue a
#COMMIT TASK request. Reports not explicitly ended with an ENDRPT are automatically ended at task termination.

SCREEN

(3270-type devices only) transmits the contents of the currently displayed screen to the print queue. When SCREEN
is specified, the system implicitly assigns the NATIVE option and ignores the RECORD= and RECLEN= clauses. The
terminal operator can print screen contents by pressing the print key established during system generation. If the
SCREEN option is specified for a non-3270 terminal or a remote 3270 terminal running under TCAM, an error results.

ALL

Causes the report to be printed on all printers associated with the destination specified in the DEST parameter. The report
is printed on one printer at a time and saved until it has been printed on all of the printers. You can use a DCMT DISPLAY
REPORT DESTINATION command to display the report name followed by a list of the printer names on which the report
has yet to be printed.

HOLD
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Requests that the system hold a report in the print queue before it is printed. The report is not printed until a DCMT VARY
REPORT RELEASE command is issued.

KEEP

Keeps a report in the print queue after the report has printed. A report marked with the KEEP option can be manually
released for printing with the DCMT VARY REPORT RELEASE command. The report can be deleted either manually by
issuing a DCMT VARY REPORT DELETE command or automatically through the queue expiration date.

DIRECT

Indicates a print-direct request that will be routed directly to the destination specified. Specify the destination by using
the CLASS parameter, as described above, or the DEST, LTEID, or LTEADDR parameters, described below. If LTEID or
LTEADDR is specified, the system will acquire the specific printer. If CLASS or DEST is specified, the system will acquire
the first available printer that satisfies the requested class or destination.

NOWAIT

(default) Requests that the DC/UCF system not wait for a printer to become available if the request cannot be immediately
serviced; control is returned to the issuing program with a status code indicating that the printer device is unavailable.

WAIT

Requests that the system wait for a printer to become available if the request cannot be immediately serviced. If
COND=OUTS or COND=ALL has been specified, the total wait time will be the product of the task's stall interval to a
maximum of 60 seconds and the MAXIMUM ERRORS parameter of the PTE. Otherwise, the maximum wait time equals
the stall interval.

MF=

Specifies the type of #PRINT request.

R

Identifies a regular #PRINT request. The DC/UCF system builds a new print request block (PRB) for each request and
performs the requested operation.

L

Identifies a list #PRINT request. The DC/UCF system adds a predefined PRB in the data definition section of program
storage. The PRB contains parameters whose values remain constant throughout the program. The #PRINT label used
to identify the PRB is referenced by the PRB parameter in subsequent execute-type requests. Only the label and the
MF parameter are required for list-type #PRINT requests; other parameters should be specified only when required to
predefine PRB parameter values.

E

Identifies an execute #PRINT request. The DC/UCF system adds to or overrides the predefined PRB with the parameters
defined in the request and performs the requested operation.

DEST/LTEID/LTEADDR

Identifies the printers to which a report is routed. These parameters can only be specified with OPTNS=DIRECT; you
specify the destination.

DEST=

Specifies a destination defined during system generation. The destination can be one of the following:

• A list of logical terminals requesting that the system route the report to all available terminals in the list
• A list of users requesting that the system route the report to all listed users who are currently signed on to the system

printer-destination-pointer
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A register that points to the destination ID, the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the destination ID, or
the ID itself enclosed in quotation marks.

LTEID=

Specifies the logical terminal ID of a specific printer-terminal device.

direct-printer-ltermid-pointer

A register that points to the logical terminal ID, the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the logical terminal
ID, or the ID itself enclosed in quotation marks.

LTEADDR=

Specifies the logical terminal element (LTE) address of a specific printer-terminal device.

direct-printer-lterm-address

A register that points to the address of the LTE, the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the address of the
LTE, or the address itself enclosed in quotation marks.

ECBADDR=

Specifies the location to which the system returns the address of a list of event control blocks (ECBs) if the print-direct
request cannot be serviced immediately. If OPTNS=(DIRECT,NOWAIT) has been specified and the system cannot
immediately acquire the requested printer device, the system returns the address of a list of ECBs to the requesting task.
One ECB from the list is posted when the requested printer becomes available. At that time, the print-direct request can
be reissued.

NOTE
If you use the ECBADDR= parameter and specify OPTNS=(DIRECT,NOWAIT), the system will allocate storage
for the ECBLIST. The program is responsible for freeing the storage space.

direct-print-return-ecb-address

Either a register that points to the ECB area or the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the address of the
area.

JOBNAME=

Specifies the name of the system report to be associated with a print request from a batch program. The JOBNAME
parameter is for informational use

only.

batch-request-jobname-pointer

A 1- to 8-character job name that is displayed as the original logical terminal ID when a DCMT DISPLAY REPORTS
command is issued. Batch-request-jobname is a register that points to the job name, the symbolic name of a user-defined
field that contains the job name, or the name itself enclosed in quotation marks.

COND=

Specifies the conditions under which control is to be returned to the issuing program.

NO

(Default); specifies that the request is not conditional. Control is not returned to your program under any circumstances.

ALL

Specifies that the request is conditional. Control is returned to your program if the #PRINT request cannot be serviced for
one or more of the reasons listed below.

condition
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Specifies under which conditions control is returned to your program. Multiple conditions must be enclosed in parentheses
and separated by commas. Conditions can specify one or more of the following conditions:

• NOPR -- No printer logical terminals were defined during system generation.
• IOER -- An I/O error occurred during processing.
• INVP -- There is an invalid parameter in the PRB.
• UNDF -- An undefined destination is specified or, for a print-direct request, an invalid LTEID or LTEADDR is specified.
• SCRN -- A print-screen type request results in a terminal I/O error.
• INVT -- A print-screen request has been made from a non-3270-type terminal or from a 3270-type terminal without

read-buffer support.
• WAIT -- No printer can be found to service a print-direct request that specifies OPTNS=(DIRECT,NOWAIT).
• OUTS -- The printer specified by the LTEID or LTEADDR parameters in a print-direct request is out of service.
• DEAD -- A print-direct request has been issued with OPTNS=(DIRECT,WAIT) and a deadlock condition would

otherwise occur.
• CANC -- A DCMT VARY PRINTER CANCEL command has been issued for the printer in a print-direct request.
• REQU -- A DCMT VARY PRINTER REQUEUE command has been issued for the printer specified in a print-direct

request.

PRB=

Specifies the location of the storage area in which the system will build the PRB (MF=R) or has built the PRB (MF=E).

SYSPLIST

(Default for regular-type requests only); is the symbolic name of the storage area in which the system builds the PRB.

print-request-block-pointer

A register that points to the area or the symbolic name of the area in which the system will build the PRB. For execute-
type requests (MF=E), this entry explicitly defines the area by identifying label, provided in a previously-issued list-type
#PRINT that established the PRB.

NOPRXIT=no-printer-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if the #PRINT request cannot be serviced
because no printer terminal was defined during system generation.

INVPXIT=invalid-parameter-list-label

Specifies the symbolic name of a routine to which control should be returned if the #PRINT request cannot be serviced
because of an invalid parameter in the PRB.

IOERXIT=i/o-error-label

Specifies the symbolic name of a routine to which control should be returned if the #PRINT request cannot be serviced
because of an I/O error during processing.

UNDFXIT=invalid-dest-id-label

Specifies the symbolic name of a routine to which control should be returned if the #PRINT request cannot be serviced
because an invalid destination was specified or, for OPTNS=(DIRECT) type requests, an invalid LTEID or LTEADDR was
specified.

SCRNXIT=screen-term-i/o-error-label

Specifies the symbolic name of a routine to which control should be returned if the #PRINT request cannot be serviced
because a terminal I/O error occurred in response to a #PRINT request to print the screen contents.

INVTXIT=invalid-terminal-label
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Specifies the symbolic name of a routine to which control should be returned if the screen #PRINT request cannot be
serviced because an invalid terminal was specified.

WAITXIT=wait-for-direct-printer-label

Specifies the symbolic name of a routine to which control should be returned if the #PRINT request cannot be serviced
because OPTNS=(DIRECT,NOWAIT) was requested and no printer is available to service the request immediately.

OUTSXIT=direct-printer-out-of-service-label

Specifies the symbolic name of a routine to which control should be returned if the #PRINT request cannot be serviced
because the printer identified by LTEID or LTEADDR in a print-direct request is out of service.

DEADXIT=deadlock-on-direct-print-label

Specifies the symbolic name of a routine to which control should be returned if the #PRINT request cannot be serviced
because OPTNS=(DIRECT,WAIT) was specified and would otherwise cause a deadlock condition to occur.

CANCXIT=cancel-direct-report-label

Specifies the symbolic name of a routine to which control should be returned if the #PRINT request cannot be serviced
because a DCMT VARY PRINTER CANCEL has been issued for the specified printer while the print request is being
serviced.

REQUXIT=requeue-direct-report-label

Specifies the symbolic name of a routine to which control should be returned if the #PRINT request cannot be serviced
because a DCMT VARY PRINTER REQUEUE has been issued for the specified printer while the print request is being
serviced.

ERROR=error-label

Specifies the symbolic name of a routine to which control should be returned if a condition in the COND parameter occurs
for which no other exit routine was coded.

Status Codes

After completion of a #PRINT request, the value in register 15 indicates the outcome of the operation. The following is a
list of the Register 15 values and the corresponding meaning:

• X'00'
The request has been serviced successfully.

• X'04'
The request cannot be serviced because an I/O error occurred during a #PUTQUE request or, for OPTNS=(DIRECT),
a permanent I/O occurred on the direct printer.

• X'08'
The request cannot be serviced because the parameter list passed to #PRINT contains an invalid field.

• X'0C'
The request cannot be serviced because no printer logical terminals have been defined for the current system.

• X'10'
The request cannot be serviced because a print screen request has been made from a non-3270-type terminal or from
a 3270-type terminal without read-buffer support.

• X'14'
The request cannot be serviced because the specified printer destination is invalid or, for OPTNS=(DIRECT), the
LTEID or LTEADDR specification is invalid.

• X'18'
The request cannot be serviced because a terminal I/O error occurred during a print-screen type #PRINT request.

• X'1C'
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The request cannot be serviced because no printer could be found to satisfy the print-direct request, and
OPTNS=(NOWAIT) was specified.

• X'20'
The request cannot be serviced because the print-direct request has specified an LTEID or LTEADDR that is out of
service.

• X'24'
The request cannot be serviced because the print-direct request specified a wait, and to wait would cause a deadlock.

• X'28'
The request cannot be serviced because a DCMT VARY PRINTER CANCEL command has been issued in the DC/
UCF system for this direct printer.

• X'2C'
The request cannot be serviced because a DCMT VARY PRINTER REQUEUE command has been issued in the DC/
UCF system for this direct printer.

Example

The #PRINT statement shown below performs the following functions:

• Directs the system to transmit the data in storage area RECOUT to a terminal defined as a printer device.
• Specifies that the length of data transmitted is contained in the field OUTLEN.
• Directs the print request to a specific printer, bypassing the queuing process.
• Asks the system to wait until the named printer is able to service the request. If the wait time exceeds the stall interval

defined at system generation, the program will abort.
• Names the printer by logical terminal ID.

 

#PRINT RECORD=RECOUT,RECLEN=OUTLEN,OPTNS=DIRECT,WAIT,LTEID='LV009'

#PUTJRNL -- writes a task-defined record to the journal file
The #PUTJRNL statement writes a task-defined record to the journal file. The records written to the journal file are
available to user-defined exit routines during a task-initiated or system-initiated rollback.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►──── #PUTJRNL RECORD=record-location-pointer,RECLEN=record-length-register ─►

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

   │                 ┌─────── , ─────────┐      │

   └─ ,OPTIONS= ─(───▼─┬─┬─ NOWAIT ◄ ─┬─┬┴─)────┘

                       │ └─ WAIT ─────┘ │

                       └─┬─ SPAN ◄ ─┬───┘

                         └─ NOSPAN ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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   └─ ,ERROR=error-label ─┘

 

Parameters

RECORD=

Specifies the location of the record to be written to the journal file.

record-location-pointer

Either a register that points to the record area or the symbolic name of the record area.

RECLEN=

Specifies the length, in bytes, of the record to be written to the journal file.

record-length-register

Either a register that contains the length of the record or the symbolic name of a fullword user-defined field that contains
the length of the record.

OPTIONS=

Specifies whether the issuing task is to wait for completion of the #PUTJRNL function before resuming task execution and
indicates how the system writes the named record to the journal file. Multiple options are enclosed in parentheses and
separated by commas.

The following options determine whether the issuing task will wait for completion of the #PUTJRNL function.

NOWAIT

(Default); specifies that the issuing task will not wait for completion of the #PUTJRNL function; the journal record remains
in a storage buffer until a future request necessitates writing the buffer to the journal file.

WAIT

Specifies that the issuing task will wait for completion of the #PUTJRNL operation before continuing. This option Requests
that the system write a partially filled buffer to the journal file.

When a record is shorter than a journal file block, based on space available in the current journal block, the system either
places the record in the block, splits it across multiple blocks (SPAN), or writes it to a new block after the current block is
filled (NOSPAN). The following options determine how the system writes the named record to the journal file.

SPAN

(Default); specifies that the DC/UCF system will write the record across several journal blocks, if necessary. In general,
the SPAN option provides better space utilization in the journal file because it increases the average fullness of each
block.

NOSPAN

Specifies that the system will write the record into a single journal block, assuming that the record fits. If the record is
longer than the journal block, it will be split.

The following considerations apply to using an exit routine to retrieve journal file records during recovery:

• If a #PUTJRNL statement issued before a failure specifies the SPAN option, records may have been written across
several journal blocks. To retrieve these records, the program must invoke the exit routine once for each segment of
each record to be retrieved.

• If a #PUTJRNL statement issued before a failure specified the NOSPAN option, and records written to the journal file
are shorter than journal blocks, the exit routine need only be concerned with the complete records.

ERROR=error-label
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Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control is to be returned in the event of an error condition during the
#PUTJRNL operation.

Status Codes

After completion of the #PUTJRNL request, the value in register 15 indicates the outcome of the operation:

• X'00'
The request has been serviced successfully.

• X'04'
The request cannot be serviced because the journal record length is zero or negative

• X'08'
The request cannot be serviced because the required storage is not available for necessary control blocks.

• X'0C'
The request cannot be serviced because an invalid error status has been received from DBIO/DBMS. Check the DC/
UCF log for details.

Example

The following example of the #PUTJRNL statement writes a record to the journal file. The address of the record is
contained in register 5, the length of the record is contained in register 7. The default SPAN and NOWAIT options are in
effect.

#PUTJRNL RECORD=(R5),RECLEN=(R7)

#PUTQUE -- stores a queue record in the queue
The #PUTQUE statement stores a queue record in the queue (DDLDCRUN or DDLDCQUE) area of the dictionary,
causing the system to place the record in the queue-header/queue-record set referenced by the QUEID parameter. A
program does not assign an ID to a queue record; the #PUTQUE request stores the record at the beginning or end of the
queue and the system automatically assigns the queue record ID.

This article describes the following information:

  

Syntax

►►─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►──── #PUTQUE RECORD=queue-data-location,RECLEN=queue-data-length-register ──►

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PLIST= ─┬─ SYSPLIST ◄ ─────────────┬─┘

               └─ parameter-list-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,QUEID=queue-id-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,LOC= ─┬─ LAST ◄ ─┬┘

             └─ FIRST ──┘
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 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ ,RTNQRID= ─┬─ (1) ◄ ───────────────────────────┬┘

                 └─ return-queue-record-id-register ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,COND= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

              └─ IOER ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,IOERXIT=i/o-error-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,ERROR=error-label ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,RETAIN=retention-period-register ─┘

Parameters

 RECORD= 

Specifies the location of the user area that contains data to be stored in the queue record.

  queue-data-location  

A register that points to the area or the user-defined symbolic name of the area.

 RECLEN= 

Specifies the length of the data area to be stored in the queue record.

  queue-data-length-register  

A register that contains the length, the symbolic name of a fullword user-defined field that contains the length, or an
absolute expression.

 PLIST=SYSPLIST 

Specifies the location of the seven-fullword storage area in which the system builds the #PUTQUE parameter list.

 SYSPLIST 

(Default); is the symbolic name of the storage area in which the system builds the #PUTQUE parameter list.

  parameter-list-pointer  

Either a register that points to the area or the symbolic name of the area.

 QUEID= 

Specifies the 1- to 16-character ID of the queue with which the record being stored is associated.

  queue-id-pointer  

A register that points to a field that contains the ID, the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the ID, or the
ID literal enclosed in quotation marks. If a queue ID is not specified, 16 blanks are assumed.

 LOC=LAST/FIRST 

Specifies whether the queue record is to be placed at the beginning or end of the queue.
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 LAST 

(Default); stores the record at the end of the queue.

 FIRST 

Stores the record at the beginning of the queue.

 RTNQRID= 

Specifies the location in the program to which the system returns the system-assigned ID of the stored queue record; the
returned ID can be saved and used to retrieve or delete the queue record.

 (1) 

(Default); is the register to which the system returns the queue record ID.

  return-queue-record-id-register  

Either a register or the symbolic name of a fullword user-defined field to which the system returns the queue record ID.

 COND= 

Specifies whether this #PUTQUE is conditional and under what conditions control should be returned to the issuing
program.

 NO 

(Default); specifies that the request is not conditional.

 IOER 

Specifies that the request is conditional. Control is returned if an I/O error occurs while processing the request.

 IOERXIT=i/o-error-label  

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if the #PUTQUE cannot be serviced
because of an I/O error.

 ERROR=error-label  

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if a condition in the COND parameter
occurs for which no other exit routine was coded. In this case, the ERROR parameter functions identically to IOERXIT.

 RETAIN= 

Specifies the amount of time, in days, that the system will retain the queue in the dictionary. At system startup, queues
whose retention periods have expired are deleted automatically by the system. The retention period begins when the first
record is stored in the queue.

If RETAIN is omitted, the default retention period for dynamic queues is taken.

 Note: For more information on the default retention period for dynamic queues, see the IDMS System Generation
documentation.

  retention-period-register  

A register that points to a field that contains the retention period, the symbolic name of a user-defined fixed-binary field
that contains the retention period, or an absolute expression. The retention period must be a numeric constant in the
range 0 through 255. A retention period of 255 indicates that the queue is never to be deleted automatically by the
system.

Status Codes

By default, the #PUTQUE request is unconditional; a runtime I/O error results in an abend of the issuing task. The issuing
program can request return of control with the COND parameter to avoid an abend.
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After completion of a #PUTQUE request, the value in register 15 indicates the outcome of the operation:

•  X'00'
The request has been serviced successfully.

•  X'04'
The request cannot be serviced; check for proper queue-id specification (for example, a negative queue ID is an
improper specification) and for logical selection of options.

•  X'1C'
A database error occurred during queue processing. A common cause is a DBKEY deadlock. For a PUT QUEUE
operation, this code can also mean that the queue upper limit has been reached.
If a database error has occurred, there will usually be other messages in the IDMS/DC/UCF log indicating a problem
encountered in RHDCRUAL, the internal Run Unit Manager. If a deadlock has occurred, messages DC001000 and
DC001002 are also produced.

If an I/O error occurs while processing a #PUTQUE request, the system returns the address of the communications block
to register 1. If no error occurs during processing, a user-defined register, assigned by the RTNQRID parameter, contains
the queue record ID of the stored queue record.

Example

The following example Requests that the system store the data contained in the field RECQ1 in the beginning of the RES-
Q queue. The length of the data is contained in register 8. The DC/UCF system is requested to return the ID of the record
to the QRECID field and to retain the queue for 45 days.

#PUTQUE RECORD=RECQ1,RECLEN=(R8),QUEID='RES-Q',LOC=FIRST,              *

      RTNQRID=QRECID,RETAIN=45

#PUTSCR -- stores or replaces a scratch record
The #PUTSCR statement stores or replaces a scratch record in the scratch area of the dictionary. For new records,
#PUTSCR generates an index entry in a scratch area associated with the issuing task. If the scratch area does not
already exist, the system allocates it dynamically in the storage pool.

After completion of the #PUTSCR function, control is returned to the issuing program at the next sequential instruction
following the #PUTSCR request. Through the REPXIT, NEWXIT, and EREPXIT parameters, you can request return of
control to a specified label after a successful replace or store, or after confirmation that the new record already exists for
the task.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─ #PUTSCR RECORD=scratch-data-location,RECLEN=scratch-data-length-register ─►

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PLIST= ─┬─ SYSPLIST ◄ ─────────────┬─┘

               └─ parameter-list-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,SAID=scratch-area-id-pointer ─┘
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 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,SRID=scratch-record-id-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,REPLACE= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                 └─ YES ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────►

   └─ ,RTNSRID= ─┬─ (1) ◄ ─────────────────────────────┬─┘

                 └─ return-scratch-record-id-register ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,COND= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

              └─ IOER ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,IOERXIT=i/o-error-label ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ERROR=error-label ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,REPXIT=successful-replace-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,NEWXIT=successful-store-label ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,EREPXIT=record-already-exists-label ─┘

 

Parameters

RECORD=

Specifies the location of the user area that contains the data area to be stored in the scratch record.

scratch-data-location

Either a register that points to the area or the user-defined symbolic name of the area.

RECLEN=

Specifies the length of the record to be stored.

scratch-data-length-register

A register that contains the length, the symbolic name of a fullword user-defined field that contains the length, or an
absolute expression.

When replacing a scratch record, the RECLEN specified need not agree with that of the old record, because the replace is
effected with a delete and an add. If a replace of a nonexistent record is requested, the system performs the request with
an add, and an error status value of 0 is returned into register 15.

PLIST=

Specifies the location of the seven-fullword storage area in which the system builds the #PUTSCR parameter list.
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SYSPLIST

(Default); is the symbolic name of the storage area in which the system will build the #PUTSCR parameter list.

parameter-list-pointer

Either a register that points to the area in which the system will build the #PUTSCR parameter list or the symbolic name of
that area.

SAID=

Specifies the 1- to 8-character ID of the scratch area associated with the record being allocated.

scratch-area-id

Either a register that points to a field that contains the ID, the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the ID, or
the ID literal enclosed in quotation marks. If the SAID parameter is not specified, 8 blanks are assumed.

SRID=

Specifies the fullword ID of the scratch record being stored.

scratch-record-id-pointer

A register that points to the ID, the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the ID, or an absolute expression.

An SRID must be specified for all replace-type #PUTSCR requests or an I/O error will result. If not specified for add-
type requests, the SRID is assigned automatically by the system and is returned in the register defined in the RTNSRID
parameter.

REPLACE=

Indicates whether the scratch record is added or replaced.

NO

(Default); directs the system to add a new record to a scratch area.

YES

Directs the system to replace an existing record in the scratch area.

RTNSRID=

Specifies the location to which the system will return the automatically assigned scratch record ID of the stored record.

(1)

(Default); is the register into which the system will place the scratch record ID.

return-scratch-record-id-register

A register or the symbolic name of a fullword user-defined field into which the system will place the scratch record ID.

COND=

Specifies whether this #PUTSCR is conditional and under what conditions control should be returned to the issuing
program.

NO

(Default); specifies that the request is not conditional.

IOER

Specifies that control is returned to the issuing program if an I/O error occurs while processing the request.

IOERXIT=i/o-error-label
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Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if the #PUTSCR cannot be serviced
because of an I/O error.

ERROR=error-label

Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if a condition specified in the COND
parameter occurs for which no other exit routine was coded. In this case, the ERROR and IOERXIT parameters function
identically.

REPXIT=successful-replace-label

(REPLACE=YES only); specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned when the request is
serviced successfully. If no REPXIT is defined in a successful replace-type #PUTSCR request, control will be returned to
the next sequential instruction following the #PUTSCR.

NEWXIT=successful-store-label

(Add requests only); specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned when the request
is successful. If no NEWXIT is defined in a successful add-type request, control will be returned to the next sequential
instruction following the #PUTSCR.

EREPXIT=record-already-exists-label

(Add requests only) specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned when the scratch
record ID specified by the SRID parameter already exists in the scratch area identified by the SAID parameter. If no
EREPXIT is defined for an add-type request and the requested SRID already exists, control is returned to the next
sequential instruction following the #PUTSCR.

Status Codes

By default, the #PUTSCR request is unconditional; a runtime I/O error will result in an abend of the issuing task. The
issuing program can request return of control with the COND parameter to avoid an abend.

After completion of the #PUTSCR function, the value in register 15 indicates the outcome of the operation. The following
is a list of the Register 15 values and the corresponding meaning:

• X'00'
The request to add a new record has been serviced successfully.

• X'04'
The request cannot be serviced; check for proper scratch-id specification (for example, a negative scratch ID is an
improper specification) and for logical selection of options.

• X'10'
The request to replace a scratch record has been serviced successfully.

• X'14'
The request to add a new scratch record cannot be serviced because the scratch record ID specified by the SRID
parameter already exists for the named scratch area and REPLACE=YES has not been specified.

• X'1C'
The request cannot be serviced due to an I/O error during processing.

If an I/O error occurs while processing a #PUTSCR request, the system returns the address of the communications block
to register 1. If no error occurs during processing, a user-defined register, assigned by the RTNSRID parameter, contains
the SRID of the stored or replaced record.

Example

The following example of the #PUTSCR statement stores a scratch record containing the data in SCR605 in the
dictionary. The length of the record is contained in the fullword field SCRLN1. SCRID1 is the ID of the scratch area into
which the record will be stored.
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#PUTSCR RECORD=SCR605,RECLEN=SCRLN1,SAID='SCRID1'

@READY -- prepares a database area for access by DML functions
The @READY statement prepares a database area for access by DML functions and specifies the usage mode of the
area. @READY also defines and logs the initial checkpoint for a recovery unit to facilitate recovery operations.

The DBA can specify default usage modes in the subschema. A run-unit using a subschema with specified default usage
modes need not issue any @READY statements; the areas are readied automatically in the predefined usage modes.
However, if a run-unit issues an @READY statement for one area, it must issue @READY statements for all areas that
it accesses unless the FORCE option was specified for the default usage mode. Areas using the default usage mode
combined with the FORCE option are automatically readied even if the run-unit already issued @READY for other areas.

The usage mode specified in the @READY statement (or in the subschema) indicates the runtime operations that the
readying run unit can or cannot perform against the database area. The following usage modes can be specified:

• UPDATE=YES indicates that the readying run unit is permitted to issue all DML functions for records in that area.
• RDONLY=YES indicates that the readying run unit is prohibited from issuing the STORE, ERASE, MODIFY,

CONNECT, or DISCON functions for records in that area.

The specified usage mode can be qualified with a PROTECTED or EXCLUSIVE option to prevent update or use,
respectively, of areas by other run units executing concurrently under the IDMS/DB central version. Each area can
be readied in its own usage mode. Usage modes can be changed during a recovery unit by executing an @FINISH
statement and readying the areas in a different usage mode. Note, however, that the appropriate BIND statements must
also be issued.

When the run unit (rather than the subschema) readies database areas, all areas can be readied with a single @READY
statement or each area to be accessed can be readied individually. You must ready all areas explicitly or implicitly affected
by the DML statements issued by the run unit. Areas are affected implicitly, for example, when a set's owner and member
records belong to different areas. Some areas included in the subschema may not need to be specified in an @READY
statement, as only those areas that are explicitly or implicitly affected need to be readied.

The @READY statement can appear anywhere in an application program; however, to avoid runtime deadlock, the best
practice is to ready all areas before issuing any other DML statements.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─── @READY ─┬─ ALL ◄ ──────────┬─ , ─┬─ UPDATE= ─┬─┬─ YES(SHARED) ──┬───────►◄

              └─ AREA=area-name ─┘     └─ RDONLY= ─┘ ├─ PROTECTED ────┤

                                                     └─ EXCLUSIVE ────┘

 

Parameters

ALL/AREA=

Opens the database areas.

ALL

(Default); opens all database areas in the subschema.

AREA=area-name
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Opens only the specified area. Area-name must be an area included in the subschema.

UPDATE/RDONLY=YES/PROTECTED/EXCLUSIVE

Specifies how the database areas are opened and qualify database area usage.

UPDATE/RDONLY

Specifies how the database areas are opened.

UPDATE

Specifies that the database areas are opened in both update and retrieval modes.

RDONLY

Specifies that the database areas are opened in retrieval mode only.

YES/PROTECTED/EXCLUSIVE

Qualifies database area usage.

YES

Allows other concurrently executing run units to open the same area in shared retrieval or shared update usage modes.
Keywords YES and SHARED are synonymous.

PROTECTED

Prevents concurrent update of the areas by run units executing under the same central version. Once a run unit has
readied an area with the protected option, no other run unit can ready that area in any update usage mode until the first
run unit releases it by means of a FINISH statement. A run unit cannot ready an area with the protected option if another
run unit has readied the area in update usage mode.

EXCLUSIVE

Prevents concurrent use of the areas by any other run unit executing under the central version. Once a run unit has
readied an area with the exclusive option, no other run unit can ready that area in any usage mode until the first run unit
releases it.

If, under the central version, an @READY statement would result in a mode usage conflict for an area, the run unit issuing
the @READY is placed in a wait state on the first functional database call.

Modification statements involving areas opened in one of the update usage modes are not allowed if they affect sets that
include records in an area opened in one of the retrieval usage modes.

Status Codes

After completion of the @READY function, the ERRSTAT field in the IDMS communications block indicates the outcome
of the operation. The following is a list of the acceptable status codes for this function and their corresponding meaning:

• 0910
The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits readying the area in the specified usage mode.

• 0923
The named area is not in the subschema.

• 0928
The run unit has attempted to ready an area that has been readied previously.

• 0966
The area specified is not available in the requested usage mode. Probable causes for the return of this status code
are:
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– If running in local mode, the area is locked against update.
– If running under the central version, either the area is offline to the central version, or an update usage mode was

requested and the area is in retrieval mode to the central version.
• 0970

The database will not ready properly; a JCL error is the probable cause.
• 0971

The AREA being readied could not be found in the current DBNAME.
• 0978

A wait for an area would cause a deadlock. Either you should ready all areas before the first functional call or all user
programs should ready areas in the same order.

Example

The following example of the @READY statement prepares all database areas in the subschema for retrieval usage mode
only (read only). YES is equivalent to SHARED usage mode, allowing other concurrently executing run units to open the
same area in shared retrieval usage mode.

@READY ALL,RDONLY=YES

RETURN
The RETURN statement returns a value for an SQL function.

As an extension to the SQL standard, a RETURN without parameters can also be used to exit a compound statement in
an SQL function and SQL procedure.

Syntax

 

►── RETURN ────┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

               ├─ NULL ─────────────┤

               └─ value-expression ─┘

 

Parameters

• NULL
Specifies that the function return value is NULL.

• value-expression
Specifies the function return value.

Usage

Compatible Data Types

The data type of the value-expression and the data type of the function return value named in the CREATE FUNCTION
statement must be compatible for assignment.

Example

For an example, see CREATE FUNCTION.
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@RETURN Syntax
Navigational @RETURN

►►─── @RETURN ─┬─ CURRENT ─┬─ ,SET=index-set-name, DBKEY=db-key ──────────────►◄

               ├─ FIRST ───┤

               ├─ LAST ────┤

               ├─ NEXT ────┤

               └─ PRIOR ───┘

LRF @RETURN

►►─── @RETURN SET=index-set-name,DBKEY=db-key,USING=index-key-value ──────────►◄

@RETURN Parameters
CURRENT/FIRST/LAST/NEXT/PRIOR

Indicates the record whose database key will be returned.

CURRENT

Retrieves the database key for the current index entry.

FIRST

Retrieves the database key for the first index entry.

LAST

Retrieves the database key for the last index entry.

NEXT

Retrieves the database key for the index entry following current of index. If the current of index is the last entry, an error
status of 1707 (end of index) is returned.

PRIOR

Retrieves the database key for the index entry preceding current of index. If the current of index is the first entry, an error
status of 1707 (end of index) is returned.

SET=

Identifies the indexed set from which the specified database key is to be returned.

index-set-name

Either a register containing the name of the indexed set or a quoted variable containing the name of the set.

DBKEY=

Where the database key is returned.

db-key

A register containing the database key or a user defined variable data field.

USING=

Saves the symbolic key (CALC, sort, or index) or the specified record.

index-key-value
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A register containing the index key value or the name of the user-defined alphanumeric field into which the symbolic key
of the specified record will be returned. Index-key-value must be large enough to accommodate the symbolic key. For
example, if the set is indexed on employee last name (15 characters) and employee first name (10 characters) the index-
key-value must be large enough to accommodate 25 characters.

@RETURN Status Codes
After the @RETURN statement has been processed, the ERRSTAT field in the IDMS communications block indicates the
outcome of the operation. The following is a list of the acceptable status codes for this function and their corresponding
meaning:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 1707
Either the end of the indexed set has been reached or the indexed set is empty.

• 1725
Currency has not been established for the specified indexed set.

• 1726
The index entry cannot be found.

@RETURN Example
The @RETURN statement shown below retrieves the database key for the first index entry in the EMPLNAMX set and
moves the record's db-key into the LNAMXKEY field:

@RETURN FIRST,SET=EMPLNAMX,DBKEY=LNAMXKEY

#RETURN -- returns control to a program
The #RETURN statement performs the following functions:

• Returns control to a program at the next higher level in a task, optionally specifying the next task to be initiated on the
same terminal.

• In abend routines that are established by #STAE functions, #RETURN specifies the recovery procedure to be initiated
by the abend exit if the task terminates abnormally.

NOTE
For more information about #STAE exits, see #STAE.

• Specifies the action the system takes when the terminal operator does not enter the response that is required to initiate
the specified task.

Following a #RETURN request, control returns to the program at the next higher level in the task. If the issuing program
is the highest level program, control returns to the system. Any #RETURN statement can include a NXTTASK option
to specify the next task to be initiated by the system. However, the position of the issuing program in the task governs
whether the specified task will, in fact, receive control.

When the highest level program issues a #RETURN NXTTASK request, the specified task is executed immediately if
the specified task code is assigned NOINPUT during system generation. If the task code is assigned INPUT, the task
executes only when the terminal operator enters the requested data.

You can define tasks that relinquish control to the system while awaiting completion of an event. This way, resources for
the issuing task are freed during the time it takes for a particular event to finish and the next task to start.
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The DC/UCF system gives control to the next task when a specific event control block (ECB) is posted, indicating that the
event is completed.

When initiated, the next task is associated with the same logical terminal (LTERM) as the task that issued the #RETURN.
An example of the flow of control between tasks is illustrated in the following figure.
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@ROLLBAK -- rolls back uncommitted changes made to the database
The @ROLLBAK statement rolls back uncommitted changes made to the database through an individual run unit.

Whether the changes are automatically backed out depends on the execution environment:

• If the changes were made under the control of a central version that is journaling to a disk file, they are backed out
automatically. The central version continues to process other applications during recovery.

• The changes are not backed out automatically under the following circumstances:
– If the changes were made under the control of a central version that is journaling to a tape file.
– If the changes were made in local mode.
In these cases, the @ROLLBAK statement causes the affected areas to remain locked against subsequent access by
other database sessions. They must be manually recovered. If changes cannot be backed out and CONTINUE was
specified on the rollback request, a non-zero error status is returned to the application and the run unit is terminated.

NOTE
For more information about manual recovery, see  Manual Recovery .

If CONTINUE is not specified, the run unit ends and its access to the database is terminated. If CONTINUE is specified,
the run unit remains active after the operation is complete.

This article describes the following information:

Currency

Following an @ROLLBAK statement, all currencies are set to null. Unless the CONTINUE parameter is specified, the
issuing program cannot perform database access through the run unit without executing another @BIND/@READY
sequence.

Syntax

 

►►─── @ROLLBAK ─┬────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                └─ CONTINUE ─┘

 

Parameters

CONTINUE

Central version only. Causes the run unit to remain active after its changes are backed out. Database access can be
resumed without reissuing @BIND and @READY statements.

NOTE
The CONTINUE option should not be used in local mode if database changes have been made.

Status Codes

After completion of the @ROLLBAK function, the ERRSTAT field of the IDMS communications block indicates the
outcome of the operation. The following is a list of the acceptable status codes for this function and their corresponding
meaning:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 1958
CONTINUE was specified and database changes could not be backed out. The run unit has been terminated.
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Example

The @ROLLBAK statement shown below reverses the effects of the run unit through which it is issued but does not
terminate it.

@ROLLBAK CONTINUE

#ROLLBAK -- rolls back the Uncommitted Changes Made to the Database
The #ROLLBAK statement rolls back uncommitted changes made to the database through an individual run unit or
through all database sessions associated with a task. A task-level rollback also backs out all uncommitted changes made
in conjunction with scratch, queue, and print activity.

Whether the changes are automatically backed out depends on the execution environment:

• If the changes were made under the control of a central version that is journaling to a disk file, they are backed out
automatically. The central version continues to process other applications during recovery.

• The changes are not backed out automatically under the following circumstances:
– If the changes were made under the control of a central version that is journaling to a tape file.
– If the changes were made in local mode.
In these cases, the #ROLLBAK statement causes the affected areas to remain locked against subsequent access
by other database sessions. They must be manually recovered. If changes cannot be backed out and CONTINUE
was specified on the rollback request, a non-zero error status is returned to the application and if the request was
for an individual run unit, that run unit is terminated. For more information about manual recovery, see the Database
Administrating section.

If CONTINUE is not specified, run units (and SQL sessions) impacted by the #ROLLBAK statement end, and their access
to the database is terminated. If CONTINUE is specified, impacted database sessions remain active after the operation is
complete.

The #ROLLBAK statement is used in both the navigational and logical record facility environments. The #ROLLBAK TASK
statement is also used in an SQL programming environment.

This article describes the following information:

Currency

Following a #ROLLBAK statement, all currencies are set to null. Unless the CONTINUE option is specified, the issuing
program or task cannot perform database access through an impacted run unit without executing another @BIND/
@READY sequence.

Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────┬─ #ROLLBAK ─┬────────┬─┬─────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

   └─ label ─┘            └─ TASK ─┘ └─ ,CONTINUE ─┘

 

Parameters

TASK

Rolls back the uncommitted changes made by all scratch, queue, and print activity and all top-level run units associated
with the current task and terminates those run units. Its impact on SQL sessions associated with the task depends on
whether those sessions are suspended and whether their transactions are eligible to be shared.
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CONTINUE

Central version only. Causes the affected run units and SQL sessions to remain active after their changes are backed out.
Database access can be resumed without reissuing @BIND and @READY statements.

NOTE
The CONTINUE option should not be used in local mode if database changes have been made.

Status Codes

After completion of the #ROLLBAK function, the value in register 15 indicates the outcome of the operation. The following
is a list of the Register 15 values and the corresponding meaning:

• X'00'
The request has been serviced successfully.

• X'08'
The request cannot be serviced due to an invalid request.

• X'10'
CONTINUE was specified and database changes could not be backed out.

• X'0C'
An error was encountered processing a syncpoint request; check the log for details.

Example

The following backs out the uncommitted effects of all non-suspended database sessions associated with the task and all
changes associated with scratch, queue and report processing. The affected database sessions are terminated.

#ROLLBAK TASK

More Information

• Programming IDMS SQL
• Navigational DML Programming Reference

#SENDMSG -- sends a message to another terminal or user
The #SENDMSG statement sends a message to another terminal or user, or to a group of terminals or users defined as
a destination during system generation. The #SENDMSG statement does not send messages directly from the message
area of the dictionary. Rather, the system places each message in a queue and sends the message to the appropriate
terminals when it can do so without disrupting executing tasks. Normally, the system sends queued messages to a
terminal the next time the ENTER NEXT TASK CODE message is displayed.

NOTE
For more information about message destinations, see  Destination Statement .

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─┬─────────┬─ #SENDMSG RECORD=message-location-pointer ─────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘
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 ►─── ,RECLEN=message-length-register ────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ ,DESTID=destination-id-pointer ───────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ ,USERID=user-id-pointer ──────────────┤

   └─ ,LTERMID=logical-terminal-id-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,OPTNS= ───┬─ ONLY ◄ ─┬─┘

                 └─ ALWAYS ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ ,SMRB= ─┬─ SYSPLIST ◄ ─────────────────────────┬─┘

              └─ send-message-request-block-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,COND= ──┬─ NO ◄ ──────────────────┬┘

               ├─ ALL ───────────────────┤

               │      ┌─── , ────┐       │

               └─(──┬─▼── IOER ──┴─┬──)──┘

                    ├──── INVP ────┤

                    └──── UNDF ────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,IOERXIT=i/o-error-label ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,INVPXIT=invalid-parameter-list-label ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,UNDFXIT=undefined-destination-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,ERROR=error-label ─┘

Parameters

RECORD=

Specifies the location in program storage that contains the message to be sent.

message-location-pointer

Either a register that points to the message text or the symbolic name of the area that contains the message text.

RECLEN=

Specifies the length, in bytes, of the message text.

message-length-register
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A register that contains the length of the message, the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the length, or
an absolute expression.

DESTID=

Specifies the destination receiving the message. The destination is a list of logical terminals or users defined during
system generation.

destination-id-pointer

A register that points to the destination ID, the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the ID, or the ID literal
enclosed in quotation marks.

USERID=

Specifies the user to receive the message. The user can be signed on to any terminal.

user-id

A register that points to the user ID or the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the ID.

LTERMID=

Specifies the logical terminal to receive the message.

logical-terminal-id-pointer

A register that points to the logical terminal ID, the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the ID, or the ID
literal enclosed in quotation marks.

OPTNS=

Specifies whether the system is to queue the message if the specified destination, user, or terminal is not currently being
used.

• ONLY
(Default); The DC/UCF system sends the message immediately if the destination, user, or terminal is available, and
does not queue the message for subsequent transmission if the destination, user, or terminal is not available.

NOTE
If ONLY is specified with the DESTID parameter, described above, the system sends the message to
those users or terminals in the destination that are available. The sender is not aware of any unsuccessful
transmissions.

• ALWAYS
The DC/UCF system sends the message immediately if the destination, user, or terminal is available, and queues the
message for later transmission if the destination, user, or terminal is not available.

SMRB=

Specifies the location of the storage area in which the system builds the #SENDMSG parameter list.

• SYSPLIST
(Default); is the symbolic name of the storage area in which the system builds the #SENDMSG parameter list.

• send-message-request-block
A register that points to the area or the symbolic name of the area in which the system builds the #SENDMSG
parameter list.

COND=

Specifies whether this #SENDMSG is conditional and under what conditions control should be returned to the issuing
program.

• NO
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(Default); specifies that the request is not conditional.
• ALL

Specifies that control is returned if the #SENDMSG cannot be serviced for one or more of the reasons listed
in condition.

• condition-option
Specifies conditions under which control is returned to the program. Multiple conditions must be enclosed in
parentheses and separated by commas.

• IOER
An I/O error occurred during processing.

• INVP
The parameter list is invalid.

• UNDF
The specified message destination is not defined to the system.

IOERXIT=i/o-error-label

Specifies the symbolic name of a routine to which control should be returned if the #SENDMSG request cannot be
serviced because of an I/O error.

INVPXIT=invalid-parameter-list-label

Specifies the symbolic name of a routine to which control should be returned if the #SENDMSG cannot be serviced
because of an invalid parameter list.

UNDFXIT=undefined-destination-label

Specifies the symbolic name of a routine to which control should be returned if the #SENDMSG cannot be serviced
because the specified destination is undefined to the system.

ERROR=error-label

Specifies the symbolic name of a routine to which control should be returned if a condition specified in the COND
parameter occurs for which no other exit routine was coded.

Status Codes

By default, the #SENDMSG statement is unconditional; any runtime error results in an abend of the issuing task. The
issuing program can request return of control with the COND parameter to avoid an abend.

After completion of the #SENDMSG, the value in register 15 indicates the outcome of the operation. The following is a list
of Register 15 values and the corresponding meaning:

• X'04'
The request cannot be serviced due to an I/O error during processing.

• X'08'
The request cannot be serviced due to an invalid parameter list.

• X'0C'
The request cannot be serviced because the message destination is undefined.

Example

The #SENDMSG statement shown below sends the message labeled MESS01 in program storage to a group of logical
terminals identified by RMT007. The length of the message is held in LEN01. The DC/UCF system transmits the message
immediately if any of the logical terminals in the destination are available, and queues the message for later transmission
if none of the logical terminals are available.

#SENDMSG RECORD=MESS01,RECLEN=LEN01,DESTID=RMT007,OPTNS=ALWAYS
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#SETIME -- defines an event to occur after a specified time interval
The #SETIME statement defines an event that is to occur after a specified time interval or cancels the effect of a
previously issued #SETIME request. The following time-related events can be defined:

• Delay task processing for a specified period of time
• Post an event control block (ECB) at the end of a specified period of time
• Initiate a task at the end of a specified period of time

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────┬─ #SETIME TYPE= ─┬─ WAIT ────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘                 ├─ POST ────┤

                               ├─ STRTASK ─┤

                               └─ CANCEL ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PLIST= ─┬─ SYSPLIST ◄ ─────────────┬─┘

               └─ parameter-list-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,INTVL=time-before-action-taken-register ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,ECB=post-ecb-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,TSKCD=start-task-code-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PRI=priority-register ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

   └─ ,DATADDR=start-task-data-location-register ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,DATALEN=start-task-data-length-register ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,ICEADDR=ice-address-register ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,ICNFXIT=ice-not-found-label ─┘

 

 

Parameters

• TYPE=
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Requests that the system establish a time-related event or cancels a previously requested time-dependent action.
• WAIT

Places the issuing task in a wait state and instructs the system to redispatch the issuing task after the specified time
interval elapses. A subsequent #SETIME request cannot be used to cancel this event until the time interval has
elapsed.

• POST
Posts an ECB after the specified time interval elapses. The issuing task continues to run. The ECB is specified using
the ECB parameter (described below).

NOTE
The POST instruction will only POST an ECB that is within storage owned by the TASK initiating the POST
instruction. If the storage is not owned by the same task, it will not be executed.

• STRTASK
Initiates a task after the specified time interval elapses. The task is specified using the TSKCD parameter (described
below).

• CANCEL
Cancels the effect of a previously issued #SETIME request. If CANCEL is specified, the ICEADDR parameter
(described below) must also be specified.

PLIST= Specifies the location of the six-fullword storage area in which the system builds the #SETIME parameter list.

• SYSPLIST
(Default); is the symbolic name of the storage area in which the system builds the parameter list.

• parameter-list-pointer
Is a register that points to the area in which the system builds the list or the symbolic name of that area.

INTVL= (WAIT, POST, STRTASK requests only); specifies when the event is to occur. The interval is the amount of time in
seconds between when the #SETIME request is issued to when the requested event is to occur.

• time-before-action-taken-pointer
A register that contains the time interval, the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the time interval, or an
absolute expression.

NOTE
For efficiency reasons, the time when the event is to occur is calculated by adding the INTVL value to the time at
which the last TICKER interval expired. Therefore, the actual interval before the event occurs may vary plus or
minus from INTVL by an amount up to the TICKER interval.

ECB= (POST only); specifies the location of the ECB to be posted.

• post-ecb-pointer
A register that points to the ECB or the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the ECB. The ECB is an
internal ECB which is three (3) fullwords in length and should be initialized with nulls.

TSKCD= (STRTASK only); specifies the 1- to 8-character task code of the task to be initiated.

• start-task-code-pointer
A register that points to the task code, the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the task code, or the
task-code literal enclosed by single quotation marks. The specified task code must have been defined during system
generation or defined dynamically using the DCMT VARY DYNAMIC TASK command.

PRI= (STRTASK only); specifies a dispatching priority for the task to be initiated.

• priority
A register that contains the priority or an absolute expression Valid codes are 0 through 240. The task's priority defaults
to the priority defined for the task either during system generation or at dynamic definition using the DCMT VARY
DYNAMIC TASK command.

DATADDR= (STRTASK only); identifies the user data to be passed to the new task.
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• start-task-data-location
A register that points to the data or the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the data. A register that
points to the data or the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the data. The DATALEN parameter must
be specified with DATADDR.
When the new task is started, the first program receiving control can access the data area (parameter list) through
register 1. Register 1 will contain the address of a halfword which contains the value specified in DATALEN. This
halfword will be followed by the data.

DATALEN= (STRTASK,DATADDR only); specifies the length, in bytes, of the data area identified by start-task-data-
location.

• start-task-data-length-register
A register that contains the length, the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the length, or an absolute
expression.

ICEADDR= (POST, STRTASK, CANCEL only); specifies the address of the interval control element (ICE) associated with
the time event.

• POST or STRTASK
The optional ICEADDR parameter specifies the location to which the system returns the ICE address.

• ice-address-register
A register or the symbolic name of a fullword user-defined field. name of a fullword user-defined field.

NOTE
The ICEADDR parameter must be specified with POST and STRTASK requests if the program is to issue
subsequent #SETIME TYPE=CANCEL requests.

• CANCEL
The ICEADDR must be specified. The ICEADDR references the location that contains the ICE address following a
previously issued POST or STRTASK request.

ICNFXIT=ice-not-found-label (CANCEL only); specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be
returned if the ICE referenced by the ICEADDR parameter cannot be found. If ICNFXIT is not specified, control returns to
the next sequential instruction following the #SETIME statement.

Status Codes

The #SETIME request is unconditional. Error conditions that can occur are described below:

• For wait, post, and start-task requests, any runtime error results in an abend of the issuing task.
• For cancel requests, any runtime error other than an interval-control-element-not-found condition results in an abend of

the issuing task.
The interval-control-element-not-found condition, caused when the ICE cannot be located, results in a return of control
to the issuing program, either at a defined routine (ICNFXIT, described above) or at the next sequential instruction after
the #SETIME statement.

After completion of the #SETIME request, the value in register 15 indicates the outcome of the operation. Register 15
values are significant only for requests that cancel a previously issued #SETIME request.

The following is a list of Register 15 values and the corresponding meaning:

• X'00'
The request to cancel a previously issued #SETIME has been serviced successfully.

• X'04'
The request to cancel a #SETIME request cannot be serviced because the specified ICE address cannot be found.

• X'08'
The specified task code is not known to the DC/UCF system.
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Example

The #SETIME statement shown below requests that the system initiate the task labeled TSK01 sixty seconds after the
#SETIME request is issued:

#SETIME TYPE=STRTASK,TSKCD='TSK01',INTVL=60

#SNAP -- requests a memory snap
The #SNAP statement requests a memory snap of one or more of the following areas:

• Specified locations in memory: The snap includes one or more areas of memory that is requested by location and
length.

• Task areas: The snap includes all resources that are associated with the issuing task, and the task control element
(TCE), dispatch control element (DCE), logical terminal element (LTE), and physical terminal element (PTE) for the
task. Information displayed by the snap is formatted with headers.

• System areas: The snap includes areas for all tasks and DC/UCF internal control blocks. Task areas are not itemized
separately. Information that is displayed by the snap is formatted with headers.

The information that is requested by the #SNAP is written to the DC/UCF log file. A user-supplied title can be displayed
with any of these types of snaps.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────┬─ #SNAP ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ FORMAT=( ─┬─ ALL ──┬─ ) ─┘

                ├─ SYS ──┤

                └─ TASK ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PLIST= ─┬─ SYSPLIST ◄ ─────────────┬─┘

               └─ parameter-list-pointer ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,TITLE=title-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────►

   │           ┌────────────────── , ─────────────────────┐     │

   └─ ,AREA=( ─▼─ data-area-pointer,data-length-register ─┴─ ) ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,REGS= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘

              └─ NO ────┘
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Parameters

• FORMAT=
Requests a formatted snap of system, as well as task areas.
– ALL

Requests that the system write a snap of both task and system areas. Areas associated with the issuing task are
itemized and formatted separately from the system areas. The entire task control area is included as one item with
a system snap.

– SYS
Requests that the system write a snap of system areas.
 

NOTE
In most systems, this is a large amount of memory. System snaps impede system performance and
should be reserved for special use.

– TASK
Requests that the system write a snap of task areas and resources that are associated with the issuing task.

• PLIST=
Specifies the location of the storage area in which the system builds the #SNAP parameter list.
– SYSPLIST

(Default); is the symbolic name of the storage area in which the system builds the #SNAP parameter list.
– parameter-list-pointer

A register that points to the area or the symbolic name of the area in which the system builds the #SNAP parameter
list.
Calculate the size of the parameter-list area using this formula:

5 + 2P + T

where the following conditions are met:
• P is the number of data-area-pointer and data-length-register pairs coded for the AREA parameter, described

below.
• T is equal to 0 if the TITLE parameter, described below, is not specified, or 1 if the TITLE parameter is specified.
For example, if four pairs are specified and the TITLE parameter is omitted, the length of this storage area is 13
fullwords.

• TITLE=
Specifies the title to be printed at the beginning of the snap. If requested, the title can be, at most, 133 characters.
The first character must be a valid ASA carriage control character (blank, 0, 1, or +). In addition, there must be a 1-
byte field defined before the ASA control character that designates the length of the title field. The following example
denotes a length of 133:

LEN DC AL1(133)

– title-pointer
A register that points to the title, or the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the title.

• AREA=
Requests a snap of the specified areas. The AREA parameter can be specified independently of or together with the
FORMAT specification. The memory defined by the AREA parameter may or may not be included in the memory areas
associated with task or system areas specified by the FORMAT parameter.
– data-area-pointer

Specifies the area to be snapped. Data-area-pointer may be the symbolic name of the area, or a register that points
to the area. Register 1 is reserved for internal use; any other register is valid.

– data-length-register
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Specifies the length, in bytes, of the area to be included in the snap. Data-length-register is a register that contains
the length, the symbolic name of a user-defined halfword or fullword field that contains the length, or an absolute
expression of the length of the data area.

• REGS=
Specifies whether values that are contained in the register should be printed.
– YES

(Default); specifies that the snap includes all register values.
– NO

Specifies that the snap does not include register values.

Status Codes

The #SNAP request is unconditional. Any runtime error results in an abend of the issuing task.

Example

The following #SNAP statement requests a snap of two specific task areas. The MAINSAVE area (80 bytes in length) is
the area to be snapped. A title is printed at the top of each page of the snap.

#SNAP AREA=(MAINSAVE,80),TITLE=TITLE1

          .

          .

          .

     TITLE1   DC    AL1(L'TITLE+1)

     CC       DC    C'1'

     TITLE    DC    C'ABEND EXIT PROGRAM AND WORKAREA SAMPLE'

#STAE -- establishes or cancels linkage to an abend routine
The #STAE (system task abend exit) statement establishes or cancels linkage to an abend routine. If the issuing task
terminates abnormally, control passes to the abend routine. Any program in a task can establish a #STAE exit; only one
abend exit can be in effect at any given time for each task level. If more than one abend exit has been established, the
system recognizes the last #STAE request issued.

A task can terminate abnormally following a processing error or on request by an #ABEND function. Abend exits for
the program that is executing at the time of the abend and for all higher-level programs are executed before the task is
terminated. You can override the automatic execution of abend exits by including an #ABEND function in the program or
by including a #RETURN function in the abend routine.

NOTE
A #STAE command that is issued with no parameters cancels any previously issued #STAE. For further
information, see STAE Exits.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─┬─────────┬─ #STAE ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ PGM=program-name-pointer ────────────┤

   └─ EPADDR=entry-point-address-register ─┘
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Parameters

• PGM=
Specifies whether linkage is established to another program or to an abend routine in the issuing program.

• program-name-pointer
Identifies the 1 to 8 character name of the program. Program-name-pointer is a register that points to a field that
contains the program name, the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the program name, or the
program-name literal enclosed in quotation marks.

NOTE
The DC/UCF system does not test whether the specified program name is valid when the #STAE request is
issued. If the program is not found or is otherwise unloadable when the system attempts to execute it, the
#STAE request is ignored.

• EPADDR=
Identifies the abend entry-point address of an abend routine in the issuing program. The named routine must have a
separate entry point in the program.

• entry-point-address-register
Either a register or the symbolic name of a fullword user-defined field that contains the entry-point address.

Status Codes

The #STAE instruction is unconditional; any error that is detected during execution results in an abend of the issuing task.

Example

The #STAE statement that is shown below establishes a link to the abend routine ABRT02. The program ABRT02
receives control ifan abnormal termination of the issuing task.

#STAE PGM=ABRT02

@STORE -- acquires space and stores records in the database
The @STORE statement performs the following functions:

• Acquires space and a database key for a new record occurrence in the database
• Transfers the values of the appropriate elements from program variable storage to the requested record occurrence in

the database
• Connects the requested record into all sets for which it is defined as an automatic member

This article describes the following information:

Location Modes

A record is stored in the database according to the location mode specified in the schema definition of the record. The
location modes are as follows:

• CALC places the record on or near a page calculated by IDMS/DB from a control element (the CALC key) in the
record.

• VIA places the record as follows:
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– If the owner and member record occurrences share a common page range, the DBMS places the record as close
as possible to its owner record occurrence.

– If the owner and member record occurrences do not share a common page range, the DBMS places the record in
the same relative position in the member record's page range as the owner record occurrence is in its associated
page range.

• DIRECT places the record on or near a user-specified page, as determined by the value in the DIRDBKEY field of the
IDMS communications block:
– If DIRDBKEY contains a valid db-key for the record being stored, the DBMS assigns a db-key to the new record

occurrence on that page if space is available.
– If DIRDBKEY does not contain a valid db-key for the record being stored, the DBMS assigns the next available db-

key, subject to the page-range limits of the record being stored.
– If DIRDBKEY contains a value of -1, the DBMS assigns the record the first db-key available in the page range in

which the record is to be stored.
In any case, the db-key of the stored record occurrence is returned to DBKEY (positions 13-16 in the IDMS
communications block). The contents of DIRDBKEY remain unchanged.

Before Executing @STORE

Before execution of the @STORE statement, the following conditions must be met:

• All areas affected either implicitly or explicitly by the @STORE statement must be readied in one of the three update
usage modes. Update usage modes are discussed along with the @READY statement earlier in this section.

• All control elements (CALC and sorted set control fields) must be initialized.
• If the record being stored has a location mode of DIRECT, the contents of DIRDBKEY (the direct db-key, positions

197-200 of the IDMS communications block) must be initialized with a db-key value or a null db-key value of -1.
• If the record is to be stored in a native VSAM relative-record data set (RRDS), the contents of DIRDBKEY must be

initialized with the relative record number that represents the location in the data set where the record is to be stored.
• Every set in which the named record is defined as an automatic member, and the owner record of every such set,

must be included in the subschema. Sets for which the named record is defined as a manual member need not
be defined in the subschema since the @STORE statement does not access those sets. An automatic member is
connected automatically to the selected set occurrence when the record is stored; a manual member is not connected
automatically to the selected set occurrence.

• If the record being stored has a location mode of VIA, currency must be established for the set in which the record
participates as a member; this is true whether the record being stored is an automatic or manual member of that set.

Currency

Currency must be established for all set occurrences in which the stored record will participate as an automatic member.
The @STORE statement uses currency depending on how the set is ordered:

• If the stored record is defined as a member of a set that is ordered FIRST or LAST, the record that is current of set
establishes the set occurrence to which the stored record will be connected.

• If the stored record is defined as a member of a set that is ordered NEXT or PRIOR, the record that is current of set
establishes the set occurrence into which the stored record will be connected and determines its position in the set.

• If the stored record is defined as a member of a sorted set, the record that is current of set establishes the set
occurrence into which the stored record will be connected. IDMS compares the sort key of the stored record with the
sort key of the current record of set to determine if the stored record can be inserted into the set by movement in the
next direction:
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– If the record can be inserted by movement in the next direction, the set occurrence remains positioned at the record
that is current of set and the stored record is inserted.

– If the record cannot be inserted by movement in the next direction, the DBMS positions the set occurrence at
the owner record occurrence (not necessarily the current occurrence of the owner record type) and moves as far
forward in the next direction as is necessary to determine the logical insertion point for the stored record.

Following successful execution of an @STORE statement, the stored record becomes current of run unit, its record type,
its area, and all sets in which it participates as owner or automatic member.

The following figure illustrates the currency issues involved in adding a new EMPLOYEE record to the database.

Since EMPLOYEE is defined as an automatic member of both the DEPT-EMPLOYEE and OFFICE-EMPLOYEE sets,
currency must be established in each of those sets before issuing the @STORE statement. The first two DML commands
establish DEPARTMENT-3100 and OFFICE-1 as current of the DEPT-EMPLOYEE and OFFICE-EMPLOYEE sets,
respectively. When EMPLOYEE-27 is stored, it is connected automatically to each set.
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Syntax

►►─── @STORE REC=record-name ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameter

REC=record-name
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Specifies the record occurrence to be moved from variable storage to the database. The @STORE statement connects
the requested record to an occurrence of each set for which it is defined as an automatic member, and establishes it as
the owner of a set. The @STORE statement also establishes the named record as the owner of a set occurrence for each
set for which it is defined as an owner. The ordering rules for each set govern the insertion point of the named record in
the set. Record-name must specify a record type included in the subschema.

Status Codes

After the completion of the @STORE function, the ERRSTAT field in the IDMS communications block indicates the
outcome of the operation. The following is a list of the acceptable status codes for this function and their corresponding
meaning:

• 1201 
The area in which the named record is to be stored has not been readied.

• 1202 
The suggested DIRDBKEY value is not in the page range for the named record.

• 1205 
Storage of the record would violate a duplicates-not-allowed option for a CALC record, a sorted set, or an index set.

• 1208 
The named record is not in the subschema. The program has probably invoked the wrong subschema, or the record
name has been misspelled.

• 1209 
The named record's area has not been readied in one of the three update usage modes.

• 1210 
The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits storage of the named record.

• 1211 
The record cannot be stored in the area because of insufficient space.

• 1212 
The record cannot be stored because no db-key is available. This is a system internal error.

• 1218 
The record has not been bound.

• 1221 
An area other than the area of the named record occurrence has been readied with an incorrect usage mode.

• 1225 
A set occurrence has not been established for each set in which the named record is to be stored.

• 1233 
All sets in which the record participates as an automatic member have not been included in the subschema.

• 1253 
The subschema definition of an indexed set does not match the indexed set's physical structure in the database.

• 1254 
Either the prefix length of an SR51 record is less than zero or the data length is less than or equal to zero.

• 1255 
An invalid length has been defined for a variable-length record.

• 1260 
A record occurrence encountered in the process of connecting automatic sets is inconsistent with the set named in
the ERRORSET field of the IDMS communications block; probable causes include a broken chain or an improper
database description.

• 1261 
The record cannot be stored because of broken chains in the database.
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Example

The @STORE statement shown below performs the following:

• Moves a single occurrence of the EMPLOYEE record from program variable storage to the database
• Connects this occurrence of EMPLOYEE to each set for which it is defined as an automatic member
• Establishes EMPLOYEE as the owner in each set occurrence in which it is defined as the owner

@STORE REC=EMPLOYEE

 

 

@STORE (LRF) -- updates the database with field values for new record
occurrances
The @STORE statement can also update the database with field values for new logical record occurrences. The
@STORE statement does not necessarily store new occurrences of all or any of the database records that participate in
the logical record; the path selected to service an @STORE logical-record request performs whatever database access
operations the DBA has specified to service the request.

LRF uses field values stored in the variable-storage location reserved for the logical record to make the appropriate
updates to the database. You can optionally name an alternate storage location from which the new field values are to be
obtained to perform the requested store operation.

Syntax

 

►►─── @STORE REC=logical-record-name ─────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,IOAREA=alt-logical-record-location ───────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,ONLRSTS=path-status,GOTO=branch-location ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,WHERE boolean-expression ─┘

Parameters

• REC=logical-record-name
Names a new occurrence of the named logical record. Unless the IOAREA parameter (see below) is included, LRF
updates the database by using field values stored in a variable-storage location reserved for the named logical
record. Logical-record-name must specify a logical record defined in the subschema.

• IOAREA=alt-logical-record-location
Identifies an alternative variable-storage location that contains the field values to be used to update the database.
When storing a logical record that has previously been retrieved into an alternative variable-storage location, you
should use the IOAREA clause to name the same area specified in the @OBTAIN request. If the IOAREA clause is
included in the @STORE statement, alt-logical-record-location must identify a record location defined in the program.

• ONLRSTS=path-status,GOTO=branch-location
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Tests for the indicated path status. Path-status must be a quoted literal (1 to 16) or a program variable. If path-
status results from this @STORE statement, the action specified by branch-location is performed. For more
information about how to code the ONLRSTS clause, see the discussion of the ON clause later in this section.

• WHERE boolean-expression
Specifies selection criteria to be applied to the named logical record. For details on how to code the WHERE clause,
refer to the discussion of the WHERE clause later in this section.

Status Codes

After you issued an @STORE statement for a logical record, the type of status code returned to the program in the
ERRSTAT field of the IDMS communications block depends on the type of error. If the error occurs in the logical-record
path, the ERRSTAT field contains a status code issued by IDMS/DB with a major code from 00 to 19. For a list of these
codes, see ERRSTAT Field and Codes.

When the error occurs in the request itself, LRF returns the path status LR-ERROR to the LRSTAT field of the LRC block
and places a status code with a major code of 20 in the ERRSTAT field of the IDMS communications block. These codes
are listed in Testing for the Logical-Record Path Status.

Example

The example below illustrates how to add a new office by adding occurrences of the OFFEMPLR logical record. The
program subsequently stores one occurrence of the OFFEMPLR logical record for each employee added to the office.

STOROFF  EQU   *

         MVC   OFFICE,NEWOFF

         @STORE REC=OFFEMPLR,WHERE ADD-OFFICE

         .

         .

STOREMP  EQU   *

         MVC   EMPL,NEWEMP

         @STORE REC=OFFEMPLR,WHERE ADD-EMP

         .

         .

         B     STOREMP

In the above example, the DBA has designated the keywords ADD-OFFICE and ADD-EMP to direct the request to a path
designed to store new employee information for a new office. The path to which the first request is directed stores the
appropriate new office information before storing the new employee information.

All input data concerning the new employee is contained in group fields called NEWOFF and NEWEMP, whose layouts
correspond to those of the OFFICE and EMPLOYEE positions, respectively, of the OFFEMPLR logical record. The
program moves the input field NEWOFF to the logical-record group field OFFICE and the input field NEWEMP to the
logical-record group field EMPL.

 

 

#STRTPAG -- initiates a map paging session
The #STRTPAG statement initiates a map paging session, and specifies the map paging options in effect for that session.
The paging session can contain any number of DML statements, including #MREQ IN and #MREQ OUT; the #STRTPAG
statement must precede any of these mapping commands. The map paging session is terminated by an #ENDPAG
statement, or by the next #STRTPAG statement if no #ENDPAG statement is coded.
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NOTE
Only one pageable map can be handled by the statements enclosed by a given #STRTPAG/#ENDPAG pair.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─── #STRTPAG MRB=map-request-block-pointer ─────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PLIST ─┬─ SYSPLIST ◄ ─────────────┬┘

              └─ parameter-list-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

   └─ ,MRBPGDS= ─┬─ MRBPGDS ◄ ────────────────────┬─┘

                 └─ paging-request-block-pointer ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,TYPE= ─┬─ NOWAIT ◄ ─┬┘

              ├─ WAIT ─────┤

              └─ RETURN ───┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,BACKPAG= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬┘

                 └─ NO ────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,FLAG= ─┬─ UPDATE ◄ ─┬┘

              └─ BROWSE ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,AUTO= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬┘

              └─ NO ────┘

Parameters

• MRB=map-request-block-pointer
Specifies the location of the map request block for the mapping operation, as copied into program variable storage by
a previously issued #MRB statement.

• map-request-block-pointer
Either a register that points to the MRB area or the symbolic name of that area.

• PLIST=
The location of the storage area in which the system builds the #STRTPAG parameter list.

• SYSPLIST
(Default); is the symbolic name of the storage area in which the system builds the #STRTPAG parameter list.

• parameter-list-pointer
Either a register that points to the area or the symbolic name of the area.

• MRBPGDS=
Specifies the location of the 16-byte map paging request block.

• MRBPGDS
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(Default); is the symbolic name of the area in program variable storage that contains the map paging request block.
The map paging request block is copied by a previously issued #MRB statement.

• paging-request-block-pointer
Either a register pointing to the area that contains the map paging request block or the symbolic name of the area.

• TYPE=
Specifies the runtime flow of control when the operator presses a control key.

• NOWAIT
(Default); specifies that runtime mapping automatically handles all paging and update transactions. Control is passed
to the program only when neither an update nor a paging request is made when the operator presses a control key.

• WAIT
Specifies that runtime mapping automatically handles paging transactions that do not cause data to be updated.
Control is passed to the program when the terminal operator presses a control key that requests an update or
nonpaging operation.

• RETURN
Specifies that runtime mapping does not handle any terminal transactions in the paging session. Control is passed to
the program whenever the operator presses a control key.
Runtime mapping does not update program variable storage unless an #MREQ IN command is issued. In cases where
the operator can update data (FLAG=UPDATE), it is recommended that WAIT and RETURN be specified for the
session so that data can be retrieved as it is updated.

• BACKPAG=
Specifies whether the terminal operator can display a previous map page.

• YES
(Default); specifies that the operator can display previous pages of the map.

• NO
Specifies that the operator cannot display any page of detail occurrences with a page number lower than the current
page number. Modifications made on a given page of the map must be requested by #MREQ IN statements in
the application program before an #MREQ OUT,RESUME=YES command is issued. The previous page of detail
occurrences is deleted from the session scratch record when a new map page is displayed.

NOTE
BACKPAG=NO cannot be assigned if FLAG=UPDATE (discussed below) and TYPE=NOWAIT are specified
for the session.

• FLAG=
Specifies whether the terminal operator can modify map data fields.

• UPDATE
(Default); specifies that the terminal operator can modify variable map fields, subject to restrictions specified for the
map either at map definition time or by the statements in the program.

• BROWSE
Specifies that the terminal operator can modify only the page and response fields of the map. At runtime, runtime
mapping automatically protects all variable fields. The MDTs for variable fields on the map can be set only according to
specifications made either in the map definition or by statements in the program.

• AUTO
You can override the automatic mapout of a pageable map's first page. Overriding automatic display of a map's first
page allows you to modify the map page and defined messages before the page is displayed. To determine when
the first page of the map is built, you test the new map return code. By default, the first page of a pageable map is
displayed as soon as the first detail occurrence of the second map page is written to scratch. You determine whether
the first page of a pageable map is automatically displayed by using the AUTO parameter.

• YES
(Default); enables automatic display of the pageable map's first page.

• NO
Disables automatic display of the pageable map's first page. You manually display the page by using a #MREQ
statement.
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Status Codes

After completion of a #STRTPAG request, the value in register 15 indicates the outcome of the operation. The following is
a list of Register 15 values and the corresponding meaning:

• X'00' 
The request has been serviced successfully.

• X'04' 
A paging session was already in progress when this #STRTPAG command was received. An implied #ENDPAG
statement was processed before this #STRTPAG command was successfully executed.

Examples

The following example of the #STRTPAG statement initiates a pageable map session with the following map paging
options in effect:

• MRBPROG1 is the symbolic name of the location in variable storage that contains the map-request block for the
mapping operation.

• WAIT indicates that runtime mapping passes control to the program when an update or a nonpaging request is made.
Runtime mapping automatically handles all paging requests that do not involve field updates.

• Unless otherwise coded, the location of the map-paging request block is found in MRBPGDS in program variable
storage. By default, the operator can display previous map pages and data fields.

#STRTPAG MRB=MRBPROG1,TYPE=WAIT

The following example illustrates usage of the AUTO parameter:

#STRTPAG MRB=EMPMAPPG,AUTO=NO

#TREQ -- transfers data between a terminal device and your application
Functions of #TREQ

The #TREQ statement allows your program to do the following:

• Transfer data between a terminal device and your application program in basic mode. Device-control characters
appropriate to your terminal device are sent along with the data.

• Converse with SNA resources.
• Acquire and release storage areas used for I/O buffers. The following considerations apply:

– In response to an input request, the input for data-item descriptions is acquired dynamically from the storage pool.
Use the LOCATE option of the #TREQ GET or #TREQ READ statement to acquire the input buffer. When you
specify LOCATE, your program is responsible for releasing the acquired storage with a #FREESTG statement. If the
storage is not explicitly freed, the system releases all acquired input buffers when the task terminates.

– In response to an output request, a previously acquired storage area for the output buffer is released. To release
the output buffer, use the FREEBUF option of the #TREQ PUT, #TREQ WRITE, #TREQ PUTGET, or #TREQ
WRITREAD statement. The output buffer is released on completion of the output request.

DC/UCF Response to #TREQ

The DC/UCF system does the following in response to a #TREQ request:

• Automatically inserts the appropriate line control characters
• Builds and/or modifies a terminal request block (TRB), depending on the type of #TREQ request:
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– For regular #TREQ requests (MF=R), the system builds a new TRB for each request. Constant values are specified
for each subsequent #TREQ request.

– For list #TREQ requests (MF=L), the system builds a TRB in the data definition section of program storage.
Subsequent #TREQ statements include parameters that add to or override this predefined TRB. The list #TREQ
statement defines constant values; subsequent execute (MF=E) #TREQ statements modify the previously
designate TRB. This technique saves coding time and storage space.

• Initiates the requested I/O operation and transfers the data

More Information

• Regular and Execute TREQ Description
• List TREQ

Regular and Execute #TREQ
The regular and execute versions of the #TREQ statement request a transfer of data from the issuing program to the
physical terminal and/or from the physical terminal to the program. The requested transfer is designated as synchronous
or asynchronous:

• Synchronous -- Control is not returned to the issuing program until the I/O operation is completed. Synchronous
transfer is accomplished by using #TREQ GET, PUT, PUTGET, or ALLOC statements.

• Asynchronous -- Control is returned to the issuing program immediately after the requested I/O operation is initiated;
the program continues to execute concurrently with the I/O operation. An event control block (ECB) is established that
will be posted after the I/O operation is completed. Asynchronous transfer is accomplished by using the #TREQ READ,
WRITE, WRITREAD, or ALLOC statements.
An asynchronous request must be followed by a #TREQ CHECK before continuing with further terminal I/O operations
to ensure that the previous #TREQ processing is completed. Most error message codes associated with #TREQ
READ, WRITE, WRITREAD, or ALLOC requests are returned when the #TREQ CHECK statement is issued.

To send a data stream immediately to a terminal or group of terminals, you can issue a #TREQ WRITE/PUT (blast)
request, using the DESTID, USERID, and LTERMID parameters. For write-direct-to-terminal requests, the system ignores
the SAVE, EOT, and TRANSPAR options. Write-direct-to-terminal requests are not supported for list #TREQ requests.

This article describes the following information:

#TREQ syntax for list requests is presented in the next section.

#TREQ ALLOC Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────┬─ #TREQ ALLOC ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─── ,UIOCBA=user-io-control-block-pointer ──────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,MF= ─┬─ R ◄ ─┬─┘

            ├─ E ───┤

            └─ L ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

   │              ┌─────── , ────────┐   │

   └──,OPTNS= ─(──▼─┬─┬─ ANY ◄ ─┬──┬─┴─)─┘

                    │ ├─ CONN ──┤  │
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                    │ └─ IMM  ──┘  │

                    └─┬─ WAIT ◄ ─┬─┘

                      └─ NOWAIT ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,LTERMID=logical-terminal-element-pointer ─┘

 

#TREQ ALLOC Parameter

• #TREQ ALLOC
Establishes a session and allocates an SNA conversation between your program and an SNA logical unit.

NOTE
For more information about using the #TREQ ALLOC statement, see Systems Network Architecture
Considerations (SNA).

#TREQ CHECK Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────┬─ #TREQ CHECK ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,MF= ─┬─ R ◄ ─┬┘

            └─ E ───┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

   └─ ,TRB= ─┬─ SYSPLIST ◄ ─────────────────────┬─┘

             └─ terminal-request-block-pointer ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ ,INLEN= ─┬─ (0) ◄ ─────────────────────────────┬─┘

               └─ input-data-actual-length-register ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,COND= ─┬── NO ◄ ────────────┬─┘

              ├── ALL ─────────────┤

              │   ┌──── , ─────┐   │

              └─(─▼─┬─ ATTN ─┬─┴─)─┘

                    ├─ DISC ─┤

                    ├─ INVP ─┤

                    ├─ LOGL ─┤

                    ├─ PERM ─┤

                    └─ TRUN ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,ATTNXIT=attention-key-label ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,DISCXIT=terminal-disconnected-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►
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   └─ ,INVPXIT=invalid-trb-information-label ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,LOGLXIT=logical-output-error-label ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PERMXIT=permanent-i/o-error-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,TRUNXIT=truncate-input-data-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,ERROR=error-label ─┘

 

#TREQ CHECK Parameters

#TREQ CHECK Delays task processing until a previously requested asynchronous I/O operation is completed. The DC/
UCF system places the task in an inactive state if the I/O operation is incomplete. When the I/O operation is complete, the
task resumes processing according to its established dispatching priority.

#TREQ DISC Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────┬─ #TREQ DISC ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,LTEADDR=lte-address-register ─┘

 

#TREQ DISC Parameter

• #TREQ DISC
(SNA conversations only); terminates an SNA session between your program and another logical unit.

#TREQ GET Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────┬─ #TREQ GET ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘ 

 ►─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,MF= ─┬─ R ◄ ─┬┘

            └─ E ───┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

   └─ ,TRB= ─┬─ SYSPLIST ◄ ─────────────────────┬─┘

             └─ terminal-request-block-pointer ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,INAREA=input-data-location-pointer ─┘
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 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,MAXIN=input-data-max-length-register ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ ,INLEN= ─┬─ (0) ◄ ─────────────────────────────┬─┘

               └─ input-data-actual-length-register ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,LTEADDR=lte-address-register ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   │               ┌─────── , ─────────┐   │

   └─ ,OPTNS= ──(──▼─┬─── BUFFER  ───┬─┴─)─┘

                     ├─┬─ INFMHY ─┬──┤

                     │ └─ INFMHN ─┘  │

                     ├─┬─ LL ──────┬─┤

                     │ └─ NOCHASM ─┘ │

                     ├─── LOCATE ────┤

                     ├─── MODIFIED ──┤

                     ├─── POSITION ──┤

                     ├─── UPLOW ─────┤

                     └─── UPPER ─────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,FROMPOS=screen-position ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,COND= ─┬── NO ◄ ─────────────┬┘

              ├── ALL ──────────────┤

              │    ┌─── , ─────┐    │

              └(─┬─▼── DISC ─┬─┴─)──┘

                 ├──── INVP ─┤

                 ├──── PERM ─┤

                 └──── TRUN ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,DISCXIT=terminal-disconnected-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,INVPXIT=invalid-trb-information-label ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PERMXIT=permanent-i/o-error-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,TRUNXIT=truncate-input-data-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,ERROR=error-label ─┘
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#TREQ GET Parameter

• #TREQ GET
Requests synchronous transfer of data from a device to program storage when the terminal operator signals
completion of data entry by pressing ENTER or a special function key.

#TREQ PUT Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────┬─ #TREQ PUT ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,MF= ─┬─ R ◄ ─┬┘

            └─ E ───┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

   └─ ,TRB= ─┬─ SYSPLIST ◄ ─────────────────────┬─┘

             └─ terminal-request-block-pointer ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,OUTAREA=output-data-location-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

   └─ ,OUTLEN= ─┬─ output-data-length-register ─┬─┘

                └─ log-data-length-register ────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   │               ┌─────── , ─────────┐   │

   └─ ,OPTNS= ──(──▼─┬─── CHNCONT ───┬─┴─)─┘

                     ├─── CONFIRM ───┤

                     ├─── CONFIRMED ─┤

                     ├─── EOT ───────┤

                     ├─── ERASUNPR ──┤

                     ├─── ERROR ─────┤

                     ├─── FREEBUF────┤

                     ├─── INVITE ────┤

                     ├─── NEWPAGE ───┤

                     ├─── NOCR ──────┤

                     ├─┬─ OUTFMHY ─┬─┤

                     │ └─ OUTFMHN ─┘ │

                     ├─── SAVE ──────┤

                     ├─── SIGNAL ────┤

                     └─── TRANSPAR ──┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,LTEADDR=lte-address-register ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,SENSE=sna-sense-code-register ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,LOGDATA=log-data-address-register ─┘
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 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ ,DESTID=destination-id-pointer ───────┤

   ├─ ,USERID=user-id-pointer ──────────────┤

   └─ ,LTERMID=logical-terminal-id-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,COND= ─┬── NO ◄ ──────────────┬┘

              ├── ALL ───────────────┤

              │     ┌─── , ────┐     │

              └─(─┬─▼── ATTN  ─┴┬─)──┘

                  ├──── DISC ───┤

                  ├──── INVP ───┤

                  ├──── LOGL ───┤

                  ├──── PERM ───┤

                  └──── UNDF ───┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,ATTNXIT=attention-key-label ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,DISCXIT=terminal-disconnected-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,INVPXIT=invalid-trb-information-label ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,LOGLXIT=logical-output-error-label ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PERMXIT=permanent-i/o-error-label ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,UNDFXIT=invalid-destid-ltermid-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,ERROR=error-label ─┘

 

#TREQ PUT Parameter

• #TREQ PUT
Requests synchronous transfer of data from program storage to a terminal or device.

#TREQ PUTGET Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────┬─ #TREQ PUTGET ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,MF= ─┬─ R ◄ ─┬┘

            └─ E ───┘
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 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

   └─ ,TRB= ─┬─ SYSPLIST ◄ ─────────────────────┬─┘

             └─ terminal-request-block-pointer ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,OUTAREA=output-data-location-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,OUTLEN=output-data-length-register ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,INAREA=input-data-location-pointer ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,MAXIN=input-data-max-length-register ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ ,INLEN= ─┬─ (0) ◄ ─────────────────────────────┬┘

               └─ input-data-actual-length-register ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,LTEADDR=lte-address-register ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   │               ┌────── , ──────────┐   │

   └─ ,OPTNS= ──(──▼─┬─── CHNCONT ───┬─┴─)─┘

                     ├─── CONFIRM ───┤

                     ├─── ERASUNPR ──┤

                     ├─── FREEBUF ───┤

                     ├─┬─ INFMHY ─┬──┤

                     │ └─ INFMHN ─┘  │

                     ├─── LAST ──────┤

                     ├─┬─ LL ──────┬─┤

                     │ └─ NOCHASM ─┘ │

                     ├─── LOCATE ────┤

                     ├─── NEWPAGE ───┤

                     ├─── NOCR ──────┤

                     ├─┬─ OUTFMHY ─┬─┤

                     │ └─ OUTFMHN ─┘ │

                     ├─── UPLOW ─────┤

                     └─── UPPER ─────┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,COND= ─┬── NO ◄ ────────────┬─┘

              ├── ALL ─────────────┤

              │   ┌──── , ─────┐   │

              └─(─▼─┬─ ATTN ─┬─┴─)─┘

                    ├─ DISC ─┤

                    ├─ INVP ─┤

                    ├─ LOGL ─┤

                    ├─ PERM ─┤

                    ├─ TRUN ─┤
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                    └─ UNDF ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,ATTNXIT=attention-key-label ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,DISCXIT=terminal-disconnected-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,INVPXIT=invalid-trb-information-label ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,LOGLXIT=logical-output-error-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PERMXIT=permanent-i/o-error-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,TRUNXIT=truncate-input-data-label ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,UNDFXIT=invalid-destid-ltermid-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,ERROR=error-label ─┘

 

#TREQ PUTGET Parameter

• #TREQ PUTGET
Requests a synchronous data transfer from program storage to a terminal, then back to the program when the terminal
operator indicates completion of data entry.

#TREQ READ Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────┬─ #TREQ READ ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,MF= ─┬─ R ◄ ─┬┘

            └─ E ───┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

   └─ ,TRB= ─┬─ SYSPLIST ◄ ─────────────────────┬─┘

             └─ terminal-request-block-pointer ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,INAREA=input-data-location-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,MAXIN=input-data-max-length-register ─┘
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 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ ,INLEN= ─┬─ (0) ◄ ─────────────────────────────┬─┘

               └─ input-data-actual-length-register ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,LTEADDR=lte-address-register ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   │               ┌─────── , ─────────┐     │

   └─ ,OPTNS= ──(──▼─┬─── BUFFER ────┬─┴──)──┘

                     ├─── INFMHY ────┤

                     ├─┬─ INFMHN ──┬─┤

                     │ └─ INVITE ──┘ │

                     ├─┬─ LL ──────┬─┤

                     │ └─ NOCHASM ─┘ │

                     ├─── LOCATE ────┤

                     ├─── MODIFIED ──┤

                     ├─── POSITION ──┤

                     ├─── UPLOW ─────┤

                     └─── UPPER ─────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,FROMPOS=screen-position ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,COND= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

              └─ INVP ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,INVPXIT=invalid-trb-information-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,ERROR=error-label ─┘

 

#TREQ READ Parameter

• #TREQ READ
Requests asynchronous transfer of data from a terminal or device to program storage when the terminal operator
signals completion of the data entry by pressing ENTER or a special function key.
#TREQ UIOCB

#TREQ UIOCB Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────┬─ #TREQ UIOCB ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,UIOCBA=user-i/o-control-block-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,LTEADDR=lte-address-register ─┘
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#TREQ UIOCB Parameter

• #TREQ UIOCB
Locates a user I/O communications block used to maintain the status of an SNA conversation and of the data being
passed between logical units.

#TREQ WRITE Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────┬─ #TREQ WRITE ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,MF= ─┬─ R ◄ ─┬┘

            └─ E ───┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

   └─ ,TRB= ─┬─ SYSPLIST ◄ ─────────────────────┬─┘

             └─ terminal-request-block-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,OUTAREA=output-data-location-pointer ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,OUTLEN= ─┬─ output-data-length-register ─┬┘

                └─ log-data-length-register ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,LTEADDR=lte-address-register ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   │               ┌─────── , ─────────┐   │

   └─ ,OPTNS= ──(──▼─┬─── ABEND   ───┬─┴─)─┘

                     ├─── CHNCONT ───┤

                     ├─── CONFIRM ───┤

                     ├─── CONFIRMED ─┤

                     ├─── EOT ───────┤

                     ├─── ERASUNPR ──┤

                     ├─── ERROR ─────┤

                     ├─── FREEBUF ───┤

                     ├─── INVITE ────┤

                     ├─── LAST    ───┤

                     ├─── NEWPAGE ───┤

                     ├─── NOCR ──────┤

                     ├─┬─ OUTFMHY ─┬─┤

                     │ └─ OUTFMHN ─┘ │

                     ├─── SAVE  ─────┤

                     ├─── SIGNAL ────┤

                     └─── TRANSPAR ──┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,SENSE=sna-sense-code ─┘
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 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,LOGDATA=log-data-address-register ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ ,DESTID=destination-id-pointer ───────┤

   ├─ ,USERID=user-id-pointer ──────────────┤

   └─ ,LTERMID=logical-terminal-id-pointer ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,COND= ─┬── NO ◄ ───────────┬┘

              ├── ALL ────────────┤

              │   ┌───── , ───┐   │

              └─(─▼─┬─ INVP ─┬┴─)─┘

                    └─ UNDF ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,INVPXIT=invalid-trb-information-label ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,UNDFXIT=invalid-destid-ltermid-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,ERROR=error-label ─┘

 

#TREQ WRITE Parameter

• #TREQ WRITE
Requests an asynchronous data transfer from program storage to a terminal or device.

#TREQ WRITREAD Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────┬─ #TREQ WRITREAD ───────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,MF= ─┬─ R ◄ ─┬┘

            └─ E ───┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

   └─ ,TRB= ─┬─ SYSPLIST ◄ ─────────────────────┬─┘

             └─ terminal-request-block-pointer ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,OUTAREA=output-data-location-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,OUTLEN=output-data-length-register ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,INAREA=input-data-location-pointer ──┘
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 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,MAXIN=input-data-max-length-register ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ ,INLEN= ─┬─ (0) ◄ ─────────────────────────────┬┘

               └─ input-data-actual-length-register ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,LTEADDR=lte-address-register ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   │               ┌─────── , ─────────┐     │

   └─ ,OPTNS= ──(──▼─┬─── CHNCONT ───┬─┴─)───┘

                     ├─── CONFIRM ───┤

                     ├─── ERASUNPR ──┤

                     ├─── FREEBUF ───┤

                     ├─┬─ INFMHY ─┬──┤

                     │ └─ INFMHN ─┘  │

                     ├─── INVITE ────┤

                     ├─┬─ LL ──────┬─┤

                     │ └─ NOCHASM ─┘ │

                     ├─── LOCATE ────┤

                     ├─── NEWPAGE ───┤

                     ├─── NOCR ──────┤

                     ├─┬─ OUTFMHY ─┬─┤

                     │ └─ OUTFMHN ─┘ │

                     ├─── UPLOW ─────┤

                     └─── UPPER ─────┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,COND= ─┬─ NO ◄ ───────┬─┘

              └─ INVP ───────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,INVPXIT=invalid-trb-information-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,ERROR=error-label ─┘

 

#TREQ WRITREAD Parameter

• #TREQ WRITREAD
Requests an asynchronous data transfer from program storage to a terminal or device, then back to program storage
when the terminal operator indicates completion of data entry.

Syntax Rules

Syntax rules for the #TREQ statements are shown below. One complete set of syntax rules is provided; the explanation
for each parameter indicates the applicable #TREQ statements. #TREQ options necessary to comply with SNA protocols
are also indicated.
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NOTE
For more information about SNA programming considerations, see Systems Network Architecture
Considerations (SNA).

The discussion of syntax applies to regular and execute commands, with the following exceptions:

• The TRB parameter of an execute request identifies a terminal request block (TRB) previously established by a list
#TREQ request.

• For an execute request, parameters already defined to the TRB need not be specified. If they are specified, the
requested parameters will override the existing values in the TRB.

Parameters

• MF=
Specifies the category of #TREQ.

• R
(Default); specifies a regular #TREQ statement.

• E
Specifies an execute #TREQ statement.

• TRB=
Specifies the five-fullword storage area in which the system will build the TRB (MF=R) or has built the TRB (MF=E).

• SYSPLIST
(Default for regular requests only); is the symbolic name of the storage area in which the system will build the TRB.

• terminal-request-block
Either a register that contains the address of the area or the symbolic name of the area in which the system will build
or has built the TRB. For execute requests, this entry explicitly defines the area by identifying label, provided in the list
#TREQ that generated the TRB.

• OUTAREA=
(PUT, WRITE, PUTGET, and WRITREAD only) specifies the storage area that contains data to be output. OUTAREA
need not be defined if the OUTLEN parameter, described below, is 0.

• output-data-location
Either a register that contains the address of the area or the symbolic name of the area.

• OUTLEN=
(PUT, WRITE, PUTGET and WRITREAD only); specifies the length, in bytes, of the data stream to be transmitted.

• output-data-length
Specifies the length of data being sent to a terminal. Output-data-length is either a register that contains the length or
an absolute expression of the length of data sent in a normal exchange.

• log-data-length
A register that contains the length or an absolute expression of the length of data to be sent along with error
information in an SNA conversation.

• INAREA=
(GET, READ, PUTGET, and WRITREAD only); specifies the storage area into which the data will be read. When
INAREA is specified, the LOCATE option, described under the OPTNS parameter below, should not be requested.

• input-data-location
Either a register that points to the area or the symbolic name of the area.

• MAXIN=
(GET, READ, PUTGET, and WRITREAD only); specifies the maximum length in bytes of the data area defined by
INAREA that is reserved for the input data stream. When MAXIN is specified, the LOCATE option, described under the
OPTNS parameter below, should not be requested.

• input-data-max-length
Either a register that contains the length of the data area or an absolute expression.

• INLEN=
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(GET, PUTGET, or CHECK following an asynchronous input request); specifies the location to which the system
returns the actual length of the input data stream. If the input data stream has been truncated, the original length of the
data stream before truncation is returned.

• (0)
(Default); is the register to which the system returns the actual length of the input data stream.

• input-data-actual-length
A register or the symbolic name of a halfword or fullword user-defined field to which the system will return the actual
length of the input data stream.

• UIOCBA=
(ALLOC and UIOCB only); specifies the location of the storage area that contains the user I/O control block (UIOCB)
used for the conversation.

• user-i/o-control-block
Either a register containing the address or the symbolic name of the area.

NOTE
For more information about the user I/O control block, see Systems Network Architecture Considerations
(SNA).

• LTEADDR=
(SNA only); specifies the address of the logical terminal element (LTE) of the remote task in the conversation.

• lte-address
Either a register containing the address or the symbolic name of the area.

• OPTNS=(treq-option)
Specifies several options applicable to the input or output operation. Multiple values must be enclosed in parentheses
and separated by commas.
The BUFFER, MODIFIED, and POSITION options specify special purpose read operations for 3270 devices. They
should not be confused with normal READ/GET requests that read modified fields when the operator presses the
ENTER key or a special function key.

• ABEND (SNA WRITE only)
Notifies the remote system that the task is terminating abnormally and that the conversation has ended.

• ANY/CONN/IMM (SNA ALLOC only)
Specifies the type of session to be established:
– ANY (default) specifies that the system allocate a session in the following order:

1. A session that is immediately available and currently unused
2. A session that is disconnected; that is, the session has not yet been established
3. A session that is busy; that is, the session is established and is allocated to another task
If neither an immediately available nor a disconnected session is available, the system waits for a busy session to
become available.

– CONN requests the system not to wait for a busy session. The system first attempts to allocate an immediately
available session, then a disconnected session.

– IMM specifies that only immediately available sessions are acceptable for the allocation request.
• BUFFER

(GET and READ with 3270 devices only) Indicates that the data will be transmitted to program storage automatically.
BUFFER requests that the system execute an immediate READ BUFFER command; this reads the entire contents of
the 3270 terminal buffer into the program storage specified by INAREA and MAXIN.

• CHNCONT
(SNA non-LU6.2 PUT, PUTGET, WRITE, and WRITREAD only) Specifies that the user task is providing a chain
of outbound messages, and that the current #TREQ output request is not the last message in the chain. Omitting
OPTNS=CHNCONT after it has been specified once indicates that the current message is the final chain element.

• CONFIRM
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(SNA PUT, PUTGET, WRITE, and WRITREAD only) Sends a confirmation request to a remote SNA logical unit. For
example, when your program specifies #TREQ WRITE,OPTNS=CONFIRM, the system requests that the remote
logical unit confirm that the request has been sent.

• CONFIRMED
(SNA WRITE and PUT only) Sends a positive response to a confirmation request.

• EOT
(PUT or WRITE to 3741 or 3780 bisynchronous batch terminals only) Specifies that there is no more data to follow.

• ERASUNPR
(PUT, PUTGET, WRITE, and WRITREAD with 3270 devices only) Causes the system to activate the erase-all-
unprotected mechanism. Because no data is transferred for an ERASUNPR request, use of this option implies that
OUTLEN=0; no output data need be defined with the OUTAREA parameter described above.

• ERROR
(SNA WRITE and PUT only) Allows a task to send a negative response to a remote logical unit, or to reject a
confirmation request that was found unacceptable. Do not use the ERROR option if the CONFIRMED option is
specified.

• FREEBUF
(PUT, PUTGET, WRITE, and WRITREAD only) Frees the storage area that contains the output data stream. The buffer
area being freed must have been acquired by a #GETSTG statement or the LOCATE option of a previously issued
input request.
If FREEBUF is not specified, the system does not release the output buffers associated with the output request until
the issuing task terminates. When the task is terminated, all storage acquired by a #GETSTG or a LOCATE will be
released.

• INFMHY/INFMHN
(SNA non-LU6.2 GET, READ, PUTGET and WRITREAD only) Specifies whether a function management header
(FMH) is passed to the program:
– INFMHY indicates that all FMHs on the inbound message are passed to the program.
– INFMHN requests that the system remove any FMHs before the data is passed to the program.

• INVITE
(SNA WRITE, PUT, WRITREAD, and PUTGET) Allows a task to specify a change of direction from the send to the
receive state.

• LAST
(SNA WRITE and PUT only) Ends a conversation between two logical units.

• LL/NOCHASM
(SNA GET, PUTGET, READ, WRITREAD only) Specifies the format of the data to be input to the program:
– LL indicates whether a generalized data stream (GDS) header is to be removed from an LU6.2 data record before

it is received by a conversation. For a mapped conversation, LL specifies that one LU6.2 data record is received
with the GDS header removed. For an unmapped conversation, LL specifies that one LU6.2 data record is received,
without GDS removal.

– NOCHASM (SNA GET, PUTGET, READ, and WRITREAD only; not allowed for LU6.2 mapped conversations)
specifies that inbound chains in a conversation are passed to the user task individually. The chains are passed a
single chain element at a time, without assembling the entire chain into a buffer. A single chain element consists of
one SNA request unit (RU).

• LOCATE
(GET, PUTGET, READ, and WRITREAD only) Allocates a buffer area for the data being read into the program, rather
than a user-specified area. The DC/UCF system allocates the buffer when the read operation is completed. Register
1 contains the address of the buffer that will contain the input data on completion of the input operation. The issuing
program is responsible for using a #FREESTG to free the buffer area.
When this option is requested, do not specify INAREA and MAXIN.

• MODIFIED
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(GET and READ with 3270 devices only) Indicates that the data will be transmitted to program storage automatically,
without waiting for a signal of completion of data entry from the terminal operator. MODIFIED requests that the system
read all modified fields in the 3270 terminal buffer into the program storage specified by INAREA and MAXIN.

• NEWPAGE
(PUT, PUTGET, WRITE, and WRITREAD with SYSINOUT or 3270 devices only) Requests that the system activate
the page-eject (SYSINOUT) or erase-write (3270) mechanism to erase the contents of a screen. If NEWPAGE is not
specified, the #TREQ request will write over any existing screen display without first erasing it.

• NOCR
(PUT, PUTGET, WRITE, and WRITREAD with teletype terminals only) Specifies that carriage-control and line-feed
characters should not be automatically appended to an output data stream.

• OUTFMHY/OUTFMHN
(SNA non-LU6.2 PUT, PUTGET, WRITE, and WRITREAD only) Specifies whether a function management header
(FMH) has been included in the beginning of the write buffer:
– OUTFMHY indicates that an FMH has been provided. The FMH overrides the default defined at system generation.
– OUTFMHN indicates that no FMH has been added to the outbound message.

• POSITION
(GET and READ with 3270 devices only), used in conjunction with the BUFFER or MODIFIED options, indicates that
the FROMPOS parameter, described below, will specify the position at which the read buffer contents will begin.

• UPPER
(GET, PUTGET, READ, and WRITREAD only); Directs the system to translate all letters in an input data stream into
uppercase characters.

• SAVE
(PUT and WRITE non-write-direct-to-terminal only) Directs the system to preserve the output from the #TREQ request
in the event that an unsolicited write-direct-to-terminal data stream is received at the issuing terminal while the
#TREQ data stream is being displayed. This option overrides the task SAVE/NOSAVE option specified during system
generation.

• SIGNAL
(SNA WRITE and PUT only) Requests a change of direction from the receive to the send state. SIGNAL is used with
the SENSE parameter, discussed below.

• TRANSPAR
(PUT or WRITE to 3741 or 3780 bisynchronous batch terminals only) Specifies that the output may contain line control
characters and must be written with a transparent write operation.

• UPLOW
(GET, PUTGET, READ, and WRITREAD only) Specifies that no uppercase translation of characters in an input data
stream is performed.

• UPPER
(GET, PUTGET, READ, and WRITREAD only) Directs the system to translate all letters in an input data stream into
uppercase characters.

• WAIT/NOWAIT
(SNA ALLOC only) Specifies whether the allocation request is synchronous or asynchronous:
– WAIT (default) indicates that the allocation request is synchronous.
– NOWAIT indicates that the allocation request is asynchronous. After specifying #TREQ ALLOC with

OPTNS=NOWAIT, you must code a #TREQ CHECK request before any other I/O requests are issued. The
NOWAIT option cannot be specified with OPTNS=ANY.

• SENSE=
(SNA WRITE and PUT only); specifies a sense code that describes errors that the system encounters in conversation
processing.

• sna-sense-code
Either a register containing the sense code or a 4-byte hexadecimal value enclosed in quotation marks. Sense codes
supported by the system are listed in Systems Network Architecture Considerations (SNA).

• LTERMID=
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(ALLOC only); identifies the logical terminal element (LTE) of a remote logical unit in an SNA conversation, or a write-
direct-to-terminal destination for a non-SNA #TREQ request.

• logical-terminal-element-name
Either a register pointing to the area containing the LTE or the name of a user-supplied variable data field that holds
the address.

• LOGDATA=
(SNA LU6.2 WRITE only); specifies the address of a data buffer containing data that will be sent along with error
information to the remote task.

• log-data-address
Either a register containing the address of the data buffer or a user-defined variable field. When LOGDATA is specified,
you must code the OUTLEN parameter to indicate the length of the data being sent.

• FROMPOS=
(#TREQ GET and READ requests with 3270 devices; BUFFER or MODIFIED options only); specifies the 2-character
EBCDIC buffer address at which the read will start.

• screen-position
Either the symbolic name of a user-defined fixed binary field that contains the buffer address or the address itself
enclosed in quotation marks.

• DESTID/USERID/LTERMID
(PUT and WRITE only); specifies the destination of a write-direct-to-terminal request.

• DESTID=
Specifies a write-direct-to-terminal request (blast) to one of the following destinations defined during system
generation:
– List of logical terminals indicates that the system will send the #TREQ data stream specified in the OUTAREA

parameter to all available terminals in the list.
– List of users indicates that the system will send the #TREQ data stream specified in the OUTAREA parameter to

all users in the list who are currently signed on the system.
• destination-id

A register that points to the destination id, the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the destination id, or
the id itself enclosed in quotation marks.
Each destination should refer to terminal devices of the same type to ensure compatibility with program-supplied
device control information. If a #TREQ blast request is routed to an incompatible device type, the system will reject the
request and return control to the issuing program.

• USERID=
Specifies a blast request to a specific signed-on user. The DC/UCF system will send the #TREQ data stream specified
in the OUTAREA parameter to a specific signed-on user.

• user-id
A register that points to the user id, the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the user id, or the id itself
enclosed in quotation marks.

• LTERMID=
Specifies a blast request to a specific in-service terminal. The DC/UCF system will send the #TREQ data stream
specified in the OUTAREA parameter to a specific in-service terminal.

• logical-terminal-id
A register that points to the logical terminal id, the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the logical
terminal id, or the id itself enclosed in quotation marks.

• COND=
Specifies whether the #TREQ is conditional and under what conditions control should be returned to the issuing
program:

• NO
(Default); specifies that the request is not conditional.

• ALL
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Specifies that the request is conditional. Control is returned if the request cannot be serviced for any of the reasons
listed under condition.

• condition
Can be any of the following options. Multiple options must be enclosed in parentheses and separated by commas.
Condition options are as follows:
– ATTN (PUT, PUTGET, or CHECK) -- The I/O operation is interrupted by the terminal operator pressing ATTENTION

or BREAK.
– DISC (PUT, GET, PUTGET, or CHECK) -- The dial-up line is disconnected or the terminal goes out of service.
– INVP -- There is an invalid parameter in the TRB.
– LOGL (PUT, PUTGET, or CHECK) -- A logical error is encountered in the output data stream.
– PERM (PUT, GET, PUTGET, or CHECK) -- A permanent I/O error occurs during processing.
– TRUN (GET, PUTGET, or CHECK) -- The data has been truncated due to insufficient storage in the specified

INAREA.
– UNDF -- Control is returned if an undefined DESTID or LTERMID is specified in a #TREQ blast request.
The following parameters represent routines to which control is returned as a result of one of the preceding conditions:

• ATTNXIT=attention-key-label
Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if the output is interrupted by the
terminal operator.

• DISCXIT=terminal-disconnected-label
Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if the terminal is disconnected or the
terminal goes out of service.

• INVPXIT=invalid-trb-information-label
Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if the #TREQ cannot be serviced
because of an invalid parameter in the TRB.

• LOGLXIT=logical-output-error-label
Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if a logical error is detected in the
output data stream.

• PERMXIT=permanent-i/o-error-label
Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if a permanent I/O error occurs.

• TRUNXIT=truncate-input-data-label
Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if input data is truncated due to
insufficient storage in the INAREA buffer.

• UNDFXIT=invalid-destid-ltermid-label
Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if an undefined DESTID or LTERMID is
specified in a #TREQ PUT or WRITE blast request.

• ERROR=error-label
Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if a condition specified in the COND
parameter occurs for which no other exit routine was coded.

Examples

The following examples illustrate how to use the #TREQ statement.

The following #TREQ ALLOC statement allocates a session between your LU and a remote LU that is identified in the
user I/O control block. OPTNS=ANY specifies that the system will attempt to assign a currently unused session first; if one
is not available it will attempt to assign a session that has not yet been established. If neither of these session types is
possible, the system will wait for a busy session to become available. OPTNS=WAIT indicates synchronous processing.
COND=ALL specifies that control is returned to the program request cannot be serviced due to any terminating conditions.

#TREQ ALLOC,UIOCBA=(R3),OPTNS=(ANY,WAIT),COND=ALL
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The following #TREQ DISC statement terminates a session between your LU and the remote LU identified by the LTE
address contained in register 8.

#TREQ DISC,LTEADDR=(R8)

The following #TREQ GET statement transfers data from a terminal to program variable storage after the terminal
operator presses the ENTER key. #TREQ GET indicates synchronous data transfer. SYSPLIST is the symbolic name of
the storage area in which the system builds the TRB. Input read from the terminal is moved to INPROG02; the maximum
length of the input data is 40 bytes.

#TREQ GET,MF=R,TRB=SYSPLIST,INAREA=INPROG02,MAXIN=40

The following #TREQ PUT statement issues a write-direct-to-terminal request. The blast request transfers the 50 byte
output data stream in OUTPGM9 directly to all users in the currently signed-on users in DEST09.

#TREQ PUT,TRB=SYSPLIST,OUTAREA=OUTPGM9,OUTLEN=50,DESTID=DEST09

The following #TREQ PUTGET statement is being used in a non-LU6.2 SNA conversation between the system task and
a remote 3600 device. The remote LU is identified by the LTE address in LU3603 because your task may be having more
than one conversation at a time. The data you are sending is held in the output buffer OUT09, and can be up to 60 bytes
long. If the data returned by the remote LU exceeds the MAXIN specification (60 bytes), the system buffers the data so
that it will be available to your next read request. OUTFMHN requests the system not to add any function management
headers to the output data stream. INFMHN requests that the system remove any incoming FMH from the data before it is
passed to your task.

#TREQ PUTGET,OUTAREA=OUT09,OUTLEN=60,INAREA=IN09,MAXIN=60,            *

      LTEADDR=LU3603,OPTNS=(OUTFMHN,INFMHN)

The following execute #TREQ READ statement reads the contents of the buffer INAREA. The MODIFIED option specifies
that modified data is transmitted to program storage automatically, without waiting until the terminal operator has signaled
completion of data entry. The NEWPAGE option requests that the system erase the contents of the screen before the new
data is read in. Control is returned to the RTNINVP routine if there is an invalid parameter in the TRB.

#TREQ READ,MF=E,TRB=SYSPLIST,INAREA=INAREA,OPTNS=(MODIFIED,NEWPAGE),   *

      COND=INVP,INVPXIT=RTNINVP

The following #TREQ WRITE statement requests that the system initiate the erase-all-unprotected mechanism for output.
No data is transferred with this request (OUTLEN=0); no output data has to be defined in OUTAREA.

#TREQ WRITE,OUTAREA=OUTPGM9,OPTNS=(ERASUNPR)

The following #TREQ WRITREAD statement sends the output data stream in the buffer OUTPGM08 to the terminal.
FREEBUF releases the contents of OUTPGM08 after the WRITREAD request has been completed. OUTPGM08 must
have been previously acquired by a #GETSTG statement or the LOCATE option of a previously issued input request. Data
is sent from the terminal to the INPGM08 buffer.

#TREQ WRITREAD,TRB=SYSPLIST,OUTAREA=OUTPGM08,OUTLEN=60,      *

      INAREA=INPGM08,INLEN=60,OPTNS=FREEBUF

The following #TREQ UIOCB statement assigns a user I/O control block to an SNA conversation started by a remote task.
The address of the UIOCB is in register 8.
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#TREQ UIOCB,UIOCBA=(R8)

Status Codes

Upon successful completion of certain #TREQ requests, three registers contain information about the outcome of the
request:

• Register 0 contains the actual number of terminals to which the data stream has been routed for a blast request (PUT
or WRITE).

• Register 1 contains information related to the type of request:
– For asynchronous requests, Register 1 contains the address of the ECB that will be posted by the system on

completion of the I/O operation.
– For LOCATE requests and after asynchronous CHECK requests, register 1 contains the address of the buffer into

which the input data has been placed.
• Register n contains the actual length of returned data for an input operation (GET, PUTGET, READ, or WRITREAD).

The register number n is assigned by the INLEN parameter.

By default, the #TREQ request is unconditional; any runtime error will result in an abend of the issuing task. The issuing
program can request return of control with the COND parameter to avoid an abend.

After completion of the #TREQ, the value in register 15 indicates the outcome of the operation. The following is a list of
the Register 15 values and the corresponding meaning:

• X'00'
The request has been serviced successfully.

• X'04'
For a GET, PUTGET, or CHECK request, the input area specified for the return of data to the issuing program is too
small; the returned data has been truncated to fit the available space.

• X'08'
For a GET, PUTGET, or CHECK request, the output has been interrupted; the terminal operator has pressed
ATTENTION or BREAK.

• X'0C'
For a GET, PUTGET, or CHECK request, a logical error (for example, an invalid control character) has been
encountered in the output data stream.

• X'10'
For a GET, PUT, PUTGET, or CHECK request, a permanent I/O error has occurred during processing.

• X'14'
For a GET, PUT, PUTGET, or CHECK request, the dial-up line for the terminal has been disconnected.

• X'18'
For a GET, PUT, PUTGET, or CHECK request, the terminal associated with the issuing task is out of service.

• X'1C'
For a GET, PUTGET, or CHECK request, the terminal is closed, or was never opened.

• X'20'
The TRB contains an invalid field, indicating a possible error in the program parameters.

• X'24'
For a PUT or WRITE request, the requested logical terminal id or list of logical terminals or users identified by
LTERMID, USERID, or DESTID cannot be found.
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List #TREQ
Using the list #TREQ you can build a terminal request block (TRB) in the data definition section of program storage,
and assign constant values. After you have issued one list #TREQ statement, subsequent execute #TREQ statements
override only the fields in the named TRB that need to be updated.

The TRB is identified by the list #TREQ label. This label is referenced by the TRB parameter in subsequent execute
requests.

In the list #TREQ, only the label and the MF parameter are required; all other parameters should be specified only when
required to predefine TRB parameter values.

In a list #TREQ request, parameter values cannot be specified by using register notation. The list #TREQ syntax
presented here shows only those parameters that are affected by this restriction. 

Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────┬─ #TREQ ─┬─ ALLOC ────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘         ├─ CHECK ────┤

                       ├─ DISC ─────┤

                       ├─ GET ──────┤

                       ├─ PUT ──────┤

                       ├─ PUTGET ───┤

                       ├─ READ ─────┤

                       ├─ UIOCB ────┤

                       ├─ WRITE ────┤

                       └─ WRITREAD ─┘

 ►─── ,MF=L ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,OUTAREA=output-data-location-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,OUTLEN=output-data-length-register ──┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,INAREA=input-data-location-pointer ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,MAXIN=input-data-max-length-register ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,UIOCBA=user-i/o-control-block ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,LTEADDR=lte-address ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,SENSE=sna-sense-code ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,LOGDATA=log-data-address ─┘
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 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ ,DESTID=destination-id-pointer ───────┤

   ├─ ,USERID=user-id-pointer ──────────────┤

   └─ ,LTERMID=logical-terminal-id-pointer ─┘

 

Parameters

• ALLOC/CHECK/DISC/GET/PUT/PUTGET/READ/UIOCB/WRITE/WRITREAD
Specifies the type of #TREQ statement.

• MF=L
Specifies a list #TREQ.
Each parameter (other than MF=L) functions identically to the corresponding parameter in the regular and execute
forms of #TREQ statements, described previously.
For example, the value specified for OUTAREA must be a symbolic name of a user-defined area, whereas in the
regular and execute forms it could be either a register that points to the area or the symbolic name of the area.

 

#TRNSTAT -- enables access to transaction statistics about tasks
The #TRNSTAT statement enables your program to access transaction statistics about task-related activities. The system
allocates a block of storage, called a transaction statistics block (TSB), in which to accumulate these statistics.

Three versions of the #TRNSTAT statement collect and write transaction statistics:

• #TRNSTAT TYPE=BIND starts recording transaction statistics for the requestor's logical terminal.
• #TRNSTAT TYPE=ACCEPT copies transaction statistics from the TSB and places them in a storage area associated

with the issuing task and/or writes them to the DC/UCF log file.
• #TRNSTAT TYPE=END stops collecting transaction statistics for the requestor's logical terminal and optionally writes

the statistics to a storage area associated with the issuing task and/or to the DC/UCF log file.

 

NOTE

• Do not attempt to collect transaction statistics using the #TRNSTAT statement if your Assembler program is a
subroutine to an ADS dialog.

• For more information about the transaction statistics block (TSB), see the  # TSB .

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►────#TRNSTAT TYPE=──┬─BIND────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────►

                      ├ ACCEPT ─────┬───(388)──────────────────────┬────┤

                      │             └ LENgth= ─── parm-value ──────┘    │

                      └ END     ────┬───(388)──────────────────────┬────┘

                                    └ LENgth= ─── parm-value ──────┘

 ►─────PLIST= ──┬─(SYSPLIST)──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

                └ parm-value-list-pointer ┘
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 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,RECORD=record-name-register ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,ID=identifier-name-register ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,TASK= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬┘

              └─ NO ────┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,WRITE= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬┘

               └─ NO ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,COND= ─┬── NO ◄ ────────────┬─┘

              ├── ALL ─────────────┤

              │   ┌──── , ─────┐   │

              └─(─▼─┬─ DEAD ─┬─┴─)─┘

                    ├─ SBNF ─┤

                    ├─ INVP ─┤

                    └─ NOTR ─┘

 ►──┬───────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ ,DEADXIT=deadlock-label ─┘

 

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

    └─ ,SBNFXIT=statistics-block-not-found-label ─┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

    └─ ,INVPXIT=invalid-parameter-list-label ─┘

 ►──┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────►

    └─ ,NOTRXIT=no-transaction-statistics-allowed-label ─┘

 ►──┬──────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

    └─ ,ERROR=error-label ─┘

 

Parameters

• TYPE=
Specifies the type of transaction statistics activity.

• BIND
Defines the beginning of a transaction for the purposes of collecting transaction statistics. The system allocates a block
of storage to collect these statistics. Because this block is owned by the logical terminal associated with the current
task, the #TRNSTAT=BIND can only be used with terminal tasks.

NOTE
If a terminal statistics block (TSB) is already allocated for the logical terminal associated with the current task,
the BIND request writes any existing statistics to the log and clears the TSB for new statistics.
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When a #TRNSTAT TYPE=BIND request is issued, the system assigns the transaction a 40-character identifier. The
first 32 characters are the identifier of the signed-on user, if any. The last 8 characters are the identifier of the logical
terminal associated with the current task.

• ACCEPT
Requests that the system return the contents of the TSB to a preallocated location in program storage and/or write the
block to the DC/UCF log file by the WRITE option described below. The system does not delete the contents of the
TSB as a result of the ACCEPT option; transaction statistics can accumulate between #TRNSTAT statements where
the ACCEPT option is specified. To prevent the program from altering the contents of the TSB and to ensure integrity
of the data, the system returns a copy of the TSB to the program.
– LENGTH (parm-value)

Specifies the length of the TSB to be returned. Can be specified as a value, register or storage area.
Default: 388

• END
Ends the transaction and frees the TSB. The system ends the transaction when the task issuing the #TRNSTAT
TYPE=END request terminates. Optionally, END can write the TSB to a preallocated location in program storage
by using the RECORD option described below. To prevent the program from altering the contents of the TSB and to
ensure integrity of the data, the system returns a copy of the TSB to the program.
– LENGTH (parm-value)

Specifies the length of the TSB to be returned. Can be specified as a value, register or storage area.
Default: 388

• PLIST (parm-value-list-pointer)
Specifies the location of the storage area where he system builds the #TRNSTAT parameter list.

• RECORD=
(#TRNSTAT TYPE=ACCEPT or END requests only); specifies the location of the storage area into which the system
places the TSB.

• record-name-register
A register that contains the location of the area, the symbolic name of the area, or an absolute expression.

• ID=
(for #TRNSTAT TYPE=BIND requests only) Specifies the location of a storage area that contains an 8-byte identifier to
be placed in the Transaction Statistics Block.

• identifier-name-register
Specifies a register that contains the location of the identifier, a symbolic name of the identifier's location, or an
absolute expression.

• TASK=
(for #TRNSTAT TYPE=BIND or END requests only) Specifies the action that is taken relative to the current task.

• YES
(Default)
(for #TRNSTAT TYPE=BIND requests only) Specifies that the collection of statistics starts at the beginning of the
current task.
(for #TRNSTAT TYPE=END requests only) Specifies that if statistics are being written to the DC/UCF log file, they are
written at the end of the current task.

• NO
(for #TRNSTAT TYPE=BIND requests only) Specifies that the collection of statistics starts at the time of the execution
of the #TRNSTAT macro.
(for #TRNSTAT TYPE=END requests only) Specifies that if statistics are being written to the DC/UCF log file, they are
written immediately.

• WRITE=
(for #TRNSTAT TYPE=ACCEPT or END requests only) Specifies that the system writes the contents of the TSB to the
DC/UCF log file.

• YES
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(Default) Specifies that the system writes the TSB to the log file.
• NO

Specifies that the system does not write the TSB to the log file.
• COND=

Specifies whether the #TRNSTAT request is conditional and under what error conditions control should be returned to
the issuing program.

• NO
(Default); specifies that the request is not conditional.

• ALL
Specifies that control is returned to your program if the #TRNSTAT request cannot be serviced for any of the reasons
described under condition.

• condition
Specifies one or more conditions under which the system returns control to the issuing program. Multiple conditions
must be enclosed in parentheses
and separated by commas. The following options can be specified:
– DEAD (TYPE=BIND only) specifies that storage for the TSB is not available; waiting would cause a deadlock.
– SBNF specifies that a TSB for the user terminal cannot be found for a #TRNSTAT TYPE=ACCEPT or END request.

This condition is probably due to a #TRNSTAT BIND not having been issued.
– INVP specifies that the requested task is not associated with a logical terminal or that the request is invalid.
– NOTR specifies that transaction statistics or task statistics are not enabled in the DC/UCF system.

• DEADXIT=deadlock-label
Specifies the symbolic name of a routine to which the system returns control if storage for the TSB is not available, and
waiting would cause a deadlock.

• SBNFXIT=statistics-block-not-found-label
Specifies the symbolic name of a routine to which the system returns control if a TSB for the terminal cannot be found
for a #TRNSTAT TYPE=ACCEPT or END request.

• INVPXIT=invalid-parameter-list-label
Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which the system returns control when the requested task is not
associated with a logical terminal or when the request is invalid.

• NOTRXIT=no-transaction-statistics-allowed-label
Specifies the symbolic name of a routine to which the system returns control when transaction statistics or task
statistics are not enabled in the DC/UCF system.

• ERROR=error-label
Specifies the symbolic name of a routine to which the system returns control if a condition specified in the COND
parameter occurs for which no other exit routine was coded.

Status Codes

By default, the #TRNSTAT statement is unconditional; any runtime error will result in an abend of the issuing task.

After completion of the #TRNSTAT request, the value in register 15 indicates the outcome of the operation. The following
is a list of Register 15 values and the corresponding meaning:

• X'00' 
The request has been serviced successfully. For TYPE=BIND only, an existing TSB has been written to the DC/UCF
log.

• X'04' 
The request has been serviced; a new TSB has been allocated (TYPE=BIND only).

• X'08' 
Storage for the TSB is not available and waiting would cause a deadlock (TYPE=BIND only).

• X'0C' 
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No TSB exists; a #TRNSTAT TYPE=BIND request has not been issued (TYPE=ACCEPT or END only).
• X'10' 

The task issuing the #TRNSTAT request is not associated with a logical terminal or the request is invalid.
• X'14' 

The collection of task statistics or transaction statistics was not enabled during system generation.

Example

The #TRNSTAT statement shown below requests that the system return the contents of the TSB to TSBAREA in program
variable storage and to write the block to the DC/UCF log file. Control is returned to the program if this request would
result in a deadlock or if the TSB cannot be found.

#TRNSTAT TYPE=ACCEPT,RECORD=TSBAREA,WRITE=YES,COND=(SBNF,DEAD)

#WAIT -- relinquishes control to the system
The #WAIT statement relinquishes control to the system. Control is relinquished for one of the following reasons:

• To wait for the completion of one or more events
• To give other higher priority ready-to-run tasks a chance to be dispatched by the system.

If a task relinquishes control to await completion of an event, an event control block (ECB) must be defined for each event
for which the task is waiting. If an ECB is already posted when the #WAIT is issued, the task is redispatched immediately
and control does not pass to another task.

An ECB is a binary three-fullword field used to indicate the status of an event. If the ECB contains zeros, the event is
not complete or is not posted. If the ECB contains a nonzero value, the event has been posted. The ECB field can be
allocated explicitly by individual programs or implicitly by the system:

• Program allocation -- A three-fullword storage area must be defined in the variable storage of the associated
programs. Programs using the ECB field are responsible for establishing addressability to the ECB and indicating the
status of the event.

• DC/UCF system allocation -- The three-fullword field that is associated with the ECB is allocated by the system. To
wait on an event, the program specifies the 4-character ECB ID. The system associates the ECB ID with a fullword
field and automatically sets the status of the ECB field.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────┬─ #WAIT ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ TYPE= ─┬─ LONG ───┬┘

             ├─ SHORT ──┤

             └─ HICCUP ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ , ─┬─ ECB=ecb-pointer ──────────┬─┘

         ├─ ECBID=ecb-id-register ────┤

         └─ ECBLIST=ecb-list-pointer ─┘
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 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,COND= ─┬─ NO ◄ ──┬┘

              ├─ ALL ───┤

              ├─ INACT ─┤

              └─ DEAD ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,DEADXIT=deadlock-label ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,INACTXIT=inactive-label ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,ERROR=error-label ─┘

 

Parameters

• TYPE=
Specifies whether the task is relinquishing control to await the completion of an event, or is giving other tasks the
chance to be dispatched.

• LONG=/SHORT=
TYPE=LONG and TYPE=SHORT have been obsolete since 10.2 releases of IDMS but are allowed to be specified
for downward compatibility with existing client source code. Specifying TYPE=LONG or TYPE=SHORT results in an
assembler NOTE as follows:
"NOTE: TYPE=SHORT IS NO LONGER MEANINGFUL. IT WILL BE IGNORED."
"NOTE: TYPE=LONG IS NO LONGER MEANINGFUL. IT WILL BE IGNORED."

• HICCUP
Relinquishes control to another ready-to-run task before being dispatched. HICCUP requests do not require an ECB.

• ECB=ecb-pointer
Defines the ECB for which the task waits. Ecb-pointer is a register that points to the user-defined three-fullword field
that contains the ECB or the symbolic name of the ECB field.

• ECBID=ecb-id-register
Specifies the 4-character ID of a previously defined ECB for which the task waits. Ecb-id-register is a register that
contains the ECB ID, the symbolic name of a fullword field that contains the ECB ID, or the ID literal enclosed in
quotation marks.

• ECBLIST=ecb-list-pointer
Specifies that the wait is for more than one event. Each event in the list is represented by a pair of fullwords:
– The first fullword is a pointer to the ECB associated with the event
– The second fullword is zeros

NOTE
To identify the end of the list, the high-order bit of the last fullword in the parameter list must be turned on.

Ecb-list-pointer is a register that points to the list or the user-defined symbolic name of the fullword area containing the
list of ECBs.

• COND=
Specifies whether the #WAIT request is conditional and under what condition control should be returned to the issuing
program.

• NO
(Default); specifies that the request is not conditional.

• ALL
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Specifies that the request is conditional. If the wait cannot be serviced for any reason, control is returned to the
requesting program .

• INACT
Specifies that the request is conditional. If the wait resulted in a task exceeded the STALL INTERVAL, control is
returned to the requesting program .

• DEAD
Specifies that the request is conditional. If waiting for the specified ECBs would cause a deadlock, control is returned .

• DEADXIT=deadlock-label
Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if waiting for the specified ECBs would
cause a deadlock.

• INACTXIT=inactive-label
Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned if waiting for the specified ECBs would
cause the task to surpass the STALL INTERVAL.

• ERROR=error-label
Specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control is returned if a condition specified in the COND parameter
occurs for which no other exit routine was coded. In this case, the ERROR parameter functions the same as DEADXIT.

Status Codes

By default, the #WAIT request is unconditional; any runtime error results in an abend of the issuing task.

After completion of the #WAIT request, the value in register 15 indicates the outcome of the operation. The following list
shows Register 15 values and the corresponding meaning:

• X'00' 
The request has been serviced successfully.

• X'08' 
The request cannot be serviced because to wait for the specified ECBs would cause a deadlock.

• X'12' 
The request cannot be serviced because the task stalled waiting for the specified ECBs.

Example

The #WAIT statement that is shown below passes control to the system while waiting for terminal input. Processing is
suspended until the ECB for the task is posted, indicating that the terminal input operation is completed. If the #WAIT
request causes a deadlock, control is returned to the LOCKRTN9 routine.

#WAIT ECB=ECB_9,COND=DEAD,DEADXIT=LOCKRTN9

#WTL -- retrieves, sends, and writes messages
The #WTL (write to log) statement performs the following functions:

• Retrieves a predefined message from the message area of the dictionary
• Sends the message to selected destinations
• Optionally writes the message to a specified location in program storage

Messages are stored in the message area of the dictionary. Each message in the dictionary consists of the message
text and the message destination. Typical destinations are the operator console and the DC/UCF log file. Messages are
defined in the dictionary by using the IDD DDDL compiler.

NOTE
For more information about the IDD DDDL compiler, see  IDD DDDL.
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The message text can be dynamically changed by your program using symbolic parameters. You can also optionally
request the system not to retrieve the message but to send only the message ID and symbolic parameter replacement
values to the selected destinations.

The message ID specified in a #WTL statement is a 7-digit number. The first six digits contain the message identifier used
to retrieve the message from the dictionary. The seventh digit is a severity code. When the program requests that the
system retrieve the message from the dictionary (MSGDICT=YES), a predefined severity code is retrieved along with the
message text.

When the dictionary lookup is bypassed (MSGDICT=NO), the system uses the severity code specified in the program.
The severity level determines the action the system takes after the message is written to the log.

The dictionary severity may be overridden by using the OVRIDES parameter.

The possible severity codes and their resulting DC/UCF system responses are listed below:

Severity code DC/UCF system action
0 Returns control to the issuing program and continues processing
1 Snaps all task resources to the log and returns control to the

issuing program
2 Snaps all system areas to the log and returns control to the

issuing program
3 Snaps all task resources and abends the task with a task abend

code of D002
4 Snaps all system areas and abends the task with a task abend

code of D002
5 Abends the task with a task abend code of D002
6 Undefined
7 Undefined
8 Snaps all system areas and abends the system with a system

abend code of 3996
9 Terminates the system with a system abend code of 3996

If a #WTL statement specifies a message ID that is not in the message dictionary, the system issues a prototype message
with severity level 0. Messages should be defined in the message dictionary before they are issued by an executing
program.

The message text can be dynamically altered by using symbolic parameters. Messages stored in the message dictionary
can contain symbolic parameters, identified by an ampersand (&). followed by a 2-digit numeric identifier. Symbolic
parameters can appear in any order in the message.

The #WTL statement can specify replacement values for one or more symbolic parameters by using the PARMS operand.
The position of replacement values in the #WTL request must correspond exactly with the 2-digit numeric identifier in the
message text. For example, the first value specified corresponds to &01., the second &02., and the third &03., as shown
in the example below.

The stored message text reads:

THIS IS TEXT &01. AND &03. OR &02.

The PARMS clause reads: PARMS=('A','B','C'). The resulting text would read:

THIS IS TEXT A AND C OR B
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If the message destination is the operator console, the #WTL can optionally request a reply. An event control block (ECB)
can be defined that will permit control to be returned immediately to the issuing task without waiting for the reply. The ECB
will be posted by the system when the reply is sent. If no ECB is defined, control is not returned to the issuing task until
the reply has been received.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─┬─────────┬─ #WTL MSGID=message-id-pointer ────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,MSGPREF= ─┬─ 'DC' ◄ ─────────────────┬┘

                 └─ message-prefix-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PLIST= ─┬─ SYSPLIST ◄ ─────────────┬─┘

               └─ parameter-list-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,MSGDICT= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬┘

                 └─ NO ────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PARMS= ─┬───  NO ◄ ─────────────────────┬┘

               │    ┌──────────────────────┐   │

               └─(──▼─ parameter-register ─┴─)─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────►

   └─ ,REPLY= ─┬─ NO ◄ ────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

               ├─ (YES,reply-location ─┬─────────────────────┬─ ) ─┤

               │                       └─ ,reply-max-length ─┘     │

               └─ (CANCEL,reply-location) ─────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ , ─┬─ ECB=ecb-pointer ───────┬─┘

         └─ ECBID=ecb-id-register ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──►

   └─,RTNTEXT=return-text-location ─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬┘

                                    └─,RTNLEN=return-text-length-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,OVRIDES=override-address-pointer ─┘

 

Parameters

• MSGID=message-id
Specifies the 7-digit message ID that is stored in the message dictionary. Message-id can be specified as follows:
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– A register that points to the field containing the message ID
– The symbolic name of a user-defined message ID
– A message ID literal enclosed in quotation marks
A message ID must be a 4-byte packed decimal field (PL4), formatted as nnnnnnS, where nnnnnn is the 6-digit ID
and S is the severity code. Message-id can specify any number in the range 900001 through 999999; id numbers
000001 through 900000 are reserved for use by the system.

• MSGPREF=DC/message-prefix-pointer
Specifies a 2-character alphanumeric prefix to the message ID. The default message prefix is 'DC'.

NOTE
It is important when using the MSGPREF option that you keep the message ID within the user range of
900001 through 999999. The system uses message prefixes which could cause a conflict with user message
prefixes unless this restriction is observed.

• message-prefix-pointer
A register that points to the prefix, the symbolic name of a user-defined field containing the prefix, or the prefix literal
enclosed in quotation marks.

• PLIST=
Specifies the area in which the system builds the #WTL parameter list.

• SYSPLIST
(Default); is the symbolic name of the storage area in which the system builds the #WTL parameter list.

• parameter-list-pointer
A register that points to the area or the symbolic name of the area in which the system builds the #WTL parameter list.
If MSGID is the only operand specified on the #WTL request, you do not need to specify PLIST. If any additional
operands are included, the following rules determine the size of the PLIST:

1 + P + X

where the following conditions are met:
– P is the number of parameters coded in the PARMS operand (described below).
– X is as follows:

• At least 1 if either RTNTEXT or REPLY is specified
• At least 3 if OVRIDES is specified
• At least 4 if ECB or ECBID is specified
• At least 5 if RTNLEN is specified

• MSGDICT=
Specifies whether to retrieve the message from the message area of the dictionary.

• YES
(Default); requests that the system locate the predefined message, apply substitution values, and send the message to
the designated destinations.

• NO
Requests that the system bypass the dictionary. The system writes a message to the console operator and log file that
contains only the message ID and any replacement values specified in the PARMS parameter.

• OVRIDES=
Override the default destination and/or severity code values.

• override-address-pointer
A register that points to the address of the override values or the symbolic name of the field containing the override
values.
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Override values must be defined in the following manner:

Bytes Contents
0

X'80' -- Destination is the DC log

X'40' -- Destination is the console operator

X'20' -- Destination is the terminal operator

X'10' -- Destination is the ID of any terminal

X'08' -- Override the severity with severity passed in message ID

X'01' -- Null override

1 - 2 Overrides for MVS description in the format 00N0, where N is a
valid MVS descriptor code.

3 - 4 Overrides for MVS route code in the format 00N0, where N is a
valid MVS route code.

• PARMS=
Specifies replacement values for one or more symbolic parameters stored with the message text.

NOTE
If the text parameters contain any binary zeroes (x'00'),IDMS/DC automatically changes them to blanks
(x'40') after copying the parameters to an internal work area.

• NO
(Default); specifies that there are no symbolic parameters to be replaced, or requests that the system not replace any
of the symbolic parameters.

• parameter-register
Requests that the system replace the specified parameters. Parameter-register is a register that points to the
replacement field, the symbolic name of a user-defined replacement field, or the replacement value literal enclosed in
quotation marks.
When parameter-register is a register or user-defined field, each parameter field must begin with a 1-byte field from
which the system obtains the length of the adjacent replacement field. The value in the length does not include the
length byte.

• REPLY=
Performs one of the following functions:
– Specifies that your program expects a reply to the message being sent
– Cancels a previously issued #WTL request for a reply to a message
The REPLY and RTNTEXT options are mutually exclusive; do not specify both options on a single #WTL request. The
following options can be specified for the REPLY parameter:

• NO
(Default); specifies that no reply is expected.

• (YES,reply-location,reply-max-length)
Specifies that a reply is expected and should be returned to the area defined by reply-location and, optionally, reply-
max-length.

• reply-location
Specifies the location of the area reserved for a reply to the message issued by a #WTL request. Reply-location is
either a register that points to the area or the symbolic name of that area.

• reply-max-length
Specifies the maximum length, in bytes, of the area reserved for the reply. Reply-max-length is an absolute expression
of the area length. If the maximum length is not specified by using the REPLY option, you must indicate the maximum
length in the second halfword of the reply location.

NOTE
If YES is specified, the ECB or the ECBID parameters must be included to identify the ECB to be posted.
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When the reply is sent, the reply area will be formatted by the system, as shown below:

Bytes Contents
0 - 1 Reserved for system use
2 - 3 Length of the reply text expressed as a halfword binary value.

If the maximum reply length is not specified, you must set this
maximum length before issuing the #WTL request. On completion
of the #WTL request, this field will contain the actual length of the
text.

4 - n Reply text

• (CANCEL,reply-location)
Cancels a request for a reply to a previously issued #WTL request. Reply-location specifies the area reserved for a
reply to the message. Reply-location is either a register that points to the area or the symbolic name of the area.

• ECB=
(#WTL requests with REPLY=YES only); identifies the ECB to be posted when the reply has been sent to its
destination. Naming an ECB allows control to return immediately to the issuing task without waiting for a reply. The
system will post the ECB when the reply is sent. If no ECB is defined, the system does not return control to the issuing
task until the reply is received.

• ECB=
Identifies the ECB that is posted when the reply is sent.

• ecb-pointer
Either a register that points to the fullword ECB or the symbolic name of the ECB.

• ECBID=
Identifies the 4-character symbolic ECB that is posted when the reply is sent.

• ecb-id-register
Either a register that contains the ECB ID, the symbolic name of a fullword field that contains the ECB ID, or the ID
literal enclosed in quotation marks.

• RTNTEXT=return-text-location
Specifies the location into which the system places the retrieved message text identified by message-id. Any
replacement values specified in the PARMS parameter are included in the retrieved text.
If the length of the retrieved message text (RTNLEN) is not specified, the first byte of the return text receiving
field must specify the length, in hexadecimal notation, of the returned string.

• return-text-location
Either a register that points to the storage area reserved for the message text or the symbolic name of a user-defined
field reserved for the message text.

NOTE
The RTNTEXT and REPLY options are mutually exclusive; only one of these operands can be specified in a
single #WTL request.

• RTNLEN=
Indicates the length of the return text receiving field.

• return-text-length-pointer
A register that points to the length of the field, a halfword or fullword field containing the length of the field, or an
absolute expression of the length of the field enclosed in quotation marks.
If this parameter is included, the first byte of the RTNTEXT receiving field does not have to be a length indicator. If the
length specified is not large enough to accommodate the entire message, register 1 will contain the number of lines
that could not be sent.
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Status Codes

The system returns the following values to register 15 during processing of a #WTL request. Any value greater than zero
indicates that the request was not serviced, and no #WTL was performed. Register 15 values are as follows:

• X'00' 
The request has been serviced successfully.

• X'04' 
An invalid parameter or combination of parameters has been specified.

• X'08' 
A resource necessary for the processing of the request, for example, a resource control element, is not available.

• X'0C' 
The maximum number of outstanding replies was exceeded.

• X'10' 
The length of the return text area is not large enough to contain the entire message text.

Example

The following figure illustrates a #WTL statement that supplies three replacement parameters and requests a reply.
Program A issues a #WTL request for message 990100 with a prefix DC. The message text and severity are stored in
the message area of the dictionary. Symbolic parameters are within the message text. The program specifies values
to replace the symbolic parameters &01., &02., and &03. stored in the message area of the dictionary along with the
message text. The system sends the message to terminal A, which is the logical terminal associated with the issuing task,
and waits for a reply. The reply is returned to the area specified by REPLY; the length of the reply can be up to 20 bytes.
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#XCTL -- transfers control to a specified program
The #XCTL statement transfers control and sends an optional parameter list to a specified program. Control does not
return to the issuing program when the specified program ends.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────┬─ #XCTL PGM=program-name-pointer ───────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PLIST= ─┬─ SYSPLIST ◄ ─────────────┬─┘

               └─ parameter-list-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,PARMS= ─┬─ NO ◄ ────────────────┬┘

               └─ (parameter-pointer) ─┘

 

Parameters

• PGM=
Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of the program to which control is transferred.

• program-name
A register that points to a field that contains the program name, the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains
the program name, or the program-name literal enclosed in quotation marks.

• PLIST=
Specifies the location of the storage area that contains one or more parameters to be passed to the program receiving
control.

• SYSPLIST
(Default); is the symbolic name of the storage area in which the system builds the parameter list.

• parameter-list-pointer
Either a register that points to the area in which the system builds the list or the symbolic name of the area.
The size of the parameter-list area is equal to two fullwords plus one fullword for each parameter listed. Thus, if no
parameters are specified (PARMS=NO), the length of the storage area is two fullwords; if one parameter is specified,
the length is three fullwords.

• PARMS=
Specifies whether parameters will be passed to the program receiving control.

• NO
(Default); specifies that no parameters will be passed to the program.

• parameter-pointer
Specifies that parameters will be passed to the program. Parameter-register is either a register that contains the
address of the parameter or the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the parameter.

Status Codes

By default, the #XCTL request is unconditional. Error conditions that can occur are described below:
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• A no-space-available-in-program-pool condition is caused when there is not enough storage in the program pool to
accommodate the program. The system delays processing until sufficient storage becomes available. If such a wait
would cause a deadlock, the system aborts the program.

• A nonconcurrent-program-in-use condition is caused when a copy of the program is already in use and is marked as
nonconcurrent (indicating that this program can be used by one task at a time). The system delays processing until the
program becomes available.

• A storage-conflict condition is caused when a copy of the previously loaded program is temporarily overlayed while
being used by a waiting task. The system delays processing until the program is replaced in the program pool.

• Any abnormal condition causes the system to terminate the program abnormally. Conditions in this category include:
– An I/O error
– A program not found in the PDT (program definition table) or marked out-of-service
– A wait-on-storage (default action resulting from the no-space-available-in-program-pool condition) would result in a

deadlock

Example

This #XCTL example transfers control to the Cloud Airlines flight booking program and passes parameters that specify the
flight, the city of departure, and the flight destination.

#XCTL PGM='CLBOOK',PARMS=(FLT,DEPART,DEST)

WHERE
The WHERE clause has two major functions:

• To direct the program to a path, predefined in the subschema by the DBA and transparent to the application
program. This allows you to access the database without issuing specific instructions for navigating the database.
You need not be concerned about path selection; LRF automatically picks the most appropriate path to efficiently
service the request.

• To specify selection criteria to be applied to a logical record. This allows the program to specify attributes of the
desired logical record, thereby reducing the need for the program to inspect multiple logical records to isolate the
logical record of interest.

The WHERE clause is issued in the form of a boolean expression that consists of comparisons and keywords connected
by boolean operators (AND, OR, and NOT). The format of the WHERE clause follows COBOL syntax rules (that is,
operands or operators are separated by a blank).

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

Main

►►─── WHERE ─┬───────┬───┬─ dba-designated-keyword ─┬─────────────────────────►

             └─ NOT ─┘   └─ comparison ─────────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►◄

   │ ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─┬─ AND ─┬─┬───────┬─┬─ dba-designated-keyword ─┬─┴─┘

       └─ OR ──┘ └─ NOT ─┘ └─ comparison ─────────────┘

Expansion of comparison
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►─┬─ 'logical-record-field-name' ──────────────────────────────────┬─────────►

  ├─ idd-defined-variable-field-name ─┬───────────────────┬────────┤

  │                                   │ ┌───────────────┐ │        │

  │                                   └─▼─ OF group-id ─┴─┘        │

  ├─ logical-record-field-name ─┬───────────────────┬──┬─────────┬─┤

  │                             │ ┌───────────────┐ │  └─ OF LR ─┘ │

  │                             └─▼─ OF group-id ─┴─┘              │

  └─ arithmetic-expression ────────────────────────────────────────┘

►──┬── CONTAINS ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├── MATCHES ──┤

   ├┬─ EQ ─┬─────┤

   │└─ = ──┘     │

   ├── NE ───────┤

   ├┬─ GT ─┬─────┤

   │└─ > ──┘     │

   ├┬─ LT ─┬─────┤

   │└─ < ──┘     │

   ├── GE ───────┤

   └── LE ───────┘

Parameters - Main

• dba-designated-keyword
Specifies a DBA-designated keyword to be applied to the logical record that is the object of the command. Dba-
designated-keyword is a keyword specified by the DBA that is applicable to the logical record named in the command;
it can be no longer than 32 characters. The keyword represents an operation to be performed at the path level and
serves only to route the logical-record request to the appropriate, predetermined path.
A path must exist to service a request that issues dba-designated-keyword. If no such path exists, the precompiler
flags this condition by issuing an error message.

• comparison
Specifies a comparison operation to be performed, using the indicated operands and operators. It also serves to direct
the logical-record request to a path.
Individual comparisons and keywords are connected by the boolean operators AND, OR, and NOT. Parentheses can
be used to clarify a multiple-comparison boolean expression or to override the precedence of operators.

Parameters - Expansion of comparison

• logical-record-field-name
Specifies a data field that participates in the named logical record.

• CONTAINS/MATCHES/EQ/NE/GT/LT/GE/LE
Specifies the comparison operator:
– CONTAINS -- Is true if the value of the right operand occurs in the value of the left operand. Both operands included

with the CONTAINS operator must be alphanumeric values.
– MATCHES -- Is true if each character in the left operand matches a corresponding character in the right operand

(the mask). When MATCHES is specified, LRF compares the left operand with the mask, one character at a time,
moving from left to right. The result of the match is either true or false: the result is true if the end of the mask is
reached before encountering a character in the left operand that does not match a corresponding character in the
mask; the result is false if LRF encounters a character in the left operand that does not match a mask character.
Three special characters can be used in the mask to perform pattern matching: @, which matches any alphabetic
character; #, which matches any numeric character; and *, which matches any alphabetic or numeric character.
Both the left operand and the mask must be alphanumeric values and elementary elements.
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• EQ -- Is true if the value of the left operand is equal to the value of the right operand.
• NE -- Is true if the value of the left operand is not equal to the value of the right operand.
• GT -- Is true if the value of the left operand is greater than the value of the right operand.
• LT -- Is true if the value of the left operand is less than the value of the right operand.
• GE -- Is true if the value of the left operand is greater than or equal to the value of the right operand.
• LE -- Is true if the value of the left operand is less than or equal to the value of the right operand.

• 'literal'
Any alphanumeric or numeric literal. Alphanumeric literals must be enclosed in quotation marks.

• idd-defined-variable-field-name
The name of a program variable storage field predefined in the data dictionary.

• OF
Uniquely identifies the named variable field.
This qualifier is required if idd-defined-variable-field-name is not unique within program variable storage.
A maximum of 15 different OF group-id qualifiers can be specified to identify as many as 15 levels of group elements.
group-id The name of the group element that contains the field.

• logical-record-field-name
Specifies a data field that participates in the named logical record.

• OF
Uniquely identifies the named logical-record field.
This qualifier is required if logical-record-field-name is not unique within all subschema records, including those not
part of the logical record, and including all non-IDMS database records copied into the program.
A maximum of 15 different OF group-id qualifiers can be specified to identify as many as 15 levels of group elements.
group-id The name of the group element or database record that contains the field.

• OF LR
Specifies that the value of the named field at the time the request is issued will be used throughout processing of the
request.
If the value of the field changes during request processing, LRF will continue to use the original value. If you do not
specify OF LR, and the value of the field changes during request processing, the new field value in variable storage will
be used if the field is required for further processing.

• arithmetic-expression
Specifies an arithmetic expression designated as a unary minus (-), unary plus (+), simple arithmetic operation, or
compound arithmetic operation. Arithmetic operators permitted in an arithmetic expression are add (+), subtract (-),
multiply (*), and divide (/). Operands can be literals, variable-storage fields, and logical-record fields as described
above.

If the WHERE clause compares a CALC-key field to a literal, the literal's format must correspond exactly to the CALC-
key definition. Enclose the literal in quotation marks if the CALC key has a usage of DISPLAY and use leading zeros if the
literal consists of fewer characters than the field's picture. For example, if the calc-key-field CALC key is defined as PIC
9(3) USAGE DISPLAY, code the WHERE clause as follows:

WHERE calc-key-field EQ '054'

The WHERE clause can contain as many comparisons and keywords as required to specify the criteria to be applied to
the logical record. If necessary, the value of the SIZE parameter on the COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL statement
can be increased to accommodate very large and complex WHERE clause specifications. Processing efficiency is not
affected by the composition of the WHERE clause (other than the logical order of the operators, as noted below), since
LRF automatically uses the most efficient path to process the logical-record request.

Operators in a WHERE clause are evaluated in the following order:

1. Comparisons enclosed in parentheses
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2. Arithmetic, comparison, and boolean operators by order of precedence, from highest to lowest:
a. Unary plus or minus in an arithmetic expression
b. Multiplication or division in an arithmetic expression
c. Addition or subtraction in an arithmetic expression
d. MATCHES or CONTAINS comparison operators
e. EQ, NE, GT, LT, GE, LE comparison operators
f. NOT boolean operator
g. AND boolean operator
h. OR boolean operator

3. From left to right within operators of equal precedence

Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of the WHERE clause.

• Example 1
The following logical-record request uses a DBA-designated keyword (PROGRAMMER-ANALYSTS) to direct LRF to a
DBA-defined access path:

OBTAIN NEXT EMP-JOB-LR

  WHERE PROGRAMMER-ANALYSTS.

• Example 2
The following logical-record request uses boolean selection criteria to specify the desired occurrence of EMP-JOB-LR:

OBTAIN EMP-JOB-LR

  WHERE OFFICE-CODE-0450 EQ '001'.

Logical Record Clauses
Logical record clauses are used with any of the four DML statements that access logical records: @OBTAIN, @MODIFY,
@STORE, and @ERASE. The logical record clauses are as follows:

• WHERE specifies criteria used to select logical-record occurrences or to limit the selection of logical-record
occurrences

• ON tests for a specific path status returned to indicate the result of a logical-record DML statement

The WHERE and ON clauses are explained in this section.

ON Clause
The ON clause tests for a specific path status returned to indicate the result of a logical record request. If LRF returns the
specified path status, the imperative statement included in the ON clause is executed. The imperative statement usually
consists of a GOTO statement. If the path status is not returned, the imperative statement included in the ON clause is
ignored.

NOTE
Only one ON clause can be coded per logical record DML statement; only one specific path status can be tested
for.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax
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►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

  └─ ,ONLRSTS=path-status,GOTO=branch-location ─┘

 

Parameters

• ONLRSTS=path-status
Tests for a path status returned as the result of the logical-record request issued by the program. Path-status must be
a quoted literal (1 to 16 bytes under z/OS or 1 to 6 bytes under z/VSE) or a program variable.

NOTE
In addition to testing for a specific path status (using ONLRSTS), your program should check for standard
path statuses (for example, LR-NOT-FOUND and LR-ERROR, and path statuses for ASF defined tables if
applicable) whenever the program issues a logical record request.

• GOTO=branch-location
Specifies the program action to be taken if the indicated path status results from the logical-record request.

Standard Path Statuses

Path statuses are issued during execution of the path selected to service the request. The following standard path
statuses can be returned:

• LR-FOUND is returned when the logical-record request has executed successfully. LR-FOUND can be returned as the
result of:
– Any @OBTAIN LRF statement
– Any of the other LRF statements containing a WHERE clause
When LR-FOUND is returned, the ERRSTAT field of the IDMS communications block contains 0000.

• LR-NOT-FOUND is returned when the specified logical record cannot be found, either because no such record exists
or because all such occurrences have already been retrieved. LR-NOT-FOUND can be returned as the result of any of
the four LRF DML statements, provided that the path to which LRF is directed includes retrieval logic. When LR-NOT-
FOUND is returned, the ERRSTAT field of the IDMS communications block contains 0000.

• LR-ERROR is returned when a logical record request is issued incorrectly or when an error occurs in the processing of
the path selected to service the request. When LR-ERROR is returned, the type of status code returned to the program
in the ERRSTAT field of the IDMS communications block differs according to the type of error:
– When the error occurs in the logical-record request, the ERRSTAT field contains a status code issued by LRF

(with a major code of 20). For a list of these codes, see Logical-Record Status Codes.
– When an error occurs in logical-record path processing, the ERRSTAT field contains a status code issued by the

DBMS (with a major code from 00 to 19). For a list of these codes, see ERRSTAT Field and Codes.

When accessing ASF-defined data tables, you should always check for all of the following path statuses:

• INVALID-DATA is returned when the data violates the definition-time selection criteria. For example, INVALID-DATA
is returned when the selection criteria is WHERE STATE = 'MA' and the program tries to replace the state with 'NY'.
When INVALID-DATA is returned, the ERRSTAT field in the IDMS communications block is set to 0000.

• DEFN-MISSING is returned when the record definition cannot be found. When DEFN-MISSING is returned, the
ERRSTAT field in the IDMS communications block is set to 0000.

• OOAK-MISSING is returned when a one-of-a-kind record cannot be found. When OOAK-MISSING is returned, the
ERRSTAT field in the IDMS communications block is set to 0000.

• SYNC-ERROR is returned when the time stamp in the catalog and the table definition do not match. When SYNC-
ERROR is returned, the ERRSTAT field in the IDMS communications block is set to 0000.

The return of one or more of these path statuses indicates a fatal error. For more information, consult your DBA.
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Example

The following ON clause causes the program to branch to the NOFFICE label when the path status specified in the
variable NOOFF is met. NOOFF indicates a path status indicating that there are no offices that meet the criteria specified
in the WHERE clause. Standard LRF path statuses are checked as well.

@OBTAIN REC=EMPJOBLR,                                        *

      ONLRSTS=NOOFF,GOTO=NOFFICE,                            *

      WHERE OFFICE-CODE-0450 EQ '0980'

CLC   LRSTAT,=CL16'LR-FOUND'

BE    CRDITREF

CLC   LRSTAT,=CL16'LR-ERROR'

BE    LRERRTN

CLC   LRSTAT,=CL16'LR-NOT-FOUND'

BE    LRNTFND

WHERE Clause
This article describes the following information:

Functions of the WHERE Clause

The WHERE clause has two major functions:

• To direct the program to a predefined path in the subschema. The path is defined by the DBA and is transparent
to the application program. Predefined paths allow the program to access database records without issuing specific
instructions for navigating the database.

• To specify selection criteria to be applied to a logical record. Selection criteria allow the program to specify
attributes of the desired logical record, reducing the need for the program to inspect multiple logical record
occurrences.

Two Elements in a WHERE  Clause

The WHERE clause is constructed from two elements:

• A positional parameter that contains the key value WHERE
• An Assembler remark that encodes a Boolean expression that consists of comparisons and keywords connected by

Boolean operators (AND, OR, and NOT)

An Assembler logical record DML statement that contains a WHERE clause consists of an Assembler macro parameter
concatenated with a compiler-level expression. The remark is resolved by the DML precompiler, not by the assembler.
Therefore, programs that contain logical record DML statements using WHERE clauses must be submitted to the DML
precompiler before assembly.

Coding WHERE

Because the Boolean expression is treated as an Assembler remark, it can be written in a more readable form than
conventional Assembler statements. WHERE clauses can span several lines in an Assembler program. The keyword
WHERE must begin in column 16, continuation lines must be in column 16 or greater, and are marked by coding a
nonblank character in column 72. Descriptive comments cannot be on the same line as the WHERE clause.
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Including Boolean Operators

Individual comparisons and keywords must be connected by the Boolean operators AND, OR, and NOT. Parentheses can
be used to clarify a multiple-comparison Boolean expression or to override preceding operators.

Operators in a WHERE clause are evaluated in the following order:

1. Comparisons enclosed in parentheses, in order of precedence within parentheses
2. Arithmetic, comparison, and Boolean operators in order of precedence, from highest to lowest:

a. Unary plus or minus in an arithmetic expression
b. Multiplication or division in an arithmetic expression
c. Addition or subtraction in an arithmetic expression
d. MATCHES or CONTAINS comparison operators
e. EQ, NE, GT, LT, GE, LE comparison operators
f. NOT Boolean operator
g. AND Boolean operator
h. OR Boolean operator

3. From left to right within operators of equal precedence

Syntax

 

►►─── ,WHERE ─┬───────┬─┬─ designated-keyword ─┬──────────────────────────────►

              └─ NOT ─┘ └─ comparison ─────────┘

►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►◄

  │ ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

  └─▼──┬─ AND ─┬──┬───────┬─┬─ designated-keyword ─┬─┴─┘

       └─ OR ──┘  └─ NOT ─┘ └─ comparison ─────────┘

Expansion of comparison

►►─┬─ literal ─────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   ├─ idd-defined-variable-field-name ─────────┤

   ├─ logical-record-field-name ─┬─────────┬───┤

   │                             └─ OF LR ─┘   │

   └─ arithmetic-expression ───────────────────┘

 ►──┬── CONTAINS ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

    ├── MATCHES ──┤

    ├┬─ EQ ─┬─────┤

    │└─ = ──┘     │

    ├── NE ───────┤

    ├┬─ GT ─┬─────┤

    │└─ >  ─┘     │

    ├┬─ LT ─┬─────┤

    │└─ <  ─┘     │

    ├── GE ───────┤

    └── LE ───────┘

 ►─┬─ literal ─────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ idd-defined-variable-field-name ─────────┤

   ├─ logical-record-field-name ─┬─────────┬───┤
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   │                             └─ OF LR ─┘   │

   └─ arithmetic-expression ───────────────────┘

 

Parameters

• dba-designated-keyword/comparison
Specify selection criteria to be applied to the logical record.

• dba-designated-keyword
Specifies a keyword that applies to the named logical record. The DBA has previously associated this keyword with
the named logical record; the keyword routes the logical-record request to the appropriate predetermined path in the
subschema. Dba-designated-keyword can be no longer than 32 characters.

NOTE
A path must exist to service a request that includes dba-designated-keyword. If no such path exists, the DML
precompiler issues an error message.

• comparison
Specifies the comparison operation to be performed, using the indicated operands and operators. Comparison also
may direct the logical record request to a path in the subschema.
Syntax for comparison contains individual comparisons and keywords that are connected by the Boolean operators
AND, OR, and NOT. Parentheses can be used to clarify a multiple-comparison Boolean expression or to override the
precedence of operators.

• literal/idd-defined-variable-field-name/ logical-record-field-name/arithmetic-expression
Identifies a left or right comparison operand.

• literal
Specifies an alphanumeric or numeric literal. Alphanumeric literals must be enclosed in site-standard quotation marks.

• dd-defined-variable-field-name
Specifies a program variable storage field predefined in the dictionary.

• logical-record-field-name
Specifies a data field that participates in the named logical record. Logical-record-field-name uniquely identifies the
named logical-record field.
The optional OF LR entry specifies that the value of the named field at the time the request is issued will be used
throughout request processing. If the value of the field changes during request processing, LRF will continue to use the
original value. If the OF LR entry is not included and the value of the field changes during request processing, the new
field value in variable storage will be used.

• arithmetic-expression
Specifies an arithmetic expression designated as a unary minus (-), unary plus (+), simple arithmetic operation, or
compound arithmetic operation. Arithmetic operators permitted in an arithmetic expression are plus (+), minus (-), an
asterisk (*), and a slash (/). These arithmetic operators must have a blank on either side. Operands can be the literals,
variable fields, or the logical-record fields described above.

• CONTAINS/MATCHES/EQ/NE/GT/LT/GE/LE
Specifies the comparison operator.

• CONTAINS
Is true if the value of the right operand occurs in the value of the left operand. Both operands included with the
CONTAINS parameter must be alphanumeric values.

• MATCHES
Is true if each character in the left operand matches a corresponding character in the right operand (the mask). LRF
compares the left operand with the mask, one character at a time, moving from left to right.
The result of the match is either true or false:
– The result is true if LRF reaches the end of the mask before encountering a character in the left operand that does

not match a corresponding mask character.
– The result is false if LRF encounters a character in the left operand that does not match a mask character.
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Three special characters can be used in the mask to perform pattern matching:
– @ matches any alphabetic character
– # matches any numeric character
– * matches any alphabetic or numeric character
Both the left operand and the mask must be alphanumeric values.

• EQ
Is true if the value of the left operand is equal to the value of the right operand.

• NE
Is true if the value of the left operand is not equal to the value of the right operand.

• GT
Is true if the value of the left operand is greater than the value of the right operand.

• LT
Is true if the value of the left operand is less than the value of the right operand.

• GE
Is true if the value of the left operand is greater than or equal to the value of the right operand.

• LE
Is true if the value of the left operand is less than or equal to the value of the right operand.
The WHERE clause can contain as many comparisons and keywords as are required to specify the criteria you want.
Processing efficiency is not affected by the composition of the WHERE clause (other than the logical order of the
operators), since LRF automatically uses the most efficient path to process the logical-record request.
If necessary, the value of the SIZE parameter on the @COPY IDMS,SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL, @SSLRCTL,
and @BIND SUBSCH statements can be increased to accommodate very large and complex WHERE clause
specifications. For the algorithm to calculate lrc-block-size, see @COPY IDMS.

Examples

The WHERE clause shown below uses Boolean selection criteria to obtain the requested EMPJOBLR occurrence. This
statement retrieves any customer in Massachusetts who has an outstanding balance greater than $1500, or who has an
outstanding balance less than $500 and has a questionable credit rating.

@OBTAIN EMPJOBLR WHERE MASSACHUSETTS AND ((UNITS * PRICE) -  *

      PAYMENT GT 1500 OR ((UNITS * PRICE) -                  *

      PAYMENT GT 500 AND (CREDRATE                           *

      EQ 'REF' OR CREDRATE EQ 'REJ')))

Logical-Record Status Codes
A path status of LR-ERROR signifies an error in the processing of a logical-record request. When the error occurs in the
request itself, LRF returns a path of LR-ERROR to the LR-STATUS field of the logical-record request control (LRC) block
and places one of the following codes in the ERRSTAT field of the IDMS communications block:

• 2008
The named logical record is not defined in the subschema, or the specified DML verb is not permitted with the named
logical record. The logical record name may have been misspelled.

• 2010
The subschema prohibits access to logical records.

• 2018
A path command has attempted to access a database record that has not been bound.

• 2040
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The WHERE clause in an @OBTAIN NEXT statement has directed LRF to a different processing path than did the
WHERE clause in the preceding @OBTAIN statement for the same logical record. Either the WHERE clause is
incorrect or an @OBTAIN FIRST should have been issued instead of @OBTAIN NEXT.

• 2041
LRF was unable to match the request's WHERE clause to a path in the subschema.

• 2042
The logical-record path for the request specifies return of the LR-ERROR path status to the program.

• 2043
Bad or inconsistent data was encountered in the logical-record buffer during evaluation of the request's WHERE
clause:
– A WHERE clause has specified that a packed decimal field should be compared to a field that is not packed; the

field that is not packed cannot be converted to packed because it contains nonnumeric data.
– Data in variable storage or in a database record does not conform to its description.
A path status of LR-ERROR is returned to the program unless the DBA has included an ON clause in the path to
override this action.

• 2044
The request's WHERE clause does not include information required by the logical-record path.

• 2045
A subscript value in a WHERE clause is either less than 0 or greater than its maximum allowed value. A path status of
LR-ERROR is returned to the program unless the DBA has included an ON clause in the path to override this action.

• 2046
A program check has been issued during evaluation of a WHERE clause for one of the following reasons:
– An arithmetic overflow would occur (fixed point, decimal, or exponent).
– An arithmetic underflow would occur (exponent).
– A divide exception would occur (fixed point, decimal, or floating point).
– A significance exception has occurred.
A path status of LR-ERROR is returned to the program unless the DBA has included an ON clause in the path to
override this action.

• 2063
A request's WHERE clause contains a keyword that exceeds 32 characters.

• 2064
A path command has attempted to access a CALC data item that has not been defined properly in the subschema.

• 2072
LRF cannot acquire sufficient storage to evaluate the request.

These status codes can result from any of the logical-record DML statements with the exception of 2040, which applies to
@OBTAIN NEXT only.

Assembler DML Coding Considerations
This section describes how to code Assembler DML statements. The following topics are discussed:

• Coding user-supplied operands
• Coding DML statement parameters
• Synonym processing
• Logical Record Facility keywords

Coding User-Supplied Operands
User-supplied operands in DML statements can be specified by name, in register notation, or in data field notation.
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By Name

Record, set, or area names can be specified explicitly by name. Unless QUOTES=NO has been specified in the @MODE
statement, the name must be enclosed in quotation marks; for example:

SUBSCH='DEMOSUBS'

The DML precompiler performs validity checking for explicitly specified names.

NOTE
-- A quoted name operand in a logical-record DML statement cannot exceed 6 characters. A program variable
can be used for a path status that exceeds 6 characters. An exception is a quoted operand in a WHERE clause,
which can be up to 32 characters long.

NOTE
-- A quoted name operand in a logical record DML statement cannot exceed 6 characters unless the maximum
variable size is modified by the appropriate Assembler PARM. A maximum variable size of at least 18 characters
is recommended. An exception is a quoted operand in a WHERE clause, which can be up to 32 characters long.

NOTE
-- The DML precompiler(IDMSDMLA) supports 32-character names and converts hyphens to underscores.

In Register Notation

A register can contain either the variable value or the variable address. The general register symbol or register reference
must be enclosed in parentheses; for example:

#FREESTG STGID=(7)

The DML precompiler does not perform validity checking of operands specified by register notation.

NOTE
-- A general register symbol or register reference in a logical record DML statement cannot exceed 6 characters.

NOTE
-- A general register symbol or register reference in a logical record DML statement cannot exceed 6 characters,
unless the maximum variable size is modified by the appropriate Assembler PARM. A maximum variable size of
at least 18 characters is recommended.

In Data Field Notation

Your program can specify the name of a variable field containing the desired data name; for example:

@OBTAIN CURRENT,REC=RECFLD

The DML precompiler does not perform validity checking of operands specified by data field notation.

Coding Parameters
Types of Parameters

There are two types of parameters in DML statements:

• Positional parameters -- Positional parameters appear in specific relative locations; for example:

#GETSTG TYPE=(USER,LONG,KEEP)

• Keyword parameters -- Keyword parameters are constructed from:
a. A keyword -- A character string that is predefined to the system
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b. An equal sign (=)
c. A variable-value parameter -- Containing one or more variable values
For example:

@OBTAIN NEXT,SET='CUSTOMER-ORDER',REC='ORDER'

IDMS keywords are listed in Logical Record Facility Keywords later in this section.

Coding Considerations

The following considerations apply to coding DML parameters:

• All DML statements except for logical-record DML statements use keyword parameter notation. The DML precompiler
generates positional-pair parameter notation.

• Logical-record DML statements that bypass the DML precompiler must be coded using positional-pair parameter
notation. The assembler misinterprets or rejects logical-record DML statements that contain keyword parameters.

• Logical-record DML statements that are processed by the DML precompiler can be coded using either keyword
parameter or positional-pair parameter notation.

Synonym Processing
IDMS/DB allows alternative identification of records and elements in the dictionary. Synonyms are added to the dictionary
by using DDDL statements. The DML precompiler automatically copies these language dependent synonyms in place of
the primary names whenever an @COPY IDMS statement appears in the application program.

NOTE
-- The DML precompiler supports32-character field names and conversion of hyphens to underscores, in
accordance with the new features of Assembler H. IDMS/DB record names remain restricted to 16 characters
and IDMS/DB element names to 32 characters. Synonyms are therefore not required for user supplied names
and for fields containing hyphens in Assembler H programs using the DML precompiler.

IDD record names can be up to 16 characters long, and IDD element names can be up to 32 characters long. Because
Assembler versions F and G restrict names to 8 characters, alternative and unique 8 character names for use in
Assembler F and Assembler G programs should be defined in the dictionary. Use of synonyms is recommended if
@COPY IDMS and @INVOKE statements are to be included in Assembler programs.

Synonyms cannot be defined for logical record names. Assembler programs that access logical records must use a
separate subschema in which logical records are defined according to Assembler restrictions.

How the Precompiler Copies Synonyms

When the DML precompiler copies record descriptions from the dictionary into program variable storage, it copies
synonyms according to the following rules:

• If a record is defined for the program's language, but the primary record name is not, the synonym is copied into the
program.

• If more than one synonym for a given record is defined for Assembler, the first one found in the dictionary is copied.
• If the primary record name is defined for Assembler, the primary name is copied into the program.

For example, assume that the following record is defined in the dictionary with three synonyms:

 RECORD JOB

 RECORD NAME SYNONYM JOBSYN1 LANGUAGE ASSEMBLER

 RECORD NAME SYNONYM JOB-SYN2

 RECORD NAME SYNONYM JOBSYN3 LANGUAGE ASSEMBLER
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Since the dictionary defines JOBSYN1 as the first synonym for Assembler, the DML precompiler copies it into the
program. The DML precompiler would copy the primary record name (JOB) if it were defined for Assembler.

These rules apply regardless of the record name or synonym that appears in the schema and subschema invoked by the
program.

Synonyms are Recognized as Primary Records

The DML precompiler treats a synonym as if it were the primary record. The expansion of a DML statement will include
the record name of the primary record name, even if the synonym is copied into program variable storage.

For example, an @COPY IDMS,SUBSCHEMA-BINDS statement used in an Assembler program generates the following
@BIND REC statement for the employee record:

 @BIND REC='EMPLOYEE',IOAREA=EMPLOYE

 

This statement lists both the primary record name (EMPLOYEE) and the Assembler synonym (EMPLOYE).

NOTE
For more information about synonym facilities, see the "IDD DDDL Reference" section.

Logical Record Facility Keywords
The following is a list of LRF keywords recognized by the Assembler DML precompiler. These keywords should not be
used as labels in Assembler DML programs that use the Logical Record Facility:

• FIRST
• GOTO
• LR
• LRSTAT
• NEXT
• ONLRSTS
• REC
• WHERE

DML Precompiler-Directive Statements
This section presents syntax for precompiler-directive statements.

Function of Precompiler Directives

To use DML statements that request IDMS/DB and DC/UCF services, you must include precompiler-directive statements
in your application program. Precompiler-directive statements:

• Ensure that the assembler performs the proper expansion of DML statements into calling sequences appropriate to the
IDMS environment

• Identify the dictionary resources (subschema and/or maps) required by the program
• Cause predefined source modules to be copied into the program from the dictionary
• Generate source data description code

Summary of Statements

The DML precompiler-directive statements are summarized below:
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• @MODE initializes all global SET symbols that control the expansion of subsequent macros and DML commands
into calling sequences appropriate to the IDMS/DB environment. You must code the @MODE directive before all
procedural statements in the program, including DML commands for IDMS/DB and DC/UCF requests.

• @INVOKE identifies all dictionary resources used by the application program. The @INVOKE statement must
precede all procedural statements in the program, including DML commands for IDMS/DB and DC/UCF requests. This
statement will generate non-executable source code when the MAP= operand is used for a map with multiple occurring
fields.

• @COPY IDMS copies the source data description code associated with IDMS/DB database records, the IDMS
communications block, map records, and the map request block, as well as other predefined source modules and
records, into the program from the dictionary at the location of the @COPY IDMS statement.

• #MRB establishes a map request block (MRB), which is required for the mapping mode of terminal I/O operations. The
MRB is a variable storage area in the application program and is used for communications between the program and
the mapping compiler during a mapping I/O request.

• #MAPBIND initializes the MRB for mapping requests issued by the application program. #MAPBIND generates
executable code.

• @SSCTRL generates the source data description code associated with the IDMS communications block in the
program.

• @SSLRCTL generates the source data description code associated with the LRC block in the program.

@MODE -- initializes global SET symbols
The @MODE statement initializes global SET symbols for the assembler; these symbols control the generation of
macros associated with IDMS/DB requests. You must specify the operating mode for programs that access an IDMS/
DB database. If you do not code an @MODE statement, you can specify the IDMS/DB environment by using the MODE
parameter of the @INVOKE statement, described later in this section. For IDMS programs that do not require access to
an IDMS/DB database, the function of the @MODE statement is to indicate the operating mode: batch or online. An online
mode selection is made from one of the valid teleprocessing monitors.

The @MODE and the @INVOKE statement must precede all other DML statements in the program. Either statement can
be placed before the other.

Syntax

 

►►─── @MODE MODE= ─┬─ BATCH ─────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

                   ├─ IDMSDC ────┤

                   ├─ DCBATCH ───┤

                   ├─ CICS ──────┤

                   ├─ CICS-EXEC ─┤

                   ├─ INTERCOMM ─┤

                   └─ SHADOW ────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,QUOTES= ─┬─ YES ◄ ┬┘

                └─ NO ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,DEBUG ─┬─ NO  ◄ ─┬┘

              └─ YES ───┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,WORKREG= ─┬─ 0 ◄ ─────────────┬┘
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                 └─ register-number ─┘

 

Parameters

MODE=

Defines the operating environment for which the calling sequence will be generated. If the @MODE statement is not used,
the IDMS/DB environment must be specified in the @INVOKE statement, which is discussed below.

• BATCH
(Default); specifies to execute the program in batch mode. The IDMS communications block is copied into variable
storage; standard CALL statements are generated.

• IDMSDC
Specifies to execute the program in IDMS DC mode. The IDMS DC communications block is copied into variable
storage; IDMS/DC CALL statements are generated for IDMS/DC requests.

• DCBATCH
Specifies to execute the program in DC-BATCH mode. The IDMS DC communications block is copied into variable
storage; DC-BATCH CALL statements are generated for IDMS/DC requests. Specify MODE=DCBATCH to access DC
queues and printers from batch applications running under the IDMS central version.

• CICS/CICS-EXEC/INTERCOMM/SHADOW
Specifies to execute the program in a special environment under the specified teleprocessing monitor. The appropriate
communications block is copied into variable storage and operating-mode-specific CALL sequences are generated.

QUOTES=

Required for programs that access the IDMS/DB database; indicates whether names (such as record name or area name)
coded in DML statements must be enclosed in site-standard quotation marks.

• YES
(Default); specifies to enclose names specified in IDMS/DB database requests in site-standard quotation marks.

• NO
Specifies to not enclose names specified in IDMS/DB database requests in site-standard quotation marks.

DEBUG=

Required for programs that access the IDMS/DB database; requests the DML precompiler to save sequence numbers
associated with DML statements in the IDMS communications block, as follows:

• NO
(Default); specifies not to save sequence numbers of DML statements.

• YES
Generates the appropriate code for saving sequence numbers associated with DML statements. At runtime, the
sequence number of each DML statement is moved to the IDMS communications block before program execution.
These sequence numbers appear in the Assembler source statement listing in the form DML-SEQUENCE=n.
Depending on the error routine defined by the DBA, the DML sequence number can be reported when errors occur
and can be used to assist you in debugging your Assembler program.

NOTE
This option does not apply to DC/UCF requests. Statement numbers associated with DC/UCF requests
cannot be saved because the system does not use the IDMS communications block.

WORKREG=0/

Required for programs that access the IDMS/DB database; specifies the general purpose register to be used for
constructing the IDMS parameter list for calls to IDMS.

• register
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An integer in the range 0 through 15, or any valid symbolic or defining term for the general-purpose register (for
example, R0). The default is general register 0.

INVOKE
Passes control to a specified dialog in the current application and implicitly establishes the next lower level in the
application thread.

Syntax

 

►►───── INVoke ──┬──────────┬── dialog-name ─── . ────────────────────────────►◄

                 └─ NOSAVE ─┘

 

Parameters

• NOSAVE
Specifies that database currencies are not saved for the dialog issuing the INVOKE command.

• dialog-name
Specifies either the name of a variable data field containing the dialog name to which control passes or the dialog
name itself, enclosed in single quotation marks.

Usage

Considerations:

• The load module for the named dialog must be available at run time.
• The dialog that issues the INVOKE command remains operative.
• A lower level dialog can return control to the dialog by issuing a RETURN command.
• The issuing dialog's database currencies are saved and available to the dialog receiving control, unless the NOSAVE

option is specified.
When a dialog that issued an INVOKE NOSAVE command regains control from a lower level dialog or program,
database currencies are dependent upon whether or not the run unit was extended. The following diagram shows how
currencies are affected when the NOSAVE option is used in extended and nonextended run units.

Currency Settings of Extended and Nonextended Run Units

      1. DIALOG 1, which uses subschema SS1,

         obtains values for records A and B:

                  DIALOG 1

              ┌───────────────┐    Currencies:

              │   OBTAIN A    │    A: Jones

              │   OBTAIN B    │    B: Accounting

              └───────────────┘

      2. DIALOG 1 invokes DIALOG 2 using

         the NOSAVE option:

                  DIALOG 1                       ──┐ The run unit is

              ┌───────────────┐    Currencies:     │ extended only if

              │               │    A: Jones        │ DIALOG 2 uses the

           ┌──┤ INVOKE NOSAVE │    B: Accounting ──┘ same subschema as

           │  └───────────────┘                      DIALOG 1.
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           │

           │      DIALOG 2

           │  ┌───────────────┐

           │  │               │

           └──►               │

              └───────────────┘

      3. DIALOG 2, which can use DIALOG 1's

         record buffers and currencies, obtains

         a new occurrence of record A:

                  DIALOG 1

              ┌───────────────┐    Currencies:

              │               │    A: Jones

              │ INVOKE NOSAVE │    B: Accounting

              └───────────────┘

                  DIALOG 2

              ┌───────────────┐    A: Smith

              │   OBTAIN A    │

              │               │

              └───────────────┘

      4. DIALOG 2 issues a RETURN to DIALOG 1:

                  DIALOG 1

              ┌───────────────┐    Currencies:

              │               │    If the run unit

              │ INVOKE NOSAVE ◄──┐ was extended:

              └───────────────┘  │ A: Smith

                                 │ B: Accounting

                  DIALOG 2       │

              ┌───────────────┐  │ If the run unit

              │               │  │ was not extended:

              │    RETURN     │──┘ A: _________

              └───────────────┘    B: _________

                                   (Currencies in DIALOG 1

                                   have been initialized)

Considerations for Using NOSAVE:

• When the dialog that issues the command regains control from a lower level dialog and the run unit is extended by the
INVOKE command, currencies are set to those of the most recent dialog returning control.

• When the dialog that issues the command regains control from a lower level dialog and the run unit is not extended by
the INVOKE command, currencies are set to the original currencies available to the dialog when it became operative in
the application thread.

Example

In the sample applications shown in Application Thread, dialog RDCUST# prompts the user for the CALC key of a
CUSTOMER record to be retrieved. RDCUST# passes control to dialog UPDATEC, which retrieves and displays the
record, and then modifies or erases it as instructed by the user. RDCUST# uses the following response process to pass
control to UPDATEC:

INVOKE 'UPDATEC'.
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Because RDCUST# uses the INVOKE command to pass control, processing can return to the RDCUST# mapout
operation following completion of UPDATEC processing. This allows the user to update multiple CUSTOMER records in
one ADS runtime session.

@COPY IDMS
The @COPY IDMS statement copies source data description code and modules from the dictionary into the program at
the location of the @COPY IDMS statement. This statement copies IDMS/DB database record descriptions, the IDMS
communications block, map record descriptions, or MRBs. However, any source module or record description stored in
the dictionary can be copied into either a CSECT or DSECT, as specified by the DSECT parameter (discussed below).

Source code requirements differ according to the usage (DML, LR, or MIXED) defined in the program's subschema. The
program should not copy components that conflict with its usage. These usages determine the types of records a program
can access, as follows:

• DML allows a program that uses the named subschema to access database records only and requires the following
source code components:
– SUBSCHEMA-CTRL -- The IDMS communications block through which the application program and the DBMS

communicate (for further details, see IDMS Communications Block)
– SUBSCHEMA-RECORDS -- The descriptions of all records to which the subschema permits access

• LR allows a program to access logical records only and requires the following source code components
– SUBSCHEMA-CTRL -- The IDMS communications block through which the LRF and the DBMS communicate
– SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL -- The logical-record request control (LRC) block through which the application program

and the Logical Record Facility communicate (for further details, see Logical-Record Request Control (LRC) Block)
– SUBSCHEMA-LR-RECORDS -- The descriptions of all logical records defined in the subschema

• MIXED allows a program to access both database records and logical records; this usage requires the following source
code components:
– SUBSCHEMA-CTRL -- The IDMS communications block through which the application program and the LRF

communicates with the DBMS, For further details, see IDMS Communications Block.
– SUBSCHEMA-RECORDS -- The descriptions of all records to which the subschema permits access
– SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL -- The logical-record request control (LRC) block, through which the application program

and the LRF communicate (for further details, see Logical-Record Request Control (LRC) Block)
– SUBSCHEMA-LR-RECORDS -- The descriptions of all logical records defined in the subschema

The DML precompiler determines whether source record descriptions are copied into a CSECT or DSECT portion of the
program, and applies the following rules:

• If the record is being copied into a CSECT, the DML precompiler defines record elements that have specified initial
values by means of the Assembler DC (define constant) data definition instruction.

• If the record is being copied into a DSECT, DML defines record elements that have specified initial values by means of
the Assembler DS (Define Storage) data definition instruction.

NOTE
The DML defines record elements using the Assembler EQU instruction if the record element is:

• created in the dictionary (IDD) with the USAGE CONDITION-NAME parameter (according to the COBOL 88-level
convention)
and

• copied into a CSECT or DSECT.

NOTE
If the optional keyword DSECT is coded in the @COPY IDMS statement, the record being copied is established
as an individual DSECT named with the record name.

Syntax
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►►─── @COPY IDMS ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ ,SUBSCHEMA-DML-LR DESCRIPTION ───────────────────────┬──────────────────►

   ├─ ,SUBSCHEMA-DESCRIPTION ──────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ ,SUBSCHEMA-CTRL ─────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ ,SUBSCHEMA-RECORDS ──────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ ,RECORD=record-name ─┬──────────────────────────┬────┤

   │                       └─ VERSION=version-number ─┘    │

   ├─ ,SUBSCHEMA-LR-DESCRIPTION ───────────────────────────┤

   ├─ ,SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL ─┬────────────────────────┬───────┤

   │                      └─ ,SIZE=lrc-block-size ─┘       │

   ├─ ,SUBSCHEMA-LR-CONTROL ───────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ ,SUBSCHEMA-LR-RECORDS ───────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ ,LR=logical-record-name ─────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ ,MAPS ───────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ ,MAP=map-name ───────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ ,MAP-CONTROLS ───────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ ,MAP-CONTROL=map-name ───────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ ,MAP-RECORDS ────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ ,MODULE=module-name ─┬──────────────────────────┬────┤

   │                       └─ VERSION=version-number ─┘    │

   ├─ ,SUBSCHEMA-BINDS ────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ ,MAP-BINDS ──────────────────────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬──────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,DSECT ─┘

 

Parameters

• SUBSCHEMA-DML-LR-DESCRIPTION
(Subschema usage is mixed); copies all components required to access both database and logical records:
SUBSCHEMA-CTRL, SUBSCHEMA-RECORDS, SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL, and SUBSCHEMA-LR-RECORDS.

• SUBSCHEMA-DESCRIPTION
(Subschema usage is DML); copies the source data description code for the IDMS communications block
(SUBSCHEMA-CTRL) and for all records (SUBSCHEMA-RECORDS) defined in the subschema specified in the
@INVOKE statement.

• SUBSCHEMA-CTRL
Copies the IDMS communications block into the program.

• SUBSCHEMA-RECORDS
Copies the source data description code for all records defined in the subschema into the program. You can copy
Assembler synonyms defined for the subschema records in the data dictionary into the program according to the rules
of synonym usage.

• RECORD=
Copies the description of an individual record defined in the dictionary.

• record-name
Can be the primary name or a synonym for a record or module stored in the dictionary.
A record that has been copied into a schema can only be copied into a program that uses a subschema associated
with the schema. In other words, schema-owned records cannot be copied into non-IDMS programs (that is, programs
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that do not use a subschema and that do not access the database). However, a synonym defined for the schema-
owned record can be copied into a non-IDMS program (use the VERSION clause to identify the synonym).

• VERSION=version-number
Optional; can be used to qualify IDD records (but not schema-owned records) with a version number. If no version
number is specified, IDMS/DB first assumes that record-name identifies a record that is included in the subschema
named in the @INVOKE statement, and looks for it in that subschema. If the record is not associated with a
subschema, version defaults to the highest version number of the record defined in the dictionary for the operating
mode under which the program is being compiled.

• SUBSCHEMA-LR-DESCRIPTION
Copies all components required to access logical records: SUBSCHEMA-CTRL, SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL, and
SUBSCHEMA-LR-RECORDS.

• SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL
Copies the LRC block data description.

• SIZE=lrc-block-size
Optional; specifies the size of that portion of the LRC block that contains information about the logical-record request's
WHERE clause. Lrc-block-size defaults to 576 bytes. If included, it should specify a size large enough to accommodate
the most complex WHERE clause in the program. Lrc-block-size is calculated as follows:
a. Multiply the greatest number of operands and operators that will be included in a single WHERE clause by 16

bytes.
b. Add the number of bytes, rounded up to the nearest multiple of 8, associated with the data field for each operand;

that is:
• The number of characters in a keyword
• The number of characters in a field described by a program variable or by a logical-record field named in the OF

LR clause.
c. Add the length, rounded up to the nearest multiple of 8, of each operand that is a character literal.
d. Add 12 bytes for each operand that is a numeric literal.
e. Add 64 bytes for fixed logical-record request control (LRC) overhead.
Lrc-block-size must be a positive integer in the range 64 through 9999. Note that 64 can be specified if none of the
logical-record requests issued by the program include WHERE clauses.
– SUBSCHEMA-LR-CONTROL copies the SUBSCHEMA-CTRL and SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL components. Do not

include SUBSCHEMA-LR-CONTROL if the subschema's usage is DML.
– SUBSCHEMA-LR-RECORDS copies the descriptions of all logical records defined in the subschema.
– LR= logical-record-name copies the description of an individual logical record defined in the subschema.
– MAPS copies the #MRB statements required to establish the MRBs for all maps specified in the @INVOKE

statement. Additionally, the @COPY IDMS,MAPS statement copies the source data description code for map
records associated with all maps specified in the @INVOKE statement.

– MAP= map-name copies the #MRB statement and map records associated with the named map. Map-name is the
1- to 8-character name of the map. The version number of the map defaults to the version number specified for the
map in the @INVOKE statement.

– MAP-CONTROLS copies the #MRB statements for all maps specified in the @INVOKE statement.
– MAP-CONTROL= map-name copies the #MRB statement for the named map. Map-name is the 1- to 8-character

name of the requested map. The version number of the map defaults to the version number specified in the
@INVOKE statement.

– MAP-RECORDS copies the map records associated with all maps specified in the @INVOKE statement.
– MODULE= module-name,VERSION=version copies a sequence of Assembler source statements stored in the

dictionary. Module-name is the 1- to 8-character name of the requested module; it can be optionally qualified by
version. The version number defaults to the highest version number defined in the dictionary for the requested
module.
The @COPY IDMS,MODULE statement copies a module from the dictionary into the source program. The DBA
must have previously added this module to the data dictionary by means of the IDD DDDL compiler.
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The DML precompiler places the module into the program at the location of the request. The module may contain
DML statements. If DML statements are present, they are treated as if the programmer had coded them directly.
@COPY IDMS,MODULE statements can be nested (that is, code invoked by an @COPY IDMS,MODULE
statement can itself contain a @COPY IDMS,MODULE statement). However, you must ensure that a copied
module does not, in turn, copy itself.

– SUBSCHEMA-BINDS copies @BIND SUBSCH and @BIND REC statements for each IDMS/DB database record
accessed by the program.
The @COPY IDMS,SUBSCHEMA-BINDS statement instructs the precompiler to bring into the source program
a standard @BIND SUBSCH statement and appropriate standard @BIND REC statements for each IDMS/DB
subschema record explicitly copied into the program variable storage by means of @COPY IDMS statements.
@COPY IDMS does not automatically generate BINDS for all subschema records; it also does not generate BINDS
for logical records.
All @COPY IDMS,RECORD statements must precede any @COPY IDMS,SUBSCHEMA-BINDS statement,
because the DML precompiler is a one-pass precompiler. The DML precompiler will not generate BINDS for any
record-type descriptions copied into the program after the @COPY IDMS,SUBSCHEMA-BINDS statement.
Instead of issuing an @COPY IDMS,SUBSCHEMA-BINDS statement, you can issue @BIND SUBSCH and @BIND
REC statements. Separately issued @BIND READY and @BIND REC statements allow the program to perform the
following:
• Check the ERRSTAT field after each @BIND REC statement
• Bind several records to the same location by including a DML @BIND statement for each record (see @BIND

REC)

NOTE
The subschema registration feature requires the @COPY IDMS,SUBSCHEMA-BINDS statement to
properly assign the programs to the subschema control block. Individual @BIND SUBSCH and @BIND
REC statements should not be used if program registration is in effect.Note: If a record or a synonym of
the record has been copied in twice, an @BIND REC statement will not be automatically generated for the
record due to the ambiguity.

– MAP-BINDS copies appropriate #MAPBIND statements for all maps specified in the @INVOKE statement.
(#MAPBIND statements are discussed later in this section.) The @COPY IDMS,MAPS statement must be coded
before this statement in order to generate binds for the map records.

– DSECT copies the source data description code and source modules defined in any of the above @COPY IDMS
statements into a DSECT. Records can be individually copied into a DSECT by including the DSECT parameter
in each @COPY IDMS statement. Several records can be copied into a single DSECT by explicit use of the
Assembler DSECT instruction followed by the individual @COPY IDMS statements; in this case, the DSECT
parameter is not specified in the @COPY IDMS statements. When specifying a DSECT, the program is responsible
for designating the end of the DSECT storage area.

The following example illustrates the use of the DSECT parameter to create individual dummy control sections for the
IDMS communications block and for a map request block:

         @MODE MODE=IDMSDC

         @INVOKE SUBSCHEMA=XYZ,SCHEMA=ABC,

               PROGRAM=TESTXYZ,MAP=DEFMAP

 

*  THE FOLLOWING @COPY IDMS STATEMENT COPIES THE SOURCE DATA

*  DESCRIPTION CODE FOR THE IDMS COMMUNICATION BLOCK (SUBSCHEMA-CTRL):

 

         @COPY IDMS,SUBSCHEMA-CTRL,DSECT

 

*  THE DML PRECOMPILER GENERATES THE DSECT INSTRUCTION FOR THE DUMMY

*  CONTROL SECTION TO CONTAIN THE SOURCE DATA DESCRIPTION CODE OF THE

*  IDMS COMMUNICATIONS BLOCK:
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         DSECT

SSCTRL   DS

         .

         .

         .

 

*  THE FOLLOWING @COPY IDMS STATEMENT COPIES THE SOURCE DATA

*  DESCRIPTION CODE FOR THE REQUIRED MAP REQUEST BLOCK (MAP-CONTROLS):

 

          @COPY IDMS,MAP-CONTROL=DEFMAP,DSECT

 

*  THE DML PRECOMPILER GENERATES THE DSECT INSTRUCTION FOR THE DUMMY

*  CONTROL SECTION TO CONTAIN THE SOURCE DATA DESCRIPTION CODE FOR

*  THE MRB:

 

         DSECT

         DS

         .

         .

         .

 

*  THE END OF EACH DSECT MUST BE DESIGNATED EITHER BY AN ASSEMBLER

*  END, CSECT, OR ANOTHER DSECT INSTRUCTION.

 

A single DSECT is created for the IDMS communications block, IDMS/DB record descriptions, MRB, and map record
description.

 

         @MODE MODE=IDMSDC

         @INVOKE SUBSCHEMA=XYZ,SCHEMA=ABC,                             *

               PROGRAM=TESTXYZ,MAP=DEFMAP

 

*  THE FOLLOWING ASSEMBLER DSECT INSTRUCTION IS CODED BY THE

*  PROGRAMMER TO DEFINE THE BEGINNING OF A DUMMY CONTROL SECTION:

 

IDMSSTG  DSECT

 

*  COPY STATEMENTS WITHIN A DSECT ENABLE RECORD DESCRIPTIONS TO BE

*  COPIED INTO THE DUMMY CONTROL SECTION.  NOTE THAT THE DSECT

*  PARAMETER IS NOT INCLUDED IN THE @COPY IDMS STATEMENTS:

 

         @COPY IDMS,SUBSCHEMA-DESCRIPTION

SSCTRL   DS

         .

         .

         .

         DS

         .

         .

         @COPY IDMS,MAPS

         DS
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         .

         .

         .

         DS

         .

         .

         .

 

*  THE END OF THE DSECT MUST BE DESIGNATED BY AN ASSEMBLER END,

*  CSECT, OR ANOTHER DSECT INSTRUCTION.

#MRB
The #MRB statement establishes a map request block (MRB) in the program's variable storage area. It allocates storage,
but does not initialize that storage. For each mapping request, the MRB communicates between the program and the
mapping compiler. A separate MRB must be defined for each map used by a program. The DML precompiler uses map
information stored in the dictionary to determine the actual size of the MRB, and generates the necessary Assembler DS
instructions with macros.

One or more #MRB statements can be copied into the program by using the @COPY IDMS statement, discussed earlier
in this section.

Syntax

 

►►─── #MRB MAPNAME=map-name ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── ,FIELDS=field-count ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── ,RECORDS=record-count ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

• MAPNAME=map-name
Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of an existing map.

• FIELDS=
Specifies the number of data and response fields in the specified map.

• field-count
Absolute expression of the number of fields.

• RECORDS=
Specifies the number of records in the map.

• record-count
Absolute expression of the number of records.

#MAPBIND
For each map request block used by a program, a #MAPBIND request specifies the MRB location and initializes the fields
of the MRB. #MAPBIND statements can be global or record-specific:
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• Global -- By specifying only the map name, the #MAPBIND statement applies to the map as a whole. It initializes the
entire MRB and fills in fields that apply to the map in general.

• Record-specific -- By specifying RECNAME and RECADDR parameters as well as the map name, the #MAPBIND
statement applies only to the named map record. It initializes the variable storage address of the named record in the
MRB.

A program typically issues a global #MAPBIND statement for each map, followed by #MAPBIND statements for each map
record used by the program. The program can alter the storage address for a map record at any time by issuing another
#MAPBIND statement for that record.

After the initial global bind, all records are considered unbound; map operations that use those records will not have any
effect on storage. After binding a record to a storage address, subsequent map operations will use that address to access
the record. To unbind a record, issue a record-specific #MAPBIND statement and specify a null (0) bind location using the
RECADDR parameter.

All global and record-specific #MAPBIND statements for a map can be copied automatically into the program with the
@COPY IDMS statement, discussed earlier in this section.

Syntax

 

►►─── #MRB MAPNAME=map-name ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── ,FIELDS=field-count ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── ,RECORDS=record-count ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

• MRB=
Initializes the MRB associated with the named map.

• map-name
Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of an existing map.

• RECNAME=record-name
Is the 1- to 32-character name of a record used by the map.

• RECADDR=
Requests that the named record be unbound or specifies the storage address to which the record will be bound.

• 0
(Default); specifies that the named record is to be unbound.

• record-address
Specifies a register that contains either the address of the area or the symbolic name of a user-defined field containing
the address of the area. Subsequent I/O operations will use the specified area of storage for any operations dealing
with the record.

@SSCTRL
The @SSCTRL statement is an Assembler macro used to generate source data description code for the IDMS
communications block. @SSCTRL must be used in place of the @COPY IDMS,SUBSCHEMA-CTRL statement when the
DML precompiler is not used.

Syntax
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►►─── @SSCTRL ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

NOTE
To use an IDMS communications block in which the RECORD, AREA, and ERROR-SET/RECORD/AREA fields
are 18 bytes, specify @SSC120 instead.

@SSLRCTL
The @SSLRCTL statement is an Assembler macro instruction that generates source data description code for the LRC
block. @SSLRCTL must be used in place of the @COPY IDMS,SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL statement when the DML
precompiler is not used.

Syntax

►►─── @SSLRCTL ─┬───────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►◄

                └─ LRSIZ=lr-control-block-size ─┘

Parameters

• LRSIZ=
Specifies the size of that portion of the LRC block that contains information about the logical-record request's WHERE
clause.

• lrc-block-size
Defaults to 576 bytes; if included, it should specify a size large enough to accommodate the most complex WHERE
clause in the program. (For the algorithm for calculating lrc-block-size, see @COPY IDMS earlier in this section.)

Considerations for Assembler Programs in a DC/UCF Online System
Certain coding conventions should be observed in Assembler programs which are to be used in a DC/UCF online system
both for stand-alone programs and programs which are to be called from another online program. This section will discuss
the following topics:

• SVC instructions in an online program
• Making your assembler program reentrant
• Methods of calling an assembler subprogram

Defining an assembler program which uses standard IBM calling conventions

SVC Instructions in an Online Program
You should avoid coding any SVC instructions or macros that generate SVC instructions in an online DC/UCF assembler
program. While an SVC is in control, no other online task can use the DC/UCF system. This prevents the system from
allocating resources between tasks as it is designed to do. In addition, any error that occurs during the processing of an
SVC instruction can cause a hang or abnormal termination of the entire DC/UCF system.

If it is absolutely necessary to code such an instruction in an online program, the program must not be called via a COBOL
or PL/I CALL instruction. This restriction is explained further in later sections of this section.

Making Your Assembler Program Reentrant
All programs that are designed to run in an online DC environment should be written using fully reentrant coding
techniques. This means that the program should never update its own storage. Any variable storage that your program
needs to update should be in an area reserved for the exclusive use of a single task. Typically, you would define a DSECT
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to map this area. Several techniques can be used to achieve this goal. Two or more of these techniques can be combined
in a single program.

• Specify ISASIZE on the PROGRAM statement in the DC Sysgen. On entry to your program, register 11 will be set to
point to an area of this size reserved for the use of your program.

• On entry to your program, code a #GETSTG ...PLIST=*,LENGTH=constant.... This form of the #GETSTG macro does
not update any program variable storage.

• An assembler subprogram can use storage passed to it from its caller provided that storage is itself reentrant.
• If one of the above techniques is used to obtain enough storage for a PLIST, then a more generic form of the

#GETSTG macro can be used to obtain further variable storage.
• Specify SAVEAREA on the PROGRAM statement in the DC Sysgen. See section 7.4 below for more information.

A non-reentrant assembler routine can be used in an online DC environment under certain limited circumstances, but this
is not recommended for reasons explained below.

• A non-reentrant stand-alone assembler program, i.e., an assembler program which is linked as its own load module or
phase, can be invoked directly from a TASK CODE or can be called via a high level language TRANSFER CONTROL,
a #LINK from another assembler program or a LINK PROGRAM from an ADS dialog. Such a program must be defined
in the DC/UCF Sysgen as non-reentrant. Note that this will cause separate copies of the load module to be loaded for
every concurrent task using the program. This is generally highly inefficient.

• A non-reentrant assembler subprogram can be called via a dynamic or static COBOL CALL verb, or a PL/I CALL verb
if all of the following conditions are met:
– The subprogram does not issue any SVC or PC calls. Note that many IBM macros generate such calls.
– The subprogram does not issue any DML calls.
– Multitasking is not in effect on the DC/UCF system.
This technique is not recommended because a small change in the program or online environment may cause the
program to stop functioning correctly and potentially allow it to cause storage and data corruption.

Methods of Calling an Online Assembler Subprogram
There are several ways to call an online assembler subprogram. By understanding the implications of using each method,
you can choose the best method for your needs.

The preferred method for calling an assembler subprogram is a TRANSFER CONTROL from COBOL or PL/I, a #LINK
from another assembler program, or a LINK instruction from ADS. If this method of control is used, the DC/UCF system is
in control of the calling process. This method provides the following advantages:

• If an error occurs in the subprogram, system error messages will reflect the correct program name.
• Any limits set for that program will be taken into account
• SVC screening will be turned off. This is imperative if the subprogram issues any SVC instructions and it is called from

a COBOL or PL/I program.

It is valid to call a stand-alone assembler subprogram via a CALL IDENTIFIER from a COBOL program or CALL from a
PL/I program provided that the program does not issue any SVC instructions. An assembler subprogram can also be link
edited in the same load module with its caller provided that it does not issue any SVC instructions or DML calls. The DC/
UCF system will not be aware that the subprogram has been called. So any limits or system-generated error messages
will not reflect the call.

A COBOL or PL/I CALL may use somewhat less CPU than a TRANSFER CONROL DML verb. Therefore, it may be
desirable to use this technique if a qualified subprogram is called many times in the same task.

It is never valid to use the assembler LINK macro in an online assembler program. This macro generates an SVC that is
incompatible with DC/UCF online processing. An abnormal termination of the DC/UCF system may occur.
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Standard IBM calling conventions
An assembler program that is written using standard IBM calling conventions can be used as a top-level program or a
subprogram in a DC/UCF online system. Such a program will typically issue an instruction to save its registers in an area
pointed to by General Register 13 on entry. The following conventions must be observed:

• If the program is a top-level program or is invoked via a TRANSFER CONTROL, #LINK or ADS LINK, then the
SAVEAREA parameter must be specified on the PROGRAM statement in the DC/UCF Sysgen. SAVEREA is not
needed if the program is invoked via a COBOL or PL/I CALL, but the SAVEAREA parameter will not cause a problem if
it is specified.

• If the program sets register 13 to point at its own save area and stores into it, then the save area must be in reentrant
storage obtained using one of the methods described in section 7.3.

DML Precompile, Assembly, and Link-Edit JCL
This section describes processing for Assembler programs containing DML statements. It also provides samples of the z/
OS, z/VSE and CMS, commands you use to prepare these programs.

Processing Assembler Programs Containing DML

To prepare a DML program for execution, you first execute the DML precompiler (IDMSDMLA). After this, you assemble
and link edit.

Component Input Output
IDMSDMLA Assembler source program containing DML

Protocol/control information
Dictionary record descriptions

Source Assembler program with DML-
generated code
DML and source listing and diagnostics

Assembler Source program produced by IDMSDMLA Object program
Assembler listing

Linkage Editor Object program produced by assembler Load module
Link-edit map

Steps for Assembly

The following figure illustrates steps involved in assembling a DML Assembler program.
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IDMSDMLA Under z/OS
Executing Under the Central Version IDMSDMLA (z/OS)

//*****************************************************************

//**                  PRECOMPILE PROGRAM                         **

//*****************************************************************

//precomp  EXEC PGM=IDMSDMLA,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

//sysctl   DD   DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg    DD   DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//SYSPCH   DD   DSN=&.&source.,DISP=(NEW,PASS),
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//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(10,5),RLSE),

//             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120)

//SYSLST   DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSIDMS  DD   *

DMCL=dmcl-name

DICTNAME=dictionary-name

Other SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate

/*

//SYSIPT   DD   *

Assembler DML source statements

/*

//*****************************************************************

//**                  ASSEMBLE PROGRAM                           **

//*****************************************************************

//asm      EXEC PGM=assembler,REGION=1024K,PARM='DECK,LIST,NOLOAD'

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSLIB   DD   DSN=sys1.maclib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJMAC,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(3,2))

//SYSUT2   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(3,2))

//SYSUT3   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(3,2))

//SYSPUNCH DD   DSN=&.&object.,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(10,5),RLSE),

//             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120)

//SYSIN    DD   DSN=&.&source.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//*****************************************************************

//**                  LINK PROGRAM MODULE                        **

//*****************************************************************

//link     EXEC PGM=IEWL,REGION=300K,PARM='LET,LIST,NCAL,XREF'

//SYSUT1   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(20,5))

//loadlib  DD   DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSLMOD  DD   DSN=user.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSLIN   DD   DSN=&.&object.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//         DD   *

 INCLUDE loadlib(IDMS)      required for BATCH and DCBATCH, omit for CICS

 INCLUDE loadlib (IDMSCINT) for CICS only

 INCLUDE loadlib(IDMSCANC)  optional; BATCH and DCBATCH only

 INCLUDE loadlib(IDMSOPTI)  optional; BATCH and DCBATCH only

 ENTRY   userentry

 NAME    userprog(R)

/*

//*

• idms.dba.loadlib
Data set name of the load library containing the DMCL and database name table load modules

• idms.custom.loadlib
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Data set name of the load library containing the customized IDMS executable modules
• idms.cagjload

Data set name of the load library containing the vanilla IDMS executable modules
• sysctl

DDname of SYSCTL file
• idms.sysctl

Data set name of SYSCTL file
• dcmsg

DDname of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
• idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg

Data set name of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
• &.&source

Name of the temporary data set output from the precompiler
• disk

Symbolic device name for work files
• dmcl-name

specifies the name of the dictionary the DMLF precompiler should access
• dictionary-name

Identifies the DC/UCF system to bind at runtime
• assembler

Name of the assembler program
• sys1.maclib

Vendor-supplied system macro library
• yourHLQ.CAGJMAC

Vendor-supplied idms macro library, created at installation time
• &.&object.

Name of temporary data set output from Assembler
• user.loadlib

User application load library
• loadlib

DDname of the idms.loadlib
• userentry

Name of a program entry point
• userprog

Name of program in load library

NOTE
Depending on the central version operating environment, an IDMSOPTI module link edited with IDMSDMLA can
be used in place of or in addition to the SYSCTL file.

The link of CICS application programs that use IDMSCINT must incorporate JCL to resolve external reference DFHEI1.
The particular JCL depends on the nature and language of your application. See the appropriate IBM CICS application
programming documentation for details.

Executing in Local Mode IDMSDMLA (z/OS)

//*****************************************************************

//**                  PRECOMPILE PROGRAM                         **

//*****************************************************************

//precomp  EXEC PGM=IDMSDMLA,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR
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//         DD   DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

//dictb    DD   DSN=idms.appldict.ddldml,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg    DD   DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//sysjrnl  DD   DSN=idms.tapejrnl,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=tape

//SYSPCH   DD   DSN=&.&source.,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(10,5),RLSE),

//             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120)

//SYSLST   DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSIDMS  DD   *

DMCL=dmcl-name

DICTNAME=dictionary-name

Other SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate

/*

//SYSIPT   DD   *

Assembler DML source statements

/*

//*****************************************************************

//**                  ASSEMBLE PROGRAM                           **

//*****************************************************************

//asm      EXEC PGM=assembler,REGION=1024K,PARM='DECK,LIST,NOLOAD'

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSLIB   DD   DSN=sys1.maclib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.cagjmac,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(3,2))

//SYSUT2   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(3,2))

//SYSUT3   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(3,2))

//SYSPUNCH DD   DSN=&.&object.,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(10,5),RLSE),

//             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120)

//SYSIN    DD   DSN=&.&source.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//*****************************************************************

//**                  LINK PROGRAM MODULE                        **

//*****************************************************************

//link     EXEC PGM=IEWL,REGION=300K,PARM='LET,LIST,NCAL,XREF'

//SYSUT1   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(20,5))

//VANILLA  DD   DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

//CUSTOM   DD   DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSLMOD  DD   DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSLIN   DD   DSN=&.&object.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//         DD   *

 INCLUDE VANILLA(IDMS)      required for BATCH and DCBATCH, omit for CICS

 INCLUDE CUSTOM(IDMSCINT) for CICS only

 INCLUDE CUSTOM(IDMSOPTI)  optional; BATCH and DCBATCH only

 ENTRY   userentry

 NAME    userprog(R)

/*
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//*

• idms.dba.loadlib
Data set name of the load library containing the DMCL and database name table load modules

• idms.custom.loadlib
Data set name of the load library containing the customized IDMS executable modules

• idms.cagjload
Data set name of the load library containing the vanilla IDMS executable modules

• dictb
DDname of journal file

• idms.appldict.ddldml
File-ID of the application dictionary definition (DDLDML) area

• dcmsg
Filename of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area

• idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg
File-ID of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area

• sysjrnl
DDname of the tape journal file

• idms.tapejrnl
File ID of tape journal file

• tape
Device name for the tape journal file

• &.&source.
Name of the temporary data set output from the precompiler

• disk
Symbolic device name for work files

• dmcl-name
Specifies the name of the dictionary the DMLF precompiler should access

• dictionary-name
Identifies the DC/UCF system to bind at runtime

• assembler
Name of the assembler program

• sys1.maclib
Vendor-supplied system macro library

• idms.cagjmac
Vendor-supplied idms macro library, supplied at installation time

• &.&object.
Name of temporary data set output from Assembler

• user.loadlib
User application load library

• VANILLA
DDname for the loadlib created during the SMP/E install

• CUSTOM
DDname for the loadlib created during configuration

• userentry
Name of a program entry point

• userprog
Name of program in load library
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IDMSDMLA Under z/VSE
Executing Under the Central Version IDMSDMLA (z/VSE)

 /******************************************************************

 /**                   PRECOMPILE PROGRAM                         **

 /******************************************************************

 * step1

 // EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS

 // UPSI b if specified in IDMSOPTI module 

 // DLBL      idmspch,'temp.dmla',0

 // EXTENT    SYS020,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll 

 // ASSGN     SYS020,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

 // EXEC      IDMSDMLA

 

  Input SYSIDMS parameters here, as required 

 

 /*

 

  Assembler/DML source statements 

 

 /******************************************************************

 /**                   COMPILE PROGRAM                            **

 /******************************************************************

 /*

 * step2

 // DLBL      IJSYSIN,'temp.dmla',0

 // EXTENT    SYSIPT,nnnnnn 

    ASSGN     SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

 // OPTION    CATAL,NODECK,NOSYM

   PHASE userprog,*

 // EXEC      ASSEMBLY

 /******************************************************************

 /**                   LINK PROGRAM MODULE                        **

 /******************************************************************

 * step3

    CLOSE     SYSIPT,SYSRDR

 ENTRY (dmla)

 // EXEC      LNKEDT

 /*

 

• IDMSLBLS
Name of the procedure provided at installation that contains the file definitions for IDMS dictionaries and databases.
Note: For a complete listing of IDMSLBLS, see "IDMSLBLS Procedure".

• b
Appropriate UPSI switch, 1 through 8 characters, if specified in the IDMSOPTI module

• idmspch
Filename of data set output from the IDMSDMLA precompiler

• temp.dmla
File ID of data set output from the IDMSDMLA precompiler

• SYS020
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Logical unit assignment of the DMLA output
• nnnnnn

Volume serial identifier of appropriate disk volume
• ssss

Starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of disk extent
• llll

Number of tracks (CKD) or blocks (FBA) of disk extent
• userprog

Name of program in the library
• dmla

Name of Assembler/DML module

Runtime Parameters

You can use SYSIDMS parameters to specify information about your runtime environment.

NOTE
For more information about optional SYSIDMS parameters, see "Using Common Facilities" in the IDMS
documentation.

INCLUDE Statements

For programs that include an Assembler internal sort, place the following statements in the second step, before EXEC
ASSEMBLY:

          ACTION NOAUTO             prevents multiple inclusions of IDMS

 

          INCLUDE IDMS              IDMS interface for use with COMRG

 

          INCLUDE IDMSOPTI          IDMSOPTI module

                                    (omit in local mode)

 

          INCLUDE IDMSCANC          local mode abort entry point

                                    (omit IDMSCANC if TP application)

 

NOTE
Assembler overlay programs must resolve references to IDMS within their root segment; care must be taken to
prevent the overlaying of the IDMS interface. Use of IDMS and IDMSLDPT is recommended for these programs.

Executing in Local Mode

To execute the IDMSDMLA precompiler in local mode, remove the UPSI specification and add the following statements in
step 1 (the IDMSDMLA step):

 // TLBL     sysjrnl,'idms.tapejrnl',,nnnnnn,,f 

 // ASSGN    SYS009,TAPE,VOL=nnnnnn

• idms.tapejrnl
File ID of tape journal file

• f
File number of tape journal file

• sys009
Logical unit assignment for journal file

IDMSLBLS Procedure
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The IDMSLBLS procedure is provided during IDMS installation. It contains file definitions for the IDMS components, such
as these:

• Dictionaries
• Sample databases
• Disk journal files
• SYSIDMS file

Tailor the IDMSLBLS procedure to reflect the filenames and definitions in use at your site and include this procedure in z/
VSE JCL job streams.

The following is a listing of the IDMSLBLS procedure:

 * ----------- LIBDEFS -----------

// LIBDEF  *,SEARCH=idmslib.sublib 

// LIBDEF  *,CATALOG=user.sublib 

/*  --------------------- LABELS -----------------------

// DLBL    idmslib,'idms.library',1999/365

// EXTENT  ,nnnnnn,,,ssss,1500

// DLBL    dcdml,'idms.system.ddldml',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,101

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dclod,'idms.system.ddldclod',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,21

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dclog,'idms.system.ddldclog',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,401

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dcrun,'idms.system.ddldcrun',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,68

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dcscr,'idms.system.ddldcscr',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,135

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dcmsg,'idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dclscr,'idms.sysloc.ddlocscr',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dirldb,'idms.sysdirl.ddldml',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dirllod,'idms.sysdirl.ddldclod',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,2

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    empdemo,'idms.empdemo1',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,11

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    insdemo,'idms.insdemo1',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    orgdemo,'idms.orgdemo1',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6
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// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    empldem,'idms.sqldemo.empldemo',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,11

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

 // DLBL    infodem,'idms.sqldemo.infodemo',1999/365,DA

 // EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

 // ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

 // DLBL    projdem,'idms.projseg.projdemo',1999/365,DA

 // EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

 // ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

 // DLBL    indxdem,'idms.sqldemo.indxdemo',1999/365,DA

 // EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

 // ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

 // DLBL    sysctl,'idms.sysctl',1999/365,SD

 // EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,2

 // ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

 // DLBL    secdd,'idms.sysuser.ddlsec',1999/365,DA

 // EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,26

 // ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

 // DLBL    dictdb,'idms.appldict.ddldml',1999/365,DA

 // EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,51

 // ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

 // DLBL    dloddb,'idms.appldict.ddldclod',1999/365,DA

 // EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,51

 // ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

 // DLBL    sqldd,'idms.syssql.ddlcat',1999/365,DA

 // EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,101

 // ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

 // DLBL    sqllod,'idms.syssql.ddlcatl',1999/365,DA

 // EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,51

 // ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

 // DLBL    sqlxdd,'idms.syssql.ddlcatx',1999/365,DA

 // EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,26

 // ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

 // DLBL    asfdml,'idms.asfdict.ddldml',1999/365,DA

 // EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201

 // ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

 // DLBL    asflod,'idms.asfdict.asflod',1999/365,DA

 // EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,401

 // ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

 // DLBL    asfdata,'idms.asfdict.asfdata',1999/365,DA

 // EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201

 // ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

 // DLBL    ASFDEFN,'idms.asfdict.asfdefn',1999/365,DA

 // EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,101

 // ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

 // DLBL    j1jrnl,'idms.j1jrnl',1999/365,DA

 // EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,54

 // ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

 // DLBL    j2jrnl,'idms.j2jrnl',1999/365,DA

 // EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,54

 // ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

 // DLBL    j3jrnl,'idms.j3jrnl',1999/365,DA
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 // EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,54

 // ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

 // DLBL    SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT',0,SD

 /+

 /*

 

• idmslib.sublib
Name of the sublibrary within the library containing IDMS modules

• user.sublib
Name of the sublibrary within the library containing user modules

• idmslib
Filename of the file containing IDMS modules

• idms.library
File-ID associated with the file containing IDMS modules

• SYSnnn
Logical unit of the volume for which the extent is effective

• nnnnnn
Volume serial identifier of appropriate disk volume

• ssss
Starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of disk extent

• dccat
Filename of the system dictionary catalog (DDLCAT) area

• idms.system.dccat
File-ID of the system dictionary catalog (DDLCAT) area

• dccatl
Filename of the system dictionary catalog load (DDLCATLOD) area

• idms.system.dccatlod
File-ID of the system dictionary catalog load (DDLCATLOD) area

• dccatx
Filename of the system dictionary catalog index (DDLCATX) area

• idms.system.dccatx
File-ID of the system dictionary catalog index (DDLCATX) area

• dcdml
Filename of the system dictionary definition (DDLDML) area

• idms.system.ddldml
File-ID of the system dictionary definition (DDLDML) area

• dclod
Filename of the system dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area

• idms.system.ddldclod
File-ID of the system dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area

• dclog
Filename of the system log area (DDLDCLOG) area

• idms.system.ddldclog
File-ID of the system log (DDLDCLOG) area

• dcrun
Filename of the system queue (DDLDCRUN) area

• idms.system.ddldcrun
File-ID of the system queue (DDLDCRUN) area

• dcscr
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Filename of the system scratch (DDLDCSCR) area
• idms.system.ddldcscr

File-ID of the system scratch (DDLDCSCR) area
• dcmsg

Filename of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
• idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg

File-ID of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
• dclscr

Filename of the local mode system scratch (DDLOCSCR) area
• idms.sysloc.ddlocscr

File-ID of the local mode system scratch (DDLOCSCR) area
• dirldb

Filename of the IDMSDIRL definition (DDLDML) area
• idms.sysdirl.ddldml

File-ID of the IDMSDIRL definition (DDLDML) area
• dirllod

Filename of the IDMSDIRL definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
• idms.sysdirl.dirllod

File-ID of the IDMSDIRL definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
• empdemo

Filename of the EMPDEMO area
• idms.empdemo1

File-ID of the EMPDEMO area
• insdemo

Filename of the INSDEMO area
• idms.insdemo1

File-ID of the INSDEMO area
• orgdemo

Filename of the ORGDEMO area
• idms.orgdemo1

File-ID of the ORDDEMO area
• empldem

Filename of the EMPLDEMO area
• idms.sqldemo.empldemo

File-ID of the EMPLDEMO area
• infodem

Filename of the INFODEMO area
• idms.sqldemo.infodemo

File-ID of the INFODEMO area
• projdem

Filename of the PROJDEMO area
• idms.projseg.projdemo

File-ID of the PROJDEMO area
• indxdem

Filename of the INDXDEMO area
• idms.sqldemo.indxdemo

File-ID of the INDXDEMO area
• sysctl

Filename of the SYSCTL file
• idms.sysctl
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File-ID of the SYSCTL file
• secdd

Filename of the system user catalog (DDLSEC) area
• idms.sysuser.ddlsec

File-ID of the system user catalog (DDLSEC) area
• dictdb

Filename of the application dictionary definition area
• idms.appldict.ddldml

File-ID of the application dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
• dloddb

Filename of the application dictionary definition load area
• idms.appldict.ddldclod

File-ID of the application dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
• sqldd

Filename of the SQL catalog (DDLCAT) area
• idms.syssql.ddlcat

File-ID of the SQL catalog (DDLCAT) area
• sqllod

Filename of the SQL catalog load (DDLCATL) area
• idms.syssql.ddlcatl

Filename of the SQL catalog index (DDLCATX) area
• sqlxdd

File name of the SQL catalog index (DDLCATX) area
• idms.syssql.ddlcatx

File-ID of the SQL catalog index (DDLCATX) area
• asfdml

Filename of the asf dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
• idms.asfdict.ddldml

File-ID of the asf dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
• asflod

Filename of the asf dictionary definition load (ASFLOD) area
• idms.asfdict.asflod

File-ID of the asf dictionary definition load (ASFLOD) area
• asfdata

Filename of the asf data (ASFDATA) area
• idms.asfdict.asfdata

File-ID of the asf data area (ASFDATA) area
• ASFDEFN

Filename of the asf data definition (ASFDEFN) area
• idms.asfdict.asfdefn

File-ID of the asf data definition area (ASFDEFN) area
• j1jrnl

Filename of the first disk journal file
• idms.j1jrnl

File-ID of the first disk journal file
• j2jrnl

Filename of the second disk journal file
• idms.j2jrnl

File-ID of the second disk journal file
• j3jrnl
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Filename of the third disk journal file
• idms.j3jrnl

File-ID of the third disk journal file
• SYSIDMS

Filename of the SYSIDMS parameter file

IDMSDMLA Under CMS
 Executing Under the Central Version IDMSDMLA (CMS) 

FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK sysipt data a (RECFM F LRECL ppp BLKSIZE nnn

FILEDEF SYSPCH DISK prgnme assemble a

FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK sysidms parms a (RECFM F LRECL ppp. BLKSIZE nnn

EXEC IDMSFD

OSRUN IDMSDMLA PARM='CVMACH=vmid'       Precompiler step

FILEDEF TEXT DISK prgnme text a

GLOBAL TXTLIB asmlibvs IDMSLIB1

ASSEMBLE prgnme (OSDECK APOST LIB        Assemble step

TXTLIB DEL utextlib prgnme

TXTLIB ADD utextlib prgnme

FILEDEF SYSLMOD uloadlib loadlib a (RECFM V LRECL 1024 BLKSIZE 10 24

FILEDEF objlib DISK utextlib txtlib a

FILEDEF SYSLIB DISK asmlibvs txtlib p

LKED linkctl data a (LIST XREF LET MAP RENT NOTERM PRINT SIZE 512K 64K

 Link edit step

•   sysipt data a 
Filename, type, and mode of the file containing the Assembler/DML source statements

•   ppp 
Record length of the data file

•   nnn 
Block size of the data file

•   prgnme assemble a 
Filename of the Assembler program

•   sysidms parms a 
Filename, filetype, and filemode of the file that contains SYSIDMS parameters (parameters that define your runtime
environment)

•   vmid 
ID of the virtual machine running the IDMS/DB central version

•   asmlibvs 
Filename of the library that contains Assembler logic modules

•   utextlib 
Filename of the user text library

•   uloadlib loadlib a 
Filename, filetype, and filemode of the user load library

•   objlib1 
DDname of the first IDMS/DB object library

•   objlib 
DDname of the user object library

•   asmlibvs txtlib p 
Filename, filetype, and filemode of the library that contains Assembler logic modules

•   linkctl 
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Filename of the file that contains the linkage editor control statements

 How to Edit the SYSIDMS File 

To edit the SYSIDMS file, enter these CMS commands:

XEDIT sysidms parms a (NOPROF

INPUT

 .

 .

 .

SYSIDMS parameters

 .

 .

 .

FILE

To run IDMSDMLA, you must include the NODENAME and DICTNAME SYSIDMS parameters.

NOTE
 For more information on SYSIDMS, see the Common Facilities documentation.

 How to Create the SYSIPT File 

To create the SYSIPT file, enter these CMS commands:

XEDIT sysipt data a (NOPROF

INPUT

 .

 .

 .

DML source statements

 .

 .

 .

FILE

 How to Create the LINKCTL File 

To create the LINKCTL file, enter these CMS commands:

XEDIT linkctl data a (NOPROF

INPUT

 .

 .

 .

INCLUDE objlib(prgnme)

INCLUDE objlib1(IDMS)     IDMS is required, omit for CICS

INCLUDE objlib1(IDMSCINT) for CICS only

INCLUDE objlib1(IDMSCANC) IDMSCANC for BATCH and DCBATCH

ENTRY prgnme

NAME prgnme(R)

 .

 .

 .

FILE

 Executing in Local Mode 
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To execute the IDMSDMLA precompiler in local mode, remove the CVMACH parameter from OSRUN, and do one of the
following:

• Link IDMSDMLA with an IDMSOPTI program that specifies local execution mode
• Specify *LOCAL* as the first input parameter in the file specified in the FILEDEF SYSIPT statement
• Modify the OSRUN statement, as follows:

OSRUN IDMSDMLA PARM='*LOCAL*'

NOTE
This option is valid only if the OSRUN command is issued from a System Product Interpreter or from an
EXEC2 file.

Link-Edit Considerations (Assembler)
The modules involved in the link edit of an application program contain six external references. Some must be resolved
depending on the mode of operation. The following table lists and explains the external references; unresolved references
should be checked against this table to ensure proper linkage to the program.

Reference Referenced by Resolved by Comments
ABORT Application Program IDMSCANC Should be resolved
IDCSACON Application Program IDMSBALI Must be resolved; alternatively,

include the #BALI macro in the
application program if you use
the #RETURN macro

IDMS Application Program IDMS Must be resolved
IDMSOPTI* IDMS IDMSOPTI module Must be resolved under z/OS if

using the central version without
a SYSCTL file, and under z/VSE
if using the central version

.IDMSWAIT* IDMS IDMSWAIT Must be resolved if user-
written wait program is desired;
otherwise, system routine is
used

* Under z/OS , IDMSOPTI is a weak external reference (WXTRN)

Sample IDMS/DB Batch Program
Samples for the batch programs that access database records using navigational DML statements are provided. The
samples illustrate how to use batch programs as:

• Input to the DML precompiler
• Output from the precompiler
• Output from the assembler

Input to the Precompiler
The following illustrates a sample batch program as input to the DML precompiler.

*DMLIST

SAMPLE1  START                                                   

    #REGEQU                                                     

    STM       R14,R12,12(R13)                                   
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    LR        R12,R15                                           

    USING     SAMPLE1,R12,R11,R10                               

    LR        R11,R12                                           

    LA        R11,4095(R11)                                     

    LA        R11,1(R11)                                        

    LA        R10,4095(R11)                                     

    LA        R10,1(R10)                                        

    ST        R13,SAVEAREA+4                                    

    LA        R7,SAVEAREA                                       

    ST        R7,8(R13)                                         

    LA        R13,SAVEAREA                                      

    B         BEGIN                                             

    @MODE MODE=BATCH,DEBUG=YES                                  

    @INVOKE SUBSCH=EMPSS01,SCHEMA=EMPSCHM,VERSION=100           

    @COPY IDMS,SUBSCHEMA-CTRL                                   

    @COPY IDMS,SUBSCHEMA-RECORDS                                

BEGIN    DS        0F                                              

    @COPY IDMS,SUBSCHEMA-BINDS                                  

    @BIND SUBSCH='EMPSS01 ',SCB=SSCTRL,DICTNAM='APPLDICT'       

    @BIND REC='OFFICE',IOAREA=OFFIC                             

    @BIND REC='EMPLOYEE',IOAREA=EMPLOYE                         

    @BIND REC='DEPARTMENT',IOAREA=DEPARTMT                      

    OPEN  (OUTFILE,OUTPUT)                                      

    MVC   EDSW,=C'N'          SET SWITCHES                      

    MVC   DSW,=C'N'                                             

    MVC   ESW,=C'N'                                             

    LA    R5,MAIN000          LOAD ADDRESS OF MAINLINE ROUTINE  

    B     PRTHEAD                                               

MAIN000  EQU   *                                                   

    @READY ALL,RDONLY=YES     READY ALL DATABASE AREAS          

    CLC   ERRSTAT,STATOK      CHECK IF ERROR                    

    BNE   AREAERR             BRANCH TO ERROR ROUTINE           

    @OBTAIN FIRST,AREA='ORG-DEMO-REGION',REC='OFFICE'           

NEWOFFC  CLC   ERRSTAT,STATOK      CHECK IF NO OFFICE              

    BNE   AREAERR                                               

    MVC   OCODE,OFFCODE                                         

    MVC   OCITY,OFFCITY                                         

    @OBTAIN FIRST,SET='OFFICE-EMPLOYEE',REC='EMPLOYEE'          

    CLC   ERRSTAT,STATOK      CHECK IF NO EMPLOYEE              

    BNE   OBERR1                                                

    MVC   EID,EMPID           MOVE EMPLOYEE ID                  

    MVC   FNAME,EMPFNAME      MOVE EMPLOYEE FIRST NAME          

    MVC   LNAME,EMPLNAME      MOVE EMPLOYEE LAST NAME           

    MVC   WALK,EMPID          SAVE ID                           

    MVC   STATNUM,EMPSTATU    MOVE EMPLOYEE STATUS              

    LA    R6,NEWDPT           LOAD ADDRESS OF NEW DEPT ROUTINE  

    B     CKSTAT              BRANCH TO STATUS-CHECK RTN        

NEWDPT   EQU   *                                                   

    @OBTAIN OWNER,SET='DEPT-EMPLOYEE'                           

    CLC   ERRSTAT,STATOK      CHECK IF DEPARTMENT               

    BNE   OBERR2                                                

    MVC   DID,DEPTID                                            

    MVC   DEPT,DEPTNAME                                         
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    LA    R5,MAIN020          LOAD ADDRESS OF SET-WALK RTN      

    B     PRINTREC            PRINT DEPARTMENT INFORMATION      

MAIN020  EQU   *                   *                         

    @OBTAIN NEXT,SET='DEPT-EMPLOYEE',REC='EMPLOYEE'         

    CLC   ERRSTAT,0307        CHECK IF END OF SET           

    BE    MAIN030             BRANCH IF END OF SET          

    CLC   ERRSTAT,STATOK      CHECK IF ERROR                

    BNE   OBERR3                                            

    MVC   EID,EMPID           MOVE EMPLOYEE ID              

    MVC   FNAME,EMPFNAME      MOVE EMPLOYEE FIRST NAME      

    MVC   LNAME,EMPLNAME      MOVE EMPLOYEE LAST NAME       

    MVC   STATNUM,EMPSTATU    MOVE EMPLOYEE STATUS          

    LA    R6,MAIN025          LOAD ADDRESS OF PRINT LINK    

    B     CKSTAT                                            

MAIN025  EQU   *                                             

    LA    R5,MAIN020                                        

    B     PRINTREC                                          

MAIN030  EQU   *                                             

    MVC   EMPID,WALK                                        

    @FIND CALC,REC='EMPLOYEE' FIND NEXT EMPLOYEE            

    CLC   ERRSTAT,STATOK      CHECK IF ERROR                

    BNE   CALCERR                                           

REPEAT   EQU   *                                           

    @OBTAIN NEXT,SET='OFFICE-EMPLOYEE',REC='EMPLOYEE'   

    CLC   ERRSTAT,=C'0307'    END OF SET ?              

    BE    MAIN040             BRANCH IF END OF SET      

    CLC   ERRSTAT,STATOK                                

    BNE   OBERR1                                        

    @IF   SET='DEPT-EMPLOYEE',MEMBER=YES,GOTO=REPEAT    

    MVC   EID,EMPID           MOVE EMPLOYEE ID          

    MVC   FNAME,EMPFNAME      MOVE EMPLOYEE FIRST NAME  

    MVC   LNAME,EMPLNAME      MOVE EMPLOYEE LAST NAME   

    MVC   WALK,EMPID                                    

    MVC   STATNUM,EMPSTATU                              

    LA    R6,NEWDPT           ADDRESS OF DEPT ROUTINE   

    B     CKSTAT                                        

MAIN040  EQU   *                                           

    @OBTAIN NEXT,AREA='ORG-DEMO-REGION',REC='OFFICE'    

    B     NEWOFFC                                       

EOF      EQU   *                                           

    @FINISH                   *                         

    CLC   ERRSTAT,STATOK                                

    BNE   FINERR                                        

    CLOSE (OUTFILE)                                     

    L     R13,SAVEAREA+4                                

    LM    R14,R12,12(R13)                               

    BR    R14                 RETURN                    

*   ERROR ROUTINES                     

BSERROR  EQU   *                       

    MVI   ERRMSG,C' '               

    MVC   ERRMSG+1(19),ERRMSG       

    MVI   ERRNUM,C' '               

    MVC   ERRNUM+1(3),ERRNUM        
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    MVC   ERRNUM,ERRSTAT            

    MVC   ERRMSG,BSMSG              

    B     PRINTERR                  

BRERROR  EQU   *                       

    MVI   ERRMSG,C' '               

    MVC   ERRMSG+1(19),ERRMSG       

    MVI   ERRNUM,C' '               

    MVC   ERRNUM+1(3),ERRNUM        

    MVC   ERRNUM,ERRSTAT            

    MVC   ERRMSG,BRMSG              

    B     PRINTERR                  

AREAERR  EQU   *                       

    MVI   ERRMSG,C' '               

    MVC   ERRMSG+1(19),ERRMSG       

    MVI   ERRNUM,C' '               

    MVC   ERRNUM+1(3),ERRNUM        

    MVC   ERRNUM,ERRSTAT            

    MVC   ERRMSG,AREAMSG            

    B     PRINTERR                  

CALCERR  EQU   *                        

    MVI   ERRMSG,C' '               

    MVC   ERRMSG+1(19),ERRMSG       

    MVI   ERRNUM,C' '               

    MVC   ERRNUM+1(3),ERRNUM        

    MVC   ERRNUM,ERRSTAT            

    MVC   ERRMSG,CALMSG             

    B     PRINTERR                  

FINERR   EQU   *                        

    MVI   ERRMSG,C' '               

    MVC   ERRMSG+1(19),ERRMSG       

    MVI   ERRNUM,C' '               

    MVC   ERRNUM+1(3),ERRNUM        

    MVC   ERRNUM,ERRSTAT            

    MVC   ERRMSG,FINMSG             

    B     PRINTERR                  

OBERR1   EQU   *                        

    MVC   EDSW,=C'Y'                

    LA    R5,MAIN040                

    B     PRINTREC                  

OBERR2   EQU   *                        

    MVC   DSW,=C'Y'                 

    LA    R5,REPEAT                 

    B     PRINTREC                  

OBERR3   EQU   *                       

    MVC   ESW,=C'Y'                 

    LA    R5,MAIN030                

    B     PRINTREC                  

*   PRINT ROUTINES                     

PRINTERR EQU   *                       

    MVC   ERRLINE,C' '              

    MVC   ERRLINE+1(132),ERRLINE    

    MVI   ERRLINE,C'0'              

    PUT   OUTFILE,ERRLINE           
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    B     EOF                       

PRINTREC EQU   *                       

    MVI   LINE1,C' '                

    MVC   LINE1+1(132),LINE1        

    MVI   LINE1,C'0'                

    MVI   LINE2,C' '                

    MVC   LINE2+1(132),LINE2        

    CLC   EDSW,=C'Y'                

    BE    SKIPED                    

    CLC   DSW,=C'Y'                 

    BE    SKIPD                     

    MVC   LINE1+27(45),DEPT         

    MVC   LINE2+27(4),DID           

    CLC   DSW,=C'Y'                 

    BE    SKIPED                    

SKIPD    EQU   *                       

    MVC   LINE1+77(27),ENAME        

    MVC   LINE2+77(4),EID           

    MVC   LINE1+109(20),STAT        

SKIPED   EQU   *                       

    MVC   LINE1+7(15),OCITY         

    MVC   LINE2+7(4),OCODE          

    PUT   OUTFILE,LINE1             

    PUT   OUTFILE,LINE2             

    MVC   EDSW,=C'N'                

    MVC   DSW,=C'N'                 

    MVC   ESW,=C'N'                 

    BR    R5                        

*   CHECK STATUS ROUTINE           *   

CKSTAT   EQU   *                             

    CLC   STATNUM,=C'01'                    

    BE    ACT                               

    CLC   STATNUM,=C'02'                    

    BE    STD                               

    CLC   STATNUM,=C'03'                    

    BE    LTD                               

    CLC   STATNUM,=C'04'                    

    BE    LVO                               

    CLC   STATNUM,=C'05'                    

    BE    TRM                               

    MVC   STAT,=C' STATUS CODE ERROR  '     

    BR    R6                                

ACT      EQU   *                             

    MVC   STAT,=C' ACTIVE             '     

    BR    R6                                

STD      EQU   *                             

    MVC   STAT,=C' SHORT TERM DISABLED'     

    BR    R6                                

LTD      EQU   *                             

    MVC   STAT,=C' LONG TERM DISBALED '     

    BR    R6                                

LVO      EQU   *                              

    MVC   STAT,=C' LEAVE OF ABSENCE   '     
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    BR    R6                                

TRM      EQU   *                              

    MVC   STAT,=C' TERMINATED         '     

    BR    R6                                

*   PRINT REPORT HEADING ROUTINE   *          

PRTHEAD  EQU   *                              

    MVI   LINE1,C' '                        

    MVC   LINE1+1(132),LINE1                

    MVI   LINE1,C'1'                        

    MVC   LINE1+54(26),HEAD1                

    PUT   OUTFILE,LINE1                     

    MVI   LINE1,C' '                        

    MVC   LINE1+1(132),LINE1                

    MVI   LINE1,C'-'                        

    MVC   LINE1+6(18),HEAD2O                

    MVC   LINE1+26(26),HEAD2D               

    MVC   LINE1+76(20),HEAD2E               

    MVC   LINE1+108(15),HEAD2S              

    PUT   OUTFILE,LINE1                     

    BR    R5                                

*                                             

WORKFLDS DC   C'WORK-FIELDS'  

SAVEAREA DC   18F'0'          

STATNUM  DS    CL2            

STAT     DS    CL20           

STATOK   DC    CL4'0000'      

STATUS   DS    CL2            

OCODE    DS    CL3            

OCITY    DS    CL15           

EID      DS    CL4            

ENAME    DS    0CL27          

FNAME    DS    CL10           

         DS    CL2            

LNAME    DS    CL15           

WALK     DS    CL4            

DID      DS    CL4            

DEPT     DS    CL45           

ERRLINE  DS    0CL133                                          

         DS    CL1                                             

         DC    CL48'* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *   '

         DC    CL6'      '                                     

ERRMSG   DS    CL20                                            

ERRNUM   DS    CL4                                             

         DC    CL6'      '                                     

         DC    CL48'* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *   '

         DC    CL5'     '                                      

BSMSG    DC    CL20'BIND SUBSCH ERROR # '                      

BRMSG    DC    CL20'BIND RECORD ERROR # '                      

AREAMSG  DC    CL20'READY AREA  ERROR # '                      

CALMSG   DC    CL20'FIND CALC  ERROR  # '                      

FINMSG   DC    CL20'@FINISH ERROR     # '                      

EDSW     DS    CL1                                             

DSW      DS    CL1                                             
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ESW      DS    CL1                                             

LINE1    DS    CL133                                           

LINE2    DS    CL133                                           

HEAD1    DC    CL26'OFFICE  PERSONNEL  LISTING'                

HEAD2O   DC    CL18'OFFICE/OFFICE CODE'                        

HEAD2D   DC    CL26'DEPARTMENT/DEPARTMENT CODE'                

HEAD2E   DC    CL20'EMPLOYEE/EMPLOYEE ID'                      

HEAD2S   DC    CL15'EMPLOYEE STATUS'                           

*   OUTPUT FILE DCB INFO                                                

OUTFILE  DCB   DDNAME=OUTFILE,MACRF=PM,BLKSIZE=133,LRECL=133,          X

               DSORG=PS                                                 

         LTORG                                                          

         END   SAMPLE1         

Output from the Precompiler
The following illustrates the sample batch program as output from the DML precompiler.

*DMLIST

SAMPLE1  START         #REGEQU

         STM       R14,R12,12(R13)

         LR        R12,R15

         USING     SAMPLE1,R12,R11,R10

         LR        R11,R12

         LA        R11,4095(R11)

         LA        R11,1(R11)

         LA        R10,4095(R11)

         LA        R10,1(R10)

         ST        R13,SAVEAREA+4

         LA        R7,SAVEAREA

         ST        R7,8(R13)

         LA        R13,SAVEAREA

         B         BEGIN

         @MODE MODE=BATCH,DEBUG=YES

*        @INVOKE SUBSCH=EMPSS01,SCHEMA=EMPSCHM,VERSION=100

*        @COPY IDMS,SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

                                 DS    0D

SSCTRL                           DS    0CL216

PGMNAME                          DC    CL8' '

ERRSTAT                          DC    CL4'1400'

DBKEY                            DS    FL4

RECNAME                          DC    CL16' '

AREANAME                         DC    CL16' '

ERRORSET                         DC    CL16' '

ERRORREC                         DC    CL16' '

ERRAREA                          DC    CL16' '

SSCIDBCM                         DS    0CL100

IDBMSCOM                         DS    100CL1

         ORG   SSCIDBCM

RDBMSCOM                         DS    0CL100

PGINFO                           DS    0CL4

PGINFGRP                         DS    HL2
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PGINFDBK                         DS    HL2

                                 DS    CL96

DIRDBKEY                         DC    FL4'0'

DBSTATUS                         DS    0CL8

DBSTMTCD                         DS    CL2

DBSTATCD                         DS    CL5

                                 DS    CL1

RECOCCUR                         DC    FL4'0'

DMLSEQ                           DC    FL4'0'

****************************************

*        @COPY IDMS,SUBSCHEMA-RECORDS

                                 DS    0D

STRUCTUR                         DS    0CL12

STRCODE                          DS    CL2

ADMIN                            EQU   C'A'

PROJECT                          EQU   C'P1'

STRDATE                          DS    0CL8

STRYEAR                          DS    CL4

STRMONTH                         DS    CL2

STRDAY                           DS    CL2

                                 DS    CL2

****************************************

                                 DS    CL4

                                 DS    0D

SKILLA                           DS    0CL76

SKILID                           DS    CL4

SKILNAME                         DS    CL12

SKILDESC                         DS    CL60

****************************************

                                 DS    CL4

                                 DS    0D

OFFIC                            DS    0CL76

OFFCODE                          DS    CL3

OFFADDR                          DS    0CL46

OFFSTRT                          DS    CL20

OFFCITY                          DS    CL15

OFFSTATE                         DS    CL2

OFFZIP                           DS    0CL9

OFFZIPF5                         DS    CL5

OFFZIPL4                         DS    CL4

OFFPHONE                         DS    3CL7

OFFAREA                          DS    CL3

OFFSPEED                         DS    CL3

****************************************

                                 DS    CL4

                                 DS    0D

NONHSPCL                         DS    0CL1052

NHCLMDT                          DS    0CL8

NHCLMYR                          DS    CL4

NHCLMMO                          DS    CL2

NHCLMDAY                         DS    CL2

NHPTNAME                         DS    0CL25

NHPTFNAM                         DS    CL10
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NHPTLNAM                         DS    CL15

NHPTBDAT                         DS    0CL8

NHPTBYR                          DS    CL4

NHPTBMO                          DS    CL2

NHPTBDA                          DS    CL2

NHPTSEX                          DS    CL1

NHRELEMP                         DS    CL10

NHPHYNAM                         DS    0CL25

NHPHYFNM                         DS    CL10

NHPHYLNM                         DS    CL15

NHPHYADD                         DS    0CL46

NHPHYSTR                         DS    CL20

NHPHYCTY                         DS    CL15

NHPHYSTA                         DS    CL2

NHPHYZIP                         DS    0CL9

NHPHYZ5                          DS    CL5

NHPHYZ4                          DS    CL4

NHPHYSID                         DS    CL6

NHDIAGN                          DS    2CL60

NHNOPROC                         DS    HL2

                                 DS    CL1

NHPHYCHG                         DS    0CL800

NHSERVDT                         DS    0CL8

NHSERVYR                         DS    CL4

NHSERVMO                         DS    CL2

NHSERVDA                         DS    CL2

NHPROCCD                         DS    CL4

NHDESCSV                         DS    CL60

NHFEE                            DS    PL5

                                 DS    CL3

                                 DS    CL720

****************************************

                                 DS    CL4

                                 DS    0D

JOBA                             DS    0CL296

JOBID                            DS    CL4

JOBTITLE                         DS    CL20

JOBDESCR                         DS    0CL120

JOBDSCLN                         DS    2CL60

JOBRQMNT                         DS    0CL120

JOBREQLN                         DS    2CL60

JOBMNSAL                         DS    CL8

JOBMXSAL                         DS    CL8

JOBSALGR                         DS    4CL2

JOBNMPOS                         DS    CL3

JOBNMOPN                         DS    CL3

                                 DS    CL2

****************************************

                                 DS    0D

INSPLAN                          DS    0CL132

INPCODE                          DS    CL3

GROUPLIF                         EQU   C'001'

HMO                              EQU   C'002'
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GRPHLTH                          EQU   C'003'

GROUPDNT                         EQU   C'004'

INPCNAME                         DS    CL45

INPCADDR                         DS    0CL46

INPCSTRT                         DS    CL20

INPCCITY                         DS    CL15

INPCSTAT                         DS    CL2

INPCZIP                          DS    0CL9

INPCZPF5                         DS    CL5

INPCZPL4                         DS    CL4

INPCPHON                         DS    CL10

INPGRPNO                         DS    CL6

INPDESCR                         DS    0CL20

INPDEDCT                         DS    PL5

INPMXLIF                         DS    PL5

INPFAMCS                         DS    PL5

INPDEPCS                         DS    PL5

                                 DS    CL2

****************************************

                                 DS    CL4

                                 DS    0D

HOSPCLM                          DS    0CL300

HCCLMDT                          DS    0CL8

HCCLMYR                          DS    CL4

HCCLMMO                          DS    CL2

HCCLMDAY                         DS    CL2

HCPTNAME                         DS    0CL25

HCPTFNAM                         DS    CL10

HCPTLNAM                         DS    CL15

HCPTBDAT                         DS    0CL8

HCPTBYR                          DS    CL4

HCPTBMO                          DS    CL2

HCPTBDA                          DS    CL2

HCPTSEX                          DS    CL1

HCRELEMP                         DS    CL10

HCHSPNAM                         DS    CL25

HCHSPADD                         DS    0CL46

HCHSPSTR                         DS    CL20

HCHSPCTY                         DS    CL15

HCHSPSTA                         DS    CL2

HCHSPZIP                         DS    0CL9

HCHSPZF5                         DS    CL5

HCHSPZL4                         DS    CL4

HCADMTDT                         DS    0CL8

HCADMTYR                         DS    CL4

HCADMTMO                         DS    CL2

HCADMTDA                         DS    CL2

HCDSCGDT                         DS    0CL8

HCDSCGYR                         DS    CL4

HCDSCGMO                         DS    CL2

HCDSCGDA                         DS    CL2

HCDIAGN                          DS    2CL60

HCHSPCHG                         DS    0CL41
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HCRMBRD                          DS    0CL26

HCWARD                           DS    0CL13

HCWDDAYS                         DS    PL3

HCWDRATE                         DS    PL5

HCWDTOTL                         DS    PL5

HCSPRIV                          DS    0CL13

HCSDAYS                          DS    PL3

HCSRATE                          DS    PL5

HCSTOTAL                         DS    PL5

HCOTHCHG                         DS    0CL15

HCDELVCH                         DS    PL5

HCANSTHC                         DS    PL5

HCLABCST                         DS    PL5

****************************************

                                 DS    CL4

                                 DS    0D

EXPRTISE                         DS    0CL12

EXPSKLVL                         DS    CL2

EXPERT                           EQU   C'04'

PROFICNT                         EQU   C'03'

COMPETNT                         EQU   C'02'

ELEMNTRY                         EQU   C'01'

EXPDATE                          DS    0CL8

EXPYEAR                          DS    CL4

EXPMONTH                         DS    CL2

EXPDAY                           DS    CL2

                                 DS    CL2

****************************************

                                 DS    CL4

                                 DS    0D

EMPOSITN                         DS    0CL32

EPSTRTDT                         DS    0CL8

EPSTRTYR                         DS    CL4

EPSTRTMO                         DS    CL2

EPSTRTDA                         DS    CL2

EPFINIDT                         DS    0CL8

EPFINIYR                         DS    CL4

EPFINIMO                         DS    CL2

EPFINIDA                         DS    CL2

EPSALGRD                         DS    CL2

EPSALAMT                         DS    PL5

EPBONPCT                         DS    PL2

EPCMMPCT                         DS    PL2

EPOTRATE                         DS    PL2

                                 DS    CL3

****************************************

                                 DS    0D

EMPLOYE                          DS    0CL120

EMPID                            DS    CL4

EMPNAME                          DS    0CL25

EMPFNAME                         DS    CL10

EMPLNAME                         DS    CL15

EMPADDR                          DS    0CL46
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EMPSTRET                         DS    CL20

EMPCITY                          DS    CL15

EMPSTATE                         DS    CL2

EMPZIP                           DS    0CL9

EMPZIPF5                         DS    CL5

EMPZIPL4                         DS    CL4

EMPPHONE                         DS    CL10

EMPSTATU                         DS    CL2

ACTIVE                           EQU   C'01'

STDSBL                           EQU   C'02'

LTDSBL                           EQU   C'03'

LVOFAB                           EQU   C'04'

TRMINATD                         EQU   C'05'

EMPSSNUM                         DS    CL9

EMPSTDT                          DS    0CL8

EMPSTYR                          DS    CL4

EMPSTMO                          DS    CL2

EMPSTDA                          DS    CL2

EMPTRMDT                         DS    0CL8

EMPTRMYR                         DS    CL4

EMPTRMMO                         DS    CL2

EMPTRMDA                         DS    CL2

EMPBIRDT                         DS    0CL8

EMPBIRYR                         DS    CL4

EMPBIRMO                         DS    CL2

EMPBIRDA                         DS    CL2

****************************************

                                 DS    0D

DEPARTMT                         DS    0CL56

DEPTID                           DS    CL4

DEPTNAME                         DS    CL45

DEPTHDID                         DS    CL4

                                 DS    CL3

****************************************

                                 DS    0D

DENTCLM                          DS    0CL932

DCCLMDT                          DS    0CL8

DCCLMYR                          DS    CL4

DCCLMMO                          DS    CL2

DCCLMDA                          DS    CL2

DCPNAME                          DS    0CL25

DCPFNAME                         DS    CL10

DCPLNAME                         DS    CL15

DCPBIRDT                         DS    0CL8

DCPBIRYR                         DS    CL4

DCPBIRMO                         DS    CL2

DCPBIRDA                         DS    CL2

DCPSEX                           DS    CL1

DCRELEMP                         DS    CL10

DCDNNAME                         DS    0CL25

DCDNFNAM                         DS    CL10

DCDNLNAM                         DS    CL15

DCDNADDR                         DS    0CL46
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DCDNSTR                          DS    CL20

DCDNCITY                         DS    CL15

DCDNSTAT                         DS    CL2

DCDNZIP                          DS    0CL9

DCDNZPF5                         DS    CL5

DCDNZPL4                         DS    CL4

DCDNLICN                         DS    CL6

DCNOPROC                         DS    HL2

                                 DS    CL1

DCDNCHGS                         DS    0CL800

DCTOTHNO                         DS    CL2

DCSERVDT                         DS    0CL8

DCSERVYR                         DS    CL4

DCSERVMO                         DS    CL2

DCSERVDA                         DS    CL2

DCPROCCD                         DS    CL4

DCDESCSV                         DS    CL60

DCFEE                            DS    PL5

                                 DS    CL1

                                 DS    CL720

****************************************

                                 DS    CL4

                                 DS    0D

COVERGE                          DS    0CL20

COVSELDT                         DS    0CL8

COVSELYR                         DS    CL4

COVSELMO                         DS    CL2

COVSELDA                         DS    CL2

COVTRMDT                         DS    0CL8

COVTRMYR                         DS    CL4

COVTRMMO                         DS    CL2

COVTRMDA                         DS    CL2

COVTYPE                          DS    CL1

COVMASTR                         EQU   C'M'

COVFAMLY                         EQU   C'F'

COVDPNDT                         EQU   C'D'

COVPLNCD                         DS    CL3

GROUP_LIFE                       EQU   C'001'

HMO                              EQU   C'002'

GROUP_HEALTH                     EQU   C'003'

GROUP_DENTAL                     EQU   C'004'

****************************************

                                 DS    CL4

BEGIN    DS        0F

*        @COPY IDMS,SUBSCHEMA-BINDS

         @BIND SUBSCH='EMPSS01 ',SCB=SSCTRL,DICTNAM='APPLDICT'

         @BIND REC='OFFICE',IOAREA=OFFIC

         @BIND REC='EMPLOYEE',IOAREA=EMPLOYE

         @BIND REC='DEPARTMENT',IOAREA=DEPARTMT

         OPEN  (OUTFILE,OUTPUT)

         MVC   EDSW,=C'N'          SET SWITCHES

         MVC   DSW,=C'N'

         MVC   ESW,=C'N'
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         LA    R5,MAIN000          LOAD ADDRESS OF MAINLINE ROUTINE

         B     PRTHEAD

MAIN000  EQU   *

         @READY ALL,RDONLY=YES     READY ALL DATABASE AREAS

         CLC   ERRSTAT,STATOK      CHECK IF ERROR

         BNE   AREAERR             BRANCH TO ERROR ROUTINE

         @OBTAIN FIRST,AREA='ORG-DEMO-REGION',REC='OFFICE'

NEWOFFC  CLC   ERRSTAT,STATOK      CHECK IF NO OFFICE

         BNE   AREAERR

         MVC   OCODE,OFFCODE

         MVC   OCITY,OFFCITY

         @OBTAIN FIRST,SET='OFFICE-EMPLOYEE',REC='EMPLOYEE'

         CLC   ERRSTAT,STATOK      CHECK IF NO EMPLOYEE

         BNE   OBERR1

         MVC   EID,EMPID           MOVE EMPLOYEE ID

         MVC   FNAME,EMPFNAME      MOVE EMPLOYEE FIRST NAME

         MVC   LNAME,EMPLNAME      MOVE EMPLOYEE LAST NAME

         MVC   WALK,EMPID          SAVE ID

         MVC   STATNUM,EMPSTATU    MOVE EMPLOYEE STATUS

         LA    R6,NEWDPT           LOAD ADDRESS OF NEW DEPT ROUTINE

         B     CKSTAT              BRANCH TO STATUS-CHECK RTN

NEWDPT   EQU   *

         @OBTAIN OWNER,SET='DEPT-EMPLOYEE'

         CLC   ERRSTAT,STATOK      CHECK IF DEPARTMENT

         BNE   OBERR2

         MVC   DID,DEPTID

         MVC   DEPT,DEPTNAME

         LA    R5,MAIN020          LOAD ADDRESS OF SET-WALK RTN

         B     PRINTREC            PRINT DEPARTMENT INFORMATION

MAIN020  EQU   *                   *

         @OBTAIN NEXT,SET='DEPT-EMPLOYEE',REC='EMPLOYEE'

         CLC   ERRSTAT,0307        CHECK IF END OF SET

         BE    MAIN030             BRANCH IF END OF SET

         CLC   ERRSTAT,STATOK      CHECK IF ERROR

         BNE   OBERR3

         MVC   EID,EMPID           MOVE EMPLOYEE ID

         MVC   FNAME,EMPFNAME      MOVE EMPLOYEE FIRST NAME

         MVC   LNAME,EMPLNAME      MOVE EMPLOYEE LAST NAME

         MVC   STATNUM,EMPSTATU    MOVE EMPLOYEE STATUS

         LA    R6,MAIN025          LOAD ADDRESS OF PRINT LINK

         B     CKSTAT

MAIN025  EQU   *

         LA    R5,MAIN020

         B     PRINTREC

MAIN030  EQU   *

         MVC   EMPID,WALK

         @FIND CALC,REC='EMPLOYEE' FIND NEXT EMPLOYEE

         CLC   ERRSTAT,STATOK      CHECK IF ERROR

         BNE   CALCERR

REPEAT   EQU   *

         @OBTAIN NEXT,SET='OFFICE-EMPLOYEE',REC='EMPLOYEE'

         CLC   ERRSTAT,=C'0307'    END OF SET ?

         BE    MAIN040             BRANCH IF END OF SET
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         CLC   ERRSTAT,STATOK

         BNE   OBERR1

         @IF   SET='DEPT-EMPLOYEE',MEMBER=YES,GOTO=REPEAT

         MVC   EID,EMPID           MOVE EMPLOYEE ID

         MVC   FNAME,EMPFNAME      MOVE EMPLOYEE FIRST NAME

         MVC   LNAME,EMPLNAME      MOVE EMPLOYEE LAST NAME

         MVC   WALK,EMPID

         MVC   STATNUM,EMPSTATU

         LA    R6,NEWDPT           ADDRESS OF DEPT ROUTINE

         B     CKSTAT

MAIN040  EQU   *

         @OBTAIN NEXT,AREA='ORG-DEMO-REGION',REC='OFFICE'

         B     NEWOFFC

EOF      EQU   *

         @FINISH                   *

         CLC   ERRSTAT,STATOK

         BNE   FINERR

         CLOSE (OUTFILE)

         L     R13,SAVEAREA+4

         LM    R14,R12,12(R13)

         BR    R14                 RETURN

*   ERROR ROUTINES                              *

BSERROR  EQU   *

         MVI   ERRMSG,C' '

         MVC   ERRMSG+1(19),ERRMSG

         MVI   ERRNUM,C' '

         MVC   ERRNUM+1(3),ERRNUM

         MVC   ERRNUM,ERRSTAT

         MVC   ERRMSG,BSMSG

         B     PRINTERR

BRERROR  EQU   *

         MVI   ERRMSG,C' '

         MVC   ERRMSG+1(19),ERRMSG

         MVI   ERRNUM,C' '

         MVC   ERRNUM+1(3),ERRNUM

         MVC   ERRNUM,ERRSTAT

         MVC   ERRMSG,BRMSG

         B     PRINTERR

AREAERR  EQU   *

         MVI   ERRMSG,C' '

         MVC   ERRMSG+1(19),ERRMSG

         MVI   ERRNUM,C' '

         MVC   ERRNUM+1(3),ERRNUM

         MVC   ERRNUM,ERRSTAT

         MVC   ERRMSG,AREAMSG

         B     PRINTERR

CALCERR  EQU   *

         MVI   ERRMSG,C' '

         MVC   ERRMSG+1(19),ERRMSG

         MVI   ERRNUM,C' '

         MVC   ERRNUM+1(3),ERRNUM

         MVC   ERRNUM,ERRSTAT

         MVC   ERRMSG,CALMSG
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         B     PRINTERR

FINERR   EQU   *

         MVI   ERRMSG,C' '

         MVC   ERRMSG+1(19),ERRMSG

         MVI   ERRNUM,C' '

         MVC   ERRNUM+1(3),ERRNUM

         MVC   ERRNUM,ERRSTAT

         MVC   ERRMSG,FINMSG

         B     PRINTERR

OBERR1   EQU   *

         MVC   EDSW,=C'Y'

         LA    R5,MAIN040

         B     PRINTREC

OBERR2   EQU   *

         MVC   DSW,=C'Y'

         LA    R5,REPEAT

         B     PRINTREC

OBERR3   EQU   *

         MVC   ESW,=C'Y'

         LA    R5,MAIN030

         B     PRINTREC

*   PRINT ROUTINES

PRINTERR EQU   *

         MVC   ERRLINE,C' '

         MVC   ERRLINE+1(132),ERRLINE

         MVI   ERRLINE,C'0'

         PUT   OUTFILE,ERRLINE

         B     EOF

PRINTREC EQU   *

         MVI   LINE1,C' '

         MVC   LINE1+1(132),LINE1

         MVI   LINE1,C'0'

         MVI   LINE2,C' '

         MVC   LINE2+1(132),LINE2

         CLC   EDSW,=C'Y'

         BE    SKIPED

         CLC   DSW,=C'Y'

         BE    SKIPD

         MVC   LINE1+27(45),DEPT

         MVC   LINE2+27(4),DID

         CLC   DSW,=C'Y'

         BE    SKIPED

SKIPD    EQU   *

         MVC   LINE1+77(27),ENAME

         MVC   LINE2+77(4),EID

         MVC   LINE1+109(20),STAT

SKIPED   EQU   *

         MVC   LINE1+7(15),OCITY

         MVC   LINE2+7(4),OCODE

         PUT   OUTFILE,LINE1

         PUT   OUTFILE,LINE2

         MVC   EDSW,=C'N'

         MVC   DSW,=C'N'
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         MVC   ESW,=C'N'

         BR    R5

*   CHECK STATUS ROUTINE           *

CKSTAT   EQU   *

         CLC   STATNUM,=C'01'

         BE    ACT

         CLC   STATNUM,=C'02'

         BE    STD

         CLC   STATNUM,=C'03'

         BE    LTD

         CLC   STATNUM,=C'04'

         BE    LVO

         CLC   STATNUM,=C'05'

         BE    TRM

         MVC   STAT,=C' STATUS CODE ERROR  '

         BR    R6

ACT      EQU   *

         MVC   STAT,=C' ACTIVE             '

         BR    R6

STD      EQU   *

         MVC   STAT,=C' SHORT TERM DISABLED'

         BR    R6

LTD      EQU   *

         MVC   STAT,=C' LONG TERM DISBALED '

         BR    R6

LVO      EQU   *

         MVC   STAT,=C' LEAVE OF ABSENCE   '

         BR    R6

TRM      EQU   *

         MVC   STAT,=C' TERMINATED         '

         BR    R6

*   PRINT REPORT HEADING ROUTINE   *

PRTHEAD  EQU   *

         MVI   LINE1,C' '

         MVC   LINE1+1(132),LINE1

         MVI   LINE1,C'1'

         MVC   LINE1+54(26),HEAD1

         PUT   OUTFILE,LINE1

         MVI   LINE1,C' '

         MVC   LINE1+1(132),LINE1

         MVI   LINE1,C'-'

         MVC   LINE1+6(18),HEAD2O

         MVC   LINE1+26(26),HEAD2D

         MVC   LINE1+76(20),HEAD2E

         MVC   LINE1+108(15),HEAD2S

         PUT   OUTFILE,LINE1

         BR    R5

*

WORKFLDS DC   C'WORK-FIELDS'

SAVEAREA DC   18F'0'

STATNUM  DS    CL2

STAT     DS    CL20

STATOK   DC    CL4'0000'
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STATUS   DS    CL2

OCODE    DS    CL3

OCITY    DS    CL15

EID      DS    CL4

ENAME    DS    0CL27

FNAME    DS    CL10

         DS    CL2

LNAME    DS    CL15

WALK     DS    CL4

DID      DS    CL4

DEPT     DS    CL45

ERRLINE  DS    0CL133

         DS    CL1

         DC    CL48'* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *   '

         DC    CL6'      '

ERRMSG   DS    CL20

ERRNUM   DS    CL4

         DC    CL6'      '

         DC    CL48'* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *   '

         DC    CL5'     '

BSMSG    DC    CL20'BIND SUBSCH ERROR # '

BRMSG    DC    CL20'BIND RECORD ERROR # '

AREAMSG  DC    CL20'READY AREA  ERROR # '

CALMSG   DC    CL20'FIND CALC  ERROR  # '

FINMSG   DC    CL20'@FINISH ERROR     # '

EDSW     DS    CL1

DSW      DS    CL1

ESW      DS    CL1

LINE1    DS    CL133

LINE2    DS    CL133

HEAD1    DC    CL26'OFFICE  PERSONNEL  LISTING'

HEAD2O   DC    CL18'OFFICE/OFFICE CODE'

HEAD2D   DC    CL26'DEPARTMENT/DEPARTMENT CODE'

HEAD2E   DC    CL20'EMPLOYEE/EMPLOYEE ID'

HEAD2S   DC    CL15'EMPLOYEE STATUS'

*   OUTPUT FILE DCB INFO

OUTFILE  DCB   DDNAME=OUTFILE,MACRF=PM,BLKSIZE=133,LRECL=133,          X

               DSORG=PS

         LTORG

         END   SAMPLE1

Output from the Assembler
The following illustrates the sample batch program as output from the assembler.

                    1 *DMLIST

000000                                2 SAMPLE1  START

                                      3          #REGEQU

                                      4+*

                                      5+*        REGISTER EQUATES

                                      6+*
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                            00000     7+R0       EQU   0                                                        01-

#REGE

                            00001     8+R1       EQU   1                                                        01-

#REGE

                            00002     9+R2       EQU   2                                                        01-

#REGE

                            00003    10+R3       EQU   3                                                        01-

#REGE

                            00004    11+R4       EQU   4                                                        01-

#REGE

                            00005    12+R5       EQU   5                                                        01-

#REGE

                            00006    13+R6       EQU   6                                                        01-

#REGE

                            00007    14+R7       EQU   7                                                        01-

#REGE

                            00008    15+R8       EQU   8                                                        01-

#REGE

                            00009    16+R9       EQU   9                                                        01-

#REGE

                            0000A    17+R10      EQU   10                                                       01-

#REGE

                            0000B    18+R11      EQU   11                                                       01-

#REGE

                            0000C    19+R12      EQU   12                                                       01-

#REGE

                            0000D    20+R13      EQU   13                                                       01-

#REGE

                            0000E    21+R14      EQU   14                                                       01-

#REGE

                            0000F    22+R15      EQU   15                                                       01-

#REGE

000000 90EC D00C            0000C    23          STM       R14,R12,12(R13)

000004 18CF                          24          LR        R12,R15

               R:CBA  00000          25          USING     SAMPLE1,R12,R11,R10

000006 18BC                          26          LR        R11,R12

000008 41BB 0FFF            00FFF    27          LA        R11,4095(R11)

00000C 41BB 0001            00001    28          LA        R11,1(R11)

000010 41AB 0FFF            00FFF    29          LA        R10,4095(R11)

000014 41AA 0001            00001    30          LA        R10,1(R10)

000018 50D0 B410            01410    31          ST        R13,SAVEAREA+4

00001C 4170 B40C            0140C    32          LA        R7,SAVEAREA

000020 507D 0008            00008    33          ST        R7,8(R13)

000024 41D0 B40C            0140C    34          LA        R13,SAVEAREA

000028 47F0 CD58            00D58    35          B         BEGIN

                                     36          @MODE MODE=BATCH,DEBUG=YES

                                     37 *        @INVOKE SUBSCH=EMPSS01,SCHEMA=EMPSCHM,VERSION=100

                                     38 *        @COPY IDMS,SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

000030                               39                                  DS    0D

000030                               40 SSCTRL                           DS    0CL216

000030 4040404040404040              41 PGMNAME                          DC    CL8' '

000038 F1F4F0F0                      42 ERRSTAT                          DC    CL4'1400'

00003C                               43 DBKEY                            DS    FL4
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000040 4040404040404040              44 RECNAME                          DC    CL16' '

000050 4040404040404040              45 AREANAME                         DC    CL16' '

000060 4040404040404040              46 ERRORSET                         DC    CL16' '

000070 4040404040404040              47 ERRORREC                         DC    CL16' '

000080 4040404040404040              48 ERRAREA                          DC    CL16' '

000090                               49 SSCIDBCM                         DS    0CL100

000090                               50 IDBMSCOM                         DS    100CL1

0000F4                      00090    51          ORG   SSCIDBCM

000090                               52 RDBMSCOM                         DS    0CL100

000090                               53 PGINFO                           DS    0CL4

000090                               54 PGINFGRP                         DS    HL2

000092                               55 PGINFDBK                         DS    HL2

000094                               56                                  DS    CL96

0000F4 00000000                      57 DIRDBKEY                         DC    FL4'0'

0000F8                               58 DBSTATUS                         DS    0CL8

0000F8                               59 DBSTMTCD                         DS    CL2

0000FA                               60 DBSTATCD                         DS    CL5

0000FF                               61                                  DS    CL1

000100 00000000                      62 RECOCCUR                         DC    FL4'0'

000104 00000000                      63 DMLSEQ                           DC    FL4'0'

                                     64 ****************************************

                                     65 *        @COPY IDMS,SUBSCHEMA-RECORDS

000108                               66                                  DS    0D

000108                               67 STRUCTUR                         DS    0CL12

000108                               68 STRCODE                          DS    CL2

                                     69 ADMIN                            EQU   C'A'

                                     70 PROJECT                          EQU   C'P1'

00010A                               71 STRDATE                          DS    0CL8

00010A                               72 STRYEAR                          DS    CL4

00010E                               73 STRMONTH                         DS    CL2

000110                               74 STRDAY                           DS    CL2

000112                               75                                  DS    CL2

                                     76 ****************************************

000114                               77                                  DS    CL4

000118                               78                                  DS    0D

000118                               79 SKILLA                           DS    0CL76

000118                               80 SKILID                           DS    CL4

00011C                               81 SKILNAME                         DS    CL12

000128                               82 SKILDESC                         DS    CL60

                                     83 ****************************************

000164                               84                                  DS    CL4

000168                               85                                  DS    0D

000168                               86 OFFIC                            DS    0CL76

000168                               87 OFFCODE                          DS    CL3

00016B                               88 OFFADDR                          DS    0CL46

00016B                               89 OFFSTRT                          DS    CL20

00017F                               90 OFFCITY                          DS    CL15

00018E                               91 OFFSTATE                         DS    CL2

000190                               92 OFFZIP                           DS    0CL9

000190                               93 OFFZIPF5                         DS    CL5

000195                               94 OFFZIPL4                         DS    CL4

000199                               95 OFFPHONE                         DS    3CL7

0001AE                               96 OFFAREA                          DS    CL3
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0001B1                               97 OFFSPEED                         DS    CL3

                                     98 ****************************************

0001B4                               99                                  DS    CL4

0001B8                              100                                  DS    0D

0001B8                              101 NONHSPCL                         DS    0CL1052

0001B8                              102 NHCLMDT                          DS    0CL8

0001B8                              103 NHCLMYR                          DS    CL4

0001BC                              104 NHCLMMO                          DS    CL2

0001BE                              105 NHCLMDAY                         DS    CL2

0001C0                              106 NHPTNAME                         DS    0CL25

0001C0                              107 NHPTFNAM                         DS    CL10

0001CA                              108 NHPTLNAM                         DS    CL15

0001D9                              109 NHPTBDAT                         DS    0CL8

0001D9                              110 NHPTBYR                          DS    CL4

0001DD                              111 NHPTBMO                          DS    CL2

0001DF                              112 NHPTBDA                          DS    CL2

0001E1                              113 NHPTSEX                          DS    CL1

0001E2                              114 NHRELEMP                         DS    CL10

0001EC                              115 NHPHYNAM                         DS    0CL25

0001EC                              116 NHPHYFNM                         DS    CL10

0001F6                              117 NHPHYLNM                         DS    CL15

000205                              118 NHPHYADD                         DS    0CL46

000205                              119 NHPHYSTR                         DS    CL20

000219                              120 NHPHYCTY                         DS    CL15

000228                              121 NHPHYSTA                         DS    CL2

00022A                              122 NHPHYZIP                         DS    0CL9

00022A                              123 NHPHYZ5                          DS    CL5

00022F                              124 NHPHYZ4                          DS    CL4

000233                              125 NHPHYSID                         DS    CL6

000239                              126 NHDIAGN                          DS    2CL60

0002B1                              127 NHNOPROC                         DS    HL2

0002B3                              128                                  DS    CL1

0002B4                              129 NHPHYCHG                         DS    0CL800

0002B4                              130 NHSERVDT                         DS    0CL8

0002B4                              131 NHSERVYR                         DS    CL4

0002B8                              132 NHSERVMO                         DS    CL2

0002BA                              133 NHSERVDA                         DS    CL2

0002BC                              134 NHPROCCD                         DS    CL4

0002C0                              135 NHDESCSV                         DS    CL60

0002FC                              136 NHFEE                            DS    PL5

000301                              137                                  DS    CL3

000304                              138                                  DS    CL720

                                    139 ****************************************

0005D4                              140                                  DS    CL4

0005D8                              141                                  DS    0D

0005D8                              142 JOBA                             DS    0CL296

0005D8                              143 JOBID                            DS    CL4

0005DC                              144 JOBTITLE                         DS    CL20

0005F0                              145 JOBDESCR                         DS    0CL120

0005F0                              146 JOBDSCLN                         DS    2CL60

000668                              147 JOBRQMNT                         DS    0CL120

000668                              148 JOBREQLN                         DS    2CL60

0006E0                              149 JOBMNSAL                         DS    CL8
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0006E8                              150 JOBMXSAL                         DS    CL8

0006F0                              151 JOBSALGR                         DS    4CL2

0006F8                              152 JOBNMPOS                         DS    CL3

0006FB                              153 JOBNMOPN                         DS    CL3

0006FE                              154                                  DS    CL2

                                    155 ****************************************

000700                              156                                  DS    0D

000700                              157 INSPLAN                          DS    0CL132

000700                              158 INPCODE                          DS    CL3

                                    159 GROUPLIF                         EQU   C'001'

                                    160 HMO                              EQU   C'002'

                                    161 GRPHLTH                          EQU   C'003'

                                    162 GROUPDNT                         EQU   C'004'

000703                              163 INPCNAME                         DS    CL45

000730                              164 INPCADDR                         DS    0CL46

000730                              165 INPCSTRT                         DS    CL20

000744                              166 INPCCITY                         DS    CL15

000753                              167 INPCSTAT                         DS    CL2

000755                              168 INPCZIP                          DS    0CL9

000755                              169 INPCZPF5                         DS    CL5

00075A                              170 INPCZPL4                         DS    CL4

00075E                              171 INPCPHON                         DS    CL10

000768                              172 INPGRPNO                         DS    CL6

00076E                              173 INPDESCR                         DS    0CL20

00076E                              174 INPDEDCT                         DS    PL5

000773                              175 INPMXLIF                         DS    PL5

000778                              176 INPFAMCS                         DS    PL5

00077D                              177 INPDEPCS                         DS    PL5

000782                              178                                  DS    CL2

                                    179 ****************************************

000784                              180                                  DS    CL4

000788                              181                                  DS    0D

000788                              182 HOSPCLM                          DS    0CL300

000788                              183 HCCLMDT                          DS    0CL8

000788                              184 HCCLMYR                          DS    CL4

00078C                              185 HCCLMMO                          DS    CL2

00078E                              186 HCCLMDAY                         DS    CL2

000790                              187 HCPTNAME                         DS    0CL25

000790                              188 HCPTFNAM                         DS    CL10

00079A                              189 HCPTLNAM                         DS    CL15

0007A9                              190 HCPTBDAT                         DS    0CL8

0007A9                              191 HCPTBYR                          DS    CL4

0007AD                              192 HCPTBMO                          DS    CL2

0007AF                              193 HCPTBDA                          DS    CL2

0007B1                              194 HCPTSEX                          DS    CL1

0007B2                              195 HCRELEMP                         DS    CL10

0007BC                              196 HCHSPNAM                         DS    CL25

0007D5                              197 HCHSPADD                         DS    0CL46

0007D5                              198 HCHSPSTR                         DS    CL20

0007E9                              199 HCHSPCTY                         DS    CL15

0007F8                              200 HCHSPSTA                         DS    CL2

0007FA                              201 HCHSPZIP                         DS    0CL9

0007FA                              202 HCHSPZF5                         DS    CL5
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0007FF                              203 HCHSPZL4                         DS    CL4

000803                              204 HCADMTDT                         DS    0CL8

000803                              205 HCADMTYR                         DS    CL4

000807                              206 HCADMTMO                         DS    CL2

000809                              207 HCADMTDA                         DS    CL2

00080B                              208 HCDSCGDT                         DS    0CL8

00080B                              209 HCDSCGYR                         DS    CL4

00080F                              210 HCDSCGMO                         DS    CL2

000811                              211 HCDSCGDA                         DS    CL2

000813                              212 HCDIAGN                          DS    2CL60

00088B                              213 HCHSPCHG                         DS    0CL41

00088B                              214 HCRMBRD                          DS    0CL26

00088B                              215 HCWARD                           DS    0CL13

00088B                              216 HCWDDAYS                         DS    PL3

00088E                              217 HCWDRATE                         DS    PL5

000893                              218 HCWDTOTL                         DS    PL5

000898                              219 HCSPRIV                          DS    0CL13

000898                              220 HCSDAYS                          DS    PL3

00089B                              221 HCSRATE                          DS    PL5

0008A0                              222 HCSTOTAL                         DS    PL5

0008A5                              223 HCOTHCHG                         DS    0CL15

0008A5                              224 HCDELVCH                         DS    PL5

0008AA                              225 HCANSTHC                         DS    PL5

0008AF                              226 HCLABCST                         DS    PL5

                                    227 ****************************************

0008B4                              228                                  DS    CL4

0008B8                              229                                  DS    0D

0008B8                              230 EXPRTISE                         DS    0CL12

0008B8                              231 EXPSKLVL                         DS    CL2

                                    232 EXPERT                           EQU   C'04'

                                    233 PROFICNT                         EQU   C'03'

                                    234 COMPETNT                         EQU   C'02'

                                    235 ELEMNTRY                         EQU   C'01'

0008BA                              236 EXPDATE                          DS    0CL8

0008BA                              237 EXPYEAR                          DS    CL4

0008BE                              238 EXPMONTH                         DS    CL2

0008C0                              239 EXPDAY                           DS    CL2

0008C2                              240                                  DS    CL2

                                    241 ****************************************

0008C4                              242                                  DS    CL4

0008C8                              243                                  DS    0D

0008C8                              244 EMPOSITN                         DS    0CL32

0008C8                              245 EPSTRTDT                         DS    0CL8

0008C8                              246 EPSTRTYR                         DS    CL4

0008CC                              247 EPSTRTMO                         DS    CL2

0008CE                              248 EPSTRTDA                         DS    CL2

0008D0                              249 EPFINIDT                         DS    0CL8

0008D0                              250 EPFINIYR                         DS    CL4

0008D4                              251 EPFINIMO                         DS    CL2

0008D6                              252 EPFINIDA                         DS    CL2

0008D8                              253 EPSALGRD                         DS    CL2

0008DA                              254 EPSALAMT                         DS    PL5

0008DF                              255 EPBONPCT                         DS    PL2
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0008E1                              256 EPCMMPCT                         DS    PL2

0008E3                              257 EPOTRATE                         DS    PL2

0008E5                              258                                  DS    CL3

                                    259 ****************************************

0008E8                              260                                  DS    0D

0008E8                              261 EMPLOYE                          DS    0CL120

0008E8                              262 EMPID                            DS    CL4

0008EC                              263 EMPNAME                          DS    0CL25

0008EC                              264 EMPFNAME                         DS    CL10

0008F6                              265 EMPLNAME                         DS    CL15

000905                              266 EMPADDR                          DS    0CL46

000905                              267 EMPSTRET                         DS    CL20

000919                              268 EMPCITY                          DS    CL15

000928                              269 EMPSTATE                         DS    CL2

00092A                              270 EMPZIP                           DS    0CL9

00092A                              271 EMPZIPF5                         DS    CL5

00092F                              272 EMPZIPL4                         DS    CL4

000933                              273 EMPPHONE                         DS    CL10

00093D                              274 EMPSTATU                         DS    CL2

                                    275 ACTIVE                           EQU   C'01'

                                    276 STDSBL                           EQU   C'02'

                                    277 LTDSBL                           EQU   C'03'

                                    278 LVOFAB                           EQU   C'04'

                                    279 TRMINATD                         EQU   C'05'

00093F                              280 EMPSSNUM                         DS    CL9

000948                              281 EMPSTDT                          DS    0CL8

000948                              282 EMPSTYR                          DS    CL4

00094C                              283 EMPSTMO                          DS    CL2

00094E                              284 EMPSTDA                          DS    CL2

000950                              285 EMPTRMDT                         DS    0CL8

000950                              286 EMPTRMYR                         DS    CL4

000954                              287 EMPTRMMO                         DS    CL2

000956                              288 EMPTRMDA                         DS    CL2

000958                              289 EMPBIRDT                         DS    0CL8

000958                              290 EMPBIRYR                         DS    CL4

00095C                              291 EMPBIRMO                         DS    CL2

00095E                              292 EMPBIRDA                         DS    CL2

                                    293 ****************************************

000960                              294                                  DS    0D

000960                              295 DEPARTMT                         DS    0CL56

000960                              296 DEPTID                           DS    CL4

000964                              297 DEPTNAME                         DS    CL45

000991                              298 DEPTHDID                         DS    CL4

000995                              299                                  DS    CL3

                                    300 ****************************************

000998                              301                                  DS    0D

000998                              302 DENTCLM                          DS    0CL932

000998                              303 DCCLMDT                          DS    0CL8

000998                              304 DCCLMYR                          DS    CL4

00099C                              305 DCCLMMO                          DS    CL2

00099E                              306 DCCLMDA                          DS    CL2

0009A0                              307 DCPNAME                          DS    0CL25

0009A0                              308 DCPFNAME                         DS    CL10
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0009AA                              309 DCPLNAME                         DS    CL15

0009B9                              310 DCPBIRDT                         DS    0CL8

0009B9                              311 DCPBIRYR                         DS    CL4

0009BD                              312 DCPBIRMO                         DS    CL2

0009BF                              313 DCPBIRDA                         DS    CL2

0009C1                              314 DCPSEX                           DS    CL1

0009C2                              315 DCRELEMP                         DS    CL10

0009CC                              316 DCDNNAME                         DS    0CL25

0009CC                              317 DCDNFNAM                         DS    CL10

0009D6                              318 DCDNLNAM                         DS    CL15

0009E5                              319 DCDNADDR                         DS    0CL46

0009E5                              320 DCDNSTR                          DS    CL20

0009F9                              321 DCDNCITY                         DS    CL15

000A08                              322 DCDNSTAT                         DS    CL2

000A0A                              323 DCDNZIP                          DS    0CL9

000A0A                              324 DCDNZPF5                         DS    CL5

000A0F                              325 DCDNZPL4                         DS    CL4

000A13                              326 DCDNLICN                         DS    CL6

000A19                              327 DCNOPROC                         DS    HL2

000A1B                              328                                  DS    CL1

000A1C                              329 DCDNCHGS                         DS    0CL800

000A1C                              330 DCTOTHNO                         DS    CL2

000A1E                              331 DCSERVDT                         DS    0CL8

000A1E                              332 DCSERVYR                         DS    CL4

000A22                              333 DCSERVMO                         DS    CL2

000A24                              334 DCSERVDA                         DS    CL2

000A26                              335 DCPROCCD                         DS    CL4

000A2A                              336 DCDESCSV                         DS    CL60

000A66                              337 DCFEE                            DS    PL5

000A6B                              338                                  DS    CL1

000A6C                              339                                  DS    CL720

                                    340 ****************************************

000D3C                              341                                  DS    CL4

000D40                              342                                  DS    0D

000D40                              343 COVERGE                          DS    0CL20

000D40                              344 COVSELDT                         DS    0CL8

000D40                              345 COVSELYR                         DS    CL4

000D44                              346 COVSELMO                         DS    CL2

000D46                              347 COVSELDA                         DS    CL2

000D48                              348 COVTRMDT                         DS    0CL8

000D48                              349 COVTRMYR                         DS    CL4

000D4C                              350 COVTRMMO                         DS    CL2

000D4E                              351 COVTRMDA                         DS    CL2

000D50                              352 COVTYPE                          DS    CL1

                                    353 COVMASTR                         EQU   C'M'

                                    354 COVFAMLY                         EQU   C'F'

                                    355 COVDPNDT                         EQU   C'D'

000D51                              356 COVPLNCD                         DS    CL3

                                    357 GROUP_LIFE                       EQU   C'001'

                                    358 HMO                              EQU   C'002'

                                    359 GROUP_HEALTH                     EQU   C'003'

                                    360 GROUP_DENTAL                     EQU   C'004'

                                    361 ****************************************
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000D54                              362                                  DS    CL4

000D58                              363 BEGIN    DS        0F

                                    364 *        @COPY IDMS,SUBSCHEMA-BINDS

                                    365          @BIND SUBSCH='EMPSS01 ',SCB=SSCTRL,DICTNAM='APPLDICT'

                                    366+*                                 *** BEGIN DML EXPANSION ***

000D58 4100 C030            00030   367+         LA    0,SSCTRL                                                 02-

@IDMS

000D5C 5000 C094            00094   368+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+4                                             02-@IDMS

000D60 4100 C0CA            000CA   369+         LA    0,SSCIDBCM

+59-1                                          02-@IDMS

000D64 5000 C098            00098   370+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+8                                             02-@IDMS

000D68 4100 C030            00030   371+         LA    0,SSCTRL                                                 02-

@IDMS

000D6C 5000 C09C            0009C   372+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+12                                            02-@IDMS

000D70 4100 B834            01834   373+         LA    0,=CL18'EMPSS01 '                                        02-

@IDMS

000D74 5000 C0A0            000A0   374+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+16                                            02-@IDMS

000D78 4100 C030            00030   375+         LA    0,SSCTRL                                                 02-

@IDMS

000D7C 5000 C0A4            000A4   376+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+20                                            02-@IDMS

000D80 4100 C030            00030   377+         LA    0,SSCTRL                                                 02-

@IDMS

000D84 5000 C0A8            000A8   378+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+24                                            02-@IDMS

000D88 D207 C050 B7A0 00050 017A0   379+         MVC   AREANAME(8),=CL8' '                                      01-

@BIND

000D8E D207 C058 B7A8 00058 017A8   380+         MVC   AREANAME

+8(8),=CL8'APPLDICT'                             01-@BIND

000D94 4100 C050            00050   381+         LA    0,AREANAME                                               02-

@IDMS

000D98 5000 C0AC            000AC   382+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+28                                            02-@IDMS

000D9C 9680 C0AC      000AC         383+         OI    SSCIDBCM

+28,X'80'                                        02-@IDMS

000DA0 4100 0001            00001   384+         LA    0,1                                                      02-

@IDMS

000DA4 5000 C104            00104   385+         ST    0,DMLSEQ                                                 02-

@IDMS

                                    386+*,                         DML-

SEQUENCE = 1                             02-@IDMS

000DA8 4110 C094            00094   387+         LA    1,SSCIDBCM

+4                                             02-@IDMS

000DAC 58F0 B7B0            017B0   388+         L     15,=V(IDMS)                                              02-

@IDMS

000DB0 05EF                         389+         BALR  14,15              *** CALL IDMS MODE=BATCH ***          02-

@IDMS

                                    390+*                                 *** END DML EXPANSION ***

                                    391          @BIND REC='OFFICE',IOAREA=OFFIC
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                                    392+*                                 *** BEGIN DML EXPANSION ***

000DB2 4100 C030            00030   393+         LA    0,SSCTRL                                                 02-

@IDMS

000DB6 5000 C094            00094   394+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+4                                             02-@IDMS

000DBA 4100 C0BF            000BF   395+         LA    0,SSCIDBCM

+48-1                                          02-@IDMS

000DBE 5000 C098            00098   396+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+8                                             02-@IDMS

000DC2 4100 B846            01846   397+         LA    0,=CL18'OFFICE'                                          02-

@IDMS

000DC6 5000 C09C            0009C   398+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+12                                            02-@IDMS

000DCA 4100 C168            00168   399+         LA    0,OFFIC                                                  02-

@IDMS

000DCE 5000 C0A0            000A0   400+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+16                                            02-@IDMS

000DD2 9680 C0A0      000A0         401+         OI    SSCIDBCM

+16,X'80'                                        02-@IDMS

000DD6 4100 0002            00002   402+         LA    0,2                                                      02-

@IDMS

000DDA 5000 C104            00104   403+         ST    0,DMLSEQ                                                 02-

@IDMS

                                    404+*,                         DML-

SEQUENCE = 2                             02-@IDMS

000DDE 4110 C094            00094   405+         LA    1,SSCIDBCM

+4                                             02-@IDMS

000DE2 58F0 B7B0            017B0   406+         L     15,=V(IDMS)                                              02-

@IDMS

000DE6 05EF                         407+         BALR  14,15              *** CALL IDMS MODE=BATCH ***          02-

@IDMS

                                    408+*                                 *** END DML EXPANSION ***

                                    409          @BIND REC='EMPLOYEE',IOAREA=EMPLOYE

                                    410+*                                 *** BEGIN DML EXPANSION ***

000DE8 4100 C030            00030   411+         LA    0,SSCTRL                                                 02-

@IDMS

000DEC 5000 C094            00094   412+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+4                                             02-@IDMS

000DF0 4100 C0BF            000BF   413+         LA    0,SSCIDBCM

+48-1                                          02-@IDMS

000DF4 5000 C098            00098   414+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+8                                             02-@IDMS

000DF8 4100 B858            01858   415+         LA    0,=CL18'EMPLOYEE'                                        02-

@IDMS

000DFC 5000 C09C            0009C   416+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+12                                            02-@IDMS

000E00 4100 C8E8            008E8   417+         LA    0,EMPLOYE                                                02-

@IDMS

000E04 5000 C0A0            000A0   418+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+16                                            02-@IDMS

000E08 9680 C0A0      000A0         419+         OI    SSCIDBCM

+16,X'80'                                        02-@IDMS
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000E0C 4100 0003            00003   420+         LA    0,3                                                      02-

@IDMS

000E10 5000 C104            00104   421+         ST    0,DMLSEQ                                                 02-

@IDMS

                                    422+*,                         DML-

SEQUENCE = 3                             02-@IDMS

000E14 4110 C094            00094   423+         LA    1,SSCIDBCM

+4                                             02-@IDMS

000E18 58F0 B7B0            017B0   424+         L     15,=V(IDMS)                                              02-

@IDMS

000E1C 05EF                         425+         BALR  14,15              *** CALL IDMS MODE=BATCH ***          02-

@IDMS

                                    426+*                                 *** END DML EXPANSION ***

                                    427          @BIND REC='DEPARTMENT',IOAREA=DEPARTMT

                                    428+*                                 *** BEGIN DML EXPANSION ***

000E1E 4100 C030            00030   429+         LA    0,SSCTRL                                                 02-

@IDMS

000E22 5000 C094            00094   430+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+4                                             02-@IDMS

000E26 4100 C0BF            000BF   431+         LA    0,SSCIDBCM

+48-1                                          02-@IDMS

000E2A 5000 C098            00098   432+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+8                                             02-@IDMS

000E2E 4100 B86A            0186A   433+         LA    0,=CL18'DEPARTMENT'                                      02-

@IDMS

000E32 5000 C09C            0009C   434+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+12                                            02-@IDMS

000E36 4100 C960            00960   435+         LA    0,DEPARTMT                                               02-

@IDMS

000E3A 5000 C0A0            000A0   436+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+16                                            02-@IDMS

000E3E 9680 C0A0      000A0         437+         OI    SSCIDBCM

+16,X'80'                                        02-@IDMS

000E42 4100 0004            00004   438+         LA    0,4                                                      02-

@IDMS

000E46 5000 C104            00104   439+         ST    0,DMLSEQ                                                 02-

@IDMS

                                    440+*,                         DML-

SEQUENCE = 4                             02-@IDMS

000E4A 4110 C094            00094   441+         LA    1,SSCIDBCM

+4                                             02-@IDMS

000E4E 58F0 B7B0            017B0   442+         L     15,=V(IDMS)                                              02-

@IDMS

000E52 05EF                         443+         BALR  14,15              *** CALL IDMS MODE=BATCH ***          02-

@IDMS

                                    444+*                                 *** END DML EXPANSION ***

                                    445          OPEN  (OUTFILE,OUTPUT)

000E54                              446+         CNOP  0,4                          ALIGN LIST TO FULLWORD      01-

OPEN

000E54 4510 CE5C            00E5C   447+         BAL   1,*+8                        LOAD REG1 W/

LIST ADDR. @L2A 01-OPEN

000E58 8F                           448+         DC    AL1(143)                     OPTION BYTE                 01-

OPEN
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000E59 00173C                       449+         DC    AL3(OUTFILE)                 DCB ADDRESS                 01-

OPEN

000E5C 0A13                         450+         SVC   19                           ISSUE OPEN SVC              01-

OPEN

000E5E D200 B5C4 B8BC 015C4 018BC   451          MVC   EDSW,=C'N'          SET SWITCHES

000E64 D200 B5C5 B8BC 015C5 018BC   452          MVC   DSW,=C'N'

000E6A D200 B5C6 B8BC 015C6 018BC   453          MVC   ESW,=C'N'

000E70 4150 CE78            00E78   454          LA    R5,MAIN000          LOAD ADDRESS OF MAINLINE ROUTINE

000E74 47F0 B3A4            013A4   455          B     PRTHEAD

                            00E78   456 MAIN000  EQU   *

                                    457          @READY ALL,RDONLY=YES     READY ALL DATABASE AREAS

                                    458+*                                 *** BEGIN DML EXPANSION ***

000E78 4100 C030            00030   459+         LA    0,SSCTRL                                                 02-

@IDMS

000E7C 5000 C094            00094   460+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+4                                             02-@IDMS

000E80 4100 C0B4            000B4   461+         LA    0,SSCIDBCM

+37-1                                          02-@IDMS

000E84 5000 C098            00098   462+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+8                                             02-@IDMS

000E88 9680 C098      00098         463+         OI    SSCIDBCM

+8,X'80'                                         02-@IDMS

000E8C 4100 0005            00005   464+         LA    0,5                                                      02-

@IDMS

000E90 5000 C104            00104   465+         ST    0,DMLSEQ                                                 02-

@IDMS

                                    466+*,                         DML-

SEQUENCE = 5                             02-@IDMS

000E94 4110 C094            00094   467+         LA    1,SSCIDBCM

+4                                             02-@IDMS

000E98 58F0 B7B0            017B0   468+         L     15,=V(IDMS)                                              02-

@IDMS

000E9C 05EF                         469+         BALR  14,15              *** CALL IDMS MODE=BATCH ***          02-

@IDMS

                                    470+*                                 *** END DML EXPANSION ***

000E9E D503 C038 B46A 00038 0146A   471          CLC   ERRSTAT,STATOK      CHECK IF ERROR

000EA4 4770 B1F4            011F4   472          BNE   AREAERR             BRANCH TO ERROR ROUTINE

                                    473          @OBTAIN FIRST,AREA='ORG-DEMO-REGION',REC='OFFICE'

                                    474+*                                 *** BEGIN DML EXPANSION ***

000EA8 4100 C030            00030   475+         LA    0,SSCTRL                                                 03-

@IDMS

000EAC 5000 C094            00094   476+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+4                                             03-@IDMS

000EB0 4100 C0A2            000A2   477+         LA    0,SSCIDBCM

+18+1-1                                        03-@IDMS

000EB4 5000 C098            00098   478+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+8                                             03-@IDMS

000EB8 4100 B846            01846   479+         LA    0,=CL18'OFFICE'                                          03-

@IDMS

000EBC 5000 C09C            0009C   480+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+12                                            03-@IDMS

000EC0 4100 B87C            0187C   481+         LA    0,=CL18'ORG-DEMO-

REGION'                                 03-@IDMS
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000EC4 5000 C0A0            000A0   482+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+16                                            03-@IDMS

000EC8 4100 C0BA            000BA   483+         LA    0,SSCIDBCM

+43-1                                          02-@IDMS

000ECC 5000 C0A4            000A4   484+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+20                                            02-@IDMS

000ED0 9680 C0A4      000A4         485+         OI    SSCIDBCM

+20,X'80'                                        02-@IDMS

000ED4 4100 0006            00006   486+         LA    0,6                                                      02-

@IDMS

000ED8 5000 C104            00104   487+         ST    0,DMLSEQ                                                 02-

@IDMS

                                    488+*,                         DML-

SEQUENCE = 6                             02-@IDMS

000EDC 4110 C094            00094   489+         LA    1,SSCIDBCM

+4                                             02-@IDMS

000EE0 58F0 B7B0            017B0   490+         L     15,=V(IDMS)                                              02-

@IDMS

000EE4 05EF                         491+         BALR  14,15              *** CALL IDMS MODE=BATCH ***          02-

@IDMS

                                    492+*                                 *** END DML EXPANSION ***

000EE6 D503 C038 B46A 00038 0146A   493 NEWOFFC  CLC   ERRSTAT,STATOK      CHECK IF NO OFFICE

000EEC 4770 B1F4            011F4   494          BNE   AREAERR

000EF0 D202 B470 C168 01470 00168   495          MVC   OCODE,OFFCODE

000EF6 D20E B473 C17F 01473 0017F   496          MVC   OCITY,OFFCITY

                                    497          @OBTAIN FIRST,SET='OFFICE-EMPLOYEE',REC='EMPLOYEE'

                                    498+*                                 *** BEGIN DML EXPANSION ***

000EFC 4100 C030            00030   499+         LA    0,SSCTRL                                                 03-

@IDMS

000F00 5000 C094            00094   500+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+4                                             03-@IDMS

000F04 4100 C0A1            000A1   501+         LA    0,SSCIDBCM

+18+0-1                                        03-@IDMS

000F08 5000 C098            00098   502+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+8                                             03-@IDMS

000F0C 4100 B858            01858   503+         LA    0,=CL18'EMPLOYEE'                                        03-

@IDMS

000F10 5000 C09C            0009C   504+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+12                                            03-@IDMS

000F14 4100 B88E            0188E   505+         LA    0,=CL18'OFFICE-

EMPLOYEE'                                 03-@IDMS

000F18 5000 C0A0            000A0   506+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+16                                            03-@IDMS

000F1C 4100 C0BA            000BA   507+         LA    0,SSCIDBCM

+43-1                                          02-@IDMS

000F20 5000 C0A4            000A4   508+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+20                                            02-@IDMS

000F24 9680 C0A4      000A4         509+         OI    SSCIDBCM

+20,X'80'                                        02-@IDMS

000F28 4100 0007            00007   510+         LA    0,7                                                      02-

@IDMS

000F2C 5000 C104            00104   511+         ST    0,DMLSEQ                                                 02-

@IDMS
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                                    512+*,                         DML-

SEQUENCE = 7                             02-@IDMS

000F30 4110 C094            00094   513+         LA    1,SSCIDBCM

+4                                             02-@IDMS

000F34 58F0 B7B0            017B0   514+         L     15,=V(IDMS)                                              02-

@IDMS

000F38 05EF                         515+         BALR  14,15              *** CALL IDMS MODE=BATCH ***          02-

@IDMS

                                    516+*                                 *** END DML EXPANSION ***

000F3A D503 C038 B46A 00038 0146A   517          CLC   ERRSTAT,STATOK      CHECK IF NO EMPLOYEE

000F40 4770 B260            01260   518          BNE   OBERR1

000F44 D203 B482 C8E8 01482 008E8   519          MVC   EID,EMPID           MOVE EMPLOYEE ID

000F4A D209 B486 C8EC 01486 008EC   520          MVC   FNAME,EMPFNAME      MOVE EMPLOYEE FIRST NAME

000F50 D20E B492 C8F6 01492 008F6   521          MVC   LNAME,EMPLNAME      MOVE EMPLOYEE LAST NAME

000F56 D203 B4A1 C8E8 014A1 008E8   522          MVC   WALK,EMPID          SAVE ID

000F5C D201 B454 C93D 01454 0093D   523          MVC   STATNUM,EMPSTATU    MOVE EMPLOYEE STATUS

000F62 4160 CF6A            00F6A   524          LA    R6,NEWDPT           LOAD ADDRESS OF NEW DEPT ROUTINE

000F66 47F0 B342            01342   525          B     CKSTAT              BRANCH TO STATUS-CHECK RTN

                            00F6A   526 NEWDPT   EQU   *

                                    527          @OBTAIN OWNER,SET='DEPT-EMPLOYEE'

                                    528+*                                 *** BEGIN DML EXPANSION ***

000F6A 4100 C030            00030   529+         LA    0,SSCTRL                                                 03-

@IDMS

000F6E 5000 C094            00094   530+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+4                                             03-@IDMS

000F72 4100 C0AE            000AE   531+         LA    0,SSCIDBCM

+31-1                                          03-@IDMS

000F76 5000 C098            00098   532+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+8                                             03-@IDMS

000F7A 4100 B8A0            018A0   533+         LA    0,=CL18'DEPT-

EMPLOYEE'                                   03-@IDMS

000F7E 5000 C09C            0009C   534+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+12                                            03-@IDMS

000F82 4100 C0BA            000BA   535+         LA    0,SSCIDBCM

+43-1                                          02-@IDMS

000F86 5000 C0A0            000A0   536+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+16                                            02-@IDMS

000F8A 9680 C0A0      000A0         537+         OI    SSCIDBCM

+16,X'80'                                        02-@IDMS

000F8E 4100 0008            00008   538+         LA    0,8                                                      02-

@IDMS

000F92 5000 C104            00104   539+         ST    0,DMLSEQ                                                 02-

@IDMS

                                    540+*,                         DML-

SEQUENCE = 8                             02-@IDMS

000F96 4110 C094            00094   541+         LA    1,SSCIDBCM

+4                                             02-@IDMS

000F9A 58F0 B7B0            017B0   542+         L     15,=V(IDMS)                                              02-

@IDMS

000F9E 05EF                         543+         BALR  14,15              *** CALL IDMS MODE=BATCH ***          02-

@IDMS

                                    544+*                                 *** END DML EXPANSION ***

000FA0 D503 C038 B46A 00038 0146A   545          CLC   ERRSTAT,STATOK      CHECK IF DEPARTMENT
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000FA6 4770 B26E            0126E   546          BNE   OBERR2

000FAA D203 B4A5 C960 014A5 00960   547          MVC   DID,DEPTID

000FB0 D22C B4A9 C964 014A9 00964   548          MVC   DEPT,DEPTNAME

000FB6 4150 CFBE            00FBE   549          LA    R5,MAIN020          LOAD ADDRESS OF SET-WALK RTN

000FBA 47F0 B2AE            012AE   550          B     PRINTREC            PRINT DEPARTMENT INFORMATION

                            00FBE   551 MAIN020  EQU   *                   *

                                    552          @OBTAIN NEXT,SET='DEPT-EMPLOYEE',REC='EMPLOYEE'

                                    553+*                                 *** BEGIN DML EXPANSION ***

000FBE 4100 C030            00030   554+         LA    0,SSCTRL                                                 03-

@IDMS

000FC2 5000 C094            00094   555+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+4                                             03-@IDMS

000FC6 4100 C099            00099   556+         LA    0,SSCIDBCM

+10+0-1                                        03-@IDMS

000FCA 5000 C098            00098   557+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+8                                             03-@IDMS

000FCE 4100 B858            01858   558+         LA    0,=CL18'EMPLOYEE'                                        03-

@IDMS

000FD2 5000 C09C            0009C   559+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+12                                            03-@IDMS

000FD6 4100 B8A0            018A0   560+         LA    0,=CL18'DEPT-

EMPLOYEE'                                   03-@IDMS

000FDA 5000 C0A0            000A0   561+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+16                                            03-@IDMS

000FDE 4100 C0BA            000BA   562+         LA    0,SSCIDBCM

+43-1                                          02-@IDMS

000FE2 5000 C0A4            000A4   563+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+20                                            02-@IDMS

000FE6 9680 C0A4      000A4         564+         OI    SSCIDBCM

+20,X'80'                                        02-@IDMS

000FEA 4100 0009            00009   565+         LA    0,9                                                      02-

@IDMS

000FEE 5000 C104            00104   566+         ST    0,DMLSEQ                                                 02-

@IDMS

                                    567+*,                         DML-

SEQUENCE = 9                             02-@IDMS

000FF2 4110 C094            00094   568+         LA    1,SSCIDBCM

+4                                             02-@IDMS

000FF6 58F0 B7B0            017B0   569+         L     15,=V(IDMS)                                              02-

@IDMS

000FFA 05EF                         570+         BALR  14,15              *** CALL IDMS MODE=BATCH ***          02-

@IDMS

                                    571+*                                 *** END DML EXPANSION ***

000FFC D503 C038 0133 00038 00133   572          CLC   ERRSTAT,0307        CHECK IF END OF SET

001002 4780 B038            01038   573          BE    MAIN030             BRANCH IF END OF SET

001006 D503 C038 B46A 00038 0146A   574          CLC   ERRSTAT,STATOK      CHECK IF ERROR

00100C 4770 B27C            0127C   575          BNE   OBERR3

001010 D203 B482 C8E8 01482 008E8   576          MVC   EID,EMPID           MOVE EMPLOYEE ID

001016 D209 B486 C8EC 01486 008EC   577          MVC   FNAME,EMPFNAME      MOVE EMPLOYEE FIRST NAME

00101C D20E B492 C8F6 01492 008F6   578          MVC   LNAME,EMPLNAME      MOVE EMPLOYEE LAST NAME

001022 D201 B454 C93D 01454 0093D   579          MVC   STATNUM,EMPSTATU    MOVE EMPLOYEE STATUS

001028 4160 B030            01030   580          LA    R6,MAIN025          LOAD ADDRESS OF PRINT LINK

00102C 47F0 B342            01342   581          B     CKSTAT
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                            01030   582 MAIN025  EQU   *

001030 4150 CFBE            00FBE   583          LA    R5,MAIN020

001034 47F0 B2AE            012AE   584          B     PRINTREC

                            01038   585 MAIN030  EQU   *

001038 D203 C8E8 B4A1 008E8 014A1   586          MVC   EMPID,WALK

                                    587          @FIND CALC,REC='EMPLOYEE' FIND NEXT EMPLOYEE

                                    588+*                                 *** BEGIN DML EXPANSION ***

00103E 4100 C030            00030   589+         LA    0,SSCTRL                                                 02-

@IDMS

001042 5000 C094            00094   590+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+4                                             02-@IDMS

001046 4100 C0AF            000AF   591+         LA    0,SSCIDBCM

+32-1                                          02-@IDMS

00104A 5000 C098            00098   592+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+8                                             02-@IDMS

00104E 4100 B858            01858   593+         LA    0,=CL18'EMPLOYEE'                                        02-

@IDMS

001052 5000 C09C            0009C   594+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+12                                            02-@IDMS

001056 9680 C09C      0009C         595+         OI    SSCIDBCM

+12,X'80'                                        02-@IDMS

00105A 4100 000A            0000A   596+         LA    0,10                                                     02-

@IDMS

00105E 5000 C104            00104   597+         ST    0,DMLSEQ                                                 02-

@IDMS

                                    598+*,                         DML-

SEQUENCE = 10                            02-@IDMS

001062 4110 C094            00094   599+         LA    1,SSCIDBCM

+4                                             02-@IDMS

001066 58F0 B7B0            017B0   600+         L     15,=V(IDMS)                                              02-

@IDMS

00106A 05EF                         601+         BALR  14,15              *** CALL IDMS MODE=BATCH ***          02-

@IDMS

                                    602+*                                 *** END DML EXPANSION ***

00106C D503 C038 B46A 00038 0146A   603          CLC   ERRSTAT,STATOK      CHECK IF ERROR

001072 4770 B218            01218   604          BNE   CALCERR

                            01076   605 REPEAT   EQU   *

                                    606          @OBTAIN NEXT,SET='OFFICE-EMPLOYEE',REC='EMPLOYEE'

                                    607+*                                 *** BEGIN DML EXPANSION ***

001076 4100 C030            00030   608+         LA    0,SSCTRL                                                 03-

@IDMS

00107A 5000 C094            00094   609+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+4                                             03-@IDMS

00107E 4100 C099            00099   610+         LA    0,SSCIDBCM

+10+0-1                                        03-@IDMS

001082 5000 C098            00098   611+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+8                                             03-@IDMS

001086 4100 B858            01858   612+         LA    0,=CL18'EMPLOYEE'                                        03-

@IDMS

00108A 5000 C09C            0009C   613+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+12                                            03-@IDMS

00108E 4100 B88E            0188E   614+         LA    0,=CL18'OFFICE-

EMPLOYEE'                                 03-@IDMS
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001092 5000 C0A0            000A0   615+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+16                                            03-@IDMS

001096 4100 C0BA            000BA   616+         LA    0,SSCIDBCM

+43-1                                          02-@IDMS

00109A 5000 C0A4            000A4   617+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+20                                            02-@IDMS

00109E 9680 C0A4      000A4         618+         OI    SSCIDBCM

+20,X'80'                                        02-@IDMS

0010A2 4100 000B            0000B   619+         LA    0,11                                                     02-

@IDMS

0010A6 5000 C104            00104   620+         ST    0,DMLSEQ                                                 02-

@IDMS

                                    621+*,                         DML-

SEQUENCE = 11                            02-@IDMS

0010AA 4110 C094            00094   622+         LA    1,SSCIDBCM

+4                                             02-@IDMS

0010AE 58F0 B7B0            017B0   623+         L     15,=V(IDMS)                                              02-

@IDMS

0010B2 05EF                         624+         BALR  14,15              *** CALL IDMS MODE=BATCH ***          02-

@IDMS

                                    625+*                                 *** END DML EXPANSION ***

0010B4 D503 C038 B7B4 00038 017B4   626          CLC   ERRSTAT,=C'0307'    END OF SET ?

0010BA 4780 B126            01126   627          BE    MAIN040             BRANCH IF END OF SET

0010BE D503 C038 B46A 00038 0146A   628          CLC   ERRSTAT,STATOK

0010C4 4770 B260            01260   629          BNE   OBERR1

                                    630          @IF   SET='DEPT-EMPLOYEE',MEMBER=YES,GOTO=REPEAT

                                    631+*                                 *** BEGIN DML EXPANSION ***

0010C8 4100 C030            00030   632+         LA    0,SSCTRL                                                 02-

@IDMS

0010CC 5000 C094            00094   633+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+4                                             02-@IDMS

0010D0 4100 C0CB            000CB   634+         LA    0,SSCIDBCM

+60-1                                          02-@IDMS

0010D4 5000 C098            00098   635+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+8                                             02-@IDMS

0010D8 4100 B8A0            018A0   636+         LA    0,=CL18'DEPT-

EMPLOYEE'                                   02-@IDMS

0010DC 5000 C09C            0009C   637+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+12                                            02-@IDMS

0010E0 9680 C09C      0009C         638+         OI    SSCIDBCM

+12,X'80'                                        02-@IDMS

0010E4 4100 000C            0000C   639+         LA    0,12                                                     02-

@IDMS

0010E8 5000 C104            00104   640+         ST    0,DMLSEQ                                                 02-

@IDMS

                                    641+*,                         DML-

SEQUENCE = 12                            02-@IDMS

0010EC 4110 C094            00094   642+         LA    1,SSCIDBCM

+4                                             02-@IDMS

0010F0 58F0 B7B0            017B0   643+         L     15,=V(IDMS)                                              02-

@IDMS

0010F4 05EF                         644+         BALR  14,15              *** CALL IDMS MODE=BATCH ***          02-

@IDMS
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                                    645+*                                 *** END DML EXPANSION ***

0010F6 D503 C038 B7B8 00038 017B8   646+         CLC   ERRSTAT,=C'0000'                                         01-

@IF

0010FC 4780 B076            01076   647+         BE    REPEAT                                                   01-

@IF

001100 D203 B482 C8E8 01482 008E8   648          MVC   EID,EMPID           MOVE EMPLOYEE ID

001106 D209 B486 C8EC 01486 008EC   649          MVC   FNAME,EMPFNAME      MOVE EMPLOYEE FIRST NAME

00110C D20E B492 C8F6 01492 008F6   650          MVC   LNAME,EMPLNAME      MOVE EMPLOYEE LAST NAME

001112 D203 B4A1 C8E8 014A1 008E8   651          MVC   WALK,EMPID

001118 D201 B454 C93D 01454 0093D   652          MVC   STATNUM,EMPSTATU

00111E 4160 CF6A            00F6A   653          LA    R6,NEWDPT           ADDRESS OF DEPT ROUTINE

001122 47F0 B342            01342   654          B     CKSTAT

                            01126   655 MAIN040  EQU   *

                                    656          @OBTAIN NEXT,AREA='ORG-DEMO-REGION',REC='OFFICE'

                                    657+*                                 *** BEGIN DML EXPANSION ***

001126 4100 C030            00030   658+         LA    0,SSCTRL                                                 03-

@IDMS

00112A 5000 C094            00094   659+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+4                                             03-@IDMS

00112E 4100 C09A            0009A   660+         LA    0,SSCIDBCM

+10+1-1                                        03-@IDMS

001132 5000 C098            00098   661+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+8                                             03-@IDMS

001136 4100 B846            01846   662+         LA    0,=CL18'OFFICE'                                          03-

@IDMS

00113A 5000 C09C            0009C   663+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+12                                            03-@IDMS

00113E 4100 B87C            0187C   664+         LA    0,=CL18'ORG-DEMO-

REGION'                                 03-@IDMS

001142 5000 C0A0            000A0   665+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+16                                            03-@IDMS

001146 4100 C0BA            000BA   666+         LA    0,SSCIDBCM

+43-1                                          02-@IDMS

00114A 5000 C0A4            000A4   667+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+20                                            02-@IDMS

00114E 9680 C0A4      000A4         668+         OI    SSCIDBCM

+20,X'80'                                        02-@IDMS

001152 4100 000D            0000D   669+         LA    0,13                                                     02-

@IDMS

001156 5000 C104            00104   670+         ST    0,DMLSEQ                                                 02-

@IDMS

                                    671+*,                         DML-

SEQUENCE = 13                            02-@IDMS

00115A 4110 C094            00094   672+         LA    1,SSCIDBCM

+4                                             02-@IDMS

00115E 58F0 B7B0            017B0   673+         L     15,=V(IDMS)                                              02-

@IDMS

001162 05EF                         674+         BALR  14,15              *** CALL IDMS MODE=BATCH ***          02-

@IDMS

                                    675+*                                 *** END DML EXPANSION ***

001164 47F0 CEE6            00EE6   676          B     NEWOFFC

                            01168   677 EOF      EQU   *

                                    678          @FINISH                   *
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                                    679+*                                 *** BEGIN DML EXPANSION ***

001168 4100 C030            00030   680+         LA    0,SSCTRL                                                 02-

@IDMS

00116C 5000 C094            00094   681+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+4                                             02-@IDMS

001170 4100 C091            00091   682+         LA    0,SSCIDBCM

+2-1                                           02-@IDMS

001174 5000 C098            00098   683+         ST    0,SSCIDBCM

+8                                             02-@IDMS

001178 9680 C098      00098         684+         OI    SSCIDBCM

+8,X'80'                                         02-@IDMS

00117C 4100 000E            0000E   685+         LA    0,14                                                     02-

@IDMS

001180 5000 C104            00104   686+         ST    0,DMLSEQ                                                 02-

@IDMS

                                    687+*,                         DML-

SEQUENCE = 14                            02-@IDMS

001184 4110 C094            00094   688+         LA    1,SSCIDBCM

+4                                             02-@IDMS

001188 58F0 B7B0            017B0   689+         L     15,=V(IDMS)                                              02-

@IDMS

00118C 05EF                         690+         BALR  14,15              *** CALL IDMS MODE=BATCH ***          02-

@IDMS

                                    691+*                                 *** END DML EXPANSION ***

00118E D503 C038 B46A 00038 0146A   692          CLC   ERRSTAT,STATOK

001194 4770 B23C            0123C   693          BNE   FINERR

                                    694          CLOSE (OUTFILE)

001198                              695+         CNOP  0,4                               ALIGN LIST TO FULLWORD 01-

CLOSE

001198 4510 B1A0            011A0   696+         BAL   1,*+8                        LOAD REG1 W/

LIST ADDR. @L2A 01-CLOSE

00119C 80                           697+         DC    AL1(128)                          OPTION BYTE            01-

CLOSE

00119D 00173C                       698+         DC    AL3(OUTFILE)                      DCB ADDRESS            01-

CLOSE

0011A0 0A14                         699+         SVC   20                                ISSUE CLOSE SVC        01-

CLOSE

0011A2 58D0 B410            01410   700          L     R13,SAVEAREA+4

0011A6 98EC D00C            0000C   701          LM    R14,R12,12(R13)

0011AA 07FE                         702          BR    R14                 RETURN

                                    703 *   ERROR ROUTINES                              *

                            011AC   704 BSERROR  EQU   *

0011AC 9240 B50D      0150D         705          MVI   ERRMSG,C' '

0011B0 D212 B50E B50D 0150E 0150D   706          MVC   ERRMSG+1(19),ERRMSG

0011B6 9240 B521      01521         707          MVI   ERRNUM,C' '

0011BA D202 B522 B521 01522 01521   708          MVC   ERRNUM+1(3),ERRNUM

0011C0 D203 B521 C038 01521 00038   709          MVC   ERRNUM,ERRSTAT

0011C6 D213 B50D B560 0150D 01560   710          MVC   ERRMSG,BSMSG

0011CC 47F0 B28A            0128A   711          B     PRINTERR

                            011D0   712 BRERROR  EQU   *

0011D0 9240 B50D      0150D         713          MVI   ERRMSG,C' '

0011D4 D212 B50E B50D 0150E 0150D   714          MVC   ERRMSG+1(19),ERRMSG

0011DA 9240 B521      01521         715          MVI   ERRNUM,C' '
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0011DE D202 B522 B521 01522 01521   716          MVC   ERRNUM+1(3),ERRNUM

0011E4 D203 B521 C038 01521 00038   717          MVC   ERRNUM,ERRSTAT

0011EA D213 B50D B574 0150D 01574   718          MVC   ERRMSG,BRMSG

0011F0 47F0 B28A            0128A   719          B     PRINTERR

                            011F4   720 AREAERR  EQU   *

0011F4 9240 B50D      0150D         721          MVI   ERRMSG,C' '

0011F8 D212 B50E B50D 0150E 0150D   722          MVC   ERRMSG+1(19),ERRMSG

0011FE 9240 B521      01521         723          MVI   ERRNUM,C' '

001202 D202 B522 B521 01522 01521   724          MVC   ERRNUM+1(3),ERRNUM

001208 D203 B521 C038 01521 00038   725          MVC   ERRNUM,ERRSTAT

00120E D213 B50D B588 0150D 01588   726          MVC   ERRMSG,AREAMSG

001214 47F0 B28A            0128A   727          B     PRINTERR

                            01218   728 CALCERR  EQU   *

001218 9240 B50D      0150D         729          MVI   ERRMSG,C' '

00121C D212 B50E B50D 0150E 0150D   730          MVC   ERRMSG+1(19),ERRMSG

001222 9240 B521      01521         731          MVI   ERRNUM,C' '

001226 D202 B522 B521 01522 01521   732          MVC   ERRNUM+1(3),ERRNUM

00122C D203 B521 C038 01521 00038   733          MVC   ERRNUM,ERRSTAT

001232 D213 B50D B59C 0150D 0159C   734          MVC   ERRMSG,CALMSG

001238 47F0 B28A            0128A   735          B     PRINTERR

                            0123C   736 FINERR   EQU   *

00123C 9240 B50D      0150D         737          MVI   ERRMSG,C' '

001240 D212 B50E B50D 0150E 0150D   738          MVC   ERRMSG+1(19),ERRMSG

001246 9240 B521      01521         739          MVI   ERRNUM,C' '

00124A D202 B522 B521 01522 01521   740          MVC   ERRNUM+1(3),ERRNUM

001250 D203 B521 C038 01521 00038   741          MVC   ERRNUM,ERRSTAT

001256 D213 B50D B5B0 0150D 015B0   742          MVC   ERRMSG,FINMSG

00125C 47F0 B28A            0128A   743          B     PRINTERR

                            01260   744 OBERR1   EQU   *

001260 D200 B5C4 B8BD 015C4 018BD   745          MVC   EDSW,=C'Y'

001266 4150 B126            01126   746          LA    R5,MAIN040

00126A 47F0 B2AE            012AE   747          B     PRINTREC

                            0126E   748 OBERR2   EQU   *

00126E D200 B5C5 B8BD 015C5 018BD   749          MVC   DSW,=C'Y'

001274 4150 B076            01076   750          LA    R5,REPEAT

001278 47F0 B2AE            012AE   751          B     PRINTREC

                            0127C   752 OBERR3   EQU   *

00127C D200 B5C6 B8BD 015C6 018BD   753          MVC   ESW,=C'Y'

001282 4150 B038            01038   754          LA    R5,MAIN030

001286 47F0 B2AE            012AE   755          B     PRINTREC

                                    756 *   PRINT ROUTINES

                            0128A   757 PRINTERR EQU   *

00128A D284 B4D6 0040 014D6 00040   758          MVC   ERRLINE,C' '

001290 D283 B4D7 B4D6 014D7 014D6   759          MVC   ERRLINE+1(132),ERRLINE

001296 92F0 B4D6      014D6         760          MVI   ERRLINE,C'0'

                                    761          PUT   OUTFILE,ERRLINE

00129A 4110 B73C            0173C   762+         LA    1,OUTFILE                         LOAD PARAMETER REG 1   02-

IHBIN

00129E 4100 B4D6            014D6   763+         LA    0,ERRLINE                         LOAD PARAMETER REG 0   02-

IHBIN

0012A2 1FFF                         764+         SLR   15,15                    CLEAR REGISTER             @L1A 01-

PUT
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0012A4 BFF7 1031            00031   765+         ICM   15,7,49(1)               LOAD PUT ROUTINE ADDR      @L1C 01-

PUT

0012A8 05EF                         766+         BALR  14,15                    LINK TO PUT ROUTINE             01-

PUT

0012AA 47F0 B168            01168   767          B     EOF

                            012AE   768 PRINTREC EQU   *

0012AE 9240 B5C7      015C7         769          MVI   LINE1,C' '

0012B2 D283 B5C8 B5C7 015C8 015C7   770          MVC   LINE1+1(132),LINE1

0012B8 92F0 B5C7      015C7         771          MVI   LINE1,C'0'

0012BC 9240 B64C      0164C         772          MVI   LINE2,C' '

0012C0 D283 B64D B64C 0164D 0164C   773          MVC   LINE2+1(132),LINE2

0012C6 D500 B5C4 B8BD 015C4 018BD   774          CLC   EDSW,=C'Y'

0012CC 4780 B302            01302   775          BE    SKIPED

0012D0 D500 B5C5 B8BD 015C5 018BD   776          CLC   DSW,=C'Y'

0012D6 4780 B2F0            012F0   777          BE    SKIPD

0012DA D22C B5E2 B4A9 015E2 014A9   778          MVC   LINE1+27(45),DEPT

0012E0 D203 B667 B4A5 01667 014A5   779          MVC   LINE2+27(4),DID

0012E6 D500 B5C5 B8BD 015C5 018BD   780          CLC   DSW,=C'Y'

0012EC 4780 B302            01302   781          BE    SKIPED

                            012F0   782 SKIPD    EQU   *

0012F0 D21A B614 B486 01614 01486   783          MVC   LINE1+77(27),ENAME

0012F6 D203 B699 B482 01699 01482   784          MVC   LINE2+77(4),EID

0012FC D213 B634 B456 01634 01456   785          MVC   LINE1+109(20),STAT

                            01302   786 SKIPED   EQU   *

001302 D20E B5CE B473 015CE 01473   787          MVC   LINE1+7(15),OCITY

001308 D203 B653 B470 01653 01470   788          MVC   LINE2+7(4),OCODE

                                    789          PUT   OUTFILE,LINE1

00130E 4110 B73C            0173C   790+         LA    1,OUTFILE                         LOAD PARAMETER REG 1   02-

IHBIN

001312 4100 B5C7            015C7   791+         LA    0,LINE1                           LOAD PARAMETER REG 0   02-

IHBIN

001316 1FFF                         792+         SLR   15,15                    CLEAR REGISTER             @L1A 01-

PUT

001318 BFF7 1031            00031   793+         ICM   15,7,49(1)               LOAD PUT ROUTINE ADDR      @L1C 01-

PUT

00131C 05EF                         794+         BALR  14,15                    LINK TO PUT ROUTINE             01-

PUT

                                    795          PUT   OUTFILE,LINE2

00131E 4110 B73C            0173C   796+         LA    1,OUTFILE                         LOAD PARAMETER REG 1   02-

IHBIN

001322 4100 B64C            0164C   797+         LA    0,LINE2                           LOAD PARAMETER REG 0   02-

IHBIN

001326 1FFF                         798+         SLR   15,15                    CLEAR REGISTER             @L1A 01-

PUT

001328 BFF7 1031            00031   799+         ICM   15,7,49(1)               LOAD PUT ROUTINE ADDR      @L1C 01-

PUT

00132C 05EF                         800+         BALR  14,15                    LINK TO PUT ROUTINE             01-

PUT

00132E D200 B5C4 B8BC 015C4 018BC   801          MVC   EDSW,=C'N'

001334 D200 B5C5 B8BC 015C5 018BC   802          MVC   DSW,=C'N'

00133A D200 B5C6 B8BC 015C6 018BC   803          MVC   ESW,=C'N'

001340 07F5                         804          BR    R5

                                    805 *   CHECK STATUS ROUTINE           *
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                            01342   806 CKSTAT   EQU   *

001342 D501 B454 B8B2 01454 018B2   807          CLC   STATNUM,=C'01'

001348 4780 B37C            0137C   808          BE    ACT

00134C D501 B454 B8B4 01454 018B4   809          CLC   STATNUM,=C'02'

001352 4780 B384            01384   810          BE    STD

001356 D501 B454 B8B6 01454 018B6   811          CLC   STATNUM,=C'03'

00135C 4780 B38C            0138C   812          BE    LTD

001360 D501 B454 B8B8 01454 018B8   813          CLC   STATNUM,=C'04'

001366 4780 B394            01394   814          BE    LVO

00136A D501 B454 B8BA 01454 018BA   815          CLC   STATNUM,=C'05'

001370 4780 B39C            0139C   816          BE    TRM

001374 D213 B456 B7BC 01456 017BC   817          MVC   STAT,=C' STATUS CODE ERROR  '

00137A 07F6                         818          BR    R6

                            0137C   819 ACT      EQU   *

00137C D213 B456 B7D0 01456 017D0   820          MVC   STAT,=C' ACTIVE             '

001382 07F6                         821          BR    R6

                            01384   822 STD      EQU   *

001384 D213 B456 B7E4 01456 017E4   823          MVC   STAT,=C' SHORT TERM DISABLED'

00138A 07F6                         824          BR    R6

                            0138C   825 LTD      EQU   *

00138C D213 B456 B7F8 01456 017F8   826          MVC   STAT,=C' LONG TERM DISBALED '

001392 07F6                         827          BR    R6

                            01394   828 LVO      EQU   *

001394 D213 B456 B80C 01456 0180C   829          MVC   STAT,=C' LEAVE OF ABSENCE   '

00139A 07F6                         830          BR    R6

                            0139C   831 TRM      EQU   *

00139C D213 B456 B820 01456 01820   832          MVC   STAT,=C' TERMINATED         '

0013A2 07F6                         833          BR    R6

                                    834 *   PRINT REPORT HEADING ROUTINE   *

                            013A4   835 PRTHEAD  EQU   *

0013A4 9240 B5C7      015C7         836          MVI   LINE1,C' '

0013A8 D283 B5C8 B5C7 015C8 015C7   837          MVC   LINE1+1(132),LINE1

0013AE 92F1 B5C7      015C7         838          MVI   LINE1,C'1'

0013B2 D219 B5FD B6D1 015FD 016D1   839          MVC   LINE1+54(26),HEAD1

                                    840          PUT   OUTFILE,LINE1

0013B8 4110 B73C            0173C   841+         LA    1,OUTFILE                         LOAD PARAMETER REG 1   02-

IHBIN

0013BC 4100 B5C7            015C7   842+         LA    0,LINE1                           LOAD PARAMETER REG 0   02-

IHBIN

0013C0 1FFF                         843+         SLR   15,15                    CLEAR REGISTER             @L1A 01-

PUT

0013C2 BFF7 1031            00031   844+         ICM   15,7,49(1)               LOAD PUT ROUTINE ADDR      @L1C 01-

PUT

0013C6 05EF                         845+         BALR  14,15                    LINK TO PUT ROUTINE             01-

PUT

0013C8 9240 B5C7      015C7         846          MVI   LINE1,C' '

0013CC D283 B5C8 B5C7 015C8 015C7   847          MVC   LINE1+1(132),LINE1

0013D2 9260 B5C7      015C7         848          MVI   LINE1,C'-'

0013D6 D211 B5CD B6EB 015CD 016EB   849          MVC   LINE1+6(18),HEAD2O

0013DC D219 B5E1 B6FD 015E1 016FD   850          MVC   LINE1+26(26),HEAD2D

0013E2 D213 B613 B717 01613 01717   851          MVC   LINE1+76(20),HEAD2E

0013E8 D20E B633 B72B 01633 0172B   852          MVC   LINE1+108(15),HEAD2S

                                    853          PUT   OUTFILE,LINE1
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0013EE 4110 B73C            0173C   854+         LA    1,OUTFILE                         LOAD PARAMETER REG 1   02-

IHBIN

0013F2 4100 B5C7            015C7   855+         LA    0,LINE1                           LOAD PARAMETER REG 0   02-

IHBIN

0013F6 1FFF                         856+         SLR   15,15                    CLEAR REGISTER             @L1A 01-

PUT

0013F8 BFF7 1031            00031   857+         ICM   15,7,49(1)               LOAD PUT ROUTINE ADDR      @L1C 01-

PUT

0013FC 05EF                         858+         BALR  14,15                    LINK TO PUT ROUTINE             01-

PUT

0013FE 07F5                         859          BR    R5

                                    860 *

001400 E6D6D9D260C6C9C5             861 WORKFLDS DC   C'WORK-FIELDS'

00140B 00

00140C 0000000000000000             862 SAVEAREA DC   18F'0'

001454                              863 STATNUM  DS    CL2

001456                              864 STAT     DS    CL20

00146A F0F0F0F0                     865 STATOK   DC    CL4'0000'

00146E                              866 STATUS   DS    CL2

001470                              867 OCODE    DS    CL3

001473                              868 OCITY    DS    CL15

001482                              869 EID      DS    CL4

001486                              870 ENAME    DS    0CL27

001486                              871 FNAME    DS    CL10

001490                              872          DS    CL2

001492                              873 LNAME    DS    CL15

0014A1                              874 WALK     DS    CL4

0014A5                              875 DID      DS    CL4

0014A9                              876 DEPT     DS    CL45

0014D6                              877 ERRLINE  DS    0CL133

0014D6                              878          DS    CL1

0014D7 5C405C405C405C40             879          DC    CL48'* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *   '

001507 404040404040                 880          DC    CL6'      '

00150D                              881 ERRMSG   DS    CL20

001521                              882 ERRNUM   DS    CL4

001525 404040404040                 883          DC    CL6'      '

00152B 5C405C405C405C40             884          DC    CL48'* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *   '

00155B 4040404040                   885          DC    CL5'     '

001560 C2C9D5C440E2E4C2             886 BSMSG    DC    CL20'BIND SUBSCH ERROR # '

001574 C2C9D5C440D9C5C3             887 BRMSG    DC    CL20'BIND RECORD ERROR # '

001588 D9C5C1C4E840C1D9             888 AREAMSG  DC    CL20'READY AREA  ERROR # '

00159C C6C9D5C440C3C1D3             889 CALMSG   DC    CL20'FIND CALC  ERROR  # '

0015B0 7CC6C9D5C9E2C840             890 FINMSG   DC    CL20'@FINISH ERROR     # '

0015C4                              891 EDSW     DS    CL1

0015C5                              892 DSW      DS    CL1

0015C6                              893 ESW      DS    CL1

0015C7                              894 LINE1    DS    CL133

00164C                              895 LINE2    DS    CL133

0016D1 D6C6C6C9C3C54040             896 HEAD1    DC    CL26'OFFICE  PERSONNEL  LISTING'

0016EB D6C6C6C9C3C561D6             897 HEAD2O   DC    CL18'OFFICE/OFFICE CODE'

0016FD C4C5D7C1D9E3D4C5             898 HEAD2D   DC    CL26'DEPARTMENT/DEPARTMENT CODE'

001717 C5D4D7D3D6E8C5C5             899 HEAD2E   DC    CL20'EMPLOYEE/EMPLOYEE ID'

00172B C5D4D7D3D6E8C5C5             900 HEAD2S   DC    CL15'EMPLOYEE STATUS'
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                                    901 *   OUTPUT FILE DCB INFO

                                    902 OUTFILE  DCB   DDNAME=OUTFILE,MACRF=PM,BLKSIZE=133,LRECL=133,          X

                                                       DSORG=PS

                                    904+*                       DATA CONTROL BLOCK

                                    905+*

00173A 0000

00173C                              906+OUTFILE  DC    0F'0'          ORIGIN ON WORD BOUNDARY                   01-

DCB

                                    907+*                       DIRECT ACCESS DEVICE INTERFACE

00173C 0000000000000000             908+         DC    BL16'0'        FDAD, DVTBL                               01-

DCB

00174C 00000000                     909+         DC    A(0)           KEYLEN, DEVT, TRBAL                       01-

DCB

                                    910+*                       COMMON ACCESS METHOD INTERFACE

001750 00                           911+         DC    AL1(0)         BUFNO, NUMBER OF BUFFERS                  01-

DCB

001751 000001                       912+         DC    AL3(1)         BUFCB, BUFFER POOL CONTROL BLOCK          01-

DCB

001754 0000                         913+         DC    AL2(0)         BUFL, BUFFER LENGTH                       01-

DCB

001756 4000                         914+         DC    BL2'0100000000000000' DSORG, DATA SET ORGANIZATION       01-

DCB

001758 00000001                     915+         DC    A(1)           IOBAD FOR EXCP OR RESERVED                01-

DCB

                                    916+*                       FOUNDATION EXTENSION

00175C 00                           917+         DC    BL1'00000000'  BFTEK, BFALN, DCBE INDICATORS             01-

DCB

00175D 000001                       918+         DC    AL3(1)         EODAD (END OF DATA ROUTINE ADDRESS)       01-

DCB

001760 00                           919+         DC    BL1'00000000'  RECFM (RECORD FORMAT)                     01-

DCB

001761 000000                       920+         DC    AL3(0)         EXLST (EXIT LIST ADDRESS)                 01-

DCB

                                    921+*                       FOUNDATION BLOCK

001764 D6E4E3C6C9D3C540             922+         DC    CL8'OUTFILE'   DDNAME                                    01-

DCB

00176C 02                           923+         DC    BL1'00000010'  OFLGS (OPEN FLAGS)                        01-

DCB

00176D 00                           924+         DC    BL1'00000000'  IFLGS (IOS FLAGS)                         01-

DCB

00176E 0050                         925+         DC    BL2'0000000001010000' MACR (MACRO FORMAT)                01-

DCB

                                    926+*                       BSAM-BPAM-QSAM INTERFACE

001770 00                           927+         DC    BL1'00000000'  OPTCD, OPTION CODES                       01-

DCB

001771 000001                       928+         DC    AL3(1)         CHECK OR INTERNAL QSAM SYNCHRONIZING RTN. 01-

DCB

001774 00000001                     929+         DC    A(1)           SYNAD, SYNCHRONOUS ERROR RTN. (3 BYTES)   01-

DCB

001778 0000                         930+         DC    H'0'           INTERNAL ACCESS METHOD FLAGS              01-

DCB

00177A 0085                         931+         DC    AL2(133)       BLKSIZE, BLOCK SIZE                       01-

DCB
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00177C 00000000                     932+         DC    F'0'           INTERNAL ACCESS METHOD FLAGS              01-

DCB

001780 00000001                     933+         DC    A(1)           INTERNAL ACCESS METHOD USE                01-

DCB

                                    934+*                            QSAM INTERFACE

001784 00000001                     935+         DC    A(1)           EOBAD                                     01-

DCB

001788 00000001                     936+         DC    A(1)           RECAD                                     01-

DCB

00178C 0000                         937+         DC    H'0'           QSWS (FLAGS) AND EITHER DIRCT OR BUFOFF   01-

DCB

00178E 0085                         938+         DC    AL2(133)       LRECL                                     01-

DCB

001790 00                           939+         DC    BL1'00000000'  EROPT, ERROR OPTION                       01-

DCB

001791 000001                       940+         DC    AL3(1)         CNTRL                                     01-

DCB

001794 00000000                     941+         DC    H'0,0'         RESERVED AND PRECL                        01-

DCB

001798 00000001                     942+         DC    A(1)           EOB, INTERNAL ACCESS METHOD FIELD         01-

DCB

0017A0                              943          LTORG

0017A0 4040404040404040             944                =CL8' '

0017A8 C1D7D7D3C4C9C3E3             945                =CL8'APPLDICT'

0017B0 00000000                     946                =V(IDMS)

0017B4 F0F3F0F7                     947                =C'0307'

0017B8 F0F0F0F0                     948                =C'0000'

0017BC 40E2E3C1E3E4E240             949                =C' STATUS CODE ERROR  '

0017D0 40C1C3E3C9E5C540             950                =C' ACTIVE             '

0017E4 40E2C8D6D9E340E3             951                =C' SHORT TERM DISABLED'

0017F8 40D3D6D5C740E3C5             952                =C' LONG TERM DISBALED '

00180C 40D3C5C1E5C540D6             953                =C' LEAVE OF ABSENCE   '

001820 40E3C5D9D4C9D5C1             954                =C' TERMINATED         '

001834 C5D4D7E2E2F0F140             955                =CL18'EMPSS01 '

001846 D6C6C6C9C3C54040             956                =CL18'OFFICE'

001858 C5D4D7D3D6E8C5C5             957                =CL18'EMPLOYEE'

00186A C4C5D7C1D9E3D4C5             958                =CL18'DEPARTMENT'

00187C D6D9C760C4C5D4D6             959                =CL18'ORG-DEMO-REGION'

00188E D6C6C6C9C3C560C5             960                =CL18'OFFICE-EMPLOYEE'

0018A0 C4C5D7E360C5D4D7             961                =CL18'DEPT-EMPLOYEE'

0018B2 F0F1                         962                =C'01'

0018B4 F0F2                         963                =C'02'

0018B6 F0F3                         964                =C'03'

0018B8 F0F4                         965                =C'04'

0018BA F0F5                         966                =C'05'

0018BC D5                           967                =C'N'

0018BD E8                           968                =C'Y'

000000                              969          END   SAMPLE1
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Sample DC/UCF Online Program
This section contains a sample DC/UCF program that performs a map out operation to prompt the terminal operator for a
department ID. Topics provide examples of:

• Input to the DML precompiler
• Output from the DML precompiler
• Output from the assembler

Input to the DML Precompiler
The following sample illustrates an online program as input to the DML precompiler.

*RETRIEVAL

*DMLIST

*NO-ACTIVITY-LOG

R0       EQU   0

R1       EQU   1

R2       EQU   2

R3       EQU   3

R4       EQU   4

R5       EQU   5

R6       EQU   6

R7       EQU   7

R8       EQU   8

R9       EQU   9

R10      EQU   10

R11      EQU   11

R12      EQU   12

R13      EQU   13

R14      EQU   14

R15      EQU   15

         SPACE 1

*                                    ENTER FROM NEXT HIGHER LEVEL

         SPACE 1

         PRINT GEN                   ASSEMBLER PRINT OPTIONS

SYBPG2   CSECT

         LR    R12,R15               ESTABLISHES REGISTER 12 AS THE

         USING SYBPG2,R12             BASE REGISTER

         USING STORAGE,R10           ESTABLISH ADDRESSABILITY OF DSECT

         B     PROCESS               BRANCH TO FIND INVOKING TASKCODE

         EJECT

         @INVOKE MODE=IDMSDC,MAP=SYBMAP

*                                    OPERATING MODE: IDMS DC/MAPPING

         EJECT

         SPACE 1

RETURN   DS    0H

         #FREESTG STGID='SYB4'       FREE THE STORAGE ACQUIRED EARLIER

         #RETURN                     RETURN TO HIGHER LEVEL

         SPACE 1

RETURNXT DS    0H
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         #RETURN NXTTASK=SYBTSK03    PASS CONTROL BACK TO ITSELF

         SPACE 1

*                                    MAINLINE PROGRAM

         SPACE 1

PROCESS  DS    0H

         #GETSTG TYPE=(USER,LONG,KEEP),PLIST=*,LEN=STORLGTH,           *

               STGID='SYB4',COND=(ALL),ERROR=ERRORTN,ADDR=(R10),       *

               INIT=X'40'

*                                    ACQUIRE VARIABLE STORAGE

         SPACE 1

         #MAPBIND MRB=SYBMAP         BIND MAP AND RECORDS

         #MAPBIND MRB=SYBMAP,RECNAME=SYBREC

         SPACE 1

ACCEPTSK #ACCEPT TYPE=TASKCODE,FIELD=TASKCODE

*                                    ACCEPT TASK CODE TO INVOKE TASK

         CLC   TASKCODE,SYBTSK2      FIRST TIME CALLED ?

         BNE   RECCUR                YES - OUTPUT FIRST SCREEN

*                                    NO  - INPUT DATA FROM SCREEN

FIRSTIME DS    0H

         MVC   SYBDEPID,=C'0000'     PRIME DATA FIELD

         SPACE

         #MREQ OUT,MRB=SYBMAP,OPTNS=(NEWPAGE),ERROR=ERRORTN,           *

               COND=(ALL)

*                                    MAP OUT PROMPT

         SPACE

         B     RETURNXT              EXIT & WAIT FOR OPERATOR RESPONSE

         SPACE 2

RECCUR   DS    0H

         #MREQ IN,MRB=SYBMAP,ERROR=ERRORTN,COND=(ALL)

*                                    MAP IN TERMINAL INPUT

         SPACE 1

         #MAPINQ MRB=SYBMAP,AID=AIDBYTE

*                                    MOVE MAP DATA TO PROG VARIABLE STG

         CLI   AIDBYTE,CLEAR         DID THE OPERATOR REQUEST FINISH?

         BE    RETURN                YES - EXIT PGM, BACK TO IDMS DC

         SPACE

         #MREQ OUT,MRB=SYBMAP,ERROR=ERRORTN,                           *

               COND=(ALL)

*                                    MAP OUT DATA

         SPACE

         B     RETURNXT              EXIT & WAIT FOR OPERATOR RESPONSE

*                                    NO  - MAPOUT, WAIT ON OPERATOR

ERRORTN  DS    0H                    HERE FOR NONZERO RETURN CODE

         #SNAP AREA=(SYBMAP,SYBMAPLN)

         B     RETURN                EXIT

CLEAR    EQU   X'6D'                 CLEAR AIDBYTE VALUE

SYBTSK2  DC    CL8'SYBTSK2 '         DC TASK INVOKING VALUE (EXTERNAL)

SYBTSK03 DC    CL8'SYBTSK03'         DC TASK INVOKING VALUE (INTERNAL)

         LTORG

         #BALI

         SPACE 2
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********************************************************************

STORAGE  DSECT                       STORAGE DSECT

         @COPY IDMS,MAP-CONTROL=SYBMAP

SYBMAPLN EQU   *-SYBMAP              LENGTH OF #MRB FOR SNAP

         SPACE 1

         @COPY IDMS,MAP-RECORDS

         SPACE 1

SYSPLIST DS    20F                   MAP OUT PARAMETER LIST AREA

TASKCODE DS    CL8                   TASK CODE WHICH INVOKED PROGRAM

AIDBYTE  DS    X                     ATTENTION IDENTIFIER BYTE

         DS    3X                    RESERVED

STORLGTH EQU   *-STORAGE             TOTAL LENGTH OF STORAGE NEEDED

         SPACE 1

         END   SYBPG2

Output from the DML Precompiler
The following illustrates the sample online program as output from the DML precompiler.

           00001  *RETRIEVAL

            00002  *DMLIST

            00003  *NO-ACTIVITY-LOG

            00004  R0       EQU   0

            00005  R1       EQU   1

            00006  R2       EQU   2

            00007  R3       EQU   3

            00008  R4       EQU   4

            00009  R5       EQU   5

            00010  R6       EQU   6

            00011  R7       EQU   7

            00012  R8       EQU   8

            00013  R9       EQU   9

            00014  R10      EQU   10

            00015  R11      EQU   11

            00016  R12      EQU   12

            00017  R13      EQU   13

            00018  R14      EQU   14

            00019  R15      EQU   15

            00020           SPACE 1

            00021  *                                    ENTER FROM NEXT HIGHER LEVEL

            00022           SPACE 1

            00023           PRINT GEN                   ASSEMBLER PRINT OPTIONS

            00024  SYBPG2   CSECT

            00025           LR    R12,R15               ESTABLISHES REGISTER 12 AS THE

            00026           USING SYBPG2,R12             BASE REGISTER

            00027           USING STORAGE,R10           ESTABLISH ADDRESSABILITY OF DSECT

            00028           B     PROCESS               BRANCH TO FIND INVOKING TASKCODE

            00029           EJECT

            00030           @INVOKE MODE=IDMSDC,MAP=SYBMAP

            00032  *                                    OPERATING MODE: IDMS DC/MAPPING
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            00033           EJECT

            00034           SPACE 1

            00035  RETURN   DS    0H

            00036           #FREESTG STGID='SYB4'       FREE THE STORAGE ACQUIRED EARLIER

            00037           #RETURN                     RETURN TO HIGHER LEVEL

            00038           SPACE 1

            00039  RETURNXT DS    0H

            00040           #RETURN NXTTASK=SYBTSK03    PASS CONTROL BACK TO ITSELF

            00041           SPACE 1

            00042  *                                    MAINLINE PROGRAM

            00043           SPACE 1

            00044  PROCESS  DS    0H

            00045           #GETSTG TYPE=(USER,LONG,KEEP),PLIST=*,LEN=STORLGTH,           *

            00046                 STGID='SYB4',COND=(ALL),ERROR=ERRORTN,ADDR=(R10),       *

            00047                 INIT=X'40'

            00048  *                                    ACQUIRE VARIABLE STORAGE

            00049           SPACE 1

            00050           #MAPBIND MRB=SYBMAP         BIND MAP AND RECORDS

            00057           #MAPBIND MRB=SYBMAP,RECNAME=SYBREC

-           00061           SPACE 1

            00062  ACCEPTSK #ACCEPT TYPE=TASKCODE,FIELD=TASKCODE

            00063  *                                    ACCEPT TASK CODE TO INVOKE TASK

            00064           CLC   TASKCODE,SYBTSK2      FIRST TIME CALLED ?

            00065           BNE   RECCUR                YES - OUTPUT FIRST SCREEN

            00066  *                                    NO  - INPUT DATA FROM SCREEN

            00067  FIRSTIME DS    0H

            00068           MVC   SYBDEPID,=C'0000'     PRIME DATA FIELD

            00069           SPACE

            00070           #MREQ OUT,MRB=SYBMAP,OPTNS=(NEWPAGE),ERROR=ERRORTN,           *

            00071                 COND=(ALL)

            00072  *                                    MAP OUT PROMPT

            00073           SPACE

            00074           B     RETURNXT              EXIT & WAIT FOR OPERATOR RESPONSE

            00075           SPACE 2

            00076  RECCUR   DS    0H

            00077           #MREQ IN,MRB=SYBMAP,ERROR=ERRORTN,COND=(ALL)

            00078  *                                    MAP IN TERMINAL INPUT

            00079           SPACE 1

            00080           #MAPINQ MRB=SYBMAP,AID=AIDBYTE

            00082  *                                    MOVE MAP DATA TO PROG VARIABLE STG

            00083           CLI   AIDBYTE,CLEAR         DID THE OPERATOR REQUEST FINISH?

            00084           BE    RETURN                YES - EXIT PGM, BACK TO IDMS DC

            00085           SPACE

            00086           #MREQ OUT,MRB=SYBMAP,ERROR=ERRORTN,                           *

            00087                 COND=(ALL)

            00088  *                                    MAP OUT DATA

            00089           SPACE

            00090           B     RETURNXT              EXIT & WAIT FOR OPERATOR RESPONSE

            00091  *                                    NO  - MAPOUT, WAIT ON OPERATOR

            00092  ERRORTN  DS    0H                    HERE FOR NONZERO RETURN CODE

            00093           #SNAP AREA=(SYBMAP,SYBMAPLN)

            00094           B     RETURN                EXIT

            00095  CLEAR    EQU   X'6D'                 CLEAR AIDBYTE VALUE
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            00096  SYBTSK2  DC    CL8'SYBTSK2 '         DC TASK INVOKING VALUE (EXTERNAL)

            00097  SYBTSK03 DC    CL8'SYBTSK03'         DC TASK INVOKING VALUE (INTERNAL)

            00098           LTORG

            00099           #BALI

            00100           SPACE 2

            00101  ********************************************************************

            00102  STORAGE  DSECT                       STORAGE DSECT

 DMLA       00103           @COPY IDMS,MAP-CONTROL=SYBMAP

            00104           #MRB  MAPNAME=SYBMAP,FIELDS=0001,RECORDS=0001

            00105  SYBMAPLN EQU   *-SYBMAP              LENGTH OF #MRB FOR SNAP

            00106           SPACE 1

 DMLA       00107           @COPY IDMS,MAP-RECORDS

            00108                                   DS    0D

            00109  SYBREC                           DS    0CL4

            00110  SYBDEPID                         DS    CL4

            00111  ****************************************

-           00112           SPACE 1

            00113  SYSPLIST DS    20F                   MAP OUT PARAMETER LIST AREA

            00114  TASKCODE DS    CL8                   TASK CODE WHICH INVOKED PROGRAM

            00115  AIDBYTE  DS    X                     ATTENTION IDENTIFIER BYTE

            00116           DS    3X                    RESERVED

            00117  STORLGTH EQU   *-STORAGE             TOTAL LENGTH OF STORAGE NEEDED

            00118           SPACE 1

            00119           END   SYBPG2

Output from Assembler
The following illustrates the sample online program as output from the assembler.

1 *DMLIST

                                      2 *NO-ACTIVITY-LOG

                            00000     3 R0       EQU   0

                            00001     4 R1       EQU   1

                            00002     5 R2       EQU   2

                            00003     6 R3       EQU   3

                            00004     7 R4       EQU   4

                            00005     8 R5       EQU   5

                            00006     9 R6       EQU   6

                            00007    10 R7       EQU   7

                            00008    11 R8       EQU   8

                            00009    12 R9       EQU   9

                            0000A    13 R10      EQU   10

                            0000B    14 R11      EQU   11

                            0000C    15 R12      EQU   12

                            0000D    16 R13      EQU   13

                            0000E    17 R14      EQU   14

                            0000F    18 R15      EQU   15

                                     20 *                                    ENTER FROM NEXT HIGHER LEVEL

                                     22          PRINT GEN                   ASSEMBLER PRINT OPTIONS
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000000                               23 SYBPG2   CSECT

000000 18CF                          24          LR    R12,R15               ESTABLISHES REGISTER 12 AS THE

                            00000    25          USING SYBPG2,R12             BASE REGISTER

                            00000    26          USING STORAGE,R10           ESTABLISH ADDRESSABILITY OF DSECT

000002 47F0 C03A            0003A    27          B     PROCESS               BRANCH TO FIND INVOKING TASKCODE

                                                                                                               PAGE    3

                                     29 *        @INVOKE MODE=IDMSDC,MAP=SYBMAP

                                     30          @INVOKE MRBTYPE=STANDARD,PAGING=NO

                                     31 *                                    OPERATING MODE: IDMS DC/MAPPING

                                                                                                               PAGE    4

000006                               34 RETURN   DS    0H

                                     35          #FREESTG STGID='SYB4'       FREE THE STORAGE ACQUIRED EARLIER

                                     36+*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

++

000006 47F0 C010            00010    37+         B     $

$LD0002                                               + 01-#FREE

00000A 0700                          38+         CNOP  0,4                                                    + 01-

#FREE

00000C E2E8C2F4                      39+$

$GC0002    DC    CL4'SYB4'                                           + 01-#FREE

                            00010    40+$

$LD0002    EQU   *                                                   + 01-#FREE

000010 5810 C00C            0000C    41+         L     1,$

$GC0002                                             + 01-#FREE

000014 4100 0012            00012    42+         LA    0,18                                                   + 01-

#FREE

000018 58F0 C240            00240    43+         L     15,=V(IDCSACON)                                        + 02-

#ENTE

00001C 05EF                          44+         BALR  14,15                                                  + 02-

#ENTE

00001E 0002                          45+         DC    AL2(2)                                                 + 02-

#ENTE

                                     46+*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

++

                                     47          #RETURN                     RETURN TO HIGHER LEVEL

                                     48+*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

++

000020 1B00                          49+         SR    0,0                                                    + 01-

#RETU

000022 1B11                          50+         SR    1,1                                                    + 01-

#RETU

000024 58F0 C240            00240    51+         L     15,=V(IDCSACON)                                        + 02-

#ENTE

000028 05EF                          52+         BALR  14,15                                                  + 02-

#ENTE

00002A 0005                          53+         DC    AL2(5)                                                 + 02-

#ENTE

                                     54+*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

++

00002C                               56 RETURNXT DS    0H

                                     57          #RETURN NXTTASK=SYBTSK03    PASS CONTROL BACK TO ITSELF

                                     58+*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

++
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00002C 1B00                          59+         SR    0,0                                                    + 01-

#RETU

00002E 4110 C214            00214    60+         LA    1,SYBTSK03                                             + 01-

#RETU

000032 58F0 C240            00240    61+         L     15,=V(IDCSACON)                                        + 02-

#ENTE

000036 05EF                          62+         BALR  14,15                                                  + 02-

#ENTE

000038 0005                          63+         DC    AL2(5)                                                 + 02-

#ENTE

                                     64+*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

++

                                     66 *                                    MAINLINE PROGRAM

00003A                               68 PROCESS  DS    0H

                                     69          #GETSTG TYPE=(USER,LONG,KEEP),PLIST=*,LEN=STORLGTH,           *

                                                       STGID='SYB4',COND=(ALL),ERROR=ERRORTN,ADDR=(R10),       *

                                                       INIT=X'40'

                                     70+*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

++

00003A 0700                          71+         CNOP  0,4                                                    + 01-

#GETS

00003C 4510 C058            00058    72+         BAL   1,*

+28                                                 + 01-#GETS

000040 0000004C                      73+         DC    A(*

+12)             ADDR OF PARM1                      + 01-#GETS

000044 00000054                      74+         DC    A(*

+16)             ADDR OF PARM2                      + 01-#GETS

000048 00000050                      75+         DC    A(*

+8)              ADDR OF PARM3                      + 01-#GETS

00004C 00000120                      76+         DC    A(STORLGTH)                                            + 01-

#GETS

000050 E2E8C2F4                      77+         DC    CL4'SYB4'                                              + 01-

#GETS

000054 40                            78+         DC    AL1(X'40')                                             + 01-

#GETS

000055 41                            79+         DC    AL1(65)                                                + 01-

#GETS

000056 ED                            80+         DC    AL1(237)                                               + 01-

#GETS

000057 00                            81+         DC    AL1(0)                                                 + 01-

#GETS

000058 58F0 C240            00240    82+         L     15,=V(IDCSACON)                                        + 02-

#ENTE

00005C 05EF                          83+         BALR  14,15                                                  + 02-

#ENTE

00005E 0001                          84+         DC    AL2(1)                                                 + 02-

#ENTE

000060 49F0 C248            00248    85+         CH    15,=H'8'                                               + 01-

#GETS

                                                                                                               PAGE    5

000064 47B0 C1DA            001DA    86+         BNL   ERRORTN                                                + 01-

#GETS
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000068 18A1                          87+         LR    R10,1                                                  + 01-

#GETS

                                     88+*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

++

                                     89 *                                    ACQUIRE VARIABLE STORAGE

                                     91 *        #MAPBIND MRB=SYBMAP         BIND MAP AND RECORDS

                                     92          #MAPBIND MRB=SYBMAP,                                          *

                                                       TSTAMP='11/25/91171238R2',                              *

                                                       SSNAME='        ',                                      *

                                                       NFLDS=1,                                                *

                                                       NRECS=1,                                                *

                                                       SEG=NO

00006A                               93+         DS    0H +++++++++ BIND MAP ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

++ 01-#MAPB

00006A D207 A000 C220 00000 00220    94+         MVC   SYBMAP(8),=CL8'SYBMAP'                                  X01-

#MAPB

                                       +                                    MAP NAME

000070 D743 A008 A008 00008 00008    95+         XC    SYBMAP+8(76-8),SYBMAP

+8   CLEAR REST OF BASIC MRB        01-#MAPB

000076 D20F A008 C228 00008 00228    96+         MVC   SYBMAP

+8(16),=CL16'11/25/91171238R2'                    X01-#MAPB

                                       +                                       COMPILE DATE/TIME

00007C D207 A018 C238 00018 00238    97+         MVC   SYBMAP

+24(8),=CL8'        '                             X01-#MAPB

                                       +                                       SUBSCHEMA NAME

000082 4100 004C            0004C    98+         LA    0,76                                                     01-

#MAPB

000086 4000 A03C            0003C    99+         STH   0,SYBMAP

+60             MRE OFFSET                       01-#MAPB

00008A 4100 0001            00001   100+         LA    0,1                     NUMBER OF FIELDS                 01-

#MAPB

00008E 4000 A02A            0002A   101+         STH   0,SYBMAP

+42                                              01-#MAPB

000092 4110 0001            00001   102+         LA    1,1                     NUMBER OF RECORDS                01-

#MAPB

000096 4010 A02C            0002C   103+         STH   1,SYBMAP

+44                                              01-#MAPB

00009A 41F0 000E            0000E   104+         LA    15,14                   LENGTH OF ONE MAP REQ ELEMENT    01-

#MAPB

00009E 4CF0 A02A            0002A   105+         MH    15,SYBMAP

+42            TIMES NUMBER OF FIELDS           01-#MAPB

0000A2 41FF 0003            00003   106+         LA    15,3(15)                ROUND UP TO NEXT FULLWORD        01-

#MAPB

0000A6 88F0 0002            00002   107+         SRL   15,2                    RECOF=((L'MRE*#FIELDS)+3)/4)*4   01-

#MAPB

0000AA 89F0 0002            00002   108+         SLL   15,2                                                     01-

#MAPB

0000AE 40F0 A02E            0002E   109+         STH   15,SYBMAP

+46            EQUALS LENGTH OF ALL MRE'S       01-#MAPB

0000B2 92D5 A03A      0003A         110+         MVI   SYBMAP

+58,C'N'          SUBSCHEMA VIEW NOT SEGMENTED     01-#MAPB

0000B6 41E0 A04C            0004C   111+         LA    14,SYBMAP

+76            POINT TO END OF BASIC MRB        01-#MAPB
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0000BA D70D E000 E000 00000 00000   112+         XC    0(1*14,14),0(14)              CLEAR MAP REQUEST ELEMENTS 01-

#MAPB

0000C0 41E0 A04C            0004C   113+         LA    14,SYBMAP

+76            POINT TO END OF MRB              01-#MAPB

0000C4 4AE0 A02E            0002E   114+         AH    14,SYBMAP

+46            POINT TO RECORD ADDRESS SLOTS    01-#MAPB

0000C8 D703 E000 E000 00000 00000   115+         XC    0(1*4,14),0(14)         CLEAR DATA RECORD ADDRESS SLOTS  01-

#MAPB

                                    116+*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

++

                                    118 *        #MAPBIND MRB=SYBMAP,RECNAME=SYBREC

                                    119          #MAPBIND MRB=SYBMAP,                                          *

                                                       RECNUM=1,                                               *

                                                       RECADDR=SYBREC

0000CE                              120+         DS    0H +++++++++ BIND MAP ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

++ 01-#MAPB

0000CE 41E0 A04C            0004C   121+         LA    14,SYBMAP

+76            POINT TO END OF BASIC MRB        01-#MAPB

0000D2 4AE0 A02E            0002E   122+         AH    14,SYBMAP

+46            PNT TO START OF DATA REC SLOTS   01-#MAPB

0000D6 41F0 A0C0            000C0   123+         LA    15,SYBREC               DATA RECORD ADDRESS              01-

#MAPB

0000DA 50FE 0000            00000   124+         ST    15,4*(1-1)

(14)          STORE IN MRB SLOT                01-#MAPB

                                    125+*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

++

                                    128 ACCEPTSK #ACCEPT TYPE=TASKCODE,FIELD=TASKCODE

                                    129+*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

++

0000DE                              130+ACCEPTSK DS    0H                                                     + 01-

#ACCE

                                                                                                               PAGE    6

0000DE 4100 0000            00000   131+         LA    0,1-1              SET RQST TYPE.                      + 01-

#ACCE

0000E2 4110 A114            00114   132+         LA    1,TASKCODE         POINT TO RECEIVING FIELD            + 01-

#ACCE

0000E6 58F0 C240            00240   133+         L     15,=V(IDCSACON)                                        + 02-

#ENTE

0000EA 05EF                         134+         BALR  14,15                                                  + 02-

#ENTE

0000EC 0033                         135+         DC    AL2(51)                                                + 02-

#ENTE

                                    136+*+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

                                    137 *                                    ACCEPT TASK CODE TO INVOKE TASK

0000EE D507 A114 C20C 00114 0020C   138          CLC   TASKCODE,SYBTSK2      FIRST TIME CALLED ?

0000F4 4770 C144            00144   139          BNE   RECCUR                YES - OUTPUT FIRST SCREEN

                                    140 *                                    NO  - INPUT DATA FROM SCREEN

0000F8                              141 FIRSTIME DS    0H

0000F8 D203 A0C0 C244 000C0 00244   142          MVC   SYBDEPID,=C'0000'     PRIME DATA FIELD

                                    144          #MREQ OUT,MRB=SYBMAP,OPTNS=(NEWPAGE),ERROR=ERRORTN,           *

                                                       COND=(ALL)

0000FE                              145+         DS    0H ++++++MAPPING REQUEST +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

++ 01-#MREQ
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0000FE 9205 A020      00020         146+         MVI   32+SYBMAP,B'00101'                REQUEST TYPE FLAGS   + 01-

#MREQ

000102 9601 A021      00021         147+         OI    33+SYBMAP,B'00000001'                  FRST OPTION BYTE

+ 01-#MREQ

000106 9601 A022      00022         148+         OI    34+SYBMAP,B'00000001'               SECOND OPTION BYTE + 01-

#MREQ

00010A 9600 A047      00047         149+         OI    71+SYBMAP,B'00000000'               THIRD  OPTION BYTE + 01-

#MREQ

00010E 92FF A023      00023         150+         MVI   35+SYBMAP,B'11111111'                   COND FLAGS     + 01-

#MREQ

000112 920F A03B      0003B         151+         MVI   59+SYBMAP,B'1111'              COND FLAGS              + 01-

#MREQ

000116 41F0 A0C4            000C4   152+         LA    15,SYSPLIST                                            + 01-

#MREQ

00011A D703 F000 F000 00000 00000   153+         XC    0(4,15),0(15)       INITIALIZE THIS FULLWORD        XA + 01-

#MREQ

000120 4110 A000            00000   154+         LA    1,SYBMAP                                               + 01-

#MREQ

000124 501F 0004            00004   155+         ST    1,4(15)                                             XA + 01-

#MREQ

000128 927F F000      00000         156+         MVI   0(15),X'7F'         INDICATE RELEASE 2+ PARMLIST    XA + 01-

#MREQ

00012C 9680 F004      00004         157+         OI    4(15),X'80'         INDICATE END OF PLIST           XA + 01-

#MREQ

000130 181F                         158+         LR    1,15                                                   + 01-

#MREQ

000132 58F0 C240            00240   159+         L     15,=V(IDCSACON)                                        + 02-

#ENTE

000136 05EF                         160+         BALR  14,15                                                  + 02-

#ENTE

000138 002E                         161+         DC    AL2(46)                                                + 02-

#ENTE

00013A 12FF                         162+         LTR   15,15               WERE THERE ANY ERRORS AT ALL?      + 01-

#MREQ

00013C 4770 C1DA            001DA   163+         BNZ   ERRORTN              YES                               + 01-

#MREQ

                                    164+*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

++

                                    166 *                                    MAP OUT PROMPT

000140 47F0 C02C            0002C   168          B     RETURNXT              EXIT & WAIT FOR OPERATOR RESPONSE

000144                              170 RECCUR   DS    0H

                                    171          #MREQ IN,MRB=SYBMAP,ERROR=ERRORTN,COND=(ALL)

000144                              172+         DS    0H ++++++MAPPING REQUEST +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

++ 01-#MREQ

000144 9206 A020      00020         173+         MVI   32+SYBMAP,B'00110'                REQUEST TYPE FLAGS   + 01-

#MREQ

000148 9600 A021      00021         174+         OI    33+SYBMAP,B'00000000'                  FRST OPTION BYTE

+ 01-#MREQ

00014C 9600 A022      00022         175+         OI    34+SYBMAP,B'00000000'               SECOND OPTION BYTE + 01-

#MREQ

000150 9600 A047      00047         176+         OI    71+SYBMAP,B'00000000'               THIRD  OPTION BYTE + 01-

#MREQ
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000154 92FF A023      00023         177+         MVI   35+SYBMAP,B'11111111'                   COND FLAGS     + 01-

#MREQ

000158 920F A03B      0003B         178+         MVI   59+SYBMAP,B'1111'              COND FLAGS              + 01-

#MREQ

00015C 41F0 A0C4            000C4   179+         LA    15,SYSPLIST                                            + 01-

#MREQ

000160 D703 F000 F000 00000 00000   180+         XC    0(4,15),0(15)       INITIALIZE THIS FULLWORD        XA + 01-

#MREQ

000166 4110 A000            00000   181+         LA    1,SYBMAP                                               + 01-

#MREQ

00016A 501F 0004            00004   182+         ST    1,4(15)                                             XA + 01-

#MREQ

00016E 927F F000      00000         183+         MVI   0(15),X'7F'         INDICATE RELEASE 2+ PARMLIST    XA + 01-

#MREQ
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000172 9680 F004      00004         184+         OI    4(15),X'80'         INDICATE END OF PLIST           XA + 01-

#MREQ

000176 181F                         185+         LR    1,15                                                   + 01-

#MREQ

000178 58F0 C240            00240   186+         L     15,=V(IDCSACON)                                        + 02-

#ENTE

00017C 05EF                         187+         BALR  14,15                                                  + 02-

#ENTE

00017E 002E                         188+         DC    AL2(46)                                                + 02-

#ENTE

000180 12FF                         189+         LTR   15,15               WERE THERE ANY ERRORS AT ALL?      + 01-

#MREQ

000182 4770 C1DA            001DA   190+         BNZ   ERRORTN              YES                               + 01-

#MREQ

                                    191+*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

++

                                    193 *                                    MAP IN TERMINAL INPUT

                                    195 *        #MAPINQ MRB=SYBMAP,AID=AIDBYTE

                                    196          #MAPINQ MRB=SYBMAP,AID=AIDBYTE

000186                              197+         DS    0H +++++++++++ INQUIRE ABOUT LAST MAP OPERATION ++++++

++ 01-#MAPI

000186 D200 A11C A038 0011C 00038   198+         MVC   AIDBYTE(1),56+SYBMAP                                    X01-

#MAPI

                                       +                                   ATTENTION IDENTIFIER

                                    199+*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

++

                                    201 *                                    MOVE MAP DATA TO PROG VARIABLE STG

00018C 956D A11C      0011C         202          CLI   AIDBYTE,CLEAR         DID THE OPERATOR REQUEST FINISH?

000190 4780 C006            00006   203          BE    RETURN                YES - EXIT PGM, BACK TO IDMS DC

                                    205          #MREQ OUT,MRB=SYBMAP,ERROR=ERRORTN,                           *

                                                       COND=(ALL)

000194                              206+         DS    0H ++++++MAPPING REQUEST +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

++ 01-#MREQ

000194 9205 A020      00020         207+         MVI   32+SYBMAP,B'00101'                REQUEST TYPE FLAGS   + 01-

#MREQ

000198 9600 A021      00021         208+         OI    33+SYBMAP,B'00000000'                  FRST OPTION BYTE

+ 01-#MREQ
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00019C 9600 A022      00022         209+         OI    34+SYBMAP,B'00000000'               SECOND OPTION BYTE + 01-

#MREQ

0001A0 9600 A047      00047         210+         OI    71+SYBMAP,B'00000000'               THIRD  OPTION BYTE + 01-

#MREQ

0001A4 92FF A023      00023         211+         MVI   35+SYBMAP,B'11111111'                   COND FLAGS     + 01-

#MREQ

0001A8 920F A03B      0003B         212+         MVI   59+SYBMAP,B'1111'              COND FLAGS              + 01-

#MREQ

0001AC 41F0 A0C4            000C4   213+         LA    15,SYSPLIST                                            + 01-

#MREQ

0001B0 D703 F000 F000 00000 00000   214+         XC    0(4,15),0(15)       INITIALIZE THIS FULLWORD        XA + 01-

#MREQ

0001B6 4110 A000            00000   215+         LA    1,SYBMAP                                               + 01-

#MREQ

0001BA 501F 0004            00004   216+         ST    1,4(15)                                             XA + 01-

#MREQ

0001BE 927F F000      00000         217+         MVI   0(15),X'7F'         INDICATE RELEASE 2+ PARMLIST    XA + 01-

#MREQ

0001C2 9680 F004      00004         218+         OI    4(15),X'80'         INDICATE END OF PLIST           XA + 01-

#MREQ

0001C6 181F                         219+         LR    1,15                                                   + 01-

#MREQ

0001C8 58F0 C240            00240   220+         L     15,=V(IDCSACON)                                        + 02-

#ENTE

0001CC 05EF                         221+         BALR  14,15                                                  + 02-

#ENTE

0001CE 002E                         222+         DC    AL2(46)                                                + 02-

#ENTE

0001D0 12FF                         223+         LTR   15,15               WERE THERE ANY ERRORS AT ALL?      + 01-

#MREQ

0001D2 4770 C1DA            001DA   224+         BNZ   ERRORTN              YES                               + 01-

#MREQ

                                    225+*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

++

                                    227 *                                    MAP OUT DATA

0001D6 47F0 C02C            0002C   229          B     RETURNXT              EXIT & WAIT FOR OPERATOR RESPONSE

                                    230 *                                    NO  - MAPOUT, WAIT ON OPERATOR

0001DA                              231 ERRORTN  DS    0H                    HERE FOR NONZERO RETURN CODE

                                    232          #SNAP AREA=(SYBMAP,SYBMAPLN)

                                    233+*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

++

0001DA 90E1 A0C4            000C4   234+         STM   14,1,SYSPLIST                                          + 01-

#SNAP

0001DE 4110 A0C4            000C4   235+         LA    1,SYSPLIST                                             + 01-

#SNAP

0001E2 9268 1010      00010         236+         MVI   16(1),96+8                                             + 01-

#SNAP
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0001E6 D702 1011 1011 00011 00011   237+         XC    17(3,1),17(1)                                          + 01-

#SNAP

0001EC 41E0 A000            00000   238+         LA    14,SYBMAP                                              + 01-

#SNAP
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0001F0 50E0 1014            00014   239+         ST    14,20(,1)                                              + 01-

#SNAP

0001F4 41E0 00C0            000C0   240+         LA    14,SYBMAPLN                                            + 01-

#SNAP

0001F8 50E0 1018            00018   241+         ST    14,20+4(,1)                                            + 01-

#SNAP

0001FC 9680 1018      00018         242+         OI    28-4(1),X'80'                                          + 01-

#SNAP

000200 58F0 C240            00240   243+         L     15,=V(IDCSACON)                                        + 02-

#ENTE

000204 05EF                         244+         BALR  14,15                                                  + 02-

#ENTE

000206 001D                         245+         DC    AL2(29)                                                + 02-

#ENTE

                                    247+*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

++

000208 47F0 C006            00006   248          B     RETURN                EXIT

                            0006D   249 CLEAR    EQU   X'6D'                 CLEAR AIDBYTE VALUE

00020C E2E8C2E3E2D2F240             250 SYBTSK2  DC    CL8'SYBTSK2 '         DC TASK INVOKING VALUE (EXTERNAL)

000214 E2E8C2E3E2D2F0F3             251 SYBTSK03 DC    CL8'SYBTSK03'         DC TASK INVOKING VALUE (INTERNAL)

000220                              252          LTORG

000220 E2E8C2D4C1D74040             253                =CL8'SYBMAP'

000228 F1F161F2F561F9F1             254                =CL16'11/25/91171238R2'

000238 4040404040404040             255                =CL8'        '

000240 00000000                     256                =V(IDCSACON)

000244 F0F0F0F0                     257                =C'0000'

000248 0008                         258                =H'8'

                                    259          #BALI

000250                              260+IDCSACON CSECT ,                   IDMS DC ASSEMBLER PROGRAM INTERFACE  01-

#BALI

000250 58FF 0008            00008   261+         L     15,8(15)            ADDRESS OF DC'S COMMON STORAGE AREA  01-

#BALI

000254 07FF                         262+         BR    15                                                       01-

#BALI

000258                              264+         DS    0F                  FORCE ALIGNMENT                      01-

#BALI

                                    265+* THE FOLLOWING AD-CON IS FILLED IN BY THE DC PROGRAM LOADER.

000258 00000258C35BC15B             266+         DC    A(*),C'C$A

$'                                             01-#BALI

00024A                              268+SYBPG2   CSECT                                                          01-

#BALI

                                    270 ********************************************************************

000000                              271 STORAGE  DSECT                       STORAGE DSECT

                                    272 *        @COPY IDMS,MAP-CONTROL=SYBMAP

                                    273          #MRB  MAPNAME=SYBMAP,FIELDS=0001,RECORDS=0001

000000                              274+         DS    0A                  FORCE FULL-

WORD ALIGNMENT            01-#MRB

000000 0000000000000000             275+SYBMAP   DC    XL76'0'             BASIC MAP REQUEST BLOCK              01-

#MRB

00004C 0000000000000000             276+         DC    (0001)XL14'0'             MAP REQUEST ELEMENTS           01-

#MRB

00005A 0000
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00005C 00000000                     277+         DC    (0001)A(0)          DATA RECORD ADDRESS SLOTS            01-

#MRB

000060 0000000000000000             278+MRBPLIST DC    20A(0)                                                   01-

#MRB

0000B0 0000000000000000             279+MRBPGDS  DC    4A(0)               #STRTPAG, #ENDPAG PARM LIST          01-

#MRB

                            000C0   280 SYBMAPLN EQU   *-SYBMAP              LENGTH OF #MRB FOR SNAP

                                    282 *        @COPY IDMS,MAP-RECORDS

0000C0                              283                                  DS    0D

0000C0                              284 SYBREC                           DS    0CL4

0000C0                              285 SYBDEPID                         DS    CL4

                                    286 ****************************************

0000C4                              288 SYSPLIST DS    20F                   MAP OUT PARAMETER LIST AREA

000114                              289 TASKCODE DS    CL8                   TASK CODE WHICH INVOKED PROGRAM

                                                                                                               PAGE    9

00011C                              290 AIDBYTE  DS    X                     ATTENTION IDENTIFIER BYTE

00011D                              291          DS    3X                    RESERVED

                            00120   292 STORLGTH EQU   *-STORAGE             TOTAL LENGTH OF STORAGE NEEDED

000000                              294          END   SYBPG2

Assembler DML Macros and Error Messages
There are three types of assembler macros. Read more about what they are and see an alphabetical listing of them. You
can also read more about the error messages that may be generated during macro assembly.

DML Macros
Types of Macros

There are three types of Assembler DML macros, as follows:

• Statement -- The macro instruction is coded in the application program as a DML statement.
• Generated -- The macro instruction is generated from a DML statement by the DML precompiler.
• Invoked -- The macro instruction is invoked by a DML statement macro during assembly.

List of Macros

The following table lists DML macros alphabetically.

Macro Type Function
@ACCEPT Statement Encodes the #ACCEPT statement
@BIND Statement Encodes the @BIND statement
@COMMIT Statement Encodes the #COMMIT statement
@CONNECT Statement Encodes the @CONNECT statement
@DISCON Statement Encodes the @DISCON statement
@ERASE Statement Encodes the @ERASE statement
@FIND Statement Encodes the @FIND statement
@FINISH Statement Encodes the @FINISH statement
@GET Statement Encodes the @GET statement
@IDMSGSS Invoked Defines the IDMS global variables
@IDMSINR Invoked Generates the IDMS calling sequence
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@IF Statement Encodes the @IF statement
@INVOKE Statement Encodes the @INVOKE compiler-directive

statement
@KEEP Statement Encodes the @KEEP statement
@LRF Invoked Generates the logical record request

sequences
@MODE Statement Encodes the @MODE compiler-directive

statement
@MODIFY Statement Encodes the @MODIFY statement
@OBTAIN Statement Encodes the @OBTAIN statement
@PXE Generated Encodes a WHERE clause element
@READY Statement Encodes the @READY statement
@RETURN Statement Encodes the @RETURN statement
@ROLLBAK Statement Encodes the @ROLLBAK statement
@SSCTRL Statement Copies the IDMS communications block
@SSLRCTL Statement Copies the LRC block
@STORE Statement Encodes the @STORE statement

NOTE
@COPY is a DMLA source statement, not an Assembler macro.

Error Messages
The remainder of this section lists and describes error messages that are generated during macro assembly.

NOTE
For error messages generated by the DML precompiler and returned to the ERRSTAT field of the IDMS
communications block following DML requests, see the Messages and Codes documentation.

 @ACCEPT 

 INDECIPHERABLE COMBINATION OF OPERANDS 

Excessive or conflicting operands prevent interpretation of the macro.

Severity: 08

 @BIND 

 LRC MUST BE SPECIFIED OR LRSIZ MUST BE OMITTED 

The LRC parameter was omitted but the LRSIZ parameter was specified. If the LRSIZ parameter is specified, the LRC
parameter must also be specified.

Severity: 08

 INDECIPHERABLE COMBINATION OF OPERANDS 

Excessive or conflicting operands prevent interpretation of the macro.

Severity: 08

 TOO MANY OPERANDS SPECIFIED 

Parameters were specified that are not allowed for the BIND statement being issued.

Severity: 08
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 @COMMIT 

 'ALL' PARAMETER MUST BE BLANK OR 'ALL' 

The first positional parameter ALL must be specified as ALL or must be omitted.

Severity: 08

 @CONNECT 

 BOTH RECORD NAME AND SET NAME ARE REQUIRED FOR CONNECT 

Either the REC or SET parameter was omitted.

Severity: 08

 @DISCON 

 BOTH RECORD NAME AND SET NAME ARE REQUIRED FOR DISCONNECT 

Either the REC or SET parameter was omitted.

Severity: 08

 @ERASE 

 TYPE OF ERASE IS MISSING OR INCORRECT 

The (required) parameter for type of erase was omitted or invalid. Valid parameters are REC, PERMANENT, SELECTIVE,
or ALL.

Severity: 08

 RECORD NAME IS REQUIRED FOR ERASE 

The required REC parameter was not specified.

Severity: 08

 @FIND 

 TYPE OPERAND IS MISSING OR INVALID 

This type of FIND/OBTAIN was not specified (NEXT, FIRST, PRIOR, LAST, NTH).

Severity: 08

 SET, AREA, USING, AND OCCUR ARE NOT ALLOWED FOR FORMAT 1 

SET, AREA, USING, or OCCUR parameters were specified. These parameters are not allowed on FIND DBKEY
statements.

Severity: 08

 DBKEY, USING, AND OCCUR ARE NOT ALLOWED FOR FORMAT 2 

DBKEY, USING, or OCCUR parameters were specified. These parameters are not allowed on FIND CURRENT
statements.

Severity: 08

 REC, SET, AND AREA ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE FOR FORMAT 2 

Two or more of the REC, SET, or AREA parameters were specified. Only one of these parameters can be specified on
FIND CURRENT statements.

Severity: 08

 DBKEY AND USING ARE NOT ALLOWED FOR FORMAT 3 
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Either a DBKEY or a USING parameter was specified. These parameters are not allowed on FIND WITHIN SET/AREA
statements.

Severity: 08

 EITHER SET OR AREA MUST BE SPECIFIED 

Neither SET nor AREA parameters were specified; one of these parameters must be specified.

Severity: 08

 OCCUR IS USED ONLY WITH FORMAT 3 FIND NTH 

OCCUR parameters were specified. These parameters are only allowed with FIND NTH WITHIN SET/AREA statements.

Severity: 08

 REC, AREA, DBKEY, USING, AND OCCUR NOT ALLOWED FOR FORMAT 4 

REC, AREA, DBKEY, USING, or OCCUR parameters were specified. These parameters are not allowed on FIND
OWNER statements.

Severity: 08

 SET OPERAND IS REQUIRED FOR FORMAT 4 

The required SET parameter was not specified on a FIND OWNER statement.

Severity: 08

 SET, AREA, DBKEY, USING, AND OCCUR ARE NOT ALLOWED FOR FORMAT 5 

SET, AREA, DBKEY, USING, or OCCUR parameters were specified. These parameters are not allowed on FIND CALC/
DUPLICATE statements.

Severity: 08

 REC OPERAND IS REQUIRED FOR FORMAT 5 

The required REC parameter was not specified on a FIND CALC/DUPLICATE statement.

Severity: 08

 AREA, DBKEY, AND OCCUR ARE NOT ALLOWED FOR FORMAT 6 

AREA, DBKEY, or OCCUR parameters were specified and are not allowed for FIND WITHIN SET USING SORT KEY
statements.

Severity: 08

 REC, SET, AND USING ARE REQUIRED FOR FORMAT 6 

REC, SET, or USING parameters were not specified and are required for FIND WITHIN SET USING SORT KEY
statements.

Severity: 08

 KEEP OPERAND NOT SPECIFIED AS SHARED OR EXCLUSIVE 

The KEEP parameter was specified without either the SHARED or EXCLUSIVE parameter.

Severity: 08

 UNEXPECTED ERROR IN FORMAT 3 FIND 

This is a system internal error.

Severity: 20
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 @IDMSINR 

 @MODE MACRO DOES NOT PRECEDE THIS DML MACRO 

The @MODE macro was not specified before this macro. The @MODE macro must precede all other macros and must
occur only once.

Severity: 16

 @MODE CONTAINED ERRORS, OR WAS NOT FIRST MACRO 

The @MODE macro was coded incorrectly or was not specified before this macro. The @MODE macro must precede all
other macros and must occur only once.

Severity: 16

 INVALID TYPE 'type' SPECIFIED IN @IDMSINR MACRO 

This is a system internal error.

Severity: 20

 INVALID OPERAND 'operand' IN @IDMSINR MACRO DML-SEQUENCE = 9999 

This is a system internal error.

Severity: 20

 INVALID MODE 'mode' IN @IDMSINR MACRO 

This is a system error.

Severity: 20

 @IF 

 INVALID SPECIFICATION FOR MEMBER OPERAND OR EMPTY OPERAND 

The MEMBER/EMPTY parameter was specified incorrectly. Either MEMBER or EMPTY must be specified.

Severity: 08

 SET, GOTO, AND EITHER MEMBER OR EMPTY ARE REQUIRED FOR IF 

A required MEMBER or EMPTY, SET, or GOTO parameter was not specified. SET, GOTO and either MEMBER or EMPTY
parameters are required in an IF statement.

Severity: 08

 @KEEP 

 TYPE NEITHER SHARED NOR EXCLUSIVE 

Either the SHARED or EXCLUSIVE parameter is required on KEEP statements.

Severity: 08

 INDECIPHERABLE COMBINATION OF OPERANDS 

Excessive or conflicting operands prevent interpretation of the macro.

Severity: 08

 @LRF 

 Key-value MISPLACED 

The named key-value parameter was coded in an incorrect position. Parameters must be coded in the following
sequence: FIRST/NEXT, REC, IOAREA, ONLRSTS, GOTO, and WHERE.
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Severity: 08

 KEY-value,variable-value MISPLACED 

The named positional pair of parameters was coded more than once or in incorrect sequence within a logical-record DML
statement. Parameters must be coded in the following sequence: FIRST/NEXT, REC, IOAREA, ONLRSTS, GOTO, and
WHERE.

Severity: 08

 KEYWORD PARAMETERS INVALID FOR LRF ACCESS MACROS 

Logical-record DML statements must be coded using positional-pair parameter notation at assembly time.

Severity: 08

 Key-value NOT PAIRED 

The named key-value positional parameter was coded without a corresponding variable value parameter.

Severity: 08

 Key-value IS AN INVALID PARAMETER 

The named key-value parameter is invalid. Valid key-value parameters in logical-record DML statements are: FIRST/
NEXT, REC, IOAREA, ONLRSTS, GOTO and WHERE.

Severity: 08

 "REC" MUST BE SPECIFIED 

The REC parameter was not specified on a logical record request. All LRF access macros must specify a logical record
name.

Severity: 08

 "WHERE" INVALID WHEN LRSIZ OMITTED ON @BIND 

The LRSIZ parameter (specified on @BIND SUBSCH) was not specified; therefore, no storage was made available for
WHERE clause resolution. Add the LRSIZ parameter to @BIND SUBSCH and reassemble.

Severity: 08

 SPECIFY BOTH "ONLRSTS" AND "GOTO" OR NEITHER 

Either the ONLRSTS or the GOTO parameter was omitted from a logical record request; both parameters are needed to
encode a DMLA ON clause. Either remove the parameter specified or add the omitted parameter.

Severity: 08

 MACRO ERROR: PASSED VERB verb 

The named verb was incorrectly passed. This is a system internal error.

Severity: 08

 @MODE 

 MULTIPLE OCCURRENCES OF @MODE MACRO 

The @MODE macro was specified more than one time; the @MODE macro must occur only once.

Severity: 08

 INVALID SPECIFICATION mode FOR MODE OPERAND 

The named mode is not valid. Valid mode parameters are BATCH, CICS, CICS-EXEC, IDMSDC, INTERCOMM,
SHADOW, and DCBATCH.
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Severity: 16

 INVALID SPECIFICATION debug FOR DEBUG OPERAND 

The named debug parameter is not valid. Valid debug parameters are YES or NO.

Severity: 16

 INVALID SPECIFICATION quotes FOR QUOTES OPERAND 

The named quotes parameter is invalid. Valid parameters for quotes are YES or NO.

Severity: 16

 @MODIFY 

 RECORD NAME IS REQUIRED FOR MODIFY 

The record REC parameter was not specified.

Severity: 08

 @OBTAIN 

 KEEP OPERAND NOT SPECIFIED AS SHARED OR EXCLUSIVE 

The KEEP parameter was specified without either the SHARED or EXCLUSIVE parameter. If the KEEP parameter is
specified, either SHARED or EXCLUSIVE must also be specified.

Severity: 08

 @PXE 

 LRPXE 9999 CHARACTERS TOO SHORT 

 Lrc-block-size (specified on @BIND SUBSCH) is too small to contain the specified WHERE clause. Increase lrc-block-
size and reassemble.

Severity: 08

 DMLA/@PXE INCONSISTENCY: PXE TYPE=type 

This is a system internal error.

Severity: 12

 DMLA/@PXE INCONSISTENCY: V-TYPE=type 

This is a system internal error.

Severity: 12

 DMLA/@PXE INCONSISTENCY: MAX=9999/9999 

This is a system internal error.

Severity: 12

 DMLA/@PXE INCONSISTENCY: LEN=9999/9999 

This is a system internal error.

Severity: 12

 @READY 

 EITHER AREA OPERAND OR ALL OPERAND MUST BE SPECIFIED 

Neither the AREA nor ALL parameter was specified. One of these parameters is required for this macro.
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Severity: 08

 EITHER RDONLY OPERAND OR UPDATE OPERAND MUST BE SPECIFIED 

Neither the RDONLY nor UPDATE parameter was specified. One of these parameters is required for this macro.

Severity: 08

 INVALID SPECIFICATION FOR UPDATE OR RDONLY OPERAND 

The UPDATE/RDONLY parameter was specified incorrectly. Valid parameters for UPDATE/RDONLY are: YES or
SHARED, PROTECTED or PROTECT, or EXCLUSIVE.

Severity: 08

 ALL OPERAND IS NOT SPECIFIED AS 'ALL' 

The parameter ALL must be specified as ALL.

Severity: 08

 @RETURN 

 BOTH SET AND DBKEY ARE REQUIRED OPERANDS FOR RETURN 

The SET and/or DBKEY parameters were not specified. Both of these parameters are required for this macro.

Severity: 08

 EITHER TYPE OPERAND OR USING OPERAND MUST BE SPECIFIED 

Neither the type-of-return parameter (i.e., CURRENT, FIRST, LAST, NEXT, or PRIOR) nor the USING parameter was
specified. RETURN macros must include one of these parameters.

Severity: 08

 INVALID SPECIFICATION FOR TYPE OPERAND 

The type operand was not specified correctly. Valid parameters are CURRENT, FIRST, LAST, NEXT, or PRIOR.

Severity: 08

 @ROLLBAK 

 POSITIONAL PARAMETER 'CONTINUE' INVALID 

The CONTINUE parameter must be specified as CONTINUE or must be omitted.

Severity: 08

 @STORE 

 RECORD NAME IS REQUIRED FOR STORE 

The required REC parameter was not specified.

Severity: 08

STAE Exits
STAE exits (system task abend exits) are user-written recovery modules supported by DC/UCF systems. STAE exits can
be invoked by a program interrupt or an abnormal condition encountered by the task. The user-written module can attempt
to recover the task by correcting the abnormal condition. If the abnormal condition cannot be resolved, the STAE program
can request abnormal termination of the task.
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How STAE Exits Work

For each task level, a program can designate a STAE routine by issuing a #STAE request. A task abnormally terminates
due to a processing error or an #ABEND command. When a task terminates abnormally, STAE routines for the abended
program and for all higher-level programs are executed. #STAE routines can may be overridden by a #RETURN
statement or excluded explicitly by an #ABEND request from the program that failed.

STAE routines determine the cause of the abnormal condition or program interrupt by checking the abend control element
(ACE). When control is transferred to the STAE routine, DC/UCF automatically sets the register 1 value to the address
of a fullword parameter list that contains ACE. When program execution is interrupted, DC/UCF saves the contents of all
registers from the abended program in the ACE.

NOTE

#ACEDS is a DSECT provided in the DC/UCF macro library that defines the fields of the ACE. #ACEDS can be
copied into the program using the @COPY IDMS #ACEDS statement. For more information about the abend
control element (ACE) DSECT, see DSECT Reference.

STAE Routine Programming Considerations

Programming for STAE routines are as follows:

• STAE programs must be defined at system generation.
• Resources that are held by the task remain intact when the STAE routine is invoked.
• STAE routines can issue DC/UCF requests. However, if an error occurs which would typically abort the task, the DC/

UCF system abnormally terminates.
• STAE routines must end with a #RETURN statement. The #RETURN statement can request further action to be taken

by specifying the TYPE=NORMAL/ABORT/CONTINUE parameter. If TYPE=CONTINUE is specified, the routine must
load the address of the instruction from where processing is to continue in the ACE.

Beginning Register Values

At the start of a STAE routine, the DC/UCF system sets the following values for registers 1, 13, and 15:

• Register 1 holds the address of a 1-fullword parameter list that contains the address of the ACE.
• Register 13 holds the address of the STAE routine save area if the SAVAREA option is defined for the STAE program

at system generation.
• Register 15 holds the entry-point address of the STAE routine.

Displacement- decimal (hex) Label in #ACEDS DSECT Contents Field Size
0(0) ACEPSW PSW at the time of the interrupt 8 bytes
8(8) ACEGPRS General registers from abended

program 0 - 15
64 bytes

72(48) ACEFPRS Floating-point registers from the
abended program 0 - 6

32 bytes

112(70) ACEFLG ACE flag (see table below) 1 byte
115(73) ACEABCOD Abend code set by DC/UCF 4 bytes
120(78) ACEPGMNM Name of the abended program 4 bytes
129(81) ACEEPSW PSW in EBCDIC form 17 bytes
148(94) ACEOFFST Displacement of instruction that

failed in the abended program
6 bytes

160(A0) ACEILC XA program interrupt length
counter

1 byte
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161(A1) ACEINTC XA interruption code 2 bytes
 ACEPSWDA Data at PSW Start 16 bytes

before and 16 bytes after PSW
32 bytes

Value Meaning Comments
X'80' Abort was in user mode. Set by DC/UCF
X'40' Program check Set by DC/UCF
X'20' No message is wanted. Set by STAE routine
X'10' No SNAP is wanted Set by STAE routine
X'08' Abort task immediately Set by #RETURN, TYPE=ABORT
X'01' Continue processing at R14 address. Set by #RETURN, TYPE=CONTINUE

EMPLOYEE Data Structure Diagram
The following figure is the data structure diagram for the EMPLOYEE database. This database is used for most of the
examples in this document.
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Systems Network Architecture Considerations (SNA)
This section describes how to make your IDMS/DC Assembler program compatible with SNA protocols, allowing you to
exchange information with other SNA-compatible products. The discussion will include information on:

• General SNA programming considerations in the IDMS/DC environment
• Allocating a session
• Starting a system task from a remote system
• Asynchronous and synchronous processing
• Sending data
• Requesting a confirmation
• Responding to a confirmation request
• Sending error information
• Changing direction: send to receive
• Receiving data
• Changing direction: receive to send
• Terminating a conversation

 What is SNA? 

Systems Network Architecture (SNA) is a set of protocols and formats that enable different types of communications
products to function together in a network environment. There are no specific SNA hardware or software products. Rather,
SNA is a set of rules, an architecture, to which a wide variety of products can conform.

 SNA/VTAM Line Driver 

The IDMS/DC SNA/VTAM line driver (VTAMLU) is a task running under IDMS/DC that allows your task to communicate
with other SNA-compatible devices. Many SNA logical units, for example, 3270 terminals and printers, can communicate
using the standard IDMS/DC VTAM line driver (VTAMLIN). VTAMLIN handles most SNA protocols automatically, and
should be used when possible for greater operating efficiency.

The IDMS/DC SNA/VTAM driver, and the material covered in this section, should be used with logical unit configurations
that require special protocol control; for example, LU6.2 logical units, and IBM 4700 or 3700 devices. The SNA protocols
enabled for a specific logical unit are defined through VTAM by bind parameters in a VTAM MODENT table. These bind
parameters are the only way the IDMS/DC SNA/VTAM driver can determine which specific SNA protocols have been
established for a logical unit; care should be taken to ensure that the bind parameters accurately reflect the capabilities of
the logical unit.

 Determining Compatibility and Need for Special Support 

To determine whether SNA protocols for a given logical unit are compatible with those handled by the standard VTAM
driver, or if they need special protocol support from the IDMS/DC SNA/VTAM driver, compare the bind parameter values
in the MODENT table for your logical unit to those for a 3270 device. If the MODENT values are comparable to those for a
3270, it is probable that the standard VTAM driver can handle any SNA protocols for that logical unit.

NOTE
 For more information about establishing bind parameters for a logical unit, see the System
Generation documentation.

 Support Offered by the SNA/VTAM Line Driver 

The following table lists the LU types, function management profiles, and transmission service profiles that are supported
by the IDMS/DC SNA/VTAM driver (LU 6 is not supported).

 SNA Protocol  Types Supported by IDMS/DC 
LU Types 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6.2
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Function Management Profiles 2, 3, 4, 7, 18, 19
Transmission Service Profiles 2, 3, 4, 7

General Considerations
Before you start to write your SNA program, you should familiarize yourself with the following:

• SNA terms and their specific meanings in the IDMS/DC environment
• The IDMS/DC facilities your program needs to communicate in the SNA environment
• How SNA messages and error information are handled in the IDMS/DC environment

Each of these considerations is discussed on the following pages.

SNA Terminology
The following SNA terms are used in this section. Special IDMS/DC considerations are included along with their
definitions:

• A logical unit (LU) is a port through which you access the SNA network, a single network addressable unit (NAU).
For example, an LU can be an end-user terminal, a program such as CICS or IDMS/DC, or a device such as a display
writer.
Note: Unless otherwise specified, the discussions in this section apply to all LU types. Special LU6.2 considerations
will be noted. 
 

• A session is a logical connection between two logical units that enables the exchange of messages. Two logical units
that share a single physical connection can have one or more sessions between them. Each session is represented in
the IDMS/DC environment by a single physical terminal element (PTE)/logical terminal element (LTE) pair.

• A conversation is equivalent to one complete transaction between logical units. A conversation is delineated by a
begin bracket and an end bracket. In the IDMS/DC environment, a conversation is requested by a #TREQ ALLOC
statement, or is started by the remote LU, and is terminated by the LAST option on a #TREQ WRITE statement.
Data is exchanged by two logical units in a conversation by using various forms of the #TREQ READ and WRITE
statements.

Multiple LU-LU Sessions

The following figure illustrates how the SNA driver, functioning as an LU, takes part in multiple sessions. There are four
sessions established between the SNA driver and CICS, and one session established between the SNA driver and
a display writer. Each session can support only one conversation at a time. This configuration can support up to five
simultaneous conversations: four between IDMS/DC and CICS, and one between IDMS/DC and the display writer.
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Program Communications in the SNA Environment
Your program converses with other SNA network resources through #TREQ statements, in conjunction with the user I/O
control block (UIOCB). IDMS/DC supports only basic-mode access to other SNA devices; line-mode and mapping-mode
are not currently supported.

#TREQ Command

You use the #TREQ command to:

• Establish LU-LU sessions
• Initiate conversations between logical units
• Exchange data and error information between logical units
• Terminate conversations and sessions

Syntax and syntax rules for the #TREQ statement are discussed in #TREQ.

User Control Block

The user I/O control block (UIOCB) contains LU-LU session information:

• Session attributes
• Conversation attributes
• Information about the data being sent and received
• Error information

Establishing Sessions

Sessions in the IDMS/DC environment can be established in three ways:

• IDMS/DC can automatically establish the session at system startup.
• A remote LU can establish the session.
• Your program can establish a session using the #TREQ ALLOC statement, as described in the Allocating a Session

section.
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When you issue a #TREQ ALLOC statement to allocate a conversation, before IDMS/DC can select a session for you,
you must establish the UIOCB and initialize UIOCB fields with session attributes, such as which LU you want to talk to.

You also use the UIOCB to establish conversation attributes, for example, the maximum sync level that you will need
(LU6.2 only).

After the conversation has begun, you use the UIOCB to obtain information about the conversation. For example, session
and conversation information in the UIOCB is updated following #TREQ ALLOC or #TREQ UIOCB statements, and return
codes, sense codes, data-information fields, and VTAM-information fields are updated following read requests.

Sample User Control Block

The following figure illustrates a sample user I/O control block (UIOCB).

For the layout of the UIOCB, refer to the DSECT Reference section.

UIOCB     DS     OF

************************************************************************

**                                                                    **

**     UIOCB      USER I/O COMMUNICATIONS BLOCK                       **

**                                                                    **

**                 ## - LU6.2 ONLY                                    **

**                 $$ - FOR FUTURE USE                                **

************************************************************************

 

UIOLTEA   DS   A                    ADDR OF LOGICAL TERMINAL ELEMENT

                                    (CONVERSATION IDENTIFIER)

 

****  SESSION ATTRIBUTES *********

UIOBIND  DS   A                    ADDRESS OF BIND PARAMETERS

UIOLLU   DS   CL8                  LOCAL LU NAME (OWN_LU_NAME)

UIORLU   DS   CL8                  REMOTE LU NAME (PARTNER_LU_NAME)

UIOMODE  DS   CL8                  MODEENT NAME (MODE_NAME)

UIOSYNC  DS   X             ##     SYNC_LEVEL

UIOSYNCN EQU  X'00'                SYNC_LEVEL = NONE

UIOSYNCC EQU  X'01'                SYNC_LEVEL = CONFIRM

UIOSYNCS EQU  X'02'                SYNC_LEVEL = SYNCPOINT

UIOCONV  DS   X             ##     CONVERSATION TYPE

UIOCONVB EQU  X'00'                CONVERSATION TYPE = BASIC

UIOCONVM EQU  X'01'                CONVERSATION TYPE = MAPPED

UIOMAPN  DS   CL24          $$     LU6.2 MAP NAME

UIOTASK  DS   CL8                  REMOTE TASK TO BE ALLOCATED (TPN)

UIOUSER  DS   CL8           ##     USER ID TO BE PASSED WITH ALLOCATE

UIOPASS  DS   CL8           ##     PASSWORD TO BE SENT WITH ALLOCATE

UIOPROFL DS   CL8           ##     PROFILE ID TO BE SENT W/ ALLOCATE

UIOINRU  DS   H                    MAX RU SIZE ON INPUT

UIOUTRU  DS   H                    MAX RU SIZE ON OUTPUT

UIORSV   DS   4H                   RESERVED

**** WHAT RECEIVED ***************

UIODAT   #FLAG X'80'               DATA

UIOERR   #FLAG X'40'        ##     ERROR  (SEND_ERROR RECEIVED)

UIOLST   #FLAG X'20'               DEALLOCATE   (SEND LAST RECEIVED)

UIOCD    #FLAG X'10'               CHANGE DIRECTION  (TIME TO SEND)

UIOCFM   #FLAG X'08'               CONFIRM  (CONFIRMATION REQUESTED)

UIOSIG   #FLAG X'04'               SIGNAL  (REQUEST_TO_SEND RECEIVED)
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UIOSPT   #FLAG X'02'        $$     SYNCPOINT (TAKE_SYNCPOINT)

UIOROL   #FLAG X'01'        $$     SYNCPOINT ROLLBACK REQUIRED

UIOWREC  DS    X                   WHAT_RECEIVED

************************************************************************

UIOFMH   #FLAG X'80'               DATA CONTAINS FMH

UIODTC   #FLAG X'40'               DATA_COMPLETE (OFF = INCOMPLETE)

UIODATF  DS    X                   DATA TYPE FLAG

********* ERROR INFORMATION FIELDS *************************************

UIOURA   DS    0X

UIOUCOM  DS    XL1                 CA IDMS/DC ERROR CODE

UIOCOMPG EQU   0                   GOOD COMPLETION - I/O SUCCESSFUL

UIOCOMPA EQU   8                   TERMINAL OPERATOR HIT ATTN OR BREAK DURING OUTPUT

UIOCOMPL EQU   12                  LOGICAL ERRORS - INVALID COMMAND SEQUENCE

UIOCOMPP EQU   16                  PERMANENT I/O ERROR COMMAND SEQUENCE

UIOCOMPD EQU   20                  SESSION WAS DISCONNECTED OR INTERVENTION REQ.

UIOCOMPO EQU   24                  SESSION IS OUT-OF-SERVICE

UIOCOMPC EQU   28                  SESSION IS CLOSED (OPEN DIDN'T WORK)

UIOCOMPI EQU   32                  INVALID TRB PARAMETER LIST

UIOUCM2  DS    XL1                 SECONDARY DC ERR-CODE

UIOLGNR  EQU   X'01'               ERR - LOGON ROUTINE

UIOPROF  EQU   X'02'               ERR - PRIOR OPEN FAILURE

UIORTEX  EQU   X'03'               ERR - RETRIES EXHAUSTED (MAX ERRS EXCEEDED)

UIONEGR  EQU   X'04'               ERR - NEGATIVE RESP TO SEND DATA

UIOSRPF  EQU   X'05'               ERR - SEND RESPONSE FAILED

UIONUIO  EQU   X'06'               ERR - NO UIOCB ADDRESS AVAILABLE

UIOUNKI  EQU   X'07'               ERR - UNKNOWN INPUT RECEIVED

UIOBBFL  EQU   X'08'               ERR - BRACKET BID FAILURE

UIOWQUR  EQU   X'09'               ERR - WAITING ON QUIESCE RELEASE

UIOSTSN  EQU   X'0A'               ERR - MSG RESYNC FAILURE (ON SEND CHAIN)

UIOSTSR  EQU   X'0B'               ERR - MSG RESYNC FAILURE REPETITIVELY

UIOPLEC  EQU   X'0C'               ERR - PIPELINE EXCEEDED MAX EXCP RESPONSES

UIOPLRD  EQU   X'0D'               ERR - PIPELINE READ RQST IS NOT SUPPORTED

UIOUCD   EQU   X'0E'               ERR - UNIDENTIFIED NORMAL FLOW CMD RECEIVED

UIORCAF  EQU   X'0F'               ERR - RESET TO CONT-ANY FAILED

UIOLUSR  EQU   X'10'               ERR - UNKNOWN LUSTAT RECEIVED

UIOCNNA  EQU   X'11'               ERR - CHAINED-INPUT NOT ALLOWED ON THIS PTE TYPE

UIOUNXC  EQU   X'12'               ERR - UNEXPECTED COMMAND RECEIVED

UIOCNCR  EQU   X'13'               ERR - CANCEL COMMAND RECEIVED

UIOCHRC  EQU   X'14'               ERR - CHASE COMMAND RECEIVED

UIORCVF  EQU   X'15'               ERR - RECEIVE  FAILED

UIOFMHG  EQU   X'16'               ERR - FMH DEFAULT IN SYSGEN CAN'T BE USED

UIOVMMT  EQU   X'17'               ERR - GENCB/MODCB FAILURE

UIOSNDF  EQU   X'18'               ERR - SEND CMD FAILURE

UIOWBMS  EQU   X'19'               ERR - WRITE BUFFER MISSING

UIOFMHS  EQU   X'1A'               ERR - FMH OR FMH-OPTION SPECIFICATION ERROR

UIOQECR  EQU   X'1B'               ERR - QEC RECV'D, USER CONTROLS OUTB CHAINING

UIOPUNK  EQU   X'1C'               ERR - PTE TYPE UNKNOWN

UIOLTNA  EQU   X'1D'               ERR - LAST OPTION DISALLOWED

UIOPMXW  EQU   X'1E'               ERR - PIPELINE MAX NBR WRITES (1) EXCEEDED

UIOOPNS  EQU   X'1F'               ERR - OPT/RQST NOT SUPPTD THIS PTE OR LU TYPE

UIOWSZX  EQU   X'20'               ERR - WRT SIZ GTR PRUSZ, & CHAIN NOT ALLOWED

UIOSLUF  EQU   X'21'               ERR - SEND LUS (IN LIEU NEG RESP) FAILED

UIORBKF  EQU   X'22'               ERR - RESET BRACKET (SEND EB) FAILURE
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UIORQRA  EQU   X'23'               ERR - RQR ATTEMPTED

UIORBNS  EQU   X'24'               ERR - READ BUFFER NOT SUPPORTED

UIOUCNR  EQU   X'25'               ERR - OUTB USER CHANGING - NEG RESPONSE

UIONEGC  EQU   X'26'               ERR - NEG RESP TO SEND COMMAND

UIONRNR  EQU   X'27'               ERR - NEG RESP, SEND CHAIN, NO RECOVERY POSS

UIOLURS  EQU   X'28'               ERR - LU RQST'D SHUTDOWN

UIORCCE  EQU   X'29'               ERR - REQUEST CANCELLED, CONVERSTAION ENDED

UIOSIGR  EQU   X'2A'               ERR - SIGNAL RECEIVED NOT RECOGNIZED

UIOIGDS  EQU   X'2B'               ERR - INVALID LU6.2 GDS ID

UIOSCRM  EQU   X'2C'               ERR - SEND CANCELLED, WE ARE IN RECV-MODE

UIOZLMR  EQU   X'2D'               ERR - ZERO-LNG MSG RECEIVED

UIONMRT  EQU   X'2E'               ERR - INVALID/MISSING REQUEST TYPE

UIOALFR  EQU   X'2F'               ERR - ALLOCATE FAILED, SESSION BUSY, RETRY OK

UIOALFN  EQU   X'30'               ERR - ALLOCATE FAILED, NO RETRY

UIOALFS  EQU   X'31'               ERR - ALLOCATE FAILED, SYNCLEVEL NOT SUPPORTED

UIOUNBD  EQU   X'32'               ERR - UNBIND RECEIVED

UIOSNDE  EQU   X'33'               ERR - LU6.2 SEND ERROR RECEIVED

UIOABND  EQU   X'34'               ERR - LU6.2 SEND ABEND RECEIVED

UIOXLIM  EQU   X'35'               ERR - LIMIT ON INPUT EXCEEDED, READ FAILED

UIOEBR   EQU   X'36'               END BRACKET RECEIVED - DEALLOCATE NORMAL

UIOEM01  EQU   X'37'               RHDCD0FI -  ERROR ON 3270 READ              

UIOEM02  EQU   X'38'               RHDCD0FI -  3270 DATA DOESN'T START WITH '*'

UIOEM03  EQU   X'39'               RHDCD0FI -  3270 DATA HAS BAD SEQUENCE NUMBER

UIOEM04  EQU   X'3A'               RHDCD0FI -  3270 DATA TOO SHORT             

UIOEM05  EQU   X'3B'               RHDCD0FI -  BAD CHARACTER IN 3270 DATA      

UIOEM06  EQU   X'3C'               RHDCD0FI -  3270 DATA INVALID LENGTH        

UIOEM07  EQU   X'3D'               RHDCD0FI -  3270 DATA DOESN'T END WITH '*'  

               SPACE       

UIOURTC  DS    XLI                 VTAM RTNCD

UIOUFDB  DS    XLI                 VTAM FDBK2

UIOUSEI  DS    XLI                 VTAM SENSE INFO

UIOUSMI  DS    XLI                 VTAM SENSE MODIFIER

UIOUUSI  DS    XL2                 VTAM USER SENSE INFO

UIORSV1  DS    XL4                 RESERVED

UIOUSIG  DS    XL4                 SIGNAL DATA - EXPD-FLOW-CMD

UIOURAL EQU    *-UIOURA            LENGTH OF ERROR INFO FIELDS

UIOTIMS  DS    CL8                 UNIQUE IDENTIFIER FOR BULK LTES

UIORSV2  DS    XL27                RESERVED

UIODWORK DS    XL1                 WORK BYTE RESERVED FOR CA IDMS/DC

         DS    0F                  ENSURE BOUNDARY - RFH         

UIOCDEFA DS    A                   Address of DNS CDEF data.     

UIOSNONA DS    A                   Address of DNS signon data.  

UIOCBL  EQU    *-UIOCB             LENGTH OF UIOCB

Error Handling
Information about the outcome of your request is returned to your program in several different ways:

• The outcome of any request is indicated in register 15. In most cases, register 15 is all that needs to be checked.
• For debugging purposes, the following fields in the UIOCB contain additional information:
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– The UIOUCM2 field of the UIOCB contains IDMS/DC secondary error codes.
– The UIOURTC field of the UIOCB contains VTAM return code and feedback information.
– The UIOUSEI, UIOUSMI, and UIOUUSI fields of the UIOCB contain SNA sense codes.

The following table lists the sense codes IDMS/DC sends to the remote LU to inform the remote system of errors
encountered in conversation processing. Sense codes are specified with a 4-byte hexadecimal value. IDMS/DC sends the
following SNA sense codes to inform the remote system of errors encountered in conversation processing.

Sense code IDMS/DC definition SNA meaning
10086021 Task not defined to IDMS/DC Allocation error, TPN not recognized
084C0000 Task out of service Allocation error, TPN not available
10086041 Sync-level not supported Sync-level not supported
080F6051 Security violation Security not valid
08640000 Task abended Deallocate abend
08890000 #TREQ WRITE,OPTNS=ERROR sent Send error request
08890101 Invalid LU6.2 GDS-ID Invalid GDS-ID
08460000 ERP message forthcoming ERP message forthcoming
08240000 Rollback requested Syncpoint rollback
08130000 Bracket bid reject (no RTR) Allocate failure
08010000 Resource unavailable (busy) Allocate failure
08060000 Resource unknown (LU not defined) Allocate failure
08210000 Invalid session parameters Allocate failure

SNA Functions in an IDMS/DC Environment
This article describes how to perform SNA functions in an IDMS/DC environment. Each SNA function, for example,
ALLOCATE, is accompanied by an explanation of how to implement the specific protocols using the #TREQ statement
and the UIOCB.

The following table lists the SNA functions with corresponding #TREQ statements that are supported by the IDMS/DC
SNA/VTAM driver.

SNA function IDMS/DC #TREQ statement
 
ALLOCATE
    LU_NAME
    MODE_NAME
    TPN
    SECURITY
        (PROGRAM
        (USER ID,
        PASSWORD))
    TYPE (CONVERSATION)
    RETURN_CONTROL

 
#TREQ ALLOC
    UIOCBA
    OPTNS=
        IMM/CONN/ANY
        WAIT/NOWAIT
    LTERMID

 
CONFIRM
    RESOURCE
    RETURN_CODE

 
#TREQ WRITE
    OPTNS=CONFIRM
    LTEADDR
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CONFIRMED RESOURCE
    RESOURCE

 
#TREQ WRITE
    OPTNS=CONFIRM
    LTEADDR
#TREQ
    (any request except
    #TREQ WRITE, OPTNS=ERROR)

 
DEALLOCATE RESOURCE
    TYPE (SYNC_LEVEL)
    TYPE
    LOG_DATA
    TYPE (LOCAL)
    RESOURCE

 
#TREQ WRITE
    OPTNS=LAST
    LTEADDR
#TREQ WRITE
    OPTNS=ABEND
    LTEADDR
    SENSE
    LOGDATA
    OUTLEN
    LTEADDR
#TREQ DISC
    LTEADDR

 
GET_ATTRIBUTES
    RESOURCE
GET_TYPE
    RESOURCE

 
#TREQ UIOCB
    UIOCBA
    LTEADDR

 
POST_ON RECEIPT
    RESOURCE
WAIT RESOURCE_LIST
    RESOURCE

 
All #TREQ requests
#WAIT

 
PREPARE_TO_RECEIVE
    RESOURCE

 
#TREQ WRITE
    OPTNS=INVITE

 
RECEIVE_AND_WAIT
    DATA
    LENGTH
    FILL
    WHAT_RECEIVED
    RESOURCE
    RETURN_CODE

 
#TREQ GET
    INAREA
    MAXIN
    INLEN
    OPTNS=
        LL
        NOCHASM
    LTEADDR
    OPTNS=
        INFMHY
        INFMHN

 
REQUEST_TO_SEND
    RESOURCE

 
#TREQ WRITE
    OPTNS=SIGNAL
    LTEADDR
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SEND_DATA
    DATA
    LENGTH
    RESOURCE
    RETURN_CODE

 
#TREQ WRITE
    OUTAREA
    OUTLEN
    LTEADDR
    OPTNS=
        OUTFMHY
        OUTFMHN
    OPTNS=CHNCONT

 
SEND_ERROR
    TYPE (PROGRAM) (SVC)
    LOG_DATA
    RESOURCE
    RESOURCE_CODE

 
#TREQ WRITE
    OPTNS=ERROR
    SENSE
    LOGDATA
    OUTLEN
    LTEADDR

Allocating a Session

ALLOCATE LU_NAME

         MODE_NAME

         SYNC_LEVEL

         TPN

         SECURITY (PROGRAM (USER_ID, PASSWORD))

         TYPE (CONVERSATION)

         RETURN_CONTROL (WHEN_SESSION_ALLOCATED)

         RETURN_CONTROL (IMMEDIATE)

         RESOURCE

         RETURN_CODE

The #TREQ ALLOC statement allows you to allocate a conversation with another logical unit. In most cases, IDMS/
DC selects a session for you from sessions defined at system generation. The system bases its selection on session
attributes you have established in the UIOCB. You should initialize the following UIOCB fields before you allocate a
session:

• The name of the LU (UIORLU) with which your program will be communicating.
• In some special cases your program may need to specify the name of a MODEENT table (UIOMODE), requesting a

specific session for the conversation. Most programs do not have to specify UIOMODE.

NOTE
For more information about session modes, see Using System Generation.

• The maximum sync level (UIOSYNC) your task will need (LU6.2 only).

Instead of coding these parameters and letting IDMS/DC select a session for you, you can use the LTERMID parameter
of the #TREQ ALLOC statement to allocate a specific session, identified by the logical terminal name of the other LU. For
example:

#TREQ ALLOC,LTERMID=LTERMIDA

When LTERMID is specified, the UIORLU and UIOMODE fields in the UIOCB are ignored.
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Establishing Conversation Attributes
For LU6.2 conversations only, you also use the UIOCB to establish conversation attributes. Conversation attributes
include:

• Security information to be passed to the remote system, for example, user id (UIOUSER), and user password
(UIOPASS). These fields are valid only if security is enforced on the remote system.

• Whether the conversation is basic (UIOCONVB) or mapped (UIOCONVM). In most situations, your conversation will
be in mapped mode. Unmapped (basic) mode is used with remote LU6.2 logical units that do not have an application
programming interface (for example, an IBM display writer), or for system level service manager programs.

• The (optional) name of the remote task (UIOTASK).

NOTE
For more information about the UIOTASK field, see the Starting a Task on a Remote Logical Unit later in this
section.

Issuing the TREQ ALLOC Statement
After you have set the session and conversation attributes in the UIOCB, you must issue a #TREQ ALLOC statement to
allocate the session.

 Coding Considerations 

You should consider the following parameters when coding your #TREQ ALLOC statement:

• The OPTNS=ANY/CONN/IMM parameter of the #TREQ ALLOC statement establishes criteria for choosing a session.
The session you need can be in one of three states:
–  Immediately available -- The session has already been established with the requested LU and is not currently in

use.

NOTE
(LU6.2 only); the session must be a contention winner to be considered immediately available.

For more information about contention winners, see the System Generation documentation.
–  Disconnected -- The session has not yet been established.
–  Busy -- The session has been established, but is currently allocated to another logical unit. The session will

become immediately available when that logical unit ends its conversation.
The options on the #TREQ ALLOC statement are as follows:
–  ANY (default) specifies that IDMS/DC tries to allocate a session in the following order:

A session that is immediately available and currently unused.
A session that is disconnected.
A session that is busy; IDMS/DC will wait for a busy session and return control to your program once the session is
allocated.

–  CONN requests IDMS/DC not to wait for a busy session. IDMS/DC will first attempt to allocate an immediately
available session, then a disconnected session.

–  IMM specifies that only immediately available sessions are acceptable for the allocation request.
• You can specify whether your #TREQ ALLOC request is made synchronous (default) by specifying OPTNS=WAIT or

asynchronous by specifying OPTNS=NOWAIT.

NOTE
If you specify OPTNS=ANY, do not request asynchronous processing with OPTNS=NOWAIT. OPTNS=ANY
implies that the request may wait for a busy session.

• The UIOCB parameter of the #TREQ ALLOC statement establishes a UIOCB for the conversation.

 Example of LU-LU Session Allocation 
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The following example illustrates how you would allocate an LU-LU session, establishing the UIOCB, and setting session
and conversation attributes:

• The first statement obtains storage for the UIOCB.
• The next statement establishes the remote logical unit.
• The next four statements establish LU6.2 conversation attributes.
• The #TREQ ALLOC statement allocates the session, initiates the conversation, and names the UIOCB.

UIOSTG   #GETSTG TYPE=(USER,LONG),PLIST=*,LEN=UIOLEN,INIT=X'00',       *

               STGID=UIOCBD,ADDR=(R1)

*                                         SESSION ATTRIBUTES

ATTR     MVC   UIORLU,=C'VTMFO178'     REMOTE LU

*                                         CONVERSATION ATTRIBUTES

         MVC   UIOUSER,=C'BRANCH01'    USER ID: DENVER BRANCH

         MVC   UIOPASS,=C'DENPR  '     USER PASSWORD: DENVER

         MVI   UIOCONV,UIOCONVM        MAPPED MODE

         MVI   UIOSYNC,UIOSYNCC        MAXIMUM SYNC-LEVEL

         #TREQ ALLOC,UIOCBA=UIOCB,COND=ALL

 After Issuing #TREQ ALLOC 

After you have issued your #TREQ ALLOC request, you need to perform the following:

• Check the value in register 15:
–  If register 15 contains a nonzero value, the allocation request failed. The UIOUCM2 field in the UIOCB indicates

whether the problem is permanent or temporary:
• If IDMS/DC returns UIOALFR to the UIOUCM2 field, the allocate request was denied due to a temporary

problem; for example, IDMS/DC was unable to wait for a busy session. In this case, you should issue the #TREQ
ALLOC request again.

• If IDMS/DC returns UIOALFN to the UIOUCM2 field, a permanent error was encountered.
• If IDMS/DC returns UIOALFS to the UIOUCM2 field, the specified sync level for the conversation is not

supported. This is a permanent error.
–  If register 15 contains 0, the session has been successfully established. Register 1 contains the logical terminal

address (LTEADDR) of the remote LU. The logical terminal address (also stored in UIOLTEA) must be specified on
all subsequent #TREQ requests in that session because a single task can have conversations with many logical
units.

• If the #TREQ request was asynchronous (OPTNS=NOWAIT), you must issue a #TREQ CHECK statement before you
make any further I/O requests. Your program must specify the LTE address of the remote LU (UIOLTEA) to identify the
conversation.

Starting a Task on a Remote Logical Unit
Non-LU6.2 Sessions

For non-LU6.2 sessions, if the UIOTASK field in the UIOCB contains a task name (is nonzero and nonblank) when a
#TREQ ALLOC is issued, IDMS/DC will automatically send the task code to the remote system immediately after the
session is established.

LU6.2 Sessions

For LU6.2 sessions, if the UIOTASK field in the UIOCB contains a task name (is nonzero and nonblank) when a #TREQ
ALLOC is issued, IDMS/DC will automatically send the LU6.2 allocate request to the remote system, requesting the
remote system to start the named task.

Requests from Remote Units
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When IDMS/DC receives an allocate request from a remote LU6.2, it does the following:

• If the allocate request contains a nonzero and nonblank value in the user id (UIOUSER) or password (UIOPASS)
fields, IDMS/DC will run the signon task for that session.

• The task identified in the allocate request is then attached.
• The conversation type (UIOCONV) and sync-level (UIOSYNC) are also passed by the allocate request and moved into

the UIOCB.

Any errors encountered while processing a remote allocation request, for example, task-not-defined or security violations,
are reported to the remote system through an SNA sense code.

NOTE
For more information about sense codes, see Error Handling in this section.

Starting a Task from a Remote System

          GET_ATTRIBUTES

          GET_TYPE

When your conversation is started from a remote LU, you must issue a #TREQ UIOCB statement before issuing any other
#TREQ statements. The #TREQ UIOCB statement establishes a UIOCB for IDMS/DC to maintain session attributes and
status information.

If the conversation was started from a remote system, the LTEADDR parameter can be left off, since the LTE address
defaults to the LTE that started the task (that of the remote system).

IDMS/DC fills all session attribute fields upon completion of a #TREQ UIOCB or #TREQ ALLOC request.

Synchronous and Asynchronous Processing
The statements used to establish SNA sessions and to exchange data can be issued as either synchronous or
asynchronous requests. An example of these requests can be seen below:

          POST_ON_RECEIPT

 

          WAIT RESOURCE_LIST

For more information about synchronous and asynchronous processing, see #TREQ.

When establishing a conversation you can request:

• Synchronous processing by using the OPTNS=WAIT parameter of the #TREQ ALLOC statement.
• Asynchronous processing by using #TREQ ALLOC,OPTNS=NOWAIT. You must issue a #TREQ CHECK, specifying

the LTE address of the remote LU, prior to any other I/O requests for that conversation.
For more information about the #TREQ ALLOC statement, see Allocating a Session in this section. 

When you are issuing #TREQ input and output statements, you can request:

• Synchronous processing by using #TREQ GET, PUT, and PUTGET.
• Asynchronous processing by using #TREQ WRITE, READ, and WRITREAD. The #WAIT statement is used to wait

on an ECB list. All asynchronous requests must be followed by a #TREQ CHECK statement before any other I/O
requests can be made for that session.
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Sending Data

SEND_DATA DATA

          LENGTH

          RESOURCE

          RETURN_CODE

You can use any #TREQ WRITE, PUT, PUTGET, or WRITREAD request to send data to another LU in a conversation.

If the length of the data you are sending (OUTLEN) is larger than the SNA maximum request unit size (UIOTRU), IDMS/
DC will chain the output automatically.

LU6.2 Considerations for Sending Data
For LU6.2-mapped conversations, IDMS/DC appends a generalized data stream ID (GDS ID) to the data.

For LU6.2 unmapped conversations, you must supply the correct GDS ID and attach it to the data.

NOTE
For more information about GDS IDs, see the IBM SNA documentation.

Non-LU6.2 Considerations for Sending Data
For non-LU6.2 conversations, specifying OUTFMHY or OUTFMHN indicates whether or not a function management
header (FMH) has been added to the outbound message:

• OUTFMHY specifies that you have included an FMH at the beginning of the write buffer that should be used instead of
any sysgen defaults.

• OUTFMHN specifies that no default FMH should be added to the outbound message and that you have not provided
an FMH.

The CHNCONT parameter (non-LU6.2 conversations only) specifies that your task is sending a chain of outbound
messages and that the current message is not the last in the chain. Not specifying CHNCONT after it has been specified
once indicates the final chain element.

Requesting a Confirmation

CONFIRM RESOURCE

        RETURN_CODE

If you want to request a confirmation, for any application-defined reason, you can include the CONFIRM option of the
#TREQ WRITE, PUT, PUTGET, or WRITREAD statements. Your program must specify the LTE address of the remote
logical unit to identify the conversation.

Specifying OPTNS=CONFIRM sends a confirmation request to the remote LU. The request is posted as complete as
soon as it is received; a separate read statement is not necessary to get the confirmation. IDMS/DC sets the send-error
received flag (UIOERR) on if the reply is negative.

The CONFIRM option can be specified with or without data (OUTLEN=0). Syntax and syntax rules for OPTNS=CONFIRM
are described in Data Manipulation Language Statements.

You can request a change of direction with the confirmation request by specifying OPTNS=(INVITE,CONFIRM).

You can also request confirmation before a conversation is terminated by specifying OPTNS=(LAST,CONFIRM).
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NOTE
For more information about terminating a conversation, see Terminating a Conversation in this section.

For non-LU6.2 sessions, the following considerations apply:

• If the bind parameters issued at system generation indicate that the definite response protocol is supported, IDMS/DC
will always request a definite response type1 (RDR1) on the last or only elements.

• If your program specifies OPTNS=CONFIRM, IDMS/DC will request a definite response type2 instead of type1.

Responding to a Confirmation Request

          CONFIRMED_RESOURCE

          SEND_ERROR

After your program has received a confirmation request (UIOCFM is set on), your program can:

• Send a positive response by specifying OPTNS=CONFIRMED on a write request
• Allow IDMS/DC to send a positive response automatically the next time you make a request (with the exception of

write requests specifying OPTNS=ERROR)
• Send a negative response by specifying OPTNS=ERROR on a write request

Sending Error Information

SEND_ERROR TYPE (PROGRAM) (SVC)

           LOG_DATA

           RESOURCE

           RETURN_CODE

Your program can send error information to an LU by specifying OPTNS=ERROR on a WRITE or PUT request. You
cannot issue a #TREQ PUTGET or WRITREAD request because the program remains in the send state after the error
request is issued. Your program must specify the LTE address of the remote LU (UIOLTEA) to identify the conversation.

The error information is sent in the form of an 8 character hexadecimal SNA sense code, specified by the SENSE
parameter on a write request. The default sense code is X'08890000'.

NOTE
For more information about sense codes, see Error Handling in this section.

Upon receipt of an error, IDMS/DC moves the sense code to the UIOCB. IDMS/DC indicates that an error has been
received by setting an error flag (UIOERR) in the UIOWREC (what-received) field of the UIOCB and provides more
specific information about the error in the secondary codes (UIOUCM2).

NOTE
Register 15 is not set in response to a SEND_ERROR verb. Therefore, UIOWREC should be examined if the
possibility of UIOERR exist.

LU6.2 Sessions

For an LU6.2 session, if you send the error request while you are in the receive state, all input is purged until a change-
direction indicator is received, and then IDMS/DC sends the error information.

NOTE
For more information about changing direction, see Changing Direction: Send to Receive in this section.
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After sending error information, your program will be in the send state. You can then send additional data to the remote
LU.

You can send log data along with the error information by using the LOGDATA parameter. If the remote system supports
log data, the data will be logged onto the remote system when it receives the send-error request. LOGDATA specifies the
address of the data buffer. You must also specify the OUTLEN parameter to indicate the length of the data.

Non-LU6.2 Sessions

For a non-LU6.2 session, IDMS/DC sends the sense code in a negative response if your task is in the receive state and
in an LUSTAT command if your task is in the send state. If your program issues an error request while your task is in the
receive state, all input is purged until a change-direction indicator is received. Your program must specify the LTE address
of the remote LU (UIOLTEA) to identify the conversation.

Changing Direction Send to Receive

PREPARE_TO_RECEIVE

Your program can change from the send state to the receive state in either of the following ways:

• Implicitly, by issuing any type of read request (#TREQ READ, GET, WRITREAD, PUTGET). IDMS/DC automatically
sends a change-direction indicator to the remote system before it issues the read request.

• Explicitly, by using the OPTNS=INVITE parameter on any write request.

The change-direction indicator is sent with data for all #TREQ PUTGET and WRITREAD requests, and without data for all
GET and READ requests.

Your program must specify the LTE address of the remote LU (UIOLTEA) to identify the conversation.

Receiving Data

RECEIVE_AND_WAIT DATA

                 LENGTH

                 FILL

                 WHAT_RECEIVED

                 RESOURCE

                 RETURN_CODE

To read data sent from another LU, your program must issue some form of read request (#TREQ READ, GET, PUTGET,
or WRITREAD). IDMS/DC buffers all input received from a logical unit. Your program can issue multiple read statements
until all of the data in the buffer has been transferred to your program.

Parameters Applying to Incoming Data

The following parameters apply to incoming data:

• The INAREA parameter specifies the location of the input data stream.
• The INLEN parameter specifies the actual length of the input data stream.
• The MAXIN parameter specifies the maximum length of data your program can receive. IDMS/DC never truncates

data; if the length of the input data stream exceeds the MAXIN parameter in your READ statement, IDMS/DC will
buffer the data so that it will be available for your next read request.

• The LOCATE parameter requests IDMS/DC to allocate a buffer the exact size of the input data stream. Register
1 contains the address of the buffer that will contain the input data. The INLEN parameter can be used to indicate
the actual amount of data received. The LOCATE parameter and the INAREA and MAXIN parameters are mutually
exclusive.
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If all of the input has been transferred from the data buffer to your program on completion of a read request, the data-
complete-flag (UIODTC) will be set on. In general, you should always continue issuing read requests until the change-
direction (UIODTC) or last (UIOLST) flag has been set.

LU6.2 Conversations

For LU6.2 conversations, IDMS/DC can receive only one type of input with each request. For example, if IDMS/DC
receives input that contains data, a change of direction indicator, and a confirm request, you must issue two read requests
in order to get all the information you need:

• First read request -- Reads the data. The data (UIODAT) and data-complete (UIODTC) flags in the UIOCB are set on
to indicate that all of the data has been received and given to your program (assuming the buffer was large enough to
hold all of the data). If the input buffer is not large enough to hold all of the data, IDMS/DC will buffer the data so that it
will be available to your next read request.

• Second read request -- Processes the change of direction and confirmation requests by setting on the change-
direction (UIOCD) and confirmation-requested (UIOCFM) flags in the UIOCB.

LU6.2 data is always passed in LU6.2 logical records, made up of a header and the user data. The header consists of a 2-
byte length field and a 2-byte generalized data stream ID (GDS ID).

LU6.2 Mapped Conversations

During LU6.2 mapped conversations, IDMS/DC removes the header from the logical record (OPTNS=LL).

LU6.2 Unmapped Conversations

During LU6.2 unmapped (basic) conversations, a read request can specify the following options:

• LL specifies that IDMS/DC will pass one LU6.2 logical record, without removing the header.
• NOCHASM requests IDMS/DC to pass single chain elements (RUs) to your task one at a time, regardless of logical

record, without assembling the chain into a buffer area. The last (or only) chain element is indicated by the UIODTC
flag.

• Not specifying either option requests IDMS/DC to read an input data stream of the length specified by the MAXIN
operand, regardless of whether an entire logical record is sent. The read is complete when the amount of data
specified by MAXIN has been read, or when the end-of-chain has been indicated.

Non-LU6.2 Conversations

For non-LU6.2 conversations, the following considerations apply:

• All currently available data and read information is passed to your program in one read, unless the buffer is not large
enough to hold all of the data.

• A read request can specify either OPTNS=NOCHASM or leave this parameter unspecified:
– Specifying OPTNS=NOCHASM indicates that an inbound chain is passed to your task a single chain element (RU)

at a time, without assembling the chain into a buffer. The last (or only) chain element is indicated by the UIODTC
flag.

– Not specifying this option requests a read of a single buffer of the length specified in MAXIN. All SNA chains are
assembled into a single buffer; the read is completed when either the specified length of data or the RU marked as
the end of the chain is received. The data-complete (UIODTC) flag is set when the end of the chain is received.

• Your program can indicate how function management headers (FMH) are handled on input by specifying INFMHY or
INFMHN:
– INFMHY indicates that function management headers are passed to your task along with the input data stream. The

UIOFMH flag in the UIOCB is set on to indicate the presence of an FMH in the data stream.
– INFMHN requests IDMS/DC to remove any incoming FMH from the input data stream before the data is passed to

your task.
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Changing Direction Receive to Send

REQUEST_TO_SEND

Normally, your program remains in the receive state until the remote LU sends a change-direction indicator.

Your program can request a change of direction from the receive state to the send state by specifying OPTNS=SIGNAL
on a write request. The SIGNAL option sends a change-direction signal code of X'00010000'.

If your program issues a write request while it is in the receive state, IDMS/DC sends the signal command, requesting
change of direction, to the remote LU. IDMS/DC posts your program's write request as successfully completed with a
logical error (R15 = 0C) and an error code in the UIOUCM2 field of the UIOCB.

The UIOUCM2 field indicates that your program tried to send data while in the receive state (UIOSCRM), and that IDMS/
DC sent the change-direction signal for you. You must continue to send read requests until the remote LU sends a
change-direction signal (UIOCD).

Terminating a Conversation

DEALLOCATE RESOURCE TYPE (SYNC_LEVEL)

                    TYPE (ABEND_PROGRAM)

                    LOG_DATA (VARIABLE)

                    TYPE (LOCAL)

A conversation between IDMS/DC and another LU can be terminated in the following ways:

• Your program can request a normal termination of the conversation by specifying OPTNS=LAST on a write request.
• Your program can notify the remote LU that it is terminating abnormally by specifying OPTNS=ABEND on a write

request.
• The remote LU can terminate the conversation. IDMS/DC sets the UIOLST (send last received) flag in the UIOCB.

Your program must specify the LTE address of the remote task (UIOLTEA) to identify the conversation.

The session that is being maintained between IDMS/DC and the remote LU is not closed, but remains available to be
allocated to another conversation. This eliminates the overhead of reestablishing another session.

If you want to start another conversation after you have ended the current one, you must allocate a new conversation to
the session.

NOTE
For more information about allocating a conversation, see Allocating a Session.

Normal Termination
To end a conversation between two logical units normally, specify OPTNS=LAST on a write request. IDMS/DC notifies the
remote system, frees the session to make it available for other conversations, and, for LU6.2 conversations, performs a
signoff for the remote LU.

The request to terminate a conversation can be made with or without data (OUTLEN=0).

You can request confirmation of the termination request by specifying OPTNS=(LAST,CONFIRM) on a #TREQ WRITE or
PUT request. IDMS/DC notifies the remote system and will wait to free the session and perform the signoff until a positive
confirmation is received.

If your task ends or abends before the conversation terminates normally, IDMS/DC performs the ABEND operation.
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Abnormal Termination
You can notify the remote system that your task is abending and that the conversation has ended by using the ABEND
option of the #TREQ WRITE or PUT statements. IDMS/DC notifies the remote system, terminates the conversation, frees
the session, and, for LU6.2 conversations only, signs off the remote LU.

LU6.2 Conversations

For LU6.2 conversations, IDMS/DC can pass log data along with the ABEND notification. The LOGDATA parameter
locates the buffer containing the data. If the remote LU6.2 system supports LOGDATA, the data will be logged on to the
remote system when the ABEND notification is received. If you specify LOGDATA, you must also include the OUTLEN
parameter to indicate the length of the data.

Non-LU6.2 Conversations

For non-LU6.2 conversations, the SENSE option overrides the default sense code (X'08640000'; task abended).

Terminating a Session
You can terminate a non-LU6.2 session between IDMS/DC and another LU by using the #TREQ DISC (disconnect)
statement. The #TREQ DISC request must be followed by a #TREQ CHECK request. Your program must specify the LTE
address of the remote LU (UIOLTEA) to identify the conversation.

18-Byte Communications Blocks (Assembler)
As an alternative to using the 16-byte IDMS DB communications blocks, you can specify 18-byte blocks. The difference
between 16-byte blocks and 18-byte blocks is that an 18-byte block contains an additional 18-byte filler field, and the
following fields are 18 bytes instead of 16 bytes:

• RECNAME
• AREANAME
• ERRORSET
• ERRORREC
• ERRAREA

This article describes where to specify an 18-byte communications block and contains figures showing these blocks. For
more information about the fields in IDMS DB communications blocks, see Communications Blocks and Error Detection

Where to Specify the 18-Byte Block

For Assembler, you specify an 18-byte communications block by using the @SSC120 statement in place of the
@SSCTRL statement.

18-Byte IDMS-DB Block

The following output shows the 18-byte IDMS DB communications block:

                                                 Length      

                   Field           Data Type    (bytes)      Initial Value

  ┌──────────┐

 *│0      7  │     PROGRAM-NAME    Alphanumeric  8           Program Name

  ├────────┬─┘

  │ 8   11 │       ERROR-STATUS    Alphanumeric  4          '1400'

  ├────────┤

  │ 12  15 │       DBKEY           Binary        4(Fullword) 0000
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  ├────────┴───┐

  │ 16      33 │   RECORD-NAME     Alphanumeric  18          Spaces

  ├────────────┤

  │ 34      51 │   AREA-NAME       Alphanumeric  18          Spaces

  ├────────────┤

  │ 52      69 │   FILLER          Alphanumeric  18          Spaces

  ├────────────┤

  │ 70      87 │   ERROR-SET       Alphanumeric  18          Spaces

  ├────────────┤

  │ 88     105 │   ERROR-RECORD    Alphanumeric  18          Spaces

  ├────────────┤

  │ 106    123 │   ERROR-AREA      Alphanumeric  18          Spaces

  ├─────────┬──┘

**│ 124 127 │      PAGE-INFO       Binary        4(Fullword) 0000

  └─────────┘

  ┌─────┬───┬────┐

  │ 124  ... 233 │ IDBMSCOM        Alphanumeric  100         Spaces

  ├─────┴───┴┬───┘

  │ 224  227 │     DIRECT-DBKEY    Binary        4(Fullword) 0000

  └──────────┘

  ┌─────────┐

  │ 228 234 │      DATABASE-STATUS Alphanumeric  7           Spaces

  ├─────┬───┘

  │ 235 │          FILLER          ...           1           ...

  ├─────┴───┐

  │ 236 239 │      RECORD-OCCUR    Binary        4(Fullword) 0000

  ├─────────┤

  │ 240 243 │      DML-SEQUENCE    Binary        4(Fullword) 0000

  ├─────────┴──┐

  │ 244    299 │   FILLER          Alphanumeric  56          Spaces

  └────────────┘

*  word aligned

** PGINFGRP overlays bytes 124 and 125 and PGINFDBK overlays bytes 126 and 127. Both of these fields are

 binary datatype each having a length of two bytes. Suggested initial values

 

Online Debugger Syntax (Assembler)
General Registers Symbols
General registers include the registers used by the program at the time of execution and the registers used by the
DC/UCF system. The program status word (PSW) and register definitions are always preceded by a colon (:) and are
specified by these symbols:
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• :PSW for the current program status word
• :Rn for the user program register at the time of interrupt, where n represents the number of the register and can have a

value of 0 through 15
• :REGS for all user program registers at the time of interrupt
• :SRn for a DC/UCF system register at the time of interrupt, where n represents the number of the register and can

have a value of 0 through 15
• :SREGS for all DC/UCF system registers at the time of interrupt

WARNING
A single debug expression can reference only one general register.

DC/UCF System Symbols
Certain DC/UCF system symbols also function as debugger entities, and you can refer to them during a debugging
session. A colon (:) must precede each symbol. These are the valid symbols:

• :BAT
Specifies the base address table for session.

• :CSA
Specifies the DC/UCF common storage area.

• :DLB
Specifies the debug local block, control block required for debugging session.

• :LTE
Specifies the current logical terminal element.

• :PTE
Specifies the current physical terminal element.

• :TCE
Specifies the current task control element.

• :VECT
Specifies the vector table for debugger.

WARNING
A single debug expression can reference only one system entity.

Address Symbols and Markers

Symbol Symbol Name Designated Location
@ At sign Absolute address
$ Dollar sign Load address
¢ Cent sign Address of current dialog process

User Symbols
:DRn for a debugger general register, where n represents the number of the register and can have a value of 0 through 15

:DREGS for all debugger registers

:H1 and :H2 for halfword 1 and halfword 2

:F1 and :F2 for fullword 1 and fullword 2

:UCHR for a 48-byte character area
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You can also refer to specified sections of this area:

• :UC0, the first 16 bytes
• :UC16, the next 16 bytes
• :UC32, the last 16 bytes

Program Symbols

Syntax Data Field Names

►►──── data-field-name ─┬──────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►◄

                        ├─ IN ─┬─ record-name ─┘

                        └─ OF ─┘

Syntax Line Numbers

►►──── # line-number ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───►◄

   └─┬─ IN ─┬─┬─ current-process-name ───────────────────────────────────┬┘

     └─ OF ─┘ └─ included-module-name ─┬────────────────────────────────┬┘

                                       └─ OCCurrence occurrence-number ─┘

Syntax Qualifying Program Symbols

►►─── process-name - . - program-symbol ──────────────────────────────────────►◄

Expression Operators

Operator Meaning
+ Addition
- Subtraction
* Multiplication
/ Division

Delimiters

Delimiter Meaning
* Asterisk

Blank
, Comma
= Equal sign
! Exclamation point
- Hyphen
% Percent sign
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. Period
+ Plus sign
/ Slash

Debugger Commands
This topic displays the syntax for the following online debugger commands:

AT

ADD Format

►►─── AT debug-expression ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────────┬─────────►

   └─ BEFore ─┬─ MAXimum ◄ ───────┬┘ └─ AFTer ─┬─ 0 ◄ ─────────────┬┘

              └─ execution-count ─┘            └─ execution-count ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────┬──────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ EVEry ─┬─ 1 ◄ ─────────────┬┘ ├─ ON ◄ ───┤

             └─ execution-count ─┘  └─ IGNore ─┘

INQUIRE Format

►►─── AT ─┬─ ALL ──────────────┬─┬─ INQuire ─┬────────────────────────────────►◄

          └─ debug-expression ─┘ ├─ ON ──────┤

                                 ├─ IGNore ──┤

                                 └─ OFF ─────┘

DEBUG

ADD format

►►─── DEBug ─┬─ PROgram ◄ ──┬─ entity-name ─┬──────────────────────────┬───────►◄

             ├─ DIAlog ─────┤               └─ VERsion version-number ─┘

             ├─ MAP ────────┤

             ├─ SS ─────────┤

             └─ TABle ──────┘

INQUIRE format

►►─── DEBug ─┬─ entity-name ─┬──────────────────────────┬─┬─┬─ INQuire ─┬─────►◄

             │               └─ VERsion version-number ─┘ │ └─ OFF ─────┘

             └─ ALL ──────────────────────────────────────┘

EXIT

►►─── EXIt ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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IOUSER

►►─── IOUser ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

LIST

MEMORY Format

►►─┬─ List ────┬─┬──────────┬─ begin-debug-expression ────────────────────────►

   └─ Display ─┘ └─ Memory ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬──┬──────┬─────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ TO end-debug-expression ────────┤  ├─ C ──┤

   └─┬──────────┬─ byte-count-number ─┘  ├─ X ──┤

     └─ LENgth ─┘                        └─ XC ─┘

ATTRIBUTES Format

►►─┬─ List ────┬─ SESsion ATTributes ─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ Display ─┘

MENU

►►─── MENu ─┬───────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

            └─ screen-name ─┘

PROMPT

►►─── PROmpt ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

QUALIFY

RESET Format

►►─── QUAlify ─┬──────────────────────┬─ PROCess process-name ────────────────►

               └─ DIAlog dialog-name ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VERsion version-number ─┘

INQUIRE Format

►►─── QUAlify INQuire ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

QUIT

 

►►─── QUIt ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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RESUME

►►─── RESume ─┬───────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►◄

              └┬──────┬─┬─ debug-expression ─┬┘

               └─ AT ─┘ └─ ABEnd ────────────┘

SET

MEMORY Format

►►─┬─ Set ──┬─┬──────────┬─ debug-expression ─┬──────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ Vary ─┘ └─ Memory ─┘                    ├─ EQUals ─┤

                                              └─ = ──────┘

 ►─┬─ data-field-name ────┬─┬──────┬─┬─────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ H halfword ─────────┤ ├─ C ──┤ ├─ RESEt ─────┤

   ├─ F fullword ─────────┤ ├─ X ──┤ └─ NOReset ◄ ─┘

   ├─ X hex-value ────────┤ └─ XC ─┘

   ├─ C character-string ─┤

   └─ P packed-value ─────┘

ATTRIBUTES Format

►►─── Set ─┬─ CHAr ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

           ├─ HEX ──┤

           └─ BOTh ─┘

SNAP

►►─── SNAp ─┬─ TASk ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───►

            └─ begin-debug-expression ─┬─────────────────────────────────┬┘

                                       ├─ TO end-debug-expression ───────┤

                                       └┬──────────┬─ byte-count-number ─┘

                                        └─ LENgth ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ TITle title ─┘

WHERE

►►─── WHEre ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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DML Reference for COBOL
This section contains reference material for writing applications programs in the COBOL language to use IDMS/DB, IDMS/
DC, and IDMS UCF services.

This section is intended to be used by COBOL programmers whose programs access IDMS databases and who want to
use the DC/UCF system facilities Programmers using Assembler language or PL/I should refer to IDMS DML Reference
section for Assembler or IDMS DML Reference section for PL/I.

Click the PDF icon to download a PDF of the DML Reference for COBOL section.

Copying and Pasting COBOL Code

COBOL compiler requires that the source code is correctly indented.

To preserve the indention of code examples in this section, copy the code examples from the HTML version of the section.
Copying from the PDF format does not preserve the indention; it is necessary to restore the indention manually after
pasting.

Introduction to IDMS Data Manipulation Language (COBOL)
The IDMS data manipulation language (DML) consists of statements that direct IDMS database (DB) and data
communications (DC) processing. DML statements are coded in the program source as if they were a part of the host
language. The precompiler converts DML statements into standard COBOL statements and performs source-level error
checking.

The operating environment determines which DML statements your program uses. A batch program uses only database
DML statements, but an online program uses both database and data communications DML statements.

• Batch processing typically involves large transaction volumes, sequential processing, and output in the form of files
and reports. Batch programs use database DML statements only.
The following figure illustrates the flow of a typical batch application. Input to DEPTRPT consists of department IDs.
Output consists of a listing of departments and their employees. The error report lists the department IDs of missing
and empty departments.
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• Online processing typically involves transaction requests that are entered from terminals that are connected directly
to the computer, transaction results that are displayed at the terminal, multiple requests from multiple sources,
and sharing one copy of a program among multiple users. Also, online processing is immediate. Fast response
time is essential when processing large transaction volumes from multiple online users. Online programs use data
communications DML statements and can include database DML statements.
The following figure illustrates the flow of a typical online application. EMPDISP retrieves information for an operator-
specified employee ID. Output to the terminal consists of DEPARTMENT, EMPLOYEE, JOB, and OFFICE information.
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Programming in the IDMS Environment (COBOL)
IDMS DML statements are divided into two categories:

• Database statements perform retrieval and update functions in the batch and the online environments. Database
statements fall into one of the following categories:
– Navigational statements access database records and sets, one record at a time.
– LRF statements access groups of database records by using the Logical Record Facility (LRF).
– SQL statements access groups of database records by using the Structured Query Language (SQL).

• Data communications statements (also known as online statements) request data communications services, such as
for online programs.
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You can include database statements in batch programs or can combine them with data communications statements in
online programs that require database access. See the following discussions about accessing the database by using DML
statements and additional considerations for coding online programs.

Accessing the Database

In IDMS, the database can be accessed by using navigational, LRF DML, or SQL DML statements:

• Navigational statements are used with a subschema usage mode of DML or MIXED.
• LRF DML statements are used with a subschema usage mode of LR or MIXED.
• SQL DML statements access records without reference to subschemas.

Some statements, such as BIND RUN-UNIT, READY, and FINISH, are used in all three environments. They are noted in
the individual descriptions of each DML statement in Data Manipulation Language Statements.

Navigational DML Statements

Navigational DML statements access the database records and sets one record at a time, checking and maintaining
currency to ensure correct results. To use navigational DML statements, you must have a thorough knowledge of the
database structure. For an example of a data structure diagram, see the EMPLOYEE Database Definition.

Navigational DML statements provide the following advantages:

• Control over error checking—You can check the result of each navigational statement, enabling more thorough error
detection.

• Flexibility in choosing a database access strategy—You can enter the database sequentially (area sweep), by using a
symbolic key value (CALC), or by using a database key value (DIRECT).

Navigational DML statements are grouped into the following categories:

• Control statements initiate and terminate processing, effect recovery, prevent concurrent updates, and evaluate set
conditions.

• Retrieval statements locate data in the database and make it available to the application program.
• Modification statements update the database.
• Accept statements pass database keys, storage address information, and statistics to the program.

LRF DML Statements

LRF DML statements use the Logical Record Facility (LRF) to access database records. LRF lets you access fields from
multiple database records as if they were data fields in a single record. LRF DML statements let you specify selection
criteria (by using the WHERE clause) that enable you to access only the needed logical records.

LRF DML statements provide the following advantages:

• Easy access to database records—You do not have to be familiar with database structure. Your programs do not have
to include database navigation logic.

• Data flexibility—Modification and recompilation of LRF programs are not necessarily required when the physical or
logical structure of the database is changed.

• Run-time efficiency—LRF minimizes communication between the program and the DBMS.

The following LRF DML statements are available:

• ERASE deletes a logical record as specified in the path definition.
• MODIFY modifies a logical record as specified in the path definition.
• OBTAIN retrieves a logical record as specified in the path definition.
• STORE stores a new logical record as specified in the path definition.
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SQL DML Statements

You can use SQL DML to access the same databases that you access using navigational DML. Also, you can use SQL
DML to access databases that have been defined using SQL DDL. You do not have to be familiar with database structure,
and your programs do not have to include database navigation logic.

You can perform the following functions with SQL DML statements:

• Select rows
• Update rows
• Delete rows
• Insert rows

Programming in the Online Environment

The IDMS/DC system is fully integrated with the IDMS DBMS and the data dictionary. You can request data
communications and database services through the standard subroutine calls that the precompiler generates from DML
statements.

The following figure illustrates a typical stream of online DML statements in a COBOL program. This example maps in a
user-specified employee ID, retrieves and displays the specified information, and performs a DC RETURN that names
TSK02 as the next task to perform:

PROCEDURE DIVISION.

  BIND MAP EMPMAPLR.

  BIND MAP EMPMAPLR RECORD EMPLOYEE.

  ACCEPT TASK CODE INTO TASK-CODE-IN.

  IF TASK-CODE-IN = 'TSK01'

          GO TO INITIAL-MAPOUT.

  MAP IN USING EMPMAPLR.

     .

     .

 navigational, LRF, or SQL database DML statements

     .

     .

  MAP OUT USING EMPMAPLR

      OUTPUT DATA IS YES

      MESSAGE IS DISPLAY-MESSAGE LENGTH 80.

  DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE 'TSK02'.

Online DML statements, which request IDMS to perform data communications services, are grouped into the following
categories:

• Program management statements govern the flow of control and abend processing.
• Storage management statements allocate and release variable storage.
• Task management statements provide runtime services that enhance control over task processing.
• Time management statements obtain the time and date, and define time-related events.
• Scratch management statements create, delete, or retrieve records from the scratch area.
• Queue management statements create, delete, or retrieve records in a queue area.
• Terminal management statements transfer data between the application program and a terminal.
• Utility function statements retrieve task-related information or statistics, send messages, and monitor access to

database records.
• Recovery statements perform functions relating to database, scratch, and queue area recovery when a system failure

occurs.
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Compiling and Executing IDMS Programs (COBOL)
An IDMS COBOL source program contains DML statements for the precompiler to process. The precompiler converts
DML statements into COBOL CALL statements and copies information from the data dictionary into the application
program. After successful compilation and link editing, the application program can be executed.

Compiling Programs

Three components prepare a COBOL DML program for execution: the precompiler, the COBOL compiler, and the linkage
editor:

1. The precompiler converts the DML statements to COBOL CALL statements and copies information from the data
dictionary into the application program. For example, the precompiler can copy database record descriptions, file
definitions, map records, map definitions, and other predefined modules such as the IDMS communications block into
the program.
The precompiler generates an output file that serves as input to the COBOL precompiler and as an optional source
listing. The output file differs from the source input to the precompiler in the following ways:
– Source code (such as the IDMS communications block and the IDMS-STATUS routine) has been added to the

program.
– DML statements have been replaced by COBOL CALL statements and have been changed to comment entries

(asterisk in column 7).
The precompiler also produces a listing of the following errors:
– Incorrect DML entries
– Statements that are inconsistent with the declared subschema view of the program
– Any other error conditions that are detected during DMLC processing
– Warning messages indicating source code conditions that could adversely affect the run units that are using the

program
2. The COBOL compiler compiles the source program after the precompiler has successfully processed it. The COBOL

compiler output consists of an object program and a source listing that includes any generated diagnostics.
3. The linkage editor link edits the object program into a specified load library. The linkage editor output consists of a load

module (or phase) and a link map.

The job control language that is required to execute each step is listed in DML Precompile, COBOL Compile, and Link-
Edit JCL.

The following figure shows the component steps to prepare a COBOL DML program for execution:
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Executing Programs

At run time, IDMS requests are treated as application program subroutine calls. When the subroutine call is executed,
control passes to the DBMS or to the DC system, which processes the requested function.

An IDMS program must be defined to the IDMS system in which it operates. The program can be defined at system
generation or at run time by using a DCMT VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM command.

The following COBOL features are not used in programs running in an online environment under IDMS:

• ENVIRONMENT and DATA DIVISION entries that are typically associated with file management (for example, INPUT-
OUTPUT SECTION, FILE SECTION).

• The Report Writer and Segmentation features, and features that are invoked by the SORT, EXHIBIT, TRACE,
DISPLAY, ACCEPT, STRING, UNSTRING, and INSPECT commands. The EXAMINE and TRANSFORM verbs are
not valid verbs in COBOL-II because their logic has been incorporated into the INSPECT verb. Also, the EXTERNAL
clause of the record statement is invalid for all COBOL versions.

NOTE
The INSPECT, STRING, and UNSTRING commands are restricted because they issue supervisor calls in
some environments. This restriction applies mainly when running VS COBOL on a VSE or z/OS operating
system. This restriction does not apply when using LE-compliant COBOL with the IBM runtime Language
Environment. See VS COBOL II Support for considerations when using these commands with VS/COBOL II.

• The READ, WRITE, OPEN, and CLOSE I/O statements.
• The COBOL compiler DEBUG option.
• The COUNT, FLOW, STATE, ENDJOB, TEST, RESIDENT, DYNAM, and SYMDMP commands (OS only). 

NOTE

The TEST compile option can be used for a program that was compiled by a Language Environment
compliant compiler. However, the DEBUG runtime option must not be used in the online environment. A load
module that is compiled with the TEST option can be run with the DEBUG runtime option in batch. Running
the load module like this lets you test a load module in a batch environment and then run the module in an
online environment without recompiling it.

• The COUNT, FLOW, STATE, STXIT, and SYMDMP commands (z/VSE only).

• Any feature that can lead to the issuance of a supervisor call (SVC). Supervisor calls can inhibit system performance
and crash the DC system.

Usage of the DBCS COBOL compile-time option by an IDMS program can lead to IGYPS0156-E run-time errors.
Programs using LRF are especially susceptible to this problem. This option is the default for LE/COBOL compilers,
starting with z/OS. 3.2.0. Compile IDMS programs using the NODBCS option.

The COBOL compiler provides a TRUNC option. Use this option with care in any IDMS program that accesses database
key values. Exercise particular care when arithmetic operations are performed on the database key, for example
multiplying a page number by the database key radix. If an inappropriate TRUNC value is specified, unexpected results
can occur because COBOL can truncate numeric values to fit the PICTURE clause. Avoid this problem by using the
compiler option TRUNC(BIN). On some older COBOL compilers, the equivalent option is NOTRUNC.

NOTE
For more information about the TRUNC option, see the documentation of your compiler vendor.

Callable Services and Common Facilities (COBOL)
IDMS provides callable services and common facilities to use with your application programs.

The callable services include:
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• The IDMSCALC utility that lets you sort input into target page sequence.
• The IDMSIN01 facility that lets you perform miscellaneous IDMS functions.
• The TCP/IP socket program interface that lets you communicate with another TCP/IP application.

The common facilities include:

• The Command Facility that lets you submit command statements in a batch or online environment.
• The Online Compiler Text Editor that lets you edit compiler output and resubmit it as input by using the IDMS

development tools.
• The Transfer Control Facility that lets you transfer between IDMS development tools.
• The SYSIDMS parameter file that contains parameters that you can add to a batch job running in local mode or under

the central version. These parameters let you specify environment requirements, runtime directives, and operating
system-dependent information.

NOTE
For more information about using these common facilities and the SYSIDMS parameter file, see Using Common
Facilities.

Precompiler Options
This section contains the syntax for COBOL precompiler options that are included as special format entries in the COBOL
source code input to the precompiler.

These options are beneficial for the following uses: 

• Override the DDLDML area default usage mode
• Enable the printing of data dictionary and subschema comments
• Control the generation of precompiler source listings
• Suppress the logging of program activity statistics

Dictionary Ready Override

When the DDLDML area of the data dictionary (that is, the main area of the dictionary accessed by the precompiler)
is readied, a number of different options are available. The default mode used is shared update. Shared update mode
readies the DDLDML area for both retrieval and update and allows other concurrently executing run units to ready the
DDLDML area in shared update or shared retrieval usage mode. An application program can override the default usage
mode by specifying either retrieval or protected update usage.

Syntax

 

Begin in column 7.

►►─┬─ *RETRIEVAL ────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ *PROTECTED-UPDATE ─┘

 

Parameters

• *RETRIEVAL
Readies the DDLDML area for retrieval only and allows other concurrently executing run units to open the area in
shared retrieval, shared update, protected retrieval, or protected update usage modes.
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NOTE
If the DDLDML area is readied for retrieval only, no program activity statistics can be logged.

• *PROTECTED-UPDATE
Readies the DDLDML area for both retrieval and update and allows other concurrently executing run units to ready the
area in retrieval usage mode only. The protected update usage mode prevents concurrent update of the area by run
units executing under the same central version

NOTE

If used, the dictionary ready override statement must precede all source input statements, except for PROCESS
(CBL) statements that are used to override Enterprise COBOL compiler options and must be entered first.

Comment Generation

The *SCHEMA-COMMENTS option causes schema-defined data-item comments and IDD-defined record-element
comments in the data dictionary to be printed on the precompiler source listing and inserted into the program.

Syntax

 

►►─── *SCHEMA-COMMENTS ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Code the *SCHEMA-COMMENTS statement after the dictionary ready override statements (if any) and before any DML
or COBOL statements: If the *SCHEMA-COMMENTS statement is not included with the input, comment lines are not
generated.

List Generation

The source statement listing output by the precompiler can be turned on or off by inserting a list generation option into the
source program.

Syntax

 

►►─┬─ *DMLIST ─────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ *NODMLIST ◄ ─┘

 

Parameters

• *DMLIST
Specifies that the source listing is to be generated for the statements that follow.

• *NODMLIST
Specifies that no source listing is to be generated for the statements that follow.

This is the default.

Generation of the list can be turned on or off any number of times within one source program by inserting appropriate
*DMLIST and/or *NODMLIST entries in the code.

NOTE
A listing of error messages is always produced. The *DMLIST option controls output of the processor source
listing.
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Log Suppression

The *NO-ACTIVITY-LOG option suppresses the logging of program activity statistics. The precompiler generates and logs
the following program activity statistics unless the *NO-ACTIVITY-LOG option is specified:

• Program name
• Language
• Date last compiled
• Number of lines
• Number of compilations
• Date created
• Subschema name (if any)
• File statistics
• Database access statistics (records and modules copied from the data dictionary; subprograms called; and records,

sets, and areas accessed by DML verbs)

Syntax

 

►►─── *NO-ACTIVITY-LOG ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

The *NO-ACTIVITY-LOG statement follows the NODENAME/DBNAME and dictionary ready override statements.

NOTE
Program activity statistics cannot be logged if the DDLDML area is readied for retrieval only.

Communications Blocks and Error Detection (COBOL)
This section describes the communications blocks that are available under IDMS. These blocks return status information
about the requested database and data communications services to the application program. This section also describes
the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS and IDMS-DC communications blocks, status codes, and error detection routines.

 

 

16-Byte Communications Blocks (COBOL)
Communications blocks return status information about the requested database and data communications services to the
application program. The usage mode that is defined in the subschema (LR, DML, or MIXED) determines which blocks
your program uses:

• The IDMS communications block is used when the operating mode is BATCH or BATCH-AUTOSTATUS.
• The logical-record request control (LRC) block is used when the subschema usage mode is LR or MIXED.

The LRC block is copied in with the IDMS communications block or the IDMS-DC communications block, depending
on the operating mode.

• The IDMS-DC communications block is used when the operating mode is IDMS-DC or DC-BATCH.

NOTE
For more information about operating modes and protocols, see Precompiler-Directive Statements.

IDMS Communications Block (COBOL)
The IDMS communications block is used when the operating mode is BATCH or BATCH-AUTOSTATUS. This block is an
interface between the database management system (DBMS) and the application program. Whenever a run unit issues a
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call to the DBMS for a database operation, the DBMS returns information about the outcome of the requested service to
the IDMS communications block of the application program.

The data description (identified as SUBSCHEMA-CTRL) of the IDMS communications block is copied from the data
dictionary into the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION of the program. When you submit the
program to the precompiler, the IDMS communications block is copied automatically unless an IDMS-RECORDS
MANUAL statement is included in the ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. In that case, the program can explicitly call in the data
description by using a COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-CTRL statement.

NOTE
For more information about the IDMS-RECORDS MANUAL and the COPY IDMS statements, see Precompiler-
Directive Statements.

Examine the ERROR-STATUS field of the IDMS communications block after every call to the DBMS. The value of this
field determines whether you should perform the IDMS-STATUS routine (see IDMS-STATUS Routine). For example, if
the ERROR-STATUS value is 0307 (DB-END-OF-SET) while walking a set, perform end-of-set processing. For any other
value, perform IDMS-STATUS.

The following figure shows the layout of the 16-byte IDMS communications block.

 

                  ┌────────────────────────────────────────┐

                  │ 16-CHARACTER IDMS COMMUNICATIONS BLOCK │

                  └────────────────────────────────────────┘

                                              Length      

                 Field           Data Type   (bytes)      Initial Value

  ┌──────────┐

 *│ 1      8 │   PROGRAM-NAME    Alphanumeric  8           Program Name

  ├────────┬─┘

  │ 9  12  │     ERROR-STATUS    Alphanumeric  4          '1400'

  ├────────┤

  │ 13  16 │     DBKEY           Binary        4(Fullword) 0000

  ├────────┴───┐

  │ 17      32 │ RECORD-NAME     Alphanumeric  16          Spaces

  ├────────────┤

  │ 33      48 │ AREA-NAME       Alphanumeric  16          Spaces

  ├────────────┤

  │ 49      64 │ ERROR-SET       Alphanumeric  16          Spaces

  ├────────────┤

  │ 65      80 │ ERROR-RECORD    Alphanumeric  16          Spaces

  ├────────────┤

  │ 81      96 │ ERROR-AREA      Alphanumeric  16          Spaces

  ├─────────┬──┘

**│ 97  100 │    PAGE-INFO       Binary        4(Fullword) 0000

  └─────────┘

  ┌──────────┐

  │ 97   196 │   IDBMSCOM-AREA   Alphanumeric  100         Low Values

  ├──────────┤

  │ 197  200 │   DIRECT-DBKEY    Binary        4(Fullword) 0000

  └──────────┘

  ┌─────────┐

  │ 201 207 │    DATABASE-STATUS Alphanumeric  7           Spaces

  ├─────┬───┘
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  │ 208 │        FILLER          ...           1           ...

  ├─────┴───┐

  │ 209 212 │    RECORD-OCCUR    Binary        4(Fullword) 0000

  ├─────────┤

  │ 213 216 │    DML-SEQUENCE    Binary        4(Fullword) 0000

  └─────────┘

    * word aligned

   ** PAGE-INFO-GROUP overlays bytes 97 and 98 and PAGE-INFO-DBK-FORMAT

     overlays bytes 99 and 100. Both of these fields are binary datatype,

     each with a length of two bytes. Suggested initial values for

     both are 00. Together these two fields represent PAGE-INFO.

 

The IDMS communications block contains the following fields:

Field name Description
PROGRAM-NAME The name of the program being executed, as defined in the

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION of the program.
If the program contains a COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-BINDS
statement in its PROCEDURE DIVISION, this field initializes
automatically at the beginning of program execution. Otherwise,
the programmer must initialize this field.

ERROR-STATUS An alphanumeric value indicating the outcome of the last DML
statement execution.
The program must initialize the ERROR-STATUS field to 1400.
The DBMS updates the ERROR-STATUS field after performing
a requested database service and before returning control to the
program.
A program with more than one run unit must reinitialize the
ERROR-STATUS field to 1400 after finishing one run unit and
before binding the next.

DBKEY The database key of the last record that the run unit accessed. For
example, after successful execution of a FIND command, DBKEY
is updated with the database key of the located record.
DBKEY is not changed if the call to the DBMS results in a nonzero
status condition.

RECORD-NAME The last record that the run unit accessed successfully.
This field is left-justified and padded with spaces on the right.

AREA-NAME The last area that the run unit accessed successfully.
This field is left-justified and padded with spaces on the right.

ERROR-SET The set that was involved in the last operation to produce a
nonzero status code.
This field is left-justified and padded with spaces on the right.

ERROR-RECORD The record that was involved in the last operation to produce a
nonzero status code.
This field is left-justified and padded with spaces on the right.

ERROR-AREA The area that was involved in the last operation to produce a
nonzero status code.
This field is left-justified and padded with spaces on the right.
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PAGE-INFO Two binary halfwords that represent the page information that
is associated with the last record that the run unit accessed.
PAGE-INFO is not changed when the call to the DBMS results
in a nonzero status. The first halfword (PAGE-INFO-GROUP)
represents the page group number. The second halfword (PAGE-
INFO-DBK-FORMAT) represents the database key radix.
The database key radix can be used in interpreting a database
key for display purposes and in formatting a database key from
page and line numbers. The database key radix represents the
number of bits within a database key value that are reserved for
the line number of a record. By default, this value is 8, meaning
that up to 255 records can be stored on a single page of the area.
Given a database key, you can separate its associated page
number by dividing the database key by 2 raised to the power of
the database key radix. For example, if the database key radix is
4, divide the database key value by 2**4. The resulting value is the
page number of the database key. To separate the line number,
multiply the page number by 2 raised to the power of the database
key radix and subtract this value from the database key value. The
result would be the line number of the database key. The following
two formulas can be used to calculate the page and line numbers
from a database key value:
Page-number = database key value / (2 ** database key radix)
Line-number = database key value - (page-number * (2 **
database key radix))

IDBMSCOM-AREA Used internally by the DBMS for specification of runtime function
information.

DIRECT-DBKEY A user-specified database key value or a null database key value
of -1.
This field is used for storing a record with a location mode of
DIRECT. The user must initialize this field because it is not
updated by the DBMS.

DATABASE-STATUS Reserved for use by the DBMS.
FILLER Used to ensure fullword alignment.
RECORD-OCCUR A record occurrence sequence identifier that is used internally by

the DBMS.
DML-SEQUENCE The source level sequence number that the precompiler

generates. If DEBUG is specified in the ENVIRONMENT
DIVISION of the program, this field is updated before each call to
the DBMS. This field is not used by the runtime system.

Native VSAM users: The DIRECT-DBKEY field can be used only when storing a record in a native VSAM relative record
data set (RRDS) or when storing records with DIRECT location mode. You must initialize DIRECT-DBKEY to the relative
record number of the record being stored.

After a call is made to the DBMS, one or more communications block fields can be updated, depending on which
DML statement is issued and whether the statement executed successfully. The following figure illustrates the IDMS
communications block fields updated by successful and unsuccessful calls to the DBMS. Only those fields that the runtime
system accessed are shown. Fields that the DBMS used internally are not shown. Blank fields are not updated by DML
statements.

 

                           ┌───────────────────┐┌───────────────────────┐

                           │     SUCCESSFUL    ││        UNSUCCESSFUL   │
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                           ├─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┤├─┬─────┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┤

                           │ │ │ │ │ │ │ │ │ │ ││ │     │ │ │ │ │ │ │ │ │

                           │P│E│D│R│A│E│E│E│P│D││P│  E  │D│R│A│E│E│E│P│D│

                           │R│R│B│E│R│R│R│R│A│I││R│  R  │B│E│R│R│R│R│A│I│

                           │O│R│K│C│E│R│R│R│G│R││O│  R  │K│C│E│R│R│R│G│R│

                           │G│O│E│O│A│O│O│O│E│E││G│  O  │E│O│A│O│O│O│E│E│

                           │R│R│Y│R│-│R│R│R│-│C││R│  R  │Y│R│-│R│R│R│-│C│

                           │A│-│ │D│N│-│R│-│I│T││A│  -  │ │D│N│-│-│-│I│T│

                           │M│S│ │-│A│S│-│A│N│-││M│  S  │ │-│A│S│R│A│N│-│

                           │-│T│ │N│M│E│R│R│F│D││-│  T  │ │N│M│E│E│R│F│D│

                           │N│A│ │A│E│T│E│E│O│B││N│  A  │ │A│E│T│C│E│O│B│

                           │A│T│ │M│ │ │C│A│ │K││A│  T  │ │M│ │ │O│A│ │K│

                           │M│U│ │E│ │ │O│ │ │E││M│  U  │ │E│ │ │R│ │ │E│

                           │E│S│ │ │ │ │R│ │ │Y││E│  S  │ │ │ │ │D│ │ │Y│

                           │ │ │ │ │ │ │D│ │ │ ││ │     │ │ │ │ │ │ │ │ │

                           │ │ │ │ │ │ │ │ │ │ ││ │     │ │ │ │ │ │ │ │ │

                           │ │ │ │ │ │ │ │ │ │ ││ │     │ │ │ │ │ │ │ │ │

┌──────────────────────────┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┤├─┴─────┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┤

│Controlstatements                             ││                       │

├──────────────────────────┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┤├─┬─────┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┤

│BINDRUN-UNIT              │ │O│ │ │ │ │ │ │ │ ││ │14nn │ │ │ │ │ │ │ │ │

├──────────────────────────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤├─┼─────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤

│BINDRECORD                │ │O│ │ │ │ │ │ │ │ ││ │14nn │ │ │ │Y│Y│Y│ │ │

├──────────────────────────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤├─┼─────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤

│BINDPROCEDURE             │ │O│ │ │ │ │ │ │ │ ││ │14nn │ │ │ │Y│Y│Y│ │ │

├──────────────────────────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤├─┼─────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤

│READY                     │ │O│ │ │ │ │ │ │ │ ││ │09nn │ │ │ │C│C│C│ │ │

├──────────────────────────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤├─┼─────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤

│FINISH                    │ │O│N│C│ │C│C│C│ │ ││ │01nn │ │ │ │C│C│C│ │ │

├──────────────────────────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤├─┼─────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤

│COMMIT(ALL)               │ │O│N│C│ │C│C│C│ │ ││ │18nn │ │ │ │C│C│C│ │ │

├──────────────────────────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤├─┼─────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤

│ROLLBAK(CONTINUE)         │ │O│N│C│ │C│C│C│ │ ││ │19nn │ │ │ │C│C│C│ │ │

├──────────────────────────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤├─┼─────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤

│KEEP(EXCLUSIVE)           │ │O│Y│Y│Y│C│C│C│Y│ ││ │06nn │ │ │ │Y│Y│Y│ │ │

├──────────────────────────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤├─┼─────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤

│IFSET                     │ │*│Y│Y│Y│C│C│C│Y│ ││ │16nn │ │ │ │Y│Y│Y│ │ │

├──────────────────────────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤├─┼─────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤

│IFNOTSET                  │ │*│Y│Y│Y│C│C│C│Y│ ││ │16nn │ │ │ │Y│Y│Y│ │ │

├──────────────────────────┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┤├─┴─────┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┤

│Retrievalstatements                           ││                       │

├──────────────────────────┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┤├─┬─────┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┤

│FIND/OBTAINRECORD         │ │O│Y│Y│Y│C│C│C│Y│ ││ │03nn │ │ │ │Y│Y│Y│ │ │

├──────────────────────────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤├─┼─────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤

│GETRECORD                 │ │O│Y│Y│Y│C│C│C│Y│ ││ │05nn │ │ │ │Y│Y│Y│ │ │

├──────────────────────────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤├─┼─────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤

│RETURNRECORD              │ │O│Y│Y│Y│C│C│C│Y│ ││ │17nn │ │ │ │Y│Y│Y│ │ │

├──────────────────────────┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┤├─┴─────┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┤

│Modificationstatements                        ││                       │

├──────────────────────────┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┤├─┬─────┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┤

│STORERECORD               │ │O│Y│Y│Y│C│C│C│Y│ ││ │12nn │ │ │ │Y│Y│Y│ │ │

├──────────────────────────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤├─┼─────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤

│CONNECTRECORD             │ │O│Y│Y│Y│C│C│C│Y│ ││ │07nn │ │ │ │Y│Y│Y│ │ │
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├──────────────────────────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤├─┼─────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤

│MODIFYRECORD              │ │O│Y│Y│Y│C│C│C│Y│ ││ │08nn │ │ │ │Y│Y│Y│ │ │

├──────────────────────────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤├─┼─────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤

│DISCONNECTRECORD          │ │O│Y│Y│Y│C│C│C│Y│ ││ │11nn │ │ │ │Y│Y│Y│ │ │

├──────────────────────────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤├─┼─────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤

│ERASERECORD               │ │O│N│Y│Y│C│C│C│ │ ││ │02nn │ │ │ │Y│Y│Y│ │ │

├──────────────────────────┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┤├─┴─────┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┤

│Acceptstatements                              ││                       │

├──────────────────────────┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┤├─┬─────┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┤

│ACCEPTDBKEYOFCURRENCY     │ │O│ │ │ │C│C│C│ │ ││ │15nn │ │ │ │Y│Y│Y│ │ │

├──────────────────────────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤├─┼─────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤

│ACCEPTDBKEYOFN/P/O        │ │O│ │ │ │C│C│C│ │ ││ │15nn │ │ │ │Y│Y│Y│ │ │

├──────────────────────────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤├─┼─────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤

│ACCEPTIDMSSTATISTICS      │ │O│ │ │ │C│C│C│ │ ││ │15nn │ │ │ │Y│Y│Y│ │ │

├──────────────────────────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤├─┼─────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤

│ACCEPTBINDRECORD          │ │O│ │ │ │C│C│C│ │ ││ │15nn │ │ │ │Y│Y│Y│ │ │

├──────────────────────────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤├─┼─────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤

│ACCEPTPROCEDURE           │ │O│ │ │ │C│C│C│ │ ││ │82nn │ │ │ │Y│Y│Y│ │ │

├──────────────────────────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤├─┼─────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤

│ACCEPTpage-info-location  │ │O│ │ │ │C│C│C│ │ ││ │15nn │ │ │ │Y│Y│Y│ │ │

└──────────────────────────┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴┴─┴─────┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┘

 

┌────────────────────────────────────────────┐┌─────────────────────┐

│Acceptstatements                            ││                     │

├──────────────────────────┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┤├─┬─────┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┬─┤

│ACCEPTFROMCURRENCY        │ │O│ │ │ │C│C│C│ ││ │15nn │ │ │ │Y│Y│Y│ │

├──────────────────────────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤├─┼─────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤

│ACCEPTFROMN/P/OCURRENCY   │ │O│ │ │ │C│C│C│ ││ │15nn │ │ │ │Y│Y│Y│ │

├──────────────────────────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤├─┼─────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤

│ACCEPTFROMIDMS-STATISTICS │ │O│ │ │ │C│C│C│ ││ │15nn │ │ │ │Y│Y│Y│ │

├──────────────────────────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤├─┼─────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤

│ACCEPTFROMBIND            │ │O│ │ │ │C│C│C│ ││ │15nn │ │ │ │Y│Y│Y│ │

├──────────────────────────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤├─┼─────┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┼─┤

│ACCEPTFROMPROCEDURE       │ │O│ │ │ │C│C│C│ ││ │15nn │ │ │ │Y│Y│Y│ │

└──────────────────────────┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴┴─┴─────┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┴─┘

 

┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

│┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐│

││                                                      ││

││*Iftrue,fieldissettozonedecimalzeroes(0000)           ││

││Iffalse,fieldissetto1601                              ││

││                                                      ││

││OFieldissettozonedecimalzeroes                        ││

││                                                      ││

││YFieldisupdated                                       ││

││                                                      ││

││CFieldisclearedtospaces                               ││

││                                                      ││

││NFieldissettonulldb-keyvalue(-1)                      ││

││                                                      ││

││nnSpecificminorerrorcode                              ││

││                                                      ││

│└──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘│
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└────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

 

Logical-Record Request Control (LRC) Block (COBOL)
The logical-record request control (LRC) block is used when the subschema usage mode is LR or MIXED. The LRC block,
which is used with the IDMS or IDMS-DC communications block, provides an interface between LRF and the application
program. The LRC block passes information about a logical-record request to LRF and returns path status information
about the processing of the request to the program.

The data description (identified as SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL) of the LRC block is copied from the data dictionary into
the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION of the program. When the program is submitted to the
precompiler, the LRC block and the IDMS or IDMS-DC communications block are copied automatically, unless the IDMS-
RECORDS MANUAL statement is included in the ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. In that case, both descriptions can be
called in explicitly by the program by using a COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL statement

For more information about the IDMS-RECORDS MANUAL and the COPY IDMS statements, see Precompiler-Directive
Statements.

Examine the LR-STATUS field of the LRC block for all possible statuses after every call to LRF. If the value returned is LR-
ERROR, examine the ERROR-STATUS field of the IDMS or IDMS-DC communications block.

The following figure shows the layout of the LRC block.

 

                      ┌───────────┐

                      │ LRC BLOCK │

                      └───────────┘

                                                    Length     Suggested

                         Field        Data Type    (bytes)     Initial Value

    ┌─────┐

    │1  2 │              LRC-LRPXELNG Binary        2 (Halfword)  00

    ├─────┤

    │3  4 │              LRC-MAXVXP   Binary        2 (Halfword)  00

    ├─────┴┐

    │5   8 │             LRIDENT      Alphanumeric  4       'LRC'

    ├──────┴──┐

    │9     16 │          LRVERB       Alphanumeric  8       Spaces

    ├─────────┴──┐

    │17       32 │       LRNAME       Alphanumeric  16       Spaces

    ├────────────┤

    │33       48 │       LR-STATUS    Alphanumeric  16       Spaces

    ├────────────┤

    │49       64 │       FILLER       ...           16       ...

    ├──┬───┬─────┴──────┐

    │65(variable-length)│PXE          Mixed         ...      ...

    └──┴───┴────────────┘

    * word aligned

 

The LRC block contains the following fields:

Field name Position Description
LRC-LRPXELNG 1-2 Specifies the length of the LRC block.
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LRC-MAXVXP 3-4 Specifies the length of the work area that is
required to evaluate the WHERE clause.

LRIDENT 5-8 The constant 'LRC' followed by a space.
LRVERB 9-16 The verb that is passed to LRF.
LRNAME 17-32 The name of the logical record being

accessed.
LR-STATUS 33-48 The path status of a logical-record request.

Path statuses are 1- to 16-character strings.
These statuses can be standard or can
be defined in the subschema by the DBA.
LRF provides three standard path statuses:
LR-FOUND, LR-NOT-FOUND, and LR-
ERROR.
Note: For more information about path
statuses, see the Logical-Record Clauses
(COBOL).

FILLER 49-64 Used internally by LRF.
PXE 65-end The variable-length expansion of the

WHERE clause. From 0 to 512 1-byte
elements.
The 512-byte limit can be raised or lowered
by using the SIZE IS parameter of the
COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL
statement.
Note: For more information about the
SIZE IS parameter and the COPY IDMS
statement, see Precompiler-Directive
Statements.

IDMS-DC Communications Block (COBOL)
The IDMS DC communications block replaces the IDMS communications block when the operating mode is IDMS-DC or
DC-BATCH. At run time, the IDMS-DC communications block is used to pass information about the outcome of requested
data communications and database services to an application program.

The data description (identified as SUBSCHEMA-CTRL) of the IDMS-DC communications block is copied from the
data dictionary into the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION of the program. When the program is
submitted to the precompiler, the IDMS-DC communications block is copied automatically unless the IDMS-RECORDS
MANUAL statement is included in the ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. In that case, the program can explicitly call in the data
description by using a COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-CTRL statement. (For more information about the IDMS-RECORDS
MANUAL and the COPY IDMS statements, see Precompiler-Directive Statements.)

The following figure shows the layout of the IDMS-DC communications block.

 

                   ┌──────────────────────────────┐

                   │ IDMS-DC COMMUNICATIONS BLOCK │

                   └──────────────────────────────┘

                   Field               Data Type        (bytes)     Initial Value

  ┌────────┐

 *│1     8 │       PROGRAM-NAME        Alphanumeric     8           Program Name

  ├──────┬─┘
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  │9  12 │         ERROR-STATUS        Alphanumeric     4          '1400'

  ├──────┤

  │13  16│         DBKEY               Binary           4(Fullword) 0000

  ├──────┴───┐

  │17     32 │     RECORD-NAME         Alphanumeric     16          Spaces

  ├──────────┤

  │33     48 │     AREA-NAME           Alphanumeric     16          Spaces

  ├──────────┤

  │49     64 │     ERROR-SET           Alphanumeric     16          Spaces

  ├──────────┤

  │65     80 │     ERROR-RECORD        Alphanumeric     16          Spaces

  ├──────────┤

  │81     96 │     ERROR-AREA          Alphanumeric     16          Spaces

  ├──────────┘

**│ 97  100 │      PAGE-INFO           Binary           4(Fullword) 0000

  └─────────┘

 

  ┌────┬────┬────┐

  │ 97   ... 196 │ IDBMSCOM-AREA       Alphanumeric     100         Low Values

  ├────┴───┬┴────┘

  │197 200 │       DIRECT-DBKEY        Binary           4(Fullword) 0000

  ┌────┬────┬────┐

  │ 201  ... 300 │ DCBMSCOM-AREA       Alphanumeric     100         Low Values

  ├────┴───┬┴────┘

  │301 304 │       SSC-ERRSTAT-SAVE    Alphanumeric     4           Spaces

  ├────────┤

  │305 308 │       SSC-DMLSEQ-SAVE     Binary           4(Fullword) 0000

  ├────────┤

  │309 312 │       DML-SEQUENCE        Binary           4(Fullword) 0000

  ├────────┤

  │313 316 │       RECORD-OCCUR        Binary           4(Fullword) 0000

  ├────────┤

  │317 320 │       SUBSCHEMA-CTRL-END  Alphanumeric     4           Spaces

  └────────┘

 * word aligned

 ** PAGE-INFO-GROUP overlays bytes 97 and 98 and PAGE-INFO-DBK-FORMAT

  overlays bytes 99 and 100. Both of these fields are binary datatype each

  having a length of two bytes. Suggested initial values for

  both are 00. Together these two fields represent PAGE-INFO. 

 

Field Descriptions
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The IDMS-DC communications block contains the following fields:

Field name Position Description
PROGRAM-NAME 1-8 The program being executed, as defined

in the IDENTIFICATION DIVISION of the
program.
If the program contains a COPY IDMS
SUBSCHEMA-BINDS statement in its
PROCEDURE DIVISION, this field is
initialized automatically at the beginning
of program execution. Otherwise, the
programmer must initialize the field.

ERROR-STATUS 9-12 A value indicating the outcome of the last
DML statement. The program must initialize
the ERROR-STATUS field to 1400.
IDMS updates this field after performing
a requested database or data
communications service and before
returning control to the program.
The ERROR-STATUS field and its use are
described in greater detail under ERROR-
STATUS Field and Codes.
A program with more than one run unit
must reinitialize the ERROR-STATUS field
to 1400 after finishing one run unit and
before binding the next.

DBKEY 13-16 The database key of the last record that
the run unit accessed. For example, after
a FIND command executes successfully,
DBKEY is updated with the database key of
the located record. DBKEY is not changed
when the database call results in a nonzero
status condition.

RECORD-NAME 17-32 The last record that the run unit accessed.
This field is left-justified and padded with
spaces on the right.

AREA-NAME 33-48 The last area that the run unit accessed
successfully.
This field is left-justified and padded with
spaces on the right.

ERROR-SET 49-64 The set that was involved in the last
operation to produce a nonzero status
code.
This field is left-justified and padded with
spaces on the right.

ERROR-RECORD 65-80 The record that was involved in the last
operation to produce a nonzero status
code.
This field is left-justified and padded with
spaces on the right.
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ERROR-AREA 81-96 The area that was involved in the last
operation to produce a nonzero status
code.
This field is left-justified and padded with
spaces on the right.

PAGE-INFO 97-100 Two binary halfwords that represent the
page information that is associated with
the last record that the run unit accessed.
PAGE-INFO is not changed when the call
to the DBMS results in a nonzero status.
The first halfword (PAGE-INFO-GROUP)
represents the page group number. The
second halfword (PAGE-INFO-DBK-
FORMAT) represents the database key
radix.
The database key radix portion can be
used in interpreting a database key for
display purposes and in formatting a
database key from page and line numbers.
The database key radix represents the
number of bits within a database key value
that are reserved for the line number of a
record. By default, this value is 8, meaning
that up to 255 records can be stored on a
single page of the area. Given a database
key, you can separate its associated page
number by dividing the database key by
2 raised to the power of the database key
radix. For example, if the database key
radix is 4, divide the database key value
by 2**4. The resulting value is the page
number of the database key. To separate
the line number, multiply the page number
by 2 raised to the power of the database
key radix and subtract this value from the
database key value. The result would be
the line number of the database key. The
following two formulas can be used to
calculate the page and line numbers from a
database key value:
Page-number = database key value / (2 **
database key radix)
Line-number = database key value - (page-
number * (2 ** database key radix))

IDBMSCOM-AREA 97-196 Used internally by IDMS for specification of
DBMS runtime function information.
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DIRECT-DBKEY 197-200 A user-specified database key value or a
null database key value of -1.
This field is used for storing a record with a
location mode of DIRECT. The user must
initialize this field because IDMS does not
update it.
Native VSAM users: The DIRECT-DBKEY
field can be used when storing a record
in a native VSAM relative record data set
(RRDS). Initialize DIRECT-DBKEY to the
relative record number of the record being
stored.

DCBMSCOM-AREA 201-300 Used internally by IDMS for specification of
runtime function information.

SSC-ERRSTAT-SAVE 301-304 Used by the IDMS-STATUS routine to
save a nonzero ERROR-STATUS when an
abend occurs.

SSC-DMLSEQ-SAVE 305-308 Used by the IDMS-STATUS routine to save
the value of DML-SEQUENCE when an
abend occurs.

DML-SEQUENCE 309-312 The source level sequence number
generated by the precompiler.
If DEBUG is specified in the
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION of the program,
this field is updated before each call to
IDMS. The runtime system does not use
this field.

RECORD-OCCUR 313-316 A record occurrence sequence identifier
that is used internally by IDMS.

SUBSCHEMA-CTRL-END 317-320 Marks the end of the IDMS-DC
communications block.

18-Byte Communications Blocks (COBOL)
Instead of using the 16-byte IDMS and IDMS-DC communications blocks, you can specify 18-byte blocks. These blocks
contain an extra 18-byte filler field, and the following fields are 18 bytes instead of 16 bytes: 

• RECORD-NAME
• AREA-NAME
• ERROR-SET
• ERROR-RECORD
• ERROR-AREA

For COBOL, specify an 18-byte communications block in the SUBSCHEMA-NAMES LENGTH IS clause. This clause is
found in the PROTOCOL statement of ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

18-Byte IDMS Block

The following figure shows the 18-byte IDMS communications block:

                                                 Length      

                   Field           Data Type    (bytes)      Initial Value
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  ┌──────────┐

 *│ 1      8 │     PROGRAM-NAME    Alphanumeric  8           Program Name

  ├────────┬─┘

  │ 9   12 │       ERROR-STATUS    Alphanumeric  4          '1400'

  ├────────┤

  │ 13  16 │       DBKEY           Binary        4(Fullword) 0000

  ├────────┴───┐

  │ 17      34 │   RECORD-NAME     Alphanumeric  18          Spaces

  ├────────────┤

  │ 35      52 │   AREA-NAME       Alphanumeric  18          Spaces

  ├────────────┤

  │ 53      70 │   FILLER          Alphanumeric  18          Spaces

  ├────────────┤

  │ 71      88 │   ERROR-SET       Alphanumeric  18          Spaces

  ├────────────┤

  │ 89     106 │   ERROR-RECORD    Alphanumeric  18          Spaces

  ├────────────┤

  │ 107    124 │   ERROR-AREA      Alphanumeric  18          Spaces

  ├─────────┬──┘

**│ 125 128 │      PAGE-INFO       Binary        4(Fullword) 0000

  └─────────┘

  ┌─────┬───┬────┐

  │ 125  ... 224 │ IDBMSCOM-AREA   Alphanumeric  100         Low Values

  ├─────┴───┴┬───┘

  │ 225  228 │     DIRECT-DBKEY    Binary        4(Fullword) 0000

  └──────────┘

  ┌─────────┐

  │ 229 235 │      DATABASE-STATUS Alphanumeric  7           Spaces

  ├─────┬───┘

  │ 236 │          FILLER          ...           1           ...

  ├─────┴───┐

  │ 237 240 │      RECORD-OCCUR    Binary        4(Fullword) 0000

  ├─────────┤

  │ 241 244 │      DML-SEQUENCE    Binary        4(Fullword) 0000

  ├─────────┴──┐

  │ 245    300 │   FILLER          Alphanumeric  56          Spaces

  └────────────┘

*  word aligned

** PAGE-INFO-GROUP overlays bytes 125 and 126 and PAGE-INFO-DBK-FORMAT

   overlays bytes 127 and 128. Both of these fields are binary datatype,

   each with a length of two bytes. Suggested initial values for

   both are 00. Together these two fields represent PAGE-INFO.

18-Byte IDMS-DC Block

The following figure shows the 18-byte IDMS-DC communications block:

                                                    Length     

                   Field              Data Type    (bytes)      Initial Value

  ┌──────────┐

 *│ 1      8 │     PROGRAM-NAME       Alphanumeric  8           Program Name
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  ├────────┬─┘

  │ 9   12 │       ERROR-STATUS       Alphanumeric  4          '1400'

  ├────────┤

  │ 13  16 │       DBKEY              Binary        4(Fullword) 0000

  ├────────┴───┐

  │ 17      34 │   RECORD-NAME        Alphanumeric  18          Spaces

  ├────────────┤

  │ 35      52 │   AREA-NAME          Alphanumeric  18          Spaces

  ├────────────┤

  │ 53      70 │   FILLER             Alphanumeric  18          Spaces

  ├────────────┤

  │ 71      88 │   ERROR-SET          Alphanumeric  18          Spaces

  ├────────────┤

  │ 89     106 │   ERROR-RECORD       Alphanumeric  18          Spaces

  ├────────────┤

  │ 107    124 │   ERROR-AREA         Alphanumeric  18          Spaces

  ├─────────┬──┘

**│ 125 128 │      PAGE-INFO          Binary        4(Fullword) 0000

  └─────────┘

  ┌─────┬───┬────┐

  │ 125  ... 224 │ IDBMSCOM-AREA      Alphanumeric  100         Low Values

  ├─────┴───┴┬───┘

  │ 225  228 │     DIRECT-DBKEY       Binary        4(Fullword) 0000

  ├──────────┤

  │ 229  235 │     DATABASE-STATUS    Alphanumeric  7           Spaces

  ├─────┬────┘

  │ 236 │          FILLER             ...           1           ...

  ├─────┴────┐

  │ 237  240 │     RECORD-OCCUR       Binary        4(Fullword) 0000

  ├──────────┤

  │ 241  244 │     DML-SEQUENCE       Binary        4(Fullword) 0000

  ├──────────┤

  │ 245  300 │     FILLER             Alphanumeric  56          Spaces

  ├─────┬───┬┴───┐

  │ 301  ... 400 │ DBMSCOM-AREA       Alphanumeric  100         Low Values

  ├─────┴───┴┬───┘

  │ 401  404 │     SSC-ERRSTAT-SAVE   Alphanumeric  4           0000

  ├──────────┤

  │ 405  408 │     SSC-DMLSEQ-SAVE    Binary        4(Fullword) 0000

  ├──────────┤

  │ 409  412 │     SUBSCHEMA-CTRL-END Alphanumeric  4           0000

  └──────────┘

*  word aligned

** PAGE-INFO-GROUP overlays bytes 125 and 126 and PAGE-INFO-DBK-FORMAT

   overlays bytes 127 and 128. Both of these fields are binary datatype,

   each with a length of two bytes. Suggested initial values for

   both are 00. Together these two fields represent PAGE-INFO.

ERROR_STATUS Field and Codes
Contents
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You can use the ERROR_STATUS field of the IDMS or IDMS DC communications block to determine if a DML request
was processed successfully. The DBMS or the DC system returns a value to the ERROR_STATUS field indicating the
result of each DML request. For more information about using the ERROR_STATUS field, see Error Detection.

LRF users: You should check the LR_STATUS field of the LRC block before checking the ERROR_STATUS field.

Major and Minor Codes

The ERROR_STATUS field is a four-byte zoned decimal field. The first two bytes represent a major code; the second
two bytes represent a minor code. Major codes identify the function performed; minor codes describe the status of that
function.

• Value of Codes
A value of 0000 indicates successful completion of the requested function. A value other than 0000 indicates
completion of the function in a manner that may or may not be in error, depending on your expectations. For example,
0326 (DB-REC-NOT-FOUND) should be anticipated after FIND CALC retrieval; this allows you to trap the condition
and continue processing.

DB status codes have a major code in the range 01 to 20. They occur during database access in batch or online
processing. DC status codes have a major code in the range 30 to 51. They occur in online or DC_BATCH processing.
Status codes with a major code of 00 apply to all DML functions. DB status codes and DC status codes are discussed
separately below.

• DB Status Codes
The following tables list DB major and minor codes and their meanings.

NOTE
For a complete description of DB runtime status codes, see the IDMS Status Codes section in the IDMS
Messages documentation.

DB Status Codes

The following tables list DB major and minor codes and their meanings.

Major DB Status Codes

Major Code Database Function
00 Any DML statement
01 FINISH
02 ERASE
03 FIND/OBTAIN
05 GET
06 KEEP
07 CONNECT
08 MODIFY
09 READY
11 DISCONNECT
12 STORE
14 BIND
15 ACCEPT
16 IF
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17 RETURN
18 COMMIT
19 ROLLBACK
20 LRF requests

Minor DB Status Codes

Minor Code Database Function Status
00 Combined with a major code of 00, this code indicates successful

completion of the DML operation. Combined with a nonzero
major code, this code indicates that the DML operation was not
completed successfully due to central version causes, such as
time-outs and program checks.

01 An area has not been readied. When this code is combined with
a major code of 16, an IF operation has resulted in a valid false
condition.

02 Either the db-key used with a FIND/OBTAIN DB-KEY statement
or the direct db-key suggested for a STORE is not within the page
range for the specified record name.

03 Invalid currency for the named record, set, or area. This can
only occur when a run unit is sharing a transaction with other
database sessions. The 03 minor status is returned if the run
unit tries to retrieve or update a record using a currency that has
been invalidated because of changes made by another database
session that is sharing the same transaction.

04 The occurrence count of a variably occurring element has been
specified as either less than zero or greater than the maximum
number of occurrences defined in the control element.

05 The specified DML function would have violated a duplicates-not-
allowed option for a CALC, sorted, or index set.

06 No currency has been established for the named record, set, or
area.

07 The end of a set, area, or index has been reached or the set is
empty.

08 The specified record, set, procedure, or LR verb is not in the
subschema or the specified record is not a member of the set.

09 The area has been readied with an incorrect usage mode.
10 An existing access restriction or subschema usage prohibits

execution of the specified DML function. For LRF users, the
subschema in use allows access to database records only.
Combined with a major code of 00, this code means the program
has attempted to access a database record, but the subschema in
use allows access to logical records only.

11 The record cannot be stored in the specified area due to
insufficient space.

12 There is no db-key for the record to be stored. This is a system
internal error and should be reported.

13 A current record of run unit either has not been established or has
been nullified by a previous ERASE statement.
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14 The CONNECT statement cannot be executed because the
requested record has been defined as a mandatory automatic
member of the set.

15 The DISCONNECT statement cannot be executed because the
requested record has been defined as a mandatory member of the
set.

16 The record cannot be connected to a set of which it is already a
member.

17 The transaction manager encountered an error.
18 The record has not been bound.
19 The run unit's transaction was forced to back out.
20 The current record is not the same type as the specified record

name.
21 Not all areas being used have been readied in the correct usage

mode.
22 The record name specified is not currently a member of the set

name specified.
23 The area name specified is either not in the subschema or not an

extent area; or the record name specified has not been defined
within the area name specified.

25 No currency has been established for the named set.
26 No duplicates exist for the named record or the record

occurrences cannot be found.
28 The run unit has attempted to ready an area that has been readied

previously.
29 The run unit has attempted to place a lock on a record that is

locked already by another run unit. A deadlock results. Unless the
run unit issued either a FIND/OBTAIN KEEP EXCLUSIVE or a
KEEP EXCLUSIVE, the run unit is aborted.

30 An attempt has been made to erase the owner record of a
nonempty set.

31 The retrieval statement format conflicts with the record's location
mode.

32 An attempt to retrieve a CALC/DUPLICATE record was
unsuccessful; the value of the CALC field in variable storage is
not equal to the value of the CALC control element in the current
record of run unit.

33 At least one set in which the record participates has not been
included in the subschema.

40 The WHERE clause in an OBTAIN NEXT logical-record request
is inconsistent with a previous OBTAIN FIRST or OBTAIN NEXT
command for the same record. Previously specified criteria, such
as reference to a key field, have been changed. A path status of
LR-ERROR is returned to the LRC block.

41 The subschema contains no path that matches the WHERE
clause in a logical-record request. A path status of LR-ERROR is
returned to the LRC block.

42 An ON clause included in the path by the DBA specified return
of the LR-ERROR path status to the LRC block; an error has
occurred while processing the LRF request.
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43 A program check has been recognized during evaluation of
a WHERE clause; the program check indicates that either a
WHERE clause has specified comparison of a packed decimal
field to an unpacked nonnumeric data field, or data in variable
storage or a database record does not conform to its description.
A path status of LR-ERROR is returned to the LRC block unless
the DBA has included an ON clause to override this action in the
path.

44 The WHERE clause in a logical-record request does not supply a
key element (sort key, CALC key, or db-key) expected by the path.
A path status of LR-ERROR is returned to the LRC block.

45 During evaluation of a WHERE clause, a program check has been
recognized because a subscript value is neither greater than 0 nor
less than its maximum allowed value plus 1. A path status of LR-
ERROR is returned to the LRC block unless the DBA has included
an ON clause to override this action in the path.

46 A program check has revealed an arithmetic exception (for
example: overflow, underflow, significance, divide) during
evaluation of a WHERE clause. A path status of LR-ERROR is
returned to the LRC block unless the DBA has included an ON
clause to override this action in the path.

53 The subschema definition of an indexed set does not match the
indexed set's physical structure in the database.

54 Either the prefix length of an SR51 record is less than zero or the
data length is less than or equal to zero.

55 An invalid length has been defined for a variable-length record.
56 An insufficient amount of memory to accommodate the IDMS

compression/decompression routines is available.
57 A retrieval-only run unit has detected an inconsistency in an index

that should cause an 1143 abend, but optional APAR bit 216 has
been turned on.

58 An attempt was made to rollback updates in a local mode
program. Updates made to an area during a local mode program's
execution cannot be automatically rolled out. The area must be
manually recovered.

60 A record occurrence type is inconsistent with the set named in the
ERROR-SET field in the IDMS communications block. This code
usually indicates a broken chain.

61 No record can be found for an internal db-key. This code usually
indicates a broken chain.

62 A system-generated db-key points to a record occurrence, but no
record with that db-key can be found. This code usually indicates
a broken chain.

63 The DBMS cannot interpret the DML function to be performed.
When combined with a major code of 00, this code means invalid
function parameters have been passed on the call to the DBMS.
For LRF users, a WHERE clause includes a keyword that is longer
than the 32 characters allowed.

64 The record cannot be found; the CALC control element has not
been defined properly in the subschema.

65 The database page read was not the page requested.
66 The area specified is not available in the requested usage mode.
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67 The subschema invoked does not match the subschema object
tables.

68 The CICS interface was not started.
69 A BIND RUN-UNIT may not have been issued; the CV may be

inactive or not accepting new run units; or the connection with the
CV may have been broken due to time out or other factors. When
combined with a major code of 00, this code means the program
has been disconnected from the DBMS.

70 The database will not ready properly; a JCL error is the probable
cause.

71 The page range or page group for the area being readied or the
page requested cannot be found in the DMCL.

72 There is insufficient memory to dynamically load a subschema or
database procedure.

73 A central version run unit will exceed the MAXERUS value
specified at system generation.

74 The dynamic load of a module has failed. If operating under the
central version, a subschema or database procedure module
either was not found in the data dictionary or the load (core image)
library or, if loaded, will exceed the number of subschema and
database procedures provided for at system generation.

75 A read error has occurred.
76 A write error has occurred.
77 The run unit has not been bound or has been bound twice. When

combined with a major code of 00, this code means either the
program is no longer signed on to the subschema or the variable
subschema tables have been overwritten.

78 An area wait deadlock has occurred.
79 The run unit has requested more db-key locks than are available

to the system.
80 The target node is either not active or has been disabled.
81 The converted subschema requires specified database name to

be in the DBNAME table.
82 The subschema must be named in the DBNAME table.
83 An error has occurred in accessing native VSAM data sets.
87 The owner and member records for a set to be updated are not in

the same page group or do not have the same db-key radix.
91 The subschema requires a DBNAME to do the bind run unit.
92 No subschema areas map to DMCL.
93 A subschema area symbolic was not found in DMCL.
94 The specified dbname is neither a dbname defined in the

DBNAME table, nor a SEGMENT defined in the DMCL.
95 The specified subschema failed DBTABLE mapping using the

specified dbname.

NOTE
For a complete description of DB runtime status codes, see the section "IDMS Status Codes" in the IDMS
Messages documentation.
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DC Status Codes

The following tables list the DC major and minor codes and their meanings.

Major DC Status Codes

Major Code Function
00 Any DML statement
30 TRANSFER CONTROL
31 WAIT/POST
32 GET STORAGE/FREE STORAGE
33 SET ABEND EXIT/ABEND CODE
34 LOAD/DELETE TABLE
35 GET TIME/SET TIMER
36 WRITE LOG
37 ATTACH/CHANGE PRIORITY
38 BIND/ACCEPT/END TRANSACTION STATISTICS
39 ENQUEUE/DEQUEUE
40 SNAP
43 PUT/GET/DELETE SCRATCH
44 PUT/GET/DELETE QUEUE
45 BASIC MODE TERMINAL MANAGEMENT
46 MAPPING MODE TERMINAL MANAGEMENT
47 LINE MODE TERMINAL MANAGEMENT
48 ACCEPT/WRITE PRINTER
49 SEND MESSAGE
50 COMMIT TASK/ROLLBACK TASK/FINISH TASK/WRITE

JOURNAL
51 KEEP LONGTERM
58 SVC SEND/RECEIVE

Minor DC Status Codes

Minor Code Function Status
00 Combined with a major code of 00, this code indicates either

successful completion of the DML function or that all tested
resources have been enqueued.

01 The requested operation cannot be performed immediately;
waiting will cause a deadlock.

02 Either there is insufficient storage in the storage pool or the
storage required for control blocks is unavailable.

03 The scratch area ID cannot be found.
04 Either the queue ID (header) cannot be found or a paging session

was in progress when a second STARTPAGE command was
received (that is, an implied ENDPAGE was processed before this
STARTPAGE was executed successfully).
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05 The specified scratch record ID or queue record cannot be found.
06 No resource control element (RCE) exists for the queue record;

currency has not been established.
07 Either an I/O error has occurred or the queue upper limit has been

reached.
08 The requested resource is not available.
09 The requested resource is available.
10 New storage has been assigned.
11 A maximum task condition exists.
12 The named task code is invalid.
13 The named resource cannot be found.
14 The requested module is defined as nonconcurrent and is

currently in use.
15 The named module has been overlaid and cannot be reloaded

immediately.
16 The specified interval control element (ICE) address cannot be

found.
17 The record has been replaced.
18 No printer terminals have been defined for the current DC system.
19 The return area is too small; data has been truncated.
20 An I/O, program-not-found, or potential-deadlock status condition

exists.
21 The message destination is undefined, the long term ID cannot

be found, or a KEEP LONGTERM request was issued by a
nonterminal task.

22 A record already exists for the scratch area specified.
23 No storage or resource control element (RCE) could be allocated

for the reply area.
24 The maximum number of outstanding replies has been exceeded.
25 An attention interrupt has been received.
26 There is a logical error in the output data stream.
27 A permanent I/O error has occurred.
28 The terminal dial-up line is disconnected.
29 An invalid parameter has been passed in the list set up by the

DML processor.
30 The named function has not yet been implemented.
31 An invalid parameter has been passed; the TRB, LRB, or MRB

contains an invalid field; or the request is invalid because of a
possible logic error in the application program. In a DC-BATCH
environment, a possible cause is that the record length specified
by the command exceeds the maximum length based on the
packet size.

32 The derived length of the specified variable storage is negative or
zero.

33 Either the named table or the named map cannot be found in the
data dictionary load area.
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34 The named variable-storage area must be an 01-level entry in the
LINKAGE SECTION.

35 A GET STORAGE request is invalid because the LINKAGE
SECTION variable has already been allocated.

36 The program either was not defined during system generation or is
marked out-of-service.

37 A GET STORAGE operand is invalid because the specified
variable storage area is in the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION
instead of the LINKAGE SECTION.

38 Either no GET STORAGE operand was specified or the specified
LINKAGE SECTION variable has not been allocated.

39 The terminal device being used is out of service.
40 NOIO has been specified but the datastream cannot be found.
41 An IF operation resulted in a valid true condition.
42 The named map does not support the terminal device in use.
43 A line I/O session has been cancelled by the terminal operator.
44 The referenced field does not participate in the specified map; a

possible cause is an invalid subscript.
45 An invalid terminal type is associated with the issuing task.
46 A terminal I/O error has occurred.
47 The named area has not been readied.
48 The run unit has not been bound.
49 NOWAIT has been specified but WAIT is required.
50 Statistics are not being kept.
51 A lock manager error occurred during the processing of a KEEP

LONGTERM request
52 The specified table is missing or invalid.
53 An error occurred from a user-written edit routine.
54 Either there is invalid internal data or a data conversion error has

occurred.
55 The user-written edit routine cannot be found.
56 No DFLDS have been defined for the map.
57 The ID cannot be found, is not a long-term permanent ID, or is

being used by another run unit.
58 Either the LRID cannot be found, the maximum number of

concurrent task threads was exceeded, or an attempt was made
to rollback database changes in local mode.

59 An error occurred in transferring the KEEP LONGTERM request to
IDMSKEEP

60 The requested KEEP LONGTERM lock id was already in use with
a different page group

63 Invalid function parameters have been passed on the call to the
DBMS.

64 No detail exists currently for update; no action has been taken.
Alternatively, the requested node for a header or detail is either
not present or not updated.
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68 There are no more updated details to MAP IN or the amount of
storage defined for pageable maps at sysgen is insufficient. In
the latter case, subsequent MAP OUT DETAIL statements are
ignored.

72 No detail occurrence, footer, or header fields exist to be mapped
out by a MAP OUT RESUME command, or the scratch record that
contains the requested detail could not be accessed. The latter
case is a mapping internal error and should be reported.

76 The first screen page has been transmitted to the terminal.
77 Either the program is no longer signed on to the subschema or the

variable subschema tables have been overwritten.
80 The target node is either not active or has been disabled.
97 An error was encountered processing a syncpoint request; check

the log for details.
98 An unsupported COBOL compiler option (for example, DEBUG)

has been specified for an online program or a program running
in a batch region has issued a DML verb that is only valid when
running online under IDMS/DC/UCF.

99 An unexpected internal return code has been received; the
terminal device is out of service.

NOTE
For a complete description of DC runtime status codes, see the section "IDMS Status Codes" in the IDMS
Messages documentation.

DB Status Codes (COBOL)
The following tables list DB major and minor codes and their meanings.

Major DB Status Codes

Major Code Database Function
00 Any DML statement
01 FINISH
02 ERASE
03 FIND/OBTAIN
05 GET
06 KEEP
07 CONNECT
08 MODIFY
09 READY
11 DISCONNECT
12 STORE
14 BIND
15 ACCEPT
16 IF
17 RETURN
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18 COMMIT
19 ROLLBACK
20 LRF requests

Minor DB Status Codes

Minor Code Database Function Status
00 When this code is combined with a major code of 00, it indicates

successful completion of the DML operation. When this code is
combined with a nonzero major code, it indicates that the DML
operation was not completed successfully due to central version
causes, such as time-outs and program checks.

01 An area has not been readied. When this code is combined with
a major code of 16, an IF operation has resulted in a valid false
condition.

02 The database key that is used with a FIND/OBTAIN DB-KEY
statement or the direct database key that was suggested for a
STORE is not within the page range for the specified record name.

03 Invalid currency for the named record, set, or area. This code
occurs only when a run unit is sharing a transaction with other
database sessions. The 03 minor status is returned when the
run unit tries to retrieve or update a record by using a currency
that has been invalidated because of changes that were made by
another database session that is sharing the same transaction.

04 The occurrence count of a variably occurring element has been
specified as less than zero or greater than the maximum number
of occurrences that are defined in the control element.

05 The specified DML function would have violated a duplicates-not-
allowed option for a CALC, sorted, or index set.

06 No currency has been established for the named record, set, or
area.

07 The end of a set, area, or index has been reached or the set is
empty.

08 The specified record, set, procedure, or LR verb is not in the
subschema or the specified record is not a member of the set.

09 The area has been readied with an incorrect usage mode.
10 An existing access restriction or subschema usage prohibits

execution of the specified DML function. For LRF users, the
subschema in use allows access to database records only.
When this code is combined with a major code of 00, it means
that the program has attempted to access a database record, but
the subschema in use allows access to logical records only.

11 The record cannot be stored in the specified area due to
insufficient space.

12 There is no database key for the record to be stored. This code is
a system internal error. Report it to Broadcom Support.

13 A current record of run unit has not been established or has been
nullified by a previous ERASE statement.
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14 The CONNECT statement cannot be executed. The requested
record has been defined as a mandatory automatic member of the
set.

15 The DISCONNECT statement cannot be executed because the
requested record has been defined as a mandatory member of the
set.

16 The record cannot be connected to a set of which it is already a
member.

17 The transaction manager encountered an error.
18 The record has not been bound.
19 The transaction for the run unit was forced to back out.
20 The current record is not the same type as the specified record

name.
21 Not all areas being used have been readied in the correct usage

mode.
22 The specified record name is not currently a member of the

specified set name.
23 The specified area name is not in the subschema or is not an

extent area, or the specified record name has not been defined
within the specified area name.

25 No currency has been established for the named set.
26 No duplicates exist for the named record or the record

occurrences cannot be found.
28 The run unit has attempted to ready an area that has been readied

previously.
29 The run unit has attempted to place a lock on a record that

another run unit has locked. A deadlock results. Unless the run
unit issued either a FIND/OBTAIN KEEP EXCLUSIVE or a KEEP
EXCLUSIVE, the run unit is aborted.

30 An attempt has been made to erase the owner record of a
nonempty set.

31 The retrieval statement format conflicts with the location mode of
the record.

32 An attempt to retrieve a CALC/DUPLICATE record was
unsuccessful. The CALC value in variable storage is not equal to
the value of the CALC control element in the current record of run
unit.

33 At least one set in which the record participates has not been
included in the subschema.

40 The WHERE clause in an OBTAIN NEXT logical-record request
is inconsistent with a previous OBTAIN FIRST or OBTAIN NEXT
command for the same record. Previously specified criteria, such
as reference to a key field, have been changed. A path status of
LR-ERROR is returned to the LRC block.

41 The subschema contains no path that matches the WHERE
clause in a logical-record request. A path status of LR-ERROR is
returned to the LRC block.

42 An ON clause that is included in the path by the DBA specified
return of the LR-ERROR path status to the LRC block. An error
has occurred while processing the LRF request.
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43 A program check has been recognized during evaluation of a
WHERE clause. The program check indicates that a WHERE
clause has specified comparison of a packed decimal field to an
unpacked nonnumeric data field, or that data in variable storage
or a database record does not conform to its description. A path
status of LR-ERROR is returned to the LRC block unless the DBA
has included an ON clause to override this action in the path.

44 The WHERE clause in a logical-record request does not supply a
key element (sort key, CALC key, or db-key) expected by the path.
A path status of LR-ERROR is returned to the LRC block.

45 During evaluation of a WHERE clause, a program check has been
recognized because a subscript value is neither greater than 0 nor
less than its maximum allowed value plus 1. A path status of LR-
ERROR is returned to the LRC block unless the DBA has included
an ON clause to override this action in the path.

46 A program check has revealed an arithmetic exception (for
example: overflow, underflow, significance, divide) during
evaluation of a WHERE clause. A path status of LR-ERROR is
returned to the LRC block unless the DBA has included an ON
clause to override this action in the path.

53 The subschema definition of an indexed set does not match the
physical structure of the indexed set in the database.

54 The prefix length of an SR51 record is less than zero or the data
length is less than or equal to zero.

55 An invalid length has been defined for a variable-length record.
56 An insufficient amount of memory to accommodate the IDMS

compression/decompression routines is available.
57 A retrieval-only run unit has detected an inconsistency in an index

that should cause a 1143 abend, but the optional APAR bit 216
has been turned on.

58 An attempt was made to roll back updates in a local mode
program. Updates that are made to an area during the execution
of a local mode program cannot be automatically rolled out. The
area must be manually recovered.

60 A record occurrence type is inconsistent with the set named in the
ERROR-SET field in the IDMS communications block. This code
usually indicates a broken chain.

61 No record can be found for an internal db-key. This code usually
indicates a broken chain.

62 A system-generated database key points to a record occurrence,
but no record with that db-key can be found. This code usually
indicates a broken chain.

63 The DBMS cannot interpret the DML function to be performed.
When this code is combined with a major code of 00, it indicates
that invalid function parameters have been passed on the call to
the DBMS. For LRF users, a WHERE clause includes a keyword
that is longer than the 32 characters allowed.

64 The record cannot be found; the CALC control element has not
been defined properly in the subschema.

65 The database page read was not the page requested.
66 The specified area is not available in the requested usage mode.
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67 The invoked subschema does not match the subschema object
tables.

68 The CICS interface was not started.
69 A BIND RUN-UNIT may not have been issued, the CV may be

inactive or not accepting new run units, or the connection with the
CV may have been broken due to time out or other factors. When
this code is combined with a major code of 00, it means that the
program has been disconnected from the DBMS.

70 The database will not ready properly; a JCL error is the probable
cause.

71 The page range or page group for the area being readied or the
requested page cannot be found in the DMCL.

72 There is insufficient memory to load a subschema or database
procedure dynamically.

73 A central version run unit will exceed the MAXERUS value
specified at system generation.

74 The dynamic load of a module has failed. If operating under the
central version, a subschema or database procedure module
either was not found in the data dictionary or the load (core image)
library or, if loaded, will exceed the number of subschema and
database procedures provided for at system generation.

75 A read error has occurred.
76 A write error has occurred.
77 The run unit has not been bound or has been bound twice. When

this code is combined with a major code of 00, it means that the
program is no longer signed on to the subschema or the variable
subschema tables have been overwritten.

78 An area wait deadlock has occurred.
79 The run unit has requested more db-key locks than are available

to the system.
80 The target node is either not active or has been disabled.
81 The converted subschema requires specified database name to

be in the DBNAME table.
82 The subschema must be named in the DBNAME table.
83 An error has occurred in accessing native VSAM data sets.
87 The owner and member records for a set to be updated are not in

the same page group or do not have the same database key radix.
91 The subschema requires a DBNAME to do the bind run unit.
92 No subschema areas map to DMCL.
93 A subschema area symbolic was not found in DMCL.
94 The specified dbname is not defined in the DBNAME table, and is

not a SEGMENT defined in the DMCL.
95 The specified subschema failed DBTABLE mapping using the

specified dbname.

NOTE
For a complete description of DB runtime status codes, see IDMS Status Codes.
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DC Status Codes (COBOL)
The following tables list the DC major and minor codes and their meanings.

Major DC Status Codes

Major Code Function
00 Any DML statement
30 TRANSFER CONTROL
31 WAIT/POST
32 GET STORAGE/FREE STORAGE
33 SET ABEND EXIT/ABEND CODE
34 LOAD/DELETE TABLE
35 GET TIME/SET TIMER
36 WRITE LOG
37 ATTACH/CHANGE PRIORITY
38 BIND/ACCEPT/END TRANSACTION STATISTICS
39 ENQUEUE/DEQUEUE
40 SNAP
43 PUT/GET/DELETE SCRATCH
44 PUT/GET/DELETE QUEUE
45 BASIC MODE TERMINAL MANAGEMENT
46 MAPPING MODE TERMINAL MANAGEMENT
47 LINE MODE TERMINAL MANAGEMENT
48 ACCEPT/WRITE PRINTER
49 SEND MESSAGE
50 COMMIT TASK/ROLLBACK TASK/FINISH TASK/WRITE

JOURNAL
51 KEEP LONGTERM
58 SVC SEND/RECEIVE

Minor DC Status Codes

Minor Code Function Status
00 When this code is combined with a major code of 00, it indicates

that the DML function completed successfully or that all tested
resources have been enqueued.

01 The requested operation cannot be performed immediately, and
waiting would cause a deadlock.

02 There is insufficient storage in the storage pool or the storage that
is required for control blocks is unavailable.

03 The scratch area ID cannot be found.
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04 The queue ID (header) cannot be found or a paging session
was in progress when a second STARTPAGE command was
received. That is, an implied ENDPAGE was processed before this
STARTPAGE was executed successfully.

05 The specified scratch record ID or queue record cannot be found.
06 No resource control element (RCE) exists for the queue record;

currency has not been established.
07 Either an I/O error has occurred or the queue upper limit has been

reached.
08 The requested resource is not available.
09 The requested resource is available.
10 New storage has been assigned.
11 A maximum task condition exists.
12 The named task code is invalid.
13 The named resource cannot be found.
14 The requested module is defined as nonconcurrent and is

currently in use.
15 The named module has been overlaid and cannot be reloaded

immediately.
16 The specified interval control element (ICE) address cannot be

found.
17 The record has been replaced.
18 No printer terminals have been defined for the current DC system.
19 The return area is too small; data has been truncated.
20 An I/O, program-not-found, or potential-deadlock status condition

exists.
21 The message destination is undefined, the long-term ID cannot be

found, or a nonterminal task issued a KEEP LONGTERM request.
22 A record already exists for the scratch area specified.
23 No storage or resource control element (RCE) could be allocated

for the reply area.
24 The maximum number of outstanding replies has been exceeded.
25 An attention interrupt has been received.
26 The output data stream contains a logical error.
27 A permanent I/O error has occurred.
28 The terminal dial-up line is disconnected.
29 An invalid parameter has been passed in the list set up by the

DML processor.
30 The named function has not yet been implemented.
31 An invalid parameter has been passed, the TRB, LRB, or MRB

contains an invalid field, or the request is invalid because of a
possible logic error in the application program. In a DC-BATCH
environment, a possible cause is that the command specifies a
record length that exceeds the maximum length based on the
packet size.

32 The derived length of the specified variable storage is negative or
zero.
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33 Either the named table or the named map cannot be found in the
data dictionary load area.

34 The named variable-storage area must be an 01-level entry in the
LINKAGE SECTION.

35 A GET STORAGE request is invalid because the LINKAGE
SECTION variable has already been allocated.

36 The program either was not defined during system generation or is
marked out-of-service.

37 A GET STORAGE operand is invalid. The specified variable
storage area is in the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION instead of
the LINKAGE SECTION.

38 No GET STORAGE operand was specified or the specified
LINKAGE SECTION variable has not been allocated.

39 The terminal device being used is out of service.
40 NOIO has been specified but the data stream cannot be found.
41 An IF operation resulted in a valid true condition.
42 The named map does not support the terminal device in use.
43 The terminal operator canceled a line I/O session.
44 The referenced field does not participate in the specified map. A

possible cause is an invalid subscript.
45 An invalid terminal type is associated with the issuing task.
46 A terminal I/O error has occurred.
47 The named area has not been readied.
48 The run unit has not been bound.
49 NOWAIT has been specified but WAIT is required.
50 Statistics are not being kept.
51 A lock manager error occurred during the processing of a KEEP

LONGTERM request
52 The specified table is missing or invalid.
53 An error occurred from a user-written edit routine.
54 Either there is invalid internal data or a data conversion error has

occurred.
55 The user-written edit routine cannot be found.
56 No DFLDS have been defined for the map.
57 The ID cannot be found, is not a long-term permanent ID, or is

being used by another run unit.
58 The LRID cannot be found, the maximum number of concurrent

task threads was exceeded, or an attempt was made to roll back
database changes in local mode.

59 An error occurred in transferring the KEEP LONGTERM request to
IDMSKEEP

60 The requested KEEP LONGTERM lock id was already in use with
a different page group.

63 Invalid function parameters have been passed on the call to the
DBMS.
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64 No detail exists currently for update; no action has been taken.
Alternatively, the requested node for a header or detail is either
not present or not updated.

68 There are no more updated details to MAP IN or the amount of
storage that is defined for pageable maps at sysgen is insufficient.
In the latter case, subsequent MAP OUT DETAIL statements are
ignored.

72 No detail occurrence, footer, or header fields exist for the MAP
OUT RESUME command to map out, or the scratch record that
contains the requested detail could not be accessed. The latter
case is a mapping internal error and should be reported.

76 The first screen page has been transmitted to the terminal.
77 Either the program is no longer signed on to the subschema or the

variable subschema tables have been overwritten.
80 The target node is either not active or has been disabled.
97 An error was encountered processing a syncpoint request. Review

the log for details.
98 An unsupported COBOL compiler option (for example, DEBUG)

has been specified for an online program, or a program that is
running in a batch region has issued a DML verb that is only valid
when running online under IDMS/DC/UCF.

99 An unexpected internal return code has been received; the
terminal device is out of service.

NOTE
For a complete description of DC runtime status codes, see IDMS Status Codes.

Condition Names
The following table lists the ERROR-STATUS condition names.

Code Condition name Explanation
0000 DB-STATUS-OK No error.
0307 DB-END-OF-SET End of set, area, or SPF index.
0326 DB-REC-NOT-FOUND No record found.
0001 to
9999

ANY-ERROR-STATUS Any nonzero status.

0000 to
9999

ANY-STATUS Any status.

3101 3201
3401 3901

DC-DEADLOCK Waiting will cause a deadlock.

3202 3402 DC-NO-STORAGE Insufficient space available.
4303 DC-AREA-ID-UNK ID cannot be found.
4404 DC-QUEUE-ID-UNK Queue header cannot be found.
4305 4405 DC-REC-NOT-FOUND Record cannot be found.
3908 DC-RESOURCE-NOT-AVAIL Resource is not available.
3909 DC-RESOURCE-AVAIL Resource is available.
3210 DC-NEW-STORAGE New space allocated.
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3711 DC-MAX-TASKS Maximum attached tasks.
4317 DC-REC-REPLACED Record has been replaced.
4319 4419
4519 4719

DC-TRUNCATED-DATA Return area too small; data has been
truncated.

4525 4625 DC-ATTN-INT Attention interrupt received.
4743 DC-OPER-CANCEL Session canceled

Error Detection (COBOL)
Check the value that is returned to the ERROR-STATUS field after each DML request. When you use the Logical Record
Facility, check the LR-STATUS field of the LRC block before checking the ERROR-STATUS field.

AUTOSTATUS Protocols
When the protocol in use includes AUTOSTATUS, the precompiler automatically generates a PERFORM IDMS-STATUS
statement after each DML command (except IF). For each standard protocol (for example, BATCH or CICS) that is
provided at installation time, an AUTOSTATUS protocol (for example, BATCH-AUTOSTATUS or CICS-AUTOSTATUS)
is also provided. (The IDMS DC and DC-BATCH protocols already include AUTOSTATUS.) The DBA determines which
protocol to use. Specify this protocol in the ENVIRONMENT DIVISION by using the MODE IS statement. (For more
information about protocols, see Precompiler-Directive Statements.)

When AUTOSTATUS is in use, the PERFORM IDMS-STATUS statement can still be preceded by a check for a nonzero
return code by including an ON clause at the end of the DML command. If the DBMS returns the specified status code to
the IDMS communications block, the imperative statement in the ON clause is executed. If the specified status code is not
returned, IDMS-STATUS is performed.

Any DML command can include an ON clause. Only one ON clause is allowed per command.

Syntax

►►─── ON condition-name imperative-statement . ───────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• ON
Tests whether a nonzero status has been returned as a result of a DML command.

• condition-name
Specifies a preassigned nonzero status condition name. Valid condition names include DB-STATUS-OK, DB-END-OF-
SET, DB-REC-NOT-FOUND, ANY-ERROR-STATUS, and any condition names that the DBA has defined.

• imperative-statement
Specifies the program action to take when the DML command results in the specified condition-name.

The following example illustrates the use of the ON clause. A DML source program might contain the following
statements:

0800-OBTAIN-REC.

  OBTAIN CALC OFFICE ON DB-REC-NOT-FOUND GO TO 0900-NO-REC.

         .

         .

         .

0900-NO-REC.

  STORE OFFICE.
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The precompiler converts the DML statements to comments, translates the ON clause into an IF statement, and
generates the following expanded COBOL source code:

 0800-OBTAIN-REC.

*  OBTAIN CALC OFFICE ON DB-REC-NOT-FOUND

         MOVE 0001 TO DML-SEQUENCE

         CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

                  IDBMSCOM (32)

                  SR450

                  IDBMSCOM (43)

         IF NOT DB-REC-NOT-FOUND PERFORM IDMS-STATUS;

         ELSE

                      GO TO 0900-NO-REC.

          .

          .

          .

 

 0900-NO-REC.

*  STORE OFFICE.

         MOVE 0002 TO DML-SEQUENCE

         CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

                  IDBMSCOM (42)

                  SR450

          PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

For more information about the expansion of calls to IDMS, see IDMS Call Formats.

IDMS-STATUS Routine
IDMS-STATUS is an error-checking routine that is included in the dictionary. You can copy IDMS-STATUS into your
program by coding the following statement at the end of the PROCEDURE DIVISION:

COPY IDMS IDMS-STATUS.

For more information about the use of the COPY IDMS IDMS-STATUS statement, refer to Precompiler-Directive
Statements.

This section contains the following information:

IDMS-STATUS Routine Used Under Batch

The COPY IDMS IDMS-STATUS statement copies the following code into batch programs:

******************************************************************

 IDMS-STATUS                                              SECTION.

******************************************************************

 IDMS-STATUS-PARAGRAPH.

         IF DB-STATUS-OK GO TO ISABEX.

         PERFORM IDMS-ABORT.

         DISPLAY '**************************'

                 ' ABORTING - ' PROGRAM-NAME

                 ', '           ERROR-STATUS
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                 ', '           ERROR-RECORD

                 ' **** RECOVER IDMS ****'

                 UPON CONSOLE.

         DISPLAY 'PROGRAM NAME ------ ' PROGRAM-NAME.

         DISPLAY 'ERROR STATUS ------ ' ERROR-STATUS.

         DISPLAY 'ERROR RECORD ------ ' ERROR-RECORD.

         DISPLAY 'ERROR SET --------- ' ERROR-SET.

         DISPLAY 'ERROR AREA -------- ' ERROR-AREA.

         DISPLAY 'LAST GOOD RECORD -- ' RECORD-NAME.

         DISPLAY 'LAST GOOD AREA ---- ' AREA-NAME.

         MOVE 39  TO SSC-IN01-REQ-CODE.

         MOVE 0   TO SSC-IN01-REQ-RETURN.

         MOVE ' ' TO SSC-STATUS-LABEL.

         PERFORM IDMS-STATUS-LOOP

                 UNTIL SSC-IN01-REQ-RETURN > 0.

         ROLLBACK.

         CALL 'ABORT'.

         GO TO ISABEX.

 IDMS-STATUS-LOOP.

         CALL 'IDMSIN1' USING IDBMSCOM(41)

                              SSC-IN01-REQ-WK

                              SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

                              IDBMSCOM(1)

                              DML-SEQUENCE

                              SSC-STATUS-LINE.

         IF SSC-IN01-REQ-RETURN GREATER THAN 4

             DISPLAY 'DML SEQUENCE ------ ' DML-SEQUENCE

         ELSE

             DISPLAY SSC-STATUS-LABEL '--- ' SSC-STATUS-VALUE.

 ISABEX. EXIT.

IDMS-STATUS Routine Used Under a DC/UCF System

The COPY IDMS IDMS-STATUS statement copies the following code into DC/UCF programs:

******************************************************************

 IDMS-STATUS                       SECTION.

********************* IDMS-STATUS FOR IDMS/DC ********************

     IF DB-STATUS-OK GO TO ISABEX.

     PERFORM IDMS-ABORT.

     MOVE ERROR-STATUS TO SSC-ERRSTAT-SAVE

     MOVE DML-SEQUENCE TO SSC-DMLSEQ-SAVE

     SNAP FROM SUBSCHEMA-CTRL TO SUBSCHEMA-CTRL-END

          ON ANY-STATUS

                 NEXT SENTENCE.

     ABEND CODE SSC-ERRSTAT-SAVE

          ON ANY-STATUS

                 NEXT SENTENCE.

 ISABEX. EXIT.

IDMS-STATUS abends your program when the ERROR-STATUS field contains a nonzero value. Because some values
do not indicate processing errors, your program should check ERROR-STATUS for nonzero values before calling IDMS-
STATUS.
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Pageable Map ERROR-STATUS Condition Names

The following table lists the condition names that are included automatically when using pageable maps.

NOTE
You cannot make checks for these codes within the IDMS-STATUS routine.

Code Condition name Explanation
4604 DC-SECOND-STARTPAGE Second consecutive STARTPAGE.
4664 DC-DETAIL-NOT-FOUND No current detail.
4668 DC-NO-MORE-UPD-DETAILS All details mapped in.
4668 DC-MAX-SPACE-REACHED Pageable map space exceeded.
4672 DC-NO-DETAILS Nothing to map out.
4676 DC-FIRST-PAGE-SENT First page transmitted.
4680 DC-PAGE-READY A complete map page was built.

When IDMS-STATUS executes, it exits immediately when the ERROR-STATUS check indicates successful completion of
the function (ERROR-STATUS of 0000).

Effects of Nonzero Status on IDMS-STATUS

This section describes the effects of nonzero status conditions on IDMS-STATUS execution. The effects depend on the
operating mode (BATCH or IDMS-DC) of the application program.

Effect When the Operating Mode Is BATCH

When the operating mode is BATCH, a nonzero error status causes IDMS-STATUS to perform the following actions:

• Print status information about the unsuccessful function.
• Issue a rollback.
• Abend the program.

The following status information is retrieved from the IDMS-DB communications block:

• Program name
• Error status
• Error record
• Error set
• Error area
• Record name (the last record that was successfully accessed)
• Area name (the last area that was successfully accessed)
• Page number and line index of the database key (the last record that the run unit accessed)
• Database key in hexadecimal format
• Page group and database key format (associated with the last record that the run unit accessed)
• DML sequence number

Effect When the Operating Mode Is IDMS-DC

When the operating mode is IDMS-DC, a nonzero error status causes IDMS-STATUS to perform the following actions:

• Snap the IDMS-DC communications block (SUBSCHEMA-CTRL).
• Abend the program.
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The following status information is retrieved from the IDMS-DC communications block:

• Program name
• Error status
• Error record
• Error set
• Error area
• Record name (the last record that was successfully accessed)
• Area name (the last area that was successfully accessed)
• DML sequence number

The IDMS-ABORT Routine

IDMS-STATUS includes a call to perform a routine named IDMS-ABORT, which you can use for extra error processing.
IDMS supplies only the PERFORM statement. If you use the IDMS-ABORT routine, you must supply the routine itself by
coding the section name and exit. See the following example:

IDMS-ABORT SECTION.

IDMS-ABORT-EXIT.

  EXIT.

For example, you can use the IDMS-ABORT SECTION to display information about the LRC block. See the following
example:

IDMS-ABORT SECTION.

    IF LR-STATUS = 'LR-ERROR'

      DISPLAY 'LOGICAL RECORD ERROR'

          'LR NAME -- ' LR-NAME

          'LR VERB -- ' LR-VERB.

IDMS-ABORT-EXIT.

    EXIT.

Code the routine directly into the program or copy it in as a module, according to the program requirements. If you are not
using the abort routine, delete the reference to IDMS-ABORT from IDMS-STATUS.

User-Defined Protocols
To establish a user-defined protocol, follow these steps:

1. Establish a uniquely named user-defined MODE.
2. Identify an existing Broadcom-supplied protocol that meets the program requirements. Use this protocol, with

modifications as needed, to create a new protocol with the same name as the user-defined MODE.
3. Modify the appropriate SUBSCHEMA-CTRL record definition to include the user-defined MODE.
4. Specify the user-defined MODE in the PROTOCOL parameter of the program.

For example, to create a version of the DC-BATCH protocol that does not include AUTOSTATUS, follow these steps:

1. Define the user-defined MODE:

ADD ATTRIBUTE DC-BATCH-NOAUTO WITHIN CLASS MODE.

2. Define the user-defined protocol that is based on the Broadcom-supplied DC-BATCH protocol and edit the DC-BATCH
protocol to remove the @AUTOSTATUS references:
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ADD MODULE NAME DC-BATCH-NOAUTO VERSION 1 LANGUAGE IS COBOL

    MODE IS DC-BATCH-NOAUTO

    MODULE SOURCE FOLLOWS

         .

         .

         .

    MSEND.

3. Modify the SUBSCHEMA-CTRL record for MODE IS DC-BATCH to include the user-defined MODE:

MODIFY RECORD SUBSCHEMA-CTRL VERSION 1 LANGUAGE COBOL

    MODE IS DC-BATCH-NOAUTO.

4. Specify the user-defined MODE in the program:

PROTOCOL MODE IS DC-BATCH-NOAUTO

Precompiler-Directive Statements
Compiler-directive statements instruct the precompiler to copy source code from the data dictionary into the COBOL
application program. These statements do not produce any executable commands. Compiler-directive statements are
coded beginning in columns 8-11 of the IDENTIFICATION and ENVIRONMENT DIVISIONs, and in columns 8-72 of the
DATA and PROCEDURE DIVISIONs, as follows:

• IDENTIFICATION DIVISION -- The PROGRAM-ID statement specifies a program name and version number.
• ENVIRONMENT DIVISION -- The IDMS-CONTROL SECTION establishes the operating mode, debug sequencing,

and variable storage allocation.
• DATA DIVISION -- The following sections are included in the DATA DIVISION:

– FILE SECTION -- COPY IDMS FILE statements copy descriptions of non-IDMS files from the data dictionary.
– SCHEMA SECTION -- The DB statement identifies the subschema view to be used by the program.
– MAP SECTION -- These statements notify the precompiler that mapping mode terminal I/O is being used, define

the program maps, and specify the size of map field lists.
– WORKING-STORAGE and LINKAGE SECTIONs -- PROCEDURE DIVISION -- COPY IDMS statements copy

source data descriptions or non-IDMS data description code for records from the data dictionary.
• COPY IDMS statements copy source data for BIND statements or program source modules that are defined in the

data dictionary.

All compiler-directive statements are optional except the SCHEMA SECTION and DB statement. If a program accesses
the database, it must include a SCHEMA SECTION that contains a DB statement identifying the subschema. All
other compiler-directive statements can be omitted; the precompiler generates the required source code components
automatically.

If the program does not access the database (that is, does not invoke a subschema and does not issue any DML
statements), the SCHEMA SECTION and DB statement can also be omitted.

The COPY IDMS and other compiler-directive statements are explained separately for each of the following divisions.
References to the IDMS communications block apply equally to the IDMS-DC communications block.

This article describes the following information:

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION

The PROGRAM-ID statement in the IDENTIFICATION DIVISION identifies your program to the precompiler.

Syntax
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►►─── IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. ───────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── PROGRAM-ID.program-name ─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────►◄

                               └─ VERSION version-number ─┘

 

Parameters

• PROGRAM ID
Specifies the program.

• program-name
The name of the program. If the program has been previously defined in the data dictionary through IDD facilities,
program-name must match the name that is assigned to the program when it was defined for the precompiler to
recognize it as the same program.

• VERSION
Qualifies program-name with a version number (for example, for purposes of testing or development).

• version-number
An integer in the range 1 through 9999
By default, if you do not specify a number, the default is either the highest number that is defined in the data dictionary
for the named program or 1 if the program does not already exist in the data dictionary.

ENVIRONMENT DIVISION

An IDMS-CONTROL SECTION is required in the ENVIRONMENT DIVISION to establish the following:

• Operating mode -- The environment in which the program executes, and the form and content of calling sequences
produced by the precompiler

• Debug sequencing -- Whether each PROCEDURE DIVISION DML command is numbered for identification during
error reporting

• Variable storage allocation -- How source data description code for the IDMS communications block and other DATA
DIVISION components are inserted in the program

Syntax

 

►►─── ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ IDMS-CONTROL SECTION. ──────────────────────────────────────────────────

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────►

  ─── PROTOCOL. ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                 └─ MODE is ─┬─ BATCH ◄ ────────┬─┬─────────┬─┘

                             ├─ IDMS-DC ────────┤ └─ DEBUG ─┘

                             ├─ DC-BATCH ───────┤

                             └─ user-mode-name ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ SUBSCHEMA-NAMES LENGTH IS ─┬─ 16 ◄─┬┘

                                 └─ 18 ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─
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   └─ IDMS-RECORDS ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►◄

 ┬─ WITHIN WORKING-STORAGE section ◄─┬┬───────────────────────────────┬── . ┘

 ├─ WITHIN LINKAGE section ──────────┘└─ levels INCREMENTED by count ─┤

 └─ MANUAL ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

 

Parameters

• PROTOCOL
Specifies how IDMS CALL statements are generated and whether the debugging sequence option is included.

• MODE IS
Identifies the operating mode that is used by the precompiler to generate call statements for the program
PROCEDURE DIVISION DML statements.

• BATCH
Specifies to execute the program in batch mode.
This is the default.
The IDMS communications block is copied into variable storage; standard CALL statements (CALL 'IDMS') are
generated in the PROCEDURE DIVISION.

• IDMS DC
Specifies to execute the program in IDMS-DC mode.
The IDMS DC communications block is copied into variable storage; IDMS CALL statements (CALL 'IDMSCOBI') are
generated in the PROCEDURE DIVISION for DC requests.

• DC-BATCH
Specifies to execute the program in DC-BATCH mode. The IDMS-DC communications block is copied into variable
storage; DC-BATCH CALL statements (CALL 'IDMSDCCI') are generated in the PROCEDURE DIVISION for DC
requests.
Specify MODE IS DC-BATCH to access DC queues and printers from batch applications running under the central
version.

• user-mode-name
Specifies to execute the program in a special environment (for example, under a teleprocessing monitor or in a user-
defined operating mode) as determined by the DBA. The appropriate communications block is copied into variable
storage; mode-specific CALL statements. For example, in CICS, CALL 'IDMSINC1' USING DFHCADS is generated
in the PROCEDURE DIVISION. The following list provides the standard operating modes (protocols) available for
COBOL programs.
If user-mode-name specifies an AUTOSTATUS protocol (for example, CICS-AUTOSTATUS), the precompiler
automatically generates an IDMS-STATUS statement after every DML command except IF. When using an
AUTOSTATUS protocol, be sure to include the COPY IDMS IDMS-STATUS statement in the PROCEDURE DIVISION.
For details on programming under an AUTOSTATUS protocol, see Communications Blocks and Error Detection.

• DEBUG
Specifies that a unique DML sequence number is placed in the IDMS communications block for each DML statement.
These numbers appear in columns 81-88 of the COBOL compiler output listing in the form DMLCnnnn. The
precompiler generates numbers to identify the sequence in which DML statements appear in the program. Depending
on the error routine that is defined by the DBA, you can use the DML sequence number to help debug your program.
If DEBUG is not specified, the precompiler does not associate sequence numbers with source statements.

• SUBSCHEMA-NAMES LENGTH IS
Specifies whether to use a 16-byte or 18-byte communications block.
For information about 16-byte communications blocks, see Communications Blocks and Error Detection.
For information about 18-byte communications blocks, see 18-Byte Communications Blocks.

• IDMS-RECORDS
Specifies whether source IDMS data description code is inserted into the DATA DIVISION automatically.

• WITHIN WORKING-STORAGE section
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Instructs the processor to insert automatically the copied DATA DIVISION components as the last entries in the
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION of the source program.
This is the default.

• WITHIN LINKAGE section
Instructs the processor to automatically insert the copied DATA DIVISION components as the last entries in the
LINKAGE SECTION of the source program. Any VALUE clauses present in source code are dropped automatically.

• levels INCREMENTED by
Varies the level numbers for inserted descriptions from those stored in the data dictionary. If you specify a level
number, the first level of code is inserted to the level specified by count; all other levels are adjusted accordingly. If you
do not specify a level, the descriptions that are inserted begin at 01 and have the same level numbers as originally
specified in the data dictionary.

• count
An integer in the range 1 through 48
Specifies the value by which the DATA DIVISION level numbers (including the 01 level number) of all stored elements
are to be incremented.

NOTE
Using the LEVELS INCREMENTED BY clause may cause unpredictable results if record fields have been
defined with a SYNCHRONIZED clause. Such fields may contain extra bytes (slack bytes) inserted to ensure
correct alignment. Because IDMS does not recognize slack bytes as functional, it may misinterpret data fields
that contain them. Therefore, you should ensure that all fields and records are properly structured.

• MANUAL
Indicates that IDMS-related source data description code (for example, SUBSCHEMA-CTRL or SUBSCHEMA-
NAMES) is inserted explicitly into the source program by DATA DIVISION COPY IDMS statements. If MANUAL is not
specified, the required DATA DIVISION code is inserted automatically by the precompiler.

Standard Modes Available for COBOL Programs

BATCH DC-BATCH TASKMASTER
BATCH-AUTOSTATUS IDMS-DC TASKMASTER-AUTO
CICS INTERCOMM UTM
CICS-AUTOSTATUS INTERCOMM-AUTO UTM-AUTOSTATUS
CICS-EXEC INTERCOMM-REENT WESTI
CICS-EXEC-AUTO ICOMM-REENT-AUTO WESTI-AUTOSTATUS
CICS-STANDARD SHADOW WESTI-REENT
CICS-STD-AUTO SHAD-AUTOSTATUS WESTI-REENT-AUTO

The following example illustrates the statements that are used to code the IDMS-CONTROL SECTION of a program
running under DC with DEBUG sequencing and automatic insertion of IDMS-RECORDS in WORKING-STORAGE
SECTION:

ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

 IDMS-CONTROL SECTION.

 PROTOCOL.

 MODE IS IDMS-DC

  DEBUG

  IDMS-RECORDS WITHIN WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

DATA DIVISION

Compiler-directive statements can be in the following sections of the DATA DIVISION:
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• FILE SECTION -- COPY IDMS statements copy descriptions of non-IDMS files from the data dictionary
• SCHEMA SECTION -- A DB statement identifies the subschema view to be used by the program
• MAP SECTION -- These statements notify the precompiler that mapping mode terminal I/O is being used, define the

program maps, and specify the size of map field lists
• WORKING-STORAGE SECTION -- COPY IDMS statements copy source data description or non-IDMS data

description code for records from the data dictionary
• LINKAGE SECTION -- COPY IDMS statements copy source data description or non-IDMS data description code for

records from the data dictionary

FILE SECTION

The FILE SECTION can include one or more COPY IDMS statements to copy non-IDMS file descriptions from the data
dictionary into the program. Each COPY IDMS statement generates the file definition that includes record size, block size,
and recording mode from the data dictionary. Any records that are defined within the file through the IDD facilities are also
copied.

Syntax

 

►►─── FILE SECTION. ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────►◄

   │ ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─ COPY IDMS FILE file-name ─┬──────────────────────────┬─ . ─┴─┘

                                  └─ VERSION version-number ─┘

 

Parameters

• COPY IDMS FILE
Copies the description of a non-IDMS file into the DATA DIVISION.

• file-name
Either the primary name or a synonym for a file that is defined in the data dictionary.

• VERSION
Qualifies file-name with a version number.
If you do not specify a version number, the default is the highest version number that is defined in the data dictionary
for file-name.

• version-number
An integer in the range 1 through 9999

SCHEMA SECTION

For any program that accesses the database, a SCHEMA SECTION is included in the DATA DIVISION to identify a
subschema view to the precompiler. The subschema that is named in the DB statement of the SCHEMA SECTION
determines which record descriptions can be copied into the program from the data dictionary. Every DML command that
is issued by the program is checked against the record, set, and area access restrictions specified in this subschema.

Syntax

 

►►─── SCHEMA SECTION. ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── DB subschema-name WITHIN schema-name ─┬──────────────────────────┬─ . ──►◄
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                                            └─ VERSION version-number ─┘

 

Parameters

• DB subschema-name
Specifies a subschema that is defined in the data dictionary. If the DBA has chosen to preregister valid program names
for this subschema in the data dictionary, the program that is named in the IDENTIFICATION DIVISION must be
associated with subschema-name in the data dictionary.

• WITHIN schema-name
Specifies the schema under which subschema-name is compiled.

• VERSION
Qualifies schema-name with a version number.
If you do not specify a version number, the default is the highest version number that is defined in the data dictionary
for file-name.

• version-number
An integer in the range 1 through 9999

MAP SECTION

The MAP SECTION notifies the precompiler that mapping mode terminal I/O is being used, defines the program maps,
and specifies the size of map field lists.

Syntax

 

►►─── MAP SECTION. ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ MAX FIELD LIST is field-list-size ─┘

  ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─ MAP map-name ─┬──────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►─

                    └─ VERSION version-number ─┘

───────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ─┴──────────────────────────►◄

   └─ TYPE is ─┬─ STANDARD ◄ ─┬─┬──────────┬─┘

               └─ EXTENDED ───┘ └─ PAGING ─┘

 

Parameters

• MAX FIELD LIST is
Specifies the size of field lists used in MODIFY MAP and INQUIRE MAP statements.

• field-list-size
The field list size or the size is expressed as a numeric constant.
The specified size must be at least one greater than the size of the largest field list that is used by the program. For
example, if the largest map field list contains 5 fields, the value of field-list-size must be at least 6.
The MAX FIELD LIST statement must be specified if the program uses a field list in a MODIFY MAP or INQUIRE MAP
request.

• MAP
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Defines the map that is used by the program. This parameter can be repeated as necessary to define each map to be
used.

• map-name
The name of a map that is used by the program.

• VERSION
Qualifies the named map with a version number.

• version-number
An integer in the range 1 through 9999
There is no default for version-number. If your site uses multiple versions, you must specify a version number.

• TYPE Is
Specifies whether the map request block (MRB) built for the map is to be standard or extended.

• STANDARD
Specifies that the map has standard 3270-type terminal attributes.
This is the default.

• EXTENDED
Specifies that the map has extended 3279-type terminal attributes (for example, color, blinking fields, reverse video).

• PAGING
Specifies that the named map is a pageable map.

The following example shows the DATA DIVISION statements that are required to access the EMPSS09 subschema and
the EMPMAPLR map; the largest map field list that is allowed is 4.

DATA DIVISION.

SCHEMA SECTION.

DB EMPSS09 WITHIN EMPSCHM.

MAP SECTION.

MAX FIELD LIST IS 5.

MAP EMPMAPLR VERSION 1 TYPE IS STANDARD.

WORKING-STORAGE and LINKAGE SECTIONS

COPY IDMS statements can be coded in the WORKING-STORAGE and LINKAGE SECTIONs, allowing you to explicitly
copy source code from the data dictionary into the program. COPY IDMS statements are not required in the DATA
DIVISION unless the IDMS-RECORDS MANUAL clause has been specified in the IDMS-CONTROL SECTION of the
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

If the source code to be copied into the LINKAGE SECTION includes VALUE clauses, these clauses are not copied.

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION and LINKAGE SECTION source code requirements differ according to the usage
mode defined in the program subschema: DML, LR, or MIXED. These usage modes determine whether the program can
access database records only, logical records only, or both database records and logical records. The program should not
copy components that conflict with its subschema usage mode (for example, do not copy SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL if the
subschema usage mode is DML).

An explanation of each usage mode and the required source code components in the program follows:

• DML allows a program to access database records only and requires the following source code components:
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– SUBSCHEMA-CTRL -- The IDMS communications block, through which the application program and the DBMS
communicate. For more information, see Communications Blocks and Error Detection.

– SUBSCHEMA-NAMES -- The name of the program subschema and the names of all records, sets, and areas
to which the program has access through this subschema. SUBSCHEMA-NAMES is used by the precompiler to
generate appropriate IDMS CALL statements in the PROCEDURE DIVISION.

– SUBSCHEMA-RECORDS -- The description of all records to which the subschema permits access.
• LR allows a program to access logical records only and requires the following source code components:

– SUBSCHEMA-CTRL -- The IDMS communications block, through which LRF and the DBMS communicate. For
more information, see Communications Blocks and Error Detection.

– SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL -- The logical-record request control (LRC) block, through which the application program
and LRF communicate. For more information, see Communications Blocks and Error Detection.

– SUBSCHEMA-LR-NAMES -- The name of the program subschema and the names of all database areas that can
be accessed through the subschema. Logical-record names are not copied into the program; rather, they are moved
as literals into the LRC block when needed to process a logical-record request.

– SUBSCHEMA-LR-RECORDS -- The descriptions of all logical records that are contained in the subschema.
• MIXED allows a program to access both database records and logical records; this usage mode requires the following

source code components:
– SUBSCHEMA-CTRL
– SUBSCHEMA-NAMES
– SUBSCHEMA-RECORDS
– SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL
– SUBSCHEMA-LR-RECORDS

The use of MIXED mode is not recommended for the following reasons:

• Issuing both logical-record and database requests requires that the program take into account the database currencies
that are maintained in the paths that are used to service logical-record requests.

• Accessing both logical records and database records in the same program can diminish the program independence
from the database structure and possibly interfere with the execution of paths that are invoked to provide requested
logical-record access.

• Logical-record path processing can interfere with program access to database records. You may need to insert a DML
statement after a logical-record request to reestablish the appropriate currency.

The precompiler inserts the required data descriptions into the program automatically unless IDMS RECORDS MANUAL
is specified in the IDMS-CONTROL SECTION of the ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. If IDMS RECORDS MANUAL is
specified, you must explicitly copy the required components as outlined previously, by coding COPY IDMS statements in
the DATA DIVISION.

UTM modes only: You must include SUBSCHEMA-CTRL and all subschema records in the LINKAGE SECTION. You
must include SUBSCHEMA-NAMES in the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

Syntax

 

►►─┬─ WORKING STORAGE SECTION. ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ LINKAGE SECTION. ─────────┘

 ►───┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     │ ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

     └─▼─┬────────────────┬─ COPY IDMS ───────────────────────────────────────

         └─ level-number ─┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►◄

 ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │
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 ─┬─ SUBSCHEMA-DML-LR-DESCRIPTION ──────────────────────────────────┬─ . ─┴─┘

  ├─ SUBSCHEMA-DESCRIPTION ─────────────────────────────────────────┤

  ├─ SUBSCHEMA-CONTROL ─────────────────────────────────────────────┤

  ├─ SUBSCHEMA-CTRL ────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

  ├─ SUBSCHEMA-NAMES ───────────────────────────────────────────────┤

  ├─ SUBSCHEMA-SSNAME ──────────────────────────────────────────────┤

  ├─ SUBSCHEMA-RECNAMES ────────────────────────────────────────────┤

  ├─ SUBSCHEMA-SETNAMES ────────────────────────────────────────────┤

  ├─ SUBSCHEMA-AREANAMES ───────────────────────────────────────────┤

  ├─ SUBSCHEMA-RECORDS ─────────────────────────────────────────────┤

  ├─ RECORD rec-name ─┬────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────┬┤

  │                   └─ VERSION vers-num ─┘└─ REDEFINES rec-name ─┘│

  ├─ TRANSACTION-STATISTICS ────────────────────────────────────────┤

  ├─ SUBSCHEMA-LR-DESCRIPTION ──────────────────────────────────────┤

  ├─ SUBSCHEMA-LR-CONTROL ──────────────────────────────────────────┤

  ├─ SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL ─┬──────────────────────────┬────────────────┤

  │                     ├─ SIZE IS lrc-block-size ─┤                │

  │                     └─ 512 ◄ ──────────────────┘                │

  ├─ SUBSCHEMA-LR-NAMES ────────────────────────────────────────────┤

  ├─ SUBSCHEMA-LR-RECORDS ──────────────────────────────────────────┤

  ├─ LR logical-record-name ─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────┤

  │                          └─ REDEFINES record-name ─┘            │

  ├─ MAPS ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

  ├─ MAP map-name ──────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

  ├─ MAP CONTROLS ──────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

  ├─ MAP CONTROL map-name ──────────────────────────────────────────┤

  └─ MAP RECORDS ───────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

 

Parameters

• level-number
An integer in the range 01 through 48

Instructs the precompiler to copy the descriptions into the program at a level other than that originally specified for the
description in the data dictionary. If you specify a level number, the first level of code is copied to the specified level; all
other levels are adjusted accordingly. If you do not specify a level, the descriptions that are copied begin at 01 and have
the same level numbers as originally specified in the data dictionary.

NOTE
Using the level-number clause can cause unpredictable results if record fields have been defined with a
SYNCHRONIZED clause. Such fields may contain slack bytes, inserted to ensure correct alignment. Because
IDMS does not regard slack bytes as functional, it may misrepresent fields that contain such bytes. Therefore,
you should ensure that all fields and records are properly structured.

• COPY IDMS
Requests that the specified source data description code be copied into the DATA DIVISION at the location of the
COPY IDMS statement.

• SUBSCHEMA-DML-LR-DESCRIPTION
Copies all components that are required to access both database and logical records (SUBSCHEMA-CTRL,
SUBSCHEMA-NAMES, SUBSCHEMA-RECORDS, SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL, SUBSCHEMA-LR-RECORDS).
SUBSCHEMA-DML-LR-DESCRIPTION should be specified only when the subschema usage mode is MIXED; do not
specify SUBSCHEMA-DML-LR-DESCRIPTION if the usage mode is DML or LR.

• SUBSCHEMA-DESCRIPTION
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Copies all components that are required to access database records (SUBSCHEMA-CTRL, SUBSCHEMA-NAMES,
and SUBSCHEMA-RECORDS). Do not specify SUBSCHEMA-DESCRIPTION if the subschema usage mode is LR.

• SUBSCHEMA-CONTROL
Copies both the SUBSCHEMA-CTRL and SUBSCHEMA-NAMES components. Do not specify SUBSCHEMA-
CONTROL if the subschema usage mode is LR.

• SUBSCHEMA-CTRL
Copies the IDMS communications block data description; if the operating mode is IDMS-DC or DC-BATCH,
SUBSCHEMA-CTRL copies the IDMS-DC communications block.

• SUBSCHEMA-NAMES
Copies the eight-character literal name of the subschema and the literal names of all database records, sets, and
areas contained in the subschema. SUBSCHEMA-NAMES includes SUBSCHEMA-SSNAME, SUBSCHEMA-
RECNAMES, SUBSCHEMA-SETNAMES, and SUBSCHEMA-AREANAMES. Do not specify SUBSCHEMA-NAMES if
the subschema usage mode is LR.

• SUBSCHEMA-SSNAME
Copies the eight-character literal name of the program subschema. Do not specify SUBSCHEMA-SSNAME if the
subschema usage mode is LR.

• SUBSCHEMA-RECNAMES
Copies the literal names of all database records that are contained in the subschema. Do not specify SUBSCHEMA-
RECNAMES if the subschema usage mode is LR.

• SUBSCHEMA-SETNAMES
Copies the literal names of all sets that are contained in the subschema. Do not specify SUBSCHEMA-SETNAMES if
the subschema usage mode is LR.

• SUBSCHEMA-AREANAMES
Copies the literal names of all database areas that can be accessed through the subschema. Do not specify
SUBSCHEMA-AREANAMES if the subschema usage mode is LR.

• SUBSCHEMA-RECORDS
Copies the descriptions of all records that are contained in the subschema. COBOL synonyms that are defined for the
subschema records in the data dictionary may be copied into the program, according to the rules of synonym usage.
Do not specify SUBSCHEMA-RECORDS if the subschema usage mode is LR.

NOTE
The OCCURS DEPENDING ON clause is commented out for all schema-owned records. Therefore,
although the maximum length of variable storage is reserved, only the correct amount of data is transferred
to variable storage at run time.

Because COBOL doubleword aligns an 01 level record, the precompiler adds up to seven bytes, if necessary, to make
the record length divisible by eight when copying in a schema-owned record to an 01 level.

• RECORD
Copies the description of a record that is defined in the data dictionary. If the subschema usage mode is LR, only copy
in IDD work records.

• rec-name
The name of the record to be copied. Either the primary name or a synonym for a record that is stored in the data
dictionary.
Schema-owned records cannot be copied into non-IDMS programs (that is, programs that do not use a subschema
and that do not access the database). However, a synonym that is defined for a schema-owned record can be copied
into a non-IDMS program (use the VERSION clause to identify the synonym).
IDD records: If an operating mode is associated with record-name in the data dictionary, it must agree with the mode
in effect for the program (see "ENVIRONMENT DIVISION" earlier in this section).

• VERSION
Optionally qualifies IDD records (but not schema-owned records) with a version number.
If you do not specify a version number, the default is the highest version number that is defined in the data dictionary
for the language and operating mode under which the program is being compiled.
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When copying a record that is schema owned using a synonym name, a version clause is needed, even if the
synonym is not schema owned. The only time the version clause may be left off when copying a record using a
synonym name is when the record is IDD owned. Once a record becomes schema owned, version clauses are
needed.

• vers-num
An integer in the range 1 through 9999
You cannot specify a version number for a rec-name that is specified in the subschema that is named in the DB
subschema-name statement. The precompiler automatically copies the correct version into the program.

• REDEFINES
Copies a record description to an area previously defined by another record description. Two record descriptions can
thus provide alternative definitions of the same storage location.

• rec-name
The name of the record to be redefined.

• TRANSACTION-STATISTICS
Copies the definition of the transaction statistics block (TSB) with a length of 560 bytes. This block can be used in the
ACCEPT TRANSACTION STATISTICS or END TRANSACTION STATISTICS DML statements.

• SUBSCHEMA-LR-DESCRIPTION
Copies all components that are required to access logical records (SUBSCHEMA-CTRL, SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL,
SUBSCHEMA-LR-NAMES, and SUBSCHEMA-LR-RECORDS). Do not include SUBSCHEMA-LR-DESCRIPTION if
the subschema usage mode is DML.

• SUBSCHEMA-LR-CONTROL
Copies the SUBSCHEMA-CTRL, SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL, and SUBSCHEMA-LR-NAMES components. Do not
include SUBSCHEMA-LR-CONTROL if the subschema usage mode is DML.

• SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL
Copies the LRC block data description.

• SIZE IS
Specifies the size of that portion of the LRC block that contains information about the logical-request request WHERE
clause (PXE).
If included, this parameter should specify a size large enough to accommodate the most complex WHERE clause in
the program. The default, 512, is large enough to include approximately 32 operators, operands, and literals.
Do not include SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL if the subschema usage mode is DML.

• lrc-block-size
A positive integer in the range 0 through 9999
Calculate the size as follows:
– Multiply the greatest number of operands and operators that are included in a single WHERE clause by 16 bytes
– Add the number of bytes, rounded up to the nearest multiple of 8, associated with the data field for each operand

that is a keyword or a program variable or logical-record field that is recodrsnamed in the OF LR clause
– Add the length, rounded up to the nearest multiple of eight, of each operand that is a character literal
– Add 12 bytes for each operand that is a numeric literal
– Do not specify a block size if none of the logical-record requests issued by the program include WHERE clauses.

• SUBSCHEMA-LR-NAMES
Copies the literal name of the program subschema and the literal names of all database areas that can be accessed
through the subschema. Logical-record names are not copied into the program. Do not include SUBSCHEMA-LR-
NAMES if the subschema usage mode is DML.

• SUBSCHEMA-LR-RECORDS
Copies the descriptions of all logical records that are defined in the subschema. All participating database records
become 02-level group fields, permitting the program to reference as a group field that portion of a logical record that
corresponds to a database record. Do not include SUBSCHEMA-LR-RECORDS if the subschema usage mode is
DML.
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NOTE
The OCCURS DEPENDING ON clause is commented out for all schema-owned records. Therefore,
although the maximum length of variable storage is reserved, only the correct amount of data is transferred
to variable storage at runtime.

When copying a schema-owned record to a level other than 01, the precompiler adds up to seven bytes, if necessary,
to make the record length divisible by eight for doubleword alignment.

• LR
Copies the description of an individual logical record that is contained in the subschema.

• logical-record-name
The name of the logical record to copy.

• REDEFINES
Copies a redefinition of the data that is contained in another logical record, a database record, or a non-IDMS record,
while maintaining the same location in variable storage.
Do not include this statement if the subschema usage mode is DML.

• record-name
The name of the record to be redefined.

• MAPS
Copies the map request block (MRB) and map records that are associated with all maps that are defined in the MAP
SECTION.

• MAP map-name
Copies the MRB and map records that are associated with the named map. The map version number defaults to the
version specified for the map in the MAP SECTION.

• MAP-CONTROLS
Copies the MRBs associated with all maps that are specified in the MAP SECTION.

• MAP-CONTROL map-name
Copies the MRB for the named map. The map version number defaults to the version specified for the map in the MAP
SECTION.

• MAP-RECORDS
Copies the map records that are associated with all maps that are specified in the MAP SECTION.

Results of COPY IDMS Specifications

The following figure shows the code that is copied into the DATA DIVISION as a result of COPY IDMS specifications.

                         ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────┐

                         │    Source code components brought in from    │

                         │   the data dictionary by the DML Cprocessor  │

                         ├──┬──┬──┬──┬──┬──┬──┐┌──┬──┬──┬──┐┌──┬──┬──┬──┤

                         │ S│ S│ S│ S│ S│ S│ r││ S│ S│ S│ l││ A│ N│ A│ m│

                         │ U│ U│ U│ U│ U│ U│ e││ U│ U│ U│ o││ l│ a│ l│ a│

                         │ B│ B│ B│ B│ B│ B│ c││ B│ B│ B│ g││ l│ m│ l│ p│

                         │ S│ S│ S│ S│ S│ S│ o││ S│ S│ S│ i││  │ e│  │  │

                         │ C│ C│ C│ C│ C│ C│ r││ C│ C│ C│ c││ M│ d│ M│ ││

                         │ H│ H│ H│ H│ H│ H│ d││ H│ H│ H│ a││ a│  │ a│  │

                         │ E│ E│ E│ E│ E│ E│  ││ E│ E│ E│ l││ p│ M│ p│ n│

                         │ M│ M│ M│ M│ M│ M│  ││ M│ M│ M│  ││  │ a│  │ a│

                         │ A│ A│ A│ A│ A│ A│  ││ A│ A│ A│ │││ R│ p│ R│ m│

                         │  │  │  │  │  │  │ n││  │  │  │  ││ e│  │ e│ e│

                         │ ││ ││ ││ ││ ││ ││ a││ ││ ││ ││ r││ q│ R│ c│  │

                         │  │  │  │  │  │  │ m││  │  │  │ e││ u│ e│ o│ M│

                         │ C│ S│ R│ S│ A│ R│ e││ L│ L│ L│ c││ e│ q│ r│ a│
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                         │ T│ S│ E│ E│ R│ E│  ││ R│ R│ R│ o││ s│ u│ d│ p│

                         │ R│ N│ C│ T│ E│ C│  ││  │  │  │ r││ t│ e│ s│  │

                         │ L│ A│ N│ N│ A│ O│  ││ ││ ││ ││ d││  │ s│  │ R│

                         │  │ M│ A│ A│ N│ R│  ││  │  │  │  ││ B│ t│  │ e│

                         │  │ E│ M│ M│ A│ D│  ││ C│ N│ R│ │││ l│  │  │ c│

                         │  │  │ E│ E│ M│ S│  ││ T│ A│ E│  ││ o│ B│  │ o│

                         │  │  │ S│ S│ E│  │  ││ R│ M│ C│ n││ c│ l│  │ r│

                         │  │  │  │  │ S│  │  ││ L│ E│ O│ a││ k│ o│  │ d│

   ┌───────────────────┐ │  │  │  │  │  │  │  ││  │ S│ R│ m││ s│ c│  │ s│

   │COPYIDMSstatements │ │  │  │  │  │  │  │  ││  │ D│ e│ e││ k│  │  │  │

   │codedinthe         │ │  │  │  │  │  │  │  ││  │  │ S│  ││  │  │  │  │

   │DATADIVISION       │ │  │  │  │  │  │  │  ││  │  │  │  ││  │  │  │  │

┌──┴───────────────────┴─┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┤├──┼──┼──┼──┤├──┼──┼──┼──┤

│SUBSCHEMA-DML-LR-       │ X│ X│ X│ X│ X│ X│  ││  │  │  │  ││  │  │  │  │

│DESCRIPTION             │  │  │  │  │  │  │  ││  │  │  │  ││  │  │  │  │

├────────────────────────┴──┴──┴──┴──┴──┴──┴──┘└──┴──┴──┴──┘└──┴──┴──┴──┤

├────────────────────────┬──┬──┬──┬──┬──┬──┬──┐┌──┬──┬──┬──┐┌──┬──┬──┬──┤

│SUBSCHEMA-DESCRIPTION   │ X│ X│ X│ X│ X│ X│  ││ X│  │ X│  ││  │  │  │  │

├────────────────────────┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┤├──┼──┼──┼──┤├──┼──┼──┼──┤

│SUBSCHEMA-CONTROL       │ X│ X│ X│ X│ X│  │  ││  │  │  │  ││  │  │  │  │

├────────────────────────┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┤├──┼──┼──┼──┤├──┼──┼──┼──┤

│SUBSCHEMA-CTRL          │ X│  │  │  │  │  │  ││  │  │  │  ││  │  │  │  │

├────────────────────────┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┤├──┼──┼──┼──┤├──┼──┼──┼──┤

│SUBSCHEMA-NAMES         │  │ X│ X│ X│ X│  │  ││  │  │  │  ││  │  │  │  │

├────────────────────────┴──┴──┴──┴──┴──┴──┴──┴┴──┴──┴──┴──┴┴──┴──┴──┴──┤

├────────────────────────┬──┬──┬──┬──┬──┬──┬──┬┬──┬──┬──┬──┬┬──┬──┬──┬──┤

│SUBSCHEMA-SSNAME        │  │ X│  │  │  │  │  ││  │  │  │  ││  │  │  │  │

├────────────────────────┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┤├──┼──┼──┼──┤├──┼──┼──┼──┤

│SUBSCHEMA-RECNAMES      │  │  │ X│  │  │  │  ││  │  │  │  ││  │  │  │  │

├────────────────────────┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┤├──┼──┼──┼──┤├──┼──┼──┼──┤

│SUBSCHEMA-SETNAMES      │  │  │  │ X│  │  │  ││  │  │  │  ││  │  │  │  │

├────────────────────────┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┤├──┼──┼──┼──┤├──┼──┼──┼──┤

│SUBSCHEMA-AREANAMES     │  │  │  │  │ X│  │  ││  │  │  │  ││  │  │  │  │

├────────────────────────┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┤├──┼──┼──┼──┤├──┼──┼──┼──┤

│SUBSCHEMA-RECORDS       │  │  │  │  │  │ X│  ││  │  │  │  ││  │  │  │  │

├────────────────────────┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┤├──┼──┼──┼──┤├──┼──┼──┼──┤

│RECORDrecord-name       │  │  │  │  │  │  │ X││  │  │  │  ││  │  │  │  │

├────────────────────────┴──┴──┴──┴──┴──┴──┴──┘└──┴──┴──┴──┘└──┴──┴──┴──┤

├────────────────────────┬──┬──┬──┬──┬──┬──┬──┐┌──┬──┬──┬──┐┌──┬──┬──┬──┤

│SUBSCHEMA-LR-DESCRIPTION│ X│  │  │  │  │  │  ││ X│ X│ X│  ││  │  │  │  │

├────────────────────────┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┤├──┼──┼──┼──┤├──┼──┼──┼──┤

│SUBSCHEMA-LR-CONTROL    │ X│  │  │  │  │  │  ││ X│ X│  │  ││  │  │  │  │

├────────────────────────┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┤├──┼──┼──┼──┤├──┼──┼──┼──┤

│SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL       │  │  │  │  │  │  │  ││ X│  │  │  ││  │  │  │  │

├────────────────────────┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┤├──┼──┼──┼──┤├──┼──┼──┼──┤

│SUBSCHEMA-LR-NAMES      │  │  │  │  │  │  │  ││  │ X│  │  ││  │  │  │  │

├────────────────────────┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┤├──┼──┼──┼──┤├──┼──┼──┼──┤

│SUBSCHEMA-LR-RECORDS    │  │  │  │  │  │  │  ││  │  │ X│  ││  │  │  │  │

├────────────────────────┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┤├──┼──┼──┼──┤├──┼──┼──┼──┤

│LRlogical-record-name   │  │  │  │  │  │  │  ││  │  │  │ X││  │  │  │  │

├────────────────────────┴──┴──┴──┴──┴──┴──┴──┘└──┴──┴──┴──┘└──┴──┴──┴──┤

├────────────────────────┬──┬──┬──┬──┬──┬──┬──┐┌──┬──┬──┬──┐┌──┬──┬──┬──┤

│MAPS                    │  │  │  │  │  │  │  ││  │  │  │  ││ X│  │ X│  │
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├────────────────────────┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┤├──┼──┼──┼──┤├──┼──┼──┼──┤

│MAP-CONTROLS            │  │  │  │  │  │  │  ││  │  │  │  ││ X│  │  │  │

├────────────────────────┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┤├──┼──┼──┼──┤├──┼──┼──┼──┤

│MAPCONTROLmap-name      │  │  │  │  │  │  │  ││  │  │  │  ││  │ X│  │  │

├────────────────────────┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┤├──┼──┼──┼──┤├──┼──┼──┼──┤

│MAPmap-name             │  │  │  │  │  │  │  ││  │  │  │  ││  │ X│  │ X│

├────────────────────────┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┼──┤├──┼──┼──┼──┤├──┼──┼──┼──┤

│MAP-RECORDS             │  │  │  │  │  │  │  ││  │  │  │  ││  │  │ X│  │

└────────────────────────┴──┴──┴──┴──┴──┴──┴──┴┴──┴──┴──┴──┴┴──┴──┴──┴──┘

PROCEDURE DIVISION

The COPY IDMS statements in the PROCEDURE DIVISION allow inclusion into the source program of BIND statements
for IDMS records and for procedure source statements that are defined as modules in the data dictionary by the DBA.

Syntax

 

►►─── PROCEDURE DIVISION. ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-BINDS. ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-RECORD-BINDS. ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ COPY IDMS MAP-BINDS. ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────►◄

   │                                                                     │

   │ ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─ COPY IDMS MODULE module-name ─┬──────────────────────────┬─ . ─┴─┘

                                      └─ VERSION version-number ─┘

 

Parameters

• COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-BINDS
Initializes the PROGRAM-NAME field in the IDMS communications block and copies a standard BIND RUN-UNIT
statement and appropriate standard BIND record-name commands for each IDMS record in the program DATA
DIVISION. COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-BINDS does not generate BIND RECORD statements for logical records, nor
are any needed.
In cases where more than one copy of a given database record description (including synonyms) is present in the
program, COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-BINDS does not automatically generate bind record statements. Individual bind
record statements must be issued to bind the record to the correct location.
If IDMS-RECORDS MANUAL has been specified in the ENVIRONMENT DIVISION, the COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-
BINDS statement generates BINDS only for subschema records explicitly copied into the DATA DIVISION by COPY
IDMS statements; it does not automatically generate BINDS for all subschema records.
Do not use the COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-BINDS statement when binding several records to the same location.
Instead, code DML BIND statements in the PROCEDURE DIVISION for each record. For more information, see BIND
RECORD (COBOL).
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NOTE

If AUTOSTATUS is in use, a PERFORM IDMS-STATUS occurs automatically after each BIND generated by
a COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-BINDS statement. If AUTOSTATUS is not in use, you should explicitly code the
BIND RUN-UNIT and BIND RECORD statements so that a PERFORM IDMS-STATUS can be coded after
each BIND. For more information about AUTOSTATUS, see AUTOSTATUS Protocols.

• COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-RECORD-BINDS
Copies appropriate standard BIND record-name commands for each IDMS record in the program DATA DIVISION.
In cases where more than one copy of a given database record description (including synonyms) is present in the
program, COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-RECORD-BINDS does not automatically generate bind record statements.
Individual bind record statements must be issued to bind the record to the correct location.
If IDMS-RECORDS MANUAL has been specified in the ENVIRONMENT DIVISION, the COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-
RECORD-BINDS statement generates BINDS only for subschema records explicitly copied into the DATA DIVISION
by COPY IDMS statements; it does not automatically generate BINDS for all subschema records.
Do not use the COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-RECORD-BINDS statement when binding several records to the same
location. Instead, code DML BIND statements in the PROCEDURE DIVISION for each record. For more information,
see BIND RECORD (COBOL).

NOTE

If AUTOSTATUS is in use, a PERFORM IDMS-STATUS occurs automatically after each BIND generated by
a COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-BINDS statement. If AUTOSTATUS is not in use, you should explicitly code the
BIND RUN-UNIT and BIND RECORD statements so that a PERFORM IDMS-STATUS can be coded after
each BIND. For more information about AUTOSTATUS, see AUTOSTATUS Protocols.

• COPY IDMS MAP-BINDS
Copies map- and map-record-specific BIND MAP statements for all maps in the program MAP SECTION. For more
information, see BIND MAP (COBOL).

• COPY IDMS MODULE
Copies source statements from a module that is stored in the data dictionary into the source program.
The unmodified module is placed into the program by the precompiler at the location of the request. The module can,
but need not, contain DML statements. Any DML statements are examined and expanded within the context of the
program subschema view and compile mode as if they were coded directly.
COPY IDMS MODULE statements can be nested (that is, code that is invoked by a COPY IDMS MODULE entry can
itself contain a COPY IDMS MODULE statement). However, you must ensure that a copied module does not, in turn,
copy itself.

• module-name
The name of a module that was previously defined by the DBA using the IDD DDDL compiler.
The following standard modules are available for COBOL programs:
– IDMS-STATUS

NOTE

The IDMS-STATUS module must be copied into the program if an AUTOSTATUS protocol is in effect, as
specified in the IDMS-CONTROL SECTION of the ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

– IDMS-STATUS (BATCH-AUTOSTATUS)
– IDMS-STATUS (DC)
– IDMS-WAIT (DC)
– IDMS-WAIT (CICS)
– IDMS-WAIT (CICS STANDARD)
– IDMS-WAIT (CICS AUTOSTATUS)
– IDMS-WAIT (CICS STANDARD AUTOSTATUS)

• VERSION
Optionally qualifies module-name with a version number.
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If you do not specify a version number, the default is the highest version number that is defined in the data dictionary
for the language mode under which the program is being compiled (for example, BATCH or IDMS-DC).
If no mode-specific version exists for module-name, the non-mode-specific version (if present) is copied. If neither a
mode-specific entry nor a non-mode-specific entry for module-name has been established, an error results. The same
rules apply to the module's language (that is, version-number defaults to the highest value that is defined in the data
dictionary for the language in which the program is written).

• version-number
An integer in the range 1 through 9999
By default, if you do not specify a version number, the highest value that is defined in the data dictionary is used.

COBOL Data Manipulation Language (DML) Statements
IDMS data manipulation language (DML) consists of statements that enable you to access the database management
system (DBMS) and to request Logical Record Facility (LRF) and DC system services. The following table lists the DML
statements by function.

NOTE

 Consider the following items:

• All DML operands are positional
• (o) applies to online environment
• (dcb) applies to DC-BATCH
• (o,dcb) applies to online environment or DC-BATCH

DML Function Description Statements
Accept Move special information such as database

keys, storage addresses, and statistics from
the DBMS to program variable storage.

• ACCEPT DB-KEY FROM CURRENCY
Saves the db-key of the current record
of run unit, record type, set, or area.

• ACCEPT DB-KEY RELATIVE TO
CURRENCY
Saves the db-key of the next, prior, or
owner record relative to the current
record of a set.

• ACCEPT IDMS STATISTICS
Returns system run-time statistics to the
program.

• ACCEPT BIND RECORD
Returns the bind address of a record to
the program.

• ACCEPT PROCEDURE
Returns information from the application
program information block associated
with a database procedure to the
program
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Control • Initiate and terminate processing.
• Effect recovery.
• Prevent concurrent retrieval and update

of database records.
• Evaluate set conditions.

• BIND RUN-UNIT
Signs on the application program to the
DBMS.

• BIND TASK
Establishes a connection with the DC/
UCF system from a batch program. Also
allows certain online functions, such as
writing to queues or printing to a printer
controlled by the DC/UCF system (dcb).

• BIND RECORD
Establishes addressability in variable
storage for one or more records that are
included in the program subschema.

• BIND PROCEDURE
Establishes communication between the
application program and a DBA-defined
database procedure.

• READY
Prepares database areas for
processing.

• FINISH
Commits changes that were made to
the database through an individual run
unit or through all database sessions
that are associated with a task.

• IF
Evaluates the presence of records in
a set or the membership status of a
record. Also specifies what action to
take based on the outcome.

• COMMIT
Commits changes that were made to
the database through an individual run
unit or through all database sessions
that are associated with a task.

• ROLLBACK
Rolls back uncommitted changes that
were made to the database through
an individual run unit or through all
database sessions that are associated
with a task.

• KEEP CURRENT
Places an explicit shared or exclusive
lock on a record that is current of run
unit, record, set, or area.

Logical-record Retrieve, modify, store, and erase logical
records.

• ERASE
Deletes a logical record.

• MODIFY
Modifies a logical record.

• OBTAIN
Accesses a logical record.

• STORE
Stores a logical record.
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Modification Add new records to the database and
modify and delete existing records.

• STORE
Adds a new record to the database.

• MODIFY
Changes the contents of an existing
record.

• CONNECT
Links a record to a set.

• DISCONNECT
Removes a member record from a set.

• ERASE
Deletes a record from the database.

Program Management • Pass and return control from one
program to another.

• Load and delete programs and tables.
• Define exit routines to perform before

an abnormal program termination
(abend).

• Force an abend condition.

• TRANSFER CONTROL (LINK)
Passes control to another program with
the expectation of receiving it back (o).

• TRANSFER CONTROL (XCTL)
Passes control to another program with
no expectation of receiving it back (o).

• DC RETURN
Returns control to the next higher level
calling program (o).

• LOAD TABLE
Loads a program or table into the IDMS
system program pool (o).

• DELETE TABLE
Signals that a program has finished
using a program or a table in the
program pool (o).

• SET ABEND EXIT (STAE)
Establishes linkage to a program or
routine that receives control when an
abend occurs (o).

• ABEND
Abnormally terminates the issuing task
(o).

Queue management Create, delete, or retrieve records from the
queue area.

• PUT QUEUE
Stores a queue record (o,dcb).

• GET QUEUE
Retrieves a queue record (o,dcb).

• DELETE QUEUE
Deletes a queue record (o,dcb).
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Recovery Perform the following functions relating
to database, scratch, and queue area
recovery when a system failure occurs:
• Establish checkpoints in the journal

file for database, scratch, and queue
records that the issuing task is using.

• Roll back user database, scratch, and
queue areas to the last established
checkpoint.

• Establish an end-of-task checkpoint
and relinquish control of all database,
scratch, and queue areas that are
associated with the issuing task.

• Write user-defined records to the journal
file.

• COMMIT
Commits changes that were made to
the database through an individual run
unit or through all database sessions
that are associated with a task.

• FINISH
Commits changes that were made to
the database through an individual run
unit or through all database sessions
that are associated with a task.

• ROLLBACK
Rolls back uncommitted changes that
were made to the database through
an individual run unit or through all
database sessions that are associated
with a task.

Retrieval Locate records in the database and make
them available to the application program.

• FIND/OBTAIN DB-KEY
Accesses a record using a db-key that
the program previously saved.

• FIND/OBTAIN CURRENT
Accesses a record using previously
established currencies.

• FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET/AREA
Accesses a record based on its logical
location within a set or its physical
location within an area.

• FIND/OBTAIN OWNER
Accesses the owner record of a set
occurrence.

• FIND/OBTAIN CALC/DUPLICATE
Accesses a record using its CALC-key
value.

• FIND/OBTAIN USING SORT KEY
Accesses a record in a sorted set using
its sort-key value.

• GET
Moves all data that is associated with a
previously located record into program
variable storage.

• RETURN
Retrieves the database key and
symbolic key of an indexed record entry.

Scratch management Create, delete, or retrieve records from the
scratch area.

• PUT SCRATCH
Stores a scratch record (o).

• GET SCRATCH
Retrieves a scratch record (o).

• DELETE SCRATCH
Deletes a scratch record (o).

Storage management Allocate and release variable storage. • GET STORAGE
Allocates variable storage from an
IDMS system storage pool (o).

• FREE STORAGE
Frees all or part of a block of variable
storage (o).
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Task Management • Initiate a new task.
• Change the dispatching priority of the

issuing task.
• Enqueue and dequeue system

resources.
• Signal that a task is to wait pending

completion of an event.
• Post an event control block (ECB)

indicating completion of an event.

• ATTACH
Attaches a new task within the IDMS
system (o).

• CHANGE PRIORITY
Changes the dispatching priority of the
issuing task (o).

• ENQUEUE
Acquires a resource or a list of
resources (o).

• DEQUEUE
Releases a resource (o).

• WAIT
Relinquishes control to the IDMS
system while awaiting completion of an
event (o).

• POST
Posts an event control block (ECB) (o).

Terminal Management
(Basic Mode)

Transfer data between the application
program and the terminal.

• READ TERMINAL
Requests a synchronous or
asynchronous data transfer from the
terminal to program variable storage (o).

• WRITE TERMINAL
Requests a synchronous or
asynchronous data transfer from
program variable storage to the terminal
buffer (o).

• WRITE THEN READ TERMINAL
Requests a synchronous or
asynchronous data transfer from
program variable storage to the terminal
buffer and, upon an operator signal,
back to variable storage (o).

• CHECK TERMINAL
Ensures that a previously issued
asynchronous I/O operation is complete
(o).

Terminal Management
(Line Mode)

Transfer data between the application
program and the terminal.

• READ LINE FROM TERMINAL
Requests a synchronous data transfer
from the terminal to the issuing program
(o).

• WRITE LINE TO TERMINAL
Requests a synchronous or
asynchronous data transfer from the
issuing program to the terminal (o).

• END LINE TERMINAL SESSION
Terminates the current line I/O session
(o).

• WRITE PRINTER
Requests transmission of data from a
task to a printer (o,dcb).
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Terminal Management
(Mapping  Mode)

Transfer data between the application
program and the terminal.

• BIND MAP
Identifies the location of the map
request block (MRB) and initializes the
MRB fields (o).

• MAP IN
Requests a transfer of data from the
terminal to program variable storage (o).

• MAP OUT
Requests a transfer of data from
program variable storage to the terminal
(o).

• MAP OUTIN
Requests a transfer of data from
program variable storage to the terminal
and, upon an operator signal, back to
variable storage (o).

• INQUIRE MAP
Obtains information or tests conditions
concerning the previous map operation
(o).

• MODIFY MAP
Requests modifications of mapping
options for a map (o).

• STARTPAGE
Begins a map paging session and
specifies options for that session (o).

• ENDPAGE
Terminates a map paging session (o).

Time Management Obtain the time and date, and define time-
related events. These events include:
• Placing the issuing task in a wait state

for a specified duration of time.
• Posting a user-specified ECB after a

specified interval.
• Initiating a new task after a specified

interval.

• GET TIME
Obtains the time and date from the
system.

• SET TIMER
Defines a time-delayed event (o).
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Utility function • Request retrieval of task-related
information.

• Request a memory dump of selected
parts of storage.

• Retrieve and send a predefined
message that is stored in the data
dictionary.

• Send a specified message to one or
more users or logical terminals.

• Collect, retrieve, and write IDMS
statistics on a transaction basis.

• Establish long-term database locks and
monitor access to the database records
that are used across tasks during a
pseudo-conversational transaction.

• ACCEPT
Retrieves task-related information (o).

• SNAP
Requests a memory dump of selected
parts of storage (o).

• SEND MESSAGE
Sends a message to a user, logical
terminal, or list of users or logical
terminals (o).

• BIND TRANSACTION STATISTICS
Defines the beginning of a transaction
for the purpose of collecting transaction
statistics (o).

• ACCEPT TRANSACTION STATISTICS
Returns the contents of the transaction
statistics block (TSB) to program
variable storage (o).

• END TRANSACTION STATISTICS
Defines the end of a transaction (o).

• KEEP LONGTERM
Modifies a prior KEEP LONGTERM
request, or enables database long-
term locks or database monitoring for
records, sets, or areas.

• WRITE JOURNAL
Writes user-defined records to the
journal file.

• WRITE LOG
Retrieves a message from the data
dictionary and sends it to a predefined
destination (o).

ABEND (COBOL)
The ABEND statement terminates the issuing task abnormally. This statement also invokes or ignores previously
established abend exits and writes a task dump to the log file. After completion of the ABEND function, processing control
is returned to the IDMS program control module.

Syntax

►►─── ABEND CODE abend-code ─┬────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────┬─ . ───►◄

                             ├─ DUMP ─────┤ └─ EXITS ─┬─ INVOKED ◄ ─┬─┘

                             └─ NODUMP ◄ ─┘           └─ IGNORED ───┘

Parameters

• ABEND CODE abend-code
Specifies a four-character user-defined abend code. The code can be the symbolic name of a variable-storage field
that contains the abend code. You can also specify the abend code itself, enclosed in quotation marks.

NOTE
Do not use IDMS system abend codes. The abend code that you specify here appears in the system log and
also at the task's terminal.

• DUMP|NODUMP
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Specifies whether to write a formatted task dump to the log file. The default value is NODUMP.
• EXITS INVOKED|IGNORED

Specifies whether to invoke or ignore abend routines established by SET ABEND EXIT (STAE) requests. The default
value is INVOKED.

Example

The following syntax terminates the issuing task abnormally, writes a task dump to the log file, and ignores any abend
exits:

ABEND CODE 'U876'

  DUMP

  EXITS IGNORED.

Status Codes

Because control is passed to the IDMS program control module, the program does not check the ERROR-STATUS field.

ACCEPT (COBOL)
The ACCEPT statement retrieves the following task-related information:

• Current task code
• Task identifier
• Logical terminal identifier
• Physical terminal identifier
• IDMS system version
• User identifier (the ID of the user signed on to the task's logical terminal)
• Physical terminal screen dimensions
• System ID

Syntax

►►─── ACCEPT ─┬─ TASK CODE ──┬─ INTO return-location . ───────────────────────►◄

              ├─ TASK ID ────┤

              ├─ LTERM ID ───┤

              ├─ PTERM ID ───┤

              ├─ SYSVERSION ─┤

              ├─ USER ID ────┤

              ├─ SCREENSIZE ─┤

              └─ SYSTEM ID ──┘

Parameters

• ACCEPT
Retrieves the specified information. The following values are valid:
– TASK CODE

Retrieves the one- to eight-character code that is used to invoke the current task.
– TASK ID
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Retrieves the task identifier that IDMS assigned. The task identifier is a unique sequence number stored in a PIC
S9(8) COMP SYNC (fullword) field. At system startup, the identifier is set to zero. Each time a task is executed, the
ID increments by one.

– LTERM ID
Retrieves the one- to eight-character identifier of the logical terminal that is associated with the current task. If the
current task is not associated with a terminal, a null value of all spaces is returned.

– PTERM ID
Retrieves the one- to eight-character identifier of the physical terminal that is associated with the current task. If the
current task is not associated with a terminal, a null value of all spaces is returned.

– SYSVERSION
Retrieves the version of the current IDMS system. The version number is an integer from 0 to 9999 stored in a PIC
S9(4) COMP (halfword) field.

– USER ID
Retrieves the 32-character identifier of the user that is signed on to the logical terminal associated with the current
task. If no user is signed on, a null value of all spaces is returned.

– SCREENSIZE
Retrieves the screen dimensions of the physical terminal that is associated with the current task. The screen size is
returned to a field that is divided into two PIC S9(4) COMP (halfword) fields. The first halfword contains the row. The
second halfword contains the column. For example, a 24-line by 80-character screen is represented by a value of
24 in the first halfword and a value of 80 in the second halfword. If the current task is not associated with a terminal,
a null value of zero is returned.

– SYSTEM ID
Specifies the eight-character name (nodename) by which the DC/UCF system is known to other nodes in the DC/
UCF communications network.

• INTO  return-location
Specifies where IDMS returns the requested task-related information. The return-location is the symbolic name of a
user-defined field. The picture and usage of this field must be compatible with the picture and usage of the requested
data. 

Example

The following syntax retrieves the ID of the current task and the user ID that is signed on to the logical terminal associated
with that task:

ACCEPT TASK ID INTO TASK-ID.

ACCEPT USER ID INTO USER-ID.

Status Codes

After completion of the ACCEPT function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS-DC communications block indicates the
outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
4829 An invalid parameter has been passed from the program.

ACCEPT BIND ADDRESS (COBOL)
The ACCEPT BIND ADDRESS statement moves the bind address of a record to a specified location in program variable
storage. This statement is typically requested by a subprogram that requires the address of a record to access it.
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Currency: The ACCEPT BIND ADDRESS statement updates no currencies and requires no currencies to be set relative
to the specified record.

Syntax

►►─── ACCEPT bind-address FROM record-name BIND . ────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• ACCEPT bind-address
Specifies where to copy the bind address of the specified record. Specify a PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC (fullword) field.

• FROM ... BIND
Specifies the record whose bind address will be copied into the specified location in variable storage. The following
value is valid:
– record-name

Specifies the name of a record that was previously bound by the run unit.

Example

The following statement moves the bind address for EMPLOYEE to a location identified as REG1 in the requesting
subprogram:

ACCEPT REG1 FROM EMPLOYEE BIND.

Status Codes

After completion of the ACCEPT BIND ADDRESS function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS communications block
indicates the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
1508 The named record is not in the specified subschema.

ACCEPT DATABASE STATISTICS (COBOL)
The ACCEPT DATABASE STATISTICS statement copies system runtime statistics from the IDMS statistics block to
program variable storage. This statement can be issued multiple times during the execution of a run unit. For example,
you can request database statistics after storing a variable-length record to determine whether the entire record was
stored in one place or whether fragments were placed in an overflow area.

The ACCEPT DATABASE STATISTICS statement does not reset any statistics fields to zero. Resetting of the IDMS
statistics block fields occurs only upon issuing a FINISH command.

The ACCEPT DATABASE STATISTICS statement is used in both navigational and nonnavigational environments.

Syntax

►►─── ACCEPT db-statistics FROM IDMS-STATISTICS  ─────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─ . ──────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ EXTENDED db-stat-extended ───────┘
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Parameters

• db-statistics
Specifies a fullword-aligned 100-byte field in program variable storage.
The data that is copied from IDMS-STATISTICS to db-statistics is formatted as follows:

01 DB-STATISTICS

 03 DATE-TODAY              PIC X(8).   

 03 TIME-TODAY              PIC X(8).   

 03 PAGES-READ              PIC S9(8)  COMP.    

 03 PAGES-WRITTEN           PIC S9(8)  COMP.    

 03 PAGES-REQUESTED         PIC S9(8)  COMP.    

 03 CALC-TARGET             PIC S9(8)  COMP.    

 03 CALC-OVERFLOW           PIC S9(8)  COMP.    

 03 VIA-TARGET              PIC S9(8)  COMP.    

 03 VIA-OVERFLOW            PIC S9(8)  COMP.    

 03 LINES-REQUESTED         PIC S9(8)  COMP.    

 03 RECS-CURRENT            PIC S9(8)  COMP.    

 03 CALLS-TO-IDMS           PIC S9(8)  COMP.    

 03 FRAGMENTS-STORED        PIC S9(8)  COMP.    

 03 RECS-RELOCATED          PIC S9(8)  COMP.    

 *03 LOCKS-REQUESTED        PIC S9(8)  COMP.    

 *03 SEL-LOCKS-HELD         PIC S9(8)  COMP.    

 *03 UPD-LOCKS-HELD         PIC S9(8)  COMP.    

 *03 RUN-UNIT-ID            PIC S9(8)  COMP.    

 *03 TASK-ID                PIC S9(8)  COMP.    

 *03 LOCAL-ID               PIC X(8).   

 03 FILLER                  PIC X(8).   

 

 *Applies to the central version only

The LOCAL-ID field consists of the 4-byte identifier of the interface in which the run unit originated (for example,
BATC, DBDC, or CICS) and a unique identifier (fullword) assigned to the run unit by that interface. For batch and CMS
run units, this identifier specifies the internal machine time. For the CICS run units, this identifier specifies the CICS
transaction number assigned to the run unit.
To display the originating interface identifier and the run unit identifier for a program, move LOCAL-ID to a work field:

01  WORK-LOCAL-ID.

 02 WORK-LOCAL-ORIGIN   PIC X(4).

 02 WORK-LOCAL-NUMBER   PIC S9(8)  COMP.

Alternatively, your DBA can modify the DB-STATISTICS record from the data dictionary to define two subordinate fields
for the LOCAL-ID field. The DB-STATISTICS record describes the IDMS statistics block. To use this record, code the
following statement in program variable storage:

01 COPY IDMS DB-STATISTICS.

• db-stat-extended
Specifies the name of a fullword-aligned 100-byte field in program variable storage.
The data that is copied from IDMS-STATISTICS to db-stat-extended is formatted as follows:

    01 DB-STAT-EXTENDED

     03 SR8-SPLITS          PIC    S9(8) COMP.  

     03 SR8-SPAWNS          PIC    S9(8) COMP.  

     03 SR8-STORES          PIC    S9(8) COMP   
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     03 SR8-ERASES          PIC    S9(8) COMP.  

     03 SR7-STORES          PIC    S9(8) COMP   

     03 SR7-ERASES          PIC    S9(8) COMP.  

     03 BINARY-SEARCHES-TOTAL   PIC    S9(8) COMP.  

     03 LEVELS-SEARCHED-TOTAL   PIC    S9(8) COMP.  

     03 ORPHANS-ADOPTED     PIC    S9(8) COMP.  

     03 LEVELS-SEARCHED-BEST    PIC    S9(4) COMP.  

     03 LEVELS-SEARCHED-WORST   PIC    S9(4) COMP.  

     03 FILLER              PIC    X(60).   

This record layout can be copied from the data dictionary. Code the following statement in program variable storage:

01 COPY IDMS DB_STAT_EXTENDED.

NOTE
For more information about the IDMS statistics blocks, see the IDMS Database Administration section.

Example

The following statements perform the following tasks:

• Establish currency for the sets in which a new EXPERTISE record will participate as a member.
• Store the EXPERTISE record.
• Move statistics regarding the stored EXPERTISE record to the DB-STATISTICS location in main storage.

MOVE EMP-ID-IN TO EMP-ID-0415.

FIND CALC EMPLOYEE.

MOVE SKILL-ID-IN TO SKILL-ID-0455.

FIND CALC SKILL.

STORE EXPERTISE.

ACCEPT DB-STATISTICS FROM IDMS-STATISTICS.

Status Codes

After completion of the ACCEPT DATABASE STATISTICS function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS
communications block indicates the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
1518 The database statistics location has not been bound properly.

ACCEPT DB-KEY FROM CURRENCY (COBOL)
The ACCEPT DB-KEY FROM CURRENCY statement moves the database key of the current record of run unit, record
type, set, or area to a specified location in program variable storage. Records whose database keys are saved in this
manner are available for subsequent direct access by using a FIND/OBTAIN DB-KEY statement. 

NOTE

Establish currency before using this statement. If no currency has been established, the DBMS returns 0000 to
the ERROR-STATUS field and -1 to the db-key field.

Currency: ACCEPT DB-KEY FROM CURRENCY does not update any currencies.
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Syntax

►►─ ACCEPT db-key-location FROM ─┬───────────────┬──── CURRENCY ─────────────►

                                 ├─ record-name ─┤

                                 ├─ set-name ────┤

                                 └─ area-name ───┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬─── . ────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └ PAGE-INFO page-info-location ┘

Parameters

• ACCEPT   db-key-location
Specifies where to save the database key of the specified records. This value must be a PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC
(fullword) field.

• FROM ... CURRENCY
Specifies whichdatabase key to save in the specified location. By default, if you omit a record, set, or area qualifier, the
database key of the record that is current of the run unit is saved. The following values are valid:
– record-name

Saves the database key of the record that is current of the specified record type.
– set-name

Saves the database key of the record that is current of the specified set.
– area-name

Saves the database key of the record that is current of the specified area.
• PAGE-INFO  page-info-location

Collects the page information for the specified record and records it into the specified location. Specify a PIC S9(8)
COMP SYNC (fullword) field.

Example

The following statements establish a DEPARTMENT record as current of run unit and save its database key in location
SAVE-DB-KEY:

MOVE '8683' TO DEPT-ID-0410.

FIND CALC DEPARTMENT.

ACCEPT SAVE-DB-KEY FROM CURRENCY.

NOTE

The same results can be accomplished by using the following COBOL MOVE statement:

MOVE DB-KEY TO SAVE-DB-KEY.

Status Codes

After completion of the ACCEPT DB-KEY FROM CURRENCY function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS
communications block indicates the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
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1503 The database key that is the object of an ACCEPT has been
invalidated. This outcome can occur only when a run unit is
sharing a transaction with other database sessions. The 03 minor
status is returned when the run unit tries to retrieve a key and
a currency has been invalidated because of changes that were
made by another database session that is sharing the same
transaction.

1508 The named record or set is not in the subschema. The program
has probably invoked the wrong subschema.

1523 The named area is not in the subschema.

ACCEPT DB-KEY RELATIVE TO CURRENCY (COBOL)
The ACCEPT DB-KEY RELATIVE TO CURRENCY statement moves a selected database key to a specified location in
program variable storage. You can move the database key of the next, prior, or owner record relative to the current record
of set.

This version of the ACCEPT statement lets you save the database key of a record within a set without accessing the
record. Records whose database keys are saved in this manner are available for subsequent direct access by using a
FIND/OBTAIN DB-KEY statement. 

NOTE

Establish currency before using this statement. If no set currency has been established, the DBMS returns 0000
to the ERROR-STATUS field and -1 to the db-key-location field.

Currency: ACCEPT DB-KEY RELATIVE TO CURRENCY does not update any currencies.

Syntax

►►─── ACCEPT db-key-location FROM set-name ─┬─ NEXT ──┬─ CURRENCY ───────────►

                                            ├─ PRIOR ─┤

                                            └─ OWNER ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬─── . ────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └ PAGE-INFO page-info-location ┘

Parameters

• ACCEPT db-key-location
Specifies where to save the database key of the requested record. Specify a PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC (fullword) field.

• FROM ... CURRENCY
Specifies which record database key to move into the specified location. The following values are valid:
– set-name 

Specifies a set that is included in the subschema.
– NEXT 

Saves the database key of the next record relative to the record that is current of the specified set. NEXT
CURRENCY cannot be requested unless the specified set has prior pointers. These pointers ensure that the next
pointer in the prefix of the current record does not point to a logically deleted record. 

NOTE

NEXT cannot be requested for sets that are defined for native VSAM records.
– PRIOR 
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Saves the database key of the prior record relative to the record that is current of the specified set. PRIOR
CURRENCY cannot be requested unless the specified set has prior pointers. 

NOTE

No indication of an end-of-set condition is possible for an ACCEPT NEXT or PRIOR. A retrieval command
must be issued to determine whether the next or prior record in the set occurrence is the owner record.

PRIOR cannot be requested for sets that are defined for native VSAM records.
– OWNER 

Saves the database key of the owner of the record that is current of the specified set. OWNER CURRENCY cannot
be requested unless the specified set has owner pointers. However, if the current record of the named set is the
owner record occurrence, OWNER CURRENCY returns the database key of the record itself, even when this set
does not have owner pointers. 

NOTE

When a record that is declared as an optional or manual set member is accessed, it is not established
as current of set when it is not currently connected to an occurrence of the specified set. A subsequent
attempt to access the owner record locates the owner of the current record of set instead. In such cases,
determine whether the retrieved record is actually a set member before executing ACCEPT DB-KEY
FROM OWNER CURRENCY. The IF statement can be used for this purpose.

OWNER cannot be requested for sets that are defined for native VSAM records.
• PAGE-INFO  page-info-location

Collects the page-info of the specified record and records it into the specified page-info-location. Specify a PIC S9(8)
COMP SYNC (fullword) field for this value.

Example

The following statements access the EMP-EXPERTISE set and save the database key of the owner record of the SKILL-
EXPERTISE set:

MOVE '0119' TO EMP-ID-0415.

FIND CALC EMPLOYEE.

FIND FIRST WITHIN EMP-EXPERTISE.

ACCEPT SAVE-DB-KEY FROM SKILL-EXPERTISE OWNER CURRENCY.

Status Codes

After completion of the ACCEPT DB-KEY RELATIVE TO CURRENCY function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS
communications block indicates the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
1503 The database key that is the object of an ACCEPT has been

invalidated. This outcome occurs only when a run unit is sharing
a transaction with other database sessions. The 03 minor status
is returned when the run unit tries to retrieve a database key
and a currency has been invalidated because of changes that
were made by another database session that is sharing the same
transaction.

1508 The named set is not in the subschema. The program has
probably invoked the wrong subschema.
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ACCEPT page-info-location (COBOL)
The ACCEPT page-info-location statement moves the page information for a given record to a specified location in
program variable storage. Page information that is saved in this manner is available for subsequent direct access by using
a FIND/OBTAIN DB-KEY statement.

The database key radix portion of the page information can be used when interpreting a database key for display
purposes. This portion can also be used when formatting a database key from page and line numbers. The database
key radix represents the number of bits within a database key value that are reserved for the line number of a record. By
default, this value is 8, meaning that up to 255 records can be stored on a single page of the area. Given a database key,
you can determine its associated page number and line number by using the following formulas: 

Page-number = dbkey value / (2 ** dbkey radix)

 

Line-number = dbkey value - (page-number * ( 2 ** dbkey radix))

Syntax

►►─── ACCEPT page-info-location FOR record-name . ────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• ACCEPT page-info-location
Retrieves the specified information. Specify a 4-byte field that is defined as a group field or as a fullword field (PIC
S9(8) COMP). This value identifies the location in variable storage that contains page information for the specified
record. Upon successful completion of this statement, the first 2 bytes of the field contain the page group number. The
last 2 bytes contain a value that can be used to interpret database keys.

• FOR  record-name
Specifies the record whose page information to place in the specified location.

Example

The following example retrieves the page information for DEPARTMENT and uses the database key format information to
transform a page number into a database key.

01 W-PG-INFO.

  02 W-GRP-NUM    PIC S9(4) COMP.

  02 W-DBK-FORMAT  PIC 9(4) COMP.

 

  ACCEPT W_PG_INFO FOR DEPARTMENT.

  MOVE W-PAGE TO W-DBKEY.

  PERFORM ADJUST-PAGE W-DBK-FORMAT TIMES.

 

ADJUST-PAGE SECTION.

  MULTIPLY W-DBKEY BY 2.}
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Status Codes

After completion of the ACCEPT page-info-location function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS-DC communications
block indicates the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
1508 The named record is not in the subschema. The program probably

invoked the wrong subschema.

ACCEPT PROCEDURE CONTROL LOCATION (COBOL)
The ACCEPT PROCEDURE CONTROL LOCATION statement copies the 256-byte application program information block
that was associated with a previously defined database procedure to a specified location in program variable storage.
A BIND PROCEDURE statement previously placed information into this block; the procedure may have updated this
information subsequently.

The ACCEPT PROCEDURE CONTROL LOCATION statement should be used only by programs running under, but in a
different partition from, the central version.

Syntax

►►─── ACCEPT procedure-control-location FROM procedure-name PROCEDURE . ──────►◄

Parameters

• ACCEPT procedure-control-location
Specifies where to copy the application program information block. Specify a fullword-aligned 256-byte location in
variable storage.

• FROM procedure-name PROCEDURE
Specifies which database procedure whose application program information block to copy into variable storage. This
value must refer to an eight-character field in variable storage.

Example

The following statement copies the application program information block used by the CHECKALL procedure to the
CHECK-IT location in main storage:

ACCEPT CHECK-IT FROM CHECKALL PROCEDURE.

Status Codes

After completion of the ACCEPT PROCEDURE CONTROL LOCATION function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS
communications block indicates the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
1508 The named procedure is not in the specified subschema.
1518 The procedure control location has not been bound properly.
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ACCEPT TRANSACTION STATISTICS (COBOL)
The ACCEPT TRANSACTION STATISTICS statement copies the contents of the transaction statistics block (TSB) to a
location in program variable storage. Optionally, the statement can also write the TSB to the DC system log file. You can
define the TSB length.

Syntax

►►─── ACCEPT TRANSACTION STATISTICS ──┬───────────┬────────────────────────────►

                                      ├─ WRITE ◄ ─┤  

                                      └─ NOWRITE ─┘

 ►───┬──────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

     └─ INTO return-stat-data-location ─┘

 ►───┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────;──►◄

     └─ LENGTH ─┬─ 388 ◄───────────┬───┘ 

                └─ len-return-TSB ─┘

Parameters

• WRITE|NOWRITE
Specifies whether to write the TSB to the DC system log file.
Default: WRITE

• INTO  return-stat-data-location
Specifies the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION data area into which to return the TSB. Specify
a fullword-aligned 388-byte field. (You can customize the length by using the LENGTH parameter.) 
The data that is copied from the TSB to return-stat-data-location is formatted as follows:

01 STATISTICS-BLOCK.

  03 SYS-INTERN1    PIC X(8)     SYSTEM INTERNAL USE ONLY   

  03 PROG-CALL      PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF PROGRAMS CALLED    

  03 PROG-LOAD      PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF PROGRAMS LOADED    

  03 TERM-READ      PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF TERMINAL READS 

  03 TERM-WRITE     PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF TERMINAL WRITES    

  03 TERM-ERROR     PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF TERMINAL ERRORS    

  03 STORAGE-GET    PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF STORAGE GETS   

  03 SCRATCH-GET    PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF SCRATCH GETS   

  03 SCRATCH-PUT    PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF SCRATCH PUTS   

  03 SCRATCH-DEL    PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF SCRATCH DELETES    

  03 QUEUE-GET      PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF QUEUE GETS 

  03 QUEUE-PUT      PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF QUEUE PUTS 

  03 QUEUE-DEL      PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF QUEUE DELETES  

  03 GET-TIME       PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF GET TIMES  

  03 SET-TIME       PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF SET TIMES  

  03 DB-SRVREQ      PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF DB SERVICE REQUESTS    

  03 MAX-STACK      PIC S9(8) COMP  MAX WORDS USED IN STACK 

  03 USER-TIME      PIC S9(8) COMP  USER MODE TIME (10**-4 SEC) 

  03 SYS-TIME       PIC S9(8) COMP  SYS MODE TIME (10**-4 SEC)  

  03 WAIT-TIME      PIC S9(8) COMP  WAIT TIME (10** -4 SEC) 

  03 MAX-RCE-USED   PIC S9(8) COMP  MAXIMUM NUMBER OF RCES USED 

  03 MAX-RLE-USED   PIC S9(8) COMP  MAXIMUM NUMBER OF RLES USED 
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  03 MAX-DPE-USED   PIC S9(8) COMP  MAXIMUM NUMBER OF DPES USED 

  03 STG-HI-MARK    PIC S9(8) COMP  STORAGE HIGH WATER MARK 

  03 FREESTG-REQ    PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF FREE STORAGE REQUESTS  

  03 SYS-SERV       PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF SYSTEM SERVICE REQUEST 

  03 SYS-INTERN2    PIC X(8)     SYSTEM INTERNAL USE ONLY   

  03 PAGES-READ     PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF PAGES READ 

  03 PAGES-WRIT     PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF PAGES WRITTEN  

  03 PAGES-REQ      PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF PAGES REQUESTED    

  03 CALC-NO        PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF CALC RECS NO OFLOW 

  03 CALC-OF        PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF CALC RECS OFLOW    

  03 VIA-NO         PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF VIA RECS NO OFLOW  

  03 VIA-OF         PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF VIA RECS OFLOW 

  03 RECS-REQ       PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF RECS REQUESTED 

  03 RECS-CURR      PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF RECS CURR OF RU    

  03 DB-CALLS       PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF DBMS CALLS 

  03 FRAG-STORED    PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF FRAGMENTS STORED   

  03 RECS-RELO      PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF RECS RELOCATED 

  03 TOT-LOCKS      PIC S9(8) COMP  TOTAL # OF LOCKS ACQUIRED   

  03 SHR-LOCKS      PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF SHARE LOCKS HELD   

  03 NSH-LOCKS      PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF NON-SHARE LOCKS HELD   

  03 LOCKS-FREED    PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF LOCKS FREED    

  03 SR8-SPLITS     PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF SR8 SPLITS 

  03 SR8-SPAWN      PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF SR8 SPAWNS 

  03 SR8-STORE      PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF SR8S STORED    

  03 SR8-ERASE      PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF SR8S ERASED    

  03 SR7-STORE      PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF SR7S STORED    

  03 SR7-ERASE      PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF SR7S ERASED    

  03 BTREE-SRCH     PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF BTREE SEARCHES 

  03 BTREE-LEVEL    PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF BTREE LEVELS SEARCHED  

  03 ORPHANS        PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF ORPHANS ADAPTED    

  03 BTREE-LEV-B    PIC S9(4) COMP  # OF LVLS SRCH'D (BEST CASE)    

  03 BTREE-LEV-W    PIC S9(4) COMP  # OF LVLS SRCH'D (WORST CASE)   

  03 RECS-UPD       PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF RECS UPDATED   

  03 PAGE-INCACHE   PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF PAGES FOUND IN CACHE   

  03 PAGE-INPREFET  PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF PAGES FOUND IN PREFETCH    

  03 RESERVED       PIC X(8)     RESERVED FOR FUTURE USE    

  03 SYS-INTERN3    PIC X(8)     SYSTEM INTERNAL USE ONLY   

  03 USER-ID            PIC X(32)    DC USER ID 

  03 LTERM-ID           PIC X(8)     LOGICAL TERMINAL ID    

  03 USER-SUPP-ID   PIC X(8)     USER-SUPPLIED ID   

  03 BIND-DATE      PIC S9(7) COMP-3 DATE BIND COMMAND ISSUED   

  03 BIND-TIME      PIC S9(8) COMP  TIME BIND COMMAND ISSUED    

  03 TRANSTAT-FLGS  PIC S9(8) COMP  FOUR 1-BYTE FLAGS   

  03 SYS-INTERN4    PIC X(8)     SYSTEM INTERNAL USE ONLY   

  03 SQL-COMMANDS       PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF SQL COMMANDS EXECUTED  

  03 SQL-FETCH          PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF ROWS FETCHED   

  03 SQL-INSERT         PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF ROWS INSERTED  

  03 SQL-UPDATE         PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF ROWS UPDATED   

  03 SQL-DELETE         PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF ROWS DELETED   

  03 SQL-SORTS          PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF SORTS PERFORMED    

  03 SQL-ROWSORT        PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF ROWS SORTED    

  03 SQL-MINRSORT       PIC S9(8) COMP  MINIMUM ROWS SORTED 

  03 SQL-MAXRSORT       PIC S9(8) COMP  MAXIMUM ROWS SORTED 
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  03 SQL-AMCMPL         PIC S9(8) COMP  # OF AM RECOMPILES  

  03 SQL-RESERVED       PIC X(32)    RESERVED FOR FUTURE USE    

If you extend the length to 560 bytes, the full TRANSACTION-STATISTICS are also included. The following block can
be expanded using the COPY IDMS TRANSACTION-STATISTICS statement:

       01  TRANSACTION-STATISTICS.                                              

            03  TSB-STATS-R18          PIC X(560).                              

            03  TSB-STATS-R17          REDEFINES TSB-STATS-R18.                 

             04  TSB-DC-STATS          PIC X(108).                              

             04  TSB-DC-STATS1         REDEFINES TSB-DC-STATS.                  

              05  SYS-INTERN1          PIC X(8). 

              05  PROG-CALL            PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  PROG-LOAD            PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  TERM-READ            PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  TERM-WRITE           PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  TERM-ERROR           PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  STORAGE-GET          PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  SCRATCH-GET          PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  SCRATCH-PUT          PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  SCRATCH-DEL          PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  QUEUE-GET            PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  QUEUE-PUT            PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  QUEUE-DEL            PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  GET-TIME             PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  SET-TIME             PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  DB-SRVREQ            PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  MAX-STACK            PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  USER-TIME            PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  SYS-TIME             PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  WAIT-TIME            PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  MAX-RCE-USED         PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  MAX-RLE-USED         PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  MAX-DPE-USED         PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  STG-HI-MARK          PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  FREESTG-REQ          PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  SYS-SERV             PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

             04  TSB-DB-STATS          PIC X(72).                               

             04  TSB-DB-STATS1         REDEFINES TSB-DB-STATS.                  

              05  SYS-INTERN2          PIC X(8).                                

              05  PAGES-READ           PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  PAGES-WRIT           PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  PAGES-REQ            PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  CALC-NO              PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  CALC-OF              PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  VIA-NO               PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  VIA-OF               PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  RECS-REQ             PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  RECS-CURR            PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  DB-CALLS             PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  FRAG-STORED          PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  RECS-RELO            PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  TOT-LOCKS            PIC S9(8) COMP.                          
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              05  SHR-LOCKS            PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  NSH-LOCKS            PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  LOCKS-FREED          PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

             04  TSB-IX-STATS          PIC X(40).                               

             04  TSB-IX-STATS1         REDEFINES TSB-IX-STATS.                  

              05  SR8-SPLITS           PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  SR8-SPAWN            PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  SR8-STORE            PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  SR8-ERASE            PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  SR7-STORE            PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  SR7-ERASE            PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  BTREE-SRCH           PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  BTREE-LEVEL          PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  ORPHANS              PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  BTREE-LEV-B          PIC S9(4) COMP.                          

              05  BTREE-LEV-W          PIC S9(4) COMP.                          

             04  TSB-DB-STATS-EXTENDED PIC X(20).                               

             04  TSB-DB-STATS-EXTENDED1                                         

                                       REDEFINES TSB-DB-STATS-EXTENDED.         

              05  RECS-UPD             PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  PAGE-INCACHE         PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  PAGE-INPREFET        PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  RESERVED             PIC X(8).                                

             04  TSB-HDR               PIC X(68).                               

             04  TSB-HDR1              REDEFINES TSB-HDR.                       

              05  SYS-INTERN3          PIC X(8).                                

              05  USER-ID              PIC X(32).                               

              05  LTERM-ID             PIC X(8).                                

              05  USER-SUPP-ID         PIC X(8).                                

              05  BIND-DATE            PIC S9(7) COMP-3.                        

              05  BIND-TIME            PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  TRANSTAT-FLGS        PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

             04  TSB-SQL-STATS         PIC X(80).                               

             04  TSB-SQL-STATS1        REDEFINES TSB-SQL-STATS.                 

              05  SYS-INTERN4          PIC X(8).                                

              05  SQL-COMMANDS         PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  SQL-FETCH            PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  SQL-INSERT           PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  SQL-UPDATE           PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  SQL-DELETE           PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  SQL-SORTS            PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  SQL-ROWSORT          PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  SQL-MINRSORT         PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  SQL-MAXRSORT         PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  SQL-AMCMPL           PIC S9(8) COMP.                          

              05  SQL-RESERVED         PIC X(32).                               

             04  TSB-STATS-DCX         PIC X(168).                              

             04  TSB-STATS-DCX1        REDEFINES TSB-STATS-DCX.                 

              05  TSB-STATS-DCX-FILLER PIC X(8).                                

              05  TSB-SYS-MODE-CPU-TOD PIC 9(18) COMP.                          

              05  TSB-SYS-ZIIP-ON-CP-TOD                                        

                                       PIC 9(18) COMP.                          

              05  TSB-SYS-ZIIP-ON-ZIIP-TOD                                      
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                                       PIC 9(18) COMP.                          

              05  TSB-USER-MODE-CPU-TOD                                         

                                       PIC 9(18) COMP.                          

              05  TSB-TCB-CPU-TIME-TOD PIC 9(18) COMP.                          

              05  TSB-SRB-CPU-TIME-TOD PIC 9(18) COMP.                          

              05  TSB-STATS-DCX-FILL01 PIC X(112).                              

• LENGTH
Specifies the length of the returned TSB. To retrieve all statistics, including the DC extended statistics section that
records CPU times in the Time of Day (TOD) format, specify LENGTH as 560.
– len-return-TSB

Specifies the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the TSB length, or the length expressed as a
numeric constant.
Limits: Integer of 388 or greater
Default: If you do not specify len-return-TSB, the first 388 bytes of the TSB are returned.

Example

The following statement returns the contents of the TSB to STATISTICS-BLOCK and writes the transaction statistics to the
log file:

ACCEPT TRANSACTION STATISTICS

  WRITE

  INTO STATISTICS-BLOCK.

Status Codes

After completion of the ACCEPT TRANSACTION STATISTICS function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS-DC
communications block indicates the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
3801 Storage for the transaction statistics block is not available; to wait

would cause a deadlock.
3813 No transaction statistics block exists; a BIND TRANSACTION

STATISTICS request has not been issued.
3831 The parameter list is invalid, or no logical terminal element (LTE)

is associated with the issuing task.
3850 The collection of transaction statistics or task statistics has not

been enabled during system generation.

ATTACH (COBOL)
The ATTACH statement initiates a new task by acquiring the necessary control blocks and storage and then adding the
task to its dispatching list. IDMS initializes the attached task and queues it up for execution. The issuing program receives
control in accordance with normal dispatching priority.

Syntax

►►─── ATTACH TASK CODE 'task-code' ─┬─────────────────────┬─┬──────────┬─ . ──►◄

                                    └─ PRIORITY priority ─┘ ├─ WAIT ◄ ─┤
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                                                            └─ NOWAIT ─┘

Parameters

• ATTACH TASK CODE 'task-code'
Specifies the symbolic name of a user-defined field containing the task code, or the code itself enclosed in quotation
marks.
The referenced task code must have been defined during system generation or dynamically with the DCMT VARY
DYNAMIC TASK command.

• PRIORITY priority
Specifies the dispatching priority of the attached task. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains
the dispatching priority, or the priority itself expressed as a numeric constant. The numeric constant must be from
000 to 240. By default, if you do not specify a priority or its location, the priority that was established during system
generation for the specified task code, terminal, and user is used.

• WAIT|NOWAIT
Specifies whether the issuing task waits until the maximum task condition no longer exists and the specified task
can be attached. When NOWAIT is specified, the program should check the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS
communications block to determine whether the ATTACH request has completed. If the ERROR-STATUS value is
3711, indicating that a maximum task condition exists, the request has not been serviced. The program should perform
alternative processing before reissuing the ATTACH request.
Default: WAIT

Example

The following syntax initiates task TASKATCH and assigns it a dispatching priority of 199:

ATTACH TASK CODE 'TASKATCH'

  PRIORITY 199

  NOWAIT.

Status Codes

After completion of the ATTACH function, the ERROR-STATUS field of the IDMS-DC communications block indicates the
outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
3711 The task cannot be attached because the maximum number of

tasks has already been attached.
3712 The specified task code is not known to the IDMS system.
3758 The task cannot be attached because the maximum number of

concurrent tasks threads was exceeded.
3799 The requested task could not be attached because the current

user is not authorized to execute the task.

BIND MAP (COBOL)
The BIND MAP statement identifies the location of a map request block (MRB) and initializes the MRB fields. For each
MRB that is used by a program, code a BIND MAP statement. For each record that is defined to a map, code a BIND
MAP RECORD statement.

BIND MAP statements can be global or record-specific:
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• A global BIND MAP statement applies to the map as a whole. The statement initializes the entire MRB and fills in the
fields that apply to the map in general.

• A record-specific BIND MAP statement applies only to the named map record. The statement initializes the variable
storage address of the named record in the MRB.

Typically, a program issues a global BIND MAP statement for each map, followed by BIND MAP statements for each map
record that is used by the program.

You can include global and record-specific BIND MAP statements automatically by using a COPY IDMS MAP-BINDS
statement (see Precompiler-Directive Statements). This statement includes the necessary BINDS for all maps and map
records that are defined for the program.

The program can alter the storage address for a map record at any time by issuing another BIND MAP statement for that
record. After the initial global bind (BIND MAP), all map records are considered unbound. Map operations that use those
records have no effect on storage. After a map record is bound to a storage address (BIND MAP RECORD), subsequent
map operations use that address to access the record. To unbind a map record, issue a record-specific BIND MAP
statement that specifies the TO NULL option.

Syntax

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

►►─▼─ BIND MAP map-name ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ┴─►◄

                         └─ RECORD rec-name ─┬────────────────────────┬┘

                                             └─ TO ─┬─ NULL ─────────┬┘

                                                    └─ rec-location ─┘

Parameters

• BIND MAP map-name
Specifies an existing map. The map version defaults to the version that is specified for the map in the MAP SECTION
of the program.

• RECORD  rec-name
Specifies a record that is used by the map. This value Initializes the variable storage address of the named record in
the MRB.

• TO
Specifies whether to bind the record to a specified address. The following values are valid:
– NULL

Leaves the record unbound.
– rec-location

Binds the record to the specified address. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the
address. Rec-location defaults to rec-name. Subsequent I/O operations use this area of storage for any operation
that is associated with the record.

Example

The following statements bind the EMPMAPLR map and its five associated map records:

BIND MAP EMPMAPLR.

BIND MAP EMPMAPLR RECORD EMPLOYEE.

BIND MAP EMPMAPLR RECORD DEPARTMENT.

BIND MAP EMPMAPLR RECORD JOB.

BIND MAP EMPMAPLR RECORD OFFICE.

BIND MAP EMPMAPLR RECORD EMP-DATE-WORK-REC.
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Status Codes

After completion of the BIND MAP function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS-DC communications block indicates
the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.

BIND PROCEDURE (COBOL)
The BIND PROCEDURE statement establishes communication between a program and a DBA-written database
procedure (for example, a security routine). Use this statement only when the application program must pass more
information to the procedure than the DBMS provides. Such instances are unusual. Usually, you will not be aware of
which procedures gain control before or after various DML functions.

The BIND PROCEDURE statement is used in both the navigational and the non-navigational environments.

Syntax

►►─── BIND PROCEDURE FOR procedure-name TO procedure-control-location . ──────►◄

Parameters

• BIND PROCEDURE FOR procedure-name
Specifies which database procedure in program variable storage to make available to the program.

• TO procedure-control-location
Specifies where to bind the named procedure. Specify a 256-byte (fixed-length) location.
A program that runs in a different partition from the central version may need to pass certain information to the
database procedure. When the DBMS invokes the database procedure, this information is copied from the procedure-
control-location to the IDMS application program information block. The program passes the information that was
in procedure-control-location during the BIND PROCEDURE, not the information that was present at the time of the
procedure call.

Example

The following statement binds the procedure with the variable name PROGCHEK to the 256-byte area PROC-CTL:

BIND PROCEDURE FOR PROGCHEK TO PROC-CTL.

Status Codes

After completion of the BIND PROCEDURE function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS communications block
indicates the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
1400 The BIND PROCEDURE statement cannot be recognized. This

code usually indicates that the IDMS communications block
(SUBSCHEMA-CTRL) is not aligned on a fullword boundary.

1408 The named procedure is not in the specified subschema.
1418 The procedure has been bound improperly to location 0.
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1472 The available memory is insufficient to load the database
procedure dynamically.

1474 An attempt to load a module from the load/core-image library or
DDLDCLOD has failed.

BIND RECORD (COBOL)
The BIND RECORD statement establishes addressability for a record in program variable storage. Usually, you need not
issue individual BIND RECORD statements because the necessary statements are generated as a group by the COPY
IDMS SUBSCHEMA-BINDS statement (see Precompiler-Directive Statements). However, you can issue BIND RECORD
commands separately as necessary. (For example, to bind several records to the same storage location.) In any case,
addressability must be established for each subschema record to be used by the program.

The program should perform the IDMS-STATUS routine after each BIND RECORD statement to ensure that the statement
was executed successfully. When AUTOSTATUS is in use (see AUTOSTATUS Protocols), a PERFORM IDMS-STATUS
operation occurs automatically after each BIND RECORD statement. This operation occurs even when the BIND
RECORD statements are generated as a group by a COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-BINDS statement. Use COPY IDMS
SUBSCHEMA-BINDS only when AUTOSTATUS is in use.

Syntax

►►─── BIND ─┬─ record-name ─┬──────────────────────┬─┬─ . ────────────────────►◄

            │               └─ TO record-location ─┘ │

            │                                        │

            └─ record-location WITH record-name ─────┘

Parameters

• BIND record-name
Specifies the record to bind to a location in variable storage. The specified record must be included in the subschema.

• TO record-location 
Specifies where to bind the record. The location corresponds to the record description that was copied into the
program manually or automatically through DATA DIVISION statements. The record-location must be the same length
as record-name. 

NOTE

Exercise caution when using the TO record-location option. A source-object mismapping can result from
improper use. When more than one copy of a given database record description is present in the program,
ensure that the proper record description is bound at the proper time.

• record-location WITH record-name
Binds a record name literal (record-name) with a variable storage record description (record-location). Record-
name must specify a record that is included in the subschema.

Example

The following statement binds the EMPLOYEE record:

BIND EMPLOYEE.
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Status Codes

After completion of the BIND RECORD function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS communications block indicates
the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
1400 The BIND RECORD statement cannot be recognized. This

code usually indicates that the IDMS communications block
(SUBSCHEMA-CTRL) is not aligned on a fullword boundary.

1408 The named record is not in the subschema. The program has
probably invoked the wrong subschema.

1418 The record has been bound improperly to location 0.
1472 The available memory is insufficient to load a database procedure

dynamically.
1474 An attempt to load a module from the load/core-image library or

DDLDCLOD has failed.

BIND RUN-UNIT (COBOL)
The BIND RUN-UNIT statement establishes a run unit for accessing the database, identifies the location of the IDMS
communications block being used, and names the subschema to be loaded for the run unit. BIND RUN-UNIT can also
name the node under which the run unit executes and identify the database to access. BIND RUN-UNIT must be the
first functional DML call passed to the DBMS at execution time. This statement must logically precede all other DML
statements (for example, BIND RECORD, READY, FIND) in the PROCEDURE DIVISION of the program.

UTM modes only: Before you issue the BIND RUN-UNIT statement, move LOW VALUES to SUBSCHEMA-CTRL.

When AUTOSTATUS is in use, COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA BINDS can automatically invoke the BIND RUN-UNIT
statement and the appropriate BIND RECORD statements (see Precompiler-Directive Statements).

Program registration requires that all programs be registered in the data dictionary before compilation. If program
registration is in effect, the program must initialize the PROGRAM-NAME field of the IDMS communications block
automatically or manually:

• Automatic initialization: COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-BINDS automatically generates a COBOL MOVE statement that
moves the program name (stated in the IDENTIFICATION DIVISION) to the PROGRAM-NAME field.

• Manual initialization: The programmer manually codes a COBOL MOVE statement before the BIND RUN-UNIT
statement is executed. See the following example:

MOVE 'EMPDISP' TO PROGRAM-NAME.

The BIND RUN-UNIT statement is used in both the navigational and the non-navigational environments.

Syntax

►►─── BIND RUN-UNIT ─┬──────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

                     └─ FOR subschema-name ─────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►

   └─ DBNODE nodename ──┘ └─ DBNAME database-name ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────┬────────────────────────────┬─ . ──────────────►◄
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   └─ DICTNODE nodename ─┘    └─ DICTNAME dictionary-name ─┘

Parameters

• FOR subschema-name
Identifies a subschema view other than the one that was specified in the DB clause of the SCHEMA SECTION. This
value must be the symbolic name of a user-defined eight-character field in variable storage.
By default, if you do not specify a subschema, the run unit uses the subschema that is named in the DB clause of the
SCHEMA SECTION. 

NOTE

Exercise care when using the FOR subschema-name option. Improper use can lead to mismappings
between the named subschema and record descriptions in variable storage.

• DBNODE  nodename
Specifies the node where the database resides. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined eight-character field in
variable storage, or the database name itself enclosed in quotation marks.

• DBNAME  database-name
Specifies which database to access. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined eight-character field in variable
storage, or the database name itself enclosed in quotation marks.

• DICTNODE  nodename
Specifies the node that controls the dictionary where the subschema resides. Specify the symbolic name of a user-
defined eight-character field in variable storage, or the node name itself enclosed in quotation marks.

• DICTNAME  dictionary-name
Specifies the dictionary where the subschema resides. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined eight-character
field in variable storage, or the dictionary name itself enclosed in quotation marks.

NOTE

• The DBNODE, DBNAME, DICTNODE, and DICTNAME parameters can be overridden at runtime by the
DCUF SET DBNODE/DBNAME and DCUF SET DICTNODE/DICTNAME commands.

• Batch users: The DBNODE AND DBNAME parameters can be overridden at runtime when the IDMSOPTI
module or the SYSCTL clause in the system generation SYSTEM statement specifies a nodename or a
dbname with the ALWAYS option. For more information, see SYSTEM Statement Parameters.

Example

The following statement binds the run unit to the DBMS:

BIND RUN-UNIT.

Status Codes

After completion of the BIND RUN-UNIT function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS communications block indicates
the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
1400 The BIND RUN-UNIT statement cannot be recognized. This

code usually indicates that the IDMS communications block
(SUBSCHEMA-CTRL) is not aligned on a fullword boundary.
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1410 A security violation has been detected. An existing access
restriction or subschema usage prohibits execution of the
specified DML function. For LRF users, the subschema in use
allows access to database records only. When this code is
combined with a major code of 00, the program has attempted
to access a database record, but the subschema in use allows
access to logical records only.

1417 The transaction manager encountered an error. See the log for
additional information.

1467 The subschema load module is invalid. The invoked subschema
does not match the subschema object tables.

1469 The run unit is not bound to the DBMS.The central version is
not active, the central version is not accepting new run units, or
the run unit's connection to the central version is broken due to
timeout or other factors, as noted on the CV log.

1470 A journal file will not open (local mode only). Under OS, the
most probable cause is that a DD statement for the journal file is
missing in the JCL.

1472 There is insufficient memory to load a subschema or database
procedure dynamically.

1473 The central version is not accepting new run units.
1474 The subschema was not found in the dictionary load area or in the

load library.
1477 The run unit has been bound previously.
1480 The specified node is not active or has been disabled.
1481 The converted subschema requires the specified database name

to be in the DBNAME table.
1482 The subschema must be named in the DBNAME table.
1483 The available memory is insufficient to allocate native VSAM work

areas.
1491 The subschema requires a DBNAME to do the bind run unit.
1492 No subschema areas map to DMCL.
1493 A subschema area symbolic was not found in DMCL.
1494 The specified dbname is not a dbname defined in the DBNAME

table, or a SEGMENT defined in the DMCL.
1495 The specified subschema failed DBTABLE mapping using the

specified dbname.

BIND TASK (COBOL)
The BIND TASK statement initiates an IDMS task when the operating mode is DC-BATCH. This statement establishes
communication with the DC system and, when accessing IDMS queues, allocates a packet-data movement buffer to
contain the queue data. After a task is started, the program can issue any number of consecutive BIND-READY-FINISH
sequences.

NOTE

Do not issue this command in local mode.
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Syntax

►►─── BIND TASK ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬─ . ──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ NODENAME (nodename) ─┘

Parameters

• NODENAME ( nodename )
Specifies which node to bind the task to. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the
nodename, or the nodename itself enclosed in quotation marks. The node name must match the node named in the
DDS statement at system generation.

Example

The following statement establishes communication with a DC system:

BIND TASK.

Status Codes

After completion of the BIND TASK function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS-DC communications block indicates
the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.

BIND TRANSACTION STATISTICS (COBOL)
The BIND TRANSACTION STATISTICS statement defines the beginning of a transaction for the purposes of collecting
transaction statistics. IDMS allocates a block of storage to accumulate these statistics. Because this block is owned by the
logical terminal that is associated with the current task, the BIND TRANSACTION STATISTICS statement cannot be used
with nonterminal tasks.

NOTE

If a transaction statistics block (TSB) is already allocated for the logical terminal that is associated with the
current task, the BIND request clears the block and writes any previously accumulated transaction statistics to
the log file.

When a BIND TRANSACTION STATISTICS request is issued, the transaction is assigned a 40-character identifier. The
first 32 characters are the identifier of the signed-on user (if any). The last eight characters are the identifier of the logical
terminal that is associated with the current task.

Syntax

►►─── BIND TRANSACTION STATISTICS . ──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Example

The following example illustrates the BIND TRANSACTION STATISTICS statement:
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BIND TRANSACTION STATISTICS.

Status Codes

After completion of the BIND TRANSACTION STATISTICS function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS-DC
communications block indicates the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully. Any existing

transaction statistics block was written to the log file before being
cleared.

3801 Storage for the transaction statistics block is not available; to wait
would cause a deadlock.

3810 A new transaction statistics block has been allocated.
3831 The parameter list is invalid or no logical terminal element (LTE) is

associated with the issuing task.
3850 The collection of transaction statistics or task statistics has not

been enabled during system generation.

CHANGE PRIORITY (COBOL)
The CHANGE PRIORITY statement changes the dispatching priority of the issuing task. The new dispatching priority
applies only to the current execution of the task. CHANGE PRIORITY does not relinquish control to another task and
cannot be used to alter the priority of other tasks.

Syntax

►►─── CHANGE PRIORITY to priority . ──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• CHANGE PRIORITY to priority
Specifies the new dispatching priority for the issuing task. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that
contains the priority value, or the value itself expressed as a numeric constant in the range 0 through 240.

Example

The following example changes the dispatching priority of the issuing task to the value contained in the PRIORITY-210
field:

CHANGE PRIORITY TO PRIORITY-210.

Status Codes

After completion of the CHANGE PRIORITY function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS-DC communications block
indicates the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
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CHECK TERMINAL (COBOL)
The CHECK TERMINAL statement delays task processing until a previously issued I/O request has completed.

If a READ TERMINAL, WRITE TERMINAL, or WRITE THEN READ TERMINAL request specifies the NOWAIT option, the
program must issue a CHECK TERMINAL request before specifying any other I/O operation. If the I/O operation is not
complete, the task execution is suspended. When the I/O operation is complete, the task resumes execution according to
its established dispatching priority.

Syntax

►►─── CHECK TERMINAL ─┬───────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

                      └─ GET STORAGE ─┘

 ►─── INTO input-data-location ─┬─ TO end-input-data-location ───────┬────────►

                                └─ MAX LENGTH input-data-max-length ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ──────────────────────►◄

   └─ RETURN LENGTH into input-data-actual-length ─┘

Parameters

• GET STORAGE
Acquires an input buffer for the data being read into the program. IDMS allocates the required storage when the read
operation is complete. This parameter applies only to asynchronous requests.

• INTO  input-data-location
Specifies the data area that is reserved for the input data stream. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined
field. If GET STORAGE is specified, the data area must be an unallocated 01-level LINKAGE SECTION entry. If
GET STORAGE is not specified, the data area must be a previously allocated WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or
LINKAGE SECTION entry.

• TO  end-input-data-location
Specifies the end of the data area that is reserved for the input. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined dummy
byte field. Or, specify a field that contains a data item which is not associated with the data area reserved for the input
data stream.

• MAX LENGTH  input-data-max-length
Defines the length, in bytes, of the data area that is reserved for the input data stream. Specify the symbolic name of
a user-defined field that contains the length of the data area, or the length itself expressed as a numeric constant. If
the input data stream is larger than the data area that is reserved in the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE
SECTION, the data stream is truncated to fit the available space.

• RETURN LENGTH INTO  input-data-actual-length
Specifies the location to return the actual length of the input data stream. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined
field. If the data stream has been truncated, input-data-actual-length contains the original length before truncation.

Example

The following statement determines whether an I/O operation is complete, acquires an input buffer, and reads 72 bytes of
data into TERM-LINE:

CHECK TERMINAL

  GET STORAGE

  INTO TERM-LINE MAX LENGTH 72.
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Status Codes

After completion of the CHECK TERMINAL function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS-DC communications block
indicates the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
4519 The input area that was specified for the return of data is too

small. The returned data has been truncated to fit the available
space.

4525 The output operation has been interrupted. The terminal operator
has pressed ATTENTION or BREAK.

4526 A logical error (for example, an invalid control character) has been
encountered in the output data stream.

4527 A permanent I/O error has occurred during processing.
4528 The dial-up line for the terminal being used has been

disconnected.
4531 The terminal request block (TRB) contains an invalid field,

indicating a possible error in the program parameters.
4535 Storage for the input buffer cannot be acquired because the

specified 01-level LINKAGE SECTION entry has been allocated.
4537 Storage for the input buffer cannot be acquired. The specified data

area is defined in the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION instead of
the LINKAGE SECTION.

4538 The specified 01-level LINKAGE SECTION entry has not been
allocated and the GET STORAGE option has not been specified.
No I/O has been performed.

4539 The terminal device that is associated with the issuing task is out
of service.

COMMIT (COBOL)
The COMMIT statement commits changes that were made to the database through an individual run unit or through all
database sessions associated with a task. A task-level commit also commits all changes that were made with scratch,
queue, and print activity.

If the commit applies to an individual run unit and the run unit is sharing its transaction with another database session, the
run unit changes may not be committed when the COMMIT statement is executed. 

NOTE

For more information about the impact of transaction sharing, see Sharing Transactions Among Sessions.

Run units (and SQL sessions) impacted by the COMMIT statement remain active after the operation is complete.

The COMMIT statement is used in both the navigational and logical record facility environments. The COMMIT TASK
statement is also used in an SQL programming environment.

Currency: Use of the ALL option, as in COMMIT ALL, sets all currencies to null.

Syntax

►►─── COMMIT ─┬────────┬─┬───────┬─ . ────────────────────────────────────────►◄

              └─ TASK ─┘ └─ ALL ─┘
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Parameters

• TASK
Commits the changes that were made by all scratch, queue, and print activity and all top-level run units that are
associated with the current task. The impact on SQL sessions that are associated with the task depends on whether
those sessions are suspended and whether their transactions are eligible to be shared. 

NOTE

• For more information about the impact of a COMMIT TASK statement on SQL sessions, see Effect of
Teleprocessing Statement and Events.

• For more information about run units and the impact of COMMIT TASK, see Sharing Transactions Among
Sessions.

• ALL
Releases all currency locks on records in database, scratch, and queue areas that are associated with the issuing task
(COMMIT TASK ALL) or run unit (COMMIT ALL). ALL also sets all currencies to null.

Example

The following statement commits changes that were made by the run unit through which it is issued:

COMMIT.

Status Codes

After completion of the COMMIT function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS communications block indicates the
outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
5031 The specified request is invalid. The program may contain a logic

error.
5097 An error was encountered while processing a syncpoint request.

See the log for details.

CONNECT (COBOL)
The CONNECT statement establishes a record occurrence as a member of a set occurrence. The specified record must
be defined as an optional automatic, optional manual, or mandatory manual member of the set.

Native VSAM users: The CONNECT statement is not valid because all sets in native VSAM data sets must be defined as
mandatory automatic.

Before the CONNECT statement executes, the following conditions must be satisfied:

• All areas that are affected either explicitly or implicitly by the CONNECT statement must be readied in one of the
update usage modes (see READY (COBOL)).

• The specified record must be established as current of its record type.
• The occurrence of the set into which the specified record will be connected must be established. The current record of

set determines the set occurrence and, when set order is NEXT or PRIOR, the position at which the specified record
will be connected within the set.

Currency: After a CONNECT statement executes successfully, the specified record is current of run unit, its record type,
its area, and all sets in which it currently participates.
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Syntax

►►─── CONNECT record-name TO set-name . ──────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• CONNECT  record-name
Specifies the record whose current occurrence is to be connected to the current occurrence of the specified set.
This record must be included in the subschema and must be defined as an optional automatic, optional manual, or
mandatory manual member of the set to which it is being connected.

• TO  set-name
Specifies the set to which the member record is to be connected. The set must be included in the subschema. The
record is connected to the set in accordance with the ordering rules that are defined for that set in the schema.

Example

The following figure illustrates the steps that are required to connect an EMPLOYEE record to an occurrence of the
OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set.

To connect EMPLOYEE 459 to OFFICE 1 in the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set, establish EMPLOYEE 459 as current of record
type, locate the proper occurrence of the OFFICE record, and issue the CONNECT command.
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Status Codes

After completion of the CONNECT function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS communications block indicates the
outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
0705 The CONNECT would violate a duplicates-not-allowed option.
0706 Currency has not been established for the named record or set.
0708 The named record is not in the subschema. The program has

probably invoked the wrong subschema.
0709 The area of the named record has not been readied in one of the

update usage modes.
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0710 The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits
connecting the named record in the named set.

0714 The CONNECT statement cannot be executed. The named record
has been defined as a mandatory automatic member of the set.

0716 The record cannot be connected to a set in which it is already a
member.

0721 An area other than the area of the named record has been readied
with an incorrect usage mode.

0725 Currency has not been established for the named set type.

DC RETURN (COBOL)
The DC RETURN statement returns control to a program at the next higher level within a task. (If the issuing program is
the highest level program, control returns to IDMS.) You can also use the DC RETURN statement to specify the following
items:

• The next task to initiate on the same terminal
• Recovery procedures for abend routines that are established by SET ABEND EXIT functions
• The action to take when the user fails to initiate the next task

DC RETURN Processing

The following figure illustrates how a task is executed when DC RETURN statements within three programs specify the
NEXT TASK CODE option.

This figure shows the following processing flow:

1. Task A invokes program A.
2. Program A links to program B, which links to program C.
3. Program C issues a DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE 'Z' request, which returns control to program B.
4. Program B contains a DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE 'Y' request, which takes precedence over the program C DC

RETURN specification.
5. Control returns to program A, which issues a DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE 'X' request.
6. Because program A is at the highest level in the task, task X is invoked.

 

                   IDMS-DC

───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

                                                   TASK X

     TASK A             ┌───────────────────────────┐

 ───────────┬───────────▲───────────────────────────┼──────────────────

            │           │                           │

            │           │                    ┌──────▼──────┐

            │           │                    │             │

   ┌────────▼────────┐  │                    │  PROGRAM X  │

   │  PROGRAM A      │  │                    │             │

   │    .            │  │                    └─────────────┘

   │    .            │  │      (RETURN)

 ┌─┤    .            ◄──┼─────────────────────────┐

 │ │  DC RETURN      │  │                         │

 │ │ NEXT TASK CODE  │  │                         │

 │ │    X            │  │                         │
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 │ └────────┬────────┘  │                         │

 │          └───────────┘                         │

 │                                                │

 │                                                │

 │                                                │

 │                                                │

 │                                                │

 │     (LINK B)              ┌─────────────────┐  │

 └───────────────────────────►  PROGRAM B      │  │

                             │    .            │  │

                             │    .            │  │

                           ┌─┤    .            │  │     (RETURN)

                           │ │  DC RETURN      ◄──┼─────────────────┐

                           │ │ NEXT TASK CODE  │  │                 │

                           │ │    Y            │  │                 │

                           │ └────────┬────────┘  │                 │

                           │          └───────────┘                 │

                           │                                        │

                           │                                        │

                           │     (LINK C)      ┌─────────────────┐  │

                           └───────────────────►  PROGRAM C      │  │

                                               │    .            │  │

                                               │    .            │  │

                                               │    .            │  │

                                               │  DC RETURN      │  │

                                               │ NEXT TASK CODE  │  │

                                               │    Z            │  │

                                               └────────┬────────┘  │

                                                        └───────────┘

When IDMS receives control from the highest level program that issued a DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE request, the
task code attribute controls when the specified task is executed:

• If the task code was assigned the NOINPUT attribute during system generation, the task executes immediately.
• If the task code was assigned the INPUT attribute, the task executes only when the user presses an attention identifier

(AID) key. Typical AID keys include all PA and PF keys, ENTER, and CLEAR.

Syntax

►►─── DC RETURN ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ NEXT TASK CODE next-task-code ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ NORMAL ◄ ──┤

   ├─ ABORT ─────┤

   ├─ CONTINUE ──┤

   └─ IMMEDIATE ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►

   │           ┌─────────────────────────────────┐ │
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   └─ TIMEOUT ─▼─┬─ INTERVAL timeout-interval ─┬─┴─┘

                 └─ PROGRAM timeout-program ───┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ NEXT TASK INTERVAL start-interval EVENT TYPE ─┬─ INTERNAL ─┬─────────────

                                                    └─ EXTERNAL ─┘

─►─────────────────────────┬─ . ──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 ──┬─────────────────────┬─┘

   ├─ EVENT ecb ─────────┤

   └─ EVENT NAME ecb-id ─┘

Parameters

• NEXT TASK CODE  next-task-code
Specifies the next task to initiate on the same terminal. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains
the task code, or the task code itself enclosed in quotation marks. The task code must be defined to the DC system
under which it is running, either during system generation or at runtime. 

NOTE

 The position of the issuing program within the task governs whether the specified task actually receives
control.

• NORMAL|ABORT|CONTINUE|IMMEDIATE
Specifies the recovery action to take within the program logic (IDMS recovery occurs automatically), and whether to
execute abend routines for higher-level programs. These options apply only to DC RETURN statements from abend
routines that are established by SET ABEND EXIT (STAE) functions.
– NORMAL 

Specifies to not attempt recovery and execute all abend routines established for programs at higher task levels.
This value is the default.

– ABORT
Specifies to not attempt recovery and abort the task immediately without executing any abend routines established
for programs at higher task levels.

– CONTINUE
Specifies to return control to the program that failed at an address established in the abend control element (ACE)
for the program.

– IMMEDIATE
Is ignored when issued from ABEND routine. This option is only applied when it is not issued from an ABEND
routine.

• TIMEOUT
Specifies the action to take when the user fails to enter the data that is required to initiate a task. This parameter
overrides the resource timeout interval and program specifications that were established during system generation.

• INTERVAL  timeout-interval
Specifies the time, in seconds, that can elapse before the resources that are held by the terminal on which the task
is executing are released. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined PIC S9(4) COMP SYNC (halfword) field that
contains the timeout interval, or the interval itself expressed as a numeric constant.

• PROGRAM  timeout-program
Specifies which program to invoke to handle and release resources that are held by the terminal on which the task is
executing when the specified timeout interval has been reached. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that
contains the program name, or the name itself enclosed in quotation marks. The program must be defined to the DC
system either during system generation or at runtime.

• NEXT TASK INTERVAL start-interval
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Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined PIC S9(4) COMP SYNC (halfword) field that contains the start interval, or
the interval itself expressed as a numeric constant. 

NOTE

When NEXT TASK INTERVAL is specified alone, it causes the task to be initiated after start-interval. When
NEXT TASK INTERVAL is specified with EVENT/EVENT NAME, the task is initiated after start-interval or
after posting of the events or event names, whichever occurs first.

• EVENT TYPE INTERNAL|EXTERNAL
Specifies events that happen either internal or external to the system.
– INTERNAL 

An event that occurs within IDMS-DC, such as waiting for space in a storage pool, or waiting for a completed task.
– EXTERNAL 

An event that occurs outside the control of the system, such as waiting for a file to be read, or waiting for an I/O to
complete.

• EVENT  ecb
Specifies one or more ECBs upon which the task waits. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined area that
contains three PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC (fullword) fields. If you specify multiple EVENT parameters, separate them with
at least one blank.

• EVENT NAME  ecb-id
Specifies the ECB upon which the task waits. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the ECB
ID, or the ID itself enclosed in quotation marks.

NOTE

When NEXT TASK INTERVAL is specified alone, it causes the task to be initiated after start-interval. When
NEXT TASK INTERVAL is specified with EVENT/EVENT NAME, the task is initiated after start-interval or
after posting of the events or event names, whichever occurs first.

Example

The following statement illustrates the use of DC RETURN. If the task code that is associated with MENU-TASK-CODE
was defined with the INPUT attribute, it is invoked when the user presses an AID key. If the task code was defined with
the NOINPUT attribute, it is invoked immediately:

DC RETURN

  NEXT TASK CODE MENU-TASK-CODE.

Status Codes

Because control is returned to the next-higher level, the ERROR-STATUS field is not checked.

DELETE QUEUE (COBOL)
The DELETE QUEUE statement deletes all or part of a queue. If only one queue record is deleted, IDMS maintains queue
currency by saving the next and prior currencies of the deleted record.

Syntax

►►─── DELETE QUEUE ─┬───────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬─ . ─────────────────►◄

                    └─ ID queue-id ─┘ └─┬─ CURRENT ◄ ─┬─┘

                                        └─ ALL ───────┘
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Parameters

• ID  queue-id
Specifies which queue contains the record to delete. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains
the ID, or the ID itself enclosed in quotation marks. If you do not specify an ID, a blank ID is assumed.

• CURRENT
Deletes the current record of the queue that is associated with the requesting task. This value is the default.

• ALL
Deletes all records in the queue and the queue header ID.

Example

The following example deletes the current record in the RES-Q queue:

DELETE QUEUE

  ID 'RES-Q'

  CURRENT.

Status Codes

After completion of the DELETE QUEUE function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS-DC communications block
indicates the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
4404 The requested queue header record cannot be found.
4405 The requested queue record cannot be found.
4406 The queue record does not have a resource control element

(RCE), which indicates that currency has not been established.
4407 A database error occurred during the queue processing. A

common cause is a DBKEY deadlock. For a PUT QUEUE
operation, this code can also mean that the queue upper limit has
been reached.
If a database error has occurred, the IDMS/DC/UCF log usually
has other messages indicating that a problem was encountered
in RHDCRUAL, the internal Run Unit Manager. If a deadlock
has occurred, messages DC001000 and DC001002 are also
produced.

4431 The parameter list is invalid.

DELETE SCRATCH (COBOL)
The DELETE SCRATCH statement deletes one scratch record or all records in the scratch area.

Syntax

►►─── DELETE SCRATCH ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ AREA ID scratch-area-id ─┘
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 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ CURRENT ◄ ───────────────────┤

   ├─ FIRST ───────────────────────┤

   ├─ LAST ────────────────────────┤

   ├─ NEXT ────────────────────────┤

   ├─ PRIOR ───────────────────────┤

   ├─ ALL ─────────────────────────┤

   └─ RECORD ID scratch-record-id ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ──────────────────────►◄

   └─ RETURN RECORD ID into return-scratch-record ─┘

Parameters

• AREA ID  scratch-area-id
Specifies the scratch area that is associated with the scratch records being deleted. Specify the symbolic name of a
user-defined field that contains the scratch area ID, or the ID itself enclosed in quotation marks. If you do not specify
an AREA ID, an area ID of eight blanks is assumed.

• CURRENT
Deletes the current record in the scratch area (the record that was most recently referenced by another scratch
function). This value is the default.

• FIRST
Deletes the first record in the specified scratch area.

• LAST
Deletes the last record in the specified scratch area.

• NEXT
Deletes the next record in the specified scratch area.

• PRIOR
Deletes the prior record in the specified scratch area.

• ALL
Deletes all records in the specified scratch area.

• RECORD ID  scratch-record-id
Deletes the specified record. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the ID.

• RETURN RECORD ID into  return-scratch-record
Specifies the location in the program in which to return the ID of the last record that was deleted by the DELETE
SCRATCH function. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined 4-byte field.

Example

The following example deletes the scratch record that is prior to the current scratch record and returns the ID of the
deleted record to the SCR-REC-ID field:

DELETE SCRATCH

  PRIOR

  RETURN RECORD ID INTO SCR-REC-ID.
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Status Codes

After completion of the DELETE SCRATCH function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS-DC communications block
indicates the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
4303 The requested scratch area ID cannot be found.
4305 The requested scratch record ID cannot be found.
4307 An I/O error has occurred during processing.
4331 The parameter list is invalid.

DELETE TABLE (COBOL)
The DELETE TABLE statement notifies IDMS that the issuing task has finished using a table that was loaded into the
program pool by using the LOAD TABLE function. DELETE TABLE does not physically delete reusable tables from the
program pool. Rather, this statement decrements the in-use count that IDMS maintains. An in-use count of 0 signals to
reuse the space occupied by the table.

Syntax

►►── DELETE TABLE from 01-level-program-location . ───────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────────┬────────────────────►

   └─ DICTNODE nodename ──┘ └─ DICTNAME dictionary-name ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─ . ─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ LOADLIB library-name ─┘

Parameters

• DELETE TABLE from 01-level-program-location
Specifies the LINKAGE SECTION entry of the 01-level record area that was specified in the associated LOAD TABLE
request.

• DICTNODE  nodename
Specifies the node that controls the dictionary where the subschema containing the table resides. Specify the symbolic
name of a user-defined eight-character field in variable storage.

• DICTNAME  dictionary-name
Specifies the dictionary where the subschema containing the table resides. Specify the symbolic name of a user-
defined eight-character field in variable storage.

• LOADLIB  library-name
Specifies the load library containing the table. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined eight-character field in
variable storage.

Example

The following example releases a previously loaded table from the location in variable storage that was identified by
RATE-TABLE:

DELETE TABLE FROM RATE-TABLE.
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Status Codes

After completion of the DELETE TABLE function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS-DC communications block
indicates the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
3433 The specified table was not loaded by the task.

DEQUEUE (COBOL)
The DEQUEUE statement releases resources that were acquired by the issuing task with an ENQUEUE request.
Acquired resources that are not released explicitly with a DEQUEUE request are released automatically at task
termination.

Syntax

►►─── DEQUEUE ─┬─ ALL ────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ───────►◄

               │ ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

               └─▼─ NAME resource-id LENGTH resource-id-length ─┴─┘

Parameters

• ALL
Releases all resources that were acquired by the issuing task by means of ENQUEUE requests.

• NAME  resource-id
Specifies a resource to dequeue. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the resource ID. If
you specify multiple resources, separate them with at least one blank.

• LENGTH  resource-id-length
Specifies the length of the resource. Specify the symbolic name of a PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC (fullword) field that
contains the length of the resource ID, or the length itself expressed as a numeric constant.

Example

The following statement releases all resources that were enqueued by the issuing task:

DEQUEUE PAYROLL-LOCK

    LENGTH 16.

Status Codes

After completion of the DEQUEUE function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS-DC communications block indicates
the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
3913 At least one resource ID cannot be found. All resources that were

located have been dequeued.
3931 The parameter list is invalid.
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DISCONNECT (COBOL)
The DISCONNECT statement cancels the current membership of a record occurrence in a set occurrence. The named
record must be defined as an optional member of the named set.

Native VSAM users: The DISCONNECT statement is not valid because all sets in native VSAM data sets must be
defined as mandatory automatic.

Before the DISCONNECT statement executes, the following conditions must be satisfied:

• All areas that are affected explicitly or implicitly by the DISCONNECT statement must be readied with one of the three
update usage modes. (See READY (COBOL).)

• The named record must be established as current of its record type.
• The named record must currently participate as a member in an occurrence of the named set.

Following successful execution of the DISCONNECT statement, the named record can no longer be accessed through the
set for which membership was cancelled. The disconnected record can still be accessed by a complete scan of the area in
which it participates, or directly through its database key. A disconnected record can also be accessed through any other
sets in which it participates as a member, or when it has a location mode of CALC.

Currency: A successfully executed DISCONNECT statement nullifies currency in the specified set. However, the next,
prior, and owner of set are maintained, enabling continued access within the set. The disconnected record is current of run
unit, its record type, its area, and any other sets in which it participates.

Syntax

►►─── DISCONNECT record-name FROM set-name . ─────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• DISCONNECT  record-name
Specifies the record to disconnect. This record must be included in the subschema, and it must be defined as an
optional member of the specified set.

• FROM  set-name
Specifies the set from which to disconnect the record. The set must be included in the subschema.

Example

The following figure illustrates how to disconnect an EMPLOYEE record from an occurrence of the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE
set.

To disconnect EMPLOYEE 4 from the OFFICE 1 of the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set, follow these steps:

1. Enter the database on OFFICE.
2. Establish EMPLOYEE 4 as current of the EMPLOYEE record type
3. Disconnect EMPLOYEE 4 from the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set.
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Status Codes

After completion of the DISCONNECT function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS communications block indicates
the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
1106 Currency has not been established for the named record.
1108 The named record is not in the subschema. The program has

probably invoked the wrong subschema.
1109 The are for the named record has not been readied in one of the

update usage modes.
1110 The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits use

of the DISCONNECT statement.
1115 The DISCONNECT statement cannot be executed because the

named record has been defined as a mandatory member of the
set.
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1121 An area other than the area that contains the named record has
been readied with an incorrect usage mode.

1122 The named record is not currently a member of the specified set.

END LINE TERMINAL SESSION (COBOL)
The END LINE TERMINAL SESSION statement terminates the current line I/O session. All output data lines that remain
in the current buffer and all pages that are queued for asynchronous I/O operations are deleted.

Syntax

►►─── END LINE TERMINAL SESSION . ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Example

The following statement terminates a line mode I/O session:

END LINE TERMINAL SESSION.

Status Codes

No status codes are associated with the END LINE TERMINAL SESSION command.

END TRANSACTION STATISTICS (COBOL)
The END TRANSACTION STATISTICS statement defines the end of a transaction. The transaction typically ends when
the issuing task terminates. Optionally, END TRANSACTION STATISTICS can write the transaction statistics block (TSB)
to the DC system log file and return the TSB to a preallocated location in variable storage. You can define the TSB length.

Syntax

►►─── END TRANSACTION STATISTICS ─────┬───────────┬────────────────────────────►

                                      ├─ WRITE ◄ ─┤  

                                      └─ NOWRITE ─┘

 ►───┬──────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

     └─ INTO return-stat-data-location ─┘

 ►───┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────;──►◄

     └─ LENGTH ─┬─ 388 ◄───────────┬───┘ 

                └─ len-return-TSB ─┘

Parameters

• WRITE|NOWRITE
Specifies whether to write the TSB to the DC system log file when the task terminates.
Default: WRITE

• INTO  return-stat-data-location
Specifies the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION data area into which to return the TSB. Specify
a fullword-aligned 388-byte field. (You can customize the length by using the LENGTH parameter.)

• LENGTH  len-return-TSB
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Specifies the length of the returned TSB. Specify either the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the
length of the TSB, or the length expressed as a numeric constant. To retrieve all statistics, including the DC extended
statistics section that records CPU times in the Time of Day (TOD) format, specify LENGTH as 560.
Limits: Integer of 388 or greater
Default: If you do not specify len-return-TSB, the first 388 bytes of the TSB are returned.

Example

The following statement ends a transaction, writes statistics to the log file, and returns a copy of the TSB to the
STATISTICS-BLOCK field:

END TRANSACTION STATISTICS

  WRITE

  INTO STATISTICS-BLOCK.

Status Codes

After completion of the END TRANSACTION STATISTICS function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS-DC
communications block indicates the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
3801 Storage for the transaction statistics block is not available; to wait

would cause a deadlock.
3813 No transaction statistics block exists. A BIND TRANSACTION

STATISTICS request has not been issued.
3831 The parameter list is invalid or no logical terminal element (LTE) is

associated with the issuing task.
3850 The collection of transaction statistics or task statistics has not

been enabled during system generation.

ENDPAGE (COBOL)
The ENDPAGE statement terminates a map paging session, clears the scratch record for the session, and clears the map
paging options for the completed session. A STARTPAGE (COBOL)/ENDPAGE pair encloses the commands that handle
a pageable map at runtime.

Syntax

►►─── ENDPAGE session . ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Example

The following statement ends a map paging session:

ENDPAGE session.
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Status Codes

After completion of the ENDPAGE function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS-DC communications block indicates
the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.

ENQUEUE (COBOL)
The ENQUEUE statement acquires or tests resource availability. Resources are defined during installation and system
generation. Resources typically include storage areas, common routines, queues, and processor time.

An enqueued resource can be exclusive or shared:

• Exclusive resources are owned exclusively by the issuing task and are not available to any other tasks. IDMS prohibits
other tasks from obtaining resources that have been enqueued exclusively.

NOTE
An exclusive ENQUEUE request prohibits another task from enqueuing a resource by name. However, an
exclusive enqueue does not prohibit the use of the resource by another task. For true resource protection,
enqueue and dequeue resources consistently.

• Shared resources are available to all tasks. IDMS allows other tasks to issue nonexclusive ENQUEUE requests for the
resources, permitting the resources to be shared.

Syntax

►►─── ENQUEUE ─┬──────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

               ├─ WAIT ◄ ─┤

               ├─ NOWAIT ─┤

               └─ TEST ───┘

  ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─ NAME resource-id LENGTH resource-length ─┬───────────────┬┴─ . ────────►◄

                                               ├─ EXCLUSIVE ◄ ─┤

                                               └─ SHARED ──────┘

Parameters

• WAIT
Waits for all resources to be freed, if the request cannot be serviced immediately. This value is the default.

• NOWAIT
Does not wait to acquire resources that are currently unavailable. If NOWAIT is specified, the program should check
the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS-DC communications block to determine whether the function has completed. If
the ERROR-STATUS value is 3901, a resource could not be obtained immediately, the request has not been serviced,
and the program should perform alternative processing before reissuing the NOWAIT request.

• TEST
Tests the availability of the specified resources. If TEST is specified, the program should check the ERROR-STATUS
field in the IDMS-DC communications block to determine the outcome of the test.

• NAME  resource-id
Specifies the resource ID. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the resource name. The
resource name is a 1- to 256-byte character string that identifies the resource. Any character string can be defined as
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long as all programs that access the resource use the same name, and as long as the name is unique relative to all
other resource names within the CV. If you specify multiple resources, separate them with at least one blank.

• LENGTH  resource-id-length
Specifies the resource length. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the length of the
resource ID, or the length itself expressed as a numeric constant.

• EXCLUSIVE
Assigns the exclusive attribute to the named resource. This value is the default.

• SHARED
Assigns the shared attribute to the named resource.

Examples

The examples below illustrate the use of the ENQUEUE statement:

• Example 1
The following statement enqueues the CODE-VALUE and PAYROLL-LOCK resources. CODE-VALUE is reserved for
exclusive use by the issuing task. PAYROLL-LOCK can be shared.

ENQUEUE

  WAIT

  NAME CODE-VALUE LENGTH 10

  NAME PAYROLL-LOCK LENGTH 16 SHARED.

• Example 2
The following statement tests the availability of the resource that is identified in the RESOURCE-NAME field:

ENQUEUE

  TEST

  NAME RESOURCE-NAME LENGTH RESOURCE-LENGTH.

Status Codes

After completion of an ENQUEUE function to acquire resources, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS DC
communications block indicates the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
3901 At least one requested resource cannot be enqueued

immediately; to wait would cause a deadlock. No new resources
have been acquired.

3908 At least one requested exclusive resource is currently owned by
another task. No new resources have been acquired.

3931 The parameter list is invalid.

After completion of an ENQUEUE function to test resources, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS DC communications
block indicates the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 All requested resources are available.
3908 At least one tested resource is already owned by another task.
3909 At least one tested resource is not yet owned by another task and

is available to the issuing task.
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3931 The parameter list is invalid.

ERASE (COBOL)
The ERASE statement performs the following functions:

• Disconnects the specified record from all set occurrences in which it participates as a member and logically or
physically deletes the record from the database

• Optionally erases all records that are mandatory members of set occurrences owned by the specified record
• Optionally disconnects or erases all records that are optional members of set occurrences owned by the specified

record

ERASE is a two-step procedure that cancels the existing membership of the named record in specific set occurrences
and then releases for reuse the space that was occupied by the named record and its database key. Erased records are
unavailable for further processing by any DML statement.

Before the ERASE statement executes, the following conditions must be satisfied:

• All areas that are affected implicitly or explicitly must be readied in one of the update usage modes. (See READY
(COBOL).)

• All sets in which the specified record participates as owner either directly or indirectly (for example, as owner of a
set with a member that is owner of another set) and all member record types in those sets must be included in the
subschema in use.

• The specified record must be established as current of run unit.

Currency: Following successful execution of an ERASE statement, currency is nullified for all record types that are
involved in the erase both explicitly and implicitly. Run unit and area currency remain unchanged. The next, prior, and
owner currencies are preserved for sets from which the last record occurrence was erased. These currencies enable you
to retrieve the next or prior records within the area or the next, prior, or owner records within the set in which the erased
record participated. An attempt to retrieve erased records results in a non-zero status condition.

Syntax

►►─── ERASE record-name ─┬───────────────────────┬─── . ──────────────────────►◄

                         ├─ PERMANENT MEMBERS ───┤

                         ├─ SELECTIVE MEMBERS ───┤

                         └─ ALL MEMBERS ─────────┘

Parameters

• ERASE record-name
Erases the specified record. The record must be included in the subschema. The current of record-name must be
current of run unit.
Unless PERMANENT, SELECTIVE, or ALL qualification follows, a non-zero status condition results when the named
record is the owner of any nonempty set occurrences.
Native VSAM users: ERASE record-name is the only form of the ERASE statement that is valid for records in a native
VSAM KSDS or RRDS. The ERASE statement is not valid for a native VSAM ESDS.

• PERMANENT MEMBERS
Erases the specified record and all mandatory member record occurrences that are owned by the specified record.
Optional member records are disconnected. If any of the erased mandatory members are themselves the owner of
any set occurrences, the ERASE statement is executed on those records as if they were directly the object record of
an ERASE PERMANENT statement. (That is, all mandatory members of such sets are also erased.) This process
continues until all direct and indirect members have been processed.

• SELECTIVE MEMBERS
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Erases the specified record and all mandatory member record occurrences that are owned by the specified record.
Optional member records are erased if they do not currently participate as members in other set occurrences. All
erased member records that are themselves the owners of any set occurrences are treated as if they were the object
of an ERASE SELECTIVE statement.

• ALL MEMBERS
Erases the specified record and all mandatory and optional member record occurrences that are owned by the
specified record. All erased member records that are themselves the owners of any set occurrences are treated as if
they were the object record of an ERASE ALL statement.

Example

The following figure illustrates the use of the three ERASE statement parameters.

The outcome of the ERASE statement varies based on the specified qualifier (PERMANENT, SELECTIVE, or ALL).
Although all three qualifiers cause all mandatory members that are owned by the specified record to be erased, they differ
in their effect on optional members.

Because the sample employee database provides no appropriate examples of these parameters, this figure and the one
after it use a sample high school database instead.
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The following figure shows the effect each parameter has on currency.
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Status Codes

After completion of the ERASE function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS communications block indicates the
outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
0203 Invalid currency for the named record to ERASE. This outcome

occurs only when a run unit is sharing a transaction with other
database sessions. The 03 minor status is returned when the
run unit tries to erase a record using a currency that has been
invalidated because of changes made by another database
session that is sharing the same transaction.

0208 The object record is not in the specified subschema.
0209 The are of the named record has not been readied in one of the

three update usage modes.
0210 The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits

use of the ERASE statement. For SPF users, this code can also
indicate the use of an invalid form of the ERASE statement.

0213 A current record of run unit has not been established or has been
nullified by a previous ERASE statement.

0217 A database key has been encountered that contains a long-term
permanent lock.

0220 The current record of run unit is not the same record type as the
named record.

0221 An area other than the area of the specified record has been
readied with an incorrect usage mode.
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0225 Currency has not been established.
0226 A broken chain has been encountered in the process of executing

an ERASE ALL, PERMANENT, or SELECTIVE.
0230 An attempt has been made to erase the owner record of a

nonempty set.
0233 Erasure of the record occurrence is not allowed in this

subschema, or all sets in which the record participates have not
been included in the subschema.

0260 A record occurrence has been encountered whose type is
inconsistent with the set named in the ERROR-SET field of the
IDMS communications block. Probable causes include a broken
chain and improper database description.

0261 The record cannot be erased because of broken chains in the
database.

ERASE (LRF) (COBOL)
The ERASE statement deletes a logical-record occurrence. The ERASE statement does not necessarily result in the
deletion of all or any of the database records that are used to create the specified logical record. The path that is selected
to service an ERASE logical-record request performs whatever database access operations the DBA has specified to
service the request. For example, if a DEPARTMENT loses an employee, the EMP-JOB-LR logical record that contains
information about that employee would be erased. However, only the information about the former employee would be
erased from the database, not all the information about the department. That is, EMPLOYEE information would be erased,
but not DEPARTMENT, JOB, or OFFICE information.

LRF uses field values that are present in the variable-storage location reserved for the logical record to update the
database. You can specify an alternative storage location from which LRF is to take field values to make the appropriate
updates to the database.

Syntax

►►─── ERASE logical-record-name ──────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ FROM alt-logical-record-location ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ WHERE boolean-expression ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ──────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ON path-status imperative-statement ─┘

Parameters

• ERASE logical-record-name
Erases the specified logical record. The logical record must be defined in the subschema. Unless you specify FROM,
LRF uses the field values that are present in the variable-storage location reserved for the logical record to make any
necessary updates to the database.

• FROM alt-logical-record-location
Names an alternative variable-storage location from which LRF is to obtain field values to perform the appropriate
database updates. When you erase a logical record that has previously been retrieved into an alternative storage
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location, use the FROM clause to name the same location that was specified in the OBTAIN request. The alternate
record location must be defined in the WORKING-STORAGE/LINKAGE SECTION.

• WHERE boolean-expression
Specifies the selection criteria to apply to the logical record. For details on coding this clause, see Logical-Record
Clauses (COBOL).

• ON path-status imperative-statement
Specifies the action to take when path-status is returned to the LR-STATUS field in the LRC block. For details on
coding this clause, see Logical-Record Clauses (COBOL).

Example

The following example erases all occurrences of the EMP-INSURANCE-LR logical record for a former employee. The
DBA-designated path status ALL-ERASED indicates that all occurrences of the EMP-INSURANCE-LR logical record have
been erased.

ERASE EMP-INSURANCE-LR WHERE EMP-ID-0415 EQ '0316'

 ON ALL-ERASED PERFORM EMP-INS-DELETION-RPT.

As defined by the DBA, the ERASE EMP-INSURANCE-LR path group logically deletes all of the specified EMP-
INSURANCE-LR occurrences but physically deletes only the COVERAGE records, as illustrated by the following figure:

 

FIND/OBTAIN (COBOL)
The FIND statement locates a record occurrence in the database. The OBTAIN statement locates a record and moves its
associated data to the record buffers. Because the FIND and OBTAIN command statements have identical formats, they
are discussed together. The FIND/OBTAIN statement has six formats:
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• FIND/OBTAIN CALC accesses a record occurrence by using its CALC key value.
• FIND/OBTAIN CURRENT (COBOL) accesses a record occurrence by using established currencies.
• FIND/OBTAIN DB-KEY (COBOL) accesses a record occurrence by using its database key.
• FIND/OBTAIN OWNER (COBOL) accesses the owner record of a set occurrence.
• FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET/AREA (COBOL) accesses a record occurrence based on its logical location within a set or

on its physical location within an area.
• FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET USING SORT KEY (COBOL) accesses a record occurrence in a sorted set by using its

sort key value.

You can place locks on located record occurrences by using the KEEP clause of a FIND/OBTAIN statement. The KEEP
clause sets a shared or exclusive lock:

• KEEP places a shared lock on the located record occurrence. Other concurrently executing run units can access the
record but cannot update it.

• KEEP EXCLUSIVE places an exclusive lock on the located record occurrence. Other concurrently executing run units
cannot access or update the record.

NOTE
For more information about record locks, see KEEP CURRENT (COBOL).

FIND/OBTAIN CALC/DUPLICATE (COBOL)
The FIND/OBTAIN CALC/DUPLICATE statement locates a record based on the value of a CALC key in the record. The
specified record must be stored in the database with a location mode of CALC. Before you issue the FIND/OBTAIN CALC/
DUPLICATE statement, initialize a field in program variable storage with the CALC key value.

If a FIND/OBTAIN CALC statement has previously accessed an occurrence of the same record type, you can use the
DUPLICATE option to access duplicate records with the same CALC key value as the record that is current of record type.

Currency: Following successful execution of a FIND/OBTAIN CALC/DUPLICATE statement, the accessed record
becomes the current record of run unit, its record type, its area, and all sets in which it currently participates as member or
owner.

Syntax

►►─┬─ FIND ───┬─┬────────────────────────┬─┬─┬─ CALC ─┬──┬── record-name . ───►◄

   └─ OBTAIN ─┘ └─ KEEP ─┬─────────────┬─┘ │ └─ ANY ──┘  │

                         └─ EXCLUSIVE ─┘   └─ DUPLICATE ─┘

Parameters

• KEEP
Places a shared lock on the accessed record.

• EXCLUSIVE
Places an exclusive lock on the accessed record.

• CALC|ANY
Locates the first or only occurrence of the specified record type whose CALC key matches the CALC data item in
program variable storage.
CALC and ANY are synonyms and can be used interchangeably.

• DUPLICATE
Locates the next record with the same CALC key value as the current of the specified record type. The DUPLICATE
option requires prior selection of an occurrence of the same record type with the CALC option. If the value of the
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CALC key in variable storage is not equal to the CALC key field of the current of record type, a status code of 0332 is
returned.

• record-name 
Specifies the record type to locate.

Example

To retrieve an occurrence of the EMPLOYEE record by using the FIND/OBTAIN CALC/DUPLICATE statement, you must
first initialize the variable-storage field that contains the CALC control element. The following statements initialize the
CALC field EMP-ID-0415 and retrieve an occurrence of the EMPLOYEE record:

MOVE EMP-ID-IN TO EMP-ID-0415.

OBTAIN CALC EMPLOYEE.

Status Codes

After completion of the FIND/OBTAIN CALC/DUPLICATE function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS
communications block indicates the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
0301 The area in which the named record participates has not been

readied.
0306 A successful FIND/OBTAIN CALC has not yet been executed.

This code applies only to the DUPLICATE option.
0308 The named record is not in the subschema. The program probably

invoked the wrong subschema.
0310 The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits

retrieval of the named record.
0318 The record has not been bound.
0326 The record cannot be found or no duplicates exist for the named

record.
0331 The retrieval statement format conflicts with the location mode of

the record.
0332 The value of the CALC data item in program variable storage does

not equal the value of the CALC data item in the current record.
This code applies only to the DUPLICATE option.

0364 The CALC control element has not been described correctly in the
program or in the subschema.

0370 A database file will not open properly.

If the FIND/OBTAIN statement includes an explicit KEEP, a major code of 03 is returned when an error occurs during
FIND processing. A major code of 06 is returned when the error occurs during KEEP processing.

FIND/OBTAIN CURRENT (COBOL)
The FIND/OBTAIN CURRENT statement locates the record that is current of its record type, set, or area. This statement
efficiently establishes the appropriate record as current of run unit before executing a DML statement that uses run-unit
currency (for example, ACCEPT, IF, GET, MODIFY, ERASE).
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Currency: Following successful execution of a FIND/OBTAIN CURRENT statement, the accessed record is current of run
unit, its record type, its area, and all sets in which it currently participates as member or owner.

Syntax

►►─┬─ FIND ───┬┬───────────────────────┬─ CURRENT ─┬────────────────────┬─ . ─►◄

   └─ OBTAIN ─┘└─ KEEP ─┬─────────────┬┘           ├─ record-name ──────┤

                        └─ EXCLUSIVE ─┘            ├─ WITHIN set-name ──┤

                                                   └─ WITHIN area-name ─┘

Parameters

• KEEP
Places a shared lock on the accessed record.

• EXCLUSIVE
Places an exclusive lock on the accessed record.

• CURRENT
Locates the current record occurrence of a specified record type, set, or area.

• record-name
Accesses the current record of the specified record type.

• WITHIN set-name
Accesses the current record of the specified set.

• WITHIN area-name
Accesses the current record of the specified area.

Example

The following figure uses the FIND/OBTAIN CURRENT statement to establish the proper record as current of run unit
before the record is modified.

Enter the database on DEPARTMENT 5100 by using CALC retrieval. Then examine EMPLOYEE 466 by using within set
retrieval and obtain further information from its owner OFFICE record (OFFICE 8). OFFICE 8 becomes current of run unit.
Before modifying EMPLOYEE 466, you must issue the FIND CURRENT statement to reestablish EMPLOYEE 466 as
current of run unit.

For a complete description of the MODIFY statement and its use, see MODIFY (COBOL).
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Status Codes

After completion of the FIND/OBTAIN CURRENT function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS communications block
indicates the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
0301 The area in which the named record participates has not been

readied.
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0303 Invalid currency for a record to be retrieved on a FIND. This
code only occurs when a run unit is sharing a transaction with
other database sessions. The 03 minor status is returned when
the run unit tries to find a record using a currency that has been
invalidated because of changes that were made by another
database session that shares the same transaction.

0306 Currency has not been established for the named record, set, or
area.

0308 The named record or set is not in the subschema. The program
has probably invoked the wrong subschema.

0310 The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits
retrieval of the named record.

0313 A current record of run unit either has not been established or has
been nullified by a previous ERASE statement.

0323 The specified area name has not been included in the subschema
invoked.

If the FIND/OBTAIN statement includes an explicit KEEP, major code 03 is returned when an error occurs during FIND
processing. Major code 06 is returned when the error occurs during KEEP processing.

FIND/OBTAIN DB-KEY (COBOL)
The FIND/OBTAIN DB-KEY statement locates a record occurrence directly by using a database key that the program
previously stored. The DML ACCEPT (COBOL) statement or the COBOL MOVE statement can be used to save a
database key. Any record in the program subschema can be accessed directly in this manner, regardless of its location
mode.

Native VSAM users: This statement is not valid for accessing data records in a native VSAM key-sequenced data set
(KSDS).

Currency: After successful execution of a FIND/OBTAIN DB-KEY statement, the accessed record becomes the current
record of run unit, its record type, its area, and all sets in which it currently participates as member or owner. In addition,
the RECORD-NAME field of the IDMS communications block is updated with the name of the accessed record. Currency
is not used to determine the specified record of the FIND/OBTAIN DB-KEY statement; the record is identified by its
database key and, optionally, by its record type.

Syntax

►►─┬─ FIND ───┬─┬────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ OBTAIN ─┘ └─ KEEP ─┬─────────────┬─┘

                         └─ EXCLUSIVE ─┘

 ►─┬─ DB-KEY is db-key ─┬───────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────►◄

   │                    └─ PAGE-INFO page-info ─┘ │

   └─┬────────────┬─ DB-KEY is db-key ────────────┘

     └─ rec-name ─┘

Parameters

• KEEP
Places a shared lock on the accessed record.

• EXCLUSIVE
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Places an exclusive lock on the accessed record.
• DB-KEY is   db-key

Locates a record directly by using a database key value that is contained in program variable storage. Specify a field
that identifies the location within program variable storage that contains a previously saved database key. If a record
name has been specified, db-key must contain the database key of an occurrence of the named record type. If a
record name has not been specified, db-key can contain the database key of an occurrence of any record type in the
subschema.

• PAGE-INFO  page-info
Specifies the location in variable storage that contains the page information previously saved by the program. This
page information is used to determine the area with which the database key is associated. Specify a 4-byte field, which
can be defined either as a group field or as a fullword field (PIC S9(8) COMP). If this value is not specified, the page
information that is associated with the record that is current of run unit is used. 

NOTE

Page information is used only when the subschema includes areas with mixed page groups; otherwise, it is
ignored.

Page information can also be returned by using an ACCEPT PAGE-INFO statement.
• rec-name

Specifies the record type of the requested record. The record must be included in the subschema.

Example

The following statement locates the occurrence of the HOSPITAL-CLAIM record whose database key matches the value
of a field in program variable storage called SAVED-KEY:

FIND HOSPITAL-CLAIM DB-KEY IS SAVED-KEY.

The located record becomes current of run unit, current of the HOSPITAL-CLAIM record type, current of the INS-DEMO-
REGION area, and current of the COVERAGE-CLAIMS set.

Status Codes

After completion of the FIND/OBTAIN DB-KEY function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS communications block
indicates the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
0301 The area in which the named record participates has not been

readied.
0302 The database key is inconsistent with the area in which the record

is stored. The database key has not been initialized properly or the
record name is incorrect.

0303 Invalid currency for a record to be retrieved on a FIND. This
code occurs only when a run unit is sharing a transaction with
other database sessions. The 03 minor status is returned when
the run unit tries to find a record using a currency that has been
invalidated because of changes that were made by another
database session that is sharing the same transaction.

0308 The named record is not in the subschema. The program has
probably invoked the wrong subschema.
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0310 The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits
retrieval of the named record.

0326 The record cannot be found. The record occurrence is not the
correct type.

0370 A database file will not open properly.
0371 The requested page cannot be found in the DMCL.

If the FIND/OBTAIN statement includes an explicit KEEP, major code 03 is returned when an error occurs during FIND
processing. Major code 06 is returned when the error occurs during KEEP processing.

FIND/OBTAIN OWNER (COBOL)
The FIND/OBTAIN OWNER statement locates the owner record of the current occurrence of a set. This statement can
retrieve the owner record of any set regardless of whether that set has been assigned owner pointers.

Native VSAM users: The FIND/OBTAIN OWNER statement is not valid because owner records are not defined in native
VSAM data sets.

Currency: To execute a FIND/OBTAIN OWNER statement, currency must be established for the specified set.

NOTE

When a record that is declared as an optional or manual member of a set is retrieved, it is not established as
current of set if it is not currently connected to the specified set. A subsequent attempt to retrieve the owner
record locates the owner of the current record of set instead. In such cases, determine whether the retrieved
record is actually a member in the specified set before executing the FIND/OBTAIN OWNER statement. The IF
MEMBER statement can be used for this purpose.

Following successful execution of a FIND/OBTAIN OWNER statement, the accessed record becomes the current record
of run unit, its record type, its area, and all sets in which it currently participates as member or owner. If the current record
of set is the owner record when the statement is executed, currency within the specified set remains unchanged.

Syntax

►►─┬─ FIND ───┬─┬────────────────────────┬─ OWNER WITHIN set-name . ──────────►◄

   └─ OBTAIN ─┘ └─ KEEP ─┬─────────────┬─┘

                         └─ EXCLUSIVE ─┘

Parameters

• KEEP
Places a shared lock on the accessed record.

• EXCLUSIVE
Places an exclusive lock on the accessed record.

• OWNER
Locates the owner record of the specified set.

• WITHIN  set-name
Specifies a set that is included in the subschema.

Example

The following figure illustrates the use of the FIND/OBTAIN OWNER statement.
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Status Codes

After completion of the FIND/OBTAIN OWNER function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS communications block
indicates the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
0301 The area in which the object record participates has not been

readied.
0303 Invalid currency for a record to be retrieved on a FIND. This

code occurs only when a run unit shares a transaction with other
database sessions. The 03 minor status is returned when the
run unit tries to find a record using a currency that has been
invalidated because of changes that were made by another
database session that is sharing the same transaction.

0306 Currency has not been established for the record, set, or area.
0308 The named set is not in the subschema. The program has

probably invoked the wrong subschema.
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0310 The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits
retrieval of the object record.

0360 A record occurrence has been encountered whose record
type is not a member or owner of the set as it is defined in the
subschema.

0370 A database file will not open properly.

If the FIND/OBTAIN statement includes an explicit KEEP, major code 03 is returned when an error occurs during FIND
processing. Major code 06 is returned when the error occurs during KEEP processing.

FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET/AREA (COBOL)
The FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET/AREA statement locates records logically, based on set relationships, or physically,
based on database location. This statement lets you access each record in a set or area serially, or select specific
occurrences of a given record type within the set or area.

The following rules apply to the selection of member records within a set:

• The set occurrence that is used as the basis for the operation is determined by the current record of the specified set.
Set currency must be established before accessing records within a set.

• The next or prior record within a set is the subsequent or previous record relative to the current record of the named
set in the logical order of the set. The prior record in a set can be retrieved only when the set has been assigned prior
pointers.

• The first or last record within a set is the first or last member occurrence in terms of the logical order of the set. The
selected record is the same one that would be selected if the current of set were the owner record and the next or prior
record had been requested. The last record in a set can be retrieved only when the set has prior pointers.

• The nth occurrence of a record within a set can be retrieved by specifying a sequence number that identifies the
position of the record in the set. The DBMS begins its search with the owner of the current of set for the specified set
and continues until it locates the nth record or encounters an end-of-set condition. If the specified sequence number
is negative, the search proceeds in the prior direction within the set. A negative sequence number can be used only
when the set has prior pointers; a sequence number of 0 produces a status code of 0304.

• When an end-of-set condition occurs, the owner record occurrence of the set becomes the current record of run unit,
current of its record type, current of its area, and current record of only the set involved in this operation. Currency of
other sets in which the specified record participates as owner or member remains unaffected.

NOTE
If OBTAIN has been specified, the contents of the owner record are not moved to program variable storage.
That is, OBTAIN under these circumstances is treated as a FIND.

Native VSAM users: When an end-of-set condition occurs, all currencies remain unchanged.

The following rules apply to the selection of records within an area:

• The first record occurrence within an area is the one with the lowest database key. The last record is the one with the
highest database key.

• The next record within an area is the one with the next higher database key relative to the current record of the named
area. The prior record is the one with the next lower database key relative to the current of area.

• The first or last or nth record in an area must be retrieved to establish the correct starting position before next or prior
records are requested.

Currency: Following successful execution of a FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET/AREA statement, the accessed record
becomes the current record of run unit, its record type, its area, and all sets in which it currently participates as member or
owner.
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Syntax

►►─┬─ FIND ───┬─┬────────────────────────┬─┬─ NEXT ───┬───────────────────────►

   └─ OBTAIN ─┘ └─ KEEP ─┬─────────────┬─┘ ├─ PRIOR ──┤

                         └─ EXCLUSIVE ─┘   ├─ FIRST ──┤

                                           ├─ LAST ───┤

                                           └─ number ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────┬─ WITHIN ─┬─ set-name ──┬─ . ─────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ record-name ─┘          └─ area-name ─┘

Parameters

• KEEP
Places a shared lock on the accessed record.

• EXCLUSIVE
Places an exclusive lock on the accessed record.

• NEXT
Accesses the next record in the specified set or area relative to the current record.

• PRIOR
Accesses the prior record in the specified set or area relative to the current record. The specified set must have prior
pointers.

• FIRST
Accesses the first record in the specified set or area.

• LAST
Accesses the last record in the specified set or area. The specified set must have prior pointers.

• number
Accesses the indicated record number in the specified set or area. Number must be a nonzero number or the symbolic
name of a numeric field that contains a nonzero value. If the number is negative, the specified set must have prior
pointers.

• record-name
Specifies which occurrences of the named record type to access within a set or area. Record-name must be defined as
a member of the specified set or contained within the specified area.

• WITHIN
Locates a record based on its location within a set or area.
– set-name

Specifies the set to search. The set must be included in the subschema.
– area-name

Specifies the area to search. The area must be included in the subschema.

Native VSAM users: FIRST, LAST, and sequence options are not valid for a native VSAM KSDS with spanned records.

Examples

Retrieval of Records in an Occurrence of the DEPT-EMPLOYEE Set

The following figure illustrates the retrieval of records within an occurrence of the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set.

The FIND CALC statement establishes currency in the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set. Member EMPLOYEE records are then
retrieved by a series of OBTAIN WITHIN SET statements. EMPLOYEE 106 is the last record in the set. The next OBTAIN
statement returns an end-of-set condition, positioning run unit currency at the owner of the set, DEPARTMENT 2000.
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Retrieving Records in Area Containing Multiple Record Types

The following figure illustrates special considerations when retrieving records within an area that contains multiple record
types.

In this example, a sweep of the EMP-DEMO-REGION is performed, retrieving sequentially each EMPLOYEE record and
all records in the associated EMPLOYEE-EXPERTISE set. The first command retrieves EMPLOYEE 119. Subsequent
OBTAIN WITHIN SET statements retrieve the associated EXPERTISE records and establish currency on EXPERTISE 03.
The FIND CURRENT statement reestablishes the proper position before retrieving EMPLOYEE 48. If FIND CURRENT
EMPLOYEE is not specified, an attempt to retrieve the next EMPLOYEE record in the area would return EMPLOYEE 23.
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Status Codes

After completion of the FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET/AREA function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS
communications block indicates the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
0301 The area in which the named record participates has not been

readied.
0303 Invalid currency for a record to be retrieved on a FIND. This

code occurs only when a run unit shares a transaction with other
database sessions. The 03 minor status is returned when the
run unit tries to find a record using a currency that has been
invalidated because of changes that were made by another
database session that is sharing the same transaction.

0306 A successful FIND/OBTAIN CALC has not yet been executed.
This code applies only to the DUPLICATE option.

0307 The end of the set or area has been reached, or the set is empty.
0308 The named record is not in the subschema. The program probably

invoked the wrong subschema.
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0310 The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits
retrieval of the named record.

0318 The record has not been bound.
0326 The record or SPF index entry cannot be found, or no duplicates

exist for the named record.
0331 The retrieval statement format conflicts with the location mode of

the record.
0332 The value of the CALC data item in program variable storage does

not equal the value of the CALC data item in current record. This
code applies only to the DUPLICATE option only.

0364 The CALC control element has not been described correctly in the
program or in the subschema.

0370 A database file will not open properly.

If the FIND/OBTAIN statement includes an explicit KEEP, major code 03 is returned when an error occurs during FIND
processing. Major code 06 is returned when the error occurs during KEEP processing.

FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET USING SORT KEY (COBOL)
The FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET USING SORT KEY statement locates a member record in a sorted set. Sorted sets are
ordered in ascending or descending sequence based on the value of a sort-control element in each member record. The
search begins with the current of set or the owner of the current of set and always proceeds through the set in the next
direction.

Before you issue this statement, initialize the sort control element in program variable storage. The selected record
occurrence will have a key value that is equal to the value of the sort control element. If more than one record occurrence
contains a sort key equal to the key value in variable storage, the first one is selected.

In a batch environment, sorted sets can be processed more efficiently by sorting the input transactions.

Currency: Following successful execution of a FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET USING SORT KEY statement, the accessed
record becomes current of run unit, its record type, its area, and all sets in which it currently participates as member or
owner. If a member record with the requested sort key value is not found, the current of set is nullified but the next of set
and prior of set are maintained. The next of set is the member record with the next higher sort key value (or next lower for
descending sets) than the requested value. The prior of set is the member record with the next lower value (or higher for
descending sets) than requested. Because these currencies are maintained, the program can walk the set to do a generic
search on the sort key value.

Syntax

►►─┬─ FIND ───┬─┬────────────────────────┬─ record-name WITHIN set-name ──────►

   └─ OBTAIN ─┘ └─ KEEP ─┬─────────────┬─┘

                         └─ EXCLUSIVE ─┘

 ►─┬───────────┬─ USING sort-key ── . ────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ CURRENT ─┘                  └─;─┘

Parameters

• KEEP
Places a shared lock on the accessed record.

• EXCLUSIVE
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Places an exclusive lock on the accessed record.
• record-name

Specifies the record type to locate.
• WITHIN  set-name

Specifies the set to search. The set must be included in the subschema.
Unless you specify CURRENT, the search begins with the owner of the specified set.

• CURRENT
Begins the search with the currencies that are already established for the specified set.
If the key value for the record that is current of set is higher than the key value of the requested record (assuming
ascending set order), a nonzero status condition results. In a descending set order, when the key value for the record
that is current of set is lower than the key value of the requested record, a nonzero status condition results.

• USING  sort-key
Specifies the sort control element to use in searching the sorted set. Specify the symbolic name of a field that
is defined in working storage and that contains the value of the sort control element. 

NOTE

• Due to the architecture of the client interface for IDMS, 256 bytes are moved regardless of the actual
length of the working storage sort key. Account for this additional storage to avoid potential program
exceptions that can occur. While these exceptions are rare, they are more probable when the sort key
is defined in a FILE or LINKAGE SECTION definition. To avoid this problem, define the sort key in the
WORKING STORAGE SECTION of the program, padded to a full 256 bytes; and moved in and out of the
FILE or LINKAGE SECTION fields.

• The value coded for sort-key can specify only a single field name. If the sort key has of multiple
elementary fields, the value that is coded should be a group-level name. The elementary fields that make
up the group element must be in the same sequence as the corresponding fields in the schema definition
for the database set. The data formats for the individual elementary fields must also match the formats of
the corresponding fields within the database record.

• A period or semicolon is required to terminate the statement unless an ON clause has been coded.
Here is an example of OBTAIN RECA WITHIN RECA-SET USING RECA-KEY. The sort key of the record
would be defined as follows in the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION:

01 RECA-KEY.

02 RECA-FIELD1 PIC X(10).

02 RECA-FIELD2 PIC X(10).

The definition should be changed to:

01 RECA-KEY.

02 RECA-FIELD1 PIC X(10).

02 RECA-FIELD2 PIC X(10).

02 FILLER PIC X(236).

Example

The following example illustrates the use of a FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET USING SORT KEY statement. Assume that the
SKILL-NAME-NDX set is ordered in ascending sequence based on the value stored in SKILL-NAME-0455 in each SKILL
record occurrence. The following statements retrieve a SKILL record with a skill name equal to PL/I:

MOVE 'PL/I' TO SKILL-NAME-0455.

FIND SKILL WITHIN SKILL-NAME-NDX

          USING SKILL-NAME-0455.
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Status Codes

After completion of the FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET USING SORT KEY function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS
communications block indicates the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
0301 The area in which the named record participates has not been

readied.
0303 Invalid currency for a record to be retrieved on a FIND. This

code occurs only when a run unit shares a transaction with other
database sessions. The 03 minor status is returned when the
run unit tries to find a record using a currency that has been
invalidated because of changes that were made by another
database session that is sharing the same transaction.

0306 Currency has not been established for the named set.
0308 The named record or set is not in the subschema or the named

record is not a member of the named set. The program has
probably invoked the wrong subschema.

0310 The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits
retrieval of the named record.

0326 The record cannot be found.
0331 The retrieval statement format conflicts with the location mode of

the record.
0360 A record occurrence has been encountered whose record

type is not a member or owner of the set as it is defined in the
subschema.

0370 A database file will not open properly.

If the FIND/OBTAIN statement includes an explicit KEEP, major code 03 is returned when an error occurs during FIND
processing. Major code 06 is returned when the error occurs during KEEP processing.

FINISH (COBOL)
The FINISH statement commits database changes that were made through an individual run unit or through all database
sessions that are associated with a task. A task-level finish also commits all changes that were made with scratch, queue,
and print activity.

If the FINISH applies to an individual run unit and the run unit is sharing its transaction with another database session, the
changes may not be committed when the FINISH statement is executed.

NOTE
For more information about the impact of transaction sharing, see Sharing Transactions Among Sessions.

Run units (and SQL sessions) that are impacted by the FINISH statement end, and their access to the
database terminates.

The FINISH statement is used in navigational environments and in logical record facility environments. The FINISH TASK
statement is also used in SQL programming environments.

Currency: Following the successful execution of a FINISH request, all currencies are set to null. The issuing program or
task cannot perform database access through an impacted run unit without executing another BIND/READY sequence.
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Syntax

►►─── FINISH ─┬────────┬─ . ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

              └─ TASK ─┘

Parameters

• TASK
Commits the changes and terminates the run units. All changes from scratch, queue, and print activity are committed.
All top-level run units that are associated with the current task are terminated. The impact on SQL sessions that are
associated with the task depends on whether those sessions are suspended and whether their transactions are eligible
to be shared.
More information:
For more information about the impact of a FINISH TASK statement on SQL sessions, see Effect of Teleprocessing
Statements and Events.
For more information about run units and the impact of FINISH TASK, see Sharing Transactions Among Sessions.

Example

The following statement commits changes that were made by the run unit through which it is issued and terminates that
run unit:

FINISH.

Status Codes

After completion of the FINISH function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS communications block indicates the
outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
5031 The specified request is invalid. The program may contain a logic

error.
5097 An error was encountered while processing a syncpoint request.

Look at the log for details.

FREE STORAGE (COBOL)
The FREE STORAGE statement releases all or part of a variable storage area. The storage must have been acquired
by a GET STORAGE request in the issuing task or by another task running on the same terminal as the issuing task. A
partial release is valid only for user storage; shared storage must be freed in its entirety.

Syntax

►►─── FREE STORAGE ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ STGID storage-id ────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ──►◄

   └─ FOR 01-level-storage-data-loc ─┬───────────────────────────────┬─┘

                                     └─ FROM start-free-storage-loc ─┘
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Parameters

• STGID  storage-id
Specifies the variable storage area to release. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the ID,
or the ID itself enclosed in quotation marks.

• FOR 01-level-storage-data-loc
Specifies the LINKAGE SECTION entry of the storage area.

• FROM  start-free-storage-loc
Specifies the starting point of the release. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the starting
point of the storage area. The storage is released from the specified location to the end of the storage area. 

Example

The following example releases the storage area that is identified by 09PA:

FREE STORAGE STGID '09PA'.

Status Codes

After completion of the FREE STORAGE function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS-DC communications block
indicates the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
3213 The requested storage ID cannot be found.
3232 The derived length of the variable storage area is zero or negative.
3234 The request cannot be serviced because the variable storage area

is not an 01-level entry in the LINKAGE SECTION.

GET (COBOL)
The GET statement transfers the contents of a specified record occurrence from the record buffer to program variable
storage. Elements in the specified record are moved to their respective locations in variable storage according to the
subschema view of the record. The transferred elements appear in storage at the location to which the record has been
bound. (For further details, see BIND RECORD (COBOL).)

Currency: The GET statement operates only on the record that is current of run unit. Following successful execution of a
GET statement, the accessed record is current of run unit, its record type, its area, and all sets in which it participates as
member or owner.

Syntax

►►─── GET ─┬───────────────┬─ . ──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

           └─ record-name ─┘

Parameters

• GET record-name
Specifies that the current of run unit must be an occurrence of the named record type.
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Example

The following statement moves the record that is current of run unit (in this case, the OFFICE record) from the record
buffer into program variable storage:

GET OFFICE.

Status Codes

After completion of the GET function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS communications block indicates the
outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
0503 Invalid currency for a record to be retrieved on a GET. This code

occurs only when a run unit is sharing a transaction with other
database sessions. The 03 minor status is returned when the
run unit tries to get a record using a currency that has been
invalidated because of changes that were made by another
database session that is sharing the same transaction.

0506 Currency has not been established.
0508 The named record is not in the subschema. The program has

probably invoked the wrong subschema.
0510 The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits

retrieval of the named record.
0513 A current record of run unit has not been established or has been

nullified by a previous ERASE statement.
0518 The record has not been bound.
0520 The current record is not the same type as the named record.
0526 The requested record has been erased.
0555 An invalid length has been returned for a variable-length record.

GET QUEUE (COBOL)
The GET QUEUE statement retrieves a queue record and places it in a storage area that is associated with the issuing
program. If the queue record is larger than the designated storage area, the record is truncated. The retrieved record
is automatically deleted from the queue unless the GET QUEUE statement explicitly requests to keep the record in the
queue.

Syntax

►►─── GET QUEUE ─┬───────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────►

                 └─ ID queue-id ─┘ └─┬─ NEXT ◄ ────────────────────┬─┘

                                     ├─ FIRST ─────────────────────┤

                                     ├─ LAST ──────────────────────┤

                                     ├─ PRIOR ─────────────────────┤

                                     ├─ SEQUENCE number ───────────┤

                                     └─ RECORD ID queue-record-id ─┘

 ►─┬────────────┬─┬──────────┬─┬────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►
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   ├─ DELETE ◄ ─┤ ├─ LOCK ◄ ─┤ ├─ WAIT ─────┤

   └─ KEEP ─────┘ └─ NOLOCK ─┘ └─ NOWAIT ◄ ─┘

 ►─── INTO return-queue-data-location ─┬─ TO end-queue-data-location ───────┬─►

                                       └─ MAX LENGTH queue-data-max-length ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ──────────────────────►◄

   └─ RETURN LENGTH INTO queue-data-actual-length ─┘

Parameters

• ID  queue-id
Specifies the queue that is associated with the record to retrieve. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field
that contains the ID, or the ID itself enclosed in quotation marks. If the queue ID is not specified, a null ID of 16 blanks
is assumed.

• NEXT
Retrieves the next record in the queue. This value is the default. If currency has not been established, NEXT is
equivalent to FIRST.

• FIRST
Retrieves the first record in the queue.

• LAST
Retrieves the last record in the queue.

• PRIOR
Retrieves the prior record in the queue. If currency has not been established, PRIOR is equivalent to LAST.

• SEQUENCE  number
Retrieves the specified queue record. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the sequence
number of the record, or the sequence number itself expressed as a numeric constant.

• RECORD ID  queue-record-id 
Retrieves the specified record. Specify the symbolic name of the PIC S9(8) COMP (fullword) field containing the queue
record ID that the PUT QUEUE function returned.

• DELETE
Deletes the record from the queue. This value is the default. If DELETE is specified and the record has been truncated,
the truncated data is lost.

• KEEP
Keeps the record in the queue.

• LOCK|NOLOCK
These parameters have been nonfunctional since IDMS Release 12.0, and are included only for release compatibility.
Queue record locking is now performed as part of the standard database locking routines.

• WAIT
Suspends task execution until the requested queue exists.

• NOWAIT
Continues task execution when a queue is nonexistent. This value is the default.

• INTO  return-queue-data-location
Specifies the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION entry of the data area that is reserved for the
requested queue record. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field.

• TO  end-queue-data-location
Specifies the end of the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION entry that is reserved for the
requested queue record. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined dummy byte field or a field with a data item that
is not associated with the requested queue record.

• MAX LENGTH  queue-data-max-length
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Explicitly defines the length of the data area that is reserved for the requested queue record. Specify the symbolic
name of the user-defined field that contains the length of the queue records data, or the length itself expressed as a
numeric constant.

• RETURN LENGTH INTO  queue-data-actual-length
Specifies where to return the actual length of the retrieved queue record. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined
4-byte field. If the record has been truncated, the returned value is the actual length of the queue record before
truncation.

Example

The following example retrieves the first record in the RES-Q queue, returns it to the PEND-RES field, and keeps the
record in the queue:

GET QUEUE

  ID 'RES-Q'

  FIRST

  KEEP

  INTO PEND-RES MAX LENGTH 125.

Status Codes

After completion of the GET QUEUE function, the ERROR-STATUS field of the IDMS-DC communications block indicates
the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
4404 The requested queue header record cannot be found.
4405 The requested queue record cannot be found.
4407 A database error occurred during queue processing. A DBKEY

deadlock is a common cause. For a PUT QUEUE operation, this
code can also mean that the queue upper limit has been reached.
If a database error has occurred, the IDMS/DC/UCF log usually
includes other messages indicating a problem encountered
in RHDCRUAL, the internal Run Unit Manager. If a deadlock
has occurred, messages DC001000 and DC001002 are also
produced.

4419 The program storage area that was specified for return of the
queue record is too small. The returned record has been truncated
to fit the available space. In a DC-BATCH environment, the size of
the queue record may exceed the MAX LENGTH value specified
in the BIND TASK statement. This problem can also happen when
the record size that is specified in the GET QUEUE statement is
large enough for the queue record, but larger than the maximum
that is specified in the BIND TASK statement. The record size is
always truncated to the maximum length that is specified in the
BIND TASK statement.

4431 The parameter list is invalid. In DC-BATCH, this code signifies that
the specified record length has exceeded the maximum length
based on the packet size.

4432 The derived length of the queue record data area is negative.
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GET SCRATCH (COBOL)
The GET SCRATCH statement obtains a scratch record and places it in a storage area that is associated with the issuing
program. The storage area must be allocated to the requesting task already. No implicit GET STORAGE function is
performed during the GET SCRATCH operation. If the scratch record is larger than the designated storage area, the data
is truncated.

Syntax

►►─── GET SCRATCH ─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

                   └─ AREA ID scratch-area-id ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬─┬────────────┬───────────────────────────►

   ├─ NEXT ◄ ──────────────────────┤ ├─ DELETE ◄ ─┤

   ├─ FIRST ───────────────────────┤ └─ KEEP ─────┘

   ├─ LAST ────────────────────────┤

   ├─ PRIOR ───────────────────────┤

   ├─ CURRENT ─────────────────────┤

   └─ RECORD ID scratch-record-id ─┘

 ►─── INTO return-scratch-data-loc ─┬─ TO end-scratch-data-loc ────────────┬──►

                                    └─ MAX LENGTH scratch-data-max-length ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ────────────────────►◄

   └─ RETURN LENGTH into scratch-data-actual-length ─┘

Parameters

• AREA ID  scratch-area-id
Specifies the scratch area that is associated with the record to retrieve. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined
field that contains the scratch area ID, or the ID itself enclosed in quotation marks. If you do not specify an area ID, an
area ID of eight blanks is assumed.

• NEXT
Retrieves the next record in the scratch area. This value is the default.

• FIRST
Retrieves the first record in the scratch area.

• LAST
Retrieves the last record in the scratch area.

• PRIOR
Retrieves the prior record in the scratch area.

• CURRENT
Retrieves the current record in the scratch area. The current record is the record that was most recently referenced by
another scratch function.

• RECORD ID  scratch-record-id
Specifies the scratch record to retrieve Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC (fullword)
field containing the 4-byte scratch record ID.

• DELETE
Deletes the record from the scratch area. This value is the default. If DELETE is specified and the record has been
truncated, the truncated data is lost. To maintain currency following a DELETE request, IDMS saves the next and prior
currencies of the scratch area.

• KEEP
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Keeps the record in the scratch area.
• INTO  return-scratch-data-loc

Specifies the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION entry of the data area in which to return the
scratch record. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field.

• TO  end-scratch-data-loc
Specifies the end of the data area in which the scratch record is returned. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined
dummy byte field or a field containing a data item that is not associated with the scratch record.

• MAX LENGTH  scratch-data-max-length 
Specifies the length in bytes of the data area that is associated with the requested scratch record. Specify the symbolic
name of a WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION field that contains the length, or the length itself
expressed as a numeric constant.

• RETURN LENGTH into  scratch-data-actual-length
Specifies the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION entry in which to return the actual length of
the requested scratch record. Specify the symbolic name of the entry. If the record has been truncated, scratch-data-
actual-length contains the length of the full, untruncated scratch record.

Example

The following statement returns the contents of the current record in the scratch area to the variable-storage area that is
defined by WORK-PROC-AREA and END-WORK-PROC-AREA:

GET SCRATCH

  CURRENT

  INTO WORK-PROC-AREA TO END-WORK-PROC-AREA.

Status Codes

After completion of the GET SCRATCH function, the ERROR-STATUS field of the IDMS-DC communications block
indicates the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
4303 The requested scratch area ID cannot be found.
4305 The requested scratch record ID cannot be found.
4307 An I/O error has occurred during processing.
4319 The program storage area that was specified for return of the

scratch record is too small. The returned record has been
truncated to fit the available space.

4331 The parameter list is invalid.
4332 The derived length of the scratch record is negative.

GET STORAGE (COBOL)
The GET STORAGE statement is used to acquire variable storage from a DC system storage pool or to obtain the
address of a previously acquired storage area. After the storage is acquired, it is available for use by the following entities:

• The issuing task only (user storage)
• Subsequent tasks running on the same terminal (user kept storage)
• All tasks in the system (shared or shared kept storage)

The GET STORAGE parameters govern the storage availability.
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Syntax

►►─── GET STORAGE FOR 01-level-storage-data-location ─────────────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ TO end-storage-data-location ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ LENGTH storage-data-length ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ POINTER storage-data-location-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬──────────┬─┬────────┬─┬──────────┬─┬──────────┬──────────────────────────►

   ├─ WAIT ───┤ └─ KEEP ─┘ ├─ LONG ◄ ─┤ ├─ USER ◄ ─┤

   └─ NOWAIT ─┘            └─ SHORT ──┘ └─ SHARED ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────────┬────────────────────►

   └─ STGID storage-id ─┘ └─ VALUE IS ─┬─ LOW-VALUE ─────┤

                                       ├─ HIGH-VALUE ────┤

                                       └─ initial-value ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─ . ─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ LOCATION is ──┬─────────┬─┘

                    ├─ ANY ◄ ─┤

                    └─ BELOW ─┘

Parameters

• FOR  01-level-storage-data-location
Specifies the LINKAGE SECTION entry of the storage area to acquire. Specify the name of the 01-level entry that is
used to acquire the storage area.

• TO  end-storage-data-location
Specifies the end of the storage area. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined dummy byte field. This value is
specified as a subordinate item within the 01-level record area following the last real data field. 

NOTE

IDMS does not support an OCCURS DEPENDING ON clause within 01-level-storage-data-location.

This parameter is required when the precompiler execution option COBOL=1 is specified. This parameter is
accepted but not required when COBOL=2 is specified. For more information about the COBOL= option, see Passing
Parameters to the Precompiler.

• LENGTH  storage-data-length
Specifies the length of the storage location (COBOL 85 only). Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that
contains the length of the storage location.

• POINTER  storage-data-location-pointer
Specifies the pointer to receive the address of the storage location (COBOL 85 only). Specify the symbolic name of a
user-defined field that contains a pointer to the storage location address.

• WAIT
Specifies that the issuing task waits until sufficient storage is available in a storage pool. This value is the default.

• NOWAIT
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Specifies that the issuing task does not wait for storage to become available when an insufficient storage condition
exists. If NOWAIT is specified, the program should check the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS-DC communications
block to determine whether the GET STORAGE request has been completed. If the ERROR-STATUS value is 3202
(DC-NO-STORAGE), the program should perform alternative processing before reissuing the GET STORAGE request.

• KEEP
Allows subsequent tasks that are executing on the same logical terminal to access the storage area. For a more
detailed explanation of the KEEP parameter, see Using Storage Pools.

• LONG
Allocates storage from the bottom of the storage pool. This value is the default. Specify LONG when allocating kept
storage to be held across pseudo-converses.

• SHORT
Allocates storage from the top of the storage pool. Specify SHORT when allocating small pieces of storage for a short
duration. 

NOTE

An incorrect LONG/SHORT specification does not affect normal program execution; however, it can affect the
overall performance of the DC system.

• USER
Allows only the issuing task to access the storage area. If KEEP is specified, only subsequent tasks that are executing
on the same terminal can access the storage area. This value is the default. 

NOTE

During system execution, a program that is defined at sysgen with the NOPROTECT option can access any
storage area within the system, including an area that is associated exclusively with another task. Thus,
the USER attribute may not protect the storage area that is being acquired. However, storage areas can be
protected on a systemwide or program-by-program basis during system generation and by the modes that
are specified when storage is allocated.

• SHARED
Permits any task in the system to access and modify the acquired storage. Each task must establish addressability to
the storage area by explicitly issuing a GET STORAGE request.

• STGID  storage-id 
Specifies the storage area. The STGID parameter must be specified with GET STORAGE requests for previously
allocated storage areas or for areas to be reallocated. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains
the storage ID, or the ID itself enclosed in quotation marks. The ID must be unique. Even though multiple variable
storage areas (that is, one shared and the others user) can have the same ID, only one area can be owned by a given
task at a time. To access the IDMS common work area, specify STGID 'CWA'.

NOTE

If the STGID parameter specifies the address of an existing storage area, the USER/SHARED parameter
must specify the same option as the GET STORAGE statement that originally allocated the storage area.

• VALUE IS
Specifies how to initialize the storage area.
– LOW-VALUE

Initializes the storage area to all zeros.
– HIGH-VALUE

Initializes the storage area to the highest value in the computer collating sequence.
– initial-value 

Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field containing the initial value, or the value itself enclosed in
quotation marks. All bytes of the acquired storage area are initialized to the same value.

• LOCATION is
Specifies whether the storage is restricted to below the 16-megabyte line.
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– ANY
Specifies that space above the 16-megabyte line is eligible for allocation. This value is the default.

– BELOW
Specifies that storage must be allocated below the 16-megabyte line.

Example

The following statement allocates the shared kept storage area, 09PA, and initializes it to all zeros:

GET STORAGE FOR EMPLMENU-KEPT-STORAGE TO

  EMPLMENU-KEPT-STORAGE-END

  NOWAIT

  KEEP

  SHORT

  SHARED

  STGID '09PA'

  VALUE IS LOW-VALUE.

Status Codes

After completion of the GET STORAGE function, the ERROR-STATUS field of the IDMS-DC communications block
indicates the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
3201 The requested storage cannot be allocated immediately; to wait

would cause a deadlock.
3202 The requested storage cannot be allocated because insufficient

space exists in the storage pool.
3210 The request specified a storage ID that did not previously exist.

The required space has been allocated.
3231 The request specifies an invalid parameter list.
3232 The requested length is zero or negative.
3234 The request cannot be serviced because the variable storage area

is not an 01-level LINKAGE SECTION variable.
3235 The request cannot be serviced because the specified 01-level

LINKAGE SECTION entry has been previously allocated or
contains an OCCURS DEPENDING ON clause.

GET TIME (COBOL)
The GET TIME statement obtains the time of day and date from the operating system. The system time is returned
to the issuing task in fixed binary, packed decimal, or edited format. The date is returned to the program in packed
decimal format.

Syntax

►►─── GET TIME ─┬─────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

                └─ INTO return-time ─┬─ COMP ◄──┬─┘

                                     ├─ COMP-3 ─┤
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                                     └─ EDIT ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬─ . ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DATE INTO return-date ─┘

Parameters

• INTO  return-time 
Specifies the field in which to return the time. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field. The following format
options apply.
– COMP

Returns the time as a fixed binary value that represents the elapsed time since midnight in ten-thousandths of a
second. The COMP option returns the most precise time. This value is the default.
When COMP is specified, the field that is associated with return-time must be a PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC (fullword)
field.

– COMP-3
Returns the time as a 6-byte packed decimal value in the format 0hhmmssttttc (padded zero, hours, minutes,
seconds, ten-thousandths of a second, sign).
When COMP-3 is specified, the field that is associated with return-time must be defined as PIC S9(11) COMP-3.

– EDIT
Returns the time as an edited character string in the format hh:mm:ss:hh (hours, minutes, seconds, hundredths of a
second).
When EDIT is specified, return-time must be defined as PIC X(11) DISPLAY.

• DATE INTO  return-date
Specifies the field in which to return the date. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined COMP-3 PIC S9(7)
field. The date is returned in the Julian format 0yyydddc (padded zero, current year relative to 1900, date, sign). For
example, 0099365C represents December 31, 1999. 0100001C represents January 1, 2000.

Example

The following statement returns the current time and date to the CURRENT-TIME and CURRENT-DATE fields:

GET TIME

  INTO CURRENT-TIME EDIT

  DATE INTO CURRENT-DATE.

Status Codes

After completion of the GET TIME function, the only possible value in the ERROR-STATUS field of the IDMS-DC
communications block is 0000.

IF (COBOL)
The IF statement tests for the presence of member record occurrences in a set and determines the membership status of
a record occurrence in a specified set. After the set has been evaluated, the IF statement specifies further action based on
the outcome of the evaluation. For example, an IF statement can determine whether a set occurrence is empty and, if it is
empty, erase the owner record.

Depending on its format, the IF statement uses set or run-unit currency. The owner of the current record of the named set
determines the object set occurrence of an IF statement. The current of run unit determines the object record occurrence.
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Each IF statement contains a conditional phrase and an imperative statement. When an IF is issued, the precompiler
generates a call to the DBMS to execute the conditional phrase. Then, the precompiler generates a COBOL IF statement
that tests the results of the DBMS call to determine whether to execute the imperative statement.

WARNING

Exercise care when nesting DML IF within COBOL IF statements because the logic can be difficult to follow. You
may need to code explicit scope terminators.

NOTE
If AUTOSTATUS is in use (see AUTOSTATUS Protocols), IDMS-STATUS is not performed automatically when
an IF statement is issued.

Native VSAM users: The IF statement is invalid for sets having member records that are stored in native VSAM data
sets.

Syntax

►►─┬─ IF set-name is ─┬───────┬─ EMPTY ─┬─ imperative-statement . ────────────►◄

   │                  └─ NOT ─┘         │

   │                                    │

   └─ IF ─┬───────┬─ set-name MEMBER ───┘

          └─ NOT ─┘

Parameters

• set-name
Specifies which set owner to examine for the presence of member record occurrences. The specified set must be
included in the subschema.

• EMPTY
Executes the imperative statement when the current occurrence of the named set is empty.

• NOT EMPTY
Executes the imperative statement when the current occurrence of the named set is not empty.

• MEMBER
Executes the imperative statement when the current record of the run unit is a member of any occurrence of the
specified set.

• NOT set-name MEMBER
Executes the imperative statement when the current record of the run unit is not a member of any occurrence of the
specified set.

• imperative-statement
Specifies the action to take when the specified condition is true.

Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of the IF statement.

• Example 1
The following statement tests the COVERAGE-CLAIMS set for existing CLAIMS members. If no occurrences of the
CLAIMS record are found (ERROR-STATUS is 0000), a message to that effect is moved to location CLAIMS-WS:

IF COVERAGE-CLAIMS IS EMPTY MOVE 'NONE' TO CLAIMS-WS.

If the current occurrence of the COVERAGE-CLAIMS set contains one or more occurrences of the CLAIMS record
(ERROR-STATUS is 1601), the MOVE statement is ignored and the next statement in the program is executed.

• Example 2
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The following statement verifies that the EMPLOYEE record that is current of run unit is not a member of the current
occurrence of the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set before executing code to connect the EMPLOYEE record to that set:

IF NOT OFFICE-EMPLOYEE MEMBER PERFORM LINK-SET.

If the EMPLOYEE record is not a member of the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set (ERROR-STATUS is 1601), the program
performs the LINK-SET paragraph. If the EMPLOYEE record is already a member of the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set
(ERROR-STATUS is 0000), the PERFORM statement is ignored and the next statement in the program is executed.

Status Codes

After completion of the IF function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS communications block indicates the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The set is empty or the record that is current of run unit is a

member of the set.
1601 The set is not empty or the record that is current of run unit is not

a member of the set.
1606 Currency has not been established for the named set.
1608 An invalid set name has been specified or the current record of

run unit is not a member of the named set.
1613 A current record of run unit has not been established or has been

nullified by a preceding ERASE statement.

INQUIRE MAP (COBOL)
The INQUIRE MAP statement is used after a MAP IN request to accomplish one of the following actions:

• Move map-related information into variable storage.
• Test for conditions relating to global map input operations.
• Test specific map fields for the presence of the cursor.
• Test for conditions relating to specific map fields.

The following rules apply to INQUIRE MAP statements:

• If any of the test conditions are requested, INQUIRE MAP must specify a statement to execute when the condition is
found to be true.

• An INQUIRE MAP statement can specify only one field-oriented inquiry. This inquiry can be specified alone or with a
map-specific inquiry.

• A MAP IN request must be issued before INQUIRE MAP is used.

Move Map-Related Data

This version of the INQUIRE MAP statement moves one of the following map-related data items into variable storage:

• The attention ID (AID) key that was used
• The current cursor position (row and column)
• The entered length of a specific map input field

Syntax

►►─── INQUIRE MAP map-name ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►
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 ►─── MOVE ─┬─ AID TO aid-indicator ─────────────────────┬─ . ────────────────►◄

            ├─ CURSOR TO cursor-row cursor-column ───────┤

            └─ IN LENGTH FOR field-name TO field-length ─┘

Parameters

• INQUIRE MAP map-name
Specifies the map for which the inquiry is to be made. This map must be included in the MAP SECTION of the
program.

• MOVE
Moves screen-related information to program variable storage.

• AID TO  aid-indicator
Returns the attention ID to the specified location in variable storage. Specify the symbolic name of a 1-byte user-
defined field that will be set to the 3270 AID character received in the last map input request. The following table lists
the AID characters that are associated with each 3270-type control key.

NOTE
The data dictionary includes a record that defines the AID character values as level-88 items to test for
particular keyed input by including a COPY IDMS DC-AID-CONDITION-NAMES statement in the WORKING-
STORAGE SECTION.

• CURSOR TO  cursor-row cursor-column
Returns the cursor address from the last map input function to the specified location in program variable storage.
Specify the symbolic names of user-defined PIC S9(4) COMP fields to which the row and column cursor address
will be returned.

• IN LENGTH FOR  field-name
Returns the length in bytes of the data in the specified map field. Specify the name of the map field for which the length
is being requested.

• TO  field-length
Specifies where to return the field length. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined PIC S9(4) COMP field.

Attention ID (AID) Key Values

Key AID Character Key AID Character
ENTER ''' (single quote) PF14 'B'
CLEAR '_' (underscore) PF15 'C'
PF01 '1' PF16 'D'
PF02 '2' PF17 'E'
PF03 '3' PF18 'F'
PF04 '4' PF19 'G'
PF05 '5' PF20 'H'
PF06 '6' PF21 'I'
PF07 '7' PF22 '¢'
PF08 '8' PF23 '.'
PF09 '9' PF24 '<'
PF10 ':' PA01 '%'
PF11 '#' PA02 '>'
PF12 '@' PA03 ','
PF13 'A'
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The following figure shows the code that is copied into the program as a result of the COPY IDMS DC-AID-CONDITION-
NAMES specification:

*01 COPY IDMS DC-AID-CONDITION-NAMES.

 01 DC-AID-CONDITION-NAMES.

   03 DC-AID-IND-V      PIC X.

               88 ENTER-HIT VALUE QUOTE.

               88 CLEAR-HIT VALUE '_'.

               88 PF01-HIT VALUE '1'.

               88 PF02-HIT VALUE '2'.

               88 PF03-HIT VALUE '3'.

               88 PF04-HIT VALUE '4'.

               88 PF05-HIT VALUE '5'.

               88 PF06-HIT VALUE '6'.

               88 PF07-HIT VALUE '7'.

               88 PF08-HIT VALUE '8'.

               88 PF09-HIT VALUE '9'.

               88 PF10-HIT VALUE ':'.

               88 PF11-HIT VALUE '#'.

               88 PF12-HIT VALUE '@'.

               88 PF13-HIT VALUE 'A'.

               88 PF14-HIT VALUE 'B'.

               88 PF15-HIT VALUE 'C'.

               88 PF16-HIT VALUE 'D'.

               88 PF17-HIT VALUE 'E'.

               88 PF18-HIT VALUE 'F'.

               88 PF19-HIT VALUE 'G'.

               88 PF20-HIT VALUE 'H'.

               88 PF21-HIT VALUE 'I'.

               88 PF22-HIT VALUE '¢'.

               88 PF23-HIT VALUE '.'.

               88 PF24-HIT VALUE '<'.

               88 PA01-HIT VALUE '%'.

               88 PA02-HIT VALUE '>'.

               88 PA03-HIT VALUE ','.

               88 PEN-ATTN-SPACE-NULL VALUE '='.

               88 PEN-ATTN VALUE QUOTE.

Example

The following example moves the 3270 AID character that was received in the last map input request to DC-AID-IND-V. If
the AID character indicates that PF1 was pressed, the program performs a DC RETURN:

INQUIRE MAP EMPMAPLR

  MOVE AID TO DC-AID-IND-V.

IF CLEAR-HIT

  DC RETURN.

Test for Global Map Input Conditions

This version of the INQUIRE MAP statement tests for one of the following global map input conditions:
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• If the screen was not formatted before the input operation was performed
• If one or more input fields were truncated when transferred to variable storage data fields
• If one or more input fields were modified on the screen before being transferred
• If one or more fields that were modified on the screen are undefined in the map being used

Syntax

►►─── INQUIRE MAP map-name ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

                                         ┌────────────────────────┐

 ►─── IF INPUT ─┬─ UNFORMATTED ─┬─ THEN ─▼─ imperative-statement ─┴─ . ───────►◄

                ├─ TRUNCATED ───┤

                ├─ CHANGED ─────┤

                └─ EXTRANEOUS ──┘

Parameters

• INQUIRE MAP map-name
Specifies the map for which the inquiry is being made. The map must be included in the MAP SECTION of the
program.

• IF INPUT
Tests the outcome of the last map input request for conditions relating to the data input to the program.
– UNFORMATTED

Tests whether the screen was formatted before the input operation.
– TRUNCATED

Tests whether any map fields were truncated when they were transferred to variable-storage data fields.
– CHANGED

Tests whether any map fields were mapped to variable-storage data fields when the map input operation was
performed.

– EXTRANEOUS
Tests whether the input data stream contained any data from a field that was not defined to the map. If this condition
is true, the undefined data field is ignored.

• THEN imperative-statement
Specifies the action to take when the test condition is true. Specify a COBOL statement, a DML statement, or a nested
block of COBOL and/or DML statements.

Example

The following example tests to determine whether any fields in the EMPMAPLR map have been truncated. If fields were
truncated, the DATA-TRUNC routine is performed:

INQUIRE MAP EMPMAPLR

  IF INPUT TRUNCATED

   THEN PERFORM DATA-TRUNC.

Test for Cursor Position

This version of the INQUIRE MAP statement tests a map field for the presence of the cursor.
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Syntax

►►─── INQUIRE MAP map-name ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

                                         ┌────────────────────────┐

 ►─── IF CURSOR at DFLD field-name THEN ─▼─ imperative-statement ─┴─ . ───────►◄

Parameters

• INQUIRE MAP map-name
Specifies the map for which the inquiry is being made. The map must be included in the MAP SECTION of the
program.

• IF CURSOR at DFLD field-name
Specifies the field to test. This syntax determines whether the cursor was in the named map field during the last map
input operation.

• THEN imperative-statement
Specifies the action to take when the test condition is true. Specify a COBOL statement, a DML statement, or a nested
block of COBOL and/or DML statements.

Example

The following example tests for the presence of the cursor in the PASSED-DATA-01 data field. If the cursor is present, the
CHECK-2 routine is performed:

INQUIRE MAP EMPMAPLR

   IF CURSOR AT DFLD EMP-LAST-NAME-0415

     THEN PERFORM CHECK-2.

Test for Input Nonzero Status Conditions

This version of the INQUIRE MAP statement tests for the following input conditions relating to specific map fields:

• If map fields have been modified
• If map fields have been erased by operator action
• If map fields have been truncated
• If map fields are identical to map data that is currently in program variable storage
• If map fields are different from map data that is currently in program variable storage
• If the specified map fields are in error (the error flag has been set on for those fields)
• If the specified map fields are correct (the error flag has been set off)

Syntax

►►─── INQUIRE MAP map-name ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── IF ─┬─┬─ CURRENT ─────────┬───────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

          │ ├─ ALL ─────────────┤           │

          │ ├─ NONE ────────────┤           │

          │ ├─ ANY ─────────────┤           │

          │ ├─ SOME ────────────┤           │

          │ └─ ALL BUT CURRENT ─┘           │

          │                                 │
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          ├─┬─ ALL ◄ ───┬─ DFLD field-name ─┤

          │ ├─ NONE ────┤                   │

          │ ├─ ANY ─────┤                   │

          │ ├─ SOME ────┤                   │

          │ └─ ALL BUT ─┘                   │

          │                                 │

          └─ DFLD field-name ───────────────┘

 ►─┬─ DATA is ─┬─ YES ───────┬─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   │           ├─ NO ────────┤ │

   │           ├─ ERASE ─────┤ │

   │           ├─ TRUNCATED ─┤ │

   │           ├─ IDENTICAL ─┤ │

   │           └─ DIFFERENT ─┘ │

   │                           │

   └─ EDIT is ─┬─ ERROR ───┬───┘

               └─ CORRECT ─┘

            ┌────────────────────────┐

 ►─── THEN ─▼─ imperative-statement ─┴─ . ────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• INQUIRE MAP map-name
Specifies the map for which the inquiry is being made. The map must be included in the MAP SECTION of the
program.

• IF
Specifies the map fields to test.
– CURRENT

Applies the test only to the current field; that is, the map field that was referenced in the last MODIFY MAP or
INQUIRE MAP statement that the program issued. If the last MODIFY MAP or INQUIRE MAP statement specified a
field list, no currency exists.

– ALL
Specifies that the test is true when all map fields meet the specified condition.

– NONE
Specifies that the test is true when none of the map fields meet the specified condition.

– ANY
Specifies that the test is true when one or more map fields meet the specified condition.

– SOME
Specifies that the test is true if one or more but not all of the map fields meet the specified condition.

– ALL BUT CURRENT
Specifies that the test is true when all map fields except the current field meet the specified condition.

• IF
Specifies the extent to which the condition applies to the map field.
– ALL

Specifies that the test is true when all of the named map fields meet the specified condition.
– NONE

Specifies that the test is true when none of the named map fields meet the specified condition.
– ANY

Specifies that the test is true when one or more of the named map fields meet the specified condition.
– SOME
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Specifies that the test is true when one or more but not all of the named map fields meet the specified condition.
– ALL BUT

Specifies that the test is true when all map fields except for the named field meet the specified condition.
• DFLD field-name

Specifies the individual map fields to which the test conditions apply. Specify a field within the named map. Separate
multiple DFLD specifications by at least one blank.

• DATA IS
Tests the input data in the specified map fields.
– YES

Determines whether the terminal operator entered data in the specified map fields.
– NO

Determines whether the terminal operator did not enter data in the specified map fields.
– ERASE

Determines whether data has been erased from the specified map fields.
– TRUNCATED

Determines whether data has been truncated in the specified map fields.
– IDENTICAL

Tests whether input data is identical to map data that is currently in program variable storage.
IDENTICAL is true in either of the following cases:
• The modified data tag (MDT) for the field is off. On mapin, the MDT is usually off when the user did not type any

characters in the field.
• The MDT for the field is on, but each character that the user typed is identical (including capitalization) to the

data in variable storage.
– DIFFERENT

Tests whether input data is different from map data that is currently in program variable storage.
DIFFERENT is true when the field MDT is on, and at least one input character differs from the data in variable
storage.

• EDIT IS
Tests for errors in the named map fields. When EDIT is specified, automatic editing must be enabled for the map and
for each of the named map fields.
– ERROR

Determines whether the named map fields were found to be in error during automatic editing.
– CORRECT

Determines whether the named map fields were found to be correct during automatic editing.
• THEN imperative-statement

Specifies the action to take when the test condition is true. Specify a single COBOL statement, a DML statement, or a
nested block of COBOL and/or DML statements.

Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of the INQUIRE MAP statement.

• Example 1: Test for Erroneous Data
The following example determines whether automatic editing has detected erroneous data in any field in the
EMPMAPLR map. If errors were detected, the program modifies the map temporarily to display the erroneous fields
with the bright and blinking attributes:

INQUIRE MAP EMPMAPLR

  IF ANY EDIT IS ERROR

   THEN MODIFY MAP EMPMAPLR TEMPORARY

      FOR ALL ERROR FIELDS
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      ATTRIBUTES BRIGHT BLINK.

• Example 2: Test for Identical Data
Use an INQUIRE MAP statement to test whether the user has entered an employee ID number:

INQUIRE MAP MAP01

  IF DFLD EMP-ID-0415 DATA IS IDENTICAL THEN

   PERFORM EMP-PROMPT-20

  ELSE

   PERFORM EMP-OBTAIN-20.

If the IDENTICAL condition is true (the user does not specify a different ID number), the program displays the menu
screen.
If the IDENTICAL condition is false (the user specifies a different ID number), the program obtains the corresponding
employee record from the database.

• Example 3: Test for Changed Data
Use an INQUIRE MAP statement to test whether the user has entered a new department ID or department name. If
the user has changed either value (DIFFERENT is true), the program branches to DEPTUP-30:

INQUIRE MAP MAP02

  IF ANY DFLD DEPT-ID-0410

     DFLD DEPT-NAME-0410 DATA IS DIFFERENT

  THEN PERFORM DEPTUP-30.

Status Codes

After completion of the INQUIRE MAP function, the ERROR-STATUS field of the IDMS-DC communications block
indicates the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
4629 An invalid parameter has been passed from the program.
4641 The test condition has been found to be true. (This condition is

tested for automatically by COBOL DML expansion statements.)
4644 The referenced map field is not in the specified map. A possible

cause is a reference to an invalid map field subscript.
4656 The referenced map contains no data fields.

KEEP CURRENT (COBOL)
The KEEP CURRENT statement places an explicit shared or exclusive lock on a record that is current of run unit,
record, set, or area. Locks that are that placed on records through the KEEP CURRENT function are maintained
for the duration of the database transaction, or until explicitly released by the COMMIT or FINISH statements.

Syntax

►►─── KEEP ─┬─────────────┬─ CURRENT ─┬────────────────────┬─ . ──────────────►◄

            └─ EXCLUSIVE ─┘           ├─ record-name ──────┤

                                      ├─ WITHIN set-name ──┤

                                      └─ WITHIN area-name ─┘
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Parameters

• EXCLUSIVE
Places an exclusive lock on the current record of run unit, record, set, or area. If you do not specify EXCLUSIVE, the
record receives a shared lock by default.

• record-name
Places the lock on the current record of the specified record type.

• WITHIN set-name
Places the lock on the current record of the specified set.

• WITHIN area-name
Places the lock on the current record of the specified area.

Example

The following example places a shared lock on the current EMPLOYEE record occurrence:

KEEP CURRENT EMPLOYEE.

Status Codes

After completion of the KEEP function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS communications block indicates the
outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
0606 Currency has not been established for the named record, set, or

area.
0608 The named record or set is not in the subschema, or the current

record of run unit is not a member of the named set.
0610 The subschema of the program specifies an access restriction that

prohibits execution of the KEEP function.
0623 The named area is not in the subschema.
0626 The record to be kept has been erased.
0629 A deadlock has occurred while attempting to set the lock.

KEEP LONGTERM (COBOL)
The KEEP LONGTERM statement establishes long-term record locks. This statement can also monitor access to
records between tasks. Long-term database locks are used in pseudo-conversational transactions and can be shared or
exclusive:

• Long-term shared locks allow other run units to access the locked record. However, the run units cannot update the
record while the lock is maintained.

• Long-term exclusive locks prevent other run units from accessing the locked record. However, run units that execute
on the logical terminal that is associated with the issuing task are not restricted from accessing the locked record.
Therefore, subsequent tasks in a transaction can access the locked record and can complete the database processing
that the transaction requires.

If a record has been locked with a KEEP LONGTERM or KEEP request, restrictions exist on the type of lock that other
run units can place on that record. These restrictions are based on existing locks and whether the requesting run unit
executes on the same logical terminal as the run unit that placed the original lock on the record. The following table
illustrates these restrictions.
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Keep Long-Term Record Lock Options

Locks in effect Locks that are allowed for other run
units

Locks that are disallowed for other run
units

Shared Shared
Long term shared

Exclusive
Long term exclusive

Exclusive None Shared
Exclusive
Long term shared
Long term exclusive

Long term shared For all run units:
• Shared
• Long term shared
For run units on the same terminal:
• Exclusive
• Long term exclusive

For run units on other terminals:
• Exclusive
• Long term exclusive

Long term exclusive For run units on the same terminal:
• Shared
• Exclusive
• Long term shared
• Long term exclusive

For run units on other terminals:
• Shared
• Exclusive
• Long term shared
• Long term exclusive

Tasks can monitor database activity that is associated with a specified record during a pseudo-converse. The tasks can
also place a long-term lock on the monitored record. A subsequent task can make inquiries about that database activity
for the record and can take the appropriate action.

IDMS maintains information about database activity by using five bit flags. Each flag is turned on (binary 1) or off (binary
0). This information is returned to the program as a numeric value. The following table shows the bit assignments, the
corresponding numeric value that is returned to the program, and a description of the associated database activity:

Numeric Value Bit Assignment Description
16 X'00000010' The record was physically deleted.
8 X'00000008' The record was logically deleted.
4 X'00000004' The record prefix was modified. That is,

a set operation (for example, CONNECT
or DISCONNECT) occurred involving the
record.

2 X'00000002' The record data was modified.
1 X'00000001' The record was obtained.

To determine the actions that have occurred, compare the numeric value that was returned to the program with an
appropriate constant. For example:

• If the returned value is zero, no database activity occurred for the specified record.
• If the returned value is two, the record data was modified.
• If the returned value is two or greater, the record was altered in some way.
• If the returned value is eight or greater, the record was deleted.

The maximum possible value is 31, indicating that all the preceding actions occurred for the specified record.

You can monitor database activity across a pseudo-converse rather than set long-term locks. Monitoring does not restrict
access to database records, sets, or areas by other run units. Monitoring enables a program to test a record for alterations
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that were made by other run units. The presence of long-term locks can prevent other run units from accessing locked
records for an undesirable amount of time when the terminal operator fails to enter a response during a pseudo-converse.
If long-term locks are used, you can release them at specified intervals.

NOTE
For more information about the use of timeout intervals, see Configuring Timeouts.

Syntax

►►─── KEEP LONGTERM ─┬─ ALL ─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

                     └─ longterm-id ─┘

 ►─┬─ NOTIFY CURRENT ─┬─ record-name ─┬─────────────┬─ . ─────────────────────►◄

   │                  ├─ set-name ────┤             │

   │                  └─ area-name ───┘             │

   │                                                │

   ├─ lock-options ─────────────────────────────────┤

   │                                                │

   ├─ TEST ─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬─┤

   │        └─ RETURN NOTIFICATION into location ─┘ │

   │                                                │

   └─ RELEASE ──────────────────────────────────────┘

 

 

Expansion of lock-options

 ►─┬─┬─ SHARE ─────┬─ CURRENT ─┬─ record-name ─┬───────────────────────┬──────►

   │ └─ EXCLUSIVE ─┘           ├─ set-name ────┤                       │

   │                           └─ area-name ───┘                       │

   │                                                                   │

   └─ UPGRADE ─┬─ SHARE ─────┬─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

               └─ EXCLUSIVE ─┘ └─ RETURN-NOTIFICATION into location ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ WAIT ◄ ─────┤

   ├─ NOWAIT ─────┤

   └─ NODEADLOCK ─┘

Parameters

• ALL
Releases all long-term locks that are kept for the logical terminal that is associated with the current task. Use this
parameter only with the RELEASE parameter.

• longterm-id
Specifies the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the long-term ID, or the ID itself enclosed in quotation
marks. This ID is used in subsequent references to the lock, when it is changed or released.

• NOTIFY CURRENT
Monitors database activity that is associated with the current record. IDMS initializes a preallocated location in the
program to contain information about database activity for the specified record.
– record-name 
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Monitors database activity that is associated with the current occurrence of record-name.
– set-name 

Monitors database activity that is associated with the record current of set-name.
– area-name 

Monitors database activity that is associated with the record current of area-name.
• TEST RETURN NOTIFICATION into location

Returns information about database activity that is associated with the longterm-id record to a previously allocated
location in the program storage. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined PIC S9(8) COMP (fullword) field that
contains the WORKING-STORAGE or LINKAGE SECTION entry of the data area to receive the information.
The TEST request must specify a long-term lock ID that matches a long-term lock ID from a previous KEEP
LONGTERM NOTIFY CURRENT request.

• RELEASE
Releases the long-term lock for the longterm-id record or for all record locks (ALL) that are owned by the logical
terminal that is associated with the current task. RELEASE also releases the information that is associated with a
previous KEEP LONGTERM NOTIFY request.

Lock Options

• SHARE
Applies a long-term shared lock to the specified record.

• EXCLUSIVE
Applies a long-term exclusive lock to the specified record.
– CURRENT record-name

Applies the lock to the current occurrence of record-name.
– CURRENT set-name

Applies the lock to the record current of set-name.
– CURRENT area-name

Applies the lock to the record current of area-name.
• UPGRADE

Upgrades a previous KEEP LONGTERM NOTIFY CURRENT request.
– SHARE

Places a shared long-term lock on the record.
– EXCLUSIVE

Places an exclusive long-term lock on the record.
• RETURN NOTIFICATION into return-location

Returns information about database activity for the specified record. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined PIC
S9(8) COMP (fullword) field that contains the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION entry of the
data area to receive the information.

• WAIT
Requests the issuing task to wait for an existing lock to be released. This value is the default. If the wait would cause a
deadlock, the task is terminated abnormally.

• NOWAIT
Requests the issuing task not to wait for an existing lock to be released.

• NODEADLOCK
Requests the issuing task to wait for an existing lock to be released, unless to do so would cause a deadlock. If the
wait would cause a deadlock, control is returned to the task.
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Example

The following steps illustrate the use of the KEEP LONGTERM statement.

1. Begin monitoring database activities for the current occurrence of the EMPLOYEE record by coding the following
statement:

KEEP LONGTERM KEEP-ID NOTIFY CURRENT EMPLOYEE.

2. Return the database activity statistics for the record identified by KEEP-ID into STAT-VALUE by coding the following
statement:

KEEP LONGTERM KEEP-ID TEST RETURN NOTIFICATION

       INTO STAT-VALUE.

3. Depending on the value returned to STAT-VALUE, you may want to put a long-term shared lock on the EMPLOYEE
record that is identified by KEEP-ID. Code the following statement:

KEEP LONGTERM KEEP-ID UPGRADE SHARE.

4. When processing completes, release all long-term locks by coding the following statement:

KEEP LONGTERM ALL RELEASE.

Status Codes

After completion of the KEEP LONGTERM function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS-DC communications block
indicates the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
5101 The NODEADLOCK option has been specified. However, to wait

would cause a deadlock. Control has returned to the issuing task.
5102 Unable to obtain storage for the required KEEP LONGTERM

control blocks.
5105 The requested record type cannot be found or currency has not

been established.
5113 The required area control block was not found in the DMCL.
5121 The requested long-term ID cannot be found or the KEEP

LONGTERM request was issued by a nonterminal task.
5123 The specified area cannot be found.
5131 The parameter list is invalid.
5147 The KEEP LONGTERM area has not been readied.
5148 The run unit that is associated with the KEEP LONGTERM

request has not been bound.
5149 The NOWAIT option has been specified. However, a wait is

required.
5151 A lock manager error occurred during the processing of the KEEP

LONGTERM request.
5159 An error occurred when transferring the KEEP LONGTERM

request to IDMSKEEP.
5160 The requested KEEP LONGTERM lock ID was already in use with

a different page group.
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5161 The requested KEEP LONGTERM lock ID was already in use with
a different database key format.

LOAD TABLE (COBOL)
The LOAD TABLE statement loads a table (module or program) into the program pool and provides access to it through a
COBOL LINKAGE SECTION entry.

Syntax

►►─── LOAD TABLE program ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── INTO 01-level-program-location ─┬─ TO end-program-location ────────┬────►

                                      └─ POINTER table-location-pointer ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────────┬────────────────────►

   └─ DICTNODE nodename ──┘ └─ DICTNAME dictionary-name ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ LOADLIB library-name ─┘

 ►─┬─ WAIT ◄ ─┬─ . ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ NOWAIT ─┘

Parameters

• LOAD TABLE program
Specifies the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the table, or the name itself enclosed in quotation
marks.

• INTO  01-level-program-location 
Specifies the LINKAGE SECTION entry of the 01-level record area that references the loaded table. Specify the
symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the name of the 01-level LINKAGE SECTION entry that was used
to load the table.

NOTE
You cannot specify an OCCURS DEPENDING ON clause within 01-level-program-location.

• TO  end-program-location
Specifies the end of the LINKAGE SECTION entry of the 01-level record area that references the loaded table. Specify
the symbolic name of a user-defined dummy byte field or a field containing a data item that is not associated with the
module being loaded. End-program-location is subordinate to the 01-level record.

NOTE

This parameter is optional under COBOL 85.
• POINTER  table-location-pointer 

Specifies a pointer to the table address (COBOL 85 only). Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that is to
contain the pointer to the table address.

• DICTNODE  nodename
Specifies the node that controls the dictionary where the table resides. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined
eight-character field in variable storage, or the node name itself enclosed in quotation marks.

• DICTNAME  dictionary-name
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Specifies the dictionary where the table resides. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined eight-character field in
variable storage, or the dictionary name itself enclosed in quotation marks.

• LOADLIB  library-name
Specifies the load library containing the table. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined eight-character field in
variable storage, or the library name itself enclosed in quotation marks.

• WAIT
Requests the issuing task to wait for sufficient storage when program pool storage is not immediately available to meet
the requirements of the LOAD TABLE request. This value is the default.
If you specify WAIT and an insufficient storage condition exists, the issuing task is placed in an inactive state. When
the LOAD TABLE function is completed, control returns to the issuing task according to its previously established
dispatching priority.

• NOWAIT
Requests the issuing task not to wait for storage to become available. If you specify NOWAIT and an insufficient
storage condition exists, a value of 3402 (DC-NO-STORAGE) is returned to the ERROR-STATUS field.

Examples

The following source code defines the 01-level LINKAGE SECTION entry for use with the LOAD TABLE request for a
table that was built from an Assembler program:

 LINKAGE SECTION.

 

 01 STATE-TABLE.

   02 STATES         OCCURS 50 TIMES.

     03 STATE-ABB      PIC X(2).

     03 STATE-FULL     PIC X(15).

   02 END-STATE-TABLE     PIC X.

NOTE
IDD edit and code tables contain special characters and variable-length fields. In general, these fields are not
used in a COBOL program.

The following examples illustrate the use of the LOAD TABLE statement:

• Example 1
The following statement loads the STATECON table into the 01-level LINKAGE SECTION entry STATE-TABLE:

LOAD TABLE 'STATECON'

   INTO STATE-TABLE TO END-STATE-TABLE.

• Example 2
The following example defines the 01-level LINKAGE SECTION entry for use with the LOAD TABLE request for an
IDD CODE TABLE, defined as follows:

ADD TABLE NAME IS DECODMTH

  TABLE DESCRIPTION IS 'MONTH CODE CONVERT'

  TYPE IS CODE

  SEARCH IS LINEAR

  ENCLODE DATA IS ALPHANUMERICPIC 9(4) COMP.

  TABLE IS UNSORTED

  DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED

  VALUES ARE ( 01 JAN 02 FEB 03 MAR 04 APR

         05 MAY 06 JUN 07 JUL 08 AUG

         09 SEP 10 OCT 11 NOV 12 DEC ).
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The following source code defines the 01-level LINKAGE SECTION entry for use with the LOAD TABLE request:

 LINKAGE SECTION.

 

 01 MONTH-TABLE.

   02 TABLE-HEADER.

     03 HDR-NUM-ENTRIES   PIC 9(4) COMP.

   02 TABLE-DATA.       OCCURS 12 TIMES.

     03 DTA-FILLER1     PIC X(2).

     03 DTA-MONTH-NUM    PIC 9(2).

     03 DTA-FILLER2     PIC X.

     03 DTA-MONTH-TXT    PIC X(3).

   02 END-MONTH-TABLE     PIC X.

The following statement loads the DECODMTH tables into the 01-level LINKAGE SECTION entry MONTH-TABLE:

PROCEDURE DIVISION USING MONTH-TABLE.

 

 LOAD TABLE 'DECODMTH'

   INTO MONTH-TABLE TO END-MONTH-TABLE.

NOTE

The following requirements apply to BS2000:

• Starting with COBOL85 compiler V2.2C and higher, each 01-level entry in the LINKAGE SECTION must
be defined in the USING clause of the PROCEDURE DIVISION.

• The TABLE definition must be the last definition in the LINKAGE SECTION.

Status Codes

After completion of the LOAD TABLE function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS/DC communications block indicates
the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
3401 The requested module cannot be loaded immediately due to

insufficient storage. To wait would cause a deadlock.
3402 The requested module cannot be loaded because insufficient

storage exists in the program pool.
3407 The requested module cannot be loaded because an I/O error has

occurred during processing.
3414 The requested module cannot be loaded because it has been

defined as nonconcurrent and is in use.
3415 The requested module has been overlaid temporarily in the

program pool and cannot be reloaded immediately.
3435 The request cannot be serviced because the specified 01-level

LINKAGE SECTION entry has been previously allocated or
contains an OCCURS DEPENDING ON clause.

3436 The requested program is not defined in the program definition
table (PDT) or is marked out of service, or null PDEs are not
specified or valid in this IDMS/DC system.
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MAP IN (COBOL)
The MAP IN statement requests a synchronous transfer of data from map fields on the screen to the corresponding
variable-storage data fields. The MAP IN statement can also transfer data from an area in variable storage that contains
a 3270-like data stream to map-related variable-storage data fields; this transfer is referred to as a native mode data
transfer.

Syntax

►►─── MAP IN USING map-name ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

   ├─ IO ◄ ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │                                                                        │

   └─ NOIO DATASTREAM FROM mapped-data-location ─┬─ TO end-data-location ─┬─┘

                                                 └─ LENGTH data-length ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ INPUT DATA is ─┬─ YES ─┬─┘

                     └─ NO ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────┬─┬────────────┬─ . ───►◄

   ├─ DETAIL detail-options ─┤ └─ PAGE is page-number ─┘ └─ MODIFIED ─┘

   └─ HEADER ────────────────┘

 

Expansion of detail-options

►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ├─ NEXT ◄ ────────────────────────────┤ └─ RETURNKEY is data-field-name ─┤

  ├─ FIRST ─────────────────────────────┤                                  │

  ├─ SEQUENCE NUMBER is seq-field-name ─┘                                  │

  └─ KEY is key ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

Parameters

• MAP IN USING map-name
Specifies the map to use for the MAP IN request.The map must be included in the MAP SECTION of the program.

• IO
Transfers data from map fields to variable-storage data fields that are associated with the specified map. This type of
data transfer is the default.

• NOIO DATASTREAM FROM  mapped-data-location
Transfers data from an area in program variable storage to the variable-storage data fields that correspond to the
specified map. No terminal I/O is associated with the request. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that
contains the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION entry of the data stream to read. The length of
the data stream is determined by one of the following specifications:
– TO  end-data-location
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Indicates the end of the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION entry that contains the data
stream. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined dummy byte field or a field containing a data item that is not
associated with the input data stream.

– LENGTH  data-length
Defines the explicit length of the input data stream, in bytes. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that
contains the length of the data stream, or the length itself expressed as a numeric constant.

• INPUT DATA is
Specifies whether to move the contents of all fields of the specified map to variable-storage data fields, or to leave
them unchanged. This option applies only to I/O requests.
This specification applies to all variable-storage data fields unless it is overridden by an INPUT DATA IS YES/NO
clause in a previously issued MODIFY MAP request.
– YES 

Moves the contents of all fields of the specified map to variable-storage data fields.
– NO 

Leaves the contents of all variable-storage data fields unchanged.
• DETAIL

Pageable maps only. Specifies that the MAP IN operation is to retrieve data from a modified detail occurrence (MDT
set on). The contents of all map fields in the detail occurrence are retrieved unless MODIFIED is specified for the MAP
IN DETAIL statement; MODIFIED causes only modified fields to be retrieved.

NOTE

For more information about pageable maps, see Mapping Facility.
• NEXT

Retrieves the next sequential modified detail occurrence. This value is the default.
An end-of-data condition (DC-NO-MORE-UPD-DETAILS) is returned in either of the following cases:
– No detail occurrences have been modified.
– All modified detail occurrences have been mapped in already.

• FIRST
Retrieves the first available modified detail occurrence.

• SEQUENCE-NUMBER is  seq-field-name
Retrieves a detail occurrence by sequence number. Detail occurrences are built at run time by the application program
and stored in the sequence in which they are created. Specify a PIC S9(8) COMP (fullword) field
A detail-not-found condition is returned in either of the following cases:
– The specified occurrence is not a modified detail occurrence.
– No detail occurrence with the specified value is found.

• KEY IS  key
Retrieves a modified detail occurrence that is based on the value that is associated with the detail occurrence. Specify
the name of a PIC S9(8) COMP (fullword) field.

NOTE
A value is associated with a detail occurrence by using the KEY IS parameter in the MAP OUT DETAIL
command for that occurrence.

• RETURNKEY IS  data-field-name
Specifies the variable field in which IDMS stores the 4-byte value (if any) that is associated with the retrieved detail
occurrence. If no value is associated with the detail occurrence, the data-field-name is set to zero. Specify the symbolic
name of a PIC X(4) or PIC S9(8) COMP (fullword) field that contains the key value. Data-field-name does not have to
be fullword-aligned.

• HEADER
Retrieves the contents of data fields in the header and footer areas. The contents of all data fields in the header and
footer areas are retrieved unless MODIFIED is specified for the MAP IN HEADER statement. MODIFIED causes only
modified fields to be retrieved.
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This option applies to pageable maps only.
• PAGE IS  page-number

Specifies the variable field in which to store the current value of the $PAGE field on mapin. Specify a PIC S9(8) COMP
(fullword) field. This option applies to pageable maps only.

• MODIFIED
Retrieves only modified fields (MDT set on) within a modified detail occurrence. This option applies to pageable maps
only.

Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of the MAP IN statement.

• Example 1
The following statement reads the EMPMAPLR map. Data values are transferred from map fields on the EMPMAPLR
map to the corresponding variable-storage data fields. Subsequent commands can evaluate the input values and can
perform appropriate processing:

MAP IN USING EMPMAPLR

  INPUT DATA IS YES.

• Example 2
The following statement illustrates a request to map in the next modified detail occurrence of the EMPMAPPG MAP:

MAP IN USING EMPMAPPG

  DETAIL

  NEXT MODIFIED.

Status Codes

After completion of the MAP IN function, the ERROR-STATUS field of the IDMS-DC communications block indicates the
outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
4627 A permanent I/O error has occurred during processing.
4628 The dial-up line for the terminal has been disconnected.
4631 The map request block (MRB) contains an invalid field, indicating

a possible error in the program parameters.
4632 The derived length of the specified map input data area is zero or

negative.
4633 The map load module that is named in the MRB cannot be found.
4634 The specified LINKAGE SECTION entry is not at COBOL 01-level.
4638 The specified 01-level WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or

LINKAGE SECTION entry has not been allocated.
4639 The terminal being used is out of service.
4640 The NOIO option has been specified but the requested data

stream cannot be found.
4642 The requested map does not support the terminal device being

used.
4652 The specified edit or code table cannot be found or is invalid for

use with the named map.
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4654 A data conversion error has occurred. Internal map data does not
match the data description of the map.

4655 The user-written edit routine that was specified for the named map
cannot be found.

4664 The requested node for a header or detail was not present or not
updated.

4668 No more modified detail occurrences require mapin.
4672 The scratch record that contains the requested detail could not be

accessed (internal error).

MAP OUT (COBOL)
The MAP OUT statement creates or modifies detail occurrences for a pageable map or requests a data transfer from
variable-storage data fields to map fields on the terminal screen. MAP OUT can also transfer data to another area in
program variable storage; this transfer is referred to as a native mode data transfer.

Syntax

►►─── MAP OUT USING map-name ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ WAIT ◄ ─┤

   └─ NOWAIT ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   ├─ IO ◄ ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

   │

   └─ NOIO DATASTREAM INTO data-location ─┬─ TO end-data-location ───┬────────

                                          └─ max LENGTH data-length ─┘

 

─►─────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────┤

                                               │

  ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ RETURN LENGTH into data-actual-length ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────►

   └─ OUTPUT ─┬───────────────────────────┬─┬───────────┬─┬────────────┬─┘

              └─ DATA is ─┬─ YES ───────┬─┘ ├─ NEWPAGE ─┤ └─ LITERALS ─┘

                          ├─ NO ────────┤   └─ ERASE ───┘

                          ├─ ERASE ─────┤

                          └─ ATTRIBUTE ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────►

   └─ MESSAGE IS message-text ─┬─ TO end-message-data-location ─┬─┘

                               └─ LENGTH data-length ───────────┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ───────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ DETAIL ─┬───────────┬─┬──────────────┬──┤

   │          ├─ NEW ◄ ───┤ └─ KEY is key ─┘  │
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   │          └─ CURRENT ─┘                   │

   │                                          │

   └─ RESUME ─┬─────────────────────────────┬─┘

              └─ PAGE is ─┬─ CURRENT ◄ ───┬─┘

                          ├─ NEXT ────────┤

                          ├─ PRIOR ───────┤

                          ├─ FIRST ───────┤

                          ├─ LAST ────────┤

                          └─ page-number ─┘

Parameters

• MAP OUT USING map-name
Specifies the map to use for the MAP OUT request. The map must be included in the MAP SECTION of the program.

• WAIT
Specifies a synchronous data transfer. The issuing task is placed in an inactive state. When the MAP OUT operation is
complete, the task resumes processing according to its established dispatching priority. This value is the default.

• NOWAIT
Specifies an asynchronous data transfer. The task continues executing. If NOWAIT is specified, the program must
issue a CHECK TERMINAL before performing any other I/O operation.

• IO
Transfers data from variable-storage data fields that are associated with the named map to the terminal device that is
associated with the issuing task. This value is the default.

• NOIO DATASTREAM INTO  data-location
Transfers data from variable-storage data fields that are associated with the named map to another area of program
variable storage. No terminal I/O is associated with the request. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field
containing the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION entry to which the data is to be transferred.

• TO  end-data-location
Indicates the end of the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION entry for the output data stream and
is specified following the last data-item entry in data-location. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined dummy byte
field or a field containing a data item that is not associated with the output data stream.

• max LENGTH  data-length
Defines the maximum length of the output data stream. Specify the symbolic name of the user-defined field that
contains the length of the data stream, or the length itself expressed as a numeric constant.

• RETURN LENGTH INTO  data-actual-length
Specifies the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION entry to which IDMS returns the length in bytes
of the output data stream. If the data stream has been truncated, this entry contains the length before truncation.

• OUTPUT
Specifies screen display options for the data being output. This option applies only to IO requests.

• DATA IS
Specifies whether to transmit the variable-storage data fields to the terminal. This specification applies to all variable-
storage data fields unless it is overridden by an OUTPUT DATA IS YES/NO clause in a previously issued MODIFY
MAP request.
– YES 

Transmits the contents of variable-storage data fields to the corresponding map fields.
– NO 

Does not transmit the contents of variable-storage data fields to the corresponding map fields. However, if the
automatic error handling facility detects an error in any field, the applicable attribute bytes are transmitted.

– ERASE 
Does not transmit the contents of variable-storage data fields and fills the corresponding map fields with null values.

– ATTRIBUTE 
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Transmits only the attribute bytes for variable-storage data fields. Data in the record buffer is not sent to the
terminal.

• NEWPAGE|ERASE
Activates the erase-write function. The screen is cleared and the literal and variable fields are transmitted to the map.
If NEWPAGE or ERASE is not specified, any existing screen display is overwritten without first erasing it. (NEWPAGE
and ERASE are synonymous.)
To erase individual map fields, use the OUTPUT DATA IS ERASE option of the MODIFY MAP statement. To erase all
screen fields and to activate the erase-write function, the MAP OUT statement must specify OUTPUT DATA IS ERASE
NEWPAGE.

• LITERALS
Transmits literal fields and variable-storage data fields to the terminal. If LITERALS is not specified, literal fields are
written to the map only when a MAP OUT request specifies the ERASE option.

• MESSAGE IS  message-text 
Specifies the message to display in the map message area. Specify the symbolic name of a WORKING-STORAGE
SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION entry that contains the message text. This option applies only to IO requests.

NOTE

• The MESSAGE parameter can only be used with MAP OUT DETAIL when the $MESSAGE field is
associated with the detail occurrence at map generation.

• To reference a message that is stored in the data dictionary, use the ACCEPT TEXT INTO parameter of
the WRITE LOG statement to copy the message into message-text.

• TO  end-message-data-location
Specifies the end of the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION entry that contains the message text
and is specified following the last data item in message-text. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined dummy byte
field or a field containing a data item that is not associated with the output data stream.

• LENGTH  data-length
Defines the length of the message text in bytes. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the
length, or the length itself expressed as a numeric constant.

• DETAIL
Creates or modifies a detail occurrence, and optionally associates a numeric key value with the occurrence. This
option applies only to pageable maps.

• NEW
Creates a detail occurrence of a pageable map. This value is the default.
Occurrences are displayed in the order in which they are created by the application program.

• CURRENT
Modifies the detail occurrence that was referenced by the most recent MAP IN DETAIL or MAP OUT DETAIL
statement.

• KEY IS  key
Specifies a value to associate with the created or modified detail occurrence. Specify the name of a PIC S9(8) COMP
(fullword) field containing the key of a database record that is associated with the detail occurrence.
The 4-byte numeric value is not displayed on the terminal screen. When the KEY IS parameter is used with the MAP
OUT DETAIL CURRENT command, the specified value replaces the value (if any) that was previously associated with
the detail occurrence.

• RESUME
Specifies the page of detail occurrences to map out to the terminal. This option applies only to pageable maps.
– PAGE is CURRENT 

Redisplays the current page. This value is the default. If no page has been displayed, the first page of the pageable
map is displayed.

– PAGE is NEXT 
Displays the page that follows the current page. If no page follows the current page, the current page is redisplayed.

– PAGE is PRIOR 
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Displays the page that precedes the current page. If no page precedes the current page, the current page is
redisplayed.

– PAGE is FIRST 
Displays the first available page of detail occurrences.

– PAGE is LAST 
Displays the page of detail occurrences with the highest available page number.

– PAGE is page-number
Specifies the number of the page to display. A page number is stored in the variable field by a preceding MAP IN
PAGE IS page-number statement that names the same numeric variable field.

Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of the MAP OUT statement:

• Example 1
The following statement writes all literal and data fields that are associated with the EMPMAPLR map to the terminal:

MAP OUT USING EMPMAPLR

  OUTPUT DATA IS YES

  NEWPAGE

  MESSAGE IS INITIAL-MESSAGE LENGTH 80.

• Example 2
The following statement maps out the current detail. If the first page of the pageable map is not yet filled, no terminal I/
O is associated with this request:

MAP OUT USING EMPMAPPG

  DETAIL

  KEY IS DETAIL-KEY.

Status Codes

After completion of the MAP OUT function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS-DC communications block indicates the
outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
4625 The output operation has been interrupted. The operator has

pressed ATTENTION or BREAK.
4626 A logical error (for example, an invalid control character) has been

encountered in the output data stream.
4627 A permanent I/O error has occurred during processing.
4628 The dial-up line for the terminal has been disconnected.
4631 The map request block (MRB) contains an invalid field, indicating

a possible error in the program parameters.
4632 The derived length of the specified map output data area is zero or

negative.
4633 The map load module that was named in the MRB cannot be

found.
4634 The specified LINKAGE SECTION entry is not at COBOL 01-level.
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4638 The WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION
entry that was specified for return of the output data stream has
not been allocated.

4639 The terminal being used is out of service.
4640 The NOIO option has been specified but the requested data

stream cannot be found.
4642 The requested map does not support the terminal device being

used.
4652 The specified edit or code table cannot be found or is invalid for

use with the named map.
4653 An error has occurred in a user-written edit routine.
4654 A data conversion error has occurred. The internal map data does

not match the data description of the map.
4655 The user-written edit routine that was specified for the named map

cannot be found.
4664 There is no current detail occurrence to be updated (MAP OUT

DETAIL CURRENT only). No action is taken.
4668 The amount of storage that was defined for pageable maps at

system generation time is insufficient. No action is taken. This
statement and subsequent MAP OUT DETAIL statements are
ignored.

4672 No detail occurrence, footer, or header fields exist to be mapped
out by a MAPOUT RESUME command.

4676 The first screen page has been transmitted to the terminal.
4680 A pageable map page has been built but the page has not

been displayed. This outcome can happen after you specify
STARTPAGE NOAUTODISPLAY. Test for it after each MAP OUT
DETAIL statement.

MAP OUTIN (COBOL)
The MAP OUTIN statement requests an output data transfer (MAP OUT) followed by an input data transfer (MAP IN).
MAP OUTIN combines the functions of the MAP OUT and MAP IN requests. However MAP OUTIN cannot perform
pageable map functions or native mode data transfers. By definition, the MAP OUTIN request is synchronous; it forces the
program to be conversational.

Syntax

►►─── MAP OUTIN USING map-name ───────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──►

   └─ OUTPUT ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

              └─ DATA is ─┬─ YES ───────┬─┬─────────────┬─┬────────────┬─┘

                          ├─ NO ────────┤ ├─ NEWPAGE ─┬─┘ └─ LITERALS ─┘

                          ├─ ERASE ─────┤ └─ ERASE ───┘

                          └─ ATTRIBUTE ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ INPUT DATA is ─┬─ YES ─┬─┘
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                     └─ NO ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ───────►◄

   └─ MESSAGE IS message-text ─┬─ TO end-message-data-location ─┬─┘

                               └─ LENGTH data-length ───────────┘

Parameters

• MAP OUTIN map-name
Specifies the map to use for the MAP OUTIN request. The map must be included in the MAP SECTION of the
program.

• OUTPUT
Specifies screen display options for the data being output.

• DATA is
Specifies whether to transmit variable-storage data fields to the terminal. This specification applies to all variable-
storage data fields unless it is overridden by an OUTPUT DATA IS YES/NO clause in a previously issued MODIFY
MAP request.
– YES 

Transmits the contents of variable-storage data fields to the corresponding map fields.
– NO 

Does not transmit the contents of variable-storage data fields to the corresponding map fields. However, if the
automatic error handling facility detects an error in any field, the applicable attribute bytes are transmitted.

– ERASE 
Does not transmit the contents of variable-storage data fields and fills the corresponding map fields with null values.

– ATTRIBUTE 
Transmits only the attribute bytes for variable-storage data fields. Data in the record buffer is not sent to the
terminal.

• NEWPAGE|ERASE
Activates the erase-write function. The screen is cleared and literal and variable fields are transmitted to the map. If
NEWPAGE or ERASE is not specified, any existing screen display is overwritten without first erasing it. (NEWPAGE
and ERASE are synonymous.)
To erase individual map fields, use the OUTPUT DATA IS ERASE option of the MODIFY MAP statement. To erase all
screen fields and to activate the erase-write function, the MAP OUT statement must specify OUTPUT DATA IS ERASE
NEWPAGE.

• LITERALS
Transmits literal fields and variable-storage data fields to the terminal. If LITERALS is not specified, literal fields are
written to the map only when a MAP OUT request specifies the ERASE option.

• INPUT DATA is
Specifies whether to move the contents of map fields to variable-storage data fields or leave them unchanged. This
specification applies to all variable-storage data fields unless it is overridden by an INPUT DATA IS YES/NO clause in
a previously issued MODIFY MAP request.
– YES 

Moves the contents of map fields to variable-storage data fields.
– NO 

Leaves the contents of map fields unchanged.
• MESSAGE IS  message-text

Specifies the message to display in the map message area. Specify the symbolic name of a WORKING-STORAGE
SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION entry that contains the message text.

• TO  end-message-data-location
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Specifies the end of the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION entry that contains the message text
and is specified following the last data item in message-text. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined dummy byte
field or a field containing a data item that is not associated with the output data stream.

• LENGTH  data-length
Defines the length of the message text in bytes. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the
length, or the length itself expressed as a numeric constant.

NOTE
To reference a message that is stored in the data dictionary, use the ACCEPT TEXT INTO parameter of the
WRITE LOG statement to copy the message into message-text.

Example

The following statement erases the screen, transmits literal and variable map fields (null values), and performs a MAP IN
when the operator presses an AID key:

MAP OUTIN USING EMPMAPLR

  OUTPUT DATA IS ERASE NEWPAGE

  INPUT DATA IS YES.

Status Codes

After completion of the MAP OUTIN function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS-DC communications block indicates
the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
4625 The I/O operation has been interrupted. The terminal operator has

pressed ATTENTION or BREAK.
4626 A logical error (for example, an invalid control character) has been

encountered in the output data stream.
4627 A permanent I/O error has occurred during processing.
4628 The dial-up line for the terminal is disconnected.
4631 The map request block (MRB) contains an invalid field, indicating

a possible error in the program parameters.
4633 The map load module that was named in the MRB cannot be

found.
4639 The terminal being used is out of service.
4642 The requested map does not support the terminal device being

used.
4652 The specified edit or code table cannot be found or is invalid for

use with the named map.
4653 An error has occurred in a user-written edit routine.
4654 A data conversion error has occurred. The internal map data does

not match the data description of the map.
4655 The user-written edit routine that was specified for the named map

cannot be found.
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MODIFY (COBOL)
The MODIFY statement replaces element values of the specified record occurrence with new element values that are
defined in program variable storage.

Before the MODIFY statement is executed, the following conditions must be satisfied:

• All areas that are affected implicitly or explicitly must be readied in one of the update usage modes (see READY
(COBOL)).

• The specified record must be established as current of run unit. If the record that is current of run unit is not an
occurrence of the specified record, a nonzero status condition results.

• The values of all elements that are defined for the specified record in the program subschema view must be in variable
storage. If an OBTAIN statement does not precede the MODIFY statement, you must initialize the appropriate values.
Precede MODIFY with an OBTAIN statement to ensure that all elements in the modified record are present in variable
storage.

The following items apply to the modification of CALC- and sort-control elements:

• If modification of a CALC- or sort-control element violates a duplicates-not-allowed option, the record is not modified. A
nonzero status condition occurs.

• If a CALC-control element is modified, successful MODIFY execution lets the record be accessed by its new CALC-key
value. The database key of the specified record is not changed.

• If a sort-control element is modified, the sorted set in which the specified record participates must be included in
the subschema that the program invokes. A record occurrence that is a member of a set which is not defined in the
subschema can be modified only when the undefined set is not sorted.

• If any modified elements in the specified record are defined as sort-control elements for any set occurrence in which
that record is a member, the set occurrence is examined. If necessary, the specified record is disconnected and
reconnected in the set occurrence to maintain the set order that is specified in the schema.

The following items apply to the modification of records in native VSAM data sets:

• The record length in an entry-sequenced data set (ESDS) cannot be changed even when the records are variable
length.

• The prime key for a key-sequenced data set (KSDS) cannot be modified.

Currency: The specified record must be established as current of run unit.

After the MODIFY statement executes successfully, the modified record becomes the current record of run unit, its record
type, its area, and all sets in which it participates as member or owner.

Syntax

►►─── MODIFY record-name . ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• MODIFY record-name
Specifies the record type to update. The record type must be included in the subschema. The occurrence of record-
name residing in program variable storage is updated.

Example

The following example modifies an occurrence of the EMPLOYEE record to change the employee address.

1. Retrieve the desired EMPLOYEE record and move its contents to variable storage:
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MOVE EMP-ID-IN TO EMP-ID-0415.

OBTAIN CALC EMPLOYEE.

2. Update the EMP-ADDRESS-0415 field by moving the new address into the proper location in the EMPLOYEE record:

MOVE NEW-ADDRESS TO EMP-ADDRESS-0415.

3. Issue a MODIFY statement to return all data items in the EMPLOYEE record to the database:

MODIFY EMPLOYEE.

Status Codes

After completion of the MODIFY function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS communications block indicates the
outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
0803 Invalid currency for a record to be altered by a MODIFY. This

outcome occurs only when a run unit is sharing a transaction with
other database sessions. The 03 minor status is returned when
the run unit tries to modify a record by using a currency that has
been invalidated because of changes that were made by another
database session that is sharing the same transaction.

0804 The OCCURS DEPENDING ON item is less than zero or greater
than the maximum number of occurrences of the control element.

0805 Modification of the record would violate a duplicates-not-allowed
option for a CALC record, a sorted set, or an index set.

0806 Currency has not been established for the named record.
0808 The specified record cannot be found. The record name has

probably been misspelled.
0809 The area of the named record has not been readied in one of the

update usage modes.
0810 The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits

modification of the named record.
0811 The space is insufficient to hold the modified variable-length

record occurrence.
0813 A current record of run unit has not been established or has been

nullified by a previous ERASE statement.
0818 The record has not been bound.
0820 The current record of run unit is not the same type as the named

record.
0821 An area other than the area of the named record has been readied

with an incorrect usage mode.
0825 No current record of set type has been established.
0833 At least one sorted set in which the named record participates has

not been included in the subschema.
0855 An invalid length has been defined for a variable length record.
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0860 A record occurrence has a type that is inconsistent with the set
named in the ERROR-SET field of the IDMS communications
block. Probable causes include a broken chain and improper
database description.

0883 A record length in a native VSAM ESDS has been changed or a
prime key in a native VSAM KSDS has been modified.

MODIFY (LRF) (COBOL)
The MODIFY statement changes the field values in an existing logical-record occurrence. LRF uses the field values in
the variable storage location that are reserved for the logical record to update the appropriate database records. You can
optionally specify an alternative variable storage location from which to take the changed field values.

Syntax

►►─── MODIFY logical-record-name ─────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ FROM alt-logical-record-location ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ WHERE boolean-expression ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ──────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ON path-status imperative-statement ─┘

Parameters

• MODIFY logical-record-name
Updates the data field values in the named logical record. Unless you include the FROM clause, the field values that
are used to update the database are taken from the area in program variable storage that is reserved for the named
logical record. The logical record must be defined in the subschema.

• FROM  alt-logical-record-location
Specifies an alternative variable storage location from which to take the field values. This record location must be
defined in the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION. The FROM clause must name the same
location that was specified in the OBTAIN request.

• WHERE  boolean-expression
Specifies the selection criteria to apply to the logical record. For details on coding this clause, see Logical-Record
Clauses (COBOL).

• ON
Specifies the action to take, depending on the value that is returned to the LR-STATUS field in the LRC block. For
details on coding this clause, see Logical-Record Clauses (COBOL).
– path-status 

Specifies the value of the LR-STATUS field in the LRC block that triggers the specified action.
– imperative-statement 

Specifies the action to take.
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Example

The following example modifies an occurrence of the EMP-SKILL-LR logical record. This example upgrades the skill level
for employee 120 from 02 (COMPETENT-0425) to 03 (PROFICIENT-0425).

1. Retrieve the desired logical-record occurrence:

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-SKILL-LR WHERE EMP-ID-0415 EQ '0120'

   AND SKILL-ID-0455 EQ '3610'

   AND COMPETENT-0425.

2. Update the SKILL-LEVEL-0425 field:

MOVE '03' TO SKILL-LEVEL-0425.

3. Issue the MODIFY statement for the updated EMP-SKILL-LR logical record:

MODIFY EMP-SKILL-LR.

MODIFY EMP-SKILL-LR

The following figure illustrates the previous example by showing three occurrences of the EMP-SKILL-LR logical record:

EMPLOYEE EXPERTISE SKILL

  120      04      7620

  120      03      3710

  120     (02) 03  3610

LRF retrieves the EMP-SKILL-LR logical record where the following conditions are true:

• EMP-ID-0415 = '0120'
• SKILL-ID-0455 = '0120'
• SKILL-LEVEL-0425 = '02' (COMPETENT-0425)

The bottom EXPERTISE occurrence represents the only data that is physically modified in the database.

MODIFY MAP (COBOL)
The MODIFY MAP statement modifies the options in the map request block (MRB) for a map. Modifications can be
designated as permanent or temporary. You can request modifications that are field-specific, map-specific, or both. Field-
specific revisions apply to the variable data fields in the map.

NOTE
The MODIFY MAP statement parameters that revise predefined map or map data field attributes have no
defaults. If a parameter is not specified, it remains set to the value that was specified at map generation or in a
previous MODIFY MAP PERMANENT statement.

Syntax

►►─── MODIFY MAP map-name ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 ►─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ PERMANENT ◄ ─┤
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   └─ TEMPORARY ───┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

   └─ CURSOR at ─┬─ cursor-row cursor-column ─┬─┘

                 └─ DFLD field-name ──────────┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

   │       ┌────────────────────┐ │

   └─ WCC ─▼─┬─┬─ RESETMDT ─┬─┬─┴─┘

             │ └─ NOMDT ────┘ │

             │                │

             ├─┬─ RESETKBD ─┬─┤

             │ └─ NOKBD ────┘ │

             │                │

             ├─┬─ ALARM ───┬──┤

             │ └─ NOALARM ─┘  │

             │                │

             ├─┬─ STARTPRT ─┬─┤

             │ └─ NOPRT ────┘ │

             │                │

             └─┬─ NLCR ─┬─────┘

               ├─ 40CR ─┤

               ├─ 64CR ─┤

               └─ 80CR ─┘

►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►◄

  │                             ┌────────────────────────┐ │

  └─ FOR field-specifications ──▼─ modification-options ─┴─┘

 

Expansion of field-specifications

►─┬─ ALL ─┬─ BUT ────┬─ CURRENT ───────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

  │       └─ EXCEPT ─┘                         │

  │                                            │

  ├─ ALL ─┬─ CORRECT ─┬─ FIELDS ───────────────┤

  │       └─ ERROR ───┘                        │

  │                       ┌───────────────────┐│

  └─┬───────────────────┬─▼─ DFLD field-name ─┴┘

    ├─ ALL ◄ ───────────┤

    └─ all ─┬─ BUT ────┬┘

            └─ EXCEPT ─┘

 

Expansion of modification-options
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►───┬─┬─ BACKSCAN ───┬─────────────────────────┬─ . ─────────────────────────►

    │ └─ NOBACKSCAN ─┘                         │

    │                                          │

    ├─ OUTPUT DATA is ─┬─ YES ───────┬─────────┤

    │                  ├─ NO ────────┤         │

    │                  ├─ ERASE ─────┤         │

    │                  └─ ATTRIBUTE ─┘         │

    │                                          │

    ├─ INPUT DATA is ─┬─ YES ─┬────────────────┤

    │                 └─ NO ──┘                │

    │                                          │

    ├─┬─ RIGHT ─┬─ JUSTIFY ────────────────────┤

    │ └─ LEFT ──┘                              │

    │                                          │

    ├─ PAD ─┬─ pad-character ─┬────────────────┤

    │       ├─ LOW-VALUE ─────┤                │

    │       └─ HIGH-VALUE ────┘                │

    │                                          │

    ├─ EDIT is ─┬─ ERROR ───┬──────────────────┤

    │           └─ CORRECT ─┘                  │

    │                                          │

    ├─┬─ REQUIRED ─┬───────────────────────────┤

    │ └─ OPTIONAL ─┘                           │

    │                                          │

    ├─ error message is ─┬─ ACTIVE ─────┬──────┤

    │                    └─ SUPPRESS ───┘      │

    │                                          │

    │              ┌─────────────────────────┐ │

    └─ ATTRIBUTES ─▼─┬─ SKIP ──────────────┬─┴─┘

                     │                     │

                     ├─┬─ ALPHAMERIC ─┬────┤

                     │ └─ NUMERIC ────┘    │

                     │                     │

                     ├─┬─ PROTECTED ───┬───┤

                     │ └─ UNPROTECTED ─┘   │

                     │                     │

                     ├─┬─ DISPLAY ─┬───────┤

                     │ ├─ DARK ────┤       │

                     │ └─ BRIGHT ──┘       │

                     │                     │

                     ├─ DETECT ────────────┤

                     │                     │

                     ├─┬─ MDT ───┬─────────┤

                     │ └─ NOMDT ─┘         │

                     │                     │

                     ├─┬─ BLINK ───┬───────┤

                     │ └─ NOBLINK ─┘       │

                     │                     │

                     ├─┬─ REVERSE-VIDEO ─┬─┤

                     │ └─ NORMAL-VIDEO ──┘ │

                     │                     │

                     ├─┬─ UNDERSCORE ───┬──┤
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                     │ └─ NOUNDERSCORE ─┘  │

                     │                     │

                     └─┬─ NOCOLOR ───┬─────┘

                       ├─ BLUE ──────┤

                       ├─ RED ───────┤

                       ├─ PINK ──────┤

                       ├─ GREEN ─────┤

                       ├─ TURQUOISE ─┤

                       ├─ YELLOW ────┤

                       └─ WHITE ─────┘

Parameters

• MODIFY MAP map-name
Specifies the map to modify. The map must be included in the MAP SECTION of the program.

• PERMANENT
Applies the modifications to all mapping mode I/O requests until the program terminates or until a subsequent MODIFY
MAP request overrides the requested revisions. This value is the default.

• TEMPORARY
Applies the modifications only to the next mapping mode I/O request (that is, MAP IN, MAP OUT, or MAP OUTIN).

• CURSOR AT
Specifies where to position the cursor during output operations.
– cursor-row 

Specifies a row on the terminal screen. Specify the symbolic name of the user-defined field that contains the row
value, or the value itself expressed as a numeric constant. Typically, fields with cursor row and column coordinates
are level-77 data items that are defined as PIC S9(4) USAGE COMP (halfword).

– cursor-column 
Specifies a column on the terminal screen. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the
column value, or the value itself expressed as a numeric constant. Typically, fields with cursor row and column
coordinates are level-77 data items that are defined as PIC S9(4) USAGE COMP (halfword).

– DFLD field-name 
Specifies a map field. The cursor is moved to the first position in the field.

• WCC
Specifies the write-control character (WCC) options for the output operation. If a MODIFY MAP request alters any
WCC option, unspecified options are reset to NOMDT, NOKBD, and NOALARM.
– RESETMDT 

Resets (turns off) the modified data tags (MDTs) for the map fields automatically when the map is displayed.
– NOMDT 

Does not reset (turn off) the modified data tags (MDTs) for the map fields when the map is displayed. The
associated data is retransmitted to variable-storage data fields during the next MAP IN request.

– RESETKBD 
Unlocks the keyboard automatically when the map is displayed.

– NOKBD 
Does not unlock the keyboard when the map is displayed.

– ALARM 
Sounds the terminal audible alarm (if installed) automatically when the map is displayed.

– NOALARM 
Does not sound the terminal audible alarm when the map is displayed.

– STARTPRT 
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Prints the contents of the terminal buffer automatically when the data has been transmitted to the terminal. This
option applies only to 3280-type printers.

– NOPRT 
Does not print the contents of the terminal buffer when the data has been transmitted to the terminal. This option
applies only to 3280-type printers.

– NLCR 
Does not perform line formatting on the printer output. Printing begins on a new line only when the printer
encounters new line (NL) and carriage control (CR) characters.

– 40CR 
Prints the contents of the 3280-type printer buffer at 40 characters per line.

– 64CR 
Prints the contents of the 3280-type printer buffer at 64 characters per line.

– 80CR 
Prints the contents of the 3280-type printer buffer at 80 characters per line.

• FOR
Specifies the map fields to modify or to exclude from modification.

Expansion of field-specifications

• ALL BUT (EXCEPT) CURRENT
Modifies all fields except the current field. The current field is the map field that was referenced in the last MODIFY
MAP or INQUIRE MAP request. If that request referenced a list of fields rather than a single map field, no currency
exists and all map fields are modified.
BUT and EXCEPT are synonyms and can be used interchangeably.

• ALL CORRECT FIELDS
Modifies all fields that are found to be correct during automatic editing or by a user-written edit module.
To specify, ALL CORRECT FIELDS, automatic editing must be enabled for the map.

• ALL ERROR FIELDS
Modifies all fields that are found to be in error during automatic editing or by a user-written edit module.
If you specify ALL ERROR FIELDS, automatic editing must be enabled for the map.

• ALL
Modifies all named map fields. This value is the default.

• all BUT (EXCEPT)
Modifies all map fields except for the named fields.
BUT and EXCEPT are synonyms and can be used interchangeably.
– DFLD  field-name

Specifies the map fields to modify or exclude from modification. Separate multiple DFLD specifications by at least
one blank. Multiple DFLD specifications must come from the same map record. Field names that are not unique
within the program must be qualified with the name of the associated record.

– Likewise, multiply occurring fields must be qualified with the appropriate subscripts. Use the following syntax:

map-data-field-name ─┬─────────────┬──┬────────────────────────┬─

                     └─ subscript ─┘  └─┬─ IN ─┬─ record-name ─┘

                                        └─ OF ─┘

Modification Options

• BACKSCAN
Backscans the specified fields and removes trailing blanks before performing a MAPOUT operation. Only the
characters up to the last nonblank are sent to the terminal. Fields that remain on the screen contain whatever
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characters were present before the MAP OUT or MAP OUTIN request was issued. If the MAP OUT or MAP OUTIN
request specifies the ERASE option, the contents of all terminal data fields are erased.

• NOBACKSCAN
Does not backscan the specified fields and remove trailing blanks.

• OUTPUT DATA IS
Specifies how to treat the output map fields.
– YES 

Sets the fields to the value of the corresponding variable-storage data fields.
– NO 

Leaves the fields unchanged.
– ERASE 

Erases the fields.
– ATTRIBUTE 

Transmits only the attribute byte of the fields.
• INPUT DATA is YES

Moves map fields automatically to the corresponding variable-storage data fields during an input operation.
• INPUT DATA is NO

Does not move map fields to the corresponding variable-storage data fields during an input operation.
• RIGHT JUSTIFY

Right justifies the variable-storage fields on input.
• LEFT JUSTIFY

Left justifies the variable-storage fields on input.
• PAD

Specifies whether to pad variable-storage data fields on input and defines the padding value or character.
If RIGHT JUSTIFY is specified, fields are padded on the left. If LEFT JUSTIFY is specified, fields are padded on the
right.
– pad-character 

Specifies the symbolic name of a user-defined PIC X DISPLAY field that contains the pad character, or the
character itself enclosed in quotation marks.

– LOW-VALUE 
Pads the fields with zeros.

– HIGH-VALUE 
Pads the fields with the highest value in the computer collating sequence.

• EDIT IS ERROR
Sets the error flag on for the specified map fields. Automatic editing must be enabled for the map.
Setting the error flag enables programs to perform their own editing and validation in addition to that provided by the
automatic editing feature.
On a MAPOUT operation, when any field has an error flag, only attribute bytes are transmitted for all fields (both
CORRECT and INCORRECT). No data is moved from program variable storage to the screen.

• EDIT IS CORRECT
Sets the error flag off for the specified map fields. Automatic editing must be enabled for the map.
Setting the error flag enables programs to perform their own editing and validation in addition to that provided by the
automatic editing feature.
On a MAPOUT operation, when any fieldhas an error flag, only attribute bytes are transmitted for all fields (both
CORRECT and INCORRECT). No data is moved from program variable storage to the screen.

• REQUIRED
Requires the user to type data in the specified map fields. If no data is entered, an error occurs on MAPIN.
Automatic editing must be enabled for the map and for the specified map fields.

• OPTIONAL
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Does not require the user to type data in the specified map fields.
• error message is

Specifies whether to display an error message that is associated with the field.
– ACTIVE 

Displays the error message that is associated with the field. This value is the default.
Typically, ACTIVE is specified after specifying ERROR MESSAGE SUPPRESS for the map in a previous MODIFY
MAP PERMANENT statement.

– SUPPRESS
Does not display the error message. When the map is redisplayed because of errors, the message that is defined
for the map field is not displayed even when the field contains edit errors.

• ATTRIBUTES
Indicates the 3270- and 3279-type terminal display attributes for the specified map fields. Only the named attributes
are modified in the MRB. Separate multiple attributes by blanks.
– SKIP 

Repositions the cursor automatically past the map fields to the next unprotected field. When you specify SKIP, the
NUMERIC and PROTECTED attributes are assigned to the affected map fields automatically.

– ALPHAMERIC 
Allows the user to type any character on the 3270 keyboard into the map fields.

– NUMERIC 
Allows the user to type numeric characters only into the map fields. If the terminal does not have the numeric lock
option, NUMERIC is ignored.

– PROTECTED 
Protects the specified map fields from data entry or modification by the user.

– UNPROTECTED 
Makes the specified map fields available for data entry or modification by the user.
You cannot specify both UNPROTECTED and SKIP.

– DISPLAY 
Displays the specified map fields in normal intensity.

– DARK 
Does not display the specified map fields.
You cannot specify both DARK and DETECT.

– BRIGHT 
Displays the specified map fields in bright intensity.
Fields that have the BRIGHT attribute are detectable by a light pen.

– DETECT 
Makes the specified map fields detectable by a light pen.
Fields that have the BRIGHT attribute are also detectable by a light pen.

– MDT 
Sets the modified data tag automatically for the map fields when they are displayed.

– NOMDT 
Does not set the modified data tag automatically for the map fields when they are displayed.

– BLINK 
Displays the specified map fields with blinking characters. This option applies only to 3279 terminals.
If you specify BLINK, you cannot specify REVERSE-VIDEO or UNDERSCORE.

– NOBLINK 
Does not display the specified map fields with blinking characters. This option applies only to 3279 terminals.

– REVERSE-VIDEO 
Displays the specified map fields in reverse video (background and character colors reversed). This option applies
only to 3279 terminals.
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If you specify REVERSE-VIDEO, you cannot specify BLINK or UNDERSCORE.
– NORMAL-VIDEO 

Displays the specified map fields in normal video. This option applies only to 3279 terminals.
– UNDERSCORE 

Displays the specified map fields with underlined characters. This option applies only to 3279 terminals.
If you specify UNDERSCORE, you cannot specify BLINK or REVERSE-VIDEO. 

– NOUNDERSCORE 
Displays the specified map fields without underlined characters. This option applies only to 3279 terminals.

– NOCOLOR/BLUE/RED/PINK/GREEN/TURQUOISE/YELLOW/WHITE 
Specifies a display color for the specified map fields. This option applies only to 3279 terminals.

Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of the MODIFY MAP statement.

• Example 1
The following statement positions the cursor at EMP-ID-0415 and prohibits the user from entering data in any field
except EMP-ID-0415 and DEPT-ID-0410:

MODIFY MAP EMPMAPLR TEMPORARY

  CURSOR AT DFLD EMP-ID-0415

  FOR ALL BUT DFLD EMP-ID-0415

        DFLD DEPT-ID-0410

  ATTRIBUTES PROTECTED.

• Example 2
The following statement sets the edit flag on for the TASK-CODE-01 field, which overrides automatic editing and error
handling for the next MAP IN request:

MODIFY MAP EMPMAPLR TEMPORARY

  FOR DFLD TASK-CODE-01

  EDIT IS ERROR.

• Example 3
The following statement suppresses the display of default error messages for fields EMP-ID and DEPT-ID on the
current map:

MODIFY MAP EMPMAPLR TEMPORARY

  FOR DFLD EMP-ID DFLD DEPT-ID

   ERROR MESSAGE IS SUPPRESS.

Because this MODIFY MAP statement specifies TEMPORARY, the error messages are suppressed only for the
next MAPOUT. If PERMANENT (default) was specified, the error messages would be suppressed until the program
terminated or until a subsequent MODIFY MAP overrode the error message specifications.

Status Codes

After completion of the MODIFY MAP function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS-DC communications block
indicates the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
4629 The program passed an invalid parameter.
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4644 The map field is not in the specified map. A reference to a map
field subscript may be invalid.

4656 The referenced map contains no data fields.

OBTAIN (LRF) (COBOL)
The OBTAIN statement retrieves a logical record and places it in the variable-storage location that is reserved for that
logical record. The OBTAIN statement can retrieve a single logical record, or it can be issued in iterative logic to retrieve
all logical records that meet the criteria in the WHERE clause. The OBTAIN statement can also place the logical record
into an alternative variable storage location.

Syntax

►►─── OBTAIN ─┬──────────┬─ logical-record-name ──────────────────────────────►

              ├─ FIRST ──┤

              └─ NEXT ◄ ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ INTO alt-logical-record-location ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ WHERE boolean-expression ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ──────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ON path-status imperative-statement ─┘

Parameters

• FIRST
Retrieves the first occurrence of the logical record. Typically, OBTAIN FIRST is used to retrieve the first logical record
in a series of occurrences, following the iterative retrieval of a different series of logical-record occurrences.

• NEXT
Retrieves a subsequent occurrence of the named logical record, in the order that the DBA specified in the path. This
value is the default. Typically, OBTAIN NEXT is used in iterative logic to retrieve a series of logical-record occurrences
(possibly including the first).
When LRF receives repeated OBTAIN NEXT commands, it replaces the field values in program variable storage with
new values that are obtained through repeated access to the appropriate database records, thereby supplying the
program with new occurrences of the desired logical record.
If an OBTAIN FIRST statement is followed by an OBTAIN NEXT statement to retrieve a series of occurrences of the
same logical record, the OBTAIN statements must direct LRF to the same path. Ensure that the selection criteria in the
WHERE clause that accompanies the OBTAIN FIRST and OBTAIN NEXT statements describe the same attributes of
the desired logical record.
If the program issues an OBTAIN NEXT statement without issuing an OBTAIN FIRST, or the last path status was LR-
NOT-FOUND, LRF interprets the OBTAIN NEXT as OBTAIN FIRST. After LR-ERROR or a DBA-defined path status,
LRF does not interpret OBTAIN NEXT as OBTAIN FIRST.

• logical-record-name 
Specifies a logical record that is defined in the subschema.

• INTO  alt-logical-record-location
Specifies an alternative location in variable storage in which to place the retrieved logical record. The record location
must be defined in the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION.
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Any subsequent MODIFY, STORE, or ERASE statements for a logical record that is placed in alt-logical-record-
location must name that area as the one from which to obtain the data to update the logical record.

• WHERE  boolean-expression
Specifies the selection criteria to apply to the logical record. For details on coding this clause, see Logical-Record
Clauses (COBOL).

• ON
Specifies the action to take, depending on the value that is returned to the LR-STATUS field in the LRC block. For
details on coding this clause, see Logical-Record Clauses (COBOL).
– path-status 

Specifies the value of the LR-STATUS field in the LRC block that triggers the specified action.
– imperative-statement 

Specifies the action to take.

Example

The following example retrieves a series of logical-record occurrences. The program issues the OBTAIN NEXT statement
iteratively to retrieve the first and all subsequent occurrences of the EMP-JOB-LR logical record for all employees in the
specified department:

GET-AN-ORDER.

 MOVE DEPT-ID-IN TO DEPT-ID-0410.

 OBTAIN NEXT EMP-JOB-LR WHERE DEPT-ID-410 EQ DEPT-ID-0410 OF LR.

  IF LR-STATUS = LR-ERROR

   PERFORM ERROR-PROCESSING.

  IF LR-STATUS = LR-NOT-FOUND

   PERFORM END-PROCESSING.

  .

  .

  .

 GO TO GET-AN-ORDER.

OBTAIN NEXT EMP-JOB-LR

The following figure illustrates the information that each OBTAIN NEXT statement retrieves. The EMP-JOB-LR logical
record consists of DEPARTMENT, OFFICE, EMPLOYEE, and JOB information:

             DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE OFFICE  JOB

         ┌──

ONE OCCURRENCE ──┤    5100     466      8    SNOWBLOWER

OF EMP-JOB-LR   │

         │    5100     467      8    WINDKEEPER

         │

         │    5100     334      5    RAINDANCE

         │

         │    5100     457      8    STURM UND

         └──                       DRANG
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POST (COBOL)
The POST statement alters an event control block (ECB) by posting it to indicate completion of an event upon which
another task is waiting, or by clearing it to an unposted status.

Syntax

►►─── POST ─┬─ EVENT ecb ─────────────────────┬─ . ───────────────────────────►◄

            └─ EVENT NAME ecb-id ─┬─────────┬─┘

                                  └─ CLEAR ─┘

Parameters

• EVENT  ecb
Specifies the ECB to post. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined area that contains three PIC S9(8) COMP
SYNC (fullword) fields. Program-allocated ECBs are cleared by moving zeros to ecb.

• EVENT NAME  ecb-id
Specifies the ECB ID to post or clear. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the ECB ID, or
the ID itself enclosed in quotation marks.
– CLEAR 

Clears the specified ECB ID to an unposted status.
Programs that are posting and waiting on ECBs are responsible for clearing the ECBs before issuing subsequent
WAIT requests.

Example

The following example posts the event whose ECB identifier is in the FOUND-ECB field and clears the ECB to an
unposted status:

POST

  EVENT NAME FOUND-ECB

  CLEAR.

Status Codes

After completion of the POST function, the only possible value in the ERROR-STATUS field of the IDMS-DC
communications block is 0000.

PUT QUEUE (COBOL)
The PUT QUEUE statement stores a queue record in the DDLDCRUN or the DDLDCQUE area of the data dictionary. An
ID is assigned to the queue record and placed at the beginning or end of its associated queue.

Syntax

►►─── PUT QUEUE ─┬───────────────┬────┬──────────┬────────────────────────────►

                 └─ ID queue-id ─┘    ├─ FIRST ──┤

                                      └─ LAST ◄ ─┘

 ►─── FROM queue-data-location ─┬─ TO end-queue-data-location ─┬──────────────►

                                └─ LENGTH queue-data-length ───┘
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 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

   └─ RETURN RECORD ID INTO return-queue-record-id ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ─────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ RETENTION queue-retention-period ─┘

Parameters

• ID  queue-id
Directs the queue record to a previously defined queue. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains
the ID, or the ID itself enclosed in quotation marks.
Default: 16 blanks

• FIRST
Places the queue record at the beginning of the queue.

• LAST
Places the queue record at the end of the queue. This value is the default.

• FROM  queue-data-location
Specifies the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION entry that is associated with the data to be
stored in the queue record. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field.

• TO  end-queue-data-location
Specifies the end of the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION entry that contains the data to be
stored in the queue. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined dummy byte field or a field containing a data item
that is not associated with the queue record.

• LENGTH  queue-data-length
Defines the length, in bytes, of the area that contains the data to be stored in the queue record. Specify the symbolic
name of a user-defined field that contains the length, or the length itself expressed as a numeric constant.

• RETURN RECORD ID INTO  return-queue-record-id
Specifies the program location in which to return the system-assigned ID of the queue record. Specify the symbolic
name of a user-defined PIC S9(8) COMP (fullword) field. The returned ID is used to reference the queue record in
subsequent GET QUEUE and DELETE QUEUE statements.

• RETENTION  queue-retention-period
Specifies the time, in days, to retain the queue in the data dictionary. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined fixed
binary field that contains the retention period, or the retention period itself, expressed as a numeric constant in the
range 0 through 255. A retention period of 255 indicates that the queue is never to be automatically deleted.
At system startup, queues with expired retention periods are deleted automatically. The retention period begins when
the first record is stored in the queue.
The specified retention period takes precedence over retention periods that are associated with previously defined
queues. The RETENTION parameter is ignored when the record being allocated is not the first record in the queue.

NOTE
If RETENTION is omitted, the default retention period for dynamic queues is taken. For more information
about the default retention period for dynamic queues, see Queue Statement Parameters.

Example 

The following example allocates a queue record in the beginning of the RES-Q queue, returns the record ID to the Q-
REC-ID field, and retains the queue for 45 days:

PUT QUEUE

  ID 'RES-Q'

  FIRST

  FROM NEW-RES TO END-NEW-RES
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  RETURN RECORD ID INTO Q-REC-ID

  RETENTION 45.

Status Codes

After completion of the PUT QUEUE function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS-DC communications block indicates
the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
0019 In a DC-BATCH environment, the record size exceeds the MAX

LENGTH value in the BIND TASK statement.
4407 A database error occurred during queue processing. A common

cause is a DBKEY deadlock. For a PUT QUEUE operation, this
code can also mean that the queue upper limit has been reached.
If a database error has occurred, the IDMS/DC/UCF log usually
contains other messages that indicate a problem in RHDCRUAL,
the internal Run Unit Manager. If a deadlock has occurred,
messages DC001000 and DC001002 are also produced.

4431 The parameter list is invalid. Under DC-BATCH, this status
indicates that the specified record length exceeds the maximum
length based on the packet size.

4432 The derived length of the specified queue record is zero or
negative.

PUT SCRATCH (COBOL)
The PUT SCRATCH statement stores or replaces a scratch record in the DDLDCSCR area of the data dictionary. For new
records, PUT SCRATCH generates an index entry in a scratch area that is associated with the issuing task. If the scratch
area does not exist,it is allocated dynamically in the storage pool.

Syntax

►►─── PUT SCRATCH ─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

                   └─ AREA ID scratch-area-id ─┘

 ►─── FROM scratch-data-location ─┬─ TO end-scratch-data-location ─┬──────────►

                                  └─ LENGTH scratch-data-length ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

   └─ RECORD ID scratch-record-id ─┬───────────┬─┘

                                   └─ REPLACE ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ───────────────────►◄

   └─ RETURN RECORD ID into return-scratch-record-id ─┘

Parameters

• AREA ID  scratch-area-id
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Specifies the scratch area that is associated with the record being allocated. Specify the symbolic name of a user-
defined field that contains the ID, or the ID itself enclosed in quotation marks. If you do not specify an AREA ID, an
area ID of eight blanks is assumed.

• FROM  scratch-data-location
Specifies the data to store in the scratch record. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined WORKING-STORAGE
SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION entry that contains the data.

• TO  end-scratch-data-location
Specifies the end of the data area to store in the scratch record. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined dummy
byte field or a field containing a data item that is not associated with the scratch data being stored.

• LENGTH  scratch-data-length
Defines the length of the data area in bytes. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the length,
or the length itself expressed as a numeric constant.

• RECORD ID  scratch-record-id
Specifies the ID of the scratch record being stored. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined PIC S9(8) COMP
(fullword) field that contains the ID, or the ID itself expressed as a numeric constant.
– REPLACE 

Specifies that the specified scratch record replaces an existing scratch record. If you specify REPLACE, and the
specified scratch record does not exist, the record is stored, and the status code is set to 0000.

• RETURN RECORD ID into  return-scratch-record-id
Returns the automatically assigned ID of a scratch record to the program. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined
field into which to place the 4-byte scratch record ID.

Example

The following statement replaces the scratch record that is identified by SCR-REC-ID with data in the WORK-PROC-
AREA field:

PUT SCRATCH

  FROM WORK-PROC-AREA LENGTH 125

  RECORD ID SCR-REC-ID REPLACE.

Status Codes

After completion of the PUT SCRATCH function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS-DC communications block
indicates the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request to add a scratch record has been serviced

successfully.
4305 The requested scratch record ID cannot be found.
4307 An I/O error has occurred during processing.
4317 The request to replace a scratch record has been serviced

successfully.
4322 The request to add a scratch record cannot be serviced because

the specified scratch record already exists in the scratch area and
REPLACE has not been specified.

4331 The parameter list is invalid.
4332 The derived length of the specified scratch record is zero or

negative
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READ LINE FROM TERMINAL (COBOL)
The READ LINE FROM TERMINAL statement requests a synchronous, line-by-line transfer of data from the terminal to
the issuing program.

Syntax

►►─── READ LINE FROM TERMINAL ─┬────────┬────┬──────────────┬─────────────────►

                               └─ ECHO ─┘    └─ NOBACKPAGE ─┘

 ►─── INTO input-data-location ─┬─ TO end-input-data-location ───────┬────────►

                                └─ MAX LENGTH input-data-max-length ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ──────────────────────►◄

   └─ RETURN LENGTH into input-data-actual-length ─┘

Parameters

• ECHO
Saves the line of data being input in the current page (as displayed on the screen). If you do not specify ECHO, the
entered data is not retained and is not available for review by the user. This parameter applies only to 3270-type
devices.

• NOBACKPAGE
Does not save previously input pages in a scratch area. If you specify NOBACKPAGE, the user can view only the
current page of data. NOBACKPAGE is valid only with the first input request in a line mode session. This parameter
applies only to 3270-type devices.

• INTO  input-data-location
Indicates the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION entry that is reserved for the input data. Specify
the symbolic name of a user-defined field.

• TO  end-input-data-location
Indicates the end of the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION that is reserved for the input data.
Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined dummy byte field or a field containing a data item that is not associated
with the reserved data area.

• MAX LENGTH  input-data-max-length
Defines the length of the input data stream in bytes. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the
length of the data area, or the length itself expressed as a numeric constant.
If the input data stream is larger than the data area that is reserved in the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or
LINKAGE SECTION, the data is truncated to fit the available space.

• RETURN LENGTH into  input-data-actual-length
Indicates where to return the actual length of the input data stream. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field.
If the data stream has been truncated, the field contains the original length before truncation.

Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of the READ LINE FROM TERMINAL statement.

• Example 1
The following statement reads the specified data from a 3270-type device into the specified location in the program
and echoes the input data on the screen:

READ LINE FROM TERMINAL

  ECHO
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  INTO EMPL-DATA TO END-EMPL-DATA.

• Example 2
The following statement reads the specified data into the program but does not save the pages that are associated
with the line I/O session:

READ LINE FROM TERMINAL

  NOBACKPAGE

  INTO EMPL-DATA MAX LENGTH 8

  RETURN LENGTH INTO REC-DATA-LENGTH.

Status Codes

After completion of the READ LINE FROM TERMINAL function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS-DC
communications block indicates the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
4707 A logical or permanent I/O error has been encountered in the input

data stream.
4719 The input area that was specified for the return of data is too

small. The returned data has been truncated to fit the available
space.

4731 The line request block (LRB) contains an invalid field, indicating a
possible error in the program parameters.

4732 The derived length of the specified line input area is zero or
negative.

4738 The specified 01-level LINKAGE SECTION entry has not been
allocated as required. A prior GET STORAGE request must be
issued.

4743 The line I/O session has been canceled. The user has pressed
CLEAR (3270s), ATTENTION (2741s), or BREAK (teletypes).

READ TERMINAL (COBOL)
The READ TERMINAL statement requests a synchronous or asynchronous basic mode data transfer from the terminal to
program variable storage.

Syntax

►►─── READ TERMINAL ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────┬─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────►

   ├─ WAIT ◄ ─┤ ├── BUFFER ─────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ NOWAIT ─┘ └── MODIFIED FROM POSITION screen-position ─────┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ GET STORAGE ─┘

 ►─── INTO input-data-location ─┬─ TO end-input-data-location ───────┬────────►

                                └─ MAX LENGTH input-data-max-length ─┘
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 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ──────────────────────►◄

   └─ RETURN LENGTH into input-data-actual-length ─┘

Parameters

• WAIT
Specifies a synchronous read operation. The issuing task automatically relinquishes control to IDMS and waits for
completion of the read operation before continuing processing. This value is the default.

• NOWAIT
Specifies an asynchronous read operation. The issuing task continues executing. If you specify NOWAIT, the program
must issue a CHECK TERMINAL (COBOL) request before performing any other I/O operations.

• MODIFIED
Reads all modified fields in the terminal buffer into variable storage without requiring the user to signal completion of
data entry. This parameter applies only to 3270-type devices.

• BUFFER
Executes a READ BUFFER command that reads the entire contents of the terminal buffer into variable storage without
requiring the user to signal completion of data entry. This parameter applies only to 3270-type devices.

• FROM POSITION  screen-position
Defines the buffer address (screen position) at which the read will start. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined
PIC S9(4) COMP SYNC (halfword) field, or the address itself enclosed in quotation marks.

• GET STORAGE
Acquires an input buffer for the data being read into the program. The required storage is allocated when the read
operation is complete. This parameter applies only to synchronous requests.

• INTO  input-data-location
Specifies the 01-level WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION entry of the input data stream. Specify
the symbolic name of a user-defined field.
If you also specify GET STORAGE, the data area that is reserved for the input data stream must be an unallocated 01-
level LINKAGE SECTION entry.
If you do not specify GET STORAGE, the data area must be a WORKING STORAGE or a previously allocated
LINKAGE SECTION entry.

• TO  end-input-data-location
Specifies the end of the data area that is reserved for the input data stream. Specify the symbolic name of a user-
defined dummy byte field or a field containing a data item that is not associated with the reserved data area.

• MAX LENGTH  input-data-max-length
Defines the length, in bytes, of the data area that is reserved for the input data stream. Specify the symbolic name of a
user-defined field that contains the length of the data area, or the length itself expressed as a numeric constant.
If the input data stream is larger than the specified WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION entry, the
data is truncated to fit the available space.

• RETURN LENGTH into  input-data-actual-length 
Specifies where to return the actual length of the input data stream. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field.
If the data stream has been truncated, input-data-actual-length contains the original length before truncation.

Example

The following statement illustrates a basic mode request to read data from the terminal to the specified location in variable
storage:

READ TERMINAL

  WAIT

  INTO TERM-LINE TO END-TERM-LINE.
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Status Codes

After completion of the READ TERMINAL function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS-DC communications block
indicates the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
4519 The input area that was specified for the return of data to the

issuing program is too small. The returned data has been
truncated to fit the available space.

4527 A permanent I/O error has occurred during processing.
4528 The dial-up line for the terminal has been disconnected.
4531 The terminal request block (TRB) contains an invalid field,

indicating a possible error in the program parameters.
4532 The derived length of the specified input data area is zero or

negative.
4535 Storage for the input buffer cannot be acquired because the

specified 01-level LINKAGE SECTION entry has been previously
allocated. No I/O has been performed.

4537 Storage for the input buffer cannot be acquired because the
specified entry is defined in the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION
instead of the LINKAGE SECTION. No I/O has been performed.

4538 The specified 01-level LINKAGE SECTION entry has not been
previously allocated and the GET STORAGE option has not been
specified. No I/O has been performed.

4539 The terminal device that is associated with the issuing task is out
of service.

READY (COBOL)
The READY statement prepares a database area for access by DML functions and specifies the usage mode of the area.

The DBA can specify default usage modes in the subschema. Run units that use such a subschema need not issue any
READY statements. The areas are readied in the predefined usage modes automatically. However, if a run unit issues a
READY statement for one area, it must issue READY statements for all areas that it accesses unless the FORCE option
was specified for the default usage mode. Areas using the default usage mode combined with the FORCE option are
readied automatically even when the run unit has already issued READY for other areas.

The specified usage mode can be qualified with a PROTECTED option to prevent concurrent updates or an EXCLUSIVE
option to prevent concurrent use of areas by other run units that are executing under the central version. Each area
can be readied in its own usage mode. Usage modes can be changed by executing a FINISH (COBOL) statement, and
then starting a new run unit by issuing a BIND RUN-UNIT statement, the appropriate BIND RECORD statements, and a
READY statement specifying the new usage mode.

When the run unit readies database areas, all areas can be readied with a single READY statement or each area can be
readied individually. All areas that are affected explicitly or implicitly by the DML statements that the run unit issues must
be readied. Other areas that are included in the subschema need not be readied.

The READY statement can appear anywhere within an application program. However, to avoid runtime deadlock, ready all
areas before issuing any other DML statements.

The READY statement is used in both the navigational and the non-navigational environments.
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Syntax

►►─── READY ─┬─────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

             └─ area-name ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ────────────────►◄

   └─ USAGE-MODE is ─┬─────────────┬───┬─ RETRIEVAL ◄ ─┬─┘

                     ├─ PROTECTED ─┤   └─ UPDATE ──────┘

                     └─ EXCLUSIVE ─┘

Parameters

• READY area-name
Specifies an area that is included in the subschema. By default, if you do not specify an area, READY opens all areas
in the subschema.

• USAGE-MODE IS
Specifies the usage mode in which to open the area.
– PROTECTED 

Prevents concurrent updates of the area by run units that are executing under the same central version. After a
run unit has readied an area with the PROTECTED option, no other run unit can ready that area in any UPDATE
usage mode until the first run unit releases it with a FINISH statement. A run unit cannot ready an area with the
PROTECTED option when another run unit has readied the area in UPDATE usage mode or with the EXCLUSIVE
option.
By default, if you do not specify PROTECTED or EXCLUSIVE, the areas are opened in shared mode.

– EXCLUSIVE 
Prevents concurrent use of the area by any other run unit that is executing under the central version. After a run
unit has readied an area with the EXCLUSIVE option, no other run unit can ready that area in any usage mode until
the first run unit releases it. By default, if you do not specify PROTECTED or EXCLUSIVE, the areas are opened in
shared mode.

– RETRIEVAL 
Opens the area for retrieval only and allows other concurrently executing run units to open the same area in any
nonexclusive usage mode. This value is the default.

– UPDATE 
Opens the area for both retrieval and update and allows other concurrently executing run units to open the same
area in any usage mode other than exclusive or protected.

NOTE

• If a READY statement would result in a usage mode conflict for an area, while running under the
central version, the run unit issuing the READY is placed in a wait state on the first functional database
call.

• Modification statements involving areas that are opened in one of the update usage modes are not
valid when they affect sets that include records in an area that is opened in one of the retrieval usage
modes.

Example

The following statement readies all subschema areas in a usage mode of PROTECTED UPDATE:

READY USAGE-MODE IS PROTECTED UPDATE.
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Status Codes

After completion of the READY function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS communications block indicates the
outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
0910 The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits

readying the area in the specified usage mode.
0923 The named area is not in the subschema.
0928 The run unit has attempted to ready an area that has been readied

previously.
0966 The specified area is not available for update. If the 0966 status

code is ignored, subsequent attempts to access the area return a
01 or 09 minor code. Probable causes for the return of the status
code are as follows:
If running in local mode, the area is locked against update.
If running under the central version, the area is not available to the
program in the desired access mode.

0970 The database or journal file will not ready properly. A JCL error is
the probable cause.

0971 The AREA being readied could not be found in the current
DBNAME.

0978 A wait for an area would cause a deadlock. We recommend that
all areas be readied before the first functional call is issued or that
all programs ready areas in the same order.

RETURN (COBOL)
The RETURN statement retrieves the database key for an indexed record without retrieving the record itself, thus
establishing currency in the indexed set. The symbolic key is moved into the data fields within the record in program
variable storage. The contents of all nonkey fields for the record are unpredictable after the execution of the RETURN
verb. Optionally, the program can move the symbolic key into some other specified variable storage location.

The following items establish current of index:

• Successful execution of the RETURN statement, which sets current of index at the index entry from which the
database key was retrieved.

• A status code of 1707 (end of index), which sets currency on the index owner. The DBMS returns the database key of
the owner.

• A status code of 1726 (index entry not found), which sets current of index as follows:
– Between the two entries that are higher and lower than the specified value
– After the highest entry, if the specified value is higher than all index entries
– Before the lowest entry, if the specified value is lower than all index entries

The RETURN statement is used in both the navigational and the non-navigational environments.

Syntax

►►─── RETURN dbkey FROM index-set-name ─┬─ CURRENCY ──────────────┬───────────►

                                        ├─ FIRST currency ────────┤

                                        ├─ LAST currency ─────────┤
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                                        ├─ NEXT currency ─────────┤

                                        ├─ PRIOR currency ────────┤

                                        └─ USING index-key-value ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬─ . ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ KEY into symbolic-key ─┘

Parameters

• RETURN db-key
Specifies which database key to retrieve. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC
(fullword) field.

• FROM  index-set-name
Specifies the indexed set from which the database key is to be returned.

• CURRENCY
Retrieves the database key for the current index entry.

• FIRST currency
Retrieves the database key for the first index entry.

• LAST currency
Retrieves the database key for the last index entry.

• NEXT currency
Retrieves the database key for the index entry following current of index. If the current of index is the last entry, status
code 1707 (end of index) is returned.

• PRIOR currency
Retrieves the database key for the index entry preceding current of index. If the current of index is the first entry, status
code 1707 (end of index) is returned.

• USING  index-key-value
Retrieves the database key for the first index entry with the specified symbolic key. 

• KEY into  symbolic-key
Saves the symbolic key (CALC, sort, or index) of the specified record. Specify a user-defined alphanumeric field
into which to return the key. Symbolic-key must be large enough to contain the largest contiguous or noncontiguous
symbolic key. If KEY into is not specified, the symbolic key is moved into the corresponding fields in the user record
storage.
The precompiler views an incorrectly formatted RETURN statement as a COBOL RETURN function and does not flag
the error. The incorrect RETURN DML statement is passed to the COBOL compiler without expansion into a CALL
statement, causing compile-time errors.

Example

The following RETURN statement retrieves the database key for the first index entry in the EMP-LNAME-NDX set and
moves the symbolic key into the NDX-LNAME-SYM-KEY field:

RETURN INT-INDEX-KEY FROM EMP-LNAME-NDX

  FIRST CURRENCY

  KEY INTO NDX-LNAME-SYM-KEY.
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Status Codes

After completion of the RETURN function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS communications block indicates the
outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
1701 The area in which the object record or its index owner record

participates has not been readied.
1707 The end of the indexed set has been reached or the indexed set is

empty.
1725 Currency has not been established for the specified indexed set.
1726 The record cannot be found.

ROLLBACK (COBOL)
The ROLLBACK statement rolls back uncommitted changes that were made to the database through an individual run
unit or through all database sessions that are associated with a task. A task-level rollback also backs out all uncommitted
changes that were made with scratch, queue, and print activity.

The execution environment determines whether the changes are automatically backed:

• If the changes were made under the control of a central version that is journaling to a disk file, they are backed out
automatically. The central version continues to process other applications during recovery.

• The changes are not backed out automatically under the following circumstances:
– If the changes were made under the control of a central version that is journaling to a tape file
– If the changes were made in local mode
In these cases, the ROLLBACK statement causes the affected areas to remain locked against subsequent access by
other database sessions. Recover the areas manually. If changes cannot be backed out and CONTINUE was specified
on the rollback request, a nonzero error status is returned to the application. Also, if the request was for an individual
run unit, that run unit is terminated.

NOTE
For more information about manual recovery, see Manual Recovery.

If CONTINUE is not specified, the run units (and SQL sessions) that are  impacted by the ROLLBACK statement end, and
their access to the database terminates. If CONTINUE is specified, the impacted database sessions remain active after
the operation is complete.

The ROLLBACK statement is used in both the navigational and logical record facility environments. The ROLLBACK
TASK statement is also used in an SQL programming environment.

Currency: Following a ROLLBACK statement, all currencies are set to null. If CONTINUE is not specified, the issuing
program or task cannot perform database access through an impacted run unit without executing another BIND/READY
sequence.

Syntax

►►─── ROLLBACK ─┬────────┬──┬────────────┬─ . ────────────────────────────────►◄

                └─ TASK ─┘  └─ CONTINUE ─┘

Parameters

• TASK
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Rolls back the uncommitted changes and terminates the run unites. All scratch, queue, and print activity is committed.
All top-level run units that are associated with the current task are terminated. The impact on SQL sessions that are
associated with the task depends on whether those sessions are suspended and whether their transactions are eligible
to be shared.
For more information about the impact of a ROLLBACK TASK statement on SQL sessions, see Effect of
Teleprocessing Statement and Events.
For more information about run units and the impact of ROLLBACK TASK, see Sharing Transactions Among Sessions.

• CONTINUE
Causes the affected run units and SQL sessions to remain active after their changes are backed out. Database access
can be resumed without reissuing BIND and READY statements. This option applies only to the central version. 

NOTE

Do not use the CONTINUE option in local mode when database changes have been made.

Example

The following statement reverses the effects of the run unit through which it is issued and terminates the run unit:

ROLLBACK.

Status Codes

After completion of the ROLLBACK function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS communications block indicates the
outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
1958 CONTINUE was specified and database changes could not be

backed out. The run unit has been terminated.
5031 The specified request is invalid. The program may contain a logic

error.
5058 TASK CONTINUE was specified and database changes could not

be backed out.
5097 An error was encountered while processing a syncpoint request.

See the log for details.

SEND MESSAGE (COBOL)
The SEND MESSAGE statement sends a message to another terminal or user, or to a group of terminals or users that is
defined as a destination, during system generation. The SEND MESSAGE function does not employ the data dictionary
message area. Instead, each message is placed in a queue, and sent to the appropriate terminal only when it is possible
to do so without disrupting executing tasks. Typically, queued messages are sent to a terminal the next time the ENTER
NEXT TASK CODE message is displayed.

Syntax

►►─── SEND MESSAGE ─┬──────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

                    ├─ ONLY ◄ ─┤

                    └─ ALWAYS ─┘

 ►─── TO ─┬─ DEST ID destination-id ─┬────────────────────────────────────────►
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          ├─ USER ID user-id ────────┤

          └─ LTERM ID lterm-id ──────┘

 ►─── FROM message-location ─┬─ TO end-message-location ─┬─ . ────────────────►◄

                             └─ LENGTH message-length ───┘

Parameters

• ONLY
Sends the message immediately when the destination, user, or terminal is available, and does not queue the message
for subsequent transmission when the destination, user, or terminal is not available. This value is the default. 

NOTE

If ONLY is specified with the DEST ID option and some, but not all, of a group of users or terminals in
the destination are available, the message is sent to the available ones. The sender is not aware of any
unsuccessful transmissions.

• ALWAYS
Sends the message immediately when the destination, user, or terminal is available, and queues the message for later
transmission when the destination, user, or terminal is not available.

• TO DEST ID  destination-id
Specifies the destination ID of the message recipient. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains
the destination ID, or the ID itself enclosed in quotation marks. The destination must have been defined during system
generation.

• TO USER ID  user-id 
Specifies the user that receives the message. User-id is the symbolic name of a 32-byte user-defined field that
contains the user ID. The specified user can be signed on to any terminal.

• TO LTERM ID  lterm-id
Specifies the logical terminal that receives the message. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that
contains the terminal ID, or the ID itself enclosed in quotation marks.

• FROM  message-location
Specifies the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION entry that contains the message text to send.
Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field.

• TO  end-message-location
Specifies the end of the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION entry that contains the message
text. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined dummy byte field or a field containing a data item that is not
associated with the message text.

• LENGTH  message-length
Defines the length of the message text in bytes. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the
length, or the length itself expressed as a numeric constant.

Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of the SEND MESSAGE statement.

• Example 1
The following statement sends the message in the TERM-MESS field to the logical terminal KENNEDYA:

SEND MESSAGE ALWAYS

  TO LTERM ID 'KENNEDYA'

  FROM TERM-MESS TO END-TERM-MESS.

• Example 2
The following statement sends the message in the TERM-MESS field to the user field:
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MOVE 'KYJOE2' to USER32.

   SEND MESSAGE

    TO USER ID USER32

    FROM TERM-MESS TO END-TERM-MESS.

• Example 3
The following statement sends the message in the TERM-MESS field to the destination ALL:

SEND MESSAGE

  TO DEST ID 'ALL'

  FROM TERM-MESS TO END-TERM-MESS.

Status Codes

After completion of the SEND MESSAGE function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS-DC communications block
indicates the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
4907 An I/O error has occurred during processing.
4921 The specified message recipient has not been defined.
4931 The parameter list is invalid.
4932 The derived length of the specified message data area is zero or

negative.
4934 The specified variable storage area that contains the message text

is in the LINKAGE SECTION but is not an 01-level entry.
4938 The specified WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE

SECTION entry has not been allocated. A GET STORAGE
request must be issued.

SET ABEND EXIT (COBOL)
The SET ABEND EXIT (STAE) statement establishes or cancels linkage to an abend routine to which IDMS passes
control when the issuing task terminates abnormally. Any program within a task can establish an abend exit. However,
only one abend exit is in effect at any given time for each task level. If more than one abend exit has been established,
IDMS recognizes the exit that is associated with the last STAE request.

When a task terminates abnormally (after a processing error or an ABEND request), abend exits for the program that
was executing at the time of the abend and for all higher-level programs are executed before the task is terminated. The
program can prevent automatic execution of abend exits by coding the EXITS IGNORED clause in an ABEND request or
by coding a DC RETURN request in the abend routine.

Syntax

►►─── SET abend EXIT ─┬─ on PROGRAM program ─┬─ . ────────────────────────────►◄

                      └─ OFF ────────────────┘

Parameters

• on PROGRAM
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Specifies where to transfer control when the issuing task terminates abnormally. Specify the symbolic name of a user-
defined field that contains the program name, or the name itself enclosed in quotation marks.

NOTE
IDMS does not verify whether the specified program name is valid when the STAE request is issued. If the
program is not found or is unloadable when IDMS attempts to execute it, the request is ignored.

• OFF
Cancels any previous STAE request for the issuing task level.

Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of the SET ABEND EXIT statement.

• Example 1
The following statement establishes an abend exit that executes the program ABENDRTN when the issuing task
terminates abnormally:

SET ABEND EXIT ON PROGRAM 'ABENDRTN'.

• Example 2
The following statement cancels all abend exits that were previously established at the task level of the issuing
program:

SET ABEND EXIT OFF.

Status Codes

After completion of the SET ABEND EXIT function, the only possible value in the ERROR-STATUS field of the IDMS-DC
communications block is 0000.

SET TIMER (COBOL)
The SET TIMER statement defines an event that occurs after a specified time interval or that cancels the effect of a
previous SET TIMER request. Using the SET TIMER function, a program can perform the following tasks:

• Delay task processing for a specified timeframe.
• Post an ECB at the end of a specified timeframe.
• Initiate a task at the end of a specified timeframe.

Syntax

►►─── SET TIMER ─┬─ WAIT────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

                 ├─ POST ───┤

                 ├─ START ──┤

                 └─ CANCEL ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ INTERVAL time-interval seconds ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ EVENT post-ecb ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►

   └─ TASK CODE task-code ─┬─────────────────────┬─┘
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                           └─ PRIORITY priority ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ TIMER ID ice-address ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ─────►◄

   └─ DATA FROM task-data-location ─┬─ TO end-task-data-location ─┬─┘

                                    └─ LENGTH task-data-length ───┘

Parameters

• WAIT
Places the issuing task in a wait state and redispatches the issuing task after the specified time interval elapses.
Because WAIT relinquishes control until the time interval has elapsed, a subsequent SET TIMER request cannot be
used to cancel this WAIT request.

• POST
Posts a user-specified ECB after the specified time interval elapses. The issuing task continues to run. If POST is
specified, the EVENT parameter must also be specified.

• START
Initiates a user-specified task after the specified time interval elapses. If START is specified, the TASK CODE
parameter must also be specified.

• CANCEL
Cancels the effect of a previous SET TIMER request.

• INTERVAL  time-interval  seconds
Specifies the time, in seconds, from the issuance of a SET TIMER request at which the requested event occurs.
Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the time interval, or the interval itself expressed as a
numeric constant. This option applies only to WAIT, POST, and START requests.

• EVENT  post-ecb
Specifies the ECB to post. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined area that contains three PIC S9(8) COMP
SYNC (fullword) fields. This option applies only to POST requests.

NOTE
The POST instruction only posts an ECB that is within storage owned by the TASK initiating the POST
instruction. If the same task does not own the storage, it is not executed.

• TASK CODE  task-code
Specifies the task to initiate. Specify the symbolic name of the user-defined field that contains the task code, or the
task code itself enclosed in quotation marks. The task code must have been defined during system generation or at
runtime with a DCMT VARY DYNAMIC TASK command.This option applies only to START requests.

• PRIORITY  priority
Specifies a dispatching priority for the task. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the priority,
or the priority itself expressed as a numeric constant in the range 0 through 240. The priority for the new task defaults
to the priority that is defined for that task code.

• TIMER ID  ice-address
Specifies the address of the interval control element (ICE) that is associated with the timed event. Specify
the symbolic name of a user-defined PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC (fullword) field. If POST or START has been
specified, ice-address references a field to which the ICE address is returned. If CANCEL has been specified, ice-
address references the field containing the ICE address that was returned following a SET TIMER POST or SET
TIMER START request. This option applies only to POST, START, and CANCEL requests.

NOTE
If the program is to issue subsequent SET TIMER CANCEL requests, specify TIMER ID with SET TIMER
POST and SET TIMER START requests.

• DATA FROM  task-data-location
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Specifies the user data to pass to the new task.  Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that identifies the
beginning of an area containing the data items to pass. This option applies only to START requests.

• TO  end-task-data-location
Specifies the end of the data area being passed to the new task. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined dummy
byte field or a field containing a data item that is not associated with the data area being passed.

• LENGTH  task-data-length
Specifies the length of the data area in bytes. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined WORKING-STORAGE
SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION field that contains the length of the data area, or the length itself expressed as a
numeric constant.

NOTE
The data that is passed to the new task consists of two bytes containing the length of the original data
followed by the original data itself. This data can be accessed by a LINKAGE SECTION entry corresponding
to the data and a USING clause in the PROCEDURE DIVISION header.

Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of the SET TIMER statement.

• Example 1
The following statement places the issuing task in a wait state and redispatches it after 9 seconds have elapsed:

SET TIMER WAIT

  INTERVAL 9 SECONDS.

• Example 2
The following statement posts the event PODB after 5 seconds have elapsed:

SET TIMER POST

  INTERVAL 5 SECONDS

  EVENT PODB

  TIMER ID TMR-ID.

• Example 3
The following statement starts the SPSG task after 5 seconds have elapsed and passes the specified data to that task:

SET TIMER START

  INTERVAL 5 SECONDS

  TASK CODE 'SPSG'

  TIMER ID TMR-ID

  DATA FROM PASSGR LENGTH REC-LENGTH.

• Example 4
The following statement cancels the timed event that TMR-ID references:

SET TIMER CANCEL

  TIMER ID TMR-ID.

Status Codes

After completion of the SET TIMER function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS-DC communications block indicates
the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
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3512 The specified task code is not known to the DC/UCF system.
3516 The interval control element (ICE) that was specified for a SET

TIMER CANCEL request cannot be found.
3531 The parameter list is invalid.
3532 The derived length of the data area is negative.

SNAP (COBOL)
The SNAP statement requests a memory snap of the following areas:

• Task areas -- These areas include the associated resources, the task control element (TCE), and the dispatch control
element (DCE) for the issuing task. The displayed information is formatted with headers.

• System areas – These areas include all tasks and IDMS internal control blocks. Task areas are not itemized
separately. The displayed information is formatted with headers.

• Specified locations in memory -- These areas include one or more memory areas that are requested by location and
length. The displayed information is not formatted with headers.

The SNAP request writes the requested areas to the DC system log file. This log file is defined during system generation
as a sequential data set or a data dictionary area.

Syntax

►►─── SNAP ─┬──────────────────┬─┬──────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

            └─ TITLE is title ─┘ ├─ ALL ────┤

                                 ├─ SYSTEM ─┤

                                 └─ TASK ───┘

 ►─────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ──────►◄

       │ ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

       └─▼─ FROM begin-snap-location ─┬─ TO end-snap-location ─┬─┴─┘

                                      └─ LENGTH snap-length ───┘

Parameters

• TITLE is  title
Specifies the title to print at the beginning of each snap page. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that
contains the title. The title must contain 134 characters. The first character is reserved for use by IDMS, and the
second character must be a valid ASA carriage control character (blank, 0, 1, +, or -).

• ALL
Writes a snap of both task and system areas. The areas that are associated with the issuing task are formatted
separately from the system areas. (Task areas are also included with the system areas but are not itemized by task.)

• SYSTEM
Writes a snap of system areas.

• TASK
Writes a snap of task areas.

• FROM  begin-snap-location 
Writes a snap of the specified memory location. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field indicating the
starting location of the area to be snapped.

• TO  end-snap-location
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Specifies the end of the area to snap. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined dummy byte field or a field
containing a data item that is not associated with the requested area.

• LENGTH  snap-length
Defines the length in bytes of the area to include in the snap. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that
contains the length of the data area, or the length itself expressed as a numeric constant. 

NOTE

If snap-length is greater than 100, some COBOL compilers can produce errors. In this case, use a symbolic
name that contains the length, or use the FROM/TO verb form.

Example

The following example requests a memory snap of the specified memory location:

SNAP TITLE IS SNAP-TITLE

  FROM WS-START TO WS-END.

Status Codes

After completion of the SNAP function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS-DC communications block indicates the
outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
4032 The derived length of the specified snap storage area is zero or

negative.

STARTPAGE (COBOL)
The STARTPAGE statement initiates a paging session. You can follow this statement with any number of DML
commands, including MAP IN and MAP OUT. The map paging session is terminated by an ENDPAGE command (or by
another STARTPAGE that occurs before an ENDPAGE).

NOTE
The statements within a STARTPAGE/ENDPAGE pair can process only one pageable map.

Syntax

►►─── STARTPAGE session map-name ─┬────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

                                  ├─ WAIT ─────┤

                                  ├─ NOWAIT ◄ ─┤

                                  └─ RETURN ───┘

 ►─┬──────────────┬─┬────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬─ . ────────────────────►◄

   ├─ BACKPAGE ◄ ─┤ ├─ UPDATE ◄ ─┤ ├─ AUTODISPLAY ◄ ─┤

   └─ NOBACKPAGE ─┘ └─ BROWSE ───┘ └─ NOAUTODISPLAY ─┘

Parameters

• map-name
Specifies the pageable map to use.
– WAIT
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Specifies that runtime mapping automatically handles paging transactions that do not update data. If the user
presses a control key that requests an update or nonpaging operation, control passes to the program.

– NOWAIT
Specifies that runtime mapping automatically handles all paging and update transactions. This value is the default.
Control passes to the program only when neither an update nor paging request is made when the operator presses
a control key.

– RETURN
Specifies that runtime mapping does not handle any terminal transactions in the paging session. Control passes to
the program whenever the operator presses a control key. 

NOTE

Runtime mapping updates program variable storage only when a MAP IN command is issued. In cases
where the operator can update data, we recommend specifying WAIT or RETURN for the session so that
data can be retrieved as it is updated.

• BACKPAGE
Lets the operator display previous pages of detail occurrences. This value is the default.

• NOBACKPAGE
Does not let the operator display any page of detail occurrences with a page number lower than the current page
number. Modifications that are made on a given page of the map must be requested by MAP IN statements in the
application program before a MAP OUT RESUME command is issued. The previous page of detail occurrences is
deleted from the session scratch record when a new map page is displayed. 

NOTE

NOBACKPAGE cannot be assigned when UPDATE and NOWAIT are specified for the session.
• UPDATE

Lets the user modify variable map fields, subject to the restrictions that were specified for the map at map definition
time or by statements in the program. This value is the default.

• BROWSE
Lets the user modify only the page and response fields (if any) of the map. The MDTs for variable fields on the map
can be set on only according to specifications that were made in the map definition or by statements in the program.

• AUTODISPLAY
Enables automatic display of the first page of the pageable map. This value is the default.

• NOAUTODISPLAY
Disables automatic display of the first page of the pageable map. Manually display the page by using a MAP OUT
RESUME statement.

Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of the STARTPAGE statement.

• Initiating a Paging Session
The following statement initiates a paging session in which the operator can page forward and backward within the
pageable map but can make no modifications:

STARTPAGE SESSION EMPMAPPG NOWAIT BACKPAGE BROWSE.

• Overriding Automatic Display
The following statement overrides automatic display for the first page of pageable map EMPMAPPG:

STARTPAGE SESSION EMPMAPPG NOAUTODISPLAY.
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Status Codes

After completion of the STARTPAGE function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS-DC communications block indicates
the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
4604 A paging session was already in progress when this STARTPAGE

command was received. An implied ENDPAGE was processed
before this STARTPAGE executed successfully.

STORE (COBOL)
The STORE statement performs the following functions:

• Acquires space and a database key for a new record occurrence in the database.
• Transfers the value of the appropriate elements from program variable storage to the specified record occurrence in

the database.
• Connects the new record occurrence to all sets for which it is defined as an automatic member.

Before the STORE statement is executed, the following conditions must be satisfied:

• All areas that are affected implicitly or explicitly must be readied in one of the update usage modes (see READY
(COBOL)).

• The program must initialize all control elements (CALC and sorted set control fields).
• If the record being stored has a location mode of DIRECT, the DIRECT-DBKEY contents (positions 197-200 of the

IDMS communications block) must be initialized with a suggested database key value or a null database key value of
-1.

• If the record is to be stored in a native VSAM relative-record data set (RRDS), the DIRECT-DBKEY contents must be
initialized with the relative record number that represents the storage location within the data set.

• All sets in which the record is an automatic member and the owner record for each set must be included in the
subschema. Sets for which the record is a manual member need not be defined in the subschema because the
STORE statement does not access those sets. (An automatic member connects to the selected set occurrence
automatically when the record is stored. A manual member does not connect to the selected set occurrence
automatically.)

• If the record has a location mode of VIA, currency must be established for that VIA set, regardless of whether the
record is an automatic or manual member of that set. Current of the VIA set provides the suggested page for the
record being stored.

• Currency must be established for all set occurrences in which the stored record will participate as
an automatic member. Depending on set order, the STORE statement uses currency as follows:
– If the record is a member of a set that is ordered FIRST or LAST, the record that is current of set establishes the set

occurrence to which the new record is connected.
– If the record is a member of a set that is ordered NEXT or PRIOR, the record that is current of set establishes the

set occurrence into which the new record is connected and determines its position within the set.
– If the record is a member of a sorted set, the record that is current of set establishes the set occurrence into which

the new record is connected. The DBMS compares the sort key of the new record with the sort key of the current
record of set to determine whether the new record can be inserted into the set by movement in the next direction.
If it can, the current of set remains positioned at the record that is current of set and the new record is inserted. If it
cannot, the DBMS finds the owner of the current of set (not necessarily the current occurrence of the owner record
type) and moves as far forward in the next direction as is necessary to determine the logical insertion point for the
new record.
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A record is stored in the database based on the location mode that was specified in the schema definition of the record.
The location modes are as follows:

• For CALC, the record is placed on or near a page that is calculated from a control element (the CALC key) in the
record.

• For VIA, the record is placed in one of the following locations:
– As close as possible to the current of set (if current of set and member record occurrences share a common page

range)
– In the same relative position in the member record's page range as the current of set is in its associated page range

(if current of set and member record occurrences do not share a common page range)
• For DIRECT, the record is placed on or near a user-specified page as determined by the DIRECT-DBKEY value in

the IDMS communications block. If DIRECT-DBKEY contains a valid database key for the record, the DBMS assigns
a database key on the same page when space is available to the new record occurrence. Otherwise, the DBMS
assigns the next available database key, subject to the page-range limits of the record being stored. If DIRECT-DBKEY
contains a value of -1, the first available database key in the page range in which the record is to be stored is assigned
to the record. In any case, the database key of the stored record occurrence is returned to DBKEY (positions 13-16 in
the IDMS communications block). The contents of DIRECT-DBKEY remain unchanged.

Currency: Following successful execution of a STORE statement, the stored record becomes current of run unit, its
record type, its area, and all sets in which it participates as owner or automatic member.

STORE Syntax (COBOL)

►►─── STORE record-name . ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• STORE record-name
Specifies the record type to include in the subschema. The current occurrence of the record type is moved from
variable storage to the database, is connected to an occurrence of each set for which it is an automatic member, and is
established as the owner of a set occurrence for each set in which it is defined as an owner.

The ordering rules for each set govern the insertion point of the specified record in the set.

Example

The following figure illustrates the steps to add a new EMPLOYEE record to the database. Because EMPLOYEE is an
automatic member of the DEPT-EMPLOYEE and OFFICE-EMPLOYEE sets, currency must be established in each set
before the STORE is issued. The first two DML statements establish OFFICE 1 and DEPARTMENT 3100 as current of the
OFFICE-EMPLOYEE and DEPT-EMPLOYEE sets, respectively. When EMPLOYEE 27 is stored, it connects to each set
automatically.
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Status Codes

After completion of the STORE function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS communications block indicates the
outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
1201 The area in which the named record is to be stored has not been

readied.
1202 The suggested DIRECT-DBKEY value is not within the page

range for the named record.
1203 Invalid currency for a record to be inserted by a STORE. This error

occurs only when a run unit is sharing a transaction with other
database sessions. The 03 minor status is returned when the run
unit tries to store a record and a currency in any set in which the
record is an owner or member or has been invalidated because
of changes that were made by another database session that
shares the same transaction.

1204 The OCCURS DEPENDING ON item is less than zero or greater
than the maximum number of occurrences of the control element.
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1205 Storage of the record would violate a duplicates-not-allowed
option for a CALC record, a sorted set, or an index set.

1208 The named record is not in the subschema. The program has
probably invoked the wrong subschema.

1209 The record area has not been readied in one of the update usage
modes.

1210 The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits
storage of the named record.

1211 The record cannot be stored in the area because of insufficient
space.

1212 The record cannot be stored because no database key is
available. This error is a system internal error.

1218 The record has not been bound.
1221 An area other than the area of the named record occurrence has

been readied with an incorrect usage mode.
1225 A set occurrence has not been established for each set in which

the named record is to be stored.
1233 At least one set in which the record participates as an automatic

member has not been included in the subschema.
1253 The subschema definition of an indexed set does not match the

physical structure of the indexed set in the database.
1254 The prefix length of an SR51 record is less than zero or the data

length is less than or equal to zero.
1255 An invalid length has been defined for a variable length record.
1260 A record occurrence that was encountered while connecting

automatic sets is inconsistent with the set that was named in the
ERROR-SET field of the IDMS communications block. Probable
causes include a broken chain and improper database description.

1261 The record cannot be stored because of broken chains in the
database.

STORE (LRF) (COBOL)
The STORE statement updates the database with field values for a logical-record occurrence. STORE does not
necessarily result in storing new occurrences of any database records that participate in the logical record. The path
that is selected to service a STORE logical-record request performs whatever database access operations the DBA has
specified to service the request. For example, if an existing department gets a new employee, only the new employee
information is stored in the database. The department information is not stored in the database because it already exists.

LRF uses field values from the variable storage location that is reserved for the logical record to make the appropriate
updates to the database. You can optionally name an alternative storage location from which to obtain the new field
values and perform the requested store operation.

Syntax

►►─── STORE logical-record-name ──────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ FROM alt-logical-record-location ─┘
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 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ WHERE boolean-expression ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ──────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ON path-status imperative-statement ─┘

Parameters

• STORE logical-record-name
Specifies a logical record that is defined in the subschema.

• FROM  alt-logical-record-location
Specifies an alternative variable storage location that contains the field values to use to make appropriate
database updates. Specify a record location that is defined in the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE
SECTION. When you are storing a logical record that was previously retrieved into an alternative variable storage
location, use the FROM clause to name the same area that was specified in the OBTAIN request.

• WHERE  boolean-expression
Specifies the selection criteria to apply to the object logical record. For details about coding this clause, see Logical-
Record Clauses (COBOL).

• ON
Specifies the action to take depending on the value that is returned to the LR-STATUS field in the LRC block. For
details about coding this clause, see Logical-Record Clauses (COBOL).
– path-status 

Specifies which LR-STATUS value in the LRC block triggers the specified action.
– imperative-statement

Specifies the action to take.

Example

The following example stores a new EMP-INSURANCE-LR for a given employee:

MOVE EMP-ID-IN TO EMP-ID-0415.

MOVE INS-PLAN-IN TO INS-PLAN-CODE-0435.

MOVE S-DATE-IN TO SELECTION-DATE-0400

MOVE T-DATE-IN TO TERMINATION-DATE-0400

MOVE TYPE-IN TO TYPE-0400

MOVE PLAN-IN TO INS-PLAN-CODE-0400.

STORE EMP-INSURANCE-LR.

The following figure illustrates the new occurrence of the EMP-INSURANCE-LR, which consists of EMPLOYEE 149, INS-
PLAN 001, and COVERAGE 'D'. The bottom COVERAGE occurrence represents the only data that is physically added to
the database:

                      EMPLOYEE   INS-PLAN   COVERAGE

                 ┌──

NEW OCCURRENCE   │     149         002        M

 OF EMP-INS-LR ──┤

                 │     149         002        F

                 │

                 │     149         001       (D)

                 └──
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TRANSFER CONTROL (COBOL)
The TRANSFER CONTROL statement is used to perform the following actions:

• Establish linkage with a specified program and pass control and an optional parameter list to that program. The
program that issues the TRANSFER CONTROL RETURN request expects return of control at the instruction
immediately following the TRANSFER CONTROL statement when the linked program terminates or issues a DC
RETURN request.

• Transfer control and an optional parameter list to a specified program. The program that issues the TRANSFER
CONTROL NORETURN request does not expect return of control.

Syntax

►►─── TRANSFER CONTROL to program ─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────►

                                   ├─┬─ RETURN ─┬───────┤

                                   │ └─ LINK ───┘       │

                                   │                    │

                                   └─┬─ NORETURN ─┬─ ◄ ─┘

                                     └─ XCTL ─────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬──┬─ . ─┬───────────────────────────────────────►◄

   │         ┌─────────────┐ │  └─ ; ─┘

   └─ USING ─▼─ parameter ─┴─┘

Parameters

• TRANSFER CONTROL to program
Specifies the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the program name, or the name itself enclosed in
quotation marks.
– RETURN (LINK) 

Establishes linkage with the specified program, expecting return of control.
RETURN and LINK are synonyms and can be used interchangeably.

– NORETURN (XCTL)
Transfers control to the specified program, not expecting return of control. This value is the default.
NORETURN and XCTL are synonyms and can be used interchangeably.

• USING  parameter 
Passes one or more parameters (data items) to the program that is receiving control. Specify the symbolic name of a
user-defined field that contains the names of the data items to pass. Separate multiple parameter specifications with a
blank.
If USING is specified with RETURN, the data items being passed are defined in the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION
or the LINKAGE SECTION of the calling program, and in the LINKAGE SECTION of the linked program.
If USING is specified with NORETURN, the data items being passed are defined in the LINKAGE SECTION
of both the calling program and the program receiving control.
In either case, the program that is receiving control must have a corresponding USING clause and parameter list as
part of its PROCEDURE DIVISION header.

Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of the TRANSFER CONTROL statement.

• Example 1
The following statement transfers control to the program in the PROGRAM-NAME field. The issuing program expects
return of control:
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TRANSFER CONTROL TO PROGRAM-NAME

  LINK.

• Example 2
The following statement transfers control to PROGRAMD and passes three data items (FIELD-1, FIELD-2, and
FIELD-3) to the program. The issuing program does not expect return of control:

TRANSFER CONTROL TO 'PROGRAMD'

  NORETURN

  USING FIELD-1 FIELD-2 FIELD-3.

Status Codes

After completion of the TRANSFER CONTROL function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS-DC communications
block indicates the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
3020 The request cannot be serviced because an I/O, program-not-

found, or potential deadlock error has occurred.

WAIT (COBOL)
The WAIT statement relinquishes control to IDMS, pending completion of one or more events, or to a higher priority ready-
to-run task. If control is relinquished to wait for the completion of one or more events, an event control block (ECB) must
be defined for each event. If an ECB is already posted when the WAIT is issued, the task is redispatched immediately and
control does not pass to another task.

Syntax

  ►►─── WAIT ─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ────────────────────►◄

            │                  ┌─────────────┐       │

            ├─┬─ LONG ◄ ─┬───┬─▼─ EVENT ecb ─┴─────┬─┤

            │ └─ SHORT ──┘   └─ EVENT NAME ecb-id ─┘ │

            │                                        │

            └─ REDISPATCH ───────────────────────────┘ 

Parameters

• LONG
Specifies that the wait is expected to be long term. This value is the default. Specify LONG for all waits that are
expected to last a second or more (for example, terminal input).

• SHORT
Specifies that the wait is expected to be short term. Specify SHORT for all waits that are expected to last less than a
second (for example, a disk I/O).

• EVENT  ecb
Specifies one or more ECBs upon which the task will wait. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined area that
contains three PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC (fullword) fields. Separate multiple EVENT parameters with at least one blank.

• EVENT NAME  ecb-id
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Specifies the ECB ID upon which the task will wait. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the
ECB ID, or the ID itself enclosed in quotation marks. You cannot specify multiple EVENT NAME values.

• REDISPATCH
Specifies that the issuing task wishes to relinquish control to any higher priority ready-to-run task before being
redispatched.

Example

The following example requests a short-term wait on the event PODB:

WAIT

  SHORT

  EVENT NAME 'PODB'.

Status Codes

After completion of the WAIT function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS-DC communications block indicates the
outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
3101 Waiting on the specified ECB would cause a deadlock.

WRITE JOURNAL (COBOL)
The WRITE JOURNAL statement writes a task-defined record to the journal file. These records are available to user-
defined exit routines during a task- or system-initiated rollback.

Syntax

►►─── WRITE JOURNAL ─┬────────────┬───────┬──────────┬────────────────────────►

                     ├─ WAIT ─────┤       ├─ SPAN ◄ ─┤

                     └─ NOWAIT ◄ ─┘       └─ NOSPAN ─┘

 ►─── FROM record-location ─┬─ TO end-record-location ─┬─ . ──────────────────►◄

                            └─ LENGTH record-length ───┘

Parameters

• WAIT
Specifies that the issuing task waits for completion of the physical I/O that is associated with the WRITE JOURNAL
function before resuming execution. This option causes IDMS to write a partially filled buffer to the journal file.

• NOWAIT
Specifies that the issuing task does not wait for completion of the WRITE JOURNAL function. The journal record
remains in a storage buffer until a future request necessitates writing the buffer to the journal file. This value is the
default.

• SPAN
Writes the record across several journal file blocks, if necessary. This value is the default.

• NOSPAN
Writes the record to a single journal file block. If the record is longer than the journal block, it is split.
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When a record is shorter than the block, based on available space in the current journal block, it is placed in the block,
split across multiple blocks (SPAN), or written to a new block after the current block is written (NOSPAN).
The following considerations apply when using an exit routine to retrieve journal file records during recovery:
– If a WRITE JOURNAL statement with the SPAN option is issued before a failure, records can be written across

several journal blocks. To retrieve these records, the exit routine is invoked once for each segment of each record to
retrieve.

– If a WRITE JOURNAL statement with the NOSPAN option is issued before a failure and the records that were
written to the journal file are shorter than journal blocks, the exit routine is concerned with the complete records.

NOTE
In general, SPAN provides better space utilization in the journal file because it increases the average
fullness of each block.

• FROM  record-location
Specifies the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION entry of the record to write to the journal file.
Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field.

• TO  end-record-location
Specifies the end of the record area to write to the journal file. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined dummy
byte field or a field containing a data item that is not associated with the record being written to the journal file.

• LENGTH  record-length
Specifies the length in bytes of the record to write to the journal file. Specify the symbolic name of the user-defined
field that contains the length, or the length itself expressed as a numeric constant.

Example

The following statement writes the JOURNAL-DATA record to the journal file, spanning it across several blocks if
necessary:

WRITE JOURNAL SPAN

  FROM JOURNAL-DATA TO END-JOURNAL-DATA.

Status Codes

After completion of the WRITE JOURNAL function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS-DC communications block
indicates the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
5002 Storage is not available for the required control blocks.
5032 The derived length of the specified journal record is zero or

negative.
5097 An invalid status has been received from DBIO/DBMS. See the

DC system log for details.

WRITE LINE TO TERMINAL (COBOL)
The WRITE LINE TO TERMINAL statement transfers data from program variable storage to a terminal. This statement
also establishes, modifies, and deletes page header lines.

WRITE LINE TO TERMINAL statements can request data transfers that are synchronous or asynchronous:
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• For a synchronous request, control passes to IDMS, which places the issuing task in an inactive state. For non-3270
devices, control does not return to the issuing program until the WRITE LINE TO TERMINAL request is complete. For
3270-type devices, all lines of output are saved in a buffer. The buffer is not transmitted to the terminal until it is full.
The transfer of a line to the buffer causes a processing delay. However, control returns to the program immediately
following the request. If the line of data fills the buffer, the entire page of data must be transmitted to the terminal.
In this case, control does not return to the issuing program until the user responds by pressing ENTER. Thus, the
program is made conversational.

• For an asynchronous request, control returns immediately to the issuing program. Thereafter, each time the program
issues a line mode I/O request, IDMS automatically determines whether the last asynchronous request has completed
and a new data transfer can be initiated.
With asynchronous requests, programs can buffer all required pages of output without suspending task execution
during the actual transmission of data. However, the task can optionally terminate itself, thereby freeing resources and
allowing the user to review the buffered output.

I/O requests are processed in the sequence that they are received from the task. If a program issues a synchronous
WRITE LINE TO TERMINAL request after issuing one or more asynchronous requests, all I/O requests are completed
before returning control to the issuing program.

The WRITE LINE TO TERMINAL request that IDMS automatically issues to empty partially filled buffers upon task
completion is synchronous. Therefore, the user can view all screens and can catch up with processing then. If an
application lets the user interrupt or terminate processing within a task, a synchronous WRITE LINE TO TERMINAL
request must be issued to suspend processing while awaiting an operator response.

Syntax

►►─── WRITE LINE TO TERMINAL ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────┬────┬───────────┬────┬──────────────┬──────────────────────────►

   ├─ WAIT ◄ ─┤    ├─ NEWPAGE ─┤    └─ NOBACKPAGE ─┘

   └─ NOWAIT ─┘    └─ ERASE ───┘

 ►─── FROM output-data-location ─┬─ TO end-output-data-location ─┬────────────►

                                 └─ LENGTH output-data-length ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬─ . ────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ HEADER header-line-number ─┘

Parameters

• WAIT
Specifies a synchronous write operation. The issuing task automatically relinquishes control and must wait for
completion of the output operation before processing can continue. This value is the default.

• NOWAIT
Specifies an asynchronous write operation. The issuing task continues executing.

• NEWPAGE (ERASE)
Writes the output data line beginning on a new page. For 3270-type devices, the NEWPAGE option forces IDMS to
write out the contents of the current buffer, even when the buffer is not full.
NEWPAGE and ERASE are synonyms and can be used interchangeably.

• NOBACKPAGE
Does not keep pages output in a scratch area. The user can view only the current page of output. NOBACKPAGE is
valid only with the first I/O request in a line mode session, and only with 3270-type devices.

• FROM  output-data-location
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Specifies the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION entry of the data to transfer to the terminal
device or the page header line being created, modified, or deleted. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field.

• TO  end-output-data-location 
Specifies the end of the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION entry that contains the output data
stream. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined dummy byte field or a field containing a data item that is not
associated with the output data.

• LENGTH  output-data-length
Specifies the length of the output data area in bytes. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains
the length of the data area, or the length itself expressed as a numeric constant.

NOTE
If the WRITE LINE TO TERMINAL statement is being used to delete a page header line, output-data-length
must be zero.

• HEADER  header-line-number
Specifies the page header line being created, modified, or deleted. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field
that contains the header line number, or the header line number itself expressed as a numeric constant.

Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of the WRITE LINE TO TERMINAL statement.

• Example 1
The following statement defines the value of a data area as a header to display at the top of each new page that is
written to the terminal:

WRITE LINE TO TERMINAL

 FROM EMPL-HEAD TO END-EMPL-HEAD

 HEADER 1.

• Example 2
The following statement writes the value in the specified data area to a new page on the terminal:

WRITE LINE TO TERMINAL

  NOWAIT

  FROM EMPL-RPT LENGTH 60.

Status Codes

After completion of the WRITE LINE TO TERMINAL function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS-DC communications
block indicates the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
4707 A logical or permanent I/O error has occurred during processing.
4731 The line request block (LRB) contains an invalid field, indicating a

possible error in the program parameters.
4732 The derived length of the specified line output area is zero or

negative.
4738 The specified 01-level LINKAGE SECTION entry has not been

allocated as required. A GET STORAGE request must be issued.
4743 The line I/O session has been canceled. The user has pressed

CLEAR (3270s), ATTENTION (2741s), or BREAK (teletypes).
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WRITE LOG (COBOL)
The WRITE LOG statement retrieves a predefined message from the message area of the data dictionary and optionally
writes the message to a specified location in program variable storage. Retrieved messages are sent to the destination
that is specified in the message definition. Typical destinations are the operator console and the DC system log file. If the
operator console has been defined as the message destination, the WRITE LOG statement can request a reply. When a
reply is requested, control is not returned to the issuing task until the reply is received.

NOTE
For more information about global messages, see the MESSAGE statement.

The message ID that is specified in the WRITE LOG statement is a seven-digit number. The first six (most significant)
digits make up the actual message ID that is used to retrieve the message from the data dictionary. The seventh digit is
a severity code. This severity code is predefined in the dictionary and is retrieved with the message text to indicate the
action to take after the message is written to the log:

Severity Level IDMS Action
0 Return control to the issuing program and continue processing.
1 Snap all task resources and return control to the issuing program.
2 Snap all system areas and return control to the issuing program.
3 Snap all task resources and abend the task with a task abend

code of D002.
4 Snap all system areas and abend the task with a task abend code

of D002.
5 Terminate the task with a task abend code of D002.
6 Undefined
7 Undefined
8 Snap all system areas and abend the system with a system abend

code of 3996.
9 Terminate the system with a system abend code of 3996.

If a WRITE LOG statement specifies a message ID that is not in the data dictionary, IDMS uses a prototype message and
performs the action that is associated with the severity code in the WRITE LOG request.

Messages that are stored in the data dictionary can contain symbolic parameters. Symbolic parameters are identified
by an ampersand (&). and are followed by a two-digit numeric identifier. Symbolic parameters can appear in any order
within the message. The WRITE LOG statement can specify replacement values for one or more symbolic parameters.
However, the position of replacement values within the WRITE LOG request must correspond exactly with the two-digit
numeric identifier in the message text. For example, the first value that is specified corresponds to &01., the second to
&02., and so forth.

Syntax

►►─── WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID message-id ────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──►

   │         ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─ PARMS ─▼─ FROM parameter-location ─┬─ TO end-parameter-location ─┬─┴─┘

                                         └─ LENGTH parameter-length ───┘
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 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►

   └─ REPLY INTO reply-location ─┬─ TO end-reply-location ───────┬─┘

                                 └─ MAX LENGTH reply-max-length ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ MESSAGE PREFIX is 'DC' ───┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TEXT INTO text-return-location ─┬─ TO end-text-return-location ─┬───────

                                      └─ MAX LENGTH text-max-length ──┘

 ─►───────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ───────────────────────►◄

  ───┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

     ├─ MESSAGE PREFIX is ─┬─ YES ◄ ──────────┬─┤

     │                     ├─ NO ─────────────┤ │

     │                     └─ message-prefix ─┘ │

     │                                          │

     └─ TEXT is ONLY ───────────────────────────┘

Parameters

• WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID  message-id 
Specifies the message ID. The first six digits specify the message ID. The seventh digit specifies the message severity
code. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined PIC S9(8) COMP (fullword) field that contains the message ID, or
the ID itself expressed as a numeric constant.
Message IDs 000001 through 900000 are reserved for use by IDMS. The WRITE LOG statement can specify any
number in the range 900001 through 999999.

WARNING

 The message length must be seven digits. The system always interprets the last digit as the severity level. If
you request message 987659 and you do not code a severity level of zero (that is, 9876590) you are actually
requesting that message 098765 be written to the log and that the system terminate with a 3996 abend code.

When messages are added to the data dictionary for use with the WRITE LOG statement, they are assigned an eight-
character identification number. The first two characters are DC. A request for message 987654 retrieves DC987654.

• PARMS FROM  parameter-location
Supplies replacement values for one or more symbolic parameters that are stored with the message text. Specify the
symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION entry
of the replacement parameter. This field must begin with a 1-byte field into which the system places the length of the
adjacent field. The value in the length does not include the length byte.

• TO  end-parameter-location
Specifies the end of the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION entry that contains the replacement
parameter. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined dummy byte field or a field containing a data item that is not
associated with the replacement parameter.

• LENGTH  parameter-length
Specifies the length of the replacement parameter in bytes. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that
contains the length, or the length itself expressed as a numeric constant.

• REPLY INTO  reply-location
Specifies the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION entry of the area that is reserved for a reply to
the message that the WRITE LOG request issues. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field. This field must
begin with a 1-byte field into which the system places the length of the adjacent field. The value in the length does not
include the length byte.

• TO  end-reply-location
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Specifies the end of the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION entry that is reserved for the reply.
Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined dummy byte field or a field containing a data item that is not associated
with the reply.

• MAX LENGTH  reply-max-length
Specifies the maximum length, in bytes, of the area that is reserved for the reply. Specify the symbolic name of a user-
defined field that contains the length, or the length itself expressed as a numeric constant.

• MESSAGE PREFIX IS 'DC'
Specifies the two characters that precede the numeric position of a message. The default is 'DC'.

• TEXT INTO  text-return-location
Writes the contents of the named message and any replacement parameters to the issuing program. Specify the
symbolic name of a user-defined 1 through 132 character alphanumeric field that contains the WORKING-STORAGE
SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION entry to which the message text is to be returned. This field must begin with a 1-byte
field into which the system places the length of the adjacent field. The value in the length does not include the length
byte.

• TO  end-text-return-location
Specifies the end of the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION entry that is reserved for the text.
Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined dummy byte field or a field containing a data item that is not associated
with the returned text.

• MAX LENGTH  text-max-length
Specifies the maximum length, in bytes, of the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION entry that is
reserved for the returned message text. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the text length,
or the length itself expressed as a numeric constant.

• MESSAGE PREFIX is
Specifies the format of the message prefix. To override the default DC prefix, specify any one or two characters
for message-prefix. To suppress a prefix, specify blanks.
– YES 

Indicates that the message text is preceded by:
IDMS ppnnnnnnn Vssssss REPLYnn
• pp is the prefix that is specified in the MESSAGE PREFIX parameter.
• nnnnnnn is the message number.
• Vssssss is the system number.
• REPLYnn is the system-supplied reply number for the message (present only if the REPLY parameter is used).
This value is the default.

– NO 
Indicates that the message text is preceded by:
ppnnnnnnn
• pp is the prefix that is specified in the MESSAGE PREFIX parameter.
• nnnnnnn is the message number.

• TEXT is ONLY
Indicates that the message text is output with no prefix.

Example

The following figure illustrates a WRITE LOG statement that supplies three replacement parameters. Task A issues a
WRITE LOG request for message 900121, specifying values to replace symbolic parameters &01., &02., and &03. which
are stored with the message text. The message is sent to its destination, which is the logical terminal that is associated
with the issuing task.
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Status Codes

After completion of the WRITE LOG function, the ERROR-STATUS field of the IDMS DC communications block indicates
the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
3623 No storage or resource control element (RCE) can be allocated for

the specified reply area.
3624 The maximum number of outstanding replies has been exceeded.

A maximum of 98 messages can await a reply at a given time.
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3625 The maximum number of replacement parameters has been
exceeded. A maximum of 8 replacement parameters can be used
when the "Message Prefix" option is not used. If the"Message
Prefix" option is used, the maximum number of replacement
parameters is limited to 7.

3631 The parameter list is invalid.

WRITE PRINTER (COBOL)
The WRITE PRINTER statement transmits data from a task to a terminal that is defined to the system as a printer device
during system generation. Any type of terminal can be designated as a printer; however, the terminal is usually a hardcopy
device.

IDMS does not transmit data directly from program variable storage to the terminal. Instead, data is passed to a queue
that IDMS maintains, and from the queue to the printer. The data stream that WRITE PRINTER passes to the queue
contains only data. IDMS adds line and device control characters when it writes the data to the printer.

NOTE
Native mode data streams (streams that contain device-control information and user data) can also be
transmitted with a WRITE PRINTER request. This capability is useful in formatting reports for 3280-type printers.

Each line of data that is transmitted in a WRITE PRINTER request is considered a record. Each record is associated
with a report in the print queue. A report consists of one or more records. A task can have up to 256 active print reports.
A program can issue multiple WRITE PRINTER requests, each specifying a different report. Because the records that
are associated with each report are maintained individually, records from one report are not interspersed with records
from other reports when printed.

The WRITE PRINTER request can direct reports to print classes and to destinations:

• During system generation, one or more print classes are associated with each terminal that is designated as a printer.
For each report, the first record that WRITE PRINTER transmits to the print queue establishes the print class for that
report. The report is printed on the first available printer that is assigned to the same print class.

• Destinations are groups of terminals, printers, or users. If destinations have been defined during system generation,
the WRITE PRINTER request can direct a report to a destination. Reports that are sent to printer destinations are
printed on the first available printer for the destination, regardless of print class.

A report is printed only when that report is completed, either explicitly as part of a WRITE PRINTER request, or implicitly
when the issuing task terminates.

NOTE
All reports for a task end upon normal task termination, a FINISH TASK request, or a COMMIT TASK request.
Queued reports are made eligible for printing.

An abnormal task termination (abend) or a ROLLBACK TASK request cause any queued reports belonging to the task to
be deleted.

Syntax

►►─── WRITE PRINTER ─┬───────────┬────┬──────────┬────────────────────────────►

                     ├─ NEWPAGE ─┤    └─ ENDRPT ─┘

                     └─ ERASE ───┘

 ►─┬──┬──────────┬─ FROM message-location ─┬─ TO end-message-location ─┬──┬───►

   │  └─ NATIVE ─┘                         └─ LENGTH message-length ───┘  │

   │                                                                      │

   └─ SCREEN CONTENTS ────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘
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 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬─────┬─────────────────────────────┬──────────►

   └─ COPIES ─┬─ 1 ◄ ────────┬─┘     └─ REPORT ID ─┬─ 1 ◄ ───────┬─┘

              └─ copy-count ─┘                     └─ report-id ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

   ├─ CLASS printer-class ───────────────────────┤

   └─ DESTINATION printer-destination ─┬───────┬─┘

                                       └─ ALL ─┘

 ►─┬────────┬────┬────────┬─ . ───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ HOLD ─┘    └─ KEEP ─┘

Parameters

• NEWPAGE (ERASE)
Prints the data stream beginning on a new page.
NEWPAGE and ERASE are synonyms and can be used interchangeably.

• ENDRPT
Indicates that the data stream constitutes the last record in the specified report. When ENDRPT is specified, the report
can be printed before the issuing task has terminated. However, the program must issue a COMMIT TASK request
to signal to print the ended report. A subsequent WRITE PRINTER request with the same report ID starts a separate
report.

• NATIVE
Specifies that the data stream contains device control characters. If NATIVE is not specified, the characters are
automatically inserted.

• FROM  message-location
Specifies the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION entry of the data to transmit to the print queue.
Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field.

• TO  end-message-location
Specifies the end of the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION entry that contains the data to
transmit to the print queue. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined dummy byte field or a field containing a data
item that is not associated with the output data.

• LENGTH  message-length
Defines the length of the data stream in bytes. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the
length of the data, or the length itself expressed as a numeric constant.

• SCREEN CONTENTS
Transmits the contents of the currently displayed screen to the print queue. This option applies only to 3270-type
devices.

• COPIES  copy-count 
Specifies the number of report copies to print. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the copy
count, or the count itself expressed as a numeric constant. The count must be an integer from 1 through 255. The
default is 1.

• REPORT ID  report-id
Specifies the identifier of the report to print. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the report
ID, or the ID itself expressed as a numeric constant. Report-id must be an integer from 1 through 255. The default is 1.

• CLASS  printer-class
Assigns a print class to the report. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the print class, or
the class itself expressed as a numeric constant. Valid print classes are 1 through 64; the default is 1.

• DESTINATION  printer-destination
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Sends the report to the specified destination. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the
destination, or the destination itself enclosed in quotation marks. The specified destination must have been defined
during system generation.
Specify the CLASS or DESTINATION only for the first line of each report. If no class or destination is specified, the
default print class that was assigned to the physical terminal of the issuing task during system generation is used.
– ALL

Prints the report on all printers belonging to the specified destination. The report is printed, one printer at a time, and
saved until it has been printed on each printer that is associated with the destination.

• HOLD
Holds a queued report without printing it. The report is held until a DCMT VARY REPORT report-name RELEASE
command is issued at run time.

• KEEP
Keeps the report in the print queue after it has been printed. The report can be released for printing with a DCMT
VARY REPORT report-name RELEASE command. This option lets you print the report. A KEPT report can be deleted
from the print queue manually (using a DCMT VARY REPORT report-name DELETE command at run time) or
automatically (when the queue retention period has been exceeded).

Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of the WRITE PRINTER statement.

• Example 1
The following statement associates the data in the specified location with report 32 in the print queue, and prints it
beginning on a new page. Report 32 prints on the first terminal that is assigned to print class 3 when the program
notifies IDMS that the report is complete or when the task terminates.

WRITE PRINTER

  NEWPAGE

  FROM PASSGR-RPT TO END-PASSGR-RPT

  REPORT ID 32

  CLASS 3.

• Example 2
The following statement prints three copies of the current screen contents on a printer that is associated with
destination A, and keeps the report contents in the print queue after it has printed:

WRITE PRINTER

  SCREEN CONTENTS

  COPIES 3

  DESTINATION 'A'

  KEEP.

Status Codes

After completion of the WRITE PRINTER function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS-DC communications block
indicates the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
4807 An I/O error has occurred while placing the record in the print

queue.
4818 The current DC system definition contains no logical terminal-

printer associations.
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4821 The specified printer destination is undefined or is not a printer.
4831 The parameter list is invalid.
4832 The derived length of the specified printer output data area is zero

or negative.
4838 The specified 01-level LINKAGE SECTION entry has not been

allocated. A GET STORAGE request for the specified variable
must be issued before the WRITE PRINTER statement.

4845 A WRITE PRINTER SCREEN CONTENTS request cannot be
serviced because the terminal that is associated with the issuing
task is not a 3270-type device or is a remote 3270 device running
under TCAM.

4846 A terminal I/O error has occurred.

WRITE TERMINAL (COBOL)
The WRITE TERMINAL statement requests a synchronous or asynchronous data transfer from program variable storage
to the terminal buffer.

Syntax

 ►►─── WRITE TERMINAL ──┬──────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

                        ├─ WAIT ◄ ─┤

                        └─ NOWAIT ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬─────┬────────────────┬─────────────────────►

   ├─┬─ NEWPAGE ─┬───────────────┤     └─ FREE STORAGE ─┘

   │ └─ ERASE ───┘               │

   │                             │

   └─┬─ EAU ───────────────────┬─┘

     └─ ERASE ALL UNPROTECTED ─┘

 ►─── FROM output-data-location ─┬─ TO end-output-data-location ─┬─ . ────────►◄

                                 └─ LENGTH output-data-length ───┘

Parameters

• WAIT
Specifies a synchronous write operation. The issuing task automatically relinquishes control to IDMS and waits for
completion of the write operation before continuing processing. This value is the default.

• NOWAIT
Specifies an asynchronous write operation. The issuing task continues executing. 

NOTE

When NOWAIT is specified, the program must issue a CHECK TERMINAL (COBOL) request before
performing any other I/O operation.

• NEWPAGE (ERASE)
Activates the page-eject (SYSINOUT devices) or erase-write (3270-type devices) mechanism to erase the contents of
a screen. If NEWPAGE is not specified, the WRITE TERMINAL request writes over the data that is displayed instead
of erasing the data.
NEWPAGE and ERASE are synonyms and can be used interchangeably.

• EAU (ERASE ALL UNPROTECTED)
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Activates the erase-all-unprotected mechanism. This option applies only to 3270-type devices. After a WRITE
TERMINAL EAU function, only protected fields remain on the terminal. When EAU is specified, the FROM clause is not
needed.
EAU and ERASE ALL UNPROTECTED are synonyms and can be used interchangeably.

• FREE STORAGE
Releases the output buffer that is associated with the data being written to the terminal. The storage area being freed
must have been acquired by a GET STORAGE (COBOL) statement or the GET STORAGE option of a previously
issued READ TERMINAL or WRITE THEN READ TERMINAL request. If FREE STORAGE is not specified, the storage
that is associated with the output buffer is not freed until the issuing task terminates.

• FROM  output-data-location
Specifies the 01-level WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION entry of the output data stream.
Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field. If FREE STORAGE is specified, output-data-location must be an 01-
level LINKAGE SECTION entry.

• TO  end-output-data-location
Specifies the end of the output data stream. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined dummy byte field or a field
containing a data item that is not associated with the output data stream. Place this syntax after the last data-item entry
in output-data-location.

• LENGTH  output-data-length
Defines the length of the output data stream in bytes. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains
the length of the data area, or the length itself expressed as a numeric constant.

Example

The following statement illustrates an asynchronous basic mode request to write data to the terminal from the specified
location in program variable storage:

WRITE TERMINAL

  NOWAIT

  FROM TERM-LINE LENGTH 72.

Status Codes

After completion of the WRITE TERMINAL function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS-DC communications block
indicates the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
4525 The output operation has been interrupted. The user has pressed

ATTENTION or BREAK.
4526 A logical error (for example, an invalid control character) has been

encountered in the output data stream.
4527 A permanent I/O error has occurred during processing.
4528 The dial-up line for the terminal has been disconnected.
4531 The terminal request block (TRB) contains an invalid field,

indicating a possible error in the program parameters.
4532 The derived length of the specified output data area is zero or

negative.
4537 Storage for the output buffer cannot be freed. The specified data

area is defined in the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION instead of
the LINKAGE SECTION.
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4539 The terminal that is associated with the issuing task is out of
service.

WRITE THEN READ TERMINAL (COBOL)
The WRITE THEN READ TERMINAL statement transfers data from program variable storage to the terminal buffer. When
the user has completed entering data, the statement also transfers that data back to program variable storage.

Syntax

►►─── WRITE THEN READ TERMINAL ───┬──────────┬────────────────────────────────►

                                  ├─ WAIT ◄ ─┤

                                  └─ NOWAIT ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬─────┬────────────────┬─────────────────────►

   ├─┬─ NEWPAGE ─┬───────────────┤     └─ FREE STORAGE ─┘

   │ └─ ERASE ───┘               │

   │                             │

   └─┬─ EAU ───────────────────┬─┘

     └─ ERASE ALL UNPROTECTED ─┘

 ►─── FROM output-data-location ─┬─ TO end-output-data-location ─┬────────────►

                                 └─ LENGTH output-data-length ───┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►

   └─┬─ MODIFIED ─┬─┬─────────────────────────────────┬─┘

     └─ BUFFER ───┘ └─ FROM POSITION screen-position ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ GET STORAGE ─┘

 ►─── INTO input-data-location ─┬─ TO end-input-data-location ───────┬────────►

                                └─ MAX LENGTH input-data-max-length ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ──────────────────────►◄

   └─ RETURN LENGTH into input-data-actual-length ─┘

Parameters

• WAIT
Specifies a synchronous I/O operation. The issuing task automatically relinquishes control to IDMS and waits for
completion of the I/O operation before continuing processing. This value is the default.

• NOWAIT
Specifies an asynchronous I/O operation. The issuing task continues executing. 

NOTE

When NOWAIT is specified, the program must issue a CHECK TERMINAL (COBOL) request before
performing any other I/O operation.

• NEWPAGE (ERASE)
Activates the page-eject (SYSINOUT devices) or erase-write (3270-type devices) mechanism to erase the contents
of a screen. If NEWPAGE is not specified, the WRITE TERMINAL request writes over the displayed data instead of
erasing it.
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NEWPAGE and ERASE are synonyms and can be used interchangeably.
• EAU (ERASE ALL UNPROTECTED)

Activates the erase-all-unprotected mechanism. This option applies only to 3270-type devices. After a WRITE
TERMINAL EAU function, only protected fields remain on the terminal. When EAU is specified, the FROM clause is not
needed.
EAU and ERASE ALL UNPROTECTED are synonyms and can be used interchangeably.

• FREE STORAGE
Releases the output buffer that is associated with the data being written to the terminal. The storage area being freed
must have been acquired by a GET STORAGE (COBOL) statement or the GET STORAGE option of a previously
issued READ TERMINAL or WRITE THEN READ TERMINAL request. If FREE STORAGE is not specified, the storage
that is associated with the output buffer is not freed until the issuing task terminates.

• FROM  output-data-location
Specifies the 01-level WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION entry of the output data stream.
Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field. If FREE STORAGE has been specified, output-data-location must
be an 01-level LINKAGE SECTION entry.

• TO  end-output-data-location
Specifies the end of the output data stream. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined dummy byte field or a field
containing a data item that is not associated with the output data stream.

• LENGTH  output-data-length
Defines the length of the output data stream in bytes. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains
the length of the data stream, or the length itself expressed as a numeric constant.

• MODIFIED
Reads all modified fields in the terminal buffer into program variable storage. This option applies only to 3270-type
devices.

• BUFFER
Executes a READ BUFFER command that reads the entire contents of the terminal buffer into the program variable
storage. This option applies only to 3270-type devices.

• FROM POSITION  screen-position
Specifies the buffer address (screen position) at which to start the read. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined
PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC (fullword) field, or the address itself enclosed in quotation marks.

• GET STORAGE
Acquires an input buffer for the data being read into the program. IDMS allocates the required storage when the read
operation is complete. This option applies only to synchronous requests.

• INTO  input-data-location
Specifies the 01-level WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE SECTION entry of the data area that is reserved
for the input data stream. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field. If GET STORAGE is specified, the data
area must be an unallocated 01-level LINKAGE SECTION entry. If GET STORAGE is not specified, the data area must
be a WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or a previously allocated LINKAGE SECTION entry.

• TO  end-input-data-location
Specifies the end of the data area that is reserved for the input data stream. Specify the symbolic name of a user-
defined dummy byte field or a field containing a data item that is not associated with the data area.

• MAX LENGTH  input-data-max-length
Defines the length, in bytes, of the data area that is reserved for the input data stream. Specify the symbolic name of
a user-defined field that contains the length of the data stream, or the length itself expressed as a numeric constant. If
the input data stream is larger than the data area that is reserved in the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or LINKAGE
SECTION, the data stream is truncated to fit the available space.

• RETURN LENGTH into  input-data-actual-length
Specifies where to return the actual length of the input data stream. Specify the symbolic name of a user-defined field.
If the data stream has been truncated, input-data-actual-length contains the original length before truncation.
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Example

The following statement illustrates a basic mode request to write data from the program (OUTPUT-LINE) to the terminal,
read the data from the terminal to the specified location (INPUT-LINE) in the program, and return the actual length of the
input data stream (LINE-LENGTH) to variable storage:

WRITE THEN READ TERMINAL

  WAIT

  FROM OUTPUT-LINE TO END-INPUT-LINE

  INTO INPUT-LINE MAX LENGTH 80

  RETURN LENGTH INTO LINE-LENGTH.

Status Codes

After completion of the WRITE THEN READ TERMINAL function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS-DC
communications block indicates the outcome:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
4519 The input area that was specified for the return of data is too

small. The returned data has been truncated to fit the available
space.

4525 The output operation has been interrupted. The terminal operator
has pressed ATTENTION or BREAK.

4526 A logical error (for example, an invalid control character) has been
encountered in the output data stream.

4527 A permanent I/O error has occurred.
4528 The dial-up line for the terminal has been disconnected.
4531 The terminal request block (TRB) contains an invalid field,

indicating a possible error in the program parameters.
4532 The derived length of the specified I/O data area is zero or

negative.
4535 Storage for the input buffer cannot be acquired because the

specified 01-level LINKAGE SECTION entry has been allocated.
4537 A storage area cannot be acquired or freed. The specified data

area is defined in the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION instead of
the LINKAGE SECTION.

4538 The specified 01-level LINKAGE SECTION entry has not been
allocated and the GET STORAGE option has not been specified.

4539 The terminal device that is associated with the issuing task is out
of service.

Logical-Record Clauses (COBOL)
Logical-record clauses are used with the DML statements that access logical records (OBTAIN, MODIFY, STORE, and
ERASE). The logical-record clauses are as follows:

• WHERE specifies criteria to select or limit the selection of logical-record occurrences.
• ON tests for a specific path status returned to indicate the result of a logical-record DML statement.
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WHERE

The WHERE clause has two major functions:

• To direct the program to a path that was predefined in the subschema by the DBA and transparent to the application
program. This function lets you access the database without issuing specific instructions for navigating the database.
LRF automatically picks the most appropriate path to service the request efficiently.

• To specify the selection criteria to apply to a logical record. This function lets the program specify attributes of the
desired logical record, which reduces the need for the program to inspect multiple logical records to isolate the logical
record of interest.

The WHERE clause is issued in the form of a Boolean expression consisting of comparisons and keywords that are
connected by Boolean operators (AND, OR, and NOT). The format of the WHERE clause follows COBOL syntax rules
(that is, operands or operators are separated by a blank).

Syntax

►►─── WHERE ─┬───────┬───┬─ dba-designated-keyword ─┬─────────────────────────►

             └─ NOT ─┘   └─ comparison ─────────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►◄

   │ ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─┬─ AND ─┬─┬───────┬─┬─ dba-designated-keyword ─┬─┴─┘

       └─ OR ──┘ └─ NOT ─┘ └─ comparison ─────────────┘

Parameters

• dba-designated-keyword
Specifies a DBA-designated keyword to apply to the logical record. This value is a DBA-specified keyword that is
applicable to the logical record. The keyword cannot exceed 32 characters. The keyword represents an operation to
perform at the path level and serves only to route the logical-record request to the appropriate, predetermined path.
A path must exist to service a request that issues dba-designated-keyword. If no such path exists, the precompiler
flags this condition by issuing an error message.

• comparison
Specifies a comparison operation to perform, using the indicated operands and operators. This value also helps direct
the logical-record request to a path.
Connect individual comparisons and keywords by the Boolean operators AND, OR, and NOT. Use parentheses to
clarify a multiple-comparison Boolean expression or to override the precedence of operators.

Expansion of comparison

►─┬─ 'logical-record-field-name' ──────────────────────────────────┬─────────►

  ├─ idd-defined-variable-field-name ─┬───────────────────┬────────┤

  │                                   │ ┌───────────────┐ │        │

  │                                   └─▼─ OF group-id ─┴─┘        │

  ├─ logical-record-field-name ─┬───────────────────┬──┬─────────┬─┤

  │                             │ ┌───────────────┐ │  └─ OF LR ─┘ │

  │                             └─▼─ OF group-id ─┴─┘              │

  └─ arithmetic-expression ────────────────────────────────────────┘

►──┬── CONTAINS ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├── MATCHES ──┤

   ├┬─ EQ ─┬─────┤

   │└─ = ──┘     │
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   ├── NE ───────┤

   ├┬─ GT ─┬─────┤

   │└─ > ──┘     │

   ├┬─ LT ─┬─────┤

   │└─ < ──┘     │

   ├── GE ───────┤

   └── LE ───────┘

Parameters

• logical-record-field-name
Specifies a data field that participates in the named logical record.

• CONTAINS|MATCHES|EQ|NE|GT|LT|GE|LE
Specifies the comparison operator:
– CONTAINS

Is true when the value of the right operand occurs in the value of the left operand. Both operands in the CONTAINS
operator must be alphanumeric values.

– MATCHES
Is true when each character in the left operand matches a corresponding character in the right operand (the mask).
When MATCHES is specified, LRF compares the left operand with the mask, one character at a time, moving from
left to right.
The result of the match is true or false. The result is true when the end of the mask is reached before encountering
a character in the left operand that does not match a corresponding character in the mask. The result is false when
LRF encounters a character in the left operand that does not match a mask character.
Three special characters can be used in the mask to perform pattern matching: @, which matches any alphabetic
character; #, which matches any numeric character; and *, which matches any alphabetic or numeric character. The
left operand and the mask must be alphanumeric values and elementary elements.

– EQ
Is true when the value of the left operand is equal to the value of the right operand.

– NE
Is true when the value of the left operand is not equal to the value of the right operand.

– GT
Is true when the value of the left operand is greater than the value of the right operand.

– LT
Is true when the value of the left operand is less than the value of the right operand.

– GE
Is true when the value of the left operand is greater than or equal to the value of the right operand.

– LE
Is true when the value of the left operand is less than or equal to the value of the right operand.

• 'literal'
Specifies any alphanumeric or numeric literal. Alphanumeric literals must be enclosed in quotation marks.

• idd-defined-variable-field-name
Specifies the name of a program variable storage field that is predefined in the data dictionary.

• OF group-id
Uniquely identifies the named variable field. Specify the name of the group element that contains the field. This
qualifier is required when idd-defined-variable-field-name is not unique within program variable storage.
You can specify a maximum of 15 different OF group-id qualifiers to identify up to 15 levels of group elements.

• logical-record-field-name
Specifies a data field that participates in the named logical record.

• OF group-id
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Uniquely identifies the named logical-record field. Specify the name of the group element or database record that
contains the field.This qualifier is required when logical-record-field-name is not unique within all subschema records,
including those that are not part of the logical record, and including all non-IDMS database records that are copied into
the program.
You can specify a maximum of 15 different OF group-id qualifiers to identify up to 15 levels of group elements.

• OF LR
Uses the value of the named field at the time the request is issued throughout processing of the request. If the field
value changes during request processing, LRF continues to use the original value.
If you do not specify OF LR, the field value changes during request processing, and the field is required for further
processing, the new value is used.

• arithmetic-expression
Specifies an arithmetic expression that is designated as a unary minus (-), unary plus (+), simple arithmetic operation,
or compound arithmetic operation. The following arithmetic operators are permitted in an arithmetic expression: add
(+), subtract (-), multiply (*), and divide (/). Operands can be literals, variable-storage fields, and logical-record fields.

If the WHERE clause compares a CALC-key field to a literal, the literal format must correspond exactly to the CALC-key
definition. Enclose the literal in quotation marks when the CALC key has a usage of DISPLAY. Use leading zeros when
the literal consists of fewer characters than the field picture. For example, if the calc-key-field CALC key is defined as PIC
9(3) USAGE DISPLAY, code the WHERE clause as follows:

WHERE calc-key-field EQ '054'

The WHERE clause can contain as many comparisons and keywords as required to specify the criteria to apply to the
logical record. The SIZE value on the COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL statement can be increased to accommodate
large and complex WHERE clause specifications. The composition of the WHERE clause does not affect processing
efficiency (other than the logical order of the operators) because LRF automatically uses the most efficient path to process
the logical-record request.

The operators in a WHERE clause are evaluated in the following order:

1. Comparisons that are enclosed in parentheses
2. Arithmetic, comparison, and Boolean operators by order of precedence, from highest to lowest:

a. Unary plus or minus in an arithmetic expression
b. Multiplication or division in an arithmetic expression
c. Addition or subtraction in an arithmetic expression
d. MATCHES or CONTAINS comparison operators
e. EQ, NE, GT, LT, GE, LE comparison operators
f. NOT Boolean operator
g. AND Boolean operator
h. OR Boolean operator

3. From left to right within operators of equal precedence

Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of the WHERE clause.

• Example 1
The following logical-record request uses a DBA-designated keyword (PROGRAMMER-ANALYSTS) to direct LRF to a
DBA-defined access path:

OBTAIN NEXT EMP-JOB-LR

  WHERE PROGRAMMER-ANALYSTS.

• Example 2
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The following logical-record request uses Boolean selection criteria to specify the desired occurrence of EMP-JOB-LR:

OBTAIN EMP-JOB-LR

  WHERE OFFICE-CODE-0450 EQ '001'.

ON

The ON clause tests for a specific path status returned to indicate the result of the statement. If LRF returns the specified
path status, the imperative statement in the ON clause is executed. If the specified path status is not returned, the
imperative statement is ignored and IDMS-STATUS is performed.

If the DML statement with the ON clause is the object of a PERFORM, use the THROUGH option of the PERFORM
statement to avoid scope problems.

A logical-record DML statement can include an ON clause only when the AUTOSTATUS protocol is in effect for the
program. AUTOSTATUS automatically invokes an error-checking routine after every DML statement except IF. For more
information, see Error Detection.

The ON clause tests for a standard or DBA-defined path status, which is in the form of a 1- through 16-character unquoted
string. Path statuses are issued during execution of the path that was selected to service the request. The following path
statuses are standard:

• LR-FOUND
Indicates that the logical-record request executed successfully. This status can be returned as the result of any of the
four LRF DML statements. When LR-FOUND is returned, the ERROR-STATUS field of the IDMS communications
block contains 0000.

• LR-NOT-FOUND
Indicates that the logical record cannot be found because no such record exists or because all such occurrences have
already been retrieved. This status can be returned as the result of any of the four LRF DML statements, if the path
to which LRF is directed includes retrieval logic. When LR-NOT-FOUND is returned, the ERROR-STATUS field of the
IDMS communications block contains 0000.

NOTE
A successful STORE can return LR-NOT-FOUND when its WHERE clause references a logical-record field
and the STORE path performs no OBTAINs.

• LR-ERROR
Indicates that a logical-record request was issued incorrectly or an error occurred in the processing of the path that
was selected to service the request. When LR-ERROR is returned, the status code that is returned to the program in
the ERROR-STATUS field of the IDMS communications block differs according to the type of error:
– When the error occurs in the logical-record request, the ERROR-STATUS field contains a status code that is issued

by LRF (major code of 20).
– When an error occurs in the logical-record path processing, the ERROR-STATUS field contains a status code that

is issued by the DBMS (major code from 00 to 19). For more information about status codes, see Communications
Blocks and Error Detection (COBOL).

When you access ASF-defined data tables, always look for the following path statuses:

• INVALID-DATA
Indicates that the data violates the definition-time selection criteria (for example, WHERE STATE EQ 'MA' and the
program tries to replace the state with 'NY'). When INVALID-DATA is returned, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS
communications block is set to 0000.

• DEFN-MISSING
Indicates that the record definition cannot be found. When DEFN-MISSING is returned, the ERROR-STATUS field in
the IDMS communications block is set to 0000.

• OOAK-MISSING
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Indicates that a one-of-a-kind record cannot be found. When OOAK-MISSING is returned, the ERROR-STATUS field in
the IDMS communications block is set to 0000.

• SYNC-ERROR
Indicates that the timestamp in the catalog and the table definition do not match. When SYNC-ERROR is returned, the
ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS communications block is set to 0000. This status applies to ASF tables only.

The return of any of these statuses indicates a fatal error. For more information, consult your DBA.

Syntax

►─── ON path-status imperative-statement ────────────────────────────────────►

Parameters

• ON 
Tests for a path status returned as the result of the logical-record request that the program issued.

• path-status
Specifies a 1- through 16-character alphanumeric value.

• imperative-statement
Specifies the program action to take when the indicated path status results from the logical-record request.

Examples

The following statements use the path status LR-NOT-FOUND in two different ways. If LR-NOT-FOUND occurs following
the initial statement, an LR-MISSING message is issued. If LR-NOT-FOUND occurs in subsequent statements, an END-
OF-LR message is issued.

OBTAIN-FIRST-LR.

  OBTAIN FIRST EMP-JOB-LR

    WHERE OFFICE-CODE-450 EQ OFFICE-CODE-IN

    ON LR-NOT-FOUND

      GO TO LR-MISSING.

   .

   .

   .

OBTAIN-REST-LR.

  OBTAIN NEXT EMP-JOB-LR

    WHERE OFFICE-CODE-0450 EQ OFFICE-CODE-IN

    ON LR-NOT-FOUND

      GO TO END-OF-LR.

   .

   .

   .

   .

   .

  GO TO OBTAIN-REST-LR.
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Status Codes

The following codes are returned to the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS or IDMS-DC communications block when an
LR-ERROR path status is returned to the LR-STATUS field in the LRC block:

Status code Meaning
2001 The requested logical record was not found in the subschema.

(The path DML statement, EVALUATE, returns 0000 when true,
and 2001 when false.)

2008 The named record is not in the subschema, or the specified
request is not permitted for the named record.

2010 The subschema prohibits access to logical records.
2018 A path command has attempted to access a database record that

has not been bound.
2040 The WHERE clause in an OBTAIN NEXT command directed

LRF to a different processing path than the WHERE clause in the
preceding OBTAIN command for the same logical record.

2041 The WHERE clause cannot be matched to a path in the
subschema.

2042 The logical-record path for the request specifies the return of the
LR-ERROR status.

2043 Bad or inconsistent data was encountered in the logical-record
buffer during evaluation of the WHERE clause.

2044 The WHERE clause does not include data that the logical-record
path requires.

2045 A subscript value in a WHERE clause is less than zero or greater
than its maximum allowed value.

2046 A program check has revealed an arithmetic exception (for
example, overflow, underflow, significance, divide) during the
evaluation of a WHERE clause.

2063 The WHERE clause contains a keyword that exceeds the 16-
character maximum.

2064 The path command has attempted to access a CALC data item
that was not defined properly in the subschema.

2072 The WHERE clause is too long to be evaluated in the available
work area.

DML Precompile, COBOL Compile, and Link-Edit JCL
This article contains the JCL used to prepare COBOL source code that contains DML statements for execution. Link-edit
considerations are also discussed. Samples of z/OS, z/VSE, and z/VM JCL are included.

Compiling a COBOL Program

To compile a COBOL program under the DML precompiler:

1. Execute the program IDMSDMLC
2. Execute the COBOL compiler
3. Link edit
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Input to IDMSDMLC consists of source code written in COBOL/DML, protocol/control information, and data dictionary
record descriptions. Output from IDMSDMLC is as follows:

• A source COBOL program
• A DML source listing and diagnostics

Input to the COBOL compiler consists of the source program produced by IDMSDMLC. Output is as follows:

• An object program
• COBOL listings

Input to the linkage editor consists of the object program produced by the COBOL compiler. Output is as follows:

• A load module (phase)
• A link-edit map

The following figure illustrates the steps involved in compiling a COBOL program.
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z/OS JCL

Sample JCL for z/OS operating systems is shown below, followed by a description of statements that need tailoring for
site-specific conditions.

//*****************************************************************

//**         PRECOMPILE COBOL PROGRAM          **

//*****************************************************************

//precomp EXEC PGM=IDMSDMLC,REGION=4096K,

//       PARM='precompiler-options'

//STEPLIB DD  DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//        DD  DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

//sysctl  DD  DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg  DD  DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//SYS001  DD  UNIT=sysda,SPACE=(TRK,(10,10)),

//       DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=1334,DSORG=PS)

//SYS002  DD  UNIT=sysda,SPACE=(TRK,(10,10)),

//       DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=1334,DSORG=PS)

//SYS003  DD  UNIT=sysda,SPACE=(TRK,(10,10)),

//       DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=1334,DSORG=PS)

//SYSPCH  DD  DSN=&&SOURCE.,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//       UNIT=sysda,SPACE=(TRK,(10,5),RLSE),

//       DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120)

//SYSLST  DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSIDMS DD  *

DMCL=dmcl-name

sysidms-input-parms

/*

//SYSIPT  DD  *

COBOL DML source statements

/*

//*****************************************************************

//**         COMPILE COBOL PROGRAM           **

//*****************************************************************

//cblcmp  EXEC PGM=igycrctl,REGION=4096K,

//       PARM='compiler-options'

//STEPLIB DD  DSN=cobol.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1  DD  UNIT=sysda,SPACE=(TRK,(10,5))

//SYSUT2  DD  UNIT=sysda,SPACE=(TRK,(10,5))

//SYSUT3  DD  UNIT=sysda,SPACE=(TRK,(10,5))

//SYSUT4  DD  UNIT=sysda,SPACE=(TRK,(10,5))

//SYSUT5  DD  UNIT=sysda,SPACE=(TRK,(10,5))

//SYSUT6  DD  UNIT=sysda,SPACE=(TRK,(10,5))

//SYSUT7  DD  UNIT=sysda,SPACE=(TRK,(10,5))

//syslin  DD  DSN=&&OBJECT.,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//       UNIT=sysda,SPACE=(TRK,(10,5),RLSE),

//       DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120)

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN  DD  DSN=&&SOURCE.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//*****************************************************************

//**         LINK PROGRAM MODULE            **

//*****************************************************************
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//link   EXEC PGM=HEWL,REGION=1024K,PARM='LET,LIST,MAP,XREF'

//SYSUT1  DD  UNIT=sysda,SPACE=(TRK,(20,5))

//SYSLIB  DD  DSN=cobol.linklib,DISP=SHR

//vanilla DD  DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

//custom  DD DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSLMOD DD  DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSLIN  DD  DSN=&&OBJECT.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//     DD  *

 INCLUDE vanilla(IDMS)   required, except omit for CICS

 INCLUDE vanilla(IDMSCANC) required for BATCH and DC-BATCH if using IDMS-STATUS module

 INCLUDE custom(IDMSOPTI) optional; BATCH and DC-BATCH only

 INCLUDE custom(idmscint) required for CICS, otherwise omit

 ENTRY  userentry

 NAME  userprog(R)

/*

//*

NOTE
If using the IDMSOPTI module, you must assemble and link edit it before using the JCL above.

The link of CICS application programs that use IDMSCINT must incorporate JCL to resolve external reference DFHEI1.
The particular JCL depends on the nature and language of your application. See the appropriate IBM CICS application
programming documentation for details.

precompiler-options Options that control various aspects of the precompile process.
See Passing Parameters to the Precompiler for a complete
description of the options.

idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the DMCL and
database name table

idms.cagjload Data set name of the load library containing the vanilla IDMS
executable modules

idms.custom.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the customized IDMS
executable modules

sysctl DDname of SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl Data set name of SYSCTL file
dcmsg DDname of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg Data set name of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
sysda Symbolic device name for work files
sysidms-input-parms Parameters that specify physical requirements of the environment,

runtime directives, or operating system-dependent file information.
For a complete description of all SYSIDMS parameters and
syntax, see IDMS Common Administrating section. Also see
Passing Parameters to the Precompiler for a discussion of
parameters that can be passed using the PARM=SYSIDMS input
statement.

dmcl-name Specifies the name of the DMCL that the precompiler should use
to access the message dictionary

igycrctl Program name of the COBOL compiler
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compiler-options Parameters that specify options that are appropriate to your
version of the COBOL compiler. See Introduction to IDMS Data
Manipulation Language (COBOL), VS COBOL II Support, and
Considerations for IBM Language Environment for restrictions
and recommendations specific to IDMS access. Also see the IBM
documentation for your compiler.

cobol.loadlib Load library that contains COBOL compiler
syslin DDname of the object data set output by the COBOL compiler
cobol.linklib Load library that contains COBOL support modules
user.loadlib User application load library
idmscint Load module created by compiling IDMSCINT or IDMSCINL. For

more information, see the IDMS System Reference section.
userentry Name of program entry point
userprog Name of program in load library

NOTE
Depending on the central version operating environment, an IDMSOPTI module link edited with IDMSDMLC can
be used in place of or in addition to the SYSCTL file.

Local Mode JCL

To execute the compiler in local mode, remove the SYSCTL statement from the precompile step and replace it with the
following:

//dictdb  DD DSN=idms.appldict.ddldml,DISP=SHR

//sysjrnl DD DSN=idms.tapejrnl,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=tape

dictdb DDname of the application dictionary DDLDML area
idms.appldict.ddldml Data set name of application dictionary
sysjrnl DDname of the tape journal file
idms.tapejrnl Data set name of the tape journal file
tape Symbolic device name of the tape journal file

z/VSE JCL

IDMSDMLC ('VSE')

/******************************************************************

/**          PRECOMPILE PROGRAM             **

/******************************************************************

* step1

// EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS

// UPSI b         if specified in IDMSOPTI module

// DLBL   sysctl,'idms.sysctl',0

// EXTENT  SYS000,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN   SYS000,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL   idmspch,'temp.dmlc',0

// EXTENT  SYS020,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll
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// ASSGN   SYS020,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL   SYS001,'wkfile1',0

// EXTENT  SYS001,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN   SYS001,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL   SYS002,'wkfile2',0

// EXTENT  SYS002,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN   SYS002,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL   SYS003,'wkfile3',0

// EXTENT  SYS003,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN   SYS003,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// EXEC   IDMSDMLC,PARM='COBOL=2'

 

Input SYSIDMS parameters here, as required

 

/*

 

COBOL/DML source statements

 

/******************************************************************

/**          COMPILE PROGRAM              **

/******************************************************************

/*

* step2

// DLBL   IJSYSIN,'temp.dmlc',0

// EXTENT  SYSIPT,nnnnnn

  ASSGN   SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// OPTION  CATAL,NODECK,NOSYM

 PHASE userprog,*

// EXEC   IGYCRCTL

/******************************************************************

/**          LINK PROGRAM MODULE            **

/******************************************************************

* step3

  CLOSE   SYSIPT,SYSRDR

ENTRY (dmlc)

// EXEC   LNKEDT
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/*

IDMSLBLS Name of the procedure provided at installation that contains the
file definitions for IDMS dictionaries and databases.
Note: For complete listing of IDMSLBLS, see IDMSLBLS
Procedure.

b appropriate UPSI switch, 1 through 8 characters, if specified in the
IDMSOPTI module

sysctl filename of SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl file-ID of SYSCTL file
idmspch filename of data set output from the IDMSDMLC precompiler
temp.dmlc file ID of data set output from the IDMSDMLC precompiler
SYS020 logical unit assignment of the DMLC output
nnnnnn volume serial identifier of appropriate disk volume
ssss starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of disk extent
llll number of tracks (CKD) or blocks (FBA) of disk extent
userprog name of program in the library
precompiler-options options that control various aspects of the precompile process.

See Passing Parameters to the Precompiler for a complete
description of the options.

dmlc name of COBOL/DML module

You can use SYSIDMS parameters to specify information about your runtime environment.

Local Mode

To execute the IDMSDMLC precompiler in local mode:

• Remove the UPSI specification, if present, or remove the JCL for the SYSCTL file from the precompiler step.
• Add the following statements in step 1 (the IDMSDMLC step):

// TLBL   sysjrnl,'idms.tapejrnl',,nnnnnn,,f

// ASSGN  SYS009,TAPE,VOL=nnnnnn

idms.tapejrnl file ID of tape journal file
f file number of tape journal file
sys009 logical unit assignment for journal file

INCLUDE statements should be provided in local mode or central version JCL as follows:

INCLUDE IDMS        IDMS interface  

 

INCLUDE IDMSOPTI IDMSOPTI module

 

INCLUDE IDMSCANC        Local mode abort entry point    

                omit IDMSCANC if TP application)    

 

INCLUDE IDMSCINT        For CICS only, replaces INCLUDE IDMS    
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INCLUDE IDMSOPTI can be omitted for programs executed in local mode.

NOTE
COBOL overlay programs must resolve references to IDMS within their root segment; care must be taken to
prevent the overlaying of the IDMS interface. Use of IDMS and IDMSLDPT is recommended for these programs.

IDMSLBLS Procedure

IDMSLBLS is a procedure provided during an IDMS z/VSE installation. It contains file definitions for the IDMS components
listed below. These components are provided during installation:

• Dictionaries
• Sample databases
• Disk journal files
• SYSIDMS file

Tailor the IDMSLBLS procedure to reflect the filenames and definitions in use at your site and include this procedure in z/
VSE JCL job streams.

The sample z/VSE JCL provided in this document includes the IDMSLBLS procedure. Therefore, individual file definitions
for IDMS dictionaries, sample databases, disk journal files, and SYSIDMS files are not included in the sample JCL.

IDMSLBLS procedure (z/VSE)

* -------- LIBDEFS --------

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=idmslib.sublib

// LIBDEF *,CATALOG=user.sublib

/* ------------------------- LABELS -------------------------

// DLBL  idmslib,'idms.library',1999/365

// EXTENT ,nnnnnn,,,ssss,1500

// DLBL  dccat,'idms.system.dccat',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,31

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  dccatl,'idms.system.dccatlod',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  dccatx,'idms.system.dccatx',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,11

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  dcdml,'idms.system.ddldml',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,101

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  dclod,'idms.system.ddldclod',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,21

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  dclog,'idms.system.ddldclog',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,401

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  dcrun,'idms.system.ddldcrun',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,68

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  dcscr,'idms.system.ddldcscr',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,135
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// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  dcmsg,'idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  dclscr,'idms.sysloc.ddlocscr',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  dirldb,'idms.sysdirl.ddldml',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  dirllod,'idms.sysdirl.ddldclod',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,2

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  empdemo,'idms.empdemo1',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,11

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  insdemo,'idms.insdemo1',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  orgdemo,'idms.orgdemo1',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  empldem,'idms.sqldemo.empldemo',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,11

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  infodem,'idms.sqldemo.infodemo',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  projdem,'idms.projseg.projdemo',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  indxdem,'idms.sqldemo.indxdemo',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  sysctl,'idms.sysctl',1999/365,SD

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,2

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  secdd,'idms.sysuser.ddlsec',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,26

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  dictdb,'idms.appldict.ddldml',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,51

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  dloddb,'idms.appldict.ddldclod',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,51

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  sqldd,'idms.syssql.ddlcat',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,101

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  sqllod,'idms.syssql.ddlcatl',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,51

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  sqlxdd,'idms.syssql.ddlcatx',1999/365,DA
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// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,26

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  asfdml,'idms.asfdict.ddldml',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  asflod,'idms.asfdict.asflod',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,401

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  asfdata,'idms.asfdict.asfdata',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  ASFDEFN,'idms.asfdict.asfdefn',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,101

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  j1jrnl,'idms.j1jrnl',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,54

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  j2jrnl,'idms.j2jrnl',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,54

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  j3jrnl,'idms.j3jrnl',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,54

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT',0,SD

/+

/*

idmslib.sublib name of the sublibrary within the library containing IDMS modules
user.sublib name of the sublibrary within the library containing user modules
idmslib filename of the file containing IDMS modules
idms.library file-ID associated with the file containing IDMS modules
SYSnnn logical unit of the volume for which the extent is effective
nnnnnn volume serial identifier of appropriate disk volume
ssss starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of disk extent
dccat filename of the system dictionary catalog (DDLCAT) area
idms.system.dccat file-ID of the system dictionary catalog (DDLCAT) area
dccatl filename of the system dictionary catalog load (DDLCATLOD) area
idms.system.dccatlod file-ID of the system dictionary catalog load (DDLCATLOD) area
dccatx filename of the system dictionary catalog index (DDLCATX) area
idms.system.dccatx file-ID of the system dictionary catalog index (DDLCATX) area
dcdml filename of the system dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
idms.system.ddldml file-ID of the system dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
dclod filename of the system dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD)

area
idms.system.ddldclod file-ID of the system dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
dclog filename of the system log area (DDLDCLOG) area
idms.system.ddldclog file-ID of the system log (DDLDCLOG) area
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dcrun filename of the system queue (DDLDCRUN) area
idms.system.ddldcrun file-ID of the system queue (DDLDCRUN) area
dcscr filename of the system scratch (DDLDCSCR) area
idms.system.ddldcscr file-ID of the system scratch (DDLDCSCR) area
dcmsg filename of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg file-ID of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
dclscr filename of the local mode system scratch (DDLOCSCR) area
idms.sysloc.ddlocscr file-ID of the local mode system scratch (DDLOCSCR) area
dirldb filename of the IDMSDIRL definition (DDLDML) area
idms.sysdirl.ddldml file-ID of the IDMSDIRL definition (DDLDML) area
dirllod filename of the IDMSDIRL definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
idms.sysdirl.dirllod file-ID of the IDMSDIRL definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
empdemo filename of the EMPDEMO area
idms.empdemo1 file-ID of the EMPDEMO area
insdemo filename of the INSDEMO area
idms.insdemo1 file-ID of the INSDEMO area
orgdemo filename of the ORGDEMO area
idms.orgdemo1 file-ID of the ORDDEMO area
empldem filename of the EMPLDEMO area
idms.sqldemo.empldemo file-ID of the EMPLDEMO area
infodem filename of the INFODEMO area
idms.sqldemo.infodemo file-ID of the INFODEMO area
projdem filename of the PROJDEMO area
idms.projseg.projdemo file-ID of the PROJDEMO area
indxdem filename of the INDXDEMO area
idms.sqldemo.indxdemo file-ID of the INDXDEMO area
sysctl filename of the SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl file-ID of the SYSCTL file
secdd filename of the system user catalog (DDLSEC) area
idms.sysuser.ddlsec file-ID of the system user catalog (DDLSEC) area
dictdb filename of the application dictionary definition area
idms.appldict.ddldml file-ID of the application dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
dloddb filename of the application dictionary definition load area
idms.appldict.ddldclod file-ID of the application dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD)

area
sqldd filename of the SQL catalog (DDLCAT) area
idms.syssql.ddlcat file-ID of the SQL catalog (DDLCAT) area
sqllod filename of the SQL catalog load (DDLCATL) area
idms.syssql.ddlcatl file-ID of SQL catalog load (DDLCATL) area
sqlxdd filename of the SQL catalog index (DDLCATX) area
idms.syssql.ddlcatx file-ID of the SQL catalog index (DDLCATX) area
asfdml filename of the asf dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
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idms.asfdict.ddldml file-ID of the asf dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
asflod filename of the asf dictionary definition load (ASFLOD) area
idms.asfdict.asflod file-ID of the asf dictionary definition load (ASFLOD) area
asfdata filename of the asf data (ASFDATA) area
idms.asfdict.asfdata file-ID of the asf data area (ASFDATA) area
ASFDEFN filename of the asf data definition (ASFDEFN) area
idms.asfdict.asfdefn file-ID of the asf data definition area (ASFDEFN) area
j1jrnl filename of the first disk journal file
idms.j1jrnl file-ID of the first disk journal file
j2jrnl filename of the second disk journal file
idms.j2jrnl file-ID of the second disk journal file
j3jrnl filename of the third disk journal file
idms.j3jrnl file-ID of the third disk journal file
SYSIDMS filename of the SYSIDMS parameter file

IDMSDMLC

   /ADD-FILE-LINK 

L-NAME=CDMSLIB,F-NAME=idms.dba.loadlib 

/ADD-FILE-LINK L-NAME=CDMSLIB1,F-NAME=idms.loadlib 

/ADD-FILE-LINK L-NAME=CDMSLODR,F-NAME=idms.loadlib 

/ADD-FILE-LINK L-NAME=sysctl,F-NAME=idms.sysctl,SHARED-UPD=*YES 

/ADD-FILE-LINK L-NAME=SYSIDMS,F-NAME=*DUMMY 

/ASSIGN-SYSOPT TO=temp.punch 

/ASSIGN-SYSDTA TO=*SYSCMD 

/START-PROG 

*MOD(ELEM=IDMSDMLC,LIB=idms.dba.loadlib,RUN-MODE=*ADV) 

DICTNAME=dictionary-name DMCL=dmcl-name sysidms-input-parms 

PARM='precompiler-options' END-SYSIDMS

COBOL/DML source statements

/ASSIGN-SYSOPT TO=*PRIMARY 

/ASSIGN-SYSDTA TO=temp.punch 

/START-COBOL85-COMPILER                     - 

/  MODULE-OUTPUT=LIB-ELEM(LIB=idms.objlib.user,ELEM=userprog,  - 

/  COMPILER-ACTION=MODULE-GENERATION(MODULE-FORMAT=OM),     - 

/  LISTING=(SOURCE=YES,DIAGNOSTICS=YES,OUTPUT=SYSLIST) 

/START-BINDER 

//START-LLM-CREATION INTERNAL-NAME=userprog 

//INC-MOD LIB=idms.objlib.user,ELEM=userprog 

//INC-MOD LIB=idms.loadlib,ELEM=IDMSPBS2   For DC, BATCH and DCBATCH 

//INC-MOD LIB=idms.loadlib,ELEM=IDMSTCM    UTM only 

//RESOLVE-BY-AUTOLINK LIB=cobol.objlib 

//SAVE-LLM LIB=idms.loadlib.user,ELEM=userprog(VER=@),OVER=YES 

//END 
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/DELETE-FILE temp.punch

idms.loadlib filename of the load library containing the IDMS executable
modules

idms.dba.loadlib filename of the load library containing the DMCL and database
name table load modules

sysctl linkname of SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl filename of SYSCTL file
temp.punch filename of temporary file that contains DML compiler output
sysidms-input-parms parameters that specify physical requirements of the environment,

runtime directives, or operating system-dependent file information.
For a complete description of all SYSIDMS parameters and
syntax, see IDMS Common Administrating section.

precompiler-options options that control various aspects of the precompile process.
See Passing Parameters to the Precompiler for a complete
description of the options.

idms.objlib.user filename of user object library
userprog name of user application program
cobol.objlib filename of the COBOL runtime object library
idms.loadlib.user filename of the user load library

NOTE
Depending on the CV operating environment, an IDMSOPTI module link edited with the DML compiler can be
used in place of or in addition to the SYSCTL file.

Local Mode

To execute the compiler in local mode:

• Remove the SYSCTL ADD-FILE-LINK command
• Add:

/ADD-FILE-LINK L-NAME=dictdb,F-NAME=idms.appldict.ddldml,SHARED-UPD=*YES

[/CREATE-FILE F-NAME=idms.tapejrnl,SUPPRESS-ERRORS=*FILE-EXIST,     -

/  SUP=*TAPE(VOLUME=nnnnnn,DEVICE=tape)]

/ADD-FILE-LINK L-NAME=sysjrnl,F-NAME=idms.tapejrnl [,BUF-LEN=bbbb,   -

/  SUP=*TAPE(F-SEQ=1)]

Statements and parameters between brackets must be specified only

when using the journal file on tape.

dictdb linkname of the data dictionary file
idms.appldict.ddldml filename of the data dictionary file
sysjrnl linkname of the tape journal file
idms.tapejrnl filename of the tape journal file
bbbb page size of the file
nnnnnn volume serial number of the tape archive file
tape device name for the tape journal file
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CMS Commands

IDMSDMLC ('CMS')

FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK sysipt data a (RECFM F LRECL ppp BLKSIZE nnn

FILEDEF SYSPCH DISK prgnme cobol a

FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK sysidms parms a (RECFM F LRECL ppp. BLKSIZE nnn

EXEC IDMSFD

OSRUN IDMSDMLC PARM='CVMACH=vmid,precompiler-options'

FILEDEF TEXT DISK prgnme TEXT A

GLOBAL TXTLIB coblibvs IDMSLIB1

COBOL prgnme (OSDECK APOST LIB        COBOL compile step

TXTLIB DEL utextlib prgnme

TXTLIB ADD utextlib prgnme

FILEDEF SYSLMOD uloadlib LOADLIB a (RECFM V LRECL 1024 BLKSIZE 10 24

FILEDEF objlibl DISK IDMSLIB1 TXTLIB A

FILEDEF objlib DISK utextlib TXTLIB a

FILEDEF SYSLIB DISK coblibvs TXTLIB p

FILEDEF SYS001 DISK wfn wft wfm

LKED linkctl (LIST XREF LET MAP RENT NOTERM PRINT SIZE 512K 64K

                       Link edit step

sysipt data a Filename, type, and mode of the file containing the COBOL/DML
source statements

ppp Record length of the data file
nnn Block size of the data file
prgnme cobol a Filename of the COBOL program
sysidms parms a Filename, filetype, and filemode of the file that contains SYSIDMS

parameters (parameters that define your runtime environment)
vmid ID of the virtual machine running the central version
precompiler-options options that control various aspects of the precompile process.

See Passing Parameters to the Precompiler for a complete
description of the options.

coblibvs Filename of the library that contains COBOL logic modules
utextlib Filename of the user text library
uloadlib LOADLIB a Filename, filetype, and filemode of the user load library
objlib1 DDname of the first IDMS object library
objlib DDname of the user object library
coblibvs TXTLIB p Filename, filetype, and filemode of the library that contains

COBOL logic modules
wfn wft wfm Filename, type, and mode of the files to be used as intermediate

work files by IDMSDMLC
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linkctl Filename of the file that contains the linkage editor control
statements

How to Edit the SYSIDMS File

To create the SYSIDMS file, enter these CMS commands:

XEDIT sysidms parms a (NOPROF

INPUT

 .

 .

 .

SYSIDMS parameters

 .

 .

 .

FILE

To run IDMSDMLC, you must include the NODENAME and DICTNAME SYSIDMS parameters.

NOTE
For more information about SYSIDMS parameters, see the IDMS Common Administrating section.

How to Create the SYSIPT File

To create the SYSIPT file, enter these CMS commands:

XEDIT sysipt data a (NOPROF

INPUT

 .

 .

 .

DML source statements

 .

 .

 .

FILE

How to Create the LINKCTL File

To create the LINKCTL file, enter these CMS commands:

XEDIT linkctl data a (NOPROF

INPUT

 .

 .

 .

INCLUDE objlib(prgnme)

INCLUDE objlib1(IDMS)   IDMS is required, omit for CICS

INCLUDE objlib1(IDMSCINT) for CICS only

INCLUDE objlib1(IDMSCANC) IDMSCANC for BATCH and DC_BATCH
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ENTRY prgnme

NAME prgnme(R)

 .

 .

 .

FILE

Executing in Local Mode

To execute IDMSDMLC in local mode, remove the CVMACH parameter from OSRUN, and do one of the following:

• Link IDMSDMLC with an IDMSOPTI program that specifies local execution mode
• Specify *LOCAL* as the first input parameter in the file specified in the FILEDEF SYSIPT statement
• Modify the OSRUN statement, as follows:

OSRUN IDMSDMLC PARM='*LOCAL*'

NOTE
This option is valid only if the OSRUN command is issued from a System Product Interpreter or from an
EXEC2 file.

Link-Edit Considerations

The modules involved in the link edit of an application program contain three external references. Some must be resolved,
others can be left unresolved depending on the mode of operation. The table below lists and explains the external
references.

Reference Referenced by Resolved by Comments
ABORT Application program IDMSCANC Should be resolved ONLY in a

batch environment; should NOT
be included in a tp environment.

IDMS Application program IDMS Must be resolved
IDMSOPTI* IDMS IDMSOPTI module Must be resolved if using

the central version without a
SYSCTL file

* IDMSOPTI is a weak external reference (WXTRN).

Passing Parameters to the Precompiler

A number of parameters can be provided to control the action taken by the precompiler. The parameters can be specified
in one of three ways:

• An IDMSPPRM module can be compiled with parameter values that are always appropriate to a particular operating
system or client site. IDMSPPRM must be a stand-alone assembler module that will be loaded by the precompiler at
run-time. The module must consist of a string of characters terminated by a binary zero.

• A PARM= clause can be coded on the EXEC statement that invokes IDMSDMLC in a z/OS, or z/VSE environment or
on the OSRUN statement that invokes IDMSDMLC in a CMS environment. Any option that is specified on the EXEC or
OSRUN statement will take precedence over the same parameter if it is coded with a different value in the IDMSPPRM
module.

• A PARM= statement can be coded as a SYSIDMS input parameter. See IDMS Common Administrating section for
more information about using SYSIDMS. Any option that is specified in the PARM= statement will take precedence
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over the same parameter if it is coded with a different value in the IDMSPPRM module. Note that if PARM= is specified
both as a SYSIDMS input statement and on an EXEC or OSRUN statement, the PARM= clause on the EXEC or
OSRUN statement will be ignored completely.

Precompiler Options

Parameter options available to code in the EXEC statement of the precompile step are:

• RCM=rcm-name
Specifies the name of the RCM created for the program by the precompiler if the program uses SQL access.

• RCMVERSION=rcm-version-number
Specifies the version number of the RCM created for the program by the precompiler.

• AM=access-module-name
Specifies the name of the access module to be executed for the program at runtime if the program uses SQL access.

• SCHEMA=schema-name
Specifies the default schema-name qualifier for the precompiler to use when processing an INCLUDE TABLE
statement that does not supply a qualifier.

• NOINSTALL
Specifies that the precompiler should only check syntax.

• DICTNAME=dictionary-name
Specifies the name of the dictionary the precompiler should access.

• SQL=NO/89/FIPS/DISABLED
Specifies the SQL syntax standard that the precompiler should apply when checking the validity of SQL statements in
the program.
Option NO, the default, means that compliance with a named SQL standard is not checked or enforced, and all IDMS
extensions are permitted.
Option 89 directs the precompiler to use ANSI X3.135-1989 (Rev), Database Language SQL with integrity
enhancement as the standard for compliance.
Option FIPS directs the precompiler to use FIPS PUB 127-1, Database Language SQL as the standard for compliance.
Option DISABLED directs the precompiler not to process any SQL commands (denoted by EXEC SQL, END-EXEC
delimiters) in the program.

• LIST/NOList
LIST directs the precompiler to create a listing of the program with precompiler messages. NOList directs the compiler
not to create a listing of the program with precompiler messages.

• DATE=ISO/USA/EUR/JIS
Specifies the format of the DATE data type to be used for communication between the program and the database
when the access module is executed.

• TIME=ISO/USA/EUR/JIS
Specifies the format of the TIME data type to be used for communication between the program and the database when
the access module is executed.

• COBOL=1/2/85
Specifies the version of COBOL with which COBOL statements generated by the precompiler must comply.
Option 1 directs the precompiler to generate statements that comply with any of the following:
Versions of VS COBOL that precede VS COBOL II for z/OS, or z/VSE operating systems all CBOL compiler versions
for BS2000 operating systems
Option 2, the default, directs the precompiler to generate statements that comply with VS COBOL II or LE-compliant
COBOL compilers.
Option 85 directs the precompiler to comply with COBOL85, the version of COBOL required for the Fujitsu and Hitachi
compilers.

• SR1SR7 = YES/NO
If YES is specified then SR1 and SR7 will be emitted in SUBSCHEMA-RECNAMES. NO is the default.
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NOTE
For more information about SQL-related parameter options, see the SQL Administrating section.

Site-specific Parameters

The following sample IDMSPPRM source will change the default for the COBOL parameter from COBOL=2 to COBOL=1
and will direct the precompiler not to produce a listing of the source program.

EDBPPARM CSECT

DC C'COBOL=1,NOLIST'

DC X'00'

END

Sample Batch Program
This section contains a sample batch COBOL program that accesses database records using navigational DML
statements. The following figure shows the program as it appears in the various stages of the compilation process. You
create a program using COBOL and DML statements. This program is input to the DML compiler, which produces a listing
that contains diagnostics and, optionally, DML source statements. The expanded code is input to the COBOL compiler,
which generates a listing of the fully expanded code and diagnostics.

Compilation Process

Sample Batch Program as Input to the DML Compiler

The sample program contains COBOL and DML source statements.

    *RETRIEVAL

    *DMLIST

    *NO-ACTIVITY-LOG

    *SCHEMA-COMMENTS

 

     IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

 

      PROGRAM-ID.         DEPTRPT.

 

      AUTHOR.           CA.                 

 

      DATE-WRITTEN.        APRIL 1995.

 

      REMARKS.           THIS PROGRAM DEMONSTRATES
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                     CA IDMS DATABASE ACCESS USING

                     COBOL DML STATEMENTS. IT READS

                     DEPARTMENT ID NUMBERS AND RETRIEVES

                     RELATED RECORD OCCURRENCES,

                     PRINTING A REPORT THAT INCLUDES

                     DEPARTMENT, EMPLOYEE, JOB, AND

                     OFFICE INFORMATION.

    ***************************************************************

     ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

     INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.

     FILE-CONTROL.

       SELECT DEPT-FILE-IN      ASSIGN TO INFILE.

       SELECT DEPT-FILE-OUT     ASSIGN TO OUTFILE.

       SELECT ERR-FILE-OUT      ASSIGN TO ERRFILE.

    ***************************************************************

     IDMS-CONTROL SECTION.

 

     PROTOCOL.           MODE IS BATCH DEBUG

                    IDMS-RECORDS MANUAL.

       SKIP3

    ***************************************************************

     DATA DIVISION.

 

     SCHEMA SECTION.

 

     DB EMPSS01 WITHIN EMPSCHM.

 

    ***************************************************************

     FILE SECTION.

 

     FD DEPT-FILE-IN

       RECORD CONTAINS 80

       BLOCK CONTAINS 80 CHARACTERS

       RECORDING MODE IS F

       LABEL RECORDS ARE OMITTED.

 

     01 DEPT-REC-IN.

       02 DEPT-ID-IN       PIC 9(4).

       02 DEPT-IN-FILLER     PIC X(76).

 

     FD DEPT-FILE-OUT

       RECORD CONTAINS 133

       BLOCK CONTAINS 133 CHARACTERS

       RECORDING MODE IS F

       LABEL RECORDS ARE OMITTED.

 

     01 DEPT-REC-OUT.

       02 CC           PIC X.

       02 PRINT-LINE       PIC X(132).

 

     FD ERR-FILE-OUT

       RECORD CONTAINS 133

       BLOCK CONTAINS 133 CHARACTERS
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       RECORDING MODE IS F

       LABEL RECORDS ARE OMITTED.

 

     01 ERR-REC-OUT.

       02 ERR-CC         PIC X.

       02 ERR-LINE        PIC X(132).

 

    ***************************************************************

     WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

     01 EOF-SW       PIC X   VALUE 'N'.

       88 END-OF-FILE        VALUE 'Y'.

     01 LINE-COUNT    PIC 99   VALUE 0.

     01 ERR-LINE-COUNT  PIC 99   VALUE 0.

     01 LINE-MAX     PIC 99   VALUE 50.

    ***************************************************************

     01 DEPT-HEADER.

       05 FILLER    PIC X(30)  VALUE SPACES.

       05 FILLER    PIC X(13)  VALUE 'DEPARTMENT ID'.

       05 FILLER    PIC X(10)  VALUE SPACES.

       05 FILLER    PIC X(9)   VALUE 'DEPT NAME'.

       05 FILLER    PIC X(70)  VALUE SPACES.

     01 DEPT-DETAIL-LINE.

       05 FILLER    PIC X(33)  VALUE SPACES.

       05 DEPT-ID-OUT  PIC X(4).

       05 FILLER    PIC X(16)  VALUE SPACES.

       05 DEPT-NAME-OUT PIC X(45).

       05 FILLER    PIC X(34)  VALUE SPACES.

     01 EMP-HEADER.

       05 FILLER    PIC X(5)   VALUE SPACES.

       05 FILLER    PIC X(6)   VALUE 'EMP ID'.

       05 FILLER    PIC X(2)   VALUE SPACES.

       05 FILLER    PIC X(9)   VALUE 'LAST NAME'.

       05 FILLER    PIC X(8)   VALUE SPACES.

       05 FILLER    PIC X(10)  VALUE 'FIRST NAME'.

       05 FILLER    PIC X(3)   VALUE SPACES.

       05 FILLER    PIC X(10)  VALUE 'START DATE'.

       05 FILLER    PIC X(2)   VALUE SPACES.

       05 FILLER    PIC X(9)   VALUE 'JOB TITLE'.

       05 FILLER    PIC X(13)  VALUE SPACES.

       05 FILLER    PIC X(14)  VALUE 'OFFICE ADDRESS'.

       05 FILLER    PIC X(42)  VALUE SPACES.

     01 EMP-DETAIL-LINE.

       05 FILLER    PIC X(5)   VALUE SPACES.

       05 ID-OUT    PIC X(4).

       05 FILLER    PIC X(4)   VALUE SPACES.

       05 LAST-OUT   PIC X(15).

       05 FILLER    PIC X(2)   VALUE SPACES.

       05 FIRST-OUT   PIC X(10).

       05 FILLER    PIC X(3)   VALUE SPACES.

       05 SD-OUT.

         10 SD-MM   PIC XX.

         10 FILLER   PIC X    VALUE '/'.

         10 SD-DD   PIC XX.
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         10 FILLER   PIC X    VALUE '/'.

         10 SD-YY   PIC XX.

       05 FILLER    PIC X(4)   VALUE SPACES.

       05 TITLE-OUT   PIC X(20).

       05 FILLER    PIC X(2)   VALUE SPACES.

       05 OFF-ADDRESS-OUT.

         10 STREET-OUT PIC X(20).

         10 FILLER   PIC XX    VALUE SPACES.

         10 CITY-OUT  PIC X(15).

         10 FILLER   PIC XX    VALUE SPACES.

         10 STATE-OUT PIC XX.

         10 FILLER   PIC XX    VALUE SPACES.

         10 ZIP-OUT  PIC X(5).

       05 FILLER    PIC X(8)   VALUE SPACES.

     01 ERR-HEADER-1.

       05 FILLER    PIC X(40)  VALUE SPACES.

       05 FILLER    PIC X(12)  VALUE 'ERROR REPORT'.

       05 FILLER    PIC X(80)  VALUE SPACES.

     01 ERR-HEADER-2.

       05 FILLER    PIC X(10)  VALUE SPACES.

       05 FILLER    PIC X(4)   VALUE '*** '.

       05 FILLER    PIC X(51)  VALUE

         'THIS REPORT LISTS EMPTY AND NONEXISTENT DEPARTMENTS'.

       05 FILLER    PIC X(4)   VALUE ' ***'.

       05 FILLER    PIC X(63)  VALUE SPACES.

     01 ERR-HEADER-3.

       05 FILLER    PIC X(20)  VALUE SPACES.

       05 FILLER    PIC X(7)   VALUE 'DEPT ID'.

       05 FILLER    PIC X(9)   VALUE SPACES.

       05 FILLER    PIC X(7)   VALUE 'MESSAGE'.

       05 FILLER    PIC X(89)  VALUE SPACES.

     01 ERR-DETAIL-LINE.

       05 FILLER    PIC X(20)  VALUE SPACES.

       05 ERR-ID-OUT  PIC X(4).

       05 FILLER    PIC X(12)  VALUE SPACES.

       05 ERR-MESS-OUT PIC X(15).

       05 FILLER    PIC X(79)  VALUE SPACES.

    ***************************************************************

     01 MESSAGES.

       05 NO-JOB-MESSAGE.

        10 FILLER     PIC X(20) VALUE 'NO JOB ASSIGNED'.

       05 NO-OFFICE-MESSAGE.

        10 FILLER     PIC X(20)

                  VALUE 'NO OFFICE ASSIGNED'.

       05 NO-DEPT-MESSAGE.

        10 FILLER     PIC X(15) VALUE 'DOES NOT EXIST'.

       05 NO-EMP-MESSAGE.

        10 FILLER     PIC X(15) VALUE 'IS EMPTY'.

       05 NO-INPUT-MESSAGE.

        10 FILLER     PIC XX   VALUE SPACES.

        10 FILLER     PIC X(11) VALUE '========>> '.

        10 FILLER     PIC X(8)  VALUE 'NO INPUT'.

        10 FILLER     PIC X(11) VALUE ' <<========'.
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        10 FILLER     PIC X(100) VALUE SPACES.

 

     01 COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-CTRL.

 

     01 COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-SSNAME.

 

     01 COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-RECNAMES.

 

     01 COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-SETNAMES.

 

     01 COPY IDMS RECORD EMPLOYEE.

 

     01 COPY IDMS RECORD DEPARTMENT.

 

     01 COPY IDMS RECORD JOB.

 

     01 COPY IDMS RECORD EMPOSITION.

 

     01 COPY IDMS RECORD OFFICE.

       EJECT

     PROCEDURE DIVISION.

 

    *  *********************************************************

    *  * PROCEDURE DIVISION GENERAL STRATEGY:         *

    *  *   1) READ DEPT-ID-IN, WHICH CONTAINS THE      *

    *  *     DEPT-ID NUMBER                *

    *  *   2) ACCESS THE DATABASE USING THE DEPT-ID NUMBER *

    *  *     WITH AN OBTAIN CALC ON THE DEPARTMENT RECORD *

    *  *   3) ACCESS ALL EMPLOYEES IN THE DEPT-EMPLOYEE SET *

    *  *     AND RETRIEVE RELATED JOB AND OFFICE DATA   *

    *  *   4) PRINT A REPORT FOR EACH DEPARTMENT      *

    *  *   5) PRINT AN ERROR REPORT FOR EMPTY DEPARTMENTS  *

    *  *     AND NONEXISTENT DEPARTMENTS (NO MATCHING   *

    *  *     DEPT-ID)                   *

    *  *********************************************************

 

     MAIN-LINE.

       PERFORM INIT-FILES.

       IF END-OF-FILE

        PERFORM EMPTY-INPUT-PROCESSING

       ELSE

        PERFORM INIT-BIND-READY

        PERFORM U220-ERR-HEADER

        PERFORM DEPT-PROCESSING THRU DEPT-PROCESSING-EXIT

               UNTIL END-OF-FILE.

       PERFORM END-PROCESSING.

       GOBACK.

 

     INIT-BIND-READY.

    ***************************************************************

    * THE BIND STATEMENTS ARE PERFORMED INDIVIDUALLY (RATHER   *

    * THAN BY USING A COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-BINDS) IN ORDER TO   *

    * CHECK EACH ERROR-STATUS BY PERFORMING THE IDMS-STATUS    *
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    * ROUTINE.                          *

    ***************************************************************

       MOVE 'DEPTRPT' TO PROGRAM-NAME.

       BIND RUN-UNIT.

       PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

       BIND EMPLOYEE.

       PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

       BIND DEPARTMENT.

       PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

       BIND JOB.

       PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

       BIND EMPOSITION.

       PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

       BIND OFFICE.

       PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

       READY.

       PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 

     INIT-FILES.

       OPEN INPUT DEPT-FILE-IN.

       OPEN OUTPUT DEPT-FILE-OUT.

       OPEN OUTPUT ERR-FILE-OUT.

       MOVE SPACES TO PRINT-LINE.

       MOVE SPACES TO ERR-LINE.

       READ DEPT-FILE-IN AT END MOVE 'Y' TO EOF-SW.

 

     EMPTY-INPUT-PROCESSING.

       MOVE NO-INPUT-MESSAGE TO PRINT-LINE.

       MOVE '1' TO CC.

       PERFORM U000-WRITE-LINE.

 

    ***************************************************************

    * THIS PARAGRAPH ACCESSES THE DATABASE USING THE DEPT-ID-0415 *

    * CALCKEY VALUE.                       *

    ***************************************************************

     DEPT-PROCESSING.

       MOVE DEPT-ID-IN TO DEPT-ID-0410.

       OBTAIN CALC DEPARTMENT.

       IF DB-REC-NOT-FOUND THEN

         PERFORM NO-DEPT-PROCESSING

       ELSE

         PERFORM IDMS-STATUS

         IF DEPT-EMPLOYEE IS NOT EMPTY THEN

           PERFORM U020-VALID-HEADER

           MOVE DEPT-ID-0410 TO DEPT-ID-OUT

           MOVE DEPT-NAME-0410 TO DEPT-NAME-OUT

           MOVE DEPT-DETAIL-LINE TO PRINT-LINE

           PERFORM U000-WRITE-LINE

           PERFORM U030-EMP-HEADERS

           PERFORM SET-WALK THRU SET-WALK-EXIT

                 UNTIL DB-END-OF-SET

         ELSE

           PERFORM EMPTY-SET.
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       READ DEPT-FILE-IN AT END MOVE 'Y' TO EOF-SW.

     DEPT-PROCESSING-EXIT.

       EXIT.

 

    ***************************************************************

    * THIS PARAGRAPH RETRIEVES EMPLOYEE, JOB, AND OFFICE DATA   *

    * FOR EACH EMPLOYEE IN THE DEPT-EMPLOYEE SET.         *

    ***************************************************************

     SET-WALK.

       OBTAIN NEXT EMPLOYEE WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE.

       IF DB-END-OF-SET

        GO TO SET-WALK-EXIT

       ELSE

        PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

       MOVE EMP-ID-0415 TO ID-OUT.

       MOVE EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 TO LAST-OUT.

       MOVE EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 TO FIRST-OUT.

       MOVE START-YEAR-0415 TO SD-YY.

       MOVE START-MONTH-0415 TO SD-MM.

       MOVE START-DAY-0415 TO SD-DD.

       IF EMP-EMPOSITION IS EMPTY

         MOVE NO-JOB-MESSAGE TO TITLE-OUT

       ELSE

         FIND FIRST WITHIN EMP-EMPOSITION

         PERFORM IDMS-STATUS

         IF NOT JOB-EMPOSITION MEMBER

           MOVE NO-JOB-MESSAGE TO TITLE-OUT

         ELSE

           OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN JOB-EMPOSITION

           PERFORM IDMS-STATUS

           MOVE TITLE-0440 TO TITLE-OUT.

       IF OFFICE-EMPLOYEE IS EMPTY

         MOVE NO-OFFICE-MESSAGE TO STREET-OUT

         MOVE SPACES TO CITY-OUT

         MOVE SPACES TO STATE-OUT

         MOVE SPACES TO ZIP-OUT

       ELSE

         OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN OFFICE-EMPLOYEE

         PERFORM IDMS-STATUS

         MOVE OFFICE-STREET-0450 TO STREET-OUT

         MOVE OFFICE-CITY-0450 TO CITY-OUT

         MOVE OFFICE-STATE-0450 TO STATE-OUT

         MOVE OFFICE-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0450 TO ZIP-OUT

         MOVE EMP-DETAIL-LINE TO PRINT-LINE.

       PERFORM U000-WRITE-LINE.

     SET-WALK-EXIT.

       EXIT.

 

     END-PROCESSING.

       FINISH.

       PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

       CLOSE DEPT-FILE-OUT.

       CLOSE ERR-FILE-OUT.
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       CLOSE DEPT-FILE-IN.

 

     EMPTY-SET.

       MOVE SPACES TO ERR-LINE.

       MOVE DEPT-ID-0410 TO ERR-ID-OUT.

       MOVE NO-EMP-MESSAGE TO ERR-MESS-OUT.

       MOVE ERR-DETAIL-LINE TO ERR-LINE.

       PERFORM U200-WRITE-ERR-LINE.

 

     NO-DEPT-PROCESSING.

       MOVE DEPT-ID-IN TO ERR-ID-OUT.

       MOVE NO-DEPT-MESSAGE TO ERR-MESS-OUT.

       MOVE ERR-DETAIL-LINE TO ERR-LINE.

       PERFORM U200-WRITE-ERR-LINE.

 

     U000-WRITE-LINE.

       WRITE DEPT-REC-OUT AFTER POSITIONING CC.

       IF CC = '1' THEN MOVE 0 TO LINE-COUNT

        ELSE IF CC = ' ' THEN ADD 1 TO LINE-COUNT

          ELSE IF CC = '0' THEN ADD 2 TO LINE-COUNT.

       IF LINE-COUNT > LINE-MAX

             THEN PERFORM U010-NEW-PAGE-ROUTINE.

     U010-NEW-PAGE-ROUTINE.

       PERFORM U020-VALID-HEADER.

       MOVE DEPT-DETAIL-LINE TO PRINT-LINE.

       PERFORM U000-WRITE-LINE.

       PERFORM U030-EMP-HEADERS.

     U020-VALID-HEADER.

       MOVE DEPT-HEADER TO PRINT-LINE.

       MOVE '1' TO CC.

       PERFORM U000-WRITE-LINE

       MOVE ' ' TO CC.

     U030-EMP-HEADERS.

       MOVE '0' TO CC.

       MOVE EMP-HEADER TO PRINT-LINE.

       PERFORM U000-WRITE-LINE.

       MOVE SPACES TO PRINT-LINE.

       MOVE ' ' TO CC.

       PERFORM U000-WRITE-LINE.

 

     U200-WRITE-ERR-LINE.

       WRITE ERR-REC-OUT AFTER POSITIONING ERR-CC.

       IF ERR-CC = '1' THEN MOVE 0 TO ERR-LINE-COUNT

        ELSE IF ERR-CC = ' ' THEN ADD 1 TO ERR-LINE-COUNT

         ELSE IF ERR-CC = '0' THEN ADD 2 TO ERR-LINE-COUNT.

       IF ERR-LINE-COUNT > LINE-MAX THEN

                PERFORM U220-ERR-HEADER.

     U220-ERR-HEADER.

       MOVE ERR-HEADER-1 TO ERR-LINE.

       MOVE '1' TO ERR-CC.

       PERFORM U200-WRITE-ERR-LINE

       MOVE '0' TO ERR-CC.

       MOVE ERR-HEADER-2 TO ERR-LINE.
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       PERFORM U200-WRITE-ERR-LINE.

       MOVE ERR-HEADER-3 TO ERR-LINE.

       PERFORM U200-WRITE-ERR-LINE.

       MOVE SPACES TO ERR-LINE.

       MOVE ' ' TO ERR-CC.

       PERFORM U200-WRITE-ERR-LINE.

     IDMS-ABORT.

       EXIT.

     IDMS-ABORT-EXIT.

       COPY IDMS IDMS-STATUS.

 

Sample Batch Program as Output from the DML Compiler

Since the *DMLIST option is specified in the program IDENTIFICATION DIVISION, printed output consists of expanded
code as well as diagnostics. This output is in the following format:

• Heading -- The top of each page of the listing contains the name of the DML compiler being used (IDMSDMLC), the
release number of the processor (Release 10.0), the name of the listing (Listing of Messages), the date, the time, and
the page number.

• Input listing and DML compiler-generated code -- The body of the printout contains the program input listing along
with the DML compiler-generated code, which is formatted as follows:

Column Explanation
1 Sequence numbers generated by the DML compiler
12 Line numbers generated by the DML compiler
19 Line numbers generated by the user program
26 Text of the COBOL source code including text generated by the

DML compiler

• Warnings and Status Messages -- Diagnostics are imbedded in the input listing and DML compiler-generated code
that follows the errant lines of source code.

NOTE
For more information about the DML compiler status messages, see the IDMS Messages documentation.

This listing contains the sample batch program and partially expanded code that is generated by the DML compiler.

           00001      *RETRIEVAL

           00002      *DMLIST

           00003      *NO-ACTIVITY-LOG

           00004      *SCHEMA-COMMENTS

           00005

           00006      IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

           00007

           00008        PROGRAM-ID.         DEPTRPT.

           00009

           00010        AUTHOR.           CA.                 

           00011

           00012        DATE-WRITTEN.        APRIL 1995.

           00013

           00014        REMARKS.           THIS PROGRAM DEMONSTRATES

           00015                      CA IDMS DATABASE ACCESS USING

           00016                      COBOL DML STATEMENTS. IT READS
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           00017                      DEPARTMENT ID NUMBERS AND RETRIEVES

           00018                      RELATED RECORD OCCURRENCES,

           00019                      PRINTING A REPORT THAT INCLUDES

           00020                      DEPARTMENT, EMPLOYEE, JOB, AND

           00021                      OFFICE INFORMATION.

           00022      ***************************************************************

           00023      ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

           00024      INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.

           00025      FILE-CONTROL.

           00026        SELECT DEPT-FILE-IN      ASSIGN TO INFILE.

           00027        SELECT DEPT-FILE-OUT     ASSIGN TO OUTFILE.

           00028        SELECT ERR-FILE-OUT      ASSIGN TO ERRFILE.

           00029      ***************************************************************

 DMLC   00030      IDMS-CONTROL SECTION.

           00031

           00032      PROTOCOL.           MODE IS BATCH DEBUG

           00033                      IDMS-RECORDS MANUAL.

           00034         SKIP3

           00035      ***************************************************************

           00036      DATA DIVISION.

           00037

 DMLC   00038      SCHEMA SECTION.

           00039

           00040      DB EMPSS01 WITHIN EMPSCHM.

           00041

           00042      ***************************************************************

           00043      FILE SECTION.

           00044

           00045      FD DEPT-FILE-IN

           00046        RECORD CONTAINS 80

           00047        BLOCK CONTAINS 80 CHARACTERS

           00048        RECORDING MODE IS F

           00049        LABEL RECORDS ARE OMITTED.

           00050

           00051      01 DEPT-REC-IN.

           00052           02 DEPT-ID-IN       PIC 9(4).

           00053           02 DEPT-IN-FILLER     PIC X(76).

           00054

           00055      FD DEPT-FILE-OUT

           00056        RECORD CONTAINS 133

           00057        BLOCK CONTAINS 133 CHARACTERS

           00058        RECORDING MODE IS F

           00059        LABEL RECORDS ARE OMITTED.

           00060

           00061      01 DEPT-REC-OUT.

           00062        02 CC           PIC X.

           00063        02 PRINT-LINE       PIC X(132).

           00064

           00065      FD ERR-FILE-OUT

           00066        RECORD CONTAINS 133

           00067        BLOCK CONTAINS 133 CHARACTERS

           00068        RECORDING MODE IS F

           00069        LABEL RECORDS ARE OMITTED.
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           00070

           00071      01 ERR-REC-OUT.

           00072        02 ERR-CC         PIC X.

           00073        02 ERR-LINE        PIC X(132).

           00074

           00075      ***************************************************************

           00076      WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

           00077      01 EOF-SW       PIC X   VALUE 'N'.

           00078        88 END-OF-FILE        VALUE 'Y'.

           00079      01 LINE-COUNT    PIC 99   VALUE 0.

           00080      01 ERR-LINE-COUNT  PIC 99   VALUE 0.

           00081      01 LINE-MAX     PIC 99   VALUE 50.

           00082      ***************************************************************

           00083      01 DEPT-HEADER.

           00084        05 FILLER    PIC X(30)  VALUE SPACES.

           00085        05 FILLER    PIC X(13)  VALUE 'DEPARTMENT ID'.

           00086        05 FILLER    PIC X(10)  VALUE SPACES.

           00087        05 FILLER    PIC X(9)   VALUE 'DEPT NAME'.

           00088        05 FILLER    PIC X(70)  VALUE SPACES.

           00089      01 DEPT-DETAIL-LINE.

           00090        05 FILLER    PIC X(33)  VALUE SPACES.

           00091        05 DEPT-ID-OUT  PIC X(4).

           00092        05 FILLER    PIC X(16)  VALUE SPACES.

           00093        05 DEPT-NAME-OUT PIC X(45).

           00094        05 FILLER    PIC X(34)  VALUE SPACES.

           00095      01 EMP-HEADER.

           00096           05 FILLER    PIC X(5)   VALUE SPACES.

           00097        05 FILLER    PIC X(6)   VALUE 'EMP ID'.

           00098        05 FILLER    PIC X(2)   VALUE SPACES.

           00099        05 FILLER    PIC X(9)   VALUE 'LAST NAME'.

           00100        05 FILLER    PIC X(8)   VALUE SPACES.

           00101        05 FILLER    PIC X(10)  VALUE 'FIRST NAME'.

           00102        05 FILLER    PIC X(3)   VALUE SPACES.

           00103        05 FILLER    PIC X(10)  VALUE 'START DATE'.

           00104        05 FILLER    PIC X(2)   VALUE SPACES.

           00105        05 FILLER    PIC X(9)   VALUE 'JOB TITLE'.

           00106        05 FILLER    PIC X(13)  VALUE SPACES.

           00107        05 FILLER    PIC X(14)  VALUE 'OFFICE ADDRESS'.

           00108        05 FILLER    PIC X(42)  VALUE SPACES.

           00109      01 EMP-DETAIL-LINE.

           00110        05 FILLER    PIC X(5)   VALUE SPACES.

           00111        05 ID-OUT    PIC X(4).

           00112        05 FILLER    PIC X(4)   VALUE SPACES.

           00113        05 LAST-OUT   PIC X(15).

           00114        05 FILLER    PIC X(2)   VALUE SPACES.

           00115        05 FIRST-OUT   PIC X(10).

           00116        05 FILLER    PIC X(3)   VALUE SPACES.

           00117        05 SD-OUT.

           00118          10 SD-MM   PIC XX.

           00119          10 FILLER   PIC X    VALUE '/'.

           00120          10 SD-DD   PIC XX.

           00121          10 FILLER   PIC X    VALUE '/'.

           00122          10 SD-YY   PIC XX.
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           00123        05 FILLER    PIC X(4)   VALUE SPACES.

           00124        05 TITLE-OUT   PIC X(20).

           00125        05 FILLER    PIC X(2)   VALUE SPACES.

           00126        05 OFF-ADDRESS-OUT.

           00127          10 STREET-OUT PIC X(20).

           00128          10 FILLER   PIC XX    VALUE SPACES.

           00129          10 CITY-OUT  PIC X(15).

           00130          10 FILLER   PIC XX    VALUE SPACES.

           00131          10 STATE-OUT PIC XX.

           00132          10 FILLER   PIC XX    VALUE SPACES.

           00133          10 ZIP-OUT  PIC X(5).

           00134        05 FILLER    PIC X(8)   VALUE SPACES.

           00135      01 ERR-HEADER-1.

           00136        05 FILLER    PIC X(40)  VALUE SPACES.

           00137        05 FILLER    PIC X(12)  VALUE 'ERROR REPORT'.

           00138        05 FILLER    PIC X(80)  VALUE SPACES.

           00139      01 ERR-HEADER-2.

           00140        05 FILLER    PIC X(10)  VALUE SPACES.

           00141        05 FILLER    PIC X(4)   VALUE '*** '.

           00142        05 FILLER    PIC X(51)  VALUE

           00143          'THIS REPORT LISTS EMPTY AND NONEXISTENT DEPARTMENTS'.

           00144        05 FILLER    PIC X(4)   VALUE ' ***'.

           00145        05 FILLER    PIC X(63)  VALUE SPACES.

           00146      01 ERR-HEADER-3.

           00147        05 FILLER    PIC X(20)  VALUE SPACES.

           00148        05 FILLER    PIC X(7)   VALUE 'DEPT ID'.

           00149        05 FILLER    PIC X(9)   VALUE SPACES.

           00150        05 FILLER    PIC X(7)   VALUE 'MESSAGE'.

           00151        05 FILLER    PIC X(89)  VALUE SPACES.

           00152      01 ERR-DETAIL-LINE.

           00153        05 FILLER    PIC X(20)  VALUE SPACES.

           00154        05 ERR-ID-OUT  PIC X(4).

           00155        05 FILLER    PIC X(12)  VALUE SPACES.

           00156        05 ERR-MESS-OUT PIC X(15).

           00157        05 FILLER    PIC X(79)  VALUE SPACES.

           00158      ***************************************************************

           00159      01 MESSAGES.

           00160        05 NO-JOB-MESSAGE.

           00161          10 FILLER     PIC X(20) VALUE 'NO JOB ASSIGNED'.

           00162        05 NO-OFFICE-MESSAGE.

           00163          10 FILLER     PIC X(20)

           00164                   VALUE 'NO OFFICE ASSIGNED'.

           00165        05 NO-DEPT-MESSAGE.

           00166          10 FILLER     PIC X(15) VALUE 'DOES NOT EXIST'.

           00167        05 NO-EMP-MESSAGE.

           00168          10 FILLER     PIC X(15) VALUE 'IS EMPTY'.

           00169        05 NO-INPUT-MESSAGE.

           00170          10 FILLER     PIC XX   VALUE SPACES.

           00171          10 FILLER     PIC X(11) VALUE '========>> '.

           00172          10 FILLER     PIC X(8)  VALUE 'NO INPUT'.

           00173          10 FILLER     PIC X(11) VALUE ' <<========'.

           00174          10 FILLER     PIC X(100) VALUE SPACES.

           00175
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 DMLC      00176      01 COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-CTRL.

           00177      01 SUBSCHEMA-CTRL.

           00178         03 PROGRAM-NAME      PIC X(8)

           00179                      VALUE SPACES .

           00180         03 ERROR-STATUS      PIC X(4)

           00181                      VALUE '1400' .

           00182                    88 DB-STATUS-OK

           00183                      VALUE '0000' .

           00184                    88 ANY-STATUS

           00185                      VALUE '  ' THRU '9999' .

           00186                    88 ANY-ERROR-STATUS

           00187                      VALUE '0001' THRU '9999' .

           00188                    88 DB-END-OF-SET

           00189                      VALUE '0307' .

           00190                    88 DB-REC-NOT-FOUND

           00191                      VALUE '0326' .

           00192         03 DBKEY         PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC.

           00193         03 RECORD-NAME      PIC X(16)

           00194                      VALUE SPACES .

           00195         03 RRECORD-NAME      REDEFINES RECORD-NAME.

           00196          05 SSC-NODN       PIC X(8).

           00197          05 SSC-DBN       PIC X(8).

           00198         03 AREA-NAME       PIC X(16)

           00199                      VALUE SPACES .

           00200         03 AREA-RNAME       REDEFINES AREA-NAME.

           00201          05 SSC-DNO       PIC X(8).

           00202          05 SSC-DNA       PIC X(8).

           00203         03 ERROR-SET       PIC X(16)

           00204                      VALUE SPACES .

           00205         03 ERROR-RECORD      PIC X(16)

           00206                      VALUE SPACES .

           00207         03 ERROR-AREA       PIC X(16)

           00208                      VALUE SPACES .

           00209         03 IDBMSCOM-AREA     PIC X(100)

           00210                      VALUE LOW-VALUE .

           00211         03 IDBMSCOM        REDEFINES IDBMSCOM-AREA

           00212                      PIC X

           00213                      OCCURS 100.

           00214         03 RIDBMSCOM       REDEFINES IDBMSCOM-AREA.

           00215          05 DB-SUB-ADDR     PIC X(4).

           00216          05 FILLER        PIC X(96).

           00217         03 R1DBMSCOM       REDEFINES IDBMSCOM-AREA.

           00218          05 PAGE-INFO.

           00219           07 PAGE-INFO-GROUP  PIC S9(4) COMP.

           00220           07 PAGE-INFO-DBK-FORMAT

           00221                      PIC 9(4) COMP.

           00222          05  SSC-IDMS-STATUS-WRK.

           00223           07  SSC-IN01-REQ-WK.

           00224             09  SSC-IN01-REQ-CODE

           00225                                   PIC S9(8) COMP.

           00226             09  SSC-IN01-REQ-RETURN

           00227                                   PIC S9(8) COMP.

           00228           07  SSC-STATUS-LINE.
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           00229             09  SSC-STATUS-LABEL PIC X(16).

           00230             09  SSC-STATUS-VALUE PIC X(12).

 

           00231          05 FILLER        PIC X(60).

           00232         03 DIRECT-DBKEY      PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC.

           00233         03 DIRECT-DBK       REDEFINES DIRECT-DBKEY

           00234                      PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC.

           00235         03 DATABASE-STATUS.

           00236          05 DBSTATMENT-CODE   PIC X(2).

           00237          05 DBSTATUS-CODE    PIC X(5).

           00238         03 FILLER         PIC X.

           00239         03 RECORD-OCCUR      PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC.

 

           00240         03 DML-SEQUENCE      PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC.

           00241

 DMLC      00242      01 COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-SSNAME.

           00243      01 SUBSCHEMA-SSNAME      PIC X(8)

           00244                      VALUE 'EMPSS01 ' .

           00245

 DMLC      00246      01 COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-RECNAMES.

           00247      01 SUBSCHEMA-RECNAMES.

           00248         03 SR460         PIC X(16)

           00249                      VALUE 'STRUCTURE    ' .

           00250         03 SR455         PIC X(16)

           00251                      VALUE 'SKILL      ' .

           00252         03 SR450         PIC X(16)

 

           00253                      VALUE 'OFFICE     ' .

           00254         03 SR445         PIC X(16)

           00255                      VALUE 'NON-HOSP-CLAIM ' .

           00256         03 SR440         PIC X(16)

           00257                      VALUE 'JOB       ' .

           00258         03 SR435         PIC X(16)

           00259                      VALUE 'INSURANCE-PLAN ' .

           00260         03 SR430         PIC X(16)

           00261                      VALUE 'HOSPITAL-CLAIM ' .

 

           00262         03 SR425         PIC X(16)

           00263                      VALUE 'EXPERTISE    ' .

           00264         03 SR420         PIC X(16)

           00265                      VALUE 'EMPOSITION   ' .

           00266         03 SR415         PIC X(16)

           00267                      VALUE 'EMPLOYEE    ' .

           00268         03 SR410         PIC X(16)

 

           00269                      VALUE 'DEPARTMENT   ' .

           00270         03 SR405         PIC X(16)

           00271                      VALUE 'DENTAL-CLAIM  ' .

           00272         03 SR400         PIC X(16)

           00273                      VALUE 'COVERAGE    ' .

           00274

 DMLC      00275      01 COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-SETNAMES.

           00276      01 SUBSCHEMA-SETNAMES.
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           00277         03 COVERAGE-CLAIMS    PIC X(16)

           00278                      VALUE 'COVERAGE-CLAIMS ' .

           00279         03 DEPT-EMPLOYEE     PIC X(16)

           00280                      VALUE 'DEPT-EMPLOYEE  ' .

           00281         03 EMP-COVERAGE      PIC X(16)

           00282                      VALUE 'EMP-COVERAGE  ' .

 

           00283         03 EMP-EXPERTISE     PIC X(16)

           00284                      VALUE 'EMP-EXPERTISE  ' .

           00285         03 EMP-NAME-NDX      PIC X(16)

           00286                      VALUE 'EMP-NAME-NDX  ' .

           00287         03 EMP-EMPOSITION     PIC X(16)

           00288                      VALUE 'EMP-EMPOSITION ' .

           00289         03 JOB-EMPOSITION     PIC X(16)

           00290                      VALUE 'JOB-EMPOSITION ' .

           00291         03 JOB-TITLE-NDX     PIC X(16)

 

           00292                      VALUE 'JOB-TITLE-NDX  ' .

           00293         03 MANAGES        PIC X(16)

           00294                      VALUE 'MANAGES     ' .

           00295         03 OFFICE-EMPLOYEE    PIC X(16)

           00296                      VALUE 'OFFICE-EMPLOYEE ' .

           00297         03 REPORTS-TO       PIC X(16)

           00298                      VALUE 'REPORTS-TO   ' .

           00299         03 SKILL-EXPERTISE    PIC X(16)

           00300                      VALUE 'SKILL-EXPERTISE ' .

           00301         03 SKILL-NAME-NDX     PIC X(16)

 

           00302                      VALUE 'SKILL-NAME-NDX ' .

           00303         03 CALC          PIC X(16)

           00304                      VALUE 'CALC      ' .

           00305

 DMLC      00306      01 COPY IDMS RECORD EMPLOYEE.

           00307      01 EMPLOYEE.

           00308        02 EMP-ID-0415       PIC 9(4).

           00309        02 EMP-NAME-0415.

           00310         03 EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415  PIC X(10).

           00311         03 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415   PIC X(15).

           00312        02 EMP-ADDRESS-0415.

           00313         03 EMP-STREET-0415    PIC X(20).

           00314         03 EMP-CITY-0415     PIC X(15).

           00315         03 EMP-STATE-0415     PIC X(2).

 

           00316         03 EMP-ZIP-0415.

           00317         04 EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0415

           00318                      PIC X(5).

           00319         04 EMP-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0415

           00320                      PIC X(4).

           00321        02 EMP-PHONE-0415     PIC 9(10).

           00322        02 STATUS-0415       PIC X(2).

           00323                    88 ACTIVE-0415

           00324                      VALUE '01' .
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           00325                    88 ST-DISABIL-0415

           00326                      VALUE '02' .

           00327                    88 LT-DISABIL-0415

           00328                      VALUE '03' .

           00329                    88 LEAVE-OF-ABSENCE-0415

           00330                      VALUE '04' .

           00331                    88 TERMINATED-0415

           00332                      VALUE '05' .

           00333        02 SS-NUMBER-0415     PIC 9(9).

           00334        02 START-DATE-0415.

 

           00335         03 START-YEAR-0415    PIC 9(4).

           00336         03 START-MONTH-0415    PIC 9(2).

           00337         03 START-DAY-0415     PIC 9(2).

           00338        02 TERMINATION-DATE-0415.

           00339         03 TERMINATION-YEAR-0415 PIC 9(4).

           00340         03 TERMINATION-MONTH-0415 PIC 9(2).

           00341         03 TERMINATION-DAY-0415  PIC 9(2).

           00342        02 BIRTH-DATE-0415.

 

           00343         03 BIRTH-YEAR-0415    PIC 9(4).

           00344         03 BIRTH-MONTH-0415    PIC 9(2).

           00345         03 BIRTH-DAY-0415     PIC 9(2).

           00346

 DMLC      00347      01 COPY IDMS RECORD DEPARTMENT.

           00348      01 DEPARTMENT.

           00349        02 DEPT-ID-0410      PIC 9(4).

           00350        02 DEPT-NAME-0410     PIC X(45).

           00351        02 DEPT-HEAD-ID-0410    PIC 9(4).

           00352        02 FILLER         PIC XXX.

           00353

 

 DMLC      00354      01 COPY IDMS RECORD JOB.

           00355      01 JOB.

           00356        02 JOB-ID-0440       PIC 9(4).

           00357        02 TITLE-0440       PIC X(20).

           00358        02 DESCRIPTION-0440.

           00359         03 DESCRIPTION-LINE-0440 PIC X(60)

           00360                      OCCURS 2.

           00361        02 REQUIREMENTS-0440.

           00362         03 REQUIREMENT-LINE-0440 PIC X(60)

           00363                      OCCURS 2.

           00364        02 MINIMUM-SALARY-0440   PIC S9(6)V99.

           00365        02 MAXIMUM-SALARY-0440   PIC S9(6)V99.

 

           00366        02 SALARY-GRADES-0440   PIC 9(2)

           00367                      OCCURS 4.

           00368        02 NUMBER-OF-POSITIONS-0440

           00369                      PIC 9(3).

           00370        02 NUMBER-OPEN-0440    PIC 9(3).

           00371        02 FILLER         PIC XX.

           00372

 DMLC      00373      01 COPY IDMS RECORD EMPOSITION.
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           00374      01 EMPOSITION.

           00375        02 START-DATE-0420.

           00376         03 START-YEAR-0420    PIC 9(4).

           00377         03 START-MONTH-0420    PIC 9(2).

 

           00378         03 START-DAY-0420     PIC 9(2).

           00379        02 FINISH-DATE-0420.

           00380         03 FINISH-YEAR-0420    PIC 9(4).

           00381         03 FINISH-MONTH-0420   PIC 9(2).

           00382         03 FINISH-DAY-0420    PIC 9(2).

           00383        02 SALARY-GRADE-0420    PIC 9(2).

           00384        02 SALARY-AMOUNT-0420   PIC S9(7)V99 COMP-3.

           00385        02 BONUS-PERCENT-0420   PIC SV999 COMP-3.

           00386        02 COMMISSION-PERCENT-0420 PIC SV999 COMP-3.

 

           00387        02 OVERTIME-RATE-0420   PIC S9V99 COMP-3.

           00388        02 FILLER         PIC XXX.

           00389

 DMLC      00390      01 COPY IDMS RECORD OFFICE.

           00391      01 OFFICE.

           00392        02 OFFICE-CODE-0450    PIC X(3).

           00393        02 OFFICE-ADDRESS-0450.

           00394        03 OFFICE-STREET-0450   PIC X(20).

           00395         03 OFFICE-CITY-0450    PIC X(15).

           00396         03 OFFICE-STATE-0450   PIC X(2).

 

           00397         03 OFFICE-ZIP-0450.

           00398         04 OFFICE-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0450

           00399                      PIC X(5).

           00400         04 OFFICE-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0450

           00401                      PIC X(4).

           00402        02 OFFICE-PHONE-0450    PIC 9(7)

           00403                      OCCURS 3.

           00404        02 OFFICE-AREA-CODE-0450  PIC X(3).

 

           00405        02 SPEED-DIAL-0450     PIC X(3).

           00406        02 FILLER         PIC X(4).

           00407        EJECT

           00408      PROCEDURE DIVISION.

  

           00409      *  *********************************************************

           00410      *  * PROCEDURE DIVISION GENERAL STRATEGY:         *

           00411      *  *   1) READ DEPT-ID-IN, WHICH CONTAINS THE      *

           00412      *  *     DEPT-ID NUMBER                *

           00413      *  *   2) ACCESS THE DATABASE USING THE DEPT-ID NUMBER *

           00414      *  *     WITH AN OBTAIN CALC ON THE DEPARTMENT RECORD *

           00415      *  *   3) ACCESS ALL EMPLOYEES IN THE DEPT-EMPLOYEE SET *

           00416      *  *     AND RETRIEVE RELATED JOB AND OFFICE DATA   *

 

           00417      *  *   4) PRINT A REPORT FOR EACH DEPARTMENT      *

           00418      *  *   5) PRINT AN ERROR REPORT FOR EMPTY DEPARTMENTS  *

           00419      *  *     AND NONEXISTENT DEPARTMENTS (NO MATCHING   *

           00420      *  *     DEPT-ID)                   *
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           00421      *  *********************************************************

           00422

           00423      MAIN-LINE.

           00424        PERFORM INIT-FILES.

           00425        IF END-OF-FILE

           00426          PERFORM EMPTY-INPUT-PROCESSING

           00427        ELSE

           00428          PERFORM INIT-BIND-READY

           00429          PERFORM U220-ERR-HEADER

 

           00430          PERFORM DEPT-PROCESSING THRU DEPT-PROCESSING-EXIT

           00431                 UNTIL END-OF-FILE.

           00432        PERFORM END-PROCESSING.

           00433        GOBACK.

           00434

           00435      INIT-BIND-READY.

           00436      ***************************************************************

           00437      * THE BIND STATEMENTS ARE PERFORMED INDIVIDUALLY (RATHER   *

           00438      * THAN BY USING A COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-BINDS) IN ORDER TO   *

 

           00439      * CHECK EACH ERROR-STATUS BY PERFORMING THE IDMS-STATUS    *

           00440      * ROUTINE.                          *

           00441      

 ***************************************************************

           00442        MOVE 'DEPTRPT' TO PROGRAM-NAME.

 DMLC0001  00443        BIND RUN-UNIT.

           00444           MOVE 1 TO DML-SEQUENCE

           00445           CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

           00446               IDBMSCOM (59)

           00447               SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

           00448               SUBSCHEMA-SSNAME.

           00449        PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 DMLC0002  00450        BIND EMPLOYEE.

           00451           MOVE 2 TO DML-SEQUENCE

           00452           CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

           00453               IDBMSCOM (48)

 

           00454               SR415

           00455               EMPLOYEE.

           00456        PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 DMLC0003  00457        BIND DEPARTMENT.

           00458           MOVE 3 TO DML-SEQUENCE

           00459           CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

           00460               IDBMSCOM (48)

           00461               SR410

           00462               DEPARTMENT.

           00463        PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 DMLC0004  00464        BIND JOB.

           00465           MOVE 4 TO DML-SEQUENCE

           00466           CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 

           00467               IDBMSCOM (48)

           00468               SR440
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           00469               JOB.

           00470        PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 DMLC0005  00471        BIND EMPOSITION.

           00472           MOVE 5 TO DML-SEQUENCE

           00473           CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

           00474               IDBMSCOM (48)

           00475               SR420

           00476               EMPOSITION.

           00477        PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 DMLC0006  00478        BIND OFFICE.

           00479           MOVE 6 TO DML-SEQUENCE

           00480           CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 

           00481               IDBMSCOM (48)

           00482               SR450

           00483               OFFICE.

           00484        PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 DMLC0007  00485        READY.

           00486           MOVE 7 TO DML-SEQUENCE

           00487           CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

           00488               IDBMSCOM (37).

           00489        PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

           00490

           00491      INIT-FILES.

           00492        OPEN INPUT DEPT-FILE-IN.

           00493        OPEN OUTPUT DEPT-FILE-OUT.

           00494        OPEN OUTPUT ERR-FILE-OUT.

 

           00495        MOVE SPACES TO PRINT-LINE.

           00496        MOVE SPACES TO ERR-LINE.

           00497        READ DEPT-FILE-IN AT END MOVE 'Y' TO EOF-SW.

           00498

           00499      EMPTY-INPUT-PROCESSING.

           00500        MOVE NO-INPUT-MESSAGE TO PRINT-LINE.

           00501        MOVE '1' TO CC.

           00502        PERFORM U000-WRITE-LINE.

           00503

 

 ***************************************************************

           00504      * THIS PARAGRAPH ACCESSES THE DATABASE USING THE DEPT-ID-0415 *

           00505      * CALCKEY VALUE.                       *

           00506      ***************************************************************

           00507      DEPT-PROCESSING.

           00508        MOVE DEPT-ID-IN TO DEPT-ID-0410.

 DMLC0008  00509        OBTAIN CALC DEPARTMENT.

           00510           MOVE 8 TO DML-SEQUENCE

           00511           CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

           00512               IDBMSCOM (32)

           00513               SR410

           00514               IDBMSCOM (43).

 

           00515        IF DB-REC-NOT-FOUND THEN

           00516          PERFORM NO-DEPT-PROCESSING
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           00517        ELSE

           00518          PERFORM IDMS-STATUS

 DMLC0009  00519          IF DEPT-EMPLOYEE IS NOT EMPTY

           00520           MOVE 9 TO DML-SEQUENCE

           00521           CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

           00522               IDBMSCOM (65)

           00523               DEPT-EMPLOYEE;

           00524           IF ERROR-STATUS EQUAL TO '1601'

           00525                         THEN

           00526            PERFORM U020-VALID-HEADER

           00527            MOVE DEPT-ID-0410 TO DEPT-ID-OUT

 

           00528            MOVE DEPT-NAME-0410 TO DEPT-NAME-OUT

           00529            MOVE DEPT-DETAIL-LINE TO PRINT-LINE

           00530            PERFORM U000-WRITE-LINE

           00531            PERFORM U030-EMP-HEADERS

           00532            PERFORM SET-WALK THRU SET-WALK-EXIT

           00533                   UNTIL DB-END-OF-SET

           00534          ELSE

           00535             PERFORM EMPTY-SET.

           00536        READ DEPT-FILE-IN AT END MOVE 'Y' TO EOF-SW.

 

           00537      DEPT-PROCESSING-EXIT.

           00538        EXIT.

           00539      ***************************************************************

           00540      * THIS PARAGRAPH RETRIEVES EMPLOYEE, JOB, AND OFFICE DATA   *

           00541      * FOR EACH EMPLOYEE IN THE DEPT-EMPLOYEE SET.         *

           00542      ***************************************************************

           00543      SET-WALK.

 

 DMLC0010  00544        OBTAIN NEXT EMPLOYEE WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE.

           00545           MOVE 10 TO DML-SEQUENCE

           00546           CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

           00547               IDBMSCOM (10)

           00548               SR415

           00549               DEPT-EMPLOYEE

           00550               IDBMSCOM (43).

           00551        IF DB-END-OF-SET

           00552          GO TO SET-WALK-EXIT

           00553        ELSE

           00554          PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

           00555        MOVE EMP-ID-0415 TO ID-OUT.

 

           00556        MOVE EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 TO LAST-OUT.

           00557        MOVE EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 TO FIRST-OUT.

           00558        MOVE START-YEAR-0415 TO SD-YY.

           00559        MOVE START-MONTH-0415 TO SD-MM.

           00560        MOVE START-DAY-0415 TO SD-DD.

 DMLC0011  00561        IF EMP-EMPOSITION IS EMPTY

           00562           MOVE 11 TO DML-SEQUENCE

           00563           CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

           00564               IDBMSCOM (64)

           00565               EMP-EMPOSITION;
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           00566           IF ERROR-STATUS EQUAL TO '0000'

           00567          MOVE NO-JOB-MESSAGE TO TITLE-OUT

           00568        ELSE

 DMLC0012  00569          FIND FIRST WITHIN EMP-EMPOSITION

           00570           MOVE 12 TO DML-SEQUENCE

           00571           CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

           00572               IDBMSCOM (20)

           00573               EMP-EMPOSITION;

           00574          PERFORM IDMS-STATUS

 DMLC0013  00575          IF NOT JOB-EMPOSITION MEMBER

           00576           MOVE 13 TO DML-SEQUENCE

           00577           CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

           00578               IDBMSCOM (62)

           00579               JOB-EMPOSITION;

 

           00580           IF ERROR-STATUS EQUAL TO '1601'

           00581            MOVE NO-JOB-MESSAGE TO TITLE-OUT

           00582          ELSE

 DMLC0014  00583            OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN JOB-EMPOSITION

           00584           MOVE 14 TO DML-SEQUENCE

           00585           CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

           00586               IDBMSCOM (31)

           00587               JOB-EMPOSITION

           00588               IDBMSCOM (43);

           00589            PERFORM IDMS-STATUS

           00590            MOVE TITLE-0440 TO TITLE-OUT.

 DMLC0015  00591        IF OFFICE-EMPLOYEE IS EMPTY

           00592           MOVE 15 TO DML-SEQUENCE

           00593           CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

           00594               IDBMSCOM (64)

           00595               OFFICE-EMPLOYEE;

 

           00596           IF ERROR-STATUS EQUAL TO '0000'

           00597          MOVE NO-OFFICE-MESSAGE TO STREET-OUT

           00598          MOVE SPACES TO CITY-OUT

           00599          MOVE SPACES TO STATE-OUT

           00600          MOVE SPACES TO ZIP-OUT

           00601        ELSE

 DMLC0016  00602          OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN OFFICE-EMPLOYEE

           00603           MOVE 16 TO DML-SEQUENCE

           00604           CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

           00605               IDBMSCOM (31)

           00606               OFFICE-EMPLOYEE

           00607               IDBMSCOM (43);

           00608          PERFORM IDMS-STATUS

           00609          MOVE OFFICE-STREET-0450 TO STREET-OUT

           00610          MOVE OFFICE-CITY-0450 TO CITY-OUT

           00611          MOVE OFFICE-STATE-0450 TO STATE-OUT

 

           00612          MOVE OFFICE-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0450 TO ZIP-OUT

           00613          MOVE EMP-DETAIL-LINE TO PRINT-LINE.

           00614        PERFORM U000-WRITE-LINE.
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           00615      SET-WALK-EXIT.

           00616        EXIT.

           00617

           00618      END-PROCESSING.

 DMLC0017  00619        FINISH.

           00620           MOVE 17 TO DML-SEQUENCE

           00621           CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

           00622               IDBMSCOM (2).

           00623        PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

           00624        CLOSE DEPT-FILE-OUT.

           00625        CLOSE ERR-FILE-OUT.

           00626        CLOSE DEPT-FILE-IN.

 

           00627

           00628      EMPTY-SET.

           00629        MOVE SPACES TO ERR-LINE.

           00630        MOVE DEPT-ID-0410 TO ERR-ID-OUT.

           00631        MOVE NO-EMP-MESSAGE TO ERR-MESS-OUT.

           00632        MOVE ERR-DETAIL-LINE TO ERR-LINE.

           00633        PERFORM U200-WRITE-ERR-LINE.

           00634

           00635      NO-DEPT-PROCESSING.

           00636        MOVE DEPT-ID-IN TO ERR-ID-OUT.

           00637        MOVE NO-DEPT-MESSAGE TO ERR-MESS-OUT.

           00638        MOVE ERR-DETAIL-LINE TO ERR-LINE.

           00639        PERFORM U200-WRITE-ERR-LINE.

           00640

 

           00641      U000-WRITE-LINE.

           00642        WRITE DEPT-REC-OUT AFTER POSITIONING CC.

           00643        IF CC = '1' THEN MOVE 0 TO LINE-COUNT

           00644         ELSE IF CC = ' ' THEN ADD 1 TO LINE-COUNT

           00645           ELSE IF CC = '0' THEN ADD 2 TO LINE-COUNT.

           00646        IF LINE-COUNT > LINE-MAX

           00647              THEN PERFORM U010-NEW-PAGE-ROUTINE.

           00648      U010-NEW-PAGE-ROUTINE.

           00649        PERFORM U020-VALID-HEADER.

           00650        MOVE DEPT-DETAIL-LINE TO PRINT-LINE.

           00651        PERFORM U000-WRITE-LINE.

           00652        PERFORM U030-EMP-HEADERS.

           00653      U020-VALID-HEADER.

           00654        MOVE DEPT-HEADER TO PRINT-LINE.

           00655        MOVE '1' TO CC.

 

           00656        PERFORM U000-WRITE-LINE

           00657        MOVE ' ' TO CC.

           00658      U030-EMP-HEADERS.

           00659        MOVE '0' TO CC.

           00660        MOVE EMP-HEADER TO PRINT-LINE.

           00661        PERFORM U000-WRITE-LINE.

           00662        MOVE SPACES TO PRINT-LINE.

           00663        MOVE ' ' TO CC.

           00664        PERFORM U000-WRITE-LINE.
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           00665

           00666      U200-WRITE-ERR-LINE.

           00667        WRITE ERR-REC-OUT AFTER POSITIONING ERR-CC.

           00668        IF ERR-CC = '1' THEN MOVE 0 TO ERR-LINE-COUNT

           00669         ELSE IF ERR-CC = ' ' THEN ADD 1 TO ERR-LINE-COUNT

           00670           ELSE IF ERR-CC = '0' THEN ADD 2 TO ERR-LINE-COUNT.

           00671        IF ERR-LINE-COUNT > LINE-MAX THEN

 

           00672                 PERFORM U220-ERR-HEADER.

           00673      U220-ERR-HEADER.

           00674        MOVE ERR-HEADER-1 TO ERR-LINE.

           00675        MOVE '1' TO ERR-CC.

           00676        PERFORM U200-WRITE-ERR-LINE

           00677        MOVE '0' TO ERR-CC.

           00678        MOVE ERR-HEADER-2 TO ERR-LINE.

           00679        PERFORM U200-WRITE-ERR-LINE.

           00680        MOVE ERR-HEADER-3 TO ERR-LINE.

           00681        PERFORM U200-WRITE-ERR-LINE.

           00682        MOVE SPACES TO ERR-LINE.

           00683        MOVE ' ' TO ERR-CC.

           00684        PERFORM U200-WRITE-ERR-LINE.

           00685      IDMS-ABORT.

           00686        EXIT.

           00687      IDMS-ABORT-EXIT.

 DMLC      00688        COPY IDMS IDMS-STATUS.

           00689   

 ******************************************************************

           00690      IDMS-STATUS                       SECTION.

           00691      ******************************************************************

           00692      IDMS-STATUS-PARAGRAPH.

           00693          IF DB-STATUS-OK GO TO ISABEX.

           00694          PERFORM IDMS-ABORT.

           00695          DISPLAY '**************************'

           00696              ' ABORTING - ' PROGRAM-NAME

           00697              ', '      ERROR-STATUS

           00698              ', '      ERROR-RECORD

           00699              ' **** RECOVER IDMS ****'

           00700              UPON CONSOLE.

           00701       DISPLAY 'PROGRAM NAME ------ ' PROGRAM-NAME.

           00702         DISPLAY 'ERROR STATUS ------ ' ERROR-STATUS.

           00703         DISPLAY 'ERROR RECORD ------ ' ERROR-RECORD.

           00704         DISPLAY 'ERROR SET --------- ' ERROR-SET.

           00705         DISPLAY 'ERROR AREA -------- ' ERROR-AREA.

           00706         DISPLAY 'LAST GOOD RECORD -- ' RECORD-NAME.

           00707         DISPLAY 'LAST GOOD AREA ---- ' AREA-NAME.

           00708         MOVE 39  TO SSC-IN01-REQ-CODE.

           00709         MOVE 0   TO SSC-IN01-REQ-RETURN.

           00710        MOVE ' ' TO SSC-STATUS-LABEL.

           00711        PERFORM IDMS-STATUS-LOOP

           00712                 UNTIL SSC-IN01-REQ-RETURN > 0.

 DMLC0018  00713         ROLLBACK.

           00714          MOVE 18 TO DML-SEQUENCE

           00715         CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL
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           00716              IDBMSCOM (67).

           00717         CALL 'ABORT'.

           00718         GO TO ISABEX.

           00719    IDMS-STATUS-LOOP.

           00720         CALL 'IDMSIN1' USING IDBMSCOM(41)

           00721                              SSC-IN01-REQ-WK

           00722                              SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

           00723                              IDBMSCOM(1)

           00724                              DML-SEQUENCE

           00725                              SSC-STATUS-LINE.

           00726         IF SSC-IN01-REQ-RETURN GREATER THAN 4

           00727             DISPLAY 'DML SEQUENCE ------ ' DML-SEQUENCE

           00728         ELSE

           00729             DISPLAY SSC-STATUS-LABEL '--- ' SSC-STATUS-VALUE.

           00730    ISABEX. EXIT.

 

  NO MESSAGES FOR PROGRAM DEPTRPT

 

Sample Batch Program from the COBOL Precompiler

The following listing illustrates the sample batch program after precompilation by the COBOL precompiler. The original
code is further expanded and includes the following information:

• Line numbers generated by the COBOL compiler
• IDMS call statements for the requested DML functions
• Diagnostic messages

NOTE
For more information about expanded code generated by the DML compiler, see IDMS Call Formats.

This listing contains the sample program output from the COBOL compiler with the fully expanded code (including the
calls to IDMS) generated by the DML compiler.

 00001     *DMLIST

 00002     *NO-ACTIVITY-LOG

 00003     *SCHEMA-COMMENTS

 00004

 00005     IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

 00006

 00007       PROGRAM-ID.         DEPTRPT.

 00008

 00009       AUTHOR.           CA.

 00010

 00011       DATE-WRITTEN.        APRIL 1995.

 00012

 00013       REMARKS.           THIS PROGRAM DEMONSTRATES

 00014                     CA IDMS DATABASE ACCESS USING

 00015                     COBOL DML STATEMENTS. IT READS

 00016                     DEPARTMENT ID NUMBERS AND RETRIEVES

 00017                     RELATED RECORD OCCURRENCES,

 00018                     PRINTING A REPORT THAT INCLUDES

 00019                     DEPARTMENT, EMPLOYEE, JOB, AND

 00020                     OFFICE INFORMATION.

 00021     ***************************************************************
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 00022     ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

 00023     INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.

 00024     FILE-CONTROL.

 00025       SELECT DEPT-FILE-IN      ASSIGN TO INFILE.

 00026       SELECT DEPT-FILE-OUT     ASSIGN TO OUTFILE.

 00027       SELECT ERR-FILE-OUT      ASSIGN TO ERRFILE.

 00028     ***************************************************************

 00029     *IDMS-CONTROL SECTION.

 00030     *

 00031     *PROTOCOL.           MODE IS BATCH DEBUG

 00032     *                IDMS-RECORDS MANUAL.

 00034     ***************************************************************

 00035     DATA DIVISION.

 00036

 00037     *SCHEMA SECTION.

 00038     *

 00039     *DB EMPSS01 WITHIN EMPSCHM.

 00040

 00041     ***************************************************************

 00042     FILE SECTION.

 00043

 00044     FD DEPT-FILE-IN

 00045       RECORD CONTAINS 80

 00046       BLOCK CONTAINS 80 CHARACTERS

 00047       RECORDING MODE IS F

 00048       LABEL RECORDS ARE OMITTED.

 00049

 00050     01 DEPT-REC-IN.

 00051       02 DEPT-ID-IN       PIC 9(4).

 00052       02 DEPT-IN-FILLER     PIC X(76).

 00053

 00054     FD DEPT-FILE-OUT

 00055       RECORD CONTAINS 133

 00056       BLOCK CONTAINS 133 CHARACTERS

 00057       RECORDING MODE IS F

 00058       LABEL RECORDS ARE OMITTED.

 00059

 00060     01 DEPT-REC-OUT.

 00061       02 CC           PIC X.

 00062       02 PRINT-LINE       PIC X(132).

 00063

 00064     FD ERR-FILE-OUT

 00065       RECORD CONTAINS 133

 00066       BLOCK CONTAINS 133 CHARACTERS

 00067       RECORDING MODE IS F

 00068       LABEL RECORDS ARE OMITTED.

 00069

 00070     01 ERR-REC-OUT.

 00071       02 ERR-CC         PIC X.

 00072       02 ERR-LINE        PIC X(132).

 00073

 00074     ***************************************************************

 00075     WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
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 00076     01 EOF-SW       PIC X   VALUE 'N'.

 00077       88 END-OF-FILE        VALUE 'Y'.

 00078     01 LINE-COUNT    PIC 99   VALUE 0.

 00079     01 ERR-LINE-COUNT  PIC 99   VALUE 0.

 00080     01 LINE-MAX     PIC 99   VALUE 50.

 00081     ***************************************************************

 00082     01 DEPT-HEADER.

 00083       05 FILLER    PIC X(30)  VALUE SPACES.

 00084       05 FILLER    PIC X(13)  VALUE 'DEPARTMENT ID'.

 00085       05 FILLER    PIC X(10)  VALUE SPACES.

 00086       05 FILLER    PIC X(9)   VALUE 'DEPT NAME'.

 00087       05 FILLER    PIC X(70)  VALUE SPACES.

 00088     01 DEPT-DETAIL-LINE.

 00089       05 FILLER    PIC X(33)  VALUE SPACES.

 00090       05 DEPT-ID-OUT  PIC X(4).

 00091       05 FILLER    PIC X(16)  VALUE SPACES.

 00092       05 DEPT-NAME-OUT PIC X(45).

 00093       05 FILLER    PIC X(34)  VALUE SPACES.

 00094     01 EMP-HEADER.

 00095       05 FILLER    PIC X(5)   VALUE SPACES.

 00096       05 FILLER    PIC X(6)   VALUE 'EMP ID'.

 00097       05 FILLER    PIC X(2)   VALUE SPACES.

 00098       05 FILLER    PIC X(9)   VALUE 'LAST NAME'.

 00099       05 FILLER    PIC X(8)   VALUE SPACES.

 00100       05 FILLER    PIC X(10)  VALUE 'FIRST NAME'.

 00101       05 FILLER    PIC X(3)   VALUE SPACES.

 00102       05 FILLER    PIC X(10)  VALUE 'START DATE'.

 00103       05 FILLER    PIC X(2)   VALUE SPACES.

 00104       05 FILLER    PIC X(9)   VALUE 'JOB TITLE'.

 00105       05 FILLER    PIC X(13)  VALUE SPACES.

 00106       05 FILLER    PIC X(14)  VALUE 'OFFICE ADDRESS'.

 00107       05 FILLER    PIC X(42)  VALUE SPACES.

 00108     01 EMP-DETAIL-LINE.

 00109       05 FILLER    PIC X(5)   VALUE SPACES.

 00110       05 ID-OUT    PIC X(4).

 00111       05 FILLER    PIC X(4)   VALUE SPACES.

 00112       05 LAST-OUT   PIC X(15).

 00113       05 FILLER    PIC X(2)   VALUE SPACES.

 00114       05 FIRST-OUT   PIC X(10).

 00115       05 FILLER    PIC X(3)   VALUE SPACES.

 00116       05 SD-OUT.

 00117         10 SD-MM   PIC XX.

 00118         10 FILLER   PIC X    VALUE '/'.

 00119         10 SD-DD   PIC XX.

 00120         10 FILLER   PIC X    VALUE '/'.

 00121         10 SD-YY   PIC XX.

 00122       05 FILLER    PIC X(4)   VALUE SPACES.

 00123       05 TITLE-OUT   PIC X(20).

 00124       05 FILLER    PIC X(2)   VALUE SPACES.

 00125       05 OFF-ADDRESS-OUT.

 00126         10 STREET-OUT PIC X(20).

 00127         10 FILLER   PIC XX    VALUE SPACES.

 00128         10 CITY-OUT  PIC X(15).
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 00129         10 FILLER   PIC XX    VALUE SPACES.

 00130         10 STATE-OUT PIC XX.

 00131         10 FILLER   PIC XX    VALUE SPACES.

 00132         10 ZIP-OUT  PIC X(5).

 00133       05 FILLER    PIC X(8)   VALUE SPACES.

 00134     01 ERR-HEADER-1.

 00135       05 FILLER    PIC X(40)  VALUE SPACES.

 00136       05 FILLER    PIC X(12)  VALUE 'ERROR REPORT'.

 00137       05 FILLER    PIC X(80)  VALUE SPACES.

 00138     01 ERR-HEADER-2.

 00139       05 FILLER    PIC X(10)  VALUE SPACES.

 00140       05 FILLER    PIC X(4)   VALUE '*** '.

 00141       05 FILLER    PIC X(51)  VALUE

 00142         'THIS REPORT LISTS EMPTY AND NONEXISTENT DEPARTMENTS'.

 00143       05 FILLER    PIC X(4)   VALUE ' ***'.

 00144       05 FILLER    PIC X(63)  VALUE SPACES.

 00145     01 ERR-HEADER-3.

 00146       05 FILLER    PIC X(20)  VALUE SPACES.

 00147       05 FILLER    PIC X(7)   VALUE 'DEPT ID'.

 00148       05 FILLER    PIC X(9)   VALUE SPACES.

 00149       05 FILLER    PIC X(7)   VALUE 'MESSAGE'.

 00150       05 FILLER    PIC X(89)  VALUE SPACES.

 00151     01 ERR-DETAIL-LINE.

 00152       05 FILLER    PIC X(20)  VALUE SPACES.

 00153       05 ERR-ID-OUT  PIC X(4).

 00154       05 FILLER    PIC X(12)  VALUE SPACES.

 00155       05 ERR-MESS-OUT PIC X(15).

 00156       05 FILLER    PIC X(79)  VALUE SPACES.

 00157     ***************************************************************

 00158     01 MESSAGES.

 00159       05 NO-JOB-MESSAGE.

 00160         10 FILLER     PIC X(20) VALUE 'NO JOB ASSIGNED'.

 00161       05 NO-OFFICE-MESSAGE.

 00162         10 FILLER     PIC X(20)

 00163                  VALUE 'NO OFFICE ASSIGNED'.

 00164       05 NO-DEPT-MESSAGE.

 00165         10 FILLER     PIC X(15) VALUE 'DOES NOT EXIST'.

 00166       05 NO-EMP-MESSAGE.

 00167         10 FILLER     PIC X(15) VALUE 'IS EMPTY'.

 00168       05 NO-INPUT-MESSAGE.

 00169         10 FILLER     PIC XX   VALUE SPACES.

 00170         10 FILLER     PIC X(11) VALUE '========>> '.

 00171         10 FILLER     PIC X(8)  VALUE 'NO INPUT'.

 00172         10 FILLER     PIC X(11) VALUE ' <<========'.

 00173         10 FILLER     PIC X(100) VALUE SPACES.

 00174

 00175     *01 COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-CTRL.

 00176     01 SUBSCHEMA-CTRL.

 00177        03 PROGRAM-NAME      PIC X(8)

 00178                     VALUE SPACES .

 00179        03 ERROR-STATUS      PIC X(4)

 00180                     VALUE '1400' .

 00181                   88 DB-STATUS-OK
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 00182                     VALUE '0000' .

 00183                   88 ANY-STATUS

 00184                     VALUE '  ' THRU '9999' .

 00185                   88 ANY-ERROR-STATUS

 00186                     VALUE '0001' THRU '9999' .

 00187                   88 DB-END-OF-SET

 00188                     VALUE '0307' .

 00189                   88 DB-REC-NOT-FOUND

 00190                     VALUE '0326' .

 00191        03 DBKEY         PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC.

 00192        03 RECORD-NAME      PIC X(16)

 00193                     VALUE SPACES .

 00194        03 RRECORD-NAME      REDEFINES RECORD-NAME.

 00195         05 SSC-NODN       PIC X(8).

 00196         05 SSC-DBN       PIC X(8).

 00197        03 AREA-NAME       PIC X(16)

 00198                     VALUE SPACES .

 00199        03 AREA-RNAME       REDEFINES AREA-NAME.

 00200         05 SSC-DNO       PIC X(8).

 00201         05 SSC-DNA       PIC X(8).

 00202        03 ERROR-SET       PIC X(16)

 00203                     VALUE SPACES .

 00204        03 ERROR-RECORD      PIC X(16)

 00205                     VALUE SPACES .

 00206        03 ERROR-AREA       PIC X(16)

 00207                     VALUE SPACES .

 00208        03 IDBMSCOM-AREA     PIC X(100)

 00209                     VALUE LOW-VALUE .

 00210        03 IDBMSCOM        REDEFINES IDBMSCOM-AREA

 00211                     PIC X

 00212                     OCCURS 100.

 00213        03 RIDBMSCOM       REDEFINES IDBMSCOM-AREA.

 00214         05 DB-SUB-ADDR     PIC X(4).

 00215         05 FILLER        PIC X(96).

 00216        03 R1DBMSCOM       REDEFINES IDBMSCOM-AREA.

 00217         05 PAGE-INFO.

 00218          07 PAGE-INFO-GROUP  PIC S9(4) COMP.

 00219          07 PAGE-INFO-DBK-FORMAT

 00220                     PIC 9(4) COMP.

 00221          05  SSC-IDMS-STATUS-WRK.

 00222           07  SSC-IN01-REQ-WK.

 00223             09  SSC-IN01-REQ-CODE

 00224                                   PIC S9(8) COMP.

 00225             09  SSC-IN01-REQ-RETURN

 00226                                   PIC S9(8) COMP.

 00227           07  SSC-STATUS-LINE.

 00228             09  SSC-STATUS-LABEL PIC X(16).

 00229             09  SSC-STATUS-VALUE PIC X(12).

 00300         05 FILLER        PIC X(60).

 00301        03 DIRECT-DBKEY      PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC.

 00302        03 DIRECT-DBK       REDEFINES DIRECT-DBKEY

 00303                     PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC.

 00234        03 DATABASE-STATUS.
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 00235         05 DBSTATMENT-CODE   PIC X(2).

 00236         05 DBSTATUS-CODE    PIC X(5).

 00237        03 FILLER         PIC X.

 00238        03 RECORD-OCCUR      PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC.

 00239       03 DML-SEQUENCE      PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC.

 00240

 00241     *01 COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-SSNAME.

 00242     01 SUBSCHEMA-SSNAME      PIC X(8)

 00243                     VALUE 'EMPSS01 ' .

 00244

 00245     *01 COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-RECNAMES.

 00246     01 SUBSCHEMA-RECNAMES.

 00247        03 SR460         PIC X(16)

 00248                     VALUE 'STRUCTURE    ' .

 00249        03 SR455         PIC X(16)

 00250                     VALUE 'SKILL      ' .

 00251        03 SR450         PIC X(16)

 00252                     VALUE 'OFFICE     ' .

 00253        03 SR445         PIC X(16)

 00254                     VALUE 'NON-HOSP-CLAIM ' .

 00255        03 SR440         PIC X(16)

 00256                     VALUE 'JOB       ' .

 00257        03 SR435         PIC X(16)

 00258                     VALUE 'INSURANCE-PLAN ' .

 00259        03 SR430         PIC X(16)

 00260                     VALUE 'HOSPITAL-CLAIM ' .

 00261        03 SR425         PIC X(16)

 00262                     VALUE 'EXPERTISE    ' .

 00263        03 SR420         PIC X(16)

 00264                     VALUE 'EMPOSITION   ' .

 00265        03 SR415         PIC X(16)

 00266                     VALUE 'EMPLOYEE    ' .

 00267        03 SR410         PIC X(16)

 00268                     VALUE 'DEPARTMENT   ' .

 00269        03 SR405         PIC X(16)

 00270                     VALUE 'DENTAL-CLAIM  ' .

 00271        03 SR400         PIC X(16)

 00272                     VALUE 'COVERAGE    ' .

 00273

 00274     *01 COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-SETNAMES.

 00275     01 SUBSCHEMA-SETNAMES.

 00276        03 COVERAGE-CLAIMS    PIC X(16)

 00277                     VALUE 'COVERAGE-CLAIMS ' .

 00278        03 DEPT-EMPLOYEE     PIC X(16)

 00279                     VALUE 'DEPT-EMPLOYEE  ' .

 00280        03 EMP-COVERAGE      PIC X(16)

 00281                     VALUE 'EMP-COVERAGE  ' .

 00282        03 EMP-EXPERTISE     PIC X(16)

 00283                     VALUE 'EMP-EXPERTISE  ' .

 00284        03 EMP-NAME-NDX      PIC X(16)

 00285                     VALUE 'EMP-NAME-NDX  ' .

 00286        03 EMP-EMPOSITION     PIC X(16)

 00287                     VALUE 'EMP-EMPOSITION ' .
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 00288        03 JOB-EMPOSITION     PIC X(16)

 00289                     VALUE 'JOB-EMPOSITION ' .

 00290        03 JOB-TITLE-NDX     PIC X(16)

 00291                     VALUE 'JOB-TITLE-NDX  ' .

 00292        03 MANAGES        PIC X(16)

 00293                     VALUE 'MANAGES     ' .

 00294        03 OFFICE-EMPLOYEE    PIC X(16)

 00295                     VALUE 'OFFICE-EMPLOYEE ' .

 00296        03 REPORTS-TO       PIC X(16)

 00297                     VALUE 'REPORTS-TO   ' .

 00298        03 SKILL-EXPERTISE    PIC X(16)

 00299                     VALUE 'SKILL-EXPERTISE ' .

 00300        03 SKILL-NAME-NDX     PIC X(16)

 00301                     VALUE 'SKILL-NAME-NDX ' .

 00302        03 CALC          PIC X(16)

 00303                     VALUE 'CALC      ' .

 00304

 00305     *01 COPY IDMS RECORD EMPLOYEE.

 00306     01 EMPLOYEE.

 00307       02 EMP-ID-0415       PIC 9(4).

 00308       02 EMP-NAME-0415.

 00309        03 EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415  PIC X(10).

 00310        03 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415   PIC X(15).

 00311       02 EMP-ADDRESS-0415.

 00312        03 EMP-STREET-0415    PIC X(20).

 00313        03 EMP-CITY-0415     PIC X(15).

 00314        03 EMP-STATE-0415     PIC X(2).

 00315        03 EMP-ZIP-0415.

 00316        04 EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0415

 00317                     PIC X(5).

 00318        04 EMP-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0415

 00319                     PIC X(4).

 00320       02 EMP-PHONE-0415     PIC 9(10).

 00321       02 STATUS-0415       PIC X(2).

 00322                   88 ACTIVE-0415

 00323                     VALUE '01' .

 00324                   88 ST-DISABIL-0415

 00325                     VALUE '02' .

 00326                   88 LT-DISABIL-0415

 00327                     VALUE '03' .

 00328                   88 LEAVE-OF-ABSENCE-0415

 00329                     VALUE '04' .

 00330                   88 TERMINATED-0415

 00331                     VALUE '05' .

 00332       02 SS-NUMBER-0415     PIC 9(9).

 00333       02 START-DATE-0415.

 00334        03 START-YEAR-0415    PIC 9(4).

 00335        03 START-MONTH-0415    PIC 9(2).

 00336        03 START-DAY-0415     PIC 9(2).

 00337       02 TERMINATION-DATE-0415.

 00338        03 TERMINATION-YEAR-0415 PIC 9(4).

 00339        03 TERMINATION-MONTH-0415 PIC 9(2).

 00340        03 TERMINATION-DAY-0415  PIC 9(2).
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 00341       02 BIRTH-DATE-0415.

 00342        03 BIRTH-YEAR-0415    PIC 9(4).

 00343        03 BIRTH-MONTH-0415    PIC 9(2).

 00344        03 BIRTH-DAY-0415     PIC 9(2).

 00345

 00346     *01 COPY IDMS RECORD DEPARTMENT.

 00347     01 DEPARTMENT.

 00348       02 DEPT-ID-0410      PIC 9(4).

 00349       02 DEPT-NAME-0410     PIC X(45).

 00350       02 DEPT-HEAD-ID-0410    PIC 9(4).

 00351       02 FILLER         PIC XXX.

 00352

 00353     *01 COPY IDMS RECORD JOB.

 00354     01 JOB.

 00355       02 JOB-ID-0440       PIC 9(4).

 00356       02 TITLE-0440       PIC X(20).

 00357       02 DESCRIPTION-0440.

 00358        03 DESCRIPTION-LINE-0440 PIC X(60)

 00359                     OCCURS 2.

 00360       02 REQUIREMENTS-0440.

 00361        03 REQUIREMENT-LINE-0440 PIC X(60)

 00362                     OCCURS 2.

 00363       02 MINIMUM-SALARY-0440   PIC S9(6)V99.

 00364       02 MAXIMUM-SALARY-0440   PIC S9(6)V99.

 00365       02 SALARY-GRADES-0440   PIC 9(2)

 00366                     OCCURS 4.

 00367       02 NUMBER-OF-POSITIONS-0440

 00368                     PIC 9(3).

 00369       02 NUMBER-OPEN-0440    PIC 9(3).

 00370       02 FILLER         PIC XX.

 00371

 00372     *01 COPY IDMS RECORD EMPOSITION.

 00373     01 EMPOSITION.

 00374       02 START-DATE-0420.

 00375        03 START-YEAR-0420    PIC 9(4).

 00376        03 START-MONTH-0420    PIC 9(2).

 00377        03 START-DAY-0420     PIC 9(2).

 00378       02 FINISH-DATE-0420.

 00379        03 FINISH-YEAR-0420    PIC 9(4).

 00380        03 FINISH-MONTH-0420   PIC 9(2).

 00381        03 FINISH-DAY-0420    PIC 9(2).

 00382       02 SALARY-GRADE-0420    PIC 9(2).

 00383       02 SALARY-AMOUNT-0420   PIC S9(7)V99 COMP-3.

 00384       02 BONUS-PERCENT-0420   PIC SV999 COMP-3.

 00385       02 COMMISSION-PERCENT-0420 PIC SV999 COMP-3.

 00386       02 OVERTIME-RATE-0420   PIC S9V99 COMP-3.

 00387       02 FILLER         PIC XXX.

 00388

 00389     *01 COPY IDMS RECORD OFFICE.

 00390     01 OFFICE.

 00391       02 OFFICE-CODE-0450    PIC X(3).

 00392       02 OFFICE-ADDRESS-0450.

 00393        03 OFFICE-STREET-0450   PIC X(20).
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 00394        03 OFFICE-CITY-0450    PIC X(15).

 00395        03 OFFICE-STATE-0450   PIC X(2).

 00396        03 OFFICE-ZIP-0450.

 00397        04 OFFICE-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0450

 00398                     PIC X(5).

 00399        04 OFFICE-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0450

 00400                     PIC X(4).

 00401       02 OFFICE-PHONE-0450    PIC 9(7)

 00402                     OCCURS 3.

 00403       02 OFFICE-AREA-CODE-0450  PIC X(3).

 00404       02 SPEED-DIAL-0450     PIC X(3).

 00405       02 FILLER         PIC X(4).

 00406     PROCEDURE DIVISION.

 00407

 00408     *  *********************************************************

 00409     *  * PROCEDURE DIVISION GENERAL STRATEGY:         *

 00410     *  *   1) READ DEPT-ID-IN, WHICH CONTAINS THE      *

 00411     *  *     DEPT-ID NUMBER                *

 00412     *  *   2) ACCESS THE DATABASE USING THE DEPT-ID NUMBER *

 00413     *  *     WITH AN OBTAIN CALC ON THE DEPARTMENT RECORD *

 00414     *  *   3) ACCESS ALL EMPLOYEES IN THE DEPT-EMPLOYEE SET *

 00415     *  *     AND RETRIEVE RELATED JOB AND OFFICE DATA   *

 00416     *  *   4) PRINT A REPORT FOR EACH DEPARTMENT      *

 00417     *  *   5) PRINT AN ERROR REPORT FOR EMPTY DEPARTMENTS  *

 00418     *  *     AND NONEXISTENT DEPARTMENTS (NO MATCHING   *

 00419     *  *     DEPT-ID)                   *

 00420     *  *********************************************************

 00421

 00422     MAIN-LINE.

 00423       PERFORM INIT-FILES.

 00424       IF END-OF-FILE

 00425         PERFORM EMPTY-INPUT-PROCESSING

 00426       ELSE

 00427         PERFORM INIT-BIND-READY

 00428         PERFORM U220-ERR-HEADER

 00429         PERFORM DEPT-PROCESSING THRU DEPT-PROCESSING-EXIT

 00430                UNTIL END-OF-FILE.

 00431       PERFORM END-PROCESSING.

 00432       GOBACK.

 00433

 00434     INIT-BIND-READY.

 00435     ***************************************************************

 00436     * THE BIND STATEMENTS ARE PERFORMED INDIVIDUALLY (RATHER   *

 00437     * THAN BY USING A COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-BINDS) IN ORDER TO   *

 00438     * CHECK EACH ERROR-STATUS BY PERFORMING THE IDMS-STATUS    *

 00439     * ROUTINE.                          *

 00440     ***************************************************************

 00441       MOVE 'DEPTRPT' TO PROGRAM-NAME.

 00442     *  BIND RUN-UNIT.                        DMLC0001

 00443          MOVE 1 TO DML-SEQUENCE

 00444          CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00445              IDBMSCOM (59)

 00446              SUBSCHEMA-CTRL
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 00447              SUBSCHEMA-SSNAME.

 00448       PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 00449     *  BIND EMPLOYEE.                        DMLC0002

 00450          MOVE 2 TO DML-SEQUENCE

 00451          CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00452              IDBMSCOM (48)

 00453              SR415

 00454              EMPLOYEE.

 00455       PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 00456     *  BIND DEPARTMENT.                       DMLC0003

 00457          MOVE 3 TO DML-SEQUENCE

 00458          CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00459              IDBMSCOM (48)

 00460              SR410

 00461              DEPARTMENT.

 00462       PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 00463     *  BIND JOB.                          DMLC0004

 00464          MOVE 4 TO DML-SEQUENCE

 00465          CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00466              IDBMSCOM (48)

 00467              SR440

 00468              JOB.

 00469       PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 00470     *  BIND EMPOSITION.                       DMLC0005

 00471          MOVE 5 TO DML-SEQUENCE

 00472          CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00473              IDBMSCOM (48)

 00474              SR420

 00475              EMPOSITION.

 00476       PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 00477     *  BIND OFFICE.                         DMLC0006

 00478          MOVE 6 TO DML-SEQUENCE

 00479          CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00480              IDBMSCOM (48)

 00481              SR450

 00482              OFFICE.

 00483       PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 00484     *  READY.                            DMLC0007

 00485          MOVE 7 TO DML-SEQUENCE

 00486          CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00487              IDBMSCOM (37).

 00488       PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 00489

 00490     INIT-FILES.

 00491       OPEN INPUT DEPT-FILE-IN.

 00492       OPEN OUTPUT DEPT-FILE-OUT.

 00493       OPEN OUTPUT ERR-FILE-OUT.

 00494       MOVE SPACES TO PRINT-LINE.

 00495       MOVE SPACES TO ERR-LINE.

 00496       READ DEPT-FILE-IN AT END MOVE 'Y' TO EOF-SW.

 00497

 00498     EMPTY-INPUT-PROCESSING.

 00499       MOVE NO-INPUT-MESSAGE TO PRINT-LINE.
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 00500      MOVE '1' TO CC.

 00501       PERFORM U000-WRITE-LINE.

 00502

 00503     ***************************************************************

 00504     * THIS PARAGRAPH ACCESSES THE DATABASE USING THE DEPT-ID-0415 *

 00505     * CALCKEY VALUE.                       *

 00506     ***************************************************************

 00507     DEPT-PROCESSING.

 00508       MOVE DEPT-ID-IN TO DEPT-ID-0410.

 00509     *  OBTAIN CALC DEPARTMENT.                   DMLC0008

 00510          MOVE 8 TO DML-SEQUENCE

 00511          CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00512              IDBMSCOM (32)

 00513              SR410

 00514              IDBMSCOM (43).

 00515       IF DB-REC-NOT-FOUND THEN

 00516         PERFORM NO-DEPT-PROCESSING

 00517       ELSE

 00518         PERFORM IDMS-STATUS

 00519     *    IF DEPT-EMPLOYEE IS NOT EMPTY              DMLC0009

 00520          MOVE 9 TO DML-SEQUENCE

 00521          CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00522              IDBMSCOM (65)

 00523              DEPT-EMPLOYEE;

 00524          IF ERROR-STATUS EQUAL TO '1601'

 00525                        THEN

 00526           PERFORM U020-VALID-HEADER

 00527           MOVE DEPT-ID-0410 TO DEPT-ID-OUT

 00528           MOVE DEPT-NAME-0410 TO DEPT-NAME-OUT

 00529           MOVE DEPT-DETAIL-LINE TO PRINT-LINE

 00530           PERFORM U000-WRITE-LINE

 00531           PERFORM U030-EMP-HEADERS

 00532           PERFORM SET-WALK THRU SET-WALK-EXIT

 00533                  UNTIL DB-END-OF-SET

 00534         ELSE

 00535            PERFORM EMPTY-SET.

 00536       READ DEPT-FILE-IN AT END MOVE 'Y' TO EOF-SW.

 00537     DEPT-PROCESSING-EXIT.

 00538       EXIT.

 00539

 00540     ***************************************************************

 00541     * THIS PARAGRAPH RETRIEVES EMPLOYEE, JOB, AND OFFICE DATA   *

 00542     * FOR EACH EMPLOYEE IN THE DEPT-EMPLOYEE SET.         *

 00543     ***************************************************************

 00544     SET-WALK.

 00545     *  OBTAIN NEXT EMPLOYEE WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE.          DMLC0010

 00546          MOVE 10 TO DML-SEQUENCE

 00547          CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00548              IDBMSCOM (10)

 00549              SR415

 00550              DEPT-EMPLOYEE

 00551              IDBMSCOM (43).

 00552       IF DB-END-OF-SET
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 00553         GO TO SET-WALK-EXIT

 00554       ELSE

 00555         PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 00556       MOVE EMP-ID-0415 TO ID-OUT.

 00557       MOVE EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 TO LAST-OUT.

 00558       MOVE EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 TO FIRST-OUT.

 00559       MOVE START-YEAR-0415 TO SD-YY.

 00560       MOVE START-MONTH-0415 TO SD-MM.

 00561       MOVE START-DAY-0415 TO SD-DD.

 00562     *  IF EMP-EMPOSITION IS EMPTY                  DMLC0011

 00563          MOVE 11 TO DML-SEQUENCE

 00564          CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00565              IDBMSCOM (64)

 00566              EMP-EMPOSITION;

 00567          IF ERROR-STATUS EQUAL TO '0000'

 00568         MOVE NO-JOB-MESSAGE TO TITLE-OUT

 00569       ELSE

 00570     *    FIND FIRST WITHIN EMP-EMPOSITION             DMLC0012

 00571          MOVE 12 TO DML-SEQUENCE

 00572          CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00573              IDBMSCOM (20)

 00574              EMP-EMPOSITION;

 00575         PERFORM IDMS-STATUS

 00576     *    IF NOT JOB-EMPOSITION MEMBER               DMLC0013

 00577          MOVE 13 TO DML-SEQUENCE

 00578          CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00579              IDBMSCOM (62)

 00580              JOB-EMPOSITION;

 00581          IF ERROR-STATUS EQUAL TO '1601'

 00582           MOVE NO-JOB-MESSAGE TO TITLE-OUT

 00583         ELSE

 00584     *      OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN JOB-EMPOSITION          DMLC0014

 00585          MOVE 14 TO DML-SEQUENCE

 00586          CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00587              IDBMSCOM (31)

 00588              JOB-EMPOSITION

 00589              IDBMSCOM (43);

 00590           PERFORM IDMS-STATUS

 00591           MOVE TITLE-0440 TO TITLE-OUT.

 00592     *  IF OFFICE-EMPLOYEE IS EMPTY                 DMLC0015

 00593          MOVE 15 TO DML-SEQUENCE

 00594          CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00595              IDBMSCOM (64)

 00596              OFFICE-EMPLOYEE;

 00597          IF ERROR-STATUS EQUAL TO '0000'

 00598         MOVE NO-OFFICE-MESSAGE TO STREET-OUT

 00599         MOVE SPACES TO CITY-OUT

 00600         MOVE SPACES TO STATE-OUT

 00601         MOVE SPACES TO ZIP-OUT

 00602       ELSE

 00603     *    OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN OFFICE-EMPLOYEE           DMLC0016

 00604          MOVE 16 TO DML-SEQUENCE

 00605          CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL
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 00609              IDBMSCOM (31)

 00607              OFFICE-EMPLOYEE

 00608              IDBMSCOM (43);

 00609         PERFORM IDMS-STATUS

 00610         MOVE OFFICE-STREET-0450 TO STREET-OUT

 00611         MOVE OFFICE-CITY-0450 TO CITY-OUT

 00612         MOVE OFFICE-STATE-0450 TO STATE-OUT

 00613         MOVE OFFICE-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0450 TO ZIP-OUT

 00614         MOVE EMP-DETAIL-LINE TO PRINT-LINE.

 00615       PERFORM U000-WRITE-LINE.

 00616     SET-WALK-EXIT.

 00617       EXIT.

 00618

 00619     END-PROCESSING.

 00620     *  FINISH.                           DMLC0017

 00621          MOVE 17 TO DML-SEQUENCE

 00622          CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00623              IDBMSCOM (2).

 00624       PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 00625       CLOSE DEPT-FILE-OUT.

 00626       CLOSE ERR-FILE-OUT.

 00627       CLOSE DEPT-FILE-IN.

 00628

 00629     EMPTY-SET.

 00630       MOVE SPACES TO ERR-LINE.

 00631       MOVE DEPT-ID-0410 TO ERR-ID-OUT.

 00632       MOVE NO-EMP-MESSAGE TO ERR-MESS-OUT.

 00633       MOVE ERR-DETAIL-LINE TO ERR-LINE.

 00634       PERFORM U200-WRITE-ERR-LINE.

 00635

 00636     NO-DEPT-PROCESSING.

 00637       MOVE DEPT-ID-IN TO ERR-ID-OUT.

 00638       MOVE NO-DEPT-MESSAGE TO ERR-MESS-OUT.

 00639       MOVE ERR-DETAIL-LINE TO ERR-LINE.

 00640       PERFORM U200-WRITE-ERR-LINE.

 00641

 00642     U000-WRITE-LINE.

 00643       WRITE DEPT-REC-OUT AFTER POSITIONING CC.

 00644       IF CC = '1' THEN MOVE 0 TO LINE-COUNT

 00645        ELSE IF CC = ' ' THEN ADD 1 TO LINE-COUNT

 00646          ELSE IF CC = '0' THEN ADD 2 TO LINE-COUNT.

 00647       IF LINE-COUNT > LINE-MAX

 00648             THEN PERFORM U010-NEW-PAGE-ROUTINE.

 00649     U010-NEW-PAGE-ROUTINE.

 00650       PERFORM U020-VALID-HEADER.

 00651       MOVE DEPT-DETAIL-LINE TO PRINT-LINE.

 00652       PERFORM U000-WRITE-LINE.

 00653       PERFORM U030-EMP-HEADERS.

 00654     U020-VALID-HEADER.

 00655       MOVE DEPT-HEADER TO PRINT-LINE.

 00656       MOVE '1' TO CC.

 00657       PERFORM U000-WRITE-LINE

 00658       MOVE ' ' TO CC.
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 00659     U030-EMP-HEADERS.

 00660       MOVE '0' TO CC.

 00661       MOVE EMP-HEADER TO PRINT-LINE.

 00662       PERFORM U000-WRITE-LINE.

 00663       MOVE SPACES TO PRINT-LINE.

 00664       MOVE ' ' TO CC.

 00665       PERFORM U000-WRITE-LINE.

 00666

 00667     U200-WRITE-ERR-LINE.

 00668       WRITE ERR-REC-OUT AFTER POSITIONING ERR-CC.

 00669       IF ERR-CC = '1' THEN MOVE 0 TO ERR-LINE-COUNT

 00670        ELSE IF ERR-CC = ' ' THEN ADD 1 TO ERR-LINE-COUNT

 00671          ELSE IF ERR-CC = '0' THEN ADD 2 TO ERR-LINE-COUNT.

 00672       IF ERR-LINE-COUNT > LINE-MAX THEN

 00673                PERFORM U220-ERR-HEADER.

 00674     U220-ERR-HEADER.

 00675       MOVE ERR-HEADER-1 TO ERR-LINE.

 00676       MOVE '1' TO ERR-CC.

 00677       PERFORM U200-WRITE-ERR-LINE

 00678       MOVE '0' TO ERR-CC.

 00679       MOVE ERR-HEADER-2 TO ERR-LINE.

 00680       PERFORM U200-WRITE-ERR-LINE.

 00681       MOVE ERR-HEADER-3 TO ERR-LINE.

 00682       PERFORM U200-WRITE-ERR-LINE.

 00683       MOVE SPACES TO ERR-LINE.

 00684       MOVE ' ' TO ERR-CC.

 00685       PERFORM U200-WRITE-ERR-LINE.

 00686     IDMS-ABORT.

 00687       EXIT.

 00688     IDMS-ABORT-EXIT.

 00689     *  COPY IDMS IDMS-STATUS.

 00690     ******************************************************************

 00691     IDMS-STATUS                       SECTION.

 00692     ******************************************************************

 00693     IDMS-STATUS-PARAGRAPH.

 00694         IF DB-STATUS-OK GO TO ISABEX.

 00695         PERFORM IDMS-ABORT.

 00696         DISPLAY '**************************'

 00697              ' ABORTING - ' PROGRAM-NAME

 00698              ', '      ERROR-STATUS

 00699              ', '      ERROR-RECORD

 00700              ' **** RECOVER IDMS ****'

 00701              UPON CONSOLE.

 00702          DISPLAY 'PROGRAM NAME ------ ' PROGRAM-NAME.

 00703          DISPLAY 'ERROR STATUS ------ ' ERROR-STATUS.

 00704          DISPLAY 'ERROR RECORD ------ ' ERROR-RECORD.

 00705          DISPLAY 'ERROR SET --------- ' ERROR-SET.

 00706          DISPLAY 'ERROR AREA -------- ' ERROR-AREA.

 00707          DISPLAY 'LAST GOOD RECORD -- ' RECORD-NAME.

 00708          DISPLAY 'LAST GOOD AREA ---- ' AREA-NAME.

 00709          MOVE 39  TO SSC-IN01-REQ-CODE.

 00710          MOVE 0   TO SSC-IN01-REQ-RETURN.

 00711          MOVE ' ' TO SSC-STATUS-LABEL.
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 00712          PERFORM IDMS-STATUS-LOOP

 00713                  UNTIL SSC-IN01-REQ-RETURN > 0.

 00714     *    ROLLBACK.                        DMLC0018

 00715          MOVE 18 TO DML-SEQUENCE

 00716          CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00717              IDBMSCOM (67).

 00718          CALL 'ABORT'.

 00719          GO TO ISABEX.

 00720     IDMS-STATUS-LOOP.

 00721          CALL 'IDMSIN1' USING IDBMSCOM(41)

 00722                               SSC-IN01-REQ-WK

 00723                               SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00724                               IDBMSCOM(1)

 00725                               DML-SEQUENCE

 00726                               SSC-STATUS-LINE.

 00727          IF SSC-IN01-REQ-RETURN GREATER THAN 4

 00728              DISPLAY 'DML SEQUENCE ------ ' DML-SEQUENCE

 00729          ELSE

 00730              DISPLAY SSC-STATUS-LABEL '--- ' SSC-STATUS-VALUE.

 00731     ISABEX. EXIT.

 

Sample Online Program
This section contains a sample IDMS online application that illustrates the structure of IDMS programs that accept data
from a terminal operator and retrieve information from the database. The application program highlights the following
IDMS features:

• Mapping mode input and output
• Automatic editing and error handling
• Pseudo-conversational transactions
• LRF DML statements

The application's components, runtime requirements, and DML code are described below.

This article describes the following information:

Application Components

The application comprises a program, two tasks, a map, and a subschema:

• Program -- The EMPDISP program either performs a MAP OUT to start a session or performs a MAP IN, error
checking, database access, and a MAP OUT.

• Tasks -- The task codes TSK01 and TSK02 affect the program flow of control:
TSK01 causes the program to perform the INITIAL-MAPOUT portion of the program, mapping out the empty screen
with an initial input message.
TSK02 causes the program to perform the GET-EMP portion of the program, mapping in the data, checking the AID
byte, performing the error checking and database access portion of the program, and mapping out either an error
message or employee data.

• Map -- The application uses a map named EMPMAPLR to communicate with the terminal operator. The EMPMAPLR
map is illustrated below. Its map definition specifies:
Eight literal fields including the title *** EMPLOYEE INFORMATION SCREEN ***.
Ten variable data fields, to contain: employee ID, last name, first name, job title, start date, department name, and
office address (street, city, state, and zip code). All data is contained in the EMP-JOB-LR logical record.
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Automatic editing for the employee ID field specifies that the field is in error if the ID entered by the terminal operator
does not comply with the field's external picture (PIC 9(4)).
Messages are output in the $MESSAGE field.

• Subschema -- The application uses the EMPSS09 subschema, which specifies a usage mode of LR. The program
uses LRF DML statements to retrieve the EMP-JOB-LR logical record.
  

           *** EMPLOYEE INFORMATION SCREEN ***

 

          EMPLOYEE ID:

          LAST NAME :

          FIRST NAME:

 

     JOB TITLE:                  START DATE:

 

       DEPARTMENT NAME:

            OFFICE:

               :

               :

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    ENTER AN EMP ID AND PRESS ENTER ** CLEAR TO EXIT

 

Application Runtime Requirements

The following requirements must be met to execute the sample online application under IDMS:

• Define and generate the EMPMAPLR map.
• Compile and link edit the EMPDISP program into a load library that is identified to IDMS.
• Define the EMPDISP program to the IDMS system either by submitting PROGRAM statements to the system

generation compiler or by using the DCMT VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM command at runtime.
• Define the EMPMAPLR map and the EMPSS09 subschema to the IDMS system by submitting PROGRAM statements

to the system generation compiler. Maps and subschemas are defined automatically at system startup if null program
definition elements (PDEs) have been allocated for them at system generation.

Sample Online COBOL Program as Input to the DML Precompiler
 *NO-ACTIVITY-LOG

 *DMLIST

     IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

  

 PROGRAM-ID. EMPDISP.

     AUTHOR.             CA                 

  

     DATE-WRITTEN.          APRIL 1995.

  

     REMARKS.            THIS PROGRAM DEMONSTRATES

                     CA IDMS PROGRAMMING USING

                     THE LOGICAL RECORD FACILITY.
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    ***************************************************************

     ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

    ***************************************************************

     IDMS-CONTROL SECTION.

  

 PROTOCOL. MODE IS IDMS-DC DEBUG

 IDMS-RECORDS MANUAL.

       SKIP3

     DATA DIVISION.

  

 SCHEMA SECTION.

  

 DB EMPSS09 WITHIN EMPSCHM.

  

 MAP SECTION.

 MAX FIELD LIST IS 5.

 MAP EMPMAPLR VERSION 1 TYPE IS STANDARD.

     WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

     01 TASK-CODE     PIC X(8).

     01 TSK01       PIC X(8)   VALUE 'TSK01'.

     01 TSK02       PIC X(8)   VALUE 'TSK02'.

  

     01 MESSAGES.

       05 INITIAL-MESSAGE     PIC X(80) VALUE

        'ENTER AN EMP ID AND PRESS ENTER ** CLEAR TO EXIT'.

       05 EDIT-ERROR-MESSAGE   PIC X(80) VALUE

        'EMP-ID EITHER NOT ENTERED OR NOT NUMERIC'.

       05 EMP-NOT-FOUND-MESSAGE  PIC X(80) VALUE

        'SPECIFIED EMPLOYEE COULD NOT BE FOUND'.

       05 DISPLAY-MESSAGE     PIC X(80) VALUE

        'CLEAR TO EXIT ** NEW EMP-ID AND ENTER TO CONTINUE'.

  

 01 COPY IDMS DC-AID-CONDITION-NAMES.

  

 01 COPY IDMS EMP-DATE-WORK-REC.

  

 01 COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-LR-CONTROL.

  

 01 COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-LR-RECORDS.

 03 SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL-END PIC X.

  

 01 COPY IDMS MAP-CONTROLS.

  

       EJECT

     PROCEDURE DIVISION.

  

    *  *********************************************************

    *  * PROCEDURE DIVISION GENERAL STRATEGY:         *

    *  *   RETRIEVE INFORMATION FOR A SPECIFIED EMPLOYEE.  *

    *  *   DISPLAYED DATA INCLUDES EMPLOYEE, DEPARTMENT,  *

    *  *          JOB, AND OFFICE INFORMATION.    *

    *  * ==> THIS PROGRAM USES THE EMP-JOB-LR LOGICAL RECORD<= *
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    *  * PROGRAM STRATEGY:                  *

    *  *     ** CHECK FOR TASK CODE: TSK01= INITIAL MAPOUT *

    *  *            ANYTHING ELSE = RETRIEVE LR  *

    *  *     ** CLEAR TO EXIT APPLICATION         *

    *  *     ** ENTER AND NEW EMP-ID TO CONTINUE      *

    *  *********************************************************

     MAIN-LINE.

    ***************************************************************

    * THE BIND MAP STATEMENTS ADVISE IDMS-DC OF THE LOCATION OF *

    * THE MRB AND THE MAP RECORDS.                *

    ***************************************************************

 BIND MAP EMPMAPLR.

 BIND MAP EMPMAPLR RECORD EMPLOYEE.

 BIND MAP EMPMAPLR RECORD DEPARTMENT.

 BIND MAP EMPMAPLR RECORD JOB.

 BIND MAP EMPMAPLR RECORD OFFICE.

 BIND MAP EMPMAPLR RECORD EMP-DATE-WORK-REC.

 * ACCEPT TASK CODE INTO TASK-CODE.

       IF TASK-CODE = TSK01

         GO TO INITIAL-MAPOUT

       ELSE

         GO TO GET-EMP.

    ***************************************************************

    ***************************************************************

    * THE INITIAL-MAPOUT PARAGRAPH IS PERFORMED IF THE CALLING  *

    * TASK CODE IS TSK01.                     *

    ***************************************************************

    * THE MODIFY MAP STATEMENT ASSIGNS THE PROTECTED       *

    * ATTRIBUTE TO ALL MAP FIELDS EXCEPT EMP-ID-0415.       *

    ***************************************************************

    * THE MAP OUT STATEMENT TRANSMITS THE EMPMAPLR MAP      *

    * TO THE TERMINAL.                      *

    ***************************************************************

    * THE DC RETURN STATEMENT SPECIFIES THAT THE NEXT      *

    * TASK THAT WILL BE INITIATED ON THE SAME TERMINAL WHEN THE  *

    * OPERATOR PRESSES A CONTROL KEY WILL BE TSK02.        *

    ***************************************************************

     INITIAL-MAPOUT.

 MODIFY MAP EMPMAPLR TEMPORARY

 FOR ALL EXCEPT EMP-ID-0415

 ATTRIBUTES PROTECTED.

    *

 MOVE ZERO TO EMP-ID-0415.

 MAP OUT USING EMPMAPLR

 OUTPUT DATA IS YES NEWPAGE

 MESSAGE IS INITIAL-MESSAGE LENGTH 80.

  

 DC RETURN

 NEXT TASK CODE TSK02.

     INITIAL-MAPOUT-EXIT.

       EXIT.

    ***************************************************************

    ***************************************************************
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    * THE GET-EMP PARAGRAPH IS PERFORMED IF THE CALLING TASK   *

    * CODE IS NOT TSK01.                     *

    ***************************************************************

    * THE MAP IN STATEMENT TRANSMITS DATA FROM THE TERMINAL TO  *

    * VARIABLE STORAGE DATA FIELDS.                *

    ***************************************************************

    * THIS FIRST INQUIRE MAP STATEMENT IS USED TO DETERMINE   *

    * THE AID KEY PRESSED.                    *

    ***************************************************************

    * THIS SECOND INQUIRE MAP STATEMENT USES AUTOMATIC EDITING  *

    * TO DETERMINE IF THE DATA ENTERED IS CONSISTENT WITH     *

    * THE EXTERNAL PICTURE OF THE NAMED DATA ELEMENT.       *

    ***************************************************************

    * THE MAP OUT STATEMENT TRANSMITS DATA FROM THE       *

    * EMP-JOB-LR LOGICAL RECORD IN VARIABLE STORAGE TO MAP    *

    * FIELDS.                           *

    ***************************************************************

     GET-EMP.

 MAP IN USING EMPMAPLR.

 *

 INQUIRE MAP EMPMAPLR

 MOVE AID TO DC-AID-IND-V.

       IF CLEAR-HIT

        DC RETURN.

  

    *

 INQUIRE MAP EMPMAPLR

 IF DFLD EMP-ID-0415 EDIT IS ERROR

 THEN GO TO EDIT-ERROR.

 *

 COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-BINDS.

 READY USAGE-MODE IS RETRIEVAL.

    ***************************************************************

    * SINCE THE MAP FIELD IS ASSOCIATED WITH THE EMP-ID-0415   *

    * FIELD, THE PROGRAM USES THE "OF LR" RETRIEVAL. NOTE THAT  *

    * AUTOSTATUS IMPLICITLY CHECKS FOR THE LR-ERROR PATH STATUS. *

    ***************************************************************

 OBTAIN EMP-JOB-LR

 WHERE EMP-ID-0415 = EMP-ID-0415 OF LR

 ON LR-NOT-FOUND

 GO TO NOT-FOUND.

 FINISH.

    ***************************************************************

    * REFORMAT DATE TO MMDDYY; OUTPUT AS MM/DD/YY USING THE OLM *

    * EXTERNAL PICTURE SPECIFICATION (XX/XX/XX).         *

    ***************************************************************

       MOVE START-YEAR-0415 TO WORK-YY.

       MOVE START-MONTH-0415 TO WORK-MM.

       MOVE START-DAY-0415 TO WORK-DD.

  

 MAP OUT USING EMPMAPLR

 OUTPUT DATA IS YES

 MESSAGE IS DISPLAY-MESSAGE LENGTH 80.
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 *

 DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE TSK02.

     GET-EMP-EXIT.

       EXIT.

    ***************************************************************

    ***************************************************************

    * THE MODIFY MAP STATEMENT SPECIFIES THAT ALL MAP      *

    * FIELDS EXCEPT THE INCORRECT EMP-ID-0415 FIELD WILL BE    *

    * ERASED ON THE NEXT MAP OUT.                 *

    ***************************************************************

     EDIT-ERROR.

 MODIFY MAP EMPMAPLR TEMPORARY

 FOR ALL EXCEPT DFLD EMP-ID-0415

 OUTPUT DATA IS ERASE.

 *

 MAP OUT USING EMPMAPLR

 MESSAGE IS EDIT-ERROR-MESSAGE LENGTH 80.

 *

 DC RETURN

 NEXT TASK CODE TSK02.

     EDIT-ERROR-EXIT.

       EXIT.

    ***************************************************************

    ***************************************************************

    * THE FOLLOWING MODIFY MAP STATEMENT SPECIFIES THAT ALL   *

    * MAP FIELDS EXCEPT THE EMP-ID-0415 FIELD WILL BE ERASED   *

    * ON THE NEXT MAP OUT.                    *

    ***************************************************************

     NOT-FOUND.

 MODIFY MAP EMPMAPLR TEMPORARY

 FOR ALL EXCEPT DFLD EMP-ID-0415

 OUTPUT DATA IS ERASE.

 *

 MAP OUT USING EMPMAPLR

 MESSAGE IS EMP-NOT-FOUND-MESSAGE LENGTH 80.

 *

 DC RETURN

 NEXT TASK CODE TSK02.

     NOT-FOUND-EXIT.

       EXIT.

    ***************************************************************

     IDMS-ABORT.

       MOVE ERROR-STATUS TO SSC-ERRSTAT-SAVE.

       MOVE DML-SEQUENCE TO SSC-DMLSEQ-SAVE.

 SNAP FROM SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL TO SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL-END

 ON ANY-STATUS NEXT SENTENCE.

       MOVE SSC-ERRSTAT-SAVE TO ERROR-STATUS.

       MOVE SSC-DMLSEQ-SAVE TO DML-SEQUENCE.

     IDMS-ABORT-EXIT.

       EXIT.

 COPY IDMS IDMS-STATUS.
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Sample Online COBOL Program as Output from the DML Precompiler
       00002    *DMLIST

       00003

       00004     IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

       00005

       00006     PROGRAM-ID.           EMPDISP.

       00007

       00008     AUTHOR.             CA                  

       00009

       00010     DATE-WRITTEN.          APRIL 1995.

       00011

       00012     REMARKS.            THIS PROGRAM DEMONSTRATES

       00013                     CA IDMS PROGRAMMING USING

       00014                     THE LOGICAL RECORD FACILITY.

       00015

       00016    ***************************************************************

       00017     ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

       00018    ***************************************************************

 DMLC  00019     IDMS-CONTROL SECTION.

       00020

 DMLC  00021     PROTOCOL.           MODE IS IDMS-DC DEBUG

 DMLC  00022                       IDMS-RECORDS MANUAL.

       00023       SKIP3

       00024     DATA DIVISION.

       00025

 DMLC  00026     SCHEMA SECTION.

       00027

 DMLC  00028       DB EMPSS09 WITHIN EMPSCHM.

       00029

 DMLC  00030     MAP SECTION.

 DMLC  00031     MAX FIELD LIST IS 5.

 DMLC  00032     MAP EMPMAPLR VERSION 1 TYPE IS STANDARD.

       00033

       00034

       00035

       00036     WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

       00037     01 TASK-CODE     PIC X(8).

       00038     01 TSK01       PIC X(8)   VALUE 'TSK01'.

       00039     01 TSK02       PIC X(8)   VALUE 'TSK02'.

       00040

       00041     01 MESSAGES.

       00042       05 INITIAL-MESSAGE     PIC X(80) VALUE

       00043        'ENTER AN EMP ID AND PRESS ENTER ** CLEAR TO EXIT'.

       00044       05 EDIT-ERROR-MESSAGE   PIC X(80) VALUE

       00045        'EMP-ID EITHER NOT ENTERED OR NOT NUMERIC'.

       00046       05 EMP-NOT-FOUND-MESSAGE  PIC X(80) VALUE

       00047        'SPECIFIED EMPLOYEE COULD NOT BE FOUND'.

       00048       05 DISPLAY-MESSAGE     PIC X(80) VALUE

       00049        'CLEAR TO EXIT ** NEW EMP-ID AND ENTER TO CONTINUE'.

       00050

 DMLC  00051     01 COPY IDMS DC-AID-CONDITION-NAMES.

 00052 01 DC-AID-CONDITION-NAMES.

 00053 03 DC-AID-IND-V PIC X.
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 00054 88 ENTER-HIT VALUE QUOTE.

 00055 88 CLEAR-HIT VALUE '_'.

 00056 88 PF01-HIT VALUE '1'.

 00057 88 PF02-HIT VALUE '2'.

 00058 88 PF03-HIT VALUE '3'.

 00059 88 PF04-HIT VALUE '4'.

 00060 88 PF05-HIT VALUE '5'.

 00061 88 PF06-HIT VALUE '6'.

 00062 88 PF07-HIT VALUE '7'.

 00063 88 PF08-HIT VALUE '8'.

 00064 88 PF09-HIT VALUE '9'.

 00065 88 PF10-HIT VALUE ':'.

 00066 88 PF11-HIT VALUE '#'.

 00067 88 PF12-HIT VALUE '@'.

       00068                   88 PF13-HIT VALUE 'A'.

       00069                   88 PF14-HIT VALUE 'B'.

       00070                   88 PF15-HIT VALUE 'C'.

       00071                   88 PF16-HIT VALUE 'D'.

       00072                   88 PF17-HIT VALUE 'E'.

       00073                   88 PF18-HIT VALUE 'F'.

       00074                   88 PF19-HIT VALUE 'G'.

       00075                   88 PF20-HIT VALUE 'H'.

       00076                   88 PF21-HIT VALUE 'I'.

       00077                   88 PF22-HIT VALUE '_'.

       00078                   88 PF23-HIT VALUE '.'.

       00079                   88 PF24-HIT VALUE '<'.

       00080                   88 PA01-HIT VALUE '%'.

       00081                   88 PA02-HIT VALUE '>'.

       00082                   88 PA03-HIT VALUE ','.

       00083                   88 PEN-ATTN-SPACE-NULL VALUE '='.

       00084                   88 PEN-ATTN VALUE QUOTE.

       00085

 DMLC  00086     01 COPY IDMS EMP-DATE-WORK-REC.

 00087 01 EMP-DATE-WORK-REC.

 00088 02 WORK-DATE.

 00089 03 WORK-MM PIC 9(2).

 00090 03 WORK-DD PIC 9(2).

 00091 03 WORK-YY PIC 9(2).

       00092

 DMLC  00093     01 COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-LR-CONTROL.

 00094 01 SUBSCHEMA-CTRL.

 00095 03 PROGRAM-NAME PIC X(8) VALUE SPACES.

 00096 03 ERROR-STATUS PIC X(4) VALUE '1400'.

 00097 88 DB-STATUS-OK VALUE '0000'.

 00098 88 ANY-STATUS

 00099 VALUE '0000' THRU '9999'.

 00100 88 ANY-ERROR-STATUS

 00101 VALUE '0001' THRU '9999'.

   00102                   88 DB-END-OF-SET VALUE '0307'.

   00103                   88 DB-REC-NOT-FOUND VALUE '0326'.

   00104                   88 DC-DEADLOCK VALUE '3101'

   00105                     '3201' '3401' '3901'.

   00106                   88 DC-NO-STORAGE VALUE '3202'
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   00107                     '3402'.

   00108                   88 DC-AREA-ID-UNK VALUE '4303'.

   00109                   88 DC-QUEUE-ID-UNK VALUE '4404'.

   00110                   88 DC-REC-NOT-FOUND VALUE '4305'

   00111                     '4405'.

   00112                   88 DC-RESOURCE-NOT-AVAIL

   00113                     VALUE '3908'.

   00114                   88 DC-RESOURCE-AVAIL

   00115                     VALUE '3909'.

   00116                   88 DC-NEW-STORAGE VALUE '3210'.

   00117                   88 DC-MAX-TASKS VALUE '3711'.

   00118                   88 DC-REC-REPLACED VALUE '4317'.

   00119                   88 DC-TRUNCATED-DATA

   00120                     VALUE '4319' '4419'

   00121                     '4519' '4719'.

   00122                   88 DC-ATTN-INT VALUE '4525'

   00123                     '4625'.

   00124                   88 DC-OPER-CANCEL VALUE '4743'.

   00125                   88 DC-FIRST-PAGE-SENT

   00126                     VALUE '4676'.

   00127                   88 DC-SECOND-STARTPAGE

   00128                     VALUE '4604'.

   00129                   88 DC-DETAIL-NOT-FOUND

   00130                     VALUE '4664'.

   00131       03 DBKEY         PIC S9(8)

   00132                     USAGE COMP.

   00133       03 RECORD-NAME      PIC X(16) VALUE SPACES.

   00134       03 RRECORD-NAME      REDEFINES RECORD-NAME.

   00135        05 SSC-NODN       PIC X(8).

   00136        05 SSC-DBN       PIC X(8).

   00137       03 AREA-NAME       PIC X(16) VALUE SPACES.

   00138       03 ERROR-SET       PIC X(16) VALUE SPACES.

   00139       03 ERROR-RECORD      PIC X(16) VALUE SPACES.

   00140       03 ERROR-AREA       PIC X(16) VALUE SPACES.

   00141       03 IDBMSCOM-AREA     PIC X(100) VALUE LOW-VALUE.

   00142       03 IDBMSCOM        REDEFINES IDBMSCOM-AREA

   00143                     PIC X

   00144                     OCCURS 100.

   00145       03 RIDBMSCOM       REDEFINES IDBMSCOM-AREA.

   00146        05 DB-SUB-ADDR     PIC X(4).

   00147        05 FILLER        PIC X(0096).

   00148       03 DIRECT-DBKEY      PIC S9(8)

   00149                     USAGE COMP.

   00150       03 DIRECT-DBK       REDEFINES DIRECT-DBKEY

   00151                     PIC S9(8)

   00152                     USAGE COMP.

   00153       03 DCBMSCOM-AREA     PIC X(100) VALUE LOW-VALUE.

   00154       03 DCBMSCOM        REDEFINES DCBMSCOM-AREA

   00155                     PIC X

   00156                     OCCURS 100.

   00157       03 R1DCBMSCOM       REDEFINES DCBMSCOM-AREA.

   00158        05 R2DCBMSCOM      PIC S9(8)

   00159                     OCCURS 11
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   00160                     USAGE COMP.

   00161        05 DCSTR1        PIC X(16).

   00162        05 R3DCBMSCOM      REDEFINES DCSTR1.

   00163         07 DCSTR2       PIC X(8).

   00164         07 R4DCBMSCOM     REDEFINES DCSTR2.

   00165          09 DCSTR4      PIC X(4).

   00166          09 DCSTR5      PIC X(4).

   00167         07 DCSTR3       PIC X(8).

   00168        05 R5DCBMSCOM      REDEFINES DCSTR1.

   00169         07 DCPNUM1      PIC S9(15)

   00170                     USAGE COMP-3.

   00171        05 DCNUM1        PIC S9(8)

   00172                     USAGE COMP.

   00173        05 R6DCBMSCOM      REDEFINES DCNUM1.

   00174         07 DCPNUM2      PIC S9(7)

   00175                     USAGE COMP-3.

   00176        05 DCNUM2        PIC S9(8)

   00177                     USAGE COMP.

   00178        05 DCNUM3        PIC S9(8)

   00179                     USAGE COMP.

   00180        05 DCFLG1        PIC S9(4)

   00181                     USAGE COMP.

   00182        05 DCFLG2        PIC S9(4)

   00183                     USAGE COMP.

   00184        05 DCFLG3        PIC S9(4)

   00185                     USAGE COMP.

   00186        05 DCFLG4        PIC S9(4)

   00187                     USAGE COMP.

   00188       03 SSC-ERRSTAT-SAVE    PIC X(4) VALUE SPACES.

   00189       03 SSC-DMLSEQ-SAVE    PIC S9(8)

   00190                     USAGE COMP.

   00191       03 DML-SEQUENCE      PIC S9(8)

   00192                     USAGE COMP.

   00193       03 RECORD-OCCUR      PIC S9(8)

   00194                     USAGE COMP.

   00195       03 SUBSCHEMA-CTRL-END   PIC X(4) VALUE SPACES.

   00196     01 SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL.

   00197       03 LRC-LRPXELNG      PIC S9(4)

   00198                     USAGE COMP.

   00199       03 LRC-MAXVXP       PIC S9(4)

   00200                     USAGE COMP.

   00201       03 LRIDENT        PIC X(4) VALUE 'LRC '.

   00202       03 LRVERB         PIC X(8).

   00203       03 LRNAME         PIC X(16).

   00204       03 LR-STATUS       PIC X(16).

   00205       03 FILLER         PIC X(16).

   00206       03 LRPXE         PIC X

   00207                     OCCURS 0 TO 512

   00208                     DEPENDING ON LRC-LRPXELNG.

   00209       03 PXE.

   00210        05 PXENEXT       PIC S9(8)

   00211                     USAGE COMP.

   00212        05 PXETABO       PIC S9(4)
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   00213                     USAGE COMP.

   00214        05 PXEDSPL       PIC S9(4)

   00215                     USAGE COMP.

   00216        05 PXEDYN        PIC S9(4)

   00217                     USAGE COMP.

   00218        05 PXEDLEN       PIC S9(4)

   00219                     USAGE COMP.

   00220        05 PXENDEC       PIC X.

   00221        05 PXEDTYP       PIC X.

   00222        05 PXEOTYP       PIC X.

   00223        05 PXEFLAG       PIC X.

   00224        05 FILLER        PIC X(240).

   00225       03 PXEDSP256       REDEFINES PXE

   00226                     PIC X(256).

   00227       03 PXEDSP248       REDEFINES PXE

   00228                     PIC X(248).

   00229       03 PXEDSP240       REDEFINES PXE

   00230                     PIC X(240).

   00231       03 PXEDSP232       REDEFINES PXE

   00232                     PIC X(232).

   00233       03 PXEDSP224       REDEFINES PXE

   00234                     PIC X(224).

   00235       03 PXEDSP216       REDEFINES PXE

   00236                     PIC X(216).

   00237       03 PXEDSP208       REDEFINES PXE

   00238                     PIC X(208).

   00239       03 PXEDSP200       REDEFINES PXE

   00240                     PIC X(200).

   00241       03 PXEDSP192       REDEFINES PXE

   00242                     PIC X(192).

   00243       03 PXEDSP184       REDEFINES PXE

   00244                     PIC X(184).

   00245       03 PXEDSP176       REDEFINES PXE

   00246                     PIC X(176).

   00247       03 PXEDSP168       REDEFINES PXE

   00248                     PIC X(168).

   00249       03 PXEDSP160       REDEFINES PXE

   00250                     PIC X(160).

   00251       03 PXEDSP152       REDEFINES PXE

   00252                     PIC X(152).

   00253       03 PXEDSP144       REDEFINES PXE

   00254                     PIC X(144).

   00255       03 PXEDSP136       REDEFINES PXE

   00256                     PIC X(136).

   00257       03 PXEDSP128       REDEFINES PXE

   00258                     PIC X(128).

   00259       03 PXEDSP120       REDEFINES PXE

   00260                     PIC X(120).

       00261       03 PXEDSP112       REDEFINES PXE

       00262                     PIC X(112).

       00263       03 PXEDSP104       REDEFINES PXE

       00264                     PIC X(104).

       00265       03 PXEDSP96        REDEFINES PXE
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       00266                     PIC X(96).

       00267       03 PXEDSP88        REDEFINES PXE

       00268                     PIC X(88).

       00269       03 PXEDSP80        REDEFINES PXE

       00270                     PIC X(80).

       00271       03 PXEDSP72        REDEFINES PXE

       00272                     PIC X(72).

       00273       03 PXEDSP64        REDEFINES PXE

       00274                     PIC X(64).

       00275       03 PXEDSP56        REDEFINES PXE

       00276                     PIC X(56).

       00277       03 PXEDSP48        REDEFINES PXE

       00278                     PIC X(48).

       00279       03 PXEDSP40        REDEFINES PXE

       00280                     PIC X(40).

       00281       03 PXEDSP32        REDEFINES PXE

       00282                     PIC X(32).

       00283       03 PXEDSP24        REDEFINES PXE

       00284                     PIC X(24).

       00285       03 PXEDSP16        REDEFINES PXE

       00286                     PIC X(16).

       00287       03 PXEDSP8        REDEFINES PXE

       00288                     PIC X(8).

       00289       03 PXECOMP-1       REDEFINES PXE

       00290                     USAGE COMP-1.

       00291       03 PXECOMP-2       REDEFINES PXE

       00292                     USAGE COMP-2.

       00293       03 PXECOMP-30       REDEFINES PXE

       00294                     PIC S9(18)

       00295                     USAGE COMP-3.

       00296       03 PXECOMP-31       REDEFINES PXE

       00297                     PIC S9(17)V9(1)

       00298                     USAGE COMP-3.

       00299       03 PXECOMP-32       REDEFINES PXE

       00300                     PIC S9(16)V9(2)

       00301                     USAGE COMP-3.

       00302       03 PXECOMP-33       REDEFINES PXE

       00303                     PIC S9(15)V9(3)

       00304                     USAGE COMP-3.

       00305       03 PXECOMP-34       REDEFINES PXE

       00306                     PIC S9(14)V9(4)

       00307                     USAGE COMP-3.

       00308       03 PXECOMP-35       REDEFINES PXE

       00309                     PIC S9(13)V9(5)

       00310                     USAGE COMP-3.

       00311       03 PXECOMP-36       REDEFINES PXE

       00312                     PIC S9(12)V9(6)

       00313                     USAGE COMP-3.

       00314       03 PXECOMP-37       REDEFINES PXE

       00315                     PIC S9(11)V9(7)

       00316                     USAGE COMP-3.

       00317       03 PXECOMP-38       REDEFINES PXE

       00318                     PIC S9(10)V9(8)
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       00319                     USAGE COMP-3.

       00320       03 PXECOMP-39       REDEFINES PXE

       00321                     PIC S9(9)V9(9)

       00322                     USAGE COMP-3.

       00323       03 PXECOMP-310      REDEFINES PXE

       00324                     PIC S9(8)V9(10)

       00325                     USAGE COMP-3.

       00326       03 PXECOMP-311      REDEFINES PXE

       00327                     PIC S9(7)V9(11)

       00328                     USAGE COMP-3.

       00329       03 PXECOMP-312      REDEFINES PXE

       00330                     PIC S9(6)V9(12)

       00331                     USAGE COMP-3.

       00332       03 PXECOMP-313      REDEFINES PXE

       00333                     PIC S9(5)V9(13)

       00334                     USAGE COMP-3.

       00335       03 PXECOMP-314      REDEFINES PXE

       00336                     PIC S9(4)V9(14)

       00337                     USAGE COMP-3.

       00338       03 PXECOMP-315      REDEFINES PXE

       00339                     PIC S9(3)V9(15)

       00340                     USAGE COMP-3.

       00341       03 PXECOMP-316      REDEFINES PXE

       00342                     PIC S9(2)V9(16)

       00343                     USAGE COMP-3.

       00344       03 PXECOMP-317      REDEFINES PXE

       00345                     PIC S9(1)V9(17)

       00346                     USAGE COMP-3.

       00347       03 PXECOMP-318      REDEFINES PXE

       00348                     PIC SV9(18)

       00349                     USAGE COMP-3.

       00350       03 PXECOMP20       REDEFINES PXE

       00351                     PIC S9(4)

       00352                     USAGE COMP.

       00353       03 PXECOMP21       REDEFINES PXE

       00354                     PIC S9(3)V9(1)

       00355                     USAGE COMP.

       00356       03 PXECOMP22       REDEFINES PXE

       00357                     PIC S9(2)V9(2)

       00358                     USAGE COMP.

       00359       03 PXECOMP23       REDEFINES PXE

       00360                     PIC S9(1)V9(3)

       00361                     USAGE COMP.

       00362       03 PXECOMP24       REDEFINES PXE

       00363                     PIC SV9(4)

       00364                     USAGE COMP.

       00365       03 PXECOMP40       REDEFINES PXE

       00366                     PIC S9(9)

       00367                     USAGE COMP.

       00368       03 PXECOMP41       REDEFINES PXE

       00369                     PIC S9(8)V9(1)

       00370                     USAGE COMP.

       00371       03 PXECOMP42       REDEFINES PXE
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       00372                     PIC S9(7)V9(2)

       00373                     USAGE COMP.

       00374       03 PXECOMP43       REDEFINES PXE

       00375                     PIC S9(6)V9(3)

       00376                     USAGE COMP.

       00377       03 PXECOMP44       REDEFINES PXE

       00378                     PIC S9(5)V9(4)

       00379                     USAGE COMP.

       00380       03 PXECOMP45       REDEFINES PXE

       00381                     PIC S9(4)V9(5)

       00382                     USAGE COMP.

       00383       03 PXECOMP46       REDEFINES PXE

       00384                     PIC S9(3)V9(6)

       00385                     USAGE COMP.

       00386       03 PXECOMP47       REDEFINES PXE

       00387                     PIC S9(2)V9(7)

       00388                     USAGE COMP.

       00389       03 PXECOMP48       REDEFINES PXE

       00390                     PIC S9(1)V9(8)

       00391                     USAGE COMP.

       00392       03 PXECOMP49       REDEFINES PXE

       00393                     PIC SV9(9)

       00394                     USAGE COMP.

       00395       03 PXECOMP80       REDEFINES PXE

       00396                     PIC S9(18)

       00397                     USAGE COMP.

       00398       03 PXECOMP81       REDEFINES PXE

       00399                     PIC S9(17)V9(1)

       00400                     USAGE COMP.

       00401       03 PXECOMP82       REDEFINES PXE

       00402                     PIC S9(16)V9(2)

       00403                     USAGE COMP.

       00404       03 PXECOMP83       REDEFINES PXE

       00405                     PIC S9(15)V9(3)

       00406                     USAGE COMP.

       00407       03 PXECOMP84       REDEFINES PXE

       00408                     PIC S9(14)V9(4)

       00409                     USAGE COMP.

       00410       03 PXECOMP85       REDEFINES PXE

       00411                     PIC S9(13)V9(5)

       00412                     USAGE COMP.

       00413       03 PXECOMP86       REDEFINES PXE

       00414                     PIC S9(12)V9(6)

       00415                     USAGE COMP.

       00416       03 PXECOMP87       REDEFINES PXE

       00417                     PIC S9(11)V9(7)

       00418                     USAGE COMP.

       00419       03 PXECOMP88       REDEFINES PXE

       00420                     PIC S9(10)V9(8)

       00421                     USAGE COMP.

       00422       03 PXECOMP89       REDEFINES PXE

       00423                     PIC S9(9)V9(9)

       00424                     USAGE COMP.
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       00425       03 PXECOMP810       REDEFINES PXE

       00426                     PIC S9(8)V9(10)

       00427                     USAGE COMP.

       00428       03 PXECOMP811       REDEFINES PXE

       00429                     PIC S9(7)V9(11)

       00430                     USAGE COMP.

       00431       03 PXECOMP812       REDEFINES PXE

       00432                     PIC S9(6)V9(12)

       00433                     USAGE COMP.

       00434       03 PXECOMP813       REDEFINES PXE

       00435                     PIC S9(5)V9(13)

       00436                     USAGE COMP.

       00437       03 PXECOMP814       REDEFINES PXE

       00438                     PIC S9(4)V9(14)

       00439                     USAGE COMP.

       00440       03 PXECOMP815       REDEFINES PXE

       00441                     PIC S9(3)V9(15)

       00442                     USAGE COMP.

       00443       03 PXECOMP816       REDEFINES PXE

       00444                     PIC S9(2)V9(16)

       00445                     USAGE COMP.

       00446       03 PXECOMP817       REDEFINES PXE

       00447                     PIC S9(1)V9(17)

       00448                     USAGE COMP.

       00449       03 PXECOMP818       REDEFINES PXE

       00450                     PIC SV9(18)

       00451                     USAGE COMP.

       00452     01 SUBSCHEMA-SSNAME      PIC X(8) VALUE 'EMPSS09 '.

       00453     01 SUBSCHEMA-AREANAMES.

       00454       03 EMP-DEMO-REGION    PIC X(16)

       00455                     VALUE 'EMP-DEMO-REGION '.

       00456       03 INS-DEMO-REGION    PIC X(16)

       00457                     VALUE 'INS-DEMO-REGION '.

       00458       03 ORG-DEMO-REGION    PIC X(16)

       00459                     VALUE 'ORG-DEMO-REGION '.

       00460

 DMLC  00461     01 COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-LR-RECORDS.

 00462 01 EMP-JOB-LR.

 00463 02 EMPLOYEE.

 00464 03 EMP-ID-0415 PIC 9(4).

 00465 03 EMP-NAME-0415.

 00466 04 EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 PIC X(10).

 00467 04 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 PIC X(15).

 00468 03 STATUS-0415 PIC X(2).

 00469 88 ACTIVE-0415 VALUE '01'.

 00470 88 ST-DISABIL-0415 VALUE '02'.

 00471 88 LT-DISABIL-0415 VALUE '03'.

 00472 88 LEAVE-OF-ABSENCE-0415

 00473 VALUE '04'.

 00474 88 TERMINATED-0415 VALUE '05'.

 00475 03 SS-NUMBER-0415 PIC 9(9).

 00476 03 START-DATE-0415.

 00477 04 START-YEAR-0415 PIC 9(2).
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 00478 04 START-MONTH-0415 PIC 9(2).

 00479 04 START-DAY-0415 PIC 9(2).

 00480 03 FILLER PIC X(2).

 00481 02 DEPARTMENT.

 00482 03 DEPT-ID-0410 PIC 9(4).

 00483 03 DEPT-NAME-0410 PIC X(45).

 00484 03 DEPT-HEAD-ID-0410 PIC 9(4).

 00485 03 FILLER PIC XXX.

 00486 02 JOB.

 00487 03 JOB-ID-0440 PIC 9(4).

 00488 03 TITLE-0440 PIC X(20).

 00489 02 OFFICE.

       00490       03 OFFICE-CODE-0450    PIC X(3).

       00491       03 OFFICE-ADDRESS-0450.

       00492        04 OFFICE-STREET-0450  PIC X(20).

       00493        04 OFFICE-CITY-0450   PIC X(15).

       00494        04 OFFICE-STATE-0450   PIC X(2).

       00495        04 OFFICE-ZIP-0450.

       00496        05 OFFICE-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0450

       00497                     PIC X(5).

       00498        05 OFFICE-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0450

       00499                     PIC X(4).

       00500       03 OFFICE-PHONE-0450   PIC 9(7)

       00501                     OCCURS 3.

       00502       03 OFFICE-AREA-CODE-0450 PIC X(3).

       00503       03 SPEED-DIAL-0450    PIC X(3).

       00504       03 FILLER         PIC X(4).

       00505       03 SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL-END     PIC X.

       00506

 DMLC  00507     01 COPY IDMS MAP-CONTROLS.

 00508 01 MRB-EMPMAPLR.

 00509 03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-ID PIC X(8).

 00510 03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-MCOMP-VER.

 00511 05 MRB-EMPMAPLR-MCOMP-DATE

 00512 PIC X(8).

 00513 05 MRB-EMPMAPLR-MCOMP-TIME

 00514 PIC X(6).

 00515 05 MRB-EMPMAPLR-MCOMP-VERID

 00516 PIC X(2).

 00517 03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-SUBSCHEMA PIC X(8).

 00518 03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-FLGS PIC X

 00519 OCCURS 4.

 00520 03 FILLER PIC X(6).

 00521 03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-NFLDS PIC S9(4)

 00522 USAGE COMP.

 00523 03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-NRECS PIC S9(4)

       00524                     USAGE COMP.

       00525       03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-RECOF   PIC S9(4)

       00526                     USAGE COMP.

       00527       03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-PERM-CURSOR

       00528                     PIC XX.

       00529       03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-TEMP-CURSOR

       00530                     PIC XX.
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       00531       03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-PERM-WCC PIC X.

       00532       03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-TEMP-WCC PIC X.

       00533       03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-CURSOR  PIC XX.

       00534       03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-AID    PIC X.

       00535       03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-INPUT-FLGS

       00536                     PIC X.

       00537       03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-SEGVIEW  PIC X.

       00538       03 FILLER         PIC X.

       00539       03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-MREO   PIC S9(4)

       00540                     USAGE COMP.

       00541       03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-ERR-CNT  PIC S9(4)

       00542                     USAGE COMP.

       00543       03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-ATTR-FLGS PIC X

       00544                     OCCURS 4.

       00545       03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-CURR-MFLD PIC S9(4)

       00546                     USAGE COMP.

       00547       03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-XTYP   PIC X.

       00548       03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-FILLER  PIC X.

       00549       03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-MRE-XLEN PIC S9(4)

       00550                     USAGE COMP.

       00551       03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-MRB-XLEN PIC S9(4)

       00552                     USAGE COMP.

       00553       03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-MRE    OCCURS 11.

       00554        05 MRB-EMPMAPLR-MRE-FLGS

       00555                     PIC X

       00556                     OCCURS 8.

       00557        05 MRB-EMPMAPLR-MRE-INLEN

       00558                     PIC S9(4)

       00559                     USAGE COMP.

       00560        05 MRB-EMPMAPLR-MRE-PAD-CHAR

       00561                     PIC X

       00562                     OCCURS 2.

       00563        05 MRB-EMPMAPLR-MRE-FLG2

       00564                     PIC X

       00565                     OCCURS 2.

       00566       03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-RECS   PIC S9(8)

       00567                     OCCURS 5

       00568                     USAGE COMP

       00569                     SYNC.

       00570       03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-END    PIC X.

       00571       03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-MRE-SUB  PIC S9(4)

       00572                     USAGE COMP.

       00573

       00574       EJECT

       00575     01 MRB-FLDLST.

       00576       02 FLDLST         PIC S9(8)

       00577                     OCCURS 6

       00578                     USAGE COMP.

       00579     PROCEDURE DIVISION.

       00580

       00581    *  *********************************************************

       00582    *  * PROCEDURE DIVISION GENERAL STRATEGY:         *

       00583    *  *   RETRIEVE INFORMATION FOR A SPECIFIED EMPLOYEE.  *
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       00584    *  *   DISPLAYED DATA INCLUDES EMPLOYEE, DEPARTMENT,  *

       00585    *  *          JOB, AND OFFICE INFORMATION.    *

       00586    *  * ==> THIS PROGRAM USES THE EMP-JOB-LR LOGICAL RECORD<= *

       00587    *  * PROGRAM STRATEGY:                  *

       00588    *  *     ** CHECK FOR TASK CODE: TSK01= INITIAL MAPOUT *

       00589    *  *            ANYTHING ELSE = RETRIEVE LR  *

       00590    *  *     ** CLEAR TO EXIT APPLICATION         *

       00591    *  *     ** ENTER AND NEW EMP-ID TO CONTINUE      *

       00592    *  *********************************************************

       00593

       00594     MAIN-LINE.

       00595    ***************************************************************

       00596    * THE BIND MAP STATEMENTS ADVISE IDMS-DC OF THE LOCATION OF *

       00597    * THE MRB AND THE MAP RECORDS.                *

       00598    ***************************************************************

 DMLC0001  00599       BIND MAP EMPMAPLR.

 DMLC0002  00628       BIND MAP EMPMAPLR RECORD EMPLOYEE.

 DMLC0003  00635       BIND MAP EMPMAPLR RECORD DEPARTMENT.

 DMLC0004  00642       BIND MAP EMPMAPLR RECORD JOB.

 DMLC0005  00649       BIND MAP EMPMAPLR RECORD OFFICE.

 DMLC0006  00656       BIND MAP EMPMAPLR RECORD EMP-DATE-WORK-REC.

           00663    *

 DMLC0007  00664       ACCEPT TASK CODE INTO TASK-CODE.

       00671       IF TASK-CODE = TSK01

       00672         GO TO INITIAL-MAPOUT

       00673       ELSE

       00674         GO TO GET-EMP.

       00675    ***************************************************************

       00676    ***************************************************************

       00677    * THE INITIAL-MAPOUT PARAGRAPH IS PERFORMED IF THE CALLING  *

       00678    * TASK CODE IS TSK01.                     *

       00679    ***************************************************************

       00680    * THE MODIFY MAP STATEMENT ASSIGNS THE PROTECTED       *

       00681    * ATTRIBUTE TO ALL MAP FIELDS EXCEPT EMP-ID-0415.       *

       00682    ***************************************************************

       00683    * THE MAP OUT STATEMENT TRANSMITS THE EMPMAPLR MAP      *

       00684    * TO THE TERMINAL.                      *

       00685    ***************************************************************

       00686    * THE DC RETURN STATEMENT SPECIFIES THAT THE NEXT      *

       00687    * TASK THAT WILL BE INITIATED ON THE SAME TERMINAL WHEN THE  *

       00688    * OPERATOR PRESSES A CONTROL KEY WILL BE TSK02.        *

       00689    ***************************************************************

       00690     INITIAL-MAPOUT.

 DMLC0008  00691       MODIFY MAP EMPMAPLR TEMPORARY

 DMLC0008  00692        FOR ALL EXCEPT EMP-ID-0415

 DMLC0008  00693         ATTRIBUTES PROTECTED.

           00707    *

           00708       MOVE ZERO TO EMP-ID-0415.

 DMLC0009  00709       MAP OUT USING EMPMAPLR

 DMLC0009  00710        OUTPUT DATA IS YES NEWPAGE

 DMLC0009  00711        MESSAGE IS INITIAL-MESSAGE LENGTH 80.

           00722

 DMLC0010  00723       DC RETURN
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 DMLC0010  00724        NEXT TASK CODE TSK02.

           00731     INITIAL-MAPOUT-EXIT.

           00732       EXIT.

       00733    ***************************************************************

       00734    ***************************************************************

       00735    * THE GET-EMP PARAGRAPH IS PERFORMED IF THE CALLING TASK   *

       00736    * CODE IS NOT TSK01.                     *

       00737    ***************************************************************

       00738    * THE MAP IN STATEMENT TRANSMITS DATA FROM THE TERMINAL TO  *

       00739    * VARIABLE STORAGE DATA FIELDS.                *

       00740    ***************************************************************

       00741    * THIS FIRST INQUIRE MAP STATEMENT IS USED TO DETERMINE   *

       00742    * THE AID KEY PRESSED.                    *

       00743    ***************************************************************

       00744    * THIS SECOND INQUIRE MAP STATEMENT USES AUTOMATIC EDITING  *

       00745    * TO DETERMINE IF THE DATA ENTERED IS CONSISTENT WITH     *

       00746    * THE EXTERNAL PICTURE OF THE NAMED DATA ELEMENT.       *

       00747    ***************************************************************

       00748    * THE MAP OUT STATEMENT TRANSMITS DATA FROM THE       *

       00749    * EMP-JOB-LR LOGICAL RECORD IN VARIABLE STORAGE TO MAP    *

       00750    * FIELDS.                           *

       00751    ***************************************************************

       00752     GET-EMP.

 DMLC0011  00753       MAP IN USING EMPMAPLR.

           00763    *

 DMLC0012  00764       INQUIRE MAP EMPMAPLR

 DMLC0012  00765        MOVE AID TO DC-AID-IND-V.

           00773       IF CLEAR-HIT

 DMLC0013  00774        DC RETURN.

           00780

           00781    *

 DMLC0014  00782       INQUIRE MAP EMPMAPLR

 DMLC0014  00783        IF DFLD EMP-ID-0415 EDIT IS ERROR

           00795         THEN GO TO EDIT-ERROR.

           00796    *

 DMLC    00797       COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-BINDS.

 00798 MOVE 'EMPDISP ' TO PROGRAM-NAME

 DMLC0015 00799 BIND RUN-UNIT.

 DMLC0016  00810       READY USAGE-MODE IS RETRIEVAL.

           00815    ***************************************************************

           00816    * SINCE THE MAP FIELD IS ASSOCIATED WITH THE EMP-ID-0415   *

           00817    * FIELD, THE PROGRAM USES THE "OF LR" RETRIEVAL. NOTE THAT  *

           00818    * AUTOSTATUS IMPLICITLY CHECKS FOR THE LR-ERROR PATH STATUS. *

           00819    ***************************************************************

 DMLC      00820       OBTAIN EMP-JOB-LR

 DMLC      00821         WHERE EMP-ID-0415 = EMP-ID-0415 OF LR

 DMLC0017  00822         ON LR-NOT-FOUND

           00845           GO TO NOT-FOUND.

 DMLC0018  00846       FINISH.

           00851

 ***************************************************************

           00853    * REFORMAT DATE TO MMDDYY; OUTPUT AS MM/DD/YY USING THE OLM *

           00854    * EXTERNAL PICTURE SPECIFICATION (XX/XX/XX).         *
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           00855    ***************************************************************

           00856       MOVE START-YEAR-0415 TO WORK-YY.

           00857       MOVE START-MONTH-0415 TO WORK-MM.

           00858       MOVE START-DAY-0415 TO WORK-DD.

           00859

 DMLC0019  00860       MAP OUT USING EMPMAPLR

 DMLC0019  00861        OUTPUT DATA IS YES

 DMLC0019  00862        MESSAGE IS DISPLAY-MESSAGE LENGTH 80.

           00873    *

 DMLC0020  00874       DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE TSK02.

           00881     GET-EMP-EXIT.

           00882       EXIT.

           00883    ***************************************************************

           00884    ***************************************************************

           00885    * THE MODIFY MAP STATEMENT SPECIFIES THAT ALL MAP      *

           00886    * FIELDS EXCEPT THE INCORRECT EMP-ID-0415 FIELD WILL BE    *

           00887    * ERASED ON THE NEXT MAP OUT.                 *

           00888    ***************************************************************

           00889     EDIT-ERROR.

 DMLC0021  00890       MODIFY MAP EMPMAPLR TEMPORARY

 DMLC0021  00891        FOR ALL EXCEPT DFLD EMP-ID-0415

 DMLC0021  00892         OUTPUT DATA IS ERASE.

           00906    *

 DMLC0022  00907       MAP OUT USING EMPMAPLR

 DMLC0022  00908        MESSAGE IS EDIT-ERROR-MESSAGE LENGTH 80.

           00919    *

 DMLC0023  00920       DC RETURN

 DMLC0023  00921        NEXT TASK CODE TSK02.

           00928     EDIT-ERROR-EXIT.

           00929       EXIT.

           00930    ***************************************************************

           00931    ***************************************************************

           00932    * THE FOLLOWING MODIFY MAP STATEMENT SPECIFIES THAT ALL   *

           00933    * MAP FIELDS EXCEPT THE EMP-ID-0415 FIELD WILL BE ERASED   *

           00934    * ON THE NEXT MAP OUT.                    *

           00935    ***************************************************************

           00936     NOT-FOUND.

 DMLC0024  00937       MODIFY MAP EMPMAPLR TEMPORARY

 DMLC0024  00938        FOR ALL EXCEPT DFLD EMP-ID-0415

 DMLC0024  00939         OUTPUT DATA IS ERASE.

           00953    *

 DMLC0025  00954       MAP OUT USING EMPMAPLR

 DMLC0025  00955        MESSAGE IS EMP-NOT-FOUND-MESSAGE LENGTH 80.

           00966    *

 DMLC0026  00967       DC RETURN

 DMLC0026  00968        NEXT TASK CODE TSK02.

           00975     NOT-FOUND-EXIT.

           00976       EXIT.

           00977    ***************************************************************

           00978     IDMS-ABORT.

           00979       MOVE ERROR-STATUS TO SSC-ERRSTAT-SAVE.

           00980       MOVE DML-SEQUENCE TO SSC-DMLSEQ-SAVE.

 DMLC      00981       SNAP FROM SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL TO SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL-END
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 DMLC0027  00982         ON ANY-STATUS

           00993                NEXT SENTENCE.

           00994       MOVE SSC-ERRSTAT-SAVE TO ERROR-STATUS.

           00995       MOVE SSC-DMLSEQ-SAVE TO DML-SEQUENCE.

           00996     IDMS-ABORT-EXIT.

           00997       EXIT.

 DMLC      00998       COPY IDMS IDMS-STATUS.

 

 :edisplay.           00999    ******************************************************************01617000

           01000     IDMS-STATUS                       SECTION.01618000

           01001    ********************* IDMS-STATUS FOR IDMS-DC ********************01619000

           01002         IF DB-STATUS-OK GO TO ISABEX.              01620000

           01003         PERFORM IDMS-ABORT.                   01621000

           01004         MOVE ERROR-STATUS TO SSC-ERRSTAT-SAVE          01622000

           01005         MOVE DML-SEQUENCE TO SSC-DMLSEQ-SAVE           01623000

 DMLC      01006         SNAP FROM SUBSCHEMA-CTRL TO SUBSCHEMA-CTRL-END      01624000

 DMLC0028  01007              ON ANY-STATUS                 01625000

           01018                     NEXT SENTENCE.

 DMLC      01019         ABEND CODE SSC-ERRSTAT-SAVE               01626000

 DMLC0029  01020              ON ANY-STATUS                 01627000

           01028                     NEXT SENTENCE.

           01029     ISABEX. EXIT.                          01628000

 ***2000      * W BIND RECORD NOT ISSUED

 ***2400      * W WAS MOST SEVERE ERROR FOUND

 

 0002 MESSAGES FOR PROGRAM EMPDISP

 

Sample Online COBOL Program from the COBOL Compiler
 00001     *NO-ACTIVITY-LOG

 00002     *DMLIST

 00003

 00004     IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

 00005

 00006     PROGRAM-ID.           EMPDISP.

 00007

 00008     AUTHOR.             CA.

 00009

 00010     DATE-WRITTEN.          APRIL 1995.

 00011

 00012     REMARKS.            THIS PROGRAM DEMONSTRATES

 00013                     CA IDMS PROGRAMMING USING

 00014                     THE LOGICAL RECORD FACILITY.

 00015

 00016     ***************************************************************

 00017     ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

 00018     ***************************************************************

 00019     *IDMS-CONTROL SECTION.

 00020

 00021     *PROTOCOL.           MODE IS IDMS-DC DEBUG

 00022     *                   IDMS-RECORDS MANUAL.

 00024     DATA DIVISION.
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 00025

 00026     *SCHEMA SECTION.

 00027

 00028     *  DB EMPSS09 WITHIN EMPSCHM.

 00029

 00030     *MAP SECTION.

 00031     *MAX FIELD LIST IS 5.

 00032     *MAP EMPMAPLR VERSION 1 TYPE IS STANDARD.

 00033

 00034

 00035

 00036     WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 00037     01 TASK-CODE     PIC X(8).

 00038     01 TSK01       PIC X(8)   VALUE 'TSK01'.

 00039     01 TSK02       PIC X(8)   VALUE 'TSK02'.

 00040

 00041     01 MESSAGES.

 00042       05 INITIAL-MESSAGE     PIC X(80) VALUE

 00043         'ENTER AN EMP ID AND PRESS ENTER ** CLEAR TO EXIT'.

 00044       05 EDIT-ERROR-MESSAGE   PIC X(80) VALUE

 00045         'EMP-ID EITHER NOT ENTERED OR NOT NUMERIC'.

 00046       05 EMP-NOT-FOUND-MESSAGE  PIC X(80) VALUE

 00047         'SPECIFIED EMPLOYEE COULD NOT BE FOUND'.

 00048       05 DISPLAY-MESSAGE     PIC X(80) VALUE

 00049         'CLEAR TO EXIT ** NEW EMP-ID AND ENTER TO CONTINUE'.

 00050

 00051     *01 COPY IDMS DC-AID-CONDITION-NAMES.

 00052 01 DC-AID-CONDITION-NAMES.

 00053 03 DC-AID-IND-V PIC X.

 00054 88 ENTER-HIT VALUE QUOTE.

 00055 88 CLEAR-HIT VALUE '_'.

 00056 88 PF01-HIT VALUE '1'.

 00057 88 PF02-HIT VALUE '2'.

 00058 88 PF03-HIT VALUE '3'.

 00059 88 PF04-HIT VALUE '4'.

 00060 88 PF05-HIT VALUE '5'.

 00061 88 PF06-HIT VALUE '6'.

 00062 88 PF07-HIT VALUE '7'.

 00063 88 PF08-HIT VALUE '8'.

 00064 88 PF09-HIT VALUE '9'.

 00065 88 PF10-HIT VALUE ':'.

 00066                   88 PF11-HIT VALUE '#'.

 00067                   88 PF12-HIT VALUE '@'.

 00068                   88 PF13-HIT VALUE 'A'.

 00069                   88 PF14-HIT VALUE 'B'.

 00070                   88 PF15-HIT VALUE 'C'.

 00071                   88 PF16-HIT VALUE 'D'.

 00072                   88 PF17-HIT VALUE 'E'.

 00073                   88 PF18-HIT VALUE 'F'.

 00074                   88 PF19-HIT VALUE 'G'.

 00075                   88 PF20-HIT VALUE 'H'.

 00076                   88 PF21-HIT VALUE 'I'.

 00077                   88 PF22-HIT VALUE '_'.
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 00078                   88 PF23-HIT VALUE '.'.

 00079                   88 PF24-HIT VALUE '<'.

 00080                   88 PA01-HIT VALUE '%'.

 00081                   88 PA02-HIT VALUE '>'.

 00082                   88 PA03-HIT VALUE ','.

 00083                   88 PEN-ATTN-SPACE-NULL VALUE '='.

 00084                   88 PEN-ATTN VALUE QUOTE.

 00085

 00086     *01 COPY IDMS EMP-DATE-WORK-REC.

 00087 01 EMP-DATE-WORK-REC.

 00088 02 WORK-DATE.

 00089 03 WORK-MM PIC 9(2).

 00090 03 WORK-DD PIC 9(2).

 00091 03 WORK-YY PIC 9(2).

 00092

 00093     *01 COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-LR-CONTROL.

 00094 01 SUBSCHEMA-CTRL.

 00095 03 PROGRAM-NAME PIC X(8) VALUE SPACES.

 00096 03 ERROR-STATUS PIC X(4) VALUE '1400'.

 00097 88 DB-STATUS-OK VALUE '0000'.

 00098 88 ANY-STATUS

 00099 VALUE '0000' THRU '9999'.

 00100 88 ANY-ERROR-STATUS

 00101 VALUE '0001' THRU '9999'.

 00102 88 DB-END-OF-SET VALUE '0307'.

 00103 88 DB-REC-NOT-FOUND VALUE '0326'.

 00104 88 DC-DEADLOCK VALUE '3101'

 00105 '3201' '3401' '3901'.

 00106 88 DC-NO-STORAGE VALUE '3202'

 00107 '3402'.

 00108 88 DC-AREA-ID-UNK VALUE '4303'.

 00109 88 DC-QUEUE-ID-UNK VALUE '4404'.

 00110 88 DC-REC-NOT-FOUND VALUE '4305'

 00111 '4405'.

 00112 88 DC-RESOURCE-NOT-AVAIL

 00113 VALUE '3908'.

 00114 88 DC-RESOURCE-AVAIL

 00115 VALUE '3909'.

 00116 88 DC-NEW-STORAGE VALUE '3210'.

 00117 88 DC-MAX-TASKS VALUE '3711'.

 00118 88 DC-REC-REPLACED VALUE '4317'.

 00119 88 DC-TRUNCATED-DATA

 00120 VALUE '4319' '4419'

 00121 '4519' '4719'.

 00122 88 DC-ATTN-INT VALUE '4525'

 00123                     '4625'.

 00124                   88 DC-OPER-CANCEL VALUE '4743'.

 00125                   88 DC-FIRST-PAGE-SENT

 00126                     VALUE '4676'.

 00127                   88 DC-SECOND-STARTPAGE

 00128                     VALUE '4604'.

 00129                   88 DC-DETAIL-NOT-FOUND

 00130                     VALUE '4664'.
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 00131        03 DBKEY         PIC S9(8)

 00132                     USAGE COMP.

 00133        03 RECORD-NAME      PIC X(16) VALUE SPACES.

 00134        03 RRECORD-NAME      REDEFINES RECORD-NAME.

 00135         05 SSC-NODN       PIC X(8).

 00136         05 SSC-DBN       PIC X(8).

 00137        03 AREA-NAME       PIC X(16) VALUE SPACES.

 00138        03 ERROR-SET       PIC X(16) VALUE SPACES.

 00139        03 ERROR-RECORD      PIC X(16) VALUE SPACES.

 00140        03 ERROR-AREA       PIC X(16) VALUE SPACES.

 00141        03 IDBMSCOM-AREA     PIC X(100) VALUE LOW-VALUE.

 00142        03 IDBMSCOM        REDEFINES IDBMSCOM-AREA

 00143                     PIC X

 00144                     OCCURS 100.

 00145        03 RIDBMSCOM       REDEFINES IDBMSCOM-AREA.

 00146         05 DB-SUB-ADDR     PIC X(4).

 00147         05 FILLER        PIC X(0096).

 00148        03 DIRECT-DBKEY      PIC S9(8)

 00149                     USAGE COMP.

 00150        03 DIRECT-DBK       REDEFINES DIRECT-DBKEY

 00151                     PIC S9(8)

 00152                     USAGE COMP.

 00153        03 DCBMSCOM-AREA     PIC X(100) VALUE LOW-VALUE.

 00154        03 DCBMSCOM        REDEFINES DCBMSCOM-AREA

 00155                     PIC X

 00156                     OCCURS 100.

 00157        03 R1DCBMSCOM       REDEFINES DCBMSCOM-AREA.

 00158         05 R2DCBMSCOM      PIC S9(8)

 00159                     OCCURS 11

 00160                     USAGE COMP.

 00161         05 DCSTR1        PIC X(16).

 00162         05 R3DCBMSCOM      REDEFINES DCSTR1.

 00163          07 DCSTR2       PIC X(8).

 00164          07 R4DCBMSCOM     REDEFINES DCSTR2.

 00165           09 DCSTR4      PIC X(4).

 00166           09 DCSTR5      PIC X(4).

 00167          07 DCSTR3       PIC X(8).

 00168         05 R5DCBMSCOM      REDEFINES DCSTR1.

 00169          07 DCPNUM1      PIC S9(15)

 00170                     USAGE COMP-3.

 00171         05 DCNUM1        PIC S9(8)

 00172                     USAGE COMP.

 00173         05 R6DCBMSCOM      REDEFINES DCNUM1.

 00174          07 DCPNUM2      PIC S9(7)

 00175                     USAGE COMP-3.

 00176         05 DCNUM2        PIC S9(8)

 00177                     USAGE COMP.

 00178         05 DCNUM3        PIC S9(8)

 00179                     USAGE COMP.

 00180         05 DCFLG1        PIC S9(4)

 00181                     USAGE COMP.

 00182         05 DCFLG2        PIC S9(4)

 00183                     USAGE COMP.
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 00184         05 DCFLG3        PIC S9(4)

 00185                     USAGE COMP.

 00186         05 DCFLG4        PIC S9(4)

 00187                     USAGE COMP.

 00188        03 SSC-ERRSTAT-SAVE    PIC X(4) VALUE SPACES.

 00189        03 SSC-DMLSEQ-SAVE    PIC S9(8)

 00190                     USAGE COMP.

 00191        03 DML-SEQUENCE      PIC S9(8)

 00192                     USAGE COMP.

 00193        03 RECORD-OCCUR      PIC S9(8)

 00194                     USAGE COMP.

 00195        03 SUBSCHEMA-CTRL-END   PIC X(4) VALUE SPACES.

 00196     01 SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL.

 00197        03 LRC-LRPXELNG      PIC S9(4)

 00198                     USAGE COMP.

 00199        03 LRC-MAXVXP       PIC S9(4)

 00200                     USAGE COMP.

 00201        03 LRIDENT        PIC X(4) VALUE 'LRC '.

 00202        03 LRVERB         PIC X(8).

 00203        03 LRNAME         PIC X(16).

 00204        03 LR-STATUS       PIC X(16).

 00205        03 FILLER         PIC X(16).

 00206        03 LRPXE         PIC X

 00207                     OCCURS 0 TO 512

 00208                     DEPENDING ON LRC-LRPXELNG.

 00209        03 PXE.

 00210         05 PXENEXT       PIC S9(8)

 00211                     USAGE COMP.

 00212         05 PXETABO       PIC S9(4)

 00213                     USAGE COMP.

 00214         05 PXEDSPL       PIC S9(4)

 00215                     USAGE COMP.

 00216         05 PXEDYN        PIC S9(4)

 00217                     USAGE COMP.

 00218         05 PXEDLEN       PIC S9(4)

 00219                     USAGE COMP.

 00220         05 PXENDEC       PIC X.

 00221         05 PXEDTYP       PIC X.

 00222         05 PXEOTYP       PIC X.

 00223         05 PXEFLAG       PIC X.

 00224         05 FILLER        PIC X(240).

 00225        03 PXEDSP256       REDEFINES PXE

 00226                     PIC X(256).

 00227        03 PXEDSP248       REDEFINES PXE

 00228                     PIC X(248).

 00229        03 PXEDSP240       REDEFINES PXE

 00230                     PIC X(240).

 00231        03 PXEDSP232       REDEFINES PXE

 00232                     PIC X(232).

 00233        03 PXEDSP224       REDEFINES PXE

 00234                     PIC X(224).

 00235        03 PXEDSP216       REDEFINES PXE

 00236                     PIC X(216).
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 00237        03 PXEDSP208       REDEFINES PXE

 00238                     PIC X(208).

 00239        03 PXEDSP200       REDEFINES PXE

 00240                     PIC X(200).

 00241        03 PXEDSP192       REDEFINES PXE

 00242                     PIC X(192).

 00243        03 PXEDSP184       REDEFINES PXE

 00244                     PIC X(184).

 00245        03 PXEDSP176       REDEFINES PXE

 00246                     PIC X(176).

 00247        03 PXEDSP168       REDEFINES PXE

 00248                     PIC X(168).

 00249        03 PXEDSP160       REDEFINES PXE

 00250                     PIC X(160).

 00251        03 PXEDSP152       REDEFINES PXE

 00252                     PIC X(152).

 00253        03 PXEDSP144       REDEFINES PXE

 00254                     PIC X(144).

 00255        03 PXEDSP136       REDEFINES PXE

 00256                     PIC X(136).

 00257        03 PXEDSP128       REDEFINES PXE

 00258                     PIC X(128).

 00259        03 PXEDSP120       REDEFINES PXE

 00260                     PIC X(120).

 00261        03 PXEDSP112       REDEFINES PXE

 00262                     PIC X(112).

 00263        03 PXEDSP104       REDEFINES PXE

 00264                     PIC X(104).

 00265        03 PXEDSP96        REDEFINES PXE

 00266                     PIC X(96).

 00267        03 PXEDSP88        REDEFINES PXE

 00268                     PIC X(88).

 00269        03 PXEDSP80        REDEFINES PXE

 00270                     PIC X(80).

 00271        03 PXEDSP72        REDEFINES PXE

 00272                     PIC X(72).

 00273        03 PXEDSP64        REDEFINES PXE

 00274                     PIC X(64).

 00275        03 PXEDSP56        REDEFINES PXE

 00276                     PIC X(56).

 00277        03 PXEDSP48        REDEFINES PXE

 00278                     PIC X(48).

 00279        03 PXEDSP40        REDEFINES PXE

 00280                     PIC X(40).

 00281        03 PXEDSP32        REDEFINES PXE

 00282                     PIC X(32).

 00283        03 PXEDSP24        REDEFINES PXE

 00284                     PIC X(24).

 00285        03 PXEDSP16        REDEFINES PXE

 00286                     PIC X(16).

 00287        03 PXEDSP8        REDEFINES PXE

 00288                     PIC X(8).

 00289        03 PXECOMP-1       REDEFINES PXE
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 00290                     USAGE COMP-1.

 00291        03 PXECOMP-2       REDEFINES PXE

 00292                     USAGE COMP-2.

 00293        03 PXECOMP-30       REDEFINES PXE

 00294                     PIC S9(18)

 00295                     USAGE COMP-3.

 00296        03 PXECOMP-31       REDEFINES PXE

 00297                     PIC S9(17)V9(1)

 00298                     USAGE COMP-3.

 00299        03 PXECOMP-32       REDEFINES PXE

 00300                     PIC S9(16)V9(2)

 00301                     USAGE COMP-3.

 00302        03 PXECOMP-33       REDEFINES PXE

 00303                     PIC S9(15)V9(3)

 00304                     USAGE COMP-3.

 00305        03 PXECOMP-34       REDEFINES PXE

 00306                     PIC S9(14)V9(4)

 00307                     USAGE COMP-3.

 00308        03 PXECOMP-35       REDEFINES PXE

 00309                     PIC S9(13)V9(5)

 00310                     USAGE COMP-3.

 00311        03 PXECOMP-36       REDEFINES PXE

 00312                     PIC S9(12)V9(6)

 00313                     USAGE COMP-3.

 00314        03 PXECOMP-37       REDEFINES PXE

 00315                     PIC S9(11)V9(7)

 00316                     USAGE COMP-3.

 00317        03 PXECOMP-38       REDEFINES PXE

 00318                     PIC S9(10)V9(8)

 00319                     USAGE COMP-3.

 00320        03 PXECOMP-39       REDEFINES PXE

 00321                     PIC S9(9)V9(9)

 00322                     USAGE COMP-3.

 00323        03 PXECOMP-310      REDEFINES PXE

 00324                     PIC S9(8)V9(10)

 00325                     USAGE COMP-3.

 00326        03 PXECOMP-311      REDEFINES PXE

 00327                     PIC S9(7)V9(11)

 00328                     USAGE COMP-3.

 00329        03 PXECOMP-312      REDEFINES PXE

 00330                     PIC S9(6)V9(12)

 00331                     USAGE COMP-3.

 00332        03 PXECOMP-313      REDEFINES PXE

 00333                     PIC S9(5)V9(13)

 00334                     USAGE COMP-3.

 00335        03 PXECOMP-314      REDEFINES PXE

 00336                     PIC S9(4)V9(14)

 00337                     USAGE COMP-3.

 00338        03 PXECOMP-315      REDEFINES PXE

 00339                     PIC S9(3)V9(15)

 00340                     USAGE COMP-3.

 00341        03 PXECOMP-316      REDEFINES PXE

 00342                     PIC S9(2)V9(16)
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 00343                     USAGE COMP-3.

 00344        03 PXECOMP-317      REDEFINES PXE

 00345                     PIC S9(1)V9(17)

 00346                     USAGE COMP-3.

 00347        03 PXECOMP-318      REDEFINES PXE

 00348                     PIC SV9(18)

 00349                     USAGE COMP-3.

 00350        03 PXECOMP20       REDEFINES PXE

 00351                     PIC S9(4)

 00352                     USAGE COMP.

 00353        03 PXECOMP21       REDEFINES PXE

 00354                     PIC S9(3)V9(1)

 00355                     USAGE COMP.

 00356        03 PXECOMP22       REDEFINES PXE

 00357                     PIC S9(2)V9(2)

 00358                     USAGE COMP.

 00359        03 PXECOMP23       REDEFINES PXE

 00360                     PIC S9(1)V9(3)

 00361                     USAGE COMP.

 00362        03 PXECOMP24       REDEFINES PXE

 00363                     PIC SV9(4)

 00364                     USAGE COMP.

 00365        03 PXECOMP40       REDEFINES PXE

 00366                     PIC S9(9)

 00367                     USAGE COMP.

 00368        03 PXECOMP41       REDEFINES PXE

 00369                     PIC S9(8)V9(1)

 00370                     USAGE COMP.

 00371        03 PXECOMP42       REDEFINES PXE

 00372                     PIC S9(7)V9(2)

 00373                     USAGE COMP.

 00374        03 PXECOMP43       REDEFINES PXE

 00375                     PIC S9(6)V9(3)

 00376                     USAGE COMP.

 00377        03 PXECOMP44       REDEFINES PXE

 00378                     PIC S9(5)V9(4)

 00379                     USAGE COMP.

 00380        03 PXECOMP45       REDEFINES PXE

 00381                     PIC S9(4)V9(5)

 00382                     USAGE COMP.

 00383        03 PXECOMP46       REDEFINES PXE

 00384                     PIC S9(3)V9(6)

 00385                     USAGE COMP.

 00386        03 PXECOMP47       REDEFINES PXE

 00387                     PIC S9(2)V9(7)

 00388                     USAGE COMP.

 00389        03 PXECOMP48       REDEFINES PXE

 00390                     PIC S9(1)V9(8)

 00391                     USAGE COMP.

 00392        03 PXECOMP49       REDEFINES PXE

 00393                     PIC SV9(9)

 00394                     USAGE COMP.

 00395        03 PXECOMP80       REDEFINES PXE
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 00396                     PIC S9(18)

 00397                     USAGE COMP.

 00398        03 PXECOMP81       REDEFINES PXE

 00399                     PIC S9(17)V9(1)

 00400                     USAGE COMP.

 00401        03 PXECOMP82       REDEFINES PXE

 00402                     PIC S9(16)V9(2)

 00403                     USAGE COMP.

 00404        03 PXECOMP83       REDEFINES PXE

 00405                     PIC S9(15)V9(3)

 00406                     USAGE COMP.

 00407        03 PXECOMP84       REDEFINES PXE

 00408                     PIC S9(14)V9(4)

 00409                     USAGE COMP.

 00410        03 PXECOMP85       REDEFINES PXE

 00411                     PIC S9(13)V9(5)

 00412                     USAGE COMP.

 00413        03 PXECOMP86       REDEFINES PXE

 00414                     PIC S9(12)V9(6)

 00415                     USAGE COMP.

 00416        03 PXECOMP87       REDEFINES PXE

 00417                     PIC S9(11)V9(7)

 00418                     USAGE COMP.

 00419        03 PXECOMP88       REDEFINES PXE

 00420                     PIC S9(10)V9(8)

 00421                     USAGE COMP.

 00422        03 PXECOMP89       REDEFINES PXE

 00423                     PIC S9(9)V9(9)

 00424                     USAGE COMP.

 00425        03 PXECOMP810       REDEFINES PXE

 00426                     PIC S9(8)V9(10)

 00427                     USAGE COMP.

 00428        03 PXECOMP811       REDEFINES PXE

 00429                     PIC S9(7)V9(11)

 00430                     USAGE COMP.

 00431        03 PXECOMP812       REDEFINES PXE

 00432                     PIC S9(6)V9(12)

 00433                     USAGE COMP.

 00434        03 PXECOMP813       REDEFINES PXE

 00435                     PIC S9(5)V9(13)

 00436                     USAGE COMP.

 00437        03 PXECOMP814       REDEFINES PXE

 00438                     PIC S9(4)V9(14)

 00439                     USAGE COMP.

 00440        03 PXECOMP815       REDEFINES PXE

 00441                     PIC S9(3)V9(15)

 00442                     USAGE COMP.

 00443        03 PXECOMP816       REDEFINES PXE

 00444                     PIC S9(2)V9(16)

 00445                     USAGE COMP.

 00446        03 PXECOMP817       REDEFINES PXE

 00447                     PIC S9(1)V9(17)

 00448                     USAGE COMP.
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 00449        03 PXECOMP818       REDEFINES PXE

 00450                     PIC SV9(18)

 00451                     USAGE COMP.

 00452     01 SUBSCHEMA-SSNAME      PIC X(8) VALUE 'EMPSS09 '.

 00453     01 SUBSCHEMA-AREANAMES.

 00454        03 EMP-DEMO-REGION    PIC X(16)

 00455                     VALUE 'EMP-DEMO-REGION '.

 00456        03 INS-DEMO-REGION    PIC X(16)

 00457                     VALUE 'INS-DEMO-REGION '.

 00458        03 ORG-DEMO-REGION    PIC X(16)

 00459                     VALUE 'ORG-DEMO-REGION '.

 00460

 00461     *01 COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-LR-RECORDS.

 00462 01 EMP-JOB-LR.

 00463 02 EMPLOYEE.

 00464 03 EMP-ID-0415 PIC 9(4).

 00465 03 EMP-NAME-0415.

 00466 04 EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 PIC X(10).

 00467 04 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 PIC X(15).

 00468 03 STATUS-0415 PIC X(2).

 00469 88 ACTIVE-0415 VALUE '01'.

 00470 88 ST-DISABIL-0415 VALUE '02'.

 00471 88 LT-DISABIL-0415 VALUE '03'.

 00472 88 LEAVE-OF-ABSENCE-0415

 00473 VALUE '04'.

 00474 88 TERMINATED-0415 VALUE '05'.

 00475 03 SS-NUMBER-0415 PIC 9(9).

 00476 03 START-DATE-0415.

 00477 04 START-YEAR-0415 PIC 9(2).

 00478 04 START-MONTH-0415 PIC 9(2).

 00479 04 START-DAY-0415 PIC 9(2).

 00480 03 FILLER PIC X(2).

 00481 02 DEPARTMENT.

 00482 03 DEPT-ID-0410 PIC 9(4).

 00483 03 DEPT-NAME-0410 PIC X(45).

 00484 03 DEPT-HEAD-ID-0410 PIC 9(4).

 00485        03 FILLER         PIC XXX.

 00486       02 JOB.

 00487        03 JOB-ID-0440      PIC 9(4).

 00488        03 TITLE-0440       PIC X(20).

 00489       02 OFFICE.

 00490        03 OFFICE-CODE-0450    PIC X(3).

 00491        03 OFFICE-ADDRESS-0450.

 00492        04 OFFICE-STREET-0450  PIC X(20).

 00493        04 OFFICE-CITY-0450   PIC X(15).

 00494        04 OFFICE-STATE-0450   PIC X(2).

 00495        04 OFFICE-ZIP-0450.

 00496         05 OFFICE-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0450

 00497                     PIC X(5).

 00498         05 OFFICE-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0450

 00499                     PIC X(4).

 00500        03 OFFICE-PHONE-0450   PIC 9(7)

 00501                     OCCURS 3.
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 00502        03 OFFICE-AREA-CODE-0450 PIC X(3).

 00503        03 SPEED-DIAL-0450    PIC X(3).

 00504        03 FILLER         PIC X(4).

 00505       03 SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL-END     PIC X.

 00506

 00507     *01 COPY IDMS MAP-CONTROLS.

 00508 01 MRB-EMPMAPLR.

 00509 03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-ID PIC X(8).

 00510 03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-MCOMP-VER.

 00511 05 MRB-EMPMAPLR-MCOMP-DATE

 00512 PIC X(8).

 00513 05 MRB-EMPMAPLR-MCOMP-TIME

 00514 PIC X(6).

 00515 05 MRB-EMPMAPLR-MCOMP-VERID

 00516 PIC X(2).

 00517        03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-SUBSCHEMA PIC X(8).

 00518        03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-FLGS   PIC X

 00519                     OCCURS 4.

 00520        03 FILLER         PIC X(6).

 00521        03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-NFLDS   PIC S9(4)

 00522                     USAGE COMP.

 00523        03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-NRECS   PIC S9(4)

 00524                     USAGE COMP.

 00525        03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-RECOF   PIC S9(4)

 00526                     USAGE COMP.

 00527        03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-PERM-CURSOR

 00528                     PIC XX.

 00529        03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-TEMP-CURSOR

 00530                     PIC XX.

 00531        03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-PERM-WCC PIC X.

 00532        03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-TEMP-WCC PIC X.

 00533        03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-CURSOR  PIC XX.

 00534        03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-AID    PIC X.

 00535        03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-INPUT-FLGS

 00536                     PIC X.

 00537        03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-SEGVIEW  PIC X.

 00538        03 FILLER         PIC X.

 00539        03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-MREO   PIC S9(4)

 00540                     USAGE COMP.

 00541        03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-ERR-CNT  PIC S9(4)

 00542                     USAGE COMP.

 00543        03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-ATTR-FLGS PIC X

 00544                     OCCURS 4.

 00545        03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-CURR-MFLD PIC S9(4)

 00546                     USAGE COMP.

 00547        03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-XTYP   PIC X.

 00548        03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-FILLER  PIC X.

 00549        03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-MRE-XLEN PIC S9(4)

 00550                     USAGE COMP.

 00551        03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-MRB-XLEN PIC S9(4)

 00552                     USAGE COMP.

 00553        03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-MRE    OCCURS 11.

 00554         05 MRB-EMPMAPLR-MRE-FLGS
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 00555                     PIC X

 00556                     OCCURS 8.

 00557         05 MRB-EMPMAPLR-MRE-INLEN

 00558                     PIC S9(4)

 00559                     USAGE COMP.

 00560         05 MRB-EMPMAPLR-MRE-PAD-CHAR

 00561                     PIC X

 00562                     OCCURS 2.

 00563         05 MRB-EMPMAPLR-MRE-FLG2

 00564                     PIC X

 00565                     OCCURS 2.

 00566        03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-RECS   PIC S9(8)

 00567                     OCCURS 5

 00568                     USAGE COMP

 00569                     SYNC.

 00570        03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-END    PIC X.

 00571        03 MRB-EMPMAPLR-MRE-SUB  PIC S9(4)

 00572                     USAGE COMP.

 00573

 00574

 00575     01 MRB-FLDLST.

 00576       02 FLDLST         PIC S9(8)

 00577                     OCCURS 6

 00578                     USAGE COMP.

 00579     PROCEDURE DIVISION.

 00580

 00581     *  *********************************************************

 00582     *  * PROCEDURE DIVISION GENERAL STRATEGY:         *

 00583     *  *   RETRIEVE INFORMATION FOR A SPECIFIED EMPLOYEE.  *

 00584     *  *   DISPLAYED DATA INCLUDES EMPLOYEE, DEPARTMENT,  *

 00585     *  *          JOB, AND OFFICE INFORMATION.    *

 00586     *  * ==> THIS PROGRAM USES THE EMP-JOB-LR LOGICAL RECORD<= *

 00587     *  * PROGRAM STRATEGY:                  *

 00588     *  *     ** CHECK FOR TASK CODE: TSK01= INITIAL MAPOUT *

 00589     *  *            ANYTHING ELSE = RETRIEVE LR  *

 00590     *  *     ** CLEAR TO EXIT APPLICATION         *

 00591     *  *     ** ENTER AND NEW EMP-ID TO CONTINUE      *

 00592     *  *********************************************************

 00593

 00594     MAIN-LINE.

 00595     ***************************************************************

 00596     * THE BIND MAP STATEMENTS ADVISE IDMS-DC OF THE LOCATION OF *

 00597     * THE MRB AND THE MAP RECORDS.                *

 00598     ***************************************************************

 00599     *  BIND MAP EMPMAPLR.

 00600 MOVE 0001 TO DML-SEQUENCE DMLC0001

 00601 CALL 'IDMSCOBI' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00602 DCBMSCOM (90)

 00603 MRB-EMPMAPLR

 00604 MRB-EMPMAPLR-END

 00605 MOVE '08/12/85112414R2'

 00606 TO MRB-EMPMAPLR-MCOMP-VER

 00607 MOVE 'EMPSS09 '
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 00608 TO MRB-EMPMAPLR-SUBSCHEMA

 00609 MOVE 'EMPMAPLR'

 00610 TO MRB-EMPMAPLR-ID

 00611 MOVE 11

 00612                TO MRB-EMPMAPLR-NFLDS

 00613             MOVE 5

 00614                TO MRB-EMPMAPLR-NRECS

 00615             MOVE 156

 00616                TO MRB-EMPMAPLR-RECOF

 00617             MOVE 76

 00618                TO MRB-EMPMAPLR-MREO

 00619             MOVE '0'

 00620                TO MRB-EMPMAPLR-XTYP

 00621             MOVE 0

 00622                TO MRB-EMPMAPLR-MRE-XLEN

 00623             MOVE 0

 00624                TO MRB-EMPMAPLR-MRB-XLEN

 00625             MOVE 'Y'

 00626                TO MRB-EMPMAPLR-SEGVIEW

 00627              PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 00628     *  BIND MAP EMPMAPLR RECORD EMPLOYEE.

 00629 MOVE 0002 TO DML-SEQUENCE DMLC0002

 00630 CALL 'IDMSCOBI' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00631 DCBMSCOM (91)

 00632 MRB-EMPMAPLR-RECS (1)

 00633 EMPLOYEE

 00634 PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 00635     *  BIND MAP EMPMAPLR RECORD DEPARTMENT.

 00636 MOVE 0003 TO DML-SEQUENCE DMLC0003

 00637 CALL 'IDMSCOBI' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00638 DCBMSCOM (91)

 00639 MRB-EMPMAPLR-RECS (2)

 00640 DEPARTMENT

 00641 PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 00642     *  BIND MAP EMPMAPLR RECORD JOB.

 00643 MOVE 0004 TO DML-SEQUENCE DMLC0004

 00644 CALL 'IDMSCOBI' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00645 DCBMSCOM (91)

 00646 MRB-EMPMAPLR-RECS (3)

 00647 JOB

 00648 PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 00649     *  BIND MAP EMPMAPLR RECORD OFFICE.

 00650 MOVE 0005 TO DML-SEQUENCE DMLC0005

 00651 CALL 'IDMSCOBI' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00652 DCBMSCOM (91)

 00653 MRB-EMPMAPLR-RECS (4)

 00654 OFFICE

 00655 PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 00656     *  BIND MAP EMPMAPLR RECORD EMP-DATE-WORK-REC.

 00657 MOVE 0006 TO DML-SEQUENCE DMLC0006

 00658 CALL 'IDMSCOBI' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00659 DCBMSCOM (91)

 00660 MRB-EMPMAPLR-RECS (5)
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 00661 EMP-DATE-WORK-REC

 00662 PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 00663     *

 00664     *  ACCEPT TASK CODE INTO TASK-CODE.

 00665 MOVE 0007 TO DML-SEQUENCE DMLC0007

 00666 MOVE 1 TO DCNUM1

 00667 CALL 'IDMSCOBI' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00668 DCBMSCOM (2)

 00669 TASK-CODE

 00670 PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 00671       IF TASK-CODE = TSK01

 00672          GO TO INITIAL-MAPOUT

 00673       ELSE

 00674          GO TO GET-EMP.

 00675     ***************************************************************

 00676     ***************************************************************

 00677     * THE INITIAL-MAPOUT PARAGRAPH IS PERFORMED IF THE CALLING  *

 00678     * TASK CODE IS TSK01.                     *

 00679     ***************************************************************

 00680     * THE MODIFY MAP STATEMENT ASSIGNS THE PROTECTED       *

 00681     * ATTRIBUTE TO ALL MAP FIELDS EXCEPT EMP-ID-0415.       *

 00682     ***************************************************************

 00683     * THE MAP OUT STATEMENT TRANSMITS THE EMPMAPLR MAP      *

 00684     * TO THE TERMINAL.                      *

 00685     ***************************************************************

 00686     * THE DC RETURN STATEMENT SPECIFIES THAT THE NEXT      *

 00687     * TASK THAT WILL BE INITIATED ON THE SAME TERMINAL WHEN THE  *

 00688     * OPERATOR PRESSES A CONTROL KEY WILL BE TSK02.        *

 00689     ***************************************************************

 00690     INITIAL-MAPOUT.

 00691     *  MODIFY MAP EMPMAPLR TEMPORARY

 00692     *    FOR ALL EXCEPT EMP-ID-0415

 00693     *     ATTRIBUTES PROTECTED.

 00694 MOVE 0008 TO DML-SEQUENCE DMLC0008

 00695 MOVE 8 TO DCNUM1

 00696 MOVE 2561 TO DCFLG1

 00697 MOVE 0 TO DCFLG2

 00698 MOVE 0 TO DCFLG3

 00699 MOVE 0 TO DCFLG4

 00700 MOVE 1 TO FLDLST (2)

 00701 MOVE 1 TO FLDLST (1)

 00702 CALL 'IDMSCOBI' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00703 DCBMSCOM (93)

 00704 MRB-EMPMAPLR

 00705 MRB-FLDLST

 00706              PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 00707     *

 00708       MOVE ZERO TO EMP-ID-0415.

 00709     *  MAP OUT USING EMPMAPLR

 00710     *    OUTPUT DATA IS YES NEWPAGE

 00711     *    MESSAGE IS INITIAL-MESSAGE LENGTH 80.

 00712 MOVE 0009 TO DML-SEQUENCE DMLC0009

 00713 MOVE 5 TO DCFLG1
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 00714 MOVE 16 TO DCFLG2

 00715 MOVE 1 TO DCFLG3

 00716 MOVE 4 TO DCFLG4

 00717 CALL 'IDMSCOBI' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00718 DCBMSCOM (34)

 00719 MRB-EMPMAPLR

 00720 INITIAL-MESSAGE DCBMSCOM (80)

 00721 PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 00722

 00723     *  DC RETURN

 00724     *    NEXT TASK CODE TSK02.

 00725 MOVE 0010 TO DML-SEQUENCE DMLC0010

 00726 MOVE TSK02 TO DCSTR2

 00727 MOVE 128 TO DCFLG1

 00728 CALL 'IDMSCOBI' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00729 DCBMSCOM (19)

 00730 PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 00731     INITIAL-MAPOUT-EXIT.

 00732       EXIT.

 00733     ***************************************************************

 00734     ***************************************************************

 00735     * THE GET-EMP PARAGRAPH IS PERFORMED IF THE CALLING TASK   *

 00736     * CODE IS NOT TSK01.                     *

 00737     ***************************************************************

 00738     * THE MAP IN STATEMENT TRANSMITS DATA FROM THE TERMINAL TO  *

 00739     * VARIABLE STORAGE DATA FIELDS.                *

 00740     ***************************************************************

 00741     * THIS FIRST INQUIRE MAP STATEMENT IS USED TO DETERMINE   *

 00742     * THE AID KEY PRESSED.                    *

 00743     ***************************************************************

 00744     * THIS SECOND INQUIRE MAP STATEMENT USES AUTOMATIC EDITING  *

 00745     * TO DETERMINE IF THE DATA ENTERED IS CONSISTENT WITH     *

 00746     * THE EXTERNAL PICTURE OF THE NAMED DATA ELEMENT.       *

 00747     ***************************************************************

 00748     * THE MAP OUT STATEMENT TRANSMITS DATA FROM THE       *

 00749     * EMP-JOB-LR LOGICAL RECORD IN VARIABLE STORAGE TO MAP    *

 00750     * FIELDS.                           *

 00751     ***************************************************************

 00752     GET-EMP.

 00753     *  MAP IN USING EMPMAPLR.

 :edisplay.

 00754             MOVE 0011 TO DML-SEQUENCE            DMLC0011

 00755             MOVE 6 TO DCFLG1

 00756             MOVE 0 TO DCFLG2

 00757             MOVE 0 TO DCFLG3

 00758             MOVE 0 TO DCFLG4

 00759             CALL 'IDMSCOBI' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00760                 DCBMSCOM (34)

 00761                 MRB-EMPMAPLR

 00762              PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 00763     *

 00764     *  INQUIRE MAP EMPMAPLR

 00765     *    MOVE AID TO DC-AID-IND-V.
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 00766 MOVE 0012 TO DML-SEQUENCE DMLC0012

 00767 MOVE 7 TO DCNUM1

 00768 CALL 'IDMSCOBI' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00769 DCBMSCOM (92)

 00770 MRB-EMPMAPLR

 00771 MOVE DCSTR2 TO DC-AID-IND-V

 00772 PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 00773       IF CLEAR-HIT

 00774     *    DC RETURN.

 00775 MOVE 0013 TO DML-SEQUENCE DMLC0013

 00776 MOVE 0 TO DCFLG1

 00777 CALL 'IDMSCOBI' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00778 DCBMSCOM (19)

 00779 PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 00780

 00781     *

 00782     *  INQUIRE MAP EMPMAPLR

 00783     *    IF DFLD EMP-ID-0415 EDIT IS ERROR

 00784 MOVE 0014 TO DML-SEQUENCE DMLC0014

 00785 MOVE 17 TO DCNUM1

 00786 MOVE 5 TO DCNUM2

 00787             MOVE 2048 TO DCFLG1

 00788             MOVE 1 TO FLDLST (2)

 00789             MOVE 1 TO FLDLST (1)

 00790             CALL 'IDMSCOBI' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00791                 DCBMSCOM (92)

 00792                 MRB-EMPMAPLR

 00793                 MRB-FLDLST;

 00794             IF ERROR-STATUS EQUAL TO '4641'

 00795          THEN GO TO EDIT-ERROR.

 00796     *

 00797     *  COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-BINDS.

 00798       MOVE 'EMPDISP ' TO PROGRAM-NAME

 00799     *  BIND RUN-UNIT.

 00800 MOVE 0015 TO DML-SEQUENCE DMLC0015

 00801 MOVE 576 TO LRC-LRPXELNG

 00802 MOVE 6 TO LRC-MAXVXP

 00803 MOVE 'LRF-BIND' TO LR-STATUS

 00804 CALL 'IDMSCOBI' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00805 IDBMSCOM (59)

 00806 SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00807 SUBSCHEMA-SSNAME

 00808 SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL

 00809 PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 00810     *  READY USAGE-MODE IS RETRIEVAL.

 00811 MOVE 0016 TO DML-SEQUENCE DMLC0016

 00812 CALL 'IDMSCOBI' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00813 IDBMSCOM (37)

 00814 PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 00815     ***************************************************************

 00816     * SINCE THE MAP FIELD IS ASSOCIATED WITH THE EMP-ID-0415   *

 00817     * FIELD, THE PROGRAM USES THE "OF LR" RETRIEVAL. NOTE THAT  *

 00818     * AUTOSTATUS IMPLICITLY CHECKS FOR THE LR-ERROR PATH STATUS. *
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 00819     ***************************************************************

 00820     *  OBTAIN EMP-JOB-LR

 00821     *    WHERE EMP-ID-0415 = EMP-ID-0415 OF LR

 00822     *    ON LR-NOT-FOUND

 00823 MOVE 0017 TO DML-SEQUENCE DMLC0017

 00824 MOVE 0 TO LRC-LRPXELNG

 00825 MOVE 0036 TO LRC-MAXVXP

 00826 MOVE 'LR-ERROR' TO LR-STATUS

 00827 MOVE 'OBTAIN N' TO LRVERB

 00828 MOVE 'EMP-JOB-LR' TO LRNAME

 00856 MOVE START-YEAR-0415 TO WORK-YY.

 00857 MOVE START-MONTH-0415 TO WORK-MM.

 00858       MOVE START-DAY-0415 TO WORK-DD.

 00859

 00860     *  MAP OUT USING EMPMAPLR

 00861     *    OUTPUT DATA IS YES

 00862     *    MESSAGE IS DISPLAY-MESSAGE LENGTH 80.

 00863 MOVE 0019 TO DML-SEQUENCE DMLC0019

 00864 MOVE 5 TO DCFLG1

 00865 MOVE 16 TO DCFLG2

 00866 MOVE 0 TO DCFLG3

 00867 MOVE 4 TO DCFLG4

 00868 CALL 'IDMSCOBI' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00869 DCBMSCOM (34)

 00870 MRB-EMPMAPLR

 00871 DISPLAY-MESSAGE DCBMSCOM (80)

 00872 PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 00873     *

 00874     *  DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE TSK02.

 00875 MOVE 0020 TO DML-SEQUENCE DMLC0020

 00876 MOVE TSK02 TO DCSTR2

 00877 MOVE 128 TO DCFLG1

 00878 CALL 'IDMSCOBI' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00879 DCBMSCOM (19)

 00880 PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 00881     GET-EMP-EXIT.

 00882       EXIT.

 00883     ***************************************************************

 00884     ***************************************************************

 00885     * THE MODIFY MAP STATEMENT SPECIFIES THAT ALL MAP      *

 00886     * FIELDS EXCEPT THE INCORRECT EMP-ID-0415 FIELD WILL BE    *

 00887     * ERASED ON THE NEXT MAP OUT.                 *

 00888     ***************************************************************

 00889     EDIT-ERROR.

 00890     *  MODIFY MAP EMPMAPLR TEMPORARY

 00891     *    FOR ALL EXCEPT DFLD EMP-ID-0415

 00892     *     OUTPUT DATA IS ERASE.

 00893 MOVE 0021 TO DML-SEQUENCE DMLC0021

 00894 MOVE 0 TO DCNUM1

 00895 MOVE 2561 TO DCFLG1

 00896 MOVE 16 TO DCFLG2

 00897 MOVE 0 TO DCFLG3

 00898 MOVE 0 TO DCFLG4
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 00899 MOVE 1 TO FLDLST (2)

 00900 MOVE 1 TO FLDLST (1)

 00901 CALL 'IDMSCOBI' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00902 DCBMSCOM (93)

 00903 MRB-EMPMAPLR

 00904 MRB-FLDLST

 00905 PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 00906     *

 00907     *  MAP OUT USING EMPMAPLR

 00908     *    MESSAGE IS EDIT-ERROR-MESSAGE LENGTH 80.

 00909 MOVE 0022 TO DML-SEQUENCE DMLC0022

 00910 MOVE 5 TO DCFLG1

 00911 MOVE 0 TO DCFLG2

 00912 MOVE 0 TO DCFLG3

 00913 MOVE 4 TO DCFLG4

 00914 CALL 'IDMSCOBI' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00915 DCBMSCOM (34)

 00916 MRB-EMPMAPLR

 00917 EDIT-ERROR-MESSAGE DCBMSCOM (80)

 00918 PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 00919     *

 00920     *  DC RETURN

 00921     *    NEXT TASK CODE TSK02.

 00922 MOVE 0023 TO DML-SEQUENCE DMLC0023

 00923 MOVE TSK02 TO DCSTR2

 00924 MOVE 128 TO DCFLG1

 00925 CALL 'IDMSCOBI' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00926 DCBMSCOM (19)

 00927 PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 00928     EDIT-ERROR-EXIT.

 00929       EXIT.

 00930     ***************************************************************

 00931     ***************************************************************

 00932     * THE FOLLOWING MODIFY MAP STATEMENT SPECIFIES THAT ALL   *

 00933     * MAP FIELDS EXCEPT THE EMP-ID-0415 FIELD WILL BE ERASED   *

 00934     * ON THE NEXT MAP OUT.                    *

 00935     ***************************************************************

 00936     NOT-FOUND.

 00937     *  MODIFY MAP EMPMAPLR TEMPORARY

 00938     *    FOR ALL EXCEPT DFLD EMP-ID-0415

 00939     *     OUTPUT DATA IS ERASE.

 00940 MOVE 0024 TO DML-SEQUENCE DMLC0024

 00941 MOVE 0 TO DCNUM1

 00942 MOVE 2561 TO DCFLG1

 00943 MOVE 16 TO DCFLG2

 00944 MOVE 0 TO DCFLG3

 00945 MOVE 0 TO DCFLG4

 00946 MOVE 1 TO FLDLST (2)

 00947 MOVE 1 TO FLDLST (1)

 00948 CALL 'IDMSCOBI' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00949 DCBMSCOM (93)

 00950 MRB-EMPMAPLR

 00951 MRB-FLDLST
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 00952 PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 00953     *

 00954     *  MAP OUT USING EMPMAPLR

 00955     *    MESSAGE IS EMP-NOT-FOUND-MESSAGE LENGTH 80.

 00956 MOVE 0025 TO DML-SEQUENCE DMLC0025

 00957 MOVE 5 TO DCFLG1

 00958 MOVE 0 TO DCFLG2

 00959 MOVE 0 TO DCFLG3

 00960 MOVE 4 TO DCFLG4

 00961 CALL 'IDMSCOBI' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00962 DCBMSCOM (34)

 00963 MRB-EMPMAPLR

 00964 EMP-NOT-FOUND-MESSAGE DCBMSCOM (80)

 00965 PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 00966     *

 00967     *  DC RETURN

 00968     *    NEXT TASK CODE TSK02.

 00969 MOVE 0026 TO DML-SEQUENCE DMLC0026

 00970 MOVE TSK02 TO DCSTR2

 00971 MOVE 128 TO DCFLG1

 00972 CALL 'IDMSCOBI' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00973 DCBMSCOM (19)

 00974 PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 00975     NOT-FOUND-EXIT.

 00976       EXIT.

 00977     ***************************************************************

 00978     IDMS-ABORT.

 00979       MOVE ERROR-STATUS TO SSC-ERRSTAT-SAVE.

 00980       MOVE DML-SEQUENCE TO SSC-DMLSEQ-SAVE.

 00981     *  SNAP FROM SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL TO SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL-END

 00982     *     ON ANY-STATUS

 00983 MOVE 0027 TO DML-SEQUENCE DMLC0027

 00984 MOVE 0 TO DCFLG1

 00985 CALL 'IDMSCOBI' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 00986 DCBMSCOM (22)

 00987 DCSTR1

 00988 DCSTR1

 00989 DCSTR1

 00990 SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL-END DCBMSCOM (1)

 00991 IF NOT ANY-STATUS PERFORM IDMS-STATUS;

 00992             ELSE

 00993                 NEXT SENTENCE.

 00994       MOVE SSC-ERRSTAT-SAVE TO ERROR-STATUS.

 00995       MOVE SSC-DMLSEQ-SAVE TO DML-SEQUENCE.

 00996     IDMS-ABORT-EXIT.

 00997       EXIT.

 00998     *  COPY IDMS IDMS-STATUS.

 00999 ******************************************************************01617000

 01000 IDMS-STATUS SECTION.01618000

 01001 ********************* IDMS-STATUS FOR IDMS-DC ********************01619000

 01002 IF DB-STATUS-OK GO TO ISABEX. 01620000

 01003 PERFORM IDMS-ABORT. 01621000

 01004 MOVE ERROR-STATUS TO SSC-ERRSTAT-SAVE 01622000
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 01005 MOVE DML-SEQUENCE TO SSC-DMLSEQ-SAVE 01623000

 01006 * SNAP FROM SUBSCHEMA-CTRL TO SUBSCHEMA-CTRL-END 01624000

 01007 * ON ANY-STATUS 01625000

 01008 MOVE 0028 TO DML-SEQUENCE DMLC0028

 01009 MOVE 0 TO DCFLG1

 01010 CALL 'IDMSCOBI' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 01011 DCBMSCOM (22)

 01012 DCSTR1

 01013 DCSTR1

 01014 DCSTR1

 01015 SUBSCHEMA-CTRL SUBSCHEMA-CTRL-END DCBMSCOM (1)

 01016 IF NOT ANY-STATUS PERFORM IDMS-STATUS;

 01017 ELSE

 01018 NEXT SENTENCE.

 01019 * ABEND CODE SSC-ERRSTAT-SAVE 01626000

 01020 * ON ANY-STATUS 01627000

 01021 MOVE 0029 TO DML-SEQUENCE DMLC0029

 01022 MOVE SSC-ERRSTAT-SAVE TO DCSTR4

 01023 MOVE 2 TO DCFLG1

 01024 CALL 'IDMSCOBI' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

 01025 DCBMSCOM (1)

 01026 IF NOT ANY-STATUS PERFORM IDMS-STATUS;

 01027 ELSE

 01028 NEXT SENTENCE.

 01029 ISABEX. EXIT. 01628000

 

Call Formats (COBOL)
This section contains the call formats used by IDMS to execute DML commands. Each DML function can be coded using
standard CALL statements.

The tables in this section are grouped by DB expansions and DC expansions. These tables present the function codes
and arguments that are passed to IDMS for execution of a DML command.

The following example shows the expanded call format for a BIND RECORD statement (BIND EMPLOYEE):

CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

         IDBMSCOM (48)

         SR415

         EMPLOYEE.

DB Call Formats (COBOL)
This page lists the following statements:

  

Arguments marked with asterisks have default values.
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Control Statements

   Calling Arguments (argument 0 contains SUBSCHEMA-CTRL) 
 Major Function
Code 

 Database
Service (in
COBOL DML) 

 (1)  IDBMSCOM  (nn)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5) 

14 BIND RUN-UNIT 59 IDMS
Communications
Block*

 subschema-
name*

  

 BIND RUN-UNIT
FOR subschema-
name 

59 IDMS
Communications
Block*

 subschema-
name 

  

 BIND RUN-UNIT
NODENAME node-
name 

59 IDMS
Communications
Block*

 subschema-
name* 

 subschema-ctrl* 
OR
 subschema-lr-
ctrl* 

 node-name 

 BIND RUN-UNIT
FOR subschema-
name NODENAM
E node-name 

59 IDMS
Communications
Block*

 subschema-
name 

 subschema-ctrl*
OR
 subschema-lr-
ctrl*

 node-name 

 BIND RUN-UNIT
FOR subschema-
name DBNAME database-
name 

59 IDMS
Communications
Block*

 subschema-
name 

 subschema-ctrl*
OR
 subschema-lr-
ctrl*

 node-name 

 BIND RUN-UNIT
NODENAME node-
name DBNAME database-
name 

59 IDMS
Communications
Block*

 subschema-
name* 

 subschema-ctrl*
OR
 subschema-lr-
ctrl*

 node-name 

 BIND RUN-UNIT
FOR subschema-
name NODE
NAME node-
name DBNAME database-
name 

59 IDMS
Communications
Block*

 subschema-
name 

 subschema-ctrl*
OR
 subschema-lr-
ctrl*

 node-name 

 BIND record-
name 

48  record-id  record-location*   

 BIND record-
name TO record-
name 

48  record-id  record-location   

 BIND record-
location WITH record-
name 

48  record-id  record-location   

 BIND
PROCEDURE
FOR procedure-
name TO procedure-
control-location 

73  procedure-name  procedure-
control-location 

  

09 READY 37     
 READY area-

name 
37  area-name    
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 READY area-
name USAGE-
MODE IS
RETRIEVAL

37  area-name    

 READY area-
name USAGE-
MODE IS
PROTECTED
RETRIEVAL

39  area-name    

 READY area-
name USAGE-
MODE IS
EXCLUSIVE
RETRIEVAL

40  area-name    

 READY area-
name USAGE-
MODE IS
UPDATE

36  area-name    

 READY area-
name USAGE-
MODE IS
PROTECTED
UPDATE

38  area-name    

 READY area-
name USAGE-
MODE IS
EXCLUSIVE
UPDATE

41  area-name    

 READY USAGE-
MODE IS ...

Choose function
code from 36-41
as shown above.

    

01 FINISH 02     
 FINISH TASK 113     
18 COMMIT 66     
 COMMIT ALL 95     
 COMMIT TASK 114     
 COMMIT TASK

ALL
115     

19 ROLLBACK 67     
 ROLLBACK ALL 96     
 ROLLBACK

TASK
116     

 ROLLBACK
TASK
CONTINUE

117     

06 KEEP CURRENT 87     
 KEEP

EXCLUSIVE
CURRENT

90     
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 KEEP
CURRENT record-
name 

89  record-name    

 KEEP
EXCLUSIVE
CURRENT record-
name 

90  record-name    

 KEEP CURRENT
WITHIN set-
name 

91  set-name    

 KEEP
EXCLUSIVE
CURRENT
WITHIN set-
name 

92  set-name    

 KEEP CURRENT
WITHIN area-
name 

93  area-name    

 KEEP
EXCLUSIVE
CURRENT
WITHIN area-
name 

92  area-name    

16 IF set-name IS
EMPTY ...

64  set-name    

 IF set-name IS
NOT EMPTY...

65  set-name    

(Upon return to user run-unit, the status indicator=' 0000' if set is empty, and ' 1601' if not empty.)
 IF set-

name MEMBER ...
60  set-name    

 IF NOT set-
name MEMBER ...

62  set-name    

(Upon return to user run-unit, the status indicator = ' 0000' if the record (current of run unit) is linked into the specified set, and ' 1601' if
it is not a member.)

 

Modification Statements

   Calling Arguments (argument 0 contains SUBSCHEMA-CTRL) 
 Major Function
Code 

 Database
Service (in
COBOL DML) 

 (1)
IDBMSCOM  (nn) 

 (2)  (3)  (4)  (5) 

12 STORE record-
name 

42  record-name    

07 CONNECT record-
name TO set-
name 

44  record-name  set-name   

08 MODIFY record-
name 

35  record-name    
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11 DISCONNE
CT record-
name FROM set-
name 

46  record-name  set-name   

02 ERASE record-
name MEMBERS

52  record-name    

 ERASE record-
name PERMANENT
MEMBERS

03  record-name    

 ERASE record-
name SELECTIVE
MEMBERS

53  record-name    

 ERASE record-
name ALL
MEMBERS

4  record-name    

 

Retrieval Statements

   Calling Arguments (argument 0 contains SUBSCHEMA-CTRL) 
 Major Function
Code 

 Database
Service (in
COBOL DML) 

 (1) IDBMSCOM
(nn) 

 (2)  (3)  (4)  (5) 

03 FIND DB-
KEY db-key 

75  db-key    

 FIND record-
name DB-KEY
IS db-key 

06  record-name  db-key   

 FIND CURRENT 30     
 FIND

CURRENT r ecord-
name  

07  record-name    

 FIND CURRENT
WITHIN set-
name 

08  set-name    

 FIND CURRENT
WITHIN area-
name 

09  area-name    

 FIND NEXT
WITHIN set-
name 

14  set-name    

 FIND
NEXT record-
name WITHIN set-
name 

10  record-name  set-name   

 FIND PRIOR
WITHIN set-
name 

16  set-name    
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 FIND
PRIOR record-
name WITHIN set-
name 

12  record-name  set-name   

 FIND FIRST
WITHIN set-
name 

20  set-name    

 FIND
FIRST record-
name WITHIN set-
name  

18  record-name  set-name   

 FIND LAST
WITHIN set-
name 

24  set-name    

 FIND
LAST record-
name WITHIN set-
name 

22  record-name  set-name   

 FIND number WITHIN set-
name 

78  set-name  number   

 FIND number
record-
name WITHIN set-
name 

76  record-name  set-name  number  

 FIND NEXT
WITHIN area-
name 

15  area-name    

 FIND
NEXT record-
name WITHIN area-
name 

11  record-name  area-name   

 FIND PRIOR
WITHIN area-
name 

17  area-name    

 FIND
PRIOR record-
name WITHIN area-
name 

13  record-name  area-name   

 FIND FIRST
WITHIN area-
name 

21  area-name    

 FIND
FIRST record-
name WITHIN area-
name 

19  record-name  area-name   

 FIND LAST
WITHIN area-
name 

25  area-name    

 FIND
LAST record-
name WITHIN area-
name 

23  record-name  area-name   
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 FIND number WITHIN area-
name 

79  area-name  number   

 FIND number
record-
name WITHIN area-
name 

77  record-name  area-name  number  

 FIND OWNER
WITHIN set-
name 

31  set-name    

 FIND CALC
(ANY) record-
name 

32  record-name    

 FIND
DUPLICATE record-
name 

50  record-name    

 FIND record-
name WITHIN set-
name USING sort-
key 

33  record-name  set-name  sort-key  

 FIND record-
name WITHIN set-
name CURRENT
USING sort-key 

51  record-name  set-name  sort-key  

 OBTAIN
Can use any of
the above FIND
record selection
expressions.
Call generated
consists of
arguments
described above
for the FIND in
question plus
an additional
argument of
IDBMSCOM (43)
function.
For example:

     

 OBTAIN
CALC record-
name 

32  record-name IDBMSCOM(43)   

 OBTAIN
PRIOR record-
name WITHIN set-
name 

12  record-name    
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 KEEP
KEEP
EXCLUSIVE
Can use any
of the above
FIND/OBTAIN
record selection
expressions.
Call generated
consists of
arguments
described above
for the FIND/
OBTAIN in
question plus one
of the following
additional
IDBMSCOM
functions:
KEEP..............................IDBMSCOM(87)
KEEP
EXCLUSIVE...........IDBMSCOM(**)
For example:

     

 OBTAIN KEEP
CALC record-
name 

32  record-name IDBMSCOM(43) IDBMSCOM(87)  

 FIND KEEP
EXCLUSIVE
CURRENT

30 IDBMSCOM(88)    

05 GET 43  index-set-name  db-key  symbolic-key  
 GET record-

name 
34  index-set-name  db-key  symbolic-key  

17 RETURN db-
key FROM index-
set-
name CURRENCY
KEY
INTO symbolic-
key 

81  index-set-name  db-key  symbolic-key  

 RETURN db-
key FROM index-
set-name FIRST
KEY
INTO symbolic-
key 

82  index-set-name  db-key  symbolic-key  

 RETURN db-
key FROM index-
set-name LAST
KEY
INTO symbolic-
key 

83  index-set-name  db-key  symbolic-key  
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 RETURN db-
key FROM index-
set-name NEXT
KEY
INTO symbolic-
key 

84  index-set-name  db-key  symbolic-key  

 RETURN db-
key FROM index-
set-name PRIOR
KEY
INTO symbolic-
key 

85  index-set-name  db-key  symbolic-key  

 RETURN db-
key FROM index-
set-
name USING index-
key-value KEY
INTO symbolic-
key 

86  index-set-name  db-key  index-key-value  symbolic-key 

 

ACCEPT Statements

   Calling Arguments (argument 0 contains SUBSCHEMA-CTRL) 
 Major Function
Code 

 Database
Service (in
COBOL DML) 

 (1)
IDBMSCOM  (nn) 

 (2)  (3)  (4)  (5) 

15 ACCEPT db-
key FROM
CURRENCY

54  db-key    

 ACCEPT db-
key FROM record-
name CURRENCY

55  record-name  db-key   

 ACCEPT db-
key FROM set-
name CURRENCY

57  set-name  db-key   

 ACCEPT db-
key FROM area-
name CURRENCY

56  area-name  db-key   

 ACCEPT db-
key FROM set-
name NEXT
CURRENCY

68  set-name  db-key   

 ACCEPT db-
key FROM set-
name PRIOR
CURRENCY

69  set-name  db-key   

 ACCEPT db-
key FROM set-
name OWNER
CURRENCY

70  set-name  db-key   
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 ACCEPT db-
statistics FROM
IDMS
STATISTICS

71  db-statistics    

 ACCEPT bind-
address FROM record-
name BIND

72  record-name  bind-address   

 ACCEPT procedure-
control-
location FROM procedure-
name PROCEDU
RE

74  procedure-name  procedure-
control-location 

  

 

LRF DML Statements

   Calling Arguments (argument 0 contains SUBSCHEMA-CTRL) 
 Major Function
Code 

 Database
Service (in
COBOL DML) 

 (1)
IDBMSCOM  (nn) 

 (2)  (3)  (4)  (5) 

20 OBTAIN
FIRST logical-
record-name 

99  subschema-lr-
ctrl* 

 logical-
record- location* 

  

 OBTAIN
FIRST logical-
record-
name INTO alt-
logical-record-
location 

99  subschema-lr-
ctrl* 

 logical-
record- location* 

  

 OBTAIN
NEXT logical-
record-name 

99  subschema-lr-
ctrl* 

 logical-
record- location* 

  

 OBTAIN
NEXT logical-
record-
name INTO alt-
logical-record-
location 

99  subschema-lr-
ctrl* 

 logical-
record- location* 

  

 MODIFY logical-
record-name 

99  subschema-lr-
ctrl* 

 logical-
record- location* 

  

 MODIFY logical-
record-
name FROM alt-
logical-record-
location 

99  subschema-lr-
ctrl* 

 logical-
record- location* 

  

 STORE logical-
record-name 

99  subschema-lr-
ctrl* 

 logical-
record- location* 

  

 STORE logical-
record-
name FROM alt-
logical-record-
location 

99  subschema-lr-
ctrl* 

 logical-
record- location 
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 ERASE logical-
record-name 

99  subschema-lr-
ctrl* 

 logical-
record- location* 

  

 ERASE logical-
record-
name FROM alt-
logical-record-
location 

99  subschema-lr-
ctrl* 

 logical-
record- location 

  

To differentiate between the LRF DML statements, the DML compiler places the name of the verb issued into the LRC Block
(subschema-lr-ctrl).

DC Call Formats (COBOL)
This page contains the following statements:

Program Management Statements

  Calling Arguments (argument 0 contains SUBSCHEMA-CTRL)
Major Function
Code

DC System
Service (in
COBOL DML)

(1)  DCBMSCOM
(nn)

(2) (3) (4) (5)

30 TRANSFER
CONTROL

23 DCFLG1 DCSTR2 parameter  

30 DC RETURN 19     
34 LOAD TABLE 15 01-level-program-

location
end-program-
location

  

34 DELETE TABLE 5 01-level-program-
location

   

33 SET ABEND
EXIT (STATE)

20     

33 ABEND 1     

 

Storage Management Statements

  Calling Arguments (argument 0 contains SUBSCHEMA-CTRL)
Major Function
Code

DC System
Service (in
COBOL DML)

(1)  DCBMSCOM
(nn)

(2) (3) (4) (5)

32 GET STORAGE 13 01-level-storage-
data-location

end-storage-data-
location

  

32 FREE STORAGE 10 01-level-storage-
data-location

start-free-storage-
location
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Task Management Statements

  Calling Arguments (argument 0 contains SUBSCHEMA-CTRL)
Major Function
Code

DC System
Service (in
COBOL DML)

(1)  DCBMSCOM
(nn)

(2) (3) (4) (5)

37 ATTACH 3 DCFLG1 DCSTR2 parameter  
37 CHANGE

PRIORITY
4     

39 ENQUEUE 9 DCFLG1 DCBMSCOM
(mode)

DCBMSCOM(length)resource-id..

39 DEQUEUE 8 DCFLG1 DCBMSCOM
(length)

resource-id..  

31 WAIT 24 ecb    
31 POST 16 ecb    

 

Time Management Statements

  Calling Arguments (argument 0 contains SUBSCHEMA-CTRL)
Major Function
Code

DC System
Service (in
COBOL DML)

(1)  DCBMSCOM
(nn)

(2) (3) (4) (5)

35 GET TIME 14 return-time return-date   
35 SET TIMER 21 task-data-location end-task-data-

location-location
  

35 SET TIMER
(post)

21 post-ecb    

 

Scratch Management Statements

  Calling Arguments (argument 0 contains SUBSCHEMA-CTRL)
Major Function
Code

DC System
Service (in
COBOL DML)

(1)  
DCBMSCOM 
(nn)

(2) (3) (4) (5)

43 PUT SCRATCH 18 scratch-data-
location

end-scratch-data-
location

  

43 GET SCRATCH 12 return-scratch-
data-location

end-scratch-data-
location

  

43 DELETE
SCRATCH

6 post-ecb    
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Queue Management Statements

  Calling Arguments (argument 0 contains SUBSCHEMA-CTRL)
Major Function
Code

DC System
Service (in
COBOL DML)

(1)  
DCBMSCOM 
(nn)

(2) (3) (4) (5)

44 PUT QUEUE 17 queue-data-
location

end-queue-data-
location

  

44 GET QUEUE 11 return-queue-
data-location

end-queue-data-
location

  

44 DELETE QUEUE 6     

 

Terminal Management Statements

  Calling Arguments (argument 0 contains SUBSCHEMA-CTRL)
Major Function
Code

DC System
Service (in
COBOL DML)

(1)  DCBMSCOM
(nn)

(2) (3) (4) (5)

45 READ
TERMINAL

30 input-data-
location

end-input-data-
location

  

45 WRITE
TERMINAL

30 output-data-
location

end-output-data-
location

  

45 WRITE
THEN READ
TERMINAL

30 output-data-
location

end-output-data-
location

input-data-
location

end-input-data-
location

45 CHECK
TERMINAL

31 input-data-
location

end-input-data-
location

  

47 READ LINE
FROM
TERMINAL

32 input-data-
location

end-input-data-
location

  

47 WRITE LINE TO
TERMINAL

32 output-data-
location

end-output-data-
location

  

47 END LINE
TERMINAL
SESSION

32     

48 WRITE PRINTER 37 message-location end-message-
location

  

46 MAP IN (IO) 34 MRB-mapname    
46 MAP IN (NOIO) 34 MRB-mapname mapped-data-

location
end-mapped-
data-location

 

46 MAP IN (paging)
(a)

34 MRB-mapname data-field-name sequence-field-
name

page-number

46 MAP IN (paging)
(b)

34 MRB-mapname key page-number  
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46 MAP OUT (IO) 34 MRB-mapname message-text end-message-
data-location
OR
DCBMSCOM
(length)

 

46 MAP OUT
(NOIO)

34 MRB-mapname mapped-data-
location

end-mapped-
data-location

 

46 MAP OUT
(paging)

34 MRB-mapname message-text end-message-
location
OR
DCBMSCOM
(length)

key

46 MAP OUTIN 34 MRB-mapname message-text end-message-
data-location
OR
DCBMSCOM
(length)

 

46 MODIFY MAP 93 MRB-mapname MRE MRB-FLDLST  
46 INQUIRE MAP

(a)
92 MRB-mapname MRE   

46 INQUIRE MAP
(b)

92 MRB-mapname    

46 INQUIRE MAP
(c)

92 MRB-mapname MRE   

46 INQUIRE MAP
(d)

92 MRB-mapname MRB-FLDLST   

46 STARTPAGE 40 MRB-mapname    
46 ENDPAGE 41 MRB-mapname    

 

Utility Statements

  Calling Arguments (argument 0 contains SUBSCHEMA-CTRL)
Major Function
Code

DC System
Service (in
COBOL DML)

(1)  DCBMSCOM
(nn)

(2) (3) (4) (5)

48 ACCEPT 2 return-location    
40 SNAP 22 DCSTR1 DCSTR1 (6)

begin-dump-
location

DCSTR1
(7)
end-dump-
location

title
(8)
DCBMSCOM(1)

49 SEND MESSAGE 38 user-id message-location end-message-
location

 

38 BIND
TRANSACTION
STATISTICS

28     

38 ACCEPT
TRANSACTION
STATISTICS

28 return-stat-data-
location
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38 END
TRANSACTION
STATISTICS

28 return-stat-data-
location

   

51 KEEP
LONGTERM

29 record-name
set-name
area-name

   

36 WRITE LOG 25 text-return-
location

end-text-return-
location

reply-location
(6)
parameter-
location

end-reply-location
(7)
end-parameter-
location

 

Recovery Statements

  Calling Arguments (argument 0 contains SUBSCHEMA-CTRL)
Major Function
Code

DC System
Service (in
COBOL DML)

(1)  DCBMSCOM
(nn)

(2) (3) (4) (5)

50 COMMIT 66     
50 COMMIT TASK 27     
50 FINISH 2     
50 FINISH TASK 27     
50 ROLLBACK 67     
50 ROLLBACK

TASK
27     

50 WRITE
JOURNAL

26 record-location end-record-
location

  

 

DC-BATCH Statements

  Calling Arguments (argument 0 contains SUBSCHEMA-CTRL)
Major Function
Code

DC System
Service (in
COBOL DML)

(1)  DCBMSCOM
(nn)

(2) (3) (4) (5)

14 BIND-TASK 28 DCSTR2    

IDMS Keywords
This section contains a list of keywords recognized by the DML precompiler, including words applicable in the online
environment only. All keywords marked with an asterisk are also reserved words. Reserved words cannot be used for
user-defined element, record, set, paragraph, or area variable names.

NOTE

The method of parsing used by the IDMSDMLC preprocessor is significantly different in IDMS Release 12.0
and later releases from that used in prior releases. The current parsing method looks at individual words in the
source code. If it encounters a keyword, it assumes that the keyword should be expanded and tries to do so.
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Invalid use of reserved words can thus result in either coding errors or syntax errors. For example, if you use
FIND as a variable, the parser will try to handle it as the DML verb FIND.

List of Keywords

*ABEND          INTERNAL        *REMARKS    

 ABORT          INTERVAL            REPLACE 

*ACCEPT         INTO            REPLY   

 AID            INVOKED         REPORT  

 ALARM          IO              REQUIRED    

 ALL            IS              REREAD  

 ALPHAMERIC     JOURNAL         RESETKBD    

 ALWAYS         JUSTIFY         RESETMDT    

 ANY            *KEEP           RESUME  

 AREA           KEY             RETENTION   

 ASSIGN         LAST            RETURNKEY   

 AT             LEAVE           RETRIEVAL   

*ATTACH         LEFT            RETRY   

 ATTRIBUTES         LENGTH          *RETURN 

 BACKPAGE           LEVELS          REVERSE-VIDEO   

 BACKSCAN           LINE            REVERSED    

*BIND           LINK            REWIND  

 BLINK          *LINKAGE            RIGHT   

 BLUE           LIST            *ROLLBACK   

 BRIGHT         LITERALS            RUN 

 BROWSE         *LOAD           RUN-UNIT    

 BUFFER         LOCK            *SCHEMA 

 BUT            LOG             SCRATCH 

 BY             LONG            SCREEN  

 CALC           LONGTERM            SCREENSIZE  

*CALL           LR              SECONDS 

 CANCEL         LSSC-NODN           *SECTION    

*CHANGE         LTERM           *SELECT 

 CHANGED            MANUAL          SELECTIVE   

*CHECK          *MAP            *SEND   

 CLASS          MAP-BINDS           SEQUENCE    

 CLEAR          MAP-CONTROL         SEQUENCE-NUMBER 

 CODE           MAP-CONTROLS        SESSION 

*COMMIT         MAP-RECORDS         *SET    

 COMP           MAPS            SHARE   

 COMP-3         MAX             SHARED  

*CONNECT            MDT             SHORT   

 CONTENTS           MEMBER          SKIP    

 CONTINUE           MEMBERS         SKIP1   

 CONTROL            MESSAGE         SKIP2   

 COPIES         MODE            SKIP3   

*COPY           MODIFIED            SNAP    

 CORRECT        *MODIFY             SOME    

 CURRENCY           MODULE          SPAN    

 CURRENT            MOVE            STANDARD    

 CURSOR         MRB-FLDLST          START   

 DARK           NAME            STARTPAGE   
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*DATA           NATIVE          STARTPRT    

 DATABASE-KEY       NEWPAGE         STATISTICS  

 DATASTREAM         NEXT            STGID   

 DATE           NLCR            *STOP   

 DB             NO              STORAGE 

 DB-KEY         NOALARM         *STORE  

 DBNAME         NOBACKPAGE          SUBSCHEMA-AREANAMES 

*DC             NOBACKSCAN          SUBSCHEMA-BINDS 

 DEBUG          NOBLINK         SUBSCHEMA-CONTROL   

*DECLARATIVES       NOCOLOR         SUBSCHEMA-CTRL  

*DELETE         NODEADLOCK          SUBSCHEMA-DESCRIPTION   

*DEQUEUE            NODENAME            SUBSCHEMA-DML-LR-   

 DEST           NODUMP          DESCRIPTION 

 DESTINATION        NOIO            SUBSCHEMA-LR-CONTROL    

 DETAIL         NOKBD           SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL   

 DETECT         NOLOCK          SUBSCHEMA-LR-   

 DFLD           NOMDT           DESCRIPTION 

*DISCONNECT         NONE            SUBSCHEMA-LR-NAMES  

 DISP           NOPAD           SUBSCHEMA-LR-RECORDS    

 DISPLAY            NOPRT           SUBSCHEMA-NAMES 

 DIVISION           NORETURN            SUBSCHEMA-RECNAMES  

 DUMP           NORMAL          SUBSCHEMA-RECORDS   

 DUPLICATE          NORMAL-VIDEO        SUBSCHEMA-SETNAMES  

 EAU            NOSPAN          SUBSCHEMA-SSNAME    

 ECHO           NOT             SYSTEM  

 EDIT           *NOTE           SYSVERSION  

 EJECT          NOTIFICATION        TABLE   

 EMPTY          NOTIFY          TASK    

*END            NOUNDERSCORE        TEMPORARY   

 ENDPAGE            NOWAIT          TERMINAL    

 ENDRPT         NOWRITE         TEST    

*ENQUEUE            NULL            TEXT    

*ENTRY          NUMERIC         THEN    

*ENVIRONMENT        *OBTAIN             TIME    

*ERASE          OF              TIMEOUT 

 ERROR          OFF             TIMER   

 EVENT          ON              TITLE   

 EXCEPT         ONLY            TO  

 EXCLUSIVE          *OPEN           TRACE   

 EXIT           OPTIONAL            TRANSACTION 

 EXITS          OUT             *TRANSFER   

 EXTENDED           OUTIN           TRUNCATED   

 EXTERNAL           OUTPUT          TURQUOISE   

 EXTRANEOUS         OWNER           TYPE    

 FIELD          PAD             UNDERSCORE  

 FIELDS         PAGE            UNFORMATTED 

 FILE           PAGING          UNPROTECTED 

*FIND           PARMS           UPDATE  

*FINISH         PERMANENT           UPGRADE 

 FIRST          PINK            USAGE-MODE  

 FOR            POSITION            USER    

*FREE           *POST           USING   

 FROM           PREFIX          VALUE   
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*GET            PRINTER         VERSION 

 GREEN          PRIOR           *WAIT   

 HEADER         PRIORITY            WCC 

 HOLD           PRIVACY         WHERE   

 I-O            *PROCEDURE          WHITE   

*ID             PROGRAM         WITH    

*IDENTIFICATION     *PROGRAM-ID         WITHIN  

 IDMS           PROTECTED           *WORKING-STORAGE    

*IDMS-CONTROL       PROTOCOL        *WRITE  

 IDMS-RECORDS       PTERM           XCTL    

 IDMS-STATISTICS    *PUT            YELLOW  

*IF             QUEUE           YES 

 IGNORED        *READ           40CR    

 IN             *READY          64CR    

 INCREMENTED        RECORD          80CR    

 INPUT          RED 

*INQUIRE            REDISPATCH  

 INTENT         RELEASE 

Notes to Teleprocessing Monitor Users
Contents

This section describes special considerations relating to application programs running under teleprocessing (TP) monitors
supported by IDMS (that is, CICS, INTERCOMM, SHADOW, TASK/MASTER, UTM, and WESTI).

TP Monitor Coding Guidelines

While there are no special coding requirements for TP monitor transactions, the following section should be adhered to:

• DML statements should be coded such that all database requests (for example, BIND, READY, OBTAIN, FINISH) are
executed together whenever possible to achieve maximum efficiency and ease of recovery.

• For each TP monitor, you should check with the DBA to determine the operating mode (protocol) installed. The proper
mode must then be specified in the IDMS-CONTROL SECTION of the ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

• For CICS, INTERCOMM, SHADOW, UTM, and WESTI applications, the mode as installed may require the inclusion of
additional statements in the IDMS-CONTROL SECTION, WORKING-STORAGE SECTION, and LINKAGE SECTION
of each program. These requirements and the applicable modes are outlined in the following table.

NOTE
The same rules apply to the COPY IDMS statements used to insert logical-record source code components
into the program: IDMS-RECORDS MANUAL should be coded in the ENVIRONMENT DIVISION;
SUBSCHEMA-LR-NAMES should be copied into the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION; and SUBSCHEMA-
CTRL, SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL, and SUBSCHEMA-LR-RECORDS should be copied into the LINKAGE-
SECTION (except under CICS-EXEC or CICS-EXEC-AUTO, when all required components should be copied
into the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION).

• The DML compiler should be executed before the teleprocessing monitor preprocessor.
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TP monitor Coding Requirements

TP MONITOR IF MODE IS IDMS-CONTROL
SECTION

WORKING-
STORAGE
SECTION

LINKAGE SECTION PROCEDURE
DIVISION

CICS CICS IDMS-RECORDS
MANUAL.

COPY IDMS
SUBSCHEMA-
NAMES

*01 TWA
03 FILLER PIC S9(8)
COMP SYNC.
03 COPY IDMS
SUBSCHEMA-
CTRL.
03 COPY IDMS
SUBSCHEMA-
RECORDS.
OR
**COPY IDMS
SUBSCHEMA-CTRL
COPY IDMS
SUBSCHEMA-
RECORDS.
(A CICS GETMAIN
must
be issued for the
SUBSCHEMA-CTRL
and for each record
being copied.)

COPY IDMS
IDMS-WAIT.

CICS-EXEC IDMS-RECORDS
MANUAL.

COPY IDMS
SUBSCHEMA-
CTRL.

CICS-EXEC-AUTO COPY IDMS
SUBSCHEMA-
NAMES.

COPY IDMS
SUBSCHEMA-REC
ORDS.

INTERCOMM INTERCOMM
INTERCOMM-AUTO

IDMS-RECORDS
MANUAL.

COPY IDMS
SUBSCHEMA-NAM
ES.

COPY IDMS
SUBSCHEMA-
CTRL.
COPY IDMS
SUBSCHEMA-REC
ORDS.

SHADOW SHADOW
SHAD-AUTOSTATU
S

IDMS-RECORDS
MANUAL.

COPY IDMS
SUBSCHEMA-NAM
ES.

COPY IDMS
SUBSCHEMA-
CTRL.
COPY IDMS
SUBSCHEMA-REC
ORDS
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UTM UTM
UTM-AUTOSTATUS

IDMS-RECORDS
MANUAL.

COPY IDMS
SUBSCHEMA-NAM
ES.

COPY KCKBC.
05 X PIC S9 (8)
COMP SYNC.
05 COPY IDMS
SUBSCHEMA-
CTRL.
05 COPY IDMS
SUBSCHEMA-REC
ORDS.
COPY KCPAC.

MOVE LOW-
VALUES to
SUBSCHEMA_CTRL
before each BIND
RUN-UNIT.

WESTI WESTI-REENT
WESTI-REENT-AU
TO

IDMS-RECORDS
MANUAL.

COPY IDMS
SUBSCHEMA-NAM
ES.

COPY IDMS
SUBSCHEMA-
CTRL.
COPY IDMS
SUBSCHEMA-REC
ORDS.

*If SUBSCHEMA-CTRL, SUBSCHEMA_RECORDS, and additional data does not exceed 4,096 bytes.
**If SUBSCHEMA-CTRL, SUBSCHEMA_RECORDS, and additional data exceeds 4,096 bytes.

EMPLOYEE Database Definition
This section contains the IDMSRPTS utility and the data structure diagram for the EMPLOYEE database from which most
of the examples in this manual are taken. Both of the sample programs listed earlier in this manual access this database.

Note: For more information about the IDMSRPTS utility, see Utilities.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

IDMSRPTS Utility Report Listings

 IDMSRPTS nn.n               ── SCHEMA RECORD DESCRIPTION LISTING ───               DATE   TIME  PAGE

 RECDES                    DICTIONARY APPLDICT OF NODE DEFAULT               mm/dd/yy hhmmss   1

                         SCHEMA EMPSCHM VERSION 100

RECORD NAME........ COVERAGE                   RLGTH=  36

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                     DLGTH=  20

RECORD ID.......... 0400                     KLGTH=  16

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                    DSTRT=  16

LOCATION MODE...... VIA SET   EMP-COVERAGE    DISPLACEMENT 0000 PAGES

WITHIN............. INS-DEMO-REGION   OFFSET    5 PGS FOR    20 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT PRIOR OWNER

          EMP-COVERAGE   MEMBER     1   2   3

          COVERAGE-CLAIMS OWNER      4

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT LGTH

02 SELECTION-DATE-0400      DISPLAY               1   8

03 SELECTION-YEAR-0400      DISPLAY         9(4)    1   4

03 SELECTION-MONTH-0400     DISPLAY         9(2)    5   2

03 SELECTION-DAY-0400      DISPLAY         9(2)    7   2

02 TERMINATION-DATE-0400     DISPLAY               9   8
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03 TERMINATION-YEAR-0400     DISPLAY         9(4)    9   4

03 TERMINATION-MONTH-0400    DISPLAY         9(2)    13   2

03 TERMINATION-DAY-0400     DISPLAY         9(2)    15   2

02 TYPE-0400           DISPLAY         X     17   1

88 MASTER-0400          COND     'M'          17

88 FAMILY-0400          COND     'F'          17

88 DEPENDENT-0400        COND     'D'          17

02 INS-PLAN-CODE-0400      DISPLAY         X(3)    18   3

88 GROUP-LIFE-0400        COND     '001'         18

88 HMO-0400           COND     '002'         18

88 GROUP-HEALTH-0400       COND     '003'         18

88 GROUP-DENTAL-0400       COND     '004'         18

 IDMSRPTS nn.n               ── SCHEMA RECORD DESCRIPTION LISTING ───               DATE   TIME  PAGE

 RECDES                    DICTIONARY APPLDICT OF NODE DEFAULT               mm/dd/yy hhmmss   3

                         SCHEMA EMPSCHM VERSION 100

RECORD NAME........ DENTAL-CLAIM                 RLGTH= 944

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                     DLGTH= 936

RECORD ID.......... 0405                     KLGTH=  8

RECORD LENGTH...... VARIABLE                   DSTRT=  12

MINIMUM ROOT.......  132 CHARACTERS

MINIMUM FRAGMENT...  932 CHARACTERS

LOCATION MODE...... VIA SET   COVERAGE-CLAIMS   DISPLACEMENT 0000 PAGES

WITHIN............. INS-DEMO-REGION   OFFSE    5 PGS FOR    20 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT PRIOR OWNER

          COVERAGE-CLAIMS MEMBER     1

          (FRAGMENT CHAIN) INTRNL     2

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT LGTH

02 CLAIM-DATE-0405        DISPLAY               1   8

03 CLAIM-YEAR-0405        DISPLAY         9(4)    1   4

03 CLAIM-MONTH-0405       DISPLAY         9(2)    5   2

03 CLAIM-DAY-0405        DISPLAY         9(2)    7   2

02 PATIENT-NAME-0405       DISPLAY               9  25

03 PATIENT-FIRST-NAME-0405    DISPLAY         X(10)    9  10

03 PATIENT-LAST-NAME-0405    DISPLAY         X(15)   19  15

02 PATIENT-BIRTH-DATE-0405    DISPLAY              34   8

03 PATIENT-BIRTH-YEAR-0405    DISPLAY         9(4)    34   4

03 PATIENT-BIRTH-MONTH-0405   DISPLAY         9(2)    38   2

03 PATIENT-BIRTH-DAY-0405    DISPLAY         9(2)    40   2

02 PATIENT-SEX-0405       DISPLAY         X     42   1

02 RELATION-TO-EMPLOYEE-0405   DISPLAY         X(10)   43  10

02 DENTIST-NAME-0405       DISPLAY              53  25

03 DENTIST-FIRST-NAME-0405    DISPLAY         X(10)   53  10

03 DENTIST-LAST-NAME-0405    DISPLAY         X(15)   63  15

02 DENTIST-ADDRESS-0405     DISPLAY              78  46

03 DENTIST-STREET-0405      DISPLAY         X(20)   78  20

03 DENTIST-CITY-0405       DISPLAY         X(15)   98  15

03 DENTIST-STATE-0405      DISPLAY         X(2)   113   2

03 DENTIST-ZIP-0405       DISPLAY              115   9

04 DENTIST-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0405  DISPLAY         X(5)   115   5

04 DENTIST-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0405  DISPLAY         X(4)   120   4

02 DENTIST-LICENSE-NUMBER-0405  DISPLAY         9(6)   124   6
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02 NUMBER-OF-PROCEDURES-0405   COMP          9(2)   130   2

02 FILLER            DISPLAY         X     132   1

02 DENTIST-CHARGES-0405     DISPLAY OCCURS 0 TO 10      133  800

  DEPENDING ON --- NUMBER-OF-PROCEDURES-0405

03 TOOTH-NUMBER-0405       DISPLAY         9(2)    1   2

03 SERVICE-DATE-0405       DISPLAY               3   8

04 SERVICE-YEAR-0405       DISPLAY         9(4)    3   4

04 SERVICE-MONTH-0405      DISPLAY         9(2)    7   2

04 SERVICE-DAY-0405       DISPLAY         9(2)    9   2

03 PROCEDURE-CODE-0405      DISPLAY         9(4)    11   4

03 DESCRIPTION-OF-SERVICE-0405  DISPLAY         X(60)   15  60

03 FEE-0405           COMP-3         S9(7)V99  75   5

03 FILLER            DISPLAY         X     80   1

 IDMSRPTS nn.n               ── SCHEMA RECORD DESCRIPTION LISTING ───               DATE   TIME  PAGE

 RECDES                    DICTIONARY APPLDICT OF NODE DEFAULT               mm/dd/yy hhmmss   6

                         SCHEMA EMPSCHM VERSION 100

RECORD NAME........ DEPARTMENT                  RLGTH=  72

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                     DLGTH=  56

RECORD ID.......... 0410                     KLGTH=  16

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                    DSTRT=  16

LOCATION MODE...... CALC USING  DEPT-ID-0410     DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED

WITHIN............. ORG-DEMO-REGION   OFFSET    5 PGS FOR    20 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT PRIOR OWNER

          CALC       MEMBER     1   2

          DEPT-EMPLOYEE  INDEX OWNER   3   4

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT LGTH

02 DEPT-ID-0410         DISPLAY         9(4)    1   4

02 DEPT-NAME-0410        DISPLAY         X(45)    5  45

02 DEPT-HEAD-ID-0410       DISPLAY         9(4)    50   4

02 FILLER            DISPLAY         XXX    54   3

 IDMSRPTS nn.n               ── SCHEMA RECORD DESCRIPTION LISTING ───               DATE   TIME  PAGE

 RECDES                    DICTIONARY APPLDICT OF NODE DEFAULT               mm/dd/yy hhmmss   7

                         SCHEMA EMPSCHM VERSION 100

RECORD NAME........ EMPLOYEE                   RLGTH= 192

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                     DLGTH= 120

RECORD ID.......... 0415                     KLGTH=  72

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                    DSTRT=  72

LOCATION MODE...... CALC USING  EMP-ID-0415     DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED

WITHIN............. EMP-DEMO-REGION   OFFSET    5 PGS FOR    45 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT PRIOR OWNER

          CALC       MEMBER     1   2

          DEPT-EMPLOYEE  INDEX MEMBER  3      4

          EMP-NAME-NDX   INDEX MEMBER  5

          EMP-SSN-NDX   INDEX MEMBER  6

          OFFICE-EMPLOYEE INDEX MEMBER  7      8

          EMP-COVERAGE   OWNER      9  10

          EMP-EMPOSITION  OWNER     11  12

          EMP-EXPERTISE  OWNER     13  14

          MANAGES     OWNER     15  16
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          REPORTS-TO    OWNER     17  18

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT LGTH

02 EMP-ID-0415          DISPLAY         9(4)    1   4

02 EMP-NAME-0415         DISPLAY               5  25

03 EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415      DISPLAY         X(10)    5  10

03 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415      DISPLAY         X(15)   15  15

02 EMP-ADDRESS-0415       DISPLAY              30  46

03 EMP-STREET-0415        DISPLAY         X(20)   30  20

03 EMP-CITY-0415         DISPLAY         X(15)   50  15

03 EMP-STATE-0415        DISPLAY         X(2)    65   2

03 EMP-ZIP-0415         DISPLAY              67   9

04 EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0415    DISPLAY         X(5)    67   5

04 EMP-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0415    DISPLAY         X(4)    72   4

02 EMP-PHONE-0415        DISPLAY         9(10)   76  10

02 STATUS-0415          DISPLAY         X(2)    86   2

88 ACTIVE-0415          COND     '01'         86

88 ST-DISABIL-0415        COND     '02'         86

88 LT-DISABIL-0415        COND     '03'         86

88 LEAVE-OF-ABSENCE-0415     COND     '04'         86

88 TERMINATED-0415        COND     '05'         86

02 SS-NUMBER-0415        DISPLAY         9(9)    88   9

02 START-DATE-0415        DISPLAY              97   8

03 START-YEAR-0415        DISPLAY         9(4)    97   4

03 START-MONTH-0415       DISPLAY         9(2)   101   2

03 START-DAY-0415        DISPLAY         9(2)   103   2

02 TERMINATION-DATE-0415     DISPLAY              105   8

03 TERMINATION-YEAR-0415     DISPLAY         9(4)   105   4

03 TERMINATION-MONTH-0415    DISPLAY         9(2)   109   2

03 TERMINATION-DAY-0415     DISPLAY         9(2)   111   2

02 BIRTH-DATE-0415        DISPLAY              113   8

03 BIRTH-YEAR-0415        DISPLAY         9(4)   113   4

03 BIRTH-MONTH-0415       DISPLAY         9(2)   117   2

03 BIRTH-DAY-0415        DISPLAY         9(2)   119   2

 IDMSRPTS nn.n               ── SCHEMA RECORD DESCRIPTION LISTING ───               DATE   TIME  PAGE

 RECDES                    DICTIONARY APPLDICT OF NODE DEFAULT               mm/dd/yy hhmmss   8

                         SCHEMA EMPSCHM VERSION 100

RECORD NAME........ EMPOSITION                  RLGTH=  56

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                     DLGTH=  32

RECORD ID.......... 0420                     KLGTH=  24

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                    DSTRT=  24

LOCATION MODE...... VIA SET   EMP-EMPOSITION   DISPLACEMENT 0000 PAGES

WITHIN............. EMP-DEMO-REGION   OFFSET   5 PGS FOR     45 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT PRIOR OWNER

          EMP-EMPOSITION  MEMBER     1   2   3

          JOB-EMPOSITION  MEMBER     4   5   6

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT LGTH

02 START-DATE-0420        DISPLAY               1   8

03 START-YEAR-0420        DISPLAY         9(4)    1   4

03 START-MONTH-0420       DISPLAY         9(2)    5   2

03 START-DAY-0420        DISPLAY         9(2)    7   2

02 FINISH-DATE-0420       DISPLAY               9   8
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03 FINISH-YEAR-0420       DISPLAY         9(4)    9   4

03 FINISH-MONTH-0420       DISPLAY         9(2)    13   2

03 FINISH-DAY-0420        DISPLAY         9(2)    15   2

02 SALARY-GRADE-0420       DISPLAY         9(2)    17   2

02 SALARY-AMOUNT-0420      COMP-3         S9(7)V99  19   5

02 BONUS-PERCENT-0420      COMP-3         SV999   24   2

02 COMMISSION-PERCENT-0420    COMP-3         SV999   26   2

02 OVERTIME-RATE-0420      COMP-3         S9V99   28   2

02 FILLER            DISPLAY         XXX    30   3

 IDMSRPTS nn.n               ── SCHEMA RECORD DESCRIPTION LISTING ───               DATE   TIME  PAGE

 RECDES                    DICTIONARY APPLDICT OF NODE DEFAULT               mm/dd/yy hhmmss  10

                         SCHEMA EMPSCHM VERSION 100

RECORD NAME........ EXPERTISE                  RLGTH=  32

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                     DLGTH=  12

RECORD ID.......... 0425                     KLGTH=  20

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                    DSTRT=  20

LOCATION MODE...... VIA SET   EMP-EXPERTIS    DISPLACEMENT 0000 PAGES

WITHIN............. EMP-DEMO-REGION   OFFSET   5 PGS FOR     45 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT PRIOR OWNER

          EMP-EXPERTISE  MEMBER     1   2   3

          SKILL-EXPERTISE INDEX MEMBER  4      5

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT LGTH

02 SKILL-LEVEL-0425       DISPLAY         XX     1   2

88 EXPERT-0425          COND     '04'          1

88 PROFICIENT-0425        COND     '03'          1

88 COMPETENT-0425        COND     '02'          1

88 ELEMENTARY-0425        COND     '01'          1

02 EXPERTISE-DATE-0425      DISPLAY               3   8

03 EXPERTISE-YEAR-0425      DISPLAY         9(4)    3   4

03 EXPERTISE-MONTH-0425     DISPLAY         9(2)    7   2

03 EXPERTISE-DAY-0425      DISPLAY         9(2)    9   2

02 FILLER            DISPLAY         XX     11   2

 IDMSRPTS nn.n               ── SCHEMA RECORD DESCRIPTION LISTING ───               DATE   TIME  PAGE

 RECDES                    DICTIONARY APPLDICT OF NODE DEFAULT               mm/dd/yy hhmmss  10

                         SCHEMA EMPSCHM VERSION 100

RECORD NAME........ HOSPITAL-CLAIM                RLGTH= 304

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                     DLGTH= 300

RECORD ID.......... 0430                     KLGTH=  4

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                    DSTRT=  4

LOCATION MODE...... VIA SET   COVERAGE-CLAIMS  DISPLACEMENT 0000 PAGES

WITHIN............. INS-DEMO-REGION   OFFSET   5 PGS FOR     20 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT PRIOR OWNER

          COVERAGE-CLAIMS MEMBER     1

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT LGTH

02 CLAIM-DATE-0430        DISPLAY               1   8

03 CLAIM-YEAR-0430        DISPLAY         9(4)    1   4

03 CLAIM-MONTH-0430       DISPLAY         9(2)    5   2

03 CLAIM-DAY-0430        DISPLAY         9(2)    7   2

02 PATIENT-NAME-0430       DISPLAY               9  25

03 PATIENT-FIRST-NAME-0430    DISPLAY         X(10)    9  10
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03 PATIENT-LAST-NAME-0430    DISPLAY         X(15)   19  15

02 PATIENT-BIRTH-DATE-0430    DISPLAY              34   8

03 PATIENT-BIRTH-YEAR-0430    DISPLAY         9(4)    34   4

03 PATIENT-BIRTH-MONTH-0430   DISPLAY         9(2)    38   2

03 PATIENT-BIRTH-DAY-0430    DISPLAY         9(2)    40   2

02 PATIENT-SEX-0430       DISPLAY         X     42   1

02 RELATION-TO-EMPLOYEE-0430   DISPLAY         X(10)   43  10

02 HOSPITAL-NAME-0430      DISPLAY         X(25)   53  25

02 HOSP-ADDRESS-0430       DISPLAY              78  46

03 HOSP-STREET-0430       DISPLAY         X(20)   78  20

03 HOSP-CITY-0430        DISPLAY         X(15)   98  15

03 HOSP-STATE-0430        DISPLAY         X(2)   113   2

03 HOSP-ZIP-0430         DISPLAY              115   9

04 HOSP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0430   DISPLAY         X(5)   115   5

04 HOSP-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0430    DISPLAY         X(4)   120   4

02 ADMIT-DATE-0430        DISPLAY              124   8

03 ADMIT-YEAR-0430        DISPLAY         9(4)   124   4

03 ADMIT-MONTH-0430       DISPLAY         9(2)   128   2

03 ADMIT-DAY-0430        DISPLAY         9(2)   130   2

02 DISCHARGE-DATE-0430      DISPLAY              132   8

03 DISCHARGE-YEAR-0430      DISPLAY         9(4)   132   4

03 DISCHARGE-MONTH-0430     DISPLAY         9(2)   136   2

03 DISCHARGE-DAY-0430      DISPLAY         9(2)   138   2

02 DIAGNOSIS-0430        DISPLAY OCCURS 2    X(60)   140  120

02 HOSPITAL-CHARGES-0430     DISPLAY              260  41

03 ROOM-AND-BOARD-0430      DISPLAY              260  26

04 WARD-0430           DISPLAY              260  13

05 WARD-DAYS-0430        COMP-3         S9(5)   260   3

05 WARD-RATE-0430        COMP-3         S9(7)V99 263   5

05 WARD-TOTAL-0430        COMP-3         S9(7)V99 268   5

04 SEMI-PRIVATE-0430       DISPLAY              273  13

05 SEMI-DAYS-0430        COMP-3         S9(5)   273   3

05 SEMI-RATE-0430        COMP-3         S9(7)V99 276   5

05 SEMI-TOTAL-0430        COMP-3         S9(7)V99 281   5

03 OTHER-CHARGES-0430      DISPLAY              286  15

04 DELIVERY-COST-0430      COMP-3         S9(7)V99 286   5

04 ANESTHESIA-COST-0430     COMP-3         S9(7)V99 291   5

04 LAB-COST-0430         COMP-3         S9(7)V99 296   5

 

 IDMSRPTS nn.n               ── SCHEMA RECORD DESCRIPTION LISTING ───               DATE   TIME  PAGE

 RECDES                    DICTIONARY APPLDICT OF NODE DEFAULT               mm/dd/yy hhmmss  12

                         SCHEMA EMPSCHM VERSION 100

RECORD NAME........ INSURANCE-PLAN                RLGTH= 140

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                     DLGTH= 132

RECORD ID.......... 0435                     KLGTH=  8

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                    DSTRT=  8

LOCATION MODE...... CALC USING  INS-PLAN-CODE-0435  DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED

WITHIN............. INS-DEMO-REGION   OFFSET    1 PGS FOR    4 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT PRIOR OWNER

          CALC       MEMBER     1   2

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT LGTH
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02 INS-PLAN-CODE-0435      DISPLAY         X(3)    1   3

88 GROUP-LIFE-0435        COND     '001'         1

88 HMO-0435           COND     '002'         1

88 GROUP-HEALTH-0435       COND     '003'         1

88 GROUP-DENTAL-0435       COND     '004'         1

02 INS-CO-NAME-0435       DISPLAY         X(45)    4  45

02 INS-CO-ADDRESS-0435      DISPLAY              49  46

03 INS-CO-STREET-0435      DISPLAY         X(20)   49  20

03 INS-CO-CITY-0435       DISPLAY         X(15)   69  15

03 INS-CO-STATE-0435       DISPLAY         X(2)    84   2

03 INS-CO-ZIP-0435        DISPLAY              86   9

04 INS-CO-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0435  DISPLAY         X(5)    86   5

04 INS-CO-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0435   DISPLAY         X(4)    91   4

02 INS-CO-PHONE-0435       DISPLAY         9(10)   95  10

02 GROUP-NUMBER-0435       DISPLAY         9(6)   105   6

02 PLAN-DESCRIPTION-0435     DISPLAY              111  20

03 DEDUCT-0435          COMP-3         S9(7)V99 111   5

03 MAXIMUM-LIFE-COST-0435    COMP-3         S9(7)V99 116   5

03 FAMILY-COST-0435       COMP-3         S9(7)V99 121   5

03 DEP-COST-0435         COMP-3         S9(7)V99 126   5

02 FILLER            DISPLAY         XX    131   2

 IDMSRPTS nn.n               ── SCHEMA RECORD DESCRIPTION LISTING ───               DATE   TIME  PAGE

 RECDES                    DICTIONARY APPLDICT OF NODE DEFAULT               mm/dd/yy hhmmss  14

                         SCHEMA EMPSCHM VERSION 100

RECORD NAME........ JOB                     RLGTH= 324

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                     DLGTH= 300

RECORD ID.......... 0440                     KLGTH=  24

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED (INTERNALLY VARIABLE)         DSTRT=  28

MINIMUM ROOT.......  24 CHARACTERS

MINIMUM FRAGMENT...  296 CHARACTERS

LOCATION MODE...... CALC USING  JOB-ID-0440     DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED

WITHIN............. ORG-DEMO-REGION   OFFSET    5 PGS FOR    20 PGS

CALL PROCEDURES.... NAME.... WHEN.. FUNCTION

          IDMSCOMP BEFORE STORE

          IDMSCOMP BEFORE MODIFY

          IDMSDCOM AFTER GET

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT PRIOR OWNER

          CALC       MEMBER     1   2

          JOB-TITLE-NDX  INDEX MEMBER  3

          JOB-EMPOSITION  OWNER      4   5

          (FRAGMENT CHAIN) INTRNL     6

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT LGTH

02 JOB-ID-0440          DISPLAY         9(4)    1   4

02 TITLE-0440          DISPLAY         X(20)    5  20

02 DESCRIPTION-0440       DISPLAY              25  120

03 DESCRIPTION-LINE-0440     DISPLAY OCCURS 2    X(60)   25  120

02 REQUIREMENTS-0440       DISPLAY              145  120

03 REQUIREMENT-LINE-0440     DISPLAY OCCURS 2    X(60)   145  120

02 MINIMUM-SALARY-0440      DISPLAY         S9(6)V99 265   8

02 MAXIMUM-SALARY-0440      DISPLAY         S9(6)V99 273   8

02 SALARY-GRADES-0440      DISPLAY OCCURS 4    9(2)   281   8

02 NUMBER-OF-POSITIONS-0440   DISPLAY         9(3)   289   3
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02 NUMBER-OPEN-0440       DISPLAY         9(3)   292   3

02 FILLER            DISPLAY         XX    295   2

 IDMSRPTS nn.n               ── SCHEMA RECORD DESCRIPTION LISTING ───               DATE   TIME  PAGE

 RECDES                    DICTIONARY APPLDICT OF NODE DEFAULT               mm/dd/yy hhmmss  15

                         SCHEMA EMPSCHM VERSION 100

RECORD NAME........ NON-HOSP-CLAIM                RLGTH= 1064

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                     DLGTH= 1056

RECORD ID.......... 0445                     KLGTH=  8

RECORD LENGTH...... VARIABLE                   DSTRT=  12

MINIMUM ROOT.......  248 CHARACTERS

MINIMUM FRAGMENT... 1052 CHARACTERS

LOCATION MODE...... VIA SET   COVERAGE-CLAIMS  DISPLACEMENT 0000 PAGES

WITHIN............. INS-DEMO-REGION   OFFSET   5 PGS FOR     20 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT PRIOR OWNER

          COVERAGE-CLAIMS MEMBER     1

          (FRAGMENT CHAIN) INTRNL     2

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT LGTH

02 CLAIM-DATE-0445        DISPLAY               1   8

03 CLAIM-YEAR-0445        DISPLAY         9(4)    1   4

03 CLAIM-MONTH-0445       DISPLAY         9(2)    5   2

03 CLAIM-DAY-0445        DISPLAY         9(2)    7   2

02 PATIENT-NAME-0445       DISPLAY               9  25

03 PATIENT-FIRST-NAME-0445    DISPLAY         X(10)    9  10

03 PATIENT-LAST-NAME-0445    DISPLAY         X(15)   19  15

02 PATIENT-BIRTH-DATE-0445    DISPLAY              34   8

03 PATIENT-BIRTH-YEAR-0445    DISPLAY         9(4)    34   4

03 PATIENT-BIRTH-MONTH-0445   DISPLAY         9(2)    38   2

03 PATIENT-BIRTH-DAY-0445    DISPLAY         9(2)    40   2

02 PATIENT-SEX-0445       DISPLAY         X     42   1

02 RELATION-TO-EMPLOYEE-0445   DISPLAY         X(10)   43  10

02 PHYSICIAN-NAME-0445      DISPLAY              53  25

03 PHYSICIAN-FIRST-NAME-0445   DISPLAY         X(10)   53  10

03 PHYSICIAN-LAST-NAME-0445   DISPLAY         X(15)   63  15

02 PHYSICIAN-ADDRESS-0445    DISPLAY              78  46

03 PHYSICIAN-STREET-0445     DISPLAY         X(20)   78  20

03 PHYSICIAN-CITY-0445      DISPLAY         X(15)   98  15

03 PHYSICIAN-STATE-0445     DISPLAY         X(2)   113   2

03 PHYSICIAN-ZIP-0445      DISPLAY              115   9

04 PHYSICIAN-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0445 DISPLAY         X(5)   115   5

04 PHYSICIAN-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0445 DISPLAY         X(4)   120   4

02 PHYSICIAN-ID-0445       DISPLAY         9(6)   124   6

02 DIAGNOSIS-0445        DISPLAY OCCURS 2    X(60)   130  120

02 NUMBER-OF-PROCEDURES-0445   COMP          9(2)   250   2

02 FILLER            DISPLAY         X     252   1

02 PHYSICIAN-CHARGES-0445    DISPLAY OCCURS 0 TO 10      253  800

  DEPENDING ON -- NUMBER-OF-PROCEDURES-0445

03 SERVICE-DATE-0445       DISPLAY               1   8

04 SERVICE-YEAR-0445       DISPLAY         9(4)    1   4

04 SERVICE-MONTH-0445      DISPLAY         9(2)    5   2

04 SERVICE-DAY-0445       DISPLAY         9(2)    7   2

03 PROCEDURE-CODE-0445      DISPLAY         9(4)    9   4

03 DESCRIPTION-OF-SERVICE-0445  DISPLAY         X(60)   13  60
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03 FEE-0445           COMP-3         S9(7)V99  73   5

03 FILLER            DISPLAY         XXX    78   3

 IDMSRPTS nn.n               ── SCHEMA RECORD DESCRIPTION LISTING ───               DATE   TIME  PAGE

 RECDES                    DICTIONARY APPLDICT OF NODE DEFAULT               mm/dd/yy hhmmss  18

                         SCHEMA EMPSCHM VERSION 100

RECORD NAME........ OFFICE                    RLGTH=  92

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                     DLGTH=  76

RECORD ID.......... 0450                     KLGTH=  16

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                    DSTRT=  16

LOCATION MODE...... CALC USING  OFFICE-CODE-0450   DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED

WITHIN............. ORG-DEMO-REGION   OFFSET    5 PGS FOR    20 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT PRIOR OWNER

          CALC       MEMBER     1   2

          OFFICE-EMPLOYEE INDEX OWNER   3   4

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT LGTH

02 OFFICE-CODE-0450       DISPLAY         X(3)    1   3

02 OFFICE-ADDRESS-0450      DISPLAY               4  46

03 OFFICE-STREET-0450      DISPLAY         X(20)    4  20

03 OFFICE-CITY-0450       DISPLAY         X(15)   24  15

03 OFFICE-STATE-0450       DISPLAY         X(2)    39   2

03 OFFICE-ZIP-0450        DISPLAY              41   9

04 OFFICE-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0450  DISPLAY         X(5)    41   5

04 OFFICE-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0450   DISPLAY         X(4)    46   4

02 OFFICE-PHONE-0450       DISPLAY OCCURS 3    9(7)    50  21

02 OFFICE-AREA-CODE-0450     DISPLAY         X(3)    71   3

02 SPEED-DIAL-0450        DISPLAY         X(3)    74   3

 IDMSRPTS nn.n               ── SCHEMA RECORD DESCRIPTION LISTING ───               DATE   TIME  PAGE

 RECDES                    DICTIONARY APPLDICT OF NODE DEFAULT               mm/dd/yy hhmmss  20

                         SCHEMA EMPSCHM VERSION 100

RECORD NAME........ SKILL                    RLGTH=  96

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                     DLGTH=  76

RECORD ID.......... 0455                     KLGTH=  20

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                    DSTRT=  20

LOCATION MODE...... CALC USING  SKILL-ID-0455    DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED

WITHIN............. ORG-DEMO-REGION   OFFSET    5 PGS FOR    20 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT PRIOR OWNER

          CALC       MEMBER     1   2

          SKILL-NAME-NDX  INDEX MEMBER  3

          SKILL-EXPERTISE INDEX OWNER   4   5

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT LGTH

02 SKILL-ID-0455         DISPLAY         9(4)    1   4

02 SKILL-NAME-0455        DISPLAY         X(12)    5  12

02 SKILL-DESCRIPTION-0455    DISPLAY         X(60)   17  60

 IDMSRPTS nn.n               ── SCHEMA RECORD DESCRIPTION LISTING ───               DATE   TIME  PAGE
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 RECDES                    DICTIONARY APPLDICT OF NODE DEFAULT               mm/dd/yy hhmmss  22

                         SCHEMA EMPSCHM VERSION 100

RECORD NAME........ STRUCTURE                  RLGTH=  36

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                     DLGTH=  12

RECORD ID.......... 0460                     KLGTH=  24

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                    DSTRT=  24

LOCATION MODE...... VIA SET   MANAGES      DISPLACEMENT 0000 PAGES

WITHIN............. EMP-DEMO-REGION   OFFSET   5 PGS FOR     45 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT PRIOR OWNER

          MANAGES     MEMBER     1   2   3

          REPORTS-TO    MEMBER     4   5   6

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT LGTH

02 STRUCTURE-CODE-0460      DISPLAY         X(2)    1   2

88 ADMIN-0460          COND 'A'              1

88 PROJECT-0460         COND 'P1' THRU 'P9'         1

02 STRUCTURE-DATE-0460      DISPLAY               3   8

03 STRUCTURE-YEAR-0460      DISPLAY         9(4)    3   4

03 STRUCTURE-MONTH-0460     DISPLAY         9(2)    7   2

03 STRUCTURE-DAY-0460      DISPLAY         9(2)    9   2

02 FILLER            DISPLAY         XX     11   2

EMPLOYEE Database Structure Diagram

The data structure diagram illustrates record relationships in the EMPLOYEE database.
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VS COBOL II Support
This section discusses IDMS support for programs compiled under the VS COBOL II compiler. It is divided into two parts:

 

NOTE
This section applies only to programs run in the online DC/UCF system. Except where specifically noted, it does
not apply to programs run in another region (such as batch or CICS Transaction Server) even if the programs
contain IDMS DML commands.  All the provisions of this section also apply to programs compiled under an LE-
compliant compiler, unless otherwise noted. For more information about IBM Language Environment and LE-
compliant compilers, see Considerations for IBM Language Environment.

Programs compiled under VS COBOL II can be run under the IBM runtime Language Environment subject to the
requirements documented by IBM and the IDMS restrictions documented below and in Considerations for IBM Language
Environment. IBM no longer supports programs running under the VS COBOL II runtime environment.

Features Supported by IDMS

The following COBOL II features are supported by IDMS:

• Reentrancy -- Fully reentrant and non-reentrant programs are supported. The RENT compiler option must be
specified if the program is reentrant. NORENT must be specified if the program is non-reentrant.
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NOTE
Quasi-reentrancy is not supported for VS COBOL II programs. It is strongly recommended that all COBOL II
programs be compiled with the RENT option. A separate copy of each NORENT COBOL II program will be
loaded for each concurrent task. CPU and storage utilization will be extremely high.

• Residency -- Resident and nonresident programs are supported. The NORES compiler option causes all necessary
VS COBOL II runtime support modules to be linked with the program. The program can then be executed without
having to load any support modules. The RES option causes the runtime support modules to be brought in as needed
during execution.
The following combinations of RENT and RES options are supported:
– RENT RES
– NORENT NORES
– NORENT RES

NOTE
31-bit programs require the RENT and RES options. This combination is recommended for most efficient
processing. The RES option is not relevant to LE-compliant compilers, which always use this option.

The RENT/NORES combination is not allowed by the VS COBOL II compiler.
Do not confuse the RES compiler option with the IDMS RESIDENT parameter (assigned at SYSGEN or by using a
DCMT command). The IDMS RESIDENT parameter causes the user program to be loaded into the resident pool
during startup, and remains there for the duration of system execution.

• XA support -- Full 31-bit support is provided. COBOL II programs can reside above or below the 16-meg line, and
can execute in 24-bit or 31-bit mode. User data areas can reside below the 16-meg line (compiler option DATA(24))
or anywhere in the region (DATA(31)). The following table shows the default attributes assigned by the COBOL II
compiler based on the combination of RES and RENT compiler options.

RMODE and AMODE Attributes

Compiler options Default RMODE/AMODE
RES/RENT RMODE(ANY) AMODE(ANY)
RES/NORENT RMODE(24) AMODE(ANY)
NORES/NORENT RMODE(24) AMODE(24)

To run a task in 31-bit mode, it must be defined with a LOCATION of ANY (at SYSGEN or at runtime using a DCMT VARY
DYNAMIC PROGRAM command).

• Static and dynamic calls -- IDMS supports the following types of calls provided by VS COBOL II:
– CALL literal with NODYNAM, static (more storage, less CPU)
– CALL identifier, dynamic (less storage, more CPU)

To call a program dynamically you must use the call identifier format.
A VS COBOL II program can use the COBOL CALL verb to invoke an assembler or COBOL II subprogram.
The IDMS TRANSFER CONTROL (LINK or XCTL) must be used for invoking VS COBOL subprograms. The
subprogram must be defined to the system either at SYSGEN or by using a DCMT VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM
command. The correct language must be specified, and the NONOVERLAYABLE attribute must also be specified.
A COBOL II program and all the COBOL II subprograms that it calls dynamically must be compiled with the same
RES/NORES compiler option.
A dynamic call is often a more efficient way for one online VS COBOL II program to call another than the use of a
TRANSFER CONTROL DML command. Note, however, that when a dynamic call is made, the DC/UCF system is
not aware that the application is running in a new program. Therefore, error messages and program statistics will
not reflect the call.
There are also restrictions on using static or dynamic calls when invoking an assembler subprogram. If the
assembler program is not fully reentrant or if the assembler program issues any operating system SVC instructions,
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the program must be invoked with a DC TRANSFER control statement. Note that use of SVC instructions in an
online program presents security and performance concerns. Such instructions should be avoided unless they are
absolutely necessary. In most cases, DC/UCF system functions can be used instead.

• Optimizer -- The COBOL II optimizer is fully supported. Service reloads do not have to be explicitly coded in the
program, as is required for VS COBOL.

• STRING/UNSTRING/INSPECT -- COBOL II verbs that require GETMAIN services are supported; this includes
STRING, UNSTRING, and INSPECT.

NOTE
Exercise caution with STRING, UNSTRING, and INSPECT.Use of these may increase SRB time. Commands
in a VS/COBOL II environment may cause additional screening of supervisor calls resulting in some
performance degradation. This concern does not apply when using VS/COBOL II in an IBM runtime
Language Environment provided that RHDCLEFE is defined in the IDMS/DC Sysgen.

• Compiler options -- The following compiler options that affect object code execution are supported:
– DATA
– OPTIMIZE
– PFDSGN
– RENT
– RESIDENT
– SSRANGE
– TRUNC

NOTE
See the discussion of the TRUNC option in the section Executing Programs.

– ZWB
• Execution time options -- COBOL II has an options module (IGZEOPT) that can be assembled and link-edited to

control options at execution time. The module needs to be linked with each online VS COBOL II application program.
Valid macro values for parameters that affect IDMS performance are shown below:

IGZOPT SYSTYPE=OS,

    DEBUG=NO,

    STAE=NO,

    AIXBLD=NO,

    SSRANGE=YES/NO,

    SPOUT=YES/NO

Features Not Supported by IDMS

The following COBOL II features are not supported by IDMS:

• ENVIRONMENT and DATA DIVISION entries normally associated with file management (for example, INPUT-
OUTPUT SECTION, FILE SECTION)

• I/O statements, including ACCEPT, CLOSE, DELETE, DISPLAY, OPEN, READ, REWRITE, and WRITE

NOTE
DATE/TIME related ACCEPT statements are supported in release 14.1and later for COBOL II and LE-
compliant compilers.

The debugging features FDUMP and TEST
• The sorting features SORT and MERGE
• The compiler options ADV, DYNAM, FASTSRT, GRAPHIC, and OUTDD
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Considerations for IBM Language Environment
This section applies only to runtime support for COBOL programs that run in an online DC/UCF region. It does not apply
to batch or CICS programs that access IDMS. It also does not apply to online COBOL programs compiled with the "old"
VS COBOL compiler, prior to VS COBOL II. Online VS COBOL programs must comply with the compile and linkage
restrictions described in Compiling and Executing IDMS Programs. If these restrictions are observed, the LE runtime
environment will not be accessed by VS COBOL programs. This section does apply to programs compiled under VS
COBOL II when run in online LE runtime environment.

What is IBM Language Environment (LE)?

LE is a runtime environment that replaces the language-specific runtime environments that existed previously. For
example, VS COBOL had its own runtime environment; VS COBOL II had another. IDMS can execute programs that are
designed to use the LE runtime environment. It can also execute programs compiled with pre-LE compilers that use the
LE runtime environment subject to IBM's documented restrictions.

Language Environment has had several names for different operating systems and release levels. The term "LE" will be
used in this document to refer to the IBM runtime Language Environment for any of the following operating systems:

z/VSE

• z/OS
• z/VM

NOTE
This section applies only to runtime supportin IDMS/DC. It does not apply to batch or CICS programs that
access IDMS.

How Can You Use LE with IDMS/DC?

To execute online programs using the LE runtime libraries, follow these steps to bring up your IDMS environment:

1. Ensure that the IDMS system has been generated with a 24-bit reentrant pool (or program pool, if no reentrant pool is
generated) that is large enough to contain the IBM-supplied LE application program interface module CEEPIPI. The
size of this module is approximately 100K.

2. Ensure that the IDMS system has been generated with an XA reentrant pool that is large enough to maintain
residence for several IBM-supplied LE support modules. Allow 5 megabytes for these programs.

Include the LE runtime load libraries in the CDMSLIB loadlib concatenation before any other IBM language loadlibs you
are using. For example, before COBOL II.

Considerations About LE Runtime

Running Pre-LE Programs

There are restrictions that apply when you run pre-LE programs in an LE runtime environment within IDMS/DC. Pre-LE
programs are programs that were compiled with a non-LE compliant compiler, such as COBOL II.

Some of these restrictions are already documented in Compiling and Executing IDMS Programs and VS COBOL II
Support. Additional restrictions for LE are:

• VS COBOL II programs have to run without storage protection unless RHDCLEFE (see "Performance Improvements
with RHDCLEFE" below) is in use.

• VS COBOL II programs must be linked with an IGZEOPT module that specifies STAE=NO (see "Execution Time
Options" for more information about the use of IGZEOPT). If this restriction is not observed, a program check in
a COBOL program will result in immediate termination of the program with no indication of an error. Certain other
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abnormal abend conditions may also go unreported. This restriction does not apply if one of the following conditions is
true:
– RHDCLEFE is in use. See "Performance Improvements with RHDCLEFE" later in this section for more information.
– A special CEEDOPT or CEEROPT is in use as described later in this section under Runtime Options, and either or

both of the following options is specified:
ABTERMENC=((ABEND,...
TRAP=((OFF,...

• The IBM LE support module CEEPIPI must be loaded once before any VS COBOL II program is run. This is most
easily done by defining CEEPIPI as RESIDENT in the IDMS/DC sysgen using the following syntax.

ADD PROGRAM CEEPIPI CONCURRENT ENABLED LANGUAGE ASSEMBLER

NONOVERLAYABLE PROGRAM PROTECT REENTRANT RESIDENT REUSABLE .

• Restrictions mentioned in the IBM documentation (for example, the IBM COBOL/370 Migration Guide) apply.

NOTE
Running pre-LE programs with LE runtime can degradeperformance in some circumstances. If you notice
poor performance, you should consider recompiling the programs with the newer compiler or running with
RHDCLEFE (see "Performance Improvements with RHDCLEFE" below). The use of RHDCLEFE also
removes the necessity of forcing the load of CEEPIPI before running any VS COBOL II programs.

Running LE Programs

LE programs are programs that were compiled with an LE-compliant compiler. IDMS/DC supports all LE-compliant
compilers supported by IBM including:

• IBM COBOL for VM
• IBM Enterprise COBOL for z/OS
• COBOL for z/VSE

For convenience, programs compiled with an LE-compliant compiler are referred to as "LE COBOL" programs below.

Running LE-Compliant Compiler Programs Under IDMS/DC

This section discusses Language Environment runtime options relevant to the online IDMS/DC environment.

NOTE
The restrictions on VS COBOL and VS COBOL II compile and runtime options also apply to programs compiled
with an LE-compliant COBOL compiler unless specifically noted below.

Runtime Options

The IBM Language Environment provides numerous options that control how programs operate at runtime. The
default values are designed to be suitable in a batch environment. Therefore, it is necessary to modify some values for
applications that are to run in a DC/UCF online system.

NOTE
As stated in the introduction to this section, this section does not apply to programs that run in a CICS or other
region, even if they access IDMS using DML or SQL commands. It does apply to programs that run a DC/UCF
online system, which are invoked from another front-end using IDMS UCF (such as an ADS/O application that is
accessed using UCFCICS from a CICS front-end).

The IBM Language Environment provides a number of ways to specify runtime options. Four methods are supported for
IDMS/DC online programs:

1. Modify, assemble, and link the IBM-supplied CEEUOPT module. Link the resulting module with each application
program. Product Documentation Change LI18624 contains a sample version of the CEEUOPT with values that are
appropriate for most online IDMS applications. Also consult the section "Creating an Application-Specific Runtime
Options Module" in IBM's LE Installation and Customization Manual.
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2. Assemble and link a CEEUOPT module as described above. Link the resulting module with RHDCLEFE. Make
sure that RHDCLEFE is defined in the DC/UCF Sysgen (as described under "Performance Improvements Using
RHDCLEFE" below). This option affects only COBOL programs. This is the recommended option for all online COBOL
applications.

3. Assemble and link a specialized CEEDOPT module.

NOTE
This method is not available for z/OS Version 1.10 and higher. Use method 1 or method 4 for non-COBOL
applications on z/OS Versin 1.10 and higher.

If this method is chosen, special copies of the IBM modules CEEBINIT and CEEPIPI must be maintained for use
with online DC/UCF systems only. Due to maintenance considerations, this method is not recommended for COBOL
applications. It is needed for PL/I programs compiled with a non-LE-compliant compiler. For more information on using
this method, see Product Documentation Change LI23664.

4. Assemble and link a specialized CEEROPT module.

NOTE
This method is not available for z/OS Version 1.9 and lower or for VSE. Use method 1 or 3 for those
operating systems.

If this method is chosen, a CEEROPT load module can be created to override desired options. Like CEEUOPT, and
unlike CEEDOPT, you only need to specify those options which are to be different from the installation default LE run-
time operations. The resultant load module must be included in a load library in the CDMSLIB concatenation ahead of
the default SCEERUN load library.
Note: The CEEROPT will be loaded in an IDMS region only if your CEEPRMxx member specified CEEROPT(ALL).
For more information on using this module, refer to IBM documentation.

Except as discussed below, the IBM-supplied default runtime options can be used with any site-specific desired
modifications. Note that the MSGFILE parameter is ignored and messages are sent to the IDMS log file.

Recommended settings for certain parameters are as shown below. For more details on these parameters see the IBM
Language Environment Customization manual.

• ABTERMENC=(RETCODE) or ABTERMENC=(ABEND): This parameter affects the action taken when an LE enclave
ends with an unhandled condition of severity 2 or higher. If RETCODE code is specified, the DC task will abend
with message DC128004. If ABEND is specified, the DC task will abend with a Uxxx where xxx corresponds to the
hexadecimal value of the user abend code set by LE. For example, an LE user abend 4093 would result in a DC task
abend with code UFFD.

• ALL31=(ON): This parameter will minimize the amount of below-the-line storage that will be allocated by LE. This
parameter requires that all COBOL programs are linked with AMODE(31). It is strongly recommended that any non-
conforming programs be relinked so that ALL31=(ON) can be specified.

• DEBUG=(OFF): The DEBUG runtime option cannot be used in a DC environment.
• INTERRUPT=(OFF): Attention interrupts are handled by the IDMS/DC system and not by LE runtime support.

Application COBOL programs can test for attention interrupts using the DC-ATTN-INT condition name under LE just as
with earlier COBOL runtime environments.

• POSIX=(OFF): POSIX is not supported under DC/UCF.
• RPTSTG=(OFF) or RPTSTG=(ON): Normally OFF should be specified. OFF must be specified for systems prior to

release 14.1.
The purpose of RPTSTG is to determine the storage utilization for a particular application. The report is produced
at the end of a COBOL task thread and is written to the IDMS log file. For efficiency reasons, the termination phase
of COBOL processing is normally not executed in an online DC environment. If it is necessary to obtain storage
information for a particular application, optional bit 196 can be set (See "COBOL II and LE COBOL Task Management"
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in Optional Online COBOL Functionality). Note that this option adversely affects performance. Storage reports are
therefore normally produced only in a test or development system.

• TERMTHDACT=(QUIET) or TERMTHDACT=(TRACE): This option controls the extent of LE runtime information that
will be supplied when an application terminates. All messages will be written to the DC log file.

• TRAP=(ON) or TRAP=(OFF): If ON is specified, program checks in an LE application will result in IBM LE error-
handling being put into effect. COBOL-specific and LE messages will be written to the log. After these messages are
written and the COBOL thread ends abnormally, the DC task will abend with message DC128004 and a task snap will
be taken.
If OFF is specified, program checks in an LE application will result in an immediate task snap. This is similar to the
result in a VS COBOL or VS COBOL II runtime environment. No LE messages related to the program check will be
written. Furthermore, if any PL/I applications are included in the online system, any ON ERROR clauses will not be
handled properly.

In addition to the parameters above, we strongly recommend that you use smaller values than the default ones for the
various heap (ANYHEAP, BELOWHEAP, and HEAP) parameters and stack (LIBSTACK and STACK) parameters because
these are allocated on a task thread basis. Storage allocation is most efficient if relatively large values are specified as
sixteen bytes less than a multiple of 4096. Smaller values than 4096 should be set for some parameters to avoid wasting
storage. The values shown below have been found to be suitable for most DC/UCF systems.

Even when the smallest possible storage values are chosen, the IBM Language Environment requests a substantial
amount of below-the-line storage for each program invoked in an online task--particularly with older releases of LE.
This storage is used for functions which are not supported in an online DC/UCF system. For this reason, DC/UCF
provides optional functionality which forces all LE storage to be allocated above the 16M line for tasks which are defined
as LOCATION ANY. You can enable this functionality by specifying #DEFOPT OPT00227 when compiling module
RHDCOPTF.

ANYHEAP=(2032,4080,ANYWHERE,FREE)

BELOWHEAP=(496,496,FREE)

HEAP=(2032,4080,ANYWHERE,KEEP,2032,2032)

LIBSTACK=(496,496,FREE)

STACK=(2032,8176,ANY,KEEP)

STORAGE=(NONE,NONE,NONE,0)

THREADHEAP=(0100,0100,ANYWHERE,KEEP)

Supported LE Functions

IDMS/DC supports these LE functions:

• Math services
• National language support services
• Date and time services
• XML parsing

IDMS/DC also supports storage management services, but for performance reasons, they are not recommended. The
storage management services are:

• CEECRHP: Create heap segment
• CEECZST: Re-allocate (change size of) heap storage
• CEEDSHP: Discard heap segment
• CEEFRST: Free heap storage
• CEEGTST: Get heap storage
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Unsupported LE Functions

IDMS/DC does not support the following LE functions:

• CEE3PRM: Get exec parms
• CEETDLI: Call IMS
• CEETEST: Invoke debugging environment

Performance Improvements with RHDCLEFE

Beginning with Release 14.1, IDMS supports a more efficient method of running online VS COBOL II and LE COBOL
programs under LE runtime. In order to realize this performance improvement, link RHDCLEFE and define it in the IDMS
sysgen with the following values:

ADD PROGRAM RHDCLEFE

 CONCURRENT

 DYNAMIC

 ENABLED

 LANGUAGE IS ASSEMBLER

 NEW COPY IS ENABLED

 NONOVERLAYABLE

 PROGRAM

 NOPROTECT

 REENTRANT

 RESIDENT

 REUSABLE.

The advantages of using defining RHDCLEFE in an LE runtime environment are as follows.

• COBOL II programs can run with Storage Protect.
• If RHDCLEFE is in use, it is not necessary to link CEEUOPT with each application program.
• If a VS COBOL II or an LE COBOL program is invoked multiple times in the same task using an IDMS DML call (#LINK

from Assembler, DC TRANSFER from COBOL or PL/I, or LINK from ADS/O), then only one LE enclave and one LE
environment will be established.
The use of RHDCLEFE can reduce the CPU usage for TRANSFER CONTROL to another COBOL program,
particularly a VS COBOL II program. Without RHDCLEFE, each such invocation of a VS COBOL II program will result
in the establishment and termination of both the environment and the enclave. Each such invocation of a LE COBOL
program will result in the establishment and termination of the enclave.

NOTE
RHDCLEFE is linked with a CEEUOPT with ALL31=(ON). As a consequence, all LE COBOL and VS COBOL
II programs must be linked with AMODE(31) or AMODE(any).

Multiple-Program Enclave

This feature became available on release 15.0 service pack 3.

You can improve the performance of certain online applications that use COBOL programs under the IBM Language
Environment (LE) by enabling a new optional feature which allows the use of a single LE enclave for multiple programs.
The following explains the conditions under which performance can be improved and some restrictions on the programs
that can utilize this new feature:

• Because of restrictions on the applications that can use the new functionality, this feature is not in effect unless
MULTIPLE ENCLAVE IS ON is specified on the SYSTEM statement in the DC System Generation. In addition, module
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RHDCLEFE must be in use as described in "Performance Improvements with RHDCLEFE." In release 15.0, this
feature is available only for z/OS operating systems.

• When MULTIPLE ENCLAVE IS OFF, each new LE program invoked within a DC online task causes the initialization of
a new LE process and enclave, provided the program was invoked as a result of one of the following:
– The DC task definition specified INVOKES PROGRAM...
– The program was invoked using a TRANSFER CONTROL.
– After an LE program is invoked in a given task, the same process and enclave can be reused if one of the following

occurs:
– The same program is invoked subsequently in the same task.
– A different program is invoked from an LE COBOL program using a static CALL (CALL 'literal') or a dynamic CALL

(CALL IDENTIFIER).
• When MULTIPLE ENCLAVE IS ON, a new LE process and enclave are created the first time an LE COBOL program

is invoked in a task. Subsequent invocations of any COBOL program in the same task utilizes the same process and
enclave even if it was invoked using TRANSFER CONTROL LINK or TRANSFER CONTROL RETURN.

• Starting an LE process and/or enclave involves considerable overhead of both storage and CPU utilization. Therefore,
MULTIPLE ENCLAVE IS ON can provide significant improvement for tasks that invoke many programs using
TRANSFER CONTROL RETURN or TRANSFER CONTROL LINK.

Restrictions on Using Multiple-Program Enclaves

The following restrictions apply to COBOL programs that participate in a multiple-program enclave:

• Enabled programs cannot perform a DC RETURN DML call and then be reentered using a subsequent TRANSFER.
This restriction does not apply to programs that contain a DC RETURN with no subparameters because the DML
compiler generates a GOBACK for this type of statement. This restriction does apply if the DC RETURN statement
does have subparameters. For example, you cannot execute a "DC RETURN NEXT TASKCODE ..." statement and
then reenter the same program in the same task.

• Enabled programs cannot issue a TRANSFER CONTROL NORETURN or a TRANSFER CONTROL XCTL.
• Optional bit 196 is ignored for programs that participate in a multiple-program enclave. Therefore, if MULTIPLE

ENCLAVE IS ON at the system level, any program that depends on bit 196 must be exempted as described in
"Exempting Programs from Multiple-Program Enclave."

Exempting Programs from Multiple-Program Enclave

You can enable multiple-program enclaves at the system level even if some programs are not eligible. An ineligible
program can be exempted in one of two ways:

• Use the MULTIPLE ENCLAVE IS OFF clause of the PROGRAM statement in the DC System Generation.
• Use the MULTIPLE ENCLAVE OFF clause on the DCMT VARY PROGRAM statement or the DCMT VARY DYNAMIC

PROGRAM statement.

Exempted programs can participate in the same task with eligible programs. All eligible programs share one process/
enclave. Each exempted program uses its own process/enclave.

Optional Online COBOL Functionality
Several APARs have been written that affect the performance and/or functionality of COBOL programs in the online IDMS/
DC system. This article discusses the effects of the various APARs.

NOTE
This discussion applies only to online programs running in a DC/UCF region. It does not apply to batch
programs or to programs running in a CICS region or under control of another TP monitor, even if such
programs access an IDMS database via LOCAL or CV mode.
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COBOL II and LE COBOL Task Management

Several optional APARs have to do with the management of a COBOL II task thread or a LE COBOL
process(environment) and enclave. To better understand the concept of a COBOL task thread, first consider a batch
COBOL job in which IDMS is not involved. When a COBOL II program is first invoked, the COBOL support code causes
the load of a small program called IGZCTCO. As the COBOL II runtime system is built, control information is placed in
the copy of IGZCTCO that has been loaded into the address space. If the top level program (call it program A) issues
a CALL IDENTIFIER to a second COBOL program (call it program B), the COBOL II support code finds the existing
copy of IGZCTCO. Program B is entered using the same COBOL II environment. The first time program B is entered, its
WORKING STORAGE is initialized according to any VALUE clauses coded.

If program B does a GOBACK to program A and then program A issues a second CALL IDENTIFIER to program B,
program B is normally entered with the same WORKING STORAGE values left from the previous invocation. The VALUE
clauses are not reinitialized.

In Language Environment for z/OS, the concepts of the LE process and enclave are roughly analogous to the COBOL II
task thread. See IBM documentation for a more complete discussion of these concepts.

Now let us return to the discussion of COBOL II in an online DC/UCF system. When COBOL II support was first
introduced for DC/UCF, every invocation of a COBOL program via a TRANSFER RETURN from another COBOL program
caused a new IGZCTCO to be loaded. The COBOL II task thread was recreated. Thus if Task A invokes COBOL II
program X, which does a TRANSFER CONTROL ten times to program Y, the COBOL II task thread was built eleven times
-- once for program X and ten times for program Y. Moreover, if program Y terminated with a DC RETURN instead of
a GOBACK, all the storage associated with each invocation was preserved until task termination. This causes serious
overhead of CPU and potentially of storage utilization.

To reduce the overhead of constantly creating new COBOL II environments, the DC/UCF COBOL II support was modified
to load only one copy of IGZCTCO per task. Using this method, if main program X issues a TRANSFER CONTROL ten
times to program Y, the COBOL II environment is built only once. The drawback is that certain functionality is changed.
In particular, WORKING STORAGE is not reinitialized each time program Y is entered. Also, recursive TRANSFER
CONTROL (Program X issues TRANSFER CONTROL TO X) is not allowed. Since some existing applications depended
on those features, optional APARs were developed to allow use of one method or the other. Unfortunately, the DC/UCF
default methodology changed from release to release and sometimes within one release.

NOTE
IGZCTCO is handled differently in DC/UCF systems that are operating with an IBM Language Environment
runtime system (such as LE for z/OS). COBOL II programs can be used in these systems, but prior to release
14.1, a new IGZCTCO was used for every TRANSFER to a COBOL II program.

Beginning with release 14.1, online COBOL II programs in an LE runtime environment will run most efficiently if
RHDCLEFE is defined in the DC/UCF Sysgen. This gives functionality similar to that documented for the "single
IGZCTCO" method shown below. In that case, the COBOL II program is handled as though it were compiled under LE
COBOL.

The following table describes how to utilize each of the two methods for the latest maintenance of all currently supported
DC/UCF releases. This table supercedes the documentation in any previous APARs or PDCs. Note that the table is
divided into several sections depending on the COBOL compiler level and the runtime level.

Part 1

This part of the table contains programs compiled under COBOL II and using COBOL II runtime libraries.

Release Method 1 (Most CPU efficient) Use single
IGZCTCO per task

Method 2 (Special functionality) Use new
IGZCTCO each TRANSFER

10.21PS Default Apply optional APAR 88-06-1105
12.01 Default (see note below) Apply optional APAR LS12053.
14.0 and later Turn on optional bit 49 in RHDCOPTF. Default.
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NOTE
In release 12.01, prior to maintenance level 9607, it is necessary to apply APAR GO97250 to obtain the default
condition shown above. With application of GO97250, optional APAR GS19348 is obsolete.

NOTE
Optional bit 49 is not valid in a LE/370 runtime environment.

Part 2

This part of the table contains programs compiled under COBOL II and using LE runtime libraries. RHDCLEFE is not in
use.

Release Method 1 (Most CPU efficient) Use single
IGZCTCO per task

Method 2 (Special functionality) Use new
IGZCTCO each TRANSFER

10.21PS and later Not available Default

Part 3

This part of the table contains programs compiled under COBOL II and using LE runtime libraries. RHDCLEFE is in use.

Release Method 1 (Most CPU efficient) Reuse
same process/enclave

Method 2 (Special functionality) Use new
process/enclave

10.21PS Not available Default
12.01 Not available Default
14.0 Not available Default.
14.1 and later Default Optional bit 196.

Part 4

This part of the table contains programs compiled under LE COBOL and using LE runtime libraries.

Release Method 1 (Most CPU efficient) Reuse
same process/enclave (see first note
below)

Method 2 (Special functionality) Use new
process/enclave (see first note below)

10.21PS Not available Default
12.01 Not available Default
14.0 Default Optional bit 196. (see second note below)
14.1 and later Default Optional bit 196.

NOTE
When using RHDCLEFE with release 14.1 and later, the default is to preserve both the LE environment
(process) and the LE enclave when invoking the same program multiple times in the same DC task. When not
using RHDCLEFE, the environment is preserved for LE COBOL programs, but not the enclave.

In release 14.0, prior to maintenance level 9810, it is necessary to apply APAR LS40957 in order for optional bit 196 to
have any effect. That APAR is automatically applied at level 9810 and above.
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PSW Program Mask Settings

The program mask in the PSW controls whether or not certain arithmetic exceptions will cause a program check or be
ignored. If the exception is ignored, significant digits of data may be lost. If the bit is on, the exception causes a program
check. If the bit is off, the exception is ignored. The exceptions controlled by the program mask are as follows:

PSW bit Exception
20 Fixed-point Overflow
21 Decimal overflow
22 Exponent underflow
23 Significance

When the IDMS/DC/UCF system is in system mode (i.e., code in the system nucleus is executing), the program mask is
always set to B'1110'. This enables a program check for all exceptions except significance exceptions.

A program mask of B'1110' is the default for initial entry into a user mode program. Some high level languages may
change the program mask. For example, some versions of COBOL change the mask to B'0000'. The DC default is to
honor such a change. The DC system does that by saving the program mask when a user-mode program makes a
system request (for example, an OBTAIN or a GET STORAGE). While the request is being processed, the program mask
is always set to B'1110'. When the system processing is completed, the program mask is restored before return to the
user-mode program which made the request.

The default program mask settings can be modified through the use of options module RHDCOPTF. One option is to force
the program mask to be set to B'1110' (the system default) upon return to a user-mode program after a system request
as well as upon initial entry to the program. To effect this option, set OPT00253 in RHDCOPTF. This option will cause
the default mask to be in effect at all times with one exception. The exception would be during the period after the user-
mode program changes the mask until the next time it makes a system request. Note that this exception does not apply
to COBOL II or LE COBOL programs. The COBOL run time code will always make several requests to the DC system
for storage or other resources before the actual application code is entered. This assures that the default mask will be in
effect when the application code is executed.

If OPT00253 is set, option bits 148 and 184 through 188 (described below) ignored.

The value of the program mask upon initial entry to a user-mode program can also be modified as described below:

• If OPT00184 is set and OPT00253 is not set in RHDCOPTF, then the value of the program mask on initial entry to a
user mode program will be set based on #DEFOPTF bits 185-188 as follows:
– If OPT00185 is set, fixed-point overflow exceptions will result in an interrupt (program check). When it is not set,

fixed-point overflows will not result in an interrupt.
– If OPT00186 is set, decimal overflow exceptions will result in an interrupt (program check). When it is not set,

decimal overflows will not result in an interrupt.
– If OPT00187 is set, exponent underflow exceptions will result in an interrupt (program check). When it is not set,

exponent underflows will not result in an interrupt.
– If OPT00188 is set, significance exceptions will result in an interrupt (program check). When it is not set,

significance exceptions will not result in an interrupt.
• If neither OPT00184 nor OPT00253 are set and OPT00148 is set, then the initial program mask will be set to binary

1010, i.e., fixed-point overflow and exponent underflow will cause an interrupt, but decimal overflow and significance
exceptions will not. OPT00148 has no effect in release 16.0. The same functionality can be obtained by setting
OPT00184, OPT00185, and OPT00187.

NOTE
the bit settings described above affect all user mode programs, not just COBOL programs. They are
presented here because the optional settings are most commonly used for specialized COBOL applications.
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Loading VS COBOL Programs into XA Storage

VS COBOL II and LE COBOL programs can and normally should be linked with AMODE 31 and RMODE ANY. Old-
style VS COBOL programs, which run in batch, must run with AMODE 24 and RMODE 24. However, when running
online VS COBOL programs in a DC/UCF region, it is permissible to run with AMODE 31 and RMODE 24. This is the
normal recommended AMODE/RMODE setting for online VS COBOL program. This allows the WORKING STORAGE
for VS COBOL programs to be allocated in XA storage. Since multiple copies of WORKING STORAGE may be allocated
simultaneously (when multiple tasks are running that use the same program), this feature considerably reduces the
amount of below-the-line storage required.

Some sites have a large number of COBOL programs and may want to link VS COBOL programs with AMODE 31 and
RMODE ANY. This allows the programs to be loaded into the 31-bit (above-the-line) PROGRAM POOL. Caution should
be used before utilizing this feature. If a program that is loaded above the line issues a COBOL verb that causes an illegal
SVC to be issued or if the program is compiled with illegal compile options, the entire DC/UCF region may be abended.
In some cases, the entire operating system may be abended. Illegal COBOL verbs and compile options are listed in
Introduction to IDMS Data Manipulation Language (COBOL).

If online VS COBOL programs are to be linked RMODE(ANY) and run under Release 12.01 or earlier, an optional
APAR must be applied. No optional APAR is required for release 14.0 and above, but the cautions listed above must be
observed. The optional APARs are as follows:

Release APAR
10.21PS (MVS) 90-09-1003
10.21PS (VSE) Not available
12.01 (MVS) CS82390
12.01 (VSE) GS53516

Online Debugger Syntax (COBOL)
General Registers Symbols (COBOL)
General registers include the registers used by the program at the time of execution and the registers used by the
DC/UCF system. The program status word (PSW) and register definitions are always preceded by a colon (:) and are
specified by these symbols:

• :PSW for the current program status word
• :Rn for the user program register at the time of interrupt, where n represents the number of the register and can have a

value of 0 through 15
• :REGS for all user program registers at the time of interrupt
• :SRn for a DC/UCF system register at the time of interrupt, where n represents the number of the register and can

have a value of 0 through 15
• :SREGS for all DC/UCF system registers at the time of interrupt

WARNING
A single debug expression can reference only one general register.

DC/UCF System Symbols (COBOL)
Certain DC/UCF system symbols also function as debugger entities, and you can refer to them during a debugging
session. A colon (:) must precede each symbol. These are the valid symbols:

• :BAT
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Specifies the base address table for session.
• :CSA

Specifies the DC/UCF common storage area.
• :DLB

Specifies the debug local block, control block required for debugging session.
• :LTE

Specifies the current logical terminal element.
• :PTE

Specifies the current physical terminal element.
• :TCE

Specifies the current task control element.
• :VECT

Specifies the vector table for debugger.

WARNING
A single debug expression can reference only one system entity.

Address Symbols and Markers (COBOL)

Symbol Symbol Name Designated Location
@ At sign Absolute address
$ Dollar sign Load address
¢ Cent sign Address of current dialog process

User Symbols (COBOL)
:DRn for a debugger general register, where n represents the number of the register and can have a value of 0 through 15

:DREGS for all debugger registers

:H1 and :H2 for halfword 1 and halfword 2

:F1 and :F2 for fullword 1 and fullword 2

:UCHR for a 48-byte character area

You can also refer to specified sections of this area:

• :UC0, the first 16 bytes
• :UC16, the next 16 bytes
• :UC32, the last 16 bytes

Program Symbols (COBOL)

Syntax Data Field Names

►►──── data-field-name ─┬──────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►◄

                        ├─ IN ─┬─ record-name ─┘

                        └─ OF ─┘

Syntax Line Numbers
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►►──── # line-number ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───►◄

   └─┬─ IN ─┬─┬─ current-process-name ───────────────────────────────────┬┘

     └─ OF ─┘ └─ included-module-name ─┬────────────────────────────────┬┘

                                       └─ OCCurrence occurrence-number ─┘

Syntax Qualifying Program Symbols

►►─── process-name - . - program-symbol ──────────────────────────────────────►◄

Expression Operators (COBOL)

Operator Meaning
+ Addition
- Subtraction
* Multiplication
/ Division

Delimiters (COBOL)

Delimiter Meaning
* Asterisk
 Blank
, Comma
= Equal sign
! Exclamation point
- Hyphen
% Percent sign
. Period
+ Plus sign
/ Slash

Debugger Commands (COBOL)
This topic displays the syntax for the following online debugger commands:

AT

ADD Format

►►─── AT debug-expression ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────────┬─────────►

   └─ BEFore ─┬─ MAXimum ◄ ───────┬┘ └─ AFTer ─┬─ 0 ◄ ─────────────┬┘

              └─ execution-count ─┘            └─ execution-count ─┘
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 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────┬──────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ EVEry ─┬─ 1 ◄ ─────────────┬┘ ├─ ON ◄ ───┤

             └─ execution-count ─┘  └─ IGNore ─┘

INQUIRE Format

►►─── AT ─┬─ ALL ──────────────┬─┬─ INQuire ─┬────────────────────────────────►◄

          └─ debug-expression ─┘ ├─ ON ──────┤

                                 ├─ IGNore ──┤

                                 └─ OFF ─────┘

DEBUG

ADD format

►►─── DEBug ─┬─ PROgram ◄ ──┬─ entity-name ─┬──────────────────────────┬───────►◄

             ├─ DIAlog ─────┤               └─ VERsion version-number ─┘

             ├─ MAP ────────┤

             ├─ SS ─────────┤

             └─ TABle ──────┘

INQUIRE format

►►─── DEBug ─┬─ entity-name ─┬──────────────────────────┬─┬─┬─ INQuire ─┬─────►◄

             │               └─ VERsion version-number ─┘ │ └─ OFF ─────┘

             └─ ALL ──────────────────────────────────────┘

EXIT

►►─── EXIt ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

IOUSER

►►─── IOUser ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

LIST

MEMORY Format

►►─┬─ List ────┬─┬──────────┬─ begin-debug-expression ────────────────────────►

   └─ Display ─┘ └─ Memory ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬──┬──────┬─────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ TO end-debug-expression ────────┤  ├─ C ──┤

   └─┬──────────┬─ byte-count-number ─┘  ├─ X ──┤

     └─ LENgth ─┘                        └─ XC ─┘

ATTRIBUTES Format

►►─┬─ List ────┬─ SESsion ATTributes ─────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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   └─ Display ─┘

MENU

►►─── MENu ─┬───────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

            └─ screen-name ─┘

PROMPT

►►─── PROmpt ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

QUALIFY

RESET Format

►►─── QUAlify ─┬──────────────────────┬─ PROCess process-name ────────────────►

               └─ DIAlog dialog-name ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VERsion version-number ─┘

INQUIRE Format

►►─── QUAlify INQuire ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

QUIT

 

►►─── QUIt ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

RESUME

►►─── RESume ─┬───────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►◄

              └┬──────┬─┬─ debug-expression ─┬┘

               └─ AT ─┘ └─ ABEnd ────────────┘

SET

MEMORY Format

►►─┬─ Set ──┬─┬──────────┬─ debug-expression ─┬──────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ Vary ─┘ └─ Memory ─┘                    ├─ EQUals ─┤

                                              └─ = ──────┘

 ►─┬─ data-field-name ────┬─┬──────┬─┬─────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ H halfword ─────────┤ ├─ C ──┤ ├─ RESEt ─────┤

   ├─ F fullword ─────────┤ ├─ X ──┤ └─ NOReset ◄ ─┘

   ├─ X hex-value ────────┤ └─ XC ─┘

   ├─ C character-string ─┤
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   └─ P packed-value ─────┘

ATTRIBUTES Format

►►─── Set ─┬─ CHAr ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

           ├─ HEX ──┤

           └─ BOTh ─┘

SNAP

►►─── SNAp ─┬─ TASk ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───►

            └─ begin-debug-expression ─┬─────────────────────────────────┬┘

                                       ├─ TO end-debug-expression ───────┤

                                       └┬──────────┬─ byte-count-number ─┘

                                        └─ LENgth ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ TITle title ─┘

WHERE

►►─── WHEre ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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DML Reference for PL/I
This topic describes the LRF DML statements in IDMS/DB database and IDMS/DC and IDMS UCF data communication
environments. Most data communication DML statements apply to IDMS/DC and IDMS UCF (DC/UCF) environments.

This information applies to PL/I programmers who run programs against IDMS/DB databases and who use the DC/UCF
system facilities.

Click the PDF icon to download a PDF of the DML Reference for PL/I section.

IDMS Data Manipulation Language (DML)

The IDMS Data Manipulation Language (DML) consists of statements that direct IDMS/DB database and data
communications processing. You code DML statements in the program source as if they are a part of the host language.
You use the DML PL/I compiler (also called the DMLP processor) to convert DML statements into standard PL/I
statements. The DMLP processor also performs source-level error checking.

Your program uses different sets of DML statements, depending on whether its operating environment is batch or online.
A batch program uses only database DML statements. An online program uses data communications DML statements
and can also use database DML statements.

Batch Processing

Batch processing typically involves large volumes of transactions, sequential processing, and output in the form of files
and reports. Batch programs use database DML statements only. Data Manipulation Language Statements contains all
the DML commands, listed alphabetically. In this list, IDMS/DC DML commands are distinguished from IDMS/DB DML
commands.

The following figure illustrates the flow of a typical batch application. Input to DEPTRPT consists of department IDs. The
output consists of a listing of departments and their employees. The error report lists the department IDs of missing and
empty departments.
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Online Processing

Online processing typically involves transaction requests that are entered from terminals that are connected directly to the
computer, transaction results displayed at the terminal, multiple requests from multiple sources, and sharing one copy of
a program among multiple users. Online processing is immediate. The processing of large volumes of transactions from
multiple online users requires fast response time. Online programs use data communications DML statements and can
include database DML statements.

The following figure illustrates the flow of a typical online application. EMPDISP retrieves information for an operator-
specified employee ID. Output to the terminal consists of DEPARTMENT, EMPLOYEE, JOB, and OFFICE information.

Programming in the IDMS Environment
IDMS statements are either database or data communications statements. This topic provides information on each of the
three types of database DML statements and on data communications statements.
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Database Statements

Database statements perform retrieval and update functions in either the batch or the online environment. These
statements access database records and sets, one record at a time.

The three types of database statements are as follows:

• Navigational DML
• SQL DML
• Logical Record Facility DML

You can include database DML statements in batch programs or combine them with data communications DML
statements in online programs that require database access.

Data Communications Statements

Data communications statements request data communications services, such as services for online programs.

NOTE
If you use a teleprocessing (TP) monitor other than IDMS/DC, use IDMS/DB DML statements only. Your TP
monitor provides data communications services.

Navigational DML

Navigational DML statements allow you to access database records and sets one record at a time, and to check and
maintain currency in order to assure correct results. Navigational DML statements give you control over error checking
and flexibility in choosing database access strategy. To use this type of DML statement, you must have a thorough
knowledge of the database structure. For an example of a data structure diagram, see Sample Programs and Database
Definition.

Navigational DML statements provide the following benefits:

• Control over error checking
You can check on the results of processing each statement.

• Flexibility in choosing database access strategy
You can enter the database either sequentially (area sweep) by using a symbolic-key value (CALC or index), or by
using a database-key value (DIRECT).

There are four types of navigational DML statements:

• Control statements 
Initiate and terminate processing, effect recovery, prevent concurrent updates, and evaluate set conditions.

• Retrieval statements 
Locate data in the database and make it available to the application program.

• Modification statements
Update the database.

• Accept statements
Pass database keys, storage address information, and statistics to the program.

Example of Navigational DML Statements

The following figure illustrates a database structure containing two owner records (EMPLOYEE and JOB) that share
one member record (EMPOSITION), and lists the statements used to find employee and job information. To obtain
EMPLOYEE and JOB information, you would retrieve an EMPLOYEE record, the first EMPOSITION record in the
EMP_EMPOSITION set, and the owner record in the JOB_EMPOSITION set.
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SQL DML

You can use SQL DML to access the same databases you access using navigational DML. Additionally, you can use SQL
DML to access databases that have been defined using SQL DDL.

Using SQL DML, you do not have to be familiar with database structure and your programs do not have to include
database navigation logic.

You can perform the following functions using SQL DML statements:

• Select rows
• Update rows
• Delete rows
• Insert rows

For more information about SQL DML statements, see IDMS SQL Reference.

For information about embedding SQL statements in application programs, see Interactive and Embedded SQL.
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LRF DML

LRF (Logical Record Facility) statements allow you to access fields from multiple database records as if they are data
fields in a single record. You specify selection criteria (using the WHERE clause) to access only the logical records you
need.

Using LRF, you do not have to be familiar with database structure and your programs do not have to include database
navigation logic.

This manual describes these LRF DML statements:

• ERASE 
Deletes a logical record as specified in the path definition.

• MODIFY 
Modifies a logical record as specified in the path definition.

• OBTAIN
Retrieves a logical record as specified in the path definition.

• STORE
Stores a logical record as specified in the path definition.

NOTE
You must use the 48-character set for PL/I programs containing LRF DML (see PL/I Compiler Option Usage).

For more information on path definition, see Navigational DML.

For more information on the Logical Record Facility, see Administrating.

Example:

The following figure illustrates the EMP_JOB_LR record. This record is a logical LRF record that contains the EMPLOYEE
record, OFFICE record, and JOB record.

IDMS/DC Statements

IDMS/DC and IDMS UCF are fully integrated with IDMS/DB and the dictionary. They allow you to request both data
communications and database services through standard subroutine calls generated (by the DML precompiler) from DML
statements.

Example:

The following is a typical PL/I data stream containing DML statements. The IDMS/DC MAP IN, MAP OUT, and DC
RETURN statements map in a user-specified employee ID, retrieve and display the specified information, and perform a
DC RETURN naming TSK02 as the next task to be performed.
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BIND MAP (EMPMAPLR);

BIND MAP (EMPMAPLR) RECORD (EMPLOYEE);

ACCEPT TASK CODE INTO (TASK_CODE_IN);

IF TASK_CODE_IN = 'TSK01' THEN

        GO TO INITIAL_MAPOUT;

MAP IN (EMPMAPLR);

 .

 .

 .

Database DML statements

 .

 .

 .

MAP OUT (EMPMAPLR)

    OUTPUT DATA YES

    MESSAGE (DISPLAY_MESSAGE) LENGTH (80);

DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE ('TSK02');

Types of Online IDMS/DC Statements

Online IDMS/DC statements request that the DC/UCF system perform data communications services. There are nine
types of online IDMS/DC DML statements:

• Program management
Governs the flow of control and abend processing.

• Storage management
Allocates and releases variable storage.

• Task management
Provides runtime services that enhance control over task processing.

• Time management
Obtains the time and date, and define time-related events.

• Scratch management
Creates, deletes, or retrieves records from the scratch area.

• Queue management
Creates, deletes, or retrieves records in a queue area.

• Terminal management
Transfers data between the application program and a terminal.

• Utility function
Retrieves task-related information or statistics, sends messages, and monitors access to database records.

• Recovery
Performs functions relating to database, scratch, and queue area recovery in the event of a system failure.

Compiling and Executing Programs
A PL/I program contains PL/I code and DML statements. The DML precompiler converts DML statements into PL/I CALL
statements and copies the information maintained in the dictionary into the source file. You can then compile, link edit, and
execute the application program. The compilation and runtime processes are described in this topic.
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Compiling Programs

The following components prepare a PL/I DML program for execution:

• The DML precompiler
• The PL/I compiler
• The linkage editor

DML Precompiler

The DML precompiler converts DML statements in the source program to PL/I CALL statements and copies information
maintained in the dictionary into the application program. For Example, the DML precompiler could copy database record
descriptions, map records, map definitions, and other predefined modules (such as communications blocks) into the
program.

Output from the DML precompiler is a source file, which serves as input to the PL/I compiler and as an optional source
listing. The output file differs from the source input to the DML precompiler in the following ways:

• Source code (such as the IDMS DB communications block and the IDMS_STATUS routine) has been added to the
program.

• DML statements have been replaced by PL/I CALL statements and changed to comment entries.

The DML precompiler produces a listing of the following errors:

• Incorrect DML entries.
• Statements inconsistent with the program's declared subschema view.
• Other error conditions detected during DMLP processing.
• Warning messages indicating source code conditions that could adversely affect run units using the program.

PL/I Compiler

The PL/I compiler compiles the source program after the DML precompiler has processed it successfully. Output from the
PL/I compiler consists of an object program and a source listing that includes any generated diagnostics.

Linkage Editor

The linkage editor link edits the object program into a specified load library. Output from the linkage editor consists of a
load module (or phase) and a link map.

PL/I Program Compile

The following figure illustrates a PL/I program compile.
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Executing Programs

At runtime, IDMS requests are treated as application program subroutine calls. When an application program executes
an IDMS/DB or IDMS/DC subroutine call, control passes to either IDMS/DB or IDMS/DC. IDMS/DB or IDMS/DC then
processes the requested function.

An IDMS/DC program must be defined to the IDMS/DC system in which it will operate. You can define the program either
at system generation or at runtime by using a DCMT VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM command.

PL/I Features You Cannot Use

You cannot use the following PL/I features in programs running under IDMS/DC. Using these features inhibits system
performance and can cause the DC/UCF system to abend.

• Any statement associated with file management: OPEN, CLOSE, DELETE, LOCATE, RELEASE, UNLOCK.
• I/O statements: GET, READ, WRITE, REWRITE.
• Any special feature that could generate a supervisor call (SVC): DATE, FETCH, DISPLAY, DELAY, WAIT, HALT,

EVENT, COMPLETION, TIME, ATTN, ONCOUNT, ONKEY, ONFILE, ONSYSLOG.
• The compile option: FLOW.
• SPIE and STAE options (the DC/UCF system detects all runtime errors.

 

Callable Services and Common Facilities (PL/I)
IDMS provides callable services and common facilities to use with your application programs.

Callable Services

The callable services include:

• The IDMSCALC utility that lets you sort input into target page sequence.
• The IDMSIN01 facility that lets you perform miscellaneous IDMS functions.
• The TCP/IP socket program interface that lets you communicate with another TCP/IP application.

For more information, see the Callable Services Reference.

Common Facilities

The common facilities include:

• The Command Facility that lets you submit command statements in a batch or online environment.
• The Online Compiler Text Editor that lets you edit compiler output and resubmit it as input using the IDMS development

tools.
• The Transfer Control Facility that lets you transfer between IDMS development tools.
• The SYSIDMS parameter file that contains parameters that you can add to a batch job running in local mode or under

the central version. These parameters let you specify environment requirements, runtime directives, and operating
system-dependent information.

DML Precompiler Options for PL/I
DML precompiler options are features of the DML programming environment that allow you to customize the environment
for your application program. Code the DML precompiler options as special format entries in the PL/I source code input to
the DML precompiler. You can perform the following actions using the compiler options:
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• Override the DDLDML area default usage mode.
• Enable the printing of dictionary and subschema comments.
• Control the generation of DML precompiler source listings.
• Suppress the logging of program activity statistics.

This topic describes the following DML precompiler options:

Dictionary Ready Override 

The DDLDML area is the main area of the dictionary accessed by the DML precompiler.

Your application program can ready the DDLDML area using various usage mode options. The default mode is shared
update usage. Shared update usage mode readies the DDLDML area for both retrieval and update. This mode also
allows concurrently executing run units to ready the DDLDML area in shared update or shared retrieval usage mode. Your
program can override the default usage mode by specifying either retrieval or protected update usage.

Dictionary ready override has the following syntax:

 ►►─┬─ /*RETRIEVAL*/ ────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►◄

    └─ /*PROTECTED_UPDATE*/ ─┘

 

Begin this Syntax in column 2.

Specify the dictionary ready override statement before all source input statements. 

Parameters

• RETRIEVAL 
Readies the DDLDML area for retrieval only. It allows other concurrently executing run units to open the area in shared
retrieval, shared update, protected retrieval, or protected update usage modes.

NOTE

 If your program readies the DDLDML area for retrieval only, no program activity statistics can be logged.
• PROTECTED_UPDATE

Readies the DDLDML area for both retrieval and update. PROTECTED_UPDATE allows other concurrently executing
run units to ready the area in retrieval usage mode only. The protected update usage mode prevents concurrent
update of the area by run units executing in the same DC/UCF system.

PL/I Compiler Option Usage

Use the PROCESS statement to specify compile-time options for each compilation. If you use the PROCESS statement,
it must follow the dictionary ready override statement. If you do not use the dictionary ready override statement, the
PROCESS statement must precede all source input statements.

The PROCESS statement has the following syntax:

►►─── * PROCESS options; ─────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Begin this Syntax in column 1.

Comment Generation

SCHEMA_COMMENTS generates the printing of the dictionary and subschema comments in a DML precompiler source
listing.
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The SCHEMA_COMMENTS statement has the following syntax:

►►─── /*SCHEMA_COMMENTS*/ ──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Begin this Syntax in column 2.

Code the SCHEMA_COMMENTS statement after the dictionary ready override and PROCESS CHARSET statements, if
any, and before any source input statement.

NOTE

 If you do not include the SCHEMA_COMMENTS statement in your source program, the DML precompiler does
not generate comment lines.

List Generation

The list generation option determines whether or not a DML source listing is generated. You can turn source listing
generation on or off any number of times in your source program. To turn source listing generation on or off, insert the
appropriate NODMLIST/DMLIST entries in the code.

NOTE

 DML always produces a listing of error messages. The DMLIST option controls output of the processor source
listing only.

The NODMLIST/DMLIST statements have the following syntax: 

►►─┬─ /*NODMLIST*/ ◄ ──┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ /*DMLIST*/ ──────┘

 

Begin this Syntax in column 2.

Parameters

The NODMLIST/DMLIST statements have the following parameters:

• NODMLIST
Tells the DML precompiler not to generate the source listing for the statements that follow. NODMLIST is the default.

• DMLIST
Tells the DML precompiler to generate the source listing for the statements that follow.

Log Suppression

The NO_ACTIVITY_LOG option suppresses the logging of program activity statistics. The DML precompiler generates
and logs the following program activity statistics unless you use the NO_ACTIVITY_LOG option:
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• Program name
• Language
• Date last compiled
• Number of lines
• Number of compilations 
• Date created
• Subschema name (if any)
• File statistics
• Database access statistics (records and modules copied from the dictionary; subprograms called; and records,sets,

and areas accessed by DML verbs)

NOTE

Program activity statistics cannot be logged if you ready the DDLDML area for retrieval only or use a read-only
dictionary. File activity statistics cannot be logged if you code both registered and unregistered program files in
one OPEN statement.

The NO_ACTIVITY_LOG option has the following syntax:

►►── /*NO_ACTIVITY_LOG*/ ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Begin this Syntax in column 2.

The NO_ACTIVITY_LOG statement must follow the dictionary ready override and PROCESS CHARSET statements, if
any.

Communication Blocks and Error Detection
This section describes the communications blocks available under IDMS/DC and IDMS/DB. These blocks return status
information about requested database and data communications services to the application program. This section also
describes the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DB and IDMS DC communications blocks, error codes, and error
detection routines.

Communications Blocks
Communications blocks return status information about requested database (IDMS/DB) and data communications (IDMS/
DC and IDMS UCF) services to the application program. Depending on the usage mode (LR, DML, or MIXED) defined in
the subschema, your program uses one or two of the following blocks:

• IDMS DB communications block -- The IDMS DB communications block is used when your program specifies the
BATCH operating mode.

• Logical-record request control (LRC) block -- The LRC block is used when the subschema usage mode is either
LR or MIXED. The DML precompiler copies the LRC block with either the IDMS DB communications block (operating
mode of BATCH) or the IDMS DC communications block (operating mode of IDMS_DC or DC_BATCH).

• IDMS DC communications block -- The IDMS DC communications block is used when your program specifies either
IDMS_DC or DC_BATCH operating mode.

This article describes the following information:

IDMS DB Communications Block

Your program uses the IDMS DB communications block when the operating mode is BATCH. This communications block
serves as an interface between the database management system (DBMS) and your application program. Whenever
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a run unit issues a call to the DBMS for a database operation, the DBMS returns information about the outcome of the
requested service to your program's IDMS DB communications block.

Your program instructs the DML precompiler to copy the data description (called SUBSCHEMA_CTRL) of the IDMS DB
communications block from the data dictionary into program variable storage. You accomplish this by coding an INCLUDE
IDMS (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL) statement in your program.

NOTE
For more information on INCLUDE IDMS, see INCLUDE IDMS.

You should examine the ERROR_STATUS field of the IDMS DB communications block after every call to the DBMS.
Depending on the value contained in this field, you should perform the IDMS_STATUS routine. For more information, see
ERROR_STATUS Field and Codes, later in this section. For Example, if the ERROR_STATUS field contains the value
0307 while walking a set, your program should perform end-of-set processing. Otherwise, your program should perform
the IDMS_STATUS routine.

Layout of the IDMS DB Communications Block

The following figure shows the layout of the 16-byte IDMS DB communications block. Note that the layout of the block
differs for application programs running under CICS.

NOTE
For more information about the 18-byte IDMS DB communications block, see 18-Byte Communications Blocks.

                 ┌───────────────────────────────────────┐

                 │ IDMS DB 16-byte communications block  │

                 └───────────────────────────────────────┘

                                              Length      

                 Field           Data Type   (bytes)      Initial Value

  ┌──────────┐

 *│ 1      8 │   PROGRAM-NAME    Alphanumeric  8           Program Name

  ├────────┬─┘

  │ 9  12  │     ERROR-STATUS    Alphanumeric  4          '1400'

  ├────────┤

  │ 13  16 │     DBKEY           Binary        4(Fullword) 0000

  ├────────┴───┐

  │ 17      32 │ RECORD-NAME     Alphanumeric  16          Spaces

  ├────────────┤

  │ 33      48 │ AREA-NAME       Alphanumeric  16          Spaces

  ├────────────┤

  │ 49      64 │ ERROR-SET       Alphanumeric  16          Spaces

  ├────────────┤

  │ 65      80 │ ERROR-RECORD    Alphanumeric  16          Spaces

  ├────────────┤

  │ 81      96 │ ERROR-AREA      Alphanumeric  16          Spaces

  ├─────────┬──┘

**│ 97  100 │    PAGE-INFO       Binary        4(Fullword) 0000

  └─────────┘

  ┌──────────┐

  │ 97   196 │   IDBMSCOM-AREA   Alphanumeric  100         Low Values

  ├──────────┤

  │ 197  200 │   DIRECT-DBKEY    Binary        4(Fullword) 0000

  └──────────┘

  ┌─────────┐
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  │ 201 207 │    DATABASE-STATUS Alphanumeric  7           Spaces

  ├─────┬───┘

  │ 208 │        FILLER          ...           1           ...

  ├─────┴───┐

  │ 209 212 │    RECORD-OCCUR    Binary        4(Fullword) 0000

  ├─────────┤

  │ 213 216 │    DML-SEQUENCE    Binary        4(Fullword) 0000

  └─────────┘

* word aligned

** PAGE_INFO_GROUP overlays bytes 97 and 98 and PAGE_INFO_DBK_FORMAT

  overlays bytes 99 and 100. Both of these fields are binary datatype,

  each with a length of two bytes. Suggested initial values for

  both are 00. Together these two fields represent PAGE_INFO.

Fields Containing Program Status Information

The following IDMS DB fields contain program status information:

• PROGRAM_NAME
Alphanumeric field that contains the name of the program being executed. The DML precompiler initializes this field
automatically, if the program contains an INCLUDE IDMS (SUBSCHEMA_BINDS) statement. If you do not include this
statement in your program, you must initialize the field.

• ERROR_STATUS
Alphanumeric field that contains a value indicating the outcome of the last DML statement executed. The DML
precompiler initializes the ERROR_STATUS field to 1400. The DBMS updates this field after each database service
request and before returning control to the program. The DBMS updates this field whether or not the request was
processed successfully.
For details on the ERROR_STATUS field and its use, see ERROR_STATUS Field and Codes, later in this section.
If your program consists of more than one run unit, it must reinitialize the ERROR_STATUS field to 1400 after finishing
one run unit and before binding the next.

• DBKEY
Binary fullword field that contains the database key of the last record accessed by the run unit. For Example, after
successful execution of a FIND command, the DBMS updates DBKEY with the database key of the located record. If
the call to the DBMS results in an error condition, DBKEY remains unchanged.

• RECORD_NAME
Alphanumeric field that contains the name of the last record successfully accessed by the run unit. This field is left
justified and padded with spaces on the right.

• AREA_NAME
Alphanumeric field that contains the name of the last area successfully accessed by the run unit. This field is left
justified and padded with spaces on the right.

• ERROR_SET
Alphanumeric field that contains the name of the set involved in the last operation that produced an error condition.
This field is left justified and padded with spaces on the right.

• ERROR_RECORD
Alphanumeric field that contains the name of the record involved in the last operation that produced an error condition.
This field is left justified and padded with spaces on the right.

• ERROR_AREA
Alphanumeric field that contains the name of the area involved in the last operation that produced an error condition.
This field is left justified and padded with spaces on the right.

• IDBMSCOM_AREA
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Alphanumeric field that is used internally by the DBMS for specification of runtime function information.
• PAGE_INFO

Two binary halfwords that represent the page information associated with the last record accessed by the
run unit. PAGE_INFO is not changed if the call to the DBMS results in a non-zero status. The first halfword
(PAGE_INFO_GROUP) represents the page group number. The second halfword (PAGE_INFO_DBK_FORMAT)
represents the db-key radix.
The db-key radix portion of the page information can be used in interpreting a db-key for display purposes and in
formatting a db-key from page and line numbers. The db-key radix represents the number of bits within a db-key value
that are reserved for the line number of a record. By default, this value is 8, meaning that up to 255 records can be
stored on a single page of the area. Given a db-key, you can separate its associated page number by dividing the db-
key by 2 raised to the power of the db-key radix. For Example, if the db-key radix is 4, you would divide the db-key
value by 2**4. The resulting value is the page number of the db-key. To separate the line number, you would multiply
the page number by 2 raised to the power of the db-key radix and subtract this value from the db-key value. The
result would be the line number of the db-key. The following two formulas can be used to calculate the page and line
numbers from a db-key value:
Page-number = db-key value / (2 ** db-key radix)
Line-number = db-key value - (page-number * ( 2 ** db-key radix))

• DIRECT_DBKEY
Binary fullword field that contains either a db-key value that you specify or a null db-key value of -1. This field is used
to store records with a location mode of DIRECT. Because the DBMS does not update this field, you must initialize
DIRECT_DBKEY. This field can be used only when storing a record in a native VSAM relative record data set (RRDS).
You must initialize DIRECT_DBKEY to the relative record number of the record being stored.

• DATABASE_STATUS
Alphanumeric field reserved for use by the DBMS.

• FILLER
Field used to ensure binary fullword alignment.

• RECORD_OCCUR
Binary fullword field that contains a record occurrence sequence identifier used internally by the DBMS.

• DML_SEQUENCE
Binary fullword field that contains the source-level sequence number generated by the DML precompiler. The DML
precompiler updates this field before each call to the DBMS if you specify DEBUG in the DECLARE SUBSCHEMA
statement. The runtime system does not use this field.

Updating Fields in the IDMS DB Communications Block

After a call to the DBMS, one or more of these fields may have been updated, depending on the DML statement issued
and whether the statement executed successfully.

Example of Updated Fields

The following figure illustrates the IDMS DB communications block fields updated by successful and unsuccessful calls to
the DBMS; only those fields accessed by the runtime system are shown.

Key for this figure:

* If true, the field is set to zoned decimal zeroes (0000). If false, the
field is set to 1601.

0 The field is set to zoned decimal zeroes.
Y The field is updated.
C The field is cleared to spaces.
N The field is set to null db-key value (-1)
nn Specific minor status code
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LRC Block

Your program uses the logical-record request control (LRC) block when the subschema usage mode is LR or MIXED.
The LRC block provides an interface between the Logical Record Facility (LRF) and the application program. It passes
information about a logical-record request to LRF and returns path status information about the processing of the request
to the program. You use the LRC block in conjunction with the IDMS DB or IDMS DC communications block.

Your program instructs the DML precompiler to copy the data description (called SUBSCHEMA_LR_CTRL) of the
LRC block from the data dictionary into program variable storage. You accomplish this by coding an INCLUDE IDMS
(SUBSCHEMA_LR_CTRL) statement in your program.
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NOTE
For more information on INCLUDE IDMS, see INCLUDE IDMS.

You should examine the LR_STATUS field of the LRC block after every call to LRF to determine the status of the call after
processing. If the DBMS returns the value LR_ERROR, you should examine the ERROR_STATUS field of the IDMS DB
or IDMS DC communications block.

Layout of the LRC Block

The following figure shows the layout of the LRC block.

                                 ┌───────────┐

                                 │ LRC BLOCK │

                                 └───────────┘

                                                         Length     Suggested

                           Field           Data Type    (bytes)     Initial Value

┌───────┐

│ 1   2 │                  LRC-LRPXELNG    Binary        2 (Halfword)  00

├───────┤

│ 3   4 │                  LRC-MAXVXP      Binary        2 (Halfword)  00

├───────┴──┐

│ 5      8 │               LRIDENT         Alphanumeric  4             'LRC'

├──────────┴───┐

│ 9         16 │           LRVERB          Alphanumeric  8             Spaces

├──────────────┴────┐

│ 17             32 │      LRNAME          Alphanumeric  16            Spaces

├───────────────────┤

│ 33             48 │      LR-STATUS       Alphanumeric  16            Spaces

├───────────────────┤

│ 49             64 │      FILLER          ...           16            ...

├───┬───┬───────────┴─────┐

│ 65 ... (variable-length)│PXE             Mixed         ...           ...

└───┴───┴─────────────────┘

* word aligned

Description of Fields

The LRC block contains the following fields:

• LRC_LRPXELNG
Specifies the length of the LRC block

• LRC_MAXVXP
Specifies the length of the work area required to evaluate the WHERE clause.

• LRIDENT
Contains the constant LRC followed by a space.

• LRVERB
Contains the verb passed to the Logical Record Facility.

• LRNAME
Contains the name of the logical record being accessed.

• LR_STATUS
Contains the path status of a logical-record request. Path statuses are 1- to 16-character strings; they can be
either standard or defined in the subschema by the DBA. LRF provides three standard path statuses: LR_FOUND,
LR_NOT_FOUND, and LR_ERROR.
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Note: For more information on path statuses, see Logical-Record Clauses (WHERE and ON).
• FILLER

Work area used internally by the Logical Record Facility.
• PXE (WHERE clause)

Contains the expansion of the WHERE clause; it can contain from 0 to 512 1-byte elements. The 512-byte limit can be
raised or lowered by using the SIZE parameter of the INCLUDE IDMS (SUBSCHEMA_LR_CTRL) statement.
Note: For more information about the SIZE parameter and the INCLUDE IDMS statement, see INCLUDE IDMS.

IDMS DC Communications Block

The IDMS DC communications block replaces the IDMS DB communications block when the operating mode is either
IDMS_DC or DC_BATCH. At runtime, the DC/UCF system uses the IDMS DC communications block to pass information
about the outcome of requested data communications and database services to an application program.

Your program instructs the DML precompiler to copy the data description (called SUBSCHEMA_CTRL) of the IDMS DC
communications block from the dictionary into program variable storage. You accomplish this by coding an INCLUDE
IDMS (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL) statement in your program.

Note: For more information about INCLUDE IDMS, see INCLUDE IDMS.

You should examine the ERROR_STATUS field of the IDMS DC communications block after every call to the DBMS.
Depending on the value contained in this field, you should perform the IDMS_STATUS routine.

NOTE
For more information, see ERROR_STATUS Field and Codes.

Layout of the IDMS DC Communications Block

The following figure shows the layout of the 16-byte IDMS DC communications block.

                            ┌────────────────────────────────────────┐

                            │ 16-byte IDMS DC communications block   │

                            └────────────────────────────────────────┘

                                                      Length        Suggested

                      Field           Data Type      (bytes)        Initial Value

  ┌──────────────┐

 *│ 1          8 │    PROGRAM         Alphanumeric    8              Program Name

  ├──────────┬───┘

  │ 9    12  │        ERROR_STATUS    Alphanumeric    4             '1400'

  ├──────────┤

  │ 13   16  │        DBKEY           Binary          4 (Fullword)   0000

  ├──────────┴───────┐

  │ 17            32 │RECORD_NAME     Alphanumeric    16             Spaces

  ├──────────────────┤

  │ 33            48 │AREA_NAME       Alphanumeric    16             Spaces

  ├──────────────────┤

  │ 49            64 │ERROR_SET       Alphanumeric    16             Spaces

  ├──────────────────┤

  │ 65            80 │ERROR_RECORD    Alphanumeric    16             Spaces

  ├──────────────────┤

  │ 81            96 │ERROR_AREA      Alphanumeric    16             Spaces

  ├──────────────────┘

**│ 97   100 │        PAGE_INFO       Binary          4 (Fullword)   0000

  └──────────┘

  ┌──────────┬──┬────┐
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  │ 97       │..│196 │IDBMSCOM_AREA    Alphanumeric   100            Spaces

  ├────────┬─┘  └────┘

  │ 197 200│          DIRECT_DBKEY     Binary         4              0000

  ├────────┴─┐  ┌────┐

  │ 201      │. │300 │DCBMSCOM_AREA    Alphanumeric   100            Spaces

  ├─────────┬┘  └────┘

  │ 301 304 │         SSC_ERRSTAT_SAVE Alphanumeric   4              Spaces

  ├─────────┤

  │ 305 308 │         SSC_DMLSEQ_SAVE  Binary         4 (Fullword)   0000

  ├─────────┤

  │ 309 312 │         DML_SEQUENCE     Binary         4 (Fullword)   0000

  ├─────────┤

  │ 313 316 │         RECORD_OCCUR     Binary         4 (Fullword)   0000

  ├─────────┤

  │ 317 320 │      SUBSCHEMA_CTRL_END  Alphanumeric   4              Spaces

  └─────────┘

 * word aligned

** PAGE_INFO_GROUP overlays bytes 97 and 98 and

PAGE_INFO_DBK_FORMAT overlays bytes 99 and 100.

Both of these fields are binary datatype each

having a length of two bytes. Suggested initial values for

both are 00. Together these two fields represent PAGE_INFO.

NOTE
For more information about the 18-byte IDMS DC communications block, see 18-Byte Communications Blocks

Description of Fields

The IDMS DC communications block contains the following fields:

• PROGRAM
Contains your application program's name. If you code an INCLUDE IDMS(SUBSCHEMA_BINDS) statement in your
program, the DML precompiler initializes this field automatically. If you do not include this statement in your program,
you must initialize the field.

• ERROR_STATUS
Contains a value indicating the outcome of the last DML statement executed. The DML precompiler initializes
the ERROR_STATUS field to 1400. The DC/UCF system updates this field after a requested database or data
communications service call and before returning control to your program. The DC/UCF system updates this field
whether or not the request was processed successfully.
If your program consists of more than one run unit, it must reinitialize the ERROR_STATUS field to 1400 after finishing
one run unit and before binding to the next.
Note: For more information about the ERROR_STATUS field and its use, see ERROR_STATUS Field and Codes.

• DBKEY
Contains the database key of the last record accessed by the run unit. For example, after successful execution of a
FIND command, the DBMS updates DBKEY with the database key of the located record. If the database call results in
an error condition, DBKEY remains unchanged.

• RECORD_NAME
Contains the name of the last record accessed successfully by the run unit. This field is left justified and padded with
spaces on the right.

• AREA_NAME
Contains the name of the last area accessed successfully by the run unit. This field is left justified and padded with
spaces on the right.

• ERROR_SET
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Contains the name of the set involved in the last operation to produce an error condition. This field is left justified and
padded with spaces on the right.

• ERROR_RECORD
Contains the name of the record involved in the last operation to produce an error condition. This field is left justified
and padded with spaces on the right.

• ERROR_AREA
Contains the name of the area involved in the last operation to produce an error condition. This field is left justified and
padded with spaces on the right.

• IDBMSCOM_AREA
Used internally by the DBMS for specification of runtime information.

• PAGE_INFO
Two binary halfwords that represent the page information associated with the last record accessed by the
run unit. PAGE_INFO is not changed if the call to the DBMS results in a non-zero status. The first halfword
(PAGE_INFO_GROUP) represents the page group number. The second halfword (PAGE_INFO_DBK_FORMAT)
represents the db-key radix.
The db-key radix portion of the page information can be used in interpreting a db-key for display purposes and in
formatting a db-key from page and line numbers. The db-key radix represents the number of bits within a db-key value
that are reserved for the line number of a record. By default, this value is 8, meaning that up to 255 records can be
stored on a single page of the area. Given a db-key, you can separate its associated page number by dividing the db-
key by 2 raised to the power of the db-key radix. For example, if the db-key radix is 4, you would divide the db-key
value by 2**4. The resulting value is the page number of the db-key. To separate the line number, you would multiply
the page number by 2 raised to the power of the db-key radix and subtract this value from the db-key value. The
result would be the line number of the db-key. The following two formulas can be used to calculate the page and line
numbers from a db-key value:
Page-number = db-key value / (2 ** db-key radix)
Line-number = db-key value - (page-number * ( 2 ** db-key radix))

• DIRECT_DBKEY
Contains either a user-specified db-key value or a null db-key value of -1. This field is used to store records with a
location mode of DIRECT. Because the DC/UCF does not update this field, you must initialize DIRECT_DBKEY.
A note for native VSAM users: use the DIRECT_DBKEY field only when storing a record in a native VSAM relative
record dataset (RRDS). You must initialize DIRECT_DBKEY to the relative record number of the record being stored.

• DCBMSCOM_AREA
Used internally by the DC/UCF system for specification of runtime function information.

• SSC_ERRSTAT_SAVE
Used by the IDMS_STATUS routine to save a nonzero ERROR_STATUS in the event of an abend.

• SSC_DMLSEQ_SAVE
Used by the IDMS_STATUS routine to save the value of DML_SEQUENCE in the event of an abend.

• DML_SEQUENCE
Contains the source-level sequence number generated by the DML precompiler. The DML precompiler updates this
field before each call to the system if you specify DEBUG in the DECLARE SUBSCHEMA statement. The runtime
system does not use this field.

• RECORD_OCCUR
Contains a record occurrence sequence identifier used internally by the system.

• SUBSCHEMA_CTRL_END
Marks the end of the IDMS DC communications block.

ERROR_STATUS Field and Codes
Contents
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You can use the ERROR_STATUS field of the IDMS or IDMS DC communications block to determine if a DML request
was processed successfully. The DBMS or the DC system returns a value to the ERROR_STATUS field indicating the
result of each DML request. For more information about using the ERROR_STATUS field, see Error Detection.

LRF users: You should check the LR_STATUS field of the LRC block before checking the ERROR_STATUS field.

Major and Minor Codes

The ERROR_STATUS field is a four-byte zoned decimal field. The first two bytes represent a major code; the second
two bytes represent a minor code. Major codes identify the function performed; minor codes describe the status of that
function.

• Value of Codes
A value of 0000 indicates successful completion of the requested function. A value other than 0000 indicates
completion of the function in a manner that may or may not be in error, depending on your expectations. For example,
0326 (DB-REC-NOT-FOUND) should be anticipated after FIND CALC retrieval; this allows you to trap the condition
and continue processing.

DB status codes have a major code in the range 01 to 20. They occur during database access in batch or online
processing. DC status codes have a major code in the range 30 to 51. They occur in online or DC_BATCH processing.
Status codes with a major code of 00 apply to all DML functions. DB status codes and DC status codes are discussed
separately below.

• DB Status Codes
The following tables list DB major and minor codes and their meanings.

NOTE
For a complete description of DB runtime status codes, see the IDMS Status Codes section in the IDMS
Messages documentation.

DB Status Codes

The following tables list DB major and minor codes and their meanings.

Major DB Status Codes

Major Code Database Function
00 Any DML statement
01 FINISH
02 ERASE
03 FIND/OBTAIN
05 GET
06 KEEP
07 CONNECT
08 MODIFY
09 READY
11 DISCONNECT
12 STORE
14 BIND
15 ACCEPT
16 IF
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17 RETURN
18 COMMIT
19 ROLLBACK
20 LRF requests

Minor DB Status Codes

Minor Code Database Function Status
00 Combined with a major code of 00, this code indicates successful

completion of the DML operation. Combined with a nonzero
major code, this code indicates that the DML operation was not
completed successfully due to central version causes, such as
time-outs and program checks.

01 An area has not been readied. When this code is combined with
a major code of 16, an IF operation has resulted in a valid false
condition.

02 Either the db-key used with a FIND/OBTAIN DB-KEY statement
or the direct db-key suggested for a STORE is not within the page
range for the specified record name.

03 Invalid currency for the named record, set, or area. This can
only occur when a run unit is sharing a transaction with other
database sessions. The 03 minor status is returned if the run
unit tries to retrieve or update a record using a currency that has
been invalidated because of changes made by another database
session that is sharing the same transaction.

04 The occurrence count of a variably occurring element has been
specified as either less than zero or greater than the maximum
number of occurrences defined in the control element.

05 The specified DML function would have violated a duplicates-not-
allowed option for a CALC, sorted, or index set.

06 No currency has been established for the named record, set, or
area.

07 The end of a set, area, or index has been reached or the set is
empty.

08 The specified record, set, procedure, or LR verb is not in the
subschema or the specified record is not a member of the set.

09 The area has been readied with an incorrect usage mode.
10 An existing access restriction or subschema usage prohibits

execution of the specified DML function. For LRF users, the
subschema in use allows access to database records only.
Combined with a major code of 00, this code means the program
has attempted to access a database record, but the subschema in
use allows access to logical records only.

11 The record cannot be stored in the specified area due to
insufficient space.

12 There is no db-key for the record to be stored. This is a system
internal error and should be reported.

13 A current record of run unit either has not been established or has
been nullified by a previous ERASE statement.
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14 The CONNECT statement cannot be executed because the
requested record has been defined as a mandatory automatic
member of the set.

15 The DISCONNECT statement cannot be executed because the
requested record has been defined as a mandatory member of the
set.

16 The record cannot be connected to a set of which it is already a
member.

17 The transaction manager encountered an error.
18 The record has not been bound.
19 The run unit's transaction was forced to back out.
20 The current record is not the same type as the specified record

name.
21 Not all areas being used have been readied in the correct usage

mode.
22 The record name specified is not currently a member of the set

name specified.
23 The area name specified is either not in the subschema or not an

extent area; or the record name specified has not been defined
within the area name specified.

25 No currency has been established for the named set.
26 No duplicates exist for the named record or the record

occurrences cannot be found.
28 The run unit has attempted to ready an area that has been readied

previously.
29 The run unit has attempted to place a lock on a record that is

locked already by another run unit. A deadlock results. Unless the
run unit issued either a FIND/OBTAIN KEEP EXCLUSIVE or a
KEEP EXCLUSIVE, the run unit is aborted.

30 An attempt has been made to erase the owner record of a
nonempty set.

31 The retrieval statement format conflicts with the record's location
mode.

32 An attempt to retrieve a CALC/DUPLICATE record was
unsuccessful; the value of the CALC field in variable storage is
not equal to the value of the CALC control element in the current
record of run unit.

33 At least one set in which the record participates has not been
included in the subschema.

40 The WHERE clause in an OBTAIN NEXT logical-record request
is inconsistent with a previous OBTAIN FIRST or OBTAIN NEXT
command for the same record. Previously specified criteria, such
as reference to a key field, have been changed. A path status of
LR-ERROR is returned to the LRC block.

41 The subschema contains no path that matches the WHERE
clause in a logical-record request. A path status of LR-ERROR is
returned to the LRC block.

42 An ON clause included in the path by the DBA specified return
of the LR-ERROR path status to the LRC block; an error has
occurred while processing the LRF request.
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43 A program check has been recognized during evaluation of
a WHERE clause; the program check indicates that either a
WHERE clause has specified comparison of a packed decimal
field to an unpacked nonnumeric data field, or data in variable
storage or a database record does not conform to its description.
A path status of LR-ERROR is returned to the LRC block unless
the DBA has included an ON clause to override this action in the
path.

44 The WHERE clause in a logical-record request does not supply a
key element (sort key, CALC key, or db-key) expected by the path.
A path status of LR-ERROR is returned to the LRC block.

45 During evaluation of a WHERE clause, a program check has been
recognized because a subscript value is neither greater than 0 nor
less than its maximum allowed value plus 1. A path status of LR-
ERROR is returned to the LRC block unless the DBA has included
an ON clause to override this action in the path.

46 A program check has revealed an arithmetic exception (for
example: overflow, underflow, significance, divide) during
evaluation of a WHERE clause. A path status of LR-ERROR is
returned to the LRC block unless the DBA has included an ON
clause to override this action in the path.

53 The subschema definition of an indexed set does not match the
indexed set's physical structure in the database.

54 Either the prefix length of an SR51 record is less than zero or the
data length is less than or equal to zero.

55 An invalid length has been defined for a variable-length record.
56 An insufficient amount of memory to accommodate the IDMS

compression/decompression routines is available.
57 A retrieval-only run unit has detected an inconsistency in an index

that should cause an 1143 abend, but optional APAR bit 216 has
been turned on.

58 An attempt was made to rollback updates in a local mode
program. Updates made to an area during a local mode program's
execution cannot be automatically rolled out. The area must be
manually recovered.

60 A record occurrence type is inconsistent with the set named in the
ERROR-SET field in the IDMS communications block. This code
usually indicates a broken chain.

61 No record can be found for an internal db-key. This code usually
indicates a broken chain.

62 A system-generated db-key points to a record occurrence, but no
record with that db-key can be found. This code usually indicates
a broken chain.

63 The DBMS cannot interpret the DML function to be performed.
When combined with a major code of 00, this code means invalid
function parameters have been passed on the call to the DBMS.
For LRF users, a WHERE clause includes a keyword that is longer
than the 32 characters allowed.

64 The record cannot be found; the CALC control element has not
been defined properly in the subschema.

65 The database page read was not the page requested.
66 The area specified is not available in the requested usage mode.
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67 The subschema invoked does not match the subschema object
tables.

68 The CICS interface was not started.
69 A BIND RUN-UNIT may not have been issued; the CV may be

inactive or not accepting new run units; or the connection with the
CV may have been broken due to time out or other factors. When
combined with a major code of 00, this code means the program
has been disconnected from the DBMS.

70 The database will not ready properly; a JCL error is the probable
cause.

71 The page range or page group for the area being readied or the
page requested cannot be found in the DMCL.

72 There is insufficient memory to dynamically load a subschema or
database procedure.

73 A central version run unit will exceed the MAXERUS value
specified at system generation.

74 The dynamic load of a module has failed. If operating under the
central version, a subschema or database procedure module
either was not found in the data dictionary or the load (core image)
library or, if loaded, will exceed the number of subschema and
database procedures provided for at system generation.

75 A read error has occurred.
76 A write error has occurred.
77 The run unit has not been bound or has been bound twice. When

combined with a major code of 00, this code means either the
program is no longer signed on to the subschema or the variable
subschema tables have been overwritten.

78 An area wait deadlock has occurred.
79 The run unit has requested more db-key locks than are available

to the system.
80 The target node is either not active or has been disabled.
81 The converted subschema requires specified database name to

be in the DBNAME table.
82 The subschema must be named in the DBNAME table.
83 An error has occurred in accessing native VSAM data sets.
87 The owner and member records for a set to be updated are not in

the same page group or do not have the same db-key radix.
91 The subschema requires a DBNAME to do the bind run unit.
92 No subschema areas map to DMCL.
93 A subschema area symbolic was not found in DMCL.
94 The specified dbname is neither a dbname defined in the

DBNAME table, nor a SEGMENT defined in the DMCL.
95 The specified subschema failed DBTABLE mapping using the

specified dbname.

NOTE
For a complete description of DB runtime status codes, see the section "IDMS Status Codes" in the IDMS
Messages documentation.
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DC Status Codes

The following tables list the DC major and minor codes and their meanings.

Major DC Status Codes

Major Code Function
00 Any DML statement
30 TRANSFER CONTROL
31 WAIT/POST
32 GET STORAGE/FREE STORAGE
33 SET ABEND EXIT/ABEND CODE
34 LOAD/DELETE TABLE
35 GET TIME/SET TIMER
36 WRITE LOG
37 ATTACH/CHANGE PRIORITY
38 BIND/ACCEPT/END TRANSACTION STATISTICS
39 ENQUEUE/DEQUEUE
40 SNAP
43 PUT/GET/DELETE SCRATCH
44 PUT/GET/DELETE QUEUE
45 BASIC MODE TERMINAL MANAGEMENT
46 MAPPING MODE TERMINAL MANAGEMENT
47 LINE MODE TERMINAL MANAGEMENT
48 ACCEPT/WRITE PRINTER
49 SEND MESSAGE
50 COMMIT TASK/ROLLBACK TASK/FINISH TASK/WRITE

JOURNAL
51 KEEP LONGTERM
58 SVC SEND/RECEIVE

Minor DC Status Codes

Minor Code Function Status
00 Combined with a major code of 00, this code indicates either

successful completion of the DML function or that all tested
resources have been enqueued.

01 The requested operation cannot be performed immediately;
waiting will cause a deadlock.

02 Either there is insufficient storage in the storage pool or the
storage required for control blocks is unavailable.

03 The scratch area ID cannot be found.
04 Either the queue ID (header) cannot be found or a paging session

was in progress when a second STARTPAGE command was
received (that is, an implied ENDPAGE was processed before this
STARTPAGE was executed successfully).
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05 The specified scratch record ID or queue record cannot be found.
06 No resource control element (RCE) exists for the queue record;

currency has not been established.
07 Either an I/O error has occurred or the queue upper limit has been

reached.
08 The requested resource is not available.
09 The requested resource is available.
10 New storage has been assigned.
11 A maximum task condition exists.
12 The named task code is invalid.
13 The named resource cannot be found.
14 The requested module is defined as nonconcurrent and is

currently in use.
15 The named module has been overlaid and cannot be reloaded

immediately.
16 The specified interval control element (ICE) address cannot be

found.
17 The record has been replaced.
18 No printer terminals have been defined for the current DC system.
19 The return area is too small; data has been truncated.
20 An I/O, program-not-found, or potential-deadlock status condition

exists.
21 The message destination is undefined, the long term ID cannot

be found, or a KEEP LONGTERM request was issued by a
nonterminal task.

22 A record already exists for the scratch area specified.
23 No storage or resource control element (RCE) could be allocated

for the reply area.
24 The maximum number of outstanding replies has been exceeded.
25 An attention interrupt has been received.
26 There is a logical error in the output data stream.
27 A permanent I/O error has occurred.
28 The terminal dial-up line is disconnected.
29 An invalid parameter has been passed in the list set up by the

DML processor.
30 The named function has not yet been implemented.
31 An invalid parameter has been passed; the TRB, LRB, or MRB

contains an invalid field; or the request is invalid because of a
possible logic error in the application program. In a DC-BATCH
environment, a possible cause is that the record length specified
by the command exceeds the maximum length based on the
packet size.

32 The derived length of the specified variable storage is negative or
zero.

33 Either the named table or the named map cannot be found in the
data dictionary load area.
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34 The named variable-storage area must be an 01-level entry in the
LINKAGE SECTION.

35 A GET STORAGE request is invalid because the LINKAGE
SECTION variable has already been allocated.

36 The program either was not defined during system generation or is
marked out-of-service.

37 A GET STORAGE operand is invalid because the specified
variable storage area is in the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION
instead of the LINKAGE SECTION.

38 Either no GET STORAGE operand was specified or the specified
LINKAGE SECTION variable has not been allocated.

39 The terminal device being used is out of service.
40 NOIO has been specified but the datastream cannot be found.
41 An IF operation resulted in a valid true condition.
42 The named map does not support the terminal device in use.
43 A line I/O session has been cancelled by the terminal operator.
44 The referenced field does not participate in the specified map; a

possible cause is an invalid subscript.
45 An invalid terminal type is associated with the issuing task.
46 A terminal I/O error has occurred.
47 The named area has not been readied.
48 The run unit has not been bound.
49 NOWAIT has been specified but WAIT is required.
50 Statistics are not being kept.
51 A lock manager error occurred during the processing of a KEEP

LONGTERM request
52 The specified table is missing or invalid.
53 An error occurred from a user-written edit routine.
54 Either there is invalid internal data or a data conversion error has

occurred.
55 The user-written edit routine cannot be found.
56 No DFLDS have been defined for the map.
57 The ID cannot be found, is not a long-term permanent ID, or is

being used by another run unit.
58 Either the LRID cannot be found, the maximum number of

concurrent task threads was exceeded, or an attempt was made
to rollback database changes in local mode.

59 An error occurred in transferring the KEEP LONGTERM request to
IDMSKEEP

60 The requested KEEP LONGTERM lock id was already in use with
a different page group

63 Invalid function parameters have been passed on the call to the
DBMS.

64 No detail exists currently for update; no action has been taken.
Alternatively, the requested node for a header or detail is either
not present or not updated.
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68 There are no more updated details to MAP IN or the amount of
storage defined for pageable maps at sysgen is insufficient. In
the latter case, subsequent MAP OUT DETAIL statements are
ignored.

72 No detail occurrence, footer, or header fields exist to be mapped
out by a MAP OUT RESUME command, or the scratch record that
contains the requested detail could not be accessed. The latter
case is a mapping internal error and should be reported.

76 The first screen page has been transmitted to the terminal.
77 Either the program is no longer signed on to the subschema or the

variable subschema tables have been overwritten.
80 The target node is either not active or has been disabled.
97 An error was encountered processing a syncpoint request; check

the log for details.
98 An unsupported COBOL compiler option (for example, DEBUG)

has been specified for an online program or a program running
in a batch region has issued a DML verb that is only valid when
running online under IDMS/DC/UCF.

99 An unexpected internal return code has been received; the
terminal device is out of service.

NOTE
For a complete description of DC runtime status codes, see the section "IDMS Status Codes" in the IDMS
Messages documentation.

Error Detection
The value returned to the ERROR_STATUS field must be checked after each DML request. When using the Logical
Record Facility, you should check the LR_STATUS field of the LRC block before checking the ERROR_STATUS field.

This article describes the following information:

IDMS_STATUS Routine

IDMS_STATUS is an error-checking routine included in the dictionary. You can copy IDMS_STATUS into your program by
coding the INCLUDE IDMS MODULE statement:

INCLUDE IDMS (IDMS_STATUS);

NOTE
For more information about this statement, see INCLUDE IDMS MODULE.

IDMS_STATUS Routine Used Under Batch

The following code is copied into batch programs by the INCLUDE IDMS (IDMS_STATUS) statement:

IDMS_STATUS: PROC;

    DECLARE IDMSIN1 ENTRY OPTIONS(INTER,ASSEMBLER);

    IF   ERROR_STATUS='0000' THEN GOTO END_STATUS;

    PUT SKIP EDIT ('PROGRAM NAME ------', PROGRAM,

                   'ERROR STATUS ------', ERROR_STATUS,

                   'ERROR RECORD ------', ERROR_RECORD,
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                   'ERROR SET ---------', ERROR_SET,

                   'ERROR AREA --------', ERROR_AREA,

                   'LAST GOOD RECORD --', RECORD_NAME,

                   'LAST GOOD AREA ----', AREA_NAME)

                  (A(19),X(5),A(8),SKIP,A(19),X(5),A(4),

                   5(SKIP,A(19),X(5),A(16)));

    SSC_IN01_REQ_CODE = 39;

    SSC_IN01_REQ_RETURN = 0;

    SSC_STATUS_LABEL = ' ';

    DO UNTIL (SSC_IN01_REQ_RETURN > 0);

        CALL IDMSIN1  (IDBMSCOM(41),

                       SSC_IN01_REQ_WK,

                       SUBSCHEMA_CTRL,

                       IDBMSCOM(1),

                       DML_SEQUENCE,

                       SSC_STATUS_LINE);

        IF SSC_IN01_REQ_RETURN > 4 THEN

            PUT SKIP EDIT ('DML SEQUENCE ------', DML_SEQUENCE)

                          (A(19),X(5),F(10));

        ELSE

            PUT SKIP EDIT (SSC_STATUS_LABEL, '---',

                           SSC_STATUS_VALUE)

                          (A(16),A(3),X(5),A(12));

    END;

    ROLLBACK;

    CALL ABORT;

END_STATUS: END;

IDMS_STATUS Routine Used Under a DC/UCF System

The following code is copied into DC/UCF programs by the INCLUDE IDMS (IDMS_STATUS) statement:

    IDMS_STATUS:  PROC;

      IF ERROR_STATUS='0000' THEN GOTO END_STATUS;

      SSC_ERRSTAT_SAVE=ERROR_STATUS;

      SSC_DMLSEQ_SAVE=DML_SEQUENCE;

      SNAP FROM (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL) TO (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL_END);

      ABEND CODE (SSC_ERRSTAT_SAVE);

    END_STATUS: END;

IDMS_STATUS abends your program if the ERROR_STATUS field contains a nonzero value. Because some values
do not indicate processing errors, your program should check ERROR_STATUS for nonzero values before calling
IDMS_STATUS.

Common Status Codes

The following values are the common codes to check before calling or executing IDMS_STATUS:

• 0307
End of set, area, or index

• 0326
No record found

• 0001 to 9999
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Any nonzero status
• 0000 to 9999

Any status
• 3101 3201 3401 3901

Waiting will cause a deadlock
• 3202 3204

Insufficient space available
• 4303

ID cannot be found
• 4404

Queue header cannot be found
• 4305 4404

Record cannot be found
• 3908

Resource not available
• 3909

Resource is available
• 3210

New space allocated
• 3711

Maximum attached tasks
• 4317

Record has been replaced
• 4319 4419 4519 4719

Return area too small; data has been truncated
• 4525 4625

Attention interrupt received
• 4743

The DC/UCF session was canceled by the operator

Pageable Map Status Codes

The following values are the status codes returned when using pageable maps:

• 4604
Second consecutive STARTPAGE

• 4664
No current detail

• 4668
All updated details mapped in or pageable map space exceeded

• 4672
Nothing to map out

• 4676
First page transmitted

• 4680
A complete map page was built

When IDMS_STATUS executes, it exits immediately if the error-status check indicates successful completion of the
function (ERROR_STATUS of 0000).
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Effects of Nonzero Status on IDMS_STATUS

This section describes the effects of nonzero status conditions on IDMS_STATUS execution. The effects depend on the
operating mode (BATCH or IDMS_DC) of the application program.

Effect When the Operating Mode Is BATCH

When the operating mode is BATCH, a nonzero error status causes IDMS_STATUS to:

• Print status information on the unsuccessful function
• Issue a rollback
• Abend the program

The status information retrieved from the IDMS DB communications block includes program name, error status, error
record, error set, error area, record name (the last record successfully accessed), area name (the last area successfully
accessed), page number and line index of the dbkey (the last record accessed by the run unit), dbkey in hexadecimal
format, page group, and database-key format (associated with the last record accessed by the run unit), and DML
sequence number.

Effect When the Operating Mode Is IDMS_DC

When the operating mode is IDMS_DC, a nonzero error status causes IDMS_STATUS to:

• Snap the IDMS DC communications block (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL)
• Abend the program

The status information retrieved from the IDMS DC communications block includes program name, error status, error
record, error set, error area, record name (the last record successfully accessed), area name (the last area successfully
accessed), and the DML sequence number.

Required PL/I Declaratives
This article describes the following PL/I declarative statements:

 

NOTE
For non-reentrant PL/I programs compiled under Release 2.3 of PL/I or earlier, you must specify OPTIONS
(MAIN) in the PL/I PROCEDURE statement for the entry procedure. For reentrant PL/I Release 2.3 or earlier
programs, you must specify OPTIONS (MAIN,REENTRANT). For AD/CYCLE (LE-COMPLIANT) PL/I programs,
you must specify OPTIONS (REENTRANT,FETCHABLE).

DECLARE IDMS

Include the IDMS ENTRY statement for applications executing in BATCH mode.

►►─┬─ DECLARE ─┬─ IDMS ENTRY OPTIONS (INTER, ASSEMBLER); ─────────────────────►◄

   └─ DCL ─────┘

 

DECLARE IDMSPLI

Include the IDMSPLI ENTRY statement for online applications executing in IDMS_DC mode.

►►─┬─ DECLARE ─┬─ IDMSPLI ENTRY OPTIONS (INTER, ASSEMBLER); ──────────────────►◄
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   └─ DCL ─────┘

 

DECLARE IDMSDCP

Include the IDMSDCP ENTRY statement for applications executing in DC_BATCH mode.

►►─┬─ DECLARE ─┬─ IDMSDCP ENTRY OPTIONS (INTER, ASSEMBLER); ──────────────────►◄

   └─ DCL ─────┘

 

DECLARE SQLXQ1

Include the SQLXQ1 ENTRY statement for applications with embedded SQL DML statements.

►►─┬─ DECLARE ─┬─ SQLXQ1 ENTRY OPTIONS (INTER, ASSEMBLER); ───────────────────►◄

   └─ DCL ─────┘

 

DECLARE ADDR BUILTIN

Include the ADDR BUILTIN statement so that all database and online application programs can use the PL/I ADDR
function.

►►─┬─ DECLARE ─┬─ ADDR BUILTIN;───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DCL ─────┘

 

DECLARE ABORT

Include the ABORT ENTRY OPTIONS statement to specify entry options for ABORT.

►►─┬─ DECLARE ─┬─ ABORT ENTRY OPTIONS (INTER, ASSEMBLER); ────────────────────►◄

   └─ DCL ─────┘

 

DECLARE IDMSP

Include the IDMSP ENTRY statement if your online application passes parameters using the TRANSFER statement.

►►─┬─ DECLARE ─┬─ IDMSP ENTRY; ───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DCL ─────┘

 

DML Precompiler-Directive Statements (PL/I)
This section describes the DML precompiler-directive statements. With the precompiler-directive statements, you instruct
the DML precompiler to copy source code from the dictionary into your PL/I application program.

If your program accesses the database, it invokes a subschema and issues DML statements. Therefore, it must include
at least a DECLARE SUBSCHEMA statement. This statement identifies the subschema that your program uses and the
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operating environment in which it executes. If your program includes a DECLARE SUBSCHEMA statement, the DML
precompiler automatically generates required source-code components, so you can omit all other precompiler-directive
statements.

If your program does not access the database, DML precompiler-directive statements are not required.

NOTE

In this section, references to the IDMS communications block apply to both the IDMS DB and IDMS DC
communications blocks.

DECLARE SUBSCHEMA
Application programs that access the database require the DECLARE SUBSCHEMA statement. This statement:

• Identifies a subschema view to the DML precompiler. The subschema that you name in this statement determines the
IDMS/DB record descriptions that the DML precompiler can copy into your program from the data dictionary.

• Identifies your program to the DML precompiler.
• Identifies the operating mode (protocol) and environment under which the program executes. The operating mode

determines the form and content of calling sequences produced by the DML precompiler.
• Specifies whether to number each DML command for identification during error reporting (debug sequencing).

Syntax

 

►►─── DECLARE ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ (subschema-name SUBSCHEMA, schema-name SCHEMA ──────────────────────────

 ►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────

   └─ VERSION version-number ──┘

─►─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►

  ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬── ) ──┘

   └─ , program-name PROGRAM ─┬──────────────────────────┬─┘

                              └─ VERSION version-number ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ MODE ( ─┬─ BATCH ◄ ──┬─ ) ─┘

              ├─ IDMS_DC ──┤

              ├─ DC_BATCH ─┤

              └─ mode ─────┘

 ►─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DEBUG ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬─ ; ────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ SUBSCHEMA_NAMES LENGTH ( ─┬─ 16 ─┬─ ) ─┘

                                └─ 18 ─┘

 

Parameters

• subschema-name SUBSCHEMA,schema-name SCHEMA
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Specifies the subschema and schema view of the database used by your program. The subschema and schema
definitions must already exist in the data dictionary. If your DBA preregisters program names valid for the subschema
in the data dictionary, the program name that you specify in the program-name parameter (described below) must be
associated with this subschema in the dictionary.

• VERSION version-number
Optionally qualifies schema-name with a version number. Version-number must be an integer in the range 1 through
9999. The default is the highest version number defined in the data dictionary for schema-name.

• program-name PROGRAM
Optionally specifies the name of your program. If you preregistered this program in the data dictionary, make sure
that program-name matches the name in the data dictionary. Otherwise, the DML precompiler will not recognize the
program.

• VERSION version-number
Optionally qualifies program-name with a version number (for example, for purposes of testing or development).
version-number must be an integer in the range 1 through 9999. Version-number defaults to the highest number
defined in the data dictionary for the program, or defaults to 1 if the program is not registered in the dictionary.

• MODE
Identifies the operating mode used by the DML precompiler to generate call statements for the program's DML
statements.
– BATCH

Specifies that your program executes in batch mode. The DBMS copies the IDMS DB communications block into
program variable storage and generates standard CALL sequences. BATCH is the default.

– IDMS_DC
Specifies that your program executes in IDMS_DC mode. The DBMS copies the IDMS DC communications block
into program variable storage and generates IDMS/DC CALL sequences for IDMS/DC requests.

– DC_BATCH
Specifies that your program executes in DC-BATCH mode. The DBMS copies the IDMS DC communications block
into program variable storage and generates DC_BATCH CALL sequences for IDMS/DC requests.
DC_BATCH allows you to use all of the database DML commands, and also the following IDMS/DC DML
commands:
• BIND
• COMMIT TASK
• DELETE QUEUE
• FINISH
• GET QUEUE
• PUT QUEUE
• ROLLBACK
• WRITE PRINTER
You specify MODE DC_BATCH to access IDMS/DC queues and printers from batch applications running under the
DC/UCF system.

– mode
Indicates that your program executes in a special environment, determined by the database administrator. Special
environments include user-defined operating modes and teleprocessing monitors. The DML precompiler copies
the appropriate communications block into program variable storage and generates operating-mode-specific CALL
sequences.
Acceptable values for mode are:
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• CICS
• CICS_EXEC
• INTERCOMM
• PL1F
• PL1OPT
• SHADOW
• TASKMASTER

• DEBUG
Instructs the DML precompiler to place a unique DML sequence number in the IDMS communications block for each
DML statement. These numbers appear in columns 82 through 89 of the PL/I compiler output listing, in the form
DMLPnnnn. The DML precompiler generates numbers to identify the sequence in which DML statements appear in the
program. Depending on the error routine defined by the DBA, you can use the DML sequence number to help debug
your program.
If you do not specify DEBUG, the DML precompiler does not associate sequence numbers with source statements.

• 16/18
Specifies either 16 bytes or 18 bytes for the following fields in the IDMS communications block: RECORD_NAME,
AREA_NAME, ERROR_SET, ERROR_RECORD, and ERROR_AREA.

Example

The following example illustrates how to use the DECLARE SUBSCHEMA statement. In this Example, DECLARE
SUBSCHEMA accesses the EMPSS09 subschema of the EMPSCH schema for a program named PLITST. The program
runs under the IDMS_DC operating mode and includes DEBUG sequencing.

DECLARE (EMPSS09 SUBSCHEMA,EMPSCHM SCHEMA,PLITST PROGRAM)

    MODE (IDMS_DC)

        DEBUG;

DECLARE MAP (PL/I)
The DECLARE MAP statement:

• Indicates to the DML precompiler that your program uses mapping-mode terminal I/O
• Defines the program's maps

Repeat the DECLARE MAP statement as many times as required to define each map used by your program. Code
DECLARE MAP statements for all of your maps before the first INCLUDE IDMS statement.

Syntax

 

►►─── DECLARE (map-name MAP ─┬──────────────────────────┬─ ) ─────────────────►

                             └─ VERSION version-number ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ ; ─────────────────────────►◄

   └─ TYPE ( ─┬─ STANDARD ◄ ─┬─ ) ─┬──────────┬─┘

              └─ EXTENDED ───┘     └─ PAGING ─┘

 

Parameters

• map-name MAP
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Specifies the name of a map used by the program. Map-name must be the 1- to 8-character name of a map defined in
the dictionary.

• VERSION version-number
Optionally qualifies the named map with a version number. Version-number must be an integer in the range 1 through
9999 that is associated with the named map in the data dictionary.

• TYPE
Specifies whether the map request block (MRB) built for the map will be standard or extended.
– STANDARD

Specifies that the map has standard 3270 terminal attributes. STANDARD is the default.
– EXTENDED

Specifies that the map has extended 3279 terminal attributes. You can use such mapping features as color, blinking
fields, and reverse video for your application programs running under 3279-type terminals.

• PAGING
Specifies that the named map is a pageable map. For more information on pageable maps, see MAP IN (DC/UCF) ,
and MAP OUT (DC/UCF), or refer to the IDMS Reference section.

Example

The following example illustrates how to use the DECLARE MAP statement to access the EMPMAPLR map:

DECLARE (EMPMAPLR MAP);

INCLUDE IDMS
You can code INCLUDE IDMS statements in your application program to copy source code into the program. The data
dictionary contains one or more items of source code that correspond to each INCLUDE IDMS statement parameter.
Accordingly, your choice of Parameters determines the items of code copied from the data dictionary into your program.
The Syntax rules for INCLUDE IDMS (shown below) describe the INCLUDE IDMS statement Parameters with their
associated items of source code.

The source code that you copy into your program depends on the usage mode defined in the program's subschema.
The subschema usage modes are DML, LR, and MIXED. These usage modes determine your program's source code
requirements; thus, they determine whether the program can access database records only, logical records only, or
both database records and logical records. Do not code INCLUDE IDMS statements to copy items that conflict with your
program's subschema usage mode. For example, do not code SUBSCHEMA_LR_CTRL if your program's subschema
usage mode is DML.

Subschema Usage Modes

The following table describes subschema usage modes and the source code each requires.

Subschema usage mode Description and required source code
DML Allows a program to access database records only. DML requires

the following source code items:
The IDMS communications block through which the application
program and the DBMS communicate. For more details, see
Communications Blocks and Error Detection.
The descriptions of the records to which the subschema permits
access.
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LR Allows a program to access logical records only. LR requires the
following source code items:
The IDMS communications block through which LRF and the
DBMS communicate. For more details, see Communications
Blocks and Error Detection.
The logical-record request control (LRC) block through which the
application program and LRF communicate. For more details, see
Communications Blocks and Error Detection.
The descriptions of the logical records contained in the
subschema.

MIXED Allows a program to access both database records and logical
records. MIXED requires the following source code items:
The IDMS communications block, through which LRF and the
DBMS communicate. For more details, see Communications
Blocks and Error Detection.
The description of all records to which the subschema permits
access.
The logical-record request control (LRC) block, through which the
application program and the Logical Record Facility communicate.
For more details, see Communications Blocks and Error
Detection.
The descriptions of all logical records contained in the subschema.
Usage of MIXED mode is not recommended for the following
reasons:
Issuing both logical-record and database requests requires
that your program take into account the database currencies
maintained in the paths used to service logical-record requests.
Accessing both logical records and database records in the same
program can diminish the program's independence from the
database structure. This could interfere with the execution of paths
invoked to provide requested logical-record access.
Logical-record path processing can interfere with program access
to database records. You may need to insert a DML statement
after a logical-record request to reestablish the appropriate
currency.

Syntax

 

►►─┬────────────────┬─ INCLUDE IDMS ──────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ level-number ─┘

        ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─┬─ (─▼─ SUBSCHEMA_DML_LR_DESCRIPTION ─┬──┬─────────────┬────────┬┴─) ─┬ ; ─►◄

   │     ├─ SUBSCHEMA_DESCRIPTION ───────┤  └─ attribute ─┘        │     │

   │     ├─ SUBSCHEMA_CTRL ──────────────┤                         │     │

   │     ├─ SUBSCHEMA_RECORDS ───────────┘                         │     │

   │     │                                                         │     │

   │     ├─ record-name ──┬──────────────────┬─┬─────────────┬─────┤     │

   │     │                └─ version-number ─┘ └─ attribute ─┘     │     │

   │     │                                                         │     │

   │     ├─ TRANSACTION_STATISTICS ────────────────────────────────┤     │

   │     │                                                         │     │
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   │     ├─ SUBSCHEMA_LR_DESCRIPTION ────┬─────┬─────────────┬─────┤     │

   │     ├─ SUBSCHEMA_LR_CONTROL ────────┤     └─ attribute ─┘     │     │

   │     ├─ SUBSCHEMA_LR_RECORDS ────────┘                         │     │

   │     │                                                         │     │

   │     ├─ LR (logical-record-name) ──┬─────────────┬─────────────┤     │

   │     │                             └─ attribute ─┘             │     │

   │     │                                                         │     │

   │     ├─ MAPS ────────────────────────┬─────┬─────────────┬─────┘     │

   │     ├─ MAP map-name ────────────────┤     └─ attribute ─┘           │

   │     ├─ MAP_CONTROLS ────────────────┤                               │

   │     ├─ MAP_CONTROL map-name ────────┤                               │

   │     └─ MAP_RECORDS ─────────────────┘                               │

   │                                                                     │

   └── (SUBSCHEMA_LR_CTRL) ─┬───────────────────────┬──┬─────────────┬───┘

                            └─ SIZE lrc-block-size ─┘  └─ attribute ─┘

 

Parameters

• level-number INCLUDE IDMS
Instructs the DML precompiler to copy source code into your program at the INCLUDE IDMS statement's location.
The optional level-number clause instructs the DML precompiler to copy descriptions into your program at a different
level than the level specified in the data dictionary. Level-number must be an integer in the range 01 through 99. If
your program specifies level-number, the DML precompiler copies the first level of code to the level specified by level-
number and adjusts all other levels accordingly. If your program does not specify level-number, the descriptions copied
by the DML precompiler have the same level numbers as originally specified in the dictionary.
Using the level-number clause can cause unpredictable results if record fields are defined with a SYNCHRONIZED
clause. Such fields may contain slack bytes, inserted to ensure correct alignment. Because IDMS/DB and IDMS/DC
do not regard slack bytes as functional, fields that contain such bytes may be misrepresented. Therefore, you should
ensure that all fields and records are structured properly.

• SUBSCHEMA_DML_LR_DESCRIPTION
Copies all components required to access both database and logical records:
– SUBSCHEMA_CTRL
– SUBSCHEMA_RECORDS
– SUBSCHEMA_LR_CTRL
– SUBSCHEMA_LR_RECORDS
You specify SUBSCHEMA_DML_LR_DESCRIPTION only if the subschema usage mode is MIXED. Do not specify
SUBSCHEMA_DML_LR_DESCRIPTION if the usage mode is DML or LR.

• SUBSCHEMA_DESCRIPTION
Copies all components required to access database records:
– SUBSCHEMA_CTRL
– SUBSCHEMA_RECORDS
Do not specify SUBSCHEMA_DESCRIPTION if the subschema usage mode is LR.

• SUBSCHEMA_CTRL
Copies the IDMS DB communications block data description. If the operating mode is IDMS_DC or DC_BATCH,
SUBSCHEMA_CTRL copies the IDMS DC communications block.

• SUBSCHEMA_RECORDS
Copies the descriptions of all records contained in the subschema. The DML precompiler may copy into your program
PL/I synonyms defined for the subschema records in the data dictionary, according to the rules of synonym usage. Do
not specify SUBSCHEMA_RECORDS if the subschema usage mode is LR.
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NOTE
When copying a schema-owned record, the DML precompiler adds up to 7 bytes, if necessary, to make the
record length divisible by 8 for doubleword alignment.

• record-name VERSION version-number attribute
Copies the description of a record defined in the dictionary. Do not specify record if the subschema's usage mode is
LR.
– record-name

Specifies the name of the record to be copied. It can be the primary name of a record stored in the data dictionary,
or a synonym.
Schema-owned records cannot be copied into non IDMS programs. These are programs that neither use a
subschema nor access the database. However, a synonym defined for a schema-owned record can be copied into
a non IDMS program. You use the VERSION clause to identify the synonym.
If the DMLP processor cannot find a record named record-name in the dictionary, it searches for a module by that
name. The module, which may have been stored using the DDDL compiler, presumably contains a definition of
records not included in the subschema. If an operating mode is associated with the named record or module in the
data dictionary, it must agree with the mode in effect for your program. (See "DECLARE SUBSCHEMA", earlier in
this section.)

NOTE
For more information about associating operating modes with records, see the IDMS IDD DDDL
Reference section.

– VERSION version-number
Optionally qualifies IDD records, but not schema-owned records, with a version number.  Version-number must
be an integer in the range 1 through 9999.  Version-number defaults to the highest version number of the record
defined in the data dictionary for the language and operating mode under which the program compiles.

– attribute
Optionally allows you to instruct the DML precompiler to include PL/I attributes in the PL/I DECLARE statement. The
DML precompiler generates the PL/I DECLARE statement for the record that you specify in record-name.

• TRANSACTION_STATISTICS
Copies the definition of the transaction statistics block (TSB) with a length of 560 bytes. This block can be used in the
ACCEPT TRANSACTION STATISTICS or END TRANSACTION STATISTICS DML statements.

• SUBSCHEMA_LR_DESCRIPTION
Copies all components required to access logical records:
– SUBSCHEMA_CTRL
– SUBSCHEMA_LR_CTRL
– SUBSCHEMA_LR_RECORDS
Do not specify SUBSCHEMA_LR_DESCRIPTION if the subschema's usage mode is DML.

• SUBSCHEMA_LR_CONTROL
Copies the SUBSCHEMA_CTRL and SUBSCHEMA_LR_CTRL components. Do not specify
SUBSCHEMA_LR_CONTROL if the subschema usage mode is DML.

• SUBSCHEMA_LR_RECORDS
Copies the descriptions of all logical records defined in the subschema. All participating database records become 02-
level group fields. This allows your program to reference the portion of a logical record corresponding to a database
record as a group field. Do not specify SUBSCHEMA_LR_RECORDS if the subschema usage mode is DML.

NOTE
When copying a schema-owned record, the DML precompiler adds up to 7 bytes, if necessary, to make the
record length divisible by 8 for doubleword alignment.

• LR (logical-record-name)
Copies the description of an individual logical record contained in the subschema: do not include LR if the subschema
usage mode is DML.
– logical-record-name
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Names the logical record.
– attribute

Optionally allows you to instruct the DML precompiler to include PL/I attributes in the PL/I DECLARE statement. The
DML precompiler generates the PL/I DECLARE statement for the logical record that you specify in logical-record-
name.

• MAPS
Copies the map request block (MRB) and map records for the maps that you specify with DECLARE MAP statements.

• MAP
Copies the MRB and map records associated with the named map. The map's version number defaults to the version
number that you specify for this map in the DECLARE MAP statement.
– map-name

Names the map.
– attribute

Attribute optionally allows you to instruct the DML precompiler to include PL/I attributes in the PL/I DECLARE
statement. The DML precompiler generates the PL/I DECLARE statement for the map that you specify in map-
name.

• MAP_CONTROLS
Copies the MRBs for the maps that you specify in DECLARE MAP statements.

• MAP_CONTROL
Copies the MRB for the named map. The map's version number defaults to the version number that you specify for this
map in the DECLARE MAP statement.
– map-name

Names a map.
– attribute

Optionally allows you to instruct the DML precompiler to include PL/I attributes in the PL/I DECLARE statement. The
DML precompiler generates the PL/I DECLARE statement for the map that you specify in map-name.

• MAP_RECORDS
Copies the map records for the maps that you specify in DECLARE MAP statements.

• SUBSCHEMA_LR_CTRL
Copies the LRC block data description.
Do not specify SUBSCHEMA_LR_CTRL if the subschema usage mode is DML.

• SIZE (lrc-block-size)
Optionally specifies the size of that portion of the LRC block that contains information about the logical-record-request
WHERE clause (PXE).
Lrc-block-size defaults to 512 bytes. If you include lrc-block-size, you should specify a size large enough to
accommodate the most complex WHERE clause in the program. The default, 512, is large enough to include
approximately 32 operators, operands, and literals.
Lrc-block-size must be a positive integer in the range 0 through 9999. You specify a value of 0 if none of the logical-
record requests issued by the program includes a WHERE clause. You calculate lrc-block-size as follows:
a. Multiply the greatest number of operands and operators in a single WHERE clause by 16 bytes.
b. Add the number of bytes, rounded up to the nearest multiple of 8, associated with the data field for each operand

that is a keyword, a program variable, or a logical-record field named in the OF LR clause.
c. Add the length, rounded up to the nearest multiple of 8, of each operand that is a character literal.
d. Add 12 bytes for each operand that is a numeric literal.

INCLUDE IDMS Code

The following figure shows the code that the DML precompiler copies into program variable storage for each INCLUDE
IDMS statement parameter.
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INCLUDE IDMS (MAP_BINDS)
INCLUDE IDMS (MAP_BINDS) copies map- and map-record-specific BIND MAP statements for all maps that you specify
with DECLARE MAP statements.

Syntax

►►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ INCLUDE IDMS (MAP_BINDS); ─┘

Parameters

• INCLUDE IDMS (MAP_BINDS)
Copies map- and map-record-specific BIND MAP statements for all maps that you specify with DECLARE MAP
statements.
If your program uses a map, it requires a BIND MAP statement for the map and for each associated map record. The
BIND MAP statement identifies the location of the MRB and initializes fields within the MRB. If you code the INCLUDE
IDMS (MAP_BINDS) statement in your program, the DML processor automatically copies appropriate BIND MAP
statements into your program. For more information on the BIND MAP statement, see BIND MAP (DC/UCF).
You must individually bind map records associated with logical records.

INCLUDE IDMS MODULE
INCLUDE IDMS (module-name) copies procedure source statements defined by the database administrator as modules
in the dictionary.

 Syntax 
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   ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

►►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────►◄

     └─ INCLUDE IDMS (module-name ─┬──────────────────────────┬─ ); ─┘

                                   └─ VERSION version-number ─┘

 Parameters 

•  INCLUDE IDMS (module-name)
Copies procedure source statements defined by the DBA as modules in the dictionary. Module-name specifies the
name of a module previously defined by the DBA using the DDDL compiler (refer to the IDMS IDD DDDL Reference
section). The available PL/I standard modules are:
– IDMS_STATUS
– IDMS_STATUS (mode is IDMS_DC)
The DML precompiler inserts the module into your program at the location of the INCLUDE IDMS MODULE statement,
without modification. If the module contains DML statements, the DML precompiler examines and expands them within
the context of your program's subschema view and compile mode, as if they were coded directly.

NOTE
 The INCLUDE IDMS MODULE statement can precede the DECLARE SUBSCHEMA statement if the
module it copies does not contain DML statements.

You can nest INCLUDE IDMS MODULE statements. This means that code invoked by an INCLUDE IDMS MODULE
entry can itself contain INCLUDE IDMS MODULE statements. However, make sure that a copied module does not
copy itself.

•  VERSION version-number 
Optionally qualifies module-name with a version number. Version-number must be an integer in the range 1 through
9999.
There are two defaults for version-number, depending on whether:
– There is a version of the module that you name with module-name which is operating-mode-specific. In this

case, the default is the version number of this module. If there are two or more mode-specific versions of the
module, version-number defaults to the highest version number among these versions.

– There is a version of the module that you name with module-name which is non-operating-mode-specific, and there
exists no operating-mode-specific version. In this case, the default is the version number of this module. If there
are two or more non-mode-specific versions of the module, version-number defaults to the highest version number
among these versions.

If no version of the module exists in the dictionary, an error condition results. For more information, see the IDMS
Messages and Codes documentation.

INCLUDE IDMS (SUBSCHEMA_BINDS)
INCLUDE IDMS (SUBSCHEMA_BINDS):

• Initializes the PROGRAM_NAME field in the IDMS DB communications block
• Copies a standard BIND RUN_UNIT statement and appropriate standard BIND RECORD commands for each IDMS/

DB record in your program's variable storage.

This statement does not generate BIND RECORD statements for logical records. Your program does not need them.
INCLUDE IDMS (SUBSCHEMA_BINDS) only generates BINDS for subschema records explicitly copied into your
program by INCLUDE IDMS statements.

Do not use the INCLUDE IDMS (SUBSCHEMA_BINDS) statement when binding several records to the same location.
Instead, code BIND RUN_UNIT and BIND RECORD statements separately for each record. This allows you to include a
CALL IDMS_STATUS statement after each BIND RECORD statement to check the ERROR_STATUS field.
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NOTE
The INCLUDE IDMS (SUBSCHEMA_BINDS) statement does not automatically generate BIND RECORD
statements when more than one copy of a given database record description (including synonyms) is present
in the program. For such records, issue individual BIND RECORD statements to bind the records to the correct
location.

Syntax

►►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ INCLUDE IDMS (SUBSCHEMA_BINDS); ─┘

INCLUDE IDMS (SUBSCHEMA_RECORD_BINDS)
INCLUDE IDMS SUBSCHEMA_RECORD_BINDS copies appropriate standard BIND record-name statements for each
IDMS/DB record in the program.

In cases where more than one copy of a given database record description (including synonyms) is present in the
program, INCLUDE IDMS SUBSCHEMA_RECORD_BINDS will not automatically generate bind record statements.
Individual bind record statements must be issued to bind the record to the correct location.

Do not use the INCLUDE IDMS SUBSCHEMA_RECORD_BINDS statement when binding several records to the same
location. Instead, code DML BIND statements for each record.

Syntax

►►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ INCLUDE IDMS (SUBSCHEMA_RECORD_BINDS); ─┘

PL/I Data Manipulation Language Statements
This section describes the Data Manipulation Language (DML) that applies to IDMS/DB, IDMS/DC, and IDMS UCF.

NOTE
The DC/UCF references in this section include both the IDMS/DC and IDMS UCF products.

DML consists of statements that enable you to access the database management system (DBMS) and to request Logical
Record Facility (LRF) and data communications services.

This section presents the following information:

• Tables describing the database and data communications functions of DML statements
• Tables grouping the DML statements by function

Discussions of each DML statement (statements are in alphabetical order). Discussions include an overall description of
the statement, Syntax, parameter descriptions, and examples

WARNING
When you review the Syntax for each DML statement, note that you must code the Parameters in the order in
which they are shown.

Functions of DML Statements (PLI)
This article describes the DML statement categories. There are six categories of database (IDMS/DB) functions and eight
categories of data communications (DC/UCF system) functions.
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Database Functions

Database DML functions are as follows:

• Control statements:
– Initiate and terminate processing
– Effect recovery
– Prevent concurrent retrieval and update of database records
– Evaluate set conditions

• Retrieval statements locate records in the database and make them available to the application program.
• Modification statements add new records to the database and modify and delete existing records.
• Accept statements move special information such as database keys, storage addresses, and statistics from the

DBMS to program variable storage.
• Logical-record statements retrieve, modify, store, and erase logical records.
• Recovery statements perform functions relating to database, scratch, and queue area recovery in the event of a

system failure. These functions:
– Establish checkpoints in the journal file for database, scratch, and queue records used by the issuing task
– Roll back user database, scratch, and queue areas to the last checkpoint established
– Establish an end-of-task checkpoint and relinquish control of all database, scratch, and queue areas associated

with the issuing task
– Write user-defined records to the journal file

Data Communications Functions

Data communications DML functions are as follows:

• Program management statements:
– Pass and return control from one program to another
– Load and delete programs and tables
– Define exit routines to be performed before an abnormal program termination (abend)
– Force an abend condition

• Storage management statements allocate and release variable storage.
• Task management statements:

– Initiate a new task
– Change the dispatching priority of the issuing task
– Enqueue and dequeue system resources
– Signal that a task is to wait pending completion of an event
– Post an event control block (ECB), indicating completion of an event

• Time management statements obtain the time and date and define time-related events. These events include:
– Placing the issuing task in a wait state for a specified amount of time
– Posting a user-specified ECB after a specified interval
– Initiating a new task after a specified interval

• Scratch management statements create, delete, or retrieve records from the scratch area.
• Queue management statements create, delete, or retrieve records from the queue area.
• Terminal management statements transfer data between the application program and the terminal.
• Utility function statements:
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– Request retrieval of task-related information
– Request a memory dump of selected parts of storage
– Retrieve and send a predefined message stored in the data dictionary
– Send a specified message to one or more users or logical terminals
– Collect, retrieve, and write DC/UCF system statistics on a transaction basis
– Establish long-term database locks and monitor access to database records used across tasks during a pseudo-

conversational transaction

DML Statements Grouped by Function
Contents

The two tables in this section list and describe the DML statements by their database and data communications functions,
respectively.

DML Statements (Database)

The following table lists IDMS/DB DML statements by function.

NOTE
You can use IDMS/DB statements in a DC/UCF system environment. However, you cannot use DC/UCF system
statements in the IDMS/DB environment.

Function DML Statement Description
Control BIND RUN-UNIT Signs on the application program to the

DBMS
BIND RECORD Establishes addressability in variable

storage for one or more records included in
the program's subschema

BIND PROCEDURE Establishes communication between the
application program and a DBA-defined
database procedure

READY Prepares database areas for processing
FINISH Commits changes made to the database

through an individual run unit or through all
database sessions associated with a task

IF Evaluates the presence of member records
in a set or a record's membership status
and specifies action based on the outcome

COMMIT Commits changes made to the database
through an individual run unit or through all
database sessions associated with a task

ROLLBACK Rolls back uncommitted changes made
to the database through an individual
run unit or through all database sessions
associated with a task

KEEP CURRENT Places an explicit shared or exclusive
lock on a record that is current of run unit,
record, set, or area

Retrieval FIND/OBTAIN DBKEY Accesses a record using a db-key
previously saved by the program
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FIND/OBTAIN CURRENT Accesses a record using previously
established currencies

FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET/AREA Accesses a record based on its logical
location within a set or its physical location
within an area

FIND/OBTAIN OWNER Accesses the owner record of a set
occurrence

FIND/OBTAIN CALC/DUPLICATE Accesses a record using its CALC-key
value

FIND/OBTAIN USING SORT KEY Accesses a record in a sorted set using its
sort-key value

GET Moves all data associated with a previously
located record into program variable
storage

RETURN Retrieves the database and symbolic keys
of an indexed record entry

Modification STORE Adds a new record to the database
MODIFY Changes the contents of an existing record
CONNECT Links a record to a set
DISCONNECT Removes a member record from a set
ERASE Deletes a record from the database

Accept ACCEPT DBKEY FROM CURRENCY Saves the db-key and optionally the page
information of the current record of run unit,
record type, set, or area

ACCEPT DBKEY RELATIVE TO
CURRENCY

Saves the db-key and optionally the page
information of the next, prior, or owner
record relative to the current record of a set

ACCEPT IDMS STATISTICS Returns system runtime statistics to the
program

ACCEPT BIND RECORD Returns a record's bind address to the
program

ACCEPT PAGE_INFO Returns page information for a given record
to the program

ACCEPT PROCEDURE Returns information from the application
program information block associated with
a database procedure to the program

Logical Record Facility ERASE Deletes a logical record
MODIFY Modifies a logical record
OBTAIN Accesses a logical record
STORE Stores a logical record

Recovery COMMIT Commits changes made to the database
through an individual run unit or through all
database sessions associated with a task

FINISH Commits changes made to the database
through an individual run unit or through all
database sessions associated with a task
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ROLLBACK Rolls back uncommitted changes made
to the database through an individual
run unit or through all database sessions
associated with a task

WRITE JOURNAL Writes user-defined records to the journal
file

DML Statements (Data Communications)

The following table lists DC/UCF DML statements by function.

NOTE
You cannot use DC/UCF system statements in the IDMS/DB environment.

Function DML Statement Description
Program Management TRANSFER (LINK) Passes control to another program with the

expectation of receiving it back
TRANSFER (XCTL) Passes control to another program with no

expectation of receiving it back
DC RETURN Returns control to the next higher level

calling program
LOAD TABLE Loads a program or table into the DC/UCF

program pool
DELETE TABLE Signals that a program has finished using a

program or a table in the program pool
ABEND Abnormally terminates the issuing task

Storage Management GET STORAGE Allocates variable storage from a DC/UCF
storage pool

FREE STORAGE Frees all or part of a block of variable
storage

Task Management ATTACH Attaches a new task within DC/UCF
CHANGE PRIORITY Changes the dispatching priority of the

issuing task
ENQUEUE Acquires a resource or a list of resources
DEQUEUE Releases a resource
WAIT Relinquishes control to DC/UCF while

awaiting completion of an event
POST Posts an event control block (ECB)

Time Management GET TIME Obtains the time and date from the system
SET TIMER Defines a time-delayed event

Scratch Management PUT SCRATCH Stores a scratch record
GET SCRATCH Retrieves a scratch record
DELETE SCRATCH Deletes a scratch record

Queue Management PUT QUEUE Stores a queue record
GET QUEUE Retrieves a queue record
DELETE QUEUE Deletes a queue record
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Terminal Management (Basic Mode) READ TERMINAL Requests a synchronous or asynchronous
data transfer from the terminal to program
variable storage

WRITE TERMINAL Requests a synchronous or asynchronous
data transfer from program variable storage
to the terminal buffer

WRITE THEN READ TERMINAL Requests a synchronous or asynchronous
data transfer from program variable storage
to the terminal buffer; and on a terminal
operator signal, back to variable storage

CHECK TERMINAL Ensures that a previously issued
asynchronous I/O operation is complete

Terminal Management (Line Mode) READ LINE FROM TERMINAL Requests a synchronous data transfer from
the terminal to the issuing program

WRITE LINE TO TERMINAL Requests a synchronous or asynchronous
data transfer from the issuing program to
the terminal

END LINE TERMINAL SESSION Terminates the current line I/O session
WRITE PRINTER Requests transmission of data from a task

to a printer
Terminal Management (Mapping Mode) MAP IN Requests a transfer of data from the

terminal to program variable storage
MAP OUT Requests a transfer of data from program

variable storage to the terminal
MAP OUTIN Requests a transfer of data from program

variable storage to the terminal; and, upon
a terminal operator signal, back to variable
storage

INQUIRE MAP Obtains information or tests conditions
concerning the previous mapping operation

MODIFY MAP Requests modifications of mapping options
for a map

STARTPAGE Begins a map paging session and specifies
options for that session

ENDPAGE Terminates a map paging session
Utility BIND MAP Identifies the location of a map request

block (MRB) and initializes the MRB's fields
ACCEPT Retrieves task-related information
SNAP Requests a memory dump of selected parts

of storage
SEND MESSAGE Sends a message to a user, logical

terminal, or list of users or logical terminals
BIND TRANSACTION STATISTICS Defines the beginning of a transaction

for the purpose of collecting transaction
statistics

ACCEPT TRANSACTION STATISTICS Returns the contents of the transaction
statistics block (TSB) to program variable
storage

END TRANSACTION STATISTICS Defines the end of a transaction
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KEEP LONGTERM Either modifies a prior KEEP LONGTERM
request or enables database longterm locks
or database monitoring for records, sets, or
areas

WRITE LOG Retrieves a message from the data
dictionary and sends it to a predefined
destination

ABEND (DC/UCF)
The ABEND statement terminates the issuing task abnormally. Optionally, ABEND also writes a task dump to the log file.
Upon completion of the ABEND function, the DBMS returns processing control to the DC/UCF system program-control
module.

Syntax

 

►►─── ABEND CODE (abend-code) ─┬────────────┬─ ; ─────────────────────────────►◄

                               ├─ NODUMP ◄ ─┤

                               └─ DUMP ─────┘

 

Parameters

• ABEND CODE(abend-code)
Specifies a 4-character abend code that you select. Abend-code can be the symbolic name of a variable storage field
containing the abend code, or the code itself enclosed in single quotation marks.

NOTE
Because the abend code that you specify appears in the system log and displays at the task's terminal, you
should not use system abend codes.

• NODUMP/DUMP
Specifies whether the system writes a formatted task dump to the log file. The default is NODUMP.

Example

In this example, ABEND terminates the issuing task abnormally, issuing the code U876, and writes a task dump to the log
file:

ABEND CODE('U876')

  DUMP;

Status Codes

Because the DBMS passes control to the system program-control module, your program does not have to check the
ERROR_STATUS field.

ACCEPT (DC/UCF)
The ACCEPT statement retrieves the following task-related information:
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• Current task code
• Task identifier
• Logical terminal identifier
• Physical terminal identifier
• DC/UCF system version
• User identifier (the ID of the user signed on to the task's logical terminal)
• Physical terminal screen dimensions
• System ID

Syntax

 

►►──── ACCEPT ──┬─ TASK CODE───┬─ INTO (return-location); ────────────────────►◄

                ├─ TASK ID ────┤

                ├─ LTERM ID ───┤

                ├─ PTERM ID ───┤

                ├─ SYSVERSION ─┤

                ├─ USER ID ────┤

                ├─ SCREENSIZE ─┤

                └─ SYSTEM ID ──┘

 

Parameters.

• TASK CODE
Specifies the 1- to 8-character code that invokes the current task.

• TASK ID
Specifies the task identifier assigned by the system. The task identifier is a unique sequence number stored in a
FIXED BINARY(31) field. At system startup, the DC/UCF system sets the ID to 0. Each time a task executes, the
system increments the ID by 1.

• LTERM ID
Specifies the 1- to 8-character identifier of the logical terminal associated with the current task. If the current task has
no associated logical terminal, the system returns spaces (null value).

• PTERM ID
Specifies the 1- to 8-character identifier of the physical terminal associated with the current task. If the current task has
no associated physical terminal, the system returns spaces (null value).

• SYSVERSION
Specifies the version number of the current DC/UCF system. The version number is an integer in the range 0 through
9999 stored in a halfword binary numeric field.

• USER ID
Specifies the 32-character identifier of the user signed on to the logical terminal associated with the current task. If no
user is signed on, the system returns spaces (null value).

• SCREENSIZE
Specifies the screen dimensions of the current task's associated physical terminal. The system returns the screen
size to a field divided into two FIXED BINARY(15) fields. The first field contains the row; the second field contains
the column. For example, values of 24 in the first halfword and 80 in the second halfword represent a 24-line by 80-
character screen. If the current task has no associated terminal, the system returns a null value of 0.

• SYSTEM ID
Specifies the 8 character name (nodename) by which the DC/UCF system is known to other nodes in the DC/UCF
communications network.

• INTO (return-location)
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Specifies the location to which the DC/UCF system returns the requested task-related information. Return-location
specifies the symbolic name of a user-defined field. The pictures and usages of this field and of the requested data
must be compatible.

Example

The following ACCEPT statements illustrate retrieving the ID of the current task and the id of the user signed on to the
task's associated logical terminal:

ACCEPT TASK ID INTO (TASK_ID);

ACCEPT USER ID INTO (USER_ID);

Status Codes

Upon completion of the ACCEPT function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DC communications block indicates the
outcome of the operation:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request was serviced successfully.
4829 An invalid parameter was passed from the program.

ACCEPT BIND RECORD
The ACCEPT BIND RECORD statement moves the bind address of a record to a specified location in program variable
storage. Usually, a subprogram uses this statement to acquire the address of a record.

Currency

The ACCEPT BIND RECORD statement updates no currencies. However, your program must establish currency for the
record type whose bind address it requires.

Syntax

 

►►─── ACCEPT BIND RECORD (record-name) INTO (bind-address); ──────────────────►◄

 

• record-name
Specifies the record whose bind address will be copied into the specified location in variable storage. Record-name
must be a record previously bound by the run unit.

• INTO (bind-address)
Specifies the variable-storage location to which IDMS/DB and the system return the record's bind address. Bind-
address is defined as a FIXED BINARY(31) field. After the ACCEPT BIND RECORD statement executes, bind-
address contains a storage address, not a database key.

Example

This example uses ACCEPT BIND RECORD to move the bind address for the EMPLOYEE record to location REG1 in
the requesting subprogram:

ACCEPT BIND RECORD (EMPLOYEE) INTO (REG1);

Status Codes
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Upon completion of the ACCEPT BIND RECORD function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DB communications
block indicates the outcome of the operation:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request was serviced successfully.
1508 The subschema does not contain the named record.

ACCEPT DBKEY FROM CURRENCY
The ACCEPT DBKEY FROM CURRENCY statement moves the db-key and optionally the page information of the
current record of run unit, record type, set, or area to a specified location in program variable storage. By using a FIND/
OBTAIN DBKEY statement, you can directly access records whose db-keys you save using the ACCEPT DBKEY FROM
CURRENCY statement.

Currency

ACCEPT DBKEY FROM CURRENCY does not update currencies.

Syntax

 

►►─── ACCEPT CURRENCY ─┬────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

                       ├─ RECORD (record-name) ─┤

                       ├─ SET (set name) ───────┤

                       └─ AREA (area-name) ─────┘

 ►─ INTO (db-key-field)─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬─ ; ─►◄

                        └ PAGE INFO INTO (page-info-location ─┘

 

Parameters

• RECORD (record-name)
Saves the db-key of the record current of the specified record type into the location specified by db-key-field.

• SET (set-name)
Saves the db-key of the record current of the specified set into the location specified by db-key-field.

• AREA (area-name)
Saves the db-key of the record current of the specified area into the location specified by db-key-field.

• INTO (db-key-field)
Identifies the location in variable storage that will contain the db-key of the specified record. Db-key-field must be a
FIXED BINARY(31) field.

NOTE
If you omit the RECORD, SET, or AREA qualifiers, the DBMS saves the db-key of the record current of run
unit.

• INTO (page-info-location)
Specifies the name of the four-byte field that can be defined either as a group field or as a fullword field (PIC S9(8)
COMP). Identifies the location in variable storage that contains page information for the specified record type. Upon
successful completion of this statement, the first two bytes of the field contain the page group number and the last two
bytes contain a db-key radix that can be used for interpreting dbkeys.

NOTE
 

Example
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The following example:

1. Establishes a record, named EMPLOYEE, as current of run unit
2. Saves the record's db-key in a location named SAVED_DBKEY and saves the page information of the record in a

location named SAVED_PGINFO, using the ACCEPT DBKEY FROM CURRENCY statement
3. Accesses the EMPLOYEE record occurrence using the saved db-key

EMP_ID_0415 = EMP_ID_IN;

FIND CALC RECORD (EMPLOYEE);

ACCEPT CURRENCY INTO (SAVED_DBKEY) PAGE_INFO INTO (SAVED_PGINFO);

 .

 .

 .

OBTAIN DBKEY (SAVED_DBKEY);

Status Codes

Upon completion of the ACCEPT DBKEY FROM CURRENCY function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DB
communications block indicates the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request was serviced successfully.

• 1506
Currency was not established for the named record or set.

• 1508
The subschema does not contain the named record or set. Your program probably invoked the wrong subschema.

• 1523
The subschema does not contain the named area.

ACCEPT DBKEY RELATIVE TO CURRENCY
The ACCEPT DBKEY RELATIVE TO CURRENCY statement moves a selected db-key and optionally its page information
to a specified location in program variable storage. The db-key moved to variable storage can be the db-key of the next,
prior, or owner record relative to the current record of set.

This version of the ACCEPT statement allows you to save the db-key of a record within a set without actually having to
access the record. By using a FIND/OBTAIN DBKEY statement, you can directly access records whose db-keys you save
using the ACCEPT DBKEY RELATIVE TO CURRENCY statement.

NOTE
You must establish set currency before using this statement. If no set currency is established, the DBMS returns
0000 to the ERROR_STATUS field and -1 to the db-key field.

Currency

ACCEPT DBKEY RELATIVE TO CURRENCY does not update any currencies.

Syntax

 

►►─── ACCEPT CURRENCY SET (set name) ─┬─ NEXT ──┬─ INTO (db-key-field) ──────►

                                      ├─ PRIOR ─┤

                                      └─ OWNER ─┘

 ►────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─ ; ───────►◄
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                          └ PAGE INFO INTO (page-info-location)──┘            

 

Parameters

• SET (set-name)
Identifies the record whose db-key will be moved into the location specified by db-key, described below. Set-name
must be a set included in the subschema.
When a record declared as an optional or manual member of a set is accessed, it does not become current of set
unless it is connected to an occurrence of the set. If the record is not connected to an occurrence of the set, an attempt
to access the owner record will locate instead the owner of the current record of set. In such cases, use the OWNER
option to determine whether the retrieved record is actually a set member before executing the ACCEPT DBKEY
RELATIVE TO CURRENCY statement. You can do this with the IF statement, described later in this section.
– NEXT

Saves the db-key of the next record relative to the record current of the specified set. You cannot request NEXT
currency unless the specified set has prior pointers. Prior pointers ensure that the next pointer in the prefix of the
current record does not point to a logically deleted record.
No indication of an end-of-set condition is possible for the NEXT or PRIOR options. A retrieval command must be
issued to determine whether the next or prior record in the set occurrence is the owner record.
Native VSAM users: You cannot request NEXT currency for sets defined for native VSAM records.

– PRIOR
Saves the db-key of the prior record relative to the record current of the specified set. You cannot request PRIOR
currency unless the specified set has prior pointers.
No indication of an end-of-set condition is possible for the NEXT or PRIOR options. A retrieval command must be
issued to determine whether the next or prior record in the set occurrence is the owner record.
Native VSAM users: You cannot request PRIOR currency for sets defined for native VSAM records.

– OWNER
Saves the db-key of the owner of the record current of the specified set. A request for OWNER CURRENCY cannot
be executed unless the specified set has owner pointers. However, if the current record of the named set is the
owner record occurrence, a request for OWNER currency returns the db-key of the record itself. This will happen
even if the set does not have owner pointers.
Native VSAM users: You cannot request OWNER currency for sets defined for native VSAM records.

– INTO (db-key-field)
Identifies the location in variable storage that will contain the db-key of the requested record. Db-key must be a
FIXED BINARY(31) field.

– INTO (page-info-location)
Specifies the name of the four-byte field that can be defined either as a group field or as a fullword field (PIC S9(8)
COMP). Identifies the location in variable storage that contains page information for the specified record type. Upon
successful completion of this statement, the first two bytes of the field contain the page group number and the last
two bytes contain a db-key radix that can be used for interpreting dbkeys.

Example

The following statements access the EMP_EXPERTISE set and save the db-key of the owner record of the
SKILL_EXPERTISE set:

EMP_ID_0415 = '0119';

FIND CALC RECORD (EMPLOYEE);

FIND FIRST SET (EMP_EXPERTISE);

ACCEPT CURRENCY SET (SKILL_EXPERTISE) OWNER

   INTO (SAVE_DBKEY);

Status Codes
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Upon completion of the ACCEPT DBKEY RELATIVE TO CURRENCY function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS
DB communications block indicates the outcome of the operation:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request was serviced successfully.
1508 The subschema does not contain the named set. Your program

probably invoked the wrong subschema.

ACCEPT IDMS STATISTICS
The ACCEPT IDMS STATISTICS statement copies system runtime statistics located in the program's statistics block to
program variable storage. While a run unit executes, your program can issue ACCEPT IDMS STATISTICS as many times
as required. For example, you might want to request database statistics after storing a variable-length record. This allows
you to determine whether the entire record was stored in one place, or fragments were placed in an overflow area.

The ACCEPT IDMS STATISTICS statement does not reset any of the statistics fields to zero. IDMS statistics block fields
are reset only when you issue a FINISH command.

You can use the ACCEPT IDMS STATISTICS statement in both the navigational and Logical Record Facility (LRF)
environments.

Syntax

►►─── ACCEPT IDMS_STATISTICS INTO (db-statistics-field) ──────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─ ; ──────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─EXTENDED (db-stat-extended)───────┘

 

Parameter

• db-statistics-field
Identifies the field (in program variable storage) the system runtime statistics contained in IDMS_STATISTICS are to be
copied to. Db-statistics-field is defined as an aligned, 100-byte field.

The DBMS copies IDMS_STATISTICS data to db-statistics-field according to the following format:

  DECLARE

   01 DB_STATISTICS,

    03 DATE_TODAY       CHAR(8),

    03 TIME_TODAY       CHAR(8),

    03 PAGES_READ       FIXED BINARY(31),

    03 PAGES_WRITTEN    FIXED BINARY(31),

    03 PAGES_REQUESTED  FIXED BINARY(31),

    03 CALC_TARGET      FIXED BINARY(31),

    03 CALC_OVERFLOW    FIXED BINARY(31),

    03 VIA_TARGET       FIXED BINARY(31),

    03 VIA_OVERFLOW     FIXED BINARY(31),

    03 LINES_REQUESTED  FIXED BINARY(31),

    03 RECS_CURRENT     FIXED BINARY(31),

    03 CALLS_TO_IDMS    FIXED BINARY(31),

    03 FRAGMENTS_STORED FIXED BINARY(31),

    03 RECS_RELOCATED   FIXED BINARY(31),

   *03 LOCKS_REQUESTED  FIXED BINARY(31),

   *03 SEL_LOCKS_HELD   FIXED BINARY(31),
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   *03 UPD_LOCKS_HELD   FIXED BINARY(31),

   *03 RUN_UNIT_ID      FIXED BINARY(31),

   *03 TASK_ID          FIXED BINARY(31),

   *03 LOCAL_ID         CHAR(8),

    03 FILLER           CHAR(8);

   *Applies to CA IDMS/DB central version only

The LOCAL_ID field consists of the 4-byte identifier of the interface in which the run unit originated (for example, BATC,
DBDC, or CICS) and a unique identifier (fullword binary value) assigned to the run unit by that interface. For batch and
z/VM run units, this identifier specifies the internal machine time. For CICS run units, this identifier specifies the CICS
transaction number assigned to the run unit.

To display the originating interface identifier and the run-unit identifier for a program, you can move the LOCAL-ID field to
a work field:

01  WORK_LOCAL_ID,

 02 WORK_LOCAL_ORIGIN   CHAR(4),

 02 WORK_LOCAL_NUMBER   FIXED BINARY(31);

Alternatively, your DBA can modify the DB_STATISTICS record from the data dictionary to define two subordinate fields
for the LOCAL_ID field. The DB_STATISTICS record describes the IDMS statistics block. To use this record, code the
following statement in program variable storage:

01 INCLUDE IDMS (DB_STATISTICS);

• db-stat-extended
Identifies the field (in program variable storage) the extended system runtime statistics contained in
IDMS_STATISTICS are to be copied to Db-stat-extended is defined as an aligned, 100-byte field.

The DBMS copies IDMS_STATISTICS data to db-stat-extended according to the following format:

01 DB-STAT-EXTENDED

 03 SR8-SPLITS       FIXED BINARY (31),

 03 SR8-SPAWNS       FIXED BINARY (31),

 03 SR8-STORES       FIXED BINARY (31),

 03 SR8-ERASES       FIXED BINARY (31),

 03 SR7-STORES       FIXED BINARY (31),

 03 SR7-ERASES       FIXED BINARY (31),

 03 BINARY-SEARCHES-TOTAL FIXED BINARY (31),

 03 LEVELS-SEARCHED-TOTAL FIXED BINARY (31),

 03 ORPHANS-ADOPTED    FIXED BINARY (31),

 03 LEVELS-SEARCHED-BEST  FIXED BINARY (31),

 03 LEVELS-SEARCHED-WORST FIXED BINARY (31),

 03 FILLER0001       FIXED BINARY (31);

This record layout can be copied from the data dictionary. Code the following statement in program variable storage:

01 INCLUDE IDMS (DB_STAT_EXTENDED).

NOTE
For more information about the IDMS statistics blocks, see the IDMS Database Administration documentation.

Example

The following statements:

1. Establish currency for the sets in which a new EXPERTISE record will participate as a member
2. Store the EXPERTISE record
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3. Move statistics about the stored EXPERTISE record to the DB_STATISTICS location in main storage

EMP_ID_0415 = EMP_ID_IN;

FIND CALC RECORD (EMPLOYEE);

SKILL_ID_IN = SKILL_ID_0455;

FIND CALC RECORD (SKILL);

STORE RECORD (EXPERTISE);

ACCEPT IDMS_STATISTICS INTO (DB_STATISTICS);

Status Codes

Upon completion of the ACCEPT IDMS STATISTICS function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DB
communications block indicates the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request was serviced successfully.

• 1518
The database statistics location was not a valid address.

ACCEPT PAGE-INFO
The ACCEPT PAGE-INFO statement moves the page information for a given record to a specified location in program
variable storage. Page information that is saved in this manner is available for subsequent direct access by using a FIND/
OBTAIN DB-KEY statement.

The dbkey radix portion of the page information can be used in interpreting a dbkey for display purposes and in formatting
a dbkey from page and line numbers. The dbkey radix represents the number of bits within a dbkey value that are
reserved for the line number of a record. By default, this value is 8, meaning that up to 255 records can be stored on a
single page of the area. Given a dbkey, you can separate its associated page number by dividing the dbkey by 2 raised to
the power of the dbkey radix. For example, if the dbkey radix is 4, you would divide the dbkey value by 2**4. The resulting
value is the page number of the dbkey. To separate the line number, you would multiply the page number by 2 raised to
the power of the dbkey radix and subtract this value from the dbkey value. The result would be the line number of the
dbkey. The following two formulas can be used to calculate the page and line numbers from a dbkey value:

• Page-number = dbkey value / (2 ** dbkey radix)
• Line-number = dbkey value - (page-number * (2 ** dbkey radix))

Syntax

 

►►─ ACCept PAGE-INFO into page-info-variable FOR record-name ────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ error-expression ─┘

 

Parameters

• ACCEPT PAGE-INFO into page-info-variable
Specifies the variable data field to which the page info of the named record is moved.

• page-info-variable
A four-byte field that may be defined either as a group field or as a fullword field (PIC S9(8) COMP). Identifies
the variable data field to contain the page information for the specified record. Upon successful completion of this
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statement, the first two bytes of the field contain the page group number and the last two bytes contain a value that
may be used for interpreting dbkeys.

• FOR record-name
• record-name

Specifies the record whose page information will be placed in the specified location (page-info-variable).

NOTE
Page information is only used if the subschema includes areas that have mixed page groups; otherwise it is
ignored.

Status Codes

If autostatus is not in use, a dialog's error-status field indicates the outcome of an ACCEPT-PAGE-INFO command:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
1508 The named record is not in the subschema. The program probably

invoked the wrong subschema.

Example

The following example retrieves the page information for the DEPARTMENT record.

01 W-PG-INFO.

   02 W-GRP-NUM        PIC S9(4) COMP.

   02 W-DBK-FORMAT     PIC 9(4) COMP.

   ACCEPT PAGE-INFO into W-PG-INFO FOR DEPARTMENT.

ACCEPT PROCEDURE CONTROL LOCATION
The ACCEPT PROCEDURE CONTROL LOCATION statement copies the application program information block to a
specified location in program variable storage. This 256-byte block is associated with a previously defined database
procedure. The program information block acquires its information through the BIND PROCEDURE statement, described
later in this section. The database procedure may have updated the information.

Only programs running under the central version, but in a different region/partition, should use the ACCEPT
PROCEDURE CONTROL LOCATION statement.

NOTE
For more information about the application program information block, see the IDMS Database Administration
section.

Syntax

 

►►─── ACCEPT PROCEDURE (procedure-name) INTO (procedure-control-location); ───►◄

 

Parameters

• procedure-name
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Specifies the name of the database procedure whose application program information block will be copied into variable
storage. procedure-name must refer to an 8-character field in variable storage.

• INTO (procedure-control-location)
Specifies the fullword-aligned 256-byte location in variable storage to which the DBMS copies the application program
information block.

Example

The following statement copies the application program information block used by the procedure identified in the
CHECK_ALL field in main storage to the location identified as CHECK_IT in main storage:

ACCEPT PROCEDURE (CHECK_ALL) INTO (CHECK_IT);

Status Codes

Upon completion of the ACCEPT PROCEDURE CONTROL LOCATION function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS
DB communications block indicates the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request was serviced successfully.

• 1508
The subschema does not contain the named procedure.

• 1518
The procedure control location was not a valid address.

ACCEPT TRANSACTION STATISTICS (DC/UCF)
The ACCEPT TRANSACTION STATISTICS statement copies the contents of the transaction statistics block (TSB) to a
specified location in program variable storage. Optionally, the statement can also write the TSB to the DC/UCF log file and
you can define the length of the TSB.

Syntax

 

►►─── ACCEPT TRANSACTION STATISTICS ─┬───────────┬────────────────────────────►

                                     ├─ WRITE ◄ ─┤

                                     └─ NOWRITE ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ INTO (return-stat-data-location) ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬──────── ; ──────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ LENGTH= ─┬─ 388 ◄───────┬─┘

               └─ tsb-length ─┘

 

Parameters

• WRITE/NOWRITE
Specifies whether the TSB is written to the system log file.
Default: WRITE

• INTO (return-stat-data-location)
Specifies the location to which the system copies the TSB. Return-stat-data-location is the symbolic name of a user-
defined field. Return-stat-data-location is a fullword-aligned 388-byte field (you can customize the length using the
LENGTH= parameter).
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The data copied from the TSB to return-stat-data-location is formatted as follows:

   01 RETURN_STAT_DATA_LOC_V

     03 SYS_RES00   FIXED BIN (31)  RESERVED

     03 SYS_RES01   FIXED BIN (31)  RESERVED

     03 PROG_CALL   FIXED BIN (31)  # OF PROGRAMS CALLED

     03 PROG_LOAD   FIXED BIN (31)  # OF PROGRAMS LOADED

     03 TERM_READ   FIXED BIN (31)  # OF TERMINAL READS

     03 TERM_WRITE   FIXED BIN (31)  # OF TERMINAL WRITES

     03 TERM_ERROR   FIXED BIN (31)  # OF TERMINAL ERRORS

     03 STORAGE_GET  FIXED BIN (31)  # OF STORAGE GETS

     03 SCRATCH_GET  FIXED BIN (31)  # OF SCRATCH GETS

     03 SCRATCH_PUT  FIXED BIN (31)  # OF SCRATCH PUTS

     03 SCRATCH_DEL  FIXED BIN (31)  # OF SCRATCH DELETES

     03 QUEUE_GET   FIXED BIN (31)  # OF QUEUE GETS

     03 QUEUE_PUT   FIXED BIN (31)  # OF QUEUE PUTS

     03 QUEUE_DEL   FIXED BIN (31)  # OF QUEUE DELETES

     03 GET_TIME    FIXED BIN (31)  # OF GET TIMES

     03 SET_TIME    FIXED BIN (31)  # OF SET TIMES

     03 DB_CALLS    FIXED BIN (31)  # OF DATABASE CALLS

     03 MAX_STACK   FIXED BIN (31)  MAX WORDS USED IN STACK

     03 USER_TIME   FIXED BIN (31)  USER MODE TIME (10**-4 SEC)

     03 SYS_TIME    FIXED BIN (31)  SYS MODE TIME (10**-4 SEC)

     03 WAIT_TIME   FIXED BIN (31)  WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)

     03 RCE_USED    FIXED BIN (31)  # OF RCE'S USED

     03 RLE_USED    FIXED BIN (31)  # OF RLE'S USED

     03 DPE_USED    FIXED BIN (31)  # OF DPE'S USED

     03 STG_HI_MARK  FIXED BIN (31)  STORAGE HIGH WATER MARK

     03 FREESTG_REQ  FIXED BIN (31)  # FREE STORAGE REQUESTS

     03 SYS_SERV    FIXED BIN (31)  # SYSTEM SERVICE CALLS

     03 SYS_RES10   FIXED BIN (31)  RESERVED

     03 SYS_RES11   FIXED BIN (31)  RESERVED

     03 PAGES_READ   FIXED BIN (31)  # OF PAGES READ

     03 PAGES_WRIT   FIXED BIN (31)  # OF PAGES WRITTEN

     03 PAGES_REQ   FIXED BIN (31)  # OF PAGES REQUESTED

     03 CALC_NO    FIXED BIN (31)  # OF CALC RECS NO OFLOW

     03 CALC_OF    FIXED BIN (31)  # OF CALC RECS OFLOW

     03 VIA_NO     FIXED BIN (31)  # OF VIA RECS NO OFLOW

     03 VIA_OF     FIXED BIN (31)  # OF VIA RECS OFLOW

     03 RECS_REQ    FIXED BIN (31)  # OF RECS REQUESTED

     03 RECS_CURR   FIXED BIN (31)  # OF RECS CURR OF RU

     03 DBMS_CALLS   FIXED BIN (31)  # OF DBMS CALLS

     03 FRAG_STORED  FIXED BIN (31)  # OF FRAGMENTS STORED

     03 RECS_RELO   FIXED BIN (31)  # OF RECS RELOCATED

     03 TOT_LOCKS   FIXED BIN (31)  TOTAL # OF LOCKS

     03 SHR_LOCKS   FIXED BIN (31)  # OF SHARE LOCKS

     03 NSH_LOCKS   FIXED BIN (31)  # OF NON-SHARE LOCKS

     03 FREE_LOCKS   FIXED BIN (31)  # OF LOCKS FREE'D

     03 SR8_SPLITS   FIXED BIN (31)  # OF SR8 SPLITS

     03 SR8_SPAWNS   FIXED BIN (31)  # OF SR8 SPAWNS

     03 SR8_STORED   FIXED BIN (31)  # OF SR8S STORED

     03 SR8_ERASED   FIXED BIN (31)  # OF SR8S ERASED
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     03 SR7_STORED   FIXED BIN (31)  # OF SR7S STORED

     03 SR7_ERASED   FIXED BIN (31)  # OF SR7S ERASED

     03 BTREE_SRCH   FIXED BIN (31)  # OF BTREE SEARCHES

     03 BTREE_LEVL   FIXED BIN (31)  # OF BTREE LEVELS SEARCHED

     03 ORPHAN_ADOPT  FIXED BIN (31)  # OF ORPHANS ADOPTED

     03 LVL_SRCH_BEST FIXED BIN (15)  # LEVEL SEARCHES (BEST CASE)

     03 LVL_SRCH_WORST FIXED BIN (15)  # LEVEL SEARCHES (WORST CASE)

     03 RECS_UPD    FIXED BIN (31)  # OF RECS UPDATED

     03 PAGE_INCACHE  FIXED BIN (31)  # OF PAGES FOUND IN CACHE

     03 PAGE_INPRFET  FIXED BIN (31)  # OF PAGES FOUND IN PREFETCH

     03 SYS_RES12   FIXED BIN (31)  RESERVED

     03 SYS_RES13   FIXED BIN (31)  RESERVED

     03 SYS_RES20   FIXED BIN (31)  RESERVED

     03 SYS_RES21   FIXED BIN (31)  RESERVED

     03 USER_ID    CHAR (32)    DC USER ID

     03 LTERM_ID    CHAR (8)     LOGICAL TERMINAL ID

     03 USER_SUPP_ID  CHAR (8)     USER-SUPPLIED ID

     03 BIND_DATE   DEC FIXED (7)  DATE BIND COMMAND ISSUED

     03 BIND_TIME   FIXED BIN (31)  TIME BIND COMMAND ISSUED

     03 TRANSTAT_FLGS FIXED BIN (31)  FOUR 1-BYTE FLAGS

     03 SYS_RES30   FIXED BIN (31)  RESERVED

     03 SYS_RES31   FIXED BIN (31)  RESERVED

     03 SQL_COMMAND  FIXED BIN (31)  # OF SQL COMMANDS EXECUTED

     03 SQL_FETCH   FIXED BIN (31)  # OF SQL ROWS FETCHED

     03 SQL_INSERT   FIXED BIN (31)  # OF SQL ROWS INSERTED

     03 SQL_UPDATE   FIXED BIN (31)  # OF SQL ROWS UPDATED

     03 SQL_DELETE   FIXED BIN (31)  # OF SQL ROWS DELETED

     03 SQL_SORTS   FIXED BIN (31)  # OF SQL SORTS PERFORMED

     03 SQL_ROW_SORT  FIXED BIN (31)  # OF SQL ROWS SORTED

     03 SQL_MIN_RSORT FIXED BIN (31)  MINIMUM ROWS SORTED

     03 SQL_MAX_RSORT FIXED BIN (31)  MAXIMUM ROWS SORTED

     03 SQL_AM_RECOMP FIXED BIN (31)  # OF AM RECOMPILES

     03 SYS_RES32   FIXED BIN (31)  RESERVED

     03 SYS_RES33   FIXED BIN (31)  RESERVED

     03 SYS_RES34   FIXED BIN (31)  RESERVED

     03 SYS_RES35   FIXED BIN (31)  RESERVED

     03 SYS_RES36   FIXED BIN (31)  RESERVED

     03 SYS_RES37   FIXED BIN (31)  RESERVED

     03 SYS_RES38   FIXED BIN (31)  RESERVED

     03 SYS_RES39   FIXED BIN (31)  RESERVED

If you extend the length to 560 bytes, the full TRANSACTION_STATISTICS are also included. The following block can be
expanded using the
INCLUDE IDMS(TRANSACTION_STATISTICS) statement:

DECLARE 1  TRANSACTION_STATISTICS,                                              

          3  TSB_STATS_R18 CHARACTER (560);                                     

DECLARE 1  TSB_STATS_R17 BASED(ADDR                                             

    (TRANSACTION_STATISTICS.TSB_STATS_R18)),                                    

         2  TSB_DC_STATS CHARACTER (108),                                       

         2  TSB_DB_STATS CHARACTER (72),                                        

         2  TSB_IX_STATS CHARACTER (40),                                        

         2  TSB_DB_STATS_EXTENDED CHARACTER (20),                               
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         2  TSB_HDR CHARACTER (68),                                             

         2  TSB_SQL_STATS CHARACTER (80),                                       

         2  TSB_STATS_DCX CHARACTER (168);

DECLARE 1  TSB_STATS_DCX1 BASED(ADDR(TSB_STATS_DCX)),                           

         2  TSB_STATS_DCX_FILLER CHARACTER (8),                                 

         2  TSB_SYS_MODE_CPU_TOD FIXED BINARY (63),                             

         2  TSB_SYS_ZIIP_ON_CP_TOD FIXED BINARY (63),                           

         2  TSB_SYS_ZIIP_ON_ZIIP_TOD FIXED BINARY (63),                         

         2  TSB_USER_MODE_CPU_TOD FIXED BINARY (63),                            

         2  TSB_TCB_CPU_TIME_TOD FIXED BINARY (63),                             

         2  TSB_SRB_CPU_TIME_TOD FIXED BINARY (63),                             

         2  TSB_STATS_DCX_FILL01 CHARACTER (112);  

DECLARE 1  TSB_SQL_STATS1 BASED(ADDR(TSB_SQL_STATS)),                           

         2  SYS_INTERN4 CHARACTER (8),                                          

         2  SQL_COMMANDS FIXED BINARY (31),                                     

         2  SQL_FETCH FIXED BINARY (31),                                        

         2  SQL_INSERT FIXED BINARY (31),                                       

         2  SQL_UPDATE FIXED BINARY (31),                                       

         2  SQL_DELETE FIXED BINARY (31),                                       

         2  SQL_SORTS FIXED BINARY (31),                                        

         2  SQL_ROWSORT FIXED BINARY (31),                                      

         2  SQL_MINRSORT FIXED BINARY (31),                                     

         2  SQL_MAXRSORT FIXED BINARY (31),                                     

         2  SQL_AMCMPL FIXED BINARY (31),                                       

         2  SQL_RESERVED CHARACTER (32);  

DECLARE 1  TSB_HDR1 BASED(ADDR(TSB_HDR)),                                       

         2  SYS_INTERN3 CHARACTER (8),                                          

         2  USER_ID CHARACTER (32),                                             

         2  LTERM_ID CHARACTER (8),                                             

         2  USER_SUPP_ID CHARACTER (8),                                         

         2  BIND_DATE FIXED DECIMAL(7,0),                                       

         2  BIND_TIME FIXED BINARY (31),                                        

         2  TRANSTAT_FLGS FIXED BINARY (31); 

DECLARE 1  TSB_DB_STATS_EXTENDED1 BASED(ADDR(TSB_DB_STATS_EXTENDED)),           

         2  RECS_UPD FIXED BINARY (31),                                         

         2  PAGE_INCACHE FIXED BINARY (31),                                     

         2  PAGE_INPREFET FIXED BINARY (31),                                    

         2  RESERVED CHARACTER (8);  

DECLARE 1  TSB_IX_STATS1 BASED(ADDR(TSB_IX_STATS)),                             

         2  SR8_SPLITS FIXED BINARY (31),                                       

         2  SR8_SPAWN FIXED BINARY (31),                                        

         2  SR8_STORE FIXED BINARY (31),                                        

         2  SR8_ERASE FIXED BINARY (31),                                        

         2  SR7_STORE FIXED BINARY (31),                                        

         2  SR7_ERASE FIXED BINARY (31),                                        

         2  BTREE_SRCH FIXED BINARY (31),                                       

         2  BTREE_LEVEL FIXED BINARY (31),                                      

         2  ORPHANS FIXED BINARY (31),                                          

         2  BTREE_LEV_B FIXED BINARY (15),                                      

         2  BTREE_LEV_W FIXED BINARY (15);   

DECLARE 1  TSB_DB_STATS1 BASED(ADDR(TSB_DB_STATS)),                             

         2  SYS_INTERN2 CHARACTER (8),                                          

         2  PAGES_READ FIXED BINARY (31),                                       
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         2  PAGES_WRIT FIXED BINARY (31),                                       

         2  PAGES_REQ FIXED BINARY (31),                                        

         2  CALC_NO FIXED BINARY (31),                                          

         2  CALC_OF FIXED BINARY (31),                                          

         2  VIA_NO FIXED BINARY (31),                                           

         2  VIA_OF FIXED BINARY (31),                                           

         2  RECS_REQ FIXED BINARY (31),                                         

         2  RECS_CURR FIXED BINARY (31),                                        

         2  DB_CALLS FIXED BINARY (31),                                         

         2  FRAG_STORED FIXED BINARY (31),                                      

         2  RECS_RELO FIXED BINARY (31),                                        

         2  TOT_LOCKS FIXED BINARY (31),                                        

         2  SHR_LOCKS FIXED BINARY (31),                                        

         2  NSH_LOCKS FIXED BINARY (31),                                        

         2  LOCKS_FREED FIXED BINARY (31); 

DECLARE 1  TSB_DC_STATS1 BASED(ADDR(TSB_DC_STATS)),                             

         2  SYS_INTERN1 CHARACTER (8),                                          

         2  PROG_CALL FIXED BINARY (31),                                        

         2  PROG_LOAD FIXED BINARY (31),                                        

         2  TERM_READ FIXED BINARY (31),                                        

         2  TERM_WRITE FIXED BINARY (31), 

         2  TERM_ERROR FIXED BINARY (31),                                       

         2  STORAGE_GET FIXED BINARY (31),                                      

         2  SCRATCH_GET FIXED BINARY (31),                                      

         2  SCRATCH_PUT FIXED BINARY (31),                                      

         2  SCRATCH_DEL FIXED BINARY (31),

         2  QUEUE_GET FIXED BINARY (31),                                        

         2  QUEUE_PUT FIXED BINARY (31),                                        

         2  QUEUE_DEL FIXED BINARY (31),                                        

         2  GET_TIME FIXED BINARY (31),

         2  SET_TIME FIXED BINARY (31),                                         

         2  DB_SRVREQ FIXED BINARY (31),                                        

         2  MAX_STACK FIXED BINARY (31),                                        

         2  USER_TIME FIXED BINARY (31),

         2  SYS_TIME FIXED BINARY (31),                                         

         2  WAIT_TIME FIXED BINARY (31),                                        

         2  MAX_RCE_USED FIXED BINARY (31),                                     

         2  MAX_RLE_USED FIXED BINARY (31),                                     

         2  MAX_DPE_USED FIXED BINARY (31),                                     

         2  STG_HI_MARK FIXED BINARY (31),                                      

         2  FREESTG_REQ FIXED BINARY (31),                                      

         2  SYS_SERV FIXED BINARY (31);   

• LENGTH=
Specifies the length of the returned TSB. To retrieve all statistics including the DC extended statistics section that
records CPU times in the Time of Day (TOD) format, specify LENGTH=560.
– tsb-length

Specifies either the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the length of the TSB, or the length
expressed as a numeric constant.
Limits: Integer of 388 or greater
Default: If you do not specify a tsb-length, the first 388 bytes of the TSB are returned.

Example
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The following statement returns the contents of the TSB to STATISTICS_BLOCK and writes transaction statistics to the
log file:

ACCEPT TRANSACTION STATISTICS

  WRITE

  INTO (STATISTICS_BLOCK);

Status Codes

Upon completion of the ACCEPT TRANSACTION STATISTICS function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DC
communications block indicates the outcome of the operation:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request was serviced successfully.
3801 The transaction statistics block has no storage available. Waiting

would cause a deadlock.
3813 No transaction statistics block exists. No BIND TRANSACTION

STATISTICS request was issued.
3831 Either the parameter list is invalid or no logical terminal element

(LTE) is associated with the issuing task.
3850 The collection of transaction statistics or task statistics was not

enabled during system generation.

ATTACH (DC/UCF)
The ATTACH statement instructs the system to initiate a new task by acquiring the necessary control blocks and storage
and by adding the task to its dispatching list. The system initializes the attached task and queues it for execution. The
issuing program receives control according to normal dispatching priority.

Syntax

 

►►─── ATTACH TASK CODE (task-code) ─┬───────────────────────┬─┬──────────┬ ; ─►◄

                                    └─ PRIORITY (priority) ─┘ ├─ WAIT ◄ ─┤

                                                              └─ NOWAIT ─┘

 

Parameters

• TASK CODE (task-code)
Specifies the 1- to 8-character code of the task to be initiated. Task-code is the symbolic name of a user-defined field
containing the task code or the task code itself, enclosed in single quotation marks. The referenced task code must
have been defined during system generation or dynamically, by using the DCMT VARY DYNAMIC TASK command.

NOTE
For more information about DCMT VARY DYNAMIC TASK, see the Reference section.

• PRIORITY (priority)
Specifies the dispatching priority of the attached task. Priority can be the symbolic name of a user-defined fixed binary
field containing the dispatching priority, or a numeric constant. Valid priorities are numeric values ranging from 000
through 240. Priority defaults to the priority established during system generation for the specified task code, terminal,
and user.

• WAIT/NOWAIT
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Specifies whether the issuing task waits if a maximum task condition prevents the system from attaching the task
immediately:
– WAIT

Specifies that the issuing task waits until the maximum task condition no longer exists and the system can attach
the specified task. WAIT is the default.

– NOWAIT
Specifies that the issuing task does not wait for the system to attach the task. If you specify NOWAIT, your program
should check the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DC communications block to determine whether the ATTACH
request completed. If ERROR_STATUS contains the value 3711, indicating that a maximum task condition exists,
then the request was not serviced and your program should perform alternative processing before reissuing the
ATTACH request.

Example

The following code initiates task TASKATCH and assigns the task a dispatching priority of 199:

ATTACH TASK CODE (TASKATCH)

  PRIORITY (199)

  NOWAIT;

Status Codes

Upon completion of the ATTACH function, the ERROR_STATUS field of the IDMS DC communications block indicates the
outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request was serviced successfully.

• 3711
The task cannot be attached because the maximum number of tasks has already been attached.

• 3712
The specified task code is not defined to the DC/UCF system.

• 3758
The task cannot be attached because the maximum number of concurrent task threads was exceeded.

• 3799
The requested task could not be attached because the current user is not authorized to execute the task.

BIND MAP (DC/UCF)
The BIND MAP statement identifies the location of a specified map request block (MRB) and initializes MRB fields. For
each MRB used by your program, code a global BIND MAP statement. Global BIND MAP statements omit the RECORD
(record-name) parameter. For each record defined to a map, code a record-specific BIND MAP statement. Record-specific
BIND MAP statements include the RECORD (record-name) parameter.

Global and Record-Specific Versions of BIND MAP

The global and record-specific versions of the BIND MAP statement function as follows:

• Global -- The BIND MAP statement applies to the map as a whole. It initializes the entire MRB and fills in fields that
apply to the map in general.

• Record-specific -- The BIND MAP statement applies only to the named map record. It initializes the variable-storage
address of the named record in the MRB.

Typically, your program issues a global BIND MAP statement for each map, followed by a BIND MAP statement for each
map record used by the program.

Including BIND MAP Statements Automatically
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You can request the DML precompiler to include global and record-specific BIND MAP statements automatically by using
the INCLUDE IDMS MAP_BINDS statement (see DML Precompiler-Directive Statements). This statement includes the
necessary BINDS for all maps and map records defined for the program.

Altering the Address for a Map Record

Your program can alter the storage address for a map record at any time by issuing another BIND MAP statement for
that record. After the initial global bind, all map records are considered unbound. Map operations that use those records
have no effect on storage. After binding a map record to a storage address with a record-specific bind, subsequent map
operations use that address to access the record. To unbind a map record, issue a record-specific BIND MAP statement
that specifies the TO NULL option.

Syntax

 

►►─── BIND MAP (map-name) ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

                           └─ RECORD (record-name) ───────────────────────────

─►────────────────────────────────────┬─ ; ───────────────────────────────────►◄

  ─┬───────────────────────────────┬──┘

   └─ TO ─┬─ NULL───────────────┬──┘

          └─ (record-location) ─┘

 

Parameters

• map-name
Initializes the MRB associated with the named map. Map-name is the 1- to 8-character name of an existing map. The
map version defaults to the version that you specify for the map with the DECLARE MAP statement.

• RECORD (record-name)
Initializes the variable-storage address of the named record in the MRB. Record-name is the 1- to 32-character name
of a record used by the map.

• TO NULL/(record-location)
Optionally requests that the named record be unbound or specifies the address to which the record will be bound:
– NULL

Requests that the DBMS not bind the named record.
– record-location

Specifies the address to which the named record will be bound. Record-location is the symbolic name of a user-
defined field that contains the address; record-location defaults to record-name. Subsequent I/O operations will use
this area of storage for any operation associated with the record.

Example

The following statements bind the map EMPMAPLR and its five associated map records:

BIND MAP (EMPMAPLR);

BIND MAP (EMPMAPLR) RECORD (EMPLOYEE);

BIND MAP (EMPMAPLR) RECORD (DEPARTMENT);

BIND MAP (EMPMAPLR) RECORD (JOB);

BIND MAP (EMPMAPLR) RECORD (OFFICE);

BIND MAP (EMPMAPLR) RECORD (EMP-DATE-WORK-REC);

Status Codes
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Upon completion of the BIND MAP function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DC communications block indicates
the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request was serviced successfully.

• 1472
Insufficient memory is available for load or storage allocation.

• 1474
An attempt to load a module from the load library or DDLDCLOD failed.

BIND PROCEDURE
The BIND PROCEDURE statement establishes communication between your program and a DBA-written database
procedure (for example, a security routine). Use this statement only in those instances in which the DBA-written
procedure requires more information from your program than the DBMS provides. Such instances are unusual. Usually,
you will not be aware of which procedures gain control before or after various DML functions.

You can use the BIND PROCEDURE statement in both the navigational and Logical Record Facility (LRF) environments.

Syntax

 

►►──── BIND PROCEDURE (procedure-name) TO (procedure-control-location); ──────►◄

 

Parameters

• procedure-name
Specifies the name of the DBA-written database procedure for which you want to establish addressability. Procedure-
name must refer to an 8-character field in variable storage.

• TO (procedure-control-location)
Specifies the location to which the named procedure will be bound. Procedure-control-location is a fullword-aligned
256-byte area in variable storage.
If your program runs in a different partition than the central version, it may need to pass information to the database
procedure. When the DBMS invokes the database procedure, it copies this information from the program storage area
identified by procedure-control-location into the IDMS application program information block. The information passed is
the information in procedure-control-location when the BIND PROCEDURE was performed; it is not the information in
the program's storage at the time of the procedure call.

Example

The following statement binds the procedure with the variable name PROGCHEK to the 256-byte area PROC_CTL:

BIND PROCEDURE (PROGCHEK) TO (PROC_CTL);

Status Codes

Upon completion of the BIND PROCEDURE function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DB communications block
indicates the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request was serviced successfully.

• 1400
The DBMS cannot recognize the BIND PROCEDURE statement. This code usually indicates that the IDMS DB
communications block (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL) is not aligned on a fullword boundary.

• 1408
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The subschema does not contain the named procedure.
• 1418

The procedure was improperly bound to location 0.
• 1472

Not enough memory is available to load the database procedure dynamically.
• 1474

An attempt to load a module from the load library or DDLDCLOD failed.

BIND RECORD
The BIND RECORD statement establishes addressability for a record in program variable storage. In most cases, you
do not have to issue individual BIND RECORD statements, since the INCLUDE IDMS SUBSCHEMA_BINDS statement
generates the necessary statements as a group. (see DML Precompiler-Directive Statements). Nevertheless, you can
issue BIND RECORD commands separately as necessary (for Example, to bind several records to the same storage
location). In any case, you must establish addressability for each subschema record used by your program.

After each BIND RECORD statement, your program should perform the IDMS_STATUS routine to ensure that the
statement executed successfully.

Syntax

 

►►─── BIND RECORD (record-name) ─┬────────────────────────┬─ ; ───────────────►◄

                                 └─ TO (record-location) ─┘

 

Parameters

• (record-name)
Names the record bound to a location in variable storage. The location corresponds to the record description copied
into the program. Record-name must specify a record included in the subschema.

• TO (record-location)
Optionally allows you to bind the record to a specific location. The data defined in record-location must be identical in
length to the data defined in record-name.

NOTE
Be careful when using the TO (record-location) option. Source-object mismapping can result from improper
use. If your program contains more than one copy of a given database record description, you must be sure
to bind the proper record description at the proper time.

Example

The following statement binds the EMPLOYEE record:

BIND RECORD (EMPLOYEE);

Status Codes

Upon completion of the BIND RECORD function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DB communications block
indicates the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request was serviced successfully.

• 1400
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The DBMS cannot recognize the BIND RECORD statement. This code usually indicates that the IDMS DB
communications block (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL) is not aligned on a fullword boundary.

• 1408
The subschema does not contain the named record. Your program probably invoked the wrong subschema.

• 1418
The record was improperly bound to location 0.

• 1472
Insufficient memory is available to load a database procedure dynamically.

• 1474
An attempt to load a module from the load library or DDLDCLOD failed.

BIND RUN_UNIT
The BIND RUN_UNIT statement:

• Establishes a run unit for accessing the database
• Identifies the location of the IDMS DB communications block being used
• Names the subschema to be loaded for the run unit
• Names the node under which the run unit will execute
• Identifies the database to be accessed
• Identifies the dictionary in which a subschema resides
• Identifies the node that controls the dictionary

BIND RUN_UNIT must be the first functional DML call passed to the DBMS at execution time. BIND RUN_UNIT must
logically precede all other DML statements (for example, BIND RECORD, READY, FIND) in your program.

When You Do Not Need BIND RUN_UNIT

If you use the INCLUDE IDMS SUBSCHEMA_BINDS statement (see DML Precompiler-Directive Statements) in your
program, you do not need the BIND RUN_UNIT statement. INCLUDE IDMS SUBSCHEMA_BINDS automatically invokes
the necessary binds.

Program Registration

Some sites require program registration, that is, they require all programs to be registered in the dictionary before
compilation. If your site requires program registration, your program must initialize the PROGRAM_NAME field of the
IDMS communications block either automatically or manually:

• Automatically
A PL/I assignment statement automatically generated by INCLUDE IDMS SUBSCHEMA_BINDS moves the program
name to the PROGRAM_NAME field.

• Manually
You code a PL/I assignment statement prior to the BIND RUN_UNIT statement. For Example:

PROGRAM_NAME = 'EMPDISP';

You can use the BIND RUN_UNIT statement in both the navigational and Logical Record Facility (LRF) environments.

Syntax

 

►►─── BIND RUN_UNIT ─┬──────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

                     └─ SUBSCHEMA (subschema-name) ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►
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   └─┬─ DBNODE ───┬─ (nodename) ─┘

     └─ NODENAME ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────┬─────────────────────►

   └─ DBNAME (database-name) ─┘ └─ DICTNODE (nodename) ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬─ ; ───────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DICTNAME (dictionary-name) ─┘

 

Parameters

• SUBSCHEMA (subschema-name)
Identifies a subschema view other than that specified in the DECLARE SUBSCHEMA statement. Subschema-name
must be the 1- to 8-character name of a subschema.

NOTE
You should use the SUBSCHEMA subschema-name option carefully. Improper use can lead to mismapping
between the named subschema and record descriptions in variable storage.

• DBNODE/NODENAME (nodename)
Specifies the node where the database resides. Nodename is either the symbolic name of a user-defined 8-character
field in variable storage or the node name itself, enclosed in single quotation marks. The keywords DBNODE and
NODENAME are synonymous.

• DBNAME (database-name)
Names the database to be accessed by the run unit. Database-name is either the symbolic name of a user-defined 8-
character field in variable storage, or the database name itself enclosed in single quotation marks.

• DICTNODE (nodename)
Names the node that controls the data dictionary where the subschema resides. Nodename is either the symbolic
name of a user-defined 8-character field in variable storage, or the nodename itself enclosed in single quotation marks.

• DICTNAME (dictionary-name)
Names the dictionary where the subschema resides. Dictionary-name is either the symbolic name of a user-defined 8-
character field in variable storage, or the dictionary name itself enclosed in single quotation marks.

NOTE
Specifying DBNODE, DBNAME, DICTNODE, and DICTNAME as BIND RUN_UNIT parameters overrides any
corresponding parameters set using the system DCUF SET statement (online) or the SYSIDMS job stream
parameters (batch).

More information:

• For more about DCUF SET, see the Reference section.
• For information about SYSIDMS, see the IDMS Common Administrating section.

Example

The following example illustrates how a batch program accesses a subschema, EMPSS01, stored in dictionary
PRODICT1 at node DEVT. The run unit accesses database PRODDB1 at the same node.

BIND RUN_UNIT SUBSCHEMA (EMPSS01) NODENAME (DEVT)

  DBNAME (PRODDB1) DICTNODE (DEVT) DICTNAME (PRODICT1);

Status Codes

Upon completion of the BIND RUN_UNIT function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DB communications block
indicates the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
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The request was serviced successfully.
• 1400

The DBMS cannot recognize the BIND RUN_UNIT statement. This code usually indicates that the IDMS DB
communications block (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL) is not aligned on a fullword boundary.

• 1417
The transaction manager encountered an error. See the log for additional information.

• 1467
The subschema invoked does not match the subschema object tables.

• 1469
The run unit is not bound to the DBMS. This code indicates that the central version is not active, that the central
version is not accepting new run units, or that the run unit's connection to the central version is broken due to timeout
or other factors, as noted on the CV log.

• 1470
A journal file will not open (local mode only); the most probable cause is that the JCL doesn't correctly specify the
journal file.

• 1472
The available memory is insufficient to load a subschema or database procedure dynamically.

• 1473
The central version is not accepting new run units.

• 1474
The subschema was not found in the dictionary load area or in the load library.

• 1477
The run unit was already bound.

• 1480
The node specified in the DBNODE clause is not active or was disabled from the system generation configuration.

• 1481
IDMS does not know the database specified in the DBNAME clause.

• 1482
The named subschema is not valid under the database specified in the DBNAME clause.

• 1483
The available memory is insufficient to allocate native VSAM work areas.

BIND TASK (DC/UCF)
The BIND TASK statement initiates a system task when the operating mode is DC_BATCH. This statement establishes
communication with the DC/UCF system and, if accessing system queues, allocates a packet-data movement buffer to
contain the queue data. Once a task is started, the program can issue any number of consecutive BIND-READY-FINISH
sequences.

Syntax

 

►►─── BIND TASK ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬─ ; ──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ NODENAME (nodename) ─┘

 

Parameters

• NODENAME (nodename)
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Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of the node to which the task will be bound. Nodename is either the symbolic
name of a user-defined field that contains the node name or the node name itself enclosed in single quotation marks.
The specified node name must match the node named in the DDS statement at system generation.

Example

The following statement establishes communication with a DC/UCF system:

BIND TASK;

Status Codes

Upon completion of the BIND TASK function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DC communications block indicates
the outcome of the operation:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.

BIND TRANSACTION STATISTICS (DC/UCF)
The BIND TRANSACTION STATISTICS statement defines the beginning of a transaction for the purposes of collecting
transaction statistics. The system allocates a block of storage in which to accumulate these statistics. Because this block
is owned by the logical terminal associated with the current task, the BIND TRANSACTION STATISTICS statement
cannot be used with nonterminal tasks.

NOTE
If a transaction statistics block (TSB) is already allocated for the logical terminal associated with the current task,
the BIND request clears the block and writes any previously accumulated transaction statistics to the log file.

When a BIND TRANSACTION STATISTICS request is issued, the system assigns the transaction a 40-character
identifier; the first 32 characters are the identifier of the signed-on user (if any) and the last eight characters are the
identifier of the logical terminal associated with the current task.

Syntax

 

►►─── BIND TRANSACTION STATISTICS; ───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Example

The following example illustrates the BIND TRANSACTION STATISTICS statement:

BIND TRANSACTION STATISTICS;

Status Codes

Upon completion of the BIND TRANSACTION STATISTICS function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DC
communications block indicates the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully; any existing transaction statistics block was written to the log file before
being cleared.

• 3801
Storage for the transaction statistics block is not available; to wait would cause a deadlock.

• 3810
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A new transaction statistics block has been allocated.
• 3831

Either the parameter list is invalid or no logical terminal element (LTE) is associated with the issuing task.
• 3850

The collection of transaction statistics or task statistics has not been enabled during system generation.

CHANGE PRIORITY (DC/UCF)
The CHANGE PRIORITY statement changes the dispatching priority of the issuing task. The new dispatching priority
applies only to the current execution of the task. CHANGE PRIORITY does not relinquish control to another task and
cannot be used to alter the priority of other tasks.

Syntax

 

►►─── CHANGE PRIORITY TO (priority); ─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameter

• priority
Specifies a new dispatching priority for the issuing task. Priority is either the symbolic name of a user-defined field that
contains the priority value, or the value itself expressed as a numeric constant in the range 0 through 240.

Example

The following Example changes the dispatching priority of the issuing task to the value contained in the PRIORITY_210
field:

CHANGE PRIORITY TO (PRIORITY_210);

Status Codes

Upon completion of the CHANGE PRIORITY function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DC communications block
indicates the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

CHECK TERMINAL (DC/UCF)
The CHECK TERMINAL statement tests whether a previously issued asynchronous I/O operation is complete. If a READ
TERMINAL, WRITE TERMINAL, or WRITE THEN READ TERMINAL request specifies the NOWAIT option, the program
must issue a CHECK TERMINAL request before specifying any other I/O operation. If the I/O operation is not complete,
the system suspends task execution. When the I/O operation is complete, the task resumes execution according to its
established dispatching priority.

Syntax

 

►►─── CHECK TERMINAL; ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Status Codes
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Upon completion of the CHECK TERMINAL function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DC communications block
indicates the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 4519
The input area specified for the return of data is too small; the returned data has been truncated to fit the available
space.

• 4525
The output operation has been interrupted; the terminal operator has pressed ATTENTION or BREAK.

• 4526
A logical error (for example, an invalid control character) has been encountered in the output data stream.

• 4527
A permanent I/O error has occurred during processing.

• 4528
The dial-up line for the terminal being used has been disconnected.

• 4531
The terminal request block (TRB) contains an invalid field, indicating a possible error in the program's parameters.

• 4539
The terminal device associated with the issuing task is out of service.

COMMIT (PL/I)
The COMMIT statement commits changes made to the database through an individual run unit or through all database
sessions associated with a task. A task-level commit also commits all changes made in conjunction with scratch, queue,
and print activity.

If the commit applies to an individual run unit and the run unit is sharing its transaction with another database session, the
run unit's changes may not be committed at the time the COMMIT statement is executed.

NOTE

For more information about the impact of transaction sharing, see Navigational DML Programming Reference.

Run units (and SQL sessions) impacted by the COMMIT statement remain active after the operation is complete.

The COMMIT statement is used in both the navigational and logical record facility environments. The COMMIT TASK
statement is also used in an SQL programming environment.

Currency

Use of the ALL option, as in COMMIT ALL, sets all currencies to null.

Syntax

►►─── COMMIT ─┬────────┬─┬─────────┬─ ; ──────────────────────────────────────►◄

              └─ TASK ─┘ └─ (ALL) ─┘

Parameters

• TASK
Commits the changes made by all scratch, queue, and print activity and all top-level run units associated with the
current task. Its impact on SQL sessions associated with the task depends on whether those sessions are suspended
and whether their transactions are eligible to be shared.
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NOTE

• For more information about the impact of a COMMIT TASK statement on SQL sessions, see
Programming IDMS SQL.

• For more information about run units and the impact of COMMIT TASK, see Navigational DML
Programming Reference.

• (ALL)
Releases all currency locks held on records in database, scratch, and queue areas associated with the issuing task
(COMMIT TASK ALL) or run unit (COMMIT ALL) and sets all currencies to null.

Example

The following statement commits changes made by the run unit through which it is issued:

COMMIT;

Status Codes

Upon completion of the COMMIT function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DB communications block indicates the
outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 5031
The specified request is invalid; the program may contain a logic error.

• 5097
An error was encountered processing a syncpoint request; check the log for details.

CONNECT (PL/I)
The CONNECT statement establishes a record occurrence as a member of a set occurrence. The specified record must
be defined as an optional automatic, optional manual, or mandatory manual member of the set.

Native VSAM users: The CONNECT statement is not valid since all sets in native VSAM data sets must be defined as
mandatory automatic.

Before executing the CONNECT statement, satisfy these conditions:

• Ready all areas affected either explicitly or implicitly by the CONNECT statement in one of the update usage modes.
• Establish the specified record as current of its record type.
• Establish the occurrence of the set into which the specified record will be connected. The current record of set

determines the set occurrence and, if set order is NEXT or PRIOR, the position at which the specified record will be
connected within the set.

Currency

Following successful execution of a CONNECT statement, the specified record is current of run unit, its record type, its
area, and all sets in which it currently participates.

Syntax
 ►►─── CONNECT RECORD (record-name) SET (set-name); ───────────────────────────►◄
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Parameters

• RECORD (record-name)
Specifies the record type to be connected. Record-name must be a record included in the subschema and must
be defined as an optional automatic, optional manual, or mandatory manual member of the set to which it is being
connected.

• SET (set-name)
Specifies the set to which the member record is to be connected. Set-name must be a set included in the subschema.
The record is connected to the set in accordance with the ordering rules defined for that set in the schema.

Example

The following statement connects the current EMPLOYEE record to the current occurrence of the OFFICE_EMPLOYEE
set:

 CONNECT RECORD (EMPLOYEE) SET (OFFICE_EMPLOYEE);

 

The following figure illustrates the steps required to connect an EMPLOYEE record to an occurrence of the
OFFICE_EMPLOYEE set. To connect EMPLOYEE 459 to OFFICE 1 in the OFFICE_EMPLOYEE set, establish
EMPLOYEE 459 as current of record type, locate the proper occurrence of the OFFICE record, and issue the CONNECT
command.
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Status Codes

Upon completion of the CONNECT function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DB communications block indicates
the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 0705
The CONNECT would violate a duplicates-not-allowed option.

• 0706
Currency has not been established for the named record or set.

• 0708
The named record is not in the subschema. The program has probably invoked the wrong subschema.

• 0709
The named record's area has not been readied in one of the update usage modes.

• 0710
The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits connecting the named record in the named set.

• 0714
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The CONNECT statement cannot be executed because the named record has been defined as a mandatory automatic
member of the set.

• 0716
The record cannot be connected to a set in which it is already a member.

• 0721
An area other than the area of the named record has been readied with an incorrect usage mode.

• 0725
Currency has not been established for the named set type.

DC RETURN (DC/UCF)
The DC RETURN statement returns control to a program at the next higher level within a task. Additionally, you can use
the DC RETURN statement to specify:

• The next task to be initiated on the same terminal
• Recovery procedures for abend routines established by SET ABEND EXIT (STAE) functions
• The action to be taken by the system if the terminal operator fails to initiate the next task

This article describes the following information:

Control Returns to the Program or System

Following a DC RETURN request, control returns to the program at the next higher level within the task. If the issuing
program is the highest level program, control returns to the system. Any DC RETURN statement can include a NEXT
TASK CODE option to specify the next task to be initiated by the system. However, the position of the issuing program
within the task governs whether the specified task will, in fact, receive control.

When the system receives control from the highest level program that issued a DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE request,
the specified task is executed immediately if the specified task code has been assigned the NOINPUT attribute during
system generation; if the task code was assigned the INPUT attribute, the task executes only when the terminal operator
presses an attention identifier (AID) key. Typical AID keys include all PA and PF keys, ENTER, and CLEAR.

Syntax

 

►►─── DC RETURN ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

                 └─ NEXT TASK CODE (next-task-code) ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ ; ────────────────────►◄

   │           ┌───────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─ TIMEOUT ─▼─┬─ INTERVAL (timeout-interval) ─┬─┴─┘

                 └─ PROGRAM (timeout-program) ───┘

 

Parameters

• NEXT TASK CODE (next-task-code)
Specifies the 1- to 8-character code associated with a task to be initiated on the same terminal. Next-task-code is
either the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the task code or the task code itself enclosed in single
quotation marks. The specified task code must be defined to the system under which the task is running, either during
system generation or at runtime, by using a DCMT VARY DYNAMIC TASK command.
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NOTE
For more information about DCMT VARY DYNAMIC TASK, see the Reference section.

• TIMEOUT
Specifies the action the system is to take if the terminal operator fails to enter data required to initiate a task. This
parameter overrides resource timeout interval and program specifications established during system generation.
– INTERVAL (timeout-interval)

Specifies the time, in seconds, that can elapse before the system releases the resources held by the terminal on
which the task is executing. Timeout-interval is either the symbolic name for a user-defined FIXED BINARY(31) field
that contains the timeout interval or the interval itself expressed as a numeric constant.

– PROGRAM (timeout-program)
Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of the program to be invoked when the specified timeout interval has been
reached. This program handles and releases resources held by the terminal on which the task was executing.
Timeout-program is either the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the program name or the name
itself enclosed in single quotation marks. The specified program must be defined to the system either during system
generation or at runtime by using a DCMT VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM command.

NOTE
For more information about DCMT VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM, see the Reference section.

Example

The following statement illustrates the use of DC RETURN. The task code associated with MENU_TASK_CODE, if
defined with the INPUT parameter, will be invoked the next time the terminal operator presses an attention identifier (AID)
key; if MENU_TASK_CODE is defined with the NOINPUT parameter, it will be invoked immediately.

DC RETURN

  NEXT TASK CODE (MENU_TASK_CODE);

The following figure illustrates how the system executes a task when DC RETURN statements within three programs
specify the NEXT TASK CODE option.

In DC RETURN Processing Task A invokes program A. Program A links to program B, which in turn links to program C.
Program C issues a DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE ('Z') request; control returns to program B. Program B contains a
DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE ('Y') request, which takes precedence over program C's DC RETURN specification.
Control returns to program A, which issues a DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE ('X') request. Because program A is at the
highest level in the task, task X will be invoked.

                                 DC/UCF SYSTEM

─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

                                                TASK X

        TASK A         ┌ - - - - - - - - - - - - - ┐

───────────┬───────────▲───────────────────────────┼─────────────────────────

           │           │                           │

           │           │                    ┌──────▼──────┐

           │           │                    │             │

  ┌────────▼────────┐  │                    │  PROGRAM X  │

  │    PROGRAM A    │  │                    │             │

  │        .        │  │                    └─────────────┘

  │        .        │  │        (RETURN)

┌─┤        .        ◄-─┼ - - - - - - - - - - - ──┐

│ │   DC RETURN     │  │

│ │ NEXT TASK CODE  │  │                         │
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│ │        X        │  │

│ └────────┬────────┘  │                         │

│          └───────────┘

│                                                │

│

│                                                │

│

│                                                │

│          (LINK B)         ┌─────────────────┐

└───────────────────────────►    PROGRAM B    │  │

                            │        .        │

                            │        .        │  │

                          ┌─┤        .        │            (RETURN)

                          │ │   DC RETURN     ◄-─┼─ - - - - - - - - - - - - ─┐

                          │ │ NEXT TASK CODE  │

                          │ │        Y        │  │                           │

                          │ └────────┬────────┘

                          │          └  - - - - ─┘                           │

                          │

                          │                                                  │

                          │         (LINK C)            ┌─────────────────┐

                          └─────────────────────────────►    PROGRAM C    │  │

                                                        │        .        │

                                                        │        .        │  │

                                                        │        .        │

                                                        │   DC RETURN     │  │

                                                        │ NEXT TASK CODE  │

                                                        │        Z        │  │

                                                        └────────┬────────┘

                                                                 └ - - - - - ┘

Status Codes

Because control is returned to the next-higher level, there is no need to check the ERROR_STATUS field.

DELETE QUEUE (DC/UCF)
The DELETE QUEUE statement deletes all or part of a queue. If only one queue record is deleted, the system maintains
currency within the queue by saving the next and prior currencies of the deleted record.

Syntax

 

►►─── DELETE QUEUE ─┬─────────────────┬─┬─────────────┬─ ; ──────────────────►◄

                    └─ ID (queue-id) ─┘ ├─ CURRENT ◄ ─┤

                                        └─ ALL ───────┘

 

Parameters

• ID (queue-id)
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Specifies the 1- to 16-character ID of the queue that contains the record to be deleted. Queue-id is either the symbolic
name of a user-defined field that contains the ID or the ID itself enclosed in single quotation marks. If the queue ID is
not specified, a blank ID is assumed.

• CURRENT
Deletes the current record of the queue associated with the requesting task. CURRENT is the default.

• ALL
Deletes all records in the queue and the queue header id.

Example

The following statement deletes the current record in the RES_Q queue:

DELETE QUEUE

  ID ('RES_Q')

  CURRENT;

Status Codes

Upon completion of the DELETE QUEUE function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DC communications block
indicates the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 4404
The requested queue header record cannot be found.

• 4405
The requested queue record cannot be found.

• 4406
No resource control element (RCE) exists for the queue record, indicating that currency has not been established.

• 4407
A database error occurred during queue processing. A common cause is a DBKEY deadlock. For a PUT QUEUE
operation, this code can also mean that the queue upper limit has been reached.
If a database error has occurred, there are usually be other messages in the IDMS/DC/UCF log indicating a problem
encountered in RHDCRUAL, the internal Run Unit Manager. If a deadlock has occurred, messages DC001000 and
DC001002 are also produced.

• 4431
The parameter list is invalid.

DELETE SCRATCH (DC/UCF)
The DELETE SCRATCH statement deletes one scratch record or all records in the scratch area.

Syntax

 

►►─── DELETE SCRATCH-─┬──────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

                      └─ AREA ID (scratch-area-id ) ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ CURRENT ───────────────────────┤

   ├─ FIRST ─────────────────────────┤

   ├─ LAST ──────────────────────────┤

   ├─ NEXT ──────────────────────────┤
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   ├─ PRIOR ─────────────────────────┤

   ├─ ALL ───────────────────────────┤

   └─ RECORD ID (scratch-record-id) ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ ; ─────────────────►◄

   └─ RETURN RECORD ID INTO (return-scratch-record-id) ─┘

 

Parameters

• AREA ID (scratch-area-id)
Specifies the 1- to 8-character ID of the scratch area associated with the scratch records being deleted. Scratch-area-
id is either the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the scratch area ID or the ID itself enclosed in single
quotation marks. If the AREA ID parameter is not specified, the system assumes an area ID of 8 blanks.

• CURRENT
Deletes the current record in the specified scratch area (that is, that record most recently referenced by another
scratch function). CURRENT is the default.

• FIRST
Deletes the first record in the specified scratch area.

• LAST
Deletes the last record in the specified scratch area.

• NEXT
Deletes the next record in the specified scratch area.

• PRIOR
Deletes the prior record in the specified scratch area.

• ALL
Deletes all records in the specified scratch area.

• RECORD ID (scratch-record-id)
Deletes the record identified by scratch-record-id. Scratch-record-id is the symbolic name of a user-defined field that
contains the ID.

• RETURN RECORD ID INTO (return-scratch-record-id)
Specifies the location in the program to which the system will return the ID of the last record deleted by means of the
DELETE SCRATCH function. Return-scratch-record-id is the symbolic name of a user-defined 4-byte field.

Example

The following statement deletes the scratch record that is prior to the current scratch record and returns the ID of the
deleted record to the SCR_REC_ID field:

DELETE SCRATCH

  PRIOR

  RETURN RECORD ID INTO (SCR_REC_ID);

Status Codes

Upon completion of the DELETE SCRATCH function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DC communications block
indicates the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 4303
The requested scratch area ID cannot be found.

• 4305
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The requested scratch record ID cannot be found.
• 4307

An I/O error has occurred during processing.
• 4331

The parameter list is invalid.

DELETE TABLE (DC/UCF)
The DELETE TABLE statement notifies the system that the issuing task has finished using a table that has been loaded
into the program pool by using the LOAD TABLE function. DELETE TABLE does not physically delete reusable tables
from the program pool; rather, it decrements the in-use count maintained by the DC/UCF system. An in-use count of 0
signals to the system that the space occupied by the table can be reused.

Syntax

 

►►─── DELETE TABLE FROM (table-location-pointer); ────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameter

• table-location-pointer
Specifies a table location where the in-use count maintained by the system is to be decremented. Table-location-
pointer specifies the variable-storage pointer location that was set when the table was loaded via a LOAD TABLE
request.

Example

The following example releases a previously loaded table from the location in variable storage identified by
RATE_TABLE_PTR:

DELETE TABLE FROM (RATE_TABLE_PTR);

Status Codes

Upon completion of the DELETE TABLE function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DC communications block
indicates the outcome of the operation:

Status code Meaning
0000 The request has been serviced successfully.
3433 The specified table was not loaded by the task.

DEQUEUE (DC/UCF)
The DEQUEUE statement releases resources acquired by the issuing task with an ENQUEUE request. Acquired
resources not released explicitly with a DEQUEUE request are released automatically at task termination.

Syntax

 

►►─── DEQUEUE ─┬─── ALL ──────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ ; ───►◄

               │ ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

               └─▼─ NAME (resource-id) LENGTH (resource-id-length) ─┴─┘
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Parameters

• ALL
Releases all resources acquired by the issuing task by means of ENQUEUE requests.

• NAME (resource-id)
Specifies the resources to be dequeued and supplies the length of each resource: Resource-id is the symbolic name
of a user-defined field that contains the 1- to 255-character resource ID. Multiple NAME parameters must be separated
by at least one blank.

• LENGTH (resource-id-length)
Specifies either the symbolic name of a user-defined FIXED BINARY(31) field that contains the length of the resource
ID, or the length itself expressed as a numeric constant.

Example

The following statement releases all the resources enqueued by the issuing task:

DEQUEUE NAME (PAYROLL_LOCK)

    LENGTH (16);

Status Codes

Upon completion of the DEQUEUE function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DC communications block indicates
the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 3913
At least one resource ID cannot be found; all resources that were located have been dequeued.

• 3931
The parameter list is invalid.

DISCONNECT
The DISCONNECT statement cancels the current membership of a record occurrence in a set occurrence. The named
record must be defined as an optional member of the named set.

Native VSAM users: The DISCONNECT statement is not valid since all sets in native VSAM data sets must be defined
as mandatory automatic.

Before executing the DISCONNECT statement, satisfy the following conditions:

• Ready all areas affected either explicitly or implicitly by the DISCONNECT statement with one of the three update
usage modes (see READY, later in this section).

• Establish the named record as current of its record type.
• Make sure that the named record currently participates as a member in an occurrence of the named set.

Following successful execution of the DISCONNECT statement, the named record can no longer be accessed through the
set for which membership was canceled. The disconnected record can still be accessed either by means of a complete
scan of the area in which it participates or directly through its db-key, if known. A disconnected record can also be
accessed either through any other sets in which it participates as a member or if it has a location mode of CALC.

Currency

A successfully executed DISCONNECT statement nullifies currency in the specified set. However, next, prior, and owner
of set are maintained, enabling continued access within the set. The disconnected record is current of run unit, its record
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type, its area, and any other sets in which it participates. The following figure illustrates the steps required to disconnect
an EMPLOYEE record from an occurrence of the OFFICE_EMPLOYEE set.

To disconnect EMPLOYEE 4 from OFFICE 1 of the OFFICE_EMPLOYEE set, enter the database on OFFICE 1, establish
EMPLOYEE 4 as current of the EMPLOYEE record type, and disconnect it from the OFFICE_EMPLOYEE set.

Syntax

 

►►─── DISCONNECT RECORD (record-name) SET (set-name); ────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

• RECORD (record-name)
Specifies the record type to be disconnected. Record-name must be a record included in the subschema and must be
defined as an optional member of the specified set.

• SET (set-name)
Specifies the set from which the named record will be disconnected. Set-name must be a set included in the
subschema.

Example

The following statement disconnects the current EMPLOYEE record from the OFFICE_EMPLOYEE set:

DISCONNECT RECORD (EMPLOYEE) SET (OFFICE_EMPLOYEE);
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Status Codes

Upon completion of the DISCONNECT function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DB communications block
indicates the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 1106
Currency has not been established for the named record.

• 1108
The named record is not in the subschema. The program has probably invoked the wrong subschema.

• 1109
The named record's area has not been readied in one of the update usage modes.

• 1110
The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits use of the DISCONNECT statement.

• 1115
The DISCONNECT statement cannot be executed because the named record has been defined as a mandatory
member of the set.

• 1121
An area other than the area that contains the named record has been readied with an incorrect usage mode.

• 1122
The named record is not currently a member of the specified set.

END LINE TERMINAL SESSION (DC/UCF)
The END LINE TERMINAL SESSION statement terminates the current line-mode I/O session. All output data lines that
remain in the current buffer and all pages queued for asynchronous I/O operations are deleted.

Syntax

 

►►─── END LINE TERMINAL session ; ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Example

The following statement terminates a line mode I/O session:

END LINE TERMINAL SESSION;

Status Codes

There are no codes associated with the END LINE TERMINAL SESSION command.

END TRANSACTION STATISTICS (DC/UCF)
The END TRANSACTION STATISTICS statement defines the end of a transaction. The transaction typically ends when
the issuing task terminates. Optionally, END TRANSACTION STATISTICS can be used to write the transaction statistics
block (TSB) to the system log file and to return the TSB to a preallocated location in variable storage. You can define the
length of the TSB.

Syntax

►►─── END TRANSACTION STATISTICS ─┬───────────┬───────────────────────────────►
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                                  ├─ WRITE ◄ ─┤

                                  └─ NOWRITE ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ INTO (return-stat-data-location) ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬──────── ; ──────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ LENGTH= ─┬─ 388 ◄───────┬─┘

               └─ tsb-length ─┘

Parameters

• WRITE/NOWRITE
Specifies whether the TSB is written to the system log file when the task terminates.
Default: WRITE

• INTO (return-stat-data-location)
Specifies the location to which the system copies the TSB. Return-stat-data-location is the symbolic name of a user-
defined field. Return-stat-data-location is a fullword-aligned 388-byte field (you can customize the length using the
LENGTH= parameter).

• LENGTH=
Specifies the length of the returned TSB . To retrieve all statistics including the DC extended statistics section that
records CPU times in the Time of Day (TOD) format, specify LENGTH=560.
– tsb-length

Specifies either the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the length to be returned, or the length
expressed as a numeric constant.
Limits: Integer of 388 or greater
Default: If you do not specify a tsb-length, the first 388 bytes of the TSB are returned.

Example

The following statement ends a transaction, writes statistics to the log file, and returns a copy of the TSB to the
STATISTICS_BLOCK field:

END TRANSACTION STATISTICS

  WRITE

  INTO (STATISTICS_BLOCK);

Status Codes

Upon completion of the END TRANSACTION STATISTICS function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DC
communications block indicates the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 3801
Storage for the transaction statistics block is not available; to wait would cause a deadlock.

• 3813
No transaction statistics block exists; a BIND TRANSACTION STATISTICS request has not been issued.

• 3831
Either the parameter list is invalid or no logical terminal element (LTE) is associated with the issuing task.

• 3850
The collection of transaction statistics or task statistics has not been enabled during system generation.
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ENDPAGE (DC/UCF)
The ENDPAGE statement terminates a map paging session, clears the scratch record for the session, and clears the map
paging options for the completed session. A STARTPAGE/ENDPAGE pair encloses commands that handle a pageable
map at runtime. The STARTPAGE command is discussed later in this section.

Syntax

 

►►─── ENDPAGE session ; ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Example

The following statement ends a map paging session:

ENDPAGE SESSION;

Status Codes

Upon completion of the ENDPAGE function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DC communications block indicates
the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

ENQUEUE (DC/UCF)
The ENQUEUE statement acquires or tests the availability of a resource or list of resources. Resources are defined during
installation and system generation and typically include storage areas, common routines, queues, and processor time.

An enqueued resource can be exclusive or shared:

• Exclusive -- The resource is owned exclusively by the issuing task and is not available to any other tasks. The system
prohibits other tasks from obtaining resources that have been ENQUEUED exclusively.

NOTE
An exclusive ENQUEUE request prohibits another task from enqueuing a resource by name; however, it
does not prohibit the use of the resource by another task. Therefore, to effect true resource protection, you
must enqueue and dequeue resources consistently.

• Shared -- The resource is available to all tasks. The system allows other tasks to issue nonexclusive ENQUEUE
requests for the resources, permitting the resources to be shared.

Syntax

 

►►─── ENQUEUE ─┬──────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

               ├─ WAIT ◄ ─┤

               ├─ NOWAIT ─┤

               └─ TEST ───┘

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─ NAME (resource-id) LENGTH (resource-id-length) ──┬───────────────┬─┴ ; ─►◄

                                                       ├─ EXCLUSIVE ◄ ─┤

                                                       └─ SHARED ──────┘
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Parameters

• WAIT
Specifies that the system is to wait for all resources to be freed if it cannot service the request immediately. WAIT is the
default.

• NOWAIT
Specifies that the system is not to wait to acquire resources that are not currently available. If NOWAIT is specified,
the program should check the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DC communications block to determine if the
function has been completed. If the ERROR_STATUS value is 3901, indicating that a resource could not be obtained
immediately, the request has not been serviced and the program should perform alternative processing before
reissuing the NOWAIT request.

• TEST
Tests the availability of the specified resources. If TEST is specified, the program should check the ERROR_STATUS
field in the IDMS DC communications block to determine the outcome of the test.

• NAME (resource-id)
Specifies the character ID that names the resource. Resource-id must be a user-defined field that contains the
resource ID. The resource ID is a 1 to 255 byte character string used to identify the resource upon which an enqueue
is to be set or tested. Any character string may be defined as long as all programs that access the resource use the
same name and the name is unique relative to all other names used to identify other resources within the CV.

• LENGTH (resource-id-length)
Specifies the symbolic name of either a user-defined FIXED BINARY(31) field that contains the length of the resource
ID or the length itself expressed as a numeric constant.

• EXCLUSIVE/SHARED
Assigns the exclusive or shared attribute to the named resource. The default attribute is EXCLUSIVE.

Example

The following statement enqueues the CODE_VALUE and PAYROLL_LOCK resources. CODE_VALUE is reserved for
exclusive use by the issuing task; PAYROLL_LOCK can be shared.

ENQUEUE

  WAIT

  NAME (CODE_VALUE) LENGTH (10)

  NAME (PAYROLL_LOCK) LENGTH (16) SHARED;

The following statement tests the availability of the resource whose identifier is contained in the RESOURCE_NAME field:

ENQUEUE

  TEST

  NAME (RESOURCE_NAME) LENGTH (RESOURCE_NAME_LENGTH);

Status Codes

Upon completion of an ENQUEUE function to acquire resources, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DC
communications block indicates the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 3901
At least one of the requested resources cannot be enqueued immediately; to wait would cause a deadlock. No new
resources have been acquired.

• 3908
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At least one of the requested exclusive resources is currently owned by another task. No new resources have been
acquired.

• 3931
The parameter list is invalid.
Upon completion of an ENQUEUE function to test resources, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DC
communications block indicates the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
All requested resources are available.

• 3908
At least one of the tested resources is already owned by another task.

• 3909
At least one of the tested resources is not yet owned by another task and is available to the issuing task.

• 3931
The parameter list is invalid.

ERASE
The ERASE statement performs the following functions:

• Disconnects the specified record from all set occurrences in which it participates as a member and logically or
physically deletes the record from the database

• Optionally erases all records that are mandatory members of set occurrences owned by the specified record
• Optionally disconnects or erases all records that are optional members of set occurrences owned by the specified

record

ERASE is a two-step procedure that first cancels the existing membership of the named record in specific set occurrences
and then releases for reuse the space occupied by the named record and its db-key. Erased records are unavailable for
further processing by any DML statement.

Before executing the ERASE statement, satisfy the following conditions:

• Ready all areas that are affected either implicitly or explicitly in one of the update usage modes (see READY later in
this section).

• Include and ready in an update usage mode all sets in which the specified record participates as a member.

Include in the subschema all sets in which the specified record participates as owner either directly or indirectly (for
example, as owner of a set with a member that is owner of another set) and all member record types in those sets.

• Include in the subschema all records that participate either implicitly or explicitly as owners.
• Establish the specified record as current of run unit.

Currency

Following successful execution of an ERASE statement, currency is nullified for all record types involved in the erase both
explicitly and implicitly. Run unit and area currency remain unchanged. Next, prior, and owner currencies are preserved for
sets from which the last record occurrence was erased. These currencies enable you to retrieve the next or prior records
within the area or the next, prior, or owner records within the set in which the erased record participated. An attempt to
retrieve erased records results in an error condition.

Syntax

 

►►─── ERASE RECORD (record-name) ─┬─────────────┬─ ; ─────────────────────────►◄

                                  ├─ PERMANENT ─┤

                                  ├─ SELECTIVE ─┤
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                                  └─ ALL ───────┘

 

Parameters

• RECORD (record-name)
Names the record type to be erased. Record-name must be a record included in the subschema. The current of
record-name must be current of run unit. Unless the PERMANENT, SELECTIVE, or ALL qualifier follows, an error
condition results if the named record is the owner of any nonempty set occurrences.
Native VSAM users: ERASE RECORD (record-name) is the only form of the ERASE statement valid for records in a
native VSAM key-sequenced data sets (KSDS) or relative-record data sets (RRDS); the ERASE statement is not valid
for a native VSAM entry-sequenced data sets (ESDS).

• PERMANENT
Erases the specified record and all mandatory member record occurrences owned by the specified record. Optional
member records are disconnected. If any of the erased mandatory members are themselves the owner of any set
occurrences, the ERASE statement is executed on such records as if they were directly the object record of an ERASE
PERMANENT statement (that is, all mandatory members of such sets are also erased). This process continues until all
direct and indirect members have been processed.

• SELECTIVE
Erases the specified record and all mandatory member record occurrences owned by the specified record. Optional
member records are erased if they do not currently participate as members in other set occurrences. All erased
member records that are themselves the owners of any set occurrences are treated as if they were the object of an
ERASE SELECTIVE statement.

• ALL
Erases the specified record and all mandatory and optional member record occurrences owned by the specified
record. All erased member records that are themselves the owners of any set occurrences are treated as if they were
the object record of an ERASE ALL statement.

Example

The following four figures illustrate use of the three parameters of the ERASE statement. Note that the outcome of
the ERASE statement varies based on the qualifier specified (PERMANENT, SELECTIVE, or ALL). Although all three
qualifiers cause all mandatory members owned by the specified record to be erased, they differ in their effect on optional
members.
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The following figure shows the effect each of the parameters has on currency.
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Status Codes

Upon completion of the ERASE function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DB communications block indicates the
outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 0208
The object record is not in the specified subschema.

• 0209
The named record's area has not been readied in one of the three update usage modes.

• 0210
The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits use of the ERASE statement.

• 0213
A current record of run unit has either not been established or has been nullified by a previous ERASE statement.

• 0217
A db-key has been encountered that contains a longterm permanent lock.

• 0220
The current record of run unit is not the same record type as the named record.

• 0221
An area other than the area of the specified record has been readied with an incorrect usage mode.

• 0225
Currency has not been established. Only OBTAIN statements update index set currencies.

• 0226
A broken chain has been encountered in the process of executing an ERASE ALL, PERMANENT, or SELECTIVE.

• 0230
An attempt has been made to erase the owner record of a nonempty set.

• 0233
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Either erasure of the record occurrence is not allowed in this subschema or all sets in which the record participates
have not been included in the subschema.

• 0260
A record occurrence has been encountered whose type is inconsistent with the set named in the ERROR_SET field of
the IDMS DB communications block; probable causes are a broken chain or improper database description.

• 0261
No record can be found for a pointer db-key. The probable cause is a broken chain.

ERASE (LRF)
The ERASE statement deletes a logical-record occurrence. The ERASE statement does not necessarily result in the
deletion of all or any of the database records used to create the specified logical record. The path selected to service
an ERASE logical-record request performs whatever database access operations the DBA has specified to service the
request. For example, if a DEPARTMENT loses an employee, the EMP_JOB_LR logical record that contains information
about that employee would be erased. However, only the information about the former employee would be erased from
the database, not all the information about the department; that is, EMPLOYEE information would be erased, but not
DEPARTMENT, JOB, or OFFICE information.

LRF uses field values present in the variable-storage location reserved for the logical record to update the database. You
can specify an alternative storage location from which LRF is to take field values to make the appropriate updates to the
database.

Syntax

 

►►─── ERASE RECORD (logical-record-name) ─────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────►

   └─ FROM (alt-logical-record) ─┘ └─ WHERE (boolean-expression) ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ ; ─────────────────►◄

   └─ ON LR_STATUS (path-status)  imperative-statement ─┘

 

• RECORD (logical-record-name)
Names the logical record to be deleted. Unless the FROM clause (see below) is included, LRF uses field values
present in the variable-storage location reserved for the logical record to make any necessary updates to the database.
Logical-record-name must specify a logical record defined in the subschema.

• FROM (alt-logical-record)
Names an alternative variable-storage location from which LRF is to obtain field values to perform the appropriate
database updates in response to this request. When erasing a logical record that has been previously retrieved into an
alternative storage location, use the FROM clause to name the same location specified in the OBTAIN request. If the
FROM clause is included in the ERASE statement, alt-logical-record must identify a record location defined in program
variable storage.

• WHERE (boolean-expression)
Specifies the selection criteria to be applied to the specified logical record. For details on coding this clause, see
Logical-Record Clauses (WHERE and ON) at the end of this section.

• ON LR_STATUS (path-status) imperative-statement
Specifies the action to be taken if path-status is returned to the LR_STATUS field in the LRC block. Path-status must
be a 1- to 16-character alphanumeric value. For details on coding this clause, see Logical-Record Clauses (WHERE
and ON) at the end of this section.

Example
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The following example illustrates a request to erase all occurrences of a former employee's EMP_INSURANCE_LR
logical record. The DBA-designated path status ALL_ERASED indicates that all occurrences of the
EMP_INSURANCE_LR logical record have been erased.

ERASE RECORD (EMP_INSURANCE_LR)

 WHERE (EMP_ID_0415 EQ '0316')

 ON LR_STATUS (ALL_ERASED) CALL EMP_INS_DELETION_RPT;

D, M, and F under Coverage in the following figure are physically erased from the database as a result of the ERASE
RECORD (EMP_INSURANCE_LR) statement. As defined by the DBA, the ERASE EMP_INSURANCE_LR path group
logically deletes all of the specified EMP_INSURANCE_LR occurrences, but physically deletes only the D, M, and F
COVERAGE records.

FIND/OBTAIN
The FIND statement locates a record occurrence in the database; the OBTAIN statement locates a record and moves the
data associated with the record to the record buffers. Because the FIND and OBTAIN command statements have identical
formats, they are discussed together.

Six FIND/OBTAIN Formats

The six formats of the FIND/OBTAIN statement are as follows:

• FIND/OBTAIN CALC/DUPLICATE accesses a record occurrence by using its CALC key value.
• FIND/OBTAIN CURRENT accesses a record occurrence by using established currencies.
• FIND/OBTAIN DBKEY accesses a record occurrence by using its database key.
• FIND/OBTAIN OWNER accesses the owner record of a set occurrence.
• FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET USING SORT KEY accesses a record occurrence in a sorted set by using its sort-key

value.
• FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET/AREA accesses a record occurrence based on its logical location within a set or on its

physical location within an area.

Each format of the FIND/OBTAIN statement is discussed separately in the following subsections.

SHARED and EXCLUSIVE Locks

You can place locks on located record occurrences by using the KEEP clause of a FIND/OBTAIN statement. The KEEP
clause sets a shared or exclusive lock:

• KEEP places a shared lock on the located record occurrence. Other concurrently executing run units can access but
not update the locked record.

• KEEP EXCLUSIVE places an exclusive lock on the located record occurrence. Other concurrently executing run units
can neither access nor update the locked record.

This article describes the following information:
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FIND/OBTAIN CALC/DUPLICATE

The FIND/OBTAIN CALC/DUPLICATE statement locates a record based on the value of an element defined as a CALC
key in the record. The specified record must be stored in the database with a location mode of CALC. Before issuing the
FIND/OBTAIN CALC/DUPLICATE statement, you must initialize a field in program variable storage with the CALC-key
value.

You can use the DUPLICATE option to access duplicate records with the same CALC-key value as the record that is
current of record type, provided that a FIND/OBTAIN CALC statement has previously accessed an occurrence of the
same record type.

Currency

Following successful execution of a FIND/OBTAIN CALC/DUPLICATE statement, the accessed record becomes the
current record of run unit, its record type, its area, and all sets in which it currently participates as member or owner.

Syntax

►►──┬─ FIND ───┬──┬────────────────────────┬───┬─┬─ CALC ─┬──┬────────────────►

    └─ OBTAIN ─┘  └─ KEEP ─┬─────────────┬─┘   │ └─ ANY ──┘  │

                           └─ EXCLUSIVE ─┘     └─ DUPLICATE ─┘

 ►──── RECORD (record-name); ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• FIND/OBTAIN CALC/DUPLICATE RECORD (record-name)
Locates the record specified by record-name based on its CALC-key value:
– CALC/ANY

Locates the first or only occurrence of the designated record type whose CALC key matches the value of the CALC
data item in program variable storage. CALC and ANY are synonyms.

– DUPLICATE
Locates the next record with the same CALC key value as the current of record type. Use of the DUPLICATE option
requires prior selection of an occurrence of the same record type with the CALC option. If the value of the CALC
key in variable storage is not equal to the CALC-key field of the current of record type, an error status of 0332 is
returned.

• KEEP EXCLUSIVE
Places a shared (KEEP) or exclusive (KEEP EXCLUSIVE) lock on the accessed record.

Example

To retrieve an occurrence of the EMPLOYEE record by using the FIND/OBTAIN CALC/DUPLICATE statement, you must
first initialize the variable-storage field that contains the CALC-control element. The following statements initialize the
CALC field EMP_ID_0415 and retrieve an occurrence of the EMPLOYEE record:

EMP_ID_0415 = EMP_ID_IN;

OBTAIN CALC RECORD (EMPLOYEE);

Status Codes

Upon completion of the FIND/OBTAIN CALC/DUPLICATE function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DB
communications block indicates the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 0301
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The area in which the named record participates has not been readied.
• 0306

A successful FIND/OBTAIN CALC has not yet been executed (applies to the DUPLICATE option only).
• 0308

The named record is not in the subschema. The program probably invoked the wrong subschema.
• 0310

The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits retrieval of the named record.
• 0318

The record has not been bound.
• 0326

The record cannot be found or no more duplicates exist for the named record.
• 0331

The retrieval statement format conflicts with the record's location mode.
• 0332

The value of the CALC data item in program variable storage does not equal the value of the CALC data item in the
current record (applies to the DUPLICATE option only).

• 0364
The CALC-control element has not been described correctly either in the program or in the subschema.

• 0370
A database file will not open properly.

If the KEEP parameter is specified in a FIND/OBTAIN statement, and an error occurs during KEEP processing, the major
code 06 is returned.

NOTE
For more information, see KEEP CURRENT later in this section. The major code 03 is returned if an error
occurs during FIND/OBTAIN processing.

FIND/OBTAIN CURRENT

The FIND/OBTAIN CURRENT statement locates the record that is current of its record type, set, or area. This form of
the FIND/OBTAIN statement is an efficient means of establishing the appropriate record as current of run unit before
executing a DML statement that utilizes run-unit currency (for example, ACCEPT, IF, GET, MODIFY, ERASE).

Currency

Following successful execution of a FIND/OBTAIN CURRENT statement, the accessed record is current of run unit, its
record type, its area, and all sets in which it currently participates as member or owner.

Syntax

►►─┬─ FIND ───┬─┬────────────────────────┬─ CURRENT ──────────────────────────►

   └─ OBTAIN ─┘ └─ KEEP ─┬─────────────┬─┘

                         └─ EXCLUSIVE ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─ ; ─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ RECORD (record-name) ─┤

   ├─ SET (set-name) ───────┤

   └─ AREA (area-name) ─────┘

Parameters

• FIND/OBTAIN CURRENT
Locates the current record occurrence of a specified record type, set, or area.

• KEEP EXCLUSIVE
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Places a shared (KEEP) or exclusive (KEEP EXCLUSIVE) lock on the accessed record.
• RECORD (record-name)/SET (set-name)/AREA (area-name)

Specifies that the current record of the named record type, set, or area is to be accessed.

Example

The following figure illustrates use of the FIND/OBTAIN CURRENT statement to establish the proper record as current of
run unit before the record is modified.

Assume that you enter the database on DEPARTMENT 5100 by using CALC retrieval. You examine EMPLOYEE 466 by
using within set retrieval and obtain further information from its owner OFFICE record (OFFICE 8). OFFICE 8 becomes
current of run unit. Before modifying EMPLOYEE 466, you must issue the FIND CURRENT statement to reestablish
EMPLOYEE 466 as current of run unit.

NOTE
For more information about MODIFY statement and its use, see MODIFY RECORD.

Status Codes

Upon completion of the FIND/OBTAIN CURRENT function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DB communications
block indicates the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
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The request has been serviced successfully.
• 0301

The area in which the named record participates has not been readied.
• 0306

Currency has not been established for the named record, set, or area.
• 0308

The named record or set is not in the subschema. The program has probably invoked the wrong subschema.
• 0310

The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits retrieval of the named record.
• 0313

A current record of run unit either has not been established or has been nullified by a previous ERASE statement.
• 0323

The specified area name has not been included in the subschema invoked.

If the KEEP parameter is specified in a FIND/OBTAIN statement, and an error occurs during KEEP processing, the major
code 06 is returned.

NOTE
For more information, see KEEP CURRENT, later in this section. The major code 03 is returned if an error
occurs during FIND/OBTAIN processing.

FIND/OBTAIN DBKEY

The FIND/OBTAIN DBKEY statement locates a record occurrence directly by using a database key that has been stored
previously by the program. The DML ACCEPT statement, discussed earlier in this section, or the PL/I assignment
statement can be used to save a db-key. Any record in the program's subschema can be accessed directly in this manner,
regardless of its location mode.

Native VSAM users: This statement is not valid for accessing data records in a native VSAM key-sequenced data set
(KSDS).

Currency

After successful execution of a FIND/OBTAIN DBKEY statement, the accessed record becomes the current record
of run unit, its record type, its area, and all sets in which it currently participates as member or owner. In addition, the
RECORD_NAME field of the IDMS DB communications block is updated with the name of the accessed record.

Note that currency is not used to determine the specified record of the FIND/OBTAIN DBKEY statement; the record is
identified by its db-key and, optionally, by its record type.

Syntax

►►─┬─ FIND ───┬─┬────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ OBTAIN ─┘ └─ KEEP ─┬─────────────┬─┘

                         └─ EXCLUSIVE ─┘

 ►─┬─ DBKEY (db-key-v) ─┬───────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────►◄

   │                    └─ PAGE_INFO (page-info-v) ─┘ │

   └─┬────────────────────────┬─ DBKEY (db-key-v) ────┘

     └─ RECORD (record-name) ─┘

Parameters

• FIND/OBTAIN DBKEY (db-key-v)
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Locates a record directly by using a db-key value contained in program variable storage. (db-key-v) is a FIXED
BINARY(31) fullword field that identifies the location in program variable storage that contains a db-key previously
saved by the program.
If a record name has been specified, (db-key-v) must contain the db-key of an occurrence of the named record type.
If a record name has not been specified and the subschema includes areas with different page information values,
then:
– If PAGE_INFO has been specified, (db-key-v) must contain the db-key of an occurrence of a record type whose

page information matches that specified.
– If PAGE_INFO has not been specified, (db-key-v) must contain the db-key of an occurrence of a record type whose

page information matches that of the record that is current of run unit.
If a record name has not been specified and all areas in the subschema have the same page information value, (db-
key-v) can contain the db-key of an occurrence of any record type in the subschema.

• KEEP EXCLUSIVE
Places a shared (KEEP) or exclusive (KEEP EXCLUSIVE) lock on the accessed record.

• PAGE_INFO (page-info-v)
Specifies page information that is used to determine the area with which the db-key is associated. If neither record
name nor PAGE_INFO is specified and the subschema includes areas with different page information values, the page
information associated with the record that is current of rununit is used.

NOTE
Page information is only used if the subschema includes areas with different page information values;
otherwise, it is ignored.

page-info-v is a field that identifies the location within program variable storage containing the page information
associated with the specified db-key. It may be defined either as a fullword field or as a group field consisting of two
halfwords.

• RECORD (record-name)
Optionally identifies the record type of the requested record. If specified, record-name must name a record that is
included in the subschema.

Example

The following statement locates the occurrence of the HOSPITAL_CLAIM record whose db-key matches the value of a
field in program variable storage called SAVED_KEY:

FIND RECORD (HOSPITAL_CLAIM) DBKEY (SAVED_KEY);

The located record becomes current of run unit, current of the HOSPITAL_CLAIM record type, current of the
INS_DEMO_REGION area, and current of the COVERAGE_CLAIMS set.

Status Codes

Upon completion of the FIND/OBTAIN DBKEY function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DB communications block
indicates the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 0301
The area in which the named record participates has not been readied.

• 0302
The db-key is inconsistent with the area in which the record is stored. Either the db-key has not been initialized
properly or the record name is incorrect.

• 0308
The named record is not in the subschema. The program has probably invoked the wrong subschema.

• 0310
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The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits retrieval of the named record.
• 0326

The record cannot be found; record occurrence not correct type
• 0370

A database file will not open properly.
• 0371

The requested page cannot be found in the DMCL.

If the KEEP parameter is specified in a FIND/OBTAIN statement, and an error occurs during KEEP processing, the major
code 06 is returned. For more information, see KEEP CURRENT, later in this section. The major code 03 is returned if an
error occurs during FIND/OBTAIN processing.

FIND/OBTAIN OWNER

The FIND/OBTAIN OWNER statement locates the owner record of the current occurrence of a set. This statement can be
used to retrieve the owner record of any set whether or not that set has been assigned owner pointers.

Native VSAM users: The FIND/OBTAIN OWNER statement is not valid since owner records are not defined in native
VSAM data sets.

Currency

In order to execute a FIND/OBTAIN OWNER statement, currency must be established for the specified set.

NOTE
When a record declared as an optional or manual member of a set is retrieved, it is not established as current
of set if it is not currently connected to the specified set. A subsequent attempt to retrieve the owner record will
locate instead the owner of the current record of set. In such cases, you should determine whether the retrieved
record is actually a member in the specified set before executing the FIND/OBTAIN OWNER statement. The IF
MEMBER statement, explained later in this section, can be used for this purpose.

Following successful execution of a FIND/OBTAIN OWNER statement, the accessed record becomes the current record
of run unit, its record type, its area, and all sets in which it currently participates as member or owner. If the current record
of set is the owner record when the statement is executed, currency within the specified set remains unchanged.

Syntax

►►─┬─ FIND ───┬─┬────────────────────────┬─ OWNER SET (set-name); ────────────►◄

   └─ OBTAIN ─┘ └─ KEEP ─┬─────────────┬─┘

                         └─ EXCLUSIVE ─┘

Parameters

• FIND/OBTAIN OWNER SET (set-name)
Specifies the set whose owner record is to be retrieved. Set-name must be a set included in the subschema.

• KEEP EXCLUSIVE
Places a shared (KEEP) or exclusive (KEEP EXCLUSIVE) lock on the accessed record.

Example

The following figure illustrates use of the FIND/OBTAIN OWNER statement to move through the database.
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Status Codes

Upon completion of the FIND/OBTAIN OWNER function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DB communications
block indicates the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 0301
The area in which the object record participates has not been readied.

• 0306
Currency has not been established for the record, set, or area.

• 0308
The named set is not in the subschema. The program has probably invoked the wrong subschema.

• 0310
The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits retrieval of the object record.

• 0360
A record occurrence has been encountered whose record type is not a member or owner of the set as it is defined in
the subschema.

• 0370
A database file will not open properly.

If the KEEP parameter is specified in a FIND/OBTAIN statement, and an error occurs during KEEP processing, the major
code 06 is returned. For more information, see KEEP CURRENT, later in this section. The major code 03 is returned if an
error occurs during FIND/OBTAIN processing.
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FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET USING SORT KEY

The FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET USING SORT KEY statement locates a member record in a sorted set. Sorted sets are
ordered in ascending or descending sequence based on the value of a sort-control element in each member record. The
search begins with either the current of set or the owner of the current of set and always proceeds through the set in the
next direction.

Before issuing this statement, you must initialize the sort-control element in program variable storage. The record
occurrence selected will have a key value equal to the value of the sort-control element. If more than one record
occurrence contains a sort key equal to the key value in variable storage, the first such record will be selected.

You can use FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET USING SORT KEY to access both sorted chained sets and sorted index sets.

NOTE
In a batch environment, sorted sets can be processed more efficiently by sorting the input transactions.

Currency

Following successful execution of a FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET USING SORT KEY statement, the accessed record
becomes current of run unit, its record type, its area, and all sets in which it currently participates as member or owner. If a
member record with the requested sort-key value is not found, the current of set is nullified but the next of set and prior of
set are maintained. The next of set is the member record with the next higher sort-key value (or next lower for descending
sets) than the requested value; the prior of set is the member record with the next lower value (or higher for descending
sets) than requested. Because these currencies are maintained, the program can walk the set to do a generic search on
the sort-key value.

Syntax

►►─┬─ FIND ───┬─┬────────────────────────┬─ RECORD (record-name) ─────────────►

   └─ OBTAIN ─┘ └─ KEEP ─┬─────────────┬─┘

                         └─ EXCLUSIVE ─┘

 ►── SET (set-name) ─┬───────────┬─ USING (sort-field-name); ─────────────────►◄

                     └─ CURRENT ─┘

Parameters

• FIND/OBTAIN RECORD (record-name) SET (set-name)
Specifies the record type and sorted set name. The search begins with the owner of the current record of the specified
set.

• KEEP EXCLUSIVE
Places a shared (KEEP) or exclusive (KEEP EXCLUSIVE) lock on the accessed record.

• CURRENT
Indicates that the search begins with the currencies already established for the specified set.
If the key value for the record that is current of set is higher than the key value of the requested record (assuming
ascending set order), a NOT FOUND condition results. In a descending set order, if the key value for the record that is
current of set is lower than the key value of the requested record, a NOT FOUND condition results.

• USING (sort-field-name)
Specifies the sort-control element to be used in searching the sorted set. Sort-field-name is either the name of the sort-
control element in the record or the symbolic name of a field in variable storage that contains the value of the sort-
control element.

NOTE
The value coded for sort-field-name can only specify a single field name. If the sort key is comprised of
multiple fields, the value coded should represent a group-level field. The elementary elements must be in
the same sequence as the corresponding fields within the set's schema definition. The data formats for the
elementary fields must also match the formats of the corresponding fields in the database record's definition.
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Example

The following example illustrates the use of a FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET USING SORT KEY statement. Assume that
the SKILL_NAME_NDX set is ordered in ascending sequence based on the value stored in SKILL_NAME_0455 in each
SKILL record occurrence. Retrieval of a SKILL record with a skill name equal to PL/I is accomplished by coding the
following statements:

SKILL_NAME_0455 = 'PL/I';

FIND RECORD (SKILL) SET (SKILL_NAME_NDX)

          USING (SKILL_NAME_0455);

Status Codes

Upon completion of the FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET USING SORT KEY function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS
DB communications block indicates the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 0057
A retrieval-only run unit has detected an inconsistency in an index that should cause an 1143 abend, but optional
APAR bit 216 has been turned on.

• 0301
The area in which the named record participates has not been readied.

• 0306
Currency has not been established for the named set.

• 0308
Either the named record or set is not in the subschema or the named record is not a member of the named set. The
program has probably invoked the wrong subschema.

• 0310
The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits retrieval of the named record.

• 0326
The record cannot be found.

• 0331
The retrieval statement format conflicts with the record's location mode.

• 0360
A record occurrence has been encountered whose record type is not a member or owner of the set as it is defined in
the subschema.

• 0370
A database file will not open properly.

If the KEEP parameter is specified in a FIND/OBTAIN statement, and an error occurs during KEEP processing, the major
code 06 is returned.

NOTE
For more information, see KEEP CURRENT, later in this section. The major code 03 is returned if an error
occurs during FIND/OBTAIN processing.

FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET/AREA

The FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET/AREA statement locates records either logically, based on set relationships, or physically,
based on database location. The formats of this statement allow you either to access serially each record in a set or area
or to select specific occurrences of a given record type within the set or area.

Selecting from a Set
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The following rules apply to the selection of member records within a set:

• The set occurrence used as the basis for the operation is determined by the current record of the specified set. Set
currency must be established before attempting to access records within a set.

• The next or prior record within a set is the subsequent or previous record relative to the current record of the named
set in the logical order of the set. The prior record in a set can be retrieved only if the set has been assigned prior
pointers.

• The first or last record within a set is the first or last member occurrence in terms of the logical order of the set. The
selected record is the same as would be selected if the current of set were the owner record and the next or prior
record had been requested. The last record in a set can be retrieved only if the set has prior pointers.

• The nth occurrence of a record within a set can be retrieved by specifying a sequence number that identifies the
position of the record in the set. The DBMS begins its search with the owner of the current of set for the specified set
and continues until it locates the nth record or encounters an end-of-set condition. If the specified sequence number is
negative, the search proceeds in the prior direction within the set. A negative sequence number can be used only if the
set has prior pointers; a sequence number of 0 produces an error status of 0304.

• When an end-of-set condition occurs, the owner record occurrence of the set becomes the current record of run unit,
current of its record type, current of its area, and current record of only the set involved in this operation. Currency of
other sets in which the specified record participates as owner or member remains unaffected.

NOTE
If OBTAIN has been specified, the contents of the owner record are not moved to program variable storage
(that is, OBTAIN under these circumstances is treated as a FIND).

Native VSAM users: When an end-of-set condition occurs, all currencies remain unchanged.

Selecting from an Area

The following rules apply to the selection of records within an area:

• The first record occurrence within an area is the one with the lowest database key; the last record is the one with the
highest database key.

• The next record within an area is the one with the next higher database key relative to the current record of the named
area; the prior record is the one with the next lower database key relative to the current of area.

• The first or last or nth record in an area must be retrieved to establish the correct starting position before next or prior
records are requested.

Currency

Following successful execution of a FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET/AREA statement, the accessed record becomes the
current record of run unit, its record type, its area, and all sets in which it currently participates as member or owner.

When an end-of-set condition occurs selecting records within a set, the owner record occurrence of the set becomes the
current record of run unit, its record type, its area, and only the set involved in this operation. Currency of other sets in
which the specified record participates as owner or member remains unaffected.

Syntax

►►─┬─ FIND ───┬─┬────────────────────────┬─┬─ NEXT ──────────────────┬────────►

   └─ OBTAIN ─┘ └─ KEEP ─┬─────────────┬─┘ ├─ FIRST ─────────────────┤

                         └─ EXCLUSIVE ─┘   ├─ LAST ──────────────────┤

                                           ├─ PRIOR ─────────────────┤

                                           └─ NTH (sequence-number) ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─┬─ SET (set-name) ───┬─ ; ──────────────────────►◄

   └─ RECORD (record-name) ─┘ └─ AREA (area-name) ─┘

Parameters
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• FIND/OBTAIN SET (set-name)/AREA (area-name)
Locates a record based on its location within a set or area. Set-name/area-name specifies the set or area that will be
searched and must identify a set or area included in the subschema.

• KEEP EXCLUSIVE
Places a shared (KEEP) or exclusive (KEEP EXCLUSIVE) lock on the accessed record.

• NEXT
Accesses the next record in the specified set or area relative to the current record.

• FIRST
Accesses the first record in the specified set or area.

• LAST
Accesses the last record in the specified set or area. The specified set must have prior pointers.

• PRIOR
Accesses the prior record in the specified set or area relative to the current record. The specified set must have prior
pointers.

• NTH (sequence-number)
Accesses the nth record in the specified set or area. Sequence-number must either be a positive or negative number
or any numeric field that contains a nonzero value used by the DBMS in searching for the nth record occurrence. If
sequence is negative, the specified set must have prior pointers.
Native VSAM users: FIRST, LAST, and NTH (sequence) options are not valid for a native VSAM KSDS with spanned
records.

• RECORD (record-name)
Specifies that within a set or area, only occurrences of the named record type will be accessed. Record-name must be
defined as a member of the specified set or contained within the specified area.

Example

The following figure illustrates the retrieval of records in an occurrence of the DEPT_EMPLOYEE set.

The FIND CALC statement establishes currency in the DEPT_EMPLOYEE set. Member EMPLOYEE records are then
retrieved by a series of OBTAIN WITHIN SET statements. EMPLOYEE 106 is the last record in the set and the next
OBTAIN statement returns an end-of-set condition, positioning run-unit currency at the owner of the set, DEPARTMENT
2000.
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The following figure illustrates special considerations relating to the retrieval of records in an area that contains multiple
record types.

A sweep of the EMP_DEMO_REGION is performed, retrieving sequentially each EMPLOYEE record and all records
in the associated EMPLOYEE_EXPERTISE set. The first command retrieves EMPLOYEE 119. Subsequent OBTAIN
WITHIN SET statements retrieve the associated EXPERTISE records and establish currency on EXPERTISE 03. The
FIND CURRENT statement is used to reestablish the proper position before retrieving EMPLOYEE 48. If FIND CURRENT
EMPLOYEE is not specified, an attempt to retrieve the next EMPLOYEE record in the area would return EMPLOYEE 23.
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Status Codes

Upon completion of the FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET/AREA function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DB
communications block indicates the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 0057
A retrieval-only run unit has detected an inconsistency in an index that should cause an 1143 abend, but optional
APAR bit 216 has been turned on.

• 0301
The area in which the named record participates has not been readied.

• 0304
Either a sequence number of 0 or a variable field that contains a value of 0 was specified for the named record.

• 0306
Currency has not been established for the named record, set, or area.

• 0307
Either the end of the set or the area was reached or the set is empty.

• 0308
Either the named record or set is not in the subschema or the named record is not defined as a member of the named
set. The program has probably invoked the wrong subschema.

• 0310
The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits retrieval of the named record.

• 0323
Either the area name specified has not been included in the subschema invoked or the record name specified has not
been defined within the named area.

• 0326
The record cannot be found.

• 0360
A record occurrence has been encountered whose record type is not a member or owner of the set as it is defined in
the subschema.

• 0370
A database file will not open properly.
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If the KEEP parameter is specified in a FIND/OBTAIN statement, and an error occurs during KEEP processing, the major
code 06 is returned. For more information, see KEEP CURRENT, later in this section. The major code 03 is returned if an
error occurs during FIND/OBTAIN processing.

FINISH
The FINISH statement commits changes made to the database through an individual run unit or through all database
sessions associated with a task. A task-level finish also commits all changes made in conjunction with scratch, queue, and
print activity.

If the finish applies to an individual run unit and the run unit is sharing its transaction with another database session, the
run unit's changes may not be committed at the time the FINISH statement is executed. For more information on the
impact of transaction sharing, refer to IDMS Navigational DML Administrating section.

Run units (and SQL sessions) impacted by the FINISH statement end, and their access to the database is terminated.

The FINISH statement is used in both the navigational and logical record facility environments. The FINISH TASK
statement is also used in an SQL programming environment.

Currency

Following the successful execution of a FINISH request, all currencies are set to null; the issuing program or task cannot
perform database access through an impacted run unit without executing another BIND/READY sequence.

Syntax

 

►►─── FINISH ─┬────────┬─ ; ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

              └─ TASK ─┘

 

Parameters

• TASK
Commits the changes made by all scratch, queue, and print activity and all top-level run units associated with the
current task and terminates those run units. Its impact on SQL sessions associated with the task depends on whether
those sessions are suspended and whether their transactions are eligible to be shared.

NOTE

• For more information about the impact of a FINISH TASK statement on SQL sessions, see the IDMS SQL
Administrating section.

• For more information about run units and the impact of FINISH TASK, see the IDMS Navigational DML Administrating
section.

Example

The following statement commits changes made by the run unit through which it is issued and terminates that run unit:

FINISH;

Status Codes

Upon completion of the FINISH function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DB communications block indicates the
outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 5031
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The specified request is invalid; the program may contain a logic error.
• 5097

An error was encountered processing a syncpoint request; check the log for details.

FREE STORAGE (DC/UCF)
The FREE STORAGE statement instructs the system to release all or a part of a variable-storage area. The storage to be
released must have been acquired by means of a GET STORAGE request in the issuing task or by another task running
on the same terminal as the issuing task. A partial release is valid only for user storage; shared storage must be freed in
its entirety.

Syntax

 

►►─── FREE STORAGE ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ STGID (storage-id) ──────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ ; ──►◄

   └─ FOR (storage-location) ─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                              └─ FROM (start-free-storage-location) ─┘

 

Parameters

• STGID (storage-id)
Specifies the 4-character identifier of the variable storage area to be released. Storage-id is either the symbolic name
of a user-defined field that contains the ID or the ID itself enclosed in single quotation marks.

• FOR (storage-location)
Specifies the variable-storage entry of the storage area to be released.

• FROM (start-free-storage-location)
Releases a portion of the variable-storage area defined as user storage. Start-free-storage-location is the symbolic
name of a user-defined field that contains the starting point of the storage area to be released. The system releases
storage from the specified location to the end of the storage area.

Example

The following example releases the storage area identified as 09PA:

FREE STORAGE STGID ('09PA');

Status Codes

Upon completion of the FREE STORAGE function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DC communications block
indicates the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 3213
The requested storage ID cannot be found.

• 3232
The derived length of the variable-storage area is zero or negative.
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GET
The GET statement transfers the contents of a specified record occurrence from the record buffer into program variable
storage. Elements in the specified record are moved to their respective locations in variable storage according to the
subschema view of the record. The transferred elements will appear in storage at the location to which the record has
been bound (for further details, see BIND RECORD earlier in this section).

Currency

The GET statement operates only on the record that is current of run unit. Following successful execution of a GET
statement, the accessed record is current of run unit, its record type, its area, and all sets in which it participates as
member or owner.

Syntax

 

►►─── GET ─┬────────────────────────┬─ ; ─────────────────────────────────────►◄

           └─ RECORD (record-name) ─┘

 

Parameter

• RECORD (record-name)
Optionally specifies the record type of the current of run unit. If this optional clause is used, the current of run unit must
be an occurrence of the named record type.

Example

The following statement moves the record that is current of run unit (in this case, the OFFICE record) from the record
buffer into program variable storage:

GET RECORD (OFFICE);

Status Codes

Upon completion of the GET function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DB communications block indicates the
outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 0506
Currency has not been established.

• 0508
The named record is not in the subschema. The program has probably invoked the wrong subschema.

• 0510
The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits retrieval of the named record.

• 0513
A current record of run unit either has not been established or has been nullified by a previous ERASE statement.

• 0518
The record has not been bound.

• 0520
The current record is not the same type as the named record.

• 0526
The requested record has been erased.

• 0555
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An invalid length has been returned for a variable-length record.

GET QUEUE (DC/UCF)
The GET QUEUE statement retrieves a queue record and places it in a storage area associated with the issuing program.
If the queue record is larger than the designated storage area, the record is truncated. The system automatically deletes
the retrieved record from the queue unless the GET QUEUE statement explicitly keeps the record in the queue.

Syntax

 

►►─── GET QUEUE ─┬─────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────────────┬────────►

                 └─ ID (queue-id) ─┘ ├─ NEXT ◄ ──────────────────────┤

                                     ├─ FIRST ───────────────────────┤

                                     ├─ LAST ────────────────────────┤

                                     ├─ PRIOR ───────────────────────┤

                                     ├─ SEQUENCE (sequence-number) ──┤

                                     └─ RECORD ID (queue-record-id) ─┘

 ►─┬────────────┬─┬──────────┬─┬────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ DELETE ◄ ─┤ ├─ LOCK ◄ ─┤ ├─ WAIT ─────┤

   └─ KEEP ─────┘ └─ NOLOCK ─┘ └─ NOWAIT ◄ ─┘

 ►─── INTO (return-queue-data-location) ──────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ TO (end-queue-data-location) ───────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ MAX LENGTH (queue-data-max-length) ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ ; ────────────────────►◄

   └─ RETURN LENGTH INTO (queue-data-actual-length) ─┘

 

Parameters

• ID (queue-id)
Specifies the 1- to 16-character ID of the queue associated with the record to be retrieved. Queue-id is either the
symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the ID, or the ID itself enclosed in single quotation marks. If the
queue ID is not specified, a null ID of 16 blanks is assumed.

• NEXT/FIRST/LAST/PRIOR/SEQUENCE (sequence)/RECORD ID (queue-record-id)
Specifies the queue record to be retrieved:

• NEXT
Retrieves the next record in the queue. If currency has not been established, NEXT is equivalent to FIRST. NEXT is
the default.

• FIRST
Retrieves the first record in the queue.

• LAST
Retrieves the last record in the queue.

• PRIOR
Retrieves the prior record in the queue. If currency has not been established, PRIOR is equivalent to LAST.

• SEQUENCE (sequence)
Retrieves the queue record identified by sequence. Sequence is either the symbolic name of a user-defined field that
contains the sequence number of the record, or the sequence number itself expressed as a numeric constant.

• RECORD ID (queue-record-id)
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Retrieves the record identified by queue-record-id. Queue-record-id is the symbolic name of the FIXED BINARY(31)
field that contains the queue record ID returned by the PUT QUEUE function.

• DELETE/KEEP
Specifies whether the queue record will be deleted from the queue after it is passed to the requesting program:

• DELETE
Deletes the record from the queue. Note that if DELETE is specified and the record has been truncated, the truncated
data is lost. DELETE is the default.

• KEEP
Keeps the record in the queue.

• LOCK/NOLOCK
These parameters have been non-functional since IDMS Release 12.0. They are included as parameters for release
compatibility. Queue record locking is performed as part of the standard database locking routines since IDMS Release
12.0.

• WAIT/NOWAIT
Specifies whether the issuing task is to suspend execution if the requested record cannot be found in the queue:

• WAIT
Suspends task execution until the requested queue exists.

• NOWAIT
Continues task execution in the event of a nonexistent queue. An ERROR_STATUS value of 4405 indicates that the
requested queue record cannot be found. NOWAIT is the default.

• INTO (return-queue-data-location)
Indicates the program variable-storage entry of the data area reserved for the requested queue record. Return-queue-
data-location is the symbolic name of a user-defined field. The length of the data area is determined by one of the
following specifications:

• TO (end-queue-data-location)
Indicates the end of the program variable-storage entry reserved for the requested queue record and is specified
following the last data-item entry in return-queue-data-location. End-queue-data-location is the symbolic name of either
a user-defined dummy byte field or a field that contains a data item not associated with the requested queue record.

• MAX LENGTH (queue-data-max-length)
Explicitly defines the length of the data area reserved for the requested queue record. Queue-data-max-length is either
the symbolic name of the user-defined field that contains the length of the queue record's data, or the length itself
expressed as a numeric constant.

• RETURN LENGTH INTO (queue-data-actual-length)
Specifies the location to which the system will return the actual length of the retrieved queue record. Queue-data-
actual-length is the symbolic name of a user-defined 4-byte field. If the record has been truncated, the value returned
to this field is the actual length of the queue record before truncation.

Example

The following example retrieves the first record in the RES_Q queue, return it to the PEND_RES field, and keep the
record in the queue:

GET QUEUE

  ID ('RES_Q')

  FIRST

  KEEP

  INTO (PEND_RES) MAX LENGTH (125);

Status Codes

Upon completion of the GET QUEUE function, the ERROR_STATUS field of the IDMS DC communications block
indicates the outcome of the operation:
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• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 4404
The requested queue header record cannot be found.

• 4405
The requested queue record cannot be found.

• 4407
A database error occurred during queue processing. A common cause is a DBKEY deadlock. For a PUT QUEUE
operation, this code can also mean that the queue upper limit has been reached.
If a database error has occurred, there are usually be other messages in the IDMS/DC/UCF log indicating a problem
encountered in RHDCRUAL, the internal Run Unit Manager. If a deadlock has occurred, messages DC001000 and
DC001002 are also produced.

• 4419
The program storage area specified for return of the queue record is too small; the returned record has been truncated
as appropriate to fit the available space.

• 4431
The parameter list is invalid. In DC_BATCH, this code signifies that the specified record length has exceeded the
maximum length based on the packet size.

• 4432
The derived length of the queue record data area is negative.

GET SCRATCH (DC/UCF)
The GET SCRATCH statement obtains a scratch record and places it in a storage area associated with the issuing
program. The storage area must already be allocated to the requesting task; no implicit GET STORAGE function is
performed during the GET SCRATCH operation. If the scratch record is larger than the designated storage area, data is
truncated.

Syntax

 

►►─── GET SCRATCH ─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

                   └─ AREA ID (scratch-area-id) ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬─┬────────────┬─────────────────────────►

   ├─ NEXT ◄ ────────────────────────┤ ├─ DELETE ◄ ─┤

   ├─ FIRST ─────────────────────────┤ └─ KEEP ─────┘

   ├─ LAST ──────────────────────────┤

   ├─ CURRENT ───────────────────────┤

   ├─ PRIOR ─────────────────────────┤

   └─ RECORD ID (scratch-record-id) ─┘

 ►─── INTO (return-scratch-data-location) ────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ TO (end-scratch-data-location) ───────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ MAX LENGTH (scratch-data-max-length) ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ ; ──────────────────►◄

   └─ RETURN LENGTH INTO (scratch-data-actual-length) ─┘

 

Parameters
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• AREA ID (scratch-area-id)
Identifies the scratch area associated with the record being retrieved. Scratch-area-id is either the symbolic name of a
user-defined field that contains the 1- to 8-character scratch area ID or the ID itself enclosed in single quotation marks.
If AREA ID is not specified, an area ID of eight blanks is assumed.

• NEXT/FIRST/LAST/CURRENT/PRIOR/RECORD ID (scratch-record-id)
Specifies the scratch record to be retrieved:
– NEXT

Retrieves the next record in the scratch area. NEXT is the default.
– FIRST

Retrieves the first record in the scratch area.
– LAST

Retrieves the last record in the scratch area.
– CURRENT

Retrieves the current record in the scratch area; the current record is the record most recently referenced by
another scratch function.

– PRIOR
Retrieves the prior record in the scratch area.

– RECORD ID (scratch-record-id)
Retrieves the specified scratch record. Scratch-record-id is the symbolic name of a user-defined FIXED
BINARY(31) field that contains the 4-byte scratch record ID.

• DELETE/KEEP
Specifies whether the scratch record will be deleted from the scratch area after it is passed to the requesting program:
– DELETE

Deletes the record from the scratch area. If DELETE is specified and the record has been truncated, the truncated
data is lost. To maintain currency following a DELETE request, the system saves the next and prior currencies of
the scratch area. DELETE is the default.

– KEEP
Keeps the record in the scratch area.

• INTO (return-scratch-data-location)
Specifies the program variable-storage entry of the data area to which the system will return the scratch record.
Return-scratch-data-location is the symbolic name of a user-defined field. The length of the data area is determined by
one of the following specifications:
– TO (end-scratch-data-location)

Indicates the end of the data area to which the system will return the scratch record and is specified following the
last data-item entry in return-scratch-data-location. End-scratch-data-location is the symbolic name of either a user-
defined dummy byte field or a field that contains a data item not associated with the scratch record.

– MAX LENGTH (scratch-data-max-length)
Specifies the length, in bytes, of the data area associated with the requested scratch record. Scratch-data-max-
length is either the symbolic name of a program variable-storage field that contains the length, or the length itself
expressed as a numeric constant.

• RETURN LENGTH INTO (scratch-data-actual-length)
Specifies the symbolic name of the program variable-storage entry to which the system will return the actual length of
the requested scratch record. If the record has been truncated, scratch-data-actual-length will contain the length of the
full, untruncated scratch record.

Example

The following statement returns the contents of the current record in the scratch area to the variable-storage area defined
by WORK_PROC_AREA and END_WORK_PROC_AREA:

GET SCRATCH
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  CURRENT

  INTO (WORK_PROC_AREA) TO (END_WORK_PROC_AREA);

Status Codes

Upon completion of the GET SCRATCH function, the ERROR_STATUS field of the IDMS DC communications block
indicates the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 4303
The requested scratch area ID cannot be found.

• 4305
The requested scratch record ID cannot be found.

• 4307
An I/O error has occurred during processing.

• 4319
The program storage area specified for return of the scratch record is too small; the returned record has been
truncated to fit the available space.

• 4331
The parameter list is invalid.

• 4332
The derived length of the scratch record is negative.

GET STORAGE (DC/UCF)
The GET STORAGE statement is used either to acquire variable storage from a system storage pool or to obtain the
address of a previously acquired storage area. Once acquired, the storage is available for use:

• By the issuing task only (user storage)
• By subsequent tasks running on the same terminal (user kept storage)
• By all tasks in the system (shared or shared kept storage)

Storage availability is governed by GET STORAGE parameter specifications.

Syntax

 

►►─── GET STORAGE FOR (storage-data-location) ────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ TO (end-storage-data-location) ─┬───────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ LENGTH (storage-data-length) ───┘

 ►─── POINTER (storage-data-location-pointer) ─┬──────────┬──┬────────┬───────►

                                               ├─ WAIT ◄ ─┤  └─ KEEP ─┘

                                               └─ NOWAIT ─┘

 ►─┬──────────┬─┬──────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

   ├─ LONG ◄ ─┤ ├─ USER ◄ ─┤ └─ STGID (storage-id) ─┘

   └─ SHORT ──┘ └─ SHARED ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ VALUE (initial-value) ─┘
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 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬─ ; ──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ LOCATION IS ─┬─ ANY ◄ ─┬─┘

                   └─ BELOW ─┘

 

Parameters

• FOR (storage-data-location)
Specifies the variable associated with the storage area being acquired. Storage-data-location is a user-assigned
symbolic name.

• TO (end-storage-data-location)
Indicates the end of the data area for which the system will acquire storage. If this option is specified, storage-data-
location must be declared as a PL/I structure variable. End-storage-data-location is the symbolic name of either a
user-defined dummy byte field or a variable field not associated with the storage area. End-storage-data-location is
specified after the last elementary data-item entry in the structure.

• LENGTH (storage-data-length)
Explicitly defines the length of the data area associated with the requested storage area. This option is specified in
place of TO (end-storage-data-location). If the LENGTH option is used, then no restrictions are placed on the data
type; that is, storage-data-location does not have to be defined as a PL/I structure variable. Storage-data-length is a
user-assigned fixed binary field containing the storage length, or the length itself expressed as a numeric constant.

• POINTER (storage-data-location-pointer)
Specifies the user-assigned pointer variable associated with storage-data-location. Storage-data-location-pointer is
defined in variable storage with the pointer attribute. Upon successful completion of the GET STORAGE request, the
system returns the address of the storage area to storage-data-location-pointer.

• WAIT/NOWAIT
Specifies whether the issuing task is to wait for sufficient storage in the event that storage is not immediately available
to meet the requirements of the GET STORAGE request:
– WAIT

Specifies that the issuing task will wait until sufficient storage is available in a storage pool. WAIT is the default.
– NOWAIT

Specifies that the issuing task will not wait for storage to become available if an insufficient storage condition exists.
If NOWAIT is specified, the program should check the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DC communications
block to determine if the GET STORAGE request has been completed. If the ERROR_STATUS value is 3202, the
program should perform alternative processing before reissuing the GET STORAGE request.

• KEEP
Optionally specifies whether the storage area will be used by subsequent tasks executing on the same logical terminal.
When KEEP is specified, the storage area can be accessed by subsequent tasks; otherwise the storage area cannot
be accessed by subsequent tasks.

NOTE
For a more information about KEEP parameter, see the IDMS Navigational DML Administrating section.

• LONG/SHORT
Specifies whether the system should allocate the storage from the bottom or the top of a storage pool:
– LONG

Allocates storage from the bottom of the storage pool. You should specify LONG when allocating kept storage to be
held across pseudo-converses. LONG is the default.

– SHORT
Allocates storage from the top of the storage pool. You should specify SHORT when allocating small pieces of
storage for a short duration.
An incorrect LONG/SHORT specification will not affect normal program execution; however, it may affect the overall
performance of the DC/UCF system.

• USER/SHARED
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Specifies whether access to the storage area is to be restricted to the issuing task or is to be available to all tasks in
the system:
– USER

Specifies that only the issuing task can access the storage area or, if KEEP is specified, only subsequent tasks
executing on the same terminal. USER is the default.

NOTE
During system execution, a program defined at system generation with the NOPROTECT option can
access any storage area within the system, including an area associated exclusively with another task.
Thus, the USER attribute may not protect the storage area being acquired. However, storage areas can
be protected on a system-wide or program-by-program basis during system generation and by the modes
specified when storage is allocated.

– SHARED
Specifies that any task in the system can access and modify the acquired storage. Each task must establish
addressability to the storage area by explicitly issuing a GET STORAGE request.

• STGID (storage-id)
Specifies the 4-character ID associated with the storage area. The STGID parameter must be specified with GET
STORAGE requests for either previously allocated storage areas or areas to be reallocated. Storage-id is either the
symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the storage ID, or the ID itself enclosed in single quotation marks.
The specified storage ID must be unique; although multiple variable-storage areas (that is, one shared and the others
user) can have the same ID, only one such area can be owned by a given task at a time. To access the IDMS DC
common work area, specify STGID 'CWA'.

NOTE
If the STGID parameter specifies the address of an existing storage area, the USER/SHARED parameter
must specify the same option as that specified in the GET STORAGE statement that originally allocated the
storage area.

• VALUE (initial-value)
Specifies (for new storage only) the value to which the storage area will be initialized before it is returned to the issuing
program. Initial-value specifies either the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the initial value or the
value itself enclosed in single quotation marks. All bytes of the acquired storage area are initialized to the same value.

• LOCATION IS ANY/BELOW
Specifies that storage must be allocated from below the 16-megabyte line (BELOW) or is eligible for allocation above
the 16-megabyte line (ANY). ANY is the default.

Example

The following statement allocates the shared kept storage area, 09PA, and initializes it to all zeros:

GET STORAGE FOR (EMPLMENU_KEPT_STORAGE)

  TO (EMPLMENU_KEPT_STORAGE_END)

  NOWAIT

  KEEP

  SHORT

  SHARED

  STGID ('09PA')

  VALUE (LOW_VALUE);

Status Codes

Upon completion of the GET STORAGE function, the ERROR_STATUS field of the IDMS DC communications block
indicates the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
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The request has been serviced successfully.
• 3201

The requested storage cannot be allocated immediately; to wait would cause a deadlock.
• 3202

The requested storage cannot be allocated because insufficient space exists in the storage pool.
• 3210

The request specified a storage ID that did not previously exist; the required space has been allocated.
• 3231

The request specifies an invalid parameter list.
• 3232

The requested length is zero or negative. The request cannot be serviced because the variable storage The request
cannot be serviced because the specified 01-level

GET TIME (DC/UCF)
The GET TIME statement obtains the time of day and date from the operating system. The system time is returned to the
issuing task in either fixed binary, packed decimal, or edited format. The date is returned to the program in packed decimal
format.

Syntax

 

►►─── GET TIME ─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

                └─┬────────────┬─ INTO (return-time) ─┘

                  ├─ BINARY ◄ ─┤

                  ├─ DECIMAL ──┤

                  └─ EDIT ─────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬─ ; ──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DATE INTO (return-date) ─┘

 

Parameters

• BINARY/DECIMAL/EDIT
Specifies the format in which the time is to be returned to the issuing program. The requested formats can be fixed
binary, decimal, or edited. In all cases, the returned value indicates the time since midnight:
– BINARY

Returns the time in pure (absolute) binary format representing the elapsed time since midnight in ten-thousandths of
a second. If BINARY is specified, the field associated with return-time must be a fixed binary field capable of holding
a number at least as large as the number of ten-thousandths seconds in a day (864,000,000). This option provides
the finest resolution of time available. BINARY is the default.

– DECIMAL
Returns the time in the format ohhmmssttttc (padded zero, hours, minutes, seconds, ten-thousandths of a
second, and sign). If DECIMAL is specified, the field associated with return-time should be declared as FIXED
DECIMAL(11).

– EDIT
Returns the time as an edited character string in the format hh:mm:ss:hh (hours, minutes, seconds, hundredths of a
second). The field size and type associated with return-time should be defined as CHAR(11).

• INTO (return-time)
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Specifies the field to which the system will return the time. Return-time is the symbolic name of a user-defined field to
which the current time will be returned. The required field size and type depend on the requested format, as described
above.

• DATE INTO (return-date)
Specifies the field to which the system will return the date obtained from the operating system. Return-date is the
symbolic name of the user-defined field to which the Julian date is returned. The Julian date is returned in FIXED
DECIMAL(7) format: 0yyydddc (padded zero, current year relative to 1900, date, and sign). For example, 0099365C
would represent December 31, 1999. 0100001C would represent January 1, 2000.

Example

The following statement returns the current time and date to the CURRENT_TIME and CURRENT_DATE fields,
respectively:

GET TIME

  EDIT INTO (CURRENT_TIME)

  DATE INTO (CURRENT_DATE);

Status Codes

Upon completion of the GET TIME function, the only possible value in the ERROR_STATUS field of the IDMS DC
communications block is 0000.

IF (PL/I)
The IF statement allows the program to test for the presence of member record occurrences in a set and to determine the
membership status of a record occurrence in a specified set; once the set has been evaluated, the IF statement specifies
further action based on the outcome of the evaluation. For example, an IF statement might be used to determine whether
a set occurrence is empty and, if it is empty, to erase the owner record.

NOTE

DML IF statements cannot be nested within PL/I IF statements. An alternative approach is to place DML IF
statements within DO...END blocks, or their equivalents.

Native VSAM users: The IF statement is not valid for sets defined with member records that are stored in native VSAM
datasets.

Depending on its format, the IF statement uses set or run-unit currency. The object set occurrence of an IF statement is
determined by the owner of the current record of the named set; the object record occurrence is determined by the current
of run unit.

Each IF statement contains a conditional phrase and an imperative statement. When an IF is issued, the DML precompiler
first generates a call to the DBMS to execute the conditional phrase; the results of the test determine whether or not the
imperative statement is executed.

Syntax

►►── IF ─┬───────┬─ SET (set-name) ─┬─ EMPTY ─┬─ THEN imperative-statement;──►◄

         ├─ NOT ─┤                  └─ MEMBER ─┘

         └─ ¬ ───┘

Parameters

• IF SET (set-name) EMPTY THEN imperative-statement
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Evaluates the current owner occurrence of the named set for the presence of member record occurrences and,
depending on the outcome of the evaluation, executes the imperative statement. Set-name must specify a set included
in the subschema.
If NOT is specified, the imperative statement is executed only if the named set has one or more member records (that
is, ERROR_STATUS is 1601). If NOT is omitted, the imperative statement is executed only if the set is empty (that is,
ERROR_STATUS is 0000)

• IF SET (set-name) MEMBER THEN imperative-statement
Determines whether the current record of run unit participates as a member in any occurrence of the named set and,
depending on the outcome of the evaluation, executes the imperative statement. Set-name must specify a set included
in the subschema.
If NOT is specified, the imperative statement is executed only if the named record is not a member of the named set
(that is, ERROR_STATUS is 1601). If NOT is omitted, the imperative statement is executed only if the record is a
member of the set (that is, ERROR_STATUS is 0000).

Example

The following statement tests the COVERAGE_CLAIMS set for existing CLAIMS members and, if no occurrences of the
CLAIMS record are found (ERROR_STATUS is 0000), moves a message to that effect to the location CLAIMS_WS:

If the current occurrence of the COVERAGE_CLAIMS set contains one or more occurrences of the CLAIMS record
(ERROR_STATUS is 1601), the assignment statement is ignored and the next statement in the program is executed.

IF SET (COVERAGE_CLAIMS) EMPTY

  THEN CLAIMS_WS = 'NONE';

The following statement verifies that the EMPLOYEE record that is current of run unit is not a member of the current
occurrence of the OFFICE_EMPLOYEE set before code is executed to connect the EMPLOYEE record to that set:

If the EMPLOYEE record is not a member of the OFFICE_EMPLOYEE set (ERROR_STATUS is 1601), the program
performs the LINK_SET procedure. If the EMPLOYEE record is already a member of the OFFICE_EMPLOYEE set
(ERROR_STATUS is 0000), the CALL statement is ignored and the next statement in the program is executed.

IF NOT SET (OFFICE_EMPLOYEE) MEMBER

  THEN CALL LINK_SET;

Status Codes

Upon completion of the IF function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DB communications block indicates the
outcome of the operation:

• 0000
Either the set is empty or the record that is current of run unit is a member of the set.

• 1601
Either the set is not empty or the record that is current of run unit is not a member of the set.

• 1606
Currency has not been established for the named set.

• 1608
Either an invalid set name has been specified or the current record of run unit is not a member of the named set.

• 1613
A current record of run unit either has not been established or has been nullified by a preceding ERASE statement.
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INQUIRE MAP (DC/UCF)
Contents

The INQUIRE MAP statement is used after a map input request to accomplish one of the following actions related to the
input operation:

• Move map-related information into variable storage
• Test for conditions relating to global map input operations
• Test specific map fields for the presence of the cursor
• Test for conditions relating to specific map fields

Each of these actions is discussed on the following pages.

The following rules apply to INQUIRE MAP statements:

• If any of the test conditions are requested, INQUIRE MAP must specify a statement that will be executed if the
condition is found to be true.

• An INQUIRE MAP statement can specify only one field-oriented inquiry. This inquiry can be specified alone or in
combination with a map-specific inquiry.

Moving Map-Related Data

This version of the INQUIRE MAP statement moves one of the following map-related data items into variable storage:

• The attention ID (AID) key used
• The current cursor position (row and column)
• The entered length of a specific map input field

Syntax

►►─── INQUIRE MAP (map-name) ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── MOVE ─┬─ AID TO (aid-indicator) ───────────────────────┬─ ; ────────────►◄

            ├─ CURSOR TO (cursor-row)  (cursor-column) ──────┤

            └─ IN LENGTH FOR (field-name) TO (field-length) ─┘

Parameters

• INQUIRE MAP (map-name)
Specifies the map for which the inquiry is being made. Map-name is the 1- to 8-character name of a map that must
correspond to a map name specified in the DECLARE MAP statement, as described in DML Precompiler-Directive
Statements.

• MOVE
Moves screen-related information to program variable storage:
– AID TO (aid-indicator)
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Returns the attention ID to the specified location in variable storage. Aid-indicator is the symbolic name of a 1-byte
user-defined field that will be set to the 3270 AID character received in the last map input request. The following
table lists the AID characters associated with each 3270-type control key.

Key AID character

ENTER
CLEAR
PF1
PF2
PF3
PF4
PF5
PF6
PF7
PF8
PF9
PF10
PF11
PF12
PF13
PF14
PF15
PF16
PF17
PF18
PF19
PF20
PF21
PF22
PF23
PF24
PA01
PA02
PA03

"'" (single quote)
'_' (underscore)
'1'
'2'
'3'
'4'
'5'
'6'
'7'
'8'
'9'
':'
'#'
'@'
'A'
'B'
'C'
'D'
'E'
'F'
'G'
'H'
'I'
'¢'
'.'
'<'
'%'
'>'
','

CURSOR TO (cursor-row) (cursor-column)

Returns the cursor address from the last map input function to the specified location in program variable storage. Cursor-
row and cursor-column are the symbolic names of user-defined FIXED BINARY(15) fields to which the row and column
cursor address will be returned.

• IN LENGTH FOR (field-name) TO (field-length)
Returns the length, in bytes, of the data in the named map field to the specified location in program variable storage.
Field-name is the name of the map field for which the length is being requested; field-length is the symbolic name of a
user-defined fixed binary field.

Example

The following example illustrates the use of an INQUIRE MAP statement to move the 3270 AID character received in the
last map input request to DC_AID_IND_V:

INQUIRE MAP (EMPMAPLR)
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  MOVE AID TO (DC_AID_IND_V);

Testing for Global Map Input Conditions

This version of the INQUIRE MAP statement tests for one of the following global map input conditions:

• If the screen was not formatted before the input operation was performed
• If one or more input fields were truncated when transferred to variable-storage data fields
• If one or more input fields were modified on the screen before being transferred
• If one or more fields that were modified on the screen are undefined in the map being used

Syntax

►►─── INQUIRE MAP (map-name) ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── IF INPUT ─┬─ UNFORMATTED ─┬─ THEN imperative-statement; ────────────────►◄

                ├─ TRUNCATED ───┤

                ├─ CHANGED ─────┤

                └─ EXTRANEOUS ──┘

Parameters

• MAP (map-name)
Specifies the map for which the inquiry is being made. Map-name is the 1- to 8-character name of a map that must
correspond to a map name specified in the DECLARE MAP statement, as described in DML Precompiler-Directive
Statements.

• IF INPUT UNFORMATTED/TRUNCATED/CHANGED/EXTRANEOUS
Tests the outcome of the last map input request for conditions relating to the data input to the program:
– UNFORMATTED

Tests whether the screen had been formatted before the input operation was performed.
– TRUNCATED

Tests whether any of the map fields were truncated when transferred to variable-storage data fields.
– CHANGED

Tests whether any of the map fields actually had been mapped to variable-storage data fields when the map input
operation was performed.

– EXTRANEOUS
Tests whether the input data stream contained any data from a field not defined to the map. If this condition is true,
the undefined data field is ignored by the system.

• THEN imperative-statement
Specifies the action to be taken when the test condition is true. Imperative-statement can be a single PL/I statement, a
DML statement, or a nested block of PL/I and DML statements.

Example

The following example illustrates an INQUIRE MAP statement that tests to determine if any fields in the EMPMAPLR map
have been truncated and, if so, requests that the system perform the DATA_TRUNC routine:

INQUIRE MAP (EMPMAPLR)

  IF INPUT TRUNCATED

   THEN CALL DATA_TRUNC;

Testing for Cursor Position

This version of the INQUIRE MAP statement tests a specified map field for the presence of the cursor.
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Syntax

►►─── INQUIRE MAP (map-name) ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── IF CURSOR AT DFLD (field-name) THEN imperative-statement;───────────────►◄

Parameters

• MAP (map-name)
Specifies the map for which the inquiry is being made. Map-name is the 1- to 8-character name of a map that must
correspond to a map name specified in the DECLARE MAP statement, as described in DML Precompiler-Directive
Statements.

• IF CURSOR AT DFLD (field-name)
Determines whether the cursor was in the named map field during the last map input operation. Field-name identifies
the field within the named map to be tested.

• THEN imperative-statement
Specifies the action to be taken when the test condition is true. Imperative-statement can be a single PL/I statement, a
DML statement, or a nested block of PL/I and DML statements.

Example

The following example illustrates an INQUIRE MAP statement that tests for the presence of the cursor in the
PASSED_DATA_01 data field; if the cursor is present in this field, the CHECK_2 routine is performed:

INQUIRE MAP (EMPMAPLR)

   IF CURSOR AT DFLD (EMP_LAST_NAME_0415)

     THEN CALL CHECK_2;

Testing for Input Error Conditions

This version of the INQUIRE MAP statement tests:

• Whether map fields have been modified.
• Whether map fields have been erased by operator action.
• Whether map fields have been truncated.
• Whether the specified map fields are either in error (the error flag has been set on for those fields) or are correct

(the error flag has been set off); this option applies only to those maps and map fields for which automatic editing is
enabled.

Syntax

 

►►─── INQUIRE MAP (map-name) ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─ IF ┬─ CURRENT ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬►─

       ├─ ALL ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

       ├─ NONE ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

       ├─ ANY ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

       ├─ SOME ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

       ├─ ALL ─┬─ BUT ────┬─ CURRENT ───────────────────────────────────────┤

       │       └─ EXCEPT ─┘                                                 │

       │                       ┌─────────────────────┐                      │

       ├┬─ ALL ──────────────┬─▼─ DFLD (field-name) ─┴──────────────────────┤
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       │├─ NONE ─────────────┤                                              │

       │├─ ANY ──────────────┤                                              │

       │├─ SOME ─────────────┤                                              │

       │└─ ALL ─┬─ BUT ────┬─┘                                              │

       │        └─ EXCEPT ─┘                                                │

       │ ┌─────────────────────┐                                            │

       └─▼─ DFLD (field-name) ─┴────────────────────────────────────────────┘

─►──┬─ DATA ─┬─ YES ───────┬─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

    │        ├─ NO ────────┤ │

    │        ├─ ERASE ─────┤ │

    │        ├─ TRUNCATED ─┤ │

    │        ├─ IDENTICAL ─┤ │

    │        └─ DIFFERENT ─┘ │

    └─ EDIT ─┬─ ERROR ───┬───┘

             └─ CORRECT ─┘

 ►── THEN imperative-statement; ──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

• MAP (map-name)
Specifies the map for which the inquiry is being made. Map-name is the 1- to 8-character name of a map that must
correspond to a map name specified in the DECLARE MAP statement, as described in DML Precompiler-Directive
Statements.

• IF CURRENT/ALL/NONE/ANY/SOME/ALL BUT (EXCEPT) CURRENT
Specifies the map fields to which the test applies:
– CURRENT

Applies the test only to the current field; that is, the map field that was referenced in the last MODIFY MAP or
INQUIRE MAP statement issued by the program. If the last MODIFY MAP or INQUIRE MAP statement specified a
field list, no currency exists.

– ALL
Specifies that the test is true if all map fields meet the specified condition.

– NONE
Specifies that the test is true if none of the map fields meet the specified condition.

– ANY
Specifies that the test is true if one or more of the map fields meet the specified condition.

– SOME
Specifies that the test is true if one or more but not all of the map fields meet the specified condition.

– ALL BUT CURRENT
Specifies that the test is true if all of the map fields except for the current field meet the specified condition. The
keywords BUT and EXCEPT are synonymous.

• IF ALL/NONE/ANY/SOME/ALL BUT DFLD (field-name)
Specifies the extent to which the condition applies to the map fields.
– ALL

Specifies that the test is true if all of the named map fields meet the specified condition. ALL is the default.
– NONE

Specifies that the test is true if none of the named map fields meet the specified condition.
– ANY

Specifies that the test is true if one or more of the named map fields meet the specified condition.
– SOME
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Specifies that the test is true if one or more but not all of the named map fields meet the specified condition.
– ALL BUT

(Release 10.2 only) specifies that the test is true if all of the data fields except the named map fields meet the
specified condition. The keywords BUT and EXCEPT are synonymous.

• IF DFLD (field-name)
Specifies the individual map fields to which the test conditions apply. Field-name must be the name of a field within the
named map. Multiple DFLD specifications must be separated by at least one blank.

• DATA IS
Specifies the input test condition.
– YES

Determines if the terminal operator entered data in the named map fields.
– NO

Determines if the terminal operator did not enter data in the named map fields.
– ERASE

Determines if data has been erased from the named map fields.
– TRUNCATED

Determines if data has been truncated in the named map fields.
– IDENTICAL

Determines whether input data is identical to the map data currently in the program's variable storage. IDENTICAL
is true in either of the following cases:
• The field's modified data tag (MDT) is off. On mapin, the MDT typically is off if the user did not type any

characters in the field.
• The MDT is on, but each character in the input data is exactly the same as data in variable storage, including

capitalization.
– DIFFERENT

Determines whether input data is different from the map data currently in the program's variable storage.
DIFFERENT is true if the field's MDT is on and at least one input character differs from the data in variable storage.

• EDIT
Automatic editing/error handling tests for errors in the named map fields.

NOTE
If the EDIT parameter is specified, automatic editing must be enabled for the map and for each of the named
map fields.

• THEN imperative-statement
Specifies the action to be taken when the test condition is true. Imperative-statement can be a single PL/I statement, a
DML statement, or a nested block of PL/I and DML statements.

Example

The following example determines if automatic editing has detected erroneous data in any field in the EMPMAPLR map; if
so, the program modifies the map temporarily to display the erroneous fields with the bright and blinking attributes:

INQUIRE MAP (EMPMAPLR)

  IF ANY EDIT ERROR

   THEN MODIFY MAP (EMPMAPLR) TEMPORARY

      FOR ALL ERROR FIELDS

      ATTRIBUTES BRIGHT BLINK;

Status Codes

Upon completion of the INQUIRE MAP function, the ERROR_STATUS field of the IDMS DC communications block
indicates the outcome of the operation:
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• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 4629
An invalid parameter has been passed from the program.

• 4641
The test condition has been found to be true. (This condition is tested for automatically by PL/I DML expansion
statements.)

• 4644
The referenced map field is not in the specified map; a possible cause is a reference to an invalid map field subscript.

• 4656
The referenced map contains no data fields.

KEEP CURRENT
The KEEP CURRENT statement places an explicit shared or exclusive lock on a record that is current of run unit, record,
set, or area. Locks placed on records through the KEEP CURRENT function are maintained for the duration of the
database transaction or until explicitly released by means of the COMMIT or FINISH statements.

Syntax

 

►►─── KEEP ─┬─────────────┬─ CURRENT ─┬────────────────────────┬─ ; ──────────►◄

            └─ EXCLUSIVE ─┘           ├─ RECORD (record-name) ─┤

                                      ├─ SET (set-name) ───────┤

                                      └─ AREA (area-name) ─────┘

 

Parameters

• EXCLUSIVE
Specifies to place an exclusive lock on the current record of run unit, record, set, or area. If you do not specify
EXCLUSIVE, the record receives a shared lock by default.

• RECORD (record-name)/SET (set-name)/AREA (area-name)
Specifies to place the lock on the current record of the named record type, set, or area.

Example

The following example places an exclusive lock on the current EMPLOYEE record occurrence:

KEEP EXCLUSIVE CURRENT RECORD (EMPLOYEE);

Status Codes

Upon completion of the KEEP function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DB communications block indicates the
outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 0606
Currency has not been established for the named record, set, or area.

• 0608
Either the named record or set is not in the subschema or the current record of run unit is not a member of the named
set.

• 0610
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The program's subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits execution of the KEEP function.
• 0623

The named area is not in the subschema.
• 0626

The record to be kept has been erased.
• 0629

Deadlock occurred during locking of target record.

KEEP LONGTERM (DC/UCF)
The KEEP LONGTERM statement establishes longterm record locks and/or monitors access to records between tasks.
Longterm database locks are used in pseudo-conversational transactions and can be shared or exclusive:

• Longterm shared locks allow other run units to access the locked record but prevent run units from updating the
record as long as the lock is maintained.

• Longterm exclusive locks prevent other run units from accessing the locked record. However, run units executing
on the logical terminal associated with the issuing task are not restricted from accessing the locked record. Therefore,
subsequent tasks in a transaction can access the locked record and complete the database processing required by the
transaction.

If a record has been locked with a KEEP LONGTERM or KEEP request, restrictions exist on the type of lock that can be
placed on that record by other run units. These restrictions are based on existing locks and whether the requesting run
unit is executing on the same logical terminal as the run unit that originally placed the lock on the record. The following
table illustrates these restrictions.

Locks in effect Locks allowed for other run units Locks disallowed for other run units
Shared Shared and longterm shared Exclusive and longterm exclusive
Exclusive None Shared, exclusive, longterm shared, and

longterm exclusive
Longterm shared For all run units: shared and longterm

shared
For run units on the same terminal:
exclusive and longterm exclusive

For run units on other terminals: exclusive
and longterm exclusive

Longterm exclusive For run units on the same terminal: shared,
exclusive, longterm shared, and longterm
exclusive

For run units on other terminals: shared,
exclusive, longterm shared, longterm
exclusive

Tasks can monitor database activity associated with a specified record during a pseudo-converse and, if desired, can
place a longterm lock on the record being monitored. A subsequent task can then make inquiries about that database
activity for the record and take the appropriate action.

The DC/UCF system maintains information on database activity by using five bit flags, each of which is either turned on
(binary 1) or turned off (binary 0). This information is returned to the program as a numeric value. The bit assignments, the
corresponding numeric value returned to the program, and a description of the associated database activity follow:

Numeric value Bit assignment Description
16 X'00000010' The record was physically deleted.
8 X'00000008' The record was logically deleted.
4 X'00000004' The record's prefix was modified; that is,

a set operation (for Example, CONNECT
or DISCONNECT) occurred involving the
record.
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2 X'00000002' The record's data was modified.
1 X'00000001' The record was obtained.

To determine the action or combination of actions that has occurred, you can compare the numeric value returned to the
program with an appropriate constant. For example:

• If the returned value is 0, no database activity occurred for the specified record.
• If the returned value is 2, the record's data was modified.
• If the returned value is 2 or greater, the record was altered in some way.
• If the returned value is 8 or greater, the record was deleted.

The maximum possible value is 31, indicating that all the above actions occurred for the specified record.

You may prefer to monitor database activity across a pseudo-converse rather than to set longterm locks. Monitoring does
not restrict access to database records, sets, or areas by other run units; however, it does enable a program to test a
record for alterations made by other run units. The presence of longterm locks can prevent other run units from accessing
locked records for an undesirable amount of time if, during a pseudo-converse, the terminal operator fails to enter a
response. If longterm locks are used, you may want to release them at specified intervals.

NOTE
For more information about the use of timeout intervals, see the IDMS Administrating section.

Syntax

 

►►─── KEEP LONGTERM ( ─┬─ ALL ─────────┬─ ) ──────────────────────────────────►

                       └─ longterm-id ─┘

 ►─┬─ NOTIFY CURRENT ─┬─ RECORD (record-name) ─┬───────────────────────────┬;─►◄

   │                  ├─ SET (set-name) ───────┤                           │

   │                  └─ AREA (area-name) ─────┘                           │

   ├┬─ SHARE ─────┬─ CURRENT ─┬─ RECORD (record-name) ─┬─┬──────────────┬──┤

   │└─ EXCLUSIVE ─┘           ├─ SET (set-name) ───────┤ ├─ WAIT ◄ ─────┤  │

   │                          └─ AREA (area-name) ─────┘ ├─ NOWAIT ─────┤  │

   │                                                     └─ NODEADLOCK ─┘  │

   ├─ upgrade-specification ───────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ TEST ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────┤

   │        └─ RETURN NOTIFICATION INTO (return-location) ─┘               │

   └─ RELEASE ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

 

Expansion of upgrade-specification

►►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └ UPGRADE ─┬  SHARE ─────┬┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬──

              └  EXCLUSIVE ─┘└ RETURN NOTIFICATION INTO (return-location) ┘

─►──────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

  ─┬──────────────┬─┘

   ├─ WAIT ◄ ─────┤

   ├─ NOWAIT ─────┤

   └─ NODEADLOCK ─┘
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Parameters

• LONGTERM (ALL)/ (longterm-id)
Specifies the 1- to 16-character identifier that will be used in subsequent KEEP LONGTERM requests to upgrade or
release a longterm lock or to make inquiries about database activity associated with the specified record. Longterm-
id is either the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the longterm ID, or the ID itself enclosed in single
quotation marks.
ALL is used only with the RELEASE parameter (described below) to request that the system release all longterm locks
kept for the logical terminal associated with the current task.

• NOTIFY CURRENT RECORD (record-name)/SET (set-name) /AREA (area-name)
Monitors database activity associated with the current occurrence of the named record type or the current record of the
named set or area. When NOTIFY CURRENT is specified, the system initializes a preallocated location in the program
to contain information on database activity for the specified record.

• SHARE/EXCLUSIVE CURRENT RECORD (record-name)/SET (set-name)/AREA (area-name)
Specifies that the current occurrence of the named record type or the current record of the named set or area will
receive a longterm shared (SHARE) or longterm exclusive (EXCLUSIVE) lock.

• upgrade-specification
Upgrades a previous KEEP LONGTERM NOTIFY CURRENT request by placing a shared (SHARE) or exclusive
(EXCLUSIVE) longterm lock on the record identified by longterm-id.

• WAIT
Requests the issuing task to wait for the existing lock to be released. If the wait would cause a deadlock, the system
terminates the task abnormally. WAIT is the default.

• NOWAIT
Requests the issuing task not to wait for the existing lock to be released.

• NODEADLOCK
Requests the issuing task to wait for the existing lock to be released, unless to do so would cause a deadlock. If the
wait would cause a deadlock, the system returns control to the task.

• RETURN NOTIFICATION INTO (return-location)
Returns information on database activity for that record. Return-location is the symbolic name of a user-defined FIXED
BINARY(31) field that contains the program variable-storage entry of the data area to which the system will return the
information.

• TEST RETURN NOTIFICATION INTO (return-location)
Requests that the system return information on database activity associated with the record identified by longterm-id to
a previously allocated location in the program's storage. Return-location is the symbolic name of a user-defined FIXED
BINARY(31) field that contains the program variable-storage entry of the data area to which the system will return the
information.
TEST must specify a longterm lock ID that matches the longterm lock ID specified in a previous KEEP LONGTERM
NOTIFY CURRENT request.

• RELEASE
Releases the longterm lock for the record identified by longterm-id or all record locks (ALL) owned by the logical
terminal associated with the current task. RELEASE also releases the information associated with a previous KEEP
LONGTERM NOTIFY request.

Example

The steps below illustrate the use of the KEEP LONGTERM statement:

1. Begin monitoring database activities for the current occurrence of the EMPLOYEE record by coding:

KEEP LONGTERM (KEEP_ID)

  NOTIFY CURRENT RECORD (EMPLOYEE);

2. Return statistics of database activities for the record identified by KEEP_ID into STAT_VALUE by coding:
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KEEP LONGTERM (KEEP_ID) TEST RETURN NOTIFICATION

       INTO (STAT_VALUE);

3. Depending on the value returned to STAT_VALUE, you may want to put a longterm shared lock on the EMPLOYEE
record identified by KEEP_ID by coding:

KEEP LONGTERM (KEEP_ID) UPGRADE SHARE;

4. Upon processing, release all longterm locks by coding:

KEEP LONGTERM (ALL) RELEASE;

Status Codes

Upon completion of the KEEP LONGTERM function, the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS DC communications block
indicates the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 5101
The NODEADLOCK option has been specified; however, to wait would cause a deadlock. Control has returned to the
issuing task.

• 5102
Unable to obtain storage for the required KEEP LONGTERM control blocks.

• 5105
Either the requested record type cannot be found or currency has not been established.

• 5113
The required area control block was not found in the DMCL.

• 5121
Either the requested longterm ID cannot be found or the KEEP LONGTERM request was issued by a nonterminal task.

• 5123
The specified area cannot be found.

• 5131
The parameter list is invalid.

• 5147
The KEEP LONGTERM area has not been readied.

• 5148
The run unit associated with the KEEP LONGTERM request has not been bound.

• 5149
The NOWAIT option has been specified; however, a wait is required.

• 5151
A lock manager error occurred during the processing of the KEEP LONGTERM request.

• 5159
An error occurred in transferring the KEEP LONGTERM request to IDMSKEEP.

• 5160
The requested KEEP LONGTERM lock ID was already in use with a different page group.

• 5161
The requested KEEP LONGTERM lock ID was already in use with a different BDKey format.

LOAD TABLE (DC/UCF)
The LOAD TABLE statement instructs the system to load a table (module or program) into the program pool.
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Syntax

 

►►── LOAD TABLE (table-name) POINTER (table-location-pointer)  ─┬──────────┬;─►◄

                                                                ├─ WAIT ◄ ─┤

                                                                └─ NOWAIT ─┘

 

Parameters

• table-name
Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of the table to be loaded. Table is either the symbolic name of a user-defined field
that contains the table, or the name itself enclosed in single quotation marks.

• POINTER (table-location-pointer)
Specifies the pointer variable for referencing the loaded table. After the table has been loaded, the pointer contains the
address of the beginning of the table.

• WAIT
Requests the issuing task to wait until sufficient storage becomes available. If WAIT is specified and the system
encounters an insufficient storage condition, the issuing task is placed in an inactive state; when the LOAD TABLE
function is completed, control returns to the issuing task according to its previously established dispatching priority.
WAIT is the default.

• NOWAIT
Requests the issuing task not to wait for storage to become available. If NOWAIT is specified, the system returns a
value of 3402 to the ERROR_STATUS field when an insufficient storage condition exists.

Example

The following source code defines the data required for use with the LOAD TABLE request:

DCL STATECON_POINTER POINTER;

   DCL 1 STATECON(50) BASED (STATECON_POINTER),

      3 STATE_ABB CHAR(2),

      3 STATE_FULL CHAR(15);

The following statement loads the STATECON table into the program variable-storage area identified by the pointer
STATECON_POINTER:

LOAD TABLE (STATECON)

   POINTER (STATECON_POINTER);

Status Codes

Upon completion of the LOAD TABLE function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DC communications block
indicates the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 3401
The requested module cannot be loaded immediately due to insufficient storage; to wait would cause a deadlock.

• 3402
The requested module cannot be loaded because insufficient storage exists in the program pool.

• 3407
The requested module cannot be loaded because an I/O error has occurred during processing.

• 3414
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The requested module cannot be loaded because it has been defined as noncurrent and is currently in use.
• 3415

The requested module has been overlaid temporarily in the program pool and cannot be reloaded immediately.
• 3436

Either the requested program is not defined in the program definition table (PDT) and is marked out of service, or null
PDEs are not specified or valid in this system.

MAP IN (DC/UCF)
The MAP IN statement requests a synchronous transfer of data from map fields on the screen to the corresponding
variable-storage data fields. The MAP IN statement can also be used to transfer data from an area in variable storage
that contains a 3270-like data stream to map-related variable-storage data fields; this is referred to as a native-mode data
transfer.

Syntax

 

►►─── MAP IN (map-name) ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─┬─ IO ─┬────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────

     │      └─ INPUT DATA ─┬─ YES ─┬─┘

     │                     └─ NO ──┘

     └─ NOIO DATASTREAM FROM (mapped-data-location) ──────────────────────────

─►───────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

  ─────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

  ─┬─ TO (end-mapped-data-location) ─┬─┘

   └─ MAX LENGTH (data-length) ──────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ detail-specification ─────────────┤

   └─ HEADER ─┬──────────────────────┬──┘

              ├─ PAGE (page-number) ─┤

              └─ MODIFIED ───────────┘

 

Expansion of detail-specification

►►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ DETAIL ┬  NEXT ◄ ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─

             ├─ FIRST ─┬──────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────┤

             │         └─ RETURNKEY (data-field) ─┘                         │

             ├─ KEY (key-name) ─────────────────────────────────────────────┤

             ├─ SEQUENCE_NUMBER (sequence-field) ─┬────────────────────────┬┤

             │                                    └ RETURNKEY (data-field)─┘│

             └─ RETURNKEY (data-field) ─────────────────────────────────────┘

─►─────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

  ─┬──────────────────────┬─┬────────────┬─┘
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   └─ PAGE (page-number) ─┘ └─ MODIFIED ─┘

 

Parameters

• map-name
Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of a map specified by the DECLARE MAP statement, as described in DML
Precompiler-Directive Statements.

• IO/NOIO
Specifies the type of data transfer associated with the MAP IN request:
– IO INPUT DATA YES/NO

Transfers data from map fields to variable-storage data fields that are associated with the specified map.
– INPUT DATA YES/NO

Specifies whether the contents of map fields will be moved to variable-storage data fields (YES) or left unchanged
(NO). This specification applies to all variable-storage data fields unless overridden by an INPUT DATA IS YES/NO
clause in a previously issued MODIFY MAP request.

– NOIO DATASTREAM FROM (mapped-data-location)
Transfers data from an area in program variable storage to the variable-storage data fields that correspond to the
specified map. No terminal I/O is associated with the request.
Mapped-data-location is the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the program variable-storage
entry of the data stream to be read by the system. The length of the data stream is determined through one of the
following specifications:

– TO (end-mapped-data-location)
Indicates the end of the program variable-storage entry that contains the data stream and is specified following
the last data-item entry in mapped-data-location. End-mapped-data-location is the symbolic name of either a user-
defined dummy byte field or a field that contains a data item not associated with the input data stream.

– MAX LENGTH (data-length)
Explicitly defines the length, in bytes, of the input data stream. Data-length is either the symbolic name of a user-
defined field that contains the length of the data stream, or the length itself expressed as a numeric constant.

• detail-specification
Specifies (for pageable maps only) that the MAP IN operation is to retrieve data from a modified detail occurrence
(MDT set on). The contents of all map fields in the detail occurrence are retrieved unless MODIFIED is specified for the
MAP IN DETAIL statement; MODIFIED causes only modified fields to be retrieved.

NOTE
For more information about pageable maps, see the IDMS Reference section.

• HEADER
Specifies (for pageable maps only) that the MAP IN operation is to retrieve the contents of data fields in the header
and footer areas. The contents of all data fields in the header and footer areas are retrieved unless MODIFIED is
specified for the MAP IN HEADER statement; MODIFIED causes only modified fields to be retrieved.
– PAGE (page-number)

Specifies (for pageable maps only) the name of a variable field in which to store the current value of the $PAGE
field on mapin. Page-number is defined as a FIXED BINARY(31) field.

– MODIFIED
Specifies (for pageable maps only) that, within a modified detail occurrence, only modified header fields (MDT set
on) are to be retrieved in the MAP IN operation.

Example

The following statement reads the EMPMAPLR map. Data values are transferred from map fields on the EMPMAPLR
map to the corresponding variable-storage data fields. Subsequent commands can evaluate the input values and perform
appropriate processing.
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MAP IN (EMPMAPLR)

  INPUT DATA YES;

The following statement maps in the next modified detail occurrence of the EMPMAPPG map:

MAP IN (EMPMAPPG)

  DETAIL

  NEXT;

Status Codes

Upon completion of the MAP IN function, the ERROR_STATUS field of the IDMS DC communications block indicates the
outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 4627
A permanent I/O error has occurred during processing.

• 4628
The dial-up line for the terminal has been disconnected.

• 4631
The map request block (MRB) contains an invalid field, indicating a possible error in the program's parameters.

• 4632
The derived length of the specified map input data area is zero or negative.

• 4633
The map load module named in the MRB cannot be found.

• 4638
The specified program variable storage entry has not been allocated.

• 4639
The terminal being used is out of service.

• 4640
The NOIO option has been specified but the requested data stream cannot be found.

• 4642
The requested map does not support the terminal device being used.

• 4652
The specified edit or code table either cannot be found or is invalid for use with the named map.

• 4654
A data conversion error has occurred; internal map data does not match the map's data description.

• 4655
The user-written edit routine specified for the named map cannot be found.

• 4664
The requested node for a header or detail was either not present or not updated.

• 4668
No more modified detail occurrences require mapin.

• 4672
The scratch record that contains the requested detail could not be accessed (internal error).

MAP OUT (DC/UCF)
The MAP OUT statement creates or modifies detail occurrences for a pageable map or requests a transfer of data from
variable-storage data fields to map fields on the terminal screen. MAP OUT can also be used to transfer data to another
area in program variable storage; this is referred to as a native mode data transfer.
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Syntax

 

►►─── MAP OUT (map-name) ─┬──────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

                          ├─ WAIT ◄ ─┤

                          └─ NOWAIT ─┘

 ►──┬───────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

    ├─ io-specification ────┤

    └─ no-io-specification ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ ; ───────────────────────►◄

   └─┬─ DETAIL ──┬───────────┬─┬──────────────┬─┬─┘

     │           ├─ NEW ◄ ───┤ └─ KEY (key) ──┘ │

     │           └─ CURRENT ─┘                  │

     └─ RESUME ─┬────────────────────────────┬──┘

                └─ PAGE ─┬─ CURRENT ◄ ─────┬─┘

                         ├─ NEXT ──────────┤

                         ├─ PRIOR ─────────┤

                         ├─ LAST ──────────┤

                         ├─ FIRST ─────────┤

                         └─ (page-number) ─┘

 

Expansion of io-specification

►►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └ IO ◄ ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────

           └ OUTPUT ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                     └ DATA ─┬─ YES ───────┬─┬─────────┬─┬──────────┬─┘

                             ├─ NO ────────┤ └ NEWPAGE ┘ └ LITERALS ┘

                             ├─ ERASE ─────┤

                             └─ ATTRibute ─┘

─►───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────►◄

  ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ MESSAGE (message-text) ─┬─ TO (end-message-data-location) ─┬─┘

                              └─ LENGTH (message-data-length) ───┘

 

Expansion of no-io-specification

►►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ NOIO DATASTREAM INTO (mapped-data-location) ────────────────────────────

─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

  ─┬─ TO (end-mapped-data-location) ─┬────────────────────────────────────────

   └─ MAX LENGTH (max-data-length) ──┘
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─►───────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►◄

  ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ RETURN LENGTH INTO (data-actual-length) ─┘

 

Parameters

• map-name
Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of a map specified by the DECLARE MAP statement, as described in DML
Precompiler-Directive Statements.

• WAIT
Specifies that the data transfer will be synchronous. The system places the issuing task in an inactive state. When the
MAP OUT operation is complete, the task resumes processing according to its established dispatching priority. WAIT is
the default.

• NOWAIT
Specifies that the data transfer will be asynchronous; the task will continue executing. If NOWAIT is specified, the
program must issue a CHECK TERMINAL before performing any other I/O operation.

• io-specification
Specifies the type of data transfer associated with the MAP OUT request. IO (the default) specifies that the data
transfer is to a terminal device.

• OUTPUT
Specifies (for I/O requests only) screen-display options for the data being output:
– DATA

Specifies whether the variable-storage data fields are to be transmitted to the terminal. This specification applies to
all variable-storage data fields unless overridden by an OUTPUT DATA clause in a previously issued MODIFY MAP
request. The following options apply:
YES Transmits the contents of variable-storage data fields to the corresponding map fields.
NO Does not transmit the contents of variable-storage data fields to the corresponding map fields. However, if the
automatic error-handling facility detects an error in any field, the system will transmit the applicable attribute bytes.
ERASE Does not transmit the contents of variable-storage data fields and fills the corresponding map fields with
null values.
ATTRIBUTE Transmits only the attribute bytes for variable-storage data fields. Data in the record buffer is not sent
to the terminal.

– NEWPAGE
Activates the erase-write function; the system clears the screen and transmits both literal and variable fields to the
map. If NEWPAGE is not specified, the system will write over any existing screen display without first erasing it. The
keywords NEWPAGE and ERASE are synonymous.
To erase individual map fields, use the OUTPUT DATA ERASE option of the MODIFY MAP statement (described
later in this section). To request the system to erase all screen fields and to activate the erase-write function, the
MAP OUT statement must specify OUTPUT DATA ERASE NEWPAGE.

– LITERALS
Transmits literal fields as well as variable-storage data fields to the terminal. If LITERALS is not specified, the
system will write literal fields to the map only when a MAP OUT request specifies the NEWPAGE option.

– MESSAGE (message-text)
Specifies (for IO requests only) the message to be displayed in the map's message area. Message-text is the
symbolic name of a program variable-storage entry that contains the message text.

NOTE
The MESSAGE parameter can only be used with MAP OUT DETAIL if the $MESSAGE field is associated
with the detail occurrence at map generation. To reference a message stored in the data dictionary, use
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the ACCEPT TEXT INTO parameter of the WRITE LOG statement (explained later in this section) to copy
the message into message-text.

• no-io-specification
Transfers data from variable-storage data fields associated with the named map to another area of program variable
storage; no terminal I/O is associated with the request. Mapped-data-location is the symbolic name of a user-defined
field that contains the program variable-storage entry to which the data will be transferred.
– TO (end-mapped-data-location)

Indicates the end of the program variable-storage entry for the output data stream and is specified following the last
data-item entry in mapped-data-location. End-mapped-data-location is the symbolic name of either a user-defined
dummy byte field or a field that contains a data item not associated with the output data stream.

– MAX LENGTH (data-length)
Defines the maximum length of the output data stream. Data-length is either the symbolic name of the user-defined
fixed binary field that contains the length of the data stream or the length itself expressed as a numeric constant.
The optional RETURN LENGTH INTO (data-actual-length) clause specifies the program variable-storage entry to
which the system will return the length, in bytes, of the output data stream. If the data stream has been truncated,
data-actual-length contains the length before truncation.

• DETAIL
Specifies (for pageable maps only) that the MAP OUT command is to create or modify a detail occurrence, and
optionally associates a numeric key value with the occurrence.

NOTE
For more information about pageable maps, see the IDMS Reference section.

• KEY (key)
Optionally specifies a value to be associated with the created or modified detail occurrence. The 4-byte numeric value
is not displayed on the terminal screen. Key is the name of a FIXED BINARY(31) field that contains the db-key of the
database record associated with the detail occurrence.
When the KEY parameter is used with the MAP OUT DETAIL CURRENT command, the specified value replaces the
value (if any) previously associated with the detail occurrence.

• RESUME PAGE
Specifies (for pageable maps only) the page of detail occurrences to be mapped out to the terminal:
– CURRENT

Specifies that the current page is to be redisplayed. If no page has been displayed, the first page of the pageable
map is displayed. CURRENT is the default.

– NEXT
Specifies that the page that follows the current page is to be displayed. If no page follows the current page, the
current page is redisplayed.

– PRIOR
Specifies that the page that precedes the current page is to be displayed. If no page precedes the current page, the
current page is redisplayed.

– FIRST
Specifies that the first available page of detail occurrences is to be displayed.

– LAST
Specifies that the page of detail occurrences with the highest available page number is to be displayed.

– page-number
Specifies a variable field that contains the number of the page to be displayed. Page-number is defined as a FIXED
BINARY(31) field. A page number is stored in the variable field by a preceding MAP IN PAGE (page-number)
statement that names the same numeric variable field.

Example

The following statement writes all literal and data fields associated with the EMPMAPLR map to the terminal:
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MAP OUT (EMPMAPLR)

  OUTPUT DATA YES

  NEWPAGE

  MESSAGE (INITIAL_MESSAGE) LENGTH (80);

The following statement maps out the current detail; no terminal I/O is associated with this request if the first page of the
pageable map is not yet filled:

MAP OUT (EMPMAPPG)

  DETAIL

  KEY (DBKEY);

Status Codes

Upon completion of the MAP OUT function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DC communications block indicates
the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 4625
The output operation has been interrupted; the operator has pressed ATTENTION or BREAK.

• 4626
A logical error (for Example, an invalid control character) has been encountered in the output data stream.

• 4627
A permanent I/O error has occurred during processing.

• 4628
The dial-up line for the terminal has been disconnected.

• 4631
The map request block (MRB) contains an invalid field, indicating a possible error in the program's parameters.

• 4632
The derived length of the specified map output data area is zero or negative.

• 4633
The map load module named in the MRB cannot be found.

• 4638
The program variable-storage entry specified for return of the output data stream has not been allocated.

• 4639
The terminal being used is out of service.

• 4640
The NOIO option has been specified but the requested data stream cannot be found.

• 4642
The requested map does not support the terminal device being used.

• 4652
The specified edit or code table either cannot be found or is invalid for use with the named map.

• 4653
An error has occurred in a user-written edit routine.

• 4654
A data conversion error has occurred; internal map data does not match the map's data description.

• 4655
The user-written edit routine specified for the named map cannot be found.

• 4664
There is no current detail occurrence to be updated (MAP OUT DETAIL CURRENT only). No action is taken.

• 4668
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The amount of storage defined for pageable maps at system generation time is insufficient. No action is taken. This
and subsequent MAP OUT DETAIL statements are ignored.

• 4672
No detail occurrence, footer, or header fields exist to be mapped out by a MAPOUT RESUME command.

• 4676
The first screen page has been transmitted to the terminal.

• 4680
The last detail for a screen was written; a map page is complete and ready to be transmitted to the terminal.

MAP OUTIN (DC/UCF)
The MAP OUTIN statement requests an output data transfer (MAP OUT) followed by an input data transfer (MAP IN).
MAP OUTIN combines the functions of the MAP OUT and MAP IN requests; however, it cannot be used to perform
pageable map functions or native mode data transfers. By definition, the MAP OUTIN request is synchronous; it forces the
program to be conversational.

Syntax

 

►►─── MAP OUTIN (map-name) ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────►

   └─ OUTPUT ─┬───────────────────────────┬─┬───────────┬─┬────────────┬─┘

              └─ DATA ─┬─ YES ───────┬────┘ ├─ NEWPAGE ─┤ └─ LITERALS ─┘

                       ├─ NO ────────┤      └─ ERASE ───┘

                       ├─ ERASE ─────┤

                       └─ ATTRibute ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ INPUT DATA ─┬─ YES ─┬─┘

                  └─ NO  ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ ; ──────►◄

   └─ MESSAGE (message-text) ─┬─ TO (end-message-data-location) ─┬─┘

                              └─ LENGTH (data-length) ───────────┘

 

Parameters

• map-name
Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of a map specified by the DECLARE MAP statement, as described in DML
Precompiler-Directive Statements.

• OUTPUT
Specifies screen display-options for the data being output:
– DATA YES/NO/ERASE/ATTRIBUTE

Specifies whether variable-storage data fields are to be transmitted to the terminal. This specification applies to
all variable-storage data fields unless overridden by an OUTPUT DATA YES/NO clause in a previously issued
MODIFY MAP request.
YES Transmits the contents of variable-storage data fields to the corresponding map fields.
NO Does not transmit the contents of variable-storage data fields to the corresponding map fields. However, if the
automatic error handling facility detects an error in any field, the system will transmit the applicable attribute bytes.
ERASE Does not transmit the contents of variable-storage data fields and fills the corresponding map fields with
null values.
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ATTRIBUTE Transmits only the attribute bytes for variable-storage data fields. Data in the record buffer is not sent
to the terminal.

– NEWPAGE
Activates the erase-write function; the system clears the screen and transmits both literal and variable fields to the
map. If NEWPAGE is not specified, the system will write over any existing screen display without first erasing it. The
keywords NEWPAGE and ERASE are synonymous.
To erase individual map fields, use the OUTPUT DATA ERASE option of the MODIFY MAP statement (described
later in this section). To request that the system erase all screen fields and activate the erase-write function, the
MAP OUT statement must specify OUTPUT DATA ERASE NEWPAGE.

– LITERALS
Transmits literal fields as well as variable-storage data fields to the terminal. If LITERALS is not specified, the
system will write literal fields to the map only when a MAP OUT request specifies the ERASE option.

• INPUT DATA YES/NO
Specifies whether the contents of map fields will be moved to variable-storage data fields (YES) or left unchanged
(NO).
This specification applies to all variable-storage data fields unless overridden by an INPUT DATA YES/NO clause in a
previously issued MODIFY MAP request.

• MESSAGE (message-text)
Specifies the message to be displayed in the map's message area. Message-text is the symbolic name of a program
variable-storage entry that contains the message text. The length of the message text is determined by one of the
following specifications:
– TO (end-message-data-location)

Specifies the end of the program variable-storage entry that contains the message text and is specified following the
last data item in message-text. End-message-data-location is the symbolic name of either a user-defined dummy
byte field or a field that contains a data item not associated with the output data stream.

– LENGTH (data-length)
Defines the length in bytes of the message text. Data-length is either the symbolic name of a user-defined field that
contains the length, or the length itself expressed as a numeric constant.

NOTE
To reference a message stored in the data dictionary, use the ACCEPT TEXT INTO parameter of the WRITE
LOG statement (described later in this section) to copy the message into message-text.

Example

The following statement erases the screen, transmits literal and variable map fields (null values), and performs a mapin
operation when the operator presses an AID key:

MAP OUTIN (EMPMAPLR)

  OUTPUT DATA ERASE NEWPAGE

  INPUT DATA YES;

Status Codes

Upon completion of the MAP OUTIN function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DC communications block indicates
the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 4625
The I/O operation has been interrupted; the terminal operator has pressed ATTENTION or BREAK.

• 4626
A logical error (for Example, an invalid control character) has been encountered in the output data stream.

• 4627
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A permanent I/O error has occurred during processing.
• 4628

The dial-up line for the terminal is disconnected.
• 4631

The map request block (MRB) contains an invalid field, indicating a possible error in the program's parameters.
• 4633

The map load module named in the MRB cannot be found.
• 4639

The terminal being used is out of service.
• 4642

The requested map does not support the terminal device being used.
• 4652

The specified edit or code table either cannot be found or is invalid for use with the named map.
• 4653

An error has occurred in a user-written edit routine.
• 4654

A data conversion error has occurred; internal map data does not match the map's data description.
• 4655

The user-written edit routine specified for the named map cannot be found.

MODIFY MAP (DC/UCF)
The MODIFY MAP statement requests that the system modify options in the map request block (MRB) for a map;
modifications can be designated as permanent or temporary. Requested revisions can be field-specific, map-specific, or
both; field-specific revisions apply to the map's variable data fields.

NOTE
The MODIFY MAP statement parameters used to revise predefined map and/or map data field attributes
have no defaults. If a MODIFY MAP parameter is not specified, the applicable option remains set to the value
specified at map generation or to the value specified in a previously issued MODIFY MAP PERMANENT
statement.

Syntax

 

►►─── MODIFY MAP (map-name) ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────►

   ├─ PERMANENT ◄ ─┤ └─ CURSOR AT ─┬─ (cursor-row)  (cursor-column) ─┬─┘

   └─ TEMPORARY ───┘               └─ DFLD (field-name) ─────────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

   │       ┌────────────────────┐  │

   └─ WCC ─▼─┬─┬─ RESETMDT ─┬─┬─┴──┘

             │ └─ NOMDT  ───┘ │

             ├─┬─ RESETKBD ─┬─┤

             │ └─ NOKBD  ───┘ │

             ├─┬─ ALARM ───┬──┤

             │ └─ NOALARM ─┘  │

             ├─┬─ STARTPRT ─┬─┤

             │ └─ NOPRT ────┘ │

             └─┬─ NLCR ─┬─────┘
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               ├─ 40CR ─┤

               ├─ 64CR ─┤

               └─ 80CR ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────►─

   └─ FOR ─┬─ ALL ─┬─ BUT ─────┬─ CURRENT ───────────────────┬─┘

           │       └─ EXCEPT ──┘                             │

           ├─── ALL ─┬───────────┬─ FIELDS ──────────────────┤

           │         ├─ CORRECT ─┤                           │

           │         └─ ERROR ───┘                           │

           │ ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

           ├─▼─┬───────────────────┬─ DFLD (field-name) * ─┴─┤

           │   ├─── ALL ◄ ─────────┤                         │

           │   └─ ALL ─┬─ BUT ────┬┘                         │

           │           └─ EXCEPT ─┘                          │

           └─ DFLD (field-name) * ───────────────────────────┘

 

─►─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   ├─ BACKSCAN ───┤

   └─ NOBACKSCAN ─┘

─►─┬───────────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬───────────────►─

   └─ OUTPUT DATA ─┬─ YES ───────┬─┘ └─ INPUT DATA ─┬─ YES ─┬─┘

                   ├─ NO ────────┤                  └─ NO ──┘

                   ├─ ERASE ─────┤

                   └─ ATTRIBUTE ─┘

 

─►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   ├─ RIGHT ─┬─ JUSTIFY ─┘

   └─ LEFT ──┘

─►─┬───────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►─

   ├─ PAD (pad-character) ─┤ └─ EDIT ─┬─ ERROR ───┬─┘

   └─ NOPAD ───────────────┘          └─ CORRECT ─┘

 

─►─┬────────────┬─┬────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►─

   ├─ REQUIRED ─┤ └─ ERROR MESSAGE ─┬─ ACTIVE ───┬─┘

   └─ OPTIONAL ─┘                   └─ SUPPRESS ─┘

─►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬─ ; ──────────────────────────────►◄

   │              ┌───────────────────────┐│

   └─ ATTRIBUTES ─▼─┬───────────────────┬─┴┘

                    ├─ SKIP ────────────┤

                    ├┬─ ALPHAMERIC ─┬───┤

                    │└─ NUMERIC ────┘   │

                    ├┬─ PROTECTED ───┬──┤

                    │└─ UNPROTECTED ─┘  │

                    ├┬─ DISPLAY ─┬──────┤

                    │├─ DARK ────┤      │

                    │└─ BRIGHT ──┘      │

                    ├─ DETECT ──────────┤

                    ├┬─ MDT ───┬────────┤

                    │└─ NOMDT ─┘        │
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                    ├┬─ BLINK ───┬──────┤

                    │└─ NOBLINK ─┘      │

                    ├┬─ REVERSE_VIDEO ─┬┤

                    │└─ NORMAL_VIDEO ──┘│

                    ├┬─ UNDERSCORE ───┬─┤

                    │└─ NOUNDERSCORE ─┘ │

                    ├─ NOCOLOR ─────────┤

                    └┬─ BLUE ──────┬────┘

                     ├─ RED ───────┤

                     ├─ PINK ──────┤

                     ├─ GREEN ─────┤

                     ├─ TURQUOISE ─┤

                     ├─ YELLOW ────┤

                     └─ WHITE ─────┘

 

Parameters

• map-name
Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of a map specified by the DECLARE MAP statement, as described in DML
Precompiler-Directive Statements.

• PERMANENT
Specifies that modifications will apply to all mapping mode I/O requests issued until the program terminates or until a
subsequent MODIFY MAP request overrides the requested revisions. PERMANENT is the default.

• TEMPORARY
Specifies that modifications will apply only to the next mapping mode I/O request (that is, MAP IN, MAP OUT, or MAP
OUTIN).

• CURSOR AT
Identifies the screen location at which the cursor will be positioned during output operations.
– cursor-row cursor-column

Specifies a row and column on the terminal screen to which the cursor will be moved. Cursor-row is either the
symbolic name of a FIXED BINARY(15) field that contains the row value or the value itself expressed as a numeric
constant. Cursor-column is either the symbolic name of a FIXED BINARY(15) field that contains the column value or
the value itself expressed as a numeric constant.

– DFLD (field-name)
Specifies that the cursor will be moved to the first position in the specified field. Field-name must be the name of a
map field.

• WCC
Specifies the write-control-character (WCC) options requested for the output operation.

NOTE
If a MODIFY MAP request alters any WCC option, the system resets unspecified options to the following
values:

• FOR
Specifies the map fields to be modified or excluded from modification
– ALL BUT CURRENT

Modifies all fields except the current field. The current field is the map field that was referenced in the last MODIFY
MAP or INQUIRE MAP request issued by the program. However, if that request referenced a list of fields rather than
a single map field, no currency exists and all map fields are modified.

– ALL CORRECT/ERROR FIELDS
Modifies either all fields found to be correct or all fields found to be in error during automatic editing or by a user-
written edit module.
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If either ALL CORRECT FIELDS or ALL ERROR FIELDS is specified, automatic editing must be enabled for the
map.

– ALL/ALL BUT DFLD (field-name)
Explicitly specifies the fields to be modified or excluded from modification. DFLD (field-name) names the
map fields to be modified or excluded from modification. Field-name must be a map field. Multiple DFLD
specifications come from only one record and must be separated by at least one blank. Field names that are
not unique within the program must be qualified with the name of the associated record. Likewise, multiply-
occurring fields must be qualified with the appropriate subscripts. Multiple DFLDs are separated by at least
one blank (for Example, HOSPITAL_CLAIM.DIAGNOSIS_0430(1) HOSPITAL_CLAIM.DIAGNOSIS_0430(2)
HOSPITAL_CLAIM.DIAGNOSIS_0430(3) ).
ALL Specifies that all named map fields will receive the requested modifications. ALL is the default.
ALL BUT Specifies that all map fields except those named will receive the requested modifications.

– BACKSCAN/NOBACKSCAN
Indicates whether the system is to backscan the specified fields to remove trailing blanks before performing a
mapout operation. If BACKSCAN is specified, only characters up to the last nonblank will be sent to the terminal;
fields remaining on the screen will contain whatever characters were present before the MAP OUT or MAP OUTIN
request was issued. If the MAP OUT or MAP OUTIN request specifies the ERASE option, the system erases the
contents of all terminal data fields.

– OUTPUT DATA YES/NO/ERASE/ATTRIBUTE
Specifies whether map fields will be set to the value of the corresponding variable-storage data fields (YES), left
unchanged (NO), or erased (ERASE), or whether only the attribute byte (ATTRIBUTE) is transmitted during an
output operation.

– INPUT DATA YES/NO
Specifies whether map fields will be moved automatically to the corresponding variable-storage data fields during
an input operation.

– RIGHT/LEFT JUSTIFY
Indicates whether the variable-storage fields should be right- or left-justified on input.

– PAD (pad-character)/NOPAD
Indicates whether variable-storage data fields will be padded on input.
PAD (pad-character) Pads the field on the right (if right justified) or left (if left justified) with the specified character.
Pad-character can be the symbolic name of the field (CHAR(1)) containing the pad character, or the pad character
itself enclosed in single quotation marks.
NOPAD Does not pad the fields.

– EDIT ERROR/CORRECT
Explicitly sets the error flag on (ERROR) or off (CORRECT) for the specified map fields. If this parameter is
specified, automatic editing must be enabled for the map.
The ability to set the error flag enables programs to perform their own editing and validation in addition to that
provided by the automatic editing feature. On a MAPOUT operation, if any field is flagged to be in error, then for
all fields (both correct and incorrect) only attribute bytes are transmitted; no data is moved from program variable
storage to the screen.

– REQUIRED/OPTIONAL
Indicates whether the terminal operator will be required to enter data in the specified map fields. An error results on
mapin if REQUIRED is specified and the terminal operator fails to enter data in a required field.
If this parameter is specified, automatic editing must be enabled for the map and for the specified map fields.

– ERROR MESSAGE ACTIVE
Enables display of the error message associated with the field. Typically, you enable display of an error message
only after specifying ERROR MESSAGE SUPPRESS for the map in a previous MODIFY MAP PERMANENT
statement.

– ERROR MESSAGE SUPPRESS
Disables display of the error message associated with the field. When the map is redisplayed because of errors, the
error message defined for the map field will not be displayed even if the field contains edit errors.
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Use of this parameter allows you flexibility in handling error messages. For instance, you can code a data validation
module to suppress a map field's default error message to enable a different error message to be displayed for that
field.

• ATTRIBUTES
Indicates the 3270- and 3279-type terminal display attributes for the specified map fields. If multiple attributes are
specified, they must be separated by at least one blank. Only the named attributes will be modified in the map's MRB.
– SKIP

Indicates that the cursor will be repositioned automatically over the map fields to the next unprotected field. If SKIP
is specified, the specified map fields are assigned the NUMERIC and PROTECTED attributes (described below)
automatically.

– ALPHAMERIC/NUMERIC
Indicates whether the data input to the map fields by the terminal operator can be alphanumeric (any character on
the 3270 keyboard) or numeric. If the terminal does not have the numeric lock option, a specification of NUMERIC
is ignored.

– PROTECTED/UNPROTECTED
Indicates whether the specified map fields will be protected from data entry or will be available for data entry or
modification by the terminal operator. UNPROTECTED cannot be specified if SKIP has been specified.

– DISPLAY/DARK/BRIGHT
Indicates whether the specified map fields will be displayed in normal (DISPLAY) or bright (BRIGHT) intensity or will
not be displayed (DARK). DARK cannot be specified if DETECT has been specified.

– DETECT
Indicates whether the specified map fields will be detectable by a light pen. All fields assigned the BRIGHT attribute
are automatically detectable by a light pen.

– MDT/NOMDT
Indicates whether the modified data tag will (MDT) or will not (NOMDT) be set automatically for the map fields when
displayed.

– BLINK/NOBLINK
Indicates (3279s only) whether the specified map fields will be displayed with blinking characters.

– REVERSE_VIDEO/NORMAL_VIDEO
Indicates (3279s only) whether the specified map fields will be displayed in reverse video (background and
character colors reversed) or in normal video.

– UNDERSCORE/NOUNDERSCORE
Indicates (3279s only) whether the specified map fields will be displayed with underlined characters.

– NOCOLOR
Specifies (for 3279s only) that the map fields will not be displayed with color attributes.

– BLUE/RED/PINK/GREEN/TURQUOISE/YELLOW/WHITE
Indicates (3279s only) that the specified map fields will be displayed with one of the seven available color attributes.

Note: UNDERSCORE, REVERSE_VIDEO, and BLINK are mutually exclusive; that is, they can be specified in
conjunction with other attributes but cannot be specified with each other. For Example, neither REVERSE_VIDEO nor
UNDERSCORE can be assigned to a field for which the BLINK attribute has been defined.

Example

The following statement positions the cursor at EMP_ID_0415 and prohibits the terminal operator from entering data in
any field except EMP_ID_0415 and DEPT_ID_0415:

MODIFY MAP (EMPMAPLR) TEMPORARY

  CURSOR AT DFLD (EMP_ID_0415)

  FOR ALL BUT DFLD (EMP_ID_0415) DFLD (DEPT_ID_0415)

  ATTRIBUTES PROTECTED;
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The following statement sets the edit flag on for the TASK_CODE_01 field, thereby overriding automatic editing and error
handling for the next mapin request:

MODIFY MAP (EMPMAPLR) TEMPORARY

  FOR DFLD (TASK_CODE_01)

  EDIT ERROR;

Status Codes

Upon completion of the MODIFY MAP function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DC communications block
indicates the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 4629
An invalid parameter has been passed from the program.

• 4644
The map field is not in the specified map; a possible cause is a reference to an invalid map field subscript.

• 4656
The referenced map contains no data fields.

MODIFY RECORD
The MODIFY RECORD statement replaces element values of the specified record occurrence in the database with new
element values defined in program variable storage.

Steps Before Using MODIFY RECORD

Before executing the MODIFY RECORD statement, satisfy the following conditions:

• Ready all areas affected either implicitly or explicitly in one of the update usage modes (see READY later in this
section).

• Establish the specified record as current of run unit. If the record that is current of run unit is not an occurrence of the
specified record, an error condition results.

• The values of all elements defined for the specified record in the program's subschema view must be in variable
storage. If the MODIFY RECORD statement is not preceded by an OBTAIN statement, you must initialize the
appropriate values. The best practice, however, is to precede MODIFY RECORD with an OBTAIN statement to ensure
that all the elements in the modified record are present in variable storage.

Modifying CALC- and Sort-Control Elements

The following special considerations apply to modification of CALC- and sort-control elements:

• If modification of a CALC- or sort-control element will violate a duplicates-not-allowed option, the record is not modified
and an error condition results.

• If a CALC-control element is modified, successful execution of the MODIFY RECORD statement enables the record to
be accessed on the basis of its new CALC-key value. The db-key of the specified record is not changed.

• If a sort-control element is to be modified, the sorted set in which the specified record participates must be included in
the subschema invoked by the program. A record occurrence that is a member of a set not defined in the subschema
can be modified if the undefined set is not sorted.

• If any of the modified elements in the specified record are defined as sort-control elements for any set occurrence
in which that record is currently a member, the set occurrence is examined. If necessary, the specified record is
disconnected and reconnected in the set occurrence to maintain the set order specified in the schema.

Considerations for Native VSAM Users
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The following special considerations apply to the modification of records in native VSAM datasets:

• The length of a record in an entry-sequenced dataset (ESDS) cannot be changed even if the records are variable
length.

• The prime key for a key-sequenced dataset (KSDS) cannot be modified.

Currency

The specified record must be established as current of run unit.

Following successful execution of the MODIFY RECORD statement, the modified record becomes the current record of
run unit, its record type, its area, and all sets in which it participates as member or owner.

Syntax

 

►►─── MODIFY RECORD (record-name); ───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameter

• record-name
Defines the named record occurrence, as specified in program variable storage. Record-name must specify a record
type included in the subschema.

Example

The following Example illustrates the steps involved in modifying an occurrence of the EMPLOYEE record. Assume that
the employee address is to be changed.

1. Retrieve the desired EMPLOYEE record, moving its contents to variable storage:

EMP_ID_0415 = EMP_ID_IN;

OBTAIN CALC RECORD (EMPLOYEE);

2. Update the value of the EMP_ADDRESS_0415 field by moving the new address into the proper location in the
EMPLOYEE record:

EMP_ADDRESS_0415 = NEW_ADDRESS;

3. Issue a MODIFY RECORD statement to return all data items in the EMPLOYEE record to the database:

MODIFY RECORD (EMPLOYEE);

Status Codes

Upon completion of the MODIFY RECORD function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DB communications block
indicates the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 0804
The OCCURS DEPENDING ON item is less than 0 or greater than the maximum number of occurrences of the control
element.

• 0805
Modification of the record would violate a duplicates-not-allowed option for a CALC record, a sorted set, or an index
set.

• 0806
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Currency has not been established for the named record.
• 0808

The specified record cannot be found. The record name has probably been misspelled.
• 0809

The named record's area has not been readied in one of the update usage modes.
• 0810

The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits modification of the named record.
• 0811

There is insufficient space to hold the modified variable-length record occurrence.
• 0813

A current record of run unit has not been established or has been nullified by a previous ERASE statement.
• 0818

The record has not been bound.
• 0820

The current record of run unit is not the same type as the named record.
• 0821

An area other than the area of the named record has been readied with an incorrect usage mode.
• 0825

No current record of set type has been established.
• 0833

At least one sorted set in which the named record participates has not been included in the subschema.
• 0855

An invalid length has been defined for a variable length record.
• 0860

A record occurrence has been encountered whose type is inconsistent with the set named in the ERROR_SET field of
the IDMS DB communications block; probable causes include: a broken chain and improper database description.

• 0883
Either the length of a record in a native VSAM ESDS has been changed or a prime key in a native VSAM KSDS has
been modified.

MODIFY RECORD (LRF)
The MODIFY RECORD statement changes field values in an existing logical-record occurrence. LRF uses the field values
present in the variable-storage location reserved for the logical record to update the appropriate database records. You
can optionally specify an alternative variable storage location from which the changed field values are to be obtained.

Syntax

 

►►─── MODIFY RECORD (logical-record-name) ────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────────┬──►

   └─ FROM (alt-logical-record-location) ─┘ └─ WHERE (boolean-expression) ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ ; ─────────────────►◄

   └─ ON LR_STATUS (path-status)  imperative-statement ─┘

 

Parameters

• logical-record-name
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Defines the named logical-record occurrence, as specified in program variable storage. Unless the FROM clause
is specified (see below), the field values used to update the database are taken from the area in program variable
storage reserved for the named logical record. Logical-record-name must specify a logical record defined in the
subschema.

• FROM (alt-logical-record-location)
Names an alternative variable-storage location from which the field values used to perform the requested modification
are to be obtained. When modifying a logical record that was retrieved into an alternative location in variable storage,
the FROM clause should name the same location specified in the OBTAIN request. If the FROM clause is included in
the MODIFY RECORD statement, alt-logical-record-location must identify a record location defined in program variable
storage.

• WHERE boolean-expression
Specifies the selection criteria to be applied to the named logical record. For details on coding the WHERE clause, see
Logical-Record Clauses (WHERE and ON) at the end of this section.

• ON LR_STATUS (path-status) imperative-statement
Specifies the action to be taken if path-status is returned to the LR_STATUS field in the LRC block. Path-status must
be a 1- to 16-character alphanumeric value. For details on coding this clause, see Logical-Record Clauses (WHERE
and ON) at the end of this section.

Example

The following Example illustrates the steps taken to modify an occurrence of the EMP_SKILL_LR logical record. Assume
that the skill level for employee 120 is to be upgraded from 02 (COMPETENT_0425) to 03 (PROFICIENT_0425).

1. Retrieve the desired logical-record occurrence:

OBTAIN FIRST RECORD (EMP_SKILL_LR)

  WHERE (EMP_ID_0415 = '0120'

   AND SKILL_ID_0455 = '3610'

   AND SKILL_LEVEL_0425 = '02');

2. Update the SKILL_LEVEL_0425 field:

SKILL_LEVEL_0425 = '03';

3. Issue the MODIFY RECORD (LRF) statement for the updated EMP_SKILL_LR logical record:

MODIFY RECORD (EMP_SKILL_LR);

LRF retrieves the EMP_SKILL_LR logical record where EMP_ID_0415 = '0120', SKILL_ID_0455 = '3610', and
SKILL_LEVEL_0425 = '02'. The EXPERTISE occurrence represents the only data physically modified in the database.

EMP_SKILL_LR

 

EMPLOYEE    EXPERTISE    SKILL

120       04       7620

120       03       3710

120       02 (now 03)   3610

OBTAIN (LRF)
The OBTAIN statement retrieves the named logical record and places it in the variable-storage location reserved for that
logical record. The OBTAIN statement can be issued to retrieve a single logical record, or it can be issued in iterative logic
to retrieve all logical records that meet criteria specified in the WHERE clause. Additionally, the OBTAIN statement can
specify that the retrieved logical record is to be placed into an alternative variable storage location.
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Syntax

 

►►─── OBTAIN ─┬──────────┬─ RECORD (logical-record-name) ─────────────────────►

              ├─ FIRST ──┤

              └─ NEXT ◄ ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────────┬──►

   └─ INTO (alt-logical-record-location) ─┘ └─ WHERE (boolean-expression) ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ ; ─────────────────►◄

   └─ ON LR_STATUS (path-status)  imperative-statement ─┘

 

Parameters

• FIRST
Retrieves the first occurrence of the logical record. OBTAIN FIRST is typically used to retrieve the first in a series of
logical-record occurrences following the iterative retrieval of a different series of logical-record occurrences.

• NEXT
Retrieves a (subsequent) occurrence of the named logical record, in the order specified by the DBA in the path.
OBTAIN NEXT is typically issued in iterative logic to retrieve a series of logical-record occurrences (possibly including
the first).
When LRF receives repeated OBTAIN NEXT commands, it replaces field values in program variable storage with new
values obtained through repeated access to the appropriate database records, thereby supplying the program with
new occurrences of the desired logical record.
If an OBTAIN FIRST statement is followed by an OBTAIN NEXT statement to retrieve a series of occurrences of the
same logical record, the OBTAIN statements must direct LRF to the same path. For this reason, you must ensure
that the selection criteria specified in the WHERE clause that accompanies the OBTAIN FIRST and OBTAIN NEXT
statements describe the same attributes of the desired logical record.
If the program issues an OBTAIN NEXT statement without issuing an OBTAIN FIRST, or if the last path status returned
for the path was LR_NOT_FOUND, LRF interprets the OBTAIN NEXT as OBTAIN FIRST. After LR_ERROR or a DBA-
defined path status, LRF does not interpret OBTAIN NEXT as OBTAIN FIRST.

• RECORD (Logical-record-name)
Defines the named logical record occurrence, as specified in program variable storage. Logical-record-name must
specify a logical record defined in the subschema.

• INTO (alt-logical-record-location)
Specifies an alternative location in variable storage into which LRF will place the retrieved logical record. Any
subsequent MODIFY, STORE, or ERASE statements for a logical record placed in alt-logical-record-location should
name that area as the one from which LRF will obtain the data to be used to update the logical record.

• WHERE (boolean-expression)
Specifies the selection criteria to be applied to the named logical record. For details on coding this clause, see Logical-
Record Clauses (WHERE and ON) at the end of this section.

• ON LR_STATUS (path-status) imperative-statement
Specifies the action to be taken if path-status is returned to the LR_STATUS field in the LRC block. Path-status must
be a 1- to 16-character alphanumeric value. For details on coding this clause, see Logical-Record Clauses (WHERE
and ON) at the end of this section.

Example

The following Example illustrates the use of the OBTAIN NEXT statement to retrieve a series of logical-record
occurrences. The program issues the OBTAIN NEXT statement iteratively to retrieve the first and all subsequent
occurrences of the EMP_JOB_LR logical record for all employees in the specified department.
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GET_AN_ORDER: PROC OPTIONS(MAIN);

 DEPT_ID_0410 = DEPT_ID_IN;

 OBTAIN NEXT RECORD (EMP_JOB_LR)

  WHERE (DEPT_ID_0410 = DEPT_ID_0410 OF LR);

   IF LR_STATUS = 'LR_ERROR' THEN

    CALL ERROR_PROCESSING;

   IF LR_STATUS = 'LR_NOT_FOUND' THEN

    CALL END_PROCESSING;

   .

   .

   .

 GO TO GET_AN_ORDER;

END GET_AN_ORDER;

The following figure illustrates the information retrieved by each OBTAIN NEXT statement.

The EMP_JOB_LR logical record consists of DEPARTMENT, OFFICE, EMPLOYEE, and JOB information.

POST (DC/UCF)
The POST statement alters an event control block (ECB) either by posting it to indicate completion of an event upon which
another task is waiting, or by clearing it to an unposted status.

NOTE
Programs posting and waiting on ECBs are responsible for clearing ECBs before issuing subsequent WAIT
requests.

Syntax

 

►►─── POST ─┬─ EVENT (ecb-name) ────────────────┬─ ; ─────────────────────────►◄

            └─ EVENT NAME (ecb-id) ─┬─────────┬─┘

                                    └─ CLEAR ─┘

 

Parameters

• EVENT (ecb)
Identifies the ECB to be posted. Ecb is the symbolic name of a user-defined area composed of three binary fullword
fields that contain the ECB. Program-allocated ECBs are cleared by setting ecb to zero.

• EVENT NAME (ecb-id)
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Specifies the 4-character symbolic ID of the ECB to be posted or cleared. Ecb-id is either the symbolic name of a user-
defined field that contains the ECB ID, or the ID itself enclosed in single quotation marks.

• CLEAR
Specifies that the ECB identified by ecb-id is cleared to an unposted status.

Example

The following Example posts the event whose ECB identifier is in the FOUND_ECB field and to clear the ECB to an
unposted status:

POST

  EVENT NAME (FOUND_ECB)

  CLEAR;

Status Codes

Upon completion of the POST function, the only possible value in the ERROR_STATUS field of the IDMS DC
communications block is 0000.

PUT QUEUE (DC/UCF)
The PUT QUEUE statement stores a queue record in either the DDLDCRUN or the DDLDCQUE area of the data
dictionary. The DC/UCF system assigns an ID to the queue record and places it at the beginning or end of its associated
queue.

Syntax

 

►►─── PUT QUEUE ─┬─────────────────┬─┬──────────┬─────────────────────────────►

                 └─ ID (queue-id) ─┘ ├─ FIRST  ─┤

                                     └─ LAST ◄ ─┘

 ►─── FROM (queue-data-location) ─┬─ TO (end-queue-data-location) ─┬──────────►

                                  └─ LENGTH (queue-data-length) ───┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ RETURN RECORD ID INTO (return-queue-record-id) ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─ ; ───────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ RETENTION (queue-retention-period) ─┘

 

Parameters

• ID (queue-id)
Directs the queue record to a previously defined queue. Queue-id is either the symbolic name of a user-defined
alphanumeric field that contains the 1- to 16-character ID, or the ID itself enclosed in single quotation marks. If a queue
ID is not specified, a null ID of 16 blanks is assumed.

• FIRST/LAST
Specifies whether the queue record is to be placed at the beginning or end of the queue. The default is LAST.

• FROM (queue-data-location)
Specifies the program variable-storage entry associated with the data to be stored in the queue record. Queue-data-
location is the symbolic name of a user-defined field.
– TO (end-queue-data-location)
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Indicates the end of the program variable-storage entry that contains the data to be stored in the queue and is
specified following the last data-item entry in queue-data-location. End-queue-data-location is the symbolic name of
a user-defined dummy byte field or a field that contains a data item not associated with the queue record.

– LENGTH (queue-data-length)
Explicitly defines the length, in bytes, of the area that contains the data to be stored in the queue record. Queue-
data-length is either the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the length or the length itself expressed
as a numeric constant.

• RETURN RECORD ID INTO (return-queue-record-id)
Specifies the location in the program to which the system will return the system assigned ID of the queue record.
Return-queue-record-id is the symbolic name of a user-defined FIXED BINARY(31) field. The returned ID is used to
reference the queue record in subsequent GET QUEUE and DELETE QUEUE statements.

• RETENTION (queue-retention-period)
Specifies the time, in days, that the system will retain the queue in the data dictionary. At system startup, queues
having expired retention periods are deleted automatically by the system. The retention period begins when the first
record is stored in the queue.
Queue-retention-period is either the symbolic name of a user-defined fixed binary field that contains the retention
period or the retention period itself expressed as a numeric constant in the range 0 through 255. A retention period of
255 indicates that the queue is never to be deleted automatically by the system. The specified retention period takes
precedence over retention periods associated with previously defined queues. The RETENTION parameter is ignored
if the record being allocated is not the first record in the queue.

NOTE
If RETENTION is omitted, the default retention period for dynamic queues is taken. For more information on the
default retention period for dynamic queues, see the IDMS System Generation section.

Example

The following Example allocates a queue record in the beginning of the RES_Q queue, return the ID of the record to the
Q_REC_ID field, and retain the queue for 45 days:

PUT QUEUE

  ID ('RES-Q')

  FIRST

  FROM (NEW_RES) TO (END_NEW_RES)

  RETURN RECORD ID INTO (Q_REC_ID)

  RETENTION (45);

Status Codes

Upon completion of the PUT QUEUE function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DC communications block indicates
the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 4407
A database error occurred during queue processing. A common cause is a DBKEY deadlock. For a PUT QUEUE
operation, this code can also mean that the queue upper limit has been reached.
If a database error has occurred, there are usually be other messages in the IDMS/DC/UCF log indicating a problem
encountered in RHDCRUAL, the internal Run Unit Manager. If a deadlock has occurred, messages DC001000 and
DC001002 are also produced.

• 4431
The parameter list is invalid; under DC-BATCH, this status indicates that the specified record length exceeds the
maximum length based on the packet size.

• 4432
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The derived length of the specified queue record is either zero or negative.

PUT SCRATCH (DC/UCF)
The PUT SCRATCH statement stores or replaces a scratch record in the DDLDCSCR area of the data dictionary. For new
records, PUT SCRATCH generates an index entry in a scratch area associated with the issuing task. If the scratch area
does not already exist, the system allocates it dynamically in the storage pool.

Syntax

 

►►─── PUT SCRATCH ─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

                   └─ AREA ID (scratch-area-id) ─┘

 ►── FROM (scratch-data-location) ─┬─ TO (end-scratch-data-location) ───────┬─►

                                   └─ LENGTH (scratch-data-location-length)─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►

   └─ RECORD ID (scratch-record-id) ─┬───────────┬─┘

                                     └─ REPLACE ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ ; ────────────────────────►◄

   └─ RETURN RECORD ID INTO (scratch-record-id) ─┘

 

Parameters

• AREA ID (scratch-area-id)
Specifies the 1- to 8-character ID of the scratch area associated with the record being allocated. Scratch-area-id is
either the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the ID or the ID itself enclosed in single quotation marks.
If AREA ID is not specified, an area ID of eight blanks is assumed.

• FROM (scratch-data-location)
Specifies the data to be stored in the scratch record. Scratch-data-location is the symbolic name of a user-defined
program variable-storage entry that contains the data.
– TO (end-scratch-data-location)

Indicates the end of the data area to be stored in the scratch record and is specified following the last data-item
entry in scratch-data-location. End-scratch-data-location is the symbolic name of either a user-defined dummy byte
field or a field that contains a data item not associated with the scratch data being stored.

– LENGTH (scratch-data-location-length)
Defines the length, in bytes, of the data area. Scratch-data-location-length is the symbolic name of a user-defined
field that contains the length or the length itself expressed as a numeric constant.

• RECORD ID (scratch-record-id)
Specifies the ID of the scratch record being stored. Scratch-record-id is either the symbolic name of a user-defined
FIXED BINARY(31) field that contains the ID or the ID itself expressed as a numeric constant.

• REPLACE
Specifies that the scratch record identified by scratch-record-id replaces an existing scratch record. If REPLACE is
specified and the scratch record identified by scratch-record-id does not exist, the record is stored and a status value
of 0000 is returned.

• RETURN RECORD ID INTO (scratch-record-id)
Requests that the system return the automatically assigned ID of a scratch record to the program. Return-scratch-
record-id is the symbolic name of a user-defined field into which the system will place the 4-byte scratch record ID.

Example
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The following statement replaces the scratch record identified by SCR_REC_ID with data in the WORK_PROC_AREA
field:

PUT SCRATCH

  FROM (WORK_PROC_AREA) LENGTH (125)

  RECORD ID (SCR_REC_ID) REPLACE;

Status Codes

Upon completion of the PUT SCRATCH function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DC communications block
indicates the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request to add a scratch record has been serviced successfully.

• 4305
The requested scratch record ID cannot be found.

• 4307
An I/O error has occurred during processing.

• 4317
The request to replace a scratch record has been serviced successfully.

• 4322
The request to add a scratch record cannot be serviced because the specified scratch record already exists in the
scratch area and REPLACE has not been specified.

• 4331
The parameter list is invalid.

• 4332
The derived length of the specified scratch record is either zero or negative.

READ LINE FROM TERMINAL (DC/UCF)
The READ LINE FROM TERMINAL statement requests a synchronous, line-by-line transfer of data from the terminal to
the issuing program.

Syntax

 

►►─── READ LINE FROM TERMINAL ─┬────────┬─┬──────────────┬────────────────────►

                               └─ ECHO ─┘ └─ NOBACKPAGE ─┘

 ►─ INTO (input-data-location) ┬ TO (end-input-data-location) ──────────────┬─►

                               └ MAX LENGTH (input-data-location-max-length)┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ ; ────────────────────►◄

   └─ RETURN LENGTH INTO (input-data-actual-length) ─┘

 

Parameters

• ECHO
Requests (for 3270-type devices only) that the system to save the line of data being input in the current page (as
displayed on the screen). If ECHO is not specified, data entered will not be retained and, therefore, will not be available
for review by the terminal operator.

• NOBACKPAGE
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Requests (for 3270-type devices only) that the system not save previously input pages in a scratch area. If
NOBACKPAGE is specified, the terminal operator can view only the current page of data. NOBACKPAGE is valid only
with the first input request in a line mode session.

• INTO (input-data-location)
Indicates the program variable-storage entry reserved for the input data. Input-data-location is the symbolic name of a
user-defined field. The length of the data area is determined by one of the following specifications:
– TO (end-input-data-location)

Indicates the end of program variable storage reserved for the input data stream and is specified following the last
data-item entry in input-data-location. End-input-data-location is the symbolic name of either a user-defined dummy
byte field or a field that contains a data item not associated with the data area reserved for the input data stream.

– MAX LENGTH (input-data-location-max-length)
Defines the length, in bytes, of the input data stream. Input-data-max-length is either the symbolic name of a user-
defined field that contains the length of the data area, or the length itself expressed as a numeric constant.
If the input data stream is larger than the data area reserved in program variable storage, the system truncates the
data to fit the available space.

• RETURN LENGTH INTO (input-data-actual-length)
Indicates the location to which the system will return the actual length of the input data stream. Input-data-actual-length
is the symbolic name of a user-defined field. If the data stream has been truncated, input-data-actual-length contains
the original length before truncation.

Example

The following statement reads the specified data from a 3270-type device into the specified location in the program and
echoes the input data on the screen:

READ LINE FROM TERMINAL

  ECHO

  INTO (EMPL_DATA) TO (END_EMPL_DATA);

The following statement reads the specified data into the program without saving pages associated with the line I/O
session:

READ LINE FROM TERMINAL

  NOBACKPAGE

  INTO (EMPL_DATA) MAX LENGTH (8)

  RETURN LENGTH INTO (REC_DATA_LENGTH);

Status Codes

Upon completion of the READ LINE FROM TERMINAL function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DC
communications block indicates the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 4707
A logical or permanent I/O error has been encountered in the input data stream.

• 4719
The input area specified for the return of data is too small; the returned data has been truncated to fit the available
space.

• 4731
The line request block (LRB) contains an invalid field, indicating a possible error in the program's parameters.

• 4732
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The derived length of the specified line input area is zero or negative.
• 4738

The specified program variable-storage entry has not been allocated as required. A prior GET STORAGE request must
be issued.

• 4743
The line I/O session has been canceled; the terminal operator has pressed CLEAR (3270s), ATTENTION (2741s), or
BREAK (teletypes).

READ TERMINAL (DC/UCF)
The READ TERMINAL statement requests a synchronous or asynchronous basic mode data transfer from the terminal to
program variable storage.

Syntax

 

►►─── READ TERMINAL ─┬──────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

                     ├─ WAIT ◄ ─┤

                     └─ NOWAIT ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─┬─ MODIFIED ─┬─ FROM POSITION (screen-position) ─┘

     └─ BUFFER ───┘

 ►── INTO (input-data-location) ─┬─ TO (end-input-data-location) ───────┬─────►

                                 └─ MAX LENGTH (input-data-max-length) ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ ; ────────────────────►◄

   └─ RETURN LENGTH INTO (input-data-actual-length) ─┘

 

Parameters

• WAIT
Specifies that the read operation will be synchronous; the issuing task will automatically relinquish control to the
system and must wait for completion of the read operation before processing can continue. WAIT is the default.

• NOWAIT
Specifies that the read operation will be asynchronous; the issuing task will continue executing.

NOTE
If NOWAIT is specified, the program must issue a CHECK TERMINAL request (described later in this
section) before performing any other I/O operations.

• MODIFIED/BUFFER
Requests (for 3270-type devices only) that the system transfer data to the application program without requiring the
terminal operator to signal completion of data entry.
– MODIFIED

Reads all modified fields in the terminal buffer into variable storage.
– BUFFER

Executes a READ BUFFER command that reads the entire contents of the terminal buffer into variable storage.
• FROM POSITION (screen-position)

Defines the buffer address (screen position) at which the read will start. Screen-position is either the symbolic name of
a user-defined FIXED BINARY(31) field or the address itself enclosed in single quotation marks.

• INTO (input-data-location)
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Specifies the data area reserved for the input data stream. This parameter is not specified for asynchronous requests
that use the CHECK TERMINAL statement to allocate storage for the input buffer. Input-data-location is the symbolic
name of a user-defined field.
If the input data stream is larger than the specified data area, the system truncates the data to fit the available space.
– TO (end-input-data-location)

Indicates the end of the data area reserved for the input data stream and is specified following the last data-item
entry in input-data-location. End-input-data-location is the symbolic name of either a user-defined dummy byte field
or a field that contains a data item not associated with the data area reserved for the input data stream.

– MAX LENGTH (input-data-max-length)
Defines the length, in bytes, of the data area reserved for the input data stream. Input-data-max-length is either the
symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the length of the data area, or the length itself expressed as a
numeric constant.

• RETURN LENGTH INTO (input-data-actual-length)
Indicates the location to which the system will return the actual length of the input data stream. Input-data-actual-length
is the symbolic name of a user-defined field. If the data stream has been truncated, input-data-actual-length contains
the original length before truncation.

Example

The following statement illustrates a basic mode request to read data from the terminal to the specified location in variable
storage:

READ TERMINAL

  WAIT

  INTO (TERM_LINE) TO (END_TERM_LINE);

Status Codes

Upon completion of the READ TERMINAL function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DC communications block
indicates the outcome of the operation:

• 000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 4519
The input area specified for the return of data to the issuing program is too small; the returned data has been truncated
to fit the available space.

• 4527
A permanent I/O error has occurred during processing.

• 4528
The dial-up line for the terminal has been disconnected.

• 4531
The terminal request block (TRB) contains an invalid field, indicating a possible error in the program's parameters.

• 4532
The derived length of the specified input data area is zero or negative.

• 4535
Storage for the input buffer cannot be acquired because the specified program variable-storage entry has been
previously allocated; no I/O has been performed.

• 4539
The terminal device associated with the issuing task is out of service.

READY
The READY statement prepares a database area for access by DML functions and specifies the usage mode of the area.
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The DBA can specify default usage modes in the subschema. Run-units that use such a subschema need not issue any
READY statements; the areas are automatically readied in the predefined usage modes. However, if a run-unit issues a
READY statement for one area, it must issue READY statements for all areas that it will access unless the FORCE option
was specified for the default usage mode. Areas using the default usage mode combined with the FORCE option are
automatically readied even if the run-unit already issued READY for other areas.

PROTECTED and EXCLUSIVE Options

The specified usage mode can be qualified with a PROTECTED option to prevent concurrent update or an EXCLUSIVE
option to prevent concurrent use of areas by other run units executing under the IDMS/DB central version. Each area
can be readied in its own usage mode. Usage modes can be changed by executing a FINISH statement (see FINISH),
then starting a new run unit by issuing a BIND RUN_UNIT statement, the appropriate BIND RECORD statements, and a
READY statement specifying the new usage mode.

Ready Areas Individually or Together

When the run unit readies database areas, all areas can be readied with a single READY statement or each area to be
accessed can be readied individually. All areas affected explicitly or implicitly by the DML statements issued by the run
unit must be readied. Other areas included in the subschema need not be readied.

Position of READY Statements

The READY statement can appear anywhere within an application program; however, to avoid runtime deadlock, the best
practice is to ready all areas before issuing any other DML statements. A BIND RUN_UNIT statement must be processed
successfully before a READY statement can be issued.

You can use the READY statement in both navigational and Logical Record Facility (LRF) environments.

Syntax

 

►►─── READY ─┬────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────────────┬─ ; ──►◄

             └─ AREA (area-name) ─┘ └─┬─────────────┬─┬─ RETRIEVAL ◄ ─┬┘

                                      ├─ PROTECTED ─┤ └─ UPDATE ──────┘

                                      └─ EXCLUSIVE ─┘

 

Parameters

• AREA (area-name)
Opens only the specified area. Area-name must be an area included in the subschema. If area-name is not specified,
the READY statement opens all areas included in the subschema.
– RETRIEVAL

Opens the area for retrieval only and allows other concurrently executing run units to open the same area in any
usage mode other than one that is exclusive. RETRIEVAL is the default.

– UPDATE
Opens the area for both retrieval and update and allows other concurrently executing run units to open the same
area in any usage mode other than one that is exclusive or protected.

• PROTECTED
Prevents concurrent update of the area by run units executing under the same central version. Once a run unit has
readied an area with the PROTECTED option, no other run unit can ready that area in any UPDATE usage mode until
the first run unit releases it by means of the FINISH statement (see FINISH earlier in this section). A run unit cannot
ready an area with the PROTECTED option if another run unit has readied the area in UPDATE usage mode or with
the EXCLUSIVE option.
If neither PROTECTED nor EXCLUSIVE is specified, the default usage mode of shared is invoked.
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If a READY statement would result in a usage mode conflict for an area, while running under the IDMS/DB central
version, the run unit issuing the READY is placed in a wait state on the first functional database call.

• EXCLUSIVE
Prevents concurrent use of the area by any other run unit executing under the IDMS/DB central version. Once a run
unit has readied an area with the EXCLUSIVE option, no other run unit can ready that area in any usage mode until
the first run unit releases it.
If neither PROTECTED nor EXCLUSIVE is specified, the default usage mode of shared is invoked.
If a READY statement would result in a usage mode conflict for an area, while running under the IDMS/DB central
version, the run unit issuing the READY is placed in a wait state on the first functional database call.

NOTE
Modification statements involving areas opened in one of the update usage modes are not valid if they affect
sets that include records in an area opened in one of the retrieval usage modes.

Example

The following statement readies all subschema areas in a usage mode of PROTECTED UPDATE:

READY PROTECTED UPDATE;

Status Codes

Upon completion of the READY function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DB communications block indicates the
outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 0910
The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits readying the area in the specified usage mode.

• 0923
The named area is not in the subschema.

• 0928
The run unit has attempted to ready an area that has been readied previously.

• 0966
The area is not available in the requested usage mode. If running in local mode, the area is locked against update.
If running under the central version, either the area is offline to the central version, or an update usage mode was
requested and the area is in retrieval mode to the central version.

• 0970
The database will not ready properly; a JCL error is the probable cause.

• 0971
The AREA being readied could not be found in the current DBNAME.

• 0978
A READY has been issued after the first functional call; it is recommended that all areas be readied before the first
functional call is issued.

RETURN (DC/UCF)
The RETURN statement retrieves the database key for an indexed record without retrieving the record itself, thus
establishing currency in the indexed set. The record's symbolic key is moved into the data fields within the record in
program variable storage. The contents of all non-key fields for the record are unpredictable after the execution of the
RETURN verb. Optionally, the program can indicate that the symbolic key can be moved into some other specified
variable storage location.

Current of index is established by:
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• Successful execution of the RETURN statement, which sets current of index at the index entry from which the
database key was retrieved.

• A status code of 1707 (end of index), which sets currency on the index owner. The DBMS returns the owner's
database key.

• A status code of 1726 (index entry not found), which sets current of index as follows:
– Between the two entries that are higher and lower than the specified value
– After the highest entry, if the specified value is higher than all index entries
– Before the lowest entry, if the specified value is lower than all index entries

You can use the RETURN statement in navigational and Logical Record Facility (LRF) environments.

NOTE
The DML precompiler views an incorrectly formatted RETURN statement as a PL/I RETURN function and does
not flag the error. The incorrect RETURN DML statement is passed to the PL/I precompiler without expansion
into a CALL statement, causing compile-time errors.

Syntax

 

►►─── RETURN CURRENCY SET (index-set-name) ─┬─────────┬───────────────────────►

                                            ├─ FIRST ─┤

                                            ├─ LAST ──┤

                                            ├─ NEXT ──┤

                                            └─ PRIOR ─┘

 ►─── INTO (db-key-field)─┬─────────────────────────────────┬──────────── ; ──►◄

                          └─ KEY INTO (symbolic-key-field) ─┘

 

Parameters

• RETURN CURRENCY SET (index-set-name)
Identifies the indexed set from which the specified database key is to be returned.
– FIRST

Retrieves the database key for the first index entry.
– LAST

Retrieves the database key for the last index entry.
– NEXT

Retrieves the database key for the index entry following current of index. If the current of index is the last entry, a
status code of 1707 (end of index) is returned.

– PRIOR
Retrieves the database key for the index entry preceding current of index. If the current of index is the first entry, a
status code of 1707 (end of index) is returned.

• INTO (db-key)
Identifies the field to which the database key is returned. Db-key is the symbolic name of a user-defined FIXED
BINARY(31) field.

• KEY INTO (symbolic-key)
Saves the symbolic key (CALC, sort, or index) of the specified record. Symbolic-key is the name of a user-defined
alphanumeric field into which the symbolic key of the specified record will be returned. Symbolic-key must be large
enough to contain the largest contiguous or noncontiguous symbolic key.
If the KEY INTO clause is not specified, the key will be moved into the corresponding fields in the user record's
storage.

Syntax
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►►─── RETURN USING (index-key-value) SET (index-set-name) ─────────────────────►

 ►─── INTO (db-key-field)─┬─────────────────────────────────┬───────────── ; ──►◄

                          └─ KEY INTO (symbolic-key-field) ─┘

 

Parameters

• RETURN USING (index-key-value)
Retrieves the database key for the first index entry whose symbolic key equals index-key-value (If no such entry exists,
a status of 1726 (index entry not found) is returned.):
– SET (index-set-name)

Identifies the indexed set from which the specified database key is to be returned.
– INTO (db-key)

Identifies the field to which the database key is returned. Db-key is the symbolic name of a user-defined FIXED
BINARY (31) field.

– KEY INTO (symbolic-key)
Saves the symbolic key (CALC, sort, or index) of the specified record. Symbolic-key is the name of a user-defined
alphanumeric field into which the symbolic key of the specified record will be returned. Symbolic-key must be large
enough to contain the largest contiguous or noncontiguous symbolic key.
If the KEY INTO clause is not specified, the key will be moved into the corresponding fields in the user record's
storage.

Example

The following RETURN statement retrieves the database key for the first index entry in the EMP_LNAME_NDX set and
moves the record's symbolic key into the INT_INDEX_KEY field.

RETURN CURRENCY SET (EMP-LNAME-NDX)

  FIRST INTO (INT-INDEX-KEY);

Status Codes

Upon completion of the RETURN function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DB communications block indicates the
outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 0057
A retrieval-only run unit has detected an inconsistency in an index that should cause an 1143 abend, but optional
APAR bit 216 has been turned on.

• 1701
The area in which the object record or its index owner participates has not been readied.

• 1707
Either the end of the indexed set has been reached or the indexed set is empty.

• 1725
Currency has not been established for the specified indexed set.

• 1726
Record not found.

• 1763
The indexed set has not been registered with IDMSIXUD for the subschema in use.
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ROLLBACK (PL/I)
The ROLLBACK statement rolls back uncommitted changes made to the database through an individual run unit or
through all database sessions associated with a task. A task-level rollback also backs out all uncommitted changes made
in conjunction with scratch, queue, and print activity.

Whether the changes are automatically backed out depends on the execution environment:

• If the changes were made under the control of a central version that is journaling to a disk file, they are backed out
automatically. The central version continues to process other applications during recovery.

• The changes are not backed out automatically under the following circumstances:
– If the changes were made under the control of a central version that is journaling to a tape file.
– If the changes were made in local mode.

In these cases, the ROLLBACK statement causes the affected areas to remain locked against subsequent access by
other database sessions. They must be manually recovered. If changes cannot be backed out and CONTINUE was
specified on the rollback request, a non-zero error status is returned to the application and if the request was for an
individual run unit, that run unit is terminated.

NOTE

For more information about manual recovery, see Administrating IDMS Database.

If CONTINUE is not specified, run units (and SQL sessions) impacted by the ROLLBACK statement end, and their access
to the database is terminated. If CONTINUE is specified, impacted database sessions remain active after the operation is
complete.

The ROLLBACK statement is used in both the navigational and logical record facility environments. The ROLLBACK
TASK statement is also used in an SQL programming environment.

Currency

Following a ROLLBACK statement, all currencies are set to null. Unless the CONTINUE option is specified, the issuing
program or task cannot perform database access through an impacted run unit without executing another BIND/READY
sequence.

Syntax

►►─── ROLLBACK ─┬────────┬─┬──────────────┬─ ; ───────────────────────────────►◄

                └─ TASK ─┘ └─ (CONTINUE) ─┘

Parameters

• TASK
Rolls back the uncommitted changes made by all scratch, queue, and print activity and all top-level run units
associated with the current task and terminates those run units. Its impact on SQL sessions associated with the task
depends on whether those sessions are suspended and whether their transactions are eligible to be shared.

NOTE

• For more information about the impact of a ROLLBACK TASK statement on SQL sessions, see see
Programming IDMS SQL.

• For more information about run units and the impact of ROLLBACK TASK, see Navigational DML
Programming Reference.

• CONTINUE
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Central version only. Causes the affected run units and SQL sessions to remain active after their changes are backed
out. Database access can be resumed without reissuing BIND and READY statements.

NOTE

The CONTINUE option should not be used in local mode if database changes have been made.

Example

The following statement reverses the effects of the run unit through which it is issued and terminates the run unit:

ROLLBACK;

Status Codes

Upon completion of the IF function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DB communications block indicates the
outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 1958
CONTINUE was specified and database changes could not be backed out. The run unit has been terminated.

• 5031
The specified request is invalid; the program may contain a logic error.

• 5058
TASK CONTINUE was specified and database changes could not be backed out.

• 5097
An error was encountered processing a syncpoint request; check the log for details.

 

SEND MESSAGE (DC/UCF)
The SEND MESSAGE statement sends a message to another terminal or user or to a group of terminals or users defined
as a destination during system generation. The SEND MESSAGE function does not employ the data dictionary message
area; instead, the system places each message in a queue, sending the message to the appropriate terminal only when
it is possible to do so without disrupting executing tasks. Typically, the system sends queued messages to a terminal the
next time the ENTER NEXT TASK CODE message is displayed.

Syntax

 

►►─── SEND MESSAGE ─┬──────────┬─ TO ─┬─ DEST ID (destination-id) ─┬──────────►

                    ├─ ONLY ◄ ─┤      ├─ USER ID (user-id) ────────┤

                    └─ ALWAYS ─┘      └─ LTERM ID (lterm-id) ──────┘

 ►─── FROM (message-location) ─┬─ TO (end-message-location) ─┬─ ; ────────────►◄

                               └─ LENGTH (message-length) ───┘

 

Parameters

• ONLY/ALWAYS
Specifies whether the system is to queue the message if the specified destination, user, or terminal is not currently
available:
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– ONLY
Sends the message immediately if the destination, user, or terminal is available, and not to queue the message for
subsequent transmission if the destination, user, or terminal is not available.

NOTE
If ONLY is specified with the DEST ID option (described below) and if some, but not all, of a group of
users or terminals in the destination are available, the system will send the message to those available.
The sender will not be aware of any unsuccessful transmissions.

– ALWAYS
Sends the message immediately if the destination, user, or terminal is available, and to queue the message for later
transmission if the destination, user, or terminal is not available.

• TO
Specifies the destination, user, or logical terminal to receive the message:
– DEST ID (destination-id)

Identifies the recipient of the message as a destination. The specified destination must have been defined during
system generation. Destination-id is either the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the destination ID
or the ID itself enclosed in quotation marks.

– USER ID (user-id)
Identifies the user to receive a message. The specified user can be signed on to any terminal. User-id is the
symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the user ID.

– LTERM ID (lterm-id)
Identifies the logical terminal to receive the message. Lterm-id is either the symbolic name of a user-defined field
that contains the terminal ID or the id itself enclosed in quotation marks.

• FROM (message-location)
Specifies the program variable-storage entry that contains the text of the message to be sent. Message-location
is the symbolic name of a user-defined field. The length of the message text is determined by one of the following
specifications:
– TO (end-message-location)

Indicates the end of the program variable-storage entry that contains the message text and is specified following
the last field in message-location. End-message-location is the symbolic name of either a user-defined dummy byte
field or a field that contains a data item not associated with the message text.

– LENGTH (message-length)
Defines the length, in bytes, of the message text. Message-length is either the symbolic name of a user-defined
field that contains the length or the length itself expressed as a numeric constant.

Examples

The following statement sends the message in the TERM_MESS field to the logical terminal KENNEDYA:

SEND MESSAGE ALWAYS

  TO LTERM ID ('KENNEDYA')

  FROM (TERM_MESS) TO (END_TERM_MESS);

The following statement sends the message in the TERM_MESS field to the user KYJOE2:

SEND MESSAGE

  TO USER ID ('KYJOE2')

  FROM (TERM_MESS) TO (END_TERM_MESS);

The following statement sends the message in the TERM_MESS field to the destination ALL:

SEND MESSAGE
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  TO DEST ID ('ALL')

  FROM (TERM_MESS) TO (END_TERM_MESS);

Status Codes

Upon completion of the SEND MESSAGE function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DC communications block
indicates the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 4907
An I/O error has occurred during processing.

• 4921
The specified message recipient has not been defined.

• 4931
The parameter list is invalid.

• 4932
The derived length of the specified message data area is zero or negative.

• 4938
The specified program variable storage has not been allocated, as required. A GET STORAGE request must be
issued.

SET TIMER (DC/UCF)
The SET TIMER statement defines an event that is to occur after a specified time interval or cancels the effect of a
previously issued SET TIMER request. Using the SET TIMER function, a program can:

• Delay task processing for a specified period of time
• Post an ECB at the end of a specified period of time
• Initiate a task at the end of a specified period of time

Syntax

 

►►─── SET TIMER ─┬─ WAIT ───┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

                 ├─ POST ───┤

                 ├─ START ──┤

                 └─ CANCEL ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►

   └─ INTERVAL (time-before-action-taken) SECONDS ─┘

─►─┬────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ EVENT (post-ecb) ─┘ └─ TASK CODE (start-task-code) ─────────────────────

─►────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ─┬───────────────────────┬──┘

   └─ PRIORITY (priority) ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ TIMER ID (ice-address) ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ DATA FROM (start-task-data-location) ───────────────────────────────────
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─►─────────────────────────────────────────┬─ ; ──────────────────────────────►◄

  ─┬─ TO (end-start-task-data-location) ─┬─┘

   └─ LENGTH (start-task-data-location) ─┘

 

Parameters

• WAIT/POST/START/CANCEL
Establishes a time-related event or cancels a previously requested time-dependent action.
– WAIT

Places the issuing task in a wait state and instructs the system to redispatch the issuing task after the specified time
interval elapses. Because WAIT relinquishes control until the time interval has elapsed, a subsequent SET TIMER
request cannot be used to cancel this WAIT request.

– POST
Posts a user-specified ECB after the specified time interval elapses; the issuing task continues to run. If POST is
specified, the EVENT parameter (described below) must also be specified.

– START
Initiates a user-specified task after the specified time interval elapses. If START is specified, the TASK CODE
parameter (described below) must also be specified.

– CANCEL
Cancels the effect of a previously issued SET TIMER request.

• INTERVAL (time-before-action-taken) SECONDS
Specifies (for WAIT, POST, START requests only) the time in seconds from the issuance of a SET TIMER request at
which the requested event will occur. Time-before-action-taken is either the symbolic name of a user-defined field that
contains the time interval or the interval itself expressed as a numeric constant.

NOTE
For efficiency reasons, the time when the event is to occur is calculated by adding the time-before-action-
taken value to the time at which the last TICKER interval expired. Therefore, the actual interval before the
event occurs may vary plus or minus from time-before-action-taken by an amount up to the TICKER interval.

For more information about the TICKER interval, see the IDMS Administrating section.
• EVENT (post-ecb)

Specifies (for POST requests only) the ECB to be posted. Post-ecb is the symbolic name of a user-defined area
composed of three binary fullword fields that contain the ECB.

• TASK CODE (start-task-code)
Specifies (for START requests only) the 1- to 8-character code of the task to be initiated. Start-task-code is either the
symbolic name of the user-defined field that contains the task code or the task code itself enclosed in quotation marks.
The specified task code must have been defined to the system during system generation or at run time with a DCMT
VARY DYNAMIC TASK command.

• PRIORITY (priority)
Specifies a dispatching priority for the task. Priority is either the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains
the priority or the priority itself expressed as a numeric constant in the range 0 through 240. The new task's priority
defaults to the priority defined for that task code.

• TIMER ID (ice-address)
Specifies (for POST, START, CANCEL requests only) the address of the interval control element (ICE) associated
with the timed event. Ice-address is the symbolic name of a user-defined FIXED BINARY(31) field. If either POST or
START has been specified, ice-address references a field to which the system will return the ICE address. If CANCEL
has been specified, ice-address references the field that contains the ICE address returned by the system following a
SET TIMER POST or SET TIMER START request.
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NOTE
The TIMER ID parameter must be specified with SET TIMER POST and SET TIMER START requests if the
program is to issue subsequent SET TIMER CANCEL requests.

• DATA FROM (start-task-data-location)
Specifies (for START requests only) the user data to be passed to the new task. Start-task-data-location is the
symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the data to be passed. The length of the data area is determined by
one of the following specifications:
– TO (end-start-task-data-location)

Indicates the end of the data area being passed to the new task and is specified following the last data-item entry in
start-task-data-location. End-start-task-data-location is the symbolic name of either a user-defined dummy byte field
or a field that contains a data item not associated with the data area being passed.

– LENGTH (start-task-data-location)
Specifies the length, in bytes, of the data area. Start-task-data-location is either the symbolic name of a user-
defined program variable storage field that contains the length of the data area or the length itself expressed as a
numeric constant.

NOTE
When the new task is started, the first program which receives control in the new task can access this data
by observing the following conventions:

Examples

The following statement places the issuing task in a wait state and redispatches it after nine seconds have elapsed:

SET TIMER WAIT

  INTERVAL (9) SECONDS;

The following statement posts the event PODB after five seconds have elapsed:

SET TIMER POST

  INTERVAL (5) SECONDS

  EVENT ('PODB')

  TIMER ID (TMR_ID);

The following code declares a data field, starts the SPSG task after five seconds have elapsed, and passes the specified
data to the task:

DECLARE 1 PASSED_DATA,

     2 PASSED_FIXED FIXED,

     2 PASSED_CHAR CHAR(20),

     2 PASSED_END CHAR(1);

SET TIMER START

  INTERVAL (5) SECONDS

  TASK CODE ('SPSG')

  DATA FROM (PASSED_DATA) TO (PASSED_END);

The following code in the program invoked by task SPSG establishes access to the data passed by the above SET
TIMER START command:

   SPSGPRG: PROC (PARMIN_DUMMY)

    OPTIONS(MAIN,REENTRANT) REORDER;

   DECLARE 1 PARMIN_DUMMY FIXED;
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   DECLARE 1 PARMIN BASED (ADDR(PARMIN_DUMMY)),

        2 PASSED_DATA_LENGTH FIXED BIN(15),

        2 PASSED_DATA,

         3 PASSED_FIXED FIXED,

         3 PASSED_CHAR CHAR(20);

The following statement cancels the timed event referenced by TMR-ID:

SET TIMER CANCEL

  TIMER ID (TMR_ID);

Status Codes

Upon completion of the SET TIMER function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DC communications block indicates
the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 3516
The interval control element (ICE) specified for a SET TIMER CANCEL request cannot be found.

• 3532
The derived length of the data area is negative.

SNAP (DC/UCF)
The SNAP statement requests a memory snap of one or all of the following areas:

• Task areas -- Includes all resources associated with the issuing task, as well as the task control element (TCE) and
dispatch control element (DCE) for the task. Information displayed by the snap is formatted with headers.

• System areas -- Includes areas for all tasks and internal system control blocks. Task areas are not itemized
separately. Information displayed by the snap is formatted with headers.

• Specified locations in memory -- Includes one or more areas of memory specifically requested by location and
length. The information displayed is not formatted with headers.

The areas requested in the SNAP request are written to the system log file, which is defined during system generation as
a sequential dataset or a dictionary area.

Syntax

 

►►─── SNAP ─┬─────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ TITLE (title) ─┘

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─ ALL ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴─; ─►◄

     ├─ SYSTEM ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

     ├─ TASK ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

     │  ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

     └──▼── FROM (begin-snap-location) ─┬─ TO (end-snap-location) ─┬─┴─┘

                                        └─ LENGTH (snap-length) ───┘

 

Parameters

• TITLE (title)
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Specifies the title to be printed at the beginning of each page of the snap. If requested, a title must contain 134
characters; the first character is reserved for use by the system, and the second character must be a valid ASA
carriage control character (blank, 0, 1, +, or -). Title is the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the title.

• ALL/SYSTEM/TASK
Requests a formatted snap of specified areas.
– ALL

Writes a snap of both task and system areas. Areas associated with the issuing task are formatted separately from
the system areas. (Task areas are also included with the system areas but are not itemized by task.)

– SYSTEM
Writes a snap of system areas.

– TASK
Writes a snap of task areas.

• FROM (begin-snap-location)
Writes a snap of the specified memory location. Begin-snap-location is the symbolic name of a user-defined field that
indicates the starting location of the area to be snapped.
– TO (end-snap-location)

Indicates the end of the area to be snapped and is specified following the last data-item to be included in the snap.
End-snap-location is the symbolic name of either a user-defined dummy byte field or a field that contains a data
item not associated with the area requested in the snap.

– LENGTH (snap-length)
Defines the length, in bytes, of the area to be included in the snap. Snap-length is either the symbolic name of a
user-defined field that contains the length of the data area, or the length itself expressed as a numeric constant.

Example

The following Example illustrates a SNAP statement that writes a memory snap of the specified memory location:

SNAP TITLE (SNAP_TITLE)

  FROM (START_LOC) TO (END_LOC);

Status Codes

Upon completion of the SNAP function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the system communications block indicates the
outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 4032
The derived length of the specified snap storage area is zero or negative.

STARTPAGE (DC/UCF)
The STARTPAGE statement initiates a paging session. It can be followed by any number of DML commands, including
MAP IN and MAP OUT commands. The map paging session is terminated by an ENDPAGE command (or by another
STARTPAGE command, if one is encountered before an ENDPAGE command).

NOTE
Only one pageable map can be handled by the statements enclosed by a given STARTPAGE/ENDPAGE pair.

Syntax

 

►►─── STARTPAGE session (map-name) ───────────────────────────────────────────►
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 ►─┬────────────┬─┬──────────────┬─┬────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬─ ; ─────►◄

   ├─ WAIT ─────┤ ├─ BACKPAGE ◄ ─┤ ├─ UPDATE ◄ ─┤ ├─ AUTODISPLAY ◄ ─┤

   ├─ NOWAIT ◄ ─┤ └─ NOBACKPAGE ─┘ └─ BROWSE ───┘ └─ NOAUTODISPLAY ─┘

   └─ RETURN ───┘

 

Parameters

• map-name
Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of a map specified by the DECLARE MAP statement, as described in DML
Precompiler-Directive Statements. The STARTPAGE command must precede any commands (such as MAP IN) that
specify operations to be performed using the map.

• WAIT/NOWAIT/RETURN
Specifies the runtime flow of control when the operator presses a control key.
– WAIT

Specifies that runtime mapping automatically handles paging transactions that do not cause data to be updated.
Control is passed to the program when the terminal operator presses a control key that requests an update or
nonpaging operation.

– NOWAIT
Specifies that runtime mapping automatically handles all paging and update transactions. Control is passed to
the program only when neither an update nor a paging request is made when the operator presses a control key.
NOWAIT is the default.

– RETURN
Specifies that runtime mapping does not handle any terminal transactions in the paging session. Control is passed
to the program whenever the operator presses a control key.
Runtime mapping does not update program variable storage unless a MAP IN command is issued. In cases where
the operator can update data, it is recommended that WAIT or RETURN be specified for the session so that data
can be retrieved as it is updated.

• BACKPAGE/NOBACKPAGE
Specifies whether the terminal operator can display a previous map page.
– BACKPAGE

Specifies that the operator can display previous pages of detail occurrences. BACKPAGE is the default.
– NOBACKPAGE

Specifies that the operator cannot display any page of detail occurrences with a page number lower than the current
page number. Modifications made on a given page of the map must be requested by MAP IN statements in the
application program before a MAP OUT RESUME command is issued. The previous page of detail occurrences is
deleted from the session scratch record when a new map page is displayed.

NOTE
NOBACKPAGE cannot be assigned if UPDATE and NOWAIT are specified for the session.

• UPDATE/BROWSE
Specifies whether the terminal operator can modify map data fields.
– UPDATE

Specifies that the terminal operator can modify variable map fields, subject to restrictions specified for the map
either at map definition time or by statements in the program. UPDATE is the default.

– BROWSE
Specifies that the terminal operator can modify only the page field (if any) of the map. The MDTs for variable fields
on the map can be set on only according to specifications made either in the map definition or by statements in the
program.

• AUTODISPLAY/NOAUTODISPLAY
Specifies whether to override the automatic mapout that occurs when the first page of a map is built.
– AUTODISPLAY
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Enables automatic display of the pageable map's first page. AUTODISPLAY is the default.
– NOAUTODISPLAY

Disables automatic display of the pageable map's first page. You display the first page manually by using a MAP
OUT RESUME statement.

Example

The following statement initiates a paging session in which the operator can page forward and backward within the
pageable map but can make no modifications:

STARTPAGE SESSION (EMPMAPPG)

  NOWAIT BACKPAGE BROWSE;

Status Codes

Upon completion of the STARTPAGE function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DC communications block
indicates the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 4604
A paging session was already in progress when this STARTPAGE command was received. An implied ENDPAGE was
processed before this STARTPAGE was successfully executed.

STORE RECORD
The STORE RECORD statement performs the following functions:

• Acquires space and a database key for a new record occurrence in the database
• Transfers the value of the appropriate elements from program variable storage to the specified record occurrence in

the database
• Connects the new record occurrence to all sets for which it is defined as an automatic member

Steps Before Executing STORE RECORD

Before executing the STORE RECORD statement, satisfy the following conditions:

• Ready all areas affected either implicitly or explicitly in one of the update usage modes (see READY, earlier in this
section).

• Make sure the program initializes all control elements (that is, CALC and sorted set control fields).
• If the record being stored has a location mode of DIRECT, initialize the contents of DIRECT_DBKEY (positions

197-200 of the IDMS communications block, as described in Communications Blocks and Error Detection) with a
suggested db-key value or a null db-key value of -1.

• If the record is to be stored in a native VSAM relative-record data set (RRDS), initialize the contents of
DIRECT_DBKEY with the relative-record number that represents the location within the data set where the record is to
be stored.

• Include in the subschema all sets in which the named record is defined as an automatic member, and the owner
record of each of those sets. Sets for which the named record is defined as a manual member need not be defined
in the subschema since the STORE RECORD statement does not access those sets. (An automatic member is
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connected automatically to the selected set occurrence when the record is stored; a manual member is not connected
automatically to the selected set occurrence.)

• If the record being stored has a location mode of VIA, establish currency for that VIA set, regardless of whether the
record being stored is an automatic or manual member of that set. Current of the VIA set provides the suggested page
for the record being stored.

• Establish currency for all set occurrences in which the stored record will participate as an automatic member.
Depending on set order, the STORE RECORD statement uses currency as follows:
– If the named record is defined as a member of a set that is ordered FIRST or LAST, the record that is current of set

establishes the set occurrence to which the new record will be connected.
– If the named record is defined as a member of a set that is ordered NEXT or PRIOR, the record that is current of set

establishes the set occurrence into which the new record will be connected and determines its position within the
set.

– If the named record is defined as a member of a sorted set, the record that is current of set establishes the set
occurrence into which the new record will be connected. The DBMS compares the sort key of the new record with
the sort key of the current record of set to determine if the new record can be inserted into the set by movement
in the next direction. If it can, the current of set remains positioned at the record that is current of set and the
new record is inserted. If it cannot, the DBMS finds the owner of the current of set (not necessarily the current
occurrence of the owner record type) and moves as far forward in the next direction as is necessary to determine
the logical insertion point for the new record.

Location Modes

A record is stored in the database based on the location mode specified in the schema definition of the record. The
location modes are as follows:

• CALC -- The record being stored is placed on or near a page calculated by IDMS DB from a control element (the
CALC key) in the record.

• VIA -- The record being stored is placed either as close as possible to the current of set (if current of set and member
record occurrences share a common page range) or in the same relative position in the member record's page range
as the current of set is in its associated page range (if current of set and member record occurrences do not share a
common page range).

• DIRECT -- The record being stored is placed on or near a user-specified page as determined by the value in the
DIRECT_DBKEY field of the IDMS DB communications block. If DIRECT_DBKEY contains a valid db-key for the
record being stored, the DBMS assigns a db-key on the same page if space is available to the new record occurrence.
Otherwise, it assigns the next available db-key, subject to the page-range limits of the record being stored. If
DIRECT_DBKEY contains a value of -1, the first db-key available in the page range in which the record is to be stored
is assigned to the record. In any case, the db-key of the stored record occurrence is returned to DBKEY (positions
13-16 in the IDMS/DB communications block). The contents of DIRECT_DBKEY remain unchanged.

Currency

Following successful execution of a STORE RECORD statement, the stored record becomes current of run unit, its record
type, its area, and all sets in which it participates as owner or automatic member.

Syntax

 

►►─── STORE RECORD (record-name);─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameter

• record-name
Defines the named record occurrence, as specified in program variable storage. Record-name must specify a record
type included in the subschema.
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The ordering rules for each set govern the insertion point of the specified record in the set.

Example

The following figure illustrates the steps necessary to add a new EMPLOYEE record to the database. Since EMPLOYEE
is defined as an automatic member of both the DEPT_EMPLOYEE and OFFICE_EMPLOYEE sets, currency must be
established in each of those sets before issuing the STORE RECORD.

The first two DML statements establish OFFICE 1 and DEPARTMENT as current of the OFFICE_EMPLOYEE and
DEPT_EMPLOYEE sets, respectively. When EMPLOYEE 27 is stored, it is connected automatically to each set.

Status Codes

Upon completion of the STORE RECORD function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DB communications block
indicates the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 1201
The area in which the named record is to be stored has not been readied.

• 1202
The suggested DIRECT_DBKEY value is not within the page range for the named record.

• 1205
Storage of the record would violate a duplicates-not-allowed option for a CALC record, a sorted set, or an index set.

• 1208
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The named record is not in the subschema. The program has probably invoked the wrong subschema.
• 1209

The named record's area has not been readied in one of the update usage modes.
• 1210

The subschema specifies an access restriction that prohibits storage of the named record.
• 1211

The record cannot be stored in the area because of insufficient space.
• 1212

The record cannot be stored because no db-key is available. This is a system internal error.
• 1218

The record has not been bound.
• 1221

An area other than the area of the named record occurrence has been readied with an incorrect usage mode.
• 1225

A set occurrence has not been established for each set in which the named record is to be stored.
• 1233

At least one set in which the record participates as an automatic member has not been included in the subschema.
• 1253

The subschema definition of an indexed set does not match the indexed set's physical structure in the database.
• 1254

Either the prefix length of an SR51 record is less than zero or the data length is less than or equal to zero.
• 1255

An invalid length has been defined for a variable length record.
• 1260

A record occurrence that was encountered in the process of connecting automatic sets is inconsistent with the set
named in the ERROR_SET field of the IDMS/DB communications block; probable causes include a broken chain or
improper database description.

• 1261
The record cannot be stored because of broken chains in the database.

STORE RECORD (LRF)
The STORE RECORD statement updates the database with field values for a logical-record occurrence. STORE
RECORD does not necessarily result in storing new occurrences of all or any of the database records that participate in
the logical record; the path selected to service a STORE RECORD logical-record request performs whatever database
access operations the DBA has specified to service the request. For Example, if an existing department gets a new
employee, only the new employee information will be stored in the database; the department information need not be
stored in the database because it already exists.

LRF uses field values present in the variable-storage location reserved for the logical record to make the appropriate
updates to the database. You can optionally name an alternative storage location from which the new field values are to
be obtained to perform the requested store operation.

Syntax

 

►►─── STORE RECORD (logical-record-location) ─────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────────┬──►

   └─ FROM (alt-logical-record-location) ─┘ └─ WHERE (boolean-expression) ─┘
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 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ ; ─────────────────►◄

   └─ ON LR_STATUS (path-status)  imperative-statement ─┘

 

Parameters

• logical-record-name
Names the logical record to be stored. Unless the FROM clause (see below) is included, LRF uses field values
present in the variable-storage location reserved for the specified logical record to make the appropriate updates to the
database. Logical-record-name must specify a logical record defined in the subschema.

• FROM (alt-logical-record-location)
Names an alternative variable storage location that contains the field values to be used to make appropriate updates
to the database. When storing a logical record that has previously been retrieved into an alternative variable storage
location, use the FROM clause to name the same area specified in the OBTAIN request. If the FROM clause is
included in the STORE RECORD statement, alt-logical-record-location must identify a record location defined in
program variable storage.

• WHERE (boolean expression)
Specifies selection criteria to be applied to the object logical record.
For details on coding the WHERE clause, see Logical-Record Clauses (WHERE and ON) at the end of this section.

• ON LR_STATUS (path-status) imperative-statement
Specifies the action to be taken if path-status is returned to the LR_STATUS field in the LRC block. Path-status must
be a 1- to 16-character alphanumeric value.
For details on coding this clause, see Logical-Record Clauses (WHERE and ON) at the end of this section.

Example

The following Example illustrates the steps necessary to store a new logical record, EMP-INSURANCE-LR, for a given
employee:

EMP_ID_0415 = EMP_ID_IN;

INS_PLAN_CODE_0435 = INS_PLAN_IN;

SELECTION_DATE_0400 = S_DATE_IN;

TERMINATION_DATE_0400 = T_DATE_IN;

TYPE_0400 = TYPE_IN;

INS_PLAN_CODE_0400 = PLAN_IN;

STORE RECORD (EMP_INSURANCE_LR);

The following figure illustrates the new occurrence of the record EMP_INSURANCE_LR. The new occurrence of
EMP_INSURANCE_LR consists of EMPLOYEE 149, INS_PLAN 001, and COVERAGE 'D'. The COVERAGE occurrence
represents the only data physically added to the database.

TRANSFER (DC/UCF)
The TRANSFER statement is used to:
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• Establish linkage with a specified program and to pass control and an optional parameter list to that program. The
program issuing the TRANSFER RETURN request expects return of control at the instruction immediately following the
TRANSFER statement when the linked program terminates or issues a DC RETURN request.

• Transfer control and an optional parameter list to a specified program. The program issuing the TRANSFER
NORETURN request does not expect return of control.

Passing Parameters from a Non-PL/I Program

If parameters are passed to a PL/I program from a non-PL/I program (ADS, COBOL, and Assembler), special code must
be used in the PL/I program. A partial sample of this code is shown below:

SAMPPROC: PROCEDURE (F1,F2,F3) OPTIONS (MAIN,REENTRANT);

DCL (F1,F2,F3) POINTER;

DCL (SAMPSUBS SUBSCHEMA, SAMPSCHM SCHEMA) MODE (IDMS_DC) DEBUG;

DCL IDMS ENTRY OPTIONS (INTER,ASM);

DCL IDMSP ENTRY;

DCL PASSED_FIELD_1 FIXED BIN (31) BASED(ADDR(F1));

INCLUDE IDMS (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL BASED(ADDR(F2)));

INCLUDE IDMS (RECORD_AA BASED(ADDR(F3)));

 .

 .

 .

rest of code

Here, a non-PL/I program has transferred control to this sample program, passing three parameters. The first is binary
fullword. The second is the address of the subschema control block that the program will use. The third is an IDMS/DB
record. Note that dummy parameters are set up to provide addresses on which to base the structures that are actually
passed.

Refer to the PL/I programmer's reference for your site for more information on passing parameters to a PL/I program from
an Assembler program.

NOTE
The section (in the same reference) on invoking PL/I programs from COBOL programs is not relevant. In a DC/
UCF environment, you must code the PL/I program as shown in the previous sample.

Syntax

 

►►── TRANSFER TO (program-name) ─┬──────────────┬─┬───────────────────────┬ ;─►◄

                                 ├─ RETURN ─────┤ │    ┌───── , ─────┐    │

                                 ├─ LINK ───────┤ └ ( ─▼─ parameter ─┴ ) ─┘

                                 ├─ NORETURN ◄ ─┤

                                 └─ XCTL ───────┘

 

Parameters

• TO (program-name)
Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of the program to which control is transferred. Program-name is either the
symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the program name, or the name itself enclosed in quotation marks.

• RETURN/NORETURN
Specifies whether control will be returned to the calling program.
– RETURN
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Establishes linkage with the specified program, expecting return of control. The keywords RETURN and LINK are
synonymous.

– NORETURN
Transfers control to the specified program, not expecting return of control. The keywords NORETURN and XCTL
are synonymous. NORETURN is the default.

• parameter
Passes one or more parameters (data items) to the program receiving control. Parameter is the symbolic name of a
user-defined field that contains the names of the data items to be passed. Multiple parameter specifications must be
separated with a blank.
To use parameter, the DECLARE IDMSP ENTRY statement is required. For details on this PL/I declarative, see
Required PL/I Declaratives.
If parameter is specified, the data items being passed are defined in program variable storage for both the calling
program and the linked program. The program receiving control must include a corresponding parameter clause in its
PROCEDURE statement.

Examples

The following statement transfers control to the program in the PROGRAM_NAME field; the issuing program expects
return of control:

TRANSFER TO (PROGRAM_NAME)

  LINK;

The following statement transfers control to PROGRAMD and passes three data items (FIELD_1, FIELD_2, and FIELD_3)
to the program; the issuing program does not expect return of control:

TRANSFER TO ('PROGRAMD')

  NORETURN

  (FIELD_1, FIELD_2, FIELD_3);

Status Codes

Upon completion of the TRANSFER function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DC communications block indicates
the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 3020
The request cannot be serviced because an I/O, program-not-found, or potential deadlock error has occurred.

WAIT (DC/UCF)
The WAIT statement relinquishes control either to the system, pending completion of one or more events, or to a higher
priority ready-to-run task. If control is relinquished to wait for the completion of one or more events, an event control block
(ECB) must be defined for each event. If an ECB is already posted when the WAIT is issued, the task is redispatched
immediately and control does not pass to another task.

Syntax

 

                              ┌───────────────┐

►►─── WAIT ─┬──┬─ LONG ◄ ─┬─┬─▼─ EVENT (ecb) ─┴─────┬─┬───────────────────────►

            │  └─ SHORT ──┘ └─ EVENT NAME (ecb-id) ─┘ │

            └─ REDISPATCH ────────────────────────────┘
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►──┬───────────────────────────────────┬─ ; ──────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ STALL INTERVAL (stall-interval) ─┘

 

Parameters

• LONG/SHORT
Specifies whether the wait is expected to be of long-term or short-term duration.
– LONG

Specifies that the wait is expected to be long-term. LONG should be specified for all waits expected to last a second
or more (for Example, terminal input). LONG is the default.

– SHORT
Specifies that the wait is expected to be short-term. SHORT should be specified for all waits expected to last less
than a second (for Example, a disk I/O).

• EVENT/EVENT NAME
Specifies an event upon which the issuing task is to wait.
– EVENT (ecb)

Defines one or more ECBs upon which the task will wait. ecb is the symbolic name of a user-defined area that
contains three binary fullword fields that contain the ECB. Multiple EVENT parameters must be separated by at
least one blank.

– EVENT NAME (ecb-id)
Specifies the 4-character symbolic ID of the ECB upon which the task will wait. Ecb-id is either the symbolic name
of a user-defined field that contains the ECB ID, or the ID itself enclosed in quotation marks. Multiple EVENT NAME
parameters cannot be specified.

• REDISPATCH
Specifies that the issuing task wishes to relinquish control to any higher priority ready-to-run task before being
redispatched.

• STALL INTERVAL (stall-interval)
Indicates the time, in wall-clock seconds, that the system is to suspend processing of the issuing task. Stall-interval is
the symbolic name of a user-defined fixed binary field containing the stall interval, or the interval itself expressed as a
numeric constant.

Example

The following statement requests a short-term wait on the event PODB:

WAIT

  SHORT

  EVENT NAME ('PODB');

Status Codes

Upon completion of the WAIT function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DC communications block indicates the
outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 3101
To wait on the specified ECB would cause a deadlock.
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WRITE JOURNAL (DC/UCF)
The WRITE JOURNAL statement writes a task-defined record to the journal file. Records written to the journal file with the
WRITE JOURNAL function will be available to user-defined exit routines during a task- or system-initiated rollback.

Syntax

 

►►─── WRITE JOURNAL ─┬────────────┬─┬──────────┬──────────────────────────────►

                     ├─ WAIT ─────┤ ├─ SPAN ◄ ─┤

                     └─ NOWAIT ◄ ─┘ └─ NOSPAN ─┘

 ►─── FROM (record-location) ─┬─ TO (end-record-location) ─┬─ ; ──────────────►◄

                              └─ LENGTH (record-length) ───┘

 

Parameters

• WAIT/NOWAIT
Specifies whether the issuing task is to wait for completion of the WRITE JOURNAL function before resuming
execution:
– WAIT

Specifies that the issuing task will wait for completion of the physical I/O associated with the WRITE JOURNAL
function before resuming execution. This option will cause the system to write a partially filled buffer to the journal
file.

– NOWAIT
Specifies that the issuing task will not wait for completion of the WRITE JOURNAL function; the journal record will
remain in a storage buffer until a future request necessitates writing the buffer to the journal file. NOWAIT is the
default.

• SPAN
Indicates that the system will write the record across several journal file blocks, if necessary. SPAN is the default.

NOTE
In general, the SPAN option provides better space utilization in the journal file than NOSPAN because it
increases the average fullness of each block.

• NOSPAN
Indicates that the system will write the record to a single journal file block; if it is longer than the journal block, the
record will be split.
When a record is shorter than a journal file block, based on space available in the current journal block, the system
will either place the record in the block, split it across multiple blocks (SPAN), or write it to a new block after the current
block is written (NOSPAN).
The following considerations apply to using an exit routine to retrieve journal file records during recovery:
– If a WRITE JOURNAL statement issued before a failure specified the SPAN option, records may have been written

across several journal blocks. To retrieve these records, the exit routine will be invoked once for each segment of
each record to be retrieved.

– If a WRITE JOURNAL statement issued before a failure specified the NOSPAN option and records written to the
journal file are shorter than journal blocks, the exit routine need only be concerned with the complete records.

• FROM (record-location)
Defines the program variable-storage entry of the record to be written to the journal file. Record-location is
the symbolic name of a user-defined field. The length of the record area is determined by one of the following
specifications:
– TO (end-record-location)
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Indicates the end of the record area to be written to the journal file and is specified following the last data-item entry
in record-location. End-record-location is the symbolic name of either a user-defined dummy byte field or a field that
contains a data item not associated with the record being written to the journal file.

– LENGTH (record-length)
Defines the length, in bytes, of the record to be written to the journal file. Record-length is either the symbolic name
of the user-defined field that contains the length, or the length itself expressed as a numeric constant.

Example

The following statement writes the JOURNAL_DATA record to the journal file, spanning it across several blocks if
necessary:

WRITE JOURNAL SPAN

  FROM (JOURNAL_DATA) TO (END_JOURNAL_DATA);

Status Codes

Upon completion of the WRITE JOURNAL function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DC communications block
indicates the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 5002
Storage is not available for the required control blocks.

• 5032
The derived length of the specified journal record is zero or negative.

• 5097
An invalid status has been received from DBIO/DBMS; check the system log for details.

WRITE LINE TO TERMINAL (DC/UCF)
The WRITE LINE TO TERMINAL statement transfers data from program variable storage to a terminal. WRITE LINE TO
TERMINAL also establishes, modifies, and deletes page header lines.

Data transfers requested by WRITE LINE TO TERMINAL statements can be synchronous or asynchronous:

• Synchronous -- After a synchronous request, control passes to the system. The system places the issuing task in
an inactive state. For non-3270 devices, control does not return to the issuing program until the WRITE LINE TO
TERMINAL request is complete. For 3270-type devices, all lines of output are saved in a buffer; the buffer is not
transmitted to the terminal until it is full.
The transfer of a line to the buffer will result in a processing delay; however, control returns to the program immediately
following the request. If the line of data fills the buffer, the entire page of data must be transmitted to the terminal. In
this case, control does not return to the issuing program until the terminal operator responds by pressing ENTER.
Thus, the program is made conversational.

• Asynchronous -- After an asynchronous request, control returns immediately to the issuing program. Thereafter,
each time the program issues a line mode I/O request, the system automatically checks to determine if the last
asynchronous request has completed and, therefore, whether a new data transfer can be initiated.
With asynchronous requests, programs can buffer all required pages of output without suspending task execution
during the actual transmission of data. However, the task can optionally terminate itself, thereby freeing resources and
allowing the terminal operator to review the buffered output.

The system processes I/O requests in the sequence received from the task; thus, if a program issues a synchronous
WRITE LINE TO TERMINAL request after issuing one or more asynchronous requests, the system will complete all I/O
requests before returning control to the issuing program.
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The WRITE LINE TO TERMINAL request issued automatically by the system to empty partially filled buffers upon
completion of a task is synchronous; therefore, the terminal operator can view all screens and catch up with processing
at that time. If an application allows the terminal operator to interrupt or terminate processing at some point within a task,
a synchronous WRITE LINE TO TERMINAL request must be issued to suspend processing while awaiting an operator
response.

Syntax

 

►►─── WRITE LINE TO TERMINAL ─┬──────────┬─┬───────────┬─┬──────────────┬─────►

                              ├─ WAIT ◄ ─┤ ├─ NEWPAGE ─┤ └─ NOBACKPAGE ─┘

                              └─ NOWAIT ─┘ └─ ERASE ───┘

 ►─── FROM (output-data-location) ─┬─ TO (end-output-data-location) ─┬────────►

                                   └─ LENGTH (output-data-length) ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬─ ; ──────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ HEADER (header-line-number) ─┘

 

Parameters

• WAIT
Specifies that the write operation is synchronous; the issuing task automatically relinquishes control and must wait for
completion of the output operation before processing can continue. WAIT is the default.

• NOWAIT
Specifies that the write operation is asynchronous; the issuing task continues executing.

• NEWPAGE
Writes the output data line beginning on a new page. For 3270-type devices, the NEWPAGE option forces the system
to output the contents of the current buffer, even if the buffer is not full. The keywords NEWPAGE and ERASE are
synonymous.

• NOBACKPAGE
Specifies (for 3270-type devices only) that pages output in a scratch area are not to be kept. If NOBACKPAGE is
specified, the terminal operator can view only the current page of output. NOBACKPAGE is valid only with the first I/O
request in a line mode session.

• FROM (output-data-location)
Identifies the program variable-storage entry of the data to be transferred to the terminal device, or the page-header
line being created, modified, or deleted. Output-data-location is the symbolic name of a user-defined field. The length
of the output data stream is determined by one of the following specifications:
– TO (end-output-data-location)

Indicates the end of the program variable-storage entry that contains the output data stream and is specified
following the last data-item entry in output-data-location. End-output-data-location is the symbolic name of either a
user-defined dummy byte field or a field that contains a data item not associated with the output data.

– LENGTH (output-data-length)
Defines the length, in bytes, of the output data area. Output-data-length is either the symbolic name of a user-
defined field that contains the length of the data area, or the length itself expressed as a numeric constant.

NOTE
If the WRITE LINE TO TERMINAL statement is being used to delete a page-header line, output-data-
length must be zero.

• HEADER (header-line-number)
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Specifies the number of the page header line being created, modified, or deleted. Header-line-number is either the
symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the header line number, or the header line number itself expressed
as a numeric constant.

Examples

The following statement defines the value of a data area as a header to be displayed at the top of each new page written
to the terminal:

WRITE LINE TO TERMINAL

 FROM (EMPL_HEAD) TO (END_EMPL_HEAD)

 HEADER (1);

The following statement writes the value in the specified data area to a new page on the terminal:

WRITE LINE TO TERMINAL

  NOWAIT NEWPAGE

  FROM (EMPL_RPT) LENGTH (60);

Status Codes

Upon completion of the WRITE LINE TO TERMINAL function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DC
communications block indicates the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 4707
A logical or permanent I/O error has occurred during processing.

• 4731
The line request block (LRB) contains an invalid field, indicating a possible error in the program's parameters.

• 4732
The derived length of the specified line output area is zero or negative.

• 4738
The specified program variable-storage entry has not been allocated as required. A GET STORAGE request must be
issued.

• 4743
The line I/O session has been canceled; the terminal operator has pressed CLEAR (3270s), ATTENTION (2741s), or
BREAK (teletypes).

WRITE LOG (DC/UCF)
The WRITE LOG statement retrieves a predefined message from the message area of the data dictionary and optionally
writes the message to a specified location in program variable storage. Retrieved messages are sent to the destination
specified in the message definition; typical destinations are the operator's console and the system log file. If the operator's
console has been defined as the message destination, the WRITE LOG statement can request a reply. When a reply is
requested, control is not returned to the issuing task until the reply is received.

Message ID and Severity Code

The message ID specified in the WRITE LOG statement is a 7-digit number. The first six (most significant) digits make up
the actual message ID used to retrieve the message from the data dictionary; the seventh digit is a severity code. This
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severity code is predefined in the dictionary and is retrieved along with the message text to indicate the action to be taken
after the message is written to the log. The following table shows severity codes and corresponding system actions.

Severity code Corresponding action by the system
0 Return control to the issuing program and continue processing.
1 Snap all task resources and return control to the issuing program.
2 Snap all system areas and return control to the issuing program.
3 Snap all task resources and abend the task with a task abend

code of D002.
4 Snap all system areas and abend the task with a task abend code

of D002.
5 Terminate the task with a task abend code of D002.
6 Undefined.
7 Undefined.
8 Snap all system areas and abend the system with a system abend

code of 3996.
9 Terminate the system with a system abend code of 3996.

Message IDs That Are Not in the Dictionary

If a WRITE LOG statement specifies a message ID that is not in the dictionary, the system will use a prototype message
but will perform the action associated with the severity code specified in the WRITE LOG request.

Messages Containing Symbolic Parameters

Messages stored in the data dictionary can contain symbolic Parameters. Symbolic Parameters, identified by an
ampersand (&). followed by a 2-digit numeric identifier, can appear in any order within the message. The WRITE LOG
statement can specify replacement values for one or more symbolic Parameters; however, the position of replacement
values within the WRITE LOG request must correspond exactly with the 2-digit numeric identifier in the message text. For
Example, the first value specified corresponds to &01., the second to &02., and so forth.

Syntax

 

►►─── WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID (message-id) ──────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────►

   │         ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─ PARMS ─▼─ FROM (parm-location) ─┬─ TO (end-parm-location) ─┬─┴─┘

                                      └─ LENGTH (parm-length) ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────►

   └─ REPLY INTO (reply-location) ─┬─ TO (end-reply-location) ───────┬─┘

                                   └─ MAX LENGTH (reply-max-length) ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TEXT INTO (text-return-location) ─┬─ TO (end-text-return-location) ─┬───

                                        └─ MAX LENGTH (text-max-length) ──┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ ; ─────────────────►◄

  ───┬──────────────────────────────┬──┬─────────────┬──┘

     └─ MESSAGE_PREFIX ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘  └─ TEXT ONLY ─┘
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                        └─ NO ────┘

 

Parameters

• MESSAGE ID (message-id)
Specifies the 7-digit message ID. The first six digits specify the ID of the message; the seventh digit specifies the
message's severity code. Message-id is either the symbolic name of a user-defined FIXED BINARY(31) field that
contains the message ID, or the ID itself expressed as a numeric constant. Message IDs 000001 through 900000
are reserved for use by the system; the WRITE LOG statement can specify any number in the range 900001 through
999999.

NOTE
The message length must be seven digits. The system will always interpret the last digit as the severity level.
If you request message 987659 and do not code a severity level of zero (that is, 9876590) you are actually
requesting that message 098765 be written to the log and that the system should be terminated with a 3996
abend code.

NOTE
When messages are added to the data dictionary for use with the WRITE LOG statement, they are assigned
an 8-character identification number; the first two characters are DC. A request for message 987654 retrieves
DC987654.

NOTE
 

• PARMS FROM (parm-location)
Supplies replacement values for one or more symbolic parameters stored with the message text. Parm-location is the
symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the program variable-storage entry of the replacement parameter.

• TO (end-parm-location)
Indicates the end of the program variable-storage entry that contains the replacement parameter and is specified
following the last data item in parm-location. End-parm-location is the symbolic name of either a user-defined dummy
byte field or a field that contains a data item not associated with the replacement parameter.

• LENGTH (parm-length)
Defines the length, in bytes, of the replacement parameter. Parm-location is either the symbolic name of a user-defined
field that contains the length or the length itself expressed as a numeric constant.
The following WRITE LOG statement replaces a symbolic parameter with the contents of the FLT_NO field:

WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID (9000160)

  PARMS FROM (FLT_NO) TO (END_FLT_NO);

Each replacement parameter must begin with a 1-byte field from which the system obtains the length (in hexadecimal)
of the parameter. This 1-byte field cannot be displayed.
Consider the following Example:

03 FLT_NO,

  05 FILLER    CHAR (1),

  05 FLT_PARM   CHAR (6) INIT ('AAA201'),

  05 END_FLT_NO  CHAR (1);

• REPLY INTO (reply-location)
Specifies the program variable-storage entry of the area reserved for a reply to the message issued by the WRITE
LOG request. Reply-location is the symbolic name of a user-defined field. The length of the reply area is determined by
one of the following specifications:
– TO (end-reply-location)
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Indicates the end of the program variable-storage entry reserved for the reply and is specified following the last field
in reply-location. End-reply-location is the symbolic name of either a user-defined dummy byte field or a field that
contains a data item not associated with the reply.

– MAX LENGTH (reply-max-length)
Defines the maximum length, in bytes, of the area reserved for the reply. Reply-max-length is either the symbolic
name of a user-defined field that contains the length, or the length itself expressed as a numeric constant.

• TEXT INTO (text-return-location)
Specifies that the contents of the named message, along with any replacement parameters, are to be written to
the issuing program. Text-return-location is the symbolic name of a user-defined 1- to 132-character alphanumeric
field that contains the program variable-storage entry to which the message text is to be returned. The length of the
returned text is determined by one of the following specifications:
– TO (end-text-return-location)

Indicates the end of the program variable-storage entry reserved for the text and is specified following the last data
item in text-return-location. End-text-return-location is the symbolic name of either a user-defined dummy byte field
or a field that contains a data item not associated with the returned text.

– MAX LENGTH (text-max-length)
Defines the maximum length, in bytes, of the program variable-storage entry reserved for the returned message
text. Text-max-length is either the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the text length, or the length
itself expressed as a numeric constant.

• MESSAGE_PREFIX YES/NO
Specifies the format of the message prefix.
– YES

Indicates that the message text is preceded by:

IDMS DCnnnnnnn Vssssss REPLYnn

DCnnnnnnn is the message number, Vssssss is the system number, and REPLYnn is the message's system-
supplied reply number (present only if the REPLY parameter is used). YES is the default.

– NO
Indicates that the message text is preceded by:

DCnnnnnnn

DCnnnnnnn is the message number.
– TEXT ONLY

Indicates that the message text is output with no prefix.

Example

The following figure illustrates a WRITE LOG statement that supplies three replacement parameters.

Task A issues a WRITE LOG request for message 900121, specifying values to replace symbolic parameters &01., &02.,
and &03. stored with the message text. The system sends the message to its destination, which has been defined as the
logical terminal associated with the issuing task.
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Status Codes

Upon completion of the WRITE LOG function, the ERROR_STATUS field of the IDMS DC communications block indicates
the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 3623
No storage or resource control element (RCE) can be allocated for the specified reply area.

• 3624
The maximum number of outstanding replies has been exceeded; a maximum of 98 messages can be awaiting reply
at a given time.

• 3631
The parameter list is invalid.

WRITE PRINTER (DC/UCF)
The WRITE PRINTER statement transmits data from a task to a terminal defined to the system as a printer device during
system generation. Any type of terminal can be designated as a printer; however, the terminal is usually a hard-copy
device.

The system does not transmit data directly from program variable storage to the terminal. Rather, data is passed to a
queue maintained by the system, and from the queue to the printer. The data stream passed to the queue by the WRITE
PRINTER request contains only data; the system adds the necessary line and device control characters when it writes the
data to the printer.

NOTE
Native mode data streams (that is, those that contain device-control information as well as user data) can also
be transmitted with a WRITE PRINTER request. This capability is useful in formatting reports for 3280-type
printers.
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Each line of data transmitted in a WRITE PRINTER request is considered a record. Each record is associated with a
report in the print queue. A report consists of one or more records. Any task can have up to 256 active print reports. A
program can issue multiple WRITE PRINTER requests, each specifying a different report. Because the system maintains
the records associated with each report individually, records associated with one report are not interspersed with records
associated with other reports when printed.

WRITE PRINTER Directs Reports to Print Classes and Destinations

The WRITE PRINTER request can direct reports to print classes and to destinations:

• Print classes -- During system generation, one or more print classes are associated with each terminal designated
as a printer. For each report, the first record transmitted to the print queue by means of a WRITE PRINTER request
establishes the print class for that report. The report will be printed on the first available printer that is assigned the
same print class.

• Destinations -- Destinations are groups of terminals, printers, or users. If destinations have been defined during
system generation, the WRITE PRINTER request can direct a report to a destination. Reports sent to printer
destinations are printed on the first available printer for the destination, regardless of print class.

The system prints a report only when that report is completed, either explicitly as part of a WRITE PRINTER request or
implicitly when the issuing task terminates.

Affect of Termination

Normal task termination, a FINISH TASK request, or a COMMIT TASK request will end all of the task's reports. Queued
reports are made eligible for printing.

Abnormal task termination (abend) or a ROLLBACK TASK request will cause any queued reports belonging to the task to
be deleted.

Syntax

 

►►─── WRITE PRINTER ─┬───────────┬──┬──────────┬──────────────────────────────►

                     ├─ NEWPAGE ─┤  └─ ENDRPT ─┘

                     └─ ERASE ───┘

 ►─┬──┬──────────┬─ FROM (message-location) ─┬─ TO (end-message-location) ─┬┬─►

   │  └─ NATIVE ─┘                           └─ LENGTH (message-length) ───┘│

   └─ SCREEN CONTENTS ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──►

   └─ COPIES ( ─┬─ 1 ◄ ────────┬─ ) ─┘ └─ REPORT ID ( ─┬─ 1 ◄ ───────┬─ ) ─┘

                └─ copy-count ─┘                       └─ report-id ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─┬─ CLASS (printer-class) ───────────────────────┬─┘

     └─ DESTINATION (printer-destination) ─┬───────┬─┘

                                           └─ ALL ─┘

 ►─┬────────┬─┬────────┬─ ; ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ HOLD ─┘ └─ KEEP ─┘

 

Parameters

• NEWPAGE
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Specifies that the data stream will be printed beginning on a new page. The keywords NEWPAGE and ERASE are
synonymous.

• ENDRPT
Indicates that the data stream constitutes the last record in the specified report. When ENDRPT is specified, the report
can be printed before the issuing task has terminated. However, the program must issue a COMMIT TASK request to
signal the system to print the ended report. A subsequent WRITE PRINTER request with the same report id will start a
separate report.

• FROM (message-location)
Specifies the program variable-storage entry of the data to be transmitted to the print queue. Message-location is the
symbolic name of a user-defined field. The length of the data area is determined by one of the following specifications:
– TO (end-message-location)

Indicates the end of the program variable-storage entry that contains the data to be transmitted to the print queue
and is specified following the last data-item entry in message-location. End-message-location is the symbolic name
of either a user-defined dummy byte field or a field that contains a data item not associated with the output data.

– LENGTH (message-length)
Defines the length, in bytes, of the data stream. Message-length is either the symbolic name of a user-defined field
that contains the length of the data, or the length itself expressed as a numeric constant.

• NATIVE
Specifies that the data stream contains device-control characters. If NATIVE is not specified, the system automatically
inserts the necessary characters.

• SCREEN CONTENTS
Specifies (for 3270-type devices only) that the contents of the currently displayed screen are to be transmitted to the
print queue. If SCREEN CONTENTS is specified with a non-3270 terminal or a remote 3270 terminal running under
TCAM, an error condition results.

• COPIES (1/copy-count)
Specifies the number of copies of the report to be printed. The specified copy count must be an integer in the range
1 through 255; the default is 1. Copy-count is either the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the copy
count, or the count itself expressed as a numeric constant.

• REPORT ID (1/report-id)
Specifies the identifier of the report to be printed. The specified identifier must be an integer in the range 1 through
255; the default is 1. Report-id is either the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the report ID, or the ID
itself expressed as a numeric constant.

• CLASS (printer-class)
Specifies the print class to which the report will be assigned. Valid print classes are 1 through 64; the default is
1. Printer-class is either the symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the print class, or the class itself
expressed as a numeric constant.

• DESTINATION (printer-destination)
Specifies the 1- to 8-character destination to which the report will be routed. Printer-destination is either the symbolic
name of a user-defined field that contains the destination, or the destination itself enclosed in quotation marks. The
specified destination must have been defined during system generation.

• ALL
Specifies that the report is to be printed on all of the printers belonging to the specified destination. The report will
be printed, one printer at a time, and saved until it has been printed on each of the printers associated with the
destination.

• CLASS/DESTINATION
Specifies a print class or destination (terminal, printer, or user). Specify this parameter only for the first line of each
report. If you specify no class or destination, the default print class assigned to the issuing task's physical terminal
during system generation is used.

• HOLD
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Specifies that a queued report will be held without being printed. The specified report will be held until a DCMT VARY
REPORT report-name RELEASE command is issued at runtime.

• KEEP
Specifies that the system will keep the report in the print queue after it has been printed. The report can be released
for printing with a DCMT VARY REPORT report-name RELEASE command. In this way, the report can be printed
several times. A KEPT report can be deleted from the print queue manually (using a DCMT VARY REPORT report-
name DELETE command at runtime) or automatically (when the queue retention period has been exceeded).

Example

The following statement associates the data in the specified location with report 32 in the print queue and prints it
beginning on a new page. Report 32 will print on the first terminal assigned to print class 3 when the program notifies the
system that the report is complete or when the task terminates.

WRITE PRINTER

  NEWPAGE

  FROM (PASSGR_RPT) TO (END_PASSGR_RPT)

  REPORT ID (32)

  CLASS (3);

The following statement prints three copies of the current screen contents on a printer associated with destination A, and
keeps the contents of the report in the print queue after it has printed:

WRITE PRINTER

  SCREEN CONTENTS

  COPIES (3)

  DESTINATION ('A')

  KEEP;

Status Codes

Upon completion of the WRITE PRINTER function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DC communications block
indicates the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 4807
An I/O error has occurred while placing the record in the print queue.

• 4818
The current system definition contains no logical terminal-printer associations.

• 4821
The specified printer destination is undefined or is not a printer.

• 4831
The parameter list is invalid.

• 4832
The derived length of the specified printer output data area is zero or negative.

• 4838
The specified program variable-storage entry has not been allocated as required. A GET STORAGE request for the
specified variable must be issued before the WRITE PRINTER statement.

• 4845
A WRITE PRINTER SCREEN CONTENTS request cannot be serviced because the terminal associated with the
issuing task is not a 3270-type device or is a remote 3270 device running under TCAM.

• 4846
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A terminal I/O error has occurred.

WRITE TERMINAL (DC/UCF)
The WRITE TERMINAL statement requests a synchronous or asynchronous data transfer from program variable storage
to the terminal buffer.

Syntax

 

►►─── WRITE TERMINAL ─┬──────────┬─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────►

                      ├─ WAIT ◄ ─┤ ├─┬─ NEWPAGE ─┬───────────────┤

                      └─ NOWAIT ─┘ │ └─ ERASE ───┘               │

                                   └─┬─ EAU ───────────────────┬─┘

                                     └─ ERASE ALL UNPROTECTED ─┘

 ►─── FROM (output-data-location) ─┬─ TO (end-output-data-location) ─┬─ ; ────►◄

                                   └─ LENGTH (output-data-length) ───┘

 

Parameters

• WAIT/NOWAIT
Indicates whether the write operation is to be synchronous or asynchronous.
– WAIT

Specifies that the write operation will be synchronous; the issuing task will automatically relinquish control to the
system and wait for completion of the write operation before continuing processing. WAIT is the default.

– NOWAIT
Specifies that the write operation will be asynchronous; the issuing task will continue executing.

NOTE
If NOWAIT is specified, the program must issue a CHECK TERMINAL request (described earlier in this
section) before performing any other I/O operation.

• NEWPAGE/EAU
Specifies the mechanism to be used with the write operation.
– NEWPAGE

Activates the page-eject (SYSINOUT devices) or erase-write (3270-type devices) mechanism to erase the contents
of a screen. If NEWPAGE is not specified, the WRITE TERMINAL request will write over rather than erase data
displayed on the terminal. The keywords NEWPAGE and ERASE are synonymous.

– EAU
Activates (for 3270-type devices only) the erase-all-unprotected mechanism. Following a WRITE TERMINAL EAU
function, only protected fields remain on the terminal. If EAU is specified, the FROM clause (described below) need
not be specified.

• FROM (output-data-location)
Specifies the program variable-storage entry of the output data stream. Output-data-location is the symbolic name of a
user-defined field. The length of the output data stream is determined by one of the following specifications:
– TO (end-output-data-location)

Indicates the end of the output data stream and is specified following the last data-item entry in output-data-location.
End-output-data-location is the symbolic name of either a user-defined dummy byte field or a field that contains a
data item not associated with the output data stream.

– LENGTH (output-data-length)
Defines the length, in bytes, of the output data stream. Output-data-length is either the symbolic name of a user-
defined field that contains the length of the data area, or the length itself expressed as a numeric constant.
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Example

The following statement illustrates an asynchronous basic mode request to write data to the terminal from the specified
location in program variable storage:

WRITE TERMINAL

  NOWAIT

  FROM (TERM_LINE) LENGTH (72);

Status Codes

Upon completion of the WRITE TERMINAL function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DC communications block
indicates the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 4525
The output operation has been interrupted; the terminal operator has pressed ATTENTION or BREAK.

• 4526
A logical error (for Example, an invalid control character) has been encountered in the output data stream.

• 4527
A permanent I/O error has occurred during processing.

• 4528
The dial-up line for the terminal has been disconnected.

• 4531
The terminal request block (TRB) contains an invalid field, indicating a possible error in the program's parameters.

• 4532
The derived length of the specified output data area is zero or negative.

• 4539
The terminal associated with the issuing task is out of service.

WRITE THEN READ TERMINAL (DC/UCF)
The WRITE THEN READ TERMINAL statement requests a transfer of data from program variable storage to the terminal
buffer and, when the terminal operator has completed entering data, a transfer of that data back to program variable
storage.

Syntax

 

►►─── WRITE ─┬────────┬─ READ TERMIMAL ─┬──────────┬──────────────────────────►

             └─ THEN ─┘                 ├─ WAIT ◄ ─┤

                                        └─ NOWAIT ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─┬─ NEWPAGE ─┬───────────────┤

   │ └─ ERASE ───┘               │

   └─┬─ EAU ───────────────────┬─┘

     └─ ERASE ALL UNPROTECTED ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

   ├─ MODIFIED ─┬─ FROM POSITION (screen-position) ─┘

   └─ BUFFER ───┘
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 ►─── FROM (output-data-location) ─┬─ TO (end-output-data-location) ─┬────────►

                                   └─ LENGTH (output-data-length) ───┘

 ►─── INTO (input-data-location) ─┬─ TO (end-input-data-location) ───────┬────►

                                  └─ MAX LENGTH (input-data-max-length) ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ ; ────────────────────►◄

   └─ RETURN LENGTH INTO (input-data-actual-length) ─┘

 

Parameters

• WAIT/NOWAIT
Indicates whether the I/O operation is to be synchronous or asynchronous.
– WAIT

Specifies that the I/O operation will be synchronous; the issuing task will automatically relinquish control to the
system and must wait for completion of the I/O operation before processing can continue. WAIT is the default.

– NOWAIT
Specifies that the I/O operation will be asynchronous; the issuing task will continue executing.

NOTE
If NOWAIT is specified, the program must issue a CHECK TERMINAL request (described earlier in this
section) before performing any other I/O operation.

• NEWPAGE/EAU
Specifies the mechanism to be used with the write operation:
– NEWPAGE

Activates the page-eject (SYSINOUT devices) or erase-write (3270-type devices) mechanism to erase the contents
of a screen. If NEWPAGE is not specified, the WRITE TERMINAL request will write over rather than erase data
displayed on the terminal. The keywords NEWPAGE and ERASE are synonymous.

– EAU
Activates (for 3270-type devices only) the erase-all-unprotected mechanism. Following a WRITE TERMINAL EAU
function, only protected fields remain on the terminal. If EAU is specified, the FROM clause (described below) need
not be specified.

• MODIFIED/BUFFER
Transfers (for 3270-type devices only) data to the application program without requiring the terminal operator to signal
completion of data entry.
– MODIFIED

Reads all modified fields in the terminal buffer into program variable storage.
– BUFFER

Executes a READ BUFFER command that reads the entire contents of the terminal buffer into the program variable
storage.

– FROM POSITION (screen-position)
Defines the buffer address (screen position) at which the read will start. Screen-position is either the symbolic name
of a user-defined FIXED BINARY(31) field or the address itself enclosed in quotation marks.

• FROM (output-data-location)
Specifies the program variable-storage entry of the output data stream. Output-data-location is the symbolic name of a
user-defined field. The length of the output data stream is determined by one of the following specifications:
– TO (end-output-data-location)

Indicates the end of the output data stream and is specified following the last data-item entry in output-data-location.
End-output-data-location is the symbolic name of either a user-defined dummy byte field or a field that contains a
data item not associated with the output data stream.

– LENGTH (output-data-length)
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Defines the length, in bytes, of the output data stream. Output-data-length is either the symbolic name of a user-
defined field that contains the length of the data stream, or the length itself expressed as a numeric constant.

• INTO (input-data-location)
Specifies the program variable-storage entry of the data area reserved for the input data stream. Input-data-location
is the symbolic name of a user-defined field. The length of the input data stream is determined by one of the following
specifications:
– TO (end-input-data-location)

Indicates the end of the data area reserved for the input data stream and is specified following the last data-item
entry in input-data-location. End-input-data-location is the symbolic name of either a user-defined dummy byte field
or a field that contains a data item not associated with the data area reserved for the input data stream.

– MAX LENGTH (input-data-max-length)
Defines the length, in bytes, of the data area reserved for the input data stream. Input-data-max-length is either the
symbolic name of a user-defined field that contains the length of the data stream, or the length itself expressed as a
numeric constant.
If the input data stream is larger than the data area reserved in program variable storage, the system truncates the
data stream to fit the available space.

• RETURN LENGTH INTO (input-data-actual-length)
Indicates the location to which the system will return the actual length of the input data stream. Input-data-actual-length
is the symbolic name of a user-defined field. If the data stream has been truncated, input-data-actual-length contains
the original length before truncation.

Example

The following statement illustrates a basic mode request to write data from the program (OUTPUT_LINE) to the terminal,
read the data from the terminal to the specified location (INPUT_LINE) in the program, and return the actual length of the
input data stream (LINE_LENGTH) to variable storage:

WRITE THEN READ TERMINAL

  WAIT

  FROM (OUTPUT_LINE) TO (END_INPUT_LINE)

  INTO (INPUT_LINE) MAX LENGTH (80)

  RETURN LENGTH INTO (LINE_LENGTH);

Status Codes

Upon completion of the WRITE THEN READ TERMINAL function, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DC
communications block indicates the outcome of the operation:

• 0000
The request has been serviced successfully.

• 4519
The input area specified for the return of data is too small; the returned data has been truncated to fit the available
space.

• 4525
The output operation has been interrupted; the terminal operator has pressed ATTENTION or BREAK.

• 4526
A logical error (for Example, an invalid control character) has been encountered in the output data stream.

• 4527
A permanent I/O error has occurred.
4528
The dial-up line for the terminal has been disconnected.

• 4531
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The terminal request block (TRB) contains an invalid field, indicating a possible error in the program's parameters.
• 4532

The derived length of the specified I/O data area is zero or negative.
• 4535

Storage for the input buffer cannot be acquired because the specified program variable-storage entry has been
allocated.

• 4538
The specified program variable-storage entry has not been allocated and the GET STORAGE option has not been
specified.

• 4539
The terminal device associated with the issuing task is out of service.

Logical-Record Clauses (WHERE and ON)
Logical-record clauses are used with any of the four DML statements that access logical records (that is, OBTAIN,
MODIFY, STORE, or ERASE). The logical-record clauses are as follows:

• WHERE -- Specifies criteria used to select and/or criteria used to limit the selection of logical-record occurrences.
• ON -- Tests for a specific path status returned to indicate the result of a logical-record DML statement.

This article describes the following information:

WHERE Clause

The WHERE clause has two major functions:

• To direct the program to a path, predefined in the subschema by the DBA and transparent to the application
program. This allows you to access the database without issuing words connected by boolean operators (AND, OR,
and NOT). The format of the WHERE clause follows PL/I Syntax rules (that is, operands or operators are separated by
a blank).

NOTE

If you use the WHERE clause, you must specify the 48-character set in your source program; IDng specific
instructions for navigating the database.

• To specify selection criteria to be applied to a logical record. This allows the program to specify attributes of the
desired logical record, thereby reducing the need for the program to inspect multiple logical records to isolate the
logical record of interest.

The WHERE clause is issued in the form of a boolean expression that consists of comparisons and kMSDMLP assumes
the use of the 48-character set when it generates LRF code. For more information, see DML Precompiler Options.

Syntax

 

►►─── WHERE ( ─┬───────────┬─┬─ dba-designated-keyword ─┬─────────────────────►

               └─┬─ NOT ─┬─┘ └─ comparison ─────────────┘

                 └─ ¬ ───┘

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴─ ) ────────────►◄

     ├─┬─ AND ┌─┬─┬──────────┬─┬─ dba-designated-keyword ─┬┘

     │ └─ & ──┘ │ └┬─ NOT ─┬─┘ └─ comparison ─────────────┘

     └─┬─ OR ─┬─┘  └─ ¬ ───┘

       └─ │ ──┘
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Expansion of comparison

►►─┬─ literal ──────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┬─ CONTAINS ─┬──►

   │ ┌────────────┐                                         │ ├─ MATCHES ──┤

   ├─▼─ group-id.─┴─ idd-defined-variable-field-name ───────┤ ├─┬─ EQ ─┬───┤

   └─ arithmetic-expression ────────────────────────────────┘ │ └─ = ──┘   │

                                                              ├─┬─ NE ─┬───┤

                                                              │ └─ ¬= ─┘   │

                                                              ├─┬─ GT ─┬───┤

                                                              │ └─ > ──┘   │

                                                              ├─┬─ LT ─┬───┤

                                                              │ └─ < ──┘   │

                                                              ├─┬─ GE ─┬───┤

                                                              │ └─ >= ─┘   │

                                                              └─┬─ LE ─┬───┘

                                                                └─ <= ─┘

 ►─┬─ literal ──────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►◄

   │ ┌────────────┐                                         │

   ├─▼─ group-id.─┴─ variable-field-name ───────────────────┤

   │ ┌────────────┐                                         │

   ├─▼─ group-id.─┴─ logical-record-field-name ─┬─────────┬─┤

   │                                            └─ OF LR ─┘ │

   └─ arithmetic-expression ────────────────────────────────┘

 

Parameters

• dba-designated-keyword
Specifies a DBA-designated keyword to be applied to the logical record that is the object of the command. Dba-
designated-keyword is a keyword specified by the DBA that is applicable to the logical record named in the command;
it can be no longer than 32 characters. The keyword represents an operation to be performed at the path level and
serves only to route the logical-record request to the appropriate, predetermined path.
A path must exist to service a request that issues dba-designated-keyword. If no such path exists, the DML
precompiler flags this condition by issuing an error message.

• comparison
Specifies a comparison operation to be performed, using the indicated operands and operators. It also serves to direct
the logical-record request to a path.
Individual comparisons and keywords are connected by the boolean operators AND, OR, and NOT. Parentheses can
be used to clarify a multiple-comparison boolean expression or to override the precedence of operators.

• literalidd-defined-variable-field-namearithmetic-expression
Identifies a left or right comparison operand.
– literal

Specifies a literal value. Literal can be any alphanumeric or numeric literal. Alphanumeric literals must be enclosed
in quotation marks.

– idd-defined-variable-field-name
Specifies a program variable storage field predefined in the dictionary. Idd-defined-variable-field-name must be an
elementary element. It cannot be a group element. Group elements can only be used for qualification.
The optional qualifier group-id uniquely identifies the named variable field. This qualifier is required if idd-defined-
variable-field-name is not unique within program variable storage. Group-id names the group element that contains
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the field. A maximum of 15 different group-id qualifiers can be specified to identify as many as 15 levels of group
elements.

– arithmetic-expression
Specifies an arithmetic expression designated as a unary minus (-), unary plus (+), simple arithmetic operation, or
compound arithmetic operation. Arithmetic operators permitted in an arithmetic expression are add (+), subtract (-),
multiply (*), and divide (/). Operands can be literals, variable-storage fields, and logical-record fields as described
above. On the left side of the comparison you cannot use a key value.

• CONTAINS/MATCHES/EQ/NE/GT/LT/GE/LE
Specifies the comparison operator. Operators are evaluated in the following order:
a. Comparisons enclosed in parentheses
b. Arithmetic, comparison, and boolean operators by order of precedence, from highest to lowest:

• Unary plus or minus in an arithmetic expression
• Multiplication or division in an arithmetic expression
• Addition or subtraction in an arithmetic expression
• MATCHES or CONTAINS comparison operators
• EQ, NE, GT, LT, GE, LE comparison operators
• NOT boolean operator
• AND boolean operator
• OR boolean operator

c. From left to right within operators of equal precedence
CONTAINS
Is true if the value of the right operand occurs in the value of the left operand. Both operands included with the
CONTAINS operator must be alphanumeric values and elementary elements.
MATCHES
Is true if each character in the left operand matches a corresponding character in the right operand (the mask).
When MATCHES is specified, LRF compares the left operand with the mask, one character at a time, moving from
left to right. The result of the match is either true or false: the result is true if the end of the mask is reached before
encountering a character in the left operand that does not match a corresponding character in the mask. The result
is false if LRF encounters a character in the left operand that does not match a mask character.
Three special characters can be used in the mask to perform pattern matching: @, which matches any alphabetic
character; #, which matches any numeric character; and *, which matches any alphabetic or numeric character.
Both the left operand and the mask must be alphanumeric values and elementary elements.
EQ
Is true if the value of the left operand is equal to the value of the right operand.
NE
Is true if the value of the left operand is not equal to the value of the right operand.
GT
Is true if the value of the left operand is greater than the value of the right operand.
LT
Is true if the value of the left operand is less than the value of the right operand.
GE
Is true if the value of the left operand is greater than or equal to the value of the right operand.
LE
Is true if the value of the left operand is less than or equal to the value of the right operand.

• logical-record-field-name
Specifies a data field that participates in the named logical record. Logical-record-field-name must be an elementary
element. It cannot be a group element. Group elements can only be used for qualification.
The optional qualifier group-id uniquely identifies the named logical-record field. This qualifier is required if logical-
record-field-name is not unique within all subschema records, including those that are not part of the logical record,
and all non IDMS/DB records copied into the program. Group-id names the group element or database record that
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contains the field. A maximum of 15 different group-id qualifiers can be specified to identify as many as 15 levels of
group elements.
The optional OF LR parameter specifies that the value of the named field at the time that the request is issued will
be used throughout processing of the request. If the value of the field changes during request processing, LRF will
continue to use the original value. If the OF LR entry is not included and the value of the field changes during request
processing, the new field value in variable storage will be used if the field is required for further request processing.

Usage of the WHERE Clause

If the WHERE clause compares a CALC-key field to a literal, the literal's format must correspond exactly to the CALC-key
definition. Enclose the literal in quotation marks if the CALC key has a usage of DISPLAY, and use leading zeros if the
literal consists of fewer characters than the field's picture. For example, if the calc-key-field CALC key is defined as CHAR
(3), code the WHERE clause as follows:

WHERE (calc-key-field) EQ '054';

The WHERE clause can contain as many comparisons and keywords as required to specify the criteria to be applied
to the logical record. If necessary, the value of the SIZE parameter in the INCLUDE IDMS SUBSCHEMA_LR_CTRL
statement can be increased to accommodate very large and complex WHERE clause specifications. Processing efficiency
is not affected by the composition of the WHERE clause (other than the logical order of the operators, as noted below),
since LRF automatically uses the most efficient path to process the logical-record request.

Examples

The following logical-record request uses a DBA-designated keyword (PROGRAMMER_ANALYSTS) to direct LRF to a
DBA-defined access path:

OBTAIN NEXT RECORD (EMP_JOB_LR)

  WHERE (PROGRAMMER_ANALYSTS);

The following logical-record request uses boolean selection criteria to specify the desired occurrence of EMP_JOB_LR:

OBTAIN RECORD (EMP_JOB_LR)

  WHERE (OFFICE_CODE_0450 EQ '001');

ON Clause

The ON clause tests for a specific path status returned to indicate the result of the statement. If LRF returns the specified
path status, the imperative statement included in the ON clause is executed; if the specified path status is not returned,
the imperative statement included in the ON clause is ignored and IDMS_STATUS is performed.

The ON clause tests for a standard or DBA-defined path status, which is in the form of a 1- to 16-character unquoted
string. Path statuses are issued during execution of the path selected to service the request.

Standard Path Statuses

Standard path statuses are as follows:

• LR_FOUND -- Returned when the logical-record request has been successfully executed. This status can be returned
as the result of any of the four LRF DML statements. When LR_FOUND is returned, the ERROR_STATUS field in the
IDMS communications block contains 0000.

• LR_NOT_FOUND -- Returned when the logical record specified cannot be found, either because no such record
exists or because all such occurrences have already been retrieved. This status can be returned as the result of
any of the four LRF DML statements, provided that the path to which LRF is directed includes retrieval logic. When
LR_NOT_FOUND is returned, the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS communications block contains 0000.
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NOTE
A successful STORE can return LR_NOT_FOUND if its WHERE clause references a logical-record field and
the STORE path performs no OBTAINs.

• LR_ERROR -- returned when a logical-record request is issued incorrectly or when an error occurs in the processing
of the path selected to service the request. When LR_ERROR is returned, the type of error-status code returned to the
program in the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DB communications block differs according to the type of error:
– When the error occurs in the logical-record request, the ERROR_STATUS field contains an error-status code

issued by LRF (major code of 20).
– When an error occurs in logical-record path processing, the ERROR_STATUS field contains an error-status code

issued by the DBMS (major code from 00 to 19).

NOTE
For more information about error-status codes, see Communications Blocks and Error Detection.

Syntax

 

►►─── ON LR_STATUS (path-status)  imperative-statement;───────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

• path-status
Names the path status that will be tested. Path-status must be a 1- to 16-character alphanumeric value.

• imperative-statement
Specifies the program action to be taken if the indicated path status results from the logical-record request.

Example

The following statements use the path status LR_NOT_FOUND in two different ways. If LR_NOT_FOUND occurs
following the initial statement, an LR_MISSING message is output; if LR_NOT_FOUND occurs in subsequent statements,
an END_OF_LR message is output.

OBTAIN FIRST RECORD (EMP_JOB_LR)

  WHERE (OFFICE_CODE_0450 EQ OFFICE_CODE_IN);

  ON LR_STATUS (LR_NOT_FOUND)

   CALL LR_MISSING;

 .

 .

 .

OBTAIN NEXT RECORD (EMP_JOB_LR)

  WHERE (OFFICE_CODE_0450 EQ OFFICE_CODE_IN);

  ON LR_STATUS (LR_NOT_FOUND)

   CALL END_OF_LR;

 .

 .

 .

CALL OBTAIN_REST_LR;

Status Codes

The following codes are returned to the ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS DB or IDMS DC communications block when
an LR_ERROR path status is returned to the LR_STATUS field in the LRC block:

• 2001
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The requested logical record was not found in the subschema. (The path DML statement, EVALUATE, returns 0000 if
true, and 2001 if false.)

• 2008
The named record is not in the subschema, or the specified request is not permitted for the named record.

• 2010
The subschema prohibits access to logical records.

• 2018
A path command has attempted to access a database record that has not been bound.

• 2040
The WHERE clause in an OBTAIN NEXT command directed LRF to a different processing path than did the WHERE
clause in the preceding OBTAIN command for the same logical record.

• 2041
The request's WHERE clause cannot be matched to a path in the subschema.

• 2042
The logical-record path for the request specifies return of the LR_ERROR status.

• 2043
Bad or inconsistent data was encountered in the logical-record buffer during evaluation of the request's WHERE
clause.

• 2044
The request's WHERE clause does not include data required by the logical-record path.

• 2045
A subscript value in a WHERE clause is either less than zero or greater than its maximum allowed value.

• 2046
A program check has revealed an arithmetic exception (for Example, overflow, underflow, significance, divide) during
evaluation of a WHERE clause.

• 2063
The request's WHERE clause contains a keyword that exceeds the 16-character maximum.

• 2064
The path command has attempted to access a CALC data item that has not been defined properly in the subschema.

• 2072
The request's WHERE clause is too long to be evaluated in the available work area.

DML Precompile, PL/I Compile, and Link-Edit JCL
Compiling a PL/I Program
This article describes how to compile PL/I programs, and includes samples for z/OS, z/VSE, and z/VM and includes the
following topics:

To compile a PL/I program under the DML precompiler:

1. Execute the program IDMSDMLP
2. Execute the PL/I compiler
3. Link edit

Input to IDMSDMLP consists of source code written in PL/I and DML, protocol/control information, and dictionary record
descriptions. Output from IDMSDMLP includes:

• A source PL/I program
• A DML source listing and diagnostics

Input to the PL/I compiler consists of the source program produced by IDMSDMLP. Output includes:
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• An object program
• PL/I listings

Input to the linkage editor consists of the object program produced by the PL/I compiler. Output includes:

• A load module
• A link-edit map

The following figure illustrates the steps involved in compiling a PL/I program.

The JCL used to compile and link edit the DMLP source statements under the IDMS/DB central version are shown in this
section. Local mode considerations are noted where appropriate.

NOTE
IBM PL/I compilers running under z/VSE do not generate reentrant code. Accordingly, if your applications are
large, multiple user deadlocks may result because of space limitations.

Under z/OS

Executing Under the Central Version
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IDMSDMLP (Central Version) (z/OS)

//*****************************************************************

//**         PRECOMPILE PL/I PROGRAM          **

//*****************************************************************

//precomp EXEC PGM=IDMSDMLP,REGION=1024K,

//       PARM='optional parameters'

//STEPLIB DD  DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//     DD  DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

//sysctl  DD  DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg  DD  DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//SYS001  DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(10,10))

//SYS002  DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(10,10))

//SYS003  DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(10,10))

//SYSPCH  DD  DSN=&&source,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//       UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(10,5),RLSE),

//       DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120)

//SYSLST  DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSIDMS DD  *

DMCL=dmcl-name

DICTNAME=dictionary-name

Other SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate

/*

//SYSIPT  DD  *

PL/I DML source statements

/*

//*****************************************************************

//**         COMPILE PL/I PROGRAM            **

//*****************************************************************

//plicmp  EXEC PGM=IEL0AA,REGION=300K,

//       PARM='DECK,LIST,OFFSET,STORAGE,NOP'

//STEPLIB DD  DSN=sys1.pliopt,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1  DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(1024,(200,50),,CONTIG,ROUND),

//       DCB=BLKSIZE=6144

//SYSPUNCH DD  DSN=&&object,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//       UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(10,5),RLSE),

//       DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120)

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN  DD  DSN=&&source,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//*****************************************************************

//**         LINK PROGRAM MODULE            **

//*****************************************************************

//link   EXEC PGM=HEWL,REGION=300K,PARM='LET,LIST,XREF'

//SYSUT1  DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(20,5))

//SYSLIB  DD  DSN=sys1.plibase,DISP=SHR

//vanilla DD  DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

//custom   DD DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR
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//SYSLMOD DD  DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSLIN  DD  DSN=&&object,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//     DD  *

 INCLUDE vanilla(IDMS)   Required, except omit for CICS

 INCLUDE vanilla(IDMSCANC) Required for BATCH and DC_BATCH

              if using IDMS_STATUS module

 INCLUDE custom(IDMSOPTI) Optional; BATCH and DC_BATCH only

 INCLUDE custom(IDMSCINT) Required for CICS, otherwise omit

 ENTRY  userentry

 NAME  userprog(R)

/*

//*

NOTE
The link of CICS application programs that use IDMSCINT must incorporate JCL to resolve external reference
DFHEI1. The particular JCL depends on the nature and language of your application. See the appropriate IBM
CICS application programming documentation for details.

• optional parameters
options that control various aspects of the precompile process. See “Passing Parameters to the Precompiler” for a
complete description of the options.

• precomp
Name of the precompile step

Runtime Parameters

To specify a dictionary or DMCL to access at runtime, you can include DICTNAME and DMCL parameters in a SYSIDMS
DD statement in the JCL (see previous sample JCL).

NOTE
For more information about SYSIDMS runtime parameters, see the IDMS Common Administrating section.

Executing in Local Mode

IDMSDMLP (Local Mode) (z/OS)

//*****************************************************************

//**         PRECOMPILE PL/I PROGRAM          **

//*****************************************************************

//precomp EXEC PGM=IDMSDMLP,REGION=1024K,

//       PARM='optional parameters'

//STEPLIB DD  DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//     DD  DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

//dictb  DD  DSN=idms.appldict.ddldml,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg  DD  DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//sysjrnl DD  DSN=idms.tapejrnl,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=tape

//SYS001  DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(10,10))

//SYS002  DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(10,10))

//SYS003  DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(10,10))

//SYSPCH  DD  DSN=&&source,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//       UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(10,5),RLSE),
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//       DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120)

//SYSLST  DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSIDMS DD  *

DMCL=dmcl-name

DICTNAME=dictionary-name

Other SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate

/*

//SYSIPT  DD  *

PL/I DML source statements

/*

//*****************************************************************

//**         COMPILE PL/I PROGRAM            **

//*****************************************************************

//plicmp  EXEC PGM=IEL0AA,REGION=300K,

//       PARM='DECK,LIST,OFFSET,STORAGE,NOP'

//STEPLIB DD  DSN=sys1.pliopt,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1  DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(1024,(200,50),,CONTIG,ROUND),

//       DCB=BLKSIZE=6144

//SYSPUNCH DD  DSN=&&object,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//       UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(10,5),RLSE),

//       DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120)

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN  DD  DSN=&&source,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//*****************************************************************

//**         LINK PROGRAM MODULE            **

//*****************************************************************

//link   EXEC PGM=HEWL,REGION=300K,PARM='LET,LIST,XREF'

//SYSUT1  DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(20,5))

//SYSLIB  DD  DSN=sys1.plibase,DISP=SHR

//vanilla DD  DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

//custom   DD DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSLMOD DD  DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSLIN  DD  DSN=&&object,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//     DD  *

 INCLUDE vanilla(IDMS)   Required, except omit for CICS

 INCLUDE vanilla(IDMSCANC) Required for BATCH and DC_BATCH

              if using IDMS_STATUS module

 INCLUDE custom(IDMSOPTI) optional; BATCH and DC_BATCH only

 INCLUDE custom(IDMSCINT) Required for CICS, otherwise omit

 ENTRY  userentry

 NAME  userprog(R)

/*

//*

• dictdb
DDname of the application dictionary definition area

• idms.appldict.ddldml
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Dataset name of the application dictionary definition area
• sysjrnl

DDname of the tape journal file
• idms.tapejrnl

Dataset name of the tape journal file
• tape

Symbolic device name

NOTE
For information about other variables, see the table following the JCL for central version.

Under z/VSE

Executing Under the Central Version

IDMSDMLP (z/VSE)

* step1

// EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS

// UPSI b

// DLBL   idmspch,'temp.dmlp',0

// EXTENT  sys020,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN  sys020,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// EXEC   IDMSDMLP

DMCL=dmcl-name

DICTNAME=dictionary-name

Other optional SYSIDMS parameters

/*

PL/I DML source statements

/*

* step2

// DLBL   IJSYSIN,'temp.dmlp',0

// EXTENT  SYSIPT,nnnnnn

  ASSGN   SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// OPTION  CATAL,NODECK,NOSYM

 PHASE userprog,*

// EXEC   PL/I

* step3

  CLOSE   SYSIPT,SYSRDR

ENTRY (dmlp)

// EXEC   LNKEDT

/*

NOTE
You can define a SYSCTL file in the JCL to override the IDMSOPTI statement for the back-end system:
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// DLBL  sysctl,'idms.sysctl',,DA

// EXTENT sys008,nnnnnn

// ASSGN  sys008,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

• IDMSLBLS
Procedure containing all of the file definitions required by the system
Note: For a complete listing of IDMSLBLS, see "IDMSLBLS procedure", later in this section.

• b
Appropriate UPSI switch, 1-8 characters, if specified in the IDMSOPTI module

• idmspch
Filename of dataset output from the DML precompiler

• temp.dmlp
File ID of the dataset output from the DML precompiler

• sys020
Logical unit assignment of DMLP output

• nnnnnn
Volume serial identifier of appropriate disk volume

• dmcl-name
Name of the DMCL to access at runtime

• dictionary-name
Name of the dictionary to access at runtime

• ssss
Starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of disk extent

• llll
Number of tracks (CKD) or blocks (FBA) of disk extent

• userprog
Name of program in the library

• dmlp
Name of PL/I DML module

• sysctl
Filename of the SYSCTL file

• idms.sysctl
File ID of the SYSCTL file

• sys008
Logical unit assignment of the SYSCTL file

SYSIDMS Parameters

You can use SYSIDMS parameters to specify information about your runtime environment. The SYSIDMS parameters
DICTNAME and DMCL are used in this JCL stream.

NOTE
For information about other optional SYSIDMS parameters, see the IDMS Common Administrating section.

Output to Disk or Tape File

To route punched output to a sequential disk file or to a tape file, use a SYSPCH statement in the JCL.

Executing in Local Mode

To execute IDMSDMLP in local mode:

• Remove the UPSI statement
• Add the following statements in the IDMSDMLP step:
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// TLBL  sysjrnl,'idms.tapejrnl',,nnnnnn,,f

// ASSGN  sys009,TAPE,VOL=nnnnnn

• sysjrnl
Filename of the tape journal file

• idms.tapejrnl
File ID of the tape journal file

• f
File number of the tape journal file

• sys009
Logical unit assignment for journal file

INCLUDE Statements

Provide INCLUDE statements in local mode or central version JCL as follows. Place the following statements in the
second step, before EXEC PL/I:

ACTION NOAUTO           Prevents multiple inclusions of IDMS    

 

INCLUDE IDMS        IDMS interface for use with COMRG   

 

INCLUDE IDMSOPTI        You can omit IDMSOPTI for local mode    

 

INCLUDE IDMSCANC        Local mode abort entry point    

                    (omit IDMSCANC if TP application)   

 

INCLUDE IDMSCINT        For CICS only, replaces INCLUDE IDMS    

IDMSLBLS Procedure

IDMSLBLS is a procedure that contains file definitions for the dictionaries, sample databases, disk journal files, and
SYSIDMS file provided during installation.

You can tailor the following IDMSLBLS procedure (provided at installation) to reflect the filenames and definitions in use at
your site. Reference IDMSLBLS as shown in the previous z/VSE JCL job stream.

 ──────── LIBDEFS ────────

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=idmslib.sublib

// LIBDEF *,CATALOG=user.sublib

/* ───────────────────────── LABELS ─────────────────────────

// DLBL  idmslib,'idms.library',1999/365

// EXTENT ,nnnnnn,,,ssss,1500

// DLBL  dccat,'idms.system.dccat',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,31

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  dccatl,'idms.system.dccatlod',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  dccatx,'idms.system.dccatx',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,11
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// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  dcdml,'idms.system.ddldml',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,101

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  dclod,'idms.system.ddldclod',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,21

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  dclog,'idms.system.ddldclog',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,401

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  dcrun,'idms.system.ddldcrun',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,68

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  dcscr,'idms.system.ddldcscr',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,135

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  dcmsg,'idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  dclscr,'idms.sysloc.ddlocscr',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  dirldb,'idms.sysdirl.ddldml',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  dirllod,'idms.sysdirl.ddldclod',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,2

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  empdemo,'idms.empdemo1',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,11

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  insdemo,'idms.insdemo1',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  orgdemo,'idms.orgdemo1',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  empldem,'idms.sqldemo.empldemo',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,11

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  infodem,'idms.sqldemo.infodemo',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  projdem,'idms.projseg.projdemo',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  indxdem,'idms.sqldemo.indxdemo',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  sysctl,'idms.sysctl',1999/365,SD

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,2

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  secdd,'idms.sysuser.ddlsec',1999/365,DA
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// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,26

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  dictdb,'idms.appldict.ddldml',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,51

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  dloddb,'idms.appldict.ddldclod',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,51

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  sqldd,'idms.syssql.ddlcat',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,101

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  sqllod,'idms.syssql.ddlcatl',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,51

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  sqlxdd,'idms.syssql.ddlcatx',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,26

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  asfdml,'idms.asfdict.ddldml',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  asflod,'idms.asfdict.asflod',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,401

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  asfdata,'idms.asfdict.asfdata',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  ASFDEFN,'idms.asfdict.asfdefn',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,101

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  j1jrnl,'idms.j1jrnl',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,54

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  j2jrnl,'idms.j2jrnl',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,54

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  j3jrnl,'idms.j3jrnl',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,54

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT',0,SD

/+

/*

• idmslib.sublib
Name of the sublibrary within the library containing IDMS modules

• user.sublib
Name of the sublibrary within the library containing user modules

• idmslib
Name of the file containing IDMS modules

• idms.library
ID associated with the file containing IDMS modules

• SYSnnn
Logical unit of the volume for which the extent is effective

• nnnnnn
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Volume serial identifier of appropriate disk volume
• ssss

Starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of disk extent
• dccat

Filename of the system dictionary catalog (DDLCAT) area
• idms.system.dccat

ID of the system dictionary catalog (DDLCAT) area
• dccatl

Filename of the system dictionary catalog load (DDLCATLOD) area
• idms.system.dccatlod

ID of the system dictionary catalog load (DDLCATLOD) area
• dccatx

Name of the system dictionary catalog index (DDLCATX) area
• idms.system.dccatx

ID of the system dictionary catalog index (DDLCATX) area
• dcdml

Name of the system dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
• idms.system.ddldml

ID of the system dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
• dclod

Name of the system dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
• idms.system.ddldclod

ID of the system dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
• dclog

Name of the system log area (DDLDCLOG) area
• idms.system.ddldclog

ID of the system log (DDLDCLOG) area
• dcrun

Name of the system queue (DDLDCRUN) area
• idms.system.ddldcrun

ID of the system queue (DDLDCRUN) area
• dcscr

Name of the system scratch (DDLDCSCR) area
• idms.system.ddldcscr

ID of the system scratch (DDLDCSCR) area
• dcmsg

Name of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
• idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg

ID of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
• dclscr

Name of the local mode system scratch (DDLOCSCR) area
• idms.sysloc.ddlocscr

ID of the local mode system scratch (DDLOCSCR) area
• dirldb

Name of the IDMSDIRL definition (DDLDML) area
• idms.sysdirl.ddldml

ID of the IDMSDIRL definition (DDLDML) area
• dirllod

Name of the IDMSDIRL definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
• idms.sysdirl.dirllod
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ID of the IDMSDIRL definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
• empdemo

Name of the EMPDEMO area
• idms.empdemo1

ID of the EMPDEMO area
• insdemo

Name of the INSDEMO area
• idms.insdemo1

ID of the INSDEMO area
• orgdemo

Name of the ORGDEMO area
• idms.orgdemo1

ID of the ORDDEMO area
• empldem

Name of the EMPLDEMO area
• idms.sqldemo.empldemo

ID of the EMPLDEMO area
• infodem

Name of the INFODEMO area
• idms.sqldemo.infodemo

ID of the INFODEMO area
• projdem

Name of the PROJDEMO area
• idms.projseg.projdemo

ID of the PROJDEMO area
• indxdem

Name of the INDXDEMO area
• idms.sqldemo.indxdemo

ID of the INDXDEMO area
• sysctl

Name of the SYSCTL file
• idms.sysctl

ID of the SYSCTL file
• secdd

Name of the system user catalog (DDLSEC) area
• idms.sysuser.ddlsec

ID of the system user catalog (DDLSEC) area
• dictdb

Name of the application dictionary definition area
• idms.appldict.ddldml

ID of the application dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
• dloddb

Name of the application dictionary definition load area
• idms.appldict.ddldclod

ID of the application dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
• sqldd

Name of the SQL catalog (DDLCAT) area
• idms.syssql.ddlcat

ID of the SQL catalog (DDLCAT) area
• sqllod
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Name of the SQL catalog load (DDLCATL) area
• idms.syssql.ddlcatl

ID of SQL catalog load (DDLCATL) area
• sqlxdd

Name of the SQL catalog index (DDLCATX) area
• idms.syssql.ddlcatx

ID of the SQL catalog index (DDLCATX) area
• asfdml

Name of the asf dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
• idms.asfdict.ddldml

ID of the asf dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
• asflod

Name of the asf dictionary definition load (ASFLOD) area
• idms.asfdict.asflod

ID of the asf dictionary definition load (ASFLOD) area
• asfdata

Name of the asf data (ASFDATA) area
• idms.asfdict.asfdata

ID of the asf data area (ASFDATA) area
• ASFDEFN

Name of the asf data definition (ASFDEFN) area
• idms.asfdict.asfdefn

ID of the asf data definition area (ASFDEFN) area
• j1jrnl

Name of the first disk journal file
• idms.j1jrnl

ID of the first disk journal file
• j2jrnl

Name of the second disk journal file
• idms.j2jrnl

ID of the second disk journal file
• j3jrnl

Name of the third disk journal file
• idms.j3jrnl

ID of the third disk journal file
• SYSIDMS

Name of the SYSIDMS parameter file

Under z/VM

Executing Under the Central Version

IDMSDMLP (z/VM)

FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK sysipt data a (RECFM F LRECL ppp BLKSIZE nnn

FILEDEF SYSPCH DISK prgnme PL/I A

FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK sysidms parms a (RECFM F LRECL ppp BLKSZE nnn

EXEC IDMSFD

OSRUN IDMSDMLP PARM='CVMACH=vmid'   DML precompile step
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FILEDEF TEXT DISK prgnme TEXT A

GLOBAL TXTLIB plilibvs IDMSLIB1

PL/I prgnme (OSDECK APOST LIB     PL/I compile step

TXTLIB DEL utextlib prgnme

TXTLIB ADD utextlib prgnme

FILEDEF SYSLMOD uloadlib LOADLIB a (RECFM V LRECL 1024 BLKSIZE 1 024

FILEDEF objlib1 DISK IDMSLIB1 TXTLIB A

FILEDEF objlib DISK utextlib TXTLIB a

FILEDEF SYSLIB DISK plilibvs TXTLIB p

LKED linkctl (LIST XREF LET MAP RENT NOTERM PRINT SIZE 512K 64K

                   Link edit step

• sysipt data a
Filename, filetype, and filemode of the file that contains PL/I DML source statements

• ppp
Record length of the data file

• nnn
Blocksize of the data file

• prgnme
Filename of the PL/I program

• sysidms parms a
Filename, filetype, and filemode of the file that contains SYSIDMS parameters (parameters that define your runtime
environment)

• vmid
ID of the virtual machine running the IDMS/DB central version

• plilibvs
Filename of the library that contains PL/I logic modules

• utextlib
Filename of the user text library

• uloadlib
Filename of the user load library

• objlib1
DDname of the first IDMS/DB object library

• objlib
DDname of the user object library

• plilibvs
Filename of the library that contains PL/I logic modules

• linkctl
Filename of the file that contains the linkage editor control statements

How to Edit the SYSIDMS File

To edit the SYSIDMS file, enter these z/VM commands:

XEDIT sysidms parms a (NOPROF

INPUT

 .

 .
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 .

SYSIDMS parameters

 .

 .

 .

FILE

To run IDMSDMLP, include the DMCL and DICTNAME SYSIDMS parameters.

NOTE
For more information about SYSIDMS, see the IDMS Common Administrating section.

How to Create the SYSIPT File

To create the SYSIPT file, enter these z/VM commands:

XEDIT sysipt data a (NOPROF

INPUT

 .

 .

 .

DML source statements

 .

 .

 .

FILE

How to Create the LINKCTL File

To create the LINKCTL file, enter these z/VM commands:

XEDIT linkctl data a (NOPROF

INPUT

INCLUDE objlib(prgnme)

INCLUDE objlib1(IDMS)   IDMS is required, omit for CICS

INCLUDE objlib1(IDMSCINT) IDMS is required for CICS only

INCLUDE objlib1(IDMSCANC) IDMSCANC for BATCH and DC_BATCH

ENTRY prgnme

NAME prgnme(R)

FILE

Executing in Local Mode

To execute IDMSDMLP in local mode, remove the CVMACH parameter from OSRUN, and do one of the following:

• Link IDMSDMLP with an IDMSOPTI program that specifies local execution mode
• Specify *LOCAL* as the first input parameter in the file specified in the FILEDEF SYSIPT statement
• Modify the OSRUN statement, as follows:

OSRUN IDMSDMLP PARM='*LOCAL*'
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NOTE
This option is valid only if the OSRUN command is issued from a System Product Interpreter or from an
EXEC2 file.

Link-Edit Considerations (PL/I)
The modules involved in the link edit of an application program contain six external references. Some must be resolved
depending on the mode of operation. The following table lists and explains the external references; unresolved references
should be checked against this table to ensure proper linkage to the program.

Reference Referenced by Resolved by Comments
ABORT Application IDMSCANC Should be resolved
IDMS Application IDMS Must be resolved
IDMSOPTI* IDMS IDMSOPTI module Must be resolved under z/OS if

using the central version without
a SYSCTL file, and under z/VSE
if using the central version

.IDMSWAIT* IDMS IDMSWAIT Must be resolved if user-
written wait program is desired;
otherwise, system routine is
used

* Under z/OS , IDMSOPTI is a weak external reference (WXTRN)

Passing Parameters to the Precompiler
Several parameters can be provided to control the action that is taken by the precompiler. The parameters can be
specified in one of three ways:

• An IDMSPPRM module can be compiled with parameter values that are always appropriate to a particular operating
system or client site. IDMSPPRM must be a stand-alone assembler module that is loaded by the precompiler at run
time. The module must consist of a string of characters that are terminated by a binary zero.

• A PARM= clause can be coded on the EXEC statement that invokes IDMSDMLC in a z/OS, or z/VSE environment or
on the OSRUN statement that invokes IDMSDMLC in a CMS environment. If it is coded with a different value in the
IDMSPPRM module, any option that is specified on the EXEC or OSRUN statement takes precedence over the same
parameter 

• A PARM= statement can be coded as a SYSIDMS input parameter. See Using Common Facilities for more information
about using SYSIDMS. If it is coded with a different value in the IDMSPPRM module, any option that is specified in the
PARM= statement takes precedence over the same parameter. Note that if PARM= is specified both as a SYSIDMS
input statement and on an EXEC or OSRUN statement, the PARM= clause on the EXEC or OSRUN statement is
ignored completely.

Precompiler Options

Parameter options available to code in the EXEC statement of the precompile step are as follows:

• LIST/NOLIST
Determines whether or not a DML source listing is generated. DMLIST/NODMLIST in the source code overrides this
parameter.

• DICTNAME
Specifies the dictionary you want to access. DICTNAME can also be specified as a SYSIDMS parameter.

• DEBUG=CARD
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Causes each input record from source to be written to SYSLST as it is processed. This allows you to identify any
records that may cause a processing loop.

• SCHEMA = schema-name
Specifies the default schema-name qualifier for the precompiler to use when processing an INCLUDE TABLE
statement that does not supply a qualifier.

• NOINSTALL
Specifies that the precompiler should only check Syntax.

• SQL=NO/89/FIPS/DISABLED
Specifies the SQL Syntax standard that the precompiler should apply when checking the validity of SQL statements in
the program.
Option NO is the default; means that compliance with a named SQL standard is not checked or enforced, and all
IDMS/DB extensions are permitted.
Option 89 directs the precompiler to use ANSI X3.135-1989 (Rev), Database Language SQL with integrity
enhancement as the standard for compliance.
Option FIPS directs the precompiler to use FIPS PUB 127-1, Database Language SQL as the standard for compliance.
Option DISABLED directs the precompiler not to process any SQL commands (denoted by EXEC SQL Syntax) in the
program.

• DATE=ISO/USA/EUR/JIS
Specifies the format of the DATE data type to be used for communication between the program and the database
when the access module is executed.

• TIME=ISO USA EUR/JIS
Specifies the format of the TIME data type to be used for communication between the program and the database when
the access module is executed.
Note: For more information about EXEC PGM parameters that are applicable to SQL access, see Programming IDMS
SQL.

• EXPAND88=YES/NO
Specifies whether to expand level-88 condition names into named constants from records that are copied into the
program with the INCLUDE IDMS statement. The precompiler ignores level-88 condition names that specify more than
one value.
To avoid compile errors, ensure your PL/I compiler supports named constants before using this option.

NOTE
For more information about SQL-related parameter options, see Programming IDMS SQL.

Site-specific Parameters: The following sample directs the precompiler to not produce a listing of the source program.
When assembled, the resultant load module must be named IDMSPPRM.

    EDBPPARM CSECT  

    DC C’NOLIST’    

    DC X’00’    

    END 

Call Formats (PL/I)
This section contains the call formats used by IDMS/DB and IDMS/DC to execute DML commands. Each DML function
can be coded using standard CALL statements.

The tables in this section are grouped by DB expansions and DC expansions. These tables present the function codes
and arguments that are passed to IDMS/DB and IDMS/DC for execution of a DML command.

The following example shows the expanded call format for a BIND RECORD statement (BIND EMPLOYEE):
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   CALL 'IDMS' (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL

           ,IDBMSCOM (48)

           ,'EMPLOYEE   '

           ,EMPLOYEE;

                    );

DB Call Formats (PL/I)
This page lists the following statements:

  

Arguments marked with asterisks have default values.

Control Statements

   Calling Arguments (argument 0 contains SUBSCHEMA-CTRL) 
 Major Function
Code 

 Database
Statement  (in
PL/I DML) 

 (1)
IDBMSCOM  (nn) 

 (2)  (3)  (4)   (5) 

14 BIND RUN-UNIT 59 IDMS DB
Communications
Block*

 subschema-
name* 

  

 BIND RUN-UNIT
FOR subschema-
name 

59 IDMS DB
Communications
Block*

 subschema-
name 

  

 BIND RUN-UNIT
NODENAME nodename 

59 IDMS DB
Communications
Block*

 subschema-
name* 

 subschema-
control* 
OR
 subschema-lr-
control* 

 nodename 

 BIND RUN-UNIT
FOR subschema-
name NODENAM
E nodename 

59 IDMS DB
Communications
Block*

 subschema-
name 

 subschema-
control* 
OR
 subschema-lr-
control* 

 nodename 

 BIND RUN-UNIT
FOR subschema-
name DBNAME database-
name 

59 IDMS DB
Communications
Block*

 subschema-
name 

 subschema-
control* 
OR
 subschema-lr-
control* 

 nodename 

 BIND RUN-UNIT
NODENAME nodename DBNAME database-
name 

59 IDMS DB
Communications
Block*

 subschema-
name* 

 subschema-
control* 
OR
 subschema-lr-
control* 

 nodename 

 BIND RUN-UNIT
FOR subschema-
name NO
DENAME
 nodename DBNAME database-
name 

59 IDMS DB
Communications
Block*

 subschema-
name 

 subschema-
control* 
OR
 subschema-lr-
control* 

 nodename 
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 BIND record-
name 

48  record-id  record-location*   

 BIND record-
name TO record-
location 

48  record-id  record-location   

 BIND record-
location WITH record-
name 

48  record-id  record-location   

 BIND
PROCEDURE
FOR procedure-
name TO procedure-
control-location 

73  procedure-name  procedure-
control-location 

  

09 READY 37     
 READY area-

name 
37  area-name    

 READY area-
name USAGE-
MODE IS
RETRIEVAL

37  area-name    

 READY area-
name USAGE-
MODE IS
PROTECTED
RETRIEVAL

39  area-name    

 READY area-
name USAGE-
MODE IS
EXCLUSIVE
RETRIEVAL

40  area-name    

 READY area-
name USAGE-
MODE IS
UPDATE

36  area-name    

 READY area-
name USAGE-
MODE IS
PROTECTED
UPDATE

38  area-name    

 READY area-
name USAGE-
MODE IS
EXCLUSIVE
UPDATE

41  area-name    

 READY USAGE-
MODE IS ...

Choose function
code from 36-41,
as shown above.

    

01 FINISH 02     
18 COMMIT 66     
 COMMIT ALL 95     
19 ROLLBACK 67     
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 ROLLBACK
CONTINUE

96     

06 KEEP CURRENT 87     
 KEEP

EXCLUSIVE
CURRENT

88     

 KEEP
CURRENT record-
name 

89  record-name    

 KEEP
EXCLUSIVE
CURRENT record-
name 

90  record-name    

 KEEP CURRENT
WITHIN set-
name 

91  set-name    

 KEEP
EXCLUSIVE
CURRENT
WITHIN set-
name 

93  set-name    

 KEEP CURRENT
WITHIN area-
name 

93  area-name    

 KEEP
EXCLUSIVE
CURRENT
WITHIN area-
name 

94  area-name    

16 IF set-name IS
EMPTY ...

64  set-name    

 IF set-name IS
NOT EMPTY...

65  set-name    

(Upon return to user run-unit, the Error Status indicator=' 0000' if set is empty, and ' 1601' if not empty.)
 IF set-

name MEMBER ...
60  set-name    

 IF NOT set-
name MEMBER ...

62  set-name    

(Upon return to user run-unit, the Error Status indicator = ' 0000' if the record(current of run unit) is linked into the specified set, and '
1601' if it is not a member.)

Modification Statements

   Calling Arguments (argument 0 contains SUBSCHEMA-CTRL) 
 Major Function
Code 

 Database
Statement  (in
PL/I DML) 

(1) IDBMSCOM  (nn)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5) 

12 STORE record-
name 

42  record-name    
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07 CONNECT record-
name TO set-
name 

44  record-name  set-name   

08 MODIFY record-
name 

35  record-name    

11 DISCONNE
CT record-
name FROM set-
name 

46  record-name  set-name   

02 ERASE record-
name 

52  record-name    

 ERASE record-
name PERMANENT
MEMBERS

03  record-name    

 ERASE record-
name SELECTIVE
MEMBERS

53  record-name    

 ERASE record-
name ALL
MEMBERS

4  record-name    

Retrieval Statements

   Calling Arguments (argument 0 contains SUBSCHEMA-CTRL) 
 Major Function
Code 

 Database
Statement  (in
PL/I DML) 

(1)
IDBMSCOM  (nn) 

 (2)  (3)  (4)  (5) 

03 FIND DB-
KEY db-key 

75  db-key    

 FIND record-
name DB-KEY
IS db-key 

06  record-name  db-key   

 FIND DB-
KEY db-key PA
GE_INFO page-
info 

29  dbkey  page-info   

 FIND CURRENT 30     
 FIND

CURRENT record-
name 

07  record-name    

 FIND CURRENT
WITHIN set-
name 

08  set-name    

 FIND CURRENT
WITHIN area-
name 

09  area-name    

 FIND NEXT
WITHIN set-
name 

14  set-name    
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 FIND
NEXT record-
name WITHIN set-
name 

10  record-name  set-name   

 FIND PRIOR
WITHIN set-
name 

16  set-name    

 FIND
PRIOR record-
name WITHIN set-
name 

12  record-name  set-name   

 FIND FIRST
WITHIN set-
name 

20  set-name    

 FIND
FIRST record-
name WITHIN set-
name 

18  record-name  set-name   

 FIND LAST
WITHIN set-
name 

24  set-name    

 FIND
LAST record-
name WITHIN set-
name 

22  record-name  set-name   

 FIND sequence-
number WITHIN set-
name 

78  set-name  sequence-
number 

  

 FIND sequence-
number record-
name WITHIN set-
name 

76  record-name  set-name  sequence-
number 

 

 FIND NEXT
WITHIN area-
name 

15  area-name    

 FIND
NEXT record-
name WITHIN area-
name 

11  record-name  area-name   

 FIND PRIOR
WITHIN area-
name 

17  area-name    

 FIND
PRIOR record-
name WITHIN area-
name 

13  record-name  area-name   

 FIND FIRST
WITHIN area-
name 

21  area-name    
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 FIND
FIRST record-
name WITHIN area-
name 

19  record-name  area-name   

 FIND LAST
WITHIN area-
name 

25  area-name    

 FIND
LAST record-
name WITHIN area-
name 

23  record-name  area-name   

 FIND sequence-
number WITHIN area-
name 

79  area-name  sequence-
number 

  

 FIND sequence-
number record-
name WITHIN area-
name 

77  record-name  area-name  sequence-
number 

 

 FIND OWNER
WITHIN set-
name 

31  set-name    

 FIND CALC
(ANY) record-
name 

32  record-name    

 FIND
DUPLICATE record-
name 

50  record-name    

 FIND record-
name WITHIN set-
name USING sort-
field-name 

33  record-name  set-name  sort-field-name  

 FIND record-
name WITHIN set-
name CURRENT
USING sort-field-
name 

51  record-name  set-name  sort-field-name  

 OBTAIN
Uses any of the
above FIND
record selection
expressions.
Call generated
consists of
arguments
described above
for the FIND in
question plus
an additional
argument of
IDBMSCOM (43)
function.
For example:
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 OBTAIN
CALC record 
 

32  record-name IDBMSCOM (43)   

 OBTAIN
PRIOR record-
name WITHIN set-
name 

12  record-name    

 KEEP/KEEP
EXCLUSIVE
Uses any of
the above
FIND/OBTAIN
record selection
expressions.
Call generated
consists of
arguments
described above
for the FIND/
OBTAIN in
question plus one
of the following
additional
IDBMSCOM
functions:
KEEP..............................IDBMSCOM(87)
KEEP
EXCLUSIVE...........IDBMSCOM(88)
For example:

       

 OBTAIN KEEP
CALC record-
name 

32  record-name IDBMSCOM (43) IDBMSCOM (87)  

 FIND KEEP
EXCLUSIVE
CURRENT

30 IDBMSCOM (88)    

05 GET 43     
 GET record-

name 
34  record-name    

17 RETURN db-
key FROM index-
set-
name CURRENCY
KEY
INTO symbolic-
key 

81  index-set-name  db-key  symbolic-key  

 RETURN db-
key FROM index-
set-name FIRST
KEY
INTO symbolic-
key 

82  index-set-name  db-key  symbolic-key  
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 RETURN db-
key FROM index-
set-name LAST
KEY
INTO symbolic-
key 

83  index-set-name  db-key  symbolic-key  

 RETURN db-
key FROM index-
set-name NEXT
KEY
INTO symbolic-
key 

84  index-set-name  db-key  symbolic-key  

 RETURN db-
key FROM index-
set-name PRIOR
KEY
INTO symbolic-
key 

85  index-set-name  db-key  symbolic-key  

 RETURN db-
key FROM index-
set-
name USING index-
key-value KEY
INTO symbolic-
key 

86  index-set-name  db-key  index-key-key  symbolic-key 

ACCEPT Statements

   Calling Arguments (argument 0 contains SUBSCHEMA-CTRL) 
 Major Function
Code 

 Database
Statement  (in
PL/I DML) 

(1)
IDBMSCOM  (nn) 

 (2)  (3)  (4)  (5) 

15 ACCEPT db-
key FROM
CURRENCY

54  db-key    

 ACCEPT db-
key FROM
CURRENCY page-
info 

54  db-key 28  page-info  

 ACCEPT db-
key FROM record-
name CURRENCY

55  record-name  db-key   

 ACCEPT db-
key FROM record-
name CURRENC
Y page-info 

55  record-name  db-key 28  page-info 

 ACCEPT db-
key FROM set-
name CURRENCY

57  set-name  db-key     

 ACCEPT db-
key FROM set-
name CURRENC
Y page-info 

57  set-name  db-key 28  page-info 
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 ACCEPT db-
key FROM area-
name CURRENCY

56  area-name  db-key     

 ACCEPT db-
key FROM area-
name CURRENC
Y page-info 

56  area-name  db-key 28  page-info 

 ACCEPT db-
key FROM set-
name NEXT
CURRENCY

68  set-name  db-key     

 ACCEPT db-
key FROM set-
name NEXT
CURRENCY page-
info 

68  set-name  db-key 28  page-info 

 ACCEPT db-
key FROM set-
name PRIOR
CURRENCY

69  set-name  db-key     

 ACCEPT db-
key FROM set-
name PRIOR
CURRENCY page-
info 

69  set-name  db-key 28  page-info 

 ACCEPT db-
key FROM set-
name OWNER
CURRENCY

70  set-name  db-key     

 ACCEPT db-
key FROM set-
name OWNER
CURRENCY page-
info 

70  set-name  db-key 28  page-info 

 ACCEPT db-
statistics FROM
IDMS
STATISTICS

71  db-statistics      

 ACCEPT bind-
address FROM record-
name BIND

72  record-name  bind-address   

 ACCEPT procedure-
control-
location FROM procedure-
name PROCEDU
RE

74  procedure-name  procedure-
control-location 

  

 ACCEPT page-
info-
location FOR record-
name 

28  record-name
location 

 page-info   
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LRF DML Statements

   Calling Arguments (argument 0 contains SUBSCHEMA-CTRL) 
 Major Function
Code 

 Database
Statement  (in
PL/I DML) 

(1)
IDBMSCOM  (nn) 

 (2)  (3)  (4)  (5) 

20 OBTAIN
FIRST logical-
record-name 

99  subschema-lr-
ctrl* 

 logical-record-
location* 

  

 OBTAIN
FIRST logical-
record-
name INTO alt-
logical-record-
location 

99  subschema-lr-
ctrl* 

 logical-record-
location* 

  

 OBTAIN
NEXT logical-
record-name 

99  subschema-lr-
ctrl* 

 logical-record-
location* 

  

 OBTAIN
NEXT logical-
record-
name INTO alt-
logical-record-
location 

99  subschema-lr-
ctrl* 

 logical-record-
location* 

  

 MODIFY logical-
record-name 

99  subschema-lr-
ctrl* 

 logical-record-
location* 

  

 MODIFY logical-
record-
name FROM alt-
logical-record-
location 

99  subschema-lr-
ctrl* 

 alt-logical-record-
location* 

  

 STORE logical-
record-name 

99  subschema-lr-
ctrl* 

 logical-record-
location* 

  

 STORE logical-
record-
name FROM alt-
logical-record-
location 

99  subschema-lr-
ctrl* 

 alt-logical-record-
location* 

  

 ERASE logical-
record-name 

99  subschema-lr-
ctrl* 

 logical-record-
location* 

  

 ERASE logical-
record-
name FROM alt-
logical-record-
location 

99  subschema-lr-
ctrl* 

 alt-logical-record-
location* 

  

To differentiate between the LRF DML statements, the DML precompiler places the name of the verb issued into the LRC Block
(subschema-lr-ctrl).

DC Call Formats (PL/I)
This page lists the following statements:
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NOTE
IDMS/DC also passes information in the DCSTR, DCFLG, and DCNUM fields of the SUBSCHEMA-CTRL block.

Program Management Statements

   Calling Arguments (argument 0 contains SUBSCHEMA-CTRL) 
 Major Function
Code 

 Communications
statement (in
PL/I DML) 

 (1)
DCBMSCOM  (nn) 

 (2)  (3)  (4)  (5) 

30 TRANSFER
CONTROL

23 DCFLG1 DCSTR2  parameter  

30 DC RETURN 19     
34 LOAD TABLE 15  01-level-

program-location 
 end-01-level-
program-location 

  

34 DELETE TABLE 5  01-level-
program-location 

     

33 SET ABEND
EXIT (STATE)

20     

33 ABEND 1     

Storage Management Statements

   Calling Arguments (argument 0 contains SUBSCHEMA-CTRL) 
 Major Function
Code 

 Communications
statement (in
PL/I DML) 

 (1)
DCBMSCOM  (nn) 

 (2)  (3)  (4)  (5) 

32 GET STORAGE 13  01-level-storage-
data-location 

 end-storage-
data-location 

  

32 FREE STORAGE 10  01-level-storage-
data-location 

 start-free-
storage-location 

  

Task Management Statements

   Calling Arguments (argument 0 contains SUBSCHEMA-CTRL) 
 Major Function
Code 

Communications
statement (in PL/
I DML) 

 (1)
DCBMSCOM  (nn) 

 (2)  (3)  (4)  (5) 

37 ATTACH 3     
37 CHANGE

PRIORITY
4     

39 ENQUEUE 9 DCFLG1 DCBMSCOM
(mode)

DCBMSCOM(length) resource-id.. 

39 DEQUEUE 8 DCFLG1 DCBMSCOM
(length)

 resource-id..  

31 WAIT 24  ecb    
31 POST 15  ecb    
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Time Management Statements

   Calling Arguments (argument 0 contains SUBSCHEMA-CTRL) 
 Major Function
Code 

 Communications
statement (in
PL/I DML) 

 (1)
DCBMSCOM  (nn) 

 (2)  (3)  (4)  (5) 

35 GET TIME 14  return-time  return-date   
35 SET TIMER 21  start-task-data-

location 
 end-start-task-
data-location 

  

35 SET TIMER
(post)

21  post-ecb    

Scratch Management Statements

   Calling Arguments (argument 0 contains SUBSCHEMA-CTRL) 
 Major Function
Code 

 Communications
statement (in
PL/I DML) 

 (1)
DCBMSCOM  (nn) 

 (2)  (3)  (4)  (5) 

43 PUT SCRATCH 18  scratch-data-
location 

 end-scratch-
data-location 

  

43 GET SCRATCH 12  return-scratch-
data-location 

 end-scratch-
data-location 

  

43 DELETE
SCRATCH

7     

Queue Management Statements

   Calling Arguments (argument 0 contains SUBSCHEMA-CTRL) 
 Major Function
Code 

 Communications
statement  (in
PL/I DML) 

 (1)
DCBMSCOM  (nn) 

 (2)  (3)  (4)  (5) 

44 PUT QUEUE 17  queue-data-
location 

 end-queue-data-
location 

  

44 GET QUEUE 11  return-queue-
data-location 

 end-queue-data-
location 

  

44 DELETE QUEUE 6     

Terminal Management Statements

   Calling Arguments (argument 0 contains SUBSCHEMA-CTRL) 
 Major Function
Code 

 Communications
statement (in
PL/I DML) 

 (1)
DCBMSCOM  (nn) 

 (2)  (3)  (4)  (5) 

45 READ
TERMINAL

30  input-data-
location 

 end-input-data-
location 

  

45 WRITE
TERMINAL

30  output-data-
location 

 end-output-data-
location 
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45 WRITE
THEN READ
TERMINAL

30  output-data-
location 

 end-output-data-
location 

 input-data-
location 

 end-input-data-
location 

45 CHECK
TERMINAL

31  input-data-
location 

 end-input-data-
location 

  

47 READ LINE
FROM
TERMINAL

32  input-data-
location 

 end-input-data-
location 

  

47 WRITE LINE TO
TERMINAL

32  output-data-
location 

 end-output-data-
location 

  

47 END LINE
TERMINAL
SESSION

32     

48 WRITE PRINTER 37  message-
location 

 end-message-
location 

  

46 MAP IN (IO) 34 MRB-mapname    
46 MAP IN (NOIO) 34 MRB-mapname  mapped-data-

location 
 end-mapped-
data-location 

 

46 MAP IN (paging)
(a)

34 MRB-mapname  data-field-name  sequence-field-
name 

 page-number 

46 MAP IN ( paging)
(b)

34 MRB-mapname  key  page-number  

46 MAP OUT (IO) 34 MRB-mapname  message-text  end-message-
data-location 
OR
DCBMSCOM
(length)

 

46 MAP IN (NOIO) 34 MRB-mapname  mapped-data-
location 

end-mapped-data
-location

 

46 MAP OUT
(paging)

34 MRB-mapname  message-text  end-message-
data-location 
OR
DCBMSCOM
(length)

 key 

46 MAP OUTIN 34 MRB-mapname  message-text  end-message-
data-location 
OR
DCBMSCOM
(length)

 

46 MODIFY MAP 93 MRB-mapname MRE MRB-FLDLST  
46 INQUIRE MAP

(a)
92 MRB-mapname MRE   

46 INQUIRE MAP
(b)

92 MRB-mapname    

46 INQUIRE MAP
(c)

92 MRB-mapname MRE   

46 INQUIRE MAP
(d)

92 MRB-mapname MRB-FLDLST   

46 STARTPAGE 40 MRB-mapname    
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46 ENDPAGE 41     

Utility Statements

   Calling Arguments (argument 0 contains SUBSCHEMA-CTRL) 
 Major Function
Code 

 Communications
statement (in
PL/I DML) 

 (1)
DCBMSCOM  (nn) 

 (2)  (3)  (4)  (5) 

48 ACCEPT 2  return-location    
40 SNAP 22 DCSTR1 DCSTR1

(6)
 begin-dump-
location 

DCSTR1
(7)
 end-dump-
location 

 title 
(8)
DCBMSCOM(1)

49 SEND MESSAGE 38  user-id  message-
location 

 end-message-
location 

 

38 BIND
TRANSACTION
STATISTICS

28     

38 ACCEPT
TRANSACTION
STATISTICS

28  return-statistics-
data-location 

   

38 END
TRANSACTION
STATISTICS

28  return-statistics-
data-location 

   

51 KEEP
LONGTERM

29  record-name 
 set-name 
 area-name 

   

36 WRITE LOG 25  text-return-
location 

 end-text-return-
location 

 reply-location 
(6)
 parameter-
location 

 end-reply-
location 
(7)
 end-parameter-
location 

Recovery Statements

   Calling Arguments (argument 0 contains SUBSCHEMA-CTRL) 
 Major Function
Code 

 Communications
statement (in
PL/I DML) 

 (1)
DCBMSCOM  (nn) 

 (2)  (3)  (4)  (5) 

50 COMMIT 66     
50 COMMIT TASK 27     
50 FINISH 02     
50 FINISH TASK 27     
50 ROLLBACK 67     
50 ROLLBACK

TASK
27     

50 WRITE
JOURNAL

26  record-location  end-record-
location 
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DC_BATCH Statements

   Calling Arguments (argument 0 contains SUBSCHEMA-CTRL) 
 Major Function
Code 

 Communications
statement (in
PL/I DML) 

 (1)
DCBMSCOM  (nn) 

 (2)  (3)  (4)  (5) 

14 BIND-TASK 28 DCSTR2    

Keywords
This section contains a list of keywords recognized by the DML precompiler, including words applicable in the IDMS/DC
environment only. All keywords marked with an asterisk are also reserved words. Reserved words cannot be used for
user-defined element, record, set, procedure, or area names.

NOTE
The method of parsing used by the IDMSDMLP preprocessor is significantly different in IDMS release 12.0
and later releases from that used in prior releases. The current parsing method looks at individual words in the
source code. If it encounters a keyword, it assumes that the keyword should be expanded and tries to do so.
Invalid use of reserved words can thus result in either coding errors or Syntax errors. For example, if you use
FIND as a variable, the parser will try to handle it as the DML verb FIND.

*ABEND        INTERNAL       *REMARKS

 ABORT        INTERVAL        REPLACE

*ACCEPT       INTO            REPLY

 AID          INVOKED         REPORT

 ALARM        IO              REQUIRED

 ALL          IS              REREAD

 ALPHAMERIC   JOURNAL         RESETKBD

 ALWAYS       JUSTIFY         RESETMDT

 ANY         *KEEP            RESUME

 AREA         KEY             RETENTION

 ASSIGN       LAST            RETURNKEY

 AT           LEAVE           RETRIEVAL

*ATTACH       LEFT            RETRY

 ATTRIBUTES   LENGTH         *RETURN

 BACKPAGE     LEVELS          REVERSE_VIDEO

 BACKSCAN     LINE            REVERSED

*BIND         LINK            REWIND

 BLINK       *LINKAGE         RIGHT

 BLUE         LIST           *ROLLBACK

 BRIGHT       LITERALS        RUN

 BROWSE      *LOAD            RUN_UNIT

 BUFFER       LOCK           *SCHEMA

 BUT          LOG             SCRATCH

 BY           LONG            SCREEN

 CALC         LONGTERM        SCREENSIZE

*CALL         LR              SECONDS

 CANCEL       LSSC_NODN      *SECTION

*CHANGE       LTERM          *SELECT
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 CHANGED      MANUAL          SELECTIVE

*CHECK       *MAP            *SEND

 CLASS        MAP_BINDS       SEQUENCE

 CLEAR        MAP_CONTROL     SEQUENCE-NUMBER

 CODE         MAP_CONTROLS    SESSION

*COMMIT       MAP_RECORDS    *SET

 COMP         MAPS            SHARE

 COMP_3       MAX             SHARED

*CONNECT      MDT             SHORT

 CONTENTS     MEMBER          SKIP

 CONTINUE     MEMBERS         SKIP1

 CONTROL      MESSAGE         SKIP2

 COPIES       MODE            SKIP3

*COPY         MODIFIED        SNAP

 CORRECT     *MODIFY          SOME

 CURRENCY     MODULE          SPAN

 CURRENT      MOVE            STANDARD

 CURSOR       MRB_FLDLST      START

 DARK         NAME            STARTPAGE

*DATA         NATIVE          STARTPRT

                              SQL

 DATABASE_KEY NEWPAGE         STATISTICS

 DATASTREAM   NEXT            STGID

 DATE         NLCR           *STOP

 DB           NO              STORAGE

 DB_KEY       NOALARM        *STORE

 DBNAME       NOBACKPAGE      SUBSCHEMA_AREANAMES

*DC           NOBACKSCAN      SUBSCHEMA_BINDS

 DEBUG        NOBLINK         SUBSCHEMA_CONTROL

*DECLARATIVES NOCOLOR         SUBSCHEMA_CTRL

*DELETE       NODEADLOCK      SUBSCHEMA_DESCRIPTION

*DEQUEUE      NODENAME        SUBSCHEMA_DML-LR-

 DEST         NODUMP          DESCRIPTION

 DESTINATION  NOIO            SUBSCHEMA_LR-CONTROL

 DETAIL       NOKBD           SUBSCHEMA_LR-CTRL

 DETECT       NOLOCK          SUBSCHEMA_LR-

 DFLD         NOMDT           DESCRIPTION

*DISCONNECT   NONE            SUBSCHEMA_LR-NAMES

 DISP         NOPAD           SUBSCHEMA_LR-RECORDS

 DISPLAY      NOPRT           SUBSCHEMA_NAMES

 DIVISION     NORETURN        SUBSCHEMA_RECNAMES

                              SUBSCHEMA_RECORD_BINDS

 DUMP         NORMAL          SUBSCHEMA_RECORDS

 DUPLICATE    NORMAL_VIDEO    SUBSCHEMA-SETNAMES

 EAU          NOSPAN          SUBSCHEMA_SSNAME

 ECHO         NOT             SYSTEM

 EDIT        *NOTE            SYSVERSION

 EJECT        NOTIFICATION    TABLE

 EMPTY        NOTIFY          TASK

*END          NOUNDERSCORE    TEMPORARY

 ENDPAGE      NOWAIT          TERMINAL

 ENDRPT       NOWRITE         TEST

*ENQUEUE      NULL            TEXT
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*ENTRY        NUMERIC         THEN

*ENVIRONMENT *OBTAIN          TIME

*ERASE        OF              TIMEOUT

 ERROR        OFF             TIMER

 EVENT        ON              TITLE

 EXCEPT       ONLY            TO

 EXCLUSIVE   *OPEN            TRACE

 EXIT         OPTIONAL        TRANSACTION

 EXITS        OUT            *TRANSFER

 EXTENDED     OUTIN           TRUNCATED

 EXTERNAL     OUTPUT          TURQUOISE

 EXTRANEOUS   OWNER           TYPE

 FIELD        PAD             UNDERSCORE

 FIELDS       PAGE            UNFORMATTED

 FILE         PAGE_INFO       UNPROTECTED

*FIND         PAGING          UPDATE

*FINISH       PARMS           UPGRADE

 FIRST        PERMANENT       USAGE_MODE

 FOR          PINK            USER

*FREE         POSITION        USING

 FROM        *POST            VALUE

*GET          PREFIX          VERSION

 GREEN        PRINTER        *WAIT

 HEADER       PRIOR           WCC

 HOLD         PRIORITY        WHERE

 I_O          PRIVACY         WHITE

*ID          *PROCEDURE       WITH

*IDENTIFICATION    PROGRAM    WITHIN

 IDMS        *PROGRAM_ID     *WORKING_STORAGE

*IDMS_CONTROL     PROTECTED  *WRITE

 IDMS_RECORDS     PROTOCOL    XCTL

 IDMS_STATISTICS    PTERM     YELLOW

*IF          *PUT             YES

 IGNORED      QUEUE           40CR

 IN          *READ            64CR

 INCREMENTED *READY           80CR

 INPUT          RECORD  

*INQUIRE        RED 

 INTENT         REDISPATCH  

                RELEASE 

Teleprocessing Monitor Users Notes
This section describes special considerations relating to application programs running under teleprocessing (TP) monitors
supported by DC/UCF systems (that is, CICS, INTERCOMM, SHADOW, and TASK/MASTER).

While there are no special coding requirements for TP-monitor transactions, the following sectionlines should be adhered
to:

DML statements should be coded so that all database requests (for Example, BIND, READY, OBTAIN, FINISH) are
executed together whenever possible to achieve maximum efficiency and ease of recovery.
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• For each TP monitor, you should check with the DBA to determine the operating mode (protocol) installed. The proper
mode must then be specified in the MODE clause of the DECLARE SUBSCHEMA statement.

• The DML precompiler should be executed before the TP-monitor precompiler.
• For CICS, INTERCOMM, and SHADOW applications, the mode, as installed, may require the inclusion of additional

statements in each program. These requirements and the applicable modes are outlined in the following table.

NOTE
The same rules apply to the INCLUDE IDMS statements used to insert logical-record source
code components into the program: SUBSCHEMA_CTRL, SUBSCHEMA_LR_CTRL, and
SUBSCHEMA_LR_RECORDS should be copied into the program (except under CICS_EXEC, components
should be copied into the program).

TP monitor If mode is... Code these statements
CICS CICS_STANDARD *DECLARE

1 TWA BASED (TPTR), 3 FILLER, 3
INCLUDE IDMS(SUBSCHEMA_CTRL), 3
INCLUDE
IDMS(SUBSCHEMA_RECORDS),
ADDRESS TWA(TPTR);
or
**INCLUDE IDMS(SUBSCHEMA_CTRL);
INCLUDE
IDMS(SUBSCHEMA_RECORDS);
(A CICS GETMAIN must be issued for
the SUBSCHEMA_CTRL and for each
RECORD being copied.)
INCLUDE IDMS(IDMS_WAIT);

CICS CICS_EXEC INCLUDE IDMS(SUBSCHEMA_CTRL);
INCLUDE
IDMS(SUBSCHEMA_RECORDS);

INTERCOMM INTERCOMM INCLUDE IDMS(SUBSCHEMA_CTRL);
INCLUDE
IDMS(SUBSCHEMA_RECORDS);

SHADOW SHADOW INCLUDE IDMS(SUBSCHEMA_CTRL);
INCLUDE
IDMS(SUBSCHEMA_RECORDS);

NOTE
* If SUBSCHEMA_CTRL, SUBSCHEMA_RECORDS, and additional data does not exceed 4,096 bytes.

NOTE
** If SUBSCHEMA_CTRL, SUBSCHEMA_RECORDS, and additional data exceeds 4,096 bytes.

Sample Programs and Database Definition
This section contains:

• IDMS/DC programming considerations
• A sample PL/I batch program
• A sample PL/I online program
• A sample database definition - The EMPLOYEE database

The sample programs access the EMPLOYEE database. The database is shown in a diagram at the end of this section.
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IDMS/DC Programming Considerations
These programming considerations consist of PL/I-specific details relevant to designing IDMS/DC programs:

• Reentrant code is program code that does not modify itself during program execution. IDMS/DC multithreads all task
requests through a single copy of a reentrant program. The IDMS/DC default for PL/I programs is reentrant. To ensure
that your program is reentrant, it must be compiled with the REENTRANT option of the PROCEDURE statement.
Some PL/I compilers do not support reentrancy. If your compiler does not support reentrancy, your programs must be
declared to IDMS/DC as NONREENTRANT.

• Use the COUNT and REPORT execution options to capture statistics in the IDMS/DC log. You can use these statistics
to optimize storage requirements and to analyze program performance.

• Avoid using GET STORAGE repeatedly for relatively small areas when most tasks in the system are accessing larger
areas. It may be more advantageous to declare PL/I variables explicitly and allow IDMS/DC and PL/I to manage the
storage. Internal management of storage for PL/I declared variables is handled in the same way under IDMS/DC as it
is in the batch environment, with one exception. When PL/I code would normally issue an operating system request for
storage, IDMS/DC satisfies the request from the storage pool. Once a block of storage is allocated, it is managed as
described in the PL/I programmer's section for your installation.

• Use the REPORT execution option to determine the amount of storage actually used during program execution. Use
the report statistics to set the ISA SIZE for the program in the IDMS/DC system generation.

• The PL/I COUNT and FLOW options can be used to gather the following statistics:
– The number of times each procedure is called
– The amount of storage used during PL/I program execution.
To use these options, refer to the PL/I programmer's section for your installation. The following considerations apply to
the use of these options under IDMS/DC:
– The statistics are written to the IDMS/DC system log rather than to an external file. The statistics record type is

MESSAGES.
– The statistics are not written to the log if the program terminates execution with an IDMS_DC RETURN statement.

The program must use the PL/I RETURN statement. After statistics are written to the log, IDMS/DC passes control
to the next higher program in the transaction thread, as if an IDMS/DC RETURN had been coded.

– The REPORT and COUNT options should not be used together, since the COUNT option adds storage overhead.
Accordingly, report statistics would not be accurate.

– The REPORT and COUNT options are not intended to be used in a production environment. Their use adds
considerable storage and CPU overhead under IDMS/DC, just as it would in a batch environment. Once the
statistics have been gathered, these options should be removed from the program.

Sample Batch Program and Example
 Contents 

  

The following PL/I batch program accesses database records using navigational DML statements. The following figure
shows the program as it appears in the various stages of the compilation process. You create a program using PL/I and
DML statements. This program is input to the DML precompiler, which produces a listing that contains diagnostics and,
optionally, DML source statements. The expanded code is input to the PL/I compiler, which generates a listing of the fully
expanded code and diagnostics.
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Batch Input to the DML Precompiler

The following is sample batch input to the DML precompiler for PL/I.

 //SYSIPT  DD  *

 /*RETRIEVAL*/

 /*DMLIST*/

 /*NO_ACTIVITY_LOG*/

 /*SCHEMA_COMMENTS*/

 DEPTRPT: PROC OPTIONS (MAIN) REORDER;

                 /* DECLARE SUBSCHEMA AND MODE */

 DCL  (EMPSS01 SUBSCHEMA, EMPSCHM SCHEMA VERSION 100)

                   MODE (BATCH) DEBUG;

                /* REQUIRED DECLARATIVES */

 DCL  IDMS ENTRY OPTIONS(INTER,ASM);

 DCL  ABORT ENTRY OPTIONS(INTER,ASM);

 DCL  ADDR BUILTIN;

    /* CONSTANTS */

 DCL  DEPT_HEADER     CHAR (11) INIT ('DEPT REPORT');

 DCL  1 HEAD_LINE,

     5 HEAD_DEPT_ID   CHAR (9) INIT ('DEPT ID '),

     5 HEAD_EMP_ID   CHAR (8) INIT ('EMP ID '),

     5 HEAD_LNAME    CHAR (17) INIT ('LAST NAME    '),

     5 HEAD_FNAME    CHAR (10) INIT ('FIRST NAME');

 DCL  PRTHEAD       CHAR (44) DEFINED HEAD_LINE;

    /* LOGICAL CONSTANTS */

 DCL  YES         BIT(1)  INIT ('1'B);

 DCL  NO         BIT(1)  INIT ('0'B);

 DCL  EOF         BIT(1)  INIT ('0'B);

 DCL  1 PROGRAM_FLAGS,

     5 DB_END_OF_SET   BIT(1)  INIT ('0'B);

     /* FILE DECLARATIONS */

 DCL  INFILE FILE RECORD INPUT ENV (F BLKSIZE(80));
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 DCL  OUTFILE FILE RECORD OUTPUT ENV (F RECSIZE(133) CTLASA );

 DCL  SYSPRINT FILE PRINT;

     /*  THE FOLLOWING RECORDS ARE DEFINED THROUGH IDD.    */

     /* THE DML PRECOMPILER AUTOMATICALLY CONVERTS HYPHENS */

     /*  TO UNDERSCORES.                   */

 INCLUDE IDMS (DEPT-IN-REC);

 INCLUDE IDMS (PRT-OUT-REC);

     /* REDEFINE PRT_OUT_REC */

 DCL  PRTREC         CHAR (44) DEFINED PRT_OUT_REC;

 DCL   1 PRINT_AREA,

      5 CC         CHAR (1),

      5 PRINT_LINE     CHAR (132);

 DCL   1 SPACES        CHAR (132) INIT ( (132) ' ');

     /* POSSIBLE VALUES FOR CC             */

 DCL   1 CONTROL_CHARACTERS,

      5 NEW_PAGE      CHAR (1) INIT ('1'),

      5 SINGLE_SPACE    CHAR (1) INIT (' '),

      5 DOUBLE_SPACE    CHAR (1) INIT ('0'),

      5 TRIPLE_SPACE    CHAR (1) INIT ('-'),

      5 OVERPRINT     CHAR (1) INIT ('+');

 INCLUDE IDMS (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL);

 INCLUDE IDMS (DEPARTMENT);

 INCLUDE IDMS (EMPLOYEE);

   /***********************************************************/

   /*  PROCESSING FOLLOWS                  */

                /* OPEN THE FILES         */

                /* INFILE ── INPUT         */

                /* OUTFILE ── OUTPUT        */

                /* SYSPRINT ── USED BY IDMS_STATUS */

       OPEN FILE (INFILE);

       OPEN FILE (OUTFILE);

       OPEN FILE (SYSPRINT);

       ON ENDFILE (INFILE) EOF = YES;

   /*  BIND RUN UNIT AND RECORDS EXPLICITLY */

       BIND RUN_UNIT

         NODENAME ('')

         DBNAME ('');

       CALL IDMS_STATUS;

       BIND RECORD (EMPLOYEE);

       CALL IDMS_STATUS;

       BIND RECORD (DEPARTMENT);

       CALL IDMS_STATUS;

       READY;

       CALL IDMS_STATUS;

       READ FILE (INFILE) INTO (DEPT_IN_REC);
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     DO WHILE ( EOF);

       DB_END_OF_SET = NO;

       DEPT_ID_0410 = DEPT_ID_IN;

       OBTAIN CALC RECORD (DEPARTMENT);

                     /* 0326 MEANS   */

                     /* DEPT NOT FOUND */

       IF ERROR_STATUS = '0326' THEN CALL NO_DEPT;

       ELSE

        DO;

         IF SET (DEPT_EMPLOYEE) EMPTY THEN CALL NO_EMP;

         ELSE

          CALL NEW_DEPT;

          DO UNTIL (DB_END_OF_SET);

            OBTAIN NEXT RECORD (EMPLOYEE)

              SET (DEPT_EMPLOYEE);

            IF ERROR_STATUS = '0307' THEN

              DB_END_OF_SET = YES;

            ELSE

              CALL IDMS_STATUS;

            IF DB_END_OF_SET THEN

             DO;

             /* MOVE FIELDS TO */

             /* OUTPUT RECORD */

              DEPT_ID_OUT  = DEPT_ID_0410;

              EMP_ID_OUT  = EMP_ID_0415;

              EMP_LNAME_OUT = EMP_LAST_NAME_0415;

              EMP_FNAME_OUT = EMP_FIRST_NAME_0415;

              CC      = DOUBLE_SPACE;

              PRINT_LINE  = SPACES;

              PRINT_LINE  = PRTREC;

              CALL PRINT_A_LINE;

             END;  /* END PRINTING DO */

          END;  /* END DO UNTIL */

         END;  /* END 0326 ELSE DO */

       READ FILE (INFILE) INTO (DEPT_IN_REC);

     END;   /* END DO WHILE EOF */

     CALL END_PROCESSING;

 NEW_DEPT: PROC;

      PRINT_LINE = SPACES;    /* NEW PAGE FOR EACH */

      CC = NEW_PAGE;       /* DEPARTMENT    */

      PRINT_LINE = DEPT_HEADER;

      CALL PRINT_A_LINE;

      PRINT_LINE = SPACES;

      CC = DOUBLE_SPACE;

      PRINT_LINE = DEPT_ID_0410;

      CALL PRINT_A_LINE;

      PRINT_LINE = SPACES;

      CC = DOUBLE_SPACE;

      PRINT_LINE = PRTHEAD;
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      CALL PRINT_A_LINE;

 END NEW_DEPT;

 NO_DEPT: PROC;

      PRINT_LINE = SPACES;

      CC = NEW_PAGE;

      PRINT_LINE = DEPT_ID_IN;

      CALL PRINT_A_LINE;

      PRINT_LINE = SPACES;

      CC = DOUBLE_SPACE;

      PRINT_LINE = '** DEPARTMENT SPECIFIED ABOVE NOT FOUND **';

      CALL PRINT_A_LINE;

 END NO_DEPT;

 NO_EMP: PROC;

      PRINT_LINE = SPACES;

      CC = NEW_PAGE;

      PRINT_LINE = DEPT_ID_IN;

      CALL PRINT_A_LINE;

      PRINT_LINE = SPACES;

      CC = DOUBLE_SPACE;

      PRINT_LINE = DEPT_ID_0410;

      CALL PRINT_A_LINE;

      PRINT_LINE = SPACES;

      CC = DOUBLE_SPACE;

      PRINT_LINE = '** DEPARTMENT SPECIFIED IS EMPTY ***';

      CALL PRINT_A_LINE;

 END NO_EMP;

 END_PROCESSING: PROC;

     FINISH;

     CLOSE FILE (INFILE);

     CLOSE FILE (OUTFILE);

     CLOSE FILE (SYSPRINT);

 END END_PROCESSING;

 PRINT_A_LINE: PROC;

  WRITE FILE (OUTFILE) FROM (PRINT_AREA);

 END PRINT_A_LINE;

       INCLUDE IDMS (IDMS_STATUS);

 END DEPTRPT;

Output from the DML Precompiler

The following shows the sample program as output from the DML precompiler.

Since the /*DMLIST*/ option is specified, printed output consists of expanded code as well as diagnostics. This output is in
the following format:
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•  Heading -- The top of each page of the listing contains the name of the DML precompiler being used (IDMSDMLP),
the release number of the processor, the name of the listing (Listing of Messages), the date, the time, and the page
number.

•  Input listing and DML precompiler-generated code -- The body of the printout contains the program input listing
along with the DML precompiler-generated code, formatted as follows:

 Column  Explanation 
1 Sequence numbers generated by the DML precompiler
12 Line numbers generated by the DML precompiler
19 Line numbers generated by the user program
26 Text of the PL/I source code including text generated by the DML

precompiler

•  Warning and Error Messages -- Diagnostics are imbedded in the input listing and DML precompiler-generated
code following the errant lines of source code. For a complete description of DML precompiler error messages, refer
to IDMS Messages and Codes documentation.

IDMSDMLP  nn.n                 CA, INC. DML PROCESSOR FOR PL/I DATE   TIME   PAGE

               - - LISTING OF MESSAGES - -                mm/dd/yy hhmmsshh  0001

       00001    /*RETRIEVAL*/

       00002    /*DMLIST*/

       00003    /*NO_ACTIVITY_LOG*/

       00004    /*SCHEMA_COMMENTS*/

       00005    DEPTRPT: PROC OPTIONS (MAIN) REORDER;

       00006                   /* DECLARE SUBSCHEMA AND MODE */

DMLP   00008    DCL  (EMPSS01 SUBSCHEMA, EMPSCHM SCHEMA VERSION 100)

       00009                     MODE (BATCH) DEBUG;

       00010

       00011                   /* REQUIRED DECLARATIVES */

       00012    DCL  IDMS ENTRY OPTIONS(INTER,ASM);

       00013    DCL  ABORT ENTRY OPTIONS(INTER,ASM);

       00014    DCL  ADDR BUILTIN;

       00015

       00016       /* CONSTANTS */

       00017    DCL  DEPT_HEADER     CHAR (11) INIT ('DEPT REPORT');

       00018    DCL  1 HEAD_LINE,

       00019        5 HEAD_DEPT_ID   CHAR (9) INIT ('DEPT ID '),

       00020        5 HEAD_EMP_ID   CHAR (8) INIT ('EMP ID '),

       00021        5 HEAD_LNAME    CHAR (17) INIT ('LAST NAME    '),

       00022        5 HEAD_FNAME    CHAR (10) INIT ('FIRST NAME');

       00023

       00024    DCL  PRTHEAD       CHAR (44) DEFINED HEAD_LINE;

       00025

       00026       /* LOGICAL CONSTANTS */

       00027    DCL  YES         BIT(1)  INIT ('1'B);

       00028    DCL  NO         BIT(1)  INIT ('0'B);

       00029    DCL  EOF         BIT(1)  INIT ('0'B);

       00030

       00031    DCL  1 PROGRAM_FLAGS,

       00032       5 DB_END_OF_SET   BIT(1)  INIT ('0'B);

       00033
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       00034       /* FILE DECLARATIONS */

       00035    DCL  INFILE FILE RECORD INPUT ENV (F BLKSIZE(80));

       00036    DCL  OUTFILE FILE RECORD OUTPUT ENV (F RECSIZE(133) CTLASA );

       00037    DCL  SYSPRINT FILE PRINT;

       00038

       00039       /*  THE FOLLOWING RECORDS ARE DEFINED THROUGH IDD.    */

       00040       /* THE DML PRECOMPILER AUTOMATICALLY CONVERTS HYPHENS */

       00041       /*  TO UNDERSCORES.                   */

       00042

DMLP     00044    INCLUDE IDMS (DEPT-IN-REC);

DMLP     00049    INCLUDE IDMS (PRT-OUT-REC);

       00058

       00059       /* REDEFINE PRT_OUT_REC */

       00060    DCL  PRTREC         CHAR (44) DEFINED PRT_OUT_REC;

       00061

       00062    DCL   1 PRINT_AREA,

       00063         5 CC         CHAR (1),

       00064         5 PRINT_LINE     CHAR (132);

       00065

       00066    DCL   1 SPACES        CHAR (132) INIT ( (132) ' ');

       00067

       00068       /* POSSIBLE VALUES FOR CC             */

       00069    DCL   1 CONTROL_CHARACTERS,

       00070         5 NEW_PAGE      CHAR (1) INIT ('1'),

       00071         5 SINGLE_SPACE    CHAR (1) INIT (' '),

       00072         5 DOUBLE_SPACE    CHAR (1) INIT ('0'),

       00073         5 TRIPLE_SPACE    CHAR (1) INIT ('-'),

       00074         5 OVERPRINT     CHAR (1) INIT ('+');

       00075

DMLP     00077    INCLUDE IDMS (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL);

DMLP     00103    INCLUDE IDMS (DEPARTMENT);

DMLP     00110    INCLUDE IDMS (EMPLOYEE);

       00140

       00141      /***********************************************************/

       00142      /*  PROCESSING FOLLOWS                  */

       00143                  /* OPEN THE FILES         */

       00144                  /* INFILE ── INPUT         */

       00145                  /* OUTFILE ── OUTPUT        */

       00146                  /* SYSPRINT ── USED BY IDMS_STATUS */

       00147         OPEN FILE (INFILE);

       00148         OPEN FILE (OUTFILE);

       00149         OPEN FILE (SYSPRINT);

       00150         ON ENDFILE (INFILE) EOF = YES;

       00151

       00152      /*  BIND RUN UNIT AND RECORDS EXPLICITLY */

DMLP0001   00154         BIND RUN_UNIT

       00155           NODENAME ('')

       00156           DBNAME ('');

       00167

       00168         CALL IDMS_STATUS;

DMLP0002   00170         BIND RECORD (EMPLOYEE);

       00179         CALL IDMS_STATUS;

DMLP0003   00181         BIND RECORD (DEPARTMENT);
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       00190         CALL IDMS_STATUS;

DMLP0004   00192         READY;

       00199         CALL IDMS_STATUS;

       00200         READ FILE (INFILE) INTO (DEPT_IN_REC);

       00201

       00202        DO WHILE ( EOF);

       00203

       00204         DB_END_OF_SET = NO;

       00205         DEPT_ID_0410 = DEPT_ID_IN;

DMLP0005   00207         OBTAIN CALC RECORD (DEPARTMENT);

       00216                       /* 0326 MEANS   */

       00217                       /* DEPT NOT FOUND */

       00218         IF ERROR_STATUS = '0326' THEN CALL NO_DEPT;

       00219         ELSE

       00220          DO;

DMLP0006   00222            IF SET (DEPT_EMPLOYEE) EMPTY

       00231                          THEN CALL NO_EMP;

       00232            ELSE

       00233             CALL NEW_DEPT;

       00234             DO UNTIL (DB_END_OF_SET);

DMLP0007   00236              OBTAIN NEXT RECORD (EMPLOYEE)

       00237                SET (DEPT_EMPLOYEE);

       00247              IF ERROR_STATUS = '0307' THEN

       00248                DB_END_OF_SET = YES;

       00249              ELSE

       00250                CALL IDMS_STATUS;

       00251              IF DB_END_OF_SET THEN

       00252               DO;

       00253               /* MOVE FIELDS TO */

       00254               /* OUTPUT RECORD */

       00255                 DEPT_ID_OUT  = DEPT_ID_0410;

       00256                 EMP_ID_OUT  = EMP_ID_0415;

       00257                 EMP_LNAME_OUT = EMP_LAST_NAME_0415;

       00258                 EMP_FNAME_OUT = EMP_FIRST_NAME_0415;

       00259                 CC      = DOUBLE_SPACE;

       00260                 PRINT_LINE  = SPACES;

       00261                 PRINT_LINE  = PRTREC;

       00262                 CALL PRINT_A_LINE;

       00263               END;  /* END PRINTING DO */

       00264             END;  /* END DO UNTIL */

       00265           END;  /* END 0326 ELSE DO */

       00266

       00267         READ FILE (INFILE) INTO (DEPT_IN_REC);

       00268       END;   /* END DO WHILE EOF */

       00269       CALL END_PROCESSING;

       00270

       00271    NEW_DEPT: PROC;

       00272        PRINT_LINE = SPACES;    /* NEW PAGE FOR EACH */

       00273        CC = NEW_PAGE;       /* DEPARTMENT    */

       00274        PRINT_LINE = DEPT_HEADER;

       00275        CALL PRINT_A_LINE;

       00276

       00277        PRINT_LINE = SPACES;
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       00278        CC = DOUBLE_SPACE;

       00279        PRINT_LINE = DEPT_ID_0410;

       00280        CALL PRINT_A_LINE;

       00281

       00282        PRINT_LINE = SPACES;

       00283        CC = DOUBLE_SPACE;

       00284        PRINT_LINE = PRTHEAD;

       00285        CALL PRINT_A_LINE;

       00286

       00287    END NEW_DEPT;

       00288

       00289    NO_DEPT: PROC;

       00290        PRINT_LINE = SPACES;

       00291        CC = NEW_PAGE;

       00292        PRINT_LINE = DEPT_ID_IN;

       00293        CALL PRINT_A_LINE;

       00294        PRINT_LINE = SPACES;

       00295        CC = DOUBLE_SPACE;

       00296        PRINT_LINE = '** DEPARTMENT SPECIFIED ABOVE NOT FOUND **';

       00297        CALL PRINT_A_LINE;

       00298    END NO_DEPT;

       00299

       00300    NO_EMP: PROC;

       00301        PRINT_LINE = SPACES;

       00302        CC = NEW_PAGE;

       00303        PRINT_LINE = DEPT_ID_IN;

       00304        CALL PRINT_A_LINE;

       00305

       00306        PRINT_LINE = SPACES;

       00307        CC = DOUBLE_SPACE;

       00308        PRINT_LINE = DEPT_ID_0410;

       00309        CALL PRINT_A_LINE;

       00310

       00311        PRINT_LINE = SPACES;

       00312        CC = DOUBLE_SPACE;

       00313        PRINT_LINE = '** DEPARTMENT SPECIFIED IS EMPTY ***';

       00314        CALL PRINT_A_LINE;

       00315    END NO_EMP;

       00316

       00317    END_PROCESSING: PROC;

DMLP0008   00319       FINISH;

       00326       CLOSE FILE (INFILE);

       00327       CLOSE FILE (OUTFILE);

       00328       CLOSE FILE (SYSPRINT);

       00329    END END_PROCESSING;

       00330

       00331    PRINT_A_LINE: PROC;

       00332    WRITE FILE (OUTFILE) FROM (PRINT_AREA);

       00333    END PRINT_A_LINE;

       00334

       00335

DMLP     00336         INCLUDE IDMS (IDMS_STATUS);

       00337   IDMS_STATUS:  PROC;
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       00338       /* THE IDMS_STATUS PROCEDURE IS CALLED BY THE USER AFTER     */

       00339       /* EACH IDMS COMMAND HAS BEEN ISSUED AND CHECKS HAVE BEEN    */

       00340       /* MADE FOR ANY EXPECTED NON-ZERO ERROR_STATUS CONDITIONS.   */

       00341       /* IT DETECTS A NON-ZERO ERROR_STATUS AND ABNORMALLY         */

       00342       /* TERMINATES THE PROGRAM ACCORDINGLY.                       */

       00343       DECLARE IDMSIN1 ENTRY OPTIONS(INTER,ASSEMBLER);

       00344       IF   ERROR_STATUS='0000' THEN GOTO END_STATUS;

       00345       PUT SKIP EDIT ('PROGRAM NAME ------', PROGRAM,

       00346                      'ERROR STATUS ------', ERROR_STATUS,

       00347                      'ERROR RECORD ------', ERROR_RECORD,

       00348                      'ERROR SET ---------', ERROR_SET,

       00349                      'ERROR AREA --------', ERROR_AREA,

       00350                      'LAST GOOD RECORD --', RECORD_NAME,

       00351                      'LAST GOOD AREA ----', AREA_NAME)

       00352                     (A(19),X(5),A(8),SKIP,A(19),X(5),A(4),

       00353                      5(SKIP,A(19),X(5),A(16)));

       00354       SSC_IN01_REQ_CODE = 39;

       00355       SSC_IN01_REQ_RETURN = 0;

       00356       SSC_STATUS_LABEL = ' ';

       00357       DO UNTIL (SSC_IN01_REQ_RETURN > 0);

       00358           CALL IDMSIN1  (IDBMSCOM(41),

       00359                          SSC_IN01_REQ_WK,

       00360                          SUBSCHEMA_CTRL,

       00361                          IDBMSCOM(1),

       00362                          DML_SEQUENCE,

       00363                          SSC_STATUS_LINE);

       00364           IF SSC_IN01_REQ_RETURN > 4 THEN

       00365               PUT SKIP EDIT ('DML SEQUENCE ------', DML_SEQUENCE)

       00366                             (A(19),X(5),F(10));

       00367           ELSE

       00368               PUT SKIP EDIT (SSC_STATUS_LABEL, '---',

       00369                              SSC_STATUS_VALUE)

       00370                             (A(16),A(3),X(5),A(12));

       00371       END;

DMLP0009   00372     ROLLBACK;

       00373     CALL ABORT;

       00374   END_STATUS: END;

       00375

       00376    END DEPTRPT

Output from the PL/I Compiler

The following shows the sample batch program after processing by the PL/I compiler. The original code is further
expanded and includes the following:

• Line numbers generated by the PL/I compiler
• IDMS call statements for the requested DML functions
• Diagnostic messages

For details on the expanded code generated by the DML precompiler, see Call Formats.

PL/I OPTIMIZING COMPILER     /*RETRIEVAL*/                          PAGE  2

          SOURCE LISTING
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  STMT LEV NT

         /*RETRIEVAL*/

         /*DMLIST*/

         /*NO_ACTIVITY_LOG*/

         /*SCHEMA_COMMENTS*/

    1   0  DEPTRPT: PROC OPTIONS (MAIN) REORDER;

                         /* DECLARE SUBSCHEMA AND MODE */

                                           /*

         DCL  (EMPSS01 SUBSCHEMA, EMPSCHM SCHEMA VERSION 100)

                           MODE (BATCH) DEBUG;

                                           */

                         /* REQUIRED DECLARATIVES */

    2  1 0  DCL  IDMS ENTRY OPTIONS(INTER,ASM);

    3  1 0  DCL  ABORT ENTRY OPTIONS(INTER,ASM);

    4  1 0  DCL  ADDR BUILTIN;

            /* CONSTANTS */

    5  1 0  DCL  DEPT_HEADER     CHAR (11) INIT ('DEPT REPORT');

    6  1 0  DCL  1 HEAD_LINE,

             5 HEAD_DEPT_ID   CHAR (9) INIT ('DEPT ID '),

             5 HEAD_EMP_ID   CHAR (8) INIT ('EMP ID '),

             5 HEAD_LNAME    CHAR (17) INIT ('LAST NAME    '),

             5 HEAD_FNAME    CHAR (10) INIT ('FIRST NAME');

    7  1 0  DCL  PRTHEAD       CHAR (44) DEFINED HEAD_LINE;

            /* LOGICAL CONSTANTS */

    8  1 0  DCL  YES         BIT(1)  INIT ('1'B);

    9  1 0  DCL  NO         BIT(1)  INIT ('0'B);

   10  1 0  DCL  EOF         BIT(1)  INIT ('0'B);

   11  1 0  DCL  1 PROGRAM_FLAGS,

             5 DB_END_OF_SET   BIT(1)  INIT ('0'B);

             /* FILE DECLARATIONS */

   12  1 0  DCL  INFILE FILE RECORD INPUT ENV (F BLKSIZE(80));

   13  1 0  DCL  OUTFILE FILE RECORD OUTPUT ENV (F RECSIZE(133) CTLASA );

   14  1 0  DCL  SYSPRINT FILE PRINT;

             /*  THE FOLLOWING RECORDS ARE DEFINED THROUGH IDD.    */

             /* THE DML PRECOMPILER AUTOMATICALLY CONVERTS HYPHENS */

             /*  TO UNDERSCORES.                   */

                                           /*

         INCLUDE IDMS (DEPT-IN-REC);

   15  1 0 DECLARE 1 DEPT_IN_REC,

             2 DEPT_ID_IN PICTURE '(4)9',

             2 DEPT_FILLER CHARACTER (76);

                                           /*

         INCLUDE IDMS (PRT-OUT-REC);

                                           */

   16  1 0 DECLARE 1 PRT_OUT_REC,
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             2 DEPT_ID_OUT CHARACTER (4),

             2 PRT_FILL_5 CHARACTER (5) INITIAL ('   '),

             2 EMP_ID_OUT CHARACTER (4),

             2 PRT_FILL_4 CHARACTER (4) INITIAL ('  '),

             2 EMP_LNAME_OUT CHARACTER (15),

             2 PRT_FILL_2 CHARACTER (2) INITIAL (' '),

             2 EMP_FNAME_OUT CHARACTER (10);

             /* REDEFINE PRT_OUT_REC */

   17  1 0  DCL  PRTREC         CHAR (44) DEFINED PRT_OUT_REC;

   18  1 0  DCL   1 PRINT_AREA,

              5 CC         CHAR (1),

              5 PRINT_LINE     CHAR (132);

   19  1 0  DCL   1 SPACES        CHAR (132) INIT ( (132) ' ');

             /* POSSIBLE VALUES FOR CC             */

   20  1 0  DCL   1 CONTROL_CHARACTERS,

              5 NEW_PAGE      CHAR (1) INIT ('1'),

              5 SINGLE_SPACE    CHAR (1) INIT (' '),

              5 DOUBLE_SPACE    CHAR (1) INIT ('0'),

              5 TRIPLE_SPACE    CHAR (1) INIT ('-'),

              5 OVERPRINT     CHAR (1) INIT ('+');

                                           /*

         INCLUDE IDMS (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL);

                                        *

   21 DECLARE 1 SUBSCHEMA_CTRL,

          3 PROGRAM CHARACTER (8) INITIAL (' ') ,

          3 ERROR_STATUS CHARACTER (4) INITIAL ('1400') ,

          3 DBKEY FIXED BINARY (31),

          3 RECORD_NAME CHARACTER (16) INITIAL (' ') ,

          3 AREA_NAME CHARACTER (16) INITIAL (' ') ,

          3 ERROR_SET CHARACTER (16) INITIAL (' ') ,

          3 ERROR_RECORD CHARACTER (16) INITIAL (' ') ,

          3 ERROR_AREA CHARACTER (16) INITIAL (' ') ,

          3 IDBMSCOM_AREA CHARACTER (100) INITIAL (LOW(100)) ,

          3 DIRECT_DBKEY FIXED BINARY (31),

          3 DATABASE_STATUS,

           5 DBSTATMENT_CODE CHARACTER (2),

           5 DBSTATUS_CODE CHARACTER (5),

          3 FILLER0001 CHARACTER (1),

          3 RECORD_OCCUR FIXED BINARY (31),

          3 DML_SEQUENCE FIXED BINARY (31);

   22 DECLARE 1 RIDBMSCOM BASED(ADDR(SUBSCHEMA_CTRL.IDBMSCOM_AREA)),

          3 PAGE_INFO,

           5 PAGE_INFO_GROUP FIXED BINARY (15),

           5 PAGE_INFO_DBK_FORMAT FIXED BINARY (15),

          3  SSC_IDMS_STATUS_WRK,

            5  SSC_IN01_REQ_WK,

              7  SSC_IN01_REQ_CODE FIXED BINARY (31),

              7  SSC_IN01_REQ_RETURN FIXED BINARY (31),

            5  SSC_STATUS_LINE,
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              7  SSC_STATUS_LABEL CHARACTER (16),

              7  SSC_STATUS_VALUE CHARACTER (12),

          3 FILLER0002 CHARACTER (60);

   23 DECLARE 1 IDBMSCOM (100) BASED(ADDR(SUBSCHEMA_CTRL.IDBMSCOM_AREA))

                        CHARACTER (1);

   24 DECLARE 1 AREA_RNAME BASED(ADDR(SUBSCHEMA_CTRL.AREA_NAME)),

          3 SSC_DNO CHARACTER (8),

          3 SSC_DNA CHARACTER (8);

   25 DECLARE 1 RRECORD_NAME BASED(ADDR(SUBSCHEMA_CTRL.RECORD_NAME)),

          3 SSC_NODN CHARACTER (8),

          3 SSC_DBN CHARACTER (8);

   26  1 0 DECLARE 1 SUBSCHEMA_CTRL,

              3 PROGRAM CHARACTER (8) INITIAL (' '),

              3 ERROR_STATUS CHARACTER (4) INITIAL ('1400'),

              3 DBKEY FIXED BINARY (31),

              3 RECORD_NAME CHARACTER (16) INITIAL (' '),

              3 AREA_NAME CHARACTER (16) INITIAL (' '),

              3 ERROR_SET CHARACTER (16) INITIAL (' '),

              3 ERROR_RECORD CHARACTER (16) INITIAL (' '),

              3 ERROR_AREA CHARACTER (16) INITIAL (' '),

              3 IDBMSCOM_AREA,

               5 IDBMSCOM (100) CHARACTER (1),

              3 DIRECT_DBKEY FIXED BINARY (31),

              3 DATABASE_STATUS,

               5 DBSTATMENT_CODE CHARACTER (2),

               5 DBSTATUS_CODE CHARACTER (5),

              3 FILLER0001 CHARACTER (1),

              3 RECORD_OCCUR FIXED BINARY (31),

              3 DML_SEQUENCE FIXED BINARY (31);

   27  1 0 DECLARE 1 AREA_RNAME BASED(ADDR(SUBSCHEMA_CTRL.AREA_NAME)),

              3 SSC_DNO CHARACTER (8),

              3 SSC_DNA CHARACTER (8);

   28  1 0 DECLARE 1 RRECORD_NAME BASED(ADDR(SUBSCHEMA_CTRL.RECORD_NAME)),

              3 SSC_NODN CHARACTER (8),

              3 SSC_DBN CHARACTER (8);

                                           /*

         INCLUDE IDMS (DEPARTMENT);

                                           */

   28  1 0 DECLARE 1 DEPARTMENT,

             2 DEPT_ID_0410 PICTURE '(4)9',

             2 DEPT_NAME_0410 CHARACTER (45),

             2 DEPT_HEAD_ID_0410 PICTURE '(4)9',

             2 FILLER0002 CHARACTER (3);

                                           /*

         INCLUDE IDMS (EMPLOYEE);

                                           */

   30  1 0 DECLARE 1 EMPLOYEE,

             2 EMP_ID_0415 PICTURE '(4)9',

             2 EMP_NAME_0415,

              3 EMP_FIRST_NAME_0415 CHARACTER (10),

              3 EMP_LAST_NAME_0415 CHARACTER (15),

             2 EMP_ADDRESS_0415,

              3 EMP_STREET_0415 CHARACTER (20),
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              3 EMP_CITY_0415 CHARACTER (15),

              3 EMP_STATE_0415 CHARACTER (2),

              3 EMP_ZIP_0415,

              4 EMP_ZIP_FIRST_FIVE_0415 CHARACTER (5),

              4 EMP_ZIP_LAST_FOUR_0415 CHARACTER (4),

             2 EMP_PHONE_0415 PICTURE '(10)9',

             2 STATUS_0415 CHARACTER (2),

             2 SS_NUMBER_0415 PICTURE '(9)9',

             2 START_DATE_0415,

              3 START_YEAR_0415 PICTURE '(2)9',

              3 START_MONTH_0415 PICTURE '(2)9',

              3 START_DAY_0415 PICTURE '(2)9',

             2 TERMINATION_DATE_0415,

              3 TERMINATION_YEAR_0415 PICTURE '(2)9',

              3 TERMINATION_MONTH_0415 PICTURE '(2)9',

              3 TERMINATION_DAY_0415 PICTURE '(2)9',

             2 BIRTH_DATE_0415,

              3 BIRTH_YEAR_0415 PICTURE '(2)9',

              3 BIRTH_MONTH_0415 PICTURE '(2)9',

              3 BIRTH_DAY_0415 PICTURE '(2)9',

             2 FILLER0003 CHARACTER (2),

             2 FILLER0004 CHARACTER (4);

           /***********************************************************/

           /*  PROCESSING FOLLOWS                  */

                        /* OPEN THE FILES         */

                        /* INFILE ── INPUT         */

                        /* OUTFILE ── OUTPUT        */

                        /* SYSPRINT ── USED BY IDMS_STATUS */

   31  1 0       OPEN FILE (INFILE);

   32  1 0       OPEN FILE (OUTFILE);

   33  1 0       OPEN FILE (SYSPRINT);

   34  1 0       ON ENDFILE (INFILE) EOF = YES;

           /*  BIND RUN UNIT AND RECORDS EXPLICITLY */

                                           /*

               BIND RUN_UNIT                       DMLP0001

                 NODENAME ('')

                 DBNAME ('');

                                           */

   35  1 0            /* IDMS PL/I DML EXPANSION */      DO;

   36  1 1            DML_SEQUENCE=1;

   37  1 1            SSC_NODN='';

   38  1 1            SSC_DBN='';

   39  1 1            CALL IDMS (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL

                            ,IDBMSCOM (59)

                            ,SUBSCHEMA_CTRL

                            ,'EMPSS01 '

   40  1 1                              ); END;

   41  1 0       CALL IDMS_STATUS;

                                           /*

               BIND RECORD (EMPLOYEE);                  DMLP0002

                                           */
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   42  1 0            /* IDMS PL/I DML EXPANSION */      DO;

   43  1 1            DML_SEQUENCE=2;

   44  1 1            CALL IDMS (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL

                            ,IDBMSCOM (48)

                            ,'EMPLOYEE    '

                            ,EMPLOYEE

   45  1 1                              ); END;

   46  1 0       CALL IDMS_STATUS;

                                           /*

               BIND RECORD (DEPARTMENT);                 DMLP0003

                                           */

   47  1 0            /* IDMS PL/I DML EXPANSION */      DO;

   48  1 1            DML_SEQUENCE=3;

   49  1 1            CALL IDMS (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL

                            ,IDBMSCOM (48)

                            ,'DEPARTMENT   '

                            ,DEPARTMENT

   50  1 1                              ); END;

   51  1 0       CALL IDMS_STATUS;

                                           /*

               READY;                           DMLP0004

                                           */

   52  1 0            /* IDMS PL/I DML EXPANSION */      DO;

   53  1 1            DML_SEQUENCE=4;

   54  1 1            CALL IDMS (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL

                            ,IDBMSCOM (37)

   55  1 1                              ); END;

   56  1 0       CALL IDMS_STATUS;

   57  1 0       READ FILE (INFILE) INTO (DEPT_IN_REC);

   58  1 0      DO WHILE ( EOF);

   59  1 1       DB_END_OF_SET = NO;

   60  1 1       DEPT_ID_0410 = DEPT_ID_IN;

                                           /*

               OBTAIN CALC RECORD (DEPARTMENT);              DMLP0005

                                           */

   61  1 1            /* IDMS PL/I DML EXPANSION */      DO;

   62  1 2            DML_SEQUENCE=5;

   63  1 2            CALL IDMS (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL

                            ,IDBMSCOM (32)

                            ,'DEPARTMENT   '

                            ,IDBMSCOM (43)

   64  1 2                              ); END;

                             /* 0326 MEANS   */

                             /* DEPT NOT FOUND */

   65  1 1       IF ERROR_STATUS = '0326' THEN CALL NO_DEPT;

   66  1 1       ELSE

                DO;

                                           /*

                 IF SET (DEPT_EMPLOYEE) EMPTY             DMLP0006

                                           */

   67  1 2            /* IDMS PL/I DML EXPANSION */      DO;
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   68  1 3            DML_SEQUENCE=6;

   69  1 3            CALL IDMS (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL

                            ,IDBMSCOM (64)

                            ,'DEPT-EMPLOYEE  '

   70  1 3                              ); END;

   71  1 2            IF ERROR_STATUS='0000'

                                THEN CALL NO_EMP;

   72  1 2          ELSE

                  CALL NEW_DEPT;

   73  1 2           DO UNTIL (DB_END_OF_SET);

                                           /*

                    OBTAIN NEXT RECORD (EMPLOYEE)          DMLP0007

                      SET (DEPT_EMPLOYEE);

                                           */

   74  1 3            /* IDMS PL/I DML EXPANSION */      DO;

   75  1 4            DML_SEQUENCE=7;

   76  1 4            CALL IDMS (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL

                            ,IDBMSCOM (10)

                            ,'EMPLOYEE    '

                            ,'DEPT-EMPLOYEE  '

                            ,IDBMSCOM (43)

   77  1 4                              ); END;

   78  1 3            IF ERROR_STATUS = '0307' THEN

                      DB_END_OF_SET = YES;

   79  1 3            ELSE

                      CALL IDMS_STATUS;

   80  1 3            IF DB_END_OF_SET THEN

                     DO;

                     /* MOVE FIELDS TO */

                     /* OUTPUT RECORD */

   81  1 4               DEPT_ID_OUT  = DEPT_ID_0410;

   82  1 4               EMP_ID_OUT  = EMP_ID_0415;

   83  1 4               EMP_LNAME_OUT = EMP_LAST_NAME_0415;

   84  1 4               EMP_FNAME_OUT = EMP_FIRST_NAME_0415;

   85  1 4               CC      = DOUBLE_SPACE;

   86  1 4               PRINT_LINE  = SPACES;

   87  1 4               PRINT_LINE  = PRTREC;

   88  1 4               CALL PRINT_A_LINE;

   89  1 4             END;  /* END PRINTING DO */

   90  1 3           END;  /* END DO UNTIL */

   91  1 2         END;  /* END 0326 ELSE DO */

   92  1 1       READ FILE (INFILE) INTO (DEPT_IN_REC);

   93  1 1     END;   /* END DO WHILE EOF */

   94  1 0     CALL END_PROCESSING;

   95  1 0  NEW_DEPT: PROC;

   96  2 0      PRINT_LINE = SPACES;    /* NEW PAGE FOR EACH */

   97  2 0      CC = NEW_PAGE;       /* DEPARTMENT    */

   98  2 0      PRINT_LINE = DEPT_HEADER;

   99  2 0      CALL PRINT_A_LINE;

   100  2 0      PRINT_LINE = SPACES;
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   101  2 0      CC = DOUBLE_SPACE;

   102  2 0      PRINT_LINE = DEPT_ID_0410;

   103  2 0      CALL PRINT_A_LINE;

   104  2 0      PRINT_LINE = SPACES;

   105  2 0      CC = DOUBLE_SPACE;

   106  2 0      PRINT_LINE = PRTHEAD;

   107  2 0      CALL PRINT_A_LINE;

   108  2 0  END NEW_DEPT;

   109  1 0  NO_DEPT: PROC;

   110  2 0      PRINT_LINE = SPACES;

   111  2 0      CC = NEW_PAGE;

   112  2 0      PRINT_LINE = DEPT_ID_IN;

   113  2 0      CALL PRINT_A_LINE;

   114  2 0      PRINT_LINE = SPACES;

   115  2 0      CC = DOUBLE_SPACE;

   116  2 0      PRINT_LINE = '** DEPARTMENT SPECIFIED ABOVE NOT FOUND **';

   117  2 0      CALL PRINT_A_LINE;

   118  2 0  END NO_DEPT;

   119  1 0  NO_EMP: PROC;

   120  2 0      PRINT_LINE = SPACES;

   121  2 0      CC = NEW_PAGE;

   122  2 0      PRINT_LINE = DEPT_ID_IN;

   123  2 0      CALL PRINT_A_LINE;

   124  2 0      PRINT_LINE = SPACES;

   125  2 0      CC = DOUBLE_SPACE;

   126  2 0      PRINT_LINE = DEPT_ID_0410;

   127  2 0      CALL PRINT_A_LINE;

   128  2 0      PRINT_LINE = SPACES;

   129  2 0      CC = DOUBLE_SPACE;

   130  2 0      PRINT_LINE = '** DEPARTMENT SPECIFIED IS EMPTY ***';

   131  2 0      CALL PRINT_A_LINE;

   132  2 0  END NO_EMP;

   133  1 0  END_PROCESSING: PROC;

                                           /*

             FINISH;                            DMLP0008

                                           */

   134  2 0            /* IDMS PL/I DML EXPANSION */      DO;

   135  2 1            DML_SEQUENCE=8;

   136  2 1            CALL IDMS (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL

                            ,IDBMSCOM (2)

   137  2 1                              ); END;

   138  2 0     CLOSE FILE (INFILE);

   139  2 0     CLOSE FILE (OUTFILE);

   140  2 0     CLOSE FILE (SYSPRINT);

   141  2 0  END END_PROCESSING;

   142  1 0  PRINT_A_LINE: PROC;
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   143  2 0  WRITE FILE (OUTFILE) FROM (PRINT_AREA);

   144  2 0  END PRINT_A_LINE;

               INCLUDE IDMS (IDMS_STATUS);

                                           */

   145  1 0 IDMS_STATUS: PROC;

           /* THE IDMS_STATUS PROCEDURE IS CALLED BY THE USER AFTER   */

           /* EACH IDMS COMMAND HAS BEEN ISSUED AND CHECKS HAVE BEEN  */

           /* MADE FOR ANY EXPECTED NON-ZERO ERROR_STATUS CONDITIONS.  */

           /* IT DETECTS A NON-ZERO ERROR_STATUS AND ABNORMALLY     */

           /* TERMINATES THE PROGRAM ACCORDINGLY.            */

   146  2 0   DECLARE IDMSIN1 ENTRY OPTIONS(INTER,ASSEMBLER);

   147  2 0   IF  ERROR_STATUS='0000' THEN GOTO END_STATUS;

   148  2 0   PUT SKIP EDIT ('PROGRAM NAME ──────', PROGRAM,

                  'ERROR STATUS ──────', ERROR_STATUS,

                  'ERROR RECORD ──────', ERROR_RECORD,

                  'ERROR SET ─────────', ERROR_SET,

                  'ERROR AREA ────────', ERROR_AREA,

                  'LAST GOOD RECORD ──', RECORD_NAME,

                  'LAST GOOD AREA ────', AREA_NAME)

                 (A(19),X(5),A(8),SKIP,A(19),X(5),A(4),

                  5(SKIP,A(19),X(5),A(16)));

   149  2 0   SSC_IN01_REQ_CODE = 39;

   150  2 0   SSC_IN01_REQ_RETURN = 0;

   151  2 0   SSC_STATUS_LABEL = ' ';

   152  2 0   DO UNTIL (SSC_IN01_REQ_RETURN > 0);

   153  2 1       CALL IDMSIN1  (IDBMSCOM(41),

                                 SSC_IN01_REQ_WK,

                                 SUBSCHEMA_CTRL,

                                 IDBMSCOM(1),

                                 DML_SEQUENCE,

                                 SSC_STATUS_LINE);

   154  2 1       IF SSC_IN01_REQ_RETURN > 4 THEN

                      PUT SKIP EDIT ('DML SEQUENCE ------', DML_SEQUENCE)

                                    (A(19),X(5),F(10));

   156  2 1       ELSE

                      PUT SKIP EDIT (SSC_STATUS_LABEL, '---',

                                     SSC_STATUS_VALUE)

                                    (A(16),A(3),X(5),A(12));

   158  2 1   END;

                                           /*

           ROLLBACK;

                                           */

   159  2 0            /* IDMS PL/I DML EXPANSION */      DO;

   160  2 1            DML_SEQUENCE=9;

   161  2 1            CALL IDMS (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL

                            ,IDBMSCOM (67)

   162  2 1                              ); END;

   163  2 0   CALL ABORT;

   164  2 0 END_STATUS: END;
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   165  1 0  END DEPTRPT;

About Sample Online Program
The following IDMS/DC application illustrates the structure of IDMS/DC programs that accept data from a terminal
operator and retrieve information from the database.

 The application program highlights the following database and data communications features:

• Mapping mode input and output
• Automatic editing and error handling
• Pseudo-conversational transactions

The application components, runtime requirements, and DML code are described in the following subsections.

Application Components

The application comprises a program, two tasks, a map, and a subschema:

• Program -- The EMPDISP program either performs a MAP OUT to start a session or performs a MAP IN, database
access, and a MAP OUT.

• Tasks -- The task codes EMPDISP and EMPDISP2 affect the program flow of control:
– EMPDISP causes the program to perform the FIRST_TIME portion of the program, mapping out the empty screen.
– EMPDISP2 causes the program to perform the SECOND_TIME portion of the program, mapping in the data,

checking the AID byte, performing the database access portion of the program, and mapping out either an error
message or employee data.

• Map -- The application uses a map named EMPLMAP to communicate with the terminal operator. The following
illustrates the EMPLMAP map.

            *** EMPLOYEE INFORMATION SCREEN ***

        EMPLOYEE ID:

        FIRST NAME:

        LAST NAME :

        ADDRESS:

           :

           :    :

      TYPE AN EMPLOYEE ID AND PRESS ENTER ** PRESS PA1 TO EXIT
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The EMPLMAP definition specifies:
– Six literal fields (including the title EMPLOYEE INFORMATION SCREEN).
– Seven variable data fields, to contain: EMPLOYEE ID, LAST NAME, FIRST NAME, and ADDRESS.
– Automatic editing for the EMPLOYEE ID field specifies that the field is in error if the ID you entered does not comply

with the field's external picture (PIC 9(4)).
– Messages are output in the $MESSAGE field.

• Subschema -- The application uses the EMPSS01 subschema.

Application Runtime Requirements

The following requirements must be met to execute the sample application under IDMS/DC:

• Define and generate the EMPLMAP map.
• Compile and link edit the EMPDISP program into a load library that is identified to IDMS/DC.
• Define the EMPDISP program to the IDMS/DC system either by submitting PROGRAM statements to the system

generation compiler or by using the DCMT VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM command at runtime.
• Define the EMPLMAP map and the EMPSS01 subschema to the IDMS/DC system by submitting PROGRAM

statements to the system generation compiler. Maps and subschemas are defined automatically at system startup if
null program definition elements (PDEs) have been allocated for them at system generation.

Online Input to the DML Precompiler

The following is the PL/I online program input to the DML precompiler.

 /*RETRIEVAL*/

 /*DMLIST*/

 /*NO_ACTIVITY_LOG*/

 /*SCHEMA_COMMENTS*/

 EMPDISP: PROC OPTIONS (MAIN) REORDER;

 DCL  (EMPSS01 SUBSCHEMA, EMPSCHM SCHEMA VERSION 100)

                   MODE (IDMS_DC) DEBUG;

 DCL  IDMSPLI ENTRY OPTIONS(INTER,ASM);

 DCL  ADDR BUILTIN;

 DCL  STRING BUILTIN;

 DCL  (EMPLMAP MAP) TYPE (STANDARD);

 

 DCL  TASK_CODE      CHAR (8);

 DCL  EMPDISP       CHAR (8) INIT ('EMPDISP');

 DCL  EMPDISP2      CHAR (8) INIT ('EMPDISP2');

 DCL  DC_AID_IND_V    CHAR (1);

     /* LOGICAL CONSTANTS */

 DCL  YES         BIT(1)  INIT ('1'B);

 DCL  NO         BIT(1)  INIT ('0'B);

 DCL  1 PROGRAM_MESSAGES,

      3 DISPLAY_MSG   CHAR (36)

       INIT (' EMPLOYEE INFORMATION DISPLAYED '),

      3 NOT_FOUND_MSG    CHAR (37)

       INIT (' SPECIFIED EMPLOYEE NUMBER NOT FOUND ');

 

 INCLUDE IDMS (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL);

 

 INCLUDE IDMS (EMPLOYEE);
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 INCLUDE IDMS (MAP_CONTROLS);

 /*    PROCESSING FOLLOWS             */

 

 MAIN_LINE: BEGIN;

                  /* ESTABLISH ADDRESSABILITY FOR */

       BIND MAP (EMPLMAP);

       CALL IDMS_STATUS;

       BIND MAP (EMPLMAP) RECORD (EMPLOYEE);

       CALL IDMS_STATUS;

                  /* DETERMINE THE TASK CODE */

       ACCEPT TASK CODE INTO (TASK_CODE);

       CALL IDMS_STATUS;

 

       IF TASK_CODE = EMPDISP

       THEN CALL FIRST_TIME;

       IF TASK_CODE = EMPDISP2

       THEN CALL SECOND_TIME;

 

 

 

              /* OTHERWISE RETURN TO IDMS DC */

       DC RETURN;

 

 FIRST_TIME: PROC;

  MODIFY MAP (EMPLMAP)

    FOR ALL BUT DFLD (EMP_ID_0415)

    ATTRIBUTES PROTECTED;

 

  MAP OUT(EMPLMAP)

    IO OUTPUT DATA YES NEWPAGE;

  CALL IDMS_STATUS;

  DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE(EMPDISP2);

 END FIRST_TIME;

 

 SECOND_TIME: PROC;

   MAP IN (EMPLMAP)

    IO INPUT DATA YES;

   CALL IDMS_STATUS;

                 /* CHECK WHICH PF KEY WAS PRESSED */

   INQUIRE MAP(EMPLMAP)

     MOVE AID TO (DC_AID_IND_V);

 

                 /* STOP IF PA1 (%) WAS PRESSED */

   IF DC_AID_IND_V = '%'

     THEN DC RETURN;

   BIND RUN_UNIT;

   CALL IDMS_STATUS;

   BIND RECORD (EMPLOYEE);

   CALL IDMS_STATUS;

   READY AREA (EMP_DEMO_REGION);

   CALL IDMS_STATUS;

                /* OBTAIN THE RECORD */

   OBTAIN CALC RECORD (EMPLOYEE);
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   IF ERROR_STATUS = '0326' THEN CALL NO_EMP;

   CALL IDMS_STATUS;

   FINISH;

   CALL IDMS_STATUS;

             /* TRANSMIT THE DATA BACK TO THE SCREEN */

   MAP OUT(EMPLMAP)

    IO OUTPUT DATA YES NEWPAGE

    MESSAGE(DISPLAY_MSG) LENGTH(36);

   CALL IDMS_STATUS;

   DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE(EMPDISP2);

 

 END SECOND_TIME;

 

 NO_EMP: PROC;

             /* DO THIS IF EMPLOYEE NOT FOUND */

  MAP OUT(EMPLMAP)

    IO OUTPUT DATA YES NEWPAGE

    MESSAGE(NOT_FOUND_MSG) LENGTH(37);

  CALL IDMS_STATUS;

  DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE(EMPDISP2);

 END NO_EMP;

 

       INCLUDE IDMS (IDMS_STATUS);

 END MAIN_LINE; /* END MAIN_LINE */

 END EMPDISP;

Output from the DML Precompiler

The following is the online program as it has been output from the DML precompiler.

IDMSDMLP  nn.n               CA, INC. DML PROCESSOR FOR PL/I DATE   TIME   PAGE

               - - LISTING OF MESSAGES - -                mm/dd/yy hhmmsshh  0001

 

         00001    /*RETRIEVAL*/

         00002    /*DMLIST*/

         00003    /*NO_ACTIVITY_LOG*/

         00004    /*SCHEMA_COMMENTS*/

         00005    EMPDISP: PROC OPTIONS (MAIN) REORDER;

DMLP     00007    DCL  (EMPSS01 SUBSCHEMA, EMPSCHM SCHEMA VERSION 100)

         00008                     MODE (IDMS_DC) DEBUG;

         00009    DCL  IDMSPLI ENTRY OPTIONS(INTER,ASM);

         00010    DCL  ADDR BUILTIN;

         00011    DCL  STRING BUILTIN;

DMLP     00013    DCL  (EMPLMAP MAP) TYPE (STANDARD);

         00014

         00015    DCL  TASK_CODE      CHAR (8);

         00016    DCL  EMPDISP       CHAR (8) INIT ('EMPDISP');

         00017    DCL  EMPDISP2      CHAR (8) INIT ('EMPDISP2');

         00018    DCL  DC_AID_IND_V    CHAR (1);

         00019       /* LOGICAL CONSTANTS */

         00020    DCL  YES         BIT(1)  INIT ('1'B);

         00021    DCL  NO         BIT(1)  INIT ('0'B);
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         00022    DCL  1 PROGRAM_MESSAGES,

         00023         3 DISPLAY_MSG   CHAR (36)

         00024          INIT (' EMPLOYEE INFORMATION DISPLAYED '),

         00025         3 NOT_FOUND_MSG    CHAR (37)

         00026          INIT (' SPECIFIED EMPLOYEE NUMBER NOT FOUND ');

         00027

DMLP     00029    INCLUDE IDMS (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL);

         00100

DMLP     00102    INCLUDE IDMS (EMPLOYEE);

DMLP     00133    INCLUDE IDMS (MAP_CONTROLS);

         00171

         00172    /*    PROCESSING FOLLOWS             */

         00173

         00174    MAIN_LINE: BEGIN;

         00175                    /* ESTABLISH ADDRESSABILITY FOR */

DMLP0001 00177         BIND MAP (EMPLMAP);

         00208         CALL IDMS_STATUS;

DMLP0002 00210         BIND MAP (EMPLMAP) RECORD (EMPLOYEE);

         00219         CALL IDMS_STATUS;

         00220                     /* DETERMINE THE TASK CODE */

DMLP0003 00222         ACCEPT TASK CODE INTO (TASK_CODE);

         00231         CALL IDMS_STATUS;

         00232

         00233         IF TASK_CODE = EMPDISP

         00234         THEN CALL FIRST_TIME;

         00235         IF TASK_CODE = EMPDISP2

         00236         THEN CALL SECOND_TIME;

         00237

         00238

         00239

         00240                 /* OTHERWISE RETURN TO IDMS-DC */

DMLP0004 00242         DC RETURN;

         00249

         00250    FIRST_TIME: PROC;

DMLP0005 00252     MODIFY MAP (EMPLMAP)

         00253      FOR ALL BUT DFLD (EMP_ID_0415)

         00254      ATTRIBUTES PROTECTED;

         00267

DMLP0006 00269     MAP OUT(EMPLMAP)

         00270      IO OUTPUT DATA YES NEWPAGE;

         00284     CALL IDMS_STATUS;

DMLP0007 00286     DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE(EMPDISP2);

         00295    END FIRST_TIME;

         00296

         00297    SECOND_TIME: PROC;

DMLP0008 00299     MAP IN (EMPLMAP)

         00300       IO INPUT DATA YES;

         00314     CALL IDMS_STATUS;

         00315                    /* CHECK WHICH PF KEY WAS PRESSED */

DMLP0009 00317     INQUIRE MAP(EMPLMAP)

         00318       MOVE AID TO (DC_AID_IND_V);

         00328

         00329                    /* STOP IF PA1 (%) WAS PRESSED */
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         00330     IF DC_AID_IND_V = '%'

DMLP0010 00331       THEN

         00333          DC RETURN;

         00340

DMLP0011 00342     BIND RUN_UNIT;

         00351     CALL IDMS_STATUS;

DMLP0012 00353     BIND RECORD (EMPLOYEE);

         00362     CALL IDMS_STATUS;

DMLP0013 00364     READY AREA (EMP_DEMO_REGION);

         00372     CALL IDMS_STATUS;

         00373                   /* OBTAIN THE RECORD */

DMLP0014 00375     OBTAIN CALC RECORD (EMPLOYEE);

         00384     IF ERROR_STATUS = '0326' THEN CALL NO_EMP;

         00385     CALL IDMS_STATUS;

DMLP0015 00387     FINISH;

         00394     CALL IDMS_STATUS;

         00395               /* TRANSMIT THE DATA BACK TO THE SCREEN */

DMLP0016 00397     MAP OUT(EMPLMAP)

         00398       IO OUTPUT DATA YES NEWPAGE

         00399       MESSAGE(DISPLAY_MSG) LENGTH(36);

         00415     CALL IDMS_STATUS;

DMLP0017 00417     DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE(EMPDISP2);

         00426

         00427    END SECOND_TIME;

         00428

         00429    NO_EMP: PROC;

         00430               /* DO THIS IF EMPLOYEE NOT FOUND */

DMLP0018 00432     MAP OUT(EMPLMAP)

         00433      IO OUTPUT DATA YES NEWPAGE

         00434      MESSAGE(NOT_FOUND_MSG) LENGTH(37);

         00450     CALL IDMS_STATUS;

DMLP0019 00452     DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE(EMPDISP2);

         00461    END NO_EMP;

         00462

DMLP     00464         INCLUDE IDMS (IDMS_STATUS);

         00465   IDMS_STATUS: PROC;

         00466   /* THE IDMS_STATUS PROCEDURE MAY BE CALLED BY THE USER AFTER */

         00467   /* EACH IDMS COMMAND HAS BEEN ISSUED AND CHECKS HAVE BEEN  */

         00468   /* MADE FOR ANY EXPECTED NON_ZERO ERROR STATUS CONDITIONS.  */

         00469   /* IT DETECTS A NON_ZERO ERROR_STATUS AND TERMINATES THE   */

         00470   /* PROGRAM WITH A SNAP OF THE SUBSCHEMA_CTRL AREA AND AN   */

         00471   /* ABEND WITH THE ERROR_STATUS AS THE ABEND CODE.      */

         00472     IF ERROR_STATUS='0000' THEN GOTO END_STATUS;

         00473     SSC_ERRSTAT_SAVE=ERROR_STATUS; /* SAVE THE ERROR_STATUS */

         00474     SSC_DMLSEQ_SAVE=DML_SEQUENCE; /* SAVE DML_SEQUENCE   */

         00475   /* SNAP THE SUBSCHEMA_CTRL AREA */

DMLP0020 00477     SNAP FROM (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL) TO (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL_END);

         00490   /* ABEND */

DMLP0021 00492     ABEND CODE (SSC_ERRSTAT_SAVE);

         00501    END_STATUS: END;

         00502    END MAIN_LINE; /* END MAIN_LINE */

         00503    END EMPDISP;
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Output from the PL/I Compiler

The following is the PL/I program as output by the PL/I compiler.

PL/I OPTIMIZING COMPILER     /*RETRIEVAL*/                                 PAGE  2

          SOURCE LISTING

  STMT LEV NT

 

         /*RETRIEVAL*/

         /*DMLIST*/

         /*NO_ACTIVITY_LOG*/

         /*SCHEMA_COMMENTS*/

    1   0  EMPDISP: PROC OPTIONS (MAIN) REORDER;

                                           /*

         DCL  (EMPSS01 SUBSCHEMA, EMPSCHM SCHEMA VERSION 100)

                           MODE (IDMS_DC) DEBUG;

                                           */

    2  1 0  DCL  IDMSPLI ENTRY OPTIONS(INTER,ASM);

    3  1 0  DCL  ADDR BUILTIN;

    4  1 0  DCL  STRING BUILTIN;

                                           /*

         DCL  (EMPLMAP MAP) TYPE (STANDARD);

                                           */

 

    5  1 0  DCL  TASK_CODE      CHAR (8);

    6  1 0  DCL  EMPDISP       CHAR (8) INIT ('EMPDISP');

    7  1 0  DCL  EMPDISP2      CHAR (8) INIT ('EMPDISP2');

    8  1 0  DCL  DC_AID_IND_V    CHAR (1);

             /* LOGICAL CONSTANTS */

    9  1 0  DCL  YES         BIT(1)  INIT ('1'B);

   10  1 0  DCL  NO         BIT(1)  INIT ('0'B);

   11  1 0  DCL  1 PROGRAM_MESSAGES,

              3 DISPLAY_MSG   CHAR (36)

               INIT (' EMPLOYEE INFORMATION DISPLAYED '),

              3 NOT_FOUND_MSG    CHAR (37)

               INIT (' SPECIFIED EMPLOYEE NUMBER NOT FOUND ');

 

                                           /*

         INCLUDE IDMS (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL);

                                           */

   12  1 0 DECLARE 1 SUBSCHEMA_CTRL,

              3 PROGRAM CHARACTER (8) INITIAL (' '),

              3 ERROR_STATUS CHARACTER (4) INITIAL ('1400'),

              3 DBKEY FIXED BINARY (31),

              3 RECORD_NAME CHARACTER (16) INITIAL (' '),

              3 AREA_NAME CHARACTER (16) INITIAL (' '),

              3 ERROR_SET CHARACTER (16) INITIAL (' '),

              3 ERROR_RECORD CHARACTER (16) INITIAL (' '),

              3 ERROR_AREA CHARACTER (16) INITIAL (' '),

              3 IDBMSCOM_AREA,

               5 IDBMSCOM (100) CHARACTER (1),

              3 DIRECT_DBKEY FIXED BINARY (31),

              3 DCBMSCOM_AREA,
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               5 DCBMSCOM (100) CHARACTER (1),

              3 DCCALIGN_AREA,

               5 FILLER0001 CHARACTER (4),

               5 DCCALIGN FLOAT BINARY (53),

               5 FILLER0002 CHARACTER (8);

   13  1 0 DECLARE 1 SSC_ERRSAVE_AREA BASED(ADDR(SUBSCHEMA_CTRL.DCCALIGN_AREA)),

              3 SSC_ERRSTAT_SAVE CHARACTER (4),

              3 SSC_DMLSEQ_SAVE FIXED BINARY (31),

              3 DML_SEQUENCE FIXED BINARY (31),

              3 RECORD_OCCUR FIXED BINARY (31),

              3 SUBSCHEMA_CTRL_END CHARACTER (4);

   14  1 0 DECLARE 1 DCCFN_AREA BASED(ADDR(SUBSCHEMA_CTRL.DCBMSCOM_AREA)),

              3 FILLER0003 CHARACTER (44),

              3 DCCSTR1 CHARACTER (16),

              3 DCCNUM1 FIXED BINARY (31),

              3 DCCNUM2 FIXED BINARY (31),

              3 DCCNUM3 FIXED BINARY (31),

              3 DCCFLG1 FIXED BINARY (15),

              3 DCCFLG2 FIXED BINARY (15),

              3 DCCFLG3 FIXED BINARY (15),

              3 DCCFLG4 FIXED BINARY (15),

              3 DCCFLG5 FIXED BINARY (15),

              3 DCCFLG6 FIXED BINARY (15),

              3 FILLER0004 CHARACTER (4),

              3 DCCDBLWK CHARACTER (8);

   15  1 0 DECLARE 1 DCCPT_AREA BASED(ADDR(SUBSCHEMA_CTRL.DCBMSCOM_AREA)),

              3 FILLER0005 CHARACTER (60),

              3 DCCPT1 POINTER,

              3 DCCPT2 POINTER;

   16  1 0 DECLARE 1 DCCPN_AREA BASED(ADDR(SUBSCHEMA_CTRL.DCBMSCOM_AREA)),

              3 FILLER0006 CHARACTER (44),

              3 DCCPNUM1 FIXED DECIMAL(11,0),

              3 FILLER0007 CHARACTER (10),

              3 DCCPNUM2 FIXED DECIMAL(7,0);

   17  1 0 DECLARE 1 DCCSTR_AREA3 BASED(ADDR(SUBSCHEMA_CTRL.DCBMSCOM_AREA)),

              3 FILLER0008 CHARACTER (44),

              3 DCCSTR4 CHARACTER (4),

              3 DCCSTR5 CHARACTER (4),

              3 DCCSTR3 CHARACTER (8);

   18  1 0 DECLARE 1 DCCSTR_AREA2 BASED(ADDR(SUBSCHEMA_CTRL.DCBMSCOM_AREA)),

              3 FILLER0009 CHARACTER (44),

              3 DCCSTR2 CHARACTER (8);

   19  1 0 DECLARE 1 DCCSTR_AREA1 BASED(ADDR(SUBSCHEMA_CTRL.DCBMSCOM_AREA)),

              3 FILLER0010 CHARACTER (44),

              3 DCCSTR6 CHARACTER (32),

              3 DCCNUH1 FIXED BINARY (15),

              3 FILLER0011 CHARACTER (2),

              3 DC_ABEND_CODE CHARACTER (4);

   20  1 0 DECLARE 1 DCCPLI_DEFS BASED(ADDR(SUBSCHEMA_CTRL.DCBMSCOM_AREA)),

              3 DCCR14SV FIXED BINARY (31),

              3 DCCPARMS (10) FIXED BINARY (31);

   21  1 0 DECLARE 1 AREA_RNAME BASED(ADDR(SUBSCHEMA_CTRL.AREA_NAME)),

              3 SSC_DNO CHARACTER (8),
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              3 SSC_DNA CHARACTER (8);

   22  1 0 DECLARE 1 RRECORD_NAME BASED(ADDR(SUBSCHEMA_CTRL.RECORD_NAME)),

              3 SSC_NODN CHARACTER (8),

              3 SSC_DBN CHARACTER (8);

 

                                           /*

         INCLUDE IDMS (EMPLOYEE);

                                           */

   23  1 0 DECLARE 1 EMPLOYEE,

             2 EMP_ID_0415 PICTURE '(4)9',

             2 EMP_NAME_0415,

              3 EMP_FIRST_NAME_0415 CHARACTER (10),

              3 EMP_LAST_NAME_0415 CHARACTER (15),

             2 EMP_ADDRESS_0415,

              3 EMP_STREET_0415 CHARACTER (20),

              3 EMP_CITY_0415 CHARACTER (15),

              3 EMP_STATE_0415 CHARACTER (2),

              3 EMP_ZIP_0415,

              4 EMP_ZIP_FIRST_FIVE_0415 CHARACTER (5),

              4 EMP_ZIP_LAST_FOUR_0415 CHARACTER (4),

             2 EMP_PHONE_0415 PICTURE '(10)9',

             2 STATUS_0415 CHARACTER (2),

             2 SS_NUMBER_0415 PICTURE '(9)9',

             2 START_DATE_0415,

              3 START_YEAR_0415 PICTURE '(2)9',

              3 START_MONTH_0415 PICTURE '(2)9',

              3 START_DAY_0415 PICTURE '(2)9',

             2 TERMINATION_DATE_0415,

              3 TERMINATION_YEAR_0415 PICTURE '(2)9',

              3 TERMINATION_MONTH_0415 PICTURE '(2)9',

              3 TERMINATION_DAY_0415 PICTURE '(2)9',

             2 BIRTH_DATE_0415,

              3 BIRTH_YEAR_0415 PICTURE '(2)9',

              3 BIRTH_MONTH_0415 PICTURE '(2)9',

              3 BIRTH_DAY_0415 PICTURE '(2)9',

             2 FILLER0012 CHARACTER (2),

             2 FILLER0013 CHARACTER (4);

                                           /*

         INCLUDE IDMS (MAP_CONTROLS);

                                           */

   24  1 0 DECLARE 1 MRB_EMPLMAP,

               5 MRB_EMPLMAP_ID CHARACTER (8),

               5 MRB_EMPLMAP_MCOMP_VER,

                8 MRB_EMPLMAP_MCOMP_DATE CHARACTER (8),

                8 MRB_EMPLMAP_MCOMP_TIME CHARACTER (6),

                8 MRB_EMPLMAP_MCOMP_VERID CHARACTER (2),

               5 MRB_EMPLMAP_SUBSCHEMA CHARACTER (8),

               5 MRB_EMPLMAP_FLGS (4) CHARACTER (1),

               5 FILLER0014 CHARACTER (6),

               5 MRB_EMPLMAP_NFLDS FIXED BINARY (15),

               5 MRB_EMPLMAP_NRECS FIXED BINARY (15),

               5 MRB_EMPLMAP_RECOF FIXED BINARY (15),

               5 MRB_EMPLMAP_PERM_CURSOR CHARACTER (2),
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               5 MRB_EMPLMAP_TEMP_CURSOR CHARACTER (2),

               5 MRB_EMPLMAP_PERM_WCC CHARACTER (1),

               5 MRB_EMPLMAP_TEMP_WCC CHARACTER (1),

               5 MRB_EMPLMAP_CURSOR CHARACTER (2),

               5 MRB_EMPLMAP_AID CHARACTER (1),

               5 MRB_EMPLMAP_INPUT_FLGS CHARACTER (1),

               5 MRB_EMPLMAP_SEGVIEW CHARACTER (1),

               5 FILLER0015 CHARACTER (1),

               5 MRB_EMPLMAP_MREO FIXED BINARY (15),

               5 MRB_EMPLMAP_ERR_CNT FIXED BINARY (15),

               5 MRB_EMPLMAP_ATTR_FLGS (4) CHARACTER (1),

               5 MRB_EMPLMAP_CURR_MFLD FIXED BINARY (15),

               5 MRB_EMPLMAP_XTYP CHARACTER (1),

               5 FILLER0016 CHARACTER (1),

               5 MRB_EMPLMAP_MRE_XLEN FIXED BINARY (15),

               5 MRB_EMPLMAP_MRB_XLEN FIXED BINARY (15),

               5 MRB_EMPLMAP_MRE (8),

                8 MRB_EMPLMAP_MRE_FLGS (8) CHARACTER (1),

                8 MRB_EMPLMAP_MRE_INLEN FIXED BINARY (15),

                8 MRB_EMPLMAP_MRE_PAD_CHAR (2) CHARACTER (1),

                8 MRB_EMPLMAP_MRE_FLG2 (2) CHARACTER (1),

               5 MRB_EMPLMAP_RECS (1) FIXED BINARY (31),

               5 MRB_EMPLMAP_END CHARACTER (1),

               5 MRB_EMPLMAP_MRE_SUB FIXED BINARY (15);

 

         /*    PROCESSING FOLLOWS             */

 

   25  1 0  MAIN_LINE: BEGIN;

                          /* ESTABLISH ADDRESSABILITY FOR */

                                           /*

               BIND MAP (EMPLMAP);                    DMLP0001

                                           */

   26  2 0            /* IDMS PL/I DML EXPANSION */      DO;

   27  2 1            DML_SEQUENCE=1;

   28  2 1            DCCFLG1,DCCFLG2,DCCNUM1,DCCNUM2=0;

   29  2 1            CALL IDMSPLI (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL

                            ,DCBMSCOM (90)

                            ,MRB_EMPLMAP

                            ,MRB_EMPLMAP_END

   30  2 1                              ); END;

   31  2 0            STRING(MRB_EMPLMAP_MCOMP_VER)=

                     '11/04/87172444R2';

   32  2 0            MRB_EMPLMAP_SUBSCHEMA=

                     'EMPSS01';

   33  2 0            MRB_EMPLMAP_ID=

                     'EMPLMAP';

   34  2 0            MRB_EMPLMAP_NFLDS=

                     8;

   35  2 0            MRB_EMPLMAP_NRECS=

                     1;

   36  2 0            MRB_EMPLMAP_RECOF=

                     112;

   37  2 0            MRB_EMPLMAP_MREO=
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                     76;

   38  2 0            MRB_EMPLMAP_XTYP=

                     '0';

   39  2 0            MRB_EMPLMAP_MRE_XLEN=

                     0;

   40  2 0            MRB_EMPLMAP_MRB_XLEN=

                     0;

   41  2 0            MRB_EMPLMAP_SEGVIEW=

                     'N';

   42  2 0       CALL IDMS_STATUS;

                                           /*

               BIND MAP (EMPLMAP) RECORD (EMPLOYEE);           DMLP0002

                                           */

   43  2 0            /* IDMS PL/I DML EXPANSION */      DO;

   44  2 1            DML_SEQUENCE=2;

   45  2 1            DCCFLG1,DCCFLG2,DCCNUM1,DCCNUM2=0;

   46  2 1            CALL IDMSPLI (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL

                            ,DCBMSCOM (91)

                            ,MRB_EMPLMAP_RECS (1)

                            ,EMPLOYEE

   47  2 1                              ); END;

   48  2 0       CALL IDMS_STATUS;

                          /* DETERMINE THE TASK CODE */

                                           /*

               ACCEPT TASK CODE INTO (TASK_CODE);             DMLP0003

                                           */

   49  2 0            /* IDMS PL/I DML EXPANSION */      DO;

   50  2 1            DML_SEQUENCE=3;

   51  2 1            DCCFLG1,DCCFLG2,DCCNUM1,DCCNUM2=0;

   52  2 1            DCCNUM1=1;

   53  2 1            CALL IDMSPLI (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL

                            ,DCBMSCOM (2)

   54  2 1                              ); END;

   55  2 0            TASK_CODE=DCCSTR6;

   56  2 0       CALL IDMS_STATUS;

 

   57  2 0       IF TASK_CODE = EMPDISP

               THEN CALL FIRST_TIME;

   58  2 0       IF TASK_CODE = EMPDISP2

               THEN CALL SECOND_TIME;

 

 

 

                      /* OTHERWISE RETURN TO IDMS DC */

                                           /*

               DC RETURN;                         DMLP0004

                                           */

   59  2 0            /* IDMS PL/I DML EXPANSION */      DO;

   60  2 1            DML_SEQUENCE=4;

   61  2 1            DCCFLG1,DCCFLG2,DCCNUM1,DCCNUM2=0;

   62  2 1            CALL IDMSPLI (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL

                            ,DCBMSCOM (19)

   63  2 1                              ); END;
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   64  2 0  FIRST_TIME: PROC;

                                           /*

          MODIFY MAP (EMPLMAP)                        DMLP0005

            FOR ALL BUT DFLD (EMP_ID_0415)

            ATTRIBUTES PROTECTED;

                                           */

   65  3 0            /* IDMS PL/I DML EXPANSION */      DO;

   66  3 1            DML_SEQUENCE=5;

   67  3 1            DCCFLG1,DCCFLG2,DCCNUM1,DCCNUM2=0;

   68  3 1            DCCNUM1=8;

   69  3 1            DCCFLG1=768;

   70  3 1            DCCFLG3=0;

   71  3 1            DCCFLG4=0;

   72  3 1            CALL IDMSPLI (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL

                            ,DCBMSCOM (93)

                            ,MRB_EMPLMAP

                            ,MRB_EMPLMAP_MRE (1)

   73  3 1                              ); END;

 

                                           /*

          MAP OUT(EMPLMAP)                          DMLP0006

            IO OUTPUT DATA YES NEWPAGE;

                                           */

   74  3 0            /* IDMS PL/I DML EXPANSION */      DO;

   75  3 1            DML_SEQUENCE=6;

   76  3 1            DCCFLG1,DCCFLG2,DCCNUM1,DCCNUM2=0;

   77  3 1            DCCFLG1=5;

   78  3 1            DCCFLG2=16;

   79  3 1            DCCFLG3=1;

   80  3 1            DCCFLG4=0;

   81  3 1            DCCFLG5=0;

   82  3 1            DCCFLG6=1;

   83  3 1            CALL IDMSPLI (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL

                            ,DCBMSCOM (34)

                            ,MRB_EMPLMAP

   84  3 1                              ); END;

   85  3 0   CALL IDMS_STATUS;

                                           /*

          DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE(EMPDISP2);                 DMLP0007

                                           */

   86  3 0            /* IDMS PL/I DML EXPANSION */      DO;

   87  3 1            DML_SEQUENCE=7;

   88  3 1            DCCFLG1,DCCFLG2,DCCNUM1,DCCNUM2=0;

   89  3 1            DCCSTR2=EMPDISP2;

   90  3 1            DCCFLG1=128;

   91  3 1            CALL IDMSPLI (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL

                            ,DCBMSCOM (19)

   92  3 1                              ); END;

   93  3 0  END FIRST_TIME;

 

   94  2 0  SECOND_TIME: PROC;

                                           /*
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           MAP IN (EMPLMAP)                          DMLP0008

            IO INPUT DATA YES;

                                           */

   95  3 0            /* IDMS PL/I DML EXPANSION */      DO;

   96  3 1            DML_SEQUENCE=8;

   97  3 1            DCCFLG1,DCCFLG2,DCCNUM1,DCCNUM2=0;

   98  3 1            DCCFLG1=6;

   99  3 1            DCCFLG2=4;

   100  3 1            DCCFLG3=0;

   101  3 1            DCCFLG4=0;

   102  3 1            DCCFLG5=0;

   103  3 1            DCCFLG6=0;

   104  3 1            CALL IDMSPLI (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL

                            ,DCBMSCOM (34)

                            ,MRB_EMPLMAP

   105  3 1                              ); END;

   106  3 0   CALL IDMS_STATUS;

                         /* CHECK WHICH PF KEY WAS PRESSED */

                                           /*

           INQUIRE MAP(EMPLMAP)                        DMLP0009

             MOVE AID TO (DC_AID_IND_V);

                                           */

   107  3 0            /* IDMS PL/I DML EXPANSION */      DO;

   108  3 1            DML_SEQUENCE=9;

   109  3 1            DCCFLG1,DCCFLG2,DCCNUM1,DCCNUM2=0;

   110  3 1            DCCNUM1=7;

   111  3 1            CALL IDMSPLI (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL

                            ,DCBMSCOM (92)

                            ,MRB_EMPLMAP

   112  3 1                              ); END;

   113  3 0            DC_AID_IND_V=DCCSTR2;

 

                         /* STOP IF PA1 (%) WAS PRESSED */

   114  3 0   IF DC_AID_IND_V = '%'

             THEN                              DMLP0010

                                           /*

               DC RETURN;

                                           */

                   /* IDMS PL/I DML EXPANSION */      DO;

   115  3 1            DML_SEQUENCE=10;

   116  3 1            DCCFLG1,DCCFLG2,DCCNUM1,DCCNUM2=0;

   117  3 1            CALL IDMSPLI (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL

                            ,DCBMSCOM (19)

   118  3 1                              ); END;

 

                                           /*

           BIND RUN_UNIT;                           DMLP0011

                                           */

   119  3 0            /* IDMS PL/I DML EXPANSION */      DO;

   120  3 1            DML_SEQUENCE=11;

   121  3 1            DCCFLG1,DCCFLG2,DCCNUM1,DCCNUM2=0;

   122  3 1            CALL IDMSPLI (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL

                            ,IDBMSCOM (59)
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                            ,SUBSCHEMA_CTRL

                            ,'EMPSS01 '

   123  3 1                              ); END;

   124  3 0   CALL IDMS_STATUS;

                                           /*

           BIND RECORD (EMPLOYEE);                      DMLP0012

                                           */

   125  3 0            /* IDMS PL/I DML EXPANSION */      DO;

   126  3 1            DML_SEQUENCE=12;

   127  3 1            DCCFLG1,DCCFLG2,DCCNUM1,DCCNUM2=0;

   128  3 1            CALL IDMSPLI (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL

                            ,IDBMSCOM (48)

                            ,'EMPLOYEE    '

                            ,EMPLOYEE

   129  3 1                              ); END;

   130  3 0   CALL IDMS_STATUS;

                                           /*

           READY AREA (EMP_DEMO_REGION);                   DMLP0013

                                           */

   131  3 0            /* IDMS PL/I DML EXPANSION */      DO;

   132  3 1            DML_SEQUENCE=13;

   133  3 1            DCCFLG1,DCCFLG2,DCCNUM1,DCCNUM2=0;

   134  3 1            CALL IDMSPLI (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL

                            ,IDBMSCOM (37)

                            ,'EMP-DEMO-REGION '

   135  3 1                              ); END;

   136  3 0   CALL IDMS_STATUS;

                        /* OBTAIN THE RECORD */

                                           /*

           OBTAIN CALC RECORD (EMPLOYEE);                   DMLP0014

                                           */

   137  3 0            /* IDMS PL/I DML EXPANSION */      DO;

   138  3 1            DML_SEQUENCE=14;

   139  3 1            DCCFLG1,DCCFLG2,DCCNUM1,DCCNUM2=0;

   140  3 1            CALL IDMSPLI (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL

                            ,IDBMSCOM (32)

                            ,'EMPLOYEE    '

                            ,IDBMSCOM (43)

   141  3 1                              ); END;

   142  3 0   IF ERROR_STATUS = '0326' THEN CALL NO_EMP;

   143  3 0   CALL IDMS_STATUS;

                                           /*

           FINISH;                              DMLP0015

                                           */

   144  3 0            /* IDMS PL/I DML EXPANSION */      DO;

   145  3 1            DML_SEQUENCE=15;

   146  3 1            DCCFLG1,DCCFLG2,DCCNUM1,DCCNUM2=0;

   147  3 1            CALL IDMSPLI (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL

                            ,IDBMSCOM (2)

   148  3 1                              ); END;

   149  3 0   CALL IDMS_STATUS;

                     /* TRANSMIT THE DATA BACK TO THE SCREEN */

                                           /*
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           MAP OUT(EMPLMAP)                          DMLP0016

            IO OUTPUT DATA YES NEWPAGE

            MESSAGE(DISPLAY_MSG) LENGTH(36);

                                           */

   150  3 0            /* IDMS PL/I DML EXPANSION */      DO;

   151  3 1            DML_SEQUENCE=16;

   152  3 1            DCCFLG1,DCCFLG2,DCCNUM1,DCCNUM2=0;

   153  3 1            DCCFLG1=5;

   154  3 1            DCCFLG2=16;

   155  3 1            DCCFLG3=1;

   156  3 1            DCCFLG4=4;

   157  3 1            DCCFLG5=0;

   158  3 1            DCCFLG6=1;

   159  3 1            CALL IDMSPLI (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL

                            ,DCBMSCOM (34)

                            ,MRB_EMPLMAP

                            ,DISPLAY_MSG

                            ,DCBMSCOM (36)

   160  3 1                              ); END;

   161  3 0   CALL IDMS_STATUS;

                                           /*

           DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE(EMPDISP2);                DMLP0017

                                           */

   162  3 0            /* IDMS PL/I DML EXPANSION */      DO;

   163  3 1            DML_SEQUENCE=17;

   164  3 1            DCCFLG1,DCCFLG2,DCCNUM1,DCCNUM2=0;

   165  3 1            DCCSTR2=EMPDISP2;

   166  3 1            DCCFLG1=128;

   167  3 1            CALL IDMSPLI (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL

                            ,DCBMSCOM (19)

   168  3 1                              ); END;

 

   169  3 0  END SECOND_TIME;

 

   170  2 0  NO_EMP: PROC;

                     /* DO THIS IF EMPLOYEE NOT FOUND */

                                           /*

          MAP OUT(EMPLMAP)                          DMLP0018

            IO OUTPUT DATA YES NEWPAGE

            MESSAGE(NOT_FOUND_MSG) LENGTH(37);

                                           */

   171  3 0            /* IDMS PL/I DML EXPANSION */      DO;

   172  3 1            DML_SEQUENCE=18;

   173  3 1            DCCFLG1,DCCFLG2,DCCNUM1,DCCNUM2=0;

   174  3 1            DCCFLG1=5;

   175  3 1            DCCFLG2=16;

   176  3 1            DCCFLG3=1;

   177  3 1            DCCFLG4=4;

   178  3 1            DCCFLG5=0;

   179  3 1            DCCFLG6=1;

   180  3 1            CALL IDMSPLI (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL

                            ,DCBMSCOM (34)

                            ,MRB_EMPLMAP
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                            ,NOT_FOUND_MSG

                            ,DCBMSCOM (37)

   181  3 1                              ); END;

   182  3 0   CALL IDMS_STATUS;

                                           /*

          DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE(EMPDISP2);                 DMLP0019

                                           */

   183  3 0            /* IDMS PL/I DML EXPANSION */      DO;

   184  3 1            DML_SEQUENCE=19;

   185  3 1            DCCFLG1,DCCFLG2,DCCNUM1,DCCNUM2=0;

   186  3 1            DCCSTR2=EMPDISP2;

   187  3 1            DCCFLG1=128;

   188  3 1            CALL IDMSPLI (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL

                            ,DCBMSCOM (19)

   189  3 1                              ); END;

   190  3 0  END NO_EMP;

 

                                           /*

               INCLUDE IDMS (IDMS_STATUS);

                                           */

   191  2 0 IDMS_STATUS: PROC;

         /* THE IDMS_STATUS PROCEDURE MAY BE CALLED BY THE USER AFTER */

         /* EACH IDMS COMMAND HAS BEEN ISSUED AND CHECKS HAVE BEEN  */

         /* MADE FOR ANY EXPECTED NON_ZERO ERROR STATUS CONDITIONS.  */

         /* IT DETECTS A NON_ZERO ERROR_STATUS AND TERMINATES THE   */

         /* PROGRAM WITH A SNAP OF THE SUBSCHEMA_CTRL AREA AND AN   */

         /* ABEND WITH THE ERROR_STATUS AS THE ABEND CODE.      */

   192  3 0   IF ERROR_STATUS='0000' THEN GOTO END_STATUS;

   193  3 0   SSC_ERRSTAT_SAVE=ERROR_STATUS; /* SAVE THE ERROR_STATUS */

   194  3 0   SSC_DMLSEQ_SAVE=DML_SEQUENCE; /* SAVE DML_SEQUENCE   */

         /* SNAP THE SUBSCHEMA_CTRL AREA */

                                           /*

           SNAP FROM (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL) TO (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL_END);

                                           */

   195  3 0            /* IDMS PL/I DML EXPANSION */      DO;

   196  3 1            DML_SEQUENCE=20;

   197  3 1            DCCFLG1,DCCFLG2,DCCNUM1,DCCNUM2=0;

   198  3 1            CALL IDMSPLI (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL

                            ,DCBMSCOM (22)

                            ,DCCSTR1

                            ,DCCSTR1

                            ,DCCSTR1

                            ,SUBSCHEMA_CTRL

                            ,SUBSCHEMA_CTRL_END

                            ,DCBMSCOM (1)

   199  3 1                              ); END;

         /* ABEND */

                                           /*

           ABEND CODE (SSC_ERRSTAT_SAVE);

                                           */

   200  3 0            /* IDMS PL/I DML EXPANSION */      DO;

   201  3 1            DML_SEQUENCE=21;

   202  3 1            DCCFLG1,DCCFLG2,DCCNUM1,DCCNUM2=0;
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   203  3 1            DCCSTR4=SSC_ERRSTAT_SAVE;

   204  3 1            DCCFLG1=2;

   205  3 1            CALL IDMSPLI (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL

                            ,DCBMSCOM (1)

   206  3 1                              ); END;

   207  3 0 END_STATUS: END;

   208  2 0  END MAIN_LINE; /* END MAIN_LINE */

   209  1 0  END EMPDISP;

EMPLOYEE Database Definition 1
The following is a data structure diagram for the EMPLOYEE database. Most of the Examples used in this manual
(including the sample programs in this section) use the EMPLOYEE database.

Considerations for IBM Language Environment (LE)
What Is IBM Language Environment (LE)?

LE is a runtime environment that replaces the language-specific runtime environments that existed previously. For
example, PL/I had its own runtime environment; COBOL II had another. IDMS can execute programs that are designed
to use the LE runtime environment. It can also execute programs compiled with pre-LE compilers that use the LE runtime
environment. This section only applies to runtime support in IDMS/DC. It does not apply to batch or CICS programs that
access IDMS.

Language Environment has had several names for different operating systems and release levels. The term "LE" will be
used in this document to refer to the any of the following unless otherwise noted:
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• LE/370
• LE for z/OS and z/VM
• LE for z/VSE

How Can You Use LE with IDMS/DC?

To execute online programs using the LE runtime libraries, follow these steps to bring up your IDMS environment:

1. Ensure that the IDMS system has been generated with a 24-bit reentrant pool that is large enough to contain the IBM-
supplied LE application program interface module CEEPIPI. The size of this module is approximately 100K.

2. Ensure that the IDMS system has been generated with an XA reentrant pool that is large enough to maintain
residence for several IBM-supplied LE support modules. Allow 1 megabyte for these programs.

3. Include the LE runtime load libraries in the CDMSLIB loadlib concatenation before any other IBM language loadlibs
that you are using.

Running Pre-LE Programs

There are restrictions that apply when you run pre-LE programs under LE runtime within IDMS/DC. Pre-LE programs are
programs that were compiled with a non-LE compliant compiler, such as PL/I Release 2.3.

Some of these restrictions are already documented elsewhere in the DML Reference manuals. Additional restrictions for
LE are:

• Programs compiled under PL/I Release 2.3 and earlier must run without storage protection.

The IBM LE support module CEEPIPI must be loaded once before any PL/I program is run. This is most easily done by
defining CEEPIPI as RESIDENT in the IDMS/DC sysgen using the following Syntax:

ADD PROGRAM CEEPIPI CONCURRENT ENABLED LANGUAGE ASSEMBLER

 NONOVERLABYABLE PROGRAM PROTECT REENTRANT RESIDENT REUSABLE.

• Restrictions mentioned in the IBM documentation apply.

 
Note: Running pre-LE programs with LE runtime can degrade performance in some circumstances. If you notice poor
performance you should consider recompiling the programs with the newer compiler.

Running LE Programs

LE programs are programs that were compiled with a LE-compliant compiler. IDMS/DC supports these LE-compliant
compilers:

• PL/I for z/VM
• PL/I for z/OS

For convenience, PL/I programs compiled with an LE-compliant compiler are referred to as "LE PL/I" programs below.

Running LE-Compliant Compiler Programs Under IDMS/DC
This section describes what you need to do to compile, link, and run a program compiled with an LE-compliant compiler.

General Preparation

The next paragraph describes how to prepare LE-compiled programs for use with IDMS/DC:

For non-reentrant PL/I programs compiled under Release 2.3 or earlier, you must specify OPTIONS (MAIN) in the
PL/I PROCEDURE statement for the entry procedure. For reentrant PL/I Release 2.3 or earlier programs, you must
specify OPTIONS (MAIN,REENTRANT). For AD/CYCLE (LE-COMPLIANT), PL/I programs, you must specify OPTIONS
(REENTRANT,FETCHABLE).
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NOTE
RHDCLENT/RHDCLINT, required in earlier releases, is not needed for DC/UCF at release levels 14.1 and
above.

Runtime Options

The IBM Language Environment provides numerous options which control how programs operate at runtime. The
default values are designed to be suitable in a batch environment. Therefore, it is necessary to modify some values for
applications which are to run in a DC/UCF online system.

NOTE
As stated in the introduction, the information in this section does not apply to programs which run in a CICS or
other region even if they access IDMS using DML or SQL commands. It does apply to programs which run a
DC/UCF online system which are invoked from another front-end using IDMS UCF, such as an ADS application
which is accessed using UCFCICS from a CICS front-end.

The IBM Language Environment provides a number of ways to specify runtime options. The following methods are
supported for IDMS/DC online programs:

1. Modify, assemble, and link the IBM-supplied CEEUOPT module. Link the resulting module with each application
program. A sample version of CEEUOPT with values that are appropriate for most online IDMS applications can be
found in the *.CAGJSRC(CEEUOPT) install library member. Consult the section, "Creating an Application-Specific
Runtime Options Module" in IBM's LE Installation and Customization Manual.

2. Assemble and link a specialized CEEDOPT module.

NOTE
This method is not available for z/OS Version 1.10 and higher. Use method 1 or method 4 for non-COBOL
applications on z/OS Version 1.10 and higher.

If this method is chosen, special copies of the IBM modules CEEBINIT and CEEPIPI must be maintained for use
with online DC/UCF systems only. Due to maintenance considerations, this method is not recommended for COBOL
applications. It is needed for PL/I programs compiled with a non-LE-compliant compiler.

3. Assemble and link a specialized CEEROPT module.

NOTE
This method is not available for z/OS Version 1.9 and lower or for VSE. Use method 1 or method 3 for PL/I
programs with those operating systems.

If this method is chosen, a CEEROPT load module can be created to override desired options. Like CEEUOPT, and
unlike CEEDOPT, you only need to specify those options which are to be different from the installation default LE run-
time options. The resultant load module must be included in a load library in the CDMSLIB concatenation ahead of the
default SCEERUN load library.

NOTE
CEEROPT will be loaded in an IDMS region only if your CEEPRMxx member specifies CEEROPT(ALL).

For more information on using this method, see IBM documentation

Except as discussed below, the IBM-supplied default runtime options can be used with any site-specific desired
modifications. Note that the MSGFILE parameter is ignored and messages are sent to the IDMS log file.

Recommended settings for certain parameters are as shown below. For more details about these parameters, see the
IBM Language Environment for OS/390 Customization manual.

• ABTERMENC=(RETCODE) or ABTERMENC=(ABEND)
This parameter affects the action taken when an LE enclave ends with an unhandled condition of severity 2 or higher.
If RETCODE code is specified, the DC task will abend with message DC128004. If ABEND is specified, the DC
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task will abend with a Uxxx where xxx corresponds to the hexadecimal value of the user abend code set by LE. For
Example, an LE user abend 4093 would result in a DC task abend with code UFFD.

• ALL31=(ON)
This parameter will minimize the amount of below-the-line storage, which will be allocated by LE. This parameter
requires that no COBOL programs are compiled with compiler option DATA(24) and that no programs which will utilize
the runtime LE are linked AMODE(24).

• INTERRUPT=(OFF)
Attention interrupts are handled by the IDMS/DC system and not by LE runtime support. Application PL/I programs
can test for attention interrupts using the DC-ATTN-INT condition name under LE just as with earlier PL/I runtime
environments.

• POSIX=(OFF)
POSIX is not supported under DC/UCF.

• RPTSTG=(OFF) or RPTSTG=(ON)
Normally OFF should be specified. OFF must be specified for systems prior to Release 14.1.
The purpose of RPTSTG is to determine the storage utilization for a particular application. The report is produced
at the end of a LE process and is written to the IDMS log file. For efficiency reasons, the termination phase of LE
processing is normally not executed in an online DC environment. If it is necessary to obtain storage information for
a particular application, optional bit 196 can be set (see Optional Online COBOL Functionality. Note that this option
adversely affects performance. Storage reports are therefore normally produced only in a test or development system.

• TERMTHDACT=(QUIET) or TERMTHDACT=(TRACE)
This option controls the extent of LE runtime information which will be supplied when an application terminates. All
messages will be written to the DC log file.

• TRAP=(ON) or TRAP=(OFF)
If ON is specified, program checks in an LE application will result in IBM LE error-handling being put into effect. PL/
I-specific and LE messages will be written to the log. After these messages are written and the LE process ends
abnormally, the DC task will abend with message DC128004 and a task snap will be taken.
If OFF is specified, program checks in an LE application will result in an immediate task snap. This is similar to the
result in a PL/I Release 2.3 runtime environment. No LE messages related to the program check will be written.
Furthermore, if any PL/I applications are included in the online system, any ON ERROR clauses will not be handled
properly.

In addition to the parameters above, we strongly recommend that you use smaller values than the default ones for the
various heap (e.g., ANYHEAP, BELOWHEAP, HEAP) and stack (e.g., LIBSTACK, STACK) parameters since these are
allocated on a task thread basis. Storage allocation is most efficient if relatively large values are specified as sixteen bytes
less than a multiple of 4096. Smaller values than 4096 should be set for some parameters to avoid wasting storage. The
following values have been found to be suitable for most DC/UCF systems:

• ANYHEAP=(2032,8176,ANYWHERE,FREE)
• BELOWHEAP=(496,496,FREE)
• HEAP=(2032,4080,ANYWHERE,KEEP,4080,4080)
• LIBSTACK=(100,2032,FREE)
• NONONIPTSTACK=(4080,4080,BELOW,KEEP)
• STACK=(4080,8176,ANY,KEEP)
• STORAGE=(NONE,NONE,NONE,4080)
• THREADHEAP=(2032,4080,,ANYWHERE,KEEP)

Supported LE Functions
IDMS/DC supports these LE functions:

• Math services
• National language support services
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IDMS/DC also supports storage management services, but for performance reasons, they are not recommended. The
storage management services are:

• CEECRHP: Create heap segment
• CEECZST: Re-allocate (change size of) heap storage
• CEEDSHP: Discard heap segment
• CEEFRST: Free heap storage
• CEEGTST: Get heap storage

Unsupported LE Functions
IDMS/DC does not support the following LE functions:

• CEE3PRM: Get exec parms
• CEETDLI: Call IMS
• CEETEST: Invoke debugging environment
• Date and time services -- Use the DML GET TIME command instead

18-Byte Communications Blocks (PL/I)
This section describes where to specify an 18-byte communications block and contains figures showing these blocks. 

As an alternative to using the 16-byte IDMS DB and IDMS DC communications blocks, you can specify 18-byte blocks.
The difference between 16-byte blocks and 18-byte blocks is that an 18-byte block contains an additional 18-byte filler
field, and the following fields are 18 bytes instead of 16 bytes:

• RECORD_NAME
• AREA_NAME
• ERROR_SET
• ERROR_RECORD
• ERROR_AREA

For more information about the fields in IDMS DB and IDMS DC communications blocks, see IDMS DB Communications
Block and IDMS DC Communications Block.

Where to Specify the 18-Byte Block

For PL/I, you specify an 18-byte communications block in the SUBSCHEMA_NAMES LENGTH clause of the DECLARE
SUBSCHEMA precompiler-directive statement. For more information, see DECLARE SUBSCHEMA.

18-Byte IDMS DB Block

The following figure shows the 18-byte IDMS DB communications block:

                                                 Length      

                   Field           Data Type    (bytes)      Initial Value

  ┌──────────┐

 *│ 1      8 │     PROGRAM-NAME    Alphanumeric  8           Program Name

  ├────────┬─┘

  │ 9   12 │       ERROR-STATUS    Alphanumeric  4          '1400'

  ├────────┤

  │ 13  16 │       DBKEY           Binary        4(Fullword) 0000

  ├────────┴───┐

  │ 17      34 │   RECORD-NAME     Alphanumeric  18          Spaces

  ├────────────┤
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  │ 35      52 │   AREA-NAME       Alphanumeric  18          Spaces

  ├────────────┤

  │ 53      70 │   FILLER          Alphanumeric  18          Spaces

  ├────────────┤

  │ 71      88 │   ERROR-SET       Alphanumeric  18          Spaces

  ├────────────┤

  │ 89     106 │   ERROR-RECORD    Alphanumeric  18          Spaces

  ├────────────┤

  │ 107    124 │   ERROR-AREA      Alphanumeric  18          Spaces

  ├─────────┬──┘

**│ 125 128 │      PAGE-INFO       Binary        4(Fullword) 0000

  └─────────┘

  ┌─────┬───┬────┐

  │ 125  ... 224 │ IDBMSCOM-AREA   Alphanumeric  100         Low Values

  ├─────┴───┴┬───┘

  │ 225  228 │     DIRECT-DBKEY    Binary        4(Fullword) 0000

  └──────────┘

  ┌─────────┐

  │ 229 235 │      DATABASE-STATUS Alphanumeric  7           Spaces

  ├─────┬───┘

  │ 236 │          FILLER          ...           1           ...

  ├─────┴───┐

  │ 237 240 │      RECORD-OCCUR    Binary        4(Fullword) 0000

  ├─────────┤

  │ 241 244 │      DML-SEQUENCE    Binary        4(Fullword) 0000

  ├─────────┴──┐

  │ 245    300 │   FILLER          Alphanumeric  56          Spaces

  └────────────┘

*  word aligned

** PAGE-INFO-GROUP overlays bytes 125 and 126 and PAGE-INFO-DBK-FORMAT

   overlays bytes 127 and 128. Both of these fields are binary datatype,

   each with a length of two bytes. Suggested initial values for

   both are 00. Together these two fields represent PAGE-INFO.

18-Byte IDMS DC Block

The following figure shows the 18-byte IDMS DC communications block:

                                                    Length     

                   Field              Data Type    (bytes)      Initial Value

  ┌──────────┐

 *│ 1      8 │     PROGRAM-NAME       Alphanumeric  8           Program Name

  ├────────┬─┘

  │ 9   12 │       ERROR-STATUS       Alphanumeric  4          '1400'

  ├────────┤

  │ 13  16 │       DBKEY              Binary        4(Fullword) 0000

  ├────────┴───┐

  │ 17      34 │   RECORD-NAME        Alphanumeric  18          Spaces

  ├────────────┤

  │ 35      52 │   AREA-NAME          Alphanumeric  18          Spaces

  ├────────────┤

  │ 53      70 │   FILLER             Alphanumeric  18          Spaces
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  ├────────────┤

  │ 71      88 │   ERROR-SET          Alphanumeric  18          Spaces

  ├────────────┤

  │ 89     106 │   ERROR-RECORD       Alphanumeric  18          Spaces

  ├────────────┤

  │ 107    124 │   ERROR-AREA         Alphanumeric  18          Spaces

  ├─────────┬──┘

**│ 125 128 │      PAGE-INFO          Binary        4(Fullword) 0000

  └─────────┘

  ┌─────┬───┬────┐

  │ 125  ... 224 │ IDBMSCOM-AREA      Alphanumeric  100         Low Values

  ├─────┴───┴┬───┘

  │ 225  228 │     DIRECT-DBKEY       Binary        4(Fullword) 0000

  ├──────────┤

  │ 229  235 │     DATABASE-STATUS    Alphanumeric  7           Spaces

  ├─────┬────┘

  │ 236 │          FILLER             ...           1           ...

  ├─────┴────┐

  │ 237  240 │     RECORD-OCCUR       Binary        4(Fullword) 0000

  ├──────────┤

  │ 241  244 │     DML-SEQUENCE       Binary        4(Fullword) 0000

  ├──────────┤

  │ 245  300 │     FILLER             Alphanumeric  56          Spaces

  ├─────┬───┬┴───┐

  │ 301  ... 400 │ DBMSCOM-AREA       Alphanumeric  100         Low Values

  ├─────┴───┴┬───┘

  │ 401  404 │     SSC-ERRSTAT-SAVE   Alphanumeric  4           0000

  ├──────────┤

  │ 405  408 │     SSC-DMLSEQ-SAVE    Binary        4(Fullword) 0000

  ├──────────┤

  │ 409  412 │     SUBSCHEMA-CTRL-END Alphanumeric  4           0000

  └──────────┘

*  word aligned

** PAGE-INFO-GROUP overlays bytes 125 and 126 and PAGE-INFO-DBK-FORMAT

   overlays bytes 127 and 128. Both of these fields are binary datatype,

   each with a length of two bytes. Suggested initial values for

   both are 00. Together these two fields represent PAGE-INFO.

Online Debugger Syntax (PL/I)
General registers include the registers used by the program at the time of execution and the registers used by the
DC/UCF system. The program status word (PSW) and register definitions are always preceded by a colon (:) and are
specified by these symbols:

• :PSW for the current program status word
• :Rn for the user program register at the time of interrupt, where n represents the number of the register and can have a

value of 0 through 15
• :REGS for all user program registers at the time of interrupt
• :SRn for a DC/UCF system register at the time of interrupt, where n represents the number of the register and can

have a value of 0 through 15
• :SREGS for all DC/UCF system registers at the time of interrupt
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Important! A single debug expression can reference only one general register.

DC/UCF System Symbols Info
Certain DC/UCF system symbols also function as debugger entities, and you can refer to them during a debugging
session. A colon (:) must precede each symbol. These are the valid symbols:

• :BAT
Specifies the base address table for session.

• :CSA
Specifies the DC/UCF common storage area.

• :DLB
Specifies the debug local block, control block required for debugging session.

• :LTE
Specifies the current logical terminal element.

• :PTE
Specifies the current physical terminal element.

• :TCE
Specifies the current task control element.

• :VECT
Specifies the vector table for debugger.

WARNING
A single debug expression can reference only one system entity.

Address Symbols and Markers (PL/I)

Symbol Symbol Name Designated Location
@ At sign Absolute address
$ Dollar sign Load address
¢ Cent sign Address of current dialog process

User Symbols (PL/I)
 

• :DRn for a debugger general register, where n represents the number of the register and can have a value of 0 through
15

• :DREGS for all debugger registers
• :H1 and :H2 for halfword 1 and halfword 2
• :F1 and :F2 for fullword 1 and fullword 2
• :UCHR for a 48-byte character area

You can also refer to specified sections of this area:
– :UC0, the first 16 bytes
– :UC16, the next 16 bytes
– :UC32, the last 16 bytes

Program Symbols (PL/I)
This article describes the following information:
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Syntax Data Field Names

►►──── data-field-name ─┬──────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►◄

                        ├─ IN ─┬─ record-name ─┘

                        └─ OF ─┘

Syntax Line Numbers

►►──── # line-number ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───►◄

   └─┬─ IN ─┬─┬─ current-process-name ───────────────────────────────────┬┘

     └─ OF ─┘ └─ included-module-name ─┬────────────────────────────────┬┘

                                       └─ OCCurrence occurrence-number ─┘

Syntax Qualifying Program Symbols

►►─── process-name - . - program-symbol ──────────────────────────────────────►◄

Expression Operators (PL/I)

Operator Meaning
+ Addition
- Subtraction
* Multiplication
/ Division

Delimiters (PL/I)

Delimiter Meaning
* Asterisk
 Blank
, Comma
= Equal sign
! Exclamation point
- Hyphen
% Percent sign
. Period
+ Plus sign
/ Slash

Debugger Commands Syntax (PL/I)
This section contains the following debugger commands:
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Syntax AT

ADD Format

►►─── AT debug-expression ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────────┬─────────►

   └─ BEFore ─┬─ MAXimum ◄ ───────┬┘ └─ AFTer ─┬─ 0 ◄ ─────────────┬┘

              └─ execution-count ─┘            └─ execution-count ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────┬──────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ EVEry ─┬─ 1 ◄ ─────────────┬┘ ├─ ON ◄ ───┤

             └─ execution-count ─┘  └─ IGNore ─┘

INQUIRE Format

►►─── AT ─┬─ ALL ──────────────┬─┬─ INQuire ─┬────────────────────────────────►◄

          └─ debug-expression ─┘ ├─ ON ──────┤

                                 ├─ IGNore ──┤

                                 └─ OFF ─────┘

Syntax DEBUG

ADD format

►►─── DEBug ─┬─ PROgram ◄ ──┬─ entity-name ─┬──────────────────────────┬───────►◄

             ├─ DIAlog ─────┤               └─ VERsion version-number ─┘

             ├─ MAP ────────┤

             ├─ SS ─────────┤

             └─ TABle ──────┘

INQUIRE format

►►─── DEBug ─┬─ entity-name ─┬──────────────────────────┬─┬─┬─ INQuire ─┬─────►◄

             │               └─ VERsion version-number ─┘ │ └─ OFF ─────┘

             └─ ALL ──────────────────────────────────────┘

Syntax EXIT

►►─── EXIt ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Syntax IOUSER

►►─── IOUser ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Syntax LIST

MEMORY Format

►►─┬─ List ────┬─┬──────────┬─ begin-debug-expression ────────────────────────►

   └─ Display ─┘ └─ Memory ─┘
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 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬──┬──────┬─────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ TO end-debug-expression ────────┤  ├─ C ──┤

   └─┬──────────┬─ byte-count-number ─┘  ├─ X ──┤

     └─ LENgth ─┘                        └─ XC ─┘

ATTRIBUTES Format

►►─┬─ List ────┬─ SESsion ATTributes ─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ Display ─┘

Syntax MENU

►►─── MENu ─┬───────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

            └─ screen-name ─┘

Syntax PROMPT

►►─── PROmpt ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Syntax QUALIFY

RESET Format

►►─── QUAlify ─┬──────────────────────┬─ PROCess process-name ────────────────►

               └─ DIAlog dialog-name ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VERsion version-number ─┘

INQUIRE Format

►►─── QUAlify INQuire ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Syntax QUIT

►►─── QUIt ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Syntax RESUME

►►─── RESume ─┬───────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►◄

              └┬──────┬─┬─ debug-expression ─┬┘

               └─ AT ─┘ └─ ABEnd ────────────┘

Syntax SET

MEMORY Format

►►─┬─ Set ──┬─┬──────────┬─ debug-expression ─┬──────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ Vary ─┘ └─ Memory ─┘                    ├─ EQUals ─┤
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                                              └─ = ──────┘

 ►─┬─ data-field-name ────┬─┬──────┬─┬─────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ H halfword ─────────┤ ├─ C ──┤ ├─ RESEt ─────┤

   ├─ F fullword ─────────┤ ├─ X ──┤ └─ NOReset ◄ ─┘

   ├─ X hex-value ────────┤ └─ XC ─┘

   ├─ C character-string ─┤

   └─ P packed-value ─────┘

ATTRIBUTES Format

►►─── Set ─┬─ CHAr ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

           ├─ HEX ──┤

           └─ BOTh ─┘

Syntax SNAP

►►─── SNAp ─┬─ TASk ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───►

            └─ begin-debug-expression ─┬─────────────────────────────────┬┘

                                       ├─ TO end-debug-expression ───────┤

                                       └┬──────────┬─ byte-count-number ─┘

                                        └─ LENgth ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ TITle title ─┘

Syntax WHERE

►►─── WHEre ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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DSECT Reference
This section is intended to serve as a comprehensive reference for all major DSECTs occurring in the IDMS/DB and
IDMS/DC environment.

Click the PDF icon to download a PDF of the DSECT Reference section.

NOTE

Information in this section is restricted to customers with Broadcom Support Online access. Logn and enter your
Broadcom Support credentials to access the DSECT listing information.

For additional information related to the information in this section see the following content:

• IDMS Dictionary DSECT Reference
• IDMS Dictionary Structure Reference
• IDMS DML Reference section for Assembler
• IDMS Security Administration documentation

How to Generate Database Related DSECTs
Starting with IDMS Release 12.0, you must generate several database related DSECTs using macro statements rather
than COPY books, as was done in release 10.2. The following table identifies the macros that replace release 10.2 COPY
books. The table also lists new macros that you must generate with macro statements.

If you have programs that reference a release 10.2 COPY book, replace the COPY book with the appropriate macro.

10.2 COPY book New macro Comments
COPY #DMCEQ  Obsolete
COPY #DMCDS #DMCLDS All DMCL blocks
None #SUBCB VARS=YES All SUBSCHEMA blocks
COPY #SUBEQ #SUBCB VARS=YES,

TYPE=EQUATES
All SUBSCHEMA blocks using EQUs

COPY #AFMDS #DMCLDS TYPE=AFMDS FM61 block
COPY #BCRDS #DMCLDS TYPE=BCRDS BC53 block
COPY #DPRDS #DMCLDS TYPE=DPRDS PR60 block
COPY #FCBDS #DMCLDS TYPE=FCBDS FC59 block
COPY #JBCDS #DMCLDS TYPE=JBCDS JB63 block
COPY #JCBDS #DMCLDS TYPE=JCBDS JD62 block
None #DMCLDS TYPE=SEGDS SG49 block
None #DMCLDS TYPE=SYMDS SY40 block
COPY #VACDS #FACDS VARS=YES AC56 and VAC blocks
COPY #VCRDS #FCRDS VARS=YES CR55 and VCR blocks
None #FFKDS VARS=YES FK76 and VFK blocks
COPY #VMRDS #FMRDS VARS=YES MR53 and VMR blocks
COPY #VORDS #FORDS VARS=YES OR52 and VOR blocks
COPY #VPCDS #FPCDS VARS=YES PC70 and VPC blocks
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None #FSADS VARS=YES SA73 and VSA blocks
COPY #VSRDS #FSRDS VARS=YES SR51 and VSR blocks
COPY #VLRDS #FLRDS VARS=YES LR80 and VLR blocks
COPY #VLQDS #FLQDS VARS=YES LQ81 and VLQ blocks
COPY #VPSDS #FPSDS VARS=YES PS83 and VPS blocks
COPY #FACDS #FACDS AC56 block
COPY #FAMDS #FAMDS AM57 block
COPY #FAPDS #FAPDS AP72 block
COPY #FCRDS #FCRDS CR55 block
COPY #FFDDS #FFDDS FD54 block
COPY #FIBDS #FIBDS IB50 block
None #FFKDS FK76 block
None #FLBDS LB74 block
COPY #FMRDS #FMRDS MR53 block
COPY #FORDS #FORDS OR52 block
COPY #FPCDS #FPCDS PC70 block
COPY #FRPDS #FRPDS RP71 block
None #FSADS SA73 block
COPY #FSRDS #FSRDS SR51 block
COPY #FLRDS #FLRDS LR80 block
COPY #FLQDS #FLQDS LQ81 block
COPY #FPHDS #FPHDS PH85 block
COPY #FPSDS #FPSDS PS83 block
COPY #FSDDS #FSDDS SD82 block

IDMS DSECT Files
#ABSTGDS

                        COPY #ABSTGDS

               **********************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***

               ***  ABSTG:   SPECIAL SYSTEM-WIDE STORAGE SET ASIDE FOR ABENDING.  ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

               ***                                                                ***

               **********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         ABSTG    DSECT ,

000000         ABSTGID    DS  CL8                 'ABSTG'

000008         ABSTGSTKBA DS  A                   A(ABSTG Stack Area)

00000C         ABSTGSTKEA DS  A                   A(END OF ABEND STORAGE)

000010         ABSTGSAVBA DS  A                   Saved TCESTKBA
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000014         ABSTGSAVEA DS  A                   Saved TCESTKEA

000018         ABSTGTCEA  DS  A                   A(owning TCE)

00001C         ABSTGRGS DS    5F                  REGISTERS 13-1 FROM STACK CHECK.

000030                  DS    0D                  --Alignment--

000030         ABSTGACE DS    XL(ACEDSLEN)        ACE AREA IF NO STORAGE AVAILABLE.

000138                  DS    0D                  --Alignment--

        00138  ABSTGHDL EQU   *-ABSTG             Header Length

               *

               *    The following stack size is used in mini-CV only

               *    CV allocates a larger area based on SYSGEN size

               *

000138         ABSTGSTK DS    100F                NEW STACK AREA IF OVERFLOW.

        002C8  ABSTGLEN EQU   *-ABSTG             LENGTH OF ENTRY.

#ACEDS

                        COPY #ACEDS

               **********************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***

               *** ACE:   ABEND CONTROL ELEMENT DSECT.                            ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               **********************************************************************

 

Offset Value

 

000000         ACE      DSECT                                                08/11/06

000000         ACEPSW   DS    D                   PSW AT TIME OF INTERRUPT.

000008         ACEGPRS  DS    16F                 GENERAL PURPOSE REGISTERS.

000048         ACEFPRS  DS    4D                  FLOATING POINT REGISTERS.

000068         ACEDWORK DS    D                   DOUBLEWORD WORK FIELD.

               *

               ACEUSRM  #FLAG X'80'               ABORT WAS IN USER MODE.

000070         ACEUSRMI DS    0XL1

        00080  ACEUSRMM EQU   X'80'

               ACEPCK   #FLAG X'40'               PROBLEM WAS PROGRAM CHECK.

000070         ACEPCKI  DS    0XL1

        00040  ACEPCKM  EQU   X'40'

               ACENOMS  #FLAG X'20'               SET IF NO MESSAGE IS WANTED.

000070         ACENOMSI DS    0XL1

        00020  ACENOMSM EQU   X'20'

               ACENOSN  #FLAG X'10'               SET IF NO SNAP IS WANTED.

000070         ACENOSNI DS    0XL1

        00010  ACENOSNM EQU   X'10'

               ACEABRT  #FLAG X'08'               ABORT IMMEDIATELY.

000070         ACEABRTI DS    0XL1

        00008  ACEABRTM EQU   X'08'

               ACERETR  #FLAG X'04'               RETRY INTERRUPTED INSTRUCTION.
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000070         ACERETRI DS    0XL1

        00004  ACERETRM EQU   X'04'

               ACENEXT  #FLAG X'02'               RESTART AT NEXT INTSTRUCTION.

000070         ACENEXTI DS    0XL1

        00002  ACENEXTM EQU   X'02'

               ACECONT  #FLAG X'01'               CONTINUE AT R14 ADDRESS.

000070         ACECONTI DS    0XL1

        00001  ACECONTM EQU   X'01'

               *

000070         ACEFLAG  DS    XL1                 FLAG BYTE.

000071         ACELOCK  DS    XL1                 LOCK BYTE FOR TS INSTRUCTION.

               *

000072         ACEABCDL DS    XL1                 ABEND CODE.

000073         ACEABCOD DS    XL4

               *

000077         ACEPGMNL DS    XL1                 PROGRAM NAME.

000078         ACEPGMNM DS    XL8

               *

000080         ACEEPSWL DS    XL1                 EBCDIC PROGRAM STATUS WORD.

000081         ACEEPSW  DS    XL17

000092                  DS    XL1                 PADDING.

               *

000093         ACEOFFSL DS    XL1                 OFFSET OF PROBLEM IN PROGRAM.

000094         ACEOFFST DS    XL6

00009A         ACEVERS  DS    XL1                 Version byte

        000FF  ACE64    EQU   X'FF'               ACE for 64-bit operating system:

               *                                  Equal means ACEGPRSH are valid

               *

00009B         ACEMSGNO DS    PL4                 MESSAGE ID NUMBER.

               *

00009F         ACEXAINT DS    0XL4                XA PGM INTERRUPT INFORMATION.

00009F                  DS     XL1                RESERVED SET TO ZERO.

0000A0         ACEILC   DS     XL1                XA PGM INTERRUPT LENGTH COUNTER.

0000A1         ACEINTC  DS     XL2                XA INTERRUPTION CODE.

               *

0000A3                  DS    XL1                 Filler

0000A4         ACEGPRSH DS    16F                 GEN. PURPOSE REG HIGH WORDS (64-bit)

0000E4                  DS    0F

0000E4         ACEPSWDA DS     XL32               DATA AT PSW start 16 before    R17.0

000104                  DS    XL4                 Filler                          R185

000108         ACEBEA   DS    XL8                 Breaking Event Address          R185

        00110  ACEDSLEN EQU   ((*-ACE+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF DSECT.

#AFMDS

                        #DMCLDS TYPE=AFMDS

               *********************************************************************

               *        AFM (FILE-AREA MAPPING) runtime DMCL control block         *

               *                                                                   *

               *        COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                *

               *                                                                   *

               *                                                                   *
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               *                                                                   *

               *********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         AFM      DSECT

000000         AFM61    DS    CL4       'FM61'

000004         AFMFLAG1 DS    XL1       flag 1

000005         AFMFLAG2 DS    XL1       flag 2

        00008  AFMDROP  EQU   X'08'       -  VARY DMCL detected DROPPED FM61

        00004  AFMNEW   EQU   X'04'       -  VARY DMCL detected NEW FM61

        00002  AFMVARY  EQU   X'02'       -  VARY DMCL caused this FM61 to VARY

        00001  AFMDEAD  EQU   X'01'       -  VARY DMCL made this FM61 DEAD

000006         AFMDTIME DS    CL8       DATETIME stamp

00000E                  DS    H         not used

000010         AFMFCO   DS    A         owner FC59

000014         AFMFCN   DS    A         next in FC59-FM61

000018         AFMPRO   DS    A         owner PR60

00001C         AFMPRN   DS    A         next in PR60-FM61

000020         AFMDMN   DS    A         next in DM58-FM61

000024         AFMLOPG  DS    F         LO page for AREA within FILE

000028         AFMHIPG  DS    F         HI page for AREA within FILE

00002C         AFMLORBN DS    F         LO RBN for AREA within FILE

000030         AFMHIRBN DS    F         HI RBN for AREA within FILE

000034         AFMFPXN  DS    A         next FPX in FM61-FPX

000038         AFMSTATA DS    A         A(Statistics block)

               *FMWRIT  DS    F         number of physical WRITES for AREA

               *FMREAD  DS    F         number of physical READS for AREA

               *FMINBUF DS    F         number of times page found in BUFFER

               *FMCACHE DS    F         number of times page found in CACHE

               *FMPRFET DS    F         number of times page found in prefetch buf.

00003C                  DS    4F        Reserved

00004C         AFMEND   DS    0F        end of DSECT

        0004C  AFMDSLEN EQU   *-AFM     length of DSECT

#AMXDS

                        COPY #AMXDS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***  PDE EXTENSION FOR FOR AN SQL ACCESS MODULE. THIS ADDRESS OF    ***

               ***  THIS EXTENSION IS IN PDEHLLXA. THE LENGTH OF THE EXTENSION IS  ***

               ***  VARIABLE AND DEPENDS ON THE NUMBER OF LIBRARIES REFERENCED BY  ***

               ***  ACCESS MODULE (FOR TABLES, VIEWS, ETC).                        ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 
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000000         AMX      DSECT                                               11/10/88

               AMXSCHK  #FLAG X'80'               SET IF FULL SECURITY CHECK NEEDED

000000         AMXSCHKI DS    0XL1

        00080  AMXSCHKM EQU   X'80'

               AMXRUN   #FLAG X'40'               ACCESS MODULE IS RUNNABLE

000000         AMXRUNI  DS    0XL1

        00040  AMXRUNM  EQU   X'40'

               AMXGRNT  #FLAG X'20'               ACCESS MODULE IS GRANTABLE

000000         AMXGRNTI DS    0XL1

        00020  AMXGRNTM EQU   X'20'

000000         AMXFLAG1 DS    X                   FLAG BYTE ONE

000001                  DS    X                   RESERVED

000002         AMXLIBCT DS    H                   NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN LIBRARY LIST

000004         AMXBITMA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF SECURITY BIT MAP

000008         AMXDATIM DS    CL8                 TIME/DATE OF LAST FULL SECURITY CHK

        00010  AMXLEN   EQU   ((*-AMX+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF FIXED PORTION

000010         AMXLIBS  DS    0F                  START OF AM'S LIBRARY LIST

#APADS

                        COPY #APADS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               *** ADVANCED-PROGRAM-TO-PROGRAM-COMMUNICATION (APPC) ATTRIBUTES   ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *** THIS DATA AREA IS USED TO PASS AUXILIARY INFORMATION ABOUT AN ***

               *** APPC CONVERSATION TO AN APPLICATION PROGRAM. THE APPLICATION  ***

               *** SUPPLIES THE ADDRESS OF THIS AREA AS PART OF A #APPC GETATTR  ***

               *** CALL.  RHDCAPPC FILLS IN THE INFORMATION FROM THE UIOCB.      ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         APA      DSECT                                               08/11/86

000000         APALLU   DS    CL8          OWN_LU_NAME

000008         APARLU   DS    CL8          PARTNER_LU_NAME

000010         APAMODE  DS    CL8          MODE_NAME

000018         APAUSER  DS    CL8          SECURITY_USER_ID

000020         APAPROFL DS    CL8          SECURITY_PROFILE

000028         APASYNC  DS    C            SYNC_LEVEL

        000D5  APASYNCN  EQU   C'N'          NONE

        000C3  APASYNCC  EQU   C'C'          CONFIRM

000029                  DS    CL7          **RESERVED**

        00030  APADSLEN EQU   ((*-APA+3)/4)*4   DSECT LENGTH
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#APPCDS

                        COPY #APPCDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               *** ADVANCED PROGRAM TO PROGRAM COMMUNICATION (APPC) RESOURCE     ***

               *** CONTROL                                                       ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *** THIS CONTROL BLOCK PASSES INFORMATION BETWEEN AN APPLICATION  ***

               *** PROGRAM AND THE APPC HANDLER, RHDCAPPC. EACH TIME AN APPL.    ***

               *** ISSUES AN APPC VERB IT SPECIFIES ONE OF THESE BLOCKS. THE     ***

               *** FIRST FIELD IDENTIFIES THE PARTICULAR CONVERSATION TO WHICH   ***

               *** THE VERB APPLIES. STATUS INFORMATION WILL BE RETURNED BY      ***

               *** RHDCAPPC IN THE REMAINING FIELDS OF THE CONTROL BLOCK.        ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         APPC     DSECT                                             08/11/86

000000         APPCCVSA DS    A            RESOURCE ADDRESS (CONVERSATION CONTROL)

000004         APPCRETN DS    C         RETURN_CODE

        000D6  APPCOK    EQU   C'O'        OK

        000C1  APPCAERR  EQU   C'A'        ALLOCATION_ERROR

        000E7  APPCABND  EQU   C'X'        DEALLOCATE_ABEND

        000C4  APPCDEAL  EQU   C'D'        DEALLOCATE_NORMAL

        000D7  APPCPARM  EQU   C'P'        PARAMETER_ERROR

        000C2  APPCPNAC  EQU   C'B'        POSTING_NOT_ACTIVE

        000C5  APPCPENT  EQU   C'E'        PROG_ERROR_NO_TRUNC

        000C6  APPCPEPU  EQU   C'F'        PROG_ERROR_PURGING

        000C7  APPCPETR  EQU   C'G'        PROG_ERROR_TRUNC

        000E2  APPCSENT  EQU   C'S'        SVC_ERROR_NO_TRUNC

        000E3  APPCSEPU  EQU   C'T'        SVC_ERROR_PURGING

        000E5  APPCSETR  EQU   C'V'        SVC_ERROR_TRUNC

        000D9  APPCRFNR  EQU   C'R'        RESOURCE_FAILURE_NO_RETRY

        000D8  APPCRFR   EQU   C'Q'        RESOURCE_FAILURE_RETRY

        000E4  APPCUNSC  EQU   C'U'        UNSUCCESSFUL

 

000005         APPCSUBC DS    C        SUBCODE

        000C1  APPCAFNR  EQU   C'A'        ALLOCATION_FAILURE_NO_RETRY

        000C2  APPCAFR   EQU   C'B'        ALLOCATION_FAILURE_RETRY

        000C3  APPCCTM   EQU   C'C'        CONVERSATION_TYPE_MISMATCH

        000C4  APPCSNV   EQU   C'D'        SECURITY_NOT_VALID

        000C5  APPCSLNS  EQU   C'E'        SYNC_LEVEL_NOT_SUPPORTED

        000C6  APPCTNR   EQU   C'F'        TPN_NOT_RECOGNIZED

        000C7  APPCTPNN  EQU   C'G'        TRANS_PRM_NOT_AVAILABLE_NO_RETRY

        000C8  APPCTPNR  EQU   C'H'        TRANS_PRM_NOT_AVAILABLE_RETRY

        000C9  APPCOKD   EQU   C'I'        OK_DATA
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        000D1  APPCOKND  EQU   C'J'        OK_NOT_DATA

 

000006         APPCWHAT DS    C        WHAT_RECEIVED

        000C4  APPCDATC  EQU   C'D'        DATA_COMPLETE

        000C5  APPCDATI  EQU   C'E'        DATA_INCOMPLETE

        000C6  APPCDATT  EQU   C'F'        DATA_TRUNCATED

        000C7  APPCCONF  EQU   C'G'        CONFIRM

        000C8  APPCCOND  EQU   C'H'        CONFIRM_DEALLOCATE

        000C9  APPCCONS  EQU   C'I'        CONFIRM_SEND

        000D1  APPCSEND  EQU   C'J'        SEND

        000D2  APPCFMHC  EQU   C'K'        FMH_COMPLETE

        000D1  APPCFMHI  EQU   C'J'        FMH_INCOMPLETE

        000C6  APPCFMHT  EQU   C'F'        FMH_TRUNCATED

000007         APPCRTS  DS    C        REQUEST_TO_SEND_RECEIVED

        000E8  APPCRYES  EQU   C'Y'        YES

Offset  Value 

        000D5  APPCRNO   EQU   C'N'        NO

000008         APPCLEND DS    H        LENGTH OF DATA RECEIVED

00000A         APPCCONV DS    C        CONVERSATION TYPE

        000C2  APPCBASC  EQU   C'B'       BASIC

        000D4  APPCMAPD  EQU   C'M'       MAPPED

00000B                  DS    9C       *RESERVED*

        00014  APPCDSLN EQU   ((*-APPC+3)/4)*4   DSECT LENGTH

#APRDS

                        COPY #APRDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               *** #APPC REQUEST BLOCK                                           ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *** USED TO SPECIFY AN ADVANCED-PROGRAM-TO-PROGRAM-COMMUNICATION  ***

               *** REQUEST TO RHDCAPPC.                                          ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         APR      DSECT             03/07/88

000000         APRTYPE  DS    X       REQUEST TYPE

        00004  APRALLOC  EQU   X'04'      ALLOCATE

        00008  APRSEND   EQU   X'08'      SEND

        0000C  APRFLUSH  EQU   X'0C'      FLUSH

        00010  APRRECV   EQU   X'10'      RECEIVE

        00014  APRCONF   EQU   X'14'      CONFIRM

        00018  APRCONFD  EQU   X'18'      CONFIRMED

        0001C  APRERROR  EQU   X'1C'      ERROR

        00020  APRRTS    EQU   X'20'      REQUEST
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        00024  APRDEALL  EQU   X'24'      DEALLOCATE

        00028  APRPREPA  EQU   X'28'      PREPARE

        0002C  APRPOST   EQU   X'2C'      POST

        00030  APRTEST   EQU   X'30'      TEST

        00034  APRWAIT   EQU   X'34'      WAIT

        00038  APRGETT   EQU   X'38'      GET_TYPE

        0003C  APRGETA   EQU   X'3C'      GET_ATTRIBUTES

        00040  APRCNTRL  EQU   X'40'      CONTROL SESSION

        00044  APRSFMT   EQU   X'44'      SEND FORMATTED

        00048  APRRFMT   EQU   X'48'      RECEIVE FORMATTED

               APRIMM   #FLAG X'01'       IMMEDIATE                     (ALLOCATE)

000001         APRIMMI  DS    0XL1

        00001  APRIMMM  EQU   X'01'

               APRFLSH  #FLAG X'02'       FLUSH                         DEALLOCATE)

000001         APRFLSHI DS    0XL1

        00002  APRFLSHM EQU   X'02'

               APRCNFM  #FLAG X'04'       CONFIRM                       (DEALLOCATE)

 

000001         APRCNFMI DS    0XL1

        00004  APRCNFMM EQU   X'04'

               APRLOCL  #FLAG X'08'       LOCAL                         (DEALLOCATE)

000001         APRLOCLI DS    0XL1

        00008  APRLOCLM EQU   X'08'

               APRABND  #FLAG X'10'       ABEND                         (DEALLOCATE)

000001         APRABNDI DS    0XL1

        00010  APRABNDM EQU   X'10'

               APRLOC   #FLAG X'20'       LOCATE                        (RECEIVE)

000001         APRLOCI  DS    0XL1

        00020  APRLOCM  EQU   X'20'

               APRBASC  #FLAG X'40'       BASIC                         (ALLOCATE)

000001         APRBASCI DS    0XL1

        00040  APRBASCM EQU   X'40'

               APRLOG   #FLAG X'80'       LOGDATA SPECIFIED       (DEALLOCATE/ERROR)

000001         APRLOGI  DS    0XL1

        00080  APRLOGM  EQU   X'80'

000001                  DS    X       OPTNS

               APRCONS  #FLAG X'01'       STATE                         (ALL)

000002         APRCONSI DS    0XL1

Offset  Value 

        00001  APRCONSM EQU   X'01'

               APRCONI  #FLAG X'02'       INVP (INVALID PARAMETERS)     (ALL)

000002         APRCONII DS    0XL1

        00002  APRCONIM EQU   X'02'

000002         APRCOND  DS    X       COND

               APRSLCO  #FLAG  X'01'      SYNC_LEVEL(CONFIRM)

000003         APRSLCOI DS    0XL1

        00001  APRSLCOM EQU   X'01'

               APRSLSY  #FLAG  X'10'      SYNC_LEVEL(SYNCPOINT)

000003         APRSLSYI DS    0XL1

        00010  APRSLSYM EQU   X'10'

000003         APRSYNC  DS    X       SYNCLEV                           (ALLOCATE)
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000004         APRRESRC DS    A       APPC RESOURCE CONTROL BLOCK ADDR  (ALL)

000008         APRFIX   DS    0C

               * END OF FIXED PORTION OF APR LAYOUT

               *

               *  ALLOCATE FIELDS

               *

000008                  ORG   APRFIX

000008         APRLUNAM DS    A       LUNAME ADDR                      (ALLOCATE)

00000C         APRMODE  DS    A       MODENAM ADDR                     (ALLOCATE)

000010         APRTPN   DS    A       TPN ADDR                         (ALLOCATE)

000014         APRUSER  DS    A       USER ADDR                        (ALLOCATE)

000018         APRPASS  DS    A       PASSWORD ADDR                    (ALLOCATE)

00001C         APRPROFL DS    A       PROFILE ADDR                     (ALLOCATE)

        00020  APRALEN  EQU   ((*-APR+3)/4)*4   PLIST LENGTH

               *

               *  SEND/RECEIVE FIELDS

               *

000020                  ORG   APRFIX

000008         APRDATA  DS    A       DATA ADDRESS                    (SEND/RECEIVE)

00000C         APRLEN   DS    H       DATA LENGTH                     (SEND/RECEIVE)

00000E                  DS    H       FILLER

000010         APRFDA   DS    A       FORMAT DESCRIPTOR ADDRESS       (PRES. SERV.)

        00014  APRSRLEN EQU   ((*-APR+3)/4)*4   PLIST LENGTH               

               *

               *  CONTROL SESSION

               *

000014                  ORG   APRFIX

               APRSFD   #FLAG X'01'   SEND FD SPECIFIED               (CTL SESS)

000008         APRSFDI  DS    0XL1

        00001  APRSFDM  EQU   X'01'

               APRRFD   #FLAG X'02'   RECEIVE FD SPECIFIED            (CTL SESS)

000008         APRRFDI  DS    0XL1

        00002  APRRFDM  EQU   X'02'               APRRAFD  #FLAG X'04'   RECEIVE 

ABBREVIATED FD          (CTL SESS)

000008         APRRAFDI DS    0XL1

        00004  APRRAFDM EQU   X'04'

000008         APRPSF1  DS    X       FLAG 1 - FD SPECIFICATIONS      (CTL SESS)

               APRCEI   #FLAG X'01'   IGNORE CONVERSION ERROR         (CTL SESS)

000009         APRCEII  DS    0XL1

        00001  APRCEIM  EQU   X'01'

               APRCEW   #FLAG X'02'   WARN ON CONVERSION ERROR        (CTL SESS)

000009         APRCEWI  DS    0XL1

        00002  APRCEWM  EQU   X'02'

               APRCEA   #FLAG X'04'   ABEND ON CONVERSION ERROR       (CTL SESS)

000009         APRCEAI  DS    0XL1

        00004  APRCEAM  EQU   X'04'

000009         APRPSF2  DS    X       FLAG 2 - ERROR HANDLING ACTIONS (CTL SESS)

00000A         APRPSF3  DS    X       FLAG 3  (RESERVED FOR FUTURE)   (CTL SESS)

00000B         APRPSF4  DS    X       FLAG 4  (RESERVED FOR FUTURE)   (CTL SESS)

00000C         APRPSLV  DS    A       LOCAL VERSION IDENTIFICATION    (CTL SESS)

000010         APRPSRV  DS    A       REMOTE VERSION IDENTIFICATION   (CTL SESS)

000014         APRPSCW  DS    H       CONVERSATION WEIGHT             (CTL SESS)

        00018  APRPSLEN EQU   ((*-APR+3)/4)*4   PLIST LENGTH
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               *

Offset  Value 

               *  DEALLOCATE/ERROR

               *

000016                  ORG   APRFIX

000008         APRLOGD  DS    A       LOGDATA ADDRESS             DEALLOCATE/ERROR)

        0000C  APRDLEN  EQU   ((*-APR+3)/4)*4   PLIST LENGTH

#BASHDS

                        COPY #BASHDS               

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***   BASHDS:  BME HASH TABLE PREFIX DSECT                        ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         BASHDS   DSECT                                              05/28/86

000000         BASHMASK DS    F                MODULUS MASK FOR # BASH TABLE ENTRIES

000004         BASHNUS  DS    3F               NOT USED

               BASHWR   #FLAG X'80'            USE BMERDPG/BMEBASHR IN NEXT BME

000010         BASHWRI  DS    0XL1

        00080  BASHWRM  EQU   X'80'

000010         BASHE    DS    0F               FIRST BASH TABLE ENTRY (BME ADDRESS).

               *                               A BASH TABLE ENTRY CONSISTS OF THE

               *                               ADDRESS OF THE NEXT BME IN THE CHAIN.

               *                               BASHWR IS ON IF THE NEXT BME IS IN

               *                               THE CHAIN BECAUSE OF ITS BMERDPG RATHER

               *                               THAN BMEPAGE (IE, IN WR/RD TRANSITION).

               *                               USE BMEBASHR IN THE NEXT BME FOR THE

               *                               SUBSEQUENT BME IN THE BASH-BME CHAIN.

000010         BASHEND  DS    0F               END OF BME HASH TABLE PREFIX DSECT

        00010  BASHDSLN EQU   BASHEND-BASHDS   LENGTH OF DSECT.

#BCRDS

                        #DMCLDS TYPE=BCRDS

               *********************************************************************

               *        BCR (BUFFER) runtime DMCL control block                    *

               *                                                                   *

               *        COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                *

               *                                                                   *

               *                                                                   *
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               *                                                                   *

               *********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         BCR      DSECT

000000         BCR53    DS    CL4       'BC53'

000004         BCRFLAG1 DS    XL1       flag 1

        00080  BCRMIOFF EQU   X'80'       -  MIO is off

        00040  BCRNOMIO EQU   X'40'       -  Don't use MIO

        00020  BCRSEQN  EQU   X'20'       -  If on, sequential access

        00002  BCRCSTG  EQU   X'02'       -  CV    storage not XA

        00001  BCRLSTG  EQU   X'01'       -  LOCAL storage not XA

000005         BCRFLAG2 DS    XL1       flag 2

        00008  BCRDROP  EQU   X'08'       -  VARY DMCL detected DROPPED BUFFER

        00004  BCRNEW   EQU   X'04'       -  VARY DMCL detected NEW BUFFER

        00002  BCRVARY  EQU   X'02'       -  VARY DMCL caused this BC53 to VARY

        00001  BCRDEAD  EQU   X'01'       -  VARY DMCL made this BC53 DEAD

000006         BCRNAME  DS    CL18      BUFFER name

000018         BCRDTIME DS    CL8       DATETIME stamp

000020         BCRBUFSZ DS    F         size of BUFFER

000024         BCRBUFLC DS    0F        LOCAL number of buffers allowed

000024         BCRBUFSU DS    F         SINGLE USER buffer count

000028         BCRBUFCV DS    0F        CV initial number of buffers allowed

000028         BCRBUFIN DS    F         initial buffer count

00002C         BCRBUFMX DS    F         CV maximum number of buffers allowed

000030         BCRSYNTB DS    0F        number of entries in synonym table

000030         BCRBASHU DS    F         number of BASH entries, USER defined

000034         BCRKYLEN DS    H         key length for NATIVE VSAM LSR

000036         BCRSTRNO DS    H         nbr of strings for NATIVE VSAM

000038         BCRBUFNI DS    H         nbr of index buffers for NATIVE VSA

00003A         BCRNVTYP DS    H         BUFFER type

               *                          0=IDMS/NON-NATIVE VSAM

               *                          1=NATIVE VSAM LSR

               *                          2=NATIVE VSAM NSR

00003C         BCRDMN   DS    A         next in DM58-BC53

000040         BCRFCN   DS    A         next in BC53-FC59

000044         BCRSTRTI DS    F         Prefetch Start I/O

000048         BCRSTART DS    F         Start I/O  -  Reads

00004C         BCRMIORQ DS    F         The Pre-fetch Requests - Area sweep

 

000050         BCRBUFNO DS    F         current number of buffers in use

000054         BCRBUFRQ DS    F         requested number of buffers

000058         BCRINMIO DS    F         Number of Buffers in Multiple I/O

00005C         BCRGSTG  DS    A         GETSTG addr of BME list

000060         BCRCVBMX DS    F         max number of buffers for CV

000064         BCRBMEND DS    A         address of last BME in list

000068         BCRMSTWT DS    F         nbr of buffers with 'MUST WRITE' on

00006C         BCRBUFFA DS    A         address of first BUFFER

000070         BCRECBA  DS    3F        ECB to WAIT on BUFFER

00007C         BCRVBFN  DS    F         next in VARY BUFFER list

000080         BCRNVBSW DS    XL1       LSR BUFFER pool indicator

               *                          0 = not allocated
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               *                          1 = allocated

000081         BCRNCRIT DS    XL1       DCMT VARY DMCL non critical changes

        00080  BCRNCRI1 EQU   X'80'       -  on if buffer's PAGE size changed

               *

Offset  Value 

        00080  BCRSOS   EQU   X'80'       -  Open buffer set SOS on

000082         BCRFLG2  DS    XL1       not used

        00040  BCRNALOC EQU   X'40'       -  buff alloc failed for #GETSTG   IDMS/1522

               *                             and GETMAIN                     IDMS/1522

               *

000083         BCROPENI DS    0XL1

        00080  BCROPENM EQU   X'80'

000083         BCRXAI   DS    0XL1

        00040  BCRXAM   EQU   X'40'

000083         BCRBDAMI DS    0XL1

        00020  BCRBDAMM EQU   X'20'

000083         BCR16MI  DS    0XL1

        00010  BCR16MM  EQU   X'10'

        00008  BCRCLOSE EQU   X'08'       -  close the BCR

000083         BCROPERI DS    0XL1

        00004  BCROPERM EQU   X'04'

000083         BCR1STI  DS    0XL1

        00002  BCR1STM  EQU   X'02'

        00001  BCRREOP  EQU   X'01'       -  Close and then re-open the buffer

000083         BCRFLG1  DS    XL1       flag byte

000084         BCRFCC   DS    A         IDMSBLDR current FC59 (used only at startup)

000088         BCRWAIT  DS    F         nbr of times system waited for BME

00008C         BCR1FULL DS    F           Disp to first fullword in bit list.

000090         BCRLFULL DS    F           Disp to last fullword  in bit list.

000094         BCR1BIT  DS    F           BIT pattern of first fullword

000098         BCRLBIT  DS    F           BIT pattern of last  fullword

00009C         BCR#FULL DS    F           Nbr of bit list fullwords for this pool

0000A0         BCRMSGN  DS    A         next in BCR/MESSAGE list

0000A4         BCRMSGA  DS    A         active MESSAGE

0000A8         BCRMINPF DS    F         Minimum number of prefetch buffers

0000AC         BCRRDFWT DS    F         READ forces WRITE

0000B0         BCRWRIT  DS    F         physical WRITE count

0000B4         BCRREAD  DS    F         physical READ count

0000B8         BCRINBUF DS    F         number of times page found in BUFFER

0000BC         BCRBME#  DS    F         number of BMEs

0000C0         BCRNUM   DS    F         BCR number  -  ID

0000C4         BCRBPCA  DS    A         address of the BPC

0000C8         BCRSIORQ DS    F         Single Track I/O request

0000CC         BCRNIORQ DS    F         Non prefetch request

0000D0         BCRBASH# DS    F         number of actual BASH entries

0000D4         BCRBC53A DS    A         address of LOADED BC53

0000D8         BCRALLSZ DS    F         buffer ALLOCATION size

0000DC         BCRADDSZ DS    F         additional buffer ALLOCATION size

0000E0         BCRIOSZ  DS    F         requested number of I/O buffers

0000E4         BCRIOBUF DS    F         number of I/O buffers in use

0000E8         BCRSPC#I DS    F         requested number of SUB POOLS

0000EC         BCRSPCMX DS    F         MAXIMUM number of SUB POOLS
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0000F0         BCRSYSID DS    F         BCR SYSTEM ID

0000F4         BCRECBMP DS    F         change BCR LOCK ECB  -  MP

0000F8         BCRALLMN DS    F         minimum ALLOCATION size

0000FC         BCRMIOF  DS    F         MIO failure requests

000100         BCRCACHE DS    F         number of times page found in CACHE

000104         BCRPRFET DS    F         number of times page found in prefetch buf.

000108         BCRFACTR DS    F         local = 75; CV = BCRBUFNO/4

00010C         BCRBUF4  DS    F         BCRBUFNO/4

000110         BCRBUF2  DS    F         BCRBUFNO/2

000114         BCRLOBT  DS    F         Global Locks - OBTAIN  requests

000118         BCRLALT  DS    F         Global Locks - ALTER   requests

00011C         BCRLREL  DS    F         Global Locks - RELEASE requests

000120         BCRLWAIT DS    F         Global Locks - Times waited on lock.

000124         BCRPBLKA DS    A         Addr prior runtime BCR at VARY DMCL NEW OPY

000128         BCREND   DS    0F        end of DSECT

        00100  BCR256   EQU   BCR+256   position 256 bytes into the BCR

        00100  BCR256LN EQU   BCR256-BCR    first 256 bytes

        00028  BCRXTLN  EQU   *-BCR256  last remaining bytes

        00128  BCRDSLEN EQU   *-BCR     length of DSECT

Offset  Value 

#BMAHDS

                        COPY #BMAHDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  BMAH:    BUFFER ADDRESS HEADER                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         BMAH     DSECT                                 01/21/91

000000         BMAHID   DS    CL4                BMAH literal

000004         BMAHBPCO DS    A                  owning BPC

000008                  DS    A

00000C         BMAHBPXO DS    A                  owning BPCX

000010                  DS    A

000014         BMAHBMAN DS    A                  next BMAH

000018                  DS    A

00001C         BMAHBMAP DS    A                  prior BMAH

000020                  DS    A

000024         BMAHBMAA DS    A                  address of BMA

000028                  DS    A

00002C         BMAHBMA# DS    F                  number of BMA'S

000030         BMAHBUN  DS    F                  number of unused BMA'S

000034         BMAHBMAX DS    F                  MAXIMUM number of BUFFERS

000038         BMAHSZ   DS    F                  size of BMAH
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00003C         BMAHBMEN DS    A                  next BME in BMAH/BME

000040         BMAHBMEA DS    A                  holds last BME

000044         BMAHFLG1 DS    X                  first flag byte

        00080  BMAHXA   EQU   X'80'              this BMAH has been GETMAIN'd

        00040  BMAHNB   EQU   X'40'              BMAH and buffers

000045         BMAHFLG2 DS    X                  second flag byte

000046         BMAHFLG3 DS    X                  third flag byte

000047         BMAHFLG4 DS    X                  fourth flag byte

000048                  DS    6F                 not used

        00060  BMAHDSLN EQU   ((*-BMAH+7)/8)*8   DOUBLE WORD ALIGNED

#BMEDS

                COPY #BMEDS 

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***            Buffer Management Element DSECT                      ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value

 

000000         BMEDS    DSECT                                                02/15/01

000000         BMEPAGE  DS    F          Page Number

000004         BMERDPG  DS    F          Page Number being read in

000008         BMENEXT  DS    F          Next pointer in least recent list

00000C         BMEPRIOR DS    F          Prior pointer in least recent list

000010         BMEBMA   DS    F          Address of buffer

000014         BMEDBWS1 DS    F          First TBK to set Must Write

000018         BMEDBWS2 DS    F          Second TBK to set Must Write

00001C         BMEDBWS3 DS    F          Third TBK to set Must Write

               *

000020         BMERDIO  DS    C          READ I/O in progress

000021         BMEWRIO  DS    C          WRITE I/O in progress

000022         BMEJTMWS DS    C          Journal Must Write switch

000023         BMEDBMWS DS    C          Data Base Must Write switch

               *

000024         BMESECB  DS    3F         Buffer share lock ECB

000030         BMESWAIT DS    F          Num of TBK's waiting for shr'd use of BME

000034         BMEXECB  DS    3F         Buffer exclusive lock ECB

000040         BMEXWAIT DS    F          Num of TBK's waiting for excl use of BME

               *

000044         BMEPGRP  DS    H          Page Group of Page in Buffer

000046         BMEPGRPR DS    H          Page Group of Page to be read

000048         BMESYSID DS    F          BME'S System ID

00004C         BMEDECB  DS    F          OS-addr of DECB; DOS-addr of DTF To Wait on

000050         BMEJSEQ  DS    2F         Highest journal sequence for this buffer

000058         BMEBMAHA DS    A          Addr of BMA's BMAH
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00005C         BMEBMAA  DS    A          Addr of active BMA

               *

000060         BMEIOPA  DS    F          IOP of TBK 1st in control of buffer

000064         BMEIOPAL DS    F          IOP of TBK last in control of buffer

000068         BMEBASH  DS    F          Next in BASH-BME primary chain (BMEPAGE)

00006C         BMEBASHR DS    F          Next in BASH-BME secondary chain (BMERDPG)

000070         BMESPCN  DS    A          Next BME in SPC/BME list

000074         BMESPCP  DS    A          Prior BME in SPC/BME list

000078         BMEBMAN  DS    A          Addr of next BME in BMAH/BME

00007C         BMEDISP  DS    F          Displacement into Bit List

               *------

000080         BMEOBIT  DS    F          OR'd bit

000084         BMENBIT  DS    F          AN'd bit

000088         BME2OBIT DS    F          2k OR'd bit

00008C         BME2DISP DS    F          2k displacement

               *

               *  The following 11 fields are copied en masse from BME to IOP

               *  and back. Please do not rearrange them.  Keep in sync with IOP.

               *

000090         BMEDPR   DS    A          current DPR

000094         BMEAFM   DS    A          Address of the current AFM

000098         BMEFCB   DS    A          current FCB

00009C         BMEBCRA  DS    0A         Address of BME's BCR

00009C         BMEBCR   DS    A          current BCR

               *

0000A0         BMEBPCA  DS    0A         Address of BME's BPC

0000A0         BMEBPC   DS    A          current BPC

0000A4         BMEBPCX  DS    A          current BPCX

0000A8         BMESPCA  DS    0A         owning SPC

0000A8         BMESPC   DS    A          current SPC

0000AC         BMESPAIN DS    A          SPAINO

               *

0000B0         BMERBN   DS    F          current RBN

0000B4         BMEFPX   DS    A          current FPX

0000B8         BMEFSC   DS    A          current FSC

               *                       **end of grouped fields.

0000BC         BMEBNVI  DS    A          BNVI for #CACHE

               *

0000C0         BMENXTIO DS    A          Next in I/O chain

0000C4         BMEPRIO  DS    A          Prior in I/O chain

               *

               *   Page Locking fields

               *

0000C8         BMELKGA  DS    A          LKG for page lock.

0000CC         BMETCEA  DS    A          TCE issuing lock request.

0000D0                  DS    0D

0000D0         BMELOCK  DS    0F         Lock word, use CS to update.

0000D0         BMELMODN DS    X          Lock Mode needed.  NL, S, X. See LKM.

0000D1         BMELMODH DS    X          Lock Mode held.    NL, S, X.

0000D2         BMELFLAG DS    X          Flags

        00080  BMELIP   EQU   X'80'      Lock in progress.

        00040  BMELH    EQU   X'40'      Lock held.

        00020  BMEXWTRS EQU   X'20'      There are External Waiters.
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0000D3         BMECLAIM DS    X          Claim byte.  0 = Unclaimed.

               *

0000D4         BMEFLG1  DS    X          Flag byte.

        00080  BMEVALID EQU   X'80'      On if Page in BME is valid.

        00040  BMEIOERR EQU   X'40'      On if I/O error on this page.

0000D5                  DS    3X         not used

               *

0000D8         BMERID   DS    XL8        Global Lock Manager Resource id.

               *

0000E0         BMETSKID DS    F          Task ID issuing lock request.

0000E4         BMERGSV  DS    F          Save area for notify exit.

0000E8                  DS    5F         not used

0000FC         BMELIT   DS    CL4'BME*'  Eyecatcher - should be up front.

000100         BMEEND   DS    0F         End of Buffer Management Element

        00100  BMEDSLEN EQU   BMEEND-BMEDS

#BMEHDS

                        COPY #BMEHDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  BMEH:    BUFFER MANAGEMENT ELEMENT HEADER                    ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         BMEH     DSECT                            04/27/89

000000         BMEHID   DS    CL4                BMEH literal

000004         BMEHBPCO DS    A                  owning BPC

000008                  DS    A

00000C         BMEHBPXO DS    A                  owning BPCX

000010                  DS    A

000014         BMEHBME# DS    F                  number of BMES

000018                  DS    A

00001C         BMEHBMEN DS    A                  BMES not used

000020                  DS    A

000024                  DS    A

000028                  DS    A

00002C                  DS    A

000030                  DS    4A

        00040  BMEHDSLN EQU   ((*-BMEH+7)/8)*8   DOUBLE WORD ALIGNED

#BPCDS

                        COPY #BPCDS
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               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***  BPC:     BUFFER POOL CONTROL ELEMENT DSECT                     ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         BPC      DSECT

000000         BPCID    DS    CL4        BPC literal

000004         BPCBCO   DS    A          owning BCR

000008         BPCFLAG  DS    0F         BPC flag bytes

000008         BPCFLAG1 DS    X

        00080  BPCBITXA EQU   X'80'      The Bit list is XA

        00040  BPC#GSTG EQU   X'40'      Buffer alloc'd via #GETSTG    IDMS 1522

        00020  BPCGMAIN EQU   X'20'      Buffer alloc'd via GETMAIN    IDMS 1522

000009         BPCFLAG2 DS    X

00000A         BPCFLAG3 DS    X

00000B         BPCFLAG4 DS    X

00000C         BPCBPCXN DS    A          next BPCX

000010                  DS    A

000014         BPCBPCXP DS    A          prior BPCX

000018                  DS    A

00001C         BPCBASHA DS    A          BASH address

000020                  DS    A

000024         BPCSPCN  DS    A          next SPC

000028                  DS    A

00002C         BPCSPCP  DS    A          prior SPC

000030                  DS    A

000034         BPCFPXN  DS    A          next FPX

000038                  DS    A

00003C         BPCBASH# DS    F          number of BASH elements

000040         BPCBMASK DS    F          BASH MASK

               *                  These fields track buffers with must write.

000044         BPCBITL  DS    A          Addr of BME BIT LIST for this BCR

000048         BPCBCR#  DS    F          This BCRs number in DMCBCRA address list.

00004C         BPCBITP  DS    A          Addr BPC'S BIT PATTERN for DMCBCRAC bit list.

000050         BPCBIT2  DS    A          Addr of BME 2K bit list for this BCR.

000054         BPCBITF  DS    F          Nbr  of fullwords in BME bit list.

000058         BPCBMELA DS    A          Addr of BME address list for this BCR.

00005C         BPCBMEAV DS    A          Next available BME slot in BME addr list.

000060         BPCBMEDP DS    F          Offset to next available word in bit list.

000064         BPCOMASK DS    F          Next available OR  MASK for that word.

000068         BPCNMASK DS    F          Next available AND MASK for that word.

               *

00006C         BPCSZ    DS    F          size of BPC

000070         BPCBITSZ DS    F          size of the BIT LISTS

000074         BPCSPCSZ DS    F          size of the SPC/FSC/FPX/MCX

               *
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000078         BPC2DISP DS    F          displacement for next BME in 2k bit list

00007C         BPC2OBIT DS    F          2k bit list mask

000080         BPC2SZ   DS    F          size of the 2k bit list

000084         BPCSTAT  DS    F          Buffer status

               *                  These fields track buffers with external waiters.

000088         BPCWBIT2 DS    A          External Waiter 2K Bit list for this BCR.

00008C         BPCWBITL DS    A          External Waiter Bit list for this BCR.

               *

000090                  DS    6F         not used

Offset  Value 

 

        000A8  BPCDSLEN EQU   ((*-BPC+7)/8)*8    DOUBLE WORD ALIGNED

#BPCXDS

                        COPY #BPCXDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  BPCX:    BUFFER POOL EXTENSION CONTROL ELEMENT DSECT         ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         BPCX     DSECT                             08/14/89

000000         BPCXID   DS    CL4                BPCX literal

000004         BPCXBCO  DS    A                  owning BC53

000008                  DS    A

00000C         BPCXBPXN DS    A                  next BPCX

000010                  DS    A

000014         BPCXBPXP DS    A                  prior BPCX

000018                  DS    A

00001C         BPCXBPCO DS    A                  owning BPC

000020                  DS    A

000024         BPCXBMEH DS    A                  address of BMEH for this BPCX

000028                  DS    A

00002C         BPCXBMEA DS    A                  address of BME'S for this BPCX

000030                  DS    A

000034         BPCXBMEL DS    A                  last BME in this BPCX

000038                  DS    A

00003C         BPCXBMED DS    A                  last active BME in this BPCX

000040                  DS    A

000044         BPCXBMAN DS    A                  next BMAH

000048                  DS    A

00004C         BPCXBMAP DS    A                  prior BMAH

000050                  DS    A

000054                  DS    A

000058                  DS    A
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00005C         BPCXBME# DS    F                  number of BMES in this BPCX

000060         BPCXBMA# DS    F                  number of BMAS in this BPCX

000064         BPCXBUN  DS    F                  number of unused BMES

000068         BPCXBMN  DS    F                  MINIMUM number of BUFFERS

00006C         BPCXSZ   DS    F                  SIZE of BPCX for FREEMAIN

000070         BPCXFL1  DS    0XL1               first flag buye

               BPCXP    #FLAG X'80'              PRIMARY or INITIAL POOL

000070         BPCXPI   DS    0XL1

        00080  BPCXPM   EQU   X'80'

               BPCXIO   #FLAG X'40'              I/O POOL

000070         BPCXIOI  DS    0XL1

        00040  BPCXIOM  EQU   X'40'

        00020  BPCXCLS  EQU   X'20'              close this pool

        00010  BPCXNA   EQU   X'10'              this pool is Not Available - closed

        00008  BPCXXA   EQU   X'08'              this pool has been GETMAIN'd

000070         BPCXFL2  DS    XL1                second flag byte

000071         BPCXFL3  DS    XL1                third flag byte

000072         BPCXFL4  DS    XL1                fourth flag byte

000074                  DS    10A                not used

        000A0  BPCXDSLN EQU   ((*-BPCX+7)/8)*8    double word aligned

#CCEDS

                        COPY #CCEDS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***  CCE:     IDMS CENTRAL CONTROL ELEMENT DSECT                    ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         CCE      DSECT

000000         CCECC49  DS    CL4                      LITERAL "CC49"

000004         CCEECB   DS    F                        DBRC UNSOLICITED REQUEST ECB

000008         CCEMSG   DS    CL40                     DBRC UNSOLICITED MESSAGE

000030         CCEDMCNM DS    CL8                      NAME OF DMCL TABLES

000038         CCEDMCA  DS    A                        ADDR OF DMCL TABLES

00003C         CCEFTBKA DS    A                        ADDR OF FIRST TBK

000040         CCELTBKA DS    A                        ADDR OF LAST  TBK

000044         CCEIOPA  DS    A                        IOP for local mode  R12.0

000048         CCEPROGA DS    A                        A(EXTERNAL PROGRAM TABLE)

00004C         CCERUID  DS    F                        NEXT AVAILABLE RU ID

000050         CCETXCNT DS    H                        ACTIVE   TRANSACTION  COUNT

000052         CCEXRCNT DS    H                        EXTERNAL REQUEST UNIT COUNT

000054         CCELOCKS DS    H                        SYSTEM MAX DBKEY LOCK SYNONYMS

               **R12.0  DS    H        CCERULOK        DEFAULT MAX RU DBKEY LOCKS

000056         CCESVCNX DS    XL1                      VSE: Saved SVC Nbr   IDMSDC/644
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000057                  DS    XL1                       UNUSED              R12.0

000058         CCELOKSR DS    XL1                      SHR RETRIEVAL DBKEY LOCK IND

000059         CCELOKPU DS    XL1                      PROT UPD DBKEY LOCK IND

00005A         CCEWARM  DS    XL1                      WARMSTART INDICATOR

00005B         CCEQFIN  DS    XL1                 01 IF SOME DPR IS QUIESCED. ELSE 0.

               *  THE FOLLOWING FIELDS PERTAIN TO EXTERNAL RUNUNITS  ONLY

00005C         CCEESEA  DS    A                        A(ESE)

000060         CCEIWTIM DS    H                        DEFAULT INTERNAL WAIT TIME

000062         CCEXWTIM DS    H                        DEFAULT EXTERNAL WAIT TIME

000064         CCECSVCE DS    A                        A(CSVC ENTRY)

000068         CCESVC   DS    0H                       SVC N INSTRUCTION

000068                  DS    XL1

000069         CCESVCNM DS    XL1                      SVC NUMBER

00006A 0                BR    4                        CSVCE RETURN INSTRUCTION

00006C         CCEMAXRU DS    H                        MAX EXTERNAL RU

00006E         CCECVNUM DS    XL1                      CENTRAL VERSION NUMBER

00006F         CCEPAKET DS    XL1                      DEFAULT PAKET MODE

        00000  CCEPAK0  EQU   0                        0  NO PAKETS

        00001  CCEPAK1  EQU   1                        1  ERUS BUILDS/INT UNPAKS

        00002  CCEPAK2  EQU   2                        2  SVC BY INT BUILDS/UNPAKS

        00003  CCEPAK3  EQU   3                        3  INT BUILDS/UNPAKS

000070         CCEKEY   DS    XL1                      0=SYSTEM 1=USER PROTECT KEY

000071         CCERUPRI DS    XL1                      DEFAULT RU PRIORITY

000072         CCEPGTAB DS    XL1                      0=ANY  1=ONLY CCEPROG

000073         CCENMCKU DS    XL1                 NUMBER OF CHECK-USER SUBTASKS.

000074         CCEAPARM DS    CL4                 LITERAL "ABS " FOR SVC ABORT.

000078                  DS    AL1                 VERB NUMBER 10.

000079                  DS    AL1                 CAMP NUMBER.

               *

00007A         CCEAAQTH DS    H                   AREA ACQUISITION THRESHOLD R12.0

               *

00007C         CCEAAQRC DS    H                   AREA ACQUISITION RETRY COUNT R12.0

00007E         CCERWAIT DS    H                   RECOVERY WAIT TIME     R15.0

               *

Offset  Value 

 

000080         CCETPRGM DS    CL8                 TEST PROGRAM NAME (IN PDE).

               *

000088         CCEJRNLR DS    XL1                 1=JOURNAL RETRIEVAL RU'S. 0=NO.

               *

000089         CCEFLAGA DS    X                   OPTIONS FLAG A

        00080  CCEVMCF  EQU   X'80'               VMCF=YES

        00040  CCEXDBPG EQU   X'40'           ON: Exclude DB force - J tran Level R160

               *

               CCEABRU  #FLAG X'80'               SNAP ON ABRU

00008A         CCEABRUI DS    0XL1

        00080  CCEABRUM EQU   X'80'

               CCEADB   #FLAG X'40'               ALWAYS USE CCEDBNM (SYSCTL)

00008A         CCEADBI  DS    0XL1

        00040  CCEADBM  EQU   X'40'

               CCEAND   #FLAG X'20'               ALWAYS USE CCENOD  (SYSCTL)

00008A         CCEANDI  DS    0XL1

        00020  CCEANDM  EQU   X'20'
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               CCEENQ   #FLAG X'08'               ON IF CV ENQ PERFORMED

00008A         CCEENQI  DS    0XL1

        00008  CCEENQM  EQU   X'08'

               CCER12   #FLAG X'04'               ON IF CV IS RELEASE 12

00008A         CCER12I  DS    0XL1

        00004  CCER12M  EQU   X'04'

00008A         CCEFLAGB DS    XL1

               *

               CCEIODC  #FLAG X'80'               CLOSE I/O WRITE DRIVER

00008B         CCEIODCI DS    0XL1

        00080  CCEIODCM EQU   X'80'

               CCEJNDC  #FLAG X'40'               CLOSE JOURNAL   DRIVER

00008B         CCEJNDCI DS    0XL1

        00040  CCEJNDCM EQU   X'40'

               CCERDDC  #FLAG X'20'               CLOSE I/O READ  DRIVER

00008B         CCERDDCI DS    0XL1

        00020  CCERDDCM EQU   X'20'

               CCERDUP  #FLAG X'10'               I/O READ DRIVER IS ALIVE

00008B         CCERDUPI DS    0XL1

        00010  CCERDUPM EQU   X'10'

               CCEAERE  #FLAG X'08'           ACTIVE ERE FOUND AT CLOSE (SHUTDOWN)

00008B         CCEAEREI DS    0XL1

        00008  CCEAEREM EQU   X'08'

               CCETXNS  #FLAG X'04'               Transaction Sharing ON   R16.0

00008B         CCETXNSI DS    0XL1

        00004  CCETXNSM EQU   X'04'

               CCESHUT  #FLAG X'02'           ON IF IMMEDIATE SHUTDOWN REQUESTED

00008B         CCESHUTI DS    0XL1

        00002  CCESHUTM EQU   X'02'

               CCERTRY  #FLAG X'01'           ON if SYSIDMS parm RETRY=OFF specified

00008B         CCERTRYI DS    0XL1

        00001  CCERTRYM EQU   X'01'

00008B         CCEFLAG  DS    XL1

               *

00008C         CCELEN   DS    F                        LENGTH OF CCE TABLES

000090         CCESLTHI DS    H                        HIGHEST USED SYNONYM ENTRY

000092         CCEDEDRU DS    H                        DEDICATED ERU'S           R12.0

000094         CCEFTBKD DS    F                     First TBK for distributed txn R160

000098         CCELTBKD DS    F                     Last  TBK for distributed txn R160

00009C         CCETMML  DS    F                     TMGR strorage length          R160

0000A0         CCEJSTMP DS    D                     Journal timestamp             R160

0000A8         CCESSTIM DS    D                     System start time             R160

               ***********************************************************************

0000B0         CCETSYNC DS    0F                  Multi-tasking flags use CS on word

0000B0                  DS    3X

               CCERSAN  #FLAG X'80'                 ..System resync action needed R160

0000B3         CCERSANI DS    0XL1

        00080  CCERSANM EQU   X'80'

               CCERSIP  #FLAG X'40'                 ..System resync in progress   R160

Offset  Value 

 

0000B3         CCERSIPI DS    0XL1

        00040  CCERSIPM EQU   X'40'
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               CCERUPI  #FLAG X'20'                 ..Startup resync in proress   R160

0000B3         CCERUPII DS    0XL1

        00020  CCERUPIM EQU   X'20'

               CCERTMR  #FLAG X'10'                 ..System resync timer active  R160

0000B3         CCERTMRI DS    0XL1

        00010  CCERTMRM EQU   X'10'

               CCERSAC  #FLAG X'08'                 ..System resync task active   R160

0000B3         CCERSACI DS    0XL1

        00008  CCERSACM EQU   X'08'

               CCERDBC  #FLAG X'04'                 ..DBRC task wants control     R160

0000B3         CCERDBCI DS    0XL1

        00004  CCERDBCM EQU   X'04'

               CCERQUD  #FLAG X'02'                 ..System resync task queued   R160

0000B3         CCERQUDI DS    0XL1

        00002  CCERQUDM EQU   X'02'

0000B3         CCERSFLG DS    X                     System resync flag byte       R160

               ***********************************************************************

0000B4         CCEESEL  DS    F                        ESE Length                 R160

0000B8         CCERFECB DS    F                        System resync failed ECB   R160

0000BC         CCESTATS DS    0F                       CV STATISTICS

0000BC         CCESTTIT DS    F                        TOTAL TRANSACTIONS PROCESSED

0000C0         CCESTTER DS    F                        TOTAL EXTERNAL RU'S PROCESSED

0000C4         CCESTNIR DS    F                        TOTAL RU'S ENDED NORMALLY

0000C8         CCESTNER DS    F                        TOTAL EXT RU'S ENDED NORMALLY

0000CC         CCESTMIT DS    F                        MAX CONCURRENT TRANSACTIONS

0000D0         CCESTMER DS    F                        MAX CONCURRENT EXT RU'S

0000D4         CCESTTLR DS    F                        TOTAL DBKEY LOCKS REQUESTED

0000D8                  DS    2F                       - reserved -    R160

0000E0         CCESTEDB DS    F                        EXTERNAL RUN UNIT COUNT - RFH

0000E4         CCESTTDT DS    F                        # of distributed txns procdR160

0000E8         CCESTNDT DS    F                        # of dist. txns ended norm.R160

0000EC         CCESTMDT DS    F                        Max concurrent dist.txns   R160

0000F0                  DS    2F                       Reserved for more stats    R160

0000F8         CCECKUA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF CHECK-USER TABLE.

0000FC         CCEUPECB DS    F                   ECB IS POSTED WHEN DBRC IS UP.

000100         CCEUECBA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF EXT ECB FOR UP POSTING.

000104         CCESCDDN DS    CL8                 SYSCTL DDNAME (OS + DOS)

00010C         CCESYSLK DS    F                   NUMBER OF SYSTEM LOCKS.

000110         CCESTCIT DS    F                   CURRENT NUMBER OF TRANSACTIONS

000114         CCESTCER DS    F                   CURRENT NUMBER OF EXTERNAL RU

000118         CCESTCDT DS    F                   Current number of dist. txns    R160

00011C         CCEITVCT DS    F                   THE EPOCH TIME WHEN DRIVER POSTED

000120         CCEIOPAA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF USER'S IOP

000124         CCETIMER DS    F                   SETIME ECB

000128         CCEJFRGI DS    H                   JOURNAL FRAGMENT INTERVAL      R12.0

00012A         CCEJTRLV DS    H                   JOURNAL TRANSACTION LEVEL      R12.0

00012C         CCEDBNM  DS    CL8                 SYSCTL DBNAME

000134         CCENOD   DS    CL8                 SYSCTL NODE NAME

00013C         CCERLBA  DS    A                   DB RESOURCE LIMIT BLK      JIC031684

000140         CCEVRECB DS    3F                  INTERNAL ECB FOR VARY TASK

00014C         CCEVECB  DS    2F                  EXTERNAL ECB FOR VARY TASK

000154         CCEVDPR  DS    A                   HEAD OF VARY AREA LIST

000158         CCEVBCR  DS    A                   HEAD OF VARY BUFFER LIST
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00015C         CCEVJXX  DS    A                   Head of Vary Journal list

000160         CCEMSGLN DS    A                   HEAD OF MESSAGE LIST

000164         CCEJRECB DS    3F                  INTERNAL ECB FOR JOURNAL DRIVER

000170                  ORG  CCEJRECB

000164         CCEFBUFA DS    A                   ADDR OF FILE/BUF STG

000168         CCEFBUFN DS    A                   ADDR OF NEXT FILE/BUF ENTRY

00016C         CCEFBUFL DS    A                   ADDR OF LAST FILE/BUF ENTRY

000170         CCEJXECB DS    2F                  EXTERNAL ECB FOR JOURNAL DRIVER

000178         CCEJSECB DS    2F                  EXTERNAL ECB JRNL DRV DSEG WRITE

000180         CCEIOECB DS    3F                  WRITE I/O DRIVER INTERNAL ECB

00018C         CCEIXECB DS    2F                  WRITE I/O DRIVER EXTERNAL ECB

Offset  Value 

 

000194         CCERDECB DS    3F                  READ I/O DRIVER INTERNAL ECB

0001A0         CCERXECB DS    2F                  READ I/O DRIVER EXTERNAL ECB

0001A8         CCEPGLST DS    F                   LIST OF PAGES TO READ

0001AC         CCEMSGLK DS    F                   CCEMSG LOCK WORD FOR MP LOCKING

0001B0         CCEMSGUN DS    A                   HEAD OF MESSAGE LIST - USER STG

0001B4         CCEJRDLK DS    F                   CCE JOURNAL DRIVER LOCK - MP

0001B8         CCEEPOCH DS    F                   EPOCH TIME

0001BC         CCERUQLV DS    F                   QUIESCE LEVEL

0001C0         CCERUWAT DS    F                   RUN UNITS WAITING

0001C4         CCELOCID DS    0CL8                Local ID passed to OS00   R160

0001C4         CCEVSEG  DS    A                   NEXT IN VARY SEGMENT  LIST

0001C8         CCENDMCL DS    A                   ADDRESS OF THE NEW DMCL

0001CC         CCEWORK  DS    F                   GENERAL WORK FIELD

0001D0         CCEVDB   DS    A                   NEXT IN VARY DMCL LIST

0001D4         CCEVDB2  DS    A                   VARY DMCL PHASE 2

0001D8         CCEVDB3  DS    A                   VARY DMCL PHASE 3

0001DC         CCEVDB4  DS    A                   VARY DMCL PHASE 4

0001E0         CCEVDB5  DS    A                   VARY DMCL PHASE 5

0001E4         CCEVDBAD DS    A                   ADDRESS OF ACTIVE PHASE

0001E8         CCEVDECB DS    F                   VARY DMCL ECB - HELOT

0001EC         CCEVUECB DS    F                   VARY DMCL ECB - USER

0001F0         CCEVDFL1 DS    X                   VARY DMCL FLAG 1

        00080  CCEVDAU  EQU   X'80'                  AUDIT

        00040  CCEVDCL  EQU   X'40'                  CANCEL

        00020  CCEVDRB  EQU   X'20'                  REBUILD

0001F1         CCEVDFL2 DS    X                   VARY DMCL FLAG 2

        00080  CCEVDAUF EQU   X'80'                  AUDIT FINISHED

        00040  CCEVDCLF EQU   X'40'                  CANCEL FINISHED

        00020  CCEVDRBF EQU   X'20'                  REBUILD FINISHED

0001F2         CCEVDFL3 DS    X                   VARY DMCL FLAG 3

        00080  CCEVDFAL EQU   X'80'                  Vary DMCL failed

0001F3         CCEVDFL4 DS    X                   VARY DMCL FLAG 4

0001F4         CCEVAECB DS    A                   ADDRESS OF ECB

0001F8         CCEBCRA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF BCR

0001FC         CCELOCK1 DS    F         MP lock - locks CCE-->TBK chain         R14.0

000200         CCESCECB DS    F         File added in shared cache by some CV's R14.0

000204         CCEHTCEA DS    A                   Helot TCE address.            R15.0

000208         CCEHECBA DS    A                   Helot ECB to start task.      R15.0

00020C         CCEHMSGA DS    A                   Helot's current MSG block     R15.0

               *
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               CCEENDJ  #FLAG X'80'               On - write ENDJ not COMT       R160

000210         CCEENDJI DS    0XL1

        00080  CCEENDJM EQU   X'80'

               CCENLIC  #FLAG X'40'               On - assign new LID on COMMIT  R160

000210         CCENLICI DS    0XL1

        00040  CCENLICM EQU   X'40'

               CCENLIB  #FLAG X'20'               On - assign new LID on ROLLBK  R160

000210         CCENLIBI DS    0XL1

        00020  CCENLIBM EQU   X'20'

000210         CCEFLAGC DS    X                   Yet another flag byte          R160

000211                  DS    XL3                 Reserved

000214         CCEAGFRE DS    F                   ->1st free agent block         R160

000218         CCEAGIX  DS    3F                  DSI agent index                R160

               *

000224         CCERSECB DS    3F                  ECB posted when phase2 startup R160 $

                                                  ..resync is complete           R160

000230         CCERDSIC DS    A                   A(DSI_CLIENT_RMI)              R160

000234         CCERDSIS DS    A                   A(DSI_SERVER_RMI)              R160

000238         CCERDSIR DS    A                   A(DSI_CLIENT_RETAINED_INTEREST_RMI)

               *

00023C         CCEAGLCK DS    F                   Agent Index lock word          R160

               *

000240         CCEQECB  DS    3F                  Queue service ECB              R160

               *

00024C         CCERDSEC DS    3F                  ECB posted when phase2         R160 $

                                                  ..DSI_SRV resync is complete   R160

Offset  Value 

 

000258         CCERDCEC DS    3F                  ECB posted when phase2         R160

                                                  ..DSI_CLI resync is complete   R160

               *

000264         CCETMOLK DS    F                   Timeout queue lock word        R160

000268         CCETMOQU DS    A                   ->1st TBK in timeout queue     R160

00026C         CCETMOTM DS    F                   Next Timeout time              R160

               *

000270         CCERNXTM DS    F                   Next Resync Service Time      *R160

000274         CCETRECB DS    3F                  Resync service ECB             R160

000280         CCELOCK2 DS    F                   MP lock for #SYSTRK            R170

000284                  DS    30F                 - reserved -

000300                  DS    0D

        00300  CCEDSLEN EQU   *-CCE               LENGTH OF DSECT

               * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

               *        Program overrides for area acquisition threshold

               * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

000000         CCEPROG  DSECT

000000         CCEPGNAM DS    CL8                 PROGRAM NAME

000008         CCEPGSSN DS    CL8                 SUBSCHEMA NAME

               *

000010         CCEPGATH DS    H                   AREA ACQUISITION THRESHOLD R12.0

               *                                  (-1 ===> USE SYSTEM VALUE) R12.0

000012         CCEPGIWT DS    H                   INTERNAL WAIT TIME

000014         CCEPGXWT DS    H                   EXTERNAL WAIT TIME

               *
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               **R12.0  DS    H       CCEPGPET    PROGRAM PREEMPT THRESHOLD

000016         CCEPGARC DS    H                   AREA ACQUISITION RETRY COUNT R12.0

               *

000018         CCEPGPRI DS    XL1                 PROGRAM PRIORITY

000019         CCEPGSTA DS    XL1                 PROGRAM STATUS.

        00001  CCEPGONL EQU   X'01'               PROGRAM ONLINE.

        00000  CCEPGOFL EQU   X'00'               PROGRAM OFFLINE.

               CCEPGRL  #FLAG X'80'               RESOURCE LIMITS FOR PGM JIC031684

00001A         CCEPGRLI DS    0XL1

        00080  CCEPGRLM EQU   X'80'

00001A         CCEFLAG1 DS    X                                           JIC031684

00001B         CCEFLAG2 DS    X                                           JIC031684

00001C         CCEPGRLA DS    A                   A(RESOURCE LIMIT BLOCK) JIC031684

        00020  CCEPROGL EQU   *-CCEPROG           LENGTH OF PROGRAM DSECT.

#CKUDS

                        COPY #CKUDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               *** CKU:   CHECK USER WORK AREA DSECT.                            ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         CKU      DSECT                                              08/11/90

000000         CKUECB   DS    F                   ECB TO AWAKEN TASK.

000004         CKUTCBA  DS    A                   CKUR A(TCB) FOR DETACH

000008         CKUECBT  DS    A                   CKUR ECB POSTED WHEN TASK COMPLETE

               CKUEREO  #FLAG X'80'               AN ERE OWNS THIS CKUR

00000C         CKUEREOI DS    0XL1

        00080  CKUEREOM EQU   X'80'

               CKUTCEO  #FLAG X'40'               A TCE OWNS THIS CKUR

00000C         CKUTCEOI DS    0XL1

        00040  CKUTCEOM EQU   X'40'

00000C         CKUFLG1  DS    X                   FLAG1

00000D                  DS    XL3

000010         CKUEREA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF OWNING ERE,

000014                  ORG CKUEREA

000010         CKUTCEA  DS    A                   OR ADDRESS OF OWNING TCE,

               *                                  OR ZERO IF CKU TASK IS FREE OR

               * ALSO USED AS AN ECB TO NOTIFY THE MAIN TASK THAT THE CKUR TASK

               *    IS UP AND RUNNING.

000014         CKULOCID DS    CL8                 ENQUEUED LOCAL ID

00001C         CKUPARMS DS    3A                  PARM LIST FOR ENQ/DEQ.

        00028  CKUDSLEN EQU   *-CKU               LENGTH OF DSECT
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#CSADS
                         #CSA

 Offset Value

                         PUSH  PRINT

                         PRINT MCALL

 000000 00000   CSA      DSECT

 000000                  DS    0D

                ***********************************************************************

                ***                                                                 ***

                *** CSA:   COMMON SYSTEM AREA DSECT                                 ***

                ***                                                                 ***

                ***********************************************************************

                *

                *       When using both DFHCSAD and #CSADS, always specify DFHCSAD

                *       first and #CSADS later to prevent "previously defined" errors.

                *

                ***********************************************************************

                * The first part of the CSA contains the common entry code for        *

                * all user requests into IDMS-DC.  Part of this code is initialized   *

                * at startup time, since it depends on the operating environment.     *

                ***********************************************************************

 000000         CSAENTRY DS    F (B CSASNTRY)      branch to system entry code

 000004                  DS    F                   reserved for local mode

 000008                  DS    H                   reserved for local mode

 00000A         CSALFLG3 DS    XL1                 local mode flag 3

        00080   CSASPARM EQU   X'80'        SNAPDSIR -  snap of PLIST in RHDCDSIR

        00040   CSASDBMS EQU   X'40'        SNAPDBMS -  snapping IDMSDBMS blocks

        00020   CSASDBIO EQU   X'20'        SNAPDBIO -  snapping IDMSDBIO blocks

        00010   CSANDBUG EQU   X'10'                 -  suspending IDMSDBUG trace

        00008   CSASLMGR EQU   X'08'        SNAPLMGR -  snapping IDMSLMGR blocks

        00004   CSATLMGR EQU   X'04'        ALLLMGR  -  tracing IDMSLMGR calls

        00002   CSASTMGR EQU   X'02'        SNAPTMGR -  snapping IDMSTMGR blocks

        00001   CSATTMGR EQU   X'01'        ALLTMGR  -  tracing IDMSTMGR calls

 00000B         CSALFLG4 DS    XL1                 local mode flag 4

        00080   CSAYDBMS EQU   X'80'        SEEDBMS  -  IDMSDBMS doing SNAPREGS trace

        00040   CSASSSP  EQU   X'40'        SNAPSSP  -  snapping SSP Itrees

        00020   CSACVBEG EQU   X'20'                 -  Starting up CV local process

        00010   CSALLOCK EQU   X'10'                 -  LOCKING TURNED ON IN BATCH INT

        00008   CSASSECU EQU   X'08'        SNAPSECU -  snapping security system blocks

        00004   CSATDDAM EQU   X'04'        ALLDDAM  -  tracing IDMSDDAM calls

        00002   CSALKVAL EQU   X'02'                 -  Validate LMGR control blocks

        00001   CSASPACK EQU   X'01'        SNAPPACK -  snapping send/receive pakets

 00000C         CSALSPA  DS    A                   address of local LSP (SYSIDMS parms)

 000010                  DS    XL1                 reserved for local mode

 000011         CSALFLAG DS    XL1                 local mode flag 1

        00080   CSATSQL  EQU   X'80'        SQLTRACE -  user SQL trace

        00040   CSATDML  EQU   X'40'        DMLTRACE -  user DML trace

        00020   CSASUTIL EQU   X'20'        SNAPUTIL -  snapping utilities

        00010   CSATABN  EQU   X'10'        ABENDTRACE - OPTIMIZER IDMS abend trace

        00008   CSAYDBUG EQU   X'08'        IDMSDBUG -  IDMSDBUG trace active

        00004   CSATDBIO EQU   X'04'        ALLDBIO  -  tracing IDMSDBIO calls

        00002   CSAMINCV EQU   X'02'                 -  RUNNING IN BATCH INT
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        00001   CSALOCAL EQU   X'01'                 -  obsolete  -  see KJM

 000012         CSAEVALH DS    XL16                Hook for deferred RHDCEVAL load

 000022                  DS    XL1                 reserved for local mode

 000023         CSALFLG2 DS    XL1                 local mode flag 2

        00080   CSAYQSAM EQU   X'80'                 -  IDMSQSAM is active

        00040   CSAKDBUG EQU   X'40'                 -  bypass next IDMSDBUG trace

        00020   CSATDBMS EQU   X'20'        ALLDBMS  -  tracing IDMSDBMS calls

        00010   CSATLOAD EQU   X'10'        ALLLOAD  -  tracing IDMSLOAD calls

        00008   CSATBLDR EQU   X'08'        ALLBLDR  -  tracing IDMSBLDR calls

        00004   CSASDBUG EQU   X'04'                 -  displaying #GETSTG/#LOAD result

        00002   CSASBLDR EQU   X'02'        SNAPBLDR -  snapping IDMSBLDR blocks

        00001   CSATIFR  EQU   X'01'        ALLIFR   -  tracing IDMSIFR calls

 000024         CSALFLG5 DS    XL1                 local mode flag 5

        00080   CSASDSI  EQU   X'80'        SNAPDSI  -  snapping Client/Server blocks

        00040   CSATCONN EQU   X'40'        ALLCONN  -  tracing IDMSCONN calls

        00020   CSASCONN EQU   X'20'        SNAPCONN -  snapping IDMSCONN blocks

        00010   CSATUTIL EQU   X'10'        ALLUTIL  -  tracing utilities

        00008   CSASOS00 EQU   X'08'        SNAPOS00 -  snapping OS00 blocks

        00004   CSASSTAT EQU   X'04'        SHOWSTAT -  Recap RCE/RLE at intervals

        00002   CSASXTRA EQU   X'02'        SNAPXTRA -  snapping IDMSXTRA blocks

        00001   CSADBAMC EQU   X'01'        DEBUGAMC -  AMC debug trace active

 000025         CSALFLG6 DS    XL1                 local mode flag 6

        00080   CSANOJNL EQU   X'80'                 -  no journaling

        00040   CSASADSO EQU   X'40'        SNAPADSO -  snapping ADSBATCH blocks

        00020   CSARECAP EQU   X'20'        STGRECAP -  Recap RCE/RLE at EOJ

        00010   CSALMUAS EQU   X'10'                 -  Multi-user addr. space

        00008   CSACANCL EQU   X'08'                 -  'CV not ACTIVE' replyed CANCEL

        00004   CSASVSAM EQU   X'04'        SNAPVSAM -  snapping VSAM/T blocks

        00002   CSAPROCT EQU   X'02'        PROCTRACE-  snapping SQL PROCEDURE blocks

        00001   CSASNDVR EQU   X'01'        SNAPNDVR -  snapping ENDEVOR/DB blocks

 000026         CSALFLG7 DS    XL1                 local mode flag 7

        00080   CSATWARM EQU   X'80'        ALLWARM  -  tracing IDMSWARM calls

        00040   CSATHLDB EQU   X'40'        SNAPHLDB -  tracing IDMSHLDB calls

        00020   CSAABNDT EQU   X'20'                 -  ABENDTRACE saved stack

        00010   CSASTRAK EQU   X'10'        SNAPTRAK -  snapping IDMSTRAK blocks

        00008   CSATTRAK EQU   X'08'        ALLTRAK  -  tracing IDMSTRAK calls

 000027         CSALFLG8 DS    XL1                 local mode flag 8

        00080   CSAUNIQU EQU   X'80'               Unique BCF utility command processed

        00040   CSADMCLB EQU   X'40'               Force non-XA DMCL (DBMSINC. utility)

                *        EQU   X'20'               Reserved (CSAUPJNT obsolete)

                *        EQU   X'10'               Reserved (CSAUPJNS obsolete)

        00008   CSABFPUR EQU   X'08'               On, Purge local buffers

        00004   CSANOUPP EQU   X'04'               On, don't UPPERCASE SYSIPT in ULIO

        00002   CSAMINXA EQU   X'02'               On, Startup runs as XA/ESA

                *        EQU   X'01'               Reserved (CSAWRMDP obsolete)

 000028         CSADMCLA DS    A(0)                address of runtime DMCL

 00002C         CSALKMA  DS    A(0)                LMGR main control block

 000030         CSALLUBA DS    A(0)                local mode anchor to LUB block

 000034                  DS    A(0)                Reserved                  IDMS/4831

 000038         CSASTCHK DS    F (B CSASTCKA)      STACK checking branch address

 00003C         CSAMPMOD DS    F (B CSAMPCKA)      MPMODE checking routine address

                *

                *  NEXT TWO WORDS ARE TO BE EXECUTED WITH R1 POINTING AT THE ECB,
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                *        USE:       EX  0,CSAECBPS       FOR EXAMPLE.

                *

 000040         CSAECBPS DS    A                   COMMON POST INSTRUCTION.

 000044         CSAECBTM DS    A                   COMMON ECB TM INSTUCTION

 000048         CSAF1    DS    F                   FULLWORD VALUE OF ONE.

 00004C 0004C            ORG   CSAF1

 000048         CSAH0    DS    H                   HALFWORD VALUE OF ZERO.

 00004A         CSAH1    DS    H                   HALFWORD VALUE OF ONE.

 00004C         CSAH4    DS    H                   HALFWORD VALUE OF FOUR.

 00004E         CSAH8    DS    H                   HALFWORD VALUE OF EIGHT.

                ***********************************************************************

                ***                                                                 ***

                ***   CSA:  START OF SYSTEM ENTRY POINT VECTOR TABLE                ***

                ***                                                                 ***

                ***********************************************************************

 000050         CSASYSEP DS    0A

 000050         CSAIMWTA DS    V(WAITEP1)      +00 INTERNAL MULTI/WAIT-DISPATCHER.

 000054         CSASGETA DS    V(STGPGET)      +01 STORAGE ALLOCATION ENTRY.

 000058         CSASFREA DS    V(STGPFREE)     +02 STORAGE RELEASE ENTRY.

 00005C         CSALINKA DS    V(PCTLLINK)     +03 LINK TO NEW PROGRAM ENTRY.

 000060         CSAXCTLA DS    V(PCTLXCTL)     +04 XFER CONTROL TO NEW PROGRAM ENTRY.

 000064         CSARTNA  DS    V(PCTLRTN)      +05 RTN CONTROL TO NEXT LEVEL PROGRAM.

 000068         CSAABNDA DS    V(PCTLABND)     +06 ABEND REQUEST ENTRY.

 00006C         CSALOADA DS    V(LODRLOAD)     +07 LOAD PROGRAM ENTRY.

 000070         CSADELEA DS    V(LODRDELE)     +08 DELETE PROGRAM ENTRY.

 000074         CSATIMGA DS    V(TIMPGET)      +09 GETTIME FUNCTIONAL ENTRY.

 000078         CSATIMSA DS    V(TIMPSET)      +10 SETTIME FUNCTIONAL ENTRY.

 00007C         CSAWTLA  DS    V(WTLEP1)       +11 WRITE MESSAGE TO LOG ENTRY.

 000080         CSADCMA  DS    V(RMGREP2)      +12 DEADLOCK CHAIN MANAGEMENT ENTRY.

 000084         CSADBIOA DS    V(IDMSDBIO)     +13 IDMS I/O MODULE ENTRY ADDRESS.

 000088         CSADBMSA DS    V(IDMSDBMS)     +14 DBMS (IT'S THE REAL THING).

 00008C         CSAARECA DS    V(ARECEP1)      +15 AREC ROUTINE--BATCH VERSION ONLY.

 000090         CSAKEEPA DS    V(KEEPEP1)      +16 KEEP LONGTERM/NOTIFY ENTRY POINT

 000094         CSABRBKA DS    V(BRBKEP1)      +17 AUTO ROLLBACK ROUTINE.

 000098         CSACONN  DS    V(CONNEP1)      +18 IDMSCONN

 00009C         CSACSELA DS    V(WAITEP2)      +19 COMMON SYSTEM ENTRY LOGIC ENTRY.

 0000A0         CSATKINA DS    V(TSKIEP1)      +20 TASK INITIALIZATION ENTRY.

 0000A4         CSAPOSTA DS    V(WAITEP3)      +21 SYSTEM POST ENTRY POINT.

 0000A8         CSATKCEA DS    V(TSKCEP1)      +22 TASK CREATION ENTRY.

 0000AC         CSACHAPA DS    V(CHAPEP1)      +23 CHANGE TASK PRIORITY ENTRY.

 0000B0         CSATKDEA DS    V(TSKIEP2)      +24 TASK DELETION ENTRY.

 0000B4         CSAENQA  DS    V(EDQENQ)       +25 RESOURCE ENQUEUE ENTRY.

 0000B8         CSADEQA  DS    V(EDQDEQ)       +26 RESOURCE DEQUEUE ENTRY.

 0000BC         CSARCMA  DS    V(RMGREP1)      +27 RESOURCE CHAIN MANAGEMENT ENTRY.

 0000C0         CSAIDMSA DS    V(NCLIEP2)      +28 IDMS SERVICE ROUTINE ENTRY.

 0000C4         CSASNAPA DS    V(SNAPEP1)      +29 TASK AND MEMORY SNAP ENTRY.

 0000C8         CSAOS00A DS    V(OS00EP1)      +30 OP.SYS. DEPENDENT MODULE ENTRY.

 0000CC         CSAHISTA DS    V(HISTOEP1)     +31 HISTOGRAM ROUTINE ENTRY POINT.

 0000D0         CSAPUTLA DS    V(PUTLGEP1)     +32 PUTLOG ROUTINE ENTRY POINT.

 0000D4         CSATSRCA DS    V(TBLSREP1)     +33 GENERIC TABLE SEARCH ROUTINE.

 0000D8         CSASTAEA DS    V(PCTLSTAE)     +34 SET ABEND EXIT ENTRY.

 0000DC         CSASETPA DS    V(LODRSET)      +35 PROGRAM SETUP ENTRY.

 0000E0         CSAABNXA DS    V(PCTLABNX)     +36 SPECIAL ABEND ENTRY FOR SPIE.
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 0000E4         CSAWTL2A DS    V(WTLEP2)       +37 WTOR DRIVER/ANALYZER ROUTINE.

 0000E8         CSARUAA  DS    V(RUALEP1)      +38 RUN UNIT ALLOCATION ENTRY.

 0000EC         CSARUCA  DS    V(RUALEP2)      +39 RUN UNIT STATUS CHECKING ENTRY.

 0000F0         CSASCRA  DS    V(SCRMEP1)      +40 SCRATCH MANAGEMENT GET/PUT ENTRY.

 0000F4         CSAQUEA  DS    V(QUEMEP1)      +41 QUEUE MANAGEMENT GET/PUT ENTRY.

 0000F8         CSATIRHA DS    V(TIRHREQ)      +42 TERMINAL I/O HANDLER REQUEST ENTRY.

 0000FC         CSASCANA DS    V(SCANEP1)      +43 TEXT SCANNING ROUTINE ENTRY.

 000100         CSATTRCA DS    V(TTRCEP1)      +44 TERMINAL TRACE ROUTINE ENTRY.

 000104         CSASOCKA DS    V(SOCKEP1)      +45 TCP/IP SOCKET interface

 000108         CSAMAPRA DS    V(MAPREP1)      +46 MAP ROUTINE ENTRY ADDRESS.

 00010C         CSASTATA DS    V(STATEP1)      +47 STATISTICS COLLECTION ENTRY.

 000110         CSALINRA DS    V(LINREP1)      +48 LINE I/O ROUTINE ENTRY.

 000114         CSACOBIA DS    V(COBIEP1)      +49 COBOL INTERFACE PROGRAM.

 000118         CSAPRNTA DS    V(PRNTEP1)      +50 #PRINT ROUTINE ENTRY ADDRESS.

 00011C         CSAACPTA DS    V(ACPTEP1)      +51 ACCEPT ROUTINE ENTRY ADDRESS.

 000120         CSASMSGA DS    V(SMSGEP1)      +52 SEND MESSAGE ENTRY ADDRESS.

 000124         CSAJRNLA DS    V(DBCOEP2)      +53 USER JOURNAL ROUTINE ENTRY ADDR.

 000128         CSAEXITA DS    V(CLXITEP1)     +54 INVOKE USER EXIT (IN RHDCMISC)

 00012C         CSAJXITA DS    V(JXITEP1)      +55 USER JOURNAL REC ENTRY ADDRESS

 000130         CSADBCOA DS    V(DBCOEP1)      +56 DATABASE COORDINATION ENTRY ADDR.

 000134         CSAPMCKA DS    V(WAITEP6)      +57 USER PARM CHECK ROUTINE ENTRY ADDR

 000138         CSAUTRCA DS    V(UTRCEP1)      +58  USER TRACE ENTRY

 00013C         CSAPLIIA DS    V(PLIIEP1)      +59 PL/I INTERFACE PROGRAM

 000140         CSATBDYA DS    V(TBDYAEP1)     +60 DYNAMIC TABLE ALLOCATION ENTRY

 000144         CSATRSTA DS    V(TRSTAEP1)     +61 TRANSACTION STATISTICS ENTRY

 000148         CSASNGLA DS    V(SNGLEP1)      +62 SINGLE-THREAD RESOURCE ENTRY

 00014C         CSAURTNA DS    V(URTNEP1)      +63 USER ROUTINES IN DC NUCLEUS

 000150         CSAMQIA  DS    V(MQIEP1)       +64 MQ interface         IDMS/5403

 000154         CSACURSA DS    V(CURSEP1)      +65 CURRENCY SAVE/RESTORE ENTRY

 000158         CSALRFA  DS    V(IDMSLRF)      +66 ADDRESS OF LRF ROUTINE FROM DBMS

 00015C         CSAEVALA DS    V(EVALNTRY)     +67 ADDRESS OF EVAL ROUTINE FROM DBMS

 000160         CSASNPA  DS    V(SNPREP1)      +68 ADDRESS OF SNAPPER ROUTINE

 000164         CSATERMA DS    V(TERMEP1)      +69 GET/FREE/POST LTE SERVICES

 000168         CSAPFKTR DS    V(PFKTEP1)      +70 PFK TO FUNCTION TRANSLATOR

 00016C         CSAXTRAA DS    V(XTRAEP1)      +71 IDMSXTRA

 000170                  DS    A               +72

 000174         CSADBGA  DS    V(DBGEP1)       +73 DEBUG NUCLEUS FUNCTIONS

 000178         CSAMODT  DS    V(MODTEP1)      +74 ADDRESS OF GETPROF/GETMODT ROUTINE

 00017C         CSALIMT  DS    V(LIMTEP1)      +75 A(RESOURCE LIMIT CHK)   JIC031484

 000180                  DS    A               +76 LODRFIND

 000184         CSADSIRC DS    V(DSIREP2)      +77 DSI ROUTER #CALL ENTRY

 000188         CSANVTR  DS    V(NVTREP1)      +78 NVT ROUTER

 00018C         CSAUSENV DS    V(USENVEP1)     +79 USER ENVIRONMENT SETUP ROUTINE

 000190         CSADTOLA DS    V(TOOLEP1)      +80 CHICAGO TOOLS

 000194         CSADBLNK DS    V(DBRCLNK)      +81 DBRC MESSAGE LINK

 000198         CSAWTOVL DS    V(WAITEP7)      +82 WAIT, ALLOWING OVERLAY       *RBK

 00019C         CSALOCKM DS    V(LOCKEP1)      +83 LOCK MANAGER                 *BAP

 0001A0         CSAAFFIN DS    V(MODEEP3)      +84 SUBTASK AFFINITY PROCESSING  *BAP

 0001A4         CSASWITR DS    V(SWITEP2)      +85 SWITCH DRIVER REQUEST ENTRY

 0001A8         CSAAPPC  DS    V(APPCEP1)      +86 ADVANCED PROG TO PROG COMMUNICATION

 0001AC         CSADLIF  DS    V(DLIFEP1)      +87 DLI INTERFACE

 0001B0         CSADLRC  DS    V(DLRCEP1)      +88 DLI REGION CONTROL EMULATION

 0001B4         CSAHOOK1 DS    V(HOOKEP1)      +89 HOOK MGR NUC NEW COPY INTERFACE
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 0001B8         CSAHOOK3 DS    V(HOOKEP3)      +90 HOOK MGR USER INTERFACE

 0001BC         CSAHLDBA DS    V(HLDBEP1)      +91 HLDB ENTRY ADDRESS

 0001C0         CSAEXPA  DS    V(EXPEP1)       +92 RTREE CODE INTERPRETER

 0001C4         CSABMVTA DS    V(BMVTEP1)      +93 BATCH MAPPING VECTOR TABLE

 0001C8         CSADBUG  DS    V(DBUGEP1)      +94 IDMSDBUG (BATCH VERSION ONLY)

 0001CC         CSABLDR  DS    V(BLDREP1)      +95 IDMSBLDR

 0001D0         CSAMBMA  DS    V(MBMEP1)       +96 SQL MESSAGE BUFFER MANAGER

 0001D4         CSAULIO  DS    V(ULIOEP1)      +97 IDMSULIO

 0001D8         CSADDAM  DS    V(DDAMEP1)      +98 IDMSDDAM ENTRY ADDRESS

 0001DC         CSAQSRT  DS    V(QSRTEP1)      +99 IDMSQSRT

 0001E0         CSAQSRV  DS    V(QSRVEP1)     +100 SQL Server

 0001E4         CSAAMC   DS    V(AMCEP1)      +101 AMC.

 0001E8         CSALK00  DS    V(LK00EP1)     +102 Lock manager.

 0001EC         CSAUTIL  DS    V(UTILEP1)     +103 IDMSUTIL.

 0001F0         CSADSIRB DS    V(DSIREP1)     +104 DSI ROUTER BRANCH ENTRY

 0001F4                  DS    A              +105 RESERVED FOR ADS

 0001F8         CSALOAD1 DS    V(LOADEP1)     +106 IDMSLOAD MAIN ENTRY POINT

 0001FC         CSALOAD2 DS    V(LOADEP2)     +107 IDMSLOAD INTERFACE ENTRY POINT

 000200         CSAAMSC2 DS    V(AMSCEP1)     +108 AM AUTHORIZATION BULKCHK DRIVER

 000204         CSATMGRA DS    V(TMGREP1)     +109 Session/transaction mgr EP

 000208         CSAHLDBH DS    V(HLDBEP2)     +110 IDMSHLDB event handlers

 00020C         CSADDAMH DS    V(DDAMEP3)     +111 IDMSDDAM EVENT HANDLERS

 000210         CSANCLI  DS    V(NCLIEP1)     +112 Native DML Client

 000214         CSANSRV  DS    V(NSRVEP1)     +113 Native DML Server

 000218         CSAQCLI  DS    V(QCLIEP1)     +114 SQL Client

 00021C         CSAMPRF  DS    V(MPRFEP1)     +115 PROFILE MANAGER

 000220         CSAENVP  DS    V(ENVPEP1)     +116 Environment Processor

 000224         CSAFLTR  DS    V(FLTREP1)     +117 Free LTerm Resources

 000228         CSADCLI  DS    V(DCLIEP1)     +118 DC Client

 00022C         CSATXNA  DS    V(TMGREP4)     +119 Transaction services (#TXN)

 000230         CSAAIDMS DS    V(IDMSVECT)    +120 IDMSIDMS user interface

 000234         CSAXCLI  DS    V(XCLIEP1)     +121 XA Transaction Client

 000238         CSADTS   DS    V(TD0DEP1)     +122 DTS (RHDCTD0D)

 00023C                  DS    A              +123 RESERVED and active see hrh

        0007C   CSAVMAX  EQU   (*-CSASYSEP)/4  NUMBER OF IMPLEMENTED VECTORS.

 000240                  DS    A              +124 RESERVED.

 000244                  DS    A              +125 RESERVED.

 000248                  DS    A              +126 RESERVED.

 00024C                  DS    A              +127 RESERVED.

                *

 000250         CSAUSREP DS    10A                 USER VECTOR TABLE.

                *

                *

                *        THE FOLLOWING WORK AREAS ARE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH

                *        CALLING IDMSDBUG (LOCAL MODE ONLY).

                *

 000278         CSADBUG1 DS    16F                 IDMSDBUG WORK AREA 1

 0002B8 002B8            ORG   CSADBUG1

                *

                ***********************************************************************

                ***                                                                 ***

                ***     GENERALLY USEFUL SYSTEM WIDE DATA VALUES.                   ***

                ***                                                                 ***
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                ***********************************************************************

                *

                *   1.  TIME/DATE HANDLING FIELDS.

                *

 000278                  DS    A                   *** UNUSED ***

 00027C         CSAVTEPA DS    A                   ADDR OF VECTOR TIMING ENTRY CODE.

 000280         CSAITVCT DS    F                   BINARY INTERVAL TIMER IN SECONDS.

 000284         CSASTTOD       DS    F    SYSTEM INIT. TOD IN .XXXX SECONDS.

 000288         CSANXTST DS    F                   NEXT STALL INTERVAL EXPIRATION.

 00028C         CSARSEXP DS    F                   NEXT KEPT RES TIMEOUT EXPIRATION

 000290         CSAINACN DS    H                   INACTIVE TIME INTERVAL IN SECONDS.

 000292         CSAITRWY DS    H                   RUNAWAY TASK INTV TIME IN SECONDS.

 000294         CSARSINT DS    H                   KEPT RESOURCES INTERVAL IN SECONDS

 000296         CSARWYCN DS    H                   RUNAWAY TIME INTERVAL.

 000298         CSASTTIN DS    H                   SECONDS BETWEEN STATS COLLECTION.

 00029A         CSASTDTE DS    PL4                 SYSTEM INITIALIZATION DATE 0YYYDDDC.

 00029E         CSAQUISN DS    H                   QUIESCE wait interval (in seconds)

                *

                *   2.  SYSTEM WIDE LIST ANCHORS.

                *

 0002A0         CSADCEFA DS    A(*)                DCE FORWARD CHAIN ADDR.

 0002A4         CSADCEBA DS    A(CSADCEFA)         DCE BACKWARD CHAIN ADDR.

 0002A8         CSAICEA  DS    2A(CSAICEA)         INTERVAL CONTROL ELEMENT ANCHOR.

 0002B0         CSAQWEA  DS    A                   QUEUE WAIT LIST ANCHOR.

 0002B4         CSASIGNA DS    2A                  SIGNON RLE/RCE ANCHOR.

 0002BC         CSASIGLK DS    A                   SIGNON ANCHOR LOCK WORD.

 0002C0         CSASINGA DS    2A                  SINGLE-THREAD RLE/RCE ANCHOR.

 0002C8         CSASRLEA DS    2A                  SYSTEM RLE/RCE ANCHOR.

 0002D0         CSASRLLK DS    A                   SYSTEM ANCHOR LOCK WORD.

 0002D4         CSADSGA  DS    A                   Data Sharing Group ctl block anchor

 0002D8         CSADBIOS DS    A                   DBIO Storage Anchor.

 0002DC         CSAMRLEA DS    2A                  Storage RLE/RCE anchor.

 0002E4         CSATRKA  DS    A                   SYSTRK anchor

 0002E8                  DS    1A                  Reserved for future development

 0002EC         CSADDSA  DS    A                   DEADLOCK DETECTOR STORAGE JDM 05/89

 0002F0         CSANTRY1 DS    A                   Work area for RHDCSTRT/BLD1/BLD2 etc

 0002F4         CSANTRY2 DS    A                   Work area for RHDCSTRT/BLD1/BLD2 etc

 0002F8         CSASCRPR DS    A                   Scratch area PR60 address

                *

                *   3.  POINTERS TO SYSTEM TABLES AND CONTROL AREAS.

                *

 0002FC         CSACODEP DS    A                   CODE PAGE ADDRESS         DLL 10/90

 000300         CSACICSR DS    CL4                 CICS release level

 000304         CSAASTGA DS    A                   ABEND STORAGE AREA ADDRESS.

 000308         CSACCEA  DS    A                   CENTRAL CONTROL ELEMENT FOR IDMS.

 00030C         CSACLTA  DS    A                   QI04703 Client fullword work area

 000310         CSACWAA        DS    A          COMMON WORK AREA ADDRESS

 000314         CSADDTA  DS    A                   ADDR. OF DEST. DEFINITION TABLE

 000318         CSAMPTBL DS    A                   ADDR OF MPMODE TABLE

        00006   CSAMP### EQU   6                   Number of MPmodes

 00031C         CSAPRMA  DS    A                   #DCPARM area                   R164

 000320         CSALTTA  DS    A                   LOGICAL TERMINAL TABLE ADDR.

 000324         CSAMDHA  DS    A                   MSG DICT. HEADER AREA ADDR.
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 000328         CSAOCBA  DS    A                   START OF OCB FOR ADS ONLINE

 00032C         CSAOLQA  DS    A                   START OF OLQ CONTROL BLOCK.

 000330         CSAOPTNA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF OPTIONS TABLE.

 000334         CSALDTA  DS    A                   LOADLIST DEFINITION TABLE ADDR

 000338         CSAPDTA  DS    A                   PROGRAM DEFINITION TABLE ADDR.

 00033C         CSAPLEA  DS    A                   PHYSICAL LINE ENTRY LIST ANCHOR.

 000340         CSAPRTA  DS    A                   PRINTER CONTROL BLOCK ADDRESS

 000344         CSAQDTA  DS    A                   QUEUE DEFINITION TABLE ADDR.

 000348         CSARCAA  DS    A                   RESOURCE CONTROL AREA ADDR.

 00034C         CSARMAPA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF REGION MAP.

 000350         CSARUTA  DS    A                   RUN UNIT ALLOCATION TABLE ADDRESS.

 000354         CSASCTA  DS    A                   STORAGE CONTROL TABLE ADDR.

 000358         CSASDSA  DS    A                   START OF SDS TABLE.

 00035C         CSASTTA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF ATTACHER'S SUB-TASK TAB

 000360         CSASVCA  DS    A                   SYSTEM STGE. FOR PAGE LIST

 000364         CSATCAA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF TCE/DCE AREA.

 000368         CSATDTA  DS    A                   TASK DEFINITION TABLE ADDR.

 00036C         CSATICMA DS    A                   Address of ticker message table

 000370         CSATRCTB DS    A                   Address of system trace table   R180

 000374         CSATRCAP DS    A                   Address of saving trace wk area R180

 000378         CSATRCER DS    A                   Address of extended trace rtn.  R180

 00037C         CSAUCFPA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF UCF PLE, OR ZERO.

 000380         CSALDCBA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF LOADER DCB ANCHOR IN OS00

 000384         CSAOLMCA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF ONLINE MAPPING CHAR TAB

 000388         CSAPFHTA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF PFKEY HEADER BLOCKS

 00038C         CSANVTA  DS    A                   ADDR OF NUCLEUS INTERNAL VECT TABLE.

 000390         CSANLBA  DS    A                   ADDR OF NUCLEUS LOAD TABLE.

 000394         CSADUBA  DS    A                   ADDR OF DUB FOR DEBUGGING

 000398         CSAIDDA  DS    A                   ADDR OF IDD CONTROL BLOCK

 00039C         CSASMTA  DS    A                   ADDR OF STORAGE MANAGEMENT TABLE

 0003A0         CSAAUSTA DS    A                   ADDR OF 1ST STARTUP AUTOTASK TDE

 0003A4         CSAAUSHA DS    A                   ADDR OF 1ST SHUTDOWN AUTOTASK TDE

 0003A8         CSARLBA  DS    A                   ADDR OF SYSTEM RESOURCE LIMIT BLK

 0003AC         CSADSPHA DS    A                   Addr of Data Space Table Header

 0003B0         CSAMTYPA DS    A                   ADDR OF ALTERNATE MAP TABLE

 0003B4         CSARPECN DS    A                   CHAIN OF PRINT REPORT ELEMENTS

 0003B8         CSALQUE  DS    A                   CSA Local queue names table

 0003BC         CSALENQ  DS    A                   CSA Local enqueue names table

                *

                *   4.   SYSTEM WIDE VARIABLES, GENERALLY USEFUL THINGS.

                *

 0003C0         CSACWASZ DS    F                   SIZE IN BYTES OF COMMON WORK AREA.

 0003C4         CSADRVRA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF FIRST DRIVER MODULE.

 0003C8         CSADRVRL DS    F                   LENGTH OF ALL DRIVERS TOGETHER.

 0003CC         CSALDLSA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF SYSTEM LOADLIST

 0003D0         CSAJSFA  DC    A(0)                A(Job Submission Facility)

 0003D4         CSALGCAP DS    F                   CAPACITY OF LOG AREA (BYTES).

 0003D8         CSALGECB DS    F                   ECB TO WAIT ON WHEN DCLOG IS FULL

 0003DC         CSALGFUL DS    F                   FULLNESS OF LOG AREA (BYTES).

 0003E0         CSALGQUE DS    A                   ADDRESS OF FIRST QUEUED DBLOG RECORD

 0003E4         CSANXTLG DS    A                   ADDRESS OF NEXT LOG RECORD.

 0003E8         CSANXTSK DS    F                   NEXT TASKID TO BE ASSIGNED.

 0003EC         CSAONLYD DS    A                   ADDRESS OF DCE TO BE DISPATCHED.
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 0003F0         CSAORTCD DS    F                   O.S. DEST & ROUTE CODES DEFAULT.

 0003F4         CSAPRBSZ DS    F                   DEFAULT PRINT BUFFER SIZE.

 0003F8         CSARSPDE DS    A                   KEPT RESOURCES TIMEOUT PROGRAM

 0003FC         CSAQUETC DS    CL8                 QUEUE CLEANUP TASK CODE.

 000404         CSACSVL  DS    F                   LENGTH OF CSV AREA.

 000408         CSASDBKY DS    F                   DBKEY FOR CURRENT SYS-041 RECORD

 00040C         CSASICEA DS    A                   ICE ADDR FOR STATISTICS SETTIME

 000410         CSASNTTL DS    CL8                 TITLE FIELD FOR SNAPS.

 000418         CSAXACBA DS    A                   Beginning of XA control blocks

 00041C         CSASHLTE DS    A                   ADDR OF LTE FOR SHUTDOWN REQUEST

 000420         CSAXASIZ DS    F                   SIZE OF XA STORAGE AREA

 000424         CSAXADDR DS    A                   BEGINNING OF XA STORAGE AREA

 000428         CSAXACBS DS    F                   Size of control blocks in XA

 00042C         CSASCRW  DS    F                   SCRATCH WORK AREA POINTER

 000430         CSATRCLK DS    F                   Lock work for trace table       R180

 000434         CSAXPATA DS    A                   ADDR OF RELOADED CSA XPAT AREA

 000438         CSASBUFA DS    F                   ADDR OF XA STG FOR IN-CORE SCARTCH

 00043C         CSARP24A DS    A                   A(24 BIT REENT PGM POOL PDT)

 000440         CSAPP31A DS    A                   A(31 BIT PGM POOL PDT)

 000444         CSARP31A DS    A                   A(31 BIT REENT PGM POOL PDT)

 000448         CSAQUELO DS    F                   QUEUE AREA LO PAGE NUMBER

 00044C         CSAQUEHI DS    F                   QUEUE AREA HI PAGE NUMBER

 000450         CSACLODT DS    CL8                 LOADAREA CLEANUP TASK CODE.

                *

 000458         CSAQUEPG DS    H                   QUEUE AREA PAGE GROUP

 00045A         CSADCLCT DS    PL2                 DC LOG CURRENT LINE NUMBER.

 00045C         CSADCVID DS    H                   DC VERSION ID NUMBER.

 00045E         CSAVARYE DS    H                   Error number doing DCMT VARY DMCL

 000460         CSALSTPG DS    H                   PREVIOUS LOG PAGE NUMBER.

 000462         CSANLVID DS    H                   NULL VERSION ID FOR LOADS.

 000464         CSANTRID DS    H                   NEXT USER TRACE ID

 000466         CSAPDES  DS    H                   SECONDARY ALLOC. FOR NULL PDES.

 000468         CSAUTRSZ DS    H                   NUMBER OF USER TRACE BUFFERS.

 00046A         CSANSCT  DS    H                   NUMBER OF SCT'S.

 00046C         CSATIME  DS    F                   CURRENT TIME IN 10,000THS SEC

 000470         CSADATE  DS    F                   CURRENT DATE

 000474         CSANLECB DS    F                   NUCLEUS RELOAD ECB. (EXTERNAL)

 000478                  DS    F                   **UNUSED**

 00047C         CSAD0FIP DS    A                   ADDR OF APPC EMULATOR'S PLE

 000480         CSASCA#  DS    H                   NUMBER OF SUBTASK CONTROL AREA'S.

 000482         CSAPFETB DS    H                   SYSIDMS - # of Prefetch Buffers

 000484         CSASWSDC DS    F                   SWITCH DRIVER CONTROL ELEMENT

 000488         CSASDCA  DS    F                   SERVICE DRIVER CONTROL ELEMENTS

                *

 00048C         CSAABLK  DS    XL1                 LOCK BYTE FOR ABEND STORAGE.

                CSALOKR  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF RUNNING WITH RETRIEVAL LOCKS

 00048D         CSALOKRI DS    0XL1

        00080   CSALOKRM EQU   X'80'

 00048D         CSAFADS  DS    XL1                 FLAG BYTE FOR ADS

 00048E         CSAEOJRC DS    XL1                 RETURN CODE FOR END OF JOB.

                CSAMP    #FLAG X'80'               RUNNING UNDER MP (SAME AS CSDMP)

 00048F         CSAMPI   DS    0XL1

        00080   CSAMPM   EQU   X'80'
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 00048F         CSACSDFL DS    XL1                 COPY OF IBM'S CSDFLAGS BYTE

 000490         CSADAWS  DS    XL1                 DYNALLOC_Wait_SECONDS value

 000491         CSAMSGLV DS    XL1                 MESSAGE LEVEL THRESHOLD:

                *                                  00 - ALL.  01 - ALL BUT I LEVEL.

                *                                  02 - ALL BUT I AND W.  03 - NONE.

 000492         CSAOPSYS       DS    XL1                 OPERATING SYSTEM:

        00001   CSAOPMVS EQU   X'01'               MVS

        00006   CSAOPDVS EQU   X'06'               VSE

        00009   CSAOPBS2 EQU   X'09'               BS2K

        0000A   CSAOPCMS EQU   X'0A'               CMS

                *

                *

                CSAOCMS  #FLAG X'80'               VM/CMS OPERATING SYSTEM

 000493         CSAOCMSI DS    0XL1

        00080   CSAOCMSM EQU   X'80'

                CSAOPOS  #FLAG X'40'               ANY OS

 000493         CSAOPOSI DS    0XL1

        00040   CSAOPOSM EQU   X'40'

                CSAODOS  #FLAG X'20'               ANY DOS

 000493         CSAODOSI DS    0XL1

        00020   CSAODOSM EQU   X'20'

                CSAOPVM  #FLAG X'10'              STAND-ALONE OPSYS GUESTING UNDER VM

 000493         CSAOPVMI DS    0XL1

        00010   CSAOPVMM EQU   X'10'

                CSAODSP  #FLAG X'08'               VSE MULTIPLE ADR SPACE SUPVR  *DKK*

 000493         CSAODSPI DS    0XL1

        00008   CSAODSPM EQU   X'08'

                CSAOCIC  #FLAG X'04'               RUNNING UNDER CICS            *DKK*

 000493         CSAOCICI DS    0XL1

        00004   CSAOCICM EQU   X'04'

                CSADYNP  #FLAG X'02'               RUNNING IN VSE DYNAMIC PART.  *DKK*

 000493         CSADYNPI DS    0XL1

        00002   CSADYNPM EQU   X'02'

                CSAOCI2  #FLAG X'01'               RUNNING UNDER CICS 2.? Non-ESA

 000493         CSAOCI2I DS    0XL1

        00001   CSAOCI2M EQU   X'01'

 000493         CSAOPBIT DS    XL1                 SPECIAL OPSYS FLAG BYTES

 000494         CSACVTDC DS    XL1                 COPY OF OS'S CVTDCB BYTE

 000495         CSAPRKEY DS    XL1                 PRIMARY STORAGE PROTECT KEY.

 000496         CSAPRTKY DS    XL1                 AID VALUE OF 3270 PRINT KEY

 000497         CSASRVRT DS    XL1                 IDMSXTRA

                CSAODSM  #FLAG X'80'               Member of data sharing group

 000498         CSAODSMI DS    0XL1

        00080   CSAODSMM EQU   X'80'

                CSAOS64  #FLAG X'40'               Opsys supports 64-bit

 000498         CSAOS64I DS    0XL1

        00040   CSAOS64M EQU   X'40'

                CSARRS   #FLAG X'20'               RRS is available

 000498         CSARRSI  DS    0XL1

        00020   CSARRSM  EQU   X'20'

                CSACLON  #FLAG X'10'               Started using CV Cloning

 000498         CSACLONI DS    0XL1

        00010   CSACLONM EQU   X'10'
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                CSAZIIP  #FLAG X'08'               zIIP processing active

 000498         CSAZIIPI DS    0XL1

        00008   CSAZIIPM EQU   X'08'

                CSAZIPP  #FLAG X'04'               ZIIP predictive mode.

 000498         CSAZIPPI DS    0XL1

        00004   CSAZIPPM EQU   X'04'

                CSAZIIS  #FLAG X'02'               ZIIP SRBs have been stopped

 000498         CSAZIISI DS    0XL1

        00002   CSAZIISM EQU   X'02'

                CSAZIIV  #FLAG X'01'               zIIP has been varied ON   IDMS/5054

 000498         CSAZIIVI DS    0XL1

        00001   CSAZIIVM EQU   X'01'

 000498         CSAOPFLG DS    XL1                 2nd opsys flag

 000499         CSARRETN DS    XL1                 REPORT RETENTION PERIOD, DAYS

 00049A         CSATAPE  DS    XL6                 CA-IDMS TAPE VOLSER

 0004A0         CSALENGU DS    F                   LENGTH OF CSA AND PTFS USED

 0004A4         CSAPCBFP DS    A                   BEG OF PROD CONT BLKS FOR FP

                * THIS FLAG BYTE IS ONLY FOR FLAGS SET BY THE TICKER SUBTASK.

                * DO NOT COMBINE IT WITH OTHER FLAGS OR BAD THINGS MAY HAPPEN IN

                * MP ENVIRONMENTS.   RBK 851122

                CSARSTO  #FLAG 1                   RESOURCE TIMEOUT HAS OCCURRED

 0004A8         CSARSTOI DS    0XL1

        00001   CSARSTOM EQU   1

 0004A8                  DS    X                   TICKER SUBTASK FLAGS

                CSAMSP   #FLAG X'80'               SET FOR MSP, MSP/AE, AND MSP/EX

 0004A9         CSAMSPI  DS    0XL1

        00080   CSAMSPM  EQU   X'80'

                CSAVOS   #FLAG X'40'               SET FOR HITACHI VOS AND VOS/ES

 0004A9         CSAVOSI  DS    0XL1

        00040   CSAVOSM  EQU   X'40'

                CSA31    #FLAG X'20'               31-BIT CAPABLE SYSTEM

 0004A9         CSA31I   DS    0XL1

        00020   CSA31M   EQU   X'20'

                CSAESA   #FLAG X'10'               ESA CAPABLE SYSTEM

 0004A9         CSAESAI  DS    0XL1

        00010   CSAESAM  EQU   X'10'

                CSAMAE   #FLAG X'A0'               SET FOR FACOM MSP/AE

 0004A9         CSAMAEI  DS    0XL1

        000A0   CSAMAEM  EQU   X'A0'

                CSAMEX   #FLAG X'B0'               SET FOR FACOM MSP/EX

 0004A9         CSAMEXI  DS    0XL1

        000B0   CSAMEXM  EQU   X'B0'

                CSAVES   #FLAG X'60'               SET FOR HITACHI VOS/ES

 0004A9         CSAVESI  DS    0XL1

        00060   CSAVESM  EQU   X'60'

                CSAPGPR  #FLAG X'08'               CSV pagelist built as BA/EA pairs

 0004A9         CSAPGPRI DS    0XL1

        00008   CSAPGPRM EQU   X'08'

                CSAABND  #FLAG X'04'               System is abending

 0004A9         CSAABNDI DS    0XL1

        00004   CSAABNDM EQU   X'04'

                CSANSVCD #FLAG X'02'               No SVC dump on CV ABEND    IDMS/3627

 0004A9         CSANSVCDI DS   0XL1
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        00002   CSANSVCDM EQU  X'02'

                CSAEFPO  #FLAG X'01'               ERUS stg fetch protect off IDMS/5498

 0004A9         CSAEFPOI DS    0XL1

        00001   CSAEFPOM EQU   X'01'

 0004A9         CSAFLAGA DS    X                   FLAG BYTE 10.

                CSAIUPC  #FLAG X'80'               Force upper case SYSIPT

 0004AA         CSAIUPCI DS    0XL1

        00080   CSAIUPCM EQU   X'80'

                CSAOUPC  #FLAG X'40'               Force upper case SYSLST

 0004AA         CSAOUPCI DS    0XL1

        00040   CSAOUPCM EQU   X'40'

                CSAWUPC  #FLAG X'20'               Force upper case #WTL MSGDICT=NO

 0004AA         CSAWUPCI DS    0XL1

        00020   CSAWUPCM EQU   X'20'

                CSAM001  #FLAG X'10'               RHDCDEAD issues DC001001   IDMS 1426

 0004AA         CSAM001I DS    0XL1

        00010   CSAM001M EQU   X'10'

                CSAVALI  #FLAG X'08'               DB347042 + DB347043 startup/shutdown

 0004AA         CSAVALII DS    0XL1

        00008   CSAVALIM EQU   X'08'

                CSAUNTR  #FLAG X'04'               Warmstart had unrecovered trans.

 0004AA         CSAUNTRI DS    0XL1

        00004   CSAUNTRM EQU   X'04'

                CSALENM  #FLAG X'02'               Multiple use of LE enclave.     MENC

 0004AA         CSALENMI DS    0XL1

        00002   CSALENMM EQU   X'02'

                CSANMXP  #FLAG X'01'               Mixed case passwords not used MxPwd

 0004AA         CSANMXPI DS    0XL1

        00001   CSANMXPM EQU   X'01'

 0004AA         CSAFLAG0 DS    XL1'00'             FLAG BYTE 0.

                CSACMSA  #FLAG X'80'               ADESSE VERSION OF VM/CMS   DAP061294

 0004AB         CSACMSAI DS    0XL1

        00080   CSACMSAM EQU   X'80'

                CSAZIIU  #FLAG X'40'               ZIIP Paused - Unauth'd Pgm IDMS/5280

 0004AB         CSAZIIUI DS    0XL1

        00040   CSAZIIUM EQU   X'40'

                CSADOPT  #FLAG X'20'               DEADLOCK ABEND OPTIONS ON  IDMS/1374

 0004AB         CSADOPTI DS    0XL1

        00020   CSADOPTM EQU   X'20'

                CSADERU  #FLAG X'10'               ABEND ERUS ON DEADLOCK     IDMS/1374

 0004AB         CSADERUI DS    0XL1

        00010   CSADERUM EQU   X'10'

                CSADX29  #FLAG X'08'               USE 0029 FOR DB DEADLOCK   IDMS/1374

 0004AB         CSADX29I DS    0XL1

        00008   CSADX29M EQU   X'08'

                CSADW29  #FLAG X'04'               USE 0029 FOR DC DEADLOCK   IDMS/1374

 0004AB         CSADW29I DS    0XL1

        00004   CSADW29M EQU   X'04'

                CSADDBD  #FLAG X'02'               TAKE A DUMP ON DB DEADLOCK IDMS/1374

 0004AB         CSADDBDI DS    0XL1

        00002   CSADDBDM EQU   X'02'

                CSADDCD  #FLAG X'01'               DO NOT DUMP ON DC DEADLOCK IDMS/1374

 0004AB         CSADDCDI DS    0XL1
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        00001   CSADDCDM EQU   X'01'

 0004AB         CSAFLAG9 DS    XL1'00'             FLAG BYTE 9.               DAP061294

 0004AC         CSADFLIB DS    A                   ADDR OF SLE FOR DEFAULT LIBRARY

 0004B0         CSAEVALL DS    A                   A(deferred RHDCEVAL load routine)

                *

                *

                *   5.   flags turned on by SYSIDMS parameters at startup

                *

 0004B4         CSACFLG1 DS    XL1                 SYSIDMS flag 1 - controls #WTL's

        00080   CSATST01 EQU   X'80'                 -  LEVEL 01 TEST FLAG

        00040   CSATST02 EQU   X'40'                 -  LEVEL 02 TEST FLAG

        00020   CSATST03 EQU   X'20'                 -  LEVEL 03 TEST FLAG

        00010   CSATST04 EQU   X'10'                 -  LEVEL 04 TEST FLAG

        00008   CSATST05 EQU   X'08'                 -  LEVEL 05 TEST FLAG

        00004   CSATST06 EQU   X'04'                 -  LEVEL 06 TEST FLAG

        00002   CSATST07 EQU   X'02'                 -  LEVEL 07 TEST FLAG

        00001   CSATST08 EQU   X'01'                 -  LEVEL 08 TEST FLAG

 0004B5         CSACFLG2 DS    XL1                 SYSIDMS flag 2 - controls #SNAP's

        00080   CSATST09 EQU   X'80'                 -  LEVEL 09 TEST FLAG

        00040   CSATST10 EQU   X'40'                 -  LEVEL 10 TEST FLAG

        00020   CSATST11 EQU   X'20'                 -  LEVEL 11 TEST FLAG

        00010   CSATST12 EQU   X'10'                 -  LEVEL 12 TEST FLAG

        00008   CSATST13 EQU   X'08'                 -  LEVEL 13 TEST FLAG

        00004   CSATST14 EQU   X'04'                 -  LEVEL 14 TEST FLAG

        00002   CSATST15 EQU   X'02'                 -  LEVEL 15 TEST FLAG

        00001   CSATST16 EQU   X'01'                 -  LEVEL 16 TEST FLAG

 0004B6         CSACFLG3 DS    XL1                 SYSIDMS flag 3

        00080   CSATST17 EQU   X'80'                 -  LEVEL 17 Reserved by KJM

        00040   CSATST18 EQU   X'40'                 -  LEVEL 18 Reserved by KJM

        00020   CSATST19 EQU   X'20'                 -  LEVEL 19  - Misc programs

        00010   CSATST20 EQU   X'10'                 -  LEVEL 20 LU6.2 Internal tracing

        00008   CSATST21 EQU   X'08'                 -  LEVEL 21 3333 Abend - User

        00004   CSATST22 EQU   X'04'                 -  LEVEL 22 3334 Abend - PgmChk

        00002   CSATST23 EQU   X'02'                 -  LEVEL 23 Reserved by KJM

        00001   CSATST24 EQU   X'01'                 -  LEVEL 24 Use BME w MSTWRT

 0004B7         CSACFLG4 DS    XL1                 SYSIDMS flag 4

        00080   CSATST25 EQU   X'80'                 -  LEVEL 25 DBMS VIB trace

        00040   CSATST26 EQU   X'40'                 -  LEVEL 26 Local MIO writes

        00020   CSATST27 EQU   X'20'                 -  LEVEL 27 BUFFERSTAT

        00010   CSATST28 EQU   X'10'                 -  LEVEL 28 Prefetch less 255

        00008   CSATST29 EQU   X'08'                 -  LEVEL 29 Sub-pool buffers

        00004   CSATST30 EQU   X'04'                 -  LEVEL 30 24 bit mode

        00002   CSATST31 EQU   X'02'                 -  LEVEL 31 BDAM I/O

        00001   CSATST32 EQU   X'01'                 -  LEVEL 32 Rollback 3490

 0004B8         CSACFLG5 DS    XL1                 SYSIDMS FLAG 5 - CONTROLS C TRACING

        00080   CSATST33 EQU   X'80'                 -  LEVEL 33 AMC - TRACE

        00040   CSATST34 EQU   X'40'                 -  LEVEL 34 SSP - TRACE

        00020   CSATST35 EQU   X'20'                 -  LEVEL 35 QCLI - TRACE

        00010   CSATST36 EQU   X'10'                 -  LEVEL 36 DTS - TRACE

        00008   CSATST37 EQU   X'08'                 -  LEVEL 37 MISC - TRACE

        00004   CSATST38 EQU   X'04'                 -  LEVEL 38 HotRollback

        00002   CSATST39 EQU   X'02'                 -  LEVEL 39 LE - Trace + RHDCPLOG

        00001   CSATST40 EQU   X'01'                 -  LEVEL 40 - RHDCDBRC/IDMSWARM
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 0004B9         CSACFLG6 DS    XL1                 SYSIDMS flag 6

        00080   CSATST41 EQU   X'80'                 -  LEVEL 41 - IDMSRRSI

        00040   CSATST42 EQU   X'40'                 -  LEVEL 42 - RHDCALOC/IDMSDBXD

        00020   CSATST43 EQU   X'20'                 -  LEVEL 43 - BLDR/TRAK test WTLs

        00010   CSATST44 EQU   X'10'                 -  LEVEL 44 - IDMSSLAM

        00008   CSATST45 EQU   X'08'                 -  LEVEL 45 - IDMSTUNE

        00004   CSATST46 EQU   X'04'                 -  LEVEL 46 - IDMSLRBK

        00002   CSATST47 EQU   X'02'                 -  LEVEL 47 - RHDCSTGP/RHDCLOCK

        00001   CSATST48 EQU   X'01'                 -  LEVEL 48 - DDS Drivers

 0004BA         CSACFLG7 DS    XL1                 SYSIDMS flag 7

        00080   CSATST49 EQU   X'80'                 -  LEVEL 49 - OS00

        00040   CSATST50 EQU   X'40'                 -  LEVEL 50 - Service tasks

        00020   CSATST51 EQU   X'20'                 -  LEVEL 51 - RHDCDEAD

        00010   CSATST52 EQU   X'10'                 -  LEVEL 52 - DTS/DNS

        00008   CSATST53 EQU   X'08'                 -  LEVEL 53 - IDMSDDAM

        00004   CSATST54 EQU   X'04'                 -  LEVEL 54 - IDMSHLDB

        00002   CSATST55 EQU   X'02'                 -  LEVEL 55 - IDMSSSP

        00001   CSATST56 EQU   X'01'                 -  LEVEL 56 - IDMSAMC

 0004BB         CSACFLG8 DS    XL1                 SYSIDMS flag 8

        00080   CSATST57 EQU   X'80'                 -  LEVEL 57 - RHDCD1IP

        00040   CSATST58 EQU   X'40'                 -  LEVEL 58 - RHDCRUAL

        00020   CSATST59 EQU   X'20'                 -  LEVEL 59 - Client/Server(NCLI)

        00010   CSATST60 EQU   X'10'                 -  LEVEL 60 - IDMSINTC/IDMSTRUE

        00008   CSATST61 EQU   X'08'                 -  LEVEL 61 - RHDCLODR

        00004   CSATST62 EQU   X'04'                 -  LEVEL 62 - IDMSBLDR

        00002   CSATST63 EQU   X'02'                 -  LEVEL 63 - IDMSJSRV/IDMSXCLI

        00001   CSATST64 EQU   X'01'                 -  LEVEL 64 - IDMSDBMS

                *

                *

                *   6.   SYSTEM WIDE LOCK WORDS FOR MP LOCKING.

                *

 0004BC         CSADCELK DS    F                   DCE LIST LOCK.

 0004C0         CSAICELK DS    F                   ICE LIST LOCK.

 0004C4                  DS    F                   **UNUSED**

                *

                *   7.   DISPATCHER INFORMATION.

                *

 0004C8         CSALKQUE DS    D                   FIFO lock dispatch queue

 0004D0         CSARRSWQ DS    D                   RRS work queue

 0004D8         CSARRSQ# DS    F                   RRS queue depth

 0004DC         CSAECBLA DC    A(0)                ADDRESS OF OS WAIT LIST AREA.

 0004E0         CSADCELA DC    A(0)                ADDR OF ECB/DCE LIST.

 0004E4         CSAEXECB DC    F'0'                ECB TO BE POSTED BY EXTERNAL TASK.

 0004E8         CSAACTTK DS    F                   NUMBER OF ACTIVE TASKS

 0004EC         CSADSPCT DS    F                   WORK NUMBER FOR DISPATCHER/EMBRACE

                *-------         Misc fields                                  -------*

 0004F0         CSADBIOT DS    A                   DBIO'S FUNCTION TABLE

 0004F4         CSADBMSC DS    A                   DBMS'S Call SUBroutine

 0004F8         CSAEJCTA DS    A                   Address of EJCT for CICE VSE VSAM/T

 0004FC         CSASTGTA DS    A                   A(RHDCLOCK/STGP in memory trace)

 000500         CSAAGSTG DS    A                   Address of TNG's AGENT work storage

 000504         CSATNG1  DS    H                   TNG's wakeup count used by DBRC

 000506         CSATNG2  DS    H                   TNG's current count used by DBRC
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 000508         CSADBTRA DS    A                   Address of DB_TRACE_TABLE (if any)

 00050C         CSAFUABA DS    A                   A(first available UAB)

 000510         CSAPFLMT DS    H                   Prefetch Limit

 000512         CSAZIIP# DS    H                   # of zIIP engines         IDMS/4081

 000514         CSAIOX2  DS    F                   Reserved for IDMSIOX2.

 000518         CSASCAA  DS    A                   SUBTASK CONTROL AREA POINTER

 00051C         CSAWQSIZ DS    A                   GLOBAL WORK QUEUE DEPTH

 000520         CSAWKQUE DS    D                   DISPATCHER GLOBAL WORK QUEUE

 000528         CSAOCHA  DS    A                   OS00OC Header Addr

                *----------------------------------------------------------------------

                *  DB Group support fields

                *

                CSADRU   #FLAG X'80'               Dynamic run unit routing supported.

 00052C         CSADRUI  DS    0XL1

        00080   CSADRUM  EQU   X'80'

 00052C         CSADBGFL DS    X                   DB group flags

 00052D         CSAORPTL DS    XL1                 Overriding report line length   R180

 00052E                  DS    XL1                 Available

 00052F         CSASUBP  DS    XL1                 GETMAIN Subpool number

                *

 000530         CSAOPTFA DS    A                   A(Optional Apar Bitmap Table)

                *

                *----------------------------------------------------------------------

 000534         CSALEPPA DS    A                   A(CEEPIPI) for LE/370

                *----------------------------------------------------------------------

 000538         CSAHISTG DS    A                   High Storage - below the line.

                *----------------------------------------------------------------------

 00053C         CSACFLAG DS    0XL8                CSA component flags

 00053C         CSALMGR  DS    XL1                 SYSIDMS flags for LMGR + family

        00080   CSALMGR1 EQU   X'80'                 -  LMGR + family - flag 1

        00040   CSALMGR2 EQU   X'40'                 -  LMGR + family - flag 2

        00020   CSALMGR3 EQU   X'20'                 -  LMGR + family - flag 3

        00010   CSALMGR4 EQU   X'10'                 -  LMGR + family - flag 4

        00008   CSALMGR5 EQU   X'08'                 -  LMGR + family - flag 5

        00004   CSALMGR6 EQU   X'04'                 -  LMGR + family - flag 6

        00002   CSALMGR7 EQU   X'02'                 -  LMGR + family - flag 7

        00001   CSALMGR8 EQU   X'01'                 -  LMGR + family - flag 8

 00053D         CSAHPCS  DS    XL1                 SYSIDMS flags for HPCS + family

        00080   CSAHPCS1 EQU   X'80'                 -  HPCS + family - flag 1

        00040   CSAHPCS2 EQU   X'40'                 -  HPCS + family - flag 2

        00020   CSAHPCS3 EQU   X'20'                 -  HPCS + family - flag 3

        00010   CSAHPCS4 EQU   X'10'                 -  HPCS + family - flag 4

        00008   CSAHPCS5 EQU   X'08'                 -  HPCS + family - flag 5

        00004   CSAHPCS6 EQU   X'04'                 -  HPCS + family - flag 6

        00002   CSAHPCS7 EQU   X'02'                 -  HPCS + family - flag 7

        00001   CSAHPCS8 EQU   X'01'                 -  HPCS + family - flag 8

 00053E         CSADBIO  DS    XL1                 SYSIDMS flags for DBIO + family

        00080   CSADBIO1 EQU   X'80'                 -  DBIO + family - flag 1

        00040   CSADBIO2 EQU   X'40'                 -  DBIO + family - flag 2

        00020   CSADBIO3 EQU   X'20'                 -  DBIO + family - flag 3

        00010   CSADBIO4 EQU   X'10'                 -  DBIO + family - flag 4

        00008   CSADBIO5 EQU   X'08'                 -  DBIO + family - flag 5

        00004   CSADBIO6 EQU   X'04'                 -  DBIO + family - flag 6
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        00002   CSADBIO7 EQU   X'02'                 -  DBIO + family - flag 7

        00001   CSADBIO8 EQU   X'01'                 -  DBIO + family - flag 8

 00053F         CSACFIM  DS    XL1                 SYSIDMS flags for CFIM + family

        00080   CSACFIM1 EQU   X'80'                 -  CFIM + family - flag 1

        00040   CSACFIM2 EQU   X'40'                 -  CFIM + family - flag 2

        00020   CSACFIM3 EQU   X'20'                 -  CFIM + family - flag 3

        00010   CSACFIM4 EQU   X'10'                 -  CFIM + family - flag 4

        00008   CSACFIM5 EQU   X'08'                 -  CFIM + family - flag 5

        00004   CSACFIM6 EQU   X'04'                 -  CFIM + family - flag 6

        00002   CSACFIM7 EQU   X'02'                 -  CFIM + family - flag 7

        00001   CSACFIM8 EQU   X'01'                 -  CFIM + family - flag 8

 000540         CSATMGR  DS    XL1                 SYSIDMS flags for TMGR + family

        00080   CSATMGR1 EQU   X'80'                 -  TMGR + family - flag 1

        00040   CSATMGR2 EQU   X'40'                 -  TMGR + family - flag 2

        00020   CSATMGR3 EQU   X'20'                 -  TMGR + family - flag 3

        00010   CSATMGR4 EQU   X'10'                 -  TMGR + family - flag 4

        00008   CSATMGR5 EQU   X'08'                 -  TMGR + family - flag 5

        00004   CSATMGR6 EQU   X'04'                 -  TMGR + family - flag 6

        00002   CSATMGR7 EQU   X'02'                 -  TMGR + family - flag 7

        00001   CSATMGR8 EQU   X'01'                 -  TMGR + family - flag 8

 000541         CSASTUP  DS    XL1                 SYSIDMS flags for STARTUP

        00080   CSASTUP1 EQU   X'80'               -  ABEND_STARTUP_ON_JRNL_OPEN_ERROR

        00040   CSASTUP2 EQU   X'40'               -  RETRY_AREA_ACCESS

 000542         CSADBMS  DS    XL1                 SYSIDMS flags for DBMS + family

        00080   CSADBMS1 EQU   X'80'                 -  DBMS + family - flag 1

        00040   CSADBMS2 EQU   X'40'                 -  DBMS + family - flag 2

        00020   CSADBMS3 EQU   X'20'                 -  DBMS + family - flag 3

        00010   CSADBMS4 EQU   X'10'                 -  DBMS + family - flag 4

        00008   CSADBMS5 EQU   X'08'                 -  DBMS + family - flag 5

        00004   CSADBMS6 EQU   X'04'                 -  DBMS + family - flag 6

        00002   CSADBMS7 EQU   X'02'                 -  DBMS + family - flag 7

        00001   CSADBMS8 EQU   X'01'                 -  DBMS + family - flag 8

 000543                  DS    XL1                 *** reserved for new component flags

                *----------------------------------------------------------------------

 000544         CSADCMTI DS    F                   DCMT ID (generated in RHDCDBRC)

                *----------------------------------------------------------------------

 000548         CSATMMA  DS    A                   Addr of TMM control block

 00054C         CSAQCAA        DS    A             Addr of DSC, dyn SQL Cache anchor

 000550         CSAQCAL  DS    F                   Lockword for DSC, dyn SQL Cache

                *----------------------------------------------------------------------

 000554         CSASDMCL DS    A                   Address of SYSTRK DMCL image

 000558         CSASSOCA DS    A                   Address of System Socket Table

                *----------------------------------------------------------------------

                * SDUMP retry parameters                                      IDMS/3421

 00055C         CSASDRT# DS    F                   SDUMP retry count

 000560         CSASDRIN DS    F                   SDUMP retry wait time (1/100ths sec)

                *----------------------------------------------------------------------

 000564         CSAEVLOC DS    XL1                 RHDCEV10 low century            R180

 000565         CSAEVHIC DS    XL1                 RHDCEV10 high century           R180

 000566         CSAEVBYR DS    XL1                 RHDCEV09 base year              R180

 000567         CSADBGM# DS    XL1                 Debugger # of msg buffers       R180

 000568         CSAENTCL DS    XL2                 New ENTC Line Length       IDMS/4853

 00056A         CSAPHRLN DS    XL2                 Pass Phrase line length    IDMS/5422
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        000F0   CSAPHRLL EQU   240                 Pass Phrase line length    IDMS/5422

 00056C         CSASCRNA DS    A                   Address of SCRNTABC in OS00     R180

 000570         CSAHCHKA DS    A                   Address of HCHK in OS00         R180

 000574         CSAUXITA DS    A                   A(IDMSUXIT entry point)         R180

 000578         CSACTABA DS    A                   A(IDMSCTAB entry point)         R180

 00057C         CSAGTABA DS    A                   A(IDMSGTAB entry point)         R180

 000580         CSAUTABA DS    A                   A(IDMSUTAB entry point)         R180

 000584         CSADCCTB DS    A                   A(DC service calls table)  IDMS/4728

 000588         CSANSTA  DS    A(0)         address of NameServer table headerIDMS/4831

 00058C         CSAMQA   DS    A                   A(MQ table)                IDMS/5403

 000590         CSAFLESM DS    D                   LE system mode double word

                *----------------------------------------------------------------------

 000598         CSARL$CC DS    CL4                 Release level character constant

        00000   CSARL$NE EQU   0                   Release level numeric equate

 00059C         CSARL$NC DS    A(CSARL$NE)         Release level numeric constant

                *----------------------------------------------------------------------

 0005A0         CSAFSTA  DS    A                   Addr of UCF front-end system tbl

 0005A4         CSADSCTL DS    CL8                 Default SYSCTL DDNAME for Batch/CV

 0005AC         CSASIFLG DS    0F                  SQLI FLAGS

                *

                CSASQLI  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF SQLI ENVIRONMENT

 0005AC         CSASQLII DS    0XL1

        00080   CSASQLIM EQU   X'80'

 0005AC         CSASIFL1 DS    XL1                 SQLI FLAG BYTE 1

 0005AD                  DS    XL3                 RESERVED FOR SQLI

 0005B0         CSASICXA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF SQLI CSA EXTENSION

 0005B4         CSAQCBA  DS    A                   A(IDMSQSAM) if IDMSQSAM active

 0005B8         CSAD2STG DS    A                   Anchor for DB2IDMS

 0005BC         CSAPRESA DS    A                   A(IDMSPRES) if PRESSPACK active

 0005C0         CSAPM1VA DS    A                   RESERVED FOR PERFORMANCE MONITOR

 0005C4         CSAPMFLG DS    0A                  RESERVED FOR PERFORMANCE MONITOR

                *

                CSAPERI  #FLAG X'80'           PERFMON IS INSTALLED

 0005C4         CSAPERII DS    0XL1

        00080   CSAPERIM EQU   X'80'

                CSAPERY  #FLAG X'40'           INTERVAL MONITOR IS ACTIVE

 0005C4         CSAPERYI DS    0XL1

        00040   CSAPERYM EQU   X'40'

                CSAPAMY  #FLAG X'20'           APPLICATION MONITOR IS ACTIVE

 0005C4         CSAPAMYI DS    0XL1

        00020   CSAPAMYM EQU   X'20'

 0005C4         CSAPMFG1 DS    X               PERFMON FLAG BYTE

 0005C5         CSAPM2VA DS    XL3                 RESERVED FOR PERFORMANCE MONITOR

 0005C8         CSAPM3VA DS    A                   Reserved for Performance Monitor

                *

                *   8.   CONSTANTS FOR EVERYONE.

                *

 0005CC         CSA0000  DS    CL4                 C'0000' USEFUL FOR IDMS CHECKING.

 0005D0         CSA0307  DS    CL4                 C'0307' IDMS END OF SET CONDITION.

 0005D4         CSA0326  DS    CL4                 C'0326' IDMS NO RECORD FOUND.

 0005D8         CSABLNKS DS    CL160               BLANKS FOR THE MILLIONS.

                *

                *   9.   ECB TABLE FOR SINGLE THREADING OF CERTAIN RESOURCES
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                *

                *  THE ORDER OF THE ECB'S IN THIS LIST MUST CORRESPOND WITH THE

                *  ORDER AS GIVEN IN THE DSECT #RCADS (Q.V.).

                *

 000678         CSASTECB       DS    0F          START OF SINGLE-THREAD ECB LIST.

 000678         CSALDECB DS    3F                  ECB FOR LOADER.

 000684         CSALFECB DS    3F                  ECB FOR LOG FILE.

 000690         CSATJECB DS    3F                  ECB FOR TRAN LOG FILE.

 00069C         CSASCECB DS    3F                  ECB FOR SCRATCH AREA.

                *

                *        Default dictionary name established in DBNAME table

                *

 0006A8         CSADFDIC DS    CL8                 DBNAME table default dictionary

                *

                *        DMCL name to emulate DCMT VARY DMCL NEW COPY in IDMSLOOK

                *

 0006B0         CSAVDMCL DS    CL8                 DCMT VARY DMCL name - IDMSLOOK

                *

                *        PROGRAM NAME TO PASS CONTROL AFTER IDMSEXEC STARTS BATCH INT

                *

 0006B8         CSAPROGN DS    CL8                 Program #LINK'ed to by IDMSEXEC

                ***********************************************************************

                ***                                                                 ***

                ***     SYSTEM WIDE FLAGS.                                          ***

                ***                                                                 ***

                ***********************************************************************

                CSASOS         #FLAG X'80'         SHORT ON STORAGE CONDITION.

 0006C0         CSASOSI  DS    0XL1

        00080   CSASOSM  EQU   X'80'

                CSAMAXT  #FLAG X'40'               MAX TASKS CONDITION EXISTS.

 0006C0         CSAMAXTI DS    0XL1

        00040   CSAMAXTM EQU   X'40'

                CSAPROT  #FLAG X'20'               SYSTEM IN STORAGE PROTECT MODE.

 0006C0         CSAPROTI DS    0XL1

        00020   CSAPROTM EQU   X'20'

                CSATRCE  #FLAG X'10'               CALL/CHKSTK TRACING TURNED ON.

 0006C0         CSATRCEI DS    0XL1

        00010   CSATRCEM EQU   X'10'

                CSADBNA  #FLAG X'08'               DATABASE TEMP. NOT AVAILABLE.

 0006C0         CSADBNAI DS    0XL1

        00008   CSADBNAM EQU   X'08'

                CSASCHK  #FLAG X'04'               STACK CHECKING TURNED ON.

 0006C0         CSASCHKI DS    0XL1

        00004   CSASCHKM EQU   X'04'

                CSASHUT  #FLAG X'02'               SYSTEM IS BEING SHUT DOWN.

 0006C0         CSASHUTI DS    0XL1

        00002   CSASHUTM EQU   X'02'

                CSAIDMS  #FLAG X'01'               ON IF THIS IS CAMP, NOT DC.

 0006C0         CSAIDMSI DS    0XL1

        00001   CSAIDMSM EQU   X'01'

 0006C0         CSAFLAG1 DS    XL1'00'             FLAG BYTE 1.

                *

                CSATIMR  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF TIMER IS SUPPORTED.
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 0006C1         CSATIMRI DS    0XL1

        00080   CSATIMRM EQU   X'80'

                CSAQUSC  #FLAG X'40'               SYSTEM IS BEING QUIESCED.

 0006C1         CSAQUSCI DS    0XL1

        00040   CSAQUSCM EQU   X'40'

                CSANINT  #FLAG X'20'               RUN ONE TASK ONLY (CSAONLYD).

 0006C1         CSANINTI DS    0XL1

        00020   CSANINTM EQU   X'20'

                CSANORN  #FLAG X'10'               ON IF NO REENTRANT SNAPS WANTED.

 0006C1         CSANORNI DS    0XL1

        00010   CSANORNM EQU   X'10'

                CSAFACT  #FLAG X'08'               ON IF FACTOTUM TYPE 2 ACTIVE.

 0006C1         CSAFACTI DS    0XL1

        00008   CSAFACTM EQU   X'08'

                CSADCUP  #FLAG X'04'               TURNED ON WHEN INIT OF DC DONE.

 0006C1         CSADCUPI DS    0XL1

        00004   CSADCUPM EQU   X'04'

                CSAICCF  #FLAG X'02'               ON IF DC IN SAME PARTITION AS ICCF

 0006C1         CSAICCFI DS    0XL1

        00002   CSAICCFM EQU   X'02'

                CSAPGRL  #FLAG X'01'               PAGE RELEASE ENABLED.

 0006C1         CSAPGRLI DS    0XL1

        00001   CSAPGRLM EQU   X'01'

 0006C1         CSAFLAG2 DS    XL1'00'             FLAG BYTE 2.

                *

                CSASTTI  #FLAG X'80'               STATISTICS DRIVEN BY TIMER.

 0006C2         CSASTTII DS    0XL1

        00080   CSASTTIM EQU   X'80'

                CSASTTK  #FLAG X'40'               STATS COLLECTED FOR EACH TASK.

 0006C2         CSASTTKI DS    0XL1

        00040   CSASTTKM EQU   X'40'

                CSASTLI  #FLAG X'20'               STATS WANTED FOR EACH LINE.

 0006C2         CSASTLII DS    0XL1

        00020   CSASTLIM EQU   X'20'

                CSASTUS  #FLAG X'10'               STATS WANTED IN USER MODE.

 0006C2         CSASTUSI DS    0XL1

        00010   CSASTUSM EQU   X'10'

                CSASTTW  #FLAG X'08'               STATS TO BE WRITTEN PER TASK.

 0006C2         CSASTTWI DS    0XL1

        00008   CSASTTWM EQU   X'08'

                CSASTDB  #FLAG X'04'               STATS TO GO TO DATABASE.

 0006C2         CSASTDBI DS    0XL1

        00004   CSASTDBM EQU   X'04'

                CSALGDB  #FLAG X'02'               LOG GOES TO DATABASE.

 0006C2         CSALGDBI DS    0XL1

        00002   CSALGDBM EQU   X'02'

                CSAUTRC  #FLAG X'01'               ON IF USER TRACE WANTED.

 0006C2         CSAUTRCI DS    0XL1

        00001   CSAUTRCM EQU   X'01'

 0006C2         CSAFLAG3 DS    XL1'00'             FLAG BYTE 3.

                *

                CSASRLE  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF SHORT ON RLE'S

 0006C3         CSASRLEI DS    0XL1
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        00080   CSASRLEM EQU   X'80'

                CSALE37  #FLAG X'40'               ON IF LE/370 SUPPORTED.

 0006C3         CSALE37I DS    0XL1

        00040   CSALE37M EQU   X'40'

                CSATRST  #FLAG X'20'               STATS COLLECTED BY TRANSACTION.

 0006C3         CSATRSTI DS    0XL1

        00020   CSATRSTM EQU   X'20'

                CSASILE  #FLAG X'10'               ON IF SHORT ON ILE'S

 0006C3         CSASILEI DS    0XL1

        00010   CSASILEM EQU   X'10'

                CSAVTIM  #FLAG X'08'               VECTOR TIMING ENABLED.

 0006C3         CSAVTIMI DS    0XL1

        00008   CSAVTIMM EQU   X'08'

                CSASHNR  #FLAG X'04'               ON IF WAITING FOR ERUS QUIESCE.

 0006C3         CSASHNRI DS    0XL1

        00004   CSASHNRM EQU   X'04'

                CSASRCE  #FLAG X'02'               ON IF SHORT ON RCE'S

 0006C3         CSASRCEI DS    0XL1

        00002   CSASRCEM EQU   X'02'

                CSASDPE  #FLAG X'01'               ON IF SHORT ON DPE'S

 0006C3         CSASDPEI DS    0XL1

        00001   CSASDPEM EQU   X'01'

                CSASSR   #FLAG CSASRLEM+CSASRCEM+CSASDPEM+CSASILEM

 0006C3         CSASSRI  DS    0XL1

        00093   CSASSRM  EQU   CSASRLEM+CSASRCEM+CSASDPEM+CSASILEM

                *                                  SHORT ON ONE OR MORE RESOURCE

 0006C3         CSAFLAG4 DS    XL1'00'             FLAG BYTE 4.

                *

                CSADCRN  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF DDLDCRUN AREA AVAILABLE.

 0006C4         CSADCRNI DS    0XL1

        00080   CSADCRNM EQU   X'80'

                CSAXA    #FLAG X'40'               ON IF MVS/XA SYSTEM.

 0006C4         CSAXAI   DS    0XL1

        00040   CSAXAM   EQU   X'40'

                CSAXA31  #FLAG X'20'               ON IF 31-BIT AMODE SUPPORTED.

 0006C4         CSAXA31I DS    0XL1

        00020   CSAXA31M EQU   X'20'

                CSASSNO  #FLAG X'10'               ON IF SYSTEM SNAPS DISABLED .

 0006C4         CSASSNOI DS    0XL1

        00010   CSASSNOM EQU   X'10'

                CSASPNO  #FLAG X'08'               ON IF SYS SNAP PHOTOS DISABLED.

 0006C4         CSASPNOI DS    0XL1

        00008   CSASPNOM EQU   X'08'

                CSATSNO  #FLAG X'04'               ON IF TASK SNAPS DISABLED.

 0006C4         CSATSNOI DS    0XL1

        00004   CSATSNOM EQU   X'04'

                CSATPNO  #FLAG X'02'               ON IF TASK SNAP PHOTOS DISABLED.

 0006C4         CSATPNOI DS    0XL1

        00002   CSATPNOM EQU   X'02'

                CSAAUTH  #FLAG X'01'               ON IF DC RUNNING AUTHORIZED.

 0006C4         CSAAUTHI DS    0XL1

        00001   CSAAUTHM EQU   X'01'

 0006C4         CSAFLAG5 DS    XL1'00'             FLAG BYTE 5.
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                *

                CSAORL   #FLAG X'80'               ON IF ONLINE RSCE LIMIT ENABLED

 0006C5         CSAORLI  DS    0XL1

        00080   CSAORLM  EQU   X'80'

                CSAERL   #FLAG X'40'               ON IF EXTRNL RSCE LIMIT ENABLED

 0006C5         CSAERLI  DS    0XL1

        00040   CSAERLM  EQU   X'40'

                CSAOLE   #FLAG X'20'               ON IF ONLINE LIMITS ENABLED

 0006C5         CSAOLEI  DS    0XL1

        00020   CSAOLEM  EQU   X'20'

                CSAELE   #FLAG X'10'               ON IF EXTERN LIMITS ENABLED

 0006C5         CSAELEI  DS    0XL1

        00010   CSAELEM  EQU   X'10'

                CSARLIM  #FLAG CSAORLM+CSAERLM     ON IF ANY RSCE LIMITS ENABLED

 0006C5         CSARLIMI DS    0XL1

        000C0   CSARLIMM EQU   CSAORLM+CSAERLM

                CSALENA  #FLAG CSAOLEM+CSAELEM     ON IF ANY LIMITS ENABLED

 0006C5         CSALENAI DS    0XL1

        00030   CSALENAM EQU   CSAOLEM+CSAELEM

                CSASCTL  #FLAG X'08'               ON IF BATCH RUN HAS SYSCTL FILE

 0006C5         CSASCTLI DS    0XL1

        00008   CSASCTLM EQU   X'08'

                CSACSTG  #FLAG X'04'               ON IF FIRST COMSTG GETMAIN DONE

 0006C5         CSACSTGI DS    0XL1

        00004   CSACSTGM EQU   X'04'

                CSAMSON  #FLAG X'02'               On if multiple SIGNON allowed

 0006C5         CSAMSONI DS    0XL1

        00002   CSAMSONM EQU   X'02'

                CSANFET  #FLAG X'01'               On Prevent DBIO from PREFETCH I/Os

 0006C5         CSANFETI DS    0XL1

        00001   CSANFETM EQU   X'01'

 0006C5         CSAFLAG6 DS    XL1'00'             FLAG BYTE 6.

                *

                CSASTRW  #FLAG X'80'          ON IF SYSTEM TRACE TABLE HAS WRAPPED

 0006C6         CSASTRWI DS    0XL1

        00080   CSASTRWM EQU   X'80'

                CSAFETP  #FLAG X'40'          SYSTEM IS RUNNING WITH FETCH PROTECTION

 0006C6         CSAFETPI DS    0XL1

        00040   CSAFETPM EQU   X'40'

                CSASECD  #FLAG X'20'          SYSTEM IS RUNNING SECURED

 0006C6         CSASECDI DS    0XL1

        00020   CSASECDM EQU   X'20'

                CSANUCQ  #FLAG X'10'          SYSTEM IS BIENG QUIESCED FOR NUC RELOAD

 0006C6         CSANUCQI DS    0XL1

        00010   CSANUCQM EQU   X'10'

                CSAXAPL  #FLAG X'08'          XA POOLS PRESENT.

 0006C6         CSAXAPLI DS    0XL1

        00008   CSAXAPLM EQU   X'08'

                CSAMULV  #FLAG X'04'          ENFORCE MULTIPLE VERSIONS NOT ALLOWED

 0006C6         CSAMULVI DS    0XL1

        00004   CSAMULVM EQU   X'04'

                CSASLIM  #FLAG X'02'          Snap limit disabled

 0006C6         CSASLIMI DS    0XL1
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        00002   CSASLIMM EQU   X'02'

                CSALKAC  #FLAG X'01'          ON IF LOCK MANAGER IS ACTIVE   JDM 10/89

 0006C6         CSALKACI DS    0XL1

        00001   CSALKACM EQU   X'01'

 0006C6         CSAFLAG7 DS    XL1'00'             FLAG BYTE 7.

                *

                CSACOB2  #FLAG X'80'          COBOL II IS SUPPORTED

 0006C7         CSACOB2I DS    0XL1

        00080   CSACOB2M EQU   X'80'

                CSAPLI5  #FLAG X'40'          PLI 2.n and above is supported

 0006C7         CSAPLI5I DS    0XL1

        00040   CSAPLI5M EQU   X'40'

                CSAP2Q   #FLAG X'20'          PASS 2 DISPATCH QUEUED WORK    JOS 09/90

 0006C7         CSAP2QI  DS    0XL1

        00020   CSAP2QM  EQU   X'20'

                CSASTAL  #FLAG X'10'          TASK(S) HAVE STALLED           JOS 08/91

 0006C7         CSASTALI DS    0XL1

        00010   CSASTALM EQU   X'10'

                CSAMT    #FLAG X'08'               MULTI-TASKING SUPPORT ENABLED

 0006C7         CSAMTI   DS    0XL1

        00008   CSAMTM   EQU   X'08'

                CSAPSTX  #FLAG X'04'               MVS POST EXIT ACTIVE

 0006C7         CSAPSTXI DS    0XL1

        00004   CSAPSTXM EQU   X'04'

                CSACS    #FLAG X'02'               COMPARE/SWAP INSTR. IS AVAILABLE

 0006C7         CSACSI   DS    0XL1

        00002   CSACSM   EQU   X'02'

                CSALGSS  #FLAG X'01'          ON IF WE TEMP CHANGED LOGGING FROM DB

 0006C7         CSALGSSI DS    0XL1

        00001   CSALGSSM EQU   X'01'

                *                            TO SYSOUT FOR MT SYSTEM SNAPS (RHDCSNMT)

                *                            TO SYSOUT FOR MT SYSTEM SNAPS (RHDCSNMT)

 0006C7         CSAFLAG8 DS    XL1'00'             FLAG BYTE 8.

                ***********************************************************************

                ***                                                                 ***

                ***     CSA SYSTEM WIDE STATISTICS COLLECTION FIELDS.               ***

                ***                                                                 ***

                ***********************************************************************

 0006C8         CSASTBA  DS    A                   ADDR OF STATS BLOCK LIST

 0006CC         CSAHSTA  DS    A                   ADDR OF HISTO ADDR LIST

 0006D0         CSTTKCTO DS    H  TOTAL NUMBER OF TASKS CURRENTLY ACTIVE.

 0006D2         CSTTKCSY DS    H  COUNT OF SYSTEM TASKS CURRENTLY ACTIVE.

 0006D4         CSTSTNSS DS    H  NUMBER OF SCT'S CURRENTLY SHORT ON STORAGE.

 0006D6         CSTTKCON DS    H  NUMBER OF ONLINE TASKS ACTIVE

 0006D8         CSTTKCEX DS    H  NUMBER OF EXTERNAL TASKS ACTIVE

                *

 0006DA         CSAPRTAB DS    H                   COUNT OF PRINT TASK RESTARTS

 0006DC         CSAP1NP2 DS    F                   Dispatch pass 1 c/o a pass 2

 0006E0         CSAP1LMT DS    F                   Limit for P1NP2 to force a pass 2

 0006E4         CSAIGWST DS    F                   Batch allocations

 0006E8         CSAMWKSZ DS    F                   CSAWQSIZ high water mark

 0006EC         CSASVNOD DS    CL8                 Original node for cloned systems

 0006F4         CSAOTABA DS    A                   CSA Offset table                R170
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 0006F8         CSADBUGA DS    A                   Filled in by IDMSDBUG

 0006FC         CSABS2KP DS    A                   Filled in by RHDCSTRT

 000700         CSADDPRE DS    CL8                 DDNAME prefix for the SYSTRK file

 000708         CSADIS01 DS    A                   CA-DISPATCH Control

 00070C         CSADCTA  DS    F                   CA-DISPATCH DCT ADDRESS

 000710         CSADCVTA DS    F                   CA-DISPATCH CVT ADDRESS

 000714         CSAZDSNA DS    A                   Filled in by RHDCLODR

 000718         CSAVNDCB DS    A

 00071C         CSASIRA  DS    A                   Statistics roll control block R180

 000720         CSASHTST DS    H                   Shutdown stall time          DC/3184

 000722         CSADSVCX DC    XL1'0A'             DATE SIMULATOR SVC EXECUTE   DC/3246

 000723         CSADSVC# DC    XL1'00'             DATE SIMULATOR SVC NUMBER    DC/3246

 000724         CSATSTEX DS    XL8                 Test bit extension         IDMS/5403

 00072C                  DS    25F                 *** UNUSED ***

 000790         CSASTCKE DS    2D                  STCKE TOD clock               R185

 0007A0                  DS    8F                  **** Reserved HRH ****

                *

                *  More flag bytes

                *

                CSATRCD  #FLAG X'80'               Trace area in DMCL.           R180

 0007C0         CSATRCDI DS    0XL1

        00080   CSATRCDM EQU   X'80'

                CSASDMC  #FLAG X'40'               On if runtime DMCL built from SYSTRK

 0007C0         CSASDMCI DS    0XL1

        00040   CSASDMCM EQU   X'40'

                CSATRCR  #FLAG X'20'               Saving of trace requested.    R180

 0007C0         CSATRCRI DS    0XL1

        00020   CSATRCRM EQU   X'20'

                CSATRCS  #FLAG X'10'               Saving of trace is active.    R180

 0007C0         CSATRCSI DS    0XL1

        00010   CSATRCSM EQU   X'10'

                CSATRCX  #FLAG X'08'               System tracing is enabled.    R180

 0007C0         CSATRCXI DS    0XL1

        00008   CSATRCXM EQU   X'08'

                CSASPSQ  #FLAG X'04'               IDMSSPSQ exists.

 0007C0         CSASPSQI DS    0XL1

        00004   CSASPSQM EQU   X'04'

                CSASPVQ  #FLAG X'02'               IDMSSPVQ exists.

 0007C0         CSASPVQI DS    0XL1

        00002   CSASPVQM EQU   X'02'

                CSANWST  #FLAG X'01'               On if warmstart bypassed

 0007C0         CSANWSTI DS    0XL1

        00001   CSANWSTM EQU   X'01'

 0007C0         CSAFLAGB DC    XL1'00'             FLAG BYTE 11.

                CSAEVCV  #FLAG X'80'               ON for EVAL Century validation R180

 0007C1         CSAEVCVI DS    0XL1

        00080   CSAEVCVM EQU   X'80'

                CSAPDTB  #FLAG X'40'               On if PDAT must be LOC=BELOW DC/2912

 0007C1         CSAPDTBI DS    0XL1

        00040   CSAPDTBM EQU   X'40'

                CSASNTR  #FLAG X'20'               TRACE in task snaps enabled

 0007C1         CSASNTRI DS    0XL1

        00020   CSASNTRM EQU   X'20'
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                CSASNTT  #FLAG X'10'               TRACE by TASK in task snaps enabled

 0007C1         CSASNTTI DS    0XL1

        00010   CSASNTTM EQU   X'10'

                CSASSQL  #FLAG X'08'               ON if SAVE_SQL_SYNTAX=ON   IDMS/4415

 0007C1         CSASSQLI DS    0XL1

        00008   CSASSQLM EQU   X'08'

                CSANPLC  #FLAG X'02'               pwd lower case not enabled  DC/2945

 0007C1         CSANPLCI DS    0XL1

        00002   CSANPLCM EQU   X'02'

                CSATRTX  #FLAG X'01'               TRACE specific CICS tx     IDMS/5536

 0007C1         CSATRTXI DS    0XL1

        00001   CSATRTXM EQU   X'01'

 0007C1         CSAFLAGC DC    XL1'00'             FLAG BYTE 12.

                CSANFCC  #FLAG X'80'               CA IDMS Enforcer checked      R180

 0007C2         CSANFCCI DS    0XL1

        00080   CSANFCCM EQU   X'80'

                CSANFCE  #FLAG X'40'               CA IDMS Enforcer present      R180

 0007C2         CSANFCEI DS    0XL1

        00040   CSANFCEM EQU   X'40'

                CSANFCR  #FLAG X'C0'               CA IDMS Enforcer enabled      R180

 0007C2         CSANFCRI DS    0XL1

        000C0   CSANFCRM EQU   X'C0'

                CSATANA  #FLAG X'20'               Task Analyzer exits s/b calledR180

 0007C2         CSATANAI DS    0XL1

        00020   CSATANAM EQU   X'20'

                CSAMKEY  #FLAG X'10'               Masterkey exits s/b called    R180

 0007C2         CSAMKEYI DS    0XL1

        00010   CSAMKEYM EQU   X'10'

                CSATXIT  #FLAG X'30'               Tools exits should be called  R180

 0007C2         CSATXITI DS    0XL1

        00030   CSATXITM EQU   X'30'

 0007C2         CSAFLAGD DC    XL1'00'             FLAG BYTE 13.

                CSAPTKT  #FLAG X'80'               Generate PassTicket code   IDMS/4943

 0007C3         CSAPTKTI DS    0XL1

        00080   CSAPTKTM EQU   X'80'

                CSAUTS   #FLAG X'40'               Running with utility subt  IDMS/5403

 0007C3         CSAUTSI  DS    0XL1

        00040   CSAUTSM  EQU   X'40'

 0007C3         CSAFLAGE DC    XL1'00'             FLAG BYTE 14.

                *

                *  Fields related to COBOL performance enhancements

                *

 0007C4         CSARTABA DS    A                   A(Reentrant HLL modules table)

 0007C8         CSARTABS DS    A              A(CSARTABA search rtn) | destroys R1-R3 |

 0007CC         CSALEFE1 DS    A                   A(LE370ASM) entrypoint

 0007D0         CSALEFE2 DS    A                   A(LE370ASM) exit point

 0007D4         CSA2TCOP DS    A                   ADDRESS OF IGZCTCO COBOL 2 ROUTINE

 0007D8         CSA2TCOL DS    F                   LENGTH OF IGZCTCO

 0007DC         CSA2TCOD DS    A                   ADDRESS OF PDE FOR IGZCTCO

                *

 0007E0         CSASVSTK DS    A                   Stack save anchor if ABENDTRACE call

 0007E4         CSASCRPD DS    0XL3                Scratch primary extent definition:

 0007E4         CSASCRPV DS    H                   - value
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 0007E6         CSASCRPX DS    C                   - exponent

 0007E7                  DS    X                   Reserved for future development

 0007E8         CSASCRSD DS    0XL3                Scratch secondary extent definition:

 0007E8         CSASCRSV DS    H                   - value

 0007EA         CSASCRSX DS    C                   - exponent

 0007EB                  DS    X                   Reserved for future development

 0007EC         CSASCRLD DS    0XL3                Scratch limit definition:

 0007EC         CSASCRLV DS    H                   - value

 0007EE         CSASCRLX DS    C                   - exponent

                *

                CSASVCD  #FLAG X'80'               SVC dump requested IDMSDC/2138

 0007EF         CSASVCDI DS    0XL1

        00080   CSASVCDM EQU   X'80'

                CSAKEY9  #FLAG X'40'               Using key 9 for storage protect

 0007EF         CSAKEY9I DS    0XL1

        00040   CSAKEY9M EQU   X'40'

                CSASL64  #FLAG X'20'               Scratch location 64-bit

 0007EF         CSASL64I DS    0XL1

        00020   CSASL64M EQU   X'20'

                CSAXSCR  #FLAG X'10'               ON IF SCRATCH IN XA STORAGE

 0007EF         CSAXSCRI DS    0XL1

        00010   CSAXSCRM EQU   X'10'

                CSACVST  #FLAG X'08'               ON during CV Startup thru DBRC init

 0007EF         CSACVSTI DS    0XL1

        00008   CSACVSTM EQU   X'08'

                CSADAWT  #FLAG X'04'               SYSIDMS DYNALLOC_WAIT=ON

 0007EF         CSADAWTI DS    0XL1

        00004   CSADAWTM EQU   X'04'

                CSASHUI  #FLAG X'02'               Shutdown Immediate  IDMSDC/2905

 0007EF         CSASHUII DS    0XL1

        00002   CSASHUIM EQU   X'02'

                CSACOLD  #FLAG X'01'               CV startup IGNORE_SYSTRK_DMCL=ON

 0007EF         CSACOLDI DS    0XL1

        00001   CSACOLDM EQU   X'01'

 0007EF                  DS    X                   Flag byte

 0007F0         CSATRCSD DS    0XL3                Trace table size definition:   R180

 0007F0         CSATRCSV DS    H                   - value

 0007F2         CSATRCSX DS    C                   - exponent

 0007F3         CSATRCXD DS    0XL3                Adjunct trace table size   :   R180

 0007F3         CSATRCXV DS    XL2                 - value

 0007F5         CSATRCXX DS    C                   - exponent

 0007F6         CSASNTL# DS    H                   # of trace ents to include in snaps

                *

                * next field replaced CSASQLTM

 0007F8         CSAUTCTM DS    D                   UTC time internal format

 000800         CSAMQTAB DS    F                   ADDRESS OF MESSAGE QUEUE TABLE

 000804         CSAATRAC DS    A                   Trace table for #ABENDs/#WTLs

 000808         CSAHIBIT DS    0F,XL4'80000000'    USEFUL FOR 31-BIT TESTING     06/88

 00080C         CSASDECB DS    3F                  ECB FOR SYSTEM SHUTDOWN       06/88

                *                                     OR NUCLEUS RELOAD QUIESCE

                *

 000818         CSACONST DS    A                   ADDRESS OF CONSTANTS BLOCK.

 00081C         CSAPDICT DS    CL8                 PRIMARY DICTIONARY NAME
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 000824         CSAPLIB  DS    CL8                 PRIMARY LOADLIB (CDMSLIB FOR OS)

 00082C         CSASMTIA DS    A                   ADDR OF SMT INDEX.

                *

 000830         CSAHIBYT DS    0A,XL4'00FFFFFF'    USEFUL FOR AND'ING HI BYTE OF REG

 000834 00834            ORG   CSAHIBYT+2

 000832         CSAFFFF  DS    XL2'FFFF'           REDEFINE HALFWORD AS 'FFFF'

 000834 00834            ORG   ,

 000834         CSANULLS DS    9F'0'               BINARY ZEROES FOR THE NEEDY

                *

                ***********************************************************************

                *   CODE AREAS (TAKE PROPER LENGTHS FROM RHDCCSA).

                ***********************************************************************

                *

 000858         CSAXXXX  DS    188H              Reserved  - do not use

 0009D0         CSARTDMY DS    7H                DUMMY RETURN ROUTINE

 0009DE         CSAD004  DS    15H               RUNAWAY TASK ABEND AND MODE SWITCH

 0009FC         CSASNTRY DS    77H                 USER TO SYSTEM MODE     *PHG XA-NUC*

 000A96         CSASPIE  DS    37H               OPSYS INDEPENENT PROG INTERRUPT ROUT

 000AE0         CSAUMOD1 DS    5H                ENTER USER-MODE PROGRAM   *PHG XA-NUC*

 000AEA         CSAUMOD2 DS    29H               REENTER USER-MODE PROGRAM *PHG XA-NUC*

 000B24         CSASQLTZ DS    H                 LOCAL TIME DIFF FROM GMT (IN MINUTES)

                *                                (BUILT BY SYSSVC TIME CALL)

 000B26                  DS    H                   ***UNUSED***

 000B28                  DS    3A                ** RESERVED - DO NOT USE **

 000B34         CSASPIEA DS    A                 ADDR OF OPSYS DEPENDENT SPIE ROUTINE

 000B38                  DS    A                 RESERVED FOR D004 ABEND CODE    *DKK*

 000B3C         CSADOSHK DS    7F                DOS/VSE SVC HOOK                *DKK*

 000B58         CSAMDHDM DS    3F                  FIRST MDQ CHAIN ENTRY.

 000B64                  DS    11H               Reserved - do not use

 000B7A         CSAICALL DS    2H

 000B7E         CSAICRTN DS    10H

 000B92         CSAICALX DS    19H

 000BB8                  DS    4H                  Reserved - do not use

 000BC0         CSALVLS  DS    2F                  IDMS Level Set value          P14379

                CSAPATCH #PATCH 526S,DSECT=YES     PATCH AREA.

                *++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

 000BC8         CSAPATCH DS    526S                                                   +

                *++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

        00FE4   CSADSLEN EQU   *-CSA               LENGTH OF BASIC CSA.

                *********************************************************************

                * THIS IS A CHECK TO MAKE SURE THAT THE LAST PATCH AREA STILL ENDS

                * WHERE WE THINK IT SHOULD.  IF EITHER OF THESE CONSTANTS CAUSE AN

                * ASSEMBLY ERROR, SOMETHING HAS MOVED WHICH SHOULDN'T.

 000FE4                  DC    0S(CSADSLEN-X'FE4',X'FE4'-CSADSLEN)

                *********************************************************************

                *********************************************************************

                *    USING SPECIAL PATCH SPACE FOR NON IBM SYSTEMS

                *

                * THERE ARE SPECIAL PATCH MODULES FOR NON-IBM SYSTEMS.

                * FOR SIEMENS BS2000 - BS2KPTCH

                * FOR FUJITSU MSP    - MSPXPTCH

                * FOR HITACHI VOS    - VOSXPTCH

                *
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                * THE FOLLOWING (ADDRESSIBLE) ROUTINE LETS YOU GET TO IT.

                * IT SHOULD BE CALLED IN THIS WAY:

                *

                *         BAL   R14,CSAGOBS2

                *         DC    F'OFFSET-INTO-OPSYS-PATCH-MODULE-RELATIVE-TO-ZERO'

                *

                * THIS ROUTINE WILL DELIVER YOU TO THAT OFFSET IN OPSYS PATCH WITH

                * R15 POINTING AT THAT LOCATION AND R14 POINTING JUST PAST THE FULL-

                * WORD OFFSET IN YOUR PROGRAM.

                *********************************************************************

 000FE4         CSAGOBS2 DS    6H                  Enter BS2K patch in OS00        R170

                *********************************************************************

                *            USING EXTENDED CSA PATCH SPACE

                *

                * ASIDE FROM THE ADDRESSIBLE PATCH AREAS IN THE MAIN BODY OF THE

                * CSA ABOVE, THERE IS A HUGE EXTENDED PATCH AREA JUST BEYOND

                * ADDRESSIBILITY.  THE FOLLOWING (ADDRESSIBLE) ROUTINE LETS YOU GET

                * TO IT.  IT SHOULD BE CALLED IN THIS WAY:

                *

                *         BAL   R14,CSAGOPAT

                *         DC    F'OFFSET-INTO-PATCH-AREA-RELATIVE-TO-RHDCCSA'

                *

                * THIS ROUTINE WILL DELIVER YOU TO THAT OFFSET IN THE PATCH AREA WITH

                * R15 POINTING AT THAT LOCATION AND R14 POINTING JUST PAST THE HALF-

                * WORD OFFSET IN YOUR PROGRAM.

                *********************************************************************

 000FF0         CSAFUDGE DS    Y                 FUDGE FACTOR TO ADJUST OFFSET

 000FF2         CSAGOPAT DS    0H                Enter Extended Patch              R170

                *

                         POP   PRINT

#CURDS

                        COPY #CURDS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               *** #CURDS: cb's used by RHDCCURS to save/restore currencies.       ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

               *

               *   Note:  All "index" fields are used as an index into the DBkey

               *   table.  0 is the first, 1 the second, and so on. The DBkey

               *   table is described by the CURD, below.

               *

               **-----------------------------------------------------------------**

               *   CURH:  Currency header                                          *

               **-----------------------------------------------------------------**
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Offset Value

 

000000         CURH     DSECT            CURS Header:                        08/19/94

000000         CURHEYEC DS    CL8           '$*$CURCY' eyecatcher

000008         CURHID   DS    CL16          Currency id

000018         CURHSSNM DS    CL8           Subschema name

000020         CURHSSDT DS    FL8           Subschema compile datetime

000028         CURHNLKC DS    A             -->Longterm Notify LKC

00002C         CURHDBKO DS    F             Offset from CURH to DBkey list (CURD)

000030         CURHDBK# DS    F             Number of CURDs

000034         CURHRECA DS    F             Offset to 1st Record CURR

000038         CURHSETA DS    F             Offset to 1st Set    CURS

00003C         CURHAREA DS    F             Offset to 1st Area   CURA

000040         CURHLRA  DS    F             Offset to 1st LR     CURL

000044         CURHVSMA DS    F             Offset to 1st nVSAM  CURN

000048                  DS    F             -reserved-

00004C                  DS    H             -reserved-

00004E         CURHNREC DS    H             Number of Record entries

000050         CURHNSET DS    H             Number of Set entries

000052         CURHNAR  DS    H             Number of Area entries

000054         CURHNLR  DS    H             Number of LR entries

000056         CURHNVSM DS    H             Number of nVSAM entries

               *

        00058  CURHLEN  EQU   ((*-CURH+3)/4)*4  sizeof(CURH)

               *

               **-----------------------------------------------------------------**

               *   CURD:  Saved DBkey                                              *

               **-----------------------------------------------------------------**

000000         CURD     DSECT            DBkey list entry description:

000000         CURDBKEY DS    F             DBkey

000004         CURDNLKG DS    A             -->Notify LKG of DBkey

000008         CURDSLKG DS    A             -->LKG for DBMS's Share lock

00000C         CURDVACO DS    H             Offset from VSE to DBkey's VAC

00000E         CURDNOTE DS    BL.8          Notify bits:

        00020  NOTEUNK  EQU   X'20'               Uncertain changes noted

        00010  NOTEDLP  EQU   X'10'               Physically deleted

        00008  NOTEDLL  EQU   X'08'               Logically deleted

        00004  NOTEUPP  EQU   X'04'               Prefix was modified

        00002  NOTEUPD  EQU   X'02'               Data was modified

        00001  NOTERET  EQU   X'01'               Record was retrieved

00000F         CURD#VUP DS    X             Area VARY UPDATE count when CURD built

000010         CURDPGI  DS    0F            CURD Page info                       *VLDB

000010         CURDPGRP DS    H                  Page Group identifier

000012         CURDKYFM DS    H                  DBkey radix

000014         CURDDPR  DS    F             -->DPR for dbkey's area

000018         CURDFLAG DS    BL.8          FLAG BITS:

        00080  CURDNUPD EQU   X'80'               AREA IS CANNOT BE UPDATED

        00040  CURDNRST EQU   X'40'               CURRENCY CANNOT BE RESTORED

000019                  DS    3X                                                 *VLDB

00001C                  DS    1F            Round up so total size is 32 (CURDSHFT)

               *
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        00020  CURDLEN  EQU   ((*-CURD+3)/4)*4  sizeof(CURD)

        00005  CURDSHFT EQU   5          For quick multiply, shift by this.

               *

               **-----------------------------------------------------------------**

               *   CURA:  Area currency                                            *

               **-----------------------------------------------------------------**

000000         CURA     DSECT            Area currency:

000000         CURALOPG DS    F             Area lowpage

000004         CURACAC  DS    F             Offset from FIB to AC56 of Area

000008         CURACREC DS    F             Offset to CURR of CDEF

00000C         CURACRD  DS    F             Offset from FIB to CDEF

000010         CURACDBK DS    H             CURD# for VACCDBK

000012         CURALDBK DS    H             CURD# for VACLDBK

000014         CURALKGA DS    A             -->Notify LKG for area

000018         CURALKMC DS    XL1           Open mode of Area (LKMCxx)

000019                  DS    XL3           -reserved-

00001C         CURAPGRP DS    H             Page Group identifier

00001E                  DS    H             -reserved-

        00020  CURALEN  EQU   ((*-CURA+3)/4)*4 sizeof(CURA)

               *

               **-----------------------------------------------------------------**

               *   CURL:  LR currency                                              *

               **-----------------------------------------------------------------**

000000         CURL     DSECT            LR currencies:

               *                            CURL type:

               CURLTVB  #FLAG X'F0'           VIB            (type1)

               CURLTVL  #FLAG X'E0'           VLQ            (type2)

               CURLTVP  #FLAG X'80'           VPS:

               CURLTRA  #FLAG X'40'               Rec/Area   (type3)

               CURLTCH  #FLAG X'20'               Chain set  (type4)

               CURLTIX  #FLAG X'10'               Index set  (type5)

        000F0  CURLTYPE EQU   CURLTVBM      Bits reserved for CURL type

               *              X'n0'         FORCHAIN

               *              X'n1'         FORINDEX

               *              X'n2'         FORULNK

000000         CURLMODE DS    X             VPSMODE (type4,5)

               CURLNIL  #FLAG X'80'         Nil type2,3,4,5 CURL

               CURLNUL  #FLAG X'40'         Nul type3,4,5 CURL

               CURLNOC  #FLAG CURLNILM+CURLNULM Either NIL or NUL type3,4,5 CURL

000001         CURLFLAG DS    X             VPSFLAG (type3,4,5)

000002         CURLSIZ  DS    H             Sizeof this CURL

000004         CURLFEND DS   0F             End of fixed CURL

        00004  CURLNOCL EQU   ((*-CURL+3)/4)*4 sizeof(type3,4,5 nil|nul_CURL)

               *

000004                  ORG   CURLFEND

000004         CURLFSDC DS    F             VIBFSDC  - Ofst to current SD82

000008         CURLFPHC DS    F             VIBFPHC  - Ofst to current PH82

00000C         CURLFPSC DS    F             VIBFPSC  - Ofst to current PS83

000010         CURLVPSC DS    F             VIBVPSC  - Ofst to current VPS83

000014         CURLVIBN DS    F             VIBVPSN  - Ofst of VIB-->CSB chain

000018         CURLCLEV DS    H             VIBCLEVL - Cur path-statement level

        0001C  CURLVBLN EQU   ((*-CURL+3)/4)*4 sizeof(type1_CURL)

               *
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00001A                  ORG   CURLFEND

        00004  CURLNIQL EQU   ((*-CURL+3)/4)*4 sizeof(type2_NIL_CURL)

000004         CURLFSD  DS    F             Offset from FIB to current FSD (VLQFSDC)

000008         CURLVPSN DS    F             Offset from DYN to next in VLQ/VPS

00000C         CURLVPSP DS    F             Offset from DYN to prior in VLQ/VPS

        00010  CURLLQLN EQU   ((*-CURL+3)/4)*4 sizeof(type2_CURL)

               *

        00004  CURLCDEF EQU   CURLFSD       Offset from FIB to CDEF (VPS)

000010         CURLVORN DS    F             Offset from DYN to next in VIB/VOR-->CSB

000014         CURLDBKY DS    H             CURD# of CSBCDBK

000016         CURLALDB DS    H             CURD# of CSBLDBK

000018         CURLVSMK DS   0C   ...       nVSAM KSDS prime key

        00018  CURLARLN EQU   ((*-CURL+3)/4)*4 sizeof(type3_CURL)

               *

000018                  ORG   CURLALDB

000016         CURLSODB DS    H             CURD# of CSBODBK

000018         CURLSNDB DS    H             CURD# of CSBNDBK

00001A         CURLSPDB DS    H             CURD# of CSBPDBK

        0001C  CURLCHLN EQU   ((*-CURL+3)/4)*4 sizeof(type4_CURL)

               *

00001C         CURLINDX DS    F             Offset from FIB to verb105 OR52

000020         CURLSR8P DS    H             CURD# of CSBSR8P

000022         CURLSR8C DS    H             CURD# of CSBSR8C

000024         CURLSR8N DS    H             CURD# of CSBSR8N

        00028  CURLIXLN EQU   ((*-CURL+3)/4)*4 sizeof(type5_CURL)

               *

               **-----------------------------------------------------------------**

               *   CURN:  nVSAM currency                                           *

               **-----------------------------------------------------------------**

000000         CURN     DSECT            nVSAM currencies:

000000         CURNSIZ  DS    H             Sizeof this CURN

000002         CURNTYP  DS    X             CURN type:

        00001  CURNTYAS  EQU   1               NVAS

        00002  CURNTYCE  EQU   2               NVTCe

000003         CURNRPLM DS    X             RPL processing mode

000004         CURNPRO  DS    A             -->PR60

        00008  CURNASLN EQU   ((*-CURN+3)/4)*4 sizeof(NVAS_CURN)

               *

000008                  ORG   CURNRPLM

000003         CURNVKLN DS    X             L'symbolic_key

000004         CURNVRBA DS    F             RBA

000008         CURNVKEY DS   0C   ...       Symbolic key

        00008  CURNCELN EQU   ((*-CURN+3)/4)*4 sizeof(NVTCe_CURN)

               *

               **-----------------------------------------------------------------**

               *   CURR:  Record currency                                          *

               **-----------------------------------------------------------------**

000000         CURR     DSECT            Record Currency:

               CURRRU   #FLAG X'80'         This Rcd current of r/u

000000         CURRCSR  DS    F             Offset from FIB to SR51

000004         CURRID   DS    H             Record id

000006         CURRCDBK DS    H             CURD# for VSRCDBK

000008         CURRBIND DS    A             Record bind address
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        0000C  CURRLEN  EQU   ((*-CURR+3)/4)*4  sizeof(CURR)

               *

               **-----------------------------------------------------------------**

               *   CURS:  Set currency                                             *

               **-----------------------------------------------------------------**

000000         CURS     DSECT            Set Currency:

000000         CURSNAME DS    CL18          Set name

000012         CURSSIZ  DS    H             sizeof this CURS

               CURSNUL  #FLAG X'80'         All currencies are NULL

000014         CURSCOR  DS    F             Offset from FIB to OR52 of Set

000018         CURSCSBN DS    F             Offset from DYN to CSB

        0001C  CURSNULN EQU   ((*-CURS+3)/4)*4 sizeof(NULL_CURS)

               *

00001C         CURSCRD  DS    F             Offset from FIB to CDEF of Set

000020         CURSNPOS DS    F             NPOS for OR6 restore

000024         CURSCREC DS    H             Record id of current of Set

000026         CURSCDBK DS    H             CURD# for VORCDBK

000028         CURSNDBK DS    H             CURD# for VORNDBK

00002A         CURSPDBK DS    H             CURD# for VORPDBK

00002C         CURSODBK DS    H             CURD# for VORODBK

        00030  CURSCHLN EQU   ((*-CURS+3)/4)*4 sizeof(chain_CURS)

               *

00002E         CURSIXPR DS    H             CURD# for VORIXPRI

000030         CURSIXCU DS    H             CURD# for VORIXCUR

000032         CURSIXNX DS    H             CURD# for VORIXNXT

        00034  CURSIXLN EQU   ((*-CURS+3)/4)*4 sizeof(index_CURS)

               *

#D2S2DS

                        #D2S2DS

               ***

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      K0:   TABLESPACE D2S2 CONTROL RECORD                       ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

               ***

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         K0       DSECT

000000         K0D2S2   DS    XL8                 TABLESPACE DATE TIME STAMP.

000008         K0HIRID  DS    H                   CURRENT HIGH RECID IN SPACE.

00000A                  DS    CL22                RESERVED.

        00020  K0DSLEN  EQU   (*-K0+3)/4*4

        00005  K0RID    EQU   5                   RECORD ID OF K0 RECORD

               ***
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               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      K2:  TABLE D2S2 CONTROL RECORD.                            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

               ***

000000         K2       DSECT

000000         K2KEY    DS    H                   SEARCH AND SORT KEY (TABLE REC ID)

               *K2LDROP  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF TABLE LOGICALLY DROPPED.

000002         K2LDROPI DS    0XL1

        00080  K2LDROPM EQU   X'80'

000002         K2FLAG1  DS    XL1                 MISC FLAGS.

000003                  DS    XL1                 RESERVED.

000004         K2D2S2   DS    XL8                 TABLE DATE TIME STAMP.

00000C                  DS    CL8                 RESERVED.

        00014  K2DSLEN  EQU   (*-K2+3)/4*4

000014         K2DBKEY  DS    F                   DBKEY - CARRIED IN INCORE INDEX.

        00018  K2IXLEN  EQU   (*-K2+3)/4*4

        00009  K2RID    EQU   9                   RECORD ID OF K2 RECORD

               ***

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      D2S2 cache record                                          ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

               ***

000000         D2C      DSECT

000000         D2CSTMP  DS    XL8                 Table/View Date Time Stamp.

000008         D2CDBKEY DS    F                   Dbkey to be locked.

               *D2C#EMP #FLAG X'80'               On if table is empty.

00000C         D2C#EMPI DS    0XL1

        00080  D2C#EMPM EQU   X'80'

00000C         D2CFLAG1 DS    X                   Misc Flags.

Offset  Value 

 

00000D         D2CFLAG2 DS    X                   Misc Flags.

               *

00000E         D2CTKEY  DS    H                   Table cache key - record Id.

        00010  D2CTDSLN EQU   (*-D2C+3)/4*4       Table cache entry length.

000010                  ORG   D2CTKEY

00000E         D2CVKEY  DS    0CL36               View cache key

00000E         D2CVSCHM DS    CL18                View Schema name.

000020         D2CVNAME DS    CL18                View Name.

        00034  D2CVDSLN EQU   (*-D2C+3)/4*4       View cache entry length.
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#DBTBDS

                        COPY #DBTBDS

               *

               *********************************************************************

               *                                                                   *

               *        DBNAME table control blocks                                *

               *                                                                   *

               *        COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                *

               *                                                                   *

               *                                                                   *

               *                                                                   *

               *********************************************************************

               *********************************************************************

               *                                                                   *

               *        DBTABLE HEADER 'DT39' CONTROL BLOCK                        *

               *                                                                   *

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         DBT      DSECT

000000         DBTID    DS    CL4       'DT39'

000004         DBTFLAG1 DS    XL1       FLAG 1

000005         DBTFLAG2 DS    XL1       FLAG 2

000006         DBTNAME  DS    CL8       DBTABLE name

00000E                  DS    H         ***  RESERVED  ***

000010         DBTDTIME DS    CL8       DATE/TIME stamp

000018         DBTDFDIC DS    CL8       DEFAULT DICTIONARY

000020         DBTSIZEC DS    F         Total size of IDMSDBTB load module

000024         DBTINDEX DS    0XL(2*12) TABLE INDEXES

000024         DBTIXDB  DS    XL12      HDR for DB38 INDEX (sorted by DBNAME)

000030         DBTIXSM  DS    XL12      HDR for SM36 INDEX (sorted by DBNAME.SUBSCH)

        00002  DBTINDXL EQU   (*-DBTINDEX)/12   Number of INDEXES

00003C         DBTDBN   DS    A         Next in DT39-DB38

000040         DBTGPN   DS    A         Next in DT39-GP35

000044                  DS    H         ***  RESERVED  ***

000046         DBTGP35# DS    H         # OF GP35

000048         DBTDB38# DS    H         # OF DB38

00004A         DBTSG37# DS    H         # OF SG37

00004C         DBTSM36# DS    H         # OF SM36

000050         DBTDSEND DS    0F        End of DSECT

        00050  DBTDSLEN EQU   *-DBT     Length of DSECT

               *********************************************************************

               *                                                                   *

               *        DBTABLE DBNAME 'DB38' CONTROL BLOCK                        *

               *                                                                   *

               *********************************************************************

000000         DBN      DSECT

000000         DBNID    DS    CL4       'DB38'

000004         DBNFLAG1 DS    XL1       FLAG 1

        00080  DBNALWAY EQU   X'80'       -  Match on SUBSCHEMA is REQUIRED
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        00040  DBNMULTP EQU   X'40'       -  This DBNAME allows MULTIPLE PAGE GROUPS

        00020  DBNVERFY EQU   X'20'       -  MULTIPLE PAGE GROUPS verified for SETS

000005         DBNFLAG2 DS    XL1       FLAG 2

        00080  DBNUTIL  EQU   X'80'       -  DBNAME is only used for utilities

        00040  DBNCONFL EQU   X'40'       -  DBNAME invalid.  Conflicting AREA names

        00020  DBNSMISS EQU   X'20'       -  DBNAME invalid.  Missing required SEGMENT

000006         DBNNAME  DS    CL8       DBNAME

00000E                  DS    XL14      ***  RESERVED  ***

00001C         DBNIXPR  DS    XL12      HDR for PR60 INDEX (sorted LOGICAL AREA NAME)

000028         DBNDTN   DS    A         Next in DT39-DB38

00002C         DBNSGN   DS    A         Next in DB38-SG37

000030         DBNSMN   DS    A         Next in DB38-SM36

000034         DBNINDEX DS    0XL(2*12) TABLE INDEXES

Offset  Value 

 

000034         DBNIXSG  DS    XL12      HDR for SG37 INDEX (sorted by SEGMENT name)

000040         DBNIXSM  DS    XL12      HDR for SM36 INDEX (sorted by SUBSCHEMA)

        00002  DBNINDXL EQU   (*-DBNINDEX)/12   Number of INDEXES

00004C         DBNSG37# DS    H         # OF SG37

00004E         DBNSM36# DS    H         # OF SM36

000050         DBNDSEND DS    0F        End of DSECT

        00050  DBNDSLEN EQU   *-DBN     Length of DSECT

               *********************************************************************

               *                                                                   *

               *        DBTABLE DBNAME SEGMENT 'SG37' CONTROL BLOCK                *

               *                                                                   *

               *********************************************************************

000000         SGM      DSECT

000000         SGMID    DS    CL4       'SG37'

000004         SGMFLAG1 DS    XL1       FLAG 1

000005         SGMFLAG2 DS    XL1       FLAG 2

000006         SGMNAME  DS    CL8       SEGMENT NAME

00000E                  DS    H         ***  RESERVED  ***

000010                  DS    F         ***  RESERVED  ***

000014         SGMDBN   DS    A         Next in DB38-SG37

000018         SGMCOUNT DS    F         Nbr of times BIND satisfied PR60/AC56 hookup

00001C         SGMDSEND DS    0F        End of DSECT

        0001C  SGMDSLEN EQU   *-SGM     Length of DSECT

               *********************************************************************

               *                                                                   *

               *        DBTABLE DBNAME SUBSCHEMA 'SM36' CONTROL BLOCK              *

               *                                                                   *

               *********************************************************************

000000         SSM      DSECT

000000         SSMID    DS    CL4       'SM36'

000004         SSMFLAG1 DS    XL1       FLAG 1

        00080  SSMDBT   EQU   X'80'       -  This subschema USES DBTABLE mapping

000005         SSMFLAG2 DS    XL1       FLAG 2

000006         SSMSKEY  DS    0CL16     SORT KEY FOR DBNAME/SUBSCHEMA INDEX

000006         SSMDBNAM DS    CL8       OWNER DBNAME

00000E         SSMNAME1 DS    CL8       SUBSCHEMA NAME 1

000016         SSMNAME2 DS    CL8       SUBSCHEMA NAME 2

00001E         SSMDBNM2 DS    CL8       MAPPED TO DBNAME
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000026                  DS    H         ***  RESERVED  ***

000028                  DS    F         ***  RESERVED  ***

00002C         SSMDBN   DS    A         Next in DB38-SM36

000030         SSMDBO   DS    A         OWNER DB38

000034         SSMDSEND DS    0F        End of DSECT

        00034  SSMDSLEN EQU   *-SSM     Length of DSECT

               *********************************************************************

               *                                                                   *

               *        DBTABLE GROUP 'GP35' CONTROL BLOCK                         *

               *                                                                   *

               *********************************************************************

000000         GRP      DSECT

000000         GRPID    DS    CL4       'GP35'

000004         GRPFLAG1 DS    XL1       FLAG 1

000005         GRPFLAG2 DS    XL1       FLAG 2

000006         GRPNAME  DS    CL8       GROUP NAME

00000E         GRPSTATE DS    XL1       GROUP STATUS

        00080  GRPDISAB EQU   X'80'       -  This GROUP is DISABLED

00000F                  DS    XL1       ***  RESERVED  ***

000010         GRPDTN   DS    A         Next in DT39-GP35

000014                  DS    3F        ***  RESERVED  ***

000020         GRPDSEND DS    0F        End of DSECT

        00020  GRPDSLEN EQU   *-GRP     Length of DSECT

 

#DCEDS

                        COPY #DCEDS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               *** DCE:   DISPATCH CONTROL ELEMENT DSECT                           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         DCE      DSECT

000000         DCEFWDA  DS    A                   DCE FORWARD CHAIN POINTER.

000004         DCEBCKA  DS    A                   DCE BACKWARD CHAIN POINTER.

000008         DCETCEA  DS    A                   ADDR OF TASK CONTROL ELEMENT.

00000C         DCEECBA  DS    0A                  ADDR OF ECB OR ECB LIST.

00000C         DCEELE   DS    2A                  ECB LIST ELEMENT (SEE #ELEDS).

000014         DCEDPEA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF DPE CHAIN.

000018         DCEDDMA  DS    A                   ADDR OF DDM               JDM 01/89

00001C         DCECDPE  DS    A                   CURRENT DPE POINTER.

000020         DCEOWNR  DS    0F                  OWNED FULLWORD          IDMSDC 2013

000020         DCEOWN0  DS    XL1                 RESERVED DO NOT USE     IDMSDC 2013

000021         DCEOWN1  DS    XL1                 RESERVED DO NOT USE     IDMSDC 2013
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               DCEOWND  #FLAG X'01'               DCE IS CURRENTLY OWNED  IDMSDC 2013

000022         DCEOWN2  DS    XL1                 OWNED FLAG BYTE         IDMSDC 2013

000023         DCEOWN3  DS    XL1                 RESERVED                IDMSDC 2013

000024         DCEPRTY  DS    XL1                 DISPATCHING PRIORITY 0 - 255.

               *

               DCERDY   #FLAG X'80'               TASK READY TO RUN, NOT DISPATCHED.

               DCERUN   #FLAG X'40'               TASK IS CURRENTLY EXECUTING.

               DCEXTNL  #FLAG X'10'               WAITING ON AT LEAST 1 EXTERNAL ECB.

               DCENEMB  #FLAG DCERDYM+DCERUNM+DCEXTNLM  TASK CAN'T CAUSE EMBRACE

               * NOTE: DCERDY, DCERUN AND DCEXTNL ALL HAVE TO BE IN THE SAME BYTE

               DCEWAIT  #FLAG X'20'               TASK IS DOING SOME KIND OF WAIT.

               DCELKMD  #FLAG X'08'               TASK WAITING ON A LOCK OR A MPMODE

               DCEHICP  #FLAG X'04'               HICCUP WAIT IN PROGRESS FOR TASK.

               DCENEWT  #FLAG X'02'               NEW TASK, NOT YET DISPATCHED.

               DCELIST  #FLAG X'01'               DCEECBA POINTS TO ECBLIST

000025         DCEDCI   DS    XL1                 DISPATCH CONTROL INDICATOR.

               ***RNBL  #FLAG X'80'               Reserved for future development

               DCEAFIN  #FLAG X'40'               TASK REQUIRED SUBTASK AFFINITY

               DCEQUIT  #FLAG X'20'               SET TO REMOVE TASK FROM SYSTEM

               DCEDEAD  #FLAG X'10'               COND=DEAD WAIT            JDM 01/89

               DCECANC  #FLAG X'08'               CANCEL TASK               JDM 01/89

               DCEALOW  #FLAG X'04'               DCE allow flag           IDMSDC/308

               *        #FLAG X'02'               RESERVED                    HRH C91

               DCERRS   #FLAG X'01'               RRS-type subtask wanted

000026         DCEFLAG  DS    XL1                 SECOND FLAG BYTE.

               ** CAREFUL - THE NEXT BYTE IS ONLY FOR FLAGS SET BY THE TICKER

               ** SUBTASK.  IT IS IMPORTANT IN AN MP ENVIRONMENT THAT THESE FLAGS

               ** BE KEPT SEPARATE FROM OTHER FLAGS.  RBK 85/11/29

               DCETIMR  #FLAG X'80'               TIMER POST TO HANDLE.

000027         DCEFLAG2 DS    XL1                 FLAGS SET BY TICKER SUBTASK

               DCEWMOD  #FLAG X'04'               DCE waiting for a mode   IDMSDC/308

               DCEP2Q   #FLAG X'01'               DCE queued by dispatch pass 2

000028         DCEFLAG3 DS    XL1                 Third flag               IDMSDC/308

000029         DCEECODE DS    XL1                 COND=DEAD RETURN CODE     JDM 01/89

00002A         DCEAFFIN DS    H                   SUBTASK AFFINITY VALUE

00002C                  DS    A                   RESERVED                  JDM 01/89

000030         DCEEXECB DS    2F                  EXTENDED ECB USED BY MULTI-TASKING

000038         DCENXTQ  DS    A                   ADDR OF NEXT IN DISPATCH QUEUE

Offset  Value 

 

00003C         DCEDSPCT DS    F                   WORK FIELD FOR EMBRACE ROUTINE

        00040  DCEDSLEN EQU   ((*-DCE+7)/8)*8     DOUBLE WORD ALIGN

#DCEREQU

                        COPY #DCEREQU

               *********************************************************************

               ***   EQU'S  TO DEFINE IDMS-DC DML MINOR ERROR STATUS.            ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***   COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                 ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************
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Offset  Value 

 

        00001  ERR01    EQU   1   DEADLOCK.

        00002  ERR02    EQU   2   STORAGE NOT AVAILABLE.

        00003  ERR03    EQU   3   SCRATCH AREA NOT KNOWN.

        00004  ERR04    EQU   4   QUEUE ID NOT KNOWN.

        00005  ERR05    EQU   5   SPECIFIED RECORD NOT FOUND.

        00006  ERR06    EQU   6   QUEUE HAS NO CURRENT RECORD.

        00007  ERR07    EQU   7   I/O ERROR.

        00008  ERR08    EQU   8   RESOURCE NOT AVAILABLE.

        00009  ERR09    EQU   9   RESOURCE WAS AVAILABLE.

        0000A  ERR10    EQU   10  NEW STORAGE HAS BEEN ASSIGNED.

        0000B  ERR11    EQU   11  MAX TASKS CONDITION EXISTS.

        0000C  ERR12    EQU   12  INVALID TASK CODE SPECIFIED.

        0000D  ERR13    EQU   13  RESOURCE NAMED WAS NOT FOUND.

               *              13  REQ'D DMCL CTL BLK NOT FND DURING KEEP LONGTERM 2176

        0000E  ERR14    EQU   14  SINGLED THREADED, ALREADY USED.

        0000F  ERR15    EQU   15  LOAD CONFLICT--CAN'T RELOAD NOW.

        00010  ERR16    EQU   16  SPECIFIED INTERVAL C.E. NOT FOUND.

        00011  ERR17    EQU   17  RECORD WAS REPLACED.

        00012  ERR18    EQU   18  NO PRINTER SUPPORT

        00013  ERR19    EQU   19  AREA TOO SMALL--TRUNCATED.

        00014  ERR20    EQU   20  REQUESTED MODULE IS NOT AVAILABLE.

        00015  ERR21    EQU   21  ADDRESSEE (USERID, LTERMID, DESTID) WAS UNKNOWN.

        00016  ERR22    EQU   22  RECORD EXISTED, REPLACE=NO.

        00017  ERR23    EQU   23  NO STG OR RCE FOR REPLY AREA.

        00018  ERR24    EQU   24  MAX OUTSTANDING REPLIES EXCEEDED.

        00019  ERR25    EQU   25  ATTENTION INTERRUPT RECEIVED.

        0001A  ERR26    EQU   26  LOGICAL I/O ERROR OCCURRED.

        0001B  ERR27    EQU   27  PERMANENT I/O ERROR OCCURRED.

        0001C  ERR28    EQU   28  TERMINAL HAS BEEN DISCONNECTED.

        0001D  ERR29    EQU   29  INVALID FUNCTION FROM COBOL PGM.

        0001E  ERR30    EQU   30  FUNCTION NOT YET IMPLEMENTED.

        0001F  ERR31    EQU   31  INVALID PARAMETER--POSSIBLE LOGIC ERROR IN COBI.

        00020  ERR32    EQU   32  LENGTH SPEC. OF 'TO' OR 'FROM' GAVE NEGATIVE LENG.

        00021  ERR33    EQU   33  TABLE OR MAP NAMED NOT FOUND.

        00022  ERR34    EQU   34  PARAMETER WHICH HAD TO BE 01-LEVEL LINKAGE WASN'T.

        00023  ERR35    EQU   35  LINKAGE SECTION VARIABLE IN USE, CAN'T REASSIGN.

        00024  ERR36    EQU   36  INVALID (UNKNOWN) PROGRAM NAME.

        00025  ERR37    EQU   37  VARIABLE IN WRKING-STG CONFLICTS W OTHER OPRNDS.

        00026  ERR38    EQU   38  LINKAGE SECTION VARIABLE WAS NOT ALLOCATED.

        00027  ERR39    EQU   39  TERMINAL IS OUT OF SERVICE OR CLOSED.

        00028  ERR40    EQU   40  'NOIO' WAS SPECIFIED, BUT NO DATASTREAM WAS FOUND.

        00029  ERR41    EQU   41  'IF' CONDITION BEING TESTED WAS FOUND TO BE TRUE.

        0002A  ERR42    EQU   42  DEVICE IS NOT SUPPORTED BY MAP.

        0002B  ERR43    EQU   43  OPERATOR CANCELLED THE LINE-I/O SESSION.

        0002C  ERR44    EQU   44  DESIGNATED DATA FIELD NOT DEFINED IN MAP.

        0002D  ERR45    EQU   45  INVALID TERMINAL FOR PRINT SCREEN CONTENTS

        0002E  ERR46    EQU   46  TERMINAL ERROR DURING PRINT SCREEN CONTENTS

        0002F  ERR47    EQU   47  KEEP LONGTERM - AREA NOT READY

        00030  ERR48    EQU   48  KEEP LONGTERM - RUN UNIT NOT BOUND

        00031  ERR49    EQU   49  KEEP LONGTERM - NOWAIT WANTED, BUT WAIT WOULD OCCUR
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        00032  ERR50    EQU   50  BIND TRANSTAT - STATS NOT VALID

        00033  ERR51    EQU   51  REQUEUE DIRECT PRINT PER OPERATOR REQUEST

               *              51  LOCK MANAGER ERROR DURING KEEP LONGTERM    IDMS/2176

Offset  Value 

 

        00034  ERR52    EQU   52  MISSING OR INVALID TABLE

        00035  ERR53    EQU   53  USER ERROR IN USER EDIT ROUTINE

        00036  ERR54    EQU   54  INVALID INTERNAL DATA

        00037  ERR55    EQU   55  USER EDIT MODULE NOT FOUND

        00038  ERR56    EQU   56  MOD OR INQ FOR DFLDS, BUT THIS MAP HAS NO DFLDS

        00039  ERR57    EQU   57  SEND TRENDSPOTTER - DATA VALUE OVERFLOW

        0003A  ERR58    EQU   58  MAX CONCURRENT TASKS EXCEEDED

               *              58  Unable to rollback changes in local mode

        0003B  ERR59    EQU   59  ERROR XFERRING KEEP LONGTERM RQST TO IDMSKEEP   2176

        0003C  ERR60    EQU   60  KEEP LONGTERM ID IN USE WITH DIFF PAGE GROUP    2176

        0003D  ERR61    EQU   61  KEEP LONGTERM ID IN USE WITH DIFF DBKEY FORMAT  2176

        00061  ERR97    EQU   97  BAD STATUS FROM DBIO--SEE LOG FOR DETAILS.

        00062  ERR98    EQU   98  COBOL EXPANSION OF CALL DIDN'T LOOK LIKE PROTO.

        00063  ERR99    EQU   99  UNEXPECTED INTERNAL RETURN CODE.

 

#DCPDS

                        COPY #DCPDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***         IDMS-DC PAKET FOR BATCH INTERFACE                     ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         DCP      DSECT                                               04/03/87

000000         DCPSRLEN DS    H                   DATA LENGTH TO SEND-RECEIVE

000002                  DS    H

000004         DCPFELEN DS    H                   MAX LEN FRONTEND CAN RECEIVE

000006         DCPBELEN DS    H                   MAX LEN BACKEND CAN RECEIVE

000008         DCPRQLEN DS    H                   REQUEST INCREASED MAX DATA LEN

00000A         DCPTYPE  DS    X                   FUNCTION TYPE

        00001  DCPTYPEI EQU   1                     IDMS (BIND RU, ROLLBACK, FINISH)

        00002  DCPTYPED EQU   2                     DC (GETQUE, COMMIT TASK...)

        00003  DCPTYPER EQU   3                     REQUEST INCREASED DATA LEN

00000B         DCPFNUM  DS    X                   FUNCTION NUMBER

00000C         DCPREG15 DS    F                   SEND/RETURN APPL R15

000010         DCPREG0  DS    F                   SEND/RETURN APPL R0

               *                                  FOR DCPFNUM 27:

               *                                    1 = ROLLBACK TASK

               *                                    2 = ROLLBACK TASK CONTINUE
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               *                                    3 = COMMIT TASK

               *                                    4 = COMMIT TASK ALL

               *                                    5 = FINISH TASK

000014         DCPREG1  DS    F                   SEND/RETURN APPL R1

000018         DCPSTAT  DS    CL4                 RETURN APPL SSCSTAT(DB + COBOL)

               *  NOTE THIS IS THE END OF DATA ALWAYS PASSED TO/FROM FRONTEND

               *  AND BACKEND ON SEND-RECEIVE.

000020         DCPDATA  DS    0D                  DATA SPECIFIC TO FUNCTION

        00020  DCPDSLEN EQU   *-DCP               DCP PREFIX LENGTH

               *   DATA AREA FOR BIND RUN UNIT FROM DC BATCH.

000020                  ORG   DCPDATA

000020         DCPSSNAM DS    CL8                 BIND RUN UNIT SUBSCHEMA-NAME

000028         DCPPNAME DS    CL8                 BIND RUN UNIT SSCPNAME

000030         DCPNDNAM DS    CL8                 BIND RUN UNIT NODE NAME

000038         DCPDBNAM DS    CL8                 BIND RUN UNIT DB NAME

000040         DCPDCNOD DS    CL8                 BIND RUN UNIT DICTNODE

000048         DCPDCNAM DS    CL8                 BIND RUN UNIT DICTNAME

        00050  DCPLNB59 EQU   *-DCP               BIND RUN UNIT SEND LENGTH

               *  DATA AREAS FOR DC QUEUE ACCESS FROM BATCH

000050                  ORG   DCPDATA

000020         DCPQUNAM DS    CL16                QUEUE NAME.

000030         DCPQURID DS    CL4                 QUEUE RECORD ID.

000034         DCPQULEN DS    2F                  RECORD LENGTH (AND RETURN LEN).

00003C         DCPQURET DS    XL1                 QUEUE RETENTION PERIOD

00003D         DCPQUFLG DS    2XL1                FLAG BYTES.

000040                  DS    H                   RESERVED.

000048         DCPQUDAT DS    0D                  START OF QUEUE DATA AREA.

        00048  DCPLNQU  EQU   *-DCP               LENGTH OF HEADER FOR QUEUE DATA.

               *  DATA AREAS FOR RHDCCURS CALLS FROM BATCH (INITIALLY BY BATCH ADS)

000048                  ORG   DCPDATA

000020         DCPCRERE DS    A             ADDR OF TARGET CV RU'S ERE

000024         DCPCRID  DS    CL16          CURRENCY BLOCK ID

               * REQUEST FLAGS COPIED FROM RHDCCURS

               DCPSAVE  #FLAG X'01'               REQUEST IS TO SAVE CURRENCIES.

Offset  Value 

 

000034         DCPSAVEI DS    0XL1

        00001  DCPSAVEM EQU   X'01'

               DCPREST  #FLAG X'02'               REQUEST IS TO RESTORE CURRENCIES.

000034         DCPRESTI DS    0XL1

        00002  DCPRESTM EQU   X'02'

               DCPRELS  #FLAG X'04'               REQUEST IS TO RELEASE CURRENCIES.

000034         DCPRELSI DS    0XL1

        00004  DCPRELSM EQU   X'04'

               DCPRLOC  #FLAG X'08'               USE RELOCATABLE STORAGE FOR CURH.

000034         DCPRLOCI DS    0XL1

        00008  DCPRLOCM EQU   X'08'

               DCPLOCL  #FLAG X'10'         LOCAL-MODE CALL (NOT CV/DC)

000034         DCPLOCLI DS    0XL1

        00010  DCPLOCLM EQU   X'10'

000034         DCPCRFLG DS    C             REQUEST FLAG

        00035  DCPCRLEN EQU   *-DCP         LENGTH OF CURS PARM AREA

               *  DATA AREAS FOR DC WRITE PRINTER FROM BATCH
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000035                  ORG   DCPDATA

000020         DCPPRNAM DS    CL16                RETURNED REPORT NAME

000030                  ORG   DCPPRNAM

               *  THE ORDER OF THE FOLLOWING FIELDS MUCH MATCH #RRBDS DSECT

000020         DCPPRB   DS    0F                  PRINT REQUEST BLOCK

000020         DCPPRRID DS    XL1                 REPORT ID

000021         DCPPROPT DS    XL1                 OPTIONS

000022         DCPPRLEN DS    H                   PRINT LINE LENGTH

000024         DCPPRCND DS    XL1                 CONDITIONS

000025         DCPPRCLS DS    XL1                 PRINT CLASS

000026         DCPPRBUF DS    H                   PRINT BUFFER SIZE

000028         DCPPRCOP DS    XL1                 NUMBER OF COPIES

000029         DCPPRDES DS    CL8                 DESTINATION NAME

000031         DCPPRJOB DS    CL8                 JOB NAME FOR RPE

000039         DCPPROP2 DS    XL1                 OPTIONS FOR PRINT DIRECT

00003A                  DS    H                   RESERVED

00003C         DCPPRECB DS    A                   PRINT DIRECT ECB ADDR

        00020  DCPPRBLN EQU   *-DCPPRB            LENGTH OF PRINT REQUEST BLOCK

               *

000040         DCPPRDAT DS    0C                  START OF REPORT DATA AREA

        00040  DCPLNPR  EQU   *-DCP               LENGTH OF HEADER FOR WRITE PRINTER

#DDEDS

                        COPY #DDEDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               *** DDE:  DESTINATION DEFINITION ELEMENT DSECT.                   ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         DDE      DSECT                                              01/22/87

000000         DDEDSTID DS    CL8                 DESTINATION IDENTIFICATION.

000008         DDEDBKEY DS    CL4                 DBKEY OF OWNER.

00000C         DDEMEMCT DS    H                   NUMBER OF MEMBERS IN DESTINATION.

               DDETERM  #FLAG X'80'               DESTINATION IS LTERM.

               DDEUSER  #FLAG X'40'               DESTINATION IS USER.

               DDEOUTS  #FLAG X'20'               DESTINATION OUT OF SERVICE.

               DDEPRNT  #FLAG X'10'               DESTINATION IS PRINTER

               DDERPQD  #FLAG X'08'               REPORT(S) QUEUED FOR THIS DEST

               DDESWQD  #FLAG X'08'               SWITCH REQ QUEUED FOR THIS DEST

               DDESWIT  #FLAG X'04'               DESTINATION IS SWITCH

00000E         DDEFLAG1 DS    X                   FLAG BYTE 1.

               DDESWQU  #FLAG X'80'               SWITCH MESSAGES PUT OUT TO QUEUE

               DDESWMU  #FLAG X'40'               MULTIPLE SWITCH MESSAGES ALLOWED

               DDELTEO  #FLAG X'20'               ALL LTE/PTE'S FOR DEST ARE DEAD
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00000F         DDEFLAG2 DS    X                   RESERVED.

000010         DDERPEQ  DS    A                   ANCHOR OF PRINT REPORT QUEUE

000014                  ORG   DDERPEQ

000010         DDESWQ   DS    A                   ANCHOR OF SWITCH QUEUE ELEMENT

000014                  DS    A                   RESERVED.

        00018  DDEDSLEN EQU   ((*-DDE+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF DSECT

#DDTDS

                        COPY #DDTDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               *** DDT: DESTINATION DEFINITION TABLE DSECT.                      ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         DDT      DSECT                                              05/26/79

000000         DDTN     DS    H                   NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN TABLE.

000002         DDTELEN  DS    H                   LENGTH IN BYTES OF ONE ENTRY.

000004         DDTKEYOF DS    H                   OFFSET IN BYTES OF KEY IN ENTRY.

000006         DDTKEYL  DS    XL1                 LENGTH OF KEY IN BYTES.

               *

               DDTNDX   #FLAG X'80'               TABLE IS INDEXED.

               DDTLIN   #FLAG X'40'               TABLE TO BE SEARCHED LINEARLY.

               DDTBIN   #FLAG X'20'               TABLE TO BE SEARCHED BINARILY.

               DDTHASH  #FLAG X'10'               TABLE IS HASHED.

000007         DDTFLAG  DS    XL1                 FLAGBYTE.

               *

000008         DDTTIX   DS    0A                  A(TIX) if DDTNDX flag ON

000008         DDTSTART DS    A                   POINTER TO START OF TABLE.

00000C         DDTTBLEN DS    A                   LNGTH OF ENTIRE DDT AREA

        00010  DDTDSLEN EQU   ((*-DDT+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF DSECT.

#DEADS

                  COPY #DEADS   

               ********************************************************************

               ***                                                              ***

               ***   DEA   DIRECTORY ENTRY AREA, FOR USE WITH THE BLDL AND      ***

               ***   LOAD IN RHDCOS01.                                          ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.             ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***                                                              ***
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               ***                                                              ***

               ***      Note that portions of this DSECT are copied into        ***

               ***      the PDE at PDEDEA.  Note also that fields within        ***

               ***      this DSECT and within PDEDEA are used for different     ***

               ***      purposes depending on operating system, type of         ***

               ***      load module, batch versus online processing,            ***

               ***      and even at different points in the                     ***

               ***      processing of a given module.  Be very careful          ***

               ***      when modifying this DSECT.                              ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value

 

000000         DEA      DSECT

000000         DEAEPOFF DS    F                   OFFSET TO ENTRY POINT.

000004         DEATLEN  DS    F                   LENGTH OF MODULE.

000008         DEATA    DS    A                   ADDRESS OF MODULE.

               DEAA31   #FLAG X'02'               AMODE = 31 FLAG

00000C         DEAA31I  DS    0XL1

        00002  DEAA31M  EQU   X'02'

               DEAAANY  #FLAG X'03'               AMODE = ANY FLAG

00000C         DEAAANYI DS    0XL1

        00003  DEAAANYM EQU   X'03'

00000C         DEAAMODE DS    CL1                 AMODE.

               DEARANY  #FLAG X'10'               RMODE = ANY FLAG

00000D         DEARANYI DS    0XL1

        00010  DEARANYM EQU   X'10'

00000D         DEARMODE DS    CL1                 RMODE.

00000E         DEAATT1  DS    CL1                 MODULE ATTRIBUTE BYTE 1.

               DEALPA   #FLAG X'80'               LINK PACK AREA.

00000F         DEALPAI  DS    0XL1

        00080  DEALPAM  EQU   X'80'

               DEACMSM  #FLAG X'40'               CMS MODULE CREATED VIA GENMOD

00000F         DEACMSMI DS    0XL1

        00040  DEACMSMM EQU   X'40'

               DEAPROB  #FLAG X'20'               BINDER NONMIGRATABLE PROGRAM OBJECT

00000F         DEAPROBI DS    0XL1

        00020  DEAPROBM EQU   X'20'

               DEAAUTH  #FLAG X'10'               LOOADED FROM AN AUTHORIZED LIBRARY

00000F         DEAAUTHI DS    0XL1

        00010  DEAAUTHM EQU   X'10'

               DEASTP   #FLAG X'08'               Module loaded from STEPLIB

00000F         DEASTPI  DS    0XL1

        00008  DEASTPM  EQU   X'08'

00000F         DEAFLAG  DS    X'00'               Flag byte

000010         DEAOPSYS DS    20F                 OPERATING SYSTEM DEPENDENT AREA.

000060                  ORG   DEA+X'34'

               DEAPSCT  #FLAG X'04'

000034         DEAPSCTI DS    0XL1

        00004  DEAPSCTM EQU   X'04'

               DEADYNM  #FLAG X'02'

000034         DEADYNMI DS    0XL1
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        00002  DEADYNMM EQU   X'02'

000034         DEAATT2  DS    CL1                 MSP ATTRIBUTE2 BYTE

000035                  ORG

        00060  DEADSLEN EQU   *-DEA               LENGTH OF DSECT.

#DITDS

                        COPY #DITDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      DEVICE INDEPENDENCE TABLE                                ***

               ***         - USED FOR TRANSLATION OF 3270 DATA STREAMS TO TTY    ***

               ***           DATA STREAMS AND VICE VERSA.                        ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         DIT      DSECT                                     04/01/85

000000                  DS    0F

000000         DITPREF  DS    CL5 $TTY@'              TABLE NAME PREFIX

000005         DITNAME  DS    CL3                     TABLE NAME SUFFIX

000008         DITROW   DS    H                       SCREEN HAS MAX OF 24 ROWS

00000A         DITCOL   DS    H                       SCREEN HAS MAX OF 80 COLUMNS

00000C         DITSCR   DS    H                       SIZE OF SCRATCH RECORD 500

00000E         DITBUFL  DS    H                       SIZE OF INBOUND TTY BUFFER

000010         DITHMRW  DS    X                       HOME ROW

000011         DITHMCL  DS    X                       HOME COLUMN

000014                  DS    2F                      RESERVED

00001C         DITCPOS  DS    CL80                    PLACE CURSOR TR TABLE

        0006C  DITFLEN  EQU   *-DITPREF               LENGTH OF FIXED TABLE

               DITKYBD  #FLAG X'80'                   KEYBOARD LOGIC NEEDED

               DITASKI  #FLAG X'40'                   ASKII CONTROL CHARS

               DITPROW  #FLAG X'20'                   ROW DELIMIT PROTOCOL

               DITPCOL  #FLAG X'10'                   COLUMN DELIMIT PROTOCOL

               DITDEC   #FLAG X'08'                   ROW/COL ARE DECIMAL

00006C         DITFLAG1 DS    X                       FLAG BYTE 1

00006D                  DS    3X                      RESERVED

        00070  DITFLEN1 EQU   *-DITPREF               LENGTH OF FIXED TABLE & FLAGS

               ***

               ***      FOLLOWING FIELDS ARE VARIABLE IN LENGTH.  EACH FIELD HAS

               ***      AN ENTRY WHICH IS AN OFFSET TO IT'S VALUE.  THE VALUES

               ***      ARE STORED IN A TEXT POOL.  EACH ENTRY IN THE TEXT POOL

               ***      CONSISTS OF A ONE BYTE LENGTH FOLLOWED BY THE VALUE.

               ***

000070         DITSUPF  DS    H                       START UNPROTECTED FIELD

000072         DITSPRF  DS    H                       START BLANK PROTECTED FIELD

000074         DITFERR  DS    H                       MARK FIELD IN ERROR
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000076         DITDELM  DS    H                       DELIMITED FIELD

000078         DITALRM  DS    H                       RING ALARM

00007A         DITUNLK  DS    H                       UNLOCK KEYBOARD

00007C         DITCTHM  DS    H                       CONTROL HOME

00007E         DITUPLN  DS    H                       UPLINE CONTROL SEQUENCE

000080         DITDNLN  DS    H                       DOWNLINE CONTROL SEQUENCE

000082         DITFRSP  DS    H                       FORESPACE CONTROL SEQUENCE

000084         DITBKSP  DS    H                       BACKSPACE CONTROL SEQUENCE

000086         DITESC   DS    H                       ESCAPE CONTROL SEQUENCE

000088         DITPCUR  DS    H                       PROTOCOL TO PLACE CURSOR

00008A         DITPCLR  DS    H                       PROTOCOL TO CLEAR SCREEN

00008C         DITROWD  DS    H                       PROTOCOL TO DELIMIT ROW

00008E         DITCOLD  DS    H                       PROTOCOL TO DELIMIT COLUMN

000090         DITAIDS  DS    0H                      AID BYTE TABLE OFFSETS

000090         DITCLEAR DS    H                       TTY CLEAR KEY

000092         DITRTURN DS    H                       TTY ENTER KEY (RETURN)

000094         DITCTL1  DS    H                       TTY PF01

000096         DITCTL2  DS    H                       TTY PF02

Offset  Value 

 

000098         DITCTL3  DS    H                       TTY PF03

00009A         DITCTL4  DS    H                       TTY PF04

00009C         DITCTL5  DS    H                       TTY PF05

00009E         DITCTL6  DS    H                       TTY PF06

0000A0         DITCTL7  DS    H                       TTY PF07

0000A2         DITCTL8  DS    H                       TTY PF08

0000A4         DITCTL9  DS    H                       TTY PF09

0000A6         DITCTLA  DS    H                       TTY PF10

0000A8         DITCTLB  DS    H                       TTY PF11

0000AA         DITCTLC  DS    H                       TTY PF12

0000AC         DITCTLD  DS    H                       TTY PA01

0000AE         DITCTLE  DS    H                       TTY PA02

0000B0         DITCTLF  DS    H                       TTY PA03

0000B2         DITCTLG  DS    H                       TTY PF13

0000B4         DITCTLH  DS    H                       TTY PF14

0000B6         DITCTLI  DS    H                       TTY PF15

0000B8         DITCTLJ  DS    H                       TTY PF16

0000BA         DITCTLK  DS    H                       TTY PF17

0000BC         DITCTLL  DS    H                       TTY PF18

0000BE         DITCTLM  DS    H                       TTY PF19

0000C0         DITCTLN  DS    H                       TTY PF20

0000C2         DITCTLO  DS    H                       TTY PF21

0000C4         DITCTLP  DS    H                       TTY PF22

0000C6         DITCTLQ  DS    H                       TTY PF23

0000C8         DITCTLR  DS    H                       TTY PF24

        0001D  DITAIDLN EQU   (*-DITAIDS)/2           AID TABLE ENTRIES COUNT

        000CA  DITLEN   EQU   *-DITPREF               LENGTH OF TABLE - TEXT POOL

0000CA         DITTEXT  DS    0X                      START OF THE TEXT POOL

#DMCDS

                        #DMCLDS TYPE=DMCDS
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               *********************************************************************

               *        DM58 (DMCL) runtime DMCL control block                     *

               *                                                                   *

               *        COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                *

               *                                                                   *

               *                                                                   *

               *                                                                   *

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         DMC      DSECT

000000         DMC58    DS    CL4       'DM58'

000004         DMCFLAG1 DS    XL1       flag 1

        00080  DMCDADON EQU   X'80'       -  DAD feature is active

        00040  DMCLOCAL EQU   X'40'       -  this DMCL is for LOCAL mode only

        00020  DMCSTRT  EQU   X'20'       -  CA/IDMS:DB is starting up

        00010  DMCNOJNL EQU   X'10'       -  Local mode journalling not active

        00008  DMCVARYA EQU   X'08'       -  a DCMT VARY DMCL NEW COPY in progress

        00004  DMCMIOFF EQU   X'04'       -  MIO feature is not to be used

        00002  DMCMIOTR EQU   X'02'       -  MIO Tracing turned on

        00001  DMCNOMIO EQU   X'01'       -  MIO feature Not-Allowed

000005         DMCFLAG2 DS    XL1       flag 2

        00080  DMCVARYS EQU   X'80'       -  a DCMT VARY DMCL NEW COPY was issued

        00001  DMCDSHR  EQU   X'01'       -  Data Sharing is active              15.0

        00002  DMCCLOA  EQU   X'02'       -  DS on connectivity loss abend       15.0

        00004  DMCLOC64 EQU   X'04'       -  MEM CACHE LOCATION 64-bit only   16.0 SP2

000006         DMCNAME  DS    CL8       DMCL name

00000E         DMCDTIME DS    XL8       Current DATETIME Last Critical Change

000016         DMCDMVER DS    CL4       release level

00001A         DMCOPSYS DS    CL6       OPSYS i.d.

000020         DMCBS#   DS    H         BUFFERSTAT Line count

000022         DMCBC#   DS    H         highest numbered BCR

000024         DMCINDEX DS    0XL(9*12) table indexes

000024         DMCIXPR1 DS    XL12      PR60 index (sorted by PAGE RANGE)

000030         DMCIXPR2 DS    XL12      PR60 index (sorted by AREA name)

00003C         DMCIXFC  DS    XL12      FC59 index (sorted by FILE name)

000048         DMCIXSG  DS    XL12      SG49 index (sorted by SEGMENT name)

000054         DMCIXBC  DS    XL12      BC53 index (sorted by BUFFER name)

000060         DMCIXJD  DS    XL12      JD62 index (sorted by JOURNAL name)

00006C         DMCIXJB  DS    XL12      JB63 index (sorted by JOURNAL BUFFER name)

000078         DMCIXFM1 DS    XL12      FM61 index (sorted by AREA + PAGE RANGE)

000084         DMCIXFM2 DS    XL12      FM61 index (sorted by FILE + RBN RANGE)

        00009  DMCINDXL EQU   (*-DMCINDEX)/12   number of indexes

000090         DMCBCN   DS    A         next in DM58-BC53

000094         DMCJBN   DS    A         next in DM58-JB63

000098         DMCJCN   DS    A         next in DM58-JD62

00009C         DMCSGN   DS    A         next in DM58-SG49

0000A0         DMCPRN   DS    A         next in DM58-PR60

0000A4         DMCSYN   DS    A         next in DM58-SY40

0000A8         DMCFCN   DS    A         next in DM58-FC59

0000AC         DMCFMN   DS    A         next in DM58-FM61

0000B0         DMCJCC   DS    A         current JCB we are writing to
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0000B4         DMCPTIME DS    XL8       Previous DATETIME Last Critical Change

0000BC         DMCJTRBN DS    F         next relative block number of DISK JOURNAL

0000C0         DMCSLRBN DS    F         LO RBN of DISK JOURNAL segment

0000C4         DMCSHRBN DS    F         HI RBN of DISK JOURNAL segment

0000C8         DMCLEN   DS    F         length of DMCL tables

0000CC         DMCRUID  DS    F         last used R/U id

0000D0         DMCQUIES DS    F         BGIN/ENDJ quiesce level count

0000D4         DMCRUQS  DS    F         actual RUN UNIT quiesce level

0000D8         DMCNOTX  DS    H         number of txns active thru this DMCL

Offset  Value 

 

0000DA         DMCJCUSH DS    H         Journal Full Cushion - blocks             R160

0000DC         DMCRPLST DS    F         addr of RPL list

0000E0         DMCBECBA DS    F         addr of ECBS for BUFFER pools

0000E4         DMCBITL  DS    0A          **Seems to be unreferenced.

0000E4         DMCBCRA  DS    A           Address of ACTIVE BCR address list

0000E8         DMCBITA  DS    0A          **Seems to be unreferenced.

0000E8         DMCBCRAC DS    A           Address of ACTIVE BCR bit list

0000EC         DMCBUFMX DS    0F          **Seems to be unreferenced.

0000EC         DMCBCRLN DS    F           Size of DMCBCRAC.

0000F0         DMCBITF  DS    F           Size of largest BPCBITF.

0000F4         DMCTRTA  DS    A         translate table

0000F8         DMCFSTA  DS    F         address of global FST storage

0000FC         DMCUSR   DS    F         addr of user global STG anchor (duplexing)

000100         DMCBIT2  DS    F           **Seems to be unreferenced.

000104         DMCCSIZE DS    F         DMCL compile size

000108         DMCRSIZE DS    F         DMCL runtime size

00010C         DMCJTIME DS    2F        Journal time stamp maintained by DBIO

000114         DMCFC#   DS    H         temp

000116         DMCQUIS# DS    H         Number of DCMT QUIESCE AREA that are running

000118         DMCDBTBA DS    A         address of DBNAME table

00011C         DMCDBT   DS    CL8       DBNAME Table Name

000124         DMCVELA  DS    A         address of IDMS VSAM exit list

000128         DMCNVELA DS    A         address of NATIVE VSAM exit list

00012C         DMCDBCN  DS    A         next in DM58-BC53 dead block list

000130         DMCDSGN  DS    A         next in DM58-SG49 dead block list

000134         DMCDPRN  DS    A         next in DM58-PR60 dead block list

000138         DMCDFCN  DS    A         next in DM58-FC59 dead block list

00013C         DMCDCMSG DS    A         address of PR60 for SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG

000140         DMCCDATE DS    XL8       DATETIME Created

000148         DMCUDATE DS    XL8       DATETIME Last Updated

000150         DMCCACHE DS    CL16      Default SHARED CACHE name                15.0

000160         DMC#LOCK DS    F         Data Sharing Lock Entries                15.0

000164         DMC#MEM  DS    X         Data Sharing Members                     15.0

000165         DMCSLF   DS    X         MEMORY CACHE STORAGE LIMIT factor     16.0 SP2

000166         DMCSLV   DS    H         MEMORY CACHE STORAGE LIMIT value      16.0 SP2

000168         DMCQUAL  DS    XL8       Transaction ID Qualifer                  15.0

000170         DMC#VUP  DS    F         # of VARY AREA UPDATEs issued           $R150

000174         DMCDJCN  DS    A         next in DM58-JD62 dead block list

000178         DMCJTSEQ DS    D         D word aligned J Rcd sequence nbr         R160

000180         DMCLODNM DS    CL8       DMCL load module name                     R164

000188         DMCSIZEC DS    F         total size of SYSTRK file image

00018C         DMCBC53# DS    H         # of BC53
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00018E         DMCJB63# DS    H         # of JB63

000190         DMCJD62# DS    H         # of JD62

000192         DMCSG49# DS    H         # of SG49

000194         DMCPR60# DS    H         # of PR60

000196         DMCSY40X DS    H         # of SY40 (old halfword count)        16.0 SP2

000198         DMCFC59# DS    H         # of FC59

00019A         DMCFM61# DS    H         # of FM61

00019C         DMCSY40# DS    F         # of SY40                             16.0 SP2

0001A0         DMCVDATE DS    XL8       DATETIME Last VARY DMCL NEW COPY

0001A8                  DS    4F        reserved

0001B8         DMCEND   DS    0D        end of DSECT                              R160

        001B8  DMCDSLEN EQU   *-DMC     length of DSECT

#DPRDS

                        #DMCLDS TYPE=DPRDS

               *********************************************************************

               *        DPR (PHYSICAL AREA) runtime DMCL control block             *

               *                                                                   *

               *        COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                *

               *                                                                   *

               *                                                                   *

               *                                                                   *

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         DPR      DSECT

000000         DPR60    DS    CL4       'PR60'

000004         DPRFLAG1 DS    XL1       flag 1

        00080  DPRWMST  EQU   X'80'       -  warmstart using this DPR

        00040  DPRJHDA  EQU   X'40'       -  find this AREA in the JHDA

        00020  DPRRELA  EQU   X'20'       -  Relational Area

        00010  DPRNTWK  EQU   X'10'       -  Network Area

        00008  DPRSHARE EQU   X'08'       -  Area can be shared by multiple CVs.

               *                             (All files are cached and data

               *                              sharing active)

        00004  DPRICVI  EQU   X'04'       -  Inter-CV-interest in area.

               *                             (At least one update CV and another

               *                              update or non-transient-retrieval CV)

        00002  DPRTLOCK EQU   X'02'       -  doing TABLE locking (stamping)

        00001  DPRALOCK EQU   X'01'       -  doing AREA locking (stamping)

000005         DPRFLAG2 DS    XL1       flag 2

        00080  DPR1TO1  EQU   X'80'       -  AREA maps 1-to-1 to FILE

        00040  DPRGDOWN EQU   X'40'       -  Global locks should be downgraded

        00020  DPRQUIS  EQU   X'20'       -  Area quiesced (DCMT QUIESCE AREA)

        00010  DPRDSHAR EQU   X'10'       -  Area defined as SHARED in DMCL definition

        00008  DPRDROP  EQU   X'08'       -  VARY DMCL detected DROPPED AREA

        00004  DPRNEW   EQU   X'04'       -  VARY DMCL detected NEW AREA

        00002  DPRVARY  EQU   X'02'       -  VARY DMCL caused this PR60 to VARY

        00001  DPRDEAD  EQU   X'01'       -  VARY DMCL made this PR60 DEAD

000006         DPRNAME  DS    CL27      PHYSICAL AREA name
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000021         DPRDTIME DS    CL8       DATETIME stamp

000029         DPRJSTAT DS    XL1       JOURNAL status for AREA

00002A         DPRPINDX DS    0XL10     sort key for page range index

00002A         DPRPGRUP DS    H         PAGE GROUP identifier for AREA

00002C         DPRLOPG  DS    F         LOW page number of AREA

000030         DPRHIPG  DS    F         HIGH page number of AREA

000034         DPRDBKFM DS    F         DBKEY format associated with this AREA

000038         DPRATYP  DS    H         AREA type

        00039  DPRATYPI EQU   *-1       Byte-sized Area type

        00000  DPRATYNI EQU   0           0=NATIVE IDMS

        00001  DPRATYVK EQU   1           1=NATIVE VSAM KSDS

        00002  DPRATYVE EQU   2           2=NATIVE VSAM ESDS

        00003  DPRATYVR EQU   3           3=NATIVE VSAM RRDS

        00004  DPRATYXT EQU   4           4=IDMS EXTENT (obsolete)

00003A         DPRRSRV  DS    H         page reserve for the AREA

00003C         DPRSPMI  DS    F         AREA space management interval

000040         DPRDMN   DS    A         next in DM58-PR60

000044         DPRFMN   DS    A         next in PR60-FM61

000048         DPRSYN   DS    A         next in PR60-SY40

00004C         DPRSGO   DS    A         owner SG49

000050         DPRSGN   DS    A         next in SG49-PR60

000054         DPRRDPGA DS    A         address of the RDPG DSECT

000058         DPRFLAG3 DS    XL1       flag 3

        00080  DPRVAL1  EQU   X'80'       -  This PR60 passed AREA validation phase

        00040  DPRVAL2  EQU   X'40'       -  This PR60 passed POST validation phase

        00020  DPRFAIL  EQU   X'20'       -  This PR60 failed AREA or POST validation

Offset  Value 

 

        00010  DPRRECOV EQU   X'10'       -  This PR60 is unrecovered during STARTUP

        00008  DPRMICVI EQU   X'08'       -  This PR60 is entering into I-CV-I state

        00004  DPRWSHAR EQU   X'04'       -  JHDA says area SHARED doing warmstart

000059         DPRFLAG4 DS    XL1       flag 4

        00080  DPRPERM  EQU   X'80'       -  DPRCURST is permanent across shutdown.

        00040  DPRFCACH EQU   X'40'       -  Warmstart - flush cache 1st time sw.

        00020  DPRUREDY EQU   X'20'       -  UNREADY pending for this area

        00010  DPRLOCKU EQU   X'10'       -  LOCK utility issued for area in 'Mini CV'

        00008  DPRNUNLK EQU   X'08'       -  Don't unlock area in mini cv (rollbacked)

        00004  DPRQSAM  EQU   X'04'       -  QSAM used in underlying file

        00002  DPRVDLPC EQU   X'02'       -  VARY DMCL NEW COPY low page Changed

        00001  DPRJNTRY EQU   X'01'       -  On if a JHDA entry for this area exists

00005A         DPR#VUP  DS    X         # of times area varied UPDATE

00005B         DPRLOKST DS    X         Status used for recovery locks

00005C         DPRFM61# DS    H         Number of FM61's for this PR60

00005E         DPRSNAME DS    CL8       AREA'S SCHEMA name

000066         DPRSVERS DS    H         AREA'S SCHEMA version

000068         DPRFLAG  DS    0F        AREA init flag

000068         DPRVARN  DS    F         next in VARY AREA list

00006C         DPRACN   DS    A         next of PR60-AC56

000070         DPRACP   DS    A         Prior of PR60/AC56

000074         DPROPST  DS    XL1       Status of AREA from DBMS's point of view

000075         DPRCURST DS    XL1       Current status of AREA

        00000  DPRARNUL EQU   0           AREA not in use

        00001  DPRAROFL EQU   1           AREA is OFFLINE to current task
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        00002  DPRARTRT EQU   2           AREA in use in TRANSIENT RETRIEVAL mode

        00003  DPRARRET EQU   3           AREA in use in RETRIEVAL mode

        00004  DPRARUPD EQU   4           AREA in use in UPDATE mode

        00080  DPRARFIN EQU   X'80'       request to alter status satisfied by INTD

000076         DPRVSTA  DS    XL1       VARY AREA status

000077         DPRFLG1  DS    XL1       AREA flags

        00080  DPRINIT  EQU   X'80'       set during startup, JOURNAL initialization

        00040  DPRPURG  EQU   X'40'       AREA purge, stop I/O to AREA

        00020  DPRDEFR  EQU   X'20'       defer sending MESSAGE about AREA

        00010  DPRPASS  EQU   X'10'       pass this AREA once

        00008  DPRSTOP  EQU   X'08'       stop UPDATE access to the AREA

        00004  DPRSTPR  EQU   X'04'       stop RETRIEVAL access to the AREA

        00002  DPRQUES  EQU   X'02'       DCMT VARY quiesce AREA

        00001  DPRLOADA EQU   X'01'       this is a DDLDCLOD area or a DDLCATLOD area

000078         DPRECBA  DS    F         addr of ECB and AREA lock counts

00007C         DPRFMC   DS    A         IDMSBLDR current FM61 (used only at startup)

000080         DPRSYC   DS    A         IDMSBLDR current SY40 (used only at startup)

000084         DPRSTECB DS    3F        internal ECB to WAIT for AREA availability

000090         DPRSTAWT DS    F         number of WAITERS on DPRSTECB

000094         DPRSTDCE DS    A         DCE address of DB VARY TASK

000098         DPRMSGN  DS    A         address of next MESSAGE in RESOURCE list

00009C         DPRMSGA  DS    A         address of active MESSAGE

0000A0         DPRKNTFY DS    F         count of DBKEYS in AREA needing notification

0000A4         DPRXNTFY DS    F         count of external notify locks

0000A8         DPRUTBKA DS    A         A(updating TBK) in mini cv

0000AC                  DS    F         *** available ***

0000B0         DPRSTXCB DS    2F        external ECB

0000B8         DPRALCNT DS    H         AREA lock count

0000BA                  DS    H         ***  RESERVED  ***

0000BC         DPRSTUP  DS    XL1       flags used for STARTUP

        00080  DPRSCUR  EQU   X'80'       maintain current status

        00040  DPRSRET  EQU   X'40'       set to RETRIEVAL

        00020  DPRSTRT  EQU   X'20'       set to TRANSIENT RETRIEVAL

        00010  DPRSUPD  EQU   X'10'       set to UPDATE

        00008  DPRSOFF  EQU   X'08'       set to OFFLINE

0000BD         DPRWARM  DS    XL1       flags used for WARMSTART

        00080  DPRWCUR  EQU   X'80'       maintain current status

        00040  DPRWRET  EQU   X'40'       reset to RETRIEVAL

        00020  DPRWTRT  EQU   X'20'       reset to TRANSIENT RETRIEVAL

        00010  DPRWUPD  EQU   X'10'       reset to UPDATE

        00008  DPRWOFF  EQU   X'08'       reset to OFFLINE

Offset  Value 

 

0000BE         DPRFLAGD DS    XL1       default SYSTEM unique AREA flags

        00080  DPRDCLOG EQU   X'80'       -  on if this is default DDLDCLOG area

        00040  DPRDCRUN EQU   X'40'       -  on if this is default DDLDCRUN area

        00020  DPRDCSCR EQU   X'20'       -  on if this is default DDLDCSCR area

        00010  DPROCSCR EQU   X'10'       -  on if this is default DDLOCSCR area

        00008  DPRSEC   EQU   X'08'       -  on if this is default DDLSEC area

0000BF         DPRNCRIT DS    XL1       DCMT VARY DMCL non critical changes

        00080  DPRNCRI1 EQU   X'80'       -  on if area's PAGE RESERVE changed

0000C0         DPRRCVY# DS    F         Highest recovery txn # holding area lock

        000C4  DPRK2FLD EQU   *         D2S2 work fields
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0000C4         DPRK2TBH DS    XL16      D2S2 index (sorted by table record i.d.)

0000D4         DPRD2S2  DS    XL8       K0 D2S2

0000DC         DPRK0DBK DS    F         K0 DBKEY

0000E0         DPRKBUFA DS    A         Address of K2 cache buffer address

0000E4         DPRKBUFC DS    A         Address of K2 cache current pointer

0000E8         DPRKBUFL DS    A         Address of K2 cache upper limit address

0000EC         DPRTRNX  DS    A         Address on the next trace entry

0000F0         DPRTRST  DS    A         Address on the first trace entry

0000F4         DPRTRND  DS    A         Address on the last trace entry

0000F8                  DS    2F        ***  not used  ***

        0003C  DPRK2LEN EQU   *-DPRK2FLD  Length of D2S2 work fields

000100         DPRLOCK1 DS    F         MP lock - locks DPRK2FLD processing

000104         DPRLNAME DS    CL18      LOGICAL AREA name (SUBSCHEMA AREA name)

000116         DPRQUIS# DS    H         Number of DCMT QUIESCE AREAs in progress

000118         DPRQECB  DS    3F        internal ECB to WAIT for AREA QUIESCED

000124         DPRWNTFY DS    F         # of lock wait notifies on area

000128         DPRXWAIT DS    F         # of ext. lock waits on res. in area

00012C         DPRPBLKA DS    A         Addr prior runtime DPR at VARY DMCL NEW COPY

000130         DPREND   DS    0F        end of DSECT

        00130  DPRDSLEN EQU   *-DPR     length of DSECT

#DSICB

                        COPY #DSICB

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***               DSI Client/Server Control Block                   ***

               ***                   and related structures                        ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***    Note: This DSECT must be kept in sync with the SQDSICB.H     ***

               ***          used by SQL client                                     ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***   Fields used by both Client and Server:                        ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               *** CONTAINS PTF# IDMS/3814 DSITORCV              DEFJE01 10/22/09  ***

               *** CONTAINS R170 *EXTID* CPS MPRF adjusted       ROSDA01 07/25/08  ***

               *** CONTAINS R170 V4: DSITOWRN,DSICPRCS,DSICPRCN  DEFJE01 05/22/07  ***

               *** CONTAINS R170 *EXTID* CPS defs added MPRF     MCKED01 04/24/07  ***

               *** CONTAINS R170 V4: Savepoint spt, longer DSIS  DILJU01 12/06/06  ***

               *** CONTAINS R16X XA RECOVER resync handle        ROSDA01 07/06/04  ***

               *** CONTAINS R16X XA SUSPEND client only flag     ROSDA01 06/10/04  ***

               *** CONTAINS R160 XID and SQLDAX                  ROSDA01 09/27/03  ***

               *** CONTAINS R160 Change for 2-phase commit               17/13/02  ***

               *** CONTAINS PTF# IDMS/2591 S0C4 AT END OF IDMSBCF  WEIRI02 11/14/01***

               ***********************************************************************
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Offset  Value

 

000000         DSICB    DSECT

000000         DSIAID   DS    CL4                 Eyecatcher.

        2C9C2  DSIBRAND EQU   C'DSIB'

               *

000004         DSICBANC DS    A                   Backpointer to Client-dependent

               *                                                 DSICB anchor word.

000008         DSISVCT  DS    FL1                 Current use of this cb:

        00001  DSIT#SQL EQU   1                      SQL

        00002  DSIT#DML EQU   2                      Native DML

        00003  DSIT#DC  EQU   3                      DC function

        00004  DSIT#QPR EQU   4                      Queue-print service

               *

000009         DSIDMLV  DS    0FL1                Native DML verb#.

000009         DSISQLC  DS    FL1                 SQL commit flavour:

        00000  DSIQ#NC  EQU   0                      0 - not a commit

        00001  DSIQ#COC EQU   1                      1 - commit session continues

        00002  DSIQ#COR EQU   2                      2 - commit session ends

        00003  DSIQ#REL EQU   3                      3 - release after commit

               *

00000A         DSIDCVEC DS   0H                   DC b/e CSA(+)|NVT(-) vector

               *

00000A         DSISVCF  DS    H                   SQL function code:

        00001  DSIF#IS  EQU   1                      Install SQL statement

        00002  DSIF#XQ  EQU   2                      Execute SQL

        00002  DSIF#MAX EQU   2                      Highest defined.

               *

00000C         DSIIPL   DS    XL4                 Input parm list descriptor

000010         DSIOPL   DS    XL4                 Output parm list descriptor

               *

000014         DSIPROF  DS    X                   Client/server machine info:

        00080  DSIP#PRM EQU   X'80'                  Permanent connection (for    R160$

                                                       fast messaging)            R160

        00040  DSIP#NFR EQU   X'40'                  DSICB not to be freed by DCLI

        00020  DSIP#LTR EQU   X'20'                  b/e has acquired LT resources

        00010  DSIP#SUB EQU   X'10'                  subordinate session

        00001  DSIP#LCL EQU   X'01'                  local processing

        00002  DSIP#HET EQU   X'02'                  heterogeneous processing

        00004  DSIP#EXC EQU   X'04'                  explicit connect

        00008  DSIP#GRP EQU   X'08'                  group connect

               *

000015         DSIRNF   DS    X                   Runtime info from Server:

        00001  DSIR#XND EQU   X'01'                  Txn just ended

        00002  DSIR#XBG EQU   X'02'                  Txn just begun

        00004  DSIR#SND EQU   X'04'                  Session just ended

        00010  DSIR#SFL EQU   X'10'                  Session failed

        00040  DSIR#SUS EQU   X'40'                  Session suspended

        00080  DSIR#ERU EQU   X'80'                  nDML run-unit ended

               *                                  Runtime info from Client:

        00008  DSIR#SVP EQU   X'08'                  Set savepoint on next request

               *
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               *                                  If Local Client/Server:

000016         DSIUPL#  DS    H                      # parms in user's plist.

000018         DSIUPLA  DS    A                      -->user's plist.

               *

               *                                  If DC function:

00001C         DSIDCRBL DS   0F                      sizeof(ReplyBuff) (c->s)

00001C         DSIDCR15 DS    F                      function R15 r/c  (s->c)

000020         DSIDCR0  DS    F                                R0      (c<->s)

000024         DSIDCR1  DS    F                                R1      (c<->s)

               *

000028         DSISVCO  DS    FL1                 Origin of DSICB:

               *                                  (DSIT#xxx)

000029         DSISTXS  DS    X                   Default txn mode

               *

00002A         DSITFLG  DS    X                   Transaction-related flags:     R160

        00040  DSIT#NCO EQU   X'40'                  Don't commit transaction    R160

        00020  DSIT#ACT EQU   X'20'                  Activity since last syncpt  R160

        00010  DSIT#RET EQU   X'10'                  Retain interest             R160

        00004  DSIT#RUF EQU   X'04'                  FREERU commit from RUAL     R160

        00002  DSIT#UPD EQU   X'02'                  Updates made by session     R160

        00001  DSIT#BRQ EQU   X'01'                  Session backout required    R160

00002B         DSITXN   DS    X                   Transaction flags              R160

        00080  DSIT#SHR EQU   X'80'                  Session's txn is sharable   R160

        00040  DSIT#DEF EQU   X'40'                  Use DefaultShared txn       R160

        00020  DSIT#TXI EQU   X'20'                  Txn is independent of session

        00010  DSIT#MTX EQU   X'10'                  Multi-txns allowed (XA)

        00008  DSIT#RRS EQU   X'08'                  RRS-controlled (entry session)

        00004  DSIT#XA  EQU   X'04'                  XA-controlled (entry session)

        00002  DSIT#ENT EQU   X'02'                  Entry node                  R160

        00001  DSIT#SXA EQU   X'01'                  XA XID is primary share id  R160

        000F7  DSIT#XAO EQU   DSIT#SHR+DSIT#DEF+DSIT#TXI+DSIT#MTX+DSIT#XA+DSIT#ENT+0+0+

                              +DSIT#SXA              XA-entry session options    R160

               *

00002C         DSICVER  DS    H                   Client's code version

00002E         DSISVER  DS    H                   Server's code version

        00001  DSIV#01  EQU   1                    SQL:auto resume, piggyback suspend

               *                                   NDL:14.1 page-info present

        00002  DSIV#02  EQU   2                    SQL:piggyback commit, open/close

               *                                     session deflt isolation & txn mod

        00003  DSIV#03  EQU   3                    16.0: 2-phase commit capable

               *

        00004  DSIV#04  EQU   4                    17.0: Enhanced savepoints     R170

               *

        00004  DSIV#HI  EQU   4                    Highest version               R170

               *

               *

               *   Space reserved for exclusive use of Server - preserved by Client:

               *

000030         DSISONLY DS   (0*16)F              Usable Server space:

               *

000030         DSISLTEA DS    A  NSRV QSRV           -->session's sLTE.

000034         DSISSSCA DS    A  NSRV      DSRV      -->Server's SSC

               *
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000038         DSISPRCA DS    A  NSRV                List of DBproc cb's.

00003C         DSISRBUF DS    A  NSRV                -->Server's reply buffer

000040         DSISRBLN DS    F  NSRV                and its size.

               *

000044                  DS    F                      - reserved -

000048         DSIDBGRP DS    CL8                    DBGroup name                 R160

               *                                     from f/e CONNECT:

000050         DSIDBNO  DS    CL8                       DBnode

000058         DSIDBNM  DS    CL8                       DBname

000060         DSIDINO  DS    CL8                       DInode

000068         DSIDINM  DS    CL8                       DIname

               *

               *   Transaction-related information exchanged on every request

               *       (Version 3 clients & servers only)

               *

000070         DSITXNI  DS    0X                     Transaction information

000070         DSITXIDA DS    A                      ->XID

000074         DSITXIDL DS    F                      Length of XID

000078         DSITCFLG DS    X                      Connect flag

        00080  DSIT#REM EQU   X'80'                    Truly a remote connection

        00040  DSIT#GRP EQU   X'40'                    Backend node is DBGroup member

        00020  DSIT#CIC EQU   X'20'                    CICS-entry node

        00008  DSIT#XAJ EQU   X'08'                    XA_JOIN rules apply       R160

        00004  DSIT#XAN EQU   X'04'                    XA_NEW rules apply        R160

000079                  DS    X                      -vacant-

00007A         DSITTMOI DS    H                      Timeout interval (secs)

00007C         DSITBHDL DS    F                      Server's txn branch handle

000080         DSITSSTP DS    XL8                    Startup timestamp

000088         DSITPSHR DS    XL16                   Primary share id

000098         DSITSSHR DS    XL16                   Sub share id

0000A8         DSITNODE DS    0CL8                   Possible Node name

0000A8         DSITPBID DS    CL16                   C-S Primary branch id

0000B8         DSITSBID DS    XL16                   C-S sub-branch id

0000C8         DSITSVPL DS    H                      Savepoint level of session   R170

0000CA         DSITSVPK DS    H                      Savepoint level to preserve  R170

0000CC         DSITOWRN DS    H                      # of Open WITH RETURN cursorsR170

0000CE         DSITORCV DS    H                      # of Potential Open rcv curs R170

0000D0                  DS    F                      - reserved -                 R170

        00064  DSITXNLN EQU   (*-DSITXNI)         Length of Txn Info

        000D4  DSISDSLN EQU   ((*-DSICB+3)/4)*4   Length of Server's view of DSICB.

               *

               *   Fields used exclusively by Client, not available to Server:

               *

0000D4         DSICONLY DS   (0*12)F

               *

               *   Careful how these fields are overlayed; DSICBs can be used

               *   by multiple Client/Servers...

               *

0000D4         DSICRBSR DS   0A     NCLI               -->nDML last ref record RBTE.

0000D4         DSICFLAG DS    X,XL3      QCLI          Client flags.

0000D8         DSICRBLR DS   0A     NCLI               -->nDML last ref LR RBTE.

0000D8         DSICTXNC DS    A          QCLI          -->current txn entry.

0000DC         DSICSSCA DS   0A     NCLI               -->client-side SSC.
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0000DC         DSICTXNF DS    A          QCLI          -->first txn entry.

0000E0         DSICCIBA DS    A     NCLI QCLI DCLI     -->DTS ClientInformationBlock

0000E4         DSICNFLG DS    X     NCLI QCLI DCLI     Client flag byte      IDMS/2591

        00080  DSIC#INR EQU   X'80'                     - RUAL session       IDMS/2591

        00040  DSIC#TOP EQU   X'40'                     - Top-level session       R160

        00020  DSIC#CMR EQU   X'20'                     - Commit request          R160

        00010  DSIC#CMT EQU   X'10'                     - Last action was commit  R160

        00008  DSIC#XID EQU   X'08'                     - Pass XID to server      R160

        00004  DSIC#NEW EQU   X'04'                     - New session needs reg.  R160

        00002  DSIC#CER EQU   X'02'                     - Communications error.   R160

        00001  DSIC#CCO EQU   X'01'                     - CONRES connection       R160

0000E5         DSICXFLG DS    X     NCLI QCLI DCLI     Client flag byte           R160

        00080  DSIC#PRP EQU   X'80'                     - Prepare has been sent.  R160

        00040  DSIC#COM EQU   X'40'                     - Commit has been sent    R160

        00020  DSIC#BAK EQU   X'20'                     - Backout has been sent.  R160

        00010  DSIC#XSU EQU   X'10'                     - XA SUSPEND transaction  R16X

        00008  DSIC#AUT EQU   X'08'                     - AUTOCMT on for CICS     R160

        00004  DSIC#XCO EQU   X'04'                     - Externally-controlled txn160

        00002  DSIC#LNG EQU   X'02'                     - Longterm DSICB          R160

        00001  DSIC#XLT EQU   X'01'                     - XA "local" transaction  R16X

0000E6         DSICXFL2 DS    X     NCLI QCLI DCLI     Client flag byte           *SP2

        00080  DSIC#USE EQU   X'80'                     - DSICB used since suspend*SP2

        00040  DSIC#SVB EQU   X'40'                     - Savept broadcast needed R170

0000E7                  DS    X     NCLI QCLI DCLI     - reserved -

0000E8         DSICPHEP DS    A          QCLI          -->Pheap (#getstg'd)

0000EC         DSICTHEP DS    A          QCLI          -->Theap (malloc'd)

0000F0         DSICCPSA DS    A     NCLI      DCLI     -->CPS for remote parms

0000F4         DSICRBTH DS    A     NCLI               -->nDML remote rcd bind table.

0000F8         DSICXIDA DS    A     NCLI QCLI DCLI     ->XID                      R160

0000FC         DSICXIDL DS    F     NCLI QCLI DCLI     Length of XID              R160

000100         DSICAGNT DS    A     NCLI QCLI DCLI     ->Agent block (DSIA)       R160

               *

               DSICCIB  #DTSCIB Csect             DTS ClientInformationBlock

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                       # D T S C I B                             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               *** DTS Client Interface Block                                      ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               *** This structure is used by DTS Clients to communicate            ***

               *** with DTS and by DTS itself to anchor its environment.           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                 . . . C A U T I O N . . .                       ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               *** This macro must be kept in sync with the C structure tDtsCibR1  ***

               *** declared in RHDCTEIB.H                                          ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

000104         DSICCIB  DS   0F
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               *

000104         DTSCRAM   DS  (0*8)F               Reserved for exclusive use of DTS:

000104         DTSCID    DS    CL4                Eyecatcher.

        9C25C  DTSC$DIB  EQU    C'DIB*'              ...DTSInterfaceBlock

        9C25C  DTSC$CIB  EQU    C'CIB*'              ...ClientInterfaceBlock

        9C25C  DTSC$SIB  EQU    C'SIB*'              ...ServerInterfaceBlock

000108         DTSCTAR   DS    A                  -->TAR.

00010C                   DS    2A                 Reserved.

000114         DTSCCRTR  DS    C                  Creator.

000115                   DS    XL3,2F             Reserved.

000120         DTSCSDE#  DS    H                   /o    Count of SEND array elements

000122         DTSCRDE#  DS    H                   /o    Count of RECV array elements

               *

000124         DTSCRLVL  DS    F                  i/  Caller's release level

        00001  DTSCDRL1  EQU    1                     release level 1

               *

000128         DTSCSVC   DS    CL1                i/  Requested DTS service

        000C3  DTSC$CON  EQU    C'C'                  ...Connect

        000E7  DTSC$SRC  EQU    C'X'                  ...SendReceive

        000C4  DTSC$DIS  EQU    C'D'                  ...Disconnect

        000E2  DTSC$SUS  EQU    C'S'                  ...Suspend

        00099  DTSC$RES  EQU    C'r'                  ...Resume

        000D3  DTSC$LTC  EQU    C'L'                  ...ConnectLongterm

        000D9  DTSC$RSP  EQU    C'R'                  ...RespondToClient

        000E3  DTSC$TRM  EQU    C'T'                  ...Task termination event

        000D6  DTSC$SOF  EQU    C'O'                  ...Task signoff event

        000C1  DTSC$ABT  EQU    C'A'                  ...Task abort event

        000D7  DTSC$PSC  EQU    C'P'                  ...PseudoClient is calling

        000C5  DTSC$ERR  EQU    C'E'                  ...Error Handler

               *                    ***alignment**

00012C         DTSCRTNC  DS    F                   /o return code

               *

               *

               *DTSC#DL #FLAG X'01'                   ...auto disconnect if local

000130         DTSC#DLI DS    0XL1

        00001  DTSC#DLM EQU   X'01'

               *DTSC#TT #FLAG X'02'                   ...DTS internal trace flag

000130         DTSC#TTI DS    0XL1

        00002  DTSC#TTM EQU   X'02'

               *DTSC#TN #FLAG X'04'                   ...DNS internal trace flag

000130         DTSC#TNI DS    0XL1

        00004  DTSC#TNM EQU   X'04'

               *DTSC#UG #FLAG X'08'                   ...Unconditional group search

000130         DTSC#UGI DS    0XL1

        00008  DTSC#UGM EQU   X'08'

               *DTSC#JU #FLAG X'10'                   ...Remote signon to *JOBCARD

000130         DTSC#JUI DS    0XL1

        00010  DTSC#JUM EQU   X'10'

               *DTSC#DE #FLAG X'20'                   ...Describe data

000130         DTSC#DEI DS    0XL1

        00020  DTSC#DEM EQU   X'20'

               *DTSC#PC #FLAG X'40'                   ...PseudoClient

000130         DTSC#PCI DS    0XL1
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        00040  DTSC#PCM EQU   X'40'

               *DTSC#SQ #FLAG X'80'                   ...SQL connect

000130         DTSC#SQI DS    0XL1

        00080  DTSC#SQM EQU   X'80'

000130         DTSCCCO  DS   0X                   i/  Connect control options

000130         DTSCXCO  DS   0X                   i/  SendReceive control options

000130         DTSCDCO  DS   0X                   i/  Disconnect control options

000130         DTSCSUO  DS   0X                   i/  Suspend control options

000130         DTSCRMO  DS   0X                   i/  Resume control options

000130         DTSCCOP  DS    X                   Control options

               *                    ***alignment***

000134         DTSCCIDA DS    A                   i/o ->ConnectId

               *

000138         DTSCSDA  DS    A                   i/  ->Array of SEND data descriptors

00013C         DTSCRDA  DS    A                    /o ->Array of RECV data descriptors

               *

000140         DTSCCOFS DS    CL8                 i/  Class of service

000148         DTSCRESN DS    CL44                i/  Resource name

               *

               *DTSC#DD #FLAG X'01'                   ...Data Descriptors required

000174         DTSC#DDI DS    0XL1

        00001  DTSC#DDM EQU   X'01'

               *DTSC#LC #FLAG X'02'                   ...Client and Server local

000174         DTSC#LCI DS    0XL1

        00002  DTSC#LCM EQU   X'02'

               *DTSC#MV #FLAG X'04'                   ...Move mode receive data

000174         DTSC#MVI DS    0XL1

        00004  DTSC#MVM EQU   X'04'

               *DTSC#GR #FLAG X'10'                   ...Connected to group

000174         DTSC#GRI DS    0XL1

        00010  DTSC#GRM EQU   X'10'

000174         DTSCSCF  DS    X                    /o Server connect flags

000178                  DS   0F

        00074  DTSCIBLN EQU   *-DSICCIB           sizeof(DTSCIB)

               *

               *

000178         DSICINTO DS    A     NCLI QCLI DCLI     --> Owning sInt            R160

00017C         DSICINTN DS    A     NCLI QCLI DCLI     --> Next in sInt->DSICB    R160

000180         DSICRINT DS    A     NCLI QCLI DCLI     Anchor for rINTs (longterm)R160

000184         DSICEVNT DS    F     NCLI QCLI DCLI     TMGR event for RMI exits   R160

000188         DSICGRPA DS    A     NCLI QCLI DCLI     -->Group adjunct           R160

00018C         DSICANCH DS    A     NCLI QCLI DCLI     -->Arbitrary anchor        R160

000190         DSICNEXT DS    A     NCLI QCLI DCLI     -->Next in anchor's chain  R160

               *                                  Keep next 2 fields in this order

000194         DSICBEVT DS    X     NCLI QCLI DCLI     -->TMGR event for autoback R160

000195         DSICCEVT DS    X     NCLI QCLI DCLI     -->TMGR event for autocmt  R160

000196                  DS    XL2                      - reserved -

000198         DSICQUAL DS    CL8   NCLI QCLI DCLI     Syncpt origin qualifier    R160

0001A0         DSICPRCN DS    CL18       QCLI          SQL Procedure name         R170

0001B2         DSICPRCS DS    CL18       QCLI          SQL Procedure schema name  R170

0001C4                  DS    3F                       - reserved -               R16X

        001D0  DSICDSLN EQU   ((*-DSICB+3)/4)*4   Length of Client DSICB.

               **-----------------------------------------------------------------**
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               *                                                                   *

               *   Equates to describe QCLI's heap storage:                        *

               *                                                                   *

               **-----------------------------------------------------------------**

        00000  QHEPXXX  EQU   0,4,C'C'            Brand

        00004  QHEPNXT  EQU   4,4,C'A'            -->next heap block

        00008  QHEPLEN  EQU   8,4,C'F'            sizeof this block

        0000C  QHEPNFB  EQU   12,4,C'F'           number of free bytes

               **-----------------------------------------------------------------**

               *                                                                   *

               *   Equates used to describe DTS i/o parameter arrays, each         *

               *   entry of which conforms to:                                     *

               *                                                                   *

               **-----------------------------------------------------------------**

        00000  DTS$PADR EQU   0,4,C'A'            A(parm)

        00004  DTS$PLEN EQU   4,4,C'F'            l'parm

        00008  DTS$PFDH EQU   8,4,C'A'            A(FDH+FDEs)

        0000C  DTS$PFLG EQU   12,4,C'F'           Flags

        00010  DTS$ELEN EQU   16                  Each is 16 bytes

               **-----------------------------------------------------------------**

               *                                                                   *

               *   Fixed input/output parms, all Service types:                    *

               *                                                                   *

               **-----------------------------------------------------------------**

        00000  DTS$DSI  EQU   0*DTS$ELEN,4,C'A'   DSICB (input/output)

               **-----------------------------------------------------------------**

               *                                                                   *

               *   SVCT=SQL equates:                                               *

               *                                                                   *

               **-----------------------------------------------------------------**

               *

               *   Fixed input parms, SQL XQ/IS:

               *

        00010  DTS$CIB  EQU   1*DTS$ELEN,4,C'A'   SQLCIB (xq)

        00010  DTS$IIB  EQU   1*DTS$ELEN,4,C'A'   SQLIIB (is)

        00020  DTS$PIB  EQU   2*DTS$ELEN,4,C'A'   SQLPIB

        00030  DTS$PBF  EQU   3*DTS$ELEN,4,C'A'   Pbuff, when appropriate.

               *

               *   Fixed output parms, SQL XQ/IS:

               *

        00010  DTS$CA   EQU   1*DTS$ELEN,4,C'A'   SQLCA

               *

               *   DSIIPL/OPL SQL bit assignments:

               *

               *      XQ:

               *

        00001  DS#XQDSI EQU   X'00000001'         DSICB

        00002  DS#XQCA  EQU   X'00000002'         SQLCA

        00004  DS#XQCIB EQU   X'00000004'         SQLCIB

        00008  DS#XQPIB EQU   X'00000008'         SQLPIB

        00010  DS#XQPBF EQU   X'00000010'         parm buffer

        00020  DS#XQTBF EQU   X'00000020'         tuple buffer

        00040  DS#XQDAI EQU   X'00000040'         SQLDAi
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        00080  DS#XQDAO EQU   X'00000080'         SQLDAo

        00100  DS#XQEXS EQU   X'00000100'         dynSQL command string

        00200  DS#XQFMT EQU   X'00000200'         format descriptors

               *        EQU   X'00000400'         -reserved for Server-

        00800  DS#XQXID EQU   X'00000800'         XA XID

        01000  DS#XQDAX EQU   X'00001000'         SQLDAX

               *

               *      IS:

               *

        00001  DS#ISDSI EQU   X'00000001'         DSICB

        00002  DS#ISCA  EQU   X'00000002'         SQLCA

        00004  DS#ISIIB EQU   X'00000004'         SQLIIB

        00008  DS#ISPIB EQU   X'00000008'         SQLPIB

        00010  DS#ISSTM EQU   X'00000010'         statement buffer

        00020  DS#ISHVD EQU   X'00000020'         host variable descriptor

        00040  DS#ISEXS EQU   X'00000040'         execute string

        00080  DS#ISFMT EQU   X'00000080'         format descriptor

        00100  DS#ISNAM EQU   X'00000100'         literals, non-hv identifiers

        00200  DS#ISPHV EQU   X'00000200'         input hv array

        00400  DS#ISTHV EQU   X'00000400'         output hv array

        00800  DS#ISSAF EQU   X'00000800'         statement action flags

               **-----------------------------------------------------------------**

               *                                                                   *

               *   SVCT=DML/DC equates:                                            *

               *                                                                   *

               **-----------------------------------------------------------------**

               *

               *   Fixed input/output parms, DML/DC:

               *

        00010  DTS$CPS  EQU   1*DTS$ELEN,4,C'A'   CPS

        00020  DTS$DBUF EQU   2*DTS$ELEN,4,C'A'   data buffer

        00030  DTS$LRC  EQU   3*DTS$ELEN,4,C'A'   LR control

        00020  DTS$NXID EQU   2*DTS$ELEN,4,C'A'   XA XID

               *

               *   DSIIPL/OPL bit assignments:

               *

        00080  DS#DSI   EQU   X'80'               DSICB

        00040  DS#CPS   EQU   X'40'               CPS

        00020  DS#DBF   EQU   X'20'               data buffer

        00010  DS#LRC   EQU   X'10'               LRC

        00008  DS#XID   EQU   X'08'               XA XID

               **=================================================================**

               *                                                                   *

               *   DSI Client Parm Squasher                                        *

               *                                                                   *

               *   This structure is used to packetize nDML/DC requests            *

               *   such that the Server can reconstruct an appropriate             *

               *   plist from the contents supplied herein by the Client           *

               *   and return appropriate status back to the Client.               *

               *                                                                   *

               **=================================================================**

000000         CPS      DSECT

000000         CPSAID   DS    CL4                 Eyecatcher.
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        7E25C  CPSBRAND EQU   C'CPS*'

               *

        00004  CPSHDRLN EQU   *-CPS               sizeof(fixed_part)

               *

000004         CPSPWA   DS    XL(256-CPSHDRLN)    Max there is to play with.

               *

000100         CPSIPA   DS   4XL(DTS$ELEN)        Area for DTS input parm array,

000140                  DS    XL(DTS$ELEN)        -null- entry marks the end.

        00050  CPSIPAL  EQU   *-CPSIPA            sizeof(ipa)

               *

        00150  CPSDSLEN EQU   *-CPS               total sizeof(CPS)

               **-----------------------------------------------------------------**

               *                                                                   *

               *   CPS definitions for nDML:                                       *

               *                                                                   *

               **-----------------------------------------------------------------**

000150                  ORG   CPS

000000         DRP      DS    CL4                 Eyecatcher.

        9D75C  DRPBRAND EQU   C'DRP*'

000004         DRPPWA   DS   0XL(L'CPSPWA)        DRP parm work area:

               *                                  Send from Client->Server:

000004         DRPCDBK  DS   0F                      DBkey,

000004         DRPCINT  DS    F                      or Integer.

000008         DRPNAME1 DS    CL18                   1st rec/set/area name

00001A         DRPNAME2 DS    CL18                   2nd rec/set/area name

               *

               *********************************************************************

00002C                  ORG   DRPPWA

               *                                 Sent from S->C:

000004         DRPSDBK  DS   0F                      DBkey,

000004         DRPSADR  DS    A                      or Address.

000008         DRPSTAT  DS   0CL4                    SSC STAT

000008         DRPSTAT1 DS    CL2                    SSC STAT1

00000A         DRPSTAT2 DS    CL2                    SSC STAT2

00000C         DRPDBKEY DS    F                      SSC DBKEY

000010         DRPNAMES DS    6CL18                  SSC NAMES

        00074  DRPSSCLN EQU   *-DRPSTAT           L'S->C SSC fields.

               *

00007C         DRPXPARM DS    X                   Extra parm flags (set by Client):

        00001  DRPXOBTN EQU   X'01'                  OBTAIN

        00002  DRPXKEEP EQU   X'02'                  KEEP

        00004  DRPXKEEX EQU   X'04'                  KEEP EXCLUSIVE

        00008  DRPXRDYA EQU   X'08'                  READY areaname

        00010  DRPXEXPM EQU   X'10'                  EXPAND MODIFY

        00020  DRPXRTNK EQU   X'20'                  RETURN ...KEY INTO...

        00040  DRPXCUSI EQU   X'40'                  CALC USING

        00080  DRPXACCE EQU   X'80'            ACCEPT EXTENDED STATISTICS  IDMS/1817

        00006  DRPXKEEC EQU   DRPXKEEP+DRPXKEEX      BOTH KEEP FLAGS       IDMS/1817

00007D                  DS    XL3                 -vacant-

               *

               *  End of pre-14.1 DRP

               *

000080         DRPV1    DS    0X               Start of 14.1+ DRP
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000080         DRPPINFO DS    F                   SSC page group/dbkey radix

               *

               *

        00084  DRPSDSLN EQU   *-DRP               l'S->C DRP.

        00084  DRPCDSLN EQU   *-DRP               l'C->S DRP.

               **-----------------------------------------------------------------**

               *                                                                   *

               *   CPS definitions for DC:                                         *

               *                                                                   *

               **-----------------------------------------------------------------**

000084                  ORG   CPS

000000         CRP      DS    CL4                 Eyecatcher.

        9D75C  CRPBRAND EQU   C'CRP*'

000004         CRPPWA   DS   0XL(L'CPSPWA)

               **-----------------------------------------------------------------**

               *   Sent from Client to Server:                                     *

               **-----------------------------------------------------------------**

               *

               *  QUEUE Client-->Server info:

               *

000004                  ORG   CRPPWA

000004         CRPQU$RB DS   0F                   QUEUE functions:

000004         CRPQUNAM DS    CL16                   Queue name

000014         CRPQULEN DS    2F                     Queue record size

00001C         CRPQURID DS    F                      Queue record id or sequence

000020         CRPQURET DS    XL1                    Retention period

000021         CRPQUFLG DS    XL3                    Flag bytes

        00024  CRPQU$LN EQU   *-CRP               sizeof(QUEUE C-->S rb)

               *

               *  WRITE PRINTER Client-->Server info:

               *

000024                  ORG   CRPPWA

000004         CRPPR$RB DS   0F                   WRITE PRINTER:

               *  defined by #RRBDS dsect

               *

               *  CURS Client-->Server info:

               *

000004                  ORG   CRPPWA

000004         CRPCS$RB DS   0F                   CURRENCY Save/Restore/Release:

000004         CRPCSCID DS    CL16                   CURH_id

        00014  CRPCS$LN EQU   *-CRP               sizeof(CURS C-->S rb)

               *

               *  KEEP Client-->Server info:

               *

000014                  ORG   CRPPWA

000004         CRPKE$RB DS   0F                   KEEP:

000004         CRPKELID DS    CL18                   Longterm ID

000016         CRPKECUR DS    CL18                   Currency name

000028         CRPKEFLG DS    XL1                    Flag byte

        00029  CRPKE$LN EQU   *-CRP               sizeof(KEEP C-->S rb)

               *

               *

               **-----------------------------------------------------------------**
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               *                                                                   *

               *   CPS definitions for MPRF for #SETPROF  *EXTID* R170             *

               *                                                                   *

               **-----------------------------------------------------------------**

000029                  ORG   CRPPWA

000004         CRPMP$RB DS    0H

000004         CRPMPTYP DS    X      PRBTYP: Type of Request

000005         CRPMPFL1 DS    X      PRBFLG1

000006         CRPMPFL2 DS    X      PRBFLG2

000007                  DS    X      Reserved

000008         CRPMPKEY DS    CL8    Keyword

000010         CRPMPVAL DS    CL32   Substitution Value

        00030  CRPMP$LN EQU   *-CRP  Length             *EXTID*

               **=================================================================**

               *                                                                   *

               *   DSI Record Bind Table for nDML                                  *

               *                                                                   *

               *   This structure is returned to the Client by the Server          *

               *   during a BIND59 and is used to make record/LR names, lengths    *

               *   and UWA addresses available to the Client.                      *

               *                                                                   *

               *   The number of RBTEs is equal to the number of non-system SR51s  *

               *   and LR80s in the bound Subschema.                               *

               *                                                                   *

               **=================================================================**

000000         RBTH     DSECT                     This header prefixes the RBT:

000000         RBTHAID  DS    CL4                    Eyecatcher.

        2E35C  RBTBRAND EQU   C'RBT*'

               *

000004         RBTHSR#  DS    H                      # record RBTEs.

000006         RBTHLR#  DS    H                      # LR RBTEs:

               *                                     1st LR RBTE is at

               *                                     RBTH+RBTHDSLN+(RBTESR#*RBTEDSLN)

        00008  RBTHDSLN EQU   *-RBTH              sizeof RBTH.

               *

000000         RBTE     DSECT                     Each entry looks like this:

000000         RBTELRNM DS   0CL16                   LR name.

000000         RBTESRNM DS    CL18                   Record name.

000012         RBTELEN  DS    H                      Max SS record or LR length.

000014         RBTEBADR DS    A                      Record bind address (UWA).

               *

        00018  RBTEDSLN EQU   *-RBTE              sizeof RBTE.

000018         RBTEPREV DS    A                      Record previous image  (IDMSDBUG)

00001C         RBTECURR DS    A                      Record current image   (IDMSDBUG)

000020         RBTEFLAG DS    XL1                    RBTE work flag         (IDMSDBUG)

        00080  RBTEPPND EQU   X'80'                   - if previous image   (IDMSDBUG)

        00040  RBTECPND EQU   X'40'                   - if current image    (IDMSDBUG)

000021                  DS    XL3                    Reserved               (IDMSDBUG)

        00024  RBTEXSLN EQU   *-RBTE              sizeof extended RBTE      (IDMSDBUG)

#DTADS
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                        COPY #DTADS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***         DITMAINT TEMPORARY WORK AREA                          ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  DTA DESCRIBES THE CONTROL BLOCK CONTAINING INFORMATION       ***

               ***  NECESSARY TO THE DITMAINT ROUTINE. THESE ARE TEMPORARY       ***

               ***  FIELDS NEEDED IN ORDER TO KEEP THE ROUTINE RE-ENTRANT.       ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         DTA      DSECT                                     05/22/85

000000         DTAREGSV DS    10F                 AREA TO SAVE ENTRY REGISTERS

000028         DTASAVRG DS    F                   AREA TO SAVE 1 ENTRY REG

00002C         DTAWPNUM DS    F                   SAVE A FULLWORD VALUE  HERE

000030         DTAWKCL8 DS    CL8                 SAVE AN 8 CHARACTER VALUE HERE

        00038  DTALEN   EQU   ((*-DTA+3)/4)*4     LEN OF BSIN WORK AREA

        0000E  DTAFLEN  EQU   ((*-DTA+3)/4)       LEN OF BSIN WORK AREA IN FULLWORDS

#DTEDS

                        COPY #DTEDS

               *********************************************************************

               *** DTE:   DYNAMIC TABLE EXTENSION                                ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         DTE      DSECT                                     05/12/86

000000         DTENXTA  DS    A                   ADDR OF NEXT DTE IN CHAIN

               *                                  (0 = END OF CHAIN)

000004         DTENUM   DS    H                   NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN THIS DTE

               DTEDEMP  #FLAG X'01'               DELETE THIS DTE WHEN IT'S EMPTY.

000006         DTEDEMPI DS    0XL1

        00001  DTEDEMPM EQU   X'01'

000006         DTEFLAG  DS    X

000007                  DS    X                   *UNUSED*

        00008  DTEDSLEN EQU   ((*-DTE+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF DSECT

000008         DTESTART DS    0F                  DYNAMIC TABLE ENTRIES START HERE
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#ECBDS

                        COPY #ECBDS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***   ECB:   INTERNAL EVENT CONTROL BLOCK DSECT.                    ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         ECB      DSECT                                                 04/08/06

000000         ECBECB   DS    F                   ACTUAL ECB ITSELF.

000004         ECBDPEA  DS    A                   LINK TO LIST OF DPE'S.

000008                  ORG   ECBDPEA

000004         ECBTCBAD DS    A                   TCB ADDRESS (BATCH)

               *

000008         ECBTYPE  DS    XL1                 INTERNAL ECB TYPE CODE

               *

               *     INTERNAL ECB TYPE CODES (1-127)

               *

        00001  ECBTBCR  EQU   1                   BCRECB

        00002  ECBTBMES EQU   2                   BMESECB

        00003  ECBTBMEX EQU   3                   BMEXECB

        00004  ECBTLOAD EQU   4                   CSALDECB

        00005  ECBTLOG  EQU   5                   CSALFECB

        00006  ECBTTILF EQU   6                   CSATJECB

        00007  ECBTECE  EQU   7                   ECEECB

        00008  ECBTJBEH EQU   8                   DMCJECB

        00009  ECBTJBEA EQU   9                   DMCJHECB

        0000A  ECBTFCBX EQU   10                  FCBXECB

        0000B  ECBTIDWU EQU   11                  IDWUPECB

        0000C  ECBTIIEP EQU   12                  IIEPECB

        0000D  ECBTJCBX EQU   13                  JCBXECB

        0000E  ECBTLKW  EQU   14                  LKWECB

        0000F  ECBTLTE  EQU   15                  LTEECB

        00010  ECBTLTTM EQU   16                  LTTMSECB

        00011  ECBTLTT  EQU   17                  LTTECB

        00012  ECBTPDT  EQU   18                  PDTECB

        00013  ECBTPDEL EQU   19                  PDELOCK

        00014  ECBTPDE  EQU   20                  PDEECB

        00015  ECBTPLES EQU   21                  PLESECB

        00016  ECBTPLE9 EQU   22                  PLE9RECB

        00017  ECBTPTER EQU   23                  PTERECB

        00018  ECBTSMT  EQU   24                  SMTECB

        00019  ECBTTCA  EQU   25                  TCAECB

        0001A  ECBTTCE  EQU   26                  TCEECB

        0001B  ECBTTJHF EQU   27                  TJHFECB
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        0001C  ECBTTJHS EQU   28                  TJHSECB

        0001D  ECBTVIB  EQU   29                  VIBECB

        0001E  ECBTDBRC EQU   30                  DBRCECB IN MSTR

        0001F  ECBTJBCH EQU   31                  JBCHECB

        00020  ECB3280R EQU   32                  3280 RETRY

        00021  ECBMGE   EQU   33                  MODE GROUP ECB

        00022  ECBTVR   EQU   34                  CCEVRECB

        00023  ECBTOGB  EQU   35                  OMCGBECB                *CRM85213*

        00024  ECBTOIA  EQU   36                  OMCGIECB                *CRM85213*

        00025  ECBTOBC  EQU   37                  OBCECB                  *CRM85213*

        00026  ECBTSDCS EQU   38                  SDCSECB

        00027  ECBTIOD  EQU   39                  DATABASE I/O DRIVER ECB

        00028  ECBTJRD  EQU   40                  JOURNAL DRIVER

Offset  Value 

 

        00029  ECBTVRT  EQU   41                  DATABASE VARY TASK

        0002A  ECBTPURG EQU   42                  PURGE DATABASE AREA

        0002B  ECBTRDD  EQU   43                  DATABASE I/O READ DRIVER ECB

        0002C  ECBBATCH EQU   44                  BATCH OPSYS ECB

        0002D  ECBTSCRH EQU   45                  CSASCECB SCRATCH ECB

        0002E  ECBTPMSD EQU   46                  PERFMON SERVICE DRIVER ECB

        0002F  ECBTQST  EQU   47                  QUEUE SINGLE-THREAD ECB *PHG Q-WAIT*

        00030  ECBGLQTE EQU   48                  GLOBAL QUEUE TABLE ENTRY ECB *ALM

        00031  ECBTSCB  EQU   49                  JOB MANAGEMENT SPOOLER COMM. BLOCK

        00032  ECBTLRBK EQU   50                  LRBK Unrecovered transaction ECB.

        00033  ECBTQECB EQU   51                  DCMT QUIESCE AREA (DPRQECB)

        00034  ECBTXNB  EQU   52                  Serialize use of txn branch

        00035  ECBTRSYN EQU   53                  Resynchronization ECB

        00036  ECBTMSRQ EQU   54                  TXN_MGR request ECB

        00037  ECBTCPIP EQU   55                  TCP/IP internal ECB

               *

               *** IF ADDING ECB TYPE, SEE ALSO WAIT MTTA PMRTCGDA PMHKTECB

               *                                IDMSPERF  RHDCDEAD

               *

               *  You must also update the ECB documentation in the Harvest

               *                                repository.

               *

000009                  DS    XL1                 RESERVED

               *

00000A         ECBRC    DS    H                  RETURN CODE

               *

        0000C  ECBDSLEN EQU   *-ECB               LENGTH OF DSECT.

#ECEDS

                        COPY #ECEDS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               *** ECE:   ENQUEUE CONTROL ELEMENT DSECT.                           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***
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               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         ECE      DSECT                                                02/26/99

000000         ECEECB   DS    3A                  ECB FOR RESOURCE.

00000C         ECERCEA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF RCE.

000010         ECEENQCT DS    H                   NUMBER OF USERS OF RESOURCE.

000012         ECEENQL  DS    H                   LENGTH OF RESOURCE ID.

               *

               *CEWTEX  #FLAG X'01'               SOMEONE WAIT'G FOR EXCL.

               *CEWTSH  #FLAG X'02'               SOMEONE WAIT'G FOR SHARED.

               ECEEXCL  #FLAG X'04'               OWNER HAS EXCL CONTROL.

               ECEOWNR  #FLAG X'08'               PRESENT TASK OWNS RESOURCE.

               ECEGLBL  #FLAG X'10'               GLOBAL SCOPE FOR RESOURCE

               ECEGLOK  #FLAG X'20'               GLOBAL LOCK CURRENTLY HELD

               ECEGLKW  #FLAG X'40'               ANOTHER TASK WAITING FOR GLOBAL LOCK

000014         ECEFLAG  DS    XL1                 FLAG BYTE.

               *

000015         ECE#POST DS    X                   NUMBER OF POST OF WAITERS BEFORE

               *                                         RELEASING A GLOBAL LOCK

000016         ECEWTCTR DS    H                   # OF TASKS WAITING FOR RESOURCE

               *

000018         ECEENQID DS    0X                  START OF RESOURCE ID.

               *                                  END OF FIXED PORTION OF ECE.

        00018  ECEDSLEN EQU   *-ECE               LENGTH OF DSECT.

#ELEDS

                COPY #ELEDS 

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***   ELE:   ECB LIST ELEMENT                                       ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value

 

000000         ELE      DSECT                                                05/06/00

000000         ELEECBA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF ECB ITSELF.

000004         ELEWORD2 DS    0F                  SECOND WORD OF ELE.

               ELEEND   #FLAG X'80'               LAST ECB IN LIST.

               ELEIANY  #FLAG X'40'               INTERNAL ECB, ANY MAY POST.

               ELEIALL  #FLAG X'20'               INTERNAL ECB, ALL MUST POST.

               ELEINT   #FLAG ELEIANYM+ELEIALLM   SOME KIND OF INTERNAL ECB.

               ELENOOS  #FLAG X'08'               EXTERNAL, BUT NOT O.S.
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000004         ELEFLAGS DS    XL1                 ECB FLAGS.

000005         ELEXTYPE DS    XL1                 EXTERNAL ECB TYPE CODE

               *

               *     EXTERNAL ECB TYPE CODES (128-255)

               *

        00080  ELETCCE  EQU   128                 CCEECB

        00081  ELETCCEU EQU   129                 CCEUPECB

        00082  ELETCKU  EQU   130                 CKUECB

        00083  ELETCKUT EQU   131                 CKUECBT

        00084  ELETCSAX EQU   132                 CSAEXECB

        00085  ELETLOGF EQU   133                 CSALGECB

        00086  ELETERE  EQU   134                 EREECB

        00087  ELETESE  EQU   135                 ESEECB

        00088  ELETESEK EQU   136                 ESECKECB

        00089  ELETICE  EQU   137                 ICEECB

        0008A  ELETIDBS EQU   138                 IDBSECB

        0008B  ELETLRE  EQU   139                 LREECB

        0008C  ELETMLEP EQU   140                 MLEPECB

        0008D  ELETMLES EQU   141                 MLESECB

        0008E  ELETMSGR EQU   142                 MSGRECB

        0008F  ELETPLE2 EQU   143                 PLE2PECB

        00090  ELETZTEC EQU   144                 PLEZTECB

        00091  ELETPRT  EQU   145                 PRTSECB

        00092  ELETPUNS EQU   146                 PTEUECB

        00093  ELETPAUS EQU   147                 PTEPECB

        00094  ELET6ECB EQU   148                 PTE6ECB

        00095  ELETQWE  EQU   149                 QWEECB

        00096  ELETSRVT EQU   150                 Service Task ECB

        00097  ELETRUH  EQU   151                 RUHFECB

        00098  ELETREPL EQU   152                 #WTL REPLY ECB

        00099  ELETVLGN EQU   153                 VTAM LOGON ECB

        0009A  ELETVRTI EQU   154                 VTAM READ INITIAL ECB

        0009B  ELETVRPL EQU   155                 VTAM RPL ECB

        0009C  ELETUSER EQU   156                 USER ECB

        0009D  ELETUSID EQU   157                 USER ECBID

        0009E  ELETLOAD EQU   158                 LOADER DECB

        0009F  ELETWTOR EQU   159                 DBRC WTOR ECB

        000A0  ELETDMCH EQU   160                 DMCJHECB WHEN WAITED AS EXTERNAL

        000A1  ELETTIME EQU   161                 TIMER ECB

        000A2  ELETXSDR EQU   162                 DDS VTAM READ ECB

        000A3  ELETXSPW EQU   163                 DDS VTAM WRITE ECB

        000A4  ELETXDSD EQU   164                 DDS BTAM I/O ECB

        000A5  ELETIO   EQU   165                 ANY TERMINAL I/O DECB

        000A6  ELETATTN EQU   166                 DDS ATTENTION ECB

        000A7  ELETDBWT EQU   167                 DBIO WRITE ECB

        000A8  ELETDBRD EQU   168                 DBIO READ ECB

        000A9  ELETDBVS EQU   169                 DBIO DOS VSAM CCB

        000AA  ELETJRNW EQU   170                 DBIO JOURNAL WRITE ECB

        000AB  ELETVDFC EQU   171                 VTAM RECV-ANY RESP/DFASY (D0EV)

        000AC  ELETDTPE EQU   172                 DCAM TP END

        000AD  ELETDLOS EQU   173                 DCAM LOSCON

        000AE  ELETDRCV EQU   174                 DCAM RECEIVE ANY

        000AF  ELETDRPB EQU   175                 DCAM RPB
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        000B0  ELETIOD  EQU   176                 DATABASE I/O WRITE DRIVER

        000B1  ELETJRD  EQU   177                 JOURNAL DRIVER

        000B2  ELETVRT  EQU   178                 DATABASE HELIOT TASK

        000B3  ELETILE  EQU   179                 ILE-LOCK ECB

        000B4  ELETJSG  EQU   180                 JRNL DRV FRAGMENT ECB

        000B5  ELETIOT  EQU   181                 DATABASE I/O TASK

        000B6  ELETRDD  EQU   182                 DATABASE I/O READ DRIVER

        000B7  ELETMPMD EQU   183                 MPMODE ECB

        000B8  ELETQSA  EQU   184                 QUIESCE DATABASE AREA

        000B9  ELETSPRU EQU   185                 SUSPENDED RUN UNIT

        000BA  ELETJWER EQU   186                 JOURNAL WRITE ERROR

        000BB  ELETPMSD EQU   187                 PERFMON SERVICE DRIVER

        000BC  ELETPMON EQU   188                 PERFMON ONLINE REQUEST

        000BD  ELETSMFW EQU   189                 SMF WRITE ECB

        000BE  ELETSHUT EQU   190                 CSASDECB - SHUTDOWN ECB

        000BF  ELETSCBE EQU   191                 JOB MANAGEMENT SPOOLER COMM. BLOCK

        000C0  ELETXIOB EQU   192                 XIOB allocation in #OS00OC

        000C1  ELETAFIN EQU   193                 RHDCWAIT PASS2: NEED TO SW SUBTASKS

        000C2  ELETDBGR EQU   194                 DBgroup ECB (HPCS)

        000C3  ELETHPLI EQU   195                 HPCS list ECB

        000C4  ELETHPCA EQU   196                 HPCS cache ECB

        000C5  ELETLKW  EQU   197                 LMGR global lock request (LKWECB)

        000C6  ELETLKQ  EQU   198                 LMGR XES request (LKQECB)

        000C7  ELETXCFM EQU   199                 XCF message ECB

        000C8  ELETXCFG EQU   200                 XCF group   ECB

        000C9  ELETXELK EQU   201                 XES lock    ECB

        000CA  ELETXELI EQU   202                 XES list    ECB

        000CB  ELETLMSD EQU   203                 LMGR service driver ECB

        000CC  ELETDBSD EQU   204                 DBIO service driver ECB

        000CD  ELETMSG1 EQU   205                 MSGECB1

        000CE  ELETMSG2 EQU   206                 MSGECB2

        000CF  ELETMSG3 EQU   207                 MSGECB3

        000D0  ELETLKP  EQU   208                 LMGR proxy recovery (LKPECB)

        000D1  ELETCPIP EQU   209                 TCP/IP async ECB

        000D2  ELETTRCD EQU   210                 Trace service driver

        000D3  ELETTRCF EQU   211                 DDLDCTRC area full ECB.

               ***

               ***  If adding ECB type, also adapt RHDCWAIT RHDCMTTA, PMRTCGDA,

               ***                                PMHKTECB, and RHDCVTIM.

               ***

               *  You must also update the ECB documentation in the Harvest

               *                                  repository.

               ***

000006                  DS    XL2                 RESERVED

               *

        00008  ELEDSLEN EQU   *-ELE               LENGTH OF DSECT.

#EREDS

                        COPY #EREDS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***
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               ***  ERE:     EXTERNAL REQUEST ELEMENT                              ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         ERE      DSECT                                                08/08/01

000000         EREID    DS    CL4                      "ERE "

000004         EREFUNCN DS    XL1                      FUNCTION NUMBER

        00006  EREFPINT EQU   6                        FUNC 06  CV POSTS INT

000005         ERECVNUM DS    XL1                      CENTRAL VERSION NUMBER 0-255

000006         ERESTAT  DS    XL1                      STATUS

        00000  EREAVAIL EQU   0                        0      AVAILABLE

        00080  EREAERUS EQU   X'80'                    X'80'  ERUS ACTIVE

        00040  EREAINT  EQU   X'40'                    X'40'  INT ACTIVE

        00020  EREAINTP EQU   X'20'                    X'20'  INT ACTIVE/PROCESSING

        00010  ERECLAIM EQU   X'10'                    X'10'  CLAIM ERE FOR SINON

        00008  ERERQSON EQU   X'08'                    X'08'  REQUEST SINON

        00004  ERERQAB  EQU   X'04'                    X'04'  REQUEST ABEND

        00002  EREABPAK EQU   X'02'                    X'02'  ABEND PAK ACTIVE

        00001  EREONMQ  EQU   X'01'                    X'01'  SINON on MSTR's queue

000007         EREPAKET DS    XL1                      PAKET DATA MOVEMENT TYPE

        00000  EREPAK0  EQU   0                        0  NO PAKETS

        00001  EREPAK1  EQU   1                        1  ERUS BUILDS/INT UNPAKS

        00002  EREPAK2  EQU   2                        2  SVC BY INT BUILDS/UNPAKS

        00003  EREPAK3  EQU   3                        3  INT BUILDS/UNPAKS

               * From here to the end of the ERE is cleared by CSVC when

               * acquiring the ERE:

000008         EREPAKA  DS    A                        HEAD OF PAKET BUFFER LIST

00000C         ERETSKID DS    F                        ERUS' TCETSKID

000010         EREECB   DS    F                        EXTERNAL R-U ECB

               *                                                    (WAITED BY ERUS)

000014         ERELREA  DS    A                        A(LRE)       (POSTED BY ERUS)

000018         ERELREP  DS    F                        LRE PARTITION QUALIFYING INFO

00001C                  ORG   ERELREP                  NO LRE IN CMS

000018         EREVMUID DS    F                        VMCF USER ID

00001C         ERELRET  DS    F                        LRE TASK QUALIFYING INFO

               *                     NOTE LRE IS NOT NECESSARILY ADDRESSABLE FROM CV

000020         EREESEA  DS    A                        A(ESE)

000024         ERETYPE  DS    XL1                      Type of interface:

        00001  ERETYPEI EQU   1                           IDMS (old-TP monitor)

        00002  ERETYPEO EQU   2                           nonIDMS (obsolete)

        00003  ERETYPEU EQU   3                           UCF

        00004  ERETYPED EQU   4                           DTS/DNS request unit

        00005  ERETYPEX EQU   5                           Extended IDMS

000025                  DS    XL1                      -reserved-

000026         EREPAKSZ DS    H                        REQUESTED PAKET SIZE

000028         EREDATA  DS    0CL16                    SINON DATA

000028         EREPNAME DS    CL8                      IDMS PROGRAM NAME
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000030         ERESSNAM DS    CL8                      RU SUBSCHEMA NAME

               *  OTHER SINON DATA TYPES GO HERE

000038         ERELOCID DS    0CL8                     LOCAL TASK IDENTIFICATION

000038         ERELID1  DS    CL4                      LOCAL TASK ID PART 1

00003C         ERELID2  DS    XL4                      LOCAL TASK ID PART 2

000040         EREDDSFG DS    XL1                      DDS FLAG (obsolete)

000041         EREFLG1  DS    XL1                      FLAG 1

Offset  Value 

 

        00080  EREXSVX  EQU   X'80'                    SVC EXT MAPPED BY #SVXDS

        00040  EREACKU  EQU   X'40'                    Assign CKUR when available

        00020  EREINTCB EQU   X'20'                    f/e requests BIND48 intcpt

        00010  ERESVCBI EQU   X'10'                    SVC supports BIND48 intcpt

        00008  EREVSEAF EQU   X'08'                    VSE ADAPTOR Function Call

        00002  ERESNAPP EQU   X'02'                    SNAP of PAKET in progress

        00001  ERESSC31 EQU   X'01'                    SSC ABOVE THE LINE (MVS)

000042         EREXWTIM DS    H                        External stall interval.

000044         ERECCEPA DS   0A                        A(CCEPROG) for TSKC

000044         ERERQCA  DS    A                        ->b/e RQC for DTS

000048         ERESTAE  DS   0A                        A(XTSKSTAE) for TSKC

000048         EREABCD  DS    CL4                      Abort reason code:

               *                                        Documented in #ABCODE LRD94272

00004C         ERELECBA DS    F                        LRE ECB POINTER

000050                  ORG   ERELECBA

00004C         EREVMPKA DS    A                        VMCF PAKET ADDRESS

000050         ERENODE  DS    CL8                      DDS NODE

000058         EREDBNAM DS    CL8                      DDS DBNAME

000060         EREDNOD  DS    CL8                      DICTNODE FOR SUBSCHEMA LOAD

000068         EREDNAM  DS    CL8                      DICTNAME FOR SUBSCHEMA LOAD

000070         EREFESIA DS    A                        ->b/e FESID, if any.

000074         EREALET  DS    F                        ALET of LRE address space.

000078         EREEND   DS    0D                       END OF BASIC ERE

               *********************************************************************

               *  FOR TOTAL LENGTH OF AN ERE, USE ESEERELN

               *  FOR ADDRESS OF SVC EXTENSION, USE A(ERE)+ESESOXOF+ESESOXLN

               *  FOR ADDRESS OF S/ON EXTENSION, USE A(ERE)+ESESOXOF

               *  FOR ADDRESS OF BS2K EXTENSION, USE A(ERE)+ESEBS2OF

               *********************************************************************

               *********************************************************************

               *

               *   EXTENSION TO BASIC ERE FOR UCF DRIVER, RHDCD0ZU.  THIS EXTENSION

               *   WILL BE PRESENT ONLY IF A UCF LINE HAS BEEN SYSGENED INTO THE

               *   RUN-TIME SYSTEM.                                     **RBK 830120

               *

               *********************************************************************

000078         EREZDS   DS    0D

000078         EREZPTEA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF FIRST PTE.

00007C         EREZEREA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF NEXT UCF ERE.

               EREZWRQ  #FLAG X'80'               ERE IS WAITING FOR A REQUEST

000080         EREZWRQI DS    0XL1

        00080  EREZWRQM EQU   X'80'

               EREZFIN  #FLAG X'40'               FINISH IN PROGRESS

000080         EREZFINI DS    0XL1
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        00040  EREZFINM EQU   X'40'

               EREZPCT  #FLAG X'01'               PRINT CONTROL TASK

000080         EREZPCTI DS    0XL1

        00001  EREZPCTM EQU   X'01'

000080                  DS    X                   EREZ FLAG 1

               EREZWCK  #FLAG X'80'               Waiting for a CKUR.

000081         EREZWCKI DS    0XL1

        00080  EREZWCKM EQU   X'80'

000081                  DS    X                   EREZ FLAG 2

000082                  DS    H                   SPARE HALF WORD

000084         EREZP58A DS    F                   ADDRESS OF P58 TRIPLET

000088         EREZPTEC DS    A                   ADDRESS OF CURRENT PTE (PRINTERS)

        00018  EREZDSLN EQU   ((*-EREZDS+7)/8)*8  LENGTH OF UCF EXTENSION

#ESEDS

                        COPY #ESEDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  ESE:     EXTERNAL SERVICE ELEMENT                            ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         ESE      DSECT                                              02/27/93

000000         ESEID    DS    CL4                 "ESE "

000004         ESEFUNCN DS    XL1                 FUNCTION NUMBER

        00001  ESEFSNCV EQU   1                   FUNC 01  SINON CV

        00002  ESEFSFCV EQU   2                   FUNC 02  SINOF CV

000005         ESECVNUM DS    XL1                 CENTRAL VERSION NUMBER 0-255

000006         ESESTAT  DS    XL1                 STATUS

        00080  ESEACTIV EQU   X'80'               X'80'  CENTRAL VERSION ACTIVE

        00040  ESESINON EQU   X'40'               X'40'  RUN-UNIT SINON ACTIVE

        00020  ESEQUIES EQU   X'20'               X'20'  RUN-UNITS QUIESCING

        00010  ESER3    EQU   X'10'               X'10'  CV IS REL 3.0 OR LATER

        00008  ESESMF   EQU   X'08'               X'08'  SVC SUPPORTS SVC SMF WRITES

000007         ESEPAKET DS    XL1                 PAKET DATA MOVEMENT TYPE

        00000  ESEPAK0  EQU   0                   0  NO PAKETS

        00001  ESEPAK1  EQU   1                   1  ERUS BUILDS/INT UNPAKS

        00002  ESEPAK2  EQU   2                   2  SVC BY INT BUILDS/UNPAKS

        00003  ESEPAK3  EQU   3                   3  INT BUILDS/UNPAKS

000008         ESEEREFA DS    A                   A(FIRST ERE)

00000C         ESEERELA DS    A                   A(LAST ERE)

000010         ESEECB   DS    F                   EXTERNAL SERVICE ECB

               *                                               (WAITED BY DBRC)

000014         ESEECBP  DS    F                   ESEECB PARTITION QUAL. INFO

000018         ESEECBT  DS    F                   ESEECB TASK QUALIFYING INFO
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00001C         ESECSVCE DS    A                   A(CSVC ENTRY)

000020         ESECSVCA DS    A                   A(CSVC)

000024         ESEFPTA  DS    A                   A(FPT)

000028         ESENSTIM DS    F                   NEXT SETIME TIME

00002C         ESEICEAD DS    A                   SETIME ICEADDR

000030                  DS    0D                  ALIGN ESEMSG

000030         ESEMSG   DS    XL1                 LENGTH OF MESSAGE

000031         ESEMSG1  DS    CL4                 DISPLAYABLE CV# + BLANK

000035         ESEMSG2  DS    CL14                VARIABLE MESSAGE TEXT

000043         ESEKEY   DS    XL1                 PROTECT-KEY  0=SYS  1=USER

000044         ESESSTAE DS    A                   OLD SYSTEM STAE ADDR

000048         ESESVCA  DS    A                   ADDR TO BEGIN SVC CODE DUMP

00004C         ESESVCL  DS    F                   LENGTH TO DUMP SVC CODE

000050         ESEERELN DS    H                   LENGTH OF EACH ERE

000052         ESEVMCF  DS    0H                  VMCF ERROR FUNCTION AND CODE

000052         ESEVMCFF DS    X                   VMCF ERROR FUNCTION

000053         ESEVMCFC DS    X                   VMCF ERROR RETURN CODE

000054         ESECKECB DS    F                   AVAILABLE CKUR ECB

000058         ESECSVA  DS    A                   ADDR OF CV'S CSV AREA

00005C         ESEPSBIT DS    F                   ESE POST BIT

               *  FOLLOWING 4 HALFWORDS USED FOR EXTENSION FOR 5.7 UCF CODE

000060         ESESVXLN DS    H                   LENGTH OF ERE EXTN FOR SVC.

000062         ESESOXLN DS    H                   LENGTH OF ERE EXTN FOR S/ON.

000064         ESESOXOF DS    H                   OFFSET TO S/ON EXTN IN ERE.

000066         ESEUCFLN DS    H                   LENGTH OF UCF EXTN IN ERE.

000068         ESEBS2OF DS    H                   OFFSET TO BS2K EXTN IN ERE.

00006A         ESEBS2LN DS    H                   LENGTH OF BS2K EXTN IN ERE.

Offset  Value 

 

               *

00006C         ESEVMSPA DS    F                   A(VMSP ADDR LIST FOR VMCF)

               *

000070         ESEEBEFA DS    F                   EBE FWD POINTER

000074                  ORG   ESEEBEFA

000070         ESEVMMID DS    F                   VMCF SENDX MESSAGE ID NO. (R12.0)

000074         ESEEBEBA DS    F                   EBE BWD POINTER

000078                  DS    0D

        00078  ESEDSLEN EQU   *-ESE               LENGTH OF DSECT

#EVBPHDS

                        COPY #EVBPHDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  #EVBPHDS                                                     ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************
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Offset  Value 

 

000000         BPHD     DSECT                                              03/21/91

000000         BPHDID   DS    CL4                LITERAL 'BPHD'

000004         BPHDNBPH DS    A                  -> NEXT BUFFER POOL

000008         BPHDPLSZ DS    F                  -> SIZE OF THIS POOL

00000C         BPHDRESV DS    F                  RESERVED

        00010  BPHDLEN  EQU   *-BPHD

000000         BHD      DSECT

000000         BHDID    DS    CL4                LITERAL 'BHD'

000004         BHDNXTA  DS    A                  -> NEXT FREE SPOT IN BUFFER

000008         BHDBUFSZ DS    F                  SIZE OF THIS BUFFER

00000C         BHDWRAPC DS    H                  WRAP COUNT FOR THIS BUFFER

00000E         BHDRESV  DS    H                  RESERVED

000010         BHDBUFA  DS    0A                 START OF BUFFER

        00010  BHDLEN   EQU   *-BHD

000000         BFC      DSECT

000000         BFCBFCA  DS    A                  POINTS TO ITSELF IF RPLRECA DID

000004         BFCRECL  DS    H                  LEN OF BUFF (W/O BFC) USED THIS REC

               BFCARPL  #FLAG X'FF'              RPLRECA POINTED TO ITSELF

000006         BFCARPLI DS    0XL1

        000FF  BFCARPLM EQU   X'FF'

000006         BFCFLG1  DS    X                  FLAG-1

000007         BFCRESV  DS    X                  RESERVED

000008         BFCRWAA  DS    F                  RWA POINTER                89-03-1070

00000C         BFCRECA  DS    0A                 START OF RECORD IN BUFFER

        0000C  BFCLEN   EQU   *-BFC

#FACDS

                        #FACDS VARS=YES

               ***

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***  FAC:     FIXED AC56 SUBSCHEMA TABLE ELEMENT                    ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

               ***

 

Offset Value

 

000000         FAC      DSECT

000000         FAC56    DS    CL4              'AC56'

000004         FACDYN   DS    F                DISPLACEMENT TO VAC

000008         FACAMN   DS    A                NEXT AM OF AC-AM

00000C         FACIBN   DS    A                NEXT AC OF IB-AC
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000010         FACAPN   DS    A                NEXT AP OF AC-AP

000014                  DS    F                ***  RESERVED  ***

000018                  DS    F                ***  RESERVED  ***

00001C         FACPRIV  DS    F                AREA PRIVACY KEY    ON=DISALLOWED

               *                                   N/A X'00000001'  ERASE

               *                                   N/A X'00000002'  FIND

               *                                   N/A X'00000004'  GET

               *                                   N/A X'00000008'  CONNECT

               *                                   N/A X'00000010'  MODIFY

               *                                   N/A X'00000020'  DISCONNECT

               *                                   N/A X'00000040'  KEEP

               *                                   N/A X'00000080'  STORE

               *                                       X'00000100'  READY SHR  RET

               *                                       X'00000200'  READY PROT RET

               *                                       X'00000400'  READY EXCL RET

               *                                       X'00000800'  READY SHR  UPD

               *                                       X'00001000'  READY PROT UPD

               *                                       X'00002000'  READY EXCL UPD

000020                  DS    H                ***  RESERVED  ***

000022         FACRSRV  DS    H                RESERVED SPACE OF AREA

000024         FACNAME  DS    CL18             AREA NAME

000036         FACDEFMO DS    XL1              DEFAULT LOCK MODE FOR THIS AREA

000037         FACFLAG1 DS    XL1              GENERAL FLAG BYTE

        00080  FACPRCL  EQU   X'80'            PRECLAIM TBSP LOCK FLAG

        00040  FACAARUC EQU   X'40'            UNCONDITIONAL AUTO READY

000038         FACD2S2  DS    XL8              TABLESPACE D2S2

000040         FACDBNAM DS    CL8              DBNAME or SEGMENT for a BOUND FIB

000048         FACSAN   DS    A                NEXT SA OF AC-SA

00004C         FACDYNPG DS    F                DISPLACEMENT IN VSA FOR PAGE RANGE

        00004  FACRLDS  EQU   4                # OF RLDS TO RESOLVE AT COMPILE TIME

000050         FACEND   DS    0F               END OF DSECT

        00050  FACDSLEN EQU   *-FAC            LENGTH OF DSECT

               ***

               ***

               ***  VAC:     VARIABLE AC56 SUBSCHEMA TABLE ELEMENT

               ***

               ***

000000         VAC      DSECT

000000         VACLKMO  DS    XL1              LOCK MODE (REQUESTED)

000001         VACLKMC  DS    XL1              LOCK MODE (CUMULATIVE)

000002         VACFLAGS DS    XL1              FLAG BYTE

        00080  VACAJTSW EQU   X'80'              MUST WRITE AREA JOURNAL RECORD

        00040  VACDVAL  EQU   X'40'              D2S2 IS VALID

        00020  VACDINV  EQU   X'20'              D2S2 IS INVALID

        00060  VACDCHK  EQU   VACDVAL+VACDINV    OFF = D2S2 NOT CHECKED

        00010  VACNOUPD EQU   X'10'              Area cannot be readied for update

        00008  VACNULLC EQU   X'08'              VAC can't rely on CURRENT currency

        00004  VACPROCB EQU   X'04'              BFOR PROCS PRESENT

        00002  VACPROCA EQU   X'02'              AFTR PROCS PRESENT

        00001  VACPROCE EQU   X'01'              EROR PROCS PRESENT

000003         VACLKMR  DS    XL1              LOCK MODE CUMULATIVE (LKMC) FOR

               *                                 PURPOSES OF ROW LOCKING AND

               *                                 WHETHER AREA CAN BE UPDATED
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000004         VACCDBK  DS    F                CURRENT DBKEY OF AREA

000008         VACLDBK  DS    F                LAST DBKEY OF AREA

00000C         VACCDEF  DS    F                CURRENT SR51 REC DEF OF AREA

000010         VACVIBA  DS    A                ADDR OF VARIABLE IB50

000014         VACDPRO  DS    A                OWNER DPR OF PR60-AC56

000018         VACNLKGA DS    A                ADDR OF LKG FOR NOTIFY LOCK if not row

               *                                 locking shared area

00001C                  DS    X                RESERVED

00001D         VAC#VUP  DS    X                # of times area varied UPDATE

00001E         VACRSRV  DS    H                RESERVED SPACE OF AREA.

000020         VACNVSTG DS    F                ADDR OF NATIVE VSAM STORAGE

000024         VACLKGA  DS    A                ADDR OF LKG FOR TBSP LOCK

000028         VACCLKGA DS    A                ADDR OF LKG FOR CURRENT TBSP LOCK

00002C         VACEND   DS    0F               END OF DSECT

        0002C  VACDSLEN EQU   *-VAC            LENGTH OF DSECT

#FAMDS

                        #FAMDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***   FAM:     AREA MEMBERSHIP OF RECORD                          ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         FAM      DSECT                                              02/26/91

000000         FAM57    DS    CL4              'AM57'

000004         FAMDYN   DS    F                DISPLACEMENT TO VAM (NOT USED)

000008         FAMACN   DS    A                NEXT AM OF AC-AM

00000C         FAMACO   DS    A                OWNER AC OF AC-AM

000010                  DS    F                ***  RESERVED  ***

000014                  DS    F                ***  RESERVED  ***

000018         FAMSRO   DS    A                OWNER SR OF SR-AM

00001C         FAMSRN   DS    A                NEXT AM OF SR-AM

        00004  FAMRLDS  EQU   4                # OF RLDS TO RESOLVE AT COMPILE TIME

000020         FAMEND   DS    0F               END OF DSECT

        00020  FAMDSLEN EQU   *-FAM            LENGTH OF DSECT

#FAPDS

                        #FAPDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  FAP:     FIXED AP72 SUBSCHEMA TABLE ELEMENT DSECT            ***
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               ***                      AREA PROCEDURE JUNCTION BLOCK            ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         FAP      DSECT                                               02/26/91

000000         FAP72    DS    CL4              'AP72'

000004         FAPDYN   DS    F                DISPLACEMENT TO VAP (NOT USED)

000008         FAPACN   DS    A                NEXT AP OF AC-AP

00000C         FAPPCO   DS    A                OWNER PC OF PC-AP

000010         FAPTIME  DS    H                PROCEDURE CALL TIME

000012         FAPFUNC  DS    H                PROCEDURE CALL FUNCTION (DML VERB)

000014         FAPMODE  DS    XL1              PROCEDURE CALL OPEN MODE

000015         FAPACSS  DS    XL1              PROCEDURE CALL OPEN ACCESS

000016                  DS    H                NOT USED

000018         FAPEND   DS    0F               END OF DSECT

        00002  FAPRLDS  EQU   2                # OF RLDS TO RESOLVE AT COMPILE TIME

        00018  FAPDSLEN EQU   *-FAP            LENGTH OF DSECT

#FCBDS

                                           #DMCLDS TYPE=FCBDS                                                 

                               

                                  *********************************************************************      

               

                                  *        FCB (FILE) runtime DMCL control block                      *      

               

                                  *                                                                   *      

               

                                  *        COPYRIGHT (C) 2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                *      

               

                                  *                                                                   *      

               

                                  *                                                                   *      

               

                                  *                                                                   *      

               

                                  *********************************************************************      

               

00000                00000 00100  FCB      DSECT                                                             

       

00000                             FCB59    DS    CL4       &#39;FC59&#39;                                    

               

00004                             FCBFLAG1 DS    XL1       flag 1                                            

       

                     00080        FCBTAPE  EQU   X&#39;80&#39;       -  Used in JCB                          
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                     00040        FCBARCH  EQU   X&#39;40&#39;       -  Used in JCB                          

               

                     00020        FCBEXCPN EQU   X&#39;20&#39;       -  Do Not use EXCP or XA type I/O       

              

                     00010        FCBALLC  EQU   X&#39;10&#39;       -  Allocate the File                    

              

                     00008        FCBDALLC EQU   X&#39;08&#39;       -  De-Allocate the file                 

              

                     00004        FCBNDDN  EQU   X&#39;04&#39;       -  No DDname                            

               

                     00002        FCBNDSN  EQU   X&#39;02&#39;       -  No DSname                            

               

                     00001        FCBJDSN  EQU   X&#39;01&#39;       -  DSname from JCL                      

               

00005                             FCBFLAG2 DS    XL1       flag 2                                            

      

                     00080        FCB1TO1  EQU   X&#39;80&#39;       -  FILE maps 1-to-1 to AREA             

            

                     00040        FCBSAME  EQU   X&#39;40&#39;       -  JCL DSN info same as SYSTRK override 

     

                     00020        FCBVDSP  EQU   X&#39;20&#39;       -  Alter DISP                           

               

                     00010        FCBALLOC EQU   X&#39;10&#39;       -  File has been allocated              

               

                     00008        FCBDROP  EQU   X&#39;08&#39;       -  VARY DMCL detected DROPPED FILE      

               

                     00004        FCBNEW   EQU   X&#39;04&#39;       -  VARY DMCL detected NEW FILE          

               

                     00002        FCBVARY  EQU   X&#39;02&#39;       -  VARY DMCL caused this FC59 to VARY   

               

                     00001        FCBDEAD  EQU   X&#39;01&#39;       -  VARY DMCL made this FC59 DEAD        

               

00006                             FCBNAME  DS    CL27      PHYSICAL FILE NAME                                

       

00021                             FCBDTIME DS    CL8       DATETIME stamp                                    

       

00029                             FCBDDNAM DS    CL8       DDNAME                                            

       

00031                             FCBEFLAG DS    XL1       Dataspace/CACHE Flag                              

      

                     00080        FCBEDSPC EQU   X&#39;80&#39;       -  Dataspace = Yes                      

               

                     00040        FCBEPREL EQU   X&#39;40&#39;       -  Preload = Yes                        

              

                     00020        FCBETRKR EQU   X&#39;20&#39;       -  Track Read                           

              

                     00010        FCBECYLR EQU   X&#39;10&#39;       -  Cylinder Read                        

              

                     00008        FCBENCOV EQU   X&#39;08&#39;       -  Not Covered                          

               

                     00004        FCBESHRD EQU   X&#39;04&#39;       -  Shared Dataspace                     
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                     00002        FCBECACH EQU   X&#39;02&#39;       -  SHARED CACHE is active               

              

00032                             FCBDTYP  DS    H         file device type                                  

      

                     0005E        FCBDKSDS EQU   94          -  Native VSAM KSDS                             

       

                     0005F        FCBDESDS EQU   95          -  Native VSAM ESDS                             

      

                     00060        FCBDRRDS EQU   96          -  Native VSAM RRDS                             

       

                     00061        FCBDPATH EQU   97          -  Native VSAM Path                             

       

                     00062        FCBDVSAM EQU   98          -  IDMS VSAM                                    

        

00034                             FCBPGSZ  DS    F         page size of FILE                                 

        

00038                             FCBPGNM  DS    F         number of pages in FILE                           

        

0003C                             FCBNVSET DS    CL18      SET name for NATIVE VSAM PATH                     

        

0004E                             FCBBLKSZ DS    H         FILE&#39;S blksize or control interval size       

            

00050                             FCBDMN   DS    A         next in DM58-FC59                                 

        

00054                             FCBBCN   DS    A         next in BC53-FC59                                 

        

00058                             FCBFMN   DS    A         next in FC59-FM61                                 

        

0005C                             FCBBCO   DS    A         owner BC53                                        

        

00060                             FCBDTFA  DS    0A        addr of FILE&#39;S DTF (DOS)                      

            

00060                             FCBACBA  DS    0A        addr of FILE&#39;S ACB (VSAM)                     

            

00060                             FCBDCBA  DS    A         addr of FILE&#39;S DCB (OS)                       

            

00064                             FCBSGO   DS    A         owner SG49                                        

        

00068                             FCBRBN   DS    F         relative block number                             

        

0006C                             FCBOPST  DS    CL1       OPEN indicator for FILE                           

       

                     00000        FCBOPCLS EQU   X&#39;00&#39;       -  Close                                

                

                     00001        FCBOPOPN EQU   X&#39;01&#39;       -  Open                                 

                

                     00002        FCBOPDUM EQU   X&#39;02&#39;       -  Dummy                                

                

                     00003        FCBOPERR EQU   X&#39;03&#39;       -  Error                                

                

                     00004        FCBOPOP1 EQU   X&#39;04&#39;       -  Open Phase-1 complete                
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                     00005        FCBOPCL1 EQU   X&#39;05&#39;       -  Close Phase-1 started                

                

                     00006        FCBOPOPC EQU   X&#39;06&#39;       -  Open file being closed               

                

00006D                            FCBFLAG  DS    CL1       usage indicator switch                            

        

00006E                            FCBERRB  DS    H         ERROR return indicator from DAMOD                 

       

000070                            FCBBYTK  DS    F         capacity BYTES per TRACK                          

        

000074                            FCBPGTK  DS    F         pages per TRACK                                   

        

000078                            FCBLOCK  DS    F         MT lock word.                                     

        

00007C                            FCBIOX2  DS    F         Reserved for IDMSIOX2 user exit.                  

        

000080                            FCBUSER  DS    F         addr of FCB user fullword                         

        

                                  *                                                                          

                

000084                            FCBQSAM  DS    0XL2      info used in IDMSQSAM process                     

        

000084                            FCBQSAMF DS    XL1       IDMSQSAM flag byte                                

        

                      00080       FCBQSAM1 EQU   X&#39;80&#39;       -  on if QSAM opened once               

                

                      00040       FCBQSAMN EQU   X&#39;40&#39;       -  on if QSAM not allowed for file      

                

                      00020       FCBQSAMO EQU   X&#39;20&#39;       -  on if QSAM currently open.           

                

                      00010       FCBQSAMC EQU   X&#39;10&#39;       -  on if QSAM checks were done.         

                

000085                            FCBBUFNO DS    XL1       number of QSAM buffers                            

        

                                  *                                                                          

                

000086                            FCBNCRIT DS    XL1       DCMT VARY DMCL non critical changes               

        

                      00080       FCBNCRI1 EQU   X&#39;80&#39;       -  on if file&#39;s BUFFER name changed 

                    

                      00040       FCBNCRI2 EQU   X&#39;40&#39;       -  on if file&#39;s DDNAME changed      

                   

                      00020       FCBNCRI3 EQU   X&#39;20&#39;       -  on if file&#39;s DISP changed        

                   

                      00010       FCBNCRI4 EQU   X&#39;10&#39;       -  on if file&#39;s DATASPACE changed   

                   

                      00008       FCBNCRI5 EQU   X&#39;08&#39;       -  on if file&#39;s SHARED CACHE changed

                   

                      00002       FCBNCRI6 EQU   X&#39;02&#39;       -  on BLDR change in BLD of     

 IDMS/5528             

                                  *                             DMCL after Audit.             IDMS/5528      
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                                  *                                                                          

               

000087                            FCBFLAG5 DS    XL1       Misc Flags.                                       

       

                      00080       FCBNOX2  EQU   X&#39;80&#39;       -  on if IDMSIOX2 exit disabled.        

               

                      00040       FCBNOSC  EQU   X&#39;40&#39;       -  on if Shared Cache  disabled.        

               

                      00020       FCBNODS  EQU   X&#39;20&#39;       -  on if Dataspace     disabled.        

               

                      00010       FCBNOIO  EQU   X&#39;10&#39;       -  on if normal I/O    disabled.        

               

                      00008       FCBVALI  EQU   X&#39;08&#39;       -  on if this FC59 passed FILE validation

              

                      00004       FCBFCACH EQU   X&#39;04&#39;       -  on if flush cache needed.            

               

                      00002       FCBGRPOP EQU   X&#39;02&#39;       -  on if Group has file open.           

               

                      00001       FCBNORC  EQU   X&#39;01&#39;       -  on if Read Cache    disabled.        

               

                                  *                                                                          

               

000088                            FCBFSTA  DS    F         address of FILE status block                      

       

00008C                            FCBJFCBA DS    F         addr of OS&#39;s JFCB                             

           

000090                            FCBOPNMD DS    CL1       OPEN mode always 1 for UPDATE                     

       

000091                            FCBNVRET DS    CL1       OPEN flag,    1 = UPDATE, 0 = RETRIEVAL           

       

000092                            FCBNVCIN DS    H         CALC FILE flag for NATIVE VSAM (1=CALC FILE)      

       

000094                            FCBXECB  DS    3F        ECB for control of JOURNAL BUFF and FILE          

       

0000A0                            FCBFMC   DS    A         IDMSBLDR current FM61 (used only at startup)      

         

0000A4                            FCBMCXN  DS    A         NEXT MCX                                          

         

0000A8                            FCBMCXP  DS    A         PRIOR MCX                                         

         

0000AC                            FCBSGN   DS    A         next in SG49-FC59                                 

         

0000B0                            FCBRPT   DS    F         Records Per Track                                 

         

                                  *                                                                          

                 

0000B4                            FCBFLAG3 DS    XL1       Flag 3                                            

         

                      00008       FCBDSPS  EQU   X&#39;08&#39;       -  DISP=SHR                             

                 

                      00004       FCBDSPN  EQU   X&#39;04&#39;       -  DISP=NEW                             
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                      00002       FCBDSPM  EQU   X&#39;02&#39;       -  DISP=MOD                             

                 

                      00001       FCBDSPO  EQU   X&#39;01&#39;       -  DISP=OLD                             

                 

                                  *                                                                          

                 

0000B5                            FCBFLAG4 DS    XL1       Flag 4                                            

         

                      00080       FCBOPN   EQU   X&#39;80&#39;       -  Opened once                          

                 

                      00040       FCBFAILO EQU   X&#39;40&#39;       -  Open failed                          

                 

                      00020       FCBMIOFF EQU   X&#39;20&#39;       -  MIO is off                           

                 

                      00010       FCBNOMIO EQU   X&#39;10&#39;       -  Don&#39;t use MIO                    

                     

                      00008       FCBNOMB# EQU   X&#39;08&#39;       -  MIO not usable - too few buffers     

                 

                      00004       FCBSTRAK EQU   X&#39;04&#39;       -  On if this FCB is for a SYSTRK file  

                 

                      00002       FCBERROR EQU   X&#39;02&#39;       -  File had a I/O error                 

                 

                      00001       FCBEMPTY EQU   X&#39;01&#39;       -  File is empty                        

                 

                                  *     

0000B6                            FCBBUFIO DS    XL1       number of BUFNO                                   

        

0000B7                            FCBBUFNP DS    XL1       number of NCP                                     

         

0000B8                            FCBFBUF  DS    H         number of buffers from SYSIDMS FILE_BUF=          

        

0000BA                            FCBFM61# DS    H         Number of FM61&#39;s for this FC59                

             

0000BC                            FCBDCBAS DS    A         used in JCB                                       

         

0000C0                            FCBCHNDL DS    A         IDMSDBIO uses to anchor #CACHE Handle.            

         

0000C4                            FCBXDCBA DS    A         Addr of XDCB                                      

         

0000C8                            FCBFLAG6 DS    XL1       Flag 6                                            

         

                      00080       FCBDSPCE EQU   X&#39;80&#39;       -  Dataspace = yes   - From DMCL        

                 

                      00004       FCBSHRDE EQU   X&#39;04&#39;       -  Shared Dataspace  - From DMCL        

                 

0000C9                            FCBFLAG7 DS    XL1       Flag 7                                            

         

                      00080       FCBWMST  EQU   X&#39;80&#39;       -  Warmstart using this FCB             

                

                      00040       FCBFMTLK EQU   X&#39;40&#39;       -  FORMAT SYSTRK dd1 INITIAL LIKE dd2   

                

                      00020       FCBPMSTG EQU   X&#39;20&#39;       -  SYSTRK FCB stg allocated at CV startup
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                      00010       FCBINPUT EQU   X&#39;10&#39;       -  Force file input mode               

 R170             

                      00008       FCBYSMIO EQU   X&#39;08&#39;       -  DCMT Vary File Pre ON        IDMS/3954

                

                      00004       FCBVOPN  EQU   X&#39;04&#39;       -  New OPEN/CLOSE flag          IDMS/4178

                

0000CA                            FCBFLAG8 DS    XL1       Flag 8                                            

         

0000CB                            FCBFLAG9 DS    XL1       Flag 9                                            

        

0000CC                            FCBFDSAN DS    A         Next in FC59-FDSA                                 

         

0000D0                            FCBCACHE DS    CL16      SHARED CACHE name                                 

         

                                  *  

                                  *    Begin of SYSTRK file extra data                                       

            

0000E0                            FCBMCBN  DS    A         Next in MCB-FCB (SYSTRK files chain)              

   

0000E4                                     DS    F         Available                                         

    

0000E8                            FCBFDTS  DS    XL8       SYSTRK format DATETIME stamp                      

    

0000F0                            FCBCDTS  DS    XL8       SYSTRK control DATETIME stamp                     

    

0000F8                            FCBMIRST DS    XL1       The state of the SYSTRK mirror files              

    

                      00000       FCBMIRST#INACTIVE     EQU 0        - inactive                              

    

                      00001       FCBMIRST#INACTIVATING EQU 1        - active -&gt; inactive                 

       

                      00002       FCBMIRST#ACTIVATING   EQU 2        - inactive -&gt; active                 

       

                      00003       FCBMIRST#ACTIVE       EQU 3        - active                                

    

                      00004       FCBMIRST#DISABLED     EQU 4        - disabled                              

    

                                  *    End of SYSTRK file extra data                                         

            

0000F9                                     DS    XL1       Available                                         

    

0000FA                            FCBCFLIMC DS   XL1       Cache File Limit % Current           IDMS/5524    

    

0000FB                            FCBCFLIMD DS   XL1       Cache File Limit % Defined           IDMS/5524    

    

0000FC                            FCBPBLKA DS    A         Addr prior runtime FCB at VARY DMCL NEW COPY      

    

                                  *                                                                          

            

000100                            FCBEND   DS    0F        end of fixed DSECT                                

   

                      00100       FCBDSLEN EQU   *-FCB     length of fixed DSECT                              
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#FCRDS

                        #FCRDS VARS=YES

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  FCR:     FIXED CR55 SUBSCHEMA TABLE ELEMENT                  ***

               ***                      SORTED RECORD CONTROL DESCRIPTOR         ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         FCR      DSECT                                              02/26/91

000000         FCR55    DS    CL4              'CR55'

000004         FCRDYN   DS    F                DISPLACEMENT TO VCR

000008                  DS    F                RESERVED FOR CR/FK/CK COMPATABILITY

00000C         FCRMRN   DS    A                NEXT CR OF MR-CR.

000010         FCRFPOS  DS    F                DISPLACEMENT OF FIELD IN OBJECT REC,

               *                                  -1 IF SORTED ON DBKEY.

000014         FCRFLTH  DS    F                FIELD LENGTH.

000018         FCRSORT  DS    H                SORT OPTION:

               *                                  0 = ASCENDING.

               *                                  1 = DESCENDING.

               *                                  2 = MATCH FIELD.

00001A         FCRDTY   DS    X                FIELD DATA TYPE

00001B         FCRFLAG  DS    XL1              GENERAL FLAG BYTE

        00080  FCRIFLD  EQU   X'80'            NULL INDICATOR CR

        00040  FCRKYCL  EQU   X'40'            Ky Fld beyond CTRL len. - For FFK sync.

        00020  FCRBJAM  EQU   X'20'            Building JIB for AM          IDMS/3233

        00001  FCRRLDS  EQU   1                # OF RLDS TO RESOLVE AT COMPILE TIME

00001C         FCREND   DS    0F               END OF DSECT

        0001C  FCRDSLEN EQU   *-FCR            LENGTH OF DSECT

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  VCR:     VARIABLE CR55 SUBSCHEMA TABLE ELEMENT               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

000000         VCR      DSECT

000000         VCRUFLD  DS    A                ADDR OF USER'S FIELD IN UWA

000004         VCRFLAG  DS    X                CONTROL FIELD WORK FLAG      IDMS/1300
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        00080  VCRNFLD  EQU   X'80'            NEW IFR SQL CONTROL FIELD    IDMS/1300

000005                  DS    XL3              RESERVED                     IDMS/1300

000008         VCREND   DS    0F               END OF DSECT

        00008  VCRDSLEN EQU   *-VCR            LENGTH OF DSECT

#FFDDS

                        #FFDDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  FFD:     FIXED FD54 SUBSCHEMA TABLE ELEMENT                  ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         FFD      DSECT                                               02/26/91

000000         FFD54    DS    CL4              'FD54'

000004         FFDDYN   DS    F                DISPLACEMENT TO VFD (NOT USED)

000008                  DS    F                RESERVED

00000C         FFDSCHL  DS    H                SCHEMA LENGTH

00000E         FFDSCHP  DS    H                SCHEMA POSITION

000010         FFDSUBL  DS    H                SUBSCHEMA LENGTH

               *                                 (-1 = OCCURS DEPENDING ON)

               *                                 (-2 = NULL   DEPENDING ON)

000012         FFDSUBP  DS    H                SUBSCHEMA POSITION

000014         FFDSCHT  DS    H                SCHEMA TYPE

000016         FFDSUBT  DS    H                SUBSCHEMA TYPE

000018         FFDSRN   DS    A                NEXT FD OF SR-FD

00001C         FFDCTLL  DS    H                'DEPENDING ON' CONTROL FLD LENGTH

00001E         FFDCTLP  DS    H                'DEPENDING ON' CONTROL FLD POSITION

000020         FFDOCCL  DS    H                SINGLE OCCURENCE LENGTH

000022                  DS    H                RESERVED

        00001  FFDRLDS  EQU   1                # OF RLDS TO RESOLVE AT COMPILE TIME

000024         FFDEND   DS    0F               END OF DSECT

        00024  FFDDSLEN EQU   *-FFD            LENGTH OF DSECT

#FFKDS

                        #FFKDS VARS=YES

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  FFK:     FIXED FK76 SUBSCHEMA TABLE ELEMENT                  ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***
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               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         FFK      DSECT                                               02/26/91

000000         FFK76    DS    CL4              'FK76'

000004         FFKDYN   DS    F                DISPLACEMENT TO VFK

000008         FFKMRO   DS    A                OWNER MR OF MR-FK

00000C         FFKMRN   DS    A                NEXT FK OF MR-FK.

000010         FFKFPOS  DS    F                DISPLACEMENT OF FIELD IN OBJECT REC,

000014         FFKFLTH  DS    F                FIELD LENGTH.

000018                  DS    H                ***  RESERVED  ***

00001A         FFKDTY   DS    X                FIELD DATA TYPE

00001B         FFKFLAG  DS    XL1              FLAG BYTE

        00080  FFKNULL  EQU   X'80'             - FIELD IS NULLABLE

        00040  FFKKYCL  EQU   X'40'            Key field beyond CTRL len.

00001C         FFKNULLP DS    H                DISPLACEMENT OF NULL INDICATOR FIELD

00001E         FFKNULLL DS    H                NULL INDICATOR LENGTH

000020                  DS    F                RESERVED

        00002  FFKRLDS  EQU   2                # OF RLDS TO RESOLVE AT COMPILE TIME

000024         FFKEND   DS    0F               END OF DSECT

        00024  FFKDSLEN EQU   *-FFK            LENGTH OF DSECT

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  VFK:     VARIABLE FK76 SUBSCHEMA TABLE ELEMENT               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

000000         VFK      DSECT

000000         VFKUFLD  DS    A                ADDR OF USER'S FIELD IN UWA

000004         VFKIFLD  DS    A                ADDR OF IND BYTE IN UWA

000008         VFKEND   DS    0F               END OF DSECT

        00008  VFKDSLEN EQU   *-VFK            LENGTH OF DSECT

#FIBDS

                        #FIBDS

               ***

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***  FIB:     Fixed IB50 subschema table element                    ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************
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               ***

 

Offset Value

 

000000         FIB      DSECT

000000         FIB50    DS    CL4              'IB50'

000004         FIBDYN   DS    F                Displacement into WORK AREA (0'S)

000008         FIBSRN   DS    A                Next SR of IB-SR

00000C         FIBACN   DS    A                Next AC of IB-AC

000010         FIBPCN   DS    A                Next PC of IB-PC

000014         FIBSSNAM DS    CL8              SUBSCHEMA name

00001C         FIBCDATE DS    XL8              SUBSCHEMA compiled DATETIME stamp

000024         FIBSIZE  DS    F                Total LENGTH of the FIB

000028                  DS    F                ***  reserved  ***

00002C         FIBDATE  DS    CL8              Displayable SUBSCHEMA compiled DATE

000034         FIBTIME  DS    CL8              Displayable SUBSCHEMA compiled TIME

00003C                  DS    3F               ***  reserved  ***

000048         FIBSSVER DS    F                SUBSCHEMA VERSION compiled under

00004C         FIBVSEL  DS    F                Variable SS elements length

000050         FIBVSBL  DS    F                Subschema BUFFER length

000054         FIBMAXSS DS    F                Max SUBSCHEMA data length

000058         FIBMAXS  DS    F                Max SCHEMA record length

00005C         FIBFLAG1 DS    XL1              FLAG:

        00080  FIBCONV  EQU   X'80'              -  SUBSCHEMA converted to REL 12.0

        00040  FIBHLDB  EQU   X'40'              -  SUBSCHEMA is driven by HLDB

        00020  FIBREFR  EQU   X'20'              -  FIB contains referencing SCHEMA

        00010  FIBNTWK  EQU   X'10'              -  FIB is for NONSQL network SCHEMA

        00008  FIBAARUC EQU   X'08'              -  AUTO AREA READY (UNCONDITIONAL)

00005D         FIBFLAG  DS    XL1              FLAG:

        00080  FIBFDCT  EQU   X'80'              -  SSC contains DCTABLE (PRESSPCK)

        00040  FIBBOUND EQU   X'40'              -  This is a BOUND subschema

        00020  FIBRELSS EQU   X'20'              -  This is a RELATIONAL subschema

        00010  FIBPRAR  EQU   X'10'              -  There are PRECLAIMED AREA(s)

        00008  FIBNOSI  EQU   X'08'              -  Skip "SET ITERATE" code in LRF

        00004  FIBDMLOK EQU   X'04'              -  Non-LRF DML requests are ALLOWED

        00002  FIBLROK  EQU   X'02'              -  LRF requests ALLOWED for this SS

        00001  FIBAARSW EQU   X'01'              -  AUTO AREA READY allowed

00005E         FIBRECNT DS    H                Number of subschema record types

000060         FIBLVPA  DS    A                Address of the LRF LITERAL VALUE POOL

000064         FIBLRN   DS    A                Next in FIB-FLR chain

000068         FIBVXPSZ DS    H                Size of largest LRF VXDE POOL needed

00006A         FIBIRPSZ DS    H                Size of largest LRF INTERMEDIATE POOL

00006C         FIBLVPSZ DS    H                Size of the LRF LITERAL VALUE POOL

00006E         FIBLOCL  DS    H                Locale (charset) codeword

000070         FIBLBN   DS    A                Next LB of IB-LB

000074         FIBORN   DS    A                Next OR of IB-OR

000078         FIBINDEX DS    0XL(4*12)        Sorted table indexes

000078         FIBIXAC  DS    XL12             AC56 index (sorted by AREA name)

000084         FIBIXSR  DS    XL12             SR51 index (sorted by SCHEMA.REC name)

000090         FIBIXOR  DS    XL12             OR52 index (sorted by SCHEMA.SET name)

00009C         FIBIXLB  DS    XL12             LB74 index (sorted by SCHEMA name)
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        00004  FIBINDXL EQU   (*-FIBINDEX)/12  Number of indexes

0000A8         FIBTIXS  DS    0XL(4*52)        Index TIX headers

0000A8         FIBTXAC  DS    XL52             AC56 index header

0000DC         FIBTXSR  DS    XL52             SR51 index header

000110         FIBTXOR  DS    XL52             OR52 index header

000144         FIBTXLB  DS    XL52             LB74 index header

        00004  FIBTIXL  EQU   (*-FIBTIXS)/52   Number of TIX headers

        00013  FIBRLDS  EQU   19               # of RLDS to resolve at compile time

000178         FIBEND   DS    0F               End of DSECT

        00178  FIBDSLEN EQU   *-FIB            Length of DSECT

#FLBDS

                        #FLBDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  FLB:     FIXED LB74 SUBSCHEMA TABLE ELEMENT                  ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         FLB      DSECT                                              02/26/91

000000         FLB74    DS    CL4              'LB74'

000004         FLBDYN   DS    F                DISPLACEMENT TO VLB (NOT USED)

000008         FLBIBN   DS    A                NEXT LB OF IB-LB

00000C         FLBNAME  DS    CL18             SCHEMA NAME

00001E                  DS    H                *** RESERVED  ***

        00001  FLBRLDS  EQU   1                # OF RLDS TO RESOLVE AT COMPILE TIME

000020         FLBEND   DS    0F               END OF DSECT

        00020  FLBDSLEN EQU   *-FLB            LENGTH OF DSECT

#FLQDS

                        #FLQDS VARS=YES

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  FLQ:     FIXED LQ81 SUBSCHEMA TABLE ELEMENT                  ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 
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000000         FLQ      DSECT                                               05/07/90

000000         FLQ81    DS    CL4               'LQ81'

000004         FLQLRN   DS    A                 NEXT LQ OF LR-LQ

000008         FLQPHN   DS    A                 NEXT PH OF LQ-PH

00000C         FLQSDN   DS    A                 NEXT SD OF LQ-SD

000010         FLQDYN   DS    F                 OFFSET INTO VIBVSEA OF VLQ BLK

000014         FLQRQST  DS    CL8               LR REQUEST VERB NAME

        00003  FLQRLDS  EQU   3                 # OF RLDS TO RESOLVE AT COMPILE TIME

00001C         FLQEND   DS    0F                END OF DSECT

        0001C  FLQDSLEN EQU   *-FLQ             LENGTH OF DSECT

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  VLQ:     VARIABLE LQ81 SUBSCHEMA TABLE ELEMENT               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

000000         VLQ      DSECT

000000         VLQVPSN  DS    A                        NEXT IN VLQ-VPS CHAIN        R

000004         VLQVPSP  DS    A                        PRIOR IN VLQ-VPS CHAIN

000008         VLQFSDC  DS    A                        MOST RECENT SD DESCRIPTION

00000C                  DS    3F                       RESERVED

000018         VLQEND   DS    0F                       END OF DSECT

        00018  VLQDSLEN EQU   *-VLQ                    LENGTH OF DSECT

#FLRDS

                        #FLRDS VARS=YES

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  FLR:     FIXED LR80 SUBSCHEMA TABLE ELEMENT                  ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         FLR      DSECT                                              07/24/90

000000         FLR80    DS    CL4               'LR80'

000004         FLRLQN   DS    A                 NEXT LQ OF LR-LQ

000008         FLRIBN   DS    A                 NEXT LR OF IB-LR

00000C         FLRDYN   DS    F                 DISPLACEMENT TO VLR

000010         FLRNAME  DS    CL16              LOGICAL RECORD NAME

000020                  DS    F                 *** RESREVED  ***

000024         FLRLTH   DS    F                 LENGTH IN BYTES OF LOGICAL RECORD

000028         FLRNELEM DS    H                 NUMBER OF ELEMENTS (RECORDS) IN LR
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00002A         FLRFLAG  DS    XL1               FLAG VALUES FOR CLEAR FLAGS

        00001  FLRCLER  EQU   X'01'               -  CLEAR ON ERROR

        00002  FLRCLNF  EQU   X'02'               -  CLEAR ON NOT-FOUND

00002B                  DS    XL1               RESERVED.

00002C                  DS    6F                RESERVED.

        00002  FLRRLDS  EQU   2                 # OF RLDS TO RESOLVE AT COMPILE TIME

000044         FLRELEMS DS    0F                START OF ELEMENT DESCRIPTOR ARRAY.

000044         FLREND   DS    0F                END OF DSECT

        00044  FLRDSLEN EQU   *-FLR             LENGTH OF DSECT

               ***

               ***  FLRE:    LOGICAL RECORD ELEMENT DSECT

               ***

000000         FLRE     DSECT

000000         FLRESRA  DS    A                 ADDRESS OF SR51 FOR RECORD ELEMENT

000004         FLRELEOF DS    F                 RECORD OFFSET INTO THE LR BUFFER

        00001  FLRERLDS EQU   1                 # OF RLDS TO RESOLVE AT COMPILE TIME

000008         FLREEND  DS    0F                END OF DSECT

        00008  FLREDLEN EQU   *-FLRE            LENGTH OF DSECT

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  VLR:     VARIABLE LR80 SUBSCHEMA TABLE ELEMENT               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

000000         VLR      DSECT

000000         VLRB1A   DS    A                   ADDRESS OF BAT1 TABLE

000004         VLRB2A   DS    A                   ADDRESS OF BAT2 TABLE

000008         VLRELEMA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF ELEMF ARRAY

00000C                  DS    3F                  RESERVED

               *

000018         VLRBAT1  DS    0F                  FIRST BASE ADDRESS TABLE

000018         VLRB1IRP DS    A                   A(IRP)

00001C         VLRB1LVP DS    A                   A(LVP)

000020         VLRB1XXX DS    A                   A(0) FOR BAT1 TABLE

000024         VLRB1LRE DS    0A   ...            ONE ADDRESS PER ELEMENT IN LR

               *

               *  BAT2 ARRAY ADDRESS STARTS AT:

               *       (3+FLRNELEM)*4 + VLR + 24

Offset  Value 

 

               *

000024                  ORG   VLRBAT1

000018         VLRBAT2  DS    0F

000018         VLRB2IRP DS    A                   A(IRP)

00001C         VLRB2LVP DS    A                   A(LVP)

000020         VLRB2SSR DS    A                   A(SS REC BUFFER) = VIBVSBA

000024         VLRB2LRE DS    0A   ...            ONE ADDRESS PER ELEMENT IN LR

               *

               *  ELEMF ARRAY ADDRESS STARTS AT:

               *       (3+FLRNELEM)*8 + VLR + 24
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               *

000024                  ORG   VLRBAT1

000018         VLRELEMF DS    0C   ...            THESE FLAG BYTES CONTAIN A 1

               *                      IF THE CORRESPONDING ELEMENT IN THE LR BUFFER

               *                      HAS BEEN FILLED IN BY A 'GET' VERB.  IF NOT,

               *                      THE FLAG BYTE IS 0.

               *

               *  THE TOTAL LENGTH OF THE VLR IS COMPUTED AS:

               *

               *   (9 * FLRNELEM) + 48    ROUNDED UP TO THE NEXT FULLWORD.

               *

               *

#FMRDS

            #FMRDS VARS=YES 

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  FMR:     FIXED MR53 SUBSCHEMA TABLE ELEMENT                  ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value

 

000000         FMR      DSECT                                               02/26/91

000000         FMR53    DS    CL4              'MR53'

000004         FMRDYN   DS    F                DISPLACEMENT TO VMR

000008         FMRORN   DS    A                NEXT MR OF OR-MR

00000C         FMRCRN   DS    A                NEXT CR OF MR-CR

000010         FMRSRN   DS    A                NEXT MR OF SR-MR

000014         FMRSRP   DS    A                PRIOR MR OF SR-MR

000018         FMRSRO   DS    A                OWNER SR OF SR-MR

00001C         FMRORIG  DS    H                IF REC ID=6 THEN ORIGINAL ID

00001E         FMRRID   DS    H                RECORD ID OF MEMBER RECORD

000020         FMRNPOS  DS    F                NEXT DBKEY DISPLACEMENT

000024         FMRPPOS  DS    F                PRIOR DBKEY DISPLACEMENT

000028         FMROPOS  DS    F                OWNER DBKEY DISPLACEMENT

00002C         FMRORO   DS    A                OWNER OR OF OR-MR

000030                  DS    F                ***  RESERVED  ***

000034                  DS    H                ***  RESERVED  ***

000036         FMRIX    DS    XL1              INDEX SET FLAGS:

        00000  FMRIXUNC EQU   0                   0 = KEYS ARE UNCOMPRESSED.

        00001  FMRIXCOM EQU   1                   1 = KEYS ARE COMPRESSED.

000037         FMRDUPS  DS    XL1              DUPLICATE CONTROL OPTION

        00000  FMRDUP$N EQU   0                   0 - DUPS NOT ALLOWED

        00001  FMRDUP$F EQU   1                   1 - DUPS FIRST

        00002  FMRDUP$L EQU   2                   2 - DUPS LAST

        00003  FMRDUP$U EQU   3                   3 - UNORDERED (NVSAM).
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        00004  FMRDUP$D EQU   4                   4 - Dups ordered by DBkey

000038         FMRMEMB  DS    XL1              SET MEMBERSHIP TYPE

        00001  FMRMAN   EQU   1                   MANUAL

               *                                  0 - MANDATORY AUTOMATIC

               *                                  1 - MANDATORY MANUAL

               *                                  2 - OPTIONAL AUTOMATIC

               *                                  3 - OPTIONAL MANUAL

000039         FMRLINK  DS    XL1              STORE LINK OPTION

               *                                  0 - LINK ON OWNER (F,L,S)

               *                                  1 - LINK ON CURRENT (N,P)

00003A         FMRVIA   DS    XL1              VIA CONTROL OPTION

               *                                  0 - NOT VIA THIS SET

               *                                  1 - VIA THIS SET

00003B         FMRCALC  DS    XL1              CALC FLAG

               *                                  0 - NOT CALC

               *                                  1 - CALC

00003C         FMRFKN   DS    A                NEXT FK OF MR-FK

000040         FMRFLAG1 DS    XL1              FLAG BYTE

        00080  FMRKNUL  EQU   X'80'            KEY IS NULLABLE

        00040  FMRNAT   EQU   X'40'            Collating sequence is natural.

        00020  FMRKYCL  EQU   X'20'            Key field beyond CTRL len.

        00008  FMRKSPK  EQU   X'08'            nVSAM KSDS primary key mapping set.

        00004  FMRPRFIX EQU   X'04'            Pref. idx for accessing all rows   R180

000041         FMRTYPE  DS    XL1              SET TYPE

        00000  FMRSTST  EQU   0                   0 - STANDARD SET

        00001  FMRKYST  EQU   1                   1 - REF KEY MAP SET

        00002  FMREFST  EQU   2                   2 - REFERENTIAL SET

000042                  DS    XL2              RESERVED

000044         FMRMRC   DS    A                FKEY CTRL MR FOR UNLKED RELS

        00008  FMRRLDS  EQU   8                # OF RLDS TO RESOLVE AT COMPILE TIME

000048         FMREND   DS    0F               END OF DSECT

        00048  FMRDSLEN EQU   *-FMR            LENGTH OF DSECT

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  VMR:     VARIABLE MR53 SUBSCHEMA TABLE ELEMENT DSECT         ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

000000         VMR      DSECT

000000         VMRTICK  DS    XL1              SS REC TYPE PATH RETURN MARK

000001         VMRMOD   DS    XL1              MODIFY TICK MARK

        00080  VMRSKY   EQU   X'80'              SORT KEY HAS BEEN MODIFIED

        00040  VMRFKY   EQU   X'40'              FOREIGN KEY HAS BEEN MODIFIED

000002         VMRUPDT  DS    XL1              UPDATE STATUS

        00000  VMRUPDT1 EQU   X'00'              VALAV HAS NOT TESTED THIS

        00001  VMRUPDT2 EQU   X'01'              SET IS OPENED UPDATE

000003         VMRFLAG  DS    XL1              FLAG BYTE

        00080  VMRKINL  EQU   X'80'              REFSET KEY IS NULL

000004         VMRMODSR DS    F                UNLINKED INDEX MEMBER'S SR8

000008         VMRFSTTS DS    XL1              KEY'S NULL STATUS
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        00001  VMRONUL  EQU   X'01'              OLD VALUE WAS NULL

        00002  VMRNNUL  EQU   X'02'              NEW VALUE IS NULL

000009                  DS    XL3              RESERVED

00000C                  DS    F                RESERVED

000010         VMRODBK  DS    F                OWNER DBKEY IN MODLINK

000014         VMREND   DS    0F               END OF DSECT

        00014  VMRDSLEN EQU   *-VMR            LENGTH OF DSECT

#FORDS

                        #FORDS VARS=YES

               ***

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***  FOR:     FIXED OR52 SUBSCHEMA TABLE ELEMENT                    ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

               ***

 

Offset Value

 

000000         FOR      DSECT

000000         FOR52    DS    CL4              'OR52'

000004         FORDYN   DS    F                DISPLACEMENT TO VOR

000008         FORMRN   DS    A                NEXT MR OF OR-MR

00000C         FORSRN   DS    A                NEXT OR OF SR-OR

000010         FORTYPE  DS    XL1              SET TYPE:

        00000  FORSTST  EQU   0                   STANDARD SET.

        00001  FORKYST  EQU   1                   REF KEY MAP SET.

        00002  FOREFST  EQU   2                   REFERENTIAL SET.

000011         FORMODE  DS    XL1              SET MODE:

        00000  FORCHAIN EQU   0                   0 = CHAIN.

        00001  FORINDEX EQU   1                   1 = INDEX.

        00002  FORULNK  EQU   2                   2 = UNLINKED

000012         FORORDR  DS    XL1              SET ORDER:

        00000  FORPRLST EQU   0                   0 = PRIOR OR LAST

        00001  FORSORTD EQU   1                   1 = SORTED

        00002  FORNXFST EQU   2                   2 = NEXT OR FIRST

000013         FORKEYR  DS    XL1              KEY ORDER

               *                                  0-KEY ON OWNR(F,L,S) 1-ON MEMB(N,P).

000014         FORPRIV  DS    F                PRIVACY KEY.   ON=DISALLOWED

               *                                   N/A X'00000001'  ERASE

               *                                       X'00000002'  FIND

               *                                   N/A X'00000004'  GET

               *                                       X'00000008'  CONNECT

               *                                   N/A X'00000010'  MODIFY
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               *                                       X'00000020'  DISCONNECT

               *                                       X'00000040'  KEEP

               *                                   N/A X'00000080'  STORE

               *                                   N/A X'00000100'  READY SHR  RET

               *                                   N/A X'00000200'  READY PROT RET

               *                                   N/A X'00000400'  READY EXCL RET

               *                                   N/A X'00000800'  READY SHR  UPD

               *                                   N/A X'00001000'  READY PROT UPD

               *                                   N/A X'00002000'  READY EXCL UPD

000018         FORSRO   DS    A                OWNER SR OF SR-OR.

00001C         FORRID   DS    F                RECORD ID OF OWNER SR.

000020         FORNPOS  DS    F                NEXT DBKEY DISPLACEMENT IN PREFIX.

000024         FORPPOS  DS    F                PRIOR DBKEY DISPLACEMENT IN PREFIX.

000028         FORSKEY  DS    0XL22            SEARCH KEY (LIBRARY ADDR/SET NAME)

000028         FORLBO   DS    A                OWNER LB OF LB-OR

00002C         FORNAME  DS    CL18             SET NAME

00003E         FORINDX# DS    H                SR7 unique index number by tablespace

000040         FORIXMAX DS    H                INDEX SET BLOCKING COUNT.

000042         FORIXDSP DS    H                INDEX SET SR8 DISPLACEMENT, PAGES.

000044         FORAMN   DS    A                SYSTEM INDEX SET AM57.

000048         FORMRC   DS    A                PKEY CONTROL MR

00004C         FORIBN   DS    A                NEXT OR OF IB-OR

000050         FORDYNPG DS    F                DISPLACEMENT IN VSA FOR SR7 PAGE RANGE

000054         FORDYNIX DS    F                DISPLACEMENT IN VSA FOR SR8 BLKCNT/DSPL

        00007  FORRLDS  EQU   7                # OF RLDS TO RESOLVE AT COMPILE TIME

000058         FOREND   DS    0F               END OF DSECT

        00058  FORDSLEN EQU   *-FOR            LENGTH OF DSECT

               ***

               ***

               ***  VOR:     VARIABLE OR52 SUBSCHEMA TABLE ELEMENT DSECT

               ***

               ***

000000         VOR      DSECT

000000         VORODBK  DS    F                OWNER DBKEY OF SET

000004         VORPDBK  DS    F                PRIOR DBKEY OF SET

000008         VORCDBK  DS    F                CURRENT DBKEY OF SET

00000C         VORNDBK  DS    F                NEXT DBKEY OF SET

000010         VORCDEF  DS    A                CURRENT OR/MR DEF OF SET

000014         VORMRD1  DS    A                LAST MR53 REFERENCED OF SET

000018         VORMRD2  DS    A                2ND LAST MR53 REF. OF SET

00001C         VORMID1  DS    H                LAST MEMBER RECID REFERENCED

00001E         VORMID2  DS    H                2ND LAST MEMBER RECID REF

000020         VORVIBN  DS    A                NEXT OF VIB-->OR REF LIST

000024         VORFLAG1 DS    XL1              GENERAL FLAG BYTE 1

        00080  VORVKEY  EQU   X'80'            SYMBOLIC KEY IS VALID

        00040  VORNULLO EQU   X'40'            VOR can't rely on OWNER set currency

        00020  VORNULLC EQU   X'20'            VOR can't rely on CURRENT set currency

        00010  VORNULLN EQU   X'10'            VOR can't rely on NEXT set currency

        00008  VORNULLP EQU   X'08'            VOR can't rely on PRIOR set currency

000025                  DS    XL1              RESERVED

000026         VORIXICS DS    XL1              INDEX INTEGRITY CHECK SWITCH

000027         VORTICK  DS    XL1              DELETE RETURN INDICATOR

000028         VORIXPRI DS    F                PRIOR OF INDEX
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00002C         VORIXCUR DS    F                CURRENT OF INDEX

000030         VORIXNXT DS    F                NEXT OF INDEX

000034         VORIXPOF DS    H                OFFSET OF PRIOR IN SR8

000036         VORIXCOF DS    H                OFFSET OF CURRENT IN SR8

000038         VORIXNOF DS    H                OFFSET OF NEXT IN SR8

00003A         VORIPOFF DS    H                PRE-FIXED INSERT OFFSET

00003C         VORIPDBK DS    F                PRE-FIXED INSERT SR8 DBKEY

000040         VORVORXA DS    A                VOR Extension address             *R185

000044         VORCSBN  DS    A                NEXT OF VOR-->CSB CURRENCY SAVE

000048         VORCLKGA DS    A                ADDR OF LKG FOR CURRENT OF SET

00004C         VOREND   DS    0F               END OF DSECT

        0004C  VORDSLEN EQU   *-VOR            LENGTH OF DSECT

               ***

               ***

               ***  VORX:    VARIABLE OR52 SUBSCHEMA EXTENSION DSECT

               ***

               ***

000000         VORX     DSECT

000000         VORXPDBK DS    F                CHAIN SET PRIOR DBK -MODLINK      *R185

000004         VORXOPGI DS    0F               Owner Page info                   *R185

000004         VORXOPGG DS    H                Owner Page Group                  *R185

000006         VORXOPGX DS    H                Owner Radix                       *R185

000008         VORXMPGI DS    0F               Membr Page info                   *R185

000008         VORXMPGG DS    H                Membr Page Group                  *R185

00000A         VORXMPGX DS    H                Membr Radix                       *R185

00000C         VORXEND  DS    0F               END OF DSECT                      *R185

        0000C  VORXDSLN EQU   *-VORX           LENGTH OF DSECT                   *R185

#FPCDS

                        #FPCDS VARS=YES

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  FPC:     FIXED PC70 SUBSCHEMA TABLE ELEMENT                  ***

               ***                      PROCEDURE DEFINITION BLOCK               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         FPC      DSECT                                               02/26/91

000000         FPC70    DS    CL4              'PC70'

000004         FPCDYN   DS    F                DISPLACEMENT TO VPC

000008         FPCNAME  DS    CL8              PROCEDURE NAME

000010         FPCIBN   DS    A                NEXT PC OF IB-PC

000014         FPCVCON  DS    V                PROCEUDRE ENTRY ADDR (IF LINKED)

        00001  FPCRLDS  EQU   1                # OF RLDS TO RESOLVE AT COMPILE TIME

000018         FPCEND   DS    0F               END OF DSECT
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        00018  FPCDSLEN EQU   *-FPC            LENGTH OF DSECT

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  VPC:     VARIABLE PC70 SUBSCHEMA TABLE ELEMENT               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

000000         VPC      DSECT

000000         VPCENTR  DS    A                PROCEDURE ENTRY ADDRESS

000004         VPCCOMM  DS    A                USER'S COMMUNCATION AREA ADDR

000008         VPCUSER  DS    A                USER'S WORK AREA ADDR

00000C         VPCEND   DS    0F               END OF DSECT

        0000C  VPCDSLEN EQU   *-VPC            LENGTH OF DSECT

#FPHDS

                        #FPHDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  FPH:     FIXED PH85 SUBSCHEMA TABLE ELEMENT                  ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         FPH      DSECT                                              05/07/90

000000         FPH85    DS    CL4               'PH85'

000004         FPHSDN   DS    A                 NEXT SD OF PH-SD

000008         FPHLQN   DS    A                 NEXT LQ OF LQ-PH

00000C         FPHPSN   DS    A                 NEXT PS OF PH-PS

        00003  FPHRLDS  EQU   3                 # OF RLDS TO RESOLVE AT COMPILE TIME

000010         FPHEND   DS    0F                END OF DSECT

        00010  FPHDSLEN EQU   *-FPH             LENGTH OF DSECT

#FPSDS

                        #FPSDS VARS=YES

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  FPS:     FIXED PS83 SUBSCHEMA TABLE ELEMENT                  ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***
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               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         FPS      DSECT                                              05/07/90

000000         FPS83    DS    CL4                 'PS83'

000004         FPSRXDEN DS    A                   ADDR OF 1ST XDE IN KEY-RETR EXPR

000008         FPSSXDEN DS    A                   ADDR OF 1ST XDE IN SEL-CRIT EXPR

00000C         FPSPHN   DS    A                   NEXT PS OF PH-PS

000010         FPSDYN   DS    F                   DISPLACEMENT TO VPS

000014         FPSSNUM  DS    H                   SUBSTATEMENT # WITHIN PATH OF VERB

000016         FPSLEVEL DS    H                   NESTING LEVEL OF PATH SUBSTATEMENT

000018         FPSTYPE  DS    XL1                 TYPE OF SUBSTATEMENT (1=ON,2=DML)

        000F1  FPSTYON  EQU   C'1'                SUBSTATEMENT IS AN ON STATEMENT.

        000F2  FPSTYDML EQU   C'2'                SUBSTATEMENT IS A DML STATEMENT.

000019                  DS    XL1                 RESERVED.

00001A                  DS    H                   RESERVED.

00001C                  DS    3F                  RESERVED.

000028         FPSONFUN DS    H                   (ON) ERROR FUNCTION (1,2,3,4,5)

00002A         FPSONERR DS    CL4                 (ON) ERROR STATUS

00002E         FPSONSTA DS    CL16                (ON) PATH STATUS (FOR ONFUN=3 | 4)

00003E         FPSCLREN DS    H                   NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN THE LIST

000040                  ORG   FPSONFUN

000028         FPSDMLA1 DS    A                   (DML) ADDR SR51,OR52,AC56 1ST OPER

00002C         FPSDMLA2 DS    A                   (DML) ADDR OR52,AC56 FOR 2ND OPER

000030         FPSELEM  DS    H                   (DML) SUBSCRIPT TO FLRELEMS ARRAY

000032         FPSDMLV  DS    H                   (DML) DML VERB NUMBER

000034         FPSDMLFL DS    X                   (DML) FLAG=OBT|KEEP|KEEP EXCL|EACH

        00001  FPSDFLGO EQU   X'01'               (DML) OBTAIN

        00002  FPSDFLGK EQU   X'02'               (DML) KEEP

        00004  FPSDFLGX EQU   X'04'               (DML) KEEP EXCLUSIVE

        00008  FPSDFLGE EQU   X'08'               (DML) EACH

000035                  DS    X                   RESERVED.

000036         FPSKSDSL DS    H                   (DML) KSDS PRIME KEY LENGTH OR 0

000038                  ORG

        00003  FPSRLDS1 EQU   3                   # OF RLDS ('ON' STATEMENT)

        00005  FPSRLDS2 EQU   5                   # OF RLDS ('DML' STATEMENT)

000040         FPSLISTS DS    0F                  START OF LISTEL ARRAY

000040         FPSEND   DS    0F                  END OF DSECT

        00040  FPSDSLEN EQU   *-FPS               LENGTH OF DSECT

               ***

               ***  LISTEL:  LIST CLEAR FUNCTION ELEMENT DSECT

               ***

000000         LISTEL   DSECT

000000         OFFEL    DS    H                   OFFSET IN LR-BUFFER

000002         ELLGH    DS    H                   LENGTH OF ELEMENT

        00004  LISTLGH  EQU   *-LISTEL            LENGTH OF DSECT

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  VPS:     VARIABLE PS83 SUBSCHEMA TABLE ELEMENT DSECT         ***

               ***                                                               ***
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               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

Offset  Value 

 

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

000000         VPS      DSECT                            03/22/88 14:45:43

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                 Currency Save Block                           ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

000000         CSB      DS   0A                   Generic Currency Save Block:

000000         CSBVIBN  DS   0A                   Next of VIB-->CSB.

000000         CSBVORN  DS    A                   Next of VOR-->CSB.

000004         CSBCDEF  DS    A                   -->current SR/OR/MR.

000008         CSBCDBK  DS    F                   Current dbkey.

00000C         CSBLDBK  DS   0F                   Last dbkey of area.

00000C         CSBODBK  DS    F                   Owner dbkey of set/index.

000010         CSBPDBK  DS    F                   Prior dbkey of set/index.

000014         CSBNDBK  DS    F                   Next dbkey of set/index.

000018         CSBSR8P  DS    F                   Prior SR8 of index.

00001C         CSBSR8C  DS    F                   Current SR8 of index.

000020         CSBSR8N  DS    F                   Next SR8 of index.

000024         CSBIXCOF DS    H                   SR8 offset to current of index.

000026         CSBIXNOF DS    H                   SR8 offset to next of index.

000028         CSBLKGA  DS    F                   Address of currency LKG.

        0002C  CSBDSLEN EQU   ((*-CSB+3)/4)*4     Length of CSB.

               **

00002C         VPSVLQN  DS    A                   Next  of VLQ-->VPS.

000030         VPSVLQP  DS    A                   Prior of VLQ-->VPS.

000034         VPSFPSA  DS    A                   -->FPS owner.

               *

000038         VPSINDX  DS    A                   -->OR52, if verb 105.

00003C         VPSIXAAD DS    A                   -->IXA.

               *

000040         VPSMODE  DS    XL1                 Set mode byte from OR52:

               *                                   0 = chain set.

               *                                   1 = index set.

               *VPSSET  #FLAG X'01'               VPS is for set/index currency

000041         VPSSETI  DS    0XL1

        00001  VPSSETM  EQU   X'01'

               *VPSRA   #FLAG X'02'               VPS is for rec/area currency

000041         VPSRAI   DS    0XL1

        00002  VPSRAM   EQU   X'02'

               *VPSNUL  #FLAG X'40'               CURS - all currencies NULL (-1)

000041         VPSNULI  DS    0XL1

        00040  VPSNULM  EQU   X'40'
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               *VPSNIL  #FLAG X'80'               CURS - unused VPS

000041         VPSNILI  DS    0XL1

        00080  VPSNILM  EQU   X'80'

               *VPSNOC  #FLAG VPSNULM+VPSNILM     CURS - either NULL or NIL VPS.

000041         VPSNOCI  DS    0XL1

        000C0  VPSNOCM  EQU   VPSNULM+VPSNILM

000041         VPSFLAG  DS    XL1                 Flag byte.

               *

000042                  DS    H                   *** reserved ***

000044         VPSLRSAV DS    A                   Preserved VSR Bind address

000048         VPSKSDSK DS    0F                  KSDS prime key (0 to 256 bytes).

000048         VPSEND   DS    0F                  End of dsect

        00048  VPSDSLEN EQU   ((*-VPS+3)/4)*4     Length of dsect

#FRPDS

                        #FRPDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  FRP:     FIXED RP71 SUBSCHEMA TABLE ELEMENT                  ***

               ***                      RECORD PROCEDURE JUNCTION BLOCK          ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         FRP      DSECT                                               02/26/91

000000         FRP71    DS    CL4              'RP71'

000004         FRPDYN   DS    F                DISPLACEMENT TO VRP (NOT USED)

000008         FRPSRN   DS    A                NEXT RP OF SR-RP

00000C         FRPPCO   DS    A                OWNER PC OF PC-RP

000010         FRPTIME  DS    H                PROCEDURE CALL TIME

000012         FRPFUNC  DS    H                PROCEDURE CALL FUNCTION (DML VERB)

        00002  FRPRLDS  EQU   2                # OF RLDS TO RESOLVE AT COMPILE TIME

000014         FRPEND   DS    0F               END OF DSECT

        00014  FRPDSLEN EQU   *-FRP            LENGTH OF DSECT

#FSADS

                        #FSADS VARS=YES

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  FSA:     FIXED SA73 SUBSCHEMA TABLE ELEMENT                  ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***
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               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         FSA      DSECT                                               02/26/91

000000         FSA73    DS    CL4              'SA73'

000004         FSADYN   DS    F                DISPLACEMENT TO VSA

000008         FSASAN   DS    A                NEXT SA73 OF AC-SA

00000C         FSASRCH  DS    0CL20            Search key in FIB.

00000C         FSANAME  DS    CL18             SYMBOLIC NAME

00001E         FSATYPE  DS    H                SYMBOLIC TYPE

               *                             00 - The entire AREA page range

               *                             01 - A symbolic SUBAREA page range

               *                             02 - A symbolic PAGE displacement

               *                             03 - A symbolic INDEX clause

               *                             10 - Offset n PAGES for n PAGES

               *                             11 - Offset n PAGES for n PERCENT

               *                             12 - Offset n PERCENT for n PERCENT

               *                             13 - Offset n PERCENT for n PAGES

               *                             14 - Hard coded PAGE range

000020                  ORG   FSASRCH

00000C         FSAOFF   DS    F                 Offset n pages/percent.

000010         FSAFOR   DS    F                 For n pages/percent.

000014                  ORG   ,

        00001  FSARLDS  EQU   1                # OF RLDS TO RESOLVE AT COMPILE TIME

000020         FSAEND   DS    0F               END OF DSECT

        00020  FSADSLEN EQU   *-FSA            LENGTH OF DSECT

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  VSA:     VARIABLE SA73 SUBSCHEMA TABLE ELEMENT               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

000000         VSA      DSECT

000000         VSAVALUE DS    0F               SYMBOLIC VALUES

000000         VSALOPG  DS    F                  -  LOW PAGE

000004         VSAHIPGC DS    F                  -  CALC HIGH PAGE

000008         VSAHIPG  DS    F                  -  HIGH PAGE

        0000C  VSASIZE1 EQU   *-VSAVALUE            LENGTH OF SYMBOLIC VALUES

00000C                  ORG   VSAVALUE

000000         VSADSPL  DS    H                  -  Record DISPLACEMENT in pages

000002                  DS    H                  -  *** reserved  ***

        00004  VSASIZE2 EQU   *-VSAVALUE            LENGTH OF SYMBOLIC VALUES

000004                  ORG   VSAVALUE

000000         VSAIXMAX DS    H                  -  INDEX set BLOCKING count

000002         VSAIXDSP DS    H                  -  INDEX set SR8 DISPLACEMENT

        00004  VSASIZE3 EQU   *-VSAVALUE            LENGTH OF SYMBOLIC VALUES

000004                  ORG   ,
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00000C         VSAEND   DS    0F               END OF DSECT

        0000C  VSADSLEN EQU   *-VSA            LENGTH OF DSECT

#FSDDS

                        #FSDDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  FSD:     FIXED SD82 SUBSCHEMA TABLE ELEMENT                  ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         FSD      DSECT                                               09/13/90

000000         FSD82    DS    CL4               'SD82'

000004         FSDPHN   DS    A                 NEXT SD OF PH-SD

000008         FSDPHO   DS    A                 OWNER PH OF THIS SD

00000C         FSDLQN   DS    A                 NEXT SD OF LQ-SD

000010         FSDNDESC DS    H                 NUMBER OF DESCRIPTORS IN THIS BLOCK

000012                  DS    H                 RESERVED.

000014         FSDINDX  DS    A                 ADDRESS OF OR52 IF "USING INDEX" IS

               *                                USED, OTHERWISE, A(FSD) (F'0' IN 5.7)

000018                  DS    2F                RESERVED.

        00004  FSDRLDS  EQU   4                 # OF RLDS TO RESOLVE AT COMPILE TIME

000020         FSDESTRT DS    0F                START OF FSDE ARRAY.

000020         FSDEND   DS    0F                END OF DSECT

        00020  FSDDSLEN EQU   *-FSD             LENGTH OF DSECT

               ***

               ***  FSDE:    SELECTION DESCRIPTOR ELEMENT DSECT

               ***

000000         FSDE     DSECT

000000         FSDDESCR DS    0H                DESCRIPTOR

000000         FSDDTYPE DS    H                 DESCRIPTOR TYPE (1,2,3,4)

000002         FSDKEYWD DS    CL32              TYPE=1:     KEYWORD NAME

000022                  DS    H                 RESERVED

000024                  ORG   FSDKEYWD

000002         FSDELEM  DS    H                 TYPE=2,3,4: SUBSCRIPT TO FLRELEMS

000004         FSDFOFF  DS    H                 TYPE=2,3:   FIELD OFFSET

000006         FSDFLEN  DS    H                 TYPE=2,3:   FIELD LENGTH

000008                  ORG

        00000  FSDERLDS EQU   0                 # OF RLDS TO RESOLVE AT COMPILE TIME

000024         FSDEEND  DS    0F                END OF DSECT

        00024  FSDEDLEN EQU   *-FSDE            LENGTH OF DSECT
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#FSRDS

                #FSRDS VARS=YES 

               ***

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***  FSR:     FIXED SR51 SUBSCHEMA TABLE ELEMENT                    ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

               ***

 

Offset  Value

 

000000         FSR      DSECT

000000         FSR51    DS    CL4              'SR51'

000004         FSRDYN   DS    F                DISPLACEMENT TO VSR

000008         FSRIBN   DS    A                NEXT SR OF IB-SR

00000C         FSRORN   DS    A                NEXT OR OF SR-OR

000010         FSRMRN   DS    A                NEXT MR OF SR-MR

000014         FSRMRP   DS    A                PRIOR MR OF SR-MR

000018         FSRFDN   DS    A                NEXT FD OF SR-FD

00001C         FSRAMN   DS    A                NEXT AM IN SR-AM

000020         FSRRPN   DS    A                NEXT RP IN SR-RP

000024         FSRRID   DS    F                RECORD ID OF RECORD

000028         FSRDATL  DS    0H               DATA LENGTH OF F-LENGTH RECORD

000028         FSRMAXL  DS    H                MAXIMUM DATA LENGTH OF V-LEN REC

00002A         FSRPFXL  DS    H                PREFIX LENGTH

00002C                  ORG   FSRPFXL

00002A         FSRLSTG  DS    H                SQL TABLE PROC local stg size

00002C         FSRMINR  DS    H                IF V THEN MINIMUM ROOT LENGTH

               *                                      INCLUDING V-LENGTH

               *                               IF F THEN O'S

00002E         FSRMINF  DS    H                MINIMUM FRAGMENT LENGTH W/ PREFIX

               *                                      INCLUDING PREFIX

000030         FSRDSPL  DS    H                DISPLACEMENT IN PAGES

000032         FSRFLAG  DS    XL1              Flag Byte

        00001  FSRFDEL  EQU   X'01'               X'01' - DELETE NOT ALLOWED

        00002  FSRFSTR  EQU   X'02'               X'02' - STORE  NOT ALLOWED

        00004  FSRFMOD  EQU   X'04'               X'04' - MODIFY NOT ALLOWED

        00008  FSRXID   EQU   X'08'               X'08' - FSRNAME IS EXTENT ID

        00080  FSRFDCT  EQU   X'80'               X'80' - SSR USES DCTABLE (PRESSPCK)

        00040  FSRFSYS  EQU   X'40'               X'40' - system mode tbl proc

        00020  FSRREFR  EQU   X'20'               X'20' - Referencing (SQL) Schema.Tab

000033         FSRLOCM  DS    XL1              LOCATION MODE

               *                                  0 - VIA

               *                                  1 - CALC

               *                                  2 - DIRECT

               *                                  3 - NATIVE VSAM DIRECT
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               *                                  4 - NATIVE VSAM CALC

000034         FSRSQNVA DS    XL1              NVSAM ACCESS METHOD (USED BY SQL ONLY)

               *                                  0 - NOT NVSAM

               *                                  1 - KSDS

               *                                  2 - ESDS

               *                                  3 - RRDS

000035         FSRFLAG0 DS    XL1              FSR flag 0

        00080  FSRTXNSY EQU   X'80'               Transaction Sharing ON

        00040  FSRTXNSN EQU   X'40'               Transaction Sharing OFF

000036                  DS    XL2              ***  RESERVED  ***

000038                  DS    F                ***  RESERVED  ***

00003C         FSRSKEY  DS    0XL22            SEARCH KEY (LIBRARY ADDR/TABLE NAME)

00003C         FSRLBO   DS    A                OWNER LB OF LB-SR

000040         FSRNAME  DS    CL18             RECORD NAME

000052         FSRFLAG1 DS    XL1              FSR flag 1

        00080  FSRNTWK  EQU   X'80'              -  SR51 for SQL-->network record

        00040  FSRVIEW  EQU   X'40'              -  SR51 for a View, not base table

        00020  FSRCHECK EQU   X'20'              -  CHECK const/WITH CHECK OPTION

        00010  FSRTEMP  EQU   X'10'              -  SR51 for temporary table

        00008  FSRKYCL  EQU   X'08'              -  Key field beyond CTRL len.

        00004  FSRKEYD  EQU   X'04'              -  SQL table proc keyed stg option

        00002  FSRPROC  EQU   X'02'              -  SQL table procedure

        00001  FSRPTAB  EQU   X'01'              -  SQL pseudo table

000053         FSRJIBF2 DS    XL1              JIB FLAG 2

        00080  FSRSELCT EQU   X'80'               AMC ISSUED TABLE 'SELECT'

        00040  FSRINSRT EQU   X'40'               AMC ISSUED TABLE 'INSERT'

        00020  FSRUPDAT EQU   X'20'               AMC ISSUED TABLE 'UPDATE'

        00010  FSRDELET EQU   X'10'               AMC ISSUED TABLE 'DELETE'

000054         FSRPRIV  DS    F                PRIVACY LOCK    ON=DISALLOWED

               *                                      X'00000001'  ERASE

               *                                      X'00000002'  FIND

               *                                      X'00000004'  GET

               *                                      X'00000008'  CONNECT

               *                                      X'00000010'  MODIFY

               *                                      X'00000020'  DISCONNECT

               *                                      X'00000040'  KEEP

               *                                      X'00000080'  STORE

               *                                  N/A X'00000100'  READY SHR  RET

               *                                  N/A X'00000200'  READY PROT RET

               *                                  N/A X'00000400'  READY EXCL RET

               *                                  N/A X'00000800'  READY SHR  UPD

               *                                  N/A X'00001000'  READY PROT UPD

               *                                  N/A X'00002000'  READY EXCL UPD

000058         FSRFIXL  DS    H                FIXED PORTION LENGTH W/O PREFIX

00005A         FSRCTRL  DS    H                CONTROL PORTION LENGTH  W/O PREFIX

00005C                  ORG   FSRCTRL

00005A         FSRSSTG  DS    H                SQL TABLE PROC shared stg size

00005C         FSRSGOUT DS    XL1                 0=ALL  1=SEGMENTS MISSING

00005D         FSRVSAMT DS    CL1              NATIVE VSAM RECORD TYPE

               *                                   'A' - FIXED NON-SPAN

               *                                   'B' - FIXED SPAN

               *                                   'C' - VARIABLE NON-SPAN

               *                                   'D' - VARIABLE SPAN
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               *                                   ' ' - NOT A NATIVE VSAM RECORD

00005E         FSRMAXSS DS    H                MAX SUBSC DATA LENGTH W/0 PREFIX

000060         FSRD2S2  DS    XL8              TABLE D2S2

000068         FSRDYNPG DS    F                DISPLACEMENT IN VSA FOR PAGE RANGE

00006C         FSRDFLTA DS    A                ADDRESS OF COLUMNS DEFAULT POOL

000070         FSRDFLTL DS    H                LENGTH USED IN COLUMN DEFAULT POOL

000072         FSRVDATL DS    H                VIRTUAL DATA LENGTH

000074         FSRDYNDS DS    F                DISPLACEMENT IN VSA FOR PAGE DISPLACE

        00009  FSRRLDS  EQU   9                # OF RLDS TO RESOLVE AT COMPILE TIME

000078         FSREND   DS    0F               END OF DSECT

        00078  FSRDSLEN EQU   *-FSR            LENGTH OF DSECT

               ***

               ***

               ***  VSR:     VARIABLE SR51 SUBSCHEMA TABLE ELEMENT DSECT

               ***

               ***

000000         VSR      DSECT

000000         VSRCDBK  DS    F                CURRENT DBKEY OF RECORD TYPE

000004         VSRUBFR  DS    A                RECORD ADDRESS

000008         VSRUWA   DS    A                IF SEGMENTED REC, UWA OF REC

00000C         VSRLKMO  DS    XL1              TABLE LOCK MODE (REQUESTED)

00000D         VSRLKMC  DS    XL1              TABLE LOCK MODE (CUMULATIVE)

00000E         VSRFLAGS DS    XL1              FLAG BYTE

        00080  VSRERAS  EQU   X'80'              FLAG TO DETECT CYCLIC ERASE

        00040  VSRDVAL  EQU   X'40'              D2S2 IS VALID

        00020  VSRDINV  EQU   X'20'              D2S2 IS INVALID

        00060  VSRDCHK  EQU   VSRDVAL+VSRDINV    OFF = D2S2 NOT CHECKED

        00010  VSRDSYN  EQU   X'10'              D2S2 LAST CHECK INVALID

        00008  VSRPROCP EQU   X'08'              Presspck needed by this SR

        00004  VSRPROCB EQU   X'04'              BFOR PROCS PRESENT

        00002  VSRPROCA EQU   X'02'              AFTR PROCS PRESENT

        00001  VSRPROCE EQU   X'01'              EROR PROCS PRESENT

00000F         VSRAUTH  DS    XL1              AUTHORIZATION BITS - RIGHT NIBBLE IS

               *       AUTHS SUCCESSFULLY CHECKED, LEFT NIBBLE IS AUTHS FAILED

000010         VSRBINDA DS    A                AUTO-BIND ADDRESS

000014         VSRFLAG1 DS    XL1              Flag byte 1

        00080  VSRSHRIX EQU   X'80'              This VSR is in the TBKSHRIX index

        00040  VSRNULLC EQU   X'40'              VSR can't rely on CURRENT currency

000015         VSRFLAG2 DS    XL1              Flag byte 2

000016         VSRSKEY  DS    0XL10            VSR sort key in TBKSHRIX

000016         VSRRECID DS    H                Record ID of record

000018         VSRPR60  DS    A                Address of the PR60 for this record

00001C         VSRVIBA  DS    A                Address of the VIB containing VSR

000020         VSRDLKGA DS   0A                -->LKG of definition lock

000020         VSRLKGA  DS    A                -->LKG of Table lock (not impl)

000024         VSRCLKGA DS    A                -->LKG of current of record

000028         VSRDFLTA DS    A                ADDRESS OF TABLE DEFAULT BUFFER

00002C         VSREND   DS    0F               END OF DSECT

        0002C  VSRDSLEN EQU   *-VSR            LENGTH OF DSECT

#FSWDS
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                        COPY #FSWDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  FAKE SCREEN WORK AREA DSECT                                  ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         FSW      DSECT                                     12/03/84

000000         FSLEN    DS    F                   LENGTH OF FSWA

000004         FSSCRA   DS    F                   START OF SCREEN AREA

000008         FSFREE   DS    F                   NEXT FREE SCREEN BYTE

00000C         FSEDNA   DS    F                   END OF SCREEN AREA

000010         FSCURS   DS    H                   CURRENT CURSOR SCREEN DISPL.

000012         FSWCC    DS    X                   WCC CHARACTER

               FSDBUG   #FLAG X'80'               DEBUGIO MODE

               FSMAPM   #FLAG X'20'               FSWA IS IN MAP MODE

               FSINPQ   #FLAG X'10'               INPUT IS QUEUED AT FSRBUF

               FSLIOW   #FLAG X'08'               LAST USER I/O WAS WRITE

               FSFDSBA  #FLAG X'04'               SBA FOUND;SCREEN IS FORMATED

               *        #FLAG X'02'               SPARE

               *        #FLAG X'01'               SPARE

000013         FSFLG1   DS    X                   FLAG BYTE

               FSMAPW   #FLAG X'80'               MAP OUT REQUEST

               FSMAPR   #FLAG X'40'               MAP IN REQUEST

               FSLINW   #FLAG X'20'               NON-MAPPING OUTPUT REQUEST

               FSLINR   #FLAG X'10'               NON-MAPPING INPUT REQUEST

               *        #FLAG X'08'               SPARE

               *        #FLAG X'04'               SPARE

               *        #FLAG X'02'               SPARE

               *        #FLAG X'01'               SPARE

000014         FSFLG2   DS    X                   FLAG BYTE - I/O REQUEST TYPE

000015         FSAID    DS    X                   AID BYTE

000016         FSCURB   DS    H                   CURRENT BUFFER ADDRESS

000018         FSRBUF   DS    A                   QUEUED INPUT BUFFER CHAIN

00001C         FSAVA    DS    6F                  SAVE AREA

000034         FSWORK   DS    A                   WORK AREA

               *

               ******************************************************************

               *  SCREEN CONTROL TABLE FOR

               ******************************************************************

000038         FSTABLE  DS    F                   ADDRESS OF TABLE

00003C         FSTNEX   DS    F                   ADDRESS OF NEXT FREE BYTE

000040         FSTLEN   DS    H                   LENGTH OF TABLE

000042                  DS    H                   SPARE

               *  IF THE FSWA IS NOT IN MAP MODE (FSMAPM FLAG OFF) THEN THE FORMAT

               *  OF THE SCREEN CONTROL TABLE IS AS FOLLOWS -

               *  EACH ENTRY IN THE TABLE CONSISTS OF A HALF WORD TEXT LENGTH
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               *  OF THE CORRESPONDING TEXT LINE IN THE FSCREEN AREA.

               *  THIS IS THE END OF THE FIXED LENGTH PART OF THE FSWA.

000048                  DS    0D

        00048  FSPFLEN  EQU   *-FSW

               ******************************************************************

               *  THE SCREEN PICTURE BEGINS RIGHT HERE.                         *

               ******************************************************************

               * WHEN THE TERMINAL IS IN MAP MODE, DATA IS STORED IN A SIGHTLY

               * FUNNY WAY.  SINCE ATTRIBUTE BYTES ARE NORMALLY INDISTINGUISHIBLE

               * FROM EBCDIC CHARACTERS, WE MAKE THEM DISTINGUISHIBLE BY TURNING

Offset  Value 

 

               * OFF THE TWO HIGH ORDER BITS.  THE ONLY "CHARACTERS" WHICH NORMALLY

               * HAVE THESE BITS OFF ARE THE NULL CHARACTER (X'00'), THE FIELD-MARK

               * (X'1E') AND THE DUP CHARACTER (X'1C').  THESE THREE CHARACTERS ARE

               * SAVED WITH THE "FUNNY" REPRESENTATIONS X'FF', X'FD' AND X'FE'

               * RESPECTIVELY.    NOTE:  AT THIS TIME, NO ATTEMPT IS MADE TO SAVE

               *                         EXTENDED COLOR OR HIGHLIGHTING INFORMATION.

               ***********************************************************************

               ** SYMBOL EQUATES

               ***********************************************************************

        000C0  NONATTR  EQU   X'C0'   SCREEN CHARACTER IS A NON-ATTRIBUTE IF NOT ZERO

        00020  PROTECTD EQU   X'20'   FIELD IS PROTECTED

        00001  MODIFIED EQU   X'01'   FIELD HAS BEEN MODIFIED

        00011  SBACODE  EQU   X'11'   SET-BUFFER-ADDRESS ORDER

        0001D  SFCODE   EQU   X'1D'   START-FIELD ORDER

        00012  EUACODE  EQU   X'12'   ERASE-UNPROTECTED-TO-ADDRESS ORDER

        00013  ICCODE   EQU   X'13'   INSERT-CURSOR ORDER

        0003C  RACODE   EQU   X'3C'   REPEAT-TO-ADDRESS ORDER

        00029  SFECODE  EQU   X'29'   START FIELD EXTENDED ORDER

        0002C  MFCODE   EQU   X'2C'   MODIFY FIELD ORDER

        00028  SACODE   EQU   X'28'   SET ATTRIBUTE ORDER

        00002  UNLOCK   EQU   X'02'   WCC - KEYBOARD RESTORE

        00001  RESETMDT EQU   X'01'   WCC - RESET MODIFIED DATA TAGS

        00000  NULCODE  EQU   X'00'   REAL CODE FOR NULL CHARACTER

        000FF  FUNNYNUL EQU   X'FF'   NULL CHARACTER AS IT IS STORED ON SCREEN

        0001E  FMCODE   EQU   X'1E'   REAL CODE FOR FIELD-MARK

        000FD  FUNNYFM  EQU   X'FD'   FIELD-MARK AS IT IS STORED ON SCREEN

        0001C  DUPCODE  EQU   X'1C'   REAL CODE FOR DUP CHARACTER

        000FE  FUNNYDUP EQU   X'FE'   DUP CHARACTER AS IT IS STORED ON SCREEN

000048         FSCREEN  DS    0F

#FTBDS

                        COPY #FTBDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***            DSECT FOR USE IN REFERENCING RHDCFTAB              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***
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               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         FTBDS    DSECT                                     04/28/80

000000         FTNXTFLE DS    F                  ADDRESS OF NEXT FILE ENTRY

000004         FTFLENAM DS    CL8                NAME OF FILE

00000C         FTDTFADD DS    A                  ADDRESS OF DTF FOR THIS FILE

000010         FTBUFADD DS    A                  ADDRESS OF I/O BUFFER

000014         FTBUFLEN DS    Y                  LENGTH OF I/O BUFFER

000016         FTDTFLEN DS    Y                  LENGTH OF DTF

               FTOPEN   #FLAG X'01'              FILE OPEN SWITCH

000018         FTOPENI  DS    0XL1

        00001  FTOPENM  EQU   X'01'

               FTEOF    #FLAG X'02'              END OF FILE SWITCH

000018         FTEOFI   DS    0XL1

        00002  FTEOFM   EQU   X'02'

               FTFIRST  #FLAG X'04'              FIRST RECORD READ SWITCH

000018         FTFIRSTI DS    0XL1

        00004  FTFIRSTM EQU   X'04'

               FTCOPY   #FLAG X'08'              USING SSL INDICATOR

000018         FTCOPYI  DS    0XL1

        00008  FTCOPYM  EQU   X'08'

               FTIOCLR  #FLAG X'FF'              CLEAR I/O INDICATOR

000018         FTIOCLRI DS    0XL1

        000FF  FTIOCLRM EQU   X'FF'

000018         FTIOIND  DS    X                  I/O INDICATOR

               FTWORKA  #FLAG X'10'              WORKAREA REQUIRED INDICATOR

000019         FTWORKAI DS    0XL1

        00010  FTWORKAM EQU   X'10'

               FTINPUT  #FLAG X'02'              FILE DEFINED AS INPUT

000019         FTINPUTI DS    0XL1

        00002  FTINPUTM EQU   X'02'

               FTOUTPT  #FLAG X'04'              FILE DEFINED AS OUTPUT

000019         FTOUTPTI DS    0XL1

        00004  FTOUTPTM EQU   X'04'

000019         FTGENIND DS    X                  GENERAL-USE INDICATOR

00001A         FTDEVTYP DS    CL2                DEVICE TYPE CD|DI|MT|PR|SD

        0001C  FTBUFF   EQU   *                  BEGINNING OF I/O BUFFER

#HSTDS

                        COPY #HSTDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  HST: HISTOGRAM CONTROL BLOCK DSECT                           ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************
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Offset  Value 

 

000000         HST      DSECT                                     09/24/87

000000         HSTHS    DS    CL2                 LITERAL ID 'HS'

000002         HSTTYPE  DS    X                   HISTOGRAM TYPE CODE

        00001  HSTTJRSZ EQU   01                    PUTJRNL REQUEST SIZE

        00002  HSTTPRSZ EQU   02                    LOADED PROGRAM SIZE

        00003  HSTTQUSZ EQU   03                    QUEUE RECORD SIZE

        00004  HSTTSCSZ EQU   04                    SCRATCH RECORD SIZE

        00005  HSTTUSSZ EQU   05                    USER STORAGE SIZE

        00006  HSTTTSSZ EQU   06                    TOTAL GETSTG SIZE

        00006  HSTSYSEN EQU   06                  NUMBER OF CST (SYSTEM) HISTOGRAMS

        00007  HSTTPRCL EQU   07                    PGMS CALLED BY TASK

        00008  HSTTPRLD EQU   08                    PGMS LOADED BY TASK

        00009  HSTTTRRD EQU   09                    TERM READS BY TASK

        0000A  HSTTTRWT EQU   10                    TERM WRITES BY TASK

        0000B  HSTTTRER EQU   11                    TERM ERRORS BY TASK

        0000C  HSTTGSTC EQU   12                    GETSTGS BY TASK

        0000D  HSTTGSCC EQU   13                    GET SCRATCH BY TASK

        0000E  HSTTPSCC EQU   14                    PUT SCRATCH BY TASK

        0000F  HSTTDSCC EQU   15                    DEL SCRATCH BY TASK

        00010  HSTTGQUC EQU   16                    GET QUES BY TASK

        00011  HSTTPQUC EQU   17                    PUT QUES BY TASK

        00012  HSTTDQUC EQU   18                    DEL QUES BY TASK

        00013  HSTTGTIC EQU   19                    GET TIMES BY TASK

        00014  HSTTSTIC EQU   20                    SET TIMES BY TASK

        00015  HSTTDBCL EQU   21                    D.B.CALLS BY TASK

        00016  HSTTHISK EQU   22                    HI STACK  BY TASK

        00017  HSTTUSTI EQU   23                    USER TIME BY TASK

        00018  HSTTSYTI EQU   24                    SYSTEM TIME BY TASK

        00019  HSTTWTTI EQU   25                    WAIT TIME BY TASK

        0001A  HSTTHIRC EQU   26                    HIGH RCE COUNT BY TASK

        0001B  HSTTHIRL EQU   27                    HIGH RLE COUNT BY TASK

        0001C  HSTTHIDP EQU   28                    HIGH DPE COUNT BY TASK

        00016  HSTTSKEN EQU   28-HSTSYSEN         NUMBER OF TASK HISTOGRAMS

        00001  HSTTLNTI EQU   01                  TYPE=RESP TIME BY LINE

000003                  DS    X                   ** RESERVED **

000004         HSTBINUM DS    H                   NUMBER OF BINS

000006                  DS    H                   ** RESERVED **

000008         HSTLOW   DS    F                   LOW END OF FIRST BIN

00000C         HSTINC   DS    F                   INCREMENT BETWEEN BINS

000010         HSTLTLOW DS    F                   BIN FOR VALUES < HSTLOW

000014         HSTGTHI  DS    F                   BIN FOR VALUES > TOP BIN

000018         HSTBINS  DS    0F                  START OF BINS

        00018  HSTDSLEN EQU   *-HST               LENGTH OF DSECT

#IBHDS

                        COPY #IBHDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***
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               ***  (TERMINAL) INPUT BUFFER HEADER - CHAINS OF THESE BUFFERS ARE ***

               ***                        BUILT BY TERMINAL LINE DRIVER TASKS ON ***

               ***                        EACH READ REQUEST.                     ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         IBH      DSECT                                            05/26/79

000000         IBHDOFST DS    H   OFFSET OF FIRST DATA BYTE FROM START OF HEADER

000002         IBHDLEN  DS    H   LENGTH OF DATA IN BUFFER

000004         IBHNBUF  DS    A   ADDRESS OF NEXT BUFFER IN CHAIN (OR ZERO)

        00008  IBHDSLEN EQU   *-IBH               LENGTH OF INPUT BUFFER HEADER

#ICEDS

                        COPY #ICEDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               *** ICE:   INTERVAL CONTROL ELEMENT                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         ICE      DSECT                                               03/03/95

000000         ICENXTA  DS    A                   ADDR OF NEXT ICE IN LIST.

000004         ICEPRIA  DS    A                   ADDR OF PRIOR ICE IN LIST.

000008         ICEEXPT  DS    F                   EXPIRATION TIME IN SEC. FROM EPOC.

00000C         ICETCEA  DS    A                   ADDR OF TCE OF REQUESTING TASK.

000010         ICETSKID DS    F                   TASK ID OF REQUESTING TASK.

000014         ICEECB   DS    F                   ECB FOR INTERVAL WAIT REQUEST.

000018                  ORG   ICEECB

000014         ICEECBA  DS    A                   ADDR OF USER ECB FOR POST REQUEST.

000018         ICEQLEN  DS    A                   LENGTH OF ASSOCIATED QUEUE RECORD

00001C         ICERCEA  DS    A                   ADDR OF RCE.

000020         ICETSKCD DS    CL8                 TASK CODE TO BE INVOKED.

000028         ICEDBKEY DS    CL4                 DBKEY OF ASSOCIATED QUE RECORD.

               *

00002C         ICESONRC DS    A                   ADDRESS OF SIGNON RCE (IF ANY)

000030         ICERLEA  DS    2A                  RLE ANCHOR FOR SIGNON RCE

               ICEWAIT  #FLAG X'01'               TYPE 1 - WAIT REQUEST

               ICEPOST  #FLAG X'02'               TYPE 2 - POST REQUEST + POSTX

               ICESTRT  #FLAG X'04'               TYPE 4 - START TASK REQUEST
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               ICECANC  #FLAG X'08'               CANCEL THIS ICE

               ICEXTRA  #FLAG X'10'               Used by TYPE=RUN and TYPE=POSTX

               ICENTPC  #FLAG X'20'               NON TERMINAL PSEUDO CONVERSE ICE

               ICEATCH  #FLAG X'40'               TASK HAS BEEN ATTACHED (FOR TYPE 4)

               ICEEXPD  #FLAG X'80'               ICE HAS 'GONE OFF'.

000038         ICETYPE  DS    XL1                 ICE TYPE CODE.

000039         ICEPRTY  DS    X                   DISPATCH PRIORITY FOR START-TASK

00003C         ICELTEA  DS    A                   LTE address (#GETLTE'd or NTPC)

000040         ICEUSRID DS    0CL18               User ID.    :==> From the SON.

000040         ICEUSRVM DS    CL24                User ID if VM.

000058                  DS    CL8                 Padding for 32 byte compat.

        00020  ICEUSRLN EQU   *-ICEUSRID          Length for Padding.

        00060  ICEDSLEN EQU   ((*-ICE+7)/8)*8     LENGTH OF DSECT ROUNDED UP.

#IOBDS

                        COPY #IOBDS

               ********************************************************************

               ***                                                              ***

               *** OS IOB                                                       ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.             ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         IOB      DSECT                                            05/26/79

000000         IOBFLAG1 DS    1C   ERROR AND STATUS CONDITION INDICATORS, 1ST BYTE

000001         IOBFLAG2 DS    1C   ERROR AND STATUS CONDITION INDICATORS, 2ND BYTE

000002         IOBSENS0 DS    1C   SENSE INFORMATION, 1ST BYTE

000003         IOBSENS1 DS    1C   SENSE INFORMATION, 2ND BYTE

000004         IOBECBCC DS    0CL1 EVENT CONTROL BLOCK CONDITION CODE

000004         IOBECBPT DS    1F   ADDRESS OF EVENT CONTROL BLOCK FOR THIS I/O OPER

000008         IOBFLAG3 DS    0CL1 IOS ERROR FLAGS

000008         IOBCSW   DS    1D   CHANNEL STATUS WORD STORED AT INTERRUPT TIME

000010         IOBSIOCC DS    0CL1 START I/O CONDITION CODE

000010         IOBSTART DS    1F   ADDRESS OF START OF CHANNEL PROGRAM

000014         IOBDCBPT DS    1F   ADDRESS OF DATA CONTROL BLOCK

000018         IOBRESTR DS    1F   ADDRESS OF CHANNEL PROGRAM RESTART CCW

00001C         IOBINCAM DS    1H   BTAM FLAGS

00001E         IOBERRCT DS    1H   ERROR COUNTS

000020         IOBUCBX  DS    1C   INDEX TO A UCB IN THE DATA EXTENT BLOCK

        00028  IOBDSLEN EQU   (((*+7)-IOB)/8)*8

#IOPDS

                        COPY #IOPDS
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               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      #IOPDS                                                   ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         IOP      DSECT                                               12/08/92

                        #DBIO DSECT,VERBS=NO,ERRS=NO

               ***

               ***

               ***  IOP:     PARAMETER LIST FOR IDMSDBIO

               ***

               ***

000000         IOP      DSECT

000000         IOVERBNO DS    F       VERB NUMBER

000004         IOSTATUS DS    F       STATUS / RETURN CONDITION

000008         PAGE     DS    F       PAGE NUMBER

00000C         CURBME   DS    A       CURRENT BUFFER MANAGEMENT ELEMENT ADDR

000010         CURBMA   DS    A       CURRENT BUFFER MEMORY ADDRESS

000014         CURLBMA  DS    A       CURRENT PAGE FOOTER MEMORY ADDRESS

000018         DMCLA    DS    A       ADDRESS OF DMCL TABLES

00001C         DMCLNAME DS    CL8     NAME OF DMCL TABLES

000024         LOADADDR DS    A       ADDRESS OF LOADED MODULE

000028         LOADNAME DS    CL8     NAME OF LOADED MODULE

000030         SPAINO   DS    F       NO. PAGES WHICH FITS INTO SPACE MGMT PG

000034         PHYRD    DS    CL1     PHYSICAL DISK READ INDICATOR

000035         PHYWT    DS    CL1     PHYSICAL DISK WRITE INDICATOR

000036         IOPFLG5  DS    CL1     FLAG 5

        00080  IOPRCVY  EQU   X'80'     -  THIS IOP IS RECOVERING

        00040  IOPSUSP  EQU   X'40'     -  THIS IOP IS SUSPENDED

        00020  IOPNOCW  EQU   X'20'     -  NO CHKPT WRITE

        00010  IOPNEWS  EQU   X'10'     -  NEW SEGMENT

        00008  IOPMJNL  EQU   X'08'     -  MULTIPLE JOURNALS

        00004  IOPWARM  EQU   X'04'     -  WARMSTART

        00002  IOPLIMT  EQU   X'02'     -  CHECK LIMITS

        00001  IOPRUAL  EQU   X'01'     -  This IOP is for RHDCRUAL rununit

000037         LDDMCSW  DS    CL1     IF 1 THEN RU DYNMCLY LOADED DMCL TABLES

000038         IOVIBA   DS    A       ADDRESS OF RUN UNIT'S VIB50

00003C         PAGELOCK DS    F       PAGE LOCK NEEDED ('SHR ' OR 'EXCL')

000040         CURDPR   DS    A       CURRENT PR60  DMCL PAGE RANGE TABLE

000044         CURAFM   DS    A       CURRENT FM61  AREA/FILE MEMBERSHIP RECORD

000048         CURFCB   DS    A       CURRENT FC59  FILE CONTROL BLOCK

00004C         CURBCR   DS    A       CURRENT BC53  BUFFER CONTROL RECORD

000050         CURJCB   DS    A       CURRENT JCB WE ARE WORKING WITH

000054         JOURLEN  DS    F       J Rcd Length including hdr, Data, 2nd RDW   R160

000058         JOURHLEN DS    F       J Rcd Hdr Length                            R160

00005C         IOPJOFOF DS    H       Offset to Halfword offset-field in J rcd.   R160
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00005E         IOPJDATL DS    H       J Data length to move.           (Optional) R160

000060         IOPJDATA DS    A       J Data Address to move.          (Optional) R160

000064         IOPJSEQA DS    A       J Seq  Address to update.        (Optional) R160

000068         CURRBN   DS    F       CURRENT RELATIVE BLOCK NUMBER TO RD/WR TO

00006C         CURBLOK  DS    A       BME THAT IS BLOK'ED AS THE CURRENT BME

000070         VIBBLOK1 DS    A       BUFFER LOCK 1

000074         VIBBLOK2 DS    A       BUFFER LOCK 2

000078         VIBBLOK3 DS    A       BUFFER LOCK 3

00007C         VIBBLOK4 DS    A       BUFFER LOCK 4

Offset  Value 

 

000080         IOPDCEA  DS    A       DCE ADDRESS OF OWNING TASK

000084         IOPCENT  DS    X       CENTRAL VERSION SWITCH

000085         IOPSENDR DS    X       UPDATE JDRSENDR SW AT JOURNAL FLUSH

000086         NVSAMSW  DS    X       NATIVE VSAM SWITCH

000087         IOPFLG6  DS    CL1     FLAG 6

        00080  IOPRDDR  EQU   X'80'     -  This is a Read Driver IOP

        00040  IOPSCSA  EQU   X'40'     -  This IOP uses SYSCSA storage.          R160

        00020  IOPMIO   EQU   X'20'     -  This IOP uses multiple I/Os

        00010  IOPPDIR  EQU   X'10'     -  Read in a prior direction

        00008  IOPWRDR  EQU   X'08'     -  This is a Write Driver IOP

        00004  GMANNXA  EQU   X'04'     -  The GETMAIN is NOT XA

        00002  IOPARSWP EQU   X'02'     -  We've been through area sweep once

        00001  IOPLGSD  EQU   X'01'     -  This IOP is for RHDCLGSD rununit

000088         NVSTORA  DS    F       ADDR OF NATIVE VSAM STORAGE

00008C         NVDBIOWA DS    F       ADDR OF NATIVE VSAM DBIOWORK

000090         IOPGROUP DS    H       AREA PAGE GROUP ID FOR PAGE REQUEST

000092         PAGEGRUP DS    H       PAGE GROUP

000094         IOPERMOD DS    X       DBIO Error module number.

000095         IOPERSWX DS    X       DBIO Error switch.

               *

000096         IOPOPTN  DS    X       Call Options.  Unique by function.

        00080  IOPDGRD    EQU X'80'   PURB     - Downgrade page locks.

        00080  IOPJSEGC   EQU X'80'   WTABLE   - On of JSEG is condensed.         R160

        00080  IOPNOSPLIT EQU X'80'   GETJBUFF - Don't Split unless you have to.  R160

        00040  IOPJWAIT   EQU X'40'   WRTJBUFF - Wait for but don't force I/O.    R160

        00020  IOPJFORCE  EQU X'20'   WRTJBUFF - Force Journal I/O.  Waits.       R160

        00010  IOPJCKPT   EQU X'10'   GETJBUFF - Journalling a checkpoint.        R160

               * don't reuse following bits

        00002  IOPFFORCE  EQU X'02'   DKCLOSE  - On - Force FCB close             R170

        00001  IOPRETCD   EQU X'01'   DBIOEP1  - On - return IOSTATUS in R15.     R160

               *

000097         IOPCOND  DS    X       Cond codes if any.

        000FF  IOPCONDALL EQU X'FF'   COND=ALL   - Don't abend if problem.

               *

000098         IOPECBA  DS    A       Current I/O ECB address - if waiting.

00009C         IOPXSTGA DS    A       IOP extra storage. x'80' bit = BLDR allocated.

0000A0         IOPJBEC  DS    A       Current JBE - formerly known as CURJBE.

0000A4         IOPMPAGA DS    A       A(MPAGEDS)  - formerly known as IOPNDECB.

0000A8         IOPJTSEQ DS    D       Seq of last Journal Image.                  R160

0000B0         IOPJTRBN DS    A       RBN of last Journal Image.                  R160

0000B4         IOPJTJCC DS    A       JCB of last Journal Image.                  R160

0000B8         IOPJMINR DS    H       Min Root size for splitable J records.      R160
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0000BA         IOPOPNMD DS    X       DKOPEN - If zero use FCBOPNMD               R170

        00011  IOPOPNMU EQU   X'11'            Want update                        R170

        00010  IOPOPNMR EQU   X'10'            Want retrieval                     R170

               *  Only use following space for fields referenced outside of DBIO.

0000BB                  DS    X       Reserved.

0000BC                  DS    14F     Reserved.

               *  Only use following space for fields internal to DBIO.

0000F4         DBIOWORK DS    339F    DBIO WORK AREA FOR ITS VARIABLES

        00164  CRBMEECB EQU   IOP+X'164',4,C'F'  CURRENT BME ECB FIELD

        0016C  CURRPL   EQU   IOP+X'16C',4,C'F'  CURRENT RPL FIELD

        00178  CURECB   EQU   IOP+X'178',4,C'F'  CURRENT ECB FIELD

        00254  CURBITLA EQU   IOP+X'254',4,C'F'  CURBITLA FIELD

        0025C  IOTSKTCE EQU   IOP+X'25C',4,C'F'  I/O TSK'S TCE

        00260  RDJFCB1  EQU   IOP+X'260',4,C'F'

        00280  FNDINBUF EQU   IOP+X'280',4,C'F'  FNDINBUF FIELD

        00288  JRDRVIOP EQU   IOP+X'288',4,C'F'  JRNL DRV IOP FIELD

        002A4  IOPBITL  EQU   IOP+X'2A4',4,C'F'  BIT LIST FIELD

        002C0  IOPFUNCA EQU   IOP+X'2C0',4,C'F'  ADDRESS OF FUNCTION TABLE

        00420  DBIOWRT  EQU   IOP+X'420',4,C'F'  DBIOWRT FIELD

        00424  JIOWRT   EQU   IOP+X'424',4,C'F'  JIOWRT FIELD

        00428  JIOWT    EQU   IOP+X'428',4,C'F'  JIOWT FIELD

        0042C  RDFRCWT  EQU   IOP+X'42C',4,C'F'  RDFRCWT FIELD

        00430  DBIORD   EQU   IOP+X'430',4,C'F'  DBIORD FIELD

        00434  IOPBCRAC EQU   IOP+X'434',4,C'F'  IOPBCRAC field

Offset  Value 

 

        00440  IOERRCT  EQU   IOP+X'440',4,C'F'  IOERRCT FIELD

        00488  IOPMSTWT EQU   IOP+X'488',4,C'F'  IOPMSTWT FIELD

        004C0  STRTIO   EQU   IOP+X'4C0',4,C'F'  STRTIO FIELD

        004C4  MIO      EQU   IOP+X'4C4',4,C'F'  MIO FIELD

        004C8  IOPITVCT EQU   IOP+X'4C8',4,C'F'  Epoch time

        00640  IOPDSLEN EQU   *-IOP  LENGTH OF DSECT

#IOX2DS

                        COPY #IOX2DS

               *

               *CONTAIN R170 Add open file input mode flag            DELLY01 08/07/08

               *CONTAIN PTF# IDMS/3607 CALL IDMSIOX2 FOR CACHE WRITES     RJW 11/27/07

               ***********************************************************************

               *                                                                     *

               *   The following Dsect describes the parmlist that is passed         *

               *   to the IDMSIOX2 user exit.  Changes to this dsect will be         *

               *   kept to a minimum, but CA reserves the right to make changes      *

               *   when needed.                                                      *

               *                                                                     *

               *        COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                  *

               *                                                                     *

               *                                                                     *

               *                                                                     *

               ***********************************************************************

               *
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Offset  Value 

 

000000         IOX2     DSECT                                                 10/04/96

               *

000000         IOX2FUNC DS    X             Exit Function - Where exit was called.

        00000  IOX2FPFO EQU   0                  Pre File Open

        00001  IOX2FPFC EQU   1                  Pre File Close

        00002  IOX2FPRD EQU   2                  Pre Read

        00003  IOX2FPRC EQU   3                  Pre Read Check

        00004  IOX2FXRD EQU   4                  Post Read

        00005  IOX2FERD EQU   5                  Read I/O Error

        00006  IOX2FPWR EQU   6                  Pre Write

        00007  IOX2FPWC EQU   7                  Pre Write Check

        00008  IOX2FXWR EQU   8                  Post Write

        00009  IOX2FEWR EQU   9                  Write I/O Error.

               *

000001         IOX2FLGI DS    X             Status flags to exit

        00080  IOX2CHI  EQU   X'80'              Post Read - Buff from #CACHE.

        00040  IOX2IOC  EQU   X'40'              Pre Check - Primary I/O complete.

        00020  IOX2CAC  EQU   X'20'              WRITE WAS TO CACHE          IDMS/3607

               *

000002         IOX2FLGO DS    X             Status flags from exit.

        00080  IOX2NOX2 EQU   X'80'              Pre OPEN - Disable IOX2.

        00040  IOX2NOSC EQU   X'40'              Pre OPEN - Disable Shared Cache

        00020  IOX2NODS EQU   X'20'              Pre OPEN - Disable Dataspace.

        00010  IOX2NOPF EQU   X'10'              Pre OPEN - Disable Prefetch.

        00008  IOX2NOQS EQU   X'08'              Pre OPEN - Disable IDMSQSAM.

        00004  IOX2INPUT EQU  X'04'              Pre OPEN - Mark file INPUT only  R170

        00080  IOX2REOPEN EQU X'80'              Pre Write - Reopen file next wrt R170

               *

000003         IOX2LCNT DS    X             Number of Buff/RBN pairs in list.

               *

000004         IOX2FCBA DS    A             Addr of current FCB/JCB.

000008         IOX2IOPA DS    A             Addr of IOP.

00000C         IOX2LIST DS    A             Addr of I/O List.

               *

               *    Following addresses point to a fullword that is reserved

               *    for IDMSIOX2.

               *

000010         IOX2WK1A DS    A             Work-1 is at the System level.

000014         IOX2WK2A DS    A             Work-2 is at the File level.

000018         IOX2WK3A DS    A             Work-3 is at the I/O  level.

        0001C  IOX2PLEN EQU   *-IOX2        Length of fixed parmlist.

               *

        00008  IOX2XLEN EQU   8             Length of Work-3 storage.

Offset  Value 

 

               *

               *   I/O List entry - Last entry has X'80000000' in LBUF.

               *

        00000  IOX2LBUF EQU   0,4,C'A'      Addr of DBIO buffer.

        00004  IOX2LRBN EQU   4,4,C'F'      Fullword RBN to be read/written.
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        00008  IOX2LLEN EQU   8             Length of list entry.

               *

               *   Return codes from exit.

               *

        00000  IOX2RCON EQU   0             Continue with normal I/O.

        00004  IOX2RSUP EQU   4             Suppress normal I/O.

        00008  IOX2RIOE EQU   8             Return I/O error.

        0000C  IOX2RTRY EQU   12            Retry I/O - From I/O error only.

#ISRDS

                        COPY #ISRDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***   ISRDS:  I/O STATISTICS REQUEST DSECTS                       ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         ISR      DSECT                                           11/03/95

               ISRALL   #FLAG X'80'               WANT STATS FOR ALL OF BLOCKS MARKED

000000         ISRALLI  DS    0XL1

        00080  ISRALLM  EQU   X'80'

               ISRSYS   #FLAG X'08'               WANT STATS FOR TOTAL SYSTEM I/O

000000         ISRSYSI  DS    0XL1

        00008  ISRSYSM  EQU   X'08'

               ISRBUFF  #FLAG X'04'               WANT STATS FOR ONE (OR ALL) BUFFERS

000000         ISRBUFFI DS    0XL1

        00004  ISRBUFFM EQU   X'04'

               ISRAREA  #FLAG X'02'               WANT STATS FOR ONE (OR ALL) AREAS

000000         ISRAREAI DS    0XL1

        00002  ISRAREAM EQU   X'02'

               ISRFILE  #FLAG X'01'               WANT STATS FOR ONE (OR ALL) FILES

000000         ISRFILEI DS    0XL1

        00001  ISRFILEM EQU   X'01'

000000         ISRTYPE  DS    XL1                 TYPE OF I/O STATS REQUESTED

        00000  ISROK    EQU   X'00'               SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION

               ISRBREQ  #FLAG X'01'               CANNOT COMBINE 'NON-ALL' REQUESTS

000001         ISRBREQI DS    0XL1

        00001  ISRBREQM EQU   X'01'

               ISRBALL  #FLAG X'02'               UNKNOWN 'ALL' TYPE REQUEST

000001         ISRBALLI DS    0XL1

        00002  ISRBALLM EQU   X'02'

               ISRBSTG  #FLAG X'04'               ISRNISB TOO SMALL FOR REQUEST

000001         ISRBSTGI DS    0XL1

        00004  ISRBSTGM EQU   X'04'

               ISRBNAM  #FLAG X'08'               ISBNAME UNKNOWN
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000001         ISRBNAMI DS    0XL1

        00008  ISRBNAMM EQU   X'08'

000001         ISRRTNC  DS    XL1                 DBRC'S RETURN CODE FOR REQUEST

000002         ISRNISB  DS    H                   NO. ISB STATS BLOCKS FOLLOWING

000004         ISRSVBCR DS    F                   CURR BCR BEING PROCESSED

000008         ISRSVFCB DS    F                   CURR FCB BEING PROCESSED

00000C         ISRSVDPR DS    F                   CURR DPR BEING PROCESSED

000010         ISRFISB  DS    F                   ADDRESS OF FIRST ISB

        00014  ISRDSLEN EQU   *-ISR

               **********************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***

               ***   ISB:    I/O STATISTICS BLOCK DSECT                           ***

               ***                                                                ***

               **********************************************************************

000000         ISB      DSECT

000000         ISBNAME  DS    CL18                NAME OF FILE/AREA/BUFFER

        00008  ISBSYS   EQU   X'08'               STATS FOR TOTAL SYSTEM I/O

        00004  ISBBUFF  EQU   X'04'               STATS FOR NAMED BUFFER

        00002  ISBAREA  EQU   X'02'               STATS FOR NAMED AREA

        00001  ISBFILE  EQU   X'01'               STATS FOR NAMED FILE

000012         ISBTYPE  DS    XL1                 TYPE OF I/O STATS BLOCK

000013         ISBNUS1  DS    XL1                 UNUSED

Offset  Value 

 

000014         ISBPGRP  DS    H                   PAGE GROUP (AREA TYPE ONLY)

000018         ISBWRIT  DS    F                   NO. PHYSICAL WRITES

00001C         ISBREAD  DS    F                   NO. PHYSICAL READS

000020         ISBINBUF DS    F                   NO. TIMES FOUND IN BUFFER

000024         ISBWAIT  DS    F                   NO. BUFFER WAITS (BUFFER/SYSTEM)

000028         ISBCACHE DS    F                   NO. TIMES FOUND IN CACHE

        0002C  ISBDSLEN EQU   *-ISB

#IXRDS

IXRDS

                COPY #IXRDS 

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      #IXRDS -- INDEX RECORDS                                  ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

               *********************************************************************

               *                                                                   *

               *        SR7 -- (OWNER OF SYSTEM-OWNED INDEX)                       *

               *                                                                   *

               *********************************************************************
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Offset  Value

 

000000         SR7      DSECT                            17:34:46 11/08/84   01/09/91

        00007  SR7RID   EQU   7                   RECORD ID OF SR7'S.

000000         SR7CALCN DS    F              -10  NEXT IN CALC SET.

000004         SR7CALCP DS    F               -C  PRIOR IN CALC SET.

000008         SR7DBKN  DS    F               -8  NEXT IN SR7-->SR8.

00000C         SR7DBKP  DS    F               -4  PRIOR IN SR7-->SR8.

        00010  SR7PFXLN EQU   *-SR7               PREFIX LENGTH.

000010         SR7SET   DS    CL16            +0  SET NAME (CALC KEY).

        00020  SR7DSLEN EQU   *-SR7               LENGTH OF DSECT.

               *********************************************************************

               *                                                                   *

               *        SR8 -- (B-TREE NODE)                                       *

               *                                                                   *

               *********************************************************************

000000         SR8      DSECT

        00008  SR8RID   EQU   8                   RECORD ID OF SR8'S.

000000         SR8NDBK  DS    F               -C  NEXT IN OWNER-->SR8.

000004         SR8PDBK  DS    F               -8  PRIOR IN OWNER-->SR8.

000008         SR8ODBK  DS    F               -4  INDEX OWNER, SR7 OR USER-DEFINED.

        0000C  SR8PFXLN EQU   *-SR8               LENGTH OF PREFIX.

               *

00000C         SR8UPDBK DS    F               +0  APPROXIMATE DBKEY OF UPLEVEL NODE

               *                                  (-1 IF TOP LEVEL).

000010         SR8ORPH  DS    F                   NUMBER OF ORPHANED ENTRIES.

               *

000014         SR8NUME  DS    H                   CURRENT NUMBER OF ENTRIES.

000016         SR8CUSH  DS    H                   CUSHION SIZE, BYTES.

000018         SR8ELEN  DS    H                   LENGTH OF ONE INDEX ENTRY.

00001A         SR8TKL   DS    H                   TOTAL KEY LENGTH -1.

               *

               SR8SORT  #FLAG X'80'               SORTED INDEX.

               SR8SYMB  #FLAG X'40'               SORTED ON SYMBOLIC KEY.

               SR8COMP  #FLAG X'20'               COMPRESSED KEYS.

               SR8DSC   #FLAG X'10'               DESCENDING SEQUENCE.

               SR8DDBK  #FLAG X'08'               Duplicates ordered by DBkey.

               SR8LGKY  #FLAG X'04'               SR8 supports long keys.

00001C         SR8FLAGS DS    XL1                 FLAG BYTE.

00001D         SR8LEVL  DS    XL1                 LEVEL NUMBER.

        00000  SR8BOTM  EQU   0                   ZERO IS BOTTOM LEVEL.

               *

00001E                  DS    H                   RESERVED.

               *

000020         SR8VAR   DS    0F                  START OF VARIABLE PORTION.

        00020  SR8DSLEN EQU   *-SR8               FIXED LENGTH INCLUDING PREFIX.

               *

               * FOR UNSORTED INDEX SETS, THE VARIABLE PORTION CONSISTS OF 0 THRU

               * SR8NUME MEMBER DATABASE KEYS.

               *

000000         SR8UNSRT DSECT                     SR8VAR FOR UNSORTED SETS.

000000         SR8UNDBK DS    F                   DBKEY OF MEMBER RECORD.

        00004  SR8UNLEN EQU   *-SR8UNSRT          LENGTH OF ENTRY (SR8ELEN).
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               *

               * IF THE INDEX IS SORTED ON MEMBER DBKEY, THE TOP AND INTERMEDIATE

               * LEVEL SR8 NODE POINTERS ARE PAIRED WITH THE MEMBER DBKEYS. THE

               * BOTTOM-LEVEL SR8S CONTAIN ONLY MEMBER DBKEYS.

               *

000000         SR8SDBK  DSECT                     TOP/INTERMEDIATE LEVEL NODE.

000000         SR8SDNOD DS    F                   DBKEY OF NEXT LOWER NODE.

000004         SR8SDMEM DS    F                   DBKEY OF MEMBER RECORD.

        00008  SR8SDLEN EQU   *-SR8SDBK           LENGTH OF ENTRY (SR8ELEN).

               *

               * IF THE INDEX SET IS SORTED ON SYMBOLIC KEY, EACH ENTRY IN TOP AND

               * INTERMEDIATE LEVEL SR8S CONTAINS A NODE POINTER PAIRED WITH THE

               * OFFSET IN THE SR8 OF THE SYMBOLIC KEY. FOR BOTTOM LEVEL SR8S, THE

               * MEMBER DBKEY REPLACES THE NODE POINTER.

               *

000000         SR8SKEY  DSECT                     ENTRY FOR SORTED ON SYMBOLIC KEY.

000000         SR8SKNOD DS    0XL4                DBKEY OF LOWER NODE (TOP/INT LEVEL).

000000         SR8SKMEM DS    XL4                 DBKEY OF MEMBER (BOTTOM LEVEL).

000004         SR8SKKOF DS    H                   OFFSET TO SYMBOLIC KEY.

        00006  SR8SKLEN EQU   *-SR8SKEY           LENGTH OF ENTRY (SR8ELEN).

               *

               *   For symbolic-keyed indexes with duplicates ordered by

               *   DBkey, top and intermediate levels also contain the DBkey

               *   of the corresponding member, which logically represents

               *   the lowest-order portion of the symbolic key.

               *

000006         SR8SKMKY DS    XL4                 DBkey of member (top/int levels).

        0000A  SR8SKDLN EQU   *-SR8SKEY           SR8ELEN if dups by DBkey.

               *

               * EACH SYMBOLIC KEY <= 256 BYTES IS OF THE FOLLOWING FORMAT:

               *

000000         SR8SYMBK DSECT                     SYMBOLIC KEY ENTRY.

000000         SR8SYCOM DS    XL1                 KEY PREFIX COMMON TO PRIOR KEY.

000001         SR8SYLEN DS    XL1                 LENGTH-1 OF FOLLOWING KEY.

000002         SR8SYKEY DS    0XL256              ACTUAL SYMBOLIC KEY, 1-256 BYTES.

        00002  SR8SYMLN EQU   *-SR8SYMBK          LENGTH WITHOUT SYMBOLIC KEY.

               *

               * EACH SYMBOLIC KEY > 256 BYTES IS OF THE FOLLOWING FORMAT:

               *

000000         SR8SYMBL DSECT                     LONG SYMBOLIC KEY ENTRY.

000000         SR8SYLCM DS    H                   LONG KEY PREFIX COMMON TO PRIOR KEY.

000002         SR8SYLLN DS    H                   LONG LENGTH-1 OF FOLLOWING KEY.

000004         SR8SYLKY DS    0XL2000             ACTUAL SYMBOLIC KEY, 1-2000 BYTES.

        00004  SR8LSYLN EQU   *-SR8SYMBL          LENGTH WITHOUT SYMBOLIC KEY.

               *

#JBCDS

                        #DMCLDS TYPE=JBCDS

               *********************************************************************

               *        JBC (JOURNAL BUFFER) runtime DMCL control block            *

               *                                                                   *
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               *        COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                *

               *                                                                   *

               *                                                                   *

               *                                                                   *

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         JBC      DSECT

000000         JBC63    DS    CL4       'JB63'

000004         JBCFLAG1 DS    XL1       flag 1

000005         JBCFLAG2 DS    XL1       flag 2

        00008  JBCDROP  EQU   X'08'       -  VARY DMCL detected DROPPED BUFFER

        00004  JBCNEW   EQU   X'04'       -  VARY DMCL detected NEW BUFFER

        00002  JBCVARY  EQU   X'02'       -  VARY DMCL caused this JB63 to VARY

        00001  JBCDEAD  EQU   X'01'       -  VARY DMCL made this JB63 DEAD

000006         JBCNAME  DS    CL18      JOURNAL BUFFER name

000018         JBCDTIME DS    CL8       DATETIME stamp

000020         JBCBUFSZ DS    F         JOURNAL BUFFER size

000024         JBCBUFMX DS    F         maximum number of JBES

000028         JBCJBN   DS    A         next in available JBE set

00002C         JBCJBP   DS    A         prior in available JBE set

000030         JBCJBNIO DS    A         next JBE in I/O set

000034         JBCJBPIO DS    A         prior JBE in I/O set

000038         JBCGSTG  DS    A         GETSTG addr of JBE area

00003C         JBCJBEA  DS    A         address of first JBE in JBE AREA

000040         JBCJBEND DS    A         address of last JBE in JBE AREA

000044         JBCBUFNO DS    F         number of JBES in use

000048         JBCBUFRQ DS    F         requested number of JBES

00004C         JBCECB   DS    F         ECB for unavailable JBE and JBEE

000050         JBCJBEEA DS    A         address of JBEE area

000054         JBCJBEEF DS    A         address of next JBEE

000058         JBCDMN   DS    A         next in DM58-JB63

00005C         JBCJCN   DS    A         next in JB63-JD62

000060         JBCAJBEA DS    A         address of ABEND JBE

000064         JBCHJBEA DS    A         address of HEADER JBE

000068         JBCHECB  DS    3F        ECB to lock the JOURNAL HEADER

000074         JBCHIOPA DS    F         IOP which locked JOURNAL HEADER

000078         JBCUNAVL DS    A         next in unavailable JBE list

00007C         JBCFSTA  DS    A         address of FST

000080         JBCRCECB DS    3F        RECOVERY ECB

00008C         JBCWRTDB DS    F         DB WRITE started I/O

000090         JBCWRTCK DS    F         CKPT started I/O

000094         JBCWAIT  DS    F         times waited for JBE

000098         JBCSMAX  DS    F         max nbr of RU'S in DSEG

00009C         JBCPERC  DS    10F       permanent percent table

0000C4         JBCPERCR DS    10F       refreshable percent table

0000EC         JBCIOPS  DS    F         nbr of IOPS

0000F0         JBCTCEA  DS    A         TCE address of JOURNAL DRIVER

0000F4         JBCVBFN  DS    A         next in JOURNAL BUFFER VARY list

0000F8         JBCMSGN  DS    A         next in JBC/MESSAGE list

0000FC         JBCMSGA  DS    A         active MESSAGE

000100         JBCWRTWT DS    F         DBIJ started I/O after wait.             15.0
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000104         JBCDSRBN DS    F         next DSEG RBN

000108         JBCDSINT DS    F         DSEG interval

00010C         JBCDSEG  DS    F         RBN of first DSEG

000110         JBCCURBN DS    F         RBN of current DSEG

000114         JBCJCC   DS    A         IDMSBLDR current JD62 (used only at startup)

000118         JBCLOCK1 DS    F         MP lock - locks ???????? processing

Offset  Value 

 

00011C         JBCRCVS  DS    F         Number of recoveries started, enter CRBK

000120         JBCIOS   DS    F         Number of journal blocks read, recovery

000124         JBCNIOS  DS    F         Number of journal buffers read, recovery

000128         JBCJTSEQ DS    D         J I/O Err swap sequence number            R160

000130         JBCRESEQ DS    F         J I/O Err resequence factor               R160

000134         JBCWRTSP DS    F         J I/O forced to avoid small split rcd.    R160

000138         JBCWTPIO DS    F         Times waited on Prior J I/O to complete.  R160

00013C         JBCHRBNS DS    F         1st JHDS RBN (rel to zero)                R160

000140         JBCHRBN2 DS    F         1st JHD2 RBN (rel to zero) 0 = None       R160

000144         JBCHRBNA DS    F         1st JHDA RBN (rel to zero)                R160

000148         JBCHRBNX DS    F         1st Non HDR RBN (Rel to zero)             R160

00014C         JBCHNOAR DS    F         Nbr of journal entries in JHDA blocks     R170

000150         JBCJXTIM DS    D         UTC time when its ok to write message.    R160

000158         JBC#RCVS DS    F         # recoveries within CRBK, actually recovering.

00015C                  DS    13F       Filler

000190         JBCEND   DS    0D        end of DSECT                              R160

        00190  JBCDSLEN EQU   *-JBC     length of DSECT

#JBEDS

                        COPY #JBEDS

               ***********************************************************************

               *              $JOURNAL BUFFER ELEMENT DSECT                          *

               *                                                                     *

               *        COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                  *

               *                                                                     *

               *                                                                     *

               *                                                                     *

               ***********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         JBEDS    DSECT                                                07/07/00

000000         JBEEXT   DS    F            JBEE list.  Same offset as JBEENEXT

000004         JBELIT   DS    CL4          JBE Literal.                          R150

000008                  DS    CL32

               *                        Keep following pointers same offset as JBC

000028         JBENEXT  DS    F            Next pointer

00002C         JBEPRIOR DS    F            Prior pointer

000030         JBENXTIO DS    F            Next pointer in Start I/O List

000034         JBEPRIO  DS    F            Prior pointer in Start I/O List

               *

000038         JBEFLAG1 DS    XL1

               JBEMSWT  #FLAG X'80'        Journal Must Write Switch
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000039         JBEMSWTI DS    0XL1

        00080  JBEMSWTM EQU   X'80'

               JBECKPT  #FLAG X'40'        Checjpoint Record in Buffer

000039         JBECKPTI DS    0XL1

        00040  JBECKPTM EQU   X'40'

               JBELOCK  #FLAG X'20'        JBE MP Locked

000039         JBELOCKI DS    0XL1

        00020  JBELOCKM EQU   X'20'

               JBEDSEG  #FLAG X'10'        Buffer contains DSEG                  R150

000039         JBEDSEGI DS    0XL1

        00010  JBEDSEGM EQU   X'10'

000039         JBEFLAG2 DS    XL1

00003A         JBEFLAG3 DS    XL1

00003B         JBEFLAG4 DS    XL1

               *

00003C         JBEIECB  DS    3F           Buffer use Lock ECB

000048         JBESEQ   DS    XL8          Journal Sequence Number

000050         JBERBN   DS    F            Contains the RBN for this JBE

000054         JBEBMA   DS    A            Address of the JBE's Journal Buffer

000058         JBESAVER DS    6F           REGISTER SAVE AREA

000070         JBEDIOPA DS    A            BUFFERS IOP FOR JOURNAL DRIVER

000074         JBEJCC   DS    A            Buffer's current journal

000078         JBENUS1  DS    10F          NOT USED SAVE AREA

0000A0         JBEEND   DS    0F           END OF JOURNAL BUFFER ELEMENT

        000A0  JBEDSLEN EQU   JBEEND-JBEDS

               *      JOURNAL BUFFER HEADER ELEMENT

0000A0                  ORG   JBEIECB

00003C         JBEHECB  DS    3F           ECB TO LOCK THE HEADER JBE

000048         JBEHJCB  DS    A            Address of JCB in JBEHBMA

00004C                  DS    F            unused

000050         JBEHRBN  DS    F            RBN OF RECORD IN JBEHBMA

000054         JBEHBMA  DS    A            Address of jbeh's buffer

000058         JBEHIOPA DS    A            ADDRESS OF IOP WHICH LOCKED HEADER

00005C         JBEHSAVR DS    5F           REGISTER SAVE AREA

               *     JOURNAL BUFFER ABEND ELEMENT

000070                  ORG   JBEIECB

00003C         JBEAECB  DS    3F           ECB TO LOCK THE ABEND JBE

000048         JBEAJCB  DS    A            ADDRESS OF JCB IN JBEHBMA

00004C                  DS    F            unused

Offset  Value 

 

000050         JBEARBN  DS    F            RBN OF RECORD IN JBEHBMA

000054         JBEABMA  DS    A            ADDRESS OF JBEA'S BUFFER

000058         JBEAIOPA DS    A            ADDRESS OF IOP WHICH LOCKED ABEND JBE

00005C         JBEASAVR DS    5F           REGISTER SAVE AREA

#JBEEDS

                        COPY #JBEEDS

               **********************************************************************

               *    JOURNAL BUFFER ELEMENT AREA HEADER DSECT                        *

               *                                                                    *
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               *        COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                 *

               *                                                                    *

               *                                                                    *

               *                                                                    *

               **********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         JBEEH    DSECT

000000         JBEEHID  DS    CL4'JBEE'    Eye catcher.

000004         JBEEHSIZ DS    H            Size of JBEE area including header.

000006         JBEEHNUM DS    H            Number of JBEEs in area.

        00008  JBEEHLEN EQU   *-JBEEH      Length of header.

               **********************************************************************

               *    JOURNAL BUFFER ELEMENT EXTENSION DSECT                          *

               *                                                                    *

               *        COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                 *

               *                                                                    *

               *                                                                    *

               *                                                                    *

               **********************************************************************

000000         JBEEDS   DSECT

000000         JBEENEXT DS    F          $ NEXT JBEE

        00080  JBEEDISC EQU   X'80'        On when JBE written and JBEE disconnected.

000004         JBEEEECB DS    F          $ JOURNAL BUFFER WRITE ECB

000008         JBEERUWA DS    F          $ NUMBER OF RUN UNITS WAITING ON JBEEEECB

00000C         JBEEEND  DS    0F         $ END OF JOURNAL BUFFER EXTENSION ELEMENT

        0000C  JBEESLEN EQU   JBEEEND-JBEEDS

#JCBDS

                        #DMCLDS TYPE=JCBDS

               *********************************************************************

               *        JCB (JOURNAL) runtime DMCL control block                   *

               *                                                                   *

               *        COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                *

               *                                                                   *

               *                                                                   *

               *                                                                   *

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         JCB      DSECT

000000         JCB62    DS    CL4       'JD62'

000004         JCBFLAG1 DS    XL1       flag 1

        00080  JCBTAPE  EQU   X'80'       -  Tape Journal

        00040  JCBARCH  EQU   X'40'       -  Archive Journal

        00020  JCBEXCPN EQU   X'20'       -  Do Not use EXCP or XA type I/O

        00010  JCBALLC  EQU   X'10'       -  Allocate the File

        00008  JCBDALLC EQU   X'08'       -  De-Allocate the File

        00004  JCBNDDN  EQU   X'04'       -  No DDname
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        00002  JCBNDSN  EQU   X'02'       -  No DSname

        00001  JCBJDSN  EQU   X'01'       -  DSname from JCL

000005         JCBFLAG2 DS    XL1       flag 2

        00010  JCBALLOC EQU   X'10'       -  File has been allocated

        00008  JCBDROP  EQU   X'08'       -  VARY DMCL detected DROPPED JOURNAL

        00004  JCBNEW   EQU   X'04'       -  VARY DMCL detected NEW JOURNAL

        00002  JCBVARY  EQU   X'02'       -  VARY DMCL caused this JD62 to VARY

        00001  JCBDEAD  EQU   X'01'       -  VARY DMCL made this JD62 DEAD

000006         JCBNAME  DS    CL27      JOURNAL name

000021         JCBDTIME DS    CL8       DATETIME stamp

000029         JCBDDNAM DS    CL8       DDNAME

000031         JCBEFLAG DS    XL1       Dataspace Flag

               * See FCBEFLAG for equates.  If used same apply here.

000032         JCBDTYP  DS    H         device type

000034         JCBPGSZ  DS    F         page size of FILE

000038         JCBPGNM  DS    F         number of pages in JOURNAL FILE

00003C         JCBBUFNM DS    CL18      used in FCB (journal buffer name)

00004E         JCBBLKSZ DS    H         FILE'S blksize or control interval size

000050         JCBDMN   DS    A         next in DM58-JD62

000054         JCBJBN   DS    A         next in JB63-JD62

000058         JCBJCP   DS    F         set up in BRBK - prior disk chain

00005C         JCBTNG   DS    F         Used in RHDCDBRC for CA-IDMS/Unicenter data

000060         JCBDTFA  DS    0A        addr of JOURNAL's DTF (DOS)

000060         JCBDCBA  DS    A         addr of JOURNAL's DCB (MVS) random access

               *                          zeroes indicate ARCHIVAL JCB

000064                  DS    F         used in FCB

000068         JCBRBN   DS    F         relative block number

00006C         JCBOPST  DS    CL1       OPEN indicator for FILE

00006D         JCBFLAG  DS    CL1       usage indicator switch

00006E         JCBERRB  DS    H         ERROR return indicator from DAMOD

000070         JCBBYTK  DS    F         capacity BYTES per TRACK

000074         JCBPGTK  DS    F         pages per TRACK

000078         JCBLOCK  DS    F         MT lock word

00007C         JCBIOX2  DS    F         Reserved for IDMSIOX2 user exit.

000080         JCBUSER  DS    F         addr of JCB user storage

               *

000084         JCBQSAM  DS    0XL2      info used in FCB IDMSQSAM process

000084         JCBQSAMF DS    XL1       IDMSQSAM flag byte - See FCB.

000085         JCBBUFNO DS    XL1       number of QSAM buffers

000086         JCBNCRIT DS    XL1       Non Critical Flags

        00080  JCBNCRI1 EQU   X'80'       -  on if journal's BUFFER changed (not used)

        00040  JCBNCRI2 EQU   X'40'       -  on if journal's DDNAME changed

Offset  Value 

 

        00020  JCBNCRI3 EQU   X'20'       -  on if journal's DISP changed

000087         JCBFLAG5 DS    XL1       Misc Flags         - See FCB.

               *

000088         JCBFSTA  DS    F         address of FILE status block

00008C         JCBJFCBA DS    F         addr of OS'S JFCB

000090         JCBOPNMD DS    CL1       OPEN mode always 1 for UPDATE

000091         JCBOPSTO DS    CL1       Saved OPEN indicator for FILE

000092                  DS    H         used in FCB

000094         JCBXECB  DS    3F        ECB for control of JOURNAL BUFF and FILE
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0000A0         JCBBUFFA DS    A         owner JB63

0000A4                  DS    3A        used in FCB

0000B0         JCBRPT   DS    F         Records Per Track

0000B4         JCBFLAG3 DS    XL1       Flag 3

        00080  JCBDSPST EQU   X'80'       -  DISP=SHR

        00040  JCBDSPNT EQU   X'40'       -  DISP=NEW

        00020  JCBDSPMT EQU   X'20'       -  DISP=MOD

        00010  JCBDSPOT EQU   X'10'       -  DISP=OLD

        00008  JCBDSPS  EQU   X'08'       -  DISP=SHR

        00004  JCBDSPN  EQU   X'04'       -  DISP=NEW

        00002  JCBDSPM  EQU   X'02'       -  DISP=MOD

        00001  JCBDSPO  EQU   X'01'       -  DISP=OLD

0000B5         JCBFLAG4 DS    XL1       Flag 4

        00080  JCBOPN   EQU   X'80'       -  Opened once

        00040  JCBFAILO EQU   X'40'       -  Open failed

        00020  JCBMIOFF EQU   X'20'       -  MIO is off

        00010  JCBNOMIO EQU   X'10'       -  Don't use MIO

0000B6         JCBBUFIO DS    XL1       number of BUFNO

0000B7         JCBBUFNP DS    XL1       number of NCP

0000B8         JCBFBUF  DS    H         used in FCB

0000BA                  DS    H         ***  not used  ***

0000BC         JCBDCBAS DS    A         addr of JOURNAL's DCB (MVS) sequential access

0000C0         JCBCHNDL DS    A         used in FCB

0000C4         JCBXDCBA DS    A         Addr of XDCB

0000C8         JCBFLAG6 DS    XL1       Flag 6

0000C9         JCBFLAG7 DS    XL1       Flag 7

0000CA         JCBFLAG8 DS    XL1       Flag 8

        00080  JCBOFFL  EQU   X'80'       -  Journal is offline

        00040  JCBPERM  EQU   X'40'       -  Journal status permanent across shutdown

        00001  JCBDOFFL EQU   X'01'       -  Journal offline at VARY DMCL NEW COPY

0000CB         JCBFLAG9 DS    XL1       Flag 9

0000CC         JCBFDSAN DS    A         next in JD62-FDSA

0000D0         JCBCACHE DS    CL16      used in FCB

0000E0         JCBMCBN  DS    A         used in FCB

0000E4                  DS    F         used in FCB

0000E8         JCBFDTS  DS    XL8       used in FCB

0000F0         JCBCDTS  DS    XL8       used in FCB

0000F8         JCBMIRST DS    XL1       used in FCB

0000F9                  DS    XL3       used in FCB

0000FC         JCBPBLKA DS    A         Addr prior runtime JCB at VARY DMCL NEW COPY

000100         JCBEND   DS    0F        end of DSECT

        00100  JCBDSLEN EQU   *-JCB     length of DSECT

#JTRDS

                COPY #JTRDS 

               **********************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***

               ***  JTR:     JOURNAL TAPE RECORD DSECT                            ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

               ***                                                                ***
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               ***                                                                ***

               *** CONTAINS PTF# IDMS/3742 Add JDRHLWSQ. Low Seq in JNL  3/30/2010***

               *** CONTAINS PTF# IDMS/3490 ADD JTREXTID, JTRDBN IN BGIN  2/22/2007***

               *** CONTAINS PTF# IDMS/3417 INCREASE JDRHNOAR TO A FULLWD 1/24/2007***

               *** CONTAINS PTF# IDMS/3293 ADD JTRUSRID IN BGIN RECORDS 1/4/2006  ***

               **********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value

 

000000         JTR      DSECT                                              05/03/2007

000000         JTRBLKLN DS    H                       JOURNAL BLOCK LENGTH

000002                  DS    H                       NOT USED

               *

               *    TIME record

               *

000004                  ORG   JTR

000000         JTRTRLEN DS    H                       JOURNAL TIME REC LEN

000002                  DS    H                       NOT USED

000004         JTRTTYPE DS    CL4                     RECORD TYPE ('TIME')

000008         JTRTGMT  DS    XL8                     DTS Stamp Greenwich Mean Time.

000010         JTRTSEQ  DS    CL8                     JOURNAL REC SEQ NUMBER

000018         JTRTQUAL DS    XL8                     Transaction ID Qualifier.

000020         JTRTCVNO DS    X                       CV Number

000021         JTRTVERS DS    X                       Journal Version Number.

000022                  DS    H                       Filler.

000024         JTRTDATE DS    XL8                     DTS Stamp Local Time.

00002C         JTRTSEGN DS    F                       Segment number.             R170

               *

000030         JTRTRLN2 DS    H                       JOURNAL REC LEN 2

000032                  DS    H                       NOT USED

        00034  JTRTMLEN EQU   *-JTRTRLEN              LEN OF TIME REC DSECT

               *

               *    Following fields Common to all record types

               *

000034                  ORG   JTR

000000         JTRRLEN  DS    H                       JOURNAL RECORD LENGTH

000002                  DS    H

000004         JTRTYPE  DS    CL4                     RECORD TYPE ('BFOR'/'AFTR')

000008         JTRGMT   DS    XL8                     Time Stamp Greenwich Mean Time.

000010         JTRSEQ   DS    CL8                     PAGE SEQUENCE NUMBER

000018         JTRQUAL  DS    XL8                     Transaction ID Qualifier.

000020         JTRCVNO  DS    X                       CV Number

000021         JTRVERS  DS    X                       Journal Version Number.

        00066  JTRV150  EQU   102                     R150 Version Number.

        00067  JTRV160  EQU   103                     R160 Version Number.

        00068  JTRVERX  EQU   104                     Current Version Number.     R170

000022         JTRFILL1 DS    H                       Filler.

000024         JTRCEND1 DS    0F                      End of common fields.

               *

               *    Following fields used by BFOR/AFTR/BGIN/ENDJ/COMT/RTSV/ABRT

               *

000024         JTRRUID  DS    F                       RUN UNIT I.D.

000028         JTRCEND2 DS    0F                      End of common fields.
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               *

               *    Following fields used by BFOR/AFTR/AREA

               *

000028         JTRATYP  DS    C                       AREA TYPE

               *                                        X'00' - NATIVE IDMS

               *                                        X'01' - NATIVE VSAM KSDS

               *                                        X'02' - NATIVE VSAM ESDS

               *                                        X'03' - NATIVE VSAM RRDS

               *                                        X'04' - IDMS EXTENT AREA

000029         JTRVERBN DS    C                       DBMS VERB NUMBER

00002A         JTRPGRUP DS    H                       SCHEMA PAGE GROUP IDENTIFIER

00002C         JTRCEND3 DS    0F                      End of common fields.

               *

               *    Following fields used only on BFOR/AFTR

               *

00002C         JTRDBKFM DS    F                       SCHEMA DBKEY FORMAT WORD

000030         JTRDBKEY DS    F                       DATABASE KEY

000034         JTRNVRID DS    0H                      RECORD I.D.       (NAT. VSAM)

000034         JTRLIID  DS    H                       RECORD I.D.         (L.I.)

000036         JTRNVKYD DS    0H                      PRIME KEY DSPL.   (NAT. VSAM)

000036         JTRLIDSP DS    H                       PAGE DISPLACEMENT   (L.I.)

000038         JTRNVRCL DS    0H                      RECORD IMAGE LEN  (NAT. VSAM)

000038         JTRLILEN DS    H                       RECORD IMAGE LENGTH (L.I.)

00003A         JTRNVKYL DS    0H                      PRIME KEY LENGTH  (NAT. VSAM)

00003A         JTRLIPL  DS    H                       PREFIX LENGTH       (L.I.)

00003C         JTRDBR14 DS    H                       DISP. INTO DBMS OF CALL

00003E         JTROFFST DS    H                       OFFSET FOR SPANNED RECORDS

000040         JTRDATA  DS    0H                      START OF RECORD IMAGE

               *

               *    RDW at end of record.

               *

000040         JTRRLEN2 DS    H                       RECORD LENGTH

000042                  DS    H                       NOT USED

        00044  JTRDSLEN EQU   *-JTR                   LENGTH OF BFOR/AFTR DSECT

               *

               *    Fields used by BGIN/ENDJ/ABRT/COMT/RTSV CHECKPOINT Records

               *

000044                  ORG   JTRCEND2

000028         JTRVIBA  DS    F                       VIB ADDRESS

00002C         JTRPROG  DS    CL8                     PROGRAM NAME

000034         JTRDATE  DS    CL8                     DATE STAMP

00003C         JTRTIME  DS    CL8                     TIME STAMP

000044         JTRRUQS  DS    H                       RUN UNIT QUIESCE LEVEL

000046         JTRQUIES DS    H                       RUN UNIT QUIESCE LEVEL

000048         JTRSVSEQ DS    0XL8                    SAVEPOINT SEQUENCE NUMBER

000048         JTRLOCID DS    0CL8                    LOCAL TASK ID FOR RU

000048         JTRLID1  DS    CL4                     DISPLAYABLE PART 1 OF LOCID

00004C         JTRLID2  DS    F                       BINARY NUMB PART 2 OF LOCID

000050         JTRCEND4 DS    0F                      End of common fields.

        00054  JTRDCLEN EQU   *-JTR+4                 Length of dummy 'COMT' + RDW

               *

               *    Fields only in the BGIN record

               *
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000050         JTRUSRID DS    CL32                    JOURNAL RECORD USERID IDMS/3293

000070         JTREXTID DS    CL32                    EXTERNAL USER ID      IDMS/3490

000090         JTRDBN   DS    CL8                     DBNAME (FOR FUTURE)   IDMS/3490

        0009C  JTRBGLEN EQU   *-JTR+4                 LENGTH OF 'BGIN' DSECT + RDW

               *

               *    Stat Fields only used by ENDJ/ABRT/COMT/RTSV Records

               *

000098                  ORG   JTRCEND4

000050         JTRUPCNT DS    F                       UPDATED RECORD COUNT

000054         JTRSTATS DS    29F                     RUN UNIT STATISTICS

0000C8                  DS    H                       RECORD LENGTH

0000CA                  DS    H                       NOT USED

        000CC  JTRENLEN EQU   *-JTR                   LENGTH OF DSECT

               *

               *    ENTRIES FOR 'AREA' CHECKPOINTS

               *

0000CC                  ORG   JTRCEND3

00002C         JTRAREA  DS    CL18                    AREA NAME

00003E         JTRARFL  DS    X                       Flag byte

        00008  JTRARSH  EQU   X'08'                   - Area in SHARE state (DPRSHARE)

        00004  JTRARIS  EQU   X'04'                   - Area in ICVI state (DPRICVI)

00003F                  DS    X                       Reserved

000040         JTRLOPG  DS    F                       LOW PAGE BOUNDRY

000044         JTRHIPG  DS    F                       HIGH PAGE BOUNDRY

000048         JTRMODE  DS    H                       OPEN MODE (1=RET,2=UPDT)

00004A         JTRACSS  DS    H                       OPEN ACCESS (1=SHR,2=EX,4=PROT)

00004C                  DS    H                       RECORD LENGTH

00004E                  DS    H                       NOT USED

        00050  JTRARLEN EQU   *-JTR                   LENGTH OF 'AREA' DSECT

               *

               *    IDMS-DC 'CKPT' RECORD

               *

000050                  ORG   JTRCEND1

000024         JTRCKQS  DS    F                       CURRENT QUIESCE LEVEL

000028         JTRCKNO  DS    H                       NUMBER OF R/U IN THIS CKPT

00002A                  DS    H                       NOTUSED

        0002C  JTRCKFLN EQU   *-JTR                   LENGTH OF FIXED PORTION OF CKPT

               *

               *    IDMS-DC 'USER' JOURNAL RECORD LAYOUT

               *

00002C                  ORG   JTRCEND1

000024         JTRUOFST DS    H                       SPANNED RECORD OFFSET

000026         JTRUTLEN DS    H                       TOTAL USER REC DATA LENGTH

000028         JTRUDATA DS    0C                      START OF USER DATA

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

               *    TYPE = Dxxx - Distributed Transaction Journal Records

               *           DPRP - Prepare to Commit

               *           DIND - Commit In-Doubt

               *           DCOM - Transaction Committed

               *           DBAK - Transaction being Rolled Back

               *           DPND - Forget Pending

               *           DFGT - Transaction Forgotten

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------
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000028                  ORG   JTRCEND1

000024         JTRDTRIDQ DS   0XL24                   Qualified DTRID.

000024         JTRDTRID DS    0XL16                   Distributed Transaction Id.

000024         JTRDNODE DS    CL8                     Distributed Transaction Node.

00002C         JTRDID   DS    CL8                     Distributed Transaction Stamp.

000034         JTRDBID  DS    XL8                     Local Branch ID.

               *

00003C         JTRDFLG1 DS    X                       Misc flags.

        00080  JTRD1ST  EQU   X'80'                   First Dxxx record for DTRID.

        00040  JTRDCINC EQU   X'40'                   Included in commit.

        00020  JTRDENDG EQU   X'20'                   Commit/backout is complete.

        00010  JTRDHEUR EQU   X'10'                   Heuristically completed.

00003D         JTRDFLG2 DS    X                       Misc flags (See TBKFLAG1)

00003E         JTRDSTAT DS    X                       State

00003F         JTRDOUTC DS    X                       Outcome

000040         JTRDPOUT DS    X                       Prepare outcome

000041         JTRDBRSN DS    X                       Backout reason

000042         JTRDRES  DS    XL2                     - reserved -

               *

               *    Following offsets are from beginning of JTR

               *

000044         JTRDLOFF DS    H                       Offset to LID entries

000046         JTRDLCNT DS    H                       Number of LID entries

000048         JTRDXOFF DS    H                       Offset to XID entries

00004A         JTRDXCNT DS    H                       Number of XID entries

00004C         JTRDROFF DS    H                       Offset to RI  entries

00004E         JTRDRCNT DS    H                       Number of RI  entries

               *

               *    The LID array if there, is part of the variable data area.

               *    It follows JTRDVDAT and is part of JTRDVLEN, but is never split.

               *    The LID array will always be part of the Dxxx root.

               *

000050         JTRDVLEN DS    H                       Total Length of Dxxx data.

000052         JTRDVOFF DS    H                       Dxxx data Offset from JTRDVDAT.

000054         JTRDVDAT DS    0X                      Dxxx variable data starts here.

               *

000054                  DS    2H                      Account for Trailing RDW len

        00058  JTRDFLEN EQU   *-JTR                   Length of fixed Dxxx record.

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

               *    Journal utilities 'JRNM' record - JouRNal Misc

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

000058                  ORG   JTRCEND1

000024         JTRJMST  DS    X                       SubType:

        00001  JTRJMST1 EQU   1                       - JUH

        00002  JTRJMST2 EQU   2                       - IFA

        00003  JTRJMST3 EQU   3                       - Member descriptor

        00004  JTRJMST4 EQU   4                       - DTRID  descriptor

000025                  DS    X                       Reserved

000026                  DS    H                       Reserved

000028         JTRJMDAT DS    0D                      Type-specific data

               ***

               ***      JUH: Journal Utility Header.

               ***
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000028                  ORG   JTRJMDAT

000028         JTRJM1CD DS    XL8                     Create date/time

000030         JTRJM1SD DS    XL8                     Start Date/Time on tape.

000038         JTRJM1ED DS    XL8                     End   Date/Time on tape.

000040         JTRJM1UT DS    X                       Utility:

        00001  JTRJM1UE EQU   1                       - EXTRACT JOURNAL

        00002  JTRJM1UM EQU   2                       - MERGE ARCHIVE

               JTRJM1C  #FLAG X'80'                   On: COMPLETE option

000041         JTRJM1CI DS    0XL1

        00080  JTRJM1CM EQU   X'80'

000041                  DS    X                       Misc flags.

000042                  DS    X                       Reserved

000043                  DS    X                       Reserved

000044                  DS    0F                      Align JTRJM1EL

000044         JTRJM1EL DS    H                       Record length (RBCK)

000046                  DS    H                       Reserved

        00048  JTRJM1LN EQU   *-JTR

               ***

               ***      IFA: EXTRACT JOURNAL Image File ABRT/RTSV/INComplete range

               ***

000048                  ORG   JTRJMDAT

000028         JTRJM2RI DS    F                       Run Unit Id.

00002C         JTRJM2TY DS    X                       Type.

        00000  JTRJM2TR EQU   0                       RTSV range.

        00001  JTRJM2TA EQU   1                       Aborted RU.

        00002  JTRJM2TI EQU   2                       Incomplete RU.

        00003  JTRJM2TD EQU   3                       In-Doubt RU.                R160

00002D                  DS    3X                      Filler.

000030         JTRJM2PR DS    CL8                     Program Name.

000038         JTRJM2LS DS    XL8                     Low (begin) sequence.

000040         JTRJM2HS DS    XL8                     High (end)  sequence.

000048                  DS    0D                      Align record end

        00048  JTRJM2LN EQU   *-JTR

               ***

               ***      Journal Utilities Member descriptor record

               ***

000048                  ORG   JTRJMDAT

000028         JTRJM3LT DS    XL8                     Low (begin) GMT time.

000030         JTRJM3LS DS    XL8                     Low (begin) sequence.

000038         JTRJM3HT DS    XL8                     High (end)  GMT time.

000040         JTRJM3HS DS    XL8                     High (end)  sequence.

000048         JTRJM3RU DS    H                       Run-unit update level.

00004A         JTRJM3RQ DS    H                       Run-unit quiesce level.

00004C                  DS    0F                      Align JTRJM3EL

00004C         JTRJM3EL DS    H                       Record length (RBCK)

00004E                  DS    H                       Reserved

000050                  DS    0D                      Align record end

        00050  JTRJM3LN EQU   *-JTR

               ***

               ***  IFA: Extract Journal DTRID descriptor

               ***     Complete:   DTRID that spanned file.  Complete Dxxx found.

               ***     Spanned:    Partial Dxxx that spans files, no complete Dxxx.

               ***     Incomplete: Partial Dxxx, incomplete on file.
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               ***

000050                  ORG   JTRJMDAT

000028         JTRJM4ID DS    XL24                    Qualified DTRID.

000040         JTRJM4TY DS    CL4                     Type last complete Dxxx.

               *

000044         JTRJM4ST DS    CL4                     Spanned record type.

000048         JTRJM4SO DS    H                       Spanned rec data offset.

00004A         JTRJM4SA DS    H                       Spanned rec data accounted for.

00004C         JTRJM4SL DS    H                       Spanned rec data len.

               *

00004E         JTRJM4VO DS    H                       Variable data offset.

000050         JTRJM4VA DS    H                       Variable data accounted for.

000052         JTRJM4VL DS    H                       Variable data length.

               *

000054         JTRJM4F1 DS    X                       DTFLG1.

000055         JTRJM4F2 DS    X                       DTFLG2.

000056                  DS    2X                      Filler.

               *

000058                  DS    0D                      Align record end

        00058  JTRJM4LN EQU   *-JTR

               ***------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

               *    DISK JOURNAL HEADER RECORDS

               *

               ***------------------------------------------------------------------

000058                  ORG   JTRRLEN

000000         JDRRLEN  DS    H                       HEADER RECORD LENGTH

000002         JDRNUS1  DS    H                       NOT USED

000004         JDRTYPE  DS    F                       JHD1/JSEG/JHDA/JHDS/DSEG/JSGX

               *

               *    JHD1 - Block 0 in journal file

               *

000008         JDRHVERS DS    CL4                     Journal Version Number. 'Vnnn'

00000C                  DS    XL4                     Filler.

000010         JDRHNAME DS    CL16                    JOURNAL FILE NAME

               *

000020         JDRHUSCD DS    X                       Update Stamp Code           R160

        00001  JDRHUSOP EQU   1                       Update Stamp - Open  Jrnls  R160

        00002  JDRHUSCL EQU   2                       Update Stamp - Close Jrnls  R160

        00003  JDRHUSJD EQU   3                       Update Stamp - Upd Jdata    R160

        00004  JDRHUSVD EQU   4                       Update Stamp - Vary DMCL    R170

000021         JDRHACTV DS    CL1                     FILE ACTIVE (BEING JOURNALED)

        00000  JDRHACTN EQU   0                       FILE NOT ACTIVE

        00001  JDRHACTY EQU   1                       FILE ACTIVE (BEING JOURNALED)

000022                  DS    CL1                     Defunct: Recovery indicator

000023                  DS    CL1                     Defunct: Condense indicator

000024         JDRHCENT DS    CL1                     FILE IN USE BY CV INDICATOR

        00000  JDRHCENN EQU   0                       NOT IN USE BY CV

        00001  JDRHCENY EQU   1                       FILE IN USE BY CV

000025                  DS    CL1                     Defunct: Recovering Indicator

000026         JDRHWARM DS    CL1                     Warmstart indicator

        00000  JDRHWRMN EQU   0                          $ Warmstart not processed

        00001  JDRHWRMY EQU   1                          $ Warmstart processed
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000027         JDRHCVNM DS    XL1                     JOURNAL'S CV NUMBER         R160

               *

000028         JDRHAVNX DS    F                       NOT USED

00002C         JDRHNXSQ DS    CL8                     NEXT AVAIL JTRSEQ NUMBER

000034         JDRHSCON DS    F                       SEGNO OF SEGMENT BEING CONDENS

000038         JDRHSGNO DS    F                       SEGNO OF CURRENT SEGMENT

00003C         JDRHLRBN DS    F                       NOT USED

000040         JDRHHRBN DS    F                       HIRBN OF CURRENT SEGMENT

000044         JDRHRUID DS    F                       LAST USED R/U ID

000048         JDRHRBNS DS    F                       RBN of 1st 'JHDS' record

00004C         JDRHRBNA DS    F                       RBN of 1st 'JHDA' record

000050         JDRHRBNX DS    F                       FIRST AVAILABLE RBN

000054         JDRHNOSG DS    H                       NO OF ELEMENTS IN SEG TAB

000056                  DS    H                       RESERVED SPACE         IDMS/3417

000058         JDRHTNSQ DS    CL8                     TEMPORARY JTRSEQ NUMBER

000060         JDRHDRBN DS    F                       DRBN OF LAST DSEG RECORD

000064         JDRHDINT DS    F                       DSEG INTERVAL

000068         JDRHRBN2 DS    F                       RBN of 1st 'JHD2' 0=none    R160

00006C         JDRHRUQL DS    F                       QUIESCE LEVEL

000070         JDRHDMC  DS    CL8                     DMCL NAME

000078         JDRHDMDT DS    CL8                     DMCL DATE

000080         JDRHPGNM DS    F                       NUMBER OF PAGES IN JOURNAL

000084         JDRHDSG  DS    CL8                     Data Sharing Group Name    *R150

00008C         JDRHNODE DS    0CL8                    SDSNODE name.              *R160

00008C         JDRHDSM  DS    CL16                    Data Sharing Member Name   *R150

00009C         JDRHQUAL DS    XL8                     Transaction ID Qualifier.   R160

0000A4         JDRHSTMP DS    XL8                     Initial Journal Timestamp   R160

0000AC         JDRHUPDS DS    XL8                     JHDR Updated Timestamp      R160

0000B4         JDRHNOAR DS    F                       # OF ELE IN AREA TABLE IDMS/3417

0000B8         JDRHLWSQ DS    XL8                     Low seq # in Segment   IDMS/3742

        000C0  JDRHFLEN EQU   *-JTR                   LEN OF FIXED PORTION OF HDR

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

               *    JHD1 - Initial Journal Data Store area

               *           Variable Data starts here and goes until end-of-block.

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

0000C0                  ORG   JTR+252                 Start 256 from BDW

0000FC         JDATA    DS    0H                      JDATA area

        00000  JDATALEN EQU   0,2,C'H'                Used JDATA space.

        00004  JDATSTMP EQU   4,8,C'X'                Time Stamp last change.

        0000C  JDATPFXL EQU   12                      Length JDATA prefix

               *

        00000  JDATTYPE EQU   0,1,C'X'                J Data Type         1-255

        00001  JDATKLEN EQU   1,1,C'X'                J Data Key Length   1-255

        00002  JDATKEY  EQU   2,255,C'X'              J Data Key offset.  Variable

        00000  JDATDLEN EQU   0,1,C'X'                J Data Data Length  0-255

        00001  JDATDATA EQU   1,255,C'X'              J Data Data offset. Variable

                        #DBIO JDATATYPES              J data types.

               *

               *   JDATA type codes.

               *

        00001  JDATA_TYPE_1STAPP       EQU  1         Description.

        000FF  JDATA_TYPE_TEST         EQU  255       Reserved for TESTJDAT.

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------
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               *    JHDS - Contains segment table for journal

               *           Currently blocks 1,2,3 on journal  - relative to zero.

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

0000FC                  ORG   JDRHNAME

000010         JDRHSCND DS    CL1                     CONDENSE INDICATOR

        00000  JDRHSCNN EQU   0                       FILE NOT BEING CONDENSED

        00001  JDRHSCNY EQU   1                       FILE IN CONDENSE STATE

        00002  JDRHSCNO EQU   2                       FILE IN OFFLOAD STATE

        00004  JDRHSCNC EQU   4                       CONDENSING CURRENT FILE

        00005  JDRHSCNR EQU   5                       AJNL reseting Header.       R160

               *

000011         JDRHSFL1 DS    CL1                     FILE EMPTY/FULL

        00000  JDRHSMTN EQU   0                       FILE IS FULL

        00001  JDRHSMTY EQU   1                       FILE IS EMPTY

               *

000012         JDRHSFL2 DS    CL1                     FLAG 2

        00000  JDRHSAJN EQU   0                       NO ERRORS

        00001  JDRHSAJY EQU   1                       AJNL FOUND ERRORS

               *

000013         JDRHSFL3 DS    CL1                     FLAG 3

               *

000014         JDRHSOWN DS    H                       OFFLOAD WINDOW

000016         JDRHSWN  DS    H                       USED TO CLOSE CONDENSE WINDOW

000018         JDRHSNOS DS    H                       NO OF ELEMENTS IN ALL JHDS'S

00001A         JDRHSUS3 DS    H                       NOT USED

00001C         JDRHSNOR DS    H                       NO OF ELEMENTS IN 'JHDS' REC

00001E         JDRHSMAX DS    H                       MAX NO OF ELEMENTS IN 'JHDS'

000020         JDRHSSGN DS    F                       SEGMENT NO AJNL IS WORKING ON

000024         JDRHSLRN DS    F                       LOW RBN

000028         JDRHSVNX DS    F                       NEXT AVAILABLE RBN

00002C         JDRHSAJS DS    F                       AJNL ERROR STATUS

        00030  JDRHSLEN EQU   *-JTR

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

               *    JHDA - Fixed portion of Area status table

               *           Starts with block 4  - relative to zero.

               *           But can be as many as needed.

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

000030                  ORG   JDRHNAME

000010         JDRHANOR DS    H                       NO OF ELEMENTS IN 'JHDA' REC

000012         JDRHAMAX DS    H                       MAX NO OF ELEMENTS IN 'JHDA'

000014         JDRHARCV DS    H                       NO OF RECOVERY RU'S

000016         JDRHAWRC DS    H                       SAVED NUM OF RECVRY UNITS

000018         JDRHARBN DS    F                       RBN OF TRAILING JHDA'S

        0001C  JDRHALEN EQU   *-JTR

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

               *    JSEG/DSEG/JSGX - Active Run Unit Table - Fixed portion

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

        00010  JDRSEQ   EQU   JTRSEQ              JOURNAL SEQUENCE always 0       R170

00001C                  ORG   JTRCEND1

000024         JDRSRBNX DS    F                   RBN OF JSEG EXTENSION

000028         JDRSNORU DS    H                   NO OF RUN UNITS IN 'JSEG' REC

00002A         JDRSMAX  DS    H                   MAX NO OF RU'S IN 'JSEG' REC

00002C         JDRSRUQS DS    F                   RUN UNIT QUIESCE LEVEL
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000030         JDRSDTCNT DS   H                   DTRID elements in JSEG.         R160

000032         JDRSDTTOT DS   H                   Total DTRID elements all JSEG   R160

000034         JDRSFLG1 DS    X                   Flags.                          R160

        00080  JDRSCSEG EQU   X'80'               ON if table for condensed seg.  R160

000035                  DS    3X                  Filler.                         R160

000038                  DS    F                   Filler.                         R160

        0003C  JDRSFLEN EQU   *-JTR

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

               *    JHDS - SEGMENT LOCATION ELEMENT LAYOUT

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

000000         JDRSSTRT DSECT

000000         JDRSSGNM DS    F                       SEGMENT NUMBER

000004         JDRSSGLO DS    F                       LOWEST RBN OF SEGMENT

000008         JDRSSGHI DS    F                       HIGHEST RBN OF SEGMENT

        0000C  JDRSVLEN EQU   *-JDRSSTRT              LEN OF SEG LOC ELEMENT

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

               *    JHDA - AREA STATUS ELEMENT LAYOUT

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

000000         JDRASTRT DSECT

000000         JDRAALOP DS    F                   LOPAGE OF AREA

000004         JDRAAPID DS    H                   AREA PAGE GROUP IDENTIFIER

000006         JDRAARST DS    CL1                 AREA STATUS:

000007         JDRAARSS DS    CL1                 AREA Start Up status.

        00080  JDRAASHR EQU   X'80'               On if Area being shared.

               *

               *        EQU   0           AREA not in use

               *        EQU   1           AREA is OFFLINE to current task

               *        EQU   2           AREA in use in TRANSIENT RETRIEVAL mode

               *        EQU   3           AREA in use in RETRIEVAL mode

               *        EQU   4           AREA in use in UPDATE mode

               *

        00008  JDRAVLEN EQU   *-JDRASTRT          LENGTH OF AREA ELEMENT.

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

               *    JSEG/DSEG/JSGX - Recovery-Unit Table Element Layout

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

000000         JDRSRUTB DSECT

000000         JDRSRUID DS    F                   RUN-UNIT ID

        00004  JDRSGLN1 EQU   *-JDRSRUTB          Length in active JSEG.          R160

               *

               *    Fields written to condensed JSEG

               *

000004         JDRSRUSQ DS    CL8                 Sequence of COMT/BGIN

00000C         JDRSBGIN DS    X                   J Segment contains 'BGIN'

00000D         JDRSENDR DS    X                   J Segment contains 'COMT'

00000E         JDRSTATE DS    X                   RU state.                       R160

        00000  JDRSTACT EQU   X'00'                  Active.                      R160

        000C9  JDRSTIND EQU   C'I'                   In-Doubt.                    R160

        000E4  JDRSTUNR EQU   C'U'                   Unrecovered.                 R160

        000D9  JDRSTREC EQU   C'R'                   Recovered.                   R160

        000E6  JDRSTWRT EQU   C'W'                   Abort Written.               R160

00000F         JDRSFLG2 DS    X                   Misc flags.                     R160

        00010  JDRSGLN2 EQU   *-JDRSRUTB          Length in Condensed JSEG.       R160

               *
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               *    Extension for in-memory tables only

               *

000010         JDRSRTSV DS    XL8                 JTRSEQ FROM RTSV RECORD         R160

000018         JDRRXRBN DS    F                   Low Journal RBN in J segment.   R160

00001C         JDRRXFLG DS    X                   Misc flags.                     R160

00001D                  DS    3X                  Filler                          R160

000020                  DS    F                   Filler                          R160

        00024  JDRRXLEN EQU   *-JDRSRUTB          Length including extension      R160

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

               *    JSEG/DSEG/JSGX - Distributed Transaction Element

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

000000         JDRDTE    DSECT                                                    R160

000000         JDRDTRIDQ DS   0CL24               Qualified DTRID                 R160

000000         JDRDTRID  DS   CL16                Distributed Transaction ID      R160

000010         JDRDTBID  DS   CL8                 Branch ID                       R160

        00018  JDRDTLN1  EQU  *-JDRDTE            Length in active JSEG.          R160

               *                                                                  R160

               *    Fields written to condendsed JSEG                             R160

               *                                                                  R160

000018         JDRDTAMT  DS   H                   Amt of split rcd accounted for. R160

00001A         JDRDTFLG  DS   X                   Flags.                          R160

        00080  JDRDTCOMP EQU  X'80'               Complete Dxxx rec acct'd for.   R160

        00040  JDRDTLAST EQU  X'40'               Last Dxxx Frag found.           R160

        00020  JDRDTROOT EQU  X'20'               New Dxxx Root found.            R160

        00010  JDRDTFRAG EQU  X'10'               New Dxxx Frag found.            R160

00001B                   DS   X                   Filler.                         R160

        0001C  JDRDTLN2  EQU  *-JDRDTE            Length in condensed JSEG.       R160

               *                                                                  R160

               *    Extension for in-memory tables only                           R160

               *                                                                  R160

00001C         JDRDXRBN  DS   F                   Low Journal RBN for DTRID.      R160

000020         JDRDXSEQ  DS   XL8                 Low Dxxx Sequence number.       R160

000028         JDRDXBUF  DS   A                   Buffer to rebuild Dxxx.         R160

00002C         JDRDXRBNR DS   F                   Root RBN                        R160

000030         JDRDXSEQR DS   XL8                 Root Sequence number            R160

        00038  JDRDXLEN  EQU  *-JDRDTE            Length including extension.     R160

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *    Local Recovery Unit entry assocated with transaction

               *    Used by CKPT and by Dxxx records

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

000000         JTRCKTB  DSECT

000000         JTRCKPG  DS    CL8                     Application Name

000008         JTRCKRU  DS    F                       Local ID

        0000C  JTRCKTBL EQU   *-JTRCKTB               Entry Length.

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *    Dxxx - Distributed Transaction Record

               *    Array of variable length external transaction ids. 0 - N entries.

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

000000         JTRXENT  DSECT             External Transaction id.

000000         JTRXTYPE DS    X           ID type.

        00001  JTRXXID  EQU   1           XID

        00002  JTRXRRSU EQU   2           RRS URID

        00003  JTRXWID  EQU   3           LUWID
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000001         JTRXLEN  DS    X           ID Length

000002         JTRXID   DS    0X          ID value

        00002  JTRXELEN EQU   *-JTRXENT   Length of fixed portion of XID

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *    Dxxx - Distributed Transaction Record

               *    Array of variable length Registered Interest.      0 - N entries.

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

000000         JTRIENT  DSECT

000000         JTRIRMIN DS    CL8         RMI name

000008         JTRITYPE DS    X           RMI type

000009         JTRIFLG1 DS    X           Flags (See TBKFLG1)

               *

00000A         JTRIFLG2 DS    X           More flags

        00080  JTRIXITC EQU   X'80'       ..Commit/Backout exit called

        00040  JTRIFGTP EQU   X'40'       ..Forget pending

        00001  JTRICTLI EQU   X'01'       ..Controlling interest

               *

00000B         JTRIROLE DS    X           RMI role

00000C         JTRISTAT DS    X           Interest state

00000D         JTRIXITS DS    X           Registered exits

00000E         JTRIRES  DS    X           - reserved -

00000F         JTRIOCMS DS    XL8         Exit outcomes

000017         JTRIDLEN DS    XL2         Length of persistent data

000019         JTRIDATA DS    0X          Persistent Data

        00019  JTRIELEN EQU   *-JTRIENT   Length of fixed portion of RI Entry

                        #TMEQUS ISTATE=JTR,RMROLE=JTR_,RMITP=JTR,COMNT=Y,             X

                              BKRSN=JTR,OUTCM=JTR,LONGN=N

                        PUSH  PRINT

               *                                                                    *

               *          Backout reason codes                                      *

               *                                                                    *

        00001  JTRBR#01 EQU   1                 Backout required

        00002  JTRBR#02 EQU   2                 Call-again limit exceeded

        00003  JTRBR#03 EQU   3                 StateCheck retry limit exceeded

        00004  JTRBR#04 EQU   4                 StateError detected

        00005  JTRBR#05 EQU   5                 Application issued BACKOUT

        00006  JTRBR#06 EQU   6                 Task abended

        00007  JTRBR#07 EQU   7                 Agent-directed BACKOUT

        00008  JTRBR#08 EQU   8                 SDSRM-directed BACKOUT

        00009  JTRBR#09 EQU   9                 Invalid response from exit

        0000A  JTRBR#10 EQU   10                Agent-returned StateError

        0000B  JTRBR#11 EQU   11                DCMT issued BACKOUT

               *                                                                    *

               *          Interest States                                           *

               *                                                                    *

        00000  JTR$REST EQU   0                   ...In_Reset

        00001  JTR$FLT  EQU   1                   ...In_Flight

        00002  JTR$ONAG EQU   2                   ...In_Last_Agent

        00003  JTR$PREP EQU   3                   ...In_Prepare

        00004  JTR$DOUT EQU   4                   ...In_Doubt

        00005  JTR$IDSM EQU   5                   ...In_DSRM agent

        00006  JTR$COMT EQU   6                   ...In_Commit

        00007  JTR$BAK  EQU   7                   ...In_Backout
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        00008  JTR$IEND EQU   8                   ...In_End

        00009  JTR$IFGT EQU   9                   ...In_Forget

        0000A  JTR$FGTN EQU   10                  ...Forgotten

               *                                                                    *

               *          Internal syncpoint outcomes                               *

               *                                                                    *

        00000  JTR$OK   EQU   0                   ...OK

        00002  JTR$OKPD EQU   2                   ...OK_Pending

        00004  JTR$FGT  EQU   4                   ...Forget

        00006  JTR$BACK EQU   6                   ...Backout

        00008  JTR$BKPD EQU   8                   ...Backout_Pending

        0000A  JTR$HC   EQU   10                  ...Heuristic_Commit

        0000C  JTR$HR   EQU   12                  ...Heuristic_Reset

        0000E  JTR$HM   EQU   14                  ...Heuristic_Mixed

               *                                                                    *

               *          RMI types                                                 *

               *                                                                    *

        00000  JTR$IDMS EQU   0                       - IDMS-type RM

        00001  JTR$RRS  EQU   1                       - RRS-type RM

        00002  JTR$XA   EQU   2                       - XA-type RM

        00003  JTR$LU62 EQU   3                       - LU62-type RM

               *                                                                    *

               *          RMI roles                                                 *

               *                                                                    *

        00001  JTR_CRM  EQU   1                       - CRM

        00002  JTR_SDSRM EQU  2                       - SDSRM

        00003  JTR_DSRM EQU   3                       - DSRM

        00004  JTR_PEER EQU   4                       - PEER

        00005  JTR_PART EQU   5                       - PARTICIPANT

        00005  JTR_ROLM EQU   5

                        POP   PRINT

#LCBDS

                        COPY #LCBDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  #LCBDS - LINE CONTROL BLOCK LAYOUT                           ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         IJLLCB   DSECT                                     12/15/80

000000         IJLLCBRC DS    H                        RESIDUAL COUNT

000002         IJLLCBT  DS    0XL2                     TRANSMISSION BYTES

000002         IJLLCBT0 DS    XL1                      TRANSMISSION BYTE 0

000003         IJLLCBT1 DS    XL1                      TRANSMISSION BYTE 1
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000004         IJLLCBS  DS    0XL2                     CSW STATUS BYTES

000004         IJLLCBS0 DS    XL1                      CSW STATUS BYTE 0

000005         IJLLCBS1 DS    XL1                      CSW STATUS BYTE 1

000006         IJLLCBLU DS    YL2              LOGICAL UNIT CLASS AND ORDER

000008                  DS    XL1                 RESERVED,MUST ALWAYS BE 0

000009         IJLLCBCA DS    AL3                      CHANNEL PROGRAM ADDRESS

00000C         IJLLCBT2 DS    XL1                      TRANSMISSION BYTE 2

00000D         IJLLCBAA DS    VL3                      APPENDAGE ADDRESS

000010         IJLLCBFL DS    XL1                      FLAG BYTE OF LCB

000011         IJLLCBDE DS    AL3                      DECB ADDRESS

000014         IJLLCBRL DS    HL1                      RELATIVE LINE NUMBER

000015         IJLLCBAK DS    XL1                      SND ACK AND RCV ACK

000016         IJLLCBAR DS    XL1                      ACK LMT AND RETRY COUNT

000017         IJLLCBSM DS    XL1                      SET MODE

        00018  IJLLCBHX EQU   *-IJLLCBRC

000018         IJLLCBSW DS    D        ERP MESSAGE CODE AND STATUS SAVE AREA

000020         IJLLCBC0 DS    D CCW RESERVED FOR ERP AND ARU

000028         IJLLCBC1 DS    0D FIRST PROGRAM CCW IN LCB

000028         IJLLCBCC DS    XL1                      COMMAND CODE

000029         IJLLCBDA DS    AL3                      DATA ADDRESS

00002C         IJLLCBCF DS    XL1                      CHANNEL FLAGS

00002D         IJLLCBTC DS    XL1                      TELECOM PROG CODE

00002E         IJLLCBDC DS    H                        DATA COUNT

000030                  DS    7D     BSC CCW AREA

000068         IJLLCBMK DS    XL1      MARKER INDICATOR

000069         IJLLCBTE DS    XL1      TOTAL USER RETRY COUNT

00006A         IJLLCBRT DS    XL1      USER RETRY COUNT

00006B         IJLLCBET DS    XL1      ERP RETRY COUNT

00006C         IJLLCBF1 DS    XL1        BSC ERP FLAG AREA

00006D         IJLLCBF2 DS    XL1    BSC FLAG 2

00006E         IJLLCBF3 DS    XL1    BSC FLAG 3

00006F         IJLLCBF4 DS    XL1    USED TO SAVE CCB COPY COUNT ON RFT

000070         IJLLCBF5 DS    XL1               BSC MPT TERM. LIST INDEX BYTE @DA04583

000071         IJLLCBF6 DS    XL1                 BSC FLAG BYTE               @DA04583

        00080  IJLLHPTO EQU   X'80'               LINE HIT WHICH CAUSED POLL  @DA04583

               *                                  TIME OUT FOR BSC MPT        @DA04583

000072         IJLLCBF7 DS    XL1                 RESERVED                    @DA04583

000073         IJLLCBF8 DS    XL1                 RESERVED                    @DA04583

000074         IJLLCBRS DS    XL4                 RESERVED                    @DA04583

000078         IJLLCBC3 DS    3D      BSC ERP CCW AREA

000090         IJLLCBLI DS    XL1       ID LENGTH-BSC2 ONLY                        3-A

000091         IJLLCBID DS    XL15      ID FIELD-BSC2 ONLY                         3-A

               * AT THE END OF EACH LCB ONE DOUBLE WORD HAS BEEN ADDED FOR A  @DA02048

               * SAVE AREA FOR TERMINAL ID.                                   @DA02048

               * ALSO ANOTHER DOUBLE WORD WAS ADDED TO EACH LCB BEFORE THE    @DA02048

Offset  Value 

 

               * TERMINAL ID FIELD FOR SWITCHED LCBS ONLY TO CONTAIN DIAL     @DA02048

               * ADDRESS.                                                     @DA02048

        000A0  IJLLCBL  EQU   *-IJLLCB            LENGTH OF DSECT
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#LDCBDS

                        COPY #LDCBDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               *** LDCB:  LOAD LIBRARY DCB LIST ELEMENT...DCB+CONTROL INFO.      ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         LDCB     DSECT                                             01/24/89

000000         LDCBNXTA DS    A                   NEXT LDCB IN CHAIN

000004         LDCBDDNM DS    CL8                 DDNAME FOR THIS LIBRARY

00000C         LDCBVER  DS    H                   VERSION FOR THIS LIBRARY

               LDCBSTP  #FLAG X'80'               NO CDMSLIB DD, USE STEPLIB (BATCH)

00000E         LDCBSTPI DS    0XL1

        00080  LDCBSTPM EQU   X'80'

               ***      #FLAG X'40'               UNUSED

               LDCBEXC  #FLAG X'20'               ON IF EXCP USED FOR PROGRAM LOAD

00000E         LDCBEXCI DS    0XL1

        00020  LDCBEXCM EQU   X'20'

               LDCBOUT  #FLAG X'10'               ON IF DCB USED FOR OUTPUT

00000E         LDCBOUTI DS    0XL1

        00010  LDCBOUTM EQU   X'10'

               ***      #FLAG X'08'               UNUSED

               LDCBOFL  #FLAG X'04'               ON IF DCB LOGICALLY OFFLINE

00000E         LDCBOFLI DS    0XL1

        00004  LDCBOFLM EQU   X'04'

               LDCBFAL  #FLAG X'02'               ON IF DCB TRIED TO OPEN, FAILED

00000E         LDCBFALI DS    0XL1

        00002  LDCBFALM EQU   X'02'

               LDCBOPN  #FLAG X'01'               ON IF DCB OPEN, OFF IF CLOSED

00000E         LDCBOPNI DS    0XL1

        00001  LDCBOPNM EQU   X'01'

               LDCBRES  #FLAG LDCBOPNM+LDCBFALM   ON IF DCB TO BE CLOSED, REOPENED

00000E         LDCBRESI DS    0XL1

        00003  LDCBRESM EQU   LDCBOPNM+LDCBFALM

00000E         LDCBFLAG DS    XL1                 STATUS FLAG OF LIBRARY.

        00000  LDCBCLOS EQU   0                   DCB IS CLOSED.

        00001  LDCBOPEN EQU   LDCBOPNM            DCB IS OPEN.

        00002  LDCBFAIL EQU   LDCBFALM            DCB TRIED TO OPEN, FAILED.

        00003  LDCBREST EQU   LDCBRESM            DCB TO BE CLOSED AND REOPENED

        00004  LDCBOFFL EQU   LDCBOFLM            DCB LOGICALLY OFFLINE.

00000F                  DS    XL1                 RESERVED.

        00058  LDCBDCBL EQU   88                  LENGTH OF BDAM DCB.

000010         LDCBDCB  DS    (LDCBDCBL)X         SPACE FOR DCB ITSELF.

000068         LDCBAUTH DS    A                   A(LWAUTHTB)                 R170
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00006C                  DS    A                   UNUSED

        00070  LDCBDSLN EQU   *-LDCB              LENGTH OF BLOCK.

#LDEDS

                        COPY #LDEDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               *** LDE:   LOGICAL TERMINAL/DESTINATION PRINTER JUNCTION ELEMENT  ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         LDE      DSECT                                     02/11/81

000000         LDENLDE  DS    A                   NEXT LDE IN LTE-LDE

               LDEOFFL  #FLAG X'80'               DDE MARKED OFFLINE TO LTE

000004         LDEOFFLI DS    0XL1

        00080  LDEOFFLM EQU   X'80'

000004         LDEDDEA  DS    A                   OWNER DDE

        00008  LDEDSLEN EQU   ((*-LDE+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF DSECT

#LGRDS

                COPY #LGRDS 

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               *** LGR:   DCLOG RECORD DESCRIPTION DSECT.                        ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value

 

000000         LGR      DSECT                                                04/09/09

               *

000000         LGRDTK   DS    XL8                 SQL INTERNAL FORMAT DATE/TIME

               * BITS  0-26 = NBR OF DAYS SINCE JANUARY 1, 0001

               * BITS 27-43 = NBR OF SECONDS SINCE MIDNIGHT OF THIS DAY

               * BITS 44-63 = NBR OF MICROSECONDS WITHIN THIS SECOND

               *

000008         LGRID    DS    CL8                 IDENTIFIER (LTEID,'DCSYSTEM' or

               *                                    NODENAME for system trace table)
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000010         LGRTYPE  DS    CL1                 RECORD TYPE

000011         LGRSTAT  DS    CL1                 STATUS

000012         LGRLEN   DS    H                   TEXT LENGTH

000014         LGRTEXT  DS    0C                  START OF TEXT

               *  RECORD TYPES.

        000F0  LGRTLNK  EQU   C'0'                LINKAGE - TO SKIP BINARY

        000F1  LGRTWTL  EQU   C'1'                WTL TEXT

        000F2  LGRTTRT  EQU   C'2'                User TRACE TEXT

        000F3  LGRTTRB  EQU   C'3'                User TRACE BINARY

        000F4  LGRTSDT  EQU   C'4'                SNAP/DUMP TEXT

        000F5  LGRTSDB  EQU   C'5'                SNAP/DUMP BINARY

        000F6  LGRTSTA  EQU   C'6'  (X'F6')       STATISTICS TEXT

               *                                      EITHER THE STATISTICS RECORD

               *                                      IS COMPLETELY CONTAINED IN

               *                                      THIS ONE LOG RECORD

               *                                      OR THIS IS THE CONTINUED

               *                                      PORTION OF THE PRIOR X'76'

               *                                      STATISTICS LOG RECORD.

        000F7  LGRTSDTT EQU   C'7'                Trace entries in SNAP/DUMP text

        000F8  LGRTSYST EQU   C'8'                System trace entry - final

        00078  LGRTSYSC EQU   X'78'               System trace entry - not-final

        00076  LGRTSTAC EQU   X'76'               STATISTICS TEXT

               *                                      STATISTICS RECORD WILL BE

               *                                      CONTINUED ON NEXT LOG REC

        000FF  LGRTEND  EQU   X'FF'               FORCE END FLAG ON THIS PAGE

               *  RECORD STATUS.

        000D3  LGRSTL   EQU   C'L'                LOGGED (NOT-YET-SAVED)

        000E2  LGRSTS   EQU   C'S'                SAVED (CAN BE RE-USED)

        000C5  LGRSEND  EQU   C'E'                LAST LOGGED PAGE OF A SESSION

               *  MAXIMUM TEXT LENGTH.

        00100  LGRMAXL  EQU   256

               *

               *

               *   FORMAT OF TYPE 5 RECORD--SET BY RHDCSNAP, USED BY RHDCPLOG

               *

               *

000014                  ORG   LGRTEXT

000014         LGR5ASA  DS    0CL1                ASA CONTROL CHARACTER.

000014         LGR5REPL DS    A                 AL3(REPLICATION FACTOR)FOR PREV LINE.

               *   NUMBER OF TIMES PREVIOUS 128 BYTES ARE REPEATED.

000018         LGR5ADDR DS    A                   ADDRESS OF TEXT WHICH FOLLOWS.

00001C         LGR5HEX  DS    XL128               ACTUAL HEX.

               *  FOR FORMAT 5, THE LGRLEN IS ALWAYS (HEX LENGTH)+8, UNLESS THE

               *  LAST LINE OF A DUMP IS REPLICATION ONLY--THEN LGRLEN=4.

 

#LRBDS

                        COPY #LRBDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  #LRBDS DESCRIBES THE LINE REQUEST BLOCK DESECT FOR LINE I/O  ***
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               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         LRB      DSECT                                                01/30/91

               LRBLINO  #FLAG X'01'                   LINEOUT request

               LRBLINI  #FLAG X'02'                   LINEIN  request

               LRBCHEK  #FLAG X'04'                    OUT: OPTNS=CHECK

               LRBNEWP  #FLAG X'08'                    OUT: OPTNS=NEWPAGE

               LRBINVS  #FLAG X'08'                     IN: OPTNS=INVIS

               LRBLAST  #FLAG X'10'                    OUT: OPTNS=BLAST

               LRBLOC   #FLAG X'10'                     IN: OPTNS=LOCATE

               LRBDEST  #FLAG X'20'                    OUT: DESTID

               LRBECHO  #FLAG X'20'                     IN: OPTNS=ECHO

               LRBBKPG  #FLAG X'40'                   both: OPTNS=NOBKPG

               LRBUSER  #FLAG X'40'                    OUT: USERID

               LRBMSTR  #FLAG X'80'                   both: OPTNS=MSTR

               LRBLTER  #FLAG X'80'                    OUT: LTERMID

000000         LRBOPTNS DS    X

               LRBCONT  #FLAG X'01'                     IN: COND=TRUNC

               LRBWCC   #FLAG X'01'                    OUT: OPTNS=CC

               LRBCONC  #FLAG X'02'                   both: COND=CANC

               LRBCONE  #FLAG X'04'                   both: COND=IOER

               LRBCONI  #FLAG X'08'                   both: COND=INVP

               LRBPRMP  #FLAG X'10'                    OUT: PROMPT=YES

               LRBCOND  #FLAG X'20'                    OUT: COND=UNDF

               LRBUPP   #FLAG X'20'                     IN: OPTNS=UPPER

               LRBSAVE  #FLAG X'40'                    OUT: OPTNS=SAVE

               LRBUPL   #FLAG X'40'                     IN: OPTNS=UPLOW

               LRBUNPR  #FLAG X'80'                     IN: OPTNS=UNPROT

               LRBTLAT  #FLAG X'80'                    OUT: OPTNS=TRLATIN (SYSTEM)

000001         LRBCONDC DS    X

000002         LRBLEN   DS    H                       both: data length

000004         LRBAREA  DS    A                       both: data address

000008         LRBHDR   DS    X                        OUT: header number

        0000C  LRBDSLEN EQU   ((*-LRB+3)/4)*4         Length of dsect.

               *

               *   Equates for R15 completion codes:

               *

        00004  LRB#TRUN EQU   4                    Input truncated.

        00008  LRB#CANC EQU   8                    LIO session cancelled.

        0000C  LRB#IOER EQU   12                   I/O error.

        00010  LRB#INVP EQU   16                   Invalid parm list (LRB).

        00014  LRB#INVS EQU   20                   Unknow screen size.

        00018  LRB#INVD EQU   24                   Undefined DEST/USER/LTERM.

               *
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#LRCDS

                        COPY #LRCDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  LRC:     SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL FOR LOGICAL RECORD COMMUNICATION  ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         LRC      DSECT                                     02/15/84

000000         LRPXELEN DS    H                   LEN (BYTES) TO END OF PXE'S.

000002         LRMAXVXP DS    H                   LENGTH IN BYTES OF VXP.

000004         LRIDENT  DS    CL4                 IDENTIFICATION LITERAL 'LRC '

000008         LRVERB   DS    CL8                 VERB FOR CURRENT REQUEST.

000010         LRNAME   DS    CL16                LOGICAL RECORD NAME.

000020         LRSTATUS DS    CL16                PATH STATUS RETURNED.

000030         LREVALRC DS    H                   EVAL RETURN CODE.

000032                  DS    H                   RESERVED.

000034                  DS    3F                  RESERVED.

               *

000040         LRPXE    DS    0CL16               START OF PXE AREA.

000040         LRPXNEXT DS    F                   OFFSET FROM LRC TO NEXT PXE

000044         LRPXTAB0 DS    H                   OFFSET INTO BAT FOR OPERAND

000046         LRPXDSPL DS    H                   DISPLACEMENT FOR OPERAND

000048         LRPXDYN  DS    H                   OFFSET OF VXDE IN THE VXP

00004A         LRPXDLEN DS    H                   LENGTH OF OPERAND

00004C         LRPXNDEC DS    AL1                 NUM DECIMAL PLACES IN OPERAND

00004D         LRPXDTYP DS    XL1                 DATA TYPE (SEE #XDEDS)

00004E         LRPXOTYP DS    XL1                 OPERATOR TYPE (SEE #XDEDS)

        000FE  LRPXOKEY EQU   254                 .....TYPE IS KEYWORD.

00004F         LRPXFLAG DS    XL1                 FLAG BYTE (SEE #XDEDS)

000050         LRPXLIT  DS    0XL256              START OF LITERAL FOR PXE.

        00040  LRCDSLEN EQU   LRPXE-LRC           LENGTH OF ROOT PART OF DSECT.

#LREDS

                        COPY #LREDS

               ***

               ***

               ***  LRE:     LOCAL REQUEST ELEMENT

               ***

               ***

               ***

               ***  COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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               ***

Offset  Value 

000000         LRE      DSECT                                                11/27/93

000000         LREID    DS    CL4                      "LRE "

000004         LREFUNCN DS    XL1                      FUNCTION NUMBER

        00003  LREFSNRU EQU   3                        FUNC 03  SINON RU

        00004  LREFSFRU EQU   4                        FUNC 04  SINOF RU

        00005  LREFPOCV EQU   5                        FUNC 05  INT POSTS CV

        00007  LREFUTOP EQU   7                        FUNC 07  MOVE UWA TO PAK

        00008  LREFPTOU EQU   8                        FUNC 08  MOVE PAK TO UWA

000005         LRECVNUM DS    XL1                      CENTRAL VERSION NUMBER 0-255

000006         LRESTAT  DS    XL1                      STATUS

        00000  LREAVAIL EQU   0                        0      AVAILABLE

        00001  LRE31B   EQU   X'01'                    X'01'  LRE FROM AMODE = 31

        00020  LREASWAP EQU   X'20'                    X'20'  MAY BE SWAPPED OUT

        00040  LRELINK  EQU   X'40'                    X'40'  LINKED TO ERE

000007         LREPAKET DS    XL1                      PAKET DATA MOVEMENT TYPE

        00000  LREPAK0  EQU   0                        0  NO PAKETS

        00001  LREPAK1  EQU   1                        1  ERUS BUILDS/INT UNPAKS

        00002  LREPAK2  EQU   2                        2  SVC BY INT BUILDS/UNPAKS

        00003  LREPAK3  EQU   3                        3  INT BUILDS/UNPAKS

000008         LREPARMA DS    A                        A(USER PARMLIST)

00000C         LRETSKID DS    F                        ERUS' TCETSKID

000010         LREECB   DS    F                        LOCAL RU ECB  (WAITED BY INT)

000014         LREEREA  DS    A                        A(ERE)       (POSTED BY INT)

000018         LRECSVCE DS    A                        A(CSVC ENTRY)

00001C         LRETYPE  DS    XL1                      TYPE OF INT (IDMS,OLQ...)

        00001  LRETYPEI EQU   1                        IDMS INTERFACE

        00002  LRETYPEO EQU   2                        NONIDMS INTERFACE (OLQ...)

00001D         LREFLG1  DS    XL1

        00080  LRER100  EQU   X'80'                    CV IS REL 10.0 OR LATER

        00020  LREINTCB EQU   X'20'                    Int rqsts BIND48 intercept

        00010  LRESVCBI EQU   X'10'                    SVC honors BIND48 intercept

        00008  LREFEIDM EQU   X'08'                    FRONT END IS IDMS/DC

        00004  LREFECIC EQU   X'04'                    FRONT END IS CICS

        00002  LREFEUOW EQU   X'02                     LREUOWA AVAILABLE     IDMS/5487

00001E         LREPAKSZ DS    H                        REQUESTED PAKET SIZE

000020         LRELOCID DS    0CL8                     LOCAL TASK IDENTIFICATION

               *                                       FOR ABEND DETECTION

000020         LRELID1  DS    CL4                      LOCAL ID PART 1

000024         LRELID2  DS    XL4                      LOCAL ID PART 2
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000028         LREUOWA  DS    OF                       A(UOW INFO) FOR MSVC   IDMS/5487

000028         LRETEMP  DS    F                        TEMP WORK AREA FOR CSVC  *RBK

        0002C  LREDSLEN EQU   *-LRE                    LENGTH OF DSECT

#LTEDS

                      COPY #LTEDS

Offset Value

000000         LTE      DSECT ,

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               *** LTE:   Logical Terminal Element                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

                        #PRT  NOGEN

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

               *  Fixed Session Control Information

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

000000         LTEID    DS    CL8                 Session ID (name)

000008         LTELEN   DS    H                   Length of this Session CB

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

               * Equates for LTE type

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

00000A         LTETYP   DS    X                   Session Type:

        00001  LTEFRST  EQU   1                      Freestanding

        00002  LTEINTR  EQU   2                      Interactive

        00003  LTEPRNT  EQU   3                      Printer

        00004  LTESWIT  EQU   4                      Switch

        00005  LTEBATC  EQU   5                      Batch

        00006  LTESECN  EQU   6                      Secondary

        00007  LTESECA  EQU   7                      TCELTES session anchor

        00008  LTEBULK  EQU   8                      BULK LTE

        00008  LTETYPMX EQU   8                      MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE LTETYP VALUE

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

               *  Flags in the fixed portion

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

               LTESUSP  #FLAG X'80'               Session is 'suspended'

00000B         LTESUSPI DS    0XL1

        00080  LTESUSPM EQU   X'80'
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               LTERFRE  #FLAG X'40'               LTE is approved for being free'd

00000B         LTERFREI DS    0XL1

        00040  LTERFREM EQU   X'40'

               LTEALIV  #FLAG X'20'               Session alive on this LTE

00000B         LTEALIVI DS    0XL1

        00020  LTEALIVM EQU   X'20'

               LTEGLTE  #FLAG X'10'               LTE was #GETLTE'd

00000B         LTEGLTEI DS    0XL1

        00010  LTEGLTEM EQU   X'10'

               LTEDYN   #FLAG X'08'               LTE was dynamically created

00000B         LTEDYNI  DS    0XL1

        00008  LTEDYNM  EQU   X'08'

               LTEMTX   #FLAG X'04'               On if multi-txn session

00000B         LTEMTXI  DS    0XL1

        00004  LTEMTXM  EQU   X'04'

               LTESVPS  #FLAG X'02'               LTE owns Savepointable Scratch

00000B         LTESVPSI DS    0XL1

        00002  LTESVPSM EQU   X'02'

               LTEOUTS  #FLAG X'01'               On if out of service

00000B         LTEOUTSI DS    0XL1

        00001  LTEOUTSM EQU   X'01'

00000B         LTEFXFLG DS    X

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

               * Resource ownership and processing queue residence

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

00000C         LTENLTE  DS    A                   Next LTE on processing queue

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

               *  Session resource anchors

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

000010         LTERLEA  DS    2A                  Session resource (RCE) anchor

000018         LTELKSA  DS    A                   --> lock mgr session cb

00001C         LTEENVA  DS    A                   Address environment control block

000020         LTEMRLEA DS    2A                  Session Storage (RCE) anchor

000028         LTESLTEA DS    A                   Address of secondary LTE queue

               *           If this is a secondary LTE

               *           this may point to tertiary LTE's

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

               *  Common to all Session types

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

00002C         LTETCEA  DS    A                   Address of owning TCE

000030         LTEUABA  DS    A                   Address of user attribute area

000034         LTEACTN  DS    A                   MASTER TASK ACTION CODE

000038         LTEFACRT DS    0A                  MSTR'S FACTOTUM TASK RETURN ADDR

000038         LTESVCRT DS    A                   Session Service Return Addr

00003C         LTETBKA  DS    A                   Transaction Block Address

               *                                   For recoverable units

000040         LTEEHBA  DS    A                   First event handler block address

000044         LTEDPEA  DS    A                   LIST DPE'S BETWIXT TASKS FROM HERE.

000048         LTELWAIT DS    A                   LOCATION OF LAST WAIT FOR LTERM

00004C         LTETBXA  DS    A                   Transaction Block Ext. Address

000050         LTERSCNT DS    H                   Remote subordinate session count

000052         LTELSCNT DS    H                   Local subordinate session count

000054         LTEDQSSI DS    CL4,A               Default SQL session DSICB anchor.
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00005C         LTESYNCA DS    F                   CBS synch anchor

000060         LTETARP  DS    A                   DTS Task Anchor Record pointer

000064         LTEVERS  DS    H                   Version number - currently 0

000066                  DS    H                   - reserved -

000068         LTEEXPTR DS    A     A(LTESESS)    Address of LTE Extension

00006C         LTEDBUGA DS    F

               ***********************************************************************

000070         LTECSFLG DS    0F                  Multi-tasking flags use CS on word

000070                  DS    3X

               LTEMSTR  #FLAG X'02'               MSTR owns this LTE

000073         LTEMSTRI DS    0XL1

        00002  LTEMSTRM EQU   X'02'

               LTEONMQ  #FLAG X'01'               LTE IS ON MSTR'S READY QUEUE

000073         LTEONMQI DS    0XL1

        00001  LTEONMQM EQU   X'01'

000073         LTEFLG8  DS    X

               ***********************************************************************

000074         LTEMLECB DS    F                   MT lock ecb

000078         LTEPTBK  DS    A                   --> Previously active pTBK      R160

00007C         LTEXINT  DS    A                   --> First or only txn interest  R160

000080         LTEJSRVA DS    A                   --> JSRV kept storage           R162

000084         LTEPUA   DS    F

000088                  DS    F                   - reserved -

        0008C  LTEFIXLN EQU   ((*-LTE+3)/4)*4     Length of fixed LTE portion

        0008C  LTESEALN EQU   LTEFIXLN            Sizeof LTESECA-type LTE.

               *

00008C         LTESESS  DS    0F                  Begin of various overlays

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

               * The following fields are common to all Primary Session types

               * these do not appear in a Secondary LTE

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

00008C         LTETNLTE DS    A                   Task's next LTE

000090         LTEPTEA  DS    A                   Address of PTE (0 if no PTE)

000094         LTEUTBA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF USER TRACE BUFFER

000098         LTECLBA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF COMMAND LIST BLOCK

00009C         LTECRAB  DS    A                   C RUNTIME ANCHOR BLOCK AND STACK

0000A0         LTECMSGQ DS    A                   C PRIVATE IN-STORAGE MESSAGE QUEUE

0000A4         LTEECB   DS    3F                  ECB to wait on if this LTE not avail

0000B0         LTEBMSID DS    F                   TASKID OF LAST TASK TO BLAST WRITE

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

               *  Session security anchors

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

0000B4         LTEXSA   DS    A                   EXTERNAL SECURITY ANCHOR

0000B8         LTESONRC DS    A                   ADDR OF SIGNON RCE FOR LTE

0000BC         LTETSBA  DS    A                   ADDR OF TRANSACTION STATISTICS BLOCK

0000C0         LTERSEXP DS    F                   EPOC TIME WHEN RESOURCES EXPIRE

0000C4         LTEDTSA  DS    A                   ->DLIM of ERUS/CCI DTS connection

0000C8         LTENSONA DS    F                   Chain of LTE's owned by a SON

0000CC         LTETDEA  DS    F                   Address of TDE for task

0000D0         LTEDLBA  DS    F                   Debugger work area

0000D4         LTEHPFK  DS    X                   Online HELP PFKEY.             *MXN*

0000D5                  DS    FL1                 -reserved-

0000D6         LTEVERID DS    H                   DEFAULT VERSION FOR TASKS.
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0000D8         LTERSINT DS    H                   RESOURCE TIMEOUT INTERVAL

0000DA         LTETSKPR DS    H                   Priority for task's attached

0000DC         LTEABCOD DS    CL4                 ABEND CODE OF LAST TASK TO OWN LTE

0000E0         LTEWTLMS DS    PL4                 WTL MESSAGE WHICH CAUSED ABEND

0000E4         LTEUSRWA DS    CL8                 USER WORK AREA

0000EC         LTENXTSK DS    CL8                 Next task code for session.

0000F4         LTEAUTSK DS    CL8                 Auto task code for session

0000FC         LTERSPGM DS    CL8                 Resource time out program

               LTEJRNL  #FLAG X'80'               JOURNAL THIS TRANSACTION.

000104         LTEJRNLI DS    0XL1

        00080  LTEJRNLM EQU   X'80'

               LTENTRN  #FLAG X'40'               NEW TRANSACTION BEING STARTED.

000104         LTENTRNI DS    0XL1

        00040  LTENTRNM EQU   X'40'

               LTEINTL  #FLAG X'20'               TASK IS BEING INVOKED INTERNALLY

000104         LTEINTLI DS    0XL1

        00020  LTEINTLM EQU   X'20'

               LTEXTID  #FLAG X'10'               Journal external identity

000104         LTEXTIDI DS    0XL1

        00010  LTEXTIDM EQU   X'10'

               LTENOMS  #FLAG X'08'               srvr SHOULD NOT WRITE INITIAL MSG

000104         LTENOMSI DS    0XL1

        00008  LTENOMSM EQU   X'08'

               LTELIOW  #FLAG X'04'               LAST I/O WAS A WRITE

000104         LTELIOWI DS    0XL1

        00004  LTELIOWM EQU   X'04'

000104         LTEFLG1  DS    X                   CONTROL FLAGS

               LTESJU   #FLAG X'80'               IDMSSERV/RHDCTSKI ERUS flag

000105         LTESJUI  DS    0XL1

        00080  LTESJUM  EQU   X'80'

               LTESECV  #FLAG X'40'               Security violation (LU6.2)  *p1162

000105         LTESECVI DS    0XL1

        00040  LTESECVM EQU   X'40'

               LTEMTRM  #FLAG X'20'               Activity OK after shutdown requested

000105         LTEMTRMI DS    0XL1

        00020  LTEMTRMM EQU   X'20'

               LTESGOF  #FLAG X'10'               Signoff user and free LTE at EOTask

000105         LTESGOFI DS    0XL1

        00010  LTESGOFM EQU   X'10'

               LTESRVT  #FLAG X'08'               Use service task

000105         LTESRVTI DS    0XL1

        00008  LTESRVTM EQU   X'08'

               LTEPALL  #FLAG X'04'               Pre-allocated freestanding LTE

000105         LTEPALLI DS    0XL1

        00004  LTEPALLM EQU   X'04'

               LTEFMSG  #FLAG X'02'               Pre-allocated FastMessage FRST LTE

000105         LTEFMSGI DS    0XL1

        00002  LTEFMSGM EQU   X'02'

               LTEERUS  #FLAG X'01'               LTE belongs to ERUS (IDMSSERV/TASK)

000105         LTEERUSI DS    0XL1

        00001  LTEERUSM EQU   X'01'

000105         LTEFLG2  DS    X                   FLAG

000106         LTEFACCD DS    X                   Service code for session.
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               *                                   (equates at end of dsect)

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

               * User Trace Flags

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

               LTECBAT  #FLAG X'80'               COMMAND INITIATED BATCH LTERM

000107         LTECBATI DS    0XL1

        00080  LTECBATM EQU   X'80'

               LTETBAT  #FLAG X'40'               TERMINAL INITIATED BATCH LTERM

000107         LTETBATI DS    0XL1

        00040  LTETBATM EQU   X'40'

               LTETEST  #FLAG X'20'               ON IF IN DCUF TEST MODE

000107         LTETESTI DS    0XL1

        00020  LTETESTM EQU   X'20'

               LTEUTWP  #FLAG X'04'               WRAP AROUND TRACE BUFFER, DON'T SAVE

000107         LTEUTWPI DS    0XL1

        00004  LTEUTWPM EQU   X'04'

               LTEUTEN  #FLAG X'02'               END USER TRACE

000107         LTEUTENI DS    0XL1

        00002  LTEUTENM EQU   X'02'

               LTEUTON  #FLAG X'01'               USER TRACE IS ON

000107         LTEUTONI DS    0XL1

        00001  LTEUTONM EQU   X'01'

               LTEBATC  #FLAG LTECBATM+LTETBATM   LTERM IS A BATCH DEVICE

000107         LTEBATCI DS    0XL1

        000C0  LTEBATCM EQU   LTECBATM+LTETBATM

000107         LTEUTFLG DS    X                   USER TRACE FLAG

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

               * Transaction/Debug/ flags

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

               LTETTRM  #FLAG X'80'               END TRAN STATS AFTER TASK.

000108         LTETTRMI DS    0XL1

        00080  LTETTRMM EQU   X'80'

               LTETWRT  #FLAG X'40'               WRITE TRAN STATS AFTER TASK.

000108         LTETWRTI DS    0XL1

        00040  LTETWRTM EQU   X'40'

               LTEGTIM  #FLAG X'20'               DON'T DO #GETIME FOR WAIT TIME.

000108         LTEGTIMI DS    0XL1

        00020  LTEGTIMM EQU   X'20'

               LTEDBUG  #FLAG X'10'               ON IF DEBUG SESSION FOR THIS LTE.

000108         LTEDBUGI DS    0XL1

        00010  LTEDBUGM EQU   X'10'

               LTECLST  #FLAG X'08'               ON IF PROCESSING COMMAND LIST.

000108         LTECLSTI DS    0XL1

        00008  LTECLSTM EQU   X'08'

               LTEIECB  #FLAG X'04'               LTENECB IS AN INTERNAL ECB

000108         LTEIECBI DS    0XL1

        00004  LTEIECBM EQU   X'04'

               LTENTPC  #FLAG X'02'               NON TERMINAL PSEUDO CONVERSE

000108         LTENTPCI DS    0XL1

        00002  LTENTPCM EQU   X'02'

000108         LTETFLG3 DS    XL1                 MORE FLAGS

000109         LTENXTK1 DS    XL1                 SAVE FIRST CHARACTER OF TASK CODE

00010C         LTEPOLTE DS    F                   --> Primary LTE from CCI Bulk LTE
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000110         LTESOCKA DS    A                   Socket anchor                   R160

               LTEIPCA  #FLAG X'01'               TCP/IP trace CALLS              R160

000114         LTEIPCAI DS    0XL1

        00001  LTEIPCAM EQU   X'01'

               LTEIPRD  #FLAG X'02'               TCP/IP trace READ DATA          R160

000114         LTEIPRDI DS    0XL1

        00002  LTEIPRDM EQU   X'02'

               LTEIPWR  #FLAG X'04'               TCP/IP trace WRITE DATA         R160

000114         LTEIPWRI DS    0XL1

        00004  LTEIPWRM EQU   X'04'

               LTEIPSR  #FLAG X'06'               JSRV   trace SNAP (RD+WR)       R162

000114         LTEIPSRI DS    0XL1

        00006  LTEIPSRM EQU   X'06'

               LTEIPDB  #FLAG X'08'               JSRV   trace DBTRACE            R162

000114         LTEIPDBI DS    0XL1

        00008  LTEIPDBM EQU   X'08'

000114         LTEIPTR  DS    X                   TCP/IP trace flag               R160

000115                  DS    X                   -RESERVED-

000116                  DS    H                   -RESERVED-

000118         LTERIPAB DS    A                   TCP/IP remote IP address block  R190

00011C                  DS    F                   -RESERVED-                      R190  

000120         LTEPRIM  DS    0F                  End of primary LTE portion

        00094  LTEPRMLN EQU   ((*-LTESESS+3)/4)*4

000120                  ORG   LTEPRIM             Begin at end of Primary overlay

               *

000120         LTEINT   DS    0F                  BEGIN OF INTERACTIVE OVERLAY

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

               *  Interactive session anchors etc. This may be a primary session

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

000120         LTENPTEA DS    A            ADDRESS OF NEW PTE TO BE SWAPPED IN BY TIRH

000124         LTELIOA  DS    A                  ADDRESS OF LINE I/O CONTROL BLOCK

000128         LTEMBUFA DS    A                   SAVED READ BUFFER FOR BLASTED LTE

00012C         LTEOTPUS DS    A                   ADDR OF OTP USER BLOCK

000130         LTEFSWA  DS    A                   A(FAKE SCREEN WK AREA) FOR DEBUG.

000134         LTEMBUFL DS    H                   LENGTH OF SAVED READ BUFFER

000136         LTEMAPN  DS    CL8                 NAME OF MAP SUPPORTING HELP.   *MXN*

00013E         LTEPRTKY DS    X                   AID VALUE OF 3270 PRINT KEY FROM TDE

00013F         LTEPRIO  DS    X                   TERMINAL PRIORITY

               LTEMAP   #FLAG X'80'               USE MCD FOR 24 X 80  RRD-081690

000140         LTEMAPI  DS    0XL1

        00080  LTEMAPM  EQU   X'80'

               LTEBMSQ  #FLAG X'20'               AT LEAST ONE BLAST MESSAGE QUEUED

000140         LTEBMSQI DS    0XL1

        00020  LTEBMSQM EQU   X'20'

               LTEMP2   #FLAG X'10'               Map Paging Session Flag2    MAPS/258

000140         LTEMP2I  DS    0XL1

        00010  LTEMP2M  EQU   X'10'

               LTESAVE  #FLAG X'08'               SAVE SCREEN IF BLASTED

000140         LTESAVEI DS    0XL1

        00008  LTESAVEM EQU   X'08'

               LTEMPS   #FLAG X'04'               ON IF MAP PAGING SESSION.

000140         LTEMPSI  DS    0XL1

        00004  LTEMPSM  EQU   X'04'
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               LTEHELP  #FLAG X'02'               MAPPING HELP SESS. AVAILABLE.  *MXN*

000140         LTEHELPI DS    0XL1

        00002  LTEHELPM EQU   X'02'

               LTEWHLP  #FLAG X'01'               MAPPING HELP SESS. IN PROGRESS.*MXN*

000140         LTEWHLPI DS    0XL1

        00001  LTEWHLPM EQU   X'01'

000140         LTEFLG3  DS    X

               LTEIACT  #FLAG X'80'               TERMINAL OWNED BY INTERACT DRIVER

000141         LTEIACTI DS    0XL1

        00080  LTEIACTM EQU   X'80'

               LTEINIT  #FLAG X'40'               TURNED ON AFTER FIRST PROMPT.

000141         LTEINITI DS    0XL1

        00040  LTEINITM EQU   X'40'

               LTESMGU  #FLAG X'10'               A SENDMSG IS QUE'D FOR THIS USERID

000141         LTESMGUI DS    0XL1

        00010  LTESMGUM EQU   X'10'

               LTESMGL  #FLAG X'08'               A SENDMSG IS QUE'D FOR THIS LTERM

000141         LTESMGLI DS    0XL1

        00008  LTESMGLM EQU   X'08'

               LTEBMSL  #FLAG X'04'               BLAST MESSAGE IN PROGRESS

000141         LTEBMSLI DS    0XL1

        00004  LTEBMSLM EQU   X'04'

               LTESWPT  #FLAG X'02'               TIRH IS TO SWAP PTE'S (SEE LTENPTEA)

000141         LTESWPTI DS    0XL1

        00002  LTESWPTM EQU   X'02'

               LTEXRSP  #FLAG X'01'               USE EXCEPTION RESPONSE PROTOCOL

000141         LTEXRSPI DS    0XL1

        00001  LTEXRSPM EQU   X'01'

000141         LTEFLG4  DS    X

000144         LTEPFKA  DS    F                   PROG FUNCTION TABLE ADDR

000148         LTETIMS  DS    CL8                 Unique Identifier for bulk LTEs R170

        00030  LTEINTLN EQU   ((*-LTEPRIM+3)/4)*4 LENGTH OF INTERACTIVE OVERLAY

000150                  ORG   LTEPRIM             Point back to beginning of primary

               *                                  overlays

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

               *  Freestanding Session

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

000120         LTENICE  DS    A                   ICE FOR NON TERMINAL PSEUDO CONVER

000124         LTENECB  DS    A                   ECB FOR NON TERMINAL PSEUDO CONVER

000128                  DS    3F                  Reserved

        00014  LTEFSTLN EQU   ((*-LTEPRIM+3)/4)*4 Length of a freestanding overlay

000134                  ORG   LTESESS

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

               *  Overlay for Secondary Sessions

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

00008C         LTEPSECA DS    A                   Address of prior secondary

               *

000090         LTESVCE  DS    XL1                 Session type code:

        00080  LTESSQL  EQU   X'80'                SQL

        00040  LTESNAT  EQU   X'40'                Native DBMS

        00020  LTESUSR  EQU   X'20'                User

        00010  LTESINT  EQU   X'10'                Internal

        00008  LTESPNT  EQU   X'08'                Permanent Internal
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               *

               *   The following flag byte must be in sync with DSIPROF

               *   found in #DSICB:

               *

               LTESSUB  #FLAG X'10'               Subordinate session

000091         LTESSUBI DS    0XL1

        00010  LTESSUBM EQU   X'10'

               LTESLCL  #FLAG X'01'               Client is executing locally

000091         LTESLCLI DS    0XL1

        00001  LTESLCLM EQU   X'01'

               LTESHET  #FLAG X'02'               Client on heterogeneous hdwe

000091         LTESHETI DS    0XL1

        00002  LTESHETM EQU   X'02'

               LTESCON  #FLAG X'04'               Client issued manual connect

000091         LTESCONI DS    0XL1

        00004  LTESCONM EQU   X'04'

               LTESTXI  #FLAG X'08'               Txn is independent of session   R160

000091         LTESTXII DS    0XL1

        00008  LTESTXIM EQU   X'08'

000091         LTESESF2 DS    XL1                 DSIPROF flags

               *

               LTESFSS  #FLAG X'80'               Force subordinate ndml session

000092         LTESFSSI DS    0XL1

        00080  LTESFSSM EQU   X'80'

               LTESCUR  #FLAG X'40'               Currencies have been saved

000092         LTESCURI DS    0XL1

        00040  LTESCURM EQU   X'40'

               LTEUSED  #FLAG X'20'               Preacquired sLTE now being used

000092         LTEUSEDI DS    0XL1

        00020  LTEUSEDM EQU   X'20'

               LTESCRM  #FLAG X'10'               Scratch acquired by session

000092         LTESCRMI DS    0XL1

        00010  LTESCRMM EQU   X'10'

               LTESNSC  #FLAG X'08'               BLDR sec flag       IDMS/2134

000092         LTESNSCI DS    0XL1

        00008  LTESNSCM EQU   X'08'

               LTESQUE  #FLAG X'01'               Queue requests for session      QQ2

000092         LTESQUEI DS    0XL1

        00001  LTESQUEM EQU   X'01'

000092         LTESESF3 DS    XL1                 Yet more flags.

               *

               LTESTOW  #FLAG X'E0'               Saved flgs b/f STOW (See AMCTRXN)170

000093         LTESTOWI DS    0XL1

        000E0  LTESTOWM EQU   X'E0'

               LTESTOX  #FLAG X'80'               ..TCETXNS was on                R170

000093         LTESTOXI DS    0XL1

        00080  LTESTOXM EQU   X'80'

               LTESTOS  #FLAG X'40'               ..LTESFSS was on                R170

000093         LTESTOSI DS    0XL1

        00040  LTESTOSM EQU   X'40'

               LTESTOD  #FLAG X'20'               ..LTESDDB was on                R170

000093         LTESTODI DS    0XL1

        00020  LTESTODM EQU   X'20'
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               LTESFOV  #FLAG X'08'               Force overflow RU on #LOAD (DTAB)170

000093         LTESFOVI DS    0XL1

        00008  LTESFOVM EQU   X'08'

               LTESQLR  #FLAG X'04'               SQL Routine is in control       R170

000093         LTESQLRI DS    0XL1

        00004  LTESQLRM EQU   X'04'

               LTESDDB  #FLAG X'02'               Use current database as default R170

000093         LTESDDBI DS    0XL1

        00002  LTESDDBM EQU   X'02'

000093         LTESESF4 DS    XL1                 Reserved.                       R170

               *

000094         LTEOLTE  DS    A                   Address of owning LTE

000098         LTEDSICB DS    A                   -->DSICB if LTESSQL or LTESNAT  R160

00009C         LTERCEA  DS    A                   -->RCE   of nDML, SQL session.

0000A0         LTECPR60 DS    A                   CATLOG area PR60 for VIEW stamps

0000A4         LTEEVENT DS    A                   Event code during TMGR processing

0000A8         LTESSNAM DS   0CL8                 SSname if LTESNAT

0000A8         LTEWARN  DS   0CL8                 DB2Transparency SQLWARN flags:

0000A8         LTEWARN0 DS    C                      Blank if all others blank

0000A9         LTEWARN1 DS    C                      W - hv string truncated

0000AA         LTEWARN2 DS    C                      W - nulls elim from func arg

0000AB         LTEWARN3 DS    C                      W - #cols > # host vars

0000AC         LTEWARN4 DS    C                      W - PREPd UPD/DEL, no WHERE

0000AD         LTEWARN5 DS    C                      W - SQL/DS stmt, not executed

0000AE         LTEWARN6 DS    C                      W - invalid date repaired

0000AF         LTEWARN7 DS    C                      -reserved-

               *- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

               *  SQL session variables:

               *- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

0000B0         LTEQMBA  DS    A                   -->SQL message buffer of session

                        #PRT  GEN

               LTE      #SQLOPTS ,                Generate session options

0000B4         LTEQOPTS DS   0FL4

               *        #FLAG X'00'                  default

0000B4         LTEQCADI DS    0XL1

        00000  LTEQCADM EQU   X'00'

               *        #FLAG X'01'                  on

0000B4         LTEQCAOI DS    0XL1

        00001  LTEQCAOM EQU   X'01'

               *        #FLAG X'02'                  off

0000B4         LTEQCAFI DS    0XL1

        00002  LTEQCAFM EQU   X'02'

               *        #FLAG X'03'                  all of the above

0000B4         LTEQCAHI DS    0XL1

        00003  LTEQCAHM EQU   X'03'

               *        #FLAG X'00'                  default XML encoding (XML EBCDIC)

0000B4         LTEQXEBI DS    0XL1

        00000  LTEQXEBM EQU   X'00'

               *        #FLAG X'10'                  XML UTF8

0000B4         LTEQXU8I DS    0XL1

        00010  LTEQXU8M EQU   X'10'

               *        #FLAG X'20'                  XML UTF16BE

0000B4         LTEQXBEI DS    0XL1
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        00020  LTEQXBEM EQU   X'20'

               *        #FLAG X'30'                  XML UTF16LE

0000B4         LTEQXLEI DS    0XL1

        00030  LTEQXLEM EQU   X'30'

               *        #FLAG X'30'                  XML encoding, all of the above

0000B4         LTEQXENI DS    0XL1

        00030  LTEQXENM EQU   X'30'

0000B4         LTEQCAX  DS    FL1                 SQL caching / XML Encoding

               *        #FLAG 1                      transient

0000B5         LTEQTRAI DS    0XL1

        00001  LTEQTRAM EQU   1

               *        #FLAG 2                      current

0000B5         LTEQCURI DS    0XL1

        00002  LTEQCURM EQU   2

               *        #FLAG 4                      consistent

0000B5         LTEQCONI DS    0XL1

        00004  LTEQCONM EQU   4

               *        #FLAG 8                      repeatable

0000B5         LTEQREPI DS    0XL1

        00008  LTEQREPM EQU   8

               *        #FLAG 15                     all of the above

0000B5         LTEQISOI DS    0XL1

        0000F  LTEQISOM EQU   15

0000B5         LTEQISO  DS    FL1                 Isolation mode

               *        #FLAG X'00'                  NULL syntax std

0000B6         LTEQNULI DS    0XL1

        00000  LTEQNULM EQU   X'00'

               *        #FLAG X'01'                  enforce

0000B6         LTEQENFI DS    0XL1

        00001  LTEQENFM EQU   X'01'

               *        #FLAG X'02'                  warn

0000B6         LTEQWRNI DS    0XL1

        00002  LTEQWRNM EQU   X'02'

               *        #FLAG X'10'                  SQL89/FIPS syntax std

0000B6         LTEQS89I DS    0XL1

        00010  LTEQS89M EQU   X'10'

               *        #FLAG X'13'                  all of the above

0000B6         LTEQSYNI DS    0XL1

        00013  LTEQSYNM EQU   X'13'

0000B6         LTEQSYN  DS    FL1                 Syntax level

               *        #FLAG 1                      read only

0000B7         LTEQTROI DS    0XL1

        00001  LTEQTROM EQU   1

               *        #FLAG 2                      read write

0000B7         LTEQTRWI DS    0XL1

        00002  LTEQTRWM EQU   2

               *        #FLAG 3                      all of the above

0000B7         LTEQTXSI DS    0XL1

        00003  LTEQTXSM EQU   3

0000B7         LTEQTXS  DS    FL1                 Transaction state

               *

0000B8         LTEQAMNM DS    CL8                 Current Access Module name

0000C0         LTEQDBNM DS    CL8                 Current DBname
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0000C8         LTEQSCHN DS    CL18                Current Schema name

0000DA         LTEQFLDR DS    CL18                Current Folder

0000EC         LTEQCHG  DS    CL18                Current Change name

               *

0000FE         LTEQDTOP DS    XL1                 Datetime format option:

               *                                     1st nibble is Date format:

        00000  LTEQDANS EQU   B'00000000'               ANSI

        00010  LTEQDISO EQU   B'00010000'               ISO

        00020  LTEQDUSA EQU   B'00100000'               IBM USA

        00030  LTEQDEUR EQU   B'00110000'               IBM Europe

        00040  LTEQDJIS EQU   B'01000000'               JIS

               *                                     2nd nibble is Time format:

        00000  LTEQTANS EQU   B'00000000'               ANSI

        00001  LTEQTISO EQU   B'00000001'               ISO

        00002  LTEQTUSA EQU   B'00000010'               IBM USA

        00003  LTEQTEUR EQU   B'00000011'               IBM Europe

        00004  LTEQTJIS EQU   B'00000100'               JIS

               *

               *        #FLAG X'01'                  DB2 Source Transparency

0000FF         LTEQD2SI DS    0XL1

        00001  LTEQD2SM EQU   X'01'

               *        #FLAG X'02'                  DB2 Object Transparency

0000FF         LTEQD2OI DS    0XL1

        00002  LTEQD2OM EQU   X'02'

               *        #FLAG X'03'                  Client in DB2Transparency mode

0000FF         LTEQD2TI DS    0XL1

        00003  LTEQD2TM EQU   X'03'

               *        #FLAG X'04'                  Set session..TR options issued

0000FF         LTEQSSXI DS    0XL1

        00004  LTEQSSXM EQU   X'04'

0000FF         LTEQFLAG DS    XL1                 General purpose flags

               *

        0004C  LTEQOPTL EQU   *-LTEQOPTS          sizeof options block

               *

                        #PRT  NOGEN

               *- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

               *  SQL command trace area for debugging

               *- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

000100         LTEQTRAC DS    0XL32               Last 8 commands and status codes,

               *                                  oldest to newest:

000100         LTEQTCOM DS    7H

00010E         LTEQTCOL DS    H                   Last command

000110         LTEQTSTA DS    7H

00011E         LTEQTSTL DS    H                   Last SQLCODE or SQLERC

               *

000120         LTESQSSC DS    F                   Address of Queue SSC for TXN     QQ2

000124         LTESRPEA DS    F                   RPE chain for TXN's reports      QQ2

000128         LTEQCSTA DS    A                   A(Last SQL Cmd Complet. Status) R170

00012C         LTEQEND  DS    0X                  End of sql variables

               *- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

               *  NDL session variables

               *- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

00012C                  ORG   LTEQTRAC
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000100         LTECURID DS    CL16                Currency ID for suspend

000110         LTESSCA  DS    A                   -->SSC   if LTESNAT

000114                  ORG   LTEQEND

               *- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

               *  Common variables again

               *- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

00012C         LTETXN   DS    X                   Copy of DSITXN                  R160

               *

               LTERETI  #FLAG X'80'               Client should retain interest   R160

00012D         LTERETII DS    0XL1

        00080  LTERETIM EQU   X'80'

               LTERETR  #FLAG X'40'               Session has retained interest(s)R160

00012D         LTERETRI DS    0XL1

        00040  LTERETRM EQU   X'40'

               LTESSVB  #FLAG X'20'               Savepoint broadcast needed      R170

00012D         LTESSVBI DS    0XL1

        00020  LTESSVBM EQU   X'20'

               LTESUPD  #FLAG X'10'               Updates since last syncpoint   *R160

00012D         LTESUPDI DS    0XL1

        00010  LTESUPDM EQU   X'10'

00012D         LTETXN2  DS    X                   Yet more txn flags              R160

00012E         LTES#SVH DS    H                   # of savepoint handlers reg's   R170

000130         LTESINTO DS    F                   --> Owning interest             R160

000134         LTESINTN DS    F                   --> Next in interest->sLTE chainR160

000138         LTESCBID DS    XL16                Remote client's BranchID        R160

000148         LTESDSMA DS    A                   --> First DSMODEL for sess      R160

00014C         LTESCVER DS    H                   DSI Client version #            R170

00014E                  DS    H                   Reserved                        R170

000150         LTESVSQL DS    A                   --> dynamic SQL syntax     IDMS/4415

000154         LTESQLRL DS    F                   SQL ROW LIMIT VALUE        IDMS/5408

        000CC  LTESECLN EQU   ((*-LTESESS+3)/4)*4 Length of a secondary overlay

000158                  ORG   LTEXSA              POINT TO SECURITY SECTION      *DKK*

0000B4         LTEPRT   DS    0F                  BEGIN OF PRINT OVERLAY

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

               *  Print Session anchors etc. (print LTE's cannot be primary)

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

0000B4         LTEPRPTE DS    A                   Address of Printer PTE

0000B8         LTEANCHR DS    A                   RPE CHAIN ANCHOR OF CURRENT REPORT

0000BC         LTEADJA  DS    A                   FIRST ALL-DEST JUNCTION ELEMENT

0000C0         LTEDDEA  DS    A                   A(DDE) FOR CURRENT PRINT DEST

0000C4         LTELDEA  DS    A                   LDE ANCHOR FOR PRINTERS ONLY

0000C8         LTERPEA  DS    A                   RPE ADDRESS FOR PRINTERS ONLY

0000CC         LTEQBUFA DS    A                   ADDR OF REPORT QUEUE BUFFER

0000D0         LTEQNLA  DS    A                   ADDR OF NEXT LINE IN QUEUE BUFFER

0000D4         LTENREPS DS    H                   NUMBER OF REPORTS PRINTED

0000D6         LTEQBUFL DS    H                   LENGTH OF REPORT QUEUE BUFFER

0000D8         LTEBLIQB DS    H                   BYTES LEFT IN QUEUE BUFFER

0000DA         LTEPRPGS DS    H                   PAGE COUNT FOR REPORT CHECKPOINT

0000DC         LTEPGCKP DS    H                   FREQUENCY OF REPORT CHECKPOINTS

0000DE         LTEPRLEN DS    H                   LENGTH OF NEXT PRINT LINE

0000E0         LTECPCLS DS    0XL2                CURRENT PRINT CLASS, OR

0000E0         LTEDESTN DS    CL8                 CURRENT PRINT DESTINATION

0000E8         LTERPTNM DS    CL8                 NAME OF REPORT BEING PRINTED
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0000F0         LTEPRCLS DS    BL16                PRINT CLASSES THIS LTERM WILL PRINT

000100         LTEPROPT DS    X                   OPTION FLAGS FOR NEXT PRINT LINE

               LTEDEST  #FLAG X'80'               REPORT DESTINATION, NOT CLASS

000101         LTEDESTI DS    0XL1

        00080  LTEDESTM EQU   X'80'

               LTENOMR  #FLAG X'40'               NO MORE RECORDS IN REPORT QUEUE

000101         LTENOMRI DS    0XL1

        00040  LTENOMRM EQU   X'40'

               LTEFRQR  #FLAG X'20'               FIRST REPORT Q RECORD HAS BEEN READ

000101         LTEFRQRI DS    0XL1

        00020  LTEFRQRM EQU   X'20'

               LTEPTWP  #FLAG X'10'               PRINT TASK WANTS TO USE PRINTER

000101         LTEPTWPI DS    0XL1

        00010  LTEPTWPM EQU   X'10'

               LTERDNX  #FLAG X'08'               READ NEXT QUEUE RECORD FOR OPT & LEN

000101         LTERDNXI DS    0XL1

        00008  LTERDNXM EQU   X'08'

               LTEINTP  #FLAG X'04'               INTERRUPT PRINTER

000101         LTEINTPI DS    0XL1

        00004  LTEINTPM EQU   X'04'

               LTECANP  #FLAG X'02'               CANCEL PRINTER

000101         LTECANPI DS    0XL1

        00002  LTECANPM EQU   X'02'

               LTEDRNP  #FLAG X'01'               DRAIN PRINTER

000101         LTEDRNPI DS    0XL1

        00001  LTEDRNPM EQU   X'01'

000101         LTEFLG5  DS    X

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

               *   Print session form feed control

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

               LTESUNP  #FLAG X'80'               Suppress user newpage native

000102         LTESUNPI DS    0XL1

        00080  LTESUNPM EQU   X'80'

               LTESUNN  #FLAG X'40'               Suppress user newpage non-native

000102         LTESUNNI DS    0XL1

        00040  LTESUNNM EQU   X'40'

               LTESCSN  #FLAG X'20'               Suppress SCS CR/LF at rept begin

000102         LTESCSNI DS    0XL1

        00020  LTESCSNM EQU   X'20'

               LTEFFNL  #FLAG X'10'               Suppress newpage newline sequence

000102         LTEFFNLI DS    0XL1

        00010  LTEFFNLM EQU   X'10'

               LTEFFAN  #FLAG X'08'               Auto newpage at end of native rpt

000102         LTEFFANI DS    0XL1

        00008  LTEFFANM EQU   X'08'

               LTEFFA   #FLAG X'04'               Auto newpage at end of nonNat rpt

000102         LTEFFAI  DS    0XL1

        00004  LTEFFAM  EQU   X'04'

               LTEFFBN  #FLAG X'02'               Suppress newpage at beg native rpt

000102         LTEFFBNI DS    0XL1

        00002  LTEFFBNM EQU   X'02'

               LTEFFB   #FLAG X'01'               Suppress newpage at beg nonnat rpt

000102         LTEFFBI  DS    0XL1
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        00001  LTEFFBM  EQU   X'01'

000102         LTEFLG5B DS    X                   PRINTER FORMFEED OPTIONS

               LTENBAN  #FLAG X'80'               Do not print banner page at start

000103         LTENBANI DS    0XL1

        00080  LTENBANM EQU   X'80'

               LTEOTRC  #FLAG X'40'               #TTRace call is from PRNT     *JBC*

000103         LTEOTRCI DS    0XL1

        00040  LTEOTRCM EQU   X'40'

000103         LTEFLG5A DS    X

000104                  DS    3F                  Reserved

        0005C  LTEPRTLN EQU   ((*-LTEXSA+3)/4)*4 LENGTH OF PRINTER OVERLAY      *DKK*

000110                  ORG   LTESESS

00008C         LTESWT   DS    0F

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

               *  Switch Session overlay (Switch LTE's cannot be primary)

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

00008C         LTESWPTE DS    A                   Address of switch PTE

000090         LTESWLDE DS    A                   Address of switch LDE

000094         LTESWBA  DS    A                   SWITCH REQUEST BLOCK ADDRESS

000098                  DS    H                   RESERVED FOR SWITCH

               LTECURQ  #FLAG X'08'               SWITCH DRIVER CURRENTLY WAITING Q

00009A         LTECURQI DS    0XL1

        00008  LTECURQM EQU   X'08'

               LTECURH  #FLAG X'04'               SWITCH DRIVER CURRENTLY HALTING IO

00009A         LTECURHI DS    0XL1

        00004  LTECURHM EQU   X'04'

               LTECURR  #FLAG X'02'               SWITCH DRIVER CURRENTLY READING

00009A         LTECURRI DS    0XL1

        00002  LTECURRM EQU   X'02'

               LTECURW  #FLAG X'01'               SWITCH DRIVER CURRENTLY WRITING

00009A         LTECURWI DS    0XL1

        00001  LTECURWM EQU   X'01'

               LTECURA  #FLAG LTECURWM+LTECURRM+LTECURHM+LTECURQM CURRENTLY ACTIVE

00009A         LTECURAI DS    0XL1

        0000F  LTECURAM EQU   LTECURWM+LTECURRM+LTECURHM+LTECURQM

00009A         LTEFLG6  DS    X                   SWITCH  CONTROL FLAGS

               LTESWIT  #FLAG X'20'               LTERM IS FOR SWITCH NETWORK

00009B         LTESWITI DS    0XL1

        00020  LTESWITM EQU   X'20'

               LTESWWT  #FLAG X'10'               SWITCH PROTOCOL IS WRITE

00009B         LTESWWTI DS    0XL1

        00010  LTESWWTM EQU   X'10'

               LTESWRD  #FLAG X'08'               SWITCH PROTOCOL IS READ

00009B         LTESWRDI DS    0XL1

        00008  LTESWRDM EQU   X'08'

               LTESWWR  #FLAG X'18'               SWITCH PROTOCOL IS WRITE/READ

00009B         LTESWWRI DS    0XL1

        00018  LTESWWRM EQU   X'18'

               LTESWQ   #FLAG X'04'               SWITCH DRIVER SWQ QUEUE

00009B         LTESWQI  DS    0XL1

        00004  LTESWQM  EQU   X'04'

00009B         LTEFLG7  DS    X                   FLAG BYTE

00009C                  DS    3F                  Reserved
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        0001C  LTESWTLN EQU   ((*-LTESESS+3)/4)*4 LENGTH OF SWITCH OVERLAY

0000A8                  ORG   LTEPRIM

000120         LTEBAT   DS    0F

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

               *    Batch session overlay (batch LTE's may be primary)

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

000120         LTEBPARM DS    A                   A(PARMS) PASSED TO BATCH LTERM TASK

000124                  DS    3F                  Reserved

        00010  LTEBATLN EQU   ((*-LTEPRIM+3)/4)*4 LENGTH OF BATCH OVERLAY

        00150  LTEDSLEN EQU   LTEFIXLN+LTEPRMLN+LTEINTLN  (LTE DISPLAY LENGTH)

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

               *  Various Equates moved here for readability sake

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

               * Master request codes for LTEFACCD in fixed LTE portion

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

        00004  LTEFAC1  EQU 4  WRITE ABEND CODE OF PREVIOUS TASK

        00008  LTEFAC2  EQU 8  WRITE ENTER-TASK-CODE MESSAGE

        0000C  LTEFAC3  EQU 12 WRITE UNDEFINED-TASK-CODE MESSAGE

        00010  LTEFAC4  EQU 16 WRITE TASK-SECURITY-VIOLATION MAP

        00014  LTEFAC5  EQU 20 WRITE TDE-SPECIFIED MAP

        00018  LTEFAC6  EQU 24 INTERNAL-TASK-BEING-INVOKED-FROM-TERMINAL MESSAGE

        0001C  LTEFAC7  EQU 28 SYSTEM-BEING-QUIESCED MESSAGE

        00020  LTEFAC8  EQU 32 SIGNOFF USER AND/OR TERMINATE LINE I/O SESSION

        00024  LTEFAC9  EQU 36 PREPARE TERMINAL FOR A #TREQ READ

        00028  LTEFAC10 EQU 40 WAIT FOR TERMINAL OPERATOR TO FINISH VIEWING LINEOUTS

        0002C  LTEFAC11 EQU 44 TASK-OUT-OF-SERVICE MESSAGE

        00030  LTEFAC12 EQU 48 PROGRAM-OUT-OF-SERVICE MESSAGE

        00034  LTEFAC13 EQU 52 INVOKE RESOURCE TIMEOUT PROGRAM

        00038  LTEFAC14 EQU 56 PRINT SCREEN CONTENTS

        0003C  LTEFAC15 EQU 60 WRITE QUEUED BLAST MESSAGE/REFRESH SCREEN AFTER BLAST

        00040  LTEFAC16 EQU 64 GET NEXT COMMAND LINE FROM DICTIONARY (CLIST)

        00044  LTEFAC17 EQU 68 MAP PAGING SESSION

        00048  LTEFAC18 EQU 72 MAXIMUM CONCURRENT TASK CONDITION

        0004C  LTEFAC19 EQU 76 MODEENT GROUP REQUIRES INITIZATION                *LU62

        00050  LTEFAC20 EQU 80 HANDLE LU6.2 FUNCTION MANAGEMENT HEADER TYPE 5    *LU62

        00054  LTEFAC21 EQU 84 QUERY 3279 TERMINAL FOR EXTENDED ATTRIBUTES

        00058  LTEFAC22 EQU 88 ENABLE/CONTINUE MAP ONLINE HELP PROCESSING.       *MXN*

                        #PRT  GEN

#LTTDS

                        COPY #LTTDS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               *** LTT:   LOGICAL TERMINAL TABLE DSECT                             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************
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Offset  Value 

 

000000         LTT      DSECT ,

000000         LTTN     DS    H                   NUMBER OF LOGICAL TERMINAL ENTRIES

000002         LTTELEN  DS    H                   LENGTH OF AN LTE

000004         LTTKEYOF DS    H                   OFFSET OF ID IN ENTRY

000006         LTTKEYL  DS    X                   LENGTH OF ID

000007         LTTFLAG  DS    X                   FLAG BYTE (SEE TBH DSECT FOR DEFS)

000008         LTTSTART DS    A                   ADDRESS OF FIRST LTE

00000C         LTTTBLEN DS    A                   LENGTH OF ENTIRE LTT TABLE

000010         LTTREADY DS    A                   ANCHOR OF READY QUEUE OF MSTR LTES

               * WARNING * ALL USE OF LTTREADY IS VIA COMPARE AND SWAP.

000014         LTTLOCK  DS    A                   Lock word for LTT index (#TBLSRCH)

000018         LTTMSECB DS    3A                  MSTR'S CENTRAL TERMINAL ECB

000024         LTTECB   DS    3A                  ECB TO WAIT ON FOR ANY LTE

000030         LTTIDTAB DS    A                   Address of dynamic ID bit map

000034         LTTIDECB DS    3A                  ECB if no dynamic ID's avail

000040         LTTIDLEN DS    H                   Length of dynamic ID bit map

        00200  LTTIDTBL EQU   512                 Initial allocation (4K dyn. LTE's)

               LTTICEP  #FLAG X'01'            AT LEAST ONE START-TASK ICE CAN BE RUN

000042         LTTICEPI DS    0XL1

        00001  LTTICEPM EQU   X'01'

000042                  DS    X                   FLAG BYTE FOR RHDCMSTR

000043                  DS    X                   RESERVED

000044         LTTPRTN  DS    H                   Number of printer LTE's     JDM 5/92

000046         LTTSIZE  DS    H                   Sizeof(LTT)

000048         LTTWAITL DS    A                   ANCHOR OF LTE'S WAITING NTPC ECB

00004C                  DS    F                   Reserved

000050         LTTFRSTA DS    D                   Anchor for available FRST LTE's

000058         LTTFRSTP DS    D                   Anchor for permanent FRST LTE's

000060                  DS    8F                  Reserved

        00080  LTTDSLEN EQU   ((*-LTT+7)/8)*8     LENGTH OF LOGICAL TERMINAL TABLE

#MCHDS

                        COPY #MCHDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***    MAP CONTROL HEADER DSECT                                   ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         MCH      DSECT                                                01/25/91

000000         MCHNAME  DS    CL8                 MAP NAME

000008         MCHVERID DS    0CL16               MAP COMPILE DATE AND TIME
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000008         MCHDATE  DS    CL8                 MAP COMPILE DATE

000010         MCHTIME  DS    CL6                 MAP COMPILE TIME

000016         MCHID    DS    CL2                 MAP ID (RELEASE)

000018         MCHMCDOF DS    0F                  OFFSETS TO DEVICE MAPS,EXTENSIONS

000018                  DS    F                   OFFSET TO MCD FOR 12 X 40 OR

               *                                  OFFSET TO FILE MCD FILE=Y

00001C                  DS    F                   OFFSET TO MCD FOR 12 X 80

000020                  DS    F                   OFFSET TO MCD FOR 24 X 80

000024                  DS    F                   OFFSET TO MCD FOR 32 X 80

000028                  DS    F                   OFFSET TO MCD FOR 43 X 80

00002C                  DS    F                   RESERVED

000030                  DS    F                   OFFSET TO MCD FOR 27 X 132

000034         MCHMCXOF DS    F                   OFFSET TO LIST OF EXTENSIONS

000038         MCHTBLOF DS    F                   OFFSET TO TABLE AREA IN MODULE

00003C         MCHLEN   DS    F                   LENGTH OF MAP MODULE

000040         MCHNFLDS DS    H                   # OF FLDS IN MAP

000042         MCHMSGL  DS    H                   LENGTH OF MESSAGE FIELD

               MCHRSP   #FLAG X'01'               RESPONSE FIELD PRESENT

               MCHMSG   #FLAG X'02'               MESSAGE FIELD PRESENT   -ONLINE

               MCHERR   #FLAG X'04'               MAP IS IN ERROR

               MCHDCT   #FLAG X'08'               MAP IS LOADED FROM DICT  -ONLINE

               MCHEALM  #FLAG X'10'               SOUND ALARM ON ERROR     -ONLINE

               MCHNEDT  #FLAG X'20'               NOEDIT FOR ENTIRE MAP

               MCHFILE  #FLAG X'40'               BATCH MAP TYPE

               MCHPAGE  #FLAG X'80'               MAP IS A PAGED MAP

000044         MCHFLAG  DS    X                   MAP CONTROL HEADER FLAG BYTE

               * ONLINE ONLY

000045         MCHERAN1 DS    X                   ATTR 1 ON IF ERROR FIELD

000046         MCHERAN2 DS    X                   ATTR 2 ON IF ERROR FIELD

000047         MCHERAN3 DS    X                   ATTR 3 ON IF ERROR FIELD

000048         MCHERAF1 DS    X                   ATTR 1 OFF IF ERROR FIELD

000049         MCHERAF2 DS    X                   ATTR 2 OFF IF ERROR FIELD

00004A         MCHERAF3 DS    X                   ATTR 3 OFF IF ERROR FIELD

00004B         MCHCOAN1 DS    X                   ATTR 1 ON IF CORRECT FIELD

00004C         MCHCOAN2 DS    X                   ATTR 2 ON IF CORRECT FIELD

00004D         MCHCOAN3 DS    X                   ATTR 3 ON IF CORRECT FIELD

00004E         MCHCOAF1 DS    X                   ATTR 1 OFF IF CORRECT FIELD

00004F         MCHCOAF2 DS    X                   ATTR 2 OFF IF CORRECT FIELD

000050         MCHCOAF3 DS    X                   ATTR 3 OFF IF CORRECT FIELD

               MCH$PG   #FLAG X'80'               $PAGE FIELD PRESENT

               MCHROLN  #FLAG X'40'               ROLE NAME TABLE IS PRESENT

               MCHDBCS  #FLAG X'20'               MAP USES DOUBLE BYTE CHAR SET  BZJ

               MCHDPCA  #FLAG X'10'               DECIMAL POINT IS COMMA

               MCHHELP  #FLAG X'08'               HELP OPTION                    *MXN*

               MCHMVTX  #FLAG X'04'               VIDEOTEX MAP

000051         MCHFLAG2 DS    X                   RESERVED

000052                  DS    XL2                 RESERVED

Offset  Value 

 

               * BATCH ONLY

000054                  ORG   MCHERAN1

000045         MCHRCFM  DS    X                   EXTERNAL FILE RECORD FORMAT (C'F')

000046         MCHLBL   DS    H                   EXTERNAL FILE LABEL CODE
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000048         MCHLRCL  DS    F                   EXTERNAL FILE RECORD LENGTH

00004C         MCHBLKSZ DS    F                   EXTERNAL FILE BLOCK SIZE

000050         MCHBMCDO DS    H                   OFFSET TO MCD  -- NOT USED

               MCHVSAM  #FLAG X'80'               EXTERNAL FILE IS VSAM

               MCHPRNT  #FLAG X'40'               EXTERNAL FILE IS PRINT

               MCHCARD  #FLAG X'20'               EXTERNAL FILE IS CARD

               MCHPS    #FLAG X'10'               EXTERNAL FILE IS PS

               MCHTAPE  #FLAG X'08'               EXTERNAL DEVICE IS TAPE

000052                  DS    X                   BATCH MAPPING FLAG BYTE

000053                  DS    X                   RESERVED

               * BOTH ONLINE AND BATCH RESUME HERE

        00054  MCHBSLN  EQU   *-MCH               FIXED LENGTH FOR HEADER

000054         MCHRNAMS DS    0CL32               START OF DATA RECORD NAMES

000000         MCE      DSECT

               ***********************************************************************

               * MAP CONTROL ELEMENT DSECT

               ***********************************************************************

000000         MCELEN   DS    H                   LENGTH OF ELEMENT

               MCEIDY   #FLAG X'01'               INDATA = YES

               MCERJI   #FLAG X'08'               RIGHT-JUSTIFY INPUT DATA

               MCEODA   #FLAG X'10'               OUT DATA = ATTR

               MCEPAD   #FLAG X'20'               PAD SHORT INPUT FIELDS

               MCEUPCS  #FLAG X'40'               UPPER CASE INPUT DATA

               MCEEDI   #FLAG X'80'               THERE IS AN EDIT ROUTINE FOR INPUT

               MCEEAIB  #FLAG X'02'               - RHDCAEDT BEFORE USER EDIT

               MCEEAIA  #FLAG X'04'               - RHDCAEDT AFTER  USER EDIT

000002                  DS    X                     INPUT FLAGS

               MCEODY   #FLAG X'01'               OUTDATA = YES

               MCEODE   #FLAG X'04'               OUTDATA = ERASE

               MCEBSY   #FLAG X'10'               BACKSCAN BLANKS ON OUTPUT

               MCEDNSK  #FLAG X'20'               DELIMIT END OF FIELD W/ NO SKIP ATTR

               MCEDLMT  #FLAG X'40'               DELIMIT END OF FIELD W/ SKIP ATTR

               MCEEDO   #FLAG X'80'               THERE IS AN EDIT ROUTINE FOR OUTPUT

               MCEEAOB  #FLAG X'02'               - RHDCAEDT BEFORE USER EDIT

               MCEEAOA  #FLAG X'08'               - RHDCAEDT AFTER  USER EDIT

000003                  DS    X                     OUTPUT FLAGS

               * ONLINE ONLY

000004         MCEROW   DS    X                   ROW (OR LINE) NUMBER

000005         MCECOL   DS    X                   COLUMN NUMBER

000006         MCEATTR  DS    X                   DEFAULT ATTR (0 -> NO ATTR)

000007         MCEATTR2 DS    X                   DEFAULT ATTR BYTE 2

000008         MCEATTR3 DS    X                   DEFAULT ATTR BYTE 3

               * BATCH ONLY

000009                  ORG   MCEROW

000004         MCEFO    DS    H                   OFFSET INTO EXTERNAL FILE RECORD

000006         MCEETYP  DS    X                   EXTERNAL DATA TYPE

000007         MCEFRSEQ DS    X                   SEQ NBR IF $R FIELD

               MCEVLA   #FLAG X'80'               PART OF VARIABLE LENGTH ARRAY DKJ

               MCEGPVA  #FLAG X'40'               GROUP LEVEL SELECTION FOR VLA DKJ

000008                  DS    X                   FLAGS                         DKJ

               * BOTH ONLINE AND BATCH RESUME HERE

               MCELITL  #FLAG X'80'               TYPE IS LITERAL  -ONLINE

               MCEMESS  #FLAG X'40'               TYPE IS MESSAGE  -ONLINE
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               MCERESP  #FLAG X'20'               TYPE IS RESPONSE

               MCEPAGE  #FLAG X'10'               TYPE IS PAGE     -ONLINE

               MCEDFLD  #FLAG X'08'               TYPE IS DFLD

               MCELGRP  #FLAG X'04'               LAST DETAIL IN HDR/FTR/DTL GRP

               MCEIVIS  #FLAG X'02'               INVISIBLE FLAG FOR MTF         PRK

               MCEDBCS  #FLAG X'01'               DOUBLE BYTE CHARACTER SET SUPP BZJ

000009         MCETYP   DS    X                   FIELD TYPE

               MCEOLL   #FLAG X'08'               LEFT   OUTLINING               BZJ

               MCEOLU   #FLAG X'04'               UPPER  OUTLINING               BZJ

Offset  Value 

 

               MCEOLR   #FLAG X'02'               RIGHT  OUTLINING               BZJ

               MCEOLD   #FLAG X'01'               UNDER  OUTLINING               BZJ

               MCEVDS   #FLAG X'10'               DOUBLE SIZE            VTX     DLL

               MCEVDH   #FLAG X'20'               DOUBLE HEIGHT          VTX     DLL

               MCEVDW   #FLAG X'40'               DOUBLE WIDTH           VTX     DLL

               MCEVCG   #FLAG X'80'               GRAPHICAL CHAR SET     VTX     DLL

00000A         MCEATTR4 DS    X                   OUTLINING ATTRIBUTE            BZJ

00000B         MCERECN  DS    X                   DATA RECORD # (0 -> LITERAL)

00000C         MCEDLEN  DS    H                   INT LEN IN BYTES OF DFLD/MESS/RESP

00000E         MCEFLDN  DS    H                   DATA FIELD NUMBER(0 FOR LITERALS)

        00010  MCEBSLN  EQU   *-MCE               BASE MCE LN FOR NON-DFLDS

000010         MCELIT   DS    0C                  START OF LITERAL STRING    -ONLINE

000010         MCEOFST  DS    H                   OFFSET OF DATA FIELD IN DATA RECORD

000012         MCEPADC  DS    X                   PAD CHARACTER

000013         MCEITYP  DS    X                   INTERNAL DATA TYPE

000014         MCEIDEC  DS    X                   INTERNAL DECIMAL POSITION

               ** OR INTERNAL DECIMAL POSITIONS FOR FILE MAP                  ECM85249

               MCEREQF  #FLAG X'80'               REQUIRED FLD ON/OPTIONAL FLD OFF

               MCEEDT   #FLAG X'40'               FIELD IS A DATE

               MCEEDTF  #FLAG X'20'               EDIT TABLE SPECIFIED

               MCECODF  #FLAG X'10'               CODE TABLE SPECIFIED

               MCEMSGF  #FLAG X'08'               ERROR MESSAGE PROVIDED -ONLINE

               MCENUM   #FLAG X'04'               EXT PIC SAYS FLD NUMERIC

               MCEALPH  #FLAG X'02'               EXT PIC SAYS FLD ALPHABET

               MCEANUM  #FLAG X'01'               EXT PIC SAYS FLD ALPHANUM

000015         MCEFLG1  DS    X                   GENERAL FLAG BYTE

000016         MCEEDRN1 DS    CL8                 INPUT USER EDIT RTN---NAME IF DICT

00001E         MCEEDRN2 DS    CL8                 OUTPUT USER EDIT RTN---NAME IF DIC

000026         MCEEXLNS DS    H                   SCREEN LENGTH FOR MAP FIELD

               *                                  OR LENGTH ON FILE FOR BATCH

000028         MCEEXLND DS    H                   LENGTH OF UNEDITED EXT DATA

00002A         MCEEDEC  DS    X                   EXTERNAL DECIMAL POSITION

               ** OR EXTERNAL DECIMAL POSITIONS FOR FILE MAP                  ECM85249

00002B         MCEESDC  DS    X                   # POSNS AFTER DEC ON SCREEN

00002C         MCEEXPO  DS    H                   OFFSET TO PIC TEXT IN MCETPOOL

               MCENEDT  #FLAG X'80'               USER DOES NOT WISH EDITING

               MCENZRO  #FLAG X'40'               DON'T ZERO FIELD IF NULL

               MCEBLZ   #FLAG X'20'               BLANK WHEN ZERO

               MCEKANJ  #FLAG X'10'               KANJI FIELD

               MCERNUM  #FLAG X'08'               REVERSE NUMERIC

               MCETTBU  #FLAG X'02'               TRANSLATE TRAILING BLNKS TO UNDRSCRS

00002E         MCEFLG2  DS    XL1                 FLAG BYTE
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00002F                  DS    XL1                 RESERVED

000030         MCEEXPL  DS    H                   LENGTH OF PICTURE CLAUSE

               MCEEDIG  #FLAG X'80'               INTERNAL GREG

               MCEEDEG  #FLAG X'40'               EXTERNAL GREG

               MCEEDIJ  #FLAG X'20'               INTERNAL JULIAN

               MCEEDEJ  #FLAG X'10'               EXTERNAL JULIAN

000032         MCEEDFL  DS    X                   DATE FLAG

               MCEETLK  #FLAG X'80'               EDIT TABLE LINKED

               MCEETNK  #FLAG X'40'               EDIT TABLE NOT LINKED

               MCEETVL  #FLAG X'20'               EDIT TABLE HAS ALL VALID ENTRIES

               MCEETIN  #FLAG X'10'               EDIT TABLE HAS ALL INVALID ENTRIES

               MCEETTC  #FLAG X'08'               TIGHTLY COUPLED

000033         MCEETFLG DS    X                   EDIT TABLE FLAG

000034         MCEETBLN DS    CL8                 EDIT TABLE NAME IF UNLINKED

00003C         MCEETBLV DS    H                   EDIT TABLE VERS IF UNLINKED

00003E                  ORG   MCEETBLN

000034         MCEETBLO DS    F                   OFFSET TO LINKED EDIT TABLE

000038                  DS    XL6                 UNUSED

               MCECTLK  #FLAG X'80'               CODE TABLE LINKED

               MCECTNK  #FLAG X'40'               CODE TABLE NOT LINKED

               MCECTTC  #FLAG X'08'               TIGHTLY COUPLED

00003E         MCECTFLG DS    X                   CODE TABLE FLAG

00003F                  DS    X                   RESERVED

000040         MCECTBLN DS    CL8                 CODE TABLE NAME IF UNLINKED

Offset  Value 

 

000048         MCECTBLV DS    H                   CODE TABLE VERS IF UNLINKED

00004A                  ORG   MCECTBLN

000040         MCECTBLO DS    F                   OFFSET TO LINKED CODE TABLE

000044                  DS    XL6                 UNUSED

00004A                  DS    X                   RESERVED

               MCEMTXT  #FLAG X'80'               TEXT PROVIDED

               MCEMID   #FLAG X'40'               MSG ID PROVIDED

00004B         MCEMFLG  DS    X                   ERROR MESSAGE FLAG

00004C         MCEMSGID DS    PL4                 MESSAGE ID

000050         MCEMPFX  DS    CL2                 MESSAGE PREFIX              *R102*

               *ONLINE ONLY

000052                  ORG   MCEMSGID

00004C         MCEMSGO  DS    F                   OFFSET TO MESSAGE TEXT FROM

000050         MCEMSGLN DS    H                   MESSAGE TEXT LENGTH

000052         MCE#LINE DS    H                   LINE NO WITHIN PAGING GROUP

               *BATCH ONLY

000054                  ORG   MCEMSGO                                         *R102*

00004C                  DS    XL8                 RESERVED                    *R102*

        00054  MCEDBSLN EQU   *-MCE

               *        BEGINNING OF MCETPOOL(TEXTPOOL) FOR ALL DFLDS IN MAP

               *        CONTAINS OPTIONALLY EXTERNAL PICTURE & ERROR MSG TEXT

000054         MCETPOOL DS    0C                  POOL FOR TEXT (VARIABLE LENGTH)

000000         MCD      DSECT

               ***********************************************************************

               * MAP CONTROL DEVICE-CLASS DSECT(FOLLOWS ALL MCES FOR DEVICE)

               ***********************************************************************

000000         MCDCURSR DS    XL2             DEFAULT CURSOR POS(ROW AND COL) -ONLINE
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000002         MCDWCC   DS    X                   DEFAULT WRITE CTRL CHAR  -ONLINE

               MCDANYW  #FLAG X'80'               ANYWHERE FIELD PRESENT  -ONLINE

000003         MCDFLAG  DS    X                   GENERAL FLAG BYTE

000004         MCDBUFL  DS    H                   BASIC BUFFER LENGTH NEEDED FOR WRITE

000006         MCDLITL  DS    H                   LENGTH OF LITERALS IN MAP -ONLINE

000008         MCDMCEO  DS    F                   OFFSET TO FIRST MCE FROM MCH

00000C         MCDLNGST DS    H                   LONGEST SCRN LNGTH

00000E                  DS    XL2                 RESERVED

        00010  MCDDSLEN EQU   *-MCD               LENGTH OF DSECT

000000         MCX      DSECT

               *********************************************************************

               * MCH EXTENSION VECTOR       (OFFSETS ARE FROM THE MCH)             *

               *********************************************************************

000000         MCXPAGE  DS    F                   OFFSET TO MAP PAGING EXTENSION

000004         MCXROLN  DS    F                   OFFSET TO ROLE NAME TABLE

000008         MCXFILE  DS    F                   OFFSET TO FILE EXTENSION

00000C         MCXHELP  DS    F                   OFFSET TO HELP EXTENSION       *MXN*

000010         MCXVTX   DS    F                   OFFSET TO VIDEOTEX EXTENSION    DLL

000014                  DS    F                   RESERVED (OFFSET TO NEXT EXT)

        00018  MCXLEN   EQU   *-MCX               LENGTH OF DSECT

000000         MCHXPG   DSECT

               *********************************************************************

               * MAP PAGING EXTENSION TO MCH

               *********************************************************************

000000         MCHFBUFL DS    H                   BUFFER LEN FOR HDR/FTR PART

000002         MCHVBUFL DS    H                   BUFFER LEN FOR EACH DETAIL

000004         MCHHMCEO DS    F                   OFFSET FROM MCH TO HEADER MCE'S

               *                                  0 IF NO HEADER

000008         MCHFMCEO DS    F                   OFFSET FROM MCH TO FOOTER MCE'S

               *                                  0 IF NO FOOTER

00000C         MCHDMCEO DS    F                   OFFSET FROM MCH TO DETAIL MCE'S

               *                                  0 IF NO DETAIL

000010         MCH#HDRL DS    H                   # LINES IN HEADER

000012         MCH#FTRL DS    H                   # LINES IN FOOTER

000014         MCH#DTLL DS    H                   # LINES IN DETAIL

        00016  MCHXPGLN EQU   *-MCHXPG            LENGTH OF EXTENSION

000000         MCHXRLN  DSECT

               *********************************************************************

               * ROLE NAME TABLE EXTENTSION TO THE MCH                             *

Offset  Value 

 

               *      - ONLY PRESENT IF THERE ARE ROLES                            *

               *********************************************************************

000000         MCHXRCNT DS    H                   NUMBER OF ENTRIES (ROLES)

000002         MCHXRLRC DS    CL32                RECORD NAME OF ROLE

000022         MCHXRCDX DS    H                   INDEX INTO RECORD NAME

        00022  MCHXRLEN EQU   *-MCHXRLRC          LENGTH OF OF AN ENTRY

000000         MCHFEXT  DSECT

               *********************************************************************

               * FILE EXTENSION                                                    *

               *      - ONLY PRESENT IF MAP ACCESSES EXTERNAL FILES                *

               *********************************************************************

000000         MCHRECLN DS    F                   CALC LENGTH OF RECORD
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000004         MCHFRLEN DS    H                   LEN OF $R FIELD(S)          ECM85073

000006         MCHFRSEQ DS    X                   MAX NBR OF $R FIELD(S)

               MCHVLA   #FLAG X'80'               MAP CONTAINS VAR LENGTH ARRAY  DKJ

000007                  DS    X                   FLAGS                          DKJ

000008         MCHFDOFF DS    H                   OFFSET TO FIRST DEP ON OCCURANCDKJ

00000A         MCHFGLEN DS    H                   LENGTH OF ONE DEPEND OCCURANCE DKJ

00000C         MCHFDMAX DS    H                   MAXIMUM OCCURANCES IN DEP ON   DKJ

00000E                  DS    H                   RESERVED                  *LCB86075*

000010         MCHFDOMO DS    F                   OFFSET TO DEPENDING ON MCE*LCB86075*

000014                  DS    H                   RESERVED                  *LCB86007*

        00016  MCHFELEN EQU   *-MCHFEXT           LENGTH OF FILE EXTENSION

               ***********************************************************************

               * HELP EXTENSION TO THE MCH; PROVIDES ACCESS TO THE HELP LOAD MODULE  *

               *      - ONLY PRESENT IF THERE IS HELP TEXT DEFINED TO THE MAP.       *

               ***********************************************************************

000000         MCHXHLP  DSECT ,                                                  *MXN*

000000         MCHHLPN  DS    CL8                 HELP MODULE NAME               *MXN*

000008         MCHHPFK  DS    CL1                 HELP PFKEY                     *MXN*

000009                  DS    CL55                RESERVED                       *MXN*

        00040  MCHXHLPL EQU   *-MCHXHLP           LENGTH OF DSECT                *MXN*

               ***********************************************************************

               * VIDEOTEX EXTENSION TO THE MCH                                       *

               *                                                                     *

               ***********************************************************************

000000         MCHXVTX  DSECT ,                                                   DLL

               MCHVT    #FLAG X'02'               TELETEL NORM

               MCHVP    #FLAG X'04'               PRESTEL NORM

               MCHVC    #FLAG X'08'               CEPT NORM

               MCHVB    #FLAG X'10'               BACKGROUND SCREEN SPECIFIED

               MCHVCR   #FLAG X'20'               BACKGROUND SCREEN

               MCHTR    #FLAG X'40'               FE IS TRANSPARENT

000000         MCHVSFL1 DS    X                   MCH VTX FLAG

000001         MCHVSFL2 DS    X                   MCH VTX FLAG

000002         MCHVFEN  DS    CL8                 BACKGROUND SCREEN NAME

00000A         MCHVDRC  DS    CL4                 DRCS OPTION

00000E         MCHVSIZ  DS    H                   SCREEN FORMAT

000010         MCHVCOL  DS    CL1                 SCREEN COLOR

000011         MCHVBCO  DS    CL1                 BACKGROUND COLOR

000012                  DS    CL2                 RESERVED

        00014  MCHVLEN  EQU   *-MCHXVTX

#MDQDS

                        COPY #MDQDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               *** MDQ:   MESSAGE DICTIONARY QUEUE ELEMENT DSECT.                ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***
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               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         MDQ      DSECT                                           05/26/79

000000         MDQECBA  DS    A                   ECB ADDRESS FOR REPLY.

000004         MDQREPA  DS    A                   REPLY AREA ADDRESS.

000008         MDQMDQA  DS    A                   NEXT MDQ IN MAJOR CHAIN.

00000C         MDQRCEA  DS    A                   TASK'S RCE ADDRESS.

000010         MDQXTNA  DS    A                   EXTENSION MDQ IF MORE THAN

               *                                  ONE MESSAGE PER REPLY.

000014         MDQREPNO DS    CL2                 REPLY NUMBER.

               MDQECBI  #FLAG X'80'               ECBA IS ECBID.

000016         MDQECBII DS    0XL1

        00080  MDQECBIM EQU   X'80'

000016         MDQFLAG  DS    XL1

000017         MDQTEXT  DS    CL133               OUTPUT MESSAGE.

        0009C  MDQDSLEN EQU   ((*-MDQ+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF DSECT.

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               *** MDH:   MESSAGE DICTIONARY HEADER AREA DSECT.                    ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

               *   THIS AREA IS POINTED TO BY CSAMDHA.

000000         MDH      DSECT

000000         MDHMDQA  DS    A                   FIRST MDQ IN CHAIN.

000004         MDHLOCK  DS    F                   LOCK WORD FOR MP SYSTEMS.

000008         MDHNXTNO DS    PL2                 NEXT REPLY NUMBER, 1-98.

        0000C  MDHDSLEN EQU   ((*-MDH+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF DSECT.

#MLEDS

                        COPY #MLEDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      THE MULTITHREAD LINE ENTRY (MLE) IS THE CONTROL BLOCK    ***

               ***      USED TO IMPLEMENT PSEUDO-TASKING OF MULTIPLE LINES       ***

               ***      WITHIN ONE BSC DRIVER TASK. IN OTHER WORDS, ONE DRIVER   ***

               ***      CAN NOW SUPPORT A BTAM LINE GROUP, NOT JUST A SINGLE     ***

               ***      BTAM LINE.                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      THE PLE NOW CORRESPONDS TO A BTAM LINE GROUP. MLE'S      ***

               ***      CORRESPOND TO BTAM LINES. MLE'S ARE CHAINED FROM THE     ***

               ***      PLE EXTENSION.                                           ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      EACH MLE CONSISTS OF:                                    ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***          1. A BTAM DECB                                       ***

               ***          2. BTAM I/O COUNTERS                                 ***

               ***          3. A REGISTER SAVE AREA TO SAVE THE PSEUDO-TASK'S    ***

               ***             REGISTERS WHEN WAITING FOR I/O TO COMPLETE        ***

               ***          4. A LIFO STACK OF RETURN ADDRESSES USED TO          ***
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               ***             IMPLEMENT INTERNAL PROCEDURE CALLS                ***

               ***          5. A SERVICE ECB ANALOGOUS TO THE PLE SERVICE ECB    ***

               ***          6. MISCELLANEOUS FIELDS USED TO SUPPORT BTAM I/O     ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      EACH MLE ALSO ANCHORS A CHAIN OF PTE'S FOR TERMINALS     ***

               ***      CONNECTED TO THE CORRESPONDING LINE.                     ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

00000C         MLE      DS    0F                  MULTITHREAD LINE ENTRY

        00030  MLEDECBL EQU   48                  DECB LENGTH

00000C         MLEWORKF DS    F                   WORK AREA FOR MACROS

               *********************************************************************

               *        BTAM I/O COUNTERS                                          *

               *********************************************************************

000010         MLEERRD  DS    F                   NUMBER OF READ ERRORS

000014         MLEERWT  DS    F                   NUMBER OF WRITE ERRORS

000018         MLERDCT  DS    F                   NUMBER OF READS

00001C         MLEWTCT  DS    F                   NUMBER OF WRITES

               *********************************************************************

               *        POLLING DELAY ECB                                          *

               *********************************************************************

000020         MLEPECB  DS    F                   EXTERNAL POLLING DELAY ECB

               *********************************************************************

               *        MLE SERVICE ECB                                            *

               *********************************************************************

000024         MLESECB  DS    F                   EXTERNAL SERVICE ECB

               *********************************************************************

               *        PSEUDO-TASK REGISTER SAVE AREA                             *

               *********************************************************************

000028         MLERSA   DS    11F                 REGISTER SAVE AREA (R14-R8)

000054                  ORG   MLERSA

000028         MLER14   DS    F                   RETURN ADDR AFTER LWAIT

00002C         MLER15   DS    F

000030         MLER0    DS    F

000034         MLER1    DS    F

000038         MLER2    DS    F

Offset  Value 

 

00003C         MLER3    DS    F

000040         MLER4    DS    F

000044         MLER5    DS    F                   ADDR OF MLE

000048         MLER6    DS    F

00004C         MLER7    DS    F

000050         MLER8    DS    F                   ADDR OF PLE

               *********************************************************************

               *        IDMS-DC PARAMETER LIST                                     *
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               *********************************************************************

000054         MLEPLIST DS    6F                  PARAMETER LIST FOR IDMS-DC

               *********************************************************************

               *        RETURN ADDRESS STACK FOR INTERNAL PROCEDURE CALLS          *

               *********************************************************************

00006C         MLESTKW  DS    F                   WORK AREA FOR MLE STACK MACROS

000070         MLESTKB  DS    A                   ADDR OF MLE STACK BEGINNING

000074         MLESTKE  DS    A                   ADDR OF MLE STACK END

000078         MLESTKP  DS    A                   MLE STACK POINTER

00007C         MLESTACK DS    16A                 MLE RETURN ADDR STACK

        00040  MLESTKL  EQU   *-MLESTACK          MLE STACK LENGTH

0000BC         MLEPICE  DS    A                   ADDR OF SETIME ICE

0000C0         MLECPTE  DS    A                   ADDR OF PTE CONTROLLING LINE

0000C4         MLESPTE1 DS    A                   SAVE ADDR OF CURRENT PTE

0000C8         MLESPTE2 DS    A                   SAVE ADDR OF CURRENT PTE

               *********************************************************************

               *        POINTERS TO BTAM POLLING, ANSWERING, ETC. LISTS            *

               *********************************************************************

0000CC         MLEPLST  DS    A                   ADDR OF GENERAL POLLING LIST

0000D0                  ORG   MLEPLST

0000CC         MLEALST  DS    A                   ADDR OF ANSWERING LIST

0000D0         MLESLST  DS    A                   ADDR OF SPECIFIC POLLING LIST

0000D4                  ORG   MLESLST

0000D0         MLECLST  DS    A                   ADDR OF CALLING LIST

0000D4         MLERBUF  DS    A                   ADDR OF 1ST INPUT BUFFER

0000D8         MLERADD  DS    A                   ADDR OF INPUT DATA IN BUFFER

0000DC         MLEFPTE  DS    A                   ADDR OF 1ST PTE FOR LINE

0000E0         MLENMLE  DS    A                   ADDR OF NEXT MLE

0000E4         MLERLN   DS    H                   RELATIVE LINE NUMBER WITHIN GROUP

0000E6         MLEDLEN  DS    H                   CURRENT BUFFER DATA LENGTH

0000E8         MLEBUFL  DS    H                   I/O BUFFER LENGTH

0000EA         MLENTERM DS    H                   NUMBER OF TERMINALS ON LINE

0000EC         MLENMRD  DS    H                   NUMBER OF READS FOR INQUIRY MODE

0000EE         MLETOCT  DS    H                   NUMBER OF TIMEOUTS

               *********************************************************************

               *        #WTL WORK FIELDS                                           *

               *********************************************************************

0000F0         MLEWTL1  DS    X,CL8               FIRST #WTL PARAMETER

0000F9         MLEWTL2  DS    X,CL8               SECOND #WTL PARAMETER

000102         MLECUDEV DS    CL2                 3270 CU AND DEVICE ID'S

000104         MLESS    DS    CL2                 3270 AND 3741 SENSE/STATUS

000106         MLEPOLEL DS    X                   LENGTH OF POLLING LIST ENTRY

000107         MLECOMP  DS    X                   REQUEST COMPLETION CODE

000108         MLERC    DS    X                   LOCAL RETURN CODE

               *********************************************************************

               *        MLE FLAG BYTES                                             *

               *********************************************************************

               MLEWDEC  #FLAG X'01'               WAIT ON DECB

000109         MLEWDECI DS    0XL1

        00001  MLEWDECM EQU   X'01'

               MLEWPEC  #FLAG X'02'               WAIT ON POLLING DELAY ECB

000109         MLEWPECI DS    0XL1

        00002  MLEWPECM EQU   X'02'
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               MLEWSEC  #FLAG X'04'               WAIT ON MLE SERVICE ECB

000109         MLEWSECI DS    0XL1

        00004  MLEWSECM EQU   X'04'

000109         MLEFLAG1 DS    X                   1ST MLE FLAG BYTE

               MLEDLAY  #FLAG X'01'               POLLING DELAY FLAG

Offset  Value 

 

00010A         MLEDLAYI DS    0XL1

        00001  MLEDLAYM EQU   X'01'

               MLEEXCL  #FLAG X'02'               LINE UNDER EXCLUSIVE CONTROL

00010A         MLEEXCLI DS    0XL1

        00002  MLEEXCLM EQU   X'02'

               MLEPSE   #FLAG X'04'               POST MLE SERVICE ECB

00010A         MLEPSEI  DS    0XL1

        00004  MLEPSEM  EQU   X'04'

               MLECLOS  #FLAG X'08'               NO DD STATEMENT FOR THIS RLN

00010A         MLECLOSI DS    0XL1

        00008  MLECLOSM EQU   X'08'

               MLEDISC  #FLAG X'10'               LINE IS DISCONNECTED

00010A         MLEDISCI DS    0XL1

        00010  MLEDISCM EQU   X'10'

               MLERSS   #FLAG X'20'               READ 3270 AND 3741 SENSE/STATUS

00010A         MLERSSI  DS    0XL1

        00020  MLERSSM  EQU   X'20'

               MLEVQUE  #FLAG X'40'               LINE IS QUIESCED

00010A         MLEVQUEI DS    0XL1

        00040  MLEVQUEM EQU   X'40'

               MLEOERR  #FLAG X'80'               LINE ERROR AT OPEN(LOPEN REQ'D)

00010A         MLEOERRI DS    0XL1

        00080  MLEOERRM EQU   X'80'

00010A         MLEFLAG2 DS    X                   2ND MLE FLAG BYTE

               MLERTI   #FLAG X'01'               READ INITIAL IN PROGRESS

00010B         MLERTII  DS    0XL1

        00001  MLERTIM  EQU   X'01'

               MLERTT   #FLAG X'02'               READ CONTINUE FLAG

00010B         MLERTTI  DS    0XL1

        00002  MLERTTM  EQU   X'02'

               MLEWTT   #FLAG X'04'               WRITE CONTINUE FLAG

00010B         MLEWTTI  DS    0XL1

        00004  MLEWTTM  EQU   X'04'

               MLERTC   #FLAG X'08'               READ CONNECT FLAG

00010B         MLERTCI  DS    0XL1

        00008  MLERTCM  EQU   X'08'

00010B         MLEFLAG3 DS    X                   3RD MLE FLAG BYTE

               MLEMPNF  #FLAG X'01'               MATCHING PTE NOT FOUND FOR INPUT

00010C         MLEMPNFI DS    0XL1

        00001  MLEMPNFM EQU   X'01'

00010C         MLEFLAG4 DS    X                   4TH MLE FLAG BYTE

00010D         MLEINDEX DS    X                   POLLING LIST INDEX FROM READ INIT.

00010E                  DS    CL38                ** UNUSED **

        00128  MLEDSLEN EQU   ((*-MLE+7)/8)*8     LENGTH OF EXTENSION
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#MNHDS

                        COPY #MNHDS

               *********************************************************************

               *  MAP NODE HEADER : CONTAINS HEADER DATA FOR THE MAP PAGING NODE.  *

               *                                                                   *

               *   HEADER, AND FOOTER NODES CAN HAVE ONE MNH AND MANY MNF'S.       *

               *   DETAIL NODES CAN HAVE MULTIPLE MNH AND MNF'S PER PAGE.          *

               *   MNHS' CAN HAVE HAVE 0 MNF'S IF ALL THEIR MCE'S ARE NON-DFLDS.   *

               *   SINCE THERE IS ONLY 1 HEADER AND 1 FOOTER PER MAP, PGCTL WILL   *

               *   ADDRESS EACH (PGCTLHDR, PGCTLFTR).                              *

               *   THE 1ST DETAIL MNH IS ADDRESSED VIA PGCTLBLK --> PBLK.          *

               *   SUBSEQUENT DETAIL MNH(S) AND THEIR MNF(S) ARE CHAINED (MNHNPTR).*

               *   WHEN MNHNPTR = -1 , THEN IT IS THE END OF THE DETAIL CHAIN.     *

               *                                                                   *

               *        COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                *

               *                                                                   *

               *                                                                   *

               *                                                                   *

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         MNH      DSECT                                            06/01/90

000000                  DS    0F

000000         MNHMAP   DS    CL8                 MAP NAME

               MNHHEAD  #FLAG X'10'               - HEADER MNH

               MNHFOOT  #FLAG X'20'               - FOOTER MNH

               MNHDETL  #FLAG X'40'               - DETAIL MNH

               MNHNN    #FLAG X'80'               0 MNF'S FOR THIS MNH

               MNHUPD   #FLAG X'01'               FIELD(S) IN NODE UPDATED

               MNHLAST  #FLAG X'02'               LAST DETAIL MNH FOR SESSION

               MNHERR   #FLAG X'04'               FIELD(S) IN NODE IN ERROR

               MNHLSTP  #FLAG X'08'               LAST DETAIL MNH FOR PAGE

000008         MNHFLAG  DS    X                   FLAG BYTE

000009                  DS    XL3                 RESERVED

        0000C  MNHHLEN  EQU   *-MNH               LENGTH OF HEADER/FOOTER MNH

               * FOR DETAIL MNH(S)

00000C         MNHNPTR  DS    A                   OFFSET TO NEXT NODE IN CHAIN

000010                  DS    XL4                 RESERVED

000014         MNHKEY   DS    CL4                 KEY TO DISTINGUISH NODE

               *                                   (OPTIONALLY PROVIDED BY USER)

000018         MNHNLN   DS    H                   NUMBER OF LINES IN DETAIL

00001A                  DS    XL2                 RESERVED

        0001C  MNHNLEN  EQU   *-MNH               LENGTH OF DETAIL MNH

000000         MNF      DSECT

               *********************************************************************

               *  MAP NODE FIELD:   THIS CONTROL BLOCK CONTAINS INFORMATION FOR    *

               *     EACH FIELD IN THE HEADER, FOOTER, OR DETAIL MNH.              *

               *     THE MNF HOLDS DFLD, $MESSAGE, AND $PAGE DATA.                 *

               *********************************************************************

000000         MNFLEN   DS    F                   LENGTH OF MNF
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000004         MNFROW   DS    X                   ROW NUMBER

000005         MNFCOL   DS    X                   COLUMN NUMBER

               MNFBROW  #FLAG X'20'               BROWSE PROTECTS ALL MNF'S

000006         MNFATTR  DS    X                   ATTRIBUTE BYTE

000007         MNFATTR2 DS    X                   SECOND ATTRIBUTE BYTE (EXTENDED)

000008         MNFATTR3 DS    X                   THIRD  ATTRIBUTE BYTE (EXTENDED)

000009         MNFATTR4 DS    X                   FOURTH ATTRIBUTE BYTE (EXT)    BZJ

00000A         MNFATTR5 DS    X                   FIFTH  ATTRIBUTE BYTE (EXT)    BZJ

00000B                  DS    X                   RESERVED

00000C         MNFFLDN  DS    H                   FIELD NUMBER FROM MCEFLDN

               MNFPAGE  #FLAG X'10'               $PAGE FIELD

               MNFRADR  #FLAG X'20'               REPEAT TO ADDRESS

               MNFLAST  #FLAG X'40'               LAST MNF FOR THIS MNH

Offset  Value 

 

               MNFUPD   #FLAG X'80'               FIELD WAS UPDATED

               *                    IF REPEAT TO ADDRESS, DLEN HOLDS LENGTH OF FIELD

               *                    BUT ONLY ONE BYTE STORED IN DATA, SO ONLY 1

               *                    ADDED FOR LENGTH INSTEAD OF DATA LENGTH.

               MNFTRUN  #FLAG X'01'               DATA TRUNCATED ON INPUT FRO SCREEN

               MNFERR   #FLAG X'02'               FIELD IS IN ERROR

               MNFNXTP  #FLAG X'04'               FIELD IS $NXTPAG

               MNFTOTP  #FLAG X'08'               FIELD IS $TOTPAG

00000E         MNFFLAG1 DS    X                   FLAG BYTE 1

               MNFDFLD  #FLAG X'01'               FIELD IS A DFLD

               MNFRESP  #FLAG X'02'               FIELD IS A RESPONSE

               MNFEXT   #FLAG X'04'               EXTENDED MRE ATTR SET CARRIED HERE

               MNFMSG   #FLAG X'08'               FIELD IS A MESSAGE

               MNFERAS  #FLAG X'10'               FIELD WAS ERASED            C8509M

               MNFDTL   #FLAG X'20'               FIELD IS IN DETAIL         IDMS/3411

00000F         MNFFLAG2 DS    X                   FLAG BYTE 2

000010         MNFINLEN DS    H                   DATA FIELD LENGTH ON MAPIN

000012         MNFDLEN  DS    H                   DATA FIELD LENGTH FROM MCE

        00014  MNFFLEN  EQU   *-MNF               FIXED PORTION LENGTH

000014         MNFDATA  DS    0H                  FIELD DATA

               *********************************************************************

               *    MRE SET/RESET ATTRIBUTE BYTES FROM THE MRE ARE CARRIED IN

               *    THE NODE DIRECTLY AFTER THE DATA.

               *    THEY WILL BE USED TO MODIFY THE ATTRIBUTES STORED IN THE

               *    MNF JUST PRIOR TO SCREEN OUT.

               *********************************************************************

000000         MNFMREA  DSECT                     FOLLOWS LAST BYTE OF DATA

000000         MNFPA1A  DS    0XL4                ATTRIBUTE 1 SET/RESET

000000         MNFPA1ON DS    X                   PERM 1 ON

000001         MNFPA1OF DS    X                   PERM 1 OFF

000002         MNFTA1ON DS    X                   TEMP 1 ON

000003         MNFTA1OF DS    X                   TEMP 1 OFF

               *        THE FOLLOWING ARE VALID FOR

               *        EXTENDED ATTRIBUTE TERMINAL TYPES

               *        NON-EXTENDED TERMINAL TYPES CARRY XL8'00'

000004         MNFPA2A  DS    0XL4                EXTENDED ATTRIBUTE 2 SET/RESET

000004         MNFPA2ON DS    X                   PERM 2 ON

000005         MNFPA2OF DS    X                   PERM 2 OFF
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000006         MNFTA2ON DS    X                   TEMP 2 ON

000007         MNFTA2OF DS    X                   TEMP 2 OFF

000008         MNFPA3A  DS    0XL4                EXTENDED ATTRIBUTE 3 SET/RESET

000008         MNFPA3ON DS    X                   PERM 3 ON

000009         MNFPA3OF DS    X                   PERM 3 OFF

00000A         MNFTA3ON DS    X                   TEMP 3 ON

00000B         MNFTA3OF DS    X                   TEMP 3 OFF

00000C         MNFPOUTF DS    X                   PERMANENT OUTPUT FLAGS GIK053190

00000D         MNFTOUTF DS    X                   TEMPORARY OUTPUT FLAGS GIK053190

00000E         MNFPINF  DS    X                   PERMANENT INPUT FLAGS  GIK053190

00000F         MNFTINF  DS    X                   TEMPORARY INPUT FLAGS  GIK053190

000010         MNFPPADC DS    X                   PERM PAD CHARACTER     GIK053190

000011         MNFTPADC DS    X                   TEMP PAD CHARACTER     GIK053190

000012         MNFPINF2 DS    X                   PERM INF2              GIK053190

000013         MNFTINF2 DS    X                   TEMP INF2              GIK053190

#MPSRADS

                        COPY #MPSRADS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***     MPSRADS - MAPPING SUBROUTINE ADDRESS LIST                 ***

               ***     USED FOR ADDRESS COMMUNICATION BETWEEN:                   ***

               ***     RHDCMAPR, RHDCPAGR, AND RHDCMPGP                          ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***     ALLSTATA IS THE 1ST ADDRESS WHERE ENTRY TO                ***

               ***     RHDCMPGP SAVES CALLED REGISTERS AND BRANCHES              ***

               ***     TO ONE OF THE FOLLOWING ROUTINES.                         ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         MPSRADS  DSECT                                                09/04/90

000000         MPSRID   DS    CL4                     IDENTIFIER CONTAINS MPS*

               *                  RHDCMPGP ROUTINES:

000004         ALLSTATA DS    A                       RHDCMPGP COMMON ENTRY

000008         GETSGGA  DS    A                       GET STORAGE

00000C         FRESTGA  DS    A                       FREE STORAGE

000010         GETSCRA  DS    A                       GET SCRATCH RECORD

000014         PUTSCRA  DS    A                       PUT SCRATCH RECORD

000018         DELSCRA  DS    A                       DELETE SCRATCH REC

00001C         NODE1A   DS    A                       CREATE A NEW NODE

000020         NODE2A   DS    A                       UPDATE $MESSAGE MNF

000024         NODE4A   DS    A                       RE-CREATE A NODE (PFK)

000028         NODE6A   DS    A                       NODE SEARCH ON KEY

00002C         BLDA0A   DS    A                       BUILD A 3270 DATASTREAM000030         PARM2A   DS    A                       ADDRESS OF PARM ROUTINE

        00030  MPSMLEN  EQU   *-ALLSTATA              LENGTH OF RHDCMPGP ADDRESSES
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               *                  RHDCMAPR ROUTINES:

000034         ENDRCA   DS    A                       CALC END ROW/COL FOR MAP FIELD

000038         GETMREA  DS    A                       GET THE MRE FOR AN MCE

00003C         MOVEATTA DS    A                       MOVE ATTRIBUTES TO DATASTREAM

000040         POINTFLA DS    A                       COMPUTE ADDRESS FOR A DFLD

000044         ROWCOLA  DS    A                       CONVERT 3270 SCREEN ADDRESS

000048         ENDADDRA DS    A                       ENDING FLD ADDR TO DATASTREAM

00004C         SBACURSA DS    A                       SBA ORDER, CURSOR

000050         SBAADDRA DS    A                       SBA ORDER

000054         DEVCLASA DS    A                       DETERMINE 3270 DEVICE CLASS

000058         NEXTBUFA DS    A                       NEXT DC INPUT BUFFER

00005C         CHKREQA  DS    A                       CHECK IF INPUT REQUIRED

000060         DELMAPA  DS    A                       DELETE MAP LOAD MODULE

000064         SETMAPRA DS    A                       SET ALTERNATE MAP NAME

000068                  DS    0D                      ALIGNMENT FOR FOLLOWING DSECT

        00034  MPSRLEN  EQU   *-ENDRCA                LENGTH OF RHDCMAPR ADDRESSES

        00068  MPSLEN   EQU   *-MPSRADS               LENGTH OF CONTROL BLOCK

#MRBDS

                        COPY #MRBDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***   MAPPING REQUEST BLOCK                                       ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***CONTAINS PTF# IDMS/3110 MRBDEW                RHORI01 01/28/05 ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         MRB      DSECT                                              04/03/90

000000         MRBNAME  DS    CL8                 MAP NAME

000008         MRBVERID DS    0CL16               MAP COMPILE DATE/TIME.

000008         MRBDATE  DS    CL8                 MAP COMPILE DATE.

000010         MRBTIME  DS    CL6                 MAP COMPILE TIME.

000016         MRBID    DS    CL2                 MAP ID (RELEASE).

000018         MRBSSNAM DS    CL8                 SUBSCHEMA NAME.

               MRBWRIT  #FLAG X'01'               MAPOUT (ALSO FILE MAPPING)

               MRBREAD  #FLAG X'02'               MAPIN  (ALSO FILE MAPPING)

               MRBCHEK  #FLAG X'04'               CHECK = YES

               MRBPAGE  #FLAG X'08'               MAP PAGING REQUEST

               MRBODA   #FLAG X'10'               OUT DATA ATTRIBUTE

000020         MRBTYPE  DS    X                   REQUEST TYPE FLAGS

               ***********************************************************************

               *                 ---MRB OPTIONS BYTE 1---

               ***********************************************************************

               ***********************************************************************

               * THE FOLLOWING FLAGS DEFINE THIS BYTE FOR 'ONLINE MAPPING'.

               ***********************************************************************

               MRBLITS  #FLAG X'01'               WRITE LITERALS ON OUTPUT
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               MRBNOIO  #FLAG X'02'               NO I/O IS TO TAKE PLACE

               MRBIDYS  #FLAG X'04'               INDATA = YES

               MRBLAST  #FLAG X'04'               'BLAST' WRITE TO DEST/USER/LTERM

               MRBIDNO  #FLAG X'08'               INDATA = NO

               MRBODYS  #FLAG X'10'               OUTDATA = YES

               MRBODNO  #FLAG X'20'               OUTDATA = NO

               MRBODER  #FLAG X'40'               OUTDATA = ERASE

               MRBNCLR  #FLAG X'80'               CLEAR FLAGS = NO

               ***********************************************************************

               * THE FOLLOWING FLAGS DEFINE THIS BYTE FOR 'FILE MAPPING'.

               ***********************************************************************

               MRBFRSP  #FLAG X'80'               OPTNS=RESP   (RETURN $RESP ONLY)

               MRBFSUS  #FLAG X'40'               OPTNS=SUSPENSE (WRITE REC TO SUSP)

               MRBFCLS  #FLAG X'20'               BIND CLOSE

               MRBFOPN  #FLAG X'10'               BIND OPEN

               MRBFSIO  #FLAG X'04'               SUPPRESS I/O (RETURN BUFFER ONLY)

               MRBFOUT  #FLAG X'02'               BIND FOR OUTPUT OPERATIONS

               MRBFINP  #FLAG X'01'               BIND FOR INPUT OPERATIONS

               MRBFBRQ  #FLAG MRBFCLSM+MRBFOPNM   BIND REQUEST (OPEN|CLOSE)

               MRBFIO   #FLAG MRBFINPM+MRBFOUTM   BIND FOR INPUT+OUTPUT OPERATIONS

000021         MRBOPT1  DS    X                   REQUEST OPTION FLAGS

               MRBNEWP  #FLAG X'01'               NEW PAGE

               MRBTCFD  #FLAG X'02'               MRBTCURO IS DFLD MRE NOT ROW/COL

               MRBUPP   #FLAG X'04'               XLATE INPUT TO UPPER CASE

               MRBDEST  #FLAG X'04'               BLAST TO DESTINATION

               MRBUPL   #FLAG X'08'               TEXT READ, NO UPPER CASE XLATION

               MRBUSER  #FLAG X'08'               BLAST TO USER

               MRBLTER  #FLAG X'10'               BLAST TO LTERM

               MRBSAVE  #FLAG X'20'               SAVE THIS MAPOUT IF BLASTED

               MRBEAU   #FLAG X'40'               ERASE ALL UNPROTECTED

               MRBPCFD  #FLAG X'80'               MRBPCURO IS DFLD MRE NOT ROW/COL

Offset  Value 

 

000022         MRBOPT2  DS    X                   REQUEST OPTION FLAGS

               MRBCONT  #FLAG X'01'               ERROR IN EDIT OR CODE TABLE

               MRBCONA  #FLAG X'02'               TERMINAL OPERATOR HIT ATTN ON OUTPUT

               MRBCONL  #FLAG X'04'               LOGICAL PROBLEMS WITH DATA

               MRBCONP  #FLAG X'08'               PERMANENT I/O ERRORS

               MRBCOND  #FLAG X'10'               TERMINAL IS DEAD OR DISCONNECTED

               MRBCONI  #FLAG X'20'               INVALID PARAMETER LIST

               MRBCONF  #FLAG X'40'               MAP NOT FOUND

               MRBCONS  #FLAG X'80'               DEVICE NOT SUPPORTED

               MRBCONU  #FLAG X'80'               UNDEFINED 'BLAST' DEST/USER/LTERM

000023         MRBCONDC DS    X                   CONDITIONS THE CALLER WILL HANDLE

000024         MRBBIDA  DS    0A                DESTID/USERID/LTERMID ADDRESS OR

000024         MRBSAREA DS    A                 ADDRESS OF DATA STREAM (WHEN I/O = NO)

000028         MRBSLEN  DS    H                   LENGTH OF DATA STREAM WHEN I/O = NO

00002A         MRBNFLDS DS    H       NUMBER OF MAP REQUEST ELEMENTS FOLLOWING MRB

00002C         MRBNRECS DS    H       NUMBER OF RECORD BIND ADDRESSES FOLLOWING MRE'S

00002E         MRBRECOF DS    H                   LENGTH OF ALL THE MRE'S

000030         MRBPCURO DS    XL2                 PERMANENT CURSOR OVERRIDE

000032         MRBTCURO DS    XL2                 TEMPORARY CURSOR OVERRIDE

000034         MRBPWCCO DS    X                  PERMANENT WRITE CONTROL CHAR OVERRIDE
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000035         MRBTWCCO DS    X                  TEMPORARY WRITE CONTROL CHAR OVERRIDE

000036         MRBCURPS DS    XL2             CURRENT CURSOR POSITION (ROW AND COLUMN)

000038         MRBAID   DS    X                   ATTENTION IDENTIFIER

               MRBUNFR  #FLAG X'01'               SCREEN WAS UNFORMATTED

               MRBTRUN  #FLAG X'02'             AT LEAST ONE INPUT FIELD WAS TRUNCATED

               MRBCHNG  #FLAG X'04'               AT LEAST ONE INPUT FIELD WAS CHANGED

               MRBEXTR  #FLAG X'08'               EXTRANEOUS INPUT WAS READ

000039         MRBIFLGS DS    X                   INPUT FLAGS

00003A         MRBSEGVW DS    X                   PRGM USING SEGMENTED VIEW? (Y OR N)

               MRBMPNS  #FLAG X'08'               MAP PAGING SESSION NOT STARTED

               MRBEDNF  #FLAG X'04'               USERS EDIT MOD NOT FOUND

               MRBIDAT  #FLAG X'02'               INVALID INTERNAL DATA

               MRBCONE  #FLAG X'01'               ERROR ON RTN FROM USER EDIT RTN

00003B         MRBCOND2 DS    X                   SECOND BYTE FOR CONDITION CODE

00003C         MRBFMRE  DS    0A                  START OF FIRST MAP REQUEST ELEMENT

        0003C  MRBDSLN1 EQU   ((*-MRB+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF REL 1 MRB

00003C         MRBMREO  DS    H                   OFFSET TO 1ST MRE(REL 2 & HIGHER)

00003E         MRBERRS  DS    H                   ERROR COUNTER

000040         MRBEA1ON DS    X                   ATTRIBUTE 1 BITS ON FOR ERROR FLDS

000041         MRBEA1OF DS    X                   ATTRBUTE 1 BITS OFF FOR ERROR FLDS

000042         MRBCA1ON DS    X                   ATTR 1 BITS ON FOR CORRECT FLDS

000043         MRBCA1OF DS    X                   ATTR 1 BITS OFF FOR CORRECT

000044         MRBCMFLD DS    H                   CURRENT MAP FIELD

000046         MRBXTYP  DS    X                   MRB EXTENSION TYPE(0 IS STANDARD)

               MRBFORC  #FLAG X'01'               OUTDATA = FORCE (ADS ONLY)

               MRBDEW   #FLAG X'02'               OUTDATA = ERASE WRITE      IDMS/3110

000047         MRBOPT3  DS    X                   REQUEST OPTION FLAGS

000048         MREXLEN  DS    H                   MRE EXTENSION LENGTH

00004A         MRBXLEN  DS    H                   MRB EXTENSION LENGTH

00004C         MRBEX    DS    0C                  MRB EXTENSION

        0004C  MRBDSLEN EQU   ((*-MRB+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF REL 2 MRB

               ***********************************************************************

               * MAPPING REQUEST BLOCK EXTENSION (FOR 3279S)

               ***********************************************************************

00004C                  ORG   MRBEX

00004C         MRBEA2ON DS    X                   ATTR BYTE 2 BITS TO TURN ON-ERROR

00004D         MRBEA2OF DS    X                   ATTR BYTE 2 BITS TO TURN OFF-ERROR

00004E         MRBCA2ON DS    X                   ATTR BYTE 2 BITS TO TURN ON-CORRECT

00004F         MRBCA2OF DS    X                   ATTR BYTE 2 BITS TO TURN OFF-CORRECT

000050         MRBEA3ON DS    X                   ATTR BYTE 3 BITS TO TURN ON-ERROR

000051         MRBEA3OF DS    X                   ATTR BYTE 3 BITS TO TURN OFF-ERROR

000052         MRBCA3ON DS    X                   ATTR BYTE 3 BITS TO TURN OFF-CORRECT

000053         MRBCA3OF DS    X                   ATTR BYTE 3 BITS TO TURN OFF-CORRECT

        00008  MRB1XLEN EQU   *-MRBEX

               *********************************************************************

               * MAPPING REQUEST BLOCK EXTENSION VECTORS         (REL 3)           *

Offset  Value 

 

               *********************************************************************

000054         MRBMPEOF DS    F                   OFFSET FRO MRB TO PAGING EXTENSION

000058                  DS    3F                  RESERVED

        00018  MRB2XLEN EQU   *-MRBEX             TOT EXTENSION LEN WITH VECTORS

               ***********************************************************************
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               * MAPPING REQUEST BLOCK EXTENSION (FOR FILE MAPPING)

               ***********************************************************************

000064                  ORG   MRBEX

00004C         MRBFILEX DS    0F                  MRB FILE EXTENSION

               MRBFEOF  #FLAG X'80'               END-OF-FILE DETECTED

               MRBFSYN  #FLAG X'40'               PHYSICAL I/O ERROR OCCURRED

               MRBFTMP  #FLAG X'20'               TEMPORARY DATASET (OS)

               MRBFPDS  #FLAG X'10'               MEMBER OF PDS (OS)

               MRBFDMY  #FLAG X'08'               DUMMY DATASET (OS)

               MRBFGU   #FLAG X'04'               GET-UPDATE PERFORMED (VSAM I/O)

               MRBFUPD  #FLAG X'02'               VSAM RPL OPTCD=UPD (VSAM I/O)

00004C         MRBFSTAT DS    X                  RESERVED

00004D                  DS    X                  RESERVED

00004E                  DS    X                  RESERVED

00004F                  DS    X                  RESERVED

000050         MRBFMAPA DS    A                   A(MAP LOAD MODULE)

000054         MRBFEMAX DS    F                   MAX SUSP FILE WRITES FOR MAP

000058         MRBF#ERR DS    F                   CURR #SUSP FILE WRITES FOR MAP

00005C         MRBFBRPL DS    A                   A(BRPL) FOR THIS MAP

000060         MRBFSUSP DS    A                   A(BRPL) FOR SUSPENSE FILE

000064         MRBF#INP DS    F                   # SUCCESSFUL INPUT OPERATIONS

000068         MRBF#OUT DS    F                   # SUCCESSFUL OUTPUT OPERATIONS

00006C         MRBFAEWA DS    F                   A(AUTOMATIC EDITTING WORK AREA)

000070         MRBFAEWL DS    H                   L'AUTOMATIC EDITTING WORK AREA

000072                  DS    H                  RESERVED

000074         MRBFFIBA DS    F                   A(SUBSCHEMA IB50 RECORD)

000078         MRBFIOBA DS    A                   A(BRPL BUFFER) IF OUTPUT|IO MAP

00007C                  DS    5F                 RESERVED

        00044  MRBFXLEN EQU   *-MRBEX             LENGTH OF FILE MAPPING EXTENSION

        00090  MRBFMLEN EQU   ((*-MRB+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF REL 2 FILE MAPPING MRB

000000         MPE      DSECT

               *********************************************************************

               * MAPPING PAGING EXETENSION BLOCK TO MRB                           MP

               *********************************************************************

               MPECNT   #FLAG X'01'               MAPOUT RESUME REQ

               MPEPGN   #FLAG X'02'               PAGE=NEXT REQUEST

               MPEPGP   #FLAG X'04'               PAGE=PRIOR REQUEST

               *                                  NOTE: IF NOT NEXT,PRIOR,FIRST,LAST

               *                                  REG OR CURR GET PAGE # FROM MPEPG#

               MPEKEY   #FLAG X'08'               MAPIN/OUT KEY= REQ

               MPERKY   #FLAG X'10'               MAPIN RTRNKEY= REQ

               MPESEQ   #FLAG X'20'               MAPIN SEQ-NBR REQ

               MPEDNE   #FLAG X'40'               MAPOUT DETAIL NEW (NOT CURR)

               MPEPGF   #FLAG X'80'               PAGE=FIRST REQUEST

000000         MPEFLG1  DS    X                   MAP PAGING MAPOUT FLAGS

               MPEPGC   #FLAG X'01'               PAGE=CURRENT REQUEST

               MPEPGL   #FLAG X'02'               PAGE=LAST REQUEST

               MPEDTL   #FLAG X'04'               MAPIN DETAIL (NOT HEADER)

               MPEMINP  #FLAG X'08'               MAPIN DETAIL PAGE= REQUEST

               MPEPGR   #FLAG X'10'               MAPOUT RESUME PAGE IN REG REQ

               MPEDTLF  #FLAG X'20'               MAPIN FIRST UPDATED DETAIL

               MPEDTLM  #FLAG X'40'               MAPIN ONLY MODIFIED MNF'S

000001         MPEFLG2  DS    X                   MAPIN PAGING REQUEST FLAGS
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000002                  DS    XL2                 RESERVED

000004         MPEPG#   DS    F                   ADDRESS OF FULLWORD PAGE NBR

000008         MPEKEYA  DS    F                   FOR MAPIN - EITHER ADDR OF VARIABLE

               *              KEY, OR THE RETURN KEY ITSELF (DEPENDS ON REQUEST)

00000C         MPESEQ#  DS    F                   ADDR OF HALFWORD SEQ NUMBER

        00010  MPELEN   EQU   *-MPE               PAGING EXTENSION BLOCK LENGTH

000000         MRE      DSECT

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

 

               * MAPPING REQUEST ELEMENT DSECT - CONTROLS OVERRIDES FOR ONE DATA

               *        FIELD OF A MAP

               ***********************************************************************

000000         MREPATON DS    X                   PERMANENT ATTRIBUTE BITS TO TURN ON

000001         MREPATOF DS    X                   PERMANENT ATTRIBUTE BITS TO TURN OFF

000002         MRETATON DS    X                   TEMPORARY ATTRIBUTE BITS TO TURN ON

000003         MRETATOF DS    X                   TEMPORARY ATTRIBUTE BITS TO TURN OFF

               MREPODY  #FLAG X'01'               PERM OUTDATA=YES

               MREPODN  #FLAG X'02'               PERM OUTDATA=NO

               MREPODE  #FLAG X'04'               PERM OUTDATA=ERASE

               MREPBSN  #FLAG X'08'               PERM BACKSCN=NO

               MREPBSY  #FLAG X'10'               PERM BACKSCN=YES

               MREPODA  #FLAG X'20'               PERM OUTDATA=ATTR

               MREERAS  #FLAG X'80'               INPUT-FIELD-WAS-ERASED INDICATOR

000004         MREPOUTF DS    X                   PERMANENT OUTPUT FLAGS

               MRETODY  #FLAG X'01'               TEMP OUTDATA=YES

               MRETODN  #FLAG X'02'               TEMP OUTDATA=NO

               MRETODE  #FLAG X'04'               TEMP OUTDATA=ERASE

               MRETBSN  #FLAG X'08'               TEMP BACKSCN=NO

               MRETBSY  #FLAG X'10'               TEMP BACKSCN=YES

               MRETODA  #FLAG X'20'               TEMP OUTDATA=ATTR

               MRETDTR  #FLAG X'40'               TEMP INPUT DATA TRANSMITTED

               MRETOER  #FLAG X'80'               TEMP OUTPUT ERROR FLAG

000005         MRETOUTF DS    X                   TEMPORARY OUTPUT FLAGS

               MREPIDY  #FLAG X'01'               PERM INDATA=YES

               MREPIDN  #FLAG X'02'               PERM INDATA=NO

               MREPLJI  #FLAG X'04'               PERM LEFT JUSTIFY INPUT

               MREPRJI  #FLAG X'08'               PERM RIGHT JUSTIFY INPUT

               MREPNPD  #FLAG X'10'               PERM PAD=NO

               MREPPAD  #FLAG X'20'               PERM PAD=YES

               MRECHNG  #FLAG X'40'               DATA-FIELD-WAS-CHANGED INIDCATOR

               MRETRUN  #FLAG X'80'               DATA-FIELD-WAS-TRUNCATED INDICATOR

000006         MREPINF  DS    X                   PERMANENT INPUT FLAGS

               MRETIDY  #FLAG X'01'               TEMP INDATA=YES

               MRETIDN  #FLAG X'02'               TEMP INDATA=NO

               MRETLJI  #FLAG X'04'               TEMP LEFT JUSTIFY INPUT

               MRETRJI  #FLAG X'08'               TEMP RIGHT JUSTIFY INPUT

               MRETNPD  #FLAG X'10'               TEMP PAD=NO

               MRETPAD  #FLAG X'20'               TEMP PAD=YES

               MRETERR  #FLAG X'40'               FIELD IS IN ERROR FLAG

               MRECURS  #FLAG X'80'               CURSOR AT THIS DFLD FLAG

000007         MRETINF  DS    X                   TEMPORARY INPUT FLAGS

000008         MREINLEN DS    H                   LENGTH OF INPUT DATA BEFORE EDITING
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00000A         MREPPADC DS    X                   PERMANENT PAD CHARACTER OVERRIDE

00000B         MRETPADC DS    X                   TEMPORARY PAD CHARACTER OVERRIDE

        0000C  MRELENR1 EQU   *-MRE

               MREPREQ  #FLAG X'01'               PERM INPUT DATA IS REQUIRED FLAG

               MREPOPT  #FLAG X'02'               PERM INPUT DATA IS OPTIONAL FLAG

               MREPMOV  #FLAG X'04'               PERM MOVE DATA OVERIDE FLAG

               MREDATA  #FLAG X'08'               NON-BLANK DATA IN FIELD     *REQDATA

               MREPEMS  #FLAG X'10'               PERM SUPRESS FIELD ERROR MSG*R102*

               MREPEMD  #FLAG X'20'               PERM DISPLAY FIELD ERROR MSG*R102*

00000C         MREPINF2 DS    X                   SECOND PERMANENT INPUT FLAG BYTE

               MRETREQ  #FLAG X'01'               TEMP INPUT DATA IS REQUIRED FLAG

               MRETOPT  #FLAG X'02'               TEMP INPUT DATA IS OPTIONAL FLAG

               MRETMOV  #FLAG X'04'               TEMP MOVE DATA OVERIDE FLAG

               MRETDIF  #FLAG X'08'               TEMP DATA IS DIFFERENT THAN *R102*

               *                                   THE DATA IN RECORD BUFFER  *R102*

               MRETEMS  #FLAG X'10'               TEMP SUPRESS FIELD ERROR MSG*R102*

               MRETEMD  #FLAG X'20'               TEMP DISPLAY FIELD ERROR MSG*R102*

00000D         MRETINF2 DS    X                   SECOND TEMPORARY INPUT FLAG BYTE

00000E         MREEX    DS    0C                  BEGINNING OF MRE EXTENSION

        0000E  MRELENR2 EQU   *-MRE

               ***********************************************************************

               * MAPPING REQUEST ELEMENT EXTENSION(FOR 3279S)

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

 

00000E                  ORG   MREEX

00000E         MREPA2ON DS    X                   PERM ATTR 2 BYTE ON

00000F         MREPA2OF DS    X                   PERM ATTR 2 BYTE OFF

000010         MRETA2ON DS    X                   TEMP ATTR 2 BYTE ON

000011         MRETA2OF DS    X                   TEMP ATTR 2 BYTE OFF

000012         MREPA3ON DS    X                   PERM ATTR 3 BYTE ON

000013         MREPA3OF DS    X                   PERM ATTR 3 BYTE OFF

000014         MRETA3ON DS    X                   TEMP ATTR 3 BYTE ON

000015         MRETA3OF DS    X                   TEMP ATTR 3 BYTE OFF

        00008  MRE1XLEN EQU   *-MREEX

        0001E  MRELNGST EQU   *-MRE+MRE1XLEN      LENGTH OF LONGEST MRE

#MSGRDS

                                            COPY  #MSGRDS                                                    

                  

                                   ***********************************************************************   

                  

                                   ***                                                                 ***   

                  

                                   *** MSGR:  Message reply area description..MT00 to DBRC communicate ***   

                  

                                   ***                                                                 ***   

                  

                                   ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***   
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                                   ***                                                                 ***   

                  

                                   ***                                                                 ***   

                  

                                   ***                                                                 ***   

                  

                                   ***********************************************************************   

                  

                                   *CONTAINS PTF# IDMS/5327 QUIESCE WAIT/END not terminated       mm/dd/yy   

                  

                                   *CONTAINS IDMS/5570 Correct Program checks in V005000  ABCDE20 mm/dd/yy   

                  

                                   *                                                                         

                  

000000                00000 00018  MSGR     DSECT                                                            

                  

000000                             MSGRECB  DS    F                   ECB posted when messages complete      

                  

000004                             MSGRLENT DS    F                   Total length for text                  

                  

000008                             MSGRLENU DS    F                   Length used for text                   

                  

00000C                             MSGRPUTA DS    A                   0 or A(put line routine)               

                  

000010                             MSGRMTWK DS    A                   0 or A(DCMTWORK)                       

                  

000014                                      DS    F                   Reserved                               

                  

000018                             MSGRTEXT DS    0CL1                Start of text area    

                      00018        MSGRDSLN EQU   *-MSGR              Length of MSGR dsect

                                                                                                             

                      

                                   ***********************************************************************   

                 

                                   ***                                                                 ***   

                 

                                   *** MSG:   Describes the message area used by DBRC                  ***   

                 

                                   ***                                                                 ***   

                 

                                   ***********************************************************************   

                 

000000                00000 001B4  MSG      DSECT                                                            

                 

000000                             MSGEYE   DS    CL4                 'MSG*' eyecatcher                      

                 

000004                             MSGNXTA  DS    A                   Next MSGDS area                        

                 

000008                             MSGPRIOR DS    A                   Prior MSGDS area                       

                 

00000C                             MSGDCNAM DS    CL8                 DC node name                           
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000014                             MSGID    DS    CL8                 DCMT-id (if applicable)                

                 

00001C                             MSGRETA  DS    F                   Message return area                    

                 

000020                             MSGPARMA DS    F                   Message parm return                    

                 

000024                             MSGRSCA  DS    A                   Resource address or next Segment       

                 

000028                             MSGNRSRS DS    A                   Next resource in segment               

                 

00002C                             MSGNRSRC DS    A                   Next resource                          

                 

000030                             MSGOUTDS DS    A                   Address of output area DS              

                 

000034                             MSGOUTWK DS    A                   Address of output work area            

                 

000038                             MSGCMDCD DS    F                   Command set up return code 

00003C                             MSGRETCD DS    F                   Command processing return code         

                  

000040                             MSGNUM1  DS    F                   Numeric field 1                        

                  

000044                             MSGNUM2  DS    F                   Numeric field 2                        

                  

000048                             MSGNUM3  DS    F                   Numeric field 3                        

                  

00004C                             MSGNUM4  DS    F                   Numeric field 4                        

                  

000050                             MSGADR1  DS    F                   Address field 1                        

                  

000054                             MSGADR2  DS    F                   Address field 1                        

                  

000058                             MSGSTG1  DS    A                   Address of Quiesce AREA storage 1      

                  

00005C                             MSGSTG1N DS    A                   Next in Quiesce AREA storage 1         

           

000060                             MSGSTG2  DS    A                   Address of Quiesce AREA storage 2      

           

000064                             MSGSTG2N DS    A                   Next in Quiesce AREA storage 2         

           

000068                             MSGSTG3  DS    A                   Address of Quiesce AREA storage 3      

           

00006C                             MSGPUTLN DS    A                   A(MT00's DB put line routine)          

           

000070                             MSGECB1  DS    F                   Quiesce AREA ECB 1 (timer)             

           

000074                             MSGECB2  DS    F                   Quiesce AREA ECB 2 (Cancel or done)    

           

000078                             MSGECB3  DS    F                   Quiesce AREA ECB 3 (Helot-2 ending)    

           

00007C                             MSGH2TCE DS    A                   MSG Helot-2 TCE address                

           

000080                             MSGH2TSK DS    F                   MSG Helot-2 task id                    
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000084                             MSGQACNT DS    H                   Quiesce Area PR60 count                

           

000086                             MSGQRETC DS    H                   Quiesce Area #XESLOCK return code      

           

000088                             MSGQRSNC DS    H                   Quiesce Area #XESLOCK reason code      

           

00008A                             MSGABEND DS    X                   MSG abend count incremented by STAE    

           

00008B                             MSGRESTP DS    X                   LMGR Resource ID                       

           

00008C                             MSGRES1  DS    F                   LMGR Resource word 1                   

           

000090                             MSGRES2  DS    F                   LMGR Resource word 2                   

           

000094                             MSGQFCNT DS    H                   Quiesce Area FC59 count                

           

000096                             MSGQSCNT DS    H                   Quiesce Area shared areas count        

           

000098                             MSGFLG1  DS    X                   Flag byte 1                            

           

                      00080        MSGFIN   EQU   X'80'               Message has been processed             

           

                      00040        MSGSTRT  EQU   X'40'               Message connected to resource

                      00020        MSGPROC  EQU   X'20'               Processing has begun                   

                  

                      00010        MSGPHONY EQU   X'10'               Phony 'DCMT D JOURNAL' msg for TNG     

                  

                      00008        MSGDISP  EQU   X'08'               We've started the display              

                  

                      00004        MSGVFIL  EQU   X'04'               Vary File                              

                  

                      00002        MSGSEG   EQU   X'02'               Vary Segment                           

                  

                      00001        MSGMESR  EQU   X'01'               REPLICATE MSG TO LOG/CONS IDMS/2841    

                  

000099                             MSGFLG2  DS    X                   Flag byte 2                            

                  

                      00080        MSGVDMC  EQU   X'80'               VARY DMCL                              

                  

                      00040        MSGVDUS  EQU   X'40'               VARY DMCL - USER CONNECT               

                  

                      00020        MSGBLD1  EQU   X'20'               VARY DMCL has called BLDR              

                  

                      00010        MSGBLD2  EQU   X'10'               BLDR called a 2nd time                 

                  

                      00008        MSGVSTRT EQU   X'08'               We've started the VARY                 

                  

                                   *        EQU   X'04'               No longer used                         

                  

                      00002        MSGVFIN  EQU   X'02'               We're finished                         

                  

                                   *        EQU   X'01'               No longer used                         
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00009A                             MSGFLG3  DS    X                   Flag byte 3                            

                  

                      00080        MSGERRN2 EQU   X'80'               MSGNAME2 length is greater than max    

                  

                      00040        MSGQUIS1 EQU   X'40'               Area(s) Quiescing (Local or Global)    

                  

                                   *                                  H1 work done, DPRs setup, H2 attach    

                  

                      00020        MSGQUIS2 EQU   X'20'               Area(s) Quiesced (Local)               

                  

                                   *                                  MSG DC200191 not issued yet            

                  

                      00010        MSGQUIS3 EQU   X'10'               Area(s) Quiesced (Global)  

                                   *                                  DC200191 issued, #XIT 38 not called    

                 

                      00008        MSGABORT EQU   X'08'               Area(s) Quiesce Aborted                

                 

                      00004        MSGQDONE EQU   X'04'               Area(s) Quiesce Completed              

                 

                                   *                                  H2 done, DPRs posted and DMGRDEL'd     

                 

                      00002        MSGQPART EQU   X'02'               Global Quiesce participant MSG         

                 

                      00001        MSGQSTRT EQU   X'01'               Quiesce participant built by STARTUP   

                 

0009B                              MSGFLG4  DS    X                   Flag byte 4                            

                 

                      00080        MSGXLOCK EQU   X'80'               XES lock held on Global Quiesce id     

                 

                      00040        MSGLMGR  EQU   X'40'               Area Quiesce Helot-2 doing LMGR lock   

                 

                      00020        MSGWAIT1 EQU   X'20'               At least 1 member failed Quiesce       

                 

                      00010        MSGNODSP EQU   X'10'               On if JSWAP not to do Disp Journal     

                 

                      00008        MSGVCANC EQU   X'08'               On if VARY is to be cancelled          

                 

                      00004        MSGVAREA EQU   X'04'               On if VARY AREA built b VARY SEGMENT   

                 

                      00002        MSGWAIT2 EQU   X'02'               On if Quiesce waiting on MSGECB3       

                 

                      00001        MSGVJFSW EQU   X'01'               On if vary jrnl file swaps act. jrnl   

                 

0009C                              MSGFLG5  DS    X                   Flag byte 5                            

                 

                      00080        MSGASTRT EQU   X'80'               Retry AREA lock after startup          

                 

                      00040        MSGVAR1  EQU   X'40'               Retry VARY AREA IMM once.              

                 

                      00020        MSGEND2  EQU   X'20'               Second pass on QUIESCE END IDMS/5327   

                      00010        MSGFIN2  EQU   X'10'               Okay to free CCEMSG        IDMS/5570   

              

                      00008        MSGQUIS4 EQU   X'08'               H2 DB-Internal Tsk dispatched P14520    
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00009D                             MSGFLG6  DS    X                   Flag byte 6                            

              

00009E                             MSGFLG7  DS    X                   Flag byte 7                            

              

00009F                             MSGFLG8  DS    X                   Flag byte 8                            

              

0000A0                             MSGPR60A DS    A                   Address of PR60 for VARY AREA          

              

0000A4                             MSGRUTYP DS    XL10                Preallocated run unit types            

              

0000AE                                      DS    H                   *** available ***                      

              

0000B0                             MSGICEA  DS    A                   ICE address, mainly DCMT QUIESCE       

              

0000B4                                      DS    9f                  *** available ***                      

              

0000D8                             MSGWORK  DS    XL4                 Temp hold of major/minor codes         

              

0000DC                             MSGMSG   DS    CL40                Message                                

              

000104                00104 000DC           ORG   MSGMSG              Define first 3 bytes:                  

              

0000DC                             MSGMSGCN DS    X                   - command number: see #DBWKDS          

              

0000DD                             MSGMSGMI DS    X                   - minor scan code: see syntax defn     

              

0000DE                             MSGMSG02 DS    X                   - offset to next MSGMSG entry (3)      

              

                                   *        Further content of MSGMSG is in this format:                     

              

                                   *              X                   type of node entry (SNNTYP)            

              

                                   *              X                   key value (SNNKEYV); 0 means "none"    

              

                                   *              X                   Length of entry (or offset to next)    

              

                                   *              0X                  Variable length data                   

              

0000DF                000DF 00104           ORG   ,                                                          

      

000104                             MSGKWDS  DS    XL16                Keywords                               

      

                                   *--------------------------------------------------------------------*    

      

                                   * *** Equates for keywords supported by Quiesce Area/Segment/Dbname       

      

                                   *--------------------------------------------------------------------*    

      

                      00001        MSGKWAIT EQU   1                   WAIT                                   

      

                      00002        MSGKIMM  EQU   2                   IMMEDIATE (also used by Vary Area)     
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                      00003        MSGKNOH  EQU   3                   NOHOLD                                 

      

                      00004        MSGKHOLD EQU   4                   HOLD                                   

      

                      00005        MSGKNOSW EQU   5                   NOSWAP                                 

      

                      00006        MSGKSWAP EQU   6                   SWAP                                   

      

                      00007        MSGKID   EQU   7                   ID (also used by Vary Area/Journal)    

      

                      00008        MSGKEND  EQU   8                   END                                    

      

                      00009        MSGKFORC EQU   9                   FORCE                                  

      

                                   *--------------------------------------------------------------------*    

      

                                   * *** Equates for keywords supported by Vary CSAflagname                  

      

                                   *--------------------------------------------------------------------*    

      

                      00001        MSGKON   EQU   1                   ON  (also used by V Change Tracking)   

      

                      00002        MSGKOFF  EQU   2                   OFF (also used by V Change Tracking)   

      

                                   *--------------------------------------------------------------------*    

      

                                   * *** Equates for keywords supported by Display ÝJournal¨ File            

      

                                   * *** Equates for keywords supported by Display STATS         IDMS/5524   

      

                                   * *** Can't conflict with display File, Area, or buffer       IDMS/5524   

                  

                                   *--------------------------------------------------------------------*    

                  

                      00006        MSGKJRNL EQU   6                   JOURNAL                                

                  

                      00007        MSGKCACH EQU   7                   CACHE                      IDMS/5524   

                  

                                   *--------------------------------------------------------------------*    

                  

                                   * *** Equates for keywords supported by Vary Area                         

                  

                                   *--------------------------------------------------------------------*    

                  

                      00001        MSGKPERM EQU   1                   PERMANENT                              

                  

                                   *--------------------------------------------------------------------*    

                  

                                   * *** Equates for keywords supported by Display Areas                     

                  

                                   *--------------------------------------------------------------------*    
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                      00001        MSGKSORT EQU   1                   Sorted (by either NAME or PAGES)       

                  

                      00002        MSGKNAME EQU   2                   Sorted by NAME                         

                  

                      00003        MSGKPAGE EQU   3                   Sorted by PAGES                        

                  

                                   *  MSGKID and MSGKIMM are used by both Vary Area and Quiesce Area         

                  

                                   *--------------------------------------------------------------------*    

                  

                                   * *** Equates for keywords supported by Vary DMCL new copy + SHUTDOWN     

                  

                                   *--------------------------------------------------------------------*    

                  

                      00001        MSGKNPMT EQU   1                   NOPROMPT                               

                  

                                   *--------------------------------------------------------------------*    

                  

                                   * *** Equates for keywords supported by Vary DMCL MEMORY CACHE            

                  

                                   *--------------------------------------------------------------------*    

                  

                      00001        MSGKF#MB EQU   1                   MB (MegaByte)                          

                  

                      00002        MSGKF#GB EQU   2                   GB (GigaByte)                          

                  

                      00003        MSGKF#TB EQU   3                   TB (TeraByte)                          

                  

                      00004        MSGKF#PB EQU   4                   PB (PetaByte)                          

                  

                      00005        MSGKF#EB EQU   5                   EB (ExaByte)                           

                  

                                   *--------------------------------------------------------------------*    

                  

                                   * *** Equates for keywords supported by Vary DMCL file changes            

                  

                                   *--------------------------------------------------------------------*    

                  

                      00001        MSGKF#CL EQU   1                   Close File                             

                  

                      00002        MSGKF#UN EQU   2                   Unallocate file                        

                  

                                   *--------------------------------------------------------------------*    

                  

                                   * *** Equates for keywords supported by Vary Change Tracking              

                  

                                   *--------------------------------------------------------------------*    

                  

                                   *MSGKON        EQU   1             ON                                     

                  

                                   *MSGKOFF       EQU   2             OFF                                    
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                      00003        MSGKFILE       EQU   3             FILE                                   

                  

                      00004        MSGKDELETE     EQU   4             DELETE                                 

                  

                      00005        MSGKREFRESH    EQU   5             REFRESH                                

                  

                      00006        MSGKACTIVE     EQU   6             ACTIVE      

                      00007        MSGKINACTIVE   EQU   7             INACTIVE                               

                

                      00008        MSGKDISABLE    EQU   8             DISABLE                                

                

000114                             MSGP1L   DS    XL1                 Length of parm for WTL                 

                

000115                             MSGP1T   DS    CL54                Parm text for WTL                      

                

00014B                             MSGP2L   DS    XL1                 2nd parm for WTL                       

                

00014C                             MSGP2T   DS    CL28                                                       

                

000168                                      DS    0F                                                         

                

000168                             MSGANAME DS    0CL27               AREA name                              

                

000168                             MSGFNAME DS    0CL27               FILE name                              

                

000168                             MSGJNAME DS    0CL27               JOURNAL name                           

                

000168                             MSGBNAME DS    0CL18               BUFFER name                            

                

000168                             MSGSNAME DS    0CL8                SEGMENT name                           

                

000168                             MSGDNAME DS    0CL8                DBNAME name                            

                

000168                             MSGNAME1 DS    CL27                Name field 1                           

                

000183                                      DS    X                   *** available *** 

000184                00184 0014E           ORG   MSGP2T+2                                                   

        

00014E                             MSGN10D  DS    0CL10                                                      

        

00014E                0014E 0014F           ORG   MSGP2T+3                                                   

        

00014F                             MSGN9D   DS    0CL9                                                       

        

00014F                0014F 00150           ORG   MSGP2T+4                                                   

        

000150                             MSGN8D   DS    0CL8                                                       

        

000150                00150 00151           ORG   MSGP2T+5                                                   

        

000151                             MSGN7D   DS    0CL7                                                       
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000151                00151 00152           ORG   MSGP2T+6                                                   

        

000152                             MSGN6D   DS    0CL6                                                       

        

000152                00152 00153           ORG   MSGP2T+7                                                   

        

000153                             MSGN5D   DS    0CL5                                                       

        

000153                00153 00154           ORG   MSGP2T+8                                                   

        

000154                             MSGN4D   DS    0CL4                                                       

        

000154                00154 00155           ORG   MSGP2T+9                                                   

        

000155                             MSGN3D   DS    0CL3                                                       

        

000155                00155 00156           ORG   MSGP2T+10                                                  

        

000156                             MSGN2D   DS    0CL2                                                       

        

000156                00156 00157           ORG   MSGP2T+11                                                  

        

000157                             MSGN1D   DS    0CL1                                                       

        

000157                00157 00184           ORG                                                              

        

000184                             MSGCACHE DS    0CL16               Shared cache name    

000184                             MSGNAME2 DS    CL16                Name field 2                           

                

000194                             MSGNAME3 DS    CL32                Name field 3 (not currently used)      

                

                      001B4        MSGLENL  EQU   *-MSG               Length of MSG dsect

#NVWKDS

                        COPY #NVWKDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               *** THE FOLLOWING DEFINES NATIVE VSAM DBIO WORK FIELDS            ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         NVDBIOWK DSECT                                                10/25/90

000000         NVSAMCDE DS    H                   CODE FOR REQUESTED FUNCTION

000002         NVMRPLSW DS    CL1                 MODIFY RPL SWITCH

000003         NVMODE   DS    CL1                 PROCESSING MODE FOR REQUEST
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000004         NVLOCSW  DS    CL1                 LOC MODE SWITCH

000005         NVPTSW   DS    CL1                 POINT REQUEST SWITCH

000006         NVXERRSW DS    CL1                 EXIT PROCESSING ERROR SWITCH

000007         NVWAITM  DS    CL1                 WAIT TIME

000008         NVCRD    DS    F                   --> CURRENT SR51

00000C         NVVAREA  DS    F                   --> CURRENT VARIABLE AC56

000010         NVMAPPAG DS    F                   PAGE USED FOR MAPPING REQUEST

000014         NVSETNAM DS    CL18                SET NAME FOR THE REQUEST

000026         NVOPNMD  DS    CL1                 FILE OPEN MODE

000027                  DS    CL1                 RESERVED

000028         NVSAMARG DS    CL255               VSAM RBA OR KEY FOR THE REQUEST

000127         NVWKAREC DS    CL1                 IDMSAREC FLAG

        00127  NVWKNUS2 EQU   NVWKAREC            ** TEMPORARY **

000128         NVRECBFR DS    F                   --> RECORD BUFFER

00012C         NVRECLEN DS    F                   RECORD LENGTH

000130         NVSTATUS DS    F                   STATUS/RETURN CONDITION

000134         NVRBA    DS    F                   VSAM RBA OF LAST RECORD PROCESSED

000138         NVCNVS   DS    F                   --> CURRENT AREA STORAGE

00013C         NVCRPL   DS    F                   --> CURRENT RPL

000140         NVCNVCT  DS    F                   --> CURRENT NVCT

000144         NVCNVCTE DS    F                   --> CURRENT NVCT ENTRY

000148         NVSAMR15 DS    F                   R15 RETURN CODE FOR VSAM MACRO ERROR

00014C         NVMACROA DS    F                   LINK ADDRESS FOR VSAM MACRO ERROR

000150         NVSAMR0  DS    F                   R0 ERROR CODE FOR ERROR WITH

               *                                  GENCB,MODCB, OR SHOWCB MACRO

000154         NVERROR  DS    F                   ERROR CODE FOR OPEN OR CLOSE MACRO

000158         NVFEEDBK DS    F                   ERROR CODE FOR CHECK MACRO

00015C         NVSAMSAV DS    18F                 SAVE AREA FOR DOS EXIT

0001A4         NVSAMTYP DS    F                   VSAM FILE TYPE

0001A8         NVBUFNI  DS    F                   NUMBER OF INDEX BUFFERS

0001AC         NVSTRNO  DS    F                   NUMBER OF STRINGS

0001B0         NVREGSAV DS    5F                  SAVE AREA FOR WORK REGISTERS

0001C4         NVRECPTR DS    F                   --> BUFFER USED BY RECOVERY

        001C8  NVWKLEN  EQU   *-NVDBIOWK          LENGTH OF NATIVE VSAM DBIO WORK

               *

#OLMDS

                        COPY #OLMDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  #OLMDS DESCRIBES ONLINE MAPPING SYSGEN OPTIONS               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         OLM      DSECT                                                10/17/90
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               OLMFAS   #FLAG X'01'           PROCESSING MODE IS FAST

               OLMDECC  #FLAG X'02'           DECIMAL POINT IS COMMA

               OLMNREV  #FLAG X'04'           NUMERIC FIELDS REVERSED

               OLMNEWC  #FLAG X'08'           MARK MAP AS NEW COPY AFTER GENERATE

000000         OLMFLAGS DS    X               FLAGS FOR OLM OPTIONS

000001         OLMFM    DS    X               FIELD MARK CHAR

000002         OLMFO    DS    X               FIELD MODIFY CHAR

000003         OLMDL    DS    X               DELIMIT CHARACTER

000004         OLMDF    DS    X               DATA FIELD CHARACTER

000005         OLMQUEUE DS    X               QUEUE RETENTION PERIOD

               ***      FOLLOWING FIELDS ARE USED TO DEFINE A MAP PAGING SESSION

000006         OLMPGFWD DS    X               PFKEY TO PAGE FORWARD

000007         OLMPGBWD DS    X               PFKEY TO PAGE BACKWARD

000008         OLMPGSTR DS    H               MAX AMT OF STORAGE PER PAGING SESSION

00000A         OLMUNTRN DS    X               UNTRANSLATABLE CONVERSION CHARACTER

00000B         OLMINITC DS    CL1             INITIALIZATION CHARACTER

00000C         OLMKFM   DS    X               KANJI FIELD MARK CHAR             KANJ

00000D         OLMKFO   DS    X               KANJI FIELD MODIFY CHAR           KANJ

00000E         OLMKDL   DS    X               KANJI DELIMIT CHARACTER           KANJ

00000F         OLMKDF   DS    X               KANJI DATA FIELD CHARACTER        KANJ

000010         OLMPAD   DS    X               PAD CHARACTER

               OLMDSK   #FLAG X'08'           DELIMIT SKIP

               OLMDY    #FLAG X'04'           DELIMIT YES

               OLMEDT   #FLAG X'02'           EDIT YES

               OLMPSET  #FLAG X'01'           PAD CHARACTER SET

000011         OLMFLAG2 DS    X

000012         OLMHLPFK DS    CL1             HELP PFKEY

000013                  DS    CL13            RESERVED

        00020  OLMDSLEN EQU   *-OLM           LEN OF DSECT

#OLMMQR

                        COPY #OLMMQR

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***   ON-LINE MAPPING MAP QUEUE RECORD FOUNDATION                   ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         MQR      DSECT                                                04/03/95

000000         MQRLLEN  DS    H                   MAP LINE LENGTH

000002         MQRPLEN  DS    H                   MAP PAGE LENGTH

               *

000004         MQRQLEN  DS    F                   LENGTH OF QUEUE - LIT POOL LENGTH

               *
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               MQR1240  #FLAG X'80'               12 X 40 SCREEN

               MQR1280  #FLAG X'40'               12 X 80 SCREEN

               MQR2480  #FLAG X'20'               24 X 80 SCREEN

               MQR3280  #FLAG X'10'               32 X 80 SCREEN

               MQR4380  #FLAG X'08'               43 X 80 SCREEN

               MQRLINE  #FLAG X'04'               LINE BY LINE

               MQR2713  #FLAG X'02'               27 X 132 SCREEN

000008         MQRDEVS  DS    X                   DEVICES FOR MAP

               *

               MQRCOPY  #FLAG X'80'               MAP IS BEING COPIED

               MQRCRE   #FLAG X'40'               MAP IS BEING CREATED

               MQRUPDT  #FLAG X'20'               MQR NEEDS TO BE REWRITTEN

               MQRNEWQ  #FLAG X'10'               THIS MQR HAS NOT BEEN #PUTQUE'D

               MQRSEQC  #FLAG X'08'               MFCB'S ARE SORTED IN COL/ROW SEQ

               *                                  IF NOT ON, MFCB'S ARE IN ROW/COL SEQ

               MQRLMCR  #FLAG X'04'               LOAD MODULE IS BEING CREATED

               MQRCOLL  #FLAG X'02'               COLLECTED QUEUE

               MQRCPDF  #FLAG X'01'               THIS QUE IS CREATED VIA COPY 'DEF'

000009         MQRFLAG1 DS    XL1                 FLAG BYTE

               *

               MQREALM  #FLAG X'80'               SOUND ALARM ON EDIT ERROR

               MQRNEDT  #FLAG X'40'               NOEDIT REQUESTED

               MQRPAGE  #FLAG X'20'               THIS IS A PAGEABLE MAP

               MQRKANJ  #FLAG X'10'               MAP CONTAINS KANJI FIELDS

               MQRDPCA  #FLAG X'08'               DECIMAL POINT IS COMMA

               MQRFILE  #FLAG X'04'               EXT FILE ACCESS MAP

               MQRVLA   #FLAG X'02'               MAP CONTAINS VAR LENGTH ARRAY

               MQRVTX   #FLAG X'01'               VIDEOTEX MAPfile         VTX

00000A         MQRFLAG2 DS    XL1

               *

               MQR40C   #FLAG X'10'               40 CHAR PRINT LINE

               MQR64C   #FLAG X'20'               60 CHAR PRINT LINE

               MQR80C   #FLAG X'40'               80 CHAR PRINT LINE

               MQRSTPR  #FLAG X'08'               START PRINTER

               MQRALRM  #FLAG X'04'               SOUND ALARM

               MQRRSTK  #FLAG X'02'               RESET KEYBOARD

               MQRRSTM  #FLAG X'01'               RESET MDT'S

00000B         MQRWCC   DS    XL1                 WCC

               *

00000C         MQRDICT  DS    XL8

000014         MQRNODE  DS    XL8

               *

00001C         MQRMRCBA DS    A                   OFFSET TO FIRST MRCB

Offset  Value 

 

000020         MQRMRCBZ DS    A                   OFFSET TO LAST MRCB IN LIST

000024         MQRMFCBA DS    A                   OFFSET TO FIRST MFCB

000028         MQRMFCBZ DS    A                   OFFSET TO LAST MFCB

00002C         MQRMSCBA DS    A                   OFFSET TO FIRST MSCB

000030         MQRMSCBZ DS    A                   OFFSET TO LAST MSCB

000034         MQRMRCBN DS    H                   NUMBER OF MRCB'S

000036         MQRMSCBN DS    H                   NUMBER OF MSCB'S

               *
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000038         MQRDFLN  DS    H                   TOTAL OF ALL MFCBFLEN(NON-LITS)

00003A         MQRLTLN  DS    H                   TOTAL OF ALL MFCBFLEN(LITS)

00003C         MQRMFCBN DS    H                   NUMBER OF MFCB'S

00003E         MQRCURSA DS    H                   MAP'S CURSOR ADDRESS

000040         MQRCURSF DS    CL32                PFLD NAME OF CURSOR OWNER

000060                  ORG   MQRCURSA            FOR EXT FILE ACCESS MAPS:

00003E         MQRFILEV DS    H                   EXTERNAL FILE VERSION

000040         MQRFILEN DS    CL32                EXTERNAL FILE NAME

               * LITERAL POOL ATTRIBUTES

000060         MQRPOOLA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF TEXT POOL

000064         MQRPLNXT DS    A                   OFFSET TO NEXT AVAILABLE SLOT

000068         MQRPLLEN DS    A                   LENGTH OF TOTAL POOL

               *

00006C         MQRONOFF DS    0XL12              EDIT ERROR ON/OFF BYTES

00006C         MQRIONOF DS    0XL6                INCORRECT FIELDS

00006C         MQRION1  DS    X                    ATTR BYTE 1 ON FOR INCORRECT FLDS

00006D         MQRION2  DS    X                    ATTR BYTE 2 ON FOR INCORRECT FLDS

00006E         MQRION3  DS    X                    ATTR BYTE 3 ON FOR INCORRECT FLDS

00006F         MQRIOF1  DS    X                    ATTR BYTE 1 OFF FOR INCORRECT FLDS

000070         MQRIOF2  DS    X                    ATTR BYTE 2 OFF FOR INCORRECT FLDS

000071         MQRIOF3  DS    X                    ATTR BYTE 3 OFF FOR INCORRECT FLDS

000072         MQRCONOF DS    0XL6                CORRECT FIELDS

000072         MQRCON1  DS    X                    ATTR BYTE 1 ON FOR CORRECT FLDS

000073         MQRCON2  DS    X                    ATTR BYTE 2 ON FOR CORRECT FLDS

000074         MQRCON3  DS    X                    ATTR BYTE 3 ON FOR CORRECT FLDS

000075         MQRCOF1  DS    X                    ATTR BYTE 1 OFF FOR CORRECT FLDS

000076         MQRCOF2  DS    X                    ATTR BYTE 2 OFF FOR CORRECT FLDS

000077         MQRCOF3  DS    X                    ATTR BYTE 3 OFF FOR CORRECT FLDS

000078         MQRIATTR DS    0XL4               ATTRIBUTE WORD FOR INCORRECT FIELDS

               MQRIWHI  #FLAG X'01'              WHITE

000078         MQRIFLG1 DS    X'00'

               MQRIYEL  #FLAG X'80'              YELLOW

               MQRIABY  #FLAG MQRIANYM-MQRIYELM  ANYTHING BUT YELLOW

               MQRITUR  #FLAG X'40'              TURQUOISE

               MQRIABT  #FLAG MQRIANYM-MQRITURM  ANYTHING BUT TURQUOISE

               MQRIGRE  #FLAG X'20'              GREEN

               MQRIABG  #FLAG MQRIANYM-MQRIGREM  ANYTHING BUT GREEN

               MQRIPIN  #FLAG X'10'              PINK

               MQRIABP  #FLAG MQRIANYM-MQRIPINM  ANYTHING BUT PINK

               MQRIRED  #FLAG X'08'              RED

               MQRIABR  #FLAG MQRIANYM-MQRIREDM  ANYTHING BUT RED

               MQRIBLU  #FLAG X'04'              BLUE

               MQRIABB  #FLAG MQRIANYM-MQRIBLUM  ANYTHING BUT BLUE

               MQRINOC  #FLAG X'02'              NO-COLOR

               MQRIABN  #FLAG MQRIANYM-MQRINOCM  ANYTHING BUT NO-COLOR

               MQRIANY  #FLAG X'FE'              ANY COLOR (BUT WHITE)

               MQRINUS  #FLAG X'01'              NO UNDERSCORE

000079         MQRIFLG2 DS    X'00'

               MQRIUSC  #FLAG X'80'              UNDERSCORE

               MQRINRV  #FLAG X'40'              NO REVERSE VIDEO

               MQRIREV  #FLAG X'20'              REVERSE VIDEO

               MQRINBK  #FLAG X'10'              NO BLINK

               MQRIBLK  #FLAG X'08'              BLINK
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               MQRINMD  #FLAG X'04'              RESET MDT ON INPUT

               MQRIMDT  #FLAG X'02'              SET MDT ON INPUT

               MQRIBRT  #FLAG X'01'              BRIGHT

00007A         MQRIFLG3 DS    X'00'

               MQRIDTC  #FLAG X'80'              SENSITIVE TO LIGHT PEN

Offset  Value 

 

               MQRIDRK  #FLAG X'40'              DARK

               MQRIDSP  #FLAG X'20'              DISPLAY

               MQRIUPR  #FLAG X'10'              UNPROTECTED

               MQRIPRT  #FLAG X'08'              PROTECTED

               MQRINUM  #FLAG X'04'              NUMERIC

               MQRIALP  #FLAG X'02'              ALPHANUMERIC

               MQRISKP  #FLAG X'01'              SKIP

00007B         MQRIFLG4 DS    X'00'

00007C         MQRCATTR DS    0XL4               ATTRIBUTE WORD FOR CORRECT FIELDS

               MQRCWHI  #FLAG X'01'              WHITE

00007C         MQRCFLG1 DS    X'00'

               MQRCYEL  #FLAG X'80'              YELLOW

               MQRCABY  #FLAG MQRCANYM-MQRCYELM  ANYTHING BUT YELLOW

               MQRCTUR  #FLAG X'40'              TURQUOISE

               MQRCABT  #FLAG MQRCANYM-MQRCTURM  ANYTHING BUT TURQUOISE

               MQRCGRE  #FLAG X'20'              GREEN

               MQRCABG  #FLAG MQRCANYM-MQRCGREM  ANYTHING BUT GREEN

               MQRCPIN  #FLAG X'10'              PINK

               MQRCABP  #FLAG MQRCANYM-MQRCPINM  ANYTHING BUT PINK

               MQRCRED  #FLAG X'08'              RED

               MQRCABR  #FLAG MQRCANYM-MQRCREDM  ANYTHING BUT RED

               MQRCBLU  #FLAG X'04'              BLUE

               MQRCABB  #FLAG MQRCANYM-MQRCBLUM  ANYTHING BUT BLUE

               MQRCNOC  #FLAG X'02'              NO-COLOR

               MQRCABN  #FLAG MQRCANYM-MQRCNOCM  ANYTHING BUT NO-COLOR

               MQRCANY  #FLAG X'FE'              ANY COLOR (BUT WHITE)

               MQRCNUS  #FLAG X'01'              NO UNDERSCORE

00007D         MQRCFLG2 DS    X'00'

               MQRCUSC  #FLAG X'80'              UNDERSCORE

               MQRCNRV  #FLAG X'40'              NO REVERSE VIDEO

               MQRCREV  #FLAG X'20'              REVERSE VIDEO

               MQRCNBK  #FLAG X'10'              NO BLINK

               MQRCBLK  #FLAG X'08'              BLINK

               MQRCNMD  #FLAG X'04'              RESET MDT ON INPUT

               MQRCMDT  #FLAG X'02'              SET MDT ON INPUT

               MQRCBRT  #FLAG X'01'              BRIGHT

00007E         MQRCFLG3 DS    X'00'

               MQRCDTC  #FLAG X'80'              SENSITIVE TO LIGHT PEN

               MQRCDRK  #FLAG X'40'              DARK

               MQRCDSP  #FLAG X'20'              DISPLAY

               MQRCUPR  #FLAG X'10'              UNPROTECTED

               MQRCPRT  #FLAG X'08'              PROTECTED

               MQRCNUM  #FLAG X'04'              NUMERIC

               MQRCALP  #FLAG X'02'              ALPHANUMERIC

               MQRCSKP  #FLAG X'01'              SKIP

00007F         MQRCFLG4 DS    X'00'
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000080         MQRFDOFF DS    H                   OFFSET TO FIRST DEP ON OCC

000082         MQRFGLEN DS    H                   LENGTH OF ONE DEPEND OCCUR

000084         MQRFDMAX DS    H                   MAXIMUM OCCURANCES IN DEP

000086         MQRMPFX  DS    CL2                 MAP LEVEL MSG PREFIX

000088         MQRFDOMO DS    F                   OFFSET TO DEPENDING ON MCE

               MQRHEL   #FLAG X'80'               HELP OPTION REQUESTED

               MQRFUL   #FLAG X'40'               FULL SCREEN FORMAT

               MQRINC   #FLAG X'20'               INCLUDE IDD MODULE

               MQRHRDY  #FLAG X'10'               HELP READY TO GENERATE HELP MODULE

               MQRDHQ   #FLAG X'08'               HELP QUE HAS BEEN DECOMPILED

               MQRDUNT  #FLAG X'04'               DROP HELP UNIT

               MQRNHQR  #FLAG X'02'               NEW HELP QUEUE RECORD

               MQRDINC  #FLAG X'01'               DROP INCLUDE IDD MODULE

00008C         MQRHFLG1 DS    X                   MAP LEVEL HELP FLAG 1

               MQRMSG   #FLAG X'80'               $MESSAGE EXISTS FOR THIS MAP

               MQRRESP  #FLAG X'40'               $RESPONSE EXISTS FOR THIS MAP

               MQR$PG   #FLAG X'20'               $PAGE EXISTS FOR THIS MAP

               MQRSDTL  #FLAG X'08'               START DETAIL SPECIFIED

               MQREDTL  #FLAG X'04'               END DETAIL SPECIFIED

               MQRFTRS  #FLAG X'02'               FOOTER START SPECIFIED

Offset  Value 

 

               MQRODTL  #FLAG X'01'               ONLY DETATIL SPECIFIED

               MQRPG    #FLAG MQRSDTLM+MQREDTLM+MQRFTRSM+MQRODTLM

00008D         MQRFLDG3 DS    X                   MQR FLAG #3

00008E         MQRMRCBD DS    H                   NUMBER OF MRCB'S LOGICALLY DELETED

000090         MQRHQRL  DS    F                   HELP QUEUE RECORD LENGTH

000094         MQRHNAME DS    CL8                 HELP UNIT (LOAD MODULE) NAME

00009C         MQRHPFKY DS    CL1                 HELP PFKEY

00009D                  DS    X                   AVAILABLE

00009E         MQRHIDDV DS    H                   IDD HELP MODULE VERSION

0000A0         MQRUSER  DS    CL32                USER ID (WHO CHECKED THE MAP OUT)

               MQRDIRT  #FLAG X'80'               QUE HAS BEEN CHANGED AFTER CHECKOUT

               MQRCLN   #FLAG X'40'               QUE IS CLEAN

               MQRRWRT  #FLAG X'20'               QUE MUST BE REWRITTEN REGARDLES

               *                                    ANY CHANGES HAVE BEEN MADE

               MQRECHK  #FLAG X'10'               QUE WAS CHECKED OUT DUE TO

               *                                   EXPLICIT REQUEST STAR# 1085848

0000C0                  DS    X

0000C1                  DS    CL7                 RESERV

0000C8         MQRHIDD  DS    CL32                IDD HELP MODULE NAME

               *

               MQRRC    #FLAG X'80'               RECORD-ELEMENT COMMENTS

               MQRMP    #FLAG X'40'               MAP COMMENTS

               MQRRE    #FLAG X'20'               RECORD-ELEMENT COMMENTS

               MQREC    #FLAG X'10'               ELEMENT COMMENTS

               MQRMI    #FLAG X'08'               MESSAGE RECORD TO OBTAIN

               MQRET    #FLAG X'04'               EDIT TABLE LOAD

               MQRCT    #FLAG X'02'               CODE TABLE LOAD

               MQROM    #FLAG X'01'               TEXT ENTERED VIA OLM

0000E8         MQRHFLG2 DS    X                   MAP LEVEL HELP FLAG 2

               MQRDRC   #FLAG X'80'               DROP RECORD-ELEMENT COMMENTS

               MQRDMP   #FLAG X'40'               DROP MAP COMMENTS
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               MQRDRE   #FLAG X'20'               DROP RECORD-ELEMENT COMMENTS

               MQRDEC   #FLAG X'10'               DROP ELEMENT COMMENTS

               MQRDMI   #FLAG X'08'               DROP MESSAGE RECORD

               MQRDET   #FLAG X'04'               DROP EDIT TABLE

               MQRDCT   #FLAG X'02'               DROP CODE TABLE

               MQRDAT   #FLAG X'01'               DROP TEXT ENTERD VIA OLM

0000E9         MQRHFLG3 DS    X                   MAP LEVEL HELP FLAG 3

0000EA                  DS    XL2                 AVAILABLE

0000EC         MQRTDST  DS    0CL16               DATE/TIME STAMP:

0000EC         MQRDATE  DS    CL8                 MM/DD/YY

0000F4         MQRTIME  DS    CL8                 HHMMSSTT

0000FC         MQRDATCR DS    CL8                 DATE MAP CREATED

000104         MQRDATLU DS    CL8                 DATE MAP LAST UPDATED

00010C         MQRPREBY DS    CL8                 MAP PREPARED BY

000114         MQRREVBY DS    CL8                 MAP REVISED BY

00011C         MQRDESCR DS    CL40                MAP DESCRIPTION

000144         MQRMPDAT DS    CL8                 MAP DATE COMPILED

00014C         MQRMPTIM DS    CL8                 MAP TIME COMPILED

000154         MQRMPNAM DS    CL8                 MAP NAME

00015C         MQRMPVER DS    CL2                 MAP VERSION

00015E         MQRMPFCT DS    CL2                 NUMBER OF NONLITERAL FIELDS

000160         MQRMPRCT DS    CL2                 NUMBER OF RECORDS ASSOCIATED

000162         MQRNHL   DS    H                   NUMBER OF HELP TEXT LINES

000164         MQRCURHD DS    H                   MAP'S CURSOR ADDRESS     **MAPS/48**

000166                  DS    CL24                AVAILABLE

               *

        000F0  MQRESTL  EQU   (*-MQRMRCBD)        OLMPFORM MQR REBUILD LENGTH  MAPS/87

               *                                  ALLOWS FOR BASE MQR EXPANSION

        00180  MQRDSLEN EQU   ((*-MQR+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF FOUNDATION  DSECT

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***   ON-LINE MAPPING MAP RECORD CONTROL BLOCK                      ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

000000         MRCB     DSECT

Offset  Value 

 

000000         MRCBNXTA DS    A                   OFFSET TO NEXT MRCB

000004         MRCBRECD DS    0C                  RECORD NAME AND VERSION

000004         MRCBRECN DS    CL32                MAP RECORD NAME

000024         MRCBVER  DS    H                   MAP RECORD VERSION

        00022  MRCBRECL EQU   *-MRCBRECD          LENGTH OF NAME AND VERSION

000026         MRCBRIDX DS   H                    RECORD INDEX

000028                  DS   F                    UNUSED

00002C         MRCBROLN DS   CL32                 ROLE NAME (IF PRESENT)

               **

               MRCBDEL  #FLAG X'80'               RECORD IS LOGICALLY DELETED

               MRCBNEW  #FLAG X'40'               RECORD CREATED VIA REC SCREEN/COPY

               MRCBDIC  #FLAG X'20'               RECORD CREATED VIA DICT/DATASTORE

               MRCBFLE  #FLAG X'10'               EXTERNAL FILE RECORD

               MRCBCPY  #FLAG X'08'               MRCB WAS CREATED AS A RESULT OF COPY

00004C         MRCBFLG1 DS   X                    FLAG BYTE

        000A0  MRCBKEEP EQU   MRCBDICM+MRCBDELM   KEEP MFCB AROUND UNTIL GENERATE
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               *                                  SO WE KNOW EXPLICITELY WHAT TO DEL

00004D                  DS   3X                   RESERVED

000050         MRCBDBKY DS   F                    DBKEY OF MAPRCD-125 (IDMSR ENV ONLY)

        00054  MRCBDSLN EQU   ((*-MRCB+3)/4)*4    LENGTH OF DSECT

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***   ON-LINE MAPPING MAP FIELD CONTROL BLOCK                       ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

000000         MFCB     DSECT

000000         MFCBNXTA DS    A                   OFFSET TO NEXT MFCB

000004         MFCBPRVA DS    A                   OFFSET TO PREVIOUS MFCB

000008         MFCBPFLD DS    CL32                PFLD NAME OF THIS MFLD

000028         MFCBPOCC DS    H                   PFLD SUBSCRIPT (BATCH MAPPING)

               MFCBBOT  #FLAG X'01'               BOTTOM OUTLINING

               MFCBRGT  #FLAG X'02'               RIGHT OUTLINING

               MFCBTOP  #FLAG X'04'               TOP OUTLINING

               MFCBLFT  #FLAG X'08'               LEFT OUTLINING

               MFCBVDS  #FLAG X'10'               Double size                VTX

               MFCBVDH  #FLAG X'20'               double height              VTX

               MFCBVDW  #FLAG X'40'               double width               VTX

               MFCBVCG  #FLAG X'80'               Graphical character set    VTX

00002A         MFCBATT4 DS    XL1

        00001  MFCBPFL4 EQU   *-MFCBATT4          USED FOR COMPARE(BEWARE OF CHG)

               MFCBDBC  #FLAG X'01'               DBCS

00002B         MFCBATT5 DS    XL1

        00001  MFCBPFL5 EQU   *-MFCBATT5          USED FOR COMPARE(BEWARE OF CHG)

               *

00002C         MFCBDBKY DS    F                   DBKEY OF MAPFLD-124 (IDMSR ENV ONLY)

               *

000030                  DS    H            UNUSED

000032         MFCBHIDV DS    H                   IDD HELP MODULE VERSION

000034         MFCBFLEN DS    H                   LENGTH OF FIELD

000036         MFCBBUFA DS    H                   3270-FORMAT BUFFER ADDR OF FIELD

000038         MFCBBOFF DS    H                   BUFFER OFFSET OF FIELD

00003A         MFCBFEND DS    H                   OFFSET OF LAST CHAR IN FIELD

               *

00003C         MFCBRC   DS    0H                  ROW/COL ADDRESS OF ATTRIBUTE

00003C         MFCBROW  DS    X                   ROW

00003D         MFCBCOL  DS    X                   COL

00003E                  ORG   MFCBRC

00003C         MFCBEROF DS    H                   EXTERNAL FILE RECORD OFFSET

               *

               MFCBPRT  #FLAG X'20'               PROTECTED FIELD

               MFCBNUM  #FLAG X'10'               NUMERIC

               MFCBNDI  #FLAG X'0C'               NON DISPLAY/NON DETECTABLE

               MFCBBRT  #FLAG X'08'               HI INTENSITY

               MFCBDID  #FLAG X'04'               DISPLAY/DETECTABLE

               MFCBMDT  #FLAG X'01'               MDT ON

00003E         MFCBATTR DS    XL1                 FIELD ATTRIBUTE BYTE

Offset  Value 

 

        00003  MFCBPFL1 EQU   *-MFCBRC            USED FOR COMPARE(BEWARE OF CHG)
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               MFCBBLK  #FLAG X'F1'               BLINK

               MFCBREV  #FLAG X'F2'               REVERSE-VIDEO

               MFCBUSC  #FLAG X'F4'               UNDERSCORE

00003F         MFCBATT2 DS    XL1                 EXTENDED HIGHLIGHT ATTRIBUTE BYTE

               MFCBBLU  #FLAG X'F1'               BLUE

               MFCBRED  #FLAG X'F2'               RED

               MFCBPIN  #FLAG X'F3'               PINK

               MFCBGRE  #FLAG X'F4'               GREEN

               MFCBTUR  #FLAG X'F5'               TURQUOISE

               MFCBYEL  #FLAG X'F6'               YELLOW

               MFCBWHI  #FLAG X'F7'               WHITE

000040         MFCBATT3 DS    XL1                 EXT COLOUR ATTRIBUTE BYTE

        00002  MFCBPFL2 EQU   *-MFCBATT2          USED FOR COMPARE(BEWARE OF CHG)

               MFCBLFL  #FLAG X'80'               THIS IS A LITERAL FIELD

               MFCBDFL  #FLAG X'40'               DATA FIELD

               MFCBNEW  #FLAG X'20'               FIELD IS NEW TO MAP

               MFCBCOR  #FLAG X'10'               THIS DICT MFCB CORRELATES WITH PROTO

               MFCBDEL  #FLAG X'08'               FIELD PHYSICALLY DELETED FROM DICT

               MFCBDIC  #FLAG X'04'               FIELD PHYSICALLY DELETED FROM DICT

               MFCBSEL  #FLAG X'02'               THIS FIELD IS IN SELECTION LIST

               MFCBCHG  #FLAG X'01'               SOMETHING CHANGED IN THIS MFCB

        0000C  MFCBKEEP EQU   MFCBDICM+MFCBDELM   KEEP MFCB AROUND UNTIL GENERATE

               *                                  SO WE KNOW EXPLICITELY WHAT TO DEL

000041         MFCBFLG1 DS    XL1                 FIELD TYPE FLAGS

               *

               MFCBRSP  #FLAG X'80'               RESPONSE FIELD

               MFCBMSG  #FLAG X'40'               MESSAGE FIELD

               MFCBCH2  #FLAG X'20'               THE EXTENDED FEATURES HAVE CHGED

               MFCBREP  #FLAG X'10'               DICT MFCB MUST BE DELETED FIRST

               *                                  THIS DICT MFCB CORRELATES WITH PROTO

               MFCB$PG  #FLAG X'08'               $PAGE FIELD

               MFCBKAJ  #FLAG X'04'               KANJI FIELD

               MFCBDVC  #FLAG X'02'               DEL VIA VERSION CHANGE

               MFCBVLA  #FLAG X'01'               FLD IS VARIABLE LEN ARRAY

000042         MFCBFLG2 DS    XL1

               *

               MFCBCPY  #FLAG X'80'               THIS MFCB WAS CREATED VIA COPY.MAP

               MFCBCH3  #FLAG X'40'               ASSOCIATED REC WAS CHANGED*MAPS/166*

               MFCBFCP  #FLAG X'20'               MFCB CREATED BY FIELD COPY*MAPS/169*

000043         MFCBFLG3 DS    XL1

               *

               MFCBPSD  #FLAG X'80'               START OF DETAIL

               MFCBPED  #FLAG X'40'               END OF DETAIL

               MFCBPOD  #FLAG X'C0'               ONLY DETAIL DFLD

               MFCBPFS  #FLAG X'20'               START OF FOOTER

               MFCBPG   #FLAG MFCBPSDM+MFCBPEDM+MFCBPFSM

000044         MFCBPGFG DS    XL1                 ** PAGING TYPE FLAG **

               *

               MFCBHEL  #FLAG X'80'               HELP OPTION REQUESTED

               MFCBFUL  #FLAG X'40'               FULL SCREEN FORMAT

               MFCBINC  #FLAG X'20'               INCLUDE IDD MODULE

               MFCBDIN  #FLAG X'10'               DROP IDD MODULE

               MFCBSUB  #FLAG X'02'               SUBSCRIPT PROCESSED FOR POINTER HCE
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000045         MFCBHFL1 DS    X                   ** FIELD LEVEL HELP FLAG 1 **

               *

               MFCBRC   #FLAG X'80'               RECORD-ELEMENT COMMENTS

               MFCBMP   #FLAG X'40'               MAP COMMENTS

               MFCBRE   #FLAG X'20'               RECORD-ELEMENT COMMENTS

               MFCBEC   #FLAG X'10'               ELEMENT COMMENTS

               MFCBMI   #FLAG X'08'               MESSAGE RECORD TO OBTAIN

               MFCBET   #FLAG X'04'               EDIT TABLE LOAD

               MFCBCT   #FLAG X'02'               CODE TABLE LOAD

               MFCBOM   #FLAG X'01'               TEXT ENTERED VIA OLM

000046         MFCBHFL2 DS    X                   ** FIELD LEVEL HELP FLAG 2 **

               MFCBDRC  #FLAG X'80'               DROP RECORD-ELEMENT COMMENTS

Offset  Value 

 

               MFCBDMP  #FLAG X'40'               DROP MAP COMMENTS

               MFCBDRE  #FLAG X'20'               DROP RECORD-ELEMENT COMMENTS

               MFCBDEC  #FLAG X'10'               DROP ELEMENT COMMENTS

               MFCBDMI  #FLAG X'08'               DROP MESSAGE RECORD

               MFCBDET  #FLAG X'04'               DROP EDIT TABLE

               MFCBDCT  #FLAG X'02'               DROP CODE TABLE

               MFCBDOM  #FLAG X'01'               DROP TEXT ENTERD VIA OLM

000047         MFCBHFL3 DS    X                   ** FIELD LEVEL HELP FLAG 3 **

000048                  DS    XL2                 AVAILABLE

00004A         MFCBHIDD DS    CL32                IDD HELP MODULE SOURCE

00006A         MFCBNHL  DS    H                   NUMBER OF HELP TEXT LINES

        0006C  MFCBDSLN EQU   ((*-MFCB+3)/4)*4    LENGTH OF FIXED PORTION OF MFCB

               *

               *   LITERAL EXTENSION CAN BE ANY NUMBER OF BYTES

               *

00006C         MFCBLIT  DS    0A                  START OF LITERAL VALUE

               *

               *   DFLD EXTENSION IS FIXED LENGTH

               *

00006C         MFCBDFLD DS    0A                  START OF DATA FOR DFLD

               *

00006C         MFCBMRCB DS    A                   OFFSET TO MRCB IF MRCBDFLD

               *

000070         MFCBGLEN DS    H                   REPEATING GROUP LENGTH    IDMSDC/909

000072                  DS    H              UNUSED                         IDMSDC/909

000074                  DS    F              UNUSED

               *

000078         MFCBFLDN  DS   H                  MAP FIELD INDEX

               MFCBDLN  #FLAG X'80'               DELIMIT NOSKIP

               MFCBDLS  #FLAG X'40'               DELIMIT SKIP

00007A         MFCBDELF DS    XL1                 DELIMIT FLAGS

               *

               MFCBRJS  #FLAG X'80'               JUSTIFY RIGHT

               MFCBCAS  #FLAG X'40'               UPPER CASE ACTIVE

               MFCBPAD  #FLAG X'20'               PADDING

               MFCBIDT  #FLAG X'10'               INPUT DATA YES

               MFCBIEB  #FLAG X'08'               AUTO EDIT BEFORE USER EDIT MODULE

               MFCBIEA  #FLAG X'04'               AUTO EDIT AFTER USER EDIT MODULE

               MFCBIE   #FLAG MFCBIEBM+MFCBIEAM   AUTO EDIT & USER EDIT MODULE IS ON
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               MFCBNZR  #FLAG X'02'               DO NOT ZERO WHEN NULL

00007B         MFCBIFLG DS    XL1                 ** INPUT ATTRIBUTES **

               *

               MFCBBAK  #FLAG X'80'               BACKSCAN YES

               MFCBODT  #FLAG X'40'               OUTPUT DATA YES

               MFCBDNO  #FLAG X'20'               OUTPUT DATA NO

               MFCBERA  #FLAG X'60'               OUTPUT DATA ERASE

               MFCBTBU  #FLAG X'10'               TRANSLATE TRAILING BLNK TO UNDSCRS

               MFCBOEB  #FLAG X'08'               AUTO EDIT BEFORE USER EDIT MODULE

               MFCBOEA  #FLAG X'04'               AUTO EDIT AFTER USER EDIT MODULE

               MFCBOE   #FLAG MFCBOEBM+MFCBOEAM   AUTO EDIT & USER EDIT MODULE IS ON

               MFCBBIZ  #FLAG X'02'               BLANK IF ZERO

               MFCBODA  #FLAG X'01'               OUT DATA ATTR

00007C         MFCBOFLG DS    XL1                 ** OUTPUT ATTRIBUTES **

               *

00007D         MFCBPADC DS    XL1                 PAD CHARACTER

               *

00007E         MFCBFRSQ DS    XL1                 FILE MAP $R SEQ NBR

               *

000080         MFCBIMOD DS    A                   INPUT EDIT MODULE

000084         MFCBOMOD DS    A                   OUTPUT EDIT MODULE

               *

               *   THE FOLLOWING FIELD (WITH THE FLAG ON) IS USED EXCLUSIVELY

               *   IN FILE MAPPING TO POINT TO THE INDEX SUBSCRIPT EXTENSION

               *

               MFCBMOC  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF BATCH INDEX EXTENSION

000088         MFCBMOCF DS    0X                  FLAG BYTE (1ST BYTE OF FOLLOWING)

Offset  Value 

 

000088         MFCBIXSA DS    A                   ADDR OF INDEX SUBSCRIPTS IF HIGH

00008C                  ORG   MFCBMOCF

               *

               *   THE FOLLOWING 4 FIELDS ARE USED WHEN THE MFCBMOC FLAG IS OFF.

               *   THEY ARE USED FOR OCCURING DATA FIELDS IN ONLINE AND BATCH.

               *

000088         MFCBOCC  DS    H                   MAX OCCURS, IF SUBSCRIPTED FIELD

00008A         MFCBDFIX DS    H                   THIS DATAFIELD SUBSCRIPT

00008C         MFCBDNLN DS    H                   LENGTH OF DF NAME IN LITERAL POOL

000090         MFCBDFNM DS    A                   OFFSET IN LITERAL POOL TO NAME

        00019  MFCBMFL1 EQU   *-MFCBIFLG          USED FOR COMPARE(BEWARE OF CHG)

        00028  MFCBDLN1 EQU   *-MFCBDFLD          UNEXTENDED PORTION

               *

               MFCBEXP  #FLAG X'80'               EXT PIC SPECIFIED BY USER, EDIT = ON

               MFCBEXI  #FLAG X'40'               EXTERNAL PIC BUILT BY OLM, EDIT = ON

               MFCBEDT  #FLAG MFCBEXPM+MFCBEXIM   AUTOMATIC EDITING IS ON

               *

               MFCBMTX  #FLAG X'10'        ERR MSG TEXT GIVEN

               MFCBMID  #FLAG X'08'        ERR MSG ID GIVEN

               MFCBNMC  #FLAG X'04'        FIELD IS NUMERIC

               MFCBALP  #FLAG X'02'        FIELD IS ALPHABETIC

               MFCBANM  #FLAG X'01'        FIELD IS ALPHANUMERIC

000094         MFCBDFL1 DS    X            DATA FIELD FLAG

               *
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               MFCBREQ  #FLAG X'80'        RQUIRED FIELD

               MFCBDAT  #FLAG X'40'        DATE FIELD

               MFCBNED  #FLAG X'20'        NOEDIT

               MFCBRNM  #FLAG X'10'        REVERSE NUMERIC FIELD

               MFCBGDP  #FLAG X'08'        GRP W/ O.D.O. EMBEDDED-NO FLD BWT

               MFCBGEX  #FLAG X'04'        GRP W/ O.D.O. EMBEDDED-INTERVEN FIELD

000095         MFCBDFL2 DS    X            DATA FIELD FLAG

               *

               MFCBDIG  #FLAG X'80'        INTERNAL GREG

               MFCBDEG  #FLAG X'40'        EXTERNAL GREG

               MFCBDIJ  #FLAG X'20'        INTERNAL JULIAN

               MFCBDEJ  #FLAG X'10'        EXTERNAL JULIAN

000096         MFCBDTFL DS    X            DATE FLAG

               *

               MFCBELK  #FLAG X'80'        LINK

               MFCBENK  #FLAG X'40'        NOLINK

               MFCBEVL  #FLAG X'20'        VALIDATE

               MFCBEIN  #FLAG X'10'        INVALIDATE

               MFCBETG  #FLAG X'08'        TIGHT TABLE

000097         MFCBETFL DS    X            EDIT TABLE FLAG

000098         MFCBEDTN DS    A            EDIT TABLE NAME

00009C         MFCBEDTV DS    H            EDIT TABLE VERSION

00009E                  DS    X            AVAILABLE

               *

               MFCBCLK  #FLAG X'80'        LINK

               MFCBCNK  #FLAG X'40'        NOLINK

               MFCBCTG  #FLAG X'20'        TIGHT TABLE

00009F         MFCBCTFL DS    X            CODE TABLE FLAG

0000A0         MFCBCDTN DS    A            CODE TABLE NAME

0000A4         MFCBCDTV DS    H            CODE TABLE VERSION

               *

        00010  MFCBDLN3 EQU   *-MFCBDTFL   USED TO CLEAR FILE EDITING OPTIONS

               *

0000A6         MFCBIDLN DS    H            INTERNAL DATA LENGTH IN BYTES

0000A8         MFCBITYP DS    X            INTERNAL DATA TYPE

0000A9         MFCBIDEC DS    X            INTERNAL DECIMAL POSITION

0000AA         MFCBDOFF DS    H            OFFSET WITHIN RECORD

               *

0000AC         MFCBEDLN DS    H            EXTERNAL PURE DATA LENGTH

0000AE         MFCBEDEC DS    X            EXTERNAL DECIMAL POSITION

0000AF         MFCBESDC DS    X            # OF SCREEN POSITIONS AFTER DECIMAL

0000B0         MFCBEPLN DS    H            LENGTH OF EXTERNAL PICTURE

Offset  Value 

 

0000B4         MFCBEPIC DS    A            EXTERNAL PICTURE (ALWAYS ONE)

               *

        00022  MFCBDLN2 EQU   *-MFCBDTFL   USED TO CLEAR AUTO EDITING OPTIONS

               *

0000B8         MFCBMGLN DS    H            LENGTH OF ERR MSG

0000BA                  ORG   MFCBMGLN

0000B8         MFCBMPFX DS    CL2          FIELD LEVEL MSG PREFIX

0000BC         MFCBMSGO DS    A            ERROR MESSAGE

        0002C  MFCBMFL2 EQU   *-MFCBDFL1   USED FOR COMPARE(BEWARE OF CHG)
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        00054  MFCBDFLN EQU   *-MFCBDFLD          LENGTH OF DFLD EXTENTION

               *

               *   DFLD INDEX SUBSCRIPT EXTENSION

               *

0000C0         MFCBXSVA DS    0F           INDEX SUBSCRIPT VALUE AREA

               *                           (POINTED TO BY MFCBIXSA)

0000C0         MFCBXLEN DS    H            LENGTH OF THIS EXTENSION

0000C2         MFCBXAOC DS    H            ABSOLUTE OCCURRANCE

0000C4         MFCBFDOF DS    H            OFFSET TO OCCURRING GROUP FIELD

0000C6         MFCBXNSB DS    H            NUMBER OF SUBSCRIPTS

0000C8         MFCBXOC1 DS    H            FIRST MAX OCCURS

0000CA         MFCBXSU1 DS    H            FIRST SUBSCRIPT

0000CC         MFCBXOF1 DS    H            FIRST SUBSCRIPT GRP LENGTH/OFFSET

        00006  MFCBXLN1 EQU   *-MFCBXOC1   LENGTH OF A ENTRY

0000CE         MFCBXOC2 DS    H            SECOND MAX OCCURS

0000D0         MFCBXSU2 DS    H            SECOND SUBSCRIPT

0000D2         MFCBXOF2 DS    H            SECOND SUBSCRIPT GRP LENGTH/OFFSET

        00014  MFCBLN2  EQU   ((*-MFCBXLEN+3)/4)*4  LEN OF EXT - 2 SUBSCRIPTS

0000D4         MFCBXOC3 DS    H            THIRD MAX OCCURS

0000D6         MFCBXSU3 DS    H            THIRD SUBSCRIPT

0000D8         MFCBXOF3 DS    H            THIRD SUBSCRIPT GRP LENGTH/OFFSET

        0001C  MFCBLN3  EQU   ((*-MFCBXLEN+3)/4)*4  LEN OF EXT - 3 SUBSCRIPTS

0000DA         MFCBXOC4 DS    H            FOURTH MAX OCCURS

0000DC         MFCBXSU4 DS    H            FOURTH SUBSCRIPT

0000DE         MFCBXOF4 DS    H            FOURTH SUBSCRIPT GRP LENGTH/OFFSET

0000E0         MFCBXOC5 DS    H            FIFTH MAX OCCURS

0000E2         MFCBXSU5 DS    H            FIFTH SUBSCRIPT

0000E4         MFCBXOF5 DS    H            FIFTH SUBSCRIPT GRP LENGTH/OFFSET

0000E6         MFCBXOC6 DS    H            SIXTH MAX OCCURS

0000E8         MFCBXSU6 DS    H            SIXTH SUBSCRIPT

0000EA         MFCBXOF6 DS    H            SIXTH SUBSCRIPT GRP LENGTH/OFFSET

0000EC         MFCBXOC7 DS    H            SEVENTH MAX OCCURS

0000EE         MFCBXSU7 DS    H            SEVENTH SUBSCRIPT

0000F0         MFCBXOF7 DS    H            SEVENTH SUBSCRIPT GRP LENGTH/OFFSET

0000F2         MFCBXOC8 DS    H            EIGHTH MAX OCCURS

0000F4         MFCBXSU8 DS    H            EIGHTH SUBSCRIPT

0000F6         MFCBXOF8 DS    H            EIGHTH SUBSCRIPT GRP LENGTH/OFFSET

0000F8         MFCBXOC9 DS    H            NINTH MAX OCCURS

0000FA         MFCBXSU9 DS    H            NINTH SUBSCRIPT

0000FC         MFCBXOF9 DS    H            NINTH SUBSCRIPT GRP LENGTH/OFFSET

0000FE         MFCBXOCA DS    H            TENTH MAX OCCURS

000100         MFCBXSUA DS    H            TENTH SUBSCRIPT

000102         MFCBXOFA DS    H            TENTH SUBSCRIPT GRP LENGTH/OFFSET

000104         MFCBXOCB DS    H            ELEVENTH MAX OCCURS

000106         MFCBXSUB DS    H            ELEVENTH SUBSCRIPT

000108         MFCBXOFB DS    H            ELEVENTH SUBSCRIPT GRP LENGTH/OFFSE

00010A         MFCBXOCC DS    H            TWELFTH MAX OCCURS

00010C         MFCBXSUC DS    H            TWELFTH SUBSCRIPT

00010E         MFCBXOFC DS    H            TWELFTH SUBSCRIPT GRP LENGTH/OFFSET

000110         MFCBXOCD DS    H            THIRTEENTH MAX OCCURS

000112         MFCBXSUD DS    H            THIRTEENTH SUBSCRIPT

000114         MFCBXOFD DS    H            THIRTEENTH SUBSCRIPT GRP LENGTH/OFF

000116         MFCBXOCE DS    H            FOURTEENTH MAX OCCURS
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000118         MFCBXSUE DS    H            FOURTEENTH SUBSCRIPT

00011A         MFCBXOFE DS    H            FOURTEENTH SUBSCRIPT GRP LENGTH/OFF

00011C         MFCBXOCF DS    H            FIFTEENTH MAX OCCURS

00011E         MFCBXSUF DS    H            FIFTEENTH SUBSCRIPT

Offset  Value 

 

000120         MFCBXOFF DS    H            FIFTEENTH SUBSCRIPT GRP LENGTH/OFFSET

        00064  MFCBXTLN EQU   ((*-MFCBXLEN+3)/4)*4  TOTAL LENGTH OF EXTENSION

        000DC  MFCBTLEN EQU   MFCBDFLN+MFCBDSLN+MFCBLN3  USED FOR O.D.O

               *********************************************************************

               ***

               ***   ON-LINE MAPPING MAP (FIELD) SELECTION CONTROL BLOCK

               ***

               *********************************************************************

000000         MSCB     DSECT

000000                  DS    0D

000000                  DS    CL4                 EYE CATCH 'MSCB'

000004         MSCBNXTA DS    A                   OFFSET TO NEXT MSCB

000008         MSCBPREV DS    A                   OFFSET TO PRIOR MSCB

00000C         MSCBDFNM DS    A                   OFFSET INTO LIT POOL OF NAME

000010         MSCBNMLN DS    H                   LENGTH OF NAME LITERAL

000012         MSCBRCOF DS    H                   REC OFFSET OF FIELD

000014                  DS    F             UNUSED

000018                  DS    F             UNUSED

               **

               MSCBSEL   #FLAG X'80'              FILE FIELD SELECTED

               MSCBDEL   #FLAG X'40'              FILE FIELD DESELECTED

               MSCBRDF   #FLAG X'20'              REDEFINES ANOTHER FIELD

               MSCBRST   #FLAG X'10'              REDEFINING ONE SELECTED

               MSCBPRC   #FLAG X'08'              FIELD TO BE PROCESSED

               MSCBVNW   #FLAG X'04'              USED IN REC VER CHG

               MSCBNDP   #FLAG X'02'              PICTURE CANNOT BE ALTERED

               MSCBODP   #FLAG X'01'              ON IF OCCURS DEP ON FLD

00001C         MSCBFLG1  DS   X                   FLAG BYTE

00001D                   DS   X                   RESERVED

00001E         MSCBIXOF  DS   H                   1 SUBSCRIPT GRP LEN/OFFSET

               *

               MSCBMOC  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF MORE THAN ONE OCCURRANCE

000020         MSCBMOCF DS    0X                  FLAG BYTE (1ST BYTE OF FOLLOWING)

000020         MSCBIXSA DS    A                   ADDR OF INDEX SUBSCRIPTS IF HIGH

000024                  ORG   MSCBMOCF

               *        THESE TWO FIELDS USED IF MFSBMOC IS OFF

000020         MSCBOCC  DS    H                   MAX OCCURS, IF SUBSCRIPTED FIELD

000022         MSCBDFIX DS    H                   DATA FIELD SUBSCRIPT

               *

000024         MSCBLEVL  DS   CL2                 LEVEL NUMBER

        00028  MSCBDSLN EQU   ((*-MSCB+3)/4)*4    LENGTH OF DSECT

               *

               *   DFLD INDEX SUBSCRIPT EXTENSION FOR MSCB(S)

               *

000028         MSCBXSVA DS    0F            INDEX SUBSCRIPT VALUE AREA

               *                            (POINTED TO BY MSCBIXSA)

000028         MSCBXLEN DS    H             LENGTH OF THIS EXTENSION
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00002A         MSCBXAOC DS    H             ABSOLUTE OCCURRANCE

00002C         MSCBFDOF DS    H             OFFSET TO OCCURRING GROUP FIELD

00002E         MSCBXNSB DS    H             NUMBER OF SUBSCRIPTS

        00008  MSCBXBLN EQU   *-MSCBXLEN   LENGTH OF BASE PORTION

000030         MSCBXOC1 DS    H            FIRST MAX OCCURS

000032         MSCBXSU1 DS    H            FIRST SUBSCRIPT

000034         MSCBXOF1 DS    H            FIRST SUBSCRIPT GRP LENGTH/OFFSET

        00006  MSCBXLN1 EQU   *-MSCBXOC1   LENGTH OF A ENTRY

000036         MSCBXOC2 DS    H            SECOND MAX OCCURS

000038         MSCBXSU2 DS    H            SECOND SUBSCRIPT

00003A         MSCBXOF2 DS    H            SECOND SUBSCRIPT GRP LENGTH/OFFSET

        00014  MSCBLN2  EQU   ((*-MSCBXLEN+3)/4)*4  LEN OF EXT - 2 SUBSCRIPTS

00003C         MSCBXOC3 DS    H            THIRD MAX OCCURS

00003E         MSCBXSU3 DS    H            THIRD SUBSCRIPT

000040         MSCBXOF3 DS    H            THIRD SUBSCRIPT GRP LENGTH/OFFSET

        0001C  MSCBLN3  EQU   ((*-MSCBXLEN+3)/4)*4  LEN OF EXT - 3 SUBSCRIPTS

000042         MSCBXOC4 DS    H            FOURTH MAX OCCURS

000044         MSCBXSU4 DS    H            FOURTH SUBSCRIPT

000046         MSCBXOF4 DS    H            FOURTH SUBSCRIPT GRP LENGTH/OFFSET

Offset  Value 

 

000048         MSCBXOC5 DS    H            FIFTH MAX OCCURS

00004A         MSCBXSU5 DS    H            FIFTH SUBSCRIPT

00004C         MSCBXOF5 DS    H            FIFTH SUBSCRIPT GRP LENGTH/OFFSET

00004E         MSCBXOC6 DS    H            SIXTH MAX OCCURS

000050         MSCBXSU6 DS    H            SIXTH SUBSCRIPT

000052         MSCBXOF6 DS    H            SIXTH SUBSCRIPT GRP LENGTH/OFFSET

000054         MSCBXOC7 DS    H            SEVENTH MAX OCCURS

000056         MSCBXSU7 DS    H            SEVENTH SUBSCRIPT

000058         MSCBXOF7 DS    H            SEVENTH SUBSCRIPT GRP LENGTH/OFFSET

00005A         MSCBXOC8 DS    H            EIGHTH MAX OCCURS

00005C         MSCBXSU8 DS    H            EIGHTH SUBSCRIPT

00005E         MSCBXOF8 DS    H            EIGHTH SUBSCRIPT GRP LENGTH/OFFSET

000060         MSCBXOC9 DS    H            NINTH MAX OCCURS

000062         MSCBXSU9 DS    H            NINTH SUBSCRIPT

000064         MSCBXOF9 DS    H            NINTH SUBSCRIPT GRP LENGTH/OFFSET

000066         MSCBXOCA DS    H            TENTH MAX OCCURS

000068         MSCBXSUA DS    H            TENTH SUBSCRIPT

00006A         MSCBXOFA DS    H            TENTH SUBSCRIPT GRP LENGTH/OFFSET

00006C         MSCBXOCB DS    H            ELEVENTH MAX OCCURS

00006E         MSCBXSUB DS    H            ELEVENTH SUBSCRIPT

000070         MSCBXOFB DS    H            ELEVENTH SUBSCRIPT GRP LENGTH/OFFSE

000072         MSCBXOCC DS    H            TWELFTH MAX OCCURS

000074         MSCBXSUC DS    H            TWELFTH SUBSCRIPT

000076         MSCBXOFC DS    H            TWELFTH SUBSCRIPT GRP LENGTH/OFFSET

000078         MSCBXOCD DS    H            THIRTEENTH MAX OCCURS

00007A         MSCBXSUD DS    H            THIRTEENTH SUBSCRIPT

00007C         MSCBXOFD DS    H            THIRTEENTH SUBSCRIPT GRP LENGTH/OFF

00007E         MSCBXOCE DS    H            FOURTEENTH MAX OCCURS

000080         MSCBXSUE DS    H            FOURTEENTH SUBSCRIPT

000082         MSCBXOFE DS    H            FOURTEENTH SUBSCRIPT GRP LENGTH/OFF

000084         MSCBXOCF DS    H            FIFTEENTH MAX OCCURS

000086         MSCBXSUF DS    H            FIFTEENTH SUBSCRIPT
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000088         MSCBXOFF DS    H            FIFTEENTH SUBSCRIPT GRP LENGTH/OFFS

        00064  MSCBXTLN EQU   ((*-MSCBXLEN+3)/4)*4  TOTAL LENGTH OF EXTENSION

        0008C  MSCBDXLN EQU   ((*-MSCB+3)/4)*4    LENGTH OF DSECT/EXTENSION

#OLMWKDS

                        COPY #OLMWKDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***     ON-LINE MAPPING WORK DSECT                                ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

               * *** NOTE... THIS SPACE IS ACQUIRED BY RHDCOMTC AND AVAILABLE TO ALL

               * ***         ON-LINE MAPPING MODULES VIA R11.

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         OLMWK    DSECT                            04/13/90 13:30:35   07/09/91

000000         OLMID    DS    CL4                 'OMW*'

000004                  DS    0F                                              JEP85175

000004         WRKHALF  DS    H                   WORK HALFWORD               JEP85175

000006         WRKFLEN  DS    H                   WORK HALFWORD/LEN LOW SUB   JEP85176

000008         DWORD    DS    D                   DOUBLEWORD FOR ALL

000010         SYSPLIST DS    20F                 PLIST FOR DC FUNCTIONS

               *

000060         OBUFFER  DS    0A                  ADDRESS OF OUTPUT BUFFER

000060         IBUFFER  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF INPUT BUFFER

000064         OBUFFLEN DS    0H                  LENGTH OF OUTPUT BUFFER

000064         IBUFFEND DS    A                   END OF INPUT BUFFER

               *

000068         STGANKOR DS    A                   ANCHOR FOR STORAGE MGMT

               *                                  PARMS FOR LITPOOL

00006C         OLMLTLEN DS    H                   LENGTH

000070         OLMLTADD DS    A                   ADDRESS

000074         OLMLTR8  DS    F                   SAVE R8

000078         OLMLTR12 DS    F                   SAVE R12

00007C         SAVEREG1 DS    A                   TO SAVE RETURN REGS

000080         SAVEREG2 DS    A                   TO SAVE RETURN REGS

               *

000084         GETSTGA  DS    A                   ADDRESS FOR GET STORAGE

000088         FREESTGA DS    A                   ADDRESS FOR FREE STORAGE

00008C         UTIOA    DS    A                   TERMINAL I/O

000090         UT3270A  DS    A                   3270 TYPE FUNCTIONS

000094         INTEXTA  DS    A                   INT & EXT CHAR OF DFLDS

000098         ADDLITLA DS    A                   ADD LITERAL TO POOL

00009C         GPPATCHA DS    A                   COMMON PATCH AREA FOR OMGP RTNS

0000A0         SUBABTA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF SUBTASK ABORT *RQE84123*

               *
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0000A4                  DS    A                   RESERVED                       BZJ

               *

               *

               *  ***  AIDBYTE IS TAKEN FROM THE PTE BY RHDCOMTC AND USED IN ROUTINE

               *  ***  TERMREAD TO DETERMINE READ BUFFER OR MODIFIED SHOULD BE DONE.

               *

0000A8         AIDBYTE  DS    X                   LAST OPERATOR INTERRUPT

               *

0000A9         LASTEDIT DS    X                   EDIT FLAG SETTING ON THE WAY OUT

0000AA         DCFUNC   DS    X                   LAST DC FUNCTION DONE BY OLM

0000AB         QUEKEEP  DS    X                   QUEUE RETENTION PERIOD

               *

        00001  GETSTG#  EQU   1                   ***  DC FUNCTION NUMBERS  ***

        00003  LINK#    EQU   3

        00007  LOAD#    EQU   7

               *

0000AC         AMQR     DS    A                   ADDRESS OF MAP QUEUE RECORD

Offset  Value 

 

0000B0         ADICTMQR DS    A                   ADDR OF DICTIONARY MODEL MQR

               *

               * ***   NOTE... THE FOLLOWING LIST ANCHORS ALL KEPT STORAGE

               * ***           FOR ON-LINE MAPPING.

               *

0000B4         ANCHORS  DS    0A                  KEPT STORAGE ANCHORS

0000B4         ALSTOBUF DS    A,CL4               LAST OUTPUT BUFFER, STGID

        00001  ANCHORN  EQU   (*-ANCHORS)/8       NUMBER OF ANCHORS IN LIST

               * THE FOLLOWING FIELDS CONTAIN OLM MAP RELATED INFORMATION

               *

0000BC         MRBADDR  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF MRB

0000C0         MRECADDR DS    A                   ADDRESS OF MAP RECORD

               *

               * *** NOTE... THE FOLLOWING FIELDS SAVE INFORMATION CRITICAL TO

               * ***         THE EXECUTION OF THE MAP COMPILER.

               *

0000C4         AMPWK1   DS    A                   ADDRESS OF MAP COMPILER WORK AREA

0000C8         PANDBK   DS    F                   CURRENT PANEL'S DBKEY

0000CC         MAPDBK   DS    F                   CURRENT MAP'S DBKEY

0000D0         MPDBPARM DS    F                   USED TO PASS PARMS TO RHDCMPDB

0000D4         MCBIX    DS    H                   BRANCH INDEX FOR MAP COMPILER MODS

               *

               * *** OLMPF# KEEPS TRACK OF THE CURRENT PFLD NUMBER IN RHDCOMFE

               *

0000D6         OLMPF#   DS    H                    CURRENT PFLD NUMBER

               *

               * *** NOTE... THE FOLLOWING FIELDS ARE USED BY THE BUFFER SCANNING

               * ***         ROUTINE TO RETURN INFORMATION ABOUT THE SUCCESS/FAILURE

               * ***         OF THE LAST ATTEMPTED FIELD SCAN...

               *

0000D8         SCNFLEN  DS    H                   LENGTH OF FIELD FOUND BY SCANNER

0000DA         EOFADR   DS    H                   3270 ADDR OF LAST FIELD BYTE+1

0000DC         EOFOFF   DS    H                   OFFSET OF LAST FIELD BYTE

               * *** MORE FLAGS FOR OMGN                                    *LCB86064*
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               ODOSEL   #FLAG X'01'               O.D.O. FIELD SELECTED     *LCB86064*

0000DE         MGN2FLAG DS    X                                             *LCB86064*

0000DF                  DS    X                   RESERVED                  *LCB86064*

0000E0         NXTSCNAD DS    A                   NEXT BYTE IN BUFFER TO START SCAN

0000E4         ABSADDR  DS    A                   ABSOLUTE ADDR TO CONVERT TO BUFADR

0000E8         SCNFSTRT DS    A                   ADDR OF MARKER SCANNER FOUND

               *                                  (INCLUDES DELIMIT, IF ANY)

0000EC         SCANTAB  DS    XL256               TABLE USED BY SCANNER

               *

               * *** NOTE... USEFUL 3270-TYPE EQUATES FOR ALL

               *

        00011  SBA      EQU   X'11'               SET BUFFER ADDRESS ORDER

        0001D  SF       EQU   X'1D'               START FIELD ORDER

        0003C  RA       EQU   X'3C'               REPEAT TO ADDRESS ORDER

        00013  IC       EQU   X'13'               INSERT CURSOR ORDER

        000F0  PROTSK   EQU   X'F0'               PROTECTED SKIP ATTRIBUTE

        00060  PROT     EQU   X'60'               PROTECTED ATTRIBUTE

        00029  SFECODE  EQU   X'29'               START FIELD EXTENDED

        000C0  ATR1CODE EQU   X'C0'               ATTR 1

        00041  ATR2CODE EQU   X'41'               ATTR 2

        00042  ATR3CODE EQU   X'42'               ATTR 3

        000C2  ATR4CODE EQU   X'C2'               ATTR 4

        00043  ATR5COD1 EQU   X'43'               ATTR 5

        000FE  ATR5COD2 EQU   X'FE'               ATTR 5

        000F8  DBCSTYPE EQU   X'F8'               DBCS ATTR TYPE                 BZJ

        00001  MIXTYPE  EQU   X'01'               MIXED DATA ATTR TYPE           BZJ

        00020  TYPE3279 EQU   X'20'               TYPE IS 3279

               *

0001EC         SOFMARKR DS    XL1                 CHARACTER TO MARK START OF FIELD

0001ED         MODMARKR DS    XL1                 CHARACTER TO MARK FIELD FOR EDIT

0001EE         DFLDMRKR DS    XL1                 CHARACTER TO MARK DFLDS

0001EF         DLMMARKR DS    XL1                 CHARACTER TO MARK DELIMIT

Offset  Value 

 

               *

               ADRCONV  #FLAG X'F8'               BUFFER ADDRESS ROUTINE INVOKED

               AABOF    #FLAG X'80'               CONVERT ABSOLUTE ADDR TO BUFFOFF

               BOFRC    #FLAG X'40'               CONVERT BUFFER OFFSET TO ROW/COL

               BOFBA    #FLAG X'20'               BUFFER OFFSET TO 3270-ADDRESS

               BABOF    #FLAG X'10'               BUFFER ADDRESS TO OFFSET

               RCBOF    #FLAG X'08'               ROW/COL TO BUFFER OFFSET

               RCBOFBA  #FLAG X'28'               R/C TO OFFSET TO ADDRESS - 1 CALL

               CNVTFCT  #FLAG X'04'               CONVERT AID TO FUNCTION

               SCAN     #FLAG X'01'               SCAN INPUT BUFFER FOR FIELD

0001F0         OM32FLAG DS    XL1                 FLAGS FOR UT3270

               LASTFLD  #FLAG X'80'               THIS IS THE LAST FIELD IN BUFFER

               SCNFDLM  #FLAG X'40'               FIELD IS DELIMITED

               BADAID   #FLAG X'20'               AID ENTERED WAS IN ERROR

               INDBCS   #FLAG X'10'               WE ARE IN A DBCS FIELD (LITERAL)

0001F1         OM32FLG2 DS    XL1                 MORE FLAGS FOR OM32

               *

0001F2         TERMLLEN DS    H                   LINE LENGTH OF SESSION TERMINAL

0001F4         TERMPLEN DS    H                   PAGE LENGTH OF SESSION TERMINAL
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               *

0001F6         SAVEPAGE DS    H                   SAVED MAP PAGE FIELD

0001F8         SAVETPGE DS    H                   SAVED MAP TOTAL # OF PAGES FIELD

0001FA         INDXMRCB DS    H                   INDEX FOR RECORD DELETION

0001FC         REC#VRCH DS    H                   COUNT OF RCDS WITH VER CHG  JEP84333

               *

0001FE         SAVPAGXF DS    H                   PAGE FIELD - FILE FIELD SEL ECM85043

000200         SAVTPGXF DS    H                   TOT PAGES - FILE FIELD SEL  ECM85043

               *

               * *** NOTE... THE FOLLOWING FIELDS ARE USED FOR VARIOUS 3270 BUFFER

               * ***         ADDRESS CONVERSIONS.

000202         BUFFRC   DS    H                   ROW/COLUMN ADDRESS

000204         BUFFADR  DS    H                   3270-FORMAT BUFFER ADDRESS

000206         BUFFOFF  DS    H                   EQUIVALENT BUFFER OFFSET REL TO 0

               *

000208         NEWCURSO DS    H                   BUFFER OFFSET OF NEW CURSOR POS

               *

00020A                  ORG   NEWCURSO            SET ORIGIN FOR PROPAGATION ROW/COL

000208         PROPRC   DS    0H                  ROW/COL THRU WHICH TO PROPAGATE

000208         PROPROW  DS    X                   ROW

000209         PROPCOL  DS    X                       COL

               *

               *

               * *** NOTE... THE PROCESSING FUNCTION IS SET BY CONVERTING THE 3270

               * ***         AID BYTE IN UT3270  . MAJOR FUNCTIONS REPRESENT LEVELS

               * ***         IN THE HEIRARCHY OF  NORMAL PROCESSING. MINOR FUNCTIONS

               * ***         ARE PROCESSES INCIDENTAL TO THE TASK AT HAND, GENERATING

               * ***         A MAP.

               *

               MAJCODE  #FLAG X'F0'               MAJOR CODES ARE 10-F0

               ENDTASK  #FLAG X'10'               IF MAJOR BECOMES THIS, BACK TO DC

               * MAJOR FUNCTION CODES...

               PANEL    #FLAG X'20'               MAIN ENTRY TO GET PANEL-TYPE INFO

               FORMAT   #FLAG X'30'               FORMAT MAP

               FFSELEC  #FLAG X'30'               FILE FIELD SELECTION        ECM85043

               FSELECT  #FLAG X'40'               FIELD SELECTION

               FEDITS   #FLAG X'50'               FIELD EDITS

               LOAD     #FLAG X'60'               LOAD MOD MAINT(SET INTERNALLY)

               PNALTSC  #FLAG X'70'               ERROR SCREEN FOR PANEL

               FDALTSC  #FLAG X'80'               ALTERNATE SCREEN FOR FIELDS

        00090  SUBFCTN  EQU   FDALTSCM+16         FCNTS ABOVE THIS NEVER BASE FCTNS

               MIMAGE   #FLAG X'90'               SHOW MAP IMAGE

               SETCURS  #FLAG X'A0'               SET CURSOR ADDRESS

               PROPGAT  #FLAG X'B0'               PROPAGATE FORMAT MAP FIELDS

               ADRECSC  #FLAG X'C0'               ADDITIONAL RECORDS FOR PANEL

               EXTMPDF  #FLAG X'D0'               EXT MAP DEFINITION          ECM85043

               OCCURS   #FLAG X'E0'               OCCURRING FIELDS SELECTION  ECM85043

Offset  Value 

 

               * MINOR FUNCTION CODES...

               MINCODE  #FLAG X'0F'               MINOR CODES ARE 00-0F

               UPLEVEL  #FLAG X'01'               GO UP A MAJOR FUNCTION

               QUITMAP  #FLAG X'02'               QUIT THIS MAP SESSION
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               SETMODE  #FLAG X'03'               SET PROCESSING MODE

               SAMEFCT  #FLAG X'04'               CONTINUE WITH SAME MAJOR FUNCTION

               FRESHEN  #FLAG X'05'               REFRESH CURRENT MAJOR FUNCTION

               ADDRECS  #FLAG X'06'               GO TO ADDITIONAL RECORDS SCREEN

00020A         FUNCTION DS    XL1                 FUNCTION FLAGS

               *

00020B         BASEFCTN DS    XL1                 HOMEBASE FUNCTION CODE

00020C         LASTFCTN DS    XL1                 PREVIOUS FUNCTION CODE

00020D         TERMOUTF DS    XL1                 LAST FCTN TO DO TERMINAL OUTPUT

               *

               * *** THESE FLAGS ARE NON-MODULE SPECIFIC; USED MAINLY BY RHDCOMTC.

               *

               FAST     #FLAG X'80'               FAST MODE

               SLOW     #FLAG X'40'               SLOW MODE

               OLMABND  #FLAG X'20'               ABEND TRAP

               FCTPEND  #FLAG X'10'               NEW FUNCTION IS PENDING

               UT3270   #FLAG X'08'               INVOKES 3270 UTILITY ROUTINES

               COMMIT   #FLAG X'04'               MQR'S UPDATES, TIME FOR COMMIT

               REFRESH  #FLAG X'02'               IF FRESHEN FUNCTION SELECTED

               UTERMIO  #FLAG X'01'               INVOKES TERMINAL I/O ROUTINES

00020E         MISCFLAG DS    XL1                 MISCELLANEOUS FLAGS FOR ALL

               NEWCOPY  #FLAG X'80'               MARK MAP LOAD MODULE 'NEWCOPY'

               DECCOMA  #FLAG X'40'              DEFAULT IS DEC.PT IS COMMA*RQE84132*

               REVNUM   #FLAG X'20'              DEFAULT IS REVERSE NUMERIC*RQE84136*

               DICTNOD  #FLAG X'10'              USE ALT #LOAD/#DELETE     *ECM84152*

               DELMSGD  #FLAG X'08'              MSG 355047 MUST BE SENT OUTECM84152*

               FILE     #FLAG X'04'              MAP IS A FILE MAP            ECM85043

               TAPEDEV  #FLAG X'02'              FILE DEVICE IS TAPE          ECM85043

               MENU     #FLAG X'01'              MENU HAS BEEN INVOKED        ECM85051

00020F         MISCFLG2 DS    XL1                 MISCELLANEOUS FLAGS FOR ALL

               *

               * *** FLAGS FOR UTERMIO .

               *

               TERMWRT  #FLAG X'80'               WRITE BUFFER TO TERMINAL REQUEST

               READBUF  #FLAG X'40'               READ BUFFER REQUEST

               NEWPAGE  #FLAG X'20'               ERASE/WRITE REQUEST

               TCAM     #FLAG X'10'               SESSION TERMINAL IS REMOTE TCAM

               RESET    #FLAG X'08'               JUST RESET KEYBOARD

               READAID  #FLAG X'04'               UTIO IS TO READ TERM INPUT FOR AID

000210         UTIOFLAG DS    XL1                 FLAGS FOR UTERMIO

               *

               * *** FLAGS FOR OMPN .

               *

               ERASE    #FLAG X'80'               ERASE MAP LOAD MODULE

               COPYALL  #FLAG X'40'               COPY 'ALL' OPTION

               COPYMAP  #FLAG X'20'               COPY MAP IS IN PROGRESS

               COPYMDT  #FLAG X'10'               TURN ON THE MAP/VERSION MDTS

               VERCHNG  #FLAG X'08'               RECORD VERSION IS BEING CHANGED

               RCDERR   #FLAG X'04'               ERROR DURING RECORD PROCESS JEP84335

               DBNDCHG  #FLAG X'02'               DICT/NODE CHG - UPDATE LTE  JEP84339

               FILEOK   #FLAG X'01'               FILE OPTION IS PRESENT      ECM85091

000211         OMPNFLAG DS    XL1                 FLAG FOR OMPN

               *
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               * *** FLAGS FOR OMFM .

               *

               FM3279   #FLAG X'80'               WE ARE WORKING WITH 3279

               FMDBCS   #FLAG X'10'               TERMINAL SUPPORTS DBCS         BZJ

               FMSDBCS  #FLAG X'20'               TERMINAL SIMULATES DBCS        BZJ

000212         OMFMFLAG DS    XL1                 FLAG FOR OMFM

               *

               * *** FLAGS FOR OMAR .

               *

Offset  Value 

 

               ARUPDT   #FLAG X'80'               ADD RECS UPDATE OCCURRED

               ARSCRF   #FLAG X'40'               ADD RECS SCREEN FULL

               ARNPCH   #FLAG X'20'               ADD RECS NEXTPAGE FIELD CHANGED

               FLDSDEL  #FLAG X'10'               FIELD DELETED DURING RECORD DELETE

               VALDK83  #FLAG X'04'               TEMP ********************** JEP85113

000213         OMARFLAG DS    X                   ADDITIONAL RECORDS SCREEN FLAG1

               *                                                              ECM85043

               * *** FLAGS FOR OMXF .                                         ECM85043

               *                                                              ECM85043

000214         LENMSCB  DS    F                   LEN OF SPACE FOR MSCB CHAIN ECM85043

000218         SELECTWD DS    CL12                TO KEEP SELECTIONS IN MIND  ECM85043

000224         STRTMSCB DS    A                   ADDR OF FIRST MSCB ON PAGE  ECM85043

000228         LEVLMSCB DS    CL2                 LEVEL TO CHECK              ECM85043

               XFUPDT   #FLAG X'80'               SCREEN UPDATE OCCURRED      ECM85043

               XFMTGO   #FLAG X'40'               MORE FIELDS TO GO           ECM85043

               XFNPCH   #FLAG X'20'               NEXTPAGE FIELD ON MAP CHGD  ECM85043

               XFENDST  #FLAG X'10'               OCCURRING FIELD(S)          JEP85178

               SWMSCB1  #FLAG X'08'               USEFUL SWITCH               ECM85043

               XFCOPY   #FLAG X'04'               COPY IN PROGRESS, BLD PROTO JEP85099

               XFCURS   #FLAG X'02'               CURSOR SET ON SELECT BYTE *LCB86037*

               XFNEWQ   #FLAG X'01'               CALLED FRM NWQ RTN IN OMPN*LCB86106*

00022A         OMXFFLAG DS    X                   FILE FIELD SELECTION SWITCH ECM85043

               * *** FLAGS FOR OMGN                                           ECM85043

               CARDFLE  #FLAG X'01'               FILE TYPE IS CARD           ECM85043

               PSFLE    #FLAG X'02'               FILE TYPE IS PS             ECM85043

               PRNTFLE  #FLAG X'04'               FILE TYPE IS PRINT          ECM85043

               VSAMFLE  #FLAG X'08'               FILE TYPE IS VSAM ESDS      ECM85043

               FILEMSG  #FLAG X'80'               FILE TYPE MSG IS NEEDED     ECM85043

               RECUMSG  #FLAG X'40'               RECFM U MSG IS NEEDED       ECM85043

               RECFMSG  #FLAG X'20'               RECFM F MSG IS NEEDED       ECM85043

               RECVMSG  #FLAG X'10'               RECFM V MSG IS NEEDED       ECM85043

               FILEFLG  #FLAG CARDFLEM+PSFLEM+PRNTFLEM+VSAMFLEM               ECM85043

00022B         OMGNFLAG DS    X                                               ECM85043

               *

               * *** FLAGS FOR MAP PAGING

               *

               SDTL     #FLAG X'80'               START DETAIL SPECIFIED

               EDTL     #FLAG X'40'               END DETAIL SPECIFIED

               FTRS     #FLAG X'20'               FOOTER START SPECIFIED

               ODDTL    #FLAG X'10'               ONLY DETAIL DFLD            ECM85043

00022C         PAGEFLG  DS    X                   ADDITIONAL RECORDS SCREEN FLAG1

               *
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               * *** FLAGS AND FIELDS FOR DB INTERFACING

               *

               DBBOUND  #FLAG X'80'               DB BINDS/READY ISSUED

               ERROR    #FLAG X'40'               GENERAL ERROR FLAG

               VALIDAT  #FLAG X'20'               VALIDATE/READY ISSUED

               ERGTSTG  #FLAG X'40'               ERROR OCCURRED DURING #GETSTG

               OMTCDB   #FLAG X'08'               IF ON, OMTC DOING DB CALL*RQE84125*

               *** NOTE -- OMTCDB MUST BE ON IF OMTC IS DOING A BALR TO ONE OF

               *** OMGP'S DATABASE ROUTINES IN ORDER TO MAKE THE SUBTASK ABORT

               *** ROUTINE WORK PROPERLY UNDER IDMS/R AND TCF

               ERROR2   #FLAG X'04'               ERROR FLG FOR BAD IDD REC *LCB86127*

00022D         OMDBFLAG DS    XL1

00022E         MENUFUNC DS    X                   FUNC CODE FROM MENU

00022F         WKFRSEQ  DS    X                   MAX SEQ NBR FOR $R FIELD(S)

000230         OLMNODE  DS    CL8                 NODE NAME

000238         OLMDICT  DS    CL8                 DICT NAME

000240         BINDRECA DS    A                  BIND RECORD

000244         BINDSA   DS    A                  BINDS/READY

000248         CONRECA  DS    A                  CONNECT TO SET

00024C         DCONRECA DS    A                  DISCONNECT FROM SET

000250         ERALLA   DS    A                  ERASE

000254         FDCALCA  DS    A                  FIND CALC

000258         FDCURRA  DS    A                  FIND CURRENT REC

00025C         FDDBKEYA DS    A                  FIND USING DBKEY

Offset  Value 

 

000260         FDDUPLA  DS    A                  FIND DUPLICATE

000264         FDNEXTA  DS    A                  FIND NEXT IN SET

000268         FDOWNERA DS    A                  FIND OWNER

00026C         FDPRIORA DS    A                  FIND PRIOR

000270         FINISHA  DS    A                  FINISH

000274         KPEXCLA  DS    A                  KEEP EXCLUSIVE

000278         MODRECA  DS    A                  MODIFY

00027C         OBCALCA  DS    A                  OBTAIN CALC

000280         OBCURRA  DS    A                  OBTAIN CURRENT

000284         OBDBKEYA DS    A                  OBTAIN REC USING DBKEY

000288         OBDUPLA  DS    A                  OBTAIN DUPLICATE

00028C         OBNEXTA  DS    A                  OBTAIN NEXT IN SET

000290         OBOWNERA DS    A                  OBTAIN OWNER

000294         OBPRIORA DS    A                  OBTAIN PRIOR

000298         ROLLBKA  DS    A                  ROLLBACK

00029C         STRECA   DS    A                  STORE

0002A0         ACOWDBKA DS    A                  ACCEPT OWNER DBKEY

0002A4         PRNTERRA DS    A                  PRINT ERROR AND ABEND

0002A8         NXTFUNCA DS    A                  NEXT FUNCTION ROUTINE        ECM85051

0002AC         STATOK   DS    CL4'0000'

0002B0         ENDOFSET DS    CL4'0307'

0002B4         NOTFOUND DS    CL4'0326'

0002B8         RELNTDFN DS    CL4'0233'

               *

               * *** FLAGS AND FIELDS FOR RHDCOMFS.

               *

               * FIELD SELECTION ACTION CODE
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               EDIT     #FLAG X'80'               SELECT FIELDS FOR EDITING

               DELETE   #FLAG X'40'               FLAG FIELDS FOR DELETION

               COPY     #FLAG X'20'               COPY FIELD CHARACTERISTICS

               FINISH   #FLAG X'10'               IMMEDIATELY COMPLETE DICT MAINT

               GNRATE   #FLAG X'08'               GENRATE MAP LOAD MODULE

0002BC         FSACTION DS    XL1                 FIELD SELECTION ACTION FLAGS

               * FIELD SELECTION GROUPING

               NEW      #FLAG X'80'               SELECT JUST NEW FIELDS

               ALL      #FLAG X'40'               SELECT ALL FIELDS

0002BD         FSGROUP  DS    XL1                 FIELD SELECTION GROUPING FLAGS

               * FIELD SELECTION FIELD TYPE

               DATA     #FLAG X'80'               SELECT FROM DATA FIELDS ONLY

               LITERAL  #FLAG X'40'               SELECT FROM LITERALS ONLY

               MESSAGE  #FLAG X'20'               SELECT MESSAGE FIELD

               RSPNSE   #FLAG X'10'               SELECT RESPONSE FIELD

               ALLTYPE  #FLAG X'01'               ALL TYPES PARTICIPATE IN SELECTION

0002BE         FSTYPE   DS    XL1                 FIELD SELECTION FIELD TYPE

               *

               ROWSEQ   #FLAG X'80'               INCREMENT SUBSCRIPT ROW-WISE

               COLSEQ   #FLAG X'48'               INCREMENT SUBSCRIPT COLUMN-WISE

               FSEXTD   #FLAG X'20'               DEFAULT EXTENDED SCREEN

               FSERR    #FLAG X'01'               ERROR IN SELECTION CRITERIA

0002BF         OMFSFLAG DS    XL1                 FLAGS FOR RHDCOMFS

               *

0002C0         SUBSINCR DS    H                  INCREMENT FOR SUBSCRIPTED DFLDS

0002C2         CURSUBS  DS    H                  CURRENT SUBSCRIPT VALUE FOR COPY

0002C4         COPYSRCE DS    F                  OFFSET OF SOURCE MFCB FOR COPY

               *

0002C8         FROMRC   DS    0H                  WITHIN MAP FROM

0002C8         FROMROW  DS    X                                   ROW

0002C9         FROMCOL  DS    X                                   COL

0002CA         TORC     DS    0H                             TO

0002CA         TOROW    DS    X                                   ROW

0002CB         TOCOL    DS    X                                   COL

               *

               * *** FLAGS FOR RHDCOMFE

               *

               VERFLDS  #FLAG X'80'               OMAR CALLED - RCD VER CHG   JEP84320

               MAPDONE  #FLAG X'40'               ALL UPDATES TO MAP ARE IN DICT

Offset  Value 

 

               CRITMSG  #FLAG X'20'               PUT OUT CRITICAL CHG MSG *RQE84142*

               WRAP     #FLAG X'10'               LAST FIELD WRAPS AROUND MAP ECM84229

               OM32     #FLAG X'08'               OMFE MAP IN USE IS RHDCOM32

               *MORDER  #FLAG X'04'               EXPL PFLD(N)<--DFLD(N) WAS CDKJ86231

               OMMSG2T  #FLAG X'04'               MESSAGE PROC 2ND PASS       DKJ86231

               OMNOSUB  #FLAG X'02'               NO SUBSCRIPT INDICATOR

               OM34     #FLAG X'01'               OMF2 MAP IN USE IS RHDCOM34

0002CC         OMFEFLAG DS    XL1                 FLAGS FOR RHDCOMFE

               *

               * *** FLAGS FOR RHDCOMGP

               *

               DOLLAR   #FLAG X'80'               DOLLAR FOUND
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               DECIMAL  #FLAG X'40'               DECIMAL FOUND

               FLTEXPN  #FLAG X'20'               EXPONENT FOR FLOATING PT FOUND

               FLOAT    #FLAG X'10'               FLOATING POINT DFLD         MMR84187

               FIRSTM   #FLAG X'08'               DUPLICATE NEXT ACTIVITY SEL ECM85051

               LOWSUB   #FLAG X'04'               LOWEST IN MULT OCCURING FLD JEP85176

               OCCGRP   #FLAG X'02'               FIELD IN MULT OCCURING GRP  JEP85177

0002CD         OMGPFLAG DS    XL1

0002CE         SUPPCHAR DS    XL1

0002CF         PREVCHAR DS    XL1

               *

               * *** DATA TYPE CODE VALUES

               *

        00000  DATGROUP EQU   00                FIELD IS GROUP

        00001  DATEBCDC EQU   01                EBCDIC CHARACTER STRING

        00002  DATHBNRY EQU   02                2'S COMP BIN HALFWD

        00003  DATFBNRY EQU   03                2'S COMP BIN FULLWD

        00004  DATSPACK EQU   04           SIGNED PACKED DECIMAL

        00005  DATPACK  EQU   05           UNSIGNED PACKED DECIMAL

        00006  DATSZONE EQU   06           SIGNED ZONED DECIMAL

        00007  DATZONE  EQU   07           ZONED DECIMAL

        00008  DATFLTD  EQU   08           DISPLAY FLOATING PT

        00009  DATSFLT  EQU   09           SHORT (4-BYTE) FLOATING PT

        0000A  DATLFLT  EQU   10           LONG  (8-BYTE) FLOATING PT

        0000B  DATBITS  EQU   11           BIT-STRING

        0000C  DATDBNRY EQU   12           DOUBLEWORD BINARY                  DOUBLEWD

0002D0         HOLDPIC  DS    CL32                                            MMR84184

0002F0                  ORG   HOLDPIC                                         JEP85129

0002D0         DISPCL6  DS    CL6                 DISPLAY FLD - ONE SUBSCRIPT JEP85129

0002D6                  ORG

0002F0         ERRLEN   DS    H                   LENGTH OF MSG AREA USED SO FAR

0002F2         ERRLIN1  DS    CL159

000391                  DS    CL1                 FILLER

000392                  ORG   ERRLIN1

0002F2         ERRLINE  DS    CL79                ERROR LINE FOR 'SHORT SCREENS'

000341                  ORG

000392                  ORG   ERRLIN1

0002F2         ERRPRM1L DS    X                   LENGTH OF ERROR PARM 1

0002F3         ERRPARM1 DS    CL2                 VALUE OF ERROR PARM 1

0002F5         ERRPRM2L DS    X                   LENGTH OF ERROR PARM 2

0002F6         ERRPARM2 DS    CL8                 VALUE OF ERROR PARM 2

0002FE         ERRPRM3L DS    X                   LENGTH OF ERROR PARM 3

0002FF         ERRPARM3 DS    CL4                 VALUE OF ERROR PARM 3

000303         ERRPRM4L DS    X                   LENGTH OF ERROR PARM 4      JEP85340

000304         ERRPARM4 DS    CL32                VALUE OF ERROR PARM 4       JEP85340

000324                  ORG

000392         TASKID   DS    CL8                 OLM TASKCODE SAVED HERE

00039A         LASTMOD  DS    CL8                 NAME OF LAST CONTROLLING MODULE

               *

               * ***    SUBTASK FIELDS     IDMS/R  UMBRELLA

               *

0003A4         IDMSRCBA DS    A                   IDMS/R-OLM CONTROL BLOCK ADDRESS

               IDMSR    #FLAG X'80'               IDMSR IS DRIVING OLM

               IDMSRER  #FLAG X'40'               IF ON, ERROR FOUND, RETURN TO R
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               UMBR     #FLAG X'20'               IF ON, WE'RE UNDER THE UMBRELLA

Offset  Value 

 

               SUBPGM   #FLAG IDMSRM+UMBRM        IF ON, OLM IS A SUB PROGRAM

               ERRPARM  #FLAG X'10'               ERROR PARMS WITH THE ERROR MESSAGE

               IDMSRTN  #FLAG X'08'               RETURN TO IDMS/R (SET ON BY OMGN)

               UMBSWCH  #FLAG X'04'               SWITCH TASK SELECTED (UMBRELLA)

               UMBNEW   #FLAG X'02'               NEW SESSION W/ MAP NAME (UMBRELLA)

               ABTSUB   #FLAG X'01'               SUBTASK ABORT IN PROGRESS*RQE84123*

0003A8         IDMSRFG1 DS    X                   FIRST FLAG BYTE FOR IDMS/R

0003A9         UMBUNXF  DS    X                   NEXT TASK OLD/NEW FLAG (UMBRELLA)

               PARMS7   #FLAG X'80'               7 PARMS FOR SUBTASK WTL  *RQE84123*

               ERRPMSB  #FLAG X'40'               2 PARMS (2,3) FOR ST WTL *RQE84123*

               ERRPMS1  #FLAG X'20'               1 PARM  FOR SUBTASK WTL  *RQE84129*

               ERRPMS2  #FLAG X'10'               2 PARMS (1,2) FOR ST WL  *RQE84129*

               TCFRSO   #FLAG X'08'               USE Q'S DICTNAME & NODE  *RQE84240*

0003AA         IDMSRFG2 DS    X                   2ND FLAG FOR IDMS AND TCF*RQE84123*

0003AB         WKFRHOLD DS    X                   TEMP HOLD OF CURR $R SEQ *RQE84123*

0003AC         UMBUNXT  DS    CL8                 NEXT TASK CODE FOR TCF (UMBRELLA)

0003B4         WKSTDEC  DS    F                   HOLD DEC POSITONS           ECM85275

               *

               * *** NOTE... MAPQNAME DEFINES THE QUEUE NAME OF THE CURRENT MAP'S

               * ***         MAP CONTROL QUEUE (MQR).

               *

0003B8         MAPQNAME DS    CL16                MAP NAME AND VERSION

0003C8                  ORG   MAPQNAME

0003B8         QUEID    DS    CL4                 QUEUE   ID

0003BC         MAPNAME  DS    CL8                 NAME OF MAP

0003C4         MAPVER   DS    CL4                 MAP VERSION (IN DISPLAY FORMAT)

0003C8                  ORG

0003C8         SUBREG12 DS    F                   SAVE R12 FOR SUBABT      *RQE84123*

0003CC         SUBREG14 DS    F                   SAVE R14 FOR SUBABT      *RQE84123*

0003D0         SUBREGS  DS    4F                  MORE REGS FOR SUBABT     *RQE84123*

0003E0                  ORG   SUBREGS                                         JEP84320

0003D0         ARSREGS  DS    4F                  SAVE AREA RCD VERSION CHG   JEP84320

0003E0                  ORG

0003E0         USRID    DS    CL32                USER ID FROM SIGNON ELEMT*RQE84152*

000400         USRDBK   DS    F                   DBKEY OF SIGNED ON USER           *

000404         CHCKRET  DS    F                   SAVE R15 OMFE/F2 CHCKLEN *ECM84181*

000408         WKROW    DS    H                   OMFE/OMF2 CALC NBR ROWS  *ECM84181*

00040A         WKFRLEN  DS    H                   TOT LEN OF $R FIELD(S)   *ECM84181*

00040C         WKSAVR4  DS    F                   SAVE R4 OMFE CALLS CHCKLEN  ECM84229

000410         WKSAVR3  DS    F                   SAVE R3 OMFE CALLS MAPBIND  ECM84229

000414                  ORG   WKSAVR3

000410         WKSAVDB  DS    F                   TEMP SAVE OF DB KEY/OMXE

               ***                                                         CWO030885

               *** FOLLOWING ROUTINES ARE TO SUPPORT MULTIPLE INDICES      CWO030885

               ***                                                         CWO030885

000414         CALCSUBA DS    A                  CALC SUBSCRIPTS           CWO030885

000418         ABSOCCRA DS    A                  ABSOLUTE OCCURRANCE       CWO030885

00041C         CALOCCLA DS    A                  CALL IDMSOCCL             CWO030885

000420         IXVALUSA DS    A                  INDEX VALUES              CWO041085

000424         IXSTRNGA DS    A                  INDEX STRING              CWO041085
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000428                  ORG

000428         WKSVEPIC DS    A                  SAVE MFCBEPIC OMXE           ECM85080

00042C         WKSVEPLN DS    H                  SAVE MFCBEPLN OMXE           ECM85080

00042E         WKSVFLEN DS    H                  SAVE MFCBFLEN OMXE           ECM85080

000430         WKSAVR8  DS    F                  SAVE CONTENTS R8/OMXE        ECM85080

000434         WKSAVR2  DS    F                  SAVE CONTENTS R2/OMXE        ECM85080

000438         STKOCCRA DS    A                  ADDRESS OF THE STACK         JEP85108

00043C         STKCNT   DS    H                  ENTRIES IN THE STACK         JEP85108

00043E         STKWRKX  DS    H                  WORK INDEX                   JEP85108

000440         MAXOCCR2 DS    H                  MAXIMUM OCCURRENCES          JEP85108

000442         MAXOCCR3 DS    H                  MAXIMUM OCCURRENCES          JEP85144

000444         WKSAVOFF DS    H                  SAVED OFFSET TO FLD IN REC *LCB86062*

000446         WKSAVLVL DS    CL2                SAVED LEVEL # OF FLD IN REC*LCB86062*

000448         WKSAVODO DS    CL32               SAVED OCCURS DEP ON NAME   *LCB86064*

000468                  DS    4F                 RESERVED                   *LCB86064*

000478         SHFTINL  DS    H                   LENGTH OF SHIFTIN SEQUENCE     BZJ

Offset  Value 

 

00047A         SHFTOUTL DS    H                   LENGTH OF SHIFTOUT SEQUENCE    BZJ

00047C         SHFTINP  DS    H                   # SCREEN POSITIONS OF SHIFTIN  BZJ

00047E         SHFTOUTP DS    H                   # SCREEN POSITIONS OF SHIFTOUT BZJ

000480         SHFTADJ  DS    H                   LINEAR ADDRESS ADJUSTER        BZJ

000482         DBCHARL  DS    H                   LENGTH OF ONE DBCS CHARACTER   BZJ

000484         SHFTINS  DS    XL3                 SHIFTIN SEQUENCE               BZJ

000487         SHFTOUTS DS    XL3                 SHIFTOUT SEQUENCE              BZJ

00048A         DBEBCDIC DS    XL3                 DBCS EBCDIC PREFIX             BZJ

               DBCSFLD  #FLAG X'01'               MAP HAS DBCS FIELDS            BZJ

               DBCACTV  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF DBCS SUPPORT ACTIVE      BZJ

00048D         DBCFLAG  DS    XL1                 DBCS FLAGS                     BZJ

00048E                  DS    H                   RESERVED                       JMA

000490         REGOMFE1 DS    F                   REG SAVE FOR OMFE              JMA

000494         REGOMFE2 DS    F                   REG SAVE FOR OMFE              JMA

000498         TECH16FW DS    16F                 TECH SUPPORT REGISTER SAVE     JMA

        004D8  OLMWKDSL EQU   *-OLMWK             LENGTH OF DSECT

#OLQDS

                        COPY #OLQDS

               ******************************************************************

               ***                                                            ***

               ***           OLQ: OLQ CONTROL BLOCK DSECT                     ***

               ***                                                            ***

               ***   THIS DESCRIBES INFORMATION NEEDED BY THE RUNTIME OLQ.    ***

               ***   IT IS BUILT AT SYSTEM STARTUP FROM SYSGEN DATA ON        ***

               ***   THE DICTIONARY.                                          ***

               ***                                                            ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.           ***

               ***                                                            ***

               ***                                                            ***

               ***                                                            ***

               ******************************************************************
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Offset  Value 

 

000000         OLQ      DSECT                                             10/17/90

000000         OLQID    DS    CL4                 "OLQ*"

000004         OLQLNS   DS    H                   PRINT LINE SIZE

000006         OLQPGS   DS    H                   PRINT PAGE SIZE

000008         OLQICT   DS    H                   INTERRUPT COUNT

00000A         OLQISP   DS    H                   INTERNAL STG PAGE SIZE

00000C         OLQRFP   DS    H                   REPORT FILE PAGE SIZE

00000E         OLQIPSZ  DS    H                   INPUT LINE SIZE

000010         OLQRGRR  DS    H                   REPORT RETENTION

000012         OLQMXRR  DS    H                   MAXIMUM REPORT RETENTION

000014         OLQMXRP  DS    H                   MAXIMUM REPORT PAGES

000016         OLQMXRC  DS    H                   MAXIMUM REPORTS COUNT

000018         OLQRGQR  DS    H                   USER QUEUE RETENTION

               OLQNMU   #FLAG X'20'                 -  MENU MODE DISALLOWED

               OLQOMU   #FLAG X'10'                 -  MENU MODE ONLY

               OLQUPL   #FLAG X'08'                 -  UPLOW CASE

               OLQSHI   #FLAG X'04'                 -  SECURITY - HIGH

               OLQSLO   #FLAG X'02'                 -  SECURITY - LOW

               OLQSNO   #FLAG X'01'                 -  SECURITY - NO

00001A         OLQFL1   DS    X                   FLAG BYTE 1

               OLQSQCA  #FLAG X'10'               COMPLIANCE IS ANSI            R12.0

               OLQSQCF  #FLAG X'08'               COMPLIANCE IS FIPS            R12.0

               OLQSQCS  #FLAG X'04'               COMPLIANCE IS SAA             R12.0

               OLQSQCC  #FLAG X'02'               COMPLIANCE IS EXTENDED        R12.0

               OLQSQLR  #FLAG X'01'               SQL IS REAL (IDMSSQL)         R12.0

00001B         OLQFL2   DS    X                   FLAG BYTE 2

00001C         OLQCONT  DS    C                   CONTINUATION CHARACTER

00001D         OLQSEPA  DS    C                   SEPARATOR CHARACTER

00001E         OLQCOMM  DS    C                   COMMENT CHARACTER

00001F         OLQTXI   DS    CL8                 TRANSACTION IDENTIFIER

000027         OLQPMOD  DS    CL8                 PFKEY MODULE NAME

000030         OLQMXIC  DS    F                   MAXIMUM INTERRUPT COUNT

000034         OLQRDIC  DS    CL8                 REPORT DICTIONARY NAME

00003C         OLQMXSS  DS    H                   MAXIMUM SORT SPACE IN K BYTES

00003E         OLQBTCL  DS    H                   BATCH CLASS

        00040  OLQLEN   EQU   *-OLQ               LENGTH OF DSECT

#OPIDS

                        COPY #OPIDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  OPI:     IDMSOPTI OPTIONS FOR INTERFACE ELEMENT              ***

               ***                              (ALSO MAPS SYSCTL RECORDS)       ***

               ***          SYSCTL FILE CONTAINS 2 RECORDS.  THE FIRST RECORD    ***

               ***          MAPS OPIDS THRU OPICENT INCLUSIVE. THE 2ND RECORD    ***

               ***          BEGINS WITH OPINODE.  RECORDS ARE 20 BYTES EACH.     ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***
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               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         OPI      DSECT                                                08/11/90

000000 0       OPIRTN   BR    14

000002         OPIEXT   DS    CL2                      "ND" - NODE/DBNAME EXTENSION

000004         OPIID    DS    CL4                      "OPI "

000008         OPICSVCE DS    A                        A(CSVCE)

00000C         OPISVC   DS    0H                       SVC INSTRUCTION

00000C                  DS    C

00000D         OPISVCNO DS    XL1                      SVC NUMBER

00000E 0                BR    4                        RETURN FROM SVC

000010         OPICVNUM DS    XL1                      CV NUMBER

000011         OPIPAKET DS    XL1                      PAK MODE REQUEST

000012         OPIUPSI  DS    XL1                      DOS UPSI BITS (IF ANY)

000013         OPICENT  DS    XL1                      0=LOCAL 1=EITHER 2=CENTRAL

               *  END OF FIRST SYSCTL RECORD

000014         OPISYSCT DS    0CL8                     SYSCTL NAME (NOT ON FILE)

000014         OPIVMACH DS    CL8                      NAME OF VMCF CV'S VIRT MACHIN

               * START OF 2ND SYSCTL RECORD

00001C         OPINODE  DS    CL8                      SDS NODENAME

000024         OPIDBNM  DS    CL8                      DBNAME FOR SS MASSAGE

00002C         OPIDBFLG DS    XL1                      NODENAME/DBNAME FLAG

               *               X'80' - NODENAM CODED IS ALWAYS USED

               *               X'40' - DBNAME CODED IS ALWAYS USED

00002D         OPISYFLG DS    XL1

               *               X'80' - OPISYSCT/OPIVMACH FIELD USED FOR OPISYSCT

00002E                  DS    XL2

000030                  DS    0F

        00030  OPIDSLEN EQU   *-OPI                    LENGTH OF DSECT

#OPTDS
                  COPY #OPTDS

                  *******************************************************************

                  ***                                                             ***

                  *** OPT:    STARTUP OPTIONS TABLE                               ***

                  ***                                                             ***

                  ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.            ***

                  ***                                                             ***

                  ***                                                             ***

                  ***                                                             ***

                  *******************************************************************

Offset Value

000000         OPT      DSECT

000000         OPTNTRYA DS    V(RHDCNTRY)         MAIN STARTUP PROGRAM.

000004         OPTCSAA  DS    A                   CSA CSECT

000008                  DS    F                   Used to be OPTDBIOL

               ***                                FW LENGTH OF IDMSDBMS MOVED 6/86

00000C         OPTDBIOP DS    A                   A(IDMSDBIO's PDE).
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000010         OPTDBMSP DS    A                   A(IDMSDBMS's PDE).

000014         OPTCCEA  DS    A                   IDMS CENTRAL CONTROL ELEMENT

000018         OPTPDTA  DS    A                   PROGRAM DEFINITION TABLE.

00001C         OPTQDTA  DS    A                   QUEUE DEFINITION TABLE.

000020         OPTRUTA  DS    A                   RUN UNIT TABLE   

000024         OPTTDTA  DS    A                   TASK DEFINITION TABLE.

000028         OPTDSVCA DS    F                   IDMSDSVC LOAD MODULE ENTRY POINT.

00002C         OPTFREE  DS    F                   STG FREED BY GTRMNDR IN K.

000030         OPTORTCD DS    F                   OS ROUTE CODES

000034         OPTPARM  DS    CL20                FOR EXEC PARAMETERS

000048                  ORG   OPTPARM

000034         OPTPARM1 DS    CL8           NAME OF TEST PROGRAM TO BE RUN AT STARTUP

00003C         OPTPARM2 DS    C             'U' => RUN TEST PROGRAM IN USER MODE

00003D         OPTPARM3 DS    C             'S' => ATTACH TCKR & CHKR FROM STEPLIB

00003E         OPTPARM4 DS    C             'N' => DON'T ATTACH STARTUP AUTOTASKS

00003F                  ORG

000048         OPTASTGL DS    H                   LENGTH OF ABEND WORK STG IN WORDS

00004A         OPTMAXT  DS    H                   MAXIMUM TASKS ALLOWED.

00004C         OPTECBL  DS    H                   LNTH OF EXTRNL ECB LIST IN WORDS.

00004E         OPTMAXTO DS    H                   MAXIMUM NON-ERUS TASKS ALLOWED

000050         OPTPCBSZ DS    F                   Sizeof(PRODUCT CONTROL BLOCKS)

000054         OPTSTKSZ DS    H                   NUMBER OF WORDS IN TCE STACK.

000056         OPTRLECT DS    H                   NUMBER OF RLE'S TO BE ALLOCATED.

000058         OPTRCECT DS    H                   NUMBER OF RCE'S TO BE ALLOCATED.

00005A         OPTDPECT DS    H                   NUMBER OF DPE'S TO BE ALLOCATED.

00005C         OPTRWYCN DS    H                   RUNAWAY TASK TIME INTERVAL.

00005E         OPTINACN DS    H                   INACTIVE TASK TIME INTERVAL.

000060         OPTTRCSZ DS    H                   Snap task trace limit       R180

000062         OPTDCVID DS    H                   DC VERSION ID

000064         OPTLENTH DS    H                   LENGTH OF THIS DSECT

000066         OPTOPSYS DS    XL1                 OPERATING SYSTEM NUMERIC CODE

000067         OPTMSGLV DS    XL1                 MESSAGE LEVEL

               OPTPROT  #FLAG X'80'               STORAGE PROTECTION REQUESTED.

000068         OPTPROTI DS    0XL1

        00080  OPTPROTM EQU   X'80'

               OPTTRCE  #FLAG X'40'               TRACE REQUESTED.

000068         OPTTRCEI DS    0XL1

        00040  OPTTRCEM EQU   X'40'

               OPTDUMP  #FLAG X'20'               DUMP REQUESTED ON SYSTEM ABEND.

000068         OPTDUMPI DS    0XL1

        00020  OPTDUMPM EQU   X'20'

               OPTIDMS  #FLAG X'10'               STAND ALONE IDMS

000068         OPTIDMSI DS    0XL1  

        00010  OPTIDMSM EQU   X'10'

               OPTTIMR  #FLAG X'08'               TIMER IS SUPPORTED

000068         OPTTIMRI DS    0XL1 

        00008  OPTTIMRM EQU   X'08'

               OPTSTGG  #FLAG X'04'               STORAGE REQUESTS USE GETVIS.

000068         OPTSTGGI DS    0XL1 

        00004  OPTSTGGM EQU   X'04'

               OPTMP    #FLAG X'02'               SYSTEM IS MP SYSTEM.

000068         OPTMPI   DS    0XL1    

        00002  OPTMPM   EQU   X'02'
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               OPTTFON  #FLAG X'01'               TILF LOGGING IS TURNED ON.

000068         OPTTFONI DS    0XL1     

        00001  OPTTFONM EQU   X'01'

000068         OPTFLAG1 DS    XL1

               OPTSTTI  #FLAG X'80'               STATS DRIVEN BY TIMER.

000069         OPTSTTII DS    0XL1    

        00080  OPTSTTIM EQU   X'80'

               OPTSTTK  #FLAG X'40'               STATS COLLECTED FOR EACH TASK.

000069         OPTSTTKI DS    XL1   

        00040  OPTSTTKM EQU   X'40'

               OPTSTLI  #FLAG X'20'               STATS COLLECTED FOR EACH LINE.

000069         OPTSTLII DS    0XL1     

        00020  OPTSTLIM EQU   X'20'

               OPTSTUS  #FLAG X'10'               STATS COLLECTED FOR USER MODE.

000069         OPTSTUSI DS    0XL1     

        00010  OPTSTUSM EQU   X'10'

               OPTSTTW  #FLAG X'08'               STATS WRITTEN OUT PER TASK.

000069         OPTSTTWI DS    0XL1   

        00008  OPTSTTWM EQU   X'08'

               OPTSTDB  #FLAG X'04'               STATS WRITTEN TO DB LOG.

000069         OPTSTDBI DS    0XL1  

        00004  OPTSTDBM EQU   X'04'

               OPTLGDB  #FLAG X'02'               LOG GOES TO DATABASE.

000069         OPTLGDBI DS    0XL1     

        00002  OPTLGDBM EQU   X'02'

               OPTUTRC  #FLAG X'01'               USER TRACE TURNED ON.

000069         OPTUTRCI DS    0XL1

        00001  OPTUTRCM EQU   X'01'   

000069         OPTFLAG2 DS    XL1                 LOOKS LIKE CSAFLAG3.

00006A         OPTVERID DS    CL1                 CURRENT VERSION OF OPTION TABLE.

        000F1  OPTCURID EQU   C'1'                VERSION OF OPTION TABLE FORMAT.

00006B         OPTSKY   DS    XL1                 ALTERNATE STORAGE KEY.

00006C         OPTOS00A DS    V(RHDCOS00)         ADDRESS OF OS00 MODULE.

000070         OPTTCKIN DS    F                   TICK INTERVAL IN SECONDS*100.

000074         OPTLGDTF DS    A                   ADDRESS OF PROTOTYPE LOG DTF.

000078         OPTLGTH1 DS    F                   THRESHOLD FOR LOG FILE 1.

               OPTLGTH2 DS    F                   THRESHOLD FOR LOG FILE 2.

               *  LOG THRESHOLDS--(0) MEANS INFINITE, (-1) MEANS FILE NOT DEFINED.

000080         OPTLG    DS    0H                  AREA FOR LOG INFORMATION.

000080         OPTLGLU1 DS    XL1                 LOGICAL UNIT NUM OF FIRST LOG.

000081         OPTLGLU2 DS    XL1                 LOGICAL UNIT NUM OF SECOND LOG.

               *  LOGICAL UNIT NUMBERS ARE THERE FOR DTFPR AND DTFDI,

               *  AND FOR SYSLST(DTFDI) ARE SET TO 255,0.

000082                  ORG   OPTLG

000080         OPTLGDD1 DS    CL8                 DDNAME/DTFSD NAME FOR FILE 1.

000088         OPTLGDD2 DS    CL8                 DDNAME/DTFSD NAME FOR FILE 2.

               *                 the following field has been moved         IDMS/3830

               *OPTDDINT DS   H                   DEADLOCK DETECT. INTVL.  JDM 7/89

000090                  DS    H                   unused                     IDMS/3830

000092         OPTDDSTI DS    H                   DEADLOCK STALL INTVL.    JDM 7/89

000094         OPTQUISN DS    H                   QUIESCE wait interval (in seconds)

000096                  DS    H                   UNUSED

               *                 following unused field has been changed    IDMS/3830
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               *        DS    CL8                 Used to be OPTDBMSL

               *                 the following field has been moved to here IDMS/3830

000098         OPTDDINT DS    F                   DEADLOCK DETECT. INTVL.  JDM 7/89

00009C         OPTSQLRL DS    F                   SQL ROW LIMIT IDMS/5408

0000A0         OPTCWASZ DS    F                   SIZE IN BYTES OF CWA.

0000A4         OPTSTTIN DS    H                   INTERVAL IN SECONDS FOR STATS.

0000A6         OPTUTRSZ DS    H                   NUMBER OF USER TRACE BUFFERS.

0000A8         OPTRELTH DS    CL1                 RELOCATION THRESHOLD    *88-04-1079*

               OPTFETP  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF FETCH PROTECTED     2/85

0000A9         OPTFETPI DS    0XL1

        00080  OPTFETPM EQU   X'80'

               OPTSECD  #FLAG X'40'               ON IF SECURED             2/85

0000A9         OPTSECDI DS    0XL1

        00040  OPTSECDM EQU   X'40'

               OPTDSEA  #FLAG X'20'               Dynamic expansion active   IDMS/5534

0000A9         OPTDSEAI DS    0XL1

        00020  OPTDSEAM EQU   X'20'

               OPTSLIM  #FLAG X'10'               Snap limit disabled   R17.0 DAP

0000A9         OPTSLIMI DS    0XL1

        00010  OPTSLIMM EQU   X'10'

               OPTSYNS  #FLAG X'08'               System snap  disabled R17.0 DAP

0000A9         OPTSYNSI DS    0XL1

        00008  OPTSYNSM EQU   X'08'

               OPTSYNP  #FLAG X'04'               System photo disabled R17.0 DAP

0000A9         OPTSYNPI DS    0XL1

        00004  OPTSYNPM EQU   X'04'

               OPTTANS  #FLAG X'02'               Task snap disabled    R17.0 DAP

0000A9         OPTTANSI DS    0XL1

        00002  OPTTANSM EQU   X'02'

               OPTTANP  #FLAG X'01'               Task photo disabled   R17.0 DAP

0000A9         OPTTANPI DS    0XL1

        00001  OPTTANPM EQU   X'01'

0000A9         OPTFLAG4 DS    XL1 

               OPTSQBF  #FLAG X'80'               JOURNAL ONLY BEFORE IMAGES (DCRUN)

0000AA         OPTSQBFI DS    0XL1

        00080  OPTSQBFM EQU   X'80'

               OPTSQNO  #FLAG X'40'               NO JOURNALLING OF DCRUN AREA

0000AA         OPTSQNOI DS    0XL1

        00040  OPTSQNOM EQU   X'40'

               *OPTSQQX #FLAG X'20'               QUEUE AREA EXTENT AREA  JIC090684

               OPTSTIR  #FLG  X'10'               Statistics interval roll on/off

0000AA         OPTSTIRI DS    0XL1

        00010  OPTSTIRM EQU   X'10'

               *                                  QUEUE EXTENTS REMOVED  *CRM880712*

0000AA         OPTSQFLG DS    XL1                 FLAG TO CONTROL DCRUN JOURNALLING

               OPTCV    #FLAG X'80'               CV ONLY, NO LINES.

0000AB         OPTCVI   DS    0XL1

        00080  OPTCVM   EQU   X'80'

               OPTBLDL  #FLAG X'40'               BLDL'S AT STARTUP

0000AB         OPTBLDLI DS    0XL1

        00040  OPTBLDLM EQU   X'40'

               OPTTRST  #FLAG X'20'               STATS COLLECTED FOR EACH TRAN.

0000AB         OPTTRSTI DS    0XL1
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        00020  OPTTRSTM EQU   X'20'

               OPTMAGN  #FLAG X'10'               MAGNUSON MICRO CODED ASSIST ENABLE

0000AB         OPTMAGNI DS    0XL1

        00010  OPTMAGNM EQU   X'10'

               OPTORL   #FLAG X'08'               ONLINE RSCE LIM REQ'D   JIC031684

0000AB         OPTORLI  DS    0XL1

        00008  OPTORLM  EQU   X'08'

               OPTERL   #FLAG X'04'               EXTRNL RSCE LIM REQ'D   JIC031684

0000AB         OPTERLI  DS    0XL1

        00004  OPTERLM  EQU   X'04'

               OPTOLE   #FLAG X'02'               ONLINE RSCE LIM ENABLE  JIC040184

0000AB         OPTOLEI  DS    0XL1

        00002  OPTOLEM  EQU   X'02'

               OPTELE   #FLAG X'01'               EXTRNL RSCE LIM DISABLE JIC040184

0000AB         OPTELEI  DS    0XL1

        00001  OPTELEM  EQU   X'01'

0000AB         OPTFLAG3 DS    XL1

0000AC         OPTOCBA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF OCB CONTROL BLOCK

0000B0         OPTRSINT DS    H                   KEPT RESOURCES TIMEOUT INTERVAL

0000B2         OPTRSPGM DS    CL8                 KEPT RESOURCES TIMEOUT PROGRAM

0000BA         OPTRSPGV DS    H                   KEPT RESOURCES TIMEOUT PROGRAM VER

0000BC         OPTSDSA  DS    F                   ADDRESS OF SDS CONTROL BLOCK

0000C0         OPTOLQA  DS    F                   ADDRESS OF OLQ CONTROL BLOCK

0000C4         OPTDUBA  DS    F                   ADDRESS OF DUB CONTROL BLOCK

0000C8         OPTSCTSZ DS    F                   NUMBER OF STORAGE PAGES.

0000CC         OPTCUSHN DS    F                   NUMBER OF PAGES IN CUSHION.

0000D0         OPTPGMPL DS    F                   # OF PAGES IN PROGRAM POOL.

0000D4         OPTRENTP DS    F                   RENT PGM POOL SIZE IN 512 BYTE HUNKS

0000D8         OPTPGMXA DS    F                   XA PROGRAM POOL SIZE IN K.

0000DC         OPTRENXA DS    F                   XA REENTRANT POOL SIZE IN K.

0000E0         OPTRLBA  DS    A                   SYSTEM WIDE RLB ADDRESS

0000E4                  DS    A                   Reserved   0000E8

               OPTMTYPA DS    A                   ADDR OF ALTERNATE MAP TABLE.

0000EC         OPTLDTA  DS    F                   ADDR OF LOADLIST TABLE   0000F0

               OPTSCAA  DS    F                   ADDR OF 1ST SCA

0000F4         OPTSCA#  DS    H                   NUMBER OF SUBTASK CONTROL AREAS

0000F6         OPTILECT DS    H                   NUMBER OF ILE'S

0000F8         OPTLDLST DS    CL8                 SYSTEM LOADLIST NAME

               OPTSCTXS DS    F                   XA STORAGE POOL SIZE    *PHG XABUFF*

000104         OPTSROLH DS    XL1                 STATISTICS INTERVAL ROLL: HOURS R180

000105         OPTSROLM DS    XL1                 STATISTICS INTERVAL ROLL: MINS  R180

000106         OPTSROLI DS    H                   STATISTICS INTERVAL ROLL: INTVL R180

000108                  DS    15F                 Reserved

        00148  OPTDSLEN EQU   ((*-OPT+7)/8)*8     LENGTH OF DSECT ROUNDED UP.

000144         OPTRMPSZ DS    0F,H                # OF ENTRIES IN REGION MAP

000146         OPTRMPMX DS    H                   MAX # OF ENTRIES IN REGION MAP.

000148         OPTMPLIT DS    CL8                 LITERAL 'RGNMAP'

000150         OPTRMAP  DS    0F                  START OF REGION MAP TABLE

               *

               *    Prefix preceeds OPT

               *

        00000  OPTPXMID EQU   0,8,C'C'            RHDCOPTN literal

        00008  OPTPXSID EQU   8,8,C'C'            DC system id
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        00010  OPTPXLEN EQU   16                  Prefix Length

               *

               *    Region Map Entry

               *

        00000  OPTRMNAM EQU   0,8,C'C'            Entity name

        00008  OPTRMADR EQU   8,4,C'F'            Entity address

        0000C  OPTRMLEN EQU   12                  Entry length

               *

#P58DS

                        COPY #P58DS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***   P58   DSECT DESCRIBES THE "NEW" BIND                        ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***   THE THIRD CALLING PARAMETER POINTS TO A PARAMETER CONTROL   ***

               ***   BLOCK WHICH STARTS WITH A FULLWORD -1 (IF PRE-RELEASE 3)    ***

               ***   OR -2 IF RELEASE 3 OR GREATER, FOLLOWED BY ANY NUMBER OF    ***

               ***   TRIPLETS DESCRIBED BY THE P58 DSECT BELOW.  EACH TRIPLET    ***

               ***   DESCRIBES ONE BUFFER AREA FOR SENDING AND/OR RECEIVING DATA ***

               ***   IN THE INTERFACE-TO-CV COMMUNICATION.                       ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         P58      DSECT                                     06/12/80

        00080  P58EOLST EQU   X'80'               END OF LIST -- ON IN LAST TRIPLET.

        00040  P58RCV   EQU   X'40'               BUFFER IS A RECEIVE BUFFER.

        00020  P58SEND  EQU   X'20'               BUFFER IS A SEND BUFFER.

        00010  P58CDI   EQU   X'10'               P58 RELATES TO "APPC" CHG DIRECTION

        00008  P58MPREC EQU   X'08'               MULTI-PART RECORD ("APPC" OVER SVC)

000000         P58FLAG  DS    0XL1                FLAG BYTE. (REL 3).

000000         P58BUFLN DS    F                   LENGTH OF BUFFER AREA IN BYTES 1-3

000004         P58DATLN DS    F                   ACTUAL LENGTH OF DATA.

000008         P58FLAG2 DS    0XL1                FLAG BYTE. (REL 2).

000008         P58DATA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF DATA.

        0000C  P58DSLEN EQU   *-P58               LENGTH OF TRIPLET.

#PAGADCN

                        COPY #PAGADCN

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***     PAGADCN - LIST OF ADDRESS CONSTANTS FILLED IN             ***
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               ***     BY RHDCMAPR AND PASSED TO RHDCPAGR WHEN MAPR              ***

               ***     RECEIVES A START PAGING SESSION (OR #STRTPAG)             ***

               ***     COMMAND.                                                  ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         PAGADCN  DSECT                                            04/17/84

               *                                      RHDCMAPR ROUTINES:

000000         PAGENDRC DS    A                       CALC END ROW/COL FOR MAP FIELD

000004         PAGGETM  DS    A                       GET THE MRE FOR AN MCE

000008         PAGMVATT DS    A                       MOVE ATTRIBUTES TO DATASTREAM

00000C         PAGPTFLD DS    A                       COMPUTE ADDRESS FOR A DFLD

000010         PAGROWCL DS    A                       CONVERT 3270 SCREEN ADDRESS

000014         PAGENDAD DS    A                       ENDING FLD ADDR TO DATASTREAM

000018         PAGSBACU DS    A                       SBA ORDER, CURSOR

00001C         PAGSBAAD DS    A                       SBA ORDER

000020         PAGDEVCL DS    A                       DETERMINE 3270 DEVICE CLASS

000024         PAGNXTB  DS    A                       NEXT DC INPUT BUFFER

000028         PAGCHKR  DS    A                       CHECK IF INPUT REQUIRED

00002C         PAGDELMP DS    A                       DELETE MAP LOAD MODULE

000030         PAGSETMP DS    A                       SET ALTERNATE MAP NAME

#PAGDS

                        COPY #PAGDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  #PAGDS - MAP PAGING PARAMETER LIST                           ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  PAGDS DESCRIBES THE PARAMETER LIST PASSED TO RHDCPAGR BY     ***

               ***  #STRTPAG, ENDPAG, OR MSTRPAG.                                ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         PAGDS   DSECT

000000         PAGCONST DS    CL4                 EYE CATCHER =C'PAG*'

               PAGSTRT  #FLAG X'01'               START SESSION

000004         PAGSTRTI DS    0XL1

        00001  PAGSTRTM EQU   X'01'

               PAGEND   #FLAG X'02'               END SESSION
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000004         PAGENDI  DS    0XL1

        00002  PAGENDM  EQU   X'02'

               PAGTERM  #FLAG X'04'               TERMINAL SESSION

000004         PAGTERMI DS    0XL1

        00004  PAGTERMM EQU   X'04'

000004         PAGACT   DS    X                   ACTION TO TAKE

000005         PAGMRB   DS    CL8                 MAP NAME

               PAGWAIT  #FLAG X'02'               WAIT

00000D         PAGWAITI DS    0XL1

        00002  PAGWAITM EQU   X'02'

               PAGNOWT  #FLAG X'04'               NOWAIT

00000D         PAGNOWTI DS    0XL1

        00004  PAGNOWTM EQU   X'04'

               PAGRET   #FLAG X'08'               RETURN

00000D         PAGRETI  DS    0XL1

        00008  PAGRETM  EQU   X'08'

00000D         PAGTYPE  DS    X                   TYPE OF SESSION

               PAGBKPG  #FLAG X'01'               BACKPAGE

00000E         PAGBKPGI DS    0XL1

        00001  PAGBKPGM EQU   X'01'

               PAGBRWS  #FLAG X'02'               BROWSE

00000E         PAGBRWSI DS    0XL1

        00002  PAGBRWSM EQU   X'02'

               PAGNAMO  #FLAG X'04'               NO AUTO MAPOUT              DKJ86211

00000E         PAGNAMOI DS    0XL1

        00004  PAGNAMOM EQU   X'04'

00000E         PAGFLAG  DS    X                   FLAG OPTIONS

00000F         PAGEEND  DS    X                   END OF LIST

        00010  PAGLEN   EQU   *-PAGDS             LENGTH

#PAKDS

                        COPY #PAKDS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***  PAK:     PAKET DATA MOVEMENT BUFFER                            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

               ***

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         PAKPRFIX DSECT

000000         PAKLRECL DS    F                        LENGTH OF PAKET TO MOVE ACROSS

000004         PAKLPAK  DS    H                        LENGTH FROM SVC PACK FUNC

000006         PAKLFULL DS    H                        LENGTH OF FULL PAKET

000008         PAKROUTE DS    15F                      PAKET ROUTING INFO

000044         PAKRQFLG DS    X                        REQUEST FLAG
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        00008  PAKRQSON EQU   X'08'                    SINON RU  (SAME AS MRERQSON)

        00004  PAKRQSOF EQU   X'04'                    SINOFF RU (SAME AS MRERQSOF)

        00002  PAKRQAB  EQU   X'02'                    ABORT RU  (SAME AS MRERQAB)

               PAKR3    #FLAG X'80'                    BACKEND IS RELEASE 3.0.

000045         PAKR3I   DS    0XL1

        00080  PAKR3M   EQU   X'80'

000045         PAKFLAGS DS    X                        FLAG BYTE.

000046         PAKMREN  DS    H                        MRE NUMBER

000048         PAKPINFO DS    F                        SSC PAGE GROUP/DBKEY RADIX

00004C         PAKBNDD  DS    F                        DISP OF BND TABLE FROM PAK

        00050  PAKPFLEN EQU   *-PAKPRFIX               END OF PAKET PREFIX

000050         PAK      DS    0C

000050         PAKSSC2A DS    A                        A(DUMMY CV SSC)

000054         PAKLEN   DS    F                        LNGTH OF PAK (EXCLUDING BND)

000058         PAKBNDA  DS    A                        A(BND)

        00080  PAKBNDSW EQU   X'80'                    1ST TIME SWITCH IN HI ORDER

               *                                         BYTE OF PAKBNDA;  USED BY

               *                                         VMCF CODE TO SEND BIND TBL

               *                                         THE FIRST TIME ONLY

00005C         PAKBNDL  DS    H                        NUMBER OF BND ENTRIES

00005E         PAKFUNC  DS    XL1                      FUNCTION NUMBER

00005F         PAKXPARM DS    XL1                      EXTRA PARM FLAG

        00001  PAKXOBTN EQU   X'01'                    OBTAIN FLAG

        00002  PAKXKEEP EQU   X'02'                    KEEP FLAG

        00004  PAKXKEEX EQU   X'04'                    KEEP EXCL FLAG

        00008  PAKXRDYA EQU   X'08'                    READY AREANAME FLAG

        00010  PAKXPAND EQU   X'10'                    EXPAND-MODIFY FLAG

        00020  PAKXRTNK EQU   X'20'                    RETURN 'KEY INTO' FLAG.

000060         PAKNAME1 DS    CL16                     FIRST REC/SET/AREA NAME

000070         PAKDIRDB DS    0F                       SUGGESTED DBKEY

000070         PAKNAME2 DS    CL16                     SECOND REC/SET/AREA NAME

000080         PAKSSC   DS    0CL88                    SSC ERRSTAT/DBK/NAMES

000080         PAKSTAT  DS    0CL4                     SSC ERRSTAT

000080         PAKSTAT1 DS    CL2                      SSC MAJOR STATUS CODE

000082         PAKSTAT2 DS    CL2                      SSC MINOR STATUS CODE

000084         PAKDBKEY DS    CL4                      SSC DBKEY

000088         PAKNAMES DS    5CL16                    SSC NAMES

0000D8         PAKTEXT  DS    0D                       REC/SORTKEY/IDENTIFIER DATA

        00088  PAKDSLEN EQU   *-PAK                    LENGTH OF DSECT FROM PAK

        000D8  PAKTOLEN EQU   PAKPFLEN+PAKDSLEN        PAKET PREFIX + PAKET LENGTH

               ***  PARAMETERS FOR THE ALLOX VERB

0000D8                  ORG   PAKNAMES

000088         PAKPRIM  DS    F                        PRIMARY ALLOCATION

Offset  Value 

 

00008C         PAKSCND  DS    F                        SECONDARY ALLOCATION

000090         PAKMAX   DS    F                        MAXIMUM ALLOCATION

000094         PAKRELN  DS    CL16                     OLD LN FOR RENAME

0000A4         PAKREAR  DS    CL16                     OLD AREA FOR RENAME

        0002C  PAKALLEN EQU   *-PAKPRIM                LENGTH OF ALLOX PARMS

               ***  PARAMETERS FOR THE READY EXTENT VERB

0000B4                  ORG   PAKNAMES

000088         PAKID    DS    CL16                     ID
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000098         PAKLOCK  DS    CL4                      LOCK

00009C         PAKRETN  DS    F                        RETENTION

0000A0         PAKNWMAX DS    F                        NEW MAXIMUM

0000A4         PAKUNKN  DS    F                        UNKNOWN FUTURE EXPANSION.

        00020  PAKRDLEN EQU   *-PAKID                  LENGTH OF READY EXTENT PARMS

               ***

               ***

               ***  BND:     PAKET DATA MOVEMENT RECORD BINDINGS TABLE

               ***

               ***

000000         BND      DSECT

000000         BNDNAME  DS    CL16             RECORD NAME

000010         BNDADDR  DS    A                APPL PROG BIND ADDRESS

000014         BNDLEN   DS    H                MAX SUBSCHEMA RECORD LENGTH

000016         BNDSREC  DS    X                SUPABIND THIS REC PENDING   IDMS/1483

        00080  BNDRECD  EQU   X'80'                                        IDMS/1483

000017         BNDSPND  DS    X                SUPABIND A REC BIND PENDING IDMS/1483

        00080  BNDPEND  EQU   X'80'              USED IN FIRST BIND ENTRY  IDMS/1483

        00018  BNDDSLEN EQU   *-BND                    LENGTH OF DSECT

000018                  ORG   BNDNAME

               *  NOTE LR NAMES IN TABLE ARE DISPLACED FOR UNIQUENESS

000000                  DS    CL4

000004         BNDLRNAM DS    CL16                     LOGICAL RECORD NAME

000014         BNDLRLEN DS    H                        LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH

000016                  DS    H

#PBLKDS

                        COPY #PBLKDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***  PAGING BLOCK STRUCTURE                                       ***

               ***    THIS STRUCTURE GIVES THE PICTURE FOR THE ENTIRE PAGING     ***

               ***    SESSION.  IT IS A COLLECTION OF MINI-NODES, EACH NODE      ***

               ***    REPRESENTING A SCREEN'S WORTH OF NODES, CHAINED TOGETHER.  ***

               ***    EACH OF THESE BLOCKS CONTAINS INFORMATION ABOUT WHERE THE  ***

               ***    REAL NODES FOR THE PAGE ARE (IE SCRATCH AREA OR ADDRESS    ***

               ***    IN CORE.                                                   ***

               ***    THIS STRUCTURE IS POINTED TO BY THE PGCTLBLK FIELD IN THE  ***

               ***     PGCTLDS.                                                  ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         PBLK     DSECT                                     04/03/84

000000         PBLKID   DS    CL5                 BLOCK IDENTIFIER CONTAINS 'PBLK*'

               PBLKCOM  #FLAG X'01'               PAGE IS COMPLETE

000005         PBLKCOMI DS    0XL1
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        00001  PBLKCOMM EQU   X'01'

               PBLKLST  #FLAG X'02'               LAST PAGE OF STRUCTURE

000005         PBLKLSTI DS    0XL1

        00002  PBLKLSTM EQU   X'02'

               PBLKND   #FLAG X'04'               NO DETAIL MNF'S (ONLY LITERALS)

000005         PBLKNDI  DS    0XL1

        00004  PBLKNDM  EQU   X'04'

               PBLKUNA  #FLAG X'08'               PG IS UNAVAIL FOR SCREEN VIEWING

000005         PBLKUNAI DS    0XL1

        00008  PBLKUNAM EQU   X'08'

               *                                        DUE TO BACKPAGE=NO

000005         PBLKFLG  DS    X                   FLAG BYTE

000006                  DS    XL2                 RESERVED

000008         PBLKPPG  DS    A                   OFFSET PREVIOUS PAGE

00000C         PBLKNPG  DS    A                   OFFSET NEXT PAGE

000010         PBLKADDR DS    A                   ADDRESS OF 1ST NODE OF PAGE

000014                  DS    XL4                 RESERVED

000018         PBLKPG#  DS    F                   PAGE NUMBER (ALSO SRID)

        0001C  PBLLEN   EQU   *-PBLKID            LENGTH OF PBLK

#PDTDS

                COPY #PDTDS 

               **********************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***

               *** PDTX:  PDT eXtension (program pool descriptor)                 ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               **********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value

 

000000         PDTX     DSECT

000000         PDTXNXTA DS    A                   A(Next PDTX)

000004         PDTXFSTA DS    A                   A(first page in pool)

000008         PDTXMAPA DS    A                   A(pool map)

00000C         PDTXPAGE DS    F                   Number of pages in program pool.

000010         PDTXPAGO DS    F                   Total # of pages occupied

000014         PDTXUHWM DS    F                   Highest page # used

000018         PDTXNHWM DS    F                   HWM of pages used in pool

00001C         PDTXHUSE DS    F                   High page currently in use

000020                  DS    2F                  Reserved

000028                  DS    0D                  Good alignment practice

        00005  PDTXDLEN EQU   ((*-PDTX+7)/8)      Length of extension in doublewords

        00028  PDTXDSLN EQU   PDTXDLEN*8          Length of extension in bytes

               **********************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***

               *** PDT:   PROGRAM DEFINITION TABLE HEADER DSECT                   ***

               ***                                                                ***
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               **********************************************************************

000000         PDT      DSECT

000000         PDTNPDE  DS    H                   NUMBER OF PDE'S IN TABLE.

000002         PDTESIZE DS    H                   NUMBER OF BYTES IN ONE ENTRY.

000004         PDTKEYOF DS    H                   OFFSET OF KEY IN ENTRY.

000006         PDTKEYL  DS    XL1                 LENGTH OF KEY IN BYTES.

000007         PDTTABFL DS    XL1                 FLAG FOR TABLE SEARCH.

000008         PDTPDEBA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF FIRST PDE IN POOL.

00000C         PDTECB   DS    3A                  ECB FOR POOL PAGES.

000018         PDTRLEA  DS    2A                  RCE ANCHOR FOR PROGRAMS IN POOL.

000020         PDTSLLA  DS    A                   A(SYSTEM LIBRARY LIST)

000024         PDTTBLEN DS    A                   LNGTH OF ENTIRE PDT, W/EXTENSIONS

000028                  DS    XL1                 RESERVED

               PDTAUTO  #FLAG X'08'               AUTOMATIC NEW COPY

000029         PDTAUTOI DS    0XL1

        00008  PDTAUTOM EQU   X'08'

               PDTLODU  #FLAG X'04'               THIS IS THE DDLDCLOD UPDATE SYSTEM

000029         PDTLODUI DS    0XL1

        00004  PDTLODUM EQU   X'04'

000029         PDTFLAG1 DS    XL1                 FLAG BYTE 1, FOR NULL PDE'S ONLY

00002A         PDTPAGSZ DS    H                   LENGTH OF EACH PGM POOL PAGE.

00002C         PDTNPDTA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF NEXT POOL PDT (0=NULL).

000030                  DS    XL1                 RESERVED

               PDTPP24  #FLAG X'80'               24 BIT PROGRAM POOL

000031         PDTPP24I DS    0XL1

        00080  PDTPP24M EQU   X'80'

               PDTRP24  #FLAG X'40'               24 BIT REENTRANT POOL

000031         PDTRP24I DS    0XL1

        00040  PDTRP24M EQU   X'40'

               PDTPP31  #FLAG X'20'               31 BIT PROGRAM POOL

000031         PDTPP31I DS    0XL1

        00020  PDTPP31M EQU   X'20'

               PDTRP31  #FLAG X'10'               31 BIT REENTRANT POOL

000031         PDTRP31I DS    0XL1

        00010  PDTRP31M EQU   X'10'

000031         PDTPTYP  DS    XL1                 POOL TYPE

000032         PDTNPDE2 DS    H                   # SECONDARY NULL PDES TO ALLOCATE

000034         PDTNPRGN DS    F                   # OF LOADS FREEING PROG NOT IN USE

000038         PDTNPRGU DS    F                   # OF LOADS FREEING PROG IN USE

00003C         PDTNPRGA DS    F                   # OF LOADS NOT FREEING ANYTHING

000040         PDTNULFL DS    0H                  NULL PDE FLAG BYTES

               **********************************************************************

               *  USE MASKS IN LHRDS TO TEST/SET INDIVIDUAL BITS IN THIS FLAG BYTE  *

               **********************************************************************

000040         PDTFLGN1 DS    X

               **********************************************************************

               *  USE MASKS IN PDEDS TO TEST/SET INDIVIDUAL BITS IN THIS FLAG BYTE  *

               **********************************************************************

000041         PDTFLGN2 DS    X                   NULL PDE FLAGS 2 (SEE PDE)

000042                  DS    H                   RESERVED

000048         PDTPDTX1 DS    (PDTXDLEN)D         First PDTX is included in PDT

000070                  DS    4A                  Reserved

000080                  DS    0D                  Good alignment practice
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        00080  PDTDSLEN EQU   ((*-PDT+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF HEADER

               ***********************************************************************

               ***     PDT OCCUPANCY  MAP                                          ***

               *** EACH ENTRY IS 4 BYTES. IF A PAGE IS IN USE, THE ENTRY CONTAINS  ***

               *** THE ADDRESS OF THE RCE FOR THE OCCUPANT. IF MORE THAN ONE PROGM ***

               *** OCCUPIES A SLOT, THE HIGH ORDER BIT IS BE SET IN ALL ENTRIES TO ***

               *** INDICATE THE OVERLAY. AN EXTRA FULLWORD OF F'S IS USED TO MARK  ***

               *** THE END OF THE MAP.                                             ***

               ***********************************************************************

000000         PDTPGMAP DSECT

000000         PDTOMRCE DS    F                  ADDRESS OF RCE FOR OCCUPANT  MDR85296

        00080  PDTOMOVL EQU   X'80'              OVERLAY IN THIS SLOT         MDR85296

        00004  PDTOMPLN EQU   *-PDTOMRCE         LENGTH OF ONE MAP ENTRY.     MDR85296

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               *** PDE:   PROGRAM DEFINITION ELEMENT DSECT                         ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

000000         PDE      DSECT

000000         PDEPID   DS    CL8                 PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION.

000008         PDESLEA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF SYSTEM LIBRARY ELEMENT

00000C         PDEIDXTN DS    CL2                 PDE TYPE EXTENSION (SEARCH KEY)

        0000E  PDEKEYL  EQU   *-PDEPID            LENGTH OF PDE SEARCH KEY

00000E         PDETYPEF DS    0H                  PDE TYPE FLAGS

               ***********************************************************************

               *  USE MASKS IN LHR TO TEST/SET INDIVIDUAL BITS IN THIS FLAG BYTE     *

               ***********************************************************************

00000E         PDETYPF1 DS    XL1

               PDEMENU  #FLAG X'04'                 APPEARANCE ON MENU ALLOWED   R12.0

00000F         PDEMENUI DS    0XL1

        00004  PDEMENUM EQU   X'04'

               PDEPROG  #FLAG X'02'                 PROGRAM

00000F         PDEPROGI DS    0XL1

        00002  PDEPROGM EQU   X'02'

               PDEUND   #FLAG X'01'                 UNDEFINED TYPE

00000F         PDEUNDI  DS    0XL1

        00001  PDEUNDM  EQU   X'01'

00000F         PDETYPF2 DS    XL1                 MODULE TYPE BYTE 2

000010                  DS    2F                  *** UNUSED ***

000018         PDESECAT DS    H                   PROGRAM SECURITY CATEGORY

               * PDEFDIC  #FLAG X'01'               ON IF DICTIONARY, OFF IF LOADLIB

00001A         PDEFLAGD DS    XL1                 DICTIONARY/LOADLIB FLAG

               PDEONLY  #FLAG X'01'               ONLY (SINGLE) VERSION ALLOWED

00001B         PDEONLYI DS    0XL1

        00001  PDEONLYM EQU   X'01'

00001B         PDEFLAGV DS    XL1                 SINGLE/MULTIPLE VERSION FLAG

00001C         PDELOCK  DS    3F                  ECB AND LOCK BYTE FOR PDE ITSELF.

000028         PDEECB   DS    3F                  ECB FOR SINGLE THREADING PROGRAM.

000034         PDERLEA  DS    2A                  PROGRAM RLE/RCE ANCHOR.

00003C                  DS    F                **UNUSED**

000040         PDELENDX DS    F                   Index into LE/370 API table

000044         PDESTATA DS    A                   ADDR OF STATS BLOCK         MDR85344

000048         PDEPDTA  DS    A                   PTR TO CORRECT PRIMARY POOL PDT.
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00004C         PDESNPLM DS    H                   PROGRAM SNAP LIMIT         *JBC0607*

               PDESSNP  #FLAG X'08'               SYS SNAP ALLOWED FOR PROG  *JBC0607*

00004E         PDESSNPI DS    0XL1

        00008  PDESSNPM EQU   X'08'

               PDESPHO  #FLAG X'04'               SYS PHOTO ALLOWED FOR PROG *JBC0607*

00004E         PDESPHOI DS    0XL1

        00004  PDESPHOM EQU   X'04'

               PDETSNP  #FLAG X'02'               TASK SNAP ALLOWED FOR PROG *JBC0607*

00004E         PDETSNPI DS    0XL1

        00002  PDETSNPM EQU   X'02'

               PDETPHO  #FLAG X'01'               TASK PHOTO ALLOWED FOR PROG*JBC0607*

00004E         PDETPHOI DS    0XL1

        00001  PDETPHOM EQU   X'01'

00004E         PDESNPTY DS    XL1                 ALLOWED PROG SNAP TYPES    *JBC0607*

00004F                  DS    X                **UNUSED**

000050         PDERUCT  DS    H                   RUNNING COUNT.

000052         PDESTCT  DS    H                   NBR OF SYS TASK USING PGM   MDR86029

000054         PDENPLA  DS    A                   ADDR NEXT PDE FROM SAME LOADLIB.

000058         PDETYPE  DS    XL1                 PROGRAM TYPE.

        00001  PDETYSHR EQU   1                   PROGRAM CAN BE SHARED BY ALL.

        00002  PDETYTSK EQU   2                   SEPARATE COPY FOR EACH TASK.

        00003  PDETYRLD EQU   3                   SEPARATE COPY FOR EACH TASK,

               *                                  REFRESH NOT ALLOWED

000059         PDEDTCT  DS    XL1                 DUMP THRESHOLD COUNT.

00005A         PDEMPMOD DS    XL2                 DESIRED MPMODE FOR PROGRAM

               *                    - PDEMPMOD IS ONLY USED IF PDEMODE IS SET

               PDESASC  #FLAG X'80'               SYSTEM-MODE C PROGRAM.

00005C         PDESASCI DS    0XL1

        00080  PDESASCM EQU   X'80'

               PDERES   #FLAG X'40'               RESIDENT PROGRAM.

00005C         PDERESI  DS    0XL1

        00040  PDERESM  EQU   X'40'

               PDECOBL  #FLAG X'20'               COBOL PROGRAM.

00005C         PDECOBLI DS    0XL1

        00020  PDECOBLM EQU   X'20'

               PDEPLI   #FLAG X'10'               PL/I PROGRAM.

00005C         PDEPLII  DS    0XL1

        00010  PDEPLIM  EQU   X'10'

               PDEQUSI  #FLAG X'08'               PROGRAM IS QUASI-REENTRANT.

00005C         PDEQUSII DS    0XL1

        00008  PDEQUSIM EQU   X'08'

               PDETRLY  #FLAG X'04'               PROGRAM IS TRULY REENTRANT.

00005C         PDETRLYI DS    0XL1

        00004  PDETRLYM EQU   X'04'

               PDEREEN  #FLAG X'0C'               PROGRAM IS REENTRANT SOMEHOW.

00005C         PDEREENI DS    0XL1

        0000C  PDEREENM EQU   X'0C'

               PDESNGL  #FLAG X'02'               PROGRAM IS SINGLE THREADED.

00005C         PDESNGLI DS    0XL1

        00002  PDESNGLM EQU   X'02'

               PDERELD  #FLAG X'01'               RELOAD NEW COPY FOR EACH NEW TASK.

00005C         PDERELDI DS    0XL1

        00001  PDERELDM EQU   X'01'
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00005C         PDEFLAG1 DS    XL1                 FIRST FLAG.

               *

               PDEOVLY  #FLAG X'80'               CAN OVERLAY IF NECESSARY.

00005D         PDEOVLYI DS    0XL1

        00080  PDEOVLYM EQU   X'80'

               PDERSA   #FLAG X'40'               PROGRAM NEEDS SAVEAREA ON ENTRY.

00005D         PDERSAI  DS    0XL1

        00040  PDERSAM  EQU   X'40'

               PDENSP   #FLAG X'20'               PROGRAM RUNS W/O STG PROT.

00005D         PDENSPI  DS    0XL1

        00020  PDENSPM  EQU   X'20'

               PDELE37  #FLAG X'10'               Program is LE/370 enabled

00005D         PDELE37I DS    0XL1

        00010  PDELE37M EQU   X'10'

               PDEDSAB  #FLAG X'08'               PROGRAM IS PRESENTLY DISABLED.

00005D         PDEDSABI DS    0XL1

        00008  PDEDSABM EQU   X'08'

               PDENLEM  #FLAG X'04'               MULTIPLE USE LE ENCLAVE NOT ALLOWED.

00005D         PDENLEMI DS    0XL1

        00004  PDENLEMM EQU   X'04'

               PDENEWC  #FLAG X'01'               REQUEST EXISTS FOR NEW COPY.

00005D         PDENEWCI DS    0XL1

        00001  PDENEWCM EQU   X'01'

00005D         PDEFLAG2 DS    XL1                 SECOND FLAG BYTE.

               PDENUL   #FLAG X'80'               PDE CREATED USING NULL PDE

00005E         PDENULI  DS    0XL1

        00080  PDENULM  EQU   X'80'

               PDEDYN   #FLAG X'20'               PDE DYNAMICALLY CREATED

00005E         PDEDYNI  DS    0XL1

        00020  PDEDYNM  EQU   X'20'

               PDENCNO  #FLAG X'10'               NEW COPY NOT ALLOWED FOR PROGRAM

00005E         PDENCNOI DS    0XL1

        00010  PDENCNOM EQU   X'10'

               PDENCQ   #FLAG X'08'               PGM BEING QUIESCED FOR NEW COPY

00005E         PDENCQI  DS    0XL1

        00008  PDENCQM  EQU   X'08'

               PDEZIIP  #FLAG X'02'               Prog is ZIIP eligible

00005E         PDEZIIPI DS    0XL1

        00002  PDEZIIPM EQU   X'02'

               PDENUCL  #FLAG X'01'               PROGRAM IS A NUCLEUS MODULE  *MXN*

00005E         PDENUCLI DS    0XL1

        00001  PDENUCLM EQU   X'01'

00005E         PDEFLAG3 DS    XL1                 THIRD FLAG BYTE.

               PDEDLST  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF DIALOG STATS TO BE COLLECTED

00005F         PDEDLSTI DS    0XL1

        00080  PDEDLSTM EQU   X'80'

               PDENUNC  #FLAG X'40'               LOAD NEW COPY OF NUC MOD    MDR85344

00005F         PDENUNCI DS    0XL1

        00040  PDENUNCM EQU   X'40'

               PDEMODE  #FLAG X'20'               USE MPMODE VALUE IN PDEMPMOD

00005F         PDEMODEI DS    0XL1

        00020  PDEMODEM EQU   X'20'

               PDEDRVR  #FLAG X'10'               PROGRAM IS A DRIVER MODULE   *MXN*
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00005F         PDEDRVRI DS    0XL1

        00010  PDEDRVRM EQU   X'10'

               PDESYSM  #FLAG X'08'               PROGRAM RUNS SYSTEM-MODE

00005F         PDESYSMI DS    0XL1

        00008  PDESYSMM EQU   X'08'

               PDEPLI2  #FLAG X'04'               PROGRAM IS PL/I V 2

00005F         PDEPLI2I DS    0XL1

        00004  PDEPLI2M EQU   X'04'

00005F         PDEFLAG4 DS    XL1                 FOURTH FLAG BYTE.

               PDEAMSC  #FLAG X'80'               RECHECK ACCESS MODULE SECURITY

000060         PDEAMSCI DS    0XL1

        00080  PDEAMSCM EQU   X'80'

               PDEAMRN  #FLAG X'40'               ACCESS MODULE IS RUNNABLE

000060         PDEAMRNI DS    0XL1

        00040  PDEAMRNM EQU   X'40'

               PDEAMGT  #FLAG X'20'               ACCESS MODULE IS GRANTABLE

000060         PDEAMGTI DS    0XL1

        00020  PDEAMGTM EQU   X'20'

               PDEAMRG  #FLAG PDEAMRNM+PDEAMGTM   ACCESS MOD RUNNABLE & GRANTABLE

000060         PDEAMRGI DS    0XL1

        00060  PDEAMRGM EQU   PDEAMRNM+PDEAMGTM

000060         PDEAMFLG DS    XL1                 ACCESS MODULE FLAGS

000061         PDENPCTH DS    XL1                 PROGRAM CHECK THRESHOLD.

000062         PDEDTCN  DS    XL1                 DUMP THRESHOLD CONSTANT.

               *

000063         PDESCTY  DS    XL1                 PROGRAM SECURITY KEY.

               *

000064         PDEDEA   DS    24F                 AREA FOR DIRECTORY ENTRY.

0000C4                  ORG   PDEDEA

000064         PDEEPD   DS    F                   ENTRY POINT DISPLACEMENT.

000068         PDETLEN  DS    F                   LENGTH OF PROGRAM TEXT IN STORAGE.

00006C         PDETA    DS    F                   MODULE LOAD ADDRESS.

000070         PDEAMODE DS    XL1                 AMODE

        00000  PDEAM24  EQU   0                   VALUE OF 0  - AMODE=24

        00002  PDEAM31  EQU   2                   VALUE OF 2  - AMODE=31

        00003  PDEAMANY EQU   3                   VALUE OF 3  - AMODE=ANY

               PDERANY  #FLAG X'10'               ON FOR RMODE=ANY, OFF FOR RMODE=24

000071         PDERANYI DS    0XL1

        00010  PDERANYM EQU   X'10'

000071         PDERMODE DS    XL1                 RMODE FLAG

               PDEATRE  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF REENTRANT

000072         PDEATREI DS    0XL1

        00080  PDEATREM EQU   X'80'

000072         PDEATT1  DS    XL1                 MODULE ATTRIBUTE BYTE 1

               PDELPA   #FLAG X'80'               LINK PACK AREA.

000073         PDELPAI  DS    0XL1

        00080  PDELPAM  EQU   X'80'

               PDECMSM  #FLAG X'40'               CMS MODULE CREATED VIA GENMOD

000073         PDECMSMI DS    0XL1

        00040  PDECMSMM EQU   X'40'

               PDEPROB  #FLAG X'20'               BINDER NONMIGRATABLE PROGRAM OBJECT

000073         PDEPROBI DS    0XL1

        00020  PDEPROBM EQU   X'20'
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               PDEAUTH  #FLAG X'10'               LOADED FROM AN AUTHORIZED LIBRARY

000073         PDEAUTHI DS    0XL1

        00010  PDEAUTHM EQU   X'10'

               PDESTP   #FLAG X'08'               Module loaded from STEPLIB

000073         PDESTPI  DS    0XL1

        00008  PDESTPM  EQU   X'08'

000073         PDEFLAG  DS    X'00'               Flag byte

000074         PDEDATE  DS    CL8                 DATE COMPILED (MM/DD/YY)

00007C         PDETIME  DS    CL6                 TIME COMPILED (HHMMSS)

000082                  DS    XL1                 More DE area

000083         PDECAT#  DS    X'00'               LOADLIB concatination number

000084         PDERLDS  DS    H                   NUMBER OF RLD ENTRIES

000086                  DS    XL2                 Some DE area

000088                  DS    15F                 More DE area

0000C4                  ORG

0000C4         PDENPDTA DS    A                   PTR TO CORRECT ALTERNATE POOL PDT

0000C8         PDELDPA  DS    A                   LOAD ADDRESS OF MODULE, IF RES.

0000CC         PDEISAL  DS    F                   INITIAL STORAGE AREA LENGTH.

0000D0         PDEHLLXA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF HLL XTN AREA.

0000D4         PDEDBK   DS    F                   PROGRAM DATABASE KEY.

0000D8         PDEUSRWA DS    CL8                 USER WORK AREA.

0000E0                  DS    F                   RESERVED, UNUSED

               PDEDLI   #FLAG X'80'               PROGRAM NEEDS AUTO DLI SCHEDULING

0000E4         PDEDLII  DS    0XL1

        00080  PDEDLIM  EQU   X'80'

0000E4         PDEDLIF1 DS    X                   DLI FLAG-1

0000E5                  DS    XL3                 RESERVED FOR DLI EXPANSION

0000E8         PDEDLIXA DS    A                   A(PDE DLI EXTENSION)

        000EC  PDEDSLEN EQU   ((*-PDE+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF DSECT.

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***  PDE EXTENSION FOR COBOL PROGRAM.  LOCATED IN THE HIGH-LEVEL    ***

               ***  LANGUAGE EXTENSION AREA AT END OF PDT. ADDRESS IS AT PDEHLLXA  ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

000000         PDECB    DSECT

000000         PDECBSTR DS    0F                  START OF COBOL EXTENSION AREA.

000000         PDECBTGL DS    F                   LENGTH OF TGT.

000004                  ORG   PDECBTGL            REDEFINE FOR COBOL 2

000000         PDECBPCX DS    A                   ADDR OF MASTER PCX

000004         PDECBTOL DS    F                   LENGTH OF WS+TGT.

000008         PDECBTGO DS    A                   OFFSET OF TGT IN ORIGINAL PGM.

00000C         PDECBVER DS    X                   COBOL COMPILER VERSION.

        00002  PDECBV2  EQU   X'02'               VS COBOL, VERSION 2.

        00003  PDECBV3  EQU   X'03'               VS COBOL, VERSION 3.

        00004  PDECBV4  EQU   X'04'               VS COBOL, VERSION 4.

        00011  PDECBC2  EQU   X'11'               OS VS COBOL II, VERSION 1.

        00022  PDECBDV2 EQU   X'22'               DOS/VS VERSION 2.

        00023  PDECBDV3 EQU   X'23'               DOS/VS VERSION 3.

        00035  PDECBF85 EQU   X'35'               FUJITSU COBOL 85

        00036  PDECBH85 EQU   X'36'               HITACHI COBOL 85

        00041  PDECBCL1 EQU   X'41'               COBOL/370 V1.1

        00042  PDECBCL2 EQU   X'42'               COBOL for MVS & VM V1.2 (Cobol/370)
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               * BS2000 EQUATES FOR PDECBVER; THEY WON'T OVERLAP WITH OTHER COBOL'S

        000FF  PDECB22A EQU   X'FF'               BS2K COB1 VERSION < 2.2B

        000FE  PDECB22B EQU   X'FE'               BS2K COB1 VERSION >= 2.2B

        000FD  PDECB810 EQU   X'FD'               BS2K COB85 V1.0

        000FC  PDECB811 EQU   X'FC'               BS2K COB85 V1.1, V1.2

        000FB  PDECB820 EQU   X'FB'               BS2K COB85 V2.0

        000FA  PDECB822 EQU   X'FA'               BS2K COB85 V2.2C

               * END OF BS2000 EQUATES FOR PDECBVER

               PDECBI   #FLAG X'80'               COBOL VARIABLES INITIALIZED.

00000D         PDECBII  DS    0XL1

        00080  PDECBIM  EQU   X'80'

               PDECBOP  #FLAG X'40'               ON IF USING OPTIMIZER.

00000D         PDECBOPI DS    0XL1

        00040  PDECBOPM EQU   X'40'

00000D         PDECBFLG DS    X                   FLAG BYTES.

               PDECBM   #FLAG X'10'               BS2K COB1: MAIN PROGRAM

00000E         PDECBMI  DS    0XL1

        00010  PDECBMM  EQU   X'10'

               PDECBE   #FLAG X'20'               BS2K COB1: PGM WITH ENTRY

00000E         PDECBEI  DS    0XL1

        00020  PDECBEM  EQU   X'20'

               PDECBS   #FLAG X'40'               BS2K COB1: SUBROUTINE (COB85: ALL)

00000E         PDECBSI  DS    0XL1

        00040  PDECBSM  EQU   X'40'

               PDECBS2  #FLAG X'80'               INDICATOR: THIS IS BS2K COBOL

00000E         PDECBS2I DS    0XL1

        00080  PDECBS2M EQU   X'80'

00000E                  DS    X                   FLAG BYTE RESERVED FOR BS2000

        00010  PDECBLEN EQU   ((*-PDECBSTR+3)/4)*4 LENGTH OF COBOL EXTENSION.

 

#PFHDS

                        COPY #PFHDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  #PFHDS DESCRIBES A PFKEY TABLE HEADER                        ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         PFH      DSECT                                     04/01/82

000000         PFHNAME  DS    CL8             NAME OF THIS TABLE

000008         PFHNPFH  DS    A               ADDRESS OF NEXT TABLE

00000C         PFHNPFA  DS    A               ADDRESS OF FIRST APPLICATION TABLE

000010         PFHNAVL  DS    F               ADDR OF NEXT ENTRY LOCATION (BUILD)

000014         PFHPFEN  DS    H               NUMBER OF PFES IN THIS TABLE
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000016         PFHRCNT  DS    H               REMAINING COUNT OF ENTRIES  (BUILD)

        00018  PFHDSLEN EQU   *-PFH           LENGTH OF FIXED PORTION

000018         PFHPFE   DS    0H              PFES START HERE

               *********************************************************************

               ***  #PFEDS DESCRIBES AN AID/FUNCTION# PAIR                       ***

               *********************************************************************

000000         PFE      DSECT

000000         PFEAID   DS    XL1             'AID' BYTE

000001         PFEFCTN  DS    XL1             CORRESPONDING FUNCTION NUMBER

        00002  PFEDSLEN EQU   *-PFE           LENGTH OF ONE ENTRY

               *********************************************************************

               ***  #PFADS DESCRIBES AN APPLICATION OVERRIDE TABLE               ***

               *********************************************************************

000000         PFA      DSECT

000000         PFANAME  DS    CL8             APPLICATION NAME

000008         PFANPFA  DS    A               ADDRESS OF NEXT APPLICATION FOR TABLE

00000C         PFANAVL  DS    F               NEXT AVAILABLE ENTRY (BUILD)

000010         PFAPFEN  DS    H               NUMBER OF PFES AFFIXED HERE

000012         PFARCNT  DS    H               REMAINING COUNT      (BUILD)

        00014  PFADSLEN EQU   *-PFA           LENGTH OF FIXED PORTION

000014         PFAPFE   DS    0H              PFES START HERE

#PGCTLDS

                        COPY #PGCTLDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               *** MAP PAGING SESSION CONTROL                                    ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      THIS CONTROL BLOCK CONTAINS THE CONTROL INFORMATION      ***

               ***      NECCESSARY TO DEFINE AND MAINTAIN A PAGING SESSION.      ***

               ***      IT IS PART OF THE 1ST SCRATCH RECORD USED IN RHDCPAGR    ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         PGCTL    DSECT                                                08/28/90

000000         PGCTLID  DS    CL6                 IDENTIFIER FOR THE CONTROL BLOCK

               *                                      CONTAINS 'PGCTL*'

               PGCTLWT  #FLAG X'10'               PAGING SESSION TYPE - WAIT

000006         PGCTLWTI DS    0XL1

        00010  PGCTLWTM EQU   X'10'

               PGCTLRT  #FLAG X'20'               PAGING SESSION TYPE - RETURN

000006         PGCTLRTI DS    0XL1

        00020  PGCTLRTM EQU   X'20'

               PGCTLNW  #FLAG X'40'               PAGING SESSION TYPE - NOWAIT

000006         PGCTLNWI DS    0XL1
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        00040  PGCTLNWM EQU   X'40'

               PGCTLNB  #FLAG X'01'               NO BACKPAGE

000006         PGCTLNBI DS    0XL1

        00001  PGCTLNBM EQU   X'01'

               PGCTLBR  #FLAG X'02'               BROWSE MODE

000006         PGCTLBRI DS    0XL1

        00002  PGCTLBRM EQU   X'02'

               PGCTLNM  #FLAG X'04'               NO AUTO MAPOUT              DKJ86211

000006         PGCTLNMI DS    0XL1

        00004  PGCTLNMM EQU   X'04'

000006         PGCTLFLG DS    X                   FLAG BYTE

000007                  DS    X                   RESERVED

000008         PGCTLBLK DS    A                   OFFSET TO PAGE BLOCK STRUCTURE

               *                                  FOR THE CURRENT PAGE

00000C         PGCTLHDR DS    A                   OFFSET TO HEADER NODE

000010         PGCTLFTR DS    A                   OFFSET TO FOOTER NODE

000014         PGCTLPRQ DS    A                   ORIGINAL PAGE # REQUESTED

000018         PGCTLADS DS    A                   OFFSET TO #MPSRADS

00001C         PGCTLVS  DS    A                   OFFSET TO PAGR VARIABLE STORAGE

000020         PGCTLBK1 DS    A                   OFFSET TO PAGE BLOCK STRUCTURE

               *                                  FOR THE FIRST PAGE

000024         PGCTLNAM DS    CL8                 MRB NAME

000030                  DS    0D                  ALIGNMENT FOR FOLLOWING DSECT

        00030  PGCTLEN  EQU   *-PGCTLID           LENGTH OF PGCTLDS

#PLEDS

                        COPY #PLEDS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               *** PHYSICAL LINE ELEMENT DSECT                                     ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         PLE      DSECT

000000         PLEID    DS    CL8                 LINE ID

000008         PLEDD1   DS    CL8                 DDNAME 1

000010         PLEDD2   DS    CL8                 DDNAME 2

000018         PLENPLE  DS    A                   NEXT PLE

00001C         PLEFPTE  DS    A                   FIRST PTE

000020         PLETCEA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF DRIVER TCE

000024         PLEDRVR  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF LINE DRIVER MODULE

000028         PLEDRVRL DS    A                   LENGTH OF DRIVER MODULE

00002C         PLEDCBA  DS    2A                  ADDRESS OF DCB (2 FOR BSAM/QSAM)

000034         PLEDECBA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF FIRST (OR ONLY) DECB

000038         PLEOSTGA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF GETMAINED STORAGE
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00003C         PLEOSTGL DS    F                   LENGTH OF GETMAINED STORAGE

               *  THE ORDER OF THE FOLLOWING 2 FIELDS MAY NOT BE CHANGED

000040         PLETYPE  DS    C                   LINE TYPE CODE

        000F0  PLESYSIO  EQU  C'0'                 SYSINX/SYSOUTX

        000F1  PLEL3270  EQU  C'1'                 LOCAL 3270'S

        000F2  PLER3270  EQU  C'2'                 REMOTE 3270'S

        000F3  PLES3270  EQU  C'3'                 SIMULATED 3270'S

        000F4  PLECONSL  EQU  C'4'                 OPERATOR'S CONSOLE

        000F5  PLEVTAM   EQU  C'5'                VTAM INTERFACE

        000F5  PLEDCAM   EQU  C'5'                DCAM INTERFACE

        000F6  PLESTSTP  EQU  C'6'                START/STOP TERMINALS

        000F7  PLESYSO   EQU  C'7'                SYSOUT ONLY (FOR PRINTERS)

        000F8  PLEL3280  EQU  C'8'                LOCAL 3280 PRINTER

        000F9  PLEO3270  EQU  C'9'                ONLINE SIMULATED 3270'S

        000C1  PLETCAMD  EQU  C'A'                TCAM DRIVER

        000C2  PLEBSC1   EQU  C'B'                BSC NON-SWITCHED POINT-TO-POINT

        000C3  PLEBSC2   EQU  C'C'                BSC SWITCHED POINT-TO-POINT

        000C4  PLEBSC3   EQU  C'D'                BSC MULTIPOINT

        000C5  PLEVTAML  EQU  C'E'                VTAM/SNA LOGICAL UNITS

        000C6  PLEAPPCE  EQU  C'F'                APPC EMULATOR

        000C9  PLETCPD   EQU  C'I'                TCPIP Network Line Driver

        000D3  PLESDS    EQU  C'L'                SDS NETWORK LINE DRIVER

        000E9  PLEUCFD   EQU  C'Z'                UCF LINE DRIVER

000041         PLEMETH  DS    C                   ACCESS METHOD

        000C2  PLEBSC    EQU  C'B'                SDS ACCESS METHOD BSC

        000C3  PLECTC    EQU  C'C'                SDS ACCESS METHOD CTC

        000C4  PLEDCA    EQU  C'D'                SDS ACCESS METHOD DCAM

        000C5  PLEEXCP   EQU  C'E'                EXCP

        000C9  PLEINTNL  EQU  C'I'                INTERNAL METHODS

        000D7  PLETCPIP  EQU  C'P'                TCPIP Sockets

        000D8  PLEQSAM   EQU  C'Q'                QSAM

        000E2  PLESVC    EQU  C'S'                SDS ACCESS METHOD SVC

        000E3  PLETCAM   EQU  C'T'                TCAM

        000E4  PLEUCFAM  EQU  C'U'                UCF

        000E5  PLEVTA    EQU  C'V'                SDS ACCESS METHOD CCI

        000E6  PLEWTO    EQU  C'W'                WTO

        000E7  PLEVTA12  EQU  C'X'                SDS ACCESS METHOD VTAM

               PLECLOS  #FLAG X'01'               LINE IS CLOSED (COULDN'T BE OPENED)

Offset  Value 

 

               PLEOUTS  #FLAG X'02'               LINE IS OUT OF SERVICE

               PLENCON  #FLAG X'04'               QUIESCE IS NOT VALID FOR THIS LINE

               PLETRAC  #FLAG X'08'               DCAM LINE TO BE TRACED

               PLECPCT  #FLAG X'10'               COMPACT 3270 OUTPUT DATA STREAMS

               PLEXRSP  #FLAG X'20'               USE EXCEPTION RESPONSE PROTOCOL

               PLEQPTE  #FLAG X'40'               PTE QUEUEING SUPPORTED BY DRIVER

               PLESERV  #FLAG X'80'              INSPECT PTE CHAIN FOR HALT,VIN,VOUT

000042         PLEFLAGS DS    X                   LINE STATUS FLAGS

               PLEXABF  #FLAG X'01'               BUFFERS IN EXTENDED STORAGE ARE OK

               PLEXAPT  #FLAG X'02'               PTEs in XA storage ok

               PLEOSRS  #FLAG X'04'               Online Sysgen Refresh Supported

000043         PLEFLAG2 DS    X                   LINE STATUS FLAGS - PART TWO

000044         PLESECB  DS    3F            INTERNAL SERVICE ECB FOR LINE DRIVER TASK
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               *

000050         PLEFQUE  DS    F                   FOWARD POINTER FOR PTE QUEUEING

000054         PLEBQUE  DS    F                   BACKWARD POINTER FOR PTE QUEUEING

000058                  DS    F                   RESERVED(UNUSED)

00005C         PLESTATA DS    A                   ADDR OF STATISTICS BLOCK

000060         PLEHSTA  DS    A                   ADDR OF HISTOGRAM BLOCK

000064         PLEBLEN  DS    F                   SUM COUNT OF CHARS. BEFORE COMPACT

000068         PLECLEN  DS    F                   SUM COUNT OF CHARS. AFTER COMPACT

00006C         PLESPTE  DS    F                   START PTE  - PTE STARTED WITH

000070         PLERPTE  DS    F                   RESUME PTE - PTE LAST PROCESSED

000074         PLENNAML DS    X                   LENGTH OF NETWORK ID

000075                  DS    X                   RESERVED.

000076         PLENTERM DS    H                   NUMBER OF TERMINALS ON LINE

000078         PLELPBS  DS    H                   LINE I/O PAGE BUFFER SIZE

00007A         PLEXLEN  DS    H                   LENGTH OF DEVICE DEPENDENT EXTENSION

00007C                  DS    4F                  *** Reserved ***

000090         PLEX     DS    0D                  START OF EXTENSION

        00090  PLEDSLEN EQU   ((*-PLE+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF PLE FOUNDATION

#PLXDS

                    COPY #PLXDS 

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***   EXTENSION DEFINITIONS FOR PLE'S                               ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

               ********************************************************************

               * PLE EXTENSION FOR SYSIN/OUT DEVICES

               ********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value

 

000090                  ORG   PLEX                SET ORIGIN TO THE EXTENSION

000090         PLE0DECS DS    4A                  ADDRESS OF DCB'S AND DECB'S

0000A0                  ORG   PLEX                SET ORIGIN FOR BS2K TYPE0 EXT

        00090  PLE0OBKA EQU   *

000090         PLE0OPAM DS    A                   OUTPUT PAM MACRO ADDRESS

000094         PLE0OECB DS    A                   OUTPUT FECB ADDRESS

               *

        00098  PLE0IBKA EQU   *

000098         PLE0IPAM DS    A                   INPUT PAM MACRO ADDRESS

00009C         PLE0IECB DS    A                   INPUT FECB ADDRESS

               *

0000A0         PLE0CRID DS    F                   CONTINGENCY SHORT ID FOR PAM I/O

0000A4         PLE0CNAM DS    CL54                CONTINGENCY NAME FOR PAM I/O

0000DC         PLE0SVRW DS    18F                 Non-XA savearea for read/write

        00098  PLE0XLEN EQU   (((*+7)-PLEX)/8)*8  LENGTH OF EXTENSION
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               ********************************************************************

               * PLE EXTENSION FOR LOCAL 3270 BTAM TERMINALS

               ********************************************************************

000124                  ORG   PLEX                SET ORIGIN TO THE EXTENSION

000090         PLEBSIZ  DS    F                   SIZE OF INITIAL BUFFER TO GETSTG.

000094         PLE1MECB DS    A                   ADDRESS OF BTAM MASTER ECB (DOS).

000098         PLE1SVRW DS    18F                 Non-XA savearea for read/write

0000E0         PLE1FLGS DS    0F                                           IDMSDC/2412

               PLE1VPO  #FLAG X'80'               VM/CMS terminal queued power off

0000E0         PLE1VPOI DS    0XL1

        00080  PLE1VPOM EQU   X'80'

0000E0         PLE1FLG1 DS    X                   Status flag 1            IDMSDC/2412

0000E1                  DS    XL3                 Available                IDMSDC/2412

        00058  PLE1XLEN EQU   (((*+7)-PLEX)/8)*8  LENGTH OF EXTENSION

               ******************************************************************

               * PLE Extension for SOCKET LINE group

               ******************************************************************

0000E4                  ORG   PLEX

000090         PLEIEXT  DS    0XL32               Dictionary PLE extension area

000090         PLEIMODP DS    CL8                 Plug-in-module-name

000098                  DS    H         PLEIMAXS  Maximum number of sockets allowed

00009A                  DS    H         PLEIMXST  Maximum number of sockets per task

00009C                  DS    XL20                Reserved for dictionary extension

               *

               * Run time part of extension

               *

0000B0         PLEIODTS DS    XL8                 Timestamp (DTS) line opened

0000B8         PLEIEXPI DS    F                   Next IDLE expiration time (epoc)

0000BC         PLEIDECB DS    3F                  ECB for some DDSTCON manipulation

               *

0000C8         PLEI#DRJ DS    F                   Number DDS      connections rejected

0000CC         PLEI#LRJ DS    F                   Number listener connections rejected

               *

0000D0                  DS    8F                  Reserved

               *

        00060  PLEIXLEN EQU   ((*+7-PLEX)/8)*8    Length of extension

               ***********************************************************************

               * #PLEDS3 - EXTENSION TO PHYSICAL LINE ENTRY DSECT FOR SIMULATED

               *            3270S (PLETYPE=3).

               ***********************************************************************

0000F0                  ORG   PLEX

000090         PLE3WORK DS    D                   TEMPORARY WORK AREA

000098         PLE3KEYW DS    CL8                 WORK AREA FOR KEYWORDS

0000A0         PLE3ECBL DS    A                   ADDRESS OF ECBLIST

0000A4         PLE3PLIN DS    CL133               PLACE TO BUILD PRINT LINES

00012C                  DS    0F

               PLE3EOD  #FLAG X'01'      END-OF-DATA FLAG FOR SIMULATOR INPUT

               PLE3HEX  #FLAG X'02'      TRACE OUTPUT AND INPUT IN HEXADECIMAL

00012C                  DS    X                   FLAG BYTE

00012D         PLE3CTRM DS    X          TERMINAL NUMBER ASSOCIATED WITH CURRENT CARD

00012E         PLE3MTRM DS    X          MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TERMINALS

00012F         PLE3ESC  DS    C          ESCAPE CHARACTER

000130         PLE3CONT DS    C          CONTINUATION CHARACTER
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000131         PLE3AID  DS    X          ATTENTION IDENTIFIER FOR READ

000134         PLE3STIM DS    F                   START TIME OF SIMULATION RUN

000138         PLE3RTIM DS    F   CURRENT TIME RELATIVE TO START OF SIMULATION

00013C         PLE3CRD# DS    F          NUMBER OF LAST CARD READ

000140         PLEGIN14 DS    A          R14 AT ENTRY TO GETINPUT

000144         PLEGCD14 DS    A          R14 AT ENTRY TO GETCARD

000148         PLEECD14 DS    A          R14 AT ENTRY TO ECHOCARD

00014C         PLECTR14 DS    A          R14 AT ENTRY TO CHECKTRM

000150         PLECST14 DS    A          R14 AT ENTRY TO CHECKSET

000154         PLEWTM14 DS    A          R14 AT ENTRY TO WAITTIME

000158         PLEPLN14 DS    A          R14 AT ENTRY TO PRINTLIN

00015C         PLESRD14 DS    A          R14 AT ENTRY TO SIMREAD

000160         PLEPWH14 DS    A          R14 AT ENTRY TO PRTWHERE

000164         PLEPFL14 DS    A          R14 AT ENTRY TO PRINTFLD

000168         PLECLK14 DS    A          R14 AT ENTRY TO CHECKLOK

00016C         PLEPSC14 DS    A          R14 AT ENTRY TO PRINTSCR

000170         PLERDN14 DS    A          R14 AT ENTRY TO READNUM

000174         PLENCH14 DS    A          R14 AT ENTRY TO NEXTCHAR

000178         PLERIP14 DS    A          R14 AT ENTRY TO READINP

00017C         PLESWR14 DS    A          R14 AT ENTRY TO SIMWRITE

000180         PLESPN14 DS    A          R14 AT ENTRY TO SCRNPOSN

000184         PLEPTT14 DS    A          R14 AT ENTRY TO PTIMTERM

000188         PLEEAU14 DS    A          R14 AT ENTRY TO ERALLUNP

00018C         PLEHXT14 DS    A          R14 AT ENTRY TO HEXTRACE

000190         PLE3LIST DS    10A                 DEFAULT PARAMETER LIST

0001B8         PLE3SVGP DS    18F        Below-the-line savearea for get/put

               *        DCB   DSORG=PS,DDNAME=SIMINXX,MACRF=GM   SIMULATOR INPUT DCB

               *        FCB   FCBTYPE=SAM,LINK=SIMINXX,OPEN=INPUT,

               *              RECFORM=F,RECSIZE=80

000200         PLE3IDCB DS    200F         SPACE FOR PRECEDING DCB (OR FCB IN BS2K)

               *        DCB   DSORG=PS,DDNAME=SIMOUTXX,MACRF=PM  SIMULATOR PRINT DCB

               *        FCB   FCBTYPE=SAM,LINK=SIMOUTXX,OPEN=OUTPUT,

               *              RECFORM=(F,A),RECSIZE=133

000520         PLE3PDCB DS    200F         SPACE FOR PRECEDING DCB (OR FCB IN BS2K)

        007B0  PLE3XLEN EQU   (((*+7)-PLEX)/8)*8  LENGTH OF EXTENSION

               ********************************************************************

               * PLE EXTENSION FOR OPERATORS CONSOLE

               ********************************************************************

000840                  ORG   PLEX                SET ORIGIN TO EXTENSION

000090         PLE4SYSP DS    6A                  PARAMETER LIST FOR MACROS

0000A8         PLE4ACTN DS    X                   ACTION CODE

        00000  PLE4WTRQ EQU   0                   WAIT FOR SERVICE

        00004  PLE4READ EQU   4                   QUEUE A READ

        00008  PLE4WTRD EQU   8                   PROCESS READ COMPLETION

        00020  PLE4XLEN EQU   (((*+7)-PLEX)/8)*8  LENGTH OF EXTENSION

               *******************************************************************

               * #PLEDS5

               * PLE EXTENSION FOR VTAM TERMINALS (OR DCAM IN BS2K)

               *******************************************************************

0000A9                  ORG   PLEX                SET ORIGIN TO EXTENSION AREA

000090         PLE5APID DS    CL10                APPLICATION ID

00009A         PLE5APPW DS    CL10                APPLICATION PASSWORD

               *LE5NNIB DS    H                   NUMBER OF NIBS  - NOT USE, REMOVE
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0000A4         PLE5NRIR DS    H                   NUMBER OF RECEIVE INITIAL RPL'S

0000A6         PLE5NRPL DS    H                   NUMBER OF RPL'S

0000A8                  ORG   PLEX                SET ORIGIN FOR DCAM TYPE5 EXT

000090         PLE5DAID DS    CL8                 DCAM APPLICATION IDENTIFIER

000098         PLE5APSW DS    CL4                 DCAM APPLICATION PASSWORD

00009C         PLE5PRON DS    CL8                 PROCESSOR NAME

0000A4         PLE5NIBN DS    H                   NUMBER OF NIBS

0000A6         PLE5NRPB DS    H                   NUMBER OF RPB'S (DCAM ONLY)

               PLE5ACQ  #FLAG X'80'               DRIVER CAN ACQUIRE TERMS

0000A8         PLE5ACQI DS    0XL1

        00080  PLE5ACQM EQU   X'80'

               PLE5SPO  #FLAG X'40'               SENDCMD/RECVCMD VALID

0000A8         PLE5SPOI DS    0XL1

        00040  PLE5SPOM EQU   X'40'

               PLE5WRP  #FLAG X'20'               DRIVER WAITING FOR RPL'S

0000A8         PLE5WRPI DS    0XL1

        00020  PLE5WRPM EQU   X'20'

               PLE5FWP  #FLAG X'10'               CONTINUE LOOKING FOR WAITING PTE

0000A8         PLE5FWPI DS    0XL1

        00010  PLE5FWPM EQU   X'10'

               PLE5BUF  #FLAG X'08'               USE PERMANENT READ BUFFERS

0000A8         PLE5BUFI DS    0XL1

        00008  PLE5BUFM EQU   X'08'

0000A8         PLE5FLG1 DS    X                   FLAG BYTE 1

               PLE5AST  #FLAG X'01'               DCAM APPLICATION READY

0000A9         PLE5ASTI DS    0XL1

        00001  PLE5ASTM EQU   X'01'

0000A9         PLE5FLG2 DS    X                   FLAG BYTE 2

0000AA         PLE5FLG3 DS    X                   FLAG BYTE 3

0000AB         PLE5INFO DS    X                   VTAM LINE INFO BYTE

               *                                  X'FF'= LINE SHUTDOWN BY VTAM

0000AC         PLE5EXL  DS    AL4                 ADDRESS OF EXITLIST

0000B0                  ORG   PLE5EXL

0000AC         PLE5BFSP DS    0A                 SPECIAL BUFFERS SPECIFICATIONS

0000AC                  DS    XL3                 RESERVED FOR BS2K                DDK

               PLE5ISO  #FLAG X'80'               DCAM TYPE=ISO (DEFAULT=NEA)      DDK

0000AF         PLE5ISOI DS    0XL1

        00080  PLE5ISOM EQU   X'80'

0000AF         PLEFLG4  DS    X                   FLAG BYTE 4                      DDK

0000B0         PLE5BLKA DS    0A                 VTAM/DCAM BLOCKS ADDRESSES

0000B0         PLE5FNIB DS    AL4                 ADDRESS OF FIRST NIB

0000B4         PLE5VNIB DS    AL4                 ADDRESS OF NIB FOR VARY

0000B8         PLE5FRPL DS    AL4                 ADDRESS OF FIRST RPL

0000BC                  DS    AL4                 AVAILABLE

0000C0                  DS    AL4                 AVAILABLE

0000C4         PLE5LRPL DS    AL4                 USE FOR OPNDST

0000C8         PLE5QRPL DS    F                   NUMBER OF RPL REQUESTS

0000CC         PLE5WRPL DS    F                   NUMBER OF WAITS FOR RPL'S

0000D0                  ORG   PLE5BLKA           DCAM CTRL BLOCKS ADDRESS

0000B0         PLE5FRPB DS    AL4                 ADDRESS OF FIRST RPB

0000B4         PLE5RRPB DS    AL4                 ADDRESS OF RECEIVE ANY RPB

0000B8         PLE5ERPB DS    AL4                 ADDRESS OF COMEND RPB

0000BC         PLE5LRPB DS    AL4                 ADDRESS OF LOSCON RPB
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0000C0         PLE5SRPB DS    AL4                 ADDRESS OF STANDARD RPB

0000C4         PLE5FEVC DS    AL4                 ADDRESS OF EVent Control block

0000C8         PLE5QRPB DS    PL4                 NUMBER OF RPB REQUESTS

0000CC         PLE5WRPB DS    PL4                 NUMBER OF WAITS FOR RPB'S

0000D0         PLE5CMDA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF FIRST PO CMD NODE

0000D4         PLE5AID  DS    F                   DCAM APPLICATION IDENTIFIER

               *

        00048  PLE5XLEN EQU   (((*+7)-PLEX)/8)*8  LENGTH OF EXTENSION

               ********************************************************************

               * PLE EXTENSION FOR START/STOP TERMINALS

               ********************************************************************

               * THERE IS NO PLE EXTENSION FOR START/STOP TERMINALS

0000D8                  ORG   PLEX                SET ORIGIN TO EXTENSION

        00000  PLE6XLEN EQU   (((*+7)-PLEX)/8)*8  LENGTH OF EXTENSION

               ********************************************************************

               * PLE EXTENSION FOR SYSOUT PRINTERS

               ********************************************************************

000090                  ORG   PLEX                SET ORIGIN TO EXTENSION

000090         PLE7SVPT DS    18F                 Non-XA savearea for put

        00048  PLE7XLEN EQU   (((*+7)-PLEX)/8)*8  LENGTH OF EXTENSION

               ***********************************************************************

               * PLE EXTENSION FOR LOCAL 3280 PRINTERS

               ***********************************************************************

0000D8                  ORG   PLEX                SET ORIGIN TO THE EXTENSION

000090         PLE8MECB DS    A                   ADDRESS OF MASTER BTAM ECB

               PLE8IPC  #FLAG 1                   INITIAL PASS THRU OPEN IS COMPLETE

000094         PLE8IPCI DS    0XL1

        00001  PLE8IPCM EQU   1

               PLE8TMR  #FLAG 2                   RETRY TIMER IS GOING

000094         PLE8TMRI DS    0XL1

        00002  PLE8TMRM EQU   2

000094                  DS    X                       FLAG BYTE

000095                  DS    3X                  *UNUSED*

000098         PLE8TECB DS    3A                  RETRY TIMER ECB

0000A4                  DS    A                   *UNUSED*

0000A8         PLE8SVWR DS    18F                 Non-XA savearea for write

        00060  PLE8XLEN EQU   ((*+7-PLEX)/8)*8      LENGTH OF EXTENSION

               ***********************************************************************

               * PLE EXTENSION FOR ONLINE SIMULATED 3270S

               ***********************************************************************

0000F0                  ORG   PLEX

000090         PLE9LIST DS    8A                  PARAMETER LIST

0000B0         PLE9RECB DS    3A                  DRIVER-IS-UP-AND-READY ECB

0000BC         PLE9TNUM DS    PL2                 SEQUENCE NUMBER FOR NEXT PTEID

0000BE         PLE9TRAN DS    CL64                TRANSLATE TABLE FOR ATTRIBUTE CODES

000100         PLE9CECB DS    A                   ADDRESS OF CURRENT TOP OF ECBLIST

        00040  PLE9MAXT EQU   64                  MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TERMINALS

000104         PLE9ECBL DS    ((1+PLE9MAXT)*2)A   ECB LIST

00030C         PLE9DCEA DS    A                   ADDR OF DRIVER'S DISPATCH CONTROL EL

        00280  PLE9XLEN EQU   ((*+7-PLEX)/8)*8    LENGTH OF EXTENSION

               ******************************************************************

               *  TCAM PLE EXTENSION

               ******************************************************************
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000310                  ORG   PLEX

000090         PLEADECB DS    A                   ADDRESS OF TCAM WRITE DECB

000094         PLEARBUF DS    A                   ADDRESS OF TCAM READ BUFFER

000098         PLEAWORK DS    A                   ADDRESS OF RHDCD0AT'S WORK AREA

00009C         PLEACONG DS    F                   # OF TIMES CONGESTION OCCURRED

0000A0         PLEASVRW DS    18F                 Non-XA savearea for read/write

        00058  PLEAXLEN EQU   ((*+7-PLEX)/8)*8    LENGTH OF EXTENSION

               ******************************************************************

               * PLE EXTENSION FOR BTAM BSC2 LINE GROUP

               ******************************************************************

0000E8                  ORG   PLEX

000090         PLECLID  DS    X                   LENGTH OF RESPONSE ID

000091         PLECID   DS    XL15                RESPONSE ID

0000A0         PLECNMLE DS    H                   NUMBER OF LINES

0000A2         PLECLU   DS    X                   STARTING LOGICAL UNIT (DOS)

               PLEC273  #FLAG X'02'               FLAG FOR 2703 TCU (DOS/VS)

0000A3         PLEC273I DS    0XL1

        00002  PLEC273M EQU   X'02'

               PLECNSW  #FLAG X'04'               NONSWITCHED (BSC1) LINE

0000A3         PLECNSWI DS    0XL1

        00004  PLECNSWM EQU   X'04'

               PLECMAS  #FLAG X'08'               ON = MASTER, OFF = SLAVE

0000A3         PLECMASI DS    0XL1

        00008  PLECMASM EQU   X'08'

               PLECVMS  #FLAG X'10'               VARY MASTER, PLECMAS HAS CHANGED

0000A3         PLECVMSI DS    0XL1

        00010  PLECVMSM EQU   X'10'

0000A3         PLECOPT1 DS    X                   1ST OPTION BYTE

0000A4                  DS    CL12                DICTIONARY RECORD SLACK

               *        THE DISPLACEMENT OF PLEXFMLE WITHIN THE PLE EXTENSION

               *        MUST NOT BE CHANGED.

0000B0         PLEXFMLE DS    A                   ADDRESS OF 1ST MLE

0000B4                  ORG   PLEXFMLE

0000B0         PLECFMLE DS    A                   ADDRESS OF 1ST MLE

0000B4         PLECELST DS    A                   ADDRESS OF ECB LIST

0000B8         PLECMATA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF MLE ADDRESS TABLE

0000BC         PLECBMEA DS    A                   ADDR OF DOS BTAM MASTER ECB ADDR

0000C0         PLECSMLE DS    A                   SAVED MLE ADDRESS

0000C4         PLECNQM  DS    H                   NUMBER OF QUIESCED MLE'S

0000C6         PLECEOT  DS    X                   EOT CODE FOR LINE GROUP

0000C7         PLECETB  DS    X                   ETB CODE FOR LINE GROUP

               PLECVRY  #FLAG X'01'               VARY COMMAND IN PROGRESS

0000C8         PLECVRYI DS    0XL1

        00001  PLECVRYM EQU   X'01'

               PLECQUI  #FLAG X'02'               MLE QUIESCE IN PROGRESS

0000C8         PLECQUII DS    0XL1

        00002  PLECQUIM EQU   X'02'

0000C8         PLECFLG1 DS    X                   1ST FLAG BYTE

0000C9         PLECFLG2 DS    X                   2ND FLAG BYTE

0000CA         PLECFLG3 DS    X                   3RD FLAG BYTE

0000CB         PLECFLG4 DS    X                   4TH FLAG BYTE

0000CC         PLECLTRC DS    A                   ADDRESS LOCAL TRACE TABLE

0000D0         PLECSVRW DS    18F                 Non-XA savearea for read/write
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        00088  PLECXLEN EQU   ((*+7-PLEX)/8)*8    LENGTH OF EXTENSION

               *********************************************************************

               * PLE EXTENSION FOR BTAM BSC3 LINE GROUP

               *********************************************************************

000118                  ORG   PLEX                SET ORIGIN FOR EXTENSION

000090         PLEDPDLY DS    F                   POLLING DELAY (0 IF WRAP LIST)

000094         PLEDNMLE DS    H                   NUMBER OF LINES

000096         PLEDLU   DS    X                   STARTING LOGICAL UNIT (DOS)

               PLED273  #FLAG X'02'               FLAG FOR 2703 TCU (DOS/VS)

000097         PLED273I DS    0XL1

        00002  PLED273M EQU   X'02'

000097         PLEDOPT1 DS    X                   1ST OPTION BYTE

000098                  DS    CL24                DICTIONARY RECORD SLACK

               *        THE DISPLACEMENT OF PLEDFMLE WITHIN THE PLE EXTENSION

               *        MUST NOT BE CHANGED.

0000B0         PLEDFMLE DS    A                   ADDRESS OF 1ST MLE

0000B4         PLEDELST DS    A                   ADDRESS OF ECB LIST

0000B8         PLEDMATA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF MLE ADDRESS TABLE

0000BC         PLEDBMEA DS    A                   ADDR OF DOS BTAM MASTER ECB ADDR

0000C0         PLEDEOT  DS    X                   EOT CODE FOR LINE GROUP

0000C1         PLEDETB  DS    X                   ETB CODE FOR LINE GROUP

0000C2         PLEDLPOL DS    X                   LONGEST POLL SEQUENCE

0000C4         PLEDSVRW DS    18F                 Non-XA savearea for read/write

        00080  PLEDXLEN EQU   (((*+7)-PLEX)/8)*8  LENGTH OF EXTENSION

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

               *            FORMAT OF THE CCI PLEX (PLE EXTENSION)

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

00010C                  ORG   PLEX

000090         PLELRECB DS    F      RECEIVE-ANY ECB POSTED WHEN CCI RECEIVE IS DONE

000094         PLELTECB DS    F      TIMER ECB POSTED WHEN THE ICE EXPIRES

000098         PLELNTIM DS    F      NEXT TIME TO POST PLELTECB

00009C         PLELECBA DS    A      POINTER TO THE ECBLIST

0000A0         PLELLECB DS    A      POINTER TO THE LAST ECB IN THE ECBLIST

0000A4         PLELFPTE DS    A      FLOATING POINTER TO THE PTE TO SERVICE

0000A8         PLELRBUF DS    A      POINTER TO THE CCI RECEIVE BUFFER

0000AC         PLELFEED DS    A      POINTER TO THE CCI FEEDBACK AREA

0000B0         PLELPLST DS    A      POINTER TO THE CCI PARMLIST AREA

0000B4         PLELSESS DS    F      THIS IS THE SESSID WHICH IS INCREMENTED

0000B8         PLELSPTE DS    A      POINTER TO THE PTE USED FOR SYNCRONOUS SENDS

0000BC         PLELSTFE DS    A      POINTER TO A FEEDBACK AREA USED BY STATUS ROUTINE

0000C0         PLELSTAT DS    A      POINTER TO THE A(STATUS ROUTINE) USED BY DCMT

0000C4         PLELSECS DS    A      Pointer to storage allocated for Signon

0000C8         PLELXSA  DS    F      Pointer to XSDRVR storage area for RHDCDnLX

0000CC                  DS    F      Reserved

0000D0                  DS    F      Reserved

               PLELSTA  #FLAG X'80'  IF THIS BIT IS SET DCMT NEEDS A CCI STATUS DONE

0000D4         PLELSTAI DS    0XL1

        00080  PLELSTAM EQU   X'80'

               PLELINI  #FLAG X'40'  IF THIS BIT IS SET THE DRIVER HAS DONE HIS INIT

0000D4         PLELINII DS    0XL1

        00040  PLELINIM EQU   X'40'

0000D4         PLELFLG1 DS    X      FLAG BYTE #1

0000D5                  DS    X      Reserved
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0000D6         PLELNTRM DS    H      Count of Bulk PTEs for TREQ allocation

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

               *            FORMAT OF THE CCI HEADER. ORIGIN-ID.

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

0000D8         PLELCCIH DS    0H     USED TO ADDRESS THE CCIH

0000D8         PLELCON  DS    C'#'   REQUIRED CCI CONSTANT

0000D9         PLELSYS  DS    CL8' ' SYSTEM ID

0000E1                  DS    X'00'  RESERVED

0000E2         PLELPROD DS    CL20   UNIQUE PRODUCT ID

        0001E  PLELCCIL EQU   *-PLELCCIH    LENGTH OF THE CCI HEADER

0000F6                  DS    H      Reserved

0000F8         PLELGPTE DS    A      Pointer to the GETPTE code in RHDCCDDS

0000FC                  DS    F      Reserved

        00070  PLELXLEN EQU   ((*+7-PLEX)/8)*8  LENGTH OF THE PLE EXTENSION

               ******************************************************************

               *  SDS PLE EXTENSION (NOW OBSOLETE)

               ******************************************************************

000100                  ORG   PLEX

000090                  DS    CL32                RESERVED

0000B0                  ORG   PLEX

000090         PLELAPID DS    CL8                 DCAM APPLICATION IDENTIFIER

000098         PLELAPSW DS    CL4                 DCAM APPLICATION PASSWORD

00009C         PLELPRON DS    CL8                 PROCESSOR NAME

0000A4         PLELNNIB DS    H                   NUMBER OF NIBS

0000A6         PLELNRPL DS    H                   NUMBER OF RPL'S

0000A8                  ORG   PLELNRPL

0000A6         PLELNRPB DS    H                   NUMBER OF RPB'S (DCAM ONLY)

               PLELACQ  #FLAG X'80'               DRIVER CAN ACQUIRE TERMS

0000A8         PLELACQI DS    0XL1

        00080  PLELACQM EQU   X'80'

               PLELSPO  #FLAG X'40'               SENDCMD/RECVCMD VALID

0000A8         PLELSPOI DS    0XL1

        00040  PLELSPOM EQU   X'40'

               *LELFLG1 DS    X                   FLAG BYTE 1

               PLELAST  #FLAG X'01'               DCAM APPLICATION READY

0000A8         PLELASTI DS    0XL1

        00001  PLELASTM EQU   X'01'

0000A8         PLELFLG2 DS    X                   FLAG BYTE 2

0000A9         PLELFLG3 DS    X                   FLAG BYTE 3

0000AA         PLELFLG4 DS    X                   FLAG BYTE 4

0000AB         PLELEXL  DS    AL4                 ADDRESS OF EXITLIST

0000AF                  ORG   PLELEXL

0000AC         PLELBFSP DS    0A                 SPECIAL BUFFERS SPECIFICATIONS

0000AC         PLELDMDN DS    H                  NUMBER OF DIR. BLOCKS FOR DMP

0000AE         PLELCSPL DS    AL1                CSP LENGTH (IN K-BYTES)

0000AF         PLELDMPL DS    AL1                DMP LENGTH (IN K-BYTES)

0000B0         PLELBLKA DS    0A                 VTAM/DCAM BLOCKS ADDRESSES

0000B0         PLELFNIB DS    AL4                 ADDRESS OF FIRST NIB

0000B4         PLELVNIB DS    AL4                 ADDRESS OF NIB FOR VARY

0000B8         PLELFRPL DS    AL4                 ADDRESS OF FIRST RPL

0000BC         PLELRRPL DS    AL4                 ADDRESS OF 'READ INITIAL' RPL

0000C0         PLELSRPL DS    AL4                 ADDRESS OF SOLICIT RPL

0000C4         PLELLRPL DS    AL4                 USE FOR OPNDST
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0000C8         PLELQRPL DS    F                   NUMBER OF RPL REQUESTS

0000CC         PLELWRPL DS    F                   NUMBER OF WAITS FOR RPL'S

0000D0                  ORG   PLELBLKA            DCAM CTRL BLOCKS ADDRESS

0000B0         PLELFRPB DS    AL4                 ADDRESS OF FIRST RPB

0000B4         PLELRRPB DS    AL4                 ADDRESS OF RECEIVE ANY RPB

0000B8         PLELERPB DS    AL4                 ADDRESS OF COMEND RPB

0000BC         PLELLRPB DS    AL4                 ADDRESS OF LOSCON RPB

0000C0         PLELSRPB DS    AL4                 ADDRESS OF STANDARD RPB

0000C4                  DS    AL4                UNUSED

0000C8         PLELQRPB DS    PL4                 NUMBER OF RPB REQUESTS

0000CC         PLELWRPB DS    PL4                 NUMBER OF WAITS FOR RPB'S

0000D0         PLELCMDA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF FIRST PO CMD NODE

0000D4         PLELCMB  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF COMPRESSION BUFFER

0000D8         PLELIBA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF INPUT BUFFER

0000DC         PLELINBL DS    H                   LENGTH OF INPUT BUFFER

               *LELXLEN EQU   ((*+7-PLEX)/8)*8    LENGTH OF EXTENSION

               ********************************************************************

               * PLE EXTENSION FOR UCF LINE

               ********************************************************************

0000DE                  ORG   PLEX                SET ORIGIN TO THE EXTENSION

000090         PLEZFSTB DS    CL8                 NAME OF FRONT END SYSTEM TABLE

000098         PLEZFSTA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF FRONT END SYSTEM TABLE

00009C         PLEZERUA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF ERUS VECTOR TABLE.

0000A0         PLEZCSES DS    F                   CURRENT SESSION NUMBER

0000A4         PLEZEREA DS    A                   ERE ANCHOR

0000A8         PLEZNTIM DS    F                   NEXT TIME TO POST PLEZTECB

0000AC         PLEZTECB DS    F                   ECB POSTED BY TICTOC

0000B0         PLEZTERE DS    A                   ANCHOR FOR ERE'S ON TIMER CHAIN

0000B4         PLEZSNON DS    A                   QUEUE OF ERE'S WAITING TO SINON

0000B8         PLEZSTIM DS    A                   NEXT TIME TO POST PLEZSECB   DC/2220

0000BC         PLEZSECB DS    F                   ECB FOR SIGNON RETRY         DC/2220

        00030  PLEZXLEN EQU   (((*+7)-PLEX)/8)*8  LENGTH OF EXTENSION

               *******************************************************************

               * PLE EXTENSION FOR VTAM SNA DEVICES.                             *

               *******************************************************************

0000C0                  ORG   PLEX                SET ORIGIN TO EXTENSION AREA

000090         PLEEAPID DS    CL10                APPLICATION ID

00009A         PLEEAPPW DS    CL10                APPLICATION PASSWORD

0000A4         PLEENNIB DS    H                   NUMBER OF NIBS

0000A6         PLEENRPL DS    H                   NUMBER OF RPL'S

0000A8         PLEERIRL DS    H                   READ-INITIAL (RECVANY) RETRY LIMIT

0000AA         PLEERLVL DS    H                   NBR STACK LEVELS IN RPL NODE

               PLEEACQ  #FLAG X'80'               DRIVER CAN ACQUIRE TERMS

0000AC         PLEEACQI DS    0XL1

        00080  PLEEACQM EQU   X'80'

               PLEELGP  #FLAG X'20'               LOGON PENDING

0000AC         PLEELGPI DS    0XL1

        00020  PLEELGPM EQU   X'20'

               PLEEFWP  #FLAG X'10'               CONTINUE FIND WAITING PTE

0000AC         PLEEFWPI DS    0XL1

        00010  PLEEFWPM EQU   X'10'

0000AC         PLEEFLG1 DS    X                   FLAG BYTE 1

0000AD         PLEEFLG2 DS    X                   FLAG BYTE 2
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0000AE         PLEETPRN DS    X                   VTAM EXIT TPEND REASON CODE

0000B0         PLEEEXLA DS    F                   ADDRESS OF EXITLIST

0000B4         PLEEFRPL DS    F                   ADDRESS OF FIRST RPL

0000B8         PLEEWRPL DS    F                   CHAIN ANCHOR PTE AWAITING RPL

0000BC         PLEERRPL DS    F                   ADDRESS OF 'READ INITIAL' RPL

0000C0         PLEELRPL DS    F                   ADDRESS OF LOGON RPL NODE

0000C4         PLEEXRPL DS    F                   ADDRESS OF RESP/DFASY 'EXIT' RPL

0000C8         PLEELTRC DS    F                   ADDRESS OF LOCAL TRACE TABLE

0000CC         PLEEQRPN DS    F                   NUMBER OF RPL REQUESTS

0000D0         PLEEWRPN DS    F                   NUMBER OF WAITS FOR RPL'S

0000D4         PLEEACBL DS    F                   LNG OF ACB

0000D8         PLEERPLL DS    F                   LNG OF RPL

0000DC         PLEEEXLL DS    F                   LNG OF EXIT LIST

0000E0         PLEENIBL DS    F                   LNG OF NIB

0000E4         PLEELERR DS    4F                  ERR INFO FROM LOGON OR OTHER

               *                                  PLACES WHERE NO PTE IS AVAIL

0000F4         PLEETIRH DS    A                   ADDRESS OF TIRH APPENDAGE IN D0EV

0000F8         PLEECONR DS    A       ADDRESS OF TIRH CONNECT REQ APPENDAGE IN D0EV

0000FC         PLEEFACT DS    A               ADDRESS OF FACTOTUM APPENDAGE IN D0EV

000100         PLEEMSTR DS    A               ADDRESS OF MASTER'S APPENDAGE IN D0EV

000104         PLEEFLUE DS    A                   ADDRESS OF FIRST LUE IN CHAIN

000108         PLEENNAM DS    CL8                 NETWORK ID

        00080  PLEEXLEN EQU   (((*+7)-PLEX)/8)*8  LENGTH OF EXTENSION

               *********************************************************************

               * EXTENSION FOR APPC EMULATOR LINES

               *********************************************************************

000110                  ORG   PLEX          SET ORIGIN FOR EXTENSION

000090         PLEFDOUB DS    D             DOUBLE WORD

000098         PLEFSAID DS    CL8           AREA TO BUILD SCRATCH ID

0000A0         PLEFLLU  DS    CL8           LOCAL "LOGICAL UNIT" NAME

0000A8         PLEFLIST DS    8F            SYSPLIST AREA

0000C8         PLEFECBL DS    A             ADDRESS OF ECB LIST

0000CC         PLEFTOPE DS    A             ADDR OF CURRENT TOP ENTRY IN ECB LIST

0000D0         PLEFFECB DS    3A            A-FREE-PTERM-IS-AVAILABLE ECB

0000DC         PLEFFPTE DS    A             ADDR OF FIND-AVAILABLE-PTERM ROUTINE

0000E0         PLEFABRT DS    A             ADDR OF CHECK-ABORTING-ERE ROUTINE

0000E4         PLEFALAP DS    A             ADDR OF TIRH ALLOCATION APPENDAGE

0000E8         PLEFTIRH DS    A             ADDR OF TIRH REQUEST APPENDAGE

0000EC         PLEFFREE DS    A             ADDR OF #FREELTE APPENDAGE

0000F0                  DS    5A            *** UNUSED **

000104         PLEF#PTE DS    H             Copy of PLENTERM

               PLEFDTS  #FLAG X'01'         RUN THRU TRANS SERV LOOP AGAIN

000106         PLEFDTSI DS    0XL1

        00001  PLEFDTSM EQU   X'01'

000106                  DS    X             FLAGS

        00078  PLEFXLEN EQU   ((*+7-PLEX)/8)*8  LENGTH OF EXTENSION

 

#PRMDS

                        COPY #PRMDS

               ********************************************************************
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               ***  IDMS/DC STARTUP PARAMETERS                                  ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.             ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         PRMDS    DSECT                                                01/22/92

000000         PRMFREE  DS    F                   OS STORAGE TO BE FREED

000004         PRMSYS   DS    H                   SYSTEM VERSION TO BE BROUGHT UP

000006         PRMRMAP  DS    H                   # OF ENTIRIES IN REGION MAP

               PRMPROM  #FLAG X'80'               PROMPTING REQUESTED INDICATOR

               PRMPRSY  #FLAG X'40'               PROMPT FOR SYSTEM VERSION.

               PRMGTVS  #FLAG X'20'               STORAGE MODE OF GETVIS FOR DOS/VS.

               PRMPRTF  #FLAG X'10'               BS2K: AUTOMATIC PRINT OF CDMSLOGA

               PRMSCRN  #FLAG X'08'               VSE : SVC SCREENING ON/OFF FLAG

000008                  DS    X

000009         PRMDMNAM DS    CL8                 DMCL NAME.

000011         PRMXMPSZ DS    XL1                 BS2K: XMEMORY POOL SIZE IN 64K SEG

000012         PRMRSIZE DS    H                   BS2K: REGION SIZE AT STARTUP

        00014  PRMDSLEN EQU   *-PRMDS

#PRTDS

                        COPY #PRTDS

               ***********************************************************************

               *** PRINTER TASK CONTROL AREA                                       ***

               ***       (POINTED TO BY CSAPRTA)                                   ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         PRT      DSECT                                                08/11/90

000000 D                DC    CL4'PRT*'           IDENTIFIER FOR DUMPS

000004         PRTFLTEA DS    A                   FIRST PRINTER LTERM ADDR

000008         PRTRUNID DS    CL4                 RUN IDENTIFIER DERIVED FROM CSAITVCT

00000C         PRTSEQNO DS    PL4                 REPORT SEQUENCE NUMBER

000010         PRTLOCK  DS    A                   LOCK WORD FOR PRTSEQNO

000014         PRTQUED  DS    BL16            REPORT-QUEUED-FOR-THIS-CLASS BIT PATTERN

000024         PRTSECB  DS    A                   PRINTER SERVICE ECB

000028         PRTRPEQ  DS    128A                ANCHORS FOR PRINT CLASS RPE QUEUES

000228         PRTLEN   DS    A                   LENGTH OF PRT AND LTERM RPE'S

00022C                  DS    3A                  RESERVED

000238         PRTECBL  DS    0A                  START OF PRNTTASK'S ECB LIST
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        00238  PRTDSLEN EQU   *-PRT        LENGTH OF PRT AREA NOT INCLUDING ECB LIST

000000         RPE      DSECT

               ***********************************************************************

               *  REPORT ELEMENT

               ***********************************************************************

000000 D                DC    CL4'RPE*'           IDENTIFIER FOR DUMPS

000004         RPENRPEA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF NEXT RPE CHAINED OFF TCE

000008         RPETOTLN DS    PL3                 TOTAL LINES IN REPORT

00000B         RPEBCTR  DS    X                   BANNER ROUTINE LINE COUNTER

               RPEDEST  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF DEST NAME RATHER THAN CLASS

00000C         RPEDESTI DS    0XL1

        00080  RPEDESTM EQU   X'80'

00000C         RPEDESTN DS    CL8                 PRINT DESTINATION NAME

000014                  ORG   RPEDESTN

00000C         RPECLASS DS    XL2                 PRINT CLASS - BYTE AND BIT OFFSET

00000E         RPECLSNO DS    H                   PRINT CLASS - BINARY

000010                  ORG

000014         RPERPTID DS    X                   USER-SPECIFIED REPORT IDENTIFIER

000015         RPENOLNS DS    PL3                 # OF LINES LEFT TO PRINT IN REPORT

000018         RPEPGDBK DS    F                   QRID OF LAST PAGE CHECKPOINT

00001C         RPEQNAME DS    CL16                REPORT QUEUE NAME 'RHDCREPT...'

00002C                  ORG   RPEQNAME+8          REPORT ID IS LAST HALF OF Q NAME

000024         RPERPTNM DS    CL8                 REPORT NAME

00002C         RPELTEID DS    CL8                 LOGICAL TERMINAL ID OF CREATOR

000034         RPEPGMID DS    CL8                 PROGRAM OR JOB ID OF CREATOR

00003C         RPEBUFL  DS    H                   LENGTH OF QUEUE BUFFER

00003E         RPEBLIWB DS    H                   BYTES LEFT IN WRITE BUFFER

000040         RPEBUFA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF QUEUE BUFFER

000044         RPENLA   DS    A                   ADDRESS OF WHERE TO PUT NEXT LINE

000048         RPEBLIB  DS    H                   NUMBER OF BYTES LEFT IN BUFFER

               RPEENDD  #FLAG X'80'               REPORT HAS BEEN ENDED

00004A         RPEENDDI DS    0XL1

        00080  RPEENDDM EQU   X'80'

               RPESNGL  #FLAG X'40'               REPORT CONSISTS OF A SINGLE LINE

00004A         RPESNGLI DS    0XL1

        00040  RPESNGLM EQU   X'40'

               RPEHOLD  #FLAG X'20'               DON'T PRINT TIL RELEASED BY DCMT

00004A         RPEHOLDI DS    0XL1

Offset  Value 

 

        00020  RPEHOLDM EQU   X'20'

               RPEDIRT  #FLAG X'10'               REPORT IS BEING PRINTED DIRECTLY

00004A         RPEDIRTI DS    0XL1

        00010  RPEDIRTM EQU   X'10'

               RPEREL3  #FLAG X'08'               RELEASE 3 FORMAT REPORT ELEMENT

00004A         RPEREL3I DS    0XL1

        00008  RPEREL3M EQU   X'08'

               RPEFRST  #FLAG X'04'               FIRST LINE OF REPORT

00004A         RPEFRSTI DS    0XL1

        00004  RPEFRSTM EQU   X'04'

               RPEPBAN  #FLAG X'02'               PRINTING REPORT BANNER

00004A         RPEPBANI DS    0XL1

        00002  RPEPBANM EQU   X'02'
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               RPEBRTY  #FLAG X'01'               BANNER RETRY NEEDED

00004A         RPEBRTYI DS    0XL1

        00001  RPEBRTYM EQU   X'01'

00004A                  DS    X                   FLAGS

00004B         RPESLOPT DS    X                   SINGLE LINE OPTIONS

00004C         RPESLLEN DS    H                   SINGLE LINE LENGTH

00004E         RPECOPYS DS    X                   NUMBER OF COPIES REMAINING TO PRINT

00004F         RPEUSER  DS    CL32                USERID OF REPORT ORIGINATOR

00006F         RPECTIME DS    CL11                TIME REPORT WAS CREATED

00007A         RPECDATE DS    CL6                 DATE REPORT WAS CREATED

000080         RPERPXA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF CURRENT EXTENSION ELEM

000084         RPEDDEA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF DDE IF DEST, NOT CLASS

000088         RPELTEA  DS    A                   LTE ADDR OF PRINTER IF DIRECT

               RPETRB   #TREQ WRITE,MF=L,COND=ALL,OPTNS=(MAP,NOJRNL)

               *+++++++++ TERMINAL REQUEST BLOCK +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

00008C         RPETRB   DS    0A                  FORCE FULL-WORD ALIGNMENT          +

00008C 8                DC    B'10000001'                 +0 REQ TYPE                +

00008D 0                DC    B'00001001'                 +1 DEVICE-INDEPENDENT OPTNS+

00008E 0                DC    B'00000000'                 +2 DEVICE-DEPENDENT OPTNS  +

00008F 7                DC    B'1111111'                  +3 CONDITION FLAGS         +

000090 0                DC    A(0)                +4  OUTAREA, UIOCB, OR LOGDATA     +

000094 0                DC    AL2(0)              +8  OUTPUT DATA LENGTH             +

000096 0                DC    AL2(0)              +10 MAXIMUM LENGTH OF INPUT AREA   +

000098 0                DC    A(0)                +12                                +

00009C 0                DC    B'00000000'                 +16  EXT OPTNS             +

00009D 0                DC    B'00000000'                 +17  EXT OPTNS             +

00009E 0                DC    B'00000000'                 +18  EXT OPTNS             +

00009F 0                DC    B'00000000'                 +19  EXT OPTNS             +

               *++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

        00014  RPETRBLN EQU   *-RPETRB            LENGTH OF TRB

               RPEALLD  #FLAG X'01'               PRINT TO ALL LTERMS IN DEST

0000A0         RPEALLDI DS    0XL1

        00001  RPEALLDM EQU   X'01'

               RPELCK   #FLAG X'02'               LOCK RPE WHILE DCMT VARY IN PROGRESS

0000A0         RPELCKI  DS    0XL1

        00002  RPELCKM  EQU   X'02'

               RPEKEEP  #FLAG X'04'               KEEP REPORT AFTER PRINTING

0000A0         RPEKEEPI DS    0XL1

        00004  RPEKEEPM EQU   X'04'

               RPESYSC  #FLAG X'08'               SYSCA copy of finished report

0000A0         RPESYSCI DS    0XL1

        00008  RPESYSCM EQU   X'08'

               RPELST   #FLAG X'40'               LAST-WRITE INDICATOR SENT TO DRIVER

0000A0         RPELSTI  DS    0XL1

        00040  RPELSTM  EQU   X'40'

               RPEPTNG  #FLAG X'80'               REPORT IS PRINTING

0000A0         RPEPTNGI DS    0XL1

        00080  RPEPTNGM EQU   X'80'

0000A0                  DS    X                       STILL MORE FLAGS

0000A1         RPECOPY2 DS    X                   ORIGINAL NUMBER OF COPIES REQUESTD

0000A2         RPENOADJ DS    H                   NUM OF ADJ'S POINTING TO THIS RPE

0000A4         RPELEN   DS    H                   LENGTH OF RPE WITH EXTENSION

0000A6         RPEPRTY  DS    X                   PRIORITY OF THE PRINT
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Offset  Value 

 

0000A7                  DS    X                   UNUSED

0000A8         RPEANCHR DS    A                   ANCHOR OF IN-CORE QUEUE RPE IS ON

0000AC         RPECQDBK DS    A                   CURRENT QUEUE RECORD DATABASE KEY

0000B0                  DS    A                   UNUSED

               *                                Savepoint fields

0000B4         RPESVPTB DS    A                   ->Savepoint table

0000B8         RPESVPBF DS    A                   ->Start of savepoint buffers

0000BC         RPE#SVPE DS    H                   # of savepoint entries in table

0000BE         RPESVPL  DS    H                   Current savepoint level

        0000C  RPESVPLN EQU   *-RPESVPTB          Length to clear

               *

0000C0                  DS    0F

        000C0  RPEDSLEN EQU   *-RPE               LENGTH OF BASIC RPE

               ***********************************************************************

               * Savepoint table entry associated with RPE

               *       (Pointed to by RPESVPTB)

               ***********************************************************************

000000         RPESVPT  DSECT

000000         RPESBUFO DS    A                   Offset of buffer in pool

000004         RPESNLO  DS    H                   Offset of next output line in buffer

000006         RPESBLIB DS    H                   # of bytes left in buffer

               RPESNDD  #FLAG X'80'                 "Ended" flag

000008         RPESNDDI DS    0XL1

        00080  RPESNDDM EQU   X'80'

000008                  DS    X                   Flag byte.

000009         RPESLNS  DS    PL3                 # of lines

               *

        0000C  RPESVPEL EQU   ((*-RPESVPT+3)/4)*4

               *********************************************************************

               * FOR REPORTS WHICH ARE BEING PRINTED TO ALL THE LTERMS IN A DESTIN-

               * ATION, THERE IS AN EXTENSION TO THE RPE CONTAINING A SLOT FOR EACH

               * OF THE LTERMS THAT WERE ACTIVE IN THE DESTINATION AT THE TIME THE

               * REPORT WAS CREATED.

               *********************************************************************

000000         RPX      DSECT

000000         RPXLTEID DS    CL8        LTERM ID OF AN LTERM IN THE DESTINATION

000008         RPXPGDBK DS    F          QRID OF LAST PAGE CHECKPOINT FOR THIS LTERM

00000C         RPXCOPYS DS    X          # OF COPIES LEFT TO PRINT ON THIS LTERM

00000D         RPXNOLNS DS    PL3        # OF LINES LEFT TO PRINT IN CURRENT COPY

000010                  DS    2A         UNUSED

        00018  RPXDSLEN EQU   ((*-RPX+3)/4)*4      LENGTH OF ONE EXTENSION ELEMENT

000000         ADJ      DSECT

               ***********************************************************************

               * ALL-DEST JUNCTION ELEMENT

               *       (POINTED TO BY LTEADJA)

               *         WHEN A REPORT IS TO BE PRINTED ON ALL LTERMS IN A PRINTER

               *         DESTINATION, AN ADJ IS BUILT TO LINK EACH OF THE LTERMS IN

               *         THE DESTINATION TO THE REPORT ELEMENT(RPE).

               ***********************************************************************

000000 C       ADJID    DC    CL4'ADJ*'           IDENTIFIER FOR DUMPS

000004         ADJNADJ  DS    A                   NEXT ADJ ON THIS LTERM'S CHAIN
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000008         ADJRPEA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF REPORT ELEMENT         CT

00000C         ADJRPXA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF REPORT EXTENSION ELEM  CT

        00010  ADJDSLEN EQU   ((*-ADJ+3)/4)*4

#PTEDS

                        COPY #PTEDS

               ****************************************************************

               ***                                                          ***

               *** PHYSICAL TERMINAL ELEMENT DSECT                          ***

               ***                                                          ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.         ***

               ***                                                          ***

               ****************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         PTE      DSECT                                          01/06/08

000000         PTEID    DS    CL8                 TERMINAL ID

000008         PTEPLEA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF PLE

00000C         PTENPTE  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF NEXT PTE

000010         PTELTEA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF LOGICAL TERMINAL ELEMENT

000014         PTETRBA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF CALLER'S TRB

000018         PTERECB  DS    3A                  INTERNAL REQUEST ECB FOR TIRH

000024         PTETYPE  DS    X                   DEVICE TYPE

               * When adding a device type, also update the #PTETYPE macro

        00000  PTEUCF   EQU   0                   UCFTERM

        00001  PTEINOUT EQU   1                   INOUTT

        00002  PTER3275 EQU   2                   R3275

        00003  PTES3277 EQU   3                   S3277

        00004  PTEL3277 EQU   4                   L3277

        00004  PTEV3277 EQU   4                   V3277

        00004  PTED3277 EQU   4                   D3277

        00004  PTET3277 EQU   4                   T3277

        00004  PTETCAM  EQU   4                   TCAMTRM

        00005  PTER3277 EQU   5                   R3277

        00006  PTES3278 EQU   6                   S3278

        00007  PTER3278 EQU   7                   R3278

        00007  PTEV3278 EQU   7                   V3278

        00007  PTED3278 EQU   7                   D3278

        00007  PTET3278 EQU   7                   T3278

        00008  PTEL3278 EQU   8                   L3278

        00009  PTER3284 EQU   9                   R3284

        0000A  PTEL3284 EQU   10                  L3284

        0000A  PTEV3284 EQU   10                  V3284

        0000A  PTED3284 EQU   10                  D3284

        0000A  PTET3284 EQU   10                  T3284

        0000B  PTER3286 EQU   11                  R3286

        0000C  PTEL3286 EQU   12                  L3286

        0000C  PTEV3286 EQU   12                  V3286

        0000C  PTED3286 EQU   12                  D3286

        0000C  PTET3286 EQU   12                  T3286
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        0000D  PTER3287 EQU   13                  R3287

        0000E  PTEL3287 EQU   14                  L3287

        0000E  PTEV3287 EQU   14                  V3287

        0000E  PTED3287 EQU   14                  D3287

        0000E  PTET3287 EQU   14                  T3287

        0000F  PTER3288 EQU   15                  R3288

        00010  PTEL3288 EQU   16                  L3288

        00010  PTEV3288 EQU   16                  V3288

        00010  PTED3288 EQU   16                  D3288

        00010  PTET3288 EQU   16                  T3288

        00011  PTER3289 EQU   17                  R3289

        00011  PTEV3289 EQU   17                  V3289

        00011  PTET3289 EQU   17                  T3289

        00012  PTEL3289 EQU   18                  L3289

        00013  PTEASR33 EQU   19                  ASR33

        00014  PTECRT   EQU   20                  CRT

        00015  PTERO33  EQU   21                  RO33

Offset  Value 

 

        00016  PTE2741  EQU   22                  2741

        00017  PTEOPER  EQU   23                  OPERATOR

        00018  PTESYSOT EQU   24                  SYSOUTT

        00019  PTEVLU   EQU   25                  VTAM LU

               *

        00020  PTEL3279 EQU   32                  L3279

        00020  PTER3279 EQU   32                  R3279

        00020  PTES3279 EQU   32                  S3279

        00020  PTEV3279 EQU   32                  V3279

        00020  PTET3279 EQU   32                  T3279

        00021  PTER3741 EQU   33                  R3741

        00022  PTE3780S EQU   34                  R3780S

        00023  PTE3741S EQU   35                  R3741S

        00024  PTES3275 EQU   36                  R3275S

        00025  PTER3780 EQU   37                  R3780

               *

        0002F  PTEBULK  EQU   47                  BULK  (DDS CCI )  (RHDCDnLV)   R12.0

        00030  PTESVC   EQU   48                  SVC   (SDS LINE)  (OBSOLETE)   R12.0

        00031  PTECTC   EQU   49                  CTC   (SDS LINE)  (OBSOLETE)   R12.0

        00032  PTEBSC   EQU   50                  BSC   (SDS LINE)  (OBSOLETE)   R12.0

        00033  PTEVTAM  EQU   51                  VTAM  (DDS VTAM)  (RHDCDnLX)   R12.0

        00034  PTESNALU EQU   52                  SNA LU - GENERAL CATEGORY

        00035  PTE36LU  EQU   53                  3600 FULL-FUNCTION LU

        00036  PTE36PL  EQU   54                  3600 PIPELINE

        00037  PTE3614  EQU   55                  3614

        00038  PTELU62  EQU   56                  SNA LU 6.2 SESSION

        00039  PTELISTN EQU   57                  TCPIP Sockets listener

        0003A  PTEDTCP  EQU   58                  DDS using TCP/IP

               *

        00041  PTEDVTSU EQU   65                  DVTSU                    GRD

        00042  PTED8160 EQU   66                  D8160                    GRD

        00043  PTED816X EQU   67                  GENERIC SIEMENS TERMINAL GRD

        00044  PTED9750 EQU   68                  D9750

        00045  PTED812X EQU   69                  GENERIC SIEMENS PRINTER
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        00046  PTED8121 EQU   70                  D8121

        00047  PTED8122 EQU   71                  D8122

        00048  PTED9003 EQU   72                  D9003

        00049  PTEAPPCE EQU   73                  ADV PROG TO PROG COMM EMULATOR

        0004A  PTEVTX   EQU   74                  VIDEOTEX

        0004B  PTEDCAM  EQU   75                  DCAM (SDS LINE)   (OBSOLETE)   R12.0

        0004C  PTEH560  EQU   76                  GENERIC HITACHI TERMINAL

               *

        00050  PTE3278K EQU   80                  IBM 3278K KANJI

        00051  PTE5550  EQU   81                  IBM 5550  KANJI

        00052  PTE9450  EQU   82                  FACOM 9450

000025         PTEMODL  DS    X                   DEVICE MODEL

               PTECLOS  #FLAG X'01'               TERMINAL IS CLOSED (NEVER OPENED)

               PTEOUTS  #FLAG X'02'               TERMINAL IS OUT-OF-SERVICE

               PTEDISC  #FLAG X'04'               DISCONNECTED OR INTERVENTION REQ.

               PTE3270  #FLAG X'08'               TERMINAL LOOKS LIKE A 3270 DISPLAY

               PTEINPQ  #FLAG X'10'               INPUT IS QUEUED - PTERBUF IS VALID

               PTEHOLD  #FLAG X'20'               DONT VARY OUT WHILE ON

               PTEVOUT  #FLAG X'40'         LINE DRIVER SHOULD VARY PTE OUT-OF-SERVICE

               PTEVIN   #FLAG X'80'         LINE DRIVER SHOULD VARY PTE IN-SERVICE

               PTEVIO   #FLAG PTEVINM+PTEVOUTM    VARY IN OR VARY OUT REQUESTED *RBK

               PTEDEAD  #FLAG PTECLOSM+PTEOUTSM+PTEDISCM+PTEVOUTM   TERMINAL IS "DEAD"

000026         PTESTAT  DS    X                   STATUS OF TERMINAL

               PTERIP   #FLAG X'01'               REQUEST IN PROGRESS

               PTEHALT  #FLAG X'02'               HALT REQUESTED

               PTESERV  #FLAG X'04'               WAITING FOR SERVICE

               PTEHLSV  #FLAG PTEHALTM+PTESERVM   HALT OR SERVICE REQUESTED     *RBK

               * NOTE THE FOLLOWING FLAGS MAY BE USED BY INDIVIDUAL LINE DRIVERS FOR

               * FOR DEVICE-SPECIFIC PURPOSES.  NO OTHER MODULE SHOULD USE THEM.

               PTEARCV  #FLAG X'08'               ATTN RECEIVED

               PTEWATN  #FLAG X'10'               WAITING FOR ATTENTION

               PTERDST  #FLAG X'20'               READ SENSE/STATUS INFO

Offset  Value 

 

               PTEPFS   #FLAG X'20'               PF-KEY SIMULATION ACTIVE

               PTEFYIN  #FLAG X'40'               INPUT MSG TO BE CONVERTED (BS2K)

               PTERTRY  #FLAG X'40'               RETRY I/O OPERATION

               PTEWRDY  #FLAG X'80'               WAIT FOR READY STATUS

000027         PTERSTA  DS    X                   REQUEST STATUS

000028         PTESTATA DS    A                   ADDR OF STATS BLOCK

00002C         PTEFQUE  DS    F                   FORWARD POINTER FOR PTE QUEUEING

000030         PTEBQUE  DS    F                   BACKWARD POINTER FOR PTE QUEUEING

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

               *    Terminal characteristics acquired by Read Partition

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

000034         PTEETC   DS    0C                  Partner characteristics area

               PTEEAB   #FLAG X'80'               Read Partition Query list done

               PTEEQR   #FLAG X'40'               Query Reply capability

               PTEEDS   #FLAG X'20'               Dynamic size requested

               PTEEPRB  #FLAG X'10'               Examine Permanent Read buffer size

000034         PTEEAB1  DS    X                   EXTENDED ATTRIBUTE I

               PTECLF1  #FLAG X'80'               The color BLUE            (QC 86)

               PTECLF2  #FLAG X'40'               The color RED             (QC 86)
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               PTECLF3  #FLAG X'20'               The color PINK            (QC 86)

               PTECLF4  #FLAG X'10'               The color GREEN           (QC 86)

               PTECLF5  #FLAG X'08'               The color TURQUOISE       (QC 86)

               PTECLF6  #FLAG X'04'               The color YELLOW          (QC 86)

               PTECLF7  #FLAG X'02'               NEUTRAL or color WHITE    (QC 86)

000035         PTEEAB2  DS    X                   EXTENDED ATTRIBUTE II

               PTEHLF1  #FLAG X'80'               BLINK

               PTEHLF2  #FLAG X'40'               REVERSE VIDEO             (QC 87)

               PTEHLF4  #FLAG X'20'               UNDERSCORE                (QC 87)

               PTEPP    #FLAG X'10'               Device is a page printer  (QC 81)

               PTEHC    #FLAG X'08'               hard copy device          (QC 81)

               PTE12BA  #FLAG X'04'               12 bit addressing 3270    (QC 81)

               PTE14BA  #FLAG X'02'               14 bit addressing 3270    (QC 81)

               PTE16BA  #FLAG X'01'               16 bit addressing 3270    (QC 81)

000036         PTEEAB3  DS    X                   EXTENDED ATTRIBUTE III

               PTEVC    #FLAG X'80'               variable cells device     (QC 81)

               PTENMC   #FLAG X'40'               non matrix characters     (QC 81)

               PTEPELL  #FLAG X'20'               cell units in pells       (QC 81)

               PTELPS   #FLAG X'10'               Load PS supported         (QC 85)

               PTELEPS  #FLAG X'08'               Load Extended PS          (QC 85)

               PTEGF    #FLAG X'04'               Global Coded Graphic Char (QC 85)

               PTECH2   #FLAG X'02'               2-bytes coded character   (QC 85)

               PTEGE    #FLAG X'01'               Graphic Escape supported  (QC 85)

000037         PTEEAB4  DS    X                   EXTENDED ATTRIBUTE IV

               PTEEME   #FLAG X'80'               Mandatory entry supported (QC 8A)

               PTEEMF   #FLAG X'40'               Mandatory field supported (QC 8A)

               PTEETG   #FLAG X'20'               Trigger supported         (QC 8A)

               PTEEFP   #FLAG X'10'               Format Presentation       (QC 90)

               PTEEDDM  #FLAG X'08'               Distr. Data Mgt DDM       (QC 95)

               PTEEAUD  #FLAG X'04'               Auxiliary device supp.    (QC 99)

               PTEEOAU  #FLAG X'02'               OEM Auxiliary device supp.(QC 8F)

000038         PTEEAB5  DS    X                   EXTENDED ATTRIBUTE V

               PTEPVS   #FLAG X'80'               Vertical Scrolling        (QC 84)

               PTEPPA   #FLAG X'40'               Point Addressability      (QC 84)

               PTEPPRO  #FLAG X'20'               Partition Protection      (QC 84)

               PTEPCOP  #FLAG X'10'               Presentation space copy   (QC 84)

               PTEPMOD  #FLAG X'08'               Partition Modify          (QC 84)

               PTEEMSR  #FLAG X'04'               Magnetic Slot Reader MSR  (QC 8B)

000039         PTEEAB6  DS    X                   EXTENDED ATTRIBUTE VI

               PTETVS   #FLAG X'80'               Vertical Scrolling        (QC 83)

               PTETPA   #FLAG X'40'               Point Addressability      (QC 83)

               PTETPRO  #FLAG X'20'               Partition Protection      (QC 83)

               PTETMOD  #FLAG X'10'               Partition Modify          (QC 83)

               PTESOSI  #FLAG X'08'               SO/SI Self defining       (QC 91)

               PTESOCR  #FLAG X'04'               SO/SI input create        (QC 91)

00003A         PTEEAB7  DS    X                   EXTENDED ATTRIBUTE VII

               PTEDBCS  #FLAG X'80'               Terminal supports DBCS    (QC 91)

Offset  Value 

 

               PTEOUTL  #FLAG X'40'               Terminal supports Outl.   (QC 8C)

               PTECLR   #FLAG X'20'               Terminal supports Color   (QC 86)

               PTEEHL   #FLAG X'10'               Terminal supports Ext  Hl.(QC 87)

00003B         PTEEAB8  DS    X                   EXTENDED ATTRIBUTE VII
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               PTESDBC  #FLAG X'80'               Terminal simulates DBCS    (dbcs)

               PTEDSIM  #FLAG X'40'               DBCS simulation on 3270    (dbcs)

               PTEDDMT  #FLAG X'20'               Terminal DDM I/O Trace ind.(dbcs)

               PTEDDMS  #FLAG X'10'               I/O Trace DBCS simulation  (dbcs)

               PTEOMFM  #FLAG X'08'               FORMAT MAP processing      (dbcs)

               PTEFACM  #FLAG X'04'               Set by FACOMPTE Program    (dbcs)

00003C         PTEDDFLG DS    X                   DBCS Device Dependant Flags

00003D                  DS    XL3                 Reserved

000040         PTEQBS   DS    H                   WSF buffer size           (QC 81)

        0000E  PTEETCL  EQU   *-PTEETC            Partner characteristics area length

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

000042                  DS    H                   RESERVED (UNUSED)

               *        DS    3F                  RESERVED (UNUSED)

000044         PTERSCUR DS    F   CURRENT CUMULATIVE RESPONSE TIME

000048         PTELSTIM DS    F   TIME OF DAY OF LAST I/O FOR TIMING.

00004C         PTEPERMX DS    X                   MAX # OF CONSECUTIVE PERM ERRS

00004D         PTEPERRS DS    X                   # OF CONSECUTIVE PERMANENT ERRS

               * TERMINAL PARAMETERS

00004E         PTEWSTXL DS    X                   MAX # OF STX CHARS ON WRITE

00004F         PTEWETXL DS    X                   MAX # OF ETX CHARS ON WRITE

000050         PTELLEN  DS    H                   LINE LENGTH

000052         PTEPLEN  DS    H                   PAGE LENGTH IN LINES

000054         PTECANCL DS    C                   CANCEL-TASK CHARACTER

000055         PTEFLUSH DS    C                   LINE EDIT - FLUSH PRECEDING CHARS

000056         PTEDELET DS    C                   LINE EDIT - DELETE PRECEDING CHAR

               PTECASC  #FLAG X'01'               TERMINAL IS ASCII

               PTEFMFD  #FLAG X'02'               328X FORM-FEED IS SUPPORTED

               PTE3280  #FLAG X'04'               TERMINAL LOOKS LIKE 328X PRINTER

               PTEASA   #FLAG X'08'               ASA CONTROL CHARACTER REQUIRED

               PTECSTA  #FLAG X'10'               COLLECT STATS FOR THIS TERMINAL

               PTEEWA   #FLAG X'20'               USE ERASE/WRITE ALTERNATE COMMAND

               PTENRBF  #FLAG X'40'               READ BUFFER NOT SUPPORTED

               PTESCS   #FLAG X'80'               SNA CHARACTER STRING DEVICE 830615

000057         PTEOPTS  DS    X                   TERMINAL OPTIONS

000058         PTERTN   DS    H                   RELATIVE TERMINAL NUMBER

00005A         PTETRCG  DS    X                   TRACE OPTIONS - GOOD I/O'S

00005B         PTETRCB  DS    X                   TRACE OPTIONS - BAD I/O'S

               ********************************************************************

               *** REQUEST PARAMETERS AND COMPLETION CODES

               ********************************************************************

00005C         PTERCOMP DS    X                   REQUEST COMPLETION CODE

00005D         PTECOMP  DS    X                   I/O EVENT COMPLETION CODE

        00000  PTECOMPG  EQU 0   GOOD COMPLETION - I/O SUCCESSFUL

        00004  PTECOMPT  EQU 4   INPUT TRUNCATED; INPUT AREA TOO SMALL

        00008  PTECOMPA  EQU 8   TERMINAL OPERATOR HIT ATTN OR BREAK DURING OUTPUT

        0000C  PTECOMPL  EQU 12  LOGICAL ERRORS IN DATA STREAM

        00010  PTECOMPP  EQU 16  PERMANENT I/O ERROR

        00014  PTECOMPD  EQU 20  DIAL UP LINE WAS DISCONNECTED OR INTERVENTION REQ.

        00018  PTECOMPO  EQU 24  TERMINAL IS OUT-OF-SERVICE

        0001C  PTECOMPC  EQU 28  TERMINAL IS CLOSED (OPEN DIDN'T WORK)

        00020  PTECOMPI  EQU 32  INVALID TRB PARAMETER LIST

        00024  PTECOMPB  EQU 36  INVALID 'BLAST' DESTINATION

               PTENENT  #FLAG X'01'           NO 'ENTER NEXT TASK CODE' PROMPT   (UCF)
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               PTESNTC  #FLAG X'02'           SUSPEND AT NEXT TASK CODE          (UCF)

               PTESUSP  #FLAG X'04'           SUSPEND TERMINAL                   (UCF)

               PTEAPPC  #FLAG X'08'       ADV. PROG TO PROG COMMUNICATIONS SUPPORTED

               PTEMSCL  #FLAG X'10'       MSTR NEEDS TO CLN UP  91111023 JOS

               PTEDSNT  #FLAG X'20'       Delay setting PTESNTC after first READ (UCF)

00005E                  DS    X                  FLAG BYTE

00005F                  DS    X               *** UNUSED ***

               ****************************************************************

               * THE FOLLOWING IS A COPY OF THE I/O REQUESTOR'S TRB PARAMETER LIST.

Offset  Value 

 

               * THE ORDER OF THESE FIELDS MUST BE KEPT IDENTICAL TO THE ORDER OF

               * THE CORRESPONDING FIELDS IN THE TRB DSECT.

               ****************************************************************

000060         PTETRB   DS    0A

               PTEWRIT  #FLAG X'01'               WRITE REQUEST

               PTEREAD  #FLAG X'02'               READ REQUEST

               PTEWTRD  #FLAG PTEWRITM+PTEREADM   WRITE AND/OR READ REQUEST

               PTECHEK  #FLAG X'04'               CHECK

               PTE81SF  #FLAG X'08'               BS2K-DCAM ONLY OPTIONS SET

               PTEALLO  #FLAG X'10'               ALLOCATE (CONNECT)

               PTEDISR  #FLAG X'20'               DISCONNECT

                        #FLAG X'40'               UNUSED

               PTEEXTF  #FLAG X'80'               TRB EXTENSION FLAG

000060         PTERTYP  DS    X                   REQUEST TYPE

               PTEMAP   #FLAG X'01'               REQUEST INVOLVES MAPPING

               PTELOC   #FLAG X'02'               LOCATE MODE TYPE READ

               PTEFREE  #FLAG X'04'               #FREESTG CALLER'S WRITE BUFFER

               PTENJRN  #FLAG X'08'               DO NOT JOURNAL THIS I/O

               PTESAVE  #FLAG X'10'               SAVE THIS WRITE IF BLASTED

               PTEBLK   #FLAG X'20'               Legit for BULK device.

               PTEBLTA  #FLAG X'40'               USE R0 LTEADDR, NOT TCELTEA

               PTEBLST  #FLAG X'80'               BLAST WRITE REQUEST

000061         PTEOPT1  DS    X                   DEVICE-INDEPENDENT REQUEST OPTIONS

               PTENEWP  #FLAG X'01'               NEW-PAGE (OR EJECT OR ERASE/WRITE)

               PTENOPR  #FLAG X'02'               DONT WAIT FOR ATTENTION

               PTEWEAU  #FLAG X'04'               WRITE ERASE ALL UNPROTECTED

               PTEWEOT  #FLAG X'04'               WRITE EOT

               PTERDBF  #FLAG X'08'               READ BUFFER

               PTENOCR  #FLAG X'08'               DONT ISSUE CR AT END OF LINE

               PTEFPOS  #FLAG X'10'               FROM POSITION

               PTEBDST  #FLAG X'20'               'BLAST' TO A DESTINATION ID

               PTEBLTI  #FLAG X'40'               'BLAST' TO LTERM ID

               PTEBUSR  #FLAG X'80'               'BLAST' TO A USER ID

000062         PTEOPT2  DS    X                   DEVICE-DEPENDENT REQUEST OPTIONS

               PTECONT  #FLAG X'01'               INPUT TRUNCATED; AREA TOO SMALL

               PTECONA  #FLAG X'02'               TERMINAL OPERATOR HIT ATTN ON OUTPUT

               PTECONL  #FLAG X'04'               LOGICAL PROBLEMS WITH DATA

               PTECONP  #FLAG X'08'               PERMANENT I/O ERROR

               PTECOND  #FLAG X'10'               TERMINAL IS DEAD

               PTECONI  #FLAG X'20'               INVALID PTE PARAMETER LIST

               PTECONB  #FLAG X'40'               INVALID 'BLAST' DESTINATION

000063         PTECONDC DS    X                   CONDITIONS THE CALLER WILL HANDLE
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000064         PTEWADD  DS    0A                  ADDRESS OF DATA TO BE WRITTEN

               PTEMTEX  #FLAG X'01'               EXECUTE THE MDT CHECK

               PTEMTNR  #FLAG X'02'               DO NOT RESET THE MDT

               PTEMTFL  #FLAG X'04'               MANAGE THE SINGLE FIELD MDT

               PTEPHYS  #FLAG X'08'               SEND THE MSG IN PHYSICAL MODE

               PTEPHTR  #FLAG X'10'               TRANS. THE HEADER (PHYS ONLY)

000064         PTEOPT3  DS    X                   BS2K-DCAM ONLY OPTIONS

000065         PTEWADDR DS    AL3                 ADDRESS OF DATA TO BE WRITTEN

000068         PTEWLEN  DS    H                   LENGTH OF DATA TO BE WRITTEN

00006A                  ORG   PTEWLEN             RESET ORIGIN

000068         PTERDPOS DS    H               SCREEN ADDRESS FOR READ FROM POSITION

00006A         PTEMAXR  DS    H                  MAXIMUM LENGTH OF CALLER'S INPUT AREA

00006C         PTERADD  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF CALLER'S INPUT AREA

000070                  ORG   PTERADD

00006C         PTEUIOA  DS    AL4                 ADDR OF UIOCB                *LU62

000070                  ORG   PTERADD

00006C         PTESENS  DS    A               SENSE DATA                       *LU62

               ********** END OF COPY OF TRB **********************************

000070         PTEAID   DS    X      ATTENTION IDENTIFIER TYPED BY USER ON READ

               *  NOTE... FOR 3270 TYPE DEVICES, THIS IS THE VALUE OF THE AID FROM

               *  THE READ DATA STREAM. FOR START-STOP TERMINALS, X'FF' MEANS THE

               *  READ WAS TERMINATED BY A BREAK-KEY. FOR OTHER DEVICES, THIS FIELD

               *  IS NOT SET.

        000FF  PTEBREAK EQU   X'FF'               START-STOP BREAK KEY

Offset  Value 

 

        0007D  PTEENTER EQU   X'7D'               ENTER

        0007E  PTELPATN EQU   X'7E'               LIGHT-PEN ATTENTION

        0006D  PTECLEAR EQU   X'6D'               CLEAR

        0006C  PTEPA1   EQU   X'6C'               PA1

        0006E  PTEPA2   EQU   X'6E'               PA2

        0006B  PTEPA3   EQU   X'6B'               PA3

        000F1  PTEPF1   EQU   X'F1'               PF1

        000F2  PTEPF2   EQU   X'F2'               PF2

        000F3  PTEPF3   EQU   X'F3'               PF3

        000F4  PTEPF4   EQU   X'F4'               PF4

        000F5  PTEPF5   EQU   X'F5'               PF5

        000F6  PTEPF6   EQU   X'F6'               PF6

        000F7  PTEPF7   EQU   X'F7'               PF7

        000F8  PTEPF8   EQU   X'F8'               PF8

        000F9  PTEPF9   EQU   X'F9'               PF9

        0007A  PTEPF10  EQU   X'7A'               PF10

        0007B  PTEPF11  EQU   X'7B'               PF11

        0007C  PTEPF12  EQU   X'7C'               PF12

        000C1  PTEPF13  EQU   X'C1'               PF13

        000C2  PTEPF14  EQU   X'C2'               PF14

        000C3  PTEPF15  EQU   X'C3'               PF15

        000C4  PTEPF16  EQU   X'C4'               PF16

        000C5  PTEPF17  EQU   X'C5'               PF17

        000C6  PTEPF18  EQU   X'C6'               PF18

        000C7  PTEPF19  EQU   X'C7'               PF19

        000C8  PTEPF20  EQU   X'C8'               PF20

        000C9  PTEPF21  EQU   X'C9'               PF21
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        0004A  PTEPF22  EQU   X'4A'               PF22

        0004B  PTEPF23  EQU   X'4B'               PF23

        0004C  PTEPF24  EQU   X'4C'               PF24

000071         PTEAID2  DS    X                   LAST USABLE AID            IDMS/3332

000072         PTEBUFL  DS    H                   INPUT BUFFER LENGTH FOR RHDCTAPR

               *                                     OR PRINTER BUFFER SIZE

000074         PTEWBUF  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF WRITE BUFFER

000078         PTERBUF  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF INPUT (READ) BUFFER CHAIN

00007C         PTERLEN  DS    H                   LENGTH OF DATA READ

00007E         PTECUNUM DS    H                   CONTROL UNIT NUMBER

000080         PTEUECB  DS    F                   UNSOLICITED READ ECB

               PTEPRMP  #FLAG X'80'               ENTER NEXT TASK CODE ALONE ON SCRN

               PTEUDEF  #FLAG X'40'               MAPR IS TO USE DEFAULT SCREEN SIZE

               PTEWVIN  #FLAG X'20'               WAITIN FOR RHDCMSTR TO VARY-IN

               PTEVPNQ  #FLAG X'10'               VARY PRINTER IN, USING TH NQ OPT.

               PTEVQUE  #FLAG X'08'               VARY QUIESCE                      UT

               PTEVOFF  #FLAG X'04'               VARY ABORT

               PTEVCON  #FLAG X'02'               VARY CONNECT

               PTEVDIS  #FLAG X'01'               VARY DISCONNECT

000084         PTEFLAG1 DS    X                   FLAG BYTE 1

               PTENORD  #FLAG X'01'               READ NOT ALLOWED

               PTENOWT  #FLAG X'02'               WRITE NOT ALLOWED

               PTEENDR  #FLAG X'04'               END OF REPORT FOR UCF PRINTER

               PTEDEST  #FLAG X'08'               ON IF DEFAULT PRINT TO DESTINATION

               PTETAPR  #FLAG X'10'               RHDCTAPR IS MESSING WITH THIS TERM

               PTELWDF  #FLAG X'20'              LAST WRITE USED DEFAULT ERASE/WRITE

               PTESPW   #FLAG X'40'           SUPPRESS WRITE COMMAND - NOT 3270 DATA

               PTEINRS  #FLAG X'80'               A RESPONSE IS IN PROGRESS   830615

000085         PTEFLAG2 DS    X                   FLAG BYTE 2

               PTEBBUF  #FLAG X'80'               BUFFER BUSY, DON' FREESTG

000086         PTEFLAG3 DS    X                   FLAG BYTE 3

000087         PTEFBFLG DS    X                   UNUSED

000088         PTEPHONE DS    CL(12)              PHONE #(PACKED,DIGIT COUNT BYTE 1)

000094         PTEPRTCL DS    0XL1                DEFAULT #PRINT CLASS OR

000094         PTEDDEA  DS    A                   ADDR OF DEFAULT #PRINT DEST DDE

000098         PTEXLEN  DS    H                   LENGTH OF DEVICE DEPENDENT EXTENSION

00009A         PTEBWLEN DS    H                   SAVED LENGTH OF 'BLAST' WRITE MSG

00009C         PTEBWADD DS    A                   SAVED ADDRESS OF 'BLAST' WRITE MSG

               *********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

 

               * THE FOLLOWING IS A COPY OF THE TRB EXTENSION

               *********************************************************************

0000A0         PTETRBX  DS    0XL4                TRB EXTENSION

               PTEIFMY  #FLAG X'01'               IN FMH YES

               PTEIFMN  #FLAG X'02'               IN FMH NO

               PTEOFMY  #FLAG X'04'               OUT FMH YES

               PTEOFMN  #FLAG X'08'               OUT FMH NO

               PTECHCO  #FLAG X'10'               CHAIN CONTINUES

               PTELST   #FLAG X'20'               LAST OUTPUT OF SESSION

               PTENCHA  #FLAG X'40'               DO NOT ASSEMBLE CHAINS

               PTENOED  #FLAG X'80'               DO NOT EDIT INPUT

0000A0                  DS    X                      1ST TRB EXTENSION FLAG
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               PTELINR  #FLAG X'01'               LINE-IO REQUEST ISSUED BY LINR

               PTEUPP   #FLAG X'02'               XLATE INPUT TO UPPER CASE

               PTEUPL   #FLAG X'04'               DON'T XLATE INPUT TO UPPER CASE

               PTEDEW   #FLAG X'08'               USE DEFAULT ERASE/WRITE COMMAND

               PTEUIO   #FLAG X'10'               UIOCB REQUEST - ADDR IN PTEUIOA

               PTEWTRN  #FLAG X'20'               TRANSPARENT WRITE

               PTERLL   #FLAG X'40'               READ LU6.2 LOGICAL RECORD

               PTEINV   #FLAG X'80'               SEND INVITE CHANGE DIRECTION

0000A1                  DS    X                      2ND TRB EXTENSION FLAG

               PTEERRO  #FLAG X'01'               SEND ERROR NOTIFICATION

               PTEABND  #FLAG X'02'               SEND ABEND NOTIFICATION

               PTECNFM  #FLAG X'04'               REQUEST CONFIRMATION

               PTECNFD  #FLAG X'08'               SEND CONFIRMED NOTIFICATION

               PTESIG   #FLAG X'10'               SEND SIGNAL

               PTEIMM   #FLAG X'20'               IMMEDIATE (ALLOCATE)

               PTECONN  #FLAG X'40'               CONNECT -DISC PTE OK FOR ALLOCATE

               *                                  BOTH OFF = ALLOCATE ANY PTE

               PTEFLSH  #FLAG X'80'               FLUSH BUFFERED SEND DATA

0000A2                  DS    X                      3RD TRB EXTENSION FLAG

               PTEWSF   #FLAG X'01'               WRITE STRUCTURED FIELD

0000A3                  DS    X                      4TH TRB EXTENSION FLAG

               ************* END OF COPY OF TRB EXTENSION***************************

0000A4         PTETTYID DS    CL3                 TELETYPE IDENTIFIER (SET BY DCUF)

0000A7                  DS    X                   Unused

0000A8         PTETRCLA DS    A                   TRACE LIST ADDRESS

0000AC         PTEMRBA  DS    A                   ADDR OF MAP REQ BLOCK  *85-10-1062

0000B0         PTEDDMRC DS    CL4                 DEVICE DEPENDENT MODULE R.C.   DXE

0000B4         PTEOTYPE DS    X                   FACOM TERMINAL ORIGINAL TYPE   DXE

0000B5         PTESEST  DS    X                   VIDEOTEX SESSION STATE IND     DLL

0000B6         PTETCPFE DS    X                   UCF-DBDC using TCPIP: frontend flags

0000B7         PTETCPBE DS    X                   UCF-DBDC using TCPIP: backend flags

        00080  PTETPDA  EQU   X'80'               PDAT type message

        00040  PTETDAP  EQU   X'40'               Distributed application using PDAT

        00004  PTETDSC  EQU   X'04'               Request on frontend = DISCONNECT

        00002  PTETBYE  EQU   X'02'               Request on backend  = BYE

        00001  PTETSUS  EQU   X'01'               Request on backend  = SUSPEND

0000B8                  DS    2F                  -- RESERVED --

0000C0         PTEX     DS    0D                  START OF EXTENSION

        000C0  PTEDSLEN EQU   ((*-PTE+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF PTE FOUNDATION

#PTXDS

                    COPY #PTXDS 

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***   PTE EXTENSION DEFINITIONS.                                    ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************
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               ********************************************************************

               * PTE EXTENSION FOR SYSIN/OUT DEVICES

               ********************************************************************

               * THERE IS NO EXTENSION TO THE SYSIN/OUT PTE AT THIS TIME

Offset  Value

0000C0                  ORG   PTEX                SET ORIGIN TO EXTENSION

        00000  PTE0XLEN EQU   (((*+7)-PTEX)/8)*8  LENGTH OF EXTENSION

               ********************************************************************

               * PTE EXTENSION FOR LOCAL 3270 BTAM TERMINALS

               ********************************************************************

0000C0                  ORG   PTEX                SET ORIGIN TO THE EXTENSION

0000C0         PTE1LUNM DS    X                   DOS LOGICAL UNIT NUMBER

               PTE1ARC  #FLAG X'08'               ATTENTION RECEIVED

               PTE1WAT  #FLAG X'10'               WAITING FOR ATTENTION

0000C1                  DS    X                   FLAG BYTE

0000C2                  DS    2X                  *UNUSED*

0000C4         PTE1BUFF DS    A                   INPUT BUFFER

        00008  PTE1XLEN EQU   (((*+7)-PTEX)/8)*8  LENGTH OF EXTENSION

               ********************************************************************

               * PTE EXTENSION FOR REMOTE BTAM 3270 TERMINALS

               ********************************************************************

0000C8                  ORG   PTEX                SET ORIGIN TO EXTENSION

0000C0         PTE2TRID DS    CL4                 ADDRESSING CHARACTORS

0000C4         PTE2SELA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF SELECTION TABLE ENTRY

0000C8         PTE2CUAD DS    X                   INDEX OF CU FOR THIS TERMINAL

0000C9         PTE2LSTA DS    XL2                 LAST SENSE/STATUS RECEIVED

        00010  PTE2XLEN EQU   (((*+7)-PTEX)/8)*8  LENGTH OF EXTENSION

               ******************************************************************

               * PTE Extension for SOCKET LINE group

               ******************************************************************

0000CB                  ORG   PTEX

0000C0         PTEIEXT  DS    0XL32               Dictionary PTE extension area

               * Extension for LISTENER and DDSTCPIP PTE's

0000C0         PTEITASK DS    0CL8                Task-code                       LIST

0000C0         PTEIPOR1 DS    H                   Start-port-number               DTCP

0000C2         PTEIPOR2 DS    H                   End-port-number                 DTCP

0000C4         PTEIPERC DS    H                   Permanent-connections-number    DTCP

0000C6         PTEIIDLE DS    H                   Idle-interval                   DTCP

               *

0000C8         PTEISTAK DS    CL8                 Stack-ip-name              DTCP+LIST

0000D0         PTEIMAXC DS    H                   Maximum-number-connections DTCP+LIST

0000D2         PTEIPORT DS    H                   Port-number / Target-port  DTCP+LIST

0000D4         PTEIBLOG DS    F                   Backlog                         LIST

               *

0000D8                  DS    H                   Reserved

               *

               PTEISYS  #FLAG X'80'                - ON if TASK x MODE IS SYSTEM

               PTEISIN  #FLAG X'40'                - ON if STACK-IP-NAME provided

               PTEISIA  #FLAG X'20'                - ON if (TARGET) ADDRESS provided

               PTEISHN  #FLAG X'10'                - ON if (TARGET) NAME provided

               PTEIPRM  #FLAG X'08'                - ON if PARM provided
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               PTEIBCK  #FLAG X'04'                - ON if BACKLOG provided

               PTEISVN  #FLAG X'02'                - ON if (TARGET) SERVICE NAME

0000DA         PTEIFLG1 DS    X                   Flag byte                  DTCP+LIST

               *

0000DB                  DS    X                   Reserved

0000DC                  DS    F                   Reserved

               * End of dictionary PTE extension

0000E0         PTEIECB  DS    A                   A(External ECB for LIST/DTCP PTEs)

               * Part filled in from "dummy" PTE records

0000E4         PTEIPARM DS    CL80                PARM                            LIST

000134         PTEIIPAD DS    0XL16               (TARGET) ADDRESS           DTCP+LIST

000134         PTEIIPNM DS    XL64                (TARGET) NAME              DTCP+LIST

000174         PTEISRVN DS    CL32                (TARGET) SERVICE NAME      DTCP+LIST

               * Run time part of extension

000194         PTEIHDL  DS    F                   Handle used by async #SOCKET calls

000198         PTEI#ACO DS    F                   Number active connections

00019C         PTEISOCD DS    F                   Socket descriptor               LIST

0001A0         PTEISOCA DS    0X                  Sockaddr for ACCEPT/CONNECT

0001A0         PTEISOC4 DS    0XL16                - Sockaddr for IPv4

0001A0         PTEISOC6 DS    XL28                 - Sockaddr for IPv6

               *

0001BC         PTEI#LRJ DS    F                   Number connections rejected     LIST

0001C0         PTEILTIM DS    F                   Last time DC088003 message sent LIST

               *

0001C4         PTEITNOD DS    CL8                 Target IDMS nodename            DTCP

0001CC         PTEIJHDL DS    F                   Handle used by #JCLI calls      DTCP

0001D0         PTEIBUFL DS    F                   Buffer length                   DTCP

0001D4         PTEIBUFA DS    A                   A(Buffer)                       DTCP

0001D8         PTEIPRBA DS    A                   A(PORT RANGE bit list)          DTCP

0001DC         PTEICTAB DS    A                   A(DDSCOTAB table)               DTCP

               *

0001E0         PTEICECB DS    3F                  Completion ECB for varying requests

               *

0001EC         PTEISTAT DS    X                   State of DDSTCPIP PTE           DTCP

        00000  PTEISTIS EQU   0                    - initial state                DTCP

        00001  PTEISTCO EQU   1                    - connection established       DTCP

        00002  PTEISTJI EQU   2                    - #JCLI INIT started           DTCP

        00003  PTEISTJS EQU   3                    - #JCLI SEND started           DTCP

        00004  PTEISTCC EQU   4                    - control connection OK        DTCP

        00005  PTEISTJT EQU   5                    - #JCLI TERM called            DTCP

               *

               PTEILIM  #FLAG X'80'                - ON if "Listening init" displayed

               PTEIDD6  #FLAG X'40'                - ON if this DDSTCPIP PTE uses IPv6

               PTEIDDA  #FLAG X'20'                - ON if DDS is active

               PTEIRDC  #FLAG X'10'                - ON if need to retry DDS connect

               PTEIAVO  #FLAG X'08'                - ON if PTE active VARY TCP/IP OFF

0001ED         PTEIFLG3 DS    X                   Flag byte

               *

               PTEIIDL  #FLAG X'80'                - ON if varying IDLE INTERVAL

               PTEIMXC  #FLAG X'40'                - ON if varying MAX  CONNECTIONS

               PTEIPRC  #FLAG X'20'                - ON if varying PERM CONNECTIONS

0001EE         PTEIFLG4 DS    X                   Flag byte

               *
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0001EF                  DS    XL1                 Reserved

0001F0                  DS    4F                  Reserved

        00140  PTEIXLEN EQU   ((*+7-PTEX)/8)*8    Length of extension

               ***********************************************************************

               * #PTEDS3 - EXTENSION TO PHYSICAL TERMINAL ENTRY DSECT FOR SIMULATED

               *           3270S (PLETYPE=3).

               ***********************************************************************

000200                  ORG   PTEX

               * THE NEXT AREA REPRESENTS THE "CURRENT" INPUT CARD FOR THIS TERMINAL.

               * ITS FORMAT MUST BE THE SAME AS THAT OF THE "LAST" CARD AREA WHICH

               * FOLLOWS IT.  THESE AREAS MAY BE STORED AS SCRATCH RECORDS DURING

               * THE COURSE OF THE SIMULATION.

0000C0         PTECNEXT DS    F             NUMBER OF NEXT CARD

0000C4         PTECIMG  DS    CL80          CURRENT CARD IMAGE

000114         PTECLNTH DS    H             LENGTH OF DATA ON CURRENT CARD

               PTECCON  #FLAG X'01'         CURRENT CARD IS CONTINUED

               PTECNEC  #FLAG X'02'         CURRENT CARD SHOULD NOT BE ECHOED

000116                  DS    X             FLAG BYTE

000117         PTECESC  DS    C             ESCAPE CHAR WHEN CURRENT CARD WAS READ

000118         PTECPAUS DS    H             DEFAULT PAUSE INTERVAL WHEN CARD WAS READ

        0005A  PTESRLEN EQU   *-PTECNEXT       LENGTH OF CARD AREA (AND SCRATCH REC)

               * THE NEXT AREA REPRESENTS THE "LAST" INPUT CARD FOR THIS TERMINAL.

               * ITS FORMAT MUST BE THE SAME AS THAT OF THE "CURRENT" CARD AREA WHICH

               * THE COURSE OF THE SIMULATION.

00011C         PTELNEXT DS    F             NUMBER OF NEXT CARD

000120         PTELIMG  DS    CL80          LAST CARD IMAGE

000170         PTELLNTH DS    H             LENGTH OF DATA ON LAST CARD

               PTELCON  #FLAG X'01'         LAST CARD IS CONTINUED

000172                  DS    X             FLAG BYTE

000173         PTELESC  DS    C             ESCAPE CHAR WHEN LAST CARD WAS READ

000174         PTELPAUS DS    H             DEFAULT PAUSE INTERVAL WHEN CARD WAS READ

000178         PTEPECB  DS    A                   PAUSE ECB

00017C         PTE#LAST DS    F                   NUMBER OF CARD IN "LAST" CARD AREA

000180         PTECEND  DS    A                 POINTER TO END OF DATA ON CURRENT CARD

000184         PTESCADS DS    2A         ADDR OF BEGINNING AND END OF SIMULATED SCREEN

00018C         PTECURSR DS    A                   CURSOR POSITION ON SIMULATED SCREEN

000190         PTECATAD DS    A                   ADDR OF CURRENT ATTRIBUTE BYTE

000194         PTECATTR DS    X                   COPY OF CURRENT ATTRIBUTE BYTE

000195         PTEPATTR DS    X                   ATTRIBUTE OF FIELD BEING PRINTED

000196         PTEDPAUS DS    H                CURRENT DEFAULT PAUSE INTERVAL

000198         PTEWCC   DS    X                   WRITE CONTROL CHARACTER

               PTE3LCK  #FLAG X'01'               KEYBOARD IS LOCKED

               PTE3FRM  #FLAG X'02'               SCREEN IS FORMATTED (CONTAINS FIELDS

               PTE3UNP  #FLAG X'04'               SCREEN CONTAINS UNPROTECTED FIELDS

               PTE3SHR  #FLAG X'08'               DO A "SHORT READ"

               PTE3WRP  #FLAG X'10'      SIMREAD HAS WRAPPED AROUND TO START OF SCREEN

               PTE3LOD  #FLAG X'20'              LAST OUTPUT BYTE WAS A DATA CHARACTER

               PTE3FFU  #FLAG X'40'     ERALLUNP HAS FOUND FIRST UNPROTECTED FIELD

               PTE3OVP  #FLAG X'80'     PRINTSCR HAS TO OVERPRINT CURRENT LINE

000199                  DS    X                   FLAG BYTE

               PTE3NEC  #FLAG X'80'               NO ECHOING OF INPUT

               PTE3STI  #FLAG X'40'               STIMER IN PROGRESS FOR DELAYED RD

00019A                  DS    X                   FLAG BYTE
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        000E0  PTE3XLEN EQU   (((*+7)-PTEX)/8)*8  LENGTH OF EXTENSION

               ********************************************************************

               * PTE EXTENSION FOR OPERATOR CONSOLE

               * PTE EXTENSION FOR OPERATOR CONSOLE

               ********************************************************************

               * THERE IS NO PTE EXTENSION FOR OPERATORS CONSOLE

00019B                  ORG   PTEX                SET ORIGIN TO EXTENSION

        00000  PTE4XLEN EQU   (((*+7)-PTEX)/8)*8  LENGTH OF EXTENSION

               ***********************************************************************

               * #PTEDS5

               * EXTENSION TO PTE FOR VTAM DEVICES (OR DCAM DEVICES IN BS2K).

               ***********************************************************************

0000C0                 ORG    PTEX

0000C0         PTE5NAME DS    CL8                 TERMINAL NAME

               PTE5ACQ  #FLAG X'80'               ACQUIRE THIS TERMINAL

               PTE5RSV  #FLAG X'40'               RESERVE PTE FOR PTE5NAME

               PTE5HLD  #FLAG X'20'               DO NOT LET GO OF THIS DEVICE

               PTE5REL  #FLAG X'10'               RELEASE PRINTER AFTER EVERY REPORT

0000C8         PTE5FLG1 DS    X

               PTE5PRT  #FLAG X'10'               SET IF DEVICE IS A PRINTER

               PTE5TBB  #FLAG X'20'               TRYING TO SEND BEGIN BRACKET

               PTE5TEB  #FLAG X'40'               TRYING TO SEND END BRACKET

               PTE5LU   #FLAG X'08'               SET IF DEVICE IS A LU

               PTE5PRG  #FLAG X'08'               SET IS PARTNER IS A DCAM PROGRAM

               PTE5MOD  #FLAG X'04'               IF ON USE RECORD MODE

               PTE5327  #FLAG X'02'               SET PTE3270 FLAG

0000C9         PTE5FLG2 DS    X

               PTE5BRK  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF IN BRACKET STATE

               PTE5LGN  #FLAG X'40'               LOGON IN PROGRESS

               PTE5VOU  #FLAG X'20'               SOME OTHER APP WANTS TERM

               PTE5VIN  #FLAG X'10'               SIMLOGON IN PROGRESS

               PTE5HLT  #FLAG X'08'               HALT IN PROGRESS

               PTE5CLD  #FLAG X'04'               CLSDST IN PROGRESS

               PTE5IVR  #FLAG X'02'               TERMINAL HAS INTERVENTION REQ.

               PTE5ODP  #FLAG X'01'               ON FOR OPNDST IN PROGRESS

0000CA         PTE5FLG3 DS    X

               PTE5CDV  #FLAG X'80'               CHANGE DIRECTION VALID

               PTE5CDR  #FLAG X'40'               CHANGE DIRECTION REQUESTED

               PTE5LOS  #FLAG X'20'               CONNECTION LOST (DCAM)           DDK

               PTE5OPN  #FLAG X'10'               OPNCON MACRO IN PROGRESS

               PTE5SIG  #FLAG X'08'               SIGNAL COMMAND RECEIVED

               PTE5RBF  #FLAG X'04'               READ BUFFER COMMAND IN PROGRESS

               PTE5LF   #FLAG X'02'      PRECEDE NEXT WRITE WITH LINE-FEED SEQUENCE

               PTE5ASV  #FLAG X'01'               ASYNCHROUS SERVICE NEEDED

0000CB         PTE5FLG4 DS    X

0000CC         PTE5CID  DS    CL4                 ADDRESSING CHARS (CID)

0000D0         PTE5RPLA DS    A                   CURRENT RPL ADDRESS

0000D4         PTE5WORK DS    F                   FULLWORD WORK VARIABLE

0000D8         PTE5CMD  DS    CL8                 SPACE FOR READ SETUP COMMAND

0000E0                  DS    F                   UNUSED

0000E4         PTE5BIND DS    20F                 BIND AREA FOR LOGICAL UNITS

000134         PTE5DELT DS    X                 COPY OF PTEDELET AT START OF SESSION

               PTE5PRM  #FLAG X'80'        PERMANENT  ERROR SAVED
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               PTE5RTE  #FLAG X'40'        RETRY-ABLE ERROR SAVED

               PTE5SVE  #FLAG PTE5PRMM+PTE5RTEM       ERROR SAVED

               PTE5RTY  #FLAG X'20'        ON = RETRY HAS BEEN ATTEMPTED ONCE

               PTE5RT2  #FLAG X'10'        ON = RETRY HAS BEEN ATTEMPTED ONCE

               PTE5RSP  #FLAG X'08'        RESPONSE NEEDED

               PTE5CHX  #FLAG X'04'        CHAIN EXCEPTION - RETRY SEND

               PTE5SND  #FLAG X'02'        LAST VTAM REQ = SEND; OFF = LAST REQ READ

                        #FLAG X'01'        UNUSED

000135         PTE5FLG5 DS    X

000136         PTE5BUFL DS    H                   LENGTH OF PERMANENT INPUT BUFFER

000138         PTE5BUFQ DS    A                   BUFFER QUEUE

00013C         PTE5NBAD DS    A                   NEXT BUFFER ADDRESS

000140         PTE5RESP DS    XL8                 SAVED RESPONSE INFO

000148         PTE5XRSP DS    F                   SENSE INFO FROM RESPONSE EXIT

               ***********************************************************************

               * Next two fields only apply to dedicated VTAM devices      IDMSDC/3239

               ***********************************************************************

00014C         PTE5IPA  DS    4F                  Binary IPV4 or IPV6 Addr IDMSDC/3239

00015C         PTE5PORT DS    H                   Binary TCP/IP Port Numbr IDMSDC/3239

00015E                  DS    H                   UNUSED                   IDMSDC/3239

000160                  DS    3F                  UNUSED

        000B0  PTE5XLEN EQU   (((*+7)-PTEX)/8)*8  LENGTH OF EXTENSION

00016C                  ORG   PTE5CMD             REDEFINE FOR BS2K-DCAM

0000D8         PTE5PRON DS    CL8                 PROCESSOR NAME IN BS2K-DCAM

0000E0         PTE5DULN DS    F                   LENGTH OF UNSOLICITED READ

0000E4         PTE5DBND DS    20F                 BIND AREA FOR LOGICAL UNITS

000134         PTE5LOSR DS    F                   DCAM LOSCON REASON

000138         PTE5DDEV DS    XL3                 PHYSICAL DEVICE BYTES (YDDCPDEV)

               PTE5WAC  #FLAG X'80'        WAIT FOR OPNCON ACQUIRE: DCAM LIMIT REACHED

               PTE5DAQ  #FLAG X'40'        DYNAMIC ACQUIRE REQUEST (NOT FROM SYSGEN)

               PTE5QVO  #FLAG X'20'        VARY OUT  REQUIRED AT LAST DEALLOCATE

               PTE5QVD  #FLAG X'10'        VARY DISC REQUIRED AT LAST DEALLOCATE

               PTE5MSW  #FLAG X'08'        MODEL VALUE SWITCHED (P->S OR S->P)

               PTE5ISI  #FLAG X'04'        INITIAL PTE STATUS WAS INSRV

               PTE5ISD  #FLAG X'02'        INITIAL PTE STATUS WAS DISCON

               PTE5ISO  #FLAG X'01'        INITIAL PTE STATUS WAS OUTSRV

               PTE5IS   #FLAG PTE5ISIM+PTE5ISDM+PTE5ISOM   INITIAL STATUS ALREADY SET

00013B         PTE5FLG6 DS    X

00013C         PTE5SQN  DS    H                   SEQNO FOR DCAM YSEND

00013E         PTE5RCNT DS    XL1                 CONNECTION RETRY COUNTER

00013F                  DS    XL1                 UNUSED

000140         PTE5OPTE DS    A                   A(ASSOCIATED D0FI PTE)  (SEM62 ONLY)

000144         PTE5VPTE DS    A                   A(NEXT PTE FOR VARY LU) (SEM62 ONLY)

               ******************************************************************

               *** PTE EXTENSION FOR START/STOP TERMINALS

               ******************************************************************

000148                  ORG   PTEX                SET ORIGIN

0000C0         PTE6NAME DS    CL8                 NAME OF TERMINAL

0000C8         PTE6UNIT DS    CL3                 DEVICE ADDRESS

               PTE6HIO  #FLAG X'01'               HALTIO HAS BEEN ISSUED *11/25/80*

0000CB         PTE6FLAG DS    X

0000CC         PTE6UCBA DS    A                   UCB ADDRESS OF THIS UNIT

0000D0         PTE6TTAB DS    A                   ADDRESS OF TRANSLATE TABLE
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0000D4         PTE6TDEF DS    A                   ADDRESS OF TERM. PARM ENTRY

0000D8         PTE6PICE DS    A                   PICE ADDRESS OF SETIME

0000DC         PTE6TCOD DS    CL1                 TERMINAL TYPE ID

0000DD         PTE6TIDX DS    XL1                 TRANSLATE TABLE INDEX

0000DE         PTE6CCNT DS    AL2                 CURRENT CARRIAGE POSITION

0000E0         PTE6NLFF DS    AL2                 NUMBER NULLS AFTER FORMFEED

0000E4         PTE6IODA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF DEVICE DEPENDENT MODULE

0000E8         PTE6DCBA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF DCB FOR THIS TERMINAL

0000EC         PTE6IOBA DS    A                   IOB ADDRESS FOR CURRENT I/O

0000F0         PTE6CHAN DS    A                   ADDRESS OF CHANNEL PROGRAM

0000F4         PTE6LGST DS    A                   ADDRESS OF LOGON STG

0000F8         PTE6PREX DS    A                   ADDRESS OF PRE-EXCP EXIT

0000FC         PTE6POEX DS    A                   ADDRESS OF POST-EXCP EXIT

000100         PTE6ECB  DS    F                   I/O ECB

000104         PTE6RSA  DS    12F                 SAVE AREA FOR R14-R8

000134                  DS    CL16                RESERVED

        00088  PTE6XLEN EQU   (((*+7)-PTEX)/8)*8  LENGTH OF EXTENSION

               ********************************************************************

               * PTE EXTENSION FOR SYSOUT PRINTER "TERMINALS"

               ********************************************************************

               * THERE IS NO PTE EXTENSION FOR SYSOUT PRINTERS

000144                  ORG   PTEX                SET ORIGIN TO THE EXTENSION

        00000  PTE7XLEN EQU   (((*+7)-PTEX)/8)*8  LENGTH OF EXTENSION

               ***********************************************************************

               * PTE EXTENSION FOR LOCAL 3280 PRINTERS

               ***********************************************************************

0000C0                  ORG   PTEX                SET ORIGIN TO THE EXTENSION

0000C0         PTE8DECB DS    A                   ADDRESS OF DECB

0000C4         PTE8LUNM DS    X                   DOS LOGICAL UNIT NUMBER

               PTE8WIP  #FLAG 1                   A WRITE IS IN PROGRESS

0000C5                  DS    X                   FLAG BYTE

0000C6                  DS    2X                     UNUSED

        00008  PTE8XLEN EQU   ((*+7-PTEX)/8)*8    LENGTH OF EXTENSION

               ***********************************************************************

               * PTE EXTENSION FOR ONLINE SIMULATED 3270S

               ***********************************************************************

0000C8                  ORG   PTEX

0000C0         PTE9PTEA DS    A              ADDRESS OF REAL PTE

0000C4         PTE9R2R6 DS    5A                  PLACE TO SAVE R2-R6 DURING I/O WAIT

0000D8         PTE9SCAD DS    2A             ADDR OF START AND END OF SIMULATED SCREEN

0000E0         PTE9EBUF DS    A                   END OF BUFFER FOR SIMULATED SCREEN

0000E4         PTE9CURS DS    A                   CURSOR POSITION ON SIMULATED SCREEN

0000E8         PTE9CATA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF CURRENT ATTR

0000EC         PTE9CEND DS    A                   ADDR OF ATTR FIELD BEING PRINTED

0000F0         PTE9CARD DS    CL80,C              CURRENT INPUT "CARD"

000141         PTE9CONT DS    C                   "CONTINUATION" CHARACTER

000142         PTE9ESC  DS    C                   "ESCAPE" CHARACTER

               PTE9LCK  #FLAG X'01'               KEYBOARD IS LOCKED

               PTE9FRM  #FLAG X'02'               SCREEN IS FORMATTED

000143                  DS    X                   FLAG BYTE

000144         PTE9LLEN DS    H                   CURRENT SCREEN WIDTH

000148         PTE9WORK DS    D                   WORK AREA

000150         PTE9KEYW DS    CL8                 KEYWORD WORK AREA
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000158 8       PTE9TRB  #TREQ MF=L                TERMINAL REQUEST BLOCK

               PTE9OFF  #FLAG X'01'               TURN SIMULATION OFF

               PTE9UNP  #FLAG X'04'               SCREEN CONTAINS UNPROTECTED FIELDS

               PTE9SHR  #FLAG X'08'               DO A "SHORT" READ

               PTE9WRP  #FLAG X'10'      SIMREAD HAS WRAPPED AROUND TO START OF SCREEN

               PTE9LOD  #FLAG X'20'               LAST OUTPUT BYTE WAS A DATA CHAR

               PTE9FFU  #FLAG X'40'               FOUND FIRST UNPROT FIELD

               PTE9CON  #FLAG X'80'               CURRENT INPUT LINE IS CONTINUED

00016C                  DS    X                   FLAG BYTE

00016D         PTE9AID  DS    X                   ATTENTION IDENTIFIER

00016E         PTE9WCC  DS    X                   WRITE CONTROL CHARACTER

00016F         PTE9CATR DS    X                   COPY OF CURRENT ATTR BYTE

000170         PTE9PATR DS    X                   ATTR OF FIELD BEING PRINTED

000171         PTE9MSGL DS    C                   HIGHEST MESSAGE LEVEL TO WRITE

000172         PTE9PLIN DS    CL133,C             PRINT LINE AREA

               *  LOCAL SUBROUTINE RETURN REGISTER SAVE AREAS

0001F8         PTE9SWR@ DS    A                   SIMWRITE

0001FC         PTE9SRD@ DS    A                   SIMREAD?

000200         PTE9RIP@ DS    A                   READINP

000204         PTE9EAU@ DS    A                   ERALLUNP

000208         PTE9CLK@ DS    A                   CHECKLOK

00020C         PTE9SPN@ DS    A                   SCRNPOSN

000210         PTE9NCH@ DS    A                   NEXTCHAR

000214         PTE9GIN@ DS    A                   GETINPUT

000218         PTE9GCD@ DS    A                   GETCARD

00021C         PTE9RDN@ DS    A                   READNUM

000220         PTE9PWH@ DS    A                   PRTWHERE

000224         PTE9PSC@ DS    A                   PRINTSCR

000228         PTE9PFL@ DS    A                   PRINTFLD

00022C         PTE9HXT@ DS    A                   HEXTRACE

000230         PTE9PLN@ DS    A                   PRINTLIN

000234         PTE9IOW@ DS    A                   IOWAIT

        00178  PTE9XLEN EQU   ((*+7-PTEX)/8)*8     LENGTH OF EXTENSION

               ********************************************************************

               * PTE EXTENSION FOR TCAM

               ********************************************************************

000238                  ORG   PTEX

0000C0         PTEANAME DS    CL8             TCAM TERMINAL IDENTIFIER

               PTEARSV  #FLAG 1               RESERVE PTE FOR PTEANAME

               PTEAWIN  #FLAG 2               WAITING FOR INPUT

               PTEADMY  #FLAG 4               DUMMY PTE FOR CONNECTS

               PTEAPRT  #FLAG 8               TERMINAL IS A PRINTER

0000C8                  DS    X                  FLAG BYTE

0000C9                  DS    3X,A            RESERVED

0000D0         PTEAQINA DS    A               ADDRESS OF QUEUED INPUT

0000D4         PTEAUSER DS    A               FOR USE BY D0AT'S USER EXIT

        00018  PTEAXLEN EQU   ((*+7-PTEX)/8)*8    LENGTH OF EXTENSION

               ********************************************************************

               * PTE EXTENSION FOR BTAM BSC2 TERMINALS

               ********************************************************************

0000D8                  ORG   PTEX

0000C0         PTECLID  DS    X               LENGTH OF TERMINAL ID

0000C1         PTECID   DS    XL15            TERMINAL ID
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0000D0         PTECLNUM DS    X               NUMBER OF DIGITS IN PHONE NUMBER

0000D1         PTECNUM  DS    XL11            PHONE NUMBER

0000DC         PTECSEL  DS    X               3780 COMPONENT SELECTION CHARACTER

               PTECNRD  #FLAG X'01'               READ NOT ALLOWED

               PTECNWT  #FLAG X'02'               WRITE NOT ALLOWED

               PTECSCE  #FLAG X'04'               SPACE COMPRESSION/EXPANSION

               PTECEXC  #FLAG X'08'               EXCLUSIVE CONTROL FOR ALL I/O

               PTECINQ  #FLAG X'10'               3780 INQUIRY MODE

               PTECPAD  #FLAG X'20'               PAD LOGICAL RECORDS WITH SPACES

               PTECBLR  #FLAG X'40'               BLOCKED LOGICAL RECORDS

0000DD         PTECOPT1 DS    X                   1ST OPTION BYTE

0000DE                  DS    CL2                 DICTIONARY RECORD SLACK

               PTECETX  #FLAG X'01'               ETX RECEIVED

               PTECEOT  #FLAG X'02'               EOT RECEIVED

               PTECETB  #FLAG X'04'               TERMINATE WRITE WITH ETB

               PTECEOF  #FLAG X'08'               WRITE 3741 END OF FILE

               PTECCNV  #FLAG X'10'               CONVERSATIONAL WRITE

               PTECRVI  #FLAG X'20'               ISSUE READ INTERRUPT

               PTECRM   #FLAG X'40'               3270 READ MODIFIED

               PTECRB   #FLAG X'80'               3270 READ BUFFER

0000E0         PTECFLG1 DS    X                   1ST FLAG BYTE

               PTECNLE  #FLAG X'01'               NO ANSWERING LIST ENTRY FOR PTE

               PTECSTP  #FLAG X'80'               THIS TERMINAL IS STOPPING THE READ

               *                                      INITIAL TO DO A WRITE.

0000E1         PTECFLG2 DS    X                   2ND FLAG BYTE

0000E2         PTECFLG3 DS    X                   3RD FLAG BYTE

0000E3         PTECFLG4 DS    X                   4TH FLAG BYTE

               *        THE DISPLACEMENT OF PTEXNPTE WITHIN THE PTE EXTENSION

               *        MUST NOT BE CHANGED.

0000E4         PTEXNPTE DS    A                   ADDRESS OF NEXT PTE FOR MLE

0000E8                  ORG   PTEXNPTE

0000E4         PTECNPTE DS    A                   ADDRESS OF NEXT PTE FOR MLE

0000E8         PTECMLEA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF MLE

0000EC         PTECRBUF DS    A                   ADDRESS OF 1ST READ BUFFER

0000F0         PTECWBUF DS    A                   ADDRESS OF WRITE BUFFER

0000F4         PTECWADD DS    A                   ADDRESS OF OUTPUT DATA

0000F8         PTECWLEN DS    H                   LENGTH OF OUTPUT DATA

0000FA         PTECFLEN DS    H                   OUTPUT LENGTH FOR ERROR RECOVERY

0000FC         PTECRECL DS    H                   OUTPUT LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH

0000FE         PTECLSTI DS    X                   INDEX OF ANSWERING LIST ENTRY

0000FF         PTECSS   DS    XL2                 LAST SENSE/STATUS RECEIVED

        00048  PTECXLEN EQU   ((*+7-PTEX)/8)*8    LENGTH OF EXTENSION

               *********************************************************************

               * PTE EXTENSION FOR BTAM BSC3 TERMINALS

               *********************************************************************

000101                  ORG   PTEX                SET ORIGIN FOR EXTENSION

0000C0         PTEDPOL  DS    CL7                 TERMINAL POLL CHARACTERS

0000C7         PTEDLPOL DS    X                   LENGTH OF POLL CHARACTERS

0000C8         PTEDSEL  DS    CL8                 TERMINAL SELECTION CHARACTERS

0000D0         PTEDLSEL DS    X                   LENGTH OF SELECTION CHARACTERS

0000D1         PTEDRLN  DS    X                   RELATIVE LINE NUMBER

               PTEDNRD  #FLAG X'01'               READ NOT ALLOWED

               PTEDNWT  #FLAG X'02'               WRITE NOT ALLOWED
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               PTEDSCE  #FLAG X'04'               SPACE COMPRESSION/EXPANSION

               PTEDEXC  #FLAG X'08'               EXCLUSIVE CONTROL FOR ALL I/O

               PTEDINQ  #FLAG X'10'               3780 INQUIRY MODE

               PTEDPAD  #FLAG X'20'               PAD LOGICAL RECORDS WITH SPACES

               PTEDBLR  #FLAG X'40'               BLOCKED LOGICAL RECORDS

0000D2         PTEDOPT1 DS    X                   1ST OPTION BYTE

0000D3                  DS    CL13                DICTIONARY RECORD SLACK

               PTEDETX  #FLAG X'01'               ETX RECEIVED

               PTEDEOT  #FLAG X'02'               EOT RECEIVED

               PTEDETB  #FLAG X'04'               TERMINATE WRITE WITH ETB

               PTEDEOF  #FLAG X'08'               WRITE 3741 END OF FILE

               PTEDCNV  #FLAG X'10'               CONVERSATIONAL WRITE

               PTEDRVI  #FLAG X'20'               ISSUE READ INTERRUPT

               PTEDRM   #FLAG X'40'               3270 READ MODIFIED

               PTEDRB   #FLAG X'80'               3270 READ BUFFER

0000E0         PTEDFLG1 DS    X                   1ST FLAG BYTE

               PTEDSTP  #FLAG X'80'               THIS TERMINAL IS STOPPING THE READ

               *                                      INITIAL TO DO A WRITE.

0000E1         PTEDFLG2 DS    X                   2ND FLAG BYTE

0000E2         PTEDFLG3 DS    X                   3RD FLAG BYTE

0000E3         PTEDFLG4 DS    X                   4TH FLAG BYTE

               *        THE DISPLACEMENT OF PTEDNPTE WITHIN THE PTE EXTENSION

               *        MUST NOT BE CHANGED.

0000E4         PTEDNPTE DS    A                   ADDRESS OF NEXT PTE FOR MLE

0000E8         PTEDMLEA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF MLE

0000EC         PTEDRBUF DS    A                   ADDRESS OF 1ST READ BUFFER

0000F0         PTEDWBUF DS    A                   ADDRESS OF WRITE BUFFER

0000F4         PTEDWADD DS    A                   ADDRESS OF OUTPUT DATA

0000F8         PTEDWLEN DS    H                   LENGTH OF OUTPUT DATA

0000FA         PTEDFLEN DS    H                   OUTPUT LENGTH FOR ERROR RECOVERY

0000FC         PTEDRECL DS    H                   OUTPUT LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH

0000FE         PTEDPOLI DS    X                   INDEX OF POLL ENTRY IN LIST

0000FF         PTEDSS   DS    XL2                 LAST SENSE/STATUS RECEIVED

        00048  PTEDXLEN EQU   (((*+7)-PTEX)/8)*8  LENGTH OF EXTENSION

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

               *  DDS          FORMAT OF THE PTEX (PTE EXTENSION)

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

000101                  ORG   PTEX

               ********************************************************************

               *  Unique portion of PTE extension for DDS VTAM RHDCDnLX

               *  Matches Release 10.2 extension, inited from EXT104

               *  The first 32 bytes can only contain information that is unique to

               *  the DDS VTAM driver RHDCDnLX

               ********************************************************************

0000C0         PTELDDNM DS    CL8                Vtam Applid-Id

0000C8         PTELWGHT DS    F                  Weight factor

0000CC         PTELTOUT DS    H                   TIMEOUT INTERVAL

0000CE         PTELLOOK DS    H                   LOOKAROUND INTERVAL

0000D0         PTELBLK  DS    H                   BLOCKSIZE

0000D2         PTELSVC  DS    X                   SVC NUMBER

0000D3         PTELCVNM DS    X                   CV NUMBER

0000D4                  ORG   PTELTOUT

0000CC         PTELBLKF DS    0F
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               *  Following 2 bytes represent run-time flags unique to RHDCDnLX

               *        that do not appear in the sysgen dictionary

               PTELSOP  #FLAG X'80'               OPEN INITIALIZATION DONE

               PTELSWR  #FLAG X'40'               SINON WRITE TRANSMITTED

               PTELSRE  #FLAG X'20'               SINON READ RECEIVED

               PTELTSE  #FLAG X'10'               TERMSESS IN PROGRESS (VTAM)

               PTELLOS  #FLAG X'08'               LOST TERM FLAG (VTAM)

               PTELVOT  #FLAG X'04'               Set PTEVOUT

               PTELSNU  #FLAG X'02'               Reset PTELSND

               PTELSDT  #FLAG X'01'               Start Data Traffic received.

0000CC         PTELFLG3 DS    X

0000CD         PTELFLG4 DS    X

0000CE                  ORG   PTELSVC

0000D2                  DS    X

               PTELREA  #FLAG X'40'               READ ACTIVE

               PTELCHS  #FLAG X'20'               CHAINING CURRENT SEND (VTAM)

               PTELWT   #FLAG X'10'               WEIGHT FACTOR HAS BEEN CHANGED

0000D3         PTELFLG6 DS    X

0000D4         PTELXSA  DS    A                  Pointer to VTAM control blocks

0000D8         PTELPFA  DS    A                  Waiting for send message queue

0000DC         PTELPBA  DS    A                  Message write queue

0000E0                  ORG   PTEX

               ********************************************************************

               *  Unique portion of PTE extension for CCI RHDCDnLV

               *  The first 32 bytes can only contain information that is unique to

               *  the CCI driver RHDCDnLV

               ********************************************************************

0000C0                  DS    8F     Reserved

               ********************************************************************

               *  Common part of PTE extension, used by both RHDCDnLV and RHDCDnLX

               *  Some fields are redefined for use by BULK PTEs from a SOCKET line.

               ********************************************************************

0000E0         PTELIECB DS    0A     A(TCP/IP ECB) (same spot as PTEIECB)     (SOCKET)

0000E0         PTELXECB DS    F      CCI SEND ECB POSTED WHEN CCI SEND IS DONE

               *                     IN RESPONSE TO A #TREQ PUT

0000E4         PTELIPTE DS    0A     A(PTE)                                   (SOCKET)

0000E4         PTELPTEA DS    A      ADDRESS OF THE PTE....DO NOT MOVE. THIS MUST

               *                     MUST FOLLOW PTELXECB

               ***********************************************************************

0000E8         PTELFEED DS    A      ADDRESS OF THE CCI FEEDBACK AREA

0000EC         PTELPLST DS    A      ADDRESS OF THE CCI PARMLIST AREA

0000F0         PTELLIMT DS    A      ADDRESS OF THE LIMITS AREA

0000F4         PTELP58B DS    A      ADDRESS OF THE "BIG" RECEIVE BUFFER RHDCP58P GOT

0000F8         PTELP58L DS    0F     Length of permanent buffer (UCF-DBDC)    (SOCKET)

0000F8         PTELSENL DS    F      THE LENGTH TO BE USED FOR THE CCI SEND

0000FC         PTELRECA DS    A      THE A(PENDING RECEIVE DATA TO BE PROCESSED)

000100         PTELHEAD DS    A      THE A(OF A CCI DC HEADER USED FOR ERROR HANDLING)

000104         PTELSCID DS    F      The Stacked Receive Converse Id

000108         PTELICID DS    F      The Converse Id for a Sender......Provided by CCI

00010C         PTELACCT DS    A      Pointer to the Accounting Info Area

000110         PTELSAV1 DS    F      Fullword save area #1

000114         PTELSAV2 DS    F      Fullword save area #2

000118         PTELRDBF DS    F      Dedicated read buffer for performance
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00011C         PTELIBH  DS    XL8    IBH                                      (SOCKET)

000124         PTELDLIM DS    0XL32  Space for DLIM                           (SOCKET)

000124         PTELRID  DS    CL30   THE RECEIVER ID WHICH WILL BE USED WITH CCI SEND

000142         PTELSNDB DS    H      LENGTH  OF THE SEND BUFFER ALLOCATED BY NI3S

               PTELDED  #FLAG X'80'  UCF Dedicated Session

               PTELINT  #FLAG X'40'  UCF Intermittent Session

               PTELUPL  #FLAG X'04'  UCF Upper-Lowers Case mode

               PTELUPP  #FLAG X'02'  UCF Upper-Case mode

000144         PTELMODE DS    X      Session mode necessary to support UCF

               PTELSON  #FLAG X'80'  SIGNON REQUEST PENDING

               PTELACT  #FLAG X'40'  PTE IS ACTIVE (IN USE)

               PTELALO  #FLAG X'20'  THE SERVICE THIS PTE NEEDS IS AN ALLOCATE

               PTELREC  #FLAG X'10'  THIS PTE HAS AN OUTSTANDING RECEIVE

               PTELDIS  #FLAG X'08'  THIS PTE IS IN THE PROCESS OF BEING DISCONNECTED

               PTELSPO  #FLAG X'04'  THE SEND ECB HAS BEEN POSTED, POSTREQ HAS BEGUN

               PTELNOP  #FLAG X'02'  DO NOT POSTREQ THIS PTERM....ITS ALREADY DONE

               PTELSND  #FLAG X'01'  THIS PTE HAS AN OUTSTANDING SEND

000145         PTELFLG1 DS    X

               PTEL327  #FLAG X'80'  This PTE (Bulk) can handle a 3270 datastream

               PTELFE3  #FLAG X'40'  This PTE is involved in a FE 3270 session

               PTELDEL  #FLAG X'20'  This PTE can have its IBH's deleted

               PTELBYE  #FLAG X'10'  This is set by RHDCBYE on a BE 3270/Bulk only

               PTELSUS  #FLAG X'08'  This is set by RHDCSUSP on a BE 3270/Bulk only

               PTELPDA  #FLAG X'04'  This is set when UCF/DDS/PDAT is involved

               PTELXFT  #FLAG X'02'  This is set by RHDCUXFT when PDAT is transferred

               PTELRSC  #FLAG X'01'  This is set by RHDCMTLT when DEL RESOURCE RQSTED

000146         PTELFLG2 DS    X

               PTELNFW  #FLAG X'80'  Do not free the write buffer.

               PTELLIS  #FLAG X'40'  BULK PTE initiated by TCP/IP listener

               PTELDDS  #FLAG X'20'  BULK PTE initiated by DDS using TCP/IP

               PTELDCC  #FLAG X'10'  BULK PTE from the DDS control connection

               PTELFES  #FLAG X'01'  Front End PTE Identifier for DDS.

               PTELBES  #FLAG X'02'  Back End PTE identifier for DDS.

000147         PTELFLG5 DS    X      Reserved

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

               * FORMAT OF THE CCI DC HEADER (FROM STX...BUFFER HEADER PUT IN PTEL)

               * THIS HEADER MUST REMAIN AS THE LAST PORTION OF THE PTELX.

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

000148         PTELCCI  DS    0F

                        #CCIDCDS SECT=NO

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      FORMAT OF THE CCI DC HEADER                                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

000148         CCIDC    DS    0F

        00000  CCIDCDC  EQU   X'00'         This is DC to DC communications

        00001  CCIDCNO  EQU   X'01'         This is QbyX/ODBC PC communications

        00002  CCIDDDS  EQU   X'02'         THIS IS A DC/DDS/3270 TYPE REQUEST
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000148         CCIDCID  DS    X

000149 4       CCIDLEN  DC    AL1(CCIDCLEN) IS THE LENGTH OF THIS HEADER

00014A         CCIDISCI DS    0XL1

        00080  CCIDISCM EQU   X'80'

00014A         CCIDFBEI DS    0XL1

        00040  CCIDFBEM EQU   X'40'

00014A         CCIDABNI DS    0XL1

        00020  CCIDABNM EQU   X'20'

00014A         CCIDALOI DS    0XL1

        00010  CCIDALOM EQU   X'10'

00014A         CCIDSUSI DS    0XL1

        00008  CCIDSUSM EQU   X'08'

00014A         CCIDBYEI DS    0XL1

        00004  CCIDBYEM EQU   X'04'

00014A         CCIDPDAI DS    0XL1

        00002  CCIDPDAM EQU   X'02'

               *                     at signon/allocate. If set during a send the

               *                     buffer contains PDAT data.

00014A         CCIDSJUI DS    0XL1

        00001  CCIDSJUM EQU   X'01'

00014A         CCIDFL1  DS    X

        00001  CCIDECBE EQU   X'01'  THE CCI SEND ECB WAS POSTED WITH AN ERROR

        00002  CCIDPLEE EQU   X'02'  THE PLE WAS OUT OF SERVICE OR CLOSED

        00003  CCIDPTED EQU   X'03'  THE PTERM HAS BEEN DICONNECTED

        00004  CCIDPTER EQU   X'04'  THE PTERM HAS A STACKED RECEIVE OUTSTANDING

        00005  CCIDP58E EQU   X'05'  WE RECEIVED A BAD RETURN CODE FROM P58B

        00006  CCIDSESE EQU   X'06'  THE SESSION ID'S DO NOT MATCH

        00007  CCIDSECE EQU   X'07'  SECURITY CHECK FAILED

        00008  CCIDSUSR EQU   X'08'  USER ID NOT SUPPLIED. USER MUST SIGNON

        00009  CCIDNPTE EQU   X'09'  THE GET PTE FAILED. NO PTE IS AVAILABLE

        00010  CCIDSEUU EQU   X'10'  User not defined to security

        00011  CCIDSEIP EQU   X'11'  Invalid password

        00012  CCIDNSRV EQU   X'12'  Not a server

00014B         CCIDABND DS    X      ABEND CODE PASSED AROUND THE NETWORK

        00000  CCIDV#00 EQU   X'00'  Original (prior to IDMS Server 4.3)

        00001  CCIDV#01 EQU   X'01'  Current  (IDMS Server 4.3 and later)

00014C         CCIDVER  DS    X      Version number

00014D         CCIDOPT  DS    X      Version options flag (use varies)

00014E                  DS    H      RESERVED

000150         CCIDSESS DS    F      UNIQUE SESSION ID ASSIGNED ON BACKEND

000154         CCIDFEPT DS    F      FRONT END PTERM ID

000158         CCIDBEPT DS    F      BACK  END PTERM ID

               ***********************************************************************

               * The following portion of the header is data required at allocate time

               * only. For now it is sent on every transmission. In a future release

               * only the info in the fixed portion above will be sent on every

               * transmission.

               ***********************************************************************

00015C         CCIDUSER DS    CL32   IDMS-DC USERID

00017C         CCIDPASS DS    CL8    PASSWORD PASSED BY NON-DC SYSTEMS

000184                  ORG   CCIDPASS

00017C         CCIDRTNC DS    F      A place to put RC's from various routines

000180                  DS    F
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000184         CCIDTASK DS    CL8    TASKCODE TO EXECUTE ON THE BACKEND

00018C         CCIDLOC  DS    CL8    LOCATION CODE (LRELOCID) WHERE WE ORIGINATE

000194         CCIDACCT DS    0H     Accounting information area.

               *CIDACCT DS    CL32   Accounting information area.

        0004C  CCIDCLEN EQU   *-CCIDC

               ***********************************************************************

               ***      Equates which are used in various CCI modules              ***

               ***********************************************************************

        07D00  CCIDRBUF EQU   32000  Length of the Buffer allocated for The CCI Rcv

        00100  CCIDERRH EQU   256    Length of the Error Handling area after PTELHEAD

        07CFF  CCIDSNDL EQU   31999  Length of the Send Buffer allocated by NI3S

        00100  CCIDFDBK EQU   256    Length of the CCI Feedback Area

        00020  CCIDACCL EQU   32     Length of the Accounting info

        0004C  CCIDTYP1 EQU   CCIDACCT-CCIDC

        0004C  CCIDTYP2 EQU   CCIDCLEN

        000D8  PTELXLEN EQU   ((*+7-PTEX)/8)*8  LENGTH OF THE PTE EXTENSION

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

               * Reuse the space from the #CCIDCDS area for the BULK PTEs from

               * a SOCKET line.

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

000194                  ORG   PTELCCI

000148         PTELLPTE DS    A                   A(listener PTE)

00014C         PTELSHDL DS    F                   Handle returned by IP interface

000150         PTELLPLA DS    A                   Pointer to #LINK plist

000154         PTELPRMA DS    A                   Pointer to PARM

000158         PTELBSDA DS    A                   A(Socket descriptor)

00015C         PTELBNRA DS    A                   A(Number Of Resumes)

000160                  DS    A                   Reserved

000164         PTELBNOR DS    F                   Number Of Resumes

000168         PTELBUSD DS    F                   Socket descriptor

        00018  PTELUPLL EQU   *-PTELPRMA          Length of plist + parms

               *

00016C         PTELSALN DS    F                   Sockaddr length

000170         PTELSOC4 DS    0XL16               Sockaddr for IPv4

000170         PTELSOC6 DS    XL28                Sockaddr for IPv6

               *

00018C         PTELJHDL DS    F                   Handle used by JCLI (UCF-DBDC)

000190         PTELUSTA DS    X                   State of PTE for UCF-DBDC

               *

000191                  DS    XL3                 Reserved

000194                  DS    F                   Reserved

        000D8  PTELXSLN EQU   ((*+7-PTEX)/8)*8    Length of extension for SOCKET line

000198                  DS    0S(PTELXLEN-PTELXSLN,PTELXSLN-PTELXLEN) Check length OK

                        AGO   .NOSDS

               .NOSDS   ANOP

               *******************************************************************

               *** PTE EXTENSION FOR UCF TERMINALS

               *******************************************************************

000198                  ORG   PTEX

0000C0         PTEZNAME DS    CL8                 NAME OF FRONT END TERM (FTID)

0000C8         PTEZFSID DS    CL8                 NAME ON FRONT END SYS (FSID)

               PTEZDED  #FLAG X'80'               DEDICATED MODE FLAG

               PTEZINT  #FLAG X'40'               INTERMITTENT MODE FLAG
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               *        #FLAG X'20'               CONVERSATIONAL MODE

               PTEZPR1  #FLAG X'10'               TYPE 1 PRINTER

               PTEZPR2  #FLAG X'08'               TYPE 2 PRINTER

               PTEZPRI  #FLAG PTEZPR1M+PTEZPR2M   PRINTER OF ANY SORT

0000D0         PTEZMODE DS    X                   MODE FLAG BYTE

               PTEZINQ  #FLAG X'80'               Front end data is queued.

               PTEZBWF  #FLAG X'40'               BREAK WRITE FEATURE (OBSOLETE)

0000D1                  DS    X                   More STATUS/Feature byte

               PTEZSUS  #FLAG X'80'               PTE IS SUSPENDED

               PTEZACT  #FLAG X'40'               PTE IS ACTIVE

               PTEZRSV  #FLAG X'20'               PTE IS RESERVED FOR PTEZNAME

               PTEZWER  #FLAG X'10'               PTE WAITING FOR ERE (PRINTER)

               PTEZIMM  #FLAG X'08'               ABORT ERE IMMEDIATELY ON VARY OUT

               PTEZFIN  #FLAG X'02'               PTE is waiting for PHS 2 finish.

               PTEZCNV  #FLAG X'01'               CONVERSING (TERMINAL READ IN PROG)

0000D2                  DS    X                   STATUS OF PTE

               PTEZBYE  #FLAG X'80'               TERMINAL USER ASKED TO DISCONNECT

               PTEZHLD  #FLAG X'40'               SUSPEND ON NEXT FINISH

               PTEZXFT  #FLAG X'20'               TRANSFER TO FRONT-END TASK

               PTEZTST  #FLAG X'08'               GETLTE TEST  (FOR PRINTERS ONLY)

               PTEZGLW  #FLAG X'04'               GETLTE WAIT REQUEST FOR FE PRINTER

               PTEZGLN  #FLAG X'02'               GETLTE NOWAIT REQUEST FOR FE PRINTER

               PTEZGLT  #FLAG PTEZGLWM+PTEZGLNM   SOME TYPE OF GETLTE REQUEST

               PTEZFLT  #FLAG X'01'               FREELTE FE PRINTER

0000D3                  DS    X

0000D4         PTEZDCOD DS    CL4                 DISCONNECT/ABORT CODE

0000D8         PTEZEREP DS    A                   PRINTER CONTROL TASK'S ERE ADDR

0000DC         PTEZEREO DS    A                   ADDRESS OF ERE FOR THIS PTE

0000E0         PTEZEREN DS    A                   ADDRS OF NEXT PTE USING THIS ERE

0000E4         PTEZSESN DS    F                   CURRENT SESSION NUMBER

0000E8         PTEZDCNT DS    X                   DISCONNECT COUNT

0000E9         PTEZSCNT DS    X                   SIGNON RETRY COUNT           DC/2202

0000EA                  DS    2X                  RESERVED            **RBK 820408**

0000EC         PTEZWERE DS    A                   ADDRESS OF ERE WAITING TO SINON

0000F0         PTEBRBUF DS    A                  Address of 'big' RECEIVE buffer.

0000F4         PTEBSBUF DS    A                  Address of 'big' SEND buffer.

0000F8         PTEZQPAK DS    F                   Address of 'queued' PAKET.

0000FC         PTEZQPLN DS    H                   Length of 'queued' PAKET.

0000FE                  DS    H                   reserved

        00040  PTEZXLEN EQU   ((*+7-PTEX)/8)*8

               ***********************************************************************

               * EXTENSION TO PTE FOR VTAM SNA DEVICES.                            *

               ***********************************************************************

000100                  ORG    PTEX

0000C0         PTEENAME DS    CL8                 TERMINAL NAME

0000C8         PTEEDFMH DS    XL8                 DEFAULT FMH FROM SYSGEN OPT

0000D0         PTEEMODE DS    CL8                 VTAM MODEENT NAME

0000D8         PTEELCAT DS    XL1                 LU CATEGORY

        00004  PTEELU   EQU   4                       NORMAL LU

        00008  PTEEPIPE EQU   8                       PIPELINE

               PTEEACQ  #FLAG X'80'           ACQUIRE THIS TERMINAL

               PTEEFMI  #FLAG X'40'           PASS INB FMH TO USER TASK

               PTEEFMO  #FLAG X'20'           DEFAULT OUTB FMH SUPPLIED
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               PTEEHLD  #FLAG X'10'           DO NOT LET GO OF THIS DEVICE

               PTEEREL  #FLAG X'08' RELEASE(CLSDST) SESSION AFTER EVERY CONVERSATION

               PTEESCO  #FLAG X'04'           OVERRIDE SYNCLEVEL WITH THESE SYSGEN'D

               PTEESCS  #FLAG X'02'           MAX SYNCLEVEL = SYNCPOINT

               PTEESCC  #FLAG X'01'           MAX SYNCLEVEL = CONFIRM

0000D9         PTEEFLG1 DS    X          *** THIS FLAG FOR SYSGEN OPTIONS ONLY ***

               *PTEENCF  #FLAG X'80'          NO CONCAT FMH'S ON INPUT

               PTEEWIN  #FLAG X'40'           BIND SESSION AS A CONTENTION WINNER

               PTEELOS  #FLAG X'20'           BIND SESSION AS A CONTENTION LOSER

               PTEETRM  #FLAG X'10'           TREAT LU AS A TERMINAL

0000DA         PTEEFLG2 DS    X          *** THIS FLAG FOR SYSGEN OPTIONS ONLY ***

               PTEEVER  #FLAG X'01'               LU/LU62 ALREADY VERIFIED     14.0

0000DB         PTEEFLG0 DS    X          *** THIS FLAG FOR SYSGEN OPTIONS ONLY ***

0000DC         PTEELIMT DS    H               LIMIT ON INPUT (BYTES)

               PTEESGS  #FLAG X'80'           SYSGEN MINWIN/MINLOSS ARE SAVED  DC/3103

               PTEEWSV  #FLAG X'40'           BIND SESSION AS A CONTENTION WINNER

               PTEELSV  #FLAG X'20'           BIND SESSION AS A CONTENTION LOSER

0000DE         PTEEFL2C DS    X               PRESERVE SYSGEN OPTIONS          DC/3103

0000DF                  DS    X               RESERVED FOR FUTURE SYSGEN OPTIONS

               ********                                                     ********

               ******** BIND PARAMETER FIELDS - SET AT LOGON FROM BIND INFO ********

               ********                                                     ********

0000E0         PTEEBAB  DS    0X                  BIND AREA BEGIN

0000E0         PTEELUTP DS    XL1                 LU TYPE

               ******** SESSIONC COMMANDS ALLOWED - FROM TS PROFILE *******

               PTEECLA  #FLAG X'80'               CLEAR

               PTEERQA  #FLAG X'40'               RQR

               PTEESDA  #FLAG X'20'               SDT

               PTEESTA  #FLAG X'10'               STSN

               PTEECRA  #FLAG X'08'               CRV

0000E1         PTEESSCA DS    XL1                 SESSIONC COMMAND ALLOWED

               ******** DATA FLOW CONTROL COMMANDS ALLOWED - FROM FM PROFILE *******

               PTEEBDA  #FLAG X'80'               BID

               PTEEBSA  #FLAG X'40'               BIS

               PTEECAA  #FLAG X'20'               CANCEL

               PTEECSA  #FLAG X'10'               CHASE

               PTEELUA  #FLAG X'08'               LUSTAT

               PTEEQCA  #FLAG X'04'               QC

               PTEERTA  #FLAG X'02'               RTR

0000E2         PTEENFC  DS    XL1                 NORMAL FLOW COMMANDS ALLOWED

               PTEEQEA  #FLAG X'80'               QEC

               PTEERLA  #FLAG X'40'               RELQ

               PTEERHA  #FLAG X'20'               RSHUTD

               PTEESCA  #FLAG X'10'               SHUTC

               PTEESHA  #FLAG X'08'               SHUTD

               PTEESGA  #FLAG X'04'               SIGNAL

               PTEESBA  #FLAG X'02'               STOP BRACKET INITIATION

0000E3         PTEEEFC  DS    XL1                 EXPEDITED FLOW COMMANDS ALLOWED

0000E4         PTEECHR  DS    XL1                 PRIMARY CHAIN RESPONSE INDICATORS

        00000  PTEENRC  EQU   X'00'               NO RESPONSE

        00010  PTEEERC  EQU   X'10'               EXCEPTION RESPONSE ONLY

        00020  PTEEDRC  EQU   X'20'               DEFINITE RESPONSE ONLY

        00030  PTEEDEC  EQU   X'30'               DEF/EXCP RESPONSE
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               ******** USAGE INDICATORS - FROM FM USAGE FIELDS *******

               PTEECHA  #FLAG X'80'               OUTBOUND CHAINING IS ALLOWED

               PTEECIA  #FLAG X'40'               INBOUND CHAINING IS ALLOWED

               PTEEFMU  #FLAG X'20'               FMH'S ARE ALLOWED

               PTEECDU  #FLAG X'10'               HDX-FF CHG-DIR MUST BE USED

               PTEECDF  #FLAG X'08'               CHG-DIR INITIAL STATE

               *                                  ON - I AM INITIALLY IN SEND STATE

               *                                  OFF - I AM INITIALLY IN RECV STATE

0000E5         PTEEFLU1 DS    XL1                 FIRST FIELD, USAGE FLAGS

               PTEEBUS  #FLAG X'80'               BRACKETING WILL BE USED

               PTEEBTR  #FLAG X'40'               BRACKET TERMINATION RULE

               *                                  ON - BRACKET TERM RULE 1 (COND)

               *                                  OFF - BRACKET TERM RULE 2 (UNCOND)

               PTEEBFS  #FLAG X'20'               RESERVED

               PTEEBBE  #FLAG X'10'               I SEND END-BRACKET

0000E6         PTEEFLU2 DS    XL1                 SECOND FLD, USAGE FLAGS

        00007  PTEEBAL  EQU   *-PTEEBAB           BIND AREA LENGTH

               ********                                          *************

               ******** END OF BIND PARAMETERS INDICATORS FIELDS *************

               ********                                          *************

0000E7         PTEEAOI  DS    XL1                 ASYNC-OCCURRENCE-INDICATOR

        00004  PTEEAINT EQU   4                   ASYNC INTERUPT REQUESTED

        00008  PTEEBREJ EQU   8                   BRACKET REJECT RECEIVED

        0000C  PTEEAEXF EQU   12                  EXPD-FLOW/SESSIONC CMD RECV'D

0000E8         PTEEEXFC DS    XL1                 EXPD-FLOW/SESSIONC CMD

               *                                     SET BY EXPDFLOW (EXIT)

        00004  PTEEQEC  EQU   4                       QEC

        00008  PTEERELQ EQU   8                       RELQ

        0000C  PTEERSHT EQU   12                      RSHUTD

        00010  PTEERSHC EQU   16                      SHUTC

        00014  PTEESIGN EQU   20                      SIGNAL

        00018  PTEERQR  EQU   24                      RQR (SESSIONC)

        0001C  PTEESHTD EQU   28                      SHUTD RQST (GEN BY THIS PGM)

        00020  PTEERSBI EQU   32                      SBI

0000E9         PTEENFCD DS    XL1                 NORM-FLOW-COMMAND

               *                                     SET BY NFCMDTR (AFTER RECEIVE)

        00004  PTEEDATA EQU   4                       DATA - NOT COMMAND

        00008  PTEEBID  EQU   8                       BID CMD

        0000C  PTEECNCL EQU   12                      CANCEL CMD

        00010  PTEECHAS EQU   16                      CHASE CMD

        00014  PTEELUS  EQU   20                      LU STAT CMD

        00018  PTEEQCC  EQU   24                      QC CMD

        0001C  PTEERTR  EQU   28                      RTR CMD

        00020  PTEERBIS EQU   32                      BIS CMD RECEIVED

               PTEERPW  #FLAG X'80'               PTE IS AWAITING RPL

               PTEERPF  #FLAG X'40'               AN RPL HAS BEEN FOUND

               PTEEASV  #FLAG X'20'               ASYNC-SERV-RQST'D

               PTEERLQ  #FLAG X'10'               OTHER APP WANTS TERM (VTAM RELREQ)

               PTEEVMA  #FLAG X'08'               VMMT ABORT OCCURRENCE

               PTEELUT  #FLAG X'04'               LU TYPE

               *                                  ON - I AM PRIMARY LU

               *                                  OFF - I AM SECONDARY LU

               PTEERSP  #FLAG X'02'               POSITIVE RESP RECV'D
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               PTEERSN  #FLAG X'01'               NEGATIVE RESP RECV'D

               PTEERSA  #FLAG PTEERSPM+PTEERSNM   ANY RESPONSE RECV'D

0000EA         PTEEFLG3 DS    X

               PTEEUCH  #FLAG X'80'               UNCONDITIONAL HOLD

               PTEELGN  #FLAG X'40'               LOGON OPEN NEEDED

               PTEESDR  #FLAG X'20'               SDT RECV'ED - SESSION ESTABLISHED

               PTEEVIN  #FLAG X'10'               SIMLOGON IN PROGRESS

               PTEECLD  #FLAG X'08'               CLSDST IN PROG (BY LOSTTERM EXIT)

               PTEEAIP  #FLAG X'04'               ALLOCATE IN PROGRESS

               PTEEVIP  #FLAG X'02'               VTAM-RQST-IN-PROGRESS

               PTEECNS  #FLAG X'01'               VARY IN FROM RHDCCNOS

0000EB         PTEEFLG4 DS    X

               PTEESSV  #FLAG X'80'               PTE SELECTED-FOR-SERVICE

               PTEEBST  #FLAG X'40'               IN BRACKET STATE

               PTEEBB   #FLAG X'20'               BIDDING FOR BRACKET IN PROGRESS

               PTEESEB  #FLAG X'10'               END BRACKET (EB) IS BEING SENT

               PTEEREB  #FLAG X'08'               EB RECV'D (NOT PROCESSED YET)

               PTEERBB  #FLAG X'04'               BB RECV'D (NOT PROCESSED YET) //

               PTEEXBB  #FLAG X'02'               EXPECTING BEGIN BRACKET NEXT //

               PTEELGP  #FLAG X'01'           *   SOME KIND OF LOGON IN PROGRESS

0000EC         PTEEFLG5 DS    X               *  MUST BE ON WORD BOUNDRY, USED IN CS

               PTEECHI  #FLAG X'80'               INTERNAL CHAINING (OUTBOUND)

               PTEECHU  #FLAG X'40'               USER CONTROLLED CHAINING(OUTBOUND)

               PTEECHO  #FLAG PTEECHIM+PTEECHUM   ANY OUTBOUND CHAINING

               PTEECHN  #FLAG X'20'               INBOUND CHAINING

               PTEEQUI  #FLAG X'10'               PTE IS QUIESCED (BY LU)

               PTEEQCR  #FLAG X'08'               LU HAS RQST'D QEC

               * THE CHG-DIR STATES (BELOW) ARE OF THE DRIVER, NOT THE LU

               PTEECDS  #FLAG X'04'               HDX-FF CHG-DIR - IN SEND STATE

               PTEECDR  #FLAG X'02'               HDX-FF CHG-DIR - IN RECV STATE

               PTEECDA  #FLAG PTEECDRM+PTEECDSM   HDX-FF CHG-DIR - SEND OR RECEIVE

               PTEEWUR  #FLAG X'01'               WAITING FOR USER'S RESPONSE (DR2)

0000ED         PTEEFLG6 DS    X

               ****  COPY OF USER'S UIOCB WHAT RECEIVED AND ERROR FIELDS ****

               ****  CLEARED AT THE BEGINING OF EVERY I/O REQUEST *****

               ****  WHAT RECEIVED ***************

               PTEEDAT   #FLAG X'80'               DATA

               PTEEERR   #FLAG X'40'               ERROR  (SEND_ERROR RECEIVED)

               PTEELST   #FLAG X'20'               DEALLOCATE   (SEND LAST RECEIVED)

               PTEECD    #FLAG X'10'               CHANGE DIRECTION  (TIME TO SEND)

               PTEECFM   #FLAG X'08'               CONFIRM  (CONFIRMATION REQUESTED)

               PTEESIG   #FLAG X'04'               SIGNAL  (REQUEST_TO_SEND RECEIVED)

               PTEESPT   #FLAG X'02'               SYNCPOINT (TAKE_SYNCPOINT)

               PTEEROL   #FLAG X'01'               SYNCPOINT ROLLBACK REQUIRED

0000EE         PTEECUWR  DS    X                   COPY OF UIOWREC

               ***********************************

               PTEEFMH   #FLAG X'80'               DATA CONTAINS FMH

               PTEEDTC   #FLAG X'40'               DATA_COMPLETE (OFF = INCOMPLETE)

0000EF         PTEECUDF  DS    X                   COPY OF UIODATF

               ******** VTAM ERROR INFORMATION FIELDS  ********

               ******** THE ORDER OF THESE FIELDS IS IN PLACES CRITICAL, *****

               ******** BECAUSE OF CLC'S DONE ON ADJACENT FIELDS.     ********

0000F0         PTEEPERR DS    0X
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0000F0         PTEECOMP DS    XL1                 DC-ERR-CD CORR TO VTAM FDBK2

0000F1         PTEECOM2 DS    XL1                 SECONDARY DC ERR-CODE

        00001  PTEELGNR EQU   X'01'    ERR - LOGON ROUTINE

        00002  PTEEPROF EQU   X'02'    ERR - PRIOR OPEN FAILURE

        00003  PTEERTEX EQU   X'03'    ERR - RETRIES EXHAUSTED (MAX ERRS EXCEEDED)

        00004  PTEENEGR EQU   X'04'    ERR - NEGATIVE RESP TO SEND DATA

        00005  PTEESRPF EQU   X'05'    ERR - SEND RESPONSE FAILED

        00006  PTEENUIO EQU   X'06'    ERR - NO UIOCB ADDRESS WAS AVAILABLE

        00007  PTEEUNKI EQU   X'07'    ERR - UNKNOWN INPUT RECEIVED

        00008  PTEEBBFL EQU   X'08'    ERR - BRACKET BID FAILURE

        00009  PTEEWQUR EQU   X'09'    ERR - WAITING ON QUIESCE RELEASE

        0000A  PTEESTSN EQU   X'0A'    ERR - MSG RESYNC FAILURE (ON SEND CHAIN)

        0000B  PTEESTSR EQU   X'0B'    ERR - MSG RESYNC FAILURE REPETIVELY

        0000C  PTEEPLEC EQU   X'0C'    ERR - PIPELINE EXCEEDED MAX EXCP RESPONSES

        0000D  PTEEPLRD EQU   X'0D'    ERR - PIPELINE READ RQST IS NOT SUPPORTED

        0000E  PTEEUCD  EQU   X'0E'    ERR - UNIDENTIFIED NORMAL FLOW CMD RECEIVED

        0000F  PTEERCAF EQU   X'0F'    ERR - RESET TO CONT-ANY FAILED

        00010  PTEELUSR EQU   X'10'    ERR - UNKNOWN LUSTAT RECEIVED

        00011  PTEECNNA EQU   X'11'    ERR - CHAINED-INPUT NOT ALLOWED THIS PTE TYPE

        00012  PTEEUNXC EQU   X'12'    ERR - UNEXPECTED COMMAND RECEIVED

        00013  PTEECNCR EQU   X'13'    ERR - CANCEL COMMAND RECEIVED

        00014  PTEECHRC EQU   X'14'    ERR - CHASE COMMAND RECEIVED

        00015  PTEERCVF EQU   X'15'    ERR - RECEIVE FAILED

        00016  PTEEFMHG EQU   X'16'    ERR - FMH DEFAULT IN SYSGEN CAN'T BE USED

        00017  PTEEVMMT EQU   X'17'    ERR - GENCB/MODCB FAILURE

        00018  PTEESNDF EQU   X'18'    ERR - SEND CMD FAILURE

        00019  PTEEWBMS EQU   X'19'    ERR - WRITE BUFFER MISSING

        0001A  PTEEFMHS EQU   X'1A'    ERR - FMH OR FMH-OPTION SPECIFICATION ERROR

        0001B  PTEEQECR EQU   X'1B'    ERR - QEC RECV'D, USER CONTROLS OUTB CHAINING

        0001C  PTEEPUNK EQU   X'1C'    ERR - PTE TYPE UNKNOWN

        0001D  PTEELTNA EQU   X'1D'    ERR - LAST OPTION DISALLOWED

        0001E  PTEEPMXW EQU   X'1E'    ERR - PIPELINE MAX NBR WRITES (1) EXCEEDED

        0001F  PTEEOPNS EQU   X'1F'    ERR - OPT/RQST NOT SUPPTD THIS PTE OR LU TYPE

        00020  PTEEWSZX EQU   X'20'    ERR - WRT SIZ GTR PRUSZ, & CHAIN NOT ALLOWED

        00021  PTEESLUF EQU   X'21'    ERR - SEND LUS (IN LIEU NEG RESP) FAILED

        00022  PTEERBKF EQU   X'22'    ERR - RESET BRACKET (SEND EB) FAILURE

        00023  PTEERQRA EQU   X'23'    ERR - RQR ATTEMPTED

        00024  PTEERBNS EQU   X'24'    ERR - READ-BUFFER NOT SUPPORTED

        00025  PTEEUCNR EQU   X'25'    ERR - OUTB USER CHAINING - NEG RESPONSE

        00026  PTEENEGC EQU   X'26'    ERR - NEG RESP TO SEND COMMAND

        00027  PTEENRNR EQU   X'27'    ERR - NEG RESP, SEND CHAIN, NO RECOVERY POSS

        00028  PTEELURS EQU   X'28'    ERR - LU RQST'D SHUTDOWN

        00029  PTEERCCE EQU   X'29'    ERR - REQ CANCELED, CONVERSATION ENDED

        0002A  PTEESIGR EQU   X'2A'    ERR - SIGNAL RECEIVED NOT RECOGNIZED

        0002B  PTEEIGDS EQU   X'2B'    ERR - INVALID LU6.2 GDS ID

        0002C  PTEESCRM EQU   X'2C'    ERR - SEND CANCELED, WE ARE IN RECV-MODE

        0002D  PTEEZLMR EQU   X'2D'    ERR - ZERO-LNG MSG RECEIVED

        0002E  PTEENMRT EQU   X'2E'    ERR - INVALID/MISSING REQUEST TYPE

        0002F  PTEEALFR EQU   X'2F'    ERR - ALLOCATE FAILED, SESSION BUSY, RETRY OK

        00030  PTEEALFN EQU   X'30'    ERR - ALLOCATE FAILED, NO RETRY

        00031  PTEEALFS EQU   X'31'    ERR - ALLOCATE FAILED,SYNCLEVEL NOT SUPPORTED

        00032  PTEEUNBD EQU   X'32'    ERR - UNBIND RECEIVED

        00033  PTEESNDE EQU   X'33'    ERR - LU6.2 SEND ERROR RECEIVED
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        00034  PTEEABND EQU   X'34'    ERR - LU6.2 SEND ABEND RECEIVED

        00035  PTEEXLIM EQU   X'35'    ERR - LIMIT ON INPUT EXCEEDED - READ FAILED

        00036  PTEEEBR  EQU   X'36'    END BRACKET RECEIVED - DEALLOCATE NORMAL

0000F2         PTEERTCD DS    XL1                 VTAM RTNCD

0000F3         PTEEFDBK DS    XL1                 VTAM FDBK2

0000F4         PTEESSNI DS    XL1                 VTAM SENSE INFO (INBOUND)

0000F5         PTEESSMI DS    XL1                 VTAM SENSE MODIFIER (INBOUND)

0000F6         PTEEUSNI DS    XL2                 VTAM USER SENSE INFO (INBOUND)

0000F8         PTEESSNO DS    XL1                 VTAM SENSE INFO (OUTBOUND)

0000F9         PTEESSMO DS    XL1                 VTAM SENSE MODIFIER (OUTBOUND)

0000FA         PTEEUSNO DS    XL2                 VTAM USER SENSE INFO (OUTBOUND)

0000FC         PTEESIGD DS    XL4                 SIGNAL DATA - EXPD-FLOW-CMD

        00010  PTEEERRL EQU   *-PTEECOMP  LENGTH OF ERROR INFO FIELDS

000100         PTEELTRN DS    XL1                 VTAM EXIT LOSTTERM REASON CODE

000101         PTEESSN  DS    XL1                 PTERTYP - SELECTED SERV - NORMAL

               *              01                  SERVICE IS - VTAM LOGON RQST

               *              02                  SERVICE IS - ASYNC-SERV-NEEDED

               *              03                  SERVICE IS - VARY-IN-SERV

               *              04                  SERVICE IS - VARY-OUT-SERV

               *              05                  SERVICE IS - HALT

               *              06                  SERVICE IS - TREQ CONNECT

               *              07                  SERVICE IS - TREQ DISCONNECT

               *              08                  SERVICE IS - CONNECT-IN-PROGRESS

               *              09                  SERVICE IS - TREQ WRITE

               *              0A                  SERVICE IS - TREQ READ

               *              0B                  SERVICE IS - PROCESS SDT

               *              0C                  SERVICE IS - PROCESS UNBIND

               *              0D                  SERVICE IS - PROCESS SEND ERROR

               *              0E                  SERVICE IS - PROCESS SEND ABEND

               *              0F                  SERVICE IS - ASYNCRONOUS TRAP

000102         PTEERTYP DS    XL1                 SAVE ORIG RQST BITS (PTERTYP)

000103         PTEECHSV DS    XL1                 SAVE BEGIN STATUS USER CHAINING

000104         PTEESERR DS    XL(PTEEERRL)        SAVE AREA FOR ERROR INFO

               ******** PTE USER FIELDS  --  FOR REPORTING ERROR AND STATUS ********

               ******** INFORMATION BACK TO THE USER                        ********

               ** THIS AREA IS FOR THE SHOWPTE COMMAND AND WILL BE REMOVED WHEN

               ** SUPPORT FOR SHOWPTE IS REMOVED.

               *PTEEURA  DS    0X        USER ERR FLDS - COPY OF ERR FLDS ABOVE

               *                         SHOWPTE NOT SUPPORTED

000114         PTEEADRS DS    0F        ADDRS AND OTHER FULLWORD THINGS

000114                  DS    F          RESERVED FOR FUTURE USE

000118                  DS    F          RESERVED FOR FUTURE USE

00011C         PTEEUBA  DS    F         COPY OF ADDRESS FROM UIOBIND  *P#1127

               *  BEGIN PTF 88-10-1064, PART 1

               *  PTEEQLEN WAS FORMERLY A HALFWORD AT X'1D8' FROM BEGINNING OF PTE.

               *

000120         PTEEQLEN DS    F          LENGTH OF DATA CURRENTLY QUEUED

               *  END PTF 88-10-1064, PART 1

000124         PTEECID  DS    CL4                 ADDRESSING CHARS (CID)

000128         PTEERADR DS    F                   LAST R14 PRIOR TO ERROR OCCURRENCE

00012C         PTEESEQN DS    F                   OUTBOUND SEQ NBR SAVE FLD

000130         PTEERPLA DS    A                   RPL CHAIN ANCHOR

000134         PTEERPLW DS    A                   WAITING RPL CHAIN PTR
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000138         PTEERPRV DS    A                   RECVANY/T300 COMPLETION RPL

00013C         PTEEAOIA DS    A                   ASYNC-OCCUR-IND RETURN ADDR

000140         PTEERSPW DS    A                   AWAITING-RESPONSE RPL NODE ADDR

000144         PTEEEXFW DS    A                   AWAITING-EXPD-FLOW RPL NODE ADDR

000148         PTEEOUTR DS    H                   MAX SEND RU SIZE

00014A         PTEEINRU DS    H                   MAX RECV RU SIZE

00014C         PTEEASYW DS    F                   ADDR RNOD WAITING ASYNC INTERUPT

000150         PTEEWREM DS    H                   NBR BYTES REMAINING TO WRITE

000152                  DS    H                   RESERVED

000154         PTEEWBUF DS    A                   ADDR OF REMAINING WRITE DATA

000158         PTEENBAD DS    A                   ADDR OF NEXT BUFFER ADDR SLOT

00015C         PTEETRPT DS    F                   TRACE POINT INDICATOR

000160                  DS    A                   FOR FUTURE EXPANSION

        00050  PTEEADRL EQU   *-PTEEADRS          LNG OF ADDRS AND FULLWORDS

000164         PTEERPLR DS    16F                 REG SAV AREA FOR WAITING-RPL

               ******** PIPELINE-SPECIFIC FIELDS ********************************

0001A4         PTEEMPLA DS    F                   MSTR PTE ADDR

0001A8         PTEEEXRP DS    H                   EXCEPTION-RESPONSE-COUNT

0001AA         PTEEWCNT DS    H                   WRITE-COUNT

               PTEEPLM  #FLAG X'80'               PIPELINE MSTR PTE

               PTEEPLS  #FLAG X'40'               PIPELINE SUBORDINATE PTE

               PTEEPLT  #FLAG X'20'               PIPELINE SUB-PTE IS TAKEN

0001AC         PTEEPLF1 DS    XL1                 PIPELINE FLAG 1

0001AE         PTEERTLM DS    H                   RETRY LIMIT

               ******************************************************************

0001B0         PTEEUIOA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF UIOCB

0001B4         PTEEMGE  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF MODE GROUP ELEMENT

0001B8         PTEELUE  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF LOGICAL UNIT ELEMENT

0001BC         PTEENMGP DS    A                   NEXT PTE IN MODEENT GROUP

0001C0         PTEESSIG DS    F                   SAVE SIGNAL DATA

0001C4         PTEESII  DS    XL8                 SESSION INSTANCE IDENTIFIER

0001CC         PTEEPRID DS    XL8                 CURRENT CONVERSATION PROFILE ID

0001D4         PTEEUOW  DS    XL8                 CURRENT CONVERSATION UNIT OF WORK

0001DC         PTEEBUFQ DS    A                   ADDR OF 1ST READ BUFFER IN QUEUE

               * BEGIN PTF 88-10-1064, PART 2

0001E0                  DS    H                   FORMERLY PTEEQLEN, NOW A FULLWORD.

               * END PTF 88-10-1064

0001E2         PTEELLFT DS    H                 / LENGTH OF LU6.2 LOGICAL REC LEFT /

0001E4         PTEELLID DS    H                /  LU6.2 LOGICAL RECORD ID         /

0001E6         PTEETTYP DS    X                   TEMPORARY REQUEST TYPE

0001E7         PTEEATR  DS    X                   ASYNCH TRAP IND (SEE PTEEAOI)

0001E8         PTEESVRS DS    XL8                 SAVE RPL INFO FOR LATER RESPONSE

0001F0         PTEESVSQ DS    XL2                 SAVE SEQ NUMBER FOR LATER RESPONSE

               PTEESGR  #FLAG X'80'               SIGNAL RECEIVED

               PTEEFLT  #FLAG X'40'               FREE LTE IS REQUIRED

               PTEEWUB  #FLAG X'20'               WAITING FOR UNBIND

               PTEEUBR  #FLAG X'10'               UNBIND RECEIVED

               PTEECVL  #FLAG X'08'               CONVERSATION STARTED BY LOCAL

               PTEECVR  #FLAG X'04'               CONVERSATION STARTED BY REMOTE

               PTEECVA  #FLAG PTEECVLM+PTEECVRM   CONVERSATION IN PROG ON SESSION

               PTEERCF  #FLAG X'02'               CONFIRM RECV'D (NOT PROCESSED YET)

               PTEENRS  #FLAG X'01'               NEGATIVE RESPONSE ALREADY SENT

0001F2         PTEEFLG7 DS    X
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               PTEEMAP  #FLAG X'80'               ON= MAPPED CONVERSATION;OFF= BASIC

               PTEEPUR  #FLAG X'40'               PURGE QUEUED DATA

               PTEEFH5  #FLAG X'20'               FMH-5 ALLOCATE REQUEST RECEIVED

               PTEE1ST  #FLAG X'10'               MASTER'S FIRST READ FOR TASK CODE

               PTEEMGI  #FLAG X'08'               MODE GROUP NEEDS INITIALIZATION

               PTEEERP  #FLAG X'04'               EXPECTING ERP MSG AFTER RESP 0846

               PTEEF5S  #FLAG X'02'               SENDING LU6.2 FMH-5

               PTEEF7S  #FLAG X'01'               SENDING LU6.2 FMH-7

               PTEEFS6  #FLAG PTEEF5SM+PTEEF7SM   SENDING LU6.2 FMH

0001F3         PTEEFLG8 DS    X

               PTEESPC  #FLAG X'80'               CONTINUE RECEIVE SPECIFIC MODE

               PTEESPR  #FLAG X'40'               RETURN TO RECEIVE SPECIFICS

               PTEEANY  #FLAG X'20'               ON=RECV-ANY MODE;OFF=RECV-SPEC

               PTEERM0  #FLAG X'10'               RESTORE PTEMAXR TO ZERO

               PTEESMN  #FLAG X'08'               SEND MODE NEEDED TO SEND ERROR

               PTEESBR  #FLAG X'04'               STOP BRACKETING RECEIVED

               PTEESBS  #FLAG X'02'               STOP BRACKETING SENT

               PTEEXRP  #FLAG X'01'               EXPECTING RESPONSE

0001F4         PTEEFLG9 DS    X

               PTEECBD  #FLAG X'80'               CONNECT SENT BID

               PTEERRR  #FLAG X'40'               READY-TO-RECEIVE CMD RECEIVED

               PTEEGDS  #FLAG X'20'               GDS ID ALREADY IN WRITE BUFFER

               PTEEDCR  #FLAG X'10'               MGE WAIT COUNT DECREMENTED

               PTEEDPP  #FLAG X'08'               DRIVER IS POTENTIAL POSTER OF MGE

               PTEETPP  #FLAG X'04'               USER TASK POTENTIAL POSTER OF MGE

               PTEEPP   #FLAG PTEEDPPM+PTEETPPM   THERE IS A POTENTIAL POSTER OF MGE

               PTEEWVI  #FLAG X'02'               WAITING VARY IN FROM MASTER

               PTEENTC  #FLAG X'01'               ENTER NEXT TASK CODE FROM LINR

0001F5         PTEEFLGA DS    X

               PTEELF   #FLAG X'80'      PRECEDE NEXT WRITE WITH LINE-FEED SEQUENCE

               PTEELLC  #FLAG X'40'               LOGICAL RECORD CONCATINATED

               PTEEWRK  #FLAG X'20'               TEMPORARY WORK FLAG

               PTEEIVR  #FLAG X'10'               PTERM HAS INTERVENTION REQUIRED

               PTEELIU  #FLAG X'08'               LTE MAY STILL BE IN USE.

               PTEEFSR  #FLAG X'04'               FIRST SEND/RECEIVE FOR CONVERSATION

               PTEELOCK #FLAG X'02'               PTE CANNOT BE USED FOR NEW TASK

0001F6         PTEEFLGB DS    X

0001F7         PTEEFLGC DS    X

0001F8         PTEEFLGD DS    X

0001F9         PTEESSCL DS    X                   CURRENT SESSION SYNC LEVEL

0001FA         PTEECSCL DS    X                   CURRENT CONVERSATION SYNC LEVEL

               ****  WHAT RECEIVED - INTERNAL ONLY ****

               PTEEDTA   #FLAG X'80'               DATA

               PTEEROR   #FLAG X'40'               ERROR  (SEND_ERROR RECEIVED)

               PTEELAS   #FLAG X'20'               DEALLOCATE   (SEND LAST RECEIVED)

               PTEECHD   #FLAG X'10'               CHANGE DIRECTION  (TIME TO SEND)

               PTEECFR   #FLAG X'08'               CONFIRM  (CONFIRMATION REQUESTED)

               PTEESGN   #FLAG X'04'               SIGNAL  (REQUEST_TO_SEND RECEIVED)

               PTEESCP   #FLAG X'02'               SYNCPOINT (TAKE_SYNCPOINT)

               PTEERLL   #FLAG X'01'               SYNCPOINT ROLLBACK REQUIRED

0001FB         PTEEWREC  DS    X                   WHAT RECEIVED

               PTEEFMD   #FLAG X'80'               DATA CONTAINS FMH

               PTEEDAC   #FLAG X'40'               DATA_COMPLETE (OFF = INCOMPLETE)
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0001FC         PTEEDATF  DS    X                   DATA TYPE FLAG

               ***********************************

0001FD         PTEEBIND DS    XL256               BIND AREA FOR LOGICAL UNITS

        00100  PTEEBINL EQU   *-PTEEBIND          LNG OF BIND AREA

0002FD         PTEEDEVC DS    CL8                 FOR VTAM DEVCHAR

        00008  PTEEDEVL EQU   *-PTEEDEVC          LNG OF DEVCHAR

000308         PTEE62   DS    7F                  RESERVED

000324                  DS    H                   RESERVED

        00268  PTEEXLEN EQU   (((*+7)-PTEX)/8)*8  LENGTH OF EXTENSION

               *********************************************************************

               * EXTENSION FOR APPC EMULATOR PTERMS

               *********************************************************************

000326                  ORG   PTEX          SET ORIGIN FOR EXTENSION

               ***

               *** PRESENTATION SERVICES VARIABLES

               ***

0000C0         PTEFPSIP DS    3A            CURRENT INPUT PU BUFFER START/NEXT/END

0000CC         PTEFPSOP DS    3A            CURRENT OUTPUT PU BUFFER START/NEXT/END

0000D8         PTEFLOGD DS    A             ADDRESS OF INCOMING LOG MESSAGE BUFFER

0000DC         PTEFR6A  DS    A             R6 AT ENTRY TO INSSNSLG/EXTSNSLG

0000E0         PTEFR6B  DS    A             R6 AT ENTRY TO INSPU/EXTPU

0000E4         PTEFR6C  DS    A             R6 AT ENTRY TO WRITEPU/READPU

0000E8         PTEFPR23 DS    2A            SAVE AREA FOR REGS 2 AND 3

0000F0         PTEFPUSZ DS    2F            PU SIZE (2ND WORD USED BY #GETSCR)

0000F8         PTEFPLEN DS    H             LENGTH OF REST OF CURRENT PUB

0000FA         PTEF#IPU DS    H             NUMBER OF INPUT PU'S STAGED TO SCRATCH

0000FC         PTEF#OPU DS    H             NUMBER OF OUTPUT PU'S STAGED TO SCRATCH

0000FE         PTEFLPUB DS    X             TYPE OF LAST INPUT PUB EXAMINED

0000FF         PTEFPSTA DS    X             STATE OF PRESENTATION SERVICES FOR PTERM

        00001  PTEFSEND  EQU   X'01'          SEND

        00002  PTEFRECV  EQU   X'02'          RECEIVE

        00004  PTEFCONF  EQU   X'04'          CONFIRM

        00008  PTEFDEAL  EQU   X'08'          DEALLOCATED

               PTEFICD  #FLAG X'01'         INCOMING CHANGE-DIRECTION

000100         PTEFICDI DS    0XL1

        00001  PTEFICDM EQU   X'01'

               PTEFIDE  #FLAG X'02'         INCOMING DEALLOCATE

000100         PTEFIDEI DS    0XL1

        00002  PTEFIDEM EQU   X'02'

               PTEFIRS  #FLAG X'04'         INCOMING REQUEST-TO-SEND

000100         PTEFIRSI DS    0XL1

        00004  PTEFIRSM EQU   X'04'

               PTEFIEP  #FLAG X'08'         INCOMING ERROR-PURGE

000100         PTEFIEPI DS    0XL1

        00008  PTEFIEPM EQU   X'08'

               PTEFIAP  #FLAG X'10'         INCOMING ABEND-PURGE

000100         PTEFIAPI DS    0XL1

        00010  PTEFIAPM EQU   X'10'

               PTEFIDP  #FLAG PTEFIDEM+PTEFIEPM+PTEFIAPM  INCOMING DEALLOC OR PURGE

000100         PTEFIDPI DS    0XL1

        0001A  PTEFIDPM EQU   PTEFIDEM+PTEFIEPM+PTEFIAPM

000100         PTEFIPUF DS    X             MOST RECENT INPUT PUHFLAGS

               PTEFOCD  #FLAG X'01'         OUTGOING CHANGE-DIRECTION
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000101         PTEFOCDI DS    0XL1

        00001  PTEFOCDM EQU   X'01'

               PTEFODE  #FLAG X'02'         OUTGOING DEALLOCATE PENDING

000101         PTEFODEI DS    0XL1

        00002  PTEFODEM EQU   X'02'

               PTEFORS  #FLAG X'04'         OUTGOING REQUEST-TO-SEND PENDING

000101         PTEFORSI DS    0XL1

        00004  PTEFORSM EQU   X'04'

               PTEFOEP  #FLAG X'08'         OUTGOING ERROR-PURGE PENDING

000101         PTEFOEPI DS    0XL1

        00008  PTEFOEPM EQU   X'08'

               PTEFOAP  #FLAG X'10'         OUTGOING ABEND-PURGE PENDING

000101         PTEFOAPI DS    0XL1

        00010  PTEFOAPM EQU   X'10'

000101         PTEFOPUF DS    X             PUHFLAG FOR NEXT OUTGOING PU

               PTEFDAT  #FLAG X'80'         DATA

000102         PTEFDATI DS    0XL1

        00080  PTEFDATM EQU   X'80'

               PTEFERR  #FLAG X'40'         ERROR

000102         PTEFERRI DS    0XL1

        00040  PTEFERRM EQU   X'40'

               PTEFLST  #FLAG X'20'         DEALLOCATE

000102         PTEFLSTI DS    0XL1

        00020  PTEFLSTM EQU   X'20'

               PTEFCD   #FLAG X'10'         SEND

000102         PTEFCDI  DS    0XL1

        00010  PTEFCDM  EQU   X'10'

               PTEFCFM  #FLAG X'08'         CONFIRM

000102         PTEFCFMI DS    0XL1

        00008  PTEFCFMM EQU   X'08'

               PTEFSIG  #FLAG X'04'         REQUEST-TO-SEND

000102         PTEFSIGI DS    0XL1

        00004  PTEFSIGM EQU   X'04'

000102         PTEFWREC DS    X             WHAT_RECEIVED

               PTEFDTC  #FLAG X'40'         DATA_COMPLETE

000103         PTEFDTCI DS    0XL1

        00040  PTEFDTCM EQU   X'40'

000103         PTEFDATF DS    X             DATA TYPE FLAG

               PTEFDPS  #FLAG X'01'         DISPATCH PS (SET BY TS)

000104         PTEFDPSI DS    0XL1

        00001  PTEFDPSM EQU   X'01'

               PTEFWTS  #FLAG X'02'         PRESENTATION SERVICES IS WAITING FOR TS

000104         PTEFWTSI DS    0XL1

        00002  PTEFWTSM EQU   X'02'

               PTEFPRS  #FLAG X'04'         PENDING REQUEST-TO-SEND

000104         PTEFPRSI DS    0XL1

        00004  PTEFPRSM EQU   X'04'

               PTEFTT   #FLAG X'08'         TASK IS TERMINATING

000104         PTEFTTI  DS    0XL1

        00008  PTEFTTM  EQU   X'08'

               PTEFTTA  #FLAG X'10'         TASK IS TERMINATING ABNORMALLY

000104         PTEFTTAI DS    0XL1

        00010  PTEFTTAM EQU   X'10'
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               PTEFWMV  #FLAG X'20'         WAIT FOR MSTR TO VARY PTERM IN SERVICE

000104         PTEFWMVI DS    0XL1

        00020  PTEFWMVM EQU   X'20'

               PTEFFCD  #FLAG X'40'         PS WANTS TO FORCE A CHANGE OF DIRECTION

000104         PTEFFCDI DS    0XL1

        00040  PTEFFCDM EQU   X'40'

               PTEFPSA  #FLAG X'80'         PRESENTATION SERVICES IS ACTIVE

000104         PTEFPSAI DS    0XL1

        00080  PTEFPSAM EQU   X'80'

000104                  DS    X             FLAG

000105         PTEFUCM2 DS    X             EXTENDED COMPLETION CODE

               PTEFHPS  #FLAG X'01'         HALT PRESENTATION SERVICES FOR THIS TERM

000106         PTEFHPSI DS    0XL1

        00001  PTEFHPSM EQU   X'01'

               PTEFFLN  #FLAG X'02'         #FREELTE NEEDED

000106         PTEFFLNI DS    0XL1

        00002  PTEFFLNM EQU   X'02'

               PTEFABT  #FLAG X'04'         TS IS ABORTING

000106         PTEFABTI DS    0XL1

        00004  PTEFABTM EQU   X'04'

               PTEFTOF  #FLAG X'40'         TS OUTPUT BUFFER IS FULL (HAS DATA IN IT

000106         PTEFTOFI DS    0XL1

        00040  PTEFTOFM EQU   X'40'

               PTEFPIF  #FLAG X'80'         PS INPUT BUFFER IS FULL (HAS DATA IN IT)

000106         PTEFPIFI DS    0XL1

        00080  PTEFPIFM EQU   X'80'

000106                  DS    X             FLAG

000107                  DS    X             *UNUSED*

000108         PTEFSENS DS    XL4           ERROR SENSE CODE

00010C         PTEFPS@  DS    A             ADDR AT WHICH TO DISPATCH PS

000110         PTEFUIOA DS    A             ADDR OF USER I/O COMMUNICATIONS BLOCK

000114         PTEFAPUB DS    A             ADDR OF COPY OF ALLOCATE PUB

               ***

               *** TRANSMISSION SERVICES VARIABLES

               ***

000118         PTEFTSIP DS    3A            CURRENT INPUT PU BUFFER START/NEXT/END

000124         PTEFTSOP DS    3A            CURRENT OUTPUT PU BUFFER START/NEXT/END

000130         PTEFTECB DS    A             ADDR OF ECB TS IS WAITING ON

000134         PTEFTS@  DS    A             ADDR AT WHICH TO DISPATCH TS

000138         PTEFR6M  DS    A             REG 6 AT ENTRY TO OWNDIAL/DDSDIAL

00013C         PTEFOPTE DS    A             ADDR OF ASSOCIATED PTERM

000140         PTEFTYPE DS    X             TYPE OF EMULATED APPC HALF-SESSION

        00004  PTEFOWN1  EQU  X'04'         LU=OWN ALLOCATOR

        00008  PTEFOWN2  EQU  X'08'         LU=OWN ALLOCATEE

        0000C  PTEFDDS1  EQU  X'0C'         LU=DDSNODE ALLOCATOR

        00010  PTEFDDS2  EQU  X'10'         LU=DDSNODE ALLOCATEE

        00014  PTEFPC2   EQU  X'14'         PERSONAL COMPUTER ALLOCATEE

               PTEFDTS  #FLAG X'01'         DISPATCH TS

000141         PTEFDTSI DS    0XL1

        00001  PTEFDTSM EQU   X'01'

               PTEFWPS  #FLAG X'02'         TRANSMISSION SERVICES IS WAITING FOR PS

000141         PTEFWPSI DS    0XL1

        00002  PTEFWPSM EQU   X'02'
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               PTEFWEC  #FLAG X'04'         TRANSMISSION SERVICES IS WAITING ON ECB

000141         PTEFWECI DS    0XL1

        00004  PTEFWECM EQU   X'04'

               PTEFWOW  #FLAG X'08'         TS WAITING FOR OWN PARTNER TO DISPATCH

000141         PTEFWOWI DS    0XL1

        00008  PTEFWOWM EQU   X'08'

               PTEF1ST  #FLAG X'40'         FIRST I/O OF SESSION

000141         PTEF1STI DS    0XL1

        00040  PTEF1STM EQU   X'40'

               PTEFTSA  #FLAG X'80'         TRANSMISSION SERVICES IS ACTIVE

000141         PTEFTSAI DS    0XL1

        00080  PTEFTSAM EQU   X'80'

000141                  DS    X             FLAG

000142         PTEFTSTA DS    X             TRANSMISSION STATE (RECV OR SEND)

000143         PTEFLSQ  DS    C             LAST SEQUENCE NUMBER ( PERSONAL COMPUTER)

000144         PTEFWORK DS    2A            TEMPORARY WORK SPACE

00014C                  DS    5A            **NOT USED**

        000A0  PTEFXLEN EQU   ((*+7-PTEX)/8)*8  LENGTH OF EXTENSION

#QCEDS

                        COPY #QCEDS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***   QCE:   QUEUE CONTROL ELEMENT                                  ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         QCE      DSECT                                                04/24/95

000000         QCEQNAME DS    CL16                QUEUE NAME

000010         QCECDBK  DS    CL4                 CURRENT DBKEY

000014         QCENDBK  DS    CL4                 NEXT DBKEY

000018         QCEPDBK  DS    CL4                 PRIOR DBKEY

00001C         QCEQDEA  DS    A                   POSSIBLE ADDRESS OF A QDE, IF

               *                                  EXTANT, 0 IF NONE CONNECTED.

000020         QCELDBK  DS    F                   HIGHEST DBKEY OF MEMBER.

000024         QCECURCT DS    H                   # RECS PUT ON Q SINCE LAST COMMIT

               QCEFSRD  #FLAG X'80'               SECHECK AUTH=READ DONE  *CRM880705*

000026         QCEFSRDI DS    0XL1

        00080  QCEFSRDM EQU   X'80'

               QCEFSUD  #FLAG X'40'               SECHECK AUTH=UPDATE DONE       "

000026         QCEFSUDI DS    0XL1

        00040  QCEFSUDM EQU   X'40'

               QCEFSDD  #FLAG X'20'               SECHECK AUTH=DELETE DONE       "

000026         QCEFSDDI DS    0XL1
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        00020  QCEFSDDM EQU   X'20'

               QCEFSRA  #FLAG X'08'               SECHECK AUTH=READ AUTHORIZED   "

000026         QCEFSRAI DS    0XL1

        00008  QCEFSRAM EQU   X'08'

               QCEFSUA  #FLAG X'04'               SECHECK AUTH=UPDATE AUTHORIZED "

000026         QCEFSUAI DS    0XL1

        00004  QCEFSUAM EQU   X'04'

               QCEFSDA  #FLAG X'02'               SECHECK AUTH=DELETE AUTHORIZED "

000026         QCEFSDAI DS    0XL1

        00002  QCEFSDAM EQU   X'02'

000026         QCEFLAG1 DS    XL1                 FLAG BYTE #1            *CRM880705*

               QCEFDEL  #FLAG X'80'               LAST UPDATE WAS DELETE QUEUE.

000027         QCEFDELI DS    0XL1

        00080  QCEFDELM EQU   X'80'

               QCEFDER  #FLAG X'40'               Last upd was delete record.    QQ2

000027         QCEFDERI DS    0XL1

        00040  QCEFDERM EQU   X'40'

               QCEFDEC  #FLAG X'20'               Delete queue since last syncpt R170

000027         QCEFDECI DS    0XL1

        00020  QCEFDECM EQU   X'20'

               QCEFSVP  #FLAG X'E0'               Savepoint-related flags        R170

000027         QCEFSVPI DS    0XL1

        000E0  QCEFSVPM EQU   X'E0'

               QCEFDQC  #FLAG X'08'               Delete QCE                     R170

000027         QCEFDQCI DS    0XL1

        00008  QCEFDQCM EQU   X'08'

000027         QCEFLAG2 DS    XL1                 FLAG BYTE #2

000028         QCESVPT1 DS    XL(QCESVPEL)        One embedded savepoint

00003C         QCESVPL  DS    H                   Savepoint level

00003E         QCE#SVPE DS    H                   # of entries in savepoint table

000040         QCESVPTB DS    A                   -->Savepoint table

000044                  DS    2F                  *** UNUSED ***

        0004C  QCEDSLEN EQU   *-QCE               LENGTH OF DSECT IN BYTES

Offset  Value 

 

        0002C  QCESVPMX EQU   44                  Maximum number of savepoint levels.

               *  Savepoint table entry

        00000  QCESCDBK EQU   0,4,C'F'            CURRENT DBKEY

        00004  QCESNDBK EQU   4,4,C'F'            NEXT DBKEY

        00008  QCESPDBK EQU   8,4,C'F'            PRIOR DBKEY

        0000C  QCESLDBK EQU   12,4,C'F'           HIGHEST DBKEY OF MEMBER.

        00010  QCESCCT  EQU   16,2,C'H'           # RECS PUT ON Q SINCE LAST COMMIT

        00012  QCESFLG2 EQU   18,1,C'X'           FLAG BYTE #2

        00013  QCESFILL EQU   19,1,C'X'           - reserved -

        00014  QCESVPEL EQU   QCESFILL+1-QCESCDBK

#QDEDS

                        COPY #QDEDS

               **********************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***

               *** QDE:   QUEUE DEFINITION ELEMENT DSECT                          ***
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               ***                                                                ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               **********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         QDE      DSECT                                                04/06/99

000000         QDEQUEID DS    CL16                QUEUE NAME.

000010         QDEOWNID DS    CL18                OWNER ID

000022         QDECURCT DS    H                   CURRENT COUNT OF RECORDS IN QUEUE

000024         QDETHRCT DS    H                   THRESHOLD COUNT FOR AUTO TASK INIT

000026         QDEMAXCT DS    H                   UPPER LIMIT ON QUEUE SIZE

               QDEOUTS  #FLAG X'80'               QUEUE OUT OF SERVICE

               QDETSKI  #FLAG X'40'               TASK HAS BEEN INITIATED

               QDEDYNA  #FLAG X'20'               QDE WAS DYNAMICALLY ALLOCATED

               QDELCL   #FLAG X'10'               QDE represents a local Queue

000028         QDEFLAG1 DS    X                   FLAG BYTE 1

000029         QDEYRC   DS    X                   Binary Year created

00002A         QDEDAYC  DS    H                   Binary Day created

00002C         QDERETAN DS    X                   RETENTION PERIOD, NUMBER OF DAYS

        000FF  QDE4EVER EQU   255                 RETAINED FOREVER, OR TIL DELETED

00002D                  DS    X                   - reserved -

000030                  DS    0F                  Ensure fullword alignment.

000030         QDETSKCD DS    CL8                 Task Code

        00038  QDECFLEN EQU   ((*-QDE+3)/4)*4     Length to go in coupling facility

000038         QDETDEA  DS    A                   POINTER TO TASK TO BE INITIATED

00003C         QDESTATA DS    A                   ADDR OF STATISTICS BLOCK

000040         QDESCCAT DS    F                   RESERVED FOR SECURITY CATEGORY

               *                                  MAINTAINED ONLY FOR DYNAMIC QDES

000044         QDEUSRWA DS    CL8                 USER WORK AREA

00004C         QDEECBA  DS    A                   POINTER TO QUEUE TASK ECB

000050         QDEUSEWT DS    0D                  Next 2 words must be on D boudary

000050         QDEUSECT DS    F                   COUNT OF TASKS USING THIS QDE.

000054         QDEWATCT DS    F                   COUNT OF TASKS waiting for QDE.

000058         QDEQWEA  DS    A                   Address of QWE

00005C         QDELOCKW DS    A                   Lock anchor for QDE.

000060         QDEINTA  DS    A                   Interest anchor

               QDEGLOK  #FLAG X'80'               QDE is locked for coupling facility

               QDEGLKR  #FLAG X'40'               QDE Global lock request active

               QDENEW   #FLAG X'20'               Newly created QDE

               QDEGINT  #FLAG X'10'               Global interests in queue

000064         QDEFLAG2 DS    X                   Flag byte 2

000065                  DS    XL3                 - reserved -

000068         QDEATTSK DS    A                   Attaching or attached threshold TCE

00006C                  DS    F                   Reserved

        00070  QDEDSLEN EQU   ((*-QDE+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF QUEUE ELEMENT ENTRY

#QDTDS
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                    COPY #QDTDS 

               **********************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***

               *** QDT:   QUEUE DEFINITION TABLE HEADER DSECT                     ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               **********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value

 

000000         QDT      DSECT

000000         QDTN     DS    H                   NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN TABLE.

000002         QDTELEN  DS    H                   LENGTH IN BYTES OF ONE ENTRY.

000004         QDTKEYOF DS    H                   OFFSET IN BYTES OF KEY IN ENTRY.

000006         QDTKEYL  DS    XL1                 LENGTH OF KEY IN BYTES.

               *

               QDTNDX   #FLAG X'80'               TABLE IS INDEXED.

               QDTLIN   #FLAG X'40'               TABLE TO BE SEARCHED LINEARLY.

               QDTBIN   #FLAG X'20'               TABLE TO BE SEARCHED BINARILY.

               QDTHASH  #FLAG X'10'               TABLE IS HASHED.

000007         QDTFLAG  DS    XL1                 FLAG BYTE.

               *

000008         QDTSTART DS    A                   ADDR OF FIRST ELEMENT.

00000C         QDTTBLEN DS    A                   LNGTH OF ENTIRE QDT AREA

               *

               QDTSNGL  #FLAG X'80'               Single-thread queue processing

               QDTQGLB  #FLAG X'40'               Global queues may be active

               QDTINIT  #FLAG X'20'               Init completed

               QDTREFR  #FLAG X'10'               Refresh completed            R160

               QDTRSYN  #FLAG X'08'               Resync has executed          R160

               QDTGRST  #FLAG X'04'               Group restart                R160

               QDTFAIL  #FLAG X'02'               Failure during resync.       R160

               QDTDBUG  #FLAG X'01'               Trace QUEM requests.         R160

000010         QDTFLAG2 DS    XL1                 Flags

000011                  DS    X                   - reserved -

000012         QDT#TRYS DS    H                   Service tries (5's the limit)R160

000014         QDTSTECB DS    3F                  Single thread ECB

000020         QDTLOCK  DS    F                   Protected update lock anchor R150

        00032  QDTNUL#  EQU   50                  Number of null QDEs to allocate

               *                                    for dynamic queues

000024         QDTQRMI  DS    F                   QUEM's RMI Handle.           R160

               * QDT#QDE is valid only when working on a copy of the QDT       R180

        00024  QDT#QDE  EQU   QDTQRMI             Number of entries (QDEs)     R180

000028         QDTRLEA  DS    2F                  Queue's needing attention    R160

000030         QDTGLTIM DS    XL8                 CF list refresh timestamp    R160

000038         QDTSVCE  DS    F                   Service lock word            R160

00003C                  DS    F

000040         QDTDYNRT DS    X                   Dynamic Queue reten. period  R180

000041         QDTMSGRT DS    X                   Message retention period     R180

        00048  QDTDSLEN EQU   ((*-QDT+7)/8)*8
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#QWEDS

                        COPY #QWEDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***   QWE:   QUEUE WAIT ELEMENT                                   ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         QWE      DSECT                                           05/26/79

000000         QWENEXTA DS    A                   NEXT QWE IN CSA CHAIN.

000004         QWEUSECT DS    F                   NUMBER OF TASKS WAITING.

000008         QWEECB   DS    F                   ECB FOR WAITING.

00000C         QWEQNAME DS    CL16                QUEUE BEING WAITED ON.

        0001C  QWEDSLEN EQU   *-QWE               LENGTH OF DSECT IN BYTES

#RCADS

                        COPY #RCADS

               **********************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***

               *** RCA:   RESOURCE CONTROL AREA HEADER DSECT                      ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               **********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         RCA      DSECT                                                07/19/95

               *                RLE related fields

000000         RCARLBA  DS    A                   A(first RLE in this block)

000004         RCARLNXA DS    A                   A(next block for RLE's)

000008         RCARLFA  DS    D                   A(first available RLE in pool)

000010         RCARLNUM DS    F                   Number of RLE's in pool

000014         RCARLINU DS    F                   Number of RLE's in use

000018         RCARLTHR DS    F                   Number of RLE's in threshold

00001C         RCARLNUX DS    F                   Number of RLE's in this block

000020         RCARLBLK DS    H                   Number of blocks for RLE's

000022         RCARLMXB DS    H                   Maximum number of blocks for RLE's
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000024         RCARLCK  DS    A                   Lock word for RLE's and RCE's

000028                  DS    2F                  Reserved

               *                RCE related fields

000030         RCARCBA  DS    A                   A(first RCE in this block)

000034         RCARCNXA DS    A                   A(next block for RCE's)

000038         RCARCFA  DS    D                   A(first available RCE in pool)

000040         RCARCNUM DS    F                   Number of RCE's in pool

000044         RCARCINU DS    F                   Number of RCE's in use

000048         RCARCTHR DS    F                   Number of RCE's in threshold

00004C         RCARCNUX DS    F                   Number of RCE's in this block

000050         RCARCBLK DS    H                   Number of blocks for RCE's

000052         RCARCMXB DS    H                   Maximum number of blocks for RCE's

000054                  DS    3F                  Reserved

               *                DPE related fields

000060         RCADPBA  DS    A                   A(first DPE in this block)

000064         RCADPNXA DS    A                   A(next block for DPE's)

000068         RCADPFA  DS    A                   A(first available DPE in pool)

00006C         RCADLCK  DS    A                   Lock word for DPE's

000070         RCADPNUM DS    F                   Number of DPE's in pool

000074         RCADPINU DS    F                   Number of DPE's in use

000078         RCADPTHR DS    F                   Number of DPE's in threshold

00007C         RCADPNUX DS    F                   Number of DPE's in this block

000080         RCADPBLK DS    H                   Number of blocks for DPE's

000082         RCADPMXB DS    H                   Maximum number of blocks for DPE's

000084                  DS    3F                  Reserved

               *                ILE related fields

000090         RCAILBA  DS    A                   A(first ILE in this block)

000094         RCALKSTA DS    A                   A(RHDCLOCK statistics area)

000098         RCAILFA  DS    D                   A(first available ILE in pool)

0000A0         RCAILNUM DS    F                   Number of ILE's in pool

0000A4         RCAILINU DS    F                   Number of ILE's in use

0000A8         RCAILTHR DS    F                   Number of ILE's in threshold

0000AC         RCAILHWM DS    F                   High water mark

0000B0                  DS    4F                  Reserved

               *

        000C0  RCADSLEN EQU   ((*-RCA+15)/16)*16  Length of RCA dsect

               **********************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***

               *** RCAX:  RESOURCE CONTROL AREA EXTENSION DSECT                   ***

Offset  Value 

 

               ***                                                                ***

               **********************************************************************

000000         RCAX     DSECT

               *

000000         RCAXEYEC DS    CL4                 RCAX Eye catcher

000004         RCAXNXA  DS    A                   A(next block for this resource)

000008         RCAXNUX  DS    F                   Number of entries in this block

               *

               RCAXRLE  #FLAG X'80'               RCA extension for RLE's

               RCAXRCE  #FLAG X'40'               RCA extension for RCE's

               RCAXDPE  #FLAG X'20'               RCA extension for DPE's

00000C         RCAXFLAG DS    X                   Flags
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00000D                  DS    XL3                 Reserved

               *

        00010  RCAXDSLN EQU   ((*-RCAX+15)/16)*16 Length of RCAX dsect

               *

000010         RCAXRBA  DS    0A                  A(first resource in this block)

               **********************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***

               *** DPE:   DEADLOCK PREVENTION ELEMENT DSECT                       ***

               ***                                                                ***

               **********************************************************************

000000         DPE      DSECT

               DPELONG  #FLAG X'80'               IF SET, THIS IS LONG-TERM DPE.

               DPELTE   #FLAG X'40'               DPE BELONGS TO LTE

               DPEHTE   #FLAG X'20'               DPE BELONGS TO HTE  (OBSOLETE)

               DPENDCE  #FLAG DPELTEM+DPEHTEM     DPE DOES NOT BELONG TO DCE

000000         DPEFLAG  DS    XL1                 FLAGS

000001                  DS    XL1                 RESERVED

000002         DPEUCTR  DS    H                   USAGE COUNTER

               *

000004         DPEECBA  DS    0A                  ECB 'OWNER' POINTER.

000004         DPENXTFR DS    A                   NEXT FREE DPE IN FREE LIST.

               *

000008         DPEECBNA DS    A                   NEXT DPE IN ECB'S LIST.

               *

00000C         DPELTEA  DS    0A                  ADDR OF OWNER LTE, OR

00000C         DPEDCEA  DS    0A                                DCE.

00000C         DPEOWNER DS    A                   ADDRESS OF OWNER

               *

000010         DPELTENA DS    0A                  NEXT DPE IN LTE'S, OR

000010         DPEDCENA DS    0A                              DCE'S LIST.

000010         DPENXTA  DS    A                   NEXT DPE IN DCE/LTE LIST

               *

000014         DPELTEPA DS    0A                  PRIOR DPE IN LTE'S, OR

000014         DPEDCEPA DS    0A                               DCE'S LIST.

000014         DPEPRIA  DS    A                   PRIOR DPE IN DCE/LTE LIST

               *

        00018  DPEDSLEN EQU   ((*-DPE+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF DPE.

               **********************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***

               *** RLE:   RESOURCE LINK ELEMENT DSECT                             ***

               ***                                                                ***

               **********************************************************************

000000         RLE      DSECT

               RLEEND   #FLAG X'80'               END OF RLE CHAIN

000000         RLENXTA  DS    A                   NEXT RLE IN CHAIN

000004         RLEPRIA  DS    A                   PRIOR RLE IN CHAIN.

000008         RLERCEA  DS    A                   ADDR OF RCE.

        0000C  RLEDSLEN EQU   *-RLE               LENGTH OF RLE DSECT.

               **********************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***

               *** RCE:   RESOURCE CONTROL ELEMENT DSECT                          ***

               ***                                                                ***

               **********************************************************************
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000000         RCE      DSECT

Offset  Value 

 

               RCEFREE  #FLAG X'80'               RCE in free chain

000000         RCENXTA  DS    A                   NEXT POINTER IN FREE LIST.

000004                  ORG   RCENXTA

               *

               *   RCE TYPE DEFINITIONS.

               *

        00001  RCETYSTG EQU   1                   STORAGE ELEMENT.

        00002  RCETYPGM EQU   2                   PROGRAM ELEMENT.

        00003  RCETYFIL EQU   3                   FILE CONTROL ELEMENT.

        00004  RCETYSCR EQU   4                   SCRATCH ELEMENT.

        00005  RCETYINR EQU   5                   INTERNAL RUN-UNIT ALLOCATION.

        00006  RCETYQUE EQU   6                   QUEUE ELEMENT.

        00007  RCETYDMP EQU   7                   A CHUNK TO DUMP IF TASK ABENDS.

        00008  RCETYMSG EQU   8                   MESSAGE QUEUE ELEMENT.

        00009  RCETYSON EQU   9                   SIGNON ELEMENT.

        0000A  RCETYENQ EQU   10                  ENQUEUE ELEMENT.

        0000B  RCETYSNG EQU   11                  SINGLE-THREAD RESOURCE ELEMENT.

        0000C  RCETYECB EQU   12                  ECBID ELEMENT.

        0000D  RCETYMDQ EQU   13                  MSG DICT QUEUE ELEMENT.

        0000E  RCETYSLT EQU   14                  Session LTE.

        0000F  RCETYICE EQU   15                  INTERVAL CONTROL ELEMENT.

        00010  RCETYBLL EQU   16                  BLL LIST (COBOL SUPPORT).

        00011  RCETYBMS EQU   17                  BLAST MESSAGE BUFFER.

               *  TYLTR EQU   18                  DDS LONG TERM RESOURCES.  (obsolete)

               *  TYREL EQU   19                  RELOCATABLE STORAGE       (obsolete)

               *  TYOTI EQU   20                  OTP IOP AVAILABLE         (obsolete)

               *  TYOTB EQU   21                  OTP PAGE BUFFER           (obsolete)

               *  TYOTW EQU   22                  OTP SPECIFIC BFR WAIT     (obsolete)

               *  TYOTF EQU   23                  OTP TRESPASSER FEB        (obsolete)

        000FF  RCENINIT EQU   255                 UNINITIALIZED RCE TYPE.

000000         RCETYPE  DS    XL1                 TYPE CODE.

               *

               *   RCE FLAG BYTE DEFINITIONS:

               *

               *

               *      USED IN RCETYPE:       111111111122222

               *                    123456789012345678901234

               *

               *

               *   RCE SINGLE-THREAD RESOURCE TYPE DEFINITIONS.

               *

               *   (S)HE WHO CHANGES THIS LIST IN ANY WAY HAD BEST REFER TO THE

               *   CORRESPONDING LIST IN #CSADS AND MAKE SIMILAR CHANGES!

               *

        00001  RCESNLOD EQU   1               1         LOADER.

        00002  RCESNLOG EQU   2               1         LOG FILE.

        00003  RCESNTLF EQU   3               1         TRAN LOG FILE.

        00004  RCESNSCR EQU   4               1         SCRATCH AREA.

               *

        00004  RCESTHI  EQU   4               1         HIGHEST TYPE YET DEFINED.
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000001         RCESTTYP DS    0XL1            1         TYPE OF RESOURCE.

               *

               *

               *   PROGRAM CONTROL RCE FLAG DEFNITIONS.

               *

               RCEPUSE  #FLAG X'01'  2                PROGRAM IS IN USE BY SOME TAS K.

               RCEDBUG  #FLAG X'02'  2                PROGRAM IS BEING DEBUGGED.

               RCEPOUT  #FLAG X'04'  2                PROGRAM IS CURRENTLY OVERLAID .

               RCEPOVL  #FLAG X'08'  2                PROGRAM MAY BE OVERLAID IF NE C.

               RCEPUSR  #FLAG X'10'  2                PROGRAM IS IN STORAGE POOL

               RCEPUSK  #FLAG X'20'  2                PROGRAM IS IN USER,KEPT STORAGE

               RCEPURG  #FLAG X'80'  2                PROGRAM TO BE PURGED - NEW COPY

000001         RCEPSTAT DS    0XL1   2                PROGRAM STATUS.

               *

               *

               *   STORAGE MANAGEMENT FLAG DEFINITIONS

Offset  Value 

 

               *

               RCEKPST  #FLAG X'80' 1                 STORAGE IS KEPT ACROSS TASKS

000001         RCESPID  DS    0XL1  1                 STORAGE POOL ID.

000001         RCEFLAGS DS    XL1                 FLAG BYTE FOR ALL

               *

000002         RCEUCTR  DS    H                   USAGE COUNT--NUM OF RLES.

               *

000004         RCETSKID DS    F                   TASK ID OF CREATING TASK.

               *

000008         RCE1     DS    F                   FIRST VARIABLE WORD.

00000C         RCE2     DS    F                   SECOND VARIABLE WORD.

000010         RCE3     DS    F                   THIRD VARIABLE WORD.

000014         RCE4     DS    F                   FOURTH VARIABLE WORD.

000018         RCE5     DS    F                   Fifth variable word

00001C         RCE6     DS    F                   Sixth variable word

        00020  RCEDSLEN EQU   *-RCE               LENGTH OF RCE DSECT.

               *

               *   DEFINITIONS OF FIRST WORD OVERLAYS.

               *

               *      USED IN RCETYPE:       111111111122222

               *                    123456789012345678901234

000020                  ORG   RCE1

000008         RCERLEN  DS    0F    12     8        7       RESOURCE LENGTH.

000008         RCESIAA  DS    0F       4                    ADDR OF SCRATCH INDEX AREA

000008         RCEWAITR DS    0F              1             # OF TASKS WAITING FOR RSC

000008         RCEBLLO  DS    0F                   6        PGM RCE OF BLL OWNER

               *

               *   DEFINITIONS OF SECOND WORD OVERLAYS.

               *

               *      USED IN RCETYPE:       111111111122222

               *                    123456789012345678901234

000008                  ORG   RCE2

00000C         RCEECB   DS    0F               2            GENERAL ECB--1 OR 2 WORDS.

00000C         RCEDADDR DS    0A          7         7       ADDR TO DUMP IF TASK ABEND

00000C         RCERSID  DS    0F    1                       SCRATCH ID IF RCEROUT
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00000C         RCERADDR DS    0A    12             6        RESOURCE ADDRESS.

00000C         RCEECEA  DS    0A             0              ENQUEUE CONTROL ELE ADDR.

00000C         RCEICEA  DS    0A                  5         ICE ADDR.

00000C         RCERUHA  DS    0A        5                   INTERNAL RUN UNIT AREA ADR

00000C         RCEMDQA  DS    0A                3           MDQ ADDRESS.

00000C         RCEDBK   DS    0F           8                DATA BASE KEY.

00000C         RCEQCEA  DS    0A         6                  ADDR OF QUEUE CONTROL ELE

00000C         RCEVIBA  DS    0A                 4          VARIABLE SUBSCHEMA ADDRESS

00000C         RCESONA  DS    0A            9               SIGNON ELEMENT ADDRESS.

00000C         RCEODCE  DS    0F              1             ADDR OF OWNER DCE OF RES

               *

               *   DEFINITIONS OF THIRD WORD OVERLAYS.

               *

               *      USED IN RCETYPE:       111111111122222

               *                    123456789012345678901234

00000C                  ORG   RCE3

000010         RCESCMA  DS    0A    1                       SCM address       JDM 6/92

000010         RCEDLEN  DS    0F          7                 LNG OF STG TO DUMP IF ABND

000010         RCEPDEA  DS    0A     2                      ADDRESS OF PDE.

000010         RCETRLEA DS    0A                3           RLE ANCHOR ADDRESS FOR RCE

000010         RCEECBID DS    0CL4             2            SYMBOLIC ECB ID.

000010         RCELTEA  DS    0A       456  9    4          ADDR OF LOGICAL TERM ELE

000010         RCESTECB DS    0A              1             ADDRESS OF ECB OF RESOURCE

000010         RCEBMSNL DS    0A                    7       #LTES QUEUED TO MESSAGE.

000010         RCEBLL1  DS    H                    6        DISP OF FIRST BLL FOR RSRC

000012         RCEBLL2  DS    H                    6        DISP OF 2ND BLL FOR RSRC.

               *

               *   DEFINITIONS OF FOURTH WORD OVERLAYS.

               *

               *      USED IN RCETYPE:       111111111122222

               *                    123456789012345678901234

Offset  Value 

 

000014                  ORG   RCE4

000014         RCESCTA  DS    0A    1                       ADDRESS OF SCT.

000014         RCEPDTA  DS    0A     2                      ADDRESS OF PDT.

000014         RCERUEA  DS    0A        5                   ADDRESS OF RUE IF OVERFLOW

000014         RCETGTA  DS    0A                   6        ADDRESS OF TGT.

               *

               *   Definitions of fifth word overlays:

               *

               *      Used in RCETYPE:       111111111122222

               *                    123456789012345678901234

000014                  ORG   RCE5

000018         RCEPDTXA DS    0A     2                      Address of PDTX.

000018         RCESSCA  DS    0A        5                   SUBSCHEMA CONTROL AREA ADR

               RCEMULT  #FLAG X'80' 1                       Multiple stg. alloc.

               RCEUNIQ  #FLAG X'40' 1                       Mult alloc not allowed

               RCERLOC  #FLAG X'10' 1                       Relocatable storage

               RCECRCY  #FLAG X'08' 1                       Stg. alloc is $*$CURCY

               RCECURF  #FLAG X'04' 1                       CURS is requesting free

               RCEROUT  #FLAG X'01' 1                       Relo stg is "out"

               *
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               *   Definitions of sixth word overlays:

               *

               *      Used in RCETYPE:       111111111122222

               *                    123456789012345678901234

000018                  ORG   RCE6

00001C         RCESTGID DS    0XL4  1                       Symbolic storage id

00001C                  ORG

#RLBDS

                        COPY #RLBDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  RLB: RESOURCE LIMIT BLOCK - TASK RESOURCE LIMITS DEFINITION  ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         RLB      DSECT                                                10/18/90

000000         RLBSTGL  DS    F                   STORAGE LIMIT IN BYTES

000004         RLBCPUL  DS    F                   CPU TIME LIMIT

000008         RLBTIML  DS    F                   WALL CLOCK TIME LIMIT

00000C         RLBLOKL  DS    F                   DB LOCK LIMIT

000010         RLBCALL  DS    F                   DB/DC CALL LIMIT

000014         RLBDIOL  DS    F                   DB I/O LIMIT

000018         RLBRCEL  DS    F                   RCE LIMIT

00001C         RLBRLEL  DS    F                   RLE LIMIT

000020         RLBDPEL  DS    F                   DPE LIMIT

        00024  RLBHIL   EQU   *-RLB               LAST IMPLEMENTED LIMIT

000024                  DS    2F                  RESERVED                JIC041084

00002C         RLBEA    DS    A                   RLB EXTENSION ADDR      JIC041084

        00030  RLBDSLEN EQU   ((*-RLB+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF RLB DSECT

        00009  RLBLCNT  EQU   RLBHIL/4            COUNT OF LIMITS DEFINED

               *********************************************************************

               *                                                                   *

               *  RLBE: RESOURCE LIMIT BLOCK EXTENSION                             *

               *                                                                   *

               *********************************************************************

000000         RLBE     DSECT

000000         RLBESTGC DS    H                   # TIMES STORAGE LIMIT EXCEEDED

000002                  DS    H                   RESERVED

000004         RLBECPUC DS    H                   # TIMES CPU TIME LIMIT EXCEEDED

000006                  DS    H                   RESERVED

000008         RLBETIMC DS    H                   # TIMES WALL TIME LIMIT EXCEEDED

00000A                  DS    H                   RESERVED

00000C         RLBELOKC DS    H                   # TIMES DB LOCK LIMIT EXCEEDED

00000E                  DS    H                   RESERVED
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000010         RLBECALC DS    H                   # TIMES DB/DC CALL LIMIT EXCEEDED

000012                  DS    H                   RESERVED

000014         RLBEDIOC DS    H                   # TIMES DB I/O LIMIT EXCEEDED

000016                  DS    H                   RESERVED

000018         RLBERCEC DS    H                   # TIMES RCE LIMIT EXCEEDED

00001A                  DS    H                   RESERVED

00001C         RLBERLEC DS    H                   # TIMES RLE LIMIT EXCEEDED

00001E                  DS    H                   RESERVED

000020         RLBEDPEC DS    H                   # TIMES DPE LIMIT EXCEEDED

000022                  DS    H                   RESERVED

        00024  RLBEHI   EQU   *-RLBE              LAST IMPLEMENTED LIMIT EXTENSION

000024                  DS    3F                  RESERVED

        00030  RLBEDSLN EQU   ((*-RLBE+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF RLBE DSECT

#RPBDS

                        COPY #RPBDS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      RPB                                                        ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         RPB      DSECT

000000         RPBDSINM DS    CL8                 routing name for DSI

000008         RPBSTAT  DS    CL4                 RPB status

00000C         RPBSAVE  DS    0XL24               RPB save area used in CINT + INTC

00000C         RPBANCH  DS    CL4                 address of the CSA

000010         RPBINIT  DS    CL4                 initialization word

000014         RPBUSTAT DS    CL4                 user status

000018         RPBWORK  DS    3F                  Internal work area

        00024  RPBDSLEN EQU   *-RPB               length of RPB base

#RQCDS

                        COPY #RQCDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  RQC:  REQUEST-UNIT-CTRL IDMS USER COMMUNICATION ELEMENT      ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***
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               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         RQC      DSECT                                            02/17/89

000000         RQCTRL   DS    0CL200                   ENTIRE COMMUNICATION ELEMENT

000000         RQCPNAME DS    CL8                      USER PROGRAM NAME

000008         RQCSTAT  DS    0CL4                     ERROR STATUS

000008         RQCSTAT1 DS    CL2                      ERROR STATUS MAJOR CODE

00000A         RQCSTAT2 DS    CL2                      ERROR STATUS MINOR CODE

00000C         RQCDBKEY DS    F                        DBKEY

000010         RQCNAMES DS    5CL16                    NAMES

000060                  ORG   RQCNAMES

000010         RQCREC   DS    CL16                     RECORD NAME

000020         RQCAREA  DS    CL16                     AREA NAME

000030         RQCERST  DS    CL16                     ERROR SET

000040         RQCERRC  DS    CL16                     ERROR RECORD

000050         RQCERAR  DS    CL16                     ERROR AREA

000060         RQCIDBCM DS    0CL100                   IDBMSCOM

        00060  RQCFLOW  EQU   RQCIDBCM-1+1             LOWEST FUNCTION NUMBER

        000C3  RQCFHIGH EQU   RQCIDBCM-1+100           HIGHEST FUNCTION NUMBER

        0009A  RQCB59   EQU   RQCIDBCM-1+59            BIND RUN-UNIT

        0008F  RQCB48   EQU   RQCIDBCM-1+48            BIND RECORD

        00061  RQCFINI  EQU   RQCIDBCM-1+2             FINISH

        00083  RQCRDYLO EQU   RQCIDBCM-1+36            LOWEST READY FUNCTION

        00088  RQCRDYHI EQU   RQCIDBCM-1+41            HIGHEST READY FUNCTION

        00081  RQCGET   EQU   RQCIDBCM-1+34            GET RECORD

        0008A  RQCOBTN  EQU   RQCIDBCM-1+43            OBTAIN (GET)

        000A2  RQCRBCK  EQU   RQCIDBCM-1+67            ROLLBACK

        000B6  RQCKEEP  EQU   RQCIDBCM-1+87            KEEP CURRENT

        000B7  RQCKEEX  EQU   RQCIDBCM-1+88            KEEP EXCLUSIVE CURRENT

000060         RQCTPARM DS    F                        TP INTERFACE PARM AREA

000064         RQCPARM0 DS    F                        USER PARM 0 AREA

000068         RQCPARM1 DS    F                        USER PARM 1 AREA

00006C         RQCPARM2 DS    F                        USER PARM 2 AREA

000070         RQCPARM3 DS    F                        USER PARM 3 AREA

000074         RQCPARM4 DS    F                        USER PARM 4 AREA

000078         RQCPARM5 DS    F                        USER PARM 5 AREA

00007C         RQCPARM6 DS    F                        USER PARM 6 AREA

000080         RQCPARM7 DS    F                        USER PARM 7 AREA

000084         RQCPARM8 DS    F                        USER PARM 8 AREA

000088         RQCLRE   DS    CL44                     LRE AREA

0000B4         RQCLSINO DS    F                        LOCAL SINON IND

0000B8         RQCLCSAA DS    A                        LOCAL SINON ADDRESS  A(LCSA)

0000BC         RQCSINON DS    F                        RU SINON TO DB INDICATOR

0000C0         RQCVIBA  DS    F                        ADDR OF VIB

0000C4         RQCDRDBK DS    F                        DIRDBKEY

        000C8  RQCDSLEN EQU   *-RQC                    LENGTH OF DSECT

#RRBDS

                        COPY #RRBDS
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               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***   RRB: REPORT REQUEST BLOCK                                   ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         RRB      DSECT                                                08/11/90

000000         RRBRECD  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF PRINT LINE

000004         RRBRPTID DS    XL1                 REPORT ID

               *

               RRBNEWP  #FLAG X'01'               NEWPAGE

               RRBNATV  #FLAG X'02'               NATIVE MODE DATA

               RRBENDR  #FLAG X'04'               END OF REPORT

               RRBDEFC  #FLAG X'08'               USE DEFAULT PRINT CLASS

               RRBDEFB  #FLAG X'10'               USE DEFAULT BUFFER SIZE

               RRBSCR   #FLAG X'20'               PRINT SCREEN CONTENTS

               RRBDEST  #FLAG X'40'               USE DESTINATION INSTEAD OF CLASS

               RRBBATC  #FLAG X'80'               PRINT REQUEST FROM BATCH

               RRBLDNQ  #FLAG X'80'               LINE DATA IS IN NEXT QUEUE BUFFER

000005         RRBOPTNS DS    XL1                 OPTIONS

               *

000006         RRBLEN   DS    H                   LENGTH OF PRINT LINE

               *

               *                                  CONDITIONS THE USER WILL HANDLE

               RRBCNER  #FLAG X'01'               QUEUE I/O ERROR

               RRBCNIN  #FLAG X'02'               INVALID PARAMETER LIST

               RRBCNNP  #FLAG X'04'               NO PRINTERS IN SYSTEM

               RRBCNIT  #FLAG X'08'               INVALID TERMINAL FOR PRINT SCREEN

               RRBCNUN  #FLAG X'10'               INVALID DESTINATION

               RRBCNSC  #FLAG X'20'               TERMINAL I/O ERROR IN PRINT SCREEN

               RRBCOPY  #FLAG X'40'               RRBCOPYS IS VALID

               RRBDIRT  #FLAG X'80'               OPTNS=DIRECT

000008         RRBCOND  DS    XL1                 CONDITIONS CALLER WILL HANDLE

               *

000009         RRBCLASS DS    X                   PRINT CLASS

00000A         RRBBUFSZ DS    H                   QUEUE BUFFER SIZE

00000C         RRBCOPYS DS    X                   NUMBER OF COPIES

00000D         RRBLTEID DS    0CL8                PRINT DIRECT LTE NAME

00000D         RRBDEST  DS    CL8                 DESTINATION NAME

000015                  ORG   RRBDEST

00000D                  DS    XL3

000010         RRBLTEA  DS    A                   PRINT DIRECT LTE ADDRESS

000014                  DS    XL1

000015                  ORG

000015         RRBJOBNM DS    CL8                 USER SUPPLIED JOB NAME FROM BATCH

               *

               RRBWAIT  #FLAG X'01'               OPTN=WAIT FOR DIRECT PRINTER
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               RRBECBA  #FLAG X'02'               CALLER HAS PROVIDED WAIT ECB

               RRBCOUT  #FLAG X'04'               COND=OUTS FOR DIRECT PRINTER

               RRBLTEN  #FLAG X'08'               LTEID IS PRESENT

               RRBLTEA  #FLAG X'10'               LTEADDR IS PRESENT

               RRBCDED  #FLAG X'20'               COND=DEAD FOR DIRECT PRINTER

               RRBCCAN  #FLAG X'40'               COND=CANC FOR DIRECT PRINTER

               RRBCREQ  #FLAG X'80'               COND=REQU FOR DIRECT PRINTER

00001D         RRBOPTN2 DS    XL1                 PRINT DIRECT FLAGS

               RRBALLD  #FLAG X'01'               PRINT TO ALL LTERMS IN DEST

Offset  Value 

 

               RRBHOLD  #FLAG X'02'               HOLD REPORT

               RRBKEEP  #FLAG X'04'               KEEP REPORT AFTER PRINTING

               RRBPSRO  #FLAG X'08'               PRINT SCREEN RESET OFF

00001E         RRBOPTN3 DS    X                       STILL MORE FLAGS

00001F                  DS    X                   RESERVED

000020         RRBECBA  DS    A                   CALLERS ECB ADDRESS

000024         RRBPRTY  DS    X                   PRIORITY OF PRINT

               *

        00028  RRBDSLEN EQU   ((*-RRB+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF DSECT

#RUADS

                        COPY #RUADS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               *** RUA:   SYSTEM RUN UNIT TABLE HEADER DSECT.                    ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         RUA      DSECT                                                10/29/90

000000         RUARUHN  DS    H                   NUMBER OF RUH'S

000002         RUARUHLN DS    H                   LENGTH OF ONE RUH

000004         RUARUHKO DS    H                   OFFSET TO RUH KEY

000006         RUARUHKL DS    X                   LENGTH OF RUH SORT KEY

000007         RUAFLAGT DS    X                   TBLSRCH FLAGS

000008         RUARUHA  DS    A                   START OF RUH'S

00000C         RUALEN   DS    F                   LENGTH OF RUA AND RUH'S FOR DUMP

000010         RUARUEAA DS    A                   START OF THE RUE AREA

000014         RUARUELN DS    F                   LENGTH OF RUE AREA FOR DUMP

        00018  RUADSLEN EQU   ((*-RUA+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF DSECT.

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               *** RUH:   SYSTEM RUN UNIT HEADER DSECT                             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************
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000000         RUH      DSECT

000000         RUHTYPE  DS    X                   MAJOR TYPE FOR THESE RU'S

        00001  RUHRTSCR EQU   1                   OLD SCRATCH RUN UNIT (VESTIGAL)

        00002  RUHRTQUE EQU   2                   QUEUE RUN UNIT

        00003  RUHRTLDR EQU   3                   LOADER RUN UNIT (10.X ONLY)

        00004  RUHRTMSG EQU   4                   MESSAGE DICTIONARY RUN UNIT

        00005  RUHRTSGN EQU   5                   SECURITY - USER CATALOG (SIGNON)

        00006  RUHRTDST EQU   6                   SECURITY - SYSTEM DEFINITION

        00006  RUHRTSDF EQU   6                      SAME AS ABOVE

        00007  RUHRTSRC EQU   7                   DDLDML SOURCE RETRIEVAL

        00008  RUHRTUSR EQU   8                   USER RUN UNITS

        00009  RUHRTSDS EQU   9                   SECURITY - SYSTEM DICTIONARY

        0000A  RUHRTSMR EQU   10                  SCRATCH MANAGEMENT RUN UNIT

        0000B  RUHRTDLD EQU   11                  LOADER   - APPLICATION DICTIONARY

        0000C  RUHRTCLD EQU   12                  LOADER   - SQL (DATABASE CATALOG)

        0000D  RUHRTCAT EQU   13                  SECURITY - SQL (DATABASE CATALOG)

        0000E  RUHRTDIC EQU   14                  SECURITY - APPLICATION DICTIONARY

        0000E  RUHRMAXT EQU   RUHRTDIC            HIGHEST VALID TYPE FOR NOW

000001         RUHDBNAM DS    0CL16               NODE/DBNAME FOR THESE RU'S

000001         RUHNODE  DS    CL8                 NODE NAME FOR THESE RUS

000009         RUHDBN   DS    CL8                 DICTIONARY/DBNAME FOR THESE RUS

000011         RUHSSNAM DS    CL8                 SUBSCHEMA NAME

        00019  RUHKEYLN EQU   *-RUHTYPE           LENGTH OF SORT KEY

               RUHOPEN  #FLAG X'80'               RUN UNITS ARE AVAILABLE

               RUHMSG   #FLAG X'40'               'RU NOT AVAIL' MSG WRITTEN

               RUHUPRE  #FLAG X'20'               TRY UPDATE, THEN RETR IF FAILURE

               RUHNOFL  #FLAG X'10'               DON'T ALLOCATE OVERFLOWS

               RUHNRDY  #FLAG X'08'               DON'T ISSUE READY

               RUHNCMT  #FLAG X'04'               DON'T COMMIT ON FREERU

000019         RUHFLAG1 DS    XL1                 FIRST FLAG BYTE

00001A         RUHNRUE  DS    H                   NUMBER OF PREDEFINED RUE'S

00001C         RUHSDCA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF OWNING SDC

000020         RUHNRUHA DS    A                   NEXT RUH OF THIS TYPE

000024         RUHRUEA  DS    A                   START OF RUE CHAIN

Offset  Value 

 

000028         RUHINACT DS    F                   INACTIVE INTERVAL FOR THESE RUS

00002C         RUHALLOC DS    F                   NUMBER OF RU ALLOCATIONS

000030         RUHFREES DS    F                   NUMBER OF RU FREES

000034         RUHNOVFL DS    F                   NUMBER OF RU OVERFLOWS

000038         RUHNUDEF DS    F                   CNT OF REQUESTS FOR UNDEF RU'S

00003C                  DS    F                   RESERVED

               ***********************************************************************

               *  THE FOLLOWING IS MEANINGFUL FOR SYSTEM RUN UNITS ONLY

               ***********************************************************************

000040         RUHAUSGR DS    XL1                 REQUESTED USAGE MODE

        00025  RUHRETSH EQU   37                  SHARED RETRIEVAL

        00027  RUHRETPR EQU   39                  PROTECTED RETRIEVAL

        00028  RUHRETEX EQU   40                  EXCLUSIVE RETRIEVAL

        00024  RUHUPDSH EQU   36                  SHARED UPDATE (CONCURRENT)

        00026  RUHUPDPR EQU   38                  PROTECTED UPDATE

        00029  RUHUPDEX EQU   41                  EXCLUSIVE UPDATE

000041         RUHAREA  DS    XL18                AREA NAME (BLANK IS ALL)   *PHG SSC*
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000053                  DS    XL3                 RESERVED

        00058  RUHDSLEN EQU   ((*-RUH+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF BASE RUH

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               *** RUE:   SYSTEM RUN UNIT ELEMENT DSECT                            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

000000         RUE      DSECT                            12:45:43 12/21/79

000000 D       RUEID    DC    CL4'RUE*'           EYE CATCH

000004         RUERUEA  DS    A                   NEXT RUE IN RUH-RUE CHAIN

000008         RUEORUHA DS    A                   RUH THAT OWNS THESE RUE'S

00000C         RUERCEA  DS    A                   WHO OWNS THIS RUE?

000010         RUELSTTM DS    F                   TICKER AT LAST COMMIT TIME

000014         RUENALOC DS    F                   NUMBER OF TIMES THIS RU ALLOCATED

000018         RUERECB  DS    3A                  INTERNAL REQUEST ECB (BIND/FINISH)

               RUEUSE   #FLAG X'80'               RUE IS IN USE

               RUEOVFL  #FLAG X'40'               OVERFLOW RUE

               RUEOPEN  #FLAG X'20'               RUE IS BOUND

               RUEBIND  #FLAG X'10'               BIND REQUEST PENDING

               RUEFNSH  #FLAG X'08'               FINISH REQUEST PENDING

               RUEALIP  #FLAG X'02'               Allocation in progress

               RUENOTM  #FLAG X'01'               NO TIME-OUT FOR THIS RU

000024         RUEFLAG  DS    XL1                 FLAG BYTE

               ***********************************************************************

               *  SEE RUHDS FOR USAGE MODE EQUATES

               ***********************************************************************

000025         RUEAMODE DS    XL1                 ACTUAL ACCESS MODE FOR RUN UNIT

000026                  DS    XL2                 RESERVED

000028         RUESSCTL DS    XL300               SUBSCHEMA CONTROL AREA     *PHG SSC*

        00154  RUEDSLEN EQU   ((*-RUE+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF DSECT

#SCRWDS

                        COPY #SCRWDS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***   SCRW:    DSECT FOR SCRATCH WORK AREA                          ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         SCRW     DSECT

000000         SCRWID   DS    CL4'SCRW'           Eyecatcher.

000004         SCRWBUF  DS    A                   START OF I/O BUFFER CHAIN

000008                  DS    F                   Reserved

00000C         SCRWLO   DS    F                   LOW PAGE VALUE

000010         SCRWHI   DS    F                   HIGH PAGE VALUE
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000014         SCRW#BUF DS    F                   Number of I/O buffers           R140

000018         SCRWIOP  DS    F                   IOP ADDRESS

00001C         SCRWSMAP DS    F                   Retry alloc/dealloc on bitmap   R140

000020         SCRWEXT0 DS    A                   A(first SCRWX)

000024         SCRWPGSZ DS    F                   Real size of a scratch page     R140

000028         SCRWPSIZ DS    F                   MAXIMUM RECORD SIZE PER PAGE

00002C         SCRWRBN  DS    F            REL BLK # OF FIRST PAGE OF AREA W/IN FILE

000030         SCRWKFMT DS    F                   COPY OF VIBKYFMT

        00032  SCRWKML  EQU   SCRWKFMT+2          MAXIMUM LINE NUMBER

        00033  SCRWKBC  EQU   SCRWKFMT+3          BITS (DBKEY) USED FOR LINE NUMBER

               SCRWXSC  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF SCRATCH IN XA STG

               SCRWESA  #FLAG X'40'               Scratch file in ESA cache       R140

               SCRWBFS  #FLAG X'20'               Allocate buffer/IOP with SIA    R140

               SCRW64   #FLAG X'10'               ON if scratch in 64-bit storage

000034         SCRWFLG1 DS    X                   FLAG BYTE ONE

000035                  DS    XL3                 RESERVED

000038         SCRWESAH DS    A                   ESA cache handle address        R140

00003C         SCRWHWM  DS    F                   HWM Pages allocated

000040         SCRWALOC DS    F                   Number of pages currently in use

               *

               *  STATISTICS

000044         SCRWSHIC DS    F                   #WAIT HICCUP counter            R140

000048         SCRWSWI  DS    F                   PAGE WRITE STATISTIC I/O DONE

00004C         SCRWSWS  DS    F                   STOLEN PAGE NEEDED WRITING

000050         SCRWSRI  DS    F                   PAGE READ STATISTIC I/O DONE

000054         SCRWSPF  DS    F                   PAGE FOUND IN BUFFER

000058         SCRWSNP  DS    F                   NEW PAGE ALLOCATED

00005C         SCRWSFC  DS    F                   PAGES FOUND IN CACHE            R140

000060         SCRWSP   DS    F                   PUTSCR STATISTIC

000064         SCRWSG   DS    F                   GETSCR STATISTIC

000068         SCRWSD   DS    F                   DELSCR STATISTIC

               *                                                                  R140

               *  Additional statistics                                           R140

00006C         SCRWTSIA DS    F                   Total number of SIA created     R140

000070         SCRWCSIA DS    F                   Current number of SIA's         R140

000074         SCRWHSIA DS    F                   HWM SIA's                       R140

000078         SCRWHPUS DS    F                   HWM page used  by 1 SIA         R140

00007C         SCRWHWI  DS    F                   HWM page write by 1 SIA         R140

000080         SCRWHRI  DS    F                   HWM page read  by 1 SIA         R140

000084         SCRWHPF  DS    F                   HWM page found by 1 SIA         R140

               *                                                                  R140

        00088  SCRWHLN  EQU   *-SCRW              HEADER LENGTH

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

Offset  Value 

 

               ***   SCRWX:   DSECT for scratch extension                          ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************
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000000         SCRWX    DSECT

000000         SCRWXID  DS    CL4'SCRX'           Eyecatcher.

000004         SCRWXNXT DS    A                   A(next SCRWX)

000008         SCRWXORG DS    D                   Origin

000010         SCRWXLO  DS    F                   LOW PAGE value

000014         SCRWXPG# DS    F                   Number of pages

000018         SCRWXLEN DS    F                   Map length

000020         SCRWXPP  DS    0D                  Start of allocation map

        00020  SCRWXLN  EQU   *-SCRWX             SCRWX length

               *  I/O BUFFER HEADER EQUATES

        00000  SCB      EQU   0                   START OF BUFFER HEADER

        00000  SCBNEXT  EQU   0                   NEXT BUFFER ADDRESS

        00004  SCBFLAG  EQU   4                   FLAG BYTE

        00080  SCBFW    EQU   X'80'               UPDATED BUFFER FLAG

        00040  SCBFPV   EQU   X'40'               PAGE IN THE BUFFER IS VALID

        00008  SCBSPARE EQU   8                   SPARE FROM HERE TO PAGE START

        00018  SCBPAGE  EQU   24                  PAGE NUMBER IS FIRST WORD OF PAGE

        00018  SCBLEN   EQU   24                  THIS IS NOT A COINCIDENCE

#SCTDS
           

                    COPY #SCTDS 

               **********************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***

               *** SCT:   Storage Control Table                                   ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               **********************************************************************

Offset  Value

000000         SCT      DSECT                                                01/25/98

000000         SCTSTART DS    A                   ->1st page of storage in pool

000004         SCTEND   DS    A                   ->last byte+1 of storage in pool

000008         SCTFST   DS    A                   ->1st SCM word in pool

00000C         SCTLST   DS    A                   ->last SCM word in pool

000010         SCTFSTAV DS    A                   ->1st SCM in pool with free space

000014         SCTNSCTA DS    A                   ->next SCT

000018         SCTRELTH DS    F                    Relo threshold, in pages

00001C         SCTSIZE  DS    F                    Number of pages in pool

000020         SCTUSE   DS    F                    Number of pages currently allocated

000024         SCTUSEHI DS    F                    HWM of pages allocated

000028         SCTCUSHN DS    F                    Number of pages in cushion reserve

               *                           

00002C         SCTPNUM  DS    XL1                 Storage pool number:

        00080  SCTXAPNM EQU   128                    >= 128 are XA pools

        00080  SCTMAX#  EQU   128                    Max 128 non-XA and 128 XA pools

               *     

               SCTTSHA  #FLAG X'80'               Shared 

               SCTTSHK  #FLAG X'40'               Shared-Kept
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               SCTTUSR  #FLAG X'20'               User

               SCTTUSK  #FLAG X'10'               User-Kept

               SCTTTRM  #FLAG X'08'               Terminal

               SCTTDBA  #FLAG X'04'               Database

               SCTTSYS  #FLAG X'02'               System  (pools 0/255 only)  

               SCTTALL  #FLAG SCTTSHAM+SCTTSHKM+SCTTUSRM+SCTTUSKM+SCTTTRMM+SCTTDBAM   

               SCTTUSE  #FLAG SCTTSHAM+SCTTSHKM+SCTTUSRM+SCTTUSKM Any type of User    

00002D         SCTTYPE  DS    XL1                 Type(s) of storage allowed in pool

        00007  SCTTYP#  EQU   7                   Known types of storage

               * 

               SCTEXTE  #FLAG X'08'               SCT is an extension   

               SCTDYNA  #FLAG X'04'               Dynamically added SCT 

               SCTFSOS  #FLAG X'02'               SCT is SOS            

               SCTPGFX  #FLAG X'01'               On=PGFIX, Off=NOPGFIX 

               SCTDSEA  #FLAG X'80'               Dynamic Expansion active   IDMS/5534 

               SCTVEON  #FLAG X'40'               Vary turned Expansion on   IDMS/5534 

               SCTVEOF  #FLAG X'20'               Vary turned Expansion off  IDMS/5534 

               SCTNEWS  #FLAG X'10'               Newly expanded storage     IDMS/5534 

00002E         SCTFLAG1 DS    XL1                 General flag byte

00002F                  DS    XL1                 -reserved-

               *                 

               *        DS    0D 

               *        DS    F   

000030         SCTSOS   DS    D                   Number of times SOS

000038         SCTSTGET DS    D                   Total #GETSTG requests 

000040         SCTSTFRE DS    D                   Total #FREESTG requests  

000048         SCTSTSC1 DS    D                   # of Scan 1 successes  

000050         SCTSTSC2 DS    D                   # of Scan 2 successes  

000058         SCTSTPGR DS    D                   # PGRLSEs issued       

000060         SCTSTPGF DS    D                   # pages PGRLSEd        

000068         SCTSTFXC DS    D                   # PGFIXs issued        

000070         SCTSTFXP DS    D                   # pages PFIXd          

000078         SCTSTFRC DS    D                   # PGFREEs issued       

000080         SCTSTFRP DS    D                   # pages PGFREEd        

000088         SCTLISTA DS    2A                  Anchor for list of SMT addresses

               *

               *   The following 3 words are used by WAIT(GOTOUSER) as work 

               *   fields when it builds the CSV page list.

               *                                                             

               *CTCSVVW DS    F                   Validates CSVLO/CSVHI          R180

               *CTCSVLO DS    F                   Lopage in CSV list             R180

               *CTCSVHI DS    F                   Hipage in CSV list             R180

               *                             

000090         SCTFSTEP DS    A                   ->1st empty SCM word in pool 

000094         SCTUSEHP DS    F                   SCM FOR HIGHEST EVER USED PAGE  

000098         SCTSMTL  DS    (SCTTYP#)F          List of SMT's               

0000B4         SCTSOST  DS    F                   CSAITVCT OF LAST SOS MESSAGE    

0000B8         SCTUNAT  DS    F                   CSAITVCT OF LAST NO STORAGE MESSAGE 

0000BC                  DS    F                   -RESERVED-                          

0000C0                  DS    0D                  Alignment                           

        000C0  SCTDSLEN EQU   *-SCT               sizeof(SCT)

               ********************************************************************** 

               ***                                                                *** 
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               *** SCM:   Storage Control Map                                     *** 

               ***                                                                *** 

               ***        Immediately follows the SCT                             *** 

               ***                                                                *** 

               ***        Each word in the map represents one virtual storage     *** 

               ***        page with each bit mapping a 128-byte block. A bit      *** 

               ***        is turned on to indicate that the block is allocated    *** 

               ***        and off to indicate that it is available. The number    *** 

               ***        of fullwords in the map is indicated by the field       *** 

               ***        SCTSIZE in the owning SCT.                              *** 

               ***                                                                ***

               ********************************************************************** 

        00004  SCMELEN  EQU   4                   Length of one SCM entry

               ********************************************************************** 

               ***                                                                *** 

               *** SFP:   Storage Frame Prefix                                    *** 

               ***                                                                ***

               ********************************************************************** 

        00000  SFPRCEA  EQU   0,4,C'A'            RCE address                 

        00004  SFPLTH   EQU   4,4,C'F'            sizeof(allocation), incl SF$LEN.

        00008  SFPUSTG  EQU   8,1,C'X'            Start of storage

        00008  SFP$LEN  EQU   8                   sizeof(prefix)

               **********************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***

               *** SFS:   Storage Frame Suffix                                    ***

               ***                                                                ***

               **********************************************************************

        00000  SFSRCEA  EQU   0,4,C'A'            RCE address

        00004  SFS$LEN  EQU   4                   sizeof(suffix)

               *                                             

        0000C  SF$LEN   EQU   SFP$LEN+SFS$LEN     Storage framing info overhead      

#SEGDS

                        #DMCLDS TYPE=SEGDS

               *********************************************************************

               *        SEG (SEGMENT) runtime DMCL control block                   *

               *                                                                   *

               *        COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                *

               *                                                                   *

               *                                                                   *

               *                                                                   *

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         SEG      DSECT

000000         SEG49    DS    CL4       'SG49'

000004         SEGFLAG1 DS    XL1       flag 1

        00010  SEGNTWK  EQU   X'10'       -  Network Segment

        00020  SEGRELA  EQU   X'20'       -  Relational Segment

000005         SEGFLAG2 DS    XL1       flag 2
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        00008  SEGDROP  EQU   X'08'       -  VARY DMCL detected DROPPED SEGMENT

        00004  SEGNEW   EQU   X'04'       -  VARY DMCL detected NEW SEGMENT

        00002  SEGVARY  EQU   X'02'       -  VARY DMCL caused this SG49 to VARY

        00001  SEGDEAD  EQU   X'01'       -  VARY DMCL made this SG49 DEAD

000006         SEGNAME  DS    CL8       SEGMENT name

00000E         SEGDTIME DS    CL8       DATETIME stamp

000016         SEGPGRUP DS    H         PAGE GROUP

000018         SEGDBKFM DS    F         DBKEY format word

00001C         SEGSNAME DS    CL8       SCHEMA name

000024         SEGSVERS DS    H         SCHEMA version

000026         SEGAREA# DS    H         Number of areas in this segment

000028         SEGDMN   DS    A         next in DM58-SG49

00002C         SEGPRN   DS    A         next in SG49-PR60

000030         SEGFCN   DS    A         next in SG49-FC59

000034         SEGPRC   DS    A         IDMSBLDR current PR60 (used only at startup)

000038         SEGFCC   DS    A         IDMSBLDR current FC59 (used only at startup)

00003C         SEGPBLKA DS    A         Addr prior runtime SEG at VARY DMCL NEW COPY

000040         SEGEND   DS    0F        end of DSECT

        00040  SEGDSLEN EQU   *-SEG     length of DSECT

#SIADS

                        COPY #SIADS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***   SIA:     DSECT FOR SCRATCH INDEX AREA                         ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         SIA      DSECT

000000 E       SIALABEL DC    CL4'SIA*'           IDENTIFIER             *RBK 850716

000004         SIADBK   DS    F                   KEY OF LAST RCD STRD IN AREA

000008         SIASIEN  DS    F                   TOTAL NUMBER OF SIE'S IN SIA

00000C         SIASIEU  DS    F                   NUMBER OF SIE'S IN USE

000010         SIASIESA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF LAST BLOCK OF SIE'S

000014         SIASIEBA DS    A                   START OF ACTIVE SIE LIST

000018         SIASIELA DS    A                   END OF ACTVIE SIE LIST

00001C         SIASIECA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF CURRENT SIE

000020         SIASIDBA DS    A                   START OF DELETED SIE LIST

000024         SIASIDLA DS    A                   END OF DELETED SIE LIST

000028         SIASIENA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF NEXT AVAILABLE SIE

00002C         SIASISBA DS    A                   START OF SAVED SIE LIST

000030         SIASISLA DS    A                   END OF SAVED SIE LIST

               SIAPUT   #FLAG X'01'               #PUTSCR REQUEST

               SIAGET   #FLAG X'02'               #GETSCR REQUEST

               SIADEL   #FLAG X'04'               #DELSCR REQUEST
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               SIAPRE   #FLAG X'08'               PREVIOUS RECORD

               SIANXT   #FLAG X'10'               NEXT RECORD

               SIACUR   #FLAG X'20'               CURRENT RECORD

               SIALST   #FLAG X'40'               LAST RECORD

               SIAFST   #FLAG X'80'               FIRST RECORD

               SIAALL   #FLAG X'F8'               #DELSCR SRID=ALL REQUEST

               SIAREP   #FLAG X'F9'               #PUTSCR REPLACE=YES

000034         SIASIEPF DS    XL1                 PREVIOUS FUNCTION INDICATOR

               SIASVPT  #FLAG X'80'               This SIA is Savepointable.

000035         SIAFLAG1 DS    XL1                 SIA FLAGS - BYTE 1

000036                  DS    XL2                 -reserved-

000038         SIASPLA  DS    A                   PAGE LIST ADDRESS

00003C         SIASPLN  DS    F                   TOTAL ENTRIES IN PAGE LIST

000040         SIASPLU  DS    F                   NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN USE

000044         SIARCEA  DS    A                   ADDR OF RCE            *RBK 850716

000048         SIASAID  DS    CL18                NAME OF THIS SCRATCH AREA

00005A                  DS    XL2                 -reserved-

00005C         SIASIECS DS    A                   SIECA at last quiesce point.

000060         SIAIOP   DS    A                   IOP address                     R140

000064         SIABUF   DS    A                   Start of I/O buffer chain       R140

               *

000068         SIA#WI   DS    F                   Number of page write I/O        R140

00006C         SIA#RI   DS    F                   Number of page read I/O         R140

000070         SIA#PF   DS    F                   Number of page found in buffer  R140

               *

000074         SIASCRWX DS    A                   A(SCRWX) for SIADBK

               *

        00078  SIADSLEN EQU   ((*-SIA+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF DSECT IN BYTES

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***   SIE:     DSECT FOR SCRATCH INDEX ELEMENT                      ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

 

000000         SIE      DSECT

000000         SIESRID  DS    F                   SCRATCH RECORD ID

000004         SIENEXTA DS    A                   NEXT SIE IN SCRATCH AREA

000008         SIEPREVA DS    A                   PRIOR SIE IN SCRATCH AREA

00000C         SIEDBK   DS    F                   DATA BASE KEY

000010         SIESPU   DS    H                   SPACE USED

000012         SIECNT   DS    X                   COUNT OF SIE'S FOR THIS SRID

               SIEFBEF  #FLAG X'80'               THIS IS A 'BEFORE' IMAGE

               SIEFBDL  #FLAG X'40'               DELETE THIS IMAGE AT COMMIT

               SIEFSAV  #FLAG X'20'               THIS IMAGE BELONGS TO SAVE POINT

               SIEFSVC  #FLAG X'10'               Current SIE at SetSavepoint.

000013         SIEFLG   DS    X                   FLAG BYTE

               *

000014         SIESCRWX DS    A                   A(SCRWX) for SIEDBK

        00018  SIEDSLEN EQU   *-SIE               LENGTH OF DSECT IN BYTES

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***   SPLE:    DSECT FOR SCRATCH PAGE LIST ENTRY                    ***
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               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

000000         SPLE     DSECT

000000         SPLEPAGN DS    F                   PAGE NUMBER

000004         SPLESPAC DS    H                   SPACE AVAILABLE ON PAGE

000006         SPLEUCNT DS    H                   NUMBER OF SIE'S USING THIS PAGE

000008         SPLEMIDX DS    H                   NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN LINE INDEX

               SPLECMP  #FLAG X'80'               ON = PAGE NEEDS COMPRESS

00000A         SPLEFLG1 DS    X                   FLAG BYTE ONE

00000B                  DS    X                   RESERVED

00000C         SPLESCRX DS    A                   A(SCRWX) for this page

        00010  SPLELEN  EQU   *-SPLE              LENGTH OF SPL ENTRY

#SLLDS

                        COPY #SLLDS

               **********************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***

               *** SLL:   LIBRARY DEFINITION TABLE HEADER                         ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               **********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         SLL      DSECT                                                09/28/90

000000         SLLNSLE  DS    H                   NUMBER OF SLE'S IN USE

000002         SLLESIZE DS    H                   NUMBER OF BYTES IN ONE ENTRY

000004         SLLKEYOF DS    H                   OFFSET OF KEY IN ENTRY

000006         SLLKEYL  DS    XL1                 LENGTH OF KEY IN BYTES

000007         SLLTABFL DS    XL1                 FLAG FOR TABLE SEARCH

000008         SLLSLEBA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF FIRST LSE IN POOL

00000C         SLLFREEA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF NEXT AVAILABLE SLE

000010         SLLECNT  DS    H                   TOTAL NUMBER OF SLE'S

000012         SLLSECNT DS    H                   SLE'S IN SECONDARY ALLOCATION

000014         SLLCDMSA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF SLE FOR CDMSLIB

000018                  DS    2F                  THE EVER POPULAR RESERVED

        00020  SLLDSLEN EQU   ((*-SLL+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF LIB TABLE HEADER

               **********************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***

               *** SLE:   LIBRARY DEFINITION TABLE ELEMENT                        ***

               ***                                                                ***

               **********************************************************************

000000         SLE      DSECT

000000         SLEKEY   DS    0F                  START OF LIBRARY DEF KEY

000000         SLENODE  DS    CL8                 DICTIONARY NODE

000008         SLEDBN   DS    CL8                 DICTIONARY NAME

000010         SLEDDNAM DS    0CL8                DDNAME FOR LOADLIBS

000010         SLELIBN  DS    CL8                 LIBRARY NAME FOR CATALOG/DICT
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000018         SLETYPE  DS    H                   LIBRARY TYPE CODE

        0001A  SLEKEYLN EQU   *-SLE               LENGTH OF SLE KEY

00001A                  DS    H                   RESERVED

        00003  SLTELOD  EQU   3                     OPSYS LOAD LIBRARY

        00001  SLTEDIC  EQU   1                     CATALOG/DICTIONARY LIBRARY

        00019  SLETYPEB EQU   SLETYPE+1           TYPE BYTE FOR QUICK CHECKS

00001C         SLEMASK  DS    0H                  ELIGIBILTY MASK

               **********************************************************************

               *  USE MASKS IN LHRDS TO TEST/SET INDIVIDUAL BITS IN THIS FLAG BYTE  *

               **********************************************************************

00001C         SLEMASK1 DS    XL1

               **********************************************************************

               *  USE MASKS IN PDEDS TO TEST/SET INDIVIDUAL BITS IN THIS FLAG BYTE  *

               **********************************************************************

00001D         SLEMASK2 DS    XL1

00001E                  DS    H                   UNUSED

000020         SLEDATIM DS    CL8                 TIME/DATE OF LAST GRANT/REVOKE

000028                  DS    F                   RESERVED

        0002C  SLEDSLEN EQU   ((*-SLE+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF LIB TABLE ENTRY

#SMTDS

                COPY #SMTDS 

               **********************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***

               *** SMT:   STORAGE MANAGEMENT TABLE DSECT                          ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               **********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value

 

000000         SMT      DSECT                                                10/28/92

               SMTTSHA  #FLAG X'80'               ..SHARED

000000         SMTTSHAI DS    0XL1

        00080  SMTTSHAM EQU   X'80'

               SMTTSHK  #FLAG X'40'               ..SHARED-KEEP

000000         SMTTSHKI DS    0XL1

        00040  SMTTSHKM EQU   X'40'

               SMTTUSR  #FLAG X'20'               ..USER

000000         SMTTUSRI DS    0XL1

        00020  SMTTUSRM EQU   X'20'

               SMTTUSK  #FLAG X'10'               ..USER-KEEP

000000         SMTTUSKI DS    0XL1

        00010  SMTTUSKM EQU   X'10'

               SMTTTRM  #FLAG X'08'               ..TERMINAL

000000         SMTTTRMI DS    0XL1

        00008  SMTTTRMM EQU   X'08'

               SMTTDBA  #FLAG X'04'               ..DATABASE
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000000         SMTTDBAI DS    0XL1

        00004  SMTTDBAM EQU   X'04'

               SMTTSYS  #FLAG X'02'               ..SYSTEM

000000         SMTTSYSI DS    0XL1

        00002  SMTTSYSM EQU   X'02'

               SMTTNUS  #FLAG SMTTTRMM+SMTTDBAM+SMTTSYSM Non-USER

000000         SMTTNUSI DS    0XL1

        0000E  SMTTNUSM EQU   SMTTTRMM+SMTTDBAM+SMTTSYSM

000000         SMTTYPE  DS    XL1                 STORAGE TYPE

               SMTABOV  #FLAG X'80'               ..LOCATION ABOVE 16 MEG

000001         SMTABOVI DS    0XL1

        00080  SMTABOVM EQU   X'80'

               SMTBELO  #FLAG X'40'               ..LOCATION BELOW 16 MEG

000001         SMTBELOI DS    0XL1

        00040  SMTBELOM EQU   X'40'

000001         SMTSLOC  DS    XL1                 STORAGE LOCATION, BELOW OR ABOVE

000002         SMTCNT   DS    H                   COUNT OF SCT'S IN LIST

000004         SMTNSMTA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF NEXT SMT ENTRY

000008         SMTLSCTA DS    A                   ADDRS OF LAST SCT ALLOCATED

00000C                  DS    F                   ALIGNMENT

000010         SMTSSECB DS    3F                  SHORT-ON-STORAGE ECB

00001C         SMTLISTA DS    A                   POINTER TO LIST OF SCT ADDRESSES

000020         SMTNHDRA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF NEXT HEADER.

000024                  DS    F                   ALIGNMENT

000028         SMTREQST DS    D                   NUMBER OF REQUESTS FOR STG TYPE

        00030  SMTDSLEN EQU   ((*-SMT+7)/8)*8     LENGTH OF HEADER FIXED PART.

 

#SONDS

                        COPY #SONDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  SIGNON ELEMENT                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         SON      DSECT                                                01/27/95

000000         SONIDLEN DS    X                   Length of user-id for #WTL's

000001         SONUSRID DS    0CL18               User-id (blank padded on right)

000001         SONUSRVM DS    CL24                User-id for VM

000019                  DS    CL8                 Filler for 32-byte compatibility

000021         SONPRIO  DS    X                   User's priority

000022         SONSECTY DS    CL32                Security bit pattern (ACF2)

000042         SONINCOD DS    CL32                Installation-defined code

000062         SONHASHP DS    CL8                 Encrypted password
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00006A         SONUSE   DS    H                   Use count

00006C         SONLTEA  DS    2A                  LTE chain anchor

000074         SONGRPL  DS    A                   GROUP/AUTHID list address

000078         SONACEE  DS    A                   Access control element (external)

00007C         SONCATM  DS    A                   Category map address

000080         SONAPPM  DS    2A                  Application activity bitmap anchor

000088         SONFREEA DS    0A                  Next in free SON list

000088         SONEXPNA DS    A                   Next in SON expiration list

00008C         SONEXPPA DS    A                   Prior in SON expiration list

000090                  DS    A                   Reserved                        R140

000094         SONLOCK  DS    F                   SON lock word                   R140

000098         SONSONA  DS    A                   Address of SON

               ***

               ***  This equate is used to dummy up LTESONRC.  Programs using that

               ***  field to find the SON will actually load the SON address from

               ***  SONSONA.

               ***

        0008C  SONRCE   EQU   SONSONA-(RCESONA-RCE)

00009C         SONLEVEL DS    H                   Security level

00009E                  DS    X                   Reserved

               SONF1NF  #FLAG X'80'                 User not in USER catalog

00009F         SONF1NFI DS    0XL1

        00080  SONF1NFM EQU   X'80'

               SONRETN  #FLAG X'40'                 Retain this SON

00009F         SONRETNI DS    0XL1

        00040  SONRETNM EQU   X'40'

               SONPSCK  #FLAG X'20'                 Password check needed

00009F         SONPSCKI DS    0XL1

        00020  SONPSCKM EQU   X'20'

               SONMPCK  #FLAG X'04'                 MultiSignon Password check needed

00009F         SONMPCKI DS    0XL1

        00004  SONMPCKM EQU   X'04'

               SONEUPR  #FLAG X'02'                 process ERUS user profiles

00009F         SONEUPRI DS    0XL1

        00002  SONEUPRM EQU   X'02'

               SONESPR  #FLAG X'01'                 process ERUS system profiles

00009F         SONESPRI DS    0XL1

        00001  SONESPRM EQU   X'01'

00009F         SONFLAG1 DS    XL1                 SON flag byte one

0000A0         SONEXPIR DS    F                   SON expiration time

0000A4         SONSCHKC DS    F                   Total calls to security

Offset  Value 

 

0000A8         SONFAILC DS    F                   Failing security calls

0000AC         SONUPROF DS    CL18                User profile name

0000BE         SONSPROF DS    CL18                System profile name

        000D0  SONDSLEN EQU   *-SON

#SPCDS

                        COPY #SPCDS

               ***********************************************************************
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               ***                                                                 ***

               ***  SPC:    SUB BUFFER POOL CONTROL ELEMENT DSECT                  ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         SPC      DSECT                                                07/23/92

000000         SPCID    DS    CL4                SPC literal

000004         SPCBCO   DS    A                  owning BC53

000008         SPCBPCO  DS    A                  owning BPC

00000C                  DS    A

000010         SPCBPCN  DS    A                  next BPC in BP/SP

000014                  DS    A

000018         SPCBPCP  DS    A                  prior BPC in BP/SP

00001C                  DS    A

000020         SPCFSCN  DS    A                  next FSC in SP/FS

000024                  DS    A

000028         SPCFSCP  DS    A                  prior FSC in SP/FS

00002C                  DS    A

000030         SPCLOAT  DS    A                  low activity buffer

000034                  DS    A

000038         SPCBMEN  DS    A                  address of next BME

00003C                  DS    A

000040         SPCBMEP  DS    A                  address of prior BME

000044                  DS    A

000048         SPCECBA  DS    3F                 sub pool ECB

000054         SPCWAIT  DS    F                  number of WAITS

000058         SPCFLAG1 DS    0X                 first flag byte

               SPCIO    #FLAG X'80'              I/O SUB POOL

000058         SPCIOI   DS    0XL1

        00080  SPCIOM   EQU   X'80'

000058         SPCFLAG2 DS    X                  second flag byte

000059         SPCFLAG3 DS    X                  third flag byte

00005A         SPCFLAG4 DS    X                  fourth flag byte

00005C         SPCSTGL  DS    A                  storage list

000060         SPCTRNX  DS    A                  Next trace entry

000064         SPCTRST  DS    A                  Start of the trace area

000068         SPCTRND  DS    A                  End of the trace area

00006C                  DS    A                  not used

000070         SPCNXTIO DS    A                  Next BME in I/O chain

000074                  DS    3A                 not used

        00080  SPCDSLEN EQU   ((*-SPC+7)/8)*8    Double word aligned

SQLCA
The SQL Communication Area (SQLCA) is a data structure used to return information regarding the success or failure of
an SQL request.
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Structure

Field Meaning Additional information
SQLCAID Eye-catcher (SQLCA) Initialized to SQLCA*.
SQLCODE SQL error code For SQLCODE values, see SQLCODE

Values.
SQLCERC Extended information error code This field contains the reason code for error

or warning conditions.
SQLCNRP Number of rows processed by the SQL

statement
 

SQLCNRRS Number of dynamic results sets returned by
a called SQL-invoked procedure

This is a 2-byte integer value.

SQLCSER Offset into the user-provided SQL
statement buffer where a syntax error was
recognized

 

SQLCLNO Source file line number from which the SQL
statement was obtained

This field is maintained by the precompiler
and is provided for use in forming error
messages.

SQLCMCT Count of messages issued for this request  
SQLCARC Reserved  
SQLCFJB Reserved  
SQLCERRML Length of error message text in

SQLERRMC
 

SQLERRMC Text of the error messages This is a 256-byte field containing one
or more messages. Each message is
preceded by a one-byte binary field
containing the length of the message text.

SQLSTATE SQL status code For SQLSTATE values, see SQLSTATE
Values

#SQLCIB

                        #SQLCIB DSECT

               **=================================================================**

               *                                                                   *

               *                 SQL Command Information Block                     *

               *                                                                   *

               **=================================================================**

Offset  Value 

000000         SQLCIB   DSECT                            06/08/89 14:28:51

000000         SQCIBCMD DS    F                   Command number.

000004         SQCIBCML DS    F                   Length of SQL statement string.

000008         SQCIBARG DS    XL4                 Parm bit flags.
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00000C         SQCIBOPT DS   (0*4)X               Option flags:

00000C         SQCIBOP1 DS    X                     option byte 1:

               *                                       SET SESSION/COMPILE:

        00001  SQO#EXP  EQU   X'01'                       explain mode ON

        00002  SQO#PDA  EQU   X'02'                       preserve authorities

        00004  SQO#SCO  EQU   X'04'                       syntax check only

00000D         SQCIBOP2 DS    X                     option byte 2:

               *                                       SET TRANSACTION/COMPILE:

        00001  SQO#TRA  EQU   X'01'                       transient

        00002  SQO#CUR  EQU   X'02'                       current

        00004  SQO#CON  EQU   X'04'                       consistent

        00008  SQO#REP  EQU   X'08'                       repeatable

00000E         SQCIBOP3 DS    X                     option byte 3:

               *                                       SET SESSION/COMPILE:

        00000  SQO#NUL  EQU   X'00'                       NULL  syntax std

        00001  SQO#ENF  EQU   X'01'                       enforce

        00002  SQO#WARN EQU   X'02'                       warn

        00010  SQO#SY89 EQU   X'10'                       SQL89/FIPS syntax std

00000F         SQCIBOP4 DS    X                     option byte 4:

               *                                       SET TRANSACTION:

        00001  SQO#RO   EQU   X'01'                       read only

        00002  SQO#RW   EQU   X'02'                       read write

000010         SQCIBTBL DS    F                   Length of tuple buffer row.

        00010  SQCIBSQL EQU   SQCIBTBL            Alias for SQCIBTBL         IDMS/5408

000014         SQCIBPBL DS    F                   Length of parm buffer.

000018         SQCIBCID DS    F                   Cursor identifier.

00001C         SQCIBSID DS    F                   Section identifier.

000020         SQCIBSRO DS    F                   BULK start row.

000024         SQCIBNRO DS    F                   BULK number of rows.

000028         SQCIBMRO DS    F                   BULK max rows.

00002C         SQCIBNVR DS    F                   # SQLVAR entries in SQLDAo.

000030         SQCIBSQN DS    F                   Source file line number.

000034         SQCIBNVI DS    F                   # SQLVAR ents in SQLDAi if output.

000038                  DS    F                   -reserved-

        0003C  SQLCIBLN EQU   ((*-SQLCIB+3)/4)*4   Version 1 CIB length. 

00003C         SQCIBNVX DS    F                    # SQDAXT entries in SQLDAX. 

000040                  DS    2F                   -reserved- 

000048         SQCIBCNM DS    CL18                 Cursor name. 

00005A         SQCIBSNM DS    CL18                 Statement name. 

        0006C  SQLCIBLN EQU   ((*-SQLCIB+3)/4)*4   Length of CIB.

               **=================================================================**

               *                                                                   *

               *                 SQCIBARG flag values:                             *

               *                                                                   *

               **=================================================================**

               *

               *   DSI client flags:

               *

        00001  SQA#BLK  EQU   X'00000001'         bulk command

        00002  SQA#TPF  EQU   X'00000002'         tuple buffer is input

        00004  SQA#DYP  EQU   X'00000004'         find dynamic parameter descriptors

        00008  SQA#SDI  EQU   X'00000008'         save dynamic parameter descriptors

        00010  SQA#SUS  EQU   X'00000010'         piggyback SUSPEND to command
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        00020  SQA#COMM EQU   X'00000020'         piggyback COMMIT  to command

        00040  SQA#COMC EQU   X'00000040'         piggyback COMMIT CONTINUE to cmd

        00080  SQA#SUSC EQU   X'00000080'         piggyback SUSPEND is conditional

Offset  Value 

        00100  SQA#OPCL EQU   X'00000100'         piggyback OPEN or CLOSE to cmd

        01000  SQA#WRCU EQU   X'00001000'         WITH RETURN cursor               r17

        02000  SQA#FPCU EQU   X'00002000'         FOR PROCEDURE cursor             r17

        04000  SQA#FPCO EQU   X'00004000'         FOR PROCEDURE CLOSE ONLY         r17

        08000  SQA#DAXT EQU   X'00008000'         SQLDAX table descriptors requested

        10000  SQA#RTAP EQU   X'00010000'         CALL returns all parameters      r17

        00000  SQA#DAIO EQU   X'01000000'         SQLDAI is output

        00000  SQA#DAOI EQU   X'02000000'         SQLDAO is input

        00000  SQA#GCUR EQU   X'04000000'         Cursor name is global

        00000  SQA#GSTA EQU   X'08000000'         Statement name is global

        00000  SQA#XNAM EQU   X'10000000'         Extended name(s) are passed

        00000  SQA#CNAM EQU   X'20000000'         Declared cursor name is passed

               *

               *   BEGIN WORK flags (VMS only):

               *

        00100  SQA#PRI  EQU   X'00000100'         priority specified

        01000  SQA#MUL  EQU   X'00001000'         MULTI specified

               *

               *   SET COMPILE/SESSION flags:

               *

        00400  SQA#SYN  EQU   X'00000400'         syntax level specified

        00800  SQA#CAH  EQU   X'00000800'         SQL caching specified

        01000  SQA#TBQ  EQU   X'00001000'         table qualifier specified

        02000  SQA#NTO  EQU   X'00002000'         INTO specified

        04000  SQA#XEN  EQU   X'00004000'         XML encoding specified

        10000  SQA#EXP  EQU   X'00010000'         EXPLAIN mode set

        20000  SQA#PDA  EQU   X'00020000'         Preserve/Drop authorities specified

        40000  SQA#SCO  EQU   X'00040000'         Syntax check/Install specified

        80000  SQA#ROW  EQU   X'00080000'         SQL Row Limit              IDMS/5408

               *

               *   SET TRANSACTION/COMPILE/SESSION flags:

               *

        00100  SQA#ISO  EQU   X'00000100'         isolation specified

        00200  SQA#RW   EQU   X'00000200'         read-only/read-write specified

               *

               *   DEBUG flags:

               *

        00100  SQA#HLDB EQU   X'00000100'         HLDB

        00200  SQA#AMC  EQU   X'00000200'         AMC

        00400  SQA#SSP  EQU   X'00000400'         SSP

        00800  SQA#DDAM EQU   X'00000800'         DDAM

        00F00  SQA#DBGA EQU   X'00000F00'         All of the above

               *

               **=================================================================**

               *                                                                   *

               *                    SQL Command Numbers                            *
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               *                                                                   *

               **=================================================================**

        00000  SQC#NOP  EQU   0                   Unsupported

        00001  SQC#LDDL EQU   1                   Logical DDL

        00002  SQC#BGNW EQU   2                   BEGIN WORK

        00003  SQC#CLOS EQU   3                   CLOSE

        00004  SQC#COMT EQU   4                   COMMIT

        00005  SQC#COMC EQU   5                   COMMIT continue

        00006  SQC#COMR EQU   6                   COMMIT release

        00007  SQC#CONN EQU   7                   CONNECT

        00008  SQC#DECL EQU   8                   DECLARE

        00009  SQC#DELS EQU   9                   DELETE searched

        0000A  SQC#DELP EQU   10                  DELETE positioned

        0000B  SQC#DESC EQU   11                  DESCRIBE

        0000C  SQC#EXEC EQU   12                  EXECUTE

        0000D  SQC#TERM EQU   13                  TERMINATE

        0000E  SQC#EXEI EQU   14                  EXECUTE IMMEDIATE

               *        EQU   15                  -reserved-

        00010  SQC#FETC EQU   16                  FETCH

        00011  SQC#INST EQU   17                  INSERT

        00012  SQC#LOKT EQU   18                  LOCK TABLE

Offset  Value 

        00013  SQC#OPEN EQU   19                  OPEN

        00014  SQC#PREP EQU   20                  PREPARE

        00015  SQC#RESU EQU   21                  RESUME

        00016  SQC#RELS EQU   22                  RELEASE

        00017  SQC#ROLL EQU   23                  ROLLBACK

        00018  SQC#ROLR EQU   24                  ROLLBACK release

        00019  SQC#SELE EQU   25                  SELECT

        0001A  SQC#SETA EQU   26                  SET ACCESS MODULE

        0001B  SQC#SETT EQU   27                  SET TRANSACTION

        0001C  SQC#SUSP EQU   28                  SUSPEND

        0001D  SQC#UPDS EQU   29                  UPDATE searched

        0001E  SQC#UPDP EQU   30                  UPDATE positioned

        0001F  SQC#SETC EQU   31                  SET COMPILE

        00020  SQC#SETS EQU   32                  SET SESSION

        00021  SQC#DDAM EQU   33                  DDAM

        00022  SQC#DBUG EQU   34                  (SET) DEBUG                      r17

               *        EQU   35                  -reserved- (disable debug)

        00024  SQC#INSS EQU   36                  SQLIS install

        00025  SQC#INSE EQU   37                  SQLIS end install

        00026  SQC#LOAD EQU   38                  IDMSLOAD

        00027  SQC#AMC  EQU   39                  AMC

        00028  SQC#ALC  EQU   40                  Allocate cursor

        00029  SQC#DEP  EQU   41                  Deallocate prepare

        0002A  SQC#GETI EQU   42                  Get input (internal only)

        0002B  SQC#ALNR EQU   43                  Allocate Next Result Set(int.onl)r17

               *

        0002B  SQC$MAX  EQU   43                  Highest defined command number.

               *
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               *SQC#RTSV EQU SQL$MAX+1            Defined in QSRV only

               *

        00064  SQC#QERR EQU   100                 Set SQLCA errors (internal only)

        00065  SQC#SVLC EQU   101                 Create new savept lev(intrnl only)

        00066  SQC#SVLD EQU   102                 Destroy savept level( intrnl only)

        00067  SQC#SVPB EQU   103                 Rollback savept     ( intrnl only)

SQLDA
The SQL Descriptor Area (SQLDA) is a data structure used to describe variable data passed as part of a dynamic SQL
statement.

SQLDA Fields

The SQLDA consists of the following fields:

Field Data type Meaning
SQLDAID CHARACTER(8) Set to SQLDA* on a DESCRIBE
SQLN INTEGER Maximum number of SQLVAR occurrences
SQLD INTEGER Actual number of SQLVAR occurrences:

0 -- Not a SELECT statement
1 through SQLN -- Number of columns
Greater than SQLN -- Not enough
SQLVAR entries

SQLVAR  Structure occurring SQLN times

SQLVAR Fields

The structure SQLVAR in the SQLDA consists of the following fields:

Field Data type Meaning
SQLLEN INTEGER Length
SQLTYPE SMALLINT Column data type
SQLSCALE SMALLINT Scale (for exact numeric data types)
SQLPRECISION SMALLINT Precision
SQLALN SMALLINT Data alignment flag
SQLNALN SMALLINT Null indicator alignment flag
SQLNULL SMALLINT Length of null indicator
SQLNAME CHARACTER(32) Column name

Notes

The SQLDA can be used by an application program in the following ways:

• As output on a DESCRIBE or PREPARE statement as the location into which the DBMS returns the descriptions of
selected columns.

• As input on a FETCH statement to describe the target area for selected columns.

#SQLPIB
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                        #SQLPIB

               **=================================================================**

               *                                                                   *

               *                 SQL Program Information Block                     *

               *                                                                   *

               **=================================================================**

 

Offset  Value 

 

00004C         SQLPIB   DS    0F

00004C 4       SQPIBOWN DC    CL18' ',CL14' '     Program section owner.

00006C 4       SQPIBAMN DC    CL8' ',CL24' '      Access Module name.

00008C 4       SQPIBPGM DC    CL8' ',CL24' '      Program name.

0000AC         SQPIBPVD DS   0CL32                Program variables:

0000AC F       SQPIBVER DC    CL4'0000'           Protocol version.

        0F0F2  SQP#VER2 EQU   C'0002'             Client using version 2 protocol

0000B0 4       SQPIBDTS DC    CL20' '                Program compile stamp.

0000C4 4                DC    CL6' '                 reserved

0000CA 4       SQPIBXOU DC    XL1'40'

        000F1  SQP#XOUT EQU   X'F1'               Client is extended output capable

0000CB 4       SQPIBDB2 DC    XL1'40'

        000F1  SQP#D2ST EQU   X'F1'               Client is DB2SourceTransparent

        00080  SQLPIBLN EQU   ((*-SQLPIB+3)/4)*4  Length of PIB.

               *

#SQLRPB

                        #SQLRPB

               **=================================================================**

               *                                                                   *

               *                 DSI Request Parameter Block                       *

               *                                                                   *

               **=================================================================**

 

Offset  Value 

 

0000CC         SQLRPB   DS    0F

0000CC 4       SQRPBNAM DC    CL8' '              DSI router mnemonic.

0000D4 0       SQRPBSTA DC    F'0'                Status word.

0000D8 0       SQRPBCSA DC    A(0)                -->CSA.

0000DC 4       SQRPBCOD DC    CL4' '              Codeword.

0000E0 0       SQRPBUST DC    F'0'                User return code.

0000E4 0       SQRPBWRK DC    3F'0'               Internal work area.

        00024  SQLRPBLN EQU   ((*-SQLRPB+3)/4)*4  Length of RPB.

               *

#SQLSSI

                        #SQLSSI

               **=================================================================**
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               *                                                                   *

               *                 SQL Session Identifier Block                      *

               *                                                                   *

               **=================================================================**

 

Offset  Value 

 

0000F0         SQLSSI   DS    0F

0000F0 4       SQSSICOD DC    CL4' '              Codeword.

0000F4 0       SQSSIANC DC    A(0)                Client anchor.

        00008  SQLSSILN EQU   ((*-SQLSSI+3)/4)*4  Length of SSI.

               *

#SQLVAR

                        #SQLVAR

               **=================================================================**

               *                                                                   *

               *                 SQLDA Column Descriptor                           *

               *                                                                   *

               **=================================================================**

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         SQLVAR   DSECT                            06/08/89 14:29:44   11/02/90

000000         SQLVLEN  DS    F                   Column length.

000004         SQLVDTY  DS    H                   Datatype.

000006         SQLVSCA  DS    H                   Scale.

000008         SQLVPRE  DS    H                   Precision.

00000A         SQLVALN  DS    H                   Column alignment:

               *                                     0 - no alignment

               *                                     1 - align by datatype

00000C         SQLVNAL  DS    H                   Null indicator alignment:

               *                                     0 - no alignment

               *                                     1 - align by SQLVNUL

00000E         SQLVNUL  DS    H                   Length of null indicator:

               *                                     0 - null indicator not present

               *                                     1 - one-byte indicator

               *                                     2 - two-byte indicator

               *                                     4 - four-byte indicator

000010         SQLVNAM  DS    CL32                Column name.

        00030  SQLVARLN EQU   *-SQLVAR            Length of SQLVAR.

#SRBDS

                        COPY #SRBDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***   SEND MESSAGE REQUEST BLOCK                                  ***

               ***                                                               ***
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               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         SRB      DSECT                                     04/29/85

000000         SRBRECA  DS    A                   RECORD ADDRESS

000004         SRBIDA   DS    A                   ADDRESS OF IDENTIFIER

000008         SRBRECL  DS    H                   RECORD LENGTH

               *

               SRBALWY  #FLAG X'01'               ALWAYS QUEUE MESSAGE

               SRBMAP   #FLAG X'01'               BLAST ONLY 3270S

               SRBUSER  #FLAG X'02'               IDENTIFIER IS USER ID

               SRBDEST  #FLAG X'04'               IDENTIFIER IS DEST LIST

               SRBLTEN  #FLAG X'08'               IDENTIFIER IS LTE NAME

               SRBLAST  #FLAG X'10'               THIS IS A BLAST REQUEST

               SRBLTEA  #FLAG X'20'               IDENTIFIER IS LTE ADDRESS

               SRBOUND  #FLAG X'40'               BINDS HAVE BEEN DONE

               *                                  THE FOLLOWING FLAG WILL ONLY BE

               *                                  IN EFFECT IF SRBLTEA IS ON

               SRBDQMS  #FLAG X'80'               DEQUEUE MESSAGE FROM LTE

00000A         SRBOPTNS DS    XL1                 OPTIONS

               SRBIOER  #FLAG X'01'               I/O ERROR ON PUTQUE IS CONDITIONAL

               SRBINVP  #FLAG X'02'               INVALID PARM LIST IS CONDITIONAL

               SRBUNDF  #FLAG X'04'               UNDEFINED IDENTIFIER CONDITIONAL

               SRBPURG  #FLAG X'80'               FREE THE LAST ACQUIRED BLAST LTE

               *                                  (CALLER DOESN'T WANT IT)

00000B         SRBCOND  DS    XL1                 CONDITIONS CALLER WILL HANDLE

        0000C  SRBDSLN1 EQU   *-SRB               LENGTH WITHOUT BLAST FIELDS

               * THE FOLLOWING FIELDS APPLY TO 'BLAST' MESSAGE ONLY

00000C         SRBSSCA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF SSCTRL

000010         SRBTRBA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF TRB (LTEADDR ONLY)

000014         SRBECBL  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF LTE ECB LIST

000018         SRBECBN  DS    H                   NUMBER OF ECBS IN LIST

00001A         SRBMSG#  DS    H                   #LTES TO WHICH MESSAGE SENT

               *

        0001C  SRBDSLEN EQU   ((*-SRB+3)/4)*4      LENGTH OF DSECT

#SSADS

                        COPY #SSADS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               *** SSA:   SYSTEM SAVE AREA DSECT                                   ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***
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               ***********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         SSA      DSECT                                                03/07/95

000000         SSASSAA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF PREV SSA IN HIERARCHY.

000004         SSASSANA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF NEXT AVAIL SSA IN CHAIN

000008         SSATXEA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF TXE ASSOCIATED WITH LVL

00000C         SSAUSAA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF USER SAVEAREA IF THERE.

000010         SSAISAA  DS    A                   INITIAL STORAGE AREA ADDRESS.

000014         SSAPLAA  DS    A                   PARAMETER LIST COPY AREA ADDRESS.

000018         SSACOBA  DS    A                   COBOL PGM TGT AREA ADDRESS.

00001C                  ORG   SSACOBA             REDEFINE FOR PLI

000018         SSATASRA DS    A                   ADDR OF PLI STG REPORT TABLE

00001C         SSATFSTA DS    A                   ADDR OF FLOW STMT TBL FOR PLI

000020                  ORG   SSATFSTA            REDEFINE FOR COBOL

00001C         SSACTCOA DS    A                   ADDR OF IGZCTCO FOR THIS LEVEL

000020         SSACPRGM DS    A                   TCECPRGM FOR THIS LEVEL.

000024         SSASTEPA DS    A                   STAE EXIT ENTRY POINT ADDRESS.

000028                  ORG   SSASTEPA

000024         SSASTPGM DS    CL8                 STAE EXIT PROG. NAME.

               *

               SSATLVL  #FLAG X'80'               SSA FOR TOP LEVEL IF ON.

               SSANSP   #FLAG X'40'               ON IF NO STG PROT FOR CPRGM.

               SSASTE   #FLAG X'20'               STAE EXIT IS ACTIVE.

               SSASPGM  #FLAG X'10'               STAE EXIT IS PROGRAM NAME.

               SSATXE   #FLAG X'08'               SSA HAS TXE CHAINED TO IT.

               SSAUMSC  #FLAG X'04'               THIS SSA HAS CONSOLIDATED USTG

               SSASPL   #FLAG X'02'               PARAMETER LIST ALREADY OBTAINED

               SSASYSC  #FLAG X'01'               SYSCALL FLAG ON FOR THIS LINKLEVL

               *

00002C         SSAFLAG  DS    XL1                 FLAG BYTE.

00002D         SSAAMODE DS    XL1                 AMODE FOR THE PROGRAM.

00002E         SSAUSRMP DS    H                   MPMODE FOR THE PROGRAM

000030         SSARSA   DS    16F                 SAVE AREA FOR USER'S REGISTERS.

000070         SSAUCNT  DS    H                   TIMES THIS SSA USED

               SSARSA   #FLAG X'40'               REGISTER SAVE AREA IN BLOCK

               SSAISA   #FLAG X'20'               ISA IN BLOCK

               SSASCRN  #FLAG X'10'               PREV LVL'S SVC SCRN STG IS SAVED

000072         SSAFLAG1 DS    XL1

               SSAUSSV  #FLAG X'80'               PREV LVL'S 'USC*' STG WAS SAVED

               SSARCE   #FLAG X'40'               #LINK with RCEADDR= was done

000073         SSAFLAG2 DS    XL1

000074         SSAUMSA  DS    A                   ADDR OF CONSOLIDATED USER MODE STG

000078         SSAISAL  DS    F                   LENGTH OF ISA IN CONSOLIDATED AREA

00007C         SSAPLL   DS    H                   LENGTH OF PARMLIST IN CONS. STG

000080         SSAUSCA  DS    A                   ADDR OF PREV LVL'S 'USC*' STG

000084         SSAPCXA  DS    A                   ADDR OF PCX FOR COBOL 2

000088         SSALE37A DS    F                   LE/370 area anchor

               *

00008C         SSALESAV DS    0CL8                LE/370 environment savearea.

00008C         SSALEANA DS    F                   LE/370 anchor vector address

000090         SSALECAA DS    F                   LE/370 CAA address
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               *

Offset  Value 

 

000094         SSAPMASK DS    X                   USER MODE PROGRAM MASK

000095                  DS    XL3                 RESERVED

        00098  SSADSLEN EQU   ((*-SSA+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF DSECT.

#SSC102

                        COPY #SSC102

               ***

               ***

               ***  SSC102:  Subschema-ctrl IDMS user communication element

               ***

               ***           Pre release 12.0

               ***

               ***

               ***  COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

               ***

               ***

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         SSC102   DSECT                            02/14/90 09:24:59   08/15/90

000000         S10TRL   DS    0CL200                   ENTIRE COMMUNICATION ELEMENT

000000         S10PNAME DS    CL8                      USER PROGRAM NAME

000008         S10STAT  DS    0CL4                     ERROR STATUS

000008         S10STAT1 DS    CL2                      ERROR STATUS MAJOR CODE

00000A         S10STAT2 DS    CL2                      ERROR STATUS MINOR CODE

00000C         S10DBKEY DS    F                        DBKEY

000010         S10NAMES DS    5CL16                    NAMES

000060                  ORG   S10NAMES

000010         S10REC   DS    CL16                     RECORD NAME

000020         S10AREA  DS    CL16                     AREA NAME

000030         S10ERST  DS    CL16                     ERROR SET

000040         S10ERRC  DS    CL16                     ERROR RECORD

000050         S10ERAR  DS    CL16                     ERROR AREA

000060         S10IDBCM DS    0CL100                   IDBMSCOM

        00060  S10FLOW  EQU   S10IDBCM-1+1             LOWEST FUNCTION NUMBER

        000C3  S10FHIGH EQU   S10IDBCM-1+100           HIGHEST FUNCTION NUMBER

        0009A  S10B59   EQU   S10IDBCM-1+59            BIND RUN-UNIT

        0008F  S10B48   EQU   S10IDBCM-1+48            BIND RECORD

        00061  S10FINI  EQU   S10IDBCM-1+2             FINISH

        00083  S10RDYLO EQU   S10IDBCM-1+36            LOWEST READY FUNCTION

        00088  S10RDYHI EQU   S10IDBCM-1+41            HIGHEST READY FUNCTION

        00081  S10GET   EQU   S10IDBCM-1+34            GET RECORD

        0008A  S10OBTN  EQU   S10IDBCM-1+43            OBTAIN (GET)

        000A2  S10RBCK  EQU   S10IDBCM-1+67            ROLLBACK

        000B6  S10KEEP  EQU   S10IDBCM-1+87            KEEP CURRENT

        000B7  S10KEEX  EQU   S10IDBCM-1+88            KEEP EXCLUSIVE CURRENT

000060         S10TPARM DS    F                        TP INTERFACE PARM AREA

000064                  ORG   S10TPARM
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000060         S10PINFO DS    0F                       CURRENT PAGE GROUP/DBKEY RADIX

000060         S10PGRUP DS    H                        CURRENT PAGE GROUP

000062         S10RADIX DS    H                        CURRENT DBKEY RADIX

000064         S10PARM0 DS    F                        USER PARM 0 AREA

000068         S10PARM1 DS    F                        USER PARM 1 AREA

00006C         S10PARM2 DS    F                        USER PARM 2 AREA

000070         S10PARM3 DS    F                        USER PARM 3 AREA

000074         S10PARM4 DS    F                        USER PARM 4 AREA

000078         S10PARM5 DS    F                        USER PARM 5 AREA

00007C         S10PARM6 DS    F                        USER PARM 6 AREA

000080         S10PARM7 DS    F                        USER PARM 7 AREA

000084         S10PARM8 DS    F                        USER PARM 8 AREA

000088         S10LRE   DS    0CL44                    LRE Area (obsolete)

000088         S10RPB   DS    0XL36                    RPB Area

000088         S10DSINM DS    CL8                      RPB routing name for DSI

000090         S10RSTAT DS    F                        RPB status

000094         S10ANCH  DS    A                        RPB address to the real CSA

000098         S10INIT  DS    F                        RPB initialization word

00009C         S10USTAT DS    F                        RPB user status

0000A0         S10RWORK DS    3F                       RPB work area

Offset  Value 

 

        00024  S10RPBL  EQU   *-S10RPB                 length of the RPB block

0000AC         S10SSCCW DS    CL4                      DSI Client code word

0000B0         S10SSCA  DS    A                        Anchor to real r12.0 SSC

0000B4         S10LSINO DS    F                        Local Sinon indicator

0000B8         S10LCSAA DS    A                        Local Sinon address  A(LCSA)

0000BC         S10SINON DS    F                        RU Sinon to DB indicator

0000C0         S10VIBA  DS    F                        Addr of VIB

0000C4         S10DRDBK DS    F                        DIRDBKEY

        000C8  S10DSLEN EQU   *-SSC102                 Length of fixed SSC102

        000C8  S10XTENT EQU   *                        SSC102 extension area:

0000C8         S10DBSTM DS    CL2                      DB STATEMANT CODE

0000CA         S10DBCOD DS    CL5                      DB STATUS CODE

0000CF                  DS    CL1                      FILLER

0000D0         S10RECOC DS    F                        RECORD OCCURRENCE

0000D4         S10DMLSQ DS    F                        DML SEQUENCE NUMBER

        000D8  S10LNGTH EQU   *-SSC102                 Length of SSC102 + debug info

               *

               *   EXTENSION FOR IDMS-DC INTERFACE...'DC CONTROL AREA (D10)'

               *

0000D8                  ORG   S10XTENT

0000C8         D10DCBMS DS    0CL100              WHOLE THING IS 100 BYTES.

0000C8         D10R14SV DS    A                   SAVE FOR COBOL/PL1 R14.

0000CC         D10PARMS DS    10F                 PARAMETER LIST AREA.

0000F4                  ORG   D10PARMS+32

0000EC         D10BLL1  DS    H                   OFFSET OF FIRST BLL.

0000EE         D10BLL2  DS    H                   OFFSET OF SECOND BLL.

0000F0         D10BLLR  DS    A                   ADDR OF RCE FOR BLLS.

0000F4                  ORG

0000F4         D10STR1  DS    0CL16               STRING 1 PARAMETER.

0000F4         D10STR2  DS    0CL8                STRING 2 PARAMETER.

0000F4         D10STR4  DS    CL4                 STRING 4 PARAMETER.
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0000F8         D10STR5  DS    CL4                 STRING 5 PARAMETER.

0000FC         D10STR3  DS    CL8                 STRING 3 PARAMETER.

000104                  ORG   D10STR5

0000F8         D10ADDR1 DS    F                   ADDRESS 1 PARAMETER

0000FC         D10ADDR2 DS    F                   ADDRESS 2 PARAMETER

000100         D10ADDR3 DS    F                   ADDRESS 3 PARAMETER

000104                  ORG   D10STR1

0000F4         D10PNUM1 DS    PL8                 PACKED NUMBER, LENGTH 8.

0000FC                  ORG

000104         D10PNUM2 DS    0PL4                PACKED NUMBER, LENGTH 4.

000104         D10NUM1  DS    F                   NUMBER 1.

000108         D10NUM2  DS    F                   NUMBER 2.

00010C         D10NUM3  DS    F                   NUMBER 3.

000110         D10FLG1  DS    AL2                 FLAG 1.

000112         D10FLG2  DS    AL2                 FLAG 2.

000114         D10FLG3  DS    AL2                 FLAG 3.

000116         D10FLG4  DS    AL2                 FLAG 4.

000118         D10FLG5  DS    AL2                 FLAG 5.

00011A         D10FLG6  DS    AL2                 FLAG 6.

00011C         D10VER   DS    AL2                 COBOL VERSION (FOR DMLC, REL 11.0)

00011E         D10BLLR1 DS    X                   BASE REGISTER FOR FIRST BLL CELL

00011F         D10BLLR2 DS    X                   BASE REGISTER FOR SECOND BLL CELL

000120                  ORG   D10DCBMS+88

000120         D10DBLWK DS    D                   WORK WORD.

000128                  ORG

000128                  ORG   D10STR1

0000F4         D10STR6  DS    CL32                32 BYTE RETURN AREA

000114         D10NUH1  DS    H                   HALF WORD

000116                  DS    H                   RESERVED

000118         D10ACODE DS    CL4                 DC ABEND CODE

00011C                  ORG   ,

        00128  D10DSLEN EQU   *-SSC102            Dsect length for IDMS-DC

#SSC120

                        COPY #SSC120

               ***

               ***

               ***  SSC:     SUBSCHEMA-CTRL IDMS User Communication Block

               ***

               ***

               ***  COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

               ***

               ***

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         SSC      DSECT                                                04/18/95

000000         SSCTRL   DS    0CL300              SSC Communication Block

000000         SSCPNAME DS    CL8                 User Program Name

000008         SSCSTAT  DS    0CL4                Error Status

000008         SSCSTAT1 DS    CL2                 Error Status Major Code
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00000A         SSCSTAT2 DS    CL2                 Error Status Minor Code

00000C         SSCDBKEY DS    F                   DBKEY

000010         SSCNAMES DS    6CL18               Names

00007C                  ORG   SSCNAMES

000010         SSCREC   DS    CL18                Record (Table) Name

000022         SSCAREA  DS    CL18                Area Name

000034         SSCLIB   DS    CL18                Schema Name

000046         SSCERST  DS    CL18                Error Set (Constraint)

000058         SSCERRC  DS    CL18                Error Record (Table)

00006A         SSCERAR  DS    CL18                Error Area

00007C         SSCIDBCM DS    0CL100              IDBMSCOM

        0007C  SSCFLOW  EQU   SSCIDBCM-1+1        Lowest Function Number

        000FB  SSCFHIGH EQU   SSCIDBCM-1+128      Highest Function Number

        000B6  SSCB59   EQU   SSCIDBCM-1+59       BIND RUN-UNIT

        000AB  SSCB48   EQU   SSCIDBCM-1+48       BIND RECORD

        0007D  SSCFINI  EQU   SSCIDBCM-1+2        FINISH

        0009F  SSCRDYLO EQU   SSCIDBCM-1+36       Lowest READY Function

        000A4  SSCRDYHI EQU   SSCIDBCM-1+41       Highest READY Function

        0009D  SSCGET   EQU   SSCIDBCM-1+34       GET RECORD

        000A6  SSCOBTN  EQU   SSCIDBCM-1+43       OBTAIN (GET)

        000BE  SSCRBCK  EQU   SSCIDBCM-1+67       ROLLBACK

        000D2  SSCKEEP  EQU   SSCIDBCM-1+87       KEEP CURRENT

        000D3  SSCKEEX  EQU   SSCIDBCM-1+88       KEEP EXCLUSIVE CURRENT

00007C         SSCTPARM DS    F                   TP Interface Parm Area

000080                  ORG   SSCTPARM

00007C         SSCPINFO DS    0F                  Current PAGE GROUP/DBKEY RADIX

00007C         SSCPGRUP DS    H                   Current PAGE GROUP

00007E         SSCRADIX DS    H                   Current DBKEY RADIX

000080         SSCPARM0 DS    F                   User Parm 0

000084         SSCPARM1 DS    F                   User Parm 1

000088         SSCPARM2 DS    F                   User Parm 2

00008C         SSCPARM3 DS    F                   User Parm 3

000090         SSCPARM4 DS    F                   User Parm 4

000094         SSCPARM5 DS    F                   User Parm 5

000098         SSCPARM6 DS    F                   User Parm 6

00009C         SSCPARM7 DS    F                   User Parm 7

0000A0         SSCPARM8 DS    F                   User Parm 8

        00024  SSCMAXL  EQU   *-SSCPARM0          Max length of parms.

        00009  SSCMAXP  EQU   SSCMAXL/4           Max # parms.

0000A4         SSCLRE   DS    0CL44               LRE Area (obsolete)

0000A4         SSCRPB   DS    0XL36               RPB Area

0000A4         SSCDSINM DS    CL8                 RPB routing name for DSI

0000AC         SSCRSTAT DS    F                   RPB status

0000B0         SSCANCH  DS    A                   RPB address to the real CSA

0000B4         SSCINIT  DS    F                   RPB initialization word

0000B8         SSCUSTAT DS    F                   RPB user status

Offset  Value 

 

0000BC         SSCRWORK DS    3F                  RPB work area

        00024  SSCRPBL  EQU   *-SSCRPB            length of the RPB block

0000C8         SSCSSI   DS    CL4                 DSI Client anchor codeword

0000CC         SSCDSIBA DS    A                   DSI Client anchor

0000D0         SSCLSINO DS    F                   Local Sinon Indicator
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0000D4         SSCLCSAA DS    A                   Local Sinon Address  A(LCSA)

0000D8         SSCSINON DS    A                   RU Sinon to DB indicator

0000DC         SSCVIBA  DS    F                   Address of the VIB

0000E0         SSCDRDBK DS    F                   DIRDBKEY

0000E4         SSCDBSTM DS    CL2                 DB Statement Code

0000E6         SSCDBCOD DS    CL5                 DB Status Code

0000EB         SSCERRSW DS    XL1                 DBMS's ERRSWX setting

0000EC         SSCRECOC DS    F                   RECORD Occurrence

0000F0         SSCDMLSQ DS    F                   DML Sequence Number

0000F4         SSCWORK1 DS    F                   Work Field 1

0000F8         SSCWORK2 DS    F                   Work Field 2

0000FC         SSCWORK3 DS    F                   Work Field 3

000100         SSCLTEA  DS    A                   Subsession LTE for native DML

000104         SSCOPTIA DS    A                   Address of local IDMSOPTI

000108         SSCNODE  DS    CL8                 BIND59 NODENAME work area

000110         SSCDBNAM DS    CL8                 BIND59 DBNAME work area

000118         SSCSSNAM DS    CL8                 BIND59 SUBSCHEMA override (XIT23)

000120                  DS    XL8                 *** reserved ***

000128         SSCS102A DS    A                   Back pointer to 10.x SSC

        0012C  SSCDSLEN EQU   *-SSC               Length of Fixed SSCTRL Area

        0012C  SSCLNGTH EQU   *-SSC               Length of SSCTRL

        0012C  SSCXTENT EQU   *                   SSCTRL Extension Area

               *

               *   EXTENSION FOR IDMS-DC INTERFACE...'DC CONTROL AREA (DCC)'

               *

00012C                  ORG   SSCXTENT

00012C         DCCDCBMS DS    0CL100              DC Extension is 100 Bytes

        0012C  DCCFLOW  EQU   DCCDCBMS-1+1        Lowest Function Number

        0016C  DCCFHIGH EQU   DCCDCBMS-1+65       Highest Function Number

00012C         DCCR14SV DS    A                   Savearea for COBOL/PL1 R14

000130         DCCPARMS DS    10F                 Parameter List Area

000158                  ORG   DCCPARMS+32

000150         DCCBLL1  DS    H                   Offset of first BLL

000152         DCCBLL2  DS    H                   Offset of second BLL

000154         DCCBLLR  DS    A                   Addr of RCE for BLLS

000158                  ORG

000158         DCCSTR1  DS    0CL16               String 1 Parameter

000158         DCCSTR2  DS    0CL8                String 2 Parameter

000158         DCCSTR4  DS    CL4                 String 4 Parameter

00015C         DCCSTR5  DS    CL4                 String 5 Parameter

000160         DCCSTR3  DS    CL8                 String 3 Parameter

000168                  ORG   DCCSTR5

00015C         DCCADDR1 DS    F                   Address 1 Parameter

000160         DCCADDR2 DS    F                   Address 2 Parameter

000164         DCCADDR3 DS    F                   Address 3 Parameter

000168                  ORG   DCCSTR1

000158         DCCPNUM1 DS    PL8                 Packed Number, Length 8

000160                  ORG

000168         DCCPNUM2 DS    0PL4                Packed Number, Length 4

000168         DCCNUM1  DS    F                   Number 1

00016C         DCCNUM2  DS    F                   Number 2

000170         DCCNUM3  DS    F                   Number 3

000174         DCCFLG1  DS    AL2                 Flag 1
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000176         DCCFLG2  DS    AL2                 Flag 2

000178         DCCFLG3  DS    AL2                 Flag 3

00017A         DCCFLG4  DS    AL2                 Flag 4

00017C         DCCFLG5  DS    AL2                 Flag 5

00017E         DCCFLG6  DS    AL2                 Flag 6

000180         DCCVER   DS    AL2                 COBOL Version (for DMLC, Rel 11.0)

000182         DCCBLLR1 DS    X                   Base Register for first BLL Cell

000183         DCCBLLR2 DS    X                   Base Register for second BLL Cell

Offset  Value 

 

000184                  ORG   DCCDCBMS+88

000188         DCCDBLWK DS    D                   Work Word

000190                  ORG

000190                  ORG   DCCSTR1

000158         DCCSTR6  DS    CL32                32 Byte Return Area

000178         DCCNUH1  DS    H                   Halfword

00017A                  DS    H                   Reserved

00017C         DCCACODE DS    CL4                 DC Abend Code

000180                  ORG   ,

        00190  DCCDSLEN EQU   *-SSC               DSECT Length for IDMS-DC

#SSCDS

                        COPY #SSCDS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***  SSC:     SUBSCHEMA-CTRL IDMS USER COMMUNICATION ELEMENT DSECT  ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         SSC      DSECT                                                08/15/90

000000         SSCTRL   DS    0CL200                   ENTIRE COMMUNICATION ELEMENT

000000         SSCPNAME DS    CL8                      USER PROGRAM NAME

000008         SSCSTAT  DS    0CL4                     ERROR STATUS

000008         SSCSTAT1 DS    CL2                      ERROR STATUS MAJOR CODE

00000A         SSCSTAT2 DS    CL2                      ERROR STATUS MINOR CODE

00000C         SSCDBKEY DS    F                        DBKEY

000010         SSCNAMES DS    5CL16                    NAMES

000060                  ORG   SSCNAMES

000010         SSCREC   DS    CL16                     RECORD NAME

000020         SSCAREA  DS    CL16                     AREA NAME

000030         SSCERST  DS    CL16                     ERROR SET

000040         SSCERRC  DS    CL16                     ERROR RECORD

000050         SSCERAR  DS    CL16                     ERROR AREA

000060         SSCIDBCM DS    0CL100                   IDBMSCOM

        00060  SSCFLOW  EQU   SSCIDBCM-1+1             LOWEST FUNCTION NUMBER
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        000C3  SSCFHIGH EQU   SSCIDBCM-1+100           HIGHEST FUNCTION NUMBER

        0009A  SSCB59   EQU   SSCIDBCM-1+59            BIND RUN-UNIT

        0008F  SSCB48   EQU   SSCIDBCM-1+48            BIND RECORD

        00061  SSCFINI  EQU   SSCIDBCM-1+2             FINISH

        00083  SSCRDYLO EQU   SSCIDBCM-1+36            LOWEST READY FUNCTION

        00088  SSCRDYHI EQU   SSCIDBCM-1+41            HIGHEST READY FUNCTION

        00081  SSCGET   EQU   SSCIDBCM-1+34            GET RECORD

        0008A  SSCOBTN  EQU   SSCIDBCM-1+43            OBTAIN (GET)

        000A2  SSCRBCK  EQU   SSCIDBCM-1+67            ROLLBACK

        000B6  SSCKEEP  EQU   SSCIDBCM-1+87            KEEP CURRENT

        000B7  SSCKEEX  EQU   SSCIDBCM-1+88            KEEP EXCLUSIVE CURRENT

000060         SSCTPARM DS    F                        TP INTERFACE PARM AREA

000064                  ORG   SSCTPARM

000060         SSCPINFO DS    0F                       CURRENT PAGE GROUP/DBKEY RADIX

000060         SSCPGRUP DS    H                        CURRENT PAGE GROUP

000062         SSCRADIX DS    H                        CURRENT DBKEY RADIX

000064         SSCPARM0 DS    F                        USER PARM 0 AREA

000068         SSCPARM1 DS    F                        USER PARM 1 AREA

00006C         SSCPARM2 DS    F                        USER PARM 2 AREA

000070         SSCPARM3 DS    F                        USER PARM 3 AREA

000074         SSCPARM4 DS    F                        USER PARM 4 AREA

000078         SSCPARM5 DS    F                        USER PARM 5 AREA

00007C         SSCPARM6 DS    F                        USER PARM 6 AREA

000080         SSCPARM7 DS    F                        USER PARM 7 AREA

000084         SSCPARM8 DS    F                        USER PARM 8 AREA

000088         SSCLRE   DS    CL44                     LRE AREA

0000B4         SSCLSINO DS    F                        LOCAL SINON IND

0000B8         SSCLCSAA DS    A                        LOCAL SINON ADDRESS  A(LCSA)

0000BC         SSCSINON DS    F                        RU SINON TO DB INDICATOR

0000C0         SSCVIBA  DS    F                        ADDR OF VIB

0000C4         SSCDRDBK DS    F                        DIRDBKEY

        000C8  SSCDSLEN EQU   *-SSC                    LENGTH OF FIXED SSCTRL AREA

        000C8  SSCXTENT EQU   *                        SSCTRL EXTENTION AREA

0000C8         SSCDBSTM DS    CL2                      DB STATEMANT CODE

Offset  Value 

 

0000CA         SSCDBCOD DS    CL5                      DB STATUS CODE

0000CF                  DS    CL1                      FILLER

0000D0         SSCRECOC DS    F                        RECORD OCCURRENCE

0000D4         SSCDMLSQ DS    F                        DML SEQUENCE NUMBER

        000D8  SSCLNGTH EQU   *-SSC                    LENGTH OF SSCTRL + DEBUG INFO

               *

               *   EXTENSION FOR IDMS-DC INTERFACE...'DC CONTROL AREA (DCC)'

               *

0000D8                  ORG   SSCXTENT

0000C8         DCCDCBMS DS    0CL100              WHOLE THING IS 100 BYTES.

0000C8         DCCR14SV DS    A                   SAVE FOR COBOL/PL1 R14.

0000CC         DCCPARMS DS    10F                 PARAMETER LIST AREA.

0000F4                  ORG   DCCPARMS+32

0000EC         DCCBLL1  DS    H                   OFFSET OF FIRST BLL.

0000EE         DCCBLL2  DS    H                   OFFSET OF SECOND BLL.

0000F0         DCCBLLR  DS    A                   ADDR OF RCE FOR BLLS.

0000F4                  ORG
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0000F4         DCCSTR1  DS    0CL16               STRING 1 PARAMETER.

0000F4         DCCSTR2  DS    0CL8                STRING 2 PARAMETER.

0000F4         DCCSTR4  DS    CL4                 STRING 4 PARAMETER.

0000F8         DCCSTR5  DS    CL4                 STRING 5 PARAMETER.

0000FC         DCCSTR3  DS    CL8                 STRING 3 PARAMETER.

000104                  ORG   DCCSTR5

0000F8         DCCADDR1 DS    F                   ADDRESS 1 PARAMETER

0000FC         DCCADDR2 DS    F                   ADDRESS 2 PARAMETER

000100         DCCADDR3 DS    F                   ADDRESS 3 PARAMETER

000104                  ORG   DCCSTR1

0000F4         DCCPNUM1 DS    PL8                 PACKED NUMBER, LENGTH 8.

0000FC                  ORG

000104         DCCPNUM2 DS    0PL4                PACKED NUMBER, LENGTH 4.

000104         DCCNUM1  DS    F                   NUMBER 1.

000108         DCCNUM2  DS    F                   NUMBER 2.

00010C         DCCNUM3  DS    F                   NUMBER 3.

000110         DCCFLG1  DS    AL2                 FLAG 1.

000112         DCCFLG2  DS    AL2                 FLAG 2.

000114         DCCFLG3  DS    AL2                 FLAG 3.

000116         DCCFLG4  DS    AL2                 FLAG 4.

000118         DCCFLG5  DS    AL2                 FLAG 5.

00011A         DCCFLG6  DS    AL2                 FLAG 6.

00011C         DCCVER   DS    AL2                 COBOL VERSION (FOR DMLC, REL 11.0)

00011E         DCCBLLR1 DS    X                   BASE REGISTER FOR FIRST BLL CELL

00011F         DCCBLLR2 DS    X                   BASE REGISTER FOR SECOND BLL CELL

000120                  ORG   DCCDCBMS+88

000120         DCCDBLWK DS    D                   WORK WORD.

000128                  ORG

000128                  ORG   DCCSTR1

0000F4         DCCSTR6  DS    CL32                32 BYTE RETURN AREA

000114         DCCNUH1  DS    H                   HALF WORD

000116                  DS    H                   RESERVED

000118         DCCACODE DS    CL4                 DC ABEND CODE

00011C                  ORG   ,

        00128  DCCDSLEN EQU   *-SSC               DSECT LENGTH FOR IDMS-DC

#STLDS

                COPY #STLDS 

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  STL: STATISTICS LOG RECORD TEXT PORTION                      ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***       INDICATES THE TYPE OF STATISTICS RECORD                 ***

               ***           (LGRTYPE = C'6' OR X'76')                           ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***       THE #STRDS DSECT DESCRIBES THE FIELDS WHICH             ***

               ***           COMPRISE THE RECORD                                 ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***       THE FIRST BYTE IS A STATISTICS SUBTYPE CODE WHICH       ***

               ***           DETERMINES HOW THE REMAINDER OF THE RECORD          ***

               ***           IS FORMATTED.                                       ***
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               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value

 

000000         STL      DSECT                                                12/22/92

000000         STLTYPE  DS    X                   STATS TYPE

        00000  STLTSTRT EQU   00                    SYSTEM STARTUP

        00001  STLTCST  EQU   01                    SYSTEM

        00002  STLTTST  EQU   02                    TASK (THREAD OR ID)

        00003  STLTTSB  EQU   03                    TRANSACTION

        00004  STLTTDE  EQU   04                    TASK (CODE)

        00005  STLTPDE  EQU   05                    PROGRAM

        00006  STLTQDE  EQU   06                    QUEUE

        00007  STLTPLE  EQU   07                    PHYSICAL LINE

        00008  STLTPTE  EQU   08                    PHYSICAL TERMINAL

        00009  STLTADS  EQU   09                    ADS

        0000A  STLTOTP  EQU   10                    OTP      (NOT AVAILABLE IN 10.2)

        0000B  STLTDDS  EQU   11                    DEADLOCK (NOT AVAILABLE IN 10.2)

        0000B  STLTMAX  EQU   11                  HIGHEST ASSIGNED TYPE

               *

000001                  DS    XL4                 ** RESERVED **

000005         STLCVNR  DS    CL3                 CV NUMBER                       R180

000008         STLJOBN  DS    CL8                 CV JOB NAME                     R180

000010         STLCVST  DS    D                   CV STARTUP TIMEDATE IN SQL FORM R180

000018         STLSROL  DS    D                   ROLL INTERVAL START IN SQL FORM R180

               *

000020         STLID    DS    CL16                STATISTICS IDENTIFIER

000030         STLPDNAM DS    0CL8                PDE ID  (STLTPDE)

000030         STLPTNAM DS    0CL8                PTE ID  (STLTPTE)

000030         STLPLNAM DS    0CL8                PLE ID  (STLTPLE)

000030         STLTDNAM DS    0CL8                TDE ID  (STLTTDE)

000030         STLQDNAM DS    0CL16               QDE ID  (STLTQDE)

000030                  ORG

000030                  DS    XL3                 ** RESERVED **

000034                  DS    0F                  ALIGN ON FULLWORD

        00034  STLFIXE  EQU   *                   END OF FIXED PORTION

        00034  STLFIXL  EQU   STLFIXE-STL         LEN OF FIXED PORTION

               *

        002CC  STLVMAXL EQU   768-STLFIXL         MAX VARIANT LEN                 R180

               * LARGE ENOUGH TO HOLD THE MAXIMUM TEXT IN THREE LOG RECORDS

000034                  DS    XL(STLVMAXL)        VARIANT PART

               *

        00300  STLDSLEN EQU   *-STL               LENGTH OF DSECT

               *

               *********************************************************************

               *

               * STL FIELDS FOR SNAPS             USED INTERNALLY.

               *                                  NOT PRESENT IN DCLOG RECORDS
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               *********************************************************************

000300         SYSPLIST DS    8F

               STIMTSK  #FLAG X'80'               INDICATOR IF INVOKED BY SETIME

000320                  DS    X

000321         SNAPLIN  DS    0CL133

000321         SNAPLEN  DS    X                   TITLE LENGTH

000322         SNAPCC   DS    X                   CARRIAGE CONTROL

000323         SNAPSTAT DS    CL18                MAIN TITLE: 'STATISTICS RECORD:'

000335                  DS    CL2

000337         SNAPVAR  DS    CL32                SUBTITLE: 'STATISTICS SUBTYPE'

000357                  DS    CL2

000359         SNAPROLL DS    0CL78               STATISTICS ROLL ADDITIONAL INFO R180

000359         SNAPRCN  DS    CL12                ROLL INFO: 'CV JOB NAME:'       R180

000365                  DS    CL1                                                 R180

000366         SNAPRCNV DS    CL8                 ROLL INFO: JOBNAME VARIABLE     R180

00036E                  DS    CL2                                                 R180

000370         SNAPRC#  DS    CL10                ROLL INFO: 'CV NUMBER:'         R180

00037A                  DS    CL1                                                 R180

00037B         SNAPRC#V DS    CL3                 ROLL INFO: CVNUMBER VARIABLE    R180

00037E                  DS    CL2                                                 R180

000380         SNAPRST  DS    CL12                ROLL INFO: 'INTVL START:'       R180

00038C                  DS    CL1                                                 R180

00038D         SNAPRSTV DS    CL25                ROLL INFO: TIMEDATE STAMP VARIABLE

0003A6                  DS    CL1

        003A7  SWORKLEN EQU   *-STL               LENGTH FOR INTERNAL USE

 

#STRDS

                        COPY #STRDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  STR: STATISTICS RECORD BLOCK DSECT.  PREFIX = STR            ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***       DESCRIBES THE FIELDS IN EACH STATISTICS BLOCK.          ***

               ***       TYPE AND ORDER OF BLOCKS DEPENDS ON TYPE OF             ***

               ***       STATISTICS RECORD (STLTYPE).                            ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2013 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset Value

 

000000         STR      DSECT                                                11/06/95

000000         STRTYPE  DS    XL1                 TYPE CODE

        00000  STRTHDR  EQU   00                    HEADER

        00001  STRTSYS  EQU   01                    SYSTEM

        00002  STRTDB   EQU   02                    DB

        00003  STRTDC   EQU   03                    DC
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        00004  STRTSQL  EQU   04                    SQL                      JDM 8/90

        00005  STRTTDE  EQU   05                    TASK CODE

        00006  STRTPDE  EQU   06                    PROGRAM

        00007  STRTQDE  EQU   07                    QUEUE

        00008  STRTPLE  EQU   08                    PHYSICAL LINE

        00009  STRTPTE  EQU   09                    PHYSICAL TERMINAL

        0000A  STRTASB  EQU   10                    ADS

        0000B  STRTHIS  EQU   11                    HISTOGRAM

        0000C  STRTDDS  EQU   12                    DEADLOCK DETECTION

        0000D  STRTAFM  EQU   13                    Area-File

        0000E  STRTDCX  EQU   14                    DC Extended

000001                  DS    XL1                 RESERVED

000002         STRVLEN  DS    H                   LENGTH OF THIS STR'S VARIANT PART

               *

000004         STRNEXT  DS    A                   ADDR OF NEXT STATISTICS BLOCK

               *                                    WHEN IN STORAGE

000008                  ORG   STRNEXT

000004         STRRID   DS    CL4                 RELEASE IDENTIFIER FOR DC LOG

        1F8F5  STRRELS  EQU   C'R185'             RELEASE ID=18.5              R185

        00008  STRFIXE  EQU   *                   END OF FIXED PART OF STR

        00008  STRFIXL  EQU STRFIXE-STR           LENGTH OF FIXED PORTION OF STR

               ***

               *** STATISTICS HEADERS.  PREFIX = STH

               ***

000008                  DS    0F

000008         STHERUID DS    0CL48               ERUS STATISTICS BLOCK ID

000008         STHSVXA  DS    0F                  ADDR OF COPY OF SVX ERE EXTENSION

               *                                      DURING TASK EXECUTION     9/87

000008         STHACCT  DS    CL40                ERUS ACCOUNTING INFO WHEN LOGREC

000030         STHPNAME DS    CL8                 ERUS USER PROGRAM NAME

000038                  ORG   STHERUID

000008         STHDCID  DS    0CL40               DC ID

000008         STHUSID  DS    CL32                DC USER ID

000028         STHLTEID DS    CL8                 DC LTERM ID

000030         STHTSKCD DS    CL8                 DC TASK CODE

000038                  ORG

000038         STHTSKID DS    F                   TASK ID

               *                                    (NEGATIVE IF AN ERUS TASK)

        0003C  STHTSKLN EQU   *-STR               LENGTH OF TASK STATS HEADER

               * FOLLOWING FIELDS PRESENT FOR TRANSACTION STATISTICS

               * THE FIRST PART OF TRANSACTION STATS HEADER IS THE STHDCID FIELD

00003C                  ORG   STHTSKCD

000030         STHUID   DS    CL8                 USER SUPPLIED IDENTIFIER     10/83

000038         STHUDAT  DS    PL4                 DATE BIND COMMAND ISSUED     10/83

00003C         STHUTIM  DS    F                   TIME BIND COMMAND ISSUED     10/83

000040         STHFLAGS DS    0F                                               10/83

               STHTSBA  #FLAG X'04'               OPT - TSBA= SPECIFIED        10/83

               STHACUM  #FLAG X'02'               OPT - ACCEPT/ACCUMULATE      10/83

               STHBNDT  #FLAG X'01'               OPT - BIND TO TASK START     10/83

000040         STHFLG0  DS    X                   #TRNSTAT FLAG BYTE 0 (OPTS)  10/83

               STHSTRT  #FLAG X'01'               BIND REQUEST                 10/83

               STHGET   #FLAG X'02'               ACCEPT REQUEST               10/83

               STHEND   #FLAG X'04'               END REQUEST                  10/83
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000041         STHFLG1  DS    X                   #TRNSTAT FLAG BYTE 1 (TYPE)  10/83

               STHTASK  #FLAG X'01'               STATS RELATIVE TO TASK START 10/83

000042         STHFLG2  DS    X                   #TRNSTAT FLAG BYTE 2 (MODS)  10/83

000043         STHFLG3  DS    X                   RESERVED                     10/83

        00044  STHTRALN EQU   *-STR               LENGTH OF TRANS STATS HEADER

               ***

               ***  DC STATISTICS.  PREFIX = STC

               ***

000044                  ORG   STRFIXE

000008         STCHSTB  DS    0F                  BEGINNING OF HISTOGRAM DATA

000008         STCPGMCL DS    F                   # OF PROGRAMS CALLED

00000C         STCPGMLD DS    F                IF TASK STATISTICS (STLTYPE=02)

               *                               OR TRANSACTION STATISTICS (STLTYPE=03)

               *                                  # OF PROGRAMS LOADED BY TASK/TRANS

               *                                    INTO ANY PROGRAM POOL

               *                               IF SYSTEM STATISTICS (STLTYPE=01)

               *                                  # OF PROGRAMS LOADED INTO

               *                                    STANDARD (NON-XA) PROGRAM POOL

000010         STCTRMRD DS    F                   # OF TERMINAL READS

000014         STCTRMWR DS    F                   # OF TERMINAL WRITES

000018         STCTRMER DS    F                   # OF TERMINAL ERRORS

00001C         STCSTGGT DS    F                   # OF GET STORAGE REQUESTS

000020         STCSCRGT DS    F                   # OF SCRATCH GETS

000024         STCSCRPT DS    F                   # OF SCRATCH PUTS

000028         STCSCRDL DS    F                   # OF SCRATCH DELETES

00002C         STCQUEGT DS    F                   # OF QUEUE GETS

000030         STCQUEPT DS    F                   # OF QUEUE PUTS

000034         STCQUEDL DS    F                   # OF QUEUE DELETES

000038         STCGETIM DS    F                   # OF GETTIME REQUESTS

00003C         STCSETIM DS    F                   # OF SETTIME REQUESTS

000040         STCDBRQS DS    F                   # OF DB SERVICE RQSTS

000044         STCHISTK DS    F                   MAX WORDS USED IN STACK

000048         STCTIMUS DS    F                   USER MODE TIME   (10**-4 SECONDS)

00004C         STCTIMSY DS    F                   SYSTEM MODE TIME (10**-4 SECONDS)

000050         STCTIMWT DS    F                   WAIT TIME        (10**-4 SECONDS)

               *                                  NOT USED FOR

               *                                    SYSTEM STATISTICS (STLTYPE=01)

000054         STCHIRCE DS    F                   MAXIMUM NUMBER OF RCE'S USED

000058         STCHIRLE DS    F                   MAXIMUM NUMBER OF RLE'S USED

00005C         STCHIDPE DS    F                   MAXIMUM NUMBER OF DPE'S USED

000060         STCHSTE  DS    0F                  END OF HISTOGRAM DATA

000060         STCSTGHW DS    F                   TASK STORAGE HIGH WATER MARK 10/83

               *                                  NOT USED FOR

               *                                    SYSTEM STATISTICS (STLTYPE=01)

000064         STCSTGFR DS    F                   # OF FREE STORAGE REQUESTS   10/83

000068         STCSVRQS DS    F                   # OF DCSYSTEM SERVICE RQSTS   4/84

00006C         STCEND   DS    0F                  END OF DC STATS

        0006C  STCLEN   EQU   *-STR               LENGTH OF DC STATS

               ***

               ***  DB STATISTICS.  PREFIX = STB

               ***

00006C                  ORG   STRFIXE

000008         STBPAGRD DS    F                   # OF PAGES READ
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00000C         STBPAGWR DS    F                   # OF PAGES WRITTEN

000010         STBPAGRQ DS    F                   # OF PAGES REQUESTED

000014         STBCALNO DS    F                   # OF CALC RECS WITH NO OFLOW

000018         STBCALOF DS    F                   # OF CALC RECS WITH OFLOW

00001C         STBVIANO DS    F                   # OF VIA RECS WITH NO OFLOW

000020         STBVIAOF DS    F                   # OF VIA RECS WITH OFLOW

000024         STBRECRQ DS    F                   # OF RECORDS REQUESTED

000028         STBRECCU DS    F                   # OF RECS CURRENT OF RUNUNIT

00002C         STBDBRQS DS    F                   # OF DBMS CALLS

000030         STBFRAGS DS    F                   # OF FRAGMENTS STORED

000034         STBRELO  DS    F                   # OF RECORDS RELOCATED

000038         STBTLOCK DS    F                   TOTAL no. locks acquired    JDM 5/90

00003C         STBSLOCK DS    F                   TOTAL share locks held      JDM 5/90

000040         STBULOCK DS    F                   TOTAL nonshare locks held   JDM 5/90

000044         STBTLKF  DS    F                   TOTAL locks freed           JDM 5/90

               *                                  LOCK FIELDS ARE NOT USED FOR

               *                                    SYSTEM STATISTICS (STLTYPE=01)

000048         STBEND   DS    0F                  END OF DB STATS

000048         STBIXSTA DS    0F                  START OF INDEX STATISTICS   JDM 5/90

000048         STB#SPLT DS    F                     # OF SR8 SPLITS           JDM 5/90

00004C         STB#SPWN DS    F                     # OF SR8 SPAWNS           JDM 5/90

000050         STB#SR8S DS    F                     # OF SR8S STORED          JDM 5/90

000054         STB#SR8D DS    F                     # OF SR8S ERASED          JDM 5/90

000058         STB#SR7S DS    F                     # OF SR7S STORED          JDM 5/90

00005C         STB#SR7D DS    F                     # OF SR7S ERASED          JDM 5/90

000060         STB#BISR DS    F                     # OF B-TREE SEARCHES      JDM 5/90

000064         STB#LEVL DS    F                     # OF B-TREE LEVELS SRCHED JDM 5/90

000068         STB#ORPH DS    F                     # OF ORPHANS ADOPTED      JDM 5/90

00006C         STBBISRL DS    H                     # OF LVLS SRCHED-BEST CASE    5/90

00006E         STBBISRH DS    H                     # OF LVLS SRCHED-WORST CASE   5/90

        00028  STBIXSTL EQU   *-STBIXSTA          LENGTH OF INDEX STATISTICS  JDM 5/90

               *

               *    Extended DB Stats

               *

000070         STBXDSTA DS    0F                  Start of Misc DB Stats.     LRD95310

000070         STBUPCNT DS    F                   Records Updated.            LRD95310

000074         STBCACHE DS    F                   Pages Found In Cache.       LRD95310

000078         STBPRFET DS    F                   Pgs found in Prefetch buff. LRD95310

00007C                  DS    2F                  Future Expansion.           LRD95310

        00014  STBXDEND EQU   *-STBXDSTA          Length of Misc Stats.       LRD95310

        00084  STBLEN   EQU   *-STR               LENGTH OF DB STATS

               ***

               ***  SYSTEM STATISTICS.

               ***

000084                  ORG   STRFIXE

000008         STRJRPUT DS    F                   # OF PUTJRNL REQUESTS

00000C         STRPGWTS DS    F                   # OF STANDARD PGMPOOL WAITS

000010         STRPGTPG DS    F                   # OF PAGES LOADED INTO STD PGMPOOL

000014         STRQUTSK DS    F                   # OF AUTOSTART TASKS STARTED

000018         STRSTSC1 DS    F                   STG REQUESTS SATISFIED BY PASS 1

00001C         STRSTSC2 DS    F                   STG REQUESTS SATISFIED BY PASS 2

000020         STRSTSOS DS    F                   TIMES SHORT ON STORAGE REACHED

000024         STRTIWTS DS    F                   # OF SETTIME WAIT REQUESTS
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000028         STRTIPST DS    F                   # OF SETTIME POST REQUESTS

00002C         STRTISTT DS    F                   # OF SETTIME STRTTASK REQUESTS

000030         STRTICAN DS    F                   # OF SETTIME CANCEL REQUESTS

000034         STRTKTOT DS    F                   # OF TASKS PROCESSED BY SYSTEM

000038         STRTKABN DS    H                   # OF TASKS ABENDED

00003A         STRTKRWY DS    H                   # OF RUNAWAY TASKS ABORTED

00003C         STRTKMAX DS    F                   TIMES MAX TASK CONDITION REACHED

000040         STRTKSYS DS    F                   # OF SYSTEM TASKS PROCESSED

000044         STRSTFRC DS    F                   # OF PGFREE REQUESTS    JIC060184

000048         STRSTFRP DS    F                   # OF PAGES FREED BY PGFREE RQSTS

00004C         STRPGLRP DS    F                   # OF REENTRANT PGMPOOL LOADS

000050         STRPGWRP DS    F                   # OF REENTRANT PGMPOOL WAITS

000054         STRPGTRP DS    F                   # OF PAGES LOADED INTO RENT PGMPOOL

000058         STRSTPGR DS    F                   # OF PGRLSE REQUESTS

00005C         STRSTPGF DS    F                   # OF PAGES FREED BY PGRLSE RQSTS

000060         STRTSRLE DS    H                   COUNT TIMES RLE THRESH EXCEEDED

000062         STRTSRCE DS    H                   COUNT TIMES RCE THRESH EXCEEDED

000064         STRTSDPE DS    H                   COUNT TIMES DPE THRESH EXCEEDED

000066         STRTSILE DS    H                   COUNT TIMES ILE THRESH EXCEEDED

000068         STRXPLDS DS    F                   # OF XA STANDARD PGMPOOL LOADS

00006C         STRXPWTS DS    F                   # OF XA STANDARD PGMPOOL WAITS

000070         STRXPTPG DS    F                   # OF PAGES LOADED INTO XA PGMPOOL

000074         STRXPLRP DS    F                   # OF XA REENTRANT PGMPOOL LOADS

000078         STRXPWRP DS    F                   # OF XA REENTRANT PGMPOOL WAITS

00007C         STRXPTRP DS    F                   # OF PAGES LOADED INTO XA RENTPOOL

000080         STRSTWTS DS    F                   TIMES WAITED FOR SPACE IN STG POOL

000084         STRSTFXC DS    F                   # OF PGFIX REQUESTS     JIC060184

000088         STRSTFXP DS    F                   # OF PAGES FIXED BY PGFIX RQSTS

        0008C  STRCSLEN EQU   *-STR               LENGTH OF SYSTEM STATS

               ***

               ***  DEADLOCK DETECTION STATISTICS.  PREFIX = STDD         KKS052489

               ***

00008C                  ORG   STRFIXE

000008         STDDSTAT DS    0F                  BEGINNING OF DEADLOCK STATISTICS

000008         STDDDDSP DS    F                   DEADLOCK DETECTION DISPATCH COUNT

00000C         STDDDP1D DS    F                   PASS 1 STALLED TASK DISPATCH COUNT

000010         STDDDP2D DS    F                   PASS 2 STALLED TASK DISPATCH COUNT

000014         STDDDP1T DS    F                   NO. TASKS PROCESSED BY PASS 1

000018         STDDDP2T DS    F                   NO. TASKS PROCESSED BY PASS 2

00001C         STDDDTDE DS    F                   TOTAL NO. DEADLOCKS W/COND=DEAD

000020         STDDDTNO DS    F                   TOTAL NO. DEADLOCKS W/COND=NONE

000024         STDDDVIC DS    F                   TOTAL NO. DEADLOCK victims

000028         STDDDDVI DS    F                   TOTAL NO. COND=DEAD victims

00002C         STDDDNVI DS    F                   TOTAL NO. COND=NONE victims

000030         STDDDMXD DS    F                   MAX. NO. COND=DEAD TASKS

               *                                    DEADLOCKED IN A SINGLE PASS

000034         STDDDMXN DS    F                   MAX. NO. COND=NONE TASKS

               *                                    DEADLOCKED IN A SINGLE PASS

000038         STDDDGDD DS    F                   STALLS requiring GDD resolution

        0003C  STDLEN   EQU   *-STR               LENGTH OF DEADLOCK STATS

               ***

               ***  STARTUP MARKER

               ***
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00003C                  ORG   STRFIXE

000008         STRSSBLK DS    0F                  START OF STARTUP MARKER BLOCK

000008         STRSTDAT DS    CL5                 EBCDIC STARTUP DATE (YYDDD)

00000D         STRSTTIM DS    CL11                EBCDIC STARTUP TIME (HH:MM:SS:HH)

        00018  STRSSLEN EQU   *-STR               LENGTH OF STARTUP MARKER BLOCK

               ***

               ***  STATISTICS BY TASK CODE

               ***

000018                  ORG   STRFIXE

000008         STRTDCCT DS    F                   # OF TIMES TASK CODE WAS INVOKED

        0000C  STRTDLEN EQU   *-STR               LENGTH OF TASK CODE RECORD

               ***

               ***  STATISTICS BY PROGRAM

               ***

00000C                  ORG   STRFIXE

000008         STRPDCCT DS    F                   # OF TIMES CALLED

00000C         STRPDLCT DS    F                   # OF TIMES LOADED

000010         STRPDWTS DS    F                   # OF TIMES WAITING TO LOAD

000014         STRPDPCT DS    X                   # OF TIMES PROGRAM CHECKED

000015                  DS    XL3                 RESERVED

000018                  DS    0F                  ALIGN ON FULLWORD

        00018  STRPDLEN EQU   *-STR               LENGTH OF PROGRAM STATS IN STG

000018                  DS    H                   * UNUSED * (WAS STRPDVER)  *PHG SSC*

00001A         STRPDDBN DS    CL8                 DICTIONARY DBNAME             9/87

000022         STRPDNOD DS    CL8                 DICTIONARY NODENAME           9/87

00002A                  DS    CL2                 RESERVED                      9/87

        0002C  STRPDRLN EQU   *-STR               LENGTH OF PROGRAM RECORD ON LOG

               ***

               ***  STATISTICS BY QUEUE

               ***

00002C                  ORG   STRFIXE

000008         STRQDTCT DS    F                   # OF TIMES AUTOTASK WAS STARTED

        0000C  STRQDLEN EQU   *-STR               LENGTH OF QUEUE RECORD

               ***

               ***  STATISTICS BY LINE

               ***

00000C                  ORG   STRFIXE

000008         STRPLRCT DS    F                   # OF READS

00000C         STRPLWCT DS    F                   # OF WRITES

000010         STRPLRER DS    F                   # OF READ ERRORS

000014         STRPLWER DS    F                   # OF WRITE ERRORS

        00018  STRPLLEN EQU   *-STR               LENGTH OF LINE RECORD

               ***

               ***  STATISTICS BY PHYSICAL TERMINAL

               ***

000018                  ORG   STRFIXE

000008         STRPTRCT DS    F                   # OF READS

00000C         STRPTWCT DS    F                   # OF WRITES

000010         STRPTRER DS    F                   # OF READ ERRORS

000014         STRPTWER DS    F                   # OF WRITE ERRORS

000018         STRPTRSP DS    F                   # OF RESPONSES

00001C         STRPTRST DS    F                   CUMULATIVE RESPONSE TIME

000020         STRPTCRS DS    F                   CUMULATIVE CURRENT RESPONSE TIME
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000024         STRPTIOT DS    F                   CUMULATIVE I/O TIME

        00028  STRPTLEN EQU   *-STR               LENGTH OF PTERM RECORD

               ***

               ***  ASAB: ADS STATISTICS ACCUMULATION BLOCK

               ***

000028                  ORG   STRFIXE

000008         STRAID   DS    0CL40               DC ID                         9/87

000008         STRAUSID DS    CL32                DC USER ID                    9/87

000028         STRALTE  DS    CL8                 DC LTERM ID                   9/87

000030         STRAUID  DS    CL8                 ADS SUPPLIED ID (DIALOG NAME) 9/87

000038         STRAUDAT DS    PL4                 DATE BIND COMMAND ISSUED      9/87

00003C         STRAUTIM DS    F                   TIME BIND COMMAND ISSUED      9/87

000040                  DS    2F                  RESERVED

        00048  STRAHDLN EQU   *-STR               LENGTH OF ADS STATS HEADER

000048         STRASAB  DS    0F                  START OF ASAB

000048         STRADVER DS    H                   DIALOG VERSION NUMBER

               STRAINA  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF INITIAL ACCEPT DONE FOR TSB

               STRALKL  #FLAG X'40'               ON IF INITIAL LINK LEVEL SET

               STRARBA  #FLAG X'20'               ON IF INITIAL RBB ANALYSIS DONE

00004A         STRAFLG1 DS    X                   ASAB FLAG BYTE

00004B                  DS    X                   RESERVED

               *

               * COUNTERS FOR EXPLICITLY CODED CONTROL COMMANDS

               *

00004C         STRADS   DS    F                   # OF DISPLAY COMMANDS

000050         STRADSC  DS    F                   # OF DISPLAY CONTINUE

000054         STRAIN   DS    F                   # OF INVOKE

000058         STRALND  DS    F                   # OF LINK TO DIALOG

00005C         STRALNP  DS    F                   # OF LINK TO PROGRAM

000060         STRART   DS    F                   # OF RETURN

000064         STRARTC  DS    F                   # OF RETURN CONTINUE

000068         STRATF   DS    F                   # OF TRANSFER

00006C         STRALVD  DS    F                   # OF LEAVE ADS

000070         STRALVP  DS    F                   # OF LEAVE APPLICATION

000074         STRAAB   DS    F                   # OF ABORT

               *

               * COUNTERS FOR IMPLICIT ADS-GENERATED CONTROL COMMANDS

               *

000078         STRAIDS  DS    F                   # OF IMPLICIT DISPLAY COMMANDS

00007C         STRAIIN  DS    F                   # OF IMPLICIT INVOKE

000080         STRAILND DS    F                   # OF IMPLICIT LINK TO DIALOG

000084         STRAILNP DS    F                   # OF IMPLICIT LINK TO PROGRAM

000088         STRAIRT  DS    F                   # OF IMPLICIT RETURN

00008C         STRAIRTC DS    F                   # OF IMPLICIT RETURN CONTINUE

000090         STRAITF  DS    F                   # OF IMPLICIT TRANSFER

000094         STRAILVD DS    F                   # OF IMPLICIT LEAVE ADS

000098         STRAILVP DS    F                   # OF IMPLICIT LEAVE APPLICATION

00009C         STRAIAB  DS    F                   # OF IMPLICIT ABORT

               *

               * GENERAL DIALOG EXECUTION STATISTICS

               *

0000A0         STRAPMAP DS    F                   # OF PREMAP PROCESS EXECUTIONS

0000A4         STRARESP DS    F                   # OF RESPONSE PROCESS EXECUTIONS
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0000A8         STRASTCL DS    F                   # OF STATS ACCUMULATION CALLS

0000AC         STRAESCG DS    F                   # OF EXPLICIT SCRATCH GETS

0000B0         STRAESCP DS    F                   # OF EXPLICIT SCRATCH PUTS

0000B4         STRAESCD DS    F                   # OF EXPLICIT SCRATCH DELETES

0000B8         STRAWRPR DS    F                   # OF WRITE TO PRINTER COMMANDS

0000BC         STRAPDN  DS    F                   # OF PUT NEW DETAIL COMMANDS

0000C0         STRAPDC  DS    F                   # OF PUT CURRENT DETAIL COMMANDS

0000C4         STRAGD   DS    F                   # OF GET DETAIL COMMANDS

0000C8         STRAFDBS DS    F                   SIZE OF THE FDB

0000CC         STRAVDBS DS    F                   SIZE OF THE VDB

0000D0         STRAHILV DS    H         HIGHEST LINK LEVEL AT WHICH DIALOG EXECUTED

0000D2         STRALOLV DS    H         LOWEST LINK LEVEL AT WHICH DIALOG EXECUTED

               *

               * RBB USAGE STATISTICS

               *

0000D4         STRARBBS DS    F         NUMBER OF TIMES RBB'S PUT TO SCRATCH

0000D8         STRAMSTG DS    F         MOST RBB STORAGE USED (ALL DIALOGS)

0000DC         STRAMFRE DS    F         ... RBB FREE SPACE WHEN MOST STORAGE USED

0000E0         STRALSTG DS    F         LEAST RBB STORAGE USED (ALL DIALOGS)

0000E4         STRALFRE DS    F         ... RBB FREE SPACE WHEN LEAST STORAGE USED

0000E8         STRAMSBF DS    F         MOST RBB SPACE ACQUIRED FOR THIS DIALOG

0000EC         STRALSBF DS    F         LEAST RBB SPACE ACQUIRED FOR THIS DIALOG

0000F0         STRAHRBB DS    H         HIGHEST NUMBER OF RBB'S USED

0000F2         STRALRBB DS    H         LOWEST NUMBER OF RBB'S USED

        000AC  STRADSLN EQU   *-STRASAB           LENGTH OF ASAB

        000F4  STRASLEN EQU   *-STR               LENGTH OF ADS STATS RECORD

               ***

               ***  SQL STATISTICS.  PREFIX = STQ

               ***

0000F4                  ORG   STRFIXE

000008         STQSQL   DS    0F                  START OF SQL STATISTICS     JDM 8/90

000008         STQ#CMD  DS    F                   ..# SQL commands executed   JDM 8/90

00000C         STQ#FET  DS    F                   ..# rows fetched            JDM 8/90

000010         STQ#INS  DS    F                   ..# rows inserted           JDM 8/90

000014         STQ#UPD  DS    F                   ..# rows updated            JDM 8/90

000018         STQ#DEL  DS    F                   ..# rows deleted            JDM 8/90

00001C         STQ#SRT  DS    F                   ..# sorts performed         JDM 8/90

000020         STQ#SRR  DS    F                   ..# rows sorted             JDM 8/90

000024         STQ#SMI  DS    F                   ..minimum rows sorted       JDM 8/90

000028         STQ#SMX  DS    F                   ..maximum rows sorted       JDM 8/90

00002C         STQ#AMC  DS    F                   ..# AM recompiles           JDM 8/90

000030                  DS    8F                  ..reserved for expansion    JDM 8/90

               *

000050         STQEND   DS    0F                  END OF SQL STATS

        00050  STQLEN   EQU   *-STR               LENGTH OF SQL STATS

               ***

               ***  Statistics by area-file

               ***

000050                  ORG   STRFIXE

000008         STRAFWR# DS    F                   # of physical writes

00000C         STRAFRD# DS    F                   # of physical reads

000010         STRAFBH# DS    F                   # of buffer hits

000014         STRAFPH# DS    F                   # of prefetch hits
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000018         STRAFER# DS    F                   # of ESA reads

00001C         STRAFEH# DS    F                   # of ESA hits

000020         STRAFEW# DS    F                   # of ESA writes

000024         STRAFHR# DS    F                   # of Shared Cache (HPCS) reads

000028         STRAFHH# DS    F                   # of Shared Cache (HPCS) hits

00002C         STRAFHW# DS    F                   # of Shared Cache (HPCS) writes

000030         STRAFHX# DS    F                   # of Shared Cache (HPCS) wr.fail

        00034  STRAFLEN EQU   *-STR               Length of area-file stats block

               ***

               ***  DC EXTENDED STATISTICS.  PREFIX = STX                        R180

               ***

000034                  ORG   STRFIXE

000008         STXBEG   DS    0D

000008         STXSYTI  DS    D                   Total System mode CPU time in TOD

000010         STXCPTI  DS    D                   System mode zIIP on CP in TOD

000018         STXZPTI  DS    D                   System mode zIIP on zIIP in TOD

000020         STXUSTI  DS    D                   User mode CPU time in TOD

000028         STXTTTI  DS    D                   Total TCB CPU time in TOD

000030         STXENTI  DS    D                   Total SRB CPU time in TOD

               *********************************************************************

               * DC TCP/IP remote connection information                      R190 *  

               *********************************************************************

000038         STRXTCP  DS    0CL56               Remote TCP/IP information         

000038         STXRIPDS DS    CL48                Remote IPA address (dotted string)

000068         STXRPOR  DS    CL8                 Remote port number (EBCDIC)      

000070         STXRIPA  DS    XL16                Remote IPA address (binary)       

000080                  DS    5D                  Reserved                          

0000A8         STXEND   DS    0D                  END OF DC EXTENDED STATS         

        000A8  STXLEN   EQU   *-STR               LENGTH OF DC EXTENDED STATS

0000A8                  ORG

        000F4  STRDSLEN EQU   *-STR               STRDS DSECT LENGTH

#SVXDS

                        COPY #SVXDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               *** SVX: SVC EXTENSION DSECT.                                     ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         SVX      DSECT                                               03/09/92

               *********************************************************************

               * THE SVC EXTENSION HAS ONE HEADER, AS DESCRIBED BELOW.             *

               * NOTE: TOTAL BYTES IN SVC EXTENTION IS STORED IN ESESVXLN.         *

               *       SO, NBR OF FREE BYTES = ESESVXLN - SVXAMTUS.                *
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               *********************************************************************

000000         SVXAMTUS DS    H                   AMOUNT OF BYTES USED IN SVC EXTEN.

000002                  DS    H                   *UNUSED*

        00004  SVXFIXHL EQU   *-SVXAMTUS          LENGTH OF FIXED HEADER.

               *********************************************************************

               * THERE ARE N ITEMS WITHIN THE EXTENSION, N > OR = 0.               *

               *                                                                   *

               * ADDRESS OF FIRST ITEM = A(ERE) + ESESOXOF + ESESOXLN + SVXFIXHL   *

               * ADDRESS OF NEXT  ITEM = CURRENT_ADDR + SVXFIXIL + SVXITMLN        *

               *                                                                   *

               * "C" IN 1ST BYTE OF SVXITMID MARKS CA IDMS RESERVED ITEMS.         *

               * USER DEFINED ITEMS MUST NOT HAVE "C" IN 1ST BYTE OF THE ID.       *

               *                                                                   *

               * IF AN SVCX ITEM EXISTS WITH AN ID OF "UA", THE FIRST 40 BYTES OF  *

               * THAT ITEM'S DATA GETS WRITTEN IN THE TASK STATISTICS RECORD.      *

               * IF NO "UA" ITEM EXISTS, THE DATA FROM THE FIRST ITEM GETS USED.   *

               *                                                                   *

               * BEFORE LAYING DOWN A NEW EXTENSION, MAKE SURE THAT YOU DON'T      *

               * EXCEED THE LENGTH STORED IN ESESVXLN.                             *

               *********************************************************************

000004         SVXITEM  DS    0H                  ONE ITEM.

000004         SVXITMLN DS    H                   LENGTH OF SVXITEMD.

000006         SVXITMID DS    CL2                 ITEM'S ID.

        0E4C1  SVXUACCT EQU   C'UA'               ID FOR USER ACCOUNTING DATA.

        00004  SVXFIXIL EQU   *-SVXITEM           LENGTH OF FIXED PART OF ITEM.

000008         SVXITEMD DS    0C                  ITEM DATA. LENGTH IS VARIABLE.

#SYMDS

                        #DMCLDS TYPE=SYMDS

               *********************************************************************

               *        SYM (SYMBOLICS) runtime DMCL control block                 *

               *                                                                   *

               *        COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                *

               *                                                                   *

               *                                                                   *

               *                                                                   *

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         SYM      DSECT

000000         SYM40    DS    CL4       'SY40'

000004         SYMFLAG1 DS    XL1       flag 1

000005         SYMFLAG2 DS    XL1       flag 2

        00008  SYMDROP  EQU   X'08'       -  VARY DMCL detected DROPPED SYMBOLIC

        00004  SYMNEW   EQU   X'04'       -  VARY DMCL detected NEW SYMBOLIC

        00002  SYMVARY  EQU   X'02'       -  VARY DMCL caused this SY40 to VARY

        00001  SYMDEAD  EQU   X'01'       -  VARY DMCL made this SY40 DEAD

000006         SYMSRCH  DS    0CL20     Search key

000006         SYMNAME  DS    CL18      SYMBOLIC name

000018         SYMTYPE  DS    H         SYMBOLIC type
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               *                             00 - The entire AREA page range

               *                             01 - A symbolic SUBAREA page range

               *                             02 - A symbolic PAGE displacement

               *                             03 - A symbolic INDEX clause

00001A                  DS    H         ***  reserved  ***

00001C         SYMVALUE DS    0F        SYMBOLIC values

00001C         SYMLOPG  DS    F           -  LOW page

000020         SYMHIPGC DS    F           -  CALC HIGH page

000024         SYMHIPG  DS    F           -  HIGH page

000028                  ORG   SYMVALUE

00001C         SYMDSPL  DS    H           -  Record DISPLACEMENT in pages

00001E                  ORG   SYMVALUE

00001C         SYMIXMAX DS    H           -  INDEX set BLOCKING count

00001E         SYMIXDSP DS    H           -  INDEX set SR8 DISPLACEMENT

000020                  ORG   ,

000028         SYMDMN   DS    A         next in DM58-SY40

00002C         SYMPRN   DS    A         next in PR60-SY40

000030         SYMEND   DS    0F        end of DSECT

        00030  SYMDSLEN EQU   *-SYM     length of DSECT

#TBHDS

                        COPY #TBHDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               *** TBH:   GENERIC TABLE HEADER DEFINITION DSECT.                 ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         TBH      DSECT                                               05/27/90

000000         TBHN     DS    H                   NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN TABLE.

000002         TBHELEN  DS    H                   LENGTH IN BYTES OF ONE ENTRY.

000004         TBHKEYOF DS    H                   OFFSET IN BYTES OF KEY IN ENTRY.

000006         TBHKEYL  DS    XL1                 LENGTH OF KEY IN BYTES.

               *

               TBHNDX   #FLAG X'80'               TABLE IS INDEXED.

000007         TBHNDXI  DS    0XL1

        00080  TBHNDXM  EQU   X'80'

               TBHLIN   #FLAG X'40'               TABLE TO BE SEARCHED LINEARLY.

000007         TBHLINI  DS    0XL1

        00040  TBHLINM  EQU   X'40'

               TBHBIN   #FLAG X'20'               TABLE TO BE SEARCHED BINARILY.

000007         TBHBINI  DS    0XL1

        00020  TBHBINM  EQU   X'20'

               TBHHEX   #FLAG X'10'               TABLE KEY IS HEXADECIMAL

000007         TBHHEXI  DS    0XL1
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        00010  TBHHEXM  EQU   X'10'

               TBHDTE   #FLAG X'08'               TABLE IS DYNAMICALLY EXTENDABLE.

000007         TBHDTEI  DS    0XL1

        00008  TBHDTEM  EQU   X'08'

               TBHSORT  #FLAG X'04'               TABLE IS SORTED.

000007         TBHSORTI DS    0XL1

        00004  TBHSORTM EQU   X'04'

               TBHIDMS  #FLAG X'02'               TABLE IS AN IDMS CONTROL BLOCK

000007         TBHIDMSI DS    0XL1

        00002  TBHIDMSM EQU   X'02'

               TBHRANG  #FLAG X'01'               IDMS BLOCK SORTED BY PAGE RANGE

000007         TBHRANGI DS    0XL1

        00001  TBHRANGM EQU   X'01'

000007         TBHFLAG  DS    XL1                 FLAGBYTE.

               *  Note - TBHSTART will contain A(TIX) if TBHNDX flag is ON

000008         TBHSTART DS    A                   POINTER TO START OF TABLE.

        0000C  TBHDSLEN EQU   ((*-TBH+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF DSECT.

#TBKDS

                        #TBKDS ALL=N,TBKDATA=Y,TBKTXNB=Y,TBKNIDM=Y,TBKSTAT=Y

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***   TBK: Transaction Branch                                       ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         TBK      DSECT                                                07/09/01

000000         TBKID    DS    CL4                 Eye catcher

        2D25C  TBKAID   EQU   C'TBK*'             TBK eyecatch

000004         TBKPFRE  DS    0A                  -->Next TBK in pending freelist

000004         TBKNCCE  DS    A                   -->Next TBK in CCE-TBK chain

000008         TBKPCCE  DS    A                   -->Prior TBK in CCE-TBK chain

00000C         TBKUSECT DS    F                   # of using tasks (waiters & holders)

               *                                  ...Hi bit on if NOT pending delete

000010         TBKLRUIA DS    A                   -->Local recovery unit block

000014         TBKSESIA DS    A                   -->Related session block

000018         TBKTXNBA DS    A                   -->Transaction information block

00001C         TBKBSTA  DS    A                   -->Branch stats (points to stats in

               *                                  ...TBKSTAB or in only TBX)

000020         TBKDATAA DS    A                   -->Adjunct data

000024         TBKDEFSH DS    A                   -->Default shared subordinate branch

000028         TBKSIZE  DS    H                   Size of TBK

00002A                  DS    H                   Reserved

00002C         TBKNCCED DS    A                   -->Next TBK in CCE-Dist.TBK chain

000030         TBKPCCED DS    A                   -->Prior TBK in CCE-Dist.TBK chain
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000034                  DS    F                   - reserved -                  R160

               *     Transaction branch information

000000         TBKTXNB  DSECT

000000         TBKLKCA  DS    A                   -->LKC for branch

000004         TBKLKSA  DS    A                   -->LKS for branch

               *     Branch hierarchy info

000008         TBKOWNA  DS    A                   -->Owning branch

00000C         TBKNEXT  DS    A                   -->Next at this level

000010         TBKPREV  DS    A                   -->Prior at this level

000014         TBKSUBA  DS    A                   -->First at next lower level

000018         TBKTMOI  DS    H                   Timeout intvl or 0

00001A                  DS    X                   Reserved

00001B         TBKRSTRI DS    0XL1

        00080  TBKRSTRM EQU   X'80'

00001B         TBKRSYNI DS    0XL1

        00040  TBKRSYNM EQU   X'40'

00001B         TBKRSYPI DS    0XL1

        00020  TBKRSYPM EQU   X'20'

00001B         TBKMANRI DS    0XL1

        00010  TBKMANRM EQU   X'10'

00001B         TBKSYNCF DS    XL1                 Transaction flags

               *

00001C         TBKINT   DS    A                   -->First registered interest

000020         TBKSSTBA DS    A                   -->Shared transaction stats in

               *                                  ...TBKSTAB or 0. Only allocated if

               *                                  ...branch shared by multi sessions.

               *

000024         TBKRRSI  DS    0XL1

        00080  TBKRRSM  EQU   X'80'

000024         TBKXACI  DS    0XL1

        00040  TBKXACM  EQU   X'40'

Offset  Value 

 

000024         TBKXCTLI DS    0XL1

        000C0  TBKXCTLM EQU   X'C0'

000024         TBKRRSUI DS    0XL1

        00008  TBKRRSUM EQU   X'08'

000024         TBKXAI   DS    0XL1

        00004  TBKXAM   EQU   X'04'

000024         TBKLUWI  DS    0XL1

        00002  TBKLUWM  EQU   X'02'

000024         TBKXIDSI DS    0XL1

        0000E  TBKXIDSM EQU   X'0E'

000024         TBKFLAG1 DS    XL1                 Transaction flags

000025         TBKPRIMI DS    0XL1

        00080  TBKPRIMM EQU   X'80'

000025         TBKSWAPI DS    0XL1

        00040  TBKSWAPM EQU   X'40'

000025         TBKINDPI DS    0XL1

        00010  TBKINDPM EQU   X'10'

000025         TBKRCVYI DS    0XL1

        00004  TBKRCVYM EQU   X'04'

000025         TBKENDNI DS    0XL1
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        00002  TBKENDNM EQU   X'02'

000025         TBKDPDRI DS    0XL1

        00001  TBKDPDRM EQU   X'01'

000025         TBKFLAG2 DS    XL1                 Transaction flags

000026         TBKDTRI  DS    0XL1

        00080  TBKDTRM  EQU   X'80'

000026         TBKBORSI DS    0XL1

        00020  TBKBORSM EQU   X'20'

000026         TBKBORTI DS    0XL1

        00010  TBKBORTM EQU   X'10'

000026         TBKBORQI DS    0XL1

        00030  TBKBORQM EQU   X'30'

000026         TBKCINCI DS    0XL1

        00008  TBKCINCM EQU   X'08'

000026         TBKBINCI DS    0XL1

        00004  TBKBINCM EQU   X'04'

000026         TBKENDGI DS    0XL1

        00002  TBKENDGM EQU   X'02'

000026         TBKHEURI DS    0XL1

        00001  TBKHEURM EQU   X'01'

000026         TBKFLAG3 DS    XL1                 Transaction flags

000027         TBKDPRPI DS    0XL1

        00080  TBKDPRPM EQU   X'80'

000027         TBKDINDI DS    0XL1

        00040  TBKDINDM EQU   X'40'

000027         TBKDCOMI DS    0XL1

        00020  TBKDCOMM EQU   X'20'

000027         TBKDBAKI DS    0XL1

        00010  TBKDBAKM EQU   X'10'

000027         TBKDPNDI DS    0XL1

        00008  TBKDPNDM EQU   X'08'

000027         TBKDXXXI DS    0XL1

        000F8  TBKDXXXM EQU   X'F8'

000027         TBKFLAG4 DS    XL1                 Transaction flags

000028         TBKRRSXI DS    0XL1

        00080  TBKRRSXM EQU   X'80'

000028         TBKFLAG6 DS    XL1                 Transaction flags

000029         TBKSHRI  DS    0XL1

        00080  TBKSHRM  EQU   X'80'

000029         TBKXAXI  DS    0XL1

        00040  TBKXAXM  EQU   X'40'

000029         TBKXBII  DS    0XL1

        00020  TBKXBIM  EQU   X'20'

000029         TBKLUXI  DS    0XL1

        00010  TBKLUXM  EQU   X'10'

000029         TBKXIPI  DS    0XL1

Offset  Value 

 

        00002  TBKXIPM  EQU   X'02'

000029         TBKXICI  DS    0XL1

        00001  TBKXICM  EQU   X'01'

        00024  TBKANYX  EQU   TBKXAM+TBKXBIM        External shr ids assigned   R160

000029         TBKFLAG7 DS    XL1                 Transaction flags
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               *

00002A         TBKBCA   DS    FL1                 Backout work field

        00001  TBKICI   EQU   1                   ..IgnoreCommitIncluded

        00002  TBKOCI   EQU   2                   ..OnlyCommitIncluded

00002B                  DS    X                   Reserved

00002C         TBKTMOTM DS    F                   Timeout time for orphaned txn

               *

               *     Transaction state information for in-progress txn

               *

000030         TBKCTLI  DS    A                   ->Controlling SDSRM or DSRM int

000034         TBKLUPDN DS    A                   ->Next branch with local updates

000038                  DS    F                   Reserved

00003C         TBKSTATE DS    FL1                 State of TXN branch

                        PUSH  PRINT

        00000  TMM_IN_RESET        EQU   0        ...In_Reset

        00001  TMM_IN_FLIGHT       EQU   1        ...In_Flight

        00002  TMM_IN_LAST_AGENT   EQU   2        ...In_Last_Agent

        00003  TMM_IN_PREPARE      EQU   3        ...In_Prepare

        00004  TMM_IN_DOUBT        EQU   4        ...In_Doubt

        00006  TMM_IN_COMMIT       EQU   6        ...In_Commit

        00007  TMM_IN_BACKOUT      EQU   7        ...In_Backout

        0000A  TMM_FORGOTTEN       EQU   10       ...Forgotten

                        POP   PRINT

00003D         TBKOUTCM DS    FL1                 Final outcome

                        PUSH  PRINT

        00000  TMM_OK              EQU   0        ...OK

        00002  TMM_OK_PENDING      EQU   2        ...OK_Pending

        00004  TMM_FORGET          EQU   4        ...Forget

        00006  TMM_BACKOUT         EQU   6        ...Backout

        00008  TMM_BACKOUT_PENDING EQU   8        ...Backout_Pending

        0000A  TMM_HC              EQU   10       ...Heuristic_Commit

        0000C  TMM_HR              EQU   12       ...Heuristic_Reset

        0000E  TMM_HM              EQU   14      ...Heuristic_Mixed

                        POP   PRINT

00003E         TBKPOUTC DS    FL1                 Prepare outcome

               *                                  (Same as above)

00003F         TBKBKRSN DS    FL1                 Backout reason code

                        PUSH  PRINT

        00001  TMMBR#01 EQU   1                 Backout required

        00002  TMMBR#02 EQU   2                 Call-again limit exceeded

        00003  TMMBR#03 EQU   3                 StateCheck retry limit exceeded

        00004  TMMBR#04 EQU   4                 StateError detected

        00005  TMMBR#05 EQU   5                 Application issued BACKOUT

        00006  TMMBR#06 EQU   6                 Task abended

        00007  TMMBR#07 EQU   7                 Agent-directed BACKOUT

        00008  TMMBR#08 EQU   8                 SDSRM-directed BACKOUT

        00009  TMMBR#09 EQU   9                 Invalid response from exit

        0000A  TMMBR#10 EQU   10                Agent-returned StateError

        0000B  TMMBR#11 EQU   11                DCMT issued BACKOUT

                        POP   PRINT

000040         TBK#BYPS DS    H                   # of sessions marked for bypass

000042         TBK#LUPD DS    H                   # of local update RUs in txn

000044         TBK#UPS  DS    H                   # of unprepared sessions
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000046         TBK#INTS DS    H                   # of registered interests

000048         TBK#ACTI DS    H                   # of active interests

00004A         TBK#RUQS DS    H                   # of local update RUs in hierarchy

               *      Journal sequence #s

00004C         TBKDBSEQ DS    XL8                 Jrnl seq # of 1st Dxxx for txn

000054         TBKDESEQ DS    XL8                 Jrnl seq # of DFGT for txn

               *      Branch and UOW identifiers

00005C         TBKDTRID DS    CL16                Distributed transaction ID

Offset  Value 

 

00006C         TBKBID   DS    0XL16               Fully qualified branch ID

00006C         TBKNODE  DS    CL8                 ..Node name

000074         TBKBIDV  DS    XL8                 ..Timestamp

00007C         TBKXBID  DS    CL16                External branch share ID

00008C         TBK#LINT DS    H                   # of local interests

00008E         TBK#SVPX DS    H                   # of savepoint exits registered

000090                  DS    F

000094         TBKOLTE  DS    A                   -->Owning pLTE if private branch

000098         TBKLTEA  DS    A                   -->Current (or last) pLTE to access

00009C         TBKTCEA  DS    A                   -->Lock holder if serialized

               *                                  ...Hi bit on if waiters

0000A0         TBKECB   DS    3F                  ECB to wait on for access

0000AC         TBKLOCK  DS    A                   TBK #LOCK word

0000B0         TBKNIDMA DS    A                   -->Non-IDMS Extension

               *

0000B4         TBKTMONX DS    A                   ->Next on CCE-TBK timeout queue

0000B8         TBKTMOPR DS    A                   ->Prev on CCE-TBK timeout queue

0000BC                  DS    3F                  - reserved -                  R160

               ***********************************************************************

               ***   TBK: Non-IDMS Extension                                       ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

000000         TBKNIDMS DSECT

000000         TBKNIDMX DS    F                   C'NID*'

000004         TBKNIDNX DS    F                   Next in list (standard prefix)

000008         TBKNIDPL DS    F                   ->Pool

00000C         TBKNITBK DS    F                   -->Owning TBK

000010         TBKNIFLG DS    X                   Flag byte

000011                  DS    XL3                 --reserved--

000014         TBKLUWID DS    CL27                LUWID

00002F         TBKLUWL  DS    FL1                 LUWID length

000030         TBKRRSUR DS    CL16                RRS URID

000040         TBKRRSC  DS    CL16                RRS context token

000050         TBKXAID  DS    CL140               XA XID

0000DC         TBKXAIDL DS    F                   XA XID length (Max 140 bytes)

        000E0  TBKNIDL  EQU   ((*-TBKNIDMS+31)/32)*32  Length of TBKNIDMS

        9C45C  TBKNIDMB EQU   C'NID*'

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***
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               ***   TBK: Statistics Extension                                     ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

000000         TBKSTAB  DSECT

000000         TBKSTABX DS    F                   C'BST*'

000004         TBKSTANX DS    F                   Next in list (standard prefix)

000008         TBKSTAPL DS    F                   ->Pool

00000C         TBKSTTBK DS    F                   -->Owning TBK

000010         TBKSTPII DS    0XL1

        00080  TBKSTPIM EQU   X'80'

000010         TBKSTF1  DS    X                   Flag byte

000011                  DS    3X                  --reserved--

               **=================================================**

               *  Statistics fields for TBK and TBX                *

               **=================================================**

000014         TBKSTAT  DS   0F                   Txn statistics:

000014         TBKSTATQ DS   0F                   Txn SQL statistics:

000014         TBKS#CMD DS    F                    # SQL commands executed

000018         TBKS#FET DS    F                    # rows fetched

Offset  Value 

 

00001C         TBKS#INS DS    F                    # rows inserted

000020         TBKS#UPD DS    F                    # rows updated

000024         TBKS#DEL DS    F                    # rows deleted

000028         TBKS#SRT DS    F                    # sorts performed

00002C         TBKS#SRR DS    F                    # rows sorted

000030         TBKS#SMI DS    F                    min rows sorted

000034         TBKS#SMX DS    F                    max rows sorted

000038         TBKS#AMC DS    F                    # AM recompiles

00003C                  DS    8F                   -reserved for expansion-

        00048  TBKSSQLL EQU   *-TBKSTAT           L' SQL stats.

               *

00005C         TBKDBST  DS    0F                  Txn basic DBMS statistics:

00005C         TBK#PGRD DS    F                     # Pages read

000060         TBK#PGWR DS    F                     # Pages written

000064         TBK#PGRQ DS    F                     # Pages requested

000068         TBK#CALT DS    F                     # CALC records stored on target

00006C         TBK#CALO DS    F                     # CALC records overflowed

000070         TBK#VIAT DS    F                     # VIA records stored on target

000074         TBK#VIAO DS    F                     # VIA records overflowed

000078         TBK#RCRQ DS    F                     # Records requested

00007C         TBK#RCCU DS    F                     # Records made current of TR

000080         TBK#CALL DS    F                     # Calls to DBMS

000084         TBK#FRAG DS    F                     # Fragments stored

000088         TBK#RELO DS    F                     # Records relocated

        00030  TBKDBSLN EQU   *-TBKDBST           Length of basic DBMS stats

               *

00008C         TBKSTATL DS   0F                   Txn Locking stats:

00008C         TBKTLKA  DS    F                     Total locks acquired
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000090         TBK#LKS  DS    F                     # of share locks held

000094         TBK#LKNS DS    F                     # of non-share locks held

000098         TBKTLKF  DS    F                     Total locks freed

        00010  TBKSLOKL EQU   *-TBKSTATL          L' locking stats

               *

00009C         TBKIXSTA DS    0F                  Txn extended DBMS statistics:

00009C         TBK#SPLT DS    F                     # of SR8 splits

0000A0         TBK#SPWN DS    F                     # of SR8 spawns

0000A4         TBK#SR8S DS    F                     # of SR8s stored

0000A8         TBK#SR8D DS    F                     # of SR8s erased

0000AC         TBK#SR7S DS    F                     # of SR7s stored

0000B0         TBK#SR7D DS    F                     # of SR7s erased

0000B4         TBK#BISR DS    F                     # of B-tree searches

0000B8         TBK#LEVL DS    F                     # of B-tree levels searched

0000BC         TBK#ORPH DS    F                     # of orphans adopted

0000C0         TBK#ISRL DS    H                     # of levels searched - best case

0000C2         TBK#ISRH DS    H                     # of levels searched - worst case

        00028  TBKIXSTL EQU   *-TBKIXSTA          Length of extended stats

               *

0000C4         TBKUPCNT DS    F                     # of records updated

               *

        000B4  TBKTSL   EQU   *-TBKSTAT           Length of transaction statistics

               *

0000C8         TBKLKWK  DS    0F                  Lock statistic work fields

0000C8         TBK#AS   DS    F                     # share locks acq. this call

0000CC         TBK#FS   DS    F                     # share locks freed this call

0000D0         TBK#ANS  DS    F                     # non-share locks acq. this call

0000D4         TBK#FNS  DS    F                     # non-share locks freed this call

        00010  TBKLKWKL EQU   *-TBKLKWK           Length of lock work fields

               *

        000C4  TBKSTALN EQU   *-TBKSTAT           L' stats-related fields

        000E0  TBKSTABL EQU   ((*-TBKSTAB+31)/32)*32  Length of TBKSTAB

        2E35C  TBKSTABB EQU   C'BST*'

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***   TBK: Adjunct data                                             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

Offset  Value 

 

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

000000         TBKDATA  DSECT

000000         TBKDATAX DS    F                   C'DAT*'

000004         TBKDXXXX DS    F                   ->Next in TMW chain or -1

000008         TBKDPOOL DS    F                   ->Pool

00000C         TBKDTBK  DS    F                   ->Owning TBK

000010         TBKDNEXT DS    F                   Next in list

000014         TBKDLEN  DS    H                   Length of adjunct

000016         TBKDTYPE DS    X                   Type of adjunct

        00001  TBKDAREA EQU   1                   ..Area table (local mode only)
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        00002  TBKDSVPT EQU   2                   ..Savepoint table adjunct       R170

        00003  TBKDGRP  EQU   3                   ..Group connect adjunct

000017                  DS    X                   --reserved--

000018         TBKDOVLY DS    0X                  Overlay area

               *

               *        Table of areas openned for update by txn (local mode only)

               *

000018                  ORG   TBKDOVLY

000018         TBKDATBL DS    0X                  Area table (for areas in update)

000018         TBKD#ARS DS    H                   Number of entries in use

00001A                  DS    H                   --reserved--

00001C         TBKDAR0  DS    0X                  First area entry

00001C         TBKDADPR DS    A                   ..->DPR for area

        00004  TBKDARL0 EQU   *-TBKDAR0           Length of area entry

        00058  TBKDARMX EQU   88                  Max # of entries

000020                  DS    (TBKDARMX-1)XL(TBKDARL0)

        00180  TBKDARLN EQU   ((*-TBKDATA+31)/32)*32,,C'X' Length of area tbl adjunct

00017C                  ORG   TBKDOVLY                                            R170

000018         TBKDSVTB DS    0X                  Savepoint table overlay         R170

        0002D  TBKDSVMX EQU   45                                                  R170

000018         TBKDSVTF DS    (TBKDSVMX)X             Savepoint flag entries      R170

000048                  DS    0D

000048         TBKDSVTE DS    (TBKDSVMX)XL(TBKSVPEL)  Savepoint table entries     R170

        001C0  TBKDSVTL EQU   ((*-TBKDATA+31)/32)*32  Length of savepoint adjunct R170

0001B0                  DS    0X

0001B0                  ORG   TBKDOVLY

000018         TBKDGRPD DS    0X                  Group connect overlay

000018         TBKDCRES DS    CL44                   Resource name

000044         TBKDGRPN DS    CL8                    Group name

00004C         TBKDMEMB DS    CL8                    Member name (target node)

000054         TBKDCNOD DS    CL8                    Connect node name

00005C         TBKDCDBN DS    CL8                    Connect dbname

000064         TBKDCOFS DS    CL8                    Class of service

00006C         TBKDDSI# DS    H                      # of associated DSICBs

00006E         TBKDCFLG DS    X                      Same as DSITCFLG

        00080  TBKDGRPL EQU   ((*-TBKDATA+31)/32)*32  Length of group connect adjunct

               *

        1E35C  TBKDATAB EQU   C'DAT*'

#TBTDS

                        COPY #TBTDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***   TBTDSECT IS A DSECT THAT DEFINES THE SDES-044 RECORD OR     ***

               ***   MODCMT-084 RECORD WHEN THEY ARE USED TO CONTAIN A           ***

               ***   'SOURCE' DC TABLE USED BY THE DC MAPPING COMPILER.          ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***
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               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         TBTDSECT DSECT                                              05/29/86

000000         TBTREC   DS    0CL108            TABLE ENTRY RECORD

000000         TBTSEQ   DS    F                 COMMENT SEQ NUMBER

000004         TBTVAL1S DS    H                 VALUE-1 LENGTH

000006         TBTVAL2S DS    H                 VALUE-2 LENGTH (-1 IF NO 2ND VALUE)

000008         TBTVAL1  DS    CL34              VAL-1 AREA (HOLDS 1ST OR ONLY VALUE)

00002A         TBTVAL2  DS    CL62              VAL-2 AREA (HOLDS 2ND VALUE IF ANY)

000068                  ORG   TBTVAL1

               *

               ***********  BEGIN OF 'OBJECT' TABLE HEADER INFORMATION  ************

               *

000008         TBTHDR   DS    0X            TABLE HEADER INFORMATION

000008         TBTN     DS    H                 NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN TABLE

00000A         TBTELEN  DS    H                 LENGTH IN BYTES OF LARGEST ENTRY

00000C         TBTKEYOF DS    H                 KEY OFFSET

00000E         TBTKEYL  DS    XL1               LENGTH OF KEY

               TBTLIN   #FLAG X'40'             TABLE TO BE SEARCHED LINEARLY

00000F         TBTLINI  DS    0XL1

        00040  TBTLINM  EQU   X'40'

               TBTBIN   #FLAG X'20'             TABLE TO BE SEARCHED BINARILY

00000F         TBTBINI  DS    0XL1

        00020  TBTBINM  EQU   X'20'

00000F         TBTFLAG1 DS    XL1               FLAG-1 BYTE

000010         TBTSTART DS    A                 POINTER TO START OF TABLE

000014         TBTLTABL DS    F                 TOTAL LENGTH OF 'OBJECT' TABLE TEXT

               TBTLIST  #FLAG X'80'             TYPE OF LIST  (ON=VALID,OFF=INVALID)

000018         TBTLISTI DS    0XL1

        00080  TBTLISTM EQU   X'80'

               TBTSCOD  #FLAG X'40'             BINARY SEARCH (ON=ENCODE,OFF=DECODE)

000018         TBTSCODI DS    0XL1

        00040  TBTSCODM EQU   X'40'

               TBTTYP1  #FLAG X'20'             ENCODE FORMAT (ON=NUMERIC,OFF=ALPHA)

000018         TBTTYP1I DS    0XL1

        00020  TBTTYP1M EQU   X'20'

               TBTTYP2  #FLAG X'10'             DECODE FORMAT (ON=NUMERIC,OFF=ALPHA)

000018         TBTTYP2I DS    0XL1

        00010  TBTTYP2M EQU   X'10'

               TBTSORT  #FLAG X'08'             TABLE       (ON=SORTED,OFF=UNSORTED)

000018         TBTSORTI DS    0XL1

        00008  TBTSORTM EQU   X'08'

               TBTDUPL  #FLAG X'04'             DUPLICATES  (ON=ALLOW,OFF=NOT ALLOW)

000018         TBTDUPLI DS    0XL1

        00004  TBTDUPLM EQU   X'04'

               TBTCTCH  #FLAG X'02'             CATCH ALL ACTIVE     (ON=YES,OFF=NO)

000018         TBTCTCHI DS    0XL1

        00002  TBTCTCHM EQU   X'02'

               TBTEDIT  #FLAG X'01'             TYPE OF TABLE     (ON=EDIT,OFF=CODE)

000018         TBTEDITI DS    0XL1

Offset  Value 
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        00001  TBTEDITM EQU   X'01'

000018         TBTFLAG2 DS    XL1               FLAG-2 BYTE

000019         TBTPOS1  DS    XL1               VAL-1 NUMERIC DECIMAL POSITION= 0-15

00001A         TBTPOS2  DS    XL1               VAL-2 NUMERIC DECIMAL POSITION= 0-15

               TBTTYP3  #FLAG X'20'             ENCODE FORMAT (ON=GRAPHICS)      BZJ

00001B         TBTTYP3I DS    0XL1

        00020  TBTTYP3M EQU   X'20'

               TBTTYP4  #FLAG X'10'             DECODE FORMAT (ON=GRAPHICS)      BZJ

00001B         TBTTYP4I DS    0XL1

        00010  TBTTYP4M EQU   X'10'

00001B         TBTFLAG3 DS    XL1               FLAG-3 BYTE                      BZJ

        00014  TBTHDLEN EQU   *-TBTHDR    LENGTH OF 'OBJECT' TABLE HEADER (20 BYTES)

               *

               *************  END OF 'OBJECT' TABLE HEADER INFORMATION  ************

               *

00001C         TBTLINSZ DS    F                 BASIC CALCULATED LINEAR TABLE SIZE

000020         TBTECALL DS    H                 ENCODE CATCH-ALL VALUE SIZE

000022         TBTDCALL DS    H                 DECODE CATCH-ALL VALUE SIZE

000024         TBTMAXE  DS    H                 NBR OF ENTRIES WITH MAX ENCODE SIZE

000026         TBTMAXD  DS    H                 NBR OF ENTRIES WITH MAX DECODE SIZE

000028         TBTESIZE DS    XL1               MAXIMUM ENCODE SIZE

000029         TBTDSIZE DS    XL1               MAXIMUM DECODE SIZE

00002A                  DS    CL62              FILLER FOR REST OF HEADER AREA

000068         TBTNSTID DS    F                 COMMENT ID TYPE (-8=EDIT, -9=CODE)

        0006C  TBTDSLEN EQU   *-TBTDSECT        TOTAL RECORD LENGTH (108 BYTES)

#TBXDS

                        #TBXDS TBKSESI=Y,TBKLRUI=Y

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      #TBXDS                                                     ***

               ***             Transaction variables and statics                   ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         TBX      DSECT                                                11/16/92

000000         TBXID    DS    XL4                 EyeCatch (TBX*)

000004         TBXLTEA  DS    A                   -->Owning LTE

000008         TBXTBKA  DS    A                   -->Owning TBK

00000C         TBXNTBX  DS    A                   -->Next TBX of transaction
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000010         TBXDRBA  DS    A                   -->DDAM's DRB.

000014         TBXAMHA  DS    A                   -->AMH of transaction.

000018         TBXHRBA  DS    A                   -->HLDB's HRB.

00001C         TBXHSBA  DS    A                   -->HSB from SUSPEND.

000020         TBXDSBA  DS    A                   -->DSB from SUSPEND.

000024         TBXMLKCA DS    A                   -->Main LKC.

000028         TBXCLKCA DS    A                   -->Current LKC.

00002C         TBXKLKCA DS    A                   -->Kept LKC.

000030         TBXSQPNA DS    A                   -->SQL Proc. Name + Schema name  r17

000034         TBXDSICB DS    A                   -->DSICB of txn.

000038         TBXAMCAA DS    A                   -->AMC anchor block

00003C                  DS    A                   --reserved--

000040         TBXDBUGO DS    F                   SQL Debug options: AMC,SSP,HLDB  r17

               ****   Start of area that is cleared at start of txn   ****

000044         TBXOCUR# DS    H                   Number of open cursors, from HLDB.

000046                  DS    H                   --reserved--

               *

               *

               *   Txn options:

               *

000048         TBXQOPTS DS   0FL4

               *        #FLAG X'00'                  default

000048         TBXQCADI DS    0XL1

        00000  TBXQCADM EQU   X'00'

               *        #FLAG X'01'                  on

000048         TBXQCAOI DS    0XL1

        00001  TBXQCAOM EQU   X'01'

               *        #FLAG X'02'                  off

000048         TBXQCAFI DS    0XL1

        00002  TBXQCAFM EQU   X'02'

               *        #FLAG X'03'                  all of the above

000048         TBXQCAHI DS    0XL1

        00003  TBXQCAHM EQU   X'03'

               *        #FLAG X'00'                  default XML encoding (XML EBCDIC)

000048         TBXQXEBI DS    0XL1

        00000  TBXQXEBM EQU   X'00'

               *        #FLAG X'10'                  XML UTF8

000048         TBXQXU8I DS    0XL1

        00010  TBXQXU8M EQU   X'10'

               *        #FLAG X'20'                  XML UTF16BE

000048         TBXQXBEI DS    0XL1

        00020  TBXQXBEM EQU   X'20'

               *        #FLAG X'30'                  XML UTF16LE

000048         TBXQXLEI DS    0XL1

Offset  Value 

        00030  TBXQXLEM EQU   X'30'

               *        #FLAG X'30'                  XML encoding, all of the above

000048         TBXQXENI DS    0XL1

        00030  TBXQXENM EQU   X'30'

000048         TBXQCAX  DS    FL1                 SQL caching / XML Encoding
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               *        #FLAG 1                      transient

000049         TBXQTRAI DS    0XL1

        00001  TBXQTRAM EQU   1

               *        #FLAG 2                      current

000049         TBXQCURI DS    0XL1

        00002  TBXQCURM EQU   2

               *        #FLAG 4                      consistent

000049         TBXQCONI DS    0XL1

        00004  TBXQCONM EQU   4

               *        #FLAG 8                      repeatable

000049         TBXQREPI DS    0XL1

        00008  TBXQREPM EQU   8

               *        #FLAG 15                     all of the above

000049         TBXQISOI DS    0XL1

        0000F  TBXQISOM EQU   15

000049         TBXQISO  DS    FL1                 Isolation mode

               *        #FLAG X'00'                  NULL syntax std

00004A         TBXQNULI DS    0XL1

        00000  TBXQNULM EQU   X'00'

               *        #FLAG X'01'                  enforce

00004A         TBXQENFI DS    0XL1

        00001  TBXQENFM EQU   X'01'

               *        #FLAG X'02'                  warn

00004A         TBXQWRNI DS    0XL1

        00002  TBXQWRNM EQU   X'02'

               *        #FLAG X'10'                  SQL89/FIPS syntax std

00004A         TBXQS89I DS    0XL1

        00010  TBXQS89M EQU   X'10'

               *        #FLAG X'13'                  all of the above

00004A         TBXQSYNI DS    0XL1

        00013  TBXQSYNM EQU   X'13'

00004A         TBXQSYN  DS    FL1                 Syntax level

               *        #FLAG 1                      read only

00004B         TBXQTROI DS    0XL1

        00001  TBXQTROM EQU   1

               *        #FLAG 2                      read write

00004B         TBXQTRWI DS    0XL1

        00002  TBXQTRWM EQU   2

               *        #FLAG 3                      all of the above

00004B         TBXQTXSI DS    0XL1

        00003  TBXQTXSM EQU   3

00004B         TBXQTXS  DS    FL1                 Transaction state

               *

00004C         TBXQAMNM DS    CL8                 Current Access Module name

000054         TBXQDBNM DS    CL8                 Current DBname

00005C         TBXQSCHN DS    CL18                Current Schema name

00006E         TBXQFLDR DS    CL18                Current Folder

000080         TBXQCHG  DS    CL18                Current Change name

               *

000092         TBXQDTOP DS    XL1                 Datetime format option:

               *                                     1st nibble is Date format:

        00000  TBXQDANS EQU   B'00000000'               ANSI

        00010  TBXQDISO EQU   B'00010000'               ISO
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        00020  TBXQDUSA EQU   B'00100000'               IBM USA

        00030  TBXQDEUR EQU   B'00110000'               IBM Europe

        00040  TBXQDJIS EQU   B'01000000'               JIS

               *                                     2nd nibble is Time format:

        00000  TBXQTANS EQU   B'00000000'               ANSI

        00001  TBXQTISO EQU   B'00000001'               ISO

        00002  TBXQTUSA EQU   B'00000010'               IBM USA

        00003  TBXQTEUR EQU   B'00000011'               IBM Europe

Offset  Value 

        00004  TBXQTJIS EQU   B'00000100'               JIS

               *

               *        #FLAG X'01'                  DB2 Source Transparency

000093         TBXQD2SI DS    0XL1

        00001  TBXQD2SM EQU   X'01'

               *        #FLAG X'02'                  DB2 Object Transparency

000093         TBXQD2OI DS    0XL1

        00002  TBXQD2OM EQU   X'02'

               *        #FLAG X'03'                  Client in DB2Transparency mode

000093         TBXQD2TI DS    0XL1

        00003  TBXQD2TM EQU   X'03'

               *        #FLAG X'04'                  Set session..TR options issued

000093         TBXQSSXI DS    0XL1

        00004  TBXQSSXM EQU   X'04'

000093         TBXQFLAG DS    XL1                 General purpose flags

               *

        0004C  TBXQOPTL EQU   *-TBXQOPTS          sizeof options block

               *

               *

               *   The following flags identify commands which may only be issued

               *   prior to the logical start of transaction. Once the txn

               *   has logically begun, all these flags are set on.

               *

000094         TBX#BGNI DS    0XL1

        00080  TBX#BGNM EQU   X'80'

000094         TBX#SAMI DS    0XL1

        00040  TBX#SAMM EQU   X'40'

000094         TBX#STXI DS    0XL1

        00020  TBX#STXM EQU   X'20'

000094         TBX#LSTI DS    0XL1

        000E0  TBX#LSTM EQU   X'E0'

000094         TBXSOTF  DS    X                   Start of txn flags.

               *

000095                  DS    XL1                 -vacant-

               *

000096         TBX#DDAI DS    0XL1

        00080  TBX#DDAM EQU   X'80'

000096         TBX#UTLI DS    0XL1

        00040  TBX#UTLM EQU   X'40'

000096         TBX#XSCI DS    0XL1

        00020  TBX#XSCM EQU   X'20'
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000096         TBX#DDLI DS    0XL1

        00010  TBX#DDLM EQU   X'10'

000096         TBXMISF  DS    X                   Misc flags.

               *

000097                  DS    FL1                 -reserved-

000098         TBXLTRTB DS    F                   Ptr to charset encode/decode TR tabs

00009C                  DS    F                   -reserved-

0000A0                  DS    H                   -reserved-

0000A2         TBXSVPL  DS    H                   Current savepoint level         R170

               *

0000A4         TBXPCID  DS    H                   Cursor id of SYSPCH Cursor

0000A6         TBXLCID  DS    H                   Cursor id of SYSLST Cursor

               *

0000A8         TBXCPGM  DS    CL8                 nDML: current application prog name

               *                                   SQL: current application prog name

               *

0000B0         TBXCLNO  DS    F                   Current source line number.

0000B4         TBXCVIB  DS    A                   Current VIB address

               *

0000B8         TBXAAT   DS    H                   Area acquisition threshold

0000BA         TBXAAL#  DS    H                   Area acquisition retry cnt

               *

0000BC         TBXSQLRL DS    F                   SQL Row Limit Value        IDMS/5408         

               *

0000C0                  DS    F                   Reserved                   IDMS/5408

        00080  TBXCLRL  EQU   (*-TBXOCUR#)        Length to clear on txn start

               ****   End of area that is cleared at start of txn   ****

Offset  Value 

               *

               *

0000C4         TBXFVIB  DS    A                   First VIB in this session

0000C8         TBXLVIB  DS    A                   Last VIB in this session

               *

               **=================================================**

               *  Statistics fields for TBK and TBX                *

               **=================================================**

0000CC         TBXSTAT  DS   0F                   Txn statistics:

0000CC         TBXSTATQ DS   0F                   Txn SQL statistics:

0000CC         TBXS#CMD DS    F                    # SQL commands executed

0000D0         TBXS#FET DS    F                    # rows fetched

0000D4         TBXS#INS DS    F                    # rows inserted

0000D8         TBXS#UPD DS    F                    # rows updated

0000DC         TBXS#DEL DS    F                    # rows deleted

0000E0         TBXS#SRT DS    F                    # sorts performed

0000E4         TBXS#SRR DS    F                    # rows sorted

0000E8         TBXS#SMI DS    F                    min rows sorted

0000EC         TBXS#SMX DS    F                    max rows sorted

0000F0         TBXS#AMC DS    F                    # AM recompiles

0000F4                  DS    8F                   -reserved for expansion-

        00048  TBXSSQLL EQU   *-TBXSTAT           L' SQL stats.
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               *

000114         TBXDBST  DS    0F                  Txn basic DBMS statistics:

000114         TBX#PGRD DS    F                     # Pages read

000118         TBX#PGWR DS    F                     # Pages written

00011C         TBX#PGRQ DS    F                     # Pages requested

000120         TBX#CALT DS    F                     # CALC records stored on target

000124         TBX#CALO DS    F                     # CALC records overflowed

000128         TBX#VIAT DS    F                     # VIA records stored on target

00012C         TBX#VIAO DS    F                     # VIA records overflowed

000130         TBX#RCRQ DS    F                     # Records requested

000134         TBX#RCCU DS    F                     # Records made current of TR

000138         TBX#CALL DS    F                     # Calls to DBMS

00013C         TBX#FRAG DS    F                     # Fragments stored

000140         TBX#RELO DS    F                     # Records relocated

        00030  TBXDBSLN EQU   *-TBXDBST           Length of basic DBMS stats

               *

000144         TBXSTATL DS   0F                   Txn Locking stats:

000144         TBXTLKA  DS    F                     Total locks acquired

000148         TBX#LKS  DS    F                     # of share locks held

00014C         TBX#LKNS DS    F                     # of non-share locks held

000150         TBXTLKF  DS    F                     Total locks freed

        00010  TBXSLOKL EQU   *-TBXSTATL          L' locking stats

               *

000154         TBXIXSTA DS    0F                  Txn extended DBMS statistics:

000154         TBX#SPLT DS    F                     # of SR8 splits

000158         TBX#SPWN DS    F                     # of SR8 spawns

00015C         TBX#SR8S DS    F                     # of SR8s stored

000160         TBX#SR8D DS    F                     # of SR8s erased

000164         TBX#SR7S DS    F                     # of SR7s stored

000168         TBX#SR7D DS    F                     # of SR7s erased

00016C         TBX#BISR DS    F                     # of B-tree searches

000170         TBX#LEVL DS    F                     # of B-tree levels searched

000174         TBX#ORPH DS    F                     # of orphans adopted

000178         TBX#ISRL DS    H                     # of levels searched - best case

00017A         TBX#ISRH DS    H                     # of levels searched - worst case

        00028  TBXIXSTL EQU   *-TBXIXSTA          Length of extended stats

               *

00017C         TBXUPCNT DS    F                     # of records updated

               *

        000B4  TBXTSL   EQU   *-TBXSTAT           Length of transaction statistics

               *

000180         TBXLKWK  DS    0F                  Lock statistic work fields

000180         TBX#AS   DS    F                     # share locks acq. this call

000184         TBX#FS   DS    F                     # share locks freed this call

Offset  Value 

000188         TBX#ANS  DS    F                     # non-share locks acq. this call

00018C         TBX#FNS  DS    F                     # non-share locks freed this call

        00010  TBXLKWKL EQU   *-TBXLKWK           Length of lock work fields

               *

        000C4  TBXSTALN EQU   *-TBXSTAT           L' stats-related fields
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               *

000190         TBXPGM   DS    CL8                 nDML: bind application prog name

               *                                   SQL: current application prog name

000198                  DS    XL8                 Reserved

               *

               *     Transaction-related stuff

0001A0         TBXSSTAA DS    A                   -->-->Shared TXN statistics or 0

0001A4         TBXSESI  DS    A                   -->TBKSESI in TBK

0001A8         TBXAEHI  DS    0XL1

        00080  TBXAEHM  EQU   X'80'

0001A8         TBXATXNI DS    0XL1

        00040  TBXATXNM EQU   X'40'

0001A8         TBXATMCI DS    0XL1

        00020  TBXATMCM EQU   X'20'

0001A8         TBXJAREI DS    0XL1

        00010  TBXJAREM EQU   X'10'

0001A8         TBXBORQI DS    0XL1

        00008  TBXBORQM EQU   X'08'

0001A8         TBXXFLG  DS    X                   Misc flags.

               *

               *                                  ..Keep the next 3 flag bits the same

               *                                  ..as their equivalents in #TBKLRUI

0001A9         TBXNLIDI DS    0XL1

        00080  TBXNLIDM EQU   X'80'

0001A9         TBXKLIDI DS    0XL1

        00040  TBXKLIDM EQU   X'40'

0001A9         TBXCONTI DS    0XL1

        000C0  TBXCONTM EQU   X'C0'

0001A9         TBXENDJI DS    0XL1

        00020  TBXENDJM EQU   X'20'

0001A9         TBXBYPSI DS    0XL1

        00010  TBXBYPSM EQU   X'10'

0001A9         TBXACTSI DS    0XL1

        000F0  TBXACTSM EQU   X'F0'

0001A9         TBXPREPI DS    0XL1

        00002  TBXPREPM EQU   X'02'

0001A9         TBXACTAI DS    0XL1

        000F2  TBXACTAM EQU   X'F2'

0001A9         TBXBACKI DS    0XL1

        00001  TBXBACKM EQU   X'01'

0001A9         TBXXACTF DS    X                   Txn action flags

0001AA         TBXCA    DS    X                   Work field for TMGR Commit

0001AB                  DS    X                   Reserved

0001AC         TBXLRUI  DS    A                   -->TBKLRUI in TBK

0001B0         TBXSINTO DS    A                   -->Owning subordinate interest

0001B4         TBXSINTN DS    A                   -->Next TBX in sINT's list

0001B8                  DS    XL4                 Reserved

        001BC  TBXDSLEN EQU   ((*-TBX+3)/4)*4     Length of TBX.

               ****************************************************************

               *  Session info stored in TBK

               ****************************************************************

000000         TBKSESI  DSECT

               *
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               *  Transaction-dependent information manipulated by session routines

               *

               *

               *  COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

               *

               *CONTAINS PTF# IDMS/3431 OPT APAR FOR BEG TASK ID      WEIRI02 09/29/09

               *

000000         TBKAPPL  DS    CL8                 Application PGM at start of TXN

Offset  Value 

000008         TBKPIOPI DS    0XL1

        00080  TBKPIOPM EQU   X'80'

000008         TBKRETII DS    0XL1

        00040  TBKRETIM EQU   X'40'

000008         TBKBYPSI DS    0XL1

        00020  TBKBYPSM EQU   X'20'

000008         TBKCICBI DS    0XL1

        00010  TBKCICBM EQU   X'10'

000008         TBKSFLG  DS    X                   Session flag

000009                  DS    X                   --reserved--

00000A         TBKOCUR# DS    H                   Number of open cursors, from HLDB.

00000C         TBK#TBX  DS    H                   # of sessions assoc. w branch

00000E         TBK#ASES DS    H                   # of sessions w active transactions

000010         TBKRPEA  DS    A                   -->1st RPE (report element) for br.

000014         TBKTBXA  DS    A                   -->1st session TBX assoc. w branch

000018         TBKCTBX  DS    A                   -->Most recently referencing session

00001C         TBKIOPA  DS    A                   -->Address of IOP for trans.

000020         TBKBTKID DS    A                   Task issuing the bind RU   IDMS/3431

000024                  DS    F                   - reserved -                    R170

               ****************************************************************

               *  Local recovery unit info in TBK

               ****************************************************************

000000         TBKLRUI  DSECT

               *

               *     Local RU information

               *

               *

               *     COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

               *

000000         TBKBFORI DS    0XL1

        00080  TBKBFORM EQU   X'80'

000000         TBKUPDTI DS    0XL1

        00040  TBKUPDTM EQU   X'40'

000000         TBKUPRQI DS    0XL1

        00020  TBKUPRQM EQU   X'20'

000000         TBKALRUI DS    0XL1

        00010  TBKALRUM EQU   X'10'

000000         TBKIXSYI DS    0XL1

        00008  TBKIXSYM EQU   X'08'

000000         TBKTXNSI DS    0XL1

        00004  TBKTXNSM EQU   X'04'
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000000         TBKJBGNI DS    0XL1

        00002  TBKJBGNM EQU   X'02'

000000         TBKBGWTI DS    0XL1

        00001  TBKBGWTM EQU   X'01'

               *                                          real update

               *                                    OFF - Write BGIN chkpt at 1st

               *                                          functional call

000000         TBKFLAG5 DS    XL1                 Transaction flags

               *

               *                                  ..Keep the next 4 flag bits the same

               *                                  ..as their equivalents in #TBXDS

000001         TBKNLIDI DS    0XL1

        00080  TBKNLIDM EQU   X'80'

000001         TBKKLIDI DS    0XL1

        00040  TBKKLIDM EQU   X'40'

000001         TBKENDJI DS    0XL1

        00020  TBKENDJM EQU   X'20'

               *              X'10'               ..Bypass session

000001         TBKABRWI DS    0XL1

        00008  TBKABRWM EQU   X'08'

000001         TBKCOMWI DS    0XL1

        00004  TBKCOMWM EQU   X'04'

000001         TBKENDWI DS    0XL1

        00002  TBKENDWM EQU   X'02'

000001         TBKCKPTI DS    0XL1

Offset  Value 

        00001  TBKCKPTM EQU   X'01'

000001         TBKACTSI DS    0XL1

        000EF  TBKACTSM EQU   X'EF'

000001         TBKACTF  DS    XL1                 Transaction action flags

               *TBKNLID #FLAG X'80'               ..Assign new LID after backout

               *TBKKLID #FLAG X'40'               ..Retain LID after backout

000002         TBKBACKI DS    0XL1

        00010  TBKBACKM EQU   X'10'

000002         TBKBAKSI DS    0XL1

        000D0  TBKBAKSM EQU   X'D0'

000002         TBKBAKF  DS    XL1                 Backout action flags

000003                  DS    XL1                 Reserved

000004         TBKLID   DS    F                   Local transaction id

000008         TBKBJSEQ DS    CL8                 BGIN journal sequence no.

000010         TBKJTBFN DS    F                   Number of journal BFOR images

000014         TBKJTAFN DS    F                   Number of journal AFTR images

000018         TBKJTRBN DS    F                   Journal RBN of last JTR record.

00001C         TBKLID1  DS    CL4                 Local task id ('DBDC')

000020         TBKLID2  DS    F                   Local task id (task number)

000024         TBKDTS   DS    XL8                 Last checkpoint time for TXN

00002C         TBKSHRIX DS    XL12                VSR index for shared TXNs

000038         TBKEJSEQ DS    XL8                 ENDJ/ABRT journal seq #

000040         TBKJTSPU DS    F                   J space used by BFOR images   R160

000044         TBKJTJCC DS    F                   Journal JCB of last JTR image
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000048         TBKSVPL  DS    H                   Current savepoint level         R170

00004A         TBK#SVPE DS    H                   Number of entries in table      R170

00004C         TBKSVPTB DS    A                   -->Table of savepoints          R170

000050         TBKSVPTF DS    A                   -->Table of savepoint flags     R170

000054         TBKSVPDB DS    XL8                 DBMS's private savepoint        R170

00005C                  DS    F                   - reserved -                    R170

               *

               *                                  Savepoint table entry           R170

        00000  TBKSVPJS EQU   0,8,C'C'              Savepoint sequence#           R170

        00008  TBKSVPEL EQU   8                     Length of table entry         R170

        00000  TBKSVPFL EQU   0,1,C'X'            Savepoint flag table entry      R170

        00080  TBKSVPUP EQU   X'80'                 ..Updates since savept set    R170

#TCADS

                        COPY #TCADS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               *** TCA:   TASK CONTROL AREA (DCE/TCE) HEADER DSECT                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         TCA      DSECT

000000                  DS    F                   Reserved

000004         TCADCEBA DS    A                   START ADDRESS OF DCE AREA.

000008         TCATCEBA DS    A                   START ADDRESS OF TCE AREA.

00000C                  DS    3F                  Reserved

000018         TCANTASK DS    H                   NUMBER OF DCE/TCE'S IN AREA.

00001A         TCASIZE  DS    H                   Sizeof(TCA)

00001C                  DS    F                   Reserved

000020         TCATCELN DS    F                   TCE LENGTH

000024                  DS    F                   Reserved

        00028  TCAMCVLN EQU   ((*-TCA+7)/8)*8     Sizeof(TCA) for miniCV

               *

               * Next fields are available for CV only.

               *

000028         TCAFREE  DS    A                   HEADER FOR FREE LIST DCE CHAIN.

00002C         TCANEWT  DS    F                   QUEUE OF NEW TASKS TO DISPATCH

000030         TCAECB   DS    3F                  ECB FOR TASK WAITING FOR DCE.

00003C         TCAATC   DS    F                   COUNT OF ACTIVE TCE'S

000040         TCASTKA  DS    F                   TCEstack area start address

000044         TCARSV1  DS    H                   Count of reserved TCEs requested

000046         TCARSV2  DS    H                   Count of reserved TCEs allocated

000048         TCARSVCR DS    H                   Count of reserved TCEs running

               *

               TCATWTG  #FLAG X'80'               SOME TASK WAITING ON TCAECB.
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00004A         TCATWTGI DS    0XL1

        00080  TCATWTGM EQU   X'80'

               TCANEWT  #FLAG X'40'               INDICATES DCE ON TCANEWT QUEUE

00004A         TCANEWTI DS    0XL1

        00040  TCANEWTM EQU   X'40'

               *

00004A         TCAFLAG  DS    XL1                 TCA FLAG BYTE.

00004B                  DS    XL1                 Reserved

00004C         TCASTECB DS    F                   Attach Service Task ECB

000050         TCASTQUE DS    D                   Service TCE queue

000058         TCASTRTN DS    A                   A(#SRVT routine)

        00000  TCASTRTN_GETTCE     EQU 0          - Func. 0: get TCE from TCASTCEQ

        00001  TCASTRTN_ADDTCE     EQU 1          - Func. 1: add TCE to   TCASTCEQ

        00002  TCASTRTN_SPETCE     EQU 2          - Func. 2: specific TCE in TCASTCEQ

        00003  TCASTRTN_REGSRVT    EQU 3          - Func. 3: register service type

        00004  TCASTRTN_GETSRVTRB  EQU 4          - Func. 4: get SRVTRB from TCASRVTF

        00005  TCASTRTN_FREESRVTRB EQU 5          - Func. 5: return SRVTRB to TCASRVTF

        00006  TCASTRTN_GETSRVTQ   EQU 6          - Func. 6: get SRVTRB from TCASRVTQ

        00007  TCASTRTN_PUTSRVTQ   EQU 7          - Func. 7: put SRVTRB  on  TCASRVTQ

        00008  TCASTRTN_UPDACT     EQU 8          - Func. 8: update active TCE count

00005C         TCASTLOK DS    F                   Service TCE lock

000060         TCASTRBQ DS    D                   SRVTRB queue

000068         TCASTRBF DS    D                   A(first free SRVTRB)

000070         TCASTRBA DS    A                   A(SRVTRB table)

000074         TCASTWT# DS    F                   Number of service tasks waiting

000078         TCASTACT DS    0F                  Number of service tasks active

Offset  Value 

 

000078         TCASTA#L DS    H                   - upper limit

00007A         TCASTA## DS    H                   - actual number

        00005  TCAST#TY EQU   5                   Highest service task type value

00007C         TCASTTYT DS    (TCAST#TY+1)A       Registered service type table

               *

000094         TCASTK1L DS    F                   TCE stack length - BA to EA     R170

000098         TCASTKTL DS    F                   TCE stack length - Total        R170

00009C                  DS    8F                  Reserved

        000C0  TCACVLEN EQU   ((*-TCA+31)/32)*32  Sizeof(TCA) for real CV

#TCEDS

                        COPY #TCEDS

               **********************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***

               *** TCE:   TASK CONTROL ELEMENT DSECT                              ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

               ***                                                                ***

               **********************************************************************
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Offset Value

000000         TCE      DSECT

000000         TCEID    DS    CL4                 'TCE*' LITERAL IDENTIFICATION.

000004         TCETSKID DS    F                   TASK IDENTIFICATION.

000008         TCETRLEA DS    2A                  TASK RLE/RCE ANCHOR.

000010         TCEPRLEA DS    2A                  PROGRAM RLE/RCE ANCHOR.

000018         TCESRLEA DS    2A                  CURRENT SCRATCH ID RLE/RCE ANCHOR.

000020         TCEQRLEA DS    2A                  CURRENT QUEUE NAME RLE/RCE ANCHOR.

000028         TCEACEA  DS    A                   ACE ADDRESS IF ABEND IN PROGRESS.

00002C         TCECPRGM DS    A                   ADDR OF RCE FOR CURRENT PROGRAM

000030         TCECRSAA DS    A                   ADDR OF CURRENT REG SAVE AREA.

000034         TCEDCEA  DS    A                   ADDR OF DISPATCH CONTROL ELEMENT.

000038         TCEMRLEA DS    2A                  Storage RLE/RCE anchor.

000040         TCEEXABC DS    CL4                 EXTERNAL ABEND CODE.

000044         TCEITINA DS    F                   TIME AT WHICH TASK WILL STALL OUT

000048         TCELSTC  DS    XL4                 LAST CALL TRACE WORD.

00004C         TCELTEA  DS    A                   ADDR OF LTE.

000050         TCERPEA  DS    A                   (#PRINT) REPORT ELEMENT ADDRESS

000054         TCEQDEA  DS    A                   Q DEF ELEM (Q-ATTACHED TASKS ONLY)

000058         TCESONRC DS    A                   ADDR OF SIGNON RCE (FOR SECURITY)

00005C         TCESSSCA DS    A                   ADDR OF SSC FOR SCR/QUE RUN UNIT.

000060         TCESSTAE DS    A                   ADDRESS OF SYSTEM STAE EXIT.

000064         TCESVCA  DS    A                   ADDR. OF SVC WORK SPACE (USER KEY)

000068         TCESTEPA DS    A                   STAE ROUTINE ENTRY ADDRESS.

00006C                  ORG   TCESTEPA

000068         TCESTPGM DS    CL8                 STAE PROGRAM NAME.

000070         TCETDEA  DS    A                   ADDR OF TASK DEFINITION ELEMENT.

000074         TCETSTA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF TASK STATISTICS AREA.

000078         TCETXEA  DS    A                   TCE EXTENSION ADDRESS.

00007C         TCEINACN DS    H                   TASK STALL TIME INTERVAL.

00007E         TCEINRWY DS    H                   TASK RUNAWAY TIME INTERVAL.

000080         TCEVERID DS    H                   TASK'S VERSION ID NUMBER.

000082         TCEUCVN  DS    X                   UCF INTX CV NUMBER

000083         TCEAMODE DS    X                   AMODE OF CURRENT PROGRAM

        00000  TCEAM24   EQU   0                   VALUE OF 0  - AMODE=24

        00001  TCEAM31   EQU   1                   VALUE OF 1  - AMODE=31

                        #PRT  NOGEN

               TCENSP   #FLAG X'80'  CURRENT PRGM DOESN'T WANT STORAGE PROTECT ON.

000084         TCENSPI  DS    0XL1

        00080  TCENSPM  EQU   X'80'

               TCESTE   #FLAG X'40'               STAE EXIT FOR CURRENT LEVEL.

000084         TCESTEI  DS    0XL1

        00040  TCESTEM  EQU   X'40'

               TCESPGM  #FLAG X'20'               STAE EXIT IS PROGRAM.

000084         TCESPGMI DS    0XL1

        00020  TCESPGMM EQU   X'20'

               TCEUSR   #FLAG X'10'               CURRENTLY, TASK IS USER MODE.

000084         TCEUSRI  DS    0XL1

        00010  TCEUSRM  EQU   X'10'
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               TCEABND  #FLAG X'08'               CURRENTLY, TASK IS ABENDING.

000084         TCEABNDI DS    0XL1

        00008  TCEABNDM EQU   X'08'

               TCEABIN  #FLAG X'04'               ABEND INACTIVE TASK.

000084         TCEABINI DS    0XL1

        00004  TCEABINM EQU   X'04'

               TCERNWY  #FLAG X'02'               ABEND RUNAWAY TASK.

000084         TCERNWYI DS    0XL1

        00002  TCERNWYM EQU   X'02'

               TCEERUS  #FLAG X'01'               TASK IS ERUS TASK (IDMS CV).

000084         TCEERUSI DS    0XL1

        00001  TCEERUSM EQU   X'01'

000084         TCEFLAG1 DS    XL1

               TCESTRC  #FLAG X'80'               CALL/CHKSTK TRACING ENABLED.

000085         TCESTRCI DS    0XL1

        00080  TCESTRCM EQU   X'80'

               TCESCHK  #FLAG X'40'               STACK CHECKING ON FOR TASK.

000085         TCESCHKI DS    0XL1

        00040  TCESCHKM EQU   X'40'

               TCEEXAB  #FLAG X'20'               EXTERNAL TASK REQUESTED ABEND.

000085         TCEEXABI DS    0XL1

        00020  TCEEXABM EQU   X'20'

               TCENABN  #FLAG X'10'               DON'T ALLOW ABEND IF ON.

000085         TCENABNI DS    0XL1

        00010  TCENABNM EQU   X'10'

               TCEUTRC  #FLAG X'08'               USER MODE TRACING IS ON.

000085         TCEUTRCI DS    0XL1

        00008  TCEUTRCM EQU   X'08'

               TCEDRVR  #FLAG X'04'               THIS IS A DRIVER TASK

000085         TCEDRVRI DS    0XL1

        00004  TCEDRVRM EQU   X'04'

               TCESTEP  #FLAG X'02'               TASK IS EXECUTING STAE EXIT.

000085         TCESTEPI DS    0XL1

        00002  TCESTEPM EQU   X'02'

               TCEFACT  #FLAG X'01'               THIS IS A FACTOTUM TASK

000085         TCEFACTI DS    0XL1

        00001  TCEFACTM EQU   X'01'

000085         TCEFLAG2 DS    XL1

               TCECOBI  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF TASK IS DOING COBOL INIT1.

000086         TCECOBII DS    0XL1

        00080  TCECOBIM EQU   X'80'

               TCEPLIT  #FLAG X'40'               ON IF PL/I ISSUES #ABEND

000086         TCEPLITI DS    0XL1

        00040  TCEPLITM EQU   X'40'

               TCESTKO  #FLAG X'20'               ON IF USING ABEND STORAGE STACK

000086         TCESTKOI DS    0XL1

        00020  TCESTKOM EQU   X'20'

               TCEPRTK  #FLAG X'10'               THIS IS THE PRINTER TASK

000086         TCEPRTKI DS    0XL1

        00010  TCEPRTKM EQU   X'10'

               TCEIDRV  #FLAG X'08'               THIS IS THE INTERACT DRIVER

000086         TCEIDRVI DS    0XL1

        00008  TCEIDRVM EQU   X'08'
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               TCEDEAD  #FLAG X'04'               THIS TASK HAS DEADLOCKED

000086         TCEDEADI DS    0XL1

        00004  TCEDEADM EQU   X'04'

               TCEFEPT  #FLAG X'02'               THIS IS UCF F.E. PRINT CONTROLLER

000086         TCEFEPTI DS    0XL1

        00002  TCEFEPTM EQU   X'02'

               TCEARBK  #FLAG X'01'               ROLLBACK IN PROGRESS

000086         TCEARBKI DS    0XL1

        00001  TCEARBKM EQU   X'01'

000086         TCEFLAG3 DS    XL1

               TCERQAB  #FLAG X'80'               REQUEST ABEND THRU RPIOC IN DBMS

000087         TCERQABI DS    0XL1

        00080  TCERQABM EQU   X'80'

               TCEGSDM  #FLAG X'40'               ON IF SCTECB DMGR'D.

000087         TCEGSDMI DS    0XL1

        00040  TCEGSDMM EQU   X'40'

               TCESANY  #FLAG X'20'               STORAGE LOCATION IS ANY.

000087         TCESANYI DS    0XL1

        00020  TCESANYM EQU   X'20'

               TCESABN  #FLAG X'10'               ON IF 'ABEND' STARTUP AUTOTASK

000087         TCESABNI DS    0XL1

        00010  TCESABNM EQU   X'10'

               TCERLBD  #FLAG X'08'               LIMT DISABLED ON ABEND  JIC033084

000087         TCERLBDI DS    0XL1

        00008  TCERLBDM EQU   X'08'

               TCEEXIN  #FLAG X'04'               ON IF TIMEOUT ABEND PENDING

000087         TCEEXINI DS    0XL1

        00004  TCEEXINM EQU   X'04'

               TCENOSN  #FLAG X'02'               #ABEND DUMP=NO FOR THIS TASK

000087         TCENOSNI DS    0XL1

        00002  TCENOSNM EQU   X'02'

               TCEQATC  #FLAG X'01'               QUEUE-ATTACHED TASK

000087         TCEQATCI DS    0XL1

        00001  TCEQATCM EQU   X'01'

000087         TCEFLAG4 DS    XL1

               TCESRLE  #FLAG X'80'               TASK BROKE RLE THRESHOLD

000088         TCESRLEI DS    0XL1

        00080  TCESRLEM EQU   X'80'

               TCESRCE  #FLAG X'40'               TASK BROKE RCE THRESHOLD

000088         TCESRCEI DS    0XL1

        00040  TCESRCEM EQU   X'40'

               TCESDPE  #FLAG X'20'               TASK BROKE DPE THRESHOLD

000088         TCESDPEI DS    0XL1

        00020  TCESDPEM EQU   X'20'

               TCESILE  #FLAG X'10'               TASK BROKE ILE THRESHOLD

000088         TCESILEI DS    0XL1

        00010  TCESILEM EQU   X'10'

               TCERNWS  #FLAG X'08'               RUNAWAY TASK RETRY SWITCH OS00

000088         TCERNWSI DS    0XL1

        00008  TCERNWSM EQU   X'08'

               TCESRES  #FLAG TCESRCEM+TCESRLEM+TCESDPEM+TCESILEM

000088         TCESRESI DS    0XL1

        000F0  TCESRESM EQU   TCESRCEM+TCESRLEM+TCESDPEM+TCESILEM
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               *                                  SHORT ON ONE OR MORE RESOURCES

               TCESVCS  #FLAG X'04'               SVC SCREENING IS ACTIVE (CMS)

000088         TCESVCSI DS    0XL1

        00004  TCESVCSM EQU   X'04'

               TCESWQ   #FLAG X'02'               SWITCH DRIVER SWQ QUEUED

000088         TCESWQI  DS    0XL1

        00002  TCESWQM  EQU   X'02'

               TCEPSTG  #FLAG X'02'               CV startup: request permanent stg

000088         TCEPSTGI DS    0XL1

        00002  TCEPSTGM EQU   X'02'

               TCEHLT   #FLAG X'01'               D/B HELOT TASK

000088         TCEHLTI  DS    0XL1

        00001  TCEHLTM  EQU   X'01'

000088         TCEFLAG5 DS    XL1

               TCESRVC  #FLAG X'80'               THIS IS A SERVICE DRIVER TASK

000089         TCESRVCI DS    0XL1

        00080  TCESRVCM EQU   X'80'

               TCESCRN  #FLAG X'40'               SVC SCREENING REQUIRED FOR TCE

000089         TCESCRNI DS    0XL1

        00040  TCESCRNM EQU   X'40'

               TCETRCX  #FLAG X'20'               SYSTEM TRACING ENABLED FOR TASK R180

000089         TCETRCXI DS    0XL1

        00020  TCETRCXM EQU   X'20'

               TCEIRCT  #FLAG X'10'               #INCR RUN COUNT OF CURRENT PROGRAM

000089         TCEIRCTI DS    0XL1

        00010  TCEIRCTM EQU   X'10'

               TCEIODR  #FLAG X'08'               D/B I/O DRIVER TASK

000089         TCEIODRI DS    0XL1

        00008  TCEIODRM EQU   X'08'

               TCEJNLD  #FLAG X'04'               JOURNAL DRIVER TASK

000089         TCEJNLDI DS    0XL1

        00004  TCEJNLDM EQU   X'04'

               TCEIOT   #FLAG X'02'               D/B I/O TASK

000089         TCEIOTI  DS    0XL1

        00002  TCEIOTM  EQU   X'02'

               TCERDDR  #FLAG X'01'               D/B I/O READ DRIVER

000089         TCERDDRI DS    0XL1

        00001  TCERDDRM EQU   X'01'

000089         TCEFLAG6 DS    XL1                 FLAG BYTE 6

00008A         TCELNKSV DS    XL2                 SAVE AREA FOR PCTLLINK ROUTINE

00008C         TCELKWA  DS    A                   ->LKW for LMGR waits

000090         TCETNLTE DS    A                   NEXT LTE ON TCE'S LIST

000094         TCECLTE  DS    A                   Address of LTE being serviced

000098         TCEECB   DS    3F                  GENERALLY USEFUL ECB.

0000A4         TCEPLIST DS    2F,H                PLIST FOR INTERNAL FUNCTIONS.

0000AE         TCERELNO DS    H                   RELATIVE TCE NUMBER WITHIN TCEAREA

0000B0         TCEPMDA  DS    A                   USED BY PERFORMANCE MONITOR

0000B4         TCECCEPA DS    F                   ERU CCEPROG ADDRESS     JIC040284

0000B8         TCERPSW  DS    2F                  RUNAWAY TASK USER PSW

0000C0         TCERLBA  DS    A                   TASK RESOURCE LIMIT BLL ADDR 3/84

0000C4         TCEDRVCB DS    0A                  CV: A(driver control block)

0000C4         TCEEISTG DS    A                   CICS WORK AREA  DKK 08/90

0000C8         TCESITXA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF SQLI TCE EXTENSION
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0000CC         TCEBLDRA DS    A                   Address of IDMSBLDR work area

0000D0         TCESTGCA DS    F                   CURRENT STG OWNED BY TASK   10/83

0000D4         TCER1112 DS    2F                  SAVE R11 & R12 DURING WAIT & TRACE

0000DC                  ORG   TCER1112+4

0000D8         TCER1314 DS    F            SAVE R13 OR R14 DURING WAIT OR STACK CHEK

0000DC         TCERSA   DS    16F                 REGISTER SAVE AREA.

00011C         TCESTKBA DS    A                   ADDR OF STACK BEGINNING.

000120         TCESTKEA DS    A                   ADDR OF STACK END.

000124         TCESTKHI DS    A                   ADDR OF HIGH WATER MARK IN STACK.

000128         TCERCINU DS    F                   NUMBER OF RCE'S IN USE

00012C         TCERLINU DS    F                   NUMBER OF RLE'S IN USE

000130         TCEDPINU DS    F                   NUMBER OF DPE'S IN USE

000134         TCESCAA  DS    A                   ADDR OF SCA RUNNING THIS TASK

000138         TCESDMGR DS    0XL2                STORAGE TYPES WE'VE #DMGR'D

000138         TCESDMGB DS    XL1                 STG TYPES WE'VE #DMGR'D BELOW

000139         TCESDMGA DS    XL1                 STG TYPES WE'VE #DMGR'D ABOVE

               TCEPCK  #FLAG  X'80'               SET IN OS00 WHEN PROGRAM CHECK

00013A         TCEPCKI  DS    0XL1

        00080  TCEPCKM  EQU   X'80'

               TCEUSRM #FLAG  X'40'               SET IN OS00 IF PCK IN USER MODE

00013A         TCEUSRMI DS    0XL1

        00040  TCEUSRMM EQU   X'40'

               TCESPUS #FLAG  X'20'               SET IN OS00 WHEN SPIE IN USE

00013A         TCESPUSI DS    0XL1

        00020  TCESPUSM EQU   X'20'

               TCENABL #FLAG  X'10'               SET BY LOCK WHEN IT SETS TCENABN

00013A         TCENABLI DS    0XL1

        00010  TCENABLM EQU   X'10'

               TCENOLK #FLAG  X'08'               SET IN ABEND WHEN ALL LOCKS RELEASED

00013A         TCENOLKI DS    0XL1

        00008  TCENOLKM EQU   X'08'

               TCEHLDM #FLAG  X'04'               HOLD MPMODE ACROSS #WAIT

00013A         TCEHLDMI DS    0XL1

        00004  TCEHLDMM EQU   X'04'

               TCERELM #FLAG  X'02'               RELEASE MPMODE AT ACTUAL TASKWAIT

00013A         TCERELMI DS    0XL1

        00002  TCERELMM EQU   X'02'

               TCEKDCK #FLAG  TCEHLDMM+TCERELMM   IDMSKEEP DEADLOCK CHECK HOLD MODE

00013A         TCEKDCKI DS    0XL1

        00006  TCEKDCKM EQU   TCEHLDMM+TCERELMM

               TCEBCST #FLAG  X'01'               BROADCAST TASK

00013A         TCEBCSTI DS    0XL1

        00001  TCEBCSTM EQU   X'01'

00013A         TCEFLAG7 DS    X                   FLAG BYTE 7

               TCEGLTE  #FLAG X'80'               #GETLTE IN PROGRESS.

00013B         TCEGLTEI DS    0XL1

        00080  TCEGLTEM EQU   X'80'

               TCEAUTO  #FLAG X'40'               START-UP/SHUTDOWN AUTOTASK

00013B         TCEAUTOI DS    0XL1

        00040  TCEAUTOM EQU   X'40'

               TCESGOF  #FLAG X'20'               SIGNOFF & FREE LTE END OF TASK

00013B         TCESGOFI DS    0XL1

        00020  TCESGOFM EQU   X'20'
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               TCEMIO   #FLAG X'10'               MULTIPLE I/OS ALLOWED FOR TASK

00013B         TCEMIOI  DS    0XL1

        00010  TCEMIOM  EQU   X'10'

               TCESTRK  #FLAG X'08'               SINGLE TRACK

00013B         TCESTRKI DS    0XL1

        00008  TCESTRKM EQU   X'08'

               TCEJOB   #FLAG X'04'               FOUND JCL JOBCARD (D07Q)

00013B         TCEJOBI  DS    0XL1

        00004  TCEJOBM  EQU   X'04'

               TCECTCO  #FLAG X'02'               ON IF LOADING IGZCTCO

00013B         TCECTCOI DS    0XL1

        00002  TCECTCOM EQU   X'02'

               TCENUCQ  #FLAG X'01'               REQUIRED QUIESCE FOR NUCLEUS RELOAD

00013B         TCENUCQI DS    0XL1

        00001  TCENUCQM EQU   X'01'

00013B         TCEFLAG8 DS    X                   FLAG BYTE 8

00013C         TCEMPMOD DS    H                   CURRENT TASK MPMODE SETTING

00013E         TCEUSRMP DS    H                   DESIRED MPMODE WHEN IN USER MODE

000140         TCEMPILE DS    A                   CURRENT MPMODE ILE

000144         TCELKILE DS    A                   CURRENT LOCKS HELD ILE CHAIN

000148         TCEILINU DS    F                   NUMBER OF ILE'S IN USE

00014C         TCELDLSA DS    F                   ADDRESS OF TASK LOADLIST

000150         TCELSTWT DS    F                   TIME OF LAST WAIT (.0001 SEC)

000154         TCEVTBA  DS    A                   VECTOR TIMING CURRENT VTB ADDR.

000158         TCESWDA  DS    A                   SWITCH DRIVER DDE ADDRESS

00015C         TCECVSA  DS    A                   APPC CONVERSATION CONTROL ADDR*RBK

000160         TCEMPR15 DS    F                   ENTRY ADDRESS PASSED TO MODE

000164         TCEDSPCT DS    F                   DISPATCH COUNT USED BY POSTEXIT

000168                  DS    H                   -reserved-

00016A         TCESSTAT DS    H                   Send/Receive SSCSTAT2 for DML

00016C         TCEEREA  DS    A                   ->ERUS's ERE if TCEERUS

000170         TCEATDEA DS    F                   ALTERNATE TDE FOR ERUS TASKS.

000174         TCEPMIOA DS    F                   ADDRESS OF PERFMON'S IO ANALYZER

000178                  DS    0D                  ENSURE ALIGNMENT

000178         TCESPRGS DS    16F                 TASK SPIE REGISTERS 0-15

0001B8         TCESPDR0 DS    D                   TASK SPIE DBL REG 0

0001C0         TCESPDR2 DS    D                   TASK SPIE DBL REG 0

0001C8         TCESPDR4 DS    D                   TASK SPIE DBL REG 0

0001D0         TCESPDR6 DS    D                   TASK SPIE DBL REG 0

0001D8         TCESPPSW DS    D                   TASK SPIE PSW

0001E0         TCESPILC DS    F                   TASK SPIE INTERRUPT/LENGTH

0001E4         TCEPCXA  DS    F                   PROGRAM CONTEXT BLOCK ADDRESS

0001E8         TCEAAQTH DS    H                   AREA ACQUISITION THRESHOLD

0001EA         TCEAAQRC DS    H                   AREA ACQUISITION RETRY COUNT

0001EC         TCELTES  DS    A                   -->SLTE ANCHOR LTE AT END OF TCE.

0001F0         TCER13   DS    A                   ADDRESS OF R13

0001F4         TCENDBIO DS    F                   DBIO UN-INTERRUPTED CALL COUNTER

0001F8         TCESRCUR DS    F                   Security recursion

0001FC         TCEWKPM  DS    F                   Field used by RHDCWTL and PMHKCXIT

000200         TCEECBAF DS    F                   Pass 2 ECB for affinity.  IDMSDC/751

000204         TCE#LKWA DS    F                   -> Counter for #LOCK waits     *LKW*

               * TCEOWN REMOVED. OWNED FLAG NOW IN DCE AT X'22'            IDMSDC.2013

000208         TCEL37AN DS    F                   LE/370 USER/SYSTEM SWITCH STORAGE
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00020C         TCEPMASK DS    X                   PSW PROGRAM MASK FOR USER MODE

               TCEPMST  #FLAG X'01'               PROGRAM MASK ALREADY SET.

00020D         TCEPMSTI DS    0XL1

        00001  TCEPMSTM EQU   X'01'

00020D         TCEPMFLG DS    X

               TCETSKX0 #FLAG X'80'               TASKA exit 0 invoked       IDMS/4448

00020E         TCETSKX0I DS   0XL1

        00080  TCETSKX0M EQU  X'80'

               TCETSKX3 #FLAG X'40'               TASKA exit 3 invoked       IDMS/4448

00020E         TCETSKX3I DS   0XL1

        00040  TCETSKX3M EQU  X'40'

               TCETSKX4 #FLAG X'20'               TASKA exit 4 invoked       IDMS/4448

00020E         TCETSKX4I DS   0XL1

        00020  TCETSKX4M EQU  X'20'

               TCETSKX5 #FLAG X'10'               TASKA exit 5 invoked       IDMS/4448

00020E         TCETSKX5I DS   0XL1

        00010  TCETSKX5M EQU  X'10'

               TCETSKXD #FLAG X'08'               TASKA exit D invoked       IDMS/4448

00020E         TCETSKXDI DS   0XL1

        00008  TCETSKXDM EQU  X'08'

               TCETSKXF #FLAG X'04'               TASKA exit F invoked       IDMS/4448

00020E         TCETSKXFI DS   0XL1

        00004  TCETSKXFM EQU  X'04'

00020E         TCETSKXT DS    XL1                 TASKA exit # last used     IDMS/4448

00020F                  DS    XL1                 RESERVED

000210         TCESRECB DS    F                   Service task ECB               *R160

000214         TCESRVN  DS    A                   Service task next pointer      *R160

000218         TCESTIOE DS    A                   Service task inform owner ECB  *R160

00021C                  DS    F                   Reserved                       *R160

000220         TCEDBUGA DS    F                   DBUG STG Ptr

000224         TCECICSP DS    CL8                 Program name for CICS transactions

00022C         TCEECALL DS    F                   Call external routine.

000230         TCEICALL DS    F                   Call internal routine.

000234         TCEBKSTG DS    F                   Reserved for banking system

000238         TCED0EV  DS    F                   PLE pointer

00023C         TCEDBIOS DS    A                   DBIO Storage Anchor

000240         TCEILEFA DS    F                   Free ILE chain anchor

000244         TCELMGRA DS    F                   Address of LMGR's #LOCK anchor word

000248         TCECTRCA DS    F                   SAS-C Trace Info

00024C         TCELE370 DS    A                   LE/370 environment save chain

000250         TCECTCOA DS    A                   Available IGZCTCO chain

000254         TCELKPA  DS    F                   Address of LMGR's claimed proxy

000258         TCEDATIM DS    XL8                 Date/Time task started         *R150

               TCESEQL  #FLAG X'80'               Sequential logging (BS2K)

000260         TCESEQLI DS    0XL1

        00080  TCESEQLM EQU   X'80'

               TCETXNS  #FLAG X'40'               Transaction Sharing ON         *R160

000260         TCETXNSI DS    0XL1

        00040  TCETXNSM EQU   X'40'

               TCEWRCV  #FLAG X'20'               Task in a recovery wait

000260         TCEWRCVI DS    0XL1

        00020  TCEWRCVM EQU   X'20'

               TCEMDNO  #FLAG X'10'               Force #WTL MSGDICT=NO
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000260         TCEMDNOI DS    0XL1

        00010  TCEMDNOM EQU   X'10'

               TCEABSV  #FLAG X'08'               Saved abend flag across sendmsg

000260         TCEABSVI DS    0XL1

        00008  TCEABSVM EQU   X'08'

               TCEWTLM  #FLAG X'04'               RHDCWTL retrieving message

000260         TCEWTLMI DS    0XL1

        00004  TCEWTLMM EQU   X'04'

               TCEWTLL  #FLAG X'02'               RHDCWTL doing PUTLOG

000260         TCEWTLLI DS    0XL1

        00002  TCEWTLLM EQU   X'02'

               TCEWTLS  #FLAG X'01'               RHDCWTL doing #SENDMSG

000260         TCEWTLSI DS    0XL1

        00001  TCEWTLSM EQU   X'01'

000260         TCEFLAG9 DS    X                   Flag byte 9

               TCEDDAM  #FLAG X'80'               Running a #DDAM utility in CV  *R160

000261         TCEDDAMI DS    0XL1

        00080  TCEDDAMM EQU   X'80'

               TCESRVT  #FLAG X'40'               This is a service task         *R160

000261         TCESRVTI DS    0XL1

        00040  TCESRVTM EQU   X'40'

               TCERRS   #FLAG X'20'               TCE is RRS-enabled             *R160

000261         TCERRSI  DS    0XL1

        00020  TCERRSM  EQU   X'20'

               TCERRSI  #FLAG X'10'               TCE has RRS interest           *R160

000261         TCERRSII DS    0XL1

        00010  TCERRSIM EQU   X'10'

               TCEMTX   #FLAG X'08'               Multiple prim. txns allowed    *R160

000261         TCEMTXI  DS    0XL1

        00008  TCEMTXM  EQU   X'08'

               TCESUSW  #FLAG X'04'               SUSPEND Txn on DTS server wait *R160

000261         TCESUSWI DS    0XL1

        00004  TCESUSWM EQU   X'04'

               TCELECS  #FLAG X'01'               RHDCLECS is active             *R170

000261         TCELECSI DS    0XL1

        00001  TCELECSM EQU   X'01'

000261         TCEFLAGA DS    X                   Flag byte 10

               TCEENDJ  #FLAG X'80'               Write ENDJ on commit           *R160

000262         TCEENDJI DS    0XL1

        00080  TCEENDJM EQU   X'80'

               TCENLIC  #FLAG X'40'               Assign new LID on commit       *R160

000262         TCENLICI DS    0XL1

        00040  TCENLICM EQU   X'40'

               TCENLIB  #FLAG X'20'               Assing new LID on rollback cont*R160

000262         TCENLIBI DS    0XL1

        00020  TCENLIBM EQU   X'20'

               TCELCK1  #FLAG X'10'               Task is holding DSGALCK1 lock  *R170

000262         TCELCK1I DS    0XL1

        00010  TCELCK1M EQU   X'10'

               TCELCK2  #FLAG X'08'               Task is holding DSGALCK2 lock  *R170

000262         TCELCK2I DS    0XL1

        00008  TCELCK2M EQU   X'08'

               TCERCVY  #FLAG X'04'               Task added to recovery count
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000262         TCERCVYI DS    0XL1

        00004  TCERCVYM EQU   X'04'

               TCESDBG  #FLAG X'02'               CA$SYSDEBUG tmp table allocated*R170

000262         TCESDBGI DS    0XL1

        00002  TCESDBGM EQU   X'02'

               TCENCAN  #FLAG X'01'               NO MANUAL CANCEL ALLOWED     DC/2951

000262         TCENCANI DS    0XL1

        00001  TCENCANM EQU   X'01'

000262         TCEFLAGB DS    X                   Flag byte 11                   *R160

               TCERMIA  #FLAG X'80'               Resync RMI and/or agent.   IDMS/4167

000263         TCERMIAI DS    0XL1

        00080  TCERMIAM EQU   X'80'

               TCEONLY  #FLAG X'40'               Need to set ONLYD and NINT IDMS/5431 

               TCEONLYI DS 0XL1 

        00040  TCEONLYM EQU   X'40' 

               TCEUOW   #FLAG X'20'               UOWID + NETNAME available IDMS/5487

               TCEUOWI  DS    0XL1 

         00020 TCEUOWM EQU X'20'

000263                  DS    X                   Reserved for tech support fixes

000264         TCELUSCA DS    A                   A(LE multiple-use enclave USC)  MENC

000268         TCELMNXT DS    A                   LE multiple-use LE37DS chain    MENC

00026C         TCELMTOP DS    A                   LE multiple-use top lvl LE37DS  MENC

000270         TCEPNBRU DS    CL8                 PgmName @ Bind Run Unit     PERF/170

000278         TCETBH   DS    XL12                CICS PermEistg Table Header    *R160

000284         TCEDTE   DS    2F                  CICS Dummy DTE                 *R160

00028C         TCESVXA  DS    F

000290                  DS    2F                  Reserved for Tech Support fixes

000298         TCESPRHW DS    16F                 TASK SPIE REGISTERS 0-15 high words

0002D8         TCELESMA DS    A                   A(LESM)                        *R170

0002DC         TCESVCSY DS    A                   A(System mode SVCWK)           *R170

0002E0         TCESTA13 DS    F                   Below the line R13 save area # 1

0002E4         TCESTA14 DS    10F                 Below the line stack frame

00030C                  DS    F                   Below the line R13 bookend

000310         TCESTASV DS    18F                 Below the line OS save area

000358         TCESTB13 DS    F                   Below the line R13 save area # 2

00035C         TCESTB14 DS    10F                 Below the line stack frame

000384                  DS    F                   Below the line R13 bookend

000388         TCESTBSV DS    18F                 Below the line OS save area

0003D0         TCEXCFMA DS    F                   XCF message header anchor

0003D4         TCEBCEA  DS    F                   XES buffer control element chain

0003D8         TCESAV14 DS    F                   Used by CSAICALL to save R14

0003DC         TCEQUISN DS    H                   QUIESCE wait interval (in seconds)

0003DE                  DS    H                   Reserved

0003E0         TCETMWA  DS    A                   -->TMW at end of TCE.          *R160

0003E4         TCETBKA  DS    A                   -->Primary TBK or 0            *R160

0003E8         TCETMMA  DS    A                   -->TMGR TMM storage address    *R160

0003EC         TCEDSIBA DS    A                   -->DSICB anchor for IDMSXTRA   *R160

0003F0         TCEXRHDL DS    F                   XCLI XA resync handle          *R16X

               TCESRBP  #FLAG X'80'               SRB Execution permitted

0003F4         TCESRBPI DS    0XL1

        00080  TCESRBPM EQU   X'80'

               TCEROND  #FLAG X'40'               OK to Reset ONLYD/NINT      DC/2948

0003F4         TCERONDI DS    0XL1
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        00040  TCERONDM EQU   X'40'

               TCEDBLD  #FLAG X'20'               LOADING DB MODULE              *R17Z

0003F4         TCEDBLDI DS    0XL1

        00020  TCEDBLDM EQU   X'20'

0003F4         TCEFLAGC DS    X

0003F5         TCEFLAGD DS    X

0003F6         TCEFLAGE DS    X

0003F7         TCEFLAGF DS    X

0003F8         TCEINTA  DS    A                   -->CICS INTERFACE BLOCK        *R160

0003FC         TCELWECB DS    A                   Lock waiters notification ECB  *R170

000400         TCESTCHK DS    A                   Stack Check routine             R170

000404         TCEVNDCB DS    A

000408         TCETSTRK DS    D                   TCB SRB tracking word.

000410                  ORG   *-1

               TCESRBW  #FLAG X'10'               OS00 turned off SRB mode.

00040F         TCESRBWI DS    0XL1

        00010  TCESRBWM EQU   X'10'

               TCESRBA  #FLAG X'01'               SRB Execution is active

00040F         TCESRBAI DS    0XL1

        00001  TCESRBAM EQU   X'01'

00040F                  ORG

000410         TCEDSIRB DS    A                   ->DSRV's reply buffer           R170

000414         TCEDSIRL DS    F                   L'DSRV's reply buffer           R170

000418         TCEZNDCT DS    F                   # of active non-zIIP dialogs

00041C         TCEQDEAP DS    A                   A(QDE) for thrhld attach in progress

000420         TCESQPRN DS    CL8                 SQL procedure program name  PERF/216

000428         TCEDISPA DS    F                   DISPATCH CONTROL WORD

00042C         TCETRCSV DS    4F                  Tracing work area               R180

00043C                  DS    F                   FILLER. RESERVED FOR FIXES      R185

000440         TCESPBEA DS    D                   BREAKING EVENT ADDRESS          R185

000448         TCERMUID DS    CL8                 PMRM REMOTE CANCEL USERID  IDMS/5399

000450         TCERMSYS DS    CL8                 PMRM REMOTE CANCEL SYSTEM  IDMS/5399

000458         TCESQLRL DS    F                   SQL ROW LIMIT VALUE        IDMS/5408

00045C         TCEUOWA  DS    0CL36               CICS UNIT OF WORK AREA     IDMS/5487

00045C         TCEUOWID DS    CL8                 CICS UOW ID                IDMS/5487 

000464         TCENETNM DS    CL20                CICS NETWORK UOW ID        IDMS/5487

000478         TCENETWK DS    CL8                 CICS NETWORK UOW WORKAREA  IDMS/5487

000480                  DS    2F                  RESERVED FOR FIXES AND GROWTH   R180

000488                  DS    32F                 RESERVED HRH

000508         TCEEND   DS    0D                  End of real TCE

                        #PRT  GEN

        00508  TCEDSLEN EQU   ((*-TCE+7)/8)*8     LENGTH OF DSECT ROUNDED UP.

#TDFDS

                        COPY #TDFDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               *** TDF DSECT: TERMINAL DEFINITION DSECT FOR EXCP ACCESS          ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***
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               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         TDF      DSECT                                              09/18/84

000000         TDFFF    DS    CL1                 FORM FEED CHARACTOR

000001         TDFID    DS    CL1                 TDF IDENTIFIER

000002         TDFXLATE DS    AL1                 TRANSLATION TABLE INDEX

000003         TDFCTSK  DS    CL1                 CANCEL TASK CHAR.

000004         TDFNLFF  DS    AL2                 NUMBER NULLS AFTER FORM FEED

000006         TDFNLCR  DS    AL2                 NUMBER NULLS AFTER NEW LINE

000008         TDFCRDIV DS    AL2                 ADD 1 NULL/CRDIV CHARS IN LINE

00000A         TDFCHARS DS    AL2                 CHARACTORS/LINE

00000C         TDFLINES DS    AL2                 LINES/PAGE

00000E         TDFCLINE DS    CL1                 CANCEL LINE CHAR

00000F         TDFBKSP  DS    CL1                 BACKSPACE CHARACTOR

000010         TDFPRTY  DS    X                   PARITY INDEX

000011         TDFTYPE  DS    X                   TERMINAL TYPE INDICATOR

000012         TDFXON   DS    XL4                 TRANSMIT-ON CHARACTERS

        00016  TDFDSLEN EQU   *-TDF

#TDTDS

                        COPY #TDTDS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               *** TDT:    TASK DEFINITION TABLE DSECT                             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         TDT      DSECT

000000         TDTN     DS    H                   NUMBER OF TASK DEF ELEMENTS IN TABLE

000002         TDTELEN  DS    H                   LENGTH OF A TDE

000004         TDTKEYOF DS    H                   OFFSET TO TASK CODE IN TDE

000006         TDTKEYL  DS    X                   LENGTH OF TASK CODE

000007         TDTFLAG  DS    X                   LINEAR TABLE INDICATOR

000008         TDTSTART DS    A                   POINTER TO FIRST TDTE

00000C         TDTTBLEN DS    A                   LENGTH OF ENTIRE TASK DEF TABLE

        00010  TDTDSLEN EQU   ((*-TDT+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF TDT DSECT

               ***********************************************************************
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               ***                                                                 ***

               *** TDE:   TASK DEFINITION ELEMENT DSECT.                           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

000000         TDE      DSECT

000000         TDETSKCD DS    CL8                 TASK CODE.

000008         TDEPDEA  DS    A                   ADDR OF PROGRAM DEFINITION ELEMENT

00000C                  DS    A                   UNUSED

000010         TDECURT  DS    H                   CURRENT # OF TASK THREADS

000012         TDERSINT DS    H                   RESOURCE TIMEOUT INTERVAL

000014         TDERSPGM DS    CL8                 USED ONLY DURING STARTUP

00001C                  ORG   TDERSPGM

000014         TDERSPDE DS    A                   PDE TO START IF RESOURCES EXPIRE

000018                  DS    F                   RESERVED (Its part of TDERSPGM area)

               *

00001C         TDEEWAIT DS    H                   EXTERNAL WAIT FOR BULK TASK

00001E         TDEQUISN DS    H                   QUIESCE WAIT INTERVAL (SECONDS).

000020         TDEINACN DS    H                   INACTIVE TASK ABORT TIME (SECONDS).

000022         TDEINRWY DS    H                   RUNAWAY TASK INTERVAL (SECONDS).

000024         TDEPRIO  DS    X                   TASK PRIORITY.

               **R12.0  DS    X      TDESECUR     TASK SECURITY CODE.

000025                  DS    X                 UNUSED

               *

               TDESAVE  #FLAG X'80'        SAVE TERMINAL OUTPUT IF BLASTED

               TDEDYN   #FLAG X'40'        TDE CREATED DYNAMICALLY

               TDEINSV  #FLAG X'20'        TASK ENABLED AND INSRV INDICATOR.

               TDEJRNL  #FLAG X'10'        JOURNAL THIS TRANSACTION.

               TDENTRN  #FLAG X'08'        START OF NEW TRANSACTION.

               TDEINTL  #FLAG X'04'        INTERNAL - CAN'T INVOKE FROM TERMINAL

               TDEQINP  #FLAG X'02'        QUEUE INPUT BEFORE ATTACHING PROGRAM

               TDEMAP   #FLAG X'01'        TDEPROGM IS A MAP NAME, NOT A PROGRAM

000026         TDEFLAG1 DS    X                   FLAG BYTE.

000027         TDEPRTKY DS    X                   AID VALUE OF 3270 PRINT KEY

               *

000028         TDERLBA  DS    A                   A(RLB FOR RSRCE LIMIT)  JIC031584

               TDESANY  #FLAG X'01'               STORAGE LOCATION IS ANY

               TDEPREM  #FLAG X'02'               ON IF A PREEMPT STARTUP AUTOTASK

               TDEABND  #FLAG X'04'               ON IF AUTOTASK MUST NOT ABEND

               TDERLIM  #FLAG X'08'               ON IF RESOURCE LIMITS   JIC031584

               TDEXRSP  #FLAG X'10'               USE EXCEPTION RESPONSE PROTOCOL

Offset  Value 

00002C         TDEFLAG2 DS    XL1                 SECOND FLAG BYTE

               TDEENDJ  #FLAG X'80'               ..Write ENDJ on commit         R160

               TDENLIC  #FLAG X'40'               ..Assign new LID on commit     R160

               TDENLIB  #FLAG X'20'               ..Assign new LID on backout    R160

               TDECOVR  #FLAG X'10'               ..Commit behavior overridden   R160

               TDEBOVR  #FLAG X'08'               ..Backout behavior overridden  R160

00002D         TDESYNCF DS    XL1                 Syncpoint flag byte.           R160

00002E         TDEMAXC  DS    H                   MAX CONCURRENT TASK THREADS

000030         TDEUTDEN DS    F                   ADD OF NEXT TASK IN UMBRELLA
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000034         TDEUTDEA DS    F                   ADDR OF UMBR TASK TDE

000038         TDEUMBTK DS    CL8                 UMBRELLA TASKCODE

000040         TDESECAT DS    H                   TASK'S SECURITY CATEGORY

000042         TDEPRDCD DS    CL8                 PRODUCT CODE FOR TASK

               *

00004C         TDEAUSTA DS    A                   ADDR OF NEXT STARTUP  AUTOTASK TDE

000050         TDEAUSHA DS    A                   ADDR OF NEXT SHUTDOWN AUTOTASK TDE

000054         TDESTATA DS    A                   ADDR OF STATISTICS BLOCK

000058         TDELDLSA DS    A                   ADDR OF TASK LOADLIST

00005C         TDERSDDN DS    0CL8                START-UP ONLY

00005C         TDEUSRWA DS    CL8                 USER WORK AREA

000064         TDETXNSH DS    H                   Transaction Sharing (ON/OFF/SYSTEM)

               *                             -1 = Transaction Sharing OFF

               *                              1 = Transaction Sharing ON

               *                              0 = Transaction Sharing SYSTEM

000066                  DS    H                   RESERVED

000068         TDEAAQTH DS    H                   AREA ACQUISITION THRESHOLD     R12.0

00006A         TDEAAQRC DS    H                   AREA ACQUISITION RETRY COUNT   R12.0

00006C         TDESNPLM DS    H                   Program snap limit          r17.0

               TDESSNP  #FLAG X'08'               Task system snap            r17.0

00006E         TDESSNPI DS    0XL1

        00008  TDESSNPM EQU   X'08'

               TDESPHO  #FLAG X'04'               Task system photo           r17.0

00006E         TDESPHOI DS    0XL1

        00004  TDESPHOM EQU   X'04'

               TDETSNP  #FLAG X'02'               Task task snap              r17.0

00006E         TDETSNPI DS    0XL1

        00002  TDETSNPM EQU   X'02'

               TDETPHO  #FLAG X'01'               Task task photo             r17.0

00006E         TDETPHOI DS    0XL1

        00001  TDETPHOM EQU   X'01'

00006E         TDEFLAG3 DS    X

00006F                  DS    X                unused

000070         TDESQLRL DS    F                   SQL ROW LIMIT               IDMS/5408

000074                  DS    F                unused

        00078  TDEDSLEN EQU   ((*-TDE+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF DSECT.

#TIXDS

                         COPY  #TIXDS

                ***********************************************************************

                ***                                                                 ***

                *** TIX:   TABLE INDEX DSECT.                                       ***

                ***                                                                 ***

                ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

                ***                                                                 ***

                ***                                                                 ***

                ***                                                                 ***

                ***********************************************************************

 

 Offset  Value
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 000000         TIX      DSECT                                                10/21/99

 000000         TIXEYE   DS    CL4'TIX*'           EYE CATCHER.

 000004         TIXTYPE  DS    X                   HOW DO WE MANAGE THIS INDEX?

         00001  TIXTBSCH EQU   01                  TYPE = BINARY SEARCH.

         00002  TIXTLIFO EQU   02                  TYPE = LIFO (A.K.A. STACK).

                TIXSHRI  #FLAG X'08'               Shrink TIX if enough free entries

 000005         TIXSHRII DS    0XL1

         00008  TIXSHRIM EQU   X'08'

                TIXBDB   #FLAG X'10'               INDEX IS DB-KEPT                R160

 000005         TIXBDBI  DS    0XL1

         00010  TIXBDBM  EQU   X'10'

                TIXUNIQ  #FLAG X'20'               INDEX IS UNIQUE (NO DUPLICATES) R150

 000005         TIXUNIQI DS    0XL1

         00020  TIXUNIQM EQU   X'20'

                TIXPUPD  #FLAG X'40'               LOCK TABLE FOR UPDATE           R140

 000005         TIXPUPDI DS    0XL1

         00040  TIXPUPDM EQU   X'40'

                TIXBSYS  #FLAG X'80'               INDEX WAS BUILT BY SYSTEM MODULE.

 000005         TIXBSYSI DS    0XL1

         00080  TIXBSYSM EQU   X'80'

 000005         TIXFLAG  DS    X

 000006         TIXFLAG2 DS    X                   RESERVED                        R140

 000007         TIXVERS  DS    X                   TIX VERSION                     R140

         00000  TIXV00   EQU   X'00'               VERSION 0                       R140

 000008         TIXSLOCT DS    F                   TOTAL NUMBER OF SLOTS.

 00000C         TIXFRECT DS    F                   NUMBER OF FREE SLOTS.

 000010         TIXALOCT DS    H                   NBR OF ALLOCATIONS.

 000012         TIXEXTRI DS    H                   EXPAND_INDEX TRIGGER, IN ENTRIES.

 000014         TIXALOSZ DS    F                   SIZE, IN BYTES, OF ONE ALLOCATION.

 000018         TIXSIZE  DS    F                   TOTAL BYTES NOW IN INDEX BLOCK.

 00001C         TIXSLOTA DS    A                   END OF INDEX SLOTS ADDRESS

 000020         TIXFRUSA DS    A                   FREE/USED BOUNDRY. FIRST USED SLOT

 000024         TIXTBLA  DS    A                   ADDR OF ASSOCIATED TABLE.

 000028         TIXNEXT  DS    A                   ADDR OF NEXT INDEX BLOCK.

 00002C         TIXDDTE  DS    A                   DUMMY DTE ADDRESS       *CRM880824*

 000030         TIXLOCKA DS    A                   A(LOCK WORD FOR INDEXED TABLE)

         00034  TIXDSLEN EQU   ((*-TIX+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF DSECT.

                * NOTE: THE FOLLOWING IS PURPOSELY EXCLUDED FROM TIXDSLEN *

 000034         TIXSLOT  DS    A                   ARCHETYPE SLOT.

#TRBDS

                        COPY #TRBDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***  TERMINAL REQUEST BLOCK DSECT                                 ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***    NOTE: THE PTE CONTAINS A COPY OF THE TRB.  DO NOT CHANGE   ***

               ***          ORDER OF THESE FIELDS WITHOUT ALSO CHANGING THE      ***

               ***          the order of CORRESPONDING FIELDS IN THE PTE.        ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***
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               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         TRB      DSECT                                               04/10/91

               TRBWRIT  #FLAG X'01'               WRITE REQUEST

               TRBREAD  #FLAG X'02'               READ REQUEST

               TRBWTRD  #FLAG TRBWRITM+TRBREADM   WRITE AND/OR READ REQUEST

               TRBCHEK  #FLAG X'04'               CHECK

               TRBHALT  #FLAG X'08'               HALT

               TRBALLO  #FLAG X'10'               ALLOCATE (CONNECT)

               TRBDISC  #FLAG X'20'               DISCONNECT

                        #FLAG X'40'               UNUSED

               TRBEXTF  #FLAG X'80'               TRB EXTENSION

000000         TRBTYPE  DS    X                   REQUEST TYPE FLAGS

               TRBMAP   #FLAG X'01'               REQUEST INVOLVES MAPPING

               TRBLOC   #FLAG X'02'               LOCATE MODE TYPE READ

               TRBFREE  #FLAG X'04'               #FREESTG CALLER'S WRITE BUFFER

               TRBNJRN  #FLAG X'08'               DO NOT JOURNAL THIS I/O

               TRBSAVE  #FLAG X'10'               SAVE THIS WRITE IF BLASTED

               TRBBLK   #FLAG X'20'               Request is legit for BULK.

               TRBBLTA  #FLAG X'40'               USE TRBBLTEA, NOT TCELTEA

               TRBLAST  #FLAG X'80'               BLAST WRITE REQUEST

000001         TRBOPT1  DS    X                   DEVICE-INDEPENDENT REQUEST OPTIONS

               TRBNEWP  #FLAG X'01'               NEW-PAGE (OR EJECT OR ERASE/WRITE)

               TRBNOPR  #FLAG X'02'               DONT' WAIT FOR ATTENTION

               TRBWEAU  #FLAG X'04'               WRITE ERASE ALL UNPROTECTED

               TRBWEOT  #FLAG X'04'               WRITE EOT

               TRBRDBF  #FLAG X'08'               READ BUFFER

               TRBNOCR  #FLAG X'08'               DON'T ISSUE CR AT END OF LINE

               TRBFPOS  #FLAG X'10'               READ FROM POSITION

               TRBBDST  #FLAG X'20'               'BLAST' TO DEST ID

               TRBBLTI  #FLAG X'40'               'BLAST' TO LTERM ID

               TRBBUSR  #FLAG X'80'               'BLAST' TO USER ID

000002         TRBOPT2  DS    X                   DEVICE-DEPENDENT REQUEST OPTIONS

               TRBCONT  #FLAG X'01'               INPUT TRUNCATED; AREA TOO SMALL

               TRBCONA  #FLAG X'02'               TERMINAL OPERATOR HIT ATTN ON OUTPUT

               TRBCONL  #FLAG X'04'               LOGICAL PROBLEMS WITH DATA

               TRBCONP  #FLAG X'08'               PERMANENT I/O ERROR

               TRBCOND  #FLAG X'10'               TERMINAL IS DEAD

               TRBCONI  #FLAG X'20'               INVALID TRB PARAMETER LIST

               TRBCONB  #FLAG X'40'               INVALID 'BLAST' DESTINATION

000003         TRBCONDC DS    X                   CONDITIONS THE CALLER WILL HANDLE

000004         TRBWADD  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF DATA TO BE WRITTEN...

000008         TRBWLEN  DS    H                   LENGTH OF DATA TO BE WRITTEN

00000A         TRBMAXR  DS    H                  MAXIMUM LENGTH OF CALLER'S INPUT AREA

00000C         TRBRADD  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF CALLER'S INPUT AREA

000010                  ORG   TRBRADD

00000C         TRBUIOA  DS    A                   ADDR OF UIOCB                *LU62

000010                  ORG   TRBRADD
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Offset  Value 

 

00000C         TRBSENS  DS    A                   SENSE DATA                   *LU62

        00010  TRBDSLEN EQU   *-TRB               LENGTH OF TRB

000010         TRBEXTN  DS    0XL4                TRB EXTENSION

               TRBIFMY  #FLAG X'01'               IN FMH YES

               TRBIFMN  #FLAG X'02'               IN FMH NO

               TRBOFMY  #FLAG X'04'               OUT FMH YES

               TRBOFMN  #FLAG X'08'               OUT FMH NO

               TRBCHCO  #FLAG X'10'               CHAIN CONTINUES

               TRBLST   #FLAG X'20'               LAST OUTPUT OF SESSION

               TRBNCHA  #FLAG X'40'               DO NOT ASSEMBLE CHAINS

               TRBNOED  #FLAG X'80'               DO NOT EDIT INPUT

000010                  DS    X                   1ST TRB EXTENSION FLAG

               TRBLINR  #FLAG X'01'               LINE-IO REQUEST ISSUED BY LINR

               TRBUPP   #FLAG X'02'               TRANSLATE INPUT TO UPPER CASE

               TRBUPL   #FLAG X'04'               DO NOT TRANSLATE TO UPPER CASE

               TRBDEW   #FLAG X'08'               USE DEFAULT ERASE/WRITE COMMAND

               TRBUIO   #FLAG X'10'               UIOCB REQUEST - ADDR IN TRBUIOA

               TRBWTRN  #FLAG X'20'               TRANSPARENT WRITE

               TRBRLL   #FLAG X'40'               READ LU6.2 LOGICAL RECORD

               TRBINV   #FLAG X'80'               SEND INVITE

000011                  DS    X                   2ND TRB EXTENSION FLAG

               TRBERRO  #FLAG X'01'               SEND ERROR NOTIFICATION

               TRBABND  #FLAG X'02'               SEND ABEND NOTIFICATION

               TRBCNFM  #FLAG X'04'               REQUEST CONFIRMATION

               TRBCNFD  #FLAG X'08'               SEND CONFIRMED NOTIFICATION

               TRBSIG   #FLAG X'10'               SEND SIGNAL

               TRBIMM   #FLAG X'20'               IMMEDIATE (ALLOCATE)   **

               TRBCONN  #FLAG X'40'               CONNECT   (ALLOCATE)   **

               *                                  BOTH OFF = ANY         **

               TRBFLSH  #FLAG X'80'               FLUSH BUFFERED SEND DATA

000012                  DS    X                   3RD TRB EXTENSION FLAG

               TRBWSF   #FLAG X'01'               WRITE STRUCTURED FIELD

               TRBTIMS  #FLAG X'02'               LTE USES TIMESTAMP

000013                  DS    X                   4TH TRB EXTENSION FLAG

        00004  TRBEXLEN EQU   *-TRBEXTN           LENGTH OF TRB EXTENSION

        00014  TRBTOLEN EQU   *-TRB               LENGTH OF TRB ALTOGETHER

#TRCDS

                COPY #TRCDS 

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***  TRC:  SYSTEM TRACE TABLE DEFINITION                            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***  TRC: SYSTRACE entry                                            ***

               ***                                                                 ***
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               ***      Class=0   ID=SYS*                                          ***

               ***********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value

 

000000         TRC      DSECT

000000         TRCTSKID DS    F                   TASK ID FROM TCE.

000004         TRCLSTC  DS    0XL4                LAST CALL TRACE WORD:

000004         TRCMODNO DS    XL2                 - MODULE NUMBER.

000006         TRCMACNO DS    XL1                 - MACRO TYPE.

000007         TRCCALLN DS    XL1                 - CALL NUMBER WITHIN MODULE.

000008         TRCREGS  DS    14A                 R11 - R8.

        00040  TRCSYSLN EQU   *-TRC               Length of SYSTRACE entry.

        8E25C  TRC_SYSTRACE_ID    EQU   C'SYS*'       Eyecatch value

        00000  TRC_SYSTRACE_CLASS EQU   0             Class

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***  Trace entry common suffix                                      ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

000000         TRCSFX   DSECT                     Common suffix

000000         TRCID    DS    0CL8                Trace identifier:

000000         TRCID1   DS    CL4                   '*TRC' eyecatcher

        9C35C  TRCAID   EQU   C'TRC*'               Eyecatch value

000004         TRCID2   DS    CL4                   2nd eyecatcher

000008         TRCLTEA  DS    A                   TCELTEA or TCELTES

00000C         TRCCLASS DS    X                   Class (0=systrace; >0 extended)

00000D         TRCSEQ#  DS    X                   Extended trace sequence #.

00000E         TRCMOD#  DS    H                   Extended trace module #.

000010         TRCTOD   DS    D                   Time (STCK format)

000018         TRCLEN   DS    H                   Length

00001A         TRCFILL  DS    X                   Reserved

00001B         TRCSCA   DS    X

00001C         TRCTSK#  DS    F                   Task id (or -1)

000020         TRCXENT  DS    0X                  Start of extended trace entry.

        00020  TRCSFXLN EQU   *-TRCSFX            Length of suffix in bytes.

        00060  TRCDSLEN EQU   TRCSYSLN+TRCSFXLN   Length of SYSTRACE entry + suffix.

               **********************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***

               ***  TRCHDR: system trace table header                             ***

               ***                                                                ***

               **********************************************************************

000000         TRCHDR   DSECT                    Buffer header

000000         TRCHAID  DS    CL8                 '*SYSTRC*' eyecatcher

        8E25C  TRCHBRNA EQU   C'SYS*'                Id for active table

        4D15C  TRCHBRNB EQU   C'ADJ*'                Id for adjunct trace table

        7A760  TRCHBRNI EQU   C'xxx-'                Id for inactive table

        9C35C  TRCHBRND EQU   C'TRC*'                2nd part of brand

000008         TRCHLO   DS    A                   Address of 1st trace entry.

00000C         TRCHHI   DS    A                   Address of end of storage.

000010         TRCHNX   DS    A                   Next available trace entry.

000014         TRCHLST  DS    A                   Address of last entry after wrap.

               TRCHWRP  #FLAG X'80'               Table has wrapped
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000018         TRCHWRPI DS    0XL1

        00080  TRCHWRPM EQU   X'80'

               TRCHSVG  #FLAG X'40'               Saving table contents.

000018         TRCHSVGI DS    0XL1

        00040  TRCHSVGM EQU   X'40'

000018         TRCHFLGS DS    X                   Flags

000019                  DS    3X

00001C         TRCHCOPY DS    A                   Address of table copy.

000020         TRCHSIZE DS    F                   Size of table (plus copy).

000024         TRCHOLD  DS    A                   Address of prior table (if saving).

000028         TRCHTHR  DS    A                   Threshold for saving entries.

00002C         TRCHECB  DS    A                   A(tracing service driver int. ECB).

000030         TRCHECBX DS    A                   A(tracing service driver ext. ECB).

000034         TRCHFL1  DS    F                   Filter1 value or 0

000038         TRCHFL2  DS    F                   Filter2 value or 0

00003C         TRCHFL3  DS    F                   Filter3 value or 0

000040         TRCHSAVE DS    A                   Address of last saved entry.

000044         TRCHTHRI DS    F                   Threshold increment.

000048                  DS    6F                  Reserved

        00060  TRCHDSLN EQU   *-TRCHDR            Length in bytes.

        00004  TRCHDSIZ EQU   4                   Default table size

        000D4  TRCHDUNT EQU   C'M'                Default size unit

        01FFF  TRCHTHIM EQU   8191                Maximum threshold increment.

 

#TSBDS

                COPY #TSBDS 

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***   TSB: TRANSACTION STATISTICS BLOCK                           ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***   POINTED TO BY LTETSBA                                       ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***   NOTE:  ANY CHANGES IN THIS DSECT SHOULD BE ACCOMPANIED BY   ***

               ***          SIMILAR CHANGES IN #STRDS AND #TSTDS.                ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value

 

000000         TSB      DSECT                                               09/06/90

               *

               * DC STATISTICS

               *

000000                  DS    2F                  FOR SYSTEM INTERNAL USE ONLY!

000008         TSBDC    DS    0F                  START OF DC STATISTICS.

000008         TSBPGMCL DS    F                   NUMBER OF PROGRAMS CALLED.
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00000C         TSBPGMLD DS    F                   NUMBER OF PROGRAMS LOADED.

000010         TSBTRMRD DS    F                   NUMBER OF TERMINAL READS.

000014         TSBTRMWR DS    F                   NUMBER OF TERMINAL WRITES.

000018         TSBTRMER DS    F                   NUMBER OF TERMINAL ERRORS.

00001C         TSBSTGGT DS    F                   NUMBER OF STORAGE ACQUISITIONS.

000020         TSBSCRGT DS    F                   NUMBER OF SCRATCH GETS.

000024         TSBSCRPT DS    F                   NUMBER OF SCRATCH PUTS.

000028         TSBSCRDL DS    F                   NUMBER OF SCRATCH DELETES.

00002C         TSBQUEGT DS    F                   NUMBER OF QUEUE GETS.

000030         TSBQUEPT DS    F                   NUMBER OF QUEUE PUTS.

000034         TSBQUEDL DS    F                   NUMBER OF QUEUE DELETES.

000038         TSBGETIM DS    F                   NUMBER OF GETTIME REQUESTS.

00003C         TSBSETIM DS    F                   NUMBER OF SETTIME REQUESTS.

000040         TSBDBSVR DS    F                   NUMBER OF DB SERVICE RQSTS    9/87

000044         TSBHISTK DS    F                   MAX WORDS USED IN STACK.

000048         TSBTIMUS DS    F                   USER MODE TIME (10**-4 SECONDS).

00004C         TSBTIMSY DS    F                   SYSTEM MODE TIME ( " ).

000050         TSBTIMWT DS    F                   WAIT TIME (10**-4 SECONDS).

000054         TSBHIRCE DS    F                   MAXIMUM NBR OF RCE'S USED

000058         TSBHIRLE DS    F                   MAXIMUM NBR OF RLE'S USED

00005C         TSBHIDPE DS    F                   MAXIMUM NBR OF DPE'S USED

000060         TSBSTGHW DS    F                   STORAGE HIGH WATER MARK

000064         TSBSTGFR DS    F                   NUMBER OF FREESTG REQUESTS

000068         TSBSVRQS DS    F                   NUMBER OF SYS SERVICE REQUESTS

00006C         TSBDCEND DS    0F                  END OF DC STAT PORTION.

               *

               * DB STATISTICS

               *

00006C                  DS    2F                  FOR SYSTEM INTERNAL USE ONLY!

000074         TSBDB    DS    0F                  START OF DB STATISTICS.

000074         TSBPAGRD DS    F                   NUMBER OF PAGES READ.

000078         TSBPAGWR DS    F                   NUMBER OF PAGES WRITTEN.

00007C         TSBPAGRQ DS    F                   NUMBER OF PAGES REQUESTED.

000080         TSBCALNO DS    F                   NUMBER OF CALC RECS WITH NO OFLOW.

000084         TSBCALOF DS    F                   NUMBER OF CALC RECS WITH OFLOW.

000088         TSBVIANO DS    F                   NUMBER OF VIA RECS WITH NO OFLOW.

00008C         TSBVIAOF DS    F                   NUMBER OF VIA RECS WITH OFLOW.

000090         TSBRECRQ DS    F                   NUMBER OF RECORDS REQUESTED.

000094         TSBRECCU DS    F                   NUMBER OF RECS CURRENT OF R-U.

000098         TSBDBRQS DS    F                   NUMBER OF DBMS CALLS          9/87

00009C         TSBFRAGS DS    F                   NUMBER OF FRAGMENTS STORED.

0000A0         TSBRELO  DS    F                   NUMBER OF RECORDS RELOCATED.

0000A4         TSBTLOCK DS    F                   TOTAL no. locks acquired    JDM 5/90

0000A8         TSBSLOCK DS    F                   Total share locks held      JDM 5/90

0000AC         TSBULOCK DS    F                   Total nonshare locks held   JDM 5/90

0000B0         TSBTLKF  DS    F                   Total locks freed           JDM 5/90

0000B4         TSBDBEND DS    0F                  END OF DB STAT PORTION.

               *                                                               10/83

0000B4         TSBIXSTA DS    0F                  START OF INDEX STATISTICS   JDM 5/90

0000B4         TSB#SPLT DS    F                     # OF SR8 SPLITS           JDM 5/90

0000B8         TSB#SPWN DS    F                     # OF SR8 SPAWNS           JDM 5/90

0000BC         TSB#SR8S DS    F                     # OF SR8S STORED          JDM 5/90

0000C0         TSB#SR8D DS    F                     # OF SR8S ERASED          JDM 5/90
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0000C4         TSB#SR7S DS    F                     # OF SR7S STORED          JDM 5/90

0000C8         TSB#SR7D DS    F                     # OF SR7S ERASED          JDM 5/90

0000CC         TSB#BISR DS    F                     # OF B-TREE SEARCHES      JDM 5/90

0000D0         TSB#LEVL DS    F                     # OF B-TREE LEVELS SRCHED JDM 5/90

0000D4         TSB#ORPH DS    F                     # OF ORPHANS ADOPTED      JDM 5/90

0000D8         TSBBISRL DS    H                     # OF LVLS SRCHED-BEST CASE    5/90

0000DA         TSBBISRH DS    H                     # OF LVLS SRCHED-WORST CASE   5/90

        00028  TSBIXSTL EQU   *-TSBIXSTA          LENGTH OF INDEX STATISTICS  JDM 5/90

               *

               *    Extended DB Stats

               *

0000DC         TSBXDSTA DS    0F                  Start of Misc DB Stats.     LRD95310

0000DC         TSBUPCNT DS    F                     Records Updated.          LRD95310

0000E0         TSBCACHE DS    F                     Pages Found In Cache.     LRD95310

0000E4         TSBPRFET DS    F                     Pg Found in Prefetch Buff LRD95310

0000E8                  DS    2F                    Future Expansion.         LRD95310

               *                                                               10/83

0000F0         TSBESTAT DS    0C                  END OF STATISTICS AREA       10/83

               *

               * HEADER INFORMATION

               *

0000F0                  DS    2F                  FOR SYSTEM INTERNAL USE ONLY!

0000F8         TSBID    DS    0CL40               STATISTICS BLOCK ID.

0000F8         TSBUSID  DS    CL32                DC USER ID.

000118         TSBLTEID DS    CL8                 DC LTERM ID.

000120         TSBUID   DS    CL8                 USER SUPPLIED IDENTIFIER     10/83

000128         TSBUDAT  DS    PL4                 DATE BIND COMMAND ISSUED     10/83

00012C         TSBUTIM  DS    F                   TIME BIND COMMAND ISSUED     10/83

000130         TSBFLAGS DS    0F                                               10/83

               TSBTSBA  #FLAG X'04'               OPT - TSBA= SPECIFIED        10/83

               TSBACUM  #FLAG X'02'               OPT - ACCEPT/ACCUMULATE      10/83

               TSBBNDT  #FLAG X'01'               OPT - BIND TO TASK START     10/83

000130         TSBFLG0  DS    X                   #TRNSTAT FLAG BYTE 0 (OPTS)  10/83

               TSBSTRT  #FLAG X'01'               BIND REQUEST                 10/83

               TSBGET   #FLAG X'02'               ACCEPT REQUEST               10/83

               TSBEND   #FLAG X'04'               END REQUEST                  10/83

000131         TSBFLG1  DS    X                   #TRNSTAT FLAG BYTE 1 (TYPE)  10/83

               TSBTASK  #FLAG X'01'               STATS RELATIVE TO TASK START 10/83

000132         TSBFLG2  DS    X                   #TRNSTAT FLAG BYTE 2 (MODS)  10/83

000133         TSBFLG3  DS    X                   RESERVED                     10/83

               *                                                              JDM 8/90

               * SQL STATISTICS                                               JDM 8/90

               *                                                              JDM 8/90

000134                  DS    2F                  RESERVED FOR SYSTEM USE     JDM 8/90

00013C         TSBSQL   DS    0F                  Start of SQL statistics     JDM 8/90

00013C         TSB#CMD  DS    F                   ..# SQL commands executed   JDM 8/90

000140         TSB#FET  DS    F                   ..# rows fetched            JDM 8/90

000144         TSB#INS  DS    F                   ..# rows inserted           JDM 8/90

000148         TSB#UPD  DS    F                   ..# rows updated            JDM 8/90

00014C         TSB#DEL  DS    F                   ..# rows deleted            JDM 8/90

000150         TSB#SRT  DS    F                   ..# sorts performed         JDM 8/90

000154         TSB#SRR  DS    F                   ..# rows sorted             JDM 8/90

000158         TSB#SMI  DS    F                   ..minimum rows sorted       JDM 8/90
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00015C         TSB#SMX  DS    F                   ..maximum rows sorted       JDM 8/90

000160         TSB#AMC  DS    F                   ..# AM recompiles           JDM 8/90

000164                  DS    8F                  ..reserved for expansion    JDM 8/90

000184         TSBSQEND DS    0F                  End of SQL statistics       JDM 8/90

        00184  TSBDSLEN EQU   *-TSB               LENGTH OF DSECT.

000184                  DS    F                   force doubleword alignment

               *

               * DC Extended stats

               *

000188                  DS    2F                                                  R180

000190         TSBBEG   DS    0D                  BEGINNING OF DC EXTENDED STATS

000190         TSBSYTI  DS    D                   System mode TCB CPU time in TOD

000198         TSBCPTI  DS    D                   System mode zIIP time on CP in TOD

0001A0         TSBZPTI  DS    D                   System mode zIIP time in TOD

0001A8         TSBUSTI  DS    D                   User mode time in TOD

0001B0         TSBTTTI  DS    D                   Total TCB CPU time in TOD

0001B8         TSBENTI  DS    D                   Total SRB CPU time in TOD

               *

               *        Total System mode CPU time is defined as: TSBSYTI + TSBENTI

               *

               *        TSBTTTI = TSBSYTI + TSBUSTI

               *

               *        SMF Non-Billable system mode time = TSBCPTI + TSBZPTI

               *

               **********************************************************************

               * DC TCP/IP information                                     R190     *

               **********************************************************************

0001C0         TSBTCP   DS    0CL56               TCP/IP information                

0001C0         TSBRIPDS DS    CL48                Remote IPA address (dotted string)

0001F0         TSBRPOR  DS    CL8                 Remote port number (EBCDIC)      

0001F8         TSBRIPA  DS    XL16                Remote IPA address (binary)       

000208                  DS    5D                  Reserved                          

000230         TSBXEND  DS    0D                  END OF DC EXTENDED STATS

        00230  TSBDXLEN EQU   *-TSB               LENGTH OF DSECT.

 

#TSTDS

                COPY #TSTDS 

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***   TST: TASK STATISTICS TABLE                                  ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***   POINTED TO BY TCETSTA                                       ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***   NOTE:  ANY CHANGES IN THIS DSECT SHOULD BE ACCOMPANIED BY   ***

               ***          SIMILAR CHANGES IN #STRDS AND #TSBDS.                ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***
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               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value

 

000000         TST      DSECT                                               09/06/90

               *

               * DC STATISTICS

               *

000000                  DS    2F                  RESERVED FOR SYSTEM USE

000008         TSTDC    DS    0F                  START OF DC STATISTICS.

000008         TSTPGMCL DS    F                   NUMBER OF PROGRAMS CALLED.

00000C         TSTPGMLD DS    F                   NUMBER OF PROGRAMS LOADED.

000010         TSTTRMRD DS    F                   NUMBER OF TERMINAL READS.

000014         TSTTRMWR DS    F                   NUMBER OF TERMINAL WRITES.

000018         TSTTRMER DS    F                   NUMBER OF TERMINAL ERRORS.

00001C         TSTSTGGT DS    F                   NUMBER OF STORAGE ACQUISITIONS.

000020         TSTSCRGT DS    F                   NUMBER OF SCRATCH GETS.

000024         TSTSCRPT DS    F                   NUMBER OF SCRATCH PUTS.

000028         TSTSCRDL DS    F                   NUMBER OF SCRATCH DELETES.

00002C         TSTQUEGT DS    F                   NUMBER OF QUEUE GETS.

000030         TSTQUEPT DS    F                   NUMBER OF QUEUE PUTS.

000034         TSTQUEDL DS    F                   NUMBER OF QUEUE DELETES.

000038         TSTGETIM DS    F                   NUMBER OF GETTIME REQUESTS.

00003C         TSTSETIM DS    F                   NUMBER OF SETTIME REQUESTS.

000040         TSTDBSRV DS    F                   NUMBER OF DB SERVICE RQSTS    9/87

000044         TSTHISTK DS    F                   MAX WORDS USED IN STACK.

000048         TSTTIMUS DS    F                   USER MODE TIME (10**-4 SECONDS).

00004C         TSTTIMSY DS    F                   SYSTEM MODE TIME ( " ).

000050         TSTTIMWT DS    F                   WAIT TIME (10**-4 SECONDS).

000054         TSTHIRCE DS    F                   MAXIMUM NUMBER OF RCE'S USED

000058         TSTHIRLE DS    F                   MAXIMUM NUMBER OF RLE'S USED

00005C         TSTHIDPE DS    F                   MAXIMUM NUMBER OF DPE'S USED

000060         TSTSTGHW DS    F                   TASK STORAGE HIGH WATER MARK 10/83

000064         TSTSTGFR DS    F                   TOTAL # OF FREESTG REQUESTS  10/83

000068         TSTSVRQS DS    F                   TOTAL # SYSTEM SERVICE RQSTS  4/84

00006C         TSTDCEND DS    0F                  END OF DC STAT PORTION.

               *

               * DB STATISTICS

               *

00006C                  DS    2F                  RESERVED FOR SYSTEM USE

000074         TSTDB    DS    0F                  START OF DB STATISTICS.

000074         TSTPAGRD DS    F                   NUMBER OF PAGES READ.

000078         TSTPAGWR DS    F                   NUMBER OF PAGES WRITTEN.

00007C         TSTPAGRQ DS    F                   NUMBER OF PAGES REQUESTED.

000080         TSTCALNO DS    F                   NUMBER OF CALC RECS WITH NO OFLOW.

000084         TSTCALOF DS    F                   NUMBER OF CALC RECS WITH OFLOW.

000088         TSTVIANO DS    F                   NUMBER OF VIA RECS WITH NO OFLOW.

00008C         TSTVIAOF DS    F                   NUMBER OF VIA RECS WITH OFLOW.

000090         TSTRECRQ DS    F                   NUMBER OF RECORDS REQUESTED.

000094         TSTRECCU DS    F                   NUMBER OF RECS CURRENT OF R-U.

000098         TSTDBRQS DS    F                   NUMBER OF DBMS CALLS.

00009C         TSTFRAGS DS    F                   NUMBER OF FRAGMENTS STORED.

0000A0         TSTRELO  DS    F                   NUMBER OF RECORDS RELOCATED.
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0000A4         TSTTLOCK DS    F                   TOTAL no. locks acquired    JDM 5/90

0000A8         TSTSLOCK DS    F                   TOTAL share locks held      JDM 5/90

0000AC         TSTULOCK DS    F                   TOTAL nonshare locks held   JDM 5/90

0000B0         TSTTLKF  DS    F                   Total locks freed           JDM 5/90

0000B4         TSTDBEND DS    0F                  END OF DB STAT PORTION.

               *

0000B4         TSTIXSTA DS    0F                  START OF INDEX STATISTICS   JDM 5/90

0000B4         TST#SPLT DS    F                     # OF SR8 SPLITS           JDM 5/90

0000B8         TST#SPWN DS    F                     # OF SR8 SPAWNS           JDM 5/90

0000BC         TST#SR8S DS    F                     # OF SR8S STORED          JDM 5/90

0000C0         TST#SR8D DS    F                     # OF SR8S ERASED          JDM 5/90

0000C4         TST#SR7S DS    F                     # OF SR7S STORED          JDM 5/90

0000C8         TST#SR7D DS    F                     # OF SR7S ERASED          JDM 5/90

0000CC         TST#BISR DS    F                     # OF B-TREE SEARCHES      JDM 5/90

0000D0         TST#LEVL DS    F                     # OF B-TREE LEVELS SRCHED JDM 5/90

0000D4         TST#ORPH DS    F                     # OF ORPHANS ADOPTED      JDM 5/90

0000D8         TSTBISRL DS    H                     # OF LVLS SRCHED-BEST CASEJDM 5/90

0000DA         TSTBISRH DS    H                     # OF LVLS SRCHED-WORST CASE   5/90

        00028  TSTIXSTL EQU   *-TSTIXSTA          LENGTH OF INDEX STATISTICS  JDM 5/90

               *

               *    Extended DB Stats

               *

0000DC         TSTXDSTA DS    0F                  Start of Misc DB Stats.     LRD95310

0000DC         TSTUPCNT DS    F                     Records Updated.          LRD95310

0000E0         TSTCACHE DS    F                     Pages Found In Cache.     LRD95310

0000E4         TSTPRFET DS    F                     Pg Found In Prefetch Buff LRD95310

0000E8                  DS    2F                    Future Expansion.         LRD95310

               *

0000F0         TSTESTAT DS    0C                  END OF STATISTICS FIELDS     10/83

               *

               * HEADER INFORMATION

               *

0000F0                  DS    2F                  RESERVED FOR SYSTEM USE

0000F8         TSTID    DS    0CL48               STATISTICS BLOCK ID.

0000F8         TSTSVXA  DS    0F                  ADDR OF COPY OF SVX ERE EXTENSION

               *                                      DURING TASK EXECUTION     9/87

0000F8         TSTACCT  DS    CL40                ERUS ACCOUNTING INFO WHEN LOGREC

000120         TSTPNAME DS    CL8                 ERUS USER PROGRAM NAME.

000128                  ORG   TSTID

0000F8         TSTUSID  DS    CL32                DC USER ID.

000118         TSTLTEID DS    CL8                 DC LTERM ID.

000120         TSTTSKCD DS    CL8                 DC TASK CODE.

000128         TSTTSKID DS    F                   TASK ID.   (NEGATIVE IF ERUS TASK)

               *                                                              JDM 8/90

               * SQL STATISTICS                                               JDM 8/90

               *                                                              JDM 8/90

00012C                  DS    2F                  RESERVED FOR SYSTEM USE     JDM 8/90

000134         TSTSQL   DS    0F                  Start of SQL statistics     JDM 8/90

000134         TST#CMD  DS    F                   ..# SQL commands executed   JDM 8/90

000138         TST#FET  DS    F                   ..# rows fetched            JDM 8/90

00013C         TST#INS  DS    F                   ..# rows inserted           JDM 8/90

000140         TST#UPD  DS    F                   ..# rows updated            JDM 8/90

000144         TST#DEL  DS    F                   ..# rows deleted            JDM 8/90
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000148         TST#SRT  DS    F                   ..# sorts performed         JDM 8/90

00014C         TST#SRR  DS    F                   ..# rows sorted             JDM 8/90

000150         TST#SMI  DS    F                   ..minimum rows sorted       JDM 8/90

000154         TST#SMX  DS    F                   ..maximum rows sorted       JDM 8/90

000158         TST#AMC  DS    F                   ..# AM recompiles           JDM 8/90

00015C                  DS    8F                  ..reserved for expansion    JDM 8/90

00017C         TSTSQEND DS    0F                  End of SQL statistics       JDM 8/90

        0017C  TSTDSLEN EQU   *-TST               LENGTH OF DSECT.

00017C                  DS    F                   force doubleword alignment

               *

               *

               * DC Extended stats                                                R180

               *

000180                  DS    F

000184         TSTBEG   DS    0F                  BEGINNING OF DC EXT STATS IDMS/4204

000184         TSTSYTI  DS    2F                  Total System mode CPU time in TOD

00018C         TSTCPTI  DS    2F                  System mode zIIP time on CP in TOD

000194         TSTZPTI  DS    2F                  System mode zIIP time in TOD

00019C         TSTUSTI  DS    2F                  User mode time in TOD

0001A4         TSTTTTI  DS    2F                  Total TCB CPU time in TOD

0001AC         TSTENTI  DS    2F                  Total SRB CPU time in TOD

               *

               * Total System mode CPU time is defined as: TSTTTTI - TSTUSTI + TSTENTI

               *                                     (Total TCB - User Mode + Enclave)

               *

               *      TSTTTTI represents all TCB CPU time including User Mode CPU time

               *

               *        SMF Non-Billable system mode time = TSTCPTI + TSTZPTI

               *

               **********************************************************************

               * DC TCP/IP information                                         R190 *        

               **********************************************************************

0001B4         TSTTCP   DS    0CL56               TCP/IP information                

0001B4         TSTRIPDS DS    CL48                Remote IPA address (dotted string)

0001E4         TSTRPOR  DS    CL8                 Remote port number (EBCDIC)      

0001EC         TSTRIPA  DS    XL16                Remote IPA address (binary)       

000200                  DS    5D                  Reserved                         

000228         TSTXEND  DS    0D                  END OF DC EXTENDED STATS

        00228  TSTDXLEN EQU   *-TST               LENGTH OF DSECT.

#TXEDS

                COPY #TXEDS 

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               *** TXE:   TASK CONTROL ELEMENT EXTENSION                         ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************
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Offset  Value

 

000000         TXE      DSECT                                               07/17/09

000000         TXETXEA  DS    A                   NEXT TXE IN CHAIN.

000004         TXECPRGM DS    A                   CURRENT PROGRAM RCE.

000008         TXECRSAA DS    A                   CURRENT REGISTER SAVEAREA.

00000C         TXER13SV DS    A                   SAVE R13 WITH STACK.

               *

               TXENSP   #FLAG X'80'               NO STG PROT FOR CPRGM.

000010         TXENSPI  DS    0XL1

        00080  TXENSPM  EQU   X'80'

               TXESCRN  #FLAG X'40'               NO SVC SCREENING FOR CPRGM.

000010         TXESCRNI DS    0XL1

        00040  TXESCRNM EQU   X'40'

000010         TXEFLAG1 DS    XL1

000011         TXEFLAG2 DS    XL1

000012         TXEFLAG3 DS    XL1                                         JIC031986

000013         TXEFLAG4 DS    XL1                                         JIC031986

               *

000014         TXESVCA  DS    A                   SVC WORK AREA COPY      JIC031986

000018         TXERSA   DS    16F                 SAVE USER REGISTERS.

000058         TXETSTRK DS    D                   TCB SRB SAVE AREA       EFM072009

000060                  ORG   *-1

               TXESRBA  #FLAG X'01'               SRB EXECUTION ACTIVE    EFM072009

00005F         TXESRBAI DS    0XL1

        00001  TXESRBAM EQU   X'01'

000060         TXESTACK DS    0F                  START OF STACK SAVEAREA.

        00060  TXEDSLEN EQU   ((*-TXE+3)/4)*4     LENGTH OF DSECT.

 

#UABDS

                        COPY #UABDS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***   UAB:  User Attribute Block                                    ***

               ***         Pointed to by LTEUABA                                   ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         UAB      DSECT ,                                              10/27/99

000000         UABID    DS    CL4                 'UAB*' EYECATCH

000004         UABTLEN  DS    H                   Sizeof(UAB)

000006         UABUSED  DS    H                   Amount of space used from UABVARSZ

000008         UAB#VAR  DS    H                   Number of entries in UABVARS
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               UABUPCS  #FLAG X'80'               On means force upper case trans.

00000A         UABUPCSI DS    0XL1

        00080  UABUPCSM EQU   X'80'

               UABNBRK  #FLAG X'40'               On means nobreak

00000A         UABNBRKI DS    0XL1

        00040  UABNBRKM EQU   X'40'

               UABDFPD  #FLAG X'20'

00000A         UABDFPDI DS    0XL1

        00020  UABDFPDM EQU   X'20'

               UABNFRE  #FLAG X'01'               On means can't freestg this UAB

00000A         UABNFREI DS    0XL1

        00001  UABNFREM EQU   X'01'

00000A         UABFLG   DS    C                   FLAG BYTE IN FIXED PORTION

00000B                  DS    X                   Reserved

00000C         UABDINOD DS    CL8                 Dictionary Node

000014         UABDIDBN DS    CL8                 DICTIONARY NAME

00001C         UABDFNOD DS    CL8                 DB Node

000024         UABDFDBN DS    CL8                 DBNAME

00002C         UABPRDST DS    A                   A(PRINT DEST DDE)

               UABOBRK  #FLAG X'80'               OVERRIDE BREAK NOT ALLOWED (N/A)

000030         UABOBRKI DS    0XL1

        00080  UABOBRKM EQU   X'80'

               UABOCAS  #FLAG X'40'                  "     CASE                "

000030         UABOCASI DS    0XL1

        00040  UABOCASM EQU   X'40'

               UABODBN  #FLAG X'20'                  "     DBNAME              "

000030         UABODBNI DS    0XL1

        00020  UABODBNM EQU   X'20'

               UABODBO  #FLAG X'10'                  "     DB NODE             "

000030         UABODBOI DS    0XL1

        00010  UABODBOM EQU   X'10'

               UABODIN  #FLAG X'08'                  "     DICT NAME           "

000030         UABODINI DS    0XL1

        00008  UABODINM EQU   X'08'

               UABODIO  #FLAG X'04'                  "     DICT NODE           "

000030         UABODIOI DS    0XL1

        00004  UABODIOM EQU   X'04'

               UABOLOD  #FLAG X'02'                  "     LOADLIB             "

000030         UABOLODI DS    0XL1

        00002  UABOLODM EQU   X'02'

               UABOLST  #FLAG X'01'                  "     LOADLIST            "

000030         UABOLSTI DS    0XL1

        00001  UABOLSTM EQU   X'01'

000030         UABOFL1  DS    C                   OVERRIDE FLAG #1

Offset  Value 

 

               UABOPCL  #FLAG X'80'               OVERRIDE PRTCLASS NOT ALLOWED (N/A)

000031         UABOPCLI DS    0XL1

        00080  UABOPCLM EQU   X'80'

               UABOPDT  #FLAG X'40'                  "     PRTDEST                "

000031         UABOPDTI DS    0XL1

        00040  UABOPDTM EQU   X'40'

               UABOTST  #FLAG X'20'                  "     TEST VERSION NUM       "
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000031         UABOTSTI DS    0XL1

        00020  UABOTSTM EQU   X'20'

               UABOMAP  #FLAG X'10'                  "     MAPTYPE Not Allowed    "

000031         UABOMAPI DS    0XL1

        00010  UABOMAPM EQU   X'10'

               UABOPRI  #FLAG X'08'                  "     PRIORITY Not Allowed   "

000031         UABOPRII DS    0XL1

        00008  UABOPRIM EQU   X'08'

               UABOEXT  #FLAG X'04'                  "     EXTIDENT Not Allowed   "

000031         UABOEXTI DS    0XL1

        00004  UABOEXTM EQU   X'04'

000031         UABOFL2  DS    C                   OVERRIDE FLAG #2

000032                  DS    XL2                 RESERVED

000034         UABMTADR DS    A                   ADDRESS OF Map type table entry

000038         UABLLIB  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF LOADLIB SLE

00003C         UABLDLST DS    A                   ADDRESS OF LOADLIST LDT

000040         UABDFCLS DS    H                   PRINT CLASS IF SET

000042         UABTEST  DS    H                   TEST VERSION NUMBER

000044         UABPRIO  DS    H                   User priority

000046         UABVARSZ DS    H                   Sizeof(UABVARs)

000048         UABCTYPE DS    CL16                LC_CTYPE Locale category (Char set)

000058         UABFNXTA DS    0A                  A(next UAB) if UAB in free chain

000058         UABVAR   DS    A                   Address of UABVARS

00005C         UABEXTID DS    CL32                EXTERNAL UID *EXTID*

00007C         UABDMYV  DS    F                   Dummy UABVAR field

000080                  DS    0D                  Alignment

        00080  UABFXLN  EQU   *-UAB

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

               * VARIABLE PORTION OF THE UAB (UABVARS)

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

000000         UABVARS  DSECT

000000                  DS    0F                  ALIGNMENT

000000         UABVLEN  DS    X                   LENGTH OF COMPLETE ENTRY

               UABVOVR  #FLAG X'80'               THIS VALUE MAY >NOT< BE OVERRIDDEN

000001         UABVOVRI DS    0XL1

        00080  UABVOVRM EQU   X'80'

               UABVLST  #FLAG X'40'               THIS IS THE LAST KEY/VAL PAIR

000001         UABVLSTI DS    0XL1

        00040  UABVLSTM EQU   X'40'

               UABVSYS  #FLAG X'20'               THIS IS A SYSTEM ATTRIBUTE

000001         UABVSYSI DS    0XL1

        00020  UABVSYSM EQU   X'20'

               UABVADR  #FLAG X'10'               VALUE IS AN ADDRESS

000001         UABVADRI DS    0XL1

        00010  UABVADRM EQU   X'10'

000001         UABVFLG  DS    X                   SWITCH TO ALLOW/DISALLOW OVERRIDE

000002         UABVNOFF DS    X                   IF UABVADR, THIS IS OFFSET TO NAME

000003                  DS    X                   RESERVED

000004         UABVKEY  DS    CL8                 UAB VARIABLE KEY

        0000C  UABVFXLN EQU   *-UABVARS           LENGTH OF THE FIXED PORTION

00000C         UABVDATA DS    C                   UAB VARIABLE SUBSTUTION VALUE

        00020  UABATTLN EQU   32
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#UCEDS

                        COPY #UCEDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***    UCE: UNIVERSAL COMMUNICATIONS ELEMENT CONTROL BLOCK        ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***   UCE IS A DSECT THAT DESCRIBES THE CONTROL BLOCK USED BY     ***

               ***   THE TRANSFER CONTROL FACILITY (TCF), THE AUTOMATIC          ***

               ***   SYSTEM FACILITY (ASF), AND THE DICTIONARY EXPORT/IMPORT     ***

               ***   UTILITY (DIXI).                                             ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         UCE      DSECT                                               06/23/86

000000         UCEIDENT DS    CL4                     CALLER IDENTIFIER

000004         UCEDBNM  DS    CL8                     GLOBAL DBNAME

00000C         UCENODNM DS    CL8                     GLOBAL NODENAME

000014         UCEDCTNM DS    CL8                     GLOBAL DICTNAME

00001C         UCEDCNOD DS    CL8                     GLOBAL DICTNODE

               *

000024         UCESCHM  DS    CL8                     SCHEMA NAME

00002C         UCESCHMV DS    H                       SCHEMA VER

00002E         UCESSCH  DS    CL8                     SUBSCHEMA NAME

000036         UCESSCHV DS    H                       SUBSCHEMA VER

               *

000038         UCEINPT  DS    F                       ADDRESS OF INPUT AREA

00003C         UCEINLN  DS    F                       LENGTH OF INPUT AREA

000040         UCEOUTPT DS    F                       ADDRESS OF OUTPUT AREA

000044         UCEOUTLN DS    F                       LENGTH OF OUTPUT AREA

               *

000048         UCEEONAM DS    CL32                    ENTITY OCCURRENCE NAME

000068         UCEEOVER DS    H                       ENTITY OCCURRENCE VERSION

00006A                  DS    H                       RESERVED

               *

00006C         UCEACT   DS    CL4                     ACTION CODE

               *

000070         UCERETCD DS    F                       RETURN CODE

000074         UCEMSGID DS    F                       ERROR MSG ID

000078         UCEMSGA  DS    F                       ERROR MSG ADDRESS

00007C         UCEMSG#L DS    H                       # LINES IN MESSAGE

               *

00007E                  DS    CL30                    RESERVED

               *

00009C         UCEX     DS    0F                      UCE EXTENSION

               *********************************************************************
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               *       TRANSFER CONTROL FACILITY (UMBRELLA) EXTENSION              *

               *********************************************************************

               *

00009C                  ORG   UCEX                    SET ORIGIN TO EXTENSION

00009C         UCEUSYTI DS    F                       SAVED SYSTEM INIT TIME

0000A0         UCEUFRTK DS    CL8                     'FROM' TASK

0000A8         UCEUTOTK DS    CL8                     ACTIVE OR 'TO' TASK

0000B0         UCEUNXTK DS    CL8                     'NEXT' TASK FOR SWITCHING

0000B8         UCEUMNTK DS    CL8                     MAIN TASK - FOR SUSP PRODS

               *                                      WITH INTERNAL TASKCODES

               *

0000C0         UCEUTKLS DS    F                       ADD. PROD NAME/TASK CODE LIST

0000C4         UCEUTKNM DS    H                       NUMBER OF TASKCODE ENTRIES

Offset  Value 

 

0000C6         UCEUSENM DS    H                       NUMBER OF SESSION ENTRIES

0000C8         UCEUQRID DS    F                       QUEUE ID OF TABLE REC

               *

0000CC         UCEUSESD DS    CL16                    SESSION DESCRIPTOR

               *

0000DC         UCEUTHST DS    CL1                     'THIS TASK' INDICATOR

        000E2  UCEUSUSP EQU   C'S'                    TASK WAS SUSPENDED

        000D6  UCEUSNOF EQU   C'O'                    SESSION WAS ENDED

        000D7  UCEUPCNV EQU   C'P'                    PSEUDO-CONV TASK

               *

0000DD         UCEUNXTT DS    CL1                     'NEXT TASK' INDICATOR

        000D5  UCEUNEW  EQU   C'N'                    START A NEW SESSION

        000D6  UCEUOLD  EQU   C'O'                    RESUME AN OLD SESSION

0000DE                  DS    CL2

0000E0         UCEUUSER DS    CL32                    USER ID

               *

        00100  UCEUMBLN EQU   *-UCE                   LENGTH OF UMBRELLA UCE

               *

               *********************************************************************

               *       DICTIONARY EXPORT/IMPORT UTILITY (DIXI)  EXTENSION          *

               *********************************************************************

               *

000100                  ORG   UCEX                    SET ORIGIN TO EXTENSION

00009C         UCESSCTL DS    A                       A(@SSCTRL)

               UCEPUN   #FLAG X'40'                   PUNCH RECORD IN UCEOUTPT

0000A0         UCEPUNI  DS    0XL1

        00040  UCEPUNM  EQU   X'40'

               UCEPRT   #FLAG X'20'                   PRINT RECORD IN UCEOUTPT

0000A0         UCEPRTI  DS    0XL1

        00020  UCEPRTM  EQU   X'20'

               UCEERR   #FLAG X'10'                   ERROR RECORD IN UCEOUTPT

0000A0         UCEERRI  DS    0XL1

        00010  UCEERRM  EQU   X'10'

               UCEFINI  #FLAG X'08'                   CALLED PROCESS COMPLETE

0000A0         UCEFINII DS    0XL1

        00008  UCEFINIM EQU   X'08'

               UCEEOF   #FLAG X'04'                   INPUT EOF REACHED

0000A0         UCEEOFI  DS    0XL1
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        00004  UCEEOFM  EQU   X'04'

0000A0         UCEFLAG1 DS    X                       PROCESS FLAG

               *

0000A1                  DS    XL3                     AVAILABLE

0000A4         UCEGETA  DS    A                       A(GETCARD) ROUTINE

0000A8         UCEPUNA  DS    A                       A(PUTCARD) ROUTINE

0000AC         UCEPRTA  DS    A                       A(PRTLINE) ROUTINE

               *

0000B0         UCESAVEA DS    16F                     CALLER'S REGSAVE AREA

        000F0  UCEDIXLN EQU   *-UCE                   LENGTH OF DIXI UCE

#UCFDS

                        COPY #UCFDS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               *** UCF DSECTS:  ERUSVECT, DRVRVECT, EREZDS, EREXDS                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

               *

               *CONTAINS PTF# Add EREX flags for extended attributes  DEKDO01 09/10/07

               *CONTAINS PTF# UCF/90 Add EREXEQR flag                 TAMSU01 11/02/95

               *

               *

               *   ERUSVECT DSECT DESCRIBES THE VECTOR TABLE FOUND IN THE

               *   IDMSERUS MODULE, USED BY THE UCF DRIVER TO ACCESS THE VARIOUS

               *   ERUS SUBROUTINES.  THIS TABLE IS LOCATED BY A POINTER IN

               *   THE PLE EXTENSION FOR THE UCF PLE.

               *

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         ERUSVECT DSECT ,

000000         ERUSSNON DS    A                   SIGNON COMPLETION.

000004         ERUSABRT DS    A                   REQUEST UNIT ABORT.

000008         ERUSFIN  DS    A                   REQUEST UNIT TERMINATION.

00000C         ERUSPOST DS    A                   POST INTERFACE WITH RESULTS.

000010         ERUSRCV  DS    A                   SET UP TO RECEIVE RQST FROM INT.

000014         ERUSFIN2 DS    A                   PHASE 2 FINISH

               *

               *   DRVRVECT DSECT DESCRIBES THE VECTOR TABLE AT THE BEGINNING

               *   OF THE UCF DRIVER MODULE, RHDCD0ZU.  THE ADDRESS OF THIS

               *   TABLE IS FOUND IN THE PLEDRVR FIELD.  THE TABLE PROVIDES

               *   ADDRESSABILITY TO THE VARIOUS DRIVER ROUTINES AND CONSTANTS

               *   USED BY IDMSERUS.

               *

000000         DRVRVECT DSECT ,

000000 4       DRVRMAIN NOP   0                   MAIN ENTRY POINT TO DRIVER.

000004         DRVRLGON DS    A                   LOGON ROUTINE ENTRY POINT.

000008         DRVRDISC DS    A                   DISCONNECTION ROUTINE ENTRY POINT.
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00000C         DRVRLEN1 DS    H                   LENGTH OF ERE EXTENSION FOR UCF

00000E         DRVRLEN2 DS    H                   LENGTH OF UCF SINON EXTENSION

               *

               *   THE EREXDS DSECT DESCRIBES THE EXTENSION OF THE ERE USED BY

               *   THE SVC TO PLACE THE SIGNON BIND DATA PASSED FROM THE INTERFACE.

               *   THE LENGTH OF THIS AREA NEEDED BY THE UCF ROUTINES IS

               *   FOUND IN A CONSTANT AT THE START OF THE DRIVER (SEE THE

               *   DRVRLEN2 FIELD ABOVE).  THE ADDRESS OF THIS AREA IS FOUND

               *   BY A(ERE) + ESESOXOF .  THE LENGTH IS IN ESESOXLN.

               *

000000         EREXDS   DSECT ,

000000         EREXFSID DS    CL8                 FRONT END SYSTEM ID

000008         EREXFTID DS    CL8                 FRONT END TERM ID

000010         EREXPTEA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF PTE FOR RECONNECT.

000014         EREXSESN DS    F                   UCF SESSION NUMBER FOR RECONNECT.

000018         EREXRELS DS    H                   Release number

               EREXSJU  #FLAG X'80'               Remote signon control

00001A         EREXSJUI DS    0XL1

        00080  EREXSJUM EQU   X'80'

00001A                  DS    X

00001B                  DS    X                   **UNUSED**

               EREXDED  #FLAG X'80'               DEDICATED MODE FLAG

00001C         EREXDEDI DS    0XL1

        00080  EREXDEDM EQU   X'80'

Offset  Value 

 

               EREXINT  #FLAG X'40'               INTERMITTENT MODE FLAG

00001C         EREXINTI DS    0XL1

        00040  EREXINTM EQU   X'40'

               EREXCNV  #FLAG X'20'               CONVERSATIONAL MODE

00001C         EREXCNVI DS    0XL1

        00020  EREXCNVM EQU   X'20'

               EREXPR1  #FLAG X'10'               DEVICE IS A TYPE 1 PRINTER

00001C         EREXPR1I DS    0XL1

        00010  EREXPR1M EQU   X'10'

               EREXPR2  #FLAG X'08'               DEVICE IS A TYPE 2 PRINTER

00001C         EREXPR2I DS    0XL1

        00008  EREXPR2M EQU   X'08'

               EREXPRI  #FLAG EREXPR1M+EREXPR2M   DEVICE IS A PRINTER

00001C         EREXPRII DS    0XL1

        00018  EREXPRIM EQU   EREXPR1M+EREXPR2M

               EREXUPL  #FLAG X'04'               FRONT-END IN UPPER-LOWER CASE MODE

00001C         EREXUPLI DS    0XL1

        00004  EREXUPLM EQU   X'04'

               EREXUPP  #FLAG X'02'               FRONT-END IN UPPER CASE MODE

00001C         EREXUPPI DS    0XL1

        00002  EREXUPPM EQU   X'02'

               EREXPSI  #FLAG X'01'               PRINT CONTROL TASK SIGNON

00001C         EREXPSII DS    0XL1

        00001  EREXPSIM EQU   X'01'

00001C         EREXMODE DS    X                   SESSION MODE FLAGS

00001D         EREXTTYP DS    X                   TERMINAL TYPE CODE

00001E         EREXTMOD DS    X                   TERMINAL MODEL CODE
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               EREXSFE  #FLAG X'80'    SMART FRONT END (CAN REMEMBER SESN # ON SUSP)

00001F         EREXSFEI DS    0XL1

        00080  EREXSFEM EQU   X'80'

               EREXEQR  #FLAG X'40'               Use extended 3270 attr

00001F         EREXEQRI DS    0XL1

        00040  EREXEQRM EQU   X'40'

               EREX327  #FLAG X'08'               USE 3270 DATASTREAMS

00001F         EREX327I DS    0XL1

        00008  EREX327M EQU   X'08'

               EREXCLR  #FLAG X'04'               Terminal supports colors

00001F         EREXCLRI DS    0XL1

        00004  EREXCLRM EQU   X'04'

               EREXOUL  #FLAG X'02'               Terminal supports outlining

00001F         EREXOULI DS    0XL1

        00002  EREXOULM EQU   X'02'

               EREXEHL  #FLAG X'01'               Terminal supports ext.highl.

00001F         EREXEHLI DS    0XL1

        00001  EREXEHLM EQU   X'01'

00001F         EREXSTAT DS    X

               ** NOTE: MOST OF THE FOLLOWING FLAGS CORRESPOND TO IDENTICAL FLAGS

               **       IN PTEOPTS.

               EREXABT  #FLAG X'01'               ABORT SESSION

000020         EREXABTI DS    0XL1

        00001  EREXABTM EQU   X'01'

               EREXFF   #FLAG X'02'               328X FORM-FEED IS SUPPORTED

000020         EREXFFI  DS    0XL1

        00002  EREXFFM  EQU   X'02'

               EREX328  #FLAG X'04'               TERMINAL LOOKS LIK A 328X PRINTER

000020         EREX328I DS    0XL1

        00004  EREX328M EQU   X'04'

               EREXASA  #FLAG X'08'               ASA CONTROL CHARACTERS REQUIRED

000020         EREXASAI DS    0XL1

        00008  EREXASAM EQU   X'08'

               EREXCST  #FLAG X'10'               COLLECT STATS FOR THIS TERMINAL

000020         EREXCSTI DS    0XL1

        00010  EREXCSTM EQU   X'10'

               EREXNRB  #FLAG X'40'               READ-BUFFER NOT SUPPORTED

000020         EREXNRBI DS    0XL1

        00040  EREXNRBM EQU   X'40'

Offset  Value 

 

               EREXSCS  #FLAG X'80'               SNA CHARACTER STRING DEVICE

000020         EREXSCSI DS    0XL1

        00080  EREXSCSM EQU   X'80'

000020         EREXOP1  DS    X                   COPIED TO PTEOPTS

000021         EREXTRG  DS    X                   COPIED TO PTETRCG

000022         EREXTRB  DS    X                   COPIED TO PTETRCB

000023         EREXDPRT DS    X                   COPIED TO PTEPRTCL

000024         EREXLLEN DS    H                   LINE LENGTH

000026         EREXPLEN DS    H                   PAGE LENGTH

000028                  ORG   EREXLLEN

000024         EREXABCD DS    CL4                 ABORT CODE

000028         EREXUSER DS    CL18                UserID (must match SONUSRID).
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00003A                  DS    CL14                Filler for 32 byte compat.

000048         EREXTASK DS    CL8                 Front end task code.

        00050  EREXDSLN EQU   ((*-EREXDS+7)/8)*8  LENGTH OF DSECT.

        00040  LENUCTRB EQU   64                  SIZE OF AREA HEADER FOR TRB

               *****************************************************************

               *** FRONT END TABLE HEADER                                    ***

               *****************************************************************

000000         FESHDS   DSECT

000000         FESHNFES DS    H                   NUMBER OF FRONT END SYSTEMS

000002         FESHLENT DS    H                   LENGTH OF AN ENTRY (FESDSLEN)

000004         FESHKYOF DS    H                   OFFSET TO FESID IN FESDS

000006         FESHKYLN DS    X                   LENGTH OF KEY

000007         FESHFLAG DS    X                   FLAG BYTE (SEE TBH DSECT FOR DEFS)

000008         FESHFFES DS    A                   ADDRESS OF FIRST FES ENTRY

        0000C  FESHDSLN EQU   *-FESHDS

               *****************************************************************

               *** FRONT END SYSTEM DEFINITION TABLE ELEMENT                 ***

               *****************************************************************

000000         FESDS    DSECT

000000         FESID    DS    CL8                 FRONT END SYSTEM ID

000008         FESISTAT DS    X                   INITIAL FRONT END STATUS

               FESONLN  #FLAG X'01'               FRONT END NEW CONN. ALLOWED

000009         FESONLNI DS    0XL1

        00001  FESONLNM EQU   X'01'

               FESQUES  #FLAG X'02'               FRONT END SHUTTING DOWN

000009         FESQUESI DS    0XL1

        00002  FESQUESM EQU   X'02'

000009         FESCSTAT DS    X                   CURRENT FRONT END STATUS

00000A         FESMAXS  DS    H                   MAX CONCURRENT SESSIONS

00000C         FESCURS  DS    H                   CURRENT ACTIVE SESSIONS

00000E         FESBLKSZ DS    H                   PAKET size for this FE.

000010         FESDATA  DS    8H                  ADDITIONAL FRONT END SYSTEM DATA

        00020  FESDSLN  EQU   *-FESDS

#UIOCB

                        COPY #UIOCB

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***   UIOCB    USER I/O COMMUNICATIONS BLOCK                      ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***             ## - LU6.2 ONLY                                   ***

               ***             $$ - FOR FUTURE USE                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 
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000020         UIOCB    DS    0F

000020         UIOLTEA  DS   A                    ADDR OF LOGICAL TERMINAL ELEMENT

               *                                  (CONVERSATION IDENTIFIER)

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------*

               *     SESSION ATTRIBUTES

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------*

000024         UIOBIND  DS   A                    ADDRESS OF BIND PARAMETERS

000028         UIOLLU   DS   CL8                  LOCAL LU NAME ( OWN_LU_NAME )

000030         UIORLU   DS   CL8                  REMOTE LU NAME ( PARTNER_LU_NAME)

000038         UIOMODE  DS   CL8                  MODEENT NAME ( MODE_NAME )

000040         UIOSYNC  DS   X             ##     SYNC_LEVEL

        00000  UIOSYNCN EQU  X'00'                SYNC_LEVEL = NONE

        00001  UIOSYNCC EQU  X'01'                SYNC_LEVEL = CONFIRM

        00010  UIOSYNCS EQU  X'10'                SYNC_LEVEL = SYNCPOINT

000041         UIOCONV  DS   X             ##     CONVERSATION TYPE

        00000  UIOCONVB EQU  X'00'                CONVERSATION TYPE = BASIC

        00001  UIOCONVM EQU  X'01'                CONVERSATION TYPE = MAPPED

000042         UIOMAPN  DS   CL24          $$     LU6.2 MAP NAME

00005A         UIOTASK  DS   CL8                  REMOTE TASK TO BE ALLOCATED (TPN)

000062         UIOUSER  DS   CL8           ##     USER ID TO BE PASSED WITH ALLOCATE

00006A         UIOPASS  DS   CL8           ##     PASSWORD TO BE SENT WITH ALLOCATE

000072         UIOPROFL DS   CL8           ##     PROFILE ID TO BE SENT W/ ALLOCATE

00007A         UIOINRU  DS   H                    MAX RU SIZE ON INPUT

00007C         UIOUTRU  DS   H                    MAX RU SIZE ON OUTPUT

00007E         UIORSV   DS   4H                   RESERVED

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------*

               *    WHAT RECEIVED

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------*

               UIODAT   #FLAG X'80'               DATA

000086         UIODATI  DS    0XL1

        00080  UIODATM  EQU   X'80'

               UIOERR   #FLAG X'40'        ##     ERROR  (SEND_ERROR RECEIVED)

000086         UIOERRI  DS    0XL1

        00040  UIOERRM  EQU   X'40'

               UIOLST   #FLAG X'20'               DEALLOCATE   (SEND LAST RECEIVED)

000086         UIOLSTI  DS    0XL1

        00020  UIOLSTM  EQU   X'20'

               UIOCD    #FLAG X'10'               CHANGE DIRECTION  (TIME TO SEND)

000086         UIOCDI   DS    0XL1

        00010  UIOCDM   EQU   X'10'

               UIOCFM   #FLAG X'08'               CONFIRM  (CONFIRMATION REQUESTED)

000086         UIOCFMI  DS    0XL1

        00008  UIOCFMM  EQU   X'08'

               UIOSIG   #FLAG X'04'               SIGNAL  (REQUEST_TO_SEND RECEIVED)

000086         UIOSIGI  DS    0XL1

        00004  UIOSIGM  EQU   X'04'

               UIOSPT   #FLAG X'02'        $$     SYNCPOINT (TAKE_SYNCPOINT)

Offset  Value 

 

000086         UIOSPTI  DS    0XL1

        00002  UIOSPTM  EQU   X'02'

               UIOROL   #FLAG X'01'        $$     SYNCPOINT ROLLBACK REQUIRED

000086         UIOROLI  DS    0XL1
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        00001  UIOROLM  EQU   X'01'

000086         UIOWREC  DS    X                   WHAT_RECEIVED

               UIOFMH   #FLAG X'80'               DATA CONTAINS FMH

000087         UIOFMHI  DS    0XL1

        00080  UIOFMHM  EQU   X'80'

               UIODTC   #FLAG X'40'               DATA_COMPLETE (OFF = INCOMPLETE)

000087         UIODTCI  DS    0XL1

        00040  UIODTCM  EQU   X'40'

000087         UIODATF  DS    X                   DATA TYPE FLAG

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------*

               *    ERROR INFORMATION FIELDS

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------*

000088         UIOURA   DS    0X

000088         UIOUCOM  DS    XL1                 IDMS-DC ERROR CODE

        00000  UIOCOMPG EQU 0   GOOD COMPLETION - I/O SUCCESSFUL

        00008  UIOCOMPA EQU 8   TERMINAL OPERATOR HIT ATTN OR BREAK DURING OUTPUT

        0000C  UIOCOMPL EQU 12  LOGICAL ERRORS - INVALID COMMAND SEQUENCE

        00010  UIOCOMPP EQU 16  PERMANENT I/O ERROR

        00014  UIOCOMPD EQU 20  SESSION WAS DISCONNECTED OR INTERVENTION REQ.

        00018  UIOCOMPO EQU 24  SESSION IS OUT-OF-SERVICE

        0001C  UIOCOMPC EQU 28  SESSION IS CLOSED (OPEN DIDN'T WORK)

        00020  UIOCOMPI EQU 32  INVALID TRB PARAMETER LIST

000089         UIOUCM2  DS    XL1                 SECONDARY DC ERR-CODE

        00001  UIOLGNR  EQU   X'01'    ERR - LOGON ROUTINE

        00002  UIOPROF  EQU   X'02'    ERR - PRIOR OPEN FAILURE

        00003  UIORTEX  EQU   X'03'    ERR - RETRIES EXHAUSTED (MAX ERRS EXCEEDED)

        00004  UIONEGR  EQU   X'04'    ERR - NEGATIVE RESP TO SEND DATA

        00005  UIOSRPF  EQU   X'05'    ERR - SEND RESPONSE FAILED

        00006  UIONUIO  EQU   X'06'    ERR - NO UIOCB ADDRESS AVAILABLE

        00007  UIOUNKI  EQU   X'07'    ERR - UNKNOWN INPUT RECEIVED

        00008  UIOBBFL  EQU   X'08'    ERR - BRACKET BID FAILURE

        00009  UIOWQUR  EQU   X'09'    ERR - WAITING ON QUIESCE RELEASE

        0000A  UIOSTSN  EQU   X'0A'    ERR - MSG RESYNC FAILURE (ON SEND CHAIN)

        0000B  UIOSTSR  EQU   X'0B'    ERR - MSG RESYNC FAILURE REPETIVELY

        0000C  UIOPLEC  EQU   X'0C'    ERR - PIPELINE EXCEEDED MAX EXCP RESPONSES

        0000D  UIOPLRD  EQU   X'0D'    ERR - PIPELINE READ RQST IS NOT SUPPORTED

        0000E  UIOUCD   EQU   X'0E'    ERR - UNIDENTIFIED NORMAL FLOW CMD RECEIVED

        0000F  UIORCAF  EQU   X'0F'    ERR - RESET TO CONT-ANY FAILED

        00010  UIOLUSR  EQU   X'10'    ERR - UNKNOWN LUSTAT RECEIVED

        00011  UIOCNNA  EQU   X'11'    ERR - CHAINED-INPUT NOT ALLOWED THIS PTE TYPE

        00012  UIOUNXC  EQU   X'12'    ERR - UNEXPECTED COMMAND RECEIVED

        00013  UIOCNCR  EQU   X'13'    ERR - CANCEL COMMAND RECEIVED

        00014  UIOCHRC  EQU   X'14'    ERR - CHASE COMMAND RECEIVED

        00015  UIORCVF  EQU   X'15'    ERR - RECEIVE FAILED

        00016  UIOFMHG  EQU   X'16'    ERR - FMH DEFAULT IN SYSGEN CAN'T BE USED

        00017  UIOVMMT  EQU   X'17'    ERR - GENCB/MODCB FAILURE

        00018  UIOSNDF  EQU   X'18'    ERR - SEND CMD FAILURE

        00019  UIOWBMS  EQU   X'19'    ERR - WRITE BUFFER MISSING

        0001A  UIOFMHS  EQU   X'1A'    ERR - FMH OR FMH-OPTION SPECIFICATION ERROR

        0001B  UIOQECR  EQU   X'1B'    ERR - QEC RECV'D, USER CONTROLS OUTB CHAINING

        0001C  UIOPUNK  EQU   X'1C'    ERR - PTE TYPE UNKNOWN

        0001D  UIOLTNA  EQU   X'1D'    ERR - LAST OPTION DISALLOWED

        0001E  UIOPMXW  EQU   X'1E'    ERR - PIPELINE MAX NBR WRITES (1) EXCEEDED
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        0001F  UIOOPNS  EQU   X'1F'    ERR - OPT/RQST NOT SUPPTD THIS PTE OR LU TYPE

        00020  UIOWSZX  EQU   X'20'    ERR - WRT SIZ GTR PRUSZ, & CHAIN NOT ALLOWED

        00021  UIOSLUF  EQU   X'21'    ERR - SEND LUS (IN LIEU NEG RESP) FAILED

        00022  UIORBKF  EQU   X'22'    ERR - RESET BRACKET (SEND EB) FAILURE

        00023  UIORQRA  EQU   X'23'    ERR - RQR ATTEMPTED

        00024  UIORBNS  EQU   X'24'    ERR - READ-BUFFER NOT SUPPORTED

        00025  UIOUCNR  EQU   X'25'    ERR - OUTB USER CHAINING - NEG RESPONSE

        00026  UIONEGC  EQU   X'26'    ERR - NEG RESP TO SEND COMMAND

        00027  UIONRNR  EQU   X'27'    ERR - NEG RESP, SEND CHAIN, NO RECOVERY POSS

Offset  Value 

 

        00028  UIOLURS  EQU   X'28'    ERR - LU RQST'D SHUTDOWN

        00029  UIORCCE  EQU   X'29'    ERR - REQUEST CANCELED, CONVERSATION ENDED

        0002A  UIOSIGR  EQU   X'2A'    ERR - SIGNAL RECEIVED NOT RECOGNIZED

        0002B  UIOIGDS  EQU   X'2B'    ERR - INVALID LU6.2 GDS ID

        0002C  UIOSCRM  EQU   X'2C'    ERR - SEND CANCELED, WE ARE IN RECV-MODE

        0002D  UIOZLMR  EQU   X'2D'    ERR - ZERO-LNG MSG RECEIVED

        0002E  UIONMRT  EQU   X'2E'    ERR - INVALID/MISSING REQUEST TYPE

        0002F  UIOALFR  EQU   X'2F'    ERR - ALLOCATE FAILED, SESSION BUSY, RETRY OK

        00030  UIOALFN  EQU   X'30'    ERR - ALLOCATE FAILED, NO RETRY

        00031  UIOALFS  EQU   X'31'    ERR - ALLOCATE FAILED,SYNCLEVEL NOT SUPPORTED

        00032  UIOUNBD  EQU   X'32'    ERR - UNBIND RECEIVED

        00033  UIOSNDE  EQU   X'33'    ERR - LU6.2 SEND ERROR RECEIVED

        00034  UIOABND  EQU   X'34'    ERR - LU6.2 SEND ABEND RECEIVED

        00035  UIOXLIM  EQU   X'35'    ERR - LIMIT ON INPUT EXCEEDED, READ FAILED

        00036  UIOEBR   EQU   X'36'    END BRACKET RECEIVED - DEALLOCATE NORMAL

        00037  UIOEM01  EQU   X'37'    RHDCD0FI -  ERROR ON 3270 READ

        00038  UIOEM02  EQU   X'38'    RHDCD0FI -  3270 DATA DOESN'T START WITH '*'

        00039  UIOEM03  EQU   X'39'    RHDCD0FI -  3270 DATA HAS BAD SEQUENCE NUMBER

        0003A  UIOEM04  EQU   X'3A'    RHDCD0FI -  3270 DATA TOO SHORT

        0003B  UIOEM05  EQU   X'3B'    RHDCD0FI -  BAD CHARACTER IN 3270 DATA

        0003C  UIOEM06  EQU   X'3C'    RHDCD0FI -  3270 DATA INVALID LENGTH

        0003D  UIOEM07  EQU   X'3D'    RHDCD0FI -  3270 DATA DOESN'T END WITH '*'

00008A         UIOURTC  DS    XL1                 VTAM RTNCD

00008B         UIOUFDB  DS    XL1                 VTAM FDBK2

00008C         UIOUSEI  DS    XL1                 VTAM SENSE INFO

00008D         UIOUSMI  DS    XL1                 VTAM SENSE MODIFIER

00008E         UIOUUSI  DS    XL2                 VTAM USER SENSE INFO

000090         UIORSV1  DS    XL4                 RESERVED

000094         UIOUSIG  DS    XL4                 SIGNAL DATA - EXPD-FLOW-CMD

        00010  UIOURAL EQU   *-UIOURA   LENGTH OF ERROR INFO FIELDS

000098         UIOTIMS  DS    CL8                 UNIQUE IDENTIFIER FOR BULK LTES

0000A0         UIORSV2  DS    XL19                RESERVED

0000B3         UIODWORK DS    XL1                 WORK BYTE RESERVED FOR IDMS-DC

0000B4                  DS    0F                  ENSURE BOUNDARY - RFH

0000B4         UIOCDEFA DS    A                   Address of DNS CDEF data.

0000B8         UIOSNONA DS    A                   Address of DNS signon data.

        0009C  UIOCBL  EQU   *-UIOCB   LENGTH OF UIOCB

#UMBTKDS

                        COPY #UMBTKDS
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               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***            UMBRELLA TASK TABLE DSECT                          ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         UMBTK    DSECT                                              09/28/83

000000         UMBFLAG  DS    X                       TASK FLAG

               UMBTINT  #FLAG X'80'                   INTERNAL TASK

000001         UMBTINTI DS    0XL1

        00080  UMBTINTM EQU   X'80'

000001         UMBPROD  DS    CL8                     GENERIC PROD NAME FOR TASKCODE

000009         UMBTSKCD DS    CL8                     TASKCODE

        00011  UMBTKLN  EQU   *-UMBTK                 LENGTH OF TABLE ENTRY

#URBDS

                        COPY #URBDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               *** UCF REQUEST BLOCK                                             ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         URB      DSECT                                               08/03/93

000000 E       URBLABEL DC    CL4'URB*'           EYE-CATCHER FOR DUMPS

000004         URBFETID DS    CL8                 FRONTEND TERMINAL ID

00000C         URBBERQ  DS    X                   REQUEST TO BACK-END FROM FRONT-END

        00004  URBRQRDY  EQU   X'04'                 READY FOR WORK

        00008  URBRQRC   EQU   X'08'                 READ COMPLETE

        0000C  URBRQWC   EQU   X'0C'                 WRITE COMPLETE

        00010  URBRQCP   EQU   X'10'                 CONNECT PRINTER

        00014  URBRQGLF  EQU   X'14'                 GETLTE FAILED

        00018  URBRQAB   EQU   X'18'                 FRONT-END IS ABENDING

        0001C  URBRQPD   EQU   X'1C'                 PASSING USER DATA TO BACK-END

00000D         URBFERQ  DS    X                   REQUEST TO FRONT-END FROM BACK-END

        00004  URBRQPC   EQU   X'04'                 PRINTER CONNECTED

        00008  URBRQRD   EQU   X'08'                 READ

        0000C  URBRQWR   EQU   X'0C'                 WRITE

        00010  URBRQPR   EQU   X'10'                 PRINT
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        00014  URBRQGLT  EQU   X'14'                 GETLTE   (ACQUIRE PRINTER)

        00018  URBRQFLT  EQU   X'18'                 FREELTE  (RELEASE PRINTER)

        0001C  URBRQDC   EQU   X'1C'                 DISCONNECT

        00020  URBRQXFT  EQU   X'20'                 TRANSFER TO FRONT-END TASK

00000E         URBRTNCD DS    X                   REQUEST COMPLETION CODE

        00000  URBRTOK  EQU   0                   GOOD COMPLETION

        00004  URBRTIT  EQU   4                   INPUT TRUNCATED

        00008  URBRTIA  EQU   8                   OPER HIT ATTN OR BRK DURING OUTPUT

        0000C  URBRTLE  EQU   12                  LOGICAL ERROR IN DATASTREAM

        00010  URBRTPE  EQU   16                  PERMANENT ERROR

        00014  URBRTIV  EQU   20                  INTERVENTION REQ. OR DISC.

        00018  URBRTOS  EQU   24                  TERM OUT OF SERVICE

        0001C  URBRTCL  EQU   28                  TERMINAL IS CLOSED

        00020  URBRTBP  EQU   32                  INVALID URB

               URBSUSP  #FLAG X'80'               SUSPEND SESSION

00000F         URBSUSPI DS    0XL1

        00080  URBSUSPM EQU   X'80'

               URBBGLN  #FLAG X'04'               #GETLTE NOWAIT

00000F         URBBGLNI DS    0XL1

        00004  URBBGLNM EQU   X'04'

               URBBTST  #FLAG X'02'               #GETLTE TEST

00000F         URBBTSTI DS    0XL1

        00002  URBBTSTM EQU   X'02'

00000F         URBBESTA DS    X                   BACKEND STATUS

000010         URBDCOD  DS    CL4                 DISCONNECT CODE

000014                  DS    3F                        (UNUSED)

000020                  DS    (FMHEADL)X

000028                  DS    (CCIDCLEN)X

        00074  URBDSLEN EQU   *-URB

#UTHDS

                        COPY #UTHDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               *** USER TRACE HEADER                                             ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         UTH      DSECT                                               02/03/93

000000         UTHTRID  DS    H

000002         UTHNENT  DS    H                   NUMBER OF ENTRIES

000004         UTHDATE  DS    F                   DATE STARTED

000008         UTHTIME  DS    F                   TIME STARTED

00000C         UTHNEXT  DS    AL4                 ADDRESS OF OLDEST ENTRY

000010         UTHLAST  DS    AL4                 ADDRESS OF LAST USED ENTRY
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000014         UTHCUR   DS    AL4                 ADDRESS OF CURRENT ENTRY

000018         UTHHIGH  DS    F                   ADDRESS OF LAST ENTRY IN BUFFER

               UTHSAVE  #FLAG X'80'               SAVE IF SET ELSE WRAP

00001C         UTHSAVEI DS    0XL1

        00080  UTHSAVEM EQU   X'80'

               UTHBFUL  #FLAG X'40'               BUFFER HAS BEEN FILLED

00001C         UTHBFULI DS    0XL1

        00040  UTHBFULM EQU   X'40'

00001C         UTHFLAG  DS    X                   FLAG BYTE

000020                  DS    0F                  FORCE FULLWORD ALIGNMENT

        00020  UTHDSLEN EQU   *-UTH               LENGTH OF DSECT

               *********************************************************************

               *** USER TRACE ENTRY                                              ***

               *********************************************************************

000000         UTE      DSECT                            15:09:28 09/25/79

               UTERES   #FLAG X'40'               RESIDENT PROGRAM

000000         UTERESI  DS    0XL1

        00040  UTERESM  EQU   X'40'

               UTECOBL  #FLAG X'20'               COBOL PROGRAM

000000         UTECOBLI DS    0XL1

        00020  UTECOBLM EQU   X'20'

               UTEPLI   #FLAG X'10'               PL/I PROGRAM

000000         UTEPLII  DS    0XL1

        00010  UTEPLIM  EQU   X'10'

               UTEQUSI  #FLAG X'08'               PROGRAM IS QUASI-REENTRANT

000000         UTEQUSII DS    0XL1

        00008  UTEQUSIM EQU   X'08'

               UTETRLY  #FLAG X'04'               PROGRAM IS TRULY REENTRANT

000000         UTETRLYI DS    0XL1

        00004  UTETRLYM EQU   X'04'

               UTESNGL  #FLAG X'02'               PROGRAM IS SINGLE THREADED

000000         UTESNGLI DS    0XL1

        00002  UTESNGLM EQU   X'02'

               UTERELD  #FLAG X'01'               RELOAD NEW COPY FOR EACH TASK

000000         UTERELDI DS    0XL1

        00001  UTERELDM EQU   X'01'

000000         UTEFLAG  DS    X                   LANGUAGE FLAG BYTE

000001         UTETYPE  DS    X                   TRACE RECORD TYPE

000002         UTECSAF  DS    H                   CSA FUNCTION CODE

000004         UTEID    DS    H                   TRACE ID

000006         UTELEN   DS    H                   DATA LENGTH

000008         UTETIME  DS    F                   TIME OF TRACE

00000C         UTEDSEQ  DS    F                   DML SEQUENCE NUMBER

Offset  Value 

 

000010         UTERTN   DS    AL4                 RETURN ADDRESS

000014         UTEPRGM  DS    CL8                 PROGRAM NAME

               UTEDBCL  #FLAG X'80'               Navigational DML

00001C         UTEDBCLI DS    0XL1

        00080  UTEDBCLM EQU   X'80'

               UTEDCCL  #FLAG X'40'               DC vector call

00001C         UTEDCCLI DS    0XL1

        00040  UTEDCCLM EQU   X'40'
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               UTESQL   #FLAG X'20'               SQL request

00001C         UTESQLI  DS    0XL1

        00020  UTESQLM  EQU   X'20'

00001C         UTECFLGS DS    XL1                 CALL FLAGS

00001D                  DS    XL3                 RESERVED

        00020  UTEHLEN  EQU   *-UTE               LENGTH OF COMMON SECTION

000020         UTEREGR  DS    4F                  REGS 14-1 FOR RETURN TYPE ENTRY

        00030  UTERLEN  EQU   *-UTE               LENGTH OF RETURN ENTRY

000030                  ORG   UTEREGR             RESET ORIGIN

000020         UTEREGC  DS    16F                 REGISTERS ON CALL

        00060  UTECLEN  EQU   *-UTE               LENGTH OF CALL ENTRY

#VIBDS

                        COPY #VIBDS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***  VIB:     VARIABLE IB50 SUBSCHEMA TABLE ELEMENT DSECT           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

 

Offset Value

 

000000         VIB      DSECT

000000         VIB50    DS    CL4                 LITERAL "VB50"

000004         VIBPNUM  DS    F                   NUMBER OF PARMS

000008         VIBSSCA  DS    A                   ADDR OF SSC (SUBSCHEMA-CTRL)

00000C         VIBFNUM  DS    A                   ADDR OF FUNCTION# OFFSET

        00008  VIBPARM0 EQU   VIBSSCA             0TH USER PARM

        0000C  VIBPARM1 EQU   VIBFNUM             1ST USER PARM

000010         VIBPARM2 DS    F                   2ND USER PARM

000014         VIBPARM3 DS    F                   3RD USER PARM

000018         VIBPARM4 DS    F                   4TH USER PARM

00001C         VIBPARM5 DS    F                   5TH USER PARM

000020         VIBPARM6 DS    F                   6TH USER PARM

000024         VIBPARM7 DS    F                   7TH USER PARM

        00020  VIBPMAXL EQU   *-VIBPARM0          MAXIMUM PARM LIST LENGTH

        00008  VIBPMAXN EQU   VIBPMAXL/4          MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PARAMETERS

000028         VIBPARM8 DS    F                   8TH USER PARM

00002C                  ORG   VIBPARM4            REDEFINES FOR CURS CALL RETURNS.

000018         VIBCURSN DS    F                   NEXT POINTER FROM PREFIX.

00001C         VIBCURSP DS    F                   PRIOR POINTER FROM PREFIX.

000020         VIBCURSO DS    F                   OWNER POINTER FROM PREFIX.

000024         VIBCRIXP DS    F                   INDEX SET PRIOR POINTER.

000028         VIBCRIXN DS    F                   INDEX SET NEXT POINTER.

00002C                  ORG
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00002C                  DS    F  VIBRUNID Defunct RUN-UNIT ID - Use TBKLID        R160

000030         VIBDM58A DS    A                   ADDR OF DMCL TABLES DM58

000034         VIBFIBA  DS    A                   ADDR OF FIXED IB50 ELEMENT

000038         VIBVSEA  DS    A                   BASE OF VARIABLE SR51 AC56...

00003C         VIBVSBA  DS    A                   ADDR OF VARIABLE B1 SS-BUFFER

000040         VIBRCEA  DS    A                   ADDR OF RCE

000044         VIBCCEN  DS    A                   ADDR OF NEXT VIB

000048         VIBCCEP  DS    A                   ADDR OF PRIOR VIB

00004C         VIBHRBA  DS    A                   -->HLDB's HRB.

000050         VIBPBE   DS    H                   Predicate code begin offset.

000052         VIBPEN   DS    H                   Predicate code end offset.

000054         VIBAAL#  DS    H                   AREA ACQUISITION LOOP COUNT.

000056         VIBAAT   DS    H                   AREA ACQUISTION THRESHOLD.

000058         VIBACTL  DS    C      *** FLAGS FOR AREA LOCKOUT IN CV ***

        00080  VIBACTLR EQU   X'80'  1 IF THE LAST CALL WAS A 'READY' VERB.

               *                     0 IF THE LAST CALL WAS OTHER THAN 'READY'.

        00040  VIBACTLC EQU   X'40'  1 IF AREA LOCKING DETECTED AN AREA CONFLICT.

               *                     0 IF NO USAGE-MODE CONFLICTS WERE DETECTED.

        00020  VIBACTLP EQU   X'20'  1 IF CONFLICTING RUN-UNIT CAN BE PREEMPTED.

               *                     0 IF WE ARE NOT PREEMPTING OTHER RUN-UNITS.

000059         VIBCENT  DS    C      *** LOCAL/CENTRAL SWITCH ***

        00000  VIBCENTL EQU   X'00'  LOCAL VERSION IN USE.

        00001  VIBCENTC EQU   X'01'  CENTRAL VERSION IN USE.

               *

00005A         VIBSDBK# DS    H                   Count of entries in LKRSDBKL

00005C         VIBSDBK0 DS    A                   ->LKRSDBK0

               *

000060         VIBTCEA  DS    A                   CV A(TCE)

000064         VIBLOCID DS    0CL8                LOCAL TASK IDENTIFICATION

000064         VIBLID1  DS    CL4                 LOCAL TASK ID PART 1

000068         VIBLID2  DS    XL4                 LOCAL TASK ID PART 2

00006C         VIBRULOK DS    H                   MAX DBKEY LOCKS FOR RU

00006E         VIBPGRUP DS    H      SCHEMA AREA PAGE GROUP IDENTIFIER

               *                     USED TO UNIQUELY QUALIFY AREA

               *                     PAGE RANGE OVERLAPS WITHIN DMCL

000070         VIBLRUIA DS    A                   A(Local recovery unit info)     R160

000074         VIBTBXN  DS    A                   NEXT VIB IN TBX-VIB             R160

000078         VIBTBXP  DS    A                   PRIOR VIB IN TBX-VIB            R160

00007C         VIBIOPA  DS    A                   A(VIB IOP)

000080         VIBSTATA DS    A                   A(IDMS STATISTICS)

000084         VIBSTAXA DS    A                   A(IDMS STATISTICS EXTENSION).

000088         VIBTBXA  DS    A                   A(SESSION BLOCK)

00008C                  DS    A                  RESERVED (ALLOX TABLE OBSOLETE)

000090         VIBBINDA DS    A                   AUTOBIND ADDRESS

000094         VIBSTAT1 DS    C                   DISPLAYABLE DBMS STATUS

000095         VIBSTAT2 DS    C                   DISPLAYABLE WAIT STATUS

000096         VIBSTAT3 DS    C                   DISPLAYABLE DBKEY LOCK STATUS

000097         VIBSPFCR DS    C                  RESERVED (SPFCR OBSOLETE)

               *        DS    F                  RESERVED (JTBFN MOVED TO TBK)

000098         VIBVLTH  DS    H                   TOTAL DATA LTH OF VARIABLE LTH RCD

               *                                  Following fields rearranged    *VLDB

00009A         VIBLKYLN DS    H                   length of longest key in ssc   *VLDB

00009C         VIBPGI   DS    0F                  VIB page info in fw format     *VLDB
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00009C         VIBCPGRP DS    H                   Current page group             *R185

00009E         VIBCRADX DS    H                   Current radix                  *R185

0000A0                  ORG   VIBPGI                                             *R185

00009C         VIBLPGRP DS    H                   Lock Page Group                *VLDB

00009E         VIBRDX1  DS    XL1                 Part of fullword pgrup/radix   *VLDB

00009F         VIBLKYFT DS    XL1                 DBKEY radix for locking        *VLDB

0000A0         VIBKYFMT DS    F                   SCHEMA DBKEY FORMAT WORD

               * SCHEMA DBKEY FORMAT WORD:          BYTE 0-1 UNUSED

               *        FROM IB50                   BYTE 2   HIGHEST LINE # VALUE

               *                                    BYTE 3   NO. OF BITS IN LINE #

               *

0000A4         VIBDBNAM DS    CL8                 ORIGINAL BIND DBNAME

0000AC         VIBSAVLB DS    F                   A(LB74) SAVED BY HLDB FOR FDRN

0000B0         VIBCRD   DS    A                   CURRENT SCHEMA DEF RECORD ADDR

0000B4         VIBCAREA DS    A                   CURRENT FAC56 ADDR

0000B8         VIBVAREA DS    A                   ==>DYNAMIC AC56

0000BC         VIBSTTUS DS    0CL4                ERROR STATUS

0000BC         VIBSTTMJ DS    CL2                 MAJOR FIELD OF ERROR-STATUS

0000BE         VIBSTTMN DS    CL2                 MINOR FIELD OF ERROR-STATUS

0000C0         VIBSCBA  DS    A                   A(SCB) FOR PRESTO

0000C4         VIBCDBK  DS    F                   CURRENT DBKEY FOR THIS SUB-SCHEMA

0000C8         VIBPID   DS    CL8                 APPLICATION PROGRAM NAME

0000D0         VIBPRA   DS    A                   IDMSEXP PREDICATE RESULT

0000D4         VIBRSR   DS    A                   SR51 FROM RDBK.

0000D8         VIBTC    DS    A                   DEF ADDR OF DEF REQUESTED

0000DC         VIBCSR51 DS    A                   ADDR OF CURRENT SUB-SCHEMA REC DEF

0000E0         VIBCPRM1 DS    F                   DBMS PARM1-VERBNO

0000E4                  ORG   VIBCPRM1+3

0000E3         VIBVRBNO DS    XL1                 DBMS VERB NUMBER.

0000E4         VIBCPRM2 DS    F                   DBMS PARM2

0000E8         VIBCPRM3 DS    F                   DBMS PARM3

0000EC         VIBTSR   DS    A                   CURRENT REC TYPE SR51 ADDRESS

0000F0         VIBVTSR  DS    A                   ==>DYNAMIC SR51

0000F4         VIBTMR   DS    A                   CURRENT MEMBER DEF MR53 ADDRESS

0000F8         VIBTOR   DS    A                   CURRENT OWNER  DEF OR52 ADDRESS

0000FC         VIBVTOR  DS    A                   ==>DYNAMIC OR52

000100         VIBVKWA  DS    A                   Key work area

000104         VIBTRACE DS    7AL1                LAST VERB TRACE TABLE

00010B         VIBLSTVB DS    AL1                 LAST VERB

00010C         VIBTRAST DS    7AL1                LAST ERRSW TRACE

000113         VIBLSTST DS    AL1                 LSTSTAT

000114         VIBDBKEY DS    F                   WORKING DBKEY OF R/U

000118         VIBERRSR DS    F                   ADDR OF SR51 FOR RECORD IN ERROR

00011C         VIBERRDB DS    F                   DBKEY NOT FOUND, INVALID, ETC.

000120         VIBBND59 DS    XL1                 0 BEFORE BIND59, 1 AFTER.

000121         VIBCURS  DS    XL1                 0 NORMAL CALL, 1 CALL FROM CURS.

000122         VIBKPCAL DS    XL1                 0 IF NOTIFY-POST CALL NOT NEEDED,

               *                                  1 IF CALL IS NEEDED.

000123         VIBKPFUN DS    XL1                 NOTIFY-POST REASON CODE.

        00001  VIBKPRET EQU   X'01'                 RECORD IS RETRIEVED.

        00002  VIBKPUPD EQU   X'02'                 RECORD DATA IS UPDATED.

        00004  VIBKPUPP EQU   X'04'                 RECORD PREFIX IS UPDATED.

        00008  VIBKPDLL EQU   X'08'                 RECORD IS LOGICALLY DELETED.
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        00010  VIBKPDLP EQU   X'10'                 RECORD IS PHYSICALLY DELETED.

        00020  VIBKPUNK EQU   X'20'                 INDETERMINATE CHANGE TO RECORD.

               *

000124         VIBATBKI DS    A                   Anchor to TBKSHRIX table       R16.0

               *

000128         VIBWTLOK DS    XL1                 1 IF DBKEY LOCK WAS WAIT'D.

               *

000129         VIBABFL  DS    XL1                 RUN UNIT ABEND FLAG

        00080  VIBABND  EQU   X'80'               RUN UNIT ABENDED

               *

00012A         VIBBLOK# DS    H                   NUMBER OF BUFFERS LOCKED BY THE RU

00012C         VIBERRAC DS    A                   ADDR OF AC56 IN ERROR.

               *

               *

000130         VIBSTAT  DS    0XL100              RUN UNIT DB STATS

000130         VIBDATE  DS    CL8                 DATE OF RUN (MM/DD/YY)

000138         VIBTIME  DS    CL8                 TIME R/U BEGAN OR COMP

000140         VIBDBST  DS    0F                  VARIABLE BLOCK

000140         VIBPAGRD DS    F                   # OF PAGES READ

000144         VIBPAGWR DS    F                   # OF PAGES WRITTEN

000148         VIBPAGRQ DS    F                   # OF PAGES REQUESTED

00014C         VIBCALNO DS    F                   # OF TIMES CALC REC FITS

000150         VIBCALOF DS    F                   # OF TIMES CALC REC OFLOW

000154         VIBVIANO DS    F                   # OF TIMES VIA REC FITS

000158         VIBVIAOF DS    F                   # OF TIMES VIA REC OFLOW

00015C         VIBRECRQ DS    F                   # OF RECORDS REQUESTED

000160         VIBRECCU DS    F                   # OF RECORDS CURR OF R/U

000164         VIBCALLS DS    F                   # OF CALLS TO IDMS

000168         VIBFRAGS DS    F                   # OF FRAGMENTS STORED

00016C         VIBRELO  DS    F                   # OF ROOTS OR RECS RELOCATED

000170         VIBDBEND DS    0F                  END OF DB VARIABLE BLOCK

000170         VIBTLOCK DS    F                   TOTAL # OF LOCKS REQUESTED

000174         VIBSLOCK DS    F                   # OF SELECT LOCKS HELD

000178         VIBULOCK DS    F                   # OF UPDATE LOCKS HELD

        0003C  VIBXC    EQU   *-VIBDBST           LENGTH OF STAT BLOCK FOR RUAL

00017C         VIBRUID  DS    F                   JOURNAL R/U ID

000180         VIBTSKID DS    F                   TASK ID

000184         VIBLOID  DS    CL8                 LOCAL ID

        0005C  VIBACPLN EQU   *-VIBSTAT           LENGTH OF ACCEPT STATS

00018C         VIBIXSTA DS    0F                  START OF EXTENDED STATISTICS.

00018C         VIB#SPLT DS    F                   # OF SR8 SPLITS.

000190         VIB#SPWN DS    F                   # OF SR8 SPAWNS.

000194         VIB#SR8S DS    F                   # OF SR8S STORED.

000198         VIB#SR8D DS    F                   # OF SR8S ERASED.

00019C         VIB#SR7S DS    F                   # OF SR7S STORED.

0001A0         VIB#SR7D DS    F                   # OF SR7S ERASED.

0001A4         VIB#BISR DS    F                   # OF B-TREE SEARCHES.

0001A8         VIB#LEVL DS    F                   # OF B-TREE LEVELS SEARCHED.

0001AC         VIB#ORPH DS    F                   # OF ORPHANS ADOPTED.

0001B0         VIBBISRL DS    H                   # OF LVLS SEARCHED - BEST CASE.

0001B2         VIBBISRH DS    H                   # OF LVLS SEARCHED - WORST CASE.

        00028  VIBACXLN EQU   *-VIBIXSTA          LENGTH TO ACCEPT EXTENDED STATS.

               *
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        00074  VIBJSLEN EQU   *-VIBDBST           LENGTH OF STATS IN JRNL

               *

0001B4         VIBSRN   DS    A                   HEAD OF REFERENCED SR51 LIST.

0001B8         VIBORN   DS    A                   HEAD OF REFERENCED OR52 LIST.

0001BC         VIBOLDSS DS    A                   ADDRESS OF PRE 12.0 SUBSCHEMA

               *

               * THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES ARE USED BY THE LOGICAL RECORD FACILITY.

               *

0001C0         VIBLRCA  DS    A                   PTR TO LRC FOR MOST RECENT LR

0001C4         VIBWRKA  DS    A                   PTR TO WRK AREA

0001C8         VIBVXPA  DS    A                   PTR TO VXP AND IRP AREA

0001CC                  DS    F                   RESERVED.

0001D0         VIBEVALP DS    4A                  EVAL PARAMETERS

0001E0                  ORG   VIBEVALP

0001D0         VIBEVLP1 DS    F                   RE-DEFINES FOR EACH PARM.

0001D4         VIBEVLP2 DS    F

0001D8         VIBEVLP3 DS    F

0001DC         VIBEVLP4 DS    F

0001E0         VIBFLRC  DS    A                   PTR TO CURRENT FLR80

0001E4         VIBVLRC  DS    A                   PTR TO CURRENT VLR80

0001E8         VIBFLQC  DS    A                   PTR TO CURRENT FLQ81

0001EC         VIBVLQC  DS    A                   PTR TO CURRENT VLQ81

0001F0         VIBFSDC  DS    A                   PTR TO CURRENT FSD82

0001F4         VIBFPHC  DS    A                   PTR TO CURRENT FPH84

0001F8         VIBFPSC  DS    A                   PTR TO CURRENT FPS83

0001FC         VIBVPSC  DS    A                   PTR TO CURRENT VPS83

000200         VIBVXPSZ DS    H                   SIZE OF CURRENT VXP/IRP AREA

000202         VIBCLEVL DS    H                   CURRENT PATH-STATEMENT LEVEL

000204         VIBFLAG  DS    XL1                 FLAG:

        00001  VIBAARSW EQU   X'01'                   ON=>READY HAS BEEN ISSUED

        00002  VIBRLOOP EQU   X'02'                   ON=>IN LOOP DOING AUTOREADY

        00004  VIBGLOOP EQU   X'04'                   ON=>DOING PSEUDO-GET FOR LR

        00008  VIBGDONE EQU   X'08'                   ON=>PSEUDO-GET IS DONE FOR LR

        00010  VIBSRTNX EQU   X'10'                   ON=>DOING FIND NEXT BEFORE

               *                                          FIND CURRENT USING ... .

        00020  VIBINTSW EQU   X'20'                   ON=>VPS-FPS POINTERS INIT'IZED

        00040  VIBTRACI EQU   X'40'                   ON IF DBMS INTERNAL TRACING.

        00080  VIBAARUC EQU   X'80'                   ON=>DOING UNCOND. AUTO READY

000205         VIBFLAG1 DS    XL1                 FLAG:

        00080  VIBFIBIN EQU   X'80'                 ON=>SUBSCHEMA was PRE-LOADED

        00040  VIBCONSS EQU   X'40'                 ON=>SUBSCHEMA converted to 12.0

        00020  VIBMULTP EQU   X'20'                 ON=>RU has multiple PAGE GROUPS

        00010  VIBTXNS  EQU   X'10'                 ON=>RU 'Transaction Sharing' R16.0

        00008  VIBRELSS EQU   X'08'                 ON=>RU is a RELATIONAL VIB   R16.0

        00004  VIBPURGE EQU   X'04'                 ON=>SUBS has #DELETE PURGE=NEWCOPY

        00002  VIBHLDB  EQU   X'02'                 ON=>SUBSCHEMA is an HLDB type

        00001  VIBSEGMT EQU   X'01'                 ON=>DBNAME was a SEGMENT

               *

               VIBAALK  #FLAG X'20'               ON IF NON-INTENT AREA LOCKS SET

000206         VIBAALKI DS    0XL1

        00020  VIBAALKM EQU   X'20'

               VIBNOWT  #FLAG X'10'               ON IF LMGR WAITS ARE DISALLOWED

000206         VIBNOWTI DS    0XL1
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        00010  VIBNOWTM EQU   X'10'

               VIBIPRI  #FLAG X'08'               ON=>EVALLRF must iterate prior

000206         VIBIPRII DS    0XL1

        00008  VIBIPRIM EQU   X'08'

               VIBSWAP  #FLAG X'01'               ON if we issued #OS00FN CHGEMODE TCB

000206         VIBSWAPI DS    0XL1

        00001  VIBSWAPM EQU   X'01'

000206         VIBFLAG3 DS    XL1                 Yet another flag byte.

               VIBADSO  #FLAG X'01'               CALL TO IDMSINTD IS FROM ADSO

000207         VIBADSOI DS    0XL1

        00001  VIBADSOM EQU   X'01'

               VIBRRAS  #FLAG X'02'               ReReady after Suspend (set by NSRV)

000207         VIBRRASI DS    0XL1

        00002  VIBRRASM EQU   X'02'

               VIBCUPD  #FLAG X'04'               ON IF UPDATE COMMAND.

000207         VIBCUPDI DS    0XL1

        00004  VIBCUPDM EQU   X'04'

               VIBCRET  #FLAG X'08'               ON IF RETRIEVAL COMMAND.

000207         VIBCRETI DS    0XL1

        00008  VIBCRETM EQU   X'08'

               VIBCRFU  #FLAG VIBCUPDM+VIBCRETM   ON IF RETRIEVAL FOR UPDATE COMMAND.

000207         VIBCRFUI DS    0XL1

        0000C  VIBCRFUM EQU   VIBCUPDM+VIBCRETM

               VIBRELP  #FLAG X'10'               ON IF RELATIONAL PROCESSING.

000207         VIBRELPI DS    0XL1

        00010  VIBRELPM EQU   X'10'

               VIBISTR  #FLAG X'20'               ON IF ISOLATION IS TRANSIENT.

000207         VIBISTRI DS    0XL1

        00020  VIBISTRM EQU   X'20'

               VIBNORL  #FLAG X'40'               ON IF NO ROW LOCKING.

000207         VIBNORLI DS    0XL1

        00040  VIBNORLM EQU   X'40'

               VIBSUSR  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF SINGLE USER SYSTEM.

000207         VIBSUSRI DS    0XL1

        00080  VIBSUSRM EQU   X'80'

               VIBNOLK  #FLAG VIBNORLM+VIBISTRM+VIBSUSRM ANY ON INDICATES NO LOCKING.

000207         VIBNOLKI DS    0XL1

        000E0  VIBNOLKM EQU   VIBNORLM+VIBISTRM+VIBSUSRM

               VIBNOLV  #FLAG VIBISTRM+VIBSUSRM   ANY ON INDICATES NO VIEW LOCKING.

000207         VIBNOLVI DS    0XL1

        000A0  VIBNOLVM EQU   VIBISTRM+VIBSUSRM

000207         VIBFLAG2 DS    XL1

000208         VIBSAVUB DS    F                   SAVE VSRUBFR ADDRESS DURING GET.

00020C         VIBSAVVN DS    XL1                 SAVE VERBNO DURING GET.

00020D         VIBSAVSC DS    XL1                 SAVE SYNCODE DURING GET.

00020E         VIBSAVMJ DS    CL2                 SAVE MAJOR STATUS CODE DURING GET.

000210         VIBXDEA  DS    A                   A(COPY AREA FOR RETRVL XDE'S).

000214         VIBLMAPA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF LMC/LMR POOL

000218         VIBLMAPS DS    0F                  SIZES OF LMC/LMR

000218         VIBLMCSZ DS    H                   SIZE OF LMC

00021A         VIBLMRSZ DS    H                   SIZE OF LMR

00021C         VIBCSBN  DS    A                   First in VIB-->CSB currency list. B.

000220         VIBCSBC  DS    A                   DBMS saves current CSB addr here.
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000224         VIBBIFN  DS    A                   VIB-->LOADED BIF MODULE ADDR (LRF)

000228         VIBUKEYA DS    A                   ADDR OF UKEY FOR LRF.

00022C         VIBVTHAD DS    A                   ADDR OF VIB TRACE TABLE, IF ANY.

               *                                  EQUATES FOR @CLOSE VIBPARM2.

               *                     the following equates for VIBPARM2+2.

        00008  FLSHBUF  EQU   X'08'                 Flush Buffer.

        00004  PURGBUF  EQU   X'04'                 Purge Buffer.

               *

               *                     the following equates for VIBPARM2+3.

        00080  FREEVIB  EQU   X'0080'               Free VIB.

        00040  FREEALK  EQU   X'0040'               Free AREA locks.

        00020  FREECLK  EQU   X'0020'               FREE CURRENCY LOCKS.

        00010  DBMSRTSV EQU   X'0010'               CALL FROM ROLL TO SAVEPT IDMS/3167

        00008  KEEPALK  EQU   X'0008'               Transfer AREA locks to KEPT.

        00004  WRITBGIN EQU   X'0004'               Write BGIN and AREA CHKPTS.

        00002  WRITAREA EQU   X'0002'               Write AREA CHKPTS.

        00001  REDOALK  EQU   X'0001'               Re-acquire AREA locks on nxt verb.

               *

000230         VIBWORK  DS    0F                  WORK AREA FOR DBMS (VIBXDS).

        00230  VIBDSLEN EQU   *-VIB               LENGTH OF DSECT

#VIBXDS

                COPY #VIBXDS    

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***  VIBX:    VARIABLE IB50 DEFINITIONS USED BY DBMS                ***

               ***           (THIS MUST BE COPIED RIGHT AFTER #VIBDS               ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value

 

000230         VIB      DSECT                                                07/27/92

        00038  DYN      EQU   VIBVSEA

000230                  ORG   VIBWORK

000230         VIBX     DS    0F                  START OF DBMS WORK AREA:

               *

               *   PROCEDURE CALL STATUS BLOCK

               *

000230         PRSSNAM  DS    CL8                 SUBSCHEMA NAME

000238         PRPROGM  DS    CL8                 PROGRAM NAME

000240         PRSTAT   DS    0CL4                ERROR STATUS

000240         PRMJERR  DS    CL2                 ERROR STATUS (MAJOR CODE)

000242         PRMNERR  DS    CL2                 ERROR STATUS (MINOR CODE)

000244         PRDBKEY  DS    F                   DBKEY

000248         PRRECN   DS    CL18                RECORD NAME

00025A         PRAREAN  DS    CL18                AREA NAME
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00026C         PRLIBN   DS    CL18                LIBRARY NAME

00027E         PRERSET  DS    CL18                ERROR SET

000290         PRERREC  DS    CL18                ERROR RECORD

0002A2         PRERARE  DS    CL18                ERROR AREA

0002B4         PRIDBMS  DS    CL100               IDBMSCOM AREA

000318         PRDIRDBK DS    F                   DIRECT DBKEY

00031C                  DS    F                   RESERVED.

               *

000320         PRENTRY  DS    F                   ENTRY LEVEL

000324         PRDECL   DS    F                   DECLARATIVE CLAUSE

000328         PRVERBC  DS    H                   VERB CODE

00032A         PRVERBN  DS    H                   VERB NUMBER

00032C         PRCANCL  DS    H                   DBA CANCEL OPTION

00032E         PRBUFR   DS    X                   REC OCCURS BLOCK FLAG      IDMS/3190

               *                                  0 --> RECORD NOT IN BLOCK  IDMS/3190

               *                                  1 --> RECORD IS IN BLOCK   IDMS/3190

00032F                  DS    X                   RESERVED.                  IDMS/3190

000330         PRPRUSER DS    F                   USER WORK POINTER

               *

000334         PRREC    DS    CL18                RECORD NAME

000346         PRRAREA  DS    CL18                AREA OF RECORD

000358         PRRECID  DS    H                   RECORD ID

00035A         PRRECL   DS    H                   RECORD LENGTH

00035C         PRCTLL   DS    H                   CONTROL PORTION LENGTH

00035E         PRMAXL   DS    H                   MAXIMUM RECORD LENGTH

000360         PRRDBK   DS    F                   CURRENT DBKEY OF REC-TYPE

000364         PRRLO    DS    F                   LO PAGE NUMBER OF AREA

000368         PRRHI    DS    F                   HI PAGE NUMBER OF AREA

00036C                  ORG   PRREC

000334         PRAAREA  DS    CL18                Area name.

000346                  DS    H                   Filler.

000348         PRALO    DS    F                   PRALO

00034C         PRAHI    DS    F                   PRAHI

000350                  ORG

00036C                  DS    F                   old PRALO

000370                  DS    F                   old PRAHI

               *

               *   WORK PARAMETER LIST

               *

000374         IBPARMS  DS    0A                  WORK PARAMETER LIST

000374         IBPARM1  DS    A

000378         IBPARM2  DS    A

00037C         IBPARM3  DS    A

000380         IBPARM4  DS    0A

000380         IBPARM40 DS    H

000382         IBPARM42 DS    H

000384         IBPARM5  DS    A

000388         IBPARM6  DS    A

00038C         IBPARM7  DS    A

000390         IBPARM8  DS    A

000394         IBPARM9  DS    A

               IOP      #DBIO INLINE,VERBS=NO,ERRS=NO  DBIO Parameter list area (IOP)

               ***
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               ***

               ***  IOP:     PARAMETER LIST FOR IDMSDBIO

               ***

               ***

000398         IOP      DS    0D      Make sure double word aligned.              R160

000398         IOVERBNO DS    F       VERB NUMBER

00039C         IOSTATUS DS    F       STATUS / RETURN CONDITION

0003A0         PAGE     DS    F       PAGE NUMBER

0003A4         CURBME   DS    A       CURRENT BUFFER MANAGEMENT ELEMENT ADDR

0003A8         CURBMA   DS    A       CURRENT BUFFER MEMORY ADDRESS

0003AC         CURLBMA  DS    A       CURRENT PAGE FOOTER MEMORY ADDRESS

0003B0         DMCLA    DS    A       ADDRESS OF DMCL TABLES

0003B4         DMCLNAME DS    CL8     NAME OF DMCL TABLES

0003BC         LOADADDR DS    A       ADDRESS OF LOADED MODULE

0003C0         LOADNAME DS    CL8     NAME OF LOADED MODULE

0003C8         SPAINO   DS    F       NO. PAGES WHICH FITS INTO SPACE MGMT PG

0003CC         PHYRD    DS    CL1     PHYSICAL DISK READ INDICATOR

0003CD         PHYWT    DS    CL1     PHYSICAL DISK WRITE INDICATOR

0003CE         IOPFLG5  DS    CL1     FLAG 5

        00080  IOPRCVY  EQU   X'80'     -  THIS IOP IS RECOVERING

        00040  IOPSUSP  EQU   X'40'     -  THIS IOP IS SUSPENDED

        00020  IOPNOCW  EQU   X'20'     -  NO CHKPT WRITE

        00010  IOPNEWS  EQU   X'10'     -  NEW SEGMENT

        00008  IOPMJNL  EQU   X'08'     -  MULTIPLE JOURNALS

        00004  IOPWARM  EQU   X'04'     -  WARMSTART

        00002  IOPLIMT  EQU   X'02'     -  CHECK LIMITS

        00001  IOPRUAL  EQU   X'01'     -  This IOP is for RHDCRUAL rununit

0003CF         LDDMCSW  DS    CL1     IF 1 THEN RU DYNMCLY LOADED DMCL TABLES

0003D0         IOVIBA   DS    A       ADDRESS OF RUN UNIT'S VIB50

0003D4         PAGELOCK DS    F       PAGE LOCK NEEDED ('SHR ' OR 'EXCL')

0003D8         CURDPR   DS    A       CURRENT PR60  DMCL PAGE RANGE TABLE

0003DC         CURAFM   DS    A       CURRENT FM61  AREA/FILE MEMBERSHIP RECORD

0003E0         CURFCB   DS    A       CURRENT FC59  FILE CONTROL BLOCK

0003E4         CURBCR   DS    A       CURRENT BC53  BUFFER CONTROL RECORD

0003E8         CURJCB   DS    A       CURRENT JCB WE ARE WORKING WITH

0003EC         JOURLEN  DS    F       J Rcd Length including hdr, Data, 2nd RDW   R160

0003F0         JOURHLEN DS    F       J Rcd Hdr Length                            R160

0003F4         IOPJOFOF DS    H       Offset to Halfword offset-field in J rcd.   R160

0003F6         IOPJDATL DS    H       J Data length to move.           (Optional) R160

0003F8         IOPJDATA DS    A       J Data Address to move.          (Optional) R160

0003FC         IOPJSEQA DS    A       J Seq  Address to update.        (Optional) R160

000400         CURRBN   DS    F       CURRENT RELATIVE BLOCK NUMBER TO RD/WR TO

000404         CURBLOK  DS    A       BME THAT IS BLOK'ED AS THE CURRENT BME

000408         VIBBLOK1 DS    A       BUFFER LOCK 1

00040C         VIBBLOK2 DS    A       BUFFER LOCK 2

000410         VIBBLOK3 DS    A       BUFFER LOCK 3

000414         VIBBLOK4 DS    A       BUFFER LOCK 4

000418         IOPDCEA  DS    A       DCE ADDRESS OF OWNING TASK

00041C         IOPCENT  DS    X       CENTRAL VERSION SWITCH

00041D         IOPSENDR DS    X       UPDATE JDRSENDR SW AT JOURNAL FLUSH

00041E         NVSAMSW  DS    X       NATIVE VSAM SWITCH

00041F         IOPFLG6  DS    CL1     FLAG 6

        00080  IOPRDDR  EQU   X'80'     -  This is a Read Driver IOP
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        00040  IOPSCSA  EQU   X'40'     -  This IOP uses SYSCSA storage.          R160

        00020  IOPMIO   EQU   X'20'     -  This IOP uses multiple I/Os

        00010  IOPPDIR  EQU   X'10'     -  Read in a prior direction

        00008  IOPWRDR  EQU   X'08'     -  This is a Write Driver IOP

        00004  GMANNXA  EQU   X'04'     -  The GETMAIN is NOT XA

        00002  IOPARSWP EQU   X'02'     -  We've been through area sweep once

        00001  IOPLGSD  EQU   X'01'     -  This IOP is for RHDCLGSD rununit

000420         NVSTORA  DS    F       ADDR OF NATIVE VSAM STORAGE

000424         NVDBIOWA DS    F       ADDR OF NATIVE VSAM DBIOWORK

000428         IOPGROUP DS    H       AREA PAGE GROUP ID FOR PAGE REQUEST

00042A         PAGEGRUP DS    H       PAGE GROUP

00042C         IOPERMOD DS    X       DBIO Error module number.

00042D         IOPERSWX DS    X       DBIO Error switch.

               *

00042E         IOPOPTN  DS    X       Call Options.  Unique by function.

        00080  IOPDGRD    EQU X'80'   PURB     - Downgrade page locks.

        00080  IOPJSEGC   EQU X'80'   WTABLE   - On of JSEG is condensed.         R160

        00080  IOPNOSPLIT EQU X'80'   GETJBUFF - Don't Split unless you have to.  R160

        00040  IOPJWAIT   EQU X'40'   WRTJBUFF - Wait for but don't force I/O.    R160

        00020  IOPJFORCE  EQU X'20'   WRTJBUFF - Force Journal I/O.  Waits.       R160

        00010  IOPJCKPT   EQU X'10'   GETJBUFF - Journalling a checkpoint.        R160

        00008  IOPNOWAIT  EQU X'08'   READ/WRITE - Defer CHECKing I/O             R180

               * don't reuse following bits

        00002  IOPFFORCE  EQU X'02'   DKCLOSE  - On - Force FCB close             R170

        00001  IOPRETCD   EQU X'01'   DBIOEP1  - On - return IOSTATUS in R15.     R160

               *

00042F         IOPCOND  DS    X       Cond codes if any.

        000FF  IOPCONDALL EQU X'FF'   COND=ALL   - Don't abend if problem.

               *

000430         IOPECBA  DS    A       Current I/O ECB address - if waiting.

000434         IOPXSTGA DS    A       IOP extra storage. x'80' bit = BLDR allocated.

000438         IOPJBEC  DS    A       Current JBE - formerly known as CURJBE.

00043C         IOPMPAGA DS    A       A(MPAGEDS)  - formerly known as IOPNDECB.

000440         IOPJTSEQ DS    D       Seq of last Journal Image.                  R160

000448         IOPJTRBN DS    A       RBN of last Journal Image.                  R160

00044C         IOPJTJCC DS    A       JCB of last Journal Image.                  R160

000450         IOPJMINR DS    H       Min Root size for splitable J records.      R160

000452         IOPOPNMD DS    X       DKOPEN - If zero use FCBOPNMD               R170

        00011  IOPOPNMU EQU   X'11'            Want update                        R170

        00010  IOPOPNMR EQU   X'10'            Want retrieval                     R170

000453         IOPFLG7  DS    X       FLAG 7                                      R180

        00080  IOPWAIT  EQU   X'80'   Wait occurred.                              R180

               *  Only use following space for fields referenced outside of DBIO.

000454                  DS    14F     Reserved.

               *  Only use following space for fields internal to DBIO.

00048C         DBIOWORK DS    339F    DBIO WORK AREA FOR ITS VARIABLES

        004FC  CRBMEECB EQU   IOP+X'164',4,C'F'  CURRENT BME ECB FIELD

        00504  CURRPL   EQU   IOP+X'16C',4,C'F'  CURRENT RPL FIELD

        00510  CURECB   EQU   IOP+X'178',4,C'F'  CURRENT ECB FIELD

        005EC  CURBITLA EQU   IOP+X'254',4,C'F'  CURBITLA FIELD

        005F4  IOTSKTCE EQU   IOP+X'25C',4,C'F'  I/O TSK'S TCE

        005F8  RDJFCB1  EQU   IOP+X'260',4,C'F'

        00618  FNDINBUF EQU   IOP+X'280',4,C'F'  FNDINBUF FIELD
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        00620  JRDRVIOP EQU   IOP+X'288',4,C'F'  JRNL DRV IOP FIELD

        0063C  IOPBITL  EQU   IOP+X'2A4',4,C'F'  BIT LIST FIELD

        00658  IOPFUNCA EQU   IOP+X'2C0',4,C'F'  ADDRESS OF FUNCTION TABLE

        007B8  DBIOWRT  EQU   IOP+X'420',4,C'F'  DBIOWRT FIELD

        007BC  JIOWRT   EQU   IOP+X'424',4,C'F'  JIOWRT FIELD

        007C0  JIOWT    EQU   IOP+X'428',4,C'F'  JIOWT FIELD

        007C4  RDFRCWT  EQU   IOP+X'42C',4,C'F'  RDFRCWT FIELD

        007C8  DBIORD   EQU   IOP+X'430',4,C'F'  DBIORD FIELD

        007CC  IOPBCRAC EQU   IOP+X'434',4,C'F'  IOPBCRAC field

        007D8  IOERRCT  EQU   IOP+X'440',4,C'F'  IOERRCT FIELD

        00820  IOPMSTWT EQU   IOP+X'488',4,C'F'  IOPMSTWT FIELD

        00858  STRTIO   EQU   IOP+X'4C0',4,C'F'  STRTIO FIELD

        0085C  MIO      EQU   IOP+X'4C4',4,C'F'  MIO FIELD

        00860  IOPITVCT EQU   IOP+X'4C8',4,C'F'  Epoch time

        00640  IOPDSLEN EQU   *-IOP  LENGTH OF DSECT

               ***

               ***

               ***           IDMSDBMS WORK AREA

               ***

               ***

0009D8         DBMSWORK DS    500F     IDMSDBMS WORK AREA FOR ITS VARIABLES

0011A8         VIBXEND  DS    0F                  END OF DBMS WORK AREA:

        011A8  VIBXDSLN EQU   ((*-VIB)/4)*4       REAL LENGTH OF VIB.

 

#VMEDS

                        COPY #VMEDS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***  VME :    VMCF ELEMENT    (Located in IDMSCMSO)                 ***

               ***  SVCODS:  CMS option extension of SVCODS.                       ***

               ***  VMCP:    VMCF PARAMETER LIST  (Defined after VME)              ***

               ***  VMCMHDR: VMCF Message Header  (Defined after VME)              ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***  The VME is used by CMS option to request SVC functions.        ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         VME      DSECT

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------*

               *    The first part must match an LRE for SVC calls.

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------*

000000         VMEID    DS    CL4                "LRE" "CSV"

000004         VMEFUNCN DS    XL1                FUNCTION NUMBER

        00003  VMEFSNRU EQU   3                  FUNC 03  SINON RU
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        00004  VMEFSFRU EQU   4                  FUNC 04  SINOF RU

        00005  VMEFPOCV EQU   5                  FUNC 05  INT POSTS CV

000005         VMECVNUM DS    XL1                CENTRAL VERSION NUMBER 0-255

000006         VMESTAT  DS    XL1                STATUS

000007         VMEPAKET DS    XL1                PAKET DATA MOVEMENT TYPE

        00000  VMEPAK0  EQU   0                  0  NO PAKETS

        00001  VMEPAK1  EQU   1                  1  ERUS BUILDS/INT UNPAKS

        00002  VMEPAK2  EQU   2                  2  SVC BY INT BUILDS/UNPAKS

        00003  VMEPAK3  EQU   3                  3  INT BUILDS/UNPAKS

000008         VMEPARMA DS    A                  A(USER PARMLIST)

00000C         VMETSKID DS    F                  SAME DISPLACEMENT AS LRETSKID

000010         VMEECB   DS    F                  NOT USED

000014         VMEESEA  DS    0A                 A(ESE) ON ENTRY TO CSVC

000014         VMEEREA  DS    A                  A(ERE) ON EXIT FROM CSVC FUNC 05

               *                                 VMEESEA AND VMEEREA MUST HAVE

               *                                    THE SAME OFFSET AS LREEREA

000018         VMEUSER  DS    CL8                VIRTUAL MACHINE NAME

000020         VMELOCID DS    0CL8               LOCAL TASK IDENTIFICATION

000020         VMELID1  DS    CL4                LCL ID PART 1  (ALWAYS "CMS ")

000024         VMELID2  DS    XL4                LCL ID PART 2  (USE TIME AS MSG ID)

               *

000028         VMEVMWRK DS    32F                Work area used for anchors.

        000A8  VMEDSLEN EQU   *-VME              LENGTH OF DSECT

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------*

               *    Following Dsect defines fields common to IDMSxSVM and IDMSCMSO

               *    It must follow #SVCODS.  32 words currently allocated.

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------*

0000F8         SVCODS   DSECT

0000F8                  ORG   SVCVMWRK

000068         SVWORK   DS    0F

000068         SVWRBECB DS    F                  ECB posted when ring buffer freed.

00006C         SVWSXBA  DS    A                  Addr SendX receive buffer

               *

000070         SVWRBBEG DS    A                  Addr 1st  Ring Buffer.

000074         SVWRBEND DS    A                  Addr last Ring Buffer.

000078         SVWRBCUR DS    A                  Current   Ring Buffer.

00007C         SVWRBLEN DS    F                  Length of Ring Buffer.

000080         SVWRBCNT DS    F                  Number of Ring Buffers.

Offset  Value 

 

               *

000084         SVW10BEG DS    A                  Addr 1st  10.x Buffer.

000088         SVW10END DS    A                  Addr last 10.x Buffer.

00008C         SVW10CUR DS    A                  Current   10.x Buffer.

000090         SVW10LEN DS    F                  Length of 10.x buffer.

000094         SVW10CNT DS    F                  Number of 10.x Buffers.

               *

000098         SVWUSE   DS    F                  VMCF USE COUNT FOR MULTI-CV'S

00009C         SVWDBUGA DS    A                  Addr 4K debug area.

               *

0000A0         SVWIXBEG DS    A                  Addr 1st  Ring Buffer Index.

0000A4         SVWIXEND DS    A                  Addr last Ring Buffer Index.

0000A8         SVWIXCUR DS    A                  Current   Ring Buffer Index.
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0000AC         SVWIXLEN DS    F                  Length of Ring Buffer Index.

0000B0         SVWIXCNT DS    F                  Number of Ring Buffer Indexes.

0000B4         SVWIXHI  DS    A                  Addr past high index.

0000B8         SVWIXCCB DS    A                  Current Claim Ring Buffer Index.

               *

0000BC         SVWDUPM  DS    F                  Dupe Message Count.

               *

0000C0         SVWDIG11 DS    A                   VMCF Diagnose Routine.

0000C4         SVWDIG12 DS    A                   VMCF Diagnose Routine.

0000C8         SVWDIG51 DS    A                   VMCF Diagnose Routine.

0000CC         SVWDIG52 DS    A                   VMCF Diagnose Routine.

               *

0000D0         SVWFILL  DS    (32-(*-SVWORK)/4)F   Generates error if over 32F.

               *

        00080  SVWDSLEN EQU   *-SVWORK           Length should not exceed 32F.

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------*

               *    VMCP: Defines outbound VMCF parm header

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------*

000000         VMCP     DSECT                    VMCF PARAMTER LIST (PART OF #VMEDS)

000000         VMCPFLG1 DS    X                  FLAG1

        00080  VMCPAUTS EQU   X'80'                 AUTHORIZE SPECIFIC

        00040  VMCPPRTY EQU   X'40'                 PRIORITY MESSAGE

               *

000001         VMCPFLG2 DS    X                  FLAG2

               *

000002         VMCPFUNC DS    H                  FUNCTION NUMBER

        00000  VMCPAUTH EQU   0                     AUTHORIZE

        00001  VMCPUAUT EQU   1                     UNAUTHORIZE

        00002  VMCPSEND EQU   2                     SEND

        00003  VMCPSENR EQU   3                     SEND/RECEIVE

        00004  VMCPSNDX EQU   4                     SENDX

        00005  VMCPRECV EQU   5                     RECEIVE

        00007  VMCPREPL EQU   7                     REPLY

        00008  VMCPQUIE EQU   8                     QUIESCE

        0000A  VMCPIDEN EQU   10                    IDENTIFY

        0000B  VMCPRJCT EQU   11                    REJECT

        0000C  VMCPSETL EQU   12                    SETLIMIT IDMSDC/1942

               *

000004         VMCPMID  DS    F                  MESSAGE ID

000008         VMCPUSER DS    D                  TARGET MACHINE NAME

000010         VMCPVADA DS    F                  ADDRESS 1

000014         VMCPLENA DS    F                  LENGTH  1

000018         VMCPVADB DS    F                  ADDRESS 2

00001C         VMCPLENB DS    F                  LENGTH  2

               *

000020         VMCPUSE  DS    D                  USER DOUBLEWORD

               *VMCPUSE(4)                       'CDMS'

               *VMCPUSE+4                        Flags.

        00080  VMCPBPRQ EQU   X'80'               Buffer Processing Requested.

        00040  VMCPSNOF EQU   X'40'               Set if 12.0 Signoff request.

        00020  VMCPDUPM EQU   X'20'               Set if dupe message encountered.

               *VMCPUSE+5                        Unused.

               *VMCPUSE+6                        Target CV.
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Offset  Value 

 

               *VMCPUSE+7                        Requested Function.  Same as CSVFUNC.

               *

000028         VMCPMBUF DS    XL4056             VMCF PAKET DATA FOR SENDX (R12.0)

        01000  VMCPEND  EQU   *

        01000  VMCPDSLN EQU   *-VMCP             LENGTH OF DSECT

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

               *  VMCMHDR describes inbound VMCF messages.

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

000000         VMCMHDR  DSECT                     VMCF External interrupt message hdr

000000         VMCMSTAT DS    X                   External interrupt status byte

        00080  VMCMRESP EQU   X'80'               Transaction complete

        00040  VMCMRJCT EQU   X'40'               Message rejected

        00020  VMCMPRTY EQU   X'20'               Priority message

000001         VMCMEFLG DS    X                   Data transfer error code

000002         VMCMFUNC DS    H                   Function code of original request

000004         VMCMMID  DS    F                   Message id - original source request

000008         VMCMUSER DS    D                   Userid of source machine - SEND

               *                                  Userid of sink machine - RESPONSE

000010         VMCMVADA DS    F                   Address of SEND data

000014         VMCMLENA DS    F                   Length of SEND data

000018         VMCMVADB DS    F                   Address of REPLY data

00001C         VMCMLENB DS    F                   Length of SEND data

000020         VMCMUSE  DS    D                   User doubleword

000028         VMCMBUF  DS    0D                  SENDX data buffer

#WKAEDT

                        COPY #WKAEDT

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                     WORK AREA FOR RHDCAEDT                    ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         WKAEDT   DSECT                                               09/05/91

000000         WKDBL    DS    0D                  8 BYTES FOR CVB AND CVD

000000         WKWORD   DS    F                   FIRST WORD OF WKDBL

000004         WKBYTE1  DS    C                   5TH BYTE OF WKDBL

000005         WKBYTE2  DS    C                   6TH BYTE OF WKDBL

000006         WKBYTE3  DS    C                   7TH BYTE OF WKDBL

000007         WKBYTE4  DS    C                   8TH BYTE OF WKDBL

000008         WKDBL2   DS    D                   KEEP THESE 3 DOUBLEWORDS IN

000010         WKDBL3   DS    D                   SEQUENTIAL ORDER

000018         WKLORD14 DS    A                   RETURN ADDRESS FOR LOW ORD TRUNC
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00001C         WKMSGADR DS    F                   CURRENT POSITION IN MSG BUILD AREA

000020         WKMSGLEN DS    H                   # OF SPACES LEFT IN MSG BUILD AREA

000022         WKERRCUR DS    H                   RESERVED

000024                  DS    0F                  FULLWORD ALIGN FOR SIEMANS SUPPORT

000024         WKRSTXDE DS    CL16                AREA TO BUILD RESULT XDE FOR EVAL

000034         WKSRCXDE DS    CL16                AREA TO BUILD SOURCE XDE FOR EVAL

000044         WKTABLE  DS    F                   ADDR OF S(CON) TABLE FOR EDITING

000048         WKPICEND DS    F                   END OF PICTURE ADDRESS

00004C         WKINTDAT DS    F                   ADDR OF INTERNAL DATA FOR MAPIN

000050         WKMRBA   DS    F                   ADDR OF MRB

000054         WKMAPRAD DS    F                   ADDR OF RHDCMAPR'S WORK AREA

000058         WKRPTEND DS    F                   END OF REPEAT STRING ADDR

00005C         WKDADD1  DS    F                   ADDRESS OF WKDATA1

000060         WKDADD2  DS    F                   ADDRESS OF WKDATA2

000064         WKDADD3  DS    F                   ADDRESS OF WKDATA3

000068         WKEVAL   DS    F                   ADDRESS OF WORK AREA FOR EVAL

00006C         WKPLIST  DS    20F                 PLIST USAGE IN MACRO'S      *R102*

0000BC         WKSAVBEG DS    F                   BEGINNING OF STRIPPED DATA ADDR

0000C0         WKSAVRA  DS    F                   AREA TO SAVE REGS

0000C4         WKSAVRB  DS    F                   AREA TO SAVE REGS

0000C8         WKSAVRC  DS    F                   AREA TO SAVE REGS

0000CC         WKSAVBR  DS    F                   AREA TO SAVE BASE REG VALUE OF R9

0000D0         WKSAVR9  DS    F                   AREA TO SAVE REG 9 SO IT CAN

               *                                  BE USED AS THE SECOND BASE REG

0000D4         WKBRANCH DS    F                   AREA TO BUILD INDEX BRANCH

0000D8         WKTRUNC  DS    H                   # OF CHARACTERS TO TRUNCATE

0000DA         WKFILL   DS    H                   # OF CHARACTERS CAN ADD TO FIELD

               WKSUPM   #FLAG X'01'               MINUS SUPPRESS HAS BEEN SET

0000DC         WKSUPMI  DS    0XL1

        00001  WKSUPMM  EQU   X'01'

               WKSUPP   #FLAG X'02'               PLUS SUPPRESS HAS BEEN SET

0000DC         WKSUPPI  DS    0XL1

        00002  WKSUPPM  EQU   X'02'

               WKSUPD   #FLAG X'04'               DOLLAR SUPPRESS HAS BEEN SET

0000DC         WKSUPDI  DS    0XL1

        00004  WKSUPDM  EQU   X'04'

               WKSUPA   #FLAG X'08'               ASTERISK SUPPRESS HAS BEEN SET

0000DC         WKSUPAI  DS    0XL1

        00008  WKSUPAM  EQU   X'08'

               WKSUPZ   #FLAG X'10'               ZERO SUPPRESS HAS BEEN SET

Offset  Value 

 

0000DC         WKSUPZI  DS    0XL1

        00010  WKSUPZM  EQU   X'10'

0000DC         WKSUPFLG DS    C                   SUPPRESS FLAG

               WKCNSUP  #FLAG X'01'               SUPPRESSION CAN STILL BE SET FLAG

0000DD         WKCNSUPI DS    0XL1

        00001  WKCNSUPM EQU   X'01'

               WKRPEAT  #FLAG X'02'               REPEAT FUNCTION HAS BEEN CODED

0000DD         WKRPEATI DS    0XL1

        00002  WKRPEATM EQU   X'02'

               WKDOLL   #FLAG X'04'               A DOLLAR SIGN CAN BE IN DATA

0000DD         WKDOLLI  DS    0XL1
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        00004  WKDOLLM  EQU   X'04'

               WKSIGN   #FLAG X'08'               A SIGN CAN BE IN DATA

0000DD         WKSIGNI  DS    0XL1

        00008  WKSIGNM  EQU   X'08'

               WKDEC    #FLAG X'10'               DECIMAL POINT PROCESSED

0000DD         WKDECI   DS    0XL1

        00010  WKDECM   EQU   X'10'

               WKINSRT  #FLAG X'20'               SIGNIFICANCE FLAG

0000DD         WKINSRTI DS    0XL1

        00020  WKINSRTM EQU   X'20'

               WKMSGN   #FLAG X'40'               NEGATIVE SIGN HAS BEEN REQUESTED

0000DD         WKMSGNI  DS    0XL1

        00040  WKMSGNM  EQU   X'40'

               WKPSGN   #FLAG X'80'               PLUS SIGN HAS BEEN REQUESTED

0000DD         WKPSGNI  DS    0XL1

        00080  WKPSGNM  EQU   X'80'

               WKHVSGN  #FLAG X'C0'               A SIGN HAS BEEN REQUESTED

0000DD         WKHVSGNI DS    0XL1

        000C0  WKHVSGNM EQU   X'C0'

0000DD         WKFLAG2  DS    C                   GENERAL FLAG BYTE

               WKMINUS  #FLAG X'01'               MINUS SIGN MAY BE IN DATA

0000DE         WKMINUSI DS    0XL1

        00001  WKMINUSM EQU   X'01'

               WKPLUS   #FLAG X'02'               A SIGN MAY BE IN DATA

0000DE         WKPLUSI  DS    0XL1

        00002  WKPLUSM  EQU   X'02'

               WKNDSGN  #FLAG X'03'               WKMINUS OR WKPLUS SET FLAG

0000DE         WKNDSGNI DS    0XL1

        00003  WKNDSGNM EQU   X'03'

               WKHVDOL  #FLAG X'04'               DOLLAR SIGN FOUND IN PICTURE

0000DE         WKHVDOLI DS    0XL1

        00004  WKHVDOLM EQU   X'04'

               WKBATCH  #FLAG X'08'               BATCH MAPPING SESSION

0000DE         WKBATCHI DS    0XL1

        00008  WKBATCHM EQU   X'08'

               WKFLOAT  #FLAG X'10'               FLOATING POINT DATA FIELD

0000DE         WKFLOATI DS    0XL1

        00010  WKFLOATM EQU   X'10'

0000DE         WKFLAG3  DS    C

               WKFRST9  #FLAG X'01'               A NINE HAS BEEN PROCESSED ON INPUT

0000DF         WKFRST9I DS    0XL1

        00001  WKFRST9M EQU   X'01'

               WKFRSTB  #FLAG X'02'               A BLANK HAS BEEN PROCESSED ON I/P

0000DF         WKFRSTBI DS    0XL1

        00002  WKFRSTBM EQU   X'02'

               WKNODAT  #FLAG X'04'               DO NOT PROCESS INPUT DATA YES

0000DF         WKNODATI DS    0XL1

        00004  WKNODATM EQU   X'04'

               WKRJUS   #FLAG X'08'               RIGHT JUSTIFY INPUT DATA

0000DF         WKRJUSI  DS    0XL1

        00008  WKRJUSM  EQU   X'08'

               WKPAD    #FLAG X'10'               PAD INPUT DATA

0000DF         WKPADI   DS    0XL1
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        00010  WKPADM   EQU   X'10'

               WKNEG    #FLAG X'20'               DATA IS NEGATIVE

Offset  Value 

 

0000DF         WKNEGI   DS    0XL1

        00020  WKNEGM   EQU   X'20'

               WKNODEC  #FLAG X'40'               NO DECIMAL POINT IN DATA

0000DF         WKNODECI DS    0XL1

        00040  WKNODECM EQU   X'40'

0000DF         WKFLAG4  DS    C                   GENERAL FLAG BYTE

               WKENCNF  #FLAG X'01'               ENCODE OR DECODE NOT FOUND IN TBL

0000E0         WKENCNFI DS    0XL1

        00001  WKENCNFM EQU   X'01'

               WKNUM    #FLAG X'02'               SEARCH TABLE FOR NUMERIC VALUE

0000E0         WKNUMI   DS    0XL1

        00002  WKNUMM   EQU   X'02'

               WKDATRN  #FLAG X'04'               A DATA FIELD WAS TRUNCATED

0000E0         WKDATRNI DS    0XL1

        00004  WKDATRNM EQU   X'04'

               WKNULL   #FLAG X'08'               DATA IS ALL NULLS

0000E0         WKNULLI  DS    0XL1

        00008  WKNULLM  EQU   X'08'

               WKOUTED  #FLAG X'10'               PROCESSING FOR OUTPUT

0000E0         WKOUTEDI DS    0XL1

        00010  WKOUTEDM EQU   X'10'

               WKLAST   #FLAG X'20'               PROCESSING LAST ENTRY IN TABLE

0000E0         WKLASTI  DS    0XL1

        00020  WKLASTM  EQU   X'20'

               WKDWDN   #FLAG X'40'               NEGATIVE DOUBLEWORD BINARY

0000E0         WKDWDNI  DS    0XL1

        00040  WKDWDNM  EQU   X'40'

0000E0         WKFLAG5  DS    C                   GENERAL FLAG BYTE

0000E1         WKSVSIGN DS    C                   AREA TO SAVE SIGN

0000E2         WKSUP    DS    C                   SUPPRESSION CHARACTER

0000E3         WKTYP    DS    C                   SAVE TYPE OF DATA IN TABLE

               WKERR1   #FLAG X'01'               1ST ERROR FIELD FOUND FLAG

0000E4         WKERR1I  DS    0XL1

        00001  WKERR1M  EQU   X'01'

               WKERRMF  #FLAG X'02'               1ST ERRORED MNF (PAGING)    86011050

0000E4         WKERRMFI DS    0XL1

        00002  WKERRMFM EQU   X'02'

0000E4         WKFLAG6  DS    C                   FLAGS TO BE RETAINED ACCROSS FLDS

0000E6         EXPLEN   DS    H                   HALFWORD TO KEEP LEN OF EXPONENT

0000E8                  DS    0F                  FULLWORD ALIGN FOR SIEMANS SUPPORT

0000E8         WKVXDE   DS    CL36                VARIABLE XDE AREA FOR EVAL

00010C         WKAVAIL  DS    0CL20               5 FULLWORDS FOR ANY USE

00010C         WKAVL1   DS    F

000110         WKAVL2   DS    F

000114         WKAVL3   DS    F

000118         WKAVL4   DS    F

00011C         WKAVL5   DS    F

000120         WKAEDTED DS    F                   ADDR OF END OF WKAEDT

000124         WKSAVR1  DS    F                   SAVE R1 - FILE MAPS         ECM85288
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000128         WKFPLST  DS    0F                  PARM LIST TO VERIFY DATA    ECM85288

000128         WKFLEN   DS    F                   LENGTH OF DATA TO VERIFY    ECM85288

00012C         WKFADDR  DS    F                   ADDR OF DATA TO VERIFY      ECM85288

000130         WKBNUM   DS    CL16                WORKAREA FOR BATCH NUMERICS

000140                  ORG   WKBNUM

000130         WKMSGBLD DS    XL21                AREA TO BUILD ERROR MESSAGE

000146                  DS    0H                                                 DKJ

000146         WKDOMCEL DS    H                   LENGTH OF VLA ON #FMAPOUT      DKJ

000148         WKAMPFX  DS    CL2                 MSG PREFIX FOR #WTL         *R102*

00014A         WKEXLNS  DS    H                   EXT DATA LEN FOR DLMTR    GIK061590

00014C                  DS    H                   AVAILABLE                 GIK061590

               *-

000150         WCSTBALP DS    A                   A(ALPHABETIC TABLE)            DDK

000154         WCSTBVAL DS    A                   A(VALID CHARACTERS TABLE)      DDK

000158         WCSTBTOU DS    A                   A(TO UPPER TABLE)              DDK

               *-

00015C         WCSDBCS  DS    0H                                                 DDK

Offset  Value 

 

00015C         WCSSOL   DS    H                   SHIFTOUT LENGTH                BZJ

00015E         WCSSIL   DS    H                   SHIFTIN  LENGTH                BZJ

000160         WCSCHRL  DS    H                   LENGTH OF ONE DBCS CHARACTER   BZJ

000162         WCSSO    DS    XL3                 SHIFTOUT SEQUENCE              BZJ

000165         WCSSI    DS    XL3                 SHIFTIN  SEQUENCE              BZJ

000168         WCSEBCD  DS    XL3                 DBCS EBCDIC PREFIX             BZJ

        0000F  WCSDBCSL EQU   *-WCSDBCS                                          DDK

               *-

        0016B  WKAEDTL  EQU   *-WKAEDT

#WKMAPR

                        #WKMAPR

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***   #WKMAPR                                                     ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         WKD      DSECT                                               09/04/90

000000         SYSPLIST DS    16F                 PARM LIST FOR CALLS         *R102*

000040         WKMSGSAV DS    XL(L'WKMSGBLD)      SAVE AREA FOR AEDT WTL PARM2

000058         WKSVR2   DS    A                   SAVE AREA FOR R2

00005C         WKSVR7   DS    A                   SAVE AREA FOR R7

000060         WKSAVRN  DS    2A                  GENERAL SAVE AREA FOR 2 REGS86061068

000068         WKSVR14  DS    A                   SAVE AREA FOR R14

00006C         WKMCHA   DS    A                   PLACE TO SAVE ADDRESS OF MAP HEADER
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000070         WKMCDA   DS    A                   PLACE TO SAVE ADDRESS OF MAP DEVICE

000074         WKFIBA   DS    A                   ADDRESS OF SUBSCHEMA (IB50 RECORD)

000078         WKRECA   DS    A                   ADDRESS OF DATA RECORD

00007C         WKRSPADR DS    A                   ADDRESS TO MOVE RESPONSE TO

000080         WKMSGST  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF START OF MESSAGE

000084         WKMSGMCE DS    A                   ADDRESS OF MESSAGE MCE

000088         WKMCHEND DS    A                   LENGHT OF MAP LOAD MODULE

00008C         WKOUTEND DS    0A                  END OF OUTPUT BUFFER OR

00008C         WKINPEND DS    A                   END OF INPUT BUFFER

000090         WKAEDTAD DS    A                   ADDRESS OF RHDCAEDT'S WORK AREA

000094         WKPLISTA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF USER'S PARM LIST (REL2)

000098         WKPTEA   DS    A                   ADDRESS OF CURRENT PTE

00009C         WKMORTN  DS    A                   RETURN ADDR FROM MAPOUT ROUTINE

0000A0         WKRC1    DS    XL2                 ROW AND COLUMN OF SCREEN ADDRESS

0000A2         WKRC2    DS    XL2                 ROW AND COLUMN OF SCREEN ADDRESS - 1

0000A4         WKRC3    DS    XL2                 ROW AND COLUMN OF END ADDRESS -    1

0000A6         WKMRELEN DS    H                   LENGTH OF MRE

0000A8         WKCURFLD DS    H                   FIELD INDEX OF CURSOR

0000AA         WKDLSBAI DS    0XL1

        00001  WKDLSBAM EQU   X'01'

0000AA         WKTAPRI  DS    0XL1

        00002  WKTAPRM  EQU   X'02'

0000AA         WKTAPR1I DS    0XL1

        00004  WKTAPR1M EQU   X'04'

0000AA         WKR2I    DS    0XL1

        00008  WKR2M    EQU   X'08'

0000AA         WKEXTNDI DS    0XL1

        00010  WKEXTNDM EQU   X'10'

0000AA         WKANYWI  DS    0XL1

        00020  WKANYWM  EQU   X'20'

0000AA         WKTREQI  DS    0XL1

        00040  WKTREQM  EQU   X'40'

0000AA         WKODNI   DS    0XL1

        00080  WKODNM   EQU   X'80'

0000AA         WKFLAGM  DS    X                   FLAG 1

0000AB         WKPAGI   DS    0XL1

        00001  WKPAGM   EQU   X'01'

0000AB         WKDEVI   DS    0XL1

        00002  WKDEVM   EQU   X'02'

0000AB         WKCAEDTI DS    0XL1

        00004  WKCAEDTM EQU   X'04'

0000AB         WKDBCSI  DS    0XL1

Offset  Value 

 

        00010  WKDBCSM  EQU   X'10'

0000AB         WKSDBCSI DS    0XL1

        00020  WKSDBCSM EQU   X'20'

0000AB         WKODATRI DS    0XL1

        00040  WKODATRM EQU   X'40'

0000AB         WKFLAGP  DS    X                   FLAG 2

0000AC         WKDCLASS DS    X                   DEVICE-CLASS OF CURRENT DEVICE

        00000  DC1240   EQU  0

        00004  DC1280   EQU  4
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        00008  DC2480   EQU  8

        0000C  DC3280   EQU  12

        00010  DC4380   EQU  16

        00014  DCLINE   EQU  20

        00018  DC27132  EQU  24

        00007  WKDEV#   EQU  (DC27132/4)+1        NUMBER OF DEVICES SUPPORTED

0000AD         WKWTLMAP DS    X,XL8               MAP NAME FOR WTL MESSAGES

               * THE FOLLOWING 3 FIELDS ARE USED FOR MAPIN/OUTIN REQUESTS ONLY

0000B8         WKNBUF   DS    A                   ADDRESS OF NEXT INPUT BUFFER

0000BC         WKFMCE   DS    A                   ADDRESS OF FIRST MAP CONTROL ELEMENT

0000C0         WKNEXFLD DS    A                   ADDRESS OF NEXT FIELD ON INPUT SCR

               * THE FOLLOWING 4 FIELDS ARE THE PARM LIST FOR RHDCTAPR

0000C4         WKTPDSA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF DATASTREAM

0000C8         WKTPMRBA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF MRB OR DATASTREAM LENGTH

0000CC         WKTPPTEA DS    A                   ADDRESS OF PTE

0000D0         WKPAGIND DS    A                   0 IF NOT PAGING, 1 IF PAGING

        00035  WKDL     EQU   (*-WKD+3)/4         NON-BLAST WORK AREA LENGTH

0000D4         WKDBLAST DS    0F                                              *R102*

               * THE FOLLOWING FIELDS ARE USED ONLY BY 'BLAST' TYPE MAPOUTS

0000D4                  ORG   WKNBUF              REUSE INPUT-ONLY FIELDS FOR BLAST

0000B8         WKLTEA   DS    A                   CURRENT LTE ADDRESS

0000BC         WKDEVBUF DS    (WKDEV#*2)A         WRITE LEN/ADDR FOR EACH DEVICE

0000F4         WKSRB    DS    XL(SRBDSLEN)        SEND MESSAGE REQUEST BLOCK

        00044  WKDL1    EQU   (*-WKD+3)/4         WORK AREA LENGTH FOR 'BLAST' RQSTS

000110         WKVAR    DS    0F                  BEGIN VARIABLE WORK AREA

               *********************************************************************

               *   RHDCPAGR VARIABLE STORAGE FOR MAP PAGING                        *

               *        THE FOLLOWING FIELDS CONTAIN THE VARIABLE STORAGE          *

               *        USED BY MAP PAGING RUNTIME MODULES.

               *********************************************************************

000110                  ORG   WKVAR

000110         WKPAGRID DS    CL6                 EYE CATCHER =C'WKPAGR'

000116         WKDTLOF  DS    H                   OFFSET TO CURR DETAIL ON CURR PAGE

000118         WKDTLSZ  DS    H                   SIZE OF ONE DETAIL NODE

00011A         WKCURPS  DS    XL2                 3270 CURSOR POSITION

00011C         WKPGSIZE DS    F                   SIZE OF ONE PAGE

000120         WKCURPG  DS    F                   CURRENT PAGE NUMBER

000124         WKREQPG  DS    F                   REQUESTED PAGE NUMBER

000128         WKSAV2   DS    F                   SAVE R2

00012C         WKSAV3   DS    F                   SAVE R3

000130         WKSAV4   DS    F                   SAVE R4

000134         WKSAV5   DS    F                   SAVE R5

000138         WKCURDT  DS    H                   CURRENT DETAIL WITHIN PAGE

00013A         WKUPDTI  DS    0XL1

        00001  WKUPDTM  EQU   X'01'

00013A         WKPGRQI  DS    0XL1

        00002  WKPGRQM  EQU   X'02'

00013A         WKUPPI   DS    0XL1

        00004  WKUPPM   EQU   X'04'

00013A         WKUPLI   DS    0XL1

        00008  WKUPLM   EQU   X'08'

00013A         WKNEWPI  DS    0XL1

        00010  WKNEWPM  EQU   X'10'
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00013A         WKPGONEI DS    0XL1

        00020  WKPGONEM EQU   X'20'

00013A         WKFTRSSI DS    0XL1

        00040  WKFTRSSM EQU   X'40'

Offset  Value 

 

00013A         WKMNFUPI DS    0XL1

        00080  WKMNFUPM EQU   X'80'

00013A         WKFLAG1  DS    X                   WORK FLAG 1

00013B         WKNOHDRI DS    0XL1

        00001  WKNOHDRM EQU   X'01'

00013B         WKGPUPDI DS    0XL1

        00002  WKGPUPDM EQU   X'02'

00013B         WKMHDRI  DS    0XL1

        00004  WKMHDRM  EQU   X'04'

00013B         WKMFTRI  DS    0XL1

        00008  WKMFTRM  EQU   X'08'

00013B         WKMDTLI  DS    0XL1

        00010  WKMDTLM  EQU   X'10'

00013B         WKPGDELI DS    0XL1

        00020  WKPGDELM EQU   X'20'

00013B         WKNOPUTI DS    0XL1

        00040  WKNOPUTM EQU   X'40'

00013B                  DS    X                   WORK FLAG 2

00013C         WKPGHDRI DS    0XL1

        00001  WKPGHDRM EQU   X'01'

00013C         WKPGFTRI DS    0XL1

        00002  WKPGFTRM EQU   X'02'

00013C         WKDTLMI  DS    0XL1

        00004  WKDTLMM  EQU   X'04'

00013C         WKPRDYI  DS    0XL1

        00008  WKPRDYM  EQU   X'08'

00013C         WKUMPOI  DS    0XL1

        00010  WKUMPOM  EQU   X'10'

00013C         WKGET#1I DS    0XL1

        00020  WKGET#1M EQU   X'20'

00013C         WK1STBI  DS    0XL1

        00080  WK1STBM  EQU   X'80'

00013C         WKPFLAG4 DS    X

00013D         WKAID    DS    X                   3270 AID BYTE FROM READ

00013E         WKPGFWD  DS    X                   3270 AID BYTE FOR PAGE FORWARD

00013F         WKPGBWD  DS    X                   3270 AID BYTE FOR PAGE BACKWARD

000140         WKTRBPLS DS    5F                  TRB DSECT

000154         WKMCHXPG DS    A                   ADDRESS OF MCH PAGE EXT

000158         WKMPEA   DS    A                   ADDRESS OF MPE EXTENSION

00015C         WKPMRBA  DS    A                   ADDRESS OF MRB FOR PAGING

000160         WKPBLLEN DS    H                   LEN OF PBLK

000162         WKPRVNOF DS    H                   OFFSET TO PREVIOUS NODE

000164         WKNBRND  DS    H                   NUMBER OF NODES ON A PAGE

000168         WKPGTBL  DS    F                   LENGTH OF PGCTBL

00016C         WKSAVR2  DS    F                   SAVE R2

000170         WKSAV6   DS    F                   SAVE R6

000174         WKSRID   DS    F                   SCRID FOR PAGR'S CTRL RECORD
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000178         WKLENGTH DS    F                   LENGTH OF PAGR'S CTRL RECORD

00017C         WKRC     DS    H                   STORE RETURN CODE HERE

00017E                  DS    H

000180         WKNODCNT DS    H                   DETAIL NODE COUNTER

000184         WKR0R14  DS    15F                 SAVE REGS FOR RHDCMPGP CALLS

0001C0                  ORG   WKR0R14

000184         WKR0     DS    F

000188         WKR1     DS    F

00018C         WKR2     DS    F

000190         WKR3     DS    F

000194         WKR4     DS    F

000198         WKR5     DS    F

00019C         WKR6     DS    F

0001A0         WKR7     DS    F

0001A4         WKR8     DS    F

0001A8         WKR9     DS    F

0001AC         WKR10    DS    F

0001B0         WKR11    DS    F

0001B4         WKR12    DS    F

Offset  Value 

 

0001B8         WKR13    DS    F

0001BC         WKR14    DS    F

0001C0                  ORG

0001C0         WKCALL   DS    A                   =A(CALLROUT) IN RHDCMPGP

0001C4         WKPARM1  DS    A                   PARAMETERS FOR RHDCMPGP

0001C8         WKPARM2  DS    A

0001CC         WKPARM3  DS    A

0001D0         WKPARM4  DS    A

0001D4         WKPARM5  DS    A

0001D8         WKPARM6  DS    A

0001DC         WKPARM7  DS    A

               *                                  REGISTER SAVES DURING RHDCMPGP

0001E0         WKGPR2   DS    F

0001E4         WKGPR3   DS    F

0001E8         WKGPR5   DS    F

0001EC         WKGPR7   DS    F

0001F0         WKGPR12  DS    F

0001F4         WKPBLKAD DS    F                   ADDR OF CURRENT PBLK

0001F8         WKMPSADS DS    A                   ADDR OF #MPSRADS

0001FC         WKSAV8   DS    A                   SAVE CONTENTS R8

000200         WKMRBLEN DS    A                   LENGTH OF MRB

000204                  DS    A                   USED BY #GETSCR TO RETURN LEN MRB

000208         WKPGMAX  DS    A                   MAX NBR OF SCREEN PAGES ALLOWED

00020C         WKPGNUM  DS    A                   MAX NBR OF SCREEN PAGES BUILT SO FAR

000210         WKSCRNPG DS    A                   CURR PAGE FOR TERMINAL SESSION

000214         WKMINPG  DS    A                   CURR PAGE FOR MAPIN DETAILS

000218         WKMOUTPG DS    A                   CURR PAGE FOR MAPOUT DETAILS

00021C         WKST15   DS    A                   TEMP SAVE OF R15 FOR #SNAPS

000220         WKSAV7   DS    A                   SAVE R7 - PGCTL

000224         WKRETURN DS    A                   SAVE RETURN ADDR MOVEING ROUTINE

000228         WKFMRE   DS    A                   ADDR 1ST MRE OF GROUP

00022C         WKNFLDS  DS    H                   NBR OF FIELDS IN A DTL/HDR/FTR GROUP
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00022E         WKFOOTRW DS    H                   ROW FROM 1ST FOOTER MCE

000230         WKST1    DS    A                   TEMP SAVE OF R1 FOR #SNAPS

000234         WKST14   DS    A                   TEMP SAVE OF R14 FOR #SNAPS

000238                  ORG   WKST1               NODE BUILD USE OF 8 BYTES

000230         WKATTR   DS    0CL12               FOR MOVEATTR TO STUFF          BZJ

000230         WKSFC    DS    X                   SFC  OR  SFEC

000231         WKATT1   DS    X                   NON-EXTENDED ATTRIBUTE

000232                  ORG   WKATT1

000231         WK#PRS   DS    X                   X'03' FOR 3 TYPE/ATTR PAIRS

000232         WKATR1   DS    X                   X'C0'

000233         WKATT1E  DS    X                   EXTENDED ATTRIBUTE #1

000234         WKATR2   DS    X                   X'41'

000235         WKATT2E  DS    X                   EXTENDED ATTRIBUTE #2

000236         WKATR3   DS    X                   X'42'

000237         WKATT3E  DS    X                   EXTENDED ATTRIBUTE #3

000238         WKATR4   DS    X                   X'43'                          BZJ

000239         WKATT4E  DS    X                   EXTENDED ATTRIBUTE #4          BZJ

00023A         WKATR5   DS    X                   X'C2'                          BZJ

00023B         WKATT5E  DS    X                   EXTENDED ATTRIBUTE #5          BZJ

00023C                  ORG

00023C         WKLIST   DS    10F                 TEMP PLIST FOR #SNAP

000264                  ORG   WKLIST              10 FULLWORDS -

00023C         WKAA     DS    F                    THAT SERVE THE NEEDY

000240         WKAB     DS    F

000244         WKAC     DS    F

000248         WKAD     DS    F

00024C         WKAE     DS    F

000250         WKAF     DS    F

000254         WKAG     DS    F

000258         WKAH     DS    F

00025C         WKAI     DS    F

000260         WKAJ     DS    F

000264                  ORG   WKAE                                            *PAMNF

00024C         WKSPA1A  DS    XL4                 SAVED MRE ATTRIBUTE SET     *PAMNF

Offset  Value 

 

000250         WKSPA2A  DS    XL4                 SAME - EXTENDED             *PAMNF

000254         WKSPA3A  DS    XL4                 SAME - EXTENDED             *PAMNF

000258         WKMCEA   DS    A                   SAVED CURRENT A(MCE)        *PAMNF

00025C         WKMCE1ST DS    A                   SAVED 1ST A(MCE)            *PAMNF

000260         WKGPR4   DS    A                   SAVED R4                    *PAMNF

000264                  ORG

000264         WKSLEN1  DS    H                   TEMP PLIST HALFWORD LENGTH

000266         WKSLEN2  DS    H                   TEMP PLIST HALFWORD LENGTH

000268         WKMADD2  DS    F                   PAGR'S COPY OF AEDT'S WKDADD2

00026C         WKMNH    DS    F                   SAVE ADDR OF MNH

000270         WKFMNF   DS    F                   SAVE ADDR OF 1ST MNF

000274         WKSEQND  DS    F                   NODE NBR FOR MAPIN BY SEQ NBR

000278         WKMAPNM  DS    CL8                 MAP NAME FOR THIS PAGING SESS

000280                  DS    0D                  FULLWORD ALIGN FOR WKFDATA

000280         WKPGDBL  DS    D                   DBL WORD FOR CVD

000288         WKCVDNBR DS    F                   $PAGE DATA TO CONVERT

00028C         WKCVD2   DS    F                   SAVE R2 FOR CVD ROUTINE
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000290         WKLAPN   DS    F                   LOWEST AVAIL PAGE NBR VIA NOBACKPG

000294         WKDTLCPG DS    F                   MAPOUT DTL CURRENT CURRENT PG NBR

000298         WKDTLCCO DS    H                   MAPOUT DTL CURRENT CURR NODE OFFST

00029A                  DS    H

00029C         WKSAVR3  DS    F                   SAVE R2 FOR MOUT1060

0002A0         WKSAVRG2 DS    F                   SAVE R3 FOR MOUT1060

0002A4         WKNBPG1  DS    F                   BEGIN PG TO DELETE NOBACKPAGE

0002A8         WKNBPG2  DS    F                   END PG TO DELETE NOBACKPAGE

0002AC         WKTOTPGS DS    F                   TOTAL NBR OF PAGES CURR AVAIL

0002B0         WKNBLOOP DS    F                   NBR PGS TO #DELSCR FOR NOBACKPG

0002B4         WKBASE   DS    F                   SAVE RHDCPAGR BASE IF CALL ROWCOL

        002B8  WKMLEN   EQU   *-WKD               OVERALL LENGTH OF WKMAPR

#X35PL

       COPY #X35PL

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      Start of stalled task info passed to user exit 35          ***

               ***      Used in determining SYSPLEX global DEADLOCK resolution     ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         X35PL    DSECT                     Start of info passed to exit 35

000000         X35DCNAM DS    XL8                 DC Sysplex I.D.

000008         X35PRTY  DS    XL1                 Dispatching Priority 0 - 255

000009         X35FLAG1 DS    X                   Flag byte 1 - used by RHDCDEAD

00000A         X35FLAG2 DS    X                   Flag byte 2 - used by RHDCDEAD

00000B         X35ECBT  DS    XL1                 Waiting on ECB type

00000C         X35START DS    0XL12               Date + Time task started + Task I.D.

00000C         X35DATIM DS    XL8                 Date + Time task was started

000014         X35TASK  DS    F                   Task I.D.

000018         X35TASKN DS    CL8                 Resource waiting task name

000020         X35PROGN DS    CL8                 Resource waiting program name

000028         X35DCEA  DS    A                   DCE address

               **********************************************************************

               *        End of stalled task info passed to user exit 35

               **********************************************************************

        0002C  X35PLLEN EQU   ((*-X35PL+3)/4)*4   Length of X35PL dsect

#X36PL

                        COPY #X36PL

               ***********************************************************************
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               ***      Start of stalled task info passed to user exit 36          ***

               ***      Used in determining SYSPLEX global DEADLOCK resolution     ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         X36PL    DSECT                     Start of info passed to exit 36

000000         X36DCNAM DS    XL8                 DC Sysplex I.D.

000008         X36PRTY  DS    XL1                 Dispatching Priority 0 - 255

000009         X36FLAG1 DS    X                   Flag byte 1 - used by RHDCDEAD

00000A         X36FLAG2 DS    X                   Flag byte 2 - used by RHDCDEAD

00000B         X36ECBT  DS    XL1                 Waiting on ECB type

00000C         X36START DS    0XL12               Date + Time task started + Task I.D.

00000C         X36DATIM DS    XL8                 Date + Time task was started

000014         X36TASK  DS    F                   Task I.D.

000018         X36TASKN DS    CL8                 Resource waiting task name

000020         X36PROGN DS    CL8                 Resource waiting program name

               **********************************************************************

               *        End of stalled task info passed to user exit 36

               **********************************************************************

        00028  X36PLLEN EQU   ((*-X36PL+3)/4)*4   Length of X36PL dsect

#X37PL

                        COPY #X37PL

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      User Exit 37 parm list                                     ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

               *

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         X37PL    DSECT

000000         X37PLIST DS     16F               #XIT plist

000040         X37RSN   DS     FL1               1 for recovery lock

000041         X37TYPE1 DS     FL1               1 for txn lock, 4 proxy lock

000042         X37TYPE2 DS     FL1               1 for area resource, 0 otherwise

000043                  DS     FL1

000044         X37RESID DS     XL8               Resource identifier

               *
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        00013  X37PLL   EQU    (*-X37PL+3)/4     Length in words

#X38PL

                        COPY #X38PL

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               *** DCMT Quiesce Area/Segment/Dbname info passed to user exit 38    ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               *** R15 return code -->  0 - Process as the DCMT syntax indicates   ***

               ***                      8 - Hold the quiesce until cancelled       ***

               ***                     12 - Release the quiesce immediately        ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         X38PL    DSECT

000000         X38DCNAM DS    CL8                 DC node name

000008         X38ID    DS    CL8                 DCMT Quiesce ID (dcmt-id)

000010         X38FLAG1 DS    X                   Flag byte

        00080  X38QAREA EQU   X'80'               DCMT Quiesce Area xxx

        00040  X38QSEG  EQU   X'40'               DCMT Quiesce Segment xxx

        00020  X38QDBN  EQU   X'20'               DCMT Quiesce Dbname xxx

000011         X38NAME  DS    CL27                Entity name being Quiesced

00002C                  DS    H                   *** reserved ***

00002E         X38FILE# DS    H                   Number of files in file list array

        00030  X38HDLEN EQU   *-X38PL             Length of header section

        00030  X38ARRAY EQU   *                   File list array

000030         X38FNAME DS    CL27                PHYSICAL FILE name

00004B         X38VOL   DS    CL6                 File VOLSER

000051         X38DDNAM DS    CL8                 File DDNAME

000059         X38DSN   DS    CL44                File DSN

000085                  ORG   X38DSN

000059         X38B2DSN DS    CL54                File BS2K DSN

000090                  DS    0F                  Insure fillword boundary

        00060  X38ARLEN EQU   *-X38ARRAY          Length of 1 occurrence in file array

#XDEDS

                        COPY #XDEDS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***         #XDEDS - EXPRESSION DESCRIPTION ELEMENT                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

               **  XDE'S ARE USED BY "RHDCEVAL" TO EVALUATE EXPRESSIONS. SUCH        *

               ** EXPRESSIONS TAKE THE FORM OF (LINKED) LISTS OF XDE'S, EACH OF WHICH*
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               ** REPRESENTS AN OPERAND OR OPERATOR (OPERATOR XDE'S ALSO DESCRIBE THE*

               ** RESULT OPERAND OF THEIR RESPECTIVE OPERATIONS). THESE XDE'S ARE    *

               ** ARRANGED IN POLISH POSTFIX NOTATION FOR INTERPRETATION BY RHDCEVAL.*

               **                                                                    *

               **                                                                    *

               ** THE END OF AN EXPRESSION IS IDENTIFIED BY A '-1' IN THE XDENEXT    *

               ** FIELD.                                                             *

               **                                                                    *

               ** VXDE DSECT MODIFIED FOR USE WITH 31 BIT ADDRESSING - HXR 04/29/83  *

               ** XDEFLAG XDEADDR ADDED - ADDR 'DATA TYPE' FOR IDMSDC - CRM 09/27/83 *

               ** XDEDATLN REDEFINED FOR SPEC USE IN MULTI-BIT BINARY - CRM 09/29/83 *

               ** XDEOPDVR DIVIDE WITH REMAINDER OPERATION ADDED      - CRM 10/20/83 *

               ** XDE/VXDE EXTENDED FOR USER-FUNCTION OPERATION       - CRM 02/22/83 *

               *  XDE      MODIFIED FOR EDIT DATATYPE DEFINITION      - DDW 04/20/84 *

               ***                                                                ***

               ***       COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               **********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         XDE      DSECT                                     09/20/84

000000         XDENEXT  DS    F             NEXT ENTRY IN (POLISH) EXPRESSION

                        COPY  #AXDEDS                                       *LCB84256*

               * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

               *          #AXDEDS - EXPRESSION DESCRIPTION ELEMENT                   *

               *                                                                     *

               *        COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                  *

               *                                                                     *

               *                                                                     *

               *                                                                     *

               * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

               *   THIS COPY MEMBER IS INCLUDED IN #XDEDS.  IF ANY CHANGES ARE       *

               *  MADE HERE, PLEASE INSURE THAT ALL MODULES CONTAINING #XDEDS ARE    *

               *  REASSEMBLED.                                                       *

               *                                                                     *

               *  THIS MACRO ALLOWS THE ADS MODULES TO MORE EASILY REFERENCE XDE     *

               *  FIELDS WHEN AN XDE IS BEING BUILT WITHOUT THE XDENEXT FIELD.       *

               * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

000004         XDEDATAD DS    0F            (REAL) DATA ADDRESS (OPERAND OR RESULT)

000004         XDEBRNXT DS    0F            ** BRANCH OPERATOR XDES ONLY ***MCM86099*

               *                            IF RELOCATABLE XDE MODE TO BE USED IN

               *                            EVAL/ADSOXDES THE OFFSET

               *                            OF BRANCH TARGET XDE

               *                            FROM 1ST XDE ELSE REAL ADDRESS OF TARGET

000004         XDEDTABO DS    H             (LOGICAL)DATA ADDRESS - ADCON TABLE OFFSET

000006         XDEDDSPL DS    H             (LOGICAL) DATA ADDRESS - DISPLACEMENT

               *   NOTE THAT REAL ADDRESSES ARE DISTINGUISHED FROM LOGICAL ADDRESSES

               *   (TABLE OFFSET/DISPLACEMENT PAIRS) BY THE X'80' BIT OF THE HIGH

               *   ORDER ADDRESS BYTE - ON => REAL, OFF => LOGICAL.

        00080  XDETGT   EQU   X'80'      High order bit of DYN used as temporary
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               *                           flag during executable code generation

               *                           with following meaning :

               *                            ON  -> This XDE is a target of a BRC2 XDE

               *                            OFF -> This XDE is a NOT a BRC2 target

Offset  Value 

 

               *                         This bit will ALWAYS be OFF in ALL XDEs

               *                           in a final FDB.

000008         XDEDYN   DS    H             OFFSET INTO DYNAMIC AREA OF VXDE

00000A         XDEDATLN DS    0H            OPERAND LENGTH (IN BYTES)               1*

00000A         XDEBROFF DS    0H            ** BRANCH OPERATOR XDES ONLY ****MCM87091*

               *                            OFFSET IN XDES OF BRANCH TARGET FROM

               *                            BRANCH OPERATOR.  ONLY USED WHEN CONTIG.

               *                            XDE MODE USED IN EVAL.

               *                            ALWAYS USED IN ADSOXDES.

00000A         XDEBITDP DS    C             BIT DISPLACEMENT (FOR MB-BIN)

00000B         XDEBITLN DS    C             LEN (NBR OF BITS)(FOR MB-BIN)

00000C                  ORG   XDEDATLN                                    *DDW84108*

00000A         XDEEPWR  DS    C             POWER 10-1       (FOR EDIT)   *DDW84108*

00000B         XDEEPLN  DS   0C             PICTURE LENGTH   (FOR EDIT)   *DDW84108*

00000B         XDEESGN  DS    C             SIGN CHARACTER   (FOR EDIT)   *DDW84108*

00000C         XDENODEC DS    C             NUMBER OF DECIMAL PLACES

00000D         XDEDATYP DS    C             OPERAND DATA TYPE

               *   XDE DATA TYPE EQUATES :

        00000  XDEDGRP  EQU   0             GROUP

        00001  XDEDEBCD EQU   1             EBCDIC

        00002  XDEDHBIN EQU   2             BINARY HALFWORD

        00003  XDEDFBIN EQU   3             BINARY FULLWORD

        00004  XDEDSPAK EQU   4             PACKED DECIMAL (SIGNED)

        00005  XDEDUPAK EQU   5             PACKED DECIMAL (UNSIGNED)

        00006  XDEDSZON EQU   6             ZONED DECIMAL (SIGNED)

        00007  XDEDUZON EQU   7             ZONED DECIMAL (UNSIGNED)

        00008  XDEDFLTD EQU   8             DISPLAY FLOATING POINT

        00009  XDEDSFLT EQU   9             INTERNAL FLOAT (SHORT)

        0000A  XDEDLFLT EQU   10            INTERNAL FLOAT (LONG)

        0000B  XDEDBIT  EQU   11            BIT

        0000C  XDEDDBIN EQU   12            BINARY DOUBLEWORD

        0000D  XDEDFC   EQU   13            FIGURATIVE CONSTANT

        0000E  XDEDMBIN EQU   14            MULTI-BIT BINARY (PL1 STYLE)

        0000F  XDEDVCHR EQU   15            VARYING CHARACTER

        00010  XDEDEDIT EQU   16            EDIT INFO                     *DDW84074*

        00011  XDEDEDP  EQU   17            EDIT PICTURE                  *DDW84074*

        00012  XDEDGEXT EQU   18            EXTERNAL GRAPHICS SO......SI         BZJ

        00013  XDEDGINT EQU   19            INTERNAL GRAPHICS                    BZJ

        00014  XDEDUHWD EQU   20            UNSIGNED BINARY HALFWORD       **R16.0**

        00015  XDEDUFWD EQU   21            UNSIGNED BINARY FULLWORD       **R16.0**

               * FOLLOWING EQU SHOULD ALWAYS REFLECT THE HIGHEST DATA TYPE*CRM83270*

               * !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!   PLEASE  NOTE : !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!**MCM86143*

               * !!!! ANY CHANGE TO THE FOLLOWING EQUATE REQUIRES CHGS !!! *MCM86143*

               * !!!! TO RHDCEVAL AND ADSOXDES.  CONTACT MCM.              *MCM86143*

               * !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!**MCM86143*

        00015  XDEDMXTP EQU   XDEDUFWD      MAX DATA TYPE VALUE             **R16.0**

               *   NOTE THAT RHDCEVAL CURRENTLY ONLY SUPPORTS BIT FIELDS IN LOGICAL
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               *  OPERATIONS.

00000E         XDEOPTYP DS   0C             OPERATION/OPERAND CODE        *DDW84108*

00000E         XDEEPAD  DS    C             PAD CHARACTER       (FOR EDIT)*DDW84108*

               *   XDE OPERATOR TYPE EQUATES :

        00000  XDEOOPND EQU   0             OPERAND (NOT OPERATOR)

        00005  XDEOPNOT EQU   5             LOGICAL "NOT"

        00006  XDEOPOR  EQU   6             LOGICAL "OR"

        00007  XDEOPAND EQU   7             LOGICAL "AND"

        00009  XDEOPCNJ EQU   9             CLASS OF LOGICAL CONJUNCTIONS

        0000A  XDEOPEQ  EQU   10            "EQ" (RELATIONAL OPERATION)

        0000B  XDEOPNE  EQU   11            "NE"

        0000C  XDEOPLT  EQU   12            "LT"

        0000D  XDEOPLE  EQU   13            "LE"

        0000E  XDEOPGT  EQU   14            "GT"

        0000F  XDEOPGE  EQU   15            "GE"

        00010  XDEOMTCH EQU   16            "MATCHES"

        00011  XDEOPCON EQU   17            "CONTAINS"

        00012  XDEOPCMP EQU   18            "COMPARE"; 8:EQUAL, 4:<, 2:>   SSG120485

        00013  XDEOPREL EQU   19            CLASS OF RELATIONAL OPERATORS

Offset  Value 

 

        00014  XDEOUNMN EQU   20            UNARY "-"

        00015  XDEOADDN EQU   21            "+"

        00016  XDEOBNMN EQU   22            BINARY "-"

        00017  XDEOMULT EQU   23            "*"

        00018  XDEOPDIV EQU   24            "/"

        00019  XDEOPDVR EQU   25            "/" WITH REMAINDER

        0001D  XDEOPART EQU   29            CLASS OF ARITHMETIC OPERATORS

               *   NOTE : Test Under Mask used as pseudo-operator to

               *          process "boolean variables", e.g. Map Status tests.

               *          This operator will never appear directly

               *          in an XDE list.

        00023  XDEOPTM  EQU   35            "TEST UNDER MASK"               *MCM87104*

        00028  XDEOASGN EQU   40            "ASSIGNMENT"

               *   NOTE : MULTIPLE ASSIGNMENT NO LONGER SUPPORTED           *MCM87104*

               *          Operator code available for reuse.                *MCM87104*

               *DEOASGM EQU   41            "ASSIGNMENT",MULTIPLE TARGETS   *MCM87104*

        0002A  XDEOASGR EQU   42            REVERSE ASSIGNMENT            *CRM84047*

        0002D  XDEOINDX EQU   45            ARRAY "INDEX"

               *                                                            *MCM87104*

               *   NOTE : DATE CONVERSIONS NO LONGER SUPPORTED.             *MCM87104*

               *          THESE CODES ARE AVAILABLE FOR REUSE.              *MCM87104*

               *                                                            *MCM87104*

               *DEODTJA EQU   50            JULIAN DATE TO GREGORIAN (AMER. *MCM87104*

               *DEODTJG EQU   51            JULIAN DATE TO GREGORIAN (WORLD *MCM87104*

               *DEODTAJ EQU   52            GREGORIAN DATE (AMER. - MMDDYY) *MCM87104*

               *DEODTGJ EQU   53            GREGORIAN DATE (WORLD - DDMMYY) *MCM87104*

               *DEODTES EQU   55            CLASS OF DATE CONVERSIONS       *MCM87104*

               *   NOTE : CONCATENATE NO LONGER SUPPORTED.                  *MCM87104*

               *          Operator code available for reuse.                *MCM87104*

               *DEOCONC EQU   60            "CONCATENATION"                 *MCM87104*

               *   NOTE : INDA ONLY USED BY DEBUGGER.                       *MCM87104*

               *          Not supported by ADSOXDES.                        *MCM87104*
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        00041  XDEOINDA EQU   65            INDIRECT ADDRESSING

               ** Following is a "pseudo-opcode" used only in generation

               ** of machine code for True/False DXBs.  This opcode will NEVER

               ** appear in an XDE list.  It is used only for convenience

               ** so that generating code for T/F DXBs easily fits into the

               ** standard methodolgy of code generation.

        0004E  XDEODXTF EQU   78            True/False DXB                 *MCM88019*

        0004F  XDEOBRC2 EQU   79            BRANCH OPERATOR                *MCM86099*

        00050  XDEOBRCH EQU   80            BRANCH OPERATOR                *MCM86099*

               *    NOTE : IF A NEW OPERATOR CODE IS ADDED WHICH IS         *MCM87104*

               *           GREATER THAN THE CURRENT VALUE OF XDEOMXTP,      *MCM87104*

               *           WE MUST CHANGE XDEOMXTP TO THIS NEW VALUE.       *MCM87104*

               *           IN THIS CASE, WE MUST ALSO ADD ENTRIES TO THE    *MCM87104*

               *           RHDCEVAL/ADSOXDES OPTABLE.                       *MCM87104*

               *           TO MINIMIZE THE SIZE OF OPTABLE,                 *MCM87104*

               *           IT WOULD BE BEST TO ASSIGN NEW CODES <=          *MCM87104*

               *           THE CURRENT VALUE OF XDEOMXTP.                   *MCM87104*

               *           RHDCEVAL/ADSOXDES CURRENTLY ASSUME THAT THE ONLY *MCM87104*

               *           VALID OPTYP > XDEOMXTP IS XDEOUFUN AND THIS IS   *MCM87104*

               *           HANDLED AS A SPECIAL CASE.                       *MCM87104*

        00050  XDEOMXTP EQU   XDEOBRCH      MAX OPTYP VALID FOR USE WITH    *MCM87104*

               *                            RHDCEVAL/ADSOXDES OPTABLE.      *MCM87104*

        000FD  XDEADSLR EQU   253           "OF LR" OPERAND (USED BY ADS/ONLINE)

               *                            CODE NOT USED FOR AN OPERATOR   *MCM87104*

        000FE  XDEOKWD  EQU   254           KEYWORD - USED BY LRF.

               *                              ALL OTHERS TREAT AS OPERAND   *MCM87104*

        000FF  XDEOUFUN EQU   255           USER-DEFINED FUNCTION

00000F         XDEFLAG  DS    C             FLAG BYTE

        00080  XDEFNVL  EQU   X'80'         FIELD IS NOT VALUED

        00040  XDEFNED  EQU   X'40'         NO DATA VALIDATION NEEDED

               *                            (FOR PACKED/ZONED FIELDS)

        00020  XDEFNCV  EQU   X'20'         NO CONVERSION NEEDED

        00010  XDEADDR  EQU   X'10'         XDEDATAD IS OPRND,VS OPRND ADR*CRM83270*

               *                            XDEADDR USED ONLY BY DEBUGGER

Offset  Value 

 

        00008  XDEFFCZ  EQU   X'08'         FIGURATIVE CONSTANT ZERO

        00008  XDEBTF   EQU   X'08'         ** BRANCH OPERATOR XDES ONLY ***MCM86099*

               *                            ON  => BRANCH IF PREVIOUS RESULT TRUE

               *                            OFF => BRANCH IF PREVIOUS RESULT FALSE

        00004  XDEBNEG  EQU   X'04'         ** BRANCH2 OPERATOR XDES ONLY ***MCM86099*

               *                            If we branch to last XDE, final

               *                            result is value at top of XDE stack.

               *                            ON  => This value must be negated

               *                            OFF => Value is correct as is

        00002  XDEBEND  EQU   X'02'         ** BRANCH2 OPERATOR XDES ONLY ***MCM86099*

               *                            Special flag for branch on last XDE

               *                            in list to say final value must be

               *                            negated.

        00002  XDEFTRUN EQU   X'02'         TRUNCATE IF DST DEC < SRC DEC *DDW83285*

        00001  XDEFRQST EQU   X'01'         USED BY LOGICAL RECORD PROCESSING

               *                            FLAG CODES FOR EDIT           *DDW84108*

        00001  XDEEF99  EQU   X'01'         SIGNIFICANCE ON HI ORDER      *DDW84108*
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        00004  XDEEFLT  EQU   X'04'         FLOAT THE SIGN CHARACTER      *D*MCM87104*

               *    Blank on zero flag never utilized by any EVAL callers   *MCM87104*

               *DEEFBZ  EQU   X'08'         BLANK ON ZERO                   *MCM87104*

        00010  XDEEFPI  EQU   X'10'         XDEEADR POINTS TO PICTURE     *DDW84108*

        00020  XDEEFJL  EQU   X'20'         LEFT JUSTIFY OUTPUT           *DDW84108*

        00040  XDEEFNE  EQU   X'40'         PICTURE IS ALL X'S            *DDW84108*

        00080  XDEEFNS  EQU   X'80'         DO NOT SCALE SOURCE           *DDW84108*

               *                                                          *DDW84108*

        00010  XDELEN1  EQU   *-XDE         LENGTH OF STANDARD XDE

               *   FOR USER DEFINED FUNCTIONS, SEVERAL ADDITION FLDS ARE REQUIRED

000010         XDEUPGMN DS    CL8                 PROGRAM NAME            *CRM84052*

000018         XDEUNOPS DS    XL1                 NBR OPERANDS            *CRM84052*

000019         XDEUFUNC DS    XL1                 FUNCTION NUMBER         *CRM84052*

00001A         XDEUSTLN DS    H                   REQ'D STORAGE LENGTH    *CRM84145*

00001C         XDEUPGMV DS    H                   PROGRAM VERSION           *LCB84154*

00001E         XDEUFLG1 DS    XL1                 USER FUNCTION FLAG BYTE *BG18601014*

        00080  XDEUAGFU EQU   X'80'               AGGREGATE FUNCTION      *BG18601014*

00001F                  DS    XL1                 UNUSED                    *LCB84154*

        00020  XDELEN2  EQU   *-XDE         LENGTH OF "USER FUNCTION" XDE

               *   EQUATES FOR RESULTS OF COMPARISONS                      SSG120485

        00008  XDECMPEQ EQU   X'08'        RESULT OF COMPARE IS =          SSG120485

        00004  XDECMPLT EQU   X'04'        RESULT OF COMPARE IS <          SSG120485

        00002  XDECMPGT EQU   X'02'        RESULT OF COMPARE IS >          SSG120485

               * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

               *   THE VXDE IS THE DYNAMIC (WRITABLE) PORTION OF THE XDE             *

               * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

000000         VXDE     DSECT                            11:16:59 04/14/87

000000         VXDEFLAG DS    0C            FLAG BIT FOR NON-VALUED RESULT

        00080  VXDEFNVL EQU   X'80'         NON-VALUED RESULT

000000         VXDESNXT DS    F             OPERAND STACK NEXT XDE ADDR

000004         VXDEFLG2 DS    0C            FLAG BIT FOR ALREADY VALIDATED DECIMAL

        00080  VXDEFNED EQU   X'80'         ALREADY VALIDATED DECIMAL

000004         VXDEXDEA DS    F             CORRESPONDING XDE ADDRESS

000008         VXDEDADR DS    F             REAL DATA FIELD ADDRESS

        0000C  VXDEDLEN EQU   *-VXDE

               *        FOR USER-DEFINED FUNCTIONS, THE FOLLOWING FLDS    *CRM84052*

               *        ARE ALSO REQUIRED.                                *CRM84052*

00000C         VXDEUPGA DS    F                   PROGRAM ADDR            *CRM84052*

000010         VXDEUWKA DS    0F                  WORK AREA ADDR          *CRM84052*

000010         VXDEUWTO DS    H                   LOGICAL ADDR  TBL OFFSET*CRM84052*

000012         VXDEUWDS DS    H                   LOGICAL ADDR  DISPL     *CRM84052*

000014         VXDEUFLG DS    CL1                 FLAG FOR USER FUNCTIONS *BG1860101

        00080  VXDEUBRK EQU   X'80'               AGGREGATE FUNCTION BREAK*BG1860101

        00040  VXDEUINT EQU   X'40'               AGGREGATE FUNCTION INIT *BG1860101

        00020  VXDEUNIV EQU   X'20'               NO INITIAL VALUE FOR AGG FUN BREAK

        00010  VXDEUBAD EQU   X'10'               BAD DATA WITHIN BREAK   *BG1860304

        00008  VXDEUOVR EQU   X'08'               OVERFLOW WITHIN BREAK   *BG1860304

               VXDELOD  #FLAG X'04'               USER PGM WAS #LOADED     *MCM86174*

000015         VXDELODI DS    0XL1

Offset  Value 

 

        00004  VXDELODM EQU   X'04'

000015                  DS    XL3                 UNUSED                  *CRM84145*
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        00018  VXDEDLN2 EQU   *-VXDE              LNG OF EXTENSION        *CRM84052*

               * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

               *   THE XDEIX IS THE DOPE VECTOR USED IN "INDEX" OPERATIONS TO DEFINE *

               *  THE FORMAT OF THE ARRAY DIMENSIONS BEING ADDRESSED                 *

               * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

000000         XDEIX    DSECT

000000         XDEIXDOA DS    F             "DEPEND ON" CONTROL FIELD ADDR

000004         XDEIXNDM DS    H             NUMBER OF DIMENSIONS (IN ARRAY)

000006         XDEIXFLG DS    C             FLAG BYTE

        00080  XDEIXFDF EQU   X'80'         FULLWORD "DEPENDS ON" CONTROL FIELD

        00040  XDEIXFDH EQU   X'40'         HALFWORD "DEPENDS ON" CONTROL FIELD

000007                  DS    C             UNUSED BYTE

        00008  XDEIXRLN EQU   *-XDEIX       LENGTH OF DDOPE VECTOR ROOT

               *   THE FOLLOWING FIELDS ARE REPEATED ONCE FOR EACH DIMENSION IN

               *   THE ARRAY - FOR MBB TABLES, OFFSET AND SIZE ARE IN BITS*CRM84047*

000008         XDEIXOFF DS    H             FIELD OFFSET WITHIN CONTAINING OCCURRENCE

00000A         XDEIXSIZ DS    H             SIZE OF A DIMENSION OCCURRENCE

00000C         XDEIXMAX DS    H             MAXIMUM SUBSCRIPT VALUE FOR DIMENSION

        00006  XDEIXDLN EQU   *-XDEIXOFF    LENGTH OF ONE DIMENSION DESCRIPTOR

        0000F  XDEIXLMT EQU   15      Maximum number of dimensions supported by ADS

               *                            EVAL RETURN CODES               *DDW84348*

               *EXPRRCOD EQU   4   INVALID INPUT EXPRESSION

               *DTYPRCOD EQU   8   INVALID DATA TYPE (FOR OPERATION)

               *NCNVRCOD EQU  12  UNSUPPORTED DATA CONVERSION

               *NNUMRCOD EQU  16  NO NUMBER IN EBCDIC STRING

               *DLENRCOD EQU  20  FIELD LENGTH INCONSISTENCY

               *INDXRCOD EQU  24  SUBSCRIPT VALUE ERROR (OUT OF RANGE, <= 0)

               *DTEFRCOD EQU  28  DATE FORMAT ERROR

               *SPECRCOD EQU  32  PROGRAM CHECK (SPECIFICATION EXCEPTION)

               *DATXRCOD EQU  36  PROGRAM CHECK (DECIMAL DATA EXCEPTION)

               *FOVFRCOD EQU  40  PROGRAM CHECK (FIXED POINT OVERFLOW EXCEPTION)

               *FDVCRCOD EQU  44  PROGRAM CHECK (FIXED POINT DIVIDE EXCEPTION)

               *DOVFRCOD EQU  48  PROGRAM CHECK (DECIMAL OVERFLOW EXCEPTION)

               *DDVCRCOD EQU  52  PROGRAM CHECK (DECIMAL DIVIDE EXCEPTION)

               *NOOPRCOD EQU  56  OPERATOR FUNCTION NOT SUPPORTED

               *FLDVRCOD EQU  60  PROGRAM CHECK (FLOAT DIVIDE EXCEPTION)

               *FLOVRCOD EQU  64  PROGRAM CHECK (EXPONENT OVERFLOW EXCEPTION)

               *FLUNRCOD EQU  68  PROGRAM CHECK (EXPONENT UNDERFLOW EXCEPTION)

               *FLSGRCOD EQU  72  PROGRAM CHECK (SIGNIFICANCE EXCEPTION)

               *LOGERCOD EQU  76  LOGIC ERROR IN PROGRAM (I.E. SOMETHING HAPPENED

               *                                        WHICH SHOULD NEVER OCCUR)

               *USERFERR EQU  80  USER FUNCTION RETURNED ERROR

#XHIDS

                        COPY #XHIDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               *** XHI:   XDE HEADER INFORMATION DSECT                           ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *** THIS BLOCK IS BUILT BY THE PARSE MODULES. IT CONTAINS GENERAL ***

               *** INFORMATION ABOUT THE XDE'S AND LITERAL POOL THAT FOLLOW IT.  ***
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               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         XHI      DSECT                                              11/04/83

000000         XHITYPE  DS    XL1             TYPE CODE

000001         XHIID    DS    CL3             'XHI'

000004         XHILEN   DS    H               LENGTH OF XHI

000006                  DS    H              RESERVED

000008         XHIXDEO  DS    H               OFFSET TO XDE'S FROM XHI

00000A         XHILIPO  DS    H               OFFSET TO LITERAL POOL

00000C         XHI#LPE  DS    H               # LPE IN LITERAL POOL

00000E         XHI#LPEB DS    H               # BYTES USED BY LPES IN LITERAL POOL

000010         XHIRSLTO DS    H               OFFSET TO RESULT XDE FOR ASSIGNMENT

               XHINOVL  #FLAG X'80'           DO NOT CALL EVAL FOR EXPRESSION

000012         XHINOVLI DS    0XL1

        00080  XHINOVLM EQU   X'80'

               *        #FLAG X'40'          RESERVED

               *        #FLAG X'20'          RESERVED

               *        #FLAG X'10'          RESERVED

               *        #FLAG X'08'          RESERVED

               *        #FLAG X'04'          RESERVED

               *        #FLAG X'02'          RESERVED

               *        #FLAG X'01'          RESERVED

000012         XHIFLG1  DS    XL1             FIRST FLAG BYTE

000013         XHIFLG2  DS    XL1             SECOND FLAG BYTE

000014         XHIVARH  DS    0FL2            HEADER FOR XDE STACK

000014         XHI#XDE  DS    H               NUMBER OF XDE'S

000016         XHI#IRAB DS    H               #IRA BYTES USED

000018         XHI#XDEB DS    H               # XDE BYTES USED

00001A                  DS    H               NUMBER OF XDE'S

        0001C  XHIBLEN  EQU   *-XHI           LENGTH OF XHI BASE

00001C         XHIX     DS    0F              XHI EXTENSION

00001C         XHIVARN  DS    200F            XDE STACK AREA

        00320  XHIVARS  EQU   *-XHIVARN       LENGTH OF STACK AREA

00033C         XHILITP  DS    200C            LITERAL POOL

        000C8  XHILITPS EQU   *-XHILITP       SIZE OF LITERAL POOL

        003E8  XHIXLEN  EQU   *-XHIX          LENGTH OF XHI EXTENSION

        00404  XHIDSLEN EQU   ((*-XHI+3)/4)*4 LENGTH OF XHI

#XTEDS

                        COPY #XTEDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               *** EXIT TABLE ENTRY DSECT                                        ***

               ***                                                               ***
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               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value 

 

000000         XTE      DSECT                                               04/09/84

               XTEDEF   #FLAG X'80'               EXIT IS DEFINED

000000         XTEDEFI  DS    0XL1

        00080  XTEDEFM  EQU   X'80'

               XTEUSER  #FLAG X'40'               INVOKE EXIT IN USER MODE

000000         XTEUSERI DS    0XL1

        00040  XTEUSERM EQU   X'40'

               XTEDC    #FLAG X'20'               USE DC CALLING CONVENTIONS

000000         XTEDCI   DS    0XL1

        00020  XTEDCM   EQU   X'20'

               XTELOAD  #FLAG X'10'               ON IF MUST BE LOADED/UNLOADED

000000         XTELOADI DS    0XL1

        00010  XTELOADM EQU   X'10'

               XTENOTA  #FLAG X'08'               Program is not authorized

000000         XTENOTAI DS    0XL1

        00008  XTENOTAM EQU   X'08'

000000         XTEFLAG  DS    X                   FLAG BYTE

000001         XTEAMODE DS    X                   AMODE FOR THE EXIT

        00000  XTEAMANY EQU   0                   AMODE=ANY, DEFAULT

        00001  XTEAM24  EQU   1                   AMODE=24

000002                  DS    XL2                 RESERVED

000004         XTEEPA   DS    0A                  ENTRY POINT ADDRESS

000004         XTENAME  DS    CL8                 OR MODULE NAME

        0000C  XTEDSLEN EQU   *-XT

Dictionary DSECT Listing
This section contains DSECTs for the IDMS dictionary. DSECTs are listed in alphabetical order. The list is visible once you
are signed in.

NOTE

Information in this section is restricted to customers with Broadcom Support access. Sign In at the top right
corner of this page and enter your Broadcom Support credentials to access the DSECT listing information.

#QAREDS
                        COPY  #QAREDS

               ********************************************************************

               ***                                                              ***

               ***  #QAREDS - Catalog area description                          ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***     Area within a Segment                                    ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.             ***
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               ***                                                              ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         QARE     DSECT                                                04/02/96

000000         QAREKEY  DS    0CL26               Area key:

000000         QARESEG  DS    CL8                   Segment name

000008         QARENAME DS    CL18                  Area name

00001A         QARECTIM DS    XL8                 Date/Time Area Created

000022         QAREUTIM DS    XL8                 Date/Time Area Last Updated

00002A         QARECRIT DS    XL8                 Date/Time Last Critical Change

000032         QARESTMP DS    XL8                 Definition Date/Time Stamp

00003A         QARECUSR DS    CL18                Area Created by User

00004C         QAREUUSR DS    CL18                Area Last Updated by User

00005E         QARETYPE DS    CL1                 Area Type

        000D5  QARENTWK EQU       C'N'                Network Area

        000D9  QARERELA EQU       C'R'                Relational Area

00005F         QARESFLG DS    CL1                 Stamp indicator:

        000D5  QARESOFF EQU       C'N'                No stamp checking

        000E3  QARESTAB EQU       C'T'                Table stamping

        000E2  QARESARE EQU       C'S'                Area stamping

000060         QARE#FMP DS    H                   Count of File Maps in Area

000062         QARE#SYM DS    H                   Count of Symbolics in Area

000064         QAREDSPL DS    H                   Cluster displacement

000066         QAREPGRP DS    H                   Page Group

000068         QARELOPG DS    F                   Low  Page

00006C         QAREHIPG DS    F                   High Page

000070         QARECHPG DS    F                   Primary (CALC) High Page

000074         QAREMHPG DS    F                   Maximum High Page

000078         QARE#PAG DS    F                   Number of Pages

00007C         QAREPGSZ DS    F                   Page Size

Offset  Value 

000080         QARERESV DS    F                   Page Reserve

000084         QAREOPSZ DS    F                   Original Page Size

000088         QAREPGUS DS    F                   Stats: no. of pages used

00008C         QAREROWS DS    F                   Stats: no. rows in the tablespace

000090         QAREPCT  DS    E                   Stats: percent of space used

000094                  DS    XL40                * Filler *

        000BC  QAREDSLN EQU   ((*-QARE+3)/4)*4    * Length of AREA

               *********************************************************************

#QBUFDS
                        COPY  #QBUFDS

               ********************************************************************

               ***                                                              ***

               ***  #QBUFDS DSECT                                               ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***     DMCL BUFFER                                              ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.             ***
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               ***                                                              ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         QBUF     DSECT                                         02/13/90

000000         QBUFDMCL DS    CL8           DMCL Name

000008         QBUFNAME DS    CL18          Buffer Name

00001A         QBUFTYPE DS    CL2           Buffer Type: BC or JB

00001C         QBUFCTIM DS    XL8           Date/Time Buffer Created

000024         QBUFUTIM DS    XL8           Date/Time Buffer Last Updated

00002C         QBUFCRIT DS    XL8           Date/Time Last Critical Change

000034         QBUFCUSR DS    CL18          Buffer Created by User

000046         QBUFUUSR DS    CL18          Buffer Last Updated by User

000058         QBUFPGSZ DS    F             Buffer Pool Page Size

00005C         QBUF#LPG DS    F             Nr of Pages in Local Mode Buffer Pool

000060         QBUF#CPG DS    F             Initial Nr of Pages in CV Mode Buffer

000064         QBUF#MPG DS    F             Maximim Nr of Pages in CV Mode Buffer

000068         QBUFKEYL DS    H             Native VSAM LSR Key Length

00006A         QBUFBUFN DS    H             Native VSAM NSR BUFNI

00006C         QBUFSTRN DS    H             Native VSAM STRNO

00006E         QBUFSTG  DS    XL1           Storage Location Indicator

               *                               X'01' Local Mode Not XA

               *                               X'02' CV    Mode Not XA

00006F         QBUFFLAG DS    XL1           Buffer Flag

        00080  QBUFFNVS EQU       X'80'        Native VSAM LSR/NSR Buffer

000070                  DS    XL40          * Filler *

        00098  QBUFDSLN EQU   ((*-QBUF)/4)*4     Length of BUFFER

               ********************************************************************

#QDBNDS
                        COPY  #QDBNDS

               ********************************************************************

               ***                                                              ***

               ***  #QDBNDS DSECT                                 12/04/97      ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***      DBNAME / DBGROUP                                        ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.             ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         QDBN     DSECT

000000         QDBNDBT  DS    CL8             DBTable Name

000008         QDBNNAME DS    CL8             DBName / DBGroup                 14.0

000010         QDBNDMCL DS    CL8             Local DMCL Name (future?)

000018         QDBNNODE DS    CL8             Node Name (future?)

000020         QDBNLLST DS    CL8             LoadList Name
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000028         QDBNFLAG DS    XL1             DBName Flag

        00080  QDBNFREQ EQU       X'80'           Subschema Required

        00040  QDBNMIXA EQU       X'40'           Mixed Page Groups Allowed    15.0

        00020  QDBNVERF EQU       X'20'           Mixed Page Grp Verify ON     15.0

        00001  QDBNFGRP EQU       X'01'           DBGroup DBName               14.0

000029         QDBNCTIM DS    XL8             Date/Time Created

000031         QDBNUTIM DS    XL8             Date/Time Last Updated

000039         QDBNCUSR DS    CL18            Created by User

00004B         QDBNUUSR DS    CL18            Last Updated by User

00005D         QDBNFLGG DS    CL1             DBGroup Flag                     14.0

        000C5  QDBNFENA EQU       C'E'            Enabled                      14.0

        000C4  QDBNFDIS EQU       C'D'            Disabled                     14.0

00005E         QDBN#SEG DS    H               Count of Segments

000060         QDBN#SSC DS    H               Count of Subschemas

000062         QDBNFLGU DS    XL1             Usage Flag (general use or utility only)

        00080  QDBNUTIL EQU       X'80'           DBName used for utility use only

000063         QDBNFILL DS    XL17            * Filler *                       16.0

        00074  QDBNDSLN EQU   ((*-QDBN)/4)*4  Length of DBNAME

               ********************************************************************

#QDBPDS
                        COPY  #QDBPDS

               ********************************************************************

               ***                                                              ***

               ***  #QDBPDS DSECT                                               ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***      DBSEGMENT - DBName Segment                              ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.             ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         QDBP     DSECT                                           02/06/90

000000         QDBPDBT  DS    CL8             DBTable Name

000008         QDBPDBN  DS    CL8             DBName

000010         QDBPNAME DS    CL8             Segment Name

000018                  DS    XL20            * Filler *

        0002C  QDBPDSLN EQU   ((*-QDBP)/4)*4  Length of DBSEGMENT

               ********************************************************************

#QDBSDS
                        COPY  #QDBSDS

               ********************************************************************

               ***                                                              ***

               ***  #QDBSDS DSECT                                               ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***      DBSSC - DBName Subschema                                ***
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               ***                                                              ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.             ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         QDBS     DSECT                                        02/06/90

000000         QDBSDBT  DS    CL8             DBTable Name

000008         QDBSDBN  DS    CL8             DBName

000010         QDBSFSSC DS    CL8             From Subschema Name

000018         QDBSTSSC DS    CL8             To Subschema Name

000020         QDBSFDBN DS    CL8             In DBName (Default SSCs Only)

000028                  DS    XL20            * Filler *

        0003C  QDBSDSLN EQU   ((*-QDBS)/4)*4  Length of DBSSC

               ********************************************************************

#QDBTDS
                        COPY  #QDBTDS

               ********************************************************************

               ***                                                              ***

               ***  #QDBTDS DSECT                                               ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***      DBTABLE                                                 ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.             ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         QDBT     DSECT                                           11/08/95

000000         QDBTNAME DS    CL8             DBTable Name

000008         QDBTCV   DS    H               CV System Number

00000A         QDBTCTIM DS    XL8             Date/Time Created

000012         QDBTUTIM DS    XL8             Date/Time Last Updated

00001A         QDBTCUSR DS    CL18            Created by User

00002C         QDBTUUSR DS    CL18            Last Updated by User

00003E         QDBT#DBN DS    H               Count of DBNames

000040         QDBT#SEG DS    H               Count of Segments

000042         QDBT#SSC DS    H               Count of Subschemas

000044         QDBT#GRP DS    H               Count of DBGroups                14.0

000046         QDBTFILL DS    XL18            * Filler *                       14.0

        00058  QDBTDSLN EQU   ((*-QDBT)/4)*4  Length of DBTABLE

               ********************************************************************

#QDMADS
                        COPY  #QDMADS
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               ********************************************************************

               ***                                                              ***

               ***  #QDMADS DSECT                                   04/21/99    ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***     DMCLAREA within a DMCLSEG                                ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.             ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         QDMA     DSECT

000000         QDMADMCL DS    CL8                DMCL Name

000008         QDMASEG  DS    CL8                Segment Name

000010         QDMANAME DS    CL18               Area Name

000022         QDMACTIM DS    XL8                Date/Time DMCL Area Created

00002A         QDMAUTIM DS    XL8                Date/Time DMCL Area Last Updated

000032         QDMACRIT DS    XL8                Date/Time Last Critical Change

00003A         QDMACUSR DS    CL18               DMCL Area Created by User

00004C         QDMAUUSR DS    CL18               DMCL Area Last Updated by User

00005E         QDMASTRT DS    CL1                Startup indicator

00005F         QDMAWARM DS    CL1                Warmstart indicator

000060         QDMARESV DS    F                  Page Reserve

000064         QDMADSHR DS    CL1                Data Sharing Indicator         15.0

000065         QDMAFILL DS    XL39               * Filler *                     15.0

        0008C  QDMADSLN EQU   ((*-QDMA+3)/4)*4   Length of DMCLAREA

               *********************************************************************

#QDMCDS
                        COPY  #QDMCDS

               ********************************************************************

               ***                                                              ***

               ***  #QDMCDS DSECT                                 04/21/99      ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***     DMCL                                                     ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.             ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         QDMC     DSECT

000000         QDMCNAME DS    CL8           DMCL Name

000008         QDMCCTIM DS    XL8           Date/Time DMCL Created

000010         QDMCUTIM DS    XL8           Date/Time DMCL Last Updated

000018         QDMCCRIT DS    XL8           Date/Time Last Critical Change

000020         QDMCCUSR DS    CL18          DMCL Created by User

000032         QDMCUUSR DS    CL18          DMCL Last Updated by User

000044         QDMCBUF  DS    CL18          Default Buffer Pool for DMCL
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000056         QDMCDBT  DS    CL8           DBTable for DMCL

00005E         QDMC#BUF DS    H             Count of Buffers

000060         QDMC#JBF DS    H             Count of Journal Buffers

000062         QDMC#JNL DS    H             Count of Journals

000064         QDMCCACH DS    CL16          Default Shared Cache Name          15.0

000074         QDMC#LOK DS    F             Data Sharing Lock Entries          15.0

000078         QDMC#MEM DS    XL1           Data Sharing Members               15.0

000079         QDMCDSHR DS    CL1           Data Sharing Indicator             15.0

               *                                'N' = No                       15.0

               *                                'Y' = Yes                      15.0

00007A         QDMCCLO  DS    CL1           Data Sharing CONNECTIVITY LOSS     15.0

        000D5  QDMCCLON EQU   C'N'                    NOABEND                  15.0

        000C1  QDMCCLOA EQU   C'A'                    ABEND                    15.0

00007B         QDMCMCL  DS    CL1           MEMORY CACHE LOCATION          16.0 SP2

        000C1  QDMCMCLA EQU   C'A'           ANYWHERE                      16.0 SP2

        000E9  QDMCMCLZ EQU   C'Z'           64-bit only (Zstorage)        16.0 SP2

00007C         QDMCSLV  DS    H             MEM.CACHE STORAGE LIMIT value  16.0 SP2

00007E         QDMCSLF  DS    C             MEM.CACHE STORAGE LIMIT factor 16.0 SP2

        000D4  QDMCSLFM EQU   C'M'          - MegaByte

        000C7  QDMCSLFG EQU   C'G'          - GigaByte

        000E3  QDMCSLFT EQU   C'T'          - TeraByte

        000D7  QDMCSLFP EQU   C'P'          - PetaByte

        000C5  QDMCSLFE EQU   C'E'          - ExaByte

00007F         QDMCFILL DS    XL13          * Filler *

        0008C  QDMCDSLN EQU   ((*-QDMC)/4)*4     Length of DMCL

               ********************************************************************

#QDMFDS
                        COPY  #QDMFDS

               ********************************************************************

               ***                                                              ***

               ***  #QDMFDS DSECT                                     04/21/99  ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***     DMCLFILE within a DMCLSEG                                ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.             ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         QDMF     DSECT

000000         QDMFDMCL DS    CL8           DMCL Name

000008         QDMFSEG  DS    CL8           Segment Name

000010         QDMFNAME DS    CL18          File Name

000022         QDMFCTIM DS    XL8           Date/Time DMCL File Created

00002A         QDMFUTIM DS    XL8           Date/Time DMCL File Last Updated

000032         QDMFCRIT DS    XL8           Date/Time Last Critical Change

00003A         QDMFCUSR DS    CL18          DMCL File Created by User

00004C         QDMFUUSR DS    CL18          DMCL File Last Updated by User

00005E         QDMFBUF  DS    CL18          Buffer Name
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000070         QDMFDDNM DS    CL8           DDName/Linkname Override

000078         QDMFDISP DS    CL4           File DISP Override

00007C         QDMFESA  DS    CL1           Dataspace Option

               *                                'N' = No

               *                                'Y' = Yes

00007D         QDMFESAR DS    CL1           Dataspace Read

               *                                'B' = Block

               *                                'T' = Track

               *                                'C' = Cylinder

               *                                ' ' = Dataspace No

00007E         QDMFESAL DS    CL1           Dataspace Preload

               *                                'N' = No

               *                                'Y' = Yes

               *                                ' ' = Dataspace No

00007F         QDMFCACH DS    CL16          Shared Cache                       14.0

               *                                'DEFAULT'                      15.0

               *                                Cache Name                     14.0

00008F         QDMFFILL DS    XL21          * Filler *                         14.0

        000A4  QDMFDSLN EQU   ((*-QDMF+3)/4)*4   Length of DMCLFILE

               *********************************************************************

#QDMSDS
                        COPY  #QDMSDS

               ********************************************************************

               ***                                                              ***

               ***  #QDMSDS DSECT                                 04/21/99      ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***     DMCLSEGMENT within DMCL                                  ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.             ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         QDMS     DSECT

000000         QDMSDMCL DS    CL8           DMCL Name

000008         QDMSNAME DS    CL8           Segment Name

000010         QDMSCTIM DS    XL8           Date/Time DMCL Segment Created

000018         QDMSUTIM DS    XL8           Date/Time DMCL Segment Last Updated

000020         QDMSCRIT DS    XL8           Date/Time Last Critical Change

000028         QDMSCUSR DS    CL18          DMCL Segment Created by User

00003A         QDMSUUSR DS    CL18          DMCL Segment Last Updated by User

00004C         QDMSBUF  DS    CL18          Default Buffer Pool

00005E         QDMSSTRT DS    CL1           Default Startup Indicator

00005F         QDMSWARM DS    CL1           Default Warmstart Indicator

000060         QDMSDSHR DS    CL1           Data Sharing Indicator             15.0

000061         QDMSCACH DS    CL16          Default Shared Cache Name          15.0

000071         QDMSFILL DS    XL23          * Filler *                         15.0

        00088  QDMSDSLN EQU   ((*-QDMS+3)/4)*4   Length of DMCLSEGMENT
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               ********************************************************************

#QFILDS
                        COPY  #QFILDS

               ********************************************************************

               ***                                                              ***

               ***  #QFILDS DSECT                                               ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***     FILE WITHIN A SEGMENT                                    ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.             ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         QFIL     DSECT                                          03/03/92

000000         QFILSEG  DS    CL8           Segment Name

000008         QFILNAME DS    CL18          File Name

00001A         QFILCTIM DS    XL8           Date/Time File Created

000022         QFILUTIM DS    XL8           Date/Time File Last Updated

00002A         QFILCRIT DS    XL8           Date/Time Last Critical Change

000032         QFILCUSR DS    CL18          File Created by User

000044         QFILUUSR DS    CL18          File Last Updated by User

000056         QFIL#FMP DS    H             Count of FileMaps

000058         QFILBLSZ DS    F             Block (Page) Size

00005C         QFILDDNM DS    CL8           DDName/Filename/Linkname

000064         QFILACCM DS    CL8           Access Method

00006C         QFILUID  DS    CL8           VM User ID

000074         QFILVADD DS    CL4           VM Virtual Address

000078         QFILFLAG DS    XL1           File Flag

        00080  QFILCALC EQU       X'80'       N/VSAM KSDS/PATH For CALC

000079         QFILSET  DS    CL18          N/VSAM KSDS/PATH Set Name

00008B         QFILDSN  DS    CL54          Dataset Name

0000C1         QFILDISP DS    CL4           Disposition/Sharupd

0000C5         QFILFIL1 DS    XL39          * Filler *

        000EC  QFILDSLN EQU   ((*-QFIL+3)/4)*4   Length of FILE

               ********************************************************************

#QFMPDS
                        COPY  #QFMPDS

               ********************************************************************

               ***                                                              ***

               ***  #QFMPDS DSECT                                               ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***     FILEMAP between Files and Areas within a Segment         ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.             ***

               ***                                                              ***
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               ***                                                              ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         QFMP     DSECT                                             11/16/90

000000         QFMPSEG  DS    CL8           Segment Name

000008         QFMPARE  DS    CL18          Area Name

00001A         QFMPFIL  DS    CL18          File Name

00002C         QFMPPGSZ DS    F             Page Size

000030         QFMPLOPG DS    F             Low  Page within the Area

000034         QFMPHIPG DS    F             High Page within the Area

000038         QFMPLRBN DS    F             Low  Relative Block within the File

00003C         QFMPHRBN DS    F             High Relative Block within the File

000040         QFMPACCM DS    CL8           File Access Method

000048         QFMPFLAG DS    XL1           File Flag

        00080  QFMPCALC EQU       X'80'         N/Vsam File FOR CALC

        00040  QFMPSET  EQU       X'40'         N/Vsam File FOR SET

000049                  DS    XL39          * Filler *

        00070  QFMPDSLN EQU   ((*-QFMP+3)/4)*4   Length of FILEMAP

               ********************************************************************

#QJNLDS
                        COPY  #QJNLDS

               ********************************************************************

               ***                                                              ***

               ***  #QJNLDS DSECT                                               ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***     DMCL JOURNAL                                             ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.             ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         QJNL     DSECT                                               07/24/91

000000         QJNLDMCL DS    CL8           DMCL Name

000008         QJNLNAME DS    CL18          Journal Name

00001A         QJNLTYPE DS    0CL4          Journal Type: DISK, DInn, ARCH, or TAPE

00001A         QJNLTYPF DS    CL1               Journal Type Prefix          IDMS/3818

00001C         QJNLSEQ  DS    CL3               Disk Journal Sequence Number IDMS/3818

00001E         QJNLCTIM DS    XL8           Date/Time Journal Created

000026         QJNLUTIM DS    XL8           Date/Time Journal Last Updated

00002E         QJNLCRIT DS    XL8           Date/Time Last Critical Change

000036         QJNLCUSR DS    CL18          Journal Created by User

000048         QJNLUUSR DS    CL18          Journal Last Updated by User

00005A         QJNLFIL1 DS    XL2           * Filler *

00005C         QJNL#BLK DS    F             Number of Blocks in Disk Journal

000060         QJNLBLSZ DS    F             Archive Journal Block Size

000064         QJNLDDNM DS    CL8           Journal File DDName
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00006C         QJNLACCM DS    CL8           Journal Access Method

000074         QJNLESA  DS    CL1           Dataspace Option

               *                                'N' = NO

               *                                'Y' = YES

000075         QJNLESAR DS    CL1           Dataspace Read

               *                                'B' = BLOCK

               *                                'T' = TRACK

               *                                'C' = CYLINDER

               *                                ' ' = Dataspace No

000076         QJNLESAL DS    CL1           Dataspace Preload

               *                                'N' = NO

               *                                'Y' = YES

               *                                ' ' = Dataspace No

000077         QJNLDSN  DS    CL44          Dataset Name

Offset  Value 

0000A3         QJNLDISP DS    CL4           Disposition

0000A7         QJNLUID  DS    CL8           VM User ID

0000AF         QJNLVADD DS    CL4           VM Virtual Address

0000B3         QJNLFIL2 DS    XL41          * Filler *

        000DC  QJNLDSLN EQU   ((*-QJNL)/4)*4     Length of JOURNAL

               ********************************************************************

#QSEGDS
                        COPY  #QSEGDS

               ********************************************************************

               ***                                                              ***

               ***  #QSEGDS DSECT                                               ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***     SEGMENT                                                  ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.             ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         QSEG     DSECT                                             08/02/90

000000         QSEGNAME DS    CL8                 Segment Name

000008         QSEGCTIM DS    XL8                 Date/Time Segment Created

000010         QSEGUTIM DS    XL8                 Date/Time Segment Last Updated

000018         QSEGCRIT DS    XL8                 Date/Time Last Critical Change

000020         QSEGCUSR DS    CL18                Segment Created by User

000032         QSEGUUSR DS    CL18                Segment Last Updated by User

000044         QSEGSCH  DS    CL18                Restricted to Schema Name

000056         QSEGPGRP DS    H                   Page Group

000058         QSEGRPP  DS    F                   Records Per Page (DBKey Format)

00005C         QSEG#ARE DS    H                   Count of Areas

00005E         QSEG#FIL DS    H                   Count of Files

000060         QSEG#DAD DS    H                   Count of Files w/DAD Information

000062         QSEG#FMP DS    H                   Count of FileMaps

000064         QSEG#SYM DS    H                   Count of Symbolics
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000066         QSEGSFLG DS    CL1                 Data Definition Stamp Level

        000D5  QSEGSOFF EQU       C'N'                No Stamp Checking

        000E3  QSEGSTAB EQU       C'T'                Table Stamping

        000E2  QSEGSARE EQU       C'S'                Area Stamping

000067         QSEGTYPE DS    CL1                 Segment Type

        000D5  QSEGNTWK EQU       C'N'                Non-SQL (Network) Segment

        000D9  QSEGRELA EQU       C'R'                SQL (Relational) Segment

000068         QSEGFIL1 DS    XL40                * Filler *

        00090  QSEGDSLN EQU   ((*-QSEG+3)/4)*4    Length of SEGMENT

               ********************************************************************

#QSYMDS
                        COPY  #QSYMDS

               ********************************************************************

               ***                                                              ***

               ***  #QSYMDS DSECT                                               ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***     SYMBOL within an AREA                                    ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.             ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ***                                                              ***

               ********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         QSYM     DSECT                                             08/07/90

000000         QSYMKEY  DS    0CL20               Symbolic key:

000000         QSYMTYPE DS    H                     Symbolic Type

               *                                      01 = SubArea

               *                                      02 = Symbolic Displacement

               *                                      03 = Symbolic Index

000002         QSYMNAME DS    CL18                  Symbolic Name

000014         QSYMSEG  DS    CL8                 Segment Name

00001C         QSYMARE  DS    CL18                Area Name

00002E         QSYMCTIM DS    XL8                 Date/Time Symbolic Created

000036         QSYMUTIM DS    XL8                 Date/Time Symbolic Last Updated

00003E         QSYMCRIT DS    XL8                 Date/Time Last Critical Change

000046         QSYMCUSR DS    CL18                Area Created by User

000058         QSYMUUSR DS    CL18                Area Last Updated by User

00006A         QSYMFLAG DS    XL1                 Symbolic Type Flag

        00080  QSYMOFFS EQU       X'80'               Subarea Offset

        00040  QSYM1PCT EQU       X'40'                  Offset Value 1 is a Percent

        00020  QSYM2PCT EQU       X'20'                  Offset Value 2 Is a Percent

        00010  QSYMSPAC EQU       X'10'               Subarea Space

        00080  QSYMDSPL EQU       X'80'               Displacement

        00080  QSYMIBC  EQU       X'80'               Index Block Contains

        00040  QSYMISZ  EQU       X'40'               Index Size

        00020  QSYMISRT EQU       X'20'               Index Sorted Key

00006B                  DS    XL1                 * Filler *

00006C         QSYMVAL1 DS    F                   Symbolic Value 1
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000070         QSYMVAL2 DS    F                   Symbolic Value 2

000074                  DS    XL40                * Filler *

        0009C  QSYMDSLN EQU   ((*-QSYM+3)/4)*4    Length of SYMBOL

               *********************************************************************

#R010DS
                        COPY #R010DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R010DS                        S-010 DSECT                  ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     OCCURRENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE REPRESENT SCHEMAS. TWO      ***

               ***     SPECIAL SCHEMAS ARE USUALLY STORED IN A DATA DICTIONARY:    ***

               ***         SCHEMA 'IDMSNTWK' VER 1 LOADED BY IDMSDIRL UTILITY      ***

               ***             CONTAINS A DEFINITION OF THE DATA DICTIONARY        ***

               ***         SCHEMA 'NON IDMS' VER IS A DUMMY SCHEMA USED BY IDD     ***

               ***             FOR IDD-BUILT RECORDS                               ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R010DS  DSECT                                                08/02/90

               .R010DS# ANOP

000000         SNAME010 DS    0CL10         SCHEMA IDENTIFICATION GROUP

000000         SNAM010  DS    CL8             SCHEMA NAME

000008         SSER010  DS    H               SCHEMA VERSION NUMBER

00000A         SDT010   DS    CL8           SCHEMA COMPILE DATE

000012         SVER010  DS    CL4           SCHEMA COMPILER VERSION NUMBER

000016         ERR010   DS    CL1           SCHEMA ERROR FLAG

000017         FIL1X010 DS    CL54          UNUSED

00004D         PUBL010  DS    XL1           PUBLIC ACCESS AUTHORITY FLAG

               *                                 X'FF' = ALL

               *                                 X'7F' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'20' = MODIFY

               *                                 X'10' = REPLACE

               *                                 X'08' = DELETE

               *                                 X'01' = DISPLAY

               *                                 X'00' = NONE

00004E         DESCR010 DS    CL40          DESCRIPTION

000076         DATCR010 DS    CL8           DATE CREATED

00007E         TIMCR010 DS    CL8           TIME CREATED

000086         DATLU010 DS    CL8           DATE LAST UPDATED

00008E         TIMLU010 DS    CL8           TIME LAST UPDATED

000096         PREBY010 DS    CL8           PREPARED BY USER

00009E         REVBY010 DS    CL8           REVISED BY USER

Offset  Value 

0000A6         DSNME010 DS    0CL10         DERIVED SCHEMA IDENTIFICATION GROUP

0000A6         DSNAM010 DS    CL8             DERIVED SCHEMA NAME
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0000AE         DSSER010 DS    H               DERIVED SCHEMA VERSION

0000B0         RECID010 DS    H             START RECORD IDS FROM THIS NUMBER

0000B2         FIL2X010 DS    XL10          UNUSED 12.0

0000BC         USCNT010 DS    H             COUNT OF USERS AUTHORIZED FOR ALL

0000BE         FIL3X010 DS    CL30          FILLER (RESERVED)

        000DC  R010DSLN EQU   *-#R010DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R012DS
                        COPY #R012DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R012DS                        OOAK-012 DSECT               ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     ONE-OF-A-KIND RECORD OWNING ALL MAJOR ENTITY OCCURRENCES    ***

               ***     IN THE DATA DICTIONARY WITH EXCEPTION OF MESSAGE-116,       ***

               ***     ATTRIBUTE-093 AND DDLDCLOD, DDLDCRUN AND DDLDCLOG AREA      ***

               ***     RECORDS.  RECORD OOAKEXT-078 IS AN EXTENSION OF OOAK-012    ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R012DS  DSECT                                                09/26/90

               .R012DS# ANOP

        0000C  R012     EQU   012                RECORD ID

000000         OOAKK012 DS    CL4'OOAK'          CALC KEY. ALWAYS 'OOAK'

000004         LVLGR012 DS    0CL96              DEFAULT LEVEL NUMBERS TO BE USED

000004         LVLNO012 DS    48CL2                 WHEN BUILDING RECORD ELEMENTS

000064         QUOTE012 DS    CL1                QUOTE CHARACTER. EITHER ' OR "

000065         INIRL012 DS    CL3                IDD VERSION NUMBER. E.G. 120

000068         DATCR012 DS    CL8                DATE CREATED IF IDD IS INSTALLED

000070         DATLU012 DS    CL8                DATE LAST UPDATE. FILLED IN BY IDD

               *                                 SECURITY FLAGS. 'X' IF ON. ' ' OFF

000078         OLQSC012 DS    CL1                     OLQ

000079         CULSC012 DS    CL1                     CULPRIT

00007A         IDDSC012 DS    CL1                     IDD

00007B         IDDSS012 DS    CL1                     IDD SIGNON

00007C         DCSC012  DS    CL1                     IDMS-DC

00007D         CASC012  DS    CL1                     CLASS AND ATTRIBUTE

00007E         CULAA012 DS    CL1                     CULPRIT AUTO ATTRIBUTES

00007F         LDMSC012 DS    CL1                     LOAD MODULE SECURITY

000080         ADSSC012 DS    CL1                     ADS SECURITY

000081         SPWSC012 DS    CL1                     SELF PASSWORD SECURITY

000082         INTRP012 DS    CL1                     DISPLAY ALL LIMIT

000083         CNTRL012 DS    CL1                     CENTRALIZED SECURITY

000084         DFNVR012 DS    H                  DEFAULT NEW VERSION NUMBER

000086         DFOVR012 DS    H                  DEFAULT OLD VERSION NUMBER

000088         ALPIC012 DS    4CL16              ALTERNATE PICTURE KEYWORDS
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0000C8         GLBL1012 DS    CL1                RESERVED

0000C9         GLBL2012 DS    CL1                DELETE IS ON/OFF FLAG.  'X' IS ON

Offset  Value 

0000CA         GLBL3012 DS    CL1                DEFAULT IS ON/OFF FLAG. 'X' IS ON

0000CB         GLBL4012 DS    CL1                RESERVED

0000CC         IDDSQ012 DS    F                  DEFAULT SEQUENCE AND INCREMENT NUM

               *                                    FOR COMMENTS, MOD SOURCE, REC EL

0000D0         BEF012   DS    CL1                BEFORE IS ON/OFF FLAG.  'X' IS ON

0000D1         AFT012   DS    CL1                AFTER IS ON/OFF FLAG.   'X' IS ON

0000D2         RESEQ012 DS    CL1                RESEQUENCE IS ON/OFF.   'X' IS ON

0000D3         COMAT012 DS    CL1                DML COMPILE AUTHORIZATION. 'X' ON

0000D4         PREAT012 DS    CL1                RESERVED.  INITIALIZED TO 0

0000D5         REVAT012 DS    CL1                RESERVED.  INITIALIZED TO 0

0000D6         SEC012   DS    CL1                IDMS SECURITY FLAG.     'X' IS ON

0000D7         DECPT012 DS    CL1                DECIMAL POINT IS COMMA. 'X' IS ,

0000D8         EOFMK012 DS    CL2                END OF FILE MARKER ( /* )

0000DA         INTCT012 DS    H                  DIS ALL INTERRUPT COUNT

0000DC         MSGS012  DS    CL1                MSGS FROM DICTIONARY.   'X' IS ON

0000DD         USOVR012 DS    CL1                USER OVERRIDE ON/OFF.   'X' IS ON

0000DE         ALTES012 DS    CL1                ALT END-OF-SENT ON/OFF. 'X' IS ON

0000DF         FIL1X012 DS    CL21               RESERVED

        000F4  R012DSLN EQU   *-#R012DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R018DS
                        COPY #R018DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R018DS                        SA-018 DSECT                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     OCCURRENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE REPRESENT SCHEMA AREAS AND  ***

               ***     IDD-BUILT FILES.  THE SCHEMA NAME FOR IDD-BUILT FILES IS    ***

               ***     ALWAYS 'NON IDMS' VERSION 1.                                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R018DS  DSECT                                                03/29/96

               .R018DS# ANOP

        00012  R018     EQU   018           RECORD ID

000000         SANAM018 DS    CL32          SCHEMA AREA NAME OR IDD FILE NAME

000020         FIVER018 DS    H             FILE VERSION NUMBER.   N/A FOR AREAS

000022         BLDR018  DS    CL1           BUILDER CODE

000023         FIL1X018 DS    CL1           FILLER (RESERVED)

000024         LABEL018 DS    H             LABEL RECORDS CODE FOR IDD FILES

               *                                0 = NO LABELS DEFINED

               *                                1 = STANDARD LABELS

               *                                2 = NON-STANDARD LABELS
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               *                                3 = LABELS OMITTED

000026         SNAME018 DS    0CL10         SCHEMA IDENTIFICATION GROUP. IF SCHEMA

               *                                NON IDMS VERSION 1, THIS IS AN IDD

               *                                FILE; ELSE, THIS IS A SCHEMA AREA

000026         SNAM018  DS    CL8           SCHEMA NAME

00002E         SSER018  DS    H             SCHEMA VERSION NUMBER

000030         RECSZ018 DS    H             RECORD SIZE FOR IDD FILE

000032         BLKSZ018 DS    H             BLOCK SIZE FOR IDD FILE

000034         PUBL018  DS    XL1           PUBLIC ACCESS AUTHORITY FLAG

               *                                 X'FF' = ALL

               *                                 X'7F' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'20' = MODIFY

               *                                 X'10' = REPLACE

               *                                 X'08' = DELETE

               *                                 X'01' = DISPLAY

               *                                 X'00' = NONE

Offset  Value 

000035         FIL2X018 DS    CL1           FILLER (RESERVED)

000036         USCNT018 DS    H             COUNT OF USERS AUTHORIZED FOR ALL

000038         ESTPG018 DS    F             ESTIMATED NUMBER OF PAGES IN THIS AREA

00003C         DESCR018 DS    CL40          IDD FILE DESCRIPTION

000064         DATLU018 DS    CL8           DATE LAST UPDATED

00006C         DATCR018 DS    CL8           DATE CREATED

000074         PREBY018 DS    CL8           USER WHO ADDED THIS IDD FILE

00007C         REVBY018 DS    CL8           USER WHO LAST UPDATED THIS IDD FILE

000084         RECFM018 DS    CL1           RECORD FORMAT OF IDD FILE FOR COBOL

               *                                RECORDING MODE CLAUSE

               *                                'F' FIXED

               *                                'V' VARIABLE

               *                                'S' VARIABLE SPANNED

               *                                'U' UNDEFINED

000085         RECDS018 DS    CL1           RECORD DESCRIPTOR FLAG

               *                                'X' RECORD DESCRIPTOR IS DEFINED

               *                                ' ' RECORD DESCRIPTOR IS UNDEFINED

000086         FIL4X018 DS    CL2           FILLER (RESERVED)

000088         Q#PAG018 DS    F                   Number of Pages

00008C         QPGSZ018 DS    F                   Page Size

000090         QPGUS018 DS    F                   Stats: no. of pages used

000094         QROWS018 DS    F                   Stats: no. rows in the tablespace

000098         QPCT018  DS    E                   Stats: percent of space used

00009C         FIL5X018 DS    CL12          FILLER (RESERVED)

        000A8  R018DSLN EQU   *-#R018DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R021DS
                        COPY #R021DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R021DS                        SENDLST-021 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     LOGICAL EXTENSION TO THE DEST-028 BUILT BY IDMS-DC SYSGEN   ***

               ***     DEFINING WHAT MAKES UP A DESTINATION.                       ***
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               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R021DS  DSECT                                                08/01/90

000000         USNAM021 DS    CL32          USER OR LOGICAL TERMINAL OR SWITCH NAME

               LLST021  #FLAG X'80'            LIST IS FOR LTERMS

000020         LLST021I DS    0XL1

        00080  LLST021M EQU   X'80'

               DELT021  #FLAG X'40'            DELETE

000020         DELT021I DS    0XL1

        00040  DELT021M EQU   X'40'

               NEWA021  #FLAG X'20'            NEW ACTION

000020         NEWA021I DS    0XL1

        00020  NEWA021M EQU   X'20'

               ULST021  #FLAG X'08'            LIST IS FOR USERS

000020         ULST021I DS    0XL1

        00008  ULST021M EQU   X'08'

               PLST021  #FLAG X'04'            LIST IS FOR PRINTERS

000020         PLST021I DS    0XL1

        00004  PLST021M EQU   X'04'

               SLST021  #FLAG X'02'            LIST IS FOR SWITCHES

000020         SLST021I DS    0XL1

        00002  SLST021M EQU   X'02'

000020         FLAG021  DS    X             FLAG BYTE

000021                  DS    CL3           UNUSED

        00024  R021DSLN EQU   *-#R021DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R023DS
                        COPY #R023DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R023DS                        TASKLST-023 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING A TASK TO THE SYSTEM IT IS IN      ***

               ***     AND, OPTIONALLY, THE PROGRAM IT INVOKES AND THE QUEUE(S)    ***

               ***     THAT INVOKE THIS TASK WHEN THEIR QUEUE THRESHOLD IS         ***

               ***     REACHED.                                                    ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R023DS  DSECT
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000000         TANAM023 DS    CL8           TASK NAME

000008         BLDR023  DS    CL1           BUILDER CODE

               *SYSGEN-BUILT-023                 'G'

               *SYSGN2-BUILT-023                 'R'

               *DICT-BUILT-023                   'D'

000009         ACTCD023 DS    CL1           ACTION CODE

00000A         TAVER023 DS    H             TASK VERSION

00000C         ININT023 DS    H             INACTIVE INTERVAL

00000E         FIL0X023 DS    X             UNUSED                               R12.0

00000F         PRTY023  DS    X             TASK PRIORITY

               NOIN023  #FLAG X'80'              NOINPUT

000010         NOIN023I DS    0XL1

        00080  NOIN023M EQU   X'80'

               MAPS023  #FLAG X'40'              MAP

000010         MAPS023I DS    0XL1

        00040  MAPS023M EQU   X'40'

               INTL023  #FLAG X'20'              INTERNAL TASK

000010         INTL023I DS    0XL1

        00020  INTL023M EQU   X'20'

               DISA023  #FLAG X'10'              DISABLED

000010         DISA023I DS    0XL1

        00010  DISA023M EQU   X'10'

               SAVS023  #FLAG X'02'              SAVE TERMINAL OUTPUT IF BLASTED

000010         SAVS023I DS    0XL1

        00002  SAVS023M EQU   X'02'

               STGA023  #FLAG X'01'              STORAGE LOCATION IS ANY

Offset  Value 

000010         STGA023I DS    0XL1

        00001  STGA023M EQU   X'01'

000010         FLAG1023 DS    X             FLAG 1

000011         AIDEQ023 DS    X             PRINT KEY USED TO PRINT TERMINAL SCREEN

000012         RSSTA023 DS    H             RESOURCE TIMEOUT INTERVAL

000014         RSPRG023 DS    CL8           RESOURCE TIMEOUT PROGRAM NAME

00001C         RSVER023 DS    H             RESOURCE TIMEOUT PROGRAM VER NUMBER

00001E         TXNSH023 DS    H             TRANSACTION SHARING option (ON/OFF/SYSTEM)

000020         STG023   DS    F             STORAGE LIMIT

000024         CPU023   DS    F             CPU  LIMIT  (NOT BEING USED)

000028         TIME023  DS    F             TIME LIMIT  (NOT BEING USED)

00002C         LOCK023  DS    F             LOCK LIMIT

000030         CALL023  DS    F             CALL LIMIT

000034         DBIO023  DS    F             DBIO LIMIT

000038         TCFT023  DS    CL8           TCF TASK CODE

000040         PROD023  DS    CL8           TASKS PRODUCT CODE

000048         TCFV023  DS    H             TCF TASK VERSION

00004A         MAXTK023 DS    H             MAXIMUM CONCURRENT TASKS

               EXRP023  #FLAG X'80'              USE EXCEPTION RESPONCE PROTOCOL

00004C         EXRP023I DS    0XL1

        00080  EXRP023M EQU   X'80'

00004C         FLAG2023 DS    X             FLAG 2

               ENDJ023  #FLAG X'80'               ..Write ENDJ on commit          R160

00004D         ENDJ023I DS    0XL1

        00080  ENDJ023M EQU   X'80'

               NLIC023  #FLAG X'40'               ..Assign new LID on commit      R160
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00004D         NLIC023I DS    0XL1

        00040  NLIC023M EQU   X'40'

               NLIB023  #FLAG X'20'               ..Assign new LID on backout     R160

00004D         NLIB023I DS    0XL1

        00020  NLIB023M EQU   X'20'

               COVR023  #FLAG X'10'               ..Commit behavior overridden    R160

00004D         COVR023I DS    0XL1

        00010  COVR023M EQU   X'10'

               BOVR023  #FLAG X'08'               ..Backout behavior overridden   R160

00004D         BOVR023I DS    0XL1

        00008  BOVR023M EQU   X'08'

00004D         FLAG3023 DS    XL1           FLAG 3 -  Syncpoint flag byte         R160

00004E         AAQTH023 DS    H                 AREA ACQUISITION THRESHOLD       R12.0

               *                                 (-1 ===> USE SYSTEM VALUES)     R12.0

000050         AAQRC023 DS    H                 AREA ACQUISITION RETRY COUNT     R12.0

000052         EWAIT023 DS    H             EXTERNAL WAIT FOR BULK TASK          R12.0

000054         QWAIT023 DS    H             QUIESCE WAIT INTERVAL                R15.0

Offset  Value 

000056         FIL1X023 DS    H             UNUSED        IDMS/5516

000058         SQLRL023 DS    F             SQL ROW LIMIT                    IDMS/5408 

00005C         FIL2X023 DS    CL8           UNUSED                           IDMS/5516

        00064  R023DSLN EQU   *-#R023DS     MAX USABLE LEN OF DSECT

               *    FOR RELEASE 12.0 IDMSNTWK, TASKLST-023 WAS ERRONEOUSLY       R12.0

               *    DEFINED 20-BYTES LONGER THAN STANDARD JUNCTION RECORD.       R12.0

               *    SINCE THIS "FILLER" SPACE IS UNUSED AND UNNECESSARY, THE     R12.0

               *    FOLLOWING FIELD WILL BE REMOVED FOR THE NEXT IDMSNTWK AND    R12.0

               *    IGNORED FOR RELEASE 12.0.                                    R12.0

000064         DEADX023 DS    CL20          *** REMOVE FOR NEXT FULL RELEASE ***

        00078  R023LEN  EQU   *-#R023DS     R12.0 TASKLST-023 LENGTH

               ***********************************************************************

#R024DS
                         COPY #R024DS

               **********************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***

               ***      #R024DS                          SSA-024 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***      OCCURRENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE REPRESENT SCHEMA AREAS    ***

               ***      THAT HAVE BEEN COPIED INTO A SUBSCHEMA                    ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2013 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               **********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value

000000         #R024DS  DSECT

               .R024DS# ANOP

000000         SSACT024 DS    0CL40         CALC KEY GROUP

000000         SSNAM024 DS    CL8               SUBSCHEMA NAME

000008         SSANM024 DS    CL32              AREA NAME
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000028         ARID024  DS    H             AREA ID.  ASSIGNED TO EACH AREA COPIED

               *                                INTO A SUBSCHEMA (FROM 10 BY 1)

00002A         UARFL024 DS    CL1           FLAG FOR UNCONDITIONAL AUTO READY    *R185

        00040  UAROF024 EQU   C' '              UNCONDITIONAL AUTO READY  OFF    *R185

        000F1  UARON024 EQU   C'1'              UNCONDITIONAL AUTO READY  ON     *R185

00002B         FIL1X024 DS    CL1           UNUSED (RESERVED)

00002C         SSALK024 DS    F             PRIVACY-LOCK BITS

000030         SNAME024 DS    0CL10         SCHEMA IDENTIFICATION GROUP

000030         SNAM024  DS    CL8               SCHEMA NAME

000038         SSER024  DS    H                 SCHEMA VERSION NUMBER

00003A         DFUSG024 DS    H             DEFAULT READY USAGE MODE FOR AREA

00003C         APCNT024 DS    F             NUMBER OF AP72 CONTROL BLOCKS NEEDED

000040         SEG024   DS    CL8           BOUND TO SEGMENT NAME

000048         FIL2X024 DS    CL40          UNUSED (RESERVED)

        00070  R024DSLN EQU   *-#R024DS

               *********************************************************************

#R025DS
                        COPY #R025DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R025DS                        TASK-025 DSECT               ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     OCCURRENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE REPRESENT TASKS             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R025DS  DSECT

000000         TANAM025 DS    CL8               TASK NAME

000008         TAVER025 DS    H                 TASK VERSION NUMBER

00000A         BLDR025  DS    CL1               BUILDER CODE

               *SYSGEN-BUILT-025                     'G'

               *SYSGN2-BUILT-025                     'R'

               *DICT-BUILT-025                       'D'

00000B                  DS    CL1               ** UNUSED **

00000C         DESCR025 DS    CL40              TASK DESCRIPTION

000034         DATLU025 DS    CL8               DATE LAST UPDATED

00003C         DATCR025 DS    CL8               DATE CREATED

000044         PREBY025 DS    CL8               USER WHO ADDED TASK

00004C         REVBY025 DS    CL8               USER WHO LAST UPDATED TASK

000054         FIL0X025 DS    CL1               ** UNUSED **                     R12.0

000055         PRTY025  DS    CL1               TASK PRIORITY

000056         ININT025 DS    H                 TASK INACTIVE INTERVAL. -1 IS OFF

000058         PRVER025 DS    H                 VERSION NUMBER OF INVOKED PROGRAM

00005A         PRNAM025 DS    CL8               NAME OF INVOKED PROGRAM

               NOIN025  #FLAG X'80'                  NOINPUT

000062         NOIN025I DS    0XL1
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        00080  NOIN025M EQU   X'80'

               MAPS025  #FLAG X'40'                  MAP

000062         MAPS025I DS    0XL1

        00040  MAPS025M EQU   X'40'

               INTL025  #FLAG X'20'                  INTERNAL TASK

000062         INTL025I DS    0XL1

        00020  INTL025M EQU   X'20'

               DISA025  #FLAG X'10'                  DISABLED

Offset  Value 

000062         DISA025I DS    0XL1

        00010  DISA025M EQU   X'10'

               SAVS025  #FLAG X'02'                  SAVE TERMINAL OUTPUT IF BLASTED

000062         SAVS025I DS    0XL1

        00002  SAVS025M EQU   X'02'

               STGA025  #FLAG X'01'                  STORAGE LOCATION IS ANY

000062         STGA025I DS    0XL1

        00001  STGA025M EQU   X'01'

000062         FLAG1025 DS    X                 FLAG 1

000063         AIDEQ025 DS    CL1               SCREEN PRINT KEY

               *                                     -1 = PRINT KEY IS OFF.

               *                                      0 = USE SYSTEM ASSIGNED KEY

000064         RSSTA025 DS    H                 RESOURCE STALL INTERVAL.

               *                                     -1 = TIMEOUT INTERVAL IS OFF.

               *                                      0 = USE SYSTEM-WIDE TIMEOUT

               *                                          INTERVAL

               *                                      ANY OTHER VALUE = TIMEOUT

               *                                          INTERVAL IN SECONDS

000066         RSPRG025 DS    CL8               RESOURCE TIMEOUT PROGRAM NAME

00006E         RSVER025 DS    H                 RESOURCE TIMEOUT PROGRAM VERSION

000070         STG025   DS    F                 STORAGE LIMIT

000074         CPU025   DS    F                 CPU  LIMIT  (NOT USED)

000078         TIME025  DS    F                 TIME LIMIT  (NOT USED)

00007C         LOCK025  DS    F                 LOCK LIMIT

000080         CALL025  DS    F                 CALL LIMIT

000084         DBIO025  DS    F                 DATABASE I/O LIMIT

000088         PUBL025  DS    X                 PUBLIC ACCESS AUTHORITY FLAG

               *                                     X'FF' = ALL

               *                                     X'7F' = UPDATE

               *                                     X'20' = MODIFY

               *                                     X'10' = REPLACE

               *                                     X'08' = DELETE

               *                                     X'01' = DISPLAY

               *                                     X'00' = NONE

000089                  DS    X                 ** UNUSED **

00008A         USCNT025 DS    H                 COUNT OF USERS AUTHORIZED FOR ALL

00008C         TCFT025  DS    CL8               TCF TASK CODE

000094         PROD025  DS    CL8               PRODUCT CODE

00009C         TCFV025  DS    H                 TCF TASK VERSION

00009E         MAXTK025 DS    H                 MAXIMUM CONCURRENT TASKS

               EXRP025  #FLAG X'80'             USE EXCEPTION RESPONSE PROTOCOL

0000A0         EXRP025I DS    0XL1

        00080  EXRP025M EQU   X'80'

0000A0         FLAG2025 DS    X                 FLAG 2
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               ENDJ025  #FLAG X'80'               ..Write ENDJ on commit          R160

0000A1         ENDJ025I DS    0XL1

        00080  ENDJ025M EQU   X'80'

               NLIC025  #FLAG X'40'               ..Assign new LID on commit      R160

Offset  Value 

0000A1         NLIC025I DS    0XL1

        00040  NLIC025M EQU   X'40'

               NLIB025  #FLAG X'20'               ..Assign new LID on backout     R160

0000A1         NLIB025I DS    0XL1

        00020  NLIB025M EQU   X'20'

               COVR025  #FLAG X'10'               ..Commit behavior overridden    R160

0000A1         COVR025I DS    0XL1

        00010  COVR025M EQU   X'10'

               BOVR025  #FLAG X'08'               ..Backout behavior overridden   R160

0000A1         BOVR025I DS    0XL1

        00008  BOVR025M EQU   X'08'

0000A1         FLAG3025 DS    XL1           FLAG 3 -  Syncpoint flag byte         R160

0000A2         AAQTH025 DS    H                 AREA ACQUISITION THRESHOLD       R12.0

               *                                 (-1 ===> USE SYSTEM VALUES)     R12.0

0000A4         AAQRC025 DS    H                 AREA ACQUISITION RETRY COUNT     R12.0

0000A6         EWAIT025 DS    H                 EXTERNAL WAIT FOR BULK TASK      R12.0

0000A8         QWAIT025 DS    H                 QUIESCE WAIT INTERVAL            R15.0

0000AA         TXNSH025 DS    H             TRANSACTION SHARING option (ON/OFF/SYSTEM)

0000AC         SQLRL025 DS    F                 SQL ROW LIMIT                IDMS/5408

0000B0         FIL2X025 DS    CL24              ** UNUSED **                     R12.0

        000C8  R025DSLN EQU   *-#R025DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R026DS
                        COPY #R026DS

               **********************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***

               ***     #R026DS                           SS-026 DSECT             ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***     OCCURRENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE REPRESENT SUBSCHEMAS.      ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               **********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R026DS  DSECT 

               .R026DS# ANOP

000000         SSNAM026 DS    CL8           SUBSCHEMA NAME

000008         MACH026  DS    H             TYPE OF MACHINE SUBSCHEMA COMPILED ON

00000A         SNAME026 DS    0CL10         SCHEMA IDENTIFICATION GROUP

00000A         SNAM026  DS    CL8             SCHEMA NAME

000012         SSER026  DS    H               SCHEMA VERSION NUMBER

000014         FIL1X026 DS    CL8           * UNUSED REL 12.0 *

00001C         DMLCT026 DS    CL1           SUBSCHEMA AUTHORIZATION BYTE
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               *                               '0' - NO PROGRAM REGISTRATION REQ'D

               *                               '1' - PROGRAMS MUST BE REGISTERED

00001D         SSVER026 DS    CL4           SUBSCHEMA COMPILER VERSION

000021         DATCR026 DS    CL8           DATE SUBSCHEMA CREATED

000029         TIMCR026 DS    CL8           TIME SUBSCHEMA CREATED

000031         ERR026   DS    CL1           SUBSCHEMA ERROR FLAG

               *                               '0' - SUBSCHEMA HAS NO ERRORS

               *                               '1' - SUBSCHEMA HAS ERRORS OR HAS

               *                                     NOT BEEN GENERATED OR VALIDATED

000032         CNTS026  DS    0CL38         SUBSCHEMA TABLE COUNTS OF CONTROL BLOCKS

000032         SRCNT026 DS    H                RECORD DEFINITION BLK          (SR51)

000034         ACCNT026 DS    H                AREA DEFINITION BLK            (AC56)

000036         AMCNT026 DS    H                AREA MEMBERSHIP DEFINITION BLK (AM57)

000038         PCCNT026 DS    F                PROCEDURE CONTROL BLK          (PC70)

00003C         RPCNT026 DS    F                RECORD/PROCEDURE JUNCTION BLK  (RP71)

000040         APCNT026 DS    F                AREA/PROCEDURE JUNCTION BLK    (AP72)

000044         ORCNT026 DS    F                SET DEFINITION BLK             (OR52)

000048         MRCNT026 DS    F                MEMBER RECORD DEFINITION BLK   (MR53)

00004C         CRCNT026 DS    F                SORTED RECORD CTRL DESCRIPTOR  (CR55)

000050         F1CNT026 DS    F                FIELD SEGMENT DEF BLK-FIXED    (FD54)

000054         F2CNT026 DS    F                FIELD SEGMENT DEF BLK-VARIABLE (FD54)

Offset  Value 

000058         LRNSI026 DS    CL1           LR NO SET ITERATE FLAG

               *                               '0' - LR CURRENCY RESET SPECIFIED

               *                               '1' - LR CURRENCY NORESET SPECIFIED

000059         LRACC026 DS    CL1           LOGICAL RECORD ACCESS FLAG

               *                               '0' - ACCESS MIXED RECORDS <--

               *                               '1' - ACCESS LR RECORDS ONLY

               *                               '2' - DML ONLY (NO LR ACCESS)

00005A         FIL2X026 DS    CL10          * UNUSED REL 12.0 *

000064         DESCR026 DS    CL40          DESCRIPTION

00008C         DATLU026 DS    CL8           DATE LAST UPDATED

000094         TIMLU026 DS    CL8           TIME LAST UPDATED

00009C         PREBY026 DS    CL8           PREPARED BY

0000A4         REVBY026 DS    CL8           REVISED BY

0000AC         PUBL026  DS    CL1           PUBLIC ACCESS AUTHORITY FLAG

               *                               X'FF' = ALL

               *                               X'7F' = UPDATE

               *                               X'20' = MODIFY

               *                               X'10' = REPLACE

               *                               X'08' = DELETE

               *                               X'01' = DISPLAY

               *                               X'00' = NONE

0000AD         FLAG026  DS    X             SUBSCHEMA FLAG

        00040  FINIT026 EQU   X'40'             INITIAL FLAG SETTING

        00001  FDCT026  EQU   X'01'             PRESSTO DCTABLE DEFINED IN SSC

0000AE         USCNT026 DS    H             COUNT OF USERS AUTHORIZED FOR ALL

        000B0  R026DSLN EQU   *-#R026DS

               *********************************************************************

#R027DS
                        COPY #R027DS
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               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R027DS                        DESTLST-027 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING A DESTINATION TO THE SYSTEM IT     ***

               ***     IS IN AND, OPTIONALLY, TO THE LIST OF USERS, LOGICAL TERM-  ***

               ***     INALS, OR PRINTERS THAT MAKE UP THE DESTINATION.            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R027DS  DSECT                            05/30/90

000000         DENAM027 DS    CL8                DESTINATION NAME

000008         BLDR027  DS    CL1                BUILDER CODE

               *SYSGEN-BUILT-027                 'G'

               *SYSGN2-BUILT-027                 'R'

               *DICT-BUILT-027                   'D'

000009         ACTCD027 DS    CL1                ACTION CODE

00000A         DEVER027 DS    H                  DESTINATION VERSION NUMBER

00000C         DECNT027 DS    H                  DESTINATION ENTRIES COUNT

               DISA027  #FLAG X'80'                  DISABLED

00000E         DISA027I DS    0XL1

        00080  DISA027M EQU   X'80'

               ULST027  #FLAG X'40'                  USER LIST

00000E         ULST027I DS    0XL1

        00040  ULST027M EQU   X'40'

               LLST027  #FLAG X'20'                  LOGICAL-TERMINAL LIST

00000E         LLST027I DS    0XL1

        00020  LLST027M EQU   X'20'

               PLST027  #FLAG X'10'                  PRINTER LIST

00000E         PLST027I DS    0XL1

        00010  PLST027M EQU   X'10'

               SLST027  #FLAG X'08'                  SWITCH LIST

00000E         SLST027I DS    0XL1

        00008  SLST027M EQU   X'08'

               MULT027  #FLAG X'04'                  MULTIPLE

00000E         MULT027I DS    0XL1

        00004  MULT027M EQU   X'04'

               QUEU027  #FLAG X'02'                  QUEUE

Offset  Value 

00000E         QUEU027I DS    0XL1

        00002  QUEU027M EQU   X'02'

00000E         FLAG027  DS    X                  DESTINATION OPTIONS FLAG

00000F                  DS    CL5

        00014  R027DSLN EQU   *-#R027DS

               ***********************************************************************
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#R028DS
                        COPY #R028DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R028DS                        DEST-028 DSECT               ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     OCCURRENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE REPRESENT DESTINATIONS      ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R028DS  DSECT                                             05/30/90

000000         DENAM028 DS    CL8           DESTINATION NAME

000008         DEVER028 DS    H             DESTINATION VERSION NUMBER

00000A         BLDR028  DS    CL1           BUILDER CODE

               *SYSGEN-BUILT-028                 'G'

               *SYSGN2-BUILT-028                 'R'

               *DICT-BUILT-028                   'D'

00000B                  DS    CL1           UNUSED

00000C         DESCR028 DS    CL40          DESTINATION DESCRIPTION

000034         DATLU028 DS    CL8           DATE LAST UPDATED

00003C         DATCR028 DS    CL8           DATE CREATED

000044         PREBY028 DS    CL8           USER WHO ADDED THIS DESTINATION

00004C         REVBY028 DS    CL8           USED WHO LAST UPDATED THIS DEST

               DISA028  #FLAG X'80'              DISABLED

000054         DISA028I DS    0XL1

        00080  DISA028M EQU   X'80'

               ULST028  #FLAG X'40'              USER LIST FLAG

000054         ULST028I DS    0XL1

        00040  ULST028M EQU   X'40'

               LLST028  #FLAG X'20'              LOGICAL-TERMINAL LIST FLAG

000054         LLST028I DS    0XL1

        00020  LLST028M EQU   X'20'

               PLST028  #FLAG X'10'              PRINTER LIST FLAG

000054         PLST028I DS    0XL1

        00010  PLST028M EQU   X'10'

               SLST028  #FLAG X'08'              SWITCH LIST FLAG

000054         SLST028I DS    0XL1

        00008  SLST028M EQU   X'08'

               MULT028  #FLAG X'04'              MULTIPLE

Offset  Value

000054         MULT028I DS    0XL1

        00004  MULT028M EQU   X'04'

               QUEU028  #FLAG X'02'              QUEUE

000054         QUEU028I DS    0XL1

        00002  QUEU028M EQU   X'02'

000054         FLAG028  DS    X             DESTINATION FLAG BYTE

000055         PUBL028  DS    X             PUBLIC ACCESS AUTHORITY FLAG
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               *                                 X'FF' = ALL

               *                                 X'7F' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'20' = MODIFY

               *                                 X'10' = REPLACE

               *                                 X'08' = DELETE

               *                                 X'01' = DISPLAY

               *                                 X'00' = NONE

000056                  DS    CL2           UNUSED

000058         USCNT028 DS    H             COUNT OF USERS AUTHORIZED FOR ALL

00005A                  DS    CL2           UNUSED

        0005C  R028DSLN EQU   *-#R028DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R029DS
                        COPY #R029DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R029DS                        QUEUELST-029 DSECT           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING A QUEUE TO THE TASK IT (OPTION-    ***

               ***     ALLY) INVOKES AND TO THE SYSTEM THAT IT IS IN               ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R029DS  DSECT                                             05/30/90

000000         QUNAM029 DS    CL16          QUEUE NAME

000010         BLDR029  DS    CL1           BUILDER CODE

               *SYSGEN-BUILT-029                 'G'

               *SYSGN2-BUILT-029                 'R'

               *DICT-BUILT-029                   'D'

000011         ACTCD029 DS    CL1           ACTION CODE

000012         QUVER029 DS    H             QUEUE VERSION NUMBER

000014         THVAL029 DS    H             TASK INITIATION QUEUE THRESHOLD VALUE

000016         UPPLM029 DS    H             QUEUE UPPER LIMIT

               DISA029  #FLAG X'80'             QUEUE DISABLED

000018         DISA029I DS    0XL1

        00080  DISA029M EQU   X'80'

000018         FLAG029  DS    X             FLAG BYTE

000019         QURET029 DS    XL1           QUEUE RETENTION

00001A                  DS    CL2           UNUSED

        0001C  R029DSLN EQU   *-#R029DS

               ***********************************************************************
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#R030DS
                        COPY #R030DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R030DS                        QUEUE-030 DSECT              ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     OCCURRENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE REPRESENT QUEUES.  NOTE     ***

               ***     THAT THIS IS THE DEFINITION OF A QUEUE, NOT A QUEUE ITSELF. ***

               ***     THE QUEUES FOR THE IDMS-DC RUN-TIME SYSTEMS ARE BUILT USING ***

               ***     THE QUEUE-DCQ-138 RECORD TYPE.                              ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R030DS  DSECT                                              05/30/90

000000         QUNAM030 DS    CL16          QUEUE NAME

000010         QUVER030 DS    H             QUEUE VERSION NUMBER

000012         BLDR030  DS    CL1           BUILDER CODE

               *SYSGEN-BUILT-030                 'G'

               *SYSGN2-BUILT-030                 'R'

               *DICT-BUILT-030                   'D'

000013                  DS    CL1           UNUSED

000014         DESCR030 DS    CL40          QUEUE DESCRIPTION

00003C         DATLU030 DS    CL8           DATE LAST UPDATED

000044         DATCR030 DS    CL8           DATE CREATED

00004C         PREBY030 DS    CL8           USER WHO ADDED THIS QUEUE

000054         REVBY030 DS    CL8           USER WHO LAST UPDATED THIS QUEUE

00005C         THVAL030 DS    H             TASK INITIATION QUEUE THRESHOLD VALUE

00005E         UPPLM030 DS    H             QUEUE UPPER LIMIT

000060         TAVER030 DS    H             TASK VERSION # OF TASK TO BE INVOKED

               *                                AT QUEUE THRESHOLD

000062         TANAM030 DS    CL8           NAME OF TASK TO BE INVOKED AT QUEUE

               *                                THRESHOLD

               DISA030  #FLAG X'80'             QUEUE DISABLED

00006A         DISA030I DS    0XL1

        00080  DISA030M EQU   X'80'

00006A         FLAG030  DS    X             FLAG BYTE

00006B         QURET030 DS    CL1           QUEUE RETENSION (DAYS)

00006C         PUBL030  DS    X             PUBLIC ACCESS AUTHORITY FLAG

               *                                 X'FF' = ALL

               *                                 X'7F' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'20' = MODIFY

Offset  Value 

               *                                 X'10' = REPLACE

               *                                 X'08' = DELETE

               *                                 X'01' = DISPLAY

               *                                 X'00' = NONE

00006D                  DS    CL1           UNUSED
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00006E         USCNT030 DS    H             COUNT OF USERS AUTHORIZED FOR ALL

000070                  DS    CL4           UNUSED

        00074  R030DSLN EQU   *-#R030DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R031DS
                        COPY #R031DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R031DS                        MODNEST-031 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     NEST RECORD USED TO RELATE MODULES (QFILES, PROCESSES)      ***

               ***     TO OTHER MODULES (Q-FILES, PROCESSES)                       ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R031DS  DSECT                                  01/26/84

000000         NSTCD031 DS    F             NEST CODE

000004         JTEXT031 DS    CL40          JUNCTION TEXT

00002C                  DS    CL4           UNUSED

        00030  R031DSLN EQU   *-#R031DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R032DS
                        COPY #R032DS

               **********************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***

               ***      #R032DS                          SSR-032 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***      OCCURRENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE REPRESENT SCHEMA RECORDS  ***

               ***      THAT HAVE BEEN INCLUDED IN A SUBSCHEMA.                   ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***      IF RECORD NAME 'SR1', THIS DEFINES THE INTERNAL RECORD    ***

               ***      TYPE THAT IS THE OWNER OF THE CALC SET AND OWNS ALL OF    ***

               ***      THE CALC RECORDS IN A SUBSCHEMA.                          ***

               ***      IF RECORD NAME 'SR6', THIS IS A DUMMY PLACE HOLDER BUILT  ***

               ***      BY THE SUBSCHEMA COMPILER WHEN A MULTIMEMBER (FORKED)     ***

               ***      SET IS COPIED INTO A SUBSCHEMA BUT NOT ALL OF ITS MEMBER  ***

               ***      RECORDS WERE INCLUDED.                                    ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               **********************************************************************
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Offset  Value 

000000         #R032DS  DSECT  

               .R032DS# ANOP

000000         SSRCT032 DS    0CL40         CALC KEY GROUP

000000         SSNAM032 DS    CL8               SUBSCHEMA NAME

000008         SSRNM032 DS    CL32              RECORD NAME

000028         PRTY032  DS    H             SUBSCHEMA PRIORITY NUMBER

00002A         DEL032   DS    H             DELETION FLAG - INDICATES IF ANY DML

               *                                COMMANDS ARE RESTRICTED FROM USE

               *                                DUE TO FAILURE TO INCLUDE ALL SETS

               *                                A RECORD PARTICIPATES IN:

               *                                    X'0000' NO RESTRICTIONS

               *                                    X'0001' ERASE NOT ALLOWED

               *                                    X'0002' STORE NOT ALLOWED

               *                                    X'0004' MODIFY NOT ALLOWED

00002C         SSRLK032 DS    F             PRIVACY-LOCK

000030         DLGTH032 DS    H             DATA LENGTH OR INCLUDED RECORD (OR

               *                                SEGMENTED SUBSCHEMA VIEW OF RECORD)

000032         SNAME032 DS    0CL10         SCHEMA IDENTIFICATION GROUP

000032         SNAM032  DS    CL8               SCHEMA NAME

00003A         SSER032  DS    H                 SCHEMA VERSION NUMBER

Offset  Value 

00003C         SEG032   DS    CL1           SEGMENTED-VIEW SWITCH

               *SEGMENTED-032                    '1'

               *UNSEGMENTED-032                  '0'

00003D         FLAG032  DS    X             SUBSCHEMA RECORD FLAG

        00040  FINIT032 EQU   X'40'             INITIAL FLAG SETTING

        00001  FDCT032  EQU   X'01'             PRESSTO DCTABLE DEFINED

00003E         SRID032  DS    H             SCHEMA RECORD ID

000040         RPCNT032 DS    F             RECORD PROCEDURE JUNCTION BLOCK COUNT

000044         FIL1X032 DS    CL32          FILLER (RESERVED)

        00064  R032DSLN EQU   *-#R032DS

               *********************************************************************

#R033DS
                        COPY #R033DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R033DS                        QUEUECMT-033 DSECT           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     COMMENT RECORD FOR A QUEUE.                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R033DS  DSECT                                  01/26/84

000000         IDDSQ033 DS    F             COMMENT LINE SEQUENCE NUMBER
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000004         CMT033   DS    0CL100        LINE OF COMMENT TEXT

000004         CMTIN033 DS    2CL50             (OCCURS 2 TIMES)

000068         CMTID033 DS    F             COMMENT TYPE

        0006C  R033DSLN EQU   *-#R033DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R034DS
                        COPY #R034DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R034DS                        SSOR-034 DSECT               ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     OCCURRENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE REPRESENT SCHEMA SETS       ***

               ***     THAT HAVE BEEN INCLUDED IN A SUBSCHEMA.                     ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R034DS  DSECT                                                05/25/90

               .R034DS# ANOP

000000         SSORC034 DS    0CL40         CALC KEY GROUP

000000         SSNAM034 DS    CL8               SUBSCHEMA NAME

000008         STNAM034 DS    CL32              DATABASE SET NAME

000028         ORID034  DS    F             SET ID USED TO PROVIDE A UNIQUE ID FOR

               *                                EACH SET IN A SUBSCHEMA = SET OWNER

               *                                RECORD ID + 3-DIGIT SEQUENCE NUMBER

00002C         SSORL034 DS    F             PRIVACY-LOCK BITS.

000030         SNAME034 DS    0CL10         SCHEMA IDENTIFICATION GROUP

000030         SNAM034  DS    CL8               SCHEMA NAME

000038         SSER034  DS    H                 SCHEMA VERSION NUMBER

00003A                  DS    CL2           UNUSED

        0003C  R034DSLN EQU   *-#R034DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R035DS
                        COPY #R035DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R035DS                        USERNEST-035 DSECT           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     NEST RECORD USED TO RELATE USERS TO OTHER USERS.            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***
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               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R035DS  DSECT                                  01/26/84

000000         NSTCD035 DS    F             NEST CODE

000004         JTEXT035 DS    CL40          JUNCTION TEXT

00002C                  DS    CL4           UNUSED

        00030  R035DSLN EQU   *-#R035DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R036DS
                        COPY #R036DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R036DS                        SR-036 DSECT                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     OCCURRENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE REPRESENT RECORDS BUILT     ***

               ***     BY THE SCHEMA COMPILER OR BY IDD.                           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R036DS  DSECT                                                08/02/90

               .R036DS# ANOP

        00024  R036     EQU   36

000000         SRNAM036 DS    CL32          RECORD NAME

000020         OCCUR036 DS    F             ESTIMATED NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES.

000024         RCVER036 DS    H             RECORD VERSION NUMBER

000026         DLGTH036 DS    H             RECORD DATA LENGTH

000028         BLDR036  DS    CL1           BUILDER CODE

               *SCHEMA-BUILT-036                 'S'

               *DIR-BUILT-036                    'X'

               *MAP-BUILT-036                    'C'

               *DICT-BUILT-036                   'D'

000029         DESCR036 DS    CL40          RECORD DESCRIPTION

000051         DATLU036 DS    CL8           DATE LAST UPDATED

000059         RCTYP036 DS    CL16          RECORD TYPE (DDDL RECORD STORAGE FIELD)

000069         RCFMT036 DS    CL1           RECORD FORMAT: F - FIXED; V - VARIABLE

00006A         ALTYP036 DS    H             ALTERNATE PICTURE TYPE. INDICATES THE

               *                                ALTERNATE PICTURE TYPE (DDDL FORMAT)

               *                                USED FOR BUILDING THE ELEMENTS WITH-

               *                                IN THIS RECORD.  0 INDICATES PRIMARY

               *                                DEFINITION OF THE ELEMENTS IS USED.

               *                                1 THRU 4 INDICATE ALTERNATE PICTURES

               *                                1 THRU 4, RESPECTIVELY.

00006C         DATCR036 DS    CL8           DATE CREATED

000074         PREBY036 DS    CL8           USER WHO ADDED THIS RECORD

00007C         REVBY036 DS    CL8           USER WHO LAST UPDATED THIS RECORD
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Offset  Value 

000084         ENTYP036 DS    CL1           ENTITY TYPE OF THIS RECORD

               *                                 ' ' RECORD ENTITY

               *                                 'R' REPORT ENTITY

               *                                 'T' TRANSACTION ENTITY

000085         ERR036   DS    CL1           ERROR FLAG: X'F0' - OK; X'F1' - ERROR

000086         TIMLU036 DS    CL8           TIME LAST UPDATED

00008E         PUBL036  DS    CL1           PUBLIC ACCESS AUTHORITY FLAG

               *                                 X'FF' = ALL

               *                                 X'7F' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'20' = MODIFY

               *                                 X'10' = REPLACE

               *                                 X'08' = DELETE

               *                                 X'01' = DISPLAY

               *                                 X'00' = NONE

00008F         FLAG036  DS    XL1           RECORD FLAG:

        00080  SQL036   EQU       X'80'          SQL SYNONYM DEFINED

000090         USCNT036 DS    H             COUNT OF USERS AUTHORIZED FOR ALL

000092         FIL1X036 DS    CL2           FILLER (RESERVED)

000094         LRCNT036 DS    F             LOGICAL RECORD USE COUNT

000098         FIL2X036 DS    CL32          FILLER (RESERVED)

        000B8  R036DSLN EQU   *-#R036DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R037DS
                        COPY #R037DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R037DS                        SFK-037 DSECT                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     LOGICAL EXTENSION OF SMR-052 (SCHEMA MEMBER RECORD) DEFIN-  ***

               ***     ING THE FOREIGN KEY FIELD FOR PRIMARY/FOREIGN KEY SETS.     ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R037DS  DSECT                                                09/26/90

000000         FKYPS037 DS    H             LEFTMOST POS OF FOREIGN KEY FIELD IN

               *                                RECORD, REL TO 0, INCL REC PREFIX

000002         FKYLN037 DS    H             LENGTH OF FOREIGN KEY FIELD IN RECORD

000004         DTY037   DS    H             SQL DATA TYPE OF FOREIGN KEY FIELD

000006         PRE037   DS    H             SQL PRECISION OF FOREIGN KEY FIELD

000008         SCA037   DS    H             SQL SCALE     OF FOREIGN KEY FIELD

00000A         NULL037  DS    H             NULLABLE FIELD INDICATOR

               *                                0 = NOT-NULLABLE <--

               *                                1 = NULLABLE

00000C         FKYNM037 DS    CL32          FOREIGN KEY FIELD NAME IN SCHEMA RECORD

00002C         PKYNM037 DS    CL32          PRIMARY KEY FIELD NAME IN SCHEMA RECORD
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00004C         FIL1X037 DS    CL24          FILLER (RESERVED)

        00064  R037DSLN EQU   *-#R037DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R038DS
                        COPY #R038DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R038DS                        SYSCMT-038 DSECT             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     COMMENT RECORD FOR A SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM                       ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R038DS  DSECT                                  01/26/84

000000         IDDSQ038 DS    F             COMMENT LINE SEQUENCE NUMBER

000004         CMT038   DS    0CL100        LINE OF COMMENT TEXT

000004         CMTIN038 DS    2CL50             (OCCURS 2 TIMES)

000068         CMTID038 DS    F             COMMENT TYPE

        0006C  R038DSLN EQU   *-#R038DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R039DS
                        COPY #R039DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R039DS                        SSRCALL-039 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD BETWEEN THE SSR-032 (SUBSCHEMA RECORD) AND  ***

               ***     THE SSPROC-095 (SUBSCHEMA DATABASE PROCEDURE) DEFINING      ***

               ***     WHICH PROCEDURES ARE CALLED BEFORE, AFTER, AND ON ERROR     ***

               ***     FOR CERTAIN DML VERBS OR THE DCTABLE FOR PRESSTO COMP/DECMP ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R039DS  DSECT 

000000         CID039   DS    F             CALL ID (RECORD ID + 3-DIGIT SEQ NR)

000004         CTIME039 DS    CL2           CALL TIME:  'BF' = BEFORE

               *                                        'AF' = AFTER

               *                                        'ER' = ON ERROR
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               *                            PRESSPCK    'BT' = BOTH COMP/DECOMP

               *                            PRESSPCK    'CT' = COMPRESSION

               *                            PRESSPCK    'DT' = DECOMPRESSION

000006         CFUNC039 DS    CL2           CALL FUNCTION - DML COMMAND MAJOR VERB

               *                                FOR WHICH DATABASE PROCEDURE CALL IS

               *                                MADE. 0 INDICATES CALL IS MADE FOR

               *                                ALL DML VERBS

        00008  R039DSLN EQU   *-#R039DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R040DS
                        COPY #R040DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R040DS                        SRCALL-040 DSECT             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     THIS RECORD CONTAINS INFORMATION ON WHICH DATABASE PRO-     ***

               ***     CEDURES ARE TO BE CALLED FOR A PARTICULAR SCHEMA RECORD.    ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R040DS  DSECT 

000000         SQCTL040 DS    0CL8          GROUP CONTAINING KEY FOR SORTED SET

000000         CTIME040 DS    CL2               CALL TIME - '00' = BEFORE

               *                                            '01' = ON ERROR

               *                                            '02' = AFTER

               *                                PRESSPCK    'BT' = BOTH COMP/DECOMP

               *                                PRESSPCK    'CT' = COMPRESSION

               *                                PRESSPCK    'DT' = DECOMPRESSION

000002         SEQ040   DS    CL6               SEQUENCE NR OF SCHEMA CALL STATEMENT

000008         CPROC040 DS    CL8           DATABASE PROCEDURE TO BE CALLED

000010         CFUNC040 DS    0CL16         NAME OF DML VERB FOR WHICH CALL IS MADE

               *                                BLANK MEANS CALL MADE FOR ALL DML'S

000010                  DS    CL15              FILLER

00001F         CFLAG040 DS    CL1               FLAG FOR COMPRESSION/DECOMPRESSION

               *                                  ' ' PROCEDURE NOT COMPRESS/DECOMP

               *                                  'B' PROCEDURE IS BOTH

               *                                  'C' PROCEDURE IS COMPRESSION

               *                                  'D' PROCEDURE IS DECOMPRESSION

        00020  R040DSLN EQU   *-#R040DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R041DS
                        COPY #R041DS

               ***********************************************************************
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               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R041DS                        SYS-041 DSECT                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     Occurrences of this record type represent IDMS-DC/UCF       ***

               ***     systems and IDMS Central Versions.                          ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     System Source Definition - same as SYSMO-170 System         ***

               ***     Meta-object Definition                                      ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R041DS  DSECT

000000         SYNAM041 DS    CL32                SYSTEM NAME

000020         SYVER041 DS    H                   SYSTEM VERSION NUMBER

000022         BLDR041  DS    CL1                 BUILDER CODE

               *SYSGEN-BUILT-041                       'G'

               *SYSGN2-BUILT-041                       'R'

               *DICT-BUILT-041                         'D'

               *APPLICATION-GENERATOR-BUILT-041        'P'

000023                  DS    CL1                 UNUSED

000024         DESCR041 DS    CL40                DESCRIPTION

00004C         DATLU041 DS    CL8                 DATE LAST USED

000054         DATCR041 DS    CL8                 DATE CREATED

00005C         PREBY041 DS    CL8                 PREPARED BY

000064         REVBY041 DS    CL8                 REVISED BY

00006C         DBNAM041 DS    CL8                 SYSCTL DBNAME

000074         GENID041 DS    CL8                 CV GENERATION ID

00007C         LOGF1041 DS    CL8                 LOG FILE 1

000084         LOGF2041 DS    CL8                 LOG FILE 2

00008C         DDNAM041 DS    CL8                 SYSCTL DDNAME

000094         SYSID041 DS    CL8                 SYSTEM ID                      12.0

00009C         LOGTY041 DS    CL8                 LOG FILE TYPE

0000A4         NDNAM041 DS    CL8                 SYSCTL NODE NAME

0000AC         LOGC1041 DS    F                   LOG COUNT 1

0000B0         LOGC2041 DS    F                   LOG COUNT 2

0000B4         CWASZ041 DS    F                   CWA SIZE IN BYTES

0000B8         FIL1X041 DS    F                     UNUSED                       12.0

0000BC         MAXSL041 DS    F                   MAXIMUM SYSTEM LOCKS

Offset  Value 

0000C0         TICKI041 DS    H                   TICK INTERVAL

0000C2         OSCOD041 DS    H                   OS ROUTE CODES

0000C4         OSDES041 DS    H                   OS DESCRIPTION CODES

0000C6         ABEND041 DS    H                   ABEND STORAGE IN WORDS

0000C8         MAXTK041 DS    H                   MAXIMUM TASKS

0000CA         ECBSZ041 DS    H                   LENGTH OF EXTERNAL ECBLIST

0000CC         DDINT041 DS    H                   DEADLOCK DETECTION INTERVAL

0000CE         DDSTI041 DS    H                   DEADLOCK   STALL   INTERVAL

0000D0         RECOV041 DS    H                   RECOVERY WAIT                  15.0
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0000D2         STACK041 DS    H                   STACKSIZE

0000D4         RLES#041 DS    H                   NUMBER OF RLE'S

0000D6         RCES#041 DS    H                   NUMBER OF RCE'S

0000D8         DPES#041 DS    H                   NUMBER OF DPE'S

0000DA         RUNWY041 DS    H                   RUNAWAY INTERVAL IN SECONDS

0000DC         INACT041 DS    H                   INACTIVE INTERVAL IN SECONDS

0000DE         TRACE041 DS    H                   NUMBER OF TRACE ENTRIES

0000E0         FIL2X041 DS    H                     UNUSED                       12.0

0000E2         EWAIT041 DS    H                   IDMS EXTERNAL WAIT

0000E4         IWAIT041 DS    H                   IDMS INTERNAL WAIT

0000E6         MAXER041 DS    H                   MAXIMUM ERUS

0000E8         SROLH041 DS    XL1                 STATISTICS INTERVAL ROLL: HOURS 18.0

0000E9         SROLM041 DS    XL1                 STATISTICS INTERVAL ROLL: MINS  18.0

0000EA         UTRAC041 DS    H                   NUMBER OF USER TRACE BUFFS

0000EC         QUERU041 DS   0H                   # OF QUEUE    RU'S

0000EC         SCRRU041 DS    H                   # OF SCR/QUE  RU'S      (OBSOLETE)

0000EE         MSGRU041 DS    H                   # OF MSG DICT RU'S

0000F0         SGNRU041 DS    H                   # OF SIGNON   RU'S

0000F2         AUTOI041 DS    H                   AUTOSTAT INTERVAL

0000F4         OPSYS041 DS    X                   OPERATING SYSTEM

               *                                  1 - MVS

               *                                  2 - SVS

               *                                  3 - VS1

               *                                  4 - MVT

               *                                  5 - MFT

               *                                  6 - DVS

               *                                  7 - DOS

               *                                  9 - BS2

0000F5         CV#041   DS    AL1                 CENTRAL VERSION NUMBER

0000F6         CHKTK041 DS    AL1                 # OF CHECK USER TASKS

0000F7         DPRTY041 DS    AL1                 DEFAULT RUN UNIT PRIORITY

0000F8         LOGTP041 DS    AL1                 LOG DEVICE TYPE

0000F9         SVC#041  DS    AL1                 SVC NUMBER

0000FA         PROTK041 DS    X                   ALTERNATE PROTECT KEY

               STTI041  #FLAG X'80'               STATS BY TIME INTERVAL

0000FB         STTI041I DS    0XL1

        00080  STTI041M EQU   X'80'

               STTK041  #FLAG X'40'               STATS BY TASK

Offset  Value 

0000FB         STTK041I DS    0XL1

        00040  STTK041M EQU   X'40'

               STLI041  #FLAG X'20'               STATS BY LINE

0000FB         STLI041I DS    0XL1

        00020  STLI041M EQU   X'20'

               STUS041  #FLAG X'10'               STATS BY USER

0000FB         STUS041I DS    0XL1

        00010  STUS041M EQU   X'10'

               STWT041  #FLAG X'08'               STATS WRITTEN FOR TASK

0000FB         STWT041I DS    0XL1

        00008  STWT041M EQU   X'08'

               TRSV041  #FLAG X'04'               Save trace entries           18.0

0000FB         TRSV041I DS    0XL1

        00004  TRSV041M EQU   X'04'
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               LOGD041  #FLAG X'02'               LOG TO DATA BASE

0000FB         LOGD041I DS    0XL1

        00002  LOGD041M EQU   X'02'

               ABRU041  #FLAG X'01'               ABRU SNAP

0000FB         ABRU041I DS    0XL1

        00001  ABRU041M EQU   X'01'

0000FB         FLAG1041 DS    X           FLAG 1

               *

               PROT041  #FLAG X'80'               PROTECT

0000FC         PROT041I DS    0XL1

        00080  PROT041M EQU   X'80'

               DUMP041  #FLAG X'40'               DUMP

0000FC         DUMP041I DS    0XL1

        00040  DUMP041M EQU   X'40'

               MPSY041  #FLAG X'20'               MP SYSTEM

0000FC         MPSY041I DS    0XL1

        00020  MPSY041M EQU   X'20'

               STRA041  #FLAG X'10'               SYSTEM TRACE ON

0000FC         STRA041I DS    0XL1

        00010  STRA041M EQU   X'10'

               UTRA041  #FLAG X'08'               USER TRACE ON

0000FC         UTRA041I DS    0XL1

        00008  UTRA041M EQU   X'08'

               NCOM041  #FLAG X'04'               NO COMPILE INDICATOR

0000FC         NCOM041I DS    0XL1

        00004  NCOM041M EQU   X'04'

               JRET041  #FLAG X'02'               JOURNAL RETRIEVAL

0000FC         JRET041I DS    0XL1

        00002  JRET041M EQU   X'02'

               STTR041  #FLAG X'01'               STATS BY TRANSACTION           12.0

0000FC         STTR041I DS    0XL1

        00001  STTR041M EQU   X'01'

0000FC         FLAG2041 DS    X           FLAG 2

               *

               RETL041  #FLAG X'80'               RETRIEVAL LOCKING

Offset  Value 

0000FD         RETL041I DS    0XL1

        00080  RETL041M EQU   X'80'

               MENC041  #FLAG X'40'               ON - MULT USE OF LE ENCLAVE ON  R160

0000FD         MENC041I DS    0XL1

        00040  MENC041M EQU   X'40'

               EVCV041  #FLAG X'20'               EVAL CENTURY VALIDATION.        18.0

0000FD         EVCV041I DS    0XL1

        00020  EVCV041M EQU   X'20'

               ULCK041  #FLAG X'10'               UPDATE LOCKING

0000FD         ULCK041I DS    0XL1

        00010  ULCK041M EQU   X'10'

               NCPY041  #FLAG X'08'               AUTOMATIC NEW COPY             12.0

0000FD         NCPY041I DS    0XL1

        00008  NCPY041M EQU   X'08'

               SNTN041  #FLAG X'04'               TASK SNAP TRACE OFF             18.0

0000FD         SNTN041I DS    0XL1

        00004  SNTN041M EQU   X'04'
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               SNTT041  #FLAG X'02'               TASK SNAP TRACE TASK            18.0

0000FD         SNTT041I DS    0XL1

        00002  SNTT041M EQU   X'02'

               SCRU041  #FLAG X'01'               SCRATCH/QUEUE JOURNAL BEFORE ONLY

0000FD         SCRU041I DS    0XL1

        00001  SCRU041M EQU   X'01'

0000FD         FLAG3041 DS    X           FLAG 3

               *

               UAM041   #FLAG X'80'               UNDEFINED AM LOADABLE          12.0

0000FE         UAM041I  DS    0XL1

        00080  UAM041M  EQU   X'80'

               SC64041  #FLAG X'40'               Scratch in 64-bit storage

0000FE         SC64041I DS    0XL1

        00040  SC64041M EQU   X'40'

               USUB041  #FLAG X'20'               UNDEFINED SUBSCHEMAS LOADABLE

0000FE         USUB041I DS    0XL1

        00020  USUB041M EQU   X'20'

               UMAP041  #FLAG X'10'               UNDEFINED MAPS LOADABLE

0000FE         UMAP041I DS    0XL1

        00010  UMAP041M EQU   X'10'

               UTAB041  #FLAG X'08'               UNDEFINED TABLES LOADABLE

0000FE         UTAB041I DS    0XL1

        00008  UTAB041M EQU   X'08'

               UDIA041  #FLAG X'04'               UNDEFINED DIALOGS LOADABLE

0000FE         UDIA041I DS    0XL1

        00004  UDIA041M EQU   X'04'

               *                                  ALL OF THE ABOVE "LOADABLE VALUES"

               ULOD041  #FLAG USUB041M+UMAP041M+UTAB041M+UDIA041M+UAM041M        12.0

0000FE         ULOD041I DS    0XL1

        000BC  ULOD041M EQU   USUB041M+UMAP041M+UTAB041M+UDIA041M+UAM041M

               SCXA041  #FLAG X'02'               SCRATCH IN XA STORAGE          12.0

0000FE         SCXA041I DS    0XL1

        00002  SCXA041M EQU   X'02'

               BLDL041  #FLAG X'01'               BLDL'S AT STARTUP

0000FE         BLDL041I DS    0XL1

        00001  BLDL041M EQU   X'01'

0000FE         FLAG4041 DS    X           FLAG 4

               *

0000FF         RPTRE041 DS    X                   PRINTED REPORT RETENTION PERIOD

Offset  Value 

000100         QUERE041 DS    XL1                 QUEUE RETENTION PERIOD         18.0

000101         MSGRE041 DS    XL1                 MESSAGE RETENTION PERIOD       18.0

               SNOD041  #FLAG X'80'               SYSCTL NODENAME ALWAYS/DEFAULT

000102         SNOD041I DS    0XL1

        00080  SNOD041M EQU   X'80'

               SDBN041  #FLAG X'40'               SYSCTL   DBNAME ALWAYS/DEFAULT

000102         SDBN041I DS    0XL1

        00040  SDBN041M EQU   X'40'

               MSON041  #FLAG X'20'               MULTIPLE SIGNONS ALLOWED

000102         MSON041I DS    0XL1

        00020  MSON041M EQU   X'20'

               OLQS041  #FLAG X'10'               OLQ    IN THIS SYSTEM

000102         OLQS041I DS    0XL1
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        00010  OLQS041M EQU   X'10'

               ADSO041  #FLAG X'08'               ADSO   IN THIS SYSTEM

000102         ADSO041I DS    0XL1

        00008  ADSO041M EQU   X'08'

               PFKS041  #FLAG X'04'               PFKEYS IN THIS SYSTEM

000102         PFKS041I DS    0XL1

        00004  PFKS041M EQU   X'04'

               OLMK041  #FLAG X'02'               ONLINE MAPPING KEYS ARE DEFINED

000102         OLMK041I DS    0XL1

        00002  OLMK041M EQU   X'02'

               PAGR041  #FLAG X'01'               PAGE RELEASE TURNED ON.

000102         PAGR041I DS    0XL1

        00001  PAGR041M EQU   X'01'

000102         FLAG5041 DS    X           FLAG 5

               *

               IDDS041  #FLAG X'80'               IDD IS IN THIS SYSTEM

000103         IDDS041I DS    0XL1

        00080  IDDS041M EQU   X'80'

               TCPI041  #FLAG X'40'               TCP/IP IN THIS SYSTEM

000103         TCPI041I DS    0XL1

        00040  TCPI041M EQU   X'40'

               STIR041  #FLAG X'20'               STATS ROLL                      18.0

000103         STIR041I DS    0XL1

        00020  STIR041M EQU   X'20'

               STDI041  #FLAG X'10'               STATS BY DBIO WRITE

000103         STDI041I DS    0XL1

        00010  STDI041M EQU   X'10'

               ENOL041  #FLAG X'08'               LIMITS FOR ONLINE ARE ENABLED

000103         ENOL041I DS    0XL1

        00008  ENOL041M EQU   X'08'

               DIOL041  #FLAG X'04'               LIMITS FOR ONLINE ARE DISABLED

000103         DIOL041I DS    0XL1

        00004  DIOL041M EQU   X'04'

               ENEX041  #FLAG X'02'               LIMITS FOR EXTERNAL ARE ENABLED

000103         ENEX041I DS    0XL1

        00002  ENEX041M EQU   X'02'

               DIEX041  #FLAG X'01'               LIMITS FOR EXTERNAL NOT ENFORCED

000103         DIEX041I DS    0XL1

        00001  DIEX041M EQU   X'01'

Offset  Value 

000103         FLAG6041 DS    X           FLAG 6

               *

               SUNP041  #FLAG X'80'               SUPPRESS USER NEWPAGE NATIVE

000104         SUNP041I DS    0XL1

        00080  SUNP041M EQU   X'80'

               SUNN041  #FLAG X'40'               SUPPRESS USER NEWPAGE NONNATIVE

000104         SUNN041I DS    0XL1

        00040  SUNN041M EQU   X'40'

               SSCL041  #FLAG X'20'               SUPPRESS SCS CR/LF AT REPT BEGIN

000104         SSCL041I DS    0XL1

        00020  SSCL041M EQU   X'20'

               SNNL041  #FLAG X'10'               SUPPRESS NEWPAGE NEWLINE

000104         SNNL041I DS    0XL1
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        00010  SNNL041M EQU   X'10'

               ANEN041  #FLAG X'08'               AUTO NEWPAGE END OF NATIVE REPT

000104         ANEN041I DS    0XL1

        00008  ANEN041M EQU   X'08'

               ANNN041  #FLAG X'04'               AUTO NEWPAGE END OF NONNATIVE REPT

000104         ANNN041I DS    0XL1

        00004  ANNN041M EQU   X'04'

               SNBN041  #FLAG X'02'               SUPPRESS NEWPAGE BEGIN NATIVE REPT

000104         SNBN041I DS    0XL1

        00002  SNBN041M EQU   X'02'

               SNNN041  #FLAG X'01'               SUPPRESS NEWPAGE BEGIN NONNAT REPT

000104         SNNN041I DS    0XL1

        00001  SNNN041M EQU   X'01'

000104         FLAG7041 DS    X           FLAG 7 - PRINTER FORMFEED OPTIONS      15.0

               *

               ENDJ041  #FLAG X'80'               On - write ENDJ not COMT        R160

000105         ENDJ041I DS    0XL1

        00080  ENDJ041M EQU   X'80'

               NLIC041  #FLAG X'40'               On - assign new LID on COMMIT   R160

000105         NLIC041I DS    0XL1

        00040  NLIC041M EQU   X'40'

               NLIB041  #FLAG X'20'               On - assign new LID on ROLLBK   R160

000105         NLIB041I DS    0XL1

        00020  NLIB041M EQU   X'20'

               TXNS041  #FLAG X'10'               On - Transaction Sharing ON     R160

000105         TXNS041I DS    0XL1

        00010  TXNS041M EQU   X'10'

               SYNS041  #FLAG X'08'               System snap disabled  R17.0 DAP

000105         SYNS041I DS    0XL1

        00008  SYNS041M EQU   X'08'

               SYNP041  #FLAG X'04'               System photo disabled R17.0 DAP

Offset  Value 

000105         SYNP041I DS    0XL1

        00004  SYNP041M EQU   X'04'

               TANS041  #FLAG X'02'               Task snap disabled    R17.0 DAP

000105         TANS041I DS    0XL1

        00002  TANS041M EQU   X'02'

               TANP041  #FLAG X'01'               Task photo disabled   R17.0 DAP

000105         TANP041I DS    0XL1

        00001  TANP041M EQU   X'01'

000105         FLAG8041 DS    X           FLAG 8 -                                R160

               *

000106         PFKS#041 DS    H                   COUNT OF PFK APP RECORDS

000108                  DS    CL8                 RESERVED

000110         PKAID041 DS    XL1                 3270 PRINT KEY AID VALUE

               *

               DPEA041  #FLAG X'80'               DPE AUTOTUNE ON                 18.0

000111         DPEA041I DS    0XL1

        00080  DPEA041M EQU   X'80'

               RCEA041  #FLAG X'40'               RCE AUTOTUNE ON                 18.0

000111         RCEA041I DS    0XL1

        00040  RCEA041M EQU   X'40'

               RLEA041  #FLAG X'20'               RLE AUTOTUNE ON                 18.0
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000111         RLEA041I DS    0XL1

        00020  RLEA041M EQU   X'20'

               SYLA041  #FLAG X'10'               SYSLOCKS AUTOTUNE ON            18.0

000111         SYLA041I DS    0XL1

        00010  SYLA041M EQU   X'10'

000111         FLAG9041 DS    X           FLAG 9 - AUTOTUNE                       18.0

               *

000112         PRCKP041 DS    H                   PRINT CHECKPOINT PAGES

               *

000114         LODRU041 DS    H                   # OF LOADER   RU'S

               *

000116         PNULL041 DS    H                   # OF PRIMARY NULL PDES TO ALLOCATE

000118         SNULL041 DS    H                   # OF SECNDRY NULL PDES TO ALLOCATE

00011A         AUTOT041 DS    H                   AUTO TIMEOUT INTERVAL

00011C         AUTOP041 DS    CL8                 AUTO TIMEOUT PROGRAM NAME

000124         AUTOL041 DS    CL8                 LOADLIB FOR AUTO TIMEOUT PROGRAM

00012C         AUTOV041 DS    H                   AUTO TIMEOUT PROGRAM VERSION

00012E         USCNT041 DS    H                   COUNT OF USERS AUTHORIZED FOR ALL

               ***----------------------------------------------------***

               ***  ITEM COUNTERS: NUMBER OF EACH TYPE CONTROL BLOCK  ***

               ***                 TO BE GENERATED AT RUN TIME.       ***

               ***----------------------------------------------------***

000130         PDE#041  DS    H                   # OF PDE'S

000132         TDE#041  DS    H                   # OF TDE'S

000134         QDE#041  DS    H                   # OF QDE'S

000136         PLE#041  DS    H                   # OF PLE'S

000138         PTE#041  DS    H                   # OF PTE'S

00013A         LTE#041  DS    H                   # OF LTE'S

00013C         DDE#041  DS    H                   # OF DDE'S

00013E         RTBC#041 DS    H                   # OF RESOURCE TBL  CVGDEFS     12.0

000140         NTBC#041 DS    H                   # OF NODE TABLE    CVGDEFS     12.0

000142         PROG#041 DS    H                   # OF IDMS PROGRAMS CVGDEFS

000144         TCFT#041 DS    H                   # OF TASKS UNDER TCF CONTROL

000146         MAPT#041 DS    H                   # OF MAPTYPE'S

000148         STBC#041 DS    H                   # OF SERVICE  TBL  CVGDEFS     12.0

00014A         LDLS#041 DS    H                   # OF LOADLIST  CVGDEFS

00014C         RUNU#041 DS    H                   # OF RUN UNITS CVGDEFS

00014E         SECRU041 DS    H                   # OF SECURITY RU'S             12.0

000150         QCAC#041 DS    H                   # OF SQL CACHE     CVGDEFS     16.0

000152         TCPS#041 DS    H                   # OF TCPIP STACKS  CVGDEFS     17.0

000154         STGL041  DS    F                   ON-LINE STORAGE LIMIT

Offset  Value 

000158         FIL7X041 DS    F                     UNUSED                       12.0

00015C         FIL8X041 DS    F                     UNUSED                       12.0

000160         LCKL041  DS    F                   ON-LINE LOCK LIMIT

000164         CALL041  DS    F                   ON-LINE CALL LIMIT

000168         DIOL041  DS    F                   ON-LINE DATABASE I/O LIMIT

00016C         EXSTG041 DS    F                   EXTERNAL STORAGE LIMIT

000170         FIL9X041 DS    F                     UNUSED                       12.0

000174         FILAX041 DS    F                     UNUSED                       12.0

000178         EXLCK041 DS    F                   EXTERNAL LOCK LIMIT

00017C         EXCAL041 DS    F                   EXTERNAL CALL LIMIT

000180         EXDIO041 DS    F                   EXTERNAL DATABASE I/O LIMIT
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000184         SPOOL041 DS    F                   STORAGE POOL IN K

000188         SCUSH041 DS    F                   STORAGE CUSHION IN K

00018C         PPOOL041 DS    F                   PROGRAM POOL IN K

000190         RPOOL041 DS    F                   REENTRANT POOL SIZE IN K

000194         XPOOL041 DS    F                   XA PROGRAM POOL IN K

000198         XRENT041 DS    F                   XA REENTRANT POOL SIZE IN K

00019C         XSTG041  DS    F                   XA STORAGE POOL SIZE

0001A0         SCRPV041 DS    H                   Scratch Primary value

0001A2         SCRSV041 DS    H                   Scratch Secondary value

0001A4         SCRLV041 DS    H                   Scratch Limit value

0001A6         SCRPX041 DS    C                   Scratch Primary exponent

0001A7         SCRSX041 DS    C                   Scratch Secondary exponent

0001A8         SCRLX041 DS    C                   Scratch Limit exponent

0001A9         TRCTX041 DS    C                   Trace table size exponent      18.0

0001AA         TRCTB041 DS    H                   Trace table size value         18.0

0001AC         SQLRL041 DS    F                   SQL ROW LIMIT             IDMS/5408

0001B0                  DS    3F                  RESERVED FOR NEW FULLWORD COUNTERS

0001BC         PUBL041  DS    X                   PUBLIC ACCESS AUTHORITY FLAG

               *                                   X'FF' = ALL

               *                                   X'7F' = UPDATE

               *                                   X'20' = MODIFY

               *                                   X'10' = REPLACE

               *                                   X'08' = DELETE

               *                                   X'01' = DISPLAY

               *                                   X'00' = NONE

0001BD         LOADL041 DS    CL8           LOADLIST NAME

0001C5         RELTH041 DS    X             RELOCATABLE THRESHOLD % NUMBER

0001C6         AAQTH041 DS    H             AREA ACQUISITION THRESHOLD           12.0

0001C8         AAQRC041 DS    H             AREA ACQUISITION RETRY COUNT         12.0

0001CA         JFRGI041 DS    H             JOURNAL FRAGMENT INTERVAL            12.0

0001CC         JTRLV041 DS    H             JOURNAL TRANSACTION LEVEL            12.0

0001CE         SYSRU041 DS    H             # OF SYSTEM RU'S                     12.0

0001D0                  DS    H               UNUSED                             16.2

0001D2         QWAIT041 DS    H             QUIESCE WAIT INTERVAL                15.0

               MQSD041  #FLAG X'80'         MQ in this system               IDMS/5403

0001D4         MQSD041I DS    0XL1

       00080   MQSD041M EQU   X'80'

            SAEX041  #FLAG X'02'         Dynamic Subpool Expansion       IDMS/5534

0001D4         SAEX041I DS    0XL1

       00002   SAEX041M EQU   X'02'

0001D4         FLG10041 DS    X             FLAG 10 -                       IDMS/5403

0001D4                  DS    11F           Available

0001D5         ORPTL041 DS    XL1           Overriding report line length        18.0

0001D6         EVLOC041 DS    XL1           RHDCEV10 low century                 18.0

0001D7         EVHIC041 DS    XL1           RHDCEV10 high century                18.0

0001D8         EVBYR041 DS    XL1           RHDCEV09 base year                   18.0

0001D9         DBGM#041 DS    XL1           Debugger # of msg buffers            18.0

               EFPO041  #FLAG X'80'         ERUS Fetch Protect Off          IDMS/5498

0001DA         EFPO041I DS    0XL1

      00080    EFPO041M EQU   X'80'

0001DA         FLAGA041 DS    X             FLAG A                          IDMS/5498

0001DA                  DS    X             Available                            18.0

0001DB         TRCAX041 DS    C             Adjunct trace tbl size exponent      18.0
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0001DC         TRCAS041 DS    H             Adjunct trace tbl size value         18.0

0001DE         SYSGU041 DS    C             C'U' = SYSGEN definition updated IDMS/5541

0001DF         SYSTU041 DS    C             C'U' = SYSTEM definition updated IDMS/5541

0001E0                  DS    8F            Available                            18.0

        00200  R041DSLN EQU     *-#R041DS

               **********************************************************************

#R042DS
                        COPY #R042DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R042DS                        SDR-042 DSECT                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     THIS IS A JUNCTION RECORD BETWEEN THE SR-036 (RECORD) AND   ***

               ***     THE INQ-058 (ELEMENT).  THIS RELATIONSHIP INDICATES AN      ***

               ***     OCCURRENCE OF A RECORD ELEMENT.                             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R042DS  DSECT                                                08/08/90

               .R042DS# ANOP

        0002A  R042     EQU   042           RECORD ID

000000         SEQ042   DS    CL6           SEQUENCE NUMBER.  STARTS AT AND IS INCRE-

               *                                 MENTED BY THE GLOBAL SEQUENCE NR.

000006         DRLNG042 DS    H             DATA ELEMENT LENGTH.

               *                                 FOR GROUPS = TOTAL LENGTH;

               *                                 FOR OCCURRING GROUPS AND ELEMENTARY

               *                                 RECORD ELEMENTS, = LENGTH OF ONE

               *                                 OCCURENCE MULTIPLE BY NR OF OCCURS

000008         PCLNG042 DS    H             PICTURE STRING LENGTH.  -1 = NO PICTURE

               *                                 (GROUP ELEMENTS, COMP-1, COMP-2,

               *                                  POINTERS, CONDITION NAMES)

00000A         DRBOF042 DS    H             BIT OFFSET.  0 IF USAGE NOT BIT; IF

               *                                 USAGE BIT = OFFSET (RELATIVE TO 0)

               *                                 OF THE BIT FIELD RELATIVE TO THE

               *                                 THE START OF THE BYTE

00000C         DRBLN042 DS    H             BIT LENGTH.  0 IF USAGE NOT BIT; IF

               *                                 USAGE BIT = NUMBER OF BITS

00000E         USE042   DS    H             USAGE

               *                                 0 = DISPLAY

               *                                 1 = COMPUTATIONAL (BINARY)

               *                                 2 = COMPUTATIONAL-1 (SHORT-POINT)

               *                                 3 = COMPUTATIONAL-2 (LONG-POINT)

               *                                 4 = COMPUTATIONAL-3 (PACKED)

               *                                 5 = BIT

               *                                 6 = POINTER

               *                                 7 = DISPLAY-1 (KANJI/DBCS)
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                                                 8 = SQL BINARY

               *                                88 = CONDITION NAME

Offset  Value 

000010         SYNC042  DS    H             SYNCHRONIZED INDICATOR

               *                                 1 = SYNCHRONIZED

               *                                -1 = NOT SYNCHRONIZED

000012         OCC042   DS    H             OCCURS COUNT.  NR OF TIMES ELEMENTARY

               *                                 OR GROUP ITEM OCCURS; 0 = NOT AN

               *                                 OCCURRING FIELD.

000014         DRLVL042 DS    CL2           COBOL-TYPE LEVEL NUMBER (EG, 02, 03)

000016         OCCLV042 DS    H             OCCURS LEVEL.  NR OF SUBSCRIPTS NEEDED

               *                                 TO REFERENCE THIS FIELD.

000018         RDFLV042 DS    H             REDEFINES LEVEL.  NR OF LEVELS OF

               *                                 REDEFINITION IN EFFECT FOR THIS

               *                                 RECORD ELEMENT.

00001A         DRNAM042 DS    CL32          PRIMARY ELEMENT NAME (ALWAYS SAME AS

               *                                 THE OWNER INQ-058 ELEMENT NAME).

               *                                 THE NAMESYN-083 HAS THE ELEMENT

               *                                 NAME (OR ELEMENT SYNONYM NAME)

               *                                 ASSIGNED TO THE RECORD ELEMENT.

00003A         PIC042   DS    CL30          PICTURE

000058                  DS    CL2           UNUSED

00005A         SIGN042  DS    CL1           SIGN INDICATOR

               *                                 ' ' = NO SIGN

               *                                 'L' = LEADING SIGN

               *                                 'T' = TRAILING SIGN

00005B         SEP042   DS    CL1           SEPARATE SIGN INDICATOR

               *                                 ' ' = NO SEPARATE SIGN

               *                                 'S' = SEPARATE SIGN

00005C         ISEQ042  DS    CL1           SORTING SEQUENCE FOR A KEYED OCCURS

               *                                 GROUP

               *                                 'A' = ASCENDING SEQUENCE

               *                                 'D' = DESCENDING SEQUENCE

               *                                 ' ' = NO SEQUENCE

00005D         BLDR042  DS    CL1           BUILDER CODE

00005E         ELJST042 DS    CL1           JUSTIFIED INDICATOR

               *                                 'J' = JUSTIFIED

               *                                 ' ' = NO JUSTIFIED

00005F         ELBOZ042 DS    CL1           BLANK-ON-ZERO INDICATOR

               *                                 'B' = BLANK-ON-ZERO

               *                                 ' ' = NO BLANK-ON-ZERO

000060         ALTYP042 DS    H             ALTERNATE PICTURE TYPE INDICATOR

               *                                 0 = PRIMARY ELEMENT DEFINITION USED

               *                                     TO DEFINE THIS RECORD ELEMENT;

               *                                 1-4 = ALTERNATE PICTURE FORMATS 1-4,

               *                                     RESPECTIVELY, WERE USED

000062         VALSW042 DS    CL1           RECORD ELEMENT VALUE SWITCH.

               *                                 0 = NO RECORD ELEMENT VALUE.

               *                                 1 = RECORD ELEMENT VALUE (STORED AN

               *                                     SDES-044 RECORD)

               ODEP042  #FLAG X'08'              OCCURS DEPENDING ON FIELD *LCB86055*

Offset  Value 

000063         ODEP042I DS    0XL1
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        00008  ODEP042M EQU   X'08'

               EPIC042  #FLAG X'04'              EXTERNAL PICTURE

000063         EPIC042I DS    0XL1

        00004  EPIC042M EQU   X'04'

               CTBL042  #FLAG X'02'              TIGHT CODE TABLE

000063         CTBL042I DS    0XL1

        00002  CTBL042M EQU   X'02'

               ETBL042  #FLAG X'01'              TIGHT EDIT TABLE

000063         ETBL042I DS    0XL1

        00001  ETBL042M EQU   X'01'

000063         FLAG042  DS    X             RECORD ELEMENT FLAG

        00040  FGRED042 EQU   X'40'              ON IF REDEFINES

        00020  FGINK042 EQU   X'20'              ON IF INDEX KEY

        00010  FGINB042 EQU   X'10'              ON IF INDEXED BY

        00008  FGDEP042 EQU   X'08'              ON IF DEPENDING ON

        00004  FGEXP042 EQU   X'04'              ON IF EXTERNAL PICTURE

        00002  FGCTB042 EQU   X'02'              ON IF 'CODE' TABLE ACTIVE

        00001  FGETB042 EQU   X'01'              ON IF 'EDIT' TABLE ACTIVE

000064         FLAG2042 DS    X             RECORD ELEMENT WORK FLAG (TEMPORARY)

        00004  F2ERR042 EQU   X'04'              ON IF REPLACEMENT ERROR

        00002  F2ORG042 EQU   X'02'              ON IF ORIGINAL RECORD ELEMENT

        00001  F2NEW042 EQU   X'01'              ON IF REPLACEMENT RECORD ELEMENT

000065                  DS    X             UNUSED

000066         DTY042   DS    H             SQL DATA TYPE

000068         PRE042   DS    H             SQL PRECISION

00006A         SCA042   DS    H             SQL SCALE

00006C         LEN042   DS    H             LENGTH OF 1 OCCURRENCE OF ELEMENT

00006E         FIL1X042 DS    CL26          UNUSED

        00088  R042DSLN EQU   *-#R042DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R043DS
                        COPY #R043DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R043DS                        SYSNEST-043 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     NEST RECORD USED TO RELATE SYSTEMS TO OTHER SYSTEMS         ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R043DS  DSECT                                  01/26/84

000000         NSTCD043 DS    F             NEST CODE

000004         JTEXT043 DS    CL40          JUNCTION TEXT

00002C                  DS    CL4           UNUSED

        00030  R043DSLN EQU   *-#R043DS
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               ***********************************************************************

#R044DS
                        COPY #R044DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R044DS                        SDES-044 DSECT               ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     COMMENT RECORD FOR RECORD ELEMENTS.  ALSO USED FOR STORING  ***

               ***     VALUES, OLQ HEADERS, CULPRIT HEADERS, EDIT/CODE TABLES AND  ***

               ***     CONTROL INFORMATION FOR THE RECORD ELEMENT DEPENDING ON     ***

               ***     THE COMMENT TYPE                                            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     THIS COPY MEMBER IS USED BY OLQ, BUT NOT AS A DSECT.        ***

               ***     DO NOT USE NULL ORGS....BE SURE TO ORG TO SOMETHING WITHIN  ***

               ***     THIS COPY MEMBER                                            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R044DS  DSECT                                     10:02:02

               .R044DS# ANOP

        0002C  R044     EQU   44

000000         IDDSQ044 DS    F                  COMMENT LINE SEQUENCE

000004         CMT044   DS    0CL100             COMMENT LINE TEXT

000004         CMTIN044 DS    2CL50                     (OCCURS 2 TIMES)

               *********************************************************************

000068                  ORG   CMT044

000004         VAL1S044 DS    H           VALUE-1 LENGTH

000006         VAL2S044 DS    H           VALUE-2 LENGTH (-1 IF NO 2ND VALUE)

000008         VAL1A044 DS    CL34        VAL-1 AREA (HOLDS 1ST OR ONLY VALUE)

00002A         VAL2A044 DS    CL62        VAL-2 AREA (HOLDS 2ND VALUE IF ANY)

000068                  ORG   VAL1A044

               *

               ***********  BEGIN OF 'OBJECT' TABLE HEADER INFORMATION  ************

               *

000008         HDR044   DS    0X             TABLE HEADER INFORMATION

000008         N044     DS    H              NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN TABLE

00000A         ELEN044  DS    H              LENGTH IN BYTES OF LARGEST ENTRY

00000C         KEYOF044 DS    H              KEY OFFSET

00000E         KEYL044  DS    XL1            LENGTH OF KEY

               LIN044   #FLAG X'40'          TABLE TO BE SEARCHED LINEARLY

00000F         LIN044I  DS    0XL1

        00040  LIN044M  EQU   X'40'

               BIN044   #FLAG X'20'          TABLE TO BE SEARCHED BINARILY

Offset  Value 

00000F         BIN044I  DS    0XL1

        00020  BIN044M  EQU   X'20'
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00000F         FLAG1044 DS    XL1            FLAG-1 BYTE

000010         START044 DS    A              POINTER TO START OF TABLE

000014         LTABL044 DS    F              TOTAL LENGTH OF 'OBJECT' TABLE TEXT

               LIST044  #FLAG X'80'          TYPE OF LIST  (ON=VALID,OFF=INVALID)

000018         LIST044I DS    0XL1

        00080  LIST044M EQU   X'80'

               SCOD044  #FLAG X'40'          BINARY SEARCH (ON=ENCODE,OFF=DECODE)

000018         SCOD044I DS    0XL1

        00040  SCOD044M EQU   X'40'

               TYP1044  #FLAG X'20'          ENCODE FORMAT (ON=NUMERIC,OFF=ALPHA)

000018         TYP1044I DS    0XL1

        00020  TYP1044M EQU   X'20'

               TYP2044  #FLAG X'10'          DECODE FORMAT (ON=NUMERIC,OFF=ALPHA)

000018         TYP2044I DS    0XL1

        00010  TYP2044M EQU   X'10'

               SORT044  #FLAG X'08'          TABLE       (ON=SORTED,OFF=UNSORTED)

000018         SORT044I DS    0XL1

        00008  SORT044M EQU   X'08'

               DUPL044  #FLAG X'04'          DUPLICATES  (ON=ALLOW,OFF=NOT ALLOW)

000018         DUPL044I DS    0XL1

        00004  DUPL044M EQU   X'04'

               CTCH044  #FLAG X'02'          CATCH ALL ACTIVE     (ON=YES,OFF=NO)

000018         CTCH044I DS    0XL1

        00002  CTCH044M EQU   X'02'

               EDIT044  #FLAG X'01'          TYPE OF TABLE     (ON=EDIT,OFF=CODE)

000018         EDIT044I DS    0XL1

        00001  EDIT044M EQU   X'01'

000018         FLAG2044 DS    XL1            FLAG-2 BYTE

000019         POS1044  DS    XL1            VAL-1 NUMERIC DECIMAL POSITION= 0-15

00001A         POS2044  DS    XL1            VAL-2 NUMERIC DECIMAL POSITION= 0-15

               TYP3044  #FLAG X'20'          ENCODE FORMAT (ON=GRAPHICS)      BZJ

00001B         TYP3044I DS    0XL1

        00020  TYP3044M EQU   X'20'

               TYP4044  #FLAG X'10'          DECODE FORMAT (ON=GRAPHICS)      BZJ

00001B         TYP4044I DS    0XL1

        00010  TYP4044M EQU   X'10'

00001B         FLAG3044 DS    XL1            FLAG-3 BYTE                      BZJ

        00014  HDLEN044 EQU   *-HDR044    LENGTH OF 'OBJECT' TABLE HEADER (20 BYTES)

               *

               *************  END OF 'OBJECT' TABLE HEADER INFORMATION  ************

               *

00001C         LINSZ044 DS    F              BASIC CALCULATED LINEAR TABLE SIZE

000020         ECALL044 DS    H              ENCODE CATCH-ALL VALUE SIZE

000022         DCALL044 DS    H              DECODE CATCH-ALL VALUE SIZE

000024         MAXE044  DS    H              NBR OF ENTRIES WITH MAX ENCODE SIZE

000026         MAXD044  DS    H              NBR OF ENTRIES WITH MAX DECODE SIZE

000028         ESIZE044 DS    XL1            MAXIMUM ENCODE SIZE

Offset  Value 

000029         DSIZE044 DS    XL1            MAXIMUM DECODE SIZE

00002A                  DS    CL62           FILLER FOR REST OF HEADER AREA

000068         NSTID044 DS    F              COMMENT ID TYPE (-8=EDIT, -9=CODE)

        0006C  DSLEN044 EQU   *-#R044DS      TOTAL RECORD LENGTH (108 BYTES)

               *********************************************************************
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00006C                  ORG   CMT044             REDEFINE THE COMMENT TEXT LINE

000004         VALS044  DS    0CL100             VALUES

000004         VLNG1044 DS    H                  LNGTH OF 1ST VALUE INCLUDING QUOTES

000006         VLNG2044 DS    H                  LNGTH OF 2ND VALUE INCLUDING QUOTES

               *                                    THIS SECOND VALUE IS ONLY USED

               *                                    FOR LEVEL 88 CONDITION NAME.

               *                                    -1 IF NO SECOND VALUE.

000008         VAL1044  DS    CL34               1ST VALUE INCLUDING QUOTES IF SPEC

00002A         VAL2044  DS    0CL34              2ND VALUE INCLUDING QUOTES IF SPEC

00002A         ISEQ044  DS    CL1                    SORTING SEQUENCE FOR INDEX KEY

00002B                  DS    CL33                   FILLER

00004C                  DS    CL28               FILLER

               *********************************************************************

000068                  ORG   CMT044             REDEFINE THE COMMENT TEXT LINE

000004         HEADR044 DS    0CL100             ASF HEADERS

000004         FNAME044 DS    CL32               FIELD NAME

000024         RNAME044 DS    CL32               ASF RECORD NAME

000044         RDN044   DS    F                  ASF RECORD DEFINITION NUMBER (RDN)

000048         FNO044   DS    H                  ASF RECORD FIELD NUMBER (FNO)

00004A         MSEQ044  DS    H                  MAP SEQUENCE NUMBER

00004C         NOSUB044 DS    H                  NUMBER OF SUBSCRIPTS

00004E         SUB1044  DS    H                  FIRST SUBSCRIPT

000050         SUB2044  DS    H                  SECOND SUBSCRIPT

000052         SUB3044  DS    H                  THIRD SUBSCRIPT

000054         SUB4044  DS    H                  FOURTH SUBSCRIPT

000056         SUB5044  DS    H                  FIFTH SUBSCRIPT

000058         FIL1044  DS    CL16               FILLER

               *********************************************************************

000068         CMTID044 DS    F                  COMMENT TYPE ID

               *                                    -1   COMMENTS

               *                                    -2   DEFINITION

               *                                    -3   VALUES

               *                                    -4   OLQ HEADER

               *                                    -5   CULPRIT HEADER

               *                                    -8   EDIT TABLE

               *                                    -9   CODE TABLE

               *                                    -10  OCCURS DEPENDING ON NAME

               *                                    -11  INDEXED BY NAME

               *                                    -12  INDEX KEY IS NAME

               *                                    -13  EXTERNAL PICTURE

               *                                    -24  ASF HEADER

        0006C  R044DSLN EQU   *-#R044DS

               *********************************************************************

#R045DS
                        COPY #R045DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R045DS                        ACCESS-045 DSECT             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING A USER TO:                         ***

               ***       AN IDMS-DC SYSTEM THE USER IS AUTHORIZED TO SIGN ON TO;   ***
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               ***       SUBSCHEMAS THE USER CAN ACCESS WITH OLQ; AND,             ***

               ***       QFILES THE USER CAN ACCESS WITH OLQ.                      ***

               ***     IF OCCURRENCE OF THIS RECORD TYPE IS RELATED TO BOTH A      ***

               ***     QFILE AND A SUBSCHEMA, THIS INDICATES A SIGNON QFILE        ***

               ***     WHICH IS EXECUTED AUTOMATICALLY WHEN THE USER SIGNS ON TO   ***

               ***     THE SUBSCHEMA.                                              ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R045DS  DSECT                                                05/30/90

               .R045DS# ANOP

000000         PRTY045  DS    CL1           PRIORITY

000001         ACCCD045 DS    CL32          USER ACCESS CODES (BIT MAP INDICATING

               *                                WHICH SECURITY CLASSES USER HAS

               *                                BEEN ASSIGNED)

000021         SECCD045 DS    CL32          INSTALLATION ASSIGNED CODES

000041                  DS    CL1           UNUSED

000042         TYPE045  DS    H             ACCESS TYPE

        00044  R045DSLN EQU   *-#R045DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R046DS
                        COPY #R046DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R046DS                        SOR-046 DSECT                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     OCCURRENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE REPRESENT SCHEMA SETS.      ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R046DS  DSECT                                                09/26/90

000000         STNAM046 DS    CL32          SET NAME

000020         STORD046 DS    H             SET ORDER

               *                                 0 = LAST/PRIOR

               *                                 1 = SORTED

               *                                 2 = FIRST/NEXT

000022         NXDBK046 DS    H             NEXT DBKEY POS FOR OWNER RECORD OF SET

               *                                (RELATIVE TO 0)

000024         PRDBK046 DS    H             PRIOR DBKEY POS FOR OWNER RECORD OF SET

               *                                (RELATIVE TO 0). -1 IF NO PRIOR PTRS

000026         SORID046 DS    H             SCHEMA OWNER RECORD ID
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000028         DEL046   DS    H             DELETION FLAG

               *                                 0 = READ-WRITE

               *                                 1 = NO DELETE

               *                                 2 = NO MOD-STORE

00002A         ORD046   DS    H             SET CONNECT INDICATOR

               *                                 0 = CONNECT ON OWNER (FIR/LAS/SRTED)

               *                                 1 = CONNECT ON CURRENT (NEXT/PRIOR)

00002C         SORT046  DS    H             SORTED SET INDICATOR

               *                                 0 = SORTED

               *                                 1 = UNSORTED

00002E         SNAME046 DS    0CL10         SCHEMA IDENTIFICATION GROUP

00002E         SNAM046  DS    CL8               SCHEMA NAME

000036         SSER046  DS    H                 SCHEMA VERSION

000038         STMOD046 DS    H             SET MODE - BIT SETTINGS

               *                                X'0001' NEXT PTRS REQD/ALLOWED

               *                                X'0002' PRIOR PTRS REQD (LINKED PRIOR)

               *                                X'0004' OWNER PTRS ALLOWED

               *                                        (NOT A VSAM INDEX)

               *                                X'0008' MODE CHAIN

               *                                X'0010' MODE INDEX (PRIOR NOT ALLOWED)

               *                                X'0020' MODE VSAM INDEX (PTRS N/ALLOW)

Offset  Value 

00003A         IXMEM046 DS    H             INDEX - MEMBERS PER BLOCK

00003C         IXDSP046 DS    H             INDEX - DISPLACEMENT

00003E         IXSYM046 DS    CL18          SYMBOLIC INDEX NAME

               *   THE FOLLOWING FIELDS ARE FOR ASSIGNING AN INDEX'S SYSTEM OWNER

               *   (THE SR7 RECORD) TO AN AREA OR SUB-PAGE RANGE OF AN AREA.

000050         POFPC046 DS    H             OFFSET PAGES       - PERCENTAGE

000052         PCTPC046 DS    H             OFFSET PAGE COUNT  - PERCENTAGE

000054         PGOFF046 DS    F             OFFSET PAGE        - RELATIVE TO ZERO

000058         PGCNT046 DS    F             OFFSET PAGE COUNT  - NUMBER OF PAGES

00005C         SASYM046 DS    CL18          SYMBOLIC SUBAREA NAME

00006E         SANAM046 DS    CL32          AREA NAME

00008E         IXID046  DS    H             SQL SYSTEM OWNED INDEX ID

000090         STTYP046 DS    H             SET TYPE

               *                                0 = STANDARD SET

               *                                1 = PRIMARY/FOREIGN KEY

               *                                2 = REFERENTIAL (FUTURE)

000092         PKNAM046 DS    CL18          PRIMARY KEY (CALC OR INDEX SET NAME)

0000A4         FIL1X046 DS    CL20          FILLER (RESERVED)

        000B8  R046DSLN EQU   *-#R046DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R047DS
                        COPY #R047DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R047DS                        USER-047 DSECT               ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     OCCURRENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE REPRESENT USERS             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***
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               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R047DS  DSECT                                                09/20/90

               .R047DS# ANOP

        0002F  R047     EQU   47

000000         USNAM047 DS    CL32          USER NAME

000020         ALNAM047 DS    CL32          ALTERNATE NAME

000040         DESCR047 DS    CL40          USER DESCRIPTION

000068         PSWRD047 DS    CL8           USER PASSWORD (ENCRYPTED)

000070         PEOLQ047 DS    0CL4          OLQ RESTRICTIONS GROUP

000070         QFIAL047 DS    CL1                OLQ QFILES EXECUTE FLAG

               *                                     '0' = NOT ALLOWED

               *                                     '1' = ALLOWED    <--

               *                                     '2' = ONLY

000071         QSORT047 DS    CL1                OLQ SORT FLAG

               *                                     '0' = NOT ALLOWED

               *                                     '1' = ALLOWED    <--

000072         MRRAL047 DS    CL1                MULT RECORD RETRIEVAL COMMAND FLAG

               *                                     '0' = NOT ALLOWED

               *                                     '1' = ALLOWED    <--

000073         ITMAN047 DS    CL1                OLQ INTERRUPT OPTION FLAG

               *                                     '0' = OPTIONAL   <--

               *                                     '1' = MANDATORY

000074         DFOPT047 DS    0F            OLQ DEFAULT OPTIONS GROUP

000074         DFOP1047 DS    X                  OLQ DEFAULT OPTIONS (1)

               *                                      X'80' = OLQ HEADER

               *                                      X'40' = INTERRUPT <--

               *                                      X'20' = WHOLE     <--

               *                                      X'10' = FULL      <--

               *                                      X'08' = FILLER

               *                                      X'04' = ECHO      <--

               *                                      X'02' = HEADER    <--

               *                                      X'01' = ALL       <--

Offset  Value 

000075         DFOP2047 DS    X                  OLQ DEFAULT OPTIONS (2)

               *                                      X'80' = COMMENTS  <--

               *                                      X'40' = PATH STATUS

               *                                      X'20' = *** AVAILABLE ***

               *                                      X'10' = CODE TABLE

               *                                      X'08' = X PICTURE

               *                                      X'04' = VERBOSE

000076         DFOP3047 DS    X                  OLQ DEFAULT OPTIONS (3) - UNUSED

000077         DFOP4047 DS    X                  OLQ DEFAULT OPTIONS (4) - UNUSED

000078         BLDR047  DS    CL1           BUILDER CODE.

               *                                 'G' = SYSGEN-BUILT-047

               *                                 'D' = DICT-BUILT-047

000079         USAUT047 DS    X             USER'S IDD AUTHORITY

               *                                 X'FF' = ALL

               *                                 X'80' = IDD SIGNON   <--
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               *                                 X'40' = IDB ACCESS

               *                                 X'20' = ASF ACCESS

00007A         DATLU047 DS    CL8           LAST DATE UPDATED

000082         DATCR047 DS    CL8           DATE CREATED

00008A         PREBY047 DS    CL8           USER WHO ADDED THIS USER

000092         REVBY047 DS    CL8           USER WHO LAST UPDATED THIS USER

00009A         OVERS047 DS    CL1           OVERRIDES ALLOWED FLAG (FOR CULPRIT)

               *                                 '0' = NOT ALLOWED

               *                                 '1' = ALLOWED        <--

00009B         OLQ2047  DS    0CL8          ADDITIONAL OLQ GROUP

00009B         MENU047  DS    CL1                OLQ MENU-MODE

               *                                     '0' = NOT ALLOWED

               *                                     '1' = ALLOWED       <--

               *                                     '2' = ONLY

00009C         QSAVE047 DS    CL1                QLQ QFILE SAVE

               *                                     '0' = NOT ALLOWED

               *                                     '1' = ALLOWED       <--

00009D         SQLT047  DS    CL1                OLQ ACCESS

               *                                     '0' = OLQ  SQL      <--

               *                                     '1' = IDMS SQL

00009E         SQLC047  DS    CL1                OLQ SQL COMPLIANCE

               *                                     '0' = ANSI

               *                                     '1' = FIPS

               *                                     '2' = SAA

               *                                     '3' = CA-EXTENSION  <--

00009F                  DS    CL4           FILLER

0000A3         AUTH047  DS    0XL40         USER ENTITY-TYPE AUTHORIZATION

               *                                 X'FF' = ALL

               *                                 X'7F' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'40' = ADD

               *                                 X'20' = MODIFY

               *                                 X'10' = REPLACE

               *                                 X'08' = DELETE

Offset  Value 

               *                                 X'01' = DISPLAY

               *                                 X'00' = NONE <--

0000A3         PASS047  DS    X                  PASSWORD

0000A4         CULP047  DS    X                  CULPRIT

0000A5         OLQ047   DS    X                  OLQ

0000A6         ADS047   DS    X                  ADS

0000A7         LOAD047  DS    X                  LOAD MODULE

0000A8         IDMS047  DS    0XL5               IDMS ENTITY-GROUP

0000A8         SCHEM047 DS    X                      SCHEMA

0000A9         SSC047   DS    X                      SUBSCHEMA

0000AA         DMCL047  DS    X                      DMCL

0000AB         IDMS1047 DS    X                      UNUSED IDMS 1

0000AC         IDMS2047 DS    X                      UNUSED IDMS 2

0000AD         CLAT047  DS    0XL2               CLASS/ATTRIBUTE ENTITY-GROUP

0000AD         CLS047   DS    X                      CLASS

0000AE         ATTR047  DS    X                      ATTRIBUTE

0000AF         IDD047   DS    0XL16              IDD ENTITY GROUP

0000AF         ELEM047  DS    X                      ELEMENT

0000B0         FILE047  DS    X                      FILE
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0000B1         MOD047   DS    X                      MODULE

0000B2         PROC047  DS    X                      PROCESS

0000B3         QFILE047 DS    X                      QFILE

0000B4         TABLE047 DS    X                      TABLE

0000B5         PROG047  DS    X                      PROGRAM

0000B6         EPT047   DS    X                      ENTRY POINT

0000B7         REC047   DS    X                      RECORD

0000B8         REPT047  DS    X                      REPORT

0000B9         TRAN047  DS    X                      TRANSACTION

0000BA         SYS047   DS    X                      SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM

0000BB         USER047  DS    X                      USER

0000BC         IDD1047  DS    X                      UNUSED IDD 1

0000BD         IDD2047  DS    X                      UNUSED IDD 2

0000BE         IDD3047  DS    X                      UNUSED IDD 3

0000BF         DC047    DS    0XL12              DC ENTITY GROUP

0000BF         DEST047  DS    X                      DESTINATION

0000C0         LINE047  DS    X                      LINE

0000C1         LTRM047  DS    X                      LOGICAL-TERMINAL

0000C2         MAP047   DS    X                      MAP

0000C3         MSG047   DS    X                      MESSAGE

0000C4         PAN047   DS    X                      PANEL

0000C5         PTRM047  DS    X                      PHYSICAL-TERMINAL

Offset  Value 

0000C6         QUE047   DS    X                      QUEUE

0000C7         TASK047  DS    X                      TASK

0000C8         DC1047   DS    X                      UNUSED DC 1

0000C9         DC2047   DS    X                      UNUSED DC 2

0000CA         DC3047   DS    X                      UNUSED DC 3

0000CB         DEFPA047 DS    X             DEFAULT FOR PUBLIC ACCESS

0000CC         MAPTY047 DS    CL8           MAPTYPE

0000D4         FIL1X047 DS    CL40          RESERVED

        000FC  R047DSLN EQU   *-#R047DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R048DS
                        COPY #R048DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R048DS                        USERCMT-048 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     COMMENT RECORD FOR A USER.                                  ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R048DS  DSECT                                  01/27/84

000000         IDDSQ048 DS    F             COMMENT LINE SEQUENCE NUMBER

000004         CMT048   DS    0CL100        LINE OF COMMENT TEXT
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000004         CMTIN048 DS    2CL50             (OCCURS 2 TIMES)

000068         CMTID048 DS    F             COMMENT TYPE

        0006C  R048DSLN EQU   *-#R048DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R049DS
                        COPY #R049DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R049DS                        PROGLST-049 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING A PROGRAM TO THE SYSTEM IT IS IN   ***

               ***     AND, OPTIONALLY, TO THE TASK THAT INVOKES IT                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R049DS  DSECT

000000         PRNAM049 DS    CL8           PROGRAM NAME

000008         BLDR049  DS    CL1           BUILDER CODE

               *SYSGEN-BUILT-049                 'G'

               *SYSGN2-BUILT-049                 'R'

               *DICT-BUILT-049                   'D'

000009         ACTCD049 DS    CL1           ACTION CODE

00000A         PRVER049 DS    H             PROGRAM VERSION

00000C         ISASZ049 DS    F             INITIAL STORAGE AREA SIZE

000010         ERRCT049 DS    X             ERROR OUT OF SERVICE THRESHHOLD

000011         DMPCT049 DS    X             ERROR DUMP THRESHHOLD

000012         FIL0X049 DS    X             * UNUSED *                           R12.0

               COBL049  #FLAG X'80'           COBOL

               ASSM049  #FLAG X'40'           ASSEMBLER

               PLI049   #FLAG X'20'           PL/I

               ADSO049  #FLAG X'10'           ADSO

               APPL049  #FLAG X'01'           PROGRAM IS AN ADSO APPLICATION

000013         FLAG1049 DS    X             FLAG 1

               SAVE049  #FLAG X'80'           SAVEAREA

               RESI049  #FLAG X'40'           RESIDENT

               CONC049  #FLAG X'20'           CONCURRENT

               DISA049  #FLAG X'10'           DISABLE

               REUS049  #FLAG X'08'           REUSEABLE

               PROT049  #FLAG X'04'           PROTECT

               RENT049  #FLAG X'02'           REENTRANT

               QUAS049  #FLAG X'01'           QUASI REENTRANT

000014         FLAG2049 DS    X             FLAG 2

               OVER049  #FLAG X'80'           OVERLAYABLE

               SSUB049  #FLAG X'40'           PROGRAM IS A SUBSCHEMA TABLE

               MAPS049  #FLAG X'20'           PROGRAM IS A MAP CSECT

Offset  Value 
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               HELP049  #FLAG X'20'+X'02'     PROGRAM IS A MAP HELP TABLE        R12.0

               MAIN049  #FLAG X'10'           ADS MAINLINE DIALOG

               NCPY049  #FLAG X'08'           NEWCOPY DISABLED

               DLOG049  #FLAG X'04'           PROGRAM IS AN ADSO DIALOG

               TABL049  #FLAG X'02'           PROGRAM IS A TABLE

               LOAD049  #FLAG X'01'           PROGRAM IS LOADABLE FROM DICT

000015         FLAG3049 DS    X             FLAG 3

000016         JTEXT049 DS    CL40          JUNCTION TEXT

               STAT049  #FLAG X'80'           ADSO DIALOG STATISTICS ON

               ACCM049  #FLAG X'40'           PROGRAM IS ACCESS MODULE(AM)

               RRCM049  #FLAG X'20'           PROGRAM IS RCM

               MENU049  #FLAG X'10'           EXCLUDE MAINLINE DIALOG FROM MENU  R12.0

               MPAN049  #FLAG X'04'           MPMODE  IS ANY

               DICT049  #FLAG X'02'           DICTNAME IS SYSTEM-DEFAULT

               MVNA049  #FLAG X'01'           MULTIPLE VERSIONS ARE NOT ALLOWED

00003E         FLAG4049 DS    X             FLAG 4

               NMEN049  #FLAG X'80'           MULTIPLE USE OF ENCLAVE NOT ALLOWED

               ZIIP049  #FLAG X'40'           Program (DB procedure) is ZIIP eligible

00003F         FLAG5049 DS    X             FLAG 5

000040         FIL1X049 DS    CL32          FILLER

        00060  R049DSLN EQU   *-#R049DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R050DS
                        COPY #R050DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R050DS                        PROGCMT-050 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     COMMENT RECORD FOR A PROGRAM OR ENTRY POINT.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R050DS  DSECT                                                05/20/91

000000         IDDSQ050 DS    F             COMMENT LINE SEQUENCE NUMBER

000004         CMT050   DS    0CL100        LINE OF COMMENT TEXT

000004         CMTIN050 DS    2CL50             (OCCURS 2 TIMES)

000068         CMTID050 DS    F             COMMENT TYPE

               *                                -1   COMMENT

               *                                -2   DEFINITION

               *                                -6   REMARKS

               *                                -25  SQL TABLE USED

               *                                -26  ACCESS MODULE USED

        0006C  R050DSLN EQU   *-#R050DS

               ***********************************************************************
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#R051DS
                        COPY #R051DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R051DS                        PROG-051 DSECT               ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     OCCURRENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE CAN REPRESENT NON-DATABASE  ***

               ***     PROGRAMS, ENTRY POINTS, IDMS PROGRAMS, SUBSCHEMAS,          ***

               ***     ADS/ONLINE APPLICATION PROGRAMS, ADS/BATCH TRANSACTIONS,    ***

               ***     IDMS-DC/UCF PROGRAMS, MAPS, AND EDIT/CODE TABLES.           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R051DS  DSECT

000000         PRNAM051 DS    CL8           PROGRAM NAME OR ENTRY POINT NAME

000008         PRVER051 DS    H             PROGRAM VERSION; IF ENTRY POINT = 1

00000A         BLDR051  DS    CL1           BUILDER CODE

               *SCHEMA-BUILT-051                 'S'

               *DIR-BUILT-051                    'X'

               *SYSGEN-BUILT-051                 'G'

               *DML-BUILT-051                    'M'

               *SUBSCH-BUILT-051                 'V'

               *MAP-BUILT-051                    'C'

               *SYSGN2-BUILT-051                 'R'

               *DICT-BUILT-051                   'D'

               *APPLICATION-GENERATOR-BUILT-051  'P'

               *DIALOG-GENERATOR-BUILT-051       'A'

               *SQL-BUILT-051                    'Q'

00000B         ENTRY051 DS    CL1           PROGRAM IF BLANK;ENTRY POINT IF 'E'

00000C         DESCR051 DS    CL40          PROGRAM OR ENTRY POINT DESCRIPTION

000034         DATLU051 DS    CL8           DATE LAST UPDATED

00003C         DATCR051 DS    CL8           DATE CREATED

000044         PREBY051 DS    CL8           USER WHO FIRST ADDED  PROGRAM OR EPT

00004C         REVBY051 DS    CL8           USER WHO LAST UPDATED PROGRAM OR EPT

000054         PRDAT051 DS    CL8           DATE OF LAST COMPILE; UPDATED BY DML ONLY

00005C         ESTLN051 DS    F             ESTIMATED NUMBER OF LINES

000060         ISASZ051 DS    F             INITIAL STORAGE AREA SIZE

000064         COUNT051 DS    H             NUMBER OF TIMES COMPILED BY DML

000066         DMPCT051 DS    X             ERROR DUMP THRESHHOLD

000067         ERRCT051 DS    X             ERROR OUT OF SERVICE THRESHHOLD

000068         FIL0X051 DS    X             * UNUSED *                           R12.0

               COBL051  #FLAG X'80'           COBOL

Offset  Value 

               ASSM051  #FLAG X'40'           ASSEMBLER

               PLI051   #FLAG X'20'           PL/I

               ADSO051  #FLAG X'10'           ADSO

               APPL051  #FLAG X'01'           PROGRAM IS ADSO APPLICATION
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000069         FLAG1051 DS    X             FLAG 1

               SAVE051  #FLAG X'80'           SAVEAREA

               RESI051  #FLAG X'40'           RESIDENT

               CONC051  #FLAG X'20'           CONCURRENT

               DISA051  #FLAG X'10'           DISABLE

               REUS051  #FLAG X'08'           REUSEABLE

               PROT051  #FLAG X'04'           PROTECT

               RENT051  #FLAG X'02'           REENTRANT

               QUAS051  #FLAG X'01'           QUASI REENTRANT

00006A         FLAG2051 DS    X             FLAG 2

               OVER051  #FLAG X'80'           OVERLAYABLE

               SSUB051  #FLAG X'40'           PROGRAM IS A SUBSCHEMA TABLE

               MAPS051  #FLAG X'20'           PROGRAM IS A MAP CSECT

               HELP051  #FLAG X'20'+X'02'     PROGRAM IS A MAP HELP TABLE        R12.0

               MAIN051  #FLAG X'10'           ADS MAINLINE DIALOG

               NCPY051  #FLAG X'08'           NEWCOPY DISABLED

               DLOG051  #FLAG X'04'           PROGRAM IS AN ADSO DIALOG

               TABL051  #FLAG X'02'           PROGRAM IS A TABLE

               LOAD051  #FLAG X'01'           PROGRAM IS LOADABLE FROM DICT

00006B         FLAG3051 DS    X             FLAG 3

00006C         ADSEQ051 DS    F             ADS BATCH SEQUENCE NUMBER

000070         PUBL051  DS    X             PUBLIC ACCESS AUTHORITY FLAG

               *                                 X'FF' = ALL

               *                                 X'7F' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'20' = MODIFY

               *                                 X'10' = REPLACE

               *                                 X'08' = DELETE

               *                                 X'01' = DISPLAY

               *                                 X'00' = NONE

               STAT051  #FLAG X'80'           ADSO DIALOG STATISTICS ON

               ACCM051  #FLAG X'40'           PROGRAM IS AN ACCESS MODULE(AM)

               RRCM051  #FLAG X'20'           PROGRAM IS A RCM

               MENU051  #FLAG X'10'           EXCLUDE MAINLINE DIALOG FROM MENU  R12.0

               CHKO051  #FLAG X'08'           PROGRAM IS CHECKED OUT       IDMSDC/1918

               MPAN051  #FLAG X'04'           MPMODE IS ANY

               DICT051  #FLAG X'02'           DICTNAME IS SYSTEM-DEFAULT

               MVNA051  #FLAG X'01'           MULTIPLE VERSIONS ARE NOT ALLOWED

000071         FLAG4051 DS    X             FLAG 4

000072         USCNT051 DS    H             COUNT OF USERS AUTHORIZED FOR ALL

000074         TIMCR051 DS    CL8           TIME CREATED                       EDB/109

00007C         TIMLU051 DS    CL8           TIME LAST UPDATED                  EDB/109

Offset  Value 

000084         PRTIM051 DS    CL8           TIME OF LAST COMPILE               EDB/109

               NMEN051  #FLAG X'80'           MULTIPLE USE OF ENCLAVE NOT ALLOWED

               ZIIP051  #FLAG X'40'           Program (DB procedure) is ZIIP eligible

00008C         FLAG5051 DS    X             FLAG 5

00008D         FIL2X051 DS    CL15          UNUSED

        0009C  R051DSLN EQU   *-#R051DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R052DS
                        COPY #R052DS
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               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R052DS                        SMR-052 DSECT                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD BETWEEN THE SOR-046 (SCHEMA SET) AND THE    ***

               ***     SRCD-113 (SCHEMA RECORD) WHICH DEFINES WHICH RECORDS ARE    ***

               ***     MEMBERS OF A PARTICULAR SET.                                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R052DS  DSECT                                                03/29/96

000000         STNAM052 DS    CL32          SET NAME

000020         NXDBK052 DS    H             NEXT DBKEY POS OF MEMBER RECORD

               *                                (RELATIVE TO 0))

000022         PRDBK052 DS    H             PRIOR DBKEY POS OF MEMBER RECORD

               *                                (RELATIVE TO 0).  -1 = NO PRIOR PTR

000024         OWDBK052 DS    H             OWNER DBKEY POS OF MEMBER RECORD

               *                                (RELATIVE TO 0).  -1 = NO OWNER PTR

000026         SMRID052 DS    H             SCHEMA RECORD ID OF THE MEMBER RECORD

000028         DUP052   DS    H             DUPLICATES INDICATOR (SORTED SETS)

               *                               -1 = NOT A SORTED SET

               *                                0 = DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED

               *                                1 = DUPLICATES FIRST

               *                                2 = DUPLICATES LAST

               *                                3 = UNORDERED (VSAM CALC/VSAM INDEX)

               *                                4 = DUPLICATES BY DBKEY (INDEX)

00002A         MRCTL052 DS    H             MEMBERSHIP-CONTROL INDICATOR

               *                               -1 = NO CONTROL INDICATOR (NULL)

               *                                0 = MANDATORY AUTOMATIC

               *                                1 = MANDATORY MANUAL

               *                                2 = OPTIONAL AUTOMATIC

               *                                3 = OPTIONAL MANUAL

00002C         ORD052   DS    H             SET CONNECT INDICATOR:

               *                                0 = LINKED ON OWNER (FIRST/LAST/SORT

               *                                1 = LINKED ON CURRENT (NEXT/PRIOR)

00002E         VIA052   DS    H             VIA SET INDICATOR:

               *                                0 = NOT MEMBER OF VIA SET

               *                                1 = MEMBER OF VIA SET

Offset  Value 

000030         CALC052  DS    H             CALC SET INDICATOR:

               *                                0 = NOT MEMBER OF CALC SET

               *                                1 = MEMBER OF CALC SET

000032         OWLNK052 DS    H             LINKED TO OWNER:

               *                                0 = NOT LINKED TO OWNER

               *                                1 = LINKED TO OWNER

000034         INDX052  DS    H             INDEX FLAG

               *                               -1 = NULL

               *                                0 = INDEX ON SYM KEY, UNCOMPRESSED
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               *                                1 = INDEX ON SYM KEY, COMPRESSED

               *                                2 = INDEX ON DBKEY

000036         KYLNG052 DS    H             TOTAL LENGTH OF SORTED SET'S KEY(S)

000038         SORT052  DS    H             SORT OPTION

               *                                X'0000' = STANDARD SEQUENCE

               *                                X'0001' = NATURAL SEQUENCE

00003A         FKLNG052 DS    H             TOTAL LENGTH OF FOREIGN KEY(S)

00003C         STTYP052 DS    H             SET TYPE

               *                                0 = STANDARD SET

               *                                1 = PRIMARY/FOREIGN KEY

               *                                2 = REFERENTIAL (FUTURE)

00003E         FIL1X052 DS    CL2           UNUSED

000040         QUVAL052 DS    F             Stats on no. of unique key values

000044         QMRCT052 DS    E             Stats on member average row count

000048         QPAVG052 DS    E             Stats on average pages per key value

00004C         QMCCC052 DS    E             Stats on member avg. cluster count - C

        00050  R052DSLN EQU   *-#R052DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R053DS
                        COPY #R053DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R053DS                        PROGNEST-053 DSECT           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     NEST RECORD USED FOR RELATING PROGRAMS (AND ENTRY POINTS)   ***

               ***     TO OTHER PROGRAMS (AND ENTRY POINTS).                       ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R053DS  DSECT                                  01/26/84

000000         NSTCD053 DS    F             NEST CODE

000004         JTEXT053 DS    CL40          JUNCTION TEXT

00002C         COUNT053 DS    H             NUMBER OF TIMES SUBPROGRAM IS CALLED

               *                                (NEST CODE = -2)

00002E                  DS    CL6           UNUSED

        00034  R053DSLN EQU   *-#R053DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R054DS
                        COPY #R054DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R054DS                        SCR-054 DSECT                ***

               ***                                                                 ***
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               ***     LOGICAL EXTENSION OF SMR-052 (SCHEMA MEMBER RECORD) DEFIN-  ***

               ***     ING THE KEY FIELD FOR SORTED/INDEX SETS AND CALC RECORDS.   ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R054DS  DSECT                                                03/29/96

000000         SCRPS054 DS    H             LEFTMOST POSITION OF KEY FIELD IN RECORD

               *                                RELATIVE TO 0, INCLUDING REC PREFIX

000002         SCRLN054 DS    H             LENGTH OF KEY FIELD IN RECORD

000004         DTY054   DS    H             SQL DATA TYPE OF KEY FIELD

000006         PRE054   DS    H             SQL PRECISION OF KEY FIELD

000008         SCA054   DS    H             SQL SCALE     OF KEY FIELD

00000A         SORT054  DS    H             SORT SEQUENCE:

               *                                0 = SORTED ASCENDING

               *                                1 = SORTED DESCENDING

00000C         INDX054  DS    H             INDEX

               *                               -1 = NULL

               *                                0 = INDEX ON SYM KEY, UNCOMPRESSED

               *                                1 = INDEX ON SYM KEY, COMPRESSED

               *                                2 = INDEX ON DBKEY

00000E         SCRNM054 DS    CL32          CONTROL FIELD NAME IN THE SCHEMA RECORD

00002E         FIL1X054 DS    CL2           FILLER (RESERVED)

000030         QUVAL054 DS    F             Statistics on no. of unique values

000034         QLOKY054 DS    XL8           Second lowest key value (1st 8-bytes)

00003C         QHIKY054 DS    XL8           Second highest key value (1st 8-bytes)

000044         FIL2X054 DS    CL12          FILLER (RESERVED)

        00050  R054DSLN EQU   *-#R054DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R055DS
                        COPY #R055DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R055DS                        MODLST-055 DSECT             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING A MODULE TO A PROGRAM              ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R055DS  DSECT                                     01/26/84

000000         JTEXT055 DS    CL40          JUNCTION TEXT

000028         BLDR055  DS    CL1           BUILDER CODE
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               *DML-BUILT-055                    'M'

               *DICT-BUILT-055                   'D'

               *ADSO-BUILT-055                   'A'

000029                  DS    CL3           UNUSED

        0002C  R055DSLN EQU   *-#R055DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R056DS
                        COPY #R056DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R056DS                        SAM-056 DSECT                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD DEFINING THE MAPPING OF SRCD-113 (SCHEMA    ***

               ***     RECORDS) TO SA-018 (SCHEMA AREAS).  ALSO USED TO CONNECT    ***

               ***     IDD-BUILT FILES TO RECORD OCCURRENCES THROUGH THE WITHIN    ***

               ***     FILE CLAUSE OF THE RECORD SYNTAX.                           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R056DS  DSECT                                               05/30/90

        00038  R056     EQU   056           RECORD ID

000000         SRNAM056 DS    CL32          SCHEMA RECORD NAME

000020         SANAM056 DS    CL32          SCHEMA AREA NAME

000040         FIL1X056 DS    CL6           UNUSED

000046         KEYS056  DS    0CL165        IDD KEY FOR RECORD WITHIN A FILE

               *                            (OCCURS 5 TIMES)

000046         KYFLD056 DS    CL32              KEY FIELD NAME (1)

000066         SQIND056 DS    CL1               SEQUENCE INDICATOR (1):

               *                                    ' ' = NO SEQUENCE

               *                                    'A' = ASCENDING SEQUENCE

               *                                    'D' = DESCENDING SEQUENCE

000067                  DS    CL132             IDD KEY (2) - IDD KEY (5)

0000EB         FIL2X056 DS    CL13          UNUSED

        000F8  R056DSLN EQU   *-#R056DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R057DS
                        COPY #R057DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R057DS                        AFACT-057 DSECT              ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING A PROGRAM TO A SUBSCHEMA AREA      ***

               ***     OR IDD FILE.  INDICATES ACTIVITY BY SOME PROGRAM AGAINST    ***
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               ***     THE AREA OR FILE.  WHEN RECORD IS A MEMBER OF SSA-AFACT     ***

               ***     SET, IT REPRESENTS SUBSCHEMA AREA ACTIVITY.  WHEN RECORD    ***

               ***     IS A MEMBER OF SA-AFACT SET, IT REPRESENTS IDD FILE ACT-    ***

               ***     IVITY.                                                      ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R057DS  DSECT                                     04/01/85

000000         FUNCT057 DS    H             DML FUNCTION NUMBER INDICATING HOW THE

               *                            PROGRAM ACCESSES THE AREA OR IDD FILE:

               *FIND-057                         '+03'

               *KEEP-057                         '+06'

               *ACCEPT-057                       '+15'

               *FIND-KEEP-057                    '+23'

               *UPDT-057                         '+36'

               *RET-057                          '+37'

               *PROT-UPDT-057                    '+38'

               *PROT-RET-057                     '+39'

               *EXCL-RET-057                     '+40'

               *EXCL-UPDT-057                    '+41'

               *OBTAIN-057                       '+43'

               *OBTAIN-KEEP-057                  '+63'

               *INPUT-057                        '+91'

               *I-O-057                          '+92'

               *OUTPUT-057                       '+93'

               *EXTEND-057                       '+94'

000002         COUNT057 DS    H             ACTIVITY COUNT - NUMBER OF TIMES THIS

               *                                FUNCTION WAS ISSUED BY THE PROGRAM

000004         AROWN057 DS    CL32          AREA OR FILE NAME

000024         EXNAM057 DS    CL32          EXTERNAL NAME - DDNAME (OS) OR DLBL OR

               *                                TLBL FILENAME (DOS)

000044                  DS    CL4           UNUSED

        00048  R057DSLN EQU   *-#R057DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R058DS
                        COPY #R058DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R058DS                        INQ-058 DSECT                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***  OCCURENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE REPRESENT ELEMENTS.  THIS IS A  ***

               ***  FREE-STANDING ELEMENT DEFINITION, AND IS COMPLETELY INDEPENDENT***

               ***  OF ANY RECORD IN WHICH THE ELEMENT PARTICIPATES.  THE SCHEMA   ***

               ***  COMPILER BUILDS THESE ENTITY OCCURENCES WHEN IT MUST DEFINE A  ***

               ***  DATA ELEMENT IN A SCHEMA RECORD AND NO DEFINITION CURRENTLY    ***

               ***  EXITS.WHEN A SCHEMA IS DELETED, ANY ELEMENTS ADDED BY THE      ***
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               ***  SCHEMA COMPILER THAT DO NOT PARTICIPATE IN ANY OTHER RECORDS   ***

               ***  THAT HAVE NEVER BEEN UPDATED BY IDD ARE DELETED FROM THE DATA  ***

               ***  DICTIONARY.  IDD WILL ASO STORE OCCURRENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE***

               ***  USING THE DDDL ELEMENT AND RECORD SYNTAX.                      ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***  SOME SPECIAL INQ-058 RECORD TYPES ARE STORED IN THE DATA       ***

               ***  DICTIONARY.  SEE DATA DICTIONARY NETWORK REFERENCE FOR DETAILS ***

               ***  ON THESE SPECIAL INQ-058'S.                                    ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R058DS  DSECT                                                05/13/91

        0003A  R058     EQU   58

000000         ELNAM058 DS    CL32           ELEMENT NAME

000020         ELVER058 DS    H              ELEMENT VERSION NUMBER

000022         DATLU058 DS    CL8            DATE LAST UPDATED

00002A         BLDR058  DS    CL1            BUILDER CODE

               *SCHEMA-BUILT-058                 'S'

               *DIR-BUILT-058                    'X'

               *DICT-BUILT-058                   'D'

00002B         DATCR058 DS    CL8            DATE CREATED

000033         PREBY058 DS    CL8            USER WHO ADDED THIS ELEMENT

00003B         REVBY058 DS    CL8            USER WHO LAST UPDATED THIS ELEMENT

000043         DESC058  DS    CL64           ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

000083         VALSW058 DS    CL1            VALUE INDICATOR:

               *                                  '1' = INITIAL VALUE IS PRESENT

               *                                  '0' = NO INITIAL VALUE

000084         PICDF058 DS    0CL220         ELEMENT PICTURE ARRAY

000084         PIC1058  DS    0CL44               PRIMARY PICTURE

000084         ALTYP058 DS    H              ALTERNATE PICTURE TYPE. SEE DATA

               *                                  DICTIONARY NETWORK REFERENCE FOR

Offset  Value 

               *                                  DETAILED DEFINITION)

000086         ELLNG058 DS    H              LENGTH IN BYTES.  IF USAGE = BIT,

               *                                  LENGTH IN BITS.

000088         PCLNG058 DS    H              PICTURE STRING LENGTH

               *                                  -1 = NO PICTURE (GROUP ELEMENT,

               *                                       COMP-1, COMP-2, OR NO

               *                                       PICTURE DEFINED)

00008A         USE058   DS    H              USAGE:

               *                                  0 = DISPLAY

               *                                  1 = COMPUTATIONAL (BINARY)

               *                                  2 = COMPUTATIONAL-1 (SHORT-POINT)

               *                                  3 = COMPUTATIONAL-2 (LONG-POINT)

               *                                  4 = COMPUTATIONAL-3 (PACKED)

               *                                  5 = BIT

               *                                  6 = POINTER

               *                                  7 = DISPLAY-1 (KANJI/DBCS)
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                                                  8 = SQL BINARY

               *                                 88 = CONDITION NAME (88 LEVEL)

00008C         ELJST058 DS    CL1            JUSTIFIED INDICATOR

               *JUST-ON-058                       'J' = JUSTIFIED

               *JUST-OFF-058                      ' ' = NOT JUSTIFIED

00008D         ELBOZ058 DS    CL1            BLANK-ON-ZERO INDICATOR

               *BONZ-ON-058                       'B' = BLANK-ON-ZERO

               *BONZ-OFF-058                      ' ' = NO BLANK-ON-ZERO

00008E         SIGN058  DS    CL1            SIGN INDICATOR

               *                                  ' ' = NO SIGN

               *                                  'L' = LEADING SIGN

               *                                  'T' = TRAILING SIGN

00008F         SEP058   DS    CL1           SEPARATE SIGN INDICATOR

               *                                 ' ' = NO SEQPARATE SIGN

               *                                 'S' = SEPARATE SIGN

000090         PIC058   DS    CL30          PICTURE

0000AE                  DS    CL1           UNUSED

0000AF         FLAG058  DS    CL1           PICTURE FLAG

        00080  SYNC058  EQU   X'80'              SYNCHRONIZED

               *        EQU   X'40'              INITIAL VALUE (C' ')

        0002C  R058ARLN EQU   *-PICDF058    ELEMENT ARRAY LENGTH

0000B0         PIC2058  DS    CL176         1ST,2ND,3RD + 4TH ALTERNATE PICTURE    S

000160         PUBL058  DS    CL1           PUBLIC ACCESS AUTHORITY FLAG

               *                                 X'FF' = ALL

               *                                 X'7F' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'20' = MODIFY

               *                                 X'10' = REPLACE

               *                                 X'08' = DELETE

               *                                 X'01' = DISPLAY

               *                                 X'00' = NONE

000161                  DS    CL1           UNUSED

000162         USCNT058 DS    H             COUNT OF USERS AUTHORIZED FOR ALL

        00164  R058DSLN EQU   *-#R058DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R059DS
                        COPY #R059DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R059DS                        RCDACT-059 DSECT             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING A PROGRAM TO A SUBSCHEMA RECORD.   ***

               ***     INDICATES PROGRAM ACTIVITY AGAINST THE RECORD.              ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R059DS  DSECT                                     04/01/85
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000000         FUNCT059 DS    H             DML FUNCTION NUMBER INDICATING HOW THE

               *                            PROGRAM ACCESSES THE RECORD

               *ERASE-059                        '02'

               *FIND-059                         '03'

               *GET-059                          '05'

               *KEEP-059                         '06'

               *CONNECT-059                      '07'

               *MODIFY-059                       '08'

               *DISCONNECT-059                   '11'

               *STORE-059                        '12'

               *BIND-059                         '14'

               *ACCEPT-059                       '15'

               *FIND-KEEP-059                    '23'

               *OBTAIN-059                       '43'

               *OBTAIN-KEEP-059                  '63'

000002         COUNT059 DS    H             RECORD ACTIVITY COUNT - NUMBER OF TIMES

               *                                FUNCTION WAS ISSUED BY THE PROGRAM

000004         RCOWN059 DS    CL32          RECORD NAME

000024                  DS    CL4           UNUSED

        00028  R059DSLN EQU   *-#R059DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R060DS
                        COPY #R060DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R060DS                        SYSATTR-060                  ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING A SYSTEM TO AN ATTRIBUTE.          ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R060DS  DSECT                                  01/26/84

000000         JTEXT060 DS    CL40          JUNCTION TEXT

        00028  R060DSLN EQU   *-#R060DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R061DS
                        COPY #R061DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R061DS                        SETACT-061 DSECT             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING A PROGRAM TO A SUBSCHEMA SET.      ***

               ***     INDICATES PROGRAM ACTIVITY AGAINST THE SET.                 ***
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               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R061DS  DSECT                                     04/01/85

000000         FUNCT061 DS    H             DML FUNCTION NUMBER INDICATING HOW THE

               *                            PROGRAM ACCESSES THE SET

               *FIND-061                         '03'

               *KEEP-061                         '06'

               *CONNECT-061                      '07'

               *DISCONNECT-061                   '11'

               *ACCEPT-061                       '15'

               *IF-SET-061                       '16'

               *RETURN-DBKEY-061                 '17'

               *FIND-KEEP-061                    '23'

               *OBTAIN-061                       '43'

               *OBTAIN-KEEP-061                  '63'

000002         COUNT061 DS    H             ACTIVITY COUNT - NUMBER OF TIMES THIS

               *                                FUNCTION WAS ISSUED BY THE PROGRAM

000004         STOWN061 DS    CL32          SET NAME

000024                  DS    CL4           UNUSED

        00028  R061DSLN EQU   *-#R061DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R062DS
                        COPY #R062DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R062DS                        USERELEM-062 DSECT           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     ELEMENT TO USER JUNCTION RECORD BETWEEN                     ***

               ***         INQ-058 (INQ-USERELEM SET) AND                          ***

               ***         USER-047 (USER-USERELEM SET)                            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R062DS  DSECT                                     10/21/83

        0003E  R062     EQU   62

000000         AUTH062  DS    CL1           USER AUTHORIZATION FLAG

               *                                 X'FF' = ALL

               *                                 X'7F' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'20' = MODIFY

               *                                 X'10' = REPLACE
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               *                                 X'08' = DELETE

               *                                 X'01' = DISPLAY

               *                                 X'00' = PUBLIC ACCESS

000001         RESP062  DS    CL1           USER RESPONSIBILITY FLAG

               *                                 X'04' = DELETION

               *                                 X'02' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'01' = CREATION

               *                                 X'00' = NONE

000002         JTEXT062 DS    CL40

00002A                  DS    CL2

        0002C  R062DSLN EQU   *-#R062DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R063DS
                        COPY #R063DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R063DS                        RCDCOPY-063 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING PROGRAMS TO RECORDS OR RECORD      ***

               ***     SYNONYMS.  INDICATES PROGRAM COPIES A PARTICULAR RECORD     ***

               ***     OR RECORD SYNONYM.                                          ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R063DS  DSECT                                     04/01/85

000000         JTEXT063 DS    CL40          JUNCTION TEXT

000028         JTYPE063 DS    CL4           WILL CONTAIN 'ACT ' IF ACTIVITY RECORD

        0002C  R063DSLN EQU   *-#R063DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R064DS
                        COPY #R064DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R064DS                        USERATTR-064 DSECT           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING A USER TO AN ATTRIBUTE.            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************
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Offset  Value 

000000         #R064DS  DSECT                                  01/26/84

000000         JTEXT064 DS    CL40          JUNCTION TEXT

        00028  R064DSLN EQU   *-#R064DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R065DS
                        COPY #R065DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R065DS                        PROGATTR-065 DSECT           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING A PROGRAM TO AN ATTRIBUTE.         ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R065DS  DSECT                                  01/26/84

000000         JTEXT065 DS    CL40          JUNCTION TEXT

        00028  R065DSLN EQU   *-#R065DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R066DS
                        COPY #R066DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R066DS                        SSAM-066 DSECT               ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD DEFINING THE MAPPING OF SSR-032 (SUBSCHEMA  ***

               ***     RECORDS) TO SSA-024 (SUBSCHEMA AREAS).                      ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R066DS  DSECT                                     05/14/85

               .R066DS# ANOP

000000         AMID066  DS    F             AREA MAP ID (RECORD ID + '01')

000004                  DS    CL4           UNUSED

        00008  R066DSLN EQU   *-#R066DS

               ***********************************************************************
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#R067DS
                        COPY #R067DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R067DS                        MODULE-067 DSECT             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     OCCURRENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE REPRESENT MODULES, QFILES,  ***

               ***     EDIT AND CODE TABLES, ADS/ONLINE PROCESSES AND ADS/ONLINE   ***

               ***     FUNCTIONS. ESTABLISHED BY DDDL, ADS/ONLINE, INTERACT OR     ***

               ***     IDMSDIRL.                                                   ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R067DS  DSECT

               .R067DS# ANOP

        00043  R067     EQU   067           RECORD ID

000000         MDNAM067 DS    CL32          MODULE NAME

000020         MDVER067 DS    H             MODULE VERSION NUMBER

000022         DATLU067 DS    CL8           DATE LAST UPDATED

00002A         DESCR067 DS    CL40          MODULE DESCRIPTION

000052         BLDR067  DS    CL1           BUILDER CODE

               *DIR-BUILT-067                    'X'

               *APPLICATION-GENERATOR-BUILT-067  'P'

               *DICT-BUILT-067                   'D'

               *SQL-BUILT-067                    'Q'

000053         DATCR067 DS    CL8           DATE CREATED

00005B         PREBY067 DS    CL8           USER WHO ADDED THIS MODULE

000063         REVBY067 DS    CL8           USER WHO LAST UPDATED THIS MODULE

00006B         LANG067  DS    CL40          LANGUAGE

000093         TIMLU067 DS    CL8           TIME LAST UPDATED

00009B         PUBL067  DS    CL1           PUBLIC ACCESS AUTHORITY FLAG

               *                                 X'FF' = ALL

               *                                 X'7F' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'20' = MODIFY

               *                                 X'10' = REPLACE

               *                                 X'08' = DELETE

               *                                 X'01' = DISPLAY

               *                                 X'00' = NONE

00009C         FLAG067  DS    CL1           MODULE FLAG

               *                                 ' ' = QFILE BUILT BEFORE 12.0

               *                                 'X' = QFILE BUILT AFTER 12.0

00009D                  DS    CL1           UNUSED

Offset  Value 

00009E         USCNT067 DS    H             COUNT OF USERS AUTHORIZED FOR ALL

0000A0                  DS    CL4           FILLER

        000A4  R067DSLN EQU   *-#R067DS

               ***********************************************************************
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#R068DS
                        COPY #R068DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R068DS                        SSMR-068 DSECT               ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD BETWEEN THE SSOR-034 (SUBSCHEMA SET) AND    ***

               ***     THE SSR-032 (SUBSCHEMA RECORD) DEFINING WHICH RECORDS ARE   ***

               ***     MEMBERS OF A GIVEN SET.                                     ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R068DS  DSECT                                                09/26/90

               .R068DS# ANOP

000000         MRID068  DS    F             MEMBER RECORD ID (REC ID + 3-DIGIT NR)

000004         NXDBK068 DS    H             NEXT DBKEY POS OF MEMBER RECORD

               *                                (RELATIVE TO 0))

000006         PRDBK068 DS    H             PRIOR DBKEY POS OF MEMBER RECORD

               *                                (RELATIVE TO 0). -1 = NO PRIOR PTR

000008         OWDBK068 DS    H             OWNER DBKEY POS OF MEMBER RECORD

               *                                (RELATIVE TO 0). -1 = NO OWNER PTR

00000A         DUP068   DS    H             DUPLICATES INDICATOR (SORTED SETS)

               *                               -1 = NOT A SORTED SET

               *                                0 = DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED

               *                                1 = DUPLICATES FIRST

               *                                2 = DUPLICATES LAST

               *                                3 = UNORDERED (VSAM CALC/VSAM INDEX)

               *                                4 = DUPLICATES BY DBKEY (INDEX)

00000C         MCTL068  DS    H             MEMBERSHIP CONTROL INDICATOR

               *                                0 = MANDATORY AUTOMATIC

               *                                1 = MANDATORY MANUAL

               *                                2 = OPTIONAL AUTOMATIC

               *                                3 = OPTIONAL MANUAL

00000E         ORD068   DS    H             SET CONNECT INDIATOR

               *                                0 = LINKED ON OWNER (FIRST/LAST/SORT

               *                                1 = LINKED ON CURRENT (NEXT/PRIOR)

Offset  Value 

000010         VIA068   DS    H             VIA OR CALC SET INDICATOR

               *                                0 = NOT MEMBER OF VIA OR CALC SET

               *                                2 = MEMBER OF VIA SET

               *                                3 = MEMBER OF CALC SET

000012         SR068    DS    H             SCHEMA RECORD ID OF MISSING MEMBERS OF

               *                                OF MULTIMEMBER (FORKED) SETS

000014         STNAM068 DS    CL32          SET NAME

000034         KYLNG068 DS    H             TOTAL LENGTH OF SORTED SET'S KEY(S)

000036         SORT068  DS    H             SORT OPTION

               *                                0 = STANDARD SEQUENCE
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               *                                1 = NATURAL SEQUENCE

000038         FKLNG068 DS    H             TOTAL LENGTH OF FOREIGN KEY(S)

00003A         STTYP068 DS    H             SET TYPE

               *                                0 = STANDARD SET

               *                                1 = PRIMARY/FOREIGN KEY

               *                                2 = REFERENTIAL (FUTURE)

00003C         FIL1X068 DS    CL20          RESERVED

        00050  R068DSLN EQU   *-#R068DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R069DS
                        COPY #R069DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R069DS                        MODATTR-069 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING A MODULE, QFILE, PROCESS OR TABLE  ***

               ***     TO AN ATTRIBUTE                                             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R069DS  DSECT                                   12/22/87

               .R069DS# ANOP

        00045  R069     EQU   069           RECORD ID

000000         JTEXT069 DS    CL40          JUNCTION TEXT

        00028  R069DSLN EQU   *-#R069DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R070DS
                        COPY #R070DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R070DS                        SSCR-070 DSECT               ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     LOGICAL EXTENSION OF THE SSMR-068 (SSC MEMBER REC) DEFIN-   ***

               ***     ING THE KEY FIELD FOR SORTED/INDEX SETS AND CALC RECORDS.   ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R070DS  DSECT                                                08/02/90
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               .R070DS# ANOP

000000         CRID070  DS    F             CONTROL FIELD ID (MEMBER REC ID +

               *                                3-DIGIT SEQUENCE NUMBER)

000004         SSCRP070 DS    H             LEFTMOST POSITION OF KEY FIELD IN RECORD

               *                                RELATIVE TO 0, INCLUDING REC PREFIX

000006         SSCRL070 DS    H             LENGTH OF KEY FIELD IN RECORD

000008         DTY070   DS    H             SQL DATA TYPE OF KEY FIELD

00000A         PRE070   DS    H             SQL PRECISION OF KEY FIELD

00000C         SCA070   DS    H             SQL SCALE     OF KEY FIELD

00000E         SORT070  DS    H             SORT SEQUENCE:

               *                                0 = SORTED ASCENDING

               *                                1 = SORTED DESCENDING

000010         INDX070  DS    H             INDEX

               *                               -1 = NULL

               *                                0 = INDEX ON SYM KEY, UNCOMPRESSED

               *                                1 = INDEX ON SYM KEY, COMPRESSED

               *                                2 = INDEX ON DBKEY

000012         SSCRN070 DS    CL32          CONTROL FIELD NAME IN THE SCHEMA RECORD

000032         FIL1X070 DS    CL30          RESERVED

        00050  R070DSLN EQU   *-#R070DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R071DS
                        COPY #R071DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R071DS                        FILENEST-071 DSECT           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     NEST RECORD USED TO RELATE FILES TO OTHER FILES.            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R071DS  DSECT                                  01/26/84

000000         NSTCD071 DS    F             NEST CODE

000004         JTEXT071 DS    CL40          JUNCTION TEXT

00002C                  DS    CL4           UNUSED

        00030  R071DSLN EQU   *-#R071DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R072DS
                        COPY #R072DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R072DS                        FILECMT-072 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                 ***
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               ***     COMMENT RECORD FOR A FILE.                                  ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R072DS  DSECT                                  01/26/84

000000         IDDSQ072 DS    F             COMMENT LINE SEQUENCE NUMBER

000004         CMT072   DS    0CL100        LINE OF COMMENT TEXT

000004         CMTIN072 DS    2CL50             (OCCURS 2 TIMES)

000068         CMTID072 DS    F             COMMENT TYPE

        0006C  R072DSLN EQU   *-#R072DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R073DS
                        COPY #R073DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R073DS                        FILEATTR-073 DSECT           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING A FILE TO AN ATTRIBUTE.            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R073DS  DSECT                                  01/26/84

000000         JTEXT073 DS    CL40          JUNCTION TEXT

        00028  R073DSLN EQU   *-#R073DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R074DS
                        COPY #R074DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R074DS                        PTRM-074 DSECT               ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***   OCCURRENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE REPRESENT PHYSICAL TERMINALS. ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************
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Offset  Value 

000000         #R074DS  DSECT                                               05/30/90

000000         PTNAM074 DS    CL8           PHYSICAL TERMINAL NAME

000008         PTVER074 DS    H             PHYSICAL TERMINAL VERSION NUMBER

00000A         BLDR074  DS    CL1           BUILDER CODE

               *SYSGEN-BUILT-074                 'G'

               *DICT-BUILT-074                   'D'

00000B                  DS    CL1           UNUSED

00000C         DESCR074 DS    CL40          PHYSICAL TERMINAL DESCRIPTION

000034         DATLU074 DS    CL8           DATE LAST UPDATED

00003C         DATCR074 DS    CL8           DATE CREATED

000044         PREBY074 DS    CL8           USER WHO ADDED PHYSICAL TERMINAL

00004C         REVBY074 DS    CL8           USER WHO LAST UPDATED PHYSICAL-TERMINAL

000054         PLNAM074 DS    CL8           LINE NAME THAT PHYSICAL TERMINAL IS ON

00005C         DVTYP074 DS    CL1           PHYSICAL TERMINAL DEVICE TYPE

00005D         MXERR074 DS    CL1           MAXIMUM ERRORS

00005E         PTLLN074 DS    H             PHYSICAL TERMINAL LINE LENGTH

000060         PTPLN074 DS    H             PHYSICAL TERMINAL PAGE LENGTH

000062         PLVER074 DS    H             LINE VERSION THAT PHYS TERM IS ON

000064         EXLNG074 DS    H             LENGTH OF EXTENSION-074 DATA

000066         PTMOD074 DS    CL1           PHYSICAL TERMINAL MODEL

               DISA074  #FLAG X'80'              DISABLED

000067         DISA074I DS    0XL1

        00080  DISA074M EQU   X'80'

               DEFD074  #FLAG X'40'              DEF DEST

000067         DEFD074I DS    0XL1

        00040  DEFD074M EQU   X'40'

               NORD074  #FLAG X'20'              NO READ

000067         NORD074I DS    0XL1

        00020  NORD074M EQU   X'20'

               P328074  #FLAG X'04'              PRINTER 328X

Offset  Value 

000067         P328074I DS    0XL1

        00004  P328074M EQU   X'04'

               FEED074  #FLAG X'02'              FORM FEED

000067         FEED074I DS    0XL1

        00002  FEED074M EQU   X'02'

               ASCI074  #FLAG X'01'              ASCII

000067         ASCI074I DS    0XL1

        00001  ASCI074M EQU   X'01'

000067         FLAG074  DS    X             FLAG BYTE

000068         PTLDL074 DS    CL1           PRINTER LINE DELETE CHARACTER

000069         PTCDL074 DS    CL1           CHARACTER DELETE (BACKSPACE) CHAR

00006A         PTCAN074 DS    CL1           CHARACTER CANCEL

00006B         PRTCL074 DS    CL1           PRINTER CLASS

00006C         EXT074   DS    CL32          EXTENSION AREA FOR TERMINAL TYPE

00008C         DEST074  DS    CL8           PRINTER DESTINATION

000094         SCRN074  DS    CL3           SCREEN TYPE

000097         TNAM074  DS    CL8           TERMINAL TYPE NAME

00009F         PUBL074  DS    X             PUBLIC ACCESS AUTHORITY FLAG

               *                                 X'FF' = ALL

               *                                 X'7F' = UPDATE
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               *                                 X'20' = MODIFY

               *                                 X'10' = REPLACE

               *                                 X'08' = DELETE

               *                                 X'01' = DISPLAY

               *                                 X'00' = NONE

0000A0         PRBUF074 DS    H             PRINTER BUFFER SIZE

0000A2         USCNT074 DS    H             COUNT OF USERS AUTHORIZED FOR ALL

0000A4         REPCT074 DS    H             Repeat count for BULK pterms          R160

0000A6                  DS    CL6           Unused                                R160

        000AC  R074DSLN EQU   *-#R074DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R075DS
                        COPY #R075DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R075DS                        FILESYN-075 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     OCCURRENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE REPRESENT FILE SYNONYMS.    ***

               ***     EACH FILE (SA-018) HAS AN OCCURRENCE OF THIS RECORD TYPE.   ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R075DS  DSECT                                                08/02/90

        0004B  R075     EQU   075           RECORD ID

000000         FINAM075 DS    CL32          FILE (OR FILE SYNONYM) NAME

000020         FIVER075 DS    H             FILE (OR FILE SYNONYM) VERSION NUMBER

000022         SYN075   DS    CL1           SYNONYM TYPE

        000D7  PRIME075 EQU      C'P'       PRIMARY SYNONYM

000023                  DS    CL5           UNUSED

        00028  R075DSLN EQU   *-#R075DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R076DS
                        COPY #R076DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R076DS                        SSFK-076 DSECT               ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     LOGICAL EXTENSION OF THE SSMR-068 (SSC MEMBER REC) DEFIN-   ***

               ***     ING THE FOREIGN KEY FIELD FOR PRIMARY/FOREIGN KEY SETS.     ***

               ***     (FUTURE USE - N/A TO RELEASE 12.0)                          ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***
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               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R076DS  DSECT                                                09/26/90

000000         FKID076  DS    F             FOREIGN KEY FIELD ID (MEMBER REC ID +

               *                                3-DIGIT SEQUENCE NUMBER)

000004         FKYPS076 DS    H             LEFTMOST POS OF FOREIGN KEY FIELD IN

               *                                RECORD, REL TO 0, INCL REC PREFIX

000006         FKYLN076 DS    H             LENGTH OF FOREIGN KEY FIELD IN RECORD

000008         DTY076   DS    H             SQL DATA TYPE OF FOREIGN KEY FIELD

00000A         PRE076   DS    H             SQL PRECISION OF FOREIGN KEY FIELD

00000C         SCA076   DS    H             SQL SCALE     OF FOREIGN KEY FIELD

00000E         NULL076  DS    H             NULLABLE FIELD INDICATOR

               *                                0 = NOT-NULLABLE <--

               *                                1 = NULLABLE

000010         FKYNM076 DS    CL32          FOREIGN KEY FIELD NAME IN SCHEMA RECORD

000030         PKYNM076 DS    CL32          PRIMARY KEY FIELD NAME IN SCHEMA RECORD

000050         FIL1X076 DS    CL20          FILLER (RESERVED)

        00064  R076DSLN EQU   *-#R076DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R077DS
                        COPY #R077DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R077DS                        FRSYN-077 DSECT              ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING FILESYN-075 OCCURRENCES (FILES     ***

               ***     OR FILE SYNONYMS) TO RCDSYN-079 OCCURRENCES (RECORDS OR     ***

               ***     RECORD SYNONYMS).                                           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R077DS  DSECT                                  01/26/84

000000                  DS    CL4           UNUSED

        00004  R077DSLN EQU   *-#R077DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R078DS
                        COPY #R078DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R078DS                        OOAKEXT-078 DSECT            ***
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               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     EXTENSION TO OOAK-012 RECORD TO BE USED TO CARRY            ***

               ***     ADDITIONAL DICTIONARY LEVEL OPTIONS.                        ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R078DS  DSECT                                                08/02/90

000000                  DS    CL100

        00064  R078DSLN EQU   *-#R078DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R079DS
                        COPY #R079DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R079DS                        RCDSYN-079 DSECT             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     OCCURRENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE REPRESENT RECORD SYNONYMS.  ***

               ***     FOR ALL PRIMARY RECORDS BUILT BY THE SCHEMA COMPILER OR     ***

               ***     DDDL, A RECORD SYNONYM WITH THE SAME NAME AND VERSION       ***

               ***     NUMBER WILL BE GENERATED.  THIS RECORD TYPE IS ALSO         ***

               ***     USED TO DEFINE SUBSCHEMA VIEWS OF SCHEMA RECORDS, CON-      ***

               ***     TAINING THE SAME NAME AND VERSION NUMBER AND A BUILDER      ***

               ***     CODE OF 'V' (THE RDCSYN-NAMESYN SET WILL CONTAIN ONLY       ***

               ***     THE RECORD ELEMENTS CONTAINED IN THE SUBSCHEMA VIEW IN THE  ***

               ***     ORDER THEY WERE COPIED IN THE SUBSCHEMA OR DDDL COMPILE).   ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     NOTE:  THIS RECORD IS USED AS A JUNCTION RECORD AND         ***

               ***            LENGTH CANNOT EXCEED 100 BYTES                       ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R079DS  DSECT                                                08/02/90

               .R079DS# ANOP

        0004F  R079     EQU   79            RECORD ID

000000         RSNAM079 DS    CL32          RECORD SYNONYM (OR RECORD) NAME

000020         RSVER079 DS    H             RECORD SYNONYM (OR RECORD) VERSION NUMBER

000022         BLDR079  DS    CL1           BUILDER CODE

               *SCHEMA-BUILT-079                 'S'

               *DIR-BUILT-079                    'X'

               *SUBSCH-BUILT-079                 'V'

               *DICT-BUILT-079                   'D'
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000023         PFXIN079 DS    CL1           PREFIX INDICATOR

               *PREFIX-079                       'P' FOR PREFIX DEFINED

               *SUFFIX-079                       'S' FOR SUFFIX DEFINED

               *NO-PREFIX-079                    ' ' FOR NO PREFIX OR SUFFIX DEFINED

000024         PFXVL079 DS    CL10          PREFIX VALUE

00002E         VIEW079  DS    CL32          VIEW ID

00004E         LANG079  DS    XL1           LANGUAGE FLAG

        00008  COBOL079 EQU   X'08'             COBOL

        00004  ASSEM079 EQU   X'04'             ASSEMBLER

        00002  PLI079   EQU   X'02'             PL/I

        00001  SQL079   EQU   X'01'             SQL

Offset  Value 

00004F         SYN079   DS    CL1           SYNONYM TYPE

        000D7  PRIME079 EQU      C'P'       PRIMARY SYNONYM

000050         FIL1X079 DS    CL20          FILLER

        00064  R079DSLN EQU   *-#R079DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R080DS
                        COPY #R080DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R080DS                        RCDCMT-080 DSECT             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     COMMENT FOR A RECORD (REPORT, TRANSACTION)                  ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R080DS  DSECT                                   12/07/87

               .R080DS# ANOP

        00050  R080     EQU   080           RECORD ID

000000         IDDSQ080 DS    F             COMMENT LINE SEQUENCE NUMBER

000004         CMT080   DS    0CL100        LINE OF COMMENT TEXT

000004         CMTIN080 DS    2CL50             (OCCURS 2 TIMES)

000068         CMTID080 DS    F             COMMENT TYPE

        0006C  R080DSLN EQU   *-#R080DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R081DS
                        COPY #R081DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R081DS                        RCDATTR-081 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING A RECORD (REPORT, TRANSACTION)     ***
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               ***     TO AN ATTRIBUTE                                             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R081DS  DSECT                                   12/07/87

        00051  R081     EQU   081           RECORD ID

000000         JTEXT081 DS    CL40          JUNCTION TEXT

        00028  R081DSLN EQU   *-#R081DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R082DS
                        COPY #R082DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R082DS                        ELEMCMT-082 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     COMMENT RECORD FOR ELEMENT ENTITY.  ALSO USED FOR STORING   ***

               ***     VALUES FOR RECORD ELEMENTS (CMT082 = -3) AND HAS SAME       ***

               ***     FORMAT AS THE SDES-044 RECORD.                              ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R082DS  DSECT                                  01/26/84

        00052  R082     EQU   82

000000         IDDSQ082 DS    F             COMMENT LINE SEQUENCE NUMBER

000004         CMT082   DS    0CL100        LINE OF COMMENT TEXT

000004         CMTIN082 DS    2CL50             (OCCURS 2 TIMES)

000068         CMTID082 DS    F             COMMENT TYPE

        0006C  R082DSLN EQU   *-#R082DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R083DS
                        COPY #R083DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R083DS                        NAMESYN-083 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     THIS IS A JUNCTION RECORD THAT RELATES A RCDSYN-079         ***

               ***     RECORD OR RECORD SYNONYM) TO AN SDR-042 (RECORD ELEMENT)    ***

               ***     AND AN ELEMSYN-085 (ELEMENT OR ELEMENT SYNONYM).  THIS      ***
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               ***     RECORD CONTAINS THE NAMES TO BE USED FOR THE RECORD         ***

               ***     ELEMENTS IN A RECORD OR RECORD SYNONYM.                     ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R083DS  DSECT                                                08/02/90

               .R083DS# ANOP

        00053  R083     EQU   83

000000         ESNAM083 DS    CL32          RECORD ELEMENT NAME (PRIME OR SYNONYM)

000020         RDNAM083 DS    CL32          REDEFINES NAME

000040         DEPON083 DS    CL32          OCCURS DEPENDING ON NAME

000060         FLAG083  DS    X             FLAG BYTE

        00020  IBYFL083 EQU       X'20'         INDEXED BY NAMEDES EXISTS

        00010  IKYFL083 EQU       X'10'         INDEX KEY NAMEDES EXISTS

000061         FIL1X083 DS    CL7           FILLER (RESERVED)

000068         LPOS083  DS    H             LEFTMOST POS OF FIELD IN THE RECORD,

               *                                 RECORD SYNONYM OR , FOR SSC VIEW,

               *                                 FOR THIS VIEW OF THE SCHEMA REC

00006A         BLDR083  DS    CL1           BUILDER CODE

               *SCHEMA-BUILT-083                 'S'

               *DIR-BUILT-083                    'X'

               *SUBSCH-BUILT-083                 'V'

               *DICT-BUILT-083                   'D'

00006B         FIL2X083 DS    CL33          FILLER (RESERVED)

        0008C  R083DSLN EQU   *-#R083DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R084DS
                        COPY #R084DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R084DS                        MODCMT-084 DSECT             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     COMMENT RECORD FOR A MODULE, PROCESS, QFILE OR TABLE        ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R084DS  DSECT                                              01/04/90

               .R084DS# ANOP

        00054  R084     EQU   84

000000         IDDSQ084 DS    F             COMMENT LINE SEQUENCE NUMBER

000004         CMT084   DS    0CL100        LINE OF COMMENT TEXT
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000004         CMTIN084 DS    2CL50             (OCCURS 2 TIMES)

               *********************************************************************

000068                  ORG   CMT084

000004         VAL1S084 DS    H             VALUE-1 LENGTH

000006         VAL2S084 DS    H             VALUE-2 LENGTH (-1 IF NO 2ND VALUE)

000008         VAL1A084 DS    CL34          VAL-1 AREA (HOLDS 1ST OR ONLY VALUE)

00002A         VAL2A084 DS    CL62          VAL-2 AREA (HOLDS 2ND VALUE IF ANY)

000068                  ORG   VAL1A084

               *

               ***********  BEGIN OF 'OBJECT' TABLE HEADER INFORMATION  ************

               *

000008         HDR084   DS    0X            TABLE HEADER INFORMATION

000008         N084     DS    H             NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN TABLE

00000A         ELEN084  DS    H             LENGTH IN BYTES OF LARGEST ENTRY

00000C         KEYOF084 DS    H             KEY OFFSET

00000E         KEYL084  DS    XL1           LENGTH OF KEY

               LIN084   #FLAG X'40'         TABLE TO BE SEARCHED LINEARLY

00000F         LIN084I  DS    0XL1

        00040  LIN084M  EQU   X'40'

               BIN084   #FLAG X'20'         TABLE TO BE SEARCHED BINARILY

00000F         BIN084I  DS    0XL1

        00020  BIN084M  EQU   X'20'

00000F         FLAG1084 DS    XL1           FLAG-1 BYTE

000010         START084 DS    A             POINTER TO START OF TABLE

Offset  Value 

000014         LTABL084 DS    F             TOTAL LENGTH OF 'OBJECT' TABLE TEXT

               LIST084  #FLAG X'80'         TYPE OF LIST  (ON=VALID,OFF=INVALID)

000018         LIST084I DS    0XL1

        00080  LIST084M EQU   X'80'

               SCOD084  #FLAG X'40'         BINARY SEARCH (ON=ENCODE,OFF=DECODE)

000018         SCOD084I DS    0XL1

        00040  SCOD084M EQU   X'40'

               TYP1084  #FLAG X'20'         ENCODE FORMAT (ON=NUMERIC,OFF=ALPHA)

000018         TYP1084I DS    0XL1

        00020  TYP1084M EQU   X'20'

               TYP2084  #FLAG X'10'         DECODE FORMAT (ON=NUMERIC,OFF=ALPHA)

000018         TYP2084I DS    0XL1

        00010  TYP2084M EQU   X'10'

               SORT084  #FLAG X'08'         TABLE       (ON=SORTED,OFF=UNSORTED)

000018         SORT084I DS    0XL1

        00008  SORT084M EQU   X'08'

               DUPL084  #FLAG X'04'         DUPLICATES  (ON=ALLOW,OFF=NOT ALLOW)

000018         DUPL084I DS    0XL1

        00004  DUPL084M EQU   X'04'

               CTCH084  #FLAG X'02'         CATCH ALL ACTIVE     (ON=YES,OFF=NO)

000018         CTCH084I DS    0XL1

        00002  CTCH084M EQU   X'02'

               EDIT084  #FLAG X'01'         TYPE OF TABLE     (ON=EDIT,OFF=CODE)

000018         EDIT084I DS    0XL1

        00001  EDIT084M EQU   X'01'

000018         FLAG2084 DS    XL1           FLAG-2 BYTE

000019         POS1084  DS    XL1           VAL-1 NUMERIC DECIMAL POSITION= 0-15

00001A         POS2084  DS    XL1           VAL-2 NUMERIC DECIMAL POSITION= 0-15
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               TYP3084  #FLAG X'20'         ENCODE FORMAT (ON=GRAPHICS)      BZJ

00001B         TYP3084I DS    0XL1

        00020  TYP3084M EQU   X'20'

               TYP4084  #FLAG X'10'         DECODE FORMAT (ON=GRAPHICS)      BZJ

00001B         TYP4084I DS    0XL1

        00010  TYP4084M EQU   X'10'

00001B         FLAG3084 DS    XL1           FLAG-3 BYTE                      BZJ

        00014  HDLEN084 EQU   *-HDR084      LENGTH OF 'OBJECT' TABLE HEADER

               *                            (20 BYTES)

               *************  END OF 'OBJECT' TABLE HEADER INFORMATION  ************

               *

00001C         LINSZ084 DS    F             BASIC CALCULATED LINEAR TABLE SIZE

000020         ECALL084 DS    H             ENCODE CATCH-ALL VALUE SIZE

000022         DCALL084 DS    H             DECODE CATCH-ALL VALUE SIZE

000024         MAXE084  DS    H             NBR OF ENTRIES WITH MAX ENCODE SIZE

000026         MAXD084  DS    H             NBR OF ENTRIES WITH MAX DECODE SIZE

000028         ESIZE084 DS    XL1           MAXIMUM ENCODE SIZE

000029         DSIZE084 DS    XL1           MAXIMUM DECODE SIZE

00002A                  DS    CL62          FILLER FOR REST OF HEADER AREA

Offset  Value 

000068         NSTID084 DS    F             COMMENT ID TYPE (-8=EDIT, -9=CODE)

        0006C  DSLEN084 EQU   *-#R084DS     TOTAL RECORD LENGTH (108 BYTES)

               *

               *********************************************************************

00006C                  ORG   CMT084        REDEFINE THE COMMENT TEXT LINE

000004         VALS084  DS    0CL100        VALUES

000004         VLNG1084 DS    H             LNGTH OF 1ST VALUE INCLUDING QUOTES

000006         VLNG2084 DS    H             LNGTH OF 2ND VALUE INCLUDING QUOTES

               *                                 THIS SECOND VALUE IS ONLY USED

               *                                 FOR LEVEL 88 CONDITION NAME.

               *                                 -1 IF NO SECOND VALUE.

000008         VAL1084  DS    CL34          1ST VALUE INCLUDING QUOTES IF SPEC

00002A         VAL2084  DS    0CL34         2ND VALUE INCLUDING QUOTES IF SPEC

00002A         ISEQ084  DS    CL1           SORTING SEQUENCE FOR INDEX KEY

00002B                  DS    CL33          FILLER

00004C                  DS    CL28          FILLER

               *********************************************************************

000068                  ORG   CMT084        REDEFINE THE COMMENT TEXT LINE

000004         HEADR084 DS    0CL100        ASF HEADERS

000004         FNAME084 DS    CL32          FIELD NAME

000024         RNAME084 DS    CL32          ASF RECORD NAME

000044         RDN084   DS    F             ASF RECORD DEFINITION NUMBER (RDN)

000048         FNO084   DS    H             ASF RECORD FIELD NUMBER (FNO)

00004A         MSEQ084  DS    H             MAP SEQUENCE NUMBER

00004C         NOSUB084 DS    H             NUMBER OF SUBSCRIPTS

00004E         SUB1084  DS    H             FIRST SUBSCRIPT

000050         SUB2084  DS    H             SECOND SUBSCRIPT

000052         SUB3084  DS    H             THIRD SUBSCRIPT

000054         SUB4084  DS    H             FOURTH SUBSCRIPT

000056         SUB5084  DS    H             FIFTH SUBSCRIPT

000058         FIL1084  DS    CL16          FILLER

               *********************************************************************

000068         CMTID084 DS    F             COMMENT TYPE ID
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               *                            -1   COMMENTS

               *                            -2   DEFINITION

               *                            -3   VALUES

               *                            -4   OLQ HEADER

               *                            -5   CULPRIT HEADER

               *                            -8   EDIT TABLE

               *                            -9   CODE TABLE

               *                            -10  OCCURS DEPENDING ON NAME

               *                            -11  INDEXED BY NAME

               *                            -12  INDEX KEY IS NAME

               *                            -13  EXTERNAL PICTURE

               *                            -24  ASF HEADER

        0006C  R084DSLN EQU   *-#R084DS

               *********************************************************************

#R085DS
                        COPY #R085DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***    #R085DS                         ELEMSYN-085 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***    OCCURRENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE REPRESENT ELEMENT SYNONYMS.  ***

               ***    EACH PRIMARY ELEMENT WILL HAVE AN OCCURRENCE OF THIS         ***

               ***    RECORD TYPE STORED WITH THE PRIMARY ELEMENT NAME.            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R085DS  DSECT                                                08/02/90

        00055  R085     EQU   85

000000         ESNAM085 DS    CL32          ELEMENT (OR ELEMENT SYNONYM) NAME

000020         ESGRP085 DS    CL32          ELEMENT GROUP NAME:  SPECIFIES THAT THE

               *                                 ELEMENT SYNONYM NAME ABOVE IS TO BE

               *                                 USED AUTOMATICALLY IF THIS DATA

               *                                 ELEMENT APPEARS IN A RECORD WITHIN

               *                                 A GROUP WITH A NAME THAT IS THE

               *                                 SAME AS THIS ELEMENT GROUP NAME

000040         BLDR085  DS    CL1           BUILDER CODE

               *SCHEMA-BUILT-085                 'S'

               *DICT-BUILT-085                   'D'

000041         SYN085   DS    CL1           SYNONYM TYPE

        000D7  PRIME085 EQU      C'P'       PRIMARY SYNONYM

000042         FIL1X085 DS    CL2           UNUSED

        00044  R085DSLN EQU   *-#R085DS

               ***********************************************************************
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#R086DS
                        COPY #R086DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R086DS                        CLASSCMT-086 DSECT           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     COMMENT RECORD FOR A CLASS                                  ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R086DS  DSECT                                  01/26/86

000000         IDDSQ086 DS    F             COMMENT LINE SEQUENCE NUMBER

000004         CMT086   DS    0CL100        LINE OF COMMENT TEXT

000004         CMTIN086 DS    2CL50             (OCCURS 2 TIMES)

000068         CMTID086 DS    F             COMMENT TYPE

        0006C  R086DSLN EQU   *-#R086DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R087DS
                        COPY #R087DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R087DS                        ELEMNEST-087 DSECT           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     NEST RECORD USED FOR RELATING ELEMENTS TO OTHER ELEMENTS.   ***

               ***     ALSO USED TO DEFINE GROUP-ELEMENT TO SUBORDINATE-ELEMENT    ***

               ***     STRUCTURES.                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R087DS  DSECT                                  01/26/84

        00057  R087     EQU   87

000000         NSTCD087 DS    F             NEST CODE

000004         JTEXT087 DS    CL40          JUNCTION TEXT

00002C         ELOCC087 DS    H             ELEMENT OCCURRENCES (NEST CODES -3 THRU

               *                            -7 ONLY) - NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES FOR A

               *                            SUBORDINATE ELEMENT:

               *                                0 = ELEMENT REDEFINES PREVIOUS

               *                                    SUBORDINATE ELEMENT IN GROUP

               *                                1 = SUBORDINATE ELEMENT DOES NOT
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               *                                    OCCUR

               *                               >1 = NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES

00002E                  DS    CL6           UNUSED

        00034  R087DSLN EQU   *-#R087DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R088DS
                        COPY #R088DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R088DS                        TEXT-088 DSECT               ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     AN OCCURRENCE OF THIS RECORD TYPE IS STORED FOR EACH        ***

               ***     LINE OF MODULE, QFILE OR PROCESS SOURCE.                    ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R088DS  DSECT                                     05/14/85

               .R088DS# ANOP

000000         IDDSQ088 DS    F             SOURCE LINE SEQUENCE NUMBER

000004         SOURC088 DS    CL80          SOURCE LINE

        00054  R088DSLN EQU   *-#R088DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R089DS
                        COPY #R089DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R089DS                        ELEMRNG-089 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     THIS RECORD IS USED FOR STORING ELEMENT RANGES.             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R089DS  DSECT                                  01/26/84

        00059  R089     EQU   89

000000         RNBGN089 DS    CL34          BEGINNING VALUE OF RANGE

000022         RNEND089 DS    CL34          ENDING VALUE OF RANGE (BLANK IF NO

               *                                ENDING VALUE GIVEN)

000044                  DS    CL4           UNUSED
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        00048  R089DSLN EQU   *-#R089DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R090DS
                        COPY #R090DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R090DS                        ELEMATTR-090 DSECT           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING AN ELEMENT TO AN ATTRIBUTE.        ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R090DS  DSECT                                  01/26/84

        0005A  R090     EQU   90

000000         JTEXT090 DS    CL40          JUNCTION TEXT

        00028  R090DSLN EQU   *-#R090DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R091DS
                        COPY #R091DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R091DS                        SSPROG-091 DSECT             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING A PROGRAM TO A SUBSCHEMA.  IF      ***

               ***     SUBSCHEMA HAS AUTHORIZATION ON, THIS JUNCTION RECORD        ***

               ***     REGISTERS THE PROGRAM WITH THE SUBSCHEMA IT CAN USE.        ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R091DS  DSECT                                  01/26/84

000000         KEY091   DS    0CL18         CALC KEY GROUP

000000         SSNAM091 DS    CL8               SUBSCHEMA NAME

000008         SNAME091 DS    0CL10             SCHEMA IDENTIFICATION GROUP

000008         SNAM091  DS    CL8                   SCHEMA NAME

000010         SSER091  DS    H                     SCHEMA VERSION NUMBER

000012         PRLNM091 DS    0CL24         PROGRAM INFORMATION GROUP

000012         PRNAM091 DS    CL8               PROGRAM NAME

00001A         LANAM091 DS    CL16              PROGRAM LANGUAGE
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00002A                  DS    CL6           UNUSED

        00030  R091DSLN EQU   *-#R091DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R092DS
                        COPY #R092DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R092DS                        CLASS-092 DSECT              ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     OCCURRENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE REPRESENT CLASSES AND       ***

               ***     USER-DEFINED ENTITIES.                                      ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R092DS  DSECT                                            05/30/90

               .R092DS# ANOP

        0005C  R092     EQU   92

000000         CLNAM092 DS    CL20          CLASS NAME

000014         DATLU092 DS    CL8           DATE LAST UPDATED

00001C         DATCR092 DS    CL8           DATE CREATED

000024         PREBY092 DS    CL8           USER WHO ADDED THIS CLASS

00002C         REVBY092 DS    CL8           USER WHO LAST UPDATED THIS CLASS

000034         AUTO092  DS    CL1           AUTOMATIC INDICATOR:

               *                                 ' ' FOR MANUAL (DEFAULT)

               *                                 'A' FOR AUTOMATIC

000035         SING092  DS    CL1           SINGULAR INDICATOR:

               *                                 ' ' FOR PLURAL (DEFAULT)

               *                                 'S' FOR SINGULAR

000036         DELCD092 DS    CL1           DELETION LOCK BYTE:

               *                                 ' ' FOR CLASS CAN BE DELETED (DEF)

               *                                 'X' FOR CLASS CANNOT BE DELETED

000037         ENT092   DS    CL1           USER-DEFINED ENTITY INDICATOR

               *                                 ' ' FOR STANDARD CLASS (DEFAULT)

               *                                 'E' FOR USER-DEFINED ENTITY CLASS

000038                  DS    CL4           UNUSED

        0003C  R092DSLN EQU   *-#R092DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R093DS
                        COPY #R093DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R093DS                        ATTRIBUTE-093 DSECT          ***

               ***                                                                 ***
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               ***     OCCURRENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE REPRESENT ATTRIBUTES.       ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R093DS  DSECT                                     05/14/85

               .R093DS# ANOP

        0005D  R093     EQU   93

000000         ATNAM093 DS    CL40          ATTRIBUTE NAME

000028         DATLU093 DS    CL8           DATE LAST UPDATED

000030         DATCR093 DS    CL8           DATE CREATED

000038         PREBY093 DS    CL8           USER WHO ADDED THIS ATTRIBUTE

000040         REVBY093 DS    CL8           USER WHO LAST UPDATED THIS ATTRIBUTE

000048         DELCD093 DS    CL1           DELETION LOCK BYTE

               *                                ' ' ATTRIBUTE CAN BE DELETED (DEF)

               *                                'X' ATTRIBUTE CANNOT BE DELETED

000049         PUBL093  DS    CL1           PUBLIC ACCESS AUTHORITY FLAG

               *                                 X'FF' = ALL

               *                                 X'7F' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'20' = MODIFY

               *                                 X'10' = REPLACE

               *                                 X'08' = DELETE

               *                                 X'01' = DISPLAY

               *                                 X'00' = NONE

00004A                  DS    CL2           UNUSED

00004C         USCNT093 DS    H             COUNT OF USERS AUTHORIZED FOR ALL

00004E                  DS    CL2           UNUSED

        00050  R093DSLN EQU   *-#R093DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R094DS
                        COPY #R094DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R094DS                        ATTRCMT-094 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     COMMENT RECORD FOR AN ATTRIBUTE                             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R094DS  DSECT                                  01/26/84

000000         IDDSQ094 DS    F             COMMENT LINE SEQUENCE NUMBER

000004         CMT094   DS    0CL100        LINE OF COMMENT TEXT
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000004         CMTIN094 DS    2CL50             (OCCURS 2 TIMES)

000068         CMTID094 DS    F             COMMENT TYPE

        0006C  R094DSLN EQU   *-#R094DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R095DS
                        COPY #R095DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R095DS                        SSPROC-095 DSECT             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     OCCURRENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE REPRESENT AREA OR RECORD    ***

               ***     DATABASE PROCEDURES USED IN A SUBSCHEMA.                    ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R095DS  DSECT                                  01/26/84

000000         SSPCT095 DS    0CL16         CALC KEY GROUP

000000         SSNAM095 DS    CL8               SUBSCHEMA NAME

000008         SSPNM095 DS    CL8               DATABASE PROCEDURE NAME

000010         SSPID095 DS    H             SUBSCHEMA PROCEDURE ID - SEQUENCE NUMBER

               *                                ASSIGNED TO EACH PROCEDURE; STARTS

               *                                AT 1, INCREMENTED BY 1

000012         SNAME095 DS    0CL10         SCHEMA IDENTIFICATION GROUP

000012         SNAM095  DS    CL8               SCHEMA NAME

00001A         SSER095  DS    H                 SCHEMA VERSION NUMBER

00001C                  DS    CL4           UNUSED

        00020  R095DSLN EQU   *-#R095DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R096DS
                        COPY #R096DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R096DS                        TASKCMT-096                  ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     COMMENT RECORD FOR A TASK.                                  ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 
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000000         #R096DS  DSECT                                  01/26/84

000000         IDDSQ096 DS    F             COMMENT LINE SEQUENCE NUMBER

000004         CMT096   DS    0CL100        LINE OF COMMENT TEXT

000004         CMTIN096 DS    2CL50             (OCCURS 2 TIMES)

000068         CMTID096 DS    F             COMMENT TYPE

        0006C  R096DSLN EQU   *-#R096DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R097DS
                        COPY #R097DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R097DS                        MAPLST-097 DSECT             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING A MAP TO A SYSTEM.                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R097DS  DSECT                                  01/26/84

000000         JTEXT097 DS    CL40          JUNCTION TEXT

000028                  DS    CL4           UNUSED

        0002C  R097DSLN EQU   *-#R097DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R098DS
                        COPY #R098DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R098DS                        MAP-098 DSECT                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     OCCURRENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE REPRESENT MAPS.             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R098DS  DSECT                                                10/11/90

        00062  R098     EQU   98

000000         MPNAM098 DS    CL8                 MAP NAME

000008         MPVER098 DS    H                   MAP VERSION NUMBER

00000A         BLDR098  DS    CL1                 BUILDER CODE

               *MAP-BUILT-098                     'C'
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               *DICT-BUILT-098                    'D'

               MSCH098  #FLAG X'80'               CHANGED; GENERATE NEW CSECT

00000B         MSCH098I DS    0XL1

        00080  MSCH098M EQU   X'80'

               MSER098  #FLAG X'40'               IS IN ERROR

00000B         MSER098I DS    0XL1

        00040  MSER098M EQU   X'40'

               MSRS098  #FLAG X'20'               IS RESIDENT

00000B         MSRS098I DS    0XL1

        00020  MSRS098M EQU   X'20'

               MSND098  #FLAG X'10'               CRITICAL CHANGE; NEW DATE REQUIRED

00000B         MSND098I DS    0XL1

        00010  MSND098M EQU   X'10'

               MSAP098  #FLAG X'08'               IS AN AUTOPANEL

00000B         MSAP098I DS    0XL1

        00008  MSAP098M EQU   X'08'

               MSOR098  #FLAG X'04'               EXPL PFLD(N) <-- DFLD(N) SPECIFIED

00000B         MSOR098I DS    0XL1

        00004  MSOR098M EQU   X'04'

               MSRP098  #FLAG X'02'               RESPONSE FIELD EXISTS

00000B         MSRP098I DS    0XL1

        00002  MSRP098M EQU   X'02'

               MSEA098  #FLAG X'01'               SOUND ALARM ON EDIT ERRORS

00000B         MSEA098I DS    0XL1

        00001  MSEA098M EQU   X'01'

Offset  Value 

00000B         MPFLG098 DS    CL1                 MAP FLAG

        00080  MPCHA098 EQU   X'80'               MAP CHANGED

        00040  MPERR098 EQU   X'40'               MAP IS IN ERROR

        00020  MPRES098 EQU   X'20'               MAP IS RESIDENT

        00010  MPCRC098 EQU   X'10'               CRITICAL CHANGE

        00008  MPAUT098 EQU   X'08'               MAP IS AN AUTOPANEL MAP

        00004  MPEXP098 EQU   X'04'               EXPL PFLD(N) <-- DFLD(N) SPECIFIED

        00002  MPRSP098 EQU   X'02'               RESPONSE FIELD EXISTS

        00001  MPALM098 EQU   X'01'               SOUND ALARM ON EDIT ERRORS

00000C         MPFCT098 DS    H                   NUMBER OF NON-LITERAL FIELDS IN MAP

00000E         MPRCT098 DS    H                   NUMBER OF RECORDS IN MAP

000010         MPDAT098 DS    CL8                 DATE OF MAP COMPILATION MM/DD/YY

000018         MPTIM098 DS    CL6                 TIME OF MAP COMPILATION HHMMSS

00001E         MPID098  DS    CL2                 MAP RELEASE I.D.

000020         DESCR098 DS    CL40                MAP DESCRIPTION

000048         PREBY098 DS    CL8                 USER WHO ADDED THIS MAP

000050         REVBY098 DS    CL8                 USER WHO LAST UPDATED THIS MAP

000058         DATLU098 DS    CL8                 DATE LAST UPDATED

000060         DATCR098 DS    CL8                 DATE CREATED

000068         MPCRS098 DS    CL32                PFLD NAME TO SET CURSOR AT

000088                  ORG   MPCRS098            REDEFINE MAP CURSOR PFLD

000068         MPXFN098 DS    CL32                EXTERNAL (BATCH) FILE NAME

000088         MPORG098 DS    0CL30               ORIGIN TABLE

000088         MSORG098 DS    0X                  START OF 1 ENTRY

               S124098  #FLAG X'80'               12 BY 40 SCREEN

000088         S124098I DS    0XL1

        00080  S124098M EQU   X'80'
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               S128098  #FLAG X'40'               12 BY 80 SCREEN

000088         S128098I DS    0XL1

        00040  S128098M EQU   X'40'

               S248098  #FLAG X'20'               24 BY 80 SCREEN

000088         S248098I DS    0XL1

        00020  S248098M EQU   X'20'

               S328098  #FLAG X'10'               32 BY 80 SCREEN

000088         S328098I DS    0XL1

        00010  S328098M EQU   X'10'

               S438098  #FLAG X'08'               43 BY 80 SCREEN

000088         S438098I DS    0XL1

        00008  S438098M EQU   X'08'

               S271398  #FLAG X'02'               27 BY 132 SCREEN

000088         S271398I DS    0XL1

        00002  S271398M EQU   X'02'

               LINE098  #FLAG X'04'               LINE BY LINE DEVICE

000088         LINE098I DS    0XL1

        00004  LINE098M EQU   X'04'

000088         ORDEV098 DS    CL1                 DEVICE TYPE THIS ORIGIN APPLIES TO

        00080  S1240098 EQU   X'80'               SCREEN 12 X 40

        00040  S1280098 EQU   X'40'               SCREEN 12 X 80

        00020  S2480098 EQU   X'20'               SCREEN 24 X 80

Offset  Value 

        00010  S3280098 EQU   X'10'               SCREEN 32 X 80

        00008  S4380098 EQU   X'08'               SCREEN 43 X 80

        00004  SLIN098  EQU   X'04'               LINE

        00002  S2713098 EQU   X'02'               SCREEN 27 X 13

000089         ORROW098 DS    CL1                 ROW ORIGIN FOR MAP

00008A         ORCOL098 DS    CL1                 COLUMN ORIGIN FOR MAP

        00003  MSOLN098 EQU   *-MSORG098          LENGTH OF ONE ORIGIN ENTRY

00008B                  DS    CL27                RESERVED FOR MAPPING

0000A6                  ORG

0000A6                  ORG   MPORG098                                        ECM84236

000088         MAPDDNAM DS    0CL30               FOR FILE MAPS               ECM84236

000088                  DS    CL30                RESERVED                  *LCB86007*

               MS40098  #FLAG X'10'               40CR

0000A6         MS40098I DS    0XL1

        00010  MS40098M EQU   X'10'

               MS64098  #FLAG X'20'               64CR

0000A6         MS64098I DS    0XL1

        00020  MS64098M EQU   X'20'

               MS80098  #FLAG X'30'               80CR

0000A6         MS80098I DS    0XL1

        00030  MS80098M EQU   X'30'

               MSSP098  #FLAG X'08'               START PRINTER

0000A6         MSSP098I DS    0XL1

        00008  MSSP098M EQU   X'08'

               MSAL098  #FLAG X'04'               ALARM

0000A6         MSAL098I DS    0XL1

        00004  MSAL098M EQU   X'04'

               MSLK098  #FLAG X'02'               UNLOCK KEYBOARD

0000A6         MSLK098I DS    0XL1

        00002  MSLK098M EQU   X'02'
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               MSRE098  #FLAG X'01'               RESET MODIFIED

0000A6         MSRE098I DS    0XL1

        00001  MSRE098M EQU   X'01'

0000A6         MPWCC098 DS    CL1                 WRITE CONTROL CHARACTER

        00020  MP64C098 EQU   X'20'               64CR

        00010  MP40C098 EQU   X'10'               40CR

        00030  MP80C098 EQU   X'20'+X'10'         80CR

        00008  MPSP098  EQU   X'08'               START PRINTER

        00004  MPSAL098 EQU   X'04'               SOUND ALARM

        00002  MPULK098 EQU   X'02'               UNLOCK KEYBOARD

        00001  MPRSM098 EQU   X'01'               RESET MODIFIED (MDTS)

0000A7         MPECF098 DS    0CL12               ERROR/CORRECT ATTR FOR ERROR CYCLE

0000A7         MPEN1098 DS    CL1                 ATTR BYTE 1 ON  FOR ERROR FIELDS

0000A8         MPEN2098 DS    CL1                 ATTR BYTE 2 ON  FOR ERROR FIELDS

0000A9         MPEN3098 DS    CL1                 ATTR BYTE 3 ON  FOR ERROR FIELDS

0000AA         MPEF1098 DS    CL1                 ATTR BYTE 1 OFF FOR ERROR FIELDS

0000AB         MPEF2098 DS    CL1                 ATTR BYTE 2 OFF FOR ERROR FIELDS

0000AC         MPEF3098 DS    CL1                 ATTR BYTE 3 OFF FOR ERROR FIELDS

0000AD         MPCN1098 DS    CL1                 ATTR BYTE 1 ON  FOR CORRECT FIELDS

Offset  Value 

0000AE         MPCN2098 DS    CL1                 ATTR BYTE 2 ON  FOR CORRECT FIELDS

0000AF         MPCN3098 DS    CL1                 ATTR BYTE 3 ON  FOR CORRECT FIELDS

0000B0         MPCF1098 DS    CL1                 ATTR BYTE 1 OFF FOR CORRECT FIELDS

0000B1         MPCF2098 DS    CL1                 ATTR BYTE 2 OFF FOR CORRECT FIELDS

0000B2         MPCF3098 DS    CL1                 ATTR BYTE 3 OFF FOR CORRECT FIELDS

               MSMG098  #FLAG X'80'               MESSAGE FIELD EXISTS

0000B3         MSMG098I DS    0XL1

        00080  MSMG098M EQU   X'80'

               MSNE098  #FLAG X'40'               NO EDITING FOR THIS

0000B3         MSNE098I DS    0XL1

        00040  MSNE098M EQU   X'40'

               MSUF098  #FLAG X'20'               THIS IS AN UNFINISHED

0000B3         MSUF098I DS    0XL1

        00020  MSUF098M EQU   X'20'

               MSFL098  #FLAG X'10'               EXTERNAL FILE ACCESS

0000B3         MSFL098I DS    0XL1

        00010  MSFL098M EQU   X'10'

               MSPG098  #FLAG X'08'               THIS IS A PAGEABLE

0000B3         MSPG098I DS    0XL1

        00008  MSPG098M EQU   X'08'

               MSWD098  #FLAG X'04'               DIMENSION (IDEAL TERMINAL)

0000B3         MSWD098I DS    0XL1

        00004  MSWD098M EQU   X'04'

               MS$P098  #FLAG X'02'               $PAGE FIELD EXISTS

0000B3         MS$P098I DS    0XL1

        00002  MS$P098M EQU   X'02'

               KANJ098  #FLAG X'01'               KANJI                      KANJ

0000B3         KANJ098I DS    0XL1

        00001  KANJ098M EQU   X'01'

0000B3         MFLG2098 DS    X                   MAP FLAG 2

        00080  MPMMG098 EQU   X'80'               MESSAGE FIELD EXISTS

        00040  MPMNE098 EQU   X'40'               NO EDITING

        00020  MPMUF098 EQU   X'20'               UNFINISHED MAP
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        00010  MPMFL098 EQU   X'10'               EXTERNAL FILE ACCESS MAPS

        00008  MPMPG098 EQU   X'08'               PAGEABLE MAPS

        00004  MPMWD098 EQU   X'04'               DIMENSION MAP

        00002  MP$PG098 EQU   X'02'               $PAGE FIELD EXISTS

        00001  MPKAN098 EQU   X'01'               KANJI MAP

               MSDP098  #FLAG X'80'               DECIMAL POINT IS COMMA

0000B4         MSDP098I DS    0XL1

        00080  MSDP098M EQU   X'80'

               MSVL098  #FLAG X'40'               VARIABLE LENGTH ARRAY     *LCB86072*

0000B4         MSVL098I DS    0XL1

        00040  MSVL098M EQU   X'40'

               MSCO098  #FLAG X'20'               MAP IS CHECKED OUT        *R15.0*

0000B4         MSCO098I DS    0XL1

        00020  MSCO098M EQU   X'20'

               MVTX098  #FLAG X'10'               VIDEOTEX MAP               VTX

Offset  Value 

0000B4         MVTX098I DS    0XL1

        00010  MVTX098M EQU   X'10'

0000B4         MFLG3098 DS    X                   MAP FLAG 3

        00080  MPDPC098 EQU   X'80'               DECIMAL POINT IS COMMA

               *

               HLP098   #FLAG X'80'               HELP OPTION REQUESTED

0000B5         HLP098I  DS    0XL1

        00080  HLP098M  EQU   X'80'

               FUL098   #FLAG X'40'               FULL SCREEN FORMAT

0000B5         FUL098I  DS    0XL1

        00040  FUL098M  EQU   X'40'

               INC098   #FLAG X'20'               INCLUDE IDD MODULE

0000B5         INC098I  DS    0XL1

        00020  INC098M  EQU   X'20'

               HRDY098  #FLAG X'10'               HELP READY TO GENERATE HELP MODULE

0000B5         HRDY098I DS    0XL1

        00010  HRDY098M EQU   X'10'

               DHQ098   #FLAG X'08'               HELP QUE HAS BEEN DECOMPILED

0000B5         DHQ098I  DS    0XL1

        00008  DHQ098M  EQU   X'08'

0000B5         HFLG1098 DS    X                   HELP FLAG 1

0000B6                  DS    H                   UNUSED

0000B8         MPROW098 DS    H                   MAP ROWS

0000BA         MPCOL098 DS    H                   MAP COLUMNS

0000BC         UPPFK098 DS    CL1                 MAP UP PFK

0000BD         DNPFK098 DS    CL1                 MAP DOWN PFK

0000BE         LTPFK098 DS    CL1                 MAP LEFT PFK

0000BF         RTPFK098 DS    CL1                 MAP RIGHT PFK

0000C0         SCROW098 DS    H                   MAP SCROLL ROWS

0000C2         SCCOL098 DS    H                   MAP SCROLL COLUMNS

0000C4         EXTVR098 DS    H                   EXTERNAL FILE VERSION

0000C6         PUBL098  DS    CL1                 PUBLIC ACCESS AUTHORITY FLAG

               *                                  X'FF' = ALL      <--

               *                                  X'7F' = UPDATE

               *                                  X'20' = MODIFY

               *                                  X'10' = REPLACE

               *                                  X'08' = DELETE
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               *                                  X'01' = DISPLAY

               *                                  X'00' = NONE

               RC098    #FLAG X'80'               RECORD COMMENTS

0000C7         RC098I   DS    0XL1

        00080  RC098M   EQU   X'80'

               MP098    #FLAG X'40'               MAP COMMENTS

0000C7         MP098I   DS    0XL1

        00040  MP098M   EQU   X'40'

               RE098    #FLAG X'20'               RECORD-ELEMENT COMMENTS

0000C7         RE098I   DS    0XL1

        00020  RE098M   EQU   X'20'

               EC098    #FLAG X'10'               ELEMENT COMMENTS

Offset  Value 

0000C7         EC098I   DS    0XL1

        00010  EC098M   EQU   X'10'

               MI098    #FLAG X'08'               MESSAGE RECORD  TO OBTAIN

0000C7         MI098I   DS    0XL1

        00008  MI098M   EQU   X'08'

               ET098    #FLAG X'04'               EDIT TABLE

0000C7         ET098I   DS    0XL1

        00004  ET098M   EQU   X'04'

               CT098    #FLAG X'02'               CODE TABLE

0000C7         CT098I   DS    0XL1

        00002  CT098M   EQU   X'02'

               OM098    #FLAG X'01'               TEXT ENTERED VIA OLM

0000C7         OM098I   DS    0XL1

        00001  OM098M   EQU   X'01'

0000C7         HFLG2098 DS    X                   HELP FLAG 2

0000C8         USCNT098 DS    H                   COUNT OF USERS AUTHORIZED FOR ALL

0000CA         DOFF098  DS    H                   OFFSET TO FIRST DEP ON OCCURRENCE

0000CC         GLEN098  DS    H                   LEN OF ONE DEP OCCURRENCE

0000CE         DMAX098  DS    H                   MAXIMUM OCCURRENCES IN ODO

0000D0         DOMO098  DS    F                   OFFSET TO DEPENDING ON MCE

0000D4         MSPFX098 DS    CL2                 MAP LEVEL MSG PREFIX

0000D6         MHDN098  DS    CL32                MAP HELP IDD MODULE NAME

0000F6         MHDV098  DS    H                   MAP HELP IDD MODULE VERSION

0000F8         MHLN098  DS    CL8                 MAP HELP LOAD MODULE NAME

000100         MHK098   DS    CL1                 MAP HELP PF KEY

               DRC098   #FLAG X'80'               DROP  RECORD COMMENTS

000101         DRC098I  DS    0XL1

        00080  DRC098M  EQU   X'80'

               DMP098   #FLAG X'40'               DROP  MAP COMMENTS

000101         DMP098I  DS    0XL1

        00040  DMP098M  EQU   X'40'

               DRE098   #FLAG X'20'               DROP  RECORD-ELEMENT COMMENTS

000101         DRE098I  DS    0XL1

        00020  DRE098M  EQU   X'20'

               DEC098   #FLAG X'10'               DROP  ELEMENT COMMENTS

000101         DEC098I  DS    0XL1

        00010  DEC098M  EQU   X'10'

               DMI098   #FLAG X'08'               DROP  MESSAGE RECORD  TO OBTAIN

000101         DMI098I  DS    0XL1

        00008  DMI098M  EQU   X'08'
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               DET098   #FLAG X'04'               DROP  EDIT TABLE

000101         DET098I  DS    0XL1

        00004  DET098M  EQU   X'04'

               DCT098   #FLAG X'02'               DROP  CODE TABLE

000101         DCT098I  DS    0XL1

        00002  DCT098M  EQU   X'02'

               DOM098   #FLAG X'01'               DROP  TEXT ENTERED VIA OLM

000101         DOM098I  DS    0XL1

        00001  DOM098M  EQU   X'01'

Offset  Value 

000101         HFLG3098 DS    X                   HELP FLAG 3

000102         BCDAT098 DS    CL8                 BATCH COMPILE DATE         IDMS/2995

00010A         BCTIM098 DS    CL8                 BATCH COMPILE TIME         IDMS/2995

000112         TIMLU098 DS    CL8                 TIME LAST UPDATED          IDMS/3505

00011A         FIL1X098 DS    CL18                UNUSED

        0012C  R098DSLN EQU   *-#R098DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R101DS
                        COPY #R101DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R101DS                        DESTCMT-101 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     COMMENT RECORD FOR A DESTINATION                            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R101DS  DSECT                                  01/27/84

000000         IDDSQ101 DS    F             COMMENT LINE SEQUENCE NUMBER

000004         CMT101   DS    0CL100        LINE OF COMMENT TEXT

000004         CMTIN101 DS    2CL50             (OCCURS 2 TIMES)

000068         CMTID101 DS    F             COMMENT TYPE

        0006C  R101DSLN EQU   *-#R101DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R102DS
                        COPY #R102DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R102DS                        DESTATTR-102 DSECT           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING A DESTINATION TO AN ATTRIBUTE.     ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***
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               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R102DS  DSECT                                  01/27/84

000000         JTEXT102 DS    CL40          JUNCTION TEXT

        00028  R102DSLN EQU   *-#R102DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R103DS
                        COPY #R103DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R103DS                        LINELST-103 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING A TELEPROCESSING LINE TO THE       ***

               ***     SYSTEM IT IS IN AND, OPTIONALLY, TO THE PHYSICAL TERMINALS  ***

               ***     THAT ARE CONNECTED TO IT.                                   ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R103DS  DSECT

000000         PLNAM103 DS    CL8           LINE NAME

000008         BLDR103  DS    CL1           BUILDER CODE

               *SYSGEN-BUILT-103                 'G'

               *SYSGN2-BUILT-103                 'R'

               *DICT-BUILT-103                   'D'

000009         ACTCD103 DS    CL1           ACTION CODE

00000A         PLVER103 DS    H             LINE VERSION NUMBER

00000C         PLTYP103 DS    CL1           LINE TYPE

               *                                0 = SYSINOUT (BDAM)   7 = QSAM/SAM

               *                                1 = LOCAL 327X        8 = LOCAL 328X

               *                                2 = REM 327X/328X     A = TCAM

               *                                3 = SIMULATED 327X    I = TCP/IP

               *                                4 = OS CONSOLE        L = LINE

               *                                5 = VTAM 327X         Z = UCF

               *                                6 = ASYNC

00000D         ACCME103 DS    CL1           ACCESS METHOD

               *                                B = BTAM/BSAM         T = TCAM

               *                                E = EXCP              U = UCF

               *                                P = TCP/IP            V = VTAM

               *                                Q = QSAM/SAM          W = OS CONSOLE

               *                                S = CCI               X = DDS

00000E         BUFSZ103 DS    H             BUFFER SIZE

000010         DDNM1103 DS    CL8           LINE DDNAME (OS) OR FILENAME (DOS)
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000018         DDNM2103 DS    CL8           OUTPUT LINE DDNAME (OS) OR FILENAME (DOS)

               *                                BLANK EXCEPT WHEN SIMULATING 327X

               *                                BTAM OR GENERATING SYSOUT DEV LINE

Offset  Value 

000020         EXLNG103 DS    H             LENGTH OF EXTENSION-103 DATA

               DISA103  #FLAG X'80'             DISABLED

000022         DISA103I DS    0XL1

        00080  DISA103M EQU   X'80'

               NCON103  #FLAG X'40'             NON CONNECT

000022         NCON103I DS    0XL1

        00040  NCON103M EQU   X'40'

               COMP103  #FLAG X'20'             COMPACT

000022         COMP103I DS    0XL1

        00020  COMP103M EQU   X'20'

               EXRP103  #FLAG X'10'             USE EXCEPTION RESPONSE PROTOCOL

000022         EXRP103I DS    0XL1

        00010  EXRP103M EQU   X'10'

000022         FLAG103  DS    X             FLAG BYTE

000023                  DS    CL1           UNUSED

000024         EXT103   DS    CL32          LINE-TYPE SPECIFIC DATA EXTENSION AREA

000044                  DS    CL4           UNUSED

        00048  R103DSLN EQU   *-#R103DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R104DS
                        COPY #R104DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R104DS                        PTRMLST-104 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING A PHYSICAL TERMINAL TO THE LINE    ***

               ***     TO WHICH IT IS CONNTECTED, THE SYSTEM IT IS IN, AND THE     ***

               ***     LOGICAL TERMINAL TO WHICH IT IS RELATED                     ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R104DS  DSECT

000000         PTNAM104 DS    CL8           PHYSICAL TERMINAL NAME

000008         BLDR104  DS    CL1           BUILDER CODE

               *SYSGEN-BUILT-104                 'G'

               *SYSGN2-BUILT-104                 'R'

               *DICT-BUILT-104                   'D'

               *DUMMY-IP-ADDRESS-104             'I'                              R160

               *DUMMY-HOST-NAME-104              'H'                              R160

               *DUMMY-PARM-STRING-104            'P'                              R160

               *DUMMY-SERVICE-NAME-104           'S'                              R170

000009         ACTCD104 DS    CL1           ACTION CODE
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00000A         PTVER104 DS    H             PHYSICAL TERMINAL VERSION NUMBER

00000C         IPADR104 DS    0XL16         'Dummy' record for Stack-IP-address   R160

00000C         HOST104  DS    0CL64         'Dummy' record for Stack-host-name    R160

00000C         PARM104  DS    0CL80         'Dummy' record for parm string        R160

00000C         SRVN104  DS    0CL32         'Dummy' record for service name       R170

00000C         DVTYP104 DS    CL1           DEVICE TYPE

00000D         MAXER104 DS    CL1           MAXIMUM ERRORS

00000E         PTLLN104 DS    H             LINE LENGTH

000010         PTPLN104 DS    H             PAGE LENGTH

000012         EXLNG104 DS    H             LENGTH OF EXTENSION DATA

000014         PTMOD104 DS    CL1           PHYSICAL TERMINAL MODEL

               DISA104  #FLAG X'80'             DISABLED

000015         DISA104I DS    0XL1

        00080  DISA104M EQU   X'80'

               DEFD104  #FLAG X'40'             PRINTER DEFAULT IS DESTINATION NAME

Offset  Value 

000015         DEFD104I DS    0XL1

        00040  DEFD104M EQU   X'40'

               NORD104  #FLAG X'20'             NO READ BUFFER

000015         NORD104I DS    0XL1

        00020  NORD104M EQU   X'20'

               ASAC104  #FLAG X'08'             ASA CONTROL CHARACTERS

000015         ASAC104I DS    0XL1

        00008  ASAC104M EQU   X'08'

               P328104  #FLAG X'04'             PRINTER 328X

000015         P328104I DS    0XL1

        00004  P328104M EQU   X'04'

               FEED104  #FLAG X'02'             FORM FEED

000015         FEED104I DS    0XL1

        00002  FEED104M EQU   X'02'

               ASCI104  #FLAG X'01'             ASCII

000015         ASCI104I DS    0XL1

        00001  ASCI104M EQU   X'01'

000015         FLAG104  DS    CL1           FLAG BYTE

000016         PTLDL104 DS    CL1           LINE DELETE CHARACTER

000017         PTCDL104 DS    CL1           CHARACTER DELETE (BACKSPACE)

000018         PTCAN104 DS    CL1           CANCEL CHARACTER

000019         PRTCL104 DS    CL1           PRINTER CLASS

00001A         REPCT104 DS    H             Repeat count for BULK pterms          R160

00001C         EXT104   DS    CL32          TERMINAL SPECIFIC DATA EXTENSION AREA

00003C         DEST104  DS    CL8           PRINTER DESTINATION

000044         SCTYP104 DS    CL3           SCREEN TYPE

000047         TRTYP104 DS    CL8           TERMINAL TYPE NAME

00004F         PRBUF104 DS    CL2           PRINTER BUFFER SIZE

000051         FIL1X104 DS    CL11          UNUSED                                R160

        0005C  R104DSLN EQU   *-#R104DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R105DS
                        COPY #R105DS

               **********************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***
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               ***     #R105DS                        LTRMLST-105 DSECT           ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING A LOGICAL TERMINAL TO THE SYSTEM  ***

               ***     IT IS IN AND, OPTIONALLY, TO THE PHYSICAL TERMINAL IT IS   ***

               ***     PAIRED WITH AND THE DESTINATIONS IN WHICH IT PARTICIPATES. ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               **********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R105DS  DSECT                                                08/02/99

000000         LTNAM105 DS    CL8         LOGICAL TERMINAL NAME

000008         BLDR105  DS    CL1         BUILDER CODE

               *SYSGEN-BUILT-105                 'G'

               *SYSGN2-BUILT-105                 'R'

               *DICT-BUILT-105                   'D'

000009         ACTCD105 DS    CL1         ACTION CODE

00000A         LTVER105 DS    H           LOGICAL TERMINAL VERSION NUMBER

00000C         TANAM105 DS    CL8         TASK NAME OF AUTOTASK OR PRINTER BIT MAP

000014         PRTY105  DS    X           PRIORITY

               UPPR105  #FLAG X'80'           UPPER CASE

000015         UPPR105I DS    0XL1

        00080  UPPR105M EQU   X'80'

               DISA105  #FLAG X'40'           DISABLED

000015         DISA105I DS    0XL1

        00040  DISA105M EQU   X'40'

               PRNT105  #FLAG X'20'           PRINTER

000015         PRNT105I DS    0XL1

        00020  PRNT105M EQU   X'20'

               AUTO105  #FLAG X'10'           AUTOTASK

000015         AUTO105I DS    0XL1

        00010  AUTO105M EQU   X'10'

               CMND105  #FLAG X'08'           COMMAND INITIATED BATCH LTRM

000015         CMND105I DS    0XL1

        00008  CMND105M EQU   X'08'

               TERM105  #FLAG X'04'           TERMINAL INITIATED BATCH LTRM

000015         TERM105I DS    0XL1

        00004  TERM105M EQU   X'04'

               BTRM105  #FLAG CMND105M + TERM105M

Offset  Value 

000015         BTRM105I DS    0XL1

        00008  BTRM105M EQU   CMND105M

               NBRK105  #FLAG X'02'           NO BREAK

000015         NBRK105I DS    0XL1

        00002  NBRK105M EQU   X'02'

               NBAN105  #FLAG X'01'           NO BANNER

000015         NBAN105I DS    0XL1

        00001  NBAN105M EQU   X'01'

000015         FLAG105  DS    X           FLAG 1 - LOGICAL TERMINAL FLAG

000016         PAGCT105 DS    H           PRINTER CHECKPOINT PAGE COUNT
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               SWIT105  #FLAG X'80'           SWITCH

000018         SWIT105I DS    0XL1

        00080  SWIT105M EQU   X'80'

               WRIT105  #FLAG X'20'           SWITCH PROTOCOL IS WRITE

000018         WRIT105I DS    0XL1

        00020  WRIT105M EQU   X'20'

               READ105  #FLAG X'10'           SWITCH PROTOCOL IS READ

000018         READ105I DS    0XL1

        00010  READ105M EQU   X'10'

               WRTR105  #FLAG WRIT105M+READ105M SWITCH PROTOCOL IS WRITREAD

000018         WRTR105I DS    0XL1

        00030  WRTR105M EQU   WRIT105M+READ105M

               NOFF105  #FLAG X'01'           FORMFEED IS OFF                   15.0

000018         NOFF105I DS    0XL1

        00001  NOFF105M EQU   X'01'

000018         FLAG2105 DS    X           FLAG 2

               SUNP105  #FLAG X'80'           SUPPRESS USER NEWPAGE NATIVE

000019         SUNP105I DS    0XL1

        00080  SUNP105M EQU   X'80'

               SUNN105  #FLAG X'40'           SUPPRESS USER NEWPAGE NONNATIVE

000019         SUNN105I DS    0XL1

        00040  SUNN105M EQU   X'40'

               SSCL105  #FLAG X'20'           SUPPRESS SCS CR/LF AT REPT BEGIN

000019         SSCL105I DS    0XL1

        00020  SSCL105M EQU   X'20'

               SNNL105  #FLAG X'10'           AFTER FORMFEED, DON'T GENERATE NEWLINE.

000019         SNNL105I DS    0XL1

        00010  SNNL105M EQU   X'10'

               ANEN105  #FLAG X'08'           GENERATE NEWPAGE AT END OF NATIVE REPT

000019         ANEN105I DS    0XL1

        00008  ANEN105M EQU   X'08'

               ANNN105  #FLAG X'04'           GENERATE NEWPAGE AT END OF NONNAT REPT

000019         ANNN105I DS    0XL1

        00004  ANNN105M EQU   X'04'

               SNBN105  #FLAG X'02'           SUPPRESS NEWPAGE AT BEGIN NATIVE REPT

000019         SNBN105I DS    0XL1

        00002  SNBN105M EQU   X'02'

               SNNN105  #FLAG X'01'           SUPPRESS NEWPAGE AT BEGIN NONNAT REPT

Offset  Value 

000019         SNNN105I DS    0XL1

        00001  SNNN105M EQU   X'01'

000019         FLAG3105 DS    X           FLAG 3 - PRINTER FORMFEED             15.0

00001A         FIL1X105 DS    CL2         UNUSED

        0001C  R105DSLN EQU   *-#R105DS

               *********************************************************************

#R106DS
                        COPY #R106DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R106DS                        LTRM-106 DSECT               ***

               ***                                                                 ***
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               ***  OCCURRENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE REPRESENT LOGICAL TERMINALS.   ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R106DS  DSECT                                                08/02/99

000000         LTNAM106 DS    CL8         LOGICAL TERMINAL NAME

000008         LTVER106 DS    H           LOGICAL TERMINAL VERSION NUMBER

00000A         BLDR106  DS    CL1         BUILDER CODE

               *SYSGEN-BUILT-106                 'G'

               *DICT-BUILT-106                   'D'

00000B                  DS    CL1         UNUSED

00000C         DESCR106 DS    CL40        LOGICAL TERMINAL DESCRIPTION

000034         DATLU106 DS    CL8         DATE LAST UPDATED

00003C         DATCR106 DS    CL8         DATE CREATED

000044         PREBY106 DS    CL8         USER WHO ADDED LOGICAL TERMINAL

00004C         REVBY106 DS    CL8         USER WHO LAST UPDATED LOGICAL TERMINAL

000054         PTNAM106 DS    CL8         PHYSICAL-TERMINAL NAME

00005C         TANAM106 DS    CL8         TASK NAME OF AUTOTASK OR PRINTER BIT

               *                               MAP WHERE 1-64 CORRESPONDS TO

               *                               PRINTER CLASSES 1-64

000064         PTVER106 DS    H           PHYSICAL-TERMINAL VERSION NUMBER

000066         PRTY106  DS    CL1         LOGICAL TERMINAL PRIORITY

               UPPR106  #FLAG X'80'            UPPER CASE

000067         UPPR106I DS    0XL1

        00080  UPPR106M EQU   X'80'

               DISA106  #FLAG X'40'            DISABLED

000067         DISA106I DS    0XL1

        00040  DISA106M EQU   X'40'

               PRNT106  #FLAG X'20'            PRINTER

000067         PRNT106I DS    0XL1

        00020  PRNT106M EQU   X'20'

               AUTO106  #FLAG X'10'            AUTOTASK

Offset  Value 

000067         AUTO106I DS    0XL1

        00010  AUTO106M EQU   X'10'

               CMND106  #FLAG X'08'            COMMAND INITIATED BATCH LTRM

000067         CMND106I DS    0XL1

        00008  CMND106M EQU   X'08'

               TERM106  #FLAG X'04'            TERMINAL INITIATED BATCH LTRM

000067         TERM106I DS    0XL1

        00004  TERM106M EQU   X'04'

               BTRM106  #FLAG CMND106M + TERM106M   LTERM IS BATCH

000067         BTRM106I DS    0XL1

        00008  BTRM106M EQU   CMND106M

               NBRK106  #FLAG X'02'            NO BREAK

000067         NBRK106I DS    0XL1

        00002  NBRK106M EQU   X'02'

               NBAN106  #FLAG X'01'            NO BANNER
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000067         NBAN106I DS    0XL1

        00001  NBAN106M EQU   X'01'

000067         FLAG106  DS    X           FLAG 1 - LOGICAL-TERMINAL FLAGS

000068         PAGCT106 DS    H           PRINTER CHECKPOINT PAGE COUNT

00006A         PUBL106  DS    X           PUBLIC ACCESS AUTHORITY FLAG

               *                               X'FF' = ALL

               *                               X'7F' = UPDATE

               *                               X'20' = MODIFY

               *                               X'10' = REPLACE

               *                               X'08' = DELETE

               *                               X'01' = DISPLAY

               *                               X'00' = NONE

               SWIT106  #FLAG X'80'            SWITCH

00006B         SWIT106I DS    0XL1

        00080  SWIT106M EQU   X'80'

               WRIT106  #FLAG X'20'            SWITCH PROTOCOL IS WRITE

00006B         WRIT106I DS    0XL1

        00020  WRIT106M EQU   X'20'

               READ106  #FLAG X'10'            SWITCH PROTOCOL IS READ

00006B         READ106I DS    0XL1

        00010  READ106M EQU   X'10'

               WRRD106  #FLAG WRIT106M+READ106M  SWITCH PROTOCOL IS WRITREAD

00006B         WRRD106I DS    0XL1

        00030  WRRD106M EQU   WRIT106M+READ106M

               NOFF106  #FLAG X'01'            FORMFEED IS OFF                   15.0

00006B         NOFF106I DS    0XL1

        00001  NOFF106M EQU   X'01'

00006B         FLAG2106 DS    X           FLAG 2

00006C         USCNT106 DS    H           COUNT OF USERS AUTHORIZED FOR ALL

               SUNP106  #FLAG X'80'            SUPPRESS USER NEWPAGE NATIVE

Offset  Value 

00006E         SUNP106I DS    0XL1

        00080  SUNP106M EQU   X'80'

               SUNN106  #FLAG X'40'            SUPPRESS USER NEWPAGE NONNATIVE

00006E         SUNN106I DS    0XL1

        00040  SUNN106M EQU   X'40'

               SSCL106  #FLAG X'20'            SUPPRESS SCS CR/LF AT REPT BEGIN

00006E         SSCL106I DS    0XL1

        00020  SSCL106M EQU   X'20'

               SNNL106  #FLAG X'10'            SUPPRESS NEWPAGE NEWLINE

00006E         SNNL106I DS    0XL1

        00010  SNNL106M EQU   X'10'

               ANEN106  #FLAG X'08'            AUTO NEWPAGE AT END OF NATIVE REPT

00006E         ANEN106I DS    0XL1

        00008  ANEN106M EQU   X'08'

               ANNN106  #FLAG X'04'            AUTO NEWPAGE AT END OF NONNATIVE REPT

00006E         ANNN106I DS    0XL1

        00004  ANNN106M EQU   X'04'

               SNBN106  #FLAG X'02'            SUPPRESS NEWPAGE AT BEGIN NATIVE REPT

00006E         SNBN106I DS    0XL1

        00002  SNBN106M EQU   X'02'

               SNNN106  #FLAG X'01'            SUPPRESS NEWPAGE AT BEGIN NONNAT REPT

00006E         SNNN106I DS    0XL1
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        00001  SNNN106M EQU   X'01'

00006E         FLAG3106 DS    X           FLAG 3 - PRINTER FORMFEED              15.0

00006F                  DS    CL5         UNUSED

        00074  R106DSLN EQU   *-#R106DS

               **********************************************************************

#R107DS
                        COPY #R107DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R107DS                        LTRMCMT-107 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     COMMENT RECORD FOR A LOGICAL TERMINAL                       ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R107DS  DSECT                                  01/27/84

000000         IDDSQ107 DS    F             COMMENT LINE SEQUENCE NUMBER

000004         CMT107   DS    0CL100        LINE OF COMMENT TEXT

000004         CMTIN107 DS    2CL50             (OCCURS 2 TIMES)

000068         CMTID107 DS    F             COMMENT TYPE

        0006C  R107DSLN EQU   *-#R107DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R108DS
                        COPY #R108DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R108DS                        LTRMATTR-108 DSECT           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING A LOGICAL TERMINAL TO AN ATTRIBUTE ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R108DS  DSECT                                  01/27/84

000000         JTEXT108 DS    CL40          JUNCTION TEXT

        00028  R108DSLN EQU   *-#R108DS

               ***********************************************************************
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#R109DS
                        COPY #R109DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R109DS                        LINE-109 DSECT               ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     OCCURRENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE REPRESENT TELEPROCESSING    ***

               ***     LINES.  THESE OCCURRENCES ARE USED AT IDMS-DC START-UP TO   ***

               ***     PRODUCE PHYSICAL LINE ELEMENTS (PLES).                      ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R109DS  DSECT                                                05/17/95

000000         PLNAM109 DS    CL8           LINE NAME

000008         PLVER109 DS    H             LINE VERSION NUMBER

00000A         BLDR109  DS    CL1           BUILDER CODE

               *SYSGEN-BUILT-109                 'G'

               *DICT-BUILT-109                   'D'

00000B                  DS    CL1           UNUSED

00000C         DESCR109 DS    CL40          LINE DESCRIPTION

000034         DATLU109 DS    CL8           DATE LAST UPDATED

00003C         DATCR109 DS    CL8           DATE CREATED

000044         PREBY109 DS    CL8           USER WHO ADDED THIS LINE

00004C         REVBY109 DS    CL8           USER WHO LAST UPDATED THIS LINE

000054         DDNM1109 DS    CL8           LINE DDNAME(OS) OR FILENAME(DOS)

00005C         DDNM2109 DS    CL8           OUTPUT LINE DDNAME(OS) OR FILENAME(DOS)

000064         PLTYP109 DS    CL1           LINE TYPE

               *                                0 = SYSINOUT (BDAM)   6 = ASYNC

               *                                1 = LOCAL 327X        7 = QSAM/SAM

               *                                2 = REM 327X/328X     8 = LOCAL 328X

               *                                3 = SIMULATED 327X    A = TCAM

               *                                4 = OS CONSOLE        L = LINE

               *                                5 = VTAM 327X         Z = UCF

000065         ACCME109 DS    CL1           ACCESS METHOD USED FOR THIS LINE

               *                                B = BTAM/BSAM         U = UCF

               *                                E = EXCP              V = VTAM

               *                                Q = QSAM/SAM          W = OS CONSOLE

               *                                S = CCI               X = DDS

               *                                T = TCAM

000066         BUFSZ109 DS    H             BUFFER SIZE

Offset  Value 

000068         EXLNG109 DS    H             LENGTH OF EXTENSION-109 DATA

               DISA109  #FLAG X'80'              DISABLED

00006A         DISA109I DS    0XL1

        00080  DISA109M EQU   X'80'

               NCON109  #FLAG X'40'              NON CONNECT

00006A         NCON109I DS    0XL1
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        00040  NCON109M EQU   X'40'

               COMP109  #FLAG X'20'              COMPACT

00006A         COMP109I DS    0XL1

        00020  COMP109M EQU   X'20'

               EXRP109  #FLAG X'10'              USE EXCEPTION RESPONSE PROTOCOL

00006A         EXRP109I DS    0XL1

        00010  EXRP109M EQU   X'10'

00006A         FLAG109  DS    X             FLAG BYTE

00006B                  DS    CL1           UNUSED

00006C         EXT109   DS    CL32          EXTENSION AREA FOR LINE SPECIFIC FIELDS

00008C         PUBL109  DS    X             PUBLIC ACCESS AUTHORITY FLAG

               *                                 X'FF' = ALL

               *                                 X'7F' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'20' = MODIFY

               *                                 X'10' = REPLACE

               *                                 X'08' = DELETE

               *                                 X'01' = DISPLAY

               *                                 X'00' = NONE

00008D                  DS    CL1           UNUSED

00008E         USCNT109 DS    H             COUNT OF USERS AUTHORIZED FOR ALL

000090                  DS    CL4           UNUSED

        00094  R109DSLN EQU   *-#R109DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R110DS
                        COPY #R110DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R110DS                        LINECMT-110 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     COMMENT RECORD FOR A LINE.                                  ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R110DS  DSECT                                  01/27/84

000000         IDDSQ110 DS    F             COMMENT LINE SEQUENCE NUMBER

000004         CMT110   DS    0CL100        LINE OF COMMENT TEXT

000004         CMTIN110 DS    2CL50             (OCCURS 2 TIMES)

000068         CMTID110 DS    F             COMMENT TYPE

        0006C  R110DSLN EQU   *-#R110DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R111DS
                        COPY #R111DS

               ***********************************************************************
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               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R111DS                        LINEATTR-111 DSECT           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING A LINE TO AN ATTRIBUTE.            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R111DS  DSECT                                  01/27/84

000000         JTEXT111 DS    CL40          JUNCTION TEXT

        00028  R111DSLN EQU   *-#R111DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R112DS
                        COPY #R112DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R112DS                        TASKATTR-112 DSECT           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING A TASK TO AN ATTRIBUTE             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R112DS  DSECT                                  01/27/84

000000         JTEXT112 DS    CL40          JUNCTION TEXT

        00028  R112DSLN EQU   *-#R112DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R113DS
                        COPY #R113DS

               **********************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***

               ***     #R113DS                           SRCD-113 DSECT           ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING A SCHEMA TO A RECORD OCCURRENCE   ***

               ***     (OR RECORD SYNONYM OCCURRENCE).  IDD-BUILT RECORD OCCUR-   ***

               ***     RENCES ARE CONNECTED TO THE DUMMY SCHEMA 'NON IDMS' VER 1  ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***
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               ***                                                                 ***

               **********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R113DS  DSECT 

               .R113DS# ANOP

000000         SNAME113 DS    0CL10         SCHEMA IDENTIFICATION GROUP

000000         SNAM113  DS    CL8               SCHEMA NAME

000008         SSER113  DS    H                 SCHEMA VERSION NUMBER

00000A         SRID113  DS    H             SCHEMA RECORD ID

00000C         MODE113  DS    H             LOCATION MODE

               *                               -1 = NULL

               *                                0 = VIA

               *                                1 = CALC

               *                                2 = DIRECT

               *                                3 = VSAM DIRECT

               *                                4 = VSAM CALC

00000E         RLGTH113 DS    H             RECORD LENGTH (INCLUDING RECORD PREFIX)

000010         DSPL113  DS    H             VIA RECORD DISPLACEMENT IN PAGES

000012         DLGTH113 DS    H             DATA LENGTH (DATA + VLR 4 BYTE PREFIX)

000014         DSTRT113 DS    H             DATA START (OFFSET FROM BEGINNING OF

               *                                RECORD INCLUDING RECORD PREFIX)

000016         DEL113   DS    H             DELETION FLAG FOR INTERNAL SYSTEM RECS

               *                                0 = DELETE YES

               *                                1 = DELETE NO

000018         KLGTH113 DS    H             PREFIX LENGTH

00001A         CTLND113 DS    H             CONTROL LENGTH END (LAST BYTE OF KEY FOR

               *                               SORTED SET, INDEX SET OR CALC KEY)

               *                               COMPRESSION ALWAYS STARTS AFTER THIS

00001C         FIXND113 DS    H             LENGTH OF FIXED PORTION OF RECORD

00001E         MINRT113 DS    H             MINIMUM ROOT LEN INCLUDING PREFIX

Offset  Value 

000020         MINFR113 DS    H             MINIMUM FRAGMENT LEN INCLUDING 4-BYTE

               *                                FRAGMENT CHAIN POINTER

000022         POFPC113 DS    H             OFFSET PAGES       - PERCENTAGE

000024         PCTPC113 DS    H             OFFSET PAGE COUNT  - PERCENTAGE

000026         FLAG113  DS    X             SCHEMA RECORD FLAG

        00040  FINIT113 EQU   X'40'             INITIAL FLAG SETTING

        00001  FDCT113  EQU   X'01'             PRESSTO DCTABLE DEFINED

000027         FIL1X113 DS    CL1           FILLER (RESERVED)

000028         MODID113 DS    CL32          MODE ID - VIA SET NAME

000048         RCTYP113 DS    CL1           RECORD TYPE

               *                                F = FIXED LENGTH

               *                                V = VARIABLE LENGTH

000049         ERR113   DS    CL1           ERROR FLAG

00004A         VSAMT113 DS    CL1           NATIVE VSAM RECORD TYPE

               *                                A = FIXED LENGTH, NONSPANNED

               *                                B = FIXED LENGTH, SPANNED

               *                                C = VARIABLE LENGTH, NONSPANNED

               *                                D = VARIABLE LENGTH, SPANNED

00004B         FIL2X113 DS    CL1           FILLER (RESERVED)

00004C         PGOFF113 DS    F             OFFSET PAGE        - RELATIVE TO ZERO

000050         PGCNT113 DS    F             OFFSET PAGE COUNT  - NUMBER OF PAGES
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000054         DSSYM113 DS    CL18          SYMBOLIC VIA DISPLACEMENT NAME

000066         SASYM113 DS    CL18          SYMBOLIC SUBAREA NAME

000078         RECCT113 DS    F             ESTIMATED NUMBER OF RECORD OCCURRENCES

00007C         QTPAG113 DS    F             Statistics on total pages possible table

000080         QNPAG113 DS    F             Statistics on DB pages containing Table

000084         QNROW113 DS    F             Statistics on number of rows in Table

000088         QAVG113  DS    E             Statistics on average row length

00008C         QPCT113  DS    E             Statistics on percent of space used

000090         QFPCT113 DS    E             Statistics on percent rows fragmented

000094         FIL3X113 DS    CL12          FILLER (RESERVED)

        000A0  R113DSLN EQU   *-#R113DS

               *********************************************************************

#R114DS
                        COPY #R114DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R114DS                        USERSYS-114 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     SYSTEM TO USER JUNCTION RECORD BETWEEN                      ***

               ***         SYS-041  (SYS-USERSYS   SET) AND                        ***

               ***         USER-047 (USER-USERSYS  SET)                            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R114DS  DSECT                                     10/21/83

000000         AUTH114  DS    CL1           USER AUTHORIZATION FLAG

               *                                 X'FF' = ALL

               *                                 X'7F' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'20' = MODIFY

               *                                 X'10' = REPLACE

               *                                 X'08' = DELETE

               *                                 X'01' = DISPLAY

               *                                 X'00' = PUBLIC ACCESS

000001         RESP114  DS    CL1           USER RESPONSIBILITY FLAG

               *                                 X'04' = DELETION

               *                                 X'02' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'01' = CREATION

               *                                 X'00' = NONE

000002         JTEXT114 DS    CL40

00002A                  DS    CL2

        0002C  R114DSLN EQU    *-#R114DS

               ***********************************************************************
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#R115DS
                        COPY #R115DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R115DS                        USERLINE-115 DSECT           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     LINE TO USER JUNCTION RECORD BETWEEN                        ***

               ***         LINE-109 (LINE-USERLINE SET) AND                        ***

               ***         USER-047 (USER-USERLINE SET)                            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R115DS  DSECT                                     10/21/83

000000         AUTH115  DS    CL1           USER AUTHORIZATION FLAG

               *                                 X'FF' = ALL

               *                                 X'7F' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'20' = MODIFY

               *                                 X'10' = REPLACE

               *                                 X'08' = DELETE

               *                                 X'01' = DISPLAY

               *                                 X'00' = PUBLIC ACCESS

000001         RESP115  DS    CL1           USER RESPONSIBILITY FLAG

               *                                 X'04' = DELETION

               *                                 X'02' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'01' = CREATION

               *                                 X'00' = NONE

000002         JTEXT115 DS    CL40

00002A                  DS    CL2

        0002C  R115DSLN EQU   *-#R115DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R116DS
                        COPY #R116DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R116DS                        MESSAGE-116 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     OCCURRENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE REPRESENT IDMS-DC MESSAGES  ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************
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Offset  Value 

000000         #R116DS  DSECT                                     03/13/84

000000         MSKEY116 DS    CL8           MESSAGE NAME (IDENTIFICATION)

000008                  ORG   MSKEY116

000000         MSKRD116 DS    0CL8          GROUP REDEFINITION OF MESSAGE NAME

000000         MSMAJ116 DS    CL5

000005                  DS    CL3

000008         BLDR116  DS    CL1           BUILDER CODE

               *DICT-BUILT-116                   'D'

000009         DATLU116 DS    CL8           DATE LAST UPDATED

000011         DATCR116 DS    CL8           DATE CREATED

000019         PREBY116 DS    CL8           USER WHO ADDED THIS MESSAGE

000021         REVBY116 DS    CL8           USER WHO LAST UPDATED THIS MESSAGE

000029         SEVCD116 DS    CL1           MESSAGE SEVERITY CODE

00002A                  DS    CL2           UNUSED

        0002C  R116DSLN EQU   *-#R116DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R117DS
                        COPY #R117DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R117DS                        DESTLTRM-117 DSECT           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING A DESTINATION TO A LOGICAL         ***

               ***     TERMINAL INCLUDED IN THE DESTINATION                        ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R117DS  DSECT                                  01/27/84

000000         LTNAM117 DS    CL8           LOGICAL TERMINAL NAME

000008                  DS    CL1           UNUSED

000009                  DS    CL3           UNUSED

        0000C  R117DSLN EQU   *-#R117DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R118DS
                        COPY #R118DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R118DS                        PANEL-118 DSECT              ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     OCCURRENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE REPRESENT PANELS.           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***
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               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R118DS  DSECT                                               01/04/90

        00076  R118     EQU   118

000000         PNNAM118 DS    CL32          PANEL NAME

000020         PNVER118 DS    H             PANEL VERSION NUMBER

000022         BLDR118  DS    CL1           BUILDER CODE

               *MAP-BUILT-118                    'C'

               *DICT-BUILT-118                   'D'

               S124118  #FLAG X'80'               12 BY 40 SCREEN

000023         S124118I DS    0XL1

        00080  S124118M EQU   X'80'

               S128118  #FLAG X'40'               12 BY 80 SCREEN

000023         S128118I DS    0XL1

        00040  S128118M EQU   X'40'

               S248118  #FLAG X'20'               24 BY 80 SCREEN

000023         S248118I DS    0XL1

        00020  S248118M EQU   X'20'

               S328118  #FLAG X'10'               32 BY 80 SCREEN

000023         S328118I DS    0XL1

        00010  S328118M EQU   X'10'

               S438118  #FLAG X'08'               43 BY 80 SCREEN

000023         S438118I DS    0XL1

        00008  S438118M EQU   X'08'

               LINE118  #FLAG X'04'               LINE BY LINE DEVICES

000023         LINE118I DS    0XL1

        00004  LINE118M EQU   X'04'

               S27X118 #FLAG X'02'               27 X 132 SCREEN

000023         S27X118I DS    0XL1

        00002  S27X118M EQU   X'02'

000023         PNDVS118 DS    CL1           SCREEN SIZE FLAG

        00080  S1240118 EQU   X'80'               SCREEN 12 X 40

        00040  S1280118 EQU   X'40'               SCREEN 12 X 80

Offset  Value 

        00020  S2480118 EQU   X'20'               SCREEN 24 X 80

        00010  S3280118 EQU   X'10'               SCREEN 32 X 80

        00008  S4380118 EQU   X'08'               SCREEN 43 X 80

        00004  SLIN118  EQU   X'04'               LINE

        00002  S2713118 EQU   X'02'               SCREEN 27 X 13

000024         PNDVG118 DS    CL10          PANEL DEVICE GROUP TABLE

00002E         DESCR118 DS    CL40          PANEL DESCRIPTION

000056         PREBY118 DS    CL8           USER WHO ADDED THIS PANEL

00005E         REVBY118 DS    CL8           USER WHO LAST UPDATED THIS PANEL

000066         DATLU118 DS    CL8           DATE LAST UPDATED

00006E         DATCR118 DS    CL8           DATE CREATED

               ERR118   #FLAG X'80'               ERROR HAS OCCURED IN THIS PANEL

000076         ERR118I  DS    0XL1

        00080  ERR118M  EQU   X'80'

000076         PNFL1118 DS    CL1           PANEL FLAG
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        00080  PERR118  EQU   X'80'              PANEL ERROR

000077         PUBL118  DS    CL1           PUBLIC ACCESS AUTHORITY FLAG

               *                                 X'FF' = ALL

               *                                 X'7F' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'20' = MODIFY

               *                                 X'10' = REPLACE

               *                                 X'08' = DELETE

               *                                 X'01' = DISPLAY

               *                                 X'00' = NONE

000078                  DS    CL2           UNUSED

00007A         USCNT118 DS    H             COUNT OF USERS AUTHORIZED FOR ALL

00007C                  DS    CL4           UNUSED

        00080  R118DSLN EQU   *-#R118DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R119DS
                        COPY #R119DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R119DS                        PANELCMT-119 DSECT           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     COMMENT RECORD FOR A PANEL                                  ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R119DS  DSECT                                  01/27/84

000000         IDDSQ119 DS    F             COMMENT LINE SEQUENCE NUMBER

000004         CMT119   DS    0CL100        LINE OF COMMENT TEXT

000004         CMTIN119 DS    2CL50             (OCCURS 2 TIMES)

000068         CMTID119 DS    F             COMMENT TYPE

        0006C  R119DSLN EQU   *-#R119DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R120DS
                        COPY #R120DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R120DS                        PANELATTR-120 DSECT          ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING A PANEL TO AN ATTRIBUTE.           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***
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               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R120DS  DSECT                                  01/27/84

000000         JTEXT120 DS    CL40          JUNCTION TEXT

        00028  R120DSLN EQU   *-#R120DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R121DS
                        COPY #R121DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R121DS                        PANELFLD-121 DSECT           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     OCCURRENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE REPRESENT PANEL FIELDS.     ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R121DS  DSECT                                               01/04/90

        00079  R121     EQU   121

000000         PFNAM121 DS    CL32          PANEL FIELD NAME

000020         PFTLN121 DS    H             LENGTH OF DEVICE-DEPENDENT TABLES

               *                                STORED IN THE PFLD-DATA-147 RECORD

000022         PFOCC121 DS    H             OCCURS COUNT

               VALU121  #FLAG X'80'               PFLD IS A LITERAL VALUE

000024         VALU121I DS    0XL1

        00080  VALU121M EQU   X'80'

000024         PFFLG121 DS    X             PANEL FIELD FLAG

        00080  PFLIT121 EQU   X'80'               PFLD IS A LITERAL VALUE

000025         PFDCT121 DS    X             NUMBER OF DEVISE GROUPS

               PSD121   #FLAG X'80'               START OF DETAIL

000026         PSD121I  DS    0XL1

        00080  PSD121M  EQU   X'80'

               PED121   #FLAG X'40'               END OF DETAIL

000026         PED121I  DS    0XL1

        00040  PED121M  EQU   X'40'

               POD121   #FLAG X'C0'               ONLY DETAIL DATA FIELD

000026         POD121I  DS    0XL1

        000C0  POD121M  EQU   X'C0'

               PFS121   #FLAG X'20'               START OF FOOTER

000026         PFS121I  DS    0XL1

        00020  PFS121M  EQU   X'20'

               PGA121   #FLAG X'E0'               ALL PAGING BITS

000026         PGA121I  DS    0XL1

        000E0  PGA121M  EQU   X'E0'

Offset  Value 

000026         PFPAG121 DS    X             PAGEABLE MAP FLAG
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        00080  PFBEG121 EQU   X'80'             START OF DETAIL

        00040  PFEND121 EQU   X'40'             END OF DETAIL

        000C0  PFDET121 EQU   X'80'+X'40'       ONLY DETAIL DATA FIELD

        00020  PFFOT121 EQU   X'20'             START OF FOOTER

        000E0  PFALL121 EQU   X'80'+X'40'+X'20' ALL PAGING BITS

000027                  DS    CL1           UNUSED

        00028  R121DSLN EQU   *-#R121DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R122DS
                        COPY #R122DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R122DS                        MAPCMT-122 DSECT             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     COMMENT RECORD FOR A MAP                                    ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R122DS  DSECT                                  01/27/84

000000         IDDSQ122 DS    F             COMMENT LINE SEQUENCE NUMBER

000004         CMT122   DS    0CL100        LINE OF COMMENT TEXT

000004         CMTIN122 DS    2CL50             (OCCURS 2 TIMES)

000068         CMTID122 DS    F             COMMENT TYPE

        0006C  R122DSLN EQU   *-#R122DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R123DS
                        COPY #R123DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R123DS                        MAPATTR-123 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING A MAP TO AN ATTRIBUTE              ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R123DS  DSECT                                  01/27/84

000000         JTEXT123 DS    CL40          JUNCTION TEXT

        00028  R123DSLN EQU   *-#R123DS
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               ***********************************************************************

#R124DS
                        COPY #R124DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***   #R124DS                          MAPFLD-124 DSECT             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***   OCCURRENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE REPRESENT MAP FIELDS          ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R124DS  DSECT                                                10/19/94

        0007C  R124     EQU   124

000000         MFLEN124 DS    0H                  $MESSAGE FIELD LENGTH

000000         RFLEN124 DS    0H                  $RESPONSE FIELD LENGTH

000000         PFLEN124 DS    0H                  $PAGE FIELD LENGTH

000000         DFIDX124 DS    H                   DATA FIELD SUBSCRIPT

000002         PFIDX124 DS    H                   PANEL FIELD SUBSCRIPT

000004         MPIDX124 DS    H                   MAP FIELD SUBSCRIPT

000006                  DS    0CL3                FLAGS

               JUSR124  #FLAG X'80'               RIGHT JUSTIFY

000006         JUSR124I DS    0XL1

        00080  JUSR124M EQU   X'80'

               CASE124  #FLAG X'40'               UPPER CASE ACTIVE

000006         CASE124I DS    0XL1

        00040  CASE124M EQU   X'40'

               PAD124   #FLAG X'20'               PADDING REQUESTED

000006         PAD124I  DS    0XL1

        00020  PAD124M  EQU   X'20'

               DATI124  #FLAG X'10'               DATA = YES ON INPUT

000006         DATI124I DS    0XL1

        00010  DATI124M EQU   X'10'

               EAIB124  #FLAG X'08'               RHDCAEDT BEFORE USER INPUT MODULE

000006         EAIB124I DS    0XL1

        00008  EAIB124M EQU   X'08'

               EAIA124  #FLAG X'04'               RHDCAEDT AFTER  USER INPUT MODULE

000006         EAIA124I DS    0XL1

        00004  EAIA124M EQU   X'04'

               NZRO124  #FLAG X'02'               DO NOT ZERO WHEN NULL (ON INPUT)

000006         NZRO124I DS    0XL1

        00002  NZRO124M EQU   X'02'

000006         INFLG124 DS    X                   FLAG BYTE FOR INPUT ATTRIBUTES

               *

Offset  Value 

               BACK124  #FLAG X'80'               BACKSCAN = YES

000007         BACK124I DS    0XL1
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        00080  BACK124M EQU   X'80'

               DATY124  #FLAG X'40'               DATA = YES ON OUTPUT

000007         DATY124I DS    0XL1

        00040  DATY124M EQU   X'40'

               DATN124  #FLAG X'20'               DATA = NO ON OUTPUT

000007         DATN124I DS    0XL1

        00020  DATN124M EQU   X'20'

               DATE124  #FLAG X'60'               DATA = ERASE ON OUTPUT

000007         DATE124I DS    0XL1

        00060  DATE124M EQU   X'60'

               TBU124   #FLAG X'10'               TRANSLATE BLANKS TO UNDERSCORES

000007         TBU124I  DS    0XL1

        00010  TBU124M  EQU   X'10'

               EAOB124  #FLAG X'08'               RHDCAEDT BEFORE USER OUTPUT MODULE

000007         EAOB124I DS    0XL1

        00008  EAOB124M EQU   X'08'

               EAOA124  #FLAG X'04'               RHDCAEDT AFTER  USER OUTPUT MODULE

000007         EAOA124I DS    0XL1

        00004  EAOA124M EQU   X'04'

               BIZR124  #FLAG X'02'               BLANK IF ZERO (ON OUTPUT)

000007         BIZR124I DS    0XL1

        00002  BIZR124M EQU   X'02'

               DATA124  #FLAG X'01'               DATA = ATTR ON OUTPUT

000007         DATA124I DS    0XL1

        00001  DATA124M EQU   X'01'

000007         OUFLG124 DS    X                   FLAG BYTE FOR OUTPUT ATTRIBUTES

               *

               OFRC124  #FLAG X'80'               QUALIFIED BY RECORD

000008         OFRC124I DS    0XL1

        00080  OFRC124M EQU   X'80'

               REQF124  #FLAG X'40'               REQUIRED ON/OPTIONAL OFF

000008         REQF124I DS    0XL1

        00040  REQF124M EQU   X'40'

               SCRF124  #FLAG X'20'               SCREEN FORMAT CLAUSE

000008         SCRF124I DS    0XL1

        00020  SCRF124M EQU   X'20'

               EDTF124  #FLAG X'10'               EDIT TABLE CLAUSE

000008         EDTF124I DS    0XL1

        00010  EDTF124M EQU   X'10'

               CODF124  #FLAG X'08'               CODE TABLE CLAUSE

000008         CODF124I DS    0XL1

        00008  CODF124M EQU   X'08'

               MSGF124  #FLAG X'04'               ERROR MESSAGE CLAUSE

Offset  Value 

000008         MSGF124I DS    0XL1

        00004  MSGF124M EQU   X'04'

               RNUM124  #FLAG X'02'               REVERSE NUMERIC             MMR84123

000008         RNUM124I DS    0XL1

        00002  RNUM124M EQU   X'02'

000008         FLG1124  DS    X                   GENERAL FLAG BYTE

000009         MFPDC124 DS    CL1                 PADDING CHARACTER

00000A         MFIED124 DS    CL8                 INPUT USER EDIT MODULE

000012         MFOED124 DS    CL8                 OUTPUT USER EDIT MODULE
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00001A                  DS    0CL2                MAP FIELD TYPE AND FILLER

               LITL124  #FLAG X'80'               LITERAL

00001A         LITL124I DS    0XL1

        00080  LITL124M EQU   X'80'

               MESS124  #FLAG X'40'               MESSAGE

00001A         MESS124I DS    0XL1

        00040  MESS124M EQU   X'40'

               RESP124  #FLAG X'20'               RESPONSE

00001A         RESP124I DS    0XL1

        00020  RESP124M EQU   X'20'

               PAGE124  #FLAG X'10'               PAGE

00001A         PAGE124I DS    0XL1

        00010  PAGE124M EQU   X'10'

               DFLD124  #FLAG X'08'               DFLD

00001A         DFLD124I DS    0XL1

        00008  DFLD124M EQU   X'08'

00001A         TYPE124  DS    X                   MAP FIELD TYPE FLAG

               MOC124   #FLAG X'80'               MULTIPLE SUBSCRIPTS         JEP85177

00001B         MOC124I  DS    0XL1

        00080  MOC124M  EQU   X'80'

00001B         FLG2124  DS    X

00001C         ESNAM124 DS    CL32                DATA ELEMENT NAME

00003C         SCRNG124 DS    0X                * SCREEN GROUP                MET91011

               SEXT124  #FLAG X'80'               EXTERNAL PICTURE

00003C         SEXT124I DS    0XL1

        00080  SEXT124M EQU   X'80'

               SEOP124  #FLAG X'40'               EDIT OPTION

00003C         SEOP124I DS    0XL1

        00040  SEOP124M EQU   X'40'

00003C         SCRFL124 DS    X                   SCREEN FORMAT FLAG

00003D         EXPCG124 DS    0X                * EXTERNAL PICTURE GROUP      MET91011

               EXP124   #FLAG X'80'               PICTURE SPECIFIED

00003D         EXP124I  DS    0XL1

        00080  EXP124M  EQU   X'80'

               EXIN124  #FLAG X'40'               USE INTERNAL PICTURE

00003D         EXIN124I DS    0XL1

        00040  EXIN124M EQU   X'40'

00003D         EXPIC124 DS    X                   EXTERNAL PICTURE FLAG

00003E         PCLNG124 DS    H                   LENGTH OF PICTURE TEXT

Offset  Value 

000040         PIC124   DS    CL32                PICTURE TEXT

        00024  PICLN124 EQU   *-SCRNG124          PICTURE LENGTH              MAPS/250

000060                  ORG   EXPCG124                                        MET91011

00003D         EDOPG124 DS    0X                * EDIT OPTIONS GROUP          MET91011

               EFC124   #FLAG X'80'               CHECK FORMAT

00003D         EFC124I  DS    0XL1

        00080  EFC124M  EQU   X'80'

               EFZ124   #FLAG X'40'               ZERO-SUPPRESS

00003D         EFZ124I  DS    0XL1

        00040  EFZ124M  EQU   X'40'

               EFDO124  #FLAG X'20'               DOLLAR

00003D         EFDO124I DS    0XL1

        00020  EFDO124M EQU   X'20'
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               EFNO124  #FLAG X'10'               NO EDIT

00003D         EFNO124I DS    0XL1

        00010  EFNO124M EQU   X'10'

               EFSS124  #FLAG X'08'               SOCIAL SECURITY

00003D         EFSS124I DS    0XL1

        00008  EFSS124M EQU   X'08'

               EFDT124  #FLAG X'04'               DATE

00003D         EFDT124I DS    0XL1

        00004  EFDT124M EQU   X'04'

               EFSG124  #FLAG X'02'               SIGN NEEDED

00003D         EFSG124I DS    0XL1

        00002  EFSG124M EQU   X'02'

               EFNG124  #FLAG X'01'               NEGATIVE

00003D         EFNG124I DS    0XL1

        00001  EFNG124M EQU   X'01'

               EFNS124  #FLAG X'00'               NO SIGN

00003D         EFNS124I DS    0XL1

        00000  EFNS124M EQU   X'00'

00003D         EDIFL124 DS    X                   EDIT FORMAT FLAG

00003E         ESZ124   DS    H                   SIZE

000040         EFDGT124 DS    H                   # DIGITS TO SUPPRESS

               EDIG124  #FLAG X'80'               INTERNALLY GREGORIAN

000042         EDIG124I DS    0XL1

        00080  EDIG124M EQU   X'80'

               EDEG124  #FLAG X'40'               EXTERNALLY GREGORIAN

000042         EDEG124I DS    0XL1

        00040  EDEG124M EQU   X'40'

               EDIJ124  #FLAG X'20'               INTERNALLY JULIAN

000042         EDIJ124I DS    0XL1

        00020  EDIJ124M EQU   X'20'

               EDEJ124  #FLAG X'10'               EXTERNALLY JULIAN

000042         EDEJ124I DS    0XL1

        00010  EDEJ124M EQU   X'10'

000042         EDTFL124 DS    X                   DATE FLAG

        00007  SCLN124  EQU   *-SCRNG124        * SCREEN GROUP END            MET91011

000043                  ORG

Offset  Value 

000060         ETBLG124 DS    0X                * EDIT TABLE GROUP            MET91011

               ETLK124  #FLAG X'80'               EDIT TABLE LINK

000060         ETLK124I DS    0XL1

        00080  ETLK124M EQU   X'80'

               ETNK124  #FLAG X'40'               EDIT TABLE NOLINK

000060         ETNK124I DS    0XL1

        00040  ETNK124M EQU   X'40'

               ETVL124  #FLAG X'20'               USE TABLE TO VALIDATE INPUT

000060         ETVL124I DS    0XL1

        00020  ETVL124M EQU   X'20'

               ETIN124  #FLAG X'10'               USE TABLE TO INVALIDATE INPUT

000060         ETIN124I DS    0XL1

        00010  ETIN124M EQU   X'10'

000060         EDFLG124 DS    X                   EDIT TABLE FLAG

000061                  DS    X                   RESERVED

000062         EDNAM124 DS    CL8                 EDIT TABLE NAME
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00006A         EDVER124 DS    H                   EDIT TABLE VERSION

        0000C  ETLN124  EQU   *-ETBLG124        * EDIT TABLE GROUP END        MET91011

00006C         CTBLG124 DS    0X                * CODE TABLE GROUP            MET91011

               CTLK124  #FLAG X'80'               CODE TABLE LINK

00006C         CTLK124I DS    0XL1

        00080  CTLK124M EQU   X'80'

               CTNK124  #FLAG X'40'               CODE TABLE NOLINK

00006C         CTNK124I DS    0XL1

        00040  CTNK124M EQU   X'40'

00006C         CDFLG124 DS    X                   CODE TABLE FLAG

00006D                  DS    X                   RESERVED

00006E         CDNAM124 DS    CL8                 CODE TABLE NAME

000076         CDVER124 DS    H                   CODE TABLE VERSION

        0000C  CTLN124  EQU   *-CTBLG124        * CODE TABLE GROUP END        MET91011

000078         MSGID124 DS    0CL8                MESSAGE ID

000078         MSGLN124 DS    H                   MESSAGE LENGTH

00007A         MSG124   DS    CL80                MESSAGE TEXT

               MTXT124  #FLAG X'80'               MESSAGE TEXT PROVIDED

0000CA         MTXT124I DS    0XL1

        00080  MTXT124M EQU   X'80'

               MID124   #FLAG X'40'               MESSAGE-ID PROVIDED

0000CA         MID124I  DS    0XL1

        00040  MID124M  EQU   X'40'

0000CA         MSFLG124 DS    X                   MESSAGE FLAG

        00053  MGLEN124 EQU   *-MSGID124

0000CB                  DS    X                   RESERVED

               *

0000CC         XDELE124 DS    CL32                EXT FILE (BATCH) DATA ELEMENT

0000EC         XDSUB124 DS    H                   EXT FILE (BATCH) DATA SUBSCRIPT

0000EE         FILRSEQ  DS    X                   FILE $R SEQ NBR

Offset  Value 

               FMOC124  #FLAG X'80'               MULTIPLE SUBSCRIPTS

0000EF         FMOC124I DS    0XL1

        00080  FMOC124M EQU   X'80'

               VLA124   #FLAG X'40'               VARIABLE LEN ARRAY

0000EF         VLA124I  DS    0XL1

        00040  VLA124M  EQU   X'40'

               GDP124   #FLAG X'20'               GRP W/ O.D.O. FLD ONLY EMB

0000EF         GDP124I  DS    0XL1

        00020  GDP124M  EQU   X'20'

               GEX124   #FLAG X'10'               GRP W/ O.D.O. FLD-NO INTER

0000EF         GEX124I  DS    0XL1

        00010  GEX124M  EQU   X'10'

0000EF         MFFLG124 DS    X                   EXTERNAL FILE FLAG

0000F0         MFLGPLN  DS    H                   LEN OF O.D.O. ARRAY

0000F2         MFLGPOF  DS    H                   OFFSET TO O.D.O. ARRAY

0000F4         MFLMSPFX DS    CL2                 FIELD LEVEL MSG PREFIX

0000F6         HIDDM124 DS    CL32                HELP IDD MODULE TEXT NAME

000116         HIDDV124 DS    H                   HELP IDD MODULE TEXT VERSION

               HLP124   #FLAG X'80'               HELP OPTION REQUESTED

000118         HLP124I  DS    0XL1

        00080  HLP124M  EQU   X'80'

               FUL124   #FLAG X'40'               FULL SCREEN FORMAT
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000118         FUL124I  DS    0XL1

        00040  FUL124M  EQU   X'40'

               INC124   #FLAG X'20'               INCLUDE IDD MODULE

000118         INC124I  DS    0XL1

Offset  Value 

        00020  INC124M  EQU   X'20'

000118         HFLG1124 DS    X                   HELP FLAG 1

               RC124    #FLAG X'80'               RECORD COMMENTS

000119         RC124I   DS    0XL1

        00080  RC124M   EQU   X'80'

               MP124    #FLAG X'40'               MAP COMMENTS

000119         MP124I   DS    0XL1

        00040  MP124M   EQU   X'40'

               RE124    #FLAG X'20'               RECORD-ELEMENT COMMENTS

000119         RE124I   DS    0XL1

        00020  RE124M   EQU   X'20'

               EC124    #FLAG X'10'               ELEMENT COMMENTS

000119         EC124I   DS    0XL1

        00010  EC124M   EQU   X'10'

               MI124    #FLAG X'08'               MESSAGE RECORD  TO OBTAIN

000119         MI124I   DS    0XL1

        00008  MI124M   EQU   X'08'

               ET124    #FLAG X'04'               EDIT TABLE

000119         ET124I   DS    0XL1

        00004  ET124M   EQU   X'04'

               CT124    #FLAG X'02'               CODE TABLE

Offset  Value 

000119         CT124I   DS    0XL1

        00002  CT124M   EQU   X'02'

               OM124    #FLAG X'01'               TEXT ENTERED VIA OLM

000119         OM124I   DS    0XL1

        00001  OM124M   EQU   X'01'

000119         HFLG2124 DS    X                   HELP FLAG 2

               DRC124   #FLAG X'80'               DROP  RECORD COMMENTS

00011A         DRC124I  DS    0XL1

        00080  DRC124M  EQU   X'80'

               DMP124   #FLAG X'40'               DROP  MAP COMMENTS

00011A         DMP124I  DS    0XL1

        00040  DMP124M  EQU   X'40'

               DRE124   #FLAG X'20'               DROP  RECORD-ELEMENT COMMENTS

00011A         DRE124I  DS    0XL1

        00020  DRE124M  EQU   X'20'

               DEC124   #FLAG X'10'               DROP  ELEMENT COMMENTS

00011A         DEC124I  DS    0XL1

        00010  DEC124M  EQU   X'10'

               DMI124   #FLAG X'08'               DROP  MESSAGE RECORD  TO OBTAIN

00011A         DMI124I  DS    0XL1

        00008  DMI124M  EQU   X'08'

               DET124   #FLAG X'04'               DROP  EDIT TABLE

00011A         DET124I  DS    0XL1

        00004  DET124M  EQU   X'04'

               DCT124   #FLAG X'02'               DROP  CODE TABLE

00011A         DCT124I  DS    0XL1
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        00002  DCT124M  EQU   X'02'

               DOM124   #FLAG X'01'               DROP  TEXT ENTERED VIA OLM

00011A         DOM124I  DS    0XL1

        00001  DOM124M  EQU   X'01'

00011A         HFLG3124 DS    X                   HELP FLAG 3

00011B         FIL1X124 DS    CL45                RESERVED

        00148  R124DSLN EQU   *-#R124DS

               ******************************************************************

#R125DS
                        COPY #R125DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R125DS                        MAPRCD-125 DSECT             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING AN IDMS-DC MAP TO A RECORD IT USES ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R125DS  DSECT                                     02/07/85

000000         MPIDX125 DS    H             MAP INDEX - EACH RECORD USED IS ASSIGNED

               *                               AN INDEX STARTING AT 1,INCREMENT BY 1

000002         JTEXT125 DS    CL40          JUNCTION TEXT

00002A         RCNAM125 DS    CL32          RECORD NAME

00004A         RCVER125 DS    H             RECORD VERSION NUMBER

00004C         RFLAG125 DS    X             FLAG BYTE

        00080  RFILE125 EQU   X'80'         FILE RECORD

00004D                  DS    CL3           UNUSED

        00050  R125DSLN EQU   *-#R125DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R126DS
                        COPY #R126DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R126DS                        PROGMAP-126 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING A PROGRAM TO A MAP                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************
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Offset  Value 

000000         #R126DS  DSECT                                  01/27/84

000000         JTEXT126 DS    CL40          JUNCTION TEXT

000028                  DS    CL4           UNUSED

        0002C  R126DSLN EQU   *-#R126DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R127DS
                        COPY #R127DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R127DS                        DCDEVICES-127 DSECT          ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     OCCURRENCES OF THIS SPECIAL RECORD TYPE ARE USED BY THE     ***

               ***     IDMS-DC COMPILERS TO HANDLE DEVICE TYPE DEPENDENT SYNTAX.   ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R127DS  DSECT                                               05/30/90

000000         DVNAM127 DS    CL8           DEVICE NAME

000008         DVTRE127 DS    CL8           SYNTAX TREE FOR THIS DEVICE TYPE

000010         DVTYP127 DS    CL1           DEVICE TYPE

000011         DVACC127 DS    CL1           ACCESS METHOD FOR THIS DEVICE

000012         DVID127  DS    CL1

000013                  DS    CL1           UNUSED

        00014  R127DSLN EQU   *-#R127DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R128DS
                        COPY #R128DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R128DS                        PTRMCMT-128 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     COMMENT RECORD FOR A PHYSICAL-TERMINAL.                     ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R128DS  DSECT                                  01/27/84

000000         IDDSQ128 DS    F              COMMENT LINE SEQUENCE NUMBER
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000004         CMT128   DS    0CL100         LINE OF COMMENT TEXT

000004         CMTIN128 DS    2CL50              (OCCURS 2 TIMES)

000068         CMTID128 DS    F              COMMENT TYPE

        0006C  R128DSLN EQU   *-#R128DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R129DS
                        COPY #R129DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R129DS                        PTRMATTR-129 DSECT           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING A PHYSICAL TERMINAL TO AN          ***

               ***     ATTRIBUTE                                                   ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R129DS  DSECT                                  01/27/84

000000         JTEXT129 DS    CL40          JUNCTION TEXT

        00028  R129DSLN EQU   *-#R129DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R130DS
                        COPY #R130DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R130DS                        QUEUEATTR-130 DSECT          ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING A QUEUE TO AN ATTRIBUTE            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R130DS  DSECT                                  01/27/84

000000         JTEXT130 DS    CL40          JUNCTION TEXT

        00028  R130DSLN EQU   *-#R130DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R131DS
                        COPY #R131DS
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               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R131DS                        USERDST-131 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     IDMS-DC META-OBJECT RECORD DEFINING WHICH USERS MAKE UP     ***

               ***     A DESTINATION AT IDMS-DC RUN TIME                           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R131DS  DSECT                                  01/27/84

000000         USNAM131 DS    CL32          USER NAME

000020                  DS    CL1           UNUSED

000021                  DS    CL3           UNUSED

        00024  R131DSLN EQU   *-#R131DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R132DS
                        COPY #R132DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      #R132DS                       ATTRNEST-132 DSECT           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      NEST RECORD USED TO RELATE AN ATTRIBUTE TO OTHER           ***

               ***      ATTRIBUTES.                                                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      NOTE -->  FOR RELEASE 10.0 FINAL THE JTEXT132 FIELD        ***

               ***                WILL CONTAIN THE 'USER DEFINED NEST' INVERSE     ***

               ***                KEY IF THE INVER132 FIELD CONTAINS AN 'I'.       ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R132DS  DSECT                                     10/11/84

000000         NSTCD132 DS    F             NEST CODE

000004         JTEXT132 DS    CL40          JUNCTION TEXT (OR 'INVERSE' KEY)

00002C         NSTID132 DS    H             NEST ID

00002E         INVER132 DS    C             'I' IF JTEXT132 CONTAINS 'INVERSE' KEY

00002F                  DS    CL1           UNUSED

        00030  R132DSLN EQU   *-#R132DS

               ***********************************************************************
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#R133DS
                        COPY #R133DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R133DS                        USERRCD-133 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     RECORD TO USER JUNCTION RECORD BETWEEN                      ***

               ***         SR-036   (SR-USERRCD SET)  AND                          ***

               ***         USER-047 (USER-USERRCD SET)                             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R133DS  DSECT                                   12/07/87

        00085  R133     EQU   133           RECORD ID

000000         AUTH133  DS    CL1           USER AUTHORIZATION FLAG

               *                                 X'FF' = ALL

               *                                 X'7F' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'20' = MODIFY

               *                                 X'10' = REPLACE

               *                                 X'08' = DELETE

               *                                 X'01' = DISPLAY

               *                                 X'00' = PUBLIC ACCESS

000001         RESP133  DS    CL1           USER RESPONSIBILITY FLAG

               *                                 X'04' = DELETION

               *                                 X'02' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'01' = CREATION

               *                                 X'00' = NONE

000002         JTEXT133 DS    CL40

00002A                  DS    CL2

        0002C  R133DSLN EQU   *-#R133DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R134DS
                        COPY #R134DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R134DS                        USERFILE-134 DSECT           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     FILE TO USER JUNCTION RECORD BETWEEN                        ***

               ***         SA-018   (SA-USERFILE   SET) AND                        ***

               ***         USER-047 (USER-USERFILE SET)                            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***
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               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R134DS  DSECT                                     10/21/83

000000         AUTH134  DS    CL1           USER AUTHORIZATION FLAG

               *                                 X'FF' = ALL

               *                                 X'7F' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'20' = MODIFY

               *                                 X'10' = REPLACE

               *                                 X'08' = DELETE

               *                                 X'01' = DISPLAY

               *                                 X'00' = PUBLIC ACCESS

000001         RESP134  DS    CL1           USER RESPONSIBILITY FLAG

               *                                 X'04' = DELETION

               *                                 X'02' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'01' = CREATION

               *                                 X'00' = NONE

000002         JTEXT134 DS    CL40

00002A                  DS    CL2

        0002C  R134DSLN EQU   *-#R134DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R135DS
                        COPY #R135DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R135DS                        USERPROG-135 DSECT           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     PROGRAM TO USER JUNCTION RECORD BETWEEN                     ***

               ***         PROG-051 (PROG-USERPROG SET) AND                        ***

               ***         USER-047 (USER-USERPROG SET)                            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R135DS  DSECT                                     10/21/83

000000         AUTH135  DS    CL1           USER AUTHORIZATION FLAG

               *                                 X'FF' = ALL

               *                                 X'7F' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'20' = MODIFY

               *                                 X'10' = REPLACE

               *                                 X'08' = DELETE

               *                                 X'01' = DISPLAY

               *                                 X'00' = PUBLIC ACCESS

000001         RESP135  DS    CL1           USER RESPONSIBILITY FLAG

               *                                 X'04' = DELETION

               *                                 X'02' = UPDATE
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               *                                 X'01' = CREATION

               *                                 X'00' = NONE

000002         JTEXT135 DS    CL40

00002A                  DS    CL2

        0002C  R135DSLN EQU   *-#R135DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R136DS
                        COPY #R136DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R136DS                        USERMOD-136 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     MODULE TO USER JUNCTION RECORD BETWEEN                      ***

               ***         MODULE-067 (MODULE-USERMOD SET) AND                     ***

               ***         USER-047   (USER-USERMOD   SET)                         ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R136DS  DSECT                                   12/22/87

               .R136DS# ANOP

        00088  R136     EQU   136           RECORD ID

000000         AUTH136  DS    CL1           USER AUTHORIZATION FLAG

               *                                 X'FF' = ALL

               *                                 X'7F' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'20' = MODIFY

               *                                 X'10' = REPLACE

               *                                 X'08' = DELETE

               *                                 X'01' = DISPLAY

               *                                 X'00' = PUBLIC ACCESS

000001         RESP136  DS    CL1           USER RESPONSIBILITY FLAG

               *                                 X'04' = DELETION

               *                                 X'02' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'01' = CREATION

               *                                 X'00' = NONE

000002         JTEXT136 DS    CL40

00002A                  DS    CL2

        0002C  R136DSLN EQU   *-#R136DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R137DS
                        COPY #R137DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R137DS                        USERMAP-137 DSECT            ***
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               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     MAP TO USER JUNCTION RECORD BETWEEN                         ***

               ***         MAP-098  (MAP-USERMAP   SET) AND                        ***

               ***         USER-047 (USER-USERMAP  SET)                            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R137DS  DSECT                                     10/21/83

000000         AUTH137  DS    CL1           USER AUTHORIZATION FLAG

               *                                 X'FF' = ALL

               *                                 X'7F' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'20' = MODIFY

               *                                 X'10' = REPLACE

               *                                 X'08' = DELETE

               *                                 X'01' = DISPLAY

               *                                 X'00' = PUBLIC ACCESS

000001         RESP137  DS    CL1           USER RESPONSIBILITY FLAG

               *                                 X'04' = DELETION

               *                                 X'02' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'01' = CREATION

               *                                 X'00' = NONE

000002         JTEXT137 DS    CL40

00002A                  DS    CL2

        0002C  R137DSLN EQU   *-#R137DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R138DS
                        COPY #R138DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R138DS                        QUEUE-DCQ-138 DSECT          ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     IDMS-DC RUN-TIME QUEUE RECORD                               ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R138DS  DSECT                                                05/17/95

000000         QNAM138  DS    CL16          QUEUE NAME

000010         QOWN138  DS    CL18          QUEUE OWNER

000022         DCVER138 DS    H             DC SYSTEM VERSION NUMBER

000024         QRET138  DS    XL1           QUEUE RETENTION IN DAYS

        000FF  PERM138  EQU   255               PERMANENT QUEUE
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000025         QDAT138  DS    0XL3          DATE QUEUE CREATED

000025         QYR138   DS    XL1           BINARY YEAR OF CREATION

000026         QDAY138  DS    H             BINARY DAY OF CREATION

000028         FLAG1138 DS    XL1           FLAG

000029         FLAG2138 DS    XL1           FLAG

00002A         DCSNM138 DS    CL8           DC System name for local queues

000032         FIL138   DS    CL14          * Reserved *

        00040  R138DSLN EQU   *-#R138DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R139DS
                        COPY #R139DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R139DS                        SROOT-DCS-139 DSECT          ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     IDMS-DC SCRATCH RECORD.                                     ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R139DS  DSECT                                     12/13/84

000000         QRHKY139 DS    0CL20

000000         DCVER139 DS    XL2           DC SYSTEM VERSION NUMBER

000002         BLKS139  DS    XL2           NR OF FIXED BLOCKS

000004         RSIZ139  DS    XL2           NUMBER OF BYTES IN RECORD

000006                  DS    CL2           FILLER

000008         ARID139  DS    CL8           AREA ID

000010         RCID139  DS    XL4           RECORD ID

        00014  DATA139  EQU   *             OCCURS 0 TO 500 DEPENDING ON RSIZ139

000014                  DS    CL250

00010E                  DS    CL250

        00208  R139DSLN EQU   *-#R139DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R140DS
                        COPY #R140DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R140DS                        SEXT-DCS-140 DSECT           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     IDMS-DC SCRATCH EXTENSION RECORD.                           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***
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               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R140DS  DSECT                                     12/13/84

        00000  DATA140  EQU   *              SCRATCH RECORD DATA

000000                  DS    CL250

0000FA                  DS    CL250

        001F4  R140DSLN EQU   *-#R140DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R141DS
                        COPY #R141DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R141DS                        RCDSYNATTR-141 DSECT         ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING A RECORD SYNONYM TO AN ATTRIBUTE   ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R141DS  DSECT                                   12/07/87

               .R141DS# ANOP

        0008D  R141     EQU   141

000000         JTEXT141 DS    CL40          JUNCTION TEXT

        00028  R141DSLN EQU   *-#R141DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R142DS
                        COPY #R142DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R142DS                        CVGDEFS-142 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     LOGICAL EXTENSION OF SYS-041 SYSTEM SOURCE AND SYSMO-170    ***

               ***     SYSTEM META-OBJECT RECORDS.  CVGDEFS-142 CONTAINS SOURCE    ***

               ***     INFORMATION (UPDATED AT DEFINITION) AND MIRROR-IMAGE META-  ***

               ***     OBJECT INFORMATION (UPDATED AT GENERATE).                   ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************
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Offset  Value 

000000         #R142DS  DSECT                                                11/26/06

000000         RCTYP142 DS    X              RECORD TYPE

               *

               *     DELETED  R12.0              X'00' - AREA

               *     DELETED  R12.0              X'01' - BUFFER POOL

               *                                 X'02' - PROGRAM

               *     DELETED  R12.0              X'03' - SDS NODE(DDS)

               *                                 X'04' - ADSO

               *                                 X'05' - OLQ

               *     DELETED  R12.0              X'06' - DBNAME

               *                                 X'07' - OLM

               *                                 X'08' - PFK TABLE KEYS

               *                                 X'09' - PFK APPLICATION KEYS

               *                                 X'0A' - STORAGE POOL

               *                                 X'0B' - IDD

               *                                 X'0C' - AUTOTASK

               *                                 X'0D' - MAPTYPE

               *                                 X'0E' - LOADLIST

               *                                 X'0F' - PREDEFINED RUN UNITS

               *                                 X'10' - RESOURCE TABLE          R12.0

               *                                 X'11' - NODE TABLE              R12.0

               *                                 X'12' - SERVICE TABLE           R12.0

               *                                 X'13' - SQL CACHE               *R160

               *                                 X'14' - TCP/IP                  *R170

               *

000001         ACTCD142 DS    CL1              ACTION CODE

               *                                     'D' - DELETE

               *                                     'U' - UPDATE

Offset  Value 

000002         BLDR142  DS    CL1              BUILDER CODE

               *                                     'G' - SYSGEN COMPILER

               *                                     'R' - SYSGEN RUNNABLE

000003                  DS    CL21             RESERVED

000018         METAS142 DS    CL148            META SOURCE INFORMATION

0000AC         METAO142 DS    CL148            META OBJECT INFORMATION

               *********************************************************************

               *        RECORD TYPE X'00'  -  AREA                DELETED  R12.0

               *********************************************************************

               *********************************************************************

               *        RECORD TYPE X'01'  -  BUFFER POOL         DELETED  R12.0

               *********************************************************************

               *********************************************************************

               *        RECORD TYPE X'02'  -  PROGRAM

               *********************************************************************

000140                  ORG   METAS142            ***  META SOURCE ***

000018         FILX0142 DS    H                       ** UNUSED **               R12.0

00001A         SPINT142 DS    H                       INTERNAL WAIT INTERVAL

00001C         SPEXT142 DS    H                       EXTERNAL WAIT INTERVAL

00001E         SPAQT142 DS    H                       AREA ACQUISITION THRSHLD   R12.0

               *                                      (-1 ===> USE SYSTEM VALUE) R12.0

000020         SPUSG142 DS    X                       USAGE MODE

               *                                      00 - ONLINE
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               *                                      01 - OFFLINE

000021         SPNAM142 DS    CL8                     PROGRAM NAME

000029         SPSUB142 DS    CL8                     SUBSCHEMA NAME

000031         SPPRI142 DS    X                       RUN UNIT PRIORITY

000032         SPAQR142 DS    H                       AREA ACQUISITION RETRY     R12.0

000034         SPCPU142 DS    F                       CPU LIMIT

000038         SPTIM142 DS    F                       TIME LIMIT

00003C         SPLOK142 DS    F                       LOCK LIMIT

000040         SPCAL142 DS    F                       CALL LIMIT

000044         SPDIO142 DS    F                       DBIO LIMIT

000048         SPSTG142 DS    F                       STORAGE LIMIT

00004C                  ORG   METAO142            ***  META OBJECT ***

0000AC         FILX1142 DS    H                       ** UNUSED **               R12.0

0000AE         OPINT142 DS    H                       INTERNAL WAIT INTERVAL

0000B0         OPEXT142 DS    H                       EXTERNAL WAIT INTERVAL

0000B2         OPAQT142 DS    H                       AREA ACQUISITION THRSHLD   R12.0

               *                                      (-1 ===> USE SYSTEM VALUE) R12.0

0000B4         OPUSG142 DS    X                       USAGE MODE

               *                                      00 - ONLINE

               *                                      01 - OFFLINE

0000B5         OPNAM142 DS    CL8                     PROGRAM NAME

0000BD         OPSUB142 DS    CL8                     SUBSCHEMA NAME

0000C5         OPPRI142 DS    X                       RUN UNIT PRIORITY

Offset  Value 

0000C6         OPAQR142 DS    H                       AREA ACQUISITION RETRY     R12.0

0000C8         OPCPU142 DS    F                       CPU LIMIT

0000CC         OPTIM142 DS    F                       TIME LIMIT

0000D0         OPLOK142 DS    F                       LOCK LIMIT

0000D4         OPCAL142 DS    F                       CALL LIMIT

0000D8         OPDIO142 DS    F                       DBIO LIMIT

0000DC         OPSTG142 DS    F                       STORAGE LIMIT

               *********************************************************************

               *        RECORD TYPE X'03'  -  DDS NODE             DELETED R12.0

               *********************************************************************

               *********************************************************************

               *        RECORD TYPE X'04'  -  ADSO

               *********************************************************************

0000E0                  ORG   METAS142            ***  META SOURCE ***

000018         SBUF1142 DS    F                       PRIMARY REC BUFF POOL

00001C         SBUF2142 DS    F                       SECONDARY REC BUFF POOL

000020         SFMOD142 DS    F                       FAST MODE THRESHOLD

000024         SMAXL142 DS    H                       MAX LINK LEVEL

000026         SSVER142 DS    H                       STATUS DEFINITION REC VERSION

000028         SSNAM142 DS    CL32                    STATUS DEFINITION RECORD NAME

000048         SAPNM142 DS    CL8                     AUTO PROCESS NAME

               SUMN142  #FLAG X'80'                     -  USER MENU

000050         SUMN142I DS    0XL1

        00080  SUMN142M EQU   X'80'

               SMK142   #FLAG X'40'                     -  MENU KEEP

000050         SMK142I  DS    0XL1

        00040  SMK142M  EQU   X'40'

               SATY142  #FLAG X'20'                     -  AUTOSTATUS YES

000050         SATY142I DS    0XL1
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        00020  SATY142M EQU   X'20'

               SATM142  #FLAG X'10'                     -  AUTOSTATUS MANDATORY

000050         SATM142I DS    0XL1

        00010  SATM142M EQU   X'10'

               SDIN142  #FLAG X'08'                     -  DIALOG SCREEN = NO

000050         SDIN142I DS    0XL1

        00008  SDIN142M EQU   X'08'

               SSDM142  #FLAG X'04'                     -  STATUS DEF MANDATORY

000050         SSDM142I DS    0XL1

        00004  SSDM142M EQU   X'04'

               SNPY142  #FLAG X'02'                     -  NEWPAGE MAPOUT=YES

000050         SNPY142I DS    0XL1

        00002  SNPY142M EQU   X'02'

               SACT142  #FLAG X'01'                     -  ACTIVITY LOG IS NO

000050         SACT142I DS    0XL1

        00001  SACT142M EQU   X'01'

000050         SFLG1142 DS    X                       FLAG BYTE 1

               SRSR142  #FLAG X'80'                     -  RESOURCES RELOCATABLE

Offset  Value 

000051         SRSR142I DS    0XL1

        00080  SRSR142M EQU   X'80'

               SSTA142  #FLAG X'40'                     -  STATISTICS ON

000051         SSTA142I DS    0XL1

        00040  SSTA142M EQU   X'40'

               SSEL142  #FLAG X'20'                     -  STATISTICS ON SELECTED

000051         SSEL142I DS    0XL1

        00020  SSEL142M EQU   X'20'

               SCOB142  #FLAG X'10'                     -  COBOL MOVE IS YES

000051         SCOB142I DS    0XL1

        00010  SCOB142M EQU   X'10'

               SSTC142  #FLAG X'08'                     -  STORAGE IS CALCULATED

000051         SSTC142I DS    0XL1

        00008  SSTC142M EQU   X'08'

               SSCM142  #FLAG X'04'                     -  STORAGE IS COMPRESSED

000051         SSCM142I DS    0XL1

        00004  SSCM142M EQU   X'04'

               SCBL142  #FLAG X'02'                     -  COBOL MOVE MANDATORY  R12.0

000051         SCBL142I DS    0XL1

        00002  SCBL142M EQU   X'02'

000051         SFLG2142 DS    X                       FLAG BYTE 2

000052         SPTSK142 DS    CL8                     ADS PRIMARY TASK CODE

00005A         SSTSK142 DS    CL8                     ADS SECONDARY TASK CODE

000062         SCKPT142 DS    H                       STATISTICS CHECKPOINT INTERVAL

000064         SUTSK142 DS    CL8                     ADS UMBRELLA TASK CODE

00006C         SCOMD142 DS    CL1                     ADSO Comment delimiter     R18.0

00006D                  ORG   METAO142            ***  META OBJECT ***

0000AC         OBUF1142 DS    F                       PRIMARY REC BUFF POOL

0000B0         OBUF2142 DS    F                       SECONDARY REC BUFF POOL

0000B4         OFMOD142 DS    F                       FAST MODE THRESHOLD

0000B8         OMAXL142 DS    H                       MAX LINK LEVEL

0000BA         OSVER142 DS    H                       STATUS DEFINITION REC VERSION

0000BC         OSNAM142 DS    CL32                    STATUS DEFINITION RECORD NAME

0000DC         OAPNM142 DS    CL8                     AUTO PROCESS NAME
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               OUMN142  #FLAG X'80'                     -  USER MENU

0000E4         OUMN142I DS    0XL1

        00080  OUMN142M EQU   X'80'

               OMUK142  #FLAG X'40'                     -  MENU KEEP

0000E4         OMUK142I DS    0XL1

        00040  OMUK142M EQU   X'40'

               OATY142  #FLAG X'20'                     -  AUTOSTATUS YES

0000E4         OATY142I DS    0XL1

        00020  OATY142M EQU   X'20'

               OATM142  #FLAG X'10'                     -  AUTOSTATUS MANDATORY

0000E4         OATM142I DS    0XL1

        00010  OATM142M EQU   X'10'

               ODIN142  #FLAG X'08'                     -  DIALOG SCREEN = NO

0000E4         ODIN142I DS    0XL1

        00008  ODIN142M EQU   X'08'

               OSDM142  #FLAG X'04'                     -  STATUS DEF MANDATORY

Offset  Value 

0000E4         OSDM142I DS    0XL1

        00004  OSDM142M EQU   X'04'

               ONPY142  #FLAG X'02'                     -  NEWPAGE MAPOUT=YES

0000E4         ONPY142I DS    0XL1

        00002  ONPY142M EQU   X'02'

               OACT142  #FLAG X'01'                     -  ACTIVITY LOG IS NO

0000E4         OACT142I DS    0XL1

        00001  OACT142M EQU   X'01'

0000E4         OFLG1142 DS    X                       FLAG BYTE 1

               ORSR142  #FLAG X'80'                     -  RESOURCES RELOCATABLE

0000E5         ORSR142I DS    0XL1

        00080  ORSR142M EQU   X'80'

               OSTA142  #FLAG X'40'                     -  STATISTICS ON

0000E5         OSTA142I DS    0XL1

        00040  OSTA142M EQU   X'40'

               OSEL142  #FLAG X'20'                     -  STATISTICS ON SELECTED

0000E5         OSEL142I DS    0XL1

        00020  OSEL142M EQU   X'20'

               OCOB142  #FLAG X'10'                     -  COBOL MOVE IS YES

0000E5         OCOB142I DS    0XL1

        00010  OCOB142M EQU   X'10'

               OSTC142  #FLAG X'08'                     -  STORAGE IS CALCULATED

0000E5         OSTC142I DS    0XL1

        00008  OSTC142M EQU   X'08'

               OSCM142  #FLAG X'04'                     -  STORAGE IS COMPRESSED

0000E5         OSCM142I DS    0XL1

        00004  OSCM142M EQU   X'04'

               OCBL142  #FLAG X'02'                     -  COBOL MOVE MANDATORY  R12.0

0000E5         OCBL142I DS    0XL1

        00002  OCBL142M EQU   X'02'

0000E5         OFLG2142 DS    X                       FLAG BYTE 2

0000E6         OPTSK142 DS    CL8                     ADS PRIMARY TASK CODE

0000EE         OSTSK142 DS    CL8                     ADS SECONDARY TASK CODE

0000F6         OCKPT142 DS    H                       STATISTICS CHECKPOINT INTERVAL

0000F8         OUTSK142 DS    CL8                     ADS UMBRELLA TASK CODE

000100         OCOMD142 DS    CL1                     ADSO Comment delimiter     R18.0
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               *********************************************************************

               *        RECORD TYPE X'05'  -  OLQ

               *********************************************************************

000101                  ORG   METAS142            ***  META SOURCE ***

000018         SQLSZ142 DS    H                       PRINT LINE SIZE

00001A         SQPSZ142 DS    H                       PRINT PAGE SIZE

00001C         SQINT142 DS    H                       INTERRUPT COUNT

00001E         SQISZ142 DS    H                       INTERNAL STG. PAGE SIZE

000020         SQRSZ142 DS    H                       REPORT FILE PAGE SIZE

000022         SQILS142 DS    H                       INPUT LINE SIZE

000024         SQRR142  DS    H                       REPORT RETENTION

000026         SQMXR142 DS    H                       MAXIMUM REPORT RETENTION

000028         SQMXP142 DS    H                       MAXIMUM REPORT PAGES

Offset  Value 

00002A         SQMXC142 DS    H                       MAXIMUM REPORTS COUNT

00002C         SQUQR142 DS    H                       USER QUEUE RETENTION

               SQNM142  #FLAG X'20'                     -  MENU MODE DISALLOWED

00002E         SQNM142I DS    0XL1

        00020  SQNM142M EQU   X'20'

               SQOM142  #FLAG X'10'                     -  MENU MODE ONLY

00002E         SQOM142I DS    0XL1

        00010  SQOM142M EQU   X'10'

               SQUL142  #FLAG X'08'                     -  UPLOW CASE

00002E         SQUL142I DS    0XL1

        00008  SQUL142M EQU   X'08'

               SQHI142  #FLAG X'04'                     -  SECURITY - HIGH

00002E         SQHI142I DS    0XL1

        00004  SQHI142M EQU   X'04'

               SQLO142  #FLAG X'02'                     -  SECURITY - LOW

00002E         SQLO142I DS    0XL1

        00002  SQLO142M EQU   X'02'

               SQNO142  #FLAG X'01'                     -  NO SECURITY

00002E         SQNO142I DS    0XL1

        00001  SQNO142M EQU   X'01'

00002E         SQFL1142 DS    X                       FLAG BYTE 1

               SQCA142  #FLAG X'10'                     -  SQL COMPLIANCE ANSI   R12.0

00002F         SQCA142I DS    0XL1

        00010  SQCA142M EQU   X'10'

               SQCF142  #FLAG X'08'                     -  SQL COMPLIANCE FIPS   R12.0

00002F         SQCF142I DS    0XL1

        00008  SQCF142M EQU   X'08'

               SQCS142  #FLAG X'04'                     -  SQL COMPLIANCE SAA    R12.0

00002F         SQCS142I DS    0XL1

        00004  SQCS142M EQU   X'04'

               SQCX142  #FLAG X'02'                     -  SQL COMPLIANCE EXT    R12.0

00002F         SQCX142I DS    0XL1

        00002  SQCX142M EQU   X'02'

               SQC@142  #FLAG X'1E'                     -  ALL COMPLIANCES       R12.0

00002F         SQC@142I DS    0XL1

        0001E  SQC@142M EQU   X'1E'

               SQSR142  #FLAG X'01'                     -  SQL IS IDMSSQL        R12.0

00002F         SQSR142I DS    0XL1

        00001  SQSR142M EQU   X'01'
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00002F         SQFL2142 DS    X                       FLAG BYTE 2

000030         SQCC142  DS    C                       CONTINUATION CHARACTER

000031         SQSEP142 DS    C                       SEPARATOR CHARACTER

000032         SQCOM142 DS    C                       COMMENT CHARACTER

000033         SQTRN142 DS    CL8                     OLQ TRANSACTION IDENTIFIER

00003B         SQPFK142 DS    CL8                     PFKEY MODULE NAME

000043         SQRPD142 DS    CL8                     REPORT DICTNAME

00004B                  DS    XL1                     * UNUSED SLACK BYTE*

00004C         SQMIC142 DS    F                       MAXIMUM INTERRUPT COUNT

000050         SQMXS142 DS    H                       MAXIMUM SORT STORAGE

Offset  Value 

000052         SQBCL142 DS    H                       BATCH CLASS

000054                  ORG   METAO142            ***  META OBJECT ***

0000AC         OQLSZ142 DS    H                       PRINT LINE SIZE

0000AE         OQPSZ142 DS    H                       PRINT PAGE SIZE

0000B0         OQINT142 DS    H                       INTERRUPT COUNT

0000B2         OQISZ142 DS    H                       INTERNAL STG. PAGE SIZE

0000B4         OQRSZ142 DS    H                       REPORT FILE PAGE SIZE

0000B6         OQILS142 DS    H                       INPUT LINE SIZE

0000B8         OQRR142  DS    H                       REPORT RETENTION

0000BA         OQMXR142 DS    H                       MAXIMUM REPORT RETENTION

0000BC         OQMXP142 DS    H                       MAXIMUM REPORT PAGES

0000BE         OQMXC142 DS    H                       MAXIMUM REPORTS COUNT

0000C0         OQUQR142 DS    H                       USER QUEUE RETENTION

               OQNM142  #FLAG X'20'                     -  MENU MODE DISALLOWED

0000C2         OQNM142I DS    0XL1

        00020  OQNM142M EQU   X'20'

               OQOM142  #FLAG X'10'                     -  MENU MODE ONLY

0000C2         OQOM142I DS    0XL1

        00010  OQOM142M EQU   X'10'

               OQUL142  #FLAG X'08'                     -  UPLOW CASE

0000C2         OQUL142I DS    0XL1

        00008  OQUL142M EQU   X'08'

               OQHI142  #FLAG X'04'                     -  SECURITY - HIGH

0000C2         OQHI142I DS    0XL1

        00004  OQHI142M EQU   X'04'

               OQLO142  #FLAG X'02'                     -  SECURITY - LOW

0000C2         OQLO142I DS    0XL1

        00002  OQLO142M EQU   X'02'

               OQNO142  #FLAG X'01'                     -  NO SECURITY

0000C2         OQNO142I DS    0XL1

        00001  OQNO142M EQU   X'01'

0000C2         OQFL1142 DS    X                       FLAG BYTE 1

               OQCA142  #FLAG X'10'                     -  SQL COMPLIANCE ANSI   R12.0

0000C3         OQCA142I DS    0XL1

        00010  OQCA142M EQU   X'10'

               OQCF142  #FLAG X'08'                     -  SQL COMPLIANCE FIPS   R12.0

0000C3         OQCF142I DS    0XL1

        00008  OQCF142M EQU   X'08'

               OQCS142  #FLAG X'04'                     -  SQL COMPLIANCE SAA    R12.0

0000C3         OQCS142I DS    0XL1

        00004  OQCS142M EQU   X'04'

               OQCX142  #FLAG X'02'                     -  SQL COMPLIANCE EXT    R12.0
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0000C3         OQCX142I DS    0XL1

        00002  OQCX142M EQU   X'02'

               OQC@142  #FLAG X'1E'                     -  ALL COMPLIANCES       R12.0

0000C3         OQC@142I DS    0XL1

        0001E  OQC@142M EQU   X'1E'

               OQSR142  #FLAG X'01'                     -  SQL IS IDMSSQL        R12.0

Offset  Value 

0000C3         OQSR142I DS    0XL1

        00001  OQSR142M EQU   X'01'

0000C3         OQFL2142 DS    X                       FLAG BYTE 2

0000C4         OQCC142  DS    C                       CONTINUATION CHARACTER

0000C5         OQSEP142 DS    C                       SEPARATOR CHARACTER

0000C6         OQCOM142 DS    C                       COMMENT CHARACTER

0000C7         OQTRN142 DS    CL8                     OLQ TRANSACTION IDENTIFIER

0000CF         OQPFK142 DS    CL8                     PFKEY MODULE NAME

0000D7         OQRPD142 DS    CL8                     REPORT DICTNAME

0000DF                  DS    XL1                     * UNUSED SLACK BYTE*

0000E0         OQMIC142 DS    F                       MAXIMUM INTERRUPT COUNT

0000E4         OQMXS142 DS    H                       MAXIMUM SORT STORAGE

0000E6         OQBCL142 DS    H                       BATCH CLASS

               *********************************************************************

               *        RECORD TYPE X'06'  -  DBNAME                    DELETED  R12.0

               *********************************************************************

               *********************************************************************

               *        RECORD TYPE X'07'  -  OLM

               *********************************************************************

0000E8                  ORG   METAS142            ***  META SOURCE ***

000018         SMSTO142 DS    H                       PAGE STORAGE

               SMCP142  #FLAG X'08'                     -  NEW COPY IS YES

00001A         SMCP142I DS    0XL1

        00008  SMCP142M EQU   X'08'

               SMFR142  #FLAG X'04'                     -  NUM FIELD ORDER REVERSED

00001A         SMFR142I DS    0XL1

        00004  SMFR142M EQU   X'04'

               SMDC142  #FLAG X'02'                     -  DECIMAL POINT IS COMMA

00001A         SMDC142I DS    0XL1

        00002  SMDC142M EQU   X'02'

               SMFM142  #FLAG X'01'                     -  'FAST' MODE

00001A         SMFM142I DS    0XL1

        00001  SMFM142M EQU   X'01'

00001A         SMFG1142 DS    X                       FLAG 1

00001B         SMFMK142 DS    X                       FIELD MARK KEY

00001C         SMMOD142 DS    X                       FIELD MODIFY KEY

00001D         SMDEL142 DS    X                       DELIMIT CHARACTER

00001E         SMDAT142 DS    X                       DATA FIELD CHARACTER

00001F         SMFWD142 DS    X                       PAGE FORWARD PFKEY

000020         SMBWD142 DS    X                       PAGE BACKWARD PFKEY

000021         SMQUE142 DS    X                       QUEUE RETENTION

000022         SMCUR142 DS    X                       CURSOR CHARACTER (BS2 ONLY)

000023         SMTRC142 DS    X                       TRANSLATE CHARACTER

000024         SMPAD142 DS    X                       PAD CHARACTER

               SMSK142  #FLAG X'08'                     -  DELIMIT IS SKIP

000025         SMSK142I DS    0XL1
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        00008  SMSK142M EQU   X'08'

               SMDL142  #FLAG X'04'                     -  DELIMIT IS YES

Offset  Value 

000025         SMDL142I DS    0XL1

        00004  SMDL142M EQU   X'04'

               SMED142  #FLAG X'02'                     -  EDIT IS YES

000025         SMED142I DS    0XL1

        00002  SMED142M EQU   X'02'

               SMPD142  #FLAG X'01'                     -  PAD CHARACTER IS SET

000025         SMPD142I DS    0XL1

        00001  SMPD142M EQU   X'01'

000025         SMFG2142 DS    X                       FLAG 2

000026         SMHLP142 DS    X                       HELP PFKEY                 R12.0

000027                  ORG   METAO142            ***  META OBJECT ***

0000AC         OMSTO142 DS    H                       PAGE STORAGE

               OMCP142 #FLAG X'08'                     -  NEW COPY IS YES

0000AE         OMCP142I DS    0XL1

        00008  OMCP142M EQU   X'08'

               OMFR142 #FLAG X'04'                     -  NUM FIELD ORDER REVERSED

0000AE         OMFR142I DS    0XL1

        00004  OMFR142M EQU   X'04'

               OMDC142 #FLAG X'02'                     -  DECIMAL POINT IS COMMA

0000AE         OMDC142I DS    0XL1

        00002  OMDC142M EQU   X'02'

               OMFM142 #FLAG X'01'                     -  'FAST' MODE

0000AE         OMFM142I DS    0XL1

        00001  OMFM142M EQU   X'01'

0000AE         OMFG1142 DS    X                       FLAG 1

0000AF         OMFMK142 DS    X                       FIELD MARK KEY

0000B0         OMMOD142 DS    X                       FIELD MODIFY KEY

0000B1         OMDEL142 DS    X                       DELIMIT CHARACTER

0000B2         OMDAT142 DS    X                       DATA FIELD CHARACTER

0000B3         OMFWD142 DS    X                       PAGE FORWARD PFKEY

0000B4         OMBWD142 DS    X                       PAGE BACKWARD PFKEY

0000B5         OMQUE142 DS    X                       QUEUE RETENTION

0000B6         OMCUR142 DS    X                       CURSOR CHARACTER (BS2 ONLY)

0000B7         OMTRC142 DS    X                       TRANSLATE CHARACTER

0000B8         OMPAD142 DS    X                       PAD CHARACTER

               OMSK142 #FLAG X'08'                     -  DELIMIT IS SKIP

0000B9         OMSK142I DS    0XL1

        00008  OMSK142M EQU   X'08'

               OMDL142 #FLAG X'04'                     -  DELIMIT IS YES

0000B9         OMDL142I DS    0XL1

        00004  OMDL142M EQU   X'04'

               OMED142 #FLAG X'02'                     -  EDIT IS YES

0000B9         OMED142I DS    0XL1

        00002  OMED142M EQU   X'02'

               OMPD142 #FLAG X'01'                     -  PAD CHARACTER IS SET

0000B9         OMPD142I DS    0XL1

        00001  OMPD142M EQU   X'01'

0000B9         OMFG2142 DS    X                       FLAG 2

0000BA         OMHLP142 DS    X                       HELP PFKEY                 R12.0

Offset  Value 
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               *********************************************************************

               *        RECORD TYPES -  X'08' AND X'09'

               *                           X'08' - PFK TABLE KEYS

               *                           X'09' - PFK APPLICATION KEYS

               *********************************************************************

0000BB                  ORG   METAS142            ***  META SOURCE ***

000018         SPTOT142 DS    H                       TOTAL NUMBER OF AID/FCTN PAIRS

00001A         SPTBL142 DS    CL8                     TABLE NAME

000022         SPAPL142 DS    CL8                     APPLICATION NAME

00002A         SPCOD142 DS    34XL2                   34 AID/FUNCTION PAIRS

00006E                  ORG   METAO142            ***  META OBJECT ***

0000AC         OPTOT142 DS    H                       TOTAL NUMBER OF AID/FCTN PAIRS

0000AE         OPTBL142 DS    CL8                     TABLE NAME

0000B6         OPAPL142 DS    CL8                     APPLICATION NAME

0000BE         OPCOD142 DS    34XL2                   34 AID/FUNCTION PAIRS

               *********************************************************************

               *        RECORD TYPE X'0A'  -  STORAGE POOL

               *********************************************************************

000102                  ORG   METAS142            ***  META SOURCE ***

000018         SSPSZ142 DS    F                       STORAGE POOL SIZE (IN K)

00001C         SSCSZ142 DS    F                       CUSHION SIZE (IN K)

000020         SSNUM142 DS    X                       STORAGE POOL NUMBER

               *                                          1-127 REGULAR STORAGE POOL

               *                                        128-254 XA STORAGE POOL

               SPFX142  #FLAG X'04'                     -  PGFIX

000021         SPFX142I DS    0XL1

        00004  SPFX142M EQU   X'04'

000021         SSFG1142 DS    X                       FLAG BYTE 1

               SSHA142  #FLAG X'80'                     -  SHARED

000022         SSHA142I DS    0XL1

        00080  SSHA142M EQU   X'80'

               SSHK142  #FLAG X'40'                     -  SHARED-KEPT

000022         SSHK142I DS    0XL1

        00040  SSHK142M EQU   X'40'

               SUSR142  #FLAG X'20'                     -  USER

000022         SUSR142I DS    0XL1

        00020  SUSR142M EQU   X'20'

               SUSK142  #FLAG X'10'                     -  USER-KEPT

000022         SUSK142I DS    0XL1

        00010  SUSK142M EQU   X'10'

               STER142  #FLAG X'08'                     -  TERMINAL

000022         STER142I DS    0XL1

        00008  STER142M EQU   X'08'

               SDB142   #FLAG X'04'                     -  DATABASE

000022         SDB142I  DS    0XL1

        00004  SDB142M  EQU   X'04'

000022         SSFG2142 DS    X                       FLAG BYTE 2

000023         SSRLT142 DS    X                       RELOCATABLE THRESHOLD % NUMBER

               SAEX142  #FLAG X'80'                     -  AUTOMATIC EXPAND  IDMS/5534

000024         SAEX142I DS    0XL1

         00080 SAEX142M EQU   X'80'

000024         SSFG3142 DS    X                       FLAG BYTE 3

000025                  ORG   METAO142            ***  META OBJECT ***
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Offset  Value 

0000AC         OSPSZ142 DS    F                       STORAGE POOL SIZE (IN K)

0000B0         OSCSZ142 DS    F                       CUSHION SIZE (IN K)

0000B4         OSNUM142 DS    X                       STORAGE POOL NUMBER

               *                                          1-127 REGULAR STORAGE POOL

               *                                        128-254 XA STORAGE POOL

               OPFX142  #FLAG X'04'                     -  PGFIX

0000B5         OPFX142I DS    0XL1

        00004  OPFX142M EQU   X'04'

0000B5         OSFG1142 DS    X                       FLAG BYTE 1

               OSHA142  #FLAG X'80'                     -  SHARED

0000B6         OSHA142I DS    0XL1

        00080  OSHA142M EQU   X'80'

               OSHK142  #FLAG X'40'                     -  SHARED-KEPT

0000B6         OSHK142I DS    0XL1

        00040  OSHK142M EQU   X'40'

               OUSR142  #FLAG X'20'                     -  USER

0000B6         OUSR142I DS    0XL1

        00020  OUSR142M EQU   X'20'

               OUSK142  #FLAG X'10'                     -  USER-KEPT

0000B6         OUSK142I DS    0XL1

        00010  OUSK142M EQU   X'10'

               OTER142  #FLAG X'08'                     -  TERMINAL

0000B6         OTER142I DS    0XL1

        00008  OTER142M EQU   X'08'

               ODB142   #FLAG X'04'                     -  DATABASE

0000B6         ODB142I  DS    0XL1

        00004  ODB142M  EQU   X'04'

0000B6         OSFG2142 DS    X                       FLAG BYTE 2

0000B7         OSRLT142 DS    X                       RELOCATABLE THRESHOLD % NUMBER

               OAEX142  #FLAG X'80'                     -  AUTOMATIC EXPAND  IDMS/5534

0000B8         OAEX142I DS    0XL1

         00080 OAEX142M EQU   X'80'

0000B8         OSFG3142 DS    X                       FLAG BYTE 3

               *********************************************************************

               *        RECORD TYPE X'0B'  -  IDD

               *********************************************************************

0000B9   000B9          ORG   METAS142            ***  META SOURCE ***

000018         SDMLU142 DS    H                       DDLDML USAGE MODE

00001A         SDLOD142 DS    H                       DDLDCLOD USAGE MODE

00001C         SDMSG142 DS    H                       DDLDCMSG USAGE MODE

00001E                  ORG   METAO142            ***  META OBJECT ***

0000AC         ODMLU142 DS    H                       DDLDML USAGE MODE

0000AE         ODLOD142 DS    H                       DDLDCLOD USAGE MODE

0000B0         ODMSG142 DS    H                       DDLDCMSG USAGE MODE

               *********************************************************************

               *        RECORD TYPE X'0C'  -  AUTOTASK

               *********************************************************************

0000B2                  ORG   METAS142            ***  META SOURCE ***

000018         SATSK142 DS    CL8                     TASK NAME

               SUPP142  #FLAG X'80'                     -  INVOKED AT STARTUP

000020         SUPP142I DS    0XL1

        00080  SUPP142M EQU   X'80'
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               SDWN142  #FLAG X'40'                     -  INVOKED AT SHUTDOWN

Offset  Value 

000020         SDWN142I DS    0XL1

        00040  SDWN142M EQU   X'40'

               SPRE142  #FLAG X'20'                     -  PREEMPT

000020         SPRE142I DS    0XL1

        00020  SPRE142M EQU   X'20'

               SABN142  #FLAG X'10'                     -  ABEND

000020         SABN142I DS    0XL1

        00010  SABN142M EQU   X'10'

000020         SAFG1142 DS    X                       FLAG BYTE 1

000021                  ORG   METAO142            ***  META OBJECT ***

0000AC         OATSK142 DS    CL8                     TASK NAME

               OUPP142  #FLAG X'80'                     -  INVOKED AT STARTUP

0000B4         OUPP142I DS    0XL1

        00080  OUPP142M EQU   X'80'

               ODWN142  #FLAG X'40'                     -  INVOKED AT SHUTDOWN

0000B4         ODWN142I DS    0XL1

        00040  ODWN142M EQU   X'40'

               OPRE142  #FLAG X'20'                     -  PREEMPT

0000B4         OPRE142I DS    0XL1

        00020  OPRE142M EQU   X'20'

               OABN142  #FLAG X'10'                     -  ABEND

0000B4         OABN142I DS    0XL1

        00010  OABN142M EQU   X'10'

0000B4         OAFG1142 DS    X                       FLAG BYTE 1

               *********************************************************************

               *        RECORD TYPE X'0D'  -  MAPTYPE

               *********************************************************************

0000B5                  ORG   METAS142            ***  META SOURCE ***

000018         SMNAM142 DS    CL8                     MAPTYPE NAME

000020         SMMP1142 DS    CL8                     MAP NAME

000028         SMMP2142 DS    CL8                     MAPS TO MAP NAME

000030                  ORG   METAO142            ***  META OBJECT ***

0000AC         OMNAM142 DS    CL8                     MAPTYPE NAME

0000B4         OMMP1142 DS    CL8                     MAP NAME

0000BC         OMMP2142 DS    CL8                     MAPS TO MAP NAME

               *********************************************************************

               *        RECORD TYPE X'0E'  -  LOADLIST

               *********************************************************************

0000C4                  ORG   METAS142            ***  META SOURCE ***

000018         SLNAM142 DS    CL8                     LOADLIST NAME

000020                  DS    XL1                     RESERVED

               SLDF142  #FLAG X'01'                   ON IF DICTNAME, OFF IF LOADLIB

000021         SLDF142I DS    0XL1

        00001  SLDF142M EQU   X'01'

000021         SLFG1142 DS    XL1                     FLAG

000022         SLVER142 DS    H                       VERSION

000024         SLNOD142 DS    CL8                     NODE NAME

00002C         SLLIB142 DS    CL18                    DICTNAME/LOADLIB/LIB

00003E                  ORG   METAO142            ***  META OBJECT ***

Offset  Value 

0000AC         OLNAM142 DS    CL8                     LOADLIST NAME
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0000B4                  DS    XL1                     RESERVED

               OLDF142  #FLAG X'01'                   ON IF DICTNAME, OFF IF LOADLIB

0000B5         OLDF142I DS    0XL1

        00001  OLDF142M EQU   X'01'

0000B5         OLFG1142 DS    XL1                     FLAG

0000B6         OLVER142 DS    H                       VERSION

0000B8         OLNOD142 DS    CL8                     NODE NAME

0000C0         OLLIB142 DS    CL18                    DICTNAME/LOADLIB/LIB

               *********************************************************************

               *        RECORD TYPE X'0F'  -  PREDEFINED RUN UNITS

               *********************************************************************

0000D2                  ORG   METAS142            ***  META SOURCE ***

000018         SRTYP142 DS    X                       RUN UNIT TYPE

               **--------------------------------------------------**

               **   RUN UNIT TYPE EQUATES - SAME FOR META OBJECT   **

               **--------------------------------------------------**

               **   CURRENTLY ONLY TYPES 03,0C,0D ARE ALLOWED      **

               **   BY SYNTAX OF RUN UNITS STATEMENT               **

               **--------------------------------------------------**

        00001  SRSCR142 EQU   X'01'                   SCRATCH

        00002  SRQUE142 EQU   X'02'                   QUEUE

        00003  SRLDR142 EQU   X'03'                   LOADER

        00004  SRMSG142 EQU   X'04'                   MESSAGE DICTIONARY

        00005  SRSGN142 EQU   X'05'                   SIGNON

        00006  SRSYS142 EQU   X'06'                   SYSTEM/DESTINATION

        00007  SRSRC142 EQU   X'07'                   DDLDML SOURCE RETRIEVAL

        00008  SRUSR142 EQU   X'08'                   USER RUN UNITS

        00009  SRSDS142 EQU   X'09'                   SYSTEM DICTIONARY SECURITY

        0000A  SRSCM142 EQU   X'0A'                   SCRATCH MANAGEMENT

        0000B  SRDLD142 EQU   X'0B'                   LOADER   - APPL DICTIONARY

        0000C  SRCLD142 EQU   X'0C'                   LOADER   - SQL (DB CATALOG)

        0000D  SRCAT142 EQU   X'0D'                   SECURITY - SQL (DB CATALOG)

        0000E  SRDIC142 EQU   X'0E'                   SECURITY - APPL DICTIONARY

000019                  DS    X                       RESERVED

00001A         SRSSN142 DS    CL8                     SUBSCHEMA NAME

000022         SRNOD142 DS    CL8                     DDS NODE

00002A         SRDBN142 DS    CL8                     DICTNAME/DBNAME

000032         SRCNT142 DS    H                       NUMBER OF RUN UNITS

000034         SRTIM142 DS    F                       RU TIME OUT INTERVAL

000038                  ORG   METAO142            ***  META OBJECT ***

0000AC         ORTYP142 DS    X                       RUN UNIT TYPE

0000AD                  DS    X                       RESERVED

0000AE         ORSSN142 DS    CL8                     SUBSCHEMA NAME

0000B6         ORNOD142 DS    CL8                     DDS NODE

0000BE         ORDBN142 DS    CL8                     DICTNAME/DBNAME

0000C6         ORCNT142 DS    H                       NUMBER OF RUN UNITS

0000C8         ORTIM142 DS    F                       RU TIME OUT INTERVAL

Offset  Value 

               *********************************************************************

               *        RECORD TYPE X'10'  -  RESOURCE TABLE                     R12.0

               *********************************************************************

0000CC                  ORG   METAS142            ***  META SOURCE ***

000018         STRRN142 DS    CL44                    RESOURCE NAME
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000044         STRND142 DS    CL8                     NODE NAME

        00034  LSTRM142 EQU   *-METAS142              LENGTH

               *

00004C                  ORG   METAO142            ***  META OBJECT ***

0000AC         OTRRN142 DS    CL44                    RESOURCE NAME

0000D8         OTRND142 DS    CL8                     NODE NAME

               *********************************************************************

               *        RECORD TYPE X'11'  -  NODE TABLE                         R12.0

               *********************************************************************

0000E0                  ORG   METAS142            ***  META SOURCE ***

               *                                      -- BASIC NODE 'L' --

000018         STNND142 DS    CL8                     NODE NAME

000020         STNCW142 DS    H                       CONVERSION WEIGHT

000022         STNAT142 DS    CL1                     ACCESS TYPE

000023         STNGR142 DS    CL44                    TYPE-SPECIFIC DATA

        00037  LSTNM142 EQU   *-METAS142              LENGTH

               *

00004F                  ORG   STNGR142                -- CVNUM  OPTION 'S'

000023         STNVV142 DS    CL1                     ACCESS TYPE REPEATED

000024         STNSV142 DS    F                       SVC NUMBER

000028         STNCV142 DS    F                       CV  NUMBER

00002C         STNBS142 DS    H                       BLOCKSIZE

               *

00002E                  ORG   STNGR142                -- VMCF   OPTION 'V'

000023                  DS    CL1                     RESERVED

000024         STNVB142 DS    H                       BLOCKSIZE

000026         STNVM142 DS    CL8                     VMACHINE

               *

00002E                  ORG   STNGR142                -- APPC   OPTION 'A'

000023         STNLU142 DS    CL8                     LU NAME

00002B         STNMD142 DS    CL8                     MODE NAME

               *

000033                  ORG   STNGR142                -- DCAM   OPTION 'D'

000023         STNTG142 DS    CL8                     TARGET

00002B         STNPR142 DS    CL8                     PROCESSOR

               *

000033                  ORG   STNGR142                -- GROUP  OPTION 'G'    R14.0

000023         STGND142 DS    CL8                     GROUP DEFAULT NODE      R14.0

               *

00002B                  ORG   METAO142            ***  META OBJECT ***

0000AC         OTNND142 DS    CL8                     NODE NAME

0000B4         OTNCW142 DS    H                       CONVERSION WEIGHT

0000B6         OTNAT142 DS    CL1                     ACCESS TYPE

Offset  Value 

0000B7         OTNGR142 DS    CL44                    TYPE-SPECIFIC DATA

               *

0000E3                  ORG   OTNGR142                -- CVNUM  OPTION

0000B7         OTNVV142 DS    CL1                     ACCESS TYPE REPEATED

0000B8         OTNSV142 DS    F                       SVC NUMBER

0000BC         OTNCV142 DS    F                       CV  NUMBER

0000C0         OTNBS142 DS    H                       BLOCKSIZE

               *

0000C2                  ORG   OTNGR142                -- VMCF   OPTION
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0000B7                  DS    CL1                     RESERVED

0000B8         OTNVB142 DS    H                       BLOCKSIZE

0000BA         OTNVM142 DS    CL8                     VMACHINE

               *

0000C2                  ORG   OTNGR142                -- APPC   OPTION

0000B7         OTNLU142 DS    CL8                     LU NAME

0000BF         OTNMD142 DS    CL8                     MODE NAME

               *

0000C7                  ORG   OTNGR142                -- DCAM   OPTION

0000B7         OTNTG142 DS    CL8                     TARGET

0000BF         OTNPR142 DS    CL8                     PROCESSOR

               *

0000C7                  ORG   OTNGR142                -- GROUP  OPTION         14.0

0000B7         OTGND142 DS    CL8                     GROUP DEFAULT NODE       14.0

               *********************************************************************

               *        RECORD TYPE X'12'  -  SERVICE  TABLE                     R12.0

               *********************************************************************

0000BF                  ORG   METAS142            ***  META SOURCE ***

000018         STSSN142 DS    CL8                     SERVICE NAME

000020         STSTY142 DS    H                       SERVER TYPE

000022         STSSI142 DS    CL44                    SERVER INFO

        00036  LSTSM142 EQU   *-METAS142              LENGTH

               *

00004E                  ORG   METAO142            ***  META OBJECT ***

0000AC         OTSSN142 DS    CL8                     SERVICE NAME

0000B4         OTSTY142 DS    H                       SERVER TYPE

0000B6         OTSSI142 DS    CL44                    SERVER INFO

               *********************************************************************

               *        RECORD TYPE X'13'  -  SQL CACHE                          *R160

               *********************************************************************

0000E2                  ORG   METAS142            ***  META SOURCE ***

000018         SCNAM142 DS    CL8                     Connect Name/Wildcard or spaces

000020         SCCNT142 DS    F                       Cache Max Count entries or 0

               *                                        if SCNAM142 is not spaces

               SCDF142  #FLAG X'01'                   On If Default Caching On

000024         SCDF142I DS    0XL1

        00001  SCDF142M EQU   X'01'

               *                                      Off If Default Caching Off

000024         SCFG1142 DS    XL1                     Flag

000025                  ORG   METAO142            ***  META OBJECT ***

Offset  Value 

0000AC         OCNAM142 DS    CL8                     Connect Name/Wildcard or spaces

0000B4         OCCNT142 DS    F                       Cache Max Count entries or 0

               OCDF142  #FLAG X'01'                   On If Default Caching On

0000B8         OCDF142I DS    0XL1

        00001  OCDF142M EQU   X'01'

0000B8         OCFG1142 DS    XL1                     Flag

               *******************************************************************R170

               *        RECORD TYPE X'14'  -  TCP/IP                              R170

               *******************************************************************R170

0000B9                  ORG   METAS142            ***  META SOURCE ***

000018         STCTY142 DS    XL1                     TCP/IP record subtype

000019                  DS    XL3                     Reserved for all subtypes
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00001C         STCRD142 DS    0H                      Start of redefinitions

               *

               * TCP/IP record subtype 1: general information

               *

               STCS142  #FLAG X'01'                   Default TCP/IP status is ON

00001C         STCS142I DS    0XL1

        00001  STCS142M EQU   X'01'

               STCT142  #FLAG X'02'                   Default TCP_NODELAY option is ON

00001C         STCT142I DS    0XL1

        00002  STCT142M EQU   X'02'

               STCC142  #FLAG X'04'                   Service file case insensitive

00001C         STCC142I DS    0XL1

        00004  STCC142M EQU   X'04'

               STCE142  #FLAG X'08'                   Exclude list of stacks

00001C         STCE142I DS    0XL1

        00008  STCE142M EQU   X'08'

00001C         STCF1142 DS    XL1                     Flag

00001D                  DS    XL3                     Reserved

000020         STC#S142 DS    H                       Number stacks in incl/excl list

000022         STC#X142 DS    H                       Number stacks in exception list

000024                  DS    2F                      Reserved

00002C         STCMS142 DS    F                       Maximum number of sockets

000030         STCMT142 DS    F                       Maximum number of sockets/task

000034         STCDS142 DS    CL8                     Name of default TCP/IP stack

00003C         STCSF142 DS    CL8                     Filename of service file

000044         STCPM142 DS    CL8                     Name of plugin module

        00034  LSTC1142 EQU   *-METAS142              Length TCP/IP record subtype 1

               *

               * TCP/IP record subtype 2/3/4: INCLUDE, EXCLUDE or EXCEPT list

               *

00004C                  ORG   STCRD142

               STCW142  #FLAG X'01'                   Stack name is a wildcard

00001C         STCW142I DS    0XL1

        00001  STCW142M EQU   X'01'

00001C         STCF2142 DS    XL1                     Flag

00001D         STCNL142 DS    XL1                     Stack name length (excluding *)

00001E         STCSN142 DS    CL8                     Stack name

Offset  Value 

        0000E  LSTC2142 EQU   *-METAS142              Length TCP/IP record subtype 2-4

               *

               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

000026                  ORG   METAO142            ***  META OBJECT ***

0000AC         OTCTY142 DS    XL1                     TCP/IP record subtype

0000AD                  DS    XL3                     Reserved for all subtypes

0000B0         OTCRD142 DS    0H                      Start of redefinitions

               *

               * TCP/IP record subtype 1: general information

               *

               OTCS142  #FLAG X'01'                   Default TCP/IP status is ON

0000B0         OTCS142I DS    0XL1

        00001  OTCS142M EQU   X'01'

               OTCT142  #FLAG X'02'                   Default TCP_NODELAY option is ON
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0000B0         OTCT142I DS    0XL1

        00002  OTCT142M EQU   X'02'

               OTCC142  #FLAG X'04'                   Service file case insensitive

0000B0         OTCC142I DS    0XL1

        00004  OTCC142M EQU   X'04'

               OTCE142  #FLAG X'08'                   Exclude list of stacks

0000B0         OTCE142I DS    0XL1

        00008  OTCE142M EQU   X'08'

0000B0         OTCF1142 DS    XL1                     Flag

0000B1                  DS    XL3                     Reserved

0000B4         OTC#S142 DS    H                       Number stacks in incl/excl list

0000B6         OTC#X142 DS    H                       Number stacks in exception list

0000B8                  DS    2F                      Reserved

0000C0         OTCMS142 DS    F                       Maximum number of sockets

0000C4         OTCMT142 DS    F                       Maximum number of sockets/task

0000C8         OTCDS142 DS    CL8                     Name of default TCP/IP stack

0000D0         OTCSF142 DS    CL8                     Filename of service file

0000D8         OTCPM142 DS    CL8                     Name of plugin module

               *

               * TCP/IP record subtype 2/3/4: INCLUDE, EXCLUDE or EXCEPT list

               *

0000E0                  ORG   OTCRD142

               OTCW142  #FLAG X'01'                   Stack name is a wildcard

0000B0         OTCW142I DS    0XL1

        00001  OTCW142M EQU   X'01'

0000B0         OTCF2142 DS    XL1                     Flag

0000B1         OTCNL142 DS    XL1                     Stack name length (excluding *)

0000B2         OTCSN142 DS    CL8                     Stack name

               *********************************************************************

               *        TOTAL LENGTH OF CVGDEFS-142 DSECT

               *********************************************************************

0000BA                  ORG

        00140  R142DSLN EQU   *-#R142DS

               *********************************************************************

               

#R144DS
                        COPY #R144DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R144DS                        MSG-LINE-144 DSECT           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     OCCURRENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE CONTAIN IDMS-DC MESSAGE     ***

               ***     LINES.                                                      ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 
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000000         #R144DS  DSECT                                                02/13/91

000000         CMTID144 DS    F             MESSAGE LINE NUMBER

000004         DESTN144 DS    0XL2          MESSAGE DESTINATION FLAGS

               DCLG144  #FLAG X'80'         DESTINATION - DC LOG

000004         DCLG144I DS    0XL1

        00080  DCLG144M EQU   X'80'

               OPR144   #FLAG X'40'         DESTINATION - OPERATOR

000004         OPR144I  DS    0XL1

        00040  OPR144M  EQU   X'40'

               TOPR144  #FLAG X'20'         DESTINATION - TERMINAL OPERATOR

000004         TOPR144I DS    0XL1

        00020  TOPR144M EQU   X'20'

               ID144    #FLAG X'10'         DESTINATION - DEST ID FIELD

000004         ID144I   DS    0XL1

        00010  ID144M   EQU   X'10'

000004         FLAG1144 DS    XL1           DESTINATION FLAG 1

000005         FLAG2144 DS    XL1           DESTINATION FLAG 2

000006         OSDSC144 DS    CL2           OPERATOR MESSAGE DESCRIPTION CODE

000008         OSRTC144 DS    CL2           OPERATOR MESSAGE ROUTE CODE

00000A         DSTID144 DS    CL8           MESSAGE DESTINATION

000012         SEVCD144 DS    CL1           SEVERITY CODE

000013                  DS    CL1           UNUSED

000014         TEXTL144 DS    H             LENGTH OF MESSAGE TEXT

000016         MSG144   DS    2CL66         LINE OF MESSAGE TEXT (OCCURS 2 TIMES)

00009A                  DS    CL2           UNUSED

        0009C  R144DSLN EQU   *-#R144DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R145DS
                        COPY #R145DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R145DS                        RCDNEST-145 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     NEST RECORD USED TO RELATE A RECORD (REPORT, TRANSACTION)   ***

               ***     TO OTHER RECORDS (REPORTS, TRANSACTIONS).                   ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R145DS  DSECT                                  01/27/84

000000         NSTCD145 DS    F             NEST CODE

000004         JTEXT145 DS    CL40          JUNCTION TEXT

00002C                  DS    CL4           UNUSED

        00030  R145DSLN EQU   *-#R145DS

               ***********************************************************************
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#R146DS
                        COPY #R146DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R146DS                        MSGCMT-146 DSECT             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     COMMENT RECORD FOR A MESSAGE.                               ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R146DS  DSECT                                  01/27/84

000000         IDDSQ146 DS    F             COMMENT LINE SEQUENCE NUMBER

000004         CMT146   DS    0CL100        LINE OF COMMENT TEXT

000004         CMTIN146 DS    2CL50             (OCCURS 2 TIMES)

000068         CMTID146 DS    F             COMMENT TYPE

        0006C  R146DSLN EQU   *-#R146DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R147DS
                        COPY #R147DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R147DS                        PFLD-DATA-147 DSECT          ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     LOGICAL EXTENSION OF THE PANELFLD-121 RECORD CONTAINING     ***

               ***     THE DEVICE DEPENDENT TABLES FOR A PANEL FIELD.              ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***  THE DEVICE DEPENDENT SECTION MAY ITERATE UP TO THE NUMBER OF   ***

               ***  DEVICES SPECIFIED IN THE PANEL. IT CONSISTS OF A DEVICE        ***

               ***  FOUNDATION AND A SERIES OF ROW/COLUMN PAIRS, CORRESPONDING TO  ***

               ***  THE OCCURS VALUE, PFLOCCUR.                                    ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***  THIS DICTIONARY RECORD STORES A TABLE THAT, IN CORE, IS        ***

               ***  A VARIABLE LENGTH, DEPENDING ON THE NUMBER OF DEVICES          ***

               ***  FOR WHICH THERE ARE DISTINCT VALUES, AND THE LENGTH OF         ***

               ***  THE LITERAL VALUES THEMSELVES.  THE IN-CORE DATA IS            ***

               ***  STORED IN PFLD-DATA-147 BY CONVERTING ADDRESSES TO             ***

               ***  OFFSETS AND THEN CHOPPING THE TABLE UP INTO ARBITRARY          ***

               ***  256 BYTE CHUCKS.                                               ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************
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Offset  Value 

000000         #R147DS  DSECT                                                02/05/91

        00093  R147     EQU   147

000000         DEVIC147 DS    0F

000000         NXTA147  DS    A                   OFFSET OF NEXT DEVICE SECTION

000004         LITPL147 DS    A                   OFFSET OF THIS DEVICE'S LITPOOL

000008         LITLN147 DS    H                   LENGTH OF DEVICE'S LITERAL POOL

               S124147  #FLAG X'80'              12 BY 40 SCREEN

00000A         S124147I DS    0XL1

        00080  S124147M EQU   X'80'

               S128147  #FLAG X'40'              12 BY 80 SCREEN

00000A         S128147I DS    0XL1

        00040  S128147M EQU   X'40'

               S248147  #FLAG X'20'              24 BY 80 SCREEN

00000A         S248147I DS    0XL1

        00020  S248147M EQU   X'20'

               S328147  #FLAG X'10'              32 BY 80 SCREEN

00000A         S328147I DS    0XL1

        00010  S328147M EQU   X'10'

               S438147  #FLAG X'08'              43 BY 80 SCREEN

Offset  Value 

00000A         S438147I DS    0XL1

        00008  S438147M EQU   X'08'

               S27X147  #FLAG X'02'              27 BY 132 SCREEN

00000A         S27X147I DS    0XL1

        00002  S27X147M EQU   X'02'

00000A         DEVS147  DS    X                   DEVICES DEFINEDBY THIS ENTRY

               DLIM147  #FLAG X'80'               DELIMIT = YES

00000B         DLIM147I DS    0XL1

        00080  DLIM147M EQU   X'80'

               DLMN147  #FLAG X'40'               DELIMIT, WITH NOSKIP

00000B         DLMN147I DS    0XL1

        00040  DLMN147M EQU   X'40'

00000B         DFLG147  DS    X                   GENERAL FLAG BYTE FOR DEVICE ENTRY

               *** 3270 ATTRIBUTE BYTE

               PROT147  #FLAG X'20'               PROTECTED

00000C         PROT147I DS    0XL1

        00020  PROT147M EQU   X'20'

               NUM147   #FLAG X'10'               NUMERIC

00000C         NUM147I  DS    0XL1

        00010  NUM147M  EQU   X'10'

               NDIS147  #FLAG X'0C'               NON-DISPLAY/NON-DETECTABLE

00000C         NDIS147I DS    0XL1

        0000C  NDIS147M EQU   X'0C'

               BRIT147  #FLAG X'08'               BRIGHT/DETECTABLE

00000C         BRIT147I DS    0XL1

        00008  BRIT147M EQU   X'08'

               DISD147  #FLAG X'04'               DISPLAY/DETECTABLE

00000C         DISD147I DS    0XL1

        00004  DISD147M EQU   X'04'

               MDT147   #FLAG X'01'               MODIFY DATA TAG

00000C         MDT147I  DS    0XL1
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        00001  MDT147M  EQU   X'01'

00000C         ATTR147  DS    X

               LEFT147  #FLAG X'08'               LEFT OUTLINING                 BZJ

00000D         LEFT147I DS    0XL1

        00008  LEFT147M EQU   X'08'

               TOP147   #FLAG X'04'               TOP OUTLINING                  BZJ

00000D         TOP147I  DS    0XL1

        00004  TOP147M  EQU   X'04'

               RGHT147  #FLAG X'02'               RIGHT OUTLINING                BZJ

00000D         RGHT147I DS    0XL1

        00002  RGHT147M EQU   X'02'

               BOT147   #FLAG X'01'               BOTTOM OUTLINING               BZJ

00000D         BOT147I  DS    0XL1

        00001  BOT147M  EQU   X'01'

               ALL147   #FLAG X'0F'               ALL OUTLINING                  BZJ

Offset  Value 

00000D         ALL147I  DS    0XL1

        0000F  ALL147M  EQU   X'0F'

               VDSI147  #FLAG X'10'               DOUBLE SIZE            VTX

00000D         VDSI147I DS    0XL1

        00010  VDSI147M EQU   X'10'

               VDHE147  #FLAG X'20'               DOUBLE HEIGHT          VTX

00000D         VDHE147I DS    0XL1

        00020  VDHE147M EQU   X'20'

               VDWI147  #FLAG X'40'               DOUBLE WIDTH           VTX

00000D         VDWI147I DS    0XL1

        00040  VDWI147M EQU   X'40'

               VCGR147  #FLAG X'80'               GRAPHICAL CHAR SET     VTX

00000D         VCGR147I DS    0XL1

        00080  VCGR147M EQU   X'80'

00000D         ATTR4147 DS    X                   OUTLINING SUPPORT              BZJ

               *** ATTRIBUTE BYTE FOR EXTENDED HIGHLIGHTING(3279S)

               HDEF147  #FLAG X'00'               SELECT DEFAULT

00000E         HDEF147I DS    0XL1

        00000  HDEF147M EQU   X'00'

               HBLK147  #FLAG X'F1'               BLINK

00000E         HBLK147I DS    0XL1

        000F1  HBLK147M EQU   X'F1'

               HREV147  #FLAG X'F2'               REVERSE-VIDEO

00000E         HREV147I DS    0XL1

        000F2  HREV147M EQU   X'F2'

               HUSC147  #FLAG X'F4'               UNDERSCORE

00000E         HUSC147I DS    0XL1

        000F4  HUSC147M EQU   X'F4'

00000E         ATTR2147 DS    X

               *** ATTRIBUTE BYTE FOR EXTENDED COLOUR(3279S)

               CDEF147  #FLAG X'00'               SELECT DEFAULT

00000F         CDEF147I DS    0XL1

        00000  CDEF147M EQU   X'00'

               CBLU147  #FLAG X'F1'               BLUE

00000F         CBLU147I DS    0XL1

        000F1  CBLU147M EQU   X'F1'

               CRED147  #FLAG X'F2'               RED
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00000F         CRED147I DS    0XL1

        000F2  CRED147M EQU   X'F2'

               CPIN147  #FLAG X'F3'               PINK

00000F         CPIN147I DS    0XL1

        000F3  CPIN147M EQU   X'F3'

               CGRE147  #FLAG X'F4'               GREEN

00000F         CGRE147I DS    0XL1

        000F4  CGRE147M EQU   X'F4'

               CTUR147  #FLAG X'F5'               TURQUOISE

00000F         CTUR147I DS    0XL1

        000F5  CTUR147M EQU   X'F5'

               CYEL147  #FLAG X'F6'               YELLOW

Offset  Value 

00000F         CYEL147I DS    0XL1

        000F6  CYEL147M EQU   X'F6'

               CWHI147  #FLAG X'F7'               WHITE

00000F         CWHI147I DS    0XL1

        000F7  CWHI147M EQU   X'F7'

00000F         ATTR3147 DS    X

        00010  DEVLN147 EQU   *-DEVIC147          LENGTH OF DEVICE DEPENDANT BASE

               *** EACH DEVICE BASE IS FOLLOWED IMMEDIATELY BY N ROW/COLUMN PAIRS,

               *** WHERE N = OCCURS VALUE (PFLOCCUR).

000010         COORD147 DS    0H

000010         ROW147   DS    X                   FIELD'S ROW POSITION

000011         COLM147  DS    X                   FIELD'S COLUMN POSITION

               ***  AT END OF THE DEVICE DEPENDANT SECTION, A LITERAL POOL FOLLOWS,

               ***  CONSISTING OF ALL LITERALS SPECIFIED IN VALUE CLAUSES FOR ALL

               ***  OCCURENCES OF THIS PANEL FIELD. EACH LITERAL IS PRECEDED BY A

               ** 2 BYTE ITERATION FACTOR AND A 2 BYTE LENGTH.

000012         LIT147   DS    0X

000012         ITER147  DS    XL2                 # OF ITERATIONS FOR THIS VALUE

000014         LEN147   DS    XL2                 LENGTH OF THIS LITERAL

000016         LITRL147 DS    0X                  START OF LITERAL VALUE

        00100  R147DSLN EQU   256                 FIXED LENGTH; SEE HEADER COMMENTS

#R148DS
                        COPY #R148DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R148DS                        USERPTRM-148 DSECT           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     PHYSICAL-TERMIANL TO USER JUNCTION RECORD BETWEEN           ***

               ***         PTRM-074 (PTRM-USERPTRM SET) AND                        ***

               ***         USER-047 (USER-USERPTRM SET)                            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 
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000000         #R148DS  DSECT                                     10/21/83

000000         AUTH148  DS    CL1           USER AUTHORIZATION FLAG

               *                                 X'FF' = ALL

               *                                 X'7F' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'20' = MODIFY

               *                                 X'10' = REPLACE

               *                                 X'08' = DELETE

               *                                 X'01' = DISPLAY

               *                                 X'00' = PUBLIC ACCESS

000001         RESP148  DS    CL1           USER RESPONSIBILITY FLAG

               *                                 X'04' = DELETION

               *                                 X'02' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'01' = CREATION

               *                                 X'00' = NONE

000002         JTEXT148 DS    CL40

00002A                  DS    CL2

        0002C  R148DSLN EQU   *-#R148DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R149DS
                        COPY #R149DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R149DS                        USERLTRM-149 DSECT           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     LOGICAL-TERMINAL TO USER JUNCTION RECORD BETWEEN            ***

               ***         LTRM-106 (LTRM-USERLTRM SET) AND                        ***

               ***         USER-047 (USER-USERLTRM SET)                            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R149DS  DSECT                                     10/21/83

000000         AUTH149  DS    CL1           USER AUTHORIZATION FLAG

               *                                 X'FF' = ALL

               *                                 X'7F' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'20' = MODIFY

               *                                 X'10' = REPLACE

               *                                 X'08' = DELETE

               *                                 X'01' = DISPLAY

               *                                 X'00' = PUBLIC ACCESS

000001         RESP149  DS    CL1           USER RESPONSIBILITY FLAG

               *                                 X'04' = DELETION

               *                                 X'02' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'01' = CREATION

               *                                 X'00' = NONE

000002         JTEXT149 DS    CL40

00002A                  DS    CL2
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        0002C  R149DSLN EQU   *-#R149DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R150DS
                        COPY #R150DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R150DS                        USERDEST-150 DSECT           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     DESTINATION TO USER JUNCTION RECORD BETWEEN                 ***

               ***         DEST-028 (DEST-USERDEST SET) AND                        ***

               ***         USER-047 (USER-USERDEST SET)                            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R150DS  DSECT                                     10/21/83

000000         AUTH150  DS    CL1           USER AUTHORIZATION FLAG

               *                                 X'FF' = ALL

               *                                 X'7F' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'20' = MODIFY

               *                                 X'10' = REPLACE

               *                                 X'08' = DELETE

               *                                 X'01' = DISPLAY

               *                                 X'00' = PUBLIC ACCESS

000001         RESP150  DS    CL1           USER RESPONSIBILITY FLAG

               *                                 X'04' = DELETION

               *                                 X'02' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'01' = CREATION

               *                                 X'00' = NONE

000002         JTEXT150 DS    CL40

00002A                  DS    CL2

        0002C  R150DSLN EQU   *-#R150DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R151DS
                        COPY #R151DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R151DS                        USERQUEUE-151 DSECT          ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     QUEUE TO USER JUNCTION RECORD BETWEEN                       ***

               ***         QUEUE-030 (QUEUE-USERQUEUE SET) AND                     ***

               ***         USER-047  (USER-USERQUEUE  SET)                         ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***
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               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R151DS  DSECT                                     10/21/83

000000         AUTH151  DS    CL1           USER AUTHORIZATION FLAG

               *                                 X'FF' = ALL

               *                                 X'7F' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'20' = MODIFY

               *                                 X'10' = REPLACE

               *                                 X'08' = DELETE

               *                                 X'01' = DISPLAY

               *                                 X'00' = PUBLIC ACCESS

000001         RESP151  DS    CL1           USER RESPONSIBILITY FLAG

               *                                 X'04' = DELETION

               *                                 X'02' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'01' = CREATION

               *                                 X'00' = NONE

000002         JTEXT151 DS    CL40

00002A                  DS    CL2

        0002C  R151DSLN EQU   *-#R151DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R152DS
                        COPY #R152DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R152DS                        USERTASK-152 DSECT           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     TASK TO USER JUNCTION RECORD BETWEEN                        ***

               ***         TASK-025 (TASK-USERTASK SET) AND                        ***

               ***         USER-047 (USER-USERTASK SET)                            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R152DS  DSECT                                     10/21/83

000000         AUTH152  DS    CL1           USER AUTHORIZATION FLAG

               *                                 X'FF' = ALL

               *                                 X'7F' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'20' = MODIFY

               *                                 X'10' = REPLACE

               *                                 X'08' = DELETE

               *                                 X'01' = DISPLAY

               *                                 X'00' = PUBLIC ACCESS

000001         RESP152  DS    CL1           USER RESPONSIBILITY FLAG
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               *                                 X'04' = DELETION

               *                                 X'02' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'01' = CREATION

               *                                 X'00' = NONE

000002         JTEXT152 DS    CL40

00002A                  DS    CL2

        0002C  R152DSLN EQU   *-#R152DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R153DS
                        COPY #R153DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***    #R153DS                         USERPANEL-153 DSECT          ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     PANEL TO USER JUNCTION RECORD BETWEEN                       ***

               ***         PANEL-118 (PANEL-USERPANEL SET) AND                     ***

               ***         USER-047  (USER-USERPANEL  SET)                         ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R153DS  DSECT                                     10/21/83

000000         AUTH153  DS    CL1           USER AUTHORIZATION FLAG

               *                                 X'FF' = ALL

               *                                 X'7F' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'20' = MODIFY

               *                                 X'10' = REPLACE

               *                                 X'08' = DELETE

               *                                 X'01' = DISPLAY

               *                                 X'00' = PUBLIC ACCESS

000001         RESP153  DS    CL1           USER RESPONSIBILITY FLAG

               *                                 X'04' = DELETION

               *                                 X'02' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'01' = CREATION

               *                                 X'00' = NONE

000002         JTEXT153 DS    CL40

00002A                  DS    CL2

        0002C  R153DSLN EQU   *-#R153DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R154DS
                        COPY #R154DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R154DS                        SYSMOD-154 DSECT             ***
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               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING A MODULE TO A SYSTEM.              ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R154DS  DSECT                                  01/27/84

000000         JTEXT154 DS    CL40          JUNCTION TEXT

        00028  R154DSLN EQU   *-#R154DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R155DS
                        COPY #R155DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R155DS                        LOOAK-155 DSECT              ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     LOAD AREA ONE-OF-A-KIND RECORD OWNING ALL LOAD              ***

               ***     MODULES LOADED FROM THE DICTIONARY.                         ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R155DS  DSECT

000000         LOOAK155 DS    CL4                 CALC KEY ('LOOK').

        00004  R155DSLN EQU   *-#R155DS

               ******************************************************************

#R156DS
                        COPY #R156DS

               ******************************************************************

               ***                                                            ***

               ***     #R156DS                         LOADHDR-156 DSECT      ***

               ***                                                            ***

               ***     OCCURRENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE CONTAIN GLOBAL         ***

               ***     INFORMATION ABOUT LOAD MODULE                          ***

               ***                                                            ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.           ***

               ***                                                            ***

               ***                                                            ***

               ***                                                            ***

               ******************************************************************
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Offset  Value 

000000         #R156DS  DSECT                                                02/17/91

        0009C  R156     EQU   156                 RECORD ID

000000         LMNAM156 DS    CL8                 MODULE NAME.

000008         LMVER156 DS    H                   VERSION NUMBER.

00000A         RLD156   DS    H                   NUMBER OF RLD ENTRIES.

00000C         EPA156   DS    F                   ENTRY POINT ADDRESS.

000010         TLEN156  DS    F                   TEXT LENGTH.

000014         DATE156  DS    CL8                 DATE OF COMPILE (MM/DD/YY).

00001C         TIME156  DS    CL6                 TIME OF COMPILE (HHMMSS).

               LHRLDEL  #FLAG X'80'               LOGICALLY DELETED MODULE.

               LHRSS    #FLAG X'40'               SUBSCHEMA

               LHRMP    #FLAG X'20'               MAP

               LHRHLP   #FLAG X'20'+X'08'         MAP HELP

               LHRDI    #FLAG X'10'               ADS DIALOG

               LHRTB    #FLAG X'08'               TABLE

               LHRMAIN  #FLAG X'04'               MAINLINE DIALOG

               LHRAM    #FLAG X'02'               ACCESS MODULE

               LHRRCM   #FLAG X'01'               RELATIONAL COMMAND MODULE

000022         FLAG1156 DS    X                   FLAG BYTE 1

        00080  LDEL156  EQU   X'80'                   LOGICALLY DELETED MODULE

        00040  SUBTB156 EQU   X'40'                   SUBSCHEMA

        00020  MAPTB156 EQU   X'20'                   MAP

        00028  MAPHL156 EQU   X'20'+X'08'             MAP HELP

        00010  DIALG156 EQU   X'10'                   ADS DIALOG

        00008  TABLE156 EQU   X'08'                   TABLE

        00004  MAINL156 EQU   X'04'                   MAINLINE DIALOG

        00002  ACCM156  EQU   X'02'                   ACCESS MODULE

        00001  RCM156   EQU   X'01'                   RELATIONAL COMMAND MODULE

000023         SEC156   DS    X                   SECURITY CLASS.

Offset  Value 

000024         SYMTB156 DS    F                   SYMBOL TABLE LENGTH

               LHRAM24  #FLAG X'80'               ON IF AMODE=24, OFF IF AMODE=31

               LHRRM24  #FLAG X'40'               ON IF RMODE=24, OFF IF RMODE=ANY

000028         MODE156  DS    X                   AMODE/RMODE FLAG

        00080  AM24156  EQU   X'80'                   AMODE 24

        00040  RM24156  EQU   X'40'                   RMODE 24

000029         STLVL156 DS    X                   SYMBOL TABLE LEVEL

        00002  STL02156 EQU   X'02'                   LIBRARY SUPPORT

        00001  STL01156 EQU   X'01'                   RELEASE 10.0

        00000  STL00156 EQU   X'00'                   PRE-RELEASE 10.0

00002A         LIBNM156 DS    CL18                LIBRARY NAME

        0003C  R156DSLN EQU   *-#R156DS

               ******************************************************************

#R157DS
                        COPY #R157DS

               ******************************************************************

               ***                                                            ***

               ***     #R157DS                        LOADTEXT-157 DSECT      ***

               ***                                                            ***
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               ***     OCCURRENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE CONTAIN THE OBJECT     ***

               ***     TEXT TO BE READ INNTO THE PROGRAM POOL.                ***

               ***                                                            ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.           ***

               ***                                                            ***

               ***                                                            ***

               ***                                                            ***

               ******************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R157DS  DSECT                                           05/30/90

000000         TEXT157  DS    CL512               OBJECT TEXT.

        00200  R157DSLN EQU   *-#R157DS

               ******************************************************************

#R158DS
                        COPY #R158DS

               ******************************************************************

               ***                                                            ***

               ***     #R158DS                        LOADCTL-158 DSECT       ***

               ***                                                            ***

               ***     THIS RECORD TYPE CONTAINS RELOCATION INFORMATION FOR   ***

               ***     ADDRESS CONSTANTS FOUND IN ASSOCIATED LOADTEXT-157     ***

               ***     RECORDS                                                ***

               ***                                                            ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.           ***

               ***                                                            ***

               ***                                                            ***

               ***                                                            ***

               ******************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R158DS  DSECT                                          01/04/90

        0009E  R158     EQU   158

000000         RLDNO158 DS    H                   NUMBER OF RLD'S IN RECORD.

000002                  DS    X                   RESERVED.

               ENT158   #FLAG X'01'               ENTRY POINT ENTRY.

000003         ENT158I  DS    0XL1

        00001  ENT158M  EQU   X'01'

               EXTN158  #FLAG X'02'               EXTRN ENTRY.

000003         EXTN158I DS    0XL1

        00002  EXTN158M EQU   X'02'

               SRLD158  #FLAG X'80'               SPECIAL RLD ENTRY.

000003         SRLD158I DS    0XL1

        00080  SRLD158M EQU   X'80'

000003         TYPE158  DS    X                   LOADCTL TYPE CODE.

        00001  ENTRY158 EQU   X'01'                   ENTRY POINT ENTRY

        00002  EXTRN158 EQU   X'02'                   EXTRN ENTRY.

        00080  SRLD158  EQU   X'80'                   SPECIAL RLD ENTRY

000004         RLDIN158 DS    CL508

000200                  ORG   RLDIN158

               AD2158   #FLAG X'80'               2-BYTE ADCON
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000004         AD2158I  DS    0XL1

        00080  AD2158M  EQU   X'80'

               AD3158   #FLAG X'40'               3-BYTE ADCON

000004         AD3158I  DS    0XL1

        00040  AD3158M  EQU   X'40'

               AD4158   #FLAG X'20'               4-BYTE ADCON

000004         AD4158I  DS    0XL1

        00020  AD4158M  EQU   X'20'

Offset  Value 

000004         BYTES158 DS    X                   NUMBER OF BYTES IN ADCON.

        00080  AD2158   EQU   X'80'                   2-BYTE ADCON

        00040  AD3158   EQU   X'40'                   3-BYTE ADCON

        00020  AD4158   EQU   X'20'                   4-BYTE ADCON

000005         OFFST158 DS    XL3                 OFFSET WITHIN MODULE OF ADCON.

000008                  ORG   BYTES158

000004         TABEN158 DS    F                   FULLWORD TABLE ENTRY.

000008                  ORG

        00200  R158DSLN EQU   *-#R158DS

               ******************************************************************

#R159DS
                        COPY #R159DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R159DS                        ELEMACT-159 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING AN ELEMENT TO A PROGRAM THAT       ***

               ***     REFERENCES OR MODIFIES THE ELEMENT                          ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R159DS  DSECT                                     09/11/85

        0009F  R159     EQU   159

000000         FUNCT159 DS    H              FUNCTION CODE

               *                                 0 = ELEMENT IS REFERENCED BY PROG

               *                                 1 = ELEMENT IS MODIFIED BY PROG

               *                                -1 = DOCUMENTATIONAL RELATIONSHIP

000002         COUNT159 DS    H              NUMBER OF TIMES REFERENCED/MODIFIED

000004         JTEXT159 DS    0CL40          JUNCTION TEXT

000004         NAME159  DS    CL32               ELEMENT OR RECORD SYNONYM NAME

000024         VER159   DS    H                  ELEMENT OR RECORD SYNONYM VERSION

000026         TYPE159  DS    CL1                1 = QUALIFIED BY ELEM SYN ONLY

               *                                 2 = QUALIFIED BY ELEMENT

               *                                 3 = QUALIFIED BY RECORD

000027         ACT159   DS    CL3                'ACT'

00002A                  DS    CL2                UNUSED

00002C                  DS    CL4            UNUSED
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        00030  R159DSLN EQU   *-#R159DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R160DS
                        COPY #R160DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R160DS                      CATENTRY-160 DSECT             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R160DS  DSECT                                     06/30/86

               .R160DS# ANOP

000000         IDENT160 DS    0CL160                              IDENTIFICATION

000000         CALC160  DS    0CL64                                  CALC KEY

000000         OWNER160 DS    CL32                                      OWNER NAME

000020         NAME160  DS    CL32                                      ENTRY NAME

000040         DESCR160 DS    CL72                                   DESCRIPTION

000088         LOC160   DS    0CL16                                  LOCATION

000088         DICT160  DS    CL8                                       DICTNAME

000090         NODE160  DS    CL8                                       NODENAME

        00098  CLRSP160 EQU   *-IDENT160

000098         TYPE160  DS    XL1                                    TYPE:

        00040  CATAL160 EQU   X'40'                                     CATALOG

        00020  GROUP160 EQU   X'20'                                     GROUP

        00008  USER160  EQU   X'08'                                     USER

        00004  FOLDR160 EQU   X'04'                                     FOLDER

        00001  OBJ160   EQU   X'01'                                     OBJECT

000099         OTYP160  DS    CL1                                    OBJECT TYPE

        000F9  SYN160   EQU   C'9'                                      SYNONYM

        000E2  SYS160   EQU   C'S'                                      SYSTEM OBJ

        000C4  DATA160  EQU   C'D'                                      DATA TABLE

        000D4  MODEL160 EQU   C'M'                                      MODEL

        000E3  TEXT160  EQU   C'T'                                      TEXT

        000D7  PIC160   EQU   C'P'                                      PICTURE

        000C7  GENER160 EQU   C'G'                                      GENERIC

00009A         FIL1X160 DS    CL2                                    RESERVED

00009C         RNUM160  DS    F                                      IDMS/R NUMBER

        000A0  IDLEN160 EQU   *-IDENT160                             L'IDENTIFICATION

0000A0         ACTRL160 DS    0CL4                                ACCESS CONTROL

0000A0         CNTRL160 DS    XL1                                    CONTROL FLAGS

        00080  FOUND160 EQU   X'80'                                     FOUNDATION

        00040  NODUP160 EQU   X'40'                                     NO DUPLICATES

        00020  NOPRO160 EQU   X'20'                                     NO PROPAGATION

        00010  LOCK160  EQU   X'10'                                     LOCKED

Offset  Value 

        00008  CRYPT160 EQU   X'08'                                     ENCRYPTED
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        00004  SECUR160 EQU   X'04'                                     ROWS SECURED

0000A1         FIL2X160 DS    XL3                                    RESERVED

        000A4  CLRZR160 EQU   *-IDENT160

0000A4         PCINF160 DS    0XL16                               PC INFORMATION

0000A4         SEED160  DS    0CL4                                ENTITY DEF NO SEED

0000A4         LNUM160  DS    PL5                                 LETTER NUMBER

0000A9                  DS    XL11                                FILLER

0000B4         UBYTS160 DS    F                                   USO BYTE USE

0000B8         BYTES160 DS    F                                   IDMSR BYTE USE

0000BC         AFLLN160 DS    H                                   AFFILIATION SIZE

0000BE         STKLN160 DS    H                                   STACK SIZE

0000C0         LSTLN160 DS    H                                   LIST SIZE

0000C2         FIL3X160 DS    H                                   FILLER

        00008  DFLSZ160 EQU   *-AFLLN160

0000C4         STAMP160 DS    0CL200                              TIMESTAMPS

0000C4         CRETS160 DS    0CL40                                  CREATION STAMP

0000C4         CREDT160 DS    PL4                                       DATE

0000C8         CRETM160 DS    PL4                                       TIME

0000CC         CREID160 DS    CL32                                      CREATOR

        00028  TSLEN160 EQU   *-CRETS160                             L'ANY TIMESTAMP

0000EC         ACCTS160 DS    0CL40                                  ACCESS STAMP

0000EC         ACCDT160 DS    PL4                                       DATE

0000F0         ACCTM160 DS    PL4                                       TIME

0000F4         ACCID160 DS    CL32                                      ACCESSOR

000114         SONTS160 ORG   ACCTS160                               SIGNON STAMP

0000EC         SONDT160 DS    PL4                                       DATE

0000F0         SONTM160 DS    PL4                                       TIME

0000F4         SONOD160 DS    CL8                                       SIGNON NODE

0000FC                  DS    CL24                                      FILLER

000114         MODTS160 DS    0CL40                                  MODIFY STAMP

000114         MODDT160 DS    PL4                                       DATE

000118         MODTM160 DS    PL4                                       TIME

00011C         MODID160 DS    CL32                                      MODIFIER

00013C         RDFTS160 DS    0CL40                                  REDEFINE STAMP

00013C         RDFDT160 DS    PL4                                       DATE

000140         RDFTM160 DS    PL4                                       TIME

000144         RDFID160 DS    CL32                                      REDEFINER

000164         ALTTS160 DS    0CL40                                  ALTERATION STAMP

000164         ALTDT160 DS    PL4                                       DATE

000168         ALTTM160 DS    PL4                                       TIME

00016C         ALTID160 DS    CL32                                      ALTERANT

        000A0  CLRTS160 EQU   *-ACCTS160                             L'TO INITIALIZE

        0018C  R160DSLN EQU   *-#R160DS                           LENGTH OF R160

               ***********************************************************************

#R161DS
                        COPY #R161DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R161DS                        CATNEST-161 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***
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               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R161DS  DSECT                                     12/04/85

               .R161DS# ANOP

000000         NAME161  DS    CL32               MEMBER NAME

000020         TYPE161  DS    XL1                MEMBER TYPE

        00040  CATAL161 EQU   X'40'                   CATALOG

        00020  GROUP161 EQU   X'20'                   GROUP

        00008  USER161  EQU   X'08'                   USER

        00004  FOLDR161 EQU   X'04'                   FOLDER

        00001  OBJ161   EQU   X'01'                   OBJECT

000021         OTYP161  DS    CL1                MEMBER OBJECT TYPE

        000F9  SYN161   EQU   C'9'                    SYNONYM

        000E2  SYS161   EQU   C'S'                    SYSTEM OBJECT

        000C4  DATA161  EQU   C'D'                    DATA TABLE

        000D4  MODEL161 EQU   C'M'                    MODEL

        000E3  TEXT161  EQU   C'T'                    TEXT

        000D7  PIC161   EQU   C'P'                    GRAPH

000022         LSTAT161 DS    CL1                LETTER STATUS (MAIL)

000023         FLAG161  DS    CL1                FLAG BYTE

        00080  RRCPT161 EQU   X'80'                   RETURN RECEIPT

        00004  CLRZR161 EQU   *-TYPE161

        00024  R161DSLN EQU   *-#R161DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R162DS
                        COPY #R162DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R162DS                        CATPASSKEY-162 DSECT         ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R162DS  DSECT                                     12/04/85

               .R162DS# ANOP

000000         KEYS162  DS    XL1                PASSKEYS

        00080  BRSE162  EQU   X'80'                   BROWSE

        00040  LIST162  EQU   X'40'                   LIST

        00020  COPY162  EQU   X'20'                   COPY

        00010  CREA162  EQU   X'10'                   CREATE

        00008  ADD162   EQU   X'08'                   ADD ROWS

        00004  MOD162   EQU   X'04'                   MODIFY

        00002  ERASE162 EQU   X'02'                   ERASE
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        00001  REDEF162 EQU   X'01'                   REDEFINE

000001         KEYSX162 DS    XL1                PASSKEYS (CONTINUED)

        00080  MAN162   EQU   X'80'                   MANAGEMENT

000002         KEYXX162 DS    CL1                RESERVED

000003         KCTL162  DS    XL1                PASSKEY CONTROL

        00080  FOUND162 EQU   X'80'                  FOUNDATION

        00040  SYNO162  EQU   X'40'                   SYNONYM

        00004  CLRZR162 EQU   *-KEYS162

000004         GRANT162 DS    CL32               GRANTEE

        00024  R162DSLN EQU   *-#R162DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R163DS
                        COPY #R163DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R163DS                        CATEXT-163 DSECT             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R163DS  DSECT                                     06/30/86

               .R163DS# ANOP

000000         LEN163   DS    H                                   EXTENSION LENGTH

000002         IDENT163 DS    CL4                                 EXTENSION ID

000006         DATA163  DS    CL506                               EXTENSION DATA

000200                  ORG   DATA163

000006         DFLTS163 DS   0CL70                                OWNER DEFAULTS

000006         ALLOC163 DS   0CL32                                   ALLOCATIONS

000006         ALPRI163 DS    XL4                                       PRIMARY

00000A         ALSEC163 DS    XL4                                       SECONDARY

00000E         ALMAX163 DS    XL4                                       REC MAX

000012         ALTOT163 DS    XL4                                       RECS MAX

000016         AREA163  DS    CL16                                      AREA NAME

000026         MODEL163 DS   0CL30                                   MODELS

000026         MAPNM163 DS    CL8                                       MAP NAME

00002E         MAPVR163 DS    H                                         MAP VERS

000030         DLGNM163 DS    CL8                                       DIALOG NAME

000038         DLGVR163 DS    H                                         DIALOG VERS

00003A         SSCNM163 DS    CL8                                       SSC NAME

000042         SSCVR163 DS    H                                         SSC VERS

000044         AUTH163  DS    F                                      GLOBAL PASSKEYS

000048         UOMAX163 DS    F                                      MAX USO BYTES

        0004A  DFLEN163 EQU   *-IDENT163                             SIZE OF "DFLT"

00004C                  ORG   DATA163

000006         RSEC163  DS   0CL495                               ROW SECURITY

000006         SECUR163 DS    CL8                                    SECURITY NAME

00000E         ETC163   DS    CL1                                    CONTINUE FLAG
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        0000D  ASLEN163 EQU   *-IDENT163                             INIT SIZE ASGN

00000F         MAP163   DS   0CL486                                  COLUMN MAPPING

00000F         MAPA163  DS   0CL18                                      NAME MAP A

00000F         GENA163  DS    CL16                                         GEN NAME A

00001F         SEQA163  DS    CL2                                          SEQ NUMB A

        00012  MAPLN163 EQU   *-MAPA163                              L'MAP ENTRY

Offset  Value 

000021         MAPB163  DS   0CL18                                      NAME MAP B

000021         GENB163  DS    CL16                                         GEN NAME B

000031         SEQB163  DS    CL2                                          SEQ NUMB B

000033         MAPC163  DS   0CL18                                      NAME MAP C

000033         GENC163  DS    CL16                                         GEN NAME C

000043         SEQC163  DS    CL2                                          SEQ NUMB C

000045         MAPD163  DS   0CL18                                      NAME MAP D

000045         GEND163  DS    CL16                                         GEN NAME D

000055         SEQD163  DS    CL2                                          SEQ NUMB D

000057         MAPE163  DS   0CL18                                      NAME MAP E

000057         GENE163  DS    CL16                                         GEN NAME E

000067         SEQE163  DS    CL2                                          SEQ NUMB E

000069         MAPF163  DS   0CL18                                      NAME MAP F

000069         GENF163  DS    CL16                                         GEN NAME F

000079         SEQF163  DS    CL2                                          SEQ NUMB F

00007B         MAPG163  DS   0CL18                                      NAME MAP G

00007B         GENG163  DS    CL16                                         GEN NAME G

00008B         SEQG163  DS    CL2                                          SEQ NUMB G

00008D         MAPH163  DS   0CL18                                      NAME MAP H

00008D         GENH163  DS    CL16                                         GEN NAME I

00009D         SEQH163  DS    CL2                                          SEQ NUMB I

00009F         MAPI163  DS   0CL18                                      NAME MAP I

00009F         GENI163  DS    CL16                                         GEN NAME I

0000AF         SEQI163  DS    CL2                                          SEQ NUMB I

0000B1         MAPJ163  DS   0CL18                                      NAME MAP J

0000B1         GENJ163  DS    CL16                                         GEN NAME I

0000C1         SEQJ163  DS    CL2                                          SEQ NUMB I

0000C3         MAPK163  DS   0CL18                                      NAME MAP K

0000C3         GENK163  DS    CL16                                         GEN NAME I

0000D3         SEQK163  DS    CL2                                          SEQ NUMB I

0000D5         MAPL163  DS   0CL18                                      NAME MAP L

0000D5         GENL163  DS    CL16                                         GEN NAME I

0000E5         SEQL163  DS    CL2                                          SEQ NUMB I

0000E7         MAPM163  DS   0CL18                                      NAME MAP M

0000E7         GENM163  DS    CL16                                         GEN NAME I

0000F7         SEQM163  DS    CL2                                          SEQ NUMB I

0000F9         MAPN163  DS   0CL18                                      NAME MAP N

0000F9         GENN163  DS    CL16                                         GEN NAME I

000109         SEQN163  DS    CL2                                          SEQ NUMB I

00010B         MAPO163  DS   0CL18                                      NAME MAP O

00010B         GENO163  DS    CL16                                         GEN NAME I

00011B         SEQO163  DS    CL2                                          SEQ NUMB I

00011D         MAPP163  DS   0CL18                                      NAME MAP P

00011D         GENP163  DS    CL16                                         GEN NAME I

00012D         SEQP163  DS    CL2                                          SEQ NUMB I

00012F         MAPQ163  DS   0CL18                                      NAME MAP Q
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00012F         GENQ163  DS    CL16                                         GEN NAME I

00013F         SEQQ163  DS    CL2                                          SEQ NUMB I

Offset  Value 

000141         MAPR163  DS   0CL18                                      NAME MAP R

000141         GENR163  DS    CL16                                         GEN NAME I

000151         SEQR163  DS    CL2                                          SEQ NUMB I

000153         MAPS163  DS   0CL18                                      NAME MAP S

000153         GENS163  DS    CL16                                         GEN NAME I

000163         SEQS163  DS    CL2                                          SEQ NUMB I

000165         MAPT163  DS   0CL18                                      NAME MAP T

000165         GENT163  DS    CL16                                         GEN NAME I

000175         SEQT163  DS    CL2                                          SEQ NUMB I

000177         MAPU163  DS   0CL18                                      NAME MAP U

000177         GENU163  DS    CL16                                         GEN NAME I

000187         SEQU163  DS    CL2                                          SEQ NUMB I

000189         MAPV163  DS   0CL18                                      NAME MAP V

000189         GENV163  DS    CL16                                         GEN NAME I

000199         SEQV163  DS    CL2                                          SEQ NUMB I

00019B         MAPW163  DS   0CL18                                      NAME MAP W

00019B         GENW163  DS    CL16                                         GEN NAME I

0001AB         SEQW163  DS    CL2                                          SEQ NUMB I

0001AD         MAPX163  DS   0CL18                                      NAME MAP X

0001AD         GENX163  DS    CL16                                         GEN NAME I

0001BD         SEQX163  DS    CL2                                          SEQ NUMB I

0001BF         MAPY163  DS   0CL18                                      NAME MAP Y

0001BF         GENY163  DS    CL16                                         GEN NAME I

0001CF         SEQY163  DS    CL2                                          SEQ NUMB I

0001D1         MAPZ163  DS   0CL18                                      NAME MAP Z

0001D1         GENZ163  DS    CL16                                         GEN NAME I

0001E1         SEQZ163  DS    CL2                                          SEQ NUMB I

0001E3         MAP0163  DS   0CL18                                      NAME MAP 0

0001E3         GEN0163  DS    CL16                                         GEN NAME I

0001F3         SEQ0163  DS    CL2                                          SEQ NUMB I

        001E6  MAPMX163 EQU   *-MAPA163                              L'ALL MAPS

        001F3  RSLEN163 EQU   *-IDENT163                             SIZE OF "ASGN"

0001F5                  ORG

        00200  R163DSLN EQU   *-#R163DS                           LENGTH OF R163

               ***********************************************************************

#R164DS
                        COPY #R164DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R164DS                        CATRNUM-164 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 
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000000         #R164DS  DSECT                                     12/04/85

               .R164DS# ANOP

000000         RNUM164  DS    F                  IDMSR NUMBER

        00004  R164DSLN EQU   *-#R164DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R170DS
                        COPY #R170DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R170DS                        SYSMO-170 DSECT              ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     Occurrences of this record type represent IDMS-DC/UCF       ***

               ***     systems and IDMS Central Versions.                          ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     System Meta-object Definition - same as SYS-041 System      ***

               ***     Source Definition                                           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R170DS  DSECT

000000         SYNAM170 DS    CL32                SYSTEM NAME

000020         SYVER170 DS    H                   SYSTEM VERSION NUMBER

000022         BLDR170  DS    CL1                 BUILDER CODE

               *SYSGEN-BUILT-170                       'G'

               *SYSGN2-BUILT-170                       'R'

               *DICT-BUILT-170                         'D'

               *APPLICATION-GENERATOR-BUILT-170        'P'

000023                  DS    CL1                 UNUSED

000024         DESCR170 DS    CL40                DESCRIPTION

00004C         DATLU170 DS    CL8                 DATE LAST USED

000054         DATCR170 DS    CL8                 DATE CREATED

00005C         PREBY170 DS    CL8                 PREPARED BY

000064         REVBY170 DS    CL8                 REVISED BY

00006C         DBNAM170 DS    CL8                 SYSCTL DBNAME

000074         GENID170 DS    CL8                 CV GENERATION ID

00007C         LOGF1170 DS    CL8                 LOG FILE 1

000084         LOGF2170 DS    CL8                 LOG FILE 2

00008C         DDNAM170 DS    CL8                 SYSCTL DDNAME

000094         SYSID170 DS    CL8                 SYSTEM ID                      12.0

00009C         LOGTY170 DS    CL8                 LOG FILE TYPE

0000A4         NDNAM170 DS    CL8                 SYSCTL NODE NAME

0000AC         LOGC1170 DS    F                   LOG COUNT 1

0000B0         LOGC2170 DS    F                   LOG COUNT 2

0000B4         CWASZ170 DS    F                   CWA SIZE IN BYTES

0000B8         SROLH170 DS    XL1                 STATISTICS INTERVAL ROLL: HOURS 18.0

0000B9         SROLM170 DS    XL1                 STATISTICS INTERVAL ROLL: MINS  18.0
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0000BA         SROLI170 DS    H                   STATISTICS INTERVAL ROLL: INTVL 18.0

0000BC         MAXSL170 DS    F                   MAXIMUM SYSTEM LOCKS

Offset  Value 

0000C0         TICKI170 DS    H                   TICK INTERVAL

0000C2         OSCOD170 DS    H                   OS ROUTE CODES

0000C4         OSDES170 DS    H                   OS DESCRIPTION CODES

0000C6         ABEND170 DS    H                   ABEND STORAGE IN WORDS

0000C8         MAXTK170 DS    H                   MAXIMUM TASKS

0000CA         ECBSZ170 DS    H                   LENGTH OF EXTERNAL ECBLIST

0000CC         DDINT170 DS    H                   DEADLOCK DETECTION INTERVAL

0000CE         DDSTI170 DS    H                   DEADLOCK STALL INTERVAL

0000D0         RECOV170 DS    H                   RECOVERY WAIT                  15.0

0000D2         STACK170 DS    H                   STACKSIZE

0000D4         RLES#170 DS    H                   NUMBER OF RLE'S

0000D6         RCES#170 DS    H                   NUMBER OF RCE'S

0000D8         DPES#170 DS    H                   NUMBER OF DPE'S

0000DA         RUNWY170 DS    H                   RUNAWAY INTERVAL IN SECONDS

0000DC         INACT170 DS    H                   INACTIVE INTERVAL IN SECONDS

0000DE         TRACE170 DS    H                   NUMBER OF TRACE ENTRIES

0000E0                  DS    H                     UNUSED                       12.0

0000E2         EWAIT170 DS    H                   IDMS EXTERNAL WAIT

0000E4         IWAIT170 DS    H                   IDMS INTERNAL WAIT

0000E6         MAXER170 DS    H                   MAXIMUM ERUS

0000E8         SROLH170 DS    XL1                 STATISTICS INTERVAL ROLL: HOURS 18.0

0000E9         SROLM170 DS    XL1                 STATISTICS INTERVAL ROLL: MINS  18.0

0000EA         UTRAC170 DS    H                   NUMBER OF USER TRACE BUFFS

0000EC         QUERU170 DS   0H                   # OF QUEUE    RU'S

0000EC         SCRRU170 DS    H                   # OF SCR/QUE  RU'S      (OBSOLETE)

0000EE         MSGRU170 DS    H                   # OF MSG DICT RU'S

0000F0         SGNRU170 DS    H                   # OF SIGNON   RU'S

0000F2         AUTOI170 DS    H                   AUTOSTAT INTERVAL

0000F4         OPSYS170 DS    X                   OPERATING SYSTEM

               *                                  1 - MVS

               *                                  2 - SVS

               *                                  3 - VS1

               *                                  4 - MVT

               *                                  5 - MFT

               *                                  6 - DVS

               *                                  7 - DOS

               *                                  9 - BS2

0000F5         CV#170   DS    AL1                 CENTRAL VERSION NUMBER

0000F6         CHKTK170 DS    AL1                 # OF CHECK USER TASKS

0000F7         DPRTY170 DS    AL1                 DEFAULT RUN UNIT PRIORITY

0000F8         LOGTP170 DS    AL1                 LOG DEVICE TYPE

0000F9         SVC#170  DS    AL1                 SVC NUMBER

0000FA         PROTK170 DS    X                   ALTERNATE PROTECT KEY

               STTI170  #FLAG X'80'               STATS BY TIME INTERVAL

0000FB         STTI170I DS    0XL1

        00080  STTI170M EQU   X'80'

               STTK170  #FLAG X'40'               STATS BY TASK

0000FB         STTK170I DS    0XL1

        00040  STTK170M EQU   X'40'

               STLI170  #FLAG X'20'               STATS BY LINE
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Offset  Value 

0000FB         STLI170I DS    0XL1

        00020  STLI170M EQU   X'20'

               STUS170  #FLAG X'10'               STATS BY USER

0000FB         STUS170I DS    0XL1

        00010  STUS170M EQU   X'10'

               STWT170  #FLAG X'08'               STATS WRITTEN FOR TASK

0000FB         STWT170I DS    0XL1

        00008  STWT170M EQU   X'08'

               TRSV170  #FLAG X'04'               Save trace entries             18.0

0000FB         TRSV170I DS    0XL1

        00004  TRSV170M EQU   X'04'

               LOGD170  #FLAG X'02'               LOG TO DATA BASE

0000FB         LOGD170I DS    0XL1

        00002  LOGD170M EQU   X'02'

               ABRU170  #FLAG X'01'               ABRU SNAP

0000FB         ABRU170I DS    0XL1

        00001  ABRU170M EQU   X'01'

0000FB         FLAG1170 DS    X           FLAG 1

               *

               PROT170  #FLAG X'80'               PROTECT

0000FC         PROT170I DS    0XL1

        00080  PROT170M EQU   X'80'

               DUMP170  #FLAG X'40'               DUMP

0000FC         DUMP170I DS    0XL1

        00040  DUMP170M EQU   X'40'

               MPSY170  #FLAG X'20'               MP SYSTEM

0000FC         MPSY170I DS    0XL1

        00020  MPSY170M EQU   X'20'

               STRA170  #FLAG X'10'               SYSTEM TRACE ON

0000FC         STRA170I DS    0XL1

        00010  STRA170M EQU   X'10'

               UTRA170  #FLAG X'08'               USER TRACE ON

0000FC         UTRA170I DS    0XL1

        00008  UTRA170M EQU   X'08'

               NCOM170  #FLAG X'04'               NO COMPILE INDICATOR

0000FC         NCOM170I DS    0XL1

        00004  NCOM170M EQU   X'04'

               JRET170  #FLAG X'02'               JOURNAL RETRIEVAL

0000FC         JRET170I DS    0XL1

        00002  JRET170M EQU   X'02'

               STTR170  #FLAG X'01'               STATS BY TRANSACTION           12.0

0000FC         STTR170I DS    0XL1

        00001  STTR170M EQU   X'01'

0000FC         FLAG2170 DS    X           FLAG 2

               *

               RETL170  #FLAG X'80'               RETRIEVAL LOCKING

0000FD         RETL170I DS    0XL1

        00080  RETL170M EQU   X'80'

               MENC170  #FLAG X'40'               ON - MULT USE OF LE ENCLAVE ON  R160

0000FD         MENC170I DS    0XL1

        00040  MENC170M EQU   X'40'

               EVCV170  #FLAG X'20'               EVAL CENTURE VALIDATION.        18.0
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0000FD         EVCV170I DS    0XL1

        00020  EVCV170M EQU   X'20'

               ULCK170  #FLAG X'10'               UPDATE LOCKING

Offset  Value 

0000FD         ULCK170I DS    0XL1

        00010  ULCK170M EQU   X'10'

               NCPY170  #FLAG X'08'               AUTOMATIC NEW COPY             12.0

0000FD         NCPY170I DS    0XL1

        00008  NCPY170M EQU   X'08'

               SNTN170  #FLAG X'04'               TASK SNAP TRACE OFF             18.0

0000FD         SNTN170I DS    0XL1

        00004  SNTN170M EQU   X'04'

               SNTT170  #FLAG X'02'               TASK SNAP TRACE TASK            18.0

0000FD         SNTT170I DS    0XL1

        00002  SNTT170M EQU   X'02'

               SCRU170  #FLAG X'01'               SCRATCH/QUEUE JOURNAL BEFORE ONLY

0000FD         SCRU170I DS    0XL1

        00001  SCRU170M EQU   X'01'

0000FD         FLAG3170 DS    X           FLAG 3

               *

               UAM170   #FLAG X'80'               UNDEFINED AM  LOADABLE         12.0

0000FE         UAM170I  DS    0XL1

        00080  UAM170M  EQU   X'80'

               SC64170  #FLAG X'40'               Scratch in 64-bit storage

0000FE         SC64170I DS    0XL1

        00040  SC64170M EQU   X'40'

               USUB170  #FLAG X'20'               UNDEFINED SUBSCHEMAS LOADABLE

0000FE         USUB170I DS    0XL1

        00020  USUB170M EQU   X'20'

               UMAP170  #FLAG X'10'               UNDEFINED MAPS LOADABLE

0000FE         UMAP170I DS    0XL1

        00010  UMAP170M EQU   X'10'

               UTAB170  #FLAG X'08'               UNDEFINED TABLES LOADABLE

0000FE         UTAB170I DS    0XL1

        00008  UTAB170M EQU   X'08'

               UDIA170  #FLAG X'04'               UNDEFINED DIALOGS LOADABLE

0000FE         UDIA170I DS    0XL1

        00004  UDIA170M EQU   X'04'

               *                                  ALL OF THE ABOVE "LOADABLE VALUES"

               ULOD170  #FLAG USUB170M+UMAP170M+UTAB170M+UDIA170M+UAM170M        12.0

0000FE         ULOD170I DS    0XL1

        000BC  ULOD170M EQU   USUB170M+UMAP170M+UTAB170M+UDIA170M+UAM170M

               SCXA170  #FLAG X'02'               SCRATCH IN XA STORAGE          12.0

0000FE         SCXA170I DS    0XL1

        00002  SCXA170M EQU   X'02'

               BLDL170  #FLAG X'01'               BLDL'S AT STARTUP

0000FE         BLDL170I DS    0XL1

        00001  BLDL170M EQU   X'01'

0000FE         FLAG4170 DS    X           FLAG 4

               *

0000FF         RPTRE170 DS    X                   PRINTED REPORT RETENTION PERIOD

000100         QUERE170 DS    XL1                 QUE RETENTION PERIOD            18.0

000101         MSGRE170 DS    XL1                 MESSAGE RETENTION PERIOD        18.0
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               SNOD170  #FLAG X'80'               SYSCTL NODENAME ALWAYS/DEFAULT

000102         SNOD170I DS    0XL1

        00080  SNOD170M EQU   X'80'

               SDBN170  #FLAG X'40'               SYSCTL DBNAME ALWAYS/DEFAULT

000102         SDBN170I DS    0XL1

        00040  SDBN170M EQU   X'40'

               MSON170  #FLAG X'20'               MULTIPLE SIGNONS ALLOWED

Offset  Value 

000102         MSON170I DS    0XL1

        00020  MSON170M EQU   X'20'

               OLQS170  #FLAG X'10'               OLQ    IN THIS SYSTEM

000102         OLQS170I DS    0XL1

        00010  OLQS170M EQU   X'10'

               ADSO170  #FLAG X'08'               ADSO   IN THIS SYSTEM

000102         ADSO170I DS    0XL1

        00008  ADSO170M EQU   X'08'

               PFKS170  #FLAG X'04'               PFKEYS IN THIS SYSTEM

000102         PFKS170I DS    0XL1

        00004  PFKS170M EQU   X'04'

               OLMK170  #FLAG X'02'               ONLINE MAPPING KEYS ARE DEFINED

000102         OLMK170I DS    0XL1

        00002  OLMK170M EQU   X'02'

               PAGR170  #FLAG X'01'               PAGE RELEASE TURNED ON.

000102         PAGR170I DS    0XL1

        00001  PAGR170M EQU   X'01'

000102         FLAG5170 DS    X           FLAG 5

               *

               IDDS170  #FLAG X'80'               IDD IS IN THIS SYSTEM

000103         IDDS170I DS    0XL1

        00080  IDDS170M EQU   X'80'

               TCPI170  #FLAG X'40'               TCP/IP IN THIS SYSTEM

000103         TCPI170I DS    0XL1

        00040  TCPI170M EQU   X'40'

               STIR170  #FLAG X'20'               STATS ROLL                      18.0

000103         STIR170I DS    0XL1

        00020  STIR170M EQU   X'20'

               STDI170  #FLAG X'10'               STATS BY DBIO WRITE

000103         STDI170I DS    0XL1

        00010  STDI170M EQU   X'10'

               ENOL170  #FLAG X'08'               LIMITS FOR ONLINE ARE ENABLED

000103         ENOL170I DS    0XL1

        00008  ENOL170M EQU   X'08'

               DIOL170  #FLAG X'04'               LIMITS FOR ONLINE ARE DISABLED

000103         DIOL170I DS    0XL1

        00004  DIOL170M EQU   X'04'

               ENEX170  #FLAG X'02'               LIMITS FOR EXTERNAL ARE ENABLED

000103         ENEX170I DS    0XL1

        00002  ENEX170M EQU   X'02'

               DIEX170  #FLAG X'01'               LIMITS FOR EXTERNAL NOT ENFORCED

000103         DIEX170I DS    0XL1

        00001  DIEX170M EQU   X'01'

000103         FLAG6170 DS    X           FLAG 6

               *
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               SUNP170  #FLAG X'80'               SUPPRESS USER NEWPAGE NATIVE

000104         SUNP170I DS    0XL1

        00080  SUNP170M EQU   X'80'

               SUNN170  #FLAG X'40'               SUPPRESS USER NEWPAGE NONNATIVE

000104         SUNN170I DS    0XL1

        00040  SUNN170M EQU   X'40'

               SSCL170  #FLAG X'20'               SUPPRESS SCS CR/LF AT REPT BEGIN

Offset  Value 

000104         SSCL170I DS    0XL1

        00020  SSCL170M EQU   X'20'

               SNNL170  #FLAG X'10'               SUPPRESS NEWPAGE NEWLINE

000104         SNNL170I DS    0XL1

        00010  SNNL170M EQU   X'10'

               ANEN170  #FLAG X'08'               AUTO NEWPAGE END OF NATIVE REPT

000104         ANEN170I DS    0XL1

        00008  ANEN170M EQU   X'08'

               ANNN170  #FLAG X'04'               AUTO NEWPAGE END OF NONNATIVE REPT

000104         ANNN170I DS    0XL1

        00004  ANNN170M EQU   X'04'

               SNBN170  #FLAG X'02'               SUPPRESS NEWPAGE BEGIN NATIVE REPT

000104         SNBN170I DS    0XL1

        00002  SNBN170M EQU   X'02'

               SNNN170  #FLAG X'01'               SUPPRESS NEWPAGE BEGIN NONNAT REPT

000104         SNNN170I DS    0XL1

        00001  SNNN170M EQU   X'01'

000104         FLAG7170 DS    X           FLAG 7 - PRINTER FORMFEED OPTIONS      15.0

               *

               ENDJ170  #FLAG X'80'               On - write ENDJ not COMT        R160

000105         ENDJ170I DS    0XL1

        00080  ENDJ170M EQU   X'80'

               NLIC170  #FLAG X'40'               On - assign new LID on COMMIT   R160

000105         NLIC170I DS    0XL1

        00040  NLIC170M EQU   X'40'

               NLIB170  #FLAG X'20'               On - assign new LID on ROLLBK   R160

000105         NLIB170I DS    0XL1

        00020  NLIB170M EQU   X'20'

               TXNS170  #FLAG X'10'               On - Transaction Sharing ON     R160

000105         TXNS170I DS    0XL1

        00010  TXNS170M EQU   X'10'

               SYNS170  #FLAG X'08'               System snap disabled   R17.0 DAP

000105         SYNS170I DS    0XL1

        00008  SYNS170M EQU   X'08'

               SYNP170  #FLAG X'04'               System photo disabled  R17.0 DAP

000105         SYNP170I DS    0XL1

        00004  SYNP170M EQU   X'04'

               TANS170  #FLAG X'02'               Task snap disabled     R17.0 DAP

000105         TANS170I DS    0XL1

        00002  TANS170M EQU   X'02'

               TANP170  #FLAG X'01'               Task photo disabled    R17.0 DAP

000105         TANP170I DS    0XL1

        00001  TANP170M EQU   X'01'

000105         FLAG8170 DS    X           FLAG 8 -                                R160

               *
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000106         PFKS#170 DS    H                   COUNT OF PFK APP RECORDS

000108                  DS    CL8                 RESERVED

Offset  Value 

000110         PKAID170 DS    XL1                 3270 PRINT KEY AID VALUE

               *

               DPEA170  #FLAG X'80'               DPE AUTOTUNE ON                 18.0

000111         DPEA170I DS    0XL1

        00080  DPEA170M EQU   X'80'

               RCEA170  #FLAG X'40'               RCE AUTOTUNE ON                 18.0

000111         RCEA170I DS    0XL1

        00040  RCEA170M EQU   X'40'

               RLEA170  #FLAG X'20'               RLE AUTOTUNE ON                 18.0

000111         RLEA170I DS    0XL1

        00020  RLEA170M EQU   X'20'

               SYLA170  #FLAG X'10'               SYSLOCKS AUTOTUNE ON            18.0

000111         SYLA170I DS    0XL1

        00010  SYLA170M EQU   X'10'

000111         FLAG9170 DS    X           FLAG 9 - AUTOTUNE                       18.0

               *

000112         PRCKP170 DS    H                   PRINT CHECKPOINT PAGES

               *

000114         LODRU170 DS    H                   # OF LOADER   RU'S

               *

000116         PNULL170 DS    H                   # OF PRIMARY NULL PDES TO ALLOCATE

000118         SNULL170 DS    H                   # OF SECNDRY NULL PDES TO ALLOCATE

00011A         AUTOT170 DS    H                   AUTO TIMEOUT INTERVAL

00011C         AUTOP170 DS    CL8                 AUTO TIMEOUT PROGRAM NAME

000124         AUTOL170 DS    CL8                 LOADLIB FOR AUTO TIMEOUT PROGRAM

00012C         AUTOV170 DS    H                   AUTO TIMEOUT PROGRAM VERSION

00012E         USCNT170 DS    H                   COUNT OF USERS AUTHORIZED FOR ALL

               ***----------------------------------------------------***

               ***  ITEM COUNTERS: NUMBER OF EACH TYPE CONTROL BLOCK  ***

               ***                 TO BE GENERATED AT RUN TIME.       ***

               ***----------------------------------------------------***

000130         PDE#170  DS    H                   # OF PDE'S

000132         TDE#170  DS    H                   # OF TDE'S

000134         QDE#170  DS    H                   # OF QDE'S

000136         PLE#170  DS    H                   # OF PLE'S

000138         PTE#170  DS    H                   # OF PTE'S

00013A         LTE#170  DS    H                   # OF LTE'S

00013C         DDE#170  DS    H                   # OF DDE'S

00013E                  DS    H                     UNUSED                       12.0

000140                  DS    H                     UNUSED                       12.0

000142         PROG#170 DS    H                   # OF IDMS PROGRAMS CVGDEFS

000144         TCFT#170 DS    H                   # OF TASKS UNDER TCF CONTROL

000146         MAPT#170 DS    H                   # OF MAPTYPE'S

000148                  DS    H                     UNUSED                       12.0

00014A         LDLS#170 DS    H                   # OF LOADLIST  CVGDEFS

00014C         RUNU#170 DS    H                   # OF RUN UNITS CVGDEFS

00014E         SECRU170 DS    H                   # OF SECURITY RU'S             12.0

000150         QCAC#170 DS    H                   # OF SQL CACHE     CVGDEFS     16.0

000152         TCPS#170 DS    H                   # OF TCPIP STACKS  CVGDEFS     17.0

000154         STGL170  DS    F                   ON-LINE STORAGE LIMIT
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000158                  DS    F                     UNUSED                       12.0

00015C                  DS    F                     UNUSED                       12.0

000160         LCKL170  DS    F                   ON-LINE LOCK LIMIT

000164         CALL170  DS    F                   ON-LINE CALL LIMIT

000168         DIOL170  DS    F                   ON-LINE DATABASE I/O LIMIT

00016C         EXSTG170 DS    F                   EXTERNAL STORAGE LIMIT

000170                  DS    F                     UNUSED                       12.0

000174                  DS    F                     UNUSED                       12.0

000178         EXLCK170 DS    F                   EXTERNAL LOCK LIMIT

00017C         EXCAL170 DS    F                   EXTERNAL CALL LIMIT

000180         EXDIO170 DS    F                   EXTERNAL DATABASE I/O LIMIT

000184         SPOOL170 DS    F                   STORAGE POOL IN K

000188         SCUSH170 DS    F                   STORAGE CUSHION IN K

Offset  Value 

00018C         PPOOL170 DS    F                   PROGRAM POOL IN K

000190         RPOOL170 DS    F                   REENTRANT POOL SIZE IN K

000194         XPOOL170 DS    F                   XA PROGRAM POOL IN K

000198         XRENT170 DS    F                   XA REENTRANT POOL SIZE IN K

00019C         XSTG170  DS    F                   XA STORAGE POOL SIZE

0001A0         SCRPV170 DS    H                   Scratch Primary value

0001A2         SCRSV170 DS    H                   Scratch Secondary value

0001A4         SCRLV170 DS    H                   Scratch Limit value

0001A6         SCRPX170 DS    C                   Scratch Primary exponent

0001A7         SCRSX170 DS    C                   Scratch Secondary exponent

0001A8         SCRLX170 DS    C                   Scratch Limit exponent

0001A9         TRCTX170 DS    C                   Trace table size exponent      18.0

0001AA         TRCTB170 DS    H                   Trace table size value         18.0

0001AC         SQLRL170 DS    F                   SQL ROW LIMIT             IDMS/5408

0001B0                  DS    3F                  RESERVED FOR NEW FULLWORD COUNTERS

0001BC         PUBL170 DS     X             PUBLIC ACCESS AUTHORITY FLAG

               *                                X'FF' = ALL

               *                                X'7F' = UPDATE

               *                                X'20' = MODIFY

               *                                X'10' = REPLACE

               *                                X'08' = DELETE

               *                                X'01' = DISPLAY

               *                                X'00' = NONE

0001BD         LOADL170 DS    CL8           LOADLIST NAME

0001C5         RELTH170 DS    X             RELOCATABLE THRESHOLD % NUMBER

0001C6         AAQTH170 DS    H             AREA ACQUISITION THRESHOLD           12.0

0001C8         AAQRC170 DS    H             AREA ACQUISITION RETRY COUNT         12.0

0001CA         JFRGI170 DS    H             JOURNAL FRAGMENT INTERVAL            12.0

0001CC         JTRLV170 DS    H             JOURNAL TRANSACTION LEVEL            12.0

0001CE         SYSRU170 DS    H             # OF SYSTEM RU'S                     12.0

0001D0                  DS    H               UNUSED                             16.2

0001D2         QWAIT170 DS    H             QUIESCE WAIT INTERVAL                15.0

               MQSD170  #FLAG X'80'         MQ in this system               IDMS/5403

0001D4         MQSD170I DS    0XL1

        00080  MQSD170M EQU   X'80'

               SAEX170  #FLAG X'02'         Dynamic Subpool Exansion        IDMS/5534

0001D4         SAEX170I DS    0XL1

        00002  SAEX170M EQU   X'02'

0001D4         FLG10170 DS    X             FLAG 10 -                       IDMS/5403
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0001D5         ORPTL170 DS    CL1           Overriding report line length        18.0

0001D6         EVLOC170  DS   XL1           RHDCEV10 low century                 18.0

0001D7         EVHIC170 DS    XL1           RHDCEV10 high century                18.0

0001D8         EVBYR170 DS    XL1           RHDCEV09 base year                   18.0

0001D9         DBGM#170 DS    XL1           Debugger # of msg buffers            18.0

               EFPO170  #FLAG X'80'         ERUS Fetch Protect Off          IDMS/5498

0001DA         EFPO170I DS    0XL1

       00080   EFPO170M EQU   X'80'

0001DA         FLAGA170 DS    X             FLAG A                          IDMS/5498

0001D5         ORPTL170 DS    CL1           Overriding report line length        18.0

0001D6         EVLOC170 DS    XL1           RHDCEV10 low century                 18.0

0001D7         EVHIC170 DS    XL1           RHDCEV10 high century                18.0

0001D8         EVBYR170 DS    XL1           RHDCEV09 base year                   18.0

0001D9         DBGM#170 DS    XL1           Debugger # of msg buffers            18.0

0001DA                  DS    X             Available                            18.0

0001DB         TRCAX170 DS    C             Adjunct trace tbl size exponent      18.0

0001DC         TRCAS170 DS    H             Adjunct trace tbl size value         18.0

0001DE                  DS    H             Available                            18.0

0001E0                  DS    8F            Available                            18.0

        00200  R170DSLN EQU     *-#R170DS

               **********************************************************************

#R171DS
                        COPY #R171DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R171DS                        DPROG-171 DSECT              ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     OCCURRENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE REPRESENT PROGRAM LOAD      ***

               ***     MODULES FOR WHICH A SYMBOL TABLE HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED.      ***

               ***     USED BY THE IDMS-DC/UCF ONLINE DEBUGGER.                    ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R171DS  DSECT                                                02/13/91

000000         DPNAM171 DS    CL8           NAME

000008         DPVER171 DS    H             VERSION NUMBER

00000A         JCTCT171 DS    H             COUNT OF LOADJCT-172S OWNED

00000C         RECCT171 DS    H             NUMBER OF RECORDS USED

00000E         BLCT171  DS    H             NUMBER OF BL CELLS

000010         BLLCT171 DS    H             NUMBER OF BLL CELLS

000012         BLOF171  DS    H             OFFSET TO BL ADDRESS LIST

000014         BLLOF171 DS    H             OFFSET TO BLL ADDRESS LIST

               DLOG171  #FLAG X'80'         ADSO DIALOG

000016         DLOG171I DS    0XL1

        00080  DLOG171M EQU   X'80'

000016         FLAG171  DS    XL1           FLAG
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000017                  DS    XL1           UNUSED

000018         DATE171  DS    CL8           DATE COMPILED

000020         TIME171  DS    CL6           TIME COMPILED

000026                  DS    CL22          UNUSED

        0003C  R171DSLN EQU   *-#R171DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R172DS
                        COPY #R172DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R172DS                      LOADJCT-172 DSECT              ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     OCCURRENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE REPRESENT A PROGRAM THAT    ***

               ***     PARTICIPATES IN A LOAD MODULE FOR WHICH A SYMBOL TABLE      ***

               ***     HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED.                                       ***

               ***     USED BY THE IDMS-DC/UCF ONLINE DEBUGGER.                    ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R172DS  DSECT                                                02/13/91

000000         LJNAM172 DS    CL32          NAME

000020         LJOFF172 DS    F             OFFSET INTO LOAD MODULE

000024         LJLEN172 DS    F             LENGTH (BYTES)

000028         STOFF172 DS    F             SYMBOL TABLE RELOCATION FACTOR

               ASM172   #FLAG X'80'         ASSEMBLER

00002C         ASM172I  DS    0XL1

        00080  ASM172M  EQU   X'80'

               PLI172   #FLAG X'40'         PL/I

00002C         PLI172I  DS    0XL1

        00040  PLI172M  EQU   X'40'

               COB172   #FLAG X'20'         COBOL

00002C         COB172I  DS    0XL1

        00020  COB172M  EQU   X'20'

               ADSI172  #FLAG X'10'         ADS INTERPRETIVE

00002C         ADSI172I DS    0XL1

        00010  ADSI172M EQU   X'10'

               ADSE172  #FLAG X'08'         ADS EXECUTABLE

00002C         ADSE172I DS    0XL1

        00008  ADSE172M EQU   X'08'

00002C         LANG172  DS    XL1           LANGUAGE FLAG

               VERF172  #FLAG X'80'         VERSION IS SET (10.0)

00002D         VERF172I DS    0XL1

        00080  VERF172M EQU   X'80'

00002D         FLAG172  DS    XL1           FLAG

00002E         LJVER172 DS    H             VERSION

000030                  DS    CL20          UNUSED
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        00044  R172DSLN EQU   *-#R172DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R173DS
                        COPY #R173DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***    #R173DS                         ATTRUSER-173 DSECT           ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     ATTRIBUTE TO USER JUNCTION RECORD BETWEEN                   ***

               ***         ATTRIBUTE-093 (ATTR-ATTRUSER SET) AND                   ***

               ***         USER-047      (USER-ATTRUSER SET)                       ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R173DS  DSECT                                     10/21/83

000000         AUTH173  DS    CL1           USER AUTHORIZATION FLAG

               *                                 X'FF' = ALL

               *                                 X'7F' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'20' = MODIFY

               *                                 X'10' = REPLACE

               *                                 X'08' = DELETE

               *                                 X'01' = DISPLAY

               *                                 X'00' = PUBLIC ACCESS

000001         RESP173  DS    CL1           USER RESPONSIBILITY FLAG

               *                                 X'04' = DELETION

               *                                 X'02' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'01' = CREATION

               *                                 X'00' = NONE

000002         JTEXT173 DS    CL40

00002A                  DS    CL2

        0002C  R173DSLN EQU   *-#R173DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R174DS
                        COPY #R174DS

               ******************************************************************

               ***                                                            ***

               ***     #R174DS                         SYMHDR-174 DSECT       ***

               ***                                                            ***

               ***     OCCURRENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE REPRESENT SYMBOL       ***

               ***     TABLE LOAD MODULES AND (SAME FORMAT AS LOADHDR-156)    ***

               ***                                                            ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.           ***

               ***                                                            ***
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               ***                                                            ***

               ***                                                            ***

               ******************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R174DS  DSECT                                                02/13/91

        000AE  R174     EQU   174                 RECORD ID

000000         SYNAM174 DS    CL8                 MODULE NAME.

000008         SYVER174 DS    H                   VERSION NUMBER.

00000A         RLD174   DS    H                   NUMBER OF RLD ENTRIES.

00000C         EPA174   DS    F                   ENTRY POINT ADDRESS.

000010         TLEN174  DS    F                   TEXT LENGTH.

000014         DATE174  DS    CL8                 DATE OF COMPILE (MM/DD/YY).

00001C         TIME174  DS    CL6                 TIME OF COMPILE (HHMMSS).

000022         FLAG1174 DS    X                   FLAG BYTE 1

000023         SEC174   DS    X                   SECURITY CLASS.

000024         SYMTB174 DS    F                   SYMBOL TABLE LENGTH

000028         MODE174  DS    X                   AMODE/RMODE FLAG

000029         STLVL174 DS    X                   SYMBOL TABLE LEVEL

00002A         LIBNM174 DS    CL18                LIBRARY NAME

        0003C  R174DSLN EQU   *-#R174DS

               ******************************************************************

#R175DS
                        COPY #R175DS

               ******************************************************************

               ***                                                            ***

               ***     #R175DS                         SYMTEXT-175 DSECT      ***

               ***                                                            ***

               ***     OCCURRENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE CONTAIN THE OBJECT     ***

               ***     TEXT FOR SYMBOL TABLE LOAD MODULES.                    ***

               ***                                                            ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.           ***

               ***                                                            ***

               ***                                                            ***

               ***                                                            ***

               ******************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R175DS  DSECT                                     04/02/85

000000         TEXT175  DS    CL512               OBJECT TEXT.

        00200  R175DSLN EQU   *-#R175DS

               ******************************************************************

#R176DS
                        COPY #R176DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R176DS                       SYMCTL-176 DSECT              ***

               ***                                                                 ***
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               ***     OCCURRENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE ARE USED TO STORE INFO      ***

               ***     RELATING TO ADDRESS CONSTANTS FOUND WITHIN A SYMBOL         ***

               ***     TABLE LOAD MODULE.                                          ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R176DS  DSECT                                     04/02/85

000000         RLDNO176 DS    H                   NUMBER OF RLD'S IN RECORD

000002                  DS    X                   RESERVED

000003         TYPE176  DS    X                   SYMCTL TYPE CODE

000004         RLDIN176 DS    CL508

000200                  ORG   RLDIN176

000004         BYTES176 DS    X                   NUMBER OF BYTES IN ADCON.

        00080  AD2176   EQU   X'80'                   2-BYTE ADCON

        00040  AD3176   EQU   X'40'                   3-BYTE ADCON

        00020  AD4176   EQU   X'20'                   4-BYTE ADCON

000005         OFFST176 DS    XL3                 OFFSET WITHIN MODULE OF ADCON.

000008                  ORG   BYTES176

000004         TABEN176 DS    F                   FULLWORD TABLE ENTRY.

000008                  ORG

        00200  R176DSLN EQU   *-#R176DS

               ******************************************************************

#R180DS
                        COPY #R180DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R180DS                        SCHEMAATTR-180               ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING A SCHEMA TO AN ATTRIBUTE.          ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R180DS  DSECT                                     01/27/84

000000         JTEXT180 DS    CL40          JUNCTION TEXT

        00028  R180DSLN EQU   *-#R180DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R181DS
                        COPY #R181DS
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               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R181DS                        SCHEMACMT-181 DSECT          ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     COMMENT RECORD FOR A SCHEMA.                                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R181DS  DSECT                                     01/27/84

000000         IDDSQ181 DS    F             COMMENT LINE SEQUENCE NUMBER

000004         CMT181   DS    0CL100        LINE OF COMMENT TEXT

000004         CMTIN181 DS    2CL50             (OCCURS 2 TIMES)

000068         CMTID181 DS    F             COMMENT TYPE

        0006C  R181DSLN EQU   *-#R181DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R182DS
                        COPY #R182DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R182DS                        USERSCHEMA-182 DSECT         ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     SCHEMA TO USER JUNCTION RECORD BETWEEN                      ***

               ***         S-010    (SCHEMA-USERSCHEMA SET) AND                    ***

               ***         USER-047 (USER-USERSCHEMA SET)                          ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R182DS  DSECT                                     11/15/83

000000         AUTH182  DS    CL1           USER AUTHORIZATION FLAG

               *                                 X'FF' = ALL

               *                                 X'7F' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'20' = MODIFY

               *                                 X'10' = REPLACE

               *                                 X'08' = DELETE

               *                                 X'01' = DISPLAY

               *                                 X'00' = PUBLIC ACCESS

000001         RESP182  DS    CL1           USER RESPONSIBILITY FLAG

               *                                 X'04' = DELETION

               *                                 X'02' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'01' = CREATION

               *                                 X'00' = NONE
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000002         JTEXT182 DS    CL40

00002A                  DS    CL2

        0002C  R182DSLN EQU   *-#R182DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R183DS
                        COPY #R183DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R183DS                        SSATTR-183 DSECT             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING A SUBSCHEMA TO AN ATTRIBUTE        ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R183DS  DSECT                                     01/27/84

000000         JTEXT183 DS    CL40          JUNCTION TEXT

        00028  R183DSLN EQU   *-#R183DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R184DS
                        COPY #R184DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R184DS                        SSCMT-184 DSECT              ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     COMMENT RECORD FOR A SUBSCHEMA.                             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R184DS  DSECT                                     08/04/86

               .R184DS# ANOP

000000         IDDSQ184 DS    F             COMMENT LINE SEQUENCE NUMBER

000004         CMT184   DS    0CL100        LINE OF COMMENT TEXT

000004         CMTIN184 DS    2CL50             (OCCURS 2 TIMES)

000068         CMTID184 DS    F             COMMENT TYPE

        0006C  R184DSLN EQU   *-#R184DS

               ***********************************************************************
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#R185DS
                        COPY #R185DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R185DS                        USERSS-185 DSECT             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     SUBSCHEMA TO USER JUNCTION RECORD BETWEEN                   ***

               ***         SS-026   (SS-USERSS SET) AND                            ***

               ***         USER-047 (USER-USERSS SET)                              ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R185DS  DSECT                                     11/15/83

000000         AUTH185  DS    CL1           USER AUTHORIZATION FLAG

               *                                 X'FF' = ALL

               *                                 X'7F' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'20' = MODIFY

               *                                 X'10' = REPLACE

               *                                 X'08' = DELETE

               *                                 X'01' = DISPLAY

               *                                 X'00' = PUBLIC ACCESS

000001         RESP185  DS    CL1           USER RESPONSIBILITY FLAG

               *                                 X'04' = DELETION

               *                                 X'02' = UPDATE

               *                                 X'01' = CREATION

               *                                 X'00' = NONE

000002         JTEXT185 DS    CL40

00002A                  DS    CL2

        0002C  R185DSLN EQU   *-#R185DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R186DS
                        COPY #R186DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R186DS                        NAMEDES-186 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     COMMENT RECORD FOR ELEMENT NAME SYNONYM (NAMESYN-083)       ***

               ***     RECORD USED FOR STORING INDEXED BY AND INDEX KEY            ***

               ***     CONTROL INFORMATION.                                        ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***
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               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R186DS  DSECT                                        12/07/87

        000BA  R186     EQU   186                RECORD ID

000000         IDDSQ186 DS    F                  COMMENT LINE SEQUENCE

000004         CMT186   DS    0CL100             COMMENT LINE TEXT

000004         CMTIN186 DS    2CL50

000068                  ORG   CMT186             REDEFINE THE COMMENT TEXT LINE

000004         VALS186  DS    0CL100             VALUES

000004         VLNG1186 DS    H                  LNGTH OF 1ST VALUE INCLUDING QUOTES

000006         VLNG2186 DS    H                  LNGTH OF 2ND VALUE INCLUDING QUOTES

               *                                    THIS SECOND VALUE IS ONLY USED

               *                                    FOR LEVEL 88 CONDITION NAME.

               *                                    -1 IF NO SECOND VALUE.

000008         VAL1186  DS    CL34               1ST VALUE INCLUDING QUOTES IF SPEC

00002A         VAL2186  DS    CL34               2ND VALUE INCLUDING QUOTES IF SPEC

00004C         FIL1X186 DS    CL28               FILLER

000068                  ORG   CMT186             REDEFINE THE COMMENT TEXT LINE

000004         IX186    DS    0CL100             INDEX KEY/INDEXED BY

000004         IXNAM186 DS    CL32               INDEX KEY/INDEXED BY NAME

000024                  DS    CL6                FILLER

00002A         ISEQ186  DS    CL1                SORTING SEQUENCE FOR INDEX KEY

               *                                   'A' FOR ASCENDING SEQUENCE

               *                                   'D' FOR DESCENDING SEQUENCE

               *                                   ' ' FOR NO SEQUENCE

00002B                  DS    CL61               FILLER

000068         CMTID186 DS    F                  COMMENT TYPE ID

               *                                    -10  OCCURS DEPENDING ON NAME

               *                                    -11  INDEXED BY NAME

               *                                    -12  INDEX KEY IS NAME

               *                                    -13  EXTERNAL PICTURE

        0006C  R186DSLN EQU   *-#R186DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R189DS
                        COPY #R189DS

               **********************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***

               ***     #R189DS                           LRSSR-189 DSECT          ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD DEFINING THE SET OF SUBSCHEMA RECORDS      ***

               ***     MAKING UP A LOGICAL RECORD                                 ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               **********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R189DS  DSECT                                     05/14/85
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               .R189DS# ANOP

000000         OFFST189 DS    H             OFFSET OF THE SUBSCHEMA RECORD INTO THE

               *                                LOGICAL RECORD (ON DWORD BOUNDARY)

000002         LNGTH189 DS    H             TRUE DATA LENGTH OF SUBSCHEMA RECORD

               *                                INCLUDED IN THE LOGICAL RECORD

000004         CNTRL189 DS    0CL40         CALC KEY GROUP

000004         SSNAM189 DS    CL8               SUBSCHEMA NAME

00000C         ROLNM189 DS    CL32              ROLE NAME

00002C         SNAME189 DS    0CL10         SCHEMA IDENTIFICATION GROUP

00002C         SNAM189  DS    CL8               SCHEMA NAME

000034         SSER189  DS    H                 SCHEMA VERSION NUMBER

000036         FLAG189  DS    X             FLAG

        00080  RCSYN189 EQU   X'80'             WHEN ON, THE LRSSR RECORD OCCUR...

               *                                ... IS CONNECTED TO RCDSYN-079.

               *                                WHEN OFF, THE LRSSR RECORD OCCUR..

               *                                ... IS CONNECTED TO SSR-032

000037         FIL1X189 DS    CL1           UNUSED

        00038  R189DSLN EQU   *-#R189DS

               *********************************************************************

#R190DS
                        COPY #R190DS

               **********************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***

               ***     #R190DS                           LR-190 DSECT             ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***     OCCURRENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE REPRESENT LOGICAL RECORDS  ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               **********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R190DS  DSECT                                     05/14/85

               .R190DS# ANOP

000000         LRCTL190 DS    0CL24         LOGICAL RECORD IDENTIFICATION GROUP

000000         SSNAM190 DS    CL8               SUBSCHEMA NAME

000008         LRNAM190 DS    CL16              LOGICAL RECORD NAME

000018         SNAME190 DS    0CL10         SCHEMA IDENTIFICATION GROUP

000018         SNAM190  DS    CL8               SCHEMA NAME

000020         SVER190  DS    H                 SCHEMA VERSION NUMBER

000022         FLAG1190 DS    X             FLAG-1

        00001  F1ERR190 EQU   X'01'             ON ERROR CLEAR

000023         FLAG2190 DS    X             FLAG-2

        00001  F2NTF190 EQU   X'01'             ON NOT-FOUND CLEAR

        00024  R190DSLN EQU   *-#R190DS

               *********************************************************************
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#R191DS
                        COPY #R191DS

               **********************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***

               ***     #R191DS                           LRVERB-191 DSECT         ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***     OCCURRENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE REPRESENT DEFINITION OF    ***

               ***     ONE REQUEST VERB FOR A PARTICULAR LOGICAL RECORD           ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               **********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R191DS  DSECT                                     05/14/85

               .R191DS# ANOP

000000         LRVRB191 DS    CL8           LOGICAL REQUEST VERB NAME

000008         PCNT191  DS    F             NUMBER OF PATHS WITHIN PATH GROUP

        0000C  R191DSLN EQU   *-#R191DS

               *********************************************************************

#R192DS
                        COPY #R192DS

               **********************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***

               ***     #R192DS                           PATHDEF-192 DSECT        ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***     OCCURRENCES OF THIS RECORD TYPE DEFINE THE PATH(S) FOR A   ***

               ***     LOGICAL RECORD NAME/VERB COMBINATION                       ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               **********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R192DS  DSECT                                                10/23/90

               .R192DS# ANOP

000000         TYPE192  DS    H             TYPE OF RECORD

               *                                0 = COUNT RECORD USED TO ESTIMATE

               *                                    SPACE FOR SUBSCHEMA TABLES

               *                                1 = DESCRIPTOR RECORD CONTAINING

               *                                    SELECT CLAUSE DATA

               *                                2 = DML RECORD CONTAINS INFO ON ONE

               *                                    DML VERB IN PATH DEFINITION

               *                                3 = CRITERIA RECORD FOR DML WHERE

               *                                    CLAUSE
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000002         LNGTH192 DS    H             UNUSED

000004         DEF192   DS    CL398         LOGICAL RECORD PATH DEFINITION

000192                  ORG   DEF192        REDEFINES (1) - TYPE 0 RECORD

000004         SLCNT192 DS    F                 NR OF SELECTS FOR PATH

000008         SDCNT192 DS    F                 NR OF SD82 BLOCKS FOR THIS SELECT

00000C         PSCNT192 DS    F                 NR OF PS83 BLOCKS FOR THIS SELECT

000010         X1CNT192 DS    F                 NR OF XD84 BLOCKS

000014         X2CNT192 DS    F

000018                  ORG   DEF192

000004         DESCR192 DS    0H            REDEFINES (2) - TYPE 1 RECORD

000004         DENTR192 DS    H                 NR OF ENTRIES IN DESCRIPTOR LIST

               *                                    IF > 6, ANOTHER RECORD WILL CON-

               *                                    TAIN THE NEXT OR FINAL PART OF

               *                                    THE DESCRIPTOR LIST

000006         DTBL192  DS    CL396             DESCRIPTOR LIST

000192                  ORG   DTBL192               DESCRIPTOR LIST ENTRY

Offset  Value 

000006         DTYPE192 DS    H                         DESCRIPTOR TYPE

               *                                            1 = KEYWORD

               *                                            2 = FIELDNAME-EQ

               *                                            3 = FIELDNAME

               *                                            4 = ELEMENT

               *                                            5 = USING INDEX (MUST BE

               *                                                FIRST IF IT APPEARS)

000008         DRNAM192 DS    CL32                      RECORD NAME (DEPENDS ON

               *                                            DESCRIPTOR TYPE)

000028         DVAL192  DS    CL32                      VALUE (DEPENDS ON DESCRIPTOR

               *                                            TYPE)

        00042  D192LEN  EQU   *-DTBL192                 LENGTH OF LIST ENTRY

000048                  ORG   DEF192

000004         DML192   DS    0H            REDEFINES (3) - TYPE 2 RECORD

000004         MSTMN192 DS    H                 RELATIVE STATEMENT NR WITH PATH DEF

000006         MNSTL192 DS    H                 DO/END NESTING LEVEL WITHIN PATH

000008         MSTMT192 DS    X                 FORMAT OF RECORD

               *                                    1 = ON CLAUSE

               *                                    2 = DML VERB

               *                                    3 = CLEAR LIST IN ON CLAUSE

000009         MONDF192 DS    0X                ON CLAUSE DEFINITION

000009         MOACT192 DS    X                     ACTION IF TRUE

               *                                        1 = NEXT

               *                                        2 = INTERATE

               *                                        3 = RETURN

               *                                        4 = RETURN CLEAR

               *                                        5 = DO

               *                                        6 = CLEAR LIST

               *                                        7 = CLEAR ALL EXCEPT LIST

00000A         MOERR192 DS    CL4                   ERROR STATUS

00000E         MOSTA192 DS    CL16                  PATH STATUS LITERAL

00001E         MONML192 DS    H                     NUMBER OF LIST ELEMENTS (6 ! 7)

               *                                      IF > 11, ANOTHER RECORD WILL

               *                                      CONTAIN THE NEXT OR FINAL PART

               *                                      NAMES OF ELEMENTS.

000020         MNMLT192 DS    CL352                 NAMES OF ELEMENTS
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000180                  ORG   MNMLT192

000020         MNAME192 DS    CL32                  NAME OF ELEMENT

000040                  ORG   MONDF192

000009         MDMLD192 DS    0X                REDEFINITION OF ON CLAUSE DEF

000009                  DS    X                     UNUSED

00000A         MDVRB192 DS    H                     DML VERB NUMBER

00000C         MDFLG192 DS    H                     DML VERB TYPE

               *                                        1 = OBTAIN

               *                                        2 = KEEP

               *                                        4 = KEEP EXCLUSIVE

               *                                        8 = EACH

00000E         MDNM1192 DS    CL16                  FIRST RECORD/SET/AREA NAME

00001E         MDNM2192 DS    CL16                  SECOND RECORD/SET/AREA/NAME

Offset  Value 

00002E                  ORG   DEF192        REDEFINES (4) - TYPE 3 RECORD

000004         LITLN192 DS    H                 LENGTH OF WHERE CLAUSE LITERAL

000006         CRIT192  DS    0H

000006                  DS    CL396             LITERAL

000192                  DS    CL6           6 BYTE FILLER FOR ALL TYPES

        00198  R192DSLN EQU   *-#R192DS

               *********************************************************************

#R193DS
                        COPY #R193DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R193DS                        LRACT-193 DSECT              ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING A PROGRAM TO A LOGICAL RECORD.     ***

               ***     INDICATES WHICH VERBS ARE ISSUED BY A PROGRAM AGAINST       ***

               ***     THE LOGICAL RECORD AND HOW MANY TIMES THEY ARE USED.        ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R193DS  DSECT                                     01/27/84

000000         FUNCT193 DS    H             DML VERB NUMBER ISSUED BY THE PROGRAM

               *COPY-193                         '255'

               *ERASE-193                        '02'

               *MODIFY-193                       '08'

               *STORE-193                        '12'

               *OBTAIN-193                       '43'

000002         COUNT193 DS    H             NUMBER OF TIME VERB IS ISSUED

000004         RCOWN193 DS    CL16          OWNER LOGICAL RECORD NAME

        00014  R193DSLN EQU   *-#R193DS

               ***********************************************************************
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#R194DS
                        COPY #R194DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R194DS                        LRCMT-194 DSECT              ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     COMMENT RECORD FOR A LOGICAL RECORD                         ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R194DS  DSECT                                     05/14/85

               .R194DS# ANOP

000000         IDDSQ194 DS    F             COMMENT LINE SEQUENCE NUMBER

000004         CMT194   DS    0CL100        LINE OF COMMENT TEXT

000004         CMTIN194 DS    2CL50             (OCCURS 2 TIMES)

000068         CMTID194 DS    F             COMMENT TYPE

        0006C  R194DSLN EQU   *-#R194DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R195DS
                        COPY #R195DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R195DS                        MODMAP-195 DSECT             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     JUNCTION RECORD RELATING MODULE-067 OCCURRENCES TO MAP-098  ***

               ***     OCCURRENCES TO REFLECT INCLUDED EDIT/CODE TABLES OR HELP    ***

               ***     TEXT.                                                       ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R195DS  DSECT                                                08/21/90

000000         TYPE195  DS    F             JUNCTION TYPE

               *                                0 = HELP TEXT

               *                                1 = LINKED EDIT/CODE TABLE

               *                                2 = UNLINKED EDIT/CODE TABLE

000004         JTEXT195 DS    CL40          JUNCTION TEXT

        0002C  R195DSLN EQU   *-#R195DS

               ***********************************************************************
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#R200DS
                        COPY #R200DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R200DS                        SYMNAME-200 DSECT            ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     SCHEMA AREA SYMBOL NAME.  NAMES A SYMBOL DEFINED IN THE     ***

               ***     PHYSICAL AREA WHICH WILL CONTAIN ACTUAL VALUES ASSOCIATED   ***

               ***     WITH A SUBDIVISION (SUBAREA) OF THE AREA, A VIA SET         ***

               ***     DISPLACEMENT OR INDEX SET BLOCK CONTAINS/DISPLACEMENT.      ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R200DS  DSECT                                               05/25/90

               .R200DS# ANOP

        000C8  R200     EQU   200           RECORD ID

000000         KEY200   DS    0CL20         SYMBOL NAME KEY

000000         TYPE200  DS    H               SYMBOL TYPE

               *                                  01 = SUBAREA

               *                                  02 = VIA SET DISPLACEMENT

               *                                  03 = INDEX

000002         NAME200  DS    CL18            SYMBOL NAME

000014         FIL1X200 DS    CL20          FILLER

        00028  R200DSLN EQU   *-#R200DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R201DS
                        COPY #R201DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R201DS                        SYMREC-201 DSECT             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     SCHEMA RECORD SYMBOL JUNCTION BETWEEN SCHEMA AREA SYMBOL    ***

               ***     AND SCHEMA RECORD.                                          ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R201DS  DSECT                                                05/25/90

               .R201DS# ANOP

        000C9  R201     EQU   201           RECORD ID
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000000         TYPE201  DS    H             SYMBOLIC TYPE

               *                                01 = SUBAREA

               *                                02 = VIA SET DISPLACEMENT

000002         FIL1X201 DS    CL2           UNUSED

        00004  R201DSLN EQU   *-#R201DS

               ***********************************************************************

#R202DS
                        COPY #R202DS

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     #R202DS                        SYMSET-202 DSECT             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***     SCHEMA SET SYMBOL JUNCTION BETWEEN SCHEMA AREA SYMBOL       ***

               ***     AND SCHEMA SET.                                             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

Offset  Value 

000000         #R202DS  DSECT                                                05/25/90

               .R202DS# ANOP

        000CA  R202     EQU   202           RECORD ID

000000         TYPE202  DS    H             SYMBOLIC TYPE

               *                                01 = SUBAREA

               *                                03 = INDEX

000002         FIL1X202 DS    CL2           UNUSED

        00004  R202DSLN EQU   *-#R202DS

               ***********************************************************************
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IDD DDDL Reference
This section is the primary source of information about using Data Dictionary Definition Language (DDDL) to populate and
maintain dictionaries. Information about DDDL syntax, coding considerations, and DDDL compiler options is provided.
Information about entering statements using the online compiler and the Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD) menu facility is
also provided.

This section is intended for anyone who uses the dictionary or who is responsible for dictionary administration.

Click the PDF icon to download a PDF of the IDD DDDL Reference.

DDDL Coding Considerations
The Data Dictionary Definition Language (DDDL) is the source language that is used to maintain data resource
components in the dictionary. Input to the DDDL compiler consists of source statements; the compiler processes the input
and populates the data dictionary. Once added to the dictionary, data resource definitions can be modified, replaced,
deleted, displayed, and punched by using DDDL syntax.

You can submit input to the DDDL compiler in online or batch mode.

NOTE

Identical syntax rules apply to online and batch input to the DDDL compiler.

Online Statement Entry

You can submit statements online as follows:

• Submit free-form source statements directly to the DDDL compiler. A text editor writes the input to and output from the
DDDL compiler to a work file, the contents of which are displayed at the terminal. At the end of each online session,
the DDDL compiler displays a Transaction Summary. The summary lists the DDDL statements that were submitted and
the number of error messages that were issued.

• Submit information through the IDD menu facility using standard, fixed-format screens. Because syntax parameters
are presented on each screen, the user need not be familiar with DDDL syntax and rules. Definitions can be displayed,
added, modified, or deleted from the dictionary.

• Submit source statements using the command facility. You can submit source statements, optionally identifying any
ambiguous entity types (for example, DDDL FILE as opposed to DDL FILE) using the keyword IDD.

NOTE

• For more information about using the DDDL compiler online, see Online DDDL Compiler.
• For more information about using the IDD menu facility, see IDD Menu Facility.
• For more information about using the command facility to enter DDDL statements, see Using Common

Facilities.

Batch Statement Entry

As an alternative to online statement entry, you can submit free-form source statements to the DDDL compiler in batch
mode. Output from the DDDL compiler consists of the Integrated Data Dictionary Activity List, which lists each source
input statement and a Transaction Summary (mentioned previously). Error messages that are issued during the batch run
appear on the line immediately following the problem statement.

The following figure shows a sample Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD) Activity List.

 IDMSDDDL      nn.n                                CA                              DATE            TIME      

    PAGE
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                               INTEGRATED DATA DICTIONARY ACTIVITY LIST          mm/dd/yy        08463000    

    0001

  

 0001             SET OPTIONS INPUT COLUMNS ARE 1 THRU 71.

 0002     MODIFY ENTITY SYSTEM

 0003        USER DEFINED NEST IS 'SIMILAR FILE'.

 0004     MODIFY ENTITY SYSTEM

 0005        USER DEFINED NEST IS 'RELATED FILE'.

 0006     ADD CLASS ENTITY-STATUS

 0007        DELETION LOCK IS ON

 0008        ATTRIBUTES ARE MANUAL SINGULAR.

 0009     ADD CLASS ENTITY-TYPE

 0010        DELETION LOCK IS ON

 0011        ATTRIBUTES ARE SINGULAR.

 0012     ADD ATTRIBUTE PRODUCTION

 0013        WITHIN CLASS ENTITY-STATUS

 0014        DELETION LOCK IS ON

 0015        COMMENTS 'DESIGNATES PRODUCTION OCCURRENCES'.

 0016     ADD SYSTEM ORDER-CONTROL.

 0017     ADD SYSTEM BACK-ORDER.

 0018     ADD SYSTEM INVENTORY

 0019        WITHIN SYSTEM ORDER-CONTROL

 0020        ENTITY-STATUS PRODUCTION

 0021        'SIMILAR FILE' BACK-ORDER.

  

  

  

 IDMSDDDL      nn.n             CA, INC.            DATE            TIME          PAGE

                               INTEGRATED DATA DICTIONARY ACTIVITY LIST          mm/dd/yy        08463000    

    0002

  

               ** TRANSACTION SUMMARY **

 ENTITY                ADD MODIFY REPLACE DELETE DISPLAY

 ..................... ... ...... ....... ...... .......

  

 ENTITY                  0      2       0      0       0

 ATTRIBUTE               1      0       0      0       0

 CLASS                   2      0       0      0       0

 SYSTEM                  3      0       0      0       0

  

 NO ERRORS OR WARNINGS ISSUED FOR THIS COMPILE 

 

The following sections describe the general rules for preparing statements for input to the DDDL compiler.

DDDL Syntax Format
DDDL compiler input consists of statements arranged in a prescribed syntactical order. These statements reflect the
logical organization of the dictionary by supporting standard IDD entity types, entity-type synonyms, entity types that
support IDMS functions, and user-defined entity types.

All DDDL entity-type statements include the following five components:
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• Verb
• Entity-type
• Entity-occurrence
• Optional clauses
• Period

Descriptions of these components follow.

Verb

The verb designates the requested function. One of the following verbs must accompany each DDDL entity-type
statement:

• ADD establishes a new entity occurrence in the dictionary (see the table below for information about acceptable
synonyms).

• MODIFY updates an existing entity occurrence with user-supplied options (see the table below for information about
acceptable synonyms).

• DELETE removes an existing entity occurrence from the dictionary (see the table below for information about
acceptable synonyms).
For compatibility with IDMS SQL, the following verbs have been included as acceptable synonyms for ADD, MODIFY,
and DELETE.

Verb Synonym
ADD CREATE
MODIFY ALTER
DELETE DROP

• REPLACE replaces an existing entity occurrence but preserves relationships established through other entity-type
syntax.

• DISPLAY displays one or more existing entity occurrences, as follows:
– In an online session, DISPLAY lists the requested definitions at the terminal. The user can edit the output and

resubmit it to the DDDL compiler.
– In batch mode, DISPLAY prints the requested definitions on the Integrated Data Dictionary Activity List.

• PUNCH lists one or more existing entity occurrences, as follows:
– In an online session, PUNCH lists the requested definitions at the terminal. The user can edit the output and

resubmit it to the DDDL compiler.
– In batch mode, PUNCH writes the requested definitions to the SYSPCH output file or to an IDD module that has

been defined as the PUNCH destination.

Entity Type

The entity type identifies the type of data that is the object of the specified verb. The DDDL compiler supports the following
standard IDD entity types, entity-type synonyms, and IDMS components:

ATTRIBUTE PROGRAM
CLASS QFILE
DESTINATION QUEUE
ELEMENT RECORD
ELEMENT SYNONYM RECORD SYNONYM
ENTRY POINT REPORT
FILE SUBSYSTEM
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FILE SYNONYM SYSTEM
LINE TABLE
LOAD MODULE TASK
LOGICAL-TERMINAL TRANSACTION
MAP USER
MESSAGE User-defined entity
MODULE PROCESS
PANEL PHYSICAL-TERMINAL

Entity Occurrence

The entity occurrence identifies a specific occurrence of the named entity type, entity synonym, or IDMS component. An
entity occurrence consists of a name and an optional version number and language (attribute within the system-supplied
class LANGUAGE), which permits the user to assign one name to multiple entity occurrences.

Optional Clauses

Optional clauses provide qualifying data for each entity occurrence. Once an entity occurrence has been defined, the user
can extend its basic definition with optional data and comments and can associate the entity with other occurrences of the
same entity type.

Period

A period signifies the end of the statement and is required in all DDDL statements. The period can directly follow the last
word in the statement, can be separated from the last word by blanks, or can appear on a separate line. If specified in
the SET OPTIONS statement (see SET OPTIONS Statement), a semicolon can also be used as an end-of-statement
character.

NOTE
The end-of-statement character is not shown in the syntax diagrams for DDDL statements.

Order of Components

The verb, entity-type name, and entity-occurrence identification, which are required in all DDDL statements, must be
specified in the order described above.

Optional clauses follow the entity-occurrence identification and can be specified in any order.

The period (or alternate character) must terminate each statement.

Example of Statement Components

The following example graphically illustrates the components of a typical DDDL statement:

 Verb

 │      Entity-type name

 │      │           Entity-occurrence identification

 │      │           │

 │      │           │            Optional clause

 │      │           │            │

 │      │           │            │           Terminating period

 │      │           │            │           │

 │      │           │            │           │

 │      │           │      ┌─────┴─────────┐ │

ADD  ELEMENT  DATE-OF-HIRE │PICTURE IS X(6)│ .

Exceptions to the syntax format rules are indicated in the syntax presentation.
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DDDL Character Set Restrictions
To accommodate a broad range of applications, both automated and manual, the DDDL compiler enforces a minimum
number of character set restrictions. These restrictions are shown in the following table.

Restriction for: Description
Statement terminator Use a period to terminate each DDDL statement. Assume the

use of the terminating period when you read the syntax in this
document. It will not be shown in syntax diagrams.
If the period is omitted, the DDDL compiler executes the statement
from which the period has been omitted, issues a warning
message, and flags all subsequent statements with an error
message.
Note: You can establish recognition of the semicolon as
an alternative end-of-statement character if you specify the
SET OPTIONS clause SEMICOLON ALTERNATE END OF
SENTENCE IS ON. For more information, see SET OPTIONS
Statement.

Delimiters Use one or more blanks as a delimiter. Commas, semicolons, and
colons are treated as blanks.
Note: You cannot use the semicolon as a delimiter if you've
defined it as a statement terminator.
Throughout this manual, commas have been included in numbers
to enhance readability (for example, where the manual uses
32,767, you should use 32767).

Null strings Use two single quotation marks with no intervening space to nullify
existing values. Note, however, that comment text cannot be
nullified in this manner.

Quotation marks You must use a quotation mark (or a special character designated
as the site-standard quote character) to enclose user-supplied
names containing one or more embedded delimiters (blanks,
commas, periods, semicolons, apostrophes, parentheses, colons,
and quote characters).
Note: You cannot use the semicolon as a delimiter if you've
defined it as a statement terminator.
The DDDL compiler interprets any word enclosed in quotation
marks as a user-supplied value, even if the word is a DDDL
keyword. For example:
add element <--- DDDL keyword
name is 'element' <--- user-supplied name
pic X(9).
The IDD installation procedure establishes the single quotation
mark (') as the default quote character. However, the user can
define a site-standard quote character by using the QUOTE IS
clause of the SET OPTIONS statement (see SET OPTIONS
Statement).
If you want to include the site-standard quote character in a
user-supplied name, code that character twice. For example,
assuming that the single quotation mark (') is the site-standard
quote character, the name MARY'S PROGRAM must be input as
'MARY''S PROGRAM'.
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DDDL Keywords and User-supplied Names
Keywords

Keywords are predefined names or special characters that are either required (shown as uppercase in syntax diagrams)
or optional (shown as lowercase). You can enter the full keyword or abbreviate each keyword to a minimum of three
characters, provided that no other keyword in the same syntactical position is abbreviated identically. The keywords
ELEMENT and VERSION are exceptions to the three-character minimum; they can be abbreviated to EL and V,
respectively. Keyword abbreviations that require more than three characters are noted in the syntax.

User-supplied Names

User-supplied names are names that you define. In addition to the character set restrictions, observe these points when
you define names:

• Names must be unique.
• Names must not duplicate any of the reserved words of a specific compiler or assembler, and they must observe the

compiler's character set and word-length restrictions.
• Names must be 1 to 32 characters (with noted exceptions).
• Valid characters for names:

– Letters (A through Z) (uppercase or lowercase)
– Digits (0 through 9)
– At sign (@)
– Dollar sign ($)
– Pound sign (#)
– Hyphen (-) (the first and last character in a name can't be a hyphen)
– Underscore (_)

• A name must include at least one nonnumeric character.
• When you assign names to user-defined nests, comment keys, and alternative picture keywords, the DDDL compiler

classifies each word and places it in the first appropriate category, as follows:
a. DDDL keyword
b. User-defined comment key
c. User-defined nest
d. User-defined nest inverse key
e. Alternative picture keyword (ELEMENT entity type only)
f. Class name
For example, if a user-defined comment key that is not enclosed in quotation marks is the same as a DDDL keyword,
the DDDL compiler interprets the comment key as a DDDL keyword.

DDDL Input Column Range
You can code DDDL source statements on a single line or on multiple lines, in columns 1 through 80. However, the IDD
installation procedure establishes these default input ranges:

• Batch compiler -- 1 through 72
• Full-screen mode -- 1 through 79
• Line mode -- 1 through 80

You can override input range defaults by using the INPUT COLUMNS ARE clause of the SET OPTIONS statement (see
SET OPTIONS Syntax).
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DDDL Variable Code Considerations
This section describes special rules and considerations for coding the following DDDL variables:

Comment Text

Comment text is represented in the DDDL statements as comment-text. Guidelines for entering comment text are as
follows:

• Enter comment text in columns 1 through 80. Include the quote character in the input column count when determining
the number of characters per line.

• Comments can consist of any number of lines.
• Each line must begin with the site-standard quote character.
• Each line must end with the site-standard quote character, unless it is being continued on the next line.
• To continue comment text beyond one line, code a hyphen character on all subsequent lines (the hyphen is included

in the number of characters per line). The hyphen can appear anywhere within the specified input column range,
provided it is the first character on the continued line.

NOTE
The DDDL compiler does not process lines of comment text that begin with an asterisk (*).

• To concatenate lines of comment text into one line containing a maximum of 80 characters, code a plus sign (+) as
the first character on the line to be concatenated. You must include a closing quotation mark on a line that is to be
concatenated.

Example:  Continuation and Concatenation

The following example illustrates lines of comment text that are to be continued (as represented by the hyphen) and
concatenated (as represented by the plus sign). Note that spaces that are coded before the closing quotation mark are
included in concatenated lines:

'lengthy input can be concatenated'

-'onto one line '

+'containing up to 80 characters.'

-'code a + as the first character on a line'

-'that is to be concatenated.'

-'the plus sign and quotation mark'

-'are not included in the '

+'80-character count.'

The comment text as it would appear on a batch report:

LENGTHY INPUT CAN BE CONCATENATED

ONTO ONE LINE CONTAINING UP TO 80 CHARACTERS.

CODE A + AS THE FIRST CHARACTER ON A LINE

THAT IS TO BE CONCATENATED.

THE PLUS SIGN AND QUOTATION MARK

ARE NOT INCLUDED IN THE 80-CHARACTER COUNT.

Source Statements

Module, process, and q-file source statements are represented in DDDL statements as source-statement. Source
statements can consist of any number of input lines. The DDDL compiler reads text in columns 1 through 80 and places it
in the requested module, process, or q-file.
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Source input is terminated when the DDDL compiler encounters an MSEND instruction.

Example: Source Statements

The following example shows the statements that are associated with the MODULE ADDRESS1 in the dictionary:

add module address1

    module source follows

        900010 move cust-name to name-line.

        900020 move street-no to no-line.

        900030 move street-name to str-line.

        .

        .

        .

        900080 move zip-code to z-no.

        900090 write label-rec.

    msend.

NOTE

For more information about defining modules, processes, and q-files, see MODULE (PROCESS/QFILE/TABLE).

Edit Instruction Text

An edit instruction is represented in a DDDL statement as edit-instruction. EDIT instruction text can consist of any number
of input lines. The DDDL compiler reads the contents of columns 1 through 80 and associates it with the text that is the
object of the EDIT instruction.

Valid keywords in an edit instruction are INSERT, REPLACE, ERASE, LIST, SEQUENCE, and SHOW. CEND terminates
the INSERT and REPLACE edit instructions.

NOTE

For more information about edit instructions, see EDIT Clause.

DDDL Batch Considerations
Coding for user comments and coding for carriage control statements are described in this section.

User Comments

Use *+ or -- anywhere on an input line to indicate that the remainder of the line is a user comment. If you code these
characters in the first two positions, the line will not be echoed. If you want the comment line to be echoed, use the
character * and a space in the first two positions.

Carriage Control Statements

The SKIP and EJECT statements are used to format the Integrated Data Dictionary Activity List. These control statements
are not printed and do not affect the operation of the DDDL compiler.

SKIP Statement

The SKIP statement inserts one, two, or three blank lines between any two DDDL source statements. SKIP can also be
used in an online session to create a single blank line.

Syntax for the SKIP statement is SKIPcount. Count is the number 1, 2, or 3 (for example, SKIP2).
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SKIP1/2/3 specifies that the DDDL compiler is to insert 1, 2, or 3 blank lines in the Integrated Data Dictionary Activity List
following the line on which the SKIP statement appears.

The following rules apply to the SKIP statement:

• The specified integer cannot be separated from the keyword SKIP. SKIP1 is valid; SKIP 1 is invalid.
• The keyword SKIP must be by itself on the line.
• If the keyword SKIP appears within module source code that is the object of an INSERT or REPLACE instruction, the

DDDL compiler interprets SKIP as part of the module source code.

EJECT Statement

The EJECT statement specifies advancement of the paper to the top of a new page before printing the next source
statement. Typically, EJECT is used to format the Integrated Data Dictionary Activity List by entity type.

Syntax for the EJECT statement is simply EJECT. The following rules apply to the EJECT statement:

• The keyword EJECT must be by itself on the line.
• If the keyword EJECT appears within module source code that is the object of an INSERT or REPLACE instruction, the

DDDL compiler interprets EJECT as part of the module source code.

DDDL Compiler Options
You can direct processing in a DDDL compiler session using the statements shown in the following table.

Statement What it does

SIGNON Begins an online session or batch run of the DDDL compiler.
SIGNOFF Ends an online session or batch run of the DDDL compiler.
SET OPTIONS Supplies the default processing options for the current dictionary

or DDDL compiler session.
DISPLAY/PUNCH
OPTIONS

Supplies display/punch defaults for the current dictionary or DDDL
compiler session.

INCLUDE Retrieves the source statements associated with an IDD module.
COMMIT Writes a checkpoint to the journal file.

SIGNON Statement (DDDL)
The SIGNON statement permits users to identify themselves to the DDDL compiler and to describe the environment in
which the compiler is to execute.

If IDD SECURITY is ON in the dictionary, you must already be assigned the IDD authority through the AUTHORITY
clause of the USER statement (see USER).

NOTE
You can also prevent unauthorized access to the dictionary using the central security facility. For information on
the central security facility, see the "Administrating Security for IDMS" section of the IDMS documentation.

Syntax

SIGNON Statement

  

 ►►─── SIGnon ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────►

   └─ USEr name ─┬─ is ─┬─ user-id ─┬────────────────────────────────┬─┘
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                 └─ = ──┘           └─ PASsword ─┬─ is ─┬─ password ─┘

                                                 └─ = ──┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─┬─ DICtionary name ─┬─┬─ is ─┬─┬─ dictionary-name ─┬─┘

     ├─ DICTName ─┬──────┘ └─ = ──┘ └─ ' ' ─────────────┘

     └─ DBName ───┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─┬─ NODe name ─┬─┬─ is ─┬─┬─ nodename ─┬─┘

     └─ NODEName ──┘ └─ = ──┘ └─ ' ' ──────┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────►◄

   └─ USAge mode ─┬─ is ─┬─┬─ UPDate ───────────┬─ for ─┬─ ALL ◄ ────┬─┘

                  └─ = ──┘ ├─ PROtected UPDate ─┤       ├─ DDLDML ───┤

                           └─ RETrieval ────────┘       ├─ DDLDCLOD ─┤

                                                        └─ DDLDCMSG ─┘

  

 

Parameters

• USEr name is user-id
Specifies the ID of the user signing on to the DDDL compiler. If the SECURITY clause of the SET OPTIONS statement
specifies that security for IDD is on, user-id must be the ID of a user authorized (in the USER clause) for DDDL
compiler access. User-id must be a 1- to 32-character value and must be enclosed in quotation marks if it contains
embedded blanks or delimiters.

• PASsword is password
Specifies the password of the user signing on to the DDDL compiler.

• DICtionary name is dictionary-name
Specifies the dictionary to be accessed by the DDDL compiler. If dictionary-name is blanks enclosed by quotes, it
indicates the default dictionary for the local mode runtime environment or the target node if running under the central
version.

• NODe name is nodename
Specifies the name of the node that controls the dictionary to be accessed. Nodename identifies a node in the
network. If nodename is blanks enclosed in quotes, it indicates the local node (the node at which the online compiler is
executing or the DC/UCF system accessed by the batch compiler running under the central version).

• USAge mode is
Specifies the manner in which the DDDL compiler can access dictionary areas. This clause overrides the usage mode
defined during system generation by means of the IDD statement (see IDMS Administrating section).

• UPDate
Specifies that the current user and all other users can update the dictionary concurrently. The DDDL compiler
automatically prevents deadlock conditions or situations in which users must wait for commands issued by other users
to be processed. This is the default, unless overridden during system generation, and is also the suggested usage
mode for the DDDL compiler.

• PROtected UPDate
Specifies that only the current user can update the dictionary. Other users are restricted to performing retrieval
operations. During an online session, the current user has exclusive control for update only if the DDDL compiler has
been invoked. Between terminal interactions, the areas can be updated by other users.

• RETrieval
Specifies that the current user can only perform retrieval operations against the dictionary. This usage mode does not
restrict other users from accessing the dictionary in update or protected update mode.

• FOR ALL
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Indicates that the usage mode applies to all areas. ALL is the default.
• FOR DDLDML

Indicates that the usage mode applies only to the DDLDML area.
• FOR DDLDCLOD

Indicates that the usage mode applies only to the DDLDCLOD area.
• FOR DDLDCMSG

Indicates that the usage mode applies only to the DDLDCMSG area.

Usage

When to specify USER and PASSWORD in SIGNON

If you are identified to the environment in which the compiler is executing and you do not hold the necessary authorities
to perform the intended actions, you must use the USER clause of SIGNON. In this case, you would specify the ID of a
user who holds the necessary authorities (providing USER SIGNON OVERRIDE IS ALLOWED is specified in the SET
OPTIONS statement). If the user ID you specify has been assigned a password in the dictionary being accessed, you
must also supply that password in the SIGNON statement.

If you are not identified to the execution environment and IDD SECURITY is ON, you must use the USER parameter of
SIGNON. In this case, the user ID and password you specify are verified by the central security facility. If verified, you will
be known to both the execution environment and the compiler. The user ID must hold the appropriate IDD authority in the
dictionary you are accessing as well as the authority to sign on to the DC/UCF system (if you are executing online). If the
user ID you specify has been assigned a password in the central security facility, that password must be specified in the
SIGNON statement.

In all other cases, the USER parameter is not required and should not be specified.

NOTE
For more information on the central security facility, refer to the "Administrating Security for IDMS" section of the
IDMS documentation.

Identifying the dictionary to be accessed

The DICTIONARY and NODENAME clauses together identify the dictionary to be accessed by the compiler. If only one is
specified, the other is derived.

Dictionary-name, if specified, must identify a DBNAME or segment accessible at the target node or local mode runtime
environment. If dictionary-name is not specified, but nodename is specified, then the dictionary is the default dictionary at
the specified node.

In local mode, nodename has no meaning and is ignored. When running under the central version, nodename, if
specified, identifies the node at which the target dictionary resides. If not specified, the location of the dictionary is
determined from the resource table associated with the local DC/UCF system.

If neither dictionary-name nor nodename is specified, they will be established from:

• The TCF specification, if running under TCF (for more information, refer to IDMS Common Administrating section)
• Session attributes as established by DCUF, SYSIDMS, system or user profiles
• The default dictionary associated with the local runtime environment

Readying several areas

The USAGE MODE clause can be repeated to ready different areas in different usage modes. For example, to add or
delete a load module from an area on a system in which the DDLDML area is available for retrieval only, specify USAGE
MODE IS RETRIEVAL FOR DDLDML.
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SIGNOFF Statement (DDDL)
When issued during an online session, SIGNOFF signs off the user from the DDDL compiler and deletes the default
session options. In batch mode, the SIGNOFF statement terminates the DDDL compiler.

Syntax

SIGNOFF Statement

 

►►─┬─ SIGNOFF ──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ BYE ──────┤

   └─ LOGOFF ───┘

 

About SET OPTIONS
The SET OPTIONS statement controls DDDL compiler processing options. The user can supply default processing
options for the current dictionary or for the current DDDL session. This article describes the following information about
the SET OPTIONS statement:

  

Functions

The SET OPTIONS statement allows you to perform the functions shown in the following table.

 To do this  Use this SET OPTIONS clause 
Specify dictionary security options PREPARED BY

REVISED BY
SECURITY FOR
PASSWORD SECURITY OVERRIDE
REGISTRATION OVERRIDE
USER SIGNON OVERRIDE

Set a site-standard quote character QUOTE
Set a site-standard decimal point character DECIMAL-POINT
Specify maintenance conventions for entity-occurrences DELETE

DEFAULT
Establish keywords that identify alternative formats(up to four) for
element occurrences

ALTERNATE PICTURE KEYWORD

Direct the text editor of the batch DDDL compiler SEQUENCE
BEFORE
AFTER
RESEQUENCE
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Set input and output formats for online and batch processing PROMPT/NO PROMPT
ECHO/NO ECHO
LIST/NO LIST
HEADER/NO HEADER
LINES PER PAGE
INPUT COLUMN
OUTPUT LINE SIZE
JCL CODE

Specify whether DML precompilers are to accept undefined
programs at runtime

AUTHORIZATION IS ON/OFF

Specify whether CULPRIT is to copy file definitions from the
dictionary at runtime

CULPRIT AUTO ATTRIBUTES

Specify default level numbers for elements that participate in
record-element structures

LEVEL NUMBERS

Establish default version numbers DEFAULT FOR NEW VERSION
DEFAULT FOR EXISTING VERSION

Control DISPLAY/PUNCH output PUNCH TO
FORMAT
DISPLAY ALL LIMIT
INTERRUPT COUNT
DISPLAY WITH/ALSO WITH/WITHOUT
DISPLAY AS SYNTAX/COMMENTS
DISPLAY VERB

Establish a default end-of-file indicator for use with the online
DDDL compiler

EOF

Establish recognition of an alternative end-of-statement character SEMICOLON ALTERNATE

Syntax

 SET OPTIONS Statement 

►►─── set OPTions for ──┬─ SESsion ◄ ──┬──────────────────────────────────────►

                        └─ DICtionary ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ PREPared by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

   └─ REVised by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                          └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ QUOte is ─┬─ ' ◄ ─┬─┘

                └─ " ───┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DECimal-point is ──┬─ PERiod ◄ ─┬─┘

                         └─ COMma ────┘
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 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DELete is ─┬─ ON ────┬─┘

                 └─ OFF ◄ ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DEFault is ─┬─ ON ────┬─┘

                  └─ OFF ◄ ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

   └─┬─ FIRst ──┬─ alternate picture keyword is 'alternate-format-keyword' ─┘

     ├─ SECOnd ─┤

     ├─ THIrd ──┤

     └─ FOUrth ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ SEQuence is ─┬─ sequence ──┬─┘

                   └─ 100 ◄ ─────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ BEFore is ─┬─ ON ─────┬─┘

                 └─ OFF ◄ ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ AFTer is ─┬─ ON ────┬─┘

                └─ OFF ◄ ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ RESEquence is ─┬─ ON ────┬─┘

                     └─ OFF ◄ ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ AUThorization is ─┬─ ON ────┬─┘

                        └─ OFF ◄ ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────►

   └─ SECUrity for ─┬─ ADS ──────────────────┬─ is ─┬─ ON ────┬─┘

                    ├─ CULprit ──────────────┤      └─ OFF ◄ ─┘

                    ├─ OLQ ──────────────────┤

                    ├─ IDMS ─────────────────┤

                    ├─ IDMS-DC ──────────────┤

                    ├─ CLAss and attribute ──┤

                    ├─ IDD ──────────────────┤

                    ├─ IDD SIGnon ───────────┤

                    └─ LOAd MODule ──────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►

   └─ INDividual PASsword security OVErride is ─┬─ OFF ◄ ─┬─┘

                                                └─ ON ────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─┬─ REGistration ────┬─ OVErride ──┘

     └─ RESPonsibility ──┘
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 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

   └─ USEr signon OVErride is ─┬─ ALLowed ◄ ───┬─┘

                               ├─ ON ──────────┤

                               ├─ NOT ALLowed ─┤

                               └─ OFF ─────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ SEMicolon alternate end of sentence is ─┬─ ON ────┬─┘

                                              └─ OFF ◄ ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ EOF is ─┬─ /* ◄ ──────────┬─┘

              ├─ eof-indicator ─┤

              └─ OFF ───────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ FORMat is ─┬─ FIXED ───┬─┘

                 └─ FREE ◄ ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ PUNch TO ─┬─ SYSpch ◄ ──────────────────────────────────────────────────

                └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──

                                       └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                      ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                      └─ LOWest ─────────┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─┬─ PROmpt ────┬─┘

     └─ NO PROmpt ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─┬─ ECHo ◄ ──┬─┘

     └─ NO ECHo ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─┬─ LISt ◄ ──┬─┘

     └─ NO LISt ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─┬─ HEAder ────┬─┘

     └─ NO HEAder ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ LINes per page ─┬─ line-count ─┬─┘

                      └─ 60 ◄ ───────┘
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 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

   └─ CULprit AUTo ATTributes are ──┬─ ON ────┬─┘

                                    └─ OFF ◄ ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►

   └─ INPut columns are start-column-number THRu end-column-number ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ OUTput line size is ─┬─ 80 ──┬─┘

                           └─ 132 ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ JCL CODe is ─┬─ $ ──────┬─┘

                   └─ NULl ◄ ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ LEVel NUMbers are level-number ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────►

   └─ DEFault for NEW Version is ─┬─ version-number ─────┤

                                  ├─ 1 ◄ ────────────────┤

                                  └─ NEXt ─┬─ HIGhest ─┬─┘

                                           └─ LOWest ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────►

   └─ DEFault for EXIsting Version is ─┬─ version-number ─────┤

                                       ├─ 1 ◄ ────────────────┤

                                       └─ NEXt ─┬─ HIGhest ─┬─┘

                                                └─ LOWest ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DISplay ALL LIMit is ─┬─ ON ────┬─┘

                            └─ OFF ◄ ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

   └─ INTerrupt count is ─┬─ maximum-record-count ─┬─┘

                          ├─ 0 ◄ ──────────────────┤

                          └─ NULl ─────────────────┘

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

  │           ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

  │           │                   ┌─────────────────────────────────┐  │

  └─ DISplay ─▼─┬─ WITh ◄ ────┬───▼─┬─ ALL COMment TYPes ─────────┬─┴──┴─────

                ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤     ├─ ALL ◄ ─────────────────────┤

                └─ WITHOut ───┘     ├─ AREas ─────────────────────┤

                                    ├─ ATTributes ────────────────┤

                                    ├─ COBol ─────────────────────┤

                                    ├─ COMments ──────────────────┤

                                    ├─ CULprit headers ───────────┤

                                    ├─ DEFinitions ───────────────┤

                                    ├─ DEStinations ──────────────┤

                                    ├─ DETails ───────────────────┤

                                    ├─ ELements ──────────────────┤
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                                    ├─ ENTRy points ──────────────┤

                                    ├─ FILes ─────────────────────┤

                                    ├─ HIStory ───────────────────┤

                                    ├─ LINes ─────────────────────┤

                                    ├─┬─ LOGical-terminals ─┬─────┤

                                    │ └─ LTErms ────────────┘     │

                                    ├─ LRS ───────────────────────┤

                                    ├─ MAPs ──────────────────────┤

                                    ├─┬─ MODules ──────┬──────────┤

                                    │ ├─ MODules ONLy ─┤          │

                                    │ ├─ PROCesses ────┤          │

                                    │ ├─ QFIles ───────┤          │

                                    │ └─ TABles ───────┘          │

                                    ├─ MODule SOUrce ─────────────┤

                                    ├─ NONe ──────────────────────┤

                                    ├─ OLQ headers ───────────────┤

                                    ├─┬─ PANels ──┬───────────────┤

                                    │ └─ SCReens ─┘               │

                                    ├─┬─ PHYsical-terminals ─┬────┤

                                    │ └─ PTErms ─────────────┘    │

                                    ├─ PICture OVErrides ─────────┤

                                    ├─ PROCesses ─────────────────┤

                                    ├─ PROgrams ──────────────────┤

                                    ├─ PROgrams CALled ───────────┤

                                    ├─ QFIles ────────────────────┤

                                    ├─ QUEues ────────────────────┤

                                    ├─ RECELements ───────────────┤

                                    ├─ RECords ───────────────────┤

                                    ├─ RELated FILes ─────────────┤

                                    ├─ REMarks ───────────────────┤

                                    ├─ REPorts ───────────────────┤

                                    ├─ SAMe AS ───────────────────┤

                                    ├─ SCHema ────────────────────┤

                                    ├─ SETs ──────────────────────┤

                                    ├─ SUBOrdinate ELements ──────┤

                                    ├─ SUBSChemas ────────────────┤

                                    ├─ SYNonyms ──────────────────┤

                                    ├─┬─ SYStems ──────┬──────────┤

                                    │ └─ SUBSYstems ───┘          │

                                    ├─ TABles ────────────────────┤

                                    ├─ TASks ─────────────────────┤

                                    ├─ TRAnsactions ──────────────┤

                                    ├─ USErs ─────────────────────┤

                                    ├─┬─ USEr DEFINED COMments ─┬─┤

                                    │ └─ UDCs ──────────────────┘ │

                                    ├─┬─ USEr DEFINED NESts ─┬────┤

                                    │ └─ UDNs ───────────────┘    │

                                    ├─ VIEws ─────────────────────┤

                                    ├─ WHEre USED ────────────────┤

                                    └─ WITHIn ─┬─┬─ SYStem ────┬──┤

                                               │ └─ SUBSYstem ─┘  │

                                               └─ USEr ───────────┘
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─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►◄

  ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ VERB ──┬─────────────────┬─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ──────┬─┘

             └─┬─ DISplay ───┬─┘      └─ COMments ◄ ──┘

               ├─ PUNch ─────┤

               ├─ ADD ───────┤

               ├─ MODify ────┤

               ├─ REPlace ───┤

               └─ DELete ────┘

Parameters

•  set OPTions for DICtionary
Establishes new default processing options for all DDDL compiler sessions that access the current dictionary;
installation defaults or defaults established with a previous SET OPTIONS FOR DICTIONARY statement are
overridden. To issue SET OPTIONS FOR DICTIONARY statements, the user must be assigned AUTHORITY FOR
UPDATE IS ALL (see USER). When the issuing user has not been assigned the proper authority, the PREPARED BY
or REVISED BY clause must accompany this statement.

•  set OPTions for SESsion
Establishes temporary default processing options for a single DDDL compiler session. Any user can issue the SET
OPTIONS FOR SESSION statement. However, some clauses require user authority (see SET OPTIONS Security).
When the issuing user has not been assigned the proper authority, SET OPTIONS statements including such clauses
must also include PREPARED BY or REVISED BY specifications.

•  PREpared by user-id 
Establishes a default PREPARED BY specification for all entity-type statements issued in the current DDDL session
and assigns the user authority to specify secured clauses of the SET OPTIONS statement. If this clause is not
specified, the default PREPARED BY specification is the user ID supplied in SIGNON statement or the user ID
known to the execution environment. PREPARED BY is ignored if NOT ALLOWED is specified in the USER SIGNON
OVERRIDE clause. For more information about the PREPARED BY clause, see Securing the Dictionary.

•  PASsword is password 
Identifies the password assigned to the authorized user specified in the PREPARED BY clause.

•  REVised by user-id 
Establishes a default REVISED BY specification for all entity-type statements issued in the current DDDL session
and assigns the issuing user authority to specify secured clauses of the SET OPTIONS statement. If this clause is
not specified, the default REVISED BY specification is the user ID supplied in the SIGNON statement or the user ID
known to the execution environment. PREPARED BY is ignored if NOT ALLOWED is specified in the USER SIGNON
OVERRIDE clause. For more information about the REVISED BY clause, see Securing the Dictionary.

•  QUOte is '
Defines the site-standard quote as a single quotation mark (').

•  QUOte is ''
Defines the site-standard quote as a double quotation mark ('').

•  DECimal-point is
Specifies the site-standard decimal-point character to be used in ELEMENT, RECORD ELEMENT, and COBOL
PICTURE and VALUE specifications.

•  PERiod
Establishes the period (.) as the default decimal-point character. The DDDL compiler interprets periods as decimal
points.

•  COMma
Establishes the comma (,) as the default decimal-point character. The DDDL compiler interprets commas as insertion
characters.

•  DELete is
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Specifies whether elements are deleted or retained when the only record occurrence in which they participate is
deleted.

•  ON
Deletes elements when the only record occurrence in which they participate is deleted. The DDDL compiler, however,
does not automatically delete elements that participate in another record, have associated description text, have been
modified and have a nonblank date-last-updated field, or are associated with users, attributes, ranges, other elements
through nesting or any comment type.

•  OFF
Retains elements when the only record occurrence in which they participate is deleted. To delete such elements, the
user must issue individual DELETE ELEMENT statements.

•  DEFault is
Specifies whether ADD statements that identify existing entity occurrences are accepted or rejected.

•  ON
Accepts ADD statements that identify existing entity occurrences. The DDDL compiler interprets such statements as
MODIFY statements for the entity occurrence and issues the message ADD CHANGED TO MODIFY.

•  OFF
Rejects ADD statements that identify existing entity occurrences.

•  FIRst/SECond/THIrd/FOUrth ALTERNATE PICTURE KEYWORD IS 'alternate-format-keyword'
Establishes up to four keywords that can be used within ELEMENT and RECORD statements to identify alternative
formats for the object element or for all elements within the object record. Alternate-format-keyword is a 1 to 16
character user-defined keyword enclosed in quotation marks that characterizes the desired format (for example,
'NUMERIC EDITED' or 'ZONED DECIMAL'). To issue this clause, the user must be assigned AUTHORITY FOR
UPDATE IS ALL.

•  SEQuence is sequence 
Establishes the starting and increment values for line numbers associated with entries in record-element structures,
comment text, and module source. Sequence must be a 1 to 5 digit integer.

•  BEFore is
Specifies whether text is to be printed before it is erased by an EDIT clause.

•  ON
Specifies that text to be erased or replaced by an EDIT clause instruction is to be printed before it is erased.

•  OFF
Specifies that text to be erased or replaced by an EDIT clause instruction is not to be printed before it is erased. The
user can include a SHOW instruction within individual EDIT clauses to override the SET OPTIONS BEFORE value.

•  AFTer is
Specifies whether to print new text after it is inserted or replaced by an EDIT clause instruction.

•  ON
Specifies that the new text to be inserted or replaced by an EDIT clause instruction is to be printed after it is inserted or
replaced.

•  OFF
Specifies that the new text to be inserted or replaced by an EDIT clause instruction is not to be printed after it is
inserted or replaced.
The user can include a SHOW instruction within individual EDIT clauses to override the SET OPTIONS AFTER value.

•  RESEquence is
Specifies whether all instructions in an EDIT clause are resequenced after modification.

•  ON
Specifies that text to be modified by an EDIT clause instruction is to be resequenced after all instructions within the
requested EDIT clause have been completed.

•  OFF
Specifies that text to be modified by an EDIT clause instruction is not to be resequenced after all instructions within the
requested EDIT clause have been completed.
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You can include a SEQUENCE instruction within individual EDIT clauses to override the SET OPTIONS
RESEQUENCE value.

•  AUThorization is
Specifies sectionlines for accepting or rejecting programs based on whether they are defined in the dictionary.

•  ON
Directs IDMS DMLO precompilers to accept only programs defined in the dictionary (those represented by occurrences
of the PROGRAM entity type in the dictionary).

•  OFF
Directs IDMS DMLO precompilers to accept any program.

•  SECUrity for
Specifies whether security is to be enabled for IDD, IDMS, and IDMS/DC system entity types, the DDDL compiler, the
IDMS schema compiler, the IDMS subschema compiler, and for ADS, Culprit, and OLQ operations. The SECURITY
FOR clause is repeatable.

•  ADS
Specifies that only users with ADS authority can access ADS.

•  CULprit
Specifies that only users with CULPRIT authority can authorize other users to access files and subschemas to run
Culprit reports. Culprit runs will access only authorized files and subschemas. Culprit security can also be used to
restrict a user's ability to change record layouts and file definitions and to restrict access to DDR reports. To change
record layouts and file definitions, the user must be assigned the CULPRIT OVERRIDES ARE ALLOWED option;
to access DDR reports, the user must be assigned the CULPRIT OVERRIDES ARE ALLOWED option and must
be authorized to access subschema IDMSNWKA of schema IDMSNTWK version 1. For more information about the
CULPRIT OVERRIDES option, see USER.

•  OLQ
Specifies that only users with OLQ authority can code USER statement clauses that pertain to OLQ. Additionally, if
SECURITY FOR OLQ IS ON is specified, OLQ release 3.1 and later will enforce subschema and q-file restrictions.
See the OLQ Reference section for further details.

•  IDMs
Specifies that only users with IDMS authority can register programs with subschemas and use the IDMS schema
compiler and/or the IDMS subschema compiler.

•  IDMS-DC
Specifies that only users with IDMS-DC authority can access occurrences of the DESTINATION, LINE, LOGICAL-
TERMINAL, MAP, MESSAGE, PANEL, PHYSICAL-TERMINAL, QUEUE, and TASK entity types.

•  CLAss and attribute
Specifies that only users with CLASS AND ATTRIBUTE authority can access occurrences of the ATTRIBUTE, CLASS,
and user-defined entity types.

•  IDD
Specifies that only users with IDD authority can access occurrences of the ELEMENT, FILE, MODULE, QFILE,
PROCESS, PROGRAM, RECORD, SYSTEM, TABLE, and USER entity types.

•  IDD SIGnon
Specifies that only users with IDD SIGNON authority can sign on to the DDDL compiler.

•  LOAd MODule
Specifies that only users with AUTHORITY FOR UPDATE IS LOAD MODULE can access a load module in the
dictionary. To issue this clause, the user must be assigned AUTHORITY FOR UPDATE IS LOAD MODULE.

•  is ON
Specifies (as part of the SECURITY FOR clause) that user authorization is required to access (ADD, MODIFY,
REPLACE, DELETE, DISPLAY, PUNCH) secured entity types or perform secured operations. If the authorized user
has been assigned a password, that password must be supplied in the accompanying PREPARED BY/REVISED BY
specification. User authority is established with the USER statement (see USER).

•  is OFF
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Specifies (as part of the SECURITY FOR clause) that user authorization is not required to access entity types specified
in the SECURITY FOR clause.

•  INDividual PASsword security OVErride is
Specifies whether users will be allowed to modify their own passwords.

•  OFF
Specifies that users cannot modify their own passwords unless they are assigned AUTHORITY FOR UPDATE IS
PASSWORD and, if the SET OPTIONS statement specifies SECURITY FOR IDD IS ON, AUTHORITY FOR UPDATE
IS IDD.

•  ON
Specifies that users can modify their own passwords. To issue this clause, the user must be assigned AUTHORITY
FOR UPDATE IS ALL.

•  REGistration OVErride
Turns off entity-occurrence security for the DDDL compiler session. The user cannot revoke this security override for
the duration of the session. To issue this clause, the user must be assigned AUTHORITY FOR UPDATE IS ALL. For
a detailed discussion of entity-occurrence security, see Securing the Dictionary. RESPONSIBILITY is a synonym for
REGISTRATION.

•  USEr signon OVErride is
Indicates whether IDMS/DB will allow users to specify a different user ID in a SIGNON statement from the one known
to the environment in which the compiler is executing (the DC/UCF system for online, the batch environment for batch).

•  ALLowed
Users may sign on to the compiler with a different user ID from the ID known to the execution environment and user-
specification clauses may be used to override the default user ID. ALLOWED is the default. ON is a synonym for
ALLOWED.

•  NOT ALLowed
IDMS/DB will not allow the user ID to be changed. Users who are already known to the environment cannot specify
a different user ID in the SIGNON statement. Additionally, user-specification clauses cannot be used to change the
default user ID. OFF is a synonym for NOT ALLOWED.

•  SEMicolon alternate end of sentence is
Indicates whether the semicolon is to be recognized as an alternative end-of-statement character.

•  ON
Specifies that both semicolons and periods are to be recognized as end-of-statement characters.

•  OFF
Specifies that the semicolon is not recognized as an alternative end-of-statement character. OFF is the default.

•  EOF is
Overrides the default logical end-of-file indicator established at IDD installation.

•  /*
Indicates the default logical end-of-file indicator.

•   eof-indicator 
Specifies an end-of-file indicator.

•  OFF (online IDD only)
Specifies that there is no active end-of-file indicator.

•  FORMat is
Establishes the default format for DISPLAY/PUNCH verb output.

•  FIXED
Lists DISPLAY/PUNCH output in columnar format.

•  FREE
Lists DISPLAY/PUNCH output as running text.

•  PUNch TO
Specifies the default destination for PUNCH verb output.

•  SYSpch
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Directs PUNCH verb output to the SYSPCH file. SYSPCH is the default destination established during IDD installation.
•  MODULE module-name 

Directs PUNCH verb output to an IDD module. Module-name must be the 1- through 32-character name of a module
that has been defined in the dictionary with a MODULE statement (see MODULE (PROCESS/QFILE/TABLE)). The
following rules apply to the module named as the PUNCH verb destination:
– Once the module has been named as the destination of the PUNCH command, it cannot be modified, replaced, or

deleted.
– A module cannot be punched to itself.
If module source code is already associated with the named module, the DDDL compiler adds the PUNCH verb output
to the end of the existing source. If module source does not exist, the DDDL compiler generates a header, which
contains the date and time that the initial punched output was created; the punched output follows this header.

•  LANguage is language 
Specifies a language to be associated with the named module.

•  PREpared by user-id 
Identifies the user who defined the module.

•  PASsword is 'password'
Specifies the password of the identified user; mandatory if a password is associated with the user.

•  PROmpt
Specifies use of the word ENTER to prompt users for input. The PROMPT option is useful for local TSO z/VM
operations or with dial-up devices.

•  NO PROmpt
Specifies no user prompt.

•  ECHo
Redisplays each input line the compiler reads. This is useful when DDDL statements are input one line at a time (for
example, under TSO or z/VM, or from a hard-copy terminal).

•  NO ECHo
Specifies no redisplay of input lines even if the line contains an error. Suppresses execution of the EJECT and SKIP
carriage control statements.

•  LISt
Redisplays each line read by the compiler.

•  NO LISt
Specifies no redisplay of input lines unless a line contains errors. Suppresses execution of the EJECT and SKIP
carriage control statements.

•  HEAder
Specifies that the header lines that identify the DDDL compiler are to be printed on the IDD Activity List.

•  NO HEAder
Specifies that the header lines that identify the DDDL compiler are not to be printed on the IDD Activity List. This is
useful when DDDL statements are input one line at a time (for example, under TSO or z/VM, or from a hard-copy
terminal).

•  LINes per page line-count 
Specifies the number of lines per page as a SET OPTIONS FOR SESSION option. The acceptable range for line-
count is 10 through 60.

•  CULprit AUTo ATTributes are
For Culprit users only, this parameter determines whether file definitions are copied from the dictionary by Culprit at
runtime.

•  ON
Specifies that the file description, including such information as block size, record size, recording mode, file and device
types, or input module name, is to be copied from the dictionary at runtime.

•  OFF
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Specifies that the file description is not copied from the dictionary at runtime.
•  INPut columns are start-column-number THRu end-column-number 

Specifies the starting and ending columns for DDDL compiler input (and output with the exception of error messages).
The maximum input column range is 1 through 80 for batch and line mode and 1 through 79 for full-screen mode.
The default column range established at installation is 1 through 72 for batch mode, 1 through 80 for line mode,
and 1 through 79 for full-screen mode. The continuation character (+) need not be coded in column 1; it can appear
anywhere, provided that it is the first entry on the line. The user can select any value within the allowable range
for start-column-number and end-column-number; the minimum number of characters allowed between low and high
columns is ten.

•  OUTput line size is
Specifies an output line size for error messages. The line size for all other DDDL output is determined by the INPUT
COLUMNS ARE clause.

•  80
Specifies an error message line size of 80 columns for the online compiler. The DDDL compiler does not list the line
numbers of erroneous lines when it issues error messages; the error message, however, always appears on the line
immediately below the erroneous line.

•  132
Specifies an error message line size of 132 columns for the batch compiler.

•  JCL CODe is
Specifies whether a dollar sign ($) in the first column of module source or EDIT clause input will be recognized as JCL
or input data.

•  $
Specifies that a dollar sign in column one of module source or EDIT clause input is to be translated to a slash (/) when
it is stored in the dictionary. Typically, this option is used to ensure that the operating system does not interpret input
data as JCL.

•  NULl
Specifies that a dollar sign in column one is to be treated as input data; that is, the dollar sign is not translated to a
slash when it is stored in the dictionary.

•  LEVel NUMbers are
Specifies the values to be associated with corresponding hierarchical depths in record-element structures.

•   level-number 
Specifies a two-digit integer in the range 02 through 49; used with the LEVEL NUMBERS clause. In order to request
a range of level numbers, the entire sequence of numbers must be explicitly coded; up to 48 level numbers can be
specified in ascending order. If fewer than 48 level numbers are coded, 49 is the default. The LEVEL NUMBERS
specification does not modify level numbers in existing record elements.

•  DEFault for NEW Version is
Establishes a default version number for the VERSION parameter of the NAME clause in ADD statements.

•   version-number 
Specifies that the DDDL compiler is to assign a new entity occurrence the specified version number; version-n must be
an integer in the range 1 through 9999.

•  NEXt HIGhest
Specifies that the DDDL compiler is to assign a new entity occurrence the highest version number associated with
the specified entity-occurrence name, plus 1. If NEXT is the only keyword coded, NEXT HIGHEST is assumed.
Because NEXT HIGHEST creates a new version, if the requested entity occurrence exists in the dictionary, the DDDL
compiler does not issue the ADD CHANGED TO MODIFY message.

•  NEXt LOWest
Specifies that the DDDL compiler is to assign a new entity occurrence the lowest version number associated with the
specified entity-occurrence name, minus 1. Because NEXT LOWEST creates a new version, if the requested entity
occurrence exists in the dictionary, the DDDL compiler does not issue the ADD CHANGED TO MODIFY message.

•  DEFault for EXIsting Version is
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Establishes a default version number to be used in any statement or clause that references an existing entity
occurrence.

•   version-number 
Specifies use of the specified version number; version-number must be an integer in the range 1 through 9999.

•  HIGhest
Specifies use of the highest version number associated with the specified entity-occurrence name.

•  LOWest
Specifies use of the lowest version number associated with the specified entity-occurrence name.

•  DISplay ALL LIMit is
Indicates whether the DDDL compiler will limit the number of records to be retrieved using a DISPLAY ALL statement.

•  ON
Specifies that the number of records retrieved by a DISPLAY ALL statement will be limited to the number of records
specified in the INTERRUPT COUNT clause.

•  OFF
Specifies that the number of records retrieved by a DISPLAY ALL statement is not limited. OFF is the default.

•  INTerrupt count is
Specifies the maximum number of records to be retrieved using a DISPLAY ALL statement when the DISPLAY ALL
LIMIT is ON.

•   maximum-record-count 
Specifies a maximum number for INTERRUPT COUNT. Maximum-record-count can be any number, including 0.

•  NULl
Sets the maximum-record-count to 0.

•  DISplay
Supplies default values for DISPLAY/PUNCH clauses. This clause is positional; it must be coded as the last clause in a
SET OPTIONS statement. You can select one or more entity options for display, but you cannot repeat an option.

•  WITh
Lists the requested information. All options specified in previously issued DISPLAY WITH and DISPLAY ALSO WITH
statements are replaced.

•  ALSo WITh
Lists the requested information in addition to any information requested in previously issued DISPLAY WITH and
DISPLAY ALSO WITH statements.

•  WITHOut
Excludes the specified information from the information requested in previously issued DISPLAY WITH and DISPLAY
ALSO WITH statements.

•  ALL
Specifies the display of all of the information associated with the requested entity occurrence. ALL is the default.

•  ALL COMment TYPes
Specifies the display of all comment entries (COMMENTS, DEFINITIONS, ELEMENT DEFINITIONS, CULPRIT
HEADERS, OLQ HEADERS, REMARKS, and user-defined comment keys) associated with the requested entity
occurrence.

•  AREas
Specifies the display of all database areas associated with the requested entity occurrence.

•  ATTributes
Specifies the display of all attributes associated with the requested entity occurrence.

•  COBol
Specifies the display of record elements associated with the requested record occurrence displayed in COBOL format.
This parameter applies only to RECORD entities.

•  COMments
Specifies the display of all comments associated with the requested entity occurrence.

•  CULprit headers
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Specifies the display of all RIT headers associated with the requested record element. This parameter applies to
record elements only.

•  DEFinitions
Specifies the display of all definitions associated with the requested entity occurrence.

•  DEStinations
Specifies the display of all destinations associated with the requested entity occurrence.

•  DETails
Specifies the display of entity-specific descriptions; for example, the length of a record or the block size of a file.

•  ELements
Specifies the display of all elements associated with the requested entity occurrence.

•  ENTRy points
Specifies the display of all entry points associated with the requested entity occurrence.

•  FILes
Specifies the display of all files associated with the requested entity occurrence.

•  HIStory
Specifies the display of the chronological account of an entity's existence, including PREPARED/REVISED BY
specifications, date created, and date last updated. For programs, HISTORY also includes the number of times the
program has been compiled and the date of the last compilation.

•  LINes
Specifies the display of all lines associated with the requested entity occurrence.

•  LOGical-terminals
Specifies the display of all logical terminals associated with the requested entity occurrence.

•  LRS
Specifies the display of all of the logical records associated with the requested program. This parameter only applies to
PROGRAM entities.

•  MAPS
Specifies the display of all maps associated with the requested entity occurrence.

•  MODules
Specifies the display of all modules, processes, q-files, or tables associated with the requested entity occurrence.

•  MODules ONLy
Optionally limits the list to modules with a language specification other than PROCESS, OLQ, or TABLE.

•  MODule SOUrce
Specifies the display of the source statements associated with the requested module, process, or q-file. This
parameter only applies to MODULE, PROCESS, and QFILE entities.

•  NONE
Specifies the display of the name of the requested entity occurrence. NONE is meaningful only when WITH is
specified.

•  OLQ headers
Specifies the display of all OLQ headers associated with the requested record element. This parameter applies to
record elements only.

•  PANels
Specifies the display of all panels (screens) associated with the requested entity occurrence. SCREENS is a synonym
for PANELS.

•  PHYsical-terminals
Specifies the display of all physical terminals associated with the requested entity occurrence. PTERMS is a synonym
for physical-terminals.

•  PICture OVErrides
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Specifies the display of the PICTURE, USAGE, VALUE, JUSTIFY, SIGN, BLANK WHEN ZERO, LINE IS,
SUBORDINATE ELEMENT REDEFINES, and SUBORDINATE ELEMENT OCCURS specifications associated with the
requested record element. This parameter only applies to RECORD entities.

•  PROCesses
Specifies the display of all processes associated with the requested entity occurrence.

•  PROgrams
Specifies the display of all programs associated with the requested entity occurrence.

•  PROgrams CALled
Specifies the display of all of the subprograms associated with the requested program. This parameter applies to
PROGRAM entities only.

•  QFIles
Specifies the display of all q-files associated with the requested entity occurrence.

•  QUEues
Specifies the display of all queues associated with the requested entity occurrence.

•  RECELems
Specifies the display of record detail information and all record elements associated with the requested record
occurrence. This parameter applies only to RECORD entities.

•  RECords
Specifies the display of all records associated with the requested entity occurrence.

•  RELated FILes
Specifies the display of all of the relationships created with the RELATED FILES ARE clause of the FILE statement for
the requested file.

•  REMarks
Specifies the display of all remarks associated with the requested program. This parameter applies to PROGRAM
entities only.

•  REPorts
Specifies the display of all reports associated with the requested entity occurrence.

•  SAMe AS
Specifies the display of all of the relationships that exist between the entities that are the source and target of a SAME
AS clause; for information on the SAME AS clause, see Copying and Editing Entity Occurrences.

•  SCHemas
Specifies the display of all schemas associated with the requested entity occurrence.

•  SETs
Specifies the display of all sets associated with the requested entity occurrence.

•  SUBOrdinate ELements
Specifies the display of all of the subordinate elements associated with the requested group element. This parameter
applies to ELEMENT entities only.

•  SUBSChemas
Specifies the display of all subschemas associated with the requested entity occurrence.

•  SYNonyms
Specifies the display of all of the synonyms associated with the requested entity occurrence. If the requested entity
occurrence is an attribute, record synonyms associated with that attribute apply. This parameter only applies to
ELEMENT, FILE, and RECORD entities.

•  SYStems
Specifies the display of all systems or subsystems associated with the requested entity occurrence. SYSTEMS and
SUBSYSTEMS are synonyms.

•  TABles
Specifies the display of all tables associated with the requested entity occurrence.

•  TASks
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Specifies the display of all tasks associated with the requested entity occurrence.
•  TRAnsactions

Specifies the display of all transactions associated with the requested entity occurrence.
•  USErs

Specifies the display of all users associated with the requested entity occurrence.
•  USEr DEFINED COMments

Specifies the display of all user-defined comment keys associated with the requested entity occurrence. This
parameter only applies to entities with user-defined comment keys. UDCS is a synonym for USER DEFINED
COMMENTS.

•  USEr DEFINED NESts
Specifies the display of all of the user-defined nests associated with the requested entity occurrence. This parameter
only applies to entities with relational keys. UDNS is a synonym for USER DEFINED NESTS.

•  WHEre USED
Specifies the display of all relationships in which the requested entity occurrence participates as a subordinate
element, program called, related file, attribute, user-defined nest, or user or system within another user or system.
This parameter only applies to ATTRIBUTE, ELEMENT, FILE, MODULE, PROGRAM, RECORD, SYSTEM, USER,
and user-defined entities.

•  WITHin SYStem
Specifies the display of all system (subsystem) occurrences related to the requested system/subsystem by means
of the WITHIN SYSTEM clause. This parameter applies to SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM entities only. SUBSYSTEM and
SYSTEM are synonyms and can be used interchangeably.

•  WITHIn USEr
Specifies the display of all users with whom the requested user has been related by means of the WITHIN USER
clause. This parameter applies to USER entities only.

•  VERB DISplay/PUNch/ADD/MODify/REPlace/DELete
Specifies the default verb to accompany DISPLAY/PUNCH verb output.

•  AS SYNtax
Specifies that information listed in response to a DISPLAY/PUNCH request appears as DDDL syntax. By displaying
entity-occurrence definitions as syntax, the user can edit existing definitions and resubmit them to the DDDL compiler.

•  AS COMments
Specifies that DISPLAY/PUNCH output appears as comments (which are ignored by the DDDL compiler). Each line is
preceded by an asterisk and a plus sign (*+) in the first two columns.

Example

The following SET OPTIONS statement establishes default processing options for one session. Specifications are given
that instruct the DDDL compiler to list DISPLAY/PUNCH output in syntax format and accept input in columns 2 through 65.

set options for session

   input columns are 2 thru 65

   display as syntax.

Usage

 Order of SET OPTIONS parameters 

The parameters of the SET OPTIONS statement can be coded in any order, with the exception of the DISPLAY clause,
which must appear as the last clause in a SET OPTIONS statement.

 Considerations for alternate picture keywords 

Subsequently issued SET OPTIONS statements can change existing alternate picture keywords. Note, however, that all
elements and record elements that have been assigned alternative formats retain those formats unless the element or
record-element definition is explicitly changed. For example, if an element definition specifies PICTURE IS 'NUMERIC
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EDITED', the format remains unchanged, regardless of whether a SET OPTIONS FIRST ALTERNATE PICTURE
KEYWORD statement establishes a new keyword.

 DELETE IS ON usage and cautions 

DELETE IS ON provides a convenient means of deleting record elements that have been added to the dictionary with
the COBOL substatement. Because the COBOL substatement automatically associates elements with records, elements
associated with deleted records need not be maintained.

More information: For a detailed description of the COBOL substatement, see RECORD (REPORT/TRANSACTION).

To avoid the inadvertent deletion of elements, select DELETE IS ON only on an as-needed basis; immediately thereafter,
specify DELETE IS OFF.

 Overriding PREPARED BY and REVISED BY clauses 

You can override the default PREPARED BY specification by including a PREPARED BY clause in individual ADD,
MODIFY, REPLACE, DELETE, and DISPLAY/PUNCH statements.

You can override the default REVISED BY specification by including a REVISED BY clause in individual ADD, MODIFY,
REPLACE, DELETE, and DISPLAY/PUNCH statements.

Overrides to PREPARED BY and REVISED BY clauses are recognized only if ALLOWED is specified in the USER
SIGNON OVERRIDE clause.

 Overriding SEQUENCE values 

The user can include the following instructions within individual EDIT clauses to override the SET OPTIONS SEQUENCE
value:

• SEQUENCE overrides sequence default for all EDIT clause instructions.
• INCREMENT BY in an INSERT or REPLACE instruction overrides, for that instruction only, the default established by

the SET OPTIONS statement or by the SEQUENCE instruction.

 Overriding the default PUNCH destination 

The user can include a TO SYSPCH/MODULE clause within individual PUNCH statements to override the default PUNCH
destination.

 WHERE USED sectionlines 

WHERE USED must accompany a request to display SUBORDINATE ELEMENTS, PROGRAMS CALLED, RELATED
FILES, ATTRIBUTES, USER-DEFINED NESTS, or WITHIN USER or WITHIN SYSTEM.

If WHERE USED is not specified, a request for SUBORDINATE ELEMENTS, PROGRAMS CALLED, RELATED FILES,
ATTRIBUTES, USER-DEFINED NESTS, or WITHIN USER or WITHIN SYSTEM displays the programs called by,
elements subordinate to, files, attributes, and user-defined nests related to, and users and systems within the requested
entity occurrence.

For example, DISPLAY PROGRAM PAYROLL WITH PROGRAMS CALLED lists the programs called by the program
named PAYROLL; DISPLAY PROGRAM PAYROLL WITH PROGRAMS CALLED WHERE USED lists the programs that
call the program PAYROLL.

 Overriding DISPLAY/PUNCH options 

You can include these clauses in individual DISPLAY/PUNCH statements to override the specified options:

• WITH/ALSO WITH/WITHOUT
• VERB
• AS SYNTAX/COMMENTS
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Defaults and Overrides

The IDD installation procedure establishes defaults for most of the DDDL compiler processing options. These defaults
remain in effect until they are explicitly changed for one of the following:

•  Dictionary -- you can specify a SET OPTIONS FOR DICTIONARY statement to establish default options for all DDDL
compiler sessions that access the current dictionary.

NOTE
 Any option you can specify under SET OPTIONS FOR DICTIONARY you can also specify under SET
OPTIONS FOR SESSION.

•  Single session -- you can specify a SET OPTIONS FOR SESSION statement to establish default options for the
current DDDL session only.

NOTE
 If you try to use SET OPTIONS FOR DICTIONARY when only SET OPTIONS FOR SESSION is permitted,
IDD applies the option to your current session.

•  Single statement -- you can specify optional clauses in an entity-type statement to establish processing options for
that statement only.

The following table lists DDDL compiler processing options, their installation default values, and the ways you can change
the defaults. Installation defaults are for batch and online processing, unless otherwise noted.

 SET OPTIONS
clause 

 Default   Overrides possible for: 

   Dictionary  Session  Statement 
AFTER IS OFF X X X
AUTHORIZATION IS OFF X   
BEFORE IS OFF X X X
CULPRIT AUTO
ATTRIBUTES ARE

OFF X   

DECIMAL- POINT IS
PERIOD/COMMA

PERIOD X X  

DEFAULT FOR
EXISTING VERSION IS

1 X X X

DEFAULT FOR NEW
VERSION IS

1 X X X

DEFAULT IS OFF X X  
DELETE IS OFF X X  
DISPLAY ALL LIMIT OFF X X  
DISPLAY AS SYNTAX/
COMMENTS

COMMENTS  X X

DISPLAY WITH/ ALSO
WITH/ WITHOUT

WITH ALL  X X

DISPLAY VERB ADD  X X
ECHO/NO ECHO ECHO  X  
EOF IS /* (batch) X X  
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FIRST/SECOND/
THIRD/FOURTH
ALTERNATE
PICTURE
KEYWORD

No defaults X X  

FORMAT IS FIXED/
FREE

FREE  X X

HEADER/ NO HEADER HEADER (batch)
NO HEADER (online)

 X  

INPUT COLUMNS ARE 1-72 (batch)
1-80 (online)

 X  

INTERRUPT COUNT IS 0 X X X
JCL CODE IS NULL  X  
LEVEL NUMBERS ARE 02-49 X X  
LINES PER PAGE 60  X  
LIST/NO LIST LIST  X  
OUTPUT LINE SIZE IS 132 (batch)

80 (online)
 X  

PASSWORD SECURITY
OVERRIDE

OFF X   

PREPARED BY/
REVISED BY

No defaults  X X

PROMPT/ NO PROMPT NO PROMPT (batch)
NO PROMPT
(online; 3270)
PROMPT
(online; line mode)

 X  

PUNCH TO SYSPCH  X X
QUOTE IS ' X X  
RESEQUENCE IS OFF X X  
REGISTRATION
OVERRIDE

No default  X  

SECURITY FOR OFF X X  
SEMICOLON
ALTERNATE

OFF X X  

SEQUENCE IS 100 X X X
USER SIGNON
OVERRIDE

ON X X  

 Overriding Clauses 

The following DDDL clauses override defaults established by the SET OPTIONS FOR SESSION statement:
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• The PREPARED/REVISED BY clause of ADD/MODIFY/REPLACE/DELETE/DISPLAY/PUNCH
• The SHOW instruction of the EDIT clause
• The SEQUENCE instruction of the EDIT clause
• The INCREMENT BY parameter of the INSERT and REPLACE instruction of the EDIT clause
• The WITH/ALSO WITH/WITHOUT clause of DISPLAY/PUNCH
• The VERB clause of DISPLAY/PUNCH
• The AS SYNTAX/COMMENTS clause of DISPLAY/PUNCH
• The TO clause of PUNCH
• The VERSION clause of ADD/MODIFY/REPLACE/DELETE/DISPLAY/PUNCH

Security

You must have explicit update authority to submit certain SET OPTIONS clauses. The following table lists the applicable
clauses and the required authority.

 SET OPTIONS clause  Required UPDATE authority 
SET OPTIONS FOR DICTIONARY ALL
FIRST/SECOND/THIRD/FOURTH
ALTERNATE PICTURE KEYWORD

ALL

CULPRIT AUTO ATTRIBUTES CULPRIT
REGISTRATION OVERRIDE ALL
PASSWORD SECURITY OVERRIDE ALL
SECURITY FOR ADS ALL
SECURITY FOR CLASS AND
ATTRIBUTE

CLASS AND ATTRIBUTE

SECURITY FOR CULPRIT CULPRIT
SECURITY FOR IDD IDD
SECURITY FOR IDD SIGNON IDD SIGNON
SECURITY FOR IDMS IDMS
SECURITY FOR IDMS-DC DC
SECURITY FOR LOAD MODULE ALL
SECURITY FOR OLQ OLQ
USER SIGNON OVERRIDE ALL
DISPLAY ALL LIMITS ALL
INTERRUPT COUNT ALL

DISPLAY/PUNCH OPTIONS Statement
The DISPLAY/PUNCH OPTIONS statement lists, as a SET OPTIONS statement, the default processing options in effect
for the current DDDL compiler session or dictionary.

Syntax

DISPLAY/PUNCH OPTIONS Statement
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►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ OPTions for ─┬─ SESsion ◄ ──┬───────────────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘               └─ DICtionary ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────┬───────────────────►◄

   └─┬─ WITh ◄ ────┬─ DETails ──┘ └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ─────┬─┘

     ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤                     └─ COMments ◄ ─┘

     └─ WITHOut ───┘

 

Parameters

• DISplay/PUNch OPTions for
Lists the default processing options established with the SET OPTIONS statement or during IDD installation.

• SESsion
Specifies that the options in effect for the current DDDL session are listed along with signon information, including user
name, dictionary name, node name, and usage mode. This is the default.

• DICtionary
Specifies that the options in effect for the current dictionary are listed along with the date the dictionary was created
and the date of its most recent update.

• WITh DETails
Specifies that all default processing options in effect for the session or for all sessions are listed.

• ALSo WITh DETails
Specifies that all default processing options in effect for the session or for all sessions are listed.

• WITHOut DETails
Specifies that only the statement SET OPTIONS FOR SESSION/DICTIONARY is listed.

• AS SYNtax
Specifies that DISPLAY/PUNCH OPTIONS output is to be formatted as syntax (meaning that you can edit and
resubmit the statements).

• AS COMments
Specifies that DISPLAY/PUNCH OPTIONS output is to be formatted as comments (meaning that the DDDL compiler
ignores the statements).

Example

The following example illustrates the output associated with a DISPLAY OPTIONS statement.

display options for session.

*+   set options for session

*+       dictionary name is prod

*+       usage mode is update

*+       default for existing version is 1

*+       quote is '

*+       eof is '/*'

*+       default is off

*+       sequence is 100

*+       no prompt

*+       echo

*+       list

*+       header

*+       input columns are 1 thru 80

*+       output line size is 80
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INCLUDE Statement (DDDL)
The INCLUDE statement temporarily suspends input to the batch or online DDDL compiler and retrieves, as input to the
compiler, source statements associated with an existing IDD module. Modules are defined in the dictionary using the
MODULE statement (see MODULE (PROCESS/QFILE/TABLE)). The module source can contain any number of DDDL
statements.

When all the module source has been included, the DDDL compiler continues processing with the source statement
immediately following the INCLUDE statement.

Syntax

INCLUDE Statement

 

►►─── INCLUDe MODule module-name ──┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────►

                                   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ LANguage is language ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►◄

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ──┘

 

Parameters

• INCLUDe MODule module-name
Specifies that the DDDL compiler is to include in the current input file the source statements associated with the
named module. Module-name must be the name of an existing IDD module.

• Version is
Qualifies nonunique module names.

• version-number
Specifies a specific version number for the module.

• HIGhest
Specifies that the DDDL compiler is to use the highest version number associated with the specified module.

• LOWest
Specifies that the DDDL compiler is to use the lowest version number associated with the specified module.

• LANguage is language-name
Qualifies the module name by language. This parameter is required if the module has been defined with a language in
the dictionary.

• PREpared by user-name
Specifies the name of the user requesting the INCLUDE operation. For a detailed description of the PREPARED BY
clause, see Securing the Dictionary.

• PASsword is password
Specifies the password of the user requesting the INCLUDE operation.

Usage

Restrictions on INCLUDE

The following restrictions apply to the INCLUDE statement:
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• INCLUDE statements cannot appear within the module source; that is, INCLUDE statements cannot be nested.
• The requested module cannot update its own module source.

If the module source being included contains a SIGNON statement to another dictionary, the DDDL compiler terminates
the INCLUDE operation and continues processing with the statement immediately following the INCLUDE.

Example

The following example shows a DDDL compiler session in which the user includes source statements associated with the
module INCLUDE-TEST version 1 in the current DDDL input file. The definition of the module INCLUDE-TEST is shown.

add module include-test version 1

   prepared by wmc

   module source follows

      display all modules where name contains '-wmc'.

      signon dict=b

      modify user wmc.

      ...

   msend.

The sample session follows:

signon dict=a

include module include-test version 1.

display file xyz version 2.

 .

 .

 .

signoff

Because module INCLUDE-TEST contains a SIGNON statement, the DDDL compiler terminates the INCLUDE operation
without executing the MODIFY USER WMC statement; processing continues with the DISPLAY FILE XYZ statement.

COMMIT Statement (DDDL)
COMMIT is useful in the following situations:

• When journaling in local mode, COMMIT writes a COMT checkpoint to the journal file.
• Under the central version in batch mode, COMMIT releases update and exclusive locks.

COMMIT facilitates recovery during DDDL compiler runs that process large amounts of data. For more information about
IDMS/DB backup and recovery procedures, see Administrating IDMS Database.

Syntax

COMMIT Statement

►►─── COMMIT ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

General DDDL Syntax Options
This topic describes the DDDL syntax options that are common to all or many DDDL entity-type statements.
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Identifying Entity Occurrences
Each entity occurrence in the dictionary must be unique. Specific qualifying clauses for each entity type allow you to make
entity occurrences unique:

• All entity occurrences must be identified by name and, optionally, by version number.
• Some entity occurrences require (or allow) additional qualifiers.

This articles describes the following information:

NAME Clause

Each entity-type statement must include a name that identifies the object entity occurrence in the dictionary. This name
clause:

• Follows the verb and entity-type name
• Precedes all optional clauses

Syntax

NAME Clause

 

►►─── NAMe is entity-occurrence-name ─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

• NAMe is
Identifies either a new entity occurrence to be added to the dictionary or an existing entity occurrence to be modified,
replaced, deleted, displayed, or punched.

• entity-occurrence-name
Uniquely identifies the object entity in the dictionary; if the name includes embedded blanks or delimiters, it must
be enclosed in site-standard quote characters. If the specified name is not unique, it must be qualified by a version
number (and/or additional qualifier).

NOTE
For more information, see VERSION Clause and Additional Qualifiers.

Example

In the following statement, the NAME clause assigns the name PAYROLL to an occurrence of the SYSTEM entity type.

add system name is payroll.

VERSION Clause

IDD supports the use of version numbers to accommodate entity occurrences that are identically named but different in
usage or format. For example, when designing and testing a new application, the user can maintain several occurrences
of the same entity by assigning a unique version number to each occurrence. When the final definition is approved, the
user can retain the appropriate version in the dictionary, deleting all other versions.

NOTE
DDDL syntax does not support version number identification for the CLASS, ATTRIBUTE, ENTRY POINT,
MESSAGE, USER, and user-defined entity types.
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The VERSION clause permits the user to specify an explicit version number or the next higher or lower number. The user
can also specify default version numbers for the current session or dictionary by using the SET OPTIONS DEFAULT FOR
NEW VERSION and SET OPTIONS DEFAULT FOR EXISTING VERSION statements (see SET OPTIONS Syntax).

If a version number is not specified within an entity-type statement, the version number conventions described in , apply.

Syntax: VERSION Clause

 

►►─── Version is ──┬─ version-number ───────┬─────────────────────────────────►◄

                   └┬────────┬┬─ HIGhest ─┬─┘

                    └─ NEXt ─┘└─ LOWest ──┘

 

Parameters

• Version is version-number
Specifies a unique integer in the range 1 through 9999.

• NEXt
When added to HIGHEST (NEXT HIGHEST), specifies the highest version number associated with the entity
occurrence, plus 1. When added to LOWEST (NEXT LOWEST), specifies the lowest version number associated with
the entity occurrence, minus 1. If only NEXT is specified, NEXT HIGHEST is assumed. This parameter is used only
with the ADD statement or with the NEW NAME or NEW VERSION clauses.

• HIGhest
Specifies the highest version number associated with the object entity occurrence. If NEXT HIGHEST is specified and
the object entity occurrence does not exist in the dictionary, the DDDL compiler assigns a version number of 1.

• LOWest
Specifies the lowest version number associated with the object entity occurrence. If NEXT LOWEST is specified and
the object entity occurrence does not exist in the dictionary, the DDDL compiler assigns a version number of 9999.

Examples

Assuming that versions 3, 8, 9, 11, and 23 of element ACCT-NUMBER exist in the dictionary, this statement implicitly
requests version 23.

modify element account-number

     version is highest.

Assuming that versions 420, 440, and 460 of record EMP-NAME exist in the dictionary, this statement implicitly assigns
version 461.

add record emp-name

     version is next highest.

Additional Qualifiers

Some entity types require or allow qualifiers in addition to those specified using the NAME and VERSION clauses. These
entity types and their corresponding qualifiers are shown in the following table.

Entity type Additional qualifier Notes
ATTRIBUTE WITHIN CLASS Required when ADD/CREATE is specified.

Required for other verbs when the attribute
that is specified is not unique in the
dictionary.
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LOAD MODULE MODULE TYPE Optional; if MODULE TYPE is specified,
the compiler makes sure the load module
named in a MODIFY/ALTER or DELETE/
DROP statement is of the same type.

MAP WITHIN PANEL Required when ADD/CREATE is specified.
MODULE LANGUAGE Required if a version of HIGHEST or

LOWEST is specified or defaulted to.
 TYPE Required when ADD/CREATE is specified.

More information: For more information about the qualifiers shown in the previous table, see the syntax and parameter
descriptions for the corresponding entity types in Entity-Type Syntax.

Securing the Dictionary
IDD provides security features that facilitate the protection of the data resource from unauthorized access, modification, or
deletion, as follows:

• Entity-type security
Allows the data administrator to secure access to the CLASS, ATTRIBUTE, and LOAD MODULE entities and to one
or more IDMS/DB, IDMS/DC, and IDD entities. The data administrator can also restrict access to the DDDL compiler,
IDMS/DB and ADS system components, and OLQ and Culprit operations. Entity-type security is controlled by the SET
OPTIONS statement SECURITY FOR clause described under SET OPTIONS Syntax.
If the SET OPTIONS statement specifies a SECURITY IS ON option, only a user with the proper authority can access
the secured entity or entity group or can perform the secured operation. If the authorized user has been assigned
a password, that password must be provided. User authority is established with the USER statement AUTHORITY
clause, which defines the entity group or entity types to which the user has access and specifies the type of access
permitted (that is, the verbs the user can issue). For a description of the AUTHORITY clause, see USER. If the SET
OPTIONS statement specifies SECURITY IS OFF, user authority is not required; however, the data administrator can
secure individual entity occurrences, as described below.

• Entity-occurrence security
Controls user access to individual entity occurrences. The data administrator can apply entity-occurrence security
to occurrences of all entity types except CLASS, LOAD MODULE, MESSAGE, and USER. The data administrator
controls entity-occurrence security by means of the USER and PUBLIC ACCESS clauses within individual entity-type
statements.

• Password protection
Prohibits a user from adding or changing passwords for other users and from assigning other users the authority to
access secured entity types or to perform secured operations. Password authority is established with the AUTHORITY
clause of the USER statement. Typically, only one user has password authority; that user will control all passwords.
However, the data administrator can activate a password security override to allow users to modify their own
passwords. If the SET OPTIONS statement specifies INDIVIDUAL PASSWORD SECURITY OVERRIDE IS ON, users
need no authority to modify their own passwords; the INDIVIDUAL PASSWORD SECURITY OVERRIDE clause is
described under SET OPTIONS Syntax.

The DDDL clauses in the following table govern security. Each of these clauses is described separately in this section.

This clause Governs security by:
PREPARED/
REVISED BY

Supplying additional user names and passwords to be used in IDD
security

AUTHORITY Assigning users authority to access secured entity types and
perform secured operations
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USER Registering users with an entity occurrence and establishing the
extent to which users can access or update the named entity
occurrence

PUBLIC ACCESS Specifying the extent to which unregistered users can access or
update an entity occurrence

PREPARED/REVISED BY Clause

The PREPARED/REVISED BY clause supplies a user ID and optionally, a password. The DDDL compiler uses this
information to determine whether the requested user is authorized to perform secured operations or access a secured
entity type or entity occurrence.

The PREPARED/REVISED BY clause within an individual entity-type statement overrides, for that statement only,
the default PREPARED/REVISED BY specification, if present. The default PREPARED/REVISED BY specification is
determined by the user ID supplied by one of the following, in order of precedence:

1. PREPARED/REVISED BY clause in the SET OPTIONS statement
2. DDDL compiler signon procedure
3. System signon procedure

A PREPARED/REVISED BY clause can appear in any ADD, MODIFY, REPLACE, DELETE, and DISPLAY/PUNCH
statement associated with any entity type. PREPARED BY can be used when a new comment key definition is added to
the dictionary; REVISED BY can be used when a comment key is changed.

The DDDL compiler reads in the entity-occurrence identification, then performs a security check. The compiler checks the
user specified in the default PREPARED/REVISED BY clause and in any additional PREPARED/REVISED BY clauses.
If neither of the requested users is authorized, the DDDL compiler rejects the entire statement. If at least one user is
authorized, the DDDL compiler processes the statement.

Syntax: PREPARED/REVISED BY Clause

 

►►─┬─ PREpared ─┬─ by user-id ─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────►◄

   └─ REVised ──┘              └─ PASsword is password ──┘

 

Parameters

• PREpared by
Supplies a PREPARED BY specification for the named entity occurrence.

• REVised by
Supplies a REVISED BY specification for the named entity occurrence.

• user-id
Identifies the user requesting the ADD, MODIFY, REPLACE, DELETE, DISPLAY, or PUNCH operation. User-id
must be a 1- through 32-character value and must be enclosed in quotation marks if it contains embedded blanks or
delimiters. The specified ID must correspond to the ID of a user in the dictionary. If the requested entity occurrence
is secured, the named user must be authorized to perform the requested operation. The DDDL compiler adds the
authority of the user specified in the PREPARED/REVISED BY clause to the authority of the signed-on user to validate
user-entity authority.

• PASsword is password
Specifies the password associated with the named user. Password must be a valid 1- through 8-character password
and must be enclosed in quotation marks if it contains embedded blanks or delimiters. If the named user has not been
assigned a password, this parameter is invalid. DDDL suppresses the password when it echoes the command.

Example
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In the following statement, user DGS adds the system named ACCOUNTING to the dictionary; DGS becomes the
PREPARED BY specification for ACCOUNTING, overriding the default PREPARED BY specification established at signon
or in a SET OPTIONS statement.

add system name is accounting

     prepared by user dgs.

Usage

Using PREPARED/REVISED BY for security

When you use this clause for security purposes, the PREPARED/REVISED BY clause must immediately follow the entity-
occurrence identification.

SET OPTIONS may impact PREPARED/REVISED BY

If the USER SIGNON OVERRIDE clause of SET OPTIONS is set to OFF (or NOT ALLOWED), the PREPARED/REVISED
BY clause is ignored and a warning message is displayed.

AUTHORITY Clause

The AUTHORITY clause of the USER statement defines a user in the dictionary and assigns the specified user authority
to access secured entity types and perform secured operations.

Each user definition must include an AUTHORITY clause to grant the named user the authority to access each entity
type, entity group, and product that has been secured by means of a SET OPTIONS SECURITY IS ON statement. The
AUTHORITY clause also specifies the verbs (ADD, MODIFY, DELETE, REPLACE, DISPLAY, PUNCH) that the user is
authorized to issue; this feature allows the data administrator to grant a user the authority to modify some entity types yet
only display other entity types.

The syntax for the AUTHORITY clause appears with the USER statement (see USER).

Examples

In the following example, user DDA can use any verb to access any secured entity type and can perform any secured
operation; typically, update authority is only assigned to the data administrator.

add user name is dda

     include authority for update is all.

In the following example, user WMC can modify and display all entity types in the IDD entity group except USER.

add user name is wmc

     include authority for modify is idd

     exclude authority for modify is user.

In the following example, user WMC can issue all USER statement clauses that require ADS, Culprit, and OLQ update
authority, all verbs for all IDD entity types (except ADD QFILE and ADD PROCESS), and DISPLAY/PUNCH verbs for all
entity types; however, user WMC cannot issue USER statements that require PASSWORD update authority.

add user name is wmc

     include authority for update is (ads olq culprit idd)

     exclude authority for add is (process qfile)

     include authority for display is all

     exclude authority for update is password.
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USER Clause

The USER clause is valid in all entity-type statements except CLASS, LOAD MODULE, MESSAGE, and USER. The
USER clause:

• Associates one or more existing users with the requested entity occurrence
• Registers each user to perform operations (MODIFY, REPLACE, DELETE, DISPLAY/PUNCH) for the requested entity

occurrence, or establishes a registration option of public access.
• Assigns each user responsibility for the creation, update, and/or deletion of the requested entity occurrence.

Each iteration of the USER clause associates one user with the named entity, specifies a registration option and one or
more responsibilities, and optionally supplies descriptive text.

Syntax: USER Clause

 

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

►►─▼─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ USEr is user-id ──┬───────────────────────┬─┴───────────►◄

     └─ EXClude ───┘                    └─ user-specification ──┘

Expansion of user-specification

►►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ REGistered for ─┬─ PUBlic access ◄ ──┬─┘

                      ├─ ALL ──────────────┤

                      ├─ UPDate ───────────┤

                      ├─ MODify ───────────┤

                      ├─ REPlace ──────────┤

                      ├─ DELete ───────────┤

                      └─ DISPlay ──────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►

   │                                   ┌────────────────────────┐  │

   └─ RESponsible for ─┬─ NONe ◄ ───┬──▼─┬────────────────────┬─┴──┘

                       ├─ CREation ─┤    └─ AND ─┬─ CREation ─┤

                       ├─ UPDate ───┤            ├─ UPDate ───┤

                       └─ DELetion ─┘            └─ DELetion ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ TEXt is user-text ──┘

 

Parameters

• USEr is user-id
Associates (INCLUDE) a user with or disassociates (EXCLUDE) a user from the requested entity occurrence. User-id
must correspond to a 1- through 32-character user ID in the dictionary. If the specified ID includes embedded blanks or
delimiters, it must be enclosed in site-standard quote characters.

• user-specification
See the following descriptions for the REGISTERED FOR, RESPONSIBLE FOR, and TEXT parameters.

• REGistered for
Registers the named user with the requested entity occurrence and specifies the functions the user can perform for the
entity.

• PUBlic access
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Specifies that the PUBLIC ACCESS clause (described later in this section) controls the functions that the user can
perform. This is the REGISTERED FOR default.

• ALL
Specifies that the user is registered to perform all functions; the user can issue MODIFY, REPLACE, DELETE, and
DISPLAY/PUNCH verbs, and can change the REGISTERED FOR options for other users and the PUBLIC ACCESS
specification.

• UPDate
Specifies that the user is registered to perform update functions; the user can issue MODIFY, REPLACE, DELETE,
and DISPLAY/PUNCH verbs but cannot change the REGISTERED FOR and PUBLIC ACCESS specifications.

• MODify
Specifies that the user is registered only to issue MODIFY and DISPLAY/PUNCH verbs.

• REPlace
Specifies that the user is registered only to issue REPLACE and DISPLAY/PUNCH verbs.

• DELete
Specifies that the user is registered only to issue DELETE and DISPLAY/PUNCH verbs.

• DISPlay
Specifies that the user is registered only to issue DISPLAY/PUNCH verbs.

• RESponsible for
Documents responsibility for the named user. The options named with RESPONSIBLE FOR do not have any impact
on entity-occurrence security.

• NONe
Specifies that no responsibility is documented for the named user. NONE is the default.

• CREation
Documents creation responsibility for the named user.

• UPDate
Documents update responsibility for the named user.

• DELetion
Documents deletion responsibility for the named user.

• AND CREation/UPDate/DELetion
Documents additional creation, update, or deletion responsibilities for the user. You can repeat this clause.

• TEXt is user-text
Associates 1 through 40 characters of documentation text with the user/entity relationship. If the text includes special
characters or embedded blanks, it must be enclosed in quotation marks. For more information about the TEXT clause,
see Documenting Entity Occurrences, later in this section.

Examples

The following examples illustrate four forms of the USER clause.

In the following example, user WMC can perform all functions for the CUSTOMER record (issue MODIFY, REPLACE,
DELETE, and DISPLAY verbs, change the REGISTERED FOR specification for other users, and change the PUBLIC
ACCESS specification); user WMC is also assigned documentation responsibility for creating, updating, and deleting the
record.

add record name is customer

   include user wmc

     registered for all

     responsible for creation

       and update and deletion.
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In the following example, user WMC can modify, replace, delete, and display the requested entity occurrence but cannot
change the REGISTERED FOR specifications for other users or the PUBLIC ACCESS specification of the requested
entity occurrence.

include user wmc

     registered for update.

In the following example, user WMC can modify and display only the requested entity occurrence.

include user wmc

     registered for modify.

In the following example, user WMC can only display the requested entity occurrence.

include user wmc

     registered for display.

Usage

USER clause rules

The following rules apply to the USER clause:

• The clause can be repeated as needed to define multiple users for each entity occurrence.
• To assign a value other than ALL to the PUBLIC ACCESS clause (that is, to override the default), at least one user

of the entity occurrence must be assigned the REGISTERED FOR ALL option; see PUBLIC ACCESS Clause for
additional details.

• An EXCLUDE request that names the last user assigned the REGISTERED FOR ALL option will not be processed
unless PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED FOR ALL has been specified; see PUBLIC ACCESS Clause below for further
details.

• The REGISTERED FOR parameter overrides any previously specified registration options for the named user.

PUBLIC ACCESS Clause

PUBLIC ACCESS specifications control entity-occurrence security by identifying the extent to which unregistered users
can access and/or update the requested entity occurrence. If the PUBLIC ACCESS clause is not specified in an ADD
statement, any user with the proper entity-type authority can update and display the requested entity occurrence.

NOTE
The optional PUBLIC ACCESS clause is valid in all entity-type statements except CLASS, LOAD MODULE,
MESSAGE, and USER.

Syntax: PUBLIC ACCESS Clause

 

►►─── PUBlic access is ──┬───────────┬─ for ──┬─ ALL ◄ ────────────┬──────────►◄

                         └─ ALLowed ─┘        ├─ NONE ─────────────┤

                                              ├─ UPDate ───────────┤

                                              ├─ MODify ───────────┤

                                              ├─ REPlace ──────────┤

                                              ├─ DELete ───────────┤

                                              └─ DISPlay ──────────┘
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Parameters

• PUBlic access is ALLOwed for
Supplies the public access specification for the requested entity occurrence.

• ALL
Specifies that unregistered users are allowed to issue all verbs and perform all secured operations. ALL is the default.

• NONe
Specifies that unregistered users are not allowed to access the entity occurrence.

• UPDate
Specifies that unregistered users are allowed to issue all verbs (MODIFY, REPLACE, DELETE, and DISPLAY/
PUNCH).

• MODify
Specifies that unregistered users are allowed to issue only MODIFY and DISPLAY/PUNCH verbs.

• REPlace
Specifies that unregistered users are allowed to issue only REPLACE and DISPLAY/PUNCH verbs.

• DELete
Specifies that unregistered users are allowed to issue only DELETE and DISPLAY/PUNCH verbs.

• DISplay
Specifies that unregistered users are allowed to issue only DISPLAY/PUNCH verbs.

Examples

In the following example, any user can modify, replace, delete, and display the requested entity occurrence and change
the REGISTERED specification.

public access is allowed for all.

In the following example, unregistered users cannot update or display the requested entity occurrence.

public access is allowed for none.

In the following example, unregistered users can modify, replace, delete, and display only the requested entity occurrence.

public access is allowed for update.

Usage

Overriding PUBLIC ACCESS is NONE

When the first user assigned the REGISTERED FOR ALL option is associated with an entity occurrence, the DDDL
compiler automatically sets the PUBLIC ACCESS specification to NONE in order to prohibit unregistered users from
accessing the entity. To override the PUBLIC ACCESS specification, the data administrator must submit the PUBLIC
ACCESS clause immediately after the REGISTERED FOR ALL specification. For example:

add record cust-rec

     user jmc registered for all

     public access is display.

Later, any user who has been registered for all can change the PUBLIC ACCESS specification.

PUBLIC ACCESS clause with option other than ALL

The DDDL compiler will not process a PUBLIC ACCESS clause that specifies an option other than ALL unless at least
one user associated with the requested entity occurrence is assigned the REGISTERED FOR ALL option. This feature
ensures that each entity occurrence has at least one user who can change the REGISTERED FOR specification.
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Documenting Entity Occurrences

The DESCRIPTION, COMMENTS, and TEXT clauses are used to document entity-occurrence definitions. These clauses
are described separately in this section.

DESCRIPTION Clause

The DESCRIPTION clause associates up to one line of documentation text with an entity occurrence. Typically,
descriptions clarify entity-occurrence identifications or briefly explain the expected use of an entity. This clause functions
as follows:

• In an ADD statement, DESCRIPTION establishes a user-specified description for the entity occurrence.
• In a MODIFY or REPLACE statement, DESCRIPTION replaces an existing description in its entirety, or, if no

description exists, establishes the specified description.

Syntax: DESCRIPTION Clause

 

►►─┬────────────────────┬─ DEScription is description-text ───────────────────►◄

   └─ entity-type-name ─┘

 

Parameters

• entity-type-name
Identifies the entity type with which the description is being associated. If specified, entity-type-name must be a
standard IDD entity type.

• DEScription is description-text
Assigns 1 through 40 (64, with element occurrences) characters of description text to the requested entity occurrence.
Description-text must be coded on one line and, if the text contains embedded blanks or delimiters, must be enclosed
in site-standard quote characters. To remove existing description text, specify a null string ('').

Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of the DESCRIPTION clause.

The following clause associates documentation text with the FILE occurrence named BILLING.

add file billing

     description is 'outstanding accounts receivable'.

The following clause nullifies an existing DESCRIPTION clause.

modify system payroll

     system description is ''.

COMMENTS Clause

Comments are used to store lengthy descriptions of entities. For each entity type (except LOAD MODULE), IDD permits
an unlimited number of user-supplied comment entries. The user can associate any number of lines of text with each
entry; no restrictions apply.

Comment Text Is Identified by Comment Keys
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Comment text is identified by predefined or user-defined comment keys, which can be associated with any entity
occurrence to separately document design, operational, or usage considerations for the named entity. For example, the
user might associate the user-defined comment key RECOVERY PROCEDURE with a program; text associated with that
comment key contains instructions directed to the operator for use if the program terminates abnormally.

Predefined Comment Keys

The DDDL compiler supports the predefined comment keys shown in the following table.

Comment key Identifies
COMMENTS General comments
DEFINITION A full description of the use or purpose of the entity occurrence
CULPRIT HEADER An alternative column header for use in Culprit reports. The

length and number of these headers are governed by Culprit
conventions, as described in the Culprit Using section. This
comment key is valid only with RECORD statements and
RECORD ELEMENT substatements.

OLQ HEADER An alternative column header for use in OLQ reports. This
comment key is valid only with RECORD statements and
RECORD ELEMENT substatements.

REMARKS Descriptive text for programs. This comment key can appear in
PROGRAM statements only.

User-defined Comment Keys

You can define additional comment keys.

To define a new comment key, you must issue a MODIFY ENTITY statement to modify the standard ENTITY definition
established during IDD installation. You must be assigned ATTRIBUTE authority to define comment keys (see
AUTHORITY Clause).

NOTE
Do not use the MODIFY ENTITY statement to add user-defined entities to the dictionary; the result of such use
is unpredictable.

Syntax: MODIFY ENTITY Statement (for user-defined comments)

 

►►─── MODify ENTIty type name is entity-type-name ────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────►

   └─┬─ PREpared ─┬─ by user-id ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

     └─ REVised ──┘              └─ PASsword is password ──┘

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬ INClude ◄ ┬ USER DEFINED COMMENT is comment-key ┬───────────────────┬┴─►◄

     └ EXClude ──┘                                     └ TEXt is user-text ┘

 

Parameters

• ENTIty type name is entity-type-name
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Specifies the entity type that is the object of the modification. Entity-type-name can be any standard IDD entity-type
name; however, several entity types cannot appear in this clause. A list of the substitute names to be used for these
entity types follows:

Entity type Substitute name
ENTRY POINT PROGRAM
PROCESS MODULE
QFILE MODULE
REPORT RECORD
SCREEN PANEL
SUBSYSTEM SYSTEM
TABLE MODULE
TRANSACTION RECORD
User-defined entity ATTRIBUTE

• PREpared/REVised by user-id
Identifies the user requesting the operation. PREPARED BY can be used when a new comment key definition is added
to the dictionary; REVISED BY can be used when a comment key is changed. If the named user has been assigned
a password, the PASSWORD parameter must be specified. See Securing the Dictionary earlier in this section for the
rules pertaining to the PREPARED/REVISED BY clause.

• PASsword is password
Specifies the password of the user named in the PREPARED/REVISED BY clause. If password contains embedded
blanks or delimiters, it must be enclosed in site-standard quote characters.

• USER DEFINED COMMENT is comment-key
Identifies the comment key to be associated with (INCLUDE) or dissociated from (EXCLUDE) the requested entity
type; INCLUDE is the default. Comment-key must be a unique 1- through 40-character value. Values that contain
embedded blanks or special characters or that duplicate a keyword from the DDDL syntax must be enclosed in site-
standard quote characters. Note that a keyword defined as a relational key (see Associating Entity Occurrences, later
in this section) for the requested entity cannot be defined as a comment key for the same entity. This clause can be
repeated to add any number of comment keys.

NOTE
Use the EXCLUDE option with care. When a comment key is excluded from an entity type, relationships
between occurrences of the entity that are based on the excluded comment key cannot be deleted, reported
on, or reestablished with the INCLUDE option. First, delete the comment text from all entity occurrences with
which it is associated; then exclude the comment key.

• TEXt is user-text
Associates documentation text with the comment key. Text must be 1 through 40 characters in length and, if it includes
delimiters or embedded blanks, must be enclosed in site-standard quote characters.

Syntax: COMMENTS Clause

 

►►─┬─ COMments ───────┬─ is ─┬─ NULl ─────────┬───────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ DEFinition ─────┤      └─ comment-text ─┘

   ├─ OLQ header ─────┤

   ├─ CULprit header ─┤

   ├─ REMarks ────────┤

   └─ comment-key ────┘
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Parameters

• COMments/DEFinition/OLQ header /CULprit header/REMarks/comment-key is
Identifies the predefined (COM/DEF/OLQ/CUL/REM) or user-defined (comment-key) comment key to which the
comment text applies. Comment-key must be a user-defined key previously established in the dictionary through
the MODIFY ENTITY statement. If comment-key includes delimiters or embedded blanks, or if it duplicates a DDDL
keyword, it must be enclosed in site-standard quote characters. Because the DDDL compiler recognizes comment
keys as keywords, the specified comment key can be abbreviated.

• NULl
Removes existing text from the comment key.

• comment-text
Specifies the comment text to be associated with the comment key. Comment-text can consist of multiple input lines.
Each line following the first line must begin with the continuation character (-) followed by the site-standard quote
character; the closing quotation mark is optional. Once defined, comment text can be edited (see EDIT Clause, later in
this section).

Usage

Associating text with a comment key

After using the MODIFY ENTITY statement to include a comment key for an entity type, you can use the COMMENTS
clause to associate text with a predefined or user-defined comment key.

Include a COMMENTS clause in the applicable entity-type statement. If a comments clause appears in a MODIFY or
REPLACE statement, the DDDL compiler edits, replaces, or removes existing comment text.

Disassociating comment text from a comment key

To delete a comment key, remove the comment text associated with a specified entity (using the NULL parameter of the
COMMENTS clause). If the comment is user-defined, issue the MODIFY ENTITY statement specifying the EXCLUDE
USER DEFINED COMMENT option.

Examples

The following statement establishes the comment key SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS for the SYSTEM entity type.

modify entity system

    revised by j-user

    include user defined comment is 'special considerations'.

The following statement associates the comment text VACATION PAY INCLUDED IN JUNE 30 CHECKS with the
comment key SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS for the system PAYROLL.

modify system payroll

     'special considerations' is 'vacation pay included'

     -'in june 30 checks'.

The following statement deletes the comment key from the system PAYROLL.

modify system payroll

    'special considerations' is null.

The following statement excludes the comment key from the entity type.

modify entity system

    revised by j-user
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    exclude user defined comment is 'special considerations'.

TEXT Clause

The TEXT clause associates documentation text with the following:

• User to entity relationships
• Relational keys
• Relational-key to entity-occurrence structures
• Attribute to entity relationships
• Language to module structures
• File-type/VSAM-type/input-module/device-type/file to file relationships
• Module/program/system/user to system relationships
• Entry point/module/program to program relationships
• Record to record relationships
• User/file to user relationships

Syntax: TEXT Clause

 

►►─── TEXt is user-text ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

• TEXt is user-text
Specifies 1 to 40 characters of documentation text. If user-text includes embedded blanks or delimiters, it must be
enclosed in site-standard quote characters.

Copying and Editing Entity Occurrences
The DDDL compiler syntax includes three clauses that are used to manipulate entity-occurrence definitions, as shown in
the following table. Each of the clauses is described separately in this section.

Clause What it does
SAME AS Copies the entire definition associated with an existing entity

occurrence into the object entity-occurrence definition
COPY Copies selected options from an existing entity occurrence into the

object entity-occurrence definition
EDIT Modifies lines in comment text and module source by performing

add, replace, or delete functions, as specified

SAME AS Clause

Use the optional SAME AS clause in ELEMENT, FILE, MODULE, QFILE, PROCESS, PROGRAM, RECORD (REPORT)
(TRANSACTION), SYSTEM (SUBSYSTEM), TABLE, and USER statements to reduce the amount of coding needed to
define multiple entities of the same type.

SAME AS copies options associated with an existing entity occurrence into another entity occurrence. Except where
noted, all options are copied.

Syntax: SAME AS Clause
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    ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

►►─▼─ SAMe AS entity-type-name entity-occurrence-name ───────────────────────►─

 

  ────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─┴───────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬──┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

  

 

Parameters

• SAMe AS entity-type-name
Specifies the name of the object entity type; valid names are ELEMENT, FILE, MODULE, PROCESS, QFILE, TABLE,
PROGRAM, RECORD, REPORT, TRANSACTION, SYSTEM, SUBSYSTEM, and USER.

• entity-occurrence-name
Specifies the name of the entity-occurrence definition to be copied. The specified name must be the entity's primary
name; it cannot be a synonym. DDDL makes sure that the entity occurrences specified (for the module, qfile, process,
and table entities) are the same entity type.

• Version is version-number/HIGhest/LOWest
Qualifies nonunique entity-occurrence names for the SAME AS clause.

Usage

Considerations for using SAME AS

The following considerations apply to using the SAME AS clause:

• When a definition is copied into an existing entity occurrence, the copied definition is merged with the existing
definition.

• You must have authority to access the entity occurrence from which the definition is to be copied.
• When the SAME AS clause is used with an entity type that supports USER REGISTERED FOR, the compiler copies

all registered users from the original entity occurrence to the named entity occurrence. The compiler also cross-
references the registration in the applicable USER entity occurrence.

• VERSION HIGHEST cannot be specified for the entity-occurrence to be copied if:
– The SAME AS clause references the same entity-occurrence name as the entity-occurrence being added or

modified
and

– A version number, VERSION HIGHEST or NEXT HIGHEST establishes the entity-occurrence being added or
modified as the highest version of the entity-occurrence

For example, assume you are starting with version 1 of the program PAYROLL. NEXT HIGHEST in the ADD
PROGRAM statement (below) produces a version 2. The following SAME AS clause recalls the newly established
version 2 (instead of the intended version 1), causing the error message ATTEMPTED RECURSIVE CONNECTION.
 add program payroll version next highest

      same as program payroll version highest.

 

Example

The following example adds the elements MODEL-DATE, PROMISE-DATE, and SHIP-DATE to the dictionary, copying the
definition of MODEL-DATE for PROMISE-DATE and SHIP-DATE.

 add element model-date

     sub elements are

         month
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         day

         year.

  

 add element promise-date

     same as element model-date

     comments 'items will be shipped before promise date'

     -'when possible'.

  

 add element ship-date

     same as element model-date.

 

The DISPLAY statement lists the resulting definition for SHIP-DATE.

 display element ship-date prep by j-user.

         *+   add

         *+   element name is ship-date

         *+      date created is      mm/dd/yy

         *+      prepared by j-user

         *+      subordinate elements are

         *+           month    version is 1

         *+           day      version is 1

         *+           year     version is 1

         *+      .

 

COPY Clause

Use the COPY clause to copy selected options from one entity-occurrence definition to another and to merge the copied
options into the target definition. Options that exist within both entity definitions are not copied. The COPY clause is valid
in any entity-type statement that supports the SAME AS clause.

NOTE
To use the COPY clause, the user must have authority to access the entity occurrence from which the definition
is to be copied. The secured entity must allow the user a minimum of DISPLAY access through either a PUBLIC
ACCESS clause or a REGISTERED clause.

Syntax: COPY Clause

  

 ►►─── COPy entity-option FROm entity-type-name entity-occurrence-name ───────►

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬──┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

  

 

Parameters

• COPy entity-option
Specifies the portion of the object entity definition to be copied. For the valid syntax options for each entity type, see
Entity-Type Syntax.

• FROm entity-type-name
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Specifies the name of the source entity type; valid names are ELEMENT, FILE, MODULE, PROCESS, QFILE, TABLE,
PROGRAM, RECORD, REPORT, TRANSACTION, SYSTEM, SUBSYSTEM, or USER.

• entity-occurrence-name
Specifies the name of the existing entity occurrence from which the option is to be copied. DDDL makes sure that the
entity occurrences specified (module, qfile, process, and table) are the same entity type. Source text prevents copying
source text from one entity type to an unrelated entity type.

• Version is
Qualifies nonunique entity-occurrence names.

Example

The following example adds programs STCKUPDT and INVCTRL to the dictionary. All modules associated with
STCKUPDT are copied to INVCTRL. Because modules ONORD, REORD, and NEWORD exist in both programs, those
modules are not copied.

 add program stckupdt

      module used is onord language is assembler

      module used is reord language is assembler

      module used is neword language is assembler

      module used is stat language is assembler

      module used is recov language is assembler.

  

 add program invctrl

      module used is reord language is assembler

      module used is onord language is assembler

      module used is neword language is assembler.

  

 modify program invctrl

      copy modules from program stckupdt.

 

The DISPLAY statement lists the resulting definition for INVCTRL.

 display program invctrl.

         *+   add

         *+   program name is invctrl

         *+   date created is   mm/dd/yy

         *+   prepared by j-user

         *+   module used is onord version is 1 language is assembler

         *+   module used is reord version is 1 language is assembler

         *+   module used is neword version is 1 language is assembler

         *+   module used is stat version is 1 language is assembler

         *+   module used is recov version is 1 language is assembler.

 

EDIT Clause

Use an EDIT clause within entity-type statements to update comment text and the source statements that comprise
modules, processes, and qfiles. The EDIT clause is intended for use in batch mode or with a dial-up device; in full-screen
mode, users can employ the online text editor described in Online DDDL Compiler.

Each comment line and source statement has a unique line number by which it can be referenced during editing. The
DDDL compiler automatically generates these numbers, incrementing each line by 100 or by the default value defined in
the SEQUENCE clause of the SET OPTIONS statement. Unless overridden in a SEQUENCE instruction (described in this
section), the default value is referred to as the current increment.
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Syntax: EDIT Clause

  

    ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

   │                               ┌────────────────────┐        │

►►─▼─ EDIt ──┬─ COMments ───────┬──▼─ edit-instruction ─┴─ QUIT ─┴────────────►◄

             ├─ DEFinition ─────┤

             ├─ comment-key ────┤

             ├─ OLQ header ─────┤

             ├─ CULprit header ─┤

             ├─ REMarks ────────┤

             └─ MODule SOUrce ──┘

  

 

Parameters

• EDIt
Specifies the object of the edit operation. EDIT and the object of EDIT (for example, EDIT COMMENTS) must be
coded on a line by itself.

• COMments
Specifies that text associated with the predefined comment key COMMENTS is to be edited.

• DEFinition
Specifies that text associated with the predefined comment key DEFINITION is to be edited.

• comment-key
Specifies that text associated with a user-defined comment key is to be edited. The specified comment key must exist
in the dictionary and must either be abbreviated to one word that does not duplicate a DDDL keyword or be enclosed
in quotation marks if it includes embedded blanks or delimiters or duplicates a DDDL keyword.

• OLQ header
Specifies that text associated with the predefined comment key OLQ HEADER is to be edited.

• CULprit header
Specifies that text associated with the predefined comment key CULPRIT HEADER is to be edited.

• REMarks
Specifies that text associated with the predefined comment key REMARKS is to be edited.

• MODule SOUrce
Specifies that text associated with the named module, process, or qfile source is to be edited.

• edit-instruction
Specifies the edit operation to be performed; valid keywords are INSERT, REPLACE, ERASE, LIST, SEQUENCE, and
SHOW. Multiple edit instructions can appear between the EDIT and QUIT keywords; however, a single input line can
contain only one edit instruction.

• QUIT
Terminates the EDIT clause. This keyword must appear on a separate input line following the last edit instruction. If
QUIT is omitted, the DDDL compiler attempts to interpret subsequent DDDL source statements as edit instructions and
may incorrectly modify the entity occurrence to which the EDIT statement applies.

Example

The following figure shows an Integrated Data Dictionary Activity List containing EDIT instructions that insert text in the
module IDMS-STATUS.

  

 IDMSDDDL     nn.n                            CA, INC.                               DATE            TIME    

      PAGE
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                               INTEGRATED DATA DICTIONARY ACTIVITY LIST            mm/dd/yy        12393315  

      0001

 

 0001             SET OPTIONS INPUT COLUMNS ARE 1 THRU 71.

 0002     MODIFY MODULE IDMS-STATUS

 0003        EDIT MODULE SOURCE

 0004        SHOW ON

 0005        SEQUENCE 100

 0006        LIST FIRST TO LAST

      100)      ******************************************************************

      200)       IDMS-STATUS                                              SECTION.

      300)      ******************************************************************

      400)               IF DB-STATUS-OK GO TO ISABEX.

      500)               PERFORM IDMS-ABORT.

      600)               DISPLAY '**************************'

      700)                       ' ABORTING - ' PROGRAM-NAME

      800)                       ', '           ERROR-STATUS

      900)                       ', '           ERROR-RECORD

     1000)                       ' **** RECOVER IDMS ****'

     1100)                       UPON CONSOLE.

     1200)               DISPLAY 'PROGRAM NAME ------ ' PROGRAM-NAME.

     1300)               DISPLAY 'ERROR STATUS ------ ' ERROR-STATUS.

     1400)               DISPLAY 'ERROR RECORD ------ ' ERROR-RECORD.

     1500)               DISPLAY 'ERROR SET ───────── ' ERROR─SET.

     1600)               DISPLAY 'ERROR AREA -------- ' ERROR-AREA.

     1700)               DISPLAY 'LAST GOOD RECORD -- ' RECORD-NAME.

     1800)               DISPLAY 'LAST GOOD AREA ---- ' AREA-NAME.

     1900)               DISPLAY 'DML SEQUENCE--------' DML-SEQUENCE.

     2000)               ROLLBACK.

     2100)               CALL 'ABORT'.

     2200)       ISABEX. EXIT.

 0007        INSERT 1950

 0008                    DISPLAY 'DBKEY_______________' DBKEY.

 0009        CEND

         THE FOLLOWING WERE INSERTED:

     1950)               DISPLAY 'DBKEY_______________' DBKEY.

 0010        LIST 1800 TO LAST

     1800)               DISPLAY 'LAST GOOD AREA ---- ' AREA-NAME.

     1900)               DISPLAY 'DML SEQUENCE--------' DML-SEQUENCE.

     1950)               DISPLAY 'DBKEY_______________' DBKEY.

     2000)               ROLLBACK.

     2100)               CALL 'ABORT'.

     2200)       ISABEX. EXIT.

 0011        QUIT.

 

Syntax and parameter descriptions for each of the EDIT instructions follow.

INSERT Instruction of the EDIT Clause

INSERT adds one or more text lines before or after existing text or at a specified line in the existing text. If the SET
OPTIONS statement specifies the AFTER IS ON option or if a SHOW instruction (described under a later instruction
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heading) precedes the current INSERT instruction, the results of the insert operation are listed at the terminal or on the
Integrated Data Dictionary Activity List.

Syntax: INSERT Instruction of EDIT

  

 ►►─── INSert ──┬─ FIRst ───────┬─┬───────────────────────────┬────────────────►

               ├─ LASt ────────┤ └─ increment BY increment ──┘

               └─ line-number ─┘

 

 ►─── user-text ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─── CEND ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

  

 

Parameters

• INSert
Inserts the specified text.

• FIRst
Adds the new text before the existing text; the starting line number is equal to the current increment.

• LASt
Adds the new text after the existing text, beginning at the last line number plus the current increment.

• line-number
Adds the first line of new text at the specified unused line number within the existing text; line-number must be a 1-
through 8-digit integer.

• increment BY increment
Specifies the starting line number and the interline increment to be applied to new lines. Increment must be a 1-
through 8-digit integer. If used, this clause must appear on the same input line as the INSERT keyword. For this
clause only, the specified increment value becomes the current line increment value, overriding the SET OPTIONS
SEQUENCE default or the temporary default established by the SEQUENCE instruction.
The RESEQUENCE option of the SET OPTIONS statement affects INSERT operations, as follows:
– If RESEQUENCE IS OFF is specified, all lines must be inserted between two existing text lines because no

resequencing will occur. Therefore, increment-number must be small enough to accommodate all new lines.
– If RESEQUENCE IS ON is specified, any number of lines can be inserted in existing text because resequencing will

occur after all edit instructions are processed.
• user-text

Specifies one line of text to be inserted, beginning in column 1. Each additional line of text must be coded on a
separate input line.

• CEND
Terminates the INSERT instruction. If CEND is omitted, the DDDL compiler issues the END OF FILE BEFORE QUIT
message.

ERASE Instruction of the EDIT Clause

ERASE removes the specified text lines from existing comment text or module source. If the SET OPTIONS statement
specifies the BEFORE IS ON option or if a SHOW instruction precedes the current ERASE instruction, the DDDL compiler
will list the erased text at the terminal or on the Integrated Data Dictionary Activity List.

Syntax: ERASE Instruction of EDIT

  

 ►►─── ERAse ──┬─ FIRst ───────┬─┬────────────────────────┬────────────────────►◄

              └─ line-number ─┘ └─ TO ─┬─ LASt ────────┬─┘
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                                       └─ line-number ─┘

  

 

Parameters

• ERASE
Specifies an erase operation.

• FIRst
Erases the first line of existing text or begins the erase operation at the first line of existing text.

• line-number
Specifies an existing text line to be erased or begins the erase operation at the specified line.

• TO LASt
Continues the ERASE function through the last line of existing text.

• TO line-number
Continues the ERASE function through the specified line.

REPLACE Instruction of the EDIT Clause

REPLACE removes the specified text lines from existing comment text or module source and adds new text beginning at
the line vacated by the first removed line. If the SET OPTIONS statement specifies the AFTER IS ON or BEFORE IS ON
option or if a SHOW ON instruction precedes the current REPLACE instruction, the DDDL compiler will list the results of
the REPLACE operation (both the text removed and the existing text with additions) at the terminal or on the Integrated
Data Dictionary Activity List.

Syntax: REPLACE Instruction of EDIT

  

 ►►─── REPlace ──┬─ FIRst ───────┬─┬────────────────────────┬──────────────────►

                └─ line-number ─┘ └─ TO ─┬─ LASt ────────┬─┘

                                         └─ line-number ─┘

 

 ►───┬───────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

     └─ increment BY increment ──┘

 

 ►─── user-text ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─── CEND ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

  

 

Parameters

• REPlace
Specifies a REPLACE operation.

• FIRst
Removes the first line of existing text or begins the removal at the first line within the specified range of lines. The new
text is added in place of the first deleted line.

• line-number
Removes the specified line of existing text or begins the removal at the first text line within the specified range of lines.
The first line of new text is added at the specified location.

• TO LASt
Continues the removal and replacement of existing text through the last existing line.

• TO line-number
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Continues the removal and replacement of existing text through the specified line.
• increment BY increment

Specifies the starting line number for the REPLACE FIRST instruction and the interline increment to be applied to
replaced lines. Increment must be a 1- through 8-digit integer. If used, this optional clause must appear on the same
input line as the REPLACE keyword. For this clause only, increment becomes the current line-increment value,
overriding the SET OPTIONS SEQUENCE default or the temporary default established by the SEQUENCE instruction.
The RESEQUENCE option of the SET OPTIONS statement affects REPLACE operations as follows:
– If RESEQUENCE IS OFF is specified, all lines must be inserted between two existing text lines because no

resequencing will occur. Therefore, increment-number must be small enough to accommodate all required
replacement lines.

– If RESEQUENCE IS ON is specified, any number of replacement lines can be inserted in existing text because
resequencing will occur after all edit instructions are processed.

• user-text
Specifies one line of text to be inserted, beginning in column 1. Each additional line of text must be coded on a
separate input line.

• CEND
Terminates the REPLACE instruction. If CEND is omitted, the DDDL compiler will issue the END OF FILE BEFORE
QUIT message.

LIST Instruction of the EDIT Clause

LIST requests the DDDL compiler to list the specified line or range of lines from existing comment text or module source
at the terminal or on the Integrated Data Dictionary Activity List.

Syntax: LIST Instruction of EDIT

  

 ►►─── LISt ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►◄

            └─┬─ FIRst ───────┬─ TO ─┬─ LASt ────────┬──┘

              └─ line-number ─┘      └─ line-number ─┘

  

 

Parameters

• LISt
Lists all lines of existing text.

• LISt FIRst
Lists the first line of text or initiates the LIST function at the first line of existing text.

• LISt line-number
Lists the specified line of text or initiates the LIST function at the specified line or first existing line after the specified
line.

• TO LASt
Continues the LIST function through the last line of text.

• TO line-number
Continues the LIST function through the line identified by line-number or the last existing line in the specified range.
The ending line number must be greater than the beginning line number.

SEQUENCE Instruction of the EDIT Clause

SEQUENCE is used to resequence comment text or module source.

Syntax: SEQUENCE Instruction of EDIT
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 ►►─── SEQuence ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                └─ sequence-number ─┘

  

 

Parameters

• SEQuence
Requests that the DDDL compiler resequence existing text by using the default line increment value specified in the
SET OPTIONS statement SEQUENCE clause.

• sequence-number
Specifies the sequence number that SEQUENCE is to use as the starting line number, the interline increment, and the
current increment for all subsequent INSERT and REPLACE instructions of the current EDIT clause.

SHOW Instruction of the EDIT Clause

SHOW requests or suppresses the listing of the results of subsequent INSERT, ERASE, or REPLACE instructions at
the terminal or on the Integrated Data Dictionary Activity List. SHOW overrides SET OPTIONS statement BEFORE and
AFTER clause specifications and remains in effect for all INSERT, ERASE, and REPLACE instructions until the DDDL
compiler encounters another SHOW instruction or until the EDIT clause is terminated.

Syntax: SHOW Instruction of EDIT

  

 ►►─── SHOw ─┬─ ON ─────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

            ├─ OFF ────┤

            ├─ BEFore ─┤

            └─ AFTer ──┘

  

 

Parameters

• SHOw
Specifies a SHOW operation.

• ON
Selects both the AFTER IS ON and BEFORE IS ON defaults for the INSERT, ERASE, and REPLACE instructions in
the current EDIT clause.

• OFF
Selects both the AFTER IS OFF and BEFORE IS OFF defaults for the INSERT, ERASE, and REPLACE instructions in
the current EDIT clause.

• BEFore
Selects only the BEFORE IS ON default for the ERASE and REPLACE instructions in the current EDIT clause.

• AFTer
Selects only the AFTER IS ON default for the INSERT and REPLACE instructions in the current EDIT clause.

Associating Entity Occurrences

IDD supports relationships between entity occurrences to enable the dictionary to correctly represent relational facts about
the data resource. An example of such a relationship is the association between a user and a system.

Standard Relationships

The DDDL compiler establishes standard entity-occurrence relationships through the clauses shown in the following table.
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More information: For more information on these clauses, see Entity-Type Syntax.

Clause What it does
USER Defines the relationship between an entity occurrence and its

users. This clause is valid in all entity types except CLASS,
LOAD MODULE, MESSAGE, and USER and is described under
Securing the Dictionary, earlier in this section.

WITHIN SYSTEM Defines the relationship between a destination, line, logical
terminal, map, module, physical terminal, process, program, qfile,
queue, table, or task and a system or subsystem.

Nesting clauses Expresses hierarchical relationships between two users, systems,
files, elements, or programs.

Standard Nesting Clauses

The standard nesting clauses are as follows:

Entity type Clause
ELEMENT SUBORDINATE ELEMENT
FILE RELATED FILE
PROGRAM PROGRAM CALLED
SYSTEM WITHIN SYSTEM
USER WITHIN USER

User-defined Relationships

The DDDL compiler also supports user-defined entity-occurrence relationships through the following:

• User-defined nests
Express relationships between entities of the same type in terms that are meaningful within the user environment. IDD
supports user-defined nests through relational keys.

• Class/attribute structures
Relate documentation characteristics known as attributes to entity occurrences.

Relational keys and attribute/entity relationships are discussed separately in this section.

Relational Keys

Relational keys are user-defined keywords that relate entities of the same type. The user can associate any number
of relational keys with occurrences of the ATTRIBUTE, ELEMENT, FILE, MODULE, PROGRAM, RECORD, SYSTEM,
USER, and user-defined entity types by including a relational-key clause within the applicable entity-type statement.
Relational-key clauses are functionally similar to standard DDDL nesting clauses; however, the use of a relational key
allows the user to express the relationship in more precise terms.

Defining Relational Keys

To define a relational key, the user must issue a MODIFY ENTITY statement to modify the standard ENTITY definition
established during IDD installation.

NOTE
Do not use the MODIFY ENTITY statement to add user-defined entities to the dictionary; the result of such use
is unpredictable.

Syntax: MODIFY ENTITY Statement (for user-defined nests)
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 ►►─── MODify ENTIty type name is entity-type-name ────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────►

   └─┬─ PREpared ─┬─ by user-id ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

     └─ REVised ──┘              └─ PASsword is password ──┘

 

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ USER DEFINED NEST is relational-key ────────────────────►─

     └─ EXClude ───┘

 

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ TEXt is user-text ─────────────────────┤

   └─ INVerse key is inverse-relational-key ─┘

  

 

Parameters

• ENTIty type name is entity-type-name
Specifies the entity type that is the object of the modification. Entity-type-name can be any standard IDD entity-type
name; however, several entity types cannot appear in this clause. A list of the substitute names to be used for these
entity types follows:

Entity type Substitute name
ENTRY POINT PROGRAM
PROCESS MODULE
QFILE MODULE
REPORT RECORD
SCREEN PANEL
SUBSYSTEM SYSTEM
TABLE MODULE
TRANSACTION RECORD
User-defined entity ATTRIBUTE

• PREpared/REVised by user-id
Identifies the user requesting the operation. The PREPARED BY clause can be used when a new comment key
definition is added to the dictionary; REVISED BY can be used when a comment key is changed. For the rules
pertaining to the PREPARED/REVISED BY clause, refer to Securing the Dictionary, earlier in this section.

• PASsword is password
Specifies the password of the user named in the PREPARED BY/REVISED BY clause. If the named user has been
assigned a password, this parameter must be specified.

• USER DEFINED NEST is relational-key
Identifies the relational key to be associated with (INCLUDE) or dissociated from (EXCLUDE) the object entity
type; INCLUDE is the default. Relational-key must be a unique 1- through 40-character value. Values that contain
embedded blanks or delimiters, or that duplicate a keyword from the DDDL syntax must be enclosed in site-standard
quote characters. The same relational key can be defined for multiple entity types; however, a keyword defined as a
comment key for the object entity cannot be defined as a relational key for the same entity (see COMMENTS Clause,
earlier in this section). This parameter can be repeated to add any number of relational keys.
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NOTE
Use the EXCLUDE option with care. If a relational key is excluded from an entity type, relationships between
occurrences of that entity that are based on the excluded relational key cannot be deleted, reported on,
or reestablished with the INCLUDE option. First, delete the relationship from all entity occurrences; then
exclude it from the ENTITY definition.

• TEXt is user-text
Associates documentation text with the relational key. User-text must be 1 through 40 characters in length and, if it
includes delimiters or embedded blanks, must be enclosed in site-standard quote characters.

• INVerse key is inverse-relational-key
Associates a second relational key with the primary relational key. Inverse-relational-key is a unique 1- through 40-
character value. Values that contain embedded blanks or delimiters or that duplicate a keyword from the DDDL syntax
must be enclosed in site-standard quote characters.
When two entity occurrences are associated with the primary relational key, the DDDL compiler automatically
maintains the logical connections implied by the secondary (inverse) key as well as those associated with the
primary key. The DDDL compiler also maintains primary and secondary connections when two entity occurrences
are associated with an inverse relational key. The user can modify the inverse relational key without affecting all
occurrences of the primary relational key.

Example

The following 3-step example illustrates the use of relational keys and inverse relational keys.

1. The following statement defines a relational key for the USER entity type with an inverse relational key.
 modify entity user

      revised by j-user

      include user defined nest is 'manages'

          inverse key is 'works for'.

 

2. Three USER definitions are added to the dictionary. JOE is added without the use of relational keys. BOB is added
to the dictionary, and his relationship with ANN is documented using the inverse relational key. ANN is added to the
dictionary, and her relationship with JOE is documented using the primary relational key.
 add user joe.

 add user ann

      'manages' joe.

 add user bob

      'works for' ann.

 

3. The resulting definitions are displayed.
 display user joe.

         *+   add

         *+   user name is joe

         *+      'works for' is ann

         *+   .

 display user bob.

         *+   add

         *+   user name is bob

         *+      'works for' is ann

         *+   .

 display user ann.

         *+   add

         *+   user name is ann

         *+      'manages' is joe

         *+      'manages' is bob
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         *+   .

 

Using Relational-key Clauses

The user can include a relational-key clause within the applicable entity-type statement to associate an entity occurrence
with an occurrence of the same entity type. The relational-key clause can be repeated using the same or different
relational keys to associate the entity occurrence with additional occurrences of the same entity type. The DDDL compiler
rejects any relational-key clauses that attempt to duplicate existing relationships.

Syntax: RELATIONAL-KEY Clause

  

    ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

►►─▼─ relational-key is entity-occurrence-name ───────────────────────────────►─

 

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──┬──────────────────────┬─┴──────────►◄

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘  └─ TEXT is user-text ──┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

  

 

Parameters

• relational-key is
Names an existing relational key. The specified value must be enclosed in site-standard quote characters if it contains
embedded blanks or delimiters, or if it duplicates a DDDL compiler keyword. Because the DDDL compiler recognizes
relational keys as keywords, the specified relational key can be abbreviated.

• entity-occurrence-name
Names the entity occurrence to which the object entity occurrence is being related. If entity-occurrence-name is
qualified by multiple versions, the optional VERSION clause must be specified.

NOTE
The user can supply a LANGUAGE parameter to uniquely identify occurrences of the MODULE entity type in
relational-key clauses (see MODULE (PROCESS/QFILE/TABLE)).

• Version is version-number/HIGhest/LOWest
Qualifies nonunique entity-occurrence names for the relational-key clause.

• TEXt is user-text
Associates 1 through 40 characters of documentation text with the nested structure being defined. If the text contains
embedded blanks or delimiters, it must be enclosed in site-standard quote characters.

Examples

The following statement associates the previously-defined file WEEKLY-SALES with the new file, INVOICES, by means of
the relational key SIMILAR FILE.

 add file invoices

      'similar file' is weekly-sales.

 

The following statements establish a relationship between users. Both departments and individuals are documented as
users.

 modify entity type name is user

      user defined nest is department-number.
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 add user name is 122.

  

 add user name is wmc

      department-number is 122.

 

Attribute/Entity Relationships

Attributes are characteristics that can be assigned to entities.

Classes are categories of attributes.

For example, the attributes COBOL, Assembler, and PL/I are assignable to programs and are grouped into a class called
LANGUAGE.

NOTE
For more information on the rules for defining attributes and classes, see the ATTRIBUTE and CLASS sections.

A Class Must Exist in the Dictionary

A class must exist in the dictionary in order for attributes within that class to be related to entity occurrences. Each class
definition contains qualifiers that determine how attributes within the class are added to the dictionary and govern how
many attributes can be related to each entity occurrence. These qualifiers are described in the following table.

Qualifiers for Attributes

To do this Use these qualifiers
Specify how attributes are added to the dictionary Manual

Attributes within classes assigned the manual qualifier must
be defined in the dictionary explicitly with ADD ATTRIBUTE
statements before being associated with an entity occurrence.
Typically, the manual qualifier applies to classes having a limited
number of attributes that can be easily predefined. For example,
the class SEX has only two attributes, MALE and FEMALE. These
attributes must exist in the dictionary before they can be related to
occurrences of the USER entity.
Automatic
Attributes within classes assigned the automatic qualifier are
added to the dictionary automatically. The automatic qualifier
applies to classes having an unlimited number of attributes that
would be difficult to predefine. For example, the class BIRTH
DATE has unlimited attributes. These attributes are added to the
dictionary automatically when they are related to occurrences of
the USER entity.

Specify how many attributes can be related to each entity
occurrence

Singular
Only one attribute can be related to each entity occurrence. For
example, if attributes within the class LANGUAGE are to be
related to programs, LANGUAGE should be assigned the singular
qualifier because only one language (for example, COBOL) is
valid for a single program.
Plural
An unlimited number of attributes can be related to each entity
occurrence. For example, if attributes within the class LANGUAGE
are to be related to users, LANGUAGE should be assigned the
plural qualifier because a user could be proficient in several
languages.
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Standard Classes - LANGUAGE and MODE

The Integrated Data Dictionary automatically creates two standard classes; these classes and their qualifiers are as
follows:

• LANGUAGE class -- Qualifiers are MANUAL PLURAL.
• MODE class -- Qualifiers are AUTOMATIC PLURAL.

The IDD installation procedure assigns attributes to the LANGUAGE class (for example, OLQ, CULPRIT, COBOL).

Class/Attribute Clause

The repeatable class/attribute clause, valid in all entity-type statements, is used to establish attribute/entity relationships.

Syntax: Class/attribute Clause

  

     ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

►►──▼─┬─ LANGUAGE ───┬─ is attribute-name ──┬─────────────────────┬─┴─────────►◄

      ├─ MODE ───────┤                      └─ TEXt is user-text ─┘

      └─ class-name ─┘

  

 

Parameters

• LANGUAGE/MODE/class-name is
Specifies the class in which the named attribute participates. Specify LANGUAGE or MODE to relate an attribute
within the predefined class LANGUAGE or MODE to the requested entity occurrence. Specify class-name to relate an
attribute within a user-defined class to the requested entity occurrence. The name must be 1 through 20 characters
in length, must reference a class that has been defined in the dictionary with an ADD CLASS statement, and must be
coded on one input line. Class-name cannot be abbreviated.

NOTE
The specification of LANGUAGE or MODE affects the processing of other IDMS data-management
components and should be used with care.

• attribute-name
Specifies the attribute to be related to the named entity. The named attribute must exist in the dictionary if the named
class is assigned the manual qualifier. If attribute-name includes embedded blanks or delimiters, it must be enclosed in
site-standard quote characters. The specified attribute name must be unique within the named class but need not be
unique within the dictionary.

• TEXt is user-text
Associates 1 through 40 characters of documentation text with this attribute/entity relationship. If the text includes
embedded blanks or delimiters, it must be enclosed in site-standard quote characters.

Examples

Assuming that class DATE-OF-HIRE has been defined with the automatic qualifier, the following statement adds user JCD
and attribute 2/25/87 to the dictionary and relates this attribute to both user JCD and class DATE-OF-HIRE.

 add user jcd

      date-of-hire is 2/25/87.

 

Using the predefined class LANGUAGE, the following statement associates the predefined attribute COBOL with the
program BILLING.

 modify program billing

      language is cobol.
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Displaying Entity Occurrences

You can list one or more entity-occurrence definitions by using the DISPLAY/PUNCH statement, which functions as
follows:

• DISPLAY -- Lists all or selected portions of the requested entity occurrences at the terminal or on the Integrated Data
Dictionary Activity List. During an online session, the user can edit DISPLAY verb output and resubmit it as input to the
DDDL compiler.

• PUNCH -- When used online, functions in the same way as DISPLAY. When used in batch mode, writes the requested
information to the SYSPCH file or to an IDD module defined as the destination for PUNCH verb output.

Optional DISPLAY/PUNCH statement clauses allow the user to specify, for the current DISPLAY/PUNCH statement only,
the entity-type options to be listed, whether these options are to appear as syntax or comments, the verb to accompany
the DISPLAY/PUNCH output, and, for PUNCH only, the destination for the punched output. If the DISPLAY/PUNCH
statement requests multiple occurrences of an entity type, the user can supply a conditional expression that specifies
criteria to be used by the DDDL compiler in selecting the requested entities.

Two Output Formats

The format of DISPLAY/PUNCH verb output is governed by the SET OPTIONS statement FORMAT IS FIXED/FREE
specification. A FREE format appears as running text, for example:

 display next map.

 *+   display map name is linda version is 1

 *+           within panel linda-olmpanel version is 1

 display prior program.

 *+   display program name is chs02 version is 1 .

 

A FIXED format appears in a columnar presentation, for example:

 display first 2 maps.

 *+   display

 *+   map name                         mkmap2

 *+    version                          0000000001

 *+    within panel                    mkmap2-olmpanel

 *+     version                         0000000001

 *+     .

 *+   display

 *+   map name                         mkmap1

 *+    version                          0000000001

 *+    within panel                    mkmap1-olmpanel

 *+     version                         0000000001

 *+     .

 

Columnar format facilitates access to DDDL compiler output by online IDMS applications.

Requesting Single or Multiple Occurrences

There are two DISPLAY/PUNCH statements:

• DISPLAY/PUNCH for requesting a single entity occurrence
• DISPLAY/PUNCH ALL for requesting multiple occurrences
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The syntax for each statement is presented separately in the following two subsections. Note that parameter descriptions
that apply to both DISPLAY/PUNCH and DISPLAY/PUNCH all appear following the DISPLAY/PUNCH syntax.

DISPLAY/PUNCH Statement

The DISPLAY/PUNCH statement allows you to display or punch options for a single entity occurrence.

Syntax: DISPLAY/PUNCH (for a single entity occurrence)

  

 ►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ entity-type-name name is entity-occurrence-name ────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

   └─┬─ WITh ──────┬─ entity-option ──┘

     ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤

     └─ WITHOut ───┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘

  

 

Parameters

• DISplay/PUNch entity-type-name
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Specifies that the DDDL compiler is to display or punch the information associated with a single entity-occurrence
definition. Entity-type-name must be a valid IDD entity type.

• name is entity-occurrence-name
Specifies an existing occurrence of the specified entity type.

• Version is version-number/HIGhest/LOWest
Qualifies nonunique entity names.

• PREpared by user-id
Identifies the user requesting the DISPLAY operation. User-id must be a 1- through 32-character value and must be
enclosed in quotation marks if it contains embedded blanks or delimiters.

• PASsword is password
Specifies the password associated with the user named in the PREPARED BY parameter.

• WITh entity-option
Specifies that the DDDL compiler is to replace the options specified in the SET OPTIONS DISPLAY WITH and
DISPLAY ALSO WITH statements with the specified options for this DISPLAY/PUNCH request only.

• ALSo WITh
Specifies that the DDDL compiler is to add the specified options to the default options specified in the SET OPTIONS
DISPLAY WITH and DISPLAY ALSO WITH statements for this DISPLAY/PUNCH request only.

• WITHOut
Specifies that the DDDL compiler is to exclude the specified options from the default options specified in the SET
OPTIONS DISPLAY WITH and DISPLAY ALSO statements for this DISPLAY/PUNCH request only.

• entity-option
Specifies an entity-specific option that is the object of the WITH/ALSO WITH/WITHOUT specification. All entity-
options you can specify are described in detail under the DISPLAY clause of the SET OPTIONS statement (see SET
OPTIONS Syntax).

• TO
Specifies the destination for punched output (used with PUNCH only).

• SYSpch
Specifies that the DDDL compiler is to direct PUNCH verb output to the SYSPCH file.

• MODule module-name
Specifies that the DDDL compiler is to direct PUNCH verb output to the named module. Module-name must be the
1- through 32-character name of a module defined in the dictionary through the MODULE statement (see MODULE
(PROCESS/QFILE/TABLE)). The following rules apply to the named module:
– Once the module has been named as the destination of the PUNCH command, it cannot be modified, replaced, or

deleted.
– A module cannot be punched to itself.
– The PUNCH verb cannot name a module that is the object of an INCLUDE statement.
If module source is already associated with the object module, the DDDL compiler adds the PUNCH verb output to the
end of the existing module. If module source does not exist, the DDDL compiler generates a header which contains the
date and time that the initial punched output was created.
The specified destination overrides the default destination established in the SET OPTIONS PUNCH statement.

• Version is version-number/HIGhest/LOWest
Qualifies the named module with a version number.

• LANguage is language
Qualifies the named module with a language.

• VERB DISplay/PUNch/ADD/MODify/REPlace/DELete
Specifies the verb that is to accompany DISPLAY/PUNCH output. This parameter overrides the default verb
established in the SET OPTIONS VERB statement.

• AS SYNtax
Specifies that the text output by the DISPLAY/PUNCH verb is to appear as syntax. In an online session, text displayed
as syntax can be edited and resubmitted to the DDDL compiler. If the PUNCH command is issued in batch mode, the
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DDDL compiler directs the output to the SYSPCH file or to an IDD module, where it can be edited and subsequently
resubmitted.
This parameter overrides the default format established in the SET OPTIONS statement.

• AS COMments
Specifies that the text output by the DISPLAY/PUNCH verb be formatted as compiler comments; comments are
preceded by *+ and are ignored by the DDDL compiler. This parameter overrides the default format established in the
SET OPTIONS statement.

DISPLAY/PUNCH ALL Statement

The DISPLAY/PUNCH ALL statement allows you to display or punch options for multiple entity occurrences.

NOTE
The parameter descriptions that apply to both the DISPLAY/PUNCH and the DISPLAY/PUNCH ALL statements
appear after the DISPLAY/PUNCH syntax.

Syntax: DISPLAY/PUNCH ALL (for multiple entity occurrences)

  

 ►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┬─ ALL───────────────────────────┬── entity-type-name ───────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘ └─┬─ FIRst ─┬─┬─ 1 ◄ ──────────┬─┘

                   ├─ NEXt ──┤ └─ entity-count ─┘

                   ├─ LASt ──┤

                   └─ PRIor ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ──┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ WHEre conditional-expression ─┘

  

 

 

 ►─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ BY ─┬─ SET ──┬─┘

          └─ AREa ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

  

 ─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬──┬─────────────┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘  └─ RECursive ─┘
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            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘

  

 

Parameters

Parameters specific to DISPLAY/PUNCH ALL

• DISplay/PUNch ALL/FIRst/NEXt/LASt/PRIOr
Specifies that the DDDL compiler is to display or punch multiple entity occurrences. The output consists only of
the information necessary to execute a DISPLAY/PUNCH entity request for each entity occurrence. For example,
RECORD occurrences are displayed with their name and version, MODULE occurrences with their name and
language, and ATTRIBUTE occurrences with their name and class. In an online session, the user can execute the
displayed statements by pressing ENTER. This two-step process allows the user to scan the contents of the dictionary
for the desired entity-occurrence definitions without generating unneeded output.

• ALL
Lists all occurrences of the requested entity type that the current user is authorized to display. With a large number
of entity occurrences, ALL may slow online response time. You can use the DISPLAY ALL LIMIT and INTERRUPT
COUNT clauses of the SET OPTIONS statement (see SET OPTIONS Statement) to limit DISPLAY.

• FIRst/NEXt/LASt/PRIOr
Lists the first, next, last, or prior occurrences of the named entity type.

• entity-count
Specifies the number of occurrences displayed or punched. 1 is the default.

• entity-type-name
Identifies the entity type or entity synonym that is the object of the DISPLAY/PUNCH ALL request.

• WHEre conditional-expression
Specifies criteria to be used by the DDDL compiler in selecting occurrences of the requested entity type. Conditional-
expression is described in detail under WHERE Clause (Conditional Expressions), later in this section.

• BY SET
Retrieves all entity occurrences by the set relationship between the OOAK-012 record and the entity record. BY SET is
most efficient when the dictionary contains relatively fewer occurrences than there are pages in the dictionary. BY SET
can be applied to any entity type except MESSAGE or LOAD MODULE. SET is the default for all entity types except
ELEMENT and ELEMENT SYNONYM.

• BY AREa
Retrieves all entity occurrences by sweeping the DDLDML area of the dictionary. BY AREA is most efficient when the
dictionary contains relatively numerous occurrences of the requested entity-type, generally more occurrences than
there are pages in the dictionary. BY AREA can be applied to any entity type except MESSAGE or LOAD MODULE.
AREA is the default for the ELEMENT and ELEMENT SYNONYM entity types.

• RECursive
Appends “AS SYNTAX.” or “AS COMMENT.” to each generated line of output.

WHERE Clause (Conditional Expressions)

The WHERE clause of a DISPLAY/PUNCH ALL statement defines a condition. The outcome of a test for the condition
determines which occurrences of the named entity type the DDDL compiler selects for display.

The WHERE clause can contain a single condition, or two or more conditions combined with the logical operators AND
or OR. The logical operator NOT specifies the opposite of the condition. The DDDL compiler evaluates operators in a
WHERE clause one at a time, from left to right, in order of precedence. The default order of precedence is as follows:
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• MATCHES or CONTAINS keywords
• EQ, NE, GT, LT, GE, LE operators
• NOT
• AND
• OR

If parentheses are used to override the default order of precedence, the DDDL compiler evaluates the expression within
the innermost parentheses first.

Syntax: WHERE Clause (for conditional expressions)

  

 ►►─── WHEre conditional-expression ───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

  

  Expansion of conditional-expression 

 ►►─┬─ mask-comparison ─────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   ├─ value-comparison ────────────────────────┤

   └─┬───────┬─ ( ─┬────────────────────┬─ ) ──┘

     └─ NOT ─┘     ├─ mask-comparison ──┤

                   └─ value-comparison ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────►◄

   │ ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─┬─ AND ─┬─┬─ mask-comparison ────────────────────────┬─┴─┘

       └─ OR ──┘ ├─ value-comparison ───────────────────────┤

                 └─┬───────┬─ ( ─┬─ mask-comparison ──┬─ ) ─┘

                   └─ NOT ─┘     └─ value-comparison ─┘

  

  Expansion of value-comparison 

 ►►─┬─ entity-option ───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ numeric-literal ─────────────┤

   └─ 'character-string-literal' ──┘

 

 ►─┬─ IS ─┬───────┬─────┬─┬─ entity-option ──────────────┬────────────────────►◄

   │      └─ NOT ─┘     │ ├─ numeric-literal ────────────┤

   ├─ NE ───────────────┤ └─ 'character-string-literal' ─┘

   └─┬───────┬─┬─ EQ ─┬─┘

     └─ NOT ─┘ ├─ =  ─┤

               ├─ GT ─┤

               ├─ ◄  ─┤

               ├─ LT ─┤

               ├─ <  ─┤

               ├─ GE ─┤

               └─ LE ─┘

  

  Expansion of mask-comparison 

 ►►─── entity-option ──┬─ CONTAINS ─┬─ 'mask-value' ───────────────────────────►◄

                      └─ MATCHES ──┘

  

 

Parameters

• NOT
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Specifies that the opposite of the condition fulfills the test requirements; if NOT is specified, the condition must be
enclosed in parentheses.

• AND
Specifies a logical operator to accompany multiple conditions. The expression is true only if the outcome of both test
conditions is true.

• OR
Specifies a logical operator to accompany multiple conditions. The expression is true if the outcome of either one or
both test conditions is true.

• value-comparison
Compares values represented in the left and right-side operands based on the specified comparison operator.

• entity-option
Identifies a syntax option associated with the named entity type; valid options for each entity type are listed in the table
following these parameter descriptions.

• numeric literal
Identifies a numeric value.

• 'character-string-literal'
Identifies a character string enclosed in quotes.

• IS/NOT
Specifies whether the left operand is equal (IS) or is not equal (IS NOT) to the right operand.

• NE
Specifies whether the left operand is not equal to the right operand.

• EQ/GT/LT/GE/LE
Specifies whether the left operand is equal to, greater than, less than, greater than or equal to, or less than or equal to
the right operand. Each operator can be preceded by NOT to specify the opposite of the condition.

• mask-comparison
Compares an entity type operand with a mask value.

• CONTAINS
Searches the left operand for an occurrence of the right operand. The length of the right operand must be less than or
equal to the length of the left operand. If the right operand is not contained entirely in the left operand, the outcome of
the condition is false.

• MATCHES
Compares the left operand with the right operand one character at a time, beginning with the leftmost character in each
operand. When a character in the left operand does not match a character in the right operand, the outcome of the
condition is false.

• 'mask-value'
Identifies the right operand as a character string; the specified value must be enclosed in quotation marks. The
following characters can be specified in mask-value:
– @ matches any alphabetic character in entity-option
– # matches any numeric character in entity-option
– * matches any character in entity-option

Valid Entity Options for the WHERE Clause

Date Selection Criteria

In the following WHERE clause options, you can select the date as a value-comparison string in the form 'MM/DD/YY' on
the right-hand side of the conditional expression:

• DATE CREATED
• DATE LAST UPDATED
• DATE COMPILED
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The extraction interprets the date in CCMMDDYY form to accurately determine the relationship of dates. For example,
the following DISPLAY ALL statement specifies the search criteria to identify the RECORD occurrences whose DATE
CREATED values (which are also evaluated in CCYYMMDD form) are greater than the specified string:

 display all records where

     date created ◄ '01/01/96'.

 

The DISPLAY ALL process determines that the date '01/01/96' is greater than the date '12/31/95'.

Alternatively, you can specify the value-comparison string on either side of the conditional expression in the form
'CCYYMMDD' to achieve the same results.

You can substitute day, month, or year for each of the WHERE clause options. For example, the following DISPLAY ALL
statement specifies a search condition which is based on month and year:

 display all records where

     month created = '01' and

     year created ◄ '95'.

 

DISPLAY/PUNCH Examples

Displaying a Single Entity Occurrence

The following four statements illustrate DISPLAY/PUNCH statements that request information about a single entity
occurrence.

1. IDD displays as comments the user-defined nests associated with the system PAYROLL.
 display system payroll

      with user defined nests

      as comments.

 *+   add

 *+   system name is payroll version is 1

 *+       'prerequisite system' is 'employee maintenance'

 *+       version 1

 *+       .

 

2. SET OPTIONS establishes HISTORY as the default display option and AS COMMENTS as the output format.
 set options for session

      display with history as comments.

 

3. IDD displays the definition of the CUSTOMER record with ELEMENT and PICTURE OVERRIDES specifications in
addition to HISTORY.
 display record customer

      also with elements picture overrides.

 *+   add

 *+   record name is customer version is 1

 *+       date created is      mm/dd/yy

 *+       date last updated is mm/dd/yy

 *+       prepared by wmc

 *+       revised by wmc

 *+       .

 *+       record element is cust-name version 1 line is 000100

 *+       level number is 02

 *+       usage is display
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 *+       .

 

4. IDD displays the same definition without the PICTURE OVERRIDES option.
 display record customer

      without picture overrides.

 *+   add

 *+   record name is customer version is 1

 *+       date created is      mm/dd/yy

 *+       date last updated is mm/dd/yy

 *+       prepared by wmc

 *+       revised by wmc

 *+       record length is 119

 *+       record name synonym is customer version 1

 *+       .

 *+       record element is cust-name version 1

 *+       level number is 02

 *+       .

 

Displaying/Punching Multiple Entity Occurrences

The following example illustrates a DISPLAY/PUNCH statement that requests multiple entity occurrences. IDD displays
the first five occurrences of the ELEMENT entity type; to submit the resulting ADD ELEMENT statements to the DDDL
compiler, you must press ENTER.

 display first 5 elements

      verb add

      as syntax.

    add element name is field-array version is 1 .

    add element name is emp-fname-09-ws version is 9 .

    add element name is emp-lname-09-ws version is 9 .

    add element name is emp-name-09-ws version is 9 .

    add element name is emp-info-09-ws version is 9 .

 

The following example illustrates a DISPLAY/PUNCH statement that requests multiple entity occurrences with ‘as syntax’
appended to each generated line. IDD displays the first five occurrences of the ELEMENT entity type.

 display first 5 elements

      as syntax recursive.

    display element name is field-array version is 1 as syntax.

    display element name is emp-fname-09-ws version is 9 as syntax.

    display element name is emp-lname-09-ws version is 9  as syntax.

    display element name is emp-name-09-ws version is 9 as syntax.

    display element name is emp-info-09-ws version is 9 as syntax.

 

In the following example, IDD displays as comments all modules that contain the literal MOD- as part of the module name.

 display all modules

      where name contains 'mod-'

      as comments.

 

In the following example, IDD punches all files to the module DEMO-PUNCH.
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 punch all files

      to module demo-punch

      as syntax.

 

Entity-Type Syntax
To populate, update, or access the dictionary, the user submits to the DDDL compiler a source statement that is unique to
each entity type.

The verbs described in the following table specify the action the DDDL compiler is to take for each DDDL statement.

Verb Action

ADD Creates a new entity occurrence in the dictionary.
MODIFY Changes an existing entity-occurrence definition.
REPLACE Initializes to defaults or excludes all options associated with

an existing entity occurrence; relationships that have been
established through other entity-type statements or other IDMS
compilers are not affected.

DELETE Removes an existing entity occurrence. DELETE is not valid
for entity occurrences that have been defined with the system
generation compiler.

DISPLAY/PUNCH Lists all or selected portions of one or more existing entity
occurrences.

 
 Note: These verbs are valid only if the entity occurrence has been created by the DDDL compiler.

This section presents syntax, parameter descriptions, and usage tips for each entity type. Entity types are in alphabetical
order.

Considerations for Syntax Presentation
Order of Presentation

This order of presentation is followed for each entity type:

1. Syntax for ADD/MODIFY/REPLACE/DELETE

NOTE
Where it is necessary to expand a parameter, the location of the expansion is noted in the diagram.

2. Syntax for DISPLAY/PUNCH
(for listing a single entity occurrence)

3. Syntax for DISPLAY/PUNCH ALL
(for listing multiple entity occurrences)

4. Parameter descriptions for all syntax
5. Usage tips
6. Examples

Repetition of Parameter Descriptions

All parameters for the WITH/ALSO WITH/WITHOUT clause of DISPLAY/PUNCH are described in detail under SET
OPTIONS Syntax; these parameters are not repeated for each entity. An exception to this is when there are special
considerations that apply to a specific entity type.
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Verb Synonyms

Where the verbs ADD, MODIFY, and DELETE are used, their respective synonyms (CREATE, ALTER, and DROP) are
assumed.

Default Values

Default values shown are for ADD and REPLACE statements.

MODIFY statements assume as defaults the parameters used in the ADD or most recent MODIFY statement.

Relationships between Clauses and Verbs

Note the following points about the relationships between specific clauses and specific verbs:

• Optional clauses can appear in ADD, MODIFY, and REPLACE statements, unless otherwise noted.
• Clauses that apply to only one verb are noted in the parameter description.
• Clauses that are required with ADD statements appear as optional in the syntax, but are noted as mandatory in the

parameter description.

Entity Types Used Only with IDMS Products

Four of the entity types described in this section are used only with specific IDMS data management products; the entity
types and products are as follows:

Entity Type Product
MESSAGE DC/UCF and ADS
PROCESS ADS
QFILE OLQ
TABLE DC/UCF

Security

After securing the product through the SECURITY clause of the SET OPTIONS statement (see SET OPTIONS
Statement), the database administrator can control entity-type security by verb, using the AUTHORITY clause in the
USER statement.

If the SET OPTIONS statement specifies that security for a certain product is enabled (ON), the user must be assigned
the proper authority to issue verbs and statements for related entities.

ATTRIBUTE
ATTRIBUTE statements are used to establish, maintain, delete, display, and punch attributes. Optional clauses:

• Identify the user who created or revised the attribute
• Permit or prevent direct deletion of the attribute
• Relate one class and attribute to another class and attribute
• Control the association of an attribute with other attributes by means of relational keys

All entity-occurrence documentation options described in DDDL Compiler Options are supported.

ATTRIBUTE Syntax

►►─┬─ ADD ─────┬─ ATTribute name is attribute-name ───────────────────────────►

   ├─ MODify ──┤

   ├─ REPlace ─┤

   └─ DELete ──┘
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 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ WITHin class class-name ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►

   └─┬─ PREpared ─┬─ by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

     └─ REVised ──┘              └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ NEW NAMe is new-attribute-name ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ deletion LOCk is ─┬─ OFF ◄ ─┬─┘

                        └─ ON ────┘

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴────────►

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ USEr is user-id ──┬──────────────────────┬─┘

       └─ EXClude ───┘                    └─ user-specification ─┘

(for complete user-specification syntax, see USER clause)

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ PUBlic access is ─┬───────────┬─ for ─┬─ ALL ◄ ───┬─┘

                        └─ ALLOwed ─┘       ├─ NONe ────┤

                                            ├─ UPDate ──┤

                                            ├─ MODify ──┤

                                            ├─ REPlace ─┤

                                            ├─ DELete ──┤

                                            └─ DISplay ─┘

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┴─►

    └┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ class-name is attribute-name ─┬────────────────────┬─┘

     └─ EXClude ───┘                                └ TEXt is user-text ─┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ relational-key is ─┬─────────────┬ attribute-name ────

       └─ EXClude ───┘                     └─ ATTribute ─┘

  ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴────────────────►

  ─┬────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ WITHin class class-name ──┘ └─ TEXt is user-text ──┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ relational-key is class-name is attribute-name ───────

       └─ EXClude ───┘

  ───────────────────────────┐

─►─────────────────────────┬─┴────────────────────────────────────────────────►
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  ─┬─────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ TEXt is user-text ─┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─┬─ entity-type-name ─┬─ is entity-occurrence-name ─────

       └─ EXClude ───┘ └─ USER-ENtity ──────┘

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────►

  ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘ └─ TEXt is user-text ─┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────►

     │                            ┌────────────────────┐         │

     └─ EDIt ─┬─ COMments ────┬───▼─ edit-instruction ─┴─ QUIT ──┘

              ├─ DEFinition ──┤

              └─ comment-key ─┘

  ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬──┴───────────────────────►◄

    └─┬─ COMments ─────┬── is ─┬─ NULl ─────────┬─┘

      ├─ DEFinition ───┤       └─ comment-text ─┘

      └─ comment-key ──┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH ATTRIBUTE Statement (for a single attribute)

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ ATTribute name is attribute-name ───────────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ WITHIn class class-name ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ──┘

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────────►

     │                  ┌──────────────────────────────────┐ │

     └─┬─ WITh ──────┬──▼──┬─ ALL COMment TYPes ─────────┬─┴─┘

       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤     ├─ ALL ◄ ─────────────────────┤

       └─ WITHOut ───┘     ├─ ATTributes ────────────────┤

                           ├─ DEFinitions ───────────────┤

                           ├─ DEStinations ──────────────┤

                           ├─ DETails ───────────────────┤

                           ├─ ELements ──────────────────┤

                           ├─ ENTRy points ──────────────┤

                           ├─ FILes ─────────────────────┤
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                           ├─ HIStory ───────────────────┤

                           ├─ LINes ─────────────────────┤

                           ├─┬─ LOGical-terminals ─┬─────┤

                           │ └─ LTErms ────────────┘     │

                           ├─ MAPs ──────────────────────┤

                           ├─┬─ MODules ──────┬──────────┤

                           │ ├─ MODules ONLy ─┤          │

                           │ ├─ PROCesses ────┤          │

                           │ ├─ QFIles ───────┤          │

                           │ └─ TABles ───────┘          │

                           ├─ NONe ──────────────────────┤

                           ├─┬─ PANels ──┬───────────────┤

                           │ └─ SCReens ─┘               │

                           ├─┬─ PHYsical-terminals ─┬────┤

                           │ └─ PTErms ─────────────┘    │

                           ├─ PROCesses ─────────────────┤

                           ├─ PROgrams ──────────────────┤

                           ├─ QFIles ────────────────────┤

                           ├─ QUEues ────────────────────┤

                           ├─ RECords ───────────────────┤

                           ├─ REPorts ───────────────────┤

                           ├─┬─ SYStems ──────┬──────────┤

                           │ └─ SUBSYstems ───┘          │

                           ├─ TABles ────────────────────┤

                           ├─ TASks ─────────────────────┤

                           ├─ TRAnsactions ──────────────┤

                           ├─ USErs ─────────────────────┤

                           ├─┬─ USEr DEFINED COMments ─┬─┤

                           │ └─ UDCs ──────────────────┘ │

                           ├─┬─ USEr DEFINED NESts ─┬────┤

                           │ └─ UDNs ───────────────┘    │

                           └─ WHEre USED ────────────────┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

    └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

           └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬───────

                                  └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                 ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                 └─ LOWest ─────────┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘
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DISPLAY/PUNCH ATTRIBUTE Statement (for multiple attributes)

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┬─ ALL ──────────────────────────┬─ ATTributes ──────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘ └─┬─ FIRst ─┬─┬─ 1 ◄ ──────────┬─┘

                   ├─ NEXt ──┤ └─ entity-count ─┘

                   ├─ LASt ──┤

                   └─ PRIor ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ WHEre conditional-expression ──┘

(for complete conditional-expression syntax, see WHERE clause)

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ BY ─┬─ SET ◄ ─┬─┘

          └─ AREa ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬──┬─────────────┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘  └─ RECursive ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘

 Parameters 

•  ATTribute name is attribute-name 
Identifies a new attribute to be established within an existing class or an existing attribute to be modified, replaced,
deleted, displayed, or punched. Attribute-name must be a 1- through 40-character value that is unique within the
specified class.

•  WITHin class class-name 
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References an existing class. Class-name must be a 1- through 20-character alphanumeric value. WITHIN CLASS
is a required parameter within ADD statements and is required within MODIFY, REPLACE, DELETE, DISPLAY, and
PUNCH statements if the named attribute is not unique in the dictionary.

•  NEW NAMe is new-attribute-name 
Specifies a new name for the requested attribute. New-attribute-name must conform to the rules for attribute-name, as
described above. This clause changes only the name of the attribute; it does not alter or delete any previously defined
relationships between the attribute and any class or entity. Subsequent references to the attribute must specify the new
name. The attribute cannot be renamed if DELETION LOCK IS ON is specified.

•  deletion LOCk is
Allows or disallows the deletion or renaming of named attributes.
–  OFF

Permits the user to delete or rename the named attribute. Attributes within the predefined classes LANGUAGE and
MODE cannot be deleted if they are connected to any other entity, even if the deletion lock is off. OFF is the default.

–  ON
Prohibits the user from deleting or renaming the named attribute. If DELETION LOCK IS ON is specified, a MODIFY
ATTRIBUTE statement specifying DELETION LOCK IS OFF must be submitted before the attribute can be deleted
or renamed.

•   relational-key is ATTribute attribute-name 
Associates the named attribute with another attribute through a previously defined relational key. The keyword
ATTRIBUTE is required only if attribute-name matches an existing class name.

•  WITHIn class class-name 
Specifies a class name when the named attribute participates in more than one class; class-name must reference an
existing class.

•   relational-key is class-name is attribute-name 
Associates the named attribute with another attribute through a previously defined relational key.

•   entity-type-name/USER-ENtity is entity-occurrence-name 
Relates the named attribute directly to the specified occurrence of the named entity type. USER-ENTITY relates the
attribute to the specified user as an attribute of that user.

•  WITh/ALSo WITh/WITHOut
Includes or excludes the specified options when the named attribute is displayed or punched. Detailed information
for each DISPLAY/PUNCH option is under SET OPTIONS Syntax. The options that are listed below present special
considerations for this entity type.

•  DETails
Includes the DELETION LOCK specification.

•  ATTributes
Includes all attributes with which the named attribute is associated. Because attributes can be connected to many
entities, a DISPLAY WITH ATTRIBUTES request can generate substantial output.

 Usage 

 Considerations for assigning attributes 

The following considerations apply to assigning attributes to a class:

• ADD ATTRIBUTE statements are used to define the attributes for each class that has been assigned the ATTRIBUTES
ARE MANUAL qualifier. If a class has been assigned the ATTRIBUTES ARE AUTOMATIC qualifier, its attributes are
added to the dictionary automatically the first time that the DDDL compiler encounters an undefined attribute within the
class/attribute clause of an entity-type statement. See Attribute/Entity Relationships for further details.

• If the SET OPTIONS statement specifies SECURITY FOR CLASS AND ATTRIBUTE IS ON, the user must be
assigned the proper authority to issue ATTRIBUTE statements.

• When a class is deleted, all attributes owned by that class are also deleted, regardless of the delete locks on the
attributes or the user authority for the attributes.

 If you specify REPLACE 
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If you specify REPLACE, the DDDL compiler initializes to defaults and/or excludes the following options:

• Related attributes
• USER REGISTERED FOR
• PUBLIC ACCESS
• COMMENTS/DEFINITION/comment-key 

The following relationships are not affected:

• Attributes to which the named attribute is related
• Entities associated with the named attribute

 Examples 

Assuming that class ENTITY-STATUS and user DBA exist in the dictionary, the following statement defines attribute
DESIGN within ENTITY-STATUS, sets the attribute deletion lock on, and supplies comment text.

add attribute design within class entity-status

    prepared by dba password is 'ice 9'

    deletion lock is on

    comments 'designates design occurrences'.

The following statement modifies the definition of the attribute DESIGN, disabling the deletion lock in order to rename the
attribute.

modify attribute design

    revised by dba password is 'ice 9'

    deletion lock is off

    new name is proposed

    deletion lock is on

    comments 'designates proposed occurrences'.

The following statement requests the DDDL compiler to display the attribute PRODUCTION along with any programs to
which PRODUCTION is related.

display attribute production

    with programs.

The following statements request the DDDL compiler to disable the deletion lock and to delete the attribute PROPOSED.

modify attribute proposed

     revised by dba password is 'ice 9'

     deletion lock is off.

delete attribute proposed.

     prepared by dba

         password is 'ice 9'.

The following statement defines the attribute LAUREL PIPPEN within class STUDENT and relates Laurel Pippen to the
Hartwell School by means of a class/attribute structure (SCHOOL is the class; HARTWELL is the attribute).

add attribute 'laurel pippen' within class student

    school is hartwell.

CLASS
CLASS statements are used to establish, maintain, replace, delete, display, and punch classes. Optional clauses are used
to:
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• Identify the user-origin of the class
• Determine if the class is to be directly established as a user-defined entity type
• Specify qualifiers that determine how the class's attributes are to be added to the dictionary and that govern how many

attributes can be related to each entity occurrence.
• Permit or prevent the direct deletion or renaming of classes
• Include, delete, or edit comment text

Syntax

CLASS Statement

 

►►─┬─ ADD ─────┬─ CLAss name is class-name ───────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ MODify ──┤

   ├─ REPlace ─┤

   └─ DELete ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────►

   └─┬─ PREpared ─┬─ by user-id ──┬────────────────────────┬─┘

     └─ REVised ──┘               └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ NEW NAMe is new-class-name ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ CLAss TYPe is ─┬─ CLAss ◄ ─┬─┘

                     └─ ENTIty ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►

   └─ ATTributes are ─┬─ MANual ◄ ───┬──┬─ PLUral ◄ ──┬─┘

                      └─ AUTomatic ──┘  └─ SINgular ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ deletion LOCk is ─┬─ OFF ◄ ─┬─┘

                        └─ ON ────┘

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────►

     │                            ┌────────────────────┐         │

     └─ EDIt ─┬─ COMments ────┬───▼─ edit-instruction ─┴─ QUIT ──┘

              ├─ DEFinition ──┤

              └─ comment-key ─┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬──┴───────────────────────►◄

     └─┬─ COMments ─────┬── is ─┬─ NULl ─────────┬─┘

       ├─ DEFinition ───┤       └─ comment-text ─┘

       └─ comment-key ──┘

 

DISPLAY/PUNCH CLASS Statement (for a single class)
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►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ CLAss name is class-name ───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ──┘

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴─────────────►

     │                  ┌──────────────────────────────────┐  │

     └─┬─ WITh ──────┬──▼──┬─ ALL ───────────────────────┬─┴──┘

       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤     ├─ ALL COMment TYPes ─────────┤

       └─ WITHOut ───┘     ├─ ATTributes ────────────────┤

                           ├─ COMments ──────────────────┤

                           ├─ DEFinitions ───────────────┤

                           ├─ DETails ───────────────────┤

                           ├─ HIStory ───────────────────┤

                           ├─ NONe ──────────────────────┤

                           ├─┬─ USEr DEFINED COMments ─┬─┤

                           │ └─ UDCs ──────────────────┘ │

                           └─┬─ USEr DEFINED NESts ─┬────┘

                             └─ UDNs ───────────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH CLASS Statement (for multiple classes)
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►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┬─ ALL ──────────────────────────┬─ CLAsses ─────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘ └─┬─ FIRst ─┬─┬─ 1 ◄ ──────────┬─┘

                   ├─ NEXt ──┤ └─ entity-count ─┘

                   ├─ LASt ──┤

                   └─ PRIor ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ WHEre conditional-expression ──┘

(for complete conditional-expression syntax, see WHERE clause)

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ BY ─┬─ SET ◄ ─┬─┘

          └─ AREa ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬──┬─────────────┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘  └─ RECursive ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘

 

Parameters

• CLAss name is class-name
Identifies a new class to be established in the dictionary or an existing class to be modified, replaced, deleted,
displayed, or punched. Class-name must be a 1-through 20-character name that does not duplicate an existing class
name.

• NEW NAMe is new-class-name
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Specifies a new name for the requested class. New-class-name must conform to the rules for class-name (described
above). This clause changes only the name of the requested class; it does not alter or delete any previously defined
attributes or attribute/entity relationships within the class. Subsequent references to the class must specify the new
name. If DELETION LOCK IS ON is specified, the DDDL compiler will not process the NEW NAME clause.

• CLASs TYPe is
Determines whether class is established as a class or as a user-defined entity type in the dictionary.

• CLAss
Class is established as a class in the dictionary. This is the default.

• ENTIty
Class is established as a user-defined entity type in the dictionary. This option allows the user to define occurrences of
the entity by using the user-defined entity statement as described under USER-DEFINED ENTITY later in this section.

• ATTributes are
Assigns qualifiers to attributes associated with the named class.

• MANual
Specifies that attributes must be added to the dictionary explicitly by using the ADD ATTRIBUTE statement.

• AUTomatic
Specifies that attributes are added to the dictionary automatically when they are named in a class/attribute clause
within an entity-type statement.

• PLUral
Specifies that multiple attributes can be related to an entity occurrence. PLURAL is the default.

• SINgular
Specifies that only one attribute can be related to an entity occurrence.

• deletion LOCk is
Controls the class deletion lock.

• OFF
Permits the user to delete or rename the named class. OFF is the default. Even if DELETION LOCK IS OFF is
specified, the predefined classes LANGUAGE and MODE cannot be deleted if any attributes exist within those
classes.

• ON
Prohibits the user from deleting or renaming the named class. If DELETION LOCK IS ON is specified, a MODIFY
CLASS statement specifying DELETION LOCK IS OFF must be processed before the named class can be deleted or
renamed.

• WITh/ALSo WITh/WITHOut
Includes or excludes the specified options when the named class is displayed or punched. Detailed information
for each DISPLAY/PUNCH option is under SET OPTIONS Syntax. The option that is listed below presents special
considerations for this entity type.

• DETails
Includes the DELETION LOCK, ATTRIBUTES ARE, and CLASS TYPE specifications.

Usage

Considerations

The following considerations apply to using CLASS statements:

• If the SET OPTIONS statement specifies SECURITY FOR CLASS AND ATTRIBUTE IS ON, the user must be
assigned the proper authority to issue CLASS statements.

• When a class is deleted, all attributes owned by that class are also deleted, regardless of the delete locks on the
attributes or the user authority for the attributes.

If you specify REPLACE

If you specify REPLACE, the DDDL compiler initializes to defaults and/or excludes the following option:
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• USER REGISTERED FOR
• PUBLIC ACCESS
• COMMENTS/DEFINITION/comment-key

Attributes associated with the named class are not affected.

If you specify DELETE

If you specify DELETE, the DDDL compiler deletes the requested class and all attributes owned by that class, regardless
of the delete locks on or the user authority for the attributes.

Examples

The following statement adds the class ENTITY-STATUS with the attribute qualifiers of manual and singular and sets the
deletion lock on.

add class entity-status

    prepared by dba password is 'ice 9'

    deletion lock is on

    attributes are manual singular.

The following statements add the class ENTITY-TYPE (by default, the class is assigned the manual and plural
qualifiers and the deletion lock is turned off) and modify the class name and default attributes qualifier and deletion lock
specifications.

add class entity-type

    prepared by dba password is 'ice 9'.

 

modify class entity-type

     revised by dba password is 'ice 9'

     new name is occurrence-type

     deletion lock is on

     attributes are singular.

The following statement adds the class COURSE and assigns it a class type of ENTITY and the automatic and plural
qualifiers.

add class course

    prepared by dba password is 'ice 9'

    class type is entity

    attributes are automatic plural.

DESTINATION
DESTINATION statements are used to document groups of users or logical terminals as a single logical destination within
a teleprocessing system. The inclusion of a logical destination in a DC/UCF system permits the routing of a message
simultaneously to all users or logical terminals that are included in the destination definition.

NOTE
It is recommended that you maintain DESTINATION definitions using the system generation compiler, not the
DDDL compiler. If a system generation component is processed by the DDDL compiler, only dictionary security
is checked, not system generation security. For more information on using the system generation compiler, refer
to IDMS Administrating section.
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If the SET OPTIONS statement specifies SECURITY FOR IDMS-DC IS ON, the user must be assigned the proper
authority to issue DESTINATION statements.

Syntax

DESTINATION Statement

 

►►─┬─ ADD ─────┬─ DEStination name is destination-name ───────────────────────►

   ├─ MODify ──┤

   ├─ REPlace ─┤

   └─ DELete ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ──────────┬─┘

                  └─┬────────┬─┬─ HIGhest ─┬──┘

                    └─ NEXt ─┘ └─ LOWest ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────►

   └─┬─ PREpared ─┬─ by user-id ──┬────────────────────────┬─┘

     └─ REVised ──┘               └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─┬───────────────┬─ DEScription is description-text ──┘

     └─ destination ─┘

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴────────►

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ USEr is user-id ──┬──────────────────────┬─┘

       └─ EXClude ───┘                    └─ user-specification ─┘

(for complete user-specification syntax, see USER clause)

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ PUBlic access is ─┬───────────┬─ for ─┬─ ALL ◄ ───┬─┘

                        └─ ALLOwed ─┘       ├─ NONe ────┤

                                            ├─ UPDate ──┤

                                            ├─ MODify ──┤

                                            ├─ REPlace ─┤

                                            ├─ DELete ──┤

                                            └─ DISplay ─┘

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──►

     └┬─ INClude ◄ ┬ within SYStem system-name ┬────────────────────────┬┘

      └─ EXClude ──┘                           └─ system-specification ─┘

(expanded system-specification syntax follows this syntax diagram)

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┴─►

    └┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ class-name is attribute-name ─┬────────────────────┬─┘

     └─ EXClude ───┘                                └ TEXt is user-text ─┘
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   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──┴───►

     └─ DC option is ─┬─ USEr is user-id ──────────────────────────────┤

                      ├─ LOGical terminal is logical-terminal-name ────┤

                      │              ┌─────────────────────────┐       │

                      └─ DELete ( ─┬─▼─ logical-terminal-name ─┴─┬─ ) ─┘

                                   │ ┌───────────┐               │

                                   └─▼─ user-id ─┴───────────────┘

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────►

     │                            ┌────────────────────┐         │

     └─ EDIt ─┬─ COMments ────┬───▼─ edit-instruction ─┴─ QUIT ──┘

              ├─ DEFinition ──┤

              └─ comment-key ─┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬──┴───────────────────────►◄

     └─┬─ COMments ─────┬── is ─┬─ NULl ─────────┬─┘

       ├─ DEFinition ───┤       └─ comment-text ─┘

       └─ comment-key ──┘

 

Expansion of system-specification

►►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

   ┌───────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────┬─┴──────────────────────────────────────────►

     └─ CONnect USEr is user-id ─┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─ CONnect ─┬─ LOGical-terminal ─┬─ is logical-terminal-name ────────────

                 └─ LTErm ────────────┘

  ─────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►───────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────────────────────────────►◄

  ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 

DISPLAY/PUNCH DESTINATION Statement (for a single destination)
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►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ DEStination name is destination-name ───────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ──┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴───────────────►

     │                 ┌──────────────────────────────────┐ │

     └─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼──┬─ ALL ───────────────────────┬─┴─┘

       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤    ├─ ALL COMment TYPes ─────────┤

       └─ WITHOut ───┘    ├─ ATTributes ────────────────┤

                          ├─ HIStory ───────────────────┤

                          ├─ DETails ───────────────────┤

                          ├─ COMments ──────────────────┤

                          ├─ DEFinitions ───────────────┤

                          ├─ LOGical-terminals ─────────┤

                          ├─ NONE ──────────────────────┤

                          ├─┬─ SYStems ────┬────────────┤

                          │ └─ SUBSYstems ─┘            │

                          ├─ USErs ─────────────────────┤

                          └─┬─ USEr DEFINED COMments ─┬─┘

                            └─ UDCs ──────────────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘

 

DISPLAY/PUNCH DESTINATION Statement (for multiple destinations)

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┬─── ALL ────────────────────────┬─ DEStinations ────────────►
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   └─ PUNch ───┘ └─┬─ FIRst ─┬─┬─ 1 ◄ ──────────┬─┘

                   ├─ NEXt ──┤ └─ entity-count ─┘

                   ├─ LASt ──┤

                   └─ PRIor ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ WHEre conditional-expression ──┘

(for complete conditional-expression syntax, see WHERE clause)

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ BY ─┬─ SET ◄ ─┬─┘

          └─ AREa ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬──┬─────────────┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘  └─ RECursive ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘ 

Parameters

• DEStination name is destination-name
Identifies a new destination to be established in the dictionary or an existing destination to be modified, replaced,
deleted, displayed, or punched. Destination-name must be a 1- through 8-character alphanumeric value.

• within SYStem system-name
Associates the named destination with (INCLUDE) or disassociates it from (EXCLUDE) the specified system and
defines the users or logical terminals that constitute the destination for that system. System-name must be the 1-
through 32-character name of an existing system.
If EXCLUDE is specified without a CONNECT specification, the compiler removes the destination/system relationship
and any dependent user or logical-terminal associations.
WITHIN SYSTEM is documentation only, unless the system generation compiler COPY facility is to be used to copy
destination definitions from an IDD-built system. When the COPY facility is not used, destination/system relationships
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are established and maintained by the system generation compiler. DESTINATION statements cannot modify or delete
destination definitions copied into DC/UCF systems by the system generation compiler.
The WITHIN SYSTEM clause can be repeated to establish additional destination/system relationships.

• CONnect USEr is user-id
Associates a user with the destination/system relationship. User-id must reference an existing user in the dictionary.
In DC/UCF environments, CONNECT is documentation only; the functional relationship must be established with the
system generation compiler.

• CONnect LOGical-terminal is logical-terminal-name
Associates a logical terminal with the destination/system relationship. Logical-terminal-name must reference an
existing logical terminal that is already associated with the named system. In DC/UCF environments, CONNECT is
documentation only; the functional relationship must be established with the system generation compiler.

• DC option is
Directs the system generation compiler to establish a destination/user or destination/logical terminal relationship when
it copies the named destination into a DC/UCF system, and defines or deletes the users or logical terminals.

• USEr is user-name
Specifies one or more users that constitute the destination. User-name must reference an existing user in the
dictionary.

• LOGical terminal is logical-terminal-name
Specifies one or more logical terminals that constitute the destination. Logical-terminal-name must reference an
existing logical terminal in the dictionary.

• DELete logical-terminal-name/user-name
Deletes the specified list of logical terminals or users from the destination. Multiple logical-terminal/user names must
be separated by a comma and one or more blanks.

• WITh/ALSo WITh/WITHOut
Includes or excludes the specified options when the named destination is displayed or punched. Detailed information
for each DISPLAY/PUNCH option is under SET OPTIONS Syntax. The option that is listed below presents special
considerations for this entity type.

• DETails
Includes the DESCRIPTION IS and DC OPTION clauses.

Usage

If you specify REPLACE

If you specify REPLACE, the DDDL compiler initializes to defaults and/or excludes the following options:

• DESCRIPTION
• USER REGISTERED FOR
• PUBLIC ACCESS
• COMMENTS/DEFINITION/comment-key
• WITHIN SYSTEM
• Related attributes

The WITHIN SYSTEM and DC OPTIONS specifications are replaced only if they have been established by the DDDL
compiler. The following relationships established by the system generation compiler are not affected:

• Systems and connected users/logical terminals
• Users, logical terminals, and printers constituting the destination

Example

In the following example, the ADD statement associates destination OEBOST with the online system INVENTORY.
OEBOST comprises logical terminals LTR22, LTR23, and LTR24. The MODIFY statement disassociates destination
OEBOST from the INVENTORY system and defines the logical terminals as components of a DC/UCF system.
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add destination oebost

    prepared by dba password is 'ice 9'

    description 'online order entry terminals -- boston'

    within system inventory

    connect logical-terminal is ltr22

    connect logical-terminal is ltr23

    connect logical-terminal is ltr24.

 

modify destination oebost

    revised by dgs

    description 'online order entry terminals -- boston'

    exclude system inventory

    dc-option is logical-terminal is ltr22

    dc-option is logical-terminal is ltr23

    dc-option is logical-terminal is ltr24.

ELEMENT
ELEMENT statements are used to define group or elementary data elements. Also known as fields and data items,
elements can participate in records that are built by the DDDL compiler, by the IDMS schema compiler, or in maps that are
built by the DC/UCF mapping compiler. Elements can also exist independently in the dictionary. An element can have a
maximum length of 32,767 characters.

Optional ELEMENT statement clauses allow the user to:

• Define element synonyms.
• Describe up to four alternate pictures for an element.
• Relate elements to users and to other elementary and group elements. The syntax supports attribute/entity

relationships, all entity-occurrence documentation options, all 1974 ANSI COBOL picture options, and 31 digit zoned
and packed decimal numerics.

This article describes the following information:

Defining Group Element Occurrences

The user defines and maintains group element occurrences with SUBORDINATE ELEMENT clauses, which provide one
method for documenting multiply occurring or redefined elements/groups in the dictionary.

Modifying an Element Definition

When the user modifies an element definition, the DDDL compiler does not modify the definitions of records in which
the named element participates. Record elements must be modified individually by using the RECORD ELEMENT
substatement, described under RECORD (REPORT/TRANSACTION) later in this section.

Deleting Element Occurrences

The user cannot delete element occurrences that are members of a group element structure or that participate in IDD-
or schema-built records. To delete an elementary element, the user must first disassociate it from the group element. To
delete a record element, the user must first delete its associated record or schema. To prevent the deletion of an element
when the only record in which it participates is deleted, select the SET OPTIONS statement DELETE IS OFF option for
the session. See SET OPTIONS Statement for further details.
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Required Authority

If the SET OPTIONS statement specifies SECURITY FOR IDD IS ON, the user must be assigned the proper authority to
issue ELEMENT statements.

Syntax

ELEMENT Statement

  

 ►►─┬─ ADD ─────┬─ ELement name is element-name ───────────────────────────────►

   ├─ MODify ──┤

   ├─ REPlace ─┤

   └─ DELete ──┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─────────┬─┘

                  └─┬────────┬─┬─ HIGhest ─┬─┘

                    └─ NEXt ─┘ └─ LOWest ──┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►

   └─┬─ PREpared ─┬─ by user-id  ┬────────────────────────┬─┘

     └─ REVised ──┘              └─ PASsword is password ─┘

  

    ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴─►

     └─ SAMe AS ELement element-name ─┬──────────────────────────────────┬┘

                                      └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬┘

                                                     ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                     └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─ COPy ─┬─ ELements ──────────┬─ FROm element element-name ─────────────

              ├─ ALL COMment TYPes ─┤

              ├─ ATTributes ────────┤

              ├─ USErs ─────────────┤

              ├─ COMments ──────────┤

              ├─ DEFinition ────────┤

              ├─ VALues ────────────┤

              ├─ RANges ────────────┤

              ├─ comment-key ───────┤

              └─ relational-key ────┘

  

   ─────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►───────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────────────────────────────►

  ───┬─────────────────────────────────┬─┘

     └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┤

                    ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                    └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

   └─ NEW NAMe is new-element-name ──┬─────────────────────────────────────┬┘

                                     └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─────┤
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                                                    └─ NEXt ─┬─ HIGhest ─┬─┘

                                                             └─ LOWest ──┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ NEW Version is ─┬─ new-version-number ─┬─┘

                      └─ NEXt ─┬─ HIGhest ─┬─┘

                               └─ LOWest ──┘

  

  ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

   └─ element DEScription is description-text ──┘

 

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴────────►

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ USEr is user-id ──┬──────────────────────┬─┘

       └─ EXClude ───┘                    └─ user-specification ─┘

 

(for complete user-specification syntax, see USER clause)

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ PUBlic access is ─┬───────────┬─ for ─┬─ ALL ◄ ───┬─┘

                        └─ ALLOwed ─┘       ├─ NONe ────┤

                                            ├─ UPDate ──┤

                                            ├─ MODify ──┤

                                            ├─ REPlace ─┤

                                            ├─ DELete ──┤

                                            └─ DISplay ─┘

  

    ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ VALues ─┬─ is ──┬─────────────────────────────────────

       └─ EXClude ───┘          └─ are ─┘

 

────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

            ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

  ─┬─────┬──▼─┬───────┬─┬─ initial-value ───┬─────────────────────────────────

   └─ ( ─┘    └─ ALL ─┘ └─ condition-value ─┘

 

  ────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴───────────────────────►

  ────────────────────────────────────────┐         │

  ─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─┴─┬─────┬─┘

   └─ THRu ─┬───────┬─ condition-value ─┘   └─ ) ─┘

            └─ ALL ─┘

  

  ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ EXClude ALL VALUES ──┘

 

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──┴───────►

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ RANge is start-value ─┬──────────────────┬─┘

       └─ EXClude ───┘                        └─ THRu end-value ─┘
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 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ EXClude ALL RANGES ──┘

  

    ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴────────►

     └─┬─ PRimary ◄ ────────────────┬──┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

       └─ alternate-format-keyword ─┘  └─ format-specification ──┘

 

(expanded format-specification syntax follows this syntax diagram)

 

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ ELement name SYNonym is element-synonym-name ───────────

       └─ EXClude ───┘

 

  ────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴───────────────────────────►

  ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬──┘

   └─ FOR GROup synonym group-synonym-name ──┘

  

    ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴─►

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬ class-name is attribute-name ┬───────────────────┬─┘

       └─ EXClude ───┘                              └ TEXt is user-text ┘

 

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬── relational-key is element-name ──────────────────────

       └─ EXClude ───┘

 

  ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴────────►

  ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──┬──────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘  └─ TEXt is user-text ──┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

  

    ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────►

     │                            ┌────────────────────┐         │

     └─ EDIt ─┬─ COMments ────┬───▼─ edit-instruction ─┴─ QUIT ──┘

              ├─ DEFinition ──┤

              └─ comment-key ─┘

 

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬──┴───────────────────────►◄

     └─┬─ COMments ─────┬── is ─┬─ NULl ─────────┬─┘

       ├─ DEFinition ───┤       └─ comment-text ─┘

       └─ comment-key ──┘

   

Expansion of format-specification

  

 ►►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►
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   └─ PICture is ─┬─ NULl ◄ ──┬─┘

                  └─ picture ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ USAge is ─┬─ DISplay ◄ ─┬─┘

                └─ usage ─────┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ JUStify is ─┬─ OFF ◄ ─┬─┘

                  └─ ON ────┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ BLAnk when ZERo is ─┬─ OFF ◄ ─┬─┘

                          └─ ON ────┘

  

  ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────►

   └─ SIGn is ─┬─ NULl ◄ ────────────────────────────────┬─┘

               └─┬─ LEAding ──┬─┬──────────────────────┬─┘

                 └─ TRAiling ─┘ └─ SEParate character ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─┬─ SYNc ──────┬─┘

     └─ NO SYNc ◄ ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ EXClude SUBordinate ELements ──┘

  

  ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   │                                  ┌───────────────────────────────────────

   └─ SUBordinate elements are ─┬───┬─▼── subordinate-element-name ───────────

                                └ ( ┘

 

─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───►◄

  ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐     │

  ─┬────────────────────────────────┬┬─────────────────────────────┬┴┬───┬┘

   └ Version is ┬─ version-number ─┬┘└┬ OCCurs occurrence-count ─┬─┘ └ ) ┘

                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤  └ (R) ─────────────────────┘

                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

   

DISPLAY/PUNCH ELEMENT Statement (for a single element)

  

 ►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ ELement name is element-name ───────────────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ──┘

  

    ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────────►

     │                 ┌───────────────────────────────────┐ │

     └─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼──┬─ ALL ───────────────────────┬──┴─┘

       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤    ├─ ALL COMment TYPes ─────────┤
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       └─ WITHOut ───┘    ├─ ATTributes ────────────────┤

                          ├─ COMments ──────────────────┤

                          ├─ DEFinitions ───────────────┤

                          ├─ DETails ───────────────────┤

                          ├─ ELements ──────────────────┤

                          ├─ HIStory ───────────────────┤

                          ├─ MAPs ──────────────────────┤

                          ├─ NONE ──────────────────────┤

                          ├─ PROgrams ──────────────────┤

                          ├─ SAMe AS ───────────────────┤

                          ├─ SUBordinate ELements ──────┤

                          ├─ SYNonyms ──────────────────┤

                          ├─ USErs ─────────────────────┤

                          ├─┬─ USEr DEFINED COMments ─┬─┤

                          │ └─ UDCs ──────────────────┘ │

                          ├─┬─ USEr DEFINED NESts ─┬────┤

                          │ └─ UDNS ───────────────┘    │

                          └─ WHEre USED ────────────────┘

  

  ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘

   

DISPLAY/PUNCH ELEMENT Statement (for multiple elements)

  

 ►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┬─ ALL ──────────────────────────┬─ ELEments ────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘ └─┬─ FIRst ─┬─┬─ 1 ◄ ──────────┬─┘

                   ├─ NEXt ──┤ └─ entity-count ─┘

                   ├─ LASt ──┤

                   └─ PRIor ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►
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   └─ WHEre conditional-expression ──┘

 

(for complete conditional-expression syntax, see WHERE clause)

 

 ►─┬───────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ BY ─┬─ SET ────┬─┘

          └─ AREa ◄ ─┘

  

  ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬──┬─────────────┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘  └─ RECursive ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘

 

Parameters

• ELement name is element-name
Identifies a new element to be established in the dictionary or an existing element to be modified, replaced, deleted,
displayed, or punched. Element-name must be a 1- through 32-character alphanumeric value. (If you use element-
name in a program, observe the maximum-character limit of the programming language.)

• NEW NAMe is new-element-name
Specifies a new name for the requested element. If a version number is not specified, the version number defaults
to the version associated with the original name of the element. This clause changes only the name of the element
occurrence; it does not alter or delete any relationships in which the element participates. Subsequent references to
the requested element must specify the new name.
If the primary synonym of the element (the synonym that is identical to the primary name of the element) participates in
a record, the element cannot be renamed.

• NEW Version is
Specifies a new version number for the named element.

• new-version-number/NEXt HIGHEST/NEXT LOWest
Specifies a version number for the named element. The element name and new version number must not duplicate an
existing element name and version number.

• VALue is ALL initial-value/condition-value
Associates (INCLUDE) or disassociates (EXCLUDE) a value, range of values, or a list of values assigned to a COBOL
level-88 condition name. A list of values must be enclosed by parentheses, with values separated by a space or
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comma. Initial-value and condition-value can be 1- through 32-character numeric literals, quoted literals, or figurative
constants.

NOTE
If the SET OPTIONS statement specifies DECIMAL-POINT ISCOMMA, the DDDL compiler interprets a
period in numeric literal as an insertion character, and a comma as a decimal point.

• THRu ALL condition-value
Specifies multiple values and ranges of values when the element is a COBOL level-88 condition name.

• EXClude ALL VALUES
Removes all VALUE clauses from the element definition. The keyword VALUES cannot be abbreviated. Typically, the
EXCLUDE ALL VALUES clause is used to remove the values that are associated with an element in preparation for
adding subordinate elements.

• RANge is start-value THRu end-value
Specifies a normal or expected value or range of values for the named element. Start-value and end-value must be 1-
through 32-character numeric literals or figurative constants. Values that contain delimiters or embedded blanks must
be enclosed in site-standard quotation marks. The user can enter each acceptable value in a separate RANGE clause
or can enter a range of values in one clause that includes the THRU option. For example:
 range is 1 range is 3 range is 5

 

or
 range is 1 thru 5

 

The RANGE clause is documentation except in the ADS Batch environment. ADS Batch uses RANGE clause values to
validate input data fields (see ADS Using section).

• EXClude ALL RANGES
Removes all range clauses from the element occurrence.

• PRImary
Specifies the default format of the named element. The PRIMARY/alternate-format-keyword clause is used with
the RECORD statement FORMAT clause to determine the format of an element within a record occurrence. For
information about the FORMAT clause, see RECORD (REPORT/TRANSACTION), later in this section.

• alternate-format-keyword
Specifies a keyword that corresponds to an alternate format established previously in the ALTERNATE PICTURE
KEYWORD clause of the SET OPTIONS statement (see SET OPTIONS Statement). Up to four alternate formats can
be defined for each element. The PRIMARY/alternate-format-keyword clause is used with the RECORD statement
FORMAT clause to determine the format of an element within a record occurrence. For information about the FORMAT
clause, see RECORD (REPORT/TRANSACTION), later in this section.

• PICture is
Identifies the named element as an elementary element and specifies its length and data type.

• NULl
Removes PICTURE, USAGE, SIGN, JUSTIFY, and BLANK WHEN ZERO clauses from the element, and all
associated subordinate elements. NULl is the default.

NOTE
The maximum length of an element (including its usage) is 32,767 characters.

• picture
When a named element that is previously defined as a group element, PICTURE IS picture removes any associated
subordinate elements except COBOL level-88 condition names, and picture becomes the picture for the resulting
elementary element.
Picture must be a 1- through 30-character value that describes alphanumeric, alphabetic, numeric, or numeric-edited
data, as shown in the table under the bold heading Usage, after this parameter list.

• USAge is
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Specifies the physical storage characteristics of the named element.
• DISplay

Identifies the usage as alphanumeric, zoned decimal, edited, or display floating point. DISPLAY is the default.

NOTE
For ADS users, additional information about defining display floating point numerics is available in the ADS
Reference section.

• usage
Identifies one of the following usages:
– BIT -- Bit string
– POINTER -- Full word address constant
– CONDITION-NAME -- :i1.level-88 COBOL level-88 value
– COMPUTATIONAL (COMP) (COMPUTATIONAL-4) (COMP-4) (BINARY) -- Binary
– COMPUTATIONAL-1 (COMP-1) (SHORT-POINT) -- Short-precision floating point
– COMPUTATIONAL-2 (COMP-2) (LONG-POINT) -- Long-precision floating point
– COMPUTATIONAL-3 (COMP-3) (PACKED) -- Packed decimal
– SQLBINARY (SQLBIN) --  An SQL BINARY data type; Identifies a fixed-length array of bytes and should be defined

with PIC X(n) where n is in the range 1 through 32,760.
• JUStify is

Defines COBOL justification specifications for the named element.
• OFF

Specifies that a COBOL JUSTIFIED clause is not to be generated. OFF is the default.
• ON

Specifies that a COBOL JUSTIFIED clause is to be generated.
• BLAnk when ZERo is

Defines COBOL zero suppression requirements for the named element.
• OFF

Specifies that a BLANK WHEN ZERO clause is not to be generated for COBOL. OFF is the default.
• ON

Specifies that a BLANK WHEN ZERO clause is to be generated for COBOL.
• SIGn is

Defines or deletes a sign specification for the named element.
• NULl

Specifies that the sign and LEADING or TRAILING SEPARATE CHARACTER specification is removed from the
named element.

• LEAding/TRAiling
Specifies that a sign is associated with the named element. Further specifies that the sign appears in either the
LEADING or the TRAILING position.

• SEParate character
Reserves a separate character in the element definition for the sign designation.

• SYNc
Specifies that the DDDL compiler must check the boundary alignment of COMP and COMP-4 record elements when
the elements are included in a record. If a record element is not on a fullword or halfword boundary, the record is
flagged in error.

• NO SYNc
Specifies that the DDDL compiler does not check the boundary alignment of COMP and COMP-4 record elements
when they are included in a record. NO SYNC is the default.

• EXClude SUBordinate ELEments
Removes all subordinate elements, regardless of level number, from a group element. The PICTURE IS NULL
specification (described above) ordinarily performs this function. However, if the subordinate elements are all level-88
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condition names, the EXCLUDE SUBORDINATE ELEMENTS must be used. To replace existing subordinate elements
with new subordinate elements, use the SUBORDINATE ELEMENTS clause (described below).

• SUBordinate ELements are subordinate-element-name
Specifies that the named element is a group element and identifies one or more subordinate elements. Subordinate-
element-name is the primary name of a subordinate element that exists in the dictionary. The SUBORDINATE
ELEMENTS clause can be repeated to define a group structure of any size. If an element name matches a DDDL
keyword, a list of subordinate-element names can be enclosed in parentheses to eliminate errors that can occur.
To define a filler as a subordinate element, specify an element name of 'FIL nnnn'; nnnn must be a four-digit numeric
value (leading zeros are required) and must be separated from the keyword FIL by one space. For example, to
generate a filler that is described as FILLER PIC X(7), specify SUBORDINATE ELEMENT 'FIL 0007'. Filler fields are
not required in the dictionary to be included in group elements or records. An element can be named only once in a
SUBORDINATE ELEMENTS clause; however, fillers can appear as often as required.
Each subordinate element can be qualified with either the OCCURS or R parameter.

• OCCurs occurrence-count
Specifies that the subordinate element is a multiply occurring element. Occurrence-count must be an integer in the
range 1 through 32,767.

• (R)
Redefines the previously named subordinate element. NOTE A redefined element cannot be defined with an OCCURS
clause, however, it can be subordinate to an element defined with an OCCURS clause.
NOTE If a subordinate element must be defined with both an OCCURS and a REDEFINES clause, include the (R)
option within the named element definition and the OCCURS option with the definition of the record in which the
subordinate element participates.

• ELement name SYNonym is element-synonym
Associates (INCLUDE) an alternative name with or disassociates it (EXCLUDE) from the element. Element-synonym
must be a 1- through 32-character alphanumeric value.
All elements have at least one synonym, which is known as the primary synonym, with the same name and version as
the element itself.

• FOR GROup synonym group-element-name
Specifies that when the named element appears in a record as part of a group element whose name matches group-
element-name, the specified element synonym is automatically used in the record. The following considerations apply:
– The group element need not exist in the dictionary.
– Group-element-name must identify a group element at the level immediately above element-synonym.
– If element-synonym is the highest level element in a record, group-element-name identifies the record in which the

element participates.
– Group-element-name can be the primary name of a record or group, or a synonym.

• WITh/ALSo WITh/WITHOut
Includes or excludes the specified options when the named element is displayed or punched. Detailed information
for each DISPLAY/PUNCH option is under SET OPTIONS Syntax. The options that are listed below present special
considerations for this entity type.

• DETails
Includes the DESCRIPTION, VALUE, and RANGE specifications and PICTURE-related information for primary and
alternative formats, including SUBORDINATE ELEMENTS specifications.

• ELements
Includes all user-defined nests and subordinate elements.

• MAPs
Includes the name of the map that is associated with the element occurrence or any of its synonyms.

• PROgrams
Includes the name of the program and record that is associated with an element occurrence or any of its synonyms.

• SYNonyms
Displays record synonyms that are associated with element synonyms.
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Usage

Specifying a picture variable

Picture must be a 1- through 30-character value that describes the types of data that is shown in the following table.

Category Character Description
Alphanumeric data X Represents one alphanumeric character.

If USAGE IS BIT, X represents one bit;
the USAGE clause is described in the
parameters list. If USAGE IS SQLBINARY,
X represents one byte; the USAGE clause
is described in the parameters list.

(n)
An integer in parentheses after an X

Represents n repetitions of the
alphanumeric character; for example, X(4)
is equivalent to XXXX.

Alphabetic data A Represents one alphabetic character (A-Z).
(n)
An integer in parentheses after an A

Represents n repetitions of the alphabetic
character

Numeric data 9 Represents one numeric character.
(n)
An integer in parentheses after a 9

Represents n repetitions of the numeric
character.
Numeric elements with a usage clause of
packed or zoned decimal cannot exceed a
maximum length of 31 digits.

V Represents an assumed decimal point. No
more than one V can appear in an element
picture. If the V is omitted and the P option
(described below) is not used, the assumed
decimal point is after the rightmost 9.

P Represents an assumed zero. Any number
of Ps can appear in the leftmost or the
rightmost positions of an element picture.
An assumed decimal point is automatically
placed before the first P or after the last P.
The character P does not occupy a storage
position (for example, PP9999 has a data
length of 4).

S Identifies the number as positive or
negative. When used, the S must be the
first character in the element picture. When
the S is omitted, values for the element
description are assumed to be positive.
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Numeric-edited data
(Includes the numeric data characters
described above, with the editing
characters shown at the right)

Z
+
,
B
CR
-
0
DB
*
$
.

Represent edit symbols that are used
in reporting data; quotation marks are
not required. Refer to the appropriate
programming language documentation
for the individual interpretations of these
symbols.
If the SET OPTIONS statement specifies
DECIMAL-POINT IS COMMA, a period
(.) is interpreted as an insertion character
and a comma (,) is interpreted as a decimal
point.

If you specify REPLACE

If you specify REPLACE in the ELEMENT statement, the DDDL compiler initializes to defaults and/or excludes the
following options:

• DESCRIPTION
• USAGE
• PICTURE
• JUSTIFY
• BLANK WHEN ZERO
• USER REGISTERED FOR
• PUBLIC ACCESS
• Related attributes
• VALUE
• RANGE
• ELEMENT NAME SYNONYM
• COMMENTS/DEFINITION/comment-key
• SIGN
• SUBORDINATE ELEMENTS
• Alternate picture formats
• Related elements

The following relationships are not affected:

• Group elements in which the named element participates
• Records in which the named element participates

Examples

In the following example, the first three ADD statements define the elements DISCONTINUE-MONTH, DISCONTINUE-
DAY, DISCONTINUE-YEAR, documenting the normal range of values for DISCONTINUE-MONTH as 01 through 12
and for DISCONTINUE-DAY as 01 through 31. The SET OPTIONS statement establishes a default PREPARED BY
specification for the session. The fourth ADD statement establishes the group element DISCONTINUE-DATE and names
its subordinate elements; the last ADD statement establishes an element that is called DISC-DATE-X.

 add element discontinue-month

     prepared by dba password is 'ice 9'

     picture 99

     range is 01 thru 12.

  

 set options for session
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     prepared by dba password is 'ice 9'

  

 add element discontinue-day

     picture 99

     range is 01 thru 31.

  

 add element discontinue-year

     picture 99.

  

 add element discontinue-date

     subordinate elements

          discontinue-month

          discontinue-day

          discontinue-year.

  

 add element disc-date-x

     picture x(6).

 

In the following example, the first two ADD statements define the elements LOWER-LIMIT and QUANTITY-ON-HAND.
The third statement adds the group element HISTORY and assigns four subordinate elements; (R) indicates that DISC-
DATE-X (established in the previous example) redefines DISCONTINUE-DATE. DISCONTINUE-DATE is subordinate to
HISTORY and is also a group element.

 add element lower-limit

     prepared by dba password is 'ice 9'

     picture 999.

  

 add element quantity-on-hand

     prepared by dba password is 'ice 9'

     picture 9(4).

  

 add element history

     subordinate elements

          discontinue-date

          disc-date-x (r)

          lower-limit

          quantity-on-hand.

 

The following example illustrates the usage of the PRIMARY/alternate-format clause to define alternate formats. SET
OPTIONS establishes three alternate picture keywords; the definition of element GROSS-PAY includes three alternate
formats. Element GROSS-PAY is associated with the WS-SALARY-HISTORY record; the FORMAT clause determines the
format of the elements.

 set options for dictionary

   first alternate picture keyword is edit-pic

   second alternate picture keyword is report-pic

   third alternate picture keyword is screen-pic.

  

 add element name is gross-pay

    primary

        picture is s9(7)v99

        usage is comp-3
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    edit-pic

        picture is x(9)

        usage is display

    report-pic

        picture is z,zzz,zzz.99

    screen-pic

        picture is 9(7)v99

        blank when zero is on.

  

 add record name is ws-salary-history

    format is edit-pic.

    record element is gross-pay.

    .

    .

    .

 

ELEMENT SYNONYM
You can display or punch selected element synonyms using the ELEMENT SYNONYM statement.

Syntax

ELEMENT SYNONYM (for a single synonym)

You can display or punch selected element synonyms using the ELEMENT SYNONYM statement.

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ ELEment SYNonym element-synonym-name ───────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘

►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

  └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

                          └─ PASsword is password ──┘

  ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──┴────────────────────►

    │                  ┌──────────────────────────┐  │

    └─┬─ WITh ──────┬──▼──┬─ ALL ──────────────┬──┴──┘

      ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤     ├─ NONE ─────────────┤

      └─ WITHOut ───┘     ├─ MAPS ─────────────┤

                          ├─┬─ PANels ──┬──────┤

                          │ └─ SCReens ─┘      │

                          ├─ PROgrams          │

                          └─┬─ RECords ──────┬─┘

                            ├─ REPorts ──────┤

                            └─ TRANsactions ─┘

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

  └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

         └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                               ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                               └─ LOWest ─────────┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘
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   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

  └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬─┘

           ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘

           ├─ ADD ─────┤

           ├─ MODify ──┤

           ├─ REPlace ─┤

           └─ DELete ──┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH ELEMENT SYNONYM (for multiple synonyms)

 

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┬─ ALL ──────────────────────────┬─ ELement SYNonyms ────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘ └─┬─ FIRst ─┬─┬─ 1 ◄ ──────────┬─┘

                   ├─ NEXt ──┤ └─ entity-count ─┘

                   ├─ LASt ──┤

                   └─ PRIor ─┘

►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

  └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

                          └─ PASsword is password ──┘

►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ WHEre conditional-expression ──┘

(for complete conditional-expression syntax, see WHERE clause)

 

►─┬───────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ BY ─┬─ SET ────┬─┘

         └─ AREa ◄ ─┘

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

  └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

         └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                               ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                               └─ LOWest ─────────┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►◄

  └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬──┬─────────────┬─┘

           ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘  └─ RECursive ─┘

           ├─ ADD ─────┤

           ├─ MODify ──┤

           ├─ REPlace ─┤

           └─ DELete ──┘

ENTRY POINT
ENTRY POINT statements document program entry points. Optional clauses:
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• Associate documentation text with the entry point
• Relate the entry point to users
• Include the entry point in attribute/entity relationships

Entry points are associated with programs through the PROGRAM statement (see PROGRAM).

If the SET OPTIONS statement specifies SECURITY FOR IDD IS ON, the user must have the proper authority to issue
ENTRY POINT statements.

Syntax

ENTRY POINT Statement

 

►►─┬─ ADD ─────┬─ ENTRy point name is entry-point-name ───────────────────────►

   ├─ MODify ──┤

   ├─ REPlace ─┤

   └─ DELete ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────►

   └─┬─ PREpared ─┬─ by user-id ──┬────────────────────────┬─┘

     └─ REVised ──┘               └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

   └─ entry point DEScription is description-text ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ NEW NAMe is new-entry-point-name ──┘

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴────────►

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ USEr is user-id ──┬──────────────────────┬─┘

       └─ EXClude ───┘                    └─ user-specification ─┘

(for complete user-specification syntax, see USER clause)

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ PUBlic access is ─┬───────────┬─ for ─┬─ ALL ◄ ───┬─┘

                        └─ ALLOwed ─┘       ├─ NONe ────┤

                                            ├─ UPDate ──┤

                                            ├─ MODify ──┤

                                            ├─ REPlace ─┤

                                            ├─ DELete ──┤

                                            └─ DISplay ─┘

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴─►

    └┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ class-name is attribute-name ─┬────────────────────┬┘

     └─ EXClude ───┘                                └ TEXt is user-text ─┘

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────►

     │                            ┌────────────────────┐         │

     └─ EDIt ─┬─ COMments ────┬───▼─ edit-instruction ─┴─ QUIT ──┘
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              ├─ DEFinition ──┤

              └─ comment-key ─┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬──┴───────────────────────►◄

     └─┬─ COMments ─────┬── is ─┬─ NULl ─────────┬─┘

       ├─ DEFinition ───┤       └─ comment-text ─┘

       └─ comment-key ──┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH ENTRY POINT Statement (for a single entry point)

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ ENTRy point name is entry-point-name ───────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ──┘

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴─────────────►

     │                  ┌──────────────────────────────────┐  │

     └─┬─ WITh ──────┬──▼──┬─ ALL ───────────────────────┬─┴──┘

       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤     ├─ ALL COMment TYPes ─────────┤

       └─ WITHOut ───┘     ├─ ATTributes ────────────────┤

                           ├─ COMments ──────────────────┤

                           ├─ DEFinitions ───────────────┤

                           ├─ DETails ───────────────────┤

                           ├─ HIStory ───────────────────┤

                           ├─ NONE ──────────────────────┤

                           ├─ PROgrams ──────────────────┤

                           ├─ USErs ─────────────────────┤

                           └─┬─ USEr DEFINED COMments ─┬─┘

                             └─ UDCs ──────────────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘
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                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH ENTRY POINT Statement (for multiple entry points)

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┬─ ALL ──────────────────────────┬─ ENTRy points ────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘ └─┬─ FIRst ─┬─┬─ 1 ◄ ──────────┬─┘

                   ├─ NEXt ──┤ └─ entity-count ─┘

                   ├─ LASt ──┤

                   └─ PRIor ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ WHEre conditional-expression ──┘

(for complete conditional-expression syntax, see WHERE clause)

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ BY ─┬─ SET ◄ ─┬─┘

          └─ AREa ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►◄
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   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬──┬─────────────┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘  └─ RECursive ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘ 

Parameters

• ENTRy point name is entry-point-name
Identifies a new entry point to be added to the dictionary, or an existing entry point to be modified, replaced, deleted,
displayed, or punched. Entry-point-name must be a unique 1- through 8-character name.

• NEW NAMe is new-entry-point-name
Specifies a new name for the requested entry point. This clause changes only the name of the entry point; it does
not alter or delete previously defined relationships in which the entry point participates. Subsequent references to the
requested entry point must specify the new name.

• WITh/ALSo WITh/WITHOut
Includes or excludes the specified options when the named entry point is displayed or punched. Detailed information
for each DISPLAY/PUNCH option is under SET OPTIONS Syntax. The option that is listed below presents special
considerations for this entity type.

• DETAils
Includes the DESCRIPTION clause.

Example

In the following example, the ADD statement defines entry point OREN5A and relates it to the attribute DEVELOPMENT
within the class ENTITY-STATUS. The MODIFY statement excludes the DEVELOPMENT attribute and includes the
attribute PRODUCTION.

add entry point name is oren5a

    description is

         'entry point in order-entry pgm: nxtordor'

    entity-status is development.

 

modify entry point name is oren5a

    exclude entity-status is development

    include entity-status is production.

FILE
FILE statements document card, tape, and other non-database files. A file can represent groups of records (and thus
elements) if a RECORD statement includes the WITHIN FILE clause; see RECORD (REPORT/TRANSACTION) later
in this section for further details. Files are related to programs through the PROGRAM statement FILE clause; see
PROGRAM later in this section for further details. Specifications provided in the FILE statement are used by the IDMS
DMLO precompiler for COBOL (IDMSDMLC) during the COBOL FD COPY function.

Optional FILE statement clauses:

• Relate files to users and to other files
• Control the participation of file occurrences in attribute/entity relationships
• Maintain documentation entries and record information required in COBOL FD statements
• Support the definition of file synonyms

If the SET OPTIONS statement specifies SECURITY FOR IDD IS ON, the user must be assigned the proper authority to
issue FILE statements.
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Syntax

 

►►─┬─ ADD ─────┬─ FILe name is file-name ─────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ MODify ──┤

   ├─ REPlace ─┤

   └─ DELete ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─────┬─┘

                  └─ NEXt ─┬─ HIGhest ─┬─┘

                           └─ LOWest ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►

   └┬─ PREpared ─┬─ by user-id ──┬────────────────────────┬─┘

    └─ REVised ──┘               └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──►

     └─ SAMe AS FILe file-name ──┬─────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ──┬──┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ─────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ──────────┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─ COPy ─┬─ ALL COMments TYPes ─┬─ FROm file file-name ──────────────────

              ├─ COMments ───────────┤

              ├─ DEFinition ─────────┤

              ├─ ATTributes ─────────┤

              ├─ USErs ──────────────┤

              ├─ FILes ──────────────┤

              ├─ RELated FILes ──────┤

              ├─ comment-key ────────┤

              └─ relational-key ─────┘

 

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►───────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────────────────────────►

  ─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─────┬─┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

   └─ NEW NAMe is new-file-name ─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                                 └─  Version is ─┬─ version-number ─────┬─┘

                                                 └─ NEXt ─┬─ HIGhest ─┬─┘

                                                          └─ LOWest ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ NEW Version is ─┬─ new-version-number ─┬─┘

                      └─ NEXt ─┬─ HIGhest ─┬─┘

                               └─ LOWest ──┘
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 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ file DEScription is description-text ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ LABels are ─┬─ NULL ◄ ───────┬─┘

                  ├─ STAndard ─────┤

                  ├─ NON-standard ─┤

                  └─ OMItted ──────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ maximum RECord size is record-size ──┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ BLOck size is block-size ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ RECording MODe is ─┬─ NULl ◄ ─┬─┘

                         ├─ F ──────┤

                         ├─ U ──────┤

                         ├─ V ──────┤

                         └─ S ──────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

   └─ RECord DEScriptor is ─┬─ DEFined ───────┬─┘

                            └─ NOT DEFined ◄ ─┘

 

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴────────►

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ USEr is user-id ──┬──────────────────────┬─┘

       └─ EXClude ───┘                    └─ user-specification ─┘

(for complete user-specification syntax, see USER clause)

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ PUBlic access is ─┬───────────┬─ for ─┬─ ALL ◄ ───┬─┘

                        └─ ALLOwed ─┘       ├─ NONe ────┤

                                            ├─ UPDate ──┤

                                            ├─ MODify ──┤

                                            ├─ REPlace ─┤

                                            ├─ DELete ──┤

                                            └─ DISplay ─┘

 

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ RELated FILe is related-file-name ────────────────────

       └─ EXClude ───┘

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──┴──────►

  ──┬────────────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬─┘

    └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬──┘ └─ TEXt is user-text ──┘

                   ├─ HIGhest ────────┤
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                   └─ LOWest ─────────┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ FILe name SYNonym is file-synonym-name ───────────────

       └─ EXClude ───┘

 

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►───────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────────────────────►

  ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─────────┬─┘

                  └─┬────────┬─┬─ HIGhest ─┬─┘

                    └─ NEXt ─┘ └─ LOWest ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────►

   └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ FILE-TYPE is ─┬─ PS ───┬──┬──────────────────────┬─┘

     └─ EXClude ───┘                ├─ IS ───┤  └─ TEXt is user-text ──┘

                                    ├─ CARD ─┤

                                    ├─ VS ───┤

                                    └─ UM ───┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────►

   └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ VSAM-TYPE is ─┬─ KS ───┬──┬──────────────────────┬─┘

     └─ EXClude ───┘                ├─ ES ───┤  └─ TEXt is user-text ──┘

                                    └─ RS ───┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

   └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ INPUT-MODULE is user-module ─┬──────────────────────┬─┘

     └─ EXClude ───┘                               └─ TEXt is user-text ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

   └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ DEVICE-TYPE is ─┬─ 2311 ─┬──┬──────────────────────┬──┘

     └─ EXClude ───┘                  ├─ 2314 ─┤  └─ TEXt is user-text ──┘

                                      ├─ 3310 ─┤

                                      ├─ 3330 ─┤

                                      ├─ 3340 ─┤

                                      ├─ 3350 ─┤

                                      ├─ 3370 ─┤

                                      ├─ 3380 ─┤

                                      ├─ 3390 ─┤

                                      ├─ FBA ──┤

                                      └─ TAPE ─┘

 

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┴─►

    └┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ class-name is attribute-name ─┬─────────────────────┬┘

     └─ EXClude ───┘                                └─ TEXt is user-text ─┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ relational-key is file-name ──────────────────────────

       └─ EXClude ───┘
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  ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴───────►

  ─┬────────────────────────────────────┬──┬──────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬──┘  └─ TEXt is user-text ──┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────►

     │                            ┌────────────────────┐         │

     └─ EDIt ─┬─ COMments ────┬───▼─ edit-instruction ─┴─ QUIT ──┘

              ├─ DEFinition ──┤

              └─ comment-key ─┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬──┴───────────────────────►◄

     └─┬─ COMments ─────┬── is ─┬─ NULl ─────────┬─┘

       ├─ DEFinition ───┤       └─ comment-text ─┘

       └─ comment-key ──┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH FILE Statement (for a single file)

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ FILe name is file-name ─────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ──┘

 

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴─────────────►

     │                  ┌──────────────────────────────────┐  │

     └─┬─ WITh ──────┬──▼──┬─ ALL ───────────────────────┬─┴──┘

       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤     ├─ ALL COMment TYPes ─────────┤

       └─ WITHOut ───┘     ├─ ATTributes ────────────────┤

                           ├─ COMments ──────────────────┤

                           ├─ DEFinitions ───────────────┤

                           ├─ DETails ───────────────────┤

                           ├─ FILes ─────────────────────┤

                           ├─ HIStory ───────────────────┤

                           ├─ NONE ──────────────────────┤

                           ├─ PROgrams ──────────────────┤

                           ├─ RECords ───────────────────┤

                           ├─ RELated FILes ─────────────┤
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                           ├─ REPorts ───────────────────┤

                           ├─ SAMe AS ───────────────────┤

                           ├─ SYNonyms ──────────────────┤

                           ├─ TRAnsactions ──────────────┤

                           ├─ USErs ─────────────────────┤

                           ├─┬─ USEr DEFINED COMments ─┬─┤

                           │ └─ UDCs ──────────────────┘ │

                           ├─┬─ USEr DEFINED NESts ─┬────┤

                           │ └─ UDNs ───────────────┘    │

                           └─ WHEre USED ────────────────┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

  └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬─┘

           ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘

           ├─ ADD ─────┤

           ├─ MODify ──┤

           ├─ REPlace ─┤

           └─ DELete ──┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH FILE Statement (for multiple files)

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┬─ ALL ──────────────────────────┬─ FILes ───────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘ └─┬─ FIRst ─┬─┬─ 1 ◄ ──────────┬─┘

                   ├─ NEXt ──┤ └─ entity-count ─┘

                   ├─ LASt ──┤

                   └─ PRIor ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ WHEre conditional-expression ──┘

(for complete conditional-expression syntax, see WHERE clause)

 

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ BY ─┬─ SET ◄ ─┬─┘

          └─ AREa ──┘
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 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬──┬─────────────┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘  └─ RECursive ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘

Parameters

• FILe name is file-name
Identifies a new file to be established in the dictionary, or an existing file to be modified, replaced, deleted, displayed,
or punched. File-name must be a 1- through 32-character alphanumeric value. The file name and version must not
duplicate that of an existing file or file synonym.

• NEW NAMe is new-file-name
Specifies a new 1- through 32-character name for the requested file. This clause changes only the name of the file
occurrence; it does not alter or delete previously defined relationships in which the file participates. Subsequent
references to the file occurrence must specify the new name. If the VERSION clause is not specified, the version
number defaults to the version associated with the original file name. The new file name and version number must not
duplicate that of an established file or file synonym.

• NEW Version is new-version-number/NEXt HIGhest/NEXt LOWest
Specifies a new version number for the named file. The file name and new version number must not duplicate that of
an existing file or file synonym.

• LABels are
Designates a label-processing specification for the named file for use by the IDMSDMLC precompiler during COBOL
FD COPY functions. This clause is used only by Culprit.

• NULl
Specifies no labeling (the default); NULL produces no COBOL FD COPY specification.

• STAndard
Specifies standard format file labels; STANDARD produces the LABELS ARE STANDARD COBOL FD COPY
specification.

• NON-standard
Specifies nonstandard format file labels; NON-STANDARD produces the LABELS ARE NON-STANDARD COBOL FD
COPY specification.

• OMItted
Specifies unlabeled files; OMITTED produces the LABELS ARE OMITTED COBOL FD COPY specification.

• maximum RECord size is record-size (used by CULPRIT)
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Defines a maximum record size for the named file for use by the IDMSDMLC precompiler during COBOL FD COPY
functions. Record-size must be an integer in the range 0 through 32,767 and must be equivalent in bytes to the largest
record in the file.

• BLOck size is block-size
Defines a block size for the file for use by the IDMSDMLC precompiler during COBOL FD COPY functions. Block-size
must be an integer in the range 0 through 32,767 and must represent the number of bytes in each block in the file. This
clause is used only by Culprit.

• RECording MODe is
Defines a recording mode for the file for use by the IDMSDMLC precompiler during COBOL FD COPY functions. This
clause is used by Culprit only.

• NULl
Removes an existing RECORDING MODE clause. NULL is the default.

• F
Indicates fixed-length records.

• U
Indicates undefined recording mode.

• V
Indicates variable-length records.

• S
Indicates variable-length spanned records.

• RECord DEScriptor is
Specifies whether a 4-byte prefix for variable-length files to be processed by Culprit is already defined in the record or
whether Culprit must generate the prefix. This clause is used by Culprit only.

• DEFined
Specifies that the record descriptor is to be defined in the record description in the dictionary.

• NOT DEFined
Specifies that the record descriptor is not to be defined in the record and must be added by Culprit. NOT DEFINED is
the default.

• RELated FILe is related-file-name
Associates (INCLUDE) the named file with or disassociates (EXCLUDE) it from a previously defined file. Related-
file-name must be a 1- through 32-character alphanumeric value. If the VERSION clause is not specified, the DDDL
compiler uses the default version number specified in the SET OPTIONS statement. The file name and version
number must reference the primary name of an existing file.

• FILe name SYNonym is file-synonym
Associates (INCLUDE) an alternative name with the named file or disassociates (EXCLUDE) an existing alternative
name from the named file. File-synonym is the 1- through 32-character synonym name; the specified synonym can
be referenced in an IDMSDMLC COBOL FD COPY function. If no version number is indicated in the FILE NAME
SYNONYM clause, yet the FILE NAME clause includes a version number, the version number of the synonym name
defaults to the version specified in the FILE NAME clause. The concatenation of the synonym name and version
number must not duplicate that of an existing file or file synonym.
All files have at least one synonym, known as the primary synonym, with the same name and version as the file itself.

• FILE-TYPE is
Associates (INCLUDE) a file-type with or disassociates it from (EXCLUDE) a file. This clause is used by Culprit only.

• PS
Specifies a sequential file as the file type.

• IS
Specifies ISAM as the file type.

• CARD
Specifies a card file as the file type.

• VS
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Specifies VSAM as the file type; if VS is specified, VSAM-TYPE (described below) must also be specified.
• UM

Specifies the Culprit user module as the file type; if UM is specified, INPUT-MODULE (described below) must also be
specified.

• VSAM-TYPE is
Associates (INCLUDE) a VSAM-type with or disassociates (EXCLUDE) it from a file. This clause is used by Culprit
only.

• KS
Specifies a key-sequenced data set (KSDS) as the VSAM file type.

• ES
Specifies an entry-sequenced data set (ESDS) as the VSAM file type.

• RS
Specifies a relative-record data set (RRDS) as the VSAM file type.

• INPUT-MODULE is user-module
Associates (INCLUDE) or disassociates (EXCLUDE) the name of the Culprit user module as it will appear on a
CULPRIT INPUT parameter. This clause is used by Culprit only.

• DEVICE-TYPE is 2311/2314/3310/3330/3340/3350/3370/3380/3390/FBA/TAPE
Associates (INCLUDE) a device type with or disassociates (EXCLUDE) it from a file. This clause is used by Culprit,
only in VSE/ESA environments.

• WITh/ALSo WITh/WITHOut
Includes or excludes the specified options when the named file is displayed or punched. Detailed information for
each DISPLAY/PUNCH option is under SET OPTIONS Syntax. The options that are listed below present special
considerations for this entity type.

• DETails
Includes the DESCRIPTION, LABELS, RECORD SIZE, BLOCK SIZE, RECORDING MODE, and RECORD
DESCRIPTOR specifications.

• FILes
Includes the SAME AS and RELATED FILES specifications.

Usage

If the REPLACE verb is specified, the DDDL compiler initializes to defaults and/or excludes the following options:

• DESCRIPTION
• RELATED FILE
• LABELS
• FILE-TYPE
• MAXIMUM RECORD SIZE
• VSAM-TYPE
• BLOCK SIZE
• INPUT-MODULE
• RECORDING MODE
• DEVICE-TYPE
• RECORD DESCRIPTOR
• Related attributes
• PUBLIC ACCESS
• COMMENTS/DEFINITION/comment-key
• USER REGISTERED FOR
• FILE SYNONYM (unless the named file synonym is related to a record)

The following relationships are not affected:
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• Files to which the named file is a related file
• Programs that access the named file

Example

In the following example, the ADD statement defines the file STOCKFILE and relates it to the attribute STOCK-UPDATE
within the class APPLICATION and to the file CRT-TRANFILE. The MODIFY statement adds the synonym STK3FILE to
the definition.

add file stockfile

    block size 510

    record size 30

    labels standard

    recording mode f

    application is stock-update

    related file is crt-tranfile

         text 'receives application output'.

 

modify file stockfile

    file name synonym stk3fil.

FILE SYNONYM
You can display or punch selected file synonyms using the FILE SYNONYM statement.

Syntax

DISPLAY/PUNCH FILE SYNONYM Statement (for a single synonym)

►►─┬─ DISplay  ─┬─ FILe  SYNonym  file-synonym-name  ─────────────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch  ───┘

►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                ├─ HIGhest  ────────┤

                └─ LOWest  ─────────┘

►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

  └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

                          └─ PASsword is password ──┘

 

  ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────┐

►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────────────────────►

    │                  ┌──────────────────────┐ │

    └─┬─ WITh ──────┬──▼──┬─ ALL ───────────┬─┴─┘

      ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤     ├─ NONE  ──────────┤

      └─ WITHOut ───┘     ├─ RECords  ───────┤

                          ├─ REPorts  ───────┤

                          └─ TRAnsactions  ──┘

 

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

  └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

         └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘
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                                               ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                               └─ LOWest ─────────┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 

►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

  └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬─┘

           ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘

           ├─ ADD ─────┤

           ├─ MODify ──┤

           ├─ REPlace ─┤

           └─ DELete ──┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH FILE SYNONYM Statement (for multiple synonyms)

►►─┬─ DISplay  ─┬─┬─ ALL ──────────────────────────┬─ FILe  SYNonyms ───────────►

   └─ PUNch  ───┘ └─┬─ FIRst ─┬─┬─ 1 ◄ ──────────┬─┘

                    ├─ NEXt ──┤ └─ entity-count ─┘

                    ├─ LASt ──┤

                    └─ PRIor ─┘

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

  └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                          └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 

►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ WHEre conditional-expression ──┘

(for complete  conditional-expression  syntax,  see  WHERE  clause)

 

►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ BY ─┬─ SET ◄ ─┬─┘

         └─ AREa ──┘

 

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

  └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

         └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                               ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                               └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 

►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►◄

  └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬──┬─────────────┬─┘

           ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘  └─ RECursive ─┘

           ├─ ADD ─────┤
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           ├─ MODify ──┤

           ├─ REPlace ─┤

           └─ DELete ──┘

LINE
LINE statements are used to document the association between a line and a physical terminal in a teleprocessing
system. A physical terminal is associated with a line by means of the PHYSICAL-TERMINAL statement, described under
PHYSICAL TERMINAL, later in this section. Optional LINE statement clauses assign characteristics for use in the DC/
UCF system and the Distributed Database System (IDMS DDS) environments.

NOTE
It is recommended that you maintain LINE definitions using the system generation compiler, not the DDDL
compiler. If a system generation component is processed by the DDDL compiler, only dictionary security is
checked, not system generation security. For more information on using the system generation compiler, refer to
IDMS Administrating section.

If the SET OPTIONS statement specifies SECURITY FOR IDMS-DC IS ON, the user must be assigned the proper
authority to issue LINE statements.

Syntax

LINE Statement

 

►►─┬─ ADD ─────┬─ LINe name is line-name ─────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ MOdify ──┤

   ├─ REPlace ─┤

   └─ DELete ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─────┬─┘

                  └─ NEXt ─┬─ HIGhest ─┬─┘

                           └─ LOWest ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►

   └┬─ PREpared ─┬─ by user-id ──┬────────────────────────┬─┘

    └─ REVised ──┘               └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ line DEScription is description-text ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ line TYPe is line-type ──┘

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴────────►

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ USEr is user-id ──┬──────────────────────┬─┘

       └─ EXClude ───┘                    └─ user-specification ─┘

(for complete user-specification syntax, see USER clause)

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ PUBlic access is ─┬───────────┬─ for ─┬─ ALL ◄ ───┬─┘
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                        └─ ALLOwed ─┘       ├─ NONe ────┤

                                            ├─ UPDate ──┤

                                            ├─ MODify ──┤

                                            ├─ REPlace ─┤

                                            ├─ DELete ──┤

                                            └─ DISplay ─┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ──┬─ within SYStem system-name ───────────────────────────

       └─ EXClude ────┘

  ──────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►───────────────────────────────────────┬──┴─────────────────────────────────►

  ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┴─►

    └┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ class-name is attribute-name ─┬─────────────────────┬┘

     └─ EXClude ───┘                                └─ TEXt is user-text ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DC option is ─┬─ ENAbled ◄ ─┬─┘

                    └─ DISabled ──┘

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────►

     │                            ┌────────────────────┐         │

     └─ EDIt ─┬─ COMments ────┬───▼─ edit-instruction ─┴─ QUIT ──┘

              ├─ DEFinition ──┤

              └─ comment-key ─┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬──┴───────────────────────►◄

     └─┬─ COMments ─────┬── is ─┬─ NULl ─────────┬─┘

       ├─ DEFinition ───┤       └─ comment-text ─┘

       └─ comment-key ──┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH LINE Statement (for a single line)

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ LINe name is line-name ─────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘
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                           └─ PASsword is password ──┘

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴─────────────►

     │                  ┌──────────────────────────────────┐  │

     └─┬─ WITh ──────┬──▼──┬─ ALL ───────────────────────┬─┴──┘

       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤     ├─ ALL COMment TYPes ─────────┤

       └─ WITHOut ───┘     ├─ ATTributes ────────────────┤

                           ├─ COMments ──────────────────┤

                           ├─ DEFinitions ───────────────┤

                           ├─ DETails ───────────────────┤

                           ├─ HIStory ───────────────────┤

                           ├─ NONE ──────────────────────┤

                           ├─┬─ SYStems ────┬────────────┤

                           │ └─ SUBSYstems ─┘            │

                           ├─ USErs ─────────────────────┤

                           └─┬─ USEr DEFINED COMments ─┬─┘

                             └─ UDCs ──────────────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH LINE Statement (for multiple lines)

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┬─ ALL ──────────────────────────┬─ LINes ───────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘ └─┬─ FIRst ─┬─┬─ 1 ◄ ──────────┬─┘

                   ├─ NEXt ──┤ └─ entity-count ─┘

                   ├─ LASt ──┤

                   └─ PRIor ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►
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   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ WHEre conditional-expression ──┘

(for complete conditional-expression syntax, see WHERE clause)

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ BY ─┬─ SET ◄ ─┬─┘

          └─ AREa ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬──┬─────────────┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘  └─ RECursive ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘ 

Parameters

• LINe name is line-name
Identifies either a new line to be established in the dictionary or an existing line to be modified, replaced, deleted,
displayed, or punched. Line-name must be a 1- through 8-character alphanumeric value.

• LINe TYPe is line-type
Specifies a generic line type. Line-type must be one of the following values:

ASYNC BSC2
BSC3 CONSOLE
INOUTL L3270B
L3280B S3270Q
SYSOUTL TCAMLIN
UCFLINE VTAMLIN
VTAMLU  

The LINE TYPE specification is documentation only, unless the line definition is to be copied into a DC/UCF system using
the system generation compiler COPY facility.
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• within SYStem system-name
Associates (INCLUDE) the named line with or disassociates (EXCLUDE) it from a system. System-name must be the
1- through 32-character name of an existing system. The WITHIN SYSTEM specification is documentation only, unless
the system generation compiler COPY facility is to be used to copy the line definition from an IDD-built system. When
the COPY facility is not used, all line/system relationships are established and maintained by the system generation
compiler.

• DC option is
Specifies whether the named line is to be enabled or disabled automatically when the system starts up.
The DC OPTION specification is documentation only, unless the line definition is to be copied into a DC/UCF system
using the system generation compiler COPY facility.

• ENAbled
Automatically enables the line at system startup. ENABLED is the default.

• DISabled
Disables the line until it is explicitly enabled by means of an operator command during system execution.

• WITh/ALSo WITh/WITHOut
Includes or excludes the specified options when the named line is displayed or punched. Detailed information for
each DISPLAY/PUNCH option is under SET OPTIONS Syntax. The option that is listed below presents special
considerations for this entity type.

• DETails
Includes the DESCRIPTION, LINE TYPE, and DC OPTION specifications.

Usage

If you specify REPLACE

If you specify REPLACE, the DDDL compiler initializes to defaults and/or excludes the following options:

• DESCRIPTION
• LINE TYPE
• USER REGISTERED FOR
• PUBLIC ACCESS
• WITHIN SYSTEM (if built by the DDDL compiler)
• COMMENTS/DEFINITION/comment-key
• DC OPTION
• Related attributes

Line-system relationships established by the system generation compiler are not affected.

Example

In the following example, the ADD statement registers the line ROE3 within the system INVENTORY and describes the
physical terminals within the line group as 3270s. The MODIFY statement removes the line from the INVENTORY system
so that the line can be accessed using the system generation compiler COPY facility.

add line roe3

    prepared by dba password is 'ice 9'

    definition is 'line between inventory central and oebost'

    - 'terminals are remote 3270s using btam'

    line type is bsc3

    within system inventory.

 

modify line roe3

    revised by dba

    exclude system inventory.
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LOAD MODULE
The LOAD MODULE statement is used to submit a relocatable deck to be stored as a load module in the dictionary load
area (DDLDCLOD). Load modules are particularly useful in the IDMS DDS environment because they can be moved
among the dictionaries used by the multiple central versions that participate in the DDS system. IDMS subschemas, DC/
UCF maps and map editing tables, database name tables, and ADS processes can be stored in the dictionary as load
modules.

If the SET OPTIONS statement specifies SECURITY FOR LOAD MODULE IS ON, the user must be assigned the proper
authority to issue LOAD MODULE statements.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

LOAD MODULE Statement

 

►►─┬─ ADD ─────┬─ LOAd MODule name is load-module-name ───────────────────────►

   ├─ MODify ──┤

   └─ DELete ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─────────┬─┘

                  └─┬────────┬─┬─ HIGhest ─┬─┘

                    └─ NEXt ─┘ └─ LOWest ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

   └─ module TYPe is ─┬─ SUBSChema ◄ ─────────┬─┘

                      ├─ MAP ─────────────────┤

                      ├─ map HELp ────────────┤

                      ├─ TABle ───────────────┤

                      ├─ ads DIAlog ──────────┤

                      ├─ MAInline ADS DIAlog ─┤

                      └─ RCM ─────────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►

   └┬─ PREpared ─┬─ by user-id ──┬────────────────────────┬─┘

    └─ REVised ──┘               └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ AMOde is ─┬─ ANY ◄ ─┬─┘

                └─ 24 ────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ RMOde is ─┬─ ANY ◄ ─┬─┘

                └─ 24 ────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────►◄

   │                       ┌────────────────────┐          │

   └─ OBJect DECk FOLlows ─▼─ object-deck-item ─┴─ ODEND ──┘
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DISPLAY LOAD MODULE Statement (for a single load module)

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ LOAd MODule name is load-module-name ───────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ──┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─┴───────────────────────────────►◄

     │                  ┌─────────────────┐ │

     └─┬─ WITh ──────┬──▼──┬─ ALL ─────┬──┴─┘

       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤     ├─ DETails ─┤

       └─ WITHOut ───┘     ├─ HIStory ─┤

                           └─ NONe ────┘

 

DISPLAY LOAD MODULE Statement (for multiple load modules)

►►─── DISplay ──┬─ ALL ──────────────────────────┬─ LOAd MODules ─────────────►

                └─┬─ FIRst ─┬─┬─ 1 ◄ ──────────┬─┘

                  ├─ NEXt ──┤ └─ entity-count ─┘

                  ├─ LASt ──┤

                  └─ PRIor ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ WHEre conditional-expression ──┘

(for complete conditional-expression syntax, see WHERE clause)

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘
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 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬──┬─────────────┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘  └─ RECursive ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘

 

PUNCH LOAD MODULE Statement

►►─── PUNch LOAd MODule name is load-module-name ─────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

   └─ module TYPe is ─┬─ SUBSChema ◄ ─────────┬─┘

                      ├─ MAP ─────────────────┤

                      ├─ map HELp ────────────┤

                      ├─ TABle ───────────────┤

                      ├─ ads DIAlog ──────────┤

                      ├─ MAInline ADS DIAlog ─┤

                      └─ RCM ─────────────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ WITh SYNtax ──┘

 

Parameters

• LOAd MODule name is load-module-name
Identifies a new load module to be established in the dictionary, or an existing load module to be modified, deleted,
punched, or displayed. If MODIFY is specified, the only valid parameters are AMODE and RMODE. If PUNCH is
specified, the DDDL compiler produces a relocatable deck from the named load module; that deck can subsequently
be link edited and placed in a load (core-image) library. Load-module-name must be a 1- through 8-character
alphanumeric value.

• module TYPe is SUBSChema/MAP/map HELp/TABle/ads DIAlog/MAInline ADS DIAlog/RCM
Identifies the load module as a subschema, map, map help, table, ADS dialog, mainline dialog, or relational command
module (RCM). With all verbs, you can use the MODULE TYPE clause as an additional qualifier immediately after
the version clause. If you specify MODULE TYPE as an additional qualifier, the compiler makes sure that the load
module named in a MODIFY/ALTER or DELETE/DROP statement is of the same type. The default for this clause is
SUBSCHEMA.

• AMOde is
Specifies the named module's addressing mode (for ADD and MODIFY only)

• ANY
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Indicates that the module is invoked in 31-bit addressing mode. ANY is the default.
• 24

Indicates that the module is invoked in 24-bit addressing mode.
If RMODE IS ANY is specified, AMODE must be ANY.

• RMODe is
Specifies the named module's residency mode (for ADD and MODIFY only)

• ANY
Indicates that the module can be loaded above or below the 16-megabyte line. For DC/UCF systems running in 24-bit
mode, modules are loaded below the 16-megabyte lines, regardless of the RMODE specification. ANY is the default.

• 24
Indicates that the module must be loaded below the 16-megabyte line.
For DC/UCF systems running in 31-bit mode, modules with an RMODE of ANY are loaded into XA program pools
(above the 16-megabyte line); modules with an RMODE of 24 are loaded into non-XA pools (below the 16-megabyte
line).

• OBJect DECk FOLlows object-deck-item ODEND
Specifies the object (relocatable) deck to be stored as the load module in the dictionary (for ADD only). OBJECT
DECK FOLLOWS must be coded on the first line by itself; object-deck-items follow on the second and subsequent
lines; ODEND terminates the object deck and is coded on the last line.

• WITh/ALSo WITh/WITHOut
For DISPLAY only, includes the specified options when the named load module is displayed. For detailed information
on each DISPLAY/PUNCH option, see SET OPTIONS Syntax. The options that are listed below present special
considerations for this entity type.

NOTE
DISPLAY output always appears as comments, regardless of the default option in effect.

• HIStory
Includes the date and time the load module was created.

• DETails
Includes module length, entry point address, number of RLD (relocation directory) entries, security class, logical
deletion flag, and module type (subschema, map, table, dialog, or mainline dialog).

• WITh SYNtax
Punches an object deck accompanied by the ADD LOAD MODULE syntax (load-module-name, VERSION,
PREPARED BY, OBJECT DECK FOLLOWS, object-deck-items, and ODEND). This option is useful for producing an
object deck that is to be placed in a load area other than the system load library. (Option is for PUNCH only.)

Usage

Load module considerations

The following considerations apply to load modules:

• Only load modules produced by IDMS compilers can be placed in the dictionary load area; COBOL and PL/I programs
are not eligible.

• It is recommended that all ADD LOAD MODULE statements be submitted together in a separate run of the DDDL
compiler.

• The MODIFY LOAD MODULE statement can be used only with the RMODE and AMODE clauses; other clauses are
not valid when using the MODIFY verb.

Deleting load modules

When you delete a load module, PROG-051 records associated with the load module are also deleted, providing the
PROG-051 records are:

• The same type as the load module (subschema, map, table, dialog, RCM, or map help)
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and
• Not related to any other entity type in the dictionary

Punching a load module

When you punch a load module from the dictionary load area (DDLDCLOD area) into an object module, the DDDL
compiler omits the RMODE/AMODE attributes because the RMODE/AMODE clause is not acceptable to the linkage
editor. If you are punching the load module to add it to a different dictionary, then you must edit the punched syntax to
include the RMODE/AMODE clause.

Example

The following example illustrates the statements required to define the load module STATETBL.

      add load module statetbl

      rmode is any

      amode is any

      module type is table

      object deck follows

esd information

txt information ...

rld information

end

      odend.

LOGICAL TERMINAL
LOGICAL-TERMINAL statements are used to document the logical terminals used in an online environment and to
relate those logical terminals to established systems and users, as well as to physical terminals. Logical terminals allow
application programs to communicate with DC/UCF systems without specifying physical device identifiers. At runtime, the
terminal user's signon information, the executing task, and dynamic storage are associated with the logical terminal.

NOTE
It is recommended that you maintain LOGICAL TERMINAL definitions using the system generation compiler,
not the DDDL compiler. If a system generation component is processed by the DDDL compiler, only dictionary
security is checked, not system generation security. For more information on using the system generation
compiler, refer to IDMS Administrating section.

If the SET OPTIONS statement specifies SECURITY FOR IDMS-DC IS ON, the user must be assigned the proper
authority to issue LOGICAL-TERMINAL statements.

Syntax

LOGICAL-TERMINAL Statement

 

►►─┬─ ADD ─────┬─┬─ LOGical-terminal ─┬─ name is logical-terminal-name ───────►

   ├─ MODify ──┤ └─ LTErm ────────────┘

   ├─ REPlace ─┤

   └─ DELete ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ────────┬─┘

                  └┬────────┬─┬─ HIGhest ─┬─┘
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                   └─ NEXt ─┘ └─ LOWest ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►

   └┬─ PREpared ─┬─ by user-id ──┬────────────────────────┬─┘

    └─ REVised ──┘               └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────►

   └─ logical-terminal DEScription is description-text ──┘

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴────────►

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ USEr is user-id ──┬──────────────────────┬─┘

       └─ EXClude ───┘                    └─ user-specification ─┘

(for complete user-specification syntax, see USER clause)

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ PUBlic access is ─┬───────────┬─ for ─┬─ ALL ◄ ───┬─┘

                        └─ ALLOwed ─┘       ├─ NONe ────┤

                                            ├─ UPDate ──┤

                                            ├─ MODify ──┤

                                            ├─ REPlace ─┤

                                            ├─ DELete ──┤

                                            └─ DISplay ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └┬ INClude ◄ ┬ within SYStem system-name ┬──────────────────────────────┬──

    └ EXClude ──┘                           └ Version is ┬────────────────┬┘

                                                         ├ version-number ┤

                                                         ├ HIGhest ───────┤

                                                         └ LOWest ────────┘

 

─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

  ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

   └─┬─ PHYsical-terminal ─┬─ is physical-terminal-name ──────────────────────

     └─ PTErm ─────────────┘

─►─────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

  ───────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

  ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┴─►

    └┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ class-name is attribute-name ─┬─────────────────────┬┘

     └─ EXClude ───┘                                └─ TEXt is user-text ─┘

 

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─ DC option is ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────
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  ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┴─►

  ─┬┬ PHYsical-terminal ┬ is terminal-name ─┬───────────────────────────┬┬─┘

   │└ PTErm ────────────┘                   └ Version is version-number ┘│

   ├─ AUTotask code is ─┬─ NULl ◄ ────┬──────────────────────────────────┤

   │                    └─ task-name ─┘                                  │

   ├┬ ENAbled ◄ ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │└ DISabled ──┘                          ┌─────────────────┐          │

   ├─ PRINter class is ─┬─ ADD ◄ ──┬──┬─ ( ─▼─ printer-class ─┴─ ) ─┬────┤

   │                    └─ DELete ─┘  └─ ALL ───────────────────────┘    │

   ├─ NOPrinter ◄ ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ PRIority is ─┬─ 0 ◄ ──────────────────────┬────────────────────────┘

                   └─ terminal-priority-number ─┘                         

 

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────►

     │                            ┌────────────────────┐         │

     └─ EDIt ─┬─ COMments ────┬───▼─ edit-instruction ─┴─ QUIT ──┘

              ├─ DEFinition ──┤

              └─ comment-key ─┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬──┴───────────────────────►◄

     └─┬─ COMments ─────┬── is ─┬─ NULl ─────────┬─┘

       ├─ DEFinition ───┤       └─ comment-text ─┘

       └─ comment-key ──┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH LOGICAL-TERMINAL Statement (for a single terminal)

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┬─ LOGical-terminal ─┬─ name is logical-terminal-name ───────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘ └─ LTErm ────────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ──┘

 

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴────────────────►

     │                  ┌────────────────────────────────┐ │

     └─┬─ WITh ──────┬──▼──┬─ ALL ──────────────────────┬┴─┘

       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤     ├─ ALL COMment TYPes ────────┤

       └─ WITHOut ───┘     ├─ ATTRibutes ───────────────┤

                           ├─ COMments ─────────────────┤

                           ├─ DEFinitions ──────────────┤
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                           ├─ DETails ──────────────────┤

                           ├─ HIStory ──────────────────┤

                           ├─ NONe ─────────────────────┤

                           ├─ PHYsical-terminals ───────┤

                           ├─┬─ SYStems ────┬───────────┤

                           │ └─ SUBSYstems ─┘           │

                           ├─ USErs ────────────────────┤

                           └─┬─ USEr DEFINED COMments ┬─┘

                             └─ UDCs ─────────────────┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH LOGICAL-TERMINAL Statement (for multiple terminals)

►►─── DISplay ──┬─ ALL ──────────────────────────┬─┬─ LOGical-terminals ─┬────►

                └─┬─ FIRst ─┬─┬─ 1 ◄ ──────────┬─┘ └─ LTErms ────────────┘

                  ├─ NEXt ──┤ └─ entity-count ─┘

                  ├─ LASt ──┤

                  └─ PRIor ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ WHEre conditional-expression ──┘

(for complete conditional-expression syntax, see WHERE clause)

 

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
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   └─ BY ─┬─ SET ◄ ─┬─┘

          └─ AREa ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬──┬─────────────┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘  └─ RECursive ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘

Parameters

• LOGical-terminal name is logical-terminal-name
Identifies a new logical terminal to be established in the dictionary or an existing logical terminal to be modified,
replaced, deleted, displayed, or punched. LTErm is a synonym for LOGical-terminal. Logical-terminal-name must be a
1- through 8-character alphanumeric value.

• within SYStem system-name
Associates the named logical terminal with a system. System-name must be the 1- through 32-character name of an
existing system. The WITHIN SYSTEM specification is documentation only, unless the system generation compiler
COPY facility is to be used to copy logical-terminal definitions from an IDD-built system. When the COPY facility is not
used, all logical-terminal/system relationships are established and maintained by the system generation compiler.

• PHYsical-terminal is physical-terminal-name
Associates a physical terminal with or disassociates it from the logical-terminal/system relationship. The named
physical terminal must be defined within the named system. In the DC/UCF environment, this parameter is
documentation only; the logical-to-physical terminal association is established by means of the DC OPTION clause
(described below) or directly through the system generation compiler.

• DC option is
Assigns logical functions to the logical-terminal occurrence and, in DC/UCF environments, associates the logical
terminal with a physical terminal.

• PHYsical-terminal is physical-terminal-name
Specifies the physical terminal with which the named logical terminal is to be associated. Note that the VERSION
clause keywords HIGHEST and LOWEST are not valid.
Although a logical terminal can be associated with only one physical terminal at a time, the specified association can
be changed by means of an operator command during system execution.

• AUTotask code is NULl/task-name
Specifies whether a task is to be executed automatically when the logical terminal is enabled. NULL (the default)
specifies that no task is initiated when the terminal is enabled. Task-name specifies that the named task will be initiated
automatically when the terminal is enabled. Task-name must be a 1- through 8-character alphanumeric value.
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If the named task is defined with the INPUT option, task execution is deferred until the terminal operator enters the
requested data (see TASK).

NOTE
Note that AUTOTASK CODE cannot be specified if PRINTER CLASS is specified.

• ENAbled/DISabled
Specifies whether the logical terminal is to be enabled or disabled automatically when the DC/UCF system starts up.
ENABLED (the default) automatically enables the terminal at system startup. DISABLED disables the terminal until it is
enabled explicitly by an operator command during system execution.

• PRINter class is ADD/DELete printer-class-number/ALL
Specifies one or more print classes. Printer-class-number must be an integer in the range 1 through 64. ALL assigns
all printer classes (1 through 64) to the logical terminal.
The optional ADD/DELETE parameter adds or deletes the specified printer classes; ADD is the default. Specify the
PRINTER CLASS option only if the associated physical terminal is a 3280 or similar device that has print capabilities.

NOTE
PRINTER CLASS cannot be specified if AUTOTASK CODE is specified.

• NOPrinter
Specifies that the logical terminal is not associated with a physical print device.

• PRIority is 0/terminal-priority-number
Specifies the dispatching priority for the named logical terminal. The DC/UCF system uses the specified value in
combination with task and user priorities to determine the dispatching priority of specific requests. Terminal-priority-
number must be an integer in the range 0 through 255; the default for ADD is 0.

• WITh/ALSo WITh/WITHOut (DISPLAY/PUNCH only)
Includes or excludes the specified options when the named logical terminal is displayed or punched. Detailed
information for each DISPLAY/PUNCH option is under SET OPTIONS Syntax. The option that is listed below presents
special considerations for this entity type.

• DETails
Includes the DESCRIPTION and DC OPTIONS specifications.

Usage

If you specify REPLACE

If you specify REPLACE, the DDDL compiler initializes to defaults and/or excludes the following options:

• DESCRIPTION
• USER REGISTERED FOR
• PUBLIC ACCESS
• COMMENTS/DEFINITION/comment-key
• WITHIN SYSTEM
• DC OPTION
• Related attributes

Logical-terminal/system relationships established by the system generation compiler are not affected.

Example

In the following example, the ADD statement registers logical terminal LTM26 within the system INVENTORY and
associates LTM26 with physical terminal TM026. The MODIFY statement removes the logical terminal from the
INVENTORY system and defines it as a component of a DC/UCF system.

add logical-terminal ltm26

    prepared by dba password is 'ice 9'

    within system inventory
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        physical-terminal tm026.

 

modify logical-terminal ltm26

    revised by dba password is 'ice 9'

    exclude within system inventory

    dc option is physical-terminal tm026

    dc option is autotask code is reser9

    dc option is enabled

    dc option is priority is 15.

MAP
MAP statements are used to document the maps (or tables) used by teleprocessing monitors to correlate data fields
within records with locations on panels (screens) defined for use with 3270-type terminals. Optional MAP statement
clauses relate maps to users, systems, and panels and accommodate attribute/entity relationships. MAP statements can
document existing map definitions or anticipated map requirements.

If the SET OPTIONS statement specifies SECURITY FOR IDMS-DC IS ON, the user must be assigned the proper
authority to issue MAP statements.

Syntax

MAP Statement

 

►►─┬─ ADD ─────┬─ MAP name is map-name ───────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ MODify ──┤

   ├─ REPlace ─┤

   └─ DELete ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─────────┬─┘

                  └┬────────┬──┬─ HIGhest ─┬─┘

                   └─ NEXt ─┘  └─ LOWest ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────►

   └─ within PANel panel-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                               └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                              ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                              └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►

   └┬─ PREpared ─┬─ by user-id ──┬────────────────────────┬─┘

    └─ REVised ──┘               └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───►

   └─ NEW NAMe is new-map-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                                └─ Version is ─┬─ new-version-number ─┬─┘

                                               └─ NEXt ─┬─ HIGhest ─┬─┘

                                                        └─ LOWest ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ NEW Version is ─┬─ new-version-number ─┬─┘
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                      └─ NEXt ─┬─ HIGhest ─┬─┘

                               └─ LOWest ──┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ map DEScription is description-text ──┘

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴────────►

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ USEr is user-id ──┬──────────────────────┬─┘

       └─ EXClude ───┘                    └─ user-specification ─┘

(for complete user-specification syntax, see USER clause)

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ PUBlic access is ─┬───────────┬─ for ─┬─ ALL ◄ ───┬─┘

                        └─ ALLOwed ─┘       ├─ NONe ────┤

                                            ├─ UPDate ──┤

                                            ├─ MODify ──┤

                                            ├─ REPlace ─┤

                                            ├─ DELete ──┤

                                            └─ DISplay ─┘

►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  └┬ INClude ◄ ─┬ within PANel panel-name ─┬──────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ EXClude ───┘                          └ Version is ┬ version-number ┬┘

                                                        ├─ HIGhest ──────┤

                                                        └─ LOWest ───────┘

 

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ within SYStem system-name ────────────────────────────

       └─ EXClude ───┘

  ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴───────►

  ───┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬─┘

     └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘ └─ TEXt is user-text ──┘

                    ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                    └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┴─►

    └┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ class-name is attribute-name ─┬─────────────────────┬┘

     └─ EXClude ───┘                                └─ TEXt is user-text ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ MODule is module-name ─┬───────────────────────────┬────

     └─ EXClude ───┘                         └─ LANguage is ─┬─ HELp ──┬─┘

                                                             └─ TABle ─┘

─►───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────►

  ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘ └─ TEXt is user-text ─┘
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                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ TABle table-name ───────────────────────────────────────

     └─ EXClude ───┘

─►───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────►

  ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘ └─ TEXt is user-text ─┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────►

     │                            ┌────────────────────┐         │

     └─ EDIt ─┬─ COMments ────┬───▼─ edit-instruction ─┴─ QUIT ──┘

              ├─ DEFinition ──┤

              └─ comment-key ─┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬──┴───────────────────────►◄

     └─┬─ COMments ─────┬── is ─┬─ NULl ─────────┬─┘

       ├─ DEFinition ───┤       └─ comment-text ─┘

       └─ comment-key ──┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH MAP Statement (for a single map)

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ MAP name is map-name ───────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ──┘

 

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴───────────────►

     │                  ┌─────────────────────────────────┐ │

     └─┬─ WITh ──────┬──▼──┬─ ALL ───────────────────────┬┴─┘

       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤     ├─ ALL COMment TYPes ─────────┤
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       └─ WITHOut ───┘     ├─ ATTRibutes ────────────────┤

                           ├─ COMments ──────────────────┤

                           ├─ DEFinitions ───────────────┤

                           ├─ DETails ───────────────────┤

                           ├─ HIStory ───────────────────┤

                           ├─ MODules ───────────────────┤

                           ├─ NONe ──────────────────────┤

                           ├─┬─ PANels ──┬───────────────┤

                           │ └─ SCReens ─┘               │

                           ├─ PROgrams ──────────────────┤

                           ├─ RECords ───────────────────┤

                           ├─┬─ SYStems ────┬────────────┤

                           │ └─ SUBSYstems ─┘            │

                           ├─ TABLes ────────────────────┤

                           ├─ USErs ─────────────────────┤

                           └─┬─ USEr DEFINED COMments ─┬─┘

                             └─ UDCs ──────────────────┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘

 

DISPLAY/PUNCH MAP Statement (for multiple maps)

►►─── DISplay ──┬─ ALL ──────────────────────────┬─ MAPs ─────────────────────►

                └─┬─ FIRst ─┬─┬─ 1 ◄ ──────────┬─┘

                  ├─ NEXt ──┤ └─ entity-count ─┘

                  ├─ LASt ──┤

                  └─ PRIor ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►
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   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ WHEre conditional-expression ──┘

(for complete conditional-expression syntax, see WHERE clause)

 

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ BY ─┬─ SET ◄ ─┬─┘

          └─ AREa ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬──┬─────────────┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘  └─ RECursive ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘ 

Parameters

• MAP name is map-name within PANel panel-name
Identifies a new map to be established in the dictionary or an existing map to be modified, replaced, deleted, displayed,
or punched. Map-name must be a 1- through 8-character alphanumeric value. For ADD operations, the MAP NAME
clause must be further qualified by the WITHIN PANEL clause. Panel-name must reference an existing panel (see
PANEL (SCREEN)).

• NEW NAMe is new-map-name
Specifies a new name for the requested map. This clause changes only the name of the map occurrence; it does
not alter or delete previously defined relationships in which the map participates. Subsequent references to the map
occurrence must specify the new name. The concatenation of the new map name and version number must not
duplicate that of any other map in the dictionary. If no version is specified, the version associated with the original
name is used.

NOTE
The NEW NAME option cannot be used with maps created using the DC/UCF mapping compiler.

• NEW Version is new-version-number/NEXt HIGhest/NEXt LOWest
Specifies a new version number for the named map. The map name and new version number must not duplicate that
of an established map.
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NOTE
The NEW VERSION option cannot be used with maps created using the DC/UCF mapping compiler.

• within PANel panel-name
Associates (INCLUDE) the named map with or disassociates (EXCLUDE) it from a panel. Panel-name must be the 1-
through 32-character name of an existing panel. The named map can be associated with only one panel. In DC/UCF
environments, the mapping compiler establishes and maintains map/panel relationships directly and requires that each
map be associated with a panel.

• within SYStem system-name
Associates (INCLUDE) the map with or disassociates (EXCLUDE) it from a system. System-name must be the 1-
through 32-character name of an existing system. The WITHIN SYSTEM clause is documentation only.

• MODule is module-name language is HELp/TABle
Associates (INCLUDE) the named map with or disassociates (EXCLUDE) it from a module. The language of the
module must be HELP or TABLE. Module-name must be the 1- through 32-character name of an existing module.

• TABle table-name
Associates (INCLUDE) the named map with or disassociates (EXCLUDE) it from a table. Table-name must be the 1-
through 8-character name of an existing table.

• WITh/ALSo WITh/WITHOut
Includes or excludes the specified options when the named map is displayed or punched. Detailed information for
each DISPLAY/PUNCH option is under SET OPTIONS Syntax. The option that is listed below presents special
considerations for this entity type.

• DETails
Includes the DESCRIPTION clause.

Usage

If you specify REPLACE

If you specify REPLACE, the DDDL compiler initializes to defaults and/or excludes the following options:

• DESCRIPTION
• COMMENTS/DEFINITION/comment-key
• WITHIN SYSTEM (if built by the DDDL compiler)
• USER REGISTERED FOR
• PUBLIC ACCESS
• Related attributes

The following relationships are not affected:

• Panels to which the named map is related
• Map fields to which the named map is related
• Records to which the named map is related
• Programs to which the named map is related

Cross-referencing between maps and tables and modules

Cross-referencing is automatic; however, you can add cross-referencing to document IDD maps (which are not accessed
by the mapping facility). Before using the MODULE and TABLE clauses, make sure that modules have a language of
HELP or TABLE.

Example

The following is an example of cross-referencing. The ADD statement defines the map SHIPINF within the panel SH5 and
within the system INVENTORY. The MODIFY statement removes SHIPINF from the system INVENTORY and associates
it with the system SHIPINV.
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add map name is shipinf within panel sh5

    prepared by dba password is 'ice 9'

    map description 'shipping information query output'

    within system inventory.

 

modify map shipinf

    revised by dba password is 'ice 9'

    exclude within system inventory

    within system shipinv.

MESSAGE
The MESSAGE statement maintains in the dictionary informational messages that are used by IDMS software. If the SET
OPTIONS statement specifies SECURITY FOR IDMS-DC IS ON, the user must be assigned the proper authority to issue
MESSAGE statements.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

MESSAGE Statement

►►─┬─ ADD ─────┬─ MESsage name is message-name ───────────────────────────────►

   ├─ MODify ──┤

   ├─ REPlace ─┤

   └─ DELete ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►

   └┬─ PREpared ─┬─ by user-id ──┬────────────────────────┬─┘

    └─ REVised ──┘               └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ NEW NAMe is new-message-name ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ message SEVerity is severity-level ──┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ text LINe is line-number ─────────────────────────────

       └─ EXClude ───┘

   ──────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ─►────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴─────────────────────────►

   ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

    │ ┌──────────────────────────────────┐       │

    ├─▼─ DESTination is ─┬─ LOG ──────┬──┴───────┤

    │                    ├─ OPErator ─┤          │     

    │                    ├─ ID ───────┤          │

    │                    ├─ TERminal ─┤          │

    │                    └─ NULl ─────┘          │

    ├─ MESsage is message-text ──────────────────┤

    │ ┌───────────────────────────────────────┐  │

    ├─▼─ DESCription is os-description-code ──┴──┤

    │ ┌─────────────────────────────┐            │

    ├─▼─ ROUte is os-routing-code ──┴────────────┤

    ├─ SEVerity is severity-level ───────────────┤
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    └─ ID is destination-id ─────────────────────┘

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────►

     │                            ┌────────────────────┐         │

     └─ EDIt ─┬─ COMments ────┬───▼─ edit-instruction ─┴─ QUIT ──┘

              ├─ DEFinition ──┤

              └─ comment-key ─┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬──┴───────────────────────►◄

     └─┬─ COMments ─────┬── is ─┬─ NULl ─────────┬─┘

       ├─ DEFinition ───┤       └─ comment-text ─┘

       └─ comment-key ──┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH MESSAGE Statement (for a single message)

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ MESsage name is message-name ───────────────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ──┘

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────────►

     │                  ┌──────────────────────────────────┐ │

     └─┬─ WITh ──────┬──▼──┬─ ALL ───────────────────────┬─┴─┘

       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤     ├─ ALL COMment TYPEs ─────────┤

       └─ WITHOut ───┘     ├─ COMments ──────────────────┤

                           ├─ DEFinitions ───────────────┤

                           ├─ DETails ───────────────────┤

                           ├─ HIStory ───────────────────┤

                           ├─ NONe ──────────────────────┤

                           └─┬─ USEr DEFINED COMments ─┬─┘

                             └─ UDCs ──────────────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 ─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

   ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

    └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                  └ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH MESSAGE Statement (for multiple messages)
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►►─── DISplay ──┬─ ALL ──────────────────────────┬─ MESsages ─────────────────►

                └─┬─ FIRst ─┬─┬─ 1 ◄ ──────────┬─┘

                  ├─ NEXt ──┤ └─ entity-count ─┘

                  ├─ LASt ──┤

                  └─ PRIor ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ WHEre conditional-expression ──┘

 (For complete conditional-expression syntax, see WHERE clause)

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 ─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

   ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

    └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                  └ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬──┬─────────────┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘  └─ RECursive ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘

Parameters

• MESsage name is message-name
Identifies a new message to be established in the dictionary or an existing message to be modified, replaced, deleted,
displayed, or punched. Message-name must be a 1- through 8-character identifier. When used in conjunction with the
IDMS/DC WRITE LOG statement, the identifier consists of the literal DC followed by six digits.

• NEW NAMe is new-message-name
Specifies a new name for the requested message. This clause changes only the name of the message occurrence; it
does not alter or delete previously defined relationships in which this message participates. Subsequent references to
the message must specify the new name.

• message SEVerity is severity-level
Associates a severity level with all text lines in the named message. The specified severity level directs the DC/UCF
system to take a specific action automatically when a program issues the associated message in response to an error
condition. Severity-level must be a 1-digit unsigned integer in the range 0 through 9; the default is 0. See the table
under Usage for a list of valid DC/UCF severity levels and the resulting actions.

• text LINe is line-number
Identifies the relative position of the text line within the named message. Line-number must be an integer in the
range 1 through 2,147,483,647 and must be unique within the message. Because contiguous line numbers need
not be assigned, the user can configure messages in which the same line of text always appears last and into which
additional text lines can be inserted.

• DEStination is LOG/OPErator/ID/TERminal/NULl
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Associates up to four destinations with the named text line or removes a previously specified destination (option for
DC/UCF system messages only). Valid destinations are as follows:
– LOG -- the system log
– OPERATOR -- the console operator
– ID -- any terminal that is known to the DC/UCF system, other than the terminal associated with the user program;

the ID IS parameter (described below) assigns the actual terminal. To direct the message to multiple terminals,
repeat the LINE IS clause with appropriate DESTINATION, MESSAGE, and ID options for each terminal.

– TERMINAL -- the terminal associated with the user program
– NULL -- no destination; this option removes a previously defined destination.

• MESsage is message-text
Specifies the text for the named line. Message-text is restricted to 132 characters and comprises user-supplied literals
and operands. If message-text must be continued, the continuation character (-) must appear as the first character in
the second and subsequent input lines. If message-text includes embedded blanks or delimiters, it must be enclosed in
site-standard quote characters. Operands that receive replacement values at runtime can appear anywhere within the
message text but must be preceded by an ampersand (&). The relative positions of the replacement values correspond
to the values of the symbolic operands in the message text; for example, the first value replaces &01 and the second
replaces &02.

• DEScription is os-description-code
Associates one or more operator-message descriptor codes with the message text line (option is for OS systems only).
Os-description-code must be an unsigned integer in the range 1 through 16 and must be a valid OS descriptor code
in the supervisor services and macro instructions manual for the applicable OS system. A list of codes, separated by
commas and/or blanks, can be constructed to any length (for example, 1 2 9 3 5).

• ROUte is os-routing-code
Associates one or more operator-message routing codes with the message text line (option is for OS systems only).
The specified value supplies the ROUTCDE value for WTO macros that are used by the DC/UCF system. If this option
is used, the system administrator should ensure that the values of os-routing-code correspond to the values specified
during the OS system generation. Os-routing-code must be an unsigned integer in the range 1 through 16. A list of
codes, separated by commas and/or blanks, can be constructed to any length (for example, 1 2 9 3 5).

• SEVerity is severity-level
Associates a severity level with the named text line. This specification is documentation only.

• ID is destination-id
Identifies the terminal to which the message is to be sent.

• WITh/ALSo WITh/WITHOut
Includes or excludes the specified options when the named message is displayed or punched. Detailed information
for each DISPLAY/PUNCH option is under SET OPTIONS Syntax. The option that is listed below presents special
considerations for this entity type.

• DETails
Includes all TEXT LINE clause specifications.

Usage

DC/UCF system message severity levels

Severity level Meaning
0 Return to caller
1 Snap task and return to caller
2 Snap system and return to caller
3 Snap task and abend task
4 Snap system and abend task
5 Abend task
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6 Not assigned
7 Not assigned
8 Snap system and abend system
9 Abend system

Message Occurrence Structure

Message occurrences have the following structure:

• Identifier -- A unique 8-character identifier. DC/UCF messages contain the prefix DC in addition to a 6-digit identifier in
the range 000001 through 999999;

• Message text lines -- Individual lines of literals and operands. Each line is identified by a unique line number.
Operands are preceded by an ampersand (&) and receive replacement values when the message is issued at runtime.
Operands that furnish system-defined replacement values can be placed in messages that are issued from online
tasks. The user can include the following operands in messages issued from online tasks. The run-time system
automatically substitutes the indicated data:

Operand Replacement value
&$0 Task ID (from the TCETSKID field of the task control element)
&$1 Time of day

&$2 Date (ddd.yy)
&$3 IDMS/DC system version (from the CSADCVID field of the

common system area)
&$4 Current task code (from the task control element)
&$5 Current program (from the TCECPRGM field of the task control

element)
&$6 User ID (from the TCESONRC field of the task control element)
&$7. IDMS/DC system node name (from the SDSNODE field in the

SDS block)
&$8. IDMS/DC release number

&$9 IDMS/DC tape volser

&$A Level-set value

&$B Lpar name

&$C Jobname

• User-defined destination -- A code associated with each message text line. Codes are available to direct messages
to the console operator, the system log, or to specific terminals.

NOTE
Destinations for messages that are used by ADS Batch are documentation only.

• Operating system and DC/UCF system information -- A description code, route code, and/or a severity level
associated with each line of text, according to user-established requirements.

Detailed information about using messages in DC/UCF application programs appears in the IDMS Navigational DML
Administrating section.

If you specify REPLACE

If you specify REPLACE, the DDDL compiler initializes to defaults or excludes the following options:
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• MESSAGE SEVERITY
• TEXT LINE
• COMMENTS/DEFINITION/comment-key

Example

In the following example, the ADD statements define two DC/UCF messages; note that message text can be continued
between input lines if necessary.

add message dc317017

    text line 1

       destination is operator

       severity is 1

       message is

       'end of file encountered before end of idms'

       -'statement.'.

 

add message dc317020

    text line 1

        destination is operator

        severity is 0

        message is

           'duplicate parameter within this idms statement'.

MODULE (PROCESS/QFILE/TABLE)
MODULE statements are used to define source code for modules, ADS processes, and OLQ qfiles and to document
edit and code tables. Modules can be standard modules or sequences of DDDL commands, signon profiles, or system
command lists. Tables are used by the IDMS Mapping Facility for automatic editing and error handling. Optional MODULE
statement clauses relate modules, processes, qfiles, and tables to users, systems, and other modules; establish attribute/
entity relationships; and maintain documentation entries.

If the SET OPTIONS statement specifies SECURITY FOR IDD IS ON, the user must be assigned the proper authority to
issue MODULE statements.

Syntax

MODULE/PROCESS/QFILE/TABLE statement

 

►►─┬─ ADD ─────┬─┬─ MODule ──┬─ name is module-name ──────────────────────────►

   ├─ MODify ──┤ ├─ PROCess ─┤

   ├─ REPlace ─┤ ├─ QFIle ───┤

   └─ DELete ──┘ └─ TABle ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─────────┬─┘

                  └─┬────────┬─┬─ HIGhest ─┬─┘

                    └─ NEXt ─┘ └─ LOWest ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ LANguage is language ─┬──────────────────────┬──────────────────────────

                            └─ TEXt is user-text ──┘
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 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►

   └┬─ PREpared ─┬─ by user-id ──┬────────────────────────┬─┘

    └─ REVised ──┘               └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ SAMe as ─┬─ MODule ──┬─ module-name ────────────────────────────────────

               ├─ PROCess ─┤

               ├─ QFIle ───┤

               └─ TABle ───┘

─►─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────►

  ─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

   └─  Version is ─┬─ version-number ──┬─┘ └─ LANguage is language ──┘

                   ├─ HIGhest ─────────┤

                   └─ LOWest ──────────┘

 

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

  └─ COPy ─┬─ ALL COMments TYPes ─┬─ FROm ─┬──────────┬─ module-name ────────

           ├─ COMments ───────────┤        ├─ MODule ─┤

           ├─ DEFinition ─────────┤        ├─ PROCess │

           ├─ ATTributes ─────────┤        ├─ QFIle ──┤

           ├─ SOUrce text ────────┤        └─ TABle--─┘

           ├─ SYStems ────────────┤

           ├─ USERS ──────────────┤

           ├─ MODULes ────────────┤

           ├─ PROcesses ──────────┤

           ├─ QFILES ─────────────┤

           ├─ TABles ─────────────┤

           ├─ comment-key ────────┤

           └─ relational-key ─────┘

─►─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────►

  ─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────┬──┘

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ──┬─┘ └─ LANguage is language ──┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ─────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ──────────┘

 

►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  └ NEW NAMe is new-module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─────┬─┘

                                                └─ NEXt ─┬─ HIGhest ─┬─┘

                                                         └─ LOWest ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ NEW Version is ─┬─ new-version-number ─┬─┘

                      └─ NEXt ─┬─ HIGhest ─┬─┘

                               └─ LOWest ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►

   └─ NEW LANguage is language ─┬─────────────────────┬─┘

                                └─ TEXt is user-text ─┘
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 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─┬───────────┬─ DEScription is description-text ──┘

     ├─ module ──┤

     ├─ process ─┤

     ├─ qfile ───┤

     └─ table ───┘

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴────────►

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ USEr is user-id ──┬──────────────────────┬─┘

       └─ EXClude ───┘                    └─ user-specification ─┘

(for complete user-specification syntax, see USER clause)

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ PUBlic access is ─┬───────────┬─ for ─┬─ ALL ◄ ───┬─┘

                        └─ ALLOwed ─┘       ├─ NONe ────┤

                                            ├─ UPDate ──┤

                                            ├─ MODify ──┤

                                            ├─ REPlace ─┤

                                            ├─ DELete ──┤

                                            └─ DISplay ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ WIThin ─┬─ SYStem ────┬─ system-name ───────────────────

     └─ EXClude ───┘          └─ SUBSYstem ─┘

 

─►─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►

  ─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬──┘ └─ TEXt is user-text ──┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─┬─ MODE ───────┬─ is attribute-name ───────────────────

       └─ EXClude ───┘ └─ class-name ─┘

  ────────────────────────────┐

─►──────────────────────────┬─┴───────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ─┬──────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ TEXt is user-text ──┘

 

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴─────►

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ LANguage is language ─┬─────────────────────┬─┘

       └─ EXClude ───┘                        └─ TEXt is user-text ─┘

  ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

    └┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ relational-key is module-name ─────────────────────────

     └─ EXClude ───┘
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  ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

  ─┬──────────────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬────────────

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬┘ └─ LANguage is language ─┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 

  ───────────────────────────┐

─►─────────────────────────┬─┴────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ─┬─────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ TEXt is user-text ─┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ MAP map-name ─────────────────────────────────────────

       └─ EXClude ───┘

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────►

  ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘ └─ TEXt is user-text ─┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────►

     │                            ┌────────────────────┐         │

     └─ EDIt ─┬─ COMments ────┬───▼─ edit-instruction ─┴─ QUIT ──┘

              ├─ DEFinition ──┤

              └─ comment-key ─┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬──┴───────────────────────►

     └─┬─ COMments ─────┬── is ─┬─ NULl ─────────┬─┘

       ├─ DEFinition ───┤       └─ comment-text ─┘

       └─ comment-key ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─┬─ MODule ──┬─ SOUrce follows ─┬─────────────────┬───────────────────────

     ├─ PROCess ─┤                  └─ WITh COMments ─┘

     └─ QFIle ───┘

 

─►──────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

     ┌────────────────────┐         │

  ───▼─ source-statement ─┴─ MSEND ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────►

   │                               ┌────────────────────┐        │

   └─ EDIt ─┬─ MODule ──┬─ SOUrce ─▼─ edit-instruction ─┴─ QUIT ─┘

            ├─ PROCess ─┤

            └─ QFIle ───┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►
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   └─ TYPe is ─┬─ EDIt ─┬─ VALid ◄ ─┬─┬─┘

               │        └─ INValid ─┘ │

               └─ CODe ───────────────┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ SEArch is ─┬─ LINear ◄ ───────────────────────┬─┘

                 └─ BINary ─┬─────────────────────┬─┘

                            └─ ON ─┬─ ENCode ◄ ─┬─┘

                                   └─ DECode ───┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─┬─ TABle ──┬─ DATa is ─┬─ ALPhanumeric ◄ ────────────────────────────────

     └─ ENCode ─┘           └─ NUMERIC ───────────────────────────────────────

─►───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

  ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ DECimal position is ─┬─ 0 ◄ ─────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ decimal-position-indicator ──┘

 

►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ TABle is ─┬─ UNSorted ◄ ─┬─┘

               └─ SORted ─────┘

►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ DUPlicates are ─┬─ ALLowed ◄ ───┬─┘

                     └─ NOT ALLowed ─┘

 

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴─►

    └┬ INClude ◄─┬ VALues ┬ are ┬─┬ LIST ────────────────────────────────┬┘

     └ EXClude ──┘        └ is ─┘ │  ┌────────────────────────────────┐  │

                                  ├ (▼─┬ value ─┬──────────────┬─────┬┴─)┤

                                  │    │        └─ THRu value ─┘     │   │

                                  │    └ encode-value  decode-value ─┘   │

                                  └  NULl ───────────────────────────────┘

►─┬────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

  └─ GENerate ─┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH MODULE/PROCESS/QFILE/TABLE Statement (for a single module/process/qfile/table)

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┬─ MODule ──┬─ name is module-name ──────────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘ ├─ PROCess ─┤

                 ├─ QFIle ───┤

                 └─ TABle ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘
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                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ LANguage is language ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ──┘

 

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴────────────────►

     │                  ┌────────────────────────────────┐ │

     └─┬─ WITh ──────┬──▼──┬─ ALL ─────────────────────┬─┴─┘

       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤     ├─ ALL COMment TYPes ───────┤

       └─ WITHOut ───┘     ├─ ATTributes ──────────────┤

                           ├─ COMments ────────────────┤

                           ├─ DEFinitions ─────────────┤

                           ├─ DETails ─────────────────┤

                           ├─ HIStory ─────────────────┤

                           ├─ MAPs ────────────────────┤

                           ├─ MODules ─┬────────┬──────┤

                           │           └─ ONLy ─┘      │

                           ├─ MODule SOUrce ─┬────────┬┤

                           │                 └─ ONLy ─┘│

                           ├─ NONe ────────────────────┤

                           ├─ PROCesses ───────────────┤

                           ├─ PROgrams ────────────────┤

                           ├─ QFIles ──────────────────┤

                           ├─ SAMe AS ─────────────────┤

                           ├─┬─ SYStems ────┬──────────┤

                           │ └─ SUBSYstems ─┘          │

                           ├─ TABles ──────────────────┤

                           ├─ USErs ───────────────────┤

                           ├─┬─ USEr DEFINED COMments ─┤

                           │ └─ UDCs ──────────────────┤

                           ├─┬─ USEr DEFINED NESts ─┬──┤

                           │ └─ UDNs ───────────────┘  │

                           └─ WHEre USED ──────────────┘

 

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

  └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

         └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                               ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                               └─ LOWest ─────────┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘
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 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH MODULE/PROCESS/QFILE/TABLE Statement (for multiple modules/processes/qfiles/tables)

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬──┬─ ALL ──────────────────────────┬─┬─ MODules ───┬──────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘  └─┬─ FIRst ─┬─┬─ 1 ◄ ──────────┬─┘ ├─ PROCesses ─┤

                    ├─ NEXt ──┤ └─ entity-count ─┘   ├─ QFIles ────┤

                    ├─ LASt ──┤                      └─ TABles ────┘

                    └─ PRIor ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ WHEre conditional-expression ──┘

(for complete conditional-expression syntax, see WHERE clause)

 

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ BY ─┬─ SET ◄ ─┬─┘

          └─ AREa ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬──┬─────────────┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘  └─ RECursive ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘ 
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Parameters

• MODule/PROCess/QFIle/TABle name is module-name
Identifies a new module, process, qfile, or table to be established in the dictionary, or an existing occurrence to be
modified, replaced, deleted, displayed, or punched. For modules, processes, and qfiles, module-name must be a
1- through 32-character alphanumeric value; for tables, module-name must be a 1- through 8-character value. The
specified name must not duplicate the name of an existing program, map, subschema, or ADS dialog.
If a version of HIGHEST or LOWEST is specified (or defaulted to), the module name must be qualified with a language
if the module is associated with a language. If the module name and version number do not uniquely identify a module,
it must be qualified with a language.

• LANguage is language
Qualifies the named module with a language; if used, the LANGUAGE clause must be coded directly after the name
and version number. Language must be a 1- to 40-character language name previously established as an attribute
within the LANGUAGE class. The LANGUAGE specification uniquely identifies two modules with the same name and
version and is used by the DML precompilers when modules are used in programs. For command lists, acceptable
languages are DC and OCF.

• SAMe as MODule/PROCess/QFIle/TABle module-name
Copies all entries associated with the named module except the name, LANGUAGE, WITHIN MODULE, and WITHIN
SYSTEM specifications. The language of the module/process/qfile/table must match the language of the module/
process/qfile/table it is to be made the SAME AS.

• COPy entity-option FROm entity-type-name entity-occurrence-name
Copies selected options from an entity-occurrence definition and merges the copied options into this definition. The
language of the module that options are being copied from must match the language of this module.

• NEW NAMe is new-module-name
Specifies a new name for the requested module. This clause changes only the name of the module; it does not alter
or delete any previously defined relationships in which the module participates. Subsequent references to the module
must specify the new name. New-module-name must be a 1- through 32-character value (or 1- through 8-character
value in the case of a TABLE). The combination of the new module name, version number, and language must not
duplicate that of an established module occurrence.

• NEW Version is new-version-number/NEXt HIGhest/NEXt LOWest
Specifies a new version number for the named module. The combination of the module name, new version number,
and language qualification must not duplicate that of an existing module.

• NEW LANguage is language
Associates a new language with the module. Language is a 1- to 40-character language name previously established
as an attribute in the LANGUAGE class. This clause must be used with the verb MODIFY.
The combined module name, version number, and modified language qualification must not duplicate that of an
existing module. If the module has been qualified by a language, subsequent references to the module must specify
the new language.

• within SYStem/SUBSYstem system-name
Associates (INCLUDE) the named module with or disassociates (EXCLUDE) it from a system or subsystem. System-
name must reference an existing system or subsystem.

• LANguage is language
Associates (INCLUDE) or disassociates (EXCLUDE) a language qualification. The user can change the language
qualification of a module by referencing the module using the LANGUAGE clause (described above), then by altering
the language qualification with the INCLUDE/EXCLUDE LANGUAGE clause. The combination of the module name,
version number, and modified language qualification must not duplicate that of an existing module. If the module has
been qualified with a language, subsequent references to the module must specify the new language.

NOTE
The keyword INCLUDE or EXCLUDE must be present to distinguish this use of the LANGUAGE IS clause
from the LANGUAGE clause used for module qualification (described previously in this list of parameters).

• relational-key is module-name
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Associates (INCLUDE) the module with or disassociates (EXCLUDE) it from another module by means of the named
relational key. If the modules being related have the same name and version but different languages or if the related
module has a version of HIGHEST or LOWEST and is qualified by language, the LANGUAGE parameter must be
specified. See Relational Keys for a complete description of defining and using relational keys.

• MAP is map-name
Associates (INCLUDE) the module with or disassociates (EXCLUDE) it from a map. Map-name must refer to an
existing map. Only a module with a language of HELP or TABLE may be associated with a MAP.

• MODule/PROCess/QFIle SOUrce follows source-statement MSEND
Specifies the source code to be associated with the named module, process, or qfile. Each source statement must
be specified in 80-character format. DML commands coded as module source will be intercepted by the DML
precompilers and translated into CALL statements when the module is copied. COPY/INCLUDE requests will also be
executed when the module is copied. The MODULE/PROCESS/QFILE SOURCE FOLLOWS statement must be coded
by itself on the first line; the source statements are coded on second and subsequent lines; the keyword MSEND,
required to terminate the source statements, must be the first entry on the last line.

NOTE
The MODULE/PROCESS/QFILE SOURCE FOLLOWS clause is not valid for tables.

If you specify WITH COMMENTS, any source statement identified as a comment line (*+, --, or * in columns 1 and 2)
is saved as part of module source. If you previously saved a module with comments and you redisplay the module to
replace the source text, you must respecify WITH COMMENTS when you save the module.

• TYPe is
Specifies the table type (for the TABLE entity type only). This clause is required for ADD operations.

• EDIt
Defines a table that provides a list of values or ranges of values to be checked in a data field.

• VALid/INValid
Specifies whether the list contains valid or invalid values; VALID is the default.

• CODe
Defines a table that translates internal codes in a record to external report values (decoding) or maps external values
back to internal record codes (encoding).

• SEArch is
Specifies the method by which the table is to be searched (TABLE entity only).

• LINear
Starts the search at the beginning of the table and proceeds line by line until the specified value is found. LINEAR is
the default.

• BINary
Starts the search in the middle the table and halves the table each time a comparison is made until the specified value
is found. Edit tables to be searched by the binary method can include only single values.

• ON ENCode/DECode
Specifies whether the binary search is to be performed on encoded or decoded table values (option for code tables
only). The default is ENCODE.

• TABle/ENCode DATa is ALPhanumeric/NUMERIc
Specifies whether the values in the table are alphanumeric or numeric; ALPHANUMERIC is the default (option is for
the TABLE entity only).

• DECimal position is decimal-position-indicator
Specifies the position of the decimal point (NUMERIC option only). Note that this is an assumed decimal position; no
decimal point appears in the values.

• TABle is
Specifies whether the table is to be maintained in the dictionary as a sorted table (TABLE entity type only).

• UNSorted
Sorts table values at runtime in the order in which they are placed in the dictionary. UNSORTED is the default.
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NOTE
A binary searched table can be stored with the UNSORTED attribute; however, the table will be sorted
automatically when it is generated.

• SORted
Sorts table values alphabetically or numerically as they are added to the table.

• DUPlicates are ALLowed/NOT ALLowed
Specifies whether duplicate values can be included in sorted tables (TABLE entity type only). ALLOWED is the default.
Note that DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED must be specified for binary searched tables.

• VALues are
Specifies whether table values are to be listed, inserted, or removed (TABLE entity type only).

• LIST
Lists the table values or pairs of values (code tables only) stored in the dictionary.

• value THRu value
Inserts single values, ranges of values, combinations of single values and ranges, or null values in the edit table. Value
must be a 1- through 34-character value and must be enclosed in parentheses.

• encode-value decode-value
Specifies pairs of values to be inserted in the code table. Encode-value must a 1- through 34-character value; decode-
value must be a 1- through 62-character value. The specified values must be enclosed in parentheses.

• NULl
Removes all values from the table.

• GENerate
Causes a load module containing all the values in the table to be placed in the dictionary load area (TABLE entity type
only). The generated load module has the same name and version number as the named table.

• WITh/ALSo WITh/WITHOut
Includes or excludes the specified options when the module, process, qfile, or table is displayed or punched. Detailed
information for each DISPLAY/PUNCH option is under SET OPTIONS Syntax. The options that are listed below
present special considerations for this entity type.

• DETails
Includes either the DESCRIPTION clause for modules, processes, and qfiles or table data for tables.

• MAPs
Includes cross-referencing information.

• WITh MODule SOUrce
Displays/punches the MODULE statement syntax, the source code associated with the module, and any other
DISPLAY options.

• WITh MODule SOUrce ONLy
Displays/punches only the source code associated with the module; does not display the surrounding ADD MODULE
statement (ADD MODULE NAME IS module-name ... MSEND).

Usage

MODULE statement considerations

The following considerations apply to the MODULE statement:

• The user can choose to add processes, qfiles, and tables by using the MODULE statement or a DDDL statement that
specifically names the entity (that is, a PROCESS statement, QFILE statement, and TABLE statement).
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NOTE
For more information about statements for qfiles, processes, and tables, see the QFILE, PROCESS, and
TABLE sections in this section.

• The reserved words MODULE, PROCESS, QFILE, and TABLE are interchangeable within MODULE statement
clauses, unless otherwise noted. In the following discussion, the term module applies to processes, qfiles, and tables,
unless otherwise noted.

• Qfile occurrences are stored as specially identified module records in the dictionary and are automatically associated
with the LANGUAGE class through the OLQ attribute.

• Processes are stored as specially identified module records in the dictionary and are automatically associated with the
LANGUAGE class through the PROCESS attribute.

• Tables defined by means of the TABLE statement are referred to as stand-alone tables. The RECORD ELEMENT
substatement (described under RECORD (REPORT/TRANSACTION) later in this section) is used to define built-in
tables. For a description of stand-alone and built-in tables, refer to IDMS Reference section. Tables are automatically
associated with the LANGUAGE class through the TABLE attribute.

• DC/UCF command lists, stored as occurrences of the MODULE entity type, must be assigned a language of DC.

If you specify PROCESS, QFILE, or TABLE

If you specify PROCESS, QFILE, or TABLE, the DDDL compiler supplies the appropriate language automatically.

If you specify REPLACE

If you specify REPLACE, the DDDL compiler initializes to defaults and/or excludes the following options:

• DESCRIPTION
• Related modules
• USER REGISTERED FOR
• Related attributes
• PUBLIC ACCESS
• MODULE SOURCE or table data
• WITHIN SYSTEM
• COMMENTS/DEFINITION/comment-key

The following relationships are not affected:

• Modules to which the named module is a related module
• Users accessing the named module
• Programs using the named module
• LANGUAGE specification

Cross-referencing modules with maps

You can add cross-referencing from a module to any map (maps used by the IDMS mapping facility or documentation IDD
maps). Cross-referencing can only be established for modules having a language of HELP or TABLE.

You must remove all cross-referencing before you can delete a module.

Examples

The following examples illustrate three forms of the MODULE/PROCESS/QFILE/TABLE statement. Note that the
LANGUAGE class with MANUAL PLURAL qualifiers and the MODE class with AUTOMATIC PLURAL qualifiers are
automatically defined during IDD installation and that the DML precompilers inspect entries within entity occurrences that
specify the MODE and LANGUAGE classes when processing IDMS COPY statements.

The following statements add the module ACCOUNTING-STATISTICS, assigning it a language of COBOL and relating it
to the attribute BATCH by means of the predefined class MODE and to the system STANDARDS, and modify the module
source, inserting line number 305 and comment text.
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add module accounting-statistics

    language is cobol

    mode is batch

    within system standards

    module source follows

       accounting-statistics.

           accept db-statistics from idms-statistics.

           display ' program name' program-name.

           display '# database requests' calls-to-idms.

           display '# pages read' pages-read.

           display '# cpu time' system-time.

           display '# elapsed time' wait-time.

           display '# pages written' pages-written.

           display '# pages requested' pages-requested.

           display '# records requested' lines-requested.

           display '# record current' recs-current.

     msend.

 

modify module accounting-statistics

     edit module source

     insert 305

     display 'job acctg info' acct-info.

     cend

     quit

     comments 'module for displaying statistics'

     .

The following statements add the process GET-A-CUSTOMER to the dictionary and modify the process UPDATE-A-
CUSTOMER; note that the language qualification for GET-A-CUSTOMER is automatically supplied.

add process get-a-customer

    module source follows

     ready.

     obtain calc customer.

     if db-rec-not-found

       then do

         display message

         text is 'customer does not exist -- will be added'.

         end.

       else do

         display message

         text is 'customer exists -- will be updated'.

         end.

    msend.

 

modify process update-a-customer

    module source follows

     ready usage-mode is update.

     obtain calc customer.

     if db-rec-not-found

       then do

         store customer.
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         display message

         text 'new customer has been added'.

         end.

       else do

         modify customer.

         display message

         text is 'customer has been updated'.

         end.

    msend.

The following statements add the tables MONTHTBL and DECODMTH. MONTHTBL is an edit table that contains the
valid values 1 through 12 for the months of the year; DECODMTH is a code table that relates the names of the months to
the 2-digit month codes used in the database. DECODMTH is defined by means of the keyword MODULE qualified by a
LANGUAGE clause.

add table name is monthtbl

    table description is 'valid months'

    type is edit

    search is linear

    table data is alphanumeric

    table is unsorted

    values are ( 01 thru 12 )

    .

 

add module name is decodmth version is 1

    language is table

    table description is 'month code convert'

    type is code

    search is linear

    encode data is alphanumeric

    table is unsorted

    duplicates are allowed

    values are ( 01 jan 02 feb 03 mar 04 apr

         05 may 06 jun 06 june 07 jul 07 july

         08 aug 09 sep 10 oct 11 nov 12 dec

         not found other )

    .

The following statements add the modules MISPROFILE and JMC-CLIST. MISPROFILE is a signon profile that contains
three commands. JMC-CLIST is a command list that can be invoked at runtime. Command lists and signon profiles are
identified by the LANGUAGE IS DC clause.

add module misprofile version 1

    language is dc

    module source follows

        dcuf set dbnode system82

        dcuf set dbname misdata

        dcuf set print class 3

    msend.

 

add module jmc-clist.

    language is dc
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    module source follows

        dcmt display time

        dcmt display active tasks

        dcmt display active storage

        dcuf show users all

    msend.

PANEL (SCREEN)
PANEL statements associate documentation entries and users with maps that are used in the 3270-type terminal
environment. The keywords PANEL and SCREEN are synonymous; all screens are reported as panels, regardless of the
DDDL syntax used to establish and/or maintain the occurrences. Optional clauses relate panels to established users and
accommodate attribute/entity relationships. The MAP statement is used to associate established panels with maps; see
MAP earlier in this section for further details. When a panel is deleted, all maps associated with it are also deleted. Panel
occurrences can document either existing panel definitions or anticipated panel requirements.

If the SET OPTIONS statement specifies SECURITY FOR IDMS-DC IS ON, the user must be assigned the proper
authority to issue PANEL statements.

Syntax

PANEL (SCREEN) statement

 

►►─┬─ ADD ─────┬─┬─ PANel ──┬─ name is panel-name ────────────────────────────►

   ├─ MODify ──┤ └─ SCReen ─┘

   ├─ REPlace ─┤

   └─ DELete ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ──────────┬─┘

                  └─┬─────────┬─┬───────────┬─┘

                    └─ NEXt ──┘ ├─ HIGhest ─┤

                                └─ LOWest ──┘

 ►──┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────►

    └┬─ PREpared ─┬─ by user-id ──┬────────────────────────┬─┘

     └─ REVised ──┘               └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──►

   └─ NEW NAMe is new-panel-name ─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                                  └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─────┬┘

                                                 └─ NEXt ─┬───────────┬─┘

                                                          ├─ HIGhest ─┤

                                                          └─ LOWest ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

   └─ NEW Version is ─┬─ version-number ─────┬┘

                      └─ NEXt ─┬───────────┬─┘

                               ├─ HIGhest ─┤

                               └─ LOWest ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►
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   └─┬──────────┬─ DEScription is description-text ──┘

     ├─ panel ──┤

     └─ screen ─┘

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴────────►

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ USEr is user-id ──┬──────────────────────┬─┘

       └─ EXClude ───┘                    └─ user-specification ─┘

(for complete user-specification syntax, see USER clause)

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ PUBlic access is ─┬───────────┬─ for ─┬─ ALL ◄ ───┬─┘

                        └─ ALLOwed ─┘       ├─ NONe ────┤

                                            ├─ UPDate ──┤

                                            ├─ MODify ──┤

                                            ├─ REPlace ─┤

                                            ├─ DELete ──┤

                                            └─ DISplay ─┘

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴─►

    └┬─ INClude ◄ ┬─ class-name is attribute-name ─┬────────────────────┬─┘

     └─ EXClude ──┘                                └ TEXt is user-text ─┘

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────►

     │                            ┌────────────────────┐         │

     └─ EDIt ─┬─ COMments ────┬───▼─ edit-instruction ─┴─ QUIT ──┘

              ├─ DEFinition ──┤

              └─ comment-key ─┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬──┴───────────────────────►◄

     └─┬─ COMments ─────┬── is ─┬─ NULl ─────────┬─┘

       ├─ DEFinition ───┤       └─ comment-text ─┘

       └─ comment-key ──┘

 

DISPLAY/PUNCH PANEL (SCREEN) (for a single panel)

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┬─ PANel ──┬─ name is panel-name ────────────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘ └─ SCReen ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬──┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘
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 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ──┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴───────────────►

     │                  ┌─────────────────────────────────┐ │

     └─┬─ WITh ──────┬──▼──┬─ ALL ──────────────────────┬─┴─┘

       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤     ├─ ALL COMment TYPes ────────┤

       └─ WITHOut ───┘     ├─ ATTributes ───────────────┤

                           ├─ COMments ─────────────────┤

                           ├─ DEFinitions ──────────────┤

                           ├─ DETails ──────────────────┤

                           ├─ HIStory ──────────────────┤

                           ├─ MAPs ─────────────────────┤

                           ├─ NONe ─────────────────────┤

                           ├─ USErs ────────────────────┤

                           └─┬─ USEr DEFINED COMments ─┬┘

                             └─ UDCs ──────────────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘

 

DISPLAY/PUNCH PANEL (SCREEN) (for multiple panels)

►►─── DISplay ──┬─ ALL ──────────────────────────┬─┬─ PANels ──┬──────────────►

                └─┬─ FIRst ─┬─┬─ 1 ◄ ──────────┬─┘ └─ SCReens ─┘

                  ├─ NEXt ──┤ └─ entity-count ─┘

                  ├─ LASt ──┤

                  └─ PRIor ─┘
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 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ WHEre conditional-expression ──┘

(for complete conditional-expression syntax, see WHERE clause)

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ BY ─┬─ SET ◄ ─┬─┘

          └─ AREa ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬──┬─────────────┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘  └─ RECursive ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘

Parameters

• PANel (SCReen) name is panel-name
Identifies a new panel to be established in the dictionary, or an existing panel to be modified, replaced, deleted,
displayed, or punched. Panel-name must be a 1- through 32-character alphanumeric value.

• NEW NAMe is new-panel-name
Specifies a new name for the requested panel. This clause changes only the name of the panel occurrence; it does not
alter or delete any previously defined relationships in which the panel participates. Subsequent references to the panel
must specify the new name. New-panel-name must be a 1- through 32-character value. The concatenation of the new
panel name and version number must not duplicate that of an existing panel.

• NEW Version is new-version-number/NEXt HIGhest/NEXt LOWest
Specifies a new version number for the named panel. The panel name and new version number must not duplicate
that of an existing panel.

• WITh/ALSo WITh/WITHOut
Includes or excludes the specified options when the panel is displayed or punched. Detailed information for
each DISPLAY/PUNCH option is under SET OPTIONS Syntax. The option that is listed below presents special
considerations for this entity type.

• DETails
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Includes the DESCRIPTION clause.

Usage

If you specify REPLACE

If you specify REPLACE, the DDDL compiler initializes to defaults and/or excludes the following options:

• DESCRIPTION
• USER REGISTERED FOR
• COMMENTS/DEFINITION/comment-key
• Related attributes
• PUBLIC ACCESS

The following relationships are not affected:

• Data fields to which the named panel is related
• Maps to which the named panel is related

Example

In the following example, the ADD statement defines panel SH5.

add panel name is sh5

    panel description is 'common shipping queries'.

PHYSICAL TERMINAL
PHYSICAL-TERMINAL statements document the physical CRT, TTY, and printer devices in a teleprocessing system.
In the DC/UCF environment, physical terminals are associated with logical terminals. In IDMS DDS environments, DDS
physical terminals are associated with DDS lines (refer to IDMS DDS Design and Reference section).

NOTE
It is recommended that you maintain PHYSICAL TERMINAL definitions using the system generation compiler,
not the DDDL compiler. If a system generation component is processed by the DDDL compiler, only dictionary
security is checked, not system generation security. For more information on using the system generation
compiler, refer to IDMS Administrating section.

If the SET OPTIONS statement specifies SECURITY FOR IDMS-DC IS ON, the user must be assigned the proper
authority to issue PHYSICAL-TERMINAL statements.

Syntax

PHYSICAL-TERMINAL Statement

 

►►─┬─ ADD ─────┬─┬─ PHYsical-terminal ─┬─ name is physical-terminal-name ─────►

   ├─ MODify ──┤ └─ PTErm ─────────────┘

   ├─ REPlace ─┤

   └─ DELete ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ──────────┬─┘

                  └─┬─────────┬─┬───────────┬─┘

                    └─ NEXt ──┘ ├─ HIGhest ─┤

                                └─ LOWest ──┘
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 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────►

   └─┬─ PREpared ─┬─ by user-id ──┬────────────────────────┬─┘

     └─ REVised ──┘               └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ physical-terminal DEScription is description-text ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DEVice TYPe is physical-device-type ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ MAXimum PERmanent ERRors is ─┬─ 3 ◄ ──────────────┬─┘

                                   └─ line-error-count ─┘

 

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴────────►

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ USEr is user-id ──┬──────────────────────┬─┘

       └─ EXClude ───┘                    └─ user-specification ─┘

(for complete user-specification syntax, see USER clause)

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ PUBlic access is ─┬───────────┬─ for ─┬─ ALL ◄ ───┬─┘

                        └─ ALLOwed ─┘       ├─ NONe ────┤

                                            ├─ UPDate ──┤

                                            ├─ MODify ──┤

                                            ├─ REPlace ─┤

                                            ├─ DELete ──┤

                                            └─ DISplay ─┘

 

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

    └┬ INClude ◄ ┬ within SYStem system-name ┬──────────────────────────────┬─

     └ EXClude -─┘                           └ Version is ┬ version-number ┬┘

                                                          ├ HIGhest ───────┤

                                                          └ LOWest ────────┘

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────►

  ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ LINe is line-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                         └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                        ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                        └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┴─►

     └┬─ INClude ◄ ┬─ class-name is attribute-name ─┬────────────────────┬─┘

      └─ EXClude ──┘                                └ TEXt is user-text ─┘

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┴─►

    └ DC option is ─┬─ LINe is line-name ─┬─────────────────────────────┬┬─┘
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                    │                     └─ Version is version-number ─┘│

                    ├─ PRInter class is printer-class ───────────────────┤

                    └─┬─ ENAbled ◄ ─┬────────────────────────────────────┘

                      └─ DISabled ──┘

 

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────►

     │                            ┌────────────────────┐         │

     └─ EDIt ─┬─ COMments ────┬───▼─ edit-instruction ─┴─ QUIT ──┘

              ├─ DEFinition ──┤

              └─ comment-key ─┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬──┴───────────────────────►◄

     └─┬─ COMments ─────┬── is ─┬─ NULl ─────────┬─┘

       ├─ DEFinition ───┤       └─ comment-text ─┘

       └─ comment-key ──┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH PHYSICAL-TERMINAL (for a single terminal)

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┬─ PHYsical-terminal ─┬─ name is physical-terminal-name ─────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘ └─ PTErm ─────────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ──┘

 

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────────►

     │                  ┌──────────────────────────────────┐ │

     └─┬─ WITh ──────┬──▼──┬─ ALL ───────────────────────┬─┴─┘

       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤     ├─ ALL COMment TYPes ─────────┤

       └─ WITHOut ───┘     ├─ ATTributes ────────────────┤

                           ├─ COMments ──────────────────┤

                           ├─ DEFinitions ───────────────┤

                           ├─ DETails ───────────────────┤

                           ├─ HIStory ───────────────────┤

                           ├─ LINes ─────────────────────┤

                           ├─ NONe ──────────────────────┤

                           ├─┬─ SYStems ─────┬───────────┤

                           │ └─ SUBSYstems ──┘           │

                           ├─ USErs ─────────────────────┤

                           └─┬─ USEr DEFINED COMments ─┬─┘

                             └─ UDCs ──────────────────┘
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 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH PHYSICAL-TERMINAL (for multiple terminals)

►►─── DISplay ──┬─ ALL ──────────────────────────┬──┬─ PHYsical-terminals ─┬──►

                └─┬─ FIRst ─┬─┬─ 1 ◄ ──────────┬─┘  └─ PTErms ─────────────┘

                  ├─ NEXt ──┤ └─ entity-count ─┘

                  ├─ LASt ──┤

                  └─ PRIor ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ WHEre conditional-expression ──┘

(for complete conditional-expression syntax, see WHERE clause)

 

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ BY ─┬─ SET ◄ ─┬─┘

          └─ AREa ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘
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─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬──┬─────────────┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘  └─ RECursive ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘ 

Parameters

• PHYsical-terminal name is physical-terminal-name
Identifies a new physical terminal to be established in the dictionary, or an existing physical terminal to be modified,
replaced, deleted, displayed, or punched. PTErm is a synonym for physical-terminal. Physical-terminal-name must be
a 1- through 8-character alphanumeric value.

• DEVice TYPe is physical-device-type
Specifies the device type of the named physical terminal. The specified device type must be a valid device for the line
type defined for the line with which the named physical terminal is associated. Valid values are listed under Usage.

• MAXimum PERmanent ERRors is 3/line-error-count
Specifies the number of retries performed after a terminal I/O error before the teleprocessing monitor will disable the
physical terminal. Line-error-count must be an integer in the range 0 through 255; the default for ADD is 3.

• within SYStem system-name
Associates the named physical terminal with the specified system. System-name must be the 1- to 32-character
name of an existing system. One physical terminal can be associated with multiple systems. The WITHIN SYSTEM
specification is documentation only, unless the system generation compiler COPY facility is to be used to copy
physical-terminal definitions from an IDD-built system. When the COPY facility is not used, all functional physical-
terminal/system relationships are established and maintained by the system generation compiler.

• LINe is line-name
Associates an existing line with the physical-terminal/system relationship. A physical-terminal/system relationship can
be associated with only one line. In the DC/UCF environment, the LINE parameter is documentation. The functional
physical-terminal/system relationship is established by means of the DC OPTION clause (described below) or directly
through the system generation compiler.

• DC option is
Assigns options to the named physical-terminal definition for use with DC/UCF systems.

• LINe is line-name
Associates a line with the named physical terminal. Note that an explicit version number must be specified; the
keywords NEXT HIGHEST and NEXT LOWEST are not valid.

• PRInter class is printer-class
Assigns a printer class to the physical terminal. Printer-class must identify a printer class defined in the LOGICAL-
TERMINAL statement and must be an integer in the range 1 through 64. Omit this specification if the physical terminal
itself is a printer device such as a 3284.

• ENAbled
Automatically enables the terminal at system startup. ENABLED is the default.

• DISabled
Disables the terminal until it is enabled explicitly by an operator command during system execution.

• WITh/ALSo WITh/WITHOut
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Includes or excludes the specified options when the named physical terminal is displayed or punched. Detailed
information for each DISPLAY/PUNCH option is under SET OPTIONS Syntax. The option that is listed below presents
special considerations for this entity type.

• DETails
Includes the DESCRIPTION, DC OPTION, DEVICE TYPE, and MAXIMUM PERMANENT ERRORS specifications.

Usage

Valid device and line types

 Device type
ASYNC CRT/ASR33/2741/RO33
BSC2 R3275S/R3741S/R3780S
BSC3 R3275/R3277/R3278/R3279/R3284

R3286/R3287/R3288/R3289/R3741
R3780

CONSOLE OPERATOR
DDS SVC/CTC/BSC/VTAM
INOUTL INOUTT
L3270B L3277/L3278/L3279
VTAMLIN V3277/V3278/V3279/V3284/V3286

V3287/V3288/V3289
L3280B L3284/L3286/L3287/L3288/L3289
SYSOUTL SYSOUTT
S3270Q S3277/S3278/S3279
TCAMLIN TCAMTRM
UCFLINE UCFTERM
VTAMLU LU/3600LU/3600PL/3614/LU62

If you specify REPLACE

If you specify REPLACE, the DDDL compiler initializes to defaults and/or excludes the following options:

• DESCRIPTION
• DEVICE TYPE
• MAXIMUM PERMANENT ERRORS
• USER REGISTERED FOR
• COMMENTS/DEFINITION/comment-key
• PUBLIC ACCESS
• WITHIN SYSTEM
• DC OPTION
• Related attributes

Physical-terminal/system relationships established by means of the system generation compiler are not affected.

Examples

The following ADD statement defines the physical terminal TM026 within the teleprocessing system INVENTORY; the
DEVICE TYPE and LINE clauses further identify the physical terminal as a valid device type within the line A103.
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add physical-terminal tm026

    physical-terminal description is 'desk 26: assigned dgs'

    device type is l3277

    within system inventory

       line is a103.

The following MODIFY statement disassociates the physical terminal from the system INVENTORY in preparation for use
by a DC/UCF system; the DC OPTION clause associates the physical terminal with the LINE occurrence.

modify physical-terminal tm026

    exclude within system inventory

    dc option is line is a103.

PROCESS
PROCESS statements are used to define source code for ADS processes. Optional PROCESS statement clauses:

• Relate processes to users, systems, and other processes and modules
• Establish attribute/entity relationships
• Maintain documentation entries

If the SET OPTIONS statement specifies SECURITY FOR IDD IS ON, the user must be assigned the proper authority to
issue PROCESS statements.

Syntax

PROCESS Statement

 

►►─┬─ ADD ─────┬─ PROCess name is process-name ───────────────────────────────►

   ├─ MODify ──┤

   ├─ REPlace ─┤

   └─ DELete ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ──────────┬─┘

                  └─┬─────────┬─┬───────────┬─┘

                    └─ NEXt ──┘ ├─ HIGhest ─┤

                                └─ LOWest ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

   └─ LANguage is PROCESS ─┬──────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ TEXt is user-text ──┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►

   └┬─ PREpared ─┬─ by user-id ──┬────────────────────────┬─┘

    └─ REVised ──┘               └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ SAMe as ─┬ PROCess process-name ─┬─┬──────────────────────────────────┬─

               └ MODule module-name ───┘ └ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                       ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                       └─ LOWest ─────────┘
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─►────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ LANguage is PROCESS ──┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ COPy ─┬─ ALL COMments TYPes ─┬─ FROm ─┬───────────┬─┬─ process-name ─┬──

            ├─ COMments ───────────┤        ├─ PROCess ─┤ └─ module-name ──┘

            ├─ DEFinition ─────────┤        └─ MODule ──┘

            ├─ ATTributes ─────────┤

            ├─ SOUrce text ────────┤

            ├─ SYStems ────────────┤

            ├─ USERS ──────────────┤

            ├─ MODULes ────────────┤

            ├─ PROcesses ──────────┤

            ├─ comment-key ────────┤

            └─ relational-key ─────┘

─►─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────►

  ─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────┬──┘

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ──┬─┘ └─ LANguage is PROCESS ───┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ─────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ──────────┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──►

   └ NEW NAMe is new-process-name ─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                                   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ────┬┘

                                                  └─ NEXt ─┬─ HIGhest ─┬┘

                                                           └─ LOWest ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ NEW Version is ─┬─ new-version-number ─┬─┘

                      └─ NEXt ─┬─ HIGhest ─┬─┘

                               └─ LOWest ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

   └─ process DEScription is description-text ──┘

 

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴────────►

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ USEr is user-id ──┬──────────────────────┬─┘

       └─ EXClude ───┘                    └─ user-specification ─┘

(for complete user-specification syntax, see USER clause)

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ PUBlic access is ─┬───────────┬─ for ─┬─ ALL ◄ ───┬─┘

                        └─ ALLOwed ─┘       ├─ NONe ────┤

                                            ├─ UPDate ──┤

                                            ├─ MODify ──┤

                                            ├─ REPlace ─┤

                                            ├─ DELete ──┤

                                            └─ DISplay ─┘
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 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─┬─ INClude ◄ ──┬─ WIThin ─┬─ SYStem ────┬─ system-name ──────────────────

     └─ EXClude ────┘          └─ SUBSYstem ─┘

 

─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────►

  ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘ └─ TEXt is user-text ──┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┴─►

    └┬ INClude ◄ ┬─┬ MODE ──────┬ is attribute-name ┬────────────────────┬─┘

     └ EXClude -─┘ └ class-name ┘                   └ TEXt is user-text ─┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ relational-key is ─┬─ process-name ─┬─────────────────

       └─ EXClude ───┘                     └─ module-name ──┘

 

────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

  ─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬──────────

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬──┘ └─ LANguage is PROCESS ──┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

  ────────────────────────────┐

─►──────────────────────────┬─┴───────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ─┬──────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ TEXt is user-text ──┘

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────►

     │                            ┌────────────────────┐         │

     └─ EDIt ─┬─ COMments ────┬───▼─ edit-instruction ─┴─ QUIT ──┘

              ├─ DEFinition ──┤

              └─ comment-key ─┘

 

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬──┴───────────────────────►

     └─┬─ COMments ─────┬── is ─┬─ NULl ─────────┬─┘

       ├─ DEFinition ───┤       └─ comment-text ─┘

       └─ comment-key ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►

   │                                ┌────────────────────┐          │

   └─┬─ MODule ──┬─ SOUrce follows ─▼─ source-statement ─┴─ MSEND ──┘

     └─ PROCess ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────►◄

   │                               ┌────────────────────┐         │

   └─ EDIt ─┬─ MODule ──┬─ SOUrce ─▼─ edit-instruction ─┴─ QUIT ──┘
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            └─ PROCess ─┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH PROCESS Statement (for a single process)

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ PROCess name is process-name ───────────────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ──┘

 

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──┴─────────────►

     │                  ┌──────────────────────────────────┐ │

     └─┬─ WITh ──────┬──▼──┬─ ALL ─────────────────────┬───┴─┘

       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤     ├─ ALL COMment TYPes ───────┤

       └─ WITHOut ───┘     ├─ ATTributes ──────────────┤

                           ├─ COMments ────────────────┤

                           ├─ DEFinitions ─────────────┤

                           ├─ DETails ─────────────────┤

                           ├─ HIStory ─────────────────┤

                           ├─ MODules ─┬────────┬──────┤

                           │           └─ ONLy ─┘      │

                           ├─ MODule SOUrce ───────────┤

                           ├─ NONe ────────────────────┤

                           ├─ PROCesses ───────────────┤

                           ├─ PROgrams ────────────────┤

                           ├─ QFIles ──────────────────┤

                           ├─ SAMe AS ─────────────────┤

                           ├─┬─ SYStems ─────┬─────────┤

                           │ └─ SUBSYstems ──┘         │

                           ├─ TABles ──────────────────┤

                           ├─ USErs ───────────────────┤

                           ├─┬─ USEr DEFINED COMments ─┤

                           │ └─ UDCs ──────────────────┤

                           ├─┬─ USEr DEFINED NESts ─┬──┤

                           │ └─ UDNs ───────────────┘  │

                           └─ WHEre USED ──────────────┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤
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                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH PROCESS statement (for multiple processes)

►►─── DISplay ──┬─ ALL ──────────────────────────┬─ PROCesses ────────────────►

                └─┬─ FIRst ─┬─┬─ 1 ◄ ──────────┬─┘

                  ├─ NEXt ──┤ └─ entity-count ─┘

                  ├─ LASt ──┤

                  └─ PRIor ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ WHEre conditional-expression ──┘

(for complete conditional-expression syntax, see WHERE clause)

 

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ BY ─┬─ SET ◄ ─┬─┘

          └─ AREa ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘
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 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬──┬─────────────┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘  └─ RECursive ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘ 

Parameters

• PROCess name is process-name
Identifies a new process to be established in the dictionary or an existing occurrence to be modified, replaced, deleted,
displayed, or punched. Process-name must be a 1- through 32-character alphanumeric value.

• LANguage is PROCESS
Documents the named process with a language; if used, the LANGUAGE clause must be coded directly after the
name and version number. When the PROCESS statement is specified, the DDDL compiler supplies the appropriate
language, PROCESS, automatically.

• SAMe as PROCess/MODule process-name/module-name
Copies all entries associated with the named process/module except the name and LANGUAGE specifications. The
process/module to be copied must have the language PROCESS.

• COPy entity-option FROm entity-type-name entity-occurrence-name
Copies selected options from an entity-occurrence definition and merges the copied options into this definition.
PROCESSes can copy only from other modules with a language of PROCESS.

• NEW NAMe is new-process-name
Specifies a new name for the requested process. This clause changes only the name of the process; it does not alter
or delete any previously defined relationships in which the process participates. Subsequent references to the process
must specify the new name. New-process-name must be a 1- through 32-character value. The combination of new
process name, version number, and language must not duplicate that of an established module or process occurrence.

• NEW Version is new-version-number/NEXt HIGhest/ NEXt LOWest
Specifies a new version number for the named process. The combination of module name, new version number, and
language qualification must not duplicate that of an existing module.

• within SYStem/SUBSYstem system-name
Associates (INCLUDE) the named process with or disassociates (EXCLUDE) it from the specified system or
subsystem. System-name must reference an existing system or subsystem.

• relational-key is process-name/module-name
Associates (INCLUDE) the process/module with or disassociates (EXCLUDE) it from another process/module by
means of the named relational key. If the modules being related have the same name and version but different
languages, or if the related module has a version of HIGHEST or LOWEST and is qualified by language, the
LANGUAGE parameter must be specified. See Relational Keys for a complete description of defining and using
relational keys.

• PROCess/MODule SOUrce follows source statements MSEND
Specifies the source code to be associated with the named process or module. Each source statement must be
specified in 80-character format. ADS process commands coded as process source are compiled by the ADS dialog
generator when the process is associated with a dialog. INCLUDE requests are executed when the process/module is
compiled. PROCESS/MODULE SOURCE FOLLOWS must be coded by itself on the first line; source statements follow
on the second and subsequent lines; the keyword MSEND, required to terminate the source statements, must be the
first entry on the last line.

• WITh/ALSo WITh/WITHOut (DISPLAY/PUNCH only)
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Includes or excludes the specified options when the process is displayed or punched. Detailed information for
each DISPLAY/PUNCH option is under SET OPTIONS Syntax. The option that is listed below presents special
considerations for this entity type.

• DETails
Includes the DESCRIPTION clause.

Usage

PROCESS statement considerations

The following considerations apply to this statement:

• The reserved words PROCESS and MODULE are interchangeable within PROCESS statement clauses when the
MODULE occurrence is qualified with a language of PROCESS, unless otherwise noted.

• Processes are stored as specially-identified module records in the dictionary and are automatically associated with the
LANGUAGE class through the PROCESS attribute.

If you specify REPLACE

If you specify REPLACE, the DDDL compiler initializes to defaults and/or excludes the following options:

• DESCRIPTION
• USER REGISTERED FOR
• PUBLIC ACCESS
• WITHIN SYSTEM
• COMMENTS/DEFINITION/comment-key
• Related processes and modules
• Related attributes
• PROCESS SOURCE

The following relationships are not affected:

• Processes to which the named process is a related process
• Modules to which the named process is a related process
• Users accessing the named process
• Programs using the named process
• LANGUAGE specification

Example

The following statements add the process GET-A-CUSTOMER to the dictionary and modify the process UPDATE-A-
CUSTOMER; the language qualification for GET-A-CUSTOMER is automatically supplied.

add process get-a-customer

    module source follows

     ready.

     obtain calc customer.

     if db-rec-not-found

       then do

         display message

         text is 'customer does not exist -- will be added'.

         end.

       else do

         display message

         text is 'customer exists -- will be updated'.

         end.
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    msend.

 

modify process update-a-customer

    module source follows

     ready usage-mode is update.

     obtain calc customer.

     if db-rec-not-found

       then do

         store customer.

         display message

         text 'new customer has been added'.

         end.

       else do

         modify customer.

         display message

         text is 'customer has been updated'.

         end.

    msend.

NOTE
Note that the LANGUAGE class with MANUAL PLURAL qualifiers and the MODE class with AUTOMATIC
PLURAL qualifiers are automatically defined during IDD installation. When processing IDMS COPY statements,
the DML precompilers inspect entries within entity occurrences that specify the MODE and LANGUAGE classes.

PROGRAM
PROGRAM statements are used to document user application programs and ADS Batch transactions.

More information: For more information, refer to the ADS Using section for special considerations that apply to defining
programs for use in the ADS Batch environment.

Optional PROGRAM clauses:

• Relate programs to occurrences of the USER, SYSTEM (SUBSYSTEM), PROGRAM, ENTRY POINT, MODULE,
RECORD, and FILE entity types, to subschemas, and to areas, sets, records, and logical records

• Control the participation of programs in attribute/entity relationships
• Maintain documentation entries
• Establish IDMS/DC system generation information and IDMS/DB database statistics

NOTE
It is recommended that you maintain DC OPTIONS for PROGRAMs using the system generation compiler,
not the DDDL compiler. If a system generation component is processed by the DDDL compiler, only dictionary
security is checked, not system generation security. For more information on using the system generation
compiler, see IDMS Administrating section.

When a DML program requests activity logging, the DML precompiler updates the dictionary. The following program
options are established and/or updated:
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• ESTIMATED LINES
• FILE
• PROGRAM CALLED
• AREA
• ENTRY POINT
• RECORD
• MODULE USED
• SET
• MAP USED
• LOGICAL RECORD
• RECORDS COPIED

Syntax

PROGRAM Statement

 

►►─┬─ ADD ─────┬─ PROgram name is program-name ───────────────────────────────►

   ├─ MODify ──┤

   ├─ REPlace ─┤

   └─ DELete ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ──────────┬─┘

                  └─┬─────────┬─┬───────────┬─┘

                    └─ NEXt ──┘ ├─ HIGhest ─┤

                                └─ LOWest ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►

   └─┬────────────┬─ by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

     ├─ PREpared ─┤              └─ PASsword is password ─┘

     └─ REVised ──┘

 

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┴─►

    └─ SAMe as PROgram program-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                                     └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                    ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                    └─ LOWest ─────────┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─ COPy ─┬─ ALL COMments TYPes ─┬─ FROm program program-name ────────────

              ├─ COMments ───────────┤

              ├─ DEFinition ─────────┤

              ├─ REMarks ────────────┤

              ├─ ATTributes ─────────┤

              ├─ USErs ──────────────┤

              ├─ PROgrams CALled ────┤

              ├─ PROgrams ───────────┤

              ├─ MAPs ───────────────┤

              ├─ FILes ──────────────┤
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              ├─ RECords COPied ─────┤

              ├─ ENTRY points ───────┤

              ├─ MODULes ────────────┤

              ├─ PROcesses ──────────┤

              ├─ comment-key ────────┤

              └─ relational-key ─────┘

 

  ───────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►────────────────────────────────────────┬──┴────────────────────────────────►

  ─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ──┬─┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ─────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ──────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

   └ NEW NAMe is new-program-name ─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                                   └ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─────┬─┘

                                                 └─ NEXt ─┬─ HIGhest ─┬─┘

                                                          └─ LOWest ──┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ NEW Version is ─┬─ new-version-number ─┬─┘

                      └─ NEXt ─┬─ HIGhest ─┬─┘

                               └─ LOWest ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

   └─ program DEScription is description-text ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

   └─ ESTimated LINes are source-line-count ──┘

 

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴────────►

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ USEr is user-id ──┬──────────────────────┬─┘

       └─ EXClude ───┘                    └─ user-specification ─┘

(for complete user-specification syntax, see USER clause)

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ PUBlic access is ─┬───────────┬─ for ─┬─ ALL ◄ ───┬─┘

                        └─ ALLOwed ─┘       ├─ NONe ────┤

                                            ├─ UPDate ──┤

                                            ├─ MODify ──┤

                                            ├─ REPlace ─┤

                                            ├─ DELete ──┤

                                            └─ DISplay ─┘

 

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ──┬─ WIThin ─┬─ SYStem ────┬─ system-name ────────────────

       └─ EXClude ────┘          └─ SUBSYstem ─┘

  ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐
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─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──┴────────►

  ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘ └─ TEXt is user-text ──┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   │                                      ┌──────────────────────────────────

   └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ PROgram CALled is ( ▼ subprogram-name ─────────────────

     └─ EXClude ───┘

 

─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐      │

  ──┬───────────────────────────────────┬──┬─────────────────────┬─┴─ ) ──┘

    └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘  └─ TEXt is user-text ─┘

                   ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                   └─ LOWest ─────────┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └┬ INClude ◄ ┬ ENTRy point name is entry-point-name ─────────────────────

      └ EXClude -─┘

  ───────────────────────────┐

─►─────────────────────────┬─┴────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ─┬─────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ TEXt is user-text ─┘

 

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ MODule USEd is ───────────────────────────────────────

       └─ EXClude ───┘

────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

      ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

  - ( ▼ module-name ─┬──────────────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────┬─

                     └ Version is ┬ version-number ┬┘└ LANguage is language ┘

                                  ├ HIGhest ───────┤

                                  └ LOWest ────────┘

  ──────────────────────────────────┐

─►────────────────────────────────┬─┴─────────────────────────────────────────►

  ──────────────────────────┐     │

  ───┬─────────────────────┬▼─ ) ─┘

     └─ TEXt is user-text ─┘

 

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ MAP USEd is map-name ─────────────────────────────────

       └─ EXClude ───┘

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐
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─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──┴──────►

  ──┬───────────────────────────────────┬──┬──────────────────────┬─┘

    └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘  └─ TEXt is user-text ──┘

                   ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                   └─ LOWest ─────────┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ RECord COPied is record-synonym-name ─────────────────

       └─ EXClude ───┘

 

  ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

  ──┬───────────────────────────────────┬──┬──────────────────────┬───────────

    └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘  └─ TEXt is user-text ──┘

                   ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                   └─ LOWest ─────────┘

  ────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►─────────────────────────────────────┬──┴───────────────────────────────────►

  ──┬───────────────────────────────┬──┘

    └─ VIEw ID is view-identifier ──┘

 

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ RECord USEd is record-synonym-name ───────────────────

       └─ EXClude ───┘

  ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

  ──┬───────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────

    └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                   ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                   └─ LOWest ─────────┘

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──►

  ─┬─────────────────────────────────┬┬────────────────────────────────┬─┘

   └ REFerenced function-count times ┘└ MODified function-count times ─┘

 

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ ELement is element-synonym-name ──────────────────────

       └─ EXClude ───┘

  ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

  ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─

   ├─ OF ELement primary-element-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬┤

   │                                   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘│

   │                                                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤  │

   │                                                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘  │

   └─ OF RECord record-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────┘
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                             └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                            ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                            └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──►

  ─┬─────────────────────────────────┬┬────────────────────────────────┬─┘

   └ REFerenced function-count times ┘└ MODified function-count times ─┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─┬──────────┬─ FILe is file-name ───────────────────────

       └─ EXClude ───┘ ├─ INPut ──┤

                       ├─ I-O ────┤

                       ├─ OUTput ─┤

                       └─ EXTend ─┘

 

  ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

  ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────┬──────────────

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘ └─ open-count times ──┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

  ─────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►──────────────────────────────────────┬──┴──────────────────────────────────►

  ─┬──────────────────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ EXTernal NAMe is ─┬─ ddname ──┬─┘

                        └─ file-id ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ SUBSChema is subschema-name ────────────────────────────

     └─ EXClude ───┘

 

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►

  ─── of SCHema schema-name ──┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                              └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                             ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                             └─ LOWest ─────────┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ AREa area-name ───────────────────────────────────────

       └─ EXClude ───┘

 

  ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴─►

  ─┬─ OBJect OF ──┬─ FINd ────────┬───────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬┘

   │              ├─ FINd KEEp ───┤           │ └─ function-count times ─┘

   │              ├─ KEEp ────────┤           │

   │              ├─ OBTain ──────┤           │

   │              └─ OBTain KEEp ─┘           │

   ├─ REAdied FOR ─┬─ RETrieval ───────────┬──┤
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   │               ├─ PROtected RETrieval ─┤  │

   │               ├─ EXClusive RETrieval ─┤  │

   │               ├─ UPDate ──────────────┤  │

   │               ├─ PROtected UPDate ────┤  │

   │               └─ EXClusive UPDate ────┘  │

   └─ CURrency ACCepted ──────────────────────┘

 

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ RECord record-name ───────────────────────────────────

       └─ EXClude ───┘

  ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──┴────────────────────►

  ─┬─ BINd ──────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

   ├─ CONnect ───────────┤ └─ function-count times ─┘

   ├─ DISconnect ────────┤

   ├─ STOre ─────────────┤

   ├─ ERAse ─────────────┤

   ├─ MODify ────────────┤

   ├─ FINd ──────────────┤

   ├─ FINd KEEp ─────────┤

   ├─ GET ───────────────┤

   ├─ KEEp ──────────────┤

   ├─ OBTain ────────────┤

   ├─ OBTain KEEp ───────┤

   └─ CURrency ACCepted ─┘

 

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ SET set-name ─────────────────────────────────────────

       └─ EXClude ───┘

  ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴─────────────────────►

  ─┬─ IF ────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

   ├─ DISconnect ────────┤ └─ function-count times ─┘

   ├─ FINd ──────────────┤

   ├─ FINd KEEp ─────────┤

   ├─ CURrency ACcepted ─┤

   ├─ KEEp ──────────────┤

   ├─ OBTain ────────────┤

   ├─ OBTain KEEp ───────┤

   └─ RETurn ────────────┘

 

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─┬─ LOGical RECord ─┬─ logical-record-name ─────────────

       └─ EXClude ───┘ └─ LR ─────────────┘

  ────────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►──────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴───────────────────────────────►

  ─┬─ OBtain ─┬──┬────────────────────────┬─┘
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   ├─ MODify ─┤  └─ function-count times ─┘

   ├─ STOre ──┤

   ├─ ERAse ──┤

   └─ COPy ───┘

 

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┴─►

    └┬─INClude ◄ ┬┬ LANguage ──┬ is attribute-name ─┬─────────────────────┬┘

     └ EXClude ──┘├ MODE ──────┤                    └─ TEXt is user-text ─┘

                  └ class-name ┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ relational-key is ─┬─ program-name ─┬─────────────────

       └─ EXClude ───┘                     └─ module-name ──┘

  ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴───────►

  ─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬──┘

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬──┘ └─ TEXt is user-text ──┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┴─►─

     └─ DC options ─┬─ is ──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────

                    └─ are ─┘

 

  ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──┴───────►

         ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────┐       │

  ─┬───┬─▼──┬─┬─ CONcurrent ◄ ──┬───────────────────────┬─┴─┬───┬─┘

   └ ( ┘    │ └─ NONCONcurrent ─┘                       │   └ ) ┘

            ├─ DUMp threshold is ─┬─ 0 ◄ ────────┬──────┤

            │                     └─ dump-count ─┘      │

            ├─┬─ ENAbled ◄ ─┬───────────────────────────┤

            │ └─ DISabled ──┘                           │

            ├─ ERRor threshold is ─┬─ 5 ◄ ─────────┬────┤

            │                      └─ error-count ─┘    │

            ├─ ISA size is ─┬─ 0 ◄ ──────────────────┬──┤

            │               └─ initial-storage-size ─┘  │

            ├─ LANguage is ─┬─ COBOL ◄ ───┬─────────────┤

            │               ├─ ASSembler ─┤             │

            │               ├─┬─ PL1 ──┬──┤             │

            │               │ ├─ PLI ──┤  │             │

            │               │ ├─ PL/1 ─┤  │             │

            │               │ └─ PL/I ─┘  │             │

            │               └─┬─ ADSo ──┬─┘             │

            │                 └─ ADS/O ─┘               │

            ├─┬─ NONRESident ◄ ─┬───────────────────────┤

            │ └─ RESident ──────┘                       │

            ├─┬─ PROtect ────┬──────────────────────────┤

            │ └─ NONPROtect ─┘                          │
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            ├─┬─ OVErlayable ◄ ──┬──────────────────────┤

            │ └─ NONOVErlayable ─┘                      │

            ├─┬─ PROgram ◄ ───────┬─────────────────────┤

            │ ├─ MAP ─────────────┤                     │

            │ ├─ map HELp ────────┤                     │

            │ ├─ SUBSChema ───────┤                     │

            │ ├─ TABle ───────────┤                     │

            │ ├─ ads DIAlog ──────┤                     │

            │ ├─ ads APPlication ─┤                     │

            │ ├─ AM ──────────────┤                     │

            │ ├─ ACCess module ───┤                     │

            │ └─ RCM ─────────────┘                     │

            ├─┬─ QUAsireentrant ◄ ──┬───────────────────┤

            │ ├─ REEntrant ─────────┤                   │

            │ └─ NONREEntrant ──────┘                   │

            ├─┬─ REUsable ◄ ───┬────────────────────────┤

            │ └─ NONREUsable ──┘                        │

            └─┬─ SAVearea ◄ ─┬──────────────────────────┘

              └─ NOSavearea ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ SEQUENce from begin-sequence-number ─┘

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────►

     │                            ┌────────────────────┐         │

     └─ EDIt ─┬─ COMments ────┬───▼─ edit-instruction ─┴─ QUIT ──┘

              ├─ DEFinition ──┤

              ├─ REMarks ─────┤

              └─ comment-key ─┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬──┴───────────────────────►◄

     └─┬─ COMments ─────┬── is ─┬─ NULl ─────────┬─┘

       ├─ DEFinition ───┤       └─ comment-text ─┘

       ├─ REMarks ──────┤

       └─ comment-key ──┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH PROGRAM Statement (for a single program)

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ PROgram name is program-name ───────────────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►
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   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ──┘

 

  ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴─────────────────►

    │                  ┌────────────────────────────────┐ │

    └─┬─ WITh ──────┬──▼─┬─ ALL ─────────────────────┬──┴─┘

      ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤    ├─ ALL COMment TYPes ───────┤

      └─ WITHOut ───┘    ├─ AREas ───────────────────┤

                         ├─ ATTributes ──────────────┤

                         ├─ COMments ────────────────┤

                         ├─ DEFinitions ─────────────┤

                         ├─ DETails ─────────────────┤

                         ├─ ENTRy points ────────────┤

                         ├─ FILes ───────────────────┤

                         ├─ HIStory ─────────────────┤

                         ├─ LRs ─────────────────────┤

                         ├─ MAPs ────────────────────┤

                         ├─ MODules ─────────────────┤

                         ├─ NONe ────────────────────┤

                         ├─ PROgrams ────────────────┤

                         ├─ PROgrams CALled ─────────┤

                         ├─ RECords ─────────────────┤

                         ├─ REMarks ─────────────────┤

                         ├─ REPorts ─────────────────┤

                         ├─ TASks ───────────────────┤

                         ├─ TRAnsactions ────────────┤

                         ├─ SAMe AS ─────────────────┤

                         ├─ SETs ────────────────────┤

                         ├─ SUBSChemas ──────────────┤

                         ├─┬─ SYStems ─────┬─────────┤

                         │ └─ SUBSYstems ──┘         │

                         ├─ USErs ───────────────────┤

                         ├─┬─ USEr DEFINED COMments ─┤

                         │ └─ UDCs ──────────────────┤

                         ├─┬─ USEr DEFINED NESts ─┬──┤

                         │ └─ UDNs ───────────────┘  │

                         └─ WHEre USED ──────────────┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄
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   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH PROGRAM Statement (for multiple programs)

►►─── DISplay ──┬─ ALL ──────────────────────────┬─ PROgrams ─────────────────►

                └─┬─ FIRst ─┬─┬─ 1 ◄ ──────────┬─┘

                  ├─ NEXt ──┤ └─ entity-count ─┘

                  ├─ LASt ──┤

                  └─ PRIor ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ WHEre conditional-expression ──┘

(for complete conditional-expression syntax, see WHERE clause)

 

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ BY ─┬─ SET ◄ ─┬─┘

          └─ AREa ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬──┬─────────────┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘  └─ RECursive ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘ 
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Parameters

• PROgram name is program-name
Identifies a new program to be established in the dictionary, or an existing program to be modified, replaced, deleted,
displayed, or punched. PROGRAM statements cannot modify, replace, or delete programs that participate in DC/UCF
systems. Program-name must be a 1- through 8-character alphanumeric value.

• SAMe as PROgram program-name
Copies all entries associated with a previously defined program except the name, WITHIN SYSTEM, SUBSCHEMA,
AREA, RECORD, SET, and LOGICAL RECORD specifications.

• NEW NAMe is new-program-name
Specifies a new name for the named program. This clause changes only the name of the program; it does not alter or
delete any relationships in which the program participates. Subsequent references to the program must specify the
new name.
New-program-name must be a 1- through 8-character alphanumeric value. The new program name and version
number must not duplicate that of an existing program. If a version number is not specified, the version number
associated with the original name is used. Note that the NEW NAME clause is not valid if the program participates in a
DC/UCF system or if the program was created by the system generation compiler.

• NEW Version is new-version-number/NEXt HIGhest/NEXt LOWest
Specifies a new version number for the named program. The program name and new version number must not
duplicate that of an existing program.

• ESTimated LINes are source-line-count
Documents the estimated number of source lines in the program. Source-line-count must be an integer in the range 1
through 2,147,483,647.

• within SYStem/SUBSYstem system-name
Associates (INCLUDE) the program with or disassociates (EXCLUDE) it from the specified system or subsystem.
System-name must be the 1- to 32-character name of an existing system. The WITHIN SYSTEM specification is
documentation only, unless the system generation compiler COPY facility is to be used to copy program definitions
from an IDD-built system. If the COPY facility is not used, all functional program/system relationships are established
and maintained by the system generation compiler.

• PROgram CALled is subprogram-name
Associates (INCLUDE) a subprogram with or disassociates (EXCLUDE) it from the program. Subprogram-name must
reference an existing program and can be repeated to specify multiple program/subprogram relationships.

• ENTRy point name is entry-point-name
Associates (INCLUDE) an entry point with or disassociates (EXCLUDE) it from the program. Entry-point-name must be
a 1- through 8-character name; a new entry-point occurrence is created whenever entry-point-name does not identify
an existing entry point in the dictionary.

• MODule USEd is module-name
Defines (INCLUDE) or disassociates (EXCLUDE) a module to be used or copied by the program. If the named module
is not unique in the dictionary, or if it has a version of HIGHEST or LOWEST and is qualified by a language, the
optional LANGUAGE IS language parameter must be specified; language must reference an attribute within the
LANGUAGE class.

• MAP USEd is map-name
Establishes a documentation relationship between the named program and one or more maps. The ADS compilers
build connections between programs and maps automatically.

• RECord COPied is record-synonym
Associates (INCLUDE) or disassociates (EXCLUDE) the name of a record or record synonym to be copied by the
program. Record-synonym must be a 1- to 32-character alphanumeric value that identifies an existing record or record
synonym.

• VIEw ID is view-identifier
Qualifies the supplied name with a view identifier. Record views are established via the VIEW ID substatement,
described under RECORD (REPORT/TRANSACTION) later in this section.

• RECord USEd is record-synonym
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Documents the program's use of a record or record synonym by specifying the number of times the program
references and modifies the record. Record-synonym must be a 1- to 32-character alphanumeric value that identifies
an existing record or record synonym. If the VERSION IS clause is not specified, the DDDL compiler searches for the
correct record-synonym name in the following order:
a. A record name used in a file opened by the program
b. A record copied by the program
c. Any record synonym with the specified name; that is, the most recently added record synonym

• REFerenced function-count time
Specifies the number of times the named record is referenced by the program.

• MODified function-count times
Specifies the number of times the named record is modified by the program. Function-count must be an integer in the
range 0 through 32,767. This clause is produced by the Dictionary Loader when it processes a COBOL program.

• ELement is element-synonym
Documents the program's use of an element or element synonym by specifying the number of times the element is
referenced and modified by the program. Element-synonym must be a 1- through 32-character value that references
an existing element or element synonym.

• OF ELement primary-element-name/OF RECord record-name
Qualifies the element-synonym name with a primary element name or record name or record synonym name. If neither
option is specified, the DDDL compiler searches for the correct element-synonym name in the following order:
a. An element within a record in a file opened by the program
b. An element in any record; that is, the most recently added element synonym
c. Any element with the specified name

• REFerenced function-count times
Specifies the number of times the named element is referenced by a program. Function-count must be an integer in
the range 0 through 32,767.

• MODIfied function-count times
Specifies the number of times the program modifies the element. Function-count must be an integer in the range 0
through 32,767.

• INPut/I-O/OUTput/EXTend FILe is file-name
Documents the program's use of a file or file synonym and optionally specifies whether the program is to open the file
for input, input and output, or output.

• open-count times
Documents the number of OPEN statements in the program. Open-count must be an integer in the range 0 through
32,767.

• EXTernal NAMe is ddname/file-id
Predefines the 1- through 32-character name by which the file is referenced in JCL statements.

• SUBSChema is subschema-name
Specifies a subschema to be used by the program. Subschema-name must be the 1- to 8-character name of an
existing subschema.

• of SCHema schema-name
Identifies the schema with which the named subschema is associated.
If the subschema definition includes the AUTHORIZATION IS ON option, this clause is required to register the program
with the subschema before DML precompilers can precompile the program against the named subschema. However, if
the SET OPTIONS statement specifies SECURITY FOR IDMS IS ON, the user must be assigned the proper authority
to issue this clause.

• AREa area-name
Specifies a database area to be accessed by the program and establishes how the program is to use the area. Area-
name must be the name of an area associated with the schema referenced in the SUBSCHEMA parameter.

• OBJect OF
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Specifies the number of times that the named area will be the object of an area sweep. One of the following functions
must be specified: FIND, FIND KEEP, KEEP, OBTAIN, or OBTAIN KEEP.

• REAdied FOR
Specifies the number of times that the program will ready the named area in the specified usage mode. One of the
following usage modes must be specified: RETRIEVAL, PROTECTED RETRIEVAL, EXCLUSIVE RETRIEVAL,
UPDATE, PROTECTED UPDATE, or EXCLUSIVE UPDATE.

• CURrency ACCepted
Specifies the number of times that the database key of the current record in the named area will be accepted by the
DML precompilers

• function-count times
Specifies the number of times the named function is performed. Function-count must be an integer in the range 0
through 32,767.

• RECord record-name
Documents the program's use of a database record by specifying the frequency of record use by major DML function.
One of the following DML functions must be specified: BIND, CONNECT, DISCONNECT, STORE, ERASE, MODIFY,
FIND, FIND KEEP, GET, KEEP, OBTAIN, OBTAIN KEEP, or CURRENCY ACCEPTED. Record-name must be a 1-
through 16-character value that identifies a record defined in the subschema named in the SUBSCHEMA clause.

• function-count times
Specifies the number of times the named function is performed. Function-count must be an integer in the range 0
through 32,767.

• SET set-name
Documents the program's use of a database set by specifying the frequency of set use by major function. One of the
following functions must be specified: IF, CONNECT, DISCONNECT, FIND, FIND KEEP, CURRENCY ACCEPTED,
KEEP, OBTAIN, OBTAIN KEEP, or RETURN. Set-name must be a 1- through 16-character value that identifies a set
associated with the subschema named in the SUBSCHEMA clause.

• function-count times
Specifies the number of times the function is to be performed. Function-count must be an integer in the range 0
through 32,767.

• LOGical RECord (LR) logical-record-name
Documents a program's use of logical records by specifying the frequency of logical record use by DML function. One
of the following DML functions must be specified: OBTAIN, MODIFY, STORE, ERASE, or COPY. Logical-record-name
must be a 1- through 16-character value that identifies a logical record associated with the subschema named in the
SUBSCHEMA clause.

• function-count times
Specifies the number of times the function is to be performed; Function-count must be an integer in the range 1
through 32,767.

• DC options is/are
Assigns one or more DC/UCF options to the named program (DC/UCF programs only).

• CONcurrent
Permits more than one task to use the program concurrently. CONCURRENT is the default.

• NONCONcurrent
Indicates that only one task at a time can use the program.

• DUMp threshold is 0/dump-count
Specifies the number of dumps to be taken for program check errors that occur in the program. A memory dump is
taken for each program check error, up to and including the specified dump count; additional errors cause the program
to terminate abnormally with no memory dump. Dump-count must be an integer in the range 0 through 255; the default
for ADD is 0.

• ENAbled
Automatically enables the program at system startup. ENABLED is the default.

• DISabled
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Disables the program until it is enabled explicitly by an operator command during system execution.
• ERRor threshold is 5/error-count

Specifies the number of program check errors that can occur before the program is disabled. The program will
continue executing until reaching the specified error threshold; thereafter, the program will not be executed, and tasks
attempting to use it will be terminated abnormally. Error-count must be an integer in the range 1 through 255; the
default for ADD is 5.

• ISA size is 0/initial-storage-size
Specifies the size in bytes of the initial storage area (ISA) allocated before each execution of the program
(ASSEMBLER programs only). Initial-storage-size is an integer in the range 0 through 16,777,215; the default for ADD
is 0.

• LANguage is COBol/ASSembler/PL1/ADSo
Documents the source language of the named program; the default for ADD is COBOL.

NOTE
This clause does not affect the program's relationship to attributes within the LANGUAGE class.

• NONRESident
Specifies that the program is not resident but will be loaded into the program pool as needed. NONRESIDENT is the
default.

• RESident
Specifies that the program is made resident automatically when the system starts up.

• PROtect
Specifies that the storage protection feature is in effect. PROTECT is the default.

• NONPROtect
Specifies that the storage protection feature is not in effect.

• OVErlayable
Permits the program to be overlaid in the program pool. Specify OVERLAYABLE for executable programs invoked by
DC/UCF mechanisms such as LINK and XCTL. OVERLAYABLE is the default.

• NONOVErlayable
Prevents the program from being overlaid in the program pool. Specify NONOVERLAYABLE to prevent tables in use
from being overwritten in the program pool.

• PROgram/MAP/map HELp/SUBSChema/TABle/ads DIAlog/ads APPlication/AM/ACCess module/RCM
Specifies whether the named program is a DC/UCF user program, map, map help, subschema, table, ADS dialog,
ADS application, access module (AM), or relational command module (RCM); the default for ADD is PROGRAM.

• REEntrant
Identifies a fully reentrant program that can be executed repeatedly and can be executed before a prior execution has
completed. REENTRANT is the default.

• QUAsireentrant
Identifies a quasireentrant program that can be executed repeatedly and can be executed before a prior execution
has completed. Quasireentrant programs differ from fully reentrant programs in their use of save areas and status
information.

• NONREEntrant
Identifies a nonreentrant program that can be used by only one DC/UCF task at a time.

• REUsable
Identifies the program as reusable. Reusable programs can be executed repeatedly; instructions modified during
program execution are returned to their initial state when the program completes execution. Reentrant programs are
always reusable, but reusable programs are not necessarily reentrant. REUSABLE is the default.

• NONREUsable
Identifies the program as nonreusable. Nonreusable programs modify instructions and do not return them to their initial
state after execution. Nonreusable programs must be reloaded each time they are needed.

• SAVearea
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Acquires a save area automatically before each execution of the program. Specify SAVEAREA if the program uses
normal IBM calling conventions and starts by saving registers in a save area. SAVEAREA is the default.

• NOSavearea
Does not acquire a save area automatically before each execution of the program.

• SEQUENce from begin-sequence
Specifies the starting sequence number for an ADS Batch transaction if the transaction is to be sequenced. Begin-
sequence must be an integer in the range 0 through 96,800; zero indicates that no sequence numbers are kept. For
further details, refer to the ADS Using section.

• WITh/ALSo WITh/WITHOut
Includes or excludes the specified options when the named program is displayed or punched. Detailed information
for each DISPLAY/PUNCH option is under SET OPTIONS Syntax. The options that are listed below present special
considerations for this entity type.

• DETails
Includes the DESCRIPTION, ESTIMATED LINES, DC OPTION, and SEQUENCE FROM specifications.

• PROgrams
Includes the SAME AS and PROGRAMS CALLED specifications and user-defined nests.

Usage

How SET OPTIONS affects PROGRAM statement usage

The SET OPTIONS statement affects PROGRAM statement usage, as follows:

• If the SET OPTIONS statement specifies SECURITY FOR IDD IS ON, the user must be assigned the proper authority
to issue PROGRAM statements.

• If the SET OPTIONS statement specifies SECURITY FOR IDMS IS ON, the user must be assigned the proper
authority to register a program with a subschema.

• If the SET OPTIONS statement specifies AUTHORIZATION IS ON, DML precompilers will not process a program
unless the program has been defined in the dictionary.

If you specify REPLACE

If you specify REPLACE, the DDDL compiler initializes to defaults and/or excludes the following options:
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• DESCRIPTION
• FILE IS
• ESTIMATED LINES
• ELEMENT IS
• USER REGISTERED FOR
• SUBSCHEMA IS
• PUBLIC ACCESS
• AREA IS
• WITHIN SYSTEM
• RECORD IS
• PROGRAM CALLED
• SET IS
• ENTRY POINT
• LOGICAL-RECORD IS
• MODULE USED
• DC OPTION
• MAP USED
• SEQUENCE
• RECORD COPIED
• Related programs
• RECORD USED
• Related attributes
• COMMENTS/DEFINITION/comment-key

The following relationships are not affected:

• Programs that call the named program
• Systems in which the named program participates
• Tasks that invoke the named program
• Relationships defined by means of the IDMS/DC system generation compiler

Example

In the following example, the ADD statement defines the program STCKUPDT, relates the program to the attribute
ASSEMBLER within the class LANGUAGE, and supplies comment text using the comment key RECOVERY
PROCEDURE. The MODIFY statement adds a DC OPTION clause to the definition of STCKUPDT to associate a
language with the program for the purpose of documenting its system generation definition for use by the system
generation compiler.

add program stckupdt

    program description is 'stock update'

    within system inventory

    language is assembler

    'recovery procedure' is 'restart at step 2'.

 

modify program stckupdt

    dc option is language is assembler.
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QFILE
QFILE statements are used to define source code for OLQ qfiles. Optional QFILE statement clauses relate qfiles to users,
systems, and other qfiles; establish attribute/entity relationships; and maintain documentation entries.

If the SET OPTIONS statement specifies SECURITY FOR IDD IS ON, the user must be assigned the proper authority to
issue QFILE statements.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

QFILE Statement

►►─┬─ ADD ─────┬─ QFILE name is qfile-name ───────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ MODify ──┤

   ├─ REPlace ─┤

   └─ DELete ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ──────────┬─┘

                  └─┬─────────┬─┬───────────┬─┘

                    └─ NEXt ──┘ ├─ HIGhest ─┤

                                └─ LOWest ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ LANguage is OLQ ─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────

                       └─ TEXt is user-text ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►

   └─┬────────────┬─ by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

     ├─ PREpared ─┤ └─ PASsword is password ─┘

     └─ REVised ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►─

   └─ SAMe as ─┬ QFIle qfile-name ───┬──┬──────────────────────────────────┬┘

               └ MODule module-name ─┘  └ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                      ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                      └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 ─►────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ─┬────────────────────┬─┘

    └─ LANguage is OLQ ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────►─

   └─ COPy ─┬─ ALL COMments TYPes ─┬─ FROm ─┬─ QFIle qfile-name ────┬─┘

            ├─ COMments ───────────┤ └─ MODule module-name ──┘

            ├─ DEFinition ─────────┤

            ├─ ATTributes ─────────┤

            ├─ SOUrce text ────────┤

            ├─ SYStems ────────────┤

            ├─ USERS ──────────────┤

            ├─ MODULes ────────────┤

            ├─ QFILES ─────────────┤

            ├─ comment-key ────────┤

            └─ relational-key ─────┘

 ─►─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►

   ─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────┬──┘

    └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ──┬─┘ └─ LANguage is OLQ ───┘
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                   ├─ HIGhest ─────────┤

                   └─ LOWest ──────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──►

   └ NEW NAMe is new-qfile-name ──┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                                  └ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─────┬─┘

                                                └─ NEXt ─┬─ HIGhest ─┬─┘

                                                         └─ LOWest ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ NEW Version is ─┬─ new-version-number ─┬─┘

                      └─ NEXt ─┬─ HIGhest ─┬─┘

                               └─ LOWest ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

   └─ qfile DEScription is description-text ──┘

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴────────►

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ USEr is user-id ──┬──────────────────────┬─┘

       └─ EXClude ───┘                    └─ user-specification ─┘

 (for complete user-specification syntax, see USER clause)

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ PUBlic access is ─┬───────────┬─ for ─┬─ ALL ◄ ───┬─┘

                        └─ ALLOwed ─┘       ├─ NONe ────┤

                                            ├─ UPDate ──┤

                                            ├─ MODify ──┤

                                            ├─ REPlace ─┤

                                            ├─ DELete ──┤

                                            └─ DISplay ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─┬─ INClude ◄ ──┬─ WIThin ─┬─ SYStem ────┬─ system-name ──────────────────

     └─ EXClude ────┘ └─ SUBSYstem ─┘

 ─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────►

   ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬─┘

    └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘ └─ TEXt is user-text ──┘

                   ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                   └─ LOWest ─────────┘

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┴─►

    └┬ INClude ◄ ┬┬ MODe ──────┬ is attribute-name ─┬─────────────────────┬┘

     └ EXClude ──┘└ class-name ┘                    └─ TEXt is user-text ─┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ relational-key is ─┬─ qfile-name ──┬──────────────────

       └─ EXClude ───┘                     └─ module-name ─┘

   ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ─►─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┴─►

   ─┬──────────────────────────────┬┬─────────────────┬┬───────────────────┬┘

    └ Version is ┬ version-number ┬┘└ LANguage is OLQ ┘└ TEXt is user-text ┘

                 ├ HIGhest ───────┤

                 └ LOWest ────────┘

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────►

     │                            ┌────────────────────┐         │

     └─ EDIt ─┬─ COMments ────┬───▼─ edit-instruction ─┴─ QUIT ──┘

              ├─ DEFinition ──┤
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              └─ comment-key ─┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬──┴───────────────────────►◄

     └─┬─ COMments ─────┬── is ─┬─ NULl ─────────┬─┘

       ├─ DEFinition ───┤       └─ comment-text ─┘

       └─ comment-key ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►

   │                               ┌────────────────────┐          │

   └─┬─ QFIle ──┬─ SOUrce follows ─▼─ source statement ─┴─ MSEND ──┘

     └─ MODule ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────►◄

   │                              ┌────────────────────┐          │

   └─ EDIt ─┬─ QFIle ──┬─ SOUrce ─▼─ edit-instruction ─┴─  QUIT ──┘

            └─ MODule ─┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH QFILE Statement (for a single qfile)

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ QFIle name is qfile-name ───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────┬───────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘ └─ LANguage is OLQ ──┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ──┘

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴────────────────►

     │                  ┌────────────────────────────────┐ │

     └─┬─ WITh ──────┬──▼─┬─ ALL ─────────────────────┬──┴─┘

       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤    ├─ ALL COMment TYPes ───────┤

       └─ WITHOut ───┘    ├─ ATTRibutes ──────────────┤

                          ├─ COMments ────────────────┤

                          ├─ DEFinitions ─────────────┤

                          ├─ DETails ─────────────────┤

                          ├─ HIStory ─────────────────┤

                          ├─ MODules ─┬────────┬──────┤

                          │           └─ ONLy ─┘      │

                          ├─ MODule SOUrce ───────────┤

                          ├─ NONe ────────────────────┤

                          ├─ PROCesses ───────────────┤

                          ├─ PROgrams ────────────────┤

                          ├─ QFIles ──────────────────┤

                          ├─ SAMe AS ─────────────────┤

                          ├─┬─ SYStems ─────┬─────────┤

                          │ └─ SUBSYstems ──┘         │

                          ├─ TABles ──────────────────┤

                          ├─ USErs ───────────────────┤

                          ├─┬─ USEr DEFINED COMments ─┤

                          │ └─ UDCs ──────────────────┤

                          ├─┬─ USEr DEFINED NESts ─┬──┤

                          │ └─ UDNs ───────────────┘  │
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                          └─ WHEre USED ──────────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 ─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

   ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

    └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                  └ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH QFILE Statement (for multiple qfiles)

►►─── DISplay ──┬─ ALL ──────────────────────────┬─ QFIles ───────────────────►

                └─┬─ FIRst ─┬─┬─ 1 ◄ ──────────┬─┘

                  ├─ NEXt ──┤ └─ entity-count ─┘

                  ├─ LASt ──┤

                  └─ PRIor ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ WHEre conditional-expression ──┘

 (For complete conditional-expression syntax, see WHERE clause)

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ BY ─┬─ SET ◄ ─┬─┘

          └─ AREa ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 ─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

   ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

    └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                  └ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬──┬─────────────┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘  └─ RECursive ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤
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            └─ DELete ──┘

 

Parameters

• QFILE name is qfile-name
Identifies a new qfile to be established in the dictionary, or an existing occurrence to be modified, replaced, deleted,
displayed, or punched. Qfile-name must be a 1- through 32-character alphanumeric value. The specified name must
not duplicate the name of an existing program, map, subschema, or ADS dialog.

• LANguage is OLQ
Qualifies the requested qfile/module with a language (must be OLQ). When the QFILE statement is specified, the
DDDL compiler supplies the appropriate language, OLQ, automatically.

• SAMe as QFIle/MODule qfile-name/module-name
Copies all entries associated with the named qfile or module except the name and LANGUAGE specifications. The
qfile/module to be copied must have the language OLQ.

• COPy entity-option FROm entity-type-name entity-occurrence-name
Copies selected options from an entity-occurrence definition and merges the copied options into this definition. QFILEs
can copy only from other modules with a language of OLQ.

• TEXt is user-text
Associates a 1- to 40-character comment with the new language. If the text includes embedded blanks or delimiters, it
must be enclosed in site-specific quote characters.

• NEW NAMe is new-qfile-name
Specifies a new name for the requested qfile. This clause changes only the name of the qfile; it does not alter or delete
any previously defined relationships in which the qfile participates. Subsequent references to the qfile must specify the
new name. New-qfile-name must be a 1- through 32-character alphanumeric value. The combination of the new qfile
name, version number, and language must not duplicate that of an established qfile or module occurrence.

• NEW Version is new-version/NEXt HIGhest/NEXt LOWest
Specifies a new version number for the named qfile. The combination of the qfile name, new version number, and
language qualification must not duplicate that of an existing qfile or module.

• WIThin SYStem/SUBSYstem system-name
Associates (INCLUDE) the qfile with or disassociates (EXCLUDE) it from the specified system or subsystem. System-
name must reference an existing system or subsystem.

• relational-key is qfile-name/module-name
Associates (INCLUDE) the qfile with or disassociates (EXCLUDE) it from another qfile or module by means of
the named relational key. If the qfiles and/or modules being related have the same name and version but different
languages, or if the related module has a version of HIGHEST or LOWEST and is qualified by language, the
LANGUAGE parameter must be specified. For a complete description of the definition and use of relational keys, see
Relational Keys.

• QFIle/MODule SOUrce follows source-statement MSEND
Specifies the source code to be associated with the requested qfile. Each source statement must be specified in
80-character format. DML commands coded as module source will be intercepted by the DML precompilers and
translated into CALL statements when the module is copied. COPY/INCLUDE requests will also be executed when
the module is copied. The QFILE/MODULE/SOURCE FOLLOWS statement must be coded on the first line by itself;
source statements follow on the second and subsequent lines; the keyword MSEND, required to terminate the source
statements, must be the first entry on the last line.

• WITh/ALSo WITh/WITHOut
Includes or excludes the specified options when the qfile is displayed or punched. Detailed information for
each DISPLAY/PUNCH option is under SET OPTIONS Syntax. The option that is listed below presents special
considerations for this entity type.

• DETails
Includes the DESCRIPTION clause.
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Usage

QFILE statement considerations

The following considerations apply to this statement:

• The reserved words QFILE and MODULE are interchangeable within QFILE statement clauses, unless otherwise
noted. In the following discussion, the term module applies to processes, qfiles, and tables, unless otherwise noted.

• qfile occurrences are stored as specially identified module records in the dictionary and are automatically associated
with the LANGUAGE class through the OLQ attribute.

If you specify REPLACE

If you specify REPLACE, the DDDL compiler initializes to defaults and/or excludes the following options:

• DESCRIPTION
• USER REGISTERED FOR
• PUBLIC ACCESS
• WITHIN SYSTEM
• COMMENTS/DEFINITION/comment-key
• Related qfiles
• Related attributes
• QFILE SOURCE

The following relationships are not affected:

• Modules to which the named qfile is a related module
• Users accessing the named qfile
• Programs using the named qfile
• LANGUAGE specification

Example

The following statements add the qfile EMPLOYEES AND OFFICES to the dictionary and modify the qfile CUSTOMER;
note that the language qualification for EMPLOYEES AND OFFICES is automatically supplied.

add qfile 'employees and offices'

       description is 'olq menu'

       user is tdb

           registered for all

       public access is allowed for all

       qfile source follows

  &path='. '

  signon ss demoss01 schema demoschm(   1)

  options all header echo nofiller full whole interrupt olqheader

  opathstatus nostatistic comments verbose nodbkey picture

  define '&path'. path

  fields for customer are all display nocomma nolead no$

  fields for customer are not cust-zipcode

  get  all   sequential customer

  fields for ordor are all display nocomma nolead no$

  fields for ordor are not ord-date-prom

  fields for ordor are not ord-date-shipped

  find all   ordor in customer-order

  fields for item are all display nocomma nolead no$
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  fields for item are not item-quantities

  get  all   item in order-item

  end path

  exec path

  edit cust-number olqheader -

                   'number'

  edit cust-name picture   -

                 'x(40)'

       msend.

 

modify qfile customer

       user is dbc

           registered for update

       public access is allowed for all.

QUEUE
QUEUE statements document the manner in which a teleprocessing system groups similar requests. In the DC/UCF
environment, the QUEUE statement can specify the name of a task to be invoked when the queue contains a certain
number of entries. When the specified number of entries is reached, the system initiates the required task and processes
the queued records.

NOTE
It is recommended that you maintain QUEUE definitions using the system generation compiler, not the DDDL
compiler. If a system generation component is processed by the DDDL compiler, only dictionary security is
checked, not system generation security. For more information on using the system generation compiler, refer to
IDMS Administrating section.

If the SET OPTIONS statement specifies SECURITY FOR IDMS-DC IS ON, the user must be assigned the proper
authority to issue QUEUE statements.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

QUEUE Statement

 

►►─┬─ ADD ─────┬─ QUEue name is queue-name ───────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ MODify ──┤

   ├─ REPlace ─┤

   └─ DELete ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ──────────┬─┘

                  └─┬─────────┬─┬───────────┬─┘

                    └─ NEXt ──┘ ├─ HIGhest ─┤

                                └─ LOWest ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►

   └─┬─ PREpared ─┬─ by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

     └─ REVised ──┘              └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

   └─ queue DEScription is description-text ──┘

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐
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 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴────────►

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ USEr is user-id ──┬──────────────────────┬─┘

       └─ EXClude ───┘                    └─ user-specification ─┘

  (for complete user-specification syntax, see USER clause) 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ PUBlic access is ─┬───────────┬─ for ─┬─ ALL ◄ ───┬─┘

                        └─ ALLOwed ─┘       ├─ NONe ────┤

                                            ├─ UPDate ──┤

                                            ├─ MODify ──┤

                                            ├─ REPlace ─┤

                                            ├─ DELete ──┤

                                            └─ DISplay ─┘

 

    ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►──┴─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

      └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ within SYStem system-name ───────────────────────────

        └─ EXClude ───┘

 ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   ─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────

    └─ Version is ┬ version-number ┬─┘

                  ├ HIGhest ───────┤

                  └ LOWest ────────┘

   ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ─►─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┴─►

─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

 └─ threshold TASk is task-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┴─►

     └┬─ INClude ◄ ┬─ class-name is attribute-name ─┬─────────────────────┬┘

      └─ EXClude ──┘                                └─ TEXt is user-text ─┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─ DC option is ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

   ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴─────►

   ─┬─ THReshold is ─┬─ 1 ◄ ───────────────┬────────────────────────┬──┘

    │                └─ queue-entry-count ─┘                        │

    ├─ UPPer limit is ─┬─ 0 ◄ ─────────────────┬────────────────────┤

    │                  └─ maximum-entry-count ─┘                    │

    ├─ threshold TASk is task-name ─┬─────────────────────────────┬─┤

    │                               └─ Version is version-number ─┘ │

    └─┬─ ENAbled ◄ ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┘

      └─ DISabled ──┘

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────►

     │                            ┌────────────────────┐         │

     └─ EDIt ─┬─ COMments ────┬───▼─ edit-instruction ─┴─ QUIT ──┘

              ├─ DEFinition ──┤

              └─ comment-key ─┘
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   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬──┴───────────────────────►◄

     └─┬─ COMments ─────┬── is ─┬─ NULl ─────────┬─┘

       ├─ DEFinition ───┤       └─ comment-text ─┘

       └─ comment-key ──┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH QUEUE Statement (for a single queue)

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ QUEue name is queue-name ───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ──┘

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──┴──────────────►

     │                  ┌─────────────────────────────────┐ │

     └─┬─ WITh ──────┬──▼─┬─ ALL ───────────────────────┬─┴─┘

       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤    ├─ ALL COMment TYPes ─────────┤

       └─ WITHOut ───┘    ├─ ATTRibutes ────────────────┤

                          ├─ COMments ──────────────────┤

                          ├─ DEFinitions ───────────────┤

                          ├─ DETails ───────────────────┤

                          ├─ HIStory ───────────────────┤

                          ├─ NONe ──────────────────────┤

                          ├─┬─ SYStems ─────┬───────────┤

                          │ └─ SUBSYstems ──┘           │

                          ├─ TASks ─────────────────────┤

                          ├─ USErs ─────────────────────┤

                          └─┬─ USEr DEFINED COMments ─┬─┘

                            └─ UDCs ──────────────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 ─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

   ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

    └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                  └ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘
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DISPLAY/PUNCH QUEUE Statement (for multiple queues)

►►─── DISplay ──┬─ ALL ──────────────────────────┬─ QUEues ───────────────────►

                └─┬─ FIRst ─┬─┬─ 1 ◄ ──────────┬─┘

                  ├─ NEXt ──┤ └─ entity-count ─┘

                  ├─ LASt ──┤

                  └─ PRIor ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ WHEre conditional-expression ──┘

  (For complete conditional-expression syntax, see WHERE clause)

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ BY ─┬─ SET ◄ ─┬─┘

          └─ AREa ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 ─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

   ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

    └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                  └ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬──┬─────────────┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘  └─ RECursive ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘

Parameters

• QUEue name is queue-name
Identifies a new queue to be established in the dictionary, or an existing queue to be modified, replaced, deleted,
displayed, or punched. Queue-name must be a 1- through 16-character alphanumeric value.

• within SYStem system-name
Associates (INCLUDE) the queue with or disassociates (EXCLUDE) it from the named system. System-name must be
a 1- through 32-character value. The WITHIN SYSTEM clause is documentation only, unless the system generation
compiler COPY facility is to be used to copy all queues from an IDD-built system. When the COPY facility is not used,
functional queue/system relationships are established and maintained by the system generation compiler.
If INCLUDE is specified and the THRESHOLD TASK parameter is omitted, the DDDL compiler establishes a new
queue/system relationship. If EXCLUDE is specified and the THRESHOLD TASK parameter is omitted, the DDDL
compiler removes the queue/system relationship and any dependent task/queue relationships.

• threshold TASk is task-name
Associates an established task with the queue/system relationship. Task-name must reference a task that is
associated with the named system. The teleprocessing monitor invokes the named task when the queue contains a
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specified number of entries. In DC/UCF environments, this specification is documentation only; use the THRESHOLD
TASK parameter in the DC OPTION clause (described below), or define the threshold task directly via the system
generation compiler.

• DC option is
Documents queue characteristics used by the system generation compiler.

• THReshold is 1/queue-entry-count
Specifies the number of queue entries required before a task is initiated to process the queue entries. Queue-entry-
count must be an integer in the range 1 through 32,767; the default for ADD is 1.

• UPPer limit is 0/maximum-entry-count
Specifies the maximum number of records that can be directed to the queue. This specification is useful in a test
environment to prevent looping programs from using all the space in the queue. Maximum-entry-count must be an
integer in the range 0 through 32,767; the default for ADD is 0. If 0 is specified, no checking is performed.

• threshold TASk is task-name
Identifies the task to be invoked when the specified queue threshold is reached. Task-name must identify an existing
task. If specified, the VERSION parameter must identify an explicit number associated with the task; a version of
HIGHEST or LOWEST is not acceptable.

• ENAbled
Automatically enables the queue at system startup. ENABLED is the default.

• DISabled
Automatically disables the queue until it is enabled explicitly by an operator command during system execution.

• WITh/ALSo WITh/WITHOut
Includes or excludes the specified options when the named queue is displayed or punched. Detailed information
for each DISPLAY/PUNCH option is under SET OPTIONS Syntax. The option that is listed below presents special
considerations for this entity type.

• DETails
Includes the DESCRIPTION and DC OPTION specifications.

Usage

If you specify REPLACE

If you specify REPLACE, the DDDL compiler initializes to defaults and/or excludes the following options:

• DESCRIPTION
• USER REGISTERED FOR
• PUBLIC ACCESS
• COMMENTS/DEFINITION/comment-key
• WITHIN SYSTEM
• DC OPTION
• Related attributes

System/queue relationships established by the system generation compiler are not affected.

Example

In the following example, the ADD statement defines the queue REG-IN within the system REGIST and names RUPDT as
the threshold task. The MODIFY statement removes REG-IN from the REGIST system in preparation for use by the DC/
UCF system.

add queue reg-in

    description is 'registration input'

    within system regist
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    threshold task is rupdt.

 

modify queue reg-in

    exclude within system regist

    dc option threshold task is rupdt

    dc option threshold is 3

    dc option upper limit is 9.

RECORD (REPORT/TRANSACTION)
Typically, record occurrences consist of groups of elements within a hierarchical structure required by a program or
schema; however, records can also exist without elements, usually for documentation or planning purposes. When the
user includes an element within a record, the DDDL compiler creates a record element and associates it with the named
record. A record can have a maximum length of 32,767 characters.

RECORD statements establish and maintain record occurrences but do not directly relate records to elements; the
RECORD ELEMENT and COBOL substatements that follow ADD RECORD or MODIFY RECORD statements establish
and maintain record-element structures. These substatements are used as follows:

• RECORD ELEMENT substatement
Identifies existing group and elementary elements and defines filler fields for use in the requested record. The DDDL
compiler assigns a level number to each element and filler based on the SET OPTIONS statement LEVEL NUMBERS
specification. Optional clauses supply record-specific element synonyms, OLQ and CULPRIT column headers, and
record-specific editing, value, index, and multiply-occurring element specifications for each record element.

• COBOL substatement
Identifies new or existing elements in a format specific to COBOL language programs. Optional clauses support
record synonyms, record-specific element synonyms, comments, and COBOL 74 options; allow the user to define
the element's level number, picture, value, and usage; and supply REDEFINES, INDEXED BY, and OCCURS
specifications.

COBOL substatements can be followed by RECORD ELEMENT substatements to modify an existing record-element
structure. Note, however, that if a COBOL substatement follows a RECORD ELEMENT substatement, the DDDL
compiler creates a new record-element structure that replaces the structure associated with the RECORD ELEMENT
substatement.

Additional substatements allow the user to rebuild and remove record elements and define restricted record-element
structures (called views) for use within subschemas and files.

Optional RECORD statement clauses relate records to existing files, users, and other records. (Record occurrences
can be related to programs by means of the RECORD COPIED clause of the PROGRAM statement and the DML
precompilers.) The RECORD statement also supports comments, attribute/entity relationships, and record synonyms.

NOTE
If the keyword REPORT or TRANSACTION is used in place of RECORD, the DDDL compiler creates a special
entity occurrence to document the report or transaction in the dictionary. These reports and transactions appear
as distinct entity types on dictionary reports.

This article includes the following information:

RECORD Statement

Syntax

RECORD (REPORT) (TRANSACTION) statement

►►─┬─ ADD ─────┬─┬─ RECord ──────┬─ name is record-name ──────────────────────►
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   ├─ MODify ──┤ ├─ REPort ──────┤

   ├─ REPlace ─┤ └─ TRAnsaction ─┘

   └─ DELete ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ──────────┬─┘

                  └─┬─────────┬─┬───────────┬─┘

                    └─ NEXt ──┘ ├─ HIGhest ─┤

                                └─ LOWest ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────►

   └─┬─ PREpared ─┬─ by user-id ──┬────────────────────────┬─┘

     └─ REVised ──┘               └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ENTIty type is ─┬─ RECord ──────┬─┘

                      ├─ REPort ──────┤

                      └─ TRAnsaction ─┘

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┴─►

    └ SAMe as ┬ RECord ─────┬ record-name ┬───────────────────────────────┬┘

              ├ REPort ─────┤             └ Version is ┬ version-number ─┬┘

              └ TRAnsaction ┘                          ├ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                       └ LOWest ─────────┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─ COPY ─┬─ ALL COMments TYPes ─┬────────────────────────────────────────

              ├─ COMments ───────────┤

              ├─ DEFinition ─────────┤

              ├─ ATTributes ─────────┤

              ├─ USERS ──────────────┤

              ├─ RECords ────────────┤

              ├─ REPorts ────────────┤

              ├─ TRAnsactions ───────┤

              ├─ comment-key ────────┤

              └─ relational-key ─────┘

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──►

  ── FROm ┬───────────────┬ record-name ┬───────────────────────────────┬┘

          ├─ RECord ──────┤             └ Version is ┬ version-number ─┬┘

          ├─ REPort ──────┤                          ├─ HIGhest ───────┤

          └─ TRAnsaction ─┘                          └─ LOWest ────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───►

   └ NEW NAMe is new-record-name ┘ └ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─────┬─┘

                                                 └─ NEXt ─┬─ HIGhest ─┬─┘

                                                          └─ LOWest ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ NEW Version is ─┬─ new-version-number ─┬─┘
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                      └─ NEXt ─┬─ HIGhest ─┬─┘

                               └─ LOWest ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─┬───────────────┬─ DEScription is description-text ──┘

     ├─ record ──────┤

     ├─ report ──────┤

     └─ transaction ─┘

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴────────►

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ USEr is user-id ──┬──────────────────────┬─┘

       └─ EXClude ───┘                    └─ user-specification ─┘

(for complete user-specification syntax, see USER clause)

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ PUBlic access is ─┬───────────┬─ for ─┬─ ALL ◄ ───┬─┘

                        └─ ALLOwed ─┘       ├─ NONe ────┤

                                            ├─ UPDate ──┤

                                            ├─ MODify ──┤

                                            ├─ REPlace ─┤

                                            ├─ DELete ──┤

                                            └─ DISplay ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►

   └──┬─ RECord ──────┬─ STOrage is storage-indicator ──┘

      ├─ REPort ──────┤

      └─ TRAnsaction ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

   └─ FORmat is ─┬─ PRIMAry ◄ ─────────────────┬─┘

                 └─ alternate-format-keyword ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ OCCurrences are occurrence-count ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─┬ INClude ◄ ─┬ WIThin FILe file-name ┬───────────────────────────────┬───

     └ EXClude ───┘                       └ Version is ┬ version-number ─┬┘

                                                       ├ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                       └ LOWest ─────────┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

  ───┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

     │ ┌────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

     └─▼─ KEY is element-name ─┬──────────────┬─┴─┘

                               ├─ ASCending ──┤

                               └─ DEScending ─┘

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┴─►

    └┬─ INClude ◄ ┬┬ LANguage ──┬ is attribute-name ─┬────────────────────┬┘
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     └─ EXClude ──┘├ MODe ──────┤                    └ TEXt is user-text ─┘

                   └ class-name ┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └┬ INClude ◄ ─┬┬─ RECord ─────┬ name SYNonym is ─────────────────────────

      └ EXClude ───┘├─ REPort ─────┤

                    └─ TRAnsaction ┘

  ───────────────────────────────────────┐

─►─────────────────────────────────────┬─┴────────────────────────────────────►

  ─┬─────────────────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ record-synonym-specification ──┘

(expanded record-synonym-specification syntax follows this syntax diagram)

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───►─

     └─┬ INClude ◄ ─┬─ relational-key is ─┬─ RECord ──────┬─ record-name ─┘

       └ EXClude ───┘                     ├─ REPort ──────┤

                                          └─ TRAnsaction ─┘

  ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴────────►

  ─┬────────────────────────────────────┬──┬─────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬──┘  └─ TEXt is user-text ─┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────►

     │                            ┌────────────────────┐         │

     └─ EDIt ─┬─ COMments ──────┬─▼─ edit-instruction ─┴─ QUIT ──┘

              ├─ DEFinition ────┤

              ├─ OLQ header ────┤

              ├─ CULprit header │

              └─ comment-key ───┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴───────────────────────►◄

     └─┬─ COMments ───────┬─ is ─┬─ NULl ─────────┬─┘

       ├─ DEFinition ─────┤      └─ comment-text ─┘

       ├─ OLQ header ─────┤

       ├─ CULprit header ─┤

       └─ comment-key ────┘   Expansion ofrecord-synonym-specification 

►►─── record-synonym-name ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─────────┬─┘

                  └─┬────────┬─┬─ HIGhest ─┬─┘

                    └─ NEXt ─┘ └─ LOWest ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─
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   └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ FOR FILe synonym file-synonym ──────────────────────────

     └─ EXClude ───┘

─►───────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

  ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

   └──┬─ PREfix ─┬─ is ─┬─ prefix ─┬──┘

      └─ SUFfix ─┘      ├─ suffix ─┤

                        └─ NULl ───┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►◄

   └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ LANguage is language ─┬─────────────────────┬─┘

     └─ EXClude ───┘                        └─ TEXt is user-text ─┘   DISPLAY/PUNCH RECORD (REPORT)

 (TRANSACTION) statement (for a single record) 

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬──┬─ RECord ──────┬─ name is record-name ─────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘  ├─ REPort ──────┤

                  └─ TRAnsaction ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ──┘

  ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴─────────────────►

    │                  ┌───────────────────────────────┐ │

    └─┬─ WITh ──────┬──▼─┬─ ALL ─────────────────────┬─┴─┘

      ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤    ├─ ALL COMment TYPes ───────┤

      └─ WITHOut ───┘    ├─ ATTRibutes ──────────────┤

                         ├─ COBol ───────────────────┤

                         ├─ COMments ────────────────┤

                         ├─ DEFinitions ─────────────┤

                         ├─ CULprit headers ─────────┤

                         ├─ DETails ─────────────────┤

                         ├─ ELements ────────────────┤

                         ├─ FILes ───────────────────┤

                         ├─ HIStory ─────────────────┤

                         ├─ MAPs ────────────────────┤

                         ├─ NONe ────────────────────┤

                         ├─ OLQ headers ─────────────┤

                         ├─ PICture OVErrides ───────┤

                         ├─ PROgrams ────────────────┤

                         ├─ RECELems ────────────────┤

                         ├─ RECords ─────────────────┤

                         ├─ REPorts ─────────────────┤
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                         ├─ SAMe AS ─────────────────┤

                         ├─ SCHemas ─────────────────┤

                         ├─ SUBOrdinate ELements ────┤

                         ├─ SUBSChemas ──────────────┤

                         ├─ SYNonyms ────────────────┤

                         ├─ TRAnsactions ────────────┤

                         ├─ USErs ───────────────────┤

                         ├─┬─ USEr DEFINED COMments ─┤

                         │ └─ UDCs ──────────────────┤

                         ├─┬─ USEr DEFINED NESts ─┬──┤

                         │ └─ UDNs ───────────────┘  │

                         ├─ VIEws ───────────────────┤

                         └─ WHEre USED ──────────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘

   DISPLAY/PUNCH RECORD (REPORT) (TRANSACTION) statement (for multiple records) 

►►─── DISplay ──┬─ ALL ──────────────────────────┬──┬─ RECords ──────┬────────►

                └─┬─ FIRst ─┬─┬─ 1 ◄ ──────────┬─┘  ├─ REPorts ──────┤

                  ├─ NEXt ──┤ └─ entity-count ─┘    └─ TRAnsactions ─┘

                  ├─ LASt ──┤

                  └─ PRIor ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ WHEre conditional-expression ──┘

(for complete conditional-expression syntax, see WHERE clause)

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ BY ─┬─ SET ◄ ─┬─┘

          └─ AREa ──┘
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 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬──┬─────────────┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘  └─ RECursive ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘  

Parameters

• RECord/REPort/TRAnsaction name is record-name
Identifies a new record (report, transaction) to be established in the dictionary, or an existing record to be modified,
replaced, deleted, displayed, or punched. Record-name must be a 1- through 32-character alphanumeric value.
The combination of the record name and version number must be unique in the dictionary; that is, it must not duplicate
the primary or synonym name of an existing record, report, or transaction.

• ENTIty type is RECord/REPort/TRAnsaction
Changes the entity-type name to RECORD, REPORT, or TRANSACTION. This clause is meaningful only with a
MODIFY statement.

• SAMe AS RECord/REPort/TRAnsaction record-name
Copies all entries associated with the specified record occurrence, with the exception of the NAME, WITHIN FILE,
RECORD NAME SYNONYM and associated options, ELEMENT NAME SYNONYM, INDEXED BY FOR RECORD
SYNONYM, and VIEW ID specifications.

• NEW NAMe is new-record-name
Specifies a new name for the requested record. This clause changes the name of the record occurrence only; it does
not alter or delete any relationships in which the record participates. Subsequent references to the record must specify
the new name. New-record-name must be a 1- through 32-character alphanumeric value. The combination of the new
record name and version number must not duplicate that of an existing record, report, transaction, or synonym in the
dictionary. If the requested record participates in a schema, the NEW NAME clause is not valid.

• NEW Version is new-version/NEXt HIGhest/NEXt LOWest
Specifies a new version number for the named record. The combination of the record name and new version number
must not duplicate that of an existing record, report, transaction, or synonym in the dictionary.

• RECord/REPort/TRAnsaction STOrage is storage-indicator
Documents the named record's storage medium or method; for example, tape or disk. Storage-indicator must be a 1-
through 16-character alphanumeric value.

• FORmat is
Specifies the format to be assigned to every element that participates in the named record-element structure.
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NOTE
This specification applies only to elements that are included in the named record by means of the RECORD
ELEMENT substatement.

• PRIMary
Specifies that the primary format is to be used.

• alternate-format-keyword
Specifies that an alternative format is to be used. Alternate-format-keyword must reference a valid alternative picture
keyword as defined in the SET OPTIONS statement. If an element within the record does not have a corresponding
alternative format, the DDDL compiler assigns the primary format to that element. For further discussion of alternative
formats, see ELEMENT, earlier in this section. Also see SET OPTIONS Statement.

• OCCurrences are occurrence-count
Specifies the actual or estimated number of times the record will occur in files or databases. Occurrence-count must be
in the range 0 through 2,147,483,647. This clause is documentation only.

• WITHIN FILE file-name
Associates (INCLUDE) or disassociates (EXCLUDE) a file in which the named record occurs. File-name must be the
primary name of an existing file. This clause creates a record-synonym/for-file-synonym relationship between the
primary record synonym and primary file synonym established by means of the FOR FILE SYNONYM parameter
(described below). WITHIN FILE is documentation only. The KEY parameter is not valid with EXCLUDE.

• KEY is element-name
Specifies that the named record is sequenced on keys within the file. Element-name specifies the names of fields to
be used for sort control; the specified element need not participate in the named record. Each record definition can
include up to five KEY parameters.

• ASCending
Specifies that the records in the file are sorted by element-name in sequence from lowest to highest value.

• DEScending
Specifies that the records in the file are sorted by element-name in sequence from highest to lowest value.

• LANguage/MODe/class-name is attribute-name
Relates the named record to the named attribute by means of the specified class. The following considerations apply if
the LANGUAGE or MODE class is specified:
– LANGUAGE identifies the language of programs in which the named record will be used. If LANGUAGE is

specified, attribute-name must identify an existing attribute within the LANGUAGE class.
– MODE identifies the operating mode of programs in which the named record will be used.
For additional rules pertaining to this clause, see Attribute/Entity Relationships.

• RECord/REPort/TRAnsaction NAMe synonym is
Establishes (INCLUDE) or removes (EXCLUDE) a synonym (alternative name) for the record or modifies an existing
synonym. When a record is added to the dictionary, the DDDL compiler builds a record synonym using the record's
primary name and version number. This synonym is known as the primary record synonym. Any number of synonyms
can be defined for the primary record synonym. If EXCLUDE is specified, only the RECORD NAME SYNONYM
parameter is valid.

• record-synonym
Specifies the 1- through 32-character name of a record synonym or the primary record name. If the optional VERSION
parameter is not specified, the DDDL compiler uses the default version number established in the SET OPTIONS
statement DEFAULT FOR EXISTING VERSION clause; if no record synonym exists with the default existing version,
the DDDL compiler uses the default version number established in the SET OPTIONS statement DEFAULT FOR NEW
VERSION clause.

• FOR FILe synonym file-synonym
Associates (INCLUDE) the primary file or file synonym with, or disassociates it from (EXCLUDE), the record synonym.
In the IDMS COBOL environment, this relationship determines which record synonyms are copied into a program
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when the DMLC precompiler performs an FD COPY function. In the Culprit environment, this relationship determines
which record synonyms are associated with the Culprit file.

• PREfix/SUFfix is prefix/suffix/NULl
Specifies a prefix or suffix for use with all elements that participate in the named record-element structure or removes
an existing prefix or suffix. The specified prefix or suffix does not become part of the record synonym. However, the
DDDL compiler adds the prefix/suffix to the beginning/end of the element or element synonym to form the record-
specific element synonym. Prefix/suffix must be a 1- to 10-character value. The combined length of the element name
and the prefix or suffix must not exceed 32 characters. If the resulting element-synonym name exceeds 32 characters,
the DDDL compiler truncates the element name before adding the prefix or suffix.

• LANguage is language
Associates a language defined as an attribute of the LANGUAGE class with, or disassociates it from, the record
synonym. The DML precompilers use the LANGUAGE specification to determine the correct record synonyms to be
copied into programs written in various languages.

• WITh/ALSo WITh/WITHOut
Includes or excludes the specified options when the named record is displayed or punched. Detailed information for
each DISPLAY/PUNCH option is under SET OPTIONS Syntax. The options that are listed below present special
considerations for this entity type.

• DETails
Includes the DESCRIPTION, RECORD STORAGE, FORMAT, OCCURRENCES, VIEW ID, and RECORD LENGTH
(displayed as comments) specifications.

• ELements
Includes the specifications that describe the record-element format. ELEMENTS displays the names of record
elements that are not subordinate to any other elements. To exclude elements from the display, specify WITHOUT
ELEMENTS.

• RECords
Includes all user-defined nests defined for the named record.

• REPorts
Includes all user-defined nests defined for the named report.

• TRAnsactions
Includes all user-defined nests defined for the named transaction.

• COBol
Includes all COBOL format record elements associated with the named record. Note that ELEMENTS is the overriding
option if a display of both ELEMENTS and COBOL is requested.

• RECELems
Includes all COBOL format record elements associated with the named record. RECELEMS displays only the record-
element name; the names and version numbers of the elements that participate in the record are not displayed. Note
that ELEMENTS is the overriding option if a display of both ELEMENTS and RECELEMS is requested.

• SUBOrdinate ELements
Includes subordinate elements. SUBORDINATE ELEMENTS is valid only with the RECORD ELEMENT format; to
display or punch a COBOL format, specify the DISPLAY WITH COBOL option. To exclude subordinate elements from
the display, specify WITH ELEMENTS PICTURE OVERRIDES WITHOUT SUBORDINATE ELEMENTS.

• VIEws
Includes subschema or IDD views.

• SYNonyms
Includes all synonyms associated with the record. Specify SYNONYMS to display programs, schemas, subschemas,
and maps that are connected to the record synonym. For example, to display the programs with which the
CUSTOMER record is associated, specify DISPLAY RECORD CUSTOMER WITH PROGRAMS SYNONYMS.

• PICture OVErrides
Includes element picture definitions for the record, including the start position of the element within the record and the
length of the element, in bytes.

Usage
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Restrictions on the RECORD statement

The following restrictions apply to the RECORD statement:

• If the SET OPTIONS statement specifies SECURITY FOR IDD IS ON, the user must be assigned the proper authority
to issue RECORD statements.

• Records that participate in schemas require special consideration when they are deleted or replaced. Records that
participate in schemas cannot be deleted by the DDDL compiler; documentation entries can, however, be submitted.
Within records that participate in schemas, record elements can be replaced by one or more record elements;
optionally, one or more record elements that follow the replaced record elements in the record structure can be
removed. The following considerations apply:
– To modify record elements, use the RECORD ELEMENT substatement, described later in this section. It is

recommended that the LINE option be used to accurately position the record element.
– The primary replacement record element must have the same RECORD ELEMENT NAME as the original record

element; however, a different version number is valid.
– After issuing the REPLACE command for a particular record element, the user can insert or remove record

elements immediately following the replaced record element, subject to the length restrictions described below.
– Record elements to be inserted into the record structure following the replacement record elements must be

previously defined in the dictionary.
– The record elements to be replaced cannot be defined as the schema control field (CALC-key, sorted set key, or

index set key), nor can they contain a subordinate element defined as the schema control field.
– The total length of the replacement record elements must equal the length of the element being replaced. The

logical position of the elements following the replaced element cannot be altered; the overall record length cannot
be changed. When the DDDL compiler detects a change in the replacement record length, it rejects the request;
the compiler restores the original elements in the record, removes replacement elements, and displays an error
message.

– A filler field (RECORD ELEMENT IS 'FIL nnnn') can be replaced by any element previously defined in the dictionary.
– Elements defined as COBOL level-88 items (USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME) can be inserted, replaced, or removed

from the record structure without restriction.
• Records that participate in maps can be modified; the following considerations apply:

– To modify record elements, use the RECORD ELEMENT substatement, described later in this section. It is
recommended that the LINE option be used to accurately position the record element.

– When a REPLACE RECORD ELEMENT command specifies that the length of the replacement elements is equal to
the length of the original element, the DDDL compiler removes the original element from the record and inserts the
new elements in its place. Recompilation of maps in which the record participates and programs that use the maps
is not necessary.

– When a record element is removed from or inserted into the record structure, or is replaced with a record element of
unequal length, the DDDL compiler updates the record and flags the maps and programs associated with the record
for recompilation.

– Record elements and group record elements with subordinate record elements that are identified as map fields
cannot be removed from or replaced in the record. The same restriction applies to record elements that are the
object of the following statements that implicitly remove or replace record elements: REMOVE/REBUILD/REPLACE
RECORD ELEMENTS, REMOVE ALL, and COBOL.

– An occurrence count for a multiply-occurring record element cannot be decreased if it makes a field in a map
obsolete. For example, a MODIFY RECORD statement followed by a RECORD ELEMENT substatement that
specifies OCCURS 11 TIMES produces an error if the 12th occurrence of the field was mapped.

– A record synonym that participates in a map cannot be excluded.
– Modifications to the RECORD statement clauses listed in the following table may necessitate regeneration of all

maps in which the record participates and, in some cases, recompilation of the programs that use those maps.
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To obtain a list of such programs, issue a DISPLAY MAP statement for each map in which the named record
participates; the output lists the programs compiled against that map.

– Elements defined as COBOL level-88 items (USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME) can be inserted, replaced, or removed
from the record structure without restriction.

Regenerate and recompile requirements

Modified RECORD clause Map regeneration required? Program recompilation required?
BLANK WHEN ZERO NO NO
CODE TABLE YES NO
COMMENTS/DEFINITION NO NO
EDIT NO NO
EDIT TABLE YES NO
ELEMENT NAME SYNONYM NO NO
EXTERNAL PICTURE YES NO
INDEX KEY NO NO
INDEXED BY NO NO
JUSTIFY NO NO
NEW RECORD NAME/VERSION NO NO
OCCURS YES YES
OCCURS DEPENDING ON name NO NO
PICTURE YES YES
REMOVE RECORD ELEMENT YES1 YES1
REPLACE RECORD ELEMENT YES1 YES1
ADD RECORD ELEMENT YES1 YES1
RECORD NAME
SYNONYM PREFIX/SUFFIX

NO NO

REDEFINES YES YES
SIGN YES YES
SYNC/NOSYNC NO NO
USAGE YES YES
VALUE NO NO

NOTE
1 Only necessary if displacements are affected

If you specify REPLACE

If you specify REPLACE, the DDDL compiler initializes to defaults and/or excludes the following clauses:
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• DESCRIPTION
• USER REGISTERED FOR
• PUBLIC ACCESS
• STORAGE
• FORMAT
• OCCURRENCES
• WITHIN FILE
• COMMENTS/DEFINITIONS/OLQ HEADER/CULPRIT HEADER/ comment-key
• ATTRIBUTES
• RECORD SYNONYMS (except as noted below)
• RECORD ELEMENT
• VIEW
• PREFIX/SUFFIX
• Related records, reports, transactions
• LANGUAGE

The following relationships are not affected:

• Primary record synonyms
• Records to which the named record is related
• Programs that have copied or access the named record
• Map records associated with the named record
• Record synonyms that are copied or accessed by programs or maps or that have not been built by the DDDL compiler

Record synonyms (sites using IDMS SQL)

If the language specified is SQL, no other record synonym associated with the record may have a language of SQL
associated. The language of SQL is associated with record synonyms to be used (at sites with IDMS SQL) in SQL to
access non-SQL databases.

Displaying records

If you display a record:

• WITH ELEMENTS -- the names of record elements that are not subordinate to any other elements are displayed
• WITH ELEMENTS ALSO WITH SUBORDINATE ELEMENTS -- the names of subordinate record elements are

displayed
• WITH ELEMENTS ALSO WITH PICTURE OVERRIDES -- the element definitions for the specified record are

displayed, including: the start position of the element within the record and the length of the element, in bytes

NOTE
The message RECORD CONTAINS CRITICAL ERRORS applies only to Broadcom products and appears
when you display any record, report, or transaction that contains a critical error (for example, a record or record
element with a length of 0).

If WITHOUT PICTURE OVERRIDES is specified

If WITHOUT PICTURE OVERRIDES is requested, the displayed output includes the record elements, subordinate
elements, element synonyms, and all information that can be specified only at the record-element or subordinate-record-
element level rather than in the element definition (for example, SYNC, OCCURS, INDEXED BY, and INDEX KEY). The
LINE IS, SUBORDINATE ELEMENT REDEFINES, and SUBORDINATE ELEMENT OCCURS specifications and picture-
related information are excluded from the display.

This option is useful in an online environment for rebuilding a record, modifying portions of a record, or building a new
record, as follows:
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• To rebuild a record, issue a DISPLAY request, specifying the WITHOUT PICTURE OVERRIDES, WITHOUT
SYNONYMS, VERB IS MODIFY, and AS SYNTAX options. Insert a REMOVE ALL substatement immediately following
the MODIFY RECORD statement. Resubmit the displayed definition to the DDDL compiler, which rebuilds the record
as if it were performing an ADD operation (using the current element definitions to build the record-element structure).
The displayed record definition can be replaced by specifying the VERB IS REPLACE parameter on the DISPLAY/
PUNCH request.

• To rebuild portions of a record, issue a DISPLAY request, specifying the WITHOUT PICTURE OVERRIDES, VERB IS
MODIFY, and AS SYNTAX options. Specify the REPLACE option for each displayed record element to be changed.
Resubmit the displayed definition to the DDDL compiler. The DDDL compiler uses the current definition of each
element named in the record (for which REPLACE has been specified) to rebuild the record.

• To build a new record using an existing element structure, issue a DISPLAY request, specifying the WITHOUT
PICTURE OVERRIDES and AS SYNTAX options. Supply the new record name and/or version number, and resubmit
the record definition to the DDDL compiler. The DDDL compiler uses the picture-related information and group-to-
subordinate-element structure from the current definition of each element named in the record to build the new record.

NOTE
If a subordinate record element is defined with both a REDEFINES and an OCCURS clause, the REDEFINES
specification is supplied from the element and the OCCURS specification is supplied from the subordinate
record element when the record is built or rebuilt.

Example 1

This example shows:

1. Definition of two elements
2. Definition of a group element
3. Association of the group element with a record
4. Display of the entire record

1) Defining elements

The following two ADD ELEMENT statements establish the elements CUSTOMER-NUMBER and CUSTOMER-NAME
in the dictionary. Element names are used when the elements appear with the record having the primary record name.
Element synonyms provide language-specific names.

add element name is customer-number version is 1

    element synonym is customer_number for group synonym customer_group

    element synonym is custnum for group synonym custgrup

    element synonym is custno for group synonym custgp

        picture is 9(6)

        .

add element name is customer-name version is 1

    element synonym is customer_name for group synonym customer_group

    element synonym is custname for group synonym custgrup

    element synonym is custnm for group synonym custgp

        picture is x(30)

        .

2) Defining a group element

The following ADD ELEMENT statement establishes the group element CUSTOMER-GROUP. The SUBORDINATE
ELEMENT clause incorporates the elements CUSTOMER-NAME and CUSTOMER-NUMBER. ELEMENT SYNONYM
clauses are used to establish a connection between the ELEMENT definition and a RECORD definition.

add element name is customer-group version is 1

    element synonym is customer_group for group synonym customer_record
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    element synonym is custgrup for group synonym custrecd

    element synonym is custgp for group synonym custrc

    subordinate elements are

 customer-number version is 1

 customer-name version is 1

        .

3) Associating the group element with a record

The following ADD RECORD statement adds the record CUSTOMER-RECORD to the dictionary and includes the group
element CUSTOMER-GROUP.

The DDDL compiler compares the record synonyms with the group synonyms in the element definition. When a match is
found, the element synonym associated with that group synonym is automatically copied into the record for that record
synonym.

add record name is customer-record version is 1

    record name synonym is customer_record version 1

    record name synonym is custrecd version 1

    record name synonym is custrc version 1.

    record element is customer-group.

4) Displaying the record

The following DISPLAY RECORD statement displays the CUSTOMER-RECORD structure defined in steps 1 through 3.

display record customer-record.

*+ add

*+ record name is customer-record version is 1

*+     date created is      mm/dd/yy

*+     prepared by mjj

*+     record length is 36

*+     record name synonym is customer-record version 1

*+     record name synonym is customer_record version 1

*+     record name synonym is custrecd version 1

*+     record name synonym is custrc version 1

*+     .

*+     record element is customer-group version 1 line is 000100

*+     level number is 02

*+     usage is display

*+     element name synonym for record synonym customer_record version 1 is

*+           customer_group

*+     element name synonym for record synonym custrecd version 1 is custgrup

*+     element name synonym for record synonym custrc version 1 is custgp

*+     .

*+     subordinate element is customer-number version 1 line is 000200

*+     level number is 03

*+     picture is 9(6) usage is display

*+     element name synonym for record synonym customer_record version 1 is

*+           customer_number

*+     element name synonym for record synonym custrecd version 1 is custnum

*+     element name synonym for record synonym custrc version 1 is custno

*+     .

*+     subordinate element is customer-name version 1 line is 000300

*+     level number is 03

*+     picture is x(30) usage is display
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*+     element name synonym for record synonym customer_record version 1 is

*+           customer_name

*+     element name synonym for record synonym custrecd version 1 is custname

*+     element name synonym for record synonym custrc version 1 is custnm

*+     .

Example 2

The following example illustrates the modification of a record that participates in a schema. It shows:

1. The original record layout
2. The DDDL statements that modify the record
3. The final record layout

1) The original record layout

The CUSTOMER record has been previously defined in the dictionary. The length of CUST-ADDRESS is 40 bytes.

NOTE
The COBOL layout and version numbers of the elements are for illustrative purposes only. Each of these
elements must be defined in the dictionary using RECORD ELEMENT syntax.

Line Num Record Element

 100   05  cust-number              ver 1   pic x(10).

 200   05  cust-name                ver 1   pic x(20).

 300   05  cust-ssn                 ver 1   pic x(09).

 400   05  cust-address             ver 1.

 500       10  cust-addr1           ver 1   pic x(20).

 600       10  cust-addr2           ver 1.

 700           15  cust-city        ver 1   pic x(15).

 800           15  cust-zip-code    ver 1   pic x(05).

 900           15  cust-zipcode     ver 1   redefines cust-zip-code

                                            pic 9(05).

1000   05  filler                           pic x(05).

1100   05  cust-credit              ver 1   pic x(03).

1200       88  cust-credit-exec     ver 1              value 'aaa'.

1300       88  cust-credit-good     ver 1              value '   '.

1400       88  cust-credit-poor     ver 1              value 'xxx'.

1500   05  cust-sales-info          ver 1.

1600       10  cust-sales-qtr       ver 1   occurs 4  indexed by cuix.

1700       10  cust-num-sales       ver 1   pic 9(05) comp-3.

1800       10  cust-amt-sales       ver 1   pic 9(07) comp-3.

1900   05  filler                           pic x(03).

The user defines four new elements in the dictionary, using the DDDL compiler. The length of CUST-ADDRESS
VERSION 2 is 44 bytes:

NOTE
The COBOL layout and version numbers of the elements are for illustrative purposes only. Each of these
elements must be defined in the dictionary using RECORD ELEMENT syntax.

 Record Element

       05  cust-nr-numeric          ver 1   pic 9(10).

       05  cust-ssn                 ver 2.
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           10  cust-ssn-3           ver 1   pic x(03).

           10  cust-ssn-2           ver 1   pic x(02).

           10  cust-ssn-4           ver 1   pic x(04).

           88  cust-credit-unkn     ver 1          value'unk'.

       05  cust-address             ver 2.

           10  cust-street          ver 1   pic x(20).

           10  cust-addr2           ver 2.

               15  cust-city        ver 2   pic x(13).

               15  cust-state       ver 1   pic x(02).

               15  cust-zip-code    ver 2.

                   20  filler               pic x(04).

                   20  cust-zip-5   ver 1   pic x(05).

               15  cust-zipcode     ver 2   redefines

                   cust-zip-code    ver 2   pic 9(09).

2) The DDDL statements that modify the record

The user issues a MODIFY RECORD command and RECORD ELEMENT substatements to the DDDL compiler to place
the newly defined elements into the CUSTOMER record.

CUST-NUMBER is replaced by the new element definition CUST-NR-NUMERIC.

replace record customer.

    replace record element cust-number   version 1    line 100 .

        record element cust-nr-numeric   version 1    line 110

            redefines cust-number .

CUST-SSN and CUST-ADDRESS are replaced using a new element with the same name but a different version number.
Because CUST-ADDRESS VERSION 2 is four bytes longer than VERSION 1, a new one-byte filler field is inserted
following CUST-ADDRESS, and the original five-byte filler field is removed. A new COBOL level-88 item is inserted.

        replace record element cust-ssn     version 2 line 300 .

        replace record element cust-address version 2 line 400 .

                record element 'fil 0001'          line 910 .

        remove record element 'fil 0005'           line 1000 .

                record element cust-credit-unkn       line 1110 .

3) The final record layout

The record elements associated with the newly modified CUSTOMER record are shown below. The schema definition is
automatically adjusted to reflect the changes.

Line Num Record Element

 100   05  cust-number              ver 1   pic x(10).

 200   05  cust-nr-numeric          ver 1   redefines cust-number

                                            pic 9(10).

 300   05  cust-name                ver 1   pic x(20).

 400   05  cust-ssn                 ver 2.
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 500       10  cust-ssn-3           ver 1   pic x(03).

 600       10  cust-ssn-2           ver 1   pic x(02).

 700       10  cust-ssn-4           ver 1   pic x(04).

 800   05  cust-address             ver 2.

 900       10  cust-street          ver 1   pic x(20).

1000       10  cust-addr2           ver 2.

1100           15  cust-city        ver 2   pic x(13).

1200           15  cust-state       ver 1   pic x(02).

1300           15  cust-zip-code    ver 2.

1400               20  filler               pic x(04).

1500               20  cust-zip-5   ver 1   pic x(05).

1600           15  cust-zipcode     ver 2   redefines

                   cust-zip-code    ver 2   pic 9(09).

1700   05  filler                           pic x(01).

1800   05  cust-credit              ver 1   pic x(03).

1900       88  cust-credit-unkn     ver 1              value 'unk'.

2000       88  cust-credit-exec     ver 1              value 'aaa'.

2100       88  cust-credit-good     ver 1              value '   '.

2200       88  cust-credit-poor     ver 1              value 'xxx'.

2300   05  cust-sales-info          ver 1.

2400       10  cust-sales-qtr       ver 1   occurs 4  indexed by cuix.

2500       10  cust-num-sales       ver 1   pic 9(05) comp-3.

2600       10  cust-amt-sales       ver 1   pic 9(07) comp-3.

2700   05  filler                           pic x(03).

Syntax and parameter descriptions for the RECORD ELEMENT, COBOL, REMOVE ALL, and VIEW substatements, and
the DISPLAY/PUNCH RECORD SYNONYM statement follow.

RECORD ELEMENT Substatement

RECORD ELEMENT substatements associate existing elements with records and update existing record-element
structures. To include an element within a record-element structure, specify a RECORD statement followed by the
keywords RECORD ELEMENT. After the RECORD ELEMENT identification, enter optional clauses that define record-
specific characteristics for the element.

Syntax

RECORD ELEMENT substatement

►►─┬───────────┬─ RECord ELEment is element-name ─────────────────────────────►─

   ├─ REMove ──┤

   └─ REPlace ─┘

─►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──┬───────────────────────┬───────────►─

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘  └─ LINe is line-number ─┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

─►── SUBordinate ELement is element-name ─┬────────────────────────────────┬──►─

                                          └ Version is ─┬ version-number ─┬┘

                                                        ├ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                        └ LOWest ─────────┘

─►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►
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   └─ LINe is line-number ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ ELement name SYNonym is element-synonym ────────────────────────────────

─►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

   └ FOR RECord synonym record-synonym ┬─────────────────────────────────┬──┘

                                       └ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬┘

                                                     ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                     └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ PICture is ─┬─ picture ─┬─┘

                  ├─ NULL ────┤

                  └─ BUILT ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ USAge is ─┬─ DISplay ──────────────┬─┘

                ├─┬─ COMPUTATIONAL ───┬──┤

                │ ├─ COMP ────────────┤  │

                │ ├─ COMPUTATIONAL-4 ─┤  │

                │ ├─ COMP-4 ──────────┤  │

                │ └─ BINary ──────────┘  │

                ├─┬─ COMPUTATIONAL-1 ─┬──┤

                │ ├─ COMP-1 ──────────┤  │

                │ └─ SHOrt-point ─────┘  │

                ├─┬─ COMPUTATIONAL-2 ─┬──┤

                │ ├─ COMP-2 ──────────┤  │

                │ └─ LONg-point ──────┘  │

                ├─┬─ COMPUTATIONAL-3 ─┬──┤

                │ ├─ COMP-3 ──────────┤  │

                │ └─ PACked ──────────┘  │

                ├─ POInter ──────────────┤

                ├─ BIT ──────────────────┤

                └┬ CONdition-name ┬──────┘

                 └─ SQLBINARY ────┘       

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ REDefines ─┬─ element-name ─┬─┘

                 ├─ * ────────────┤

                 └─ NULl ─────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ VALues ─┬─ is ──┬─┬───────┬─────────────────────────────

     └─ EXClude ───┘          └─ are ─┘ └─ ALL ─┘

─►─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──►

        ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐      │

  ─┬───┬▼─┬ initial-value ──┬┬────────────────────────────────────┬─┴┬───┬─┘

   └ ( ┘  └ condition-value ┘└─ THRu ─┬───────┬─ condition-value ─┘  └ ) ┘

                                      └─ ALL ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►
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   └─ EXClude ALL VALues ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ OCCurs ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

─►─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────►

  ─┬─ occurrence-count times ────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

   ├─ occurrence-count times DEPending on control-element-name ──────┤

   ├─ 0 TO occurrence-count times DEPending on control-element-name ─┤

   └─ NULl ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────►

   └─ INDexed by ─┬─ index-element-name ───────────────────────────────┬─┘

                  │     ┌──────────────────────┐                       │

                  ├─ ( ─▼─ index-element-name ─┴─ ) ───────────────────┤

                  ├─ NULl ─────────────────────────────────────────────┤

                  └─ FOR RECord synonym record-synonym-specification ──┘

(expanded record-synonym-specification syntax follows this syntax diagram)

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──►

   └─ INDex KEY is ─┬─ index-element-name ─┬─ ASCending ──┬──────────────┬─┘

                    │                      └─ DEScending ─┘              │

                    │      ┌───────────────────────────────────────┐     │

                    ├┬───┬─▼─ index-element-name ─┬─ ASCending ──┬─┴┬───┬┤

                    │└─(─┘                        └─ DEScending ─┘  └─)─┘│

                    └─ NULl ─────────────────────────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ SYNC ────┤

   └─ NO SYNC ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ JUStify is ─┬─ ON ──┬─┘

                  └─ OFF ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ BLAnk when ZERo is ─┬─ ON ──┬─┘

                          └─ OFF ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────►

   └─ SIGn is ─┬─ NULl ──────────────────────────────────┬─┘

               └─┬─ LEAding ──┬─┬──────────────────────┬─┘

                 └─ TRAiling ─┘ └─ SEParate character ─┘

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴────────►

     │                              ┌────────────────────┐         │

     └─ EDIt ─┬─ COMments ───────┬──▼─ edit-instruction ─┴─ QUIT ──┘

              ├─ DEFinitions ────┤

              ├─ OLQ header ─────┤

              ├─ CULprit header ─┤

              └─ comment-key ────┘
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   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴─────────────────────►

     └─┬─ COMments ───────┬─ is ─┬─ NULl ───────────┬─┘

       ├─ DEFinitions ────┤      └─ comment-text ───┘

       ├─ OLQ header ─────┤

       ├─ CULprit header ─┤

       └─ comment-key ────┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ EDIT ─┬─ VALid ◄ ─┬─ TABle is ────────────────────────

       └─ EXClude ───┘        └─ INValid ─┘

  ───────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►─────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴────────────────────────────────►

  ─┬─ LISt ──────────────────────────────┬─┘

   │     ┌─────────────────────────┐     │

   ├─ ( ─▼─ value ┬──────────────┬─┴─ ) ─┤

   │              └─ THRu value ─┘       │

   └─ NULl ──────────────────────────────┘

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┴─►

     └┬ INClude ◄ ┬ CODe TABle is ┬ LISt ────────────────────────────────┬─┘

      └ EXClude ──┘               │    ┌─────────────────────────────┐   │

                                  ├ ( ─▼─ encode-value decode-value ┴ )─┤

                                  └ NULl ────────────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ EXTernal PICture is ─┬─ picture ─┬─┘

                           └─ NULl ────┘ Expansion ofrecord-synonym-specification 

►►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ record-synonym-name ─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────

                           └─ Version is ─┬ version-number ┬──┘

                                          ├ HIGhest ───────┤

                                          └ LOWest ────────┘

─►───────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►◄

  ─── is ─┬─ index-element-name ───────────┬─┘

          │     ┌─────────────────────┐    │

          ├─ ( ─▼─ index-element-name ┴─ )─┤

          └─ NULl ─────────────────────────┘ 

Parameters

• RECord ELEment is element-name
Specifies the element that is the object of the RECORD ELEMENT substatement. Element-name must be the primary
name of an existing element; the named element must be the highest level element within a record (usually an 02
level), or a level-88 item. If the named element is not in the record-element structure, the DDDL compiler adds the
existing element definition and any record-specific characteristics to the end of the record-element structure. If the
optional LINE parameter (described below) is not specified, the element definition is placed at the end of the record-
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element structure. If the named element already participates in the record-element structure, the DDDL compiler
modifies the record-element definition based on the optional clauses specified.

• LINe is line-n
Qualifies nonunique record-element names or specifies where the DDDL compiler is to insert a new element definition
in the record-element structure. Line-n must be an integer in the range 1 through 999,999.
This parameter must be specified unless the requested record element is the first nonunique element within the
structure. Following compilation of the RECORD statement, the DDDL compiler assigns sequence numbers to all
record elements; the default sequence number specified in the SET OPTIONS statement SEQUENCE clause is the
starting and increment value. The assigned numbers appear on record reports and in DISPLAY/PUNCH output. If the
LINE parameter in a MODIFY RECORD RECORD ELEMENT statement references the line number of an existing
record element, but that element has a different name than the requested record element, the DDDL compiler issues
an error message, unless the REPLACE parameter has been specified.

NOTE
If you do not specify a LINE clause in a RECORD ELEMENT substatement (one that doesn't use REPLACE
or REMOVE) the compiler adds the record element to the end of the record definition.

• REMove/REPlace
Deletes or replaces the specified record element and its subordinate elements. If REMOVE or REPLACE is specified,
element-name must match the name of an element in the named record-element structure.

• SUBordinate ELement is element-name
Identifies an existing subordinate element that is to be modified for use within the named record-element structure. All
clauses between this substatement and another SUBORDINATE ELEMENT or RECORD ELEMENT substatement
apply to the named subordinate element or level-88 item.

NOTE
The SUBORDINATE ELEMENT specification is used to change record-element characteristics such as
picture and usage; it is not used to create group-element/subordinate-element structures. These structures
must be defined by means of the ELEMENT entity statement (described under ELEMENT, earlier in this
section).

• ELement name SYNonym is element-synonym
Establishes a synonym (alternative name) for the element when it participates in the named record-element structure.
Element-synonym is the 1- to 32-character synonym name. If this clause appears following a SUBORDINATE
ELEMENT substatement, the synonym is associated with the subordinate element.
This clause can be coded once for each synonym to be associated with the named record. Any prefix or suffix defined
for the record synonym with which the element synonym is associated will be appended to the element-synonym
name.

• FOR RECord synonym record-synonym-specification
Associates the element (or subordinate element) synonym with the designated record synonym.

NOTE
If the FOR RECORD SYNONYM clause is not specified, the named record element (or subordinate element)
is associated with the primary record synonym only.

• PICture is
Specifies a record-specific PICTURE clause for the record element or subordinate element.

• picture
Creates a record-specific PICTURE clause for the named record element. If the named record element is an
elementary element, picture becomes the record-specific picture for the element. If the named record element is a
group element, picture becomes the record-specific picture for the group element; the DDDL compiler removes from
the record any subordinate elements defined for the group.

NOTE
The maximum length of a record element (including its usage) is 32,767 characters.
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Picture must be a 1- through 30-character value that describes alphanumeric, alphabetic, numeric, or numeric-edited
data, as shown in the table under Usage.

• NULL
Removes a record-specific PICTURE clause from the named record element.

• BUILT
Creates an alphanumeric display PICTURE clause for the requested group record element. The DDDL compiler
deletes the subordinate elements from the group description and uses the combined lengths of all subordinate
elements in the group to form the group picture.

• USAge is
Specifies a record-specific USAGE clause for the named record element.

• DISplay
Alphabetic, alphanumeric, zoned decimal, edited, or display floating point

• COMPUTATIONAL
Binary; COMP, COMPUTATIONAL-4, COMP-4, and BINary are synonyms for COMPUTATIONAL.

• COMPUTATIONAL-1
Short-precision floating point; COMP-1 and SHOrt-point are synonyms for COMPUTATIONAL-1.

• COMPUTATIONAL-2
Long-precision floating point; COMP-2 and LONG-point are synonyms for COMPUTATIONAL-2.

• COMPUTATIONAL-3
Packed decimal; COMP-3 and PACked are synonyms for COMPUTATIONAL-3.

• POInter
Fullword address constant

• BIT
Bit string definition

• CONdition-name
COBOL level-88 item; the level number is generated by the DDDL compiler.

• SQLBINARY
An SQL BINARY data type; Identifies a fixed-length array of bytes and should be defined with PIC X(n) where n is
in the range 1 through 32,760. The maximum length of an element with a data type of SQL BINARY is limited by the
page size and the total length of other elements in the record.

• REDefines
Specifies a record-specific REDEFINES clause for the named record element. A redefined element (element-name
or the element referenced by *) cannot include an OCCURS clause; the element can, however, be subordinate to an
element with an OCCURS clause.

• element-name
Identifies the element being redefined. The specified element must be at the same level as the element that is the
object of the RECORD ELEMENT substatement and must immediately precede that element in the record-element
structure.

• *
Instructs the DDDL compiler to automatically redefine the previous element at the same level in the record-element
structure. The user need not specify the element name.

• NULl
Removes a previously established REDEFINES clause.

• VALue is/are ALL initial-value/condition-value THRu ALL condition-value
Specifies a record-specific VALUE clause for the named record element. Initial-value/condition-value specifies a value,
range of values, or a list of values assigned to a COBOL level-88 condition name. A list of values must be enclosed
in parentheses. Each value in the list must be separated from the next by a space or a comma. The value must be
a figurative constant, a numeric literal, or an alphanumeric literal enclosed in quotation marks; alphanumeric literals
cannot exceed 32 characters.
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The optional THRU parameter is valid only with COBOL condition names (level-88 items). To specify a new value
for a new or existing record element, first issue an EXCLUDE ALL VALUES clause. Note that if the SET OPTIONS
statement specifies DECIMAL-POINT IS COMMA and the VALUE clause specifies a numeric literal, periods (.) are
interpreted as insertion characters and commas (,) are interpreted as decimal points.

• EXClude ALL VALues
Removes all VALUE clauses associated with the named record element. This clause is required to remove existing
values.

• OCCurs
Specifies a record-specific OCCURS clause for the named record element.

• occurrence-count times
Specifies the number of times the element can occur within the record. Occurrence-count must be an integer in the
range 0 through 32,767.

• occurrence-count times/0 TO occurrence-count times DEPending on control-element-name
Defines a control element within the record, that determines the actual number of times the element will occur.
Occurrence-count must be an integer in the range 1 through 32,767. Control-element-name specifies a previously
defined field in the record; this field must be a halfword or fullword binary item if the record is to be used in a schema or
by ADS.

• NULL
Removes an existing OCCURS clause.

• INDexed by
Specifies one or more INDEXED BY clauses for the named multiply-occurring record element or record-element
synonym, or removes an existing INDEXED BY clause.
This clause applies only to records used in COBOL programs and can be specified once for each record element,
subordinate element, and record synonym associated with the element. Each specified index is prefixed or suffixed for
each record synonym associated with the record element.

NOTE
Within one INDEXED BY clause, the user can specify either a multiply-occurring record element or a record-
element synonym (the clause cannot contain both elements and synonyms).

• index-element-name
Specifies a 1- through 32-character index name that cannot duplicate an element or element-synonym name in the
record.

• NULl
Removes an existing INDEXED BY clause.

• FOR RECord synonym record-synonym is index-element-name/NULl
Specifies an INDEXED BY name for a record synonym associated with the record element.
Index-element-name is a 1- through 32-character index name that must not duplicate the name of an existing element
or element synonym in the record. Multiple index names must be enclosed in parentheses and separated by blanks.
The COBOL precompiler copies the specified index names into the program's DATA DIVISION as part of the COPY
IDMS function.
NULl removes an existing INDEXED BY clause.

• INDex KEY is
Specifies one or more record-specified index keys for a multiply-occurring group record element or a subordinate
record element. The INDEX KEY clause applies only to records used in COBOL programs. Only one INDEX KEY
clause can be specified for each record element or subordinate element.

• index-element-name
Identifies an elementary element that is subordinate to the associated element. Index-element-name must be the
primary name of the subordinate element; it cannot be a synonym. The specified element name is appended with a
prefix or suffix assigned to the record synonym associated with the element.

• ASCending/DEScending
Specifies the order of the subordinate elements within the multiply-occurring element.

• NULl
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Removes an existing INDEX KEY clause.
• SYNC/NO SYNC

Determines whether boundary alignment is to be defined for the named record element. The correct alignment is
determined by the USAGE specification. If the element's usage is COMP or COMP-4, the DDDL compiler issues a
warning message when the element is not on the proper boundary alignment. This clause is documentation only,
unless the COBOL precompiler is used to copy the record; in this case, the specified boundary alignment will be
applied by the COBOL precompiler. If the record element is copied into a schema, it causes a critical schema error.

• JUStify is
Supplies a justification specification for the named record element. The JUSTIFY clause applies only to records used
in COBOL programs.

• ON
Specifies that a COBOL JUSTIFIED clause is to be generated.

• OFF
Specifies that a COBOL JUSTIFIED clause is not to be generated.

• BLAnk when ZERo is
Supplies a BLANK WHEN ZERO specification for the named record element.

• ON
Specifies that blanks are automatically placed in the element when it contains all zeroes.

• OFF
Specifies that the element's value will not be changed when it contains all zeroes.

• SIGn is
Specifies whether the sign is to be removed from a numeric field or whether it is to appear in the leading or trailing
position.

• NULl
Removes existing sign specifications (for signed DISPLAY numeric fields only).

• LEAding/TRAiling
Places the sign in the leading or trailing position. If SEPARATE CHARACTER is specified, the sign will appear as a
separate byte.

• EDIt VALid/INValid TABle is
Specifies whether edit table values are to be listed, inserted, or removed (for DC/UCF tables only).

• LISt
Edit table values in the dictionary are listed on the Integrated Data Dictionary Activity List or in the online IDD work file.

• value THRu value
Inserts (INCLUDE) or removes (EXCLUDE) single values or ranges of values in the edit table. Each value can have a
maximum size of 34 characters. The specified values must be enclosed in parentheses; for example:
('A' 'C' 'F' 'H' 'R' THRU 'Z')

• NULl
All values are removed from the table.

• VALid/INValid
Specifies whether the edit table contains a list of valid or invalid values; the default is VALID.

• CODe TABle is
Specifies whether code table values are to be listed, inserted, or removed (for DC/UCF tables only). For the rules for
defining the values for edit and code tables, refer to the IDMS Reference section.

• LISt
Specifies that code table values that are in the dictionary are to be listed in pairs. The first value is the encoded value;
the second value is the decoded value.

• encode-value decode-value
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Specifies that pairs of values are inserted in the table. The first or encoded value can have a maximum size of 34
characters; the second or decoded value can have a maximum of 64 characters. Null values ('') and the keywords NOT
FOUND are also valid. The specified values must be enclosed in parentheses.

• NULl
Specifies that all values are removed from the table.

• EXTernal PICture is picture/NULl
Defines the display format for record-element data (picture) or removes an existing external picture specification
(NULL). The picture is available to all map fields that use the record element. For the rules for defining external
pictures, refer to the IDMS Reference section.

Usage

RECORD ELEMENT considerations

The following considerations apply to the RECORD ELEMENT substatement:

• A record element can have a maximum length of 32,767 characters.
• Any number of record elements can be associated with one record.
• Clauses in a RECORD ELEMENT substatement request the DDDL compiler to change the record-element structure;

the element definition in the dictionary remains unchanged.
• When MODIFY RECORD is specified and the named element exists, the DDDL compiler modifies only those portions

of the record element definition that are referenced by RECORD ELEMENT substatement clauses.
• When the requested record element is not in the record, the DDDL compiler adds the definition to the end of the

record.
• When a RECORD ELEMENT substatement names a group element, the DDDL compiler automatically copies all of the

group's subordinate elements into the definition.
• The RECORD ELEMENT substatement does not build group-to-subordinate-element relationships. These

relationships must be established using ELEMENT entity statements (see ELEMENT, earlier in this section.
• RECORD ELEMENT statements are used to define record elements as tables that are used by the DC/UCF mapping

facility for automatic editing and error handling. Tables defined by means of the RECORD ELEMENT substatement are
called built-in tables.
The TABLE statement (see TABLE, later in this section) is used to define stand-alone tables. For a complete
description of built-in and stand-alone tables, refer to the IDMS Reference section.

Adding a filler field to a record-element structure

To add a filler field to a record-element structure, specify RECORD ELEMENT IS 'FIL nnnn'. Nnnn is a 4-digit value that
represents the number of characters of filler; the specified value must be separated from the keyword FIL by one blank
and must contain leading zeros, if appropriate. For example, to generate the filler described as FILLER PIC X(7), specify
RECORD ELEMENT 'FIL 0007'.

If you specify REPLACE

The following considerations apply to the REPLACE option:

• If REPLACE RECORD ELEMENT is specified with no optional clauses, the DDDL compiler removes and rebuilds
the definition of the named record element from the current ELEMENT definition. Any record-specific modifications
that have been made to the named element must be respecified; record-specific modifications for each subordinate
element in a group must also be respecified.

• A record element that is replaced will be removed from any views in which it participates. The replacement record
element will not automatically be included in any views.

• If REPLACE is specified with a line number, the DDDL compiler replaces the contents of the specified line number,
whether or not the record element at that line has the same name as the element named in the REPLACE statement.
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NOTE
For information about using the REPLACE command to modify map-owned or schema-owned records, see
the previous discussion under RECORD Statement.

SUBORDINATE ELEMENT considerations

The following considerations apply to the SUBORDINATE ELEMENT clause:

• If no RECORD ELEMENT substatement has been specified, the search for the SUBORDINATE ELEMENT starts at
the beginning of the record.

• A SUBORDINATE ELEMENT substatement cannot reference an element at the highest level in the record. Use the
RECORD ELEMENT substatement to reference the highest level.

• Only one subordinate element can be referenced in each SUBORDINATE ELEMENT substatement.
• Multiple SUBORDINATE ELEMENT substatements must be specified in the order that the record elements appear

within the group or within the record if no RECORD ELEMENT substatement has been specified.
• Each RECORD ELEMENT substatement that references a group element can be followed by one SUBORDINATE

ELEMENT substatement for each subordinate element within the named group, and one or more of the optional
clauses described below.

Specifying a picture variable

Picture must be a 1- through 30-character value that describes the types of data shown in the following table.

Category Character Description
Alphanumeric data X Represents one alphanumeric character.

If USAGE IS BIT, X represents one bit;
the USAGE clause is described in the
parameters list.

(n)
An integer in parentheses after an X

Represents n repetitions of the
alphanumeric character; for example, X(4)
is equivalent to XXXX.

Alphabetic data A Represents one alphabetic character (A-Z).
(n)
An integer in parentheses after an A

Represents n repetitions of the alphabetic
character

Numeric data 9 Represents one numeric character.
(n)
An integer in parentheses after a 9

Represents n repetitions of the numeric
character.
Numeric elements with a usage clause of
packed or zoned decimal cannot exceed a
maximum length of 31 digits.

V Represents an assumed decimal point. No
more than one V can appear in an element
picture. If the V is omitted and the P option
(described below) is not used, the assumed
decimal point is after the rightmost 9.

P Represents an assumed zero. Any number
of Ps can appear in the leftmost or the
rightmost positions of an element picture.
An assumed decimal point is automatically
placed before the first P or after the last P.
The character P does not occupy a storage
position (for example, PP9999 has a data
length of 4).
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S Identifies the number as positive or
negative. When used, the S must be the
first character in the element picture. When
the S is omitted, values for the element
description are assumed to be positive.

Numeric- edited data
(Includes the numeric data characters
described above, along with the editing
characters shown at the right)

Z
+
,
B
CR
-
0
DB
*
$
.

Represent edit symbols used in reporting
data; quotation marks are not required.
Refer to the appropriate programming
language manual for the individual
interpretations of these symbols.
If the SET OPTIONS statement specifies
DECIMAL-POINT IS COMMA, a period
(.) is interpreted as an insertion character
and a comma (,) is interpreted as a decimal
point.

Examples

The following example shows the creation of the record PARTS-RECORD using the RECORD ELEMENT substatement.
The statement:

• Defines the record PARTS-RECORD with a language of COBOL, an alternative format of DISPLAY, and an occurrence
count of 20,000

• Uses RECORD NAME SYNONYM to define the record synonym ST3PARTS for use with Assembler, and relate the
synonym to the file synonym STK3FIL

• Uses RECORD ELEMENT substatements to add:
– Two elementary elements -- PARTNUMBER and DESIGN-DATE
– Two group elements -- INVENTORY-DATA and INVENTORY-DATE

add record parts-record

    record storage is database

    language is cobol

    format is display

    occurrences are 20000

    record name synonym is st3parts for file synonym

            stk3fil language is assembler.

    record element partnumber.

    record element design-date.

    record element inventory-data.

    record element inventory-date.

The following MODIFY statement:

• Changes the record storage and occurrence specifications
• Inserts a new element, HISTORY, that redefines INVENTORY-DATA
• Identifies synonyms for the various record elements and their subordinate elements

modify record parts-record

    record storage is file

    occurrences are 80000.

    record element history line 810 redefines inventory-data

    element name synonym hstry for record st3parts.

    subordinate element discontinue-date
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        element name synonym dscdt for record st3parts.

    subordinate element discontinue-month

        element name synonym dscmo for record st3parts.

    subordinate element discontinue-day

        element name synonym dscdy for record st3parts.

    subordinate element discontinue-year

        element name synonym dscyr for record st3parts.

    subordinate element lower-limit

        element name synonym lowlt for record st3parts.

    subordinate element quantity-on-hand

        element name synonym qtyhld for record st3parts.

    record element partnumber

        element name synonym partno for record st3parts.

    record element design-date

        element name synonym dsndt for record st3parts.

    record element inventory-data

        element name synonym invdata for record st3parts.

    subordinate element in-process

        element name synonym nrproc for record st3parts.

    subordinate element quantity1

        element name synonym quone for record st3parts.

    subordinate element quantity2

        element name synonym qutwo for record st3parts.

    subordinate element quantity3

        element name synonym quthree for record st3parts.

COBOL Substatement

The COBOL substatement creates a record-element structure using an approximation of standard COBOL syntax.
Elements named in COBOL substatements need not exist in the dictionary.

Syntax

COBOL element substatement

►►─── level-number element-name ─────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ REDefines base-element-name ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ PICture is picture ──┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─┬─ VALue is ───┬─┬───────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────

       └─ VALues are ─┘ └─ ALL ─┘

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──►

  ─┬─────┬┬ initial-value ──────────────────────────────────────┬┬─────┬─┘

   └─ ( ─┘└ condition-value ─┬────────────────────────────────┬─┘└─ ) ─┘

                             └ THRu ─┬─────┬ condition-value ─┘

                                     └ ALL ┘
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 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ USAge is ─┬─ DISplay ◄ ────────────┬─┘

                ├─┬─ COMPUTATIONAL ───┬──┤

                │ ├─ COMP ────────────┤  │

                │ ├─ COMPUTATIONAL-4 ─┤  │

                │ ├─ COMP-4 ──────────┤  │

                │ └─ BINary ──────────┘  │

                ├─┬─ COMPUTATIONAL-1 ─┬──┤

                │ ├─ COMP-1 ──────────┤  │

                │ └─ SHOrt-point ─────┘  │

                ├─┬─ COMPUTATIONAL-2 ─┬──┤

                │ ├─ COMP-2 ──────────┤  │

                │ └─ LONg-point ──────┘  │

                ├─┬─ COMPUTATIONAL-3 ─┬──┤

                │ ├─ COMP-3 ──────────┤  │

                │ └─ PACked ──────────┘  │

                ├─ POInter ──────────────┤

                ├─ BIT ──────────────────┤

                ├─ CONdition-name ───────┤

                └─ SQLBINary ────────────┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─ ELement name SYNonym is element-synonym ──────────────────────────────

  ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┴─►

  ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

   └ FOR RECord synonym record-synonym ─┬───────────────────────────────┬┘

                                        └ Version is ┬ version-number ─┬┘

                                                     ├ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                     └ LOWest ─────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─┬─ JUStify ───┬─ right ─┘

     └─ JUStified ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ BLAnk when ZERo ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ SIGn is ─┬─ LEAding ──┬─┬──────────────────────┬─┘

               └─ TRAiling ─┘ └─ SEParate character ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ SYNChronized ──┬─ LEFt ──┬─┘

                     └─ RIGht ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ OCCurs ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

─►───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────►
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  ─┬─ occurrence-count times ────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ occurrence-count times DEPending on control-element-name ──────┤

   └─ 0 TO occurrence-count times DEPending on control-element-name ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────►

   └─ INDexed by ─┬─ index-element-name ───────────────────────────────┬─┘

                  │     ┌──────────────────────┐                       │

                  ├─ ( ─▼─ index-element-name ─┴─ ) ───────────────────┤

                  └─ FOR RECord synonym record-synonym-specification ──┘

(expanded record-synonym-specification syntax follows this syntax diagram)

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ INDex KEY is ─┬─ index-element-name ─┬─ ASCending ──┬─────────────┬─────

                    │                      └─ DEScending ─┘             │

                    │     ┌───────────────────────────────────────┐     │

                    └┬───┐▼─ index-element-name ─┬─ ASCending ──┬─┴┬───┬┘

                     └─(─┘                       └─ DEScending ─┘  └─)─┘

─►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►

   └─┬─ ASCending ──┬─ key is ─┬─ index-element-name ─────────────┬─┘

     └─ DEScending ─┘          │     ┌──────────────────────┐     │

                               └─ ( ─▼─ index-element-name ─┴─ ) ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────►

   │                                   ┌────────────────────────┐      │

   └─ EDIt ─┬─ VALid ◄ ─┬─ TABle is ( ─▼─ value ┬─────────────┬─┴─ ) ──┘

            └─ INValid ─┘                       └ THRu value ─┘

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴────────────►

     │                   ┌──────────────────────────────┐      │

     └─ CODe TABle is ( ─▼─ encode-value decode-value ─┴─ ) ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ EXTernal PICture is picture ──┘

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────►

     │                            ┌────────────────────┐         │

     └─ EDIt ─┬─ COMments ──────┬─▼─ edit-instruction ─┴─ QUIT ──┘

              ├─ DEFinition ────┤

              ├─ OLQ header ────┤

              ├─ CULprit header ┤

              └─ comment-key ───┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴───────────────────────►◄

     └─┬─ COMments ───────┬─ is ─┬─ NULl ─────────┬─┘

       ├─ DEFinition ─────┤      └─ comment-text ─┘

       ├─ OLQ header ─────┤

       ├─ CULprit header ─┤

       └─ comment-key ────┘
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Expansion of record-synonym-specification

►►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ record-synonym-name ─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────

                           └─ Version is ─┬ version-number ┬──┘

                                          ├ HIGhest ───────┤

                                          └ LOWest ────────┘

─►───────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►◄

  ─── is ─┬─ index-element-name ───────────┬─┘

          │     ┌─────────────────────┐    │

          └─ ( ─▼─ index-element-name ┴─ )─┘

Parameters

• level-number element-name
Specifies the level number and name of the COBOL element. Level-n must be an unsigned integer in the range 02
through 49, or 88. Note that the 01-level name is the record name itself or a synonym. Element-name must be the 1-
through 32-character name of the element. The specified name will be appended with a prefix or suffix if any record
synonyms associated with the record have been assigned prefixes or suffixes.

• REDefines base-element-name
Specifies an alternative description for a previously defined element. The requested element is assigned the same
storage space as base-element-name. Note that a redefined element cannot be defined with an OCCURS clause; it
can, however, be subordinate to an element defined with an OCCURS clause.

• PICture is picture
Describes the format of the COBOL element. The maximum length of a COBOL element (including its usage) is 32,767
characters. Picture must be a 1- through 30-character value specified as shown in the table under Usage.

• VALue is/VALues are initial-value/condition-value
Specifies a value, range of values, or a list of values assigned to a COBOL level-88 condition-name. A list of values
must be enclosed in parentheses. Each value in the list must be separated from the next value by a space or comma.
A value can be a 1- through 32-character value specified as shown in the list under the bold heading Usage.

• USAge is
Specifies the method of storing elementary item values at program runtime.

• DISplay
Specifies that values are stored one character to a byte according to EBCDIC conventions. DISPLAY is the default.

• COMPUTATIONAL
Numeric values are stored in binary format; COMP, COMPUTATIONAL-4, COMP-4, and BINary are synonyms for
COMPUTATIONAL.

• COMPUTATIONAL-1
Numeric values are stored in internal floating point (short precision) format; COMP-1 and SHOrt-point are synonyms
for COMPUTATIONAL-1.

• COMPUTATIONAL-2
Numeric values are stored in internal floating point (long precision) format. COMP-2 and LONg-point are synonyms for
COMPUTATIONAL-2.

• COMPUTATIONAL-3
Numeric values are stored in packed decimal format; COMP-3 and PACked are synonyms for COMPUTATIONAL-3.

• BIT
Values are stored one bit at a time as 0s or 1s. BIT cannot be used in COBOL programs.

• POInter
Fullword address constant.

• CONdition-name
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COBOL level-88 values. CONDITION-NAME is assumed if the level number specified for the record element is 88.
• SQLBINARY

An SQL BINARY datatype; Identifies a fixed length array of bytes and should be defined with PIC X(n) where n is in
the range 1 through 32,760.The maximum length ofan element with a data type of SQL BINARY is limited by page size
and the total length of other elements in the record.

• ELement name SYNonym is element-synonym
Establishes a synonym (alternative name) for the COBOL element. Element-synonym is the 1- to 32-character
synonym name. The specified name will be appended with a prefix or suffix if a prefix or suffix has been defined for
the associated record-synonym name. This clause can be specified once for each record synonym associated with the
record.

• FOR RECord synonym record-synonym
Associates the element synonym with the designated record synonym.

NOTE
If the FOR RECORD SYNONYM parameter is not specified, the ELEMENT NAME SYNONYM clause
applies only to the primary record name.

• JUStify right
Specifies that the COBOL element's value is to be right-justified at runtime.

• BLAnk when ZERo
Specifies that when the COBOL element's values contains all zeroes it is to be changed to spaces at runtime.

• SIGn is LEAding/TRAiling
Specifies whether the sign for a numeric field is to appear in the leading or trailing position.

• SEParate character
Specifies that the sign is to appear as a separate byte.

• SYNChronized LEFt/RIGht
Determines whether boundary alignment is to be defined for the named COBOL element. The correct alignment is
determined by the USAGE specification. If the element's usage is COMP or COMP-4, the DDDL compiler issues a
warning message if the element is not on the proper boundary alignment. This clause is documentation only, unless
the DMLC precompiler is used to copy the record; in this case, the specified boundary alignment will be applied by the
COBOL compiler. If the COBOL element is copied into a schema, it causes a critical schema error.

• OCCurs
Specifies a record-specific OCCURS clause for the named COBOL element.

• occurrence-count times
Specifies the number of times the element can occur within the record. Occurrence-count must be an integer in the
range 0 through 32,767.

• occurrence-count times/0 TO occurrence-count times DEPending on control-element-name
Defines a control element within the record that determines the actual number of times the COBOL element will occur.
Occurrence-count must be an integer in the range 1 through 32,767. Control-element-name specifies a previously
defined field in the record; this field must be a halfword or fullword binary item if the record is to be used in a schema or
by ADS.

• INDexed by
Specifies one or more indexes for a multiply-occurring element or for a record synonym associated with the named
COBOL element.
The INDEXED BY clause can be specified once for each record element or subordinate element and record synonym;
the index element name is appended with a prefix or suffix as appropriate. The INDEXED BY clause applies only
to records used in COBOL programs and should be specified only when the named element definition contain on
OCCURS or OCCURS DEPENDING ON clause. The specified index name is copied into the program's DATA
DIVISION by the DMLC precompiler as part of the COPY IDMS function.

• index-element-name
Specifies an INDEXED BY name for the named COBOL element. The specified value must be a 1- through 32-
character name that does not duplicate an existing element or element-synonym name.

• FOR REcord synonym record-synonym is index-element-name
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Specifies an INDEXED BY name for a record synonym associated with the record element. Index-element-name is a
1- through 32-character name that cannot duplicate an element or element-synonym name in the record.

• INDex KEY is
Specifies one or more index keys through one of the following options; note that each option is functionally the same.

• INDex KEY is index-element-name ASCending/DEScending
Specifies a record-specific index key for the record element or subordinate record element. Index-element-name
identifies an elementary element that is subordinate to the associated element and must be the primary name of the
record element. ASCENDING or DESCENDING specifies the manner in which the subordinate element values will be
ordered within the multiply-occurring group.

• ASCending/DEScending key is index-element-name
Specifies one or more record-specific index keys for the multiply-occurring group element or subordinate element
and defines the manner in which subordinate element values will be ordered within the multiply-occurring group.
Index-element-name must be the primary name of an element that is subordinate to the named group element. The
named element and the ASCENDING/DESCENDING specification govern the ordering of values of the subordinate
element within the multiply-occurring group. Each index element name is prefixed or suffixed for each record synonym
associated with the element.

• EDIt VALid/INValid TABle is value THRu value
Specifies a single value or range of values to be inserted in the edit table (for DC/UCF tables only). Each value can
have a maximum size of 34 characters and must be enclosed in parentheses; for example:
('A' 'B' 'D' 'F' 'R' THRU 'T' 'V' 'X' THRU 'Z')

• VALid/INValid
Identifies the supplied list as a list of valid values or a list of invalid values. The default is VALID.

• CODe TABle is encode-value decode-value
Specifies values to be inserted in the table in pairs (for DC/UCF tables only). The first or encoded value can have a
maximum size of 34 characters; the second or decoded value can have a maximum of 64 characters. Null values ('')
and the keywords NOT FOUND are also valid. The specified values must be enclosed in parentheses. For example:
('CA' 'CALIFORNIA' 'NY' 'NEW YORK')

For detailed information about defining code tables, refer to the IDMS Reference section manual.
• EXTernal PICture is picture

Defines the display format for record-element data. The picture is available to all map fields that use the record
element. For more information about external pictures, refer to the IDMS Reference section manual.

Usage

COBOL substatement considerations

The following considerations apply to the COBOL substatement:

• The named record element is validated against elements in the dictionary, as follows:
– If identical primary or synonym names are found, the DDDL compiler examines each element for identical

PICTURE, USAGE, BLANK WHEN ZERO, JUSTIFY, and SIGN specifications, and for identical group structures (if
any); level-88 elements are also examined. If the definition of the named COBOL element matches the definition of
an existing element, the DDDL compiler copies the definition of the existing element into the named record. If the
two elements have matching names only, a new element is added to the dictionary and is automatically assigned
the highest existing version number plus 1.

NOTE
Differences in the entry formats for COBOL PIC are resolved (for example, pic x(2) is recognized as
equivalent to pic xx).

– If identical primary or synonym names are not found, a new element is added to the dictionary and automatically
assigned a version number of 1.

• Elementary fillers are treated the same way as elementary elements. If the PICTURE, USAGE, BLANK WHEN ZERO,
JUSTIFY, and SIGN specifications match those associated with an existing filler, that filler is used; otherwise, a new
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filler is added to the dictionary. Note that when a filler with a VALUE clause is copied into the record-element structure,
the value itself is not copied; rather, a value of NO VALUES is assigned to the filler.

• Fillers can be group elements; in this case, the rules for forming group elements apply.
• COBOL substatements are used to define record elements as tables that are used by the DC/UCF mapping facility for

automatic editing and error handling. Tables defined by means of the COBOL substatement are called built-in tables.
The TABLE statement (described under TABLE, later in this section) is used to define stand-alone tables. For a
complete description of built-in and stand-alone tables, refer to the IDMS Reference section.

Specifying a picture variable

Picture must be a 1- through 30-character value that describes the types of data shown in the following table.

Category Character Description
Alphanumeric data X Represents one alphanumeric character.

If USAGE IS BIT, X represents one bit; f
USAGE IS SQLBINARY, X represents one
byte; the USAGE clause is described in the
parameters list.

(n)
An integer in parentheses after an X

Represents n repetitions of the
alphanumeric character; for example, X(4)
is equivalent to XXXX.

Alphabetic data A Represents one alphabetic character (A-Z).
(n)
An integer in parentheses after an A

Represents n repetitions of the alphabetic
character

Numeric data 9 Represents one numeric character.
(n)
An integer in parentheses after a 9

Represents n repetitions of the numeric
character.

V Represents an assumed decimal point. No
more than one V can appear in an element
picture. If the V is omitted and the P option
(described below) is not used, the assumed
decimal point is after the rightmost 9.

P Represents an assumed zero. Any number
of Ps can appear in the leftmost or the
rightmost positions of an element picture.
An assumed decimal point is automatically
placed before the first P or after the last P.
The character P does not occupy a storage
position (for example, PP9999 has a data
length of 4).

S Identifies the number as positive or
negative. When used, the S must be the
first character in the element picture. When
the S is omitted, values for the element
description are assumed to be positive.
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Numeric- edited data
(Includes the numeric data characters
described above, along with the editing
characters shown at the right)

Z
+
,
B
CR
-
0
DB
*
$
.

Represent edit symbols used in reporting
data; quotation marks are not required.
Refer to the appropriate programming
language manual for the individual
interpretations of these symbols.
If the SET OPTIONS statement specifies
DECIMAL-POINT IS COMMA, a period
(.) is interpreted as an insertion character
and a comma (,) is interpreted as a decimal
point.

Valid values for the VALUE clause

Valid types of values for the VALUE clause are as follows:

• Figurative constant -- For alphanumeric and numeric data items, ZERO, ZEROS, ZEROES. For alphanumeric data
items only: SPACE, SPACES, HIGH-VALUE, HIGH-VALUES, LOW-VALUE, LOW-VALUES.

• Nonnumeric literal -- For alphanumeric data items only, a string of characters enclosed in single quotation marks. The
character string must not exceed the size specified in the element's PICTURE clause.

• Numeric literal -- For numeric items only, a string of numeric characters, optionally preceded by a plus (default value)
or minus sign and optionally containing a decimal point. The numeric string must not exceed the size of the data item
as defined in the PICTURE clause.

REMOVE ALL Substatement

The REMOVE ALL substatement is used in conjunction with an ADD RECORD or MODIFY RECORD statement to delete
the record-element structure associated with the named record. You can create a new record-element structure by coding
RECORD ELEMENT substatements immediately following the REMOVE ALL substatement; the rules for ADD RECORD
apply. REMOVE ALL also removes any IDD-built subschema views (see VIEW ID Substatement below).

Syntax

REMOVE ALL substatement

►►─── REMove ALL ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

VIEW ID Substatement

The VIEW ID substatement establishes or removes a view of record elements. Once established, this view can be copied
into one or more IDMS subschemas. Before issuing a VIEW ID substatement, you should ensure that all record elements
identified in the view are present in the record. The following rules apply to the VIEW ID substatement:

• VIEW ID must be the last substatement coded in the RECORD statement.
• Record elements named in the view must be identified by their primary names.
• All record elements named in the view must be at the same level.
• A record element that is subordinate to an OCCURS clause cannot be included in the view.
• A REDEFINES element cannot be included in the view. If a redefined element is included, all redefining elements are

automatically included in the view.
• An OCCURS DEPENDING ON record element must be the last record element in the view.
• Bit fields cannot be named.
• A record element can be named only once.
• If a group element is included, all subordinate elements are automatically included in the view. The order of group/

subordinate record elements is retained.
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Syntax

VIEW ID substatement

    ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

►►──▼─┬──────────┬─ VIEw ID is view-identifier ──────────────────────────────►─

      └─ REMove ─┘

  ──────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴────────────────────────►◄

    │ ┌─────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

    └─▼─ RECord ELement is record-element-name ─┴─┘ 

Parameters

• VIEw ID is view-identifier
Identifies a list of record elements that is to comprise a view. View-identifier must be a 1- through 32-character
alphanumeric value. The VIEW ID substatement can appear any number of times in one RECORD statement. If the
optional REMOVE parameter is specified, the named view is deleted.

• RECord ELement is record-element-name
Identifies a record element to be added to the view. Record-element-name must be an element that exists in the
named record-element structure. This clause can appear any number of times in one VIEW ID substatement.

RECORD SYNONYM
You can display or punch selected record synonyms by using the DISPLAY/PUNCH RECORD SYNONYM statement.

Syntax

DISPLAY/PUNCH RECORD SYNONYM statement (for a single synonym)

►►─┬─ DISplay  ─┬──┬─ RECord  ──────┬─ SYNonym  record-synonym  ─────────────►

   └─ PUNch  ───┘  ├─ REPort  ──────┤

                   └─ TRAnsaction  ─┘

►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                 ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                 └─ LOWest ─────────┘

►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

  └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

                          └─ PASsword is password ──┘

  ┌────────────────────────────────────────────┐

►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴─────────────────────────────►

    │                   ┌──────────────────┐ │

    └─┬─ WITh  ──────┬──▼─┬─ALL ─────────┬─┴─┘

      ├─ ALSo WITh  ─┤    ├─ ATTributes──┤

      └─ WITHOut  ───┘    ├─ DETails─────┤

                          ├─ ELEments────┤

                          ├─ FILes───────┤

                          ├─ MAPs────────┤

                          ├─ NONe────────┤

                          ├─ PROgrams ───┤

                          ├─ SCHemas─────┤
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                          └─ SUBSChemas──┘

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

  └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

         └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                               ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                               └─ LOWest ─────────┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 

►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬─┘

         └─ COMments ─┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH RECORD SYNONYM statement (for multiple synonyms)

►►─── DISplay  ──┬─ ALL ──────────────────────────┬─  RECord  SYNonyms  ──────────►

                 └─┬─ FIRst ─┬─┬─ 1 ◄ ──────────┬─┘

                   ├─ NEXt ──┤ └─ entity-count ─┘

                   ├─ LASt ──┤

                   └─ PRIor ─┘

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

  └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                          └─ PASsword is password ─┘

►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ WHEre  conditional-expression  ──┘

(for complete  conditional-expression  syntax,  see  WHERE  clause)

 

►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ BY ─┬─ SET ◄ ─┬─┘

         └─ AREa ──┘

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

  └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

         └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                               ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                               └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 

 

►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬─┘

         └─ COMments ─┘
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SYSTEM (SUBSYSTEM)
SYSTEM statements are used to document automated or manual data processing systems. Optional clauses relate
systems to users and to other systems and support attribute/entity relationships and documentation entries.

NOTE

• It is recommended that you maintain SYSTEM definitions using the system generation compiler, not the
DDDL compiler. If a system generation component is processed by the DDDL compiler, only dictionary
security is checked, not system generation security. For more information on using the system generation
compiler, refer to IDMS Administrating section.

• The keyword SUBSYSTEM can be used interchangeably with the keyword SYSTEM.

If the SET OPTIONS statement specifies SECURITY FOR IDD IS ON, the user must be assigned the proper authority to
issue SYSTEM statements. Note that DDDL statements cannot be used to delete systems built by the system generation
compiler.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

SYSTEM (SUBSYSTEM) statement

►►─┬─ ADD ─────┬─┬─ SYStem ─────┬─ name is system-name ───────────────────────►

   ├─ MODify ──┤ └─ SUBSYstem ──┘

   ├─ REPlace ─┤

   └─ DELete ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ──────────┬─┘

                  └─┬─────────┬─┬─ HIGhest ─┬─┘

                    └─ NEXt ──┘ └─ LOWest ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────►

   └─┬─ PREpared ─┬─ by user-id ──┬────────────────────────┬─┘

     └─ REVised ──┘               └─ PASsword is password ─┘

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┴─►

     └ SAMe as ┬ SYStem ───┬ system-name ┬────────────────────────────────┬┘

               └ SUBSYstem ┘             └ Version is ┬─ version-number ─┬┘

                                                      ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                      └─ LOWest ─────────┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─ COPY ─┬─ ALL COMment TYPes ─┬─ FROm ─┬─ SYStem ────┬─ system-name ───

              ├─ COMments ───────────┤       └─ SUBSYstem ─┘

              ├─ DEFinition ─────────┤

              ├─ ATTributes ─────────┤

              ├─ USErs ──────────────┤

              ├─ MODules ────────────┤

              ├─ PROgrams ───────────┤

              ├─┬─ SYStems ───┬──────┤

              │ └─ SUBSYtems ─┘      │

              ├─ WIThin SYStem ──────┤

              ├─ WIThin SUBSYstem ───┤
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              ├─ comment-key ────────┤

              └─ relational-key ─────┘

   ──────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ─►────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴─────────────────────────────────►

   ─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

    └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ──┬─┘

                   ├─ HIGhest ─────────┤

                   └─ LOWest ──────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

   └ NEW NAMe is new-system-name ──┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                                   └ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─────┬─┘

                                   └─ NEXt ─┬─ HIGhest ─┬─┘

                                            └─ LOWest ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ NEW Version is ─┬─ new-version-number ─┬─┘

                      └─ NEXt ─┬─ HIGhest ─┬─┘

                               └─ LOWest ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────►

   └─┬──────────────┬─ DEScription is description-text ──┘

     ├─ system ─────┤

     └─ subsystem ──┘

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴────────►

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ USEr is user-id ──┬──────────────────────┬─┘

       └─ EXClude ───┘                    └─ user-specification ─┘

  (For complete user-specification syntax, see USER clause)

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ PUBlic access is ─┬───────────┬─ for ─┬─ ALL ◄ ───┬─┘

                        └─ ALLOwed ─┘       ├─ NONe ────┤

                                            ├─ UPDate ──┤

                                            ├─ MODify ──┤

                                            ├─ REPlace ─┤

                                            ├─ DELete ──┤

                                            └─ DISplay ─┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ──┬─ WIThin ─┬─ SYStem ────┬─ system-name ────────────────

       └─ EXClude ────┘          └─ SUBSYstem ─┘

   ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──┴────────►

   ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬─┘

    └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘ └─ TEXt is user-text ──┘

                   ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                   └─ LOWest ─────────┘

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┴─►

    └┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ class-name is attribute-name ─┬────────────────────┬─┘

     └─ EXClude ───┘                                └ TEXt is user-text ─┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ relational-key is system-name ────────────────────────

       └─ EXClude ───┘
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   ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴─────────►

   ─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────┬─┘

    └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬──┘ └─ TEXt is user-text ─┘

                   ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                   └─ LOWest ─────────┘

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────►

     │                            ┌────────────────────┐         │

     └─ EDIt ─┬─ COMments ────┬───▼─ edit-instruction ─┴─ QUIT ──┘

              ├─ DEFinition ──┤

              └─ comment-key ─┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬──┴───────────────────────►◄

     └─┬─ COMments ─────┬── is ─┬─ NULl ─────────┬─┘

       ├─ DEFinition ───┤       └─ comment-text ─┘

       └─ comment-key ──┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH SYSTEM (SUBSYSTEM) statement (for a single system)

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬──┬─ SYStem ────┬─ name is system-name ───────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘  └─ SUBSYstem ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ──┘

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴─────────────────►

     │                ┌─────────────────────────────────┐ │

     ├─ WITh ──────┬──▼──┬─ ALL ─────────────────────┬──┴─┘

     ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤     ├─ ALL COMment TYPes ───────┤

     └─ WITHOut ───┘     ├─ ATTributes ──────────────┤

                         ├─ COMments ────────────────┤

                         ├─ DEFinitions ─────────────┤

                         ├─ DEStinations ────────────┤

                         ├─ DETails ─────────────────┤

                         ├─ HIStory ─────────────────┤

                         ├─ LINes ───────────────────┤

                         ├─┬─ LOGical-terminals ┬────┤

                         │ └─ LTErms ───────────┘    │

                         ├─ MAPs ────────────────────┤

                         ├─ MODules ─┬────────┬──────┤

                         │           └─ ONLy ─┘      │

                         ├─ NONe ────────────────────┤

                         ├─┬─ PHYsical-terminals ─┬──┤

                         │ └─ PTErms ─────────────┘  │

                         ├─ PROCesses ───────────────┤

                         ├─ PROgrams ────────────────┤

                         ├─ SAMe AS ─────────────────┤
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                         ├─┬─ SYStems ────┬──────────┤

                         │ └─ SUBSYstems ─┘          │

                         ├─ TASks ───────────────────┤

                         ├─ QFIles ──────────────────┤

                         ├─ QUEues ──────────────────┤

                         ├─ TABles ──────────────────┤

                         ├─ USErs ───────────────────┤

                         ├─┬─ USEr DEFINED COMments ┬┤

                         │ └─ UDCs ─────────────────┘│

                         ├─┬─ USEr DEFINED NESts ─┬──┤

                         │ └─ UDNs ───────────────┘  │

                         ├─ WHEre USED ──────────────┤

                         └─ WITHIn ─┬─ SYStem ────┬──┘

                                    └─ SUBSYstem ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 ─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

   ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

    └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                  └ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘

 

DISPLAY/PUNCH SYSTEM (SUBSYSTEM) statement (for multiple systems)

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┬─ ALL ──────────────────────────┬─┬─ SYStems ────┬──────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘ └─┬─ FIRst ─┬─┬─ 1 ◄ ──────────┬─┘ └─ SUBSYstems ─┘

                   ├─ NEXt ──┤ └─ entity-count ─┘

                   ├─ LASt ──┤

                   └─ PRIor ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ WHEre conditional-expression ──┘

  (For complete conditional-expression syntax, see WHERE clause)

 

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ BY ─┬─ SET ◄ ─┬─┘

          └─ AREa ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─
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   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 ─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

   ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

    └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                  └ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬──┬─────────────┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘  └─ RECursive ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘

Parameters

• SYStem/SUBSYstem name is system-name
Identifies a new system to be established in the dictionary, or an existing system to be modified, replaced, deleted,
displayed, or punched. System-name must be a 1- through 32-character alphanumeric value.

• NEW NAMe is new-system-name
Specifies a new name for the requested system. This clause changes the name of the requested system only; it does
not alter or delete any relationships in which the system participates. Subsequent references to the system must
specify the new name. The concatenation of the new system name and version number must not duplicate that of
an existing system occurrence. The NEW NAME clause is not valid for systems created by the IDMS/DC system
generation compiler.

• NEW Version is new-version-number/NEXt HIGhest/NEXt LOWest
Specifies a new version number for the named system. The combination of system name and new version number
must not duplicate that of an existing system occurrence. The NEW VERSION clause is not valid for systems created
by the IDMS/DC system generation compiler.

• WIThin SYStem/SUBSYstem system-name
Associates (INCLUDE) the named system with or disassociates (EXCLUDE) it from the system/subsystem identified
by the 1- through 32-character system-name.

• WITh/ALSo WITh/WITHOut
Includes or excludes the specified options when the named system is displayed or punched. Detailed information
for each DISPLAY/PUNCH option is under SET OPTIONS Syntax. The options that are listed below present special
considerations for this entity type.

• DETails
Includes the DESCRIPTION specification.

• SYStems (SUBSYstems)
Includes WITHIN SYSTEM specifications and user-defined nests.

Usage

If you specify REPLACE

If the REPLACE verb is specified, the DDDL compiler initializes to defaults and/or excludes the following:
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• DESCRIPTION
• USER REGISTERED FOR
• PUBLIC ACCESS
• COMMENTS/DEFINITIONS/comment-key
• WITHIN SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM
• ATTRIBUTES

The following relationships are not affected:

• Users assigned access to the named system
• IDMS/DC definitions, destinations, lines, logical terminals, maps, programs, physical terminals, queues, modules,

tasks, and systems in which the named system participates as a component

Example

The following ADD statement defines the system INVENTORY, relates that system to two existing users and an existing
system, and establishes two documentation relationships by means of a class/attribute structure and a relational key.

add system inventory

    prepared by dba password is 'ice 9'

    system description is 'present inventory system'

    user is accounting

    user is receiving

    within system order-control

    status is production

    'similar system' is back-order.

This second ADD statement defines version 2 of the same system by copying the definition of version 1 and removing
copied options that are not applicable to the proposed system. Note that the DDDL compiler generates a PREPARED BY
entry for the second system only if a SET OPTIONS statement has provided a default PREPARED BY specification; use
of the SAME AS option does not generate a PREPARED BY or REVISED BY entry.

add system inventory version is 2

    same as system inventory

    exclude status is production

    status is design

    exclude 'similar system' is back-order

    exclude within system order-control

    system description is 'proposed inventory system'.

TABLE
TABLE statements are used to document edit and code tables. Tables are used by the IDMS mapping facility for
automatic editing and error handling. Optional TABLE statement clauses relate tables to maps, users, systems, modules,
and other tables; establish attribute/entity relationships; and maintain documentation entries.

If the SET OPTIONS statement specifies SECURITY FOR IDD IS ON, the user must be assigned the proper authority to
issue TABLE statements.

Syntax

TABLE statement
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►►─┬─ ADD ─────┬─ TABle name is table-name ───────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ MODify ──┤

   ├─ REPlace ─┤

   └─ DELete ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ──────────┬─┘

                  └─┬─────────┬─┬─ HIGhest ─┬─┘

                    └─ NEXt ──┘ └─ LOWest ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

   └─ LANguage is TABLE ─┬──────────────────────┬─┘

                         └─ TEXt is user-text ──┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────►

   └─┬─ PREpared ─┬─ by user-id ──┬────────────────────────┬─┘

     └─ REVised ──┘               └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►─

   └─ SAMe as ─┬ TABle table-name ───┬──┬──────────────────────────────────┬┘

               └ MODule module-name ─┘  └ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                      ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                      └─ LOWest ─────────┘

─►──────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ─┬──────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ LANguage is TABLE ──┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────►─

   └─ COPy ─┬─ ALL COMments TYPes ─┬─ FROm ─┬─ TABle table-name ───┬─┘

            ├─ COMments ───────────┤        └─ MODule module-name ─┘

            ├─ DEFinition ─────────┤

            ├─ ATTributes ─────────┤

            ├─ SOUrce text ────────┤

            ├─ SYStems ────────────┤

            ├─ USERS ──────────────┤

            ├─ MODULes ────────────┤

            ├─ TABles ─────────────┤

            ├─ comment-key ────────┤

            └─ relational-key ─────┘

─►─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►

  ─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ──┬─┘ └─ LANguage is TABLE ──┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ─────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ──────────┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬────►

   └ NEW NAMe is new-table-name ┘ └ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─────┬─┘

                                                └─ NEXt ─┬─ HIGhest ─┬─┘

                                                         └─ LOWest ──┘
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 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ NEW Version is ─┬─ new-version-number ─┬─┘

                      └─ NEXt ─┬─ HIGhest ─┬─┘

                               └─ LOWest ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

   └─┬─────────┬─ DEScription is description-text ──┘

     └─ table ─┘

 

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴────────►

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ USEr is user-id ──┬──────────────────────┬─┘

       └─ EXClude ───┘                    └─ user-specification ─┘

(for complete user-specification syntax, see USER clause)

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ PUBlic access is ─┬───────────┬─ for ─┬─ ALL ◄ ───┬─┘

                        └─ ALLOwed ─┘       ├─ NONe ────┤

                                            ├─ UPDate ──┤

                                            ├─ MODify ──┤

                                            ├─ REPlace ─┤

                                            ├─ DELete ──┤

                                            └─ DISplay ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─┬─ INClude ◄ ──┬─ WIThin ─┬─ SYStem ────┬─ system-name ──────────────────

     └─ EXClude ────┘          └─ SUBSYstem ─┘

─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────►

  ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘ └─ TEXt is user-text ──┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┴─►

    └┬ INClude ◄ ┬─┬ MODE ───────┬ is attribute-name ─┬───────────────────┬┘

     └ EXClude ──┘ └ class-name ─┘                    └ TEXt is user-text ┘

 

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ relational-key is ─┬─ table-name ──┬──────────────────

       └─ EXClude ───┘                     └─ module-name ─┘

  ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

  ─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────

   └ Version is ┬ version-number ┬┘

                ├ HIGhest ───────┤

                └ LOWest ────────┘

  ────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐
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─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴───────────────────────►

  ─┬─────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────┬──┘

   └─ LANguage is TABLE ─┘ └─ TEXt is user-text ─┘

 

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ MAP map-name ─────────────────────────────────────────

       └─ EXClude ───┘

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────►

  ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘ └─ TEXt is user-text ─┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────►

     │                            ┌────────────────────┐         │

     └─ EDIt ─┬─ COMments ────┬───▼─ edit-instruction ─┴─ QUIT ──┘

              ├─ DEFinition ──┤

              └─ comment-key ─┘

 

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬──┴───────────────────────►

     └─┬─ COMments ─────┬── is ─┬─ NULl ─────────┬─┘

       ├─ DEFinition ───┤       └─ comment-text ─┘

       └─ comment-key ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ TYPe is ─┬─ EDIt ─┬───────────┬─┬─┘

               │        ├─ VALid ◄ ─┤ │

               │        └─ INValid ─┘ │

               └─ CODe ───────────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ SEArch is ─┬─ LINear ◄ ───────────────────────┬─┘

                 └─ BINary ─┬─────────────────────┬─┘

                            └─ ON ─┬─ ENCode ◄ ─┬─┘

                                   └─ DECode ───┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─┬─ TABle ──┬─ DATa is ───────────────────────────────────────────────────

     ├─ ENCode ─┤

     └─ DECode ─┘

─►─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──►

  ─┬─ ALPhanumeric ◄ ────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

   ├─ NUMERIc ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┤

   │           └─ DECimal position is ─┬─ 0 ◄ ────────────────────────┬┘ │

   │                                   └─ decimal-position-indicator ─┘  │

   └─ GRAphics ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘
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 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ TABle is ─┬─ UNSorted ◄ ─┬─┘

                └─ SORted ─────┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DUPlicates are ─┬─ ALLowed ◄ ───┬─┘

                      └─ NOT ALLowed ─┘

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴─►

     └┬ INClude ◄┬ VALues ┬ are ┬─┬ LIST ───────────────────────────────┬─┘

      └ EXClude ─┘        └ is ─┘ │  ┌───────────────────────────────┐  │

                                  ├ (▼─┬ value ┬─────────────┬──────┬┴)─┤

                                  │    │       └─ THRu value ┘      │   │

                                  │    └ encode-value  decode-value ┘   │

                                  └  NULl ──────────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ GENerate ──┘

 

DISPLAY/PUNCH TABLE (for a single table)

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ TABle name is table-name ───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ LANguage is TABLE ──┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ──┘

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴─────────────────►

     │                ┌─────────────────────────────────┐ │

     ├─ WITh ──────┬──▼──┬─ ALL ─────────────────────┬──┴─┘

     ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤     ├─ ALL COMment TYPes ───────┤

     └─ WITHOut ───┘     ├─ ATTributes ──────────────┤

                         ├─ COMments ────────────────┤

                         ├─ DEFinitions ─────────────┤

                         ├─ DETails ─────────────────┤

                         ├─ HIStory ─────────────────┤

                         ├─ MAPs ────────────────────┤

                         ├─ MODules ─┬────────┬──────┤

                         │           └─ ONLy ─┘      │
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                         ├─ MODule SOUrce ───────────┤

                         ├─ NONe ────────────────────┤

                         ├─ PROCesses ───────────────┤

                         ├─ PROgrams ────────────────┤

                         ├─ QFIles ──────────────────┤

                         ├─ SAMe AS ─────────────────┤

                         ├─┬─ SYStems ────┬──────────┤

                         │ └─ SUBSYstems ─┘          │

                         ├─ TABles ──────────────────┤

                         ├─ USErs ───────────────────┤

                         ├─┬─ USEr DEFINED COMments ┬┤

                         │ └─ UDCs ─────────────────┘│

                         ├─┬─ USEr DEFINED NESts ─┬──┤

                         │ └─ UDNs ───────────────┘  │

                         └─ WHEre USED ──────────────┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘

 

DISPLAY/PUNCH TABLE (for multiple tables)

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┬─ ALL ──────────────────────────┬─ TABles ──────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘ └─┬─ FIRst ─┬─┬─ 1 ◄ ──────────┬─┘

                   ├─ NEXt ──┤ └─ entity-count ─┘

                   ├─ LASt ──┤

                   └─ PRIor ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►
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   └─ WHEre conditional-expression ──┘

(for complete conditional-expression syntax, see WHERE clause)

 

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ BY ─┬─ SET ◄ ─┬─┘

          └─ AREa ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬──┬─────────────┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘  └─ RECursive ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘ 

Parameters

• TABle name is table-name
Identifies a new table to be established in the dictionary, or an existing occurrence to be modified, replaced, deleted,
displayed, or punched. Table-name must be a 1- through 8-character alphanumeric value. The specified name must
not duplicate the name of an existing program, map, subschema, or ADS dialog.

• LANguage is
Qualifies the requested table/module with a language. The LANGUAGE specification uniquely identifies two modules
with the same name and version and is used by the DML precompilers when modules are used in programs.

• TABLE
When used with the LANGUAGE IS clause, supplies the appropriate language, TABLE, automatically.

• SAMe as TABle/MODule table-name/module-name
Copies all entries associated with the named table or module, except the name and LANGUAGE specifications. The
table/module to be copied must have the language TABLE.

• COPy entity-option FROm entity-type-name entity-occurrence-name
Copies selected options from an entity-occurrence definition and merges the copied options into this definition.
TABLEs can copy only from other modules with a language of TABLE.

• NEW NAMe is new-table-name
Specifies a new name for the requested table. This clause changes only the name of the table; it does not alter or
delete any previously defined relationships in which the table participates. Subsequent references to the table must
specify the new name. New-table-name must be a 1- through 8-character alphanumeric value. The concatenation
of the new table name, version number, and language must not duplicate that of an established table or module
occurrence.

• NEW Version is new-version/NEXt HIGhest/NEXt LOWest
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Specifies a new version number for the named table. The combination of the table name, new version number, and
language qualification must not duplicate that of an existing table or module.

• WIThin SYStem/SUBSYstem system-name
Associates the requested table with (INCLUDE) or disassociates it from (EXCLUDE) the specified system or
subsystem. System-name must reference an existing system or subsystem.

• relational-key is table-name/module-name
Associates (INCLUDE) the table with or disassociates it from (EXCLUDE) another table or module by means of
the named relational key. If the tables and/or modules being related have the same name and version but different
languages, or if the related module has a version of HIGHEST or LOWEST and is qualified by language, the
LANGUAGE parameter must be specified. For a complete description of defining and using relational keys, see
Relational Keys.

• MAP map-name
Associates (INCLUDE) the table with or disassociates (EXCLUDE) it from a map. Map-name must reference an
existing map.

• TYPe is
Specifies the table type. This clause is required for ADD operations.

• EDIt
Defines a table that contains a list of values or ranges of values; a data field will be checked against the table.

• VALid/INValid
Specifies whether the list contains valid or invalid values; VALID is the default.

• CODe
Defines a table that translates internal codes in a record to external report values (decoding) or maps external values
back to internal record codes (encoding).

• SEArch is
Specifies the method by which the table is to be searched.

• LINear
Starts the search at the beginning of the table and proceeds line by line until the specified value is found. LINEAR is
the default.

• BINary
Starts the search in the middle of the table and halves the table each time a comparison is made until the specified
value is found. Edit tables to be searched by the binary method can include only single values.

• ON ENCode/DECode
Specifies whether the binary search is to be performed on encoded or decoded table values. (The option is for code
tables only.) The default is ENCODE.

• TABle/ENCode/DECode DATa is
Specifies the type of table. DECODE allows different types of encode and decode values.

• ALPhanumeric
Specifies that the corresponding table values in the value list are one of the following types of literals:
– A literal that contains only EBCDIC characters
– A literal that contains only DBCS characters enclosed in the shift codes
– A literal that contains a combination of characters with the DBCS characters enclosed in shift codes
The character strings must be enclosed in the site-specific quote character. ALPHANUMERIC is the default.

• NUMeric
Specifies numeric data.

• GRAphics
Specifies that the corresponding table values in the value list are graphic (G-) literals. You use G-literals when an
element must be interpreted without the shift codes. The external picture of the data element must be X, unless the
table is to be used with mapping. In this case, the external picture of the data element must be G.
More information: For more information about using graphics literals, see .

• DECimal position is
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Specifies the position of the decimal point (NUMERIC option only). Note that this is an assumed decimal position; no
decimal point appears in the values.

• TABle is
Specifies whether the table is to be maintained in the dictionary as a sorted table.

• UNSorted
Sorts table values at runtime in the order in which they are placed in the dictionary. UNSORTED is the default.

• SORted
Sorts table values alphabetically or numerically as they are added to the table.

NOTE
A binary searched table can be stored with the UNSORTED attribute; however, the table is automatically
sorted when it is generated.

• DUPlicates are ALLowed/NOT ALLowed
Specifies whether duplicate values can be included in sorted tables; ALLOWED is the default. Note that DUPLICATES
ARE NOT ALLOWED must be specified for binary searched tables.

• VALues are
Specifies whether table values are to be listed, inserted, or removed.

• LIST
Lists the table values or pairs of values (code tables only) stored in the dictionary.

• value THRu value
Inserts single values, ranges of values, combinations of single values and ranges, or null values in the edit table. Value
must be a 1- through 34-character value and must be enclosed in parentheses.

• encode-value decode-value
Specifies pairs of values to be inserted in the code table. Encode-value must be a 1- through 34-character value;
decode-value must be a 1- through 62-character value. The specified values must be enclosed in parentheses.
NOT FOUND is a condition to be acted upon and may be used as an encode-value or as an decode-value or as both
(refer to the IDMS Reference section document for more information).

• NULl
Removes all values from the table.

• GENerate
Causes a load module containing all the values in the table to be placed in the dictionary load area. The generated
load module has the same name and version number as the named table.

• WITh/ALSo WITh/WITHOut
Includes or excludes the specified options when the specified table is displayed or punched. Detailed information
for each DISPLAY/PUNCH option is under SET OPTIONS Syntax. The option that is listed below presents special
considerations for this entity type.

• DETails
Includes table data.

Usage

TABLE statement considerations

The following considerations apply to TABLE:

• The reserved words TABLE and MODULE are interchangeable within TABLE statement clauses, unless otherwise
noted.

• Tables are automatically associated with the LANGUAGE class through the TABLE attribute.
• Tables defined by means of the TABLE statement are referred to as stand-alone tables. The RECORD ELEMENT and

COBOL substatements (described under RECORD (REPORT/TRANSACTION), previously in this section) are used to
define built-in tables. For a description of stand-alone and built-in tables, refer to the IDMS Reference section manual.

If you specify REPLACE

If you specify REPLACE, the DDDL compiler initializes to defaults and/or excludes the following options:
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• DESCRIPTION
• Related tables
• USER REGISTERED FOR
• Related attributes
• PUBLIC ACCESS
• Table data
• WITHIN SYSTEM
• COMMENTS/DEFINITIONS/comment-key

The following relationships are not affected:

• Modules to which the named table is related
• Users accessing the named table
• Programs using the named table
• LANGUAGE specification

Cross-referencing maps and tables

You can add cross-referencing from a table to any MAP (maps used by the IDMS mapping facility or documentation IDD
maps). You must remove all cross-referencing before you can delete a table.

Example

The following statements add tables MONTHTBL and DECODMTH. MONTHTBL is an edit table that contains the valid
values 1 through 12 for the months of the year; DECODMTH is a code table that relates the names of the months to the 2-
digit month codes used in the database:

add table name is monthtbl

    table description is 'valid months'

    type is edit

    search is linear

    table data is alphanumeric

    table is unsorted

    values are ( 01 thru 12 )

    .

 

add table name is decodmth

    table description is 'month code convert'

    type is code

    search is linear

    encode data is alphanumeric

    table is unsorted

    duplicates are allowed

    values are ( 01 jan 02 feb 03 mar 04 apr

         05 may 06 jun 06 june 07 jul 07 july

         08 aug 09 sep 10 oct 11 nov 12 dec

         not found other )

    .

TASK
TASK statements are used to document teleprocessing system tasks. Optional clauses define the program invoked by the
task and the task's priority and maximum-wait interval.  
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NOTE
It is recommended that you maintain TASK definitions using the system generation compiler, not the DDDL
compiler. If a system generation component is processed by the DDDL compiler, only dictionary security is
checked, not system generation security. For more information on using the system generation compiler, refer to
IDMS Administrating section.

If the SET OPTIONS statement specifies SECURITY FOR IDMS-DC IS ON, the user must be assigned the proper
authority to issue TASK statements.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

TASK statement

 

►►─┬─ ADD ─────┬─ TASk name is task-name ─────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ MODify ──┤

   ├─ REPlace ─┤

   └─ DELete ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ──────────┬─┘

                  └─┬─────────┬─┬───────────┬─┘

                    └─ NEXt ──┘ ├─ HIGhest ─┤

                                └─ LOWest ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────►

   └─┬─ PREpared ─┬─ by user-id ──┬────────────────────────┬─┘

     └─ REVised ──┘               └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►

   └─┬────────┬─ DEScription is description-text ──┘

     └─ task ─┘

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴────────►

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ USEr is user-id ──┬──────────────────────┬─┘

       └─ EXClude ───┘                    └─ user-specification ─┘

(for complete user-specification syntax, see USER clause)

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ PUBlic access is ─┬───────────┬─ for ─┬─ ALL ◄ ───┬─┘

                        └─ ALLOwed ─┘       ├─ NONe ────┤

                                            ├─ UPDate ──┤

                                            ├─ MODify ──┤

                                            ├─ REPlace ─┤

                                            ├─ DELete ──┤

                                            └─ DISplay ─┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─
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     └┬ INClude ◄ ─┬ WIThin SYStem system-name ┬──────────────────────────────┬

      └ EXClude ───┘                           └ Version is ┬ version-number ┬┘

                                                            ├─ HIGhest ──────┤

                                                            └─ LOWest ───────┘

 

  ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┴─►

  ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └─ invokes PROgram program-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                                    └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                   ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                   └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ TASk PRIority is ─┬─ 100 ◄ ─────────┬─┘

                        └─ task-priority ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ INActive task INTerval is ─┬─ OFF ◄ ──────────────┬─┘

                                 └─ inactive-wait-time ─┘

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┴──►

     └┬ INClude ◄ ─┬ class-name is attribute-name ─┬─────────────────────┬┘

      └ EXClude ───┘                               └─ TEXt is user-text ─┘

 

 ►─── EXTernal WAIt is ─┬──────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

                        ├─ external-wait-time ─┤

                        ├─ SYStem ─────────────┤

                        └┬─ FORever ─┬─────────┘

                         └─ NO ──────┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─ DC option is ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 

  ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴────►

  ─┬─ invokes PROgram program-name ─┬──────────────────────────────┬─┬─┘

   │                                └─ Version is version-number ──┘ │

   ├─┬─ ENAbled ◄ ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │ └─ DISabled ──┘                                                 │

   ├─┬─ EXTernal ◄ ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │ └─ INTernal ───┘                                                │

   ├─┬─ NOInput ◄ ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │ └─ INPut ─────┘                                                 │

   └─┬─ NOMap ◄ ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

     └─ MAP ─────┘

 

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────►

     │                            ┌────────────────────┐         │

     └─ EDIt ─┬─ COMments ────┬───▼─ edit-instruction ─┴─ QUIT ──┘
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              ├─ DEFinition ──┤

              └─ comment-key ─┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬──┴───────────────────────►◄

     └─┬─ COMments ─────┬── is ─┬─ NULl ─────────┬─┘

       ├─ DEFinition ───┤       └─ comment-text ─┘

       └─ comment-key ──┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH TASK statement (for a single task)

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ TASk name is task-name ─────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────────►

     │                  ┌─────────────────────────────────┐ │

     └─┬─ WITh ──────┬──▼──┬─ ALL ──────────────────────┬─┴─┘

       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤     ├─ ALL COMment TYPes ────────┤

       └─ WITHOut ───┘     ├─ ATTributes ───────────────┤

                           ├─ COMments ─────────────────┤

                           ├─ DEFinitions ──────────────┤

                           ├─ DETails ──────────────────┤

                           ├─ HIStory ──────────────────┤

                           ├─ NONe ─────────────────────┤

                           ├─ PROgrams ─────────────────┤

                           ├─┬─ SYStems ────┬───────────┤

                           │ └─ SUBSYstems ─┘           │

                           ├─ USErs ────────────────────┤

                           └─┬─ USEr DEFINED COMments ─┬┘

                             └─ UDCs ──────────────────┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘
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                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH TASK statement (for multiple tasks)

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┬─ ALL ──────────────────────────┬─ TASks ───────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘ └─┬─ FIRst ─┬─┬─ 1 ◄ ──────────┬─┘

                   ├─ NEXt ──┤ └─ entity-count ─┘

                   ├─ LASt ──┤

                   └─ PRIor ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ WHEre conditional-expression ──┘

(for complete conditional-expression syntax, see WHERE clause)

 

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ BY ─┬─ SET ◄ ─┬─┘

          └─ AREa ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬──┬─────────────┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘  └─ RECursive ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘
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Parameters

• TASk name is task-name
Identifies a new task to be established in the dictionary, or an existing task to be modified, replaced, deleted, displayed,
or punched. Task-name must be a 1- through 8-character alphanumeric value.

• within SYStem system-name
Associates the named task with the system identified by the 1- through 32-character system-name. The WITHIN
SYSTEM clause is documentation only, unless the system generation compiler COPY facility is to be used to copy task
occurrences from an IDD-built system. When the COPY facility is not used, functional task/system relationships are
established and maintained by the system generation compiler.

• invokes PROgram program-name
Identifies the initial program to be invoked by the teleprocessing monitor for the named task. Program-name must be
the 1- through 8-character name of an existing program. This parameter associates an existing program with the task/
system relationship. The INVOKES PROGRAM parameter is documentation only.
If INVOKES PROGRAM is specified, the named program must have been previously related to the system by means
of the WITHIN SYSTEM clause of the PROGRAM statement.
If the INVOKES PROGRAM option is omitted, INCLUDE establishes a new task/system relationship and EXCLUDE
removes the task/system relationship and any dependent task/program relationships.

• TASk PRIority is 100/task-priority-number
Specifies a dispatching priority for the named task. Task-priority-number must be an integer in the range 1 through
255; the default for ADD is 100. In an environment, a high number indicates a high priority. Task priorities are used in
combination with user and logical-terminal priorities to establish the run-time dispatching priority of the task.

• INACtive task INTerval is
Specifies the time the named task can be permitted to wait for a resource before being terminated.

• OFF
Specifies that the task will never terminate due to elapsed time. OFF is the default.

• inactive-wait-time
Specifies that the task will terminate if the specified wait time is exceeded. Inactive-wait-time is specified in seconds
and must be an integer in the range 1 through 32,767.

• EXTernal WAIt is
Overrides the system generation statement EXTERNAL WAIT parameter specification for the named program.

• External-wait-time
Specifies the amount of time, in wall-clock seconds, the system is to wait for the program to issue a database request
before abnormally terminating the program. External-wait-time must be an integer in the range 0 through 32,767.

• SYStem
Directs the system to use the external wait time specified in the SYSTEM statement. A value of 0 is synonymous with
SYSTEM.

• FORever/NO
Directs the system not to terminate the program based on an external wait time.

• DC option is
Documents the information used to define the named task during system generation.

• INVOKES PROGRAM program-name
Identifies the initial program to be invoked by DC/UCF for the task. Program-name must reference an existing program.
This parameter is required for DC/UCF tasks.

• ENAbled
Automatically enables the task at system startup. ENABLED is the default.

• DISabled
Disables the task until it is enabled explicitly by an operator command during system execution.

• EXTernal
Specifies that the task can be invoked externally from a terminal. EXTERNAL is the default.

• INTernal
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Specifies that the task can be invoked only by means of a DC RETURN from an executing program.
• NOInput

Specifies that the task's terminal input buffer is to contain only the task code. NOINPUT is the default.
• INPut

Specifies that the task's terminal input buffer can contain data in addition to the task code. INPUT must be specified if
the task's initial program reads the input line.

• NOMap
Specifies that a map is not invoked. NOMAP is the default.

• MAP
Specifies that tasks defined to write maps to user terminals can perform that function exclusively. DC/UCF displays a
map automatically at the user terminal and eliminates the need for a program to perform this I/O function.

• WITh/ALSo WITh/WITHOut
Includes or excludes the specified options when the named task is displayed or punched. Detailed information for
each DISPLAY/PUNCH option is under SET OPTIONS Syntax. The option that is listed below presents special
considerations for this entity type.

• DETails
Includes the DESCRIPTION, TASK PRIORITY, INACTIVE TASK INTERVAL, and DC OPTION specifications.

Usage

If you specify REPLACE

If you specify REPLACE, the DDDL compiler initializes to defaults and/or excludes the following:

• DESCRIPTION
• USER REGISTERED FOR
• PUBLIC ACCESS
• WITHIN SYSTEM
• COMMENTS/DEFINITIONS/comment-key
• TASK PRIORITY
• INACTIVE TASK INTERVAL
• ATTRIBUTES
• DC OPTION

Task/system relationships established by the system generation compiler are not affected.

Example

The following ADD statement defines the task RESER9 within the system RES and associates the program RES1054 with
the task/system relationship. Additional clauses supply priority and wait-time-before-termination specifications.

add task name is reser9

    task description is 'reserve interaction'

    within system res

    invokes program res1054

    task priority is 215

    inactive interval is 5.

The following MODIFY statement disassociates the task from the system RES; the DC OPTION clauses establish the
task's initial program and identify the task as part of a continuing transaction for use by a DC/UCF system.

modify task name is reser9
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    exclude within system res

    dc option is invokes program res1054

    dc option is transaction nostart.

USER (DDDL Compiler)
USER statements document users in the dictionary by relating users to systems and to other users, assigning users the
authority to access secured products and entity types and to perform secured operations, and supporting attribute/entity
relationships and documentation entries.

 

The system generation compiler can be used in conjunction with the DDDL compiler to complete user definitions. For
additional information, refer to IDMS Administrating section. 

If the SET OPTIONS statement specifies SECURITY FOR IDD IS ON, the user must be assigned the proper authority to
issue USER statements.

Syntax

USER statement

 

►►─┬─ ADD ─────┬─ USEr name is user-id ───────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ MODify ──┤

   ├─ REPlace ─┤

   └─ DELete ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────►

   └─┬─ PREpared ─┬─ by user-id ──┬────────────────────────┬─┘

     └─ REVised ──┘               └─ PASsword is password ─┘

►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

  └─ MAPtype ─┬─ is ─┬─┬─ map-type-name ─┬─┘

              └─ = ──┘ └─ NULl ──────────┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ FULl name is full-user-name ──┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ──┬─ OF ─┬─ SYStem ────┬─ system-name ────────────────────

       └─ EXClude ────┘      └─ SUBSYstem ─┘

  ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──┴────────►

  ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘ └─ TEXt is user-text ──┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 

   ┌─────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────┬─┴────────────────────────────────────────────►

     └─ SAMe AS USEr user-id ──┘
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  ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

►─▼─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴───────────────►

    └─ COPy ─┬─ ALL COMment TYPes ──┬─ FROm user user-id ──┘

             ├─ COMments ───────────┤

             ├─ DEFinition ─────────┤

             ├─ ATTributes ─────────┤

             ├─ USERS ──────────────┤

             ├─┬─ SYStems ────┬─────┤

             │ └─ SUBSYstems ─┘     │

             ├─ WIThin USEr ────────┤

             ├─ comment-key ────────┤

             └─ relational-key ─────┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ NEW NAMe is new-user-id ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ user DEScription is description-text ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ PASsword is ─┬─┬─ NULl ─┬─┬─┘

                   │ └─ '' ───┘ │

                   └─ password ─┘

 

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ AUThority ──┬──────────────────────┬──────────────────

       └─ EXClude ───┘              └─ for ─┬─ UPDate ◄ ─┬─┘

                                            ├─ ADD ──────┤

                                            ├─ MODify ───┤

                                            ├─ REPlace ──┤

                                            ├─ DELete ───┤

                                            └─ DISplay ──┘

 

  ────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴───────────────────────►

                ┌───────────────────────────┐       │

  ─── is ─┬───┬─▼─┬─ ALL ─────────────────┬─┴─┬───┬─┘

          └ ( ┘   ├─ PASsword ────────────┤   └ ) ┘

                  ├─ CULprit ─────────────┤

                  ├─ OLQ ─────────────────┤

                  ├─ ADS ─────────────────┤

                  ├─ LOAd MODUle ─────────┤

                  ├─ CLAss and ATTribute ─┤

                  ├─ CLAss ───────────────┤

                  ├─ ATTribute ───────────┤

                  ├─ DC ──────────────────┤

                  ├─ DEStination ─────────┤

                  ├─ LINe ────────────────┤

                  ├─ LOGical-terminal ────┤

                  ├─ MAP ─────────────────┤

                  ├─ MESsage ─────────────┤
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                  ├─┬─ PANels ──┬─────────┤

                  │ └─ SCReens ─┘         │

                  ├─ PHYsical-terminal ───┤

                  ├─ QUEue ───────────────┤

                  ├─ TASk ────────────────┤

                  ├─ IDD ─────────────────┤

                  ├─ ELEment ─────────────┤

                  ├─ ENTRy point ─────────┤

                  ├─ FILe ────────────────┤

                  ├─ MODUle ──────────────┤

                  ├─ PROCess ─────────────┤

                  ├─ QFIle ───────────────┤

                  ├─ TABle ───────────────┤

                  ├─ PROgram ─────────────┤

                  ├─ RECord ──────────────┤

                  ├─ REPOrt ──────────────┤

                  ├─ TRAnsaction ─────────┤

                  ├─┬─ SYStem ────┬───────┤

                  │ └─ SUBSYstem ─┘       │

                  ├─ USEr ────────────────┤

                  ├─ IDMs ────────────────┤

                  ├─ SCHema ──────────────┤

                  └─ SUBSChema ───────────┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ SIGnon PROfile is module-name ──────────────────────────

     └─ EXClude ───┘

─►───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────►

  ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─ LANguage is language ──┘

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ IDD SIGnon is ─┬─ ALLowed ◄ ───┬─┘

                     └─ NOT ALLowed ─┘

 

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴─►

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ ACCess to ─┬─ SYStem ────┬─ system-specification ─┘

       └─ EXClude ───┘             └─ SUBSYstem ─┘

(expanded system-specification syntax follows this syntax diagram)

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

   └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ ACCess to ASF ──┘

     └─ EXClude ───┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

   └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ ACCess to IDB ──┘

     └─ EXClude ───┘
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 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

   └─ DEFAult for PUBlic access is ─┬─ ALL ◄ ───┬─┘

                                    ├─ NONe ────┤

                                    ├─ UPDate ──┤

                                    ├─ MODify ──┤

                                    ├─ REPlace ─┤

                                    ├─ DELete ──┤

                                    └─ DISplay ─┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ ACCess to FILe file-name ─────────────────────────────

       └─ EXClude ───┘

  ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴─────────►

  ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘ └─ TEXt is user-text ──┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴─────►

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ ACCess to SUBSChema subschema-specification ──┘

       └─ EXClude ───┘

(expanded subschema-specification syntax follows this syntax diagram)

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ OLQ ACCess is ─┬─ IDMs sql ─┬─┘

                     └─ OLQ ◄ ────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ ACCess to QFIle qfile-name ─────────────────────────────

     └─ EXClude ───┘

 

─►───────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

  ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ OLQ MENu-mode is ─┬─ ALLowed ◄ ───┬─┘

                        ├─ NOT ALLowed ─┤

                        └─ ONLy ────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ olq QFIle is ─┬─ ALLowed ◄ ───┬─┘

                    ├─ NOT ALLowed ─┤

                    └─ ONLy ────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►
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   └─ OLQ QFIle SAVe is ─┬─ ALLowed ◄ ───┬─┘

                         └─ NOT ALLowed ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ olq MRR is ─┬─ ALLowed ◄ ───┬─┘

                  └─ NOT ALLowed ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ olq ─┬─ OPTional ◄ ─┬─ interrupt ──┘

           └─ MANdatory ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ olq SORt is ─┬─ ALLowed ◄ ───┬─┘

                   └─ NOT ALLowed ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ culprit OVErrides are ─┬─ ALLowed ◄ ───┬─┘

                             └─ NOT ALLowed ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────►

   │                              ┌───────────────────────────────┐    │

   └ olq DEFault OPtions are ─ ( ─▼─┬─── HEAder ◄ ──────────────┬─┴─ ) ┘

                                    ├─┬─ ECHo ◄ ──┬─────────────┤

                                    │ └─ NO ECHo ─┘             │

                                    ├─┬─ ALL ◄ ─┬───────────────┤

                                    │ └─ NONe ──┘               │

                                    ├─┬─ NO FILler ◄ ─┬─────────┤

                                    │ └─ FILler ──────┘         │

                                    ├─┬─ INTerrupt ◄ ──┬────────┤

                                    │ └─ NO INTerrupt ─┘        │

                                    ├─┬─ WHOle ◄ ─┬─────────────┤

                                    │ └─ PARtial ─┘             │

                                    ├─┬─ FULl ◄ ─┬──────────────┤

                                    │ └─ SPArse ─┘              │

                                    ├─┬─ NO OLQ HEAder ◄ ─┬─────┤

                                    │ └─ OLQ HEAder ──────┘     │

                                    ├─┬─ COMments ◄ ──┬─────────┤

                                    │ └─ NO COMments ─┘         │

                                    ├─┬─ NO CODe TABle ◄ ─┬─────┤

                                    │ └─ CODe TABle ──────┘     │

                                    ├─┬─ NO PATH STAtus ◄ ─┬────┤

                                    │ └─ PATH STAtus ──────┘    │

                                    ├─┬─ NO EXTernal PICture ◄ ─┤

                                    │ └─ EXTernal PICture ──────┤

                                    └─┬─ VERbose ◄ ─┬───────────┘

                                      └─ TERse ─────┘

 

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─┴─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────►

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ WIThin USEr user-id ─┬─────────────────────┬─┘

       └─ EXClude ───┘                       └─ TEXt is user-text ─┘

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐
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 ►─▼┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┴─►

    └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ class-name is attribute-name ─┬────────────────────┬┘

      └─ EXClude ───┘                                └ TEXt is user-text ─┘

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴─►

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ relational-key is user-id ─┬────────────────────┬─┘

       └─ EXClude ───┘                             └ TEXt is user-text ─┘

 

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────►

     │                            ┌────────────────────┐         │

     └─ EDIt ─┬─ COMments ────┬───▼─ edit-instruction ─┴─ QUIT ──┘

              ├─ DEFinition ──┤

              └─ comment-key ─┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬──┴───────────────────────►◄

     └─┬─ COMments ─────┬── is ─┬─ NULl ─────────┬─┘

       ├─ DEFinition ───┤       └─ comment-text ─┘

       └─ comment-key ──┘

Expansion of system-specification

►►── system-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

                  └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                 ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                 └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ INStallation code is character-literal ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ PRIority is ─┬─ 0 ◄ ───────────┬─┘

                   └─ user-priority ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────►◄

   │                                          ┌─────────────────┐       │

   └─ SECurity classes is ─┬─ ADD ◄ ──┬─┬ ( ──▼─ security-code ─┴ ) ──┬─┘

                           └─ DELete ─┘ └─ ALL ───────────────────────┘

Expansion of subschema-specification

►►── subschema-name of SCHema schema-name ────────────────────────────────────►
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 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────►◄

   └─ SIGnon QFile is qfile-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                                  └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                 ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                 └─ LOWest ─────────┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH USER statement (for a single user)

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ USEr name is user-id ───────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴────────────────►

     │                ┌──────────────────────────────────┐ │

     ├─ WITh ──────┬──▼──┬─ ALL ───────────────────────┬─┴─┘

     ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤     ├─ ALL COMment TYPes ─────────┤

     └─ WITHOut ───┘     ├─ ATTributes ────────────────┤

                         ├─ COMments ──────────────────┤

                         ├─ DEFinitions ───────────────┤

                         ├─ DEStinations ──────────────┤

                         ├─ DETails ───────────────────┤

                         ├─ ELements ──────────────────┤

                         ├─ ENTRy points ──────────────┤

                         ├─ FILes ─────────────────────┤

                         ├─ HIStory ───────────────────┤

                         ├─ LINes ─────────────────────┤

                         ├─ LOGical-terminals ─────────┤

                         ├─ MAPS ──────────────────────┤

                         ├─ MODules ─┬─────────┬───────┤

                         │           └─ ONLy ──┘       │

                         ├─ NONe ──────────────────────┤

                         ├─┬─ PANels ──┬───────────────┤

                         │ └─ SCReens ─┘               │

                         ├─ PHYsical-terminals ────────┤

                         ├─ PROCesses ─────────────────┤

                         ├─ PROgrams ──────────────────┤

                         ├─ QFIles ────────────────────┤

                         ├─ QUEues ────────────────────┤

                         ├─ RECords ───────────────────┤

                         ├─ REPorts ───────────────────┤

                         ├─ SAMe AS ───────────────────┤

                         ├─ SCHemas ───────────────────┤
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                         ├─ SUBSChemas ────────────────┤

                         ├─┬─ SYStems ────┬────────────┤

                         │ └─ SUBSYstems ─┘            │

                         ├─ TABles ────────────────────┤

                         ├─ TASks ─────────────────────┤

                         ├─ TRAnsactions ──────────────┤

                         ├─ USErs ─────────────────────┤

                         ├─┬─ USEr DEFINED COMments ─┬─┤

                         │ └─ UDCs ──────────────────┘ │

                         ├─┬─ USEr DEFINED NESts ─┬────┤

                         │ └─ UDNs ───────────────┘    │

                         ├─ WHEre USED ────────────────┤

                         └─ WITHIn USEr ───────────────┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH USER statement (for multiple users)

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┬─ ALL ──────────────────────────┬─ USErs ───────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘ └─┬─ FIRst ─┬─┬─ 1 ◄ ──────────┬─┘

                   ├─ NEXt ──┤ └─ entity-count ─┘

                   ├─ LASt ──┤

                   └─ PRIor ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ WHEre conditional-expression ──┘
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(for complete conditional-expression syntax, see WHERE clause)

 

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ BY ─┬─ SET ◄ ─┬─┘

          └─ AREa ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬──┬─────────────┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘  └─ RECursive ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘

 

Parameters

• USEr name is user-id
Identifies a new user to be established in the dictionary, or an existing user to be modified, replaced, deleted,
displayed, or punched. User-id must specify a 1- through 32-character alphanumeric value and must be unique in the
dictionary.

• MAPtype is/= map-type-name/NULl
MAPTYPE has no meaning for IDMS since Release 12.0. It does not give an error so that migration can run without
changes. MAPTYPE is now processed with DCUF SET MAPTYPE or with a PROFILE as specified in the MAPPING
FACILITIES manual. For further information, see Advantage ™ IDMS Mapping Facility.

• FULl name is full-user-name
Specifies a 1- through 32-character name that clarifies or supplements user-name or supplies the full name for an
abbreviated user name.

• OF SYStem/SUBSYstem system-name
Establishes (INCLUDE) or removes (EXCLUDE) a documentation relationship between the named user and the
requested system or subsystem.

• SAMe AS USEr user-id
Copies the following options from the definition of the named user: user nests, attributes, systems associated with the
user by means of the OF SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM clause, and comments.

• NEW NAMe is new-user-id
Specifies a new name for the requested user. This clause changes only the name specification; it does not alter or
delete any previously defined relationships in which the named user participates. Subsequent references to the user
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must specify the new name. New-user-id must be a 1- through 32-character value that does not duplicate the name of
an existing user.

• PASsword is NULl/password
Establishes, replaces, or deletes a password for the named user. password must be a 1- through 8-character
alphanumeric value. Specify PASSWORD IS NULL or PASSWORD IS '' to delete a password. This password must
appear whenever the user name appears in an IDD SIGNON statement or in a PREPARED BY or REVISED BY
clause.
If the SET OPTIONS statement specifies INDIVIDUAL PASSWORD SECURITY OVERRIDE IS ON and the USER
statement is modifying the issuing user's password, neither AUTHORITY FOR UPDATE IS PASSWORD nor
AUTHORITY FOR MODIFY IS USER need be specified; the AUTHORITY clause is described below. However, if the
SET OPTIONS statement specifies INDIVIDUAL PASSWORD SECURITY OVERRIDE IS OFF, the issuing user must
be assigned PASSWORD authority as well as the appropriate USER entity-type authority.

• AUThority for UPDate/ADD/MODify/REPlace/DELete/DISplay
Assigns to (INCLUDE) or removes from (EXCLUDES) the named user the authority to access a secured product
or entity type or to perform a secured operation. (Security must have been previously enabled by means of a SET
OPTIONS statement SECURITY clause.)
This clause also specifies the verbs that the named user can issue for entities within secured products:
– UPDATE specifies that the user can issue all verbs (ADD, MODIFY, REPLACE, DELETE, and DISPLAY/PUNCH).

UPDATE is the default.
– ADD specifies that the user can issue only ADD and DISPLAY/PUNCH verbs.
– MODIFY specifies that the user can issue only MODIFY and DISPLAY/PUNCH verbs.
– REPLACE specifies that the user can issue only REPLACE and DISPLAY/PUNCH verbs.
– DELETE specifies that the user can issue only DELETE and DISPLAY/PUNCH verbs.
– DISPLAY specifies that the user can issue only DISPLAY/PUNCH verbs.
To specify the INCLUDE/EXCLUDE parameter, the PREPARED/REVISED BY clause must identify a user with the
AUTHORITY FOR UPDATE IS PASSWORD option. For more information about IDD security, see Securing the
Dictionary.

• ALL
Assigns the user the authority to access all products and entity types and in order to perform all secured operations.
AUTHORITY FOR UPDATE IS ALL is required to establish default processing options for a specified dictionary by
issuing the SET OPTIONS FOR DICTIONARY statement. This authority is also required to use the FIRST/SECOND/
THIRD/FOURTH ALTERNATE PICTURE KEYWORD clause of the SET OPTIONS statement. Finally, AUTHORITY
FOR UPDATE IS ALL is required to turn off entity-occurrence security with the REGISTRATION OVERRIDE clause.
The IDD installation procedure establishes one user with the AUTHORITY FOR UPDATE IS ALL attribute. This user
is named 'CULL DBA' and assigned the password DBAPASS. After the installation, rename 'CULL DBA' and modify
the password. Create a backup by adding another user with AUTHORITY IS ALL; if the new name of the DBA is
inadvertently forgotten or lost, the backup user can be used.

• PASsword
Allows the user to assign or change passwords for other users and to issue the AUTHORITY FOR PASSWORD
clause for other users. A user with password authority can update the AUTHORITY clause of any user ID, including
his own, to any level. Note that if PASSWORD is selected, the keyword UPDATE must be specified in the FOR clause
(described above).

• CULprit
Allows the user to access files and subschemas to run Culprit reports, change record layouts and file definitions (if
the named user is assigned the CULPRIT OVERRIDES ARE ALLOWED option), and to generate DDR reports (if the
named user is assigned the CULPRIT OVERRIDES ARE ALLOWED option and is authorized to access subschema
IDMSNWKA of schema IDMSNTWK, version 1). This parameter allows the user to perform Culprit-related activities
when the default processing options for the session include SECURITY FOR CULPRIT IS ON. Note that if CULPRIT is
selected, the keyword UPDATE must be specified in the FOR clause (described above).

• OLQ
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Allows the user to code USER statement clauses that control access to OLQ files and subschema views and assign
OLQ command authorities and processing/reporting options when the default processing options for the session
include SECURITY FOR OLQ IS ON. If OLQ is specified, the keyword UPDATE must be specified in the FOR clause
(described above).

• ADS
Allows the user to generate ADS dialogs when the default processing options for the session include SECURITY FOR
ADS IS ON. If the keyword UPDATE is specified in the FOR clause (described above), either MODIFY or REPLACE
allows the user to modify ADS dialogs.

• LOAd MODUle
Allows the user to access load modules when the default processing options for the session include SECURITY FOR
LOAD MODULE IS ON.

• CLAss and ATTribute
Allows the user to access classes, attributes, and user-defined entities when the default processing options for the
session include SECURITY FOR CLASS AND ATTRIBUTE IS ON. Note that the keywords CLASS and ATTRIBUTE
can be issued separately to assign individual authority for classes or attributes (user-defined entities).

• DC
Allows the user to access teleprocessing entities (DESTINATION, LINE, LOGICAL-TERMINAL, MAP, MESSAGE,
PANEL, PHYSICAL-TERMINAL, QUEUE, and TASK) when the default processing options for the session include
SECURITY FOR IDMS-DC IS ON. Note that the keywords DESTINATION, LINE, LOGICAL-TERMINAL, MAP,
MESSAGE, PANEL, PHYSICAL-TERMINAL, QUEUE, and TASK can be issued to assign authority for the specified
entity type only.

• IDD
Allows the user to access IDD entities (ELEMENT, ENTRY POINT, FILE, MODULE, PROCESS, PROGRAM, QFILE,
RECORD, REPORT, TRANSACTION, SYSTEM, TABLE, and USER) when the default processing options for the
session include SECURITY FOR IDD SIGNON and/or IDD IS ON. Note that the keywords ELEMENT, ENTRY POINT,
FILE, MODULE, PROCESS, PROGRAM, QFILE, RECORD, REPORT, TRANSACTION, SYSTEM, TABLE, and USER
can be issued to assign authority only for the specified entity type.

• IDMs
Allows the user to access IDMS entities (SCHEMA, SUBSCHEMA, and DMCL) when the default processing options
for the session include SECURITY FOR IDMS IS ON. Note that the keywords SCHEMA, SUBSCHEMA, and DMCL
can be issued to assign authority only for the specified entity type.

• SIGnon PROfile is module-name
Associates (INCLUDE) or disassociates (EXCLUDE) a module that has been defined for use as a signon profile.
Module-name must reference an existing module. The LANGUAGE parameter is required; language specifies the
language of the signon profile; for example, OLQ or DC. All languages, including user-defined languages, can be
specified.
When the named user signs onto an application, the commands within the signon profile module are executed
automatically. These profiles are not executed when signing onto a DC SYSTEM.

• IDD SIGnon is
Specifies whether the named user is authorized to sign on to and execute the online or batch DDDL compiler when the
SET OPTIONS statement specifies SECURITY FOR IDD IS ON.
Note that the issuing user must be assigned IDD SIGNON authority.

• ALLowed
Authorizes the user to sign on to the DDDL compiler. ALLOWED is the default.

• NOT ALLowed
Prohibits the user from signing on to the DDDL compiler.

• ACCess to SYStem/SUBSYstem system-name
Establishes (INCLUDE) or removes (EXCLUDE) a system access privilege. If this clause is specified in a non IDMS
environment, the user/system relationship is documentation.
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NOTE
You must have IDMS-DC authority to use this clause.

• INStallation code is character-literal
Specifies an installation code for the named user. This code can be accessed at runtime by user exits or programs to
provide additional security. Character-literal must be a 1- through 32-character alphanumeric symbol specified as an
absolute expression.

• PRIority is 0/user-priority
Specifies the dispatching priority for the named user. DC/UCF uses the dispatching priority in combination with task
and logical terminal priorities to establish a run-time dispatching priority for tasks initiated by the named user. User-
priority must be an integer in the range 0 through 255; the default for ADD operations is 0. A high number indicates a
high dispatching priority.

• SECurity classes is
Adds or deletes securityclass codes for the named user; the user can execute only programs and tasks with matching
security classes.

• ADD/DELete
Specifies that the named security classes are added to or deleted from the user definition; ADD is the default for ADD
operations.

• security-code/ALL
Specifies that the named security classes or all security classes are the object of the ADD or DELETE request.
Security-code must be an integer in the range 1 through 255; multiple values must be enclosed in parentheses and
separated by blanks.

• ACCess to ASF
Specifies that the named user has (INCLUDE) or does not have (EXCLUDE) access to the IDMS ASF

• ACCess to IDB
Specifies that the named IDMS or Information Center Management System (ICMS) user has (INCLUDE) or does not
have (EXCLUDE) access to the Information Database (IDB).

• DEFAult for PUBlic access is
Assigns a default public access specification to the named user. This feature, for ASF users only, is used to identify the
public access level to be established by the user when storing entity-occurrence definitions in the dictionary through
ASF. If an option other than ALL is specified, ASF automatically generates the appropriate registration option within the
entity definition.

• ACCess to FILe file-name
Specifies that the named Culprit user has access to the named file. Note that if Culprit security is enabled, the
requested user must be assigned CULPRIT authority in order to access the named file.

• ACCess to SUBSChema subschema-name of SCHema schema-name
Specifies that the named OLQ or Culprit user has access to (INCLUDE) or does not have access to (EXCLUDE) the
named subschema. Subschema-name must identify a subschema view associated with schema-name. If OLQ or
Culprit product security has been enabled in the SET OPTIONS statement SECURITY clause, the issuing user must
be assigned OLQ or CULPRIT authority.

• SIGnon QFIle is qfile-name
Associates an existing qfile with the named subschema and establishes access privilege to that qfile for the named
OLQ user. The named qfile is invoked automatically when the user signs on to OLQ and names the associated
subschema.

NOTE
The qfile access privilege does not permit the named user to execute qfiles; the qfile execution privilege is
established separately by means of the OLQ QFILE clause described below.

• OLQ ACCess is
Indicates an OLQ user's type of qfile access.

• IDMs sql
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Specifies qfile access using the functionality available with the IDMS SQL, providing the IDMS SQL is installed. IDMs
sql, IDMssql, and IDMS-SQL are synonyms and can be used interchangeably.
More information: For more information on IDMS SQL, see the IDMS SQL Reference section.

• OLQ
Specifies qfile access using the functionality available with OLQ. OLQ is the default for OLQ ACCESS.

• ACCess to QFIle qfile-name
Specifies that the named OLQ user has access to (INCLUDE) or does not have access to (EXCLUDE) the named
qfile. Note that the qfile access privilege does not permit the named user to execute qfiles; qfile execution privilege is
established separately by means of the OLQ QFILE clause described below.

• OLQ MENu-mode is
Specifies whether the named user is authorized to access OLQ in menu mode. If the SET OPTIONS statement
specifies SECURITY FOR OLQ IS ON, the issuing user must be assigned OLQ authority.

• ALLowed
Authorizes the OLQ user to access OLQ in menu mode. ALLOWED is the default.

• NOT ALLowed
Prohibits the OLQ user from accessing OLQ in menu mode.

• ONLy
Specifies that the OLQ user is allowed to access OLQ in menu mode only.

• OLQ QFIle is
Specifies whether the named user is authorized to execute OLQ qfiles. If the SET OPTIONS statement specifies
SECURITY FOR OLQ IS ON, the issuing user must be assigned OLQ authority.

• ALLowed
Authorizes the OLQ user to execute qfiles. ALLOWED is the default.

• NOT ALLowed
Prohibits the OLQ user from executing qfiles.

• ONLy
Specifies that the OLQ user is authorized to access OLQ only through qfiles.

• OLQ QFIle SAVe is
Specifies whether the named OLQ user is authorized to save paths and OLQ command groups as qfiles. If the SET
OPTIONS statement specifies SECURITY FOR OLQ IS ON, the issuing user must be assigned OLQ authority.

• ALLowed
Authorizes the OLQ user to save paths and groups of commands as qfiles. ALLOWED is the default.

• NOT ALLowed
Prohibits the OLQ user from saving paths and groups of commands as qfiles.

• olq MRR is
Specifies whether the named OLQ user is authorized to retrieve multiple record occurrences with a single OLQ
command. If the SET OPTIONS statement specifies SECURITY FOR OLQ IS ON, the issuing user must be assigned
OLQ authority.

• ALLowed
Authorizes the OLQ user to retrieve multiple record occurrences with a single OLQ command. ALLOWED is the
default.

• NOT ALLowed
Prohibits the OLQ user from retrieving multiple record occurrences with a single OLQcommand.

• olq OPTional/MANdatory interrupt
Specifies whether the named OLQ user is authorized to select the OLQ NOINTERRUPT option (described below).
If the SET OPTIONS statement specifies SECURITY FOR OLQ IS ON, the issuing user must be assigned OLQ
authority.

• OPTional
Authorizes the OLQ user to select the OLQ NOINTERRUPT option.

• MANdatory
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Requires that the OLQ INTERRUPT be enabled at all times for the user.
• olq SORt is

Specifies whether the named OLQ user can issue the OLQ SORT command. If the SET OPTIONS statement specifies
SECURITY FOR OLQ IS ON, the issuing user must be assigned OLQ authority.

• ALLowed
Authorizes the OLQ user to issue the OLQ SORT command. ALLOWED is the default.

• NOT ALLowed
Prohibits the OLQ user from issuing the OLQ SORT command.

• culprit OVErrides are
Specifies whether the named Culprit user is authorized to define file attributes and records. If the SET OPTIONS
statement specifies SECURITY FOR CULPRIT IS ON, the issuing user must be assigned CULPRIT authority.

• ALLowed
Authorizes the Culprit user to code file attributes and REC parameters. ALLOWED is the default.

• NOT ALLowed
Prohibits the Culprit user from coding file attributes and REC parameters.

• olq DEFAult OPTions are
Specifies the OLQ processing control and display options that will be in effect when the named user signs on to OLQ.
If the SET OPTIONS statement specifies SECURITY FOR OLQ IS ON, the issuing user must be assigned OLQ
authority.

• HEAder/NO HEAder
Specifies whether OLQ report files will contain a header line. This option has no effect on single-record-occurrence
retrieval displays. The default for ADD is HEADER.

• ECHo/NO ECHo
Specifies whether a user-entered command will be repeated by OLQ on the output device. The default for ADD is
ECHO.

• ALL/NONe
Specifies whether the default internal field list for all records retrieved during the named user's OLQ session will
contain all or none of the fields. The default for ADD is ALL.

• NO FILler/FILler
Specifies whether filler field values will be displayed. The default for ADD is NO FILLER.

• INTerrupt/NO INTerrupt
Specifies whether the processing interrupt feature for multiple record retrievals will be enabled or disabled. The default
for ADD is INTERRUPT.

NOTE
The OLQ MANDATORY INTERRUPT specification takes precedence over NO INTERRUPT.

• WHOle/PARtial
Specifies the content of displayed path retrieval report lines. WHOLE displays only those lines containing a retrieved
occurrence for every record type in a path definition. PARTIAL displays all lines, whether or not they contain data for
every path record type. The default for ADD is WHOLE.

• FULl/SPArse
Specifies the format of displayed path retrieval report lines. FULL displays data associated with a record type once for
each retrieved occurrence. SPARSE displays data associated with a record type only once, regardless of how many
associated record occurrences are retrieved. The default value for ADD is FULL.

• NO OLQ HEAder/OLQ HEAder
Specifies whether the OLQ report file contains a header line. This option has no effect on single-record-occurrence
retrieval displays. The default for ADD is NO OLQ HEADER.

• COMments/NO COMments
Specifies whether comments will accompany the output from HELP RECORDS, HELP SUBSCHEMAS, and HELP
QFILE requests. The default for ADD is COMMENTS.

• NO CODe TABle/CODe TABle
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Specifies whether OLQ will access a code table to encode and decode data. The default for ADD is NO CODE TABLE.
• NO PATH STAtus/PATH STAtus

Specifies the conditions under which OLQ will retrieve a logical record. NO PATH STATUS requests OLQ to retrieve a
logical record only when the path status of LR-FOUND is returned. PATH STATUS requests OLQ to retrieve a logical
record when any DBA-defined path status is returned. The default for ADD is NO PATH STATUS.

• NO EXTernal PICture/EXTernal PICture
Specifies whether OLQ will use external pictures for displaying data. The default for ADD is NO EXTERNAL PICTURE.

• VERbose/TERse
Controls the amount of information displayed following record and field-level breaks. The default for ADD is
VERBOSE.

• WIThin USEr user-id
Associates (INCLUDE) the user with or disassociates (EXCLUDE) the user from the user identified by user-id.

• WITh/ALSo WITh/WITHOut
Includes or excludes the specified options when the named user is displayed or punched. Detailed information for
each DISPLAY/PUNCH option is under SET OPTIONS Syntax. The options that are listed below present special
considerations for this entity type.

• DETails
Includes the following specifications:
– DESCRIPTION
– PASSWORD IS ASSIGNED
– FULL NAME
– AUTHORITY
– OLQ MENU-MODE
– OLQ QFILE
– OLQ MRR
– OLQ INTERRUPT
– OLQ SORT
– OLQ DEFAULT OPTIONS
– CULPRIT OVERRIDES
– IDD SIGNON

• USErs
Includes all the users related by the WITHIN USER clause or relational-key clause.

Usage

If you specify REPLACE

If you specify REPLACE, the DDDL compiler initializes to defaults and/or excludes the following:
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• FULL NAME
• DESCRIPTION
• OLQ DEFAULT OPTIONS
• OLQ options
• CULPRIT OVERRIDES
• USER REGISTERED FOR
• PUBLIC ACCESS
• COMMENTS/DEFINITIONS/comment-key
• AUTHORITY
• ACCESS TO SUBSCHEMA
• ACCESS TO SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM
• ACCESS TO QFILE
• WITHIN USER
• ATTRIBUTES

The following relationships that include the named user or that the user is related to or registered for are not affected:

• Attributes
• Destinations
• Elements
• Files
• Lines
• Logical terminals
• Modules
• Panels
• Physical terminals
• Processes
• Programs
• qfiles
• Queues
• Records
• Systems (subsystems)
• Tables
• Tasks
• Users to which the named user is related

Additionally, the following definitions are not affected:

• User definitions built by other IDMS components
• Users that are related to other users

If you specify DELETE

If you specify DELETE, the DDDL compiler disassociates the named user from all entity occurrences, unless the user is
the last user assigned the REGISTERED FOR ALL option; see PUBLIC ACCESS Clause for further details.

Default public access (ASF)

The default public access for entity occurrences stored by the named user through ASF is assigned as follows:
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• ALL specifies that unregistered users are allowed to issue all verbs and perform all secured operations. ALL is the
default.

• NONE specifies that unregistered users are not allowed to access the entity occurrence.
• UPDATE specifies that unregistered users are allowed to issue all verbs.
• MODIFY specifies that unregistered users are allowed to issue only MODIFY and DISPLAY/PUNCH verbs.
• REPLACE specifies that unregistered users are allowed to issue only REPLACE and DISPLAY/PUNCH verbs.
• DELETE specifies that unregistered users are allowed to issue only DELETE and DISPLAY/PUNCH verbs.
• DISPLAY specifies that unregistered users are allowed to issue only DISPLAY/PUNCH verbs.

USER AUTHORITY considerations

Consider the following points regarding user authority:

• Authority for IDD (or for a specific entity) is required to access a basic entity.
• Authority for IDMS (or for a specific entity) is required to access a database entity.
• Authority for IDD or MODULE is required before INCLUDE clauses can be processed.
• Authority for DC only applies to IDD usage. If a DC component was built or is owned by the system generation

compiler and the DDDL compiler processes the component, only dictionary security is checked, not the central security
used by system generation.

• Authority for MODULE includes authority for QFILE, TABLE, and PROCESS.
• ELEMENT authority is not required to:

– Associate an existing element with a record.
– Delete an existing element by using DELETE RECORD if the element doesn't exist in another record.
– RECORD authority is not required to associate an existing record with a schema if you use the SHARE

STRUCTURE parameter of the schema RECORD statement.
– LOAD MODULE authority is not required to generate tables, subschemas, or DC/UCF systems. It is required to use

LOAD MODULE with the subschema and DDDL compilers.
– CLASS and ATTRIBUTE authority are not required to associate an attribute with an automatic class (a class defined

as AUTOMATIC PLURAL).
– ATTRIBUTE authority is not required to associate an existing user-defined comment or nest with an entity.

Example

In the following example, the ADD statement defines user DGS as a user of the systems INVENTORY and STOCK-
UPDATE, supplying a full name, a password, and a description. The ACCESS TO SUBSCHEMA clauses assign access to
two versions of a subschema and two signon qfiles.

The ACCESS TO SYSTEM clauses allow the user to access the systems INVENTORY and STOCK UPDATE through DC/
UCF.

Additional clauses authorize DGS to change the OLQ INTERRUPT option and grant DGS IDMS authority. The OLQ
DEFAULT OPTIONS clause specifies display of FILLER fields and PARTIAL lines. The class/attribute clause associates
the LIBRARY class with the attribute PRIVATE. The relational-key clause associates user MRS with user DGS.

add user name is dgs

    prepared by dba password is 'ice 9'

    password is sgd

    full name is 'dianna g. smith'

    user description is programmer

    within user development

    of system inventory

    of system stock-update

    access to subschema invbasea of schema invbase version 2

           signon qfile is invon version 2
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    access to subschema invbasea of schema invbase

           signon qfile is invon

    access to system inventory

    access to system stock-update

    optional interrupt

    olq default options filler partial

    authority for display is idms

    authority for update is password

    library is private

    'other developer' is mrs.

The MODIFY statement changes the password for the user DGS:

modify user dgs

    prepared by dgs password is sgd

    password is gsd.

USER-DEFINED ENTITY
User-defined statements are used to directly establish user-defined entities in the dictionary. Optional clauses relate user-
defined entities to other user-defined entities and to classes and attributes.

User-defined entities are established as classes by using the CLASS TYPE IS ENTITY clause of the CLASS statement.
Statements for establishing and maintaining occurrences of user-defined entity types are similar to the ADD and MODIFY
ATTRIBUTE statements. Once established, user-defined entities can be referenced by using any syntax that applies to
classes and attributes.

If the SET OPTIONS statement specifies SECURITY FOR CLASS AND ATTRIBUTE IS ON, the user must be assigned
the proper authority to issue user-defined entity statements.USER-DEFINED ENTITY.

Syntax

USER-DEFINED ENTITY statement

 

►►─┬─ ADD ─────┬─ user-defined-entity-type name is entity-occurrence-name ────►

   ├─ MODify ──┤

   ├─ REPlace ─┤

   └─ DELete ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────►

   └─┬─ PREpared ─┬─ by user-id ──┬────────────────────────┬─┘

     └─ REVised ──┘               └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ NEW name is new-entity-name ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ deletion LOCk is ─┬─ OFF ◄ ─┬─┘

                        └─ ON ────┘

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴────────►

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ USEr is user-id ──┬──────────────────────┬─┘
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       └─ EXClude ───┘                    └─ user-specification ─┘

(for complete user-specification syntax, see USER clause)

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ PUBlic access is ─┬───────────┬─ for ─┬─ ALL ◄ ───┬─┘

                        └─ ALLOwed ─┘       ├─ NONe ────┤

                                            ├─ UPDate ──┤

                                            ├─ MODify ──┤

                                            ├─ REPlace ─┤

                                            ├─ DELete ──┤

                                            └─ DISplay ─┘

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──►

     └─┬ INClude ◄ ┬ class-name is attribute-name ┬────────────────────┬─┘

       └ EXClude ──┘                              └ TEXt is user-text ─┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ relational-key is ─┬─────────────┬─ attribute-name ───

       └─ EXClude ───┘                     └─ ATTribute ─┘

 

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────────────►

  ─┬───────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ WITHIn class class-name ─┘ └─ TEXt is user-text ─┘

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ relational-key is class-name is attribute-name ────────

      └─ EXClude ───┘

  ───────────────────────────┐

─►─────────────────────────┬─┴────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ─┬─────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ TEXt is user-text ─┘

 

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─┬─ INClude ◄ ─┬─ entity-type-name is entity-occurrence-name ───────────

       └─ EXClude ───┘

  ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴─────────►

  ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘ └─ TEXt is user-text ──┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────►

     │                            ┌────────────────────┐         │
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     └─ EDIt ─┬─ COMments ────┬───▼─ edit-instruction ─┴─ QUIT ──┘

              ├─ DEFinition ──┤

              └─ comment-key ─┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬──┴───────────────────────►◄

     └─┬─ COMments ─────┬── is ─┬─ NULl ─────────┬─┘

       ├─ DEFinition ───┤       └─ comment-text ─┘

       └─ comment-key ──┘

 

DISPLAY/PUNCH user-defined entity (for a single entity)

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ user-defined-entity-type name is entity-occurrence-name ────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴────────────────►

     │                ┌──────────────────────────────────┐ │

     ├─ WITh ──────┬──▼──┬─ ALL ───────────────────────┬─┴─┘

     ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤     ├─ ALL COMment TYPes ─────────┤

     └─ WITHOut ───┘     ├─ ATTributes ────────────────┤

                         ├─ COMments ──────────────────┤

                         ├─ DEFinitions ───────────────┤

                         ├─ DEStinations ──────────────┤

                         ├─ DETails ───────────────────┤

                         ├─ ELements ──────────────────┤

                         ├─ ENTRy points ──────────────┤

                         ├─ FILes ─────────────────────┤

                         ├─ HIStory ───────────────────┤

                         ├─ LINes ─────────────────────┤

                         ├─ LOGical-terminals ─────────┤

                         ├─ MAPS ──────────────────────┤

                         ├─ MODules ─┬─────────┬───────┤

                         │           └─ ONLy ──┘       │

                         ├─ NONE ──────────────────────┤

                         ├─┬─ PANels ──┬───────────────┤

                         │ └─ SCReens ─┘               │

                         ├─ PHYsical-terminals ────────┤

                         ├─ PROCesses ─────────────────┤

                         ├─ PROgrams ──────────────────┤

                         ├─ QFIles ────────────────────┤

                         ├─ QUEues ────────────────────┤

                         ├─ RECords ───────────────────┤

                         ├─ REPorts ───────────────────┤
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                         ├─┬─ SYStems ────┬────────────┤

                         │ └─ SUBSYstems ─┘            │

                         ├─ TABles ────────────────────┤

                         ├─ TASks ─────────────────────┤

                         ├─ TRAnsactions ──────────────┤

                         ├─ USErs ─────────────────────┤

                         ├─┬─ USEr DEFINED COMments ─┬─┤

                         │ └─ UDCs ──────────────────┘ │

                         ├─┬─ USEr DEFINED NESts ─┬────┤

                         │ └─ UDNs ───────────────┘    │

                         └─ WHEre USED ────────────────┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘

 

DISPLAY/PUNCH user-defined entity (for multiple entities)

►►─┬─ DISplay ┬─┬ ALL ─────────────────────┬ user-defined-entity-type ────────►

   └─ PUNch ──┘ └┬ FIRst ┬─┬ 1 ◄ ─────────┬┘

                 ├ NEXt ─┤ └ entity-count ┘

                 ├ LASt ─┤

                 └ PRIor ┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ WHEre conditional-expression ──┘
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(for complete conditional-expression syntax, see WHERE clause)

 

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ BY ─┬─ SET ◄ ─┬─┘

          └─ AREa ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSpch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

          └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────

                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

  ─┬──────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └ LANguage is language ┘└ PREpared by user-id ┬───────────────────────┬┘

                                                 └ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┘  └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬──┬─────────────┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ───┤           └─ COMments ─┘  └─ RECursive ─┘

            ├─ ADD ─────┤

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            └─ DELete ──┘

 

Parameters

• user-defined-entity-type name is entity-occurrence-name
Identifies a new user-defined entity to be established in the dictionary, or an existing user-defined entity to be modified,
replaced, deleted, displayed, or punched. User-defined-entity-type must be the 1- through 20-character name of a
class defined with the CLASS TYPE IS ENTITY option.
Entity-occurrence-name must be a unique 1- through 40-character name within user-defined entity-type-name.

• NEW NAMe is new-entity-name
Specifies a new name for the requested user-defined entity. New-entity-name must conform to the rules for entity-
occurrence-name presented above. This clause changes only the name of the named entity;
it does not alter or delete any previously defined relationships in which the entity participates. Subsequent references
to the entity must specify the new name. Note that the user-defined entity occurrence cannot be
renamed if DELETION LOCK IS ON (described below) is specified.

• deletion LOCk is
Enables or disables the entity deletion lock.

• OFF
Disables the deletion lock; the user can delete or rename the entity occurrence directly. OFF is the default.

• ON
Enables the deletion lock; the user cannot delete or rename the entity. If DELETION LOCK IS ON is specified,
MODIFY user-defined-entity DELETION LOCK IS OFF must be specified to delete or rename the
requested entity occurrence.

• relational-key is ATTribute attribute-name
Associates the named entity with another entity through a previously defined relational key. The optional keyword
ATTRIBUTE must be specified if the named class is defined with the same name as the attribute.

• WITHIn class class-name
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Uniquely identifies an established attribute. This parameter must be specified if the named attribute does not uniquely
identify an established attribute. Class-name must match the name of a previously defined class.

• relational-key is class-name is attribute-name
Associates an occurrence of a class with an occurrence of an attribute or user-defined entity through a previously
defined relational key.

• entity-type-name is entity-occurrence-name
Associates (INCLUDE) the named entity occurrence with or disassociates (EXCLUDE) it from an occurrence of the
specified entity type.

• WITh/ALSo WITh/WITHOut
Includes or excludes the specified options when the user-defined entity is displayed or punched. Detailed information
for each DISPLAY/PUNCH option is under 3.4.2, “SET OPTIONS Syntax” on page 39. The options that are listed
below present special considerations for this entity type.

• DETails
Includes the DELETION LOCK specification.

• ATTributes
Includes all user-defined entities to which the named user-defined entity is related.

Example:

In the following example, the user-defined entity types DEPARTMENT and EMPLOYEE are established in the dictionary
by means of the CLASS TYPE IS ENTITY clause of the CLASS statement.

DOCUMENTATION and JMP are added as occurrences of DEPARTMENT and EMPLOYEE, respectively. The employee's
birth date and date of hire can be added by relating two occurrences of DATE to an occurrence of EMPLOYEE.

add class department

class type is entity.

add class employee

class type is entity.

add department documentation.

add employee jmp

department documentation.

add class date

attributes are automatic

class type is entity.

modify entity attribute

user defined nest is hire

user defined nest is birth.

add employee tlm

department is personnel

birth date is 7/5/52

hire date is 2/2/82.

The MODIFY PROGRAM statement relates the predefined program PAYROLL to the user-defined entity occurrence
EMPLOYEE TLM:

modify program payroll

employee is tlm.
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Online DDDL Compiler
The DDDL compiler can be executed online to process requests to add, modify, replace, delete, display, and punch entity-
occurrence definitions. The online DDDL compiler uses the same syntax as the batch DDDL compiler and provides a
uniform screen for manipulating entity-occurrence definitions; separate maps are not required.

Full-screen and Line Modes

You can enter online requests in 3270 full-screen mode or in TTY line mode through:

• IDMS/DC
• IDMS UCF
• CICS
• TSO
• z/VM

The DDDL compiler supports large- and wide-screen 3270-type terminals.

Full-screen Mode

In full-screen mode, the online DDDL compiler employs a text editor that operates independently of the compiler. The text
editor writes input to and output from the DDDL compiler to a work file associated with each session. The work file can
contain multiple pages of compiler input or output; a page is equivalent to the number of lines on the terminal's screen.
The user manipulates the contents of the work file by using online text editing commands. The ability to display and
modify the contents of the work file allows the user to edit compiler output and resubmit it as input.

This section describes the format of the online IDD screen, how to conduct an online IDD session, the online commands
that can be used during the session, and the PF keys assigned to various operations.

Screen Format
In full-screen mode, the online DDDL compiler uses a standard screen that has:

• A preformatted top line
• An unformatted input/output area

   END&sub1.         IDD nn.n ONLINE&sub2.      NO ERRORS&sub3.      DICT=EDUCDICT&sub4.    1/69&sub5.

  DISPLAY REC REC-LAYOUT.

  *+   ADD

  *+   RECORD NAME IS REC-LAYOUT VERSION IS 1

  *+       DATE CREATED IS      mm/dd/yy

  *+       TIME LAST UPDATED IS 07491666

  *+       PREPARED BY GDJ

  *+       RECORD LENGTH IS 240

  *+       PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED FOR ALL

  *+       RECORD NAME SYNONYM IS REC-LAYOUT VERSION 1

  *+           COPIED INTO MAP TOON-REC VERSION 1 WITHIN PANEL TOON-REC-OLMPANEL

  *+                 VERSION 1

  *+           COPIED INTO MAP GER-OCCU VERSION 1 WITHIN PANEL GER-OCCU-OLMPANEL

  *+                 VERSION 1

  *+       .

  *+       RECORD ELEMENT IS LINE-LAYOUT VERSION 1

  *+       LINE IS 000100

  *+       LEVEL NUMBER IS 02

  *+       USAGE IS DISPLAY
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  *+       ELEMENT LENGTH IS 240

  *+       POSITION IS 1

  *+       .

  *+       SUBORDINATE ELEMENT IS CHAR-LAYOUT VERSION 1

  *+       LINE IS 000200

Top Line

The top line of the screen contains the following areas (areas are numbered in the sample screen above):

• Command area
ih1.command area Provides twenty spaces in columns 2 through 21 for entering commands to manipulate the work
file and to communicate with the DDDL compiler; these commands are listed under Top-line Commands later in this
section; they are described in detail in IDMS Common Administrating section.

• Name area
Displays the name of the compiler and the release number.

• Message area
Displays one of the following, as appropriate: the work-file page and line number; the literal NO ERRORS; the number
of error messages issued for the compile; or a message describing the status of a top-line command.

• Dictionary area
Displays either the name of the current dictionary (if other than the default) or the literal BLK, which signifies use of a
line command.
Line number area
Displays one of the following, as appropriate: the literal EMPTY or the top (current) line of the screen I/O area, followed
by the total number of lines (last line) in the work file.

Input/output Area

Below the screen's top line, the input/output area covers the remainder of the screen. The online DDDL compiler uses
a line length of 79 regardless of the terminal width; however, the number of lines displayed varies based on the type of
terminal in use.

Online Sessions
An online DDDL session begins when the user signs on to the compiler and ends when the user signs off or terminates
the session. The user can also suspend a session and transfer to another online IDMS software component.

The following considerations about online sessions are discussed in the following subsections:

Beginning a Session

To begin an online session:

1. Sign on to the host teleprocessing (TP) monitor, according to site-standard procedures.
2. Enter one of the following:

– Site-standard task code that invokes the online DDDL compiler; the installation default is IDD.
– Site-standard task code that invokes the online DDDL compiler under the transfer control facility (TCF); the

installation default is IDDT. For a complete description about using online IDD under TCF, refer to the IDMS
Common Administrating section manual.

3. Optionally, enter the SIGNON command on the first line of the screen I/O area. If the SET OPTIONS statement
specifies SECURITY FOR IDD SIGNON IS ON, SIGNON must be the first command issued in the session; see
SIGNON Statement for additional information.

4. Optionally, enter a SET OPTIONS statement to establish session- or dictionary-specific processing options; see SET
OPTIONS Statement for additional information.
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You can also initiate an online DDDL compiler session from another online component by using the transfer control facility;
for additional information, refer to the IDMS Common Administrating section manual.

Conducting an Online Session

The following table provides guidance for conducting an online IDD session.

Topic Guidance
Types of statements Enter ADD, MODIFY, REPLACE, DELETE, DISPLAY/PUNCH,

and INCLUDE statements in the screen I/O area.
Cursor movement Use the TAB, BACK TAB, and CURSOR keys to move the cursor

around the screen I/O area and to position the cursor in the
command area.

Text-editing commands Use online text-editing commands, discussed in Line Commands
later in this section, to manipulate the contents of the work file.

End-of-file indicator :i1.end-of-file indicator Specify a logical end-of-file indicator
to establish the point at which input from the work file to the
DDDL compiler is to end. A default end-of-file indicator of /* is
established during IDD installation. The user can change this
indicator on a dictionary or session basis by using the SET
OPTIONS statement EOF clause.

Suspending IDD Transfer from online IDD to another online IDMS component,
then resume the original IDD session, using the transfer control
facility. The user moves from one online session to another by
means of the top-line SWITCH command, described later in this
section, and the transfer control facility Selection screen. (refer to
the IDMS Common Administrating section manual.)

Input and Output Are Displayed

The online compiler displays each input statement, followed by the requested output. For example:

 display first 2 records.

 *+      display record name is cust-rec version is 1.

 *+      display record name is cust-rec version is 2.

 

Error Handling

The online DDDL compiler responds to errors encountered in source input statements by:

• Indicating the total number of E-level errors from the most recent compiler execution in the message area of the
screen.

• Listing error messages on the line immediately following the line in error. Each message is preceded by *+, which
indicates that the text is commentary only; if the screen is resubmitted, the message text is ignored by the DDDL
compiler.

Using HELP DC to Debug

To aid the debugging process, you can issue a HELP DC command to obtain a detailed online description of any error or
warning message produced in a DDDL compiler run. The user must type the HELP DC command in the screen I/O area.

The syntax for the HELP DC command follows, where message-id must be the 6-digit identifier associated with the error
or warning message.

►►─── HELp ─┬──────┬─ message-id ─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
└─ DC──┘
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For example, to display information about message 601034, enter:

 help 601034

 

or enter:

 help dc601034

 

The online DDDL compiler responds with the ID, severity, text, and explanation associated with the message, as follows:

 *+  E   DC601034  INVALID VERSION

 *+

 *+  An invalid version specification has been

 *+  encountered. The version number is too

 *+  long or contains nonnumeric characters.

 *+  Supply a valid version number according

 *+  to the syntax rules.

 

More information: For descriptions of all DDDL compiler messages, refer to the IDMS Messages documentation.

Terminating a Session

To end an online session, choose one of the following options:

• Enter SIGNOFF, LOGOFF, or BYE on the first line of the screen I/O area and press ENTER.
This terminates the full-screen text editor, deletes the contents of the work file, clears the default processing options
established for the session, and displays the session transaction summary. After reviewing the transaction summary,
press CLEAR.

• Enter END in the command area and press ENTER.
This terminates the session and clears the contents of the work file; the transaction summary is not displayed. Control
is returned directly to the host TP monitor.

Recovering a Session

Consider the termination situations shown in the following table when you recover a DDDL compiler session.

Termination situation Effect
The DDDL compiler, central version, or DC/UCF system
terminates abnormally during an online DDDL compiler session.

All updates made to the dictionary during the session remain
intact. The contents of the work file and the default session
options are lost.

The DDDL compiler terminates abnormally. You can resume after recovering the session using the compiler
task code. The session resumes at the point before which the last
command was entered; text changes made to the last screen are
applied to the work file.

Online Commands
The commands that direct an online session of the DDDL compiler and manipulate the contents of the work file fall into
two categories:

• Top-line commands
• Line (or text-editing) commands

These commands are listed and described in the following two subsections.
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NOTE
For a list of program function (PF) keys you can use as alternatives to top-line commands, see Program
Function Keys Assigned to Operations, later in this section.

For detailed information on using top-line commands, line commands, and PF keys, refer to the IDMS Common
Administrating section manual.

Top-line Commands

Top-line commands are used to direct an online DDDL compiler session. The user enters top-line commands in the
command area of the screen.

The top-line commands described in the following table are available for use with the online DDDL compiler. Note that all
commands, with the exception of RESHOW, update both the screen and the work file.

Top-line command Description
APPLY Updates the screen and work file but does not execute the DDDL

compiler.
CLEAR Deletes all data contained in the work file.
DISPLAY LINE Displays a page of the work file, starting with the specified line.
DISPLAY PAGE Displays the requested page from the work file.
END Immediately terminates the current session.
ENTER Sets the ENTER key to execute the APPLY or the UPDATE

command (described below).
ESCAPE Establishes the escape character that must be used with line

commands.
FIND Locates a character string by searching forward or backward in

the work file.
HELP Lists each top-line command and the PF key currently assigned to

execute that command.
INSERT Inserts lines into the work file after the line at which the cursor is

positioned.
PRINT (DC/UCF only) Prints the contents of the work file.
REPEAT Repeats the line at which the cursor is positioned.
RESHOW Cancels all changes made to the current screen and redisplays

the previous screen.
SUSPEND Suspends the current session and returns control to the host TP

monitor.
SWAP Restores the screen and the work file to their condition prior to the

last execution of the compiler.
SWITCH (only if the DDDL compiler is executing under the control
of the Transfer Control Facility)

Suspends the session and transfers control to the specified
online IDMS component or to the transfer control facility Selection
screen.

UPDATE Updates the work file and executes the DDDL compiler.

Abbreviating Top-line Commands

You can abbreviate top-line commands to a minimum of three characters, except for:

• FIND which can be abbreviated to F
• PRIOR which can be abbreviated to PRIO (four characters distinguish it from the keyword PRINT)
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To enter a top-line command, either type the command on the top line of the screen and press ENTER or use the program
function (PF) key assigned to the desired function (see Program Function Keys Assigned to Operations).

Line Commands

Line commands, also called text-editing commands, are used to copy, delete, move, and repeat lines or blocks of lines
within a work file.

How to Enter a Line Command

A line command consists of a one- to three-character value followed by a space.

These commands must begin with the escape character (%) which signals to the text editor that the line contains a
command. Enter a command in column 1 of the line to which it applies, and end the command with a space. For detailed
information on using line commands, refer to the IDMS Common Administrating section manual. Line commands are
listed in the following table. Note that:

• The percent sign (%) is the default escape character.
• n represents the number of lines (including the current and subsequent lines) to which the operation applies.
• The (space) represents the mandatory space that must follow each line command.

Operation Command format
After %A (space)
Before %B (space)
Copy Copy a single line:

%Cn (space)
Copy a block of lines:
%CB (space) (on the first line of the block)
%CE (space) (on the last line of the block)

Delete Delete a single line:
%Dn (space)
Delete a block of lines:
%DB (space) (on the first line of the block)
%DE (space) (on the last line of the block)

Move Move a single line:
%Mn (space)
Move a block of lines:
%MB (space) (on the first line of the block)
%ME (space) (on the last line of the block)

Repeat Repeat a single line:
%Rn (space)
Repeat a block of lines:
%RB (space) (on the first line of the block)
%RE (space) (on the last line of the block)

Program Function Keys Assigned to Operations
Program function (PF) keys can be used as an alternative to typing top-line commands. To display the current PF-key
assignments, use the top-line HELP command.
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The following table lists the PF keys established as installation defaults for the DDDL compiler.

PF key Corresponding online command and description
PF1, PF13
PF8, PF20

DISPLAY PAGE NEXT
Scrolls forward one page

PF2, PF14
PF7, PF19

DISPLAY PAGE PRIOR
Scrolls backward one page

PF3, PF15 DISPLAY LINE NEXT
Scrolls forward one line

PF4, PF16 INSERT
Inserts up to a full screen of lines

PF5, PF17 APPLY
Updates screen contents and work file but does not invoke the
compiler

PF6, PF18 UPDATE
Updates work file and executes the compiler

PF9, PF21 SWAP
Restores work-file contents

PF12, PF24 PRINT
Prints work-file contents (DC/UCF only)

PA1 Cancel FIND
Cancels the FIND command

PA2 RESHOW
Cancels changes to the current screen and redisplays the screen

CLEAR CLEAR
Clears the work file

ENTER=APPLY Updates the screen and work file
ENTER=UPDATE Updates the work file and executes the compiler

IDD Menu Facility
An alternative to freeform online IDD input, the IDD menu facility steps you through a series of standard, fixed-format
screens. The menu facility supports all basic non-teleprocessing DDDL compiler options and entity-type syntax except
REPORTS, TRANSACTIONS, and ENTRY POINTS.

Because the IDD menu facility calls the DDDL compiler, the entity types and parameters that apply to the batch and online
IDD environments apply to the menu facility as well. Only the method of input is different; menu facility screens present
the available options and provide fields in which to input the definition.

This section presents how to use the IDD menu facility to define an entity occurrence in the dictionary. 

Menu Facility Screens

The following topics provide information about menu facility screens:
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• Screen Formats
• Using Menu Facility Screens
• Conducting a Menu Facility Session
• Descriptions of IDD Menu Facility Screens

Menu Facility Session

The following topics provide information about menu facility sessions:

• Conducting a Menu Facility Session
• Sample Session

Screen Formats
IDD menu facility features two types of screen design: fixed (nonpageable) and pageable. The two screen types are
discussed separately in this section.

Fixed Screens

Fixed screens provide session, entity-occurrence, and control-key information.

The following is an example of a fixed screen.

Example of a Fixed Screen

      IDD REL nn.n            *** RECORD ENTITY ***                        RECD

 ─►

                     RECORD 'DEPARTMENT' VERSION 1 DISPLAYED

 X DISPLAY      RECORD NAME.....: DEPARTMENT

 _ MODIFY

 _ ADD          VERSION NUMBER..: 1       _ HIGHEST    _ NEXT HIGHEST

 _ DELETE                                 _ LOWEST     _ NEXT LOWEST

                DESCRIPTION.....:

                RECORD LENGTH...: 56

 _ RELM  =  RECORD ELEMENTS   <PF9>          _ COBL  =  COBOL ELEMENTS    <PF11>

 _ RELL  =  REC ELEMENT LIST  <PF10>         _ RECX  =  RECORD EXTENSION

 _ REGN  =  USER REGISTRATION <PF2>          _ PUBL  =  PUBLIC ACCESS     <PF3>

 _ CLAT  =  CLASS/ATTRIBUTES  <PF4>          _ RKEY  =  RELATIONAL KEYS   <PF5>

 _ COMM  =  COMMENTS          <PF6>          _ COML  =  COMMENT KEY LIST  <PF7>

 _ HIST  =  HISTORY           <PF8>          _ COPY  =  COPY FROM/SAME AS

 _ XREF  =  CROSS REFERENCE                  _ HELP  =  HELP              <PF1>

Three Areas of a Fixed Screen

The IDD menu facility fixed screens are divided into three areas:
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• Heading and message area
• Specification area
• Screen selection area

Heading and Message Area

The heading and message area contains a preformatted first line, the command area, and the message line:

• The first line contains the simulated PF-key field, the product name, the release number, the screen title, and the
screen name. The screen title identifies the screen; the screen name is a 4-character symbol used to reference the
screen.

NOTE
The simulated PF-key field is an untitled 2-character field that can be used if the terminal is not equipped with
program function (PF) keys. For additional information about this field, see Predefined Control Keys later in
this section.

• The second line contains an arrow pointing to the command area. The command area can be used to:
– Move from one screen to another by typing in a screen name
– Leave the session by entering DDDL top-line commands such as SUSPEND
Use of the command area is described in detail under Conducting a Menu Facility Session later in this section. For a
list of top-line commands, see Top-line Commands.

• The message line prompts you for additional information or actions, indicates that your response has been processed,
or explains why information has not been processed. The message line is described in detail in Message Display and
Field Highlighting later in this section.

Specification Area

The specification area contains fields that identify and define an entity occurrence or signon information.

Screen Selection Area

The screen selection area lists subordinate screens that are available in order to select the next action. The selection area
is formatted with entity-specific options on the first lines and general options on the lower lines. For additional information,
see Navigating Screens, later in this section.

Pageable Screens

Pageable screens allow menu facility users to submit many source statements or options to the DDDL compiler. Pageable
screens are identified by the upper right corner, which displays page and line numbers in the following format:

PAGE page-number LINE line-number

The following is an example of a pageable screen.

Example of a Pageable Screen

      IDD REL nn.n             *** COBOL ELEMENTS ***                      COBL

 ─►                                             PAGE 1 LINE 1             1/36

                          RECORD 'DEPARTMENT' VERSION 1

 ---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----

     02 DEPT-ID

         PICTURE IS  9(4)

         USAGE IS DISPLAY

*+       ELEMENT LENGTH IS 4
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*+       POSITION IS 1

         ELEMENT NAME SYNONYM IS DEPTID

             FOR RECORD SYNONYM DEPARTMT VERSION 1

         ELEMENT NAME SYNONYM IS DPID

             FOR RECORD SYNONYM DEPT VERSION 1

         .

     02 DEPT-NAME

         PICTURE IS  X(45)

         USAGE IS DISPLAY

*+       ELEMENT LENGTH IS 45

*+       POSITION IS 5

         ELEMENT NAME SYNONYM IS DEPTNAME

             FOR RECORD SYNONYM DEPARTMT VERSION 1

         ELEMENT NAME SYNONYM IS DPNAME

             FOR RECORD SYNONYM DEPT VERSION 1

Two areas of a Pageable Screen

IDD menu facility pageable screens are divided into two areas:

• Heading and message area
• Specification area

Heading and Message Area

The heading and message area contains a preformatted first line, the command area, and the message line:

• The first line contains the simulated PF-key field, the product name, the release number, the screen title, and the
screen name. The screen title identifies the screen; the screen name is a 4-character symbol used to reference the
screen.

NOTE
The simulated PF-key field is an untitled 2-character field that can be used if the terminal is not equipped with
program function (PF) keys. For additional information about this field, see Predefined Control Keys later in
this section.

• The second line contains an arrow pointing to the command area. The command area can be used to:
– Move from one screen to another by typing in a screen name.
– Manipulate the definition in the dictionary or leave the session by entering DDDL top-line commands such as

SUSPEND or REPEAT.
Use of the command area is described in detail under Conducting a Menu Facility Session later in this section. For a
list of top-line commands, see Top-line Commands.

• The message line prompts you for additional information or actions, indicates that your response has been processed,
or explains why information has not been processed. The message line is described in detail in Message Display and
Field Highlighting later in this section.

Specification Area

The specification area contains screen-specific information according to the type of pageable screen. For example, in a
pageable screen that contains text, the specification area is unformatted. In a pageable screen that identifies relationships
between two entities, the specification area is formatted with blocks of lines that represent a relationship.

Two Types of Pageable Screens

There are two types of pageable screens:

• Screens that contain text
• Screens that identify relationships between two entities
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The following text describes how paging works for each of the two screen types.

Screens that contain text

On these screens, each line of text is considered one line of data. As with online IDD screens, text is typed in freeform
style. A column scale at the top of the screen makes formatting easier.

Examples of screens that contain text:

• Comments screen
• Module Source screen

Screens that identify relationships

On these screens, each group of lines that represents an entity is considered one line of data.

Examples of screens that identify relationships:

• Within Systems screen
• Record Elements screen

Using Menu Facility Screens
Contents

The IDD menu facility provides the following features that allow efficient access and use of screens:

• Predefined control keys
• Cursor positioning
• Message display and field highlighting
• Default value assignment
• Help screens

These features and the functions they perform are explained in this section.

Predefined Control Keys

Control keys and their associated functions are predefined under the IDD menu facility. Control key assignments fall into
two categories: global and local. These two categories are discussed, followed by a description of using PF-key simulation
(for terminals with no PF keys).

Global Control Keys

Global control keys always perform the same functions during a menu facility session. Menu facility global-control key
assignments correspond to online IDD control-key assignments. Online IDD control-key assignments are established
during IDD installation or with the system generation compiler.

Installation defaults for global control keys are shown in the following table.

Control key Description
ENTER Submits information through the IDD menu facility for processing.
CLEAR Displays the previous screen. You can press CLEAR from the

Master Selection screen to leave the IDD menu facility and return
to the DC/UCF system.

PA1 Clears fixed screens; on pageable screens, PA1 cancels a FIND
command.
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PA2 Refreshes the screen. Pressing PA2 cancels changes just typed
on the screen. The screen is rewritten as it appeared the last time
you pressed a control key.

PF1 Invokes the HELP function of the IDD menu facility; the
appropriate help screen is displayed for the current IDD option or
entity type. For further information about help screens, see Help
Screens later in this section.

PF7
(pageable screens only)

Scrolls backward to the previous page of the pageable screen.

PF8
(pageable screens only)

Scrolls forward to the next page of the pageable screen.

Local Control Keys

The screen that a local control key invokes depends on the screen from which it is pressed. Each screen selection area
lists the local control-key assignments for that screen. For example, PF7 invokes the Record Entity screen from the
Master Selection screen.

PF Key Simulation

On terminals that have no PF keys, you can perform PF-key related functions by using PF-key simulation. To activate
PF-key simulation, type any character in the PF-KEY SIMULATION ON field on the Master Selection screen. To request
the next action from any menu facility screen, type a 1- or 2-digit PF key number in the simulated PF key field and press
ENTER. For example, to perform the function associated with PF2, type 2 in the simulated PF-key field and press ENTER.

Cursor Positioning

On all IDD menu facility screens, you can enter or change information only in response fields. To move the cursor quickly
between menu facility response fields, the cursor control keys can be used in conjunction with the tab, back tab, or return
keys.

When the cursor is positioned at a response field, you can type in new information or replace existing information. The
space bar or the erase end-of-field key can be used to delete characters across the response field. The cursor control
keys can be used to move across the response field without deleting characters.

Message Display and Field Highlighting

The IDD menu facility displays messages and highlights fields in response to the use of a screen.

Message Display

Messages are displayed on the message line. They:

• Request that additional information be supplied
• Inform you about the next required action
• Confirm the results of current processing
• Indicate why information has not been processed

Field Highlighting

Highlighting is used in conjunction with a message to reference a related field on the screen. The IDD menu facility
highlights fields that have been modified or those that are in error. Screen names and the cursor position are also
highlighted.

Error Display Screen

When the menu facility returns a message that appears to be truncated, you can request the Error Display screen by
typing ERRS in the command area. The Error Display screen displays the IDD DDDL syntax that corresponds to the
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requested entity options; error messages are listed immediately following each line in error. Error messages consist of the
message identifier, the line (CARD) number and word that caused the processing error, and the message text.

After identifying the error, you can return to the screen on which the error occurred by pressing the CLEAR key. You can
then correct the error and resubmit the entity options to the compiler.

Default Value Assignment

The IDD menu facility automatically supplies default values in many response fields. These default values allow you quick
access to information most likely to be used in response fields.

You can accept a default value or override it by typing the appropriate value over the default. In most cases, even if the
new value is placed in a separate response field from the default field, IDD menu facility automatically recognizes the new
information and ignores the default value.

Example of Overriding a Default

For example, on the Display All screen, the default value for the COMPARISON ACTION field is EQ (equal). To override
the default, you type an x in the CONTAINS field.

      IDD REL nn.n         *** DISPLAY ALL ***                         DISP

 ─►

 DISPLAY PROCESSING ORDER..:X FIRST  _ NEXT   _ LAST   _ PRIOR  _ ALL

 NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES.....:20

 OF ENTITY TYPE............:_ ATTRIBUTES       _ PROCESSES        _ TABLES

                            _ CLASSES          _ PROGRAMS         _ USERS

                            x ELEMENTS         _ QFILES           _ MESSAGES

                            _ FILES            _ RECORDS

                            _ MODULES          _ SYSTEMS

                            _ MODULES ONLY (WITHOUT PROCESSES, QFILES, TABLES)

                            _ USER DEFINED ENTITY...:

    WHERE 'VALUE'/FIELD....:name

        COMPARISON ACTION..:X EQ   _ NE   _ GT   _ GE   _ LT   _ LE

                            x CONTAINS     _ MATCHES

          'VALUE'/FIELD....:'w-emp'

       OR 'VALUE'/FIELD....:

       OR 'VALUE'/FIELD....:

Help Screens

The IDD menu facility features an online help screen for each menu facility screen. Each help screen contains the
following:
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• Table of contents
• List of global control keys
• Description of screen usage
• Special rules, if any
• List of screen titles and names
• Overview of the IDD menu facility

Requesting a Help Screen

To request a help screen, choose one of the following options:

• Type HELP in the command area and press ENTER.
• Press PF1.
• If applicable, type a nonblank character in the appropriate field in the screen selection area and press ENTER.

Exiting a Help Screen

To exit a help screen and return to the previous screen, press CLEAR.

IDD Menu Facility Online Commands
The commands that direct an IDD menu facility session and manipulate the contents of pageable screens fall into two
categories: top-line commands and line commands. These types of commands are described in this section. For complete
information regarding the menu facility online commands, see IDMS Common Administrating section.

Top-line Commands

Top-line commands are used to direct a menu facility session. You enter top-line commands in the command area on any
screen.

To enter a top-line command, either type the command in the command area and press ENTER or use the assigned
global control key. For a list of control keys, see Predefined Control Keys earlier in this section. For an in-depth discussion
of menu facility top-line commands, refer to IDMS Common Administrating section.

The following table lists and describes the top-line commands available to the IDD menu facility. An asterisk (*) identifies
those commands which apply to pageable screens only.

Top-line command Description
END Immediately terminates the current session.
HELP Invokes the help tutorial associated with the current screen (refer

to Help Screens for additional information).
SUSPEND Suspends the current session and returns control to the host TP

monitor.
SWITCH
(only if the IDD menu facility is executing under the control of the
transfer control facility)

Suspends the session and transfers control to the specified online
IDMS component or to the transfer control facility selection screen.

APPLY * Updates the screen but does not submit the screen to the DDDL
compiler.

DELETE ALL * Deletes all information contained in all pages of the pageable
screen.

DISPLAY LINE * Displays the requested line at the top of the screen.
DISPLAY PAGE * Displays the requested page of the pageable screen.
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ENTER * Sets the ENTER key to execute the APPLY or the UPDATE
command.

ESCAPE *
(pageable screens that contain text only)

Establishes the escape character that must be used with line
commands.

FIND * Locates a character string by searching forward or backward
within the pageable screen.

INSERT * Inserts new text or definitions into the pageable screen.
REPEAT *
(pageable screens that contain text only)

Repeats the line at which the cursor is positioned.

UPDATE * Updates the screen and invokes the DDDL compiler.

Line Commands

Line commands (also called text-editing commands) move, copy, delete, or repeat a line or group of lines in a pageable
screen that contains text or source code statements. For a list of line commands that apply to the IDD menu facility, see
Line Commands.

Line command syntax and rules are fully documented in the IDMS Common Administrating section document.

Conducting a Menu Facility Session
An IDD menu facility session begins when you invoke the IDD menu facility at the ENTER NEXT TASK CODE system
prompt. The session ends when you exit the menu facility and returns control to the system.

To conduct a menu facility session, you should understand the following activities:

• Beginning a session
• Navigating screens
• Displaying entity occurrences
• Adding entity occurrences
• Modifying entity occurrences
• Deleting entity occurrences
• Terminating a session

Beginning a Session

To begin an IDD menu facility session:

1. Sign on to the system.
2. Enter the task code that invokes the menu facility. The installation default is IDDM. The menu facility displays the

Master Selection screen.
3. Sign on to the menu facility by using one of the following methods:

– Press the ENTER key. The menu facility automatically accepts the signon information.
– Explicitly provide the appropriate information and press ENTER.

This method must be used in the following situations:
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• IDD has been used to establish security for the dictionary to be accessed by the menu facility. You must identify
the user name and, optionally, a password. The identified user must have been assigned IDMS-DC authority
through the AUTHORITY clause of the USER statement (see USER).

• A DDS user needs to specify the node name of the central version that controls the dictionary to be accessed by
the menu facility.

• You want to access a dictionary other than the default dictionary.
• You want to override the default usage mode (shared update) in which the DDDL compiler is to access the

dictionary.

After the menu facility confirms a successful signon, you can establish session-specific processing options by selecting
the Session Options screen. To select this screen, either type the screen name OPTI in the command area of the Master
Selection screen or type any nonblank character in the appropriate field in the screen selection area.

More information: For more information about each processing option offered on the Session Options screen, see SET
OPTIONS Statement. For additional information about requesting screens, see Navigating Screens.

Navigating Screens

The IDD menu facility consists of the Master Selection screen and subordinate screens arranged in a hierarchical
structure. To implement a definition in the dictionary, you must navigate through the menu facility, choosing the next
screen.

Screen Descriptions

The following table shows the names of screens and what can be done from each screen.

Screen Description
Master Selection screen This screen is at the top of the IDD menu facility structure. From

the Master Selection screen, you can:
Transfer to an Entity screen to process a definition
Transfer to the Session Options screen or the Display All screen
Press CLEAR to terminate the session

Entity screens These screens identify the entity type and occurrence to be
defined. From an Entity screen, you can:
Transfer to a subordinate screen to further define the entity
occurrence
Transfer to another Entity screen to begin another definition
Go back to the Master Selection screen

Subordinate screens These screens complete the entity-occurrence definition. From a
subordinate screen, you can:
Transfer to a lower level subordinate screen to further define the
entity occurrence
Transfer to any screen on the same level within the entity
occurrence
Return to a higher level screen within the same entity occurrence
Return back to the current Entity screen or to any other Entity
screen to begin another definition

More information: For more information on screens, see Descriptions of IDD Menu Facility Screens later in this section.

Selecting Screens

You can select screens using any of the following methods:
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• Enter any character at the underscore that immediately precedes a screen name listed in the screen selection area
and press ENTER.

• Enter a screen name in the command area and press ENTER.
• Press the appropriate global or local control key.
• Type the PF-key number in the simulated PF-key field and press ENTER.
• Press CLEAR to return to the prior screen.

NOTE
Returning to the prior screen by pressing CLEAR does not process changes on the current screen. To apply
any changes to the definition, be sure to press ENTER before pressing CLEAR.

Considerations for entering a screen name

The following considerations apply when you enter a screen name to select the next screen:

• You can request an entity screen by typing the DDDL entity type, rather than the screen name. For example, to access
the RECD screen, you can type RECORD in the command area. The alternatives are listed as follows:

Screen name DDDL Entity-type name
ATTR ATTRIBUTE
CLAS CLASS
ELEM ELEMENT
FILE FILE
MSGS MESSAGE
MODU MODULE
PROC PROCESS
PROG PROGRAM
QFIL QFILE
RECD RECORD
SYST SYSTEM
TABL TABLE
USER USER
ENTY Not applicable

• To eliminate keystrokes when selecting an entity occurrence, you can do either of the following:
– Type only the first three letters of the screen name or the DDDL entity type. Certain screens, such as PROC or

PROG, must be invoked using the first four letters to ensure accuracy. For example, to request the Message Entity
screen, type MSG in the command area.

– Type the screen name or DDDL entity type followed by the name of the entity occurrence. For example, to display
the DENTAL-CLAIM record, you type REC DENTAL-CLAIM in the command area.
The entity-occurrence name consists of one parameter; version number or other qualifiers are not acceptable.
When more than one entity occurrence exists in the dictionary, the menu facility displays the default version number
of the requested occurrence.

Displaying Entity Occurrences

To display an entity occurrence previously defined in the dictionary:

1. Request the appropriate Entity screen.
2. Enter the entity-occurrence name (and version number, if appropriate).
3. Press ENTER.
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The default verb is DISPLAY. The menu facility automatically recognizes the request, displays the definition on the Entity
screen, and returns a confirmation message on the message line. You can request subordinate screens to display the
complete entity-occurrence definition.

Adding Entity Occurrences

To add a new entity-occurrence definition to the dictionary:

1. Request the appropriate Entity screen.
2. Enter the entity-occurrence name (and version number, if appropriate).
3. Type a nonblank character at the underscore that immediately precedes the ADD literal.
4. Press ENTER.

The menu facility automatically recognizes that the ADD request overrides the default DISPLAY request, submits the
syntax to the DDDL compiler, and returns a message confirming that the definition has been added to the dictionary.

You can continue to define the entity occurrence by requesting subordinate screens. The menu facility automatically
updates the new entity-occurrence definition in the dictionary when you request a subordinate screen and/or press
ENTER.

Modifying Entity Occurrences

To modify an entity occurrence previously defined in the dictionary:

1. Request the appropriate Entity screen.
2. Enter the entity-occurrence name (and version number, if appropriate).
3. Press ENTER to display the occurrence to be modified.

For example, to modify a record called CUST-REC, the user first displays the occurrence by requesting the Record
Entity screen and typing in the record name CUST-REC.

4. Choose one of the following actions:
– If the information to be modified is located on the Entity screen: change the information, type a nonblank character

at the underscore that immediately precedes the MODIFY literal, and press ENTER.
– If the information to be modified is located on a subordinate screen, transfer to the screen that contains the

information to be modified and submit the changes.

Updating relationships between entity occurrences

On some subordinate screens (for example, the User Registration screen), you can update relationships between the
named entity occurrence and other entity occurrences:

• To replace one relationship with another, you can type the new definition over the obsolete definition.
• To delete or disassociate a definition from the named occurrence, you can display the obsolete definition, then perform

one of the following procedures:
– Erase, space over, or blank out the related occurrence name and press ENTER.
– Type a nonblank character at the underscore that immediately precedes the EXCLUDE option of the appropriate

definition and press ENTER.

Deleting Entity Occurrences

To delete an entity occurrence previously defined in the dictionary:

1. Request the appropriate Entity screen.
2. Enter the name (and version number, if appropriate) of the entity occurrence to be deleted.
3. Type a nonblank character at the underscore that immediately precedes the DELETE verb.
4. Press ENTER.
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The menu facility automatically recognizes the request, deletes the definition from the dictionary, and returns a
confirmation message that the occurrence has been deleted.

Terminating a Session

To end an IDD menu facility session and return control to system, you can choose one of the following methods:

• Type a DDDL signoff command (SIGNOFF, BYE, END, or LOGOFF) in the command area and press ENTER.
• Type TOP in the command area and press ENTER to return to the Master Selection screen. Press the CLEAR key.
• Press CLEAR as many times as needed to move through the menu facility structure, through the Master Selection

screen, and back to the system.

Descriptions of IDD Menu Facility Screens
This article describes the following information:

These general topics are presented below followed by descriptions of each entity type and associated screens:

• Entry and processing screens
• Screens common to all entity types

In this discussion, the structure of the IDD menu facility is illustrated by entity type. For each screen within an entity-type
structure, the following information is also listed:

• Screen title
• Screen name
• The aspects of the entity-occurrence definition that can be implemented on the named screen

NOTE
Refer to previous sections in this manual for a complete description of each entity type and its associated
clauses.

Entry and Processing Screens

The Master Selection screen is the entry screen of the IDD menu facility. From this screen, you can:

• Select the Session Options screen and/or the Display All screen to define processing options
• Select an Entity screen to define an entity occurrence

The following figure illustrates the top of the menu facility's hierarchical structure.
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The names of the Entity screens that can be selected from the Master Selection screen are listed. Each Entity screen and
its associated subordinate screens are described separately in this section.

NOTE
Using the Display All screen, you can select an entity occurrence to be displayed. The IDD menu facility
transfers control to the appropriate Entity screen to display the occurrence. If you subsequently press CLEAR
from the Entity screen, control returns to the Master Selection screen, not the Display All List screen.

Entry and Processing Screens

The following table describes the screens associated with the menu facility entry and processing options.

Screen name Screen title Description
DISP Display All Defines the criteria to select entity

occurrences for display
DISL Display All List Lists entity occurrences specified on the

Display All screen; allows selection of an
entity occurrence for further display under
the appropriate entity-type screens

OPTI Session Options Defines session processing options
TOP Master Selection Identifies the primary screen; furnishes

signon information; provides access to
subordinate screens

Screens Common to All Entity Types

Certain screens apply generally to all entity types within the IDD menu facility. These subordinate screens function at
various levels within the menu facility structure. The figures accompanying the following entity screen description tables
show where the common screens appear in the menu facility structure.

Common Screens
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The following table describes screens that are common to all entity types. Each screen can function at various levels
within the IDD menu facility.

Screen name Screen title Description
CLAT Class/Attribute Associates attributes and classes with an

entity
COML Comment Key List Lists all comment keys defined for an entity;

selects one for review
COMM Comments Associates text with a comment key for an

entity
ERRS Error Display Lists DDDL syntax and messages related to

current processing errors
HELP Help Displays a help tutorial
HIST History Shows the chronological entity history
PUBL Public Access Defines entity security for unregistered

users
REGN User Registration Assigns user registration by entity

occurrence
SHOW Cross Reference Displays information requested on the

Cross Reference selection screen (XREF)

ATTRIBUTE Entity Screens

The following figure shows the entity screen and subordinate screens associated with ATTRIBUTE entity definitions. The
arrows show the path through these screens.

TOP ────► ATTR -─┬─► REGN                ┌─► AELM

                 ├─► CLAT                ├─► AFIL

                 ├─► AENT ───────────────┼─► AMOD

                 ├─► COMM                ├─► APRG

                 ├─► HIST                ├─► APRO

                 ├─► PUBL                ├─► AQFI

                 ├─► RKEY                ├─► AREC

                 ├─► COML                ├─► ARPT

                 └─► XREF ────► SHOW     ├─► ASYS

                                         └─► ATAB

The following table describes the entity screen and subordinate screens associated with ATTRIBUTE entity definitions.

Screen name Screen title Description
AELM Attribute Elements Associates elements with the named

attribute
AENT Attribute/Entity Requests display of all occurrences of an

entity type that have the named attribute
AFIL Attribute Files Associates files with the named attribute
AMOD Attribute Modules Associates modules with the named

attribute
APRG Attribute Programs Associates programs with the named

attribute
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APRO Attribute Processes Associates ADS processes with the named
attribute

AQFI Attribute Qfiles Associates OLQ qfiles with the named
attribute

AREC Attribute Records Associates records with the named attribute
ARPT Attribute Reports Associates reports with the named attribute
ASYS Attribute Systems Associates systems with the named

attribute
ATAB Attribute Tables Associates tables with the named attribute
ATRN Attribute Transactions Associates transactions with the named

attribute
ATTR Attribute Entity Identifies an attribute occurrence
AUSR Attribute Users Associates users with the named attribute
RKEY Relational Keys Associates attributes with the named

attribute through predefined relational keys
XREF Attribute

Cross Reference
Requests display of attributes, schemas,
and/or subschemas that reference the
named attribute in their definitions

CLASS Entity Screens

The following figure shows the entity screen and subordinate screens associated with CLASS entity definitions. The
arrows show the path through these screens.

TOP ────► CLAS -─┬─► COMM

                 ├─► HIST

                 ├─► XREF ────► SHOW

                 └─► COML

The following table describes the entity screen and subordinate screens associated with CLASS entity definitions.

Screen name Screen title Description
CLAS Class Entity Identifies a class occurrence
XREF Class Cross Reference Requests display of all attributes associated

with the named class

ELEMENT Entity Screens

The following figure shows the entity screen and subordinate screens associated with ELEMENT entity definitions. The
arrows show the path through these screens.

NOTE
The Subordinate Elements (SUBE) screen can be invoked from the Element Entity (ELEM) screen and the
Element Picture (PICT) screen.

TOP ────► ELEM -─┬─► REGN

                 ├─► CLAT    ┌─► RANG

                 ├─► COMM    ├─► VALU

                 ├─► ELMX ───┤

                 ├─► HIST    ├─► ESYN
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                 ├─► SUBE    └─► PICT ────► SUBE

                 ├─► PUBL

                 ├─► XREF ───► SHOW

                 ├─► RKEY

                 ├─► COML

                 └─► COPY

The following table describes the entity screen and subordinate screens associated with ELEMENT entity definitions.

Screen name Screen title Description
COPY Element Copy Copies all or specified options of an

element definition into the definition of the
named element

ELEM Element Entity Identifies an element occurrence
ELMX Element Extension Selects a picture format for definition and/or

renames the requested element; accesses
the Element Picture screen, the Element
Values screen, the Element Synonyms
screen, and the Element Ranges screen.

ESYN Element Synonym Defines element synonyms (alternative
names for an element)

PICT Element Picture Associates a picture definition with the
picture format keyword selected on the
Element Extension screen; accesses
subordinate elements associated with a
group element (SUBE)

RANG Ranges Assigns valid ranges of values for an
element

RKEY Relational Keys Associates elements with the named
element through predefined relational keys

SUBE Subordinate Elements Associates subordinate elements with a
group element

VALU Values Assigns an initial value to an element when
it is copied into a program; if the element is
a level-88 item, assigns multiple values

XREF Element
Cross Reference

Requests display of elements, records,
reports, and/or transactions that reference
the named element in their definitions

FILE Entity Screens

The following figure shows the entity screen and subordinate screens associated with FILE entity definitions. The arrows
show the path through these screens.

TOP ───► FILE ───┬─► REGN   ┌─► FTYP

                 ├─► FILX -─┤

                 ├─► CLAT   └─► FREL

                 ├─► COMM

                 ├─► HIST

                 ├─► FSYN

                 ├─► XREF ────► SHOW

                 ├─► PUBL
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                 ├─► RKEY

                 ├─► COML

                 └─► COPY

The following table describes the entity screen and subordinate screens associated with FILE entity definitions.

Screen name Screen title Description
COPY File Copy Copies all or specified options of a file

definition into the definition of the named
file

FILE File Entity Identifies a file occurrence
FILX File Extension Selects Culprit-related file options; renames

the requested file; accesses the File Type
screen and the Related Files screen

FREL Related Files Associates files with the named file
FSYN File Synonyms Identifies file synonyms (alternative names

for a file)
FTYP File Type Assigns a file type, a VSAM file type, and/or

a file device type
RKEY Relational Keys Associates files with the named file through

predefined relational keys
XREF File Cross Reference Requests display of files, records, reports,

transactions, and/or users that reference
the named file in their definitions

MESSAGE Entity Screens

The following figure shows the entity screen and subordinate screens associated with MESSAGE entity definitions. The
arrows show the path through these screens.

TOP ───► MSGS ───┬─► MTXT

                 ├─► COMM

                 ├─► HIST

                 └─► COML

The following table describes the entity screen and subordinate screens associated with MESSAGE entity definitions.

Screen name Screen title Description
MSGS Message Entity Identifies a message occurrence
MTXT Message Text Line Associates text lines with the named

message

MODULE Entity Screens

The following figure shows the entity screen and subordinate screens associated with MODULE entity definitions. The
arrows show the path through these screens.

TOP ───► MODU ───┬─► SRCE

                 ├─► MSYS

                 ├─► REGN

                 ├─► CLAT
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                 ├─► COMM

                 ├─► XREF ────► SHOW

                 ├─► HIST

                 ├─► MODX

                 ├─► PUBL

                 ├─► RKEY

                 ├─► COML

                 └─► COPY

The following table describes the entity screen and subordinate screens associated with MODULE entity definitions.

Screen name Screen title Description
COPY Module Copy Copies all or specified options of a module

definition into the definition of the named
module

MODU Module Entity Identifies a module occurrence
MODX Module Extension Renames the requested module;

establishes a new language
MSYS Within Systems Associates systems with the named module
RKEY Relational Keys Associates modules with the named

module through predefined relational keys
SRCE Module Source Associates source text lines with the named

module
XREF Module

Cross Reference
Requests display of modules, users, and/or
programs that reference the named module
in their definitions

PROCESS Entity Screens

The following figure shows the entity screen and subordinate screens associated with PROCESS entity definitions. The
arrows show the path through these screens.

TOP ───► PROC ───┬─► SRCE

                 ├─► PRSY

                 ├─► REGN

                 ├─► CLAT

                 ├─► COMM

                 ├─► HIST

                 ├─► XREF ───► SHOW

                 ├─► PROX

                 ├─► PUBL

                 ├─► RKEY

                 ├─► COML

                 └─► COPY

The following table describes the entity screen and subordinate screens associated with PROCESS entity definitions.

Screen name Screen title Description
COPY Process Copy Copies all or specified options of a process

definition into the definition of the named
process
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PROC Process Entity Identifies an ADS process occurrence
PROX Process Extension Renames the requested process
PRSY Within Systems Associates systems with the named

process
RKEY Relational Keys Associates processes with the named

process through predefined relational keys
for modules established as processes

SRCE Process Source Associates source text lines with the named
process

XREF Module
Cross Reference

Requests display of modules, users, and/or
programs that reference the named process
in their definitions

PROGRAM Entity Screens

The following figure shows the entity screen and subordinate screens associated with PROGRAM entity definitions. The
arrows show the path through these screens.

TOP ───► PROG ───┬─► REGN             ┌─► PSYS

                 ├─► CLAT             ├─► PDCO

                 ├─► COMM             ├─► PELM

                 ├─► PRGX ────────────┼─► PEPT

                 ├─► HIST             ├─► PFIL

                 ├─► RKEY             ├─► PMAP    ┌─► PSAR

                 ├─► PUBL             ├─► PSUB ───┼─► PSST

                 ├─► COML             ├─► PMOD    ├─► PSRC

                 ├─► COPY             ├─► PRCY    └─► PSLR

                 └─► XREF ───► SHOW   ├─► PRUS

                                      ├─► PSYS

                                      └─► PPRG

The following table describes the entity screen and subordinate screens associated with PROGRAM entity definitions.

Screen name Screen title Description
COPY Program Copy Copies all or specified options of a program

definition into the definition of the named
program

HIST History Shows a chronological account of a
program's existence

PDCO Program DC Options Assigns IDMS/DC options to the named
program

PELM Program Elements Describes elements used by the named
program

PEPT Program Entry Points Associates entry points with the named
program

PFIL Program Files Associates files with the named program
PMAP Program Maps Used Describes maps used by the named

program
PMOD Program Modules Used Describes modules used by the named

program
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PPRG Programs Called Describes programs called by the named
program

PRCY Program Records Copied Describes records copied by the named
program

PRGX Program Extension Defines the estimated number of lines;
for an ADS Batch transaction, defines the
starting sequence number in the named
program; renames the requested program;
accesses screens that relate programs
to occurrences of subschemas and other
entity types or that further define programs

PROG Program Entity Identifies a program occurrence
PRUS Program Records Used Describes records used by the named

program
PSAR Program Subschema Areas Describes subschema areas accessed by

the named program
PSLR Program Logical Records Describes subschema logical records used

by the named program
PSRC Program Subschema Records Describes subschema records used by the

named program
PSST Program Subschema Sets Describes subschema sets used by the

named program
PSUB Program Subschema Describes the subschema used by the

named program; accesses the Program
Subschema Areas screen, the Program
Subschema Records screen, the Program
Subschema Sets screen, and the Program
Logical Records screen

PSYS Within Systems Associates systems with the named
program

RKEY Relational Keys Associates programs with the named
program through predefined relational keys

XREF Program
Cross Reference

Requests display of programs and tasks
that reference the named program in their
definitions

QFILE Entity Screens

The following figure shows the entity screen and subordinate screens associated with QFILE entity definitions. The arrows
show the path through these screens.

TOP ───► QFIL ───┬─► SRCE

                 ├─► QSYS

                 ├─► REGN

                 ├─► CLAT

                 ├─► COMM

                 ├─► HIST

                 ├─► XREF ───► SHOW

                 ├─► QFIX

                 ├─► PUBL

                 ├─► RKEY
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                 ├─► COML

                 └─► COPY

The following table describes the entity screen and subordinate screens associated with QFILE entity definitions.

Screen name Screen title Description
COPY Qfile Copy Copies all or specified options of a qfile

definition into the definition of the named
qfile

QFIL Qfile Entity Identifies an OLQ qfile occurrence
QFIX Qfile Extension Renames the requested qfile
QSYS Within Systems Associates systems with the named qfile
RKEY Relational Keys Associates qfiles with the named qfile

through predefined relational keys for
modules established as qfiles

SRCE Qfile Source Associates source text lines with the named
qfile

XREF Module
Cross Reference

Requests display of modules, users, and/or
programs that reference the named qfile in
their definitions

RECORD Entity Screens

The following figure shows the entity screen and subordinate screens associated with RECORD entity definitions. The
arrows show the path through these screens.

NOTE
The Record Element List(RELL) screen can be invoked from the Record Entity (RECD) screen and the Record
Element (RELM) screen.

TOP ───► RECD ───┬─► RELM

                 ├─► RELL ───► RELM

                 ├─► REGN

                 ├─► CLAT

                 ├─► COMM

                 ├─► HIST

                 ├─► XREF ───► SHOW

                 ├─► COBL

                 ├─► PUBL

                 ├─► RECX ─┬─► RSYN

                 ├─► RKEY  └─► RFIL

                 ├─► COML

                 └─► COPY

The following table describes the entity screen and subordinate screens associated with RECORD entity definitions.

Screen name Screen title Description
COBL COBOL Elements Displays the COBOL format of the record

elements associated with the named record
COPY Record Copy Copies all or specified options of a record

definition into the definition of the named
record
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RECD Record Entity Identifies a record occurrence
RECX Record Extension Defines storage medium and estimated

number of occurrences for the named
record; renames the requested record;
accesses the Record Synonym screen and
the Within File screen

RELL Record Element List Lists record elements associated with the
named record; selects record element
occurrences for further display by means of
the Record Element screen

RELM Record Element Displays or associates record elements with
the named record

RFIL Within File Associates files with the named record
RKEY Relational Keys Associates records with the named record

through predefined relational keys
RSYN Record Synonym Identifies record synonyms (alternative

names for a record)
XREF Record

Cross Reference
Requests display of records, programs,
maps, schemas, and/or subschemas
that reference the named record in their
definition

SYSTEM Entity Screens

The following figure shows the entity screen and subordinate screens associated with SYSTEM entity definitions. The
arrows show the path through these screens.

TOP ───► SYST ───┬─► SSYS

                 ├─► REGN

                 ├─► CLAT

                 ├─► COMM

                 ├─► HIST

                 ├─► XREF ───► SHOW

                 ├─► PUBL

                 ├─► RKEY

                 ├─► COML

                 └─► COPY

The following table describes the entity screen and subordinate screens associated with SYSTEM entity definitions.

Screen name Screen title Description
COPY System Copy Copies all or specified options of a system

definition into the definition of the named
system

RKEY Relational Keys Associates systems with the named system
through predefined relational keys

SSYS Within Systems Associates systems with the named system
SYST System Entity Identifies a system occurrence
XREF System

Cross Reference
Requests display of entities that reference
the named system in their definitions
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TABLE Entity Screens

The following figure shows the entity screen and subordinate screens associated with TABLE entity definitions. The
arrows show the path through these screens.

TOP ───► TABL ───┬─► EVAL

                 ├─► TABX

                 ├─► REGN

                 ├─► CLAT

                 ├─► COMM

                 ├─► HIST

                 ├─► XREF ───► SHOW

                 ├─► CVAL

                 ├─► TSYS

                 ├─► PUBL

                 ├─► RKEY

                 ├─► COML

                 └─► COPY

The following table describes the entity screen and subordinate screens associated with TABLE entity definitions.

Screen name Screen title Description
COPY Table Copy Copies all or specified options of a table

definition into the definition of the named
table

CVAL Code Table Values Associates encode and decode values with
the named code table

EVAL Table Edit Values Associates values and value ranges with
the named edit table

TABL Table Entity Identifies a table occurrence
TABX Table Extension Renames the requested table
TSYS Within Systems Associates systems with the named table
RKEY Relational Keys Associates tables with the named table

through predefined relational keys for
modules established as tables

XREF Module
Cross Reference

Requests display of modules, users, and/or
programs that reference the named table in
their definition

USER Entity Screens

The following figure shows the entity screen and subordinate screens associated with USER entity definitions. The arrows
show the path through these screens.

TOP ───► USER ───┬─► USRX

                 ├─► UDEF

                 ├─► UUSR

                 ├─► UQFI

                 ├─► USYS

                 ├─► UFIL

                 ├─► CLAT
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                 ├─► COMM

                 ├─► HIST

                 ├─► XREF ───► SHOW

                 ├─► AUTH

                 ├─► UOLQ

                 ├─► USON

                 ├─► USUB

                 ├─► UDCS

                 ├─► RKEY

                 ├─► COML

                 └─► COPY

The following table describes the entity screen and subordinate screens associated with USER entity definitions.

Screen name Screen title Description
AUTH User Authority Assigns product and entity-type authority to

the named user
COPY User Copy Copies all or specified options of a user

definition into the definition of the named
user

RKEY Relational Keys Associates users with the named user
through predefined relational keys

UDCS Access to DC/UCF Systems Defines the user's access to particular
systems

UDEF OLQ/CULPRIT Definition Assigns OLQ and Culprit access options to
the named user

UFIL Access to Files Defines the user's access to particular
Culprit files

UOLQ OLQ Default Options Assigns default processing options for OLQ
to the named user

UQFI Access to Qfiles Defines the user's access to particular
qfiles

USER User Entity Identifies a user occurrence
USON Signon Profiles Associates signon profiles with the named

user (modules that can be executed
when the user signs on to a system or an
application)

USRX User Extension Assigns access to ASF, IDB, and/or IDD to
the named user; indicates a default public
access specification for entities added by
the named user under ASF; renames the
requested user

USUB Access to Subschemas Defines the user's access to particular
subschemas

USYS Of Systems Associates systems with the named user
UUSR Within Users Associates users with the named user
XREF User Cross Reference Requests display of entities that reference

the named user in their definitions

The following figure shows the entity screen and subordinate screens associated with USER-DEFINED entity definitions.
The arrows show the path through the screens.
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TOP ───► ENTL ───► ENTY ─┬─► REGN

                         ├─► CLAT

                         ├─► COMM

                         ├─► HIST

                         ├─► PUBL

                         ├─► RKEY

                         └─► COML

The following table describes the entity screen and subordinate screens associated with USER-DEFINED entity
definitions.

Screen name Screen title Description
ENTL User-Defined Entity List Lists all user-defined entity types in the

dictionary; allows selection of a user-
defined entity occurrence for further display

ENTY User Defined Entity Identifies a user-defined entity occurrence;
renames a user-defined entity occurrence

Sample Session
A sample session that illustrates the use of the menu facility is presented below. During this session, you request the
menu facility to display a list of ELEMENT entity occurrences, then chooses one entity occurrence for display.

Each step of the session is described and illustrated by the current screen. Default values for response fields (indicated by
underscores) are listed when applicable.

Beginning a Menu Facility Session

To begin an IDD menu facility session:

1. Sign on to the system.
2. When signon is accepted, type the task code IDDM to invoke the IDD menu facility and display the Master Selection

screen.
3. Press ENTER to sign on to the IDD menu facility, using the system signon information. The menu facility returns a

message that indicates a successful signon.

                                            CA

      IDD REL nn.n              *** MASTER SELECTION ***               TOP

 ─►

                          SIGNON TO IDD WAS SUCCESSFUL

             DICTIONARY NAME...:             NODE NAME..:

             USER NAME.........:

             PASSWORD..........:

             USAGE MODE........:X UPDATE   _ RETRIEVAL

             PFKEY SIMULATION..:X OFF      _ ON

_ ATTR  =  ATTRIBUTE     <PF2>       _ PROC  =  PROCESS    <PF3>

_ CLAS  =  CLASS         <PF4>       _ PROG  =  PROGRAM    <PF5>
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_ ELEM  =  ELEMENT       <PF6>       _ RECD  =  RECORD     <PF7>

_ FILE  =  FILE          <PF8>       _ TABL  =  TABLE      <PF9>

_ MODU  =  MODULE        <PF10>      _ USER  =  USER       <PF11>

_ ENTL  =  USER DEFINED ENTITY LIST  _ SYST  =  SYSTEM

_ MSGS  =  MESSAGE

_ QFIL  =  QFILE                     _ OPTI  =  OPTIONS

_ DISP  =  DISPLAY ALL               _ HELP  =  HELP       <PF1>

Displaying a List of Entity Occurrences

To display a list of entity occurrences, you type a character next to DISPLAY ALL in the screen selection area and press
ENTER:

                                         CA

      IDD REL nn.n              *** MASTER SELECTION ***               TOP

 ─►

                          SIGNON TO IDD WAS SUCCESSFUL

             DICTIONARY NAME...:             NODE NAME..:

             USER NAME.........:

             PASSWORD..........:

             USAGE MODE........:X UPDATE   _ RETRIEVAL

             PFKEY SIMULATION..:X OFF      _ ON

_ ATTR  =  ATTRIBUTE     <PF2>         _ PROC  =  PROCESS <PF3>

_ CLAS  =  CLASS         <PF4>         _ PROG  =  PROGRAM <PF5>

_ ELEM  =  ELEMENT       <PF6>         _ RECD  =  RECORD  <PF7>

_ FILE  =  FILE          <PF8>         _ TABL  =  TABLE   <PF9>

_ MODU  =  MODULE        <PF10>        _ USER  =  USER    <PF11>

_ ENTL  =  USER DEFINED ENTITY LIST    _ SYST  =  SYSTEM

_ MSGS  =  MESSAGE

_ QFIL  =  QFILE                       _ OPTI  =  OPTIONS

x DISP  =  DISPLAY ALL                 _ HELP  =  HELP <PF1>

The menu facility displays the Display All screen.

Specifying Selection Criteria

The WHERE response area specifies criteria to be used by the menu facility in selecting the occurrences to be displayed.
To display the first 20 ELEMENT entity occurrences that contain the string W-EMP in the element name, you:

1. Request a comparison, using the syntax option NAME
2. Override the default comparison action EQ by typing a character at the underscore that immediately precedes the

CONTAINS field
3. Request that the ELEMENT NAME be searched for the string W-EMP by typing the string in the 'VALUE'/FIELD field

More information: For more information about the WHERE clause, see WHERE Clause (Conditional Expressions).

      IDD REL nn.n         *** DISPLAY ALL ***                         DISP

 ─►
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  DISPLAY PROCESSING ORDER..:X FIRST  _ NEXT   _ LAST   _ PRIOR  _ ALL

  NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES.....:20

  OF ENTITY TYPE............:_ ATTRIBUTES       _ PROCESSES        _ TABLES

                             _ CLASSES          _ PROGRAMS         _ USERS

                             X ELEMENTS         _ QFILES           _ MESSAGES

                             _ FILES            _ RECORDS

                             _ MODULES          _ SYSTEMS

                             _ MODULES ONLY (WITHOUT PROCESSES, QFILES, TABLES)

                             _ USER DEFINED ENTITY...:

    WHERE 'VALUE'/FIELD....:name

        COMPARISON ACTION..:X EQ   _ NE   _ GT   _ GE   _ LT   _ LE

                            X CONTAINS    _ MATCHES

          'VALUE'/FIELD....:'w-emp'

       OR 'VALUE'/FIELD....:

       OR 'VALUE'/FIELD....:

The menu facility displays the pageable Display All List screen.

Display All List Screen

The SELECTED ON field and underlying headers display the selection criteria; that is, element names that contain W-
EMP. The entity occurrences that fulfill the requirements are listed in columnar format by name and version number.

You can scan the list of element entity occurrences on the Display All List screen and choose to view additional
information about element W-EMP-ADDRESS by typing a character next to the list item and pressing ENTER.

      IDD REL nn.n           *** DISPLAY ALL LIST ***                  DISL

  ─►                                            PAGE 1 OF 2

  SELECTED ON:  NAME CONTAINS 'W-EMP'

  ELEMENT NAME                      VER

  _ W-EMPOSITION-VERB                  1

  _ W-EMPLOYEE-VERB                    1

  _ W-EMP-BIRTH-DAY                    1

  _ W-EMP-TERM-DAY                     1

  _ W-EMP-START-DAY                    1

  _ W-EMP-SS-NUMBER                    1

  _ W-EMP-STATUS                       1

  _ W-EMP-HOME-PHONE                   1

  _ W-EMP-ZIP-LAST-4                   1

  _ W-EMP-STATE                        1

  _ W-EMP-CITY                         1

  _ W-EMP-STREET                       1

  X W-EMP-ADDRESS                      1

  _ W-EMP-ZIP-FIRST-5                  1
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  _ W-EMP-ZIP                          1

  _ W-EMP-SEX                          1

The IDD menu facility displays the element occurrence W-EMP-ADDRESS on the Element Entity screen.

Element Entity Screen

The message line contains an informative message confirming your request. The specification area identifies the entity
occurrence by NAME, VERSION NUMBER, and USAGE.

      IDD REL nn.n            *** ELEMENT ENTITY ***                   ELEM

  ─►

                    ELEMENT 'W-EMP-ADDRESS' VERSION 1 DISPLAYED

 X DISPLAY      ELEMENT NAME....:W-EMP-ADDRESS

 _ MODIFY

 _ ADD          VERSION NUMBER..:1      _ HIGHEST   _ NEXT HIGHEST

 _ DELETE                               _ LOWEST    _ NEXT LOWEST

  DESCRIPTION:

  PICTURE....:

  USAGE......:X DISPLAY                  _ CONDITION NAME (LEVEL 88)

              _ COMP/COMP-4 (BINARY)     _ COMP-3 (PACKED DECIMAL)

              _ COMP-1 (SHORT FLOATING)  _ COMP-2 (LONG FLOATING)

              _ BIT                      _ POINTER

 _ ELMX  =  ELEMENT EXTENSION <PF9>      _ SUBE  =  SUBORD ELEMENTS  <PF11>

 _ REGN  =  USER REGISTRATION <PF2>      _ PUBL  =  PUBLIC ACCESS    <PF3>

 _ CLAT  =  CLASS/ATTRIBUTES  <PF4>      _ RKEY  =  RELATIONAL KEYS  <PF5>

 _ COMM  =  COMMENTS          <PF6>      _ COML  =  COMMENT KEY LIST <PF7>

 _ HIST  =  HISTORY           <PF8>      _ COPY  =  SAME AS/COPY FROM

 _ XREF  =  CROSS REFERENCE   <PF10>     _ HELP  =  HELP             <PF1>

Selecting Fields to View Additional Information

In order to view other information about W-EMP-ADDRESS, refer to the screen selection area at the bottom of the
Element Entity screen. The screen selection area lists other screens that contain information about the ELEMENT entity
occurrence.

To view information about subordinate elements, you type a character at the underscore immediately preceding the SUBE
field and press ENTER.

      IDD REL nn.n              *** ELEMENT ENTITY ***                 ELEM

  ─►

                    ELEMENT 'W-EMP-ADDRESS' VERSION 1 DISPLAYED

 X DISPLAY      ELEMENT NAME....:W-EMP-ADDRESS

 _ MODIFY

 _ ADD          VERSION NUMBER..:1      _ HIGHEST   _ NEXT HIGHEST

 _ DELETE                               _ LOWEST    _ NEXT LOWEST

  DESCRIPTION:
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  PICTURE....:

  USAGE......:X DISPLAY                  _ CONDITION NAME (LEVEL 88)

              _ COMP/COMP-4 (BINARY)     _ COMP-3 (PACKED DECIMAL)

              _ COMP-1 (SHORT FLOATING)  _ COMP-2 (LONG FLOATING)

              _ BIT                      _ POINTER

 _ ELMX  =  ELEMENT EXTENSION <PF9>      X SUBE  =  SUBORD ELEMENTS  <PF11>

 _ REGN  =  USER REGISTRATION <PF2>      _ PUBL  =  PUBLIC ACCESS    <PF3>

 _ CLAT  =  CLASS/ATTRIBUTES  <PF4>      _ RKEY  =  RELATIONAL KEYS  <PF5>

 _ COMM  =  COMMENTS          <PF6>      _ COML  =  COMMENT KEY LIST <PF7>

 _ HIST  =  HISTORY           <PF8>      _ COPY  =  SAME AS/COPY FROM

 _ XREF  =  CROSS REFERENCE   <PF10>     _ HELP  =  HELP             <PF1>

The IDD menu facility displays the Subordinate Elements screen, which contains a list of elements that are subordinate to
group element W-EMP-ADDRESS.

Subordinate Elements Screen

A message displayed on the message line identifies the group element entity occurrence.

      IDD REL nn.n          *** SUBORDINATE ELEMENTS ***               SUBE

 ─►                                            PAGE 1 LINE 1          1/4

                        ELEMENT 'W-EMP-ADDRESS' VERSION 1

  ELEMENT NAME....:W-EMP-STREET

  VERSION NUMBER..:1     _ HIGHEST  _ LOWEST

          OCCURS..:       TIMES      _ REDEFINES PREVIOUS SUBORDINATE ELEMENT

  ELEMENT NAME....:W-EMP-CITY

  VERSION NUMBER..:1     _ HIGHEST  _ LOWEST

          OCCURS..:       TIMES      _ REDEFINES PREVIOUS SUBORDINATE ELEMENT

  ELEMENT NAME....:W-EMP-STATE

  VERSION NUMBER..:1     _ HIGHEST  _ LOWEST

          OCCURS..:       TIMES      _ REDEFINES PREVIOUS SUBORDINATE ELEMENT

  ELEMENT NAME....:W-EMP-ZIP

  VERSION NUMBER..:1     _ HIGHEST  _ LOWEST

          OCCURS..:       TIMES      _ REDEFINES PREVIOUS SUBORDINATE ELEMENT

  ELEMENT NAME....:

  VERSION NUMBER..:      _ HIGHEST  _ LOWEST

          OCCURS..:       TIMES      _ REDEFINES PREVIOUS SUBORDINATE ELEMENT

After choosing to review cross-reference information about element W-EMP-ADDRESS you request the Element Cross
Reference screen by typing the screen name XREF in the command area of the Subordinate Elements screen and
pressing ENTER.

      IDD REL nn.n         *** SUBORDINATE ELEMENTS ***                SUBE

 ─►XREF                                        PAGE 1 LINE 1         1/4

                        ELEMENT 'W-EMP-ADDRESS' VERSION 1
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 ELEMENT NAME....:W-EMP-STREET

 VERSION NUMBER..:1     _ HIGHEST  _ LOWEST

         OCCURS..:       TIMES      _ REDEFINES PREVIOUS SUBORDINATE ELEMENT

 ELEMENT NAME....:W-EMP-CITY

 VERSION NUMBER..:1     _ HIGHEST  _ LOWEST

         OCCURS..:       TIMES      _ REDEFINES PREVIOUS SUBORDINATE ELEMENT

 ELEMENT NAME....:W-EMP-STATE

 VERSION NUMBER..:1     _ HIGHEST  _ LOWEST

         OCCURS..:       TIMES      _ REDEFINES PREVIOUS SUBORDINATE ELEMENT

 ELEMENT NAME....:W-EMP-ZIP

 VERSION NUMBER..:1     _ HIGHEST  _ LOWEST

         OCCURS..:       TIMES      _ REDEFINES PREVIOUS SUBORDINATE ELEMENT

 ELEMENT NAME....:

 VERSION NUMBER..:      _ HIGHEST  _ LOWEST

         OCCURS..:       TIMES      _ REDEFINES PREVIOUS SUBORDINATE ELEMENT

The menu facility displays the Element Cross Reference selection screen.

Element Cross Reference Screen

To review all related information, you type a character in the CROSS REFERENCE TO ALL CATEGORIES LISTED
BELOW field and press ENTER.

      IDD REL nn.n      *** 'ELEMENT' CROSS REFERENCE ***              XREF

 ─►

                        ELEMENT 'W-EMP-ADDRESS' VERSION 1

             X CROSS REFERENCE TO ALL CATEGORIES LISTED BELOW

             _ SAME AS OTHER ELEMENTS

             _ RELATED TO OTHER ELEMENTS

             _ WITHIN RECORDS    _ WITHIN REPORTS   _ WITHIN TRANSACTIONS

        NOTE - SELECT ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE CATEGORIES TO DISPLAY THE

               CROSS REFERENCE INFORMATION ASSOCIATED WITH THIS ELEMENT.

The entity occurrence is highlighted on the message line of the Element Cross Reference screen. Related cross-reference
information is displayed in the specification area. W-EMP-ADDRESS is an element in the record JMH-WORD-REC-01,
version number 1.
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      IDD REL nn.n      *** 'ELEMENT' CROSS REFERENCE ***              SHOW

 ─►                                            PAGE 1 OF 1

                        ELEMENT 'W-EMP-ADDRESS' VERSION 1

          WITHIN RECORD JMH-WORK-REC-01 VERSION 1

              WITHIN GROUP W-EMPLOYEE VERSION IS 1

Ending the Menu Facility Session

To end the IDD menu facility session and return control to the system, you type the signoff command BYE in the
command area of the current screen and press ENTER.

      IDD REL nn.n      *** 'ELEMENT' CROSS REFERENCE ***              SHOW

 ─►BYE                                         PAGE 1 OF 1

                        ELEMENT 'W-EMP-ADDRESS' VERSION 1

          WITHIN RECORD JMH-WORK-REC-01 VERSION 1

              WITHIN GROUP W-EMPLOYEE VERSION IS 1

DDDL Compiler Batch Execution JCL
This section shows the JCL/commands you use to execute the batch DDDL compiler (IDMSDDDL) under z/OS, z/VSE,
and z/VM. 

IDMSDDDL Under z/OS
Executing Under the Central Version

z/OS JCL for running IDMSDDDL under the IDMS/DB central version follows:

IDMSDDDL (z/OS)

//stepname EXEC PGM=IDMSDDDL,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

//sysctl   DD   DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg    DD   DSN=sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//SYSLST   DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSIDMS  DD   *

DMCL=dmcl-name

DICTNAME=dictionary-name

Other optional SYSIDMS parameters

/*

//SYSIPT   DD   *

DDDL source statements

/*
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More information: For more information on optional SYSIDMS parameters, refer to the IDMS Common Administrating
section document.

idms.dba.loadlib Dataset name of the load library containing the DMCL and
database name table load modules

idms.custom.loadlib Dataset name of the load library containing the customized IDMS
executable module

idms.cagjload Dataset name of the load library containing the IDMS executable
modules that do not require customization

sysctl DDname for the SYSCTL file; sysctl is SYSCTL unless specified
otherwise in IDMSOPTI

idms.sysctl Dataset name of the SYSCTL file
dcmsg DDname name of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
sysmsg.ddldcmsg Dataset name of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
dmcl-name Name of the DMCL to be accessed
dictionary-name Name of the dictionary to be accessed

SYSPCH Statement

If you are going to be using any PUNCH statements, include the SYSPCH statement in JCL. For example:

//SYSPCH   DD   DSN=dataset-name,DISP=(NEW,KEEP,DELETE),

                DCB=(RECFM=FB,BLKSIZE=9040,LRECL=80),

                     SPACE=space-specification,

                     UNIT=unit,VOL=SER=nnnnnn

Executing in Local Mode

To execute the DDDL compiler in local mode, remove the SYSCTL DD statement and replace it with the following
statements:

//dictdb  DD  DSN=idms.appldict.ddldml,DISP=SHR

//dloddb  DD  DSN=idms.appldict.ddldclod,DISP=SHR

//sysjrnl DD  DSN=idms.tapejrnl,DISP=SHR

NOTE
These statements are needed only if the DDDL compiler run accesses the LOAD MODULE entity type.

dictdb DDname of the application dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
idms.appldict.ddldml Dataset name of the application dictionary definition (DDLDML)

area
dloddb DDname of the application dictionary load (DDLDCLOD) area
idms.appldict.ddldclod Dataset name of the application dictionary load (DDLDCLOD)

area
sysjrnl DDname of tape journal file; the name must be appropriate to the

DMCL module being used
idms.tapejrnl Dataset name of tape journal file
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IDMSDDDL Under z/VSE
Executing Under the Central Version

The z/VSE JCL used to run IDMSDDDL under the central version follows:

IDMSDDDL (z/VSE)

// EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS

// UPSI b                If specified in IDMSOPTI module

// DLBL     IJSYSPH,'temp.dddl',0

// EXTENT   SYSPCH,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

   ASSGN    SYSPCH,X'ddd'

// EXEC     IDMSDDDL

Optional SYSIDMS parameters

/*

DDDL source statements

/*

IDMSLBLS Name of the procedure provided at installation that contains the
file definitions for IDMS dictionaries and databases.
For a complete listing of IDMSLBLS, see "IDMSLBLS procedure",
later in this section.
IDMSLBLS references the SYSIDMS input file, a file you can use
to specify runtime parameters, such as DMCL or dictionary name.
For information on SYSIDMS parameters, refer to IDMS Common
Administrating section.

b Appropriate 1- to 8-character UPSI bit string, as specified in the
IDMSOPTI module

nnnnnn Serial number of the disk volume
temp.dddl File ID of the output file
ssss Starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of disk extent
llll Number of tracks (CKD) or blocks (FBA) of disk extent
ddd Disk device assignment for punched output

Executing in Local Mode

To execute IDMSDDDL in local mode, remove the UPSI specification and replace it with the following statements:

// EXTENT  sys017,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   sys017,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// TLBL    sysjrnl,'idms.tapejrnl',,nnnnnn,,f
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// ASSGN   sys009,TAPE,VOL=nnnnnn

sys017 Logical unit assignment for dictionary load area
sys009 Filename of the tape journal file; the name must be appropriate to

the DMCL module being used
idms.tapejrnl File ID of the tape journal file
f File number of the tape journal file
nnnnnn Serial number of the tape volume

IDMSLBLS Procedure

IDMSLBLS is a procedure that contains file definitions for the dictionaries, sample databases, disk journal files, and
SYSIDMS file provided during installation.

You can tailor the following IDMSLBLS procedure (provided at installation) to reflect the filenames and definitions in use at
your site. Reference IDMSLBLS as shown in the previous z/VSE JCL job stream.

* ──────── LIBDEFS ────────

// LIBDEF  *,SEARCH=idmslib.sublib

// LIBDEF  *,CATALOG=user.sublib

/*  ───────────────────────── LABELS ─────────────────────────

// DLBL    idmslib,'idms.library',1999/365                              00061000

// EXTENT  ,nnnnnn,,,ssss,1500                                          00062000

// DLBL    dccat,'idms.system.dccat',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,31

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dccatl,'idms.system.dccatlod',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dccatx,'idms.system.dccatx',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,11

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dcdml,'idms.system.ddldml',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,101

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dclod,'idms.system.ddldclod',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,21

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dclog,'idms.system.ddldclog',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,401

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dcrun,'idms.system.ddldcrun',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,68

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dcscr,'idms.system.ddldcscr',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,135

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dcmsg,'idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
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// DLBL    dclscr,'idms.sysloc.ddlocscr',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dirldb,'idms.sysdirl.ddldml',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dirllod,'idms.sysdirl.ddldclod',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,2

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    empdemo,'idms.empdemo1',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,11

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    insdemo,'idms.insdemo1',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    orgdemo,'idms.orgdemo1',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    empldem,'idms.sqldemo.empldemo',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,11

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    infodem,'idms.sqldemo.infodemo',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    projdem,'idms.projseg.projdemo',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    indxdem,'idms.sqldemo.indxdemo',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    sysctl,'idms.sysctl',1999/365,SD

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,2

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    secdd,'idms.sysuser.ddlsec',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,26

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dictdb,'idms.appldict.ddldml',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,51

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dloddb,'idms.appldict.ddldclod',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,51

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    sqldd,'idms.syssql.ddlcat',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,101

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    sqllod,'idms.syssql.ddlcatl',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,51

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    sqlxdd,'idms.syssql.ddlcatx',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,26

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    asfdml,'idms.asfdict.ddldml',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201
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// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    asflod,'idms.asfdict.asflod',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,401

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    asfdata,'idms.asfdict.asfdata',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    ASFDEFN,'idms.asfdict.asfdefn',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,101

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    j1jrnl,'idms.j1jrnl',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,54

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    j2jrnl,'idms.j2jrnl',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,54

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    j3jrnl,'idms.j3jrnl',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,54

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT',0,SD

/+

/*

idmslib.sublib Name of the sublibrary within the library containing IDMS modules
user.sublib Name of the sublibrary within the library containing user modules
idmslib Name of the file containing IDMS modules
idms.library ID associated with the file containing IDMS modules
SYSnnn Logical unit of the volume for which the extent is effective
nnnnnn Volume serial identifier of appropriate disk volume
ssss Starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of disk extent
dccat Filename of the system dictionary catalog (DDLCAT) area
idms.system.dccat ID of the system dictionary catalog (DDLCAT) area
dccatl Filename of the system dictionary catalog load (DDLCATLOD)

area
idms.system.dccatlod ID of the system dictionary catalog load (DDLCATLOD) area
dccatx Name of the system dictionary catalog index (DDLCATX) area
idms.system.dccatx ID of the system dictionary catalog index (DDLCATX) area
dcdml Name of the system dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
idms.system.ddldml ID of the system dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
dclod Name of the system dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
idms.system.ddldclod ID of the system dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
dclog Name of the system log area (DDLDCLOG) area
idms.system.ddldclog ID of the system log (DDLDCLOG) area
dcrun Name of the system queue (DDLDCRUN) area
idms.system.ddldcrun ID of the system queue (DDLDCRUN) area
dcscr Name of the system scratch (DDLDCSCR) area
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idms.system.ddldcscr ID of the system scratch (DDLDCSCR) area
dcmsg Name of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg ID of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
dclscr Name of the local mode system scratch (DDLOCSCR) area
idms.sysloc.ddlocscr ID of the local mode system scratch (DDLOCSCR) area
dirldb Name of the IDMSDIRL definition (DDLDML) area
idms.sysdirl.ddldml ID of the IDMSDIRL definition (DDLDML) area
dirllod Name of the IDMSDIRL definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
idms.sysdirl.dirllod ID of the IDMSDIRL definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
empdemo Name of the EMPDEMO area
idms.empdemo1 ID of the EMPDEMO area
insdemo Name of the INSDEMO area
idms.insdemo1 ID of the INSDEMO area
orgdemo Name of the ORGDEMO area
idms.orgdemo1 ID of the ORDDEMO area
empldem Name of the EMPLDEMO area
idms.sqldemo.empldemo ID of the EMPLDEMO area
infodem Name of the INFODEMO area
idms.sqldemo.infodemo ID of the INFODEMO area
projdem Name of the PROJDEMO area
idms.projseg.projdemo ID of the PROJDEMO area
indxdem Name of the INDXDEMO area
idms.sqldemo.indxdemo ID of the INDXDEMO area
sysctl Name of the SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl ID of the SYSCTL file
secdd Name of the system user catalog (DDLSEC) area
idms.sysuser.ddlsec ID of the system user catalog (DDLSEC) area
dictdb Name of the application dictionary definition area
idms.appldict.ddldml ID of the application dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
dloddb Name of the application dictionary definition load area
idms.appldict.ddldclod ID of the application dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
sqldd Name of the SQL catalog (DDLCAT) area
idms.syssql.ddlcat ID of the SQL catalog (DDLCAT) area
sqllod Name of the SQL catalog load (DDLCATL) area
idms.syssql.ddlcatl ID of SQL catalog load (DDLCATL) area
sqlxdd Name of the SQL catalog index (DDLCATX) area
idms.syssql.ddlcatx ID of the SQL catalog index (DDLCATX) area
asfdml Name of the asf dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
idms.asfdict.ddldml ID of the asf dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
asflod Name of the asf dictionary definition load (ASFLOD) area
idms.asfdict.asflod ID of the asf dictionary definition load (ASFLOD) area
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asfdata Name of the asf data (ASFDATA) area
idms.asfdict.asfdata ID of the asf data area (ASFDATA) area
ASFDEFN Name of the asf data definition (ASFDEFN) area
idms.asfdict.asfdefn ID of the asf data definition area (ASFDEFN) area
j1jrnl Name of the first disk journal file
idms.j1jrnl ID of the first disk journal file
j2jrnl Name of the second disk journal file
idms.j2jrnl ID of the second disk journal file
j3jrnl Name of the third disk journal file
idms.j3jrnl ID of the third disk journal file
SYSIDMS Name of the SYSIDMS parameter file

IDMSDDDL Under z/VM
Executing Under the Central Version

The z/VM commands you use to run IDMSDDDL under the central version follow:

IDMSDDDL (z/VM)

FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK sysipt data a (RECFM F LRECL ppp BLKSIZE nnn

FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK sysidms parms a (RECFM F LRECL ppp BLKSIZE nnn

EXEC IDMSFD

OSRUN IDMSDDDL

sysipt data a Filename, type, and mode of the file containing DDDL statements
sysidms parms a Filename, type, and mode of the file containing SYSIDMS

parameters (parameters you use to specify your runtime
environment)

ppp Record length of the file
nnn Block size of the file
IDMSFD Exec which defines all FILEDEFs, TXTLIBs, and LOADLIBs

required by the system
IDMSDDDL Program to be executed from the z/VM LOADLIB

Executing in Local Mode

To specify that IDMSDDDL is executing in local mode, do one of the following:

• Link IDMSDDDL with an IDMSOPTI program that specifies local execution mode
• Specify *LOCAL* as the first input parameter in sysipt data a, the file referenced in the FILEDEF SYSIPT statement.
• Modify the OSRUN statement, as follows:

OSRUN IDMSDDDL PARM='*LOCAL*'

NOTE
This option is valid only if you issue the OSRUN command from a System Product interpreter or an EXEC2
file.
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Creating the SYSIPT File

To create the SYSIPT file, enter these z/VM commands:

XEDIT sysipt data a (NOPROF

INPUT

 .

 .

 .

DDDL source statements

 .

 .

 .

FILE

Editing the SYSIDMS File

To edit the SYSIDMS file, enter these z/VM commands:

XEDIT sysidms parms a (NOPROF

INPUT

 .

 .

 .

SYSIDMS parameters

 .

 .

 .

FILE

More information: For more information on SYSIDMS parameters you can specify, refer to IDMS Common Administrating
section.

Syntax Converters for COBOL and PL/I
The IDD syntax converters capture COBOL and PL/I record and element definitions. The output file containing these
definitions can be used as input to IDMSDDDL. The JCL used to execute the IDD syntax converters for COBOL
(IDMSIDDC) and for PL/I (IDMSIDDP) is presented in this section.

IDMSIDDC (COBOL Converter)
IDMSIDDC reads a COBOL source program and/or one or more COBOL copy books and converts FILE SECTION 01 and
subsequent level statements (including level 88 statements) to DDDL ADD RECORD statements for processing by the
DDDL compiler. The following rules apply to executing IDMSIDDC:
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• Because the input stream is flushed when IDMSIDDC encounters a WORKING-STORAGE SECTION or
PROCEDURE DIVISION header, only one COBOL source program can be processed in a single IDMSIDDC run.

• Although any number of copy books can be concatenated and processed in a single IDMSIDDC run, if the input
stream comprises one or more copy books and one COBOL program, the COBOL program must be processed last;
IDMSIDDC ignores all copy books encountered following the COBOL program.

• IDMSIDDC ignores COBOL program DATA DIVISION COPY statements. Accordingly, individual books copied must be
inserted into the input stream to be converted.

• IDMSIDDC does not support the COBOL SYNC clause at the 01 level.
• The IDMSIDDC input record format is an 80-character card image.

IDMSIDDP (PL/I Converter)
IDMSIDDP reads one or more PL/I copy books and converts the data structures in the DECLARE statements into DDDL
ADD ELEMENT and ADD RECORD statements for processing by the DDDL compiler. Any number of copy books can be
concatenated for input in a single IDMSIDDP run; the IDMSIDDP input record format is an 80-character card image.

Data Transfer Between Dictionaries
This section outlines the procedures for transferring some or all of the data in one dictionary to another dictionary. An
overview of the procedure is presented, followed by an example. The DDDL PUNCH and INCLUDE statements facilitate
this transfer process, as follows:

PUNCH Arovides the ability to collect, by means of a single command, all occurrences of all entity types being transferred
and to direct the output to an IDD module where it is stored as DDDL syntax.

INCLUDE Allows a user to execute the DDDL syntax punched to an IDD module during a PUNCH operation, thereby
generating the syntax used to complete the transfer.

To maintain existing entity relationships while transferring data, the user must transfer entity definitions in the proper order.
The following list specifies the order in which entities, entity options, and nests should be added to or replaced in the
target dictionary:

• Alternative pictures
• Comment keys
• Relational keys
• Users
• Classes
• Attributes for classes defined with manual attributes
• User-defined entities that IDD will reference
• Systems
• Files
• Elementary elements
• Subordinate elements
• Group elements
• Records
• Modules
• Programs
• User-defined entities that reference IDD entities

The Effect of ATTRIBUTES ARE AUTOMATIC

Attributes within classes assigned the ATTRIBUTES ARE AUTOMATIC qualifier are transferred automatically. Therefore,
to facilitate the transfer, it is recommended that the user change all class definitions that include the ATTRIBUTES ARE
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MANUAL specification to ATTRIBUTES ARE AUTOMATIC and return the specification to ATTRIBUTES ARE MANUAL
when the transfer is complete.

Handling Unresolved Relationships

Even if entities are transferred to a dictionary in the order specified above, unresolved relationships may exist if any of the
following clauses are present in USER, SYSTEM, PROGRAM, and FILE statements:

Statement Optional clause
USER OF SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM

ACCESS TO SUBSCHEMA/SIGNON QFILE
ACCESS TO QFILE
ACCESS TO SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM
ACCESS TO FILE
SIGNON PROFILE
WITHIN USER

SYSTEM WITHIN SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM
FILE RELATED FILE
PROGRAM PROGRAM CALLED

Steps for Data Transfer
Follow these steps to transfer data from a test dictionary to a production dictionary:

1. Issue PUNCH ALL statements naming each entity type to be transferred and specifying selection criteria, as
appropriate. This step creates a file containing PUNCH ELEMENT and PUNCH RECORD statements.

2. Execute the module source in this file by issuing an INCLUDE statement. This step creates a module containing DDDL
syntax.

NOTE
You must ensure that all entities, entity options, and nests upon which the entities being transferred are
dependent exist in the production dictionary.

Each step is described in greater detail in the following example.

Example of Transferring Data Between Dictionaries
All records and elements that were prepared by or revised by user DBA are first transferred from dictionary TEST to
dictionary PROD. Then, according to the statements below, the user:

1. Signs on to the dictionary TEST and specifies that module PUNCH-ALL is to receive punched output; the REPLACE
verb is used to delete existing source statements associated with PUNCH-ALL.

2. Punches the desired elements and records, ensuring that subordinate elements precede group elements. Note that
the PUNCH verb output contains the element/record name and version number only (for example, PUNCH RECORD
A); no other entity-type options appear.

3. Issues a REPLACE verb to delete any existing source statements associated with the module DECOMPILE (which is
to be the default PUNCH destination).

4. Establishes default DISPLAY/PUNCH processing options. By naming REPLACE as the default verb, the user
accommodates record and element definitions that exist in the production dictionary.

5. Issues an INCLUDE statement that executes the source statements in the module PUNCH-ALL. This step punches to
the module DECOMPILE the detailed syntax for each element and record being transferred.

At the end of this series of steps, the module DECOMPILE is ready to be transferred to the dictionary PROD.
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signon dictionary name is test.

replace module name is punch-all version is 1.

punch all elements

        where prepared by is 'dba' or revised by is 'dba'

        to module punch-all version is 1

        verb punch

        as syntax.

punch all records

        where prepared by is 'dba' or revised by is 'dba'

        to module punch-all version is 1

        verb punch

        as syntax.

replace module name is decompile version is 1.

set options for session

        punch to module decompile version is 1

        display as syntax verb replace.

include module punch-all.

Completing the Data Transfer
Assuming that all dependent entities are already defined in dictionary PROD, the user completes the data transfer by
using the online DDDL compiler, as follows:

1. Issue a DISPLAY MODULE DECOMPILE VERSION IS 1 AS SYNTAX statement to display the detailed syntax from
module DECOMPILE.

2. Retain the displayed syntax, but change the first line of the screen I/O area to SIGNON DICTIONARY NAME IS
PROD.

3. Press ENTER to execute the SIGNON statement.
4. Issue an INCLUDE statement naming the module DECOMPILE.

An Alternative Method

An alternative method of completing the transfer is to delete everything in the screen I/O area, up to and including the
keywords MODULE SOURCE FOLLOWS, as well as the MSEND statement; only the detailed syntax for the records and
elements being transferred should remain. Then, change the first line to SIGNON DICTIONARY NAME IS PROD and
press ENTER to sign on to and add each record and element directly to the dictionary PROD.

This method may be preferable in that it requires less space in the dictionary.

Transferring in Batch Mode
To accomplish a transfer in batch mode, you can establish the SYSPCH file as the default PUNCH destination. Following
the first batch run, the data set defined to SYSPCH contains the syntax for adding or replacing the desired entities. After
editing this data set, you complete the transfer by executing another batch job against dictionary PROD specifying the
edited data set as the SYSIPT file.
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Default Version Number Conventions
The table in this section lists the default version number conventions used by IDMS data management components when
a reference to an entity occurrence does not include a version number.

IDMS component Action Version selected
DML precompilers Highest existing version number
DDL compilers Adding new records Highest existing version number plus 1; for

a newly defined record, version number
is the dictionary default for new version
established by SET OPTIONS statement or
1

Adding new schema records, using SHARE
STRUCTURE parameter

Dictionary default for existing version
established by SET OPTIONS statement

Adding new schema elements, using COPY
ELEMENTS FROM RECORD syntax

Dictionary default for existing version
established by SET OPTIONS statement

Establishing element occurrences for
schema-defined elements

If the named element does exist, version
number is 1
If the schema definition matches the DDDL
definition of an existing element, current
version number is used; if it does not
match, current version number plus 1 is
used

IDD DDDL compiler Adding new records Highest existing version number plus 1; for
a newly defined record, version number
is the dictionary default for new version
established by SET OPTIONS statement or
1

System generation compiler Creating new entity occurrences Dictionary default for new version
established by SET OPTIONS statement or
1

Modifying an existing entity occurrence Dictionary default for existing version
established by SET OPTIONS statement

Mapping compiler For maps and panels Highest existing version number; for new
maps and panels, version number is 1

OLQ For q-files Highest existing version number
Accessing schemas Highest existing version number; if no

schema name is specified, OLQ selects first
schema under which named subschema
was compiled and uses the highest existing
version number for that schema

Culprit Accessing files, modules, schemas Highest existing version number
ADS generators (online) 1
ADS/Batch transaction processor For ADL routines Highest existing version number

For transactions 1
ADS/Batch language translator For transactions and ADL routines 1
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IDD User-Exit Program
This section presents the procedures for coding an IDD user-exit program that is called by the DDDL compiler to:

• Perform security checks
• Enforce entity-occurrence naming conventions
• Maintain an audit trail of dictionary activity

When a User Exit is Called
The IDD user-exit module is called by the DDDL compiler when it encounters any of these four points:

• SIGNON/SIGNOFF/COMMIT
After the signon procedure is complete and the compiler's security checks have been passed, or immediately after
signoff or COMMIT processing.

• Major command
After an ADD, MODIFY, REPLACE, DELETE, DISPLAY/PUNCH, INCLUDE/EXCLUDE, or REMOVE request has been
issued. The program is invoked just after the DDDL compiler has identified the entity that is the object of the request
and has successfully checked authorization requirements. Object entities can be any standard or user-defined entity
type; any element, file, or record synonym, or any record element, COBOL element, or view.

• Card image
After each input statement (card image) is passed to the user-exit control block after the statement has been:
– Scanned and printed on the Integrated Data Dictionary Activity List
– Displayed at the terminal
– Written to the print file (online DDDL compiler interface only)
The data administrator can build an audit trail of accesses and updates to the dictionary.

• End of converse
When one of the following occurs, the user can perform a termination activity, such as a write-to-log:
– The user presses ENTER during an online DDDL session
– A batch run of the DDDL compiler processes a SIGNOFF statement
– A batch run of the DDDL compiler detects an end-of-file condition.

Rules for Writing the User-Exit Program
This section describes the rules that apply to writing the user-exit program.

Language

You can write the user-exit module in any language that supports OS calling conventions. However, it is recommended
that you write user-exit modules in Assembler to allow the online DDDL compiler to remain reentrant.

NOTE
User-exit modules cannot be ADS dialogs.

Versions

You can code and maintain separate versions of user-exit modules for the batch and online DDDL compilers, or you can
code modules that can be executed both in batch mode and online.

Macros

The user-exit facility supports all IDMS/DC macros for exits to be used with the online DDDL compiler. For exits to be
used with the batch DDDL compiler, the only IDMS/DC macros supported are: #WTL, #ABEND, #GETSTG, #FREESTG,
#LOAD, and #DELETE; under VSE/ESA, the only valid form of #DELETE is EPADDR=.

Run units
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You can start a run unit within an exit, however you should ensure that the run unit does not deadlock with the DDDL
compiler run unit. If a user-exit run unit will access a dictionary area, the run unit should ready the object area in a retrieval
usage mode.

Entry point

The entry point of the user exit invoked by the batch and online compilers differ.

Compiler Name Description User Exit Entry Point
IDMSDDDL Batch DDDL compiler IDDEXITB
IDMSDDDC Online DDDL compiler IDDEXITO

Although each exit has a unique entry point name, you can use the same exit code for more than one compiler by
assigning multiple entry point names to the same set of code.

Interface

User exits written in COBOL to run under the online DDDL compiler require a user-exit interface, written in Assembler with
an entry point of IDDUXITO, to be link edited with IDMSUXIT. This interface should issue a #LINK to the COBOL program
(with an entry point other than IDMSDDDC) to isolate it from IDMSDDDC, which is storage protected.

Register Conventions

User-exit modules are called using the following OS register conventions:

R15        Entry point of module IDDUXIT

R14        Return address

R13        18 fullword SAVEAREA

R1         Fullword parameter list

Parameters 3 and 4

For all four types of user exits, parameter 1 points to a user-exit control block and parameter 2 points to a SIGNON
element block. The information addressed in parameters 3 and 4 varies based on the type of user exit, as follows:

• For the SIGNON/SIGNOFF/COMMIT and end-of-conversation exits, parameter 3 points to a SIGNON block.
• For the major command user exit, parameter 3 points to an entity control block.
• For the card-image user exit, parameter 3 points to a card-image control block.
• For all user exits except the card-image user exit, parameter 4 is reserved for use by IDD and should be defined as

a PIC X(80) field in the user-exit module.
• For the card-image user exit, parameter 4 points to the input card image, which is defined as a PIC X(80) field.

The user-exit control blocks are described separately later in this section.

Information Modification

With the exception of the fields identified within the user-exit control block described below, a user-exit module should not
modify any of the information passed.

Return Codes
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On return from a user-exit module, the user must set a return code and, optionally, specify a message ID and message
text to be issued by the DDDL compiler, as follows:

Code IDD action
0 No message is issued; IDD continues with normal processing.
1 An informational message is issued; IDD continues with normal

processing.
4 A warning message is issued; IDD continues with normal

processing.
8 An error message is issued; IDD initiates error processing.

Control Blocks and Sample User-Exit Programs
This section presents the formats of these five control blocks:

• User-exit control block
• SIGNON element block
• SIGNON block
• Entity control block
• Card-image control block

Sample IDD User-Exit Program
The following sample IDD user-exit program can be used to enforce naming conventions for elements. The source code
for this program can be found in the installation source library under member name IDDSUXIT.

********************************************************************

IDDUXIT  TITLE '         NAMING CONVENTION CHECKER'

********************************************************************

*

*

*  PROGRAM NAME : IDDUXIT

*

*  DATE         : mm/dd/yy

*

*

*  DESCRIPTION  : THIS IS AN EXAMPLE OF AN IDD USER EXIT.  THIS

*

*                 PROGRAM SHOWS HOW A SHOP COULD CHECK THE ENTITY

*

*                 NAMES FOR A SHOP STANDARD.  ANY VIOLATIONS OF

*

*                 THE NAMING CONVENTION ARE TREATED AS AN IDD ERROR

*

*                 AND THE ACTION (ADD, MOD, DEL) IS NOT ALLOWED.

*

********************************************************************

*

IDDUXIT  CSECT

         #REGEQU

         ENTRY IDDEXITO
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IDDEXITO DS    0H                    Online DDDL compiler entry

         ENTRY IDDEXITB

IDDEXITB DS    0H                    Batch DDDL compiler entry 

********************************************************************

*

*        SET UP ADDRESSABILITY

*

********************************************************************

*

         STM   R14,R12,12(R13)      SAVE CALLERS REGISTERS

         LR    R12,R15

         USING IDDUXIT,R12

         L     R4,12(R1)             GET THE

         L     R3,8(R1)                 CORRECT

         L     R2,4(R1)                    PARAMETER

         L     R1,0(R1)                       ADDRESSES

*

IDDUXITR DS    0H                    BASE THE CONTROL BLOCKS

*

         USING UXITCB,R1             USER EXIT CONTROL BLOCK

         MVC   UXITRCDE,F0           ZERO OUT THE RETURN CODE

         MVC   UXITMID(8),BLANKS     BLANK OUT THE MESSAGE ID

         MVC   UXITMTXT(80),BLANKS   BLANK OUT THE MESSAGE

*

********************************************************************

*

*        INTERROGATE THE IDD COMMAND

*

********************************************************************

*

         SPACE

UXIENTY  EQU   *

         USING UXITECB,R3            ENTITY CONTROL BLOCK

*

         CLC   UXITEVRB,UXICSON        IS IT AN SIGNON?

         BE    USIGNON                   YES, CHECK THE USER NAME

*

         CLC   UXITEVRB,UXICARD        IS IT AN CARD IMAGE EXIT?

         BE    UCARD                     YES, CHECK THE CARD

*

         CLC   UXITEVRB,UXICADD        IS IT AN ADD?

         BE    UXIECHK                   YES, CHECK THE ENTITY-NAME

*

         CLC   UXITEVRB,UXICMOD        IS IT A MODIFY?

         BE    UXIECHK                   YES, CHECK THE ENTITY-NAME

*

         CLC   UXITEVRB,UXICREP        IS IT A DELETE?

         BE    UXIECHK                   YES, CHECK THE ENTITY-NAME

*                                        NO

         MVC   UXITMID(8),ELSEID      MOVE IN 'ELSE' MESSAGE ID

         MVC   UXITMTXT(80),ELSEMSG   MOVE IN 'ELSE' MESSAGE

         BNE   UXIEBYE

*                                        YES, CHECK THE ENTITY-NAME
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********************************************************************

*

*        CHECK THE CARD IMAGE

*

********************************************************************

*

         SPACE

UCARD    EQU   *

*

         MVC   UXITMID(8),CARDID     FILL IN THE MESSAGE ID

         MVC   UXITMTXT(80),CARDMSG  FILL IN THE MESSAGE TEXT

         B     UXIEBYE               BACK TO THE LAND OF IDD

*

********************************************************************

*

*        CHECK THE USER NAME FOR ME

*

********************************************************************

*

         SPACE

USIGNON  EQU   *

*

         USING UXITSEB,R2            SIGNON ELEMENT BLOCK

         USING UXITSB,R3             SIGNON BLOCK

*

         CLC   UXITUSER(3),WHOME     IS IT ME

         BE   UXIEDC                  YES GO CHECK FOR DC NAME

*                                    NO, GO TO JAIL, GO DIRECTLY TO

*                                    JAIL, DO NOT PASS GO DO NOT

USNAME   EQU   *                     COLLECT $200.

         MVC   UXITRCDE,F8           FILL IN THE RETURN CODE

         MVC   UXITMID(8),NOSNID     FILL IN THE MESSAGE ID

         MVC   UXITMTXT(80),NOSNMSG  FILL IN THE MESSAGE TEXT

         B     UXIEBYE               BACK TO THE LAND OF IDD

*

UXIEDC   EQU   *

         TM    UXITFLG1,UXIT1DC      ARE WE RUNNING DC

         BZ    UXIEBYE                 NO, SKIP DC ID CHECK

*

         CLC   UXITUSER,UXITIUSR     IS THE IDD USER THE SAME AS DC

         BE    UXIEBYE                 YES, OK LET IT PASS

*                                    NO, DON'T LET THEM SIGNON

         MVC   UXITRCDE,F8           FILL IN THE RETURN CODE

         MVC   UXITMID(8),NODCID     FILL IN THE MESSAGE ID

         MVC   UXITMTXT(80),NODCMSG  FILL IN THE MESSAGE TEXT

         B     UXIEBYE               BACK TO THE LAND OF IDD

*

********************************************************************

*

*        CHECK THE ENTITY-NAME FOR VALID NAMING CONVENTION

*

********************************************************************

*
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         SPACE

UXIECHK  EQU   *

         USING UXITECB,R3            ENTITY CONTROL BLOCK

*

         CLC   UXITENME(3),NAMECHK   DOES THE NAME FOLLOW THE RULES?

         BE    UXIEBYE                 YES, LET THIS ONE PASS.

*                                      NO, RETURN AN ERROR

*

         MVC   UXITRCDE,F8           FILL IN THE RETURN CODE

         MVC   UXITMID(8),NONOID     FILL IN THE MESSAGE ID

         MVC   UXITMTXT(80),NONOMSG  FILL IN THE MESSAGE TEXT

*

********************************************************************

*

*        RETURN BACK TO IDD

*

********************************************************************

*

         SPACE

UXIEBYE  EQU   *

         LM    R14,R12,12(R13)       RELOAD CALLER'S REGISTERS

         BR    R14                   RETURN TO CALLER

         EJECT

********************************************************************

*        CONSTANTS AND LITERALS                                    *

********************************************************************

UXICADD  DC    CL16'ADD             '

UXICMOD  DC    CL16'MODIFY          '

UXICREP  DC    CL16'REPLACE         '

UXICSON  DC    CL16'SIGNON          '

UXICARD  DC    CL16'CARD IMAGE      '

NAMECHK  DC    CL3'XYZ'

WHOME    DC    CL3'XYZ'

WKLEN    DC    F'100'

NONOID   DC    CL8'DC999001'

NONOMSG  DC    CL80'NAMING CONVENTION VIOLATED - ACTION NOT ALLOWED'

NOSNID   DC    CL8'DC999002'

NOSNMSG  DC    CL80'SIGNON ERROR - USER NOT ALLOWED ACCESS TO IDD'

NODCID   DC    CL8'DC999003'

NODCMSG  DC    CL80'SIGNON ERROR - IDD USER NAME NOT DC USER NAME'

CARDID   DC    CL8'DC999004'

CARDMSG  DC    CL80'MESSAGE PRODUCED BY CARD IMAGE EXIT          '

ELSEID   DC    CL8'DC999005'

ELSEMSG  DC    CL80'MESSAGE PRODUCED BY CARD IMAGE EXIT          '

BLANKS   DC    CL80' '

F0       DC    F'0'               NORMAL RETURN CODE - NO ERRORS

F2       DC    F'1'               INFORMATION MESSAGE

F4       DC    F'4'               WARNING MESSAGE

F8       DC    F'8'               ERROR MESSAGE

********************************************************************

*        USER EXIT CONTROL BLOCK                                   *

********************************************************************

UXITCB   DSECT
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UXITCPLR DS    CL8           COMPILER NAME 'IDMSDDDL'

UXITDATE DS    CL8           COMPILER START DATE MM/DD/YY

UXITTIME DS    CL8           COMPILER START TIME HHMMSSMM

UXITWORK DS    F             USER FULLWORD INITIALIZED TO 0

UXITRCDE DS    0F            RETURN CODE RETURNED BY USER

         DS    XL3           UNUSED

UXITRC   DS    X

UXITRC00 EQU   X'00'              NORMAL RETURN CODE - NO ERRORS

UXITRC01 EQU   X'01'              INFORMATION MESSAGE

UXITRC04 EQU   X'04'              WARNING MESSAGE

UXITRC08 EQU   X'08'              ERROR MESSAGE

UXITMID  DS    CL8           USER MESSAGE ID RETURNED BY USER

UXITMTXT DS    CL80          USER MESSAGE TEXT RETURNED BY USER

UXITCBLN EQU   *-UXITCB      USER EXIT CONTROL BLOCK LENGTH

********************************************************************

*        USER EXIT SIGNON ELEMENT BLOCK                            *

********************************************************************

UXITSEB  DSECT

UXITIDLN DS    X             LENGTH OF USERID FOR #WTL'S

UXITUSER DS    CL32          USER ID

         DS    0A            ROUND UP TO FULLWORD

UXITSNLN EQU   *-UXITSEB     LENGTH OF IDD SIGNON ELEMENT

********************************************************************

*        USER EXIT SIGNON BLOCK                                    *

********************************************************************

UXITSB   DSECT

UXITTYPE DS    CL16          IDD VERB

UXITDICT DS    CL8           DICTIONARY NAME

UXITNODE DS    CL8           NODE NAME

UXITIUSR DS    CL32          IDD USER ID

UXITIPSW DS    CL8           IDD USER'S PASSWORD

UXITFLG0 DS    CL1           ENVIRONMENT FLAG

UXIT0DOS EQU   X'80'           COMPILER RUNNING UNDER VSE/ESA

UXIT0MEN EQU   X'40'           RUNNING UNDER 'IDD MENU' MODE

UXITFLG1 DS    CL1           ENVIRONMENT FLAG

UXIT1LCL EQU   X'80'           COMPILER RUNNING IN INTERNAL SUBROUTINE MO

UXIT1DC  EQU   X'40'           COMPILER RUNNING UNDER DC

         DS    CL2           RESERVED FOR FUTURE FLAGS

         DS    CL20          RESERVED

UXITDMLM DS    H             DDLDML USAGE MODE

*                                36=UPDATE

*                                37=PROTECTED UPDATE

*                                38=RETRIEVAL

UXITLODM DS    H             DDLDCLOD USAGE MODE

UXITMSGM DS    H             DDLDCMSG USAGE MODE

         DS    CL10          RESERVED

UXITSLEN EQU   *-UXITSB      LENGTH OF USER EXIT SIGNON BLOCK

********************************************************************

*        USER EXIT ENTITY CONTROL BLOCK                            *

********************************************************************

UXITECB  DSECT

UXITEVRB DS    CL16          IDD VERB

UXITENTY DS    CL32          IDD ENTITY-TYPE
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UXITENME DS    CL40          ENTITY NAME

UXITEVER DS    H             VERSION

UXITEADQ DS    CL64          ADDITIONAL QUALIFIER

*              CL40               LANGUAGE (ENTITY TYPE = MODULE)

*              CL20               CLASS    (ENTITY TYPE = ATTRIBUTE)

UXITPREP DS    CL32          PREPARED BY USER NAME

UXITREV  DS    CL32          REVISED BY USER NAME

UXITELEN EQU   *-UXITECB     LENGTH OF USER EXIT ENTITY CONTROL BLK

********************************************************************

*        END OF EXIT                                               *

********************************************************************

         END

Double-Byte Character Set (DBCS) Strings
Define data to handle double-byte character set (DBCS) strings in the dictionary, provided that your terminal has DBCS
hardware installed. A double-byte character set uses two bytes to express a single character. This means that you can
work with nonroman (non-EBCDIC) alphabets, such as the Kanji alphabet used in Japan or Chinese characters, used in
Taiwan. 

With DBCS support, you can:

• Use DBCS characters in user-supplied variables
• Assign a special type of DBCS string, called a graphic (G-) literal, to values that initialize an element or are used in

conditional expressions
• Assign graphic external pictures to RECORD ELEMENT and COBOL substatements
• Define DBCS data-editing criteria in code and edit tables

Variables for Which You Can Use DBCS: You can code a DBCS character string for most variables in the DDDL syntax
that require the use of quotation marks. The variables listed below can accommodate DBCS strings:

• comment-key
• comment-text
• condition-value
• decode-value
• description-text
• encode-value
• end-value
• initial-value
• inverse-relational-key
• numeric-literal in WHERE clause expressions that do not specify the CONTAINS or MATCHES options
• message-text
• password
• start-value
• user-text
• value

You cannot use a DBCS character string for the user ID, dictionary name, node name, or database name.

496 CA
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Coding DBCS Strings
To code a DBCS string

1. Type the site-specific quote character.
2. Switch the terminal to DBCS.

The computer hardware automatically inserts a shiftout character ([SO]).
3. Type the double-byte character string.
4. Switch the terminal to EBCDIC.

The computer hardware automatically inserts a shiftin character ([SI]).
5. Type the site-specific quote character.

Depending on your terminal hardware, the shift code occupies from one to three bytes. The shift codes are invisible.
However, on an IBM-5550 machine, a shift code occupies a screen position; on Fujitsu hardware, it does not.

Examples

This first example uses a double-byte character string in the COMMENTS clause of the DESTINATION statement.

add destination name is dest01

    comments is '[so]dbcs-character string[si]' .

This second example uses a double-byte character string in the VALUE clause of a COBOL Record Element. Note that
the [si] and [so] sequences, which are located at the very beginning and end of the quoted string, must be coded as 1 byte
hexadecimal characters for the z/OS, z/VM and z/VSE platforms. The hex representation is provided for clarity.

__________________________________________________________

           02 FIELD-5             PIC G(5) DISPLAY-1

 44444444444FF4CCCDC6F4444444444444DCC4C4F54CCEDDCE6F444444

 000000000000206953405000000000000079307D5D0492731801000000

__________________________________________________________

                                   VALUE G' DBCS-STR ' .

 44444444444444444444444444444444444ECDEC4C70CCCE6EED074444

 000000000000000000000000000000000005134507DE42320239FD0B00

__________________________________________________________
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System Tasks and Operator Commands
This section describes system tasks and operator commands that you can use to perform a variety of support services for
your IDMS/DC or IDMS UCF system. Except where specifically noted, these tasks and commands are applicable to both
DC and UCF (DC/UCF).

Click the PDF icon to download a PDF of the System Tasks and Operator Commands section.

This topic contains the following information:

System Tasks

A system task allows you to access a DC/UCF system from a logical terminal defined to the system. Provided you have
the required authority, you can use system tasks to perform a variety of system services. For example, you can use
system tasks to perform the following functions:

• Dynamically watch activity in the system
• Display and change attributes assigned to system entities
• Display and change attributes assigned to your user session

Operator Commands

An operator command allows system operators access to a DC/UCF system from an operator's console. Operator
commands allow operators to display information about the system without first signing on to the system.

System Task and Operator Command Information

System task and operator command information is provided in the following format:

• Introductory paragraph—Describes the function of the task or command.
• Syntax—Provides a diagram of the task or command syntax.
• Parameters—Describes the syntax parameters of the task or command.
• Usage—Describes information about using the task or command and includes the following information where

appropriate:
– The task or command text entered at the terminal
– The screen display before entering the task or command
– The screen display returned after entering the task or command
– Description of information displayed on the screen
– Relevant usage information

IDMS Components

This section uses the term IDMS to refer to any of the following IDMS components:

• IDMS/DB—The database management system
• IDMS/DC—The data communications system and proprietary teleprocessing monitor
• IDMS UCF—The universal communications facility for accessing IDMS database and data communications services

through another teleprocessing monitor, such as CICS
• IDMS DDS—The distributed database system

This section uses the terms DB, DC, UCF, DC/UCF, and DDS to identify the specific IDMS component only when it is
important to your understanding of the product.
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Who Can Use this Section

This section is intended for the following audiences:

• System administrators responsible for maintaining DC/UCF systems.
• Systems programmers and application programmers who use the DC/UCF program test environment, who define

programs to the system, or who need to monitor and modify system parameters related to program execution.
• System operators responsible for starting DC/UCF systems and monitoring system execution.

System Tasks
About System Tasks
DC/UCF system tasks perform a variety of support services. System tasks allow users to access system services and
view information about system and task performance while DC/UCF is running. Development, production, and end-user
systems can coexist in the IDMS environment.

The DC/UCF system provides the following database services and teleprocessing services for the development and
execution of applications:

• Database services -- Allow batch and online applications to access and update the databases controlled by DC/UCF.
• Teleprocessing services -- Allow concurrent execution of online applications from multiple terminals managed by DC/

UCF.

This section describes how to maintain and use the database services and teleprocessing services in the DC/UCF
environment.

System Tasks Summary
Contents

DC/UCF provides several system tasks for your use. For example, the SIGNON task that allows you to sign on to the
DC system is a system task. DCUF and DCMT are also system tasks. The following sections describe each system task
grouped by function.

Signon/Signoff Functions

The following table contains the system tasks that are used to perform signon and signoff functions:

System task Description
BYE Signs you off and terminates your connection with DC/UCF.
SIGNOFF Signs you off from DC/UCF but maintains your connection with

DC/UCF.
SIGNON Signs you on to the DC/UCF system.
SUSPEND Terminates UCF dedicated mode but maintains your connection

with the UCF back end.
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User Functions

The following table contains the system tasks that are used to perform user functions:

System task Description
CLIST Executes a module of task statements stored in the data

dictionary.
DCMT Allows you to monitor the status of the DC/UCF system and to

update certain system definitions at runtime.
DCUF Provides user functions that allow you to control various aspects

of a DC/UCF terminal session.
SEND Transmits a user-supplied message to users at other DC/UCF

terminals.
SHOWMAP Loads and displays the layout of an existing map (defined by using

the DC/UCF mapping facility).

System Maintenance Functions

The following table contains the system tasks that are used to perform system maintenance functions:

System task Description
CLOD Clears logically deleted load modules from load area

(DDLDCLOD) of the specified data dictionary.
DCPROFIL Displays system information such as some installation options,

some system resource usage, system exits used, ADS and OLQ
configurations, and the optional APARs currently applied.

LOCKMON Displays the current status of locks held for areas and terminals.
LOOK Lets you look at miscellaneous run-time information.
OLP Online PLOG. Displays the current log (when the log is assigned

to the data dictionary DDLDCLOG area.)
OPER Monitors system activity such as active tasks or storage pool

usage.
QUED Shows active queues from the queue area (DDLDCRUN) of the

data dictionary and optionally erases expired queues.
SDEL Erases security definitions associated with logically deleted users.

Using System Tasks
To use a system task, you must enter the task code defined for the system task. The way you do this is described in the
following sections:

How to Invoke System Tasks

You invoke a system task by entering the task code for the task. For example, SIGNON, BYE, and DCUF are all task
codes for system tasks. You enter the task code for a system task while using DC/UCF, in response to the prompt issued
by DC/UCF.

In the following example, user LRB signs on to DC/UCF SYSTEM55:

Vnnn ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:      CA IDMS release nn.n tape volser node nodename
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  signon lrb

Task codes defined at system generation

Task codes for system tasks are defined at system generation time and can vary from site to site. Users can invoke a
system task only when they have execute authority for the security categories assigned to the task and all of the related
programs.

NOTE
For more information about the TASK and PROGRAM statements used to define system tasks, see the  Using
System Generation  section.

Task Code Specification Rules

The following rules apply when entering system task codes in the TP-monitor command line:

• One system task code can only be entered at a time.
• The task code must be separated from command keywords (if any) by one or more blanks.

Keyword abbreviations

When a system task provides keywords, you can enter full or abbreviated keywords along with the system task's task
code. For example, each of the following DCMT DISPLAY TASKS commands is valid:

dcmt    display ta

dcmt d tasks

dcmt  d ta

NOTE
Valid abbreviations for command keywords are shown in the syntax diagrams for the individual commands.
Capitalized letters in the syntax diagrams must be entered; lower case letters are optional.

How to Correct Typing Errors

If you make mistakes when entering a system task, DC/UCF redisplays keywords (if any) for the task, along with an error
message. In the following example, you mistype the keyword "tasks" and enter rasks instead:

Vnnn ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:       CA IDMS release nn.n tape volser node nodename

  dcmt display rasks

After you press Enter, the incorrectly typed command is redisplayed and flagged as an error:

  DISPLAY RASKS

          * ERROR

IDMS DC260004 V55 INVALID SYNTAX TOKEN FOUND

Vnnn ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:       CA IDMS release nn.n tape volser node nodename

You can correct your typing error in one of the following ways:

• Enter the necessary characters in the redisplayed line, as shown below:

dcmt DISPLAY tASKS

             * ERROR

IDMS DC260004 V55 INVALID SYNTAX TOKEN FOUND
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Vnnn ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:       CA IDMS release nn.n tape volser node nodename

• Re-enter the command after the TP-monitor prompt, as shown below:

     DISPLAY rasks

             * ERROR

IDMS DC260004 V55 INVALID SYNTAX TOKEN FOUND

Vnnn ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:       CA IDMS release nn.n tape volser node nodename

  dcmt display tasks

How to Page Through Multiple-page Displays

Some system tasks display multiple pages of information. For example, a DCMT DISPLAY PROGRAMS command issued
on a large production system can return several pages of information.

When one or more pages of information remain to be displayed, a message at the bottom of the screen displays the page
number of the current page in the format PAGE nnn.

              PAGE nnn - NEXT PAGE:

At the NEXT PAGE prompt, enter a page number to skip to a specific page. The page can be before or after the current
page.

Using control keys to page

You can page back and forth through multiple-page screens by using the following control keys:

• Press Enter or PA1 (default) to page forward
• Press PA2 to page backward

Exiting from a multiple-page screen

To exit from a multiple-page screen, you can do one of the following:

• Press the Clear key
• Enter a page number larger than the largest page number of the display (for example, 9999)

How to Broadcast System Tasks

If the central version (CV) is a member of a data sharing group (DSG), system tasks DCMT, DCUF, and SEND can be told
to also execute on other central versions that are members of the same DSG. This is called broadcasting. Broadcasting
can be done to either all or a list of DSG members.

Syntax

►►─ task ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

          └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

Expansion of broadcast-parms

►►─ Broadcast ──┬───────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►◄

                │     ┌─ separator ───┐     │

                └─ ( ─▼─ member-name ─┴─ ) ─┘
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Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Specifies how to execute the task.

• Broadcast
Specifies to execute the specified task on one or more members of the data sharing group. If no list of members is
specified, the task is executed on ALL members.
– separator

Separates multiple member names. Use a comma or at least one space.
– member-name

Identifies the data sharing member (or a list) on which to execute the specified task.

Usage

Authorization

The issuing user must have the authority to execute the command on all members of the group to which it is directed. If
the proper authority is not held on a member, the command will not execute on that member, but it can execute on other
members that hold the proper authority.

Output

The output from a broadcast command is segmented by member. All output from one member is displayed before that
of another member. When broadcasting to all members, the output for the member on which the command is issued is
displayed first. Other member's output is identified by a header indicating the name of the member.

Broadcastable task restrictions

Broadcastable tasks have the following restrictions:

• DCMT
All DCMT commands can be broadcast, except for the following commands:
– DCMT ABORT
– DCMT DISPLAY/VARY NUCLEUS
– DCMT QUIESCE
– DCMT SHUTDOWN
– DCMT VARY DMCL
– DCMT VARY ID

• DCUF
Only the DCUF SHOW USER command can be broadcast.

• SEND
All commands can be broadcast. Parameter prompting is not possible when broadcasting.

Example

DCMT B V SEGMENT EMPDEMO

DCMT B V SEGMENT EMPDEMO OFFLINE

---------- Area -----------   Lock    Lo-Page    Hi-Page #Ret  #Upd #Tret #Ntfy

EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION        Ofl      75001      75100    0     0     0     0

 Stamp: 2002-11-17-09.55.31.875826  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION        Ofl      75101      75150    0     0     0     0

 Stamp: 2002-11-17-09.55.31.956231  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm
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EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION        Ofl      75151      75200    0     0     0     0

 Stamp: 2002-11-17-09.55.31.887739  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

===> Output from group member SYSTEM73

---------- Area -----------   Lock    Lo-Page    Hi-Page #Ret  #Upd #Tret #Ntfy

EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION        Ofl      75001      75100    0     0     0     0

 Stamp: 1001-08-07-14.58.14.855461  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION        Ofl      75101      75150    0     0     0     0

 Stamp: 1001-08-07-14.58.14.896650  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION        Ofl      75151      75200    0     0     0     0

 Stamp: 1001-08-07-14.58.14.874287  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

BYE System Task
The BYE task operates the same as SIGNOFF and terminates contact with DC/UCF (for ASYNC, VTAM, TCAM, and UCF
lines) and also performs the following actions:

• Deletes your logical terminal (LTERM) resources
• Decrements the signon count in your signon element (SON); if this brings the count down to zero, your signon element

is deleted

Syntax

►►─── BYE ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Example

 BYE

CLIST System Task
The CLIST (command list) task executes a module of task statements. The module is called a command list module.
Command list modules are often used to perform the following functions:

• Set up session defaults -- System administrators can define these command lists so that they are executed
automatically when users sign on. Command lists invoked in this manner are identified in a profile associated with the
user.

• Perform commonly used operations -- Application developers, for example, can execute command list modules to
vary areas offline or online, set up a test environment, or define programs for execution.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── CLIST module-name ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ VERsion version-number ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►
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   └─ DICTNOde node-name ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DICTNAme dictionary-name ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ PROmpt ─────┤

   └─ NOPrompt ◄──┘

Parameters

• CLIST
Specifies the command list module that contains the task statements to be executed.
– module-name

The name of the module.
• VERsion

Specifies the version number of the named command list module.
– version-number

The version number.
By default, if you do not specify a version number, the highest existing version of the named module is used.

• DICTNOde
Specifies the node that controls the dictionary in which the requested module resides.
– node-name

The name of the node.
By default, if you do not specify a node name, the default dictionary node established for your session is accessed.
If a default node has not been established, the local node is accessed.

• DICTNAME
Specifies the data dictionary in which the requested module resides.
– dictionary-name

The name of the dictionary.
By default, if you do not specify a dictionary, the default dictionary established for your session is accessed. If a
default dictionary has not been established for your session, the default dictionary for the system is accessed.

• PROmpt
Stops system execution after each task is executed and displays the following prompt:

PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE, ANYTHING ELSE TO CANCEL

In this case, you press Enter by itself to resume execution of the command list module. You press Clear or enter any
character to cancel execution of the command list module.

• NOPrompt
Executes all the task statements in the command list module without stopping.
This is the default.

Usage

Defining a command list module

To use the CLIST task, you must first define a command list module in the data dictionary by using the IDD MODULE
statement.

To define the command list module

1. Begin the module by specifying the module name and language (DC) as follows:
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add module command-list-module-name

language is dc

NOTE
Ensure that the module language is specified as DC.

2. Code the module by specifying system and user task statements. The following rules apply to command list modules:
– A command list module can contain any number of valid DC/UCF task statements, including another CLIST

statement.
– Command lists can be chained but not nested.
– A CLIST command within a command list must be the last task statement in the module.

Invalid task statements

If an invalid task statement is encountered in the command list module at runtime, subsequent task statements are not
executed.

Signon CLIST

To make the command list module a signon CLIST for a user, name the module as the value of the CLIST attribute in a
user profile associated with the user.

The following sample CLIST task invokes the command list module named SETUP-LR1:

Vnnn ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:       CA IDMS release nn.n tape volser node nodename:

  clist setup-lrl1

The following is an example of the command list module, SETUP-LRL1:

add module name is setup-lrl1

language is dc

module source follows

dcuf set dictname devdict

dcmt v d p dudxc1m qua .

dcmt v d p cudx12mk qua .

dcmt v d p cudxlimk pli qua .

dcmt v d p cutest qua .

dcmt v d t deptbye inv xxxdc5st inp .

msend.

Invoking command list modules from programs

For more information about invoking command list modules from application programs, see Callable Services Reference.

Example

CLIST module-name

       APPLDICT-PROFILE

      SET DBNAME EMPDB

IDMS DC402009 V55 DBNAME EMPDB HAS BEEN SET

      SET DICTNAME APPLDICT
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IDMS DC402009 V55 DICTNAME APPLDICT HAS BEEN SET

      SET PRINT DESTINATION USWSWDP5

IDMS DC402009 V55 PRINT DESTINATION HAS BEEN SET

 

More Information

For more information about creating and storing command list modules, see the IDD DDDL Reference.

CLOD System Task
The CLOD task invokes the load area cleanup task. This task erases logically deleted load modules from the specified
dictionary load areas (DDLDCLOD and DDLCATLOD). Logically deleted load modules get created when you regenerate,
for example, an existing subschema, ADS dialog, or access module.

Syntax

►►─── CLOD ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

            └─ dictionary-name ─┘

Parameter

• dictionary-name
The name of the dictionary whose load areas are to be processed.
By default, if you do not specify a dictionary, DC/UCF processes the load areas of the default dictionary for the system.

Usage

Areas must be available for update

In order to purge load modules from a load area, the area must be available in update mode. Only areas available in
update mode are processed.

When to use CLOD

All load areas are cleaned up as part of normal startup operations. This should be sufficient for production systems. For
active development systems, CLOD may need to be run periodically to purge logically deleted load modules.

Example

CLOD dictionary-name

IDMS DC295005 V55 0000 LOGICALLY DELETED LOAD MODULES ERASED - DICT=DEFAULT AREA=

IDMS DC295005 V55 0000 LOGICALLY DELETED LOAD MODULES ERASED - DICT=DEFAULT AREA=

Vnnn ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:      CA IDMS release nn.n tape volser node nodename

DCPROFIL System Task
The DCPROFIL task displays system information, such as some installation options, system resource usage, the system
exits used, the ADS and OLQ configurations, and the optional APARs currently applied.

This article describes the following information:
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DCPROFIL System Task Syntax

►►─── DCPROFIL ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Example

VERSION:          19.00.02              NUMBER OF SCTS:        0006

                                        OPERATING SYSTEM:      z/OS   ZIIP=Y

                                        zIIP ENGINES:          0004

SYSTEM TRACE:            NO             TRACE SAVE:  OFF  (DDLDCLOG)

 

CWA SIZE:         0000005000            DMCL TABLE:          CVDMCL

 

                                        PRIMARY STORAGE

SCRATCH HWM       0000000005            PROTECT KEY:             04

 

SIZE OF XA                              ACTIVE TRANSACTION

STORAGE AREA:     0040861696            COUNT:                 0015

 

QUEUE AREA                              SECURITY

LOW PAGE:         0000040001            SECURITY SYSTEM: CA TOP SECRET

HIGH PAGE:        0000041000            SIGNON SECURITY: OFF

 

DC VERSION ID:          0072            SVC NUMBER:             173

 

USER TRACE BUFFERS:     0500            GETMAIN SUBPOOL:        001

              PAGE 00001 - NEXT PAGE:

SYSTEM SHORT ON STORAGE:      NO        SHORT ON ONE OR MORE RESOURCES:   NO

MAX TASKS CONDITION EXISTS:   NO        SHORT ON RLES:                    NO

SYSTEM STORAGE PROTECTED:     YES       SHORT ON RCES:                    NO

HPSPO ENABLED:                YES       SHORT ON DPES:                    NO

TRACING TURNED ON:            NO        VECTOR TIMING ENABLED:            NO

STACK CHECKING TURNED ON:     YES       WAITING FOR ERUS QUIESCE:         NO

64-BIT ADDRESSING SUPPORTED:  YES       KEPT RESOURCE TIMEOUT OCCURRED:   NO

TIMER SUPPORTED:              NO        USER TRACE WANTED:                YES

SYSTEM BEING QUIESCED:        NO        DDLDCRUN AREA AVAILABLE:          YES

RUN THIS TASK ONLY:           NO        XA CAPABLE OPERATING SYSTEM:      YES

REENTRANT SNAPS WANTED:       NO        31-BIT AMODE SUPPORTED:           YES

LE/370 SUPPORTED:             YES       SYSTEM SNAPS DISABLED:            NO

INIT. OF DC DONE:             YES       SYSTEM SNAPS PHOTOS DISABLED:     NO

PAGE RELEASE ENABLED:         YES       TASKS SNAPS DISABLED:             NO

DC RUNNING AUTHORIZED:        NO        TASKS SNAPS PHOTOS DISABLED:      NO

ONLINE RESOURCE LIMITS:       YES       STATISTICS DRIVEN BY TIMER:       NO

EXTERNAL RESOURCE LIMITS:     NO        STATISTICS FOR EACH TASK:         YES

ONLINE LIMITS ENABLED:        YES       STATISTICS COLLECTED BY TRANSACT: YES

EXTERNAL LIMITS ENABLED:      NO        STATISTICS WRITTEN PER TASK:      NO

ANY RESOURCE LIMITS:          YES       STATISTICS FOR EACH LINE:         NO

ANY LIMITS ENABLED:           YES       STATISTICS FOR USER MODE:         YES

LOG GOES TO DATABASE:         YES       STATISTICS GO TO DATABASE:        NO

 

              PAGE 00002 - NEXT PAGE:
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                              * CURRENT SVC *

SVC NUMBER (#SVCOPT):         174       CV NUMBER (CENTRAL VERSION #):      203

SVC NAME:                     IDMSMSVC  SVC COMPILE DATE:              20140806

SVC RELEASE:                  19.0      SVC COMPILE TIME:                 15.49

SVC FMID:                     CAGJJ00   SVC PTF:                            N/A

 

                              * SVC OPTIONS *

AUTHREQ:                      NO        CVKEY:                        UNSECURED

SMF:                          YES       SVCXLEN (ERE Extension length):   00112

 

                              * SVC CV TABLE *

CV LIST:                      203 -209 210

 

              PAGE 00003 - NEXT PAGE:

                              * SYSTEM/USER EXITS *

EXIT                            CALL             NEED TO           ENTRY POINT/

NUMBER     DEFINED     MODE     CONVENTIONS      LOAD    AMODE     MODULE NAME

 

  017      YES         SYSTEM   DC             NO        ANY       002ECAA4

  018      YES         SYSTEM   DC             NO        ANY       002ECB00

              PAGE 00004 - NEXT PAGE:

                             * Named User Exits *

EXIT                   ENTRY              EXIT                   ENTRY

NAME       DEFINED     POINT              NAME       DEFINED     POINT

BTCIDXIT   NO          00000000           DBLUEREX   NO          00000000

IDDEXITB   NO          00000000           IDDEXITO   NO          00000000

IDMSAJNX   NO          00000000           IDMSCLCX   NO          00000000

IDMSDPLX   NO          00000000           IDMSIOXT   NO          00000000

IDMSIOX2   NO          00000000           IDMSJNL2   NO          00000000

SCHEXITB   NO          00000000           SCHEXITO   NO          00000000

SGNEXITB   NO          00000000           SGNEXITO   NO          00000000

SUBEXITB   NO          00000000           SUBEXITO   NO          00000000

TCKREXIT   NO          00000000           USRIDXIT   NO          00000000

WAITEXIT   NO          00000000           WTOEXIT    NO          00000000

WTOREXIT   NO          00000000

              PAGE 00005 - NEXT PAGE:

                                  *  R C E  *

  ALLOCATED             IN USE                THRESHOLD             FREE

  0000002945            0000000267            0000002925            0000002678

 

            TYPE      # IN USE            DESCRIPTION

 

            00        0000002678          UNALLOCATED

            01        0000000080          STORAGE

            02        0000000164          PROGRAM

            03        0000000000          FILE CONTROL ELEMENT

            04        0000000001          SCRATCH ELEMENT

            05        0000000000          INTERNAL RUN-UNIT ALLOC.
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            06        0000000000          QUEUE ELEMENT

            07        0000000000          CHUNK TO DUMP, TASK ABND

            08        0000000000          MESSAGE QUEUE ELEMENT

            09        0000000000          SIGNON ELEMENT

            10        0000000000          ENQUEUE ELEMENT

            11        0000000004          SINGLE THRD. RES. ELEM.

            12        0000000000          ECBID ELEMENT

            13        0000000001          MSG. DICT QUEUE ELEMENT

            14        0000000015          IDMS RUN UNIT

            15        0000000002          INTERVAL CONTROL ELEMENT

            16        0000000000          BLL LIST (COBOL SUPPORT)

            17        0000000000          BLAST MESSAGE BUFFER

            FF        0000000000          UNINITIALIZED RCE TYPE

              PAGE 00006 - NEXT PAGE:

                             * ADSO CONTROL BLOCK *

 

MENU PROC. PRG. TASK     ADS            MAIN PROC. TASK CODE     ADS2

AUTO DIALOG NAME                        PRIMARY REC. BUFF SZ     0000004084

SECOND. REC. BUFF SZ     0000004084     INTRNL. TASK CDE TCF     ADS2T

FAST MODE THRESHOLD      NO             THRESHOLD FOR SCRTCH     0000000000

MAX. LINK LEVEL          0010           STAT. DEF. REC. VRSN     0001

USER MENU ONLY           YES            KEEP MENU IN SCRATCH     NO

AUTOSTATUS = YES         YES            AUTOSTATUS MANDATORY     NO

STAT. DEF. MANDATORY     NO             BYPASS DIAG. SCREEN      NO

MAPOUT NEWPAGE REQ.      NO             RELOCATABLE STORAGE      NO

ACTIVITY LOGGING         YES            DIAGLOG STATS. COLL.     NO

SELECTED DIALOG STAT     NO             COBOL MOVE               NO

STATS. CHKPOINT CNT.     0000           STORAGE MODE CALC.       NO

COMMENT DELIMITER        !

STATUS DEF. REC NAME     ADSO-STAT-DEF-REC

              PAGE 00007 - NEXT PAGE:

                             * OLQ CONTROL BLOCK *

 

PRINT LINE SIZE             0080        PRINT PAGE SIZE             0060

INTERRUPT COUNT             0100        INTERNAL STG PAGE SIZE      1920

REPORT FILE PAGE SIZE       4000        INPUT LINE SIZE             0004

REPORT RETENTION            0001        MAXIMUM REPORT RETENTION    0005

MAXIMUM REPORT PAGES        0030        MAXIMUM REPORTS COUNT       0005

USER QUEUE RETENTION        0000        USER MENU MODE DISALLOWED   NO

USER MENU MODE ONLY         NO          USER UPLOW CASE             NO

USER SECURITY - HIGH        NO          USER SECURITY - LOW         NO

USER SECURITY - NO          NO          CONTINUATION CHARACTER      -

SEPARATOR CHARACTER         !           COMMENT CHARACTER           ;

TRANSACTIONS IDENTIFIER     OLQ         PFKEY MODULE NAME

MAX INTERRUPT COUNT         0000        REPORT DICTIONARY NAME

MAX SORT SPACE IN K BYTES   0040        BATCH CLASS                 0000 

              PAGE 00008 - NEXT PAGE:

                              * STARTUP OPTIONS *

 

         OS ROUTE CODES                             00000000
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         ATTACH TCKR AND CHKR FROM STEPLIB          YES

         ATTACH STARTUP AUTOTASKS                   YES

         LENGTH OF ABEND STORAGE IN WORDS           3000

         MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TASKS                    0136

         LENGTH OF TCE STACK IN WORDS               3000

         RUNAWAY TASK TIME INTERVAL                 0120

         INACTIVE TASK TIME INTERVAL                0300

         DUMP REQUESTED ON SYSTEM ABEND             YES

         SYSTEM IS MP                               YES

         ALTERNATE STORAGE KEY                      09

         TICKER INTERVAL IN SECONDS * 100           0000000100

         INTERVAL IN SECONDS FOR STATISTICS         0000

         KEPT RESOURCES TIMEOUT INTERVAL            NONE

         KEPT RESOURCES TIMEOUT PROGRAM             RHDCBYE

         KEPT RESOURCES TIMEOUT PROGRAMS VERSION    0001

         NUMBER OF STORAGE PAGES                    0000000203

         NUMBER OF PAGES IN STORAGE CUSHION         0000000000

         NUMBER OF PAGES IN PROGRAM POOL            0000000125

         RENT. PGM. POOL SIZE IN 512 BYTE BLOCKS    0000004000

         XA PROGRAM POOL SIZE IN 4K PAGES           0000000125

         XA RENT. PGM POOL SIZE IN 512 BYTE BLKS    0000024000

         SCRATCH IN XA STORAGE                      YES

              PAGE 00009 - NEXT PAGE:

** OPTION FLAGS (RHDCOPTF) **

 

              PAGE 00010 - NEXT PAGE:

                             * Product Intent Status *

IDMS Core Products                        IDMS Tools Products

---------------------                     ----------------------

CA ADS                             YES    CA ADS Alive                       YES

CA ADS Batch                       YES    CA ADS Trace                       YES

CA ADS APPC                        YES    CA IDMS/DB Analyzer                YES

CA IDMS CMS Option                 YES    CA IDMS/DB Audit                   YES

CA IDMS DDS                        YES    CA IDMS/DB Extractor               YES

CA IDMS Dictionary Loader          YES    CA IDMS/DB Reorg                   YES

CA EDP Auditor                     YES    CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator        YES

CA ICMS                            YES    CA IDMS DML Online                 YES

CA CULPRIT for CA IDMS             YES    CA IDMS Dictionary Module Editor   YES

CA IDMS/DB                         YES    CA IDMS Dictionary Query Facility  YES

CA IDMS/DC                         YES    CA IDMS Enforcer                   YES

CA OLQ                             YES    CA IDMS Journal Analyzer           YES

CA IDMS/TP Monitor                 YES    CA IDMS Log Analyzer               YES

CA IDMS Performance Monitor        YES    CA IDMS Masterkey                  YES

CA IDMS Presspack                  YES    CA IDMS Online Log Display         YES

CA IDMS Server                     YES    CA IDMS SASO                       YES

CA IDMS SQL                        YES    CA IDMS Schema Mapper              YES

CA IDMS UCF                        YES    CA IDMS/DC Sort                    YES

                                          CA IDMS Task Analyzer              YES

 

IDMS Transparency Options                 Endevor/DB for IDMS

----------------------------              ----------------------
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CA IDMS DBOMP Transparency         YES    CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS          YES

              PAGE 00011 - NEXT PAGE:

CA IDMS DLI Transparency           YES

CA IDMS TOTAL Transparency         YES

CA IDMS VSAM Transparency          YES

V72  ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:      CA IDMS release 18.0 tape GJI00B node SYSTEM72

              PAGE 00012 - NEXT PAGE:

Explanation of the SVC CV Table

The SVC CV table displays a list of CVs by number that are currently utilizing the SVC.

A dash preceding the CV number indicates that the CV has abended or shutdown abnormally, and the CSA storage for
these CVs is not free. When this happens, recycle the CV with a clean shutdown to remove the entry from the list, and to
free up CSA storage.

NOTE

Before you refresh a new SVC, all CVs should be removed from the list.

Explanation of zIIP Values

There are four possible values for the zIIP= display, as follows:

• zIIP=Y: zIIP processing is currently active.
• zIIP=N: zIIP processing is not active. The IDMS CV was started with zIIP=N.
• zIIP=S: zIIP processing is no longer active. RHDCOESA or another nucleus module was loaded from an unauthorized

load library.
• zIIP=V: zIIP processing is varied offline through a DCMT Vary zIIP OFF command.
• zIIP=U: zIIP processing is suspended as a result of the loading of a program from an unauthorized load library.

Program types include:
– SQL procedures
– User Exits
– Database procedures
– IDMS Nucleus modules

LOOK System Task
The LOOK task allows you to look at miscellaneous system information.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── LOOK ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ AM= access-module-name ──────────────────────────────────┬─────────┬─┬───►◄

   │                                                           └ fib-opt ┘ │

   │                                                                       │

   ├─ AM PROGRAM= access-module-name ──────────────────────────────────────┤

   │                                                                       │

   ├─ BIND SQL SEGMENT=segment-name,DBNAME=database-name ──────┬─────────┬─┤
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   │                                                           └ fib-opt ┘ │

   │                                                                       │

   ├─ BIND SUBSCHEMA= subschema-name ┬──────────────────────┬──┬─────────┬─┤

   │                                 └,DBNAME=database-name ┘  └ fib-opt ┘ │

   │                                                                       │

   ├─ DATES= load-module-name ─────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │                                                                       │

   ├─ DATETIME ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │                                                                       │

   ├─ DATETIME STAMP= hex-internal-datetime-stamp ─────────────────────────┤

   │                                                                       │

   ├─ DBTABLE ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │                                                                       │

   ├─ DMCL ─┬───────┬──┬────────────────┬──────────────────────┬─────────┬─┤

   │        └─ ALL ─┘  ├─ SORTED ───────┤                      └─ RADIX ─┘ │

   │                   └─ SORTED PAGES ─┘                                  │

   │                                                                       │

   ├─ EXTERNAL DATETIME=external-datetime-value ───────────────────────────┤

   │                                                                       │

   ├─ FIND=hex-string ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │                                                                       │

   ├─ HELP ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │                                                                       │

   ├─ OPTION FLAGS ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │                                                                       │

   ├─ PROGRAM= load-module-name ───────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │                                                                       │

   ├─ PROGRAM POOL ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │                                                                       │

   ├─ RCM PROGRAM= RCM-module-name ────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │                                                                       │

   ├─ STORAGE POOL ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │                                                                       │

   └─ SUBSCHEMA= subschema-name ───────────────────────────────┬─────────┬─┘

                                                               └ fib-opt ┘

Expansion of fib-opt

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

►►─▼──┬──────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┴─────►◄

      ├─ ALL ────────┤

      ├─ RADIX ──────┤

      ├─ NOFILES ────┤

      └─ BOUNDFILES ─┘

Parameters

• AM=access-module-name
Specifies that some commands display additional information about the DMCL or subschema entities reported.
Currently supported by DMCL and FIB-related reports.

• AM PROGRAM=
Displays a core dump of an ACCESS module.

• BIND SQL SEGMENT=
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Displays the logical and physical attributes for areas, tables, constraints, and indexes for a segment of an SQL-defined
database. The output is similar to that of the BIND SUBSCHEMA function.
– segment-name

The name of the segment that contains the SQL database areas.
– DBNAME=database-name

The name of the database that contains the segment where the catalog for the SQL definitions resides.
• BIND SUBSCHEMA=

Displays the logical and physical attributes of the subschema.
– subschema-name

The name of a subschema load module.
– DBNAME=

Required unless you are binding to an originally built release 10.x subschema that is being converted to Release
12.0 format.

– database-name
The name of a database.

• BOUNDFILES
Displays only files that are connected to bound areas when a FIB is bound. Additional DMCL information is not
displayed.

• DATES=
Displays the DATE/TIME stamps of the components of a specified load module.
– load-module-name

The name of a load module.
• DATETIME

Displays the current Date/Time.
• DATETIME STAMP=

Displays the external value of an internal Date/Time stamp.
– hex-internal-datetime-stamp

The 16 hexadecimal digits that make up the internal representation of the Date/Time stamp.
• DBTABLE

Displays the contents of the DBNAME table that is used when doing a BIND SUBSCHEMA.
• DMCL

Reports the contents of the current DMCL module.
– ALL

Optionally, produces the following information in addition to the standard information provided on the DMCL report:
• The date each area definition was last updated
• A history of the last date and time that an area was affected by a DCMT VARY DMCL command

– SORTED
Sorts DMCL information by area name.

– SORTED PAGES
Sorts DMCL information by page range.

• EXTERNAL DATETIME=external-datetime-value
The 26 characters that make up the external representation of the date/time stamp. The format is
yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff.
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– yyyy specifies the year. yyyy must be an integer in the range 0001 through 9999.
– mm specifies the month within the year. mm must be an integer in the range 01 through 12.
– dd specifies the day within the month. dd must be an integer in the range 01 through 31.
– hh specifies the hour on a 24-hour clock. hh must be an integer in the range 00 through 23.
– mm specifies the number of minutes past the hour. mm must be an integer in the range 00 through 59.
– ss specifies the number of seconds past the minute. ss must be an integer in the range 00 through 59.
– ffffff specifies the number of millionths of a second past the specified second.

• FIND=hex-string
Displays the program name and offset into the program where the address was found. Hex-string is the
eight hexadecimal digits of the address to be searched for. The address must reside in one of the programs that reside
in the PROGRAM POOL.

• HELP
Displays the parameters that are supported by the LOOK task.

• NOFILES
Displays no file information or additional DMCL-related information when a FIB is bound.

• OPTION FLAGS
Displays all the numbered options that have been activated by setting flags in the current RHDCOPTF module. This
parameter replaces OPTIONAL APARS.

• PROGRAM=
Displays the DATE/TIME stamp of all the components that make up the load module. A core dump of the load module
is also provided.
– load-module-name

The name of the load module.
• PROGRAM POOL

Displays the contents of the PROGRAM POOL. Shows the program name, entry point address, load address, use
count, and size of the program.

• RADIX
Displays the number of bits reserved for a dbkey line number in hex when an FIB is bound.

• RCM PROGRAM=
Displays a core dump of an RCM MODULE.

• STORAGE POOL
Displays the contents of the STORAGE POOL. Shows the storage address, storage size, task number that acquired
the storage, owner of the storage, and storage type.

• SUBSCHEMA=
Displays the logical attributes of the subschema.
– subschema-name

The name of a subschema.

Example

LOOK DMCL

      DMCL ALL SORTED

IDMSLOOK  -  OPSYS=z/OS         Version XX.XX.XX

DMCL ALL SORTED

 

             DMCL=S74DMCL               Runtime Size---> 12CFC  (77,052 Bytes)

    This DMCL uses dbtable R120DBTB    Compiled Size---> 0BC5C  (48,220 Bytes)

Date Last Critical Change=2007-05-16  12.03.24    The Operating System is z/OS

Date Created=2007-05-16  12.03.23      Date Last Updated=2007-05-16  12.03.24
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    Dynamic File Allocation - on

    Data Sharing is active - on connectivity no abend

    Data Sharing Lock Entries - 4,096

    Data Sharing Members - 4

    Data Sharing Default Shared Cache - IDMSCACHE00002

    Memory Cache Location ANYWHERE Storage Limit OPSYS

    CV Change tracking is active

 

                              Page      Low         High      Page

     Area Name            Shr Group     Page        Page      Size    DDNAME

----------------------    --- -----  ----------  ----------  ------  --------

 

DBCR.ACCTHIST                    15     690,001     740,040   2,932  ACCOUNTA

                                                                     ACCOUNTB

                                                                     ACCOUNTC

                                                                     ACCOUNTD

                                                                     ACCOUNTE

  NETWORK area

  On STARTUP go Update                    On WARMSTART use current status

  Definition date last critical change=2007-05-16  12.03.23

  Page Reserve size      0      Space Management Page Interval       1,450

  Max Records Per Page                                                 255

  Page Range Symbolic is ACCTHIST           Value is      690,001--->740,040

DBCR.BRNCHTEL                    15     680,001     685,012   4,000  BRANCHA

                                                                     BRANCHB

                                                                     BRANCHC

                                                                     BRANCHD

  NETWORK area

  On STARTUP go Update                    On WARMSTART use current status

  Definition date last critical change=2007-05-16  12.03.23

  Page Reserve size      0      Space Management Page Interval       1,984

  Max Records Per Page                                                 255

  Page Range Symbolic is BRNCHTEL           Value is      680,001--->685,012

EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION           0      75,001      75,100   4,276  EMPDEMO

 .

 .

 .

                                          Mem.- Shared

   File Name                 DDNAME  Type Cache Cache   Buffer Name

--------------------------- -------- ---- ----- ----- ------------------

 

DBCR.ACCOUNTA               ACCOUNTA BDAM   No   Yes  DBCR_ACCT_BUFFER

      DSname: (DMCL)   DBDC.SYSTEMXX.DBCRACCA.X

                       Cache Name=IDMSCACHE00002

      Definition date last critical change=2007-05-16  12.03.23

DBCR.ACCOUNTB               ACCOUNTB BDAM   No   Yes  DBCR_ACCT_BUFFER

      DSname: (DMCL)   DBDC.SYSTEMXX.DBCRACCB.X

                       Cache Name=IDMSCACHE00002

      Definition date last critical change=2007-05-16  12.03.23

DBCR.ACCOUNTC               ACCOUNTC BDAM   No   Yes  DBCR_ACCT_BUFFER

      DSname: (DMCL)   DBDC.SYSTEMXX.DBCRACCC.X

                       Cache Name=IDMSCACHE00002

      Definition date last critical change=2007-05-16  12.03.23
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 .

 .

 .

              *** CV Change Tracking SYSTRK files ***

  File    Mirror   Page    Block     Data Set Name

  Name    Status   Size    Count         (DSN)

--------   ---    ------  -------  --------------------------------------------

SYSTRK1    Yes     4,096       60  DBDC.SYSTEM74.SYSTRK1

SYSTRK2    Yes     4,096       60  DBDC.SYSTEM74.SYSTRK2

SYSTRK3    Yes     4,096       60  DBDC.SYSTEM74.SYSTRK3

SYSTRK4    Yes     4,096       60  DBDC.SYSTEM74.SYSTRK4

SYSTRK5    No      4,096       60  DBDC.SYSTEM74.SYSTRK5

SYSTRK6    No      4,096       60  DBDC.SYSTEM74.SYSTRK6

SYSTRK7    No      4,096       60  DBDC.SYSTEM74.SYSTRK7

SYSTRK8    No      4,096       60  DBDC.SYSTEM74.SYSTRK8

SYSTRK9    No      4,096       60  DBDC.SYSTEM74.SYSTRK9

 

            DMCL Journals         Page Size      # of Pages

            -------------         ----------     ----------

 

            SYSJRNL1                   2,932         30,000

              DSname: (JCL)    DBDC.SYSTEM74.SYSJRNL1

              Definition date last critical change=2007-05-16  12.03.23

            SYSJRNL2                   2,932         30,000

              DSname: (JCL)    DBDC.SYSTEM74.SYSJRNL2

              Definition date last critical change=2007-05-16  12.03.23

            SYSJRNL                   19,068        Archive

 

            Journal Buffers      Buffer Size   # of Buffers

            ---------------      -----------   ------------

 

            JNL_BUFFER                 2,932             80

              Definition date last critical change=2007-05-16  12.03.23

 

                     Buffer    CV      CV   Total CV     Local  Local

DMCL Buffers          Size   Buffers  Type    Size      Buffers  Type

------------         ------   ------   --   ----------   ------   --

 

DBCR_BRCH_BUFFER      4,000    5,000   OS   20,000,000        3   DC

DBCR_ACCT_BUFFER      2,932    5,000   OS   14,660,000        3   DC

LOG_BUFFER            1,076        5   OS        5,380        3   DC

SCRATCH_BUFFER        2,676        5   OS       13,380        3   DC

DEFAULT_BUFFER        9,076       30   OS      272,280        3   DC

 

                  0 Bytes used for CV buffers in DC storage

         34,951,040 Bytes used for CV buffers in OS storage

         34,951,040 Bytes used for CV DMCL Buffers

 

             59,280 Bytes used for LOCAL buffers in DC storage

                  0 Bytes used for LOCAL buffers in OS storage

             59,280 Bytes used for LOCAL DMCL Buffers

 

      Dbtable=R120DBTB             Compiled Date=2007-05-16  17.18.23
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                 The DEFAULT Dictionary is TSTDICT

 

DBNAME is *DEFAULT  match on subschema is OPTIONAL

    Subschema IDMSNWK? maps to IDMSNWK? using DBNAME ---> TSTDICT

    Subschema EMPSS??? maps to EMPSS??? using DBNAME ---> EMPDEM2

    Subschema EV?????? maps to EV?????? using DBNAME ---> VSAMTDB

    Subschema ET?????? maps to ETSTSUBS using DBNAME ---> ETOTDB

    Subschema DBCR???? maps to DBCR???? using DBNAME ---> DBCR

 .

 .

 .

DBGROUP is DBGROUP1 DISABLED

LOOK DATETIME

     DATETIME

IDMSLOOK  -  Selection Parameter Follows:

DATETIME

         DATETIME ───► 2003-08-26-18.25.25.955510

         CLOCK TIME ─► 18:25:25.95

OLP System Task
The OLP task invokes online PLOG that allows you to view the current contents of the system log online. You can use
OLP only when the log is assigned to the DDLDCLOG area of the data dictionary.

To guarantee that the most recent data is shown, OLP forces the current DDLDCLOG buffer to be written at initial task
code invocation and each time the TO or FROM parameters change.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

You begin an online PLOG session by using the following OLP task code syntax:

OLP Task

►►─── OLP ─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►◄

           │┌───────────────────────┐ │

           └▼─ olp-session-options ─┴─┘

Expansion of olp-session-options

►──┬─ BYE ─────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ END ─────┤

   ├─ LOGoff ──┤

   └─ SIGnoff ─┘

►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ├─ COl1 column-number ─┤

  └─ COl1 1 ◄────────────┘

►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►

  └─┬─ Down ─┬─ skip-amount ─┘
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    └─ Up ───┘

►─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ├─ DUmps ◄──┤

  └─ NODUmps ─┘

►─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ├─ ETim ────┤

  └─ STIm ◄───┘

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

  └─ Find 'search-string' ─┬───────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─┬─┬─ FORward ─┬─ ◄──┬─┘

                             │ └─ FWD ─────┘     │

                             └─┬─ BACkward ─┬────┘

                               └─ BWD ──────┘

►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──►

  └─ FRom begin-time ─┬─────────────────┬─ TO end-time ─┬───────────────┬─┘

                      └─ ON begin-date ─┘               └─ ON end-date ─┘

►─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ├─ LOCAL◄─┤

  └─ UTC────┘

►─┬────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ├─ FScr ─────┤

  └─ NOFScr ◄──┘

►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ├─ LTErms ─┬──────────────┬─┤

  │          ├─ * ──────────┤ │

  │          └─ 'lterm-id' ─┘ │

  └─ NOLTes ◄─────────────────┘

►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ├─┬─ MESsages ◄──┬───┤

  │ └─ MSGs ───────┘   │

  └─┬─ NOMESsages ─┬───┘

    └─ NOMSGs ─────┘

►─┬───────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ PAn ─┘

►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ PFn ─┬───────────────────┬─┘

          └─ cursor-position ─┘

►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ PLimit ─┬─ 1000 ◄──────┬─┘

             └─ line-count ─┘

►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ├─ PRint ─────┤

  └─ NOPRint ◄──┘

►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ RLimit ─┬─ 10000 ◄───────┬─┘

             └─ record-count ─┘

►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ ROll ─┬─ 40 ◄─────────┬─┘

           └─ roll-amount ─┘

►─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ├─ SCRoll◄──┤

  └─ WRap ────┘

►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►
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  └─ SIze ─┬─────────────┬─┘

           └─ page-size ─┘

►─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ├─ TRace ◄──┤

  └─ NOTRace ─┘

Parameters

• OLP
Starts an OLP session. Current log records are shown on the full OLP screen.

• olp-session-option
Sets the specified option for the session. You can override any session options during the OLP session. The following
table summarizes OLP session options. Each is described in detail following the table.

Type of Option OLP Session Option

Control key simulation * PAn —Simulates the indicated PA key (forterminals that do not
have PA keys)
PFn —Simulates the specified PF key (for terminals that do not
have PF keys)

Exit from OLP * BYE—Terminates the OLP session

Log record retrieval limit RLIMIT—Specifies the maximum number of log records
OLP is allowed to read from the log without selecting one for
display

Next page to be displayed DOWN/UP—Scrolls the display in the specified direction
FIND—Displays the first occurrence of the specified string
ROLL—Specifies the number of columns to skip when scrollingleft
or right

Printer usage PRINT/ NOPRINT—Specifies whether lines are queued to aprinter
when displayed
PLIMIT—Specifies the maximum number of lines queued for
printing at one time

Range of time for log records FROM/TO—Specifies the beginning and/or end times for
logrecords to be displayed
ETIM/STIM—Specifies the form in which each log record's time is
displayed; ETIM (extended display) or STIM (short display)

Screen layout COL1—Specifies the message column to be displayed in
thescreen's first column (when scrolling left or right)
FSCR/NOFSCR—Specifies whether the session is to be
conducted in full screen mode (FSCR) or line mode (NOFSCR)
SCROLL/WRAP—Specifies whether long log records are
displayed on a single line (SCROLL) or allowed to wrap around to
a second line (WRAP)
SIZE—Specifies the number of message lines displayed at one
time in full-screen mode

Types of messages displayed DUMPS/ NODUMPS—Includes or inhibits display of snap dumps
MESSAGES/ NOMESSAGES—Includes or inhibits display of
systemmessages
LTERMS/ NOLTES—Displays or inhibits display of logical terminal
IDs for log records
TRACE/ NOTRACE—Includes or inhibits display of user trace
information
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NOTE

* These session options apply when you are already using OLP.

• BYE/END/LOGoff/SIGnoff
Terminates the OLP session. You return to the location from where you invoked OLP. All session options that you
established during the terminated OLP session are cleared.
This applies only when you are already using OLP.
BYE, END, LOGoff, and SIGnoff are synonyms and can be used interchangeably.

• COl1
Specifies the message column to be displayed in the screen's first column.
– column-number

Range: 1 - 132
Default: 1
The current column value is displayed in the OLP screen's COL field. For example, the following partial display
shows you what you would see if you specified a column of 10:

   FROM       ON        TO       ON      COL PRT SKIP   LOG TYPES  ROLL STATUS

 17:47:50 2003-08-26 18:17:50 2003-08-26 010 OFF 0000 (WT/TR/DU/  ) 040

• Down/Up
Scrolls the display up or down.
– skip-amount

The number of lines to scroll the display.
Range: 0 - 32,767
Default: the number of message lines on the screen.
The value you specify is displayed in the OLP screen's SKIP field. For example, the following partial display shows
what you would see if you specified a skip value of 50:

  FROM       ON        TO       ON      COL PRT SKIP   LOG TYPES  ROLL STATUS

17:47:50 2003-08-26 18:17:50 2003-08-26 010 OFF 0050 (WT/TR/DU/  ) 040

If skip-amount is greater than 9999, the SKIP field on the OLP screen displays only the 4 right-most digits of the
skip amount. For example, if you specify 12345, you would see:

  FROM       ON        TO       ON      COL PRT SKIP   LOG TYPES  ROLL STATUS

17:47:50 2003-08-26 18:17:50 2003-08-26 010 OFF 2345 (WT/TR/DU/  ) 040

• DUmps
Includes snap dumps in the OLP display.
DUMPS is the default.
When you request DUMPS, OLP displays DU in the LOG TYPES field, as shown below on the following partial screen:

  FROM       ON        TO       ON      COL PRT SKIP   LOG TYPES  ROLL STATUS

17:47:50 2003-08-26 18:17:50 2003-08-26 001 OFF 0000 (WT/TR/DU/  ) 040

• NODUMPS
Does not include snap dumps in the OLP display.

• ETim
Specifies an extended time format for each log record. The extended format is:

hh:mm:ss:tttt

• STIm
Specifies a short time format for each log record. The short format is:
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hh:mm

STIm is the default.
• Find

Searches through the log for a specified search string.
When OLP finds a match, it displays the log starting at the matching log record.
– search-string

The string to search for.
– FORward/FWD

Searches forward from your current location in the log. FORWARD is the default.
You cannot search through log records issued after the current TO time (see FROM/TO below).
You can press PF6 to search forward for another match.

– BACkward/BWD
Search backward from your current location in the log.
You cannot search through log records issued before the current FROM time (see FROM/TO below).
You can press PF5 to search backward for another match.

• FRom/TO
Specifies the log messages to be displayed according to the time when the messages were issued.
OLP displays the current FROM/TO times and dates. The following partial screen shows what you would see if you
were searching for log records issued between 11:00 and 11:56 p.m. on 1/13/10:

  FROM       ON        TO       ON      COL PRT SKIP   LOG TYPES  ROLL STATUS

23:00:00 2007-01-13 23:56:00 2010-01-13 001 OFF 0000 (WT/TR/DU/  ) 040

– begin-time
Specifies the time of the first log message to be displayed.
You can specify begin-time using any one of these formats (where hh specifies hours based on a 24-hour clock, mm
minutes, and ss seconds):
• hh:mm:ss -- For example, 13:04:07
• hhmm -- For example, 1304
• hh:mm -- For example, 4:23
• hh -- For example, 12
The following defaults are defined for begin-time:
• 00:00:00 is the default time if you specify FROM without a time.
• 30 minutes before the session began is the default time if you do not specify FROM at all.

– ON begin-date
Specifies the date when the log message was issued. The default is the current date.
Use this format for begin-date:

MM-DD-YY or MMDDYY

– end-time
Specifies the time of the last log message to be displayed.
You can specify end-time using any one of these formats (where hh specifies hours based on a 24-hour clock, mm
minutes, and ss seconds):
• hh:mm:ss -- For example, 13:04:07
• hhmmss -- For example, 130407
• hhmm -- For example, 1304
• hh:mm -- For example, 4:23
• hh -- For example, 12
The following defaults are defined for end-time:
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• 24:00:00 is the default time if you specify TO without a time.
• The time at which the session began is the default time if you do not specify TO at all.

– ON end-date
Specifies the date when the last log message was issued. The default is the current date.
Use this format for end-date:

MM-DD-YY or MMDDYY

• LOCAL
Specifies that Start and Stop times entered after this point are interpreted as local times. This is the default when
starting an OLP session.

• UTC
Specifies that Start and Stop times entered after this point are interpreted as UTC times.

• FScr
Specifies full screen mode. FSCR is the default for 3270-type terminals. FSCR applies when you are starting an OLP
session.

• NOFScr
Specifies line mode. NOFSCR is the default for TTY-type terminals. NOFSCR applies when you are starting an OLP
session.

• LTErms
Displays logical terminal IDs for some or all current log records.
By default, logical terminal IDs for all current logs are displayed.

*
Limits the display of logical terminal IDs to those associated with your current logical terminal.

'lterm-id'
The identifier of a logical terminal. Only log records associated with the specified logical terminal are displayed.
Lterm-id must be the ID of a logical terminal defined at DC/UCF system generation time.
This ID must be enclosed in single quotation marks.

• NOLTes
Inhibits displays of logical terminal IDs for log records, canceling any previous LTERMS specification.
NOLTES is the default.

• MESsages/MSGs
Displays system messages. This is the default.
When you specify MESSAGES, OLP displays WT (WRITE TO LOG) in the LOG TYPES field, as shown on the
following partial screen:

  FROM       ON        TO       ON      COL PRT SKIP   LOG TYPES  ROLL STATUS

23:00:00 2010-01-13 23:56:00 2010-01-13 001 OFF 0000 (WT/TR/DU/  ) 040

• NOMESsages/NOMSGs
Does not display system messages.

• PAn
Simulates 3270-type PA (program attention) keys at terminals that don't have these keys. N can be either 1 (for PA1)
or 2 (for PA2). PAn applies only when you are already using OLP.

• PFn
Simulates 3270-type PF (programmer function) keys at terminals that don't have these keys. N specifies an integer
value in the range 1 through 12. PFn applies only when you are already using OLP.
For a list of valid control keys, see "Usage".
– cursor-position

Specifies a line number identifying the cursor location required for the operation associated with the PF key.
• PLimit
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Specifies the maximum number of lines OLP is allowed to queue for printing at one time. Print queueing is enabled by
the PRINT option described below.
When this limit is exceeded, OLP displays the XSPRT error-status message in the screen's STATUS field.
– line-count

Range: 1 - 32,767
Default: 1000

• PRint
Specifies that lines are automatically queued to a printer when displayed. When messages are queued to a printer,
OLP displays ON in the screen's PRT field, as shown on the following partial screen:

  FROM       ON        TO       ON      COL PRT SKIP   LOG TYPES  ROLL STATUS

17:47:50 2003-08-26 18:17:50 2003-08-26 001 OFF 0000 (WT/TR/DU/  ) 040

• NOPRint
Specifies that lines are not queued to a printer.
This is the default.

• RLimit
Specifies the maximum number of lines OLP is allowed to read from the log without selecting one for display. When
this limit is exceeded, OLP displays the XSREC error-status message in the screen's STATUS field.
– record-count

Range: 1 - 32,767
Default: 10,000
Note: 0 (zero) disables the Rlimit checking so that OLP continues to read from the log until the display is filled, or
until the end of the log is reached.

• ROll
Specifies the number of columns to skip when scrolling left or right. The current roll value is displayed in the OLP
screen's ROLL field.
– roll-amount

Range: 0 - 131
Default: 40

• SCRoll
Displays long log record on one line. This is the default.
To scroll:
– Press PF11 to view the right-most portion of a long log record. OLP pages right by the number of columns specified

by ROLL option (see above).
– Press PF10 to page back to the left side of the OLP display.

• WRap
Wraps long log records around to a second line. Pressing PF11 and PF10 does not change the online PLOG display.

• SIze
In full screen mode, specifies the full message area of the screen.
– page-size

Specifies the number of lines in the screen's message area. Page-size is an integer in the range from 2 through the
number of lines in the screen's message area.
The message area begins after the top three lines on the screen. OLP reserves these three lines of the screen to
communicate with you. Thus, if your screen can display a total of 24 lines, page-size can be an integer in the range
from 2 through 21.

• TRace
Requests display of user trace information. TRACE is the default.
When you have requested display of user trace information, OLP displays TR in the LOG TYPES field, as shown on
the following partial screen:

  FROM       ON        TO       ON      COL PRT SKIP   LOG TYPES  ROLL STATUS
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17:47:50 2003-08-26 18:17:50 2003-08-26 001 OFF 0000 (WT/TR/DU/  ) 040

• NOTRace
Suppresses display of user trace information.

More Information

• For more information about logging, see  Administrating IDMS System Operations .
• For more information about log statistics and service drivers, see "DCMT DISPLAY LOG".
• For more information about varying log service drivers online and offline, see "DCMT VARY LOG DRIVER".
• For more information about error-status codes, see  Messages .

Example

OLP

   FROM       ON        TO        ON     COL PRT SKIP   LOG TYPES  ROLL STATUS

 03:16:13 2007-09-10 11:46:13 2007-09-10 001 OFF 0000 (WT/TR/DU/  ) 040

 03:34  IDMS DC013002 V71 T0 ATTACHING DATABASE RESOURCE CONTROLLER

 03:34  IDMS DC200131 V71 T1 Lock Manager Initialization Complete

 03:34  IDMS DC200245 V71 T1 Serializing member startup

 03:34  IDMS DC200185 V71 T1 All transactions recovered

 03:34  IDMS DC215999 V71 T1 IXLCONN  RC=00000000 Reason=00000000 Name=IDMSCACHE

 03:34  IDMS DC201001 V71 T1 CA IDMS/DB: 71 Started

 03:34  IDMS DC256014 V71 T1 Refreshing queue list structure

 03:34  IDMS DC329012 V71 T1 Startup resynchronization initiated

 03:34  IDMS DC200009 V71 T1 CA IDMS/DB Active 03:34:24 07.253

 03:34  IDMS DC013003 V71 T0 OPENING SYSTEM RUN UNITS

 03:34  IDMS DC013014 V71 T0 ATTACHING TASK FOR SERVICE DRIVER RHDCRUSD

 03:34  IDMS DC013014 V71 T0 ATTACHING TASK FOR SERVICE DRIVER RHDCRUSD

 03:34  IDMS DC013014 V71 T0 ATTACHING TASK FOR SERVICE DRIVER RHDCRUSD

 03:34  IDMS DC013014 V71 T0 ATTACHING TASK FOR SERVICE DRIVER RHDCRUSD

 03:34  IDMS DC013014 V71 T0 ATTACHING TASK FOR SERVICE DRIVER RHDCRUSD

 03:34  IDMS DC013014 V71 T0 ATTACHING TASK FOR SERVICE DRIVER RHDCRUSD

 03:34  IDMS DC013014 V71 T0 ATTACHING TASK FOR SERVICE DRIVER RHDCLGSD

 03:34  IDMS DC013014 V71 T0 ATTACHING TASK FOR SERVICE DRIVER RHDCLGSD

 03:34  IDMS DC050001 V71 T0 DCLOG IS 19% FULL

 03:34  IDMS DC013014 V71 T0 ATTACHING TASK FOR SERVICE DRIVER RHDCLGSD

 03:34  IDMS DC013014 V71 T0 ATTACHING TASK FOR SERVICE DRIVER PMONCIOD

 .

 .

 .

OLP FROM begin-time TO end-time

OLP FROM 16:19:22 TO 17:00

   FROM       ON        TO        ON     COL PRT SKIP   LOG TYPES  ROLL STATUS

 16:19:22 2007-09-09 17:00:00 2007-09-09 001 OFF 0000 (WT/TR/DU/  ) 040

 16:19  IDMS DC260001 V71 SHUTDOWN COMMAND FROM LTE: VL71001 USER: USER01

 16:19                    CA IDMS/DC IS BEING QUIESCED

 16:19  IDMS DC201002 V71 T1 CA IDMS/DB: 71 Quiescing

 16:19  IDMS DC201007 V71 T1 CA IDMS/DB: 71 Quiesced
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 16:19  IDMS DC013008 V71 T0 ATTACHING SHUTDOWN AUTOTASKS

 16:19  IDMS DC026002 V71 T296 TASK:SR2TOFF; LINK TO MTCPOFF FAILED--BLDL FAILED

 16:19  IDMS DC026002 V71 T295 TASK:SR2COFF; LINK TO MDB2CFC FAILED--BLDL FAILED

 16:19  IDMS DC027007 V71 T295 TASK:SR2COFF PROG:&asterisk.SYSTEM&asterisk. ABENDED WITH CODE D002

 16:19  IDMS DC027007 V71 T296 TASK:SR2TOFF PROG:&asterisk.SYSTEM&asterisk. ABENDED WITH CODE D002

 16:19  IDMS DC089001 V71 TERMINAL LINE UCFLINE HAS BEEN CLOSED

 16:19  IDMS DC205104 V71 T15 IDMSDBSD Shutdown

 16:19  IDMS DC089001 V71 TERMINAL LINE VTAM71 HAS BEEN CLOSED

 16:19  IDMS DC089001 V71 TERMINAL LINE DDSVTAM HAS BEEN CLOSED

 16:19  IDMS DC088002 V71 T163 Line TCPIP Pterm TCPLIS01 listener ended

 16:19  IDMS DC088002 V71 T163 Line TCPIP Pterm TCPLIS02 listener ended

 16:19  IDMS DC088002 V71 T163 Line TCPIP Pterm TCPLIS03 listener ended

 16:19  IDMS DC088002 V71 T163 Line TCPIP Pterm TCPLIS04 listener ended

 16:19  IDMS DC088002 V71 T163 Line TCPIP Pterm TCPLIS05 listener ended

 16:19  IDMS DC088002 V71 T163 Line TCPIP Pterm TCPLIS00 listener ended

 .

 .

 .

OLP WRAP ETIM

   FROM       ON        TO        ON     COL PRT SKIP   LOG TYPES  ROLL STATUS

 03:23:10 2007-09-09 11:53:10 2007-09-10 001 OFF 0021 (WT/TR/DU/  ) 040

 12:01:34:1544  IDMS DC256002 V71 T0              *** QUEUE STATUS IN DDLDCRUN *

                **

 12:01:34:1550  IDMS DC256003 V71 T0    QUEUE NAME    INV TASK RECORDS CREATE RE

                T EXP ACTION              GLOBAL

 12:01:34:1557  IDMS DC256004 V71 T0 $ADAGWGAPP010001          0000001 07.193 25

                5 PRM KEPT                  YES

 12:01:34:1558  IDMS DC256004 V71 T0 $ADCGETEMPIN   1          0000010 06.363 25

                5 PRM KEPT                  YES

 12:01:34:1558  IDMS DC256004 V71 T0 $ADCGWGDIA01   1          0000005 07.194 25

                5 PRM KEPT                  YES

 12:01:34:1558  IDMS DC256004 V71 T0 $ADCGWGPROCA   1          0000001 07.101 25

                5 PRM KEPT                  YES

 12:01:34:1559  IDMS DC256004 V71 T0 $ADCGWGSQL01   1          0000001 07.120 25

                5 PRM KEPT                  YES

 12:01:34:1559  IDMS DC256004 V71 T0 $ADCSIMPLE     1          0000001 07.061 25

                5 PRM KEPT                  YES

 12:01:34:1559  IDMS DC256004 V71 T0 $ADCTDATE1     1          0000001 07.061 25

                5 PRM KEPT                  YES

 12:01:34:1560  IDMS DC256004 V71 T0 $ADCTGETDEP2   1          0000010 07.085 25

                5 PRM KEPT                  YES

 12:01:34:1560  IDMS DC256004 V71 T0 $ADCTMPJXF     1          0000001 07.152 25

Usage

OLP display modes

You can use OLP in either of the following display modes:
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• In full screen mode, OLP displays one full screen of log records at a time. This discussion assumes that you are
using OLP in full screen display mode.

• In line mode, OLP displays one log message at a time. This display mode is appropriate at terminals that don't
support full screen display, such as certain TTY terminals. You request to use line mode by invoking OLP with the
NOFSCR session option.

Status messages

The following table lists the status messages that OLP returns in the screen's STATUS field:

Message Meaning
FIRST OLP has reached the beginning of the requested time period.
LAST OLP has reached the end of the requested time period.
WRAP OLP has wrapped the log file around to the beginning of the

DDLDCLOG area.
XSREC OLP read more records from the DDLDCLOG area without

selecting a line for the display than the RLIMIT session option
allows.

XSPRT OLP queued more lines for printing than allowed by the PLIMIT
session option.

TIME You entered an invalid time (for example, 24:06).
DATE You entered an invalid date (for example, 83367).
TIMES The beginning of the requested time period is later than the end of

the requested time period.
SYNTX You entered a session option incorrectly.
PAPFK You pressed an unsupported PA or PF key.
LOGIC A logic error has occurred.
Snnnn The displayed four-digit error-status code (indicated here by

nnnn was returned to the ERROR-STATUS field of the IDMS
communications block.

LOCAL The time is displayed in the local format.
UTC The time is displayed in the UTC format.

Specifying session options

You can specify OLP session options at both of the following times:

• When you invoke OLP. For example, you specify the PRINT and WRAP session options when invoking OLP as
shown below:

V105 ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:      CA IDMS release nn.n tape volser node nodename

 olp print wrap     <<  Type session options on the same

                        line as the OLP task code

• When you are using OLP. To do this, you type options you want in the third line of the OLP screen. Additionally, you
can update the FROM and TO times by typing new times and dates directly over the previous ones.

OLP control keys
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The following table summarizes the actions associated with OLP control keys:

Control Key Purpose
Clear Terminates the OLP session
Enter If the command line has no input, Enter simulates the PF8 key;

otherwise, it processes the command.
PF1/PF13 Scrolls forward to the line above which the cursor is positioned
PF2/PF14 Sets the page size to the line above which the cursor is positioned
PF3/PF15 Switches between the SCROLL and WRAP display formats
PF5/PF17 Searches backward for the previous occurrence of the search

string
PF6/PF18 Searches forward for the next occurrence of the search string
PF7/PF19 Scrolls backward the number of lines indicated by the SKIP

parameter
PF8/PF20 Scrolls forward the number of lines indicated by the SKIP

parameter
PF9/PF21 Terminates the OLP session
PF10/PF22 Scrolls left the number of columns indicated by the ROLL

parameter
PF11/PF23 Scrolls right the number of columns indicated by the ROLL

parameter

Sample OLP Session

 

Assume that you need to find out which logical terminal varied area CUSTOMER-REGION offline sometime after 2:00 pm.
you initiate the online PLOG session by entering the task code (for example, OLP), as shown below:

V105 ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:      CA IDMS release nn.n tape volser node nodename

 olp from 14:00 nodump

In this example, you specify nodump to suppress display of snap dumps.

You now search for CUSTOMER-REGION by using the FIND session option:

FIND 'CUSTOMER-REGION'

You then request display of logical terminal IDs:

LTERMS

You could have conducted the above steps in others ways. For example, you could have given the search string and
specified display of logical terminal IDs when you invoke OLP at the beginning of the session.

You terminate the session at any time by entering BYE in the third line of the OLP screen.

QUED System Task
The QUED task allows you to display active queues and to erase expired queues.
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Syntax

►►─── QUED ─┬──────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

            ├─ LIST ───┤

            └─ PROMPT ─┘

Parameters

• QUED
Lists all currently active queues and deletes all expired queues. The list of queues is displayed at your terminal and
written to the system log.
As each page of queues is displayed on your screen, you press Enter to return control to the QUED task, so it can
resume erasing expired queues and displaying active ones.

• LIST
Displays a list of all currently active queues at your terminal and writes the list to the system log. QUED LIST does not
delete expired queues.

• PROMPT
Lists unexpired queues one by one, and asks if they should be deleted.

Usage

Scrolling and canceling QUED

You can press Enter to display each subsequent screen of the queue list.

Pressing Clear cancels the QUED operation at its current point.

Example

QUED

IDMS DC256002 V105 T2999              *** QUEUE STATUS IN DDLDCRUN ***

IDMS DC256003 V105 T2999    QUEUE NAME    INV TASK RECORDS CREATE RET EXP ACTION

IDMS DC256004 V105 T2999 $MPCCMES01M 0001          0000001 99.238 255 PRM KEPT

IDMS DC256004 V105 T2999 RHDCREPTDYVQ4             0000003 99.238 005 005 KEPT

IDMS DC256004 V105 T2999 $ADCMSPN01D    1          0000001 99.238 255 PRM KEPT

IDMS DC256004 V105 T2999 $ADCMSPH01D    1          0000001 99.238 255 PRM KEPT

IDMS DC256004 V105 T2999 OQX9123811025659          0000001 99.238 005 005 KEPT

IDMS DC256004 V105 T2999 $ADCMSPZ01D    1          0000001 99.238 255 PRM KEPT

IDMS DC256004 V105 T2999 $ADCMSPD01D    1          0000009 99.238 255 PRM KEPT

IDMS DC256004 V105 T2999 RHDCREPTDYVQ3             0000002 99.238 005 005 KEPT

IDMS DC256004 V105 T2999 RHDCSETIMETASKS           0000001 99.238 255 PRM KEPT

IDMS DC256004 V105 T2999 $MPCMSPH01M 0001          0000001 99.238 255 PRM KEPT

IDMS DC256004 V105 T2999 $ADCCMES01D    1          0000001 99.238 255 PRM KEPT

IDMS DC256004 V105 T2999 $ADCMSPM01D    1          0000001 99.238 255 PRM KEPT

IDMS DC256004 V105 T2999 TCF     SQA               0000002 99.238 255 PRM KEPT

IDMS DC256004 V105 T2999 $ADCMSPF01D    1          0000009 99.238 255 PRM KEPT

IDMS DC256004 V105 T2999 OQR9123811025659          0000003 99.238 005 005 KEPT

IDMS DC256004 V105 T2999 OQR9123811455559          0000002 99.238 005 005 KEPT

IDMS DC256004 V105 T2999 $ADCMSPK01D    1          0000001 99.238 255 PRM KEPT

IDMS DC256004 V105 T2999 $ADCLIBI01D    1          0000001 99.238 255 PRM KEPT

IDMS DC256004 V105 T2999 OQD9123811025659          0000002 99.238 005 005 KEPT

IDMS DC256004 V105 T2999 OQD9123811455559          0000001 99.238 005 005 KEPT

IDMS DC256004 V105 T2999 OQX9123811455559          0000001 99.238 005 005 KEPT
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              PAGE 001 - NEXT PAGE:

QUED LIST

IDMS DC256002 V105 T3008              *** QUEUE STATUS IN DDLDCRUN ***

IDMS DC256003 V105 T3008    QUEUE NAME    INV TASK RECORDS CREATE RET EXP ACTION

IDMS DC256004 V105 T3008 $MPCCMES01M 0001          0000001 99.238 255 PRM KEPT

IDMS DC256004 V105 T3008 RHDCREPTDYVQ4             0000003 99.238 005 005 KEPT

IDMS DC256004 V105 T3008 $ADCMSPN01D    1          0000001 99.238 255 PRM KEPT

IDMS DC256004 V105 T3008 $ADCMSPH01D    1          0000001 99.238 255 PRM KEPT

IDMS DC256004 V105 T3008 OQX9123811025659          0000001 99.238 005 005 KEPT

IDMS DC256004 V105 T3008 $ADCMSPZ01D    1          0000001 99.238 255 PRM KEPT

IDMS DC256004 V105 T3008 $ADCMSPD01D    1          0000009 99.238 255 PRM KEPT

IDMS DC256004 V105 T3008 RHDCREPTDYVQ3             0000002 99.238 005 005 KEPT

IDMS DC256004 V105 T3008 RHDCSETIMETASKS           0000001 99.238 255 PRM KEPT

IDMS DC256004 V105 T3008 $MPCMSPH01M 0001          0000001 99.238 255 PRM KEPT

IDMS DC256004 V105 T3008 $ADCCMES01D    1          0000001 99.238 255 PRM KEPT

IDMS DC256004 V105 T3008 $ADCMSPM01D    1          0000001 99.238 255 PRM KEPT

IDMS DC256004 V105 T3008 TCF     SQA               0000002 99.238 255 PRM KEPT

IDMS DC256004 V105 T3008 $ADCMSPF01D    1          0000009 99.238 255 PRM KEPT

IDMS DC256004 V105 T3008 OQR9123811025659          0000003 99.238 005 005 KEPT

IDMS DC256004 V105 T3008 OQR9123811455559          0000002 99.238 005 005 KEPT

IDMS DC256004 V105 T3008 $ADCMSPK01D    1          0000001 99.238 255 PRM KEPT

IDMS DC256004 V105 T3008 $ADCLIBI01D    1          0000001 99.238 255 PRM KEPT

IDMS DC256004 V105 T3008 OQD9123811025659          0000002 99.238 005 005 KEPT

IDMS DC256004 V105 T3008 OQD9123811455559          0000001 99.238 005 005 KEPT

IDMS DC256004 V105 T3008 OQX9123811455559          0000001 99.238 005 005 KEPT

              PAGE 001 - NEXT PAGE:

QUED PROMPT

IDMS DC256002 V105 T818              *** QUEUE STATUS IN DDLDCRUN ***

IDMS DC256003 V105 T818    QUEUE NAME    INV TASK RECORDS CREATE RET EXP ACTION

IDMS DC256004 V105 T818 $MPCCMES01M 0001          0000001 91.238 255 PRM KEPT

IDMS DC256007 V105 T818 UNEXPIRED QUEUE: MANUALLY DELETE ? (Y/N)

 

More Information

For more information about queue definition, see the documentation of the QUEUE statement in Administrating.

• For more information about displaying queue attributes, see the section DCMT DISPLAY QUEUE.
• For more information about changing queue attributes, see the section DCMT VARY QUEUE.
• For more information about queue concepts, see the Navigational DML Administrating section.

SDEL System Task
The SDEL task invokes the security cleanup task. This task physically erases security definitions in DDLDML and
DDLCAT areas that are associated with user definitions that have been logically deleted. A user definition is logically
deleted as the result of a DROP USER command. A group definition is logically deleted as the result of a DROP GROUP
command.
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Syntax

►►─── SDEL ──┬───────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

             └─ dictionary-name ─┘

Parameter

• dictionary-name
The name of the dictionary whose DDLDML and DDLCAT areas are to be scanned for security definitions associated
with logically deleted users. By default, if you do not specify a dictionary, DC/UCF processes the DDLDML and
DDLCAT areas of the default dictionary for the system.
When invoked as a startup autotask, SDEL examines all DDLDML and DDLCAT areas defined in the DMCL.

Usage

Areas must be available for update

In order to purge applicable security definitions from a dictionary, the DDLDML and DDLCAT areas of that dictionary must
be available in update mode. Any DDLDML or DDLCAT area that is not readied in update mode will not be processed.
Similarly, only the DDLDML area is processed for dictionaries not associated with a DDLCAT area.

When to use SDEL

The use of RHDCSDEL is appropriate only when resources are secured internally by IDMS rather than by an external
security package. To enable RHDCSDEL to run at startup, add the SDEL autotask definition using the following system
generation compiler syntax:

ADD AUTOTASK SDEL.

All dictionaries are analyzed as part of normal startup operations. This should be sufficient for both production and
development systems.

The following sample SDEL task cleans the DDLDML and DDLCAT areas associated with dictionary DEVDICT1:

Vnnn ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:      CA IDMS release nn.n tape volser node nodename

sdel devdict1

Examples

SDEL

IDMS DC048005 V74 T24 TASK:SDEL 0000 RESOURCE AUTHS DELETED FROM DICT SYSTEM AREA

IDMS DC048008 V74 T24 TASK:SDEL 0000 RESGROUP AUTHS DELETED FROM DICT SYSTEM AREA

IDMS DC048005 V74 T24 TASK:SDEL 0000 RESOURCE AUTHS DELETED FROM DICT SYSTEM AREA

IDMS DC048008 V74 T24 TASK:SDEL 0000 RESGROUP AUTHS DELETED FROM DICT SYSTEM AREA

SDEL TSTDICT

IDMS DC048005 V74 T32 TASK:SDEL 0000 RESOURCE AUTHS DELETED FROM DICT TSTDICT AREA

IDMS DC048008 V74 T32 TASK:SDEL 0000 RESGROUP AUTHS DELETED FROM DICT TSTDICT AREA

IDMS DC048005 V74 T32 TASK:SDEL 0000 RESOURCE AUTHS DELETED FROM DICT TSTDICT AREA

IDMS DC048008 V74 T32 TASK:SDEL 0000 RESGROUP AUTHS DELETED FROM DICT TSTDICT AREA
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SEND System Task
The SEND task transmits user-supplied messages to the following areas:

• DC/UCF users
• Logical terminals
• Destinations

This task allows you to queue a message to a user who is currently not signed on to the system or to queue a message to
a logical terminal or destination that is offline.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─ SEND ─┬───────────────────┬───┬─────────────────────────┬───────────────►

          └─ broadcast-parms ─┘   ├─ U user-id ─────────────┤

                                  ├─ L logical-terminal-id ─┤

                                  ├─ D destination-id ──────┤

                                  └─ A ─────────────────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────┬─┬────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ ALWays ────┤ └─ message-text ─┘

   └─ IMMediate ─┘

Parameters

• SEND
Sends a message to the specified receiver. The receiver can be one or more users or destinations. If you do not
specify a receiver with the SEND task code, DC/UCF prompts you to specify a recipient.

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the SEND command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see "How to Broadcast System
Tasks".

• U
Sends the message to the specified user.
user-id The ID of a DC/UCF user; cannot contain embedded blanks.

• L
Sends the message to the specified logical data terminal.
lterm-id The ID of a logical terminal.

• D
Sends the message to the specified destination.
destination-id The ID of a destination. A destination can identify a group of logical terminals or a group of users.

• A
Sends the message to all users currently signed on to the DC/UCF system.
When you specify A, you cannot queue the message to users who are not signed on. In other words, the message is
sent with the IMMEDIATE option (see below).

• ALWays
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Queues the message in either of the following cases:
• The specified user is not signed on to the system.
• The specified logical terminal or destination is offline.

ALWAYS is not valid for messages sent to all (A) users who are currently signed on.
• IMMediate

Sends the message immediately to the specified receiver.
• message-text

Specifies the text of the message. The message can be as long as the line length of the terminal device permits. If a
message is not specified with the SEND task code, DC/UCF prompts for the message text.

Usage

Receiving messages

The target user receives the message only if the user's terminal is set up to receive messages. To set up a terminal to
receive messages, use the DCUF SET BREAK command.

The message is not sent to the target user when NOBREAK is in effect at that user's terminal. In this case, the sender is
informed that the receiving terminal is not set up to receive messages.

Viewing messages

The target user views the message immediately when the user's terminal can receive messages and you send the
message with the IMMEDIATE option.

In this case, the message overwrites the terminal's previous screen contents. The previous screen contents are saved
when a line I/O session is in progress and backpaging is in effect or when the last active task on the target terminal was
defined with the SAVE option. The user presses a control key (for example, Enter or PF1) to restore the screen's previous
contents.

When messages get queued at the receiving user's terminal

Messages are queued at the receiving user's terminal in any of the following cases:

• You specify ALWAYS in the SEND command, as described above in the syntax rules for SEND.
• You specify neither ALWAYS nor IMMEDIATE in a message to a user who is currently signed on to the system. In

this case, the message is displayed when the current task (if any) at that terminal and the terminal's user presses a
control key.

• The intended recipient is already viewing a message. In this case, subsequent IMMEDIATE messages to the
terminal are queued. The user at that terminal displays the next queued message by pressing any control key. Queued
messages are displayed in the order in which they are received.

Example

SEND U user-id

In this example, you are user JSMITH and you send a message to user MJOHNSON, who is currently signed on:

• Your input:

Vnnn ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:      CA IDMS release nn.n tape volser node nodename

 send u mjohnson imm the meeting has been changed to Thursday

Result at your terminal:

      IDMS DC0299004 V55 MESSAGE SENT
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V55  ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:      CA IDMS release nn.n tape volser node nodename

Result at user MJOHNSON's terminal:

V55  ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:      CA IDMS release nn.n tape volser node nodename

 FROM LR1: THE MEETING HAS BEEN CHANGED TO THURSDAY

The message sent to user MJOHNSON'S terminal is output at the terminal's current cursor location.

SHOWMAP System Task
The SHOWMAP task allows you to display the format of a map on your screen. The SHOWMAP task performs the
following actions:

1. Allocates a program definition element (PDE) for the map, if necessary
2. Loads the map load module into the appropriate program pool, if necessary
3. Displays the map

The SHOWMAP task displays a full screen of detail occurrences for pageable maps. Since the map is displayed without
program code being executed, the map does not display or allow you to add any data.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── SHOWMAP map-name ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• SHOWMAP
Displays the version of the map according to the loadlist in effect for your session.

• map-name
Specifies the name of an existing map load module.

Usage

Use SHOWMAP only for map

The SHOWMAP task is specifically designed for use with maps. You should not use the SHOWMAP command to load
a program that is not a map. To prepare a nonmap program for execution, use the DCMT VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM
command. For example, to load program AABAT, you enter:

V55  ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:      CA IDMS release nn.n tape volser node nodename

 dcmt vary dynamic program aabat

Using a new copy of a modified map

If a map changed since you last executed it, you may need to issue a DCMT VARY PROGRAM command to instruct DC/
UCF to load a new copy of the map. This occurs when the system generation OLM statement specifies that NEW COPY
IS NO (the default).

For example, if you issue a SHOWMAP command for MAP1 and then modify MAP1, you can instruct DC/UCF to load a
new copy of the map by entering:
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V55  ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:      CA IDMS release nn.n tape volser node nodename

 dcmt vary program map1 new copy

Example

SHOWMAP AD06MNOS

 AD06MNOS                                      DATE

   EMPLOYEE NUMBER

   EMPLOYEE NAME

      PAGES-READ

      RECS-CURRENT

      CALLS-TO-IDMS

      LOCKS-REQUESTED

More Information

• For more information about the DCMT VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM command, see DCMT VARY DYNAMIC
PROGRAM.

• For more information about maps, see the Reference section.
• For more information about establishing or showing an alternative map table for your session, see DCUF SET

MAPTYPE or DCUF SHOW MAPTYPE.

SIGNOFF System Task
The SIGNOFF task signs you off from DC/UCF and also performs the following actions:

• Deletes your logical terminal (LTERM) resources
• Decrements the signon count in your signon element (SON); if this brings the count down to zero, your signon element

is deleted

Syntax

►►─── SIGNOFF ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Example

 SIGNOFF

 IDMS DC259001 V55 USER LRL1 SIGNED OFF LTERM VL07004 AT 15:33:28.42 99.013

Vnnn ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:      CA IDMS release nn.n tape volser node nodename

SIGNON System Task
The SIGNON task signs you on to DC/UCF, identifying you to the system and providing for security.
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This article describes the following information:

SIGNON System Task Syntax

►►─── SIGNON user-id ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────►◄

                      ├─ password ───┬────────────────────┬──┘

                      └─ passphrase ─┬─┬──────────────────┬──┘ 

                      └─ ? ──────────┘ ├─ new-password ───┬──┘

                                       ├─ new-passphrase ─┬──┘

                                       └─ ? ──────────────┘

SIGNON System Task Parameters

• user-id
The ID of a user holding signon authority for the DC/UCF system. You must enclose your user ID in single quotation
marks if the ID contains blanks.

• password
Your user password for internally and externally secured signons. If a password is defined in the user catalog, you
need to specify a password.
Limits: 1 through 8 characters. 

• passphrase 
Your user passphrase (a password in the form of a phrase), for only externally secured signons. 
Limits:  9 through 100 characters.
Single and double quotation marks are not allowed within a passphrase. Single quotation marks can be used to
delineate the boundaries of a passphrase.
If a passphrase contains embedded blanks, single quotation marks must be used to begin and end the passphrase.

NOTE

Passphrase limits may vary, depending on how external security is managed in your system environment.
• ?

Prompts you for your password. The password is not displayed on the screen when you enter it.
• new-password 

Specifies a new user password.
• new passphrase 

Specifies a new user passphrase for only externally secured signons. 
• ?

Prompts you for your new passphrase, and for you to verify it. The passphrase is not displayed on the screen when
you enter it.

Example SIGNON System Task

SIGNON SMITHJ1

IDMS DC258003 V55 USER SMITHJ1 SIGNED ON LTERM VL10305 AT 12:04:58.53 99.238

SIGNON System Task Usage

Signing off the current user

You can use the SIGNON task at a terminal without first signing off the current user (if any). In this case, SIGNON
automatically signs off the original user.

Supplying your password
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You can specify your password along with or after entering your user ID.  

• If your password is not confidential, you can enter it along with your user ID on the same line. Your password is
displayed when you type it. For example:

Vnnn ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:      CA IDMS release nn.n tape volser node nodename

 signon user1 allpass

• If your password is confidential, enter your password after you have typed your user ID and pressed Enter. DC/UCF
prompts you to type the password. Your password is not displayed on the screen when you type it.

How DC/UCF processes signon requests

When you enter the SIGNON task, DC/UCF:

1. Accesses the security system to:
– Determine your authority to sign on to the system
– Validate your password
Users are defined in the DDLSEC area.

2. Builds a signon element (SON) for you based on information returned from the security system.
A SON is built for you when you successfully execute the SIGNON task. Until that time, your signon is unknown to DC/
UCF because no SON exists for you; you can execute only tasks and programs that have been authorized for public
use.

3. Builds a session profile based on your system and user profiles.
4. Executes your signon CLIST if one was specified as a profile attribute.

Supplying a new password

If you want to change your password, you must specify both the old password and the new password, then follow the
prompts to complete the change.

Example

In this example, user LRL1 signs on to DC/UCF and specifies a password:

• Input:

Vnnn ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:      CA IDMS release nn.n tape volser node nodename

 signon lrl1 mypass

• Result:

Vnnn ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:      CA IDMS release nn.n tape volser node nodename

 IDMS DC258003 V55 USER LRL1 SIGNED ON LTERM VL07004 AT 13:29:39.83 99.013

Invoking the SIGNON task from programs

For more information about invoking the SIGNON task from application programs, see Callable Services.

NOTE

More Information:

• For more information about defining users, see the USER statement in Using System Generation  and IDD
DDDL Reference.

• For more information about signon elements, see the Administrating Security for IDMS.
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SUSPEND System Task
The SUSPEND task applies to terminals connected to the UCF front end. The SUSPEND task performs the following
actions:

• Terminates dedicated mode
• Maintains resources held by the UCF back end (the logical terminal elements are preserved across a suspension)
• Returns control to the host TP monitor

You can re-invoke dedicated mode later in a session without having to sign on again.

Syntax

►►─── SUSPEND ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

More Information

For more information about UCF modes of operation, see Administrating IDMS System Operations.

PASS System Task
The PASS system task command is an alternative to using the SIGNON system task command line for signon to DC/UCF.
The PASS system task facilitates the use of password phrases.

PASS provides the following benefits:

• Option to show or hide the password fields
• Toggle between upper and lower case settings
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Example: PASS System Task MAP

NOTE

For information about DC/UCF signon processing, see the section "How DC/UCF processes signon requests."

This article describes the following PASS system task information:

PASS System Task Function Keys

• F1=Show Fields/Hide Fields
The F1 function key switches between showing or hiding password fields, and can be used at any time. As you switch,
F1= displays either Show Fields or Hide Fields.
Default: When the PASS task is initially invoked, password fields are hidden.

• F2=Set Upper/Set Uplow
The F2 function key switches between upper and lowercase, and can be used at any time. As you switch, F2= displays
either Set Upper or Set Uplow.
Default: If mixed case passwords are supported, the case is set to Uplow. If mixed case passwords are not
supported, the case is set to Upper, and Uplow cannot be set.
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NOTE

If additional characters are entered in the field after switching case to Upper, the characters in the field
holding the cursor may change to uppercase. You can avoid this change by selecting TAB to move the cursor
to the next field.

• F3=Exit
The F3 function key ends the session. You are brought back to the DC/UCF ENTER NEXT TASK CODE prompt,
without completing the signon process.

• CLEAR=Refresh
The CLEAR function refreshes the task processing and all fields are cleared. Changes that are made with the F1 and
F2 functions are set back to the default state. CLEAR can be used at any time.

• ENTER=Submit
The ENTER function submits the user ID and password information.

PASS System Task Parameters

• Userid
The ID of a user authorized to sign on to the DC/UCF system.  If the ID contains blanks, you must enclose the user ID
in single quotation marks.

• Password
The user ID password. If a password is defined in the user catalog or in an external security system, a password is
required. For externally secured signons, a password may also be in the form of a phrase (passphrase).
Limits:
– A password with 1 to 8 characters
– A passphrase with 9 to 100 characters.

For externally secured signons, the passphrase should have the following characteristics: 
• Single quotation marks can be used at the beginning and end of passphrases to support leading or trailing

blanks.
• Single and double quotation marks are not allowed within a passphrase. Single quotation marks can be used to

delineate the boundaries of a passphrase.

NOTE

Passphrase limits may vary, depending on how external security is managed in your system environment.

• New Password
Your new user password.  When a new password is entered, a verification field appears in the display, prompting you
to re-enter the new password.

 

DCMT Task Commands
DCMT Task
The DCMT task allows users to display and vary characteristics of the DC/UCF system. DCMT stands for DC Master
Terminal.

For example, an application developer can use DCMT commands to display the contents of the program pool, to
temporarily define a development program to the system, and then to temporarily define a task to invoke the program.
DCMT commands do not alter the system definition as stored in the data dictionary.

Syntax
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►►─ DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬───── dcmt-task-command ───────────────►◄

          └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• dcmt-task-command
The name of a DCMT command.

Usage

The following table summarizes the DCMT task commands by function:

DCMT Task Command Description
DCMT ABORT Abends the DC/UCF system.
DCMT HELP Displays a summary of the syntax for DCMT commands.
DCMT QUIESCE Initiates a quiesce operation for one or more target areas.
DCMT SHUTDOWN Terminates the DC/UCF system in an orderly fashion.
DCMT WRITE STATISTICS Writes current system and line statistics and histograms to the DC/

UCF log file.
DCMT TEST Obtains diagnostic information.

 

 

DCMT ABORT Command
DCMT ABORT abends the DC/UCF system. To terminate the system in an orderly fashion, use the DCMT SHUTDOWN
command.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ABORT ─┬────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                  └─ Dump ─┘

Parameters

• ABORT
Abends the DC/UCF system with a 3999 user abend. No new tasks are permitted to begin executing, all active tasks
are abended, and all external transactions are returned a status code of nn69 (DBMS not active). Execution does not
pass to user exit 13. The database is not rolled back until a subsequent warmstart.

• Dump
Abends the DC/UCF system in the same manner as ABORT. ABORT Dump also generates an operating system dump
of the DC/UCF region/partition.
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Usage

Using the DCMT ABORT command

In response to DCMT ABORT, DC/UCF displays the following message (unless the command was entered from the
operator console or by an unauthorized user):

ABOUT TO SHUT DOWN SYSTEM system-number, TYPE 'Y' TO CONTINUE

Enter one of the following user responses:

• Enter the letter Y to abort the system. In this case, or if the command was issued from the operator console, DC/UCF
displays the following message and then aborts the system:

DC260002  USER:user-id    IDMS-DC IS BEING ABORTED

If you issued DCMT ABORT from a non console terminal, your terminal is logged off at this point. In this case, you do
not receive more abort messages at your terminal.

• Enter anything other than Y to instruct DC/UCF to ignore the abort request. In this case, DC/UCF resumes normal
operation after displaying the following informational message:

DC260905  USER:user-id  INVALID RESPONSE, SHUTDOWN ABORTED

Examples

DCMT ABORT

      ABORT

IDMS DC260005 V104 ABOUT TO SHUT DOWN SYSTEM 104, TYPE 'Y' TO CONTINUE

DCMT ABORT DUMP

      ABORT DUMP

IDMS DC260005 V104 ABOUT TO SHUT DOWN SYSTEM 104, TYPE 'Y' TO CONTINUE

More Information

• For more information about user exit 13, see Administrating IDMS System Operations.
• For more information about status codes and user abend codes, see Messages.

DCMT HELP
DCMT HELP displays a summary of the syntax for DCMT commands.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►────── Help ──┬──────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►◄

                ├──ABORt ──────────────────────────┤

                ├──ABOUt ──────────────────────────┤
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                ├─ ADSo ───────────────────────────┤

                ├─ AReas ──────────────────────────┤

                ├─ AUTotune────────────────────────┤

                ├─ Buffers ────────────────────────┤

                ├─ CHAnge TRAcking ────────────────┤

                ├─ DATa SHAring ───────────────────┤

                ├─ DATABase ───────────────────────┤

                ├─ DBGroup ────────────────────────┤

                ├─ DBName ─────────────────────────┤

                ├─ DBTable ────────────────────────┤

                ├─ DDS ────────────────────────────┤

                ├─ DEAdlocks ──────────────────────┤

                ├─ DEstinations ───────────────────┤

                ├─ DICtionaries ───────────────────┤

                ├─ DMCl ───────────────────────────┤

                ├─ Dynamic ────────────────────────┤

                ├─ Files ──────────────────────────┤

                ├─ ID ─────────────────────────────┤

                ├─ Journal ────────────────────────┤

                ├─ LIMits ─────────────────────────┤

                ├─ LOADLIBs ───────────────────────┤

                ├─ LOAdlists ──────────────────────┤

                ├─ LOCks ──────────────────────────┤

                ├─ LOG ────────────────────────────┤

                ├─ LOG Driver ─────────────────────┤

                ├─ LOGIcal Units ──────────────────┤

                ├─ LUs ────────────────────────────┤

                ├─ MEmory ─────────────────────────┤

                ├─ MESsages ───────────────────────┤

                ├─ MODId ──────────────────────────┤

                ├─ MQ ─────────────────────────────┤

                ├─ MUltitask ──────────────────────┤

                ├─ NOde ───────────────────────────┤

                ├─ NUCleus ────────────────────────┤

                ├─ PRInters ───────────────────────┤

                ├─ PRograms ───────────────────────┤

                ├─ QUeues ─────────────────────────┤

                ├─ REPorts ────────────────────────┤

                ├─ RESource table ─────────────────┤

                ├─ PREdefined RUn-Units ───────────┤

                ├─ SCRatch ────────────────────────┤

                ├─ SEgment ────────────────────────┤

                ├─ SHAred cache ───────────────────┤

                ├─ SHutdown ───────────────────────┤

                ├─ SNA ────────────────────────────┤

                ├─ SNAPs ──────────────────────────┤

                ├─ STAtistics ─────────────────────┤

                ├─ STOrage ────────────────────────┤

                ├─ SYSgen ─────────────────────────┤

                ├─ SYSTRace ───────────────────────┤

                ├─ TAsks ──────────────────────────┤

                ├─ TCP/ip or TCPip ────────────────┤

                ├─ TErminals ──────────────────────┤
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                ├─ TIme ───────────────────────────┤

                ├─ TRansactions ───────────────────┤

                ├─ XA ─────────────────────────────┤

                └─ ZIIP ───────────────────────────┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see How to Broadcast System
Tasks on the Using System Tasks page.

• HElp
Displays syntax for the HELP command.

• HElp dcmt-parameter
Displays syntax help for the specified DCMT commands. For example, DCMT HELP SEGMENT displays syntax for
the following DCMT commands:
– DISPLAY SEGMENT
– VARY SEGMENT

Examples

DCMT HELP

      HELP

 ** For COMMAND SYNTAX related to a keyword, enter 'DCMT HELP'   **

 **      and a KEYWORD selected from the following list:         **

ABORT                   JOURNAL                 RESOURCE TABLE

ABOUT                   LIMITS                  (PREDEFINED) RUN UNITS

ADSO                    LOADLIBS                SCRATCH

AREAS                   LOADLISTS               SEGMENT

AUTOTUNE                LOCKS                   SHARED CACHE

BUFFERS                 LOG                     SHUTDOWN

CHANGE TRACKING         LOG DRIVERS             SNA

DATABASE                LOGICAL UNITS           SNAPS

DATA SHARING            LUS                     STATISTICS

DBGROUP                 MEMORY                  STORAGE

DBNAME                  MESSAGES                SYSGEN

DBTABLE                 MODID                   TASKS

DDS                     MQ                      TCP/IP

DEADLOCKS               MULTITASK               TERMINALS

DESTINATIONS            NODE                    TIME

DICTIONARIES            NUCLEUS                 TRACE/SYSTRACE

DMCL                    PRINTERS                TRANSACTIONS

DYNAMIC                 PROGRAMS                XA

FILES                   QUEUES                  ZIIP

ID                      REPORTS

DCMT HELP ABORT
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      HELP ABORT

SHUTDOWN

SHUTDOWN NOPROMPT

SHUTDOWN IMMEDIATE

SHUTDOWN IMMEDIATE NOPROMPT

ABORT

ABORT DUMP

DISPLAY REPLIES

DCMT HELP ABOUT

      HELP ABOUT

The following are current CA IDMS products and include both registered

trademarks (represented by the (R) symbol) and trademarks (represented

by the (TM) symbol) of CA.

CA ADS(TM) ALIVE

CA ADS(TM)

CA ADS(TM) APPC

CA ADS(TM) BATCH

CA ADS(TM) TRACE

CA CULPRIT(TM) FOR CA IDMS(TM)

CA CULPRIT(TM)

CA EDP AUDITOR

CA ENDEVOR(R)/DB FOR CA IDMS(TM)

CA IDMS(TM) DDS

CA IDMS(TM) UCF

CA IDMS(TM) DICTIONARY LOADER

CA IDMS(TM) DICTIONARY MIGRATOR

CA IDMS(TM) DICTIONARY MODULE EDITOR

CA IDMS(TM) DICTIONARY QUERY FACILITY

CA IDMS(TM) DML ONLINE

CA IDMS(TM) ENFORCER

CA IDMS(TM) EXTRACTOR

CA IDMS(TM) JOURNAL ANALYZER

CA IDMS(TM) LOG ANALYZER

CA IDMS(TM) MASTERKEY

CA IDMS(TM) ONLINE LOG DISPLAY

CA IDMS(TM) CMS OPTION

CA IDMS(TM) PERFORMANCE MONITOR

CA IDMS(TM) PRESSPACK

CA IDMS(TM) SASO

CA IDMS(TM) SCHEMA MAPPER

CA IDMS(TM) SERVER

CA IDMS(TM) SQL

CA IDMS(TM) TASK ANALYZER

CA IDMS(TM) DBOMP TRANSPARENCY

CA IDMS(TM) DLI TRANSPARENCY

CA IDMS(TM) TOTAL TRANSPARENCY

CA IDMS(TM) VSAM TRANSPARENCY

CA IDMS(TM)/DB ANALYZER
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CA IDMS(TM)/DB AUDIT

CA IDMS(TM)/DB REORG

CA IDMS(TM)/DB

CA IDMS(TM)/DC

CA IDMS(TM)/DC SORT

CA OLQ(TM) FOR CA IDMS(TM)

DCMT HELP ADSO

      HELP ADSO

DISPLAY ADSO STATISTICS

VARY ADSO STATISTICS ON

VARY ADSO STATISTICS ON SELECTED

VARY ADSO STATISTICS ON ALL

VARY ADSO STATISTICS OFF

VARY ADSO STATISTICS CHECKPOINT INTERVAL NUM

VARY ADSO STATISTICS CHECKPOINT OFF

VARY ADSO RECORD COMPRESSION ON

VARY ADSO RECORD COMPRESSION OFF

DCMT HELP AREAS

      HELP AREA

DISPLAY AREAS

DISPLAY AREAS SORTED BY NAME/PAGES

DISPLAY AREA NAME

DISPLAY AREA NAME BUFFER

DISPLAY AREA NAME FILE

DISPLAY AREA NAME ALL

DISPLAY STATISTICS AREAS

DISPLAY STATISTICS AREA NAME

DISPLAY STATISTICS AREA NAME BUFFER

DISPLAY STATISTICS AREA NAME FILE

DISPLAY STATISTICS AREA NAME ALL

VARY AREA NAME ONLINE/UPDATE (LOCKED) (PERMANENT)

VARY AREA NAME RETRIEVAL/OFFLINE      (PERMANENT)

VARY AREA NAME TRANSIENT RETRIEVAL    (PERMANENT)

VARY AREA NAME QUIESCE/ACTIVE/PURGE

VARY AREA NAME OPEN/OPEN UPDATE/CLOSE

VARY AREA NAME PREFETCH ON/OFF

VARY AREA NAME SHARED CACHE NAME/NO

VARY AREA NAME DATA SHARING ON/OFF

VARY AREA NAME ALLOCATE/DEALLOCATE

QUIESCE AREA NAME

 ID DCMT-ID

 WAIT/IMMEDIATE/WAIT NUM END/FORCE

 NOHOLD/HOLD

 NOSWAP/SWAP

DCMT HELP QUEUES
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      HELP QUEUES

DISPLAY QUEUES

DISPLAY QUEUE NAME

VARY QUEUE NAME ONLINE

VARY QUEUE NAME OFFLINE

VARY QUEUE NAME THRESHOLD COUNT NUM

VARY QUEUE NAME MAX RECORDS NUM

VARY QUEUE NAME TASK CODE NAME

VARY QUEUE NAME DELETE

DCMT HELP TIME

      HELP TIME

DISPLAY TIME

DISPLAY TIME TASKS

DISPLAY DEADLOCK INTERVALS

DISPLAY DEADLOCK DETECTION INTERVAL

VARY TIME RUNAWAY NUM

VARY TIME STALL NUM

VARY TIME QUIESCE WAIT NUM/STALL INTERVAL/OFF/NOWAIT

VARY TIME TIMER NUM

VARY TIME RECOVERY WAIT NUM/NOT ALLOWED/FOREVER

VARY TIME RESOURCE INTERVAL OFF/NUM

VARY TIME RESOURCE PROGRAM NAME

 (NAME = <NODENAME>.<DICTNAME>.<PGMNAME>)

VARY DEADLOCK DETECTION INTERVAL NNN

DCMT QUIESCE Command
DCMT QUIESCE initiates a quiesce operation for one or more target areas.

NOTE

The DCMT Quiesce command does not wait for the quiesce to complete. You can monitor the status of the
quiesce by using DCMT DISPLAY ID.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax
 ►►─ DCMT Quiesce ┬─ ARea─┬ segment-name.area-name ───┬────────────────────────►

                 │       └ area-star-name ───────────┤

                 ├─ SEGment - segment-name ──────────┤

                 └─ DBName - dbname ─────────────────┘

 

 ►──┬──────────────┬─ ID dcmt-id ─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

    └─ q-options ──┘
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Expansion of q-options

 ►►──┬──────────────────────────────────────┬┬────────────┬┬────────────┬──────►◄

    ├─ WAIt ◄ ─┬───────────────────────────┤├─ NOHold ◄ ─┤├─ NOSwap ◄ ─┤

    │          └─ wait-interval ─┬─────────┤└─ HOLd ─────┘└─ SWAp ─────┘

    │                            ├─ END ◄ ─┤

    │                            └─ FORce ─┤

    └─ IMMediate ──────────────────────────┘

 

Parameters

• ARea
Indicates that one or more areas are to be quiesced. Valid values are:
– segment-name.area-name

Specifies the name of the area to be quiesced.
– area-star-name

Specifies that all areas whose name begins with the specified alphanumeric characters are quiesced. Area-star-
name is a character string whose last character is an asterisk (*) that denotes a wildcard character.

In this example, IDMS quiesces all areas whose segment name begins with PROD:
 dcmt q area prod*

 

• SEGment segment-name
Specifies that all areas that are associated with the named segment are to be quiesced.

• DBName dbname
Specifies that all areas that are associated with segments that are included in the named dbname are to be quiesced.

• q-options
Specifies the options that are to be used for this quiesce operation.

• WAIt
Specifies that the quiesce operation waits for conflicting tasks or user sessions to relinquish update control of the area.
This is the default behavior if neither WAIT nor IMMEDIATE is specified.

• wait-interval
Specifies the amount of time, in real-time seconds, the quiesce operation waits for conflicting tasks or user sessions to
relinquish update control of the area. If a wait interval is not specified, the quiesce operation waits indefinitely.

• END
Specifies that the quiesce operation waits until the conflicting tasks end, regardless of the wait-interval that might be
specified in the WAIT clause. This is the default behavior if END or FORCE is not specified.

• FORce
Specifies that if the areas cannot be quiesced within the specified wait interval, conflicting tasks and user sessions are
cancelled to reach a quiesce point.

• IMMediate
Specifies that the quiesce operation immediately cancels any tasks or user sessions that are accessing a target area in
an update mode.

• NOHold
Specifies that once the quiesce point has been established, the quiesce operation automatically terminates. This is the
default if neither HOLD nor NOHOLD is specified.

• HOLd
Specifies that once the quiesce point has been established, the quiesce operation continues until explicitly terminated
by a DCMT VARY ID command.

• NOSwap
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Specifies that no journal swap should be initiated automatically once the quiesce point has been established. This is
the default if neither SWAP nor NOSWAP is specified.

• SWAp
Specifies that once the quiesce point has been established, a journal swap is initiated.

• dcmt-id
Specifies the identifier that is to be assigned to this quiesce operation. Dcmt-id must be a 1 - 8 alphanumeric character
string that is unique across all outstanding DCMT operations originating on this node.
The identifier can subsequently be used to monitor or terminate the quiesce operation using DCMT DISPLAY ID and
DCMT VARY ID commands.

Usage

The quiesce operation

Once a quiesce operation is initiated, it continues until a quiesce point is established. A quiesce point is a point in time
at which no transactions are accessing the target areas in update mode. To achieve a quiesce point, tasks attempting
to access a target area in update mode for the first time wait until the quiesce operation has completed. Tasks that
are already updating a target area are either allowed to continue or are aborted depending on user-specified options.
Similarly, transactions that are accessing a target area in update mode but are in a pseudo-conversational state are either
allowed to continue or are forced to terminate (by having their resources deleted). Predefined system run units that conflict
with a quiesce operation may be varied offline to reach a quiesce point.

Once a quiesce point has been established and a message identifying the current time is written to the log, a journal swap
may be initiated and user exit 38 is invoked. The user exit can initiate further processing, such as a backup, by submitting
a job through the internal reader. The quiesce operation can then terminate automatically or remain active until explicitly
terminated.

Forcing a quiesce point

A quiesce point can be forced by specifying the IMMEDIATE option or specifying a wait interval with the FORCE option. In
both cases, to achieve a quiesce point, IDMS:

• Cancels all tasks that are accessing a target area in update mode.
• Terminates all user sessions with no active task if they hold an update lock on a target area (by performing the

equivalent of a DCMT VARY LTERM lte-name RESOURCES DELETE).
• Varies offline all predefined system run units that are accessing a target area in update mode (by performing the

equivalent of a DCMT VARY RUNUNIT ru-name OFFLINE).

If predefined system run units are varied offline to achieve the quiesce point, they are varied online when the quiesce
operation terminates.

Monitoring a quiesce operation

When a quiesce operation is initiated, it must be assigned a unique identifier that distinguishes it from other quiesce
operations that may be active. While the quiesce operation is in progress, its status can be monitored by issuing the
DCMT DISPLAY ID command. This command displays the status of an individual quiesce operation or all quiesce
operations in progress.

Terminating a quiesce operation

A quiesce operation can be terminated, either before or after the quiesce point has been established, by issuing a DCMT
VARY ID command.

Quiescing areas in a data sharing environment

If one or more areas to be quiesced are shared, the quiesce operation is distributed to all members of the data sharing
group automatically. The member on which the quiesce operation originated becomes the coordinator of the quiesce
operation. The coordinator is responsible for initiating the subordinate quiesce operations on the other members of the
group, monitoring their progress, and terminating the quiesce operation. The quiesce operation can only be terminated
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by the coordinator or through a DCMT VARY ID command that is issued on the coordinator. If the coordinator abends,
the quiesce operation is automatically terminated. In a data sharing environment, failed members may prevent the
establishment of a quiesce point. If a failed member was updating a target area at the time of failure, the quiesce
operation cannot complete until the failed member is restarted. In this situation, the coordinator displays operator
messages every ten seconds indicating which failed members must be restarted to complete the quiesce operation. If a
new member is started while a quiesce operation is in progress, it is informed of the outstanding quiesce and prevents
tasks from updating the quiescing areas until the quiesce operation terminates.

Scope of quiesce within a data sharing group

In a data sharing environment, only areas that are accessible through the member on which the command originated are
quiesced. For example, consider a data sharing group of two members: CV1 and CV2 and the following command:

 dcmt quiesce area emp*

 

Member CV1 has one matching segment: EMPEAST; while member CV2 has two matching segments: EMPEAST and
EMPWEST. If the previous command is issued on CV1, only segment EMPEAST is quiesced. If the same command is
issued on CV2, both EMPEAST and EMPWEST are quiesced.

Furthermore, only areas that are designated as shared in the member on which the command originates are quiesced
across all members of the group. Non-shared areas are quiesced only within the member on which the command is
issued. Therefore, to quiesce an area that is being updated by more than one member, the quiesce command must be
issued on a member in which the area is designated as shared. The status of the area is not important. Even an area
whose status is offline is quiesced across all members of the group if it is designated as shared.

DC/UCF system termination

If a quiesce operation is in progress and the DC/UCF system on which it was initiated is shut down or abnormally
terminates, the quiesce operation terminates also.

In a data sharing environment, if a member that is participating in a quiesce operation that was initiated on another system
is shut down or abnormally terminates, the quiesce operation continues. If the participating member is terminated in
an orderly fashion using a DCMT SHUTDOWN command (with or without the IMMEDIATE option), its shared areas
are quiesced as part of the shutdown operation. If the participating member abnormally terminates before it had locally
quiesced the shared areas, the quiesce operation cannot complete until the participating member is restarted.

Quiesce user exit

A new user exit (exit 38) is invoked when a quiesce point is reached. The exit is passed the quiesce identifier, an
indication of what is being quiesced, and a list of files that are affected by the quiesce and their data set names. In a
data sharing environment, the user exit is invoked only on the coordinator and not on the other members of the data
sharing group. The purpose of this exit is to allow further actions to be taken in response to the quiesce. For example,
the exit could submit a batch job through the internal reader to backup the quiesced areas. For a complete description
of exit 38, see the "System Reference" section. For a description of how to use exit 38 in a backup procedure, see the
"Administrating IDMS Database" section of the IDMS documentation.

Quiesce wait time

If a task must wait to gain update access to an area because the area is being quiesced, the amount of time it waits is
determined by its quiesce wait time. The quiesce wait time for a task is initially established through the system definition
and can be overridden at runtime through DCMT VARY TIME and DCMT VARY TASK commands.

DCMT SHUTDOWN Command
DCMT SHUTDOWN terminates the DC/UCF system in an orderly fashion. After all active tasks and external run units
terminate, the system attaches any shutdown autotasks that have been defined at system generation time.

This article describes the following information:
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Syntax

►►─── DCMT SHUTDOWN ─┬─────────────┬─┬────────────┬───────────────────────────►◄

                     └─ IMMediate ─┘ └─ NOPrompt ─┘

Parameters

• SHUTDOWN
Permits all active tasks and external run units to terminate normally and then shuts down the DC/UCF system.
If at least one active external run unit exists, users can continue to enter requests for non-ERUS tasks. When all
external request units have terminated, no new tasks can be initiated. Immediately before the system terminates,
execution passes to user exit 13.
– IMMediate

Requests immediate termination of the DC/UCF system. Active tasks and external request units are abended with
an abend code of SHUT and are rolled back. Immediately before the system terminates, execution passes to user
exit 13.

– NOPrompt
Requests that the system proceed to shutdown without prompting for permission to proceed.

Usage

Using the DCMT SHUTDOWN command

Unless NOPROMPT is specified, authorized users issuing the following command from their own terminal, the operator
console, or UCF BATCH job are prompted by the following DC/UCF message:

ABOUT TO SHUT DOWN SYSTEM system-number, TYPE 'Y' TO CONTINUE

Enter one of the following user responses:

• Enter Y to shut down the system. DC/UCF issues the following message and shuts down the system:

DC260002  USER:user-id    IDMS-DC IS BEING SHUT DOWN

If you issued DCMT SHUTDOWN from a non-console terminal, your terminal is logged off at this point. In this case,
you do not receive more shutdown messages at your terminal.

• Enter anything other than Y to instruct DC/UCF to ignore the shutdown request. In this case, DC/UCF resumes
normal operation after displaying the following informational message:

IDMS DC260905 V104 USER:JSMITH  * * INVALID RESPONSE, SHUTDOWN ABORTED

Aborting the system

To abort the DC/UCF system, use the DCMT ABORT command.

Conversational tasks

DC/UCF waits for conversational tasks to finish executing. Therefore, use SHUTDOWN IMMEDIATE when a
conversational task is running in attach mode or awaiting user input that is not forthcoming.

Examples

DCMT SHUTDOWN

      SHUTDOWN
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IDMS DC260005 V104 ABOUT TO SHUT DOWN SYSTEM 104, TYPE 'Y' TO CONTINUE

DCMT SHUTDOWN IMMEDIATE

      SHUTDOWN IMMEDIATE

IDMS DC260005 V104 ABOUT TO SHUT DOWN SYSTEM 104, TYPE 'Y' TO CONTINUE

More Information

• For more information about user exit 13, see Administrating.
• For more information about aborting the system, see DCMT ABORT.

DCMT WRITE STATISTICS Command
DCMT WRITE STATISTICS writes current system and line statistics and histograms to the DC/UCF log file. WRITE
STATISTICS is used to prevent the loss of statistical information in the event of a system crash. Statistics are written
at the time the command is issued. The control blocks where the statistics were held are not cleared unless the ROLL
parameter is used.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Write STAtistics ─┬───────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►◄

                        └─      ROLl       ─┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• ROLl
Writes current system and line statistics and histograms to the DC/UCF log file and resets their values to zero.

Example

DCMT WRITE STATISTICS

      WRITE STATISTICS

STATISTICS WRITTEN TO LOG

DCMT WRITE STATISTICS ROLL

      WRITE STATISTICS ROLL

IDMS DC275916 V74 STATISTICS WRITTEN TO LOG AND ROLLED OUT BY USER

More Information
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• For more information about user exit 13, see Administrating.
• For more information about reporting on statistics, see Reporting.
• For more information about database performance and tuning, see Administrating IDMS Database.

DCMT TEST Command
DCMT TEST is used to obtain diagnostic information for Technical Support personnel.

Syntax

►►─ DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─── TEST test-options ───────────────────────►◄

          └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• test-options
Indicates which debugging options are to be put into effect.

Usage

The DCMT TEST command is used for debugging and diagnostic purposes only. Use it only when told to do so by
Technical Support personnel. It is enabled only if certain CSA test flags are turned on.

DCMT DISPLAY Commands
DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE PROGRAMS Command
DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE PROGRAMS displays statistics on usage, information on each currently active program, and a
page allocation map for the program pool for the specified program type.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display ACtive ─┬────────────────┬─ PRograms ───────────────────────────►◄

                      ├─ XA ───────────┤

                      ├─ Reentrant ────┤

                      └─ XA Reentrant ─┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.
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NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• PRograms
Displays:
– Statistics on usage about the 24-bit program pool
– Information about each currently active program
– A page allocation map for the 24-bit program pool

• XA
Displays the information listed under PROGRAMS for the 31-bit program pool.

• Reentrant
Displays the information listed under PROGRAMS for the 24-bit reentrant program pool.

• XA Reentrant
Displays the information listed under PROGRAMS for the 31-bit reentrant program pool.

Usage

Undefined Reentrant Program Pools

If either a 24-bit or a 31-bit reentrant pool is not defined at system generation time, the information displayed for the
corresponding program pool pertains to both reentrant and nonreentrant programs. The REENTRANT parameter, if
coded, is ignored in this case.

Defined Reentrant Program Pools

If a reentrant pool is defined, the information displayed for the non-reentrant program pool pertains to non-reentrant
programs only; the information displayed for the reentrant pool pertains to reentrant programs only.

Display for Each Type of Program Pool

DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE PROGRAMS displays the following usage statistics for each type of program pool:

Field Value
Pages in pool Total number of pages in the pool
Bytes in pool Total number of bytes in the pool
Loads to pool Number of loads to the pool
Pages loaded Number of pages loaded
Load conflicts Number of load conflicts
Pages allocated Number of pages currently allocated (also expressed as a

percentage of the pool)
Pages in use by one program Highest number of pages currently in use by one program (also

expressed as a percentage of the pool)
Pages in use by multiple programs Number of pages currently in use by multiple programs (also

expressed as a percentage of the pool)
High-water mark of pages allocated Highest number of pages allocated at one time (also expressed as

a percentage of the pool)
Loads into unallocated space Number of loads into unallocated space (also expressed as a

percentage of the total number of loads)
Loads overlaying program not in use Number of loads overlaying a program not in use (also expressed

as a percentage of the total number of loads)
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Loads overlaying program in use Number of loads overlaying a program in use (also expressed as a
percentage of the total number of loads)

Display for Each Active Program

DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE PROGRAMS displays the following information for each active program:

Field Value
Program Program name.
Library The library in which the program resides or a dictionary module's

version number.
Type Type indicator, made up of a two-part value. The first three

characters indicate the program type followed by up to four
characters of attribute codes (see next table).

Uct The number of tasks currently using the program (use count).
Siz The size of the program, in K bytes.
Calls The number of times the program has been called since it was

defined to the system.
Loads The number of times the program has been loaded since it was

defined to the system.
Address Where the program resides in the program pool.

Type Indicator for Active Programs

This table explains the value in the Type field:

Character Positions Code Meaning
1-3 ADS ADS Dialog
1-3 AM Access module
1-3 ASM Assembler program
1-3 COB COBOL program
1-3 DRV Driver program
1-3 MAP Map load module
1-3 NUC Nucleus module
1-3 PLI PLI program
1-3 RCM RCM load module
1-3 TBL Table load module
1-3 UND Program type undefined
5 R Reentrant program
5 N Non-reentrant program
5 Q Quasi-reentrant program
6 M Multithreaded program
6 S Single threaded program
7 N Reusable program
7 Y Nonreusable program
8 D Program under control of the debugger
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8 blank Program not under control of the debugger

Display for Each Type of Program Pool

DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE PROGRAMS displays the following page allocation map for each type of program pool:

Field Value
A Which pages are allocated, but are not currently in use
N Which pages are allocated to nucleus module
D Which pages are allocated to driver module
. Which pages were once allocated, but are now free
_ Which pages have never been allocated
1 Which pages are in use by 1 program
# Which pages are in use by more than 1 program

Examples

DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE PROGRAMS

***  Display of Program Pool  ***

                       Pages in pool       100

                       Bytes in pool    409600

                       Loads to pool         0

                        Pages loaded         0

                      Load conflicts         0

                 CURRENT ALLOCATIONS

                     Pages allocated         0   0% of pool

         Pages in use by one program         0   0% of pool

   Pages in use by multiple programs         0   0% of pool

  High-Water mark of pages allocated         0   0% of pool

        Loads into unallocated space         0

 Loads overlaying program not in use         0

     Loads overlaying program in use         0

*** Program Pool Page Allocation Map ***

   A = Page allocated

   N = Page allocated to Nucleus module

   D = Page allocated to Driver module

   R = Page allocated to Resident program

   . = Page once allocated, now free

              PAGE 001 - NEXT PAGE:

 

 

*** Program Pool Page Allocation Map ***

   _ = Page never allocated
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   1 = Page allocated and in use by one program

*** Program Pool Page Allocation Map ***

   # = Page allocated and in use by multiple programs

         ********************************************************************

000A1000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

000E1000 * ____________________________________                             *

         ********************************************************************

DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE REENTRANT PROGRAMS

***  Display of Reentrant Pool  ***

                       Pages in pool      4000

                       Bytes in pool   2048000

                       Loads to pool        28

                        Pages loaded      1038

                      Load conflicts         0

                 CURRENT ALLOCATIONS

                     Pages allocated      1038  26% of pool

         Pages in use by one program       181   5% of pool

   Pages in use by multiple programs         0   0% of pool

  High-Water mark of pages allocated      1038  26% of pool

        Loads into unallocated space        28 100% of loads

 Loads overlaying program not in use         0   0% of loads

     Loads overlaying program in use         0   0% of loads

Program    -----Library------    Type     Uct  Siz   Calls    Loads   Address

IDMSDBIO   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  132  00000000  000001  00105000

RHDCEVAL   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  023  00000000  000001  00126000

RHDCURTN   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  003  00000000  000001  0012BA00

RHDCSCRN   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  014  00000000  000001  0012C600

RHDCCXIT   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  002  00000000  000001  0012FC00

RHDCPCBO   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  005  00000000  000001  00130400

              PAGE 001 - NEXT PAGE:

 

Program    -----Library------    Type     Uct  Siz   Calls    Loads   Address

RHDCPLII   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  007  00000000  000001  00131800

RHDCPPLO   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  004  00000000  000001  00133200

RHDCPLIB   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  005  00000000  000001  00134000

RHDCUXIT   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  002  00000000  000001  00135200

RHDCDLIF   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  006  00000000  000001  00135A00

RHDCDLRC   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  004  00000000  000001  00137000

RHDCDLBE   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  066  00000000  000001  00137E00

PMVECTRS   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  017  00000000  000001  00148600

RHDCDSIR   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  002  00000000  000001  0014CA00

IDMSIDMS   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  008  00000000  000001  0014D000

RHDCLE37   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  008  00000000  000001  0014EE00

RHDCD04W   CDMSLIB              DRV-RMN   *00  006  00000000  000001  00150C00
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RHDCD0ZU   CDMSLIB              DRV-RMN   *00  014  00000000  000001  00152200

RHDCD05V   CDMSLIB              DRV-RMN   *00  019  00000000  000001  00155A00

RHDCD0LX   CDMSLIB              DRV-RMN   *00  027  00000000  000001  0015A600

RHDCD0LV   CDMSLIB              DRV-RMN   *00  024  00000000  000001  00161000

RHDCD0IP   CDMSLIB              DRV-RMN   *00  008  00000000  000001  00167000

#PMOPT     CDMSLIB              ASM-RMN   *00  001  00000001  000001  00169000

IDMSPRES   CDMSLIB              ASM-RMN   *00  028  00000001  000001  00169200

CEEPIPI    CDMSLIB              UND-RMN   *96  078  00000001  000001  00170200

IGZEINI    CDMSLIB              UND-RMN   *96  008  00000001  000001  00183A00

IGZCLNK    CDMSLIB              UND-RMN   *96  005  00000001  000001  00185A00

              PAGE 002 - NEXT PAGE:

Program    -----Library------    Type     Uct  Siz   Calls    Loads   Address

*** Reentrant Pool Page Allocation Map ***

   A = Page allocated

   N = Page allocated to Nucleus module

   D = Page allocated to Driver module

   R = Page allocated to Resident program

   . = Page once allocated, now free

   _ = Page never allocated

   1 = Page allocated and in use by one program

   # = Page allocated and in use by multiple programs

         ********************************************************************

00105000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

              PAGE 003 - NEXT PAGE:

 

*** Reentrant Pool Page Allocation Map ***

0010D000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

00115000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

0011D000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

00125000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

0012D000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

00135000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

0013D000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

00145000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

0014D000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD *

00155000 * DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD *

0015D000 * DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD *

00165000 * DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDARRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR *

0016D000 * RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

00175000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

0017D000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

00185000 * 11111111111111__________________________________________________ *

0018D000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

00195000 * ________________________________________________________________ *
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0019D000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

001A5000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

0020D000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

              PAGE 004 - NEXT PAGE:

*** Reentrant Pool Page Allocation Map ***

00215000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

0021D000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

00225000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

0022D000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

00235000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

0023D000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

00245000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

0024D000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

00255000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

0025D000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

00265000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

0026D000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

00275000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

0027D000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

00285000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

0028D000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

00295000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

0029D000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

002A5000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

002AD000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

002B5000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

              PAGE 005 - NEXT PAGE:

 

*** Reentrant Pool Page Allocation Map ***

002BD000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

002C5000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

002CD000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

002D5000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

002DD000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

002E5000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

002ED000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

002F5000 * ________________________________                                 *

         ********************************************************************

              PAGE 006 - NEXT PAGE:

DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE XA REENTRANT PROGRAMS

***  Display of XA Reentrant Pool  ***

                       Pages in pool     20688

                       Bytes in pool  10592256
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                       Loads to pool       156

                        Pages loaded     12601

                      Load conflicts         0

                 CURRENT ALLOCATIONS

                     Pages allocated     11401  55% of pool

         Pages in use by one program      4743  23% of pool

   Pages in use by multiple programs         0   0% of pool

  High-Water mark of pages allocated     11401  55% of pool

        Loads into unallocated space       156 100% of loads

 Loads overlaying program not in use         0   0% of loads

     Loads overlaying program in use         0   0% of loads

Program    -----Library------    Type     Uct  Siz   Calls    Loads   Address

IDMSDBMS   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  110  00000000  000001  1F595000

IDMSHLDB   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  043  00000000  000001  1F5B0600

IDMSEXP    CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  022  00000000  000001  1F5BB000

IDMSQSRT   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  010  00000000  000001  1F5C0600

IDMSKEEP   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  007  00000000  000001  1F5C2E00

IDMSLRF    CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  019  00000000  000001  1F5C4A00

              PAGE 001 - NEXT PAGE:

Program    -----Library------    Type     Uct  Siz   Calls    Loads   Address

RHDCCURS   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  013  00000000  000001  1F5C9400

RHDCWAIT   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  017  00000000  000001  1F5CC800

IDMSAREC   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  004  00000000  000001  1F5D0C00

IDMSARBK   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  003  00000000  000001  1F5D1C00

IDMSBRBK   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  008  00000000  000001  1F5D2800

IDMSLRBK   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  010  00000000  000001  1F5D4800

RHDCNVTR   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  003  00000000  000001  1F5D7000

IDMSCONN   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  017  00000000  000001  1F5D7A00

IDMSXTRA   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  031  00000000  000001  1F5DBC00

IDMSBLDR   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  080  00000000  000001  1F5E3600

RHDCMODT   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  004  00000000  000001  1F5F7600

RHDCRUAL   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  011  00000000  000001  1F5F8400

RHDCSCRM   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  010  00000000  000001  1F5FB000

RHDCQUEM   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  033  00000000  000001  1F5FD800

RHDCMISC   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  011  00000000  000001  1F605A00

RHDCTABL   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  006  00000000  000001  1F608600

RHDCSNAP   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  041  00000000  000001  1F609C00

RHDCRMGR   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  006  00000000  000001  1F614000

RHDCSTGP   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  013  00000000  000001  1F615800

RHDCPCTL   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  015  00000000  000001  1F618A00

RHDCLODR   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  026  00000000  000001  1F61C400

RHDCTIRH   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  013  00000000  000001  1F622C00

              PAGE 002 - NEXT PAGE:

Program    -----Library------    Type     Uct  Siz   Calls    Loads   Address

RHDCMAPR   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  012  00000000  000001  1F626000

RHDCAEDT   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  017  00000000  000001  1F629000
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RHDCTAPR   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  010  00000000  000001  1F62D400

RHDCSOCK   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  026  00000000  000001  1F62FC00

RHDCPAGR   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  013  00000000  000001  1F636400

IDMSAREC   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  004  00000000  000001  1F5D0C00

IDMSARBK   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  003  00000000  000001  1F5D1C00

IDMSBRBK   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  008  00000000  000001  1F5D2800

IDMSLRBK   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  010  00000000  000001  1F5D4800

RHDCNVTR   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  003  00000000  000001  1F5D7000

IDMSCONN   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  017  00000000  000001  1F5D7A00

IDMSXTRA   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  031  00000000  000001  1F5DBC00

IDMSBLDR   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  080  00000000  000001  1F5E3600

RHDCMODT   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  004  00000000  000001  1F5F7600

RHDCRUAL   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  011  00000000  000001  1F5F8400

RHDCSCRM   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  010  00000000  000001  1F5FB000

RHDCQUEM   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  033  00000000  000001  1F5FD800

RHDCMISC   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  011  00000000  000001  1F605A00

RHDCTABL   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  006  00000000  000001  1F608600

RHDCSNAP   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  041  00000000  000001  1F609C00

RHDCRMGR   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  006  00000000  000001  1F614000

RHDCSTGP   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  013  00000000  000001  1F615800

              PAGE 003 - NEXT PAGE:

Program    -----Library------    Type     Uct  Siz   Calls    Loads   Address

RHDCPCTL   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  015  00000000  000001  1F618A00

RHDCLODR   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  026  00000000  000001  1F61C400

RHDCTIRH   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  013  00000000  000001  1F622C00

RHDCMAPR   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  012  00000000  000001  1F626000

RHDCAEDT   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  017  00000000  000001  1F629000

RHDCTAPR   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  010  00000000  000001  1F62D400

RHDCSOCK   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  026  00000000  000001  1F62FC00

RHDCPAGR   CDMSLIB              NUC-RMN   *00  013  00000000  000001  1F636400

IDMSQFUS   CDMSLIB              ASM-RMN   *00  021  00000165  000001  1FBA9800

IDMSDTAB   CDMSLIB              ASM-RMN   *00  013  00000001  000001  1FBAEC00

RHDCCLST   CDMSLIB              ASM-RMN   *00  003  00000001  000001  1FBB2000

RHDCMTDY   CDMSLIB              ASM-RMN   *00  009  00000001  000001  1FBB2C00

RHDCMTSN   CDMSLIB              ASM-RMN   *00  006  00000004  000001  1FBB4E00

RHDCMTHE   CDMSLIB              ASM-RMN   *00  023  00000002  000001  1FBB6600

*** XA Reentrant Pool Page Allocation Map ***

   A = Page allocated

   N = Page allocated to Nucleus module

   D = Page allocated to Driver module

   R = Page allocated to Resident program

   . = Page once allocated, now free

              PAGE 004 - NEXT PAGE:

*** XA Reentrant Pool Page Allocation Map ***

   _ = Page never allocated
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   1 = Page allocated and in use by one program

   # = Page allocated and in use by multiple programs

         ********************************************************************

1F595000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F59D000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F5A5000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F5AD000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F5B5000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F5BD000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F5C5000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F5CD000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F5D5000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F5DD000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F5E5000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F5ED000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F5F5000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F5FD000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F605000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F60D000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

              PAGE 005 - NEXT PAGE:

*** XA Reentrant Pool Page Allocation Map ***

1F615000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F61D000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F625000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F62D000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F635000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F63D000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F645000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F64D000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F655000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F65D000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F665000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F66D000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F675000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F67D000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F685000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F68D000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F695000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F69D000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F6A5000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F6AD000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F6B5000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

              PAGE 006 - NEXT PAGE:

*** XA Reentrant Pool Page Allocation Map ***

1F6BD000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *
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1F6C5000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F6CD000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F6D5000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F6DD000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F6E5000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F6ED000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F6F5000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F6FD000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F705000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F70D000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F715000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F71D000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F725000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F72D000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F735000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F73D000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F745000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F74D000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F755000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F75D000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

              PAGE 007 - NEXT PAGE:

*** XA Reentrant Pool Page Allocation Map ***

1F765000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F76D000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F775000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F77D000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F785000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F78D000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F795000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F79D000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F7A5000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F7AD000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F7B5000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN *

1F7BD000 * NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD *

1F7C5000 * DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDNNDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD *

1F7CD000 * DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD *

1F7D5000 * DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD *

1F7DD000 * DDDDDDDDDNNAAA111111111RRRRRR11111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F7E5000 * 1111111111111111111111111AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAARRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR *

1F7ED000 * RRRRRRRRAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA *

1F7F5000 * AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA *

1F7FD000 * AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA.................................. *

1F805000 * ................................................................ *

              PAGE 008 - NEXT PAGE:

*** XA Reentrant Pool Page Allocation Map ***

1F80D000 * ................................................................ *
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1F815000 * ................................................................ *

1F81D000 * ................................................................ *

1F825000 * ................................................................ *

1F82D000 * ................................................................ *

1F835000 * ................................................................ *

1F83D000 * ................................................................ *

1F845000 * ......................................................AAAAAAAAAA *

1F84D000 * AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA *

1F855000 * AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA *

1F85D000 * AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA *

1F865000 * AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA *

1F86D000 * AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA *

1F875000 * AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F87D000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F885000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F88D000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F895000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F89D000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F8A5000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F8AD000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

              PAGE 009 - NEXT PAGE:

*** XA Reentrant Pool Page Allocation Map ***

1F8B5000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F8BD000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F8C5000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F8CD000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F8D5000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F8DD000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F8E5000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F8ED000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F8F5000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F8FD000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F905000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F90D000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F915000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F91D000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F925000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F92D000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F935000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F93D000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F945000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F94D000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F955000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

              PAGE 010 - NEXT PAGE:

*** XA Reentrant Pool Page Allocation Map ***

1F95D000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *
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1F965000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F96D000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F975000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F97D000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F985000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F98D000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F995000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F99D000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F9A5000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F9AD000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F9B5000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F9BD000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F9C5000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F9CD000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F9D5000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F9DD000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F9E5000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F9ED000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F9F5000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1F9FD000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

              PAGE 011 - NEXT PAGE:

*** XA Reentrant Pool Page Allocation Map ***

1FA05000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1FA0D000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1FA15000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1FA1D000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1FA25000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1FA2D000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1FA35000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1FA3D000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1FA45000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1FA4D000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1FA55000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1FA5D000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1FA65000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1FA6D000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1FA75000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1FA7D000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1FA85000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1FA8D000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1FA95000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1FA9D000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1FAA5000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

              PAGE 012 - NEXT PAGE:

*** XA Reentrant Pool Page Allocation Map ***

1FAAD000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *
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1FAB5000 * 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 *

1FABD000 * 1111111111111111111111.......................................... *

1FAC5000 * ................................................................ *

1FACD000 * ................................................................ *

1FAD5000 * ................................................................ *

1FADD000 * ................................................................ *

1FAE5000 * ................................................................ *

1FAED000 * ................................................................ *

1FAF5000 * ................................................................ *

1FAFD000 * ................................................................ *

1FB05000 * ..............................................AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA *

1FB0D000 * AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA *

1FB15000 * AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA *

1FB1D000 * AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA *

1FB25000 * AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA *

1FB2D000 * AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA *

1FB35000 * AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA *

1FB3D000 * AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA *

1FB45000 * AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA *

1FB4D000 * AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA *

              PAGE 013 - NEXT PAGE:

*** XA Reentrant Pool Page Allocation Map ***

1FB55000 * AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA *

1FB5D000 * AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA *

1FB65000 * AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA *

1FB6D000 * AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA *

1FB75000 * AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA *

1FB7D000 * AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA *

1FB85000 * AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA *

1FB8D000 * AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA *

1FB95000 * AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA *

1FB9D000 * AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA *

1FBA5000 * AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA *

1FBAD000 * AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA *

1FBB5000 * AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA_______ *

1FBBD000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

1FBC5000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

1FBCD000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

1FBD5000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

1FBDD000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

1FBE5000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

1FBED000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

1FBF5000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

              PAGE 014 - NEXT PAGE:

*** XA Reentrant Pool Page Allocation Map ***

1FBFD000 * ________________________________________________________________ *
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1FC05000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

1FC0D000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

1FC15000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

1FC1D000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

1FC25000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

1FC2D000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

1FC35000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

1FC3D000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

1FC45000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

1FC4D000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

1FC55000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

1FC5D000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

1FC65000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

1FC6D000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

1FC75000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

1FC7D000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

1FC85000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

1FC8D000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

1FC95000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

1FC9D000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

              PAGE 015 - NEXT PAGE:

 

 

 

*** XA Reentrant Pool Page Allocation Map ***

1FCA5000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

1FCAD000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

1FCB5000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

1FF85000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

1FF8D000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

1FF95000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

1FF9D000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

1FFA5000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

1FFAD000 * ________________                                                 *

         ********************************************************************

              PAGE 016 - NEXT PAGE:

More Information

For more information about the contents of program pools, see DCMT DISPLAY ALL PROGRAM POOLS.

• For more information about dynamically adding or increasing XA program pools, see DCMT VARY SYSGEN.
• For more information about defining program pools, see documentation of PROGRAM POOL, REENTRANT

PROGRAM POOL, XA PROGRAM POOL, and XA REENTRANT PROGRAM POOL options for the SYSTEM
statement.

• For more general information about program pools, see Using System Generation.
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DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE STORAGE Command
DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE STORAGE displays general information, statistics on usage, and a page allocation map for a
specific storage pool.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display ACtive STorage ─┬───────────────────────┬───────────────────────►◄

                              ├─ storage-pool-number ─┤

                              └─ 0 ◄──────────────────┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• storage-pool-number
Specifies the storage pool. Storage-pool-number must be the number ID of a storage pool defined on the system
generation STORAGE POOL, XA STORAGE POOL, or SYSTEM statements.

• 0
By default, if you do not specify a number, DC/UCF uses storage pool number zero.

Usage

General Storage Pool Information

The following general information about the storage pool is provided:

Field Value
Pool Number Storage pool number
Location Location (24-bit or 31-bit)
Containing Types One or more of the following types of storage, contained in the

storage pool:
AL -- all
DB -- database
SH -- shared
SK -- shared-kept
SY -- system
TR -- terminal
UK -- user-kept
US -- user-shared

Page Fix If page fixing is in effect: YES or NO
Size of Pool Size of the storage pool, in K bytes
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Size of Cushion Size of the storage cushion, in K bytes

Storage Pool Statistics and Usage

The following statistics on storage pool usage are provided:

Field Value
Relocate Threshold The amount of the pool which must be in use before resource

relocation begins
Current Allocations Current allocations of the storage pool
Pages in User Pages in use, expressed in K bytes and as a percentage of the

storage pool
High Water Marks High-water marks
Pages Used Pages in use, expressed in K bytes and as a percentage of the

storage pool
Times SOS Number of times a short-on-storage (SOS) condition occurred
Getstg Requests Total number of #GETSTG requests
Completed in Scan #1 Number and percentage of #GETSTG requests satisfied in the

first scan of the storage pool
Completed in Scan #2 Number and percentage of #GETSTG requests satisfied in the

second scan of the storage pool
Freestg Requests Number of #FREESTG requests
Pages Fixed Number of pages fixed in the pool
Pgfix Requests Number of PGFIX requests
Pages Freed Number of fixed pages freed
Pgfree Requests Number of PGFREE requests
Pages Released Number of pages released (that is, the number of 4K pages that

became eligible for release by the operating system)
Pgrlse Requests Number of PGRLSE requests (that is, the number of times

operating system services were invoked to actually release one or
more pages)

Storage Pool Allocation Map

The storage allocation map shows the following information:

Field Value
_ Which pages are unused
. Which pages are free
S Which pages are in use with no space available
> Which pages are in use with space available

Example

DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE STORAGE

      DISPLAY ACTIVE STORAGE

          POOL NUMBER:        0
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             LOCATION:   24-BIT

       CONTAINS TYPES:      SY,ALL

             PAGE FIX:       NO

         SIZE OF POOL:     3060K

      SIZE OF CUSHION:      152K

   RELOCATE THRESHOLD:     3060K 100% OF POOL

  CURRENT ALLOCATIONS:

         PAGES IN USE:      108K   4% OF POOL

     HIGH WATER MARKS:

           PAGES USED:      124K   4% OF POOL

            TIMES SOS:        0

      GETSTG REQUESTS:      703

 COMPLETED IN SCAN #1:      316   45% OF REQUESTS

 COMPLETED IN SCAN #2:      387   55% OF REQUESTS

     FREESTG REQUESTS:      680

          PAGES FIXED:        0

       PGFIX REQUESTS:        0

          PAGES FREED:        0

      PGFREE REQUESTS:        0

              PAGE 001 - NEXT PAGE:

       PAGES RELEASED:        0

      PGRLSE REQUESTS:        0

 * STORAGE POOL MAP *  KEY: _=UNUSED PAGE             .=FREE PAGE

                            S=USED PAGE, NO SPACE     >=USED PAGE, SPACE AVAIL

         ********************************************************************

003C70 0 * SSSSSSSSSSSSSS>>>SSSSSS>>>>...._________________________________ *

00407000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

00447000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

00487000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

004C7000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

00507000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

00547000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

00587000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

005C7000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

00607000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

00647000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

00687000 * _____________________________________________________________    *

         ********************************************************************

More Information

• For more information about displaying information about all storage pools, see DCMT DISPLAY ALL STORAGE
POOLS.

• For more information about changing storage pool attributes at runtime, see DCMT VARY STORAGE.
• For more information about dynamically adding or increasing XA storage pools, see DCMT VARY SYSGEN.
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For more information about defining storage pools, see documentation of the STORAGE POOL and XA STORAGE
POOL statements.

• For more information about viewing available free space by size, see DCMT DISPLAY FREE SPACE Command.
• For more information about monitoring free storage in storage pools, see Manage and Monitor Storage with the

Storage Pool Interval Monitor.
• For more information about storage pools generally, see the Administrating section of the IDMS documentation.

DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE TASKS Command
DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE TASK displays information associated with DC/UCF task threads.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display ACtive TAsks ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

Usage

Global Task Statistics

DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE TASKS displays global task statistics and information on each active task thread. The following
global task statistics are provided:

Field Value
Current max tasks Maximum number of task threads that can be active concurrently
Times at max tasks Number of times a maximum tasks condition occurred
Allocated DCE/TCE Number of dispatch control elements (DCEs) and task control

elements (TCEs) currently allocated
Number of tasks abended Number of tasks abended
Number of tasks processed Total number of tasks processed
Number of tasks active Number of tasks currently active

Task-specific Information

The following information is provided for each active task:

Field Value
Taskid Task thread ID (10-digit value assigned by DC/UCF)
Taskcd Task code
Prog Program name (for line driver tasks, the line ID is displayed)
LTERM ID of the logical terminal on which the task is executing
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Pri Priority
Stat Status (ACTV, READ, WAIT, or LOAD)
Stim Stall time; the number of seconds remaining in the inactive interval

for the task. NOST (NO STall) indicates no inactive interval exists
for the task.

A(ECB) Address of each event control block (ECB) associated with the
task

ECB Type Type of each event control block (ECB) associated with the task

Example

DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE TASKS

      D ACT TASK

              Current max tasks        135

             Times at max tasks          0

              Allocated DCE/TCE        135

        Number of tasks abended          0

      Number of tasks processed       4719

         Number of tasks active         24

   Taskid   Taskcd   Prog     LTERM    Pri Stat Stim  A(ECB)  ECB Type

 0000000000 *SYSTEM* *MASTER*          255 WAIT NOST 0004E134 PLESECB

                                                     0CEF2DD8 LTTMSECB

 0000000001 *SYSTEM* *DBRC*            255 WAIT NOST 00388008 DBRC WTOR ECB

                                                     0B79D2A0 ESEECB

                                                     00048D64 CCEECB

                                                     00048E84 CCEECB

                                                     00048F48 CCEECB

                                                     0CEF2D48 XCF MESSAGE ECB

                                                     0CEF2D18 XCF MESSAGE ECB

                                                     0CEF2D78 XCF MESSAGE ECB

 0000000017 *DRIVER* UCFLINE           254 WAIT NOST 0004E1FC PLESECB

                                                     0B48F140 EREECB

 0000000018 *DRIVER* CCILINE           254 WAIT NOST 0004E2CC PLESECB

                                                     0004E318 DDS VTAM READ ECB

 0000000019 *DRIVER* VTAM              254 WAIT NOST 0004E3E4 PLESECB

                                                     006A0434 VTAM READ INIT ECB

 0000000020 *DRIVER* DDSVTAM           254 WAIT NOST 0004E4D4 PLESECB

                                                     0004E520 DDS VTAM READ ECB

                                                     003CA954 VTAM LOGON ECB

 0000000021 *DRIVER* D0FILINE          254 WAIT NOST 0004EF8C PLESECB

 0000000002 *DRIVER* RHDCRUSD          253 WAIT NOST 0004F078 SERVICE DRIVER ECB

                                                     0DC2588C TIMER ECB

 0000000003 *DRIVER* RHDCRUSD          253 WAIT NOST 0004F0C8 SERVICE DRIVER ECB

                                                     0DC26C8C TIMER ECB

 0000000004 *DRIVER* RHDCRUSD          253 WAIT NOST 0004F118 SERVICE DRIVER ECB

                                                     0DC2808C TIMER ECB

 0000000005 *DRIVER* RHDCRUSD          253 WAIT NOST 0004F168 SERVICE DRIVER ECB

                                                     0DC28D8C TIMER ECB

 0000000006 *DRIVER* RHDCRUSD          253 WAIT NOST 0004F1B8 SERVICE DRIVER ECB

                                                     0DC29A8C TIMER ECB
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 0000000007 *DRIVER* RHDCRUSD          253 WAIT NOST 0004F2A8 SERVICE DRIVER ECB

                                                     0DC2A78C TIMER ECB

 0000000008 *DRIVER* RHDCLGSD          253 WAIT NOST 0004F438 SERVICE DRIVER ECB

 0000000009 *DRIVER* RHDCLGSD          253 WAIT NOST 0004F488 SERVICE DRIVER ECB

 0000000010 *DRIVER* RHDCLGSD          253 WAIT NOST 0004F4D8 SERVICE DRIVER ECB

 0000000011 *DRIVER* PMONCIOD          253 WAIT NOST 0004F528 SERVICE DRIVER ECB

                                                     004E4134 PERFMON SERVICE DRV

                                                     004E414C PERFMON SERVICE DRV

                                                     004E4140 PERFMON SERVICE DRV

 0000000013 *DRIVER* RHDCDEAD          253 WAIT NOST 0DC31B4C ICEECB

                                                     0004F5D8 SERVICE DRIVER ECB

                                                     0CEF2D28 XCF MESSAGE ECB

 0000000012 *DRIVER* PMONCROL          253 WAIT NOST 004E4104 ICEECB

                                                     004E4110 ICEECB

                                                     004E411C PERFMON SERVICE DRV

 0000000014 *DRIVER* RHDCCFSD          253 WAIT NOST 0CEF2D08 XCF MESSAGE ECB

                                                     0CEF2D38 XCF MESSAGE ECB

                                                     0CEF2D58 XCF MESSAGE ECB

                                                     0CEF2D68 XCF MESSAGE ECB

                                                     0004F640 SERVICE DRIVER ECB

 0000000015 *DRIVER* IDMSLMSD          253 WAIT NOST 0001DB44 LMGR SVCE DRIVER

                                                     0CEC328C XCF GROUP ECB

                                                     0001DB50 LMGR SVCE DRIVER

                                                     0004F700 SERVICE DRIVER ECB

 0000000016 *DRIVER* IDMSDBSD          253 WAIT NOST 0CEC2698 DBIO SVCE DRIVER

                                                     0004F768 SERVICE DRIVER ECB

 0000000022 *DRIVER* RHDCPRNT          253 WAIT NOST 0DC563AC PRTSECB

 0000004719 DCMT     RHDCMT00 UCFLT01  225 ACTV

More Information

For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast System Tasks.

• For more information about tasks, see the Administrating section.
• For more information about changing active tasks attributes at runtime, see the section DCMT VARY ACTIVE TASK.
• For more information about canceling an active task, see the section OPER CANCEL.
• For more information about watching an active task dynamically, see the section OPER WATCH ACTIVE TASKS.

 

DCMT DISPLAY ADSO STATISTICS Command
The DCMT DISPLAY ADSO STATISTICS command applies to ADS. The command displays the status of dialog statistics
collection. Collection can be either enabled or disabled. If dialog statistics collection is enabled, the checkpoint interval is
also displayed.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display ADSo ─┬─ STATistics ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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                    └─ STATS ──────┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

Usage

DCMT DISPLAY ADSO STATISTICS displays the following information:

• If other dialog statistics collection is enabled or disabled
• If dialog statistics collection is enabled, whether checkpoint statistics collection is enabled or disabled.

Example

DCMT DISPLAY ADSO STATISTICS

      DISPLAY ADSO STATISTICS

IDMS DC279001 V105 USER:***  ADSO STATISTICS COLLECTION ENABLED FOR ALL DIALOGS

IDMS DC279005 V105 USER:***  ADSO STATISTICS CHECKPOINTS HAVE BEEN DISABLED

More Information

• For more information about ADS dialog statistics, see the ADS Reference section and documentation of the DIALOG
STATISTICS option of the system generation ADSO statement in the Administrating section.

• For more information about the checkpoint interval, see documentation of the ADSO statement in the Administrating
section.

• For more information about other DC/UCF statistics, see DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS and DCMT VARY
STATISTICS.

• For more information about changing the attributes associated with collecting dialog statistics, see DCMT VARY
ADSO.

• For more information about enabling ADS statistics collection, see the System Reference section.

DCMT DISPLAY ALL PROGRAM POOLS Command
DCMT DISPLAY ALL PROGRAM POOLS displays information for each program pool defined at system generation time.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display ALL PROgram POOls ──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
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Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

Usage

DCMT DISPLAY ALL PROGRAM POOLS displays the following information for each program pool:

Field Value
Pool Pool type:

PROGRAM
REENT (reentrant)
XA PROG
XA REENT (XA reentrant)

Address Address
Size Size, in K bytes
Space Alloc Space currently allocated, expressed in K bytes
HWM Largest amount of space allocated at one time (high water mark),

expressed in K bytes
Prog in pool Number of programs currently in the pool
Prog in use Number of programs currently in use
Loads to pool Number of loads to the pool

Example

DCMT DISPLAY ALL PROGRAM POOLS

      DISPLAY ALL PROGRAM POOLS

    Pool      Address     Size     Space      HWM      Prog      Prog     Loads

                                   Alloc              in pool   in use   to pool

  PROGRAM    00150000      500K       16K       16K       1         0         1

  REENT      001CD000     1864K      366K      366K      31         0        31

  XA REENT   03248000     3176K     2215K     2215K     148        11       148

More Information

For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast System Tasks.

• For more information about program pool usage statistics and page allocation, see the section DCMT DISPLAY
ACTIVE PROGRAMS.

• For more information about dynamically adding or increasing XA program pools, see the section DCMT VARY
SYSGEN.

• For more information about watching program pool usage dynamically, see the section OPER WATCH PROGRAM.
For more information about defining program pools, see documentation of PROGRAM POOL, REENTRANT
PROGRAM POOL, XA PROGRAM POOL, and XA REENTRANT PROGRAM POOL options on the SYSTEM
statement.

• For more information about program pools generally, see the Administrating section.
• For more information about how program pools affect system performance, see the System Reference section.

DCMT DISPLAY ALL STORAGE POOLS Command
DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE STORAGE displays general information, statistics on usage, and a page allocation map for a
specific storage pool.
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Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms────┘                                                              

►─── Display ACtive STorage ─┬──────────────────────────────────┬─────────►◄

                             ├─ storage-pool-number ────────────┤

                             └─ 0 ◄─────────────────────────────┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• storage-pool-number
Specifies the storage pool. Storage-pool-number must be the number ID of a storage pool defined on the system
generation STORAGE POOL, XA STORAGE POOL, or SYSTEM statements.

• 0
By default, if you do not specify a number, DC/UCF uses storage pool number zero.

Usage

General Storage Pool Information

The following general information about the storage pool is provided:

Field Value
Pool Number Storage pool number
Location Location (24-bit or 31-bit)
Containing Types One or more of the following types of storage, contained in the

storage pool:
AL -- all
DB -- database
SH -- shared
SK -- shared-kept
SY -- system
TR -- terminal
UK -- user-kept
US -- user-shared

Page Fix If page fixing is in effect: YES or NO
Size of Pool Size of the storage pool, in K bytes
Size of Cushion Size of the storage cushion, in K bytes

Storage Pool Statistics and Usage

The following statistics on storage pool usage are provided:

Field Value
Relocate Threshold The amount of the pool which must be in use before resource

relocation begins
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Current Allocations Current allocations of the storage pool
Pages in User Pages in use, expressed in K bytes and as a percentage of the

storage pool
High Water Marks High-water marks
Pages Used Pages in use, expressed in K bytes and as a percentage of the

storage pool
Times SOS Number of times a short-on-storage (SOS) condition occurred
Getstg Requests Total number of #GETSTG requests
Completed in Scan #1 Number and percentage of #GETSTG requests satisfied in the

first scan of the storage pool
Completed in Scan #2 Number and percentage of #GETSTG requests satisfied in the

second scan of the storage pool
Freestg Requests Number of #FREESTG requests
Pages Fixed Number of pages fixed in the pool
Pgfix Requests Number of PGFIX requests
Pages Freed Number of fixed pages freed
Pgfree Requests Number of PGFREE requests
Pages Released Number of pages released (that is, the number of 4K pages that

became eligible for release by the operating system)
Pgrlse Requests Number of PGRLSE requests (that is, the number of times

operating system services were invoked to actually release one or
more pages)

Storage Pool Allocation Map

The storage allocation map shows the following information:

Field Value
_ Which pages are unused
. Which pages are free
S Which pages are in use with no space available
> Which pages are in use with space available

Example

DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE STORAGE

      DISPLAY ACTIVE STORAGE

          POOL NUMBER:        0

             LOCATION:   24-BIT

       CONTAINS TYPES:      SY,ALL

             PAGE FIX:       NO

         SIZE OF POOL:     3060K

      SIZE OF CUSHION:      152K

   RELOCATE THRESHOLD:     3060K 100% OF POOL

  CURRENT ALLOCATIONS:

         PAGES IN USE:      108K   4% OF POOL

     HIGH WATER MARKS:
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           PAGES USED:      124K   4% OF POOL

            TIMES SOS:        0

      GETSTG REQUESTS:      703

 COMPLETED IN SCAN #1:      316   45% OF REQUESTS

 COMPLETED IN SCAN #2:      387   55% OF REQUESTS

     FREESTG REQUESTS:      680

          PAGES FIXED:        0

       PGFIX REQUESTS:        0

          PAGES FREED:        0

      PGFREE REQUESTS:        0

              PAGE 001 - NEXT PAGE:

       PAGES RELEASED:        0

      PGRLSE REQUESTS:        0

 * STORAGE POOL MAP *  KEY: _=UNUSED PAGE             .=FREE PAGE

                            S=USED PAGE, NO SPACE     >=USED PAGE, SPACE AVAIL

         ********************************************************************

003C70 0 * SSSSSSSSSSSSSS>>>SSSSSS>>>>...._________________________________ *

00407000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

00447000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

00487000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

004C7000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

00507000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

00547000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

00587000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

005C7000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

00607000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

00647000 * ________________________________________________________________ *

00687000 * _____________________________________________________________    *

         ********************************************************************

More Information

• For more information about viewing available free storage by size, see DCMT DISPLAY FREE STORAGE Command.
• For more information about monitoring free storage in storage pools, see Monitor and Manage Storage with the

Storage Pool Interval Monitor.
• For more information about displaying information about all storage pools, see DCMT DISPLAY ALL STORAGE

POOLS Command.
• For more information about changing storage pool attributes at runtime, see DCMT VARY STORAGE.
• For more information about dynamically adding or increasing XA storage pools, see DCMT VARY SYSGEN.
• For more information about defining storage pools, see documentation of the STORAGE POOL and XA STORAGE

POOL statements.
• For more information about storage pools generally, see the Administrating section of the IDMS documentation.

DCMT DISPLAY AREA Command
DCMT DISPLAY AREA displays information about one area, multiple areas, or all areas.

This article describes the following information:
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Syntax
►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ ARea ─┬─ segment-name.area-name ─┬──────────┬─┬─┬───────────────────────►◄

   │        │                          ├─ Buffer ─┤ │ │

   │        │                          ├─ File ───┤ │ │

   │        │                          ├─ LOC ────┤ │ │

   │        │                          └─ All ────┘ │ │

   │        └─ area-star-name ──────────────────────┘ │

   └─ AReas ─┬───────────────────┬────────────────────┘

             ├─ SOrted By Name ──┤

             └─ SOrted By Pages ─┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• ARea
Specifies the area to be displayed.
– segment-name

The name of the segment associated with the area.
– area-name

The name of the area.
NOTE
Within 64-bit storage, if a percentage of a file is cached, the display shows that memory is cached,
MemCache Yes and shows the percentage of the file that is cached MemCache Y-NN%, where NN
specifies the percentage of the file size that is cached.

• Buffer
Displays information about the area and its associated buffers.

• File
Displays information about the area and its associated files. For files using shared cache, displays the shared cache
status (Yes, No, or Available) and the name of the cache for the named file or files to which the area is mapped.

• LOC
Displays the address of the area control block.

• All
Displays information about the area and its associated files and buffers.

• area-star-name
Displays information about all areas whose names begin with the same specified alphanumeric characters. Area-star-
name specifies any alphanumeric description that ends with an asterisk (*) to denote wild card characters.
In this example, IDMS displays information about areas associated with segments that begin with EMP:
dcmt d ar emp*

In this example, IDMS displays information about all areas in the EMPLOYEE segment with area names that begin
with the letter H:
dcmt d ar employee.h*

• AReas
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Displays information about all areas.
• SOrted By Name

Displays the areas sorted alphabetically by area name.
• SOrted By Pages

Displays the areas sorted by page group and page range.

Usage

DCMT DISPLAY AREA displays the following information for each area:

Field Value
Area Area name
Lock Area status:

AVL -- Available, but the area has not been accessed
OFL -- Offline
RET -- Available for retrieval
UPD -- Available for update
TR -- Available for transient retrieval

Lo-Page Low page number.
Hi-Page High page number.
#Ret Number of retrieval transactions actively using the area.
#Upd Number of update transactions actively using the area.
#Tret Number of transient retrieval transactions actively using the area.
#Ntfy Number of notify locks currently being held .
Stamp The date and time the definition of the area was last changed.
Pg grp The page group.
Stat File status: zero or an error status code. If not zero, then a DBIO

error status has been signalled.
Pnd Ready status to which an area will be varied (displayed while the

area is waiting to be quiesced).
Share/Noshare Shows the sharability state of the area.
ICVI/NoICVI Shows if there is inter-CV-interest in the area.
Perm/NoPerm Shows if the area status was established with the PERMANENT

option.

NOTE
If the area is the target of an outstanding VARY operation, the status to which it is being varied is also shown.

Example

DCMT DISPLAY AREAS

    D AREAS

 ---------- Area -----------   Lock    Lo-Page    Hi-Page #Ret  #Upd #Tret #Ntfy

 APPLDICT.DDLDML                Upd      60001      62000    0     0     0     0

  Stamp: 2003-05-05-09.48.14.948912  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

 APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD              Upd      70001      70500    0     2     0     0

  Stamp: 2003-05-05-09.48.15.080204  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

 CATSYS.DDLCAT                  Upd          1        300    0     0     0     0
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  Stamp: 2003-05-05-09.48.15.091931  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

 CATSYS.DDLCATX                 Upd        801        900    0     0     0     0

  Stamp: 2003-05-05-09.48.15.135608  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

 CATSYS.DDLCATLOD               Upd        901        950    0     0     0     0

  Stamp: 2003-05-05-09.48.15.118508  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

 DBCR.BRNCHTEL                  Ret     680001     685012    0     0     0     0

  Stamp: 2000-07-11-04.32.28.733988  Pgrp:  15      Share    NoICVI  NoPerm

 DBCR.ACCTHIST                  Ret     690001     740040    0     0     0     0

  Stamp: 2000-07-11-04.32.28.744494  Pgrp:  15      Share    NoICVI  NoPerm

 EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION        Ret      75001      75100    0     0     0     0

  Stamp: 2001-11-16-08.38.17.121905  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

 EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION        Ret      75101      75150    0     0     0     0

  Stamp: 2001-11-16-08.38.17.129740  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

 EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION        Ret      75151      75200    0     0     0     0

  Stamp: 2001-11-16-08.38.17.135896  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

 PROJSEG.PROJAREA               Ret      77401      77450    0     0     0     0

  Stamp: 2003-05-05-09.48.15.221458  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

SQLDEMO.EMPLAREA               Ret      77001      77100    0     0     0     0

  Stamp: 2003-05-05-09.48.15.261838  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

 SQLDEMO.INFOAREA               Ret      77201      77250    0     0     0     0

  Stamp: 2003-05-05-09.48.15.295553  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

 SQLDEMO.INDXAREA               Ret      77301      77350    0     0     0     0

  Stamp: 2003-05-05-09.48.15.307901  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

 SYSDIRL.DDLDCLOD               Ret       4001       4010    0     0     0     0

  Stamp: 2003-05-05-09.48.15.383358  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

 SYSDIRL.DDLDML                 Ret       5001       7000    0     0     0     0

  Stamp: 2003-05-05-09.48.15.327241  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

 SYSLOC.DDLOCSCR                Ofl      55001      57000    0     0     0     0

  Stamp: 1999-01-10-14.39.48.189056  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

 SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG                Ret      10001      14000    2     0     0     0

  Stamp: 1999-01-12-09.00.03.530382  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

 SYSSQL.DDLCAT                  Ret      20001      22000    0     0     0     0

  Stamp: 2003-05-05-09.48.15.452536  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

                                                    MemCache Yes

 SYSSQL.DDLCATLOD               Ret      25001      25500    0     0     0     0

  Stamp: 2003-05-05-09.48.15.521617  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

 SYSSQL.DDLCATX                 Ret      28001      28500    0     0     0     0

  Stamp: 2003-05-05-09.48.15.492441  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

                                                    MemCache Y-01%

 SYSTEM.DDLDML                  Ret       1001       2000    4     0     0     0

  Stamp: 2003-05-05-09.48.15.543262  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

 SYSTEM.DDLDCLOD                Ret       3001       3100    0     0     0     0

  Stamp: 2003-05-05-09.48.15.605066  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

 SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG                Ret      30001      34000    3     0     0     0

  Stamp: 2003-05-05-09.48.15.639484  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

 SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN                Upd      40001      41000    0     2     0     0

  Stamp: 2001-06-25-08.43.57.409403  Pg grp: 0      Share    ICVI    NoPerm

 SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR               N/av      50001      52000    0     0     0     0

  Stamp: 2003-05-05-09.48.15.706002  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

 SYSUSER.DDLSEC                 Ret      48001      48500    2     0     0     0

  Stamp: 2003-05-05-09.48.15.739596  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

DCMT DISPLAY AREA area-name
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       D AREA APPLDICT.DDLDML

 ---------- Area -----------   Lock    Lo-Page    Hi-Page #Ret  #Upd #Tret #Ntfy

 APPLDICT.DDLDML                Upd      60001      62000    0     0     0     0

  Stamp: 2003-05-05-09.48.14.948912  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

DCMT DISPLAY AREA area-name BUFFER

      D AREA APPLDICT.DDLDML BUFFER

 ---------- Area -----------   Lock    Lo-Page    Hi-Page #Ret  #Upd #Tret #Ntfy

 APPLDICT.DDLDML                Upd      60001      62000    0     0     0     0

  Stamp: 2003-05-05-09.48.14.948912  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

 --- Data Buffer --  Size    In-use        Max     Getstg Prfetch-Min   Prefetch

 DEFAULT_BUFFER      4276        30         60      OPSYS         500 Not-Allowd

   Synonym Table       User-Defined     System-Calculated       Total-Space Used

                                 50                   128                    712

   Allocation     Initial   Addit'l  Num-Alloc  Size-Init  Size-Add'l  Tot-Space

                       30        30          1       136k           0       136k

   Storage                Stg-Pools  Getmain'd Above-16mb  Below-16mb      Total

                                 5k       137k       142k           0       142k

DCMT DISPLAY AREA area-name ALL

       D AREA APPLDICT.DDLDML ALL

 ---------- Area -----------   Lock    Lo-Page    Hi-Page #Ret  #Upd #Tret #Ntfy

 APPLDICT.DDLDML                Upd      60001      62000    0     0     0     0

  Stamp: 2005-09-02-09.17.48.016148  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

 -------- Data File -------- Mode Stat Pg-Size  Fl-Type M-Cache S-Cache DD-Name

 APPLDICT.DICTDB              Upd    0   4276  non-VSAM   Yes      No   DICTDB

   Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)       Pages per Track   11        VOLSER: CULL05

   DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SYSTEM72.APPLDICT.DDLDML                  DISP=SHR

 --- Data Buffer --  Size    In-use        Max     Getstg Prfetch-Min   Prefetch

 DEFAULT_BUFFER      4276        30         60      OPSYS         500 Not-Allowd

   Synonym Table       User-Defined     System-Calculated       Total-Space Used

                                 50                   128                    712

   Allocation     Initial   Addit'l  Num-Alloc  Size-Init  Size-Add'l  Tot-Space

                       30        30          1       136k           0       136k

   Storage                Stg-Pools  Getmain'd Above-16mb  Below-16mb      Total

                                 5k       137k       142k           0       142k

DCMT DISPLAY AREA area-name FILE

      D AREA APPLDICT.DDLDML FILE

 ---------- Area -----------   Lock    Lo-Page    Hi-Page #Ret  #Upd #Tret #Ntfy

 APPLDICT.DDLDML                Upd      60001      62000    0     0     0     0

  Stamp: 2005-09-02-09.17.48.016148  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

 -------- Data File -------- Mode Stat Pg-Size  Fl-Type M-Cache S-Cache DD-Name

 APPLDICT.DICTDB              Upd    0   4276  non-VSAM   Yes      No   DICTDB

   Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)       Pages per Track   11        VOLSER: CULL05

   DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SYSTEM72.APPLDICT.DDLDML                  DISP=SHR

NOTE
If the area is the target of an outstanding VARY operation, the status to which it is being varied is also shown.
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DCMT DISPLAY AREA (if memory caching is used)

If 64-bit memory caching is defined on the area, a MemCache field displays Yes or Y-nn%. If memory caching is not
defined on the area, the MemCache field does not display, even if files in the area are defined with memory caching.

---------- Area -----------   Lock    Lo-Page    Hi-Page #Ret  #Upd #Tret #Ntfy   

EMPDB.EMP-DEMO-REGION          Upd      75001      75100    0     0     0     0   

 Stamp: 2014-09-03-14.39.07.041552  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm        

                                                   MemCache Yes                   

                                                                                  

EMPDB.INS-DEMO-REGION          Upd      75101      75150    0     0     0     0   

 Stamp: 2014-09-03-14.39.07.047219  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm        

                                                   MemCache Y-50%                 

                                                                                  

EMPDB.ORG-DEMO-REGION          Upd      75151      75200    0     0     0     0   

 Stamp: 2014-09-03-14.39.07.052427  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

CMT DISPLAY AUTOTUNE Command
The DCMT DISPLAY AUTOTUNE command shows statistics related to automatic tuning.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

The following diagram shows the syntax for the DCMT DISPLAY AUTOTUNE command:

 ►►─ DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

           └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

  ►── Display AUTotune ─┬────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►◄

                        ├─ * ────────┤

                        ├─ DPE ──────┤

                        ├─ RCE ──────┤

                        ├─ RLE ──────┤

                        └─ SYSlocks ─┘

 

Parameters

This section describes the parameters for the DCMT DISPLAY AUTOTUNE command:

• broadcast-parms
Executes the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members. For more information about the
broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see "How to Broadcast System Tasks" in the "System Tasks and Operator
Commands" section.

• *
Displays graphs and summary information for all parameters for which automatic tuning is enabled.

• DPE
Displays the graph and summary information for the DPE count parameter.

• RCE
Displays the graph and summary information for the RCE count parameter.

• RLE
Displays the graph and summary information for the RLE count parameter.

• SYSlocks
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Displays the graph and summary information for the SYSLOCKS parameter.

NOTE

If no parameter type is specified, summary information for all parameters is displayed.

Example

The following command displays summary information about all parameters being automatically tuned:

 DCMT D AUTOTUNE

 *** Display Autotune ***

  

 AUTOTUNE last save time (time zone: UTC): 2009-12-21-15.10.12.528239

  

   Parameter|Lowest    |Highest |SYSGEN   |Current | Next

   Name     | HWM      | HWM    | Value   | Value  |Value

 ------------+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------

   SYSLOCKS | 140      | 160    | 600     | 600    | 454

 ------------+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------

   RLE      | 334      | 353    | 5000    | 5000   | 3841

 ------------+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------

   RCE      | 303      | 312    | 5000    | 5000   | 3833

 ------------+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------

   DPE      | 497      | 517    | 600    | 600     | 588

 ------------+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------

 

• Last save time
Indicates the date and time that tuning information was last saved. The value is in the UTC timezone.

• Parameter Name
Indicates the name of the parameter being tuned.

• Lowest HWM
Indicates the lowest high-water mark recorded in the last 32 collection intervals.

• Highest HWM
Indicates the highest high-water mark recorded in the last 32 collection intervals.

• Current HWM
Indicates the high-water mark for the current time interval.

• SYSGEN Value
Indicates the value assigned to the parameter in the system definition when the DC/UCF system was last started.

• Current Value
Indicates the value assigned to the parameter when the system was last started. This value will be assigned to the
parameter when the system is next started if it terminated abnormally.

• Next Value
Indicates the value that will be assigned to the parameter when the system is next started if it terminated normally.

The following command displays automatic tuning information for only the SYSLOCKS parameter.

 DCMT D AUTOTUNE SYSLOCKS

 *** Display Autotune ***

  

    AUTOTUNE last save time (time zone: UTC): 2009-12-21-15.06.12.460692

  

    Parameter name:      SYSLOCKS
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    160|  _ _                 _

       |_ # # _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ # _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

       |# # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

       |# # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #

       |# # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #

       |# # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #

       |# # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #

       |# # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #

       |# # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #

      0L#_#_#_#_#_#_#_#_#_#_#_#_#_#_#_#_#_#_#_#_#_#_#_#_#_#_#_#_#_#_#_#_

  

    Summary

    -------

    Original SYSGEN value:   600                    Highest HWM:   160

    Current value:           600                    Lowest HWM:    120

    Next value:              454                    Current HWM:   120

 

In addition to the fields shown in a summary display, a detail display includes the following information.

• Graph
Shows the high-water mark recorded for the parameter in each of the last 32 time intervals.
The horizontal axis represents time intervals, in oldest to newest order.
The vertical axis represents HWM values. The scale adjusts to accommodate the range of HWM values being
displayed.

DCMT DISPLAY BUFFER Command
DCMT DISPLAY BUFFER displays information about a specified database or journal buffer, including its associated files
and areas.

DCMT DISPLAY BUFFERS displays information about all database and journal buffers defined to the runtime system.

This article describes the following information:

  

Syntax
►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display ──────┬─ Buffer ─┬─ buffer-name ─┬────────┬─┬─┬─────────────────►◄

                    │          │               ├─ ARea ─┤ │ │

                    │          │               ├─ File ─┤ │ │

                    │          │               ├─ LOC ──┤ │ │

                    │          │               └─ ALl ──┘ │ │

                    │          └─ buffer-star-name ───────┘ │

                    └─ Buffers ─────────────────────────────┘

Parameters

•  broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.
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NOTE
 For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

•  Buffer
Displays information about a specified database or journal buffer.

•   buffer-name 
The name of a buffer.

•  ARea
Displays information about the specified buffer and its associated areas.

•  File
Displays information about the specified buffer and its associated files. For files using shared cache, displays the
shared cache status (Yes, No, or Available) and the name of the cache for the named file or files to which the buffer is
mapped.

•  LOC
Displays the address of the buffer control block.

•  ALl
Displays information about the specified buffer and its associated files and areas.

•   buffer-star-name 
Displays information about all buffers whose names begin with the same specified alphanumeric characters.
Buffer-star-name specifies any alphanumeric description that ends with an asterisk (*) to denote wild card characters.
In this example, IDMS displays information about all buffers that begin with the letters JKD:
dcmt d b jkd*

•  Buffers
Displays information about all buffers.

Usage

 Display for Each Buffer 

DCMT DISPLAY BUFFERS displays the following information for each buffer:

 Field  Value 
Data Buffer Name of the buffer
Size Buffer size, in bytes
In-Use Current number of pages assigned to the buffer
Max Maximum number of pages that can be assigned to the buffer
Getstg An indicator if the buffer is allocated from operating system

storage or from a DC/UCF storage pool
Prfetch=Min The minimum number of pages that must be in the buffer before

prefetch is used for every read request
Prefetch If prefetch processing is allowed or disabled for the buffer
Journal Buffer Name of the journal buffer
Size Buffer size, in bytes
# In-Use Current number of journal blocks in use
Waits Number of times a task had to wait for a journal buffer to become

available (all journal buffers were involved in an I/O)
DB Number of writes of journal blocks due to the system writing a

database buffer to the database
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Ckpt Number of writes of journal blocks due to a COMT, ENDJ, or
ABRT checkpoint record

# of Recoveries Number of times the system had to rollback changes
I/O's Number of journal blocks used in recovery that had to be read

from the journal file (I/O required)
in Buffer Number of journal blocks used in recovery that were found in the

journal buffer (no I/O required)
Waits on Prior IO Number of times tasks had to wait for previously issued journal

writes to complete
Forced IO: Deadlock Number of times the system was forced to write the active journal

buffer due to a deadlock preventing other tasks from filling the
active journal buffer (which would normally cause the active
journal buffer to be written)

Split Number of times I/O was forced to avoid a small split journal
record

 Display for the Specified Buffer 

In addition to the information listed above, DCMT DISPLAY BUFFER buffer-name displays the relevant portions of the
following information for the specified buffer:

• Synonym Table

 Field  Value 
User-defined The user defined maximum number of full-word entries in the

synonym table.
System-Calculated The system calculated maximum number of full-word entries in

the synonym table. This is calculated by multiplying the maximum
number of pages in the buffer by two and then rounding up to the
nearest power of two.

Total-space Used The number of bytes actually used by the synonym table.

• Allocation

 Field  Value 
Initial The number of pages initially allocated for the buffer.
Addit'l The number of pages to be reserved for the buffer each time more

pages need to be reserved.
Num-alloc The number of times more pages have been added to the buffer.
Size-Init The number of bytes used for the initial allocation of pages for the

buffer.
Size-Add'l The number of additional bytes allocated to the buffer.
Tot-space The total number of bytes allocated to the buffer.

• Storage

 Field  Value 
Stg-pools The number of bytes allocated to the buffer from storage pools.
Getmain'd The number of bytes allocated to the buffer from the operating

system.
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Above-16mb The number of bytes allocated to the buffer from above the 16-
megabyte line.

Below-16mb The number of bytes allocated to the buffer from below the 16-
megabyte line.

Total The total number of bytes allocated to the buffer.

 Area and File Information 

If you specify AREA, FILE, or ALL, you receive information on the associated area(s), file(s), or both. See the description
of DCMT DISPLAY AREA and/or DCMT DISPLAY FILE for further documentation.

Examples

 DCMT DISPLAY BUFFER 

      D BUFFER

 --- Data Buffer --  Size    In-use        Max     Getstg Prfetch-Min   Prefetch

 DEFAULT_BUFFER      4276        30         60      OPSYS         500 Not-Allowd

 LOG_BUFFER          4276  Not Open          0      OPSYS

 DBCR_ACCT_BUFFER    2932       490       1470      OPSYS         500 Not-Allowd

 DBCR_BRCH_BUFFER    4000       200       1000      OPSYS         500 Not-Allowd

 - Journal Buffer -  Size  # In-Use      Waits         DB        Ckpt

 JNL_BUFFER          2004         5          0         17          17

                               # of Recoveries      I/O's   in Buffer

                                             0          0           0

                  Waits on Prior IO   Forced IO: Deadlock       Split

                                  0                     0           7

 DCMT DISPLAY BUFFER buffer-name 

      D BUFFER DBCR_ACCT_BUFFER

 --- Data Buffer --  Size    In-use        Max     Getstg Prfetch-Min   Prefetch

 DBCR_ACCT_BUFFER    2932       490       1470      OPSYS         500 Not-Allowd

   Synonym Table       User-Defined     System-Calculated       Total-Space Used

                               1000                  4096                    16k

   Allocation     Initial   Addit'l  Num-Alloc  Size-Init  Size-Add'l  Tot-Space

                      490       490          1     1.6meg           0     1.6meg

   Storage                Stg-Pools  Getmain'd Above-16mb  Below-16mb      Total

                                 7k     1.6meg     1.6meg           0     1.6meg

 DCMT DISPLAY BUFFER buffer-name AREA 

      D BUFFER DBCR_ACCT_BUFFER AREA

 --- Data Buffer --  Size    In-use        Max     Getstg Prfetch-Min   Prefetch

 DBCR_ACCT_BUFFER    2932       490       1470      OPSYS         500 Not-Allowd

   Synonym Table       User-Defined     System-Calculated       Total-Space Used

                               1000                  4096                    16k

   Allocation     Initial   Addit'l  Num-Alloc  Size-Init  Size-Add'l  Tot-Space

                      490       490          1     1.6meg           0     1.6meg

   Storage                Stg-Pools  Getmain'd Above-16mb  Below-16mb      Total

                                 7k     1.6meg     1.6meg           0     1.6meg

 ---------- Area -----------   Lock    Lo-Page    Hi-Page #Ret  #Upd #Tret #Ntfy

 DBCR.ACCTHIST                  Ret     690001     740040    0     0     0     0

  Stamp: 2000-07-11-04.32.28.744494  Pgrp:  15      Share    NoICVI  NoPerm

 DCMT DISPLAY BUFFER buffer-name FILE 
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      D BUFFER DBCR_ACCT_BUFFER FILE

 --- Data Buffer --  Size    In-use        Max     Getstg Prfetch-Min   Prefetch

 DBCR_ACCT_BUFFER    2932  Not Open          0      OPSYS

   Synonym Table       User-Defined     System-Calculated       Total-Space Used

                               1000                     0

   Allocation     Initial   Addit'l  Num-Alloc  Size-Init  Size-Add'l  Tot-Space

                      490         0

 -------- Data File -------- Mode Stat Pg-Size  Fl-Type M-Cache S-Cache DD-Name

 DBCR.ACCOUNTA                Ret    0   2932  non-VSAM    No      No   ACCOUNTA

   Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)       Pages per Track   16        VOLSER: TECH05

   DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SYSTEMXX.DBCRACCA.X                       DISP=SHR

 DBCR.ACCOUNTB                Ret    0   2932  non-VSAM    No      No   ACCOUNTB

   Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)       Pages per Track   16        VOLSER: CULL05

   DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SYSTEMXX.DBCRACCB.X                       DISP=SHR

 DBCR.ACCOUNTC                Ret    0   2932  non-VSAM    No      No   ACCOUNTC

   Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)       Pages per Track   16        VOLSER: CULL06

   DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SYSTEMXX.DBCRACCC.X                       DISP=SHR

 DBCR.ACCOUNTD                Ret    0   2932  non-VSAM    No      No   ACCOUNTD

   Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)       Pages per Track   16        VOLSER: CULL05

   DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SYSTEMXX.DBCRACCD.X                       DISP=SHR

 DBCR.ACCOUNTE                Ret    0   2932  non-VSAM    No      No   ACCOUNTE

   Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)       Pages per Track   16        VOLSER: CULL06

   DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SYSTEMXX.DBCRACCE.X                       DISP=SHR

 More Information 

• For more information about creating buffers and changing their characteristics, see documentation of the CREATE
BUFFER and ALTER BUFFER statements in the Database Administration documentation.

• For more information about changing buffer characteristics for the current DC/UCF session, see DCMT VARY
BUFFER.

• For more information about sizing buffers, see the Database Design documentation.
• For more information about buffer performance considerations, see the IDMS Database Administration documentation.

DCMT DISPLAY CENTRAL VERSION Command
DCMT DISPLAY CENTRAL VERSION displays information for external request units that are currently using central
version services.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display ─┬─ Central version ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

               └─ CV ──────────────┘
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Parameter

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

Usage

Display Information of External Request Units

The DCMT DISPLAY CENTRAL VERSION command displays the following information for external request units that are
currently using central version services.

Field Value
CV-Status Status of the external request unit:

SINON -- External request unit is in the process of signing on to
CV
ACTIVE -- Actively processing.
INACT -- Between active status and release.
ABRT xxxx -- Abort in progress, where xxxx indicates the reason
for the abort.
If an abort is during SINON processing, "ABRT" may be replaced
with "SINO". If available, the back-end task's abend code (for
example, ABRT, MTTA, D002) replaces xxxx.

BE-Task ID Back-end task identifier of the external request unit
Pri Dispatching priority
FE - ID1 Front-end system identifier:

Batch -- BATCBULK
CICS -- The 4-character TPNAME parameter specified when the
front IDMSINTC module was assembled, followed by "BULK" (for
example, CICSBULK)
DC -- DCXXBULK

FE - ID2 Front-end terminal identifier:
Batch -- The jobname
CICS -- The terminal ID
DC -- The physical terminal ID

FE - ID3 Front-end run unit identifier (hexidecimal)
Batch -- A unique operating system token representing the time
the ERUS task was started.
CICS -- CICS task number
DC -- IDMS/DC front-end task number

FE TaskCD Front-end task code:
Batch -- The program name
CICS -- The transaction code
DC -- The task code

FE UserID Front-end user identifier

CV-Status ABRT Values
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The following are the possible values when CV-Status is ABRT:

Value Meaning
CKUR Check User subtask detected the loss of the front-end task or

application
ERUS CV has been instructed to disallow further ERUS tasks (for

example, CV varied offline)
FESO Front-end system ID marked offline
FESQ Front-end system ID quiescing
FESX Front-end system ID maximum number of sessions exceeded
GLTE Acquisition of ERUS session's LTE failed (most likely short on

storage)
IWTI ERUS task's internal wait time exceeded
NTDE No back-end task defined which matches any of front-end

task code, front-end system ID, default back-end task code
(RHDCNP3S)

OUTS Back-end task code marked out of service
SER=TERM The CICS terminal abnormally disconnected from CICS. The

UCFCICZ interface notifies to clean up the session in IDMS.
SNON Signon to back-end security system failed
STAE STAE of the ERUS detected abend (value if no other reason for

failure is found)
UCFL Signon to UCF, but UCF line driver is not in the system
UNSP Unsupported ERE type (probably an obsolete front-end application

or SVC)

Example

DCMT DISPLAY CENTRAL VERSION

      D CV

CV-Status  BE-TaskID Pri FE - ID1 FE - ID2 FE TaskCD FE UserID           FE - ID3

ACTIVE            47 100 BATCBULK MIC$1578 MGMCLOOP  USER01              6D48523A

More Information

For more information about external request units, see the System Reference section.

DCMT DISPLAY CHANGE TRACKING Command
DCMT DISPLAY CHANGE TRACKING displays information on the status of change tracking and on the SYSTRK files
currently known to the system.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─ DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─ Display CHAnge TRAcking ─────────────────────►◄

          └─ broadcast-parms ─┘
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Parameter

• broadcast-parms
Specifies to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms, see the section How to Broadcast System
Tasks.

Usage

CHAnge TRAcking displays the following attributes:

• Current change tracking status
• Target number of files to be maintained as active mirrors
• Current delete option setting
• Page count in effect for SYSTRK files
• Summary of file content and space utilization
• For each known SYSTRK file

– DSName, filename, initial format date, page size and file size
– Mirroring and usage status

Example

Output from the DCMT DISPLAY CHANGE TRACKING command shows the amount of space consumed by automatic
tuning.

DCMT D CHANGE TRACKING 

Change Tracking  -  Status   Delete   PageCnt   Target-FileCnt   Actual-FileCnt   

                    ACTIVE      OFF        21                4                2   

                                                                                  

SYSTRK contents              Size   PagCnt   Pct   Last Updated (time zone: UTC)  

DMCL + file information      36964       5   24%   2009-12-21-12.25.59.212961     

Permanent area statuses          0       0    0%   2009-12-21-12.26.00.543069     

Journal status overrides         0       0    0%   2009-12-21-12.25.59.234894     

Autotune overrides            1400       1    5%   2009-12-21-15.14.15.539878     

Control information          30192       4   19%   N/A                            

--------------------------  ------  ------  ----                                  

Total:                       68556      10   48%                                  

                                                                                  

File Name   MirrorStat    MODE  ErrStat  PagSize   PagCnt   Fl-Type     DD-Name   

SYSTRK2     ACTIVE        Clos        0     7548       21   non-VSAM    SYSTRK2   

  DSname:  DBDC.SYSTEM73.SYSTRK2                          DISP=SHR VOLSER:CULL05  

     FORMAT  datetime (time zone: UTC) 2009-12-19-14.06.15.881502                 

     CONTROL datetime (time zone: UTC) 2009-12-21-12.25.56.579801                 

                                                                                  

SYSTRK1     ACTIVE        Clos        0     7548       21   non-VSAM    SYSTRK1   

  DSname:  DBDC.SYSTEM73.SYSTRK1                          DISP=SHR VOLSER:CULL05  

     FORMAT  datetime (time zone: UTC) 2009-12-19-14.06.15.853321                 

     CONTROL datetime (time zone: UTC) 2009-12-21-12.25.56.579801                 

   Next value:              454              Current HWM:            14 
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DCMT DISPLAY CLASS Command
DCMT DISPLAY CLASS displays information associated with queued DC/UCF reports. Classes and destinations that
have no report queued are not displayed.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display ─┬─ CLAss printer-class ─┬──────────────────────────────────────►◄

               └─ CLAsses ─────────────┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• CLAss
Displays information for each report in the specified print class.
– printer-class

The number of the class. The reports are presented according to their position in the queue and are printed on a
first-in first-out basis.

• CLAsses
Displays information for each printer class or destination for which reports are queued.

Usage

Display for Each Report

The following information is displayed for each report:

Field Value
On Printer Report status; one of the following is displayed:

Physical terminal ID -- The report is currently being printed on the
indicated terminal.
KEEP -- A DCMT VARY REPORT KEEP command was issued for
the report if either:
The report has not yet been printed for the first time.
A DCMT VARY REPORT RELEASE command has been issued
for the report and the report has not yet been printed in response
to the release request.
KEPT -- A DCMT VARY REPORT KEEP command was issued for
the report, and the report has already been printed either for the
first time or in response to a release request.
HELD -- A DCMT VARY REPORT HOLD command has been
issued for the report.

Report Name Report name (assigned by the DC/UCF system).
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Original Lterm-ID ID of the logical terminal from which the report originated (if any);
if the report originated from a batch job, *BATCH* appears in this
field.

Program Name Name of the program from which the report originated.
Rpt ID Report ID (assigned by the originating program); the default is 1.
Num Lines Number of lines in the report.
Num Copies Number of copies, as requested by the program that wrote the

report by a DCMT request.
User User ID (if the report was initiated by DC/UCF).

Display for All Reports

The following information is displayed for all reports:

• Class number/destination ID.
• Number of reports queued. An asterisk (*) indicates that a report from the class or destination is currently being

printed.
• Total number of lines queued.

Examples

DCMT DISPLAY CLASSES

      DISPLAY CLASSES

CL/DEST   REPORTS  LINES

 01       00008  0000136

 57       00001  0000024

USWSWDP5  00001  0000007

DCMT DISPLAY CLASS printer-id

      DISPLAY CLASS 1

ON       REPORT   ORIGINAL PROGRAM   RPT  RPT  NUM   NUM

PRINTER  NAME     LTERM-ID  NAME     PRI  ID  LINES COPIES USER

         DKTB1    VL10303            020  001 00024  001   MQA

         DKTB2    VL10303            020  001 00024  001   MQA

         DKTB3    VL10303            020  001 00024  001   MQA

         DKTB4    UCFLT05  RHDCOPLG  020  001 00005  001   ZQA

         DKTB5    UCFLT05  RHDCOPLG  020  001 00004  001   ZQA

         DKTB6    UCFLT05  RHDCOPLG  020  001 00007  001   ZQA

         DNNV1    VL10301            020  001 00024  001   SQA

         DNNV2    VL10306            020  001 00024  001   SQA

More Information

• For more information about print classes and destinations, see documentation of the DESTINATION, PTERM, and
LTERM statements in the Administrating section.

• For more information about how to change DC/UCF report attributes, see DCMT DISPLAY REPORTS and DCMT
VARY REPORT.

• For more information about how to change the default print class or destination for your DC/UCF session, see DCUF
SET PRINT CLASS/DESTINATION.
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DCMT DISPLAY CSAFLAGS Command
DCMT DISPLAY CSAFLAGS displays information on CSA flags.

Syntax

►►─ DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─ Display CSAFLAGs ──────────────────────────►◄

          └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• CSAFLAGs
Displays those CSA debugging flags that are ON.

Usage

The DCMT DISPLAY CSAFLAGS command is meant for debugging and diagnostic purposes only. Use it only when told
to do so by Technical Support personnel.

DCMT DISPLAY CTAB
The DCMT DISPLAY CTAB command displays the #CTABGEN DCMT Command Activity Assignments (#CTABGEN
macro/IDMSCTAD load module).

Key Benefit

The DCMT DISPLAY CTAB command allows the DBA to easily view existing definitions. Also, if the current source is lost
or in question, this command provides a means to recover IDMSCTAD source syntax from the load module.

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display CTAB ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameter

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE

For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see "How to Broadcast System
Tasks" in the Using System Tasks section.

#CTABGEN Source Syntax Content Consideration
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Security labels that are associated with activity numbers are not stored in the IDMSCTAB load module and do not appear
in the #CTABGEN syntax.

Example

The following example shows the IDMSCTAB load module:

DISPLAY CTAB 

                     #CTABGEN DCMT Command Activity Assignments

               The IDMSCTAB load module was created Apr 22 2019 07:56

                         All DCMT commands will be logged

                         Code Activity DCMT Command

                         N001 3 SHUTDOWN 

                         N002 3 ABORT 

                         N011 10 VARY DATABASE PROGRAM 

                         N025 10 VARY PROGRAM 

                         N025007 60 VARY STORAGE PROTECT ON 

                         N033 3 VARY MEMORY 

                         N040 251 DISPLAY REPLIES 

                         N041 13 DISPLAY/VARY/WRITE STATISTICS 

                         N042 14 DISPLAY JOURNAL 

                         N043 15 VARY JOURNAL 

                         N044 16 VARY UCF FETID 

                         N045 17 VARY UCF SYSTEM

DCMT DISPLAY DATABASE Command
DCMT DISPLAY DATABASE displays database information associated with your DC/UCF system. You can also use the
keywords DB and DATA BASE (DAta base) as synonyms for DATABASE.

This command displays the same information displayed by all of the following commands (each discussed as separate
alphabetic entries in this section):

• DCMT DISPLAY AREA
• DCMT DISPLAY BUFFER
• DCMT DISPLAY CHANGE TRACKING
• DCMT DISPLAY FILE
• DCMT DISPLAY JOURNAL
• DCMT DISPLAY TRANSACTION

DCMT DISPLAY DATABASE also displays the time and date the DMCL was generated.

Syntax
►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display ─┬─ DATABase ──┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

               ├─ DB ────────┤

               └─ DAta base ─┘
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Parameters

•  broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

Example

 DCMT DISPLAY DATABASE 

      D DATABASE

Task / LTE   Trans-ID Pri Orig Module   SS/AM    St Stat        Date:Time

         2      13871 253  LOC RHDCRUAL IDMSNWK7 RW   H 2007-08-03-10.25.31.8359

         2      13872 253  LOC RHDCRUAL IDMSNWK7 RW   A 2007-08-03-10.25.31.8363

         3      13874 253  LOC RHDCRUAL IDMSNWKL RW   A 2007-08-03-10.25.31.8390

         3      13875 253  LOC RHDCRUAL IDMSNWKL RW   A 2007-08-03-10.25.31.8714

         4      13877 253  LOC RHDCRUAL IDMSNWK6 RO   A 2007-08-03-10.25.31.8754

         4      13878 253  LOC RHDCRUAL IDMSNWK6 RO   A 2007-08-03-10.25.31.8755

         5      13879 253  LOC RHDCRUAL IDMSSECU RO   A 2007-08-03-10.25.31.8783

         5      13880 253  LOC RHDCRUAL IDMSSECU RO   A 2007-08-03-10.25.31.9021

         6      13881 253  LOC RHDCRUAL IDMSNWK8 RO   A 2007-08-03-10.25.31.9054

         6      13882 253  LOC RHDCRUAL IDMSNWK8 RO   A 2007-08-03-10.25.31.9402

         7      13883 253  LOC RHDCRUAL IDMSSECS RO   A 2007-08-03-10.25.31.9440

         7      13884 253  LOC RHDCRUAL IDMSSECS RO   A 2007-08-03-10.25.31.9823

         8      13885 253  LOC RHDCLGSD IDMSNWK9 RO   A 2007-08-03-10.25.31.9860

         9      13886 253  LOC RHDCLGSD IDMSNWK9 RO   A 2007-08-03-10.25.32.3585

        10      13887 253  LOC RHDCLGSD IDMSNWK9 RO   A 2007-08-03-10.25.32.3614

---------- Area -----------   Lock    Lo-Page    Hi-Page #Ret  #Upd #Tret #Ntfy

APPLDICT.DDLDML                Upd      60001      62000    0     0     0     0

 Stamp: 2005-09-02-09.17.48.016148  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD              Upd      70001      70500    0     2     0     0

 Stamp: 2005-09-02-09.17.48.076602  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

CATSYS.DDLCAT                  Upd          1        800    0     0     0     0

 Stamp: 2005-09-02-09.17.48.119428  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

CATSYS.DDLCATX                 Upd        801        900    0     0     0     0

 Stamp: 2005-09-02-09.17.48.122000  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

CATSYS.DDLCATLOD               Upd        901        950    0     0     0     0

 Stamp: 2005-09-02-09.17.48.135827  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION        Ret      75001      75100    0     0     0     0

 Stamp: 2005-09-02-09.17.48.275820  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION        Ret      75101      75150    0     0     0     0

 Stamp: 2005-09-02-09.17.48.279585  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION        Ret      75151      75200    0     0     0     0

 Stamp: 2005-09-02-09.17.48.284697  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

PROJSEG.PROJAREA               Ret      77401      77450    0     0     0     0

 Stamp: 2005-09-02-09.17.48.314472  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm
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SYSLOC.DDLOCSCR                Ofl      55001      58000    0     0     0     0

 Stamp: 2005-09-02-09.17.51.682263  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG                Ret      10001      13000    2     0     0     0

 Stamp: 2005-09-02-09.17.51.842801  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

SYSSQL.DDLCAT                  Ret      20001      22000    0     0     0     0

 Stamp: 2005-09-02-09.17.51.921426  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

SYSSQL.DDLCATLOD               Ret      25001      25500    0     0     0     0

 Stamp: 2005-09-02-09.17.51.977031  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

SYSSQL.DDLCATX                 Ret      28001      28500    0     0     0     0

 Stamp: 2005-09-02-09.17.52.072560  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

SYSTEM.DDLDML                  Ret       1001       2000    4     0     0     0

 Stamp: 2005-09-02-09.17.52.259765  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

SYSTEM.DDLDCLOD                Ret       3001       3100    0     0     0     0

 Stamp: 2005-09-02-09.17.52.282452  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG                Ret      30001      34000    3     0     0     0

 Stamp: 2005-09-02-09.17.52.326821  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN                Upd      40001      41000    0     2     0     0

 Stamp: 2005-09-02-09.17.52.343245  Pg grp: 0      Share    ICVI    NoPerm

SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR               N/av      50001      53000    0     0     0     0

 Stamp: 2005-09-02-09.17.52.430493  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

SYSUSER.DDLSEC                 Ret      48001      48500    2     0     0     0

 Stamp: 2005-09-02-09.17.52.646727  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

--- Data Buffer --  Size    In-use        Max     Getstg Prfetch-Min   Prefetch

REO2-BUFFER         4276  Not Open          0      OPSYS

DBCR_BRCH_BUFFER    4000  Not Open          0      OPSYS

DBCR_ACCT_BUFFER    2932  Not Open          0      OPSYS

LOG_BUFFER          4276  Not Open          0      OPSYS

SCR_BUFFER          2676  Not Open          0      OPSYS

DEFAULT_BUFFER      4276        30         60      OPSYS         500 Not-Allowd

- Journal Buffer -  Size  # In-Use      Waits         DB        Ckpt

JNL_BUFFER          2004       128          0          0           1

                              # of Recoveries      I/O's   in Buffer

                                            0          0           0

                 Waits on Prior IO   Forced IO: Deadlock       Split

                                 0                     0           0

-------- Data File -------- Mode Stat Pg-Size  Fl-Type M-Cache S-Cache DD-Name

APPLDICT.DICTDB              Upd    0   4276  non-VSAM   Yes      No   DICTDB

  Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)       Pages per Track   11        VOLSER: CULL05

  DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SYSTEM72.APPLDICT.DDLDML                  DISP=SHR

APPLDICT.DLODDB              Upd    0   4276  non-VSAM    No      No   DLODDB
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  Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)       Pages per Track   11        VOLSER: CULL05

  DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SYSTEM72.APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD                DISP=SHR

CATSYS.DCCAT                 Upd    0   4276  non-VSAM    No      No   DCCAT

  Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)       Pages per Track   11        VOLSER: CULL05

  DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SYSTEM72.CATSYS.DCCAT                     DISP=SHR

CATSYS.DCCATL                Upd    0   4276  non-VSAM    No      No   DCCATL

  Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)       Pages per Track   11        VOLSER: CULL05

  DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SYSTEM72.CATSYS.DCCATLOD                  DISP=SHR

CATSYS.DCCATX                Upd    0   4276  non-VSAM    No      No   DCCATX

  Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)       Pages per Track   11        VOLSER: CULL05

  DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SYSTEM72.CATSYS.DCCATX                    DISP=SHR

EMPDEMO.EMPDEMO             Clos    0   4276  non-VSAM    No      No   EMPDEMO

  Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)                                   UNALLOCATED

  DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SYSTEM72.EMPDEMO.EMPDEMO                  DISP=SHR

EMPDEMO.INSDEMO             Clos    0   4276  non-VSAM    No      No   INSDEMO

  Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)                                   UNALLOCATED

  DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SYSTEM72.EMPDEMO.INSDEMO                  DISP=SHR

EMPDEMO.ORGDEMO             Clos    0   4276  non-VSAM    No      No   ORGDEMO

  Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)                                   UNALLOCATED

  DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SYSTEM72.EMPDEMO.ORGDEMO                  DISP=SHR

PROJSEG.PROJDEMO            Clos    0   4276  non-VSAM    No      No   PROJDEMO

  Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)                                   UNALLOCATED

  DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SYSTEM72.PROJSEG.PROJDEMO                 DISP=SHR

SYSLOC.DCLSCR               Clos    0   2676  non-VSAM    No      No   DCLSCR

  Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)                                   UNALLOCATED

SYSMSG.DCMSG                 Ret    0   4276  non-VSAM    No      No   DCMSG

  Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)       Pages per Track   11        VOLSER: CULL06

  DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SQL.DDLDCMSG                              DISP=SHR

SYSSQL.SQLDD                Clos    0   4276  non-VSAM    No      No   SQLDD

  Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)                                   UNALLOCATED

  DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SYSTEM72.SYSSQL.DDLCAT                    DISP=SHR

SYSSQL.SQLXDD               Clos    0   4276  non-VSAM    No      No   SQLXDD

  Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)                                   UNALLOCATED

  DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SYSTEM72.SYSSQL.DDLCATX                   DISP=SHR

SYSSQL.SQLLOD               Clos    0   4276  non-VSAM    No      No   SQLLOD

  Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)                                   UNALLO CATED

  DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SYSTEM72.SYSSQL.DDLCATL                   DISP=SHR

SYSTEM.DCDML                 Ret    0   4276  non-VSAM    No      No   DCDML

  Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)       Pages per Track   11        VOLSER: CULL05

  DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SYSTEM72.SYSTEM.DDLDML                    DISP=SHR
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SYSTEM.DCLOD                Clos    0   4276  non-VSAM    No      No   DCLOD

  Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)       Pages per Track   11        UNALLOCATED

   DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SYSTEM72.SYSTEM.DDLDCLOD                  DISP=SHR

SYSTEM.DCLOG                 Upd    0   4276  non-VSAM    No      No   DCLOG

  Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)       Pages per Track   11        VOLSER: CULL05

  DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SYSTEM72.SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG                  DISP=SHR

SYSTEM.DCRUN                 Upd    0   2676  non-VSAM    No     Yes   DCRUN

  Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)       Pages per Track   17        VOLSER: CULL06

  DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SYSTEM72.SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN                  DISP=SHR

  Cache-name: IDMSCACHE00002

SYSTEM.DCSCR                Clos    0   2676  non-VSAM    No      No   DCSCR

  Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)                                   UNALLOCATED

  DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SYSTEM72.SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR                  DISP=SHR

SYSUSER.SECDD                Ret    0   4276  non-VSAM    No      No   SECDD

  Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)       Pages per Track   11        VOLSER: CULL05

  DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SYSTEM72.SYSUSER.DDLSEC                   DISP=SHR

------ Journal File ------- MODE Stat Pg-Size  Fl-Type M-Cache S-Cache DD-Name

J1JRNL                       Upd    0   2004  non-VSAM    No      No   J1JRNL

                                      Pages per Track   21        VOLSER: CULL05

  DSname: (JCL)... DBDC.SYSTEM72.J1JRNL                           DISP=SHR

J2JRNL                       Upd    0   2004  non-VSAM    No      No   J 2JRNL

                                      Pages per Track   21        VOLSER: CULL05

  DSname: (JCL)... DBDC.SYSTEM72.J2JRNL                           DISP=SHR

J3JRNL                       Upd    0   2004  non-VSAM    No      No   J3JRNL

                                      Pages per Track   21        VOLSER: CULL05

  DSname: (JCL)... DBDC.SYSTEM72.J3JRNL                           DISP=SHR

J4JRNL                       Upd    0   2004  non-VSAM    No      No   J4JRNL

                                      Pages per Track   21        VOLSER: CULL05

  DSname: (JCL)... DBDC.SYSTEM72.J4JRNL                           DISP=SHR

SYSJRNL                     Clos    0   8000  non-VSAM    No      No   SYSJRNL

Disk Journal   Segno  LoRBN  HiRBN  NxRBN Ful Act Rcv Arc Stat  DsRBN DsINTV Tql

J1JRNL             1      8   5000   3854  NO YES  NO  NO    0   4373    520   4

J2JRNL             0      8   5000 ******  NO  NO  NO  NO    0

J3JRNL             0      8   5000 ******  NO  NO  NO  NO    0

J4JRNL             0      8   5000 ******  NO  NO  NO  NO    0

Change Tracking  -  Status   Delete   PageCnt   Target-FileCnt   Actual-FileCnt

                    Not used

 More Information 

For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast System Tasks.
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For more information about creating and generating the DMCL load module, see documentation of the CREATE DMCL
and GENERATE DMCL statements in the Database Administration documentation.

DCMT DISPLAY DATA SHARING Command
The DCMT DISPLAY DATA SHARING command displays information about the data sharing environment.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─ DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

          └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display DAta SHaring ─┬─────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►◄

                            ├─ SUMmary ◄──┤

                            ├─ XES LIst ──┤

                            ├─ XES LOck ──┤

                            ├─ XCF GRoup ─┤

                            └─ ALL ───────┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• SUMmary
Displays summary information about this system's data sharing group. SUMmary is the default if no option is specified.

• XES LIst
Displays information about the coupling facility list structure associated with this system's data sharing group.

• XES LOck
Displays information about the coupling facility lock structure associated with this system's data sharing group.

• XCF GRoup
Displays information about the members of this system's data sharing group and messages that have between sent
between those members.

• ALL
Displays information about the members, list and lock structures associated with this system's data sharing group. It
includes all information displayed for each of the above options.

Usage

Display for DCMT DISPLAY DATA SHARING SUMMARY

The following information is displayed for the SUMMARY option:

• The name of this system's data sharing group and the name of this system's default cache.
• The following information about the list of the members of the group:
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– Their member name
– Their member state as assigned by XCF
– Their prior and current user states as assigned by IDMS
– The number of recovery locks held on proxies and resources (records and areas) on behalf of the member if it

requires recovery
• The following information about the list structure associated with this system's data sharing group:

– Its name
– The name of the Coupling Facility in which it is allocated
– Its connection identifier and version
– The structure size and the maximum count of elements and entries

• The following information about the lock structure associated with this system's data sharing group:
– Its name
– The name of the Coupling Facility in which this system's lock structure was allocated
– This system's lock structure connection identifier
– This system's lock structure connection version
– Its size
– The maximum number of IDMS systems that can be members of the group
– The number of lock entries in the structure
– The maximum number of record data entries that can be contained in the lock structure
– The number of times the lock structure has run short on record data entries
– The number of record data entries currently allocated
– The number allocated by this system
– The highest number of record data entries allocated at one time
– The number of record data entries that are held by this member and that are freeable because they are held on

behalf of unused proxies

Display for DCMT DISPLAY DATA SHARING XES LIST

The following information is displayed for the XES LIST option:

• The summary information about the list structure as described above for the SUMMARY option
• The following information about the set of statistics associated with each list in the list structure:

– Its name or list identifier. AreaList maintains information about shared areas. FileList maintains information about
files associated with shared areas. QueueList maintains information about shared queues

– The number of reads issued for entries in the list
– The number of writes issued for entries in the list
– The number of deletes issued for entries in the list
– The number of conflicts detected when updating a list entry
– The number of other errors detected when accessing the list

Display for DCMT DISPLAY DATA SHARING XES LOCK

The following information is displayed for the XES LOCK option:

• The summary information about the lock structure as described above for the SUMMARY option
• The following information about the set of statistics for each type of global resource controlled through the lock

structure:
– The resource type. LmgrResource represents a record or area. Phys.Page represents a database page.

GlobalDeadLk represents a resource used to single thread assignment of a global deadlock detector. LmgrProxy
represents a proxy. EnqDeq represents an enqueued resource. AreaList represents a resource used to single
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thread update of the coupling facility area list. FileList represents a resource used to single thread update of the
coupling facility file list. GlobalQueue represents a shared queue.

– The number of lock acquisition requests (obtains) that were issued by this system
– The number of obtains not serviced immediately
– The number of times an obtain failed because a wait was required and a wait was not allowed
– The number of times an obtain was denied by the IDMS contention exit
– The number of times other exception conditions were encountered on an obtain request
– The number of times a request was issued to alter the state of a global lock held by this system
– The number of times an alter could not be serviced immediately
– The number of lock release requests issued by this system
– The number of times a lock release could not be serviced immediately
– The number of times an exception condition was encountered on an alter or release request
– The number of times the IDMS contention exit was invoked to resolve conflicts for the resource type
– The number of times the IDMS notify exit was invoked as part of conflict resolution

Display for DCMT DISPLAY DATA SHARING XCF GROUP

The following information is displayed for the XCF GROUP option:

• The name of this system's data sharing group and the name of this system's default cache.
• The following information about the list of the members of the group:

– Their member name
– Their member state as assigned by XCF
– Their prior and current user states as assigned by IDMS
– The number of recovery locks held on proxies and resources (records and areas) on behalf of this member if it

requires recovery
• The following information about the set of statistics for each member by message type:

– The type of message. Reply represents replies issued by this system to messages sent by the indicated member.
SyncStamp messages inform members of changes in SQL table definitions. GlobalDeadLock messages are used to
resolve global deadlocks. DCMTDCUFSEND messages are used to broadcast commands. AreaFileVal messages
inform members of changes in area and file status. QueueMsg messages inform members of the creation of a new
global queue. ProgramMsg messages inform members whenever a #DELETE ... NEW COPY is issued.

– The number of messages sent to the member from this system
– The number of errors encountered when sending a message to the member
– The number of messages received from the member by this system
– The number of messages sent to this system by the member that were purged because no task was registered to

receive that type of message
– The number of errors encountered in attempting to receive a message from the member

Example

DCMT DISPLAY DATA SHARING SUMMARY

***  Display Data Sharing request  ***

Group name                QAGRP3

Default Cache             IDMSQACACHE002

On Connectivity Loss      ABEND

Group member SYSQA10  is Active

   Prior   CV state: Ready               LmgrProxy recovery locks           0

   Current CV state: Active              LmgrResource recov. locks          0
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Group member SYSQA11  is Left

   Prior   CV state: Quiescing           LmgrProxy recovery locks           0

   Current CV state: Quiesced            LmgrResource recov. locks          0

Structure CAIDMSQAGRP3LI   type LIST

   CF name                    COUPLET1   Actual size (K)                24576

   Connection id                     1   Max. element count             37613

   Connection version         000101B9   Max. entry   count             24920

Structure CAIDMSQAGRP3LK   type LOCK

   CF name                    COUPLET1   Actual size (K)                 4096

   Connection id                     1   Max. connections                   7

   Connection version         000101B9   Lock entries                    4096

   Record Data Entry information:

   Maximum number                12669   Nr of times SOS                    0

   Currently in use                121   Held by this CV                    0

   HWM                             131   Freeable by this CV                0

DCMT DISPLAY DATA SHARING XES LIST

***  Display Data Sharing request  ***

Structure CAIDMSQAGRP3LI   type LIST

   CF name                    COUPLET1   Actual size (K)                24576

   Connection id                     1   Max. element count             37613

   Connection version         000101B9   Max. entry   count             24920

List structure statistics

List name    * Reads      * Writes     * Deletes    * VersionErr * Errors

List 0       *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0

AreaList     *        273 *        249 *          0 *          0 *          0

FileList     *        431 *        183 *          0 *          0 *          0

QueueList    *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0

QuiesceList  *         14 *          6 *          6 *          0 *          0

List 5       *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0

DCMT DISPLAY DATA SHARING XES LOCK

***  Display Data Sharing request  ***

Structure CAIDMSQAGRP3LK   type LOCK

   CF name                    COUPLET1   Actual size (K)                 4096

   Connection id                     1   Max. connections                   7

   Connection version         000101B9   Lock entries                    4096

   Record Data Entry information:

   Maximum number                12669   Nr of times SOS                    0

   Currently in use                121   Held by this CV                    0

   HWM                             131   Freeable by this CV                0

Lock structure statistics (Obtain)

ResType      * Obtains    * Obt.Async  * Obt.Syncf  * Obt.Denied * Obt.Except

LmgrResource *         64 *         43 *          0 *          0 *          0

Phys.Page    *          2 *          2 *          0 *          0 *          0

GlobalDeadLk *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0
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LmgrProxy    *        471 *        357 *          0 *          0 *          0

EnqDeq       *          1 *          1 *          0 *          0 *          0

AreaList     *          1 *          1 *          0 *          0 *          0

FileList     *        105 *        105 *          0 *          0 *          0

GlobalQueue  *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0

QuiesceList  *         22 *         22 *          0 *          0 *          2

Lock structure statistics (Alter, Release)

ResType      * Alters     * Alt.Async  * Releases   * Rel.Async  * Alt+Rel.Exc

LmgrResource *          4 *          4 *         64 *         36 *          0

Phys.Page    *          1 *          1 *          1 *          1 *          0

GlobalDeadLk *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0

LmgrProxy    *        264 *        231 *        284 *         14 *          0

EnqDeq       *          0 *          0 *          1 *          0 *          0

AreaList     *          0 *          0 *          1 *          0 *          0

FileList     *          0 *          0 *        105 *          1 *          0

GlobalQueue  *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0

QuiesceList  *          0 *          0 *         20 *          0 *          0

Lock structure statistics (Miscellaneous)

ResType      * ContExit   * NotifExit

LmgrResource *          6 *          4

Phys.Page    *          2 *          1

GlobalDeadLk *          0 *          0

LmgrProxy    *        389 *        188

EnqDeq       *          0 *          0

AreaList     *          0 *          0

FileList     *          0 *          0

GlobalQueue  *          0 *          0

QuiesceList  *          0 *          0

DCMT DISPLAY DATA SHARING XCF GROUP

***  Display Data Sharing request  ***

Group name                QAGRP3

Default Cache             IDMSQACACHE002

On Connectivity Loss      ABEND

Group member SYSQA10  is Active

   Prior   CV state: Ready               LmgrProxy recovery locks           0

   Current CV state: Active              LmgrResource recov. locks          0

XCF Message statistics:

MessageType  * Sends      * SendErrors * Receives   * RecvPurged * RecvErrors

Reply        *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0

TestMsg      *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0

SyncStamp    *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0

GlobalDeadLk *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0

DCMTDCUFSEND *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0

AreaFileVal  *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0

QueueMsg     *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0

ProgramMsg   *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0

QuiesceMsg   *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0
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Group member SYSQA11  is Left

   Prior   CV state: Quiescing           LmgrProxy recovery locks           0

   Current CV state: Quiesced            LmgrResource recov. locks          0

XCF Message statistics:

MessageType  * Sends      * SendErrors * Receives   * RecvPurged * RecvErrors

Reply        *          2 *          0 *          1 *          0 *          0

TestMsg      *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0

SyncStamp    *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0

GlobalDeadLk *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0

DCMTDCUFSEND *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0

AreaFileVal  *          0 *          0 *          2 *          0 *          0

QueueMsg     *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0

ProgramMsg   *          1 *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0

QuiesceMsg   *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0 *          0

More Information

• For more information about the meaning of these parameters, see the IDMS System Reference section.
• For more information about data sharing, see the IDMS System Reference section.

DCMT DISPLAY DBGROUP Command
The DCMT DISPLAY DBGROUP command displays statistics about the role of the currently-executing central version in
dynamic database session routing. You can display information for all groups to which the current CV can route requests
or for a specific group. Dynamic database session routing can occur only in a Sysplex environment.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax
 ►►── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

           └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 

 ►─── Display DBGroup ─┬──────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►◄

                       ├─ * ◄─────────┤

                       └─ group-name ─┘

 

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• DBGroup *
Displays information about all groups to which the currently executing CV can route requests. This is the default
parameter.

• group-name
Specifies the name of the group to display.

Usage

Display for Every DBGroup
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The DCMT DISPLAY DBGROUP command displays this information about each DBGROUP:

Field Value
DBGroup Name of the DBGROUP.
Number of backends Number of active CVs that are able to process DBGroup requests
Backend Status Status of the currently executing CV which acts as a back-end CV.

Possible values are:
ACTIVE -- The current CV can process requests submitted to the
corresponding DBGroup
INACTIVE -- The current CV cannot process requests submitted
to the corresponding DBGroup

Backend Requests Number of DBGroup requests that have been processed by the
current CV.

Frontend Status Status of the currently executing CV which acts as a front-end CV.
Possible values are:
ACTIVE -- The current CV can submit requests to the
corresponding DBGroup
INACTIVE -- The current CV cannot submit requests to the
corresponding DBGroup

Frontend Requests Number of DBGroup requests that have been submitted by the
current CV.

Display for a Specified DBGroup

When group-name is specified on the DCMT DISPLAY DBGROUP command, IDMS displays the same information that
is listed in the table above for all DBGROUPS, plus the actual distribution of all the front-end requests processed by the
different back-end CVs. For each back-end CV that processed front-end requests, IDMS displays the node name of the
back-end CV and the number of requests processed.

Example

DCMT DISPLAY DBGROUP *

This example shows that there are two groups to which the currently executing CV can route requests, DBDCGR and
IDMSGR. Dynamic database session routing is active on the currently executing front-end CV and both groups are active
as indicated by the ACTIVE status in the STATUS column under FRONTEND. The BACKEND STATUS of INACTIVE
indicates that the currently executing CV is not available as a back-end CV.

 DCMT DISPLAY DBG *

***  Display DBGroup request  ***

DBGroup  *  Number of  *      Backend        *     Frontend

         *  backends   * Status ; Requests   * Status ; Requests

******************************************************************

DBDCGR   *   002       * Inactive     N/A    * Active ; 0000000001

IDMSGR   *   002       * Inactive     N/A    * Active ; 0000001020

 

DCMT DISPLAY DBGROUP group-name

This example displays information about the IDMSGR group. It shows that it is comprised of two back-ends, IDMS073 and
IDMS072, and the number of times each has replied to a request for services from the currently executing CV. IDMS073
has responded to 492 requests and IDMS072 has responded to 528. Additionally, statistics about the currently executing
CV as both a back-end and a front-end CV are displayed. The total number of requests processed by this front-end CV is
1020.
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  DCMT DISPLAY DBGROUP IDMSGR

***  Display DBGroup request  ***

DBGroup IDMSGR   has    002   backends

Backend  status: Inactive;  Number of requests processed:     N/A

Frontend status: Active;    Number of requests processed: 0000001020

Replies on frontend requests distribution:    IDMS073 : 0000000492

                                              IDMS072 : 0000000528

 

More Information

• For more information about dynamic database session routing, see the "System Reference" section.
• For more information about defining DBGROUPS, see the section "Administrating IDMS Database" in the IDMS

documentation.

DCMT DISPLAY DBTABLE Command
DCMT DISPLAY DBTABLE displays the database name table associated with the current DC/UCF system and lists each
group defined in the table and its status.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─ DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─ Display DBTable ───────────────────────────►◄

          └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

Parameter

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

Usage

Information displayed is for the current DC/UCF system, and includes:

• DBTABLE name
• Name of the subschema associated with the DBTABLE
• For each database defined in the DBTABLE:

– Indication of whether requests for subschemas not found in the table are allowed (DEFAULT) or disallowed
(ALWAYS)

– Subschema name mapping
• For each segment defined in a DBNAME: the number of times a BIND RUN UNIT was executed
• DBGROUP name and startup status

Example

DCMT DISPLAY DBTABLE
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      DISPLAY DBTABLE

 *** DBTABLE RnnnDBTB                 COMPILED yy-mm-dd AT 05.18.48 ***

 DBNAME *DEFAULT MATCH ON SUBSCHEMA IS OPTIONAL

     SUBSCHEMA IDMSNWK? MAPS TO IDMSNWK? USING DBNAME SYSDICT

     SUBSCHEMA IDMSCAT? MAPS TO IDMSCAT? USING DBNAME SYSDICT

     SUBSCHEMA EMPSS??  MAPS TO EMPSS??  USING DBNAME EMPDEMO

 DBNAME DBCR     MATCH ON SUBSCHEMA IS OPTIONAL

         SEGMENT CATSYS                  0 BIND count

         SEGMENT DBCR                    0 BIND count

         SEGMENT SYSDICT                 0 BIND count

         SEGMENT SYSMSG                  0 BIND count

 DBNAME EMPDEMO  MATCH ON SUBSCHEMA IS OPTIONAL

         SEGMENT EMPDEMO                69 BIND count

 DBNAME SYSDICT  MATCH ON SUBSCHEMA IS OPTIONAL

         SEGMENT APPLDICT              722 BIND count

         SEGMENT SYSMSG                310 BIND count

         SEGMENT SYSSQL                398 BIND count

 DBNAME SYSDIRL  MATCH ON SUBSCHEMA IS OPTIONAL

         SEGMENT SYSDIRL                45 BIND count

         SEGMENT SYSMSG                 12 BIND count

 DBNAME SYSTEM   MATCH ON SUBSCHEMA IS OPTIONAL

         SEGMENT CATSYS                  0 BIND count

         SEGMENT SYSMSG                  0 BIND count

         SEGMENT SYSTEM                 37 BIND count

 DBGROUP DCRGROUP ENABLED

More Information

• For more information about database name tables, see the Navigational DML Administrating section.
• For more information about defining database name tables to a system, see documentation of the system generation

DBNAME statement in the Administrating section.

DCMT DISPLAY DDS Command
DCMT DISPLAY DDS displays general information about the DDS network or about a particular DDS line or physical
terminal. It also displays a DDSTCPIP type PTERM, if present.

This article includes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display DDS ─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►◄
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                   ├─ LINe line-id ─────────────────────────┤

                   └─ PTErm physical-terminal-id ─┬───────┬─┘

                                                  └─ ALL ─┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• DDS
Displays information for each node currently connected to the DC/UCF system under which the command is issued.
– LINe

Displays information for each physical terminal associated with the specified DDS line.
line-id The ID of a line defined on the system generation LINE statement.

– PTErm
Displays information for the specified DDS physical terminal.
physical-terminal-id The ID of a physical terminal defined on the system generation PTERM statement.

ALL (DDSTCPIP type PTERM only) Displays a list of all TCP/IP connections with its owning LTERM, the corresponding
expiration time (if the connection is in the idle list only), and the local port used.

Usage

DCMT DISPLAY DDS displays the following information for each node currently connected to the DC/UCF system:

Field Value
Line The line ID
Pterm A list of physical terminals associated with the line
Node Name A list of node names associated with the physical terminal
Weight The weight factor of the node
Blksize The block size of the node

DCMT DISPLAY DDS PTERM displays the following information for each physical terminal specified by name or by the
DDS line with which it is associated:

Field Value
Pterm Weight Factor Weight factor
Pterm Blksize Block size
Physical Term ID Physical terminal ID
Physical LIne ID Line ID
Number of Reads Number of reads performed
Number of Writes Number of writes performed
DDS Node Name(s) A list of the nodes accessible through the physical terminal
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DCMT DISPLAY DDS PTERM ddstcpip-pterm-id ALL displays global information and statistics about a specific
DDSTCPIP type PTERM. The display includes the following PTERM definitions and run-time and ALL option information:

Field Value :ethd.
PTERM Definitions
PTERM name Name of the DDS physical terminal
LTERM name Name of the DDS logical terminal
Line name Name of the line with which the physical terminal is associated
IP stack name Job name of the TCP/IP stack in the local system
Target host Host name of the target system
Target port Target port number or service name
Port range Range of port numbers
Maximum connections Maximum number of active connections allowed from the local

system
Permanent connections Number of permanent connections between the host and the

target systems
Idle interval Time interval that the non-permanent connection stays in an idle

state after the corresponding DDS request has finished
Run-time Information
Target IDMS node Name of the IDMS node in the target (remote) system
Number connections requested Number of DDS requests that have already been processed to the

target system. Each DDS request is processed through one TCP/
IP connection.

Number connections created Number of connections that have been created to satisfy all the
DDS requests

Number connections active Number of connections currently active between the client system
and the remote system

HWM connections in-use Maximum number of connections that are processing DDS
requests concurrently

Number connections found in permanent list/idle list Number of times a free connection could be found in the
permanent list or idle list to process a DDS request.
A small number in these fields in comparison with the value
displayed for the Number connections created field indicates
that you may want to increase the definitions for NUMber of
PERmanent CONnections or IDLe INTerval parameters in
SYSGEN.

Number retry for free port Number of times the system had to retry to find a free port number
from the port range defined at the PTERM level. This occurs only
when a port from the port range is in use by another application in
the system.

Number connections rejected Number of times the creation of a connection has been rejected. A
rejection is caused by one of the following:
The maximum number of active connections was reached
No free port could be found in the port range
A socket call error (usually returned after an error at the remote
system)

ALL Option Information
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TCP/IP connections A type or list owning the connection as follows:
Control connection always describes the control connection
between the local and remote systems. It is reserved for the
system.
In-use list indicates that the corresponding LTERM is currently
processing a DDS request.
Permanent list indicates that the corresponding connection is free
and thus ready to be assigned to a LTERM to process a DDS
request.
Idle list indicates that the corresponding connection has been
freed and remains in the list for the number of seconds currently
displayed in the Expiration time column. When the time has
expired, the connection is closed.

Owning LTERM Name of the LTERM owning the connection
Expiration time This field applies only to connections belonging to the Idle list. It

indicates the remaining time, in seconds, before the corresponding
connection is closed. The maximum value for this field is the value
assigned to the IDLe INTerval parameter in SYSGEN.

Local port Port number used at the local side of the connection

Examples

The following examples show theDCMT DISPLAY DDS commands:

DCMT DISPLAY DDS

   ***     Display DDS     ***

  Line     PTerm          Node Name  Weight    BLKSIZE

DDSVTAM   PDDSVT99                        20      8192

          PDDSVT73                        20      8192

          PDDSVT74        SYSTEM74        20      8192

          PDDSVT71                        20      8192

  Line     PTerm          Node Name

TCPIP     SY71CA31        SYSTEM71

          SY73CA31

          SY74CA31

DCMT DISPLAY DDS PTERM PDDSVT74

DISPLAY DDS PTERM PDDSVT74

   PTerm Weight Factor        20

   PTerm BLKSIZE            8092

   Physical Term ID     PDDSVT74

   Physical Line ID     DDSVTAM

   Number of Reads       0000000

   Number of Writes      0000000

   DDS Node Name(s):

        SYSTEM74

DCMT DISPLAY DDS PTERM SY71CA31 ALL

PTERM definitions                         Run-time information
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======================================    ======================================

PTERM name                    SY71CA31    Target IDMS node              SYSTEM71

LTERM name                    SY71CA31    Number connections requested        54

Line name                     SOCKET      Number connections created           4

IP stack name                 *DEFAULT    Number connections active            4

Target host                   USILCA31    HWM connections in-use               4

Target port                       3771    Number connections found in

Port range                         OFF      * permanent list                  45

Maximum connections                OFF      * idle list                        5

Permanent connections                1    Number retry for free port           0

Idle interval                       60    Number connections rejected

                                            * max connection                   0

                                            * no free port                     0

                                            * socket error                     0

TCP/IP connections  Owning LTERM  Expiration time  Local port

==================  ============  ===============  ==========

Control connection    SY71CA31           n/a           2138

In-use list           LD000001           n/a           2152

Permanent list        SY71CA31           n/a           2161

Idle list             SY71CA31            45           2165

DCMT DISPLAY DEADLOCK Command
The DCMT DISPLAY DEADLOCK command displays the deadlock detection interval in effect for the runtime system.

Syntax
 ►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 

 ►─── Display DEAdlock ─┬─ Detection Interval ─┬──────────────────────────────►◄

                        ├─ Details ────────────┤

                        └─ Intervals ──────────┘

 

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• Detection Interval or Intervals
Displays the amount of time, in seconds, that elapse before the deadlock detector searches for deadlocked tasks.
You establish the detection interval with the DEADLOCK DETECTION INTERVAL option of the system generation
SYSTEM statement.

• Details
Displays the current ON/OFF setting for deadlock details.
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Usage

The DCMT DISPLAY DEADLOCK command displays the following information:

Field Value
Deadlock Detection Interval The deadlock detection interval, in seconds.

Example

DCMT DISPLAY DEADLOCK

       DISPLAY DEADLOCK

     DEADLOCK DETECTION INTERVAL   00000000001

 

More Information

• For more information about changing deadlock attributes, see DCMT VARY DEADLOCK.
• For more information about the SYSTEM statement, see the Administrating section.
• For more information about deadlocking, see the "Administrating IDMS Database" section of the IDMS documentation.

DCMT DISPLAY DESTINATION Command
DCMT DISPLAY DESTINATION displays information associated with DC/UCF destinations. A destination groups users or
logical terminals into a single logical destination for the purpose of message or report routing.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display ─┬─ DEstination destination-id ──────┬──────────────────────────►◄

               └─ DEstinations ────────────────────┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• DEstination
Displays information about the specified DC/UCF destination.
– destination-id

The ID of the destination.
• DEstinations

Displays a destination definition table. The table contains information for each destination associated with the DC/UCF
system.
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Usage

Display for All Destinations

DC/UCF displays this information for all destinations associated with the system:

Field Value
DestId Destination ID
Members Number of members in the destination
Type Destination type:

USER
LOGICAL
TERMINAL
PRINT

Status Service status:
INSRV -- the destination is in service
OUTSRV -- the destination is out of service

Display for Each Specified Destination

DC/UCF displays this information for each specified destination:

Field Value
Destination Name Destination ID
Destination Status Status:

INSRV -- the destination is in service
OUTSRV -- the destination is out of service

Number of Members Number of members in the destination
Destination Type The type of destination

Example

DCMT DISPLAY DESTINATIONS

      DISPLAY DESTINATIONS

  *** DESTINATION DEFINITION TABLE ***

 DESTID   MEMBERS  TYPE   STATUS

USWSWDP2   00001   PRINT  INSRV

USWSWDP5   00001   PRINT  INSRV

USWSWDPL   00001   PRINT  INSRV

DCMT DISPLAY DESTINATION destination-id

      DISPLAY DESTINATION USWSWDP2

    DESTINATION NAME USWSWDP2

  DESTINATION STATUS INSRV

   NUMBER OF MEMBERS 00001

    DESTINATION TYPE PRINTER

More Information
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For more information about destinations, see documentation of the DESTINATION statement in the Administrating
section.

DCMT DISPLAY DICTIONARY Command
DCMT DISPLAY DICTIONARIES displays information associated with load areas.

NOTE
This command is not applicable for z/VSE systems.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display ──────┬─ DICTionary ─┬────────────────────────────────┬─┬───────►◄

                    │              └─ dictnode.dictname.dictionary ─┘ │

                    └─ DICTionaries ──────────────────────────────────┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• DICTionary
Displays information for a specified load area.

• dictnode.dictname.dictionary
The name and node of a data dictionary included in the database name table defined for the current system.

• DICTionaries
Displays the dictionary, dictname, and dictnode of each load area accessed since system startup.

Example

DCMT DISPLAY DICTIONARIES

      DISPLAY DICTIONARIES

            ***  Display Dictionaries  ***

        Dictionary       Dictname  Dictnode

        ----------       --------  --------

        CDMSLIB          Default   Default

        V0013            Default   Default

        V0014            Default   Default

        CDMSLIB          ASFDICT   Default

        CDMSLIB          SYSTEM    Default

        CDMSLIB          TSTDICT   Default
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Usage

DCMT DISPLAY DICTIONARY displays the following information:

Field Value
Dictionary The name of a specified load area.
Dictname The name of the data dictionary.
Dictnode The node that controls the data dictionary.

DCMT DISPLAY DISTRIBUTED RESOURCE MANAGER Command
This command displays information about resource managers that are known to a system.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax
 ►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 

 ►─── Display DISTributed ─┬─ RESource MANager ─┬─┬─────────────┬─────────────►◄

                           └─ RM ───────────────┘ └─ 'rm-name' ─┘

 

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• RESource MANager
Valid values are 'rm-name' and spaces. If 'rm-name' is not specified, a list of all known resource managers is
displayed.
– rm-name

Specifies the name of the resource manager to display. The rm-name value must adhere to the following rules:
• Enclosed in single quotes
• Use the format: 'xxxxxxxx::yyyyyyyy'
• Match a value on the summary display

Usage

Output from DCMT DISPLAY DISTRIBUTED RESOURCE MANAGER

Provides the following summary information:

Field Value
RM Name Name of the resource manager
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Status The resource manager's status. Valid values are:
Initial or Closed -- Resynchronization of the resource manager has
not occurred
Open -- Resynchronization with the identified resource manager
completed successfully
ResyncQued -- Resynchronization is in-progress or abnormally
terminated
ResyncCmpl -- Resynchronization completed unsuccessfully,
possibly because the resource manager is not active

Startup time (UTC) The time the resource manager was last started, if known to the
local system. The time shown is a UTC (GMT) value.

PndResync The number of distributed transactions pending resynchronization
in which this resource manager has an interest.

Output from DCMT DISPLAY DISTRIBUTED RM 'rm-name'

Output from this command includes the summary information and a list of the distributed transactions in which the
resource manager has an interest. The latter information may not always be available, depending on the type of
resource manager being displayed. For a description of the transaction-related information, see the DCMT DISPLAY
DISTRIBUTED TRANSACTION summary command.

Field Value
RM Name Name of the resource manager
Status The resource manager's status. Valid values are:

Initial or Closed -- Resynchronization of the resource manager has
not occurred
Open -- Resynchronization with the identified resource manager
completed successfully
ResyncQued -- Resynchronization is in-progress or abnormally
terminated
ResyncCmpl -- Resynchronization completed unsuccessfully,
possibly because the resource manager is not active

Startup time (UTC) The time the resource manager was last started, if known to the
local system. The time shown is a UTC (GMT) value.

Task/LTE The task or logical terminal element associated with the
transaction. If an active task is processing the transaction, its task
ID is shown. If a logical terminal but no task is associated with the
transaction, the LTE's ID is shown. A distributed transaction that
is pending resynchronization or pending completion by RRS or
an XA transaction manager may not have an associated task or
logical terminal.

Distributed transaction ID The distributed transaction ID (DTRID) assigned to the
transaction.

Branch ID The identifier of the top-level branch of the transaction.
Ctrl The type of the transaction manager, or coordinator, that is in

control of the transaction. Possible types are:
IDMS -- IDMS
RRS -- RRS
XA -- XA transaction manager
CICS -- CICS system
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State The state of the transaction. Possible states are:
Reset -- InReset
InFl -- InFlight
InPrp -- InPrepare
InDbt -- InDoubt
LstAg -- LastAgent
InBck -- InBackout
InCmt -- InCommit
Forg -- Forgotten

Ind An indication of if this transaction is pending resynchronization.
Possible values are:
Rsy -- The transaction is pending resynchronization
Rst -- The transaction was restarted and is pending
resynchronization

Outcome The transaction's outcome to date. Possible outcomes are:
OK -- OK
OK_P -- OK_Pending
FGT -- Forget
BACK -- Backout
BK_P -- Backout_Pending
HC -- Heuristic Commit
HM -- Heuristic Mixed
HR -- Heuristic Reset

Example

DCMT DISPLAY DISTRIBUTED RESOURCE MANAGER

This example illustrates using the DCMT DISPLAY DISTRIBUTED RESOURCE MANAGER command to obtain a
summary of known resource managers.

 DCMT D DISTRIBUTED RM

 

  RM Name             Status      Startup time (UTC)          PndResync

  SYSTEM73::RRS_RMI   Open        N/A                                 0

  SYSTEM73::DSI_CLI   Open        2003-01-30-11.36.05.368120          0

  SYSTEM73::DSI_SRV   Open        2003-01-30-11.36.05.368120          0

  SYSTEM72::DSI_SRV   Initial     *Unknown                            1

  SYSTEM74::DSI_SRV   Open        2003-01-31-13.17.27.855555          1

 

DCMT DISPLAY DISTRIBUTED RM 'SYSTEM74::DSISRV'

This example provides detail information about an individual resource manager and all distributed transactions in which it
has an interest.

 DCMT D DIST RM 'SYSTEM74::DSI_SRV'

RM Name             SYSTEM74::DSI_SRV

Status              Open

Startup time (UTC)  2003-01-31-13.17.27.855555

Task/LTE  |Distributed transaction ID-Branch ID       |Ctrl|State|Ind|Outcome

*none     |SYSTEM74::01650D6EDFB1AB93-01650D6A79F31E50|IDMS|InDbt|Rsy|OK
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More Information

For more information about distributed resource managers, see the "Administrating IDMS Database" section of the IDMS
documentation.

DCMT DISPLAY DISTRIBUTED TRANSACTION Command
This command displays information about distributed transactions.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax
 ►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 

 ►─── Display DISTributed TRansaction ─┬─────────────────────┬─────────────►◄

                                       ├─ BID 'branch-id' ───┤

                                       ├─ ID 'dist-tran-id' ─┤

                                       ├─ XID 'ext-tran-id' ─┤

                                       └─ RESync ────────────┘

 

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• DISTributed TRansaction
Provides a list of distributed transactions. Possible values are:
– BID branch-id

Provides detailed information about the distributed transaction whose top level branch has this BID. The branch-id
value must:
• Be enclosed in single quotes
• Have the format: 'zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz'
• Match a value on the summary display

– ID dist-tran-id
Provides detailed information about the distributed transaction assigned to this ID. The dist-tran-id value must:
• Be enclosed in single quotes
• Have the format: 'xxxxxxxx::yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy'
• Match a value on the summary display

– XID ext-tran-id
Provides detailed information about the distributed transaction assigned to this XID. The ext-tran-id value must:
• Be enclosed in single quotes
• Contain an XA XID or RRS URID
• Be in hex format

– RESync
Displays a summary of all distributed transactions pending resynchronization.
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Usage

Output from DCMT DISPLAY DISTRIBUTED TRANSACTION

The following summary information is shown for distributed transactions included in this display.

Field Value
Task/LTE The task or logical terminal element associated with the

transaction. If an active task is processing the transaction, the task
ID is shown. If a logical terminal but no task is associated with the
transaction, the LTE's ID is shown. A distributed transaction that
is pending resynchronization or pending completion by RRS or an
XA transaction manager may have no associated task or logical
terminal.

Distributed transaction ID The distributed transaction ID (DTRID) assigned to the
transaction.

Branch ID The identifier of the top-level branch of the transaction.
Ctrl The type of the transaction manager, or coordinator, that controls

the transaction. Possible types are:
IDMS -- IDMS
RRS -- RRS
XA -- XA transaction manager
CICS -- CICS system

State The state of the transaction. Possible states are:
Reset -- InReset
InFl -- InFlight
InPrp -- InPrepare
InDbt -- InDoubt
LstAg -- LastAgent
InBck -- InBackout
InCmt -- InCommit
Forg -- Forgotten

Ind An indication of whether this transaction is pending
resynchronization. Possible values are:
Rsy -- The transaction is pending resynchronization
Rst -- The transaction was restarted and is pending
resynchronization

Outcome The transaction's outcome to date. Possible outcomes are:
OK -- OK
OK_P -- OK_Pending
FGT -- Forget
BACK -- Backout
BK_P -- Backout_Pending
HC -- Heuristic Commit
HM -- Heuristic Mixed
HR -- Heuristic Reset

Output from DCMT DISPLAY DISTRIBUTED TRANSACTION ID/XID/BID

The detail displayed for a distributed transaction includes information on each of the branches comprising the transaction.
A transaction always has one top-level branch and may or may not have subordinate branches.
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The information listed below is displayed for a top-level branch. See the description above of the summary output for
details on each of these fields:

Field Value
Task/LTE The task or logical terminal element that is associated with the

transaction.
Res indicator Indicates if this this transaction is pending resynchronization.

Possible values are:
Rsy -- The transaction is pending resynchronization
Rst -- The transaction was restarted and is pending
resynchronization

Distr. tr. ID The distributed transaction id (DTRID) assigned to the transaction.
Control The type of the transaction manager, or coordinator, that controls

the transaction. Possible types are:
IDMS -- IDMS
RRS -- RRS
XA -- XA transaction manager
CICS -- CICS system

Branch ID1 The identifier assigned to the branch.
State1 The state of the transaction. Possible states are:

Reset -- InReset
InFl -- InFlight
InPrp -- InPrepare
InDbt -- InDoubt
LstAg -- LastAgent
InBck -- InBackout
InCmt -- InCommit
Forg -- Forgotten

Local ID1 The local transaction ID (LID) if database access is performed
under control of the branch.

Outcome1 The transaction's outcome to date. Possible outcomes are:
OK -- OK
OK_P -- OK_Pending
FGT -- Forget
BACK -- Backout
BK_P -- Backout_Pending
HC -- Heuristic Commit
HM -- Heuristic Mixed
HR -- Heuristic Reset

External ID1 The external identifier assigned to the transaction branch if
applicable. :tnote. 1 -- This information is displayed for all
transaction branches. :etnote.

Information on interests
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For each interest in the branch that has been registered by the resource manager, the following information is provided:

Field Value
Controlling Interest An indication of whether this is a controlling interest. A controlling

interest is one that was registered by the transaction's coordinator.
RM-name The name of the resource manager that registered the interest.
Role The role the associated resource manager plays within the

transaction. Possible values are:
SDSRM -- Server Distributed Resource Manager
CRM -- Communications Resource Manager
PART -- Participant

Interest state The state of the interest.
Protocol The commit protocol used by the resource manager. Possible

values are:
Presumed Abort
Presumed Nothing

One phase commit If the resource manager supports a one-phase commit protocol.
Possible values are:
Supported -- Indicating that the resource manager is capable of
processing a one-phase commit request.
Not Supported -- Indicating that the resource manager is not
capable of processing a one-phase commit request.
Only -- Indicating that the resource manager is only capable of
supporting a one-phase commit request.

Journal Specifies if the interest is journaled.
Resync Specifies if resynchronization is pending with the interest's

resource manager.
Manual Specifies if the transaction must be completed manually, due to a

resynchronization failure.
Restart Specifies if the interest was restarted following an abnormal

system termination.

Example

DCMT D DIST TR

 Task/LTE  |Distributed transaction ID-Branch ID       |Ctrl|State|Ind|Outcome

*none     |SYSTEM74::01650D6EDFB1AB93-01650D6A79F31E50|IDMS|InDbt|Rsy|OK

00123     |SYSTEM74::01650D7920C25DE0-01650D75F0FC2550|IDMS|InDbt|-  |OK

 

DCMT D DIST TRANSACTION ID 'SYSTEM74::01650D6EDFB1AB93'

The example illustrates the use of the DCMT DISPLAY DISTRIBUTED TRANSACTION command to obtained detailed
information about an individual transaction.

 Top level transaction branch:

Task/LTE            *none                         Res. indicator   Rsy

Distr. tr. ID       SYSTEM74::01650D6EDFB1AB93    Control          IDMS

Branch ID           01650D6A79F31E50              State            InDoubt

Local ID            *none                         Outcome          OK

Timeout (sec)       *none
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External ID         *none

Controlling interest:

   RM name          SYSTEM74::DSI_SRV             Role      SDSRM

   Interest state   InDoubt                       Protocol  Presumed Abort

   One phase commit Not Supported                 Journal   Yes

   Resync           Yes                           Manual    Yes

   Restart          Yes

Subordinate transaction branch

 

Branch ID           01650DA79956B32B              State            InDoubt

Local ID                  1416                    Outcome          OK

External ID         *none

 

More Information

For more information about the following topics, see the "Administrating IDMS Database" section of the IDMS
documentation.

• Distributed transaction identifier (DTRID)
• Transaction branches and interests
• Transaction outcome
• Transaction states

DCMT DISPLAY FILE Command
The DCMT DISPLAY FILE command displays information about database, journal, and SYSTRK files. When displaying
information about a database file, it also displays information about its associated area(s) and buffer.

Syntax
►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ File ─┬─ segment-name.file-name ─┬──────────┬─┬─┬───────────────────────►◄

   │        │                          ├─ ARea ───┤ │ │

   │        │                          ├─ Buffer ─┤ │ │

   │        │                          ├─ LOC ────┤ │ │

   │        │                          └─ ALl ────┘ │ │

   │        ├─ file-star-name ──────────────────────┤ │

   │        ├─ journal-file-name ───────────────────┤ │

   │        └─ SYSTRK-file-name ────────────────────┘ │

   └─ Files ──────────────────────────────────────────┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• File Displays information about one or more specified files.
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– segment-name  The name of the segment associated with the file.
– file-name  The name of the file.  If you specify AREA, BUFFER, or ALL, you receive information on the associated

area(s), buffer(s), or both.
ARea: Displays information about the specified database file and its associated area or areas. Buffer: Displays
information about the specified database file and its associated buffer.
LOC: Displays the address of the file control block. ALl: Displays information about the specified database file and
its associated area(s) and buffer.

– file-star-name  Displays information about all files associated with the database whose names begin with the same
specified alphanumeric characters.
file-star-name specifies any alphanumeric description that ends with an asterisk (*) to denote wild card characters.
In this example, IDMS displays information about all files that begin with the letters EMP:
dcmt d f emp*

– journal-file-name
Specifies the name of a disk or archive journal file.

– SYSTRK-file-name  Specifies the name of a SYSTRK file.

Files

Displays information about all files associated with the database.

Usage

File Information Displayed

The following information is displayed for each file:

Field Value
Data File The file name.
Mode File access mode:

Upd -- Available for update
Ret -- Available for retrieval or transient retrieval
blank -- Not open

Status An error code if the last access of the file resulted in an I/O error
or zero.

Pg-Size The page size of the area(s) associated with the file. If the file is
not open, the page size is 0.

Fl-Type The access method for the file (VSAM or BDAM).
M-Cache Indicates if the current data set is cached in memory: Yes, No, or

Y-NN%, where NN is the cache storage limit percentage.
The memory cache can be located in 64-bit storage or an ESA
dataspace.

S-Cache Indicates if the current data set is assigned to a shared cache: Yes
or No

DD-Name The DD name of the file.
Pre-fetch The status chained read processing -- allowed or disabled.
Pages per Track Pages per track for the file.
DISP Current disposition of the data set.
DSname The data set name of the file.
VOLSER Volume name.
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Cache-name (Sysplex environment only) Name of the shared cache to which
the current file is assigned.

Example

DCMT DISPLAY FILES

      DISPLAY FILES

-------- Data File -------- Mode Stat Pg-Size  Fl-Type M-Cache S-Cache DD-Name

ASFNWK.ASFDML                Upd    0   4276  non-VSAM    Y-01%     No   ASFDML

  Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)       Pages per Track   11        VOLSER: IDMS03

  DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SYSQA10.ASFDML                            DISP=SHR

  Cache-name: IDMSQACACHE002

ASFNWK.ASFLOD                Upd    0   4276  non-VSAM   Y-01%    No   ASFLOD

  Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)       Pages per Track   11        VOLSER: IDMS03

  DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SYSQA10.ASFLOD                            DISP=SHR

  Cache-name: IDMSQACACHE002

ASFNWK.ASFDEFN               Upd    0   4276  non-VSAM    No     Yes   ASFDEFN

  Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)       Pages per Track   11        VOLSER: IDMS03

  DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SYSQA10.ASFDEFN                           DISP=SHR

  Cache-name: IDMSQACACHE002

ASFNWK.ASFDATA               Upd    0   4276  non-VSAM    No     Yes   ASFDATA

  Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)       Pages per Track   11        VOLSER: IDMS03

  DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SYSQA10.ASFDATA                           DISP=SHR

  Cache-name: IDMSQACACHE002

A31APPL.APPLDML              Upd    0   4276  non-VSAM    No      No   A31DML

  Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)       Pages per Track   11        VOLSER: IDMS03

  DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SYSQA10.A31DML                            DISP=SHR

A31APPL.APPLLOD              Upd    0   4276  non-VSAM    No      No   A31LOD

  Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)       Pages per Track   11        VOLSER: IDMS03

  DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SYSQA10.A31LOD                            DISP=SHR

CATSYS.DCCAT                 Upd    0   4276  non-VSAM    No      No   DCCAT

  Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)       Pages per Track   11        VOLSER: IDMS03

  DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SYSQA10.DCCAT                             DISP=SHR

CATSYS.DCCATX                Upd    0   4276  non-VSAM    No      No   DCCATX

  Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)       Pages per Track   11        VOLSER: IDMS03

  DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SYSQA10.DCCATX                            DISP=SHR

CATSYS.DCCATL                Upd    0  18452  non-VSAM    No      No   DCCATL

  Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)       Pages per Track    3        VOLSER: IDMS03

  DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SYSQA10.DCCATL                            DISP=SHR

DCMT DISPLAY FILE file-id

      DISPLAY FILE EMPDEMO.INSDEMO

-------- Data File -------- Mode Stat Pg-Size  Fl-Type M-Cache S-Cache DD-Name

EMPDEMO.INSDEMO             Clos    0   4276  non-VSAM    No      No   INSDEMO
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  Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)                                   UNALLOCATED

  DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SYSTEM72.EMPDEMO.INSDEMO                  DISP=SHR

DCMT DISPLAY FILE file-id ALL

      DISPLAY FILE EMPDEMO.INSDEMO ALL

 -------- Data File -------- Mode Stat Pg-Size  Fl-Type M-Cache S-Cache DD-Name

 EMPDEMO.INSDEMO             Clos    0   4276  non-VSAM    No      No   INSDEMO

   Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)                                   UNALLOCATED

   DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SYSTEM72.EMPDEMO.INSDEMO                  DISP=SHR

 ---------- Area -----------   Lock    Lo-Page    Hi-Page #Ret  #Upd #Tret #Ntfy

 EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION        Ret      75101      75150    0     0     0     0

  Stamp: 2005-09-02-09.17.48.279585  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

 --- Data Buffer --  Size    In-use        Max     Getstg Prfetch-Min   Prefetch

 DEFAULT_BUFFER      4276        30         60      OPSYS         500 Not-Allowd

   Synonym Table       User-Defined     System-Calculated       Total-Space Used

                                 50                   128                    712

   Allocation     Initial   Addit'l  Num-Alloc  Size-Init  Size-Add'l  Tot-Space

                       30        30          1       136k           0       136k

   Storage                Stg-Pools  Getmain'd Above-16mb  Below-16mb      Total

                                 5k       137k       142k           0       142k

DCMT DISPLAY FILE file-id AREA

      DISPLAY FILE EMPDEMO.INSDEMO AREA

 -------- Data File -------- Mode Stat Pg-Size  Fl-Type M-Cache S-Cache DD-Name

 EMPDEMO.INSDEMO             Clos    0   4276  non-VSAM    No      No   INSDEMO

   Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)                                   UNALLOCATED

   DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SYSTEM72.EMPDEMO.INSDEMO                  DISP=SHR

 ---------- Area -----------   Lock    Lo-Page    Hi-Page #Ret  #Upd #Tret #Ntfy

 EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION        Ret      75101      75150    0     0     0     0

  Stamp: 2005-09-02-09.17.48.279585  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

For a list of information displayed, see the following topics:

• DCMT DISPLAY AREA
• DCMT DISPLAY BUFFER

More Information

For more information about the CREATE FILE and ALTER FILE statements, see "Administrating IDMS Database" in the
IDMS documentation.

DCMT DISPLAY FREE STORAGE Command
Observe the distribution of available space for storage with the DCMT DISPLAY FREE STORAGE command. The
command analyzes storage utilization in the storage pools and categorizes the available storage space by size.

Syntax

►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

           └─ broadcast-parms ─┘
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►─── Display FRee STorage poolid  ─┬───────────────────────┬────────────────►◄ 

                                   ├─ storage-pool-number ─┤

                                   └─ all ◄────────────────┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on either all or on a list of data-sharing group members.

• storage-pool-number
Specifies the storage pool. The value for storage-pool-number must be the numerical ID of a storage pool that is
defined on the system generation STORAGE POOL, XA STORAGE POOL, or SYSTEM statements.

• all
By default, if you do not specify a number, DC/UCF displays all storage pools.

Usage

This command displays free storage information for each storage pool that is defined at system generation time. The
information is displayed in two sections: Free Storage Analysis and Free Storage Distribution.

When you include a specific pool ID, free storage information for that pool ID only is displayed. The
distribution of free storage areas is categorized by the following ranges: < 4K,  4-8K,  8-16K,
 16-32K, 32-64K, 64-128K, 128-256K, 256-512K, 512-1024K, 1024-2048K, 2048-4096K, 4096-8192K, and  > 8192K

The reports can be generated either with or without the monitor being active.

Example Report Showing Analysis and Storage Distribution

Example Reports Showing Information for Specific Pool IDs

DCMT DISPLAY ID Command
The DCMT DISPLAY ID command displays outstanding DCMT operations.

This article describes the following information:
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Syntax

►►── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

           └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display ID ─┬────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                  ├─ dcmt-id ──────┤

                  └─ dcmt-star-id ─┘

Parameters

Parameters are as follows:

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• ID
Identifies the DCMT operations to be displayed.
If no identifier is specified, the status of all outstanding DCMT operations is displayed.
– dcmt-id

Specifies the identifier of the DCMT operation to be displayed.
– dcmt-star-id

Specifies that all DCMT operations whose identifier begins with the specified alphanumeric characters be displayed.
Dcmt-star-id is a character string whose last character is an asterisk (*) that denotes a wild card character.

In this example, displays all DCMT operations whose identifier begins with CUST:

dcmt d id cust*

Usage

Outstanding DCMT Operations

The following DCMT commands can be assigned identifiers. These are the only DCMT operations that appear in the
DCMT DISPLAY ID output.

• DCMT VARY AREA
• DCMT VARY SEGMENT
• DCMT QUIESCE AREA/SEGMENT/DBNAME

Output

The following information is displayed for a DCMT operation:

• The nodename on which the DCMT command executed. In a data sharing environment, this is the same as the
member name of the originating node. In a non-data sharing environment this is the nodename of the current node.

• The DCMT identifier assigned to the operation
• A description of the operation
• The status of the operation.
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The following table describes the possible status values for a VARY area operation:

Status Meaning
Initiating The operation is initiating
Stop Upd The vary operation is executing. No new update accesses are

allowed to the area.
Stop Ret The vary operation is executing. No new retrieval or update

accesses are allowed to the area.
Deferred The vary operation is waiting for conflicting tasks and user

sessions to end
Processed The vary operation has completed successfully and is terminating.
Terminating The vary operation is terminating due to being cancelled by a

DCMT VARY ID command.

The following table describes the possible status values for a QUIESCE operation:

Status Meaning
Unknown The operation is initiating
Quiesce aborted The quiesce operation is in the process of terminating
Queisce ended The quiesce operation has completed and is terminating
Quiesced The quiesce point has been reached
Quiesced (Locl) In a data sharing environment, the target areas have been

quiesced locally
Quiesced (Gbl) In a data sharing environment, the target areas have been

quiesced globally. This status appears only on the originating
node.

Quiescing The target areas are being quiesced
Quiescing (Locl) In a data sharing environment, the target areas are being

quiesced locally
Quiescing (Gbl) In a data sharing environment, the target areas are being

quiesced globally. This status appears only on the originating
node.

Example

DCMT DISPLAY ID

D ID

-Origin-  -- ID --  ----------------- Command -----------------  --- Status ----

SYSTEM74  EMPBKP    QUIESCE SEGMENT EMPDEMO                      Quiesced

 

 

DCMT DISPLAY JOURNAL
The DCMT DISPLAY JOURNAL(S) command displays information about a specific disk journal file or all disk journals.

This article describes the following information:
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Syntax

Following is an example of the DCMT DISPLAY JOURNAL syntax:

►►─ DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

          └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─ Display ┬ Journal ┬ journal-file-name ──────────────────────────────┬─┬──►◄

            │         └─ FILe journal-file-name ┬──────────────────────┬┘ │

            │                                   └ PENding TRAnsactions ┘  │

            └─ Journals ──────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

Parameters

Following is a description of the DCMT DISPLAY JOURNAL parameters:

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members. For more information about
broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see How to Broadcast System Tasks.
Journal
Displays information about a specific disk journal file.
– journal-file-name

Specifies the name of the disk journal.
– FILe

Displays information about a disk journal.
journal-file-name Specifies the name of the disk journal.
PENding TRAnsactions Outputs information about pending transactions.

• Journals
Displays information about all disk journal files.

Usage

The following information is displayed for each journal file:

Field Value
Disk Journal Journal file name.
Segno Segment number of the current journal segment.
Lorbn Low relative block number of the current journal segment.
Hirbn High relative block number of the current journal segment.
Nxrbn Next relative block number of the current journal segment.
Ful YES -- The journal is full

NO -- The journal is not full
Act YES -- The journal is active

NO -- The journal is not active
Rcv YES -- The journal is in use for recovery purposes

NO -- The journal is not in use for recovery purposes
Arch CD -- DC/UCF is in the condense phase of archiving the journalfile

OF -- DC/UCF is in the offload phase of archiving the journal file
NO -- DC/UCF is not archiving the journal file
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Stat The current status of the file. If an I/O error occurs or if DC/UCF
encounters a problem while archiving the file, the system displays
a 4-digit error status code.

Dsrbn The relative block number to which the next dummy segment
(DSEG) is written. If the number in this column is higher than the
high relative block number, no DSEG records are currently being
written.

Dsintv The DSEG interval (journal fragment interval). This value indicates
the number of relative block numbers between DSEG records.

TQL The transaction level; that is the number of transactions that must
be running to defer writing a journal block.

Displaying Pending Transactions of a Disk Journal File

A pending transaction is a transaction that is active and might need the named disk journal if the transaction has to be
backed out. Pending transactions prevent the disk journal from reaching an offline status.

If a journal is varied OFFLINE or INACTIVE, or is in a state that does not allow the journal to become active, the status is
displayed under the Segno heading.

Examples

The following examples show the output of the DCMT DISPLAY JOURNAL command:

DCMT DISPLAY JOURNALS

      DISPLAY JOURNALS

-- Disk Journal  Segno  LoRBN HiRBN NxRBN Ful Act Rcv Arch Stat DsRBN DsINTV Tql

SYSJRNL1             4     10  1000   989  NO YES  NO   NO    0  1020      0   0

SYSJRNL2             2     10  1000 *****  NO  NO  NO   NO    0

SYSJRNL3             3     10  1000 *****  NO  NO  NO   NO    0

DCMT DISPLAY JOURNAL FILE journal-file-name PENDING TRANSACTIONS

 DCMT DISPLAY JOURNAL FILE SYSJRNL2 PENDING TRANSACTION

Task / LTE   Trans-ID Pri Orig Module   SS/AM    St Stat        Date:Time

        57        165 100  LOC LOCKTEST EMPSS01  RW   H 2007-03-16-08.52.45.6079

 

The following examples show the output for DCMT DISPLAY JOURNAL when the journal is varied OFFLINE, OFFLINE
PERMANENT, INACTIVE,  and is closed or an open error is received:

DCMT DISPLAY JOURNAL: OFFLINE

Disk Journal Segno LoRBN HiRBN NxRBN Ful Act Rcv Arc Stat DsRBN DsINTV Tql

J1JRNL           4     8  5000    16  NO YES  NO  NO   0    215    200   3

J2JRNL OFFLINE

DCMT DISPLAY JOURNAL: OFFLINE PERMANENT

Disk Journal Segno LoRBN HiRBN NxRBN Ful Act Rcv Arc Stat DsRBN DsINTV Tql

J1JRNL           4     8  5000    16  NO YES  NO  NO    0   215    200   3

J2JRNL OFFLINE PERM
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DCMT DISPLAY JOURNAL: INACTIVE

Disk Journal Segno LoRBN HiRBN NxRBN Ful Act Rcv Arc Stat DsRBN DsINTV Tql

J1JRNL           4     8  5000    16  NO YES  NO  NO    0   215    200   3

J2JRNL I/O Error. Journal Inactive 9999

DCMT DISPLAY JOURNAL: INACTIVE

Disk Journal Segno LoRBN HiRBN NxRBN Ful Act Rcv Arc Stat DsRBN DsINTV Tql

J1JRNL           4     8  5000    16  NO YES  NO  NO    0   215    200   3

J2JRNL I/O Error. Journal Inactive 0

DCMT DISPLAY JOURNAL: CLOSED

Disk Journal Segno LoRBN HiRBN NxRBN Ful Act Rcv Arc Stat DsRBN DsINTV Tql

J1JRNL           4     8  5000    16  NO YES  NO  NO    0   215    200   3

J2JRNL CLOSED

DCMT DISPLAY JOURNAL: OPEN ERROR

Disk Journal Segno LoRBN HiRBN NxRBN Ful Act Rcv Arc Stat DsRBN DsINTV Tql

J1JRNL           4     8  5000    16  NO YES  NO  NO    0   215    200   3

J2JRNL Open error

DCMT DISPLAY LIMITS Command
DCMT DISPLAY LIMITS displays the status of limits on task resource usage.

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display LIMits ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameter

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

Usage

DCMT DISPLAY LIMITS displays:

• Status of resource limits for online tasks (enabled, disabled, or off). If the task resource limits are enabled, then the
following limits are also displayed:
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– System-wide STORAGE limit for online tasks
– System-wide LOCK limit for online tasks
– System-wide CALL limit for online tasks
– System-wide DBIO limit for online tasks

• Status of resource limits for ERUS tasks (enabled, disabled, or off). If the ERUS task limits are enabled, then the
following limits are also displayed:
– System-wide STORAGE limit for ERUS tasks
– System-wide LOCK limit for ERUS tasks
– System-wide CALL limit for ERUS tasks
– System-wide DBIO limit for ERUS tasks

Example

DCMT DISPLAY LIMITS

      DISPLAY LIMITS

ONLINE TASK LIMITS ARE OFF

EXTERNAL TASK LIMITS ARE OFF

More Information

For more information about resource limits, see the following references:

• The documentation of the SYSTEM and TASK statements in the Administrating section.
• The discussion of resource limits in the Administrating section and the System Reference section.

DCMT DISPLAY LINE Command
DCMT DISPLAY LINE displays information associated with DC/UCF teleprocessing lines.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display ─┬─ LINe line-id ─┬───────────────────────────────────────►◄

               └─ LINes ────────┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• LINe
Displays information about a specified line and about each physical terminal associated with the line.
– line-id
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The ID of a line defined on the system generation LINE statement.
• LINes

Displays information for each line defined at DC/UCF system generation time.

Usage

Display for DCMT DISPLAY LINES

The following information for each line is displayed by the DCMT DISPLAY LINES command:

Field Value
Line-ID Line ID.
Status Status (in-service or closed).
Driver Module Name of the line driver module.
Type and/or Access Method Line type and/or access method.
Appl/Table DD/Other Application ID, ddname/linkname, table or other access method

information.
Number of Pterms Number of physical terminals associated with the line.

Display for Each Specified Line

The following information is provided for each specified line:

Field Value
Pline-ID Line ID.
Status Status (in-service or closed).
Module Name of the program controlling the line.
Appl/Table DD/Other Application ID, ddname/linkname, table or other access method

information. :tnote. Additional information depending on the line
type. :etnote.

Display for Each Physical Terminal

The following information is provided for each physical terminal associated with the specified line:

Field Value
Lterm-ID ID of the logical terminal associated with the physical terminal.
Pterm-ID Physical terminal ID.
Type/M Physical terminal type and model.
Status Status (in-service, out-of-service, or disconnected).
Term-ID VTAM minor node or terminal ID.
Fes-ID Front-end system ID (UCF).
UCF-Stat UCF status (UCF).
UCF-Mode UCF mode (UCF).

Example

DCMT DISPLAY LINES
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      DISPLAY LINES

        ***  DISPLAY LINES (ALL) REQUEST ***

                      DRIVER   TYPE AND/OR     APPL/TABLE    NUMBER OF

  LINE-ID   STATUS    MODULE   ACCESS METHOD    DD/OTHER      PTERMS

  -------   ------    ------   -------------   ----------    ---------

  CONSOLE   INSRV    RHDCD04W   WTO             CONSOLE          1

  UCFLINE   INSRV    RHDCD0ZU   UCF             RHDCFSTB         8

  VTAMLIN   INSRV    RHDCD05V   VTAM 3270       A47IQA03        13

  JESRDR    INSRV    RHDCD07Q   SYSOUT          JESRDR           1

  CCILINE   INSRV    RHDCD0LV   DDS VTAM                         5

DCMT DISPLAY LINE CONSOLE

      DISPLAY LINE CONSOLE

     *** PHYSICAL LINE DISPLAY ***

PLINE-ID CONSOLE

  STATUS INSRV

  MODULE 4W

LTERM-ID PTERM-ID TYPE/M STATUS TERM-ID    FES-ID   UCF-STAT UCF-MODE

CONSOLE  OPERATOR CONS   INSRV

DCMT DISPLAY LINE TCPIP

 *** Physical Line Display ***

PLine-ID TCPIP

  Status InSrv

  Opened 2007-04-15-05.55.20.092194

  Module IP

LTerm-ID PTerm-ID Type/M Status  Port Target-host

SY71CA31 SY71CA31 DTCP   OutSrv 00000 USILCA31

SY71CA11 SY71CA11 DTCP   OutSrv 03771 USILCA11

TCPLIS01 TCPLIS01 LIST   OutSrv 01234

TCLJSRV  TCPJSRV  LIST   InSrv  03772

TCPIPB01 TCPIPB01 BULK   Discon

TCPIPB02 TCPIPB02 BULK   Discon

NOTE
If a PTERM has a service name assigned to it, andthe PTERM status is out-of-service, the Port column shows
the value 00000. You must issue an explicit DCMT DISPLAY PTERM command to display the corresponding
service name.

More Information

For more information about lines, see documentation of the LINE statement in the Administrating section.

DCMT DISPLAY LOADLIB Command
DCMT DISPLAY LOADLIB displays information associated with DC/UCF load libraries.

This article describes the following information:

 

NOTE
This command is not applicable for z/VSE systems.
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A load library is identified in a DCMT DISPLAY LOADLIB command by a ddname/linkname specified for the library in a
DC/UCF startup JCL.

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display ──────┬─ LOADLib ─┬─ CDMSLIB ──┬─┬──────────────────────────────►◄

                    │           └─ Vnnnn ────┘ │

                    └─ LOADLibs ───────────────┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• LOAdlib
Displays information for a specified load library.
– CDMSLIB

Specifies the load library CDMSLIB.
– Vnnnn

The ddname (z/OS) of a load library included in the JCL used to start up the system.
• LOAdlibs

Displays the ddname/linkname and the status of each load library accessed since system startup.

Usage

DCMT DISPLAY LOADLIB displays the following information:

Field Value
Ddname The ddname/linkname of the load library
Status of Loadlib The status (open or closed; online or offline)
Programs Loaded From This Loadlib Since Startup or Vary Online The name, type, and version number of each program loaded from

the specified load library either since system startup or since the
library was varied online

Example

DCMT DISPLAY LOADLIBS

      DISPLAY LOADLIBS

            ***  Display Loadlibs  ***

         Ddname          Status

         ------          ------

        CDMSLIB          Online       Open

More Information
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For more information about associating a load library with a program, see documentation of the PROGRAM statement in
the Administrating section.

DCMT DISPLAY LOADLIST Command
DCMT DISPLAY LOADLIST allows you to display the load lists defined for your DC/UCF system. A load list can enhance
program loading performance. You define a load list with the LOADLIST system generation statement. At runtime, you
specify which load list to use with the DCUF SET LOADLIST command. You can also use DCUF DISPLAY LOADLIST to
see which load list is currently being used for programs loaded on your behalf.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display ──────┬─ LOADLISt loadlist-name ───┬───────────────────────────►◄

                    └─ LOADLISts ────────────────┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• LOADLISt
Displays a specified load list.
– loadlist-name

A name defined on the LOADLIST statement at system generation.
• LOADLISts

Displays all load lists defined in the DC/UCF system.

Usage

The following information is displayed for each library in a loadlist:

Field Value
Type The type of the loadlist element (loadlib or dictionary)
Version The version of the dictionary or loadlib
Dictname/Dictnode Specifies the data dictionary in which the library resides, either

with its name or with the node that controls it.

Example

DCMT DISPLAY LOADLISTS

      DISPLAY LOADLISTS

               ***  Loadlist Table Display for System 81  ***
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                    System Loadlist SYSLOAD

                      Type       Version            Dictname/Dictnode

 LOADLIST MAPCLOAD  Dict      USER-DEF                    SYST-DEF

                    Loadlib   USER-DEF

                    Dict      00001                       SYST-DEF

                    Loadlib   00001

 LOADLIST SYSLOAD   Dict      USER-DEF                    USER-DEF

                    Dict      USER-DEF                    SYST-DEF

                    Loadlib   USER-DEF

                    Dict      00001                       USER-DEF

                    Dict      00001                       SYST-DEF

                    Loadlib   00001

 LOADLIST TOOLLOAD  Dict      USER-DEF                    TOOLDICT

                    Dict      USER-DEF                    USER-DEF

                    Dict      USER-DEF                    SYST-DEF

                    Loadlib   USER-DEF

                    Dict      00001                       TOOLDICT

                    Dict      00001                       USER-DEF

              PAGE 001 - NEXT PAGE:

DCMT DISPLAY LOADLIST loadlist-name

      DISPLAY LOADLIST SYSLOAD

               ***  Loadlist Table Display for System 81  ***

                      Type       Version            Dictname/Dictnode

 LOADLIST SYSLOAD   Dict      USER-DEF                    USER-DEF

                    Dict      USER-DEF                    SYST-DEF

                    Loadlib   USER-DEF

                    Dict      00001                       USER-DEF

                    Dict      00001                       SYST-DEF

                    Loadlib   00001

More Information

• For more information about specifying which load list to use, see DCUF SET LOADLIST.
• For more information about displaying which load list is currently being used for programs loaded on your behalf, see

DCUF SHOW LOADLIST.
• For more information about defining load lists, see documentation of the system generation LOADLIST statement in

the Administrating section.

 

 

DCMT DISPLAY LOCKS Command
DCMT DISPLAY LOCKS displays information about various types of locks that are currently in effect.

This article describes the following information:
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Syntax
 ►►─ DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─ Display LOCks ─────────────────────────────►

          └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 

 ►─┬─ AREa area-name ───────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ Areas ────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ Lterm lterm-name ─────────────────────┤

   ├─ Lterms ───────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ Statistics ───────────────────────────┤

   ├─ Stats ────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ RECord data ─┬──────────────────────┬─┘

                   └─ MEMber member-name ─┘

 

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• Area
Displays information for a specified area.
– area-name

Specified area name.
• Areas

Displays information for all areas currently in use.
• Lterm

Displays information for a specified LTERM.
– lterm-name

Specified LTERM name.
• Lterms

Displays information for all LTERMs currently in use.
• Statistics/Stats

Requests the display of statistical information associated with management of transaction locks.
• RECord data

Requests the display of record data entries held by a member of a data sharing group.
– MEMber member-name

Specifies the name of the member for which record data entries are to be displayed. If member-name is omitted, the
record data entries held by the member on which the command is executed are displayed.

Usage

About Areas

The following fields describe information about areas:

Field Value
Area The area name.
Lterm The LTERM name currently using the area.
User The authorization ID of the user signed on to the LTERM.
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Task The currently executing task name.
TR+N The number of transient locks plus null locks placed on the area.
IS The number of INTENT SHARE locks placed on the area.
IX The number of INTENT EXCLUSIVE locks placed on the area.
S The number of SHARE locks placed on the area.
U The number of UPDATE locks placed on the area.
UIX The number of UPDATE INTENT EXCLUSIVE locks placed on the

area.
X The number of EXCLUSIVE locks placed on the area.

About Logical Terminals

The following fields describe information about LTERMs:

Field Value
Lterm The LTERM name.
User The authorization ID of the user signed on to the LTERM.
Task The currently executing task name.
Notfy The number of outstanding NOTIFY locks associated with the

LTERM.
Share The number of outstanding LONGTERM SHARE locks associated

with the LTERM.
Excl The number of outstanding LONGTERM SHARE locks associated

with the LTERM.

Display for DCMT DISPLAY LOCK STATISTICS

The following information is displayed if the LOCK STATISTICS option is specified:

• For each of local transaction locks, local page locks, global proxy locks and global resource locks, the following
information:
– The number of lock requests issued
– The number of locks currently held

• For each of local transaction locks, global proxy locks and global resource locks, the following information:
– The number of record data entries held for global locks
– The number of times a task waited on a lock request
– The number of locks denied due to conflicts

• For global proxy and resource locks, the following information:
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– The number of times the IDMS contention exit was invoked for a new contention situation
– The number of times the IDMS contention exit was invoked to resolve contention
– The number of times the IDMS notify exit was invoked to help resolve contention or to inform of DBMS activity for a

record on which this system holds a notify lock
– The number of times the IDMS notify exit downgraded a global lock in an effort to eliminate contention
– The number of times the IDMS notify exit released a global lock in an effort to eliminate contention
– The number of times the IDMS notify exit upgraded local locks on resources represented by a proxy to global local

in order to provide a finer level of contention management
• The number of notify, longterm exclusive and longterm share locks that have been acquired and that are currently held.
• The number of cross-member notifications of DBMS activity that were issued by this system and that were received by

this system as a result of notify locks placed on proxies and db-keys.
• The number of proxy control blocks that were created, released, reused for the same proxy before being released,

stolen from another proxy for which no lock was held.
• The value of the SYSLOCKs sysgen parameter. This parameter influences the amount of storage initially allocated for

a number of the lock-related control blocks.
• Information on storage overflows for each of the following types of control blocks: session, lock class, resource, XES

lock request block and proxy. The following statistics are displayed for each:
– The number of times a new overflow situation occurred
– The number of times storage was acquired to increase the available number of control blocks
– The current amount of overflow storage in use
– The maximum amount of overflow storage at any one time

• The number of times a longterm or notify lock was upgraded to a new mode and of those, the number that occurred
without internally acquiring a new lock and the number that were denied due to a deadlock situation.

• The number of times the lock manager scanned all outstanding locks in order to locate and release those for a failing
task.

• The number of times the lock manager eliminated duplicate kept locks for a task.

Display for DCMT DISPLAY LOCK RECORD DATA

The following information is displayed if the RECORD DATA option is specified:

• For each record data entry held on behalf of the specified member, the following information:
– The lock structure connect id assigned to the member by the operating system
– The version of the lock structure connection assigned by the operating system
– The type of resource represented by the record data entry: a "P" indicates a proxy, an "R" indicates an area or db-

key
– The resource identifier of the resource represented by the record data entry
– The lock mode held by the member on the resource
– A logical deletion indication. A "Y" in this field indicates that the record data entry is logically deleted
– The IDMS/DC task identifier that resulted in the record data entry being created

Example

DCMT DISPLAY LOCKS AREAS

       DISPLAY LOCKS AREAS

     *** Area Locks ***

AREA                        LTERM    USER     TASK   TR+N IS IX  S  U UIX  X

AEDB.AE-AREA                *NONE*   *NONE*   *NONE*    0  0  0  0  0   0  0

AEDB.AE-AREA2               *NONE*   *NONE*   *NONE*    0  0  0  0  0   0  0

AEDB.AE-AREA3               *NONE*   *NONE*   *NONE*    0  0  0  0  0   0  0

AEDB.AE-AREA4               *NONE*   *NONE*   *NONE*    0  0  0  0  0   0  0
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AEDB.AE-INDEX-AREA          *NONE*   *NONE*   *NONE*    0  0  0  0  0   0  0

AEDB.AE-INDEX-AREA2         *NONE*   *NONE*   *NONE*    0  0  0  0  0   0  0

AEDB.AEQC-A1IX-REGION       *NONE*   *NONE*   *NONE*    0  0  0  0  0   0  0

AEDB.AEQC-A2IX-REGION       *NONE*   *NONE*   *NONE*    0  0  0  0  0   0  0

AEDB.AEQC-A3IX-REGION       *NONE*   *NONE*   *NONE*    0  0  0  0  0   0  0

AEDB.AEQC-A4IX-REGION       *NONE*   *NONE*   *NONE*    0  0  0  0  0   0  0

AEDB.AEQC-A5IX-REGION       *NONE*   *NONE*   *NONE*    0  0  0  0  0   0  0

AEDB.AEQC-PIX-REGION        *NONE*   *NONE*   *NONE*    0  0  0  0  0   0  0

AEDB.AEQC-REC-REGION        *NONE*   *NONE*   *NONE*    0  0  0  0  0   0  0

AEDB.AETEST-AREA            *NONE*   *NONE*   *NONE*    0  0  0  0  0   0  0

AEDICT.DDLDCLOD             *NONE*   *NONE*   *NONE*    0  0  0  0  0   0  0

AEDICT.DDLDML               *NONE*   *NONE*   *NONE*    0  0  0  0  0   0  0

ASFDICT.DDLDCLOD            *NONE*   *NONE*   *NONE*    0  0  0  0  0   0  0

ASFDICT.DDLDML              *NONE*   *NONE*   *NONE*    0  0  0  0  0   0  0

ASFDICT.IDMSR-AREA          *NONE*   *NONE*   *NONE*    0  0  0  0  0   0  0

ASFDICT.IDMSR-AREA2         *NONE*   *NONE*   *NONE*    0  0  0  0  0   0  0

              PAGE 001 - NEXT PAGE:

 

DCMT DISPLAY LOCKS LTERMS

       DISPLAY LOCKS LTERMS

     *** Notify/Longterm Locks by Lterm ***

LTERM    USER               TASK     NOTFY SHARE  EXCL

CONSOLE                     *SYSTEM*     0     0     0

LCCIQ301                    *SYSTEM*     0     0     0

LCCIQ302                    *SYSTEM*     0     0     0

LCCIQ303                    *SYSTEM*     0     0     0

LCCIQ304                    *SYSTEM*     0     0     0

LCCIQ305                    *SYSTEM*     0     0     0

UCFLT01                     *SYSTEM*     0     0     0

UCFLT02                     *SYSTEM*     0     0     0

UCFLT03                     *SYSTEM*     0     0     0

UCFLT04                     *SYSTEM*     0     0     0

UCFLT07                     *SYSTEM*     0     0     0

UCFLT08                     *SYSTEM*     0     0     0

VL10301                     *SYSTEM*     0     0     0

VL10302                     *SYSTEM*     0     0     0

VL10303                     DCMT         0     0     0

VL10304                     *SYSTEM*     0     0     0

VL10305                     *SYSTEM*     0     0     0

VL10306                     *SYSTEM*     0     0     0

VL10307                     *SYSTEM*     0     0     0

VL10308                     *SYSTEM*     0     0     0

              PAGE 001 - NEXT PAGE:

 

DCMT DISPLAY LOCKS AREA area-name

       DISPLAY LOCKS AREA EMPDICT.DDLDML

     *** Area Locks ***

AREA                        LTERM    USER     TASK   TR+N IS IX  S  U UIX  X

EMPDICT.DDLDML              *NONE*   *NONE*   *NONE*    0  0  0  0  0   0  0
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DCMT DISPLAY LOCKS LTERM lterm-name

       DISPLAY LOCKS LTERM VL10310

     *** Notify/Longterm Locks by Lterm ***

LTERM    USER               TASK     NOTFY SHARE  EXCL

VL10310                     *SYSTEM*     0     0     0

 

DCMT DISPLAY LOCKS STATS

 DISPLAY LOCK STATS

                        *** Transaction Lock Statistics ***

  

                    Local Trans      Local Page    Global Proxy Global Resource

 Lock Requests           101393            7666           15567           14237

 Locks Held                  12             666            1085               0

 Rec Data Held                                              802               0

 Waits                        0                            5245            5869

 Locks Denied                46                               0              35

 New Contention                                            1026             403

 Contention Xit                                            3905            1463

 Notify Xit                                                 850             650

  Downgrades                                                103             306

  Releases                                                   86             101

  Upgrade Posts                                             340

  

                     - - - -  Notify/Longterm Stats - - - -

                             Notify        Longterm Share       Longterm Update

 Acquired                     36129                     0                     0

 Held                             0                     0                     0

  

 Global Notifies                Out                    In

           Proxy                  0                     0

        Resource                 48                    40

  

                     - - - - -  Proxy Management  - - - - -

                        Created           Freed          Reused   Stolen

                           2748            1743             501     7141

  

                     - - - - - Storage Management - - - - -

 SYSLOCKs value:           5000

                   # Times Ovfl   # Ovfl Getstg  Curr Ovfl Size   Ovfl Size HWM

 Overall:                     1              13          189184          189184

    Session:                  0               0               0               0

      Class:                  0               0               0               0

   Resource:                  1               7          136192          136192

   XES Reqs:                  0               0               0               0

      Proxy:                  1               6           52992           52992

  

                     - - - - - -  Miscellaneous - - - - - -

 Upgrade Reqs:        31405    In Place:       26481     Denied:   35

 Cleanup Calls:           0    Compression Calls:                   7
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DCMT DISPLAY LOCK RECORD DATA

       DISPLAY LOCK RECORD DATA

Record data entries for: SYSTEM74

 ID   Version   Type         Resid         Mode  Ldel    Task

 02   00020CD5    P    00000008 000124FF    X+                99

 02   00020CD5    P    000F0008 000A8E4F    X+               144

 02   00020CD5    P    000F0008 000A7103    X+               144

 

More Information

• For more information about notify and longterm locks, see the Navigational DML Administrating section.
• For more information about data sharing and global locking, see the "Administrating IDMS Database" information in the

IDMS documentation.

DCMT DISPLAY LOG
DCMT DISPLAY LOG displays a message indicating the percentage of used space in the DDLDCLOG area of the data
dictionary. It shows the number of pages read and written as well as the number of waits per log driver. Additionally, it
indicates when log statistics were last reset because the read count overflowed.

DCMT DISPLAY LOG is valid only when the system log is assigned to the database (the DDLDCLOG of the data
dictionary). One action is available: DISPLAY.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

The following example shows the DCMT DISPLAY LOG syntax:

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display LOG ──┬───────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                    └─ Drivers ─┘

Parameters

Following is a description of the DCMT DISPLAY LOG parameters:

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members. For more information about
broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see How to Broadcast System Tasks.

• LOG
Displays information for the system log and its associated log drivers.

• Drivers
Displays statistics for only the log drivers.

Usage

System Log
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DCMT DISPLAY LOG displays the following information about the system log:

Field Value
Used Percentage of space currently used in the system log
Read Number of log pages read
Written Number of log pages written
Cumulative Number of Waits On Log Service Drivers The number of waits on log service drivers since system startup,

by any task
Total Number of Log Service Drivers Defined The total number of log service drivers defined since system

generation
Total Number of Log Service Drivers in Service The total number of log service drivers currently in service
Total Number of Log Service Drivers Out Of Service The total number of log service drivers currently out of service

Log Service Driver(s)

DCMT DISPLAY LOG displays the following information about the log service driver(s):

Field Value
Task-ID A list of task IDs of tasks running a log service driver
Reads The number of reads performed by the identified task, since

system startup
Writes The number of writes performed by the identified task, since

system startup
Errors The number of errors by the identified task, since system startup
Waits The number of waits performed by the identified task, since

system startup

Examples

This section displays output for the DCMT DISPLAY LOG and DCMT DISPLAY LOG drivers.

DCMT DISPLAY LOG

      DISPLAY LOG

IDMS-DC LOG AND LOG SERVICE DRIVER STATISTICS

------------------LOG PAGES-------------------

USED                     READ          WRITTEN

 54%                    1,119              997

CUMULATIVE NUMBER OF WAITS ON LOG SERVICE DRIVERS......6

TOTAL NUMBER OF LOG SERVICE DRIVERS DEFINED............3

TOTAL NUMBER OF LOG SERVICE DRIVERS IN SERVICE.........3

TOTAL NUMBER OF LOG SERVICE DRIVERS OUT OF SERVICE.....0

-------------------------------LOG SERVICE DRIVER-------------------------------

   TASK-ID              READS           WRITES           ERRORS            WAITS

         8                523              403                0                1

         9                322              320                0                0

        10                274              274                0                5

---------------------------------END OF DISPLAY---------------------------------
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DCMT DISPLAY LOG DRIVERS

     DISPLAY LOG DRIVERS

-------------------------------LOG SERVICE DRIVER-------------------------------

    TASK-ID             READS           WRITES           ERRORS            WAITS

          8               907              747                0                2

          9               618              616                0                1

         10               525              525                0               36

---------------------------------END OF DISPLAY---------------------------------

More Information

• Maintaining the System Log
• DCMT VARY LOG DRIVER

DCMT DISPLAY LTERM Command
DCMT DISPLAY LTERM displays information associated with DC/UCF logical terminals.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display ──────┬ LTerminal ──┬ * ────────────────────────────────────┬─┬─►◄

                    │             └─ logical-terminal-id ─┬─────────────┬─┘ │

                    │                                     └─ RESources ─┘   │

                    └┬─ LTerminals ─┬───────────────────────────────────────┘

                     └─ LTerms ─────┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• LTerm
Displays information for a specified logical terminal.
– *

Specifies the logical terminal from which the command is issued.
– logical-terminal-id

The ID of a logical terminal defined on the system generation LTERM statement.
– RESources

Displays resources owned by the specified logical terminal. Resources cannot be displayed if the logical terminal is
associated with a task at the time of the request.

• LTerminals
Displays a logical terminal table that contains information for each logical terminal defined in the DC/UCF system
generation program.
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Usage

Display for a Specified Logical Terminal

DCMT DISPLAY LTERM displays the following information for a specified logical terminal:

Field Value
Logical Term ID Logical terminal ID
Logical Term Type One of the following logical terminal types:

BATC -- batch
FRST -- free-standing
INTR -- interactive
PRNT -- printer
SECN -- secondary (applicable only for database activity)
SWIT -- switch

Autotask Code Task code of the autotask, if any, associated with the logical
terminal

Break/Nobreak Immediate-write message status (BREAK or NOBREAK)
Physical Term ID ID of the physical terminal with which the logical terminal is

associated
Physical Line ID ID of the line with which the logical terminal's physical terminal is

associated
Physical Term Type Physical terminal type
Physical Term Model Physical terminal model
Physical Term Status Status of the physical terminal with which the logical terminal is

associated:
Insrv -- In service
Outsrv -- Out of service
Disc -- Disconnected

Logical Term Status Status of the logical terminal:
Insrv -- In service
Outsrv -- Out of service
Active -- Active

Number of Reads Number of reads performed
Number of Writes Number of writes performed
Number of Read Errors Number of read errors that occurred
Number of Write Errors Number of write errors that occurred
Debug DEBUG status:

Active -- Active
Inact -- Inactive

Display for all Logical Terminals

DCMT DISPLAY LTERMS displays the following information:

Field Value
Lterm ID Logical terminal ID
Pterm ID ID of the physical terminal with which the logical terminal is

associated
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Pline ID ID of the line with which the logical terminal's physical terminal is
associated

Logical Type One of the following logical terminal types:
BATC -- batch
FRST -- free-standing
INTR -- interactive
PRNT -- printer
SECN -- secondary (applicable only for database activity)
SWIT -- switch

Physical Type Physical terminal type
Physical Model Physical terminal model
Status Status of the logical terminal:

INSRV -- In service
OUTSRV -- Out of service
ACTIVE -- Active

Debug Debug status:
ACTIVE -- Active
INACT -- Inactive

Autotask The autotask of the logical terminal (if one is defined)

Example

DCMT DISPLAY LTERMS

      DISPLAY LTERMS

        *** Logical Terminal Table ***

 Lterm    Pterm    Pline   Logical Physical Status Debug Autotask

  ID       ID        ID     Type    Type

CONSOLE  OPERATOR CONSOLE   INTR    Cons    INSRV  INACT

JESRDR   JESRDR   JESRDR    PRNT    Syso 0  ACTIVE INACT

LCCIQ301 PCCIQ301 CCILINE   INTR    BULK    INSRV  INACT

LCCIQ302 PCCIQ302 CCILINE   INTR    BULK    INSRV  INACT

LCCIQ303 PCCIQ303 CCILINE   INTR    BULK    INSRV  INACT

LCCIQ304 PCCIQ304 CCILINE   INTR    BULK    INSRV  INACT

LCCIQ305 PCCIQ305 CCILINE   INTR    BULK    INSRV  INACT

LD000000 *No PTE*           FRST            INSRV  INACT

LD000001 *No PTE*           FRST            INSRV  INACT

LD000002 *No PTE*           FRST            INSRV  INACT

UCFLT01  UCFPT01  UCFLINE   INTR    UCF     INSRV  INACT

UCFLT02  UCFPT02  UCFLINE   INTR    UCF     INSRV  INACT

UCFLT03  UCFPT03  UCFLINE   INTR    UCF     INSRV  INACT OCF

UCFLT04  UCFPT04  UCFLINE   INTR    UCF     INSRV  INACT

UCFLT05  UCFPT05  UCFLINE   BULK    INOT 2  INSRV  INACT

UCFLT06  UCFPT06  UCFLINE   BULK    INOT 2  INSRV  INACT

UCFLT07  UCFPT07  UCFLINE   BULK    BULK 0  INSRV  INACT

UCFLT08  UCFPT08  UCFLINE   BULK    BULK    INSRV  INACT

USWSWDPL USWSWDPL VTAMLIN   PRNT    3286 2  ACTIVE INACT

              PAGE 001 - NEXT PAGE:

DCMT DISPLAY LTERMINAL *
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      DISPLAY LTERMINAL *

          Logical Term ID VL10302

        Logical Term Type Interactive

            Autotask Code None

            Break/Nobreak

         Physical Term ID VP10302

         Physical Line ID VTAMLIN

       Physical Term Type Local 3277

      Physical Term Model 2

     Physical Term Status Insrv

      Logical Term Status Active

          Number of Reads 0000182

         Number of Writes 0000175

    Number of Read Errors 0000000

   Number of Write Errors 0000008

                    Debug Inact

DCMT DISPLAY LTERMINAL lterm-id

      DISPLAY LTERMINAL CONSOLE

          Logical Term ID CONSOLE

        Logical Term Type Interactive

            Autotask Code None

            Break/Nobreak

         Physical Term ID OPERATOR

         Physical Line ID CONSOLE

       Physical Term Type Op Console

      Physical Term Model

     Physical Term Status Insrv

      Logical Term Status Insrv

          Number of Reads 0000000

         Number of Writes 0000000

    Number of Read Errors 0000000

   Number of Write Errors 0000000

                    Debug Inact

DCMT DISPLAY LTERM lterm-id RESOURCES

  Signon Element   @ 130ECE64  LTE @ 00000080  User DEMOUSER

  Storage (K)    @ 13BF7000 Len=00000100 Poolid Database       Stgid '    '

  Storage (K)    @ 13BF5000 Len=00001200 Poolid User           Stgid 'OPLG'

More Information

• For more information about logical terminals, see documentation of the LTERM statement in the IDMS Administrating
section.

• For more information about changing the attributes of a logical terminal, see DCMT VARY LTERM.

DCMT DISPLAY LU Command
DCMT DISPLAY LU displays information about SNA physical terminals defined with a line type of VTAMLU.
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This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ LU logical-unit-name ─┬─────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────►◄

   │                        └─ MODeent vtam-modeent-name ─┘ │

   └─ LUs ──────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• LU
Specifies a logical unit to be displayed.
– logical-unit-name

The name of a logical unit.
Information is displayed for all modeents in the logical unit, unless you specify MODEENT as described below.

• MODeent
Specifies a VTAM modeent to be displayed for the specified logical unit.
– vtam-modeent-name

The name of a VTAM modeent.
• LUs

Displays summary information for each logical unit.

Usage

How to View Displayed Information

When you specify a modeent name, DC/UCF displays information for one modeent at a time. To page to another modeent
in the logical unit, press Enter or enter the page number for the modeent to display.

Display for Each Modent

The following information is displayed for each modeent associated with the unit, or for the specified modeent or model:

Field Value
Pline-ID Identifier of the physical line to which the logical unit is attached
Log.Unit The name of the logical unit
Modeent Name of a modeent associated with the logical unit.
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Status Status of the modeent:
CLOSED -- the physical line is closed
DISCON -- no sessions are active, but sessions could be activated
DRAINED -- the sessions will be put out of service after there are
no more pending requests
INSRV -- at least one session is active
OUTSRV -- the physical line is open, but no sessions can be
activated

Maxses Maximum number of sessions that currently can be active for the
logical unit.

Minwin Minimum number of sessions for the logical unit that are defined
as contention winners.

#WAIT Number of waits for an available session.
#BREJ Number of bracket rejects signaling contention with the logical

unit.
#TRANS Number of transactions on the mode.

Display for Each Logical Unit

The following information is displayed for each logical unit:

• Number of physical terminals in the logical unit at system generation time
• Maximum number of sessions
• Minimum number of contention winners
• Minimum number of contention losers
• Current number of contention winners
• Current number of contention losers
• Number of transactions
• Total waits for sessions
• Current waiting session
• Number of bracket rejects

Example

DCMT DISPLAY LUS

      DISPLAY LUS

     *** SNA LOGICAL UNIT DISPLAY ***

PLINE-ID LOG.UNIT MODEENT  STATUS   MAXSES MINWIN #WAITS #BREJ  #TRANS

SNALU3                     *CLOSED*

SNALU4                     *CLOSED*

More Information

• For more information about physical terminals defined to the logical unit and information about closed logical units, see
DCMT DISPLAY SNA PTERM.

• For more information about SNA and logical units, see the DML Reference section for Assembler and the discussion in
the Administrating section.

• For more information about defining SNA lines and logical units at system generation time, see the information for
defining VTAMLU devices in the Administrating section.
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DCMT DISPLAY MEMORY Command
DCMT DISPLAY MEMORY displays the layout or contents of a selected area of DC/UCF memory.

This topic describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─ DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

          └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─ Display MEmory ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─┬─┬──────────┬─ EREs ─────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►◄

   │ └─ ACTive ─┘                                                    │

   ├─ element-specification ─────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─┬─ EP entry-point-name ────────┬─┬──────────────────────────┬───┤

   │ └─ MODule nucleus-module-name ─┘ └─ memory-specification-1 ─┘   │

   ├─ hex-address ─┬──────────────────────────┬──────────────────────┤

   │               └─ memory-specification-2 ─┘                      │

   ├─ storage-id-specification ──────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ MAP ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ NUCleus ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ PDE program-specification ─┬──────────────────────────┬────────┤

   │                             └─ memory-specification-3 ─┘        │

   ├─ PROgram program-specification ─┬──────────────────────────┬────┤

   │                                 └─ memory-specification-1 ─┘    │

   ├─ STr ─┬─ C ◄─┬─ ‘search-string’ ─┬──────────────────┬───────────┤

   │       └─ X ──┘                   └─ search-options ─┘           │

   ├─ SVC ─┬──────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────┤

   │       └─ memory-specification-1 ─┘                              │

   └─ dc/ucf-table-keyword ─┬──────────────────────────┬─────────────┘

                            └─ memory-specification-1 ─┘             

 

Expansion of element-specification

►►─┬─┬─ CCE ────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────┬─┬──►◄

   │ ├─ CSA ────────────────────────┤ └─ memory-specification-2 ─┘ │

   │ ├─ DDT ────────────────────────┤                              │

   │ ├─ DMCL ───────────────────────┤                              │

   │ ├─┬─ DPR  ─┬─ area-name ───────┤                              │

   │ │ └─ AREa ─┘                   │                              │

   │ ├─ ESE ────────────────────────┤                              │

   │ ├─┬─ FCB  ─┬─ file-name ───────┤                              │

   │ │ └─ FILe ─┘                   │                              │

   │ ├─┬─ JCB     ─┬─ journal-name ─┤                              │

   │ │ └─ JOUrnal ─┘                │                              │

   │ ├─ LTT ────────────────────────┤                              │

   │ ├─ OPT ────────────────────────┤                              │

   │ ├─ PDT ────────────────────────┤                              │
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   │ ├─ QDT ────────────────────────┤                              │

   │ ├─ RCA ────────────────────────┤                              │

   │ ├─ SCT ─┬─────────────┬────────┤                              │

   │ │       └─ (sct-num) ─┘        │                              │

   │ ├─ SEGment segment-name ───────┤                              │

   │ ├─ TCA ────────────────────────┤                              │

   │ └─ TDT ────────────────────────┘                              │

   └─┬─ DDE destination-id ─────────┬─┬──────────────────────────┬─┘

     ├─ LTE lterm-id ───────────────┤ └─ memory-specification-3 ─┘

     ├─ PLE line-id ────────────────┤

     ├─ PTE pterm-id ───────────────┤

     ├─ QDE queue-id ───────────────┤

     └─ TDE task-code ──────────────┘

 

Expansion of memory-specification-1

►►─┬────────────────┬──┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ + hex-offset ─┘  ├─ 16 ◄────────┤

                       └─ byte-count ─┘

Expansion of memory-specification-2

►►─┬────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ + hex-offset ─┘

►►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────►◄

   ├─ byte-count1 ──────────────────────────────────────────────┤  

   └─ indirect-address ─┬────────────────────┬─┬──────────────┬─┘ 

                        └─ indirect-address ─┘ ├─ 16 ◄────────┤

                                               └─ byte-count ─┘

 

Expansion of memory-specification-3

►►─┬────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ + hex-offset ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────►◄

   └─ indirect-address ─┬────────────────────┬─┬──────────────┬─┘ 

                        └─ indirect-address ─┘ ├─ 16 ◄────────┤

                                               └─ byte-count ─┘

 

Expansion of indirect-address

►►─ % ─┬────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

       └─ + hex-offset ─┘ 

Expansion of storage-id-specification

►►─ ID ─┬─ C ◄─┬─ ‘storage-id’ ─┬────────────────────┬────────────────►
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        └─ X ──┘                └─ LTE long-term-id ─┘            

 ►────────┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►◄

          └─ memory-specification-1 ─┘

 

Expansion of program-specification

►►───┬───────────────────┬─ program-name ─┬────────────────────────┬──►◄

     └ dictnode.dictname ┘                └ Version version-number ┘

Expansion of search-options

►►──┬──────────────────────┬─┬──────────────┬─────────────────────────►

    ├─ (1) ◄───────────────┤ ├─ 16 ◄────────┤

    └─ (occurrence-count) ─┘ └─ byte-count ─┘

 ►──┬─ Addr hex-address search-length ─┬──────────────────────────────►◄

    ├─ Lte logical-terminal-id ────────┤

    └─ Taskid task-id ─────────────────┘

 

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Executes the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.
For more information on broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section "How to Broadcast System Tasks"
in the System Tasks and Operator Commands Guide.

• element-specification
Identifies an area of memory to display.

• PROgram program-specification
Specifies a program or a nucleus module as the base location of the memory to display. program-specification must
identify a program or a module residing in the DC/UCF address space. To identify a program that was loaded from an
alternate data dictionary, specify DICTNODE or DICTNAME as described in the Expansion of program-specification.

• memory-specification-1
Provides additional information about the location and length of the memory to display.

• memory-specification-2
Provides additional information about the location and length of the memory to display.

• memory-specification-3
Provides additional information about the location and length of the memory to display.

Expansion of element-specification

• DMCl
Displays memory content beginning at the start of the DMCL's DM58 control block.

• DPR|AREa
Displays memory content beginning at the start of the DPR (PR60) control block for the named area. Both keywords
are synonymous and give the same result.
– segment.area-name

Identifies the area whose DPR control block is to be displayed. segment.area-name must identify a physical area
included in the DMCL.

• FCB|FILe
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Displays memory content beginning at the start of the FCB (FC59) control block for the named file. Both keywords are
synonymous and give the same result.
– segment.file-name

Identifies the file whose FCB control block is to be displayed. segment.file-name must identify a file included in the
DMCL.

• JCB|JOUrnal
Displays memory content beginning at the start of the JCB (JD62) control block for the named journal. Both keywords
are synonymous and give the same result.
– journal-name

Identifies the journal whose JCB control block is to be displayed. journal-name must identify a journal included in
the DMCL.

• SEGment
Displays memory content beginning at the start of the SEG (SG49) control block for the named segment.
– segment

Identifies the segment whose SEG control block is to be displayed. segment must identify a segment included in the
DMCL.

Expansion of memory-specification-1

• + hex-offset
Displays memory content beginning at the specified hexadecimal offset from the requested starting location.
Default: 0 (zero)

• byte-count
Specifies the number of bytes to be displayed, rounded to the next multiple of 4.
Default: 16 bytes

Expansion of memory-specification-2

• + hex-offset
Identifies a location in memory as a hexadecimal offset from the requested starting location.
Default: 0 (zero).
If an indirect-address is not specified, the offset identifies the start of the memory to display.
If an indirect-address is specified, the offset identifies a location whose content is an address.

• byte-count1
If no indirect-address is specified, byte-count1 is the number of bytes to be displayed, rounded to the next multiple of 4.
Default: The length of the specified control block.

• indirect-address
Indicates that the location in memory identified by the preceding parameters contains an address that is to be used in
identifying the memory to be displayed.
The last indirect-address specified identifies the start of the memory to be displayed.

• byte-count
Specifies the number of bytes to be displayed, rounded to the next multiple of 4.
Default: 16 bytes.

Expansion of memory-specification-3

• + hex-offset
Identifies a location in memory as a hexadecimal offset from the requested starting location.
Default: 0 (zero).
If an indirect-address is not specified, the offset identifies the start of the memory to be displayed.
If an indirect-address is specified, the offset identifies a location whose content is an address.

• indirect-address
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Indicates that the location in memory identified by the previous parameters contains an address that is to be used in
identifying the memory to display.
The last indirect-address specified identifies the start of the memory to display.

• byte-count
Specifies the number of bytes to be displayed, rounded to the next multiple of 4.
Default: 16 bytes.

Expansion of indirect-address

• %
Indicates that the location in memory identified by the preceding parameters is an address of a location of memory.

• + hex-offset
Identifies a location in memory as a hexadecimal offset from the indirectly addressed location.

Expansion of program-specification

• dictnode
Optional. Specifies the DDS node that controls the data dictionary from where the named program was loaded.

• dictname
Optional. Specifies the alternate data dictionary from where the named program was loaded.

NOTE

Although dictnode and dictname are both optional parameters, if dictnode is specified and dictname is not
specified, a period must be used to represent the missing dictname parameter.

• program-name
Identifies the name of a program or nucleus module that resides in the DC/UCF address space.

• Version  version-number
Specifies the version number of the named program.
Default: 1
Limits: 1 - 9999

Usage

Unspecified search domain

If you do not specify a search domain (that is, ADDR, LTE, or TASKID) on the STR search string option, the domain of the
search is defined by the bounds of the DC/UCF region.

Examples

Example Display Memory Outputs

The following example illustrates displaying the DPR control block for an area.

DCMT D MEM AREA EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION                                    

 <Addr>   <Offset>                 <Hex>                    <Character>     

36F11598  00000000  D7D9F6F0 1080C5D4 D7C4C5D4 D64BC5D4  *PR60..EMPDEMO.EM* 

36F115A8  00000010  D760C4C5 D4D660D9 C5C7C9D6 D5404040  *P-DEMO-REGION   * 

36F115B8  00000020  40016632 8F8AA1D5 C0000000 000124F9  * ......N{......9* 

36F115C8  00000030  0001255C 0000FF08 00000000 0000084A  *...*...........¢* 

36F115D8  00000040  36F11778 36F116F8 36F116C8 36F11168  *.1...1.8.1.H.1..* 

36F115E8  00000050  36F11778 00000000 0000FF03 00010000  *.1..............* 
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36F115F8  00000060  00000000 00000000 00000000 36F11598  *.............1.q* 

36F11608  00000070  36F11598 03030000 0000C008 36F116F8  *.1.q......{..1.8* 

36F11618  00000080  36F116C8 00000000 00000000 00000000  *.1.H............* 

36F11628  00000090  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  *................* 

36F11638  000000A0  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  *................* 

36F11648  000000B0  00000000 00000000 00000000 40800000  *............ ...* 

36F11658  000000C0  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  *................* 

36F11668  000000D0  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  *................* 

36F11678  000000E0  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  *................* 

36F11688  000000F0  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  *................* 

36F11698  00000100  00000000 C5D4D760 C4C5D4D6 60D9C5C7  *....EMP-DEMO-REG* 

36F116A8  00000110  C9D6D540 40400000 40000000 00000000  *ION   .. .......* 

36F116B8  00000120  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  *................* 

The following example illustrates the use of indirect addressing to display the first file associated with an area:

DCMT D MEM AREA EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION +44 % +10 % 200                   

 <Addr>   <Offset>                 <Hex>                    <Character>    

36F111A8  00000000  C6C3F5F9 0190C5D4 D7C4C5D4 D64BC5D4  *FC59..EMPDEMO.EM*

36F111B8  00000010  D7C4C5D4 D6404040 40404040 40404040  *PDEMO           *

36F111C8  00000020  40016632 8F8AA1D5 C0C5D4D7 C4C5D4D6  * ......N{EMPDEMO*

36F111D8  00000030  40000000 000010B4 00000064 40404040  * ...........    *

36F111E8  00000040  40404040 40404040 40404040 40400000  *              ..*

36F111F8  00000050  36F112F8 36F112F8 36F116F8 36F0CD48  *.1.8.1.8.1.8.0..*

36F11208  00000060  00000000 36F11168 00000000 00000000  *.....1..........*

36F11218  00000070  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  *................*

36F11228  00000080  00000000 00000000 36F112A8 00000000  *.........1.y....*

36F11238  00000090  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  *................*

36F11248  000000A0  36F116F8 00000000 00000000 36F112F8  *.1.8.........1.8*

36F11258  000000B0  00000000 08180000 00000001 00000000  *................*

36F11268  000000C0  00000000 36F1D490                    *.....1M.        

 

 

DCMT DISPLAY MESSAGE Command
DCMT DISPLAY MESSAGE allows you to examine messages stored in the DDLDCMSG area of the data dictionary.

This article describes the following information:

  

Syntax
►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display MESsage message-id ─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

•  broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.
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NOTE
 For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

•  MESsage
Displays information about the specified message.
–   message-id 

The ID of a message stored in the data dictionary.

Usage

The following information is displayed for the specified message:

 Field  Value 
Message ID The eight byte identifier of the message

The following information is displayed for each line of the message:

 Field  Value 
Line Line number
Severity Severity level (displayed only for the first line of a message)
Destination The destination of the message:

LOG
OPERATOR
TERMINAL
NULL

O.S. Dest Code z/OS system descriptor code
O.S. Route Code z/OS system routing code
ID Terminal ID for destination ID (if present)
Message Text The text of the message
Comments Comments on the meaning of the message and a recommended

course of action

Example

 DCMT DISPLAY MESSAGE message-id 

MESSAGE ID       DC260004

LINE   1

 SEVERITY         0

 DESTINATION      NULL

 O.S. DEST CODE   0

 O.S. ROUTE CODE  0

 MESSAGE TEXT     INVALID SYNTAX TOKEN FOUND

 DEFINITION       DC260004   INVALID SYNTAX TOKEN FOUND

                  The user issued a DCMT command that was constructed

                  illogically.  Reissue the DCMT command using a valid

                  construction.

 COMMENTS         Module(s) = RHDCMT00
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                  Additional information...

 More Information 

• For more information about how to define messages in the data dictionary, see documentation of the MESSAGE
statement in the IDD DDDL Reference section.

• For more information about DC/UCF messages, see the Messages and Codes documentation.

DCMT DISPLAY MODID Command
The DCMT DISPLAY MODID command displays identifying information for components of one or more programs.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

The following diagram shows the syntax for the DCMT DISPLAY MODID command:

 

►►─ DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

          └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►── Display MODId ─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►◄

                    ├── program-specification ─────────────┤

                    └┬──────────────────┬─┬──────────────┬─┘

                     └─ FROM from-name ─┘ └─ TO to-name ─┘

 

Expansion of program-specification

►►───┬───────────────────┬─ program-name ─┬────────────────────────┬──►◄

     └ dictnode.dictname ┘                └ Version version-number ┘

 

Parameters

This section describes the DCMT DISPLAY MODID command parameters:

• broadcast-parms
Executes the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the Reference section

• program-specification
Identifies the program for which information is to be displayed. program-specification must identify a program or
nucleus module residing in the DC/UCF address space.
To identify a program that was loaded from an alternate data dictionary, specify DICTNODE or DICTNAME as
described in Expansion of program-specification.
– FROM from-name

Identifies the first program for which information is to be displayed. Information is displayed for all programs and
nucleus modules whose name is greater than or equal to from-name.
Default: Spaces if TO to-name is specified.

– TO to-name
Specifies the name of the last program for which information is to be displayed. Information is displayed for all
programs and nucleus modules whose name is less than program-name or begins with to-name.
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Default: Z if FROM from-name is specified.
Note: If program-specification, from-name and to-name are not specified, information is displayed for all programs and
nucleus modules residing in the DC/UCF address space.

Expansion of program-specification

• program-name
Specifies the name of a program or nucleus module that resides in the DC/UCF address space.
– dictnode

Specifies the DDS node that controls the data dictionary from which the named program was loaded.
– dictname

Specifies the alternate data dictionary from which the named program was loaded.
Note: Although dictnode and dictname are both optional parameters, if dictnode is specified and dictname is not
specified, you must include a . (period) to represent the missing dictname parameter.

– Version version-number
Specifies the version number of the named program. version-number must be an integer in the range 1 through
9999.
Default:1

Examples

The following example shows how to use the DCMT command to display module information about all components of one
program, IDMSDBMS.

DCMT D MODID IDMSDBMS                                             

   Module Name     IDMSDBMS                                        

   Assembly Date   20100111                                        

   Assembly Time   16.41                                           

   Product Name    CA IDMS                                         

   Product Release 18.0                                            

   RMID            CAGJI00                                         

   Component ID    CAGJI00                                        

   Copyright (C)   1972-2010 CA.   ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.           

                                                                   

   Module Name     IDMSDBM2                                        

   Assembly Date   20100111                                        

   Assembly Time   16.41                                           

   Product Name    CA IDMS                                         

   Product Release 18.0                                            

   RMID            CAGJI00                                         

   Component ID    CAGJI00                                        

   Copyright (C)   1972-2010 CA.   ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                    

The following example shows how to use the DCMT command to display module information for a range of programs from
IDMSDB to IDMSDD.

DCMT D MODID FROM IDMSDB TO IDMSDD 

Module        Date      Time   FMID      RMID            

IDMSDBIO 

   IDMSDBIC   20100111  16.41  CAGJI00   CAGJI00

   IDMSDBIB   20100111  16.41  CAGJI00   CAGJI00
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   IDMSDBIJ   20100111  16.41  CAGJI00   CAGJI00

   IDMSDBID   20100111  16.41  CAGJI00   CAGJI00

   IDMSDBIM   20100111  16.41  CAGJI00   CAGJI00

   IDMSDBIO   20100111  16.41  CAGJI00   CAGJI00

   IDMSDBIV   20100111  16.41  CAGJI00   CAGJI00

   IDMSDBIX   20100111  16.41  CAGJI00   CAGJI00

   IDMSDBIT   20100111  16.41  CAGJI00   CAGJI00

IDMSDBMS 

   IDMSDBMS   20100111  16.41  CAGJI00   CAGJI00

   IDMSDBM2   20100111  16.41  CAGJI00   CAGJI00

IDMSDCLI      20100111  16.42  CAGJI00   CAGJI00

IDMSDCOM      20100111  16.42  CAGJI00   CAGJI00

IDMSDDAM 

   IDMSDDAM   20100111  16.42  CAGJI00   CAGJI00

   IDMSDDAT   20100111  16.42  CAGJI00   CAGJI0

DCMT DISPLAY MPMODE TABLE Command
DCMT DISPLAY MPMODE allows you to display information about multitasking systems. This command applies to z/OS
sites that have implemented multitasking support.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display MPmode table ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameter

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

Usage

Compared to DISPLAY SUBTASK

This command displays information about the number of tasks that have executed for each MPMODE.

To display information about subtasks in a multitasking environment, use DCMT DISPLAY SUBTASK.

NOTE
For more information, see DCMT DISPLAY SUBTASK.

MPMODE TABLE information
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DCMT DISPLAY MPMODE TABLE displays the following information:

Field Value
Name The name of each DC/UCF MPMODE (code lock):

ANY -- Assigned to fully reentrant and quasi-reentrant programs
DB -- Assigned to database programs when serialization is
needed for examination or manipulation of database related
control blocks
DC -- Assigned to most nondatabase programs when serialization
is needed for examination or manipulation of data communications
related control blocks
DRIVER -- Assigned to terminal access drivers
LOADER -- Assigned to RHDCLODR when accessing modules
within load libraries
USER -- Assigned to user programs with storage protection
enabled, and to COBOL programs

Request Count The number of times tasks have required each MPMODE DC/UCF
uses MPMODEs to enforce the serialization of DB and DC tasks.
Within a DC/UCF task, each program is assigned an MPMODE
that indicates which code lock the program needs to execute.

Wait Count The number of times tasks have had to wait for each MPMODE.
For a task to execute, it must have exclusive control of the
required MPMODE. If the task cannot get control of the required
MPMODE, the task is suspended and it waits until the required
MPMODE is available, unless it is ANY mode. Tasks needing ANY
mode give up unless it is immediately available.

Example

DCMT DISPLAY MPMODE TABLE

      DISPLAY MPMODE TABLE

           *** MULTITASK ENVIRONMENT, MPMODE TABLE ***

           NAME         REQUEST COUNT        WAIT COUNT

           ----         -------------        ----------

           ANY              136,972                  00

           DC               265,693             220,828

           DB               243,709             142,831

           USER                  00                  00

           LOADER               180                  00

           DRIVER            31,069               7,881

More Information

For more information about multitasking support, see the System Reference section.

DCMT DISPLAY MT Command
DCMT DISPLAY MT displays the multitasking queue depth in effect for the system.

Syntax

►►─ DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►
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          └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display MT Queue Depth ───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameter

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

Usage

DCMT DISPLAY MT QUEUE DEPTH displays the actual value of the multitasking queue depth.

Example

DCMT DISPLAY MT QUEUE DEPTH

DCMT DISPLAY MT QUEUE DEPTH

MT Queue Depth is 002

More Information

For more information about multitasking support, see the System Reference section.

DCMT DISPLAY MQ Command
The DCMT DISPLAY MQ command displays information about the MQ runtime environment of a DC/UCF system.

Syntax

►►─ DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

          └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display MQ ───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameter

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
 For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

Example

DCMT DISPLAY MQ

SYSGEN definitions                                                              

================================================================================
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Default status                 DISABLED                                         

Queue Manager                  IDM2                                             

                                                                                

Run-time information                                                            

================================================================================

MQ status                      ENABLED                                          

Queue Manager                  IDM2                                            

DCMT DISPLAY NODE Command
DCMT DISPLAY NODE identifies all of the nodes defined to the system and shows the associated type of communication
method used to access the node.

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display Node ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameter

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

DCMT DISPLAY NODE Command Usage

The following information is displayed for the specified message:

Field Value
Node Identifies all nodes defined to the system.
Type Displays the type of node in use (LOCAL, CVNUM, CCI, VTAM,

TCP/IP, GROUP).

Additional information is displayed for nodes with the following TYPE:

• CVNUM -- Displays the central version number and the SVC number that is used to communicate with the central
version.

• GROUP -- Displays the default node that is used if access to the group fails.

Example

DCMT DISPLAY NODE

      DISPLAY NODE

                      DISPLAY NODE TABLE ENTRIES

            NODE    TYPE
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          LOCAL     LOCAL

          SYSTEM22  CCI

          SYSTEM92  CCI

          SYSTEM72  TCP/IP

          SYSTEM73  VTAM

          SYSTEM74  VTAM

          SYSTEM71  LOCAL

          DBDCGR    GROUP          DEFLT-NODE NULL

          IDMSGR    GROUP          DEFLT-NODE NULL

          CVNOD1    CVNUM          CV NUMBER  101          SVC NUMBER 173

DCMT DISPLAY NUCLEUS MODULE RELOAD TABLE Command
DCMT DISPLAY NUCLEUS MODULE RELOAD TABLE displays the list of nucleus modules that have been marked to
new copy.

Syntax

►►─── DCMT Display NUcleus MODule RELoad TABle ───────────────────────────────►◄

Example

DCMT DISPLAY NUCLEUS MODULE RELOAD TABLE

      DISPLAY NUCLEUS MODULE RELOAD TABLE

**** DISPLAY OF NUCLEUS RELOAD TABLE ****

RHDCCOBI  RHDCPLII  RHDCAEDT

***   END OF DISPLAY   ***

More Information

• For more information about nucleus modules, see Administrating IDMS System Operations.
• For more information about marking a nucleus module to new copy, see DCMT VARY NUCLEUS.

DCMT DISPLAY PRINTER Command
DCMT DISPLAY PRINTER displays information associated with DC/UCF printers.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display ─┬─ PRInter logical-terminal-id ─┬──────────────────────────────►◄

               └─ PRInters ────────────────────┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
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Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• PRInter
Displays information for a specified printer.
– logical-terminal-id

The ID of a logical terminal defined on the system generation LTERM statement.
• PRInters

Displays the information listed below for all printers associated with the DC/UCF system.

Usage

Field Value
Lterm-ID Logical terminal ID.
CKPT Printer checkpoint.
Pterm-ID ID of the physical terminal with which the logical terminal is

associated.
Status Status of the physical terminal

ACTIVE -- Active
DISCON -- Disconnected
INACT -- Inactive
INSRV -- In service
OUTSRV -- Out of service
QUEUED -- IDMS has requested the printer, but it is being used
for another application

Report ID of the report currently being printed.
Classes/Destinations List of classes and/or destinations associated with the printer.

The class or destination of the report currently being printed is
preceded by an asterisk (for example, *01).

Banner Indicates if a banner page is printed with each report.
Control Shows the PRINTER CONTROL options for the printer.

Example

DCMT DISPLAY PRINTERS

     DISPLAY PRINTERS

    *** PRINTER LTERM'S ***

LTERM-ID  CKPT PTERM-ID STATUS   REPORT   CLASSES/DESTINATIONS

USWSWDP5 *OFF* USWSWDP5 DISCON            USWSWDP5

USWSWDP2 *OFF* USWSWDP2 DISCON            USWSWDP2

USWSWDPL *OFF* USWSWDPL DISCON            USWSWDPL

JESRDR   *OFF* JESRDR   INACTIVE           63

DCMT DISPLAY PRINTER lterm-id

     D PRINT BGBRUSP7

LTerm-ID                  BGBRUSP7
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PTerm-ID                  BGBRUSP7

Checkpoint                *OFF*

Status                    DISCON

Report

Classes/Destinations      BGBRU

Banner                    YES

Control: SCS Formfeed is  FF-NL

         On Report Start  FF Native=Insert    ,Non-nat.= Insert    ,SCS CRLF=ON

         On Report   End  FF Native=No-insert ,Non-nat.= No-insert

More Information

• For more information about defining printers, see documentation of the LTERM and PTERM statements in the
Administrating section.

• For more information about varying printer attributes, see DCMT VARY PRINTER.

DCMT DISPLAY PROGRAM Command
DCMT DISPLAY PROGRAM displays information associated with DC/UCF programs. It displays the contents of the
Program Definition Element (PDE) for each program.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ PRogram program-specification ────────────────────┬─────────────────────►◄

   └─ PRograms ─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                └─ from program-name to program-name ─┘

Expansion of program-specification

 ►──┬──────────────────────┬─ program-name ─┬──────────────────────────┬──────►◄

    └─ dictnode.dictname. ─┘                └─ Version version-number ─┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• Program
Displays information about a specified program.

• program-specification
Specifies the program to display:

• dictnode
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Specifies the DDS node that controls the data dictionary in which the named program resides.
• dictname

Specifies the alternate data dictionary in which the named program resides. The default is the DICTNAME setting for
the current session. To specify that the system default dictionary is to be searched for the named program, use the
value * for dictname.

NOTE
Although dictnode and dictname are optional parameters, if dictnode is specified and dictname is not
specified, a "." delimiter must be included to represent the missing dictname parameter. For example:

DCMT V PR dictnode..program-name V version-number

– program-name
The name of the program, as defined on the system generation PROGRAM statement or on a DCMT VARY
DYNAMIC PROGRAM command.

– Version version-number
The version number of the specified DC/UCF program.
The default is 1.

NOTE
The loadlist enabled for your current terminal session determines how DC/UCF searches for a program
based on a DCMT DISPLAY PROGRAM command. However, this loadlist search can be bypassed and
superseded by fully qualifying the program name. If VERSION, DICTNODE, or DICTNAME is specified in the
DCMT command, then this is considered a fully qualified name and the loadlists are not used.

• PRograms
Displays information for each of the following types of programs:
– Programs defined at system generation time by means of the PROGRAM statement
– Dynamically defined programs defined by means of the DCMT VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM command

discussed in 5.18, "DCMT VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM".
– Automatically generated programs defined by means of DC/UCF compilers and definition tools, edit table, and

code table definitions
• from program-name to program-name

Specifies the range of programs to be displayed. Program-name specifies the start or all of a program name. For
example, FROM IDMS TO RHDC displays all programs that begin with IDMS through those that begin with RHDC.

Usage

How DC/UCF Searches for a Program

The load list enabled for your current terminal session determines how DC/UCF searches for a program based on a
DCMT DISPLAY PROGRAM command.

Display for a Specified Program

DCMT DISPLAY PROGRAM displays the following information for the specified DC/UCF program:

Field Value
Column One  
Program name Program name
Type Indicates program type: AM, DIALOG, DIALOG MAINLINE,

DRIVER, MAP, NUCLEUS, PROGRAM, RCM, SUBSCHEMA,
TABLE, or UNDEFINED

Language Language in which the program is written
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Size (in bytes) The size of the program, in bytes
ISA Size Initial storage area size, in bytes
Status Indicates the status of the program: ENABLED AND INSRV or

DISABLED AND OUTSRV
Dynamic Indicates whether additional versions of this program can be

defined at runtime: ALLOWED or NOT ALLOWED
Reusable Indicates whether the program is available for use in the program

pool: YES or NO
Reentrant Indicates the reentrant status of the program: FULLY

REENTRANT, QUASI-REENTRANT, or NON-REENTRANT
Tasks use ct The number of tasks currently using the program
Times called Number of times called
PGM chk thrh The number of program checks that can occur before the program

is disabled
Dump thrh The number of dumps that can occur before the program is

disabled
Amode Indicates whether the program can address XA storage
PDE address Address of PDE
Savearea Indicates whether a savearea will be allocated when the program

is invoked: YES or NO
Column Two
Ddname/Version ddname (Type=Loadlib) or version number (Type=Dictionary)
Dictname Name of the data dictionary in which the program resides (if blank,

installation default dictionary)
Dictnode Name of the DDS node that controls the data dictionary in which

the program resides (if blank, local DDS node)
Database key The database key of the program (for modules stored in the data

dictionary)
Storage Prot Indicates whether storage protection is enabled for the program:

YES or NO
Residence Indicates the residence status of the program: PERMANENT, IN

POOL, or NOT IN POOL
Note: If the program is permanent or in the pool, the address of
the program is given, or an indication that multiple copies are
present is given.

Threading Indicates the type of threading for a program as follows:
CONCURRENT -- The program is multithreaded
NON-CONCURRENT -- The program is single threaded

Overlayable Indicates whether the program is over layable: YES or NO
New Copy Indicates the new copy status of the program: ENABLED or

DISABLED
Times loaded Number of times loaded
Pgm check ct Number of program checks that occurred for the program since it

was defined or enabled
Dump ct Number of dumps performed for the program since it was defined

or enabled
Rmode Indicates where the program can run: 24 or ANY
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MPmode Indicates the MPmode of the program: SYSTEM or ANY
Mult Enclave Indicates whether a COBOL program is eligible to run in a multiple

program enclave: YES or NO

If multiple copies of the program are present, the following information is displayed for each copy:

Field Value
Address The address of the copy
Debug Indicates the debug status of the copy: YES or NO
In Pool Indicates the residence status of the copy as follows:

YES -- The copy is currently in memory
NO -- The copy has been paged out

Copy Indicates the type of copy as follows:
TEMP -- The copy is non-resident
PERM -- The copy is resident

Display for Every Program

DCMT DISPLAY PROGRAMS displays the following information for every program:

Field Value
Program Program name
Typ Program type
D Dictionary origin. If the program was loaded from a data dictionary,

a D is displayed. Otherwise, the program was loaded from a load
library.

DDname/Version# Version number (Type=Dictionary) or ddname (Type=Loadlib).
Dictname Name of the data dictionary in which the program resides.
Node Name of the DDS node that controls the data dictionary in which

the program resides.

Examples

DCMT DISPLAY PROGRAMS

    D PRO IDMSCOMP

   Program Name IDMSCOMP            Ddname          CDMSLIB

   Type         PROGRAM             Type            LOADLIB

   Language     ASM                 Dictname

   Size (bytes) 00001600            Dictnode

   ISA size     00000000            Database key    NOT IN DICT

   Status       ENABLED AND INSRV   Storage Prot    NO

   Dynamic      NOT ALLOWED         Residence       PERMANENT AT 39642A00

   Reusable     YES                 Threading       CONCURRENT

   Reentrant    FULLY REENTRANT     Overlayable     YES

   Tasks use ct 003                 New Copy        ENABLED

   Times called 00000015            Times loaded    000001

   PGM chk thrh 005                 Pgm check ct    000

   Dump thrh    000                 Dump ct         000

   Amode        31                  Rmode           ANY
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   PDE address  36D11878            MPmode          SYSTEM

   Savearea     YES                 Mult Enclave

DCMT DISPLAY Specified Program

       DISPLAY PROGRAM IDMSCOMP

   Program Name IDMSCOMP               Ddname          CDMSLIB

   Type         PROGRAM                Type            LOADLIB

   Language     ASM                    Dictname

   Size (bytes) 00001592               Dictnode

   ISA size     00000000               Database key    NOT IN DICT

   Status       ENABLED AND INSRV      Storage Prot    NO

   Dynamic      NOT ALLOWED            Residence       PERMANENT AT 38904000

   Reusable     YES                    Threading       CONCURRENT

   Reentrant    FULLY REENTRANT        Overlayable     YES

   Tasks use ct 002                    New Copy        ENABLED

   Times called 00000015               Times loaded    000001

   PGM chk thrh 005                    Pgm check ct    000

   Dump thrh    000                    Dump ct         000

   Amode        31                     Rmode           ANY

   PDE address  36C5D214               MPmode          SYSTEM

   Savearea     YES                    Mult Enclave

DCMT DISPLAY Range of Programs

      DISPLAY PROGRAMS FROM DBUGMNRE TO IDBCAT

    *** Program Definition Table - Dictionary Modules Indicated by "D" ***

Program   Typ  D  DDname/Version#     DictName   Node

DBUGMNRE  ASM     CDMSLIB

DBUGMNSE  ASM     CDMSLIB

DBUGMNSN  ASM     CDMSLIB

DBUGMNVR  ASM     CDMSLIB

DBUGSTAE  ASM     CDMSLIB

DCPROFIL  ASM     CDMSLIB

DDAMDBUG  ASM     CDMSLIB

DNSCTAB   ASM     CDMSLIB

DNSSCSES  ASM     CDMSLIB

DNSSCTL   ASM     CDMSLIB

DNSSDICT  ASM     CDMSLIB

EDBBNOTE  ASM     CDMSLIB

EMPSS01   SUB  D  VERSION 1

ESVSAMBE  NUC     CDMSLIB

ESVSPVLR  ASM     CDMSLIB

IBMDEOCA  ASM     CDMSLIB

IBMDESMA  ASM     CDMSLIB

IDB       ADS     CDMSLIB

IDBCAT    ASM     CDMSLIB

IDBCATI   ASM     CDMSLIB

More Information
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• For more information about load lists, see documentation of the LOADLIST statement in the Administrating section and
the discussion of load lists in the System Reference section.

• For more information about displaying the dictionary definition for the program, see documentation of the PROGRAM
statement in the IDD DDDL Reference section.

• For more information about varying program attributes, see DCMT VARY PROGRAM.
• For more information about PDEs, see the Administrating section.

 

DCMT DISPLAY PTERM Command
DCMT DISPLAY PTERM displays information about DC/UCF physical terminals.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display ──────┬─ PTerm ─┬─ * ────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────►◄

                    │         └─ physical-terminal-id ─┘ │

                    └─ PTerms ───────────────────────────┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• PTerm
Displays information for a specified terminal.
– *

Specifies the terminal from which the command is issued.
– physical-terminal-id

The ID of a physical terminal as defined on the system generation PTERM statement.
• PTerms

Displays a physical terminal table that contains information for each physical terminal defined at DC/UCF system
generation time.

Usage

Display for a Specified Physical Terminal

DCMT DISPLAY PTERM displays the following information for each physical terminal:

Field Value
Logical Term ID ID of the logical terminal associated with the physical terminal
Physical Term ID Physical terminal ID
Physical Line ID ID of the line with which the physical terminal is associated
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Physical Term Type Physical terminal type
Physical Term Model Physical terminal model
Physical Term Status Status of the physical terminal:

• INSRV -- In service
• OUTSRV -- Out of service
• DISCON -- Disconnected
• POLL – Polling (MQTRIGGR physical terminals only)

Logical Term Status Status of the logical terminal associated with the physical termina:l
• ACTIVE -- Active
• DISCON -- Disconnected
• INSRV -- In service
• OUTSRV -- Out of service

Node or Term ID VTAM minor node or terminal ID
Front End System ID Front-end system ID (UCF systems only)
UCF Status UCF status (UCF systems only)
Number of Reads Number of reads performed since the terminal came online
Number of Writes Number of writes performed since the terminal came online
Number of Read Errors Number of read errors that occurred since the terminal came

online
Number of Write Errors Number of write errors that occurred since the terminal came

online

Display for All Physical Terminals

DCMT DISPLAY PTERMS displays the following information for each physical terminal defined at system generation time:

Field Value
Lterm-ID ID of the logical terminal associated with the physical terminal
Pterm-ID Physical terminal ID
Pline-ID ID of the line with which the physical terminal is associated
Type/M Physical terminal type and model
Status Status of the physical terminal

• ACTIVE -- Active
• DISCON -- Disconnected
• INSRV -- In service
• OUTSRV -- Out of service
• POLL – Polling (MQTRIGGR physical terminals only)

Term-ID VTAM or DCAM minor node or terminal ID
FES-ID Front-end system ID (UCF)
UCF-Stat UCF status (UCF systems only)
UCF-Mode UCF mode (UCF systems only)

The information displayed for each physical terminal is the same as the information provided by the DCMT DISPLAY LINE
command for a specified line.

Examples

DCMT DISPLAY PTERMS
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      DISPLAY PTERMS

     *** PHYSICAL TERMINAL TABLE ***

LTERM-ID PTERM-ID PLINE-ID TYPE/M STATUS TERM-ID     FES-ID   UCF-STAT UCF-MODE

CONSOLE  OPERATOR CONSOLE  CONS   INSRV

UCFLT05  UCFPT05  UCFLINE  INOT 2 INSRV  MQA$0798    BATCH    SUSPEND  DEDICATD

UCFLT06  UCFPT06  UCFLINE  INOT 2 INSRV  MQA$0799    BATCH    SUSPEND  DEDICATD

UCFLT07  UCFPT07  UCFLINE  BULK 0 DISCON

UCFLT08  UCFPT08  UCFLINE  BULK   DISCON

UCFLT01  UCFPT01  UCFLINE  UCF    DISCON

UCFLT02  UCFPT02  UCFLINE  UCF    DISCON

UCFLT03  UCFPT03  UCFLINE  UCF    DISCON

UCFLT04  UCFPT04  UCFLINE  UCF    DISCON

VL10301  VP10301  VTAMLIN  3277 2 DISCON A35L5131

USWSWDP2 USWSWDP2 VTAMLIN  3286 2 DISCON A35P6207

USWSWDP5 USWSWDP5 VTAMLIN  3286 2 DISCON A35P5107

USWSWDPL USWSWDPL VTAMLIN  3286 2 DISCON A35P5707

VL10302  VP10302  VTAMLIN  3277 2 INSRV  A35L6126

VL10303  VP10303  VTAMLIN  3277 2 DISCON

VL10304  VP10304  VTAMLIN  3277 2 DISCON

VL10305  VP10305  VTAMLIN  3277 2 DISCON

VL10306  VP10306  VTAMLIN  3277 2 DISCON

VL10307  VP10307  VTAMLIN  3277 2 DISCON

VL10308  VP10308  VTAMLIN  3277 2 DISCON

              PAGE 001 - NEXT PAGE:

     *** PHYSICAL TERMINAL TABLE ***

LTERM-ID PTERM-ID PLINE-ID TYPE/M STATUS TERM-ID     FES-ID   UCF-STAT UCF-MODE

VL10309  VP10309  VTAMLIN  3277 2 DISCON

VL10310  VP10310  VTAMLIN  3277 2 DISCON

JESRDR   JESRDR   JESRDR   SYSO 0 INSRV

LCCIQ301 PCCIQ301 CCILINE  BULK   DISCON

LCCIQ302 PCCIQ302 CCILINE  BULK   DISCON

LCCIQ303 PCCIQ303 CCILINE  BULK   DISCON

LCCIQ304 PCCIQ304 CCILINE  BULK   DISCON

LCCIQ305 PCCIQ305 CCILINE  BULK   DISCON

DCMT DISPLAY PTERM *

      DISPLAY PTERM *

          LOGICAL TERM ID VL10302

         PHYSICAL TERM ID VP10302

         PHYSICAL LINE ID VTAMLIN

       PHYSICAL TERM TYPE LOCAL 3277

      PHYSICAL TERM MODEL 2

     PHYSICAL TERM STATUS INSRV

      LOGICAL TERM STATUS ACTIVE

          NODE OR TERM ID A35L6126

      FRONT END SYSTEM ID

               UCF STATUS

          NUMBER OF READS 0000300

         NUMBER OF WRITES 0000293

    NUMBER OF READ ERRORS 0000000
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   NUMBER OF WRITE ERRORS 0000008

DCMT DISPLAY PTERM pterm-id

      DISPLAY PTERM OPERATOR

          LOGICAL TERM ID CONSOLE

         PHYSICAL TERM ID OPERATOR

         PHYSICAL LINE ID CONSOLE

       PHYSICAL TERM TYPE OP CONSOLE

      PHYSICAL TERM MODEL

     PHYSICAL TERM STATUS INSRV

      LOGICAL TERM STATUS INSRV

          NODE OR TERM ID

      FRONT END SYSTEM ID

               UCF STATUS

          NUMBER OF READS 0000000

         NUMBER OF WRITES 0000000

    NUMBER OF READ ERRORS 0000000

   NUMBER OF WRITE ERRORS 0000000

More Information

• For more information about displaying information for devices in an SNA network, see DCMT DISPLAY SNA PTERM.
• For more information about varying physical terminal attributes, see DCMT VARY PTERM.

DCMT DISPLAY QUEUE Command
DCMT DISPLAY QUEUE displays information associated with DC/UCF queues.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─ DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

          └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─ Display ─┬─ QUeue queue-id ────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

             └─ QUeues ─┬────────┬─┘

                        └─ *ALL ─┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Executes the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see Reference section.

• QUeue
Displays information about a specific queue.

• queue-id
Identifies the queue to be displayed. queue-id must be the identifier of the queue to be displayed.

• QUeues
Displays information about multiple queues.

• *ALL
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Displays information about all queues known to the system. This includes both queues defined at system generation
time and those defined dynamically.

NOTE
If *ALL is not specified, information is displayed only for queues defined at system generation time.

Usage

Queues Listed in the Queue Definition Table

The queue definition table includes only queues defined at system generation time. Dynamically created queues (that is,
queues created by PUT QUEUE commands) are not displayed.

Display for a Specified Queue

DCMT DISPLAY QUEUE displays the following information for a specified queue:

Field Value
Queue Name Queue name
Task Code The name of the task invoked to process queue records
Times Invoked Number of times the queue task has been invoked
Queue Status The status of the queue:

INSRV
OUTSRV

Current Rec Cnt Count of records currently in the queue
Threshold Cnt The number of records written to the queue before the task is

invoked
Max Rec Cnt Maximum record count (that is, the maximum number of entries

permitted in the queue; if 0, no limit exists)
Date Created The date the queue was created
Retention The retention period of the queue
Global YES indicates that the queue is shared between data sharing

members; NO indicates that the queue is local to the current CV

Display for All Queues

DCMT DISPLAY QUEUES displays the following information for all queues:

Field Value
Queue Name The name of the queue
Taskcode/Invoked The name of the task invoked to process queue records and the

number of times it was invoked
Curr Count of records currently in the queue
Thrt The threshold count
Max Maximum record count (that is, the maximum number of entries

permitted in the queue; if 0, no limit exists)
Ret The retention period of the queue
Global YES indicates that the queue is shared between data sharing

members; NO indicates that the queue is local to the current CV
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Example

The following example displays all queues defined to the DC/UCF system.

  DCMT D QUEUE *ALL                                            

     *** QUEUE DEFINITION TABLE ***                           

   QUEUE NAME    TASKCODE/INVOKED CURR THRT  MAX  RET GLOBAL  

$ADCTEST       1                 00004 00000 0000 255 NO      

$ADSCIDX                         00001 00000 0000 255 NO      

JPDD1                            00003 00000 0000 255 NO      

JPDX1                            00003 00000 0000 255 NO      

JPDX2                            00002 00000 0000 255 NO      

KJMQUE1                          00001 00000 0000 255 NO      

KJMQUE2                          00001 00000 0000 255 NO      

OLQQNOTE         OLQTNOTE/00000  00000 00001 0000 001 NO      

RTSVQ                            00002 00000 0000 255 NO      

TASK_ANALYZER_12                 00001 00000 0000 255 NO      

More Information

• For more information about varying queue attributes, see the section DCMT VARY QUEUE.
• For more information about deleting queues, see the section QUED.
• For more information about queue definition in the data dictionary, see documentation of the QUEUE statement in the

IDD DDDL Reference section.
• For more information about queue definition at system generation time, see documentation of the QUEUE statement in

the Administrating section.
• For more information about PUT QUEUE commands, see the DML Reference section for COBOL.
• For more information about queue management, see the Navigational DML Administrating section.
• For more information about queue definition tables, see the System Reference section.
• For more information about sharing the queue area in a data sharing environment, see the System Reference section.

DCMT DISPLAY REPLIES Command
DCMT DISPLAY REPLIES displays the text of WRITE LOG (#WTL) statements that are pending reply from the operator's
console.

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display REPLies ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameter

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.
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Example

DCMT DISPLAY REPLIES

      DISPLAY REPLIES

99 0                  DC-CONSOLE REPLY 99

More Information

• For more information about WRITE LOG statements, see the DML Reference section for COBOL.
• For more information about #WTL statements, see the DML Reference section for Assembler.

DCMT DISPLAY REPORTS Command
DCMT DISPLAY REPORTS displays information associated with DC/UCF reports.

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── REPorts ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

               ├─ Class printer-class ─────────────┤

               └─ Destination printer-destination ─┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• REPorts
Displays the same information for each printer class or destination as the DCMT DISPLAY CLASSES command.

• Class
Displays the same information for the specified printer class as the DCMT DISPLAY CLASS command.
– printer-class

An integer in the range 1 through 64 as defined on the system generation LTERM statement.
• Destination

Displays the same information for each report queued to the specified printer destination as the DCMT DISPLAY
CLASS command.
– printer-destination

The ID of a destination defined on the system generation DESTINATION statement.

Examples

DCMT DISPLAY REPORTS

      DISPLAY REPORTS

CL/DEST   REPORTS  LINES
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 01       00008  0000136

 57       00001  0000024

USWSWDP5  00006  0000120

DCMT D REPORTS DESTINATION

      D REPORTS DESTINATION USWSWDP5

ON       REPORT   ORIGINAL PROGRAM   RPT  RPT  NUM   NUM

PRINTER  NAME     LTERM-ID  NAME     PRI  ID  LINES COPIES USER

USWSWDP5 DNNV15   VL10303            020  001 00000  001   JSMITH

DCMT DISPLAY REPORTS CLASS

      DISPLAY REPORTS CLASS 1

ON       REPORT   ORIGINAL PROGRAM   RPT  RPT  NUM   NUM

PRINTER  NAME     LTERM-ID  NAME     PRI  ID  LINES COPIES USER

         DKTB1    VL10303            020  001 00024  001   MQA

         DKTB2    VL10303            020  001 00024  001   MQA

         DKTB3    VL10303            020  001 00024  001   MQA

         DKTB4    UCFLT05  RHDCOPLG  020  001 00005  001   ZQA

         DKTB5    UCFLT05  RHDCOPLG  020  001 00004  001   ZQA

         DKTB6    UCFLT05  RHDCOPLG  020  001 00007  001   ZQA

         DNNV1    VL10301            020  001 00024  001   SQA

         DNNV2    VL10306            020  001 00024  001   SQA

DCMT DISPLAY RESOURCE NAME TABLE Command
DCMT DISPLAY RESOURCE NAME TABLE shows all the resources defined to this system and the location where the
resource resides.

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display RESource NAme TAble ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

Usage

DCMT DISPLAY RESOURCE NAME TABLE displays the following information:

Field Value
Resource Name Shows the resource name (a database name or a node name)
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Node Shows the node name

Example DCMT DISPLAY RESOURCE NAME TABLE Command

DCMT DISPLAY RESOURCE NAME TABLE

      DISPLAY RESOURCE NAME TABLE

                  DISPLAY RESOURCE TABLE ENTRIES

RESOURCE NAME------------------------------  NODE

                  DBDBNAM1                  LOCAL

                  DBDBNAM2                  DBGNOD1

                  DB*                       LOCAL

                  NDDBGNOD2                 LOCAL

                  NDSYSTEM71                LOCAL

                  NDLOCAL                   LOCAL

                  NDSYSTEM72                SYSTEM72

                  NDSYSTEM22                SYSTEM22

                  NDSYSTEM92                SYSTEM92

                  NDSYSTEM73                SYSTEM73

                  NDSYSTEM74                SYSTEM74

                  NDSYSTEM71                SYSTEM71

                  NDIDMSGR                  IDMSGR

                  NDDBDCGR                  DBDCGR

                  NDDBGNOD1                 DBGNOD1

                  NDDBGNOD2                 DBGNOD2

                  NDDBGNOD3                 DBGNOD3

                  ND*                       LOCAL

*                                           LOCAL

More Information

• For more information about nodes, see DCMT DISPLAY NODE.
• For more information about defining the resource name table, see the Administrating section.

DCMT DISPLAY RUN UNIT Command
DCMT DISPLAY RUN UNIT displays information about system internal run units.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ RUn Unit ─┬─ QUeue ────────┬─┬────────────────────────────┬─┬───────────►◄

   │            ├─ LOader ───────┤ └─ DICTNAme dictionary-name ─┘ │
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   │            ├─ SIgnon ───────┤                                │

   │            ├─ MSgdict ──────┤                                │

   │            ├─ DEst ─────────┤                                │

   │            ├─ SYstem ───────┤                                │

   │            ├─ SEcurity ─────┤                                │

   │            ├─ SQL LOader ───┤                                │

   │            └─ SQL SEcurity ─┘                                │

   └─ RUn Units ──────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• RUn Unit
Displays detailed and summary information about a specified run unit.

• QUeue
Displays detailed and summary information about each system internal queue area run unit.

• LOader
Displays detailed and summary information about each system internal load area run unit.

• SIgnon
Displays detailed and summary information about each system internal run unit for signon processing.

• MSgdict
Displays detailed and summary information about each system internal run unit for the data dictionary message area.

• DEst/SYstem
Displays detailed and summary information about each system internal run unit for destination and CLIST processing.

• SECurity
Displays detailed and summary information about each system internal run unit for security processing.

• SQL LOader
Displays detailed and summary information about each system internal SQL load run unit.

• SQL SECurity
Displays detailed and summary information about each system internal run unit for SQL security processing.

• DICTNAme
Specifies a data dictionary for which you want to display system internal run units.
– dictionary-name

The name of a data dictionary included in the database name table defined for the current system.
If you do not specify a dictionary name, all the system internal run units for the type specified are displayed.

• RUn Units
Displays summary information about all system internal run units. RUN UNITS displays the same summary information
for each run unit as is displayed by the RUN UNIT option.

Examples

DCMT DISPLAY RUN UNITS

     DISPLAY RUN UNITS

                     TYPE QUEUE

           DRIVER TASK ID 00000002

                SUBSCHEMA IDMSNWK7
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                     NODE

          DICTNAME/DBNAME SYSTEM

            IDLE INTERVAL OFF

     PREDEFINED RUN UNITS         1

     RUN UNIT ALLOCATIONS        16

           RUN UNIT FREES        16

       OVERFLOW RUN UNITS         0

                AREA NAME DDLDCRUN

               USAGE MODE SHARED UPDATE

TYPE  BOUND  IN-USE    ALLOCS   OWNING TASK

PERM   YES    NO            16

                     TYPE LOADER

           DRIVER TASK ID 00000003

                SUBSCHEMA IDMSNWKL

                     NODE

          DICTNAME/DBNAME

            IDLE INTERVAL OFF

     PREDEFINED RUN UNITS         1

              PAGE 001 - NEXT PAGE:

 .

 .

 .

DCMT DISPLAY RUN UNIT QUEUE

      DISPLAY RUN UNIT QUEUE

                     TYPE QUEUE

           DRIVER TASK ID 00000002

                SUBSCHEMA IDMSNWK7

                     NODE

          DICTNAME/DBNAME SYSTEM

            IDLE INTERVAL OFF

     PREDEFINED RUN UNITS         1

     RUN UNIT ALLOCATIONS        95

           RUN UNIT FREES        95

       OVERFLOW RUN UNITS         0

                AREA NAME DDLDCRUN

               USAGE MODE SHARED UPDATE

TYPE  BOUND  IN-USE    ALLOCS   OWNING TASK

PERM   YES    NO            95

DCMT DISPLAY RUN UNIT LOADER

      DISPLAY RUN UNIT LOADER

                     TYPE LOADER

           DRIVER TASK ID 00000003

                SUBSCHEMA IDMSNWKL

                     NODE

          DICTNAME/DBNAME

            IDLE INTERVAL OFF

     PREDEFINED RUN UNITS         1
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     RUN UNIT ALLOCATIONS       129

           RUN UNIT FREES       129

       OVERFLOW RUN UNITS       111

                AREA NAME DDLDCLOD

               USAGE MODE SHARED UPDATE

TYPE  BOUND  IN-USE    ALLOCS   OWNING TASK

PERM   YES    NO            18

DCMT DISPLAY RUN UNIT SIGNON

      DISPLAY RUN UNIT SIGNON

                     TYPE SIGNON

           DRIVER TASK ID 00000005

                SUBSCHEMA IDMSSECU

                     NODE

          DICTNAME/DBNAME SYSUSER

            IDLE INTERVAL OFF

     PREDEFINED RUN UNITS         1

     RUN UNIT ALLOCATIONS        23

           RUN UNIT FREES        23

       OVERFLOW RUN UNITS         0

                AREA NAME DDLSEC

               USAGE MODE SHARED UPDATE

TYPE  BOUND  IN-USE    ALLOCS   OWNING TASK

PERM   YES    NO            23

DCMT DISPLAY RUN UNIT MSQDICT

      DISPLAY RUN UNIT MSQDICT

                     TYPE MSGDICT

           DRIVER TASK ID 00000004

                SUBSCHEMA IDMSNWK6

                     NODE

          DICTNAME/DBNAME SYSMSG

            IDLE INTERVAL OFF

     PREDEFINED RUN UNITS         1

     RUN UNIT ALLOCATIONS       473

           RUN UNIT FREES       473

       OVERFLOW RUN UNITS         8

                AREA NAME DDLDCMSG

               USAGE MODE SHARED RETRIEVAL

TYPE  BOUND  IN-USE    ALLOCS   OWNING TASK

PERM   YES    NO           465

DCMT DISPLAY RUN UNIT QUEUE DICTNAME

      DISPLAY RUN UNIT QUEUE DICTNAME SYSTEM

                     TYPE QUEUE

           DRIVER TASK ID 00000002

                SUBSCHEMA IDMSNWK7

                     NODE

          DICTNAME/DBNAME SYSTEM
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            IDLE INTERVAL OFF

     PREDEFINED RUN UNITS         1

     RUN UNIT ALLOCATIONS        95

           RUN UNIT FREES        95

       OVERFLOW RUN UNITS         0

                AREA NAME DDLDCRUN

               USAGE MODE SHARED UPDATE

TYPE  BOUND  IN-USE    ALLOCS   OWNING TASK

PERM   YES    NO            95

DCMT DISPLAY RUN UNIT SQL LOADER

      DISPLAY RUN UNIT SQL LOADER

                     TYPE SQL LOADER

           DRIVER TASK ID OUT OF SERVICE

                SUBSCHEMA IDMSCATL

                     NODE

          DICTNAME/DBNAME

            IDLE INTERVAL OFF

     PREDEFINED RUN UNITS         0

     RUN UNIT ALLOCATIONS         3

           RUN UNIT FREES         3

       OVERFLOW RUN UNITS         3

                AREA NAME DDLCATLOD

               USAGE MODE SHARED UPDATE

NOTE
The value OUT OF SERVICE for DRIVER TASK ID is displayed when no predefined run unit has been specified
in system generation.

DCMT DISPLAY SCRATCH Command
The DCMT DISPLAY SCRATCH command displays the following information about scratch usage. 

• Definition-related information, such as number of pages, page size, and location
• Global statistics and high-water marks
• Detailed information

For more information about scratch management, see Storage, Scratch, and Queue Management.

This article describes the following information:

DCMT DISPLAY SCRATCH Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►──── Display SCRatch ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►──────┬────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►◄

        │           ┌──────────────────────────┐ │

        ├─ SORt ──┬ ▼ ┬─┬── DEScending ◄─┬────┬┴─┘

        └─ ORDer ─┘   │ └── ASCending ───┘    │
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                      └─ BY ─┬─ SIZe ◄──────┬─┘

                             ├─ LTErm ──────┤

                             ├─ SCRatch id ─┤

                             └─ USEr id ────┘

DCMT DISPLAY SCRATCH Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms, see the section How to Broadcast System
Tasks.

• Display SCRatch
Displays global statistics, definition-related, and detailed information about scratch.

• SORt or ORDer
Requests sorted output.
– DEScending

Specifies to display the higher values first in the sorted output. This is the default.
– ASCending

Specifies to display the lower values first in the sorted output.
– BY

Identifies the sort criterion.
• SIZe:  Specifies to sort by the scratch area size. This is the default.
• LTErm:  Specifies to sort by the logical terminal name.
• SCRatch id: Specifies to sort by the scratch area ID. The scratch area ID specifies the area with which the

object record is associated.
• USEr id: Specifies to sort by the user ID.

DCMT DISPLAY SCRATCH Usage

Output from DCMT DISPLAY SCRATCH

The header information reports on the following:

• Scratch area definition
– total number of pages
– page size
– location (file or in storage)
– storage address (if scratch in storage)
– primary and secondary extent (expressed in number of pages and bytes)
– storage limit (expressed in number of pages and bytes)

• Global run time information
– the number of PUT, GET, and DELETE scratch requests
– the number of scratch area IDs currently active
– the number of scratch area IDs created
– the number of pages in use of the scratch area (expressed as an absolute value and as a percentage)
– the number of scratch buffers
– the number of scratch pages found in buffer
– the number of pages read and written
– HWM (High Water Mark) values

• Detail information that reports on currently active scratch area IDs
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– the scratch area ID name
– the amount of space occupied for the scratch area ID (expressed in number of pages and as a percentage of the

current total size)
– the LTERM for which the scratch area ID was allocated
– the user id signed on to the LTERM

DCMT DISPLAY SCRATCH Example

DCMT DISPLAY SCRATCH SORT DESCENDING BY SIZE

DCMT DISPLAY SCRATCH SORT DESCENDING BY SIZE

Total   number of pages         391     Location                   ANY Storage

Page size                      2676     Storage address      00000001 00900000

Primary   extent #pages         391     Primary   extent size             1 MB

Secondary extent #pages         783     Secondary extent size             2 MB

Storage   limit  #pages       11363     Storage   limit  size            29 MB

PUT    scratch requests         223     Scratch Areas active                 9

GET    scratch requests          91     Scratch Areas created               12

DELETE scratch requests          44     HWM concurrent Scr. Areas            9

Pages in use                    240     HWM pages in use                   241

Pages in use percentage          61%    HWM pages in use  percentage        61%

Buffers                         N/A     HWM pages in use  for 1 S.A.        141

Pages found in buffer           N/A     HWM pages found   for 1 S.A.        N/A

Pages written                   N/A     HWM pages written for 1 S.A.        N/A

Pages read                      N/A     HWM pages read    for 1 S.A.        N/A

Scratch Area ID     Size: Pages / %     LTERM      User id

OCF*FSEO                    140    35   VL72001    USER02

DDDLFSEI                     83    21   VL72002    USER01

SSCHFSEO                      6     1   VL72001    USER02

OCF*FSEI                      3    <1   VL72001    USER02

SSCHFSEI                      3    <1   VL72001    USER02

DDDLFSEO                      2    <1   VL72002    USER01

DDDLFSEC                      1    <1   VL72002    USER01

OCF*FSEC                      1    <1   VL72001    USER02

SSCHFSEC                      1    <1   VL72001    USER02

DCMT DISPLAY SEGMENT Command
The DCMT DISPLAY SEGMENT command displays area information for a specified segment or lists all segments known
to the runtime system.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax
 ►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 

 ►─── Display ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─┬─ SEGment segment-name ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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   └─ SEGments ─────────────┘

 

Parameters

Parameters are as follows:

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• SEGment
Displays information about the areas in a segment.
– segment-name

The name of the segment whose information is to be displayed.
• SEGments

Lists all segments known to the runtime system.

Usage

DCMT DISPLAY SEGMENT displays the following information for each segment:

Field Value
Segment-Name Displays the segment name.
Schema-Name Displays the schema name.
Type Displays the type of segment, Network or SQL.
#areas Displays the number of areas contained in the segment.
Pg-Grp Displays the page group.
Radix Displays the dbkey radix.
Datetime-stamp Displays the date and time stamp of the segment's last critical

change.

Example

DCMT DISPLAY SEGMENTS

 Segment-Name   Schema-Name     Type  #areas  Pg-Grp  Radix      Datetime-stamp

  AAA                       Network       1      25      8    2005-03-29-10.07.59

  DAR                           SQL       3       0      8    2005-03-29-10.07.59

  DBCR                      Network       2      15      8    2005-03-29-10.07.59

  EMPDEMO                   Network       3       0      8    2005-03-29-10.07.59

  ETOT                      Network       1      32      8    2005-03-29-10.07.59

  KJM                       Network      30      35      8    2005-03-29-10.07.59

  LRD                       Network       1      30      8    2005-03-29-10.07.59

  QADICT                    Network       2       0      8    2005-03-29-10.07.59

  QAMISC                    Network       1       0      8    2005-03-29-10.07.59

  R120DICT                  Network       2       0      8    2005-03-29-10.07.59

  SYSDAR                        SQL       3       0      8    2005-03-29-10.07.59

  SYSDEF                    Network       5       0      8    2005-03-29-10.07.59

  SYSDICT                   Network       2       0      8    2005-03-29-10.07.59
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  SYSLOCAL                  Network       1       1      8    2005-03-29-10.07.59

  SYSMSG                    Network       1       0      8    2005-03-29-10.07.59

  SYSSQL                        SQL       3       0      8    2005-03-29-10.07.59

  SYSUSER                   Network       1       0      8    2005-03-29-10.07.59

  USERDB                        SQL       3       0      8    2005-03-29-10.07.59

  USERDB2                       SQL       3       2      8    2005-03-29-10.07.59

  VSAMT                     Network       6       0      8    2005-03-29-10.07.59

Vnnn ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:      CA IDMS release nn.n tape volser node nodename

 

DCMT DISPLAY SHARED CACHE Command
The DCMT DISPLAY SHARED CACHE command displays the name of the files participating in a shared cache, and
shows the cache status for each file. Shared cache usage is possible only in a Sysplex environment.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax
 ►►── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

           └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 

 ►─── Display SHAred CAche ─┬──────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►◄

                            └─ cache-name ─────┘

 

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see 2.3.4, "How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• cache-name
Name of the shared cache to activate or deactivate.

Usage

Display for Each Shared Cache

The following information is displayed for each shared cache:

Field Value
Cache name Name of the shared cache
Actual size The size of the cache structure in K.
Reads Number of pages read from the shared cache
Writes Number of pages written to the shared cache
Status Current status of the shared cache. Possible values are ON and

OFF.
File Name of the data set assigned to the shared cache
On Name of the volume containing the data set
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CF name Name of the Coupling Facility
Max. directory count Directory entry count. Approximate count of the number of entries

supported in this structure
VectorLen Actual Vector length. Applicable for list and cache structures
Registered pages Number of directory entries in use
Max. element count Approximate maximum number of elements
Data elements in use Number of element entries in use

Example
        D SHA CAC *

 ***  Display SHAred CAche request  ***

 Cache name:  IDMSSUPPCACHE002

    Status:                 ON      Actual size (K):                32768

    CF name:          COUPLET1      Max. directory count:            6586

    VectorLen:             832      Registered pages:                   1

    Reads:                   2      Max. element count:            105386

    Writes:                  2      Data elements in use:             128

    ---------------------------------------------------------------------

    Data set name                           * VolSer * BlkSz * Reg. pages

    MEN.C1300.TECHDC99.DBCR.BRANCH.A.R150   * TECH05 *  4000 *          0

    MEN.C1300.TECHDC99.DBCR.ACCT.A.R150     * TECH09 *  2932 *          0

Vnnn ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:      CA IDMS release nn.n tape volser node nodename

 

More Information

• For more information about defining shared cache in the Coupling Facility, see the System Reference section.
• For more information about defining shared cache in IDMS, see the information about assigning files using the DMCL

file override parameter in the "Administrating IDMS Database" section of the IDMS documentation.

DCMT DISPLAY SNA PTERM Command
DCMT DISPLAY SNA PTERM displays information for SNA physical terminals defined with a line type of VTAMLU.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►──────── Display SNA ─┬─ PTerm ─┬─ * ────────────────────┬─┬────────────────►◄

                        │         └─ physical-terminal-id ─┘ │

                        └─ PTerms ───────────────────────────┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.
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NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• PTerm
Displays information for a specified physical terminal.
– *

Specifies the physical terminal from which the command is issued.
– physical-terminal-id

The ID of an SNA physical terminal as defined on the system generation PTERM statement.
• PTerms

Displays a physical terminal table that contains information for each physical terminal in an SNA network.

Usage

Display for a Specified SNA Physical Terminal

DCMT DISPLAY SNA PTERM displays the following information for a specified SNA physical terminal:

Field Value
Logical Term ID ID of the logical terminal associated with the physical terminal
Physical Term ID Physical terminal ID
Physical Line ID ID of the line with which the physical terminal is associated
Physical Term Type Physical terminal type
Physical Term Model Physical terminal model
Physical Term Status Status of the physical terminal

CLOSED -- Closed
DISCON -- Disconnected
INSRV -- In service
OUTSRV -- Out of service

Logical Term Status Status of the logical unit associated with the physical terminal
ACTIVE -- Active
INSRV -- In service
OUTSRV -- Out of service

Logical Unit Name Name of the logical unit associated with the physical terminal
Modeent Name Name of the modeent associated with the physical terminal
Contention Contention status (winner, loser)
Number of Reads Number of reads performed since the terminal came online
Number of Writes Number of writes performed since the terminal came online
Number of Read Errors Number of read errors that occurred since the terminal came

online
Number of Write Errors Number of write errors that occurred since the terminal came

online

Display for All SNA Physical Terminals
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DCMT DISPLAY SNA PTERMS displays the following information for all physical terminals in an SNA network:

Field Value
Lterm-ID ID of the logical terminal associated with the physical terminal
Pterm-ID Physical terminal ID
Type/M Physical terminal type and model
Status Status of the physical terminal:

INSRV -- In service
OUTSRV -- Out of service
DISCON -- Disconnected

LU-Name Logical unit associated with the physical terminal
Modeent Modeent associated with the logical unit
Contention Contention status (winner, loser)

Example

DCMT DISPLAY SNA PTERM *

      DISPLAY SNA PTERM *

          LOGICAL TERM ID VL10302

         PHYSICAL TERM ID VP10302

         PHYSICAL LINE ID VTAMLIN

       PHYSICAL TERM TYPE LOCAL 3277

      PHYSICAL TERM MODEL 2

     PHYSICAL TERM STATUS INSRV

      LOGICAL TERM STATUS ACTIVE

          NODE OR TERM ID A35L6126

      FRONT END SYSTEM ID

               UCF STATUS

          NUMBER OF READS 0000350

         NUMBER OF WRITES 0000343

    NUMBER OF READ ERRORS 0000000

   NUMBER OF WRITE ERRORS 0000008

DISPLAY SNA PTERM pterm-id

      DISPLAY SNA PTERM VP10304

          LOGICAL TERM ID VL10304

         PHYSICAL TERM ID VP10304

         PHYSICAL LINE ID VTAMLIN

       PHYSICAL TERM TYPE LOCAL 3277

      PHYSICAL TERM MODEL 2

     PHYSICAL TERM STATUS DISCON

      LOGICAL TERM STATUS INSRV

          NODE OR TERM ID A35L5131

      FRONT END SYSTEM ID

               UCF STATUS

          NUMBER OF READS 0000249

         NUMBER OF WRITES 0000250

    NUMBER OF READ ERRORS 0000000
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   NUMBER OF WRITE ERRORS 0000000

DCMT DISPLAY SNA PTERMS

      D SNA PTERMS

     *** PHYSICAL TERMINAL TABLE ***

LTERM-ID PTERM-ID PLINE-ID TYPE/M STATUS LU-NAME     MODEENT  CONTENTION

LTESNA1C PTESNA1C SNAVTM1C SNA    CLOSED SNAVTM1D    SNASVCMG WINNER

LTESNA2C PTESNA2C SNAVTM1C SNA    CLOSED SNAVTM1D    SNASVCMG LOSER

LTESNA3C PTESNA3C SNAVTM1C SNA    CLOSED SNAVTM1D    APPC01   WINNER

LTESNA4C PTESNA4C SNAVTM1C SNA    CLOSED SNAVTM1D    APPC01   WINNER

LTESNA5C PTESNA5C SNAVTM1C SNA    CLOSED SNAVTM1D    APPC01   LOSER

LTESNA6C PTESNA6C SNAVTM1C SNA    CLOSED SNAVTM1D    APPC01   LOSER

LTESNA1D PTESNA1D SNAVTM1D SNA    CLOSED SNAVTM1C    SNASVCMG WINNER

LTESNA2D PTESNA2D SNAVTM1D SNA    CLOSED SNAVTM1C    SNASVCMG LOSER

LTESNA3D PTESNA3D SNAVTM1D SNA    CLOSED SNAVTM1C    APPC01   WINNER

LTESNA4D PTESNA4D SNAVTM1D SNA    CLOSED SNAVTM1C    APPC01   WINNER

LTESNA5D PTESNA5D SNAVTM1D SNA    CLOSED SNAVTM1C    APPC01   WINNER

LTESNA6D PTESNA6D SNAVTM1D SNA    CLOSED SNAVTM1C    APPC01   LOSER

More Information

• For more information about displaying information for other types of terminals, see DCMT DISPLAY PTERM.
• For more information about adding physical terminals to an SNA network, see documentation of the PTERM and

LTERM statements in the Administrating section.

DCMT DISPLAY SNAP Command
DCMT DISPLAY SNAP displays the current status (enabled or disabled) of system and task snap dumps and of system
and task snap photos. Additionally, the status of any program or task level dynamic snap settings is displayed.

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display SNAP ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameter

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

Example

DCMT DISPLAY SNAP

D SNAPS

            *** DISPLAY SNAP REQUEST ***
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     SYSTEM SNAP STATUS IS OFF (DISABLED)

     SYSTEM SNAP PHOTO STATUS IS OFF (DISABLED)

     TASK SNAP STATUS IS OFF (DISABLED)

     TASK SNAP PHOTO STATUS IS OFF (DISABLED)

Snap Overrides

Pgm/Task   Type   Limit   Task   Task Photo   System   System Photo

JBC1       ASM       12     x        x

ADSOMAIN   ASM        3                          x

RHDCD0EV   ASM                       x           x          x

JBCABORT   ADS        3     x                               x

JBCTASK2   TSK      999     x

DCMT DISPLAY SNAP With No Overrides Found

      D SNAPS

            *** DISPLAY SNAP REQUEST ***

     SYSTEM SNAP STATUS IS ON (ENABLED)

     SYSTEM SNAP PHOTO STATUS IS ON (ENABLED)

     TASK SNAP STATUS IS ON (ENABLED)

     TASK SNAP PHOTO STATUS IS ON (ENABLED)

No Program/Task Overrides Found

More Information

• For more information about changing snap options, see DCMT VARY PROGRAM and DCMT VARY TASK.
• For more information about reading dumps, see the Navigational DML Administrating section.
• For more information about how the system logs errors, see the System Reference section.

DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS Command
The DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS command displays:

• The interval at which statistics are written to the log file.
• The interval at which statistics are written to the log file and rolled out.
• Current DC/UCF system statistics.
• Specific statistics on database page reads and writes for areas, buffers, and files.
• The number of times a read request was fulfilled by a page that was already in the buffer. No I/O occurs for this type of

read request.

DC/UCF gathers the statistics from active control blocks, not from the system log.

This article describes the following information:

  

Syntax
►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display STAtistics ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ INterval ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────►◄
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   ├─ ROLl   ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ SYStem ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ ARea ─┬─ segment-name.area-name ─┬──────────┬──┬───────────┬──┬─┤

   │        │                          ├─ File ───┤  └─ MCAche ──┘  │ │

   │        │                          ├─ Buffer ─┤                 │ │

   │        │                          └─ All ────┘                 │ │

   │        └─ area-star-name ───────────────────────┬───────────┬──┘ │          

   |                                                 └─ MCAche ──┘    |

   ├─ AReas ──┬────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │          └─MCAche─┘                                              │ 

   ├─ Buffer ─┬─ buffer-name ─┬────────┬─────┬───────────┬──────────┬─┤

   │          │               ├─ ARea ─┤     └─ MCAche ──┘          │ │ 

   │          │               ├─ File ─┤                            │ │

   │          │               └─ ALl ──┘                            │ │

   │          └─ buffer-star-name ──────────────┬───────────┬───────┘ │                        

   |                                            └─ MCAche ──┘         |

   ├─ Buffers ┬────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │          └─MCAche─┘                                              │ 

   ├─ File ─┬─ segment-name.file-name ─┬──────────┬──┬───────────┬──┬─┤

   │        │                          ├─ ARea ───┤  └─ MCAche ──┘  │ │             

   │        │                          ├─ Buffer ─┤                 │ │

   │        │                          └─ ALl ────┘                 │ │

   │        └─ file-star-name ──────────────────┬───────────┬───────┘ │

   |                                            └─ MCAche ──┘         |

   ├─ Files ──┬────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │          └─MCAche─┘                                              │ 

   └─ MQ ───┬────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────┘

            └ QUEues ─┬──────────────┤ 

                      └─ queue-name ─┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• INterval
Displays the current statistics interval, in seconds. If statistics are not collected at a specified interval, OFF is shown.

• ROLl 
Displays the time date stamp of the last performed interval roll and the issuer of the request - either RHDCSROL
system task or the user by DCMT WRITE STATISTICS ROLL command, the time of day in twenty-four hour format
(HH:MM) and day frequency at which system-wide statistics are written to the log and reset to zero.

• SYStem
Displays system statistics.

• Area
Displays database I/O statistics for a specified area.
– segment-name 

The name of the segment with which the area is associated.
– area-name 

The name of the area.
– File
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Displays database I/O statistics for files associated with the specified area.
– Buffer

Displays database I/O statistics for buffers associated with the specified area.
– All

Displays database I/O statistics for files and buffers associated with the specified area.
– area-star-name 

Displays database I/O statistics for all areas whose names begin with the same specified alphanumeric
characters. Area-star-name specifies any alphanumeric description that ends with an asterisk (*) to denote wild card
characters.

– MCAche
Displays statistics for the number of pages in the cache buffer that are read, the number of times a page is found in
the cache, how often the oldest cache buffer is reused to store a new page,  and the number of reused buffers that
were never read.

Examples
In this example, IDMS displays statistics about all areas associated with segments that begin with EMP:
dcmt d sta a emp*

In this example, IDMS displays statistics about all areas in the EMPLOYEE segment with area names that begin with
the letter H:
dcmt d sta a employee.h*

– Areas
Displays database I/O statistics for all areas.

– BUFfer
Displays database I/O statistics for a specified database buffer.
• buffer-name 

The name of a database buffer.
• Area

Displays database I/O statistics for all areas associated with the specified buffer.
• File

Displays database I/O statistics for all files associated with the specified buffer.
• All

Displays database I/O statistics for all files and areas associated with the specified buffer.
• buffer-star-name 

Displays database I/O statistics for all buffers whose names begin with the same specified alphanumeric
characters.
Buffer-star-name specifies any alphanumeric description that ends with an asterisk (*) to denote wildcard
characters. In this example, IDMS displays statistics about all buffers whose names begin with the letters RKN:

dcmt d sta buf rkn*

– Buffers
Displays database I/O statistics for all database buffers. 

– File
Displays database I/O statistics for a specified database file.
• segment-name 

The segment with which the file is associated.
• file-name 

The name of the file.
• Area

Displays database I/O statistics for all areas associated with the specified file.
• Buffer

Displays database I/O statistics for the buffer associated with the specified file.
• All
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Displays database I/O statistics for the area(s) and buffer associated with the specified file. 
• file-star-name 

Displays database I/O statistics for all files whose names begin with the same specified alphanumeric
characters.
File-star-name specifies any alphanumeric description that ends with an asterisk (*) to denote wild card
characters.

In this example, IDMS displays statistics about all files that begin with the notation FILE1:
dcmt d sta file file1*

– Files
Displays database I/O statistics for all files. 

– MQ
Displays MQ statistics for the system

– MQ Queues
Displays MQ statistics for the system and statistics for each queue that has been accessed by the system

– MQ Queue queue-name
Displays statistics for the named queue
• queue-name 

The name of the queue.
In this example, IDMS displays statistics for a named queue:
dcmt d sta mq que SYSTEM.DEFAULT.LOCAL.QUEUE

Usage
Interval Statistics 
DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS INTERVAL displays the statistics interval in seconds.
Time Statistics for System 
DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS SYSTEM displays the following system time statistics:

Field Value 

Current Time The current time of day, the year, and the day of the year

Startup Time The most recent time (specified by time of day, year, and day of
the year) the DC/UCF system was started

Tot Sys Time Total system time This is the total amount of time spent in system
execution mode (accurate to the nearest hundredths of a second).

Tot User Time Total user time. This is the total amount of time spent in user
execution mode (accurate to hundredths of a second).

zIIP-Enabled Statistics for System 
DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS SYSTEM displays the following system statistics when zIIP support is enabled.

Field Value 

zIIP on zIIP Time The CPU time consumed while physically executing on a zIIP
processor.

zIIP on CP Time The system mode CPU time consumed on a CP because zIIP is
unavailable.

Number of Swaps Count of swaps.
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NOTE

A SWAP is the process of moving the CPU processing from a GP (General Processor) also referred to as
(CP) to a zIIP specialty engine. The SWAP also occurs in the reverse process of moving CPU processing
from the zIIP specialty Engine to the general processor. 

For more information about enabling and using zIIP support, see DCMT VARY ZIIP.
Task Statistics for System 
DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS SYSTEM displays the following task statistics:

Field Value 

Processed Total number of tasks processed since DC/UCF startup

System Total number of system tasks processed

Abended Number of tasks abended

Runaway Number of runaway tasks abended (that is, tasks abnormally
terminated by DC/UCF because they exceeded the runaway task
time)

Max Tasks Maximum number of concurrently active user tasks allowed, as
specified at system generation time by the MAXIMUM TASKS
parameter of the SYSTEM statement

Times at max Number of times the system has reached the maximum tasks limit

Deadlocks Number of deadlocks detected since DC/UCF started up

Dead Victims Number of tasks abended by the system to solve deadlock
situation

Database Transaction Statistics for System 
DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS SYSTEM displays the following database transaction statistics:

Field Value 

Processed Total number of internal and online database transactions
processed since DC/UCF startup

Ext Proc Total number of external transactions (external request units)
processed since DC/UCF startup

Norm Cmp Total number of internal and online transactions that ended
normally

Ext Norm Total number of external transactions that ended normally

Max Conc Maximum number of concurrently active internal and online
transactions since DC/UCF startup

Ext Conc Maximum number of concurrently active external transactions
since DC/UCF startup

Max Erus Maximum number of request units allowed

Database Statistics for System 
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DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS SYSTEM displays the following database statistics:

Field Value 

Calls Number of calls to IDMS

Buff Wait Number of times a page had to wait for space in the buffer

Pages Writ Number of pages written

Pages Rqst Number of pages requested

Read Number of pages read

Calc Noflo Number of CALC records stored on their target page

Calc Ovflo Number of CALC records stored on another page due to overflow

Frag Stord Number of record fragments stored

Recs Requested Number of records requested and relocated

Recs Cur R/U Number of records current of the run unit

Via Noflo Number of Via records (CLUSTERED rows) stored on their target
page

Via Ovflo Number of Via records (CLUSTERED rows) stored on another
page due to overflow

Recs Reloc Number of records relocated

Tot Locks Total number of locks that have already been acquired

Index Statistics for System 
DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS SYSTEM displays the following index statistics:

Field Value 

SR8 Splits Number of SR8 record splits

SR8 Spawns Number of SR8 record spawns

Orph Adopt Number of orphans adopted

SR8 Stores Number of SR8 records stored

SR8 Erases Number of SR8 records erased

Ix Searches Number of indexes searched

Lvls Srchd Number of index levels searched

SR7 Stores Number of SR7 records stored

SR7 Erases Number of SR7 records erased

Min Levels Minimum number of index levels searched

Max Levels Maximum number of index levels searched

SQL Statistics for System 
DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS SYSTEM displays the following SQL statistics:

Field Value 

Commands Number of SQL commands executed
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AM Recomp Number of access modules recompiled

Tupls Fetched Number of rows fetched from SQL tables

Rows Updated Number of rows updated in SQL tables

Sorts Number of sorts performed on SQL tables

Tuples Sorted Number of rows sorted from SQL tables

Rows inserted Number of rows inserted in SQL tables

Rows deleted Number of rows deleted from SQL tables

Sort Min Minimum number of rows sorted from one SQL table

Sort Max Maximum number of rows sorted from one SQL table

Journal Statistics for System 
DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS SYSTEM displays the following journal statistics:

Field Value 

Buff Waits Number of waits that have occurred for journal buffers

User Putjrnl Number of times a user program has requested that a record be
written to the journal file (for example, with a WRITE JOURNAL or
#PUTJRNL command)

Page Dist Distribution of number of pages per write to the journal

Internal Performance Statistics for System 
DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS SYSTEM displays the following internal performance statistics for resource link
elements (RLE), resource control elements (RCE), deadlock prevention elements (DPE), and the task control element
stack (Stack):

Field Value 

HWM Number of times the high-water mark has been reached for the
element

Sysgen Threshold Number of RLEs, RCEs, DPEs, and task control elements defined
in the system generation SYSTEM statement

Times Exceeded Number of times the above system generation threshold has been
exceeded at runtime

Storage Pool Statistics for System 
DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS SYSTEM displays storage pool statistics for all storage pools defined at system
generation:

Field Value 

Gets Number of #GETSTG requests issued

PGFIXs Number of page fixes issued at runtime

Pages Fxd Number of storage pages fixed

Scan1 Number of times that a request for storage was satisfied on the
first scan of a storage pool
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Scan2 Number of times that a request for storage was satisfied on the
second scan of a storage pool

Frees Number of #FREESTG requests issued

PGFREEs Number of page frees issued

Pages Freed Number of storage pages freed at runtime

PGRLSEs Number of page releases issued

Pages Relsd Number of storage pages released

SOS Count Number of times storage pool 0 went short on storage (SOS),
causing the system to become SOS

Gets for type Number of #GETSTG requests issued for the different storage
types.

 Program Pool Usage Statistics for System 
DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS SYSTEM provides a separate set of program pool usage statistics for nonreentrant,
reentrant, and XA reentrant pools:

Field Value 

Act Loads Total number of programs loaded into the pool

Pages Load Pages allocated in the pool to satisfy the programs loaded in that
pool

Wait/Space Number of times that DC/UCF had to wait for space in a pool

 Scratch Area Statistics for System 
DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS SYSTEM provides the following scratch area statistics:

Field Value 

Gets Number of GET requests issued

Puts Number of PUT requests issued

Dels Number of DELETE requests issued

Queue Area Statistics for System 
DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS SYSTEM displays the following queue area statistics:

Field Value 

Gets Number of GET requests issued

Puts Number of PUT requests issued

Dels Number of DELETE requests issued

Task AutoSt Number of tasks started as a result of reaching a queue threshold

GET/SET TIME Statistics for System 
DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS displays the following time area statistics:

Field Value 

Gets Number of GET TIME requests
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Wait Number of SET TIME WAIT requests

Post Number of SET TIME POST requests

Canc Number of SET TIME CANCEL requests

Started Tasks Number of SET TIME START TASK requests

 MQ Statistics  
DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS SYSTEM displays MQ statistics for the system and statistics for each queue that has
been accessed by the system:

Field Value

Total MQI calls Number of calls to MQI 

Total MQ calls Number of calls to IBM MQ

MQOPENs Number of MQOPEN commands issued

MQCLOSEs Number of MQCLOSE commands issued 

MQPUTs Number of MQPUT and MQPUT1 commands issued 

MQGETs Number of MQGET commands issued 

Subtask HWM High-water mark for concurrent subtask use

Subtask Threshold Number of utility subtasks available

Subtask Times Exceeded Number of times a subtask is unavailable

When IDMS MQ queue statistics are requested, the following fields display:

Field Value

QUEUE Heading for queue name list
The name of each queue is displayed followed by these statistics

Queue MQOPENs Number of MQOPEN commands issued

Queue CLOSEs Number of MQCLOSE commands issued 

Queue MQPUTs Number of MQPUT and MQPUT1 commands issued 

Queue MQGETs Number of MQGET commands issued 

 Statistics for a Specified Area 
DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS AREA displays the following statistics for the specified area(s):

Field Value 

AREA The name of the area

Fnd-in-Buf The number of pages of the area that have been requested and
found to be already present in the DB buffer

Phy-Reads The number of pages read from disk

Phy-writes The number of pages of the area that have been actually written

Fnd-in-Cache The number of pages of the area requested for which no I/O
was initiated because the page was already present in an ESA
dataspace or in a shared cache
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When the MCACHE option is used for 64-bit memory caching, the following fields are displayed:

Field Value 

Cache_reads Number of reads issued to the cache.

Fnd_in_Cache The number of pages requested that could not be found in a DB
buffer, but are in an ESA dataspace or in a shared cache.

Cbf-Reused Cache Buffer Reused:
Shows how often the oldest cache buffer is reused to store a new
page.

Cbf-Unread Cache Buffer Unread: Shows the number of reused buffers that
were never read. When a Cache Buffer is reused and no page
in the cache buffer was read, the Cache Buffer Unread count is
incremented.

NOTE
If you specify BUFFER, FILE, or ALL, you receive information on the associated buffer(s), file(s), or both. See
the description of buffer information and/or file information for further documentation.

Statistics for a Specified Buffer 
DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS BUFFER displays the following statistics for the specified buffer(s):

Field Value 

Buffer The name of the buffer

Waits The number of times all buffers were locked when buffer access
was requested

Fnd-in-Buf The number of pages that have been requested and found to be
already present in the buffer

Phy-Reads The number of pages that have had to be read because they were
not found in the buffer

Fnd-in-Cache The number of pages requested that could not be found in a DB
buffer, but are in an ESA dataspace or in a shared cache.

Phy-Writes The number of pages of the pool that have been actually written

NOTE
If you specify AREA, FILE, or ALL, you receive information on the associated area(s), file(s), or both. See the
description of area information and/or file information for further documentation.

 Statistics for a Specified File 
DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS FILE displays the following statistics for the specified file(s):

Field Value 

File The name of the file

Fnd-in-Buf The number of pages of the file that have had to be read because
they were not found in a buffer.
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Phy-Reads The number of pages of the file that have had to be read because
they were not found in a buffer. Includes the value in the FND-IN-
CACHE; for a specific file, you can compare the value in the FND-
IN-CACHE to the number of physical reads to see how efficiently a
cache is being used.

Fnd-in-Cache The number of pages of the file requested for which no I/O
was initiated because the page was already present in an ESA
dataspace or in a shared cache.

Phy-Writes The number of pages of the file that have been actually written.

NOTE
 If you specify AREA, BUFFER, or ALL, receive information on the associated area(s), buffer(s), or both. See
the description of area information and/or buffer information for further documentation.

Examples
 DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS INTERVAL 
      DISPLAY STATISTICS INTERVAL

STATISTICS INTERVAL IS        21600

 DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS ROLL 
      DISPLAY STATISTICS ROLL

*** Display Statistics Interval Roll details ***   

 

  Last Statistics Roll  2010-08-23-02.45.00.812033

        Last Issued By  SYSTEM TASK

    Interval Roll Time  02:45

         Day Frequency  7

 DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS SYSTEM 
 DCMT D STATISTICS SYSTEM                                                               

  14:22:21.41 18/365 Current Time     00:00.650244 Tot System Time           

  14:20:52.62 18/365 Startup Time     00:00.002290 Tot User Time             

                                      00:00:00.032274 zIIP on zIIP Time         

                                      00:00:00.000000 zIIP on CP Time 

                                                8,004 Number of Swaps

 

TASKS:           134 Processed          0 Abended               69 Max Tasks    

                 116 System             0 Runaway                0 Times At Max 

                   0 Deadlocks          0 Dead Victims                          

 

TRANS:            46 Processed         37 Norm Cmp    18 Max Conc               

                   5 Ext Proc           4 Ext Norm     1 Ext Conc    25 Max Erus

                   0 Dist Proc          0 Dist Norm    0 Dist Conc              

 

DATABASE:       1106 Calls           2453 Pages Rqst           881 Recs Rqst    

                   0 Buff Wait       2089 Pages Read           365 Recs Cur R/U 

                   0 Page Writ          0 Calc Noflo             0 Via Noflo    

                 189 Tot Locks          0 Calc Ovflo             0 Via Ovflo    

                                        0 Frag Stord             0 Recs Reloc   

   INDEX:          0 SR8 Splits         0 SR8 Stores             0 SR7 Stores   

                   0 SR8 Spawns         0 SR8 Erases             0 SR7 Erases   

                   0 Orph Adopt         0 Ix Searches            0 Min Level    

                                        0 Lvls Srchd             0 Max Level    
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     SQL:          0 Commands           0 Tupls Fetched          0 Rows Inserted

                   0 AM Recomp          3 Rows Updated           0 Rows Deleted 

                                        0 Sorts                  0 Sort Min     

                                        0 Tuples Sorted          0 Sort Max     

 

JOURNAL:                    0 Buff Waits                0 User Putjrnl          

  Page        0  0-10       0 11-20       0 21-30       0 31-40       0 41-50   

  Dist        0 51-60       0 61-70       0 71-80       0 81-90       0 91-100  

 

INTERNAL:       RLEs    RCEs    DPEs   Stack                                    

                 510     440     412    1061 HWM                                

                4000    3000    1500    2400 Sysgen Threshold                   

                   0       0       0         Times Exceeded                     

 

STORAGE:        2115 Gets            1852 Frees               Gets for type     

                   0 PGFIXs             0 PGFREEs                  399 DB       

                   0 Pages Fxd          0 Pages Freed               19 SHK      

                1416 Scan 1             0 PGRLSEs                    0 SHR      

                 702 Scan 2             0 Pages Relsd            1,051 SYS      

                                                                     3 USK      

                   0 SOS COUNT                                     647 USR      

 

PROGRAM:             Act Loads  Pages Load  Wait/Space                          

 

          Non-Reent          0           0           0                          

              Reent         30         844           0                          

       XA Non-Reent          0           0           0                          

           XA Reent        151       24698           0                          

 

SCRATCH:          67 Gets        117 Puts         67 Dels                       

  QUEUE:           7 Gets          0 Puts          0 Dels          0 Task AutoSt

 

TIME:           1773 Gets         21 Post          1 Started Tasks              

                   0 Wait         17 Canc                                       

 

USERS:             1 Signed on                     6 HWM                        

MQ:               22 Total MQI calls              20 Total MQ calls

                  10 MQOPENs                       4 MQCLOSEs

                   4 MQPUTs                        0 MQGETs

            Subtasks

                   4 HWM

                   4 Threshold

                   6 Times Exceeded                                              

 DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS AREAS 
      DISPLAY STATISTICS AREAS

---------- Area -----------    Fnd-in-Buf   Phy-Reads Fnd-in-Cache Phy-Writes

AEDB.AE-AREA                            0           1           0           1

AEDB.AE-INDEX-AREA                      0           1           0           1

AEDB.AE-AREA2                           0           1           0           1

AEDB.AE-INDEX-AREA2                     0           1           0           1

AEDB.AE-AREA3                           0           1           0           1
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AEDB.AE-AREA4                           0           1           0           1

AEDB.AETEST-AREA                        0           1           0           1

AEDB.AEQC-REC-REGION                    0           1           0           1

AEDB.AEQC-PIX-REGION                    0           1           0           1

AEDB.AEQC-A1IX-REGION                   0           1           0           1

AEDB.AEQC-A2IX-REGION                   0           1           0           1

AEDB.AEQC-A3IX-REGION                   0           1           0           1

AEDB.AEQC-A4IX-REGION                   0           1           0           1

AEDB.AEQC-A5IX-REGION                   0           1           0           1

AEDICT.DDLDML                          17           5           0           1

AEDICT.DDLDCLOD                         0           3           0           1

ASFDICT.DDLDML                         14           5           0           1

ASFDICT.DDLDCLOD                        0           3           0           1

ASFDICT.IDMSR-AREA                      0           1           0           1

ASFDICT.IDMSR-AREA2                     0           1           0           1

CATSYS.DDLCAT                           2           3           0           1

              PAGE 001 - NEXT PAGE:

 DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS AREA area-id 
      DISPLAY STATISTICS AREA EMPDICT.DDLDML

---------- Area -----------    Fnd-in-Buf   Phy-Reads Fnd-in-Cache Phy-Writes

EMPDICT.DDLDML                          4           3           0           1

 
DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS AREA area-id ALL MCACHE
       DISPLAY STATISTICS AREA DBCR.BRNCHTEL ALL MCACHE

---------- Area ------------   Cache-Reads Fnd-in-Cache Cbf-reused Cbf-Unread

DBCR.BRNCHTEL                      1             1           0            0

---------- File ------------   Cache-Reads Fnd-in-Cache Cbf-reused Cbf-Unread

DBCR.BRANCHA                       1             1           0            0

DBCR.BRANCHB                       0             0           0            0

DBCR.BRANCHC                       0             0           0            0

DBCR.BRANCHD                       0             0           0            0

---------- Buffer ----------   Cache-Reads Fnd-in-Cache Cbf-reused Cbf-Unread

DEFAULT_BUFFER                     1             1           0            0

 DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS AREA area-id FILE 
      DISPLAY STATISTICS AREA EMPDICT.DDLDML FILE

---------- Area -----------    Fnd-in-Buf   Phy-Reads Fnd-in-Cache Phy-Writes

EMPDICT.DDLDML                          4           3           0           1

---------- File -----------    Fnd-in-Buf   Phy-Reads Fnd-in-Cache Phy-Writes

EMPDICT.EMPDICT                         4           3           0           1

 DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS AREA area-id BUFFER 
      DISPLAY STATISTICS AREA EMPDICT.DDLDML BUFFER

---------- Area -----------    Fnd-in-Buf   Phy-Reads Fnd-in-Cache Phy-Writes

EMPDICT.DDLDML                          4           3           0           1

----- Buffer -----      Waits  Fnd-in-Buf   Phy-Reads Fnd-in-Cache Phy-Writes

DEFAULT_BUFFER              0         951          90           0          21

 DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS AREA area-id ALL 
      DISPLAY STATISTICS AREA EMPDICT.DDLDML ALL

---------- Area -----------    Fnd-in-Buf   Phy-Reads Fnd-in-Cache Phy-Writes

EMPDICT.DDLDML                          4           3           0           1

---------- File -----------    Fnd-in-Buf   Phy-Reads Fnd-in-Cache Phy-Writes

EMPDICT.EMPDICT                         4           3           0           1
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----- Buffer -----      Waits  Fnd-in-Buf   Phy-Reads Fnd-in-Cache Phy-Writes

DEFAULT_BUFFER              0         951          90           0          21

 DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS BUFFERS 
      DISPLAY STATISTICS BUFFERS

----- Buffer -----      Waits  Fnd-in-Buf   Phy-Reads Fnd-in-Cache Phy-Writes

EDB_BUFFER                  0          27          10           0           2

EGEN_BUFFER                 0          21          10           0           2

DEFAULT_BUFFER              0         951          90           0          21

BUFFER_4276                 0          29          30           0          12

SCRATCH_BUFFER              0        1580        1004           0           4

LOG_BUFFER                  0           0           0           0           0

AE_BUFFER                   0          17          22           0          16

LOD_BUFFER                  0           0          12           0           4

 DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS BUFFER buffer-name 
      DISPLAY STATISTICS BUFFER LOG_BUFFER

----- Buffer -----      Waits  Fnd-in-Buf   Phy-Reads Fnd-in-Cache Phy-Writes

LOG_BUFFER                  0           0           0           0           0

 DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS BUFFER buffer-name AREA 
      DISPLAY STATISTICS BUFFER SCRATCH_BUFFER AREA

----- Buffer -----      Waits  Fnd-in-Buf   Phy-Reads Fnd-in-Cache Phy-Writes

SCRATCH_BUFFER              0        1580        1004           0           4

---------- Area -----------    Fnd-in-Buf   Phy-Reads Fnd-in-Cache Phy-Writes

SYSDEF.DDLDCRUN                      1580        1003           0           3

SYSDEF.DDLDCSCR                         0           1           0           1

SYSLSCR.DDLOCSCR                        0           0           0           0

 DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS BUFFER buffer-name FILE 
      DISPLAY STATISTICS BUFFER SCRATCH_BUFFER FILE

----- Buffer -----      Waits  Fnd-in-Buf   Phy-Reads Fnd-in-Cache Phy-Writes

SCRATCH_BUFFER              0        1580        1004           0           4

---------- File -----------    Fnd-in-Buf   Phy-Reads Fnd-in-Cache Phy-Writes

SYSDEF.DCRUN                         1580        1003           0           3

SYSDEF.DCSCR                            0           1           0           1

SYSLSCR.DCLSCR                          0           0           0           0

 DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS BUFFER buffer-name ALL 
      DISPLAY STATISTICS BUFFER SCRATCH_BUFFER ALL

----- Buffer -----      Waits  Fnd-in-Buf   Phy-Reads Fnd-in-Cache Phy-Writes

SCRATCH_BUFFER              0        1580        1004           0           4

---------- Area -----------    Fnd-in-Buf   Phy-Reads Fnd-in-Cache Phy-Writes

SYSDEF.DDLDCRUN                      1580        1003           0           3

SYSDEF.DDLDCSCR                         0           1           0           1

SYSLSCR.DDLOCSCR                        0           0           0           0

---------- File -----------    Fnd-in-Buf   Phy-Reads Fnd-in-Cache Phy-Writes

SYSDEF.DCRUN                         1580        1003           0           3

SYSDEF.DCSCR                            0           1           0           1

SYSLSCR.DCLSCR                          0           0           0           0

 DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS FILES 
      DISPLAY STATISTICS FILES

---------- File -----------    Fnd-in-Buf   Phy-Reads Fnd-in-Cache Phy-Writes

AEDB.CAEDB1                             0           2           0           2

AEDB.CAEDB2                             0           2           0           2

AEDB.CAEDB3                             0           1           0           1
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AEDB.CAEDB4                             0           1           0           1

AEDB.AETEST                             0           1           0           1

AEDB.AEQDB                              0           7           0           7

AEDICT.AEDICT                          17           5           0           1

AEDICT.AEDLOD                           0           3           0           1

ASFDICT.ASFDML                         14           5           0           1

ASFDICT.ASFLOD                          0           3           0           1

ASFDICT.ASFDEFN                         0           1           0           1

ASFDICT.ASFDATA                         0           1           0           1

CATSYS.DCCAT                            2           3           0           1

CATSYS.DCCATL                           0           3           0           1

CATSYS.DCCATX                           0           1           0           1

EGENDB.EGENDEMO                         0           1           0           1

EGENDICT.EGENDICT                      21           7           0           1

EGENDICT.EGENLOD                        0           3           0           1

EMPDEMO.EMPDEMO                         0           1           0           1

EMPDEMO.INSDEMO                         0           1           0           1

EMPDEMO.ORGDEMO                         0           1           0           1

              PAGE 001 - NEXT PAGE:

 DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS MQ QUEUES 
      DISPLAY STATISTICS MQ QUEUES

MQ:                7 Total MQI calls               6 Total MQ calls

                   1 MQOPENs                       1 MQCLOSEs

                   1 MQPUTs                        2 MQGETs

            Subtasks

                   1 HWM

                   4 Threshold

                   0 Times Exceeded

            Queue 

                   MQT2.WORK.QUEUE 

                   1 MQOPENs                       1 MQCLOSEs 

                   1 MQPUTs                        2 MQGETs

DCMT DISPLAY SUBTASK Command
DCMT DISPLAY SUBTASK allows you to display information about operating system subtasks.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display ─┬─ SUBTask EFFectiveness ──┬───────────────────────────────────►◄

               ├─ SUBTask subtask-number ─┤

               └─ SUBTasks ───────────────┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
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Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see How to Broadcast System
Tasks the section.

• SUBTask EFFectiveness
Displays CPU effectiveness

• SUBTask
Displays detailed information about the specified operating system subtask.
– subtask-number

The ID of a subtask.
• SUBTasks

Displays summary information about all subtasks.

Usage

DCMT DISPLAY SUBTASK

Displays the following information for the specified subtask or for each subtask:

Field Value
Name The name of each subtask
Number The number of each subtask
Status The current status of the subtask (IDLE or BUSY)
Work type One of the following types of work the subtask can execute:

I or IDMS -- Database and communication work
U or UTIL -- Utility subtask work

Count wakeups The number of times DC/UCF restarted this subtask.
Count task dispatches The number of times DC/UCF dispatched this subtask.
User mode CPU time The amount of time this subtask spent in user-mode execution.
System mode CPU time The amount of time this subtask spent in system-mode execution.
CPU effectiveness (%) The percentage comparison of CPU time to wall clock time

while the subtask was executing. A subtask is considered to be
executing if it has not been put into a WAIT state by the IDMS
system. An executing subtask can lose effective CPU time due
to paging or to other tasks being given a higher priority by the
operating system.

Count times fast posted The number of times the IDMS postexit was able to post an ECB
without requiring a call to the operating system while running on
this subtask.

Count times 0S posted The number of times the operating system's post SVC was used
to post an ECB. This field should always be zero unless operating
sytem PC routines are not available.

Count found work pass 1 The number of times the IDMS dispatcher found work queued to
the global dispatch work queue (CSAWKQUE) while using this
subtask.

Count found work pass 2 The number of times the IDMS dispatcher found work to dispatch
while scanning the DCE active chain using this subtask.

Count times POSTEXIT resumed The number of times the operating system woke the IDMS system
up through its PCRESUME routine using this subtask.
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DCMT DISPLAY SUBTASK 000n

(z/OS systems only) Displays the following CPU statistics under Enclave Info when zIIP support is active:

Field Value
zIIP time The CPU time consumed while physically executing on a zIIP

processor.
zIIP on CP time The system mode CPU time consumed on a CP because zIIP is

unavailable.
CPU effectiveness The percentage comparison of CPU time to wall-clock time

while the subtask was executing. A subtask is considered to be
executing if it has not been put into a WAIT state by the IDMS
system. An executing subtask can lose effective CPU time due
to paging or to other tasks being given a higher priority by the
operating system. Reported CPU effectiveness can exceed 100%
due to pro-rating techniques used by the operating system to
compensate for relative speed differences between the CP and
zIIP.

DCMT DISPLAY SUBTASK EFFECTIVENESS

Displays whether zIIP support is active by subtask and displays the following fields for each TCB and SRB:

Field Value
Name The name of each subtask.
Elapsed time The length of time the subtask or SRB has been running.
Total CPU time The amount of CPU time the subtask or SRB has used.
CPU effectiveness The percentage comparison of CPU time to wall-clock time

while the subtask was executing. A subtask is considered to be
executing if it has not been put into a WAIT state by the IDMS
system. An executing subtask can lose effective CPU time due
to paging or to other tasks being given a higher priority by the
operating system. Reported CPU effectiveness can exceed 100%
due to pro-rating techniques used by the operating system to
compensate for relative speed differences between the CP and
zIIP.

Subtask Naming Convention

The first subtask that DC/UCF allocates is named MAINTASK. Subsequently allocated subtasks are used only with
multitasking or when utility subtask support is activated. They have names that are configured as follows:

SUBTnnnn

The first subtask that is allocated after MAINTASK is SUBT0001, the second SUBT0002, and so forth.

Subtask Numbering Conventions

When DC/UCF allocates subtasks for a given it gives each subtask a number. MAINTASK is always subtask 1 (0001), the
next subtask that is allocated is number 2, and so forth.

The total number of subtasks on the system is determined at system startup time, in the startup JCL.

When DC/UCF Restarts Subtasks
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To reduce overhead, DC/UCF only restarts (wakes up) an operating system subtask when DC/UCF tasks are queued for
the next associated system service. When this happens, DC/UCF assigns the next task that requests the queued service
to an idle subtask.

Examples

DCMT DISPLAY SUBTASKS

      D SUBT                                                                   

        ***  Display all subtasks ***                                           

                Work            Task dispatch                                   

 Name       Nr  type  Status         count        Wakeup count   Total CPU time 

 ----       --  ----  ------    -------------     ------------   -------------- 

 MAINTASK   01  IDMS   IDLE             3,952            3,814    00:00.953886  

 SUBT0001   02  IDMS   IDLE                00               00    00:00.000032  

 SUBT0002   03  IDMS   IDLE                00               00    00:00.000021  

 SUBT0003   04  IDMS   IDLE                00               01    00:00.000045  

 SUBT0004   05  IDMS   IDLE               132               10    00:00.006961  

 SUBT0005   06  IDMS   IDLE               895               93    00:00.024675  

 SUBT0006   07  IDMS   BUSY            20,916            9,585    00:01.934314  

V214  ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:      CA IDMS release nn.n tape GJI00B node SYSQA14  

zIIP-Enabled Examples with a zIIP Processor

NOTE
The following series of examples illustrate an IDMS system running in multitasking mode with zIIP support
enabled. The displays were obtained on hardware that contained five CPs and one zIIP.

DCMT DISPLAY SUBTASK 0001

 *** Display Subtask details ***                                              

                          Name  MAINTASK                                      

                        Number  01                                            

                        Status  IDLE                                          

                     Work type  IDMS                                          

                 Count wakeups  3,814                                         

         Count task dispatches  3,952                                         

            User mode CPU time  00:00:00.000955                               

          System mode CPU time  00:00:00.953883                               

         CPU effectiveness (%)  09                                            

       Count times fast posted  15                                            

         Count times OS posted  00                                            

       Count found work pass 1  3,869                                         

       Count found work pass 2  83                                            

  Count times POSTEXIT resumed  3,814                                         

                       *** Enclave Info ***                                   

                     zIIP time  00:00:00.099662                               

               zIIP on CP time  00:00:00.000000                               

         CPU effectiveness (%)  75                                            

           Count swap attempts  8,072                                         

            Count actual swaps  8,065                                         

DCMT DISPLAY SUBTASK 0006
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The following example illustrates the additional information that is provided for the preferred subtask:

      D SUBT 0006                                                             

 *** Display Subtask details ***                                              

                          Name  SUBT0005                                      

                        Number  06                                            

                       Status  IDLE                                          

                     Work type  IDMS                                          

                 Count wakeups  83                                            

         Count task dispatches  1,667                                         

            User mode CPU time  00:00:00.002093                               

          System mode CPU time  00:00:00.037788                               

         CPU effectiveness (%)  11                                            

       Count times fast posted  02                                            

         Count times OS posted  00                                            

       Count found work pass 1  1,376                                         

       Count found work pass 2  291                                           

  Count times POSTEXIT resumed  83                                            

                       *** Enclave Info ***                                   

                     zIIP time  00:00:00.011148                               

               zIIP on CP time  00:00:00.000000                               

         CPU effectiveness (%)  13                                            

           Count swap attempts  1,767                                         

            Count actual swaps  1,761                                         

DISPLAY SUBTASK EFFECTIVENESS

The following example illustrates whether zIIP support is active by subtask. It includes CPU statistics for each subtask and
associated SRB, and percentage comparison of CPU effectiveness.

      D SUBT EFF                                                               

 *** Subtask display ***                                                        

Subtask          Elapsed time                  Total CPU time         % CPU  SRB

 Name         TCB            SRB            TCB            SRB       TCB SRB    

-------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- --- ---    

MAINTASK   00:09.273726   00:00.131952   00:00.854224   00:00.099662  09  75  Y 

SUBT0001   00:00.000142   00:00.000015   00:00.000032   00:00.000000  22  00  Y 

SUBT0002   00:00.000074   00:00.000011   00:00.000021   00:00.000000  28  00  Y 

SUBT0003   00:00.000117   00:00.000029   00:00.000045   00:00.000000  38  00  Y 

SUBT0004   00:00.007514   00:00.001178   00:00.006361   00:00.000600  84  50  Y 

SUBT0005   00:00.112166   00:00.019377   00:00.017645   00:00.007029  15  36  Y 

SUBT0006   00:02.799915   00:02.270030   00:01.109634   00:00.827857  39  36  Y 

-------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- --- ---    

Totals     00:12.193658   00:02.422595   00:01.987965   00:00.935150  16  38    

V214  ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:      CA IDMS release nn.n tape GJI00B node SYSQA14 

zIIP-Enabled Example Without a zIIP Processor

The following example illustrates an IDMS system running in multitasking mode with zIIP support enabled. The display
was obtained on hardware that contained two CPs and no zIIP.

DCMT DISPLAY SUBTASK 0003
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  *** Display Subtask details ***

                           Name  SUBT0002

                         Number  03

                         Status  BUSY

                      Work type  IDMS

                  Count wakeups  80,836,576

          Count task dispatches  96,549,679

             User mode CPU time  00:00:00.0251

           System mode CPU time  00:17:10.3946

          CPU effectiveness (%)  27

        Count times fast posted  10,451,388

          Count times OS posted  00

        Count found work pass 1  96,256,979

        Count found work pass 2  292,700

   Count times POSTEXIT resumed  80,639,015

                        *** Enclave Info ***

                      zIIP time  00:00:00.0000

                zIIP on CP time  00:05:39.9737

          CPU effectiveness (%)  41

            Count swap attempts  60,356

             Count actual swaps  60,336

More Information

• For more information about multitasking support, see the System Reference section.
• For more information about enabling and using zIIP support, see the System Reference section.

DCMT DISPLAY SYSGEN Command
The DCMT DISPLAY SYSGEN command shows all the new lines, terminals and printer definitions that have been added
and generated in your system since the last startup or refresh.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display SYSgen refresh ───────┬─ Lines ────────────────────┬────────────►◄

                                    ├─ Line line-name ───────────┤

                                    ├─ STOrage pools ────────────┤

                                    ├─ STOrage pool ── pool-num ─┤

                                    ├─ PROgram pools ────────────┤

                                    └─ PROgram pool ─┬─ XARP ─┬──┘

                                                     └─ XAPP ─┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.
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NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see How to Broadcast System
Tasks in the Using System Tasks section.

• Lines
Displays all newly added line, terminal, and printer definitions, since the last refresh.

• Line line-name
Displays the named line.

• STOrage pools
Specifies that dynamic sysgen changes for all XA storage pools should be displayed.

• STOrage pools pool-num
Identifies the number of the XA storage pool for which dynamic sysgen changes should be displayed.

• PROgram pools
Specifies that dynamic sysgen changes for all program pools should be displayed.

• PROgram pool XARP/XAPP
Specifies that SYSGEN changes for the specified program pool should be applied.
– XARP

Indicates that SYSGEN changes for the XA reentrant program pool should be applied.
– XAPP

Indicates that SYSGEN changes for the XA non-reentrant program pool should be applied.

Example

Issue a DCMT DISPLAY SYSGEN REFRESH LINES command to see a newly generated system definition as shown
below:

dcmt d sysgen refresh lines

***  Display Sysgen request ***

Line UCFLINE  was modified

     Added Pterm/Lterm:  UCFPT05  / UCFLT05

More Information

For more information about system generation, see  Using System Generation.

DCMT DISPLAY SYSTRACE Command
This command provides the size and status of a system trace.

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display SYSTRace ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameter

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.
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NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see How to Broadcast System
Tasks in the Using System Tasks section.

Usage

DCMT DISPLAY SYSTRACE Output

Field Value
System trace is Valid values are:

ON -- System trace is enabled.
OFF -- System trace is disabled.

entries Specifies the size of the system trace table.

Example

DCMT DISPLAY SYSTRACE

DCMT DISPLAY SYSTRace

System trace is ON entries        2500

More Information

For more information about system trace, see Using System Generation.

DCMT DISPLAY TASK Command
 

DCMT DISPLAY TASK displays information associated with DC/UCF tasks.

Syntax

Following is an example of the DCMIT DISPLAY TASK syntax:

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display ─┬─ TAsk task-code ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

               └─ TAsks ──────────┘

Parameters

Following are the descriptions for the DCMT DISPLAY TASK parameters:

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members. For more information about
broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see How to Broadcast System Tasks.

• TAsk
Displays information for a specified task.
– task-code
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The code of a task as defined in the data dictionary with an IDD TASK statement.
• TAsks

Displays a task definition table showing the task codes of all tasks associated with the DC/UCF system and the
program invoked by each. Also displayed is a table of task codes that have been defined dynamically by means of the
DCMT VARY DYNAMIC TASK command.

Examples

Following are examples of the output for DCMT DISPLAY TASK:

DCMT DISPLAY TASKS

      DISPLAY TASKS

     *** Task Definition Table ***

 Taskcd  Program     Taskcd  Program     Taskcd  Program     Taskcd Program

ADAI     ADAPMAIN   ADS      ADSORUN1   ADSA     ADSORUN1   ADSAT    ADSORUN1

ADSC     ADSORUN1   ADSCADSR ADSCADSR   ADSOTATU ADSORUN1   ADSR     ADSOMAIN

ADSRT    ADSOMAIN   ADS2     ADSOMAIN   ADS2T    ADSOMAIN   ASDFCALL ASDFCALL

ASDFCOMM ASDFCOMM   ASDFCTRL ASDFCTRL   ASF      ADSORUN1   ASFADSGD ADSORUN1

ASFINITD ADSORUN1   ASFOOAKD ADSORUN1   B        RHDCBYE    BYE      RHDCBYE

CLIST    RHDCCLST   CLOD     RHDCCLOD   COBINPUT COBTEST    COBTEST  COBTEST

DCMT     RHDCMT00   DCPROFIL DCPROFIL   DCUF     RHDCUF00   DEBUG    DBUGMAIN

DNSS     DNSSCTL    EM62     RHDCEM62   ICMS     ADSORUN1   ICMSCOMM IDBCMCTL

IDB      ADSORUN1   IDBCOMM  IDBCMCTL   IDD      IDMSDDDC   IDDM     IDMSDDDM

IDDML    IDDMLOOK   IDDMT    IDMSDDDM   IDDT     IDMSDDDC   LOCKTEST LOKT01XC

LOOK     RHDCLOOK   LSUB     LOKT02XC   MAPB     RHDCOMTC   MAPC     ADSORUN1

OCF      IDMSOCF    OCFX     IDMSOCFX   OLMI     OLMPMAIN   OLP      RHDCOPLG

OLQ      IDMSOLQS   OLQNT    IDMSOLQS   OLQT     IDMSOLQS   OLQTNOTE OLQSNOTE

OPER     RHDCOPER   PDB      IDMSPDDC   PDBT     IDMSPDDC   PMAM     PMAMINIT

PMBILL   PMAMBILL   PMIM     PMIMINIT   PMRM     PMRTINIT   PMWNDRVR PMWNDRVR

PMWNSAVE PMWNCIDD   QUED     RHDCQUED   RHDCNP3S RHDCNP3S   RHDCSTTS RHDCSTTS

S        RHDCSNON   SCHEMA   IDMSCHDC   SCHEMAT  IDMSCHDC   SDEL     RHDCSDEL

SEND     RHDCSEND   SHOWMAP  RHDCSHOW   SIGNOFF  RHDCSNOF   SIGNON   RHDCSNON

SSC      IDMSUBDC   SSCT     IDMSUBDC   SUSPEND  RHDCSUSP   SYSGEN   RHDCSGDC

SYSGENT  RHDCSGDC   TCF      RHDCUMBR   TCFUSR01 CBTCF01P   TCFUSR02 CBTCF02P

DCMT DISPLAY TASK task-code

      DISPLAY TASK SEND

        Task Code SEND

      Program/Map RHDCSEND

        Map/Nomap NOMAP

    Input/Noinput INPUT

         Priority 100

           Status ENABLED AND INSRV

        Print Key PF12

       Stall Intv 00172 (SYSTEM)

     Quiesce Wait 00172 (SYSTEM)

    External Wait 00600 (SYSTEM)

   Resource Intvl OFF   (SYSTEM)

   Resource Progm RHDCBYE

     Times Called 0000000

  Current Threads 00000
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   Max Concurrent OFF

      Term Output NOSAVE

         Autotask NO

         Location ANY

    Trans Sharing OFF(SYSTEM)

        On Commit WRITE COMT(SYSTEM)

      On Rollback RETAIN ID(SYSTEM)

    SQL Row Limit SYSTEM

    Storage Limit SYSTEM

       Lock Limit SYSTEM

       Call Limit SYSTEM

       DBIO Limit SYSTEM

Usage

The DCMT DISPLAY TASK command displays the following information for the specified task:

Field Value
Task Code The task code
Program/Map Name of the program or map initially invoked by the task
Map/Nomap The automatic mapout status (MAP or NOMAP) of the task
Input/Noinput The input status (INPUT or NOINPUT) of the task
Priority The priority of the task
Status The status (enabled or disabled) of the task
Print Key The print key of the task; that is, the key to use if you want to print

the screen
Stall Intv The number of seconds the task can wait before being considered

stalled
Quiesce Wait The number of seconds the task can wait on a quiesce operation

before it is terminated abnormally.
External Wait The number of seconds the task can wait on an exteranl request

before it is terminated abnormally.
Resource Intvl The number of seconds the task can wait for resources before

giving up
Resource Progm The program that runs if the task gives up waiting for resources
Times called The number of times the task has been invoked since DC/UCF

system startup
Current threads Number of threads currently active
Max Concurrent Maximum number of concurrent threads allowed
Term Output Terminal output status (SAVE or NOSAVE); if the status is SAVE,

the system saves the contents of the terminal screen before
writing a direct-to-terminal data stream

Autotask Autotask status:
NO -- The task is not an autotask
START -- The task is a startup autotask
SHUT -- The task is a shutdown autotask
START/SHUT -- The task is both a startup autotask and a
shutdown autotask
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Location Location of the task relative to the 16-megabyte line (BELOW or
ANY)

Trans Sharing Shows the transaction sharing option.
On Commit Shows the commit control options
On Rollback Shows the rollback control options.
SQL Row Limit SQL Row Limit in effect for the task 
Storage Limit Storage limits in effect for the task
Lock Limit Lock limits in effect for the task
Call Limit Call limits in effect for the task
DBIO Limit Database I/O limits in effect for the task

 

DCMT DISPLAY TCP/IP Command
The DCMT DISPLAY TCP/IP command displays information about the TCP/IP runtime environment of a DC/UCF system.
In addition to current attribute settings, it can also display TCP/IP-related statistics and a list of all the TCP/IP stacks and
their corresponding status.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

           └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►── Display ─┬─ TCP/ip ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

              └─ TCPip ──┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►◄

    ├─┬─── SUMmary ◄──────┤                                               │

    │ ├─┬─ STATistics ──┬─┤                                               │

    │ │ └─ STATS ───────┘ │                                               │

    │ ├─┬─ STACk TABle ─┬─┤                                               │

    │ │ └─ STACKS ──────┘ │                                               │

    │ └─── ALL ───────────┘                                               │

    │                                                                     │

    ├─ SERvices FILe ─┬────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────┤

    │                 ├─ SORt ──┬─ BY ─┬─ NAMe ──┬─┘                      │

    │                 └─ ORDer ─┘      └─ PORt ◄─┘                        │

    │                                                                     │

    ├─ SERvices ─┬─ NAMe service-name ──────────────────────────────────┬─┤

    │            └─ PORt port-number ─┬────────────────────────────────┬┘ │

    │                                 └┬─ THRough ┬─ PORt port-number ─┘  │

    │                                  └─ THRU ───┘                       │

    │                                                                     │

    └─ SOCkets ─┬────────────────────┬──┬───────┬─────────────────────────┘

                ├─ LTErm lterm-id ───┤  └─ ALL ─┘

                └─ STAck stack-name ─┘
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Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Specifies to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms, see How to Broadcast System Tasks in the
Using System Tasks section.

• SUMmary
Displays summary information about this system's TCP/IP environment. This is the default if no option is specified.

• STATistics
Displays statistics information.

• STACk TABle
Displays the TCP/IP stack table containing the name of all the stacks defined in the system. The output table contains
five columns that provide the following information:
– Hostname
– IP address
– Name of the stack (job name), designated with (D) if it is the default stack
– Flag indicating the following values:

• Y -- If stack is active
• N -- If stack is not active
• Excl-D -- If stack is excluded by DCMT Command
• Excl-G -- If stack is excluded by SYSGEN
• Excl-I -- If stack is excluded by SYSIDMS
• New -- If stack is new in the list, after the execution of a DCMT VARY TCP/IP STACK TABLE REFRESH

command
– Flag indicating if the stack supports IPv6

• ALL
Displays all the information provided by the SUMMARY, STATISTICS, and STACK TABLE options.

• SERvices FILe
Displays the contents of the services file, if one is in use. The output table contains three columns that provide the
following information:
– Port numbers
– Protocol names
– Service names

Aliases, if present, are displayed on secondary lines in the service name column.
The output table can be sorted by the service name or by the port number. By default, it is sorted by the port number.

• SERvices NAMe or SERvices PORt
Displays the contents of the services file, if one is in use but restricts the output to specific service names or specific
port numbers.
– service-name

Specifies the name of a specific service or a wildcard that displays all the services with a name starting with the
same pattern.
When using the SERVICES PORT clause, you can specify a specific port number or a range of ports.

– port-number
Specifies a port-number. port-number is a positive number between 1 and 65535. If the THROUGH PORT sub-
clause is specified, the second port-number value must be greater than or equal to the first one.

• SOCkets LTErm or SOCkets STAck
Displays information about all LTERM's owning sockets in the system. The output table contains six columns (no ALL
option) or ten columns (with ALL option) that display the following information:
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– Without the ALL option: the LTERM name, the PTERM name, the PTERM type, the current stack affinity, the current
socket function, and the total number of sockets owned by the LTERM.

– With the ALL option specified: the LTERM name, the PTERM name, the PTERM type, and for each socket
descriptor currently owned by the LTE, the stack affinity, the socket function, the socket descriptor, the socket
domain, an indicator telling whether the TCP_NODELAY socket option applies, and the socket timeout value.

NOTE
When the ALL option is specified and the current socket function is SELECT or SELECTX, the name of
the function is displayed for the first socket descriptor only.

Examples

DCMT DISPLAY TCP/IP SUMMARY

SYSGEN definitions                        Run-time information

======================================    ======================================

Default status                      ON    TCP/IP status                   Active

Default TCP_NODELAY option         OFF    TCP_NODELAY option                 OFF

Max number sockets                9999    Max number sockets                9999

Max number sockets per task        999    Max number sockets per task        999

Plugin module                 RHDCD1IP

Services file                 SERVICES

Services file case           Sensitive    Services file case           Sensitive

Default stack                  DEFAULT    Default stack                 TCPIP31

Include stack list            TCP*

SYSIDMS parameters

======================================

EXCLUDE_TCP/IP_STACK          TCPIP31V

DCMT DISPLAY TCP/IP STATISTICS

Statistics

=====================================================

Number of sockets currently open                   10

Number of sockets created                          11

HWM of concurrent open sockets (global)            11

HWM of concurrent open sockets (1 LTERM)            1

Number of socket reads                             98

Number of socket writes                            64

Number of accepted connections rejected             0

Number of DDS      connections rejected             0

Number of listener connections rejected             0

DCMT DISPLAY TCP/IP STACK TABLE

Hostname  IP address       Job name    Active  IPv6

========  ===============  =========== ======  ====

HOSTCA31  111.111.111.111  TCPIP31 (D)    Y      Y

HOSTCA32  222.222.222.222  TCPIP32        Y      Y

                           TCPIP33        N

                           RUNTCP      Excl-G
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                           TCPIP31V    Excl-I

DCMT DISPLAY TCP/IP SERVICES FILE

Services file                 SERVICES

Services file case           Sensitive

Port#  Protocol  Service name or alias

=====  ========  =====================

    7     tcp    echo

    7     udp    echo

   13     tcp    daytime

   13     udp    daytime

   15     tcp    netstat

   19     tcp    chargen

                 ttytst

                 source

   19     udp    chargen

                 ttytst

                 source

   21     tcp    ftp

   23     tcp    telnet

   ..     . .    . . . .

DCMT DISPLAY TCP/IP SERVICE NAME nameserv*

Services file                 SERVICES

Services file case           Sensitive

Port#  Protocol  Service name or alias

=====  ========  =====================

   42     tcp    nameserver

   53     tcp    nameserver

   53     udp    nameserver

DCMT DISPLAY TCP/IP SERVICE PORT 10 THROUGH 20

Services file                 SERVICES

Services file case           Sensitive

Port#  Protocol  Service name or alias

=====  ========  =====================

   13     tcp    daytime

   13     udp    daytime

   15     tcp    netstat

   19     tcp    chargen

                 ttytst

                 source

   19     udp    chargen

                 ttytst

                 source

DCMT DISPLAY TCP/IP SOCKETS
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Lterm-ID Pterm-ID Type Stack    Socket-call     Count

======== ======== ==== ======== =============== =====

LD000001 *No-PTE* FRST TCPIP31                      1

SY71CA31 SY71CA31 DTCP TCPIP31  RECV   (async)      2

TCLJSRV  TCPJSRV  LIST TCPIP31  ACCEPT (async)      1

TCPLIS01 TCPLIS01 LIST TCPIP31  ACCEPT (async)      1

VL72002  VP72002  3279 TCPIP31  ACCEPT              2

DCMT DISPLAY TCP/IP SOCKETS ALL

Lterm-ID Pterm-ID Type Stack    Socket-call     Socket-desc Dom NDL Timeout

======== ======== ==== ======== =============== =========== === === =======

LD000001 *No-PTE* FRST TCPIP31                            0 IN   N  Forever

SY71CA31 SY71CA31 DTCP TCPIP31  RECV                      0 IN   Y  Forever

                       TCPIP31                            1 IN   N  Forever

TCLJSRV  TCPJSRV  LIST TCPIP31  ACCEPT (async)            0 IN6  N  Forever

TCPLIS01 TCPLIS01 LIST TCPIP31  ACCEPT (async)            0 IN6  N  Forever

VL72002  VP72002  3279 TCPIP31                            0 IN   N      300

                       TCPIP31  ACCEPT                    1 IN   N      300

DCMT DISPLAY TIME Command
DCMT DISPLAY TIME displays information about DC/UCF time functions.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display TIme─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                   └─ TAsks ─┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see  How to Broadcast System
Tasks .

• TIme
Displays the time of day and intervals that are established for timed system functions.

• TAsks
Displays the task codes of all time-initiated tasks pending execution and the time and date on which each task is to be
started.
If you issue DCMT DISPLAY TIME, TAsks Does not display the information that you get.

Usage

About System Time
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DCMT DISPLAY TIME displays the following system time information:

Field Value
Current Time Current time of day in the form hh:mm:ss.ff, where hh is hours that

are based on a 24-hour clock, mm is minutes, ss is seconds, and
ff is hundredths of a second.

Current Date Current date in the form yy/ddd, where yy is the year and ddd is
the day.

Startup Time Start up time in the form hh:mm:ss.ff.
Startup Date Start up date in the form yy/ddd.
Runaway Intv The amount of time, in real-time seconds, that a task can run

without doing any I/O, before it is considered a runaway task.
Stall The number of real-time seconds a task can wait before being

considered stalled.
Quiesce wait The number of seconds that a task waits on a quiesce operation

before being canceled. OFF specifies that tasks are not to be
terminated due to quiesce waits. STALL INTERVAL specifies that
the quiesce wait time for a task is the same as its stall interval.

Timer The number of real-time seconds between ticks of the internal
clock.

Recovery wait The number of seconds that the system is to permit a task to
wait for a resource to be recovered by a failed data sharing
group member before abnormally terminating the task. NOT
ALLOWED (or 0) directs the system to immediately cancel the
task. FOREVER directs the system to permit a task to wait
indefinitely.

Resource Intv The number of real-time seconds that a task can wait for a
resource before the resource timeout program is run.

Resource Prog The name of the resource timeout program that runs if a task waits
too long for a resource.

About Time-Initiated Tasks

DCMT DISPLAY TIME TASKS displays the following information for all time-initiated tasks pending execution:

Field Value
TaskID The task codes of all time initiated tasks pending execution
Time The time at which each time initiated task begins execution, in the

form hh:mm:ss

Date The date at which each time initiated task begins execution, in the
form yy:ddd

UserID The internal user ID that is associated with the time-initiated task.

Example 

DCMT DISPLAY TIME

      D TIME

      CURRENT TIME 03:48:18.86

      CURRENT DATE 00/292
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      STARTUP TIME 03:45:18.02

      STARTUP DATE 00/292

      RUNAWAY INTV 00120

        STALL INTV 03672

      QUIESCE WAIT STALL INTERVAL

        TIMER INTV 00001

      RECOVERY WAIT NOT ALLOWED

      RESOURCE INTV OFF

      RESOURCE PROG RHDCBYE

DCMT DISPLAY TIME TASKS

      D TI TASKS

TaskCD   Time     Date                 UserID

SHUTMON  16:06:35 08/260  USERA01

 

WARNING

More information:

Using System Generation

DCMT DISPLAY TRACE Command
The DCMT DISPLAY TRACE command displays the tracing options currently in effect for your system.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

The following diagram shows the syntax for the DCMT DISPLAY TRACE command:

►►─ DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─ Display TRACe ───────────────────────►◄

          └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

Parameter

• broadcast-parms
Executes the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members. For more information about broadcasting
and broadcast-parms syntax, see Using System Tasks.

Example

The following example illustrates the output from a DCMT DISPLAY TRACE command when trace information is not being
saved.

DCMT DISPLAY TRACE

System tracing (SYSTRACE):     ON

            Trace table size:    20 MB          Address: 39A40000

          Adjunct table size:    10 MB          Address: 36603000

Save: OFF          Driver: INACTIVE             Area: DDLDCLOG
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The following example illustrates the output from a DCMT DISPLAY TRACE command when trace information is being
saved to a DDLDCTRC area.

DCMT DISPLAY TRACE

System tracing (SYSTRACE):    ON

         Trace table size:     4 KB        Address: 39B65000

       Adjunct table size:     8 MB (S)    Address: 36603000

 

 Save: ON           Driver: ACTIVE             Area: DDLDCTRC     0% FULL

 ------------Trace service driver statistics--------------

Driver started.................2009-12-08-12.23.21.151167

Number of save requests................................44

Number of times entries missed..........................2

Bytes/hour........................................1067733

Pages/hour............................................300

Number of reads........................................14

Number of writes........................................9

Number of read waits....................................1

Number of write waits...................................0

Number of page range resets.............................1

Number of area full waits...............................0

Number of errors........................................0

% of waits to I/Os......................................0

Number of RUs...........................................8

Number of look aheads...................................5

% of look aheads to RUs................................63

• System Tracing
Potential values are as follows:
– ON

System tracing is enabled.
– OFF

System tracing is disabled.
• Trace table size

The size of the system trace table in kilobytes (KB) or megabytes (MB).
If the characters “(S)” follow table size, it indicates that the contents of the system trace table are being saved.

• Address
The address of the system trace table.

• Adjunct table size
The size of the adjunct trace table in kilobytes (KB) or megabytes (MB).
If the characters “(S)” follow table size, it indicates that the contents of the adjunct trace table are being saved.

• Address
The address of the adjunct trace table.

• Save
Potential values are as follows:
– ON

Trace saving is enabled.
– OFF

Trace saving is disabled.
– REQUESTED
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Trace saving has been requested but is not yet fully enabled.
• Driver

Potential values are as follows:
– ACTIVE

Trace service driver is active.
– INACTIVE

Trace service driver is inactive.
– PENDING

Trace service driver is starting up.
• Area

Potential values are as follows:
– DDLDCLOG

Trace information is written to the log area.
– DDLDCTRC

Trace information is written to the trace area.
• % Full

The percentage of space used in the area.
• Trace service driver statistics

A header for statistics that are displayed only if trace saving is enabled.
• Driver started

The date and time at which the trace service driver was started.
• Statistics reset

The date and time when the driver statistics were reset due to overflow.
• Number of save requests

The number of requests made to save trace information.
• Number of times entries missed

The number of times one or more trace entries were not saved because they had been overlaid before they could be
written.

• Bytes/hour
The rate at which trace information is being written, specified as bytes per hour.

• Pages/hour
The rate at which pages are written to the log or trace area, specified as pages per hour.

• Number of reads
The number of pages read from the log or trace area.

• Number of writes
The number of pages written to the log or trace area.

• Number of read waits
The number of times the driver had to wait for a read to complete.

• Number of write waits
The number of times the driver had to wait for a write to complete.

• Number of page range resets
The number of times the driver had to recalculate the range of pages into which it can write information.

• Number of area full waits
The number of times the driver had to wait for the contents of the log or trace area to be archived.

• Number of errors
The number of I/O errors encountered.

• % of waits to I/Os
The percent of waits to I/O requests.

• Number of RUs
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The number of run units currently in use.
• Number of look aheads

The number of look ahead reads in effect.
• % of look aheads to RUs

The percent of run units being used for look ahead reads.

How to Reduce the Number of Missed Entries

Eliminating missed trace entries can be difficult; however, there are steps you can take to reduce the number of missed
entries. In the trace information output, if the value for number of times entries missed is large compared to the value for
number of save requests, consider taking one or more of the following actions:

• Save trace information to the trace area rather than the log area.
• Reduce the amount of trace information being saved. If only extended trace information is of interest, be sure to

allocate an adjunct table so only extended trace information is saved.
• Increase the size of the trace or adjunct table.
• Ensure that the appropriate archive utility is executed often enough that the trace area does not fill. The easiest way to

do this is to automate the submission of the archive job using a WTO exit.

DCMT DISPLAY TRANSACTION
DCMT DISPLAY TRANSACTION displays information about internal and external transactions.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

Following is an example of the DCMT DISPLAY TRANSACTION syntax:

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ TRansaction transaction-id ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ TRansactions ───────────────┘

Parameters

Following are the descriptions for the DCMT DISPLAY TRANSACTION parameters:

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members. For more information about
broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see How to Broadcast System Tasks in the Using System Tasks section.

• TRansaction
Displays detailed and summary information about a specified transaction.
– transaction-id

Specifies a transaction with its ID.
• TRansactions

Displays summary information about all external and internal transactions.
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Usage

Summary for All Transactions

The following table describes the summary information displayed for each transaction:

Field Value
Task/LTE The task ID or the logical terminal identification
Trans-ID The transaction ID
Pri The transaction priority
Orig The name of the program that originated the transaction
Module The module being used by the transaction
SS/AM The subschema or access module being used by the transaction
State How the transaction is working:

NO -- suspended
RO -- read only retrieval
RW -- update

Status The current (VIB) status of the transaction; a three-byte value
Date:Time The date and time of the most recent checkpoint for the

transaction

STATUS Field Values The following table shows describes the possible STATUS field values:

Code Position 1
(Controlling Module)

Position 2
(Wait Status of Transaction)

Position 3
(Progress of Transaction)

blank Outside of IDMSDBMS Waiting for normal I/O, or for
application
to issue another database
request

Signon in progress
(storage acquisition, loading
sub-schema, etc.);
no area(s) yet readied

A  Waiting for access to an area Has gained access to requested
area(s);
proceeding; no db-keys yet
locked

B  Waiting for a buffer in buffer pool
to become available

 

C IDMSCOLS   
H   Has gained access to requested

area(s);
proceeding; one or more db-
keys locked

I IDMSDBIO   
J  Transaction waiting for journal  
K IDMSLMGR Waiting for db-key lock held by

another transaction
 

L  Waiting for sub-schema or
database procedure
to be loaded.

 

M IDMSDBMS   
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P User database procedure Waiting on DB buffer pool  
S   DC/UCF trying to satisfy

transaction request
for access to area(s).

U Utility Program Waiting for journal buffer  

Detail for all Transactions

DCMT DISPLAY TRANSACTION displays the following detailed database access information for the specified
transaction:

Field Value
SQL Calls The number of calls the transaction has made to IDMS
Rows Rqst The number of records the transaction has requested
Reads Rqst The number of pages the transaction has requested
Pages Read The number of pages actually read into buffer(s) for the

transaction
Writes Rqst The number of writes the transaction has requested
Pages Written The number of writes actually performed for the transaction
Forced Writes The number of writes performed for the transaction because the

buffer was needed for something else
Rows Current The number of records on which the transaction has any kind of

lock
Hash Target The number of records the transaction has found on the target

CALC page
Hash Oflow The number of records the transaction has found on a CALC

overflow page
Cluster Target The number of records the transaction has found on a VIA target

page
Cluster Oflow The number of records the transaction has found on a VIA

overflow page
Frags Stored The number of record fragments stored for the transaction
Rows Relo The number of record fragments relocated for the transaction as a

result of fragment consolidation

Journal Access

DCMT DISPLAY TRANSACTION displays the following detailed journal access information for the specified transaction:

Field Value
Before Images The number of before images written since the most recent

checkpoint
Writes The number of writes to the journal performed since the beginning

of the transaction

Locking
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DCMT DISPLAY TRANSACTION displays the following detailed locking information for the specified transaction:

Field Value
Total The total number of records held in any access mode by the

transaction
Share The number of records held in share access mode by the

transaction
Non-Share The number of records held in update or exclusive access mode

by the transaction
Freed The number of records that have been held and released by the

transaction

Index Statistics for Transaction

DCMT DISPLAY TRANSACTION displays the following detailed index statistics for the specified transaction:

Field Value
SR8-SPLIT Number of SR8 record splits
SR8-SPAWN Number of SR8 record spawns
SR8-STORE Number of SR8 records stored
SR8-ERASE Number of SR8 records erased
SR7-STORE Number of SR7 records stored
SR7-ERASE Number of SR7 records erased
ORPH-ADOP Number of orphans adopted
B-TREE Number of indexes searched
B-TREE-LV Number of index levels searched
BEST-CASE Minimum number of index levels searched
WORST-CSE Maximum number of index levels searched

Detail for a Specified Transaction

DCMT DISPLAY TRANSACTION displays the following detailed information for the specified transaction:

Field Value
Area The name(s) of area(s) opened for the transaction
Mode The access mode in use:

EXCLUSIVE RETRIEVAL
EXCLUSIVE UPDATE
PROTECTED RETRIEVAL
PROTECTED UPDATE
SHARED RETRIEVAL
SHARED UPDATE
TRANSIENT RETRIEVAL

Table Locks The state of the lock:
HOLD -- The transaction is holding a lock on the area.
WAIT -- The transaction is waiting for a lock on the area.
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Examples

Following are examples of the output of DCMT DISPLAY TRANSACTION commands:

DCMT DISPLAY TRANSACTIONS

      D TRANS 7

Task / LTE   Trans-ID Pri Orig Module   SS/AM    St Stat        Date:Time

         7     350455 253  LOC RHDCRUAL IDMSSECS RO   A 2008-09-16-15.06.35.5697

DataBase        DBMS     Lines     Reads     Pages    Writes     Pages    Forced

               Calls      Rqst      Rqst      Read      Rqst   Written    Writes

                  33        24         6         2         0         0         0

                Rows      Calc      Calc   Cluster   Cluster     Frags      Rows

             Current    Target     Oflow    Target     Oflow    Stored      Relo

                   0         0         0         0         0         0         0

Journal       Before    Writes

              Images

                   0         0

Locks          Reqst     Share   Non-Shr     Freed

                   1         1         0         0

INDEX      SR8-SPLIT SR8-SPAWN SR8-STORE SR8-ERASE SR7-STORE SR7-ERASE ORPH-ADOP

                   0         0         0         0         0         0         0

SEARCHES                B-TREE B-TREE-LV BEST-CASE WORST-CSE

                             0         0         0         0

--------- Area -----------          ------ Mode  ------

SYSTEM.DDLDML                       Shared Retrieval

DCMT DISPLAY TRANSACTION transaction-id

      DISPLAY TRANSACTION 486461

Task / LTE   Trans-ID Pri Orig Module   SS/AM    St Stat        Date:Time

         2     486461 253  LOC RHDCRUAL IDMSNWK7 RW   H 2001-11-04-11.34.43.9754

DataBase        DBMS     Lines     Reads     Pages    Writes     Pages    Forced

               Calls      Rqst      Rqst      Read      Rqst   Written    Writes

                1628      1592      2582      1002         2         2         0

                Rows      Calc      Calc   Cluster   Cluster     Frags      Rows

             Current    Target     Oflow    Target     Oflow    Stored      Relo

                1574         1         0         1         0         0         0

Journal       Before    Writes

              Images

                   0         6

Locks          Reqst     Share   Non-Shr     Freed

                1402         0         1      1401

--------- Area -----------          ------ Mode  ------

SYSDEF.DDLDCRUN                     Shared Update
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DCMT DISPLAY TRANSACTION SHARING Command
This command displays information about transaction sharing.

Syntax

►►─ DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

          └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display TRansaction SHaring ──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see How to Broadcast System Tasks in
the Using System Tasks section.

Usage

DCMT DISPLAY TRANSACTION SHARING Command Output

Field Value
Transaction Sharing Status of the transaction sharing option. Valid values are:

ON -- Transaction sharing is enabled
OFF -- Transaction sharing is disabled

Example

DCMT DISPLAY TRANSACTION SHARING

DCMT D TRANSACTION SHARING

Transaction Sharing OFF

More Information

• For more information about the concepts of transaction sharing, see the Administrating IDMS Database.
• For more information about defining transaction sharing to your system, see Using System Generation.

DCMT DISPLAY UCF Command
DCMT DISPLAY UCF displays information about a specified UCF terminal, as viewed by the DC/UCF back end.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘
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 ►─── Display UCF FETid ─┬─ front-end-terminal-id ─┬──────────────────────────►◄

                         └─ * ─────────────────────┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see How to Broadcast System
Tasks in the Using System Tasks section.

• front-end-terminal-id
Specifies the UCF terminal to display information for. Front-end-terminal-id is the name of the terminal as it is known to
the host TP monitor in which the UCF front-end program is executing.

• *
Specifies the terminal from which the command is issued.

Usage

Information Displayed

DCMT DISPLAY UCF displays the following front-end terminal information:

Field Value
Logical Term ID ID of the logical terminal associated with the front-end terminal
Physical Term ID ID of the physical terminal with which the front-end terminal is

associated
Physical Line ID ID of the UCF line
Physical Term Type Physical terminal type
Physical Term Model Physical terminal model
Physical Term Status Status of the physical terminal:

• INSRV -- In service
• OUTSRV -- Out of service
• DISCON -- Disconnected

Logical Term Status Status of the logical terminal associated with the physical terminal:
• ACTIVE -- Active
• INSRV -- In service
• OUTSRV -- Out of service

Node or Term ID Front-end terminal ID
Front End System ID Front-end system ID
UCF Status UCF status:

• ACTIVE -- Active
• DISC -- Discontinued
• INSRV -- In service
• OUTSRV -- Out of service

Number of Reads Number of reads performed since the terminal came online
Number of Writes Number of writes performed since the terminal came online
Number of Read Errors Number of read errors that occurred since the terminal came

online
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Number of Write Errors Number of write errors that occurred since the terminal came
online

Same Display as for the Associated Physical Terminal

The information displayed for a given UCF front-end terminal is identical to that provided by a DCMT DISPLAY PTERM
command that specifies the physical terminal with which the named front-end terminal is associated.

Example

DCMT DISPLAY UCF FETID

      DISPLAY UCF FETID MORMA06S

          LOGICAL TERM ID UCFLT05

         PHYSICAL TERM ID UCFPT05

         PHYSICAL LINE ID UCFLINE

       PHYSICAL TERM TYPE BULK TERM

      PHYSICAL TERM MODEL 0

     PHYSICAL TERM STATUS INSRV

      LOGICAL TERM STATUS ACTIVE

          NODE OR TERM ID MORMA06S

      FRONT END SYSTEM ID BATCBULK

               UCF STATUS ACTIVE  DEDICATED

          NUMBER OF READS 0000043

         NUMBER OF WRITES 0000042

    NUMBER OF READ ERRORS 0000000

   NUMBER OF WRITE ERRORS 0000000

More Information

For more information about UCF operations, see UCF OPERATIONS.

DCMT DISPLAY UTAB
The DCMT DISPLAY UTAB command displays the Security Resource Type Table (#UTABGEN macro/IDMSUTAD load
module).

Key Benefit

The DCMT DISPLAY UTAB command allows the DBA to easily view existing definitions. Also, if the current source is lost
or in question, this command provides a means to recover IDMSUTAD source syntax from the load module.

#UTABGEN Source Syntax Content Consideration

Security labels that are associated with activity numbers are not stored in the IDMSUTAB load module and do not appear
in the #UTABGEN syntax.

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Display UTAB ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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Parameter

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE

For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax , see "How to Broadcast System
Tasks"  in the Using System Tasks section.

Example

The following example shows the IDMSUTAB load module:

DISPLAY UTAB 

                   #UTABGEN Utility Command Activity Assignments

               The IDMSUTAB load module was created May 21 2019 08:48

            #UTABGEN                                                       X

                 (OCF,FORMAT,3),                                           X

                 (OCF,LOCK,3),                                             X

                 (OCF,UNLOCK,3),                                           X

                 (BCF,ARCHIVEJOURNAL,10),                                  X

                 (BCF,ARCHIVELOG,10),                                      X

                 (ARCHIVETRACE,1),                                         X

                 (BACKUP,2),                                               X

                 (BUILD,3),                                                X

                 (CLEANUP,4),                                              X

                 (CONVERTCATALOG,5),                                       X

                 (CONVERTPAGE,0),                                          X

                 (EXPANDPAGE,0),                                           X

                 (FASTLOAD,0),                                             X

                 (FIXARCHIVE,0),                                           X

                 (FIXPAGE,50),                                             X

 

DCMT DISPLAY SRTT
The DCMT DISPLAY SRTT command displays the Security Resource Type Table (#SECRTT macro/RHDCSRTT load
module).

Key Benefit

The DCMT DISPLAY SRTT command allows the DBA to easily view existing definitions. Also, if the current source is lost
or in question, this command provides a means to recover RHDCSRTT source syntax from the load module.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘
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 ►─── Display SRTT ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameter

• broadcast-parms 
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE

For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax , see "How to Broadcast System
Tasks"  in the Using System Tasks section.

Example

The following example shows the RHDSCRTT load module:

      DISPLAY SRTT                                                      

                          Security Resource Type Table                  

                                                                         

                The RHDCSRTT load module was created Feb 05 2019                                    

                                                                        

         #SECRTT TYPE=INITIAL,                                         X

               ENVNAME=SYSO219,                                        X

               SGNRETN=2,                                              X

               SYSPROF=(DEFAULT,OFF),                                  X

               USRPROF=(USER,OFF),                                     X

               DFLTSGN=YES,                                            X

               DFLTUID=(VTAMNODE,PTERMID,LTERMID),                     X

               EXTRUID=EXTUSER,                                        X

               MAXRESN=150,                                            X

               SVCNUM=174                                               

*                                                                        

         #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

               RESTYPE=DB,                                             X

               SECBY=OFF                                                

*                                                                        

         #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

               RESTYPE=DMCL,                                           X

               SECBY=OFF                                                 

*                                                                       

         #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

               RESTYPE=DBTB,                                           X

               SECBY=OFF                                                

*                                                                       

         #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

               RESTYPE=AREA,                                           X

               SECBY=OFF                                                

*                                                                       

         #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

               RESTYPE=QSCH,                                           X

               SECBY=OFF                                                

*                                                                       

         #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X
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               RESTYPE=TABL,                                           X

               SECBY=OFF                                                

*                                                                        

         #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

               RESTYPE=DACC,                                           X

              PAGE 00001 - NEXT PAGE

NOTE

More Information

• #SECRTT Macro
• RHDCSRTT Module

DCMT VARY Commands
DCMT VARY ACTIVE TASK
DCMT VARY ACTIVE TASK changes attributes for a task or task thread. The changes remain in effect for the life of the
system (for a task) or the life of the thread.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax
 ►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 

 ►─── Vary ACtive TAsk ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─┬─ Max Task task-count ────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────►◄

   ├─ TErminate ─┬─ TAskid task-id ─────────────┬──┬────────┬─────┤

   │             └─ TErmid logical-terminal-id ─┘  └─ DUMP ─┘     │

   ├─ PRiority ─┬─ TAskid task-id TO task-priority ─────────────┬─┤

   │            └─ TErmid logical-terminal-id TO task-priority ─┘ │

   └┬─ STOrage ─┬─ LIMit TAskid task-id TO ─┬─ limit-number ─┬────┘

    ├─ LOCk ────┤                           ├─ SYStem ───────┤

    ├─ CALl ────┤                           └─ OFF ──────────┘

    └─ DBio ────┘

 

Parameters

Parameters are as follows:

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see How to Broadcast System
Tasks in the Using System Tasks section.

• ACtive TAsk
Varies active task thread attributes.

• Max Task
Varies the number of task threads that can be active concurrently. This number includes tasks of all types.
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For information about how this value is calculated at system startup, see the "DC/UCF Concepts" in the Administrating
section. For information about how to use this parameter to optimize system performance, see the "System
Performance" in the System Reference section.
– task-count

An integer value. This value cannot exceed the value calculated at startup. It cannot be less than the number of
currently active system tasks.
Note: Exercise caution when setting the task count to a low value near the number of currently active system
tasks. If there are one or more long-running application tasks, the system might hang because there are no TCEs
available to start new tasks. The number of currently active system tasks can be determined by looking at the Active
System Task Detail screen of the PMRM task, or by using the DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE TASKS command and
noting the tasks with a priority of 240 or higher.

• TErminate
Abends a specified task thread.
– TAskid task-id

Specifies the task with its system-supplied ID.
Issue a DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE TASKS command to find out the task ID.

– TErmid logical-terminal-id
Specifies the task by the ID of the logical terminal on which it is executing.
Issue a DCMT DISPLAY LTERM command to find out the logical terminal ID.

• DUMP
Directs the system to write a formatted task dump to the DC/UCF log area.

• PRiority
Varies the dispatching priority of a specified task thread.
– TAskid task-id

Specifies the task with its system-supplied task ID.
Issue a DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE TASK command to determine the task ID.

– TErmid logical-terminal-id
Specifies the task by the logical terminal on which it is executing.
Issue a DCMT DISPLAY LTERM command to find out the logical terminal ID.

– TO
Specifies the priority to which the task thread is varied.

– task-priority
The new priority; an integer in the range 0 (lowest priority) through 255 (highest priority). The limit for user tasks is
240.

• STOrage
Varies the storage limit for a task thread.

• LOCk
Varies the lock limit for a task thread.

• CALl
Varies the call limit for a task thread.

• DBIo
Varies the database I/O limit for a task thread.
– TAskid task-id

Identifies the task for which limits are to be varied.
• limit-number

Specifies a new resource limit. Valid values for limit-number appear under Usage.
• SYStem

Applies the system-wide limit to the resource. The system-wide limit is specified at system generation time by the
LIMIT FOR EXTERNAL TASKS parameter of the SYSTEM statement.

• OFF
Disables limits. When OFF is specified for a resource, DC/UCF does not limit the task's use of the resource.
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Usage

Initial Maximum Task Count

The maximum task count initially established at runtime is the sum of:

• The values specified in the MAXIMUM TASKS and MAXIMUM ERUS parameters of the SYSTEM statement
• The number of system tasks. This includes:

– Communication line drivers
– Run unit service drivers
– Other specialized tasks
The number of system tasks vary depending on several parameters. For more information, see Task Resource Usage
in the Administrating section.

Initial Dispatching Priority

The dispatching priority initially established at system generation time equals the sum of:

• The priority for the user (USER statement)
• Plus the priority for the logical terminal (LTERM statement) on which the task is executing
• Plus the priority for the executing task (TASK statement)

For a system task, the priority of a task thread cannot exceed 255. If the sum of the above values exceeds 255, the task
is assigned a priority of 255.

For a user task, the priority of a task thread cannot exceed 240. If the sum of the above values exceeds 240, the task is
assigned a priority of 240.

Resource Limits for Task Threads

The following table describes the resource limits for each type of task thread:

Task thread Description
Storage • The amount of storage that the task can hold at one time

• The limit (expressed in K bytes) must be an integerin the range
1 through 16383

Lock • The number of database-key locks that the task can holdat
one time

• The limit must be an integer in the range 1 through
2,147,483,647

Call • The number of system service calls (for example, #GETSTG,
#LOAD, orOBTAIN CALC) that the task can issue

• The limit must be an integer in the range 1 through
2,147,483,647

DBIO • The number of database I/O operations (that is, READs and
WRITEs)that can be performed for the task

• The limit must be an integer in the range 1 through
2,147,483,647

Task Thread Task ID or Logical Terminal ID

To obtain the task ID or logical terminal ID for a task thread, use DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE TASKS command.

Initial Resource Limits for a Task

Resource limits for a task are initially established at DC/UCF system generation time by the LIMIT parameter of the
SYSTEM or TASK statement.
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Examples

DCMT VARY ACTIVE TASK PRIORITY TASKID

       VARY ACTIVE TASK PRIORITY TASKID 2806 TO 250

IDMS DC261004 V105 USER:JSMITH   TASK PRIORITY VARIED FROM 100 TO 250

 

DCMT VARY ACTIVE TASK PRIORITY TERMID

       VARY ACTIVE TASK PRIORITY TERMID VL10304 TO 150

IDMS DC261004 V105 USER:JSMITH   TASK PRIORITY VARIED FROM 100 TO 150

 

DCMT VARY ACTIVE TASK MAX TASK

       VARY ACTIVE TASK MAX TASK 37

IDMS DC261007 V105 USER:JSMITH   MAX TASKS VARIED FROM 00039 TO 00037

 

DCMT VARY ADSO
The DCMT VARY ADSO command applies to ADS. It allows you to change instructions for the collection of ADS dialog
statistics. Also, you can use this command to specify if record buffer blocks (RBBs) for ADS dialogs are compressed
across a pseudo-converse.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Vary ADSo ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─┬─ STATistics ─┬─┬─ ON ─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────┬─┬───►◄

   │ └─ STATS ──────┘ │      └─┬─ ALL ──────┬─ dialogs ──┘              │ │

   │                  │        └─ SELected ─┘                           │ │

   │                  ├─ OFF ───────────────────────────────────────────┤ │

   │                  └─ CHEckpoint ─┬─ INTerval checkpoint-interval ─┬─┘ │

   │                                 └─ OFF ──────────────────────────┘   │

   └─ record COMpression ─┬─ ON ──┬───────────────────────────────────────┘

                          └─ OFF ─┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• STATistics ON
Enables ADS dialog statistics collection. This command takes effect as soon as task and transaction statistics are also
enabled.
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– ALL dialogs
Monitors all executed dialogs.

– SELected dialogs
Monitors only those dialogs for which statistics collection has been specified. Dialogs can be selected:
• At system generation time by a PROGRAM statement
• At runtime by a DCMT VARY PROGRAM command

• OFF
Disables statistics collection for ADS dialogs.

• CHEckpoint INTerval
Directs DC/UCF to write dialog statistics to the system log after a specified number of accumulations.
– checkpoint-interval.

The number of accumulations; an integer in the range 0 through 32767.
The checkpoint interval is initially established at system generation time by the STATISTICS CHECKPOINT
INTERVAL of the ADSO statement.
A checkpoint interval of 0 (zero) directs DC/UCF to not write dialog statistics to the system log, based on a
checkpoint interval.

• CHEckpoint OFF
Directs DC/UCF not to write dialog statistics to the system log, based on a checkpoint interval.

• record COMpression ON
Enables compression of ADS dialog record buffer blocks (RBBs) across a pseudo-converse.

• record COMpression OFF
Disables compression of ADS dialog record buffer blocks (RBBs) across a pseudo-converse.

Usage

To collect statistics for ADS dialogs, it is necessary to:

1. Enable task and transaction statistics collection
2. Enable dialog statistics collection
3. Select dialogs for which statistics are to be collected

More Information

• For more information about ADS dialog statistics, see the ADS Reference  section and the documentation of the
DIALOG STATISTICS option of the system generation ADSO statement in the  Administrating section.

• For more information about the checkpoint interval, see documentation of the ADSO statement in the  Administrating
section.

• For more information about record buffer blocks, see the  ADS Application Design section.
• For more information about other DC/UCF statistics, see the sections DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS and the section

DCMT VARY STATISTICS.
• For more information about displaying ADS dialog statistics, see the section DCMT DISPLAY ADSO STATISTICS.
• For more information about enabling ADS statistics collection, see the  Administrating section.

Changing the Area Status

Disposition of Active Transactions

When you issue a VARY AREA command without the IMMEDIATE option to change the area status, any transactions
already accessing the area in a conflicting mode are allowed to finish before the command takes effect and appropriate
buffers are flushed. The system issues a message to the operator's console indicating that the area is quiescing.

Forcing an Immediate Vary
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When varying an area's status to RETRIEVAL, TRANSIENT RETRIEVAL, or OFFLINE, the change in status can be
forced by specifying the IMMEDIATE option. If specified, IDMS:

• Cancels all tasks that conflict with the VARY.
• Terminates all user sessions with no active task if they conflict with the VARY (by performing the equivalent of a DCMT

VARY LTERM lte-name RESOURCES DELETE).
• Varies all predefined system run units offline if they conflict with the VARY (by performing the equivalent of a DCMT

VARY RUNUNIT ru-name OFFLINE).

After the status change has occurred, predefined run units that were varied offline are varied online unless:

• The area was varied OFFLINE, since the run units will be unable to access the area.
• The QUEUE run unit was varied offline, since it requires the DDLDCRUN area in update mode.

If either of these conditions apply, the appropriate system run units must be varied online by explicitly issuing a DCMT
VARY RUN UNIT command once their corresponding areas are made available.

UPDATE Option Opens First File of Area

Varying an area to UPDATE causes DC/UCF to the open the first file of the area.

Notify Locks and Varying Areas

IDMS deals with a VARY request for an area that has outstanding notify locks as follows.

• If the area status is changing to RETRIEVAL or TRANSIENT RETRIEVAL, the VARY occurs regardless of if any notify
locks exist for db-keys in the area.

• If the area status is changing to UPDATE, the VARY occurs immediately. However, since it is possible that the area
was updated externally while it was in RETRIEVAL mode to this CV:
– Subsequent tests of a notify lock that existed at the time of the VARY indicate the prefix and data have been

modified.
– The restoration of currencies associated with the area that were saved prior to the VARY results in a task abend if

the area is readied in an update mode.
• If the area status is changing to OFFLINE, the VARY waits until all notify locks have been released.

Varying Transient Retrieval Areas

An area whose status is transient retrieval cannot be varied directly to retrieval or update mode. You must first vary the
area OFFLINE, and then vary it to the desired mode.

Changing the Area Status Permanently

A permanent area status is one that is retained until it is changed by another DCMT VARY command, or until the system
journal or SYSTRK files are formatted. The area status is retained across normal shutdowns and across abnormal
terminations, provided the warmstart option of the area in the DMCL specifies MAINTAIN CURRENT STATUS.

NOTE
The permanence of an area status has no effect on physical area locks. It only affects the mode in which the
area is accessed when the system is next started. If the DC/UCF system is shut down normally, all physical area
locks held by the system are removed, regardless of whether the area status of the system was assigned as
UPDATE PERMANENT.

If change tracking is in use for the DC/UCF system, permanent area statuses are recorded in the SYSTRK files. Status
entries are identified by area name and are deleted when their associated area is no longer in the runtime DMCL. A vary
that affects the permanent status of an area fails if change tracking is inactive and receives a warning if it is disabled.

If change tracking is not in use for the DC/UCF system, permanent status entries are recorded in the system journals
and are identified by page group and low-page number. If a page group or low-page number of an area is changed, an
existing permanent status entry cannot be matched against the area. If this happens, the usage mode of the area defaults
to the usage-mode specified in the DMCL and the orphaned status entry for the area remains in the journals until they
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are formatted. It is also possible for an orphaned status entry to be misapplied to a new area with a matching low page
number and page group.

Changing the File Status

The OPEN, OPEN UPDATE, and CLOSE options are useful to force opening or closing files of the specified area. By
using these options you can change the status of all the files with one command. The CLOSE option is allowed only when
the area status is OFFLINE or TRANSIENT RETRIEVAL.

Dynamic File Deallocation

In order to deallocate an area, it and any areas contained in the same files must be offline.

Purging Database Buffers

The PURGE option does the following:

• Writes database buffers associated with an area to the database if they have been changed since last written.
• Clears the buffers.

The DBA for a system, accessing an area whose status is retrieval, might issue this command in order to gain access to
updates made by another system.

Changing Shared Cache

Affects all Files

Changing the shared cache for an area changes the shared cache assigned to each of the area's files.

Scope of Change

Changing the shared cache for a file affects only the system on which the command is issued. To change the shared
cache for all systems that are accessing the file, the command must be issued on each of those systems. In a data
sharing environment, the command can be broadcast to all members of the group.

Data Sharing Considerations

In order to change the shared cache for a file associated with a shared area, all shared areas associated with the file
must have a status of OFFLINE or TRANSIENT RETRIEVAL. Furthermore, if any area associated with the file is shared,
the new shared cache takes effect only if the status of such areas in all group members is OFFLINE or TRANSIENT
RETRIEVAL. This is because the cache name for a file associated with a shared area (other than one in transient
retrieval), is determined by the first sharing system to open the file. All systems that subsequently open the file will use the
shared cache specified by the first system.

Enabling Data Sharing

When initiating data sharing for an area, its definition must not conflict with that of any other area that is currently being
accessed by a group member in the shared mode. Furthermore, if another member of the group is accessing the area in
a shared mode at the time the DCMT command is issued, the definitions of the area in both systems must be identical.
If these conditions are not met, a warning is issued when the DCMT VARY AREA command is issued. The status of the
area cannot be changed to RETRIEVAL or UPDATE until the condition is corrected. Additionally, before the area can be
varied online, files associated with the target area must be assigned to a shared cache or there must be a default shared
cache associated with the system.

None of the above restrictions apply if the area will be accessed in a transient retrieval mode.
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Identifying and Canceling Vary Operations

When changing the status of an area to RETRIEVAL, TRANSIENT RETRIEVAL or OFFLINE, the VARY operation is
distinguished from other DCMT operations by means of an identifier. If one is not specified on the command, generates
one as a sequential number.

Vary area operations that are delayed due to conflicts with executing tasks or user sessions can be displayed using the
DCMT DISPLAY ID command and canceled using the DCMT VARY ID command.

Example

DCMT VARY ADSO STATISTICS ON

      VARY ADSO STATISTICS ON

IDMS DC279001 V105 USER:***  ADSO STATISTICS COLLECTION ENABLED FOR ALL DIALOGS

IDMS DC279005 V105 USER:***  ADSO STATISTICS CHECKPOINTS HAVE BEEN DISABLED

DCMT VARY ADSO STATISTICS OFF

      VARY ADSO STATISTICS OFF

IDMS DC279003 V105 USER:***  ADSO STATISTICS COLLECTION DISABLED

DCMT VARY ADSO RECORD COMPRESSION ON

      VARY ADSO RECORD COMPRESSION ON

IDMS DC279006 V105 USER:***  ADSO RECORD COMPRESSION HAS BEEN VARIED ON

DCMT VARY ADSO RECORD COMPRESSION OFF

      VARY ADSO RECORD COMPRESSION OFF

IDMS DC279006 V105 USER:***  ADSO RECORD COMPRESSION HAS BEEN VARIED OFF

DCMT VARY AREA
The DCMT VARY AREA command allows you to change the status of an area, open or close the files associated with an
area, and flush the buffers associated with the area.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

 

Syntax
►►─ DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─ Vary ARea segment-namearea-name ──────────►

          └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─┬─ area-status ─┬─────────────┬─────────────────────────────────┬───────►◄

   │               └─ PERmanent ─┘                                 │

   ├─ file-status ─────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ Quiesce ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ Active ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ PUrge ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ PRefetch ─┬─ ON ──┬──────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │            └─ OFF ─┘                                          │
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   ├─ DATa SHaring ─┬─ ON ──┬──────────────────────────────────────┤

   │                └─ OFF ─┘                                      │

   ├─ MEMORY CACHE ┬──NO ◄─────────────────────────────────────────│

   │               └─ YES ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬───│ 

   │                       └── STORAGE LIMIT NN ┬───────────┬──┘   │

   │                                            └─ PERCENT ─┘      │

   └─ SHAred CAche ─┬─ cache-name ─┬───────────────────────────────┘

                    └─ NO ─────────┘

Expansion of area-status 

►─┬─┬─ Update ─┬─┬──────────┬─────────────────────────────────┬──────────►

  │ └─ ONline ─┘ └─ LOCKED ─┘                                 │

  ├─ Retrieval ───────────┬─┬──────────────┬─┬─────────────┬──┘

  ├─ Transient retrieval ─┤ └─ ID dcmt-id ─┘ └─ IMMediate ─┘

  └─ OFfline ─────────────┘

Expansion of file-status 

►─┬─ ALlocate ──────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ├─ Close ─────────────┤

  ├─ DEallocate ────────┤

  └─ OPen ─┬──────────┬─┘

           └─ Update ─┘

Parameters

Parameters are as follows:

•  broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
 For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

•  Area Specifies an area to vary.
– segment-name  The name of the segment containing the area.
– area-name  The name of the area.

• PERmanent Specifies that the new area status is assigned permanently. The status remains in effect until it is
changed by another DCMT VARY command or the journal files are formatted.

NOTE
An area under the effect of a PERMANENT parameter is identified inthe journals by its page group and
low-page number. If an area's page group or low-page number is changed while one of these commands
is in effect, the specified usage-mode is not located and for subsequent startups IDMS defaults to the
usage-mode specified in the DMCL. The old entry for the area remains in the journals until the journals are
formatted.

• Quiesce Brings the named area to an inactive state. New transactions receive an error condition if they try to access
the area. Currently executing transactions are allowed to finish processing.

• Active Brings the named area to an active state. You use this command to reactivate an area after you have brought
the area to an inactive state by using the DCMT VARY AREA QUIESCE command.

• PUrge Flushes the buffers associated with the area.
• PRefetch ON/OFf Enables or disables prefetch processing for the named area.
• DATa SHaring Specifies the sharability state of the named area. The change is made only if the area status is

OFFLINE. Valid values are:
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– ON Specifies that this system is eligible to share update access to the area with other members of the system's
data sharing group.

– OFF Specifies that this system is no longer eligible to share update access to the area with other members of the
system's data sharing group.

• MEMORY CACHE Specifies whether or not to cache the file in memory. This option applies to all files in the area.
– NO  Specifies not to cache the file in memory. Note: This is the default for SYSTRK files and cannot be changed.
– YES  Specifies to limit the amount of 64-bit storage allocated for a given file to a percentage of a total file size,

instead of allocating storage for the entire file.
• STORAGE LIMIT NN PERCENT Specifies, in percentage, how much of the area's file to cache in memory.

Limit: 0 through 100

• The value zero or 100 specifies to cache the entire file in memory
• The values 1 to 99 specify to limit the amount of 64-bit storage allocated for a given file to a percentage of a

total file size, instead of allocating storage for the entire file.
• SHAred CAche Specifies the name or status of shared cache for all files associated with the named area. Valid values

are:
– cache-name  Specifies that all files associated with the named area are to be assigned to the named cache

structure. Cache-name must identify an XES cache structure defined to a coupling facility accessible to the IDMS
system.

– NO Specifies that the files associated with the named area are no longer assigned to a cache structure.

area-status 

• Update/ONline Allows transactions executing in this DC/UCF system to update data in the area.
• LOCKED For an area that is offline, specifies that the area is to be varied online with an update lock. This allows you

to vary online an area that was varied offline while an update lock was placed on it.
• Retrieval Allows transactions executing in this DC/UCF system to retrieve, but not update, data in the area. Retrieval

locks against records accessed in the area are maintained based on the setting of the RETRIEVAL LOCK/NOLOCK
parameter on the SYSTEM statement of the SYSGEN.

• Transient retrieval Allows transactions executing in this DC/UCF system to retrieve, but not update, data in the area.
Retrieval locks are never maintained for records accessed from an area in Transient Retrieval mode.

• ID dcmt-id  Specifies the identifier that is to be assigned to this vary operation. Must be a 1 to 8 alphanumeric
character string that is unique across all outstanding DCMT operations originating on this node.
If no dcmt-id is specified, the VARY operation is assigned an internally generated identifier. The identifier can
subsequently be used to monitor or terminate the vary operation using DCMT DISPLAY ID and DCMT VARY ID
commands.

• IMMediate Specifies that IDMS will cancel any tasks or user sessions that prevent the VARY from completing.
• OFfline Makes the area unavailable to transactions running under the DC/UCF system.

file-status 

• ALlocate (z/OS and z/VM systems only) Dynamically allocates all files associated with the specified area or segment.
The files are allocated using their currently assigned data set name.

• Close Closes all files associated with the area or segment. This option is valid only when all areas or segments
associated with the files are currently offline.

• DEallocate (z/OS and z/VM systems only) Dynamically deallocates all files associated with the specified area or
segment.

• Open Opens all files associated with the area or segment in read-only mode. If the files are already opened in read/
write mode, DC/UCF closes the files and reopens them in read-only mode.

• Update Opens all files associated with the area or segment in read/write mode. If the files are already opened in read-
only mode, DC/UCF closes the files and reopens them in read/write mode.
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Usage

The DCMT VARY AREA command allows changes to the named area. Associated files, buffers, shared cache, and data
sharing can also be affected.

Example

DCMT VARY AREA area-name OFFLINE 

      V AREA APPLDICT.DDLDML OFFLINE

 ---------- Area -----------   Lock    Lo-Page    Hi-Page #Ret  #Upd #Tret #Ntfy

 APPLDICT.DDLDML                Ofl      60001      62000    0     0     0     0

  Stamp: 1999-05-05-09.48.14.948912  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

DCMT VARY AREA APPLDICT.DDLDML RETRIEVAL 

      V AREA APPLDICT.DDLDML RETRIEVAL

 ---------- Area -----------   Lock    Lo-Page    Hi-Page #Ret  #Upd #Tret #Ntfy

 APPLDICT.DDLDML                Ret      60001      62000    0     0     0     0

  Stamp: 1999-05-05-09.48.14.948912  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

 

 

DCMT VARY AUTOTUNE
Use the DCMT VARY AUTOTUNE command to reset auto-tuning statistics and disable auto-tuning.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

The following diagram shows the syntax for the new DCMT VARY AUTOTUNE command:

 

►►─ DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

          └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►── Vary AUTotune ─┬─ ALL ──────┬─┬─ RESET ─┬────────────────────────►◄

                    ├─ DPE ──────┤ └─ OFF ───┘

                    ├─ RCE ──────┤

                    ├─ RLE ──────┤

                    └─ SYSlocks ─┘

 

Parameters

This section describes the parameters for the DCMT VARY AUTOTUNE command:

• broadcast-parms
Executes the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see How to Broadcast System Tasks in the
Reference section.

• ALL
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Varies auto-tuning for all tuned parameters.
• DPE

Varies auto-tuning of the DPE count parameter.
• RCE

Varies auto-tuning of the RCE count parameter.
• RLE

Varies auto-tuning of the RLE count parameter.
• SYSlocks

Varies auto-tuning of the SYSLOCKS parameter.
• RESET

Resets historical information for the specified parameter so that tuning is based on future values only.
• OFF

Disables automatic tuning for the specified parameters. Auto-tuning is disabled only for the current execution of the
DC/UCF system.
Note: To permanently disable automatic tuning, you must change your system definition.

Example

The following command resets statistics for auto-tuning SYSLOCKS:

DCMT V AUTO SYSLOCKS RESET    

     SYSLOCKS  has been reset   

DCMT VARY BUFFER
The DCMT VARY BUFFER command varies database buffer characteristics. The DCMT VARY BUFFER command
changes the number of buffers in a buffer pool. If the number of buffers is decreased, the storage that had been acquired
to contain the buffers that are no longer used is given back to the CV.

This article describes the following information:

DCMT VARY BUFFER Syntax
 ►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 

 ►─── Vary Buffer buffer-name ────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─┬─ PAges page-count ────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─┬─ OPSYS ─┬─ storage ─────────────┤

   │ └─ DC ────┘                       │

   ├─┬─ Open ──┬───────────────────────┤

   │ └─ Close ─┘                       │

   ├─┬─ Initial pages page-count ────┬─┤

   │ ├─ Additional pages page-count ─┤ │

   │ └─ Maximum pages page-count ────┘ │

   └─ PRefetch ─┬─ ON ──┬──────────────┘

                ├─ OFF ─┤

                └─ nnn ─┘
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DCMT VARY BUFFER Parameter

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• Buffer
Specifies the database buffer to be varied.
– buffer-name

The name of the buffer.
• PAges

Varies the number of pages currently in use by the specified buffer.
– page-count

An integer in the range 3 to the maximum number of pages for the buffer, or 0, which closes the buffer. You can
set the maximum number of pages for the buffer by using CREATE BUFFER, ALTER BUFFER, OR DCMT VARY
BUFFER.
Use the DCMT DISPLAY BUFFER statement to determine the current page count for the buffer.

• OPSYS storage
Acquires storage for the specified database buffer from the operating system. If your operating system supports
extended addressing, IDMS attempts to get storage above the 16-megabyte line. If it cannot get storage above the
line, it tries below the line. If enough storage is not available in the operating system, IDMS attempts to get storage
from the DC/UCF storage pool.

• DC storage
Acquires storage for the specified buffer from the DC/UCF storage pool. If an XA pool is defined that supports system
storage, the storage is acquired above the 16 megabyte line.

• Open
Makes the specified database buffer available to IDMS and allocates the initial number of pages specified for the
buffer.

• Close
Releases all storage for the specified database buffer.

• Initial pages
Varies the initial number of pages specified for the buffer.
– page-count

An integer in the range 3 through 16,777,214.
• Additional pages

Specifies the number of pages acquired each time IDMS issues a storage request.
– page-count

An integer in the range 1 through 16,777,214.
• Maximum pages

Varies the largest number of pages that can be included in the database buffer.
– page-count

An integer in the range 3 through 16,777,214.
• PRefetch

Specifies whether prefetch processing is specified for the named buffer.
– ON

Specifies that prefetch processing is enabled.
– OFF

Specifies that prefetch processing is disabled.
– nnn

Specifies the number of pages that must be in the buffer before prefetch is used for every read request.
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If the prefetch limit is greater than the current number of pages in the buffer, the prefetch is used only if area sweeps
are invoked or certain SQL access is performed.

More Information

• For more information about the fields in the output display of DCMT VARY BUFFER, see the section DCMT DISPLAY
BUFFER.

• For more information about displaying buffer attributes, see the section DCMT DISPLAY BUFFER.
• For more information about creating buffers and changing their characteristics as defined in the database load module,

see documentation of the CREATE BUFFER and ALTER BUFFER statements in the "Administrating IDMS Database"
section of the IDMS documentation.

• For more information about minimizing contention among transactions for use of a buffer, see Administrating Database
Design.

• For more information about sectionlines for sizing a buffer and about prefetch processing, see Administrating IDMS
Database.

DCMT VARY BUFFER Usage

What Happens If IDMS Is Actively Using the Buffer

If you issue a VARY BUFFER command for a buffer that is actively in use, the change you request may not occur
immediately. You can check the disposition of your request by issuing a DCMT DISPLAY BUFFER command.

Changing Page Count and Storage Characteristics

To implement the following changes, issue the VARY BUFFER command, and close the buffer. When the buffer reopens,
the new value(s) is in effect.

• Initial page count
• Additional page count
• Maximum page count
• DC or OPSYS storage

Once you have altered these buffer characteristics, IDMS creates a buffer with the new characteristics when you issue a
VARY BUFFER command with the OPEN option or when IDMS uses the buffer.

Reasons for Changing the Size of the Buffer

Some possible reasons to vary the page count, initial page count, and maximum page count:

• To determine the optimum buffer size based on storage required and the number of buffer I/Os. Once you have
determined the optimum values, alter the buffer definitions in the dictionary and regenerate the DMCL.

• To decrease or increase the size of the buffer during non-peak or peak database usage.

Opening a Buffer

Because IDMS opens a buffer only when it is needed, you can use the OPEN option to explicitly open the buffer. This
option is useful if you are trying to determine the optimum size of the buffer.

DCMT VARY BUFFER Example

VARY BUFFER buffer-name OPEN

       VARY BUFFER LOG_BUFFER OPEN

--- Data Buffer --  Size    In-use        Max     Getstg Prfetch-Min   Prefetch

LOG_BUFFER          4820         5          5      OPSYS         500 Not-Allowd

  Synonym Table       User-Defined     System-Calculated       Total-Space Used

                                 5                    16                    256

  Allocation     Initial   Addit'l  Num-Alloc  Size-Init  Size-Add'l  Tot-Space
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                       5         5          1        25k           0        25k

  Storage                Stg-Pools  Getmain'd Above-16mb  Below-16mb      Total

                               644        25k        26k           0        26k

 

DCMT VARY BUFFER buffer-name PAGES

       VARY BUFFER LOG_BUFFER PAGES 4

--- Data Buffer --  Size    In-use        Max     Getstg Prfetch-Min   Prefetch

LOG_BUFFER          4820         4          5      OPSYS         500 Not-Allowd

  Synonym Table       User-Defined     System-Calculated       Total-Space Used

                                 5                    16                    256

  Allocation     Initial   Addit'l  Num-Alloc  Size-Init  Size-Add'l  Tot-Space

                       5         5          1        25k           0        25k

  Storage                Stg-Pools  Getmain'd Above-16mb  Below-16mb      Total

                               644        25k        26k           0        26k

 

DCMT VARY BUFFER buffer-name CLOSE

       VARY BUFFER LOG_BUFFER CLOSE

--- Data Buffer --  Size    In-use        Max     Getstg Prfetch-Min   Prefetch

LOG_BUFFER          4820  Not Open          5      OPSYS

  Synonym Table       User-Defined     System-Calculated       Total-Space Used

                                 5                     0

  Allocation     Initial   Addit'l  Num-Alloc  Size-Init  Size-Add'l  Tot-Space

                       5         0

 

DCMT VARY CENTRAL VERSION
 

DCMT VARY CENTRAL VERSION allows you to vary the central version online or offline.

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Vary ──────┬─ Central version ─┬─┬─ ONline ──┬──────────────────────────►◄

                 └─ CV ──────────────┘ └─ OFfline ─┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section Using System
Tasks.

• Online
Makes the central version available for external request units. You typically use this command after previously making
the system unavailable by means of a DCMT VARY CENTRAL VERSION OFFLINE command.

• Offline
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Makes the central version unavailable for external request units. Programs cannot access the system until you issue a
DCMT VARY CENTRAL VERSION ONLINE command.

DCMT VARY CHANGE TRACKING
DCMT VARY CHANGE TRACKING changes the status of change tracking.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Syntax

►►─ DCMT ┬───────────────────┬ Vary CHAnge TRAcking ───────────────────────────►

         └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►────┬─ REFresh ─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

      ├─ ACTive ──────────────┤

      ├─ INActive ────────────┤

      ├─ DISable ─────────────┤

      ├─ FILe COUnt file-cnt ─┤

      └─ DELete ┬─ ON ──┬─────┘

                └─ OFF ─┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Specifies to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members. 

• REFresh
Adds new SYSTRK files to the list of mirrors and terminates use of older or non-existent mirrors. New SYSTRK files
are made active before terminating the use of other SYSTRK files. In the process of becoming active mirrors, the
contents of new files are brought up-to-date if necessary. Terminated files are deleted if the current delete option is ON.
After a successful refresh, the status of change tracking is active.

• ACTive
If change tracking is active, this option has no effect. If change tracking is inactive or disabled, this option activates
change tracking and enables the execution of DCMT commands that update information in SYSTRK. An automatic
refresh is done as part of activation. Any files with out-of-date contents are brought up-to-date as part of the process of
becoming active. The contents of all SYSTRK files are refreshed if change tracking was previously disabled. At least
one SYSTRK file must exist and achieve active mirror status before certain DCMT commands can be executed.

NOTE
For a list of impacted commands, see DCMT Commands that Require Active Change Tracking.

• INActive
Deactivates change tracking and prevents the execution of certain DCMT commands. All SYSTRK files are closed and
deallocated except those that have encountered an I/O error.

• DISable
Disables change tracking but does not prevent the execution of certain DCMT commands. Disabling change tracking
should only be used in an emergency situation because the inability to record changes in the SYSTRK files may lead
to incorrect recovery during warmstart and incorrect area statuses on system restarts.

• file-cnt
Specifies the target number of files to be maintained as active mirrors. file-cnt must be an integer in the range 2
through 4. To affect the number of files actually in use while change tracking is active, issue a DCMT VARY CHANGE
TRACKING REFRESH command.

• DELete
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Specifies whether the DC/UCF system automatically deletes obsolete SYSTRK files.
– ON

(z/OS and z/VM systems only) Enables automatic file deletion.
– OFF

Disables automatic file deletion.

Usage

Refreshing SYSTRK File Use

If the REFresh option is specified or change tracking is activated by specifying the ACTive option, the system replaces
existing SYSTRK files with more recently formatted ones. This is useful in expanding the size of SYSTRK files because
newer files can have more pages than existing files. To increase the amount of SYSTRK space available, all files must be
replaced with files having the larger number of pages.

The following algorithm is used when refreshing SYSTRK file usage:

• A discovery process determines all SYSTRK files that are referenced either directly or indirectly through a model DD
statement in the execution JCL.

• Each file is opened and read to determine its characteristics and control information.
– Any file that cannot be opened, that encounters an I/O error or whose header is invalid, is discarded.
– Any file whose characteristics are incompatible with the current SYSTRK file characteristics is discarded. To be

compatible, its page size must be the same as the current page size and the number of pages must not be less
than the current number of pages.

• All out-of-date files are brought up-to-date by copying the content from other files, or by writing new information.
• If the count of active mirrors is greater than the target, then the following actions occur:

– The use of files is terminated until the count of active mirrors is equal to the target. The next file terminated is the
one with the oldest initialization timestamp.

– For each file whose use is terminated, the following actions occur:
• If automatic file deletion is enabled, the file is deleted.

NOTE
This may take some time if the file is in use by another job.

If automatic file deletion is disabled, a message is written indicating that the file is no longer being used and should be
deleted manually.

• If the count of active mirrors is equal to the target, the current number of pages is set to be the smallest of all active
files.

DCMT Commands that Require Active Change Tracking

If change tracking is in use for a CV, the following commands are impacted by the status of change tracking:

• DCMT VARY DMCL
• DCMT VARY FILE if it changes the data set name of the file
• DCMT VARY AREA or SEGMENT if it changes the permanent status of an area
• DCMT VARY JOURNAL FILE if it changes the data set name or the permanent status of a journal file

NOTE
If change tracking is inactive, these commands are prohibited. If it is disabled, a warning is issued if these
commands are executed.

DCMT VARY CSAFLAGS
DCMT VARY CSAFLAGS lets you change information on CSA flags.
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This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─ DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─ Vary ─┬─ CSATST nn ─┬──┬─ ON ──┬───────────►◄

          └─ broadcast-parms ─┘        ├─ CSACFIM n ─┤  └─ OFF ─┘

                                       ├─ CSADBIO n ─┤

                                       ├─ CSADBMS n ─┤

                                       ├─ CSAHPCS n ─┤

                                       ├─ CSALMGR n ─┤

                                       └─ CSATMGR n ─┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• CSATST
Indicates to process a CSATST flag.

• CSACFIM
Indicates to process a CSACFIM flag.

• CSADBIO
Indicates to process a CSADBIO flag.

• CSADBMSIndicates to process a CSADBMS flag.
• CSAHPCS

Indicates to process a CSAHPCS flag.
• CSALMGR

Indicates to process a CSALMGR flag.
• CSATMGR

Indicates to process a CSATMGR flag.
• n/nn

Indicates the flag number. Valid numbers for n are 1-8, for nn are 1-99.
• ON/OFF

Indicates to turn the flag ON or OFF.

Usage

The DCMT VARY CSAFLAGS command is meant for debugging and diagnostic purposes only. Use it only when told to do
so by Technical Support personnel. Turning on flags might have a severe performance impact and might lead to system
abends.

DCMT VARY DATABASE
The DCMT VARY DATABASE command instructs IDMS to enable or disable the independent database I/O read drivers.

This article describes the following information:
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Syntax
 ►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 

 ►─── Vary ─┬─ DATABase ──┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

            ├─ DB ────────┤

            └─ DAta base ─┘

 

 ►─── Read driver ─┬─ ON ──┬─ segment-name.area-name ─────────────────────────►◄

                   └─ OFF ─┘

 

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• DATABase/DB/DAta base
The keywords DATABase, DB and DAta base are synonyms and can be used interchangeably.

• Read driver
Attaches or releases the database read driver. The database read driver independently reads pages from the database
when IDMS detects an area sweep.
– ON

Attaches the read driver.
– OFF

Releases the read driver.
– segment-name.area-name

Specifies the area to which the read driver is attached or from which the read driver is released.

More Information

For more information about independent database I/O read drivers, see the "Administrating IDMS Database" section of
the IDMS documentation.

Usage

Attaching Independent Database I/O Read Drivers

You can attach an independent database I/O read driver to perform look-ahead reads of the database. This driver only
works for run units that perform area sweeps under the central version.

This feature provides additional database tuning capabilities in the mixed online and batch environment.

General Considerations

The independent database I/O read driver has the following usage considerations:

• The read driver is only used for tasks that perform area sweeps under the central version.

NOTE
For more information about look-ahead reads under local mode, see the System Reference section

• Use as few read drivers as possible. Because of the overhead, overuse of the read driver can degrade system
performance.

• Use the WATCH DB IOD option of the OPER screen to monitor the read drivers.
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NOTE
For more information, see the section OPER WATCH DB".

Example

DCMT VARY DATABASE READ DRIVER ON area-name

       V DB READ DRIVER ON ASFDICT.DDLDML

D/B Read Driver Started.

 

DCMT VARY DATA SHARING
The DCMT VARY DATA SHARING command provides the ability to change the default shared cache for an IDMS system
that is a member of a data sharing group.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Syntax

►►─ DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─ Vary ─┬─ DATa SHAring ─┬───────────────────►

          └─ broadcast-parms ─┘        └─ DSG ──────────┘

 ►─┬─ DEFault Cache - cache-name ─────────┬─────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ON CONnectivity LOSs ─┬─ ABEND ───┬─┘

                            └─ NOABEND ─┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• DEFault Cache cache-name
Specifies the name of the default shared cache to be associated with the IDMS system. Cache-name must identify an
XES cache structure defined to a coupling facility accessible to the IDMS system.

• ON CONnectivity LOSs
Specifies the behavior of the central version if connectivity to the data sharing list and/or lock structure is lost or a
structure failure occurs.
– ABEND

The central version will abend immediately.
– NOABEND

The central version will not abend.

Usage

Specifying a Default Cache

Changes to the default shared cache remain in effect until the system terminates or until another DCMT VARY DATA
SHARING command is issued. When a system is restarted after dynamically changing the default shared cache, the
default shared cache in effect is that specified in the DMCL used by the system.
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The default shared cache affects only files that have not been explicitly assigned a shared cache and for which at least
one associated area is shared. The default shared cache has no affect on files that are not associated with a shared area.

Specifying on Connectivity Loss Behavior

If NOABEND was specified, processing continues normally as long as no data sharing requests are done. This is
advisable if it is important to keep areas that are not data shared online.

NOTE
Normal shutdown is not possible because of the connectivity loss or structure failure.

Examples

DCMT VARY DATA SHARING DEFAULT CACHE cache-name

DCMT VARY DATA SHARING DEFAULT CACHE IDMSCACHE00002

***  Vary Data Sharing request  ***

Data Sharing default cache varied to IDMSCACHE00002

DCMT VARY DATA SHARING ON CONNECTIVITY LOSS

DCMT VARY DATA SHARING ON CONNECTIVITY LOSS NOABEND

***  Vary Data Sharing request  ***

Data Sharing on connectivity loss      NOABEND

More Information

For more information about data sharing, see Administrating.

DCMT VARY DBGROUP
The DCMT VARY DBGROUP command activates or deactivates dynamic database session routing, and also manages a
CV's participation in a group.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

           └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Vary DBGroup group-name ───────┬─┬─ ACtive ─┬─────┬────────────────►◄

                                     │ ├─── JOin ─┤     │

                                     │ └─── ON ───┘     │

                                     └─┬─ INactive ──┬──┘

                                       ├──  LEave ───┤

                                       └──  OFf ─────┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.
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NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• group-name
Specifies the name of a group. Group-name must be a 1- through 8-character name that conforms to the naming
conventions for node names defined in a system definition.

• ACtive
Enables dynamic database session routing to the named group. ACTIVE affects the front-end status of a CV. By
default, dynamic database session routing is active at CV startup. Use the ACTIVE parameter if the INACTIVE
parameter has been previously issued since the startup of the currently executing CV.

• INactive
Disables dynamic database session to the named group; all database sessions routed to the named group are
statically routed to the default node name specified for the named group in the NODE statement on the Resource
Name table. INACTIVE affects the front-end status of a CV.

• JOin
Joins the currently executing CV to the named group. Use the JOIN parameter to make the CV a member of the
named group, even if there is no DBGROUP statement in the DBTABLE for the CV. JOIN affects the back-end status
of a CV.

• LEave
Specifies that the currently executing CV is no longer a member of the named group. LEAVE affects the back-end
status of a CV.

• ON
Enables dynamic database session routing and joins the currently executing CV to the named group. ON is equivalent
to issuing a DCMT V group-name ACTIVE and a DCMT V group-name JOIN. It affects the currently executing CV's
status as both a front-end and a back-end CV. It results in a CV acting as both a front-end CV and a back-end CV.

• OFf
Disables the currently executing CV from the named group and inactivates dynamic database session routing to the
named group. OFF is the same as issuing a DCMT V group-name INACTIVE and a DCMT V group-name LEAVE.

More Information

• For more information about dynamic database session routing, see Using Dynamic Database Session Routing.
• For more information about defining a DBGROUP, see  Administrating IDMS Database .

Usage

Managing Dynamic Database Session Routing

You issue the DCMT VARY DBGROUP command to activate and inactivate dynamic database session routing and to
manage a CV's participation in a group. The tasks you can perform are summarized in the table below.

To do this Use these DCMT VARY DBGROUP parameters
Enable and disable dynamic database session routing on an
executing front-end CV

Active/Inactive

Join a CV to a group or disable it from a group Join/Leave
Activate dynamic database session routing and enable the CV to
participate in the named group or inactivate dynamic database
session routing and disable the CV from participating in the named
group

On/Off
ON is the same as using the ACTIVE and JOIN parameters.
OFF is the same as using the INACTIVE and LEAVE parameters.

Example

DCMT VARY DBGROUP DBDCGR JOIN
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In the following example, the JOIN option is used to join the currently executing CV to the DBDCGR group. Database
sessions can now be dynamically routed to the currently executing CV through the DBDCGR group. Notice that the
DBDCGR contains three back-end CVs.

   VARY DBGROUP DBDCGR JOIN

***  Vary DBGroup request  ***

DBGroup DBDCGR   has    003   Backends

Backend  status: Active;   Number of requests processed: 0000000000

Frontend status: Active;   Number of requests processed: 0000000000

DCMT VARY DBTABLE
The DCMT VARY DBTABLE command instructs IDMS to use a new version of the database name table.

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Vary DBTable New Copy ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

Example 

DCMT VARY DBTABLE

      VARY DBTABLE RnnnDBTB NEW COPY

 *** DBTABLE RnnnDBTB VARIED NEW COPY ***

 *** DBTABLE RnnnDBTB                 COMPILED 99-08-04 AT 22.05.08    ***

 DBNAME *DEFAULT MATCH ON SUBSCHEMA IS OPTIONAL

     SUBSCHEMA EMP????? MAPS TO EMP????? USING DBNAME EMPDB

     SUBSCHEMA IDMSCAT? MAPS TO IDMSCAT? USING DBNAME APPLDICT

     SUBSCHEMA IDMSNWK? MAPS TO IDMSNWK? USING DBNAME APPLDICT

     SUBSCHEMA IDMSRSSA MAPS TO IDMSRSSA USING DBNAME ASFDICT

     SUBSCHEMA RC?????? MAPS TO RC?????? USING DBNAME ASFDICT

     SUBSCHEMA RU?????? MAPS TO RU?????? USING DBNAME ASFDICT

 DBNAME APPLDICT MATCH ON SUBSCHEMA IS OPTIONAL

         SEGMENT NETAPPL

         SEGMENT SQLAPPL

         SEGMENT SYSMSG

 DBNAME APPL105  MATCH ON SUBSCHEMA IS OPTIONAL

         SEGMENT NETAPPL
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         SEGMENT SQLAPPL

         SEGMENT SYSMSG

 *** DBTABLE RnnnDBTB                 COMPILED 99-08-04 AT 22.05.08    ***

 DBNAME ASFDICT  MATCH ON SUBSCHEMA IS OPTIONAL

         SEGMENT ASFNWK

         SEGMENT SQLAPPL

         SEGMENT SYSMSG

 DBNAME DIRLDICT MATCH ON SUBSCHEMA IS OPTIONAL

         SEGMENT SYSDIRL

         SEGMENT SYSMSG

 DBNAME EMPDB    MATCH ON SUBSCHEMA IS OPTIONAL

         SEGMENT EMPDB

 DBNAME NETAPPL  MATCH ON SUBSCHEMA IS OPTIONAL

         SEGMENT NETAPPL

         SEGMENT SYSMSG

 DBNAME SQLAPPL  MATCH ON SUBSCHEMA IS OPTIONAL

         SEGMENT SQLAPPL

         SEGMENT SYSMSG

 DBNAME SQLCOB   MATCH ON SUBSCHEMA IS OPTIONAL

 *** DBTABLE RnnnDBTB                 COMPILED 99-08-04 AT 22.05.08    ***

         SEGMENT NETAPPL

         SEGMENT SQLAPPL

         SEGMENT SYSMSG

 DBNAME SYSDEF   MATCH ON SUBSCHEMA IS OPTIONAL

         SEGMENT SYSMSG

         SEGMENT SYSTEM

 DBNAME SYSSQL   MATCH ON SUBSCHEMA IS OPTIONAL

         SEGMENT SYSMSG

         SEGMENT SYSTEM

 DBNAME SYSTEM   MATCH ON SUBSCHEMA IS OPTIONAL

         SEGMENT SYSMSG

         SEGMENT SYSTEM

 DBNAME SYS105   MATCH ON SUBSCHEMA IS OPTIONAL

         SEGMENT SYSMSG

         SEGMENT SYSTEM

DCMT VARY DEADLOCK
The DCMT VARY DEADLOCK command changes attributes of the deadlock detection process.

This artcile describes the following information:
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Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Vary DEAdlock ─┬─ detection Interval detection-interval ─┬──────────────►◄

                     └─ Details ─┬─ ON ──┬─────────────────────┘

                                 └─ OFF ─┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• detection Interval
Varies the amount of time that elapses before the deadlock detector searches for deadlocked tasks.

• detection-interval
A number of seconds, in the range from the ticker interval through 4,294,967,296.
The system default is 5 or the ticker interval, whichever is greater.

• Details
Initiates or terminates the generation of additional messages during the resolution of a deadlock.

• ON
Initiates the generation of message DC001001.

• OFF
Terminates the generation of message DC001001.
The system default option is OFF, unless overridden by a DEADLOCK_ DETAILS parameter included in the SYSIDMS
file.

Usage

Generating Additional Deadlock Information

If you vary deadlock details ON, the deadlock detector provides additional information in the form of DC001001 messages
during the processing of a deadlock. This information can prove useful in researching the cause of a deadlock situation
because it identifies the programs and subschemas involved. However, it also increases the overhead of detecting
deadlocks. In an active system in which waits for resources are common, it is recommended that the generation of
deadlock details only be initiated when researching a specific deadlock situation.

Example

DCMT VARY DEADLOCK DETECTION INTERVAL

      VARY DEADLOCK DETECTION INTERVAL 5

IDMS DC263007 V105 T3018 DEADLOCK DETECTION INTERVAL

                   VARIED FROM 00001 TO 00005

DCMT VARY DESTINATION
DCMT VARY DESTINATION varies a DC/UCF destination online or offline. A destination groups users or logical terminals
into a single logical destination for the purpose of message or report routing.
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Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Vary DEstination destination-id ─┬─ ONline ──┬──────────────────────────►◄

                                       └─ OFfline ─┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.
DEstination

• Specifies the destination being varied.
– destination-id

The ID of a destination defined of the system generation DESTINATION statement.
• ONline

Varies the specified destination online.
• OFfline

Varies the specified destination offline.

Usage

Varying a Destination Offline

When a destination is offline, it cannot gain access to DC/UCF until it is varied online. A destination is initially defined as
online or offline at system generation time by the ENABLED/DISABLED parameter of the DESTINATION statement.

Examples 

DCMT VARY DESTINATION dest-id OFFLINE

      VARY DESTINATION USWSWDP5 OFFLINE

IDMS DC266002 V105 USERID:JSMITH   DESTINATION USWSWDP5 VARIED OFFLINE

DCMT VARY DESTINATION dest-id ONLINE

      VARY DESTINATION USWSWDP5 ONLINE

IDMS DC266001 V105 USER:JSMITH   DESTINATION USWSWDP5 VARIED ONLINE

DCMT VARY DISTRIBUTED RESOURCE MANAGER
This command initiates re-synchronization with, or deletes the specified resource manager.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘
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 ►─── Vary DISTributed ─┬─ RESource MANager ─┬─ 'rm-name' ─┬─ RESYNC ─┬───────►◄

                        └─ RM ───────────────┘             └─ DELete ─┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE

 For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks in the Using System Tasks section.

• RESource MANager
Valid values are 'rm-name' and spaces. If 'rm-name' is not specified, a list of all known resource managers is
displayed.
– rm-name

Specifies the name of the resource manager to display. The rm-name value must use the following rules:
• Be enclosed in single quotes
• Have the format: 'xxxxxxxx::yyyyyyyy'
• Match a value on the summary display

• RESYNC
Specifies re-synchronization be performed on the named resource manager.

• DELete
Specifies the named resource manager and any interests associated with it, is deleted.

Usage

Resource Manager Limitations

Not all resource managers support re-synchronization initiated through a DCMT VARY DISTRIBUTED RESOURCE
MANAGER command. This is the case for CICS resource managers and resource managers whose name ends with
"DSI_SRV". Resynchronization with such resource managers can be initiated only from the associated front-end system.
An error message is displayed if the specified resource manager does not support re-synchronization through this
command.

Deleting Resource Managers

When a resource manager is deleted, all record of that resource manager is eliminated from the system. The DCMT
VARY RESOURCE MANAGER DELETE command should only be used when the resource manager no longer exists. For
example, when a DC/UCF system is removed from the network. By deleting the resource manager, no further attempt is
made to re-synchronize with that resource manager at startup.

NOTE
Only resource managers whose name ends in "DSI_CLI" or "DSI_SRV"can be deleted.

For resource managers whose name ends in "DSI_SRV"

Use the DCMT DISPLAY DISTRIBUTED RESOURCE MANAGER command to determine if the resource manager has
associated interests, before deleting the resource manager. If the resource manager's name ends in "DSI_SRV" the
delete request fails if there are outstanding interests. Use the DCMT VARY DISTRIBUTED TRANSACTION command to
manually complete each transaction before deleting the resource manager.

For resource managers whose name ends in "DSI_CLI"

If the resource manager's name ends in "DSI_CLI", its associated interests are deleted automatically as part of deleting
the resource manager. After deleting the resource manager use the DCMT VARY DISTRIBUTED TRANSACTION
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command to complete any transactions whose interests were deleted. Since no further attempt is made to communicate
with the deleted transaction managers, the transactions can now complete.

Example

DCMT VARY DISTRIBUTED RESOURCE MANAGER

Initiates re-synchronization with the SYSTEM74::DSI_CLI resource manager.

DCMT V DIST RM 'SYSTEM74::DSI_CLI' RESYNC

Resource manager SYSTEM74::DSI_CLI  RESYNC successfully initiated.

More Information

For more information about displaying distributed resource managers, see the section DCMT DISPLAY DISTRIBUTED
RESOURCE MANAGER.

DCMT VARY DISTRIBUTED TRANSACTION
This command forces the completion of a distributed transaction that either:

• Is pending re-synchronization
• Has no associated task or user session

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Vary DISTributed TRansaction ─┬─ BID 'branch-id' ───┬─┬─ BACKout ─┬─────►◄

                                    ├─ ID 'dist-tran-id' ─┤ ├─ COMmit ──┤

                                    └─ XID 'ext-tran-id' ─┘ └─ FORget ──┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see How to Broadcast System
Tasks.

• DISTributed TRansaction
Identifies the transaction to be varied. The possible values are the following:
– BID branch-id

Varies the distributed transaction whose top level branch has this BID. The branch-id value must use the following
rules:
• Be enclosed in single quotes
• Have the format: 'zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz'
• Match a value on the summary display

– ID dist-tran-id
Varies the distributed transaction assigned to this ID. The dist-tran-id value must use the following rules:
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• Be enclosed in single quotes
• Have the format: 'xxxxxxxx::yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy'
• Match a value on the summary display

– XID ext-tran-id
Varies the distributed transaction assigned to this XID. The ext-tran-id value must use the following rules:
• Be enclosed in single quotes
• Contain an XA XID or RRS URID
• Be in hex format

• BACkout
Specifies that the transaction should be backed out. BACkout can be specified only if the transaction's state is InDoubt
or InBackout.

• COMmit
Specifies that the transaction should be committed. COMmit can be specified only if the transaction's state is InDoubt
or InCommit.

• FORget
Specifies the transaction should be forgotten. FORGet can be specified only if the transaction's state is InCommit or
InBackout.

Usage

Completing Transactions Manually

Only distributed transactions that are pending resynchronization or have no task or user session can be completed
manually using a DCMT VARY DISTRIBUTED TRANSACTION command. The need for issuing this command is
extremely rare and only as a result of a resynchronization failure.

When a DCMT command is used to force an InDoubt transaction to commit or backout, the transaction branch is flagged
as being heuristically committed or backed out and its outcome is HC or HR respectively. Heuristically completed
transactions must be explicitly forgotten by doing one of the following:

• Issuing a DCMT command
• Allowing the coordinator to direct that the branch be forgotten

The coordinator should be given the chance to do so, unless it is permanently disabled or its journal files (in the case of
IDMS) were prematurely formatted thereby eliminating the information required to complete the transaction.

Example

DCMT VARY DISTRIBUTED TRANSACTION

To complete a distributed transaction whose state is InDoubt:

DCMT V DIST TR ID 'SYSTEM74::01650D6EDFB1AB93' COMMIT

Transaction COMMIT  initiated.

DCMT VARY DMCL
The DCMT VARY DMCL command allows you to dynamically apply changed DMCL definitions.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax
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►►─── DCMT Vary DMCL ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

►──┬─ New Copy ─┬────────────┬───────────────────────────┬────────────────────►◄

   │            └─ NOPrompt ─┘                           │

   ├─ Validate ──────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ PRefetch ─┬─ ON ──┬────────────────────────────────┤

   │            └─ OFf ─┘                                │

   └─ MEMory CAChe ─┬─ LOCation ─┬─ ANYwhere ────┬─────┬─┘

                    │            └─ 64 BIT only ─┘     │

                    └─ STOrage LIMit ─┬─ OPSys ───────┬┘

                                      └─ nnn ─┬─ MB ─┬┘

                                              ├─ GB ─┤

                                              ├─ TB ─┤

                                              ├─ PB ─┤

                                              └─ EB ─┘

Parameters

• New Copy
Displays changes that the new DMCL will trigger on the runtime system and then optionally prompts for permission to
proceed to make the changes.
DC/UCF displays the names of:
– Each area that would be quiesced, and whether it would be changed or removed
– Each file that would be de-allocated and whether it would be re-allocated or removed
– Each new area and/or file that would be made available
– Each buffer whose page size would change
– Each buffer that would be removed
– Each buffer that would be added

• NOPrompt
Inhibits prompting for permission to proceed. If NOPROMPT is specified, the changes are displayed and then
immediately implemented.

• Validate
Displays changes that the DMCL will cause on the runtime system. DC/UCF displays the names of:
– Each area that would be quiesced, and whether it would be changed or removed
– Each file that would be de-allocated and whether it would be re-allocated or removed
– Each new area and/or file that would be made available
– Each buffer whose page size would change
– Each buffer that would be removed
– Each buffer that would be added

• PRefetch ON/OFf
Enables or disables prefetch processing for the entire system. This overrides a specification about prefetch processing
for a specific buffer, file, or area.

• MEMORY CACHE
Indicates global options for memory cache:

• LOCATION
Indicates where to allocate the storage for memory cache:

• ANYWHERE
Memory cache storage is allocated from 64-bit storage; if no or not enough 64-bit storage is available, dataspace
storage is acquired.

• 64 BIT only
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Memory cache storage is allocated from 64-bit storage; if no or not enough 64-bit storage is available, memory caching
fails.

• STORAGE LIMIT
Controls the amount of storage used for memory caching:

• OPSYS
Memory cache storage can be acquired until the operating system limit is reached. For 64-bit storage, the operating
system limit is set through the MEMLIMIT parameter; for dataspace storage, the limit is optionally imposed by an
operating system exit.

• nnn MB, GB, TB, PB, EB
IDMS controls the amount of memory cache storage if the value specified is smaller than the operating system limit.
nnn must be a positive value between 1 and 32767. MB, GB, TB, PB, EB indicate the unit in which nnn is expressed.
The abbreviations stand for Mega Byte (2**20), Giga Byte (2**30), Tera Byte (2**40), Peta Byte (2**50), and Exa Byte
(2**60).

Usage

Using a New Copy of the Database Load Module

DCMT VARY DMCL NEW COPY allows programs running under the DC/UCF system to benefit from changes made to
the database definition without having to recycle the system. For example, an area can be added to an existing segment
while the system remains active.

When a DCMT VARY DMCL NEW COPY command is issued, IDMS applies changes to the database definition that have
been made by the following DDL statements:

• CREATE/ALTER/DROP AREA
• CREATE/ALTER/DROP BUFFER
• CREATE/ALTER/DROP FILE
• CREATE/ALTER/DROP SEGMENT
• CREATE/ALTER/DROP DISK JOURNAL

Additionally, IDMS loads a new copy of the database name table. In certain situations the system must be cycled in order
to fully enable changes made to the DMCL. The system must be cycled in order to:

• Implement changes made to the journal buffer.
• Implement changes made to buffer and/or file definitions that are used for native VSAM files.
• VARY in a DMCL generated under a release level that is different from that of the current DMCL.
• Remove or replace all active disk journal files at the same time.

In some cases these changes may appear to be honored when the DMCL is varied New Copy, but will not actually be in
effect until the Central Version is restarted.

Impact of Change Tracking

If change tracking is in use, a DCMT VARY DMCL NEW COPY command can only be issued if change tracking is active
or disabled. We recommend that change tracking be active in systems in which new copies of DMCLs are to be varied
online.

NOTE
For more information, see Recovery Considerations and DMCL Changes below.

What DC/UCF Does in Response to a New Copy Command

In response to a DCMT VARY DMCL NEW COPY command, IDMS performs the following actions:
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• Compares the contents of the runtime DMCL with the new DMCL load module, identifying entities that have been
added, changed or removed. Changes to entities are detected by comparing their timestamps.

• Displays all of the changes to the user.
• Unless NOPROMPT was specified, issues the following prompt: 'Continue with Vary DMCL Yes or No?'. Specifying No

negates the changes and allows the system to run as before. Specifying Yes causes the changes to be incorporated
into the runtime DMCL as described in the following steps.

• Quiesces those areas and disk journals that have been removed or impacted by a change.
• Updates the runtime DMCL to reflect the new DMCL load module.
• If change tracking is active, writes an image of the new runtime DMCL to the SYSTRK files.
• Swaps to a new active journal file and writes the timestamp from the new DMCL load module to the active journal file.
• Reopens the disk journals, buffers, files, and areas using the definitions contained in the new runtime DMCL. New

areas are opened in the mode specified in the DMCL and existing areas are opened in the mode they were in prior to
the vary operation.

When quiescing access to impacted entities, the following actions are taken:

• Areas that have been dropped or modified are varied offline.
• Their associated files are closed and de-allocated.
• Buffers that have been dropped or modified or whose associated files are changing are closed.
• Disk journals that have been dropped or modified are varied offline.

NOTE
If areas or disk journals must be varied offline, the vary operation could have a lengthy completion time. Before
responding Yes to the prompt, note the areas affected by the change and the transactions that are accessing
those areas. If disk journals are being changed, look for transactions that may depend on those journal files for
recovery. Look especially for long-running transactions that do not issue frequent commits.

Recovery Considerations and DMCL Changes

If change tracking is active when a DCMT VARY DMCL NEW COPY is issued, IDMS ensures that any subsequent
warmstart uses the correct data sets and DMCL definition by recording the new definition in the SYSTRK files. If a
failure occurs prior to writing the new DMCL to SYSTRK, the system restarts using the old DMCL definition and data
sets. Otherwise, the system restarts using the new definition and data sets. If the write to SYSTRK fails because of
an I/O error or out-of-space condition, the vary operation continues but change tracking is varied inactive, and manual
intervention is needed to restart the CV in the event of a failure. Therefore, you should correct the cause of the failure
and vary change tracking active as soon as possible. If the CV fails before these corrective actions are taken, specify
IGNORE_SYSTRK_DMCL=ON in the SYSIDMS file when restarting the system, and ensure that the execution JCL does
not reference obsolete data sets. If IGNORE_SYSTRK_DMCL=ON is not specified, warmstart fails due to a mismatch
between the timestamp in the DMCL and that recorded on the journal files.

If change tracking is disabled or not in use when a DCMT VARY DMCL NEW COPY is issued, manual intervention may
be necessary to ensure correct recovery in the event that a subsequent warmstart is needed. The necessary actions
depend on when the failure occurs:

• If the failure occurs before the timestamp of the new DMCL was recorded in the journal files, warmstart fails due to a
mismatch between the timestamp in the DMCL load module and the timestamp recorded in the journal. The old DMCL
load module must be restored, and the system restarted with JCL that reflects the data sets in use at the time of the
failure.

• If the failure occurs after the new DMCL timestamp was recorded in the journal files, no timestamp mismatch occurs.
However, before restarting, the JCL may need to be adjusted so that obsolete DD statements do not override files
whose data set names were changed by the DCMT VARY DMCL command.

• In either case, if change tracking was disabled at the time of the failure, IGNORE_SYSTRK_DMCL=ON must be
specified in the SYSIDMS file when restarting the system.

Modifying DMCL-wide Memory Cache Parameters
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DMCL VARY MEMORY CACHE allows dynamically changing options to control where and how much memory cache
storage can be allocated.

NOTE
A dynamic change to memory caching through DCMT VARY DMCL applies only to files that are opened AFTER
the DCMT VARY DMCL command was issued.

Example:

• A DMCL has MEMORY CACHE LOCATION ANYWHERE STORAGE LIMIT 800 GB
• At some point, 648 GB memory cache is in use.
• A DCMT V DMCL STORAGE LIMIT 500 GB is issued. At that moment, more memory cache storage is in use than

allowed. However, no files are closed. That is, 648 GB storage remains in use. Any new request to open a file in
memory cache fails. To free up memory cache storage, close one or more files with DCMT VARY FILE.

Examples

DCMT VARY DMCL NEW COPY

      VARY DMCL NEW COPY

DMCL changes.... CVDMCL   Compile Date/Time: 2003-08-04-21.56.43.4742

Overall changes....

Detail changes....

Continue with VARY DMCL, Yes or No?

DCMT VARY DMCL MEMORY CACHE LOCATION ANYWHERE

DCMT V DMCL MEMORY CACHE LOCATION ANYWHERE

DMCL MEMORY CACHE LOCATION ANYWHERE

DCMT VARY DMCL MEMORY CACHE STORAGE LIMIT OPSYS

DCMT V DMCL MEMORY CACHE STORAGE LIMIT OPSYS

DMCL MEMORY CACHE STORAGE LIMIT OPSYS

DCMT VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM
DCMT VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM dynamically defines programs to the system at system run time. The system uses
information supplied in the DCMT VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM command to build a program definition element (PDE)
for the program. Programs defined in this way exist only for the duration of system execution and have no effect on the
system definition stored in the data dictionary.

This article describes the following information:
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Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Vary Dynamic Program ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►──┬──────────────────────┬─ program-name ─┬──────────────────────────┬──────►

    └─ dictnode.dictname ──┘                └─ Version version-number ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ PROgram ◄──┤

   ├─ MAP ───────┤

   ├─ SUBSCHEMA ─┤

   ├─ TABle ─────┤

   └─ DIAlog ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ COBol ◄────┤

   ├─ ASsembler ─┤

   ├─ PLI ───────┤

   └─ ADSo ──────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ CONcurrent ◄───┤

   └─ NONConcurrent ─┘

 ►─┬──────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DELete ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DUMp threshold ─┬─ dump-count ─┬─┘

                      └─ 0 ◄─────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ ENabled ◄──┤

   └─ DISabled ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ERror threshold ─┬─ error-count ─┬─┘

                       └─ 5 ◄──────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ISA size ─┬─ initial-storage-size ─┬┘

                └─ 0 ◄───────────────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ MAINline ◄──┤

   └─ NOMAINline ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ MULtiple ENClave is ─┬─ OFF ──┬──┘

                           └─ ON ◄──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ NEW copy ─┬─ Enabled ◄──┬┘

                └─ Disabled ──┘
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 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ OVerlayable ◄───┤

   └─ NONOverlayable ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ PROTect ◄───┤

   └─ NOPRotect ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ REEntrant ◄─────┤

   ├─ NONREEntrant ───┤

   └─ QUAsireentrant ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ REUsable ◄───┤

   └─ NONREusable ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ SAVearea ◄──┤

   └─ NOSAvearea ─┘

      ┌─Required space

      ▼

 ►───  . ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see How to Broadcast System
Tasks.

• Dynamic Program
Defines, modifies, or deletes the PDE for a specified program.

• dictnode
Identifies the DDS node that controls the data dictionary in which the named program resides.
Be sure to code this parameter if the named program resides in a data dictionary on a DDS system.

• dictname
Identifies the data dictionary in which the named program resides.
Be sure to code this parameter if the named program resides in a data dictionary.

• program-name
The name of one of the following types of program load modules:
– A program that is not currently defined to the system.
– A program that you created by a previous VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM command.
If the named program is already defined to the system, VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM modifies in the program's PDE
only those parameters that you specify in the VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM command.

• version-number
Specifies the version number of the specified program. The default is 1.

• PROgram
Identifies the program type of the named program as PROGRAM. This is the default program type.

• MAP
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Identifies the program type of the named program as MAP.
• SUBschema

Identifies the program type of the named program as SUBSCHEMA.
• TABle

Identifies the program type of the named program as TABLE.
• DIAlog

Identifies the program type of the named program as DIALOG.
• COBol

Identifies COBOL as the language of the named program. COBOL is the default program language.
• ASsembler

Identifies Assembler as the language of the named program.
• PLI

Identifies PL/I as the language of the named program.
• ADSo

Identifies the named program as an ADS dialog.
• CONcurrent

Specifies that the program can be used by multiple transactions and/or multiple tasks at the same time.
CONCURRENT is the default.

• NONConcurrent
Specifies that the program can be used by only one transaction or task at a time.

• DELete
Deletes the definition of the named program from the run-time system. The task code associated with the program
must be deleted before the program can be deleted. DELETE can also be used to delete automatically defined
programs. See Usage below.

• DUMp threshold
Specifies the number of times a memory dump is taken for program check errors that occur in the named program.
– dump-count

An integer in the range 0 through 255. The default is 0.
• ENabled

Enables the named program. ENABLED is the default.
• DISabled

Disables the named program. Disabling a program prevents it from being executed until it is enabled.
• ERror threshold

Specifies the number of program check errors that can occur in the named program before DC/UCF disables the
program.
– error-count

An integer in the range 1 through 255. The default is 5.
• ISA size

For Assembler and PL/I programs, specifies the amount of storage, in bytes, to be allocated for the initial storage area
(ISA) of the named program.
– initial-storage-size

An integer in the range 0 through 32767. The default is 0.
• MAINline

Indicates that the named program is a mainline dialog.
• NOMAINline

Indicates that the named program is not a mainline dialog.
• MULtiple ENClave is

Specifies if this program can use the same language enclave as other LE programs in the same task. This parameter
is only meaningful for COBOL programs.
– OFF
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Specifies that this program cannot participate in a multiple program LE enclave.
– ON

Specifies that this program can participate in a multiple program LE enclave. This is the default.

NOTE
This value is only effective if the sysgen contains a SYSTEM statement with MULTIPLE ENCLAVE IS ON.

• NEW copy Enabled
Indicates that the new copy facility is enabled for the named program. Enabling the new copy facility permits the user
to subsequently issue DCMT VARY PROGRAM NEW COPY requests for the program. ENABLED is the default.

• NEW copy Disabled
Indicates that the new copy facility is disabled for the named program.

• OVerlayable
Indicates that the named program can be overlaid in the program pool. OVERLAYABLE is the default.

• NONOverlayable
Indicates that the named program cannot be overlaid in the program pool.

• PROtect
Enables storage protection for the named program. PROTECT is the default.
Storage protection cannot be enabled for a program unless the PROTECT option is specified in the system generation
SYSTEM statement.

• NOPRotect
Disables storage protection for the named program.

• REEntrant
Indicates that the named program is reentrant. REENTRANT is the default.

• NONREEntrant
Indicates that the named program is non-reentrant.

• QUAsireentrant
Indicates that the named program is quasi-reentrant.
This refers to COBOL programs compiled with versions of COBOL before COBOL II.

• REUsable
Specifies that the program can be executed repeatedly. REUSABLE is the default.
When a program is reusable, a request to load the program causes the system to load a copy from external storage
only if no copy exists in the program pool.

• NONREUsable
Specifies that the program cannot be executed repeatedly.
When a program is non-reusable, a request to load the program requires the system to load a copy from external
storage.

• SAVearea
Specifies that the system is to acquire a save area automatically before each execution of the named program.

• NOSAvearea
Specifies that the system is not to acquire a save area automatically before each execution of the named program.

• .
The space and the period together are required and signal the end of the statement.

Usage

Typically Used in Test Environment

Typically, VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM is used in a test environment to accommodate new programs without shutting
down the entire system. This allows you to execute programs that you have defined at runtime. All programs are eligible
for dynamic definition, provided that they have not yet been defined to the system.

Modifying Dialogs, Edit and Code Tables, Maps, Subschemas
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Dialogs, edit and code tables, maps, subschemas, and any other programs created by using an IDMS compiler or
definition tool are automatically defined to the system when you generate them. To modify these programs, use the DCMT
VARY PROGRAM command. DCMT VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM typically is not appropriate for these entities.

Restricting Dynamic Definitions of New Program Versions

To restrict users from dynamically defining additional versions of a specific program, include the NODYNAMIC clause in
the system generation PROGRAM statement that defines the program to the system.

Deleting Program Definition Elements (PDEs)

You can use the DCMT VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM command to delete PDEs for automatically defined programs.
Automatically defined programs are generated and defined to the system by DC/UCF compilers and definition tools. The
number of these PDEs originally available to your system is specified by the UNDEFINED PROGRAM COUNT clause of
the system generation SYSTEM statement.

Load (core-image) Libraries

If you do not identify a data dictionary by DICTNODE and/or DICTNAME as described above, DC/UCF assumes that the
module resides in a load (core-image) library. If the program resides in a data dictionary, be sure to specify the dictionary
and controlling DDS node (when necessary) in the DCMT VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM command.

Examples

DCMT V D PROGRAM ... QUASIREENTRANT .

      VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM CSFPSDLE COBOL QUASIREENTRANT .

IDMS DC273001 V105 USER:JSMITH   Program CSFPSDLE Added

DCMT V D PROGRAM ... REENTRANT NOSAVEAREA .

      VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM MISPUDBN ASSEMBLER REENTRANT NOSAVEAREA .

IDMS DC273001 V105 USER:JSMITH   Program MISPUDBN Added

DCMT VARY DYNAMIC TASK
DCMT VARY DYNAMIC TASK allows the user to define tasks at system runtime, permitting the use of tasks not defined
in the system generation. Typically, the VARY DYNAMIC TASK command is used in a test environment to accommodate
new tasks without shutting down the entire system.

DCMT VARY DYNAMIC TASK allocates a new task definition element (TDE) for the dynamically defined task.
Dynamically defined tasks remain defined to the system for the duration of DC/UCF execution. The tasks are not added to
the system definition stored in the data dictionary.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Vary Dynamic Task task-code ────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── INVokes program program-specification ──────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
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   └─ DELete ─┘

 ►─┬────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ ENAble ◄──┤

   └─ DISable ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ EXTernal ◄──┤

   └─ INTernal ───┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

   └─ EXTernal WAit ─┬─ external-wait-time ────┬┘

                     ├─ SYStem ◄───────────────┤

                     └─ OFF ───────────────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►

   └─ INActive interval ─┬─ inactive-wait-time ──┬─┘

                         ├─ SYStem ◄─────────────┤

                         └─ OFF ─────────────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ INPut ─────┤

   └─ NOInput ◄──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ LOCation ─┬─ ANY ◄──┬─┘

                └─ BELOW ─┘

 ►─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ MAP  ────┤

   └─ NOMap ◄──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ MAXimum CONcurrent ─┬─ OFF ◄─────────┬─┘

                          └─ thread-count ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

   └─ ON COMmit ─┬─ SYStem ◄────────────────────┬─┘

                 ├─ WRITE COMT ─────────────────┤

                 └─ WRITE ENDJ ─┬─────────────┬─┘

                                ├─ NEW ID ◄───┤

                                └─ RETAIN ID ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ON ROLlback ─┬─ SYStem ◄───┬─┘

                   ├─ RETain ID ─┤

                   └─ NEW ID ────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ PRINT key ─┬─ PFn ──────┬─┘

                 ├─ PAn ──────┤

                 ├─ SYStem ◄──┤

                 └─ OFF ──────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ PRIority ─┬─ task-priority ─┬─┘

                └─ 100 ◄──────────┘
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 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ QUIesce WAit ──┬─ quiesce-wait-time ─┬─┘

                     ├─ SYStem ◄───────────┤

                     ├─ OFF ───────────────┤

                     └─ NOWait ────────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────►

   └─ RESource INTerval ─┬─ resource-timeout-interval ─┬─┘

                         ├─ SYStem ◄───────────────────┤

                         └─ OFF ───────────────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

   └─ RESource PRogram ─┬─ SYStem ◄───────────────┬─┘

                        └─ program-specification ─┘

 ►─┬────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ SAVe ─────┤

   └─ NOSave ◄──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ TRansaction SHaring ─┬─ SYStem ◄──┬─┘

                           ├─ OFF ──────┤

                           └─ ON ───────┘

      ┌─ Required space

      ▼

 ►───  . ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Expansion of program-specification

►──┬──────────────────────┬─ program-name ─┬──────────────────────────┬──────►◄

   └─ dictnode.dictname ──┘                └─ Version version-number ─┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see How to Broadcast System Tasks.

• Task
Dynamically defines (or deletes) a specified task.
– task-code

The name of a task.
Rules for naming a task appear under Usage below.

• INVokes program
Specifies the program initially invoked by the named task code.
– program-specification

The name of a program load module. The INVOKES PROGRAM clause is required for a task code that does not
already exist. For a detailed description of the parameters see program-specification.

• DELete
Deletes the definition of the named task code from the run-time system.
Only task codes defined dynamically can be deleted in this way.

• ENAble
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Enables the specified task.
ENABLE is the default.

• DISable
Disables the specified task. Disabling a task prevents it from being invoked until it is enabled.

• EXTernal
Specifies that the task can be invoked externally or internally.
EXTERNAL is the default.
A task is invoked externally when the user enters the task code in response to the ENTER NEXT TASK CODE prompt.

• INTernal
Specifies that the task can be invoked internally only.
A task is invoked internally when an executing program specifies the task code in an ATTACH or DC RETURN NEXT
TASK CODE request.

• EXTernal WAIt
Establishes the external wait setting for a task.
– external-wait-time

Specifies the external wait time in seconds. The value must be in the range 0 through 32,767. A value of 0 is
equivalent to specifying SYSTEM.

– SYStem
Specifies that the external wait time for the task is to be set the to value in effect for the system. If external wait is
not specified, SYStem is the default.

– OFF
Specifies that there is no limit to the length of time that the system waits for an external user session to issue a
database request.

• INActive interval
Varies the inactive wait interval for the named task.
– inactive-wait-time

The number of real-time seconds, in the range 1 through 32767, after which the system should terminate an
inactive task.

– SYStem
Varies the inactive wait interval to the value established at system generation time by the INACTIVE INTERVAL
parameter of the SYSTEM statement.
SYSTEM is the default.

– OFF
Directs DC/UCF not to terminate the task based on an inactive interval.

• INPut
Specifies that the terminal input buffer can contain data in addition to the task code.

• NOInput
Specifies that the terminal input buffer can contain only the task code. NOINPUT is the default.

• LOCation
Specifies the location where programs run under the specified task may reside.
– ANY

Specifies that programs that run under the named task can reside anywhere in the DC/UCF region and can use
either 24-bit or XA 31-bit addressing.
ANY is the default.

– BELow
Specifies that programs that run under the named task must reside below 16 megabytes and must use 24-bit
addressing.

• MAP
Specifies that the task performs a mapout automatically when the task is invoked.

• NOMap
Specifies the task does not perform a mapout automatically when the task is invoked.
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NOMAP is the default.
• MAXimum CONcurrent

Specifies the maximum number of concurrently active threads allowed for the specified task. Valid values are:
– OFF

Directs DC/UCF not to limit the number of concurrently active threads for the task.
OFF is the default.

– thread-count
A thread count in the range 1 through 32,767.

• ON COMmit
Specifies options that control commit behavior. These options apply only to commit operations in which the database
session remains active.
– SYStem

Specifies that the commit behavior for the task should default to that specified for the system.
– WRIte COMT

Specifies that a COMT journal record should be written.
– WRIte ENDJ

Specifies that an ENDJ journal record should be written.
NEW ID Specifies that a new local transaction ID should be assigned to the next transaction started by the
database session.
RETain ID Specifies that the current local transaction ID should be assigned to the next transaction started by the
database session.

– ON ROLlback
Specifies options that control rollback behavior. These options apply only to rollback operations in which the
database session remains active.
SYStem Specifies that the rollback behavior for the task should default to that specified for the system.
RETain ID Specifies that the current local transaction ID should be assigned to the next transaction started by the
database session.
NEW ID Specifies that a new local transaction ID should be assigned to the next transaction started by the
database session.

– PRINT key
Specifies the key to be used to print screen contents.
PFn Specifies a program function key.
Valid PF key values are PF1 through PF24.
PAn Specifies a program attention key.
Valid values are PA1 and PA2.
SYStem Specifies the key established at system generation by the PRINT KEY parameter of the SYSTEM
statement.
SYSTEM is the default.
OFF Disables the print-screen facility for the task.

– PRIority
Specifies the dispatching priority of the named task.
task-priority An integer in the range 0 (lowest priority) through 240 (highest priority).
The default is 100.

– QUIesce WAIt
Establishes the quiesce wait time for a task. The quiesce wait interval determines the amount of time that the task
waits on a quiesce operation before being canceled.
quiesce-wait-time Specifies the quiesce wait time in wall clock seconds. The value must be in the range 0 through
32,767. A value of 0 is equivalent to specifying SYSTEM.
SYStem Specifies that the quiesce wait time for the task is determined by the quiesce wait setting in effect for the
system.
OFF Specifies that the task is not to be terminated due to a quiesce wait.
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NOWait Specifies that the task is not to wait for a quiesce operation to terminate. Instead an error is returned to the
application program indicating that an area is unavailable. For navigational DML applications, this results in an error
status of 'xx66'.

– RESource INTerval
Specifies the resource timeout interval for the named task.
The resource timeout interval is the amount of time after a pseudo-conversational task terminates that the logical
terminal task is allowed to retain resources acquired by the task. When the resource interval is reached, DC/UCF
invokes the resource timeout program.
resource-timeout-interval A number of real-time seconds in the range 1 through 32,767.
SYStem Sets the resource timeout interval for the specified task to the value established at system generation time
by the RESOURCE TIMEOUT INTERVAL parameter of the SYSTEM statement.
SYSTEM is the default.
OFF Instructs DC/UCF not to delete resources for the task based on a timeout interval.

– RESource PRogram
Specifies the program DC/UCF is to invoke when the resource timeout interval expires.
The resource timeout program processes (for example, deletes) resources held by the logical terminal on which the
task executed.
SYStem Specifies that the resource timeout program established by the RESOURCE TIMEOUT PROGRAM
parameter of the system generation SYSTEM statement is to be invoked.
program-specification See program-specification for a detailed description of the parameters.

– SAVe
Instructs DC/UCF to save the current terminal-screen contents associated with a task before writing the data stream
associated with an immediate-write request.

– NOSave
Instructs DC/UCF not to save the current terminal-screen contents associated with a task before writing the data
stream associated with an immediate-write request.
NOSave is the default.

– TRAnsaction SHaring
Specifies the setting for the transaction sharing option.
ON Specifies that transaction sharing should be initially enabled for any task of this type.
OFF Specifies that transaction sharing should be initially disabled for any task of this type.
SYStem Specifies that the transaction sharing option for a task of this type is based on the system default
established in the sysgen or by a DCMT VARY TRANSACTION SHARING command.

– .
The space and the period together are required and signal the end of the statement.

program-specification

• dictnode
Specifies the DDS node that controls the data dictionary in which the named program resides.

• dictname
Specifies the alternate data dictionary in which the named program resides.

NOTE
Although dictnode and dictname are bothoptional parameters, if dictnode is specified and dictname is not
specified, a "." delimiter must be included to represent the missing dictname parameter. For example:

RES PR dictnode..program-name V version-number

• program-name
The name of a program included in the system definition.

• Version version-number
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The version number of the program; an integer in the range 1 through 9,999.
The default is 1.

Usage

Rules for Naming a Task

• Task-code should not be the same as a task code defined at DC/UCF system generation time.
• If the named task has been defined already by a DCMT VARY DYNAMIC TASK command, DC/UCF modifies the task

definition using the specified parameters. Values not explicitly overridden remain in effect.
• If the named task is not already defined to the system, DC/UCF adds the task definition to the run-time system.

Example

DCMT V D TASK task-code INVOKES PROGRAM ...

      VARY DYNAMIC TASK CICTAPCK INVOKES PROGRAM CICPAPCK INTERNAL NOINPUT

 IDMS DC273001 V105 USER:JSMITH   Task CICTAPCK Added

DCMT V D TASK task-code INVOKES program-name TRansaction SHaring ON

DCMT V D T FOU INVOKES MYPROG TRANSACTION SHARING ON

IDMS DC273001 V73 USER:JKK  Task FOU Added

More Information

• For more information about defining tasks at system generation time, see TASK statement.
• For more information about varying task attributes at runtime, see DCMT VARY TASK.
• For more information about varying active task thread attributes at runtime, see DCMT VARY ACTIVE TASK.

DCMT VARY FILE
The DCMT VARY FILE command performs the following functions:

• Changes the status of a specified file by closing the file or opening it for retrieval or update
• Allocates or deallocates a specified z/OS or z/VM file

This article describes the following information:

Syntax
►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Vary File ─┬─ segment-name.file-name ─┬─────────────────────────────────►

                 └─ SYSTRK-file-name ───────┘

 ►─┬─ OPen ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►◄

   ├─ OPen Update ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ Close ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ ACtive ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ Inactive ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ ALlocate ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ DEallocate ─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────┤
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   │              └─ Force ─┘                                            |

   ├─┬─ DAtaspace No ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │ └─ DN ───────────┘                                                  │

   ├─┬─ DAtaspace Yes ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │ └─ DY ────────────┘                                                 │

   ├─ DSname new-dataset-name ───────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ DISp ─┬─ Old ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │        └─ Shr ─┘                                                    │

   ├─ PRefetch ─┬─ ON ──┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │            └─ OFF ─┘                                                │

   ├─ MEMORY CACHE ─┬─ NO ◄──────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │                └─ YES ──┬───────────────────────────────────┬───────┤

   |                         └── STORAGE LIMIT NN ┬───────────┬──┘       │

   │                                              └─ PERCENT ─┘          │

   └─ SHAred CAche ─┬─ cache-name ─┬─────────────────────────────────────┘

                    └─ NO ◄────────┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see How to Broadcast System
Tasks.

• File
Identifies a specific file.
– segment-name

The segment associated with the file.
– file-name

The name of the file.
– SYSTRK-file-name

The name of the SYSTRK file.
• OPen

Opens the file in read-only mode.
If the file is open in read/write mode, DC/UCF closes the file and reopens it in read-only mode.
Note: SYSTRK files are always opened in read-write mode.

• OPen Update
Opens the file in read/write mode.
If the file is open in read-only mode, DC/UCF closes the file and reopens it in read/write mode.

• Close
Closes the file.

• ACtive
Enables access to the file and clears its status. If the file is not open, it is opened the next time it is accessed. Varying
the file active allows suspended transactions that are waiting on the file to resume execution.
If this is a SYSTRK file, its mirror status is changed to active or activating. Before an activating mirror becomes active,
its contents are brought up-to-date.

• Inactive
Disables access to the file and sets its status to 9999 if this is a database file. The ability to vary database files inactive
is provided to simulate I/O errors for the purpose of testing recovery procedures.
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If this is a SYSTRK file, its mirror status is changed to inactive. If this is the last active mirror, change tracking is
inactivated.

• ALlocate
(z/OS and z/VM systems only) Allocates the file dynamically, using its currently assigned data set name and other
options specified on its definition.

• DEallocate
(z/OS and z/VM systems only) Dynamically deallocates the named file making it unavailable to IDMS.
– Force

Directs DC/UCF to set the status of the file as deallocated and closed, even though it has not been closed.
• DAtaspace No/Yes

Closes the file, then switches to either a data space file (Yes) or to a non-data space file (No), and then re-opens it.
Note: This VARY type is not supported for SYSTRK files.

• DSname new-dataset-name
Changes the data set name of a database file in the runtime DMCL to new-dataset-name. If the file has not been
opened, then only the DSname is changed. If the file has previously been opened, then the DSname is changed, and
the DDname is cleared to blanks.
Data set names of SYSTRK files cannot be changed.

• DISp Old/Shr
Changes the disposition in the FCB (DMCL) for the file.
Note: This VARY type is not supported for SYSTRK files.

• PRefetch ON/OFF
Enables or disables prefetch processing for the named file.
Note: This VARY type is not supported for SYSTRK and VSAM files.

• MEMORY CACHE Specifies whether or not to cache the file in memory. This option applies to all files in the area.
– NO  Specifies not to cache the file in memory. Note: This is the default for SYSTRK files and cannot be changed.
– YES  Specifies to limit the amount of 64-bit storage allocated for a given file to a percentage of a total file size,

instead of allocating storage for the entire file.
• STORAGE LIMIT NN PERCENT Specifies, in percentage, how much of the area's file to cache in memory.

Limit: 0 through 100

• The value zero or 100 specifies to cache the entire file in memory
• The values 1 to 99 specify to limit the amount of 64-bit storage allocated for a given file to a percentage of a

total file size, instead of allocating storage for the entire file.
• SHAred CAche

Specifies the name or status of shared cache to which the file is assigned. The valid values are the following:
– cache-name

Specifies the name of a shared cache to which the file is assigned.
– NO

Specifies that the file is not to participate in a shared cache, even if another CV has the shared cache option
enabled for this file. NO is the default.
Note: This is the default for SYSTRK files and cannot be changed.

Usage

Changing the Status of a File

The OPEN, OPEN UPDATE, and CLOSE options allow a DBA to maintain the system at a file level. For example, you use
the CLOSE option before you deallocate a file to fix problems associated with it. Within a multi-file area, the OPEN and
OPEN UPDATE options let you keep specific files available, while others remain closed. If IDMS requires the closed file, it
overrides your request as described below.
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NOTE
These functions cannot be performed against native VSAM files using the DCMT VARY FILE command. To
accomplish these actions, use the corresponding options of the DCMT VARY AREA command.

DC/UCF Override

If you have not varied the area associated with a file offline, IDMS always overrides the file status requested in the DCMT
VARY FILE command. For example, if IDMS needs to read and write to the file (OPEN UPDATE file status), it overrides
your read-only (OPEN file status) request.

Dynamic File Allocation and Deallocation

With the ALLOCATE option, you can bring a new file online without recycling your DC/UCF system. Likewise, the
DEALLOCATE option is useful when you need to bring a closed file offline; for example, due to a problem on the disk pack

Forcing Deallocation of Files

The DEALLOCATE FORCE option marks files closed and deallocated without actually closing or deallocating them. This
allows you to reallocate the file with a different data set name. You may need to do this, for example, if there is physical
damage to the channel. Then, you have to CANCEL the system, because normal shutdown cannot be executed.

Changing the Data Set Name of a File

The ability to change the data set name of a file through a DCMT VARY FILE command is provided for emergency
situations only, such as, when a data set is physically damaged and cannot be recovered using its original name. Data
set name changes made through a DCMT VARY FILE command are temporary and are not preserved after a normal
shutdown. Furthermore, they introduce the potential for incorrect recovery during warmstart unless change tracking
is active or appropriate changes are made to the execution JCL of the system to ensure that the correct data set is
referenced.

NOTE
To make permanent changes to the data set name of a file, change its definition in the dictionary and use a
DCMT VARY DMCL command to make the change effective within a DC/UCF system.

To change a data set name through a DCMT VARY FILE command, the following conditions must be met:

• The file must have encountered an I/O error, been varied inactive or its area must be varied offline using a DCMT
VARY AREA or SEGMENT command.

• The file must be deallocated, using the FORCE option if necessary.
• If change tracking is in use, it must either be active or disabled.

Changing the Shared Cache for a File

In order to change or remove the shared cache assignment for a file, all shared areas associated with the file must have a
status of OFFLINE or TRANSIENT RETRIEVAL

Changing the shared cache for a file affects only the system on which the command is issued. To change the shared
cache for all systems that are accessing the file, the command must be issued on each of those systems. In a data
sharing environment, the command can be broadcast to all members of the group.

If any area associated with the file is shared, the new shared cache takes effect only if all shared areas associated with
the file have a status of OFFLINE or TRANSIENT RETRIEVAL in all group members. This is because the cache name
for a file associated with a shared area (other than one in transient retrieval), is determined by the first sharing system to
open the file. All systems that subsequently open the file will use the shared cache specified by the first system.

Optimizing 64-bit Memory Cache Storage

You can cache more files within a given amount of 64-bit storage by specifying a percentage of a file to be cached,
instead of the whole file. When no file limit is specified, storage to hold every page in the file is allocated and every cached
page is read. When a file limit is specified as a percentage of the file size, only the last N pages read are cached, where N
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is the number of pages that fit in the specified limit after allowing for overhead. When the cache is full, the oldest page in
the cache is replaced by the newest page. For more information, see DMCL Statement.

Examples

DCMT VARY FILE file-id OPEN

      V FILE DBCR.BRANCHA OPEN

-------- Data File -------- Mode Stat Pg-Size  Fl-Type M-Cache S-Cache DD-Name

DBCR.BRANCHA                 Ret    0   4000  non-VSAM    No      No   BRANCHA

  Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)       Pages per Track   12        VOLSER: RIG006

  DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SYSTEMXX.DBCRBRAA.X                       DISP=SHR

---------- Area -----------   Lock    Lo-Page    Hi-Page #Ret  #Upd #Tret #Ntfy

DBCR.BRNCHTEL                  Ofl     680001     685012    0     0     0     0

 Stamp: 2005-09-02-09.17.48.206640  Pgrp:  15      Share    NoICVI  NoPerm

DCMT VARY FILE file-id OPEN UPDATE

      VARY FILE DBCR.BRANCHA OPEN UPDATE

-------- Data File -------- Mode Stat Pg-Size  Fl-Type M-Cache S-Cache DD-Name

DBCR.BRANCHA                 Upd    0   4000  non-VSAM    No      No   BRANCHA

  Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)       Pages per Track   12        VOLSER: RIG006

  DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SYSTEMXX.DBCRBRAA.X                       DISP=SHR

---------- Area -----------   Lock    Lo-Page    Hi-Page #Ret  #Upd #Tret #Ntfy

DBCR.BRNCHTEL                  Ofl     680001     685012    0     0     0     0

 Stamp: 2005-09-02-09.17.48.206640  Pgrp:  15      Share    NoICVI  NoPerm

DCMT VARY FILE file-id DEALLOCATE FORCE

      V FILE DBCR.BRANCHA DEALLOCATE FORCE

 DBCR.BRANCHA                File Forced Closed. Must Re-Allocate with DSNAME

 -------- Data File -------- Mode Stat Pg-Size  Fl-Type M-Cache S-Cache DD-Name

 DBCR.BRANCHA                Clos    0   4000  non-VSAM    No      No   Null

   Pre-fetch: Not-Allowed (DMCL)       Pages per Track   12        UNALLOCATED

   DSname: (DMCL).. DBDC.SYSTEMXX.DBCRBRAA.X                       DISP=SHR

   DSname: (DCMT).. NULL                                           DISP=SHR

 ---------- Area -----------   Lock    Lo-Page    Hi-Page #Ret  #Upd #Tret #Ntfy

 DBCR.BRNCHTEL                  Ofl     680001     685012    0     0     0     0

  Stamp: 2005-09-02-09.17.48.206640  Pgrp:  15      Share    NoICVI  NoPerm

DCMT VARY ID
The DCMT VARY ID command terminates an outstanding DCMT request.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►─── Vary ID ─┬─ dcmt-id ──────┬─ TErminate ────────────────────────────────►◄

              └─ dcmt-star-id ─┘
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Parameters

Parameters are as follows:

• ID
Identifies the DCMT operations to be terminated.
– dcmt-id

Specifies the identifier of the DCMT operation to be terminated.
– dcmt-star-id

Specifies that all DCMT operations whose identifier begins with the specified alphanumeric characters be
terminated. Dcmt-star-id is a character string whose last character is an asterisk (*) that denotes a wild card
character. For example, CUST* identifies all identifies that begin with CUST.

More Information.

• For more information about IDs, see the section DCMT DISPLAY ID.

Usage

Referencing DCMT Operations in a Data Sharing Environment

In a data sharing environment, the DCMT VARY ID command must execute on the same member as that on which the
target operation originated.

Example

DCMT VARY ID

DCMT V ID VARYID01 TERMINATE

The QUIESCE operation is being terminated.

DCMT VARY JOURNAL
The DCMT VARY JOURNAL command can be used to perform the following actions:

• Switch the active disk journal from one file to another
• Disable or enable use of a disk journal file
• Change the data set name or disposition of a disk journal file
• Allocate or deallocate a disk journal file
• Change the values assigned to the journal fragment interval
• Assign a value to the journal transaction level

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Vary Journal ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►──┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►◄

    ├─ Fragment number fragment-number-interval ────────────────────┤

    ├─ Transaction level transaction-level ─────────────────────────┤
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    ├─ SWAp ◄───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

    └─ FILe journal-file-name ┬ OFfline ┬────────────┬┬────────────┬┤

                              │         └─ PERmanent ┘└ ID dcmt-id ┘│

                              ├ ONline ─────────────────────────────┤

                              ├ ACtive ─────────────────────────────┤

                              ├ Inactive ───────────────────────────┤

                              ├ ALlocate ───────────────────────────┤

                              ├ DEallocate ┬───────┬────────────────┤

                              │            └ Force ┘                │

                              └ DSname new-dataset-name ────────────┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
 For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see How to Broadcast System
Tasks.

• Fragment number
Specifies a fragment interval to reduce warmstart processing time.
– fragment-number-interval

An integer between zero and the highest relative block number (RBN).
A value of zero turns off the journal fragment interval.

• TRANSACTION level
Specifies a journal transaction level.
– transaction-level

An integer in the range 0 to 9999.
• SWAp

Directs IDMS to switch the active journal file from one file to another.
• FILe journal-file-name

Specifies the name of the disk journal to be varied.
– OFfline

Makes the specified disk journal file inaccessible to the system.
PERmanent Specifies that the OFFLINE status of the journal file is permanent. The status remains in effect until it is
changed by another DCMT VARY command or the SYSTRK files are formatted.
The ability to record a status as permanent requires that change tracking be active. If change tracking is not active,
the OFFLINE status is not made permanent and a warning message is issued.
dcmt-id Specifies the identifier that is assigned to this vary operation. It must be a 1- to 8-alphanumeric character
string that is unique across all outstanding DCMT operations originating on this DC/UCF system.
If no dcmt-id is specified, the vary operation is assigned an internally generated identifier.
The identifier can subsequently be used to monitor or terminate the vary using DCMT DISPLAY ID and DCMT
VARY ID commands.

• ONline
Makes the specified disk journal file accessible to the system.

• ACtive
Enables access to the journal file and clears its status.
Varying the file active allows suspended transactions that are waiting on the journal file to resume execution.

• Inactive
Disables access to the journal file and sets its status to 9999. No new journal images are written to the file, but it can
still be read for recovery purposes.
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The ability to vary journal files inactive is provided to simulate I/O errors for the purpose of testing recovery procedures.
• ALlocate

Dynamically allocates the journal file using its currently assigned data set name.
• DEallocate

Dynamically closes and deallocates the named file.
– Force

Directs DC/UCF to mark the file as deallocated and closed, even though these actions were not taken. This option
is useful for certain types of error conditions for which a close cannot be completed.

• DSname new-dataset-name
Changes the DSname temporarily in the runtime DMCL to new-dataset-name. If the file has previously been opened,
the DDname is cleared to blanks.
To change the DSname of a disk journal, it must be offline.

More Information

• For more information about allocating and deallocating files, see DCMT VARY FILE.

Usage

Forcing a Journal SWAP

The SWAP option of the DCMT VARY JOURNAL command directs the DC/UCF system to switch the active journal file
from one disk journal file to another. If only one journal file is online and usable, the contents of the journal file must be
offloaded before the command can complete and journaling resume. This causes a delay in the execution of all update
transactions until the swap completes.

Varying a Specific Journal File

The DCMT VARY JOURNAL FILE command is intended for solving disk journal problems such as I/O errors while DC/
UCF remains active. Before issuing any DCMT VARY JOURNAL FILE command, see Recovery Procedures from Journal
File I/O Errors.

To successfully issue a VARY JOURNAL FILE command, the target journal file must not be the active journal file.
Additionally, the following restrictions apply depending on the nature of the change:

• To vary the data set name of the journal file or to allocate or deallocate the file, it must be offline or inactive or have
encountered an I/O error.

• To vary a journal file whose status is permanently offline to an active or online state, requires that change tracking be
active.

Varying a Disk Journal File Offline

When varying a disk journal file offline, the system quiesces use of the journal file before marking it as offline. While the
journal file is quiescing, the following is true:

• No further journal images are written to the journal file.
• The journal file remains available for recovery operations until all transactions having journal images on the disk journal

have been terminated.
• The journal file remains in a pending offline state until all journal images contained on the file have been offloaded by

an ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility statement.

NOTE
Once the journal file reaches the quiesced state, it is closed.

The DCMT DISPLAY JOURNAL FILE command is used to determine which transactions may have journal images on the
target file.

Dynamically Allocating and Deallocating Journal Files
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The ability to dynamically allocate and deallocate journal files is operating system and file-type dependent. The restrictions
are the same as those for database files.

What the Fragment Interval Does

The fragment interval is the number of journal blocks to be written to the journal file before IDMS writes a dummy segment
(DSEG) record to the journal file. DC/UCF uses the DSEG records in the event of a system crash to determine the
appropriate starting place for warmstart processing. Recovery processing begins at the most recently accessed journal
fragment.

The fragment interval is a value between 0 and the highest relative block number (RBN). You can determine the highest
RBN with a DCMT DISPLAY JOURNALS command. Because of overhead involved in writing dummy journal records, a
value of at least 100 is recommended.

Assigning a Journal Transaction Level

The journal transaction option allows you to reduce journal I/O. It is most effective when several programs are updating
the database concurrently.

When you establish a journal transaction level, IDMS defers writing a journal buffer page to the journal when your
transaction issues a COMMIT, ROLLBACK, or FINISH statement until either of the following occurs:

• The journal buffer page is filled by other transactions.
• The number of transactions writing to the journal falls below the value specified for the journal transaction level.

Your transaction is dispatched when the journal I/O is completed.

NOTE
If the transaction level you specify is too low, the number of active transactions may never be low enough to
initiate a journal I/O; only a full buffer initiates a journal I/O.

Examples

DCMT VARY JOURNAL

      VARY JOURNAL

-- Disk Journal  Segno  LoRBN HiRBN NxRBN Ful Act Rcv Arch Stat DsRBN DsINTV Tql

SYSJRNL2            11      9   790 ***** YES  NO  NO   NO    0

DCMT VARY JOURNAL FILE journal-file-name OFFLINE

 DCMT VARY JOURNAL FILE SYSJRNL2 OFFLINE

Journal SYSJRNL2                    OFFLINE

Disk Journal   Segno  LoRBN  HiRBN  NxRBN Ful Act Rcv Arc Stat  DsRBN DsINTV Tql

SYSJRNL2       OFFLINE

------ Journal File ------- MODE Stat Pg-Size  Fl-Type M-Cache S-Cache DD-Name

SYSJRNL2                    Clos    0   2932  non-VSAM    No      No   SYSJRNL2

                                                                  VOLSER: CULL06

  DSname: (JCL)... DBDC.SYSTEM73.SYSJRNL2                         DISP=SHR

DCMT VARY LIMITS
DCMT VARY LIMITS enables or disables the enforcement of limits on task resource usage.

This article describes the following information:
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Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Vary LIMits ─┬─ ONLine ───┬─┬─ ENAble ──┬───────────────────────────────►◄

                   └─ EXTernal ─┘ └─ DISable ─┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• ONLine
Specifies that limits are being enabled or disabled for online tasks.

• EXTernal
Specifies that limits are being enabled or disabled for ERUS tasks.

• ENAble
Enables limits on resource usage for the specified type of task.

• DISable
Disables limits on resource usage for the specified type of task.

Usage

Effect of Specifying ONLINE for ERUS Tasks

A VARY LIMITS command that specifies ONLINE has no effect on limits currently established for ERUS tasks.

Enabling Limits

Limits can be enabled only if ENABLED or DISABLED is specified at system generation time by the LIMITS parameter of
the SYSTEM statement. If LIMITS specifies OFF at system generation time, the DC/UCF system does not enforce any
limits on task resource usage.

The following sample DCMT VARY LIMITS command enables resource limits for online tasks:

Vnnn ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:      CA IDMS release nn.n tape volser node nodename

dcmt v lim onl ena

Example 

DCMT VARY LIMITS ONLINE ENABLE

      VARY LIMITS ONLINE ENABLE

IDMS DC281002 V105 ONLINE LIMITS ARE OFF

DCMT VARY LINE
DCMT VARY LINE changes line attributes.

This article describes the following information:
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Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Vary LINe line-id ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ Control Unit control-unit-id ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ RLN relative-line-number ─┘

 ►─┬─ ONline ───────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ OFFline ──────────────┤

   ├─ QUIesce ──────────────┤

   ├─ CONNect ──────────────┤

   ├─ DISconnect ───────────┤

   └─ WEIGHT weight-factor ─┘

  

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• LINe
Specifies the line being varied.
All physical terminals associated with the specified line are varied (unless the CONTROL UNIT parameter is specified).
– line-id

A line ID assigned on the system generation LINE statement.
• Control Unit

Directs that only physical terminals with the specified control unit number be varied.
This parameter applies only to remote 3270 lines using either BTAM binary synchronous nonswitched multipoint lines
(line type R3270B or BSC3) or BTAM binary synchronous switched lines (line type BSC2).
– control-unit-id

An integer in the range 0 through 31.
• RLN

Directs that only physical terminals connected to the specified relative line number be varied.
This parameter applies only to physical terminals using binary synchronous line types (BSC2, BSC3, and R3270B).
– relative-line-number

The number of the line.
• ONline

Restarts the named line.
This action may be necessary if the line is defined as DISABLED at DC/UCF system generation time or has been
varied OFFLINE or DISCONNECT, or if a line driver task has abended.
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For connect type lines (UCF, VTAM, TCAM, BSC2, and start/stop lines defined as CONNECT at DC/UCF system
generation time), new connection requests are accepted. However, automatic connections are not established for
VTAM ACQUIRE and TTY AUTODIAL lines.

• OFFline
Terminates activity on the line.
Current terminal I/O operations are halted, and new I/O requests are disallowed. For connect type lines, all terminals
associated with the line are disconnected and future connection requests are disallowed.

• QUIesce
For connect-type lines, disallows new connection requests for the line. However, current terminal sessions are
permitted to continue until each respective terminal invokes the BYE task.

• CONNect
For connect-type lines, restarts the named line. New connections are accepted, and automatic connections are
established (for VTAM ACQUIRE and TTY AUTODIAL lines).

• DISconnect
For connect-type lines, terminates activity on the line. However, new connection requests are accepted, and automatic
connections are established.

• WEIGHT weight-factor
For DDS lines, specifies the weight factor for the line.

NOTE
Changing the weight factor dynamically is supported but does not affect processing, which is determined by
the initial weight factor established by system generation.

Examples

DCMT VARY LINE line-id OFFLINE

      VARY LINE CCILINE OFFLINE

IDMS DC274002 V105 USER:JSMITH   LINE CCILINE VARIED OFFLINE

DCMT VARY LINE line-id ONLINE

      VARY LINE CCILINE ONLINE

IDMS DC274001 V105 USER:JSMITH   LINE CCILINE VARIED ONLINE

DCMT VARY LOADLIB
DCMT VARY LOADLIB varies a DC/UCF load library logically online or offline.

NOTE
This command is not applicable for z/VSE systems.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Vary LOAdlib ─┬─ CDMSLIB ──┬─┬─ ONline ──┬──────────────────────────────►◄

                    └─ Vnnnn ────┘ └─ OFFline ─┘
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Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see How to Broadcast System
Tasks.

• CDMSLIB
Varies the CDMSLIB load library.

• Vnnnn
Varies the specified load library.

• ONline
Varies the specified load library online.

• OFFline
Varies the specified load library offline.

Usage

Offline Load Libraries and Program Usage

When you vary a load library offline, the following program considerations apply:

• You cannot search for programs in an offline load library
• A request to load a program from an offline load library fails
• A new copy request for a program from an offline load library is delayed until the library is varied online

The command can be used, for example, to prevent the system from attempting to load a program from a load library
while a library maintenance function, such as a condense operation, is being performed.

Name of the Load Library

A load library is identified in a DCMT VARY LOADLIB command by a ddname/linkname specified for the library in a DC/
UCF startup JCL. Issue a DCMT DISPLAY LOADLIB command for a list of valid names.

The following sample DCMT VARY LOADLIB command varies load library V0014 offline:

dcmt v loa v0014 off

Example

DCMT VARY LOADLIB Vnnnn ONLINE

      VARY LOADLIB V0014 ONLINE

IDMS DC277002 V105 USER:*** LOADLIB V0014 VARIED ONLINE

More Information

• For more information about associating a load library with a program, see the documentation of the PROGRAM
statement in Administrating.

• For more information about displaying information about load libraries, see DCMT DISPLAY LOADLIB.

DCMT VARY LOG
The DCMT VARY LOG command is used to perform the following actions:
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• Request LOG offload
• Vary the log service driver task online or offline

Syntax

Following is a syntax diagram for DCMT Vary Log:

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────  Vary LOG ──────────────────────►◄

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

Parameter

Following is the description for the broadcast-parms parameter:

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.For more information about
broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see How to Broadcast System Tasks.

Usage

Forcing a LOG Offload

DCMT VARY LOG works by sending the DC286003 message to the console, which is intended to trigger a log offload.
The WTOEXIT user exit may need to be modified to do this. For more information on intercepting messages see
WTOEXIT.

Example

The following example shows the output of the DCMT VARY LOG command:

VARY LOG

IDMS DC286003 V41 T27 User requested LOG offload

More Information

For more information, see DCMT DISPLAY LOG.

 

DCMT VARY LOG DRIVER
DCMT VARY LOG DRIVER varies the log service driver task online or offline.

Syntax

Following is an example of the syntax for DCMT VARY LOG DRIVER:

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Vary Log Driver ─┬─ ONline ──┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                       └─ OFFline ─┘
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Parameters

Following are the descriptions for the DCMT VARY LOG DRIVER parameters:

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members. For more information about
broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see How to Broadcast System Tasks.

• ONline
Varies the log service driver task online.

• OFFline
Varies the log service driver task offline.

Usage

Use Log Service Drivers Depending on System Activity

When a non-z/VSE system with more than one log service driver shows only a small amount of logging activity, you can
use this command to disable a driver to save system resources. When logging activity increases, you can restart the log
service driver to optimize log I/O operations.

Allowable Number of Log Service Drivers

Non-z/VSE systems can have up to three log service drivers. z/VSE systems can have one log service driver.

You define a log service driver to the system each time you issue a DCMT VARY LOG DRIVER ONLINE command.

Examples

The following examples display output using the OFFline and ONline parameters:

DCMT VARY LOG DRIVER OFFLINE

      VARY LOG DRIVER OFFLINE

IDMS DC260100 V105 USER:JSMITH DCMT       VARY LOG DRIVER OFFLINE

IDMS DC286001 V105 USER:JSMITH   SHUTTING DOWN LOG SERVICE DRIVER TASK   : 10

DCMT VARY LOG DRIVER ONLINE

      VARY LOG DRIVER ONLINE

IDMS DC260100 V105 USER:JSMITH DCMT       VARY LOG DRIVER ONLINE

IDMS DC286002 V105 USER:JSMITH   ATTACHING TASK FOR SERVICE DRIVER RHDCLGSD

More Information

For more information, see  DCMT DISPLAY LOG.

DCMT VARY LTERM
DCMT VARY LTERM changes logical terminal attributes. VARY LTERM also provides control over the user trace facility
for logical terminals.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax
 ►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘
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 ►─── Vary LTerminal logical-terminal-id ─────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─┬─ COMmand initiated ─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────►◄

   │                                                             │

   ├─ DEStination ─┬─ ONline ──┬─────────────────────────────────┤

   │               └─ OFfline ─┘                                 │

   │                                                             │

   ├─ Disconnect ────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │                                                             │

    ├─ MQ TRace ─────┬─ ALL ──────────────────┬───────────────────┤

    │                ├─ OFF ──────────────────┤                   │

   │                │  ┌───────────────────┐ │                   │

   │                └─ ▼ ─┬─ CALls ──────┬─┴─┘                   │

   │                      ├─ GET data ───┤                       │

   │                      ├─ PUT data ───┤                       │

    │                      └─ DBTRACE ────┘                       │

   │                                                             │

    ├─ OFfline ───────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │                                                             │

   ├─ ONline ──┬──────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬─┤

   │           ├─ AUTOtask task-code ─┤ └─ Parms='parameters' ─┘ │

   │           └─ AUTOtask OFF ───────┘                          │

   │                                                             │

   ├─ RESources DELete ──────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │                                                             │

   ├─ TCP/IP TRace ─┬─ ALL ──────────────────┬───────────────────┤

   │                ├─ OFF ──────────────────┤                   │

   │                │  ┌───────────────────┐ │                   │

   │                └─ ▼ ─┬─ CALls ──────┬─┴─┘                   │

   │                      ├─ REAd data ──┤                       │

   │                      └─ WRIte data ─┘                       │

   │                                                             │

   ├─ TERminal initiated ────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │                                                             │

   ├─ TO physical-terminal-id ───────────────────────────────────┤

   │                                                             │

   └─ USERTrace ─┬─ ON   ─┬──────────┬──┬────────────────────────┘

                 │        ├─ WRAP ◄──┤  │

                 │        └─ SAVE ───┘  │

                 └─ OFF ────────────────┘

 

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• logical-terminal-id
Specifies the logical terminal to vary.
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Logical-terminal-id must be defined to the system.
• COMmand initiated

For batch terminals only, varies the named logical terminal to command-initiated.
• DEStination

Valid options are:
– ONline

Varies online all logical terminals in the same destination as the named logical terminal.
– OFfline

Varies offline all logical terminals in the same destination as the named logical terminal.
• Disconnect

Disconnects the named logical terminal from the physical terminal with which it is currently associated.
The logical terminal is associated with no physical terminal until it is explicitly connected to a physical terminal by
means of the TO parameter of the DCMT VARY LTERM command (see below).

• MQ TRace
Specifies the options used with the MQ trace facility.
– ALL

Specifies all trace options: MQ CALls, MQGET data, MQPUT data, and DBTRACE.
– OFF

Terminates MQ tracing.
– CALls

Activates MQ tracing for MQ calls. The record is output to the log.
– GET data

The data read through the MQGET function is output to the log in dump format.
– PUT data

The data written through the MQPUT  function is output to the log in dump format.
– DBTRACE

MQ Call traces are routed to an internal DBTRACE / ADJUNCT table
• ONline

Varies the logical terminal online. For command-initiated batch terminals, the autotask associated with the terminal is
initiated.
– AUTOtask task-code

The AUTOTASK parameter overrides the autotask specification established at system generation time by the
AUTOTASK parameter of the LTERM statement.

– AUTOtask OFF
Requests that no autotask be associated with the terminal. OFF is invalid for command-initiated batch terminals.

– Parms='parameters'
Specifies parameters are passed to the autotask for command-initiated batch terminals. The address of the
parameter list is passed in register 1.
The parameters must be a 1- to 80-character alphanumeric value enclosed in single quotation marks.

• OFfline
Varies the named logical terminal offline.

• RESources DELete
Deletes all resources associated with the named logical terminal.

• TCP/IP TRace
Specifies the options used with the TCP/IP trace facility.
– ALL

Specifies data for CALls, READ data and WRITE data commands is tracked and logged.
– OFF

Terminates TCP/IP tracing.
– CALls
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Activates TCP/IP tracing. The record is output to the log.
– REAd data

The data read through the TCP/IP function is output to the log in dump format.
– WRIte data

The data written through the TCP/IP function is output to the log in dump format.
• TERminal initiated

For batch terminals only, varies the named logical terminal to terminal-initiated.
• TO physical-terminal-id

Disconnects the named logical terminal from the physical terminal with which it is currently associated (if any) and
connects it to the physical terminal specified in physical-terminal-id

• USERTrace ON
Enables the user trace facility and controls the writing of user trace entries. ON is the default.
– WRAP

Requests that entries written to the user trace buffer wrap to the beginning of the buffer when it becomes full. This
overwrites previously written entries. Entries written to the buffer are not saved. WRAP is the default.

– SAVE
Requests that user trace entries be written to the DC/UCF log file as well as to the user trace buffer, thereby saving
the entries for future use. Entries still wrap to the beginning of the buffer when it becomes full.

• USERTrace OFF
Disables the user trace facility but maintains the user trace buffer, permitting the examination of the buffer's contents,
by means of the DCUF USERTRACE LIST command. This command can only be issued from the terminal being
traced; that is, the terminal that owns the user trace buffer. terminal-initiated.

More Information

• For more information about defining logical terminals, see documentation of the LTERM statement in the
Administrating section and the LOGICAL TERMINAL statement in the IDD DDDL Reference section.

• For more information about displaying attributes of logical terminals, see the section DCMT DISPLAY LTERM.
• For more information about autotasks, see documentation of the AUTOTASK statement in the Administrating section.
• For more information about the user trace facility, see the section DCUF USERTRACE.
• For more information about TCP/IP and socket programming, see the "Callable Services Reference" section.

Example

DCMT VARY LTERM lterm-id OFFLINE

       VARY LTERM VL10309 OFFLINE

IDMS DC267004 V105 USER:***  LTERMINAL VL10309 VARIED OFFLINE

 

DCMT VARY LTERM lterm-id ONLINE

       VARY LTERM VL10309 ONLINE

IDMS DC267003 V105 USER:***  LTERMINAL VL10309 VARIED ONLINE

 

DCMT VARY LTERM lterm-id ONLINE AUTOTASK OFF

       VARY LTERM VL10309 ONLINE AUTOTASK OFF

IDMS DC267012 V105 USER:***  LTERM VL10309 AUTOTASK VARIED FROM OFF TO OFF

IDMS DC267003 V105 USER:***  LTERMINAL VL10309 VARIED ONLINE

 

DCMT VARY LTERM lterm-id USERTRACE ON
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       VARY LTERM VL10309 USERTRACE ON

IDMS DC267010 V105 USER:***  TURNING ON USERTRACE (WRAP) ON LTERM-ID VL10309

 

DCMT VARY LTERM lterm-id USERTRACE ON SAVE

       VARY LTERM VL10309 USERTRACE ON SAVE

IDMS DC267009 V105 USER:***  TURNING ON USERTRACE (SAVE) ON LTERM VL10309

 

DCMT VARY LTERM lterm-id USERTRACE OFF

       VARY LTERM VL10309 USERTRACE OFF

IDMS DC267008 V105 USER:***  TURNING OFF USERTRACE ON LTERM VL10309

 

DCMT VARY LU
DCMT VARY LU applies to SNA physical terminals defined with a line type of VTAMLU. DCMT VARY LU enables and
disables logical units and varies information for sessions that are associated with a logical unit modeent. Changes made
to a modeent in one logical unit are not applied to copies of the modeent in use in other logical units.

To specify different physical terminals for a logical unit, it is necessary to modify the definition for the logical unit at system
generation time.

WARNING
Use DCMT VARY LU commands to terminate logical unit connections (sessions). Do not use DCMT VARY
PTERMINAL for this purpose.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Vary LU logical-unit-name ──────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ MODeent vtam-modeent-name ─────────────────────────────┬────────────────►◄

   ├─ MAXses max-session-count ──────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ MINWin min-contention-winner-count ────────────────────┤

   ├─ MINLos min-contention-loser-count ─────────────────────┤

   ├─ INITialize ────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ RESet ─┬─────────┬─────────────────────────────────────┘

             └─ Drain ─┘

Parameters

Parameters are as follows:

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.
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NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• LU
Specifies a logical unit to be varied. Either one or all modeents in the logical unit are varied, based on the MODEENT
specification.
– logical-unit-name

The name of the logical unit to be varied.
• MODeent

Specifies a VTAM modeent to be varied in the logical unit.
If you do not specify MODeent, parameters in the VARY LU command are assigned to all modeents in the logical unit.
– vtam-modeent-name

The name of the VTAM modeent to be varied.
• MAXses

Establishes or changes the maximum number of parallel sessions that can be enabled for the specified modeent(s) or
model of the logical unit.
If DC/UCF cannot satisfy the specified maximum, it enables as many sessions as possible and terminate without an
error.
– max-session-count

An integer in the range 1 through the number of physical terminals that are associated with the logical unit. Physical
terminals are associated with logical units at system generation time by the PTERM statement.
The value for a remote logical unit type 6.2 is overridden at runtime when the value is unacceptable. The remote
logical unit service manager negotiates the maximum session value.

• MINWin
Establishes or changes the number of parallel sessions that are defined for contention winners in the specified logical
unit modeent(s).
– min-contention-winner-count

An integer in the range zero through the value of max-session-count.
If you specify zero for min-contention-winner-count, it has the same effect as specifying RESET.
The value for a remote logical unit type 6.2 is overridden at runtime when the value is unacceptable. The remote
logical unit service manager negotiates the minimum contention winners value.

• MINLos
Establishes or changes the number of parallel sessions defined for contention losers in the logical unit.
– min-contention-loser-count

An integer in the range zero through the value of max-session-count.
The value for a remote logical unit type 6.2 is overridden at runtime when the value is unacceptable. The remote
logical unit service manager negotiates the minimum contention losers value.

• INITialize
Sets or resets the values for MAXSES, MINWIN, MINLOS, and SESSION to the values established at system
generation time. System generation PTERM statements associated with a given logical unit determine the initial
MAXSES, MINWIN, MINLOS, and SESSION values:
– The initial MAXSES value is equal to the number of system generation PTERM statements associated with and

enabled for a logical unit
– The initial MINWIN value is equal to the number of PTERM (enabled) statements that specify CONTENTION IS

WIN for the logical unit
– The initial MINLOS value is equal to the number of PTERM (enabled) statements that specify CONTENTION IS

LOSE for the logical unit
– The initial SESSION value, for a given model of a logical unit, is equal to the number of system generation PTERM

statements associated with the logical unit, enabled and defined with the ACQUIRE option.
• RESet
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Requests that all sessions for the logical unit modeent(s) or model be put out of service. No new conversations are
allowed; however, any conversation currently in progress across a session is allowed to complete normally before the
session is put out of service.
– Drain

Requests that sessions be put out of service only after there are no pending requests for the logical unit
modeent(s).

Usage

Specifying MAXSES

max-session-count has the following usage considerations:

• The highest value that can be specified is equal to the number of physical terminals associated with the given logical
unit. Physical terminals are associated with logical units at system generation time by using the PTERM statement.

• The value for a remote logical unit type 6.2 is overridden at run time when the value is unacceptable. The remote
logical unit service manager negotiates the maximum session value.

Specifying MINWIN

min-contention-winner-count has the following usage considerations:

• The value can be in a range from 0 through the value specified for MAXSES (see above). Specifying 0 (zero) for this
value is the same as specifying RESET (see below).

• The value for a remote logical unit type 6.2 is overridden at run time when the value is unacceptable. The remote
logical unit service manager negotiates the minimum contention winners value.

Specifying MINLOS

min-contention-loser-count has the following usage considerations:

• The value can be in a range from 0 through the value specified for MAXSES (see above). Specifying 0 (zero) for this
value is the same as specifying RESET (see below).

• The value for a remote logical unit type 6.2 is overridden at run time when the value is unacceptable. The remote
logical unit service manager negotiates the minimum contention losers value.

More Information

• For more information about displaying information about SNA physical terminals defined with a line type of VTAMLU,
see the section DCMT DISPLAY LU.

• For more information about defining SNA lines and logical units at system generation, see documentation of the
VTAMLU device definition statements in the Administrating section.

Example

DCMT VARY LU log-unit

Increase the number of maximum sessions for modeent APPC01 in SNAVTM69 to MAX 2, WIN 1, LOS 1:

Vnnn ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:      CA IDMS release nn.n tape volser node nodename

dcmt v lu snavtm69 mod appc01 max 2 minw 1 minl 1

DCMT VARY LU RESET

Put out of service all sessions for all modeents in SNAVTM69:

Vnnn ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:      CA IDMS release nn.n tape volser node nodename

dcmt v lu snavtm69 reset drain
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Because DRAIN is specified, all queued requests are allowed to use the session before the session is put out of service.

 

DCMT VARY MEMORY
DCMT VARY MEMORY changes DC/UCF memory content.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─ DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

          └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─ Vary MEmory ┬ hex-address ──────────────────┬─┬──────────────┬────►

                └ PROgram program-specification ┘ └ + hex-offset ┘

 ►───┬─ C ‘character-literal’───┬─────────────────────────────────────►

     └─ X ‘hexadecimal-literal’ ┘

 ►───┬────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►◄

     └─ VERify ─┬─ C ─┬─ ‘verify-string’ ─┘

                └─ X ─┘

Expansion of program-specification

►►──┬─────────────────────┬─ program-name ─┬──────────────────────────┬─►◄

    └─ dictnode.dictname ─┘                └─ Version version-number ─┘

 

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Executes the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.
For more information on broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, refer to the section "How to Broadcast System
Tasks" in the Reference section.

• hex-address
Specifies an address as the base location of the memory to be varied. Hex-address must be a 1 - 8-digit hexadecimal
value identifying a location in memory within the DC/UCF address space. You can omit leading zeros.

• PROgram program-specification
Specifies a program as the base location of the memory to be varied. Program-specification must identify a program or
nucleus module residing in the DC/UCF address space.
Note: To identify a program that was loaded from an alternate data dictionary, specify DICTNODE or DICTNAME as
described under Expansion of program-specification.

• + hex-offset
Specifies the relative offset of the memory to be varied from the base location. Hex-offset must be a valid hexadecimal
value.
Default: 0

• C ’character-literal’
Specifies the value to which the identified memory is to be changed. character-literal must be a valid character string.
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Limits: 1-32 character string
• X ’hexadecimal-literal’

Specifies the value to which the identified memory is to be changed. hexadecimal-literal must be a valid hexadecimal
value.
Limits: 1-32 digits

• VERify
Requests verification of the current memory content; if the verification fails, the command returns an error and does not
change the contents of memory.
– C

Indicates that the verify string is in character format.
– X

Indicates that the verify string is in hexadecimal format.
– ‘verify-string’

Specifies the string to use to verify the current memory content. If the memory content does not match the specified
string, verification fails.
Limits:
• 1-32 character value if in character format.
• 1-32 digit (16-byte) hexadecimal value if in hexadecimal format.

Expansion of program-specification

• dictnode
Specifies the DDS node that controls the data dictionary from where the named program was loaded.

• dictname
Specifies the alternate data dictionary from where the named program was loaded.

• program-name
Identifies the name of a program or nucleus module that resides in the DC/UCF address space.

• Version 
Specifies the version number of the named program.
Default: 1
Limits: 1 - 9999

NOTE

Although dictnode and dictname are both optional parameters, if dictnode is specified and dictname is not
specified, a “.” (period) must be included to represent the missing dictname parameter.

Examples 

DCMT VARY MEMORY

The following example illustrates the use of relative addressing from the start of a program to identify the location of
memory to vary. The example also ensures that the offset is correct by verifying its contents before allowing the operation
to proceed.

DCMT V MEMORY PROGRAM RHDCMTME +60 C 'CA TEST' VERIFY C 'CA-IDMS'

Program: RHDCMTME  Loadlib: CDMSLIB                                         

 <Addr>   <Offset>                 <Hex>                    <Character>     

38BEE860  00000000  C3C140E3 C5E2E340 41C0F000 4180C800  *CA TEST .{0...H.*

DCMT VARY MEMORY with a failed verify

The following example illustrates what happens if the contents of memory do not match the verification value.
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DCMT V MEMORY PROGRAM RHDCMTME +60 C 'CA TEST' VERIFY C 'CA-IDMS'

Program: RHDCMTME  Loadlib: CDMSLIB                                           

IDMS DC269903 V73 VERIFY FAILED - VARY MEMORY NOT DONE                        

 <Addr>   <Offset>                 <Hex>                    <Character>       

38BEE860  00000000  C3C140E3 C5E2E340 41C0F000 4180C800  *CA TEST .{0...H.*   

DCMT VARY MT

Syntax

►►─ DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

          └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Vary MT Queue Depth queue-depth ──────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• queue-depth
Specifies the depth of the multitasking queue.

More Information

For more information about multitasking support and the meaning of MT queue depth, see Administrating IDMS System
Operations.

DCMT VARY MQ
The DCMT VARY MQ command enables all the parameters that are defined in the system generation MQ statement to be
altered dynamically at runtime. The varied queue manager is only valid for the life cycle of the CV, or until the next DCMT
VARY MQ QUEUE MANAGER is issued.

This article contains the following information:

Syntax

►►── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

           └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 

 ►── Vary MQ ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►      

 

 ►┬─ ENabled ──────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────►◄

  ├─ DIsabled ────┬─────────────┬──────────────────────────┤

  │               ├─ QUIesce ◄──┤                          │

  │               └─ FORce ─────┘                          │             

  └─ Queue Manager queue-manager ──────────────────────────┘
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Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Specifies to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
 For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms, see How to Broadcast System Tasks in
the Reference section.

• ENabled
Enables or reenables MQ support in the DC/UCF system.

• DIsabled QUIesce
Prevents the execution of any new MQCONN and MQOPEN requests, but allows executing applications with existing
MQ sessions to finish processing. QUIesce is the default option for a DCMT VARY MQ DISABLED command.  MQ
support will be disabled when all MQ sessions have terminated. Tasks waiting for a message will receive an error
code, when MQGET was issued with the MQGMO_FAIL_IF_QUIESCING option.

• DIsabled FORce
Immediately terminates MQ support in the DC/UCF system. Active MQ calls will complete normally, otherwise
applications with existing MQ sessions receive an error code on their next MQ function call.  

• Queue Manager queue-manager
Overwrites the queue manager assigned by the system. This command can only be executed when MQ is disabled. 

Example

 DCMT VARY MQ COMMAND SUMMARY

SYSGEN definitions                                                             

================================================================================

Default status                 ENABLED                                         

Queue Manager                  MQT1                                            

                                                                                

Run-time information                                                           

================================================================================

MQ status                      DISABLED                                        

Queue Manager                  MQT2                                      

DCMT VARY MQ ENABLED

V MQ ENABLED

IDMS DC131014 V129 USER:*** VARY MQ ENABLED.

DCMT VARY MQ DISABLED 

V MQ DISABLED

IDMS DC131016 V129 USER:*** VARY MQ DISABLED WITH QUIESCE OPTION. 

DCMT VARY MQ QUEUE MANAGER IDMQ

V MQ QUEUE MANAGER IDMQ                           

IDMS DC131022 V129 USER:*** MQ QUEUE MANAGER SET TO IDMQ.
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DCMT VARY NUCLEUS
DCMT VARY NUCLEUS allows you to mark nucleus modules to new copy and to reload nucleus modules.

Syntax

►►─── DCMT Vary NUcleus ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ MODule nucleus-module-name ─┬─ New Copy ─┬─┬────────────────────────────►◄

   │                              └─ CANcel ───┘ │

   └─ RELoad ────────────────────────────────────┘

Parameters

• MODule
Specifies a nucleus module to be marked or reloaded.

• nucleus-module-name
The name of a nucleus module.

• New Copy
Marks the nucleus module to new copy, thus placing the module in the nucleus module reload list. Issue a DCMT
DISPLAY MEMORY NUCLEUS command for a list of nucleus module names.

• CANcel
Removes the previously marked module from the nucleus module reload list. Issue a DCMT DISPLAY MEMORY
NUCLEUS command for a list of nucleus module names.

• RELoad
Reloads all nucleus modules that are currently marked to new copy.

More Information

• For more information about displaying modules marked for new copy, see the section DCMT DISPLAY NUCLEUS
MODULE RELOAD TABLE.

Example

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE module-name N C

      VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCCOBI NEW COPY

IDMS DC283001 V105 USER:JSMITH   NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCCOBI MARKED TO NEW COPY

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE module-name CANCEL

      VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCAEDT CANCEL

IDMS DC283002 V105 USER:JSMITH   NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCAEDT NEW COPY REQUEST

CANCELLED

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD

      VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD

IDMS DC283003 V105 USER:JSMITH   NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCCOBI RELOADED

IDMS DC283003 V105 USER:JSMITH   NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCPLII RELOADED

IDMS DC283004 V105 USER:JSMITH   CSA/NUCLEUS VECTOR TABLE UPDATED FOR NUCLEUS MO

DULE RHDCCOBI
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IDMS DC283004 V105 USER:JSMITH   CSA/NUCLEUS VECTOR TABLE UPDATED FOR NUCLEUS MO

DULE RHDCPLII

DCMT VARY PRINTER
DCMT VARY PRINTER changes print terminal attributes.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Vary PRInter ─┬─ logical-terminal-id ─┬─────────────────────────────────►

                    └─ ALL ─────────────────┘

 ►─┬─ CANcel ───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────►◄

   ├─ DRAin ────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ REQueue ──────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ STArt ────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │                 ┌─────────────────┐                        │

   ├─ CLasses ─┬─ ( ─▼─ printer-class ─┴─ ) ────────────────────┤

   │           └─ NONE ─────────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ Destination destination-id ─┬─ TO new-destination-id ───┬─┘

                                  ├─ ONline ──────────────────┤

                                  └─ OFFline ─────────────────┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks in the Using System Tasks section.

• logical-terminal-id
Specifies the printer to vary.
Logical-terminal-id must be the ID of a logical terminal defined on the system generation LTERM statement.

• ALL
Varies all printers.

• CANcel
Halts the printing of reports currently being printed and deletes them from the print queue. Subsequent reports are
printed as normal.

• DRAin
Finishes the printing of reports currently being printed but does not print subsequent reports in the print queue.

• REQueue
Halts the printing of reports currently being printed and places them at the end of the print queue. Reports that are re-
queued are printed again from the beginning.

• STArt
Resumes printing. START is used to restart printers that have been drained.

• CLasses
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Varies the printer class for the specified printers.
– (printer-class)

A printer class: an integer in the range 1 through 64. As many printer classes can be specified as are required.
Multiple classes must be separated by commas or blanks. The entire list must be enclosed in parentheses.

• CLasses NONE
Disassociates all classes from the specified printers. No reports can be queued to the printer involved until they are
assigned a printer class.

• Destination
Varies a specified destination.
– destination-id

The ID of the destination to be varied as defined on the system generation DESTINATION statement.
– TO new-destination-id

The ID of the new destination as defined on the system generation DESTINATION statement.
– ONline

Varies the destination online. Varying a destination online permits the printing of reports at the destination.
– OFFline

Varies the destination offline.
Varying a destination offline prevents the printing of reports at the destination.

More Information

• For more information about defining printers, see documentation of the PTERM and LTERM statements in the Using
System Generation sections.

• For more information about displaying printer attributes, see the section DCMT DISPLAY PRINTER.

Example

DCMT VARY PRINTER lterm-id START

      VARY PRINTER USWSWDP2 START

IDMS DC270005 V105 PRINTER USWSWDP2 STARTING

DCMT VARY PRINTER lterm-id DRAIN

      VARY PRINTER USWSWDP2 DRAIN

IDMS DC270002 V105 PRINTER USWSWDP2 DRAINING

DCMT VARY PROGRAM
DCMT VARY PROGRAM changes attributes in the program definition element (PDE) for an existing DC/UCF program.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─ DCMT ──┬─────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

           └─ broadcast-parms ───┘

 ►─ Vary PRogram program-specification ────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ ADSo STATistics ─┬─ ON ──┬──────────────────────┬────────────────────►◄

   │                   └─ OFF ─┘                      │
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   ├─ DEFine ─┬──┬─ CONcurrent ────┬───────────────┬──┤

   │          │  └─ NONCONcurrent ─┘               │  │

   │          ├─ ISA size isa-size ────────────────┤  │

   │          ├─ LANguage ─┬─ ADSo ──────┬─────────┤  │

   │          │            ├─ ASSembler ─┤         │  │

   │          │            ├─ COBol ─────┤         │  │

   │          │            └─ PLI ───────┘         │  │

   │          ├──┬─ MAInline ───┬──────────────────┤  │

   │          │  └─ NOMAINline ─┘                  │  │

   │          ├─ MPMode ─┬─ ANY ────┬──────────────┤  │

   │          │          └─ SYStem ─┘              │  │

   │          ├─ New Copy ─┬─ ENabled ──┬──────────┤  │

   │          │            └─ DIsabled ─┘          │  │

   │          ├──┬─ OVErlayable ────┬──────────────┤  │

   │          │  └─ NONOVErlayable ─┘              │  │

   │          ├──┬─ REEntrant ──────┬──────────────┤  │

   │          │  ├─ NONREEntrant ───┤              │  │

   │          │  └─ QUAsireentrant ─┘              │  │

   │          ├──┬─ REUsable ────┬─────────────────┤  │

   │          │  └─ NONREUsable ─┘                 │  │

   │          ├──┬─ SAVearea ───┬──────────────────┤  │

   │          │  └─ NOSAVEarea ─┘                  │  │

   │          └─ TYPe ─┬─ DIAlog ────┬─────────────┘  │

   │                   ├─ MAP ───────┤                │

   │                   ├─ PROgram ───┤                │

   │                   ├─ SUBschema ─┤                │

   │                   └─ TABLe ─────┘                │

   ├─ Dump Threshold error-count ─────────────────────┤

   ├─┬─ ENable ──┬────────────────────────────────────┤

   │ └─ DIsable ─┘                                    │

   ├─ MULtiple ENClave is ─┬────────┬─────────────────┤

   │                       ├─ OFF ──┤                 │

   │                       └─ ON ◄──┘                 │

   ├─ New Copy ─┬──────────────┬──────────────────────┤

   │            ├─ IMMEDIATE ──┤                      │

   │            └─ QUIESCE  ◄──┘                      │

   ├─ Program Check Threshold error-count ────────────┤

   ├─ SNAp ─┬─ snap-options ─┬────────────────────────┤

   │        └─ LIMit nnn ────┘                        │

   └─ Storage Protect ─┬─ ON ──┬──────────────────────┘

                       └─ OFF ─┘

Expansion of program-specification

►►─┬──────────────────────┬── program-name ───────────────────────────────► 

   └─ dictnode.dictname. ─┘

 ►─────┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────► 

       └─ Version version-number ─┘

 ►─────┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄ 

       └─ TYPE ─┬─ ACCess MODule ──┬─┘ 

                ├─ AM ─────────────┤
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                ├─ DIAlog ─────────┤

                ├─ MAP ────────────┤

                ├─ PROgram ────────┤

                ├─ RCM ────────────┤

                └─ TABle ──────────┘

Expansion of snap-options

 ►─┬─ SYSTEM ─┬───┬─────────┬───┬─ ON ──┬──┬─────────────┬────────────────►◄

   └─ TASK ───┘   └─ PHOTO ─┘   └─ OFF ─┘  └─ LIMIT nnn ─┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE

 For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks in the Using System Tasks section.

• ADSo STATistics
Specifies the setting for the ADSO statistics. Valid values are:
– ON

Selects statistics collection for the dialog identified by program-name.
You select dialogs for statistics collection at system generation time by using the ADSO DIALOG STATISTICS
parameter of the PROGRAM statement.

– OFF
Turns off statistics collection for the dialog identified by program-name.

• DEFine
– CONcurrent

Specifies that the program can be used by multiple tasks at the same time. If the program is reentrant or quasi-
reentrant, one copy of the program is used to process all requests. If the program is nonreentrant, as many copies
of the program are used as necessary to process requests concurrently.

– NONCONcurrent
Specifies that the program can be used by only one task.

– ISA size
For Assembler and PL/I programs only, specifies the amount of storage, in bytes, allocated for the program's initial
storage area (ISA). If an ISA is specified, GET STORAGE statements are not required in the program because the
system automatically allocates the requested storage when the program begins executing. The storage address is
passed in register 11.
isa-size The amount of storage allocated for an assemble or PL/I program. isa-size is an integer in the range 0
through 2,147,483,647.

– LANguage
Identifies the language in which the program is written. Valid languages are:
ADSo ADS
ASSembler Assembler program
COBol COBOL program
PLI PL/I program

– MAInline
For IDMS dialogs only, indicates the dialog is a mainline dialog. Dialogs defined as MAINLINE are entry points
into applications. The names of mainline dialogs are eligible for display on the IDMS menu screen if so allowed by
ADSO statement specifications.
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If you specify MAINLINE, the dialog must be generated with the MAINLINE attribute but does not have to be
assigned a task code during system generation.

– NOMAINline
For IDMS dialogs only, indicates the dialog is not a mainline dialog.

– MPMode
Specifies the multiprocessing mode (MPMODE) for the program.
ANY Assigns an MPMODE of ANY to the program. ANY is appropriate for reentrant and quasi-reentrant programs
that are defined without storage protection.
SYStem Directs the system to assign an MPMODE to the program at execution time.

– New Copy
Specifies whether the new copy facility is enabled for the program or subschema.
ENabled Specifies the new copy facility for the program or subschema is enabled.
DIsabled Specifies the new copy facility for the program or subschema is disabled.

– OVErlayable
Specifies that the program can be overlaid in the program pool. You should specify OVERLAYABLE only for
executable programs invoked through normal DC mechanisms.

– NONOVErlayable
Specifies that the program cannot be overlaid in the program pool. You should specify NONOVERLAYABLE for
nonexecutable programs (for example, tables) to prevent such programs from being overwritten in the program pool
while they are in use.

– REEntrant
Specifies that the program is reentrant. To be declared reentrant, the program must acquire all variable storage
dynamically and must not modify its own code.

– NONREEntrant
Specifies that the program is nonreentrant. Programs that modify their own code and do not ensure the modified
code is returned to its original state when the program is not in control must be declared NONREENTRANT.

– QUAsireentrant
For COBOL programs only, specifies the program is quasi-reentrant. To be declared quasi-reentrant, a program
must not modify its own code unless the program ensures the modified code is returned to its original state when
the program is not in control. Quasi-reentrant programs are permitted to use working storage because each time the
program is executed the system creates a separate copy of its working storage in the storage pool. This technique
makes the program, in effect, reentrant.

– REUsable
Specifies that the program can be executed repeatedly. When a request to load the program is issued, the system
loads a copy of the program from external storage only if no copy exists in the program pool.
To be declared REUSABLE, a program must return all modified code to its original state for each execution.
Generally, code is returned to its original state either at the start of a new execution of the program or at the finish
of the previous execution. By definition, reentrant and quasireentrant programs are always reusable; however,
reusable programs are not necessarily reentrant or quasireentrant.

– NONREUsable
Specifies that the program cannot be executed repeatedly. When a request to load the program is issued, the
system loads a copy of the program from external storage. Programs that modify their own code without returning
the code to its original state must be declared NONREUSABLE.

– SAVearea
For Assembler programs only, specifies that the system will acquire a save area automatically before each
execution of the program. The save area address is passed to the program in register 13. You should specify
SAVEAREA or accept it by default if the program uses normal IBM calling conventions and, at the start of execution,
saves registers in the save area.

– NOSAVEarea
For Assembler programs only, specifies the system will not acquire a save area for the program automatically.

– TYPe
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Specifies one of the following program types:
• DIAlog
• MAP
• PROgram
• SUBschema
• TABLe

• Dump Threshold
Varies the dump threshold for the program.
The dump threshold is the number of times a memory dump is taken for program check errors that occur in the
program. The dump threshold is established at system generation time by the DUMP THRESHOLD parameter of the
PROGRAM statement.
– error-count

The new dump threshold for the program: an integer in the range 0 through 255.
• ENable

Enables the program. A program is enabled at system generation time by the ENABLE parameter of the PROGRAM
statement.

• DIsable
Disables the program. Disabling a program prevents it from being executed until it is enabled. A program is disabled at
system generation time by the DISABLE parameter of the PROGRAM statement.

• MULtiple ENClave is
Specifies if this program can use the same language enclave as other LE programs in the same task. This parameter
is only meaningful for COBOL programs.
– OFF

Specifies that this program cannot participate in a multiple program LE enclave.
– ON

Specifies that this program can participate in a multiple program LE enclave. This is the default.

NOTE
This value is only effective if MULTIPLE ENCLAVE IS ON is specified on the SYSTEM statement in the
sysgen.

• New Copy

Updates the program definition element (PDE) for the program to indicate that a new copy of the program exists in the
load area of the dictionary (or in the load library).

NOTE
Requests of IMMEDIATE for subschemas is ignored. Subschemas are processed as though Quiesce is
requested.

• – Immediate

Aborts (with an abend code of MTPR) all tasks using the named program. At the next request to load the program, DC/
UCF loads the new copy.

• – Quiesce

Places tasks that request a load of the named program in a wait state until all tasks currently using the program relinquish
it. When the program is no longer in use, DC/UCF loads the new copy and releases the waiting tasks.

• Program Check Threshold

Varies the program check threshold for the program.
The program check threshold is the number of program check errors that can occur before DC/UCF disables the program.
The program check threshold is established at system generation time by the ERROR THRESHOLD parameter of the
PROGRAM statement.
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• – error-count
The new program check threshold; an integer in the range 1 through 255.

• Storage Protect ON
Enables storage protection for the named program. Storage protection is enabled at system generation time by the
PROTECT parameter of the PROGRAM statement.

• Storage Protect OFF
Disables storage protection for the named program. Storage protection is disabled at system generation time by the
NOPROTECT parameter of the PROGRAM statement.

Program-specification parameters

• broadcast-parms
Executes the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.
For more information on broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, refer to How to Broadcast System Tasks in
the Using System Tasks section.

• program-specification
Specifies the program to vary.
– dictnode

Specifies the DDS node that controls the data dictionary where the named program resides.
If a node name is not specified, the default DDS node established for the session is accessed. If a default DDS
node has not been established, the local node is accessed.

– dictname
Specifies the alternate data dictionary in which the named program resides.
Note: Although dictnode and dictname are both optional parameters, if dictnode is specified and dictname is not
specified, a "." delimiter must be included to represent the missing dictname parameter as shown in the following
example:

DCMT V PROGRAM dictnode..program-name V version-number 

• program-name
The name of a program that has been defined on a system generation PROGRAM statement or previously loaded by
the DC/UCF system.

• version-number
The version number of the program.
Default: 1

• TYPe
The type of the program:
– ACCess Module
– AM
– DIAlog
– MAP
– PROgram
– RCM
– SUBschema
– TABle

Snap-options parameters

• SNAp snap-options
Specifies the type of snap dump or photo snap to write to the DC/UCF log file.
Valid values are the following:
– SYSTEM
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Specifies whether to write a system snap dump for the specified program. A system snap dump writes a formatted
display of the resources allocated to all active tasks.
ON Enables the writing of a system snap dump.
OFF Disables the writing of a system snap dump.

– SYSTEM PHOTO
Specifies whether to write a system photo snap for the specified program. A system photo snap provides a
summary of resources for all active tasks.
ON Enables the writing of a system photo snap.
OFF Disables the writing of a system photo snap.

– TASK
Specifies whether to write a task snap dump for the specified program. A task snap dump writes a formatted display
of the resources allocated to the task being snapped.
ON Enables the writing of a task snap dump.
OFF Disables the writing of a task snap dump.

– TASK PHOTO
Specifies whether to write a task photo snap for the specified program. A task photo snap provides a summary of
the resources for the task being snapped.
ON Enables the writing of a task photo snap.
OFF Disables the writing of a task photo snap.

– LIMIT nnn
Specifies the total snaps allowed for the specified program. When the snap limit is reached, snaps are disabled for
the program. The maximum snap limit value is 999.

Usage

DCMT VARY PROGRAM Limitations

The following restrictions apply:

• Only one parameter can be modified per DCMT statement.
• The only parameter that cannot be changed is the RESIDENT parameter.
• You can change the LANGUAGE or TYPE parameters of a program only if the program is DISABLED.

How DC/UCF Searches for a Program

The load list enabled for your current terminal session determines how DC/UCF searches for a program based on a
DCMT DISPLAY PROGRAM command.

New Copy Request From an Offline Load Library

A new copy request for a program from a load library is varied offline is delayed until the library is varied online.

New Copy Request and System Control and Driver Tasks

System control tasks (task threads 0 and 1) and driver tasks are never aborted or placed in a wait state because of a
VARY NEW COPY request. Any new copy request that results in such an action is rejected.

Disabling the NEW COPY Facility

The NEW COPY facility can be enabled or disabled for a program at system generation time by the NEW COPY
parameter of the PROGRAM statement. Disabling new copy for a program prevents the issuing of a new copy request for
that program.

New Copy Request and z/VM Users

NOTE
'z/VM': You should not use the NEW COPY option for programs stored in a load library because the old copy of
the minidisk directory is still in storage.
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More Information

• For more information about varying the status of a load library, see DCMT VARY LOADLIB.
• For more information about defining load lists, see documentation of the LOADLIST statement in the Administrating

section.
• For more information about how to dynamically define programs at runtime and then vary attributes for those

programs, see DCMT VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM.
• For more information about how DC/UCF uses a load list to search for a program, see the System Reference section.
• For more information about PDEs, see the Administrating section.
• For more information about displaying information about active programs, see the section DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE

PROGRAMS.
• For more information about displaying information about programs defined to the system, see the section DCMT

DISPLAY PROGRAM.

Example

DCMT VARY PROGRAM program-id SNAP TASK ON LIMIT 5

   V PROGRAM ADSOMAIN SNAP TASK ON LIMIT 5

IDMS DC262015 V210 USER:JBC  TASK SNAP VARIED ON FOR PROGRAM

IDMS DC262016 V210 USER:JBC  SNAP LIMIT FOR PROGRAM VARIED FROM 000 TO 005

DCMT VARY PROGRAM program-id DISABLE

      VARY PROGRAM RHDCCLST DISABLE

IDMS DC262002 V105 USER:JSMITH   PROGRAM RHDCCLST CDMSLIB DISABLED AND

OUT OF SERVICE

DCMT VARY PROGRAM program-id ENABLE

      VARY PROGRAM RHDCCLST ENABLE

IDMS DC262001 V105 USER:JSMITH   PROGRAM RHDCCLST CDMSLIB ENABLED AND IN SERVICE

DCMT VARY PROGRAM program-id DEFINE LANGUAGE

DCMT VARY PROGRAM TESTPROG DEFINE LANGUAGE ASSEMBLER

IDMS DC262013 V71 USER:JSMITH    PROGRAM TESTPROG CDMSLIB LANGUAGE CHANGED

DCMT VARY PROGRAM program-id DEFINE MPMODE

DCMT VARY PROGRAM TESTPROG DEFINE MPMODE ANY

IDMS DC262012 V71 USER:JSMITH    PROGRAM TESTPROG CDMSLIB VARIED SUCCESSFULLY

DCMT VARY PROGRAM program-id DEFINE NOSAVEAREA

DCMT VARY PROGRAM TESTPROG DEFINE NOSAVEAREA

IDMS DC262012 V71 USER:JSMITH    PROGRAM TESTPROG CDMSLIB VARIED SUCCESSFULLY
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DCMT VARY PTERM
DCMT VARY PTERM changes physical terminal attributes and also initiates and controls physical I/O tracing. With
physical I/O tracing in effect, DC/UCF can be directed to take a snap dump of specified memory areas (for example, the
physical terminal element) associated with a physical terminal upon completion of successful, unsuccessful, or all I/O
operations. The snap dumps are written to the DC/UCF log.

WARNING
Do not use DCMT VARY PTERM OFFLINE for terminals defined with a line type of VTAMLU. Using this
command can cause SNA session protocols to be canceled. Use DCMT VARY LU to put SNA sessions out of
service.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Vary PTerminal physical-terminal-id ────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ BACKLOG backlog ────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───►◄

   ├─ CONnect ─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────┤

   │           └─ telephone-number ─┘                                     │

   ├─ Default Print Class printer-class ──────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ DISconnect ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ IDLe INTerval idle-interval ────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ INItiation QUEue queue-name ────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ MAXimum CONnections max-number-conn ────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ MODE ┬─ SYSTEM ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │       └─ USER ◄──┘                                                   │

   ├─ ONline ─┬────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────┤

   │          └─ telephone-number ─┘                                      │

   ├─ OFfline ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ PARM 'string' ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ PERmanent CONnections perm-conn-number ─────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ PORT listener-port-identifier ──────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ PORt RANge ─┬─ OFF ◄──────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┤

   │              └─ start-port-number ─┬─ THRU ────┬─ end-port-number ─┘ │

   │                                    └─ THRough ─┘                     │

   ├─ QUIesce ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ TARget ─┬─ ADDress 'target-ip-address' ─┬───────────────────────────┤

   │          └─ NAMe 'target-host-name' ─────┘                           │

   ├─ TARget PORt target-port-identifier ─────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ TASK task-code ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ TCP/IP ─┬─ STACK stack-ip-name ────────┬────────────────────────────┤

   │          ├─ ADDRess 'stack-ip-address' ─┤                            │

   │          └─ NAMe 'stack-host-name' ─────┘                            │

   ├─ TRAce ─┬─ GOODio ─┬─┬─ trace-options-byte ─┬────────────────────────┤

   │         ├─ BADio ──┤ └─ OFF ────────────────┘                        │

   │         └─ ALLio ──┘                                                 │

   └─ WEIGHT weight-factor ───────────────────────────────────────────────┘
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Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• PTErminal physical-terminal-id
Specifies the physical terminal to vary.
Physical-terminal-id must be the ID of a physical terminal defined with the system generation PTERM statement.

• BACKLOG backlog
The value defines the maximum length for the queue of pending connections TCP/IP allows before rejecting new
connection requests. backlog is a positive number between 1 and 1,147,483,647.
The value specified for backlog is not necessarily the value accepted by the LISTEN call. Each TCP/IP implementation
has a limit of its own. IDMS uses the lesser of the implementation's limit and the value specified for the backlog
parameter.

• CONnect
For connect-type terminals, enables the named physical terminal. New connection requests are accepted, and, if
applicable, automatic connection is established for VTAM ACQUIRE and TTY AUTODIAL terminals.
– telephone-number

For dial-up terminals only, specifies a telephone number that DC/UCF is to dial automatically for the named
terminal. Telephone-number is a 16-character telephone number made up from digits, hyphens, and/or blanks. The
hyphens and blanks are counted as characters when you specify a telephone number. These characters are not
stored along with the number in the physical terminal element (PTE) for the terminal.

• Default Print Class
Varies the default print class for the physical terminal.
– printer-class

The new default print class: an integer in the range 1 through 64.
• DISconnect

For connect-type terminals, terminates the current terminal session; however, new connection requests are accepted,
and, if applicable, automatic connection is established.

• IDLe INTerval idle-interval
Defines the time interval a non-permanent connection stays in an idle state after the corresponding DDS request has
finished. This allows the same connection to be reused if a new DDS request comes in before the timeout expires.
idle-interval is a positive number between 0 and 32767. The default value is 0.

• INItiation QUEue
For MQTRIGGR type terminals, defines the initiation queue to be used when a triggering event occurs. The terminal
must be offline for this parameter to be changed dynamically.

• MAXimum CONnections max-number-conn
For a DDSTCPIP type PTERM, defines the maximum number of active connections allowed from the local system. For
a LISTENER type PTERM, defines the maximum number of active BULK PTERM that can be started from that listener.
max-number-conn is a positive number between 1 and 65535. The default value is OFF, indicating that the maximum
number of connections is unlimited.

NOTE
The maximum number of connections depends on the number of free BULK PTERMs in the SOCKET line on
the target (remote) system.

• MODE
Indicates the mode in which the task that is attached to the listener runs. Valid options are:
– SYStem
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The task attached to the listener runs in SYSTEM mode. This mode is only available for application programs
written in assembler.

– USER
The task attached to the listener runs in USER mode. This is the default.

• ONline
Enables the physical terminal, permitting I/O requests to be directed to it. This action may be necessary in the following
cases:
– The terminal is defined as DISABLED in the system generation PTERM statement
– The terminal has been varied OFFLINE or DISCONNECT
New connection requests are accepted for a connect-type terminal (that is, a UCF, VTAM, TCAM, BSC2, or start/stop
terminal associated with a line defined as CONNECT at system generation time). However, automatic connection is
not established.
– telephone-number

Specifies a telephone number that DC/UCF is to dial automatically for the named BSC autocall terminal. Telephone-
number is a 16-character telephone number made up from digits, hyphens, and/or blanks. The hyphens and blanks
are counted as characters when you specify a telephone number. These characters are not stored along with the
number in the physical terminal element (PTE) for the terminal.

• OFfline
Disables the named physical terminal, terminating all I/O activity on it and disallowing new I/O requests. A connect-
type terminal is disconnected, and new connection requests are disallowed.

• PARM 'string'
A character string that is passed to the task attached by generic listening. String is limited to 80 characters and must
be enclosed in single quotes.

• PERmanent CONnections perm-conn-number
Defines the number of permanent connections that can exist between the host and the target systems.
perm-conn-number is a positive number between 0 and 65535. The default value is 0, indicating that permanent
connections are not needed. In this case, the connections are always established dynamically when a new DDS
request arrives.

• PORT listener-port-identifier
Specifies the number of the listener port or a service name. If listener-port-identifier is a port number, it must be a
positive number between 1 and 65535. If listener-port-identifier is a service name, it is limited to 32 characters and
must be the name of a service in the services file with an associated protocol of TCP.

• PORt RANge start-port-number and end-port-number
Defines a range of port numbers that are used to BIND the local sockets explicitly. Each time a new connection is
established, the first free port from the range is selected and associated (bound) with the corresponding socket. If no
free port is found, the request is aborted.
The default value is OFF, indicating that the operating system will select a free port from the pool and bind the socket
implicitly during the connect processing. start-port-number and end-port-number are positive numbers between 1 and
65535. start-port-number must be lower than or equal to end-port-number.

• QUIesce
For connect-type terminals, disallows new connection requests for the named physical terminal. However, the current
terminal session is permitted to continue until the BYE task is invoked.

• TARget ADDress target-ip-address
Specifies the IP address of the target system enclosed in single quotes. The IP address limit depends on whether IPv4
or IPv6 is used: IPv4 is 15 characters; IPv6 is 45 characters.

• TARget NAMe target-host-name
Specifies the host name of the target system. The maximum host name length is 64 characters.

• TARget PORt target-port-identifier
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Specifies the number of the target port or a service name. If target-port-identifier is a is a port number, it must be a
positive number between 1 and 65535. If target-port-identifier is a service name, it is limited to 32 characters and must
be the name of a service in the services file with an associated protocol of TCP.

• TASK task-code
Name of the task code to invoke when a connection request arrives.

• TCP/IP
Assigns a specific TCP/IP stack affinity to the corresponding listener program.

NOTE
Assigning stack affinity is most appropriate when multiple TCP/IP stacks are implemented in the
environment.

Valid options are:
– STACK stack-ip-name

The job name of the TCP/IP stack. The name is limited to 8 characters.
Specifying *ALL on a multi-homed system (z/OS only) causes listening to all active TCP/IP stacks. Specifying
*DEFAULT causes listening to the default TCP/IP stack.

– ADDRess stack-ip-address
IP address of the host. The limit of an IP address depends on whether IPv4 or IPv6 is used: the limit in IPv4 is 15
characters; in IPv6 it is 45 characters. The stack-ip-address value must be enclosed in single quotes.

– NAMe stack-host-name
Name of the host. The maximum length of the host name is 64 characters. The stack-host-name value must be
enclosed in single quotes.

Values starting with an asterisk (*) can be used to remove any TCP/IP stack affinity.
• TRAce

Activates the trace facility. Valid options are:
– GOODio

Instructs DC/UCF to take a snap dump following the completion of successful I/O operations.
– BADio

Instructs DC/UCF to take a snap dump following the completion of unsuccessful I/O operations.
– ALLio

Instructs DC/UCF to take a snap dump following all I/O operations.
– trace-options-byte

An unquoted two-digit hexadecimal value that activates physical I/O tracing. This value specifies memory areas for
the physical terminal to be included in the dump. See the table provided in Usage for information on specifying the
trace options byte.
The trace-options-byte value is stored in the PTE. One trace options byte is stored for each type of I/O operation
(GOODIO, BADIO, ALLIO). A different memory area can be snapped for each I/O operation.

– OFF
Deactivates physical I/O tracing. This specification sets the appropriate trace option bits in the PTE to 0 (zero).

• WEIGHT weight-factor
For DDS lines, specifies the weight factor for the line.

NOTE
Changing the weight factor dynamically is supported but does not affect processing, which is determined by
the initial weight factor established by system generation.

Usage

LISTENER or DDSTCPIP type PTERM OFFLINE Requirements
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The following table contains the parameters that are accepted for a LISTENER or DDSTCPIP type PTERM. The
last column indicates if the owning PTERM must be OFFLINE to allow the corresponding parameter to be changed
dynamically.

LISTENER PTERM DDSTCPIP PTERM PTERM OFFLINE
BACKLOG X X
IDLE INTERVAL X
MAXIMUM CONNECTIONS X X
MODE SYSTEM/USER X X
PARM X X
PERMANENT CONNECTIONS X
PORT X X
PORT RANGE OFF X
PORT RANGE <range> X *
TARGET ADDRESS X X
TARGET NAME X X
TARGET PORT X X
TASK X X
TCP/IP ADDRESS X X
TCP/IP NAME X X
TCP/IP STACK X X X

If the corresponding PTERM is ONLINE, the <range> value can be changed dynamically only if the port range parameter
was not assigned to OFF at the time the PTERM was opened.

Managing a Generic Listener

The DCMT VARY PTERM statement can assist in managing generic listeners for TCP/IP. You can vary a listener PTERM
OFFLINE to shut down the generic listener or vary the PTERM ONLINE to start the service. Using the DCMT VARY
PTERM command you can dynamically change parameters on a listener PTERM.

NOTE
Varying a generic listener OFFLINE only affects the listener but it does not affect server tasks that are executing.

Stack-ip-name, stack-ip-address, and stack-host-name are mutually exclusive. Usually, it is undesirable to specify any of
these parameters because doing so can tie a central version to an operating system image. There is an exception to this
rule: if the central version runs on a multi-homed host and listening should be restricted to a specific TCP/IP stack.

Specifying a Trace Option

Each bit in the trace options byte specifies a trace option. To include a memory area in the trace dump, turn on the
associated bit (1=on). The following table identifies bit assignments:

Bit Associated memory area
X'01' (bit 7) The data area associated with the physical terminal
X'02' (bit 6) The physical terminal element (PTE)
X'04' (bit 5) Type physical line element (PLE)
X'08' (bit 4) LISTENER PTERM with TRACE ALLIO or GOODIO only:

propagate the TCP/IP TRACE options assigned to the LISTENER
LTERM to all the attached BULK PTERMs.
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X'10' (bit 3) LISTENER PTERM with TRACE ALLIO or GOODIO only: write
extended time trace records to the log file.

X'20' (bit 2) The data control block (operating system DCB) or the access
method block (VTAM ACB), as applicable

X'40' (bit 1) The I/O block (operating system DEB) or the node initialization
block (VTAM NIB), as applicable

X'80' (bit 0) The data event control block (operating system DECB) or the
request parameter list (VTAM RPL), as applicable

Example Trace Options Values

You can turn on as many trace options as necessary in a given trace option byte. The following examples show how a
trace-options-byte value represents trace options:

Hexadecimal Value Trace Options byte Options requested
EF 1110 1111 Requests all trace options (bit 3 unused)
06 0000 0110 Requests that the PTE and the PLE be

snapped

MQ Trigger Monitor

You can disable or enable a specific trigger monitor which is defined as a MQTRIGGR PTERM type. Use VARY PTERM
<MQ-PTERM-name> OFF to disable and VARY PTERM <MQ-PTERM-name> ON to enable.

Example 

DCMT VARY PTERM pterm-id DISCONNECT

      VARY PTERM VP10302 DISCONNECT

IDMS DC268008 V105 USER:JSMITH   PTERM VP10302 DISCONNECTED

DCMT VARY QUEUE
DCMT VARY QUEUE changes queue attributes.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Vary QUeue queue-id ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ ONline ────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ OFfline ───────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ Maximum records max-entry-count ───────┤

   ├─ TAsk code task-code ───────────────────┤

   ├─ THreshold count queue-entry-count ─────┤

   └─ DELete ────────────────────────────────┘
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Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• queue-id
The ID of the queue to be varied, as defined on the system generation QUEUE statement.

• ONline
Varies the queue online.

• OFfline
Varies the queue offline.

• Maximum Records
Varies the maximum entry count for the queue.
A maximum entry count of 0 directs DC/UCF not to monitor the number of records in the queue. The maximum record
count is initially established at system generation time by the UPPER LIMIT parameter of the QUEUE statement.

• max-entry-count
The new maximum entry count: an integer in the range 0 through 32,767.

• TAsk code
Varies the task invoked to process queue records for the queue.
The task invoked for a queue is initially established at system generation time by the INVOKES TASK parameter of the
QUEUE statement.

• task-code
The code of the new task, as assigned to a task in the data dictionary.

• THreshold count
Varies the threshold count for the queue.
The threshold count is the number of entries that must exist in the queue before DC/UCF invokes the task associated
with the queue. The threshold count is initially established at system generation time by the THRESHOLD parameter
of the QUEUE statement.

• queue-entry-count
The new threshold count: an integer in the range 1 through 32,767.

• DELete
Deletes the named queue from the queue area. DELETE has no effect of queues defined at system generation time
and stored in the data dictionary.

More Information

• For more information about queue definition in the data dictionary, see the documentation of the QUEUE statement in
the IDD DDDL Reference  section.

• For more information about queue definition at system generation time, see the documentation of QUEUE statement in
the Administrating  section.

• For more information about PUT QUEUE commands, see the DML Reference section for COBOL.
• For more information about queue management, see the Navigational DML Administrating section.
• For more information about displaying queue attributes, see the section DCMT DISPLAY QUEUE.

Usage

Varying a Queue Online or Offline

A queue is initially defined as online or offline at system generation time by the ENABLED/DISABLED parameter of the
QUEUE statement. The following considerations apply:
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• When a disabled queue that has exceeded its threshold is varied ONLINE, the task associated with the queue is
invoked at the next request to place a record in the queue.

• Varying a queue OFFLINE prevents the task associated with the queue from being invoked to process queue records.
However, records can still be written to the queue until the maximum entry count is reached.

Example

DCMT VARY QUEUE queue-id OFFLINE

      VARY QUEUE OLQQNOTE OFFLINE

IDMS DC265002 V105 USER:JSMITH   QUEUE OLQQNOTE VARIED OFFLINE

DCMT VARY QUEUE queue-id THRESHOLD COUNT

      VARY QUEUE OLQQNOTE THRESHOLD COUNT 5

IDMS DC265003 V105 USER:JSMITH   THRESHOLD VARIED FROM 00001 TO 00005

DCMT VARY REPORT
DCMT VARY REPORT changes DC/UCF report attributes.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Vary REPort ─┬─ report-id ────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

                   ├─ Class from-class ─────────────┤

                   └─ Destination from-destination ─┘

 ►─┬─ to ─┬─ CLass printer-class ─────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────────►◄

   │      └─ Destination printer-destination ─┘ │

   ├─ COpies count-copy ────────────────────────┤

   ├─┬─ First ─┬────────────────────────────────┤

   │ └─ Last ──┘                                │

   ├─ Hold ─────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ Keep ─────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ Release ──────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ DELete ───────────────────────────────────┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• report-id
Specifies the report to vary.
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Report-id is the name of a report, as supplied by the DC/UCF system.
Use DCMT DISPLAY CLASS to obtain report names.

• Class
Varies all reports in the specified print class.

• from-class
The name of the print class for which reports are to be varied.

• Destination
Varies all reports queued to the specified destination.

• from-destination
The name of the destination for which queued reports are to be varied.

• to CLass
Queues the specified reports to the specified printer class.

• printer-class
An integer in the range 1 through 64.

• Destination
Queues the specified reports to the specified printer destination.

• printer-destination
A printer destination defined at DC/UCF system generation time by a DESTINATION statement.

• COpies
Specifies the number of copies of the specified reports to be printed.

• copy-count
An integer in the range 1 through 255.

• First
Varies the specified reports to the front of the queue.

• Last
Varies the specified reports to the end of the queue.

• Hold
Places the specified reports in hold status, preventing them from being printed until they are released.

• Keep
Retains the specified reports in the print queue, preventing them from being deleted after they are printed.

• Release
Releases the specified reports for printing.

• DELete
Deletes the specified reports from the print queue.

More Information

For more information about displaying reports, see the section DCMT DISPLAY CLASS.

Usage

A kept report can be printed any number of times by means of the RELEASE parameter of the DCMT VARY REPORT
command. A kept report can be deleted from the print queue by means of the DELETE parameter of the DCMT VARY
REPORT command.

Example

DCMT V REP report-id TO CLASS

      V REP DNNV2 TO CLASS 2

IDMS DC270010 V105 USER:JSMITH   REPORT DNNV2 HAS BEEN VARIED TO CLASS     02
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DCMT VARY REP report-id COPIES

      VARY REP DNNV2 COPIES 5

IDMS DC270018 V105 USER:JSMITH   REPORT DNNV2 COPIES VARIED TO 005

DCMT VARY RESOURCE TABLE
DCMT VARY RESOURCE TABLE updates the resource name table and indicates that a new copy exists on the system.

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Vary RESource TAble New Copy ───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

More Information

For more information about displaying the resource name table, see DCMT DISPLAY RESOURCE NAME TABLE.

Example

DCMT VARY RESOURCE TABLE NEW COPY

  VARY RESOURCE TABLE NEW COPY

 Resource name table reloaded with new copy.

DCMT VARY RUN UNIT
DCMT VARY RUN UNIT allows you to vary the status of system internal run units for alternate dictionaries.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Syntax
 ►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 

 ►─── Vary Run Unit ──────┬─ Queue ────────┬─┬────────────────────────────┬───►

                          ├─ LOader ───────┤ └─ DICtname dictionary-name ─┘

                          ├─ SIgnon ───────┤

                          ├─ MSgdict ──────┤

                          ├─ DEst ─────────┤
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                          ├─ SYstem ───────┤

                          ├─ SEcurity ─────┤

                          ├─ SQL LOader ───┤

                          └─ SQL SEcurity ─┘

 

 ►─┬─ Idle idle-interval ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ Idle OFF ───────────┤

   ├─ ONline ─────────────┤

   └─ OFfline ────────────┘

 

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• QUeue
Varies system internal queue area run units.

• LOader
Varies system internal loader area run units.

• SIgnon
Varies system internal signon processing run units.

• MSgdict
Varies system internal message area run units.

• DEst/SYstem
Varies system internal destination and CLIST processing run units.

• SEcurity
Varies system internal security processing run units.

• SQL LOader
Varies system internal SQL load area run units.

• SQL SEcurity
Varies system internal SQL security processing run units.

• DICTNAme
Specifies a data dictionary whose run units are to be varied.
– dictionary-name

The name of a data dictionary included in the database name table for the current system.
If you do not specify a dictionary name, all the system internal run units for the type specified are varied.

• IDle idle-interval
Specifies the number of minutes that the run unit can remain idle before DC/UCF finishes it.

• IDle OFF
Specifies that DC/UCF should not finish the idle specified run units.

• ONline
Enables the specified run unit.

• OFfline
Finishes the specified run units for the dictionary. OFFLINE also causes the currently active specified run units to be
finished when they are freed. You issue this command before you take a dictionary area offline.

More Information
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• For more information about system internal run units and general run unit concepts, see documentation of the
RUNUNITS statement and the RUNUNITS clause of the SYSTEM statement in the "Using System Generation" section
of the IDMS documentation.

• For more information about displaying information about system internal run units, see DCMT DISPLAY RUN UNIT.

Usage

Use Depending on System Usage

The DCMT VARY RUN UNITS command allows you to enable system internal run units at peak time to reduce or
eliminate the number of overflow run units.

Offline Run Units

Run units that have been varied offline cannot be used until you issue a DCMT VARY RUN UNITS ONLINE command. If
all system internal run units are available, tasks can access the pertinent dictionary area by means of overflow run units.
Extra overhead is associated with these run units.

Example

DCMT VARY RUN UNIT LOADER OFFLINE

       VARY RUN UNIT LOADER OFFLINE

IDMS DC284002 V105 USER:JSMITH RUN UNITS FOR LOADER VARIED OFFLINE

 

DCMT VARY RUN UNIT LOADER ONLINE

       VARY RUN UNIT LOADER ONLINE

IDMS DC284001 V105 USER:JSMITH RUN UNITS FOR LOADER VARIED ONLINE

 

DCMT VARY SCRATCH
The DCMT VARY SCRATCH command changes scratch attributes.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►──── Vary SCRatch ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►──────┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

        ├─ LOCation ─┬─XA ──────┬──────────────────┤

        │            ├ ANY ─────┤                  │

        │            └ 64-bit ──┘                  │

        ├─ SECondary extent is sec-size-with-unit ─┤

        └─ LIMit is limit-with-unit ───────────────┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
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Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms, see the section How to Broadcast System
Tasks.

• Vary SCRatch
Specifies the size of the secondary allocation, maximum amount of storage, and storage location.

• LOCation
Specifies where memory for the scratch information is allocated with the following options:
– ANY|XA|64-bit

Determines the storage location. The storage needed for scratch processing is allocated directly from the operating
system and not from the IDMS storage pools.
ANY Acquires 64-bit storage if possible. If the request to allocate 64-bit storage fails, XA storage is acquired.
XA Acquires 31-bit storage.
64-bit Acquires 64-bit storage. If the request to allocate 64-bit storage fails, no attempt to acquire XA storage is
done.

• SECondary extent is
Specifies the secondary scratch allocation size.
– sec-size-with-unit

Specifies the amount of additional storage acquired when all existing scratch storage is in use. Enter a number
in the range 1-32767 followed by a unit of KB (Kilobyte: 2**10), MB (Megabyte: 2**20), GB (Gigabyte: 2**30), TB
(Terabyte: 2**40), or PB (Petabyte: 2**50).

• LIMit is
Specifies the maximum scratch allocation size.
– limit-with-unit

Specifies the maximum amount of scratch storage. The system continues to allocate more storage for scratch
processing until the sum of all allocations reaches the value specified by limit-with-unit. Enter a number in the range
1-32767 followed by a unit of KB (Kilobyte: 2**10), MB (Megabyte: 2**20), GB (Gigabyte: 2**30), TB (Terabyte:
2**40), or PB (Petabyte: 2**50).

More Information

• For more information about displaying scratch information, see the section DCMT DISPLAY SCRATCH.
• For more information about scratch management, see the Navigational DML Administrating section.
• For more information about defining scratch in memory, see the Administrating section.

Usage

Changing Scratch Parameters

The following information should be taken into consideration when changing scratch parameters:

• A change in scratch location can be done only if scratch is in storage.
• A change in scratch location only affects the location of future secondary allocations. Current allocations are not

relocated.
• Decreased values for sec-size-with-unit and limit-with-unit are honored at the time a secondary extent becomes empty.

Example: prim-size-with-unit=10 MB; sec-size-with-unit=5 MB; limit-with-unit=50 MB; three secondary extents are
allocated (25 MB of storage is in use). DCMT VARY SCRATCH LIMIT 20 MB is issued. A secondary allocation is freed
only when it becomes entirely unused.

Example

DCMT VARY SCRATCH SECONDARY EXTENT 1 MB
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      V SCR SECONDARY EXTENT 1 MB

IDMS DC293001 V71 USER:JSMITH  Scratch Secondary extent changed to 1 MB

DCMT VARY SCRATCH LIMIT 10 MB

      V SCR LIMIT 10 MB

IDMS DC293001 V71 USER:JSMITH  Scratch Limit changed to 10 MB

DCMT VARY SEGMENT
The DCMT VARY SEGMENT command is identical to DCMT VARY AREA issued for all areas of a specified segment.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─ DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─ Vary SEGment segment-name ─────────────────►

          └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─┬─ area-status ──┬─────────────┬──┬──────────────────────────────────────►◄

   │                └─ PERmanent ─┘  │

   ├─ file-status ───────────────────┤

   ├─ Quiesce ───────────────────────┤

   ├─ Active ────────────────────────┤

   ├─ PUrge ─────────────────────────┤

   ├─ PRefetch ─┬─ ON ──┬────────────┤

   │            └─ OFF ─┘            │

   ├─ DATa SHaring ─┬─ ON ──┬────────┤

   │                └─ OFF ─┘        │

   └─ SHAred CAche ─┬─ cache-name ─┬─┘

                    └─ NO ─────────┘

Expansion of area-status

►─┬─┬─ Update ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────►◄

  │ └─ ONline ─┘                                              │

  ├─ Retrieval ───────────┬─┬──────────────┬─┬─────────────┬──┘

  ├─ Transient retrieval ─┤ └─ ID dcmt-id ─┘ └─ IMMediate ─┘

  └─ OFfline ─────────────┘

Expansion of file-status

►─┬─ ALlocate ──────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

  ├─ Close ─────────────┤

  ├─ DEallocate ────────┤

  └─ OPen ─┬──────────┬─┘

           └─ Update ─┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.
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NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• segment-name
Specifies the name of the segment.

• DATa SHaring
Specifies the sharability state of all areas in the named segment. The change is only made to areas whose status is
OFFLINE. Valid values are:
– ON

Specifies that this system is eligible to share update access to all areas of the named segment with other members
of the system's data sharing group.

– OFf
Specifies that this system is not eligible to share update access to the areas of the named segment with other
members of the system's data sharing group.

• SHAred CAche
Specifies the name or status of shared cache for all files in the named segment. Valid values are:
– cache-name

Specifies that all files associated with the named segment are to be assigned to the named cache structure. Cache-
name must identify an XES cache structure defined to a coupling facility accessible to the IDMS system.

– NO
Specifies that the files associated with the named segment are no longer assigned to a cache structure.

• area-status
For a description of the options, see the area-status.

• file-status
For a description of the options, see the file-status.

• dcmt-id
Specifies the identifier that is to be assigned to this vary operation. Must be a 1 - 8 alphanumeric character string that
is unique across all outstanding DCMT operations originating on this node.
If no dcmt-id is specified, the VARY operation is assigned an internally generated identifier.
The identifier can subsequently be used to monitor or terminate the vary operation using DCMT DISPLAY ID and
DCMT VARY ID commands.

• IMMediate
Specifies that IDMS cancels any tasks or user sessions that prevent the VARY from completing.

• PERmanent
Specifies that the new area status is assigned permanently. The status remains in effect until it is changed by another
DCMT VARY command or the journal files are formatted.

NOTE
An area under the effect of a PERMANENT parameter is identified inthe journals by its page group and
low-page number. If an area's page group or low-page number is changed while one of these commands
is in effect, the specified usage-mode is not located and for subsequent startups IDMS defaults to the
usage-mode specified in the DMCL. The old entry for the area remains in the journals until the journals are
formatted.

Usage

A VARY SEGMENT command is translated into a set of VARY AREA operations, one for each area associated with the
segment. Therefore, all information presented in DCMT VARY AREA also applies to DCMT VARY SEGMENT.

Identifying Vary Operations

When changing the status of a segment to RETRIEVAL, TRANSIENT RETRIEVAL, or OFFLINE, each VARY operation
is assigned an identifier. If a dcmt-id is specified on the VARY SEGMENT command, it is used to generate the identifiers
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for the associated VARY AREA operations. If no dcmt-id is specified, each VARY AREA operation is identified by a unique
number. In order to generate the identifier if a dcmt-id is specified, IDMS appends a sequential number to the dcmt-id
value if necessary. The following examples illustrate the identifiers that are generated for different dcmt-id values.

• A dcmt-id of CUST results in identifiers of CUST0001, CUST0002, etc.
• A dcmt-id of CUSTOMER results in identifiers of CUSTOME1, CUSTOME2, etc.

The VARY SEGMENT operation returns an error if the generated identifier of any VARY AREA operation would be the
same as the identifier of another outstanding DCMT operation.

Dynamic File Deallocation

In order to deallocate a segment, all of its areas must be offline.

Example 

DCMT VARY SEGMENT segment-name OFFLINE

      V SEGMENT APPLDICT OFFLINE

 APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD           Vary Area Pending

 ---------- Area -----------   Lock    Lo-Page    Hi-Page #Ret  #Upd #Tret #Ntfy

 APPLDICT.DDLDML                Ofl      60001      62000    0     0     0     0

  Stamp: 1999-05-05-09.48.14.948912  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

 APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD              Upd      70001      70500    0     2     0     0

  Stamp: 1999-05-05-09.48.15.080204  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

                                                    Stat:    0   Pnd Lock:   Ofl

DCMT VARY SEGMENT segment-name UPDATE

      V SEGMENT APPLDICT UPDATE

 ---------- Area -----------   Lock    Lo-Page    Hi-Page #Ret  #Upd #Tret #Ntfy

 APPLDICT.DDLDML                Upd      60001      62000    0     0     0     0

  Stamp: 1999-05-05-09.48.14.948912  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

 APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD              Upd      70001      70500    0     2     0     0

  Stamp: 1999-05-05-09.48.15.080204  Pg grp: 0      NoShare  NoICVI  NoPerm

                                                    Stat:    0   Pnd Lock:   Ofl

DCMT VARY SHARED CACHE
The DCMT VARY SHARED CACHE command activates or deactivates the use of a specific shared cache by a central
version. Shared cache usage is possible only in a Sysplex environment.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

           └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Vary SHAred CAche cache-name ─┬──ON ──┬────────────────────────────────►◄

                                    └─ OFf ─┘
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Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• cache-name
Name of the shared cache to activate or deactivate.

• ON
Activates the named shared cache.

• OFf
Deactivates the named shared cache.

More Information

For more information about defining shared cache in the Coupling Facility, see the System Reference section.

Usage

If you determine that the size of a shared cache is insufficient or your processing needs, you can increase its size by
following these steps:

1. DCMT VARY SHARED CACHE cache-name OFF on all CV's
2. Increase the size of the cache structure
3. DCMT VARY SHARED CACHE cache-name ON

NOTE
In a data sharing environment, this command is not allowed if the shared cache contains open files. In order to
be able to execute this command, all files in the shared cache should be closed or varied to SHARED CACHE
NO.

Example 

DCMT VARY SHARED CACHE IDMSCACHE0001 OFF

Cache name: IDMSCACHE00001                    Actual size (K):      8192

   Status : OFF               Reads:             2     Writes:         2

DCMT VARY SNAP
DCMT VARY SNAP changes the status of system snap dumps, task snap dumps, system snap photos, or task snap
photos.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Syntax

►►─ DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

          └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►── Vary SNAP ─┬─ SYStem ─┬─ ON ──────┬──────────────────────────┬───►◄

                │          ├─ OFF ─────┤                          │
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                │          ├─ PHOto ───┤                          │

                │          └─ NOPHOto ─┘                          │

                │                                                 │

                └─ TASK ───┬─ ON ────────────────────────────────┬┘

                           ├─ OFF ───────────────────────────────┤

                           ├─ PHOto ─────────────────────────────┤

                           ├─ NOPHOto ───────────────────────────┤

                           ├─ TRAce ─┬─ ON ─────┬────────────────┤

                           │         ├─ OFF ────┤                │

                           │         └─ TASk ───┘                │

                           └─ TRAce LIMit ─┬─ snap-trace-limit ─┬┘

                                           └─ OFF ──────────────┘

 

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Executes the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see How to Broadcast System Tasks.

• SYStem
Applies the VARY SNAP command to system snaps.
– ON

Enables the writing of system snap dumps to the DC/UCF log file.
– OFF

Disables the writing of system snap dumps to the DC/UCF log file.
– PHOto

Enables the writing of system snap photos to the DC/UCF log file.
– NOPHOto

Disables the writing of system snap photos to the DC/UCF log file.
• TASK

Applies the VARY SNAP command to task snaps.
– ON

Enables the writing of task snap dumps to the DC/UCF log file.
– OFF

Disables the writing of task snap dumps to the DC/UCF log file.
– PHOto

Enables the writing of task snap photos to the DC/UCF log file.
– NOPHOto

Disables the writing of task snap photos to the DC/UCF log file.
– TRAce

Controls the inclusion of system trace information in task snaps.
• ON

Includes system trace information for all tasks in a task snap.
• OFF

Includes no system trace information in a task snap.
• TASk

Includes only system trace information for the task for which the snap is being issued.
– TRAce LIMit

Limits the number of trace entries reported in a task snap.
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• snap-trace-limit
Specifies the maximum number of trace entries that are reported in a task snap.
Limit: 0 - 32767
Note: A value of 0 (zero) is the same as specifying OFF.

• OFF
Includes an unlimited number of trace entries in a task snap.

NOTE

• For more information about displaying current snap attributes, see DCMT DISPLAY SNAP.
• For more information about dynamically controlling snaps at the program or task level, see DCMT VARY

PROGRAM and DCMT VARY TASK.
• For more information about snap dumps and snap photos, see the Navigational DML Programming

Reference section.
• For more information about setting snaps at the system level, see documentation of the SYSTEM statement

in the Administrating IDMS Database  section.

Example

DCMT VARY SNAP SYSTEM OFF

      VARY SNAP SYSTEM OFF

IDMS DC278001 V105 USER:***  SYSTEM SNAP VARIED OFF (DISABLED)

DCMT VARY SNAP SYSTEM ON

      VARY SNAP SYSTEM ON

IDMS DC278000 V105 USER:***  SYSTEM SNAP VARIED ON (ENABLED)

DCMT VARY SNAP SYSTEM NOPHOTO

      VARY SNAP SYSTEM NOPHOTO

IDMS DC278003 V105 USER:***  SYSTEM SNAP PHOTO VARIED OFF (DISABLED)

DCMT VARY SNAP SYSTEM PHOTO

      VARY SNAP SYSTEM PHOTO

IDMS DC278002 V105 USER:***  SYSTEM SNAP PHOTO VARIED ON (ENABLED)

DCMT VARY STATISTICS
DCMT VARY STATISTICS changes the interval at which DC/UCF statistics are written to the system log file or rolled out.
Additionally, the collection of transaction statistics can be enabled or disabled using this command.

This article describes the following topics:

Syntax

►►─ DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─── Vary STAtistics ───────────────────────►

          └─ broadcast-parms ─┘
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 ►──┬─ INterval ─┬─ interval-number ─┬─────────────────────────────────┬──►◄

    │            └─ OFF ─────────────┘                                 │

    ├─ ROLl ─┬───────────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────────┤

    │        └─ TIMe interval-roll-time ─┘ └─ FREquency day-frequency ─┤

    ├─ NOROLl ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

    └─ TRANsaction ─┬─ ON ──┬──────────────────────────────────────────┘

                    └─ OFF ─┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

• INterval
Varies the interval at which statistics are written to the DC/UCF log file.
The statistics interval is initially established at system generation time by the STATISTICS INTERVAL parameter of the
SYSTEM statement.

• interval-number
Specifies the number of real-time seconds in the new statistics interval.

• OFF
Directs DC/UCF not to collect statistics based on a time interval.

• ROLl
Varies the interval at which statistics are written to the log file and reset.
– TIMe interval-roll-time

Specifies time of day in twenty-four hour format (HH:MM) format at which statistics are written to the log and reset.
The time is interpreted as local time.
If you change the local time while Statistics Interval Roll is active, the interval will continue to be every 24 hours from
the local time originally used as input. This means that after a time change, such as to daylight savings time, the
statistics will run an hour later or earlier in local time. If you want to reset the statistics so that they run at the original
local time, you must either restart your system, where the interval will be reset based on the values in the SYSGEN,
or use the DCMT VARY STATISTICS ROLL TIME HH:MM command to reset the interval to the local time.

– FREquency day-frequency
Specifies the day frequency at which statistics are written to the log and reset.

• NOROLl
Varies the system not to perform statistics interval roll.

• TRANsaction ON
Enables collection of transaction statistics for all tasks.
Transaction statistics collection is initially enabled at system generation time by the STATISTICS TRANSACTION
parameter of the SYSTEM statement.

• TRANsaction OFF
Disables collection of transaction statistics for all tasks.
Transaction statistics collection is initially disabled at system generation time by the STATISTICS NOTRANSACTION
parameter of the SYSTEM statement.

Example 

DCMT VARY STATISTICS INTERVAL

      VARY STATISTICS INTERVAL 21600

STATISTICS INTERVAL WAS OFF

CHANGED TO        21600

DCMT VARY STATISTICS ROLL TIME 20:30 FREQUENCY 7
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      VARY STATISTICS ROLL TIME 20:30 FREQUENCY 7

STATISTICS INTERVAL ROLL WAS OFF

CHANGED TO 20:30 FREQUENCY IS 7   DAY(S)

DCMT VARY STATISTICS ROLL FREQUENCY 10

      VARY STATISTICS ROLL FREQUENCY 10

STATISTICS INTERVAL ROLL TIME WAS 20:30 INTERVAL WAS 7   DAY(S)

CHANGED TO 20:30 FREQUENCY IS 10  DAY(S)

DCMT VARY STATISTICS ROLL TIME 22:00

       VARY STATISTICS ROLL TIME 22:00

STATISTICS INTERVAL ROLL TIME WAS 20:30 INTERVAL WAS 10  DAY(S)

CHANGED TO 22:00 FREQUENCY IS 10  DAY(S)

DCMT VARY STATISTICS NOROLL

       VARY STATISTICS NOROLL

STATISTICS INTERVAL ROLL TIME WAS 22:00 INTERVAL WAS 10  DAY(S)

CHANGED TO NOROLL

DCMT VARY STATISTICS ROLL

       VARY STATISTICS ROLL

STATISTICS INTERVAL ROLL WAS OFF

CHANGED TO 22:00 FREQUENCY IS 10  DAY(S)

DCMT VARY STATISTICS TRANSACTION OFF

      VARY STATISTICS TRANSACTION OFF

TRANSACTION STATISTICS WAS ON

CHANGED TO OFF

DCMT VARY STATISTICS TRANSACTION ON

      VARY STATISTICS TRANSACTION ON

TRANSACTION STATISTICS WAS OFF

CHANGED TO ON

DCMT VARY STORAGE
DCMT VARY STORAGE changes the size of the storage cushion for a specified storage pool. Additionally, it varies the
threshold for ADS relocatable storage.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►
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            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Vary STOrage POOl storage-pool-number ──────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ CUshion cushion-size ───────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►◄

   └─ RElocatable THreshold threshold-percentage ─┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• storage-pool-number
The numeric ID, in the range 0 through 255, of a storage pool defined at system generation time, whose cushion size
is to be varied.

• CUshion
Varies the number of 1K blocks of storage in the storage cushion.

• cushion-size
The new cushion size, in the range 1 through 32,767 blocks. DC/UCF rounds the specified size down to the nearest
multiple of 4.
Thus, if you specify a cushion size of 13, the actual cushion size is 12 blocks.

• RElocatable THreshold
Specifies a new relocatable storage threshold. Relocatable storage currently is used only by the ADS run-time system.
The following ADS resources are relocatable:
– Currency blocks
– ADS terminal blocks (OTBs) and OTB extensions
– Variable dialog blocks (VDBs)
– Run-unit lock tables

• threshold-percentage
An integer in the range 0 through 100.
Threshold-percentage specifies how full the storage pool must become before relocatable storage is written to the
scratch area (DDLDCSCR) across a pseudo-converse.
A value of 0 directs the system always to write relocatable storage to the scratch area across a pseudo-converse. A
value of 100 directs the system never to write across a pseudo-converse.

More Information

• For more information about defining storage pools, see documentation of the STORAGE POOL and XA STORAGE
POOL statements in the Administrating section.

• For more information about displaying information about storage pools, see the sections DCMT DISPLAY ALL
STORAGE POOLS and DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE STORAGE.

• For more information about relocatable storage thresholds, see the Administrating section

DCMT VARY STORAGE Usage

Establishing the Cushion Size
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• For the primary storage pool (that is, storage pool 0), the cushion size is initially established at system generation time
by the CUSHION parameter of the SYSTEM statement.

• For the secondary storage pools 1 through 127, the cushion size is initially established at system generation time by
the CUSHION parameter of the STORAGE POOL statement

• For the secondary storage pools 128 through 254, the cushion size is initially established at system generation time by
the CUSHION parameter of the XA STORAGE POOL statement

Tuning Relocated Resources

Relocating storage improves use of the storage pool but also increases I/O to the scratch area. You use the
RELOCATABLE THRESHOLD option to fine-tune how often resources are relocated.

Establishing Relocatable Thresholds

You use the system generation ADSO statement to establish whether ADS resources are relocatable. You specify the
initial relocatable thresholds for storage pools when you define the pools at system generation time.

Example DCMT VARY STORAGE

DCMT VARY STORAGE POOL

      VARY STORAGE POOL 128 CUSHION 256

IDMS DC264001 V105 USER:JSMITH   STORAGE CUSHION VARIED FROM 00128 TO00256

DCMT VARY SUBTASK
DCMT VARY SUBTASK enables or disables a subtask's ability to execute calls to RRS.

Syntax

►►─ DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

          └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─ Vary SUBTask sub-task-no RRS ─┬─ ENabled ──┬──────────────────────────►◄

                                  └─ Disabled ─┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• sub-task-no
Specifies the number of the subtask whose work type is to change. The sub-task-no must be a value ranging from 2
through the maximum number of subtasks specified for the system.
Notes:
Subtask 1 (MAINTASK) can never execute calls to RRS.
It is not possible to change the number of subtasks. Therefore, if a central version was started with uni-tasking and
without RRS support, a DCMT V SUBTASK command fails.

• RRS
Specifies whether calls to RRS are allowed.
– ENabled
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Specifies the subtask can execute calls to RRS.
– DISabled

Specifies the subtask cannot execute calls to RRS.

Example

This example illustrates the use of the DCMT VARY SUBTASK command to change the type of work for subtask 2.

DCMT V SUBTASK 2 RRS DISABLED

IDMS DC285001 V73 USER:DEMO  Subtask 002 RRS DISABLED

DCMT VARY SYSGEN
The DCMT VARY SYSGEN command allows you to update your system with changes made through the SYSGEN
compiler without cycling the CV. Once the changes are made and the system regenerated, you issue this command to
refresh the SYSGEN so that all or selected new or modified entities supported are made available.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Vary SYSgen refresh ───────┬─ Lines ───────────────────┬────────────────►◄

                                 ├─ Line line-name ──────────┤

                                 ├─ STOrage pools ───────────┤

                                 ├─ STOrage pool pool-num────┤

                                 ├─ PROgram pools ───────────┤

                                 └─ PROgram pool ─┬─ XARP ─┬─┘

                                                  └─ XAPP ─┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• Lines
Specifies that you want to process all newly added line, terminal, and printer definitions, since the last refresh.

• Line line-name
Specifies that you want to process the named line.

• STOrage pools
Specifies that sysgen changes for all XA storage pools should be applied.

• STOrage pool pool-num
Specifies that sysgen changes for the specified XA storage pool should be applied.
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pool-num identifies the number of the storage pool for which sysgen changes should be applied.
• PROgram pools

Specifies that sysgen changes for all XA program pools should be applied.
• PROgram pool XARP/XAPP

Specifies that sysgen changes for the specified program pool should be applied.
– XARP

Indicates that sysgen changes for the XA reentrant program pool should be applied.
– XAPP

Indicates that sysgen changes for the XA non-reentrant program pool should be applied.

More Information

For more information about system generation, see the Administrating section.

Usage

Only newly generated line, terminal, and printer definitions are activated when you issue the DCMT VARY SYSGEN
REFRESH command. In addition, newly generated LU 6.2 PTERMs that specify new values for LU NAME or MODENT
are unavailable until their associated line is cycled. Newly added LU0 PTERMs are also unavailable until the associated
line is cycled.

Modifications to existing PTERM or LTERM definitions and deletions of any line, terminal, or printer definitions are not
processed until CV is cycled.

Dynamic Sysgen Changes for Program Pools

The following types of program pool changes can be applied dynamically:

• The addition of a new XA program pool
• The increase in size of an existing XA program pool

Dynamic Sysgen Changes for Storage Pools

The following types of storage pool changes can be applied dynamically:

• The addition of a new XA storage pool
• The increase in size of an existing XA storage pool

The successful application of a dynamic change to a storage pool depends on the availability of space to effect the
change.

Example

dcmt v sysgen refresh lines

***     Vary Sysgen request ***

Line UCFLINE  was modified

     Added Pterm/Lterm:  UCFPT05  / UCFLT05

DCMT VARY SYSTRACE
This command provides a dynamic override of the SYSTRACE parameter in the sysgen.

This article describes the following information:
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Syntax
►►─ DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

          └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►── Vary SYSTrace ──┬─ ON ───┬──────────────────────────────────────►◄

                     └─ OFF ──┘

Parameters

•  broadcast-parms
Executes the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.
For more information on broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast System Tasks.

•  ON 
Enables standard system tracing.

•  OFF
Disables standard system tracing.

Usage

The SYSTRACE facility is designed for diagnostic purposes only. Use it only at the direction of Technical Support
personnel.

Example 

 DCMT VARY SYSTRACE 

DCMT VARY SYSTRACE OFF

System trace is OFF

 DCMT VARY SYSTRACE 

DCMT VARY SYSTRACE ON

System trace is ON

DCMT VARY TASK
DCMT VARY TASK changes attributes in the task definition element (TDE) for a task that already exists. The changes
remain in effect for the duration of DC/UCF execution unless they are overridden by a subsequent DCMT VARY TASK
command.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Vary TAsk task-code ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ ENable ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►◄

   ├─ DIsable ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ PRIority task-priority ───────────────────────────────────────────────┤
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   ├─ PROgram program-specification ────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ STAll ─┬─ inactive-wait-time ─┬───────────────────────────────────────┤

   │         ├─ SYStem ─────────────┤                                       │

   │         └─ OFF ────────────────┘                                       │

   ├─ SAVe ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ NOSave ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ RESource INTerval ─┬─ resource-timeout-interval ─┬────────────────────┤

   │                     ├─ SYStem ────────────────────┤                    │

   │                     └─ OFF ───────────────────────┘                    │

   ├─ RESource PRogram ─┬─ SYStem ────────────────┬─────────────────────────┤

   │                    └─ program-specification ─┘                         │

   ├─ LOCation ─┬─ BELow ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │            └─ ANY ───┘                                                 │

   ├─ MAXimum CONcurrent ─┬─ thread-count ─┬────────────────────────────────┤

   │                      └─ OFF ──────────┘                                │

   ├─┬─ STOrage ─┬─ LIMit ─┬─ limit-number ─┬───────────────────────────────┤

   │ ├─ LOCK ────┤         ├─ SYStem ───────┤                               │

   │ ├─ CALl ────┤         └─ OFF ──────────┘                               │

   │ └─ DBio ────┘                                                          │

   ├─ EXTernal WAit ─┬─ external-wait-time ─┬───────────────────────────────┤

   │                 ├─ SYStem ─────────────┤                               │

   │                 └─ OFF ────────────────┘                               │

   ├─ QUIesce WAit ─┬─ quiesce-wait-time ─┬─────────────────────────────────┤

   │                ├─ SYStem ────────────┤                                 │

   │                ├─ OFF ───────────────┤                                 │

   │                └─ NOWait ────────────┘                                 │

   ├─ ON COMmit ─┬─ SYStem ◄────────────────────┬───────────────────────────┤

   │             ├─ WRITE COMT ─────────────────┤                           │

   │             └─ WRITE ENDJ ─┬─────────────┬─┘                           │

   │                            ├─ NEW ID ◄───┤                             │

   │                            └─ RETAIN ID ─┘                             │

   ├─ ON ROLlback ─┬─ SYStem ◄───┬──────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │               ├─ RETain ID ─┤                                          │

   │               └─ NEW ID ────┘                                          │

   ├─ SNAp ─┬─ snap-options ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │        └─ LIMit nnn ────┘                                              │

   │                                                                        │

   ├─ SQL ROW LIMit ─┬─ limit value ─┬─────────────────────────────────────┤

   │                 ├──SYStem ───────┤                                     │

   │                 └──OFF ──────────┘                                     │                                 

                                         

   └─ TRansaction SHaring ─┬─ SYStem ◄──┬───────────────────────────────────┘

                           ├─ OFF ──────┤

                           └─ ON ───────┘

Expansion of program-specification

►──┬──────────────────────┬─ program-name ─┬──────────────────────────┬──────►◄

   └─ dictnode.dictname. ─┘                └─ Version version-number ─┘

Expansion of snap-options
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►─┬─ SYSTEM ─┬───┬─────────┬───┬─ ON ──┬──┬─────────────┬────────────────────►◄

  └─ TASK ───┘   └─ PHOTO ─┘   └─ OFF ─┘  └─ LIMIT nnn ─┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• VARY TAsk task-code
Specifies the task to vary.

• ENable
Enables the task. A task is initially enabled at system generation time by the ENABLE parameter of the TASK
statement.

• DIsable
Disables the task. Disabling a task prevents it from being invoked until it is enabled. A task is initially disabled at
system generation time by the DISABLE parameter of the TASK statement.

• PRIority
Varies the dispatching priority of the specified task.
The dispatching priority is initially established at system generation time by the PRIORITY parameter of the TASK
statement.
– task-priority

An integer in the range 0 (lowest priority) to 255 (highest priority).
The limit for user tasks is 240.

• PROgram
Varies the program initially invoked by the specified task.
The program is initially established at system generation time by the INVOKES parameter of the TASK statement.
– dictnode

Specifies the DDS node that controls the data dictionary in which the named program resides.
– dictname

Specifies the alternate data dictionary in which the named program resides.

NOTE
Although dictnode and dictname are both optional parameters, if dictnode is specified and dictname is not
specified, a "." delimiter must be included to represent the missing dictname parameter. For example:

PRO dictnode..program-name V version-number

program-name

The name of a program load module.

• version-number
The version number of the specified DC/UCF program.
The default is 1.

STAll

Varies the inactive wait interval for the task.
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The inactive wait interval is initially established for a task at system generation time by the INACTIVE INTERVAL
parameter of the TASK statement.

• inactive-wait-time
The new inactive wait interval, in real-time seconds.
An integer in the range 1 through 32767.

• SYStem
Varies the inactive wait time to the value established at system generation time by the INACTIVE INTERVAL
parameter of the SYSTEM statement.

• OFF
Specifies that DC/UCF does not terminate the task based on an inactive interval.

SAVe

Instructs DC/UCF to save the current terminal-screen contents associated with a task before writing the data stream
associated with an immediate-write request.

The save status for a task is initially established at system generation time by the SAVE parameter of the TASK statement.

NOSave

Instructs DC/UCF not to save the current terminal-screen contents associated with a task before writing the data stream
associated with an immediate-write request.

This save status for a task is initially established at system generation time by the NOSAVE parameter of the TASK
statement.

RESource INTerval

Varies the resource timeout interval for the specified task.

The resource timeout interval is the amount of time after a pseudo-conversational task terminates that the logical terminal
task is allowed to retain resources acquired by the task. When the resource interval is reached, DC/UCF invokes the
resource timeout program.

• resource-timeout-interval
The new resource timeout interval, in the range 0 through 32,767, measured in real-time seconds.

• SYStem
Varies the resource timeout interval for the specified task to the value established at system generation time by the
RESOURCE TIMEOUT INTERVAL parameter of the SYSTEM or TASK statement.
Information specified at the TASK level overrides information specified at the system level.

• OFF
Instructs DC/UCF not to delete resources for the task based on a timeout interval.

RESource PRogram

Specifies the name of the program DC/UCF is to invoke when the resource timeout interval expires.

The resource timeout program processes (for example, deletes) resources held by the logical terminal on which the task
executed.

• program-name
The name of a program included in the system definition.

• version-number
The version number of the program; an integer in the range 1 through 9,999.
The default is 1.

• SYStem
Varies the resource timeout program to the program specified at system generation time on the RESOURCE
TIMEOUT parameter of the SYSTEM or TASK statement.
Information specified at the task level overrides information specified at the system level.
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LOCation BELow

Specifies that programs that run under the task must reside below 16 megabytes and must use 24-bit addressing.

The location of a task is initially established at system generation time by the LOCATION parameter of the TASK
statement.

LOCation ANY

Specifies that programs that run under the task can reside anywhere in the DC/UCF region and can use either 24-bit or
XA 31-bit addressing.

MAXimum CONcurrent

Varies the maximum number of concurrently active threads allowed for the specified task.

The maximum number of concurrently active threads allowed for a task is initially established at system generation time
by the MAXIMUM CONCURRENT THREADS parameter of the TASK statement.

• thread-count
An integer in the range 1 through 32,767.

• OFF
Specifies that DC/UCF does not limit the number of concurrently active threads for the task.

STOrage

Varies the storage limit for the task, as described in Usage.

• LOCK
Varies the lock limit for the task, as described in Usage.

• CALl
Varies the call limit for the task, as described in Usage.

• DBIo
Varies the database I/O limit for the task, as described in Usage.

• limit-number
The new storage, lock, call, or database I/O limit for the task. The table located in Usage provides valid resource limits
for each type of task thread.
Resource limits for a task are initially established at system generation time by the LIMIT parameter of the SYSTEM or
TASK statement.

• SYStem
Varies the storage, lock, call, or database I/O limit for the task to the value established at system generation time by
the LIMIT FOR ONLINE TASKS parameter of the SYSTEM statement.

• OFF
Disables limits. When OFF is specified for a resource, DC/UCF does not limit the task's use of the resource.

EXTernal WAIt

Varies the external wait setting for a task.

• external-wait-time
The new external wait time in seconds. The value must be in the range 0 through 32,767. A value of 0 is equivalent to
specifying SYSTEM.

• SYStem
Indicates that the external wait time for a task is to be set to the value established for the system.

• OFF
Indicates that there is no limit to the length of time that the system waits for an external user session to issue a
database request.

QUIesce WAIt
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Varies the quiesce wait time for a task.

• quiesce-wait-time
Specifies the new quiesce wait time in wall clock seconds. The value must be in the range 0 through 32,767. A value of
0 is equivalent to specifying SYSTEM

• SYStem
Specifies that the quiesce wait time for the task is determined by the quiesce wait setting in effect for the system.

• OFF
Specifies that the task is not to be terminated due to a quiesce wait.

• NOWait
Specifies that the task is not to wait for a quiesce operation to terminate. Instead an error is returned to the application
program indicating that an area is unavailable. For navigational DML applications, this results in an error status of
'xx66'.

ON COMmit

Specifies options that control commit behavior. These options apply only to commit operations in which the database
session remains active.

• SYStem
Specifies that the commit behavior for the task should default to that specified for the system.

• WRIte COMT
Specifies that a COMT journal record should be written.

• WRIte ENDJ
Specifies that an ENDJ journal record should be written.
NEW ID Specifies that a new local transaction ID should be assigned to the next transaction started by the database
session.
RETain ID Specifies that the current local transaction ID should be assigned to the next transaction started by the
database session.

ON ROLlback

Specifies options that control rollback behavior. These options apply only to rollback operations in which the database
session remains active.

• SYStem
Specifies that the rollback behavior for the task should default to that specified for the system.

• RETain ID
Specifies that the current local transaction ID should be assigned to the next transaction started by the database
session.

• NEW ID
Specifies that a new local transaction ID should be assigned to the next transaction started by the database session.

SNAp snap-options

Specifies the type of snap dump or photo snap to write to the DC/UCF log file.

Valid values are the following:

• SYSTEM
Specifies whether to write a system snap dump for the specified task. A system snap dump writes a formatted display
of the resources allocated to all active tasks.
ON Enables the writing of a system snap dump.
OFF Disables the writing of a system snap dump.

• SYSTEM PHOTO
Specifies whether to write a system photo snap for the specified task. A system photo snap provides a summary of
resources for all active tasks.
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ON Enables the writing of a system photo snap.
OFF Disables the writing of a system photo snap.

• TASK
Specifies whether to write a task snap dump for the specified task. A task snap dump writes a formatted display of the
resources allocated to the task being snapped.
ON Enables the writing of a task snap dump.
OFF Disables the writing of a task snap dump.

• TASK PHOTO
Specifies whether to write a task photo snap for the specified task. A task photo snap provides a summary of the
resources for the task being snapped.
ON Enables the writing of a task photo snap.
OFF Disables the writing of a task photo snap.

• LIMIT nnn
Specifies the total snaps allowed for the specified task. When the snap limit is reached, snaps are disabled for the
task. The maximum snap limit value is 999.

SQL ROW LIMit

Specifies the maximum number of rows that can be read or updated by a single SQL statement. This includes rows that
are processed internally, for example by a sort or an aggregate function, not just the number of rows updated or returned
to the user. The calls to a table procedure or procedure are also counted toward the limit.SQL ROW LIMit can be used to
limit database I/O activity.

• limit-number
The new SQL row limt for the task.  The limit for a task is initially established at system generation time by the SQL
ROW LIMit parameter of the SYSTEM or TASK statement.

• SYStem
Varies the SQL row limit for the task to the value established at system generation time by the SQL ROW LIMit
parameter of the SYSTEM statement.

• OFF
Disables the SQL row limit for the task. When OFF is specified, there is no limit to the number of rows that can be read
or updated by an SQL statement. 

Limit: An integer in the range from1 through 2,147,483,647.

Default: SYSTEM

TRAnsaction SHaring

Specifies the setting for the transaction sharing option.

• ON
Specifies that transaction sharing should be initially enabled for any task of this type.

• OFF
Specifies that transaction sharing should be initially disabled for any task of this type.

• SYStem
Specifies that the transaction sharing option for a task of this type is based on the system default established in the
sysgen or by a DCMT VARY TRANSACTION SHARING command.

More Information
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• For more information about defining tasks at system generation time, see the documentation of the TASK statement in
the Administrating section.

• For more information about defining tasks to the system at runtime, see DCMT VARY DYNAMIC TASK.
• For more information about resource limits, resource intervals, and stall intervals, see the Administrating section.
• For more information about displaying information about tasks, see the section DCMT DISPLAY TASK.
• For more information about generation information about tasks, see the Navigational DML Administrating section.
• For more information about specifying the transaction sharing option, see the Administrating section.

Usage

Inactive Wait Interval

The inactive wait interval for a task is initially established at system generation time by the INACTIVE INTERVAL
parameter of the TASK statement.

Resource Limits for Task Threads

The following table describes the resource limits for each type of task thread:

Task thread Description
Storage The amount of storage that the task can hold at one time

The limit, expressed in kilobytes (KB), must be an integer in the
range 1 through 2,097,151

Lock The number of database-key locks that the task can hold at one
time
The limit must be an integer in the range 1 through 2,147,483,647

Call The number of system service calls (for example,#GETSTG,
#LOAD, or OBTAIN CALC) that the task can issue
The limit must be an integer in the range 1 through 2,147,483,647

DBIO The number of database I/O operations (that is,READs and
WRITEs) that can be performed for the task
The limit must be an integer in the range 1 through 2,147,483,647

Example

DCMT VARY TASK ADS SNAP SYSTEM ON LIMIT 3

   V TASK ADS SNAP SYSTEM ON LIMIT 3

IDMS DC261020 V209 USER:JBC  SYSTEM SNAP VARIED ON FOR TASK

IDMS DC261021 V209 USER:JBC  SNAP LIMIT FOR TASK VARIED FROM 000 TO 003

DCMT VARY TASK LOOK ENABLE

      VARY TASK LOOK ENABLE

IDMS DC261001 V105 USER:***  TASK CODE LOOK ENABLED AND IN SERVICE

DCMT VARY TASK LOOK DISABLE

      VARY TASK LOOK DISABLE

IDMS DC261002 V105 USER:***  TASK CODE LOOK DISABLED AND OUT OF SERVICE

DCMT VARY TASK FOU ON COMMIT ENDJ
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DCMT V TA FOU ON COMMIT WRITE ENDJ

IDMS DC261018 V73 USER:KKK  ON COMMIT varied from SYSTEM to WRITE ENDJ NEW ID

DCMT VARY TCP/IP
The DCMT VARY TCP/IP command enables all the parameters that are defined in the system generation TCP/IP
statement to be altered dynamically at runtime.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

           └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►── Vary ─┬─ TCP/ip ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

           └─ TCPip ──┘

 ►─┬─ STAtus ─┬─ ON  ─┬──────────┬───────────────────────────────────────┬┬─►◄

   │          │       ├─ KEEp ◄──┤                                       ││

   │          │       └─ RESet ──┘                                       ││

   │          ├─ OFF ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┤│

   │          │       ├─ QUIesce ◄──┬──────────────────────┬┬─────────┬─┤││

   │          │       │             └─ WAIt ─┬────────────┬┘├ KEEp ◄──┤ │││

   │          │       │                      ├ FORever ◄──┤ └ FORce ──┘ │││

   │          │       │                      └ wait-time ─┘             │││

   │          │       └─ FORce  ────────────────────────────────────────┘││

   │          └─ CANcel ─┬─────────┬─────────────────────────────────────┘│

   │                     ├─ KEEp ──┤                                      │

   │                     └─ FORce ─┘                                      │

   │                                                                      │

   ├─ TCP_NODelay ─┬─ ON ──┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │               └─ OFF ─┘                                              │

   │                                                                      │

   ├─ DEFault STAck stack-name ───────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │                                                                      │

   ├─┬─ INClude ─┬─ STAck stack-name ─────────────────────────────────────┤

   │ └─ EXClude ─┘                                                        │

   │                                                                      │

   ├─ MAXimum SOCkets max-socket ─────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │                                                                      │

   ├─ MAXimum SOCkets PER TASk max-socket-per-task ───────────────────────┤

   │                                                                      │

   ├─ SERvices FILe ─┬─ REFresh ────────────────┬─────────────────────────┤

   │                 └─ CASe ─┬─ SENsitive ───┬─┘                         │

   │                          └─ INSensitive ─┘                           │

   │                                                                      │

   └─┬─ STACk TABle ─┬─ REFresh ──────────────────────────────────────────┘

     └─ STACKS ──────┘
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Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Specifies to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms, see How to Broadcast System Tasks in the
Reference section.

• STAtus
Switches the status of the TCP/IP support ON or OFF in the DC/UCF system.
– ON KEEp

Enables or reenables TCP/IP support in the DC/UCF system. If reenabling TCP/IP support in the system, the latest
value of each option is kept.

– ON RESet
Enables or reenables TCP/IP support in the DC/UCF system. If reenabling TCP/IP support in the system, the value
of each option is set to its original value.

– OFF QUIesce
Prevents the creation of any new sockets, but allows executing applications using sockets to finish processing.
All the LISTENER and DDSTCPIP PTERM's are closed. QUIesce is the default option for a DCMT VARY TCP/IP
STATUS OFF command. By default, the QUIesce command waits indefinitely until all the socket descriptors are
closed.
WAIt wait-time Sets a maximum time interval the QUIesce command should wait for all socket descriptors to close.
wait-time is a positive number between 1 and 32767. When this time interval is exhausted or when the quiesce
request is canceled, the following occurs, depending on the KEEp or FORce option specified on the WAIt clause:

– If KEEp is specified (default value), TCP/IP is reenabled in the same way as using a DCMT VARY TCP/IP STATUS
ON KEEP command.

– If FORCe is specified, TCP/IP is disabled in the same way as using a DCMT VARY TCP/IP STATUS OFF FORCE
command.

– OFF FORce
Immediately terminates TCP/IP support in the DC/UCF system. All the LISTENER and DDSTCPIP PTERM's are
closed, including all active sockets. Applications using sockets receive an error code on their next socket function
call.

– CANcel
Cancels an outstanding DCMT VARY TCP/IP STATUS OFF QUIESCE command. The KEEp or FORCe option
overwrites the KEEp or FORCe option specified on the DCMT VARY TCP/IP STATUS OFF QUIESCE command.

• TCP_NODelay
Switches the TCP_NODELAY socket global option ON or OFF.

• DEFault STAck stack-name
Overwrites the default stack assigned by the system. Changing the default stack dynamically has no effect on the
existing sockets. Only the newly created sockets that use the default stack affinity are affected. This option is useful
only in a multiple stack environment.

• INClude STAck stack-name
Includes (activates) a TCP/IP stack in the DC/UCF system. stack-name is the job name of a TCP/IP stack and is
limited to eight characters. This option is used differently depending on the operating system:
– On z/OS, stack-name must be the name of a stack that belongs to the CINET list. That is, it appears in the list of

stacks displayed by the DCMT DISPLAY TCP/IP STACK TABLE command.
If stack-name is active in the operating system, it becomes active in the IDMS system; if not, it remains inactive in
the DC/UCF system.

– On z/VM, stack-name can be the name of any stack that is active in the operating system.
• EXClude STAck stack-name
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Excludes a TCP/IP stack that is included (active) in the DC/UCF system. stack-name is the job name of a TCP/IP
stack. The stack-name is limited to eight characters.

• MAXimum SOCkets max-socket
Specifies the maximum number of sockets that can be created globally in the DC/UCF system. max-socket is a
positive number between 1 and 65535. The maximum number of sockets that can be created in one address space
can also be limited by the operating system, for example, through USS definitions under z/OS.

• MAXimum SOCkets PER TASk max-socket-per-task
Specifies the maximum number of sockets that can be created by a single task in the DC/UCF system. The maximum
value and the default value for this parameter are both equal to the value assigned at runtime to max-socket. If the
max- socket-per-task value is greater than max-socket, it is truncated.

• SERvices FILe REFresh
Refreshes the internal copy of the services file in memory after the services file has been updated.

NOTE
To make updates to the services file while the data set is currently defined in the startup JCL with the
DISP=SHR option, the file should be allocated as a member from a PDS.

• SERvices FILe CASe
Changes the case sensitivity that applies to the services names specified on the GETSERVBYNAME function calls.

• STACk TABle REFresh
(z/OS only) Refreshes the list of stacks currently defined to CINET without the need to stop the TCP/IP support in the
DC/UCF system. This command is accepted only when the TCP/IP status is ON.
If a new stack has been added to the list, it will not be activated in the DC/UCF system automatically. You must issue
an explicit DCMT VARY TCP/IP INCLUDE STACK command to activate it in the DC/UCF system. The DCMT DISPLAY
TCP/IP STACK TABLE shows the value New in the Active column from the corresponding entry.

More Information

• For more information about displaying TCP/IP information at runtime, see the section DCMT DISPLAY TCP/IP.
For more information about defining TCP/IP at system generation time, see TCP/IP statement.

• For more information about TCP/IP operations, see Administrating IDMS System Operations.

Usage

Specifying new socket values

New values can be assigned to max-sockets and max-socket-per-task when TCP/IP is currently enabled in the DC/UCF
system, only if the new value is lower than the corresponding value at the time TCP/IP was enabled. In the other case,
TCP/IP must be recycled. That is, disabled first and then reenabled.

The checks on the maximum number of sockets allowed are always done when a new socket is created. No sockets are
forcibly closed if the maximum number of sockets is set to a lower value.

DCMT VARY TIME
DCMT VARY TIME changes time-function values.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─ DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─ Vary TIme ─────────────────────────────────►

          └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─┬─ RUnaway runaway-task-time ─────────────────────────┬──────────────────►◄
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   ├─ STall inactive-wait-time ──────────────────────────┤

   ├─ TImer time-check-interval ─────────────────────────┤

   ├─ RESource INTerval ─┬─ resource-timeout-interval ─┬─┤

   │                     └─ OFF ───────────────────────┘ │

   ├─ RESource PROgram program-specification ────────────┤

   ├─ QUIesce WAIt ─┬─ quiesce-wait-time ─┬──────────────┤

   │                ├─ STAll interval ────┤              │

   │                ├─ OFF ───────────────┤              │

   │                └─ NOWait ────────────┘              │

   └─ RECovery WAit ─┬─ recovery-wait-time ─┬────────────┘

                     ├─ NOT ALlowed ────────┤

                     └─ FORever ────────────┘

Expansion of program-specification

►──┬──────────────────────┬─ program-name ─┬──────────────────────────┬──────►

   └─ dictnode.dictname ──┘                └─ Version version-number ─┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group member.

• RUnaway
Varies the runaway task interval.
The runaway interval is initially established at system generation time by the RUNAWAY INTERVAL parameter of the
SYSTEM statement.

• runaway-task-time
The new runaway task interval, measured in real-time seconds.

• STall
Varies the inactive interval.
The inactive interval is initially established at system generation time by the INACTIVE INTERVAL parameter of the
SYSTEM statement.

• inactive-wait-time
The new inactive interval measured in real-time seconds. The range is 1 through 32,767.

• TImer
Varies the ticker interval.
The ticker interval is initially established at system generation time by the TICKER INTERVAL parameter of the
SYSTEM statement.

• time-check-interval
The new ticker interval, measured in real-time seconds. The range is 1 through 32767.

• RESource INTerval
Varies the system-wide resource timeout interval.
The system-wide resource timeout interval is initially established at system generation time by the RESOURCE
TIMEOUT INTERVAL parameter of the SYSTEM statement.

• resource-timeout-interval
The new resource timeout interval, measured in real-time seconds. The range is 1 through 32,767.

• OFF
Directs DC/UCF not to delete resources based on a timeout interval.

• RESource PROgram
Varies the system-wide resource timeout program.
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The resource timeout program is initially established at system generation time by the RESOURCE TIMEOUT
PROGRAM parameter of the SYSTEM statement.
By default, if no resource timeout program is specified at system generation, the resource timeout program is version 1
of RHDCBYE.

• dictnode
Specifies the DDS node that controls the data dictionary in which the named program resides.

• dictname
Specifies the alternate data dictionary in which the named program resides.

NOTE
Although dictnode and dictname are both optional parameters, if dictnode is specified and dictname is not
specified, a "." delimiter must be included to represent the missing dictname parameter. For example:

DCMT V T RES PRO dictnode..program-name V version-number
• program-name

The new resource timeout program.
• Version version-number

The version of the new timeout program. An integer in the range 1 through 9,999.
The default is 1.

• QUIesce WAIt
Varies the quiesce wait time for the system. The quiesce wait time determines the amount of time that a task waits on
a quiesce operation before being cancelled.
– quiesce-wait-time

Specifies the new quiesce wait time in wall clock seconds. The value must be in the range 0 through 32,767. A
value of 0 is equivalent to specifying STALL INTERVAL

– STAll interval
Specifies that the quiesce wait time for a task is the same as its stall interval.

– OFF
Specifies that tasks are not to be terminated due to quiesce waits.

– NOWait
Specifies that the task is not to wait for a quiesce operation to terminate. Instead an error is returned to the
application program indicating that an area is unavailable. For navigational DML applications, this results in an error
status of 'xx66'.

• RECovery WAit
Varies the recovery wait setting. The recovery wait setting is initially established at system generation time by the
RECOVERY WAIT parameter of the SYSTEM statement.
– recovery-wait-time

The new recovery wait time in wall clock seconds. The value must be in the range 0 through 32,767. A value of 0 is
equivalent to specifying NOT ALLOWED.

– NOT ALlowed
Indicates that tasks will not wait for the recovery of resources by failed data sharing group members; instead they
will be aborted.

– FORever
Indicates that tasks will wait indefinitely for the recovery of resources by failed data sharing group members.

Example

DCMT VARY TIME STALL

      VARY TIME STALL 600

IDMS DC263001 V105 USER:*** STALL INTERVAL VARIED FROM 00600 TO 00600
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DCMT VARY TIME RESOURCE INTERVAL

      VARY TIME RESOURCE INTERVAL 2400

IDMS DC263005 V105 USER:*** RESOURCE INTERVAL VARIED FROM 02400 TO 02400

 

 

DCMT VARY TRACE
DCMT VARY TRACE alters the tracing options currently in effect for your system.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

The following diagram shows the syntax for the DCMT VARY TRACE command:

 

►►─ DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

          └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►── Vary TRACe ─┬─ TABle SIZe table-size ─┬─ KB ─┬────────────────┬──►◄

                 │                         └─ MB ─┘                │

                 ├─ ADJunct table SIZe is adjunct-size ─┬─ KB ─┬───┤

                 │                                      └─ MB ─┘   │

                 └─ SAVe ─┬─ ON ─┬───────┬─────┬───────────────────┘

                          │      └─ ALL ─┘     │

                          └─ OFF ──────────────┘

 

Parameters

This section describes the parameters for the DCMT VARY TRACE command:

• TABle SIZe table-size KB|MB
Specifies the size of the system trace table in kilobytes (KB) or megabytes (MB).
Limits: 0 - 9999.

• ADJunct table SIZe adjunct-size KB|MB
Specifies the size of the adjunct trace table in kilobytes (KB) or megabytes (MB).
Limits: 0 - 9999.

• SAVe
Controls whether trace information is saved for future reporting.
– ON

Saves trace information.
Note: If an adjunct trace table has been allocated, only its contents are saved; otherwise, the contents of the
system trace table are saved.
Trace information is written to the trace area if one is defined in the runtime DMCL; otherwise, it is written to the log
area if one is defined. If the DMCL contains neither area, no trace information is saved.

– ALL
Saves both the current and future contents of the trace table. If ALL is not specified, only future entries are saved.

– OFF
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Specifies that trace information is not saved for future reporting.

Example

The following example changes the size of the system trace table to 1 MB:

DCMT V TRACE TABLE SIZE 1 MB

System tracing (SYSTRACE):    ON                              

         Trace table size:     1 MB       Address: 36605000   

       Adjunct table size:     0 KB       Address: 00000000   

                                                              

Save: OFF          Driver: INACTIVE          Area: DDLDCTRC

DCMT VARY TRANSACTION SHARING
This command lets you change the default transaction sharing option for the system.

Syntax

►►─── DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Vary TRansaction SHaring ─┬─ OFF ─┬─────────────────────────────────────►◄

                                └─ ON ──┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section Using System
Tasks.

• ON
Specifies that, by default, transaction sharing is enabled for all tasks whose transaction sharing option specifies
SYSTEM.

• OFF
Specifies that, by default, transaction sharing is disabled for all tasks whose transaction sharing option specifies
SYSTEM.

More Information

For more information about specifying the transaction sharing option, see Administrating.

Example

DCMT VARY TRANSACTION SHARING

DCMT V TRANSACTION SHARING ON

Transaction Sharing ON
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DCMT VARY UCF
DCMT VARY UCF changes the status of a UCF front-end terminal or system. To change the back end to which your UCF
requests are routed, use the DCUF SET UCF command.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Syntax

►►─ DCMT ─┬───────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

          └─ broadcast-parms ─┘

 ►─── Vary UCF ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ FETid front-end-terminal-id ─┬─┬─ ONline ──┬─┬─────────────────────────►◄

   │                               │ ├─ OFFline ─┤ │

   ├─ SYStem front-end-system-id ──┘ └─ QUIesce ─┘ │

   └─ Front-end System Table New Copy ─────────────┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information about broadcasting and broadcast-parms syntax, see the section How to Broadcast
System Tasks.

• FETid
Varies the specified UCF front-end terminal.
– front-end-terminal-id

The ID of the front-end terminal as it is known to the host TP monitor in which the UCF front-end program is
executing.

– ONline
Connects the named front-end terminal to a physical terminal, permitting the front-end terminal to access the back
end.

– OFFline
Terminates current I/O operations for the named front-end terminal and disconnects it from its associated physical
terminal. Varying a front-end terminal offline prevents it from accessing the back end until it is varied online.
Note that if the physical terminal in question is defined as NONAME at system generation time, it is available for
connection to other front-end terminals.

– QUIesce
Disallows new connection requests for the named front-end terminal. However, the current terminal session is
permitted to continue until the BYE task is invoked.

• SYStem
Varies the specified UCF front-end system.
A front-end system is initially defined as online or offline at UCF installation time by the ISTAT parameter of the
#FESTENT macro used to define the front-end system in the UCF system table.
– front-end-system-id

The ID of the UCF front-end system as it is known to the host TP monitor.
– ONline
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Sets the front-end system's status in the UCF system table to online, permitting terminals in the specified front-end
system to connect to the back end.

– OFFline
Terminates current terminal sessions and sets the front-end system's status in the UCF system table to offline.
Varying a front-end system offline prevents terminals in the front-end system from connecting to the back end until
the front-end system is varied online.

– QUIesce
Disallows new connection requests for the named front-end system. However, current terminal sessions are
permitted to continue until each respective front-end terminal invokes the BYE task.

– New Copy
Adds or refreshes the front-end system table. 

Usage

DCMT VARY UCF Front-end System Table New Copy allows online refresh of the table for IDMS UCF sites. There is no
need to stop and restart the central version.

Example

The following DCMT command allows reloading the front-end system table:

DCMT Vary UCF Front-end System Table New Copy

DCMT VARY ZIIP
DCMT VARY ZIIP varies the IDMS usage of the zIIP engines on or off.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

The following example shows the syntax for DCMT VARY ZIIP:

►►─ DCMT ───────Vary ZIIP ─┬── ONline ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                           └─ OFFline ─┘

Parameters

Following are the parameters for DCMT VARY ZIIP:

• ONline
Varies the use of the zIIP processors online

• OFFline
Varies the use of the zIIP processors offline

Usage

Use zIIP Processor Depending on System Activity

Varying the zIIP engine can be used to adjust your system based on the workloads being processed. When heavy user
program workload increases, such as ADS programs, you can vary zIIP usage OFFline to eliminate overhead caused by
swapping. A message is written to the log indicating whether zIIP is varied offline or online.
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Considerations

You need to be familiar with the following information before using the DCMT VARY ZIIP command:

• IDMS must be brought up with the IDMS Parameter ZIIP=Y to enable varying zIIP on/off.
• If RHDCOMVS or a Nucleus module is loaded from an unauthorized load library during CV startup, IDMS turns off the

zIIP engine and it cannot be varied back on. After you move the RHDCOMVS or Nucleus module to an authorized load
library, you must cycle the CV to reinstate the use of zIIP.

• IDMS suspends zIIP processing if any of the following program types are loaded from an unauthorized load library
during normal CV operation. The 'DCPROFIL' task shows "U" (unauthorized) as the zIIP designation:
– SQL procedures
– User Exits
– Database procedures
– IDMS Nucleus modules
zIIP suspension allows zIIP to be turned back on. Before you re-enable zIIP, follow these steps:
a. Verify that the program does not contain malicious content.
b. Move the program to an authorized library.
c. Flag the program for reload, using DCMT VARY PROGRAM or .DCMT VARY NUCLEUS v19_Next.

WARNING

Security risk warning:  The Database or Security Administrator needs to check the unauthorized module
before moving it to an authorized library.  If a check is not done and zIIP processing is re-enabled, you run a
significant security risk and may allow malicious content to spread throughout your z/OS system environment.

We highly recommend that the use of the DCMT VARY ZIIP command is tightly controlled. IDMS/DC permits the
assignment of a discrete security class to each of the DCMT commands, allowing the administrator to limit the
use of the VARY ZIIP command to authorized persons only. For more information about discrete security for the
DCMT task, see Administrating Security for IDMS.

Examples

The following example shows DCMT Vary ZIIP OFF.

DCMT VARY ZIIP OFF

IDMS DC302000 ZIIP VARIED OFF

The following example shows DCMT Vary ZIIP ON.

DCMT VARY ZIIP ON

IDMS DC302002 ZIIP VARIED ON

DCUF Commands
DCUF Task
DCUF is the default task code to invoke DC/UCF user functions. To invoke a DCUF function at runtime, enter the DCUF
task code followed by the appropriate command.

This article describes the following information:
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Syntax

►►─── DCUF dcuf-task-command ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• dcuf-task-command
Specifies a DCUF task command. This table summarizes the DCUF task commands by function.
 

Purpose Commands
Control key functions SHOW KEYS

SET/SHOW TABLES
Help HELP
Load lists SET/SHOW LOADLIST
Message functions SET BREAK/NOBREAK
Terminal/ session management SET/SHOW DBNODE/DBNAME

SET/SHOW DICTNODE/ DICTNAME
SET/SHOW MAPTYPE
SET/SHOW PROFILE
SET SCREEN
SIMULATE
TEST
SET UPPER/UPLOW
USERTRACE

Printer functions SET/SHOW PRINT CLASS/DESTINATION
UCF Functions SET UCF
User information SHOW USERS

Usage

Entering DCUF commands

You can enter only one DCUF command at a time. For example, if you enter two DCUF commands on the same TP-
monitor input line and press Enter, the entire line is treated as a typing error.

Invoking DCUF Commands from Programs

For more information about invoking DCUF commands from programs, see Callable Services Reference.

DCUF HELP
DCUF HELP displays a summary of the syntax for DCUF commands.

Syntax

►►─── DCUF HElp ─┬────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                 └─ Simulate ─┘
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Parameters

• HElp
Displays the syntax for all DCUF commands.

• HElp Simulate
Displays the options available for the DCUF SIMULATE command.

Example

DCUF HELP

      HELP

 HELP SIMULATE

 SET BREAK ON/OFF

 SET CASE UPPER/UPLOW

 SET DBNAME <NAME>/OFF  DBNODE <NAME>/OFF

 SET DICTNAME <NAME>/OFF  DICTNODE <NAME>/OFF

 SET LOADLIST <NAME>/OFF

 SET MAPTYPE <NAME>/OFF

 SET PRINT CLASS <PRINTER-CLASS-NUM>

 SET PRINT DESTINATION <DESTINATION-NAME>/OFF

 SET PRIORITY <PRIORITY-NUM>

 SET PROFILE <NAME>/DEFAULT

 SET SCREEN  <NAME>

 SET TABLE TO <NAME>

 SET UCF <TASKID> CENTRAL VERSION <NUMBER>

 SET UCF <TASKID> DEFAULT

 SET UCF <TASKID> NODE <NAME>

 SHOW CASE

 SHOW DBNAME/DBNODE

 SHOW DICTNAME/DICTNODE

 SHOW KEYS

 SHOW KEYS APPLICATION <NAME>

 SHOW KEYS TABLE <NAME>

 SHOW KEYS TABLE <NAME> APPLICATION <NAME>

 SHOW LOADLIST

 SHOW MAPTYPE

 SHOW PRINT CLASS

 SHOW PRINT DESTINATION

 SHOW PRIORITY

 SHOW PROFILE

 SHOW TABLES

 SHOW USER <USERID> (ALL)

 SHOW USERS (ALL)

 SIMULATE 12X40/12X80/24X80/32X80/43X80/27X132 MSGLEVEL 1/2/3

 TEST OFF

 TEST <VERSION>

 USERTRACE ON/OFF/END/LIST WRAP/SAVE

DCUF HELP SIMULATE

      HELP SIMULATE

DCUF SIM PUTS NON-3270 TERMINALS INTO 3270 SIMULATION MODE.  INPUT LINES MAY BE
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CONTINUED BY ENDING THEM WITH A HYPHEN. SPECIAL 3270 KEYS MAY BE SIMULATED BY

TYPING A % FOLLOWED BY A KEYWORD AND A BLANK.

%TAB OR %SKIP - TAB TO NEXT UNPROTECTED FIELD

%BACKTAB

%EREOF - ERASE TO END OF FIELD

%ERINP - ERASE INPUT

%NL - NEWLINE

%PF1 THRU %PF24 - PROGRAM FUNCTION KEYS

%PA1 THRU %PA3 - PROGRAM ATTENTION KEYS

%RESET

%ENTER

%CLEAR

%CNCL - CANCEL KEY

%FM - FIELD MARK

%DUP - DUP CHARACTER

%MOVECUR(X,Y) - MOVE CURSOR TO ROW X COL Y

%SELECT(X,Y) - SELECTOR PEN AT ROW X COL Y

ALSO %MSG1 THRU %MSG3 CHANGES MESSAGE LEVEL

DCUF SET BREAK/NOBREAK
DCUF SET BREAK/NOBREAK commands determine if you receive immediate-write messages while you are signed on to
DC/UCF. The command applies only to the terminal from which the command is being issued.

Syntax

►►─── DCUF SET ─┬──BReak ───┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                └─ NOBreak ─┘

Parameters

• BReak
Allows you to receive immediate-write messages.

• NOBreak
Keeps you from receiving immediate-write messages.

Example

DCUF SET BREAK

      SET BREAK

IDMS DC402009 V105 BREAK HAS BEEN SET

DCUF SET NOBREAK

      SET NOBREAK

IDMS DC402009 V105 NOBREAK HAS BEEN SET

DCUF SET DBNODE/DBNAME
DCUF SET DBNODE/DBNAME commands establish a default database for your current DC/UCF session.
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Syntax

►►─── DCUF SET ─┬─ DBNOde ─┬─ node-name ─┬─────┬──────────────────────────────►◄

                │          └─ OFF ───────┘     │

                │                              │

                └─ DBNAme ─┬─ database-name ─┬─┘

                           └─ OFF ───────────┘

Parameters

• DBNOde
Sets the session default DDS node for database access. LOCAL is the node name that is equivalent to the current
system node.

• node-name
The name of a node in the DDS network. Specify the keyword LOCAL for the current system node.

• OFF
Clears the current session default DBNODE setting.

• DBNAme
Sets the session default database.
By default, if you do not establish a default database for the session, the default database for the installation is
accessed.

• database-name
The name of a database included in the database name table defined for the current system or for the system
identified by the DBNODE parameter.

• OFF
Clears the current session default DBNAME setting.

Example 

DCUF SET DBNODE TEST

      SET DBNODE TEST

IDMS DC402009 V104 DBNODE TEST HAS BEEN SET

DCUF SET DBNODE OFF

      SET DBNODE OFF

IDMS DC402009 V104 OFF HAS BEEN SET

DCUF SET DBNAME TEST

      SET DBNAME TEST

IDMS DC402009 V104 DBNAME TEST HAS BEEN SET

DCUF SET DBNAME OFF

      SET DBNAME OFF

IDMS DC402009 V104 OFF HAS BEEN SET
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DCUF SET DICTNODE/DICTNAME
DCUF SET DICTNODE/DICTNAME commands establish a default data dictionary for your current DC/UCF session.

Syntax

►►─── DCUF SET ─┬─ DICTNOde ─┬─ node-name ─┬───────┬──────────────────────────►◄

                │            └─ OFF ───────┘       │

                │                                  │

                └─ DICTNAme ─┬─ dictionary-name ─┬─┘

                             └─ OFF ─────────────┘

Parameters

• DICTNOde
Sets the session default DDS node for dictionary access.
By default, if you do not establish a default DDS node for the session, the local node is accessed.

• node-name
The name of a node in the DDS network.

• OFF
Clears the current session default DICTNODE setting.

• DICTNAme
Sets the session default data dictionary.
By default, if you do not establish a default dictionary for the session, the default dictionary for the installation is
accessed.

• dictionary-name
The name of a data dictionary included in the database name table defined for the current system or for the system
identified by the DICTNODE parameter.

• OFF
Clears the current session default DICTNAME setting.

More Information

• For more information about distributed database systems, see Administrating.
• For more information about displaying the default data dictionary node and data dictionary name, see DCUF SHOW

DICTNODE/DICTNAME.

Example

DCUF SET DICTNODE OFF

      SET DICTNODE OFF

IDMS DC402009 V105 OFF HAS BEEN SET

DCUF SET DICTNAME OFF

      SET DICTNAME OFF

IDMS DC402009 V105 OFF HAS BEEN SET
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DCUF SET EXTIDENT
The DCUF SET EXTIDENT command associates an external user identity with the current user session. An external
identity represents the end user of an application that uses a generic internal user id to sign on to IDMS. The external
identity is recorded in the BGIN transaction journal record to provide auditing of end user access to databases.

Syntax

►►── DCUF SET EXTIDENT external-identity ─────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• external-identity
A 1 to 32 character string that identifies the external user of the application.

Usage

Setting the external identity

When this attribute is set in the current user session profile, it is also set on all remote systems associated with the user
session. The return code is set to the highest error encountered. A nonzero return code indicates that the external identity
may not have been set on one or more CVs. It is also set for any remote database connections subsequently created by
the user session.

To ensure the validity of the auditing information, the external identity can be set only by the client, which is either an
IDMS/DC or Java application. It cannot be changed by a procedure running on a remote system.

Example 

DCUF SET EXTIDENT APPUSER011

DCUF SET LOADLIST
DCUF SET LOADLIST establishes a load list for your DC/UCF session. The load list is established for the current terminal
only.

A load list specifies the search path that DC/UCF is to use when loading programs. It is defined at system generation time
by means of the LOADLIST statement.

Syntax

►►─── DCUF SET LOADLISt ─┬─ load-list-name ─┬─────────────────────────────────►◄

                         └─ OFF ────────────┘

Parameters

• LOADLISt
Establishes the load list for the user session.

• load-list-name
The name of a load list defined to the system by means of the system generation LOADLIST statement.

• OFF
Clears the load list for the session. DC/UCF loads programs using the system-supplied load list (SYSLOAD).
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Example

DCUF SET LOADLIST OFF

      SET LOADLIST OFF

IDMS DC402009 V105 LOADLIST HAS BEEN SET

More Information

• For more information about the LOADLIST statement, see Administrating.
• For more information about displaying information about all load lists defined for your system, see the section DCMT

DISPLAY LOADLIST.
• For more information about displaying the name of the load list (if any) that you have established for your terminal

session, see DCUF SHOW LOADLIST.

DCUF SET MAPTYPE
SET MAPTYPE specifies the alternative map table to be used during mapping operations. The map table is established
for the current terminal only. Alternative map tables are defined at system generation time by means of the MAPTYPE
statement.

Syntax

►►─── DCUF SET MAPtype ─┬─ maptype-name ─┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

                        └─ OFF ──────────┘

Parameters

• MAPtype
Directs DC/UCF to use the specified alternative map table for mapping operations at your current terminal.

• maptype-name
The name of an alternative map table that was defined to the system by means of the system generation MAPTYPE
statement.

• OFF
Directs DC/UCF to not use an alternative map table during mapping operations.

More Information

• For more information about alternative map support, see Mapping Facility.
• For more information about the MAPTYPE statement, see Administrating.
• For more information about displaying the name of the alternative map table, if any, in effect for your terminal session,

see DCUF SHOW MAPTYPE.
• For more information about displaying the format of a map on your screen, see SHOWMAP.

Example

DCUF SET MAPTYPE OFF

      SET MAPTYPE OFF

IDMS DC402009 V105 MAPTYPE HAS BEEN SET
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DCUF SET PRINT CLASS/DESTINATION
SET PRINT CLASS/DESTINATION changes the default print class or destination for the current session.

 

Syntax

►►─── DCUF SET PRInt ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ CLAss printer-class ──────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►◄

   │                                            │

   └─ DEStination ─┬─ printer-destination-id ─┬─┘

                   └─ OFF ────────────────────┘

Parameters

• CLAss
Sets the session default print class.

• printer-class
The new default print class: an integer in the range 1 through 64.

• DEStination
Sets the session default print destination.

• printer-destination
The ID of a printer as defined in the system generation DESTINATION statement.

• OFF
Clears the current session default print destination.

Example 

DCUF SET PRINT CLASS

      SET PRINT CLASS 64

IDMS DC402009 V105 PRINT CLASS HAS BEEN SET

DCUF SET PRIORITY
The DCUF SET PRIORITY command allows you to alter the dispatching priority for your session. The change stays in
effect until you change it again or until you sign off.

Syntax

►►─── DCUF SET PRIOrity nnn ───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• nnn
Specifies the dispatching priority.

Example

DCUF SET PRIORITY 010
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      SET PRIORITY 010

IDMS DC402009 V105 PRIORITY HAS BEEN SET

Vnnn ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:      CA IDMS release nn.n tape volser node nodename

More Information

• For more information about showing the current priority, see DCUF SHOW PRIORITY.
• For more information about dispatching priority, see documentation of the USER statement in the IDD DDDL

Reference section.

DCUF SET PROFILE
The DCUF SET PROFILE command allows you to alter your session attributes. The changed attributes stay in effect until
you change them again or until you sign off.

DCUF SET PROFILE Syntax
►►─── DCUF SET ─┬─ PROFile ─┬─ profile-name ─┬─┬──────────────────────────────►◄

                │           └─ DEFAULT ──────┘ │

                ├─ attribute-keyword ──────────┤

                └─ attribute-value ────────────┘

Parameters

• PROFile profile-name 
Specifies the name of a system profile to be used to update your session attributes.

• DEFAULT
Specifies the default system profile.

•  attribute-keyword 
Specifies an attribute of your user session whose value is to be changed.

•  attribute-value 
The value to assign to the specified attribute.

 More Information 

• For more information about creating, altering, and dropping system profiles, see System Profiles.
• For more information about defining and accessing user profiles and securing both user and system profiles,

see Administrating Security for IDMS.

DCUF SET PROFILE Usage

Some attributes cannot be changed 

Some attributes of your session cannot be overridden. If you try to set such an attribute to a new value, an error is
returned. If the profile you specify in DCUF SET PROFILE contains attribute keywords that match keywords in your
current user session, the attribute values defined in the new profile replace existing values only if the attribute as defined
for the current session may be overridden.

Example DCUF SET PROFILE

DCUF SET PROFILE DEFAULT 
      SET PROFILE DEFAULT
PROFILE NAME : DEFAULT            HAS BEEN SET
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DCUF SET SCREEN
The DCUF SET SCREEN command associates a device independence table with a visual display teletypewriter terminal
(glass TTY). The device independence table provides support for mapping operations to and from the TTY.

DCUF SET SCREEN Syntax

►►─── DCUF SET SCReen device-table-name ──────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• device-table-name
A three-character name suffix of a device independence table, as specified in the #TTYDIT macro used to define the
table.

More Information

For more information about mapping support for glass TTYs, see Using Glass TTY Terminals.

Usage

• Naming the device name table
The prefix $TTY@ is added to whatever name you specify in the DCUF SET SCREEN command. The device
independence table defined in the dictionary must have a name that follows this format:

$TTY@ccc

Ccc is the three-character name suffix of the device independence table.

Example

DCUF SET SCREEN

      SET SCREEN ADM

IDMS DC402009 V105 SCREEN HAS BEEN SET

DCUF SET TABLE
DCUF SET TABLE specifies the keys table to be used for the terminal from which the command is issued.

Syntax

►►─── DCUF SET TABle to keys-table-name ──────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• keys-table-name
The keys table to be assigned to the terminal from which the command is issued. Keys-table-name must be the name
of a keys table, as defined by the system generation KEYS statement.
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Example 

DCUF SET TABLE

      SET TABLE TO SYSTEM

NEW TABLE HAS BEEN SET

DCUF SET TZ
DCUF SET TZ specifies the time zone used to format displayed time fields.

Syntax

►►─── DCUF SET TZ time-zone-offset ──────────────────────────────►◄

Parameter

• time-zone-offset
The offset corresponding to the time zone to be used when displaying time.

Examples

DCUF SET TZ 8

 SET TZ +02:00

TZ :+02:00

DCUF SET TZ-2

 SET TZ -05:00

TZ :-05:00

 

 

DCUF SET UCF
DCUF SET UCF controls the routing of requests to selected DC/UCF systems or DDS nodes.

You issue DCUF SET UCF when you are at a front-end terminal. The command changes future UCF routing for your
terminal to the back-end system that you specify in the DCUF SET DCUF command. This new routing remains in effect
until you change it by issuing another DCUF SET UCF command or until you terminate the current DC/UCF session.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCUF SET UCF dedicated-back-end-task-name ──────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ Central Version cv-number ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ NODe nodename ─────────────┤

   └─ DEFault ───────────────────┘
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Parameters

• dedicated-back-end-task-name
The task for the back-end system to be overridden.

• Central Version
Specifies a DC/UCF system to which requests for UCF back-end services are to be routed.
The CVNUMBER for a system is defined by the system generation SYSTEM statement. You associate the system
CVNUMBER with an IDMS SVC when the SVC is generated.

• cv-number
The number of a DC/UCF system.

• NODe
Specifies a DDS node to which requests for UCF back-end services are to be routed.

• nodename
The name of a node in the DDS network.

• DEFault
Clears the previous DCUF SET UCF routing. DEFAULT sets the CVNUMBER or DDS node name to that which was
specified at system generation time in the #UCFOPTS macro.

Usage

Compared to DCMT VARY UCF

You should not use DCUF SET UCF to override UCF connections between systems of different release levels. To change
the status of a UCF front-end terminal or system, use the DCMT VARY UCF command.

Example 

DCUF SET UCF CENTRAL VERSION

      SET UCF UCF20 CE V 07

NEW UCF SYSTEM SET

DCUF SET UCF NODE

      SET UCF UCF20 NODE ATLNOD1

NEW UCF SYSTEM SET

DCUF SET UPPER/UPLOW
DCUF SET UPPER/UPLOW controls if the alphabetic characters that you type are all converted to uppercase when you
enter them. You enter characters, for example, by pressing Enter.

Syntax

►►─── DCUF SET ─┬─ UPPer ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                └─ UPLow ─┘

Parameters

• UPPer
Directs DC/UCF to convert to uppercase all alphabetic characters that you enter.

• UPLow
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Directs DC/UCF to not convert alphabetic characters that you enter.

Example

DCUF SET UPPER

      SET UPPER

IDMS DC402009 V105 UPPER HAS BEEN SET

DCUF SET UPLOW

      SET UPLOW

IDMS DC402009 V105 UPLOW HAS BEEN SET

DCUF SHOW DBNODE/DBNAME
DCUF SHOW DBNODE/DBNAME identifies the default database (if any) established for the session. Session defaults are
established when you enter a DCUF SET DBNODE/DBNAME command.

Syntax

►►─── DCUF SHOW ─┬─ DBNOde ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                 └─ DBNAme ─┘

Parameters

• DBNOde
Displays the session default DDS node (if any) for database access.

• DBNAme
Displays the default database (if any) established for the session.

More Information

• For more information about distributed database systems, see Administrating IDMS System Operations.
• For more information about establishing a default database for the session, see DCUF SET DBNODE/DBNAME.

Example

DCUF SHOW DBNAME

      SHOW DBNAME

DBNODE:            DBNAME: EMPDB

DCUF SHOW DICTNODE/DICTNAME
DCUF SHOW DICTNODE/DICTNAME identifies the default data dictionary (if any) established for the session. Session
defaults are established when you enter a DCUF SET DICTNODE/DICTNAME command.

Syntax

►►─── DCUF SHOW ─┬─ DICTNOde ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                 └─ DICTNAme ─┘
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Parameters

• DICTNOde
Displays the session default DDS node (if any) for dictionary access.

• DICTNAme
Displays the default dictionary (if any) established for the session.

More Information

• For more information about distributed database systems, see Administrating IDMS System Operations.
• For more information about establishing a default data dictionary for the session, see DCUF SET DICTNODE/

DICTNAME.

Example

DCUF SHOW DICTNODE

      SHOW DICTNODE

DICTNODE:            DICTNAME:

DCUF SHOW DICTNAME

      SHOW DICTNAME

DICTNODE:            DICTNAME:

DCUF SHOW KEYS
The DCUF SHOW KEYS command displays current control-key assignments for online applications.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCUF SHOw Keys ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────►◄

   ├─ APPlication application-name ─────────────────────────────┤

   └─ TABle keys-table-name ─┬────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                             └─ APPlication application-name ─┘

Parameters

• Keys
Displays control-key assignments in effect for all online applications.

• APPlication
Specifies the application whose keys table is to be displayed.

• application-name
The name of the application. The following are the possible values for application-name:
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– ADSA
– ADSO
– ADSORUN
– DEBUG
– IDD
– LINEMODE
– OLM
– SYSTEM

• TABle
Displays:
– The specified keys table, if you specify one.
– The keys table for your terminal if you do not specify one.

• keys-table-name
The name of a keys table defined by the system generation KEYS statement.

• APPlication
Displays the keys table as it is defined for a specified online application.

• application-name
The name of an online application (see above for a list of valid application names).

More Information

• For more information about keys tables, see documentation of the KEYS statement in the Administrating section.
• For more information about establishing a keys table for your terminal session, see DCUF SET TABLE.
• For more information about displaying the names of keys tables and the applications associated with each, see DCUF

SHOW TABLES.

Example

DCUF SHOW KEYS

      SHOW KEYS

TABLE:  SYSTEM

FCTN...KEY   FCTN...KEY   FCTN...KEY   FCTN...KEY   FCTN...KEY

1      PA1   2      PA2   3    ENTER   4    CLEAR

APPLICATION: LINEMODE

APPLICATION: REPLAY

APPLICATION: OLM

FCTN...KEY   FCTN...KEY   FCTN...KEY   FCTN...KEY   FCTN...KEY

1      PF1   2      PF2   3      PF3   4      PF4   5      PF5

6      PF6   7      PF7   8      PF8   9      PF9   10    PF10

11   ENTER   12   CLEAR   13     PA1   14     PA2   15    PF11

16    PF13

APPLICATION: ADSO

FCTN...KEY   FCTN...KEY   FCTN...KEY   FCTN...KEY   FCTN...KEY

1      PF2   2      PF3   3      PF6   4      PF8   5      PF4

6      PF5   8     PF11   9      PF1   12    PF10   13   CLEAR

14     PF9   15     PA2   17     PA1   18     PF7   19    PF13
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APPLICATION: ADSORUN

FCTN...KEY   FCTN...KEY   FCTN...KEY   FCTN...KEY   FCTN...KEY

1      PA2   1    ENTER   2      PA1   8    CLEAR

APPLICATION: ADSA

FCTN...KEY   FCTN...KEY   FCTN...KEY   FCTN...KEY   FCTN...KEY

14     PF1   5      PF2   4      PF3   6      PF4   15     PF5

2      PF6          PF7   1      PF8   11     PF9   12    PF10

9     PF11   13    PF12   8     PF13   7     PF14   10    PF15

3     PF16   16    PF17   17    PF18   18   CLEAR   19     PA1

20     PA2   23    PF20

APPLICATION: IDD

FCTN...KEY   FCTN...KEY   FCTN...KEY   FCTN...KEY   FCTN...KEY

1      PF1   2      PF2   3      PF3   4      PF4   5      PF5

6      PF6   2      PF7   1      PF8   9      PF9   10    PF10

11    PF11   12    PF12   1     PF13   2     PF14   3     PF15

4     PF16   5     PF17   6     PF18   2     PF19   1     PF20

9     PF21   10    PF22   11    PF23   12    PF24   13     PA1

14     PA2   15   CLEAR   16   ENTER

APPLICATION: OLQ

FCTN...KEY   FCTN...KEY   FCTN...KEY   FCTN...KEY   FCTN...KEY

8      PF1   31     PF2   9      PF3   7      PF4   6      PF5

3      PF6   38     PF7   37     PF8   10     PF9   40    PF10

39    PF11   25    PF12   8     PF13   31    PF14   9     PF15

7     PF16   6     PF17   3     PF18   38    PF19   37    PF20

10    PF21   40    PF22   39    PF23   25    PF24   28     PA1

34     PA2   27   CLEAR   26   ENTER

APPLICATION: DEBUG

FCTN...KEY   FCTN...KEY   FCTN...KEY   FCTN...KEY   FCTN...KEY

2      PF1   5      PF2   3      PF3   4      PF4   9      PF5

6      PF6   7      PF7   8      PF8   1      PF9   15    PF10

11    PF11   12    PF12   13   ENTER   14     PA1   10     PA2

16   CLEAR

DCUF SHOW KEYS TABLE ... APPLICATION

      SHOW KEYS TABLE SYSTEM APPLICATION ADSO

TABLE:  SYSTEM

FCTN...KEY   FCTN...KEY   FCTN...KEY   FCTN...KEY   FCTN...KEY

1      PA1   2      PA2   3    ENTER   4    CLEAR

APPLICATION: ADSO

FCTN...KEY   FCTN...KEY   FCTN...KEY   FCTN...KEY   FCTN...KEY

1      PF2   2      PF3   3      PF6   4      PF8   5      PF4

6      PF5   8     PF11   9      PF1   12    PF10   13   CLEAR

14     PF9   15     PA2   17     PA1   18     PF7   19    PF13
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DCUF SHOW LOADLIST
DCUF SHOW LOADLIST displays the name of the load list (if any) that you have established for your terminal session.
You establish a load list by using the DCUF SET LOADLIST command. If you are using the system-supplied SYSLOAD
load list, DCUF SHOW LOADLIST does not display a load list name.

Syntax

►►─── DCUF SHOw LOADLISt ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Example 

DCUF SHOW LOADLIST

      SHOW LOADLIST

Loadlist:  SYSLOAD

DCUF SHOW MAPTYPE
SHOW MAPTYPE displays the name of the alternative map table, if any, in effect for your terminal session.

DCUF SHOW MAPTYPE Syntax

►►─── DCUF SHOw MAPtype ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Example DCUF SHOW MAPTYPE

DCUF SHOW MAPTYPE

      SHOW MAPTYPE

Maptype:  is not set

More Information

• For more information about alternative map support, see Alternative Maps.
• For more information about the MAPTYPE statement, see MAPTYPE Statement -- Creates Alternative Map Table.
• For more information about establishing an alternative map table for your session, see DCUF SET MAPTYPE.
• For more information about displaying the format of a map, see the section SHOWMAP System Task.

DCUF SHOW PRINT CLASS/DESTINATION
DCUF SHOW PRINT CLASS/DESTINATION displays the default print class or destination for the current session.

Syntax

►►─── DCUF SHOw PRInt ─┬─ CLAss ───────┬──────────────────────────────────────►◄

                       └─ DEStination ─┘

Parameters

• CLAss
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Displays the default print class for the current session.
• DEStination

Displays the default destination for the session.

More Information

• For more information about printer destinations, see DESTINATION.
For more information about printer classes, see LTERM.

• For more information about establishing a default print class or destination for your session, see DCUF SET PRINT
CLASS/DESTINATION.

• For more information about displaying attributes currently assigned to printers, see DCMT DISPLAY PRINTER.
• For more information about changing printer attributes, see DCMT VARY PRINTER.

Usage

Default print class

If there is currently no default print class or destination, this DCUF command displays a default print class of 0. In this
case, print requests issued from your terminal are routed to class 1.

You explicitly establish a default print class or destination at system generation time or by using the DCUF SET PRINT
CLASS/DESTINATION command.

Example

DCUF SHOW PRINT CLASS

      SHOW PRINT CLASS

PRINT CLASS:  01

DCUF SHOW PRINT DESTINATION

      SHOW PRINT DESTINATION

PRINT CLASS:  01

DCUF SHOW PRIORITY
The DCUF SHOW PRIORITY command allows you to display the dispatching priority for your session.

DCUF SHOW PRIORITY Syntax

►►─── DCUF SHOw PRIOrity ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Example DCUF SHOW PRIORITY

DCUF SET PRIORITY 010

      SHOW PRIORITY

PRIORITY:   010

Vnnn ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:      CA IDMS release nn.n tape volser node nodename

More Information
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• For more information about altering the current priority, see DCUF SET PRIORITY.
• For more information about dispatching priority, see the  IDD DDDL Reference section.

DCUF SHOW PROFILE
The DCUF SHOW PROFILE command displays all attributes of your user session; to display specific attributes, you must
use the corresponding DCUF SHOW attribute command (all of which are presented alphabetically in this documentation),
such as the DCUF SHOW DICTNODE command.

DCUF SHOW PROFILE Syntax
 ►►─── DCUF SHOW PROFile ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

DCUF SHOW PROFILE Parameters

• PROFile
Displays all attributes of your user session.

DCUF SHOW PROFILE Usage

• Default print class
If there is currently no default print class or destination, this DCUF command displays a default print class of 0. In this
case, print requests issued from your terminal are routed to class 1.
You explicitly establish a default print class or destination at system generation time or by using the DCUF SET PRINT
CLASS/DESTINATION command.

More Information

• For more information about setting session attributes or defining system profiles, see System Profiles.
• For more information about defining user profiles, see Administrating Security for IDMS.

Example DCUF SHOW PROFILE

DCUF SHOW PROFILE

       SHOW PROFILE DEFAULT

    *** SESSION ATTRIBUTES ***

 KEYWORD   OVD    VALUE

BREAK       Y    ON

CASE        Y    UPPER

DBNAME      Y

DBNODE      Y

DICTNAME    Y

DICTNODE    Y

LOADLIB     Y

LOADLIST    Y

PRTCLASS    Y    001

PRTDEST     Y

TEST        Y    OFF

MAPTYPE     Y

PRIORITY    Y    000

EXTIDENT    Y

SCHEMA      Y
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DCUF SHOW TABLES
DCUF SHOW TABLES displays the names of the keys tables and the applications associated with each table.

Syntax

►►─── DCUF SHOw TABles ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Example

DCUF SHOW TABLES

      SHOW TABLES

TABLE:  SYSTEM

LINEMODE

REPLAY

OLM

ADSO

ADSORUN

ADSA

IDD

OLQ

DEBUG

More Information

• For more information about keys tables, see KEYS statement.
• For more information about displaying control-key assignments for online applications, see DCUF SHOW KEYS.
• For more information about establishing a default keys table for your session, see DCUF SET TABLE.

DCUF SHOW USERS
The DCUF SHOW USERS command displays the IDs of all users signed on to DC/UCF.

Syntax

►►─ DCUF ─┬───────────────────┬─ SHOw Users ─┬───────┬──────────────────────►◄

          └─ broadcast-parms ─┘              └─ ALL ─┘

Parameters

• broadcast-parms
Indicates to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing group members.

• ALL
Displays each user's priority and current logical terminal along with the user's ID.

Examples 

DCUF SHOW USERS

      SHOW USERS

LQA
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MJM

SQA

JSMITH

DCUF SHOW USERS ALL

      SHOW USERS ALL

*USER ID            PRI  *LTERMID

LQA                 000  LD000005

LQA                 000  LD000004

MJM                 000  VL10303

SQA                 000  LD000006

SQA                 000  UCFLT07

JSMITH              000  UCFLT08

DCUF SIMULATE
The DCUF SIMULATE enables or disables an online simulation session. With this command, you can simulate 3270-
type terminal operations at a non-3270 terminal. For example, DCUF SIMULATE can simulate 3270-type operations from
a TTY terminal, a 2741 terminal, or a UCF batch run. During a simulation session, you enter input by using a facsimile
screen or by submitting a series of batch simulation commands in a batch job.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── DCUF SIMulate ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─┬─ 24X80 ◄──────┬─┬────────────────┬─┤

   │ └─ screen-size ─┘ ├─ MSGlevel 1 ◄──┤ │

   │                   ├─ MSGlevel 2 ───┤ │

   │                   └─ MSGlevel 3 ───┘ │

   └─ OFF ────────────────────────────────┘

Parameters

• 24X80
Enables a simulation session with a screen size of 24 x 80. 24X80 is the default.

• screen-size
Enables a simulation session with a specified screen size. Screen-size values can be:
– 12x40
– 12x80
– 24x80
– 27x132
– 32x80
– 43x80

• MSGlevel
Specifies what the simulator will write.

• 1
Directs the simulator to write:
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– Output screens
– Simulator error messages
This is the default level.

• 2
Directs the simulator to write:
– Input screens
– Output screens
– All simulator messages

• 3
Directs the simulator to write:
– Input screens
– Output screens
– All simulator messages
– Hexadecimal traces of input and output data streams

• OFF
Disables a simulation session.

Usage

• Message levels
Simulator message levels determine the type and amount of information written to your terminal. Use these
recommendations to choose a message level:
– Typically, you use message level 1 because it is the least time consuming for the terminal user.
– Message level 2 is useful when you want to verify that you entered the correct data. The simulator prints or displays

input screens after you enter each input line. Your input is echoed in the appropriate location.
– Message level 3 is used for debugging purposes.

Examples

Example 1

Begin a simulator session, specify that you are using a 12x80 screen, and request display of input screens, output
screens, and simulator messages:

Vnnn ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:      CA IDMS release nn.n tape volser node nodename

 dcuf simulate 12x80 msg 2

Example 2

End a simulator session:

Vnnn ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:      CA IDMS release nn.n tape volser node nodename

 dcuf simulate off

DCUF TEST
The DCUF TEST command allows you to test new and modified programs in existing applications.
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Syntax

►►─── DCUF TEST ─┬─ version-number ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                 └─ OFF ────────────┘

Parameters

• version-number
Enables test mode and sets the test version number for the current session to an integer in the range 1 through 9999.

• OFF
Disables test mode and clears the test version number for the current session.

Usage

Version number

You use DCUF TEST to specify a default test version number for your current terminal session:

• If you set a session default test version number by using DCUF TEST and then execute a program, DC/UCF executes
the copy of the program (if any) that has the session default version number

• If you do not set a session default version number, DC/UCF executes version 1 of the program

When test mode is not in effect, DC/UCF always uses the default version number, which is 1 (one).

Examples

DCUF TEST version-number

      TEST 15

IDMS DC402003 V104 TEST VERSION SET TO 15

DCUF TEST OFF

      TEST OFF

IDMS DC402003 V104 TEST VERSION SET TO OFF

DCUF USERTRACE
The DCUF USERTRACE command controls the user trace facility for your terminal. You use this facility to trace system
activity issued on behalf of your terminal. For example, you can use this facility for debugging purposes. The table below
lists the information that DC/UCF collects for a logical terminal when you enable the user trace facility.

Category of Information Description
Program The name and language of each program invoked from the time

the user trace facility was enabled
Request The services performed for each program (for example, GET

STORAGE, LINE I/O REQUEST, SYNTAX PARSE, or XCTL)
Registers The register contents at the start of each program

This article describes the following information:
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Syntax

►►─── DCUF USERTrace ─┬───────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►◄

                      ├─ ON ─┬─ Wrap ◄──┬─┤

                      │      └─ Save ───┘ │

                      ├─ OFf ─────────────┤

                      ├─ List ────────────┤

                      └─ End ─────────────┘

Parameters

• ON Wrap
Writes user trace entries to the user trace buffer.
ON Wrap is the default.
When the buffer becomes full, user trace entries wrap to the beginning of the buffer, overwriting the previously written
entries.

• ON Save
Writes user trace entries to the user trace buffer and to the DC/UCF system log.
Entries still wrap to the beginning of the buffer when it becomes full. However, entries in the system log are available
for future use.

• OFf
Disables the user trace facility but maintains the user trace buffer. This permits you to examine the buffer's contents
(for example, by means of the LIST parameter described below).

• List
Displays the contents of the user trace buffer. You use LIST after you have disabled the user trace facility by means of
the OFF parameter. Note that OFF retains the contents of the user trace buffer available for your use.

• End
Disables the user trace facility and releases the user trace buffer. After you specify END, you cannot use the LIST
command to view your user trace entries.

Usage

• Trace information maintained in the trace buffer
When you enable the user trace facility, DC/UCF allocates a trace buffer for your user trace session. DC/UCF
maintains information about your current trace in that user trace buffer. When the buffer becomes full, DC/UCF writes
new entries to the beginning of the buffer, overwriting existing entries. The user trace buffer is released when you sign
off from DC/UCF or when you disable the user trace facility.

• Size and location of the trace buffer
The location and size of the user trace buffer depends on whether the user trace facility is enabled at system
generation time:
– If the user trace facility is enabled at system generation time, the user trace buffer is allocated from the user

trace area that is allocated at system startup in DC/UCF region/partition. The size of the user trace buffer also is
established at system generation time.

– If the user trace facility is not enabled at system generation time, the user trace buffer is allocated from the storage
pool. DC/UCF allocates a minimum trace area of 253 words (or approximately 10 entries).

• User trace facility for other terminals
To enable the user trace facility for other terminals, use the USERTRACE option of the DCMT VARY LTERM
command.

• User trace definition in system generation
You use the USERTRACE parameter of the SYSTEM statement to enable or disable the user trace facility at system
generation time.
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Examples 

Tracing DCMT DISPLAY PRINTERS

In this example, you utilize the user trace facility to see what happens when you issue task DCMT DISPLAY PRINTERS:

• Enable the user trace facility:

Vnnn ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:      CA IDMS release nn.n tape volser node nodename

 dcuf usertr on

• Turn off user tracing to examine the contents of the user trace buffer:

Vnnn ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:      CA IDMS release nn.n tape volser node nodename

 dcuf usertrace off

• Examine the contents of the user trace buffer:

Vnnn ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:      CA IDMS release nn.n tape volser node nodename

 dcuf usertrace list

• Disable the user trace facility:

Vnnn ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:      CA IDMS release nn.n tape volser node nodename

 dcuf usertrace end

      USERTRACE OFF

Vnnn ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:      CA IDMS release nn.n tape volser node nodename

 IDMS DC402005 V7 USER TRACE ENDED

DCUF USERTRACE ON

      USERTRACE ON

IDMS DC402008 V105 USER TRACE WRAP TURNED ON

DCUF USERTRACE ON WRAP

      USERTRACE ON WRAP

IDMS DC402008 V105 USER TRACE WRAP TURNED ON

DCUF USERTRACE ON SAVE

      USERTRACE ON SAVE

IDMS DC402007 V105 USER TRACE SAVE TURNED ON

DCUF USERTRACE OFF

      USERTRACE OFF

IDMS DC402006 V105 USER TRACE TURNED OFF

DCUF USERTRACE LIST
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      USERTRACE LIST

PROGRAM:  RHDCUFMI  (ASSEM)

REQUEST:  009  GET TIME

          REGISTERS AT ENTRY

( 0- 3)   00000001 0364FD68 00000000 00000000

( 4- 7)   00000000 0364FD48 000531CC 0039F064

( 8-11)   033B83F0 001076B0 000459D0 8039F048

(12-15)   833B7650 004A6CC8 033B7DE0 004A76D0

PROGRAM:  RHDCUFMI  (ASSEM)

REQUEST:  011  WRITE TO LOG

          REGISTERS AT ENTRY

( 0- 3)   033B8688 0039F04C 0039F194 00000000

( 4- 7)   00000000 0364FD48 000531CC 0039F064

( 8-11)   033B83F0 001076B0 000459D0 8039F048

(12-15)   833B7650 004A6CC8 033B872E 004A76D0

PROGRAM:  RHDCUFMI  (ASSEM)

REQUEST:  048  LINE I/O REQUEST

          REGISTERS AT ENTRY

( 0- 3)   0039F250 0039F04C 00000064 00000000

( 4- 7)   00000000 0364FD48 000531CC 0039F064

              PAGE 001 - NEXT PAGE:

 .

 .

 .

DCUF USERTRACE END

      USERTRACE END

IDMS DC402005 V105 USER TRACE ENDED

OPER Task Commands
Scrolling Support
Scrolling support is available for any WATCH command that can generate more than one screen of output. This capability
lets you display all generated output. Scroll through multiple screens of output using the PF7/PF8 function keys or by
using the new scrolling subcommands.

This article describes the following information:

Scrolling Subcommands

Scrolling subcommands let you page through multiple screens of output and are supported for the following OPER
commands:
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• WATCH ACTIVE TASKS
• WATCH DB
• WATCH LTERM
• WATCH TIME
• WATCH USERS

Syntax

The following diagram shows the syntax scrolling subcommands for the OPER commands:

►►──┬─ DOwn ─┬──────────────┬─┬───────────────────────────────────────►◄

    │        └─ line-count ─┘ │

    ├─ UP ─┬──────────────┬───┤

    │      └─ line-count ─┘   │

    ├─┬─ TOp ───┬─────────────┤

    │ └─ FIrst ─┘             │

    └─┬─ BOttom ─┬────────────┘

      └─ LAst ───┘

Parameters

This section describes the new scrolling subcommand parameters for the OPER commands:

• DOwn
Displays the next set of output.
– line-count

Specifies the number of lines of output that is to be skipped relative to the current display position. Replace line-
count with a positive number to scroll forward; replace line-count with a negative number to scroll backwards.
Default: The number of detail lines that fit on the screen.

• UP
Displays the previous set of output.
– line-count

Specifies the number of lines of output that is to be skipped relative to the current display position. Replace line-
count with a positive number to scroll backwards; replace line-count with a negative number to scroll forward.
Default: The number of detail lines that fit on the screen.

• TOp|FIrst
Positions the display to the first screen of output.

• BOttom|LAst
Positions the display to the last screen of output.

Usage

This section describes how to use the new scrolling subcommands for the OPER commands.

• Using PFkeys
You can use PFKEYS in place of scrolling subcommands to page through a set of output:
– PF7 is equivalent to the UP subcommand with no line count.
– PF8 is equivalent to the DOWN subcommand with no line count.

• Scrolling Position
The current position within the set of output being displayed is shown at the top-right corner of the screen.
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OPER Task
The OPER task invokes the DC/UCF dynamic system monitor. This monitor allows you to examine system activity. You
also can use the system monitor to cancel an active task thread. The DC/UCF dynamic system monitor executes as a fully
conversational task.

NOTE
OPER requires unsolicited reads, which are not supported by all TP monitors.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

You begin a system monitor session by using the following OPER task code:

►►─── OPER ─┬────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

            └─ oper-command ─┘

Parameters

• OPER
Starts a system monitor session by showing the system monitor help screen.
The system monitor help screen displays available functions. After reviewing the list of functions, select a function from
the help screen.
oper-command Starts a system monitor session at the function or screen that is associated with the command.
The following table lists available OPER commands. Each OPER command is described in detail in this section.

Command Purpose
CANCEL Terminates a task thread
HELP Displays the OPER help screen
TIME Varies the interval at which the dynamic system monitor updates

the display
WATCH ACTIVE TASKS Displays information about each active task thread
WATCH CRITICAL Displays information about critical resource usage
WATCH DB Displays information about each active transaction, database I/O,

and drivers
WATCH LTERM Displays information about logical terminal resource usage
WATCH PROGRAM Displays one of the following items:

Summary information about the usage of a specific program pool
Detailed information about the usage of a specific program pool

WATCH SP Displays summary information about individual storage pool usage
WATCH STORAGE Displays one of the following items:

Summary information about combined storage pool usage
Detailed information about the usage of a specific storage pool

WATCH TIME Displays the amount of CPU time that was spent by each active
task in system mode and user mode

WATCH USERS Displays information about each user who is signed on
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Usage

UCF and OPER

When using UCF, you must first access DC/UCF in dedicated mode. To access DC/UCF in dedicated mode, use the
dedicated task code that was established at system generation time (in the #UCFUFT macro). After signing onto DC/UCF,
you can invoke OPER as described previously.

Conducting an OPER session

During a system monitor session, you can perform the following actions:

• Request a system monitor function or screen by entering the associated OPER command in the last line of the
screen.

• Terminate the session by pressing Clear.

Display update frequency

Displays are updated every 5 seconds or at the interval that is specified in the OPER VARY TIME command.

You can update the display at any time by pressing Enter. Sometimes, such as under UCF, you must press Enter to
update the display.

Example

OPER

 IDMS DB/DC Operator Display Program Version nn.nn.nn                   

Pool Displays

  W SP           -- Watch Storage Subpool Summary

  W ST <NN>      -- Watch Storage Pool Usage (<nn> for specific pool)

  W PR <PN>      -- Watch Program Pool Usage (PP &lor. RP &lor. XAPP &lor. XARP)

Task Displays

  W USERS        -- Watch Active Users

  W AC TA        -- Watch Active Tasks

  W TI           -- Watch Active Task Time

  W DB           -- Watch DB Run Units

  W DB IO        -- Watch IO Database

  W DB IOD       -- Watch IO Database/Drivers

General Displays

  W CRIT         -- Watch Critical Resources (RCA LOG)

  W LTERM        -- Watch LTERM Storage Utilization

Utility Commands

  V TI NN        -- Vary Update Time to nn Seconds

  C XX YY        -- Cancel task by TASKID YY or by LTERMID YY

 IDMS DB/DC V81       - Tasks active:19                     Time: 13:06:06

OPER CANCEL
OPER CANCEL abnormally terminates (abends) an active task thread with an abend code of MTTA. You can specify the
task thread to cancel by taskid or ltermid. Additionally, you can request a snap dump when abending the task. You can
request a snap dump when abending the task.
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Syntax

►►─── Cancel ─┬──────────┬─ task-id ──┬──┬──────────┬─────────────────────────►◄

              ├─ Taskid ─┘            │  └── DUMP ──┘

              └─ Ltermid lterm-id ────┘

Parameters

• Cancel
Cancels a specified task thread.

• Taskid task-id
Cancels a task thread by task ID. Task-id is the system-assigned ID of the task thread being cancelled. You can omit
leading zeros. To determine the task ID, issue an OPER WATCH ACTIVE TASKS command or DCMT DISPLAY
ACTIVE TASKS command.

• Ltermid lterm-id
Cancels a task thread by logical terminal ID. Lterm-id is the logical terminal ID under which the task thread to cancel is
currently running. To determine the lterm ID, issue an OPER WATCH ACTIVE TASKS command or DCMT DISPLAY
ACTIVE TASKS command.

• DUMP
Requests a snap dump.

OPER HELP
OPER HELP displays the system monitor help screen. While viewing the help screen, you can request an OPER function
by entering the appropriate command in the last line of the screen.

Syntax

►►─── HELp ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Usage

For information about using the commands listed on the OPER help screen, see the documentation that is presented in
this section. Commands are presented in alphabetical order.

Example

OPER HELP

 IDMS DB/DC Operator Display Program Version nn.nn.nn                   

Pool Displays

  W SP           -- Watch Storage Subpool Summary

  W ST <NN>      -- Watch Storage Pool Usage (<nn> for specific pool)

  W PR <PN>      -- Watch Program Pool Usage (PP &lor. RP &lor. XAPP &lor. XARP)

Task Displays

  W USERS        -- Watch Active Users

  W AC TA        -- Watch Active Tasks

  W TI           -- Watch Active Task Time

  W DB           -- Watch DB Run Units

  W DB IO        -- Watch IO Database
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  W DB IOD       -- Watch IO Database/Drivers

General Displays

  W CRIT         -- Watch Critical Resources (RCA LOG)

  W LTERM        -- Watch LTERM Storage Utilization

Utility Commands

  V TI NN        -- Vary Update Time to nn Seconds

  C XX YY        -- Cancel task by TASKID YY or by LTERMID YY

 IDMS DB/DC V81       - Tasks active:19                     Time: 13:06:44

OPER VARY TIME
OPER VARY TIME changes the time interval at which the dynamic system monitor updates the screen display.

Syntax

►►─── Vary Time ─┬──────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►◄

                 ├─ update-interval-number ─┤

                 └─ 5 ◄─────────────────────┘

Parameter

• update-interval-number
Specifies the update interval, in real-time seconds: an integer in the range 1 through 3,600 (1 hour).
The default is 5.

Usage

• DC interval and UCF interval
When OPER is used at DC-controlled terminals, OPER screens are always refreshed automatically every five
seconds. When OPER is used with UCF, OPER screens are refreshed when you press Enter and not according to a
time interval.

Example

OPER VARY TIME

 IDMS DB/DC Operator Display Program Version nn.nn.nn                   

Pool Displays

  W SP           -- Watch Storage Subpool Summary

  W ST <NN>      -- Watch Storage Pool Usage (<nn> for specific pool)

  W PR <PN>      -- Watch Program Pool Usage (PP &lor. RP &lor. XAPP &lor. XARP)

Task Displays

  W USERS        -- Watch Active Users

  W AC TA        -- Watch Active Tasks

  W TI           -- Watch Active Task Time

  W DB           -- Watch DB Run Units

  W DB IO        -- Watch IO Database

  W DB IOD       -- Watch IO Database/Drivers
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General Displays

  W CRIT         -- Watch Critical Resources (RCA LOG)

  W LTERM        -- Watch LTERM Storage Utilization

Utility Commands

  V TI NN        -- Vary Update Time to nn Seconds

  C XX YY        -- Cancel task by TASKID YY or by LTERMID YY

 IDMS DB/DC V81       - Tasks active:19                     Time: 13:07:09

OPER WATCH ACTIVE TASKS
OPER WATCH ACTIVE TASKS displays information for each active task thread.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── Watch ACtive Tasks ───────────────────────────────────────►◄

Usage

Information displayed

This table explains information displayed by OPER WATCH ACTIVE TASKS:

Field displayed Description/meaning
TASK ID Task thread ID
TASK CD Task code for the task
PROGRAM Name of the current program. Blank if program name is not

available (for example, during task termination processing). For
ERUS tasks, the program name is determined from one of the
following sources:
CICS Task -- PROGRAM-NAME in SUBSCHEMA-CTRL at time of
BIND RUN UNIT
Batch program -- Batch program name being executed
IDMS/DC DDS task -- Front-end task code

TERMINAL Logical terminal on which the task thread is executing
PRI Priority for the task
STAT Status (wait, active, abend, or load)
USER ID of the user executing the task thread

Display update frequency

Displays are updated every 5 seconds or at the interval specified in the OPER VARY TIME command. (In some cases,
such as under UCF, you must press Enter to update the screen with the most current information.)

More Information
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• For more information about active tasks, see Administrating.
• For more information about changing the attributes of active tasks, see the section DCMT VARY ACTIVE TASK.
• For more information about displaying information about active tasks, see the section DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE

TASKS.
• For more information about canceling an active task, see the section OPER CANCEL.
• For more information about the scrolling subcommands, see the section Scrolling Subcommands Parameters.

Example

OPER WATCH ACTIVE TASKS

     IDMS-DC Release 1700     Display Active Tasks           Line 1     of 27   

  Task Id    Task Cd  Program  Terminal Pri Stat  User Id                       

  0000000086 OPER     RHDCOPER VL72001  100 ACTV  TANJILONGNAME                 

  0000000000 *SYSTEM* *MASTER*          255 WAIT                                

  0000000001 *SYSTEM* *DBRC*            255 WAIT                                

  0000000017 *DRIVER* UCFLINE           254 WAIT                                

  0000000018 *DRIVER* CCILINE           254 WAIT                                

  0000000019 *DRIVER* VTAM              254 WAIT                                

  0000000020 *DRIVER* DDSVTAM           254 WAIT                                

  0000000021 *DRIVER* D0FILINE          254 WAIT                                

  0000000022 *DRIVER* TCPIP             254 WAIT                                

  0000000023 *DRIVER* TSTTCP1           254 WAIT                                

  0000000024 *DRIVER* TSTTCP2           254 WAIT                                

  0000000002 *DRIVER* RHDCRUSD          253 WAIT                                

  0000000003 *DRIVER* RHDCRUSD          253 WAIT                                

  0000000004 *DRIVER* RHDCRUSD          253 WAIT                                

  0000000005 *DRIVER* RHDCRUSD          253 WAIT                                

  0000000006 *DRIVER* RHDCRUSD          253 WAIT                                

  0000000007 *DRIVER* RHDCRUSD          253 WAIT                                

  0000000008 *DRIVER* RHDCLGSD          253 WAIT                                

  0000000009 *DRIVER* RHDCLGSD          253 WAIT                                

  0000000010 *DRIVER* RHDCLGSD          253 WAIT                                

  0000000011 *DRIVER* PMONCIOD          253 WAIT                                

  0000000013 *DRIVER* RHDCDEAD          253 WAIT                                

  0000000012 *DRIVER* PMONCROL          253 WAIT                                

  0000000014 *DRIVER* RHDCCFSD          253 WAIT                                

  0000000015 *DRIVER* IDMSLMSD          253 WAIT                                

  0000000016 *DRIVER* IDMSDBSD          253 WAIT                                

  0000000025 *DRIVER* RHDCPRNT          253 WAIT                                

  ******************************* LAST PAGE **********************************  

                                                                                

 IDMS DB/DC V72       - Tasks active:27                     Time: 09:22:58      

OPER WATCH CPU
The WATCH CPU command of the OPER system task displays CPU statistics for currently active tasks.

Syntax

The following diagram shows the syntax for the new WATCH CPU command.
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►►─ Watch CPU ────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Example

This example shows the output from the OPER WATCH CPU command:

    IDMS-DC Release 1800     Display Active Tasks CPU Time  Line 1     of 21   

 Task Id    Program   System time   zIIP(CP)time  zIIP(zIIP)t.  User time      

 0000000054 RHDCOPER  00:00.001052  00:00.000000  00:00.000000  00:00.000049   

 0000000000 *MASTER*  00:00.542986  00:00.000000  00:00.001658  00:00.000000   

 0000000001 *DBRC*    00:00.079350  00:00.000000  00:00.008751  00:00.000000   

 0000000014 UCFLINE   00:00.001007  00:00.000000  00:00.000000  00:00.000000   

 0000000015 CCILINE   00:00.001821  00:00.000000  00:00.000000  00:00.000000   

 0000000016 VTAM      00:00.003935  00:00.000000  00:00.000517  00:00.000000   

 0000000017 DDSVTAM   00:00.017025  00:00.000000  00:00.000032  00:00.000000   

 0000000018 D0FILINE  00:00.000018  00:00.000000  00:00.000000  00:00.000000   

 0000000019 TCPIP     00:00.000127  00:00.000000  00:00.000000  00:00.000000   

 0000000020 TSTTCP1   00:00.000104  00:00.000000  00:00.000000  00:00.000000   

 0000000021 TSTTCP2   00:00.000011  00:00.000000  00:00.000000  00:00.000000   

 0000000002 RHDCRUSD  00:00.000102  00:00.000000  00:00.000000  00:00.000000   

 0000000003 RHDCRUSD  00:00.000905  00:00.000000  00:00.000000  00:00.000000   

 0000000004 RHDCRUSD  00:00.000168  00:00.000000  00:00.000034  00:00.000000   

 0000000005 RHDCRUSD  00:00.001272  00:00.000000  00:00.000040  00:00.000000   

 0000000006 RHDCRUSD  00:00.000894  00:00.000000  00:00.000024  00:00.000000   

 0000000007 RHDCRUSD  00:00.000756  00:00.000000  00:00.000026  00:00.000000   

 0000000011 PMONCIOD  00:00.014094  00:00.000000  00:00.000280  00:00.000000  

 0000000013 RHDCDEAD  00:00.212727  00:00.000660  00:00.129131  00:00.000000   

 0000000012 PMONCROL  00:00.000582  00:00.000000  00:00.000217  00:00.000000   

 0000000022 RHDCPRNT  00:00.000064  00:00.000000  00:00.000000  00:00.000000   

 ******************************* LAST PAGE *********************************  

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

IDMS DB/DC V72       - Tasks active:21                     Time: 09:02:59      

Times are displayed in MM:SS:ffffff format unless they exceed 60 minutes. Times over 60 minutes are displayed in
HH:MM:SS.ffff format.

The following items describe the columns from the example output:

• Task ID
Task thread ID

• Program
Name of the current program. If the program name is not available (for example, during task termination processing),
then this field is blank.
For ERUS tasks, the program is determined from one of the following sources:
– CICS Task -- PROGRAM-NAME in SUBSCHEMA-CTRL at the time of BIND RUN UNIT
– Batch program -- Batch program name being executed
– IDMS/DC DDS task -- Front-end task code

• System Time
The total system mode CPU time consumed by the task.

• zIIP(CP)time
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The system mode CPU time consumed on a CP because zIIP is unavailable.
• zIIP(zIIP)t.

The system mode CPU time consumed on a zIIP
• User time

The user mode CPU time consumed by the task.

OPER WATCH CRITICAL
OPER WATCH CRITICAL displays information on critical resource usage. This command summarizes key information
that is presented in detail by other system monitor (OPER) screens.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── Watch CRITical ─┬─────────────┬─┬────────┬──────────────────────────────►◄

                      └─ Resources ─┘ └─ Logs ─┘

Parameters

• CRITical
Displays summary information on usage of:
– Program pools
– Storage pools
– Tasks

• Resources
Displays standard CRITICAL display and summary information on usage of:
– Resource control element (RCE)
– Resource link element (RLEs)
– Deadlock prevention elements (DPEs)

• Logs
Displays standard CRITICAL display and summary information on usage of:
– System log
– Journals (for each journal)

Usage

OPER WATCH CRITICAL display

OPER WATCH CRITICAL displays this information:

Category Label Information displayed
STORAGE # Pools Number of storage pools
STORAGE # Pools now SOS Number of pools currently short on storage

(SOS)
STORAGE # Times SOS Number of times a short-on-storage

condition occurred
STORAGE Amount available Amount of storage space available,

expressed in K bytes
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STORAGE Amount Used Percentage of storage that is currently
allocated from the total amount of storage,
expressed in K bytes

STORAGE Amount fixed Number of pages fixed in systems with the
page fix and free option that was specified
at system generation

PROGRAMS # Pools Number of program pools
PROGRAMS # Rolled out pgms Number of programs that have had their

space reused (OVERLAY=YES)
PROGRAMS # Programs loaded Number of programs that have been loaded

in program pools
PROGRAMS Amount Available Amount of program pools space available,

expressed in K bytes
PROGRAMS Amount Used Amount of program pool space that is

currently allocated, expressed in K bytes
and as a percentage of total storage

TASKS Maximum Tasks Maximum number of tasks that can be
concurrently active

TASKS Active Tasks Number of tasks that are currently active
TASKS System Number of system tasks (such as drivers)

currently active
TASKS Online Number of online tasks (such as DC/UCF

tasks) currently active
TASKS External Number of external tasks (such as

database tasks) currently active

WATCH CRITICAL RESOURCES display

OPER WATCH CRITICAL RESOURCES displays this information:

Label Information displayed
RCEs/RLEs/DPEs Resource control elements (RCEs), resource link elements

(RLEs), and deadlock prevention elements (DPEs)
Avail Number of each element that is currently available
In Use Number of each element that is currently in use
HWM Greatest number of resources that are allocated in the system

(high water mark)
Times Number of times the element threshold has been reached,

resulting in secondary allocations of the corresponding resource.
Now Whether the element currently is in short supply

WATCH CRITICAL LOG display

OPER WATCH CRITICAL LOG displays this information:

Label Information displayed
LOG/JNL Log file (LOG) and journal file (JNL)
File Name of the file
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Full Whether part or the whole file is full (expressed as the percentage
full for log files and as YES or NO for journal files)

Act Whether the file is being used for recovery purposes
RCVR Whether the journal file is in use for recovery purposes
AJNL Whether the journal is being archived

Display update frequency

Displays are updated every 5 seconds or at the interval that is specified in the OPER VARY TIME command.

You can update the display at any time by pressing Enter In some cases, such as under UCF, you must press Enter to
update the display.

For more information about program pools, storage pools, tasks, RCEs, RLEs, and DPEs, see Administrating and
Navigational DML.

Examples

OPER WATCH CRITICAL

    IDMS-DC Release nnnn       DC Critical Resource Usage Display

           STORAGE                      PROGRAMS                   TASKS

   # Pools:          2          # Pools:           3         Maximum Tasks: 39

   # Pools now SOS:  0          # Rolled out pgms: 0         Active Tasks:  20

   # Times SOS:      0          # Programs loaded: 387       System:   19

   Amount Available: 3016k      Amount Available:  5540k     Online:   1

   Amount Used:      36.07%     Amount Used:       91.20%    External: 0

   Amount Fixed:       .00%

 IDMS DB/DC V105       Tasks active: 20                     Time: 13:51:56

OPER WATCH CRITICAL RESOURCES

    IDMS-DC Release nnnn       DC Critical Resource Usage Display

           STORAGE                      PROGRAMS                   TASKS

   # Pools:          2          # Pools:           3         Maximum Tasks: 39

   # Pools now SOS:  0          # Rolled out pgms: 0         Active Tasks:  20

   # Times SOS:      0          # Programs loaded: 387       System:   19

   Amount Available: 3016k      Amount Available:  5540k     Online:   1

   Amount Used:      36.07%     Amount Used:       91.20%    External: 0

   Amount Fixed:       .00%

           RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

             RCEs     RLEs     DPEs

  Number

   Avail:   3375     1687     3375
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   In Use   24.74%   52.34%    4.17%

   HWM:     32.44%   69.53%    5.60%

  Threshold

   Times:   0        0        1

   Now:     NO       NO       NO

 IDMS DB/DC V105       Tasks active: 20                     Time: 13:52:56

OPER WATCH CRITICAL LOGS

    IDMS-DC Release nnnn       DC Critical Resource Usage Display

           STORAGE                      PROGRAMS                   TASKS

   # Pools:          2          # Pools:           3         Maximum Tasks: 39

   # Pools now SOS:  0          # Rolled out pgms: 0         Active Tasks:  20

   # Times SOS:      0          # Programs loaded: 387       System:   19

   Amount Available: 3016k      Amount Available:  5540k     Online:   1

   Amount Used:      36.07%     Amount Used:       91.20%    External: 0

   Amount Fixed:       .00%

           Log/Journal Status

          File    Full   Act  RCVR AJNL

   LOG             59%

   JNL  SYSJRNL1   NO    YES   NO   NO

   JNL  SYSJRNL2   NO     NO   NO   NO

   JNL  SYSJRNL3   NO     NO   NO   NO

 IDMS DB/DC V105       Tasks active: 20                     Time: 13:53:51

OPER WATCH CRITICAL RESOURCES LOGS

    IDMS-DC Release nnnn       DC Critical Resource Usage Display

           STORAGE                      PROGRAMS                   TASKS

   # Pools:          2          # Pools:           3         Maximum Tasks: 39

   # Pools now SOS:  0          # Rolled out pgms: 0         Active Tasks:  20

   # Times SOS:      0          # Programs loaded: 387       System:   19

   Amount Available: 3016k      Amount Available:  5540k     Online:   1

   Amount Used:      36.07%     Amount Used:       91.20%    External: 0

   Amount Fixed:       .00%

           RESOURCE MANAGEMENT                    Log/Journal Status

             RCEs     RLEs     DPEs              File    Full   Act  RCVR AJNL

  Number                                  LOG             59%

   Avail:   3375     1687     3375        JNL  SYSJRNL1   NO    YES   NO   NO

   In Use   24.74%   52.34%    4.17%      JNL  SYSJRNL2   NO     NO   NO   NO

   HWM:     32.44%   69.53%    5.60%      JNL  SYSJRNL3   NO     NO   NO   NO
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  Threshold

   Times:   0        0        2

   Now:     NO       NO       NO

 IDMS DB/DC V105       Tasks active: 20                     Time: 13:55:12

OPER WATCH DB
OPER WATCH DB displays information for each active run unit and allows you to monitor database I/O and journal driver
usage.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─ Watch DB ─┬──────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►◄

              ├── IO ────┤

              ├── IOD ───┤

              └─ DBName ─┘

Parameter

• DBName
Displays the database name or segment name being accessed by active database sessions.

Usage

Display update frequency

Displays are updated every 5 seconds or at the interval that is specified in the OPER VARY TIME command. (Sometimes,
such as under UCF, you must press Enter to update the screen with the most current information.)

OPER WATCH DB display

The following table explains the information that is displayed from the OPER WATCH DB command.

Field displayed Description/meaning
TASK ID Task thread ID (8-digit system-assigned value)
ORIG ID of the originating interface, such as DBDC or BATC
IDMSPROG Name of the program that is associated with the run unit
SUBSCHM Name of the subschema invoked by the program
PRI Priority
STA Status

Note: For more information about a matrix of the possible
transaction status values, see the section DCMT DISPLAY
TRANSACTION.

V# Verb number of the last DML statement issued
PAGEREAD Number of pages that were read from disk for the transaction
PAGEWRIT Number of pages that were written to disk for the transaction
CALLIDMS Number of calls that were made to IDMS
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LOCK-REQ Number of calls that were made to the database key-locking
routine

OPER WATCH DB IO

The following table explains the information displayed from the OPER WATCH DB IO command.

Field displayed Description/meaning
Task-ID Task thread ID (8-digit system-assigned value)
Org/Ltrm ID of the originating logical terminal
IDMSPROG Name of the program that is associated with the database I/O

operation
PagReq Number of pages that were requested from disk for the transaction
PgRead Number of requests to read from disk for the transaction (the

number of start IOs for chained processing plus the number of
pages physically read through unchained processing)

StIO Number of start IOs that were issued for chained processing
PgIO Total number of pages that were physically read using chained

processing
WrtRq Number of pages that were requested to be written to disk for the

transaction
PgWrt Number of pages that were written to disk for the transaction
JrWrt Number of database I/O operations that were written to the journal
Rd/Wt Number of times that the target database buffer selected by a

transaction already contained a page that had to be written

OPER WATCH DB IOD

This following table explains the information that is displayed from the OPER WATCH DB IOD command that is in addition
to the information displayed by the OPER WATCH DB IO command.

Field displayed Description/meaning
Driver Type of driver
Area Name of the area that is associated with the driver
Pg/IO Ratio pages read to start IOs
JWait Number of times the write driver had to wait for another task to

finish writing to the journal

Examples

Example:  OPER WATCH DB DBNAME Output

This example shows the output from the OPER WATCH DB command:

     IDMS-DC Release 1700     Display DB activity            Line 1     of 15   

 Task Id   Orig IDMSProg Subschem Pri Sta V# PageRead PageWrit CallIDMS LOCK-Rq

000000010 DBDC RHDCLGSD IDMSNWK9 253   A 56 00000000 00000000 00000003 00000001

0000000009 DBDC RHDCLGSD IDMSNWK9 253   A 56 00000000 00000000 00000003 00000001

0000000008 DBDC RHDCLGSD IDMSNWK9 253   A 56 00000000 00000000 00000003 00000001
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0000000007 DBDC RHDCRUAL IDMSSECS 253   A 95 00000000 00000000 00000008 00000001

0000000007 DBDC RHDCRUAL IDMSSECS 253   A 95 00000002 00000000 00000013 00000001

0000000006 DBDC RHDCRUAL IDMSNWK8 253   A 54 00000000 00000000 00000003 00000001

0000000006 DBDC RHDCRUAL IDMSNWK8 253   A 54 00000000 00000000 00000003 00000001

0000000005 DBDC RHDCRUAL IDMSSECU 253   A 54 00000000 00000000 00000004 00000001

0000000005 DBDC RHDCRUAL IDMSSECU 253   A 95 00000002 00000000 00000027 00000001

0000000004 DBDC RHDCRUAL IDMSNWK6 253   A 95 00000000 00000000 00000009 00000001

0000000004 DBDC RHDCRUAL IDMSNWK6 253   A 95 00000039 00000000 00001749 00000001

0000000003 DBDC RHDCRUAL IDMSNWKL 253   A 54 00000000 00000000 00000003 00000001

0000000003 DBDC RHDCRUAL IDMSNWKL 253   A 54 00000000 00000000 00000003 00000001

0000000002 DBDC RHDCRUAL IDMSNWK7 253   A 54 00000000 00000000 00000003 00000001

0000000002 DBDC RHDCRUAL IDMSNWK7 253   H 95 00000015 00000000 00000139 00000040

  ******************************* LAST PAGE ********************************** 

IDMS DB/DC V72       - Tasks active:31                     Time: 09:38:38      

Example: OPER WATCH DB IO

This example shows the output from the OPER WATCH DB IO command:

     IDMS-DC Release 1700     Display DB IO activity         Line 1     of 15   

Task Id Org/Ltrm IDMSProg  PagReq  PgRead StIO PgIO   WrtRq   PgWrt JrWrt  R/W

00000010 DBDC     RHDCLGSD       0       0    0    0       0       0     0     0

00000009 DBDC     RHDCLGSD       0       0    0    0       0       0     0     0

00000008 DBDC     RHDCLGSD       0       0    0    0       0       0     0     0

00000007 DBDC     RHDCRUAL       3       0    0    0       0       0     0     0

00000007 DBDC     RHDCRUAL       6       2    0    0       0       0     0     0

00000006 DBDC     RHDCRUAL       0       0    0    0       0       0     0     0

00000006 DBDC     RHDCRUAL       0       0    0    0       0       0     0     0

00000005 DBDC     RHDCRUAL       0       0    0    0       0       0     0     0

00000005 DBDC     RHDCRUAL       5       2    0    0       0       0     0     0

00000004 DBDC     RHDCRUAL       3       0    0    0       0       0     0     0

00000004 DBDC     RHDCRUAL     874      39    0    0       0       0     0     0

00000003 DBDC     RHDCRUAL       0       0    0    0       0       0     0     0

00000003 DBDC     RHDCRUAL       0       0    0    0       0       0     0     0

00000002 DBDC     RHDCRUAL       0       0    0    0       0       0     0     0

00000002 DBDC     RHDCRUAL      51      15    0    0       0       0     0     0

  ******************************* LAST PAGE **********************************  

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

 IDMS DB/DC V72       - Tasks active:31                     Time: 09:38:38      

Example: OPER WATCH DB IOD

This example shows the output from the OPER WATCH DB IOD command:

     IDMS-DC Release 1700     Display Active DB Drivers      Line 1     of 4    

 Driver --------- Area ------------     Start-IO Pg-IOs  Pg/IO PgWrt JrWrt JWai

READ     DBCR.BRNCHTEL                         0      0                         

READ     DBCR.ACCTHIST                         0      0                         

READ     CATSYS.DDLCAT                         0      0                         

READ     CATSYS.DDLCATX                        0      0                         

  ******************************* LAST PAGE **********************************  
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 IDMS DB/DC V72       - Tasks active:32                     Time: 09:36:04      

OPER WATCH LTERM
OPER WATCH LTERM displays information for each logical terminal defined at system generation time.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── Watch LTerm ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Usage

Display update frequency

Displays are updated every five seconds or at the interval specified in the OPER VARY TIME command. (In some cases,
such as under UCF, you must press Enter to update the screen with the most current information.)

Information displayed

The following table explains the information displayed from the OPER WATCH LTERM command.

Field displayed Description/meaning
LTERM ID Logical terminal ID
USER ID User ID
Task Code Task code for the task

(+Idle+ means that the logical terminal has no tasks signed on to
it)

Task ID ID for the task (assigned by the system)
A value of 0 (zero) means that nothing is actually happening on
the terminal (the logical terminal is owned by RHDCMSTR)

Stg Storage associated with the logical terminal element (LTE) due to:
A task running on the terminal
LONGTERM KEPT storage attached to the terminal

Pgm Space The amount of space in the program pool currently in use for this
LTE (including storage shared with other LTEs)

DB RUs Number of open database run units
S/NS Total number of SELECT and non-SELECT database locks held

for the terminal
Notify Number of NOTIFY (KEEP LONGTERM) locks held by this logical

terminal
RLEs Number of resource link elements used by this task and by

storage for this logical terminal

More information
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• For more information about logical terminals, see documentation of the LTERM statement in the Administrating
section.

• For more information about displaying information about logical terminals, see the section DCMT DISPLAY LTERM.
• For more information about changing attributes for a logical terminal, see the section DCMT VARY LTERM.
• For more information about the scrolling subcommands, see the section Scrolling Subcommands Parameters.

Example

WATCH LTERM

     IDMS-DC Release 1700     LTERM Resource Usage Display   Line 1     of 301  

                                                Pgm   DB     DB Locks           

  LTERM Id  User Id   Task Code Task Id  Stg   Space  RUs  S/NS   Notify  RLEs  

  VL72001   TANJILON  OPER       123     32k   25k    0    0      0       5     

  LD000001  TANJI06              0       0k    0k     0    0      0       1     

  VL72110              +Idle+    0       0k    0k     0    0      0       0     

  VL72109              +Idle+    0       0k    0k     0    0      0       0     

  VL72108              +Idle+    0       0k    0k     0    0      0       0     

  VL72107              +Idle+    0       0k    0k     0    0      0       0     

  VL72106              +Idle+    0       0k    0k     0    0      0       0     

  VL72105              +Idle+    0       0k    0k     0    0      0       0     

  VL72104              +Idle+    0       0k    0k     0    0      0       0     

  VL72103              +Idle+    0       0k    0k     0    0      0       0     

  VL72102              +Idle+    0       0k    0k     0    0      0       0     

  VL72101              +Idle+    0       0k    0k     0    0      0       0     

  VL72100              +Idle+    0       0k    0k     0    0      0       0     

  VL72099              +Idle+    0       0k    0k     0    0      0       0     

  VL72098              +Idle+    0       0k    0k     0    0      0       0     

  VL72097              +Idle+    0       0k    0k     0    0      0       0     

  VL72096              +Idle+    0       0k    0k     0    0      0       0     

  VL72095              +Idle+    0       0k    0k     0    0      0       0     

  VL72094              +Idle+    0       0k    0k     0    0      0       0     

  VL72093              +Idle+    0       0k    0k     0    0      0       0     

  VL72092              +Idle+    0       0k    0k     0    0      0       0     

  VL72091              +Idle+    0       0k    0k     0    0      0       0     

  VL72090              +Idle+    0       0k    0k     0    0      0       0     

  VL72089              +Idle+    0       0k    0k     0    0      0       0     

  VL72088              +Idle+    0       0k    0k     0    0      0       0     

  VL72087              +Idle+    0       0k    0k     0    0      0       0     

  VL72086              +Idle+    0       0k    0k     0    0      0       0     

  VL72085              +Idle+    0       0k    0k     0    0      0       0     

  VL72084              +Idle+    0       0k    0k     0    0      0       0     

  VL72083              +Idle+    0       0k    0k     0    0      0       0     

  VL72082              +Idle+    0       0k    0k     0    0      0       0     

  VL72081              +Idle+    0       0k    0k     0    0      0       0     

  VL72080              +Idle+    0       0k    0k     0    0      0       0     

  VL72079              +Idle+    0       0k    0k     0    0      0       0     

  VL72078              +Idle+    0       0k    0k     0    0      0       0     

  VL72077              +Idle+    0       0k    0k     0    0      0       0     

  VL72076              +Idle+    0       0k    0k     0    0      0       0     

                                                                                

 IDMS DB/DC V72       - Tasks active:32                     Time: 09:42:19        
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OPER WATCH PROGRAM
OPER WATCH PROGRAM displays information on program pool usage.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── Watch PRogram ─┬────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                     ├─ PP ───┤

                     ├─ RP ───┤

                     ├─ XAPP ─┤

                     └─ XARP ─┘

Parameters

• PRogram
Displays summary information about combined program pool usage.

• PP
Displays detailed information about the 24-bit program pool.

• RP
Displays detailed information about the 24-bit reentrant program pool (if one exists).

• XAPP
Displays detailed information about the 31-bit program pool (if one exists).

• XARP
Displays detailed information about the 31-bit reentrant program pool (if one exists).

Usage

Display update frequency

Displays are updated every 5 seconds or at the interval that is specified in the OPER VARY TIME command. (Sometimes,
such as under UCF, you must press Enter to update the screen with the most current information.)

OPER WATCH PROGRAM display

The following table explains the combined program pool usage that is returned from the OPER WATCH PROGRAM
command.

Field displayed Description/meaning
Pools Defined pgm Number of types of pools defined:

24-bit program pool (PP)
24-bit reentrant pool (RP)
31-bit program pool (XAPP)
31-bit reentrant pool (XARP)

Program Storage
Available Amount of available space, expressed in K bytes
Allocated Space that is currently allocated, expressed in K bytes and as a

percentage of total space available
Load requests Total number of loads
Loads
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#into unused space Number of loads into unallocated space (also expressed as a
percentage of the total number of loads)

overlaying unused pgm Number of loads overlaying a program not currently in use (also
expressed as a percentage of the total number of loads)

# overlaying pgm in use Number of loads overlaying a program currently in use (also
expressed as a percentage of the total number of loads)

# Waits for space Number of waits for space
Amt storage loaded Number of K bytes loaded
Avg size pgm/load Average size of programs that are loaded, expressed in K bytes

WATCH PROGRAM program-pool information

The following table explains the specific program pool usage that is returned from the OPER WATCH PROGRAM PP, RP,
XAPP, or XARP commands.

Field displayed Description/meaning
Pool space
Available Available space, expressed in K bytes
Allocated Space that is currently allocated, expressed in K bytes and as a

percentage of the pool
Alloc HWM Largest amount of space that was allocated at one time (high

water mark), expressed in K bytes and as a percentage of the pool
Programs
In Pool Number of programs currently in the pool and the amount of space

that they occupy, expressed in K bytes and as a percentage of the
pool

Not in use Number of programs in the pool not currently in use and the
amount of space that they occupy, expressed in K bytes and as a
percentage of the pool

In Use Number of programs in the pool currently in use and the amount of
space that they occupy, expressed in K bytes and as a percentage
of the pool

Overlaid Number of overlaid programs currently in the pool and the
amount of space that they occupy, expressed in K types and as a
percentage of the pool

Load Requests
# Loads Total number of loads
# Into Unused Space Number of loads into unallocated space (also expressed as a

percentage of the total number of loads)
# Overlaying unused pgm Number of loads overlaying a program not currently in use (also

expressed as a percentage of the total number of loads)
# Overlaying pgm in use Number of loads overlaying a program currently in use (also

expressed as a percentage of the total number of loads)
# Waits for space Number of waits for space
# Bytes loaded Number of K bytes loaded
Avg size pgm/load Average size of programs that are loaded, expressed in K bytes

For more information
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• For more information about program pools, see the Administrating section.
• For more information about displaying information about program pools, see DCMT DISPLAY ALL PROGRAM

POOLS.
• For more information about displaying the page allocation map, see DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE PROGRAMS.

Examples

OPER WATCH PROGRAM

     IDMS-DC Version nn.nn.nn      Program Pool Usage Summary

     4 Pools Defined pgm (PP), Rent (RP), XA pgm (XAPP), XA Rent (XARP)

                  Program Storage:

                                               % Avail

                    Available:      7892k

                    Allocated:      2806k        35.55%

                    Load Requests:

                                                          % Loads

                    Loads:                      213

                      # into unused space:      213        100.00%

                      # overlaying unused pgm:  0             .00%

                      # overlaying pgm in use:  0             .00%

                    # Waits for space:          0

                    Amt storage loaded:         2809k

                    Avg size pgm/load:          13k

 IDMS DB/DC V71       - Tasks active:20                     Time: 13:53:59

OPER WATCH PROGRAM PP

     IDMS-DC Version nn.nn.nn                   Program Pool Usage      

     Pool Space:                        Programs:

                             % Avail                    #     Space     % Pool

       Available: 500k                    In Pool:    0       0k            .00%

       Allocated: 0k             .00%     Not in use: 0       0k            .00%

       Alloc HWM: 0k             .00%     In Use:     0       0k            .00%

                                          Overlaid:   0       0k            .00%

                        Load Requests:

                                                            % Loads

                          # Loads:                 0

                          # Into unused space:     0            .00%

                          # Overlaying unused pgm: 0            .00%

                          # Overlaying pgm in use: 0            .00%
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                          # Waits for space:       0

                          # Bytes loaded:          0k

                          Avg size pgm/load:       0k

 IDMS DB/DC V71       - Tasks active:20                     Time: 13:54:21

OPER WATCH PROGRAM RP

     IDMS-DC Version nn.nn.nn         Reentrant Program Pool Usage      

     Pool Space:                        Programs:

                             % Avail                    #     Space     % Pool

       Available: 2336k                   In Pool:    46      606k        25.94%

       Allocated: 606k         25.94%     Not in use: 46      606k        25.94%

       Alloc HWM: 606k         25.94%     In Use:     0       0k            .00%

                                          Overlaid:   0       0k            .00%

                        Load Requests:

                                                            % Loads

                          # Loads:                 46

                          # Into unused space:     46        100.00%

                          # Overlaying unused pgm: 0            .00%

                          # Overlaying pgm in use: 0            .00%

                          # Waits for space:       0

                          # Bytes loaded:          606k

                          Avg size pgm/load:       13k

 IDMS DB/DC V71       - Tasks active:21                     Time: 10:35:30

OPER WATCH PROGRAM XARP

     IDMS-DC Version nn.nn.nn      XA Reentrant Program Pool Usage      

     Pool Space:                        Programs:

                             % Avail                    #     Space     % Pool

       Available: 4556k                   In Pool:    164     2180k       47.84%

       Allocated: 2180k        47.84%     Not in use: 154     2117k       46.46%

       Alloc HWM: 2180k        47.84%     In Use:     10      62k          1.36%

                                          Overlaid:   0       0k            .00%

                        Load Requests:

                                                            % Loads

                          # Loads:                 166

                          # Into unused space:     166       100.00%

                          # Overlaying unused pgm: 0            .00%

                          # Overlaying pgm in use: 0            .00%
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                          # Waits for space:       0

                          # Bytes loaded:          2183k

                          Avg size pgm/load:       13k

 IDMS DB/DC V71       - Tasks active:20                     Time: 13:54:35

OPER WATCH PROGRAM XAPP

     IDMS-DC Version nn.nn.nn                XA Program Pool Usage      

     Pool Space:                        Programs:

                             % Avail                    #     Space     % Pool

       Available: 500k                    In Pool:    1       20k          4.00%

       Allocated: 20k           4.00%     Not in use: 1       20k          4.00%

       Alloc HWM: 20k           4.00%     In Use:     0       0k            .00%

                                          Overlaid:   0       0k            .00%

                        Load Requests:

                                                            % Loads

                          # Loads:                 1

                          # Into unused space:     1         100.00%

                          # Overlaying unused pgm: 0            .00%

                          # Overlaying pgm in use: 0            .00%

                          # Waits for space:       0

                          # Bytes loaded:          20k

                          Avg size pgm/load:       20k

 IDMS DB/DC V71       - Tasks active:20                     Time: 13:54:56

OPER WATCH SP
OPER WATCH SP displays summary information about individual storage pool usage.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── Watch SP ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Usage

Display update frequency

Displays are updated every 5 seconds or at the interval that is specified in the OPER VARY TIME command. (Sometimes,
such as under UCF, you must press Enter to update the screen with the most current information.)

Information displayed
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The following table explains the information that is displayed from the OPER WATCH SP command.

Field displayed Description/meaning
Pool # Storage pool number
Gets Number of #GETSTG requests
Frees Number of #FREESTG requests
PGRLSE Calls Number of PGRLSE requests
Pages Freed Number of pages released
Stg In Pool Size of the storage pool, expressed in K bytes
Stg Alloc Storage that is currently allocated, expressed in K bytes
SOS # Number of times a short-on-storage (SOS) condition occurred

More information

• For more information about storage pools, see Administrating.
• For more information about displaying information about storage pools, see DCMT DISPLAY ALL PROGRAM POOLS.
• For more information about displaying information about specific storage pools, see DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE

STORAGE.
• For more information about changing attributes of a specific storage pool, see DCMT VARY STORAGE.

Example

OPER WATCH SP

            DC Storage Subpool Summary

 Pool  Gets     Frees   PGRLSE   Pages     Stg       Stg   SOS

  #                      Calls   Freed   In Pool    Alloc   #

 --- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -----

 0   1123     1095     0        0        3060k    108k     0

 128 1284     1234     0        0        2000k    100k     0

 200 543      501      0        0        2000k    112k     0

 255 2669     2526     0        0        2000k    396k     0

 --- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -----

 IDMS DB/DC V81       - Tasks active:19                     Time: 13:10:25

OPER WATCH STORAGE
OPER WATCH STORAGE displays information about storage pool usage.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── Watch STorage ─┬────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►◄

                     └─ storage-pool ─┘
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Parameters

• STorage
Displays summary information about combined storage pool usage.
This value is the default, but it can be overridden by specifying a particular storage pool.

• storage-pool 
Displays only detailed information about usage of the specified storage pool.

Usage

Display update frequency

Displays are updated every 5 seconds or at the interval that is specified in the OPER VARY TIME command. (Sometimes,
such as under UCF, you must press Enter to update the screen with the most current information.)

OPER WATCH STORAGE display

The following table explains the information that is displayed from the OPER WATCH STORAGE command.

Field displayed Description/meaning
Storage  
nnn Storage Pools Number of storage pools
Available Amount of space available, expressed in K bytes and as a

percentage of total storage
Allocated Storage that is currently allocated, expressed in K bytes and as a

percentage of total storage
Short on Storage  
# System Wide Number of times a short-on-storage (SOS) condition occurred in

Storage Pool 0, causing a systemwide SOS condition.
# Pools Currently Number of pools currently short on storage
Wait  
# For Storage Number of waits for storage
Paging  
# PGRLSE Calls Number of PGRLSE requests
# Pages Released Number of pages released
# PGFIX Calls Number of PGFIX requests
# Pages Fixed Number of pages fixed
# PGFREE Calls Number of PGFREE requests
# Pages Freed Number of fixed pages freed
Global Storage Requests  
# Getstg Number of #GETSTG requests
# Freestg Number of #FREESTG requests
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Storage Types Information about each storage pool, including the type of storage
contained in the pool (indicated by an 'x'):
xa -- XA storage
sh -- Shared storage
sk -- Shared kept storage
us -- User storage
uk -- User kept storage
tr -- Terminal storage
db -- Database storage
sy -- System storage

#Pools For Types Number of storage pools that contain the same types of storage
as each other, as indicated by 'x's

#Requests For Types Number of requests for storage in the pool

OPER WATCH STORAGE storage-pool display

The following table explains specific storage pool information that is displayed from the OPER WATCH STORAGE
command.

Field description Description/meaning
Storage  
Pool Size Size of the storage pool, expressed in K bytes
Cushion size Size of the storage cushion, expressed in K bytes and as a

percentage of the pool
Allocated Both the amount of storage that is allocated and the largest

amount of storage that is allocated at one time (Hi-Water Marks),
expressed in K bytes and as a percentage of the pool

Short on Storage  
Pool is Currently Short-on-storage status: YES or NO
Number of times Number of times a short-on-storage condition occurred
Paging  
# PGRLSE Calls Number of PGRLSE requests
# Pages Released Number of pages released
# PGFIX Calls Number of PGFIX requests
# Pages Fixed Number of pages that are fixed in the pool
# PGFREE Calls Number of PGFREE requests
# Pages Freed Number of fixed pages freed
Storage Allocation  
# GET Requests Number of #GETSTG requests
# FREE Requests Number of #FREESTG requests
# Scan 1 passes Number of #GETSTG requests satisfied by Pass 1.
# Scan 2 passes Number of #GETSTG requests satisfied by Pass 2.

Examples 

OPER WATCH STORAGE
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     IDMS-DC Release nnnn      Storage Usage Summary

       004 Storage Pools                        Global Storage Requests

         Available:      9060k        92.10%        # Getstg:       5640

         Allocated:      716k          7.90%        # Freestg:      5376

                                          Storage Types

       Short on Storage:                 x s s u u t d s    #Pools    #Requests

         # System Wide:       0          a h k s k r b y   For Types  For Types

         # Pools Currently:   0            x                 1         0

                                             x               1         2

       Waits:                                  x             1         599

         # For Storage:       0                  x           1         0

                                                   x         1         0

       Paging:                                       x       1         10

         # PGRLSE Calls:   0                           x     1         518

         # Pages Released: 0             x x                 2         0

         # PGFIX Calls:    0             x   x               2         14

         # Pages Fixed:    0             x     x             2         1640

         # PGFREE Calls:   0             x       x           2         0

         # Pages Freed:    0

 IDMS DB/DC V81       - Tasks active:19                     Time: 13:10:51

OPER WATCH STORAGE storage-pool

     IDMS-DC Release nnnn    Detail Storage Pool Information for Pool 128  (XA)

       Storage:

                              Currently           Hi-Water Marks

           Pool Size:    2000k

           Cushion Size: 252k         12.60%

           Allocated:    100k          5.00%    140k          7.00%

       Short on Storage:                        Storage Allocation

           Pool is Currently      NO              # GET  Requests: 1306

           Number of times:       0               # FREE Requests: 1252

                                                  # Scan 1 Passes: 994

       Paging:                                    # Scan 2 Passes: 312

         # PGRLSE Calls:   0

         # Pages Released: 0

         # PGFIX Calls:    0

         # Pages Fixed:    0

         # PGFREE Calls:   0

         # Pages Freed:    0

 IDMS DB/DC V81       - Tasks active:19                     Time: 13:12:29

OPER WATCH TIME
OPER WATCH TIME displays information for each active task thread. This command is similar to OPER WATCH ACTIVE
TASKS. The difference is that OPER WATCH TIME displays the CPU time for each task instead of the user ID.
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NOTE

OPER WATCH TIME does not change the interval at which the dynamic system monitor updates the OPER
screen display. To do this, use the OPER TIME command.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►─── Watch TIme ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Usage

Display update frequency

Displays are updated every 5 seconds or at the interval specified in the OPER TIME command. (In some cases, such as
under UCF, you must press Enter to update the screen with the most current information.)

Displaying information about user time

User time for tasks is displayed only if you enable collection of user statistics at system generation time. To do this,
specify STATISTICS TASK COLLECT USER in the system generation SYSTEM statement.

Information displayed

The following table explains the information displayed from the OPER WATCH TIME command.

Field displayed Description/meaning
TASK ID Task thread ID
TASK CD Task code for the task
PROGRAM Name of the program initially invoked by the task
TERMINAL Logical terminal on which the task thread is executing
PRI Priority for the task
STAT Status (wait, active, abend, or load)
SYSTEM TIME/ USER TIME Amount of CPU time spent in system mode and in user mode,

each shown in the following form:
hh:mm:ss:tttt
Where:
hh = Hours, based on a 24-hour clock
mm = Minutes
ss = Seconds
tttt = Ten-thousandths of a second (CPU time)

Example 

OPER WATCH TIME

    IDMS-DC Release 1700     Display Active Task Time       Line 1     of 31  

 Task Id    Task Cd  Program  Terminal Pri Stat  System Time    User Time     

 0000000123 OPER     RHDCOPER VL72001  100 ACTV  00.00.00.0127  00.00.00.0090 

 0000000000 *SYSTEM* *MASTER*          255 WAIT  00.00.00.4570  00.00.00.0000 

 0000000001 *SYSTEM* *DBRC*            255 WAIT  00.00.00.2096  00.00.00.0000 

 0000000097 *DRIVER* DB READ           255 WAIT  00.00.00.0039  00.00.00.0000 
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 0000000102 *DRIVER* DB READ           255 WAIT  00.00.00.0059  00.00.00.0000 

 0000000117 *DRIVER* DB READ           255 WAIT  00.00.00.0000  00.00.00.0000 

 0000000121 *DRIVER* DB READ           255 WAIT  00.00.00.0001  00.00.00.0000 

 0000000017 *DRIVER* UCFLINE           254 WAIT  00.00.00.0006  00.00.00.0000 

 0000000018 *DRIVER* CCILINE           254 WAIT  00.00.00.0029  00.00.00.0000 

 0000000019 *DRIVER* VTAM              254 WAIT  00.00.00.0426  00.00.00.0000 

 0000000020 *DRIVER* DDSVTAM           254 WAIT  00.00.00.0529  00.00.00.0000 

 0000000021 *DRIVER* D0FILINE          254 WAIT  00.00.00.0001  00.00.00.0000 

 0000000022 *DRIVER* TCPIP             254 WAIT  00.00.00.0290  00.00.00.0000 

 0000000023 *DRIVER* TSTTCP1           254 WAIT  00.00.00.0325  00.00.00.0000 

 0000000024 *DRIVER* TSTTCP2           254 WAIT  00.00.00.0000  00.00.00.0000 

 0000000002 *DRIVER* RHDCRUSD          253 WAIT  00.00.00.0001  00.00.00.0000 

 0000000003 *DRIVER* RHDCRUSD          253 WAIT  00.00.00.0011  00.00.00.0000 

 0000000004 *DRIVER* RHDCRUSD          253 WAIT  00.00.00.0001  00.00.00.0000 

 0000000005 *DRIVER* RHDCRUSD          253 WAIT  00.00.00.0013  00.00.00.0000 

 0000000006 *DRIVER* RHDCRUSD          253 WAIT  00.00.00.0014  00.00.00.0000 

 0000000007 *DRIVER* RHDCRUSD          253 WAIT  00.00.00.0012  00.00.00.0000 

 0000000008 *DRIVER* RHDCLGSD          253 WAIT  00.00.00.0047  00.00.00.0000 

 0000000009 *DRIVER* RHDCLGSD          253 WAIT  00.00.00.0032  00.00.00.0000 

 0000000010 *DRIVER* RHDCLGSD          253 WAIT  00.00.00.0017  00.00.00.0000 

 0000000011 *DRIVER* PMONCIOD          253 WAIT  00.00.00.0483  00.00.00.0000 

 0000000013 *DRIVER* RHDCDEAD          253 WAIT  00.00.01.1804  00.00.00.0000 

 0000000012 *DRIVER* PMONCROL          253 WAIT  00.00.00.0052  00.00.00.0000 

 0000000014 *DRIVER* RHDCCFSD          253 WAIT  00.00.00.0071  00.00.00.0000 

 0000000015 *DRIVER* IDMSLMSD          253 WAIT  00.00.00.0000  00.00.00.0000 

 0000000016 *DRIVER* IDMSDBSD          253 WAIT  00.00.00.0034  00.00.00.0000 

 0000000025 *DRIVER* RHDCPRNT          253 WAIT  00.00.00.0001  00.00.00.0000 

 ******************************* LAST PAGE ********************************** 

                                                                             

                                                                              

IDMS DB/DC V72       - Tasks active:31                     Time: 09:45:09    

OPER WATCH USER
OPER WATCH USER displays information about each user who is signed on to the DC/UCF system.

Syntax

►►─── Watch Users ────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Usage

Display update frequency

Displays are updated every 5 seconds or at the interval specified in the OPER TIME command. (In some cases, such as
under UCF, you must press Enter to update the screen with the most current information.)

Information displayed
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The following table describes the information displayed from the OPER WATCH USER command.

Field displayed Description/meaning
LINE ID of the line with which the user's physical terminal is associated
PTERM ID of the physical terminal with which the user's logical terminal is

associated
LTERM ID of the logical terminal to which the user is signed on
USER User ID

For more information about the scrolling subcommands, see the section Scrolling Subcommands Parameters.

Example

OPER WATCH USER

     IDMS-DC Release 1700     Display Active Users           Line 1     of 5    

  Line       PTERM Id    LTERM Id    User Id                                    

  VTAM       VP72003     VL72003     ISLRE01                                    

  VTAM       VP72002     VL72002     PATLU01                                    

  VTAM       VP72004     VL72004     PRIMI08                                    

  VTAM       VP72001     VL72001     TANJILONGNAME                              

  *none*     *none*      LD000001    TANJI06                                    

  ******************************* LAST PAGE **********************************  

                                                                                

                                                                                

 IDMS DB/DC V72       - Tasks active:33                     Time: 09:49:55     

DC/UCF Operator Console Interface
A DC/UCF system has an operator console that allows entering DC/UCF operator commands and task codes at the
console at system runtime.

DC/UCF performs security checks for the operator console as for any other terminal. How it performs security checks is
operating system dependent. To execute secured tasks or programs, you first use the SIGNON system task to sign on to
the console, with an ID that has authority to execute the task code and associated program.

z/OS Systems
Under z/OS, you execute a DC/UCF operator command or task code from the operator's console using the following
syntax:

Syntax

 

►►─ nn ─┬─ operator-command ───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►◄

        ├─ 99 task-code ─┬───────────────────┬─┤

        │                └─ task-parameters ─┘ │

        └─ 99 user-response ───────────────────┘
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Parameters

• nn
Specifies a reply number.
The reply number is shown in the system REPLY WITH REQUEST message that is displayed at the console. The
REPLY WITH REQUEST message has the following format:

nn REPLY WITH REQUEST TO IDMS-DC Vnnnn

You can omit leading zeros from the number that is displayed in the system REPLY WITH REQUEST message.

• operator-command
Specifies an operator command, as shown in Operator Commands.

• 99
Specifies that a task code follows a response to a prompt.

• task-code
Specifies the task code of a task that is defined on the system generation TASK statement.

• task-parameters
Specifies a command or any input parameters that are used by the task.

• user-response
Specifies your response to a prompt issued by the task.

Example

The following example shows how to use the z/OS operator's console as a DC/UCF terminal. The operator replies to
console messages are shown in lowercase.

1. Enter the DISPLAY RUN UNITS operator command as follows:

37 REPLY WITH REQUEST TO IDMS-DC V82

 37 display run units

2. Log in to DC as follows: 

3 REPLY WITH REQUEST TO IDMS-DC V82

 3 99 signon oper

3. Execute the DCMT DISPLAY PRINTERS system task as follows:

28 REPLY WITH REQUEST TO IDMS-DC V82

 28 99 dcmt display printers

4. Execute the SEND system task and supply parameters in response to prompts as follows:

3 REPLY WITH REQUEST TO IDMS-DC V82

 3 99 send

     

31 REPLY WITH REQUEST TO IDMS-DC V82

 IDMS DC299001 V82 ENTER IDENTIFIER-TYPE (L,U,D,or A)

 31 99 u mas

        

32 REPLY WITH REQUEST TO IDMS-DC V82

 IDMS DC299003 V82 ENTER MESSAGE

 32 99 your job abended
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z/VM Systems
Under z/VM, the DC/UCF console terminal is the terminal that is defined as the virtual console for the virtual machine on
which DC/UCF runs as a guest operating system under z/VM.

You execute a DC/UCF operator command or task code from the operator's console using the following syntax:

Syntax

 

►►──────┬─ operator-command ───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►◄

        ├─ 99 task-code ─┬───────────────────┬─┤

        │                └─ task-parameters ─┘ │

        └─ 99 user-response ───────────────────┘

 

Parameters

• operator-command
Specifies an operator command, as shown in Operator Commands.

• 99
Specifies that a task code follows a response to a prompt.

• task-code
Specifies the task code of a task defined on the system generation TASK statement.

• task-parameters
Specifies a command or any input parameters used by the task.

• user-response
Specifies your response to a prompt issued by the task.

Example

The following example shows how to use the z/VM operator's console as a DC/UCF terminal.

1. Enter the DISPLAY RUN UNITS operator command as follows:

display run units

2. Sign on to DC as follows:

99 signon oper

3. Execute the DCMT DISPLAY PRINTERS system task as follows:

99 dcmt display printers

4. Execute the SEND system task and supply parameters in response to prompts as follows:

99 send

IDMS DC299001 V82 ENTER IDENTIFIER-TYPE (L,U,D, or A)

99 u mas

IDMS DC299003 V82 ENTER MESSAGE

99 your job abended
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z/VSE Systems
 

Under z/VSE, you execute a DC/UCF operator command or task code from the operator's console using one of the two
methods:

Method 1:

1. Enter the following command to request the attention of DC/UCF:

 

►►─ MSG xx ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

When DC/UCF is ready, it displays the following prompt in response to your MSG request:

xx-nnnn REPLY WITH REQUEST TO IDMS Vnn

2. Enter a DC/UCF operator command or task code using the following syntax:

 

►►───── nnnn─dc/ucf-command ──────────►◄

 

3. DC/UCF will accept the command for processing and will then prompt you again. You may then enter another
command. After each command you will be prompted again. You may leave the outstanding reply-id open indefinitely,
without replying to it. Use the z/VSE command REPLID to display any outstanding reply-ids.

4. Terminate the replid-id by entering the reply-id with no command. The prompt will not be reissued, and the outstanding
reply-id will be gone.

Method 2:

Enter the DC/UCF operator command or task code as follows:

►►───── MSG xx,DATA=dc/ucf-command ──────────►◄

DC/UCF will process the command without issuing a prompt. There will be no outstanding replid-id. Method-2 may be
employed while there is an outstanding reply-id, and the reply-id will be unaffected.

Expansion of dc/ucf-command

►►──────┬─ operator-command ───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►◄

        ├─ 99 task-code ─┬───────────────────┬─┤

        │                └─ task-parameters ─┘ │

        └─ 99 user-response ───────────────────┘

Parameters

• xx
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Specifies the partition ID.

• nnnn
Specifies a reply-id.
The reply-id is shown in the system REPLY WITH REQUEST message displayed at the console. It can also be
displayed using the z/VSE REPLID command.
You can omit leading zeros when entering the reply-id.

• operator-command
Specifies an operator command, as shown in Operator Commands.

• 99
Specifies that a task code follows a response to a prompt.

• task-code
Specifies the task code of a task defined on the system generation TASK statement.

• task-parameters
Specifies a command or any input parameters used by the task.

• user-response
Specifies your response to a prompt issued by the task.

Example

The following example shows how to use the z/VSE operator's console as a DC/UCF terminal. The operator replies to
console messages are shown in lowercase.

NOTE
The following example uses F7 as the partition ID.

1. Enter the DISPLAY RUN UNITS operator command as follows:

msg f7

F7-0007 REPLY WITH REQUEST TO IDMS V77

7 display run units

 

F7-0007 REPLY WITH REQUEST TO IDMS V77

7

F7 0007 REPLY SESSION ENDED

2. Sign on to DC as follows:

msg f7

data=99 signon oper

3. Execute the DCMT DISPLAY PRINTERS system task as follows:

msg f7

msg f7,data=99 dcmt display printers

4. Execute the SEND system task and supply parameters in response to prompts as follows:

msg f7

F7-0007 REPLY WITH REQUEST TO IDMS V77

7 99send

 

F7 0059 IDMS DC074100 V77 T0 IDMS DC299001 V77 ENTER IDENTIFIER-TYPE(L,U,D, or A)

F7-0007 REPLY WITH REQUEST TO IDMS V77

F7 0059 IDMS DC074100 V77 T0 ?

IDMS DC299003 V82 ENTER MESSAGE

7 99 u mas
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F7 0059 IDMS DC074100 V77 T0 IDMS DC299003 V77 ENTER MESSAGE

F7-0007 REPLY WITH REQUEST TO IDMS V77

F7 0059 IDMS DC074100 V77 T0 ?

7 99 your job abended

 

F7 0059 IDMS DC074100 V77 T0 IDMS DC299004 V77 MESSAGE SENT

F7-0007 REPLY WITH REQUEST TO IDMS V77

F7 0059 IDMS DC074100 V77 T0 V77  ENTER NEXT TASK CODE: CA IDMS release

RR.R tape ###### node XXXXXXXX

F7 0059 IDMS DC074100 V77 T0 ?

 

7

F7 0007 REPLY SESSION ENDED

Operator Commands
DC/UCF operator commands are available for use only from the console of the operator. You execute operator commands
or task codes using the following guidelines, regardless of the operating system you are using:

• Enter one operator command or task code at a time
• Separate keywords in the entered text by one or more blanks

DC/UCF Operator Commands by Function

The following table lists DC/UCF operator commands by function. These commands are valid using a console reply
without specifying DCMT. DCMT commands can be entered as DC/UCF tasks at the console of the operator, even if not
available as an operator command.

Purpose Operator commands
Area management • DISPLAY AREA

• VARY AREA

Buffer management • DISPLAY BUFFER
• VARY BUFFER

Database management • DISPLAY DATA BASE

Journal management • DISPLAY JOURNAL
• VARY JOURNAL

Log management VARY LOG
Snap management SNAP
System termination management • ABORT

• SHUTDOWN

NOTE

The use of the DISPLAY and VARY operator commands is deprecated and supported only for upward
compatibility. These commands should be replaced by the equivalent DCMT system task command.
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Operator Command Options

Operator command options are a subset of the equivalent DCMT commands, as described in the following table:

Operator Commands Supported Options
ABORT DUMP
DISPLAY AREA Area-name
DISPLAY BUFFER Buffer-name
DISPLAY DATABASE -
DISPLAY JOURNAL -
SHUTDOWN IMMEDIATE
SNAP -
VARY AREA Area-name, OFFLINE, ONLINE, PURGE, RETRIEVAL,

TRANSIENT RETRIEVAL, and UPDATE
VARY BUFFER Buffer-name, page-count
VARY JOURNAL -
VARY LOG -

Example

The output for operator commands is similar to output for the equivalent DCMT commands. However, each line of output
for an operator command always begins with the following information:

IDMS DCnnnnnn Vnn

• DCnnnnnn
Specifies the message number.

• Vnn
Specifies the system version number.

Using Abbreviated Keywords

You can enter full or abbreviated keywords. For example, each of the following abbreviated DISPLAY ACTIVE TASKS
commands is valid:

display active tasks

disp act tas

d ac ta

Overriding Startup Parameters from the Console
If a system operator is allowed to enter overrides for system generation parameters, at DC/UCF system startup the
operator is prompted for overrides.

Overrides specified at startup take precedence over any specification of the same options that are made in a #DCPARM
macro or through an execution parameter. The overrides apply to the DC/UCF system until the next time the DC/UCF
system is restarted or until changed dynamically through DCMT commands.
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How to Enter Startup Override Keywords
The operator's console prompts for and accepts returned override values.

To override a parameter, enter the appropriate override value in response to the following prompts issued at startup time:

• ENTER SYSTEM VERSION -- Allows the operator to override the DC/UCF version number. The version number is
provided in one of the following ways:
– Supplied in the #DCPARM macro for the system
– Specified in startup JCL or commands for the system

• ENTER PARAMETER OVERRIDES -- Allows the operator to override system generation and #DCPARM parameters.
In response to this prompt, the operator enters startup override keywords, as listed in Startup Override Keywords.
The system continues to issue the ENTER PARAMETER OVERRIDES prompt until the operator terminates the
prompting sequence. To terminate the prompting sequence, enter a line with no data.

Examples

The following are examples of entering startup override keywords in response to the ENTER PARAMETER OVERRIDES
prompt issued at startup.

This example overrides the DUMP parameter:

NODUMP

This example overrides the CVNUMBER parameter:

CVNUM=3

This example overrides the NOPROTECT and MAXIMUM ERUS parameters on the same input line:

PROTECT MAXERUS=10

Startup Override Keywords
The following table lists system generation and #DCPARM parameters with the startup override keywords and
expressions that operators can use to override them. Unless otherwise noted, keywords listed below override system
generation SYSTEM parameters.

System generation and #DCPARM parameters Associated startup override keywords/expressions
CVNUMBER CVNUM= cv-number

CUSHION CUSH= storage-cushion-size (allocated in 1K increments)
DEADLOCK DETECTION INTERVAL DMCL= dmcl-module-name

DPE COUNT DPECOUNT= dpe-count

DUMP/NO DUMP DUMP/NODUMP
ECB LIST ECBLIST= ecb-list

EXTERNAL WAIT EXTWAIT= external-wait-time

Internal locking count * ILECOUNT= internal-locking-count

INACTIVE INTERVAL INACTINT= inactive-wait-time

INTERNAL WAIT INTWAIT= internal-wait-time

JOURNAL RETRIEVAL/ NOJOURNAL RETRIEVAL JOURRET/ NOJOURRET
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MAXIMUM ERUS MAXERUS= external-run-unit-count

MAXIMUM TASKS MAXTASK= task-count

PROGRAM POOL PROGPOOL= program-pool-size (allocated in number of pages)
PROTECT/NOPROTECT PROTECT/NOPROTECT
RCE COUNT RCECOUNT= rce-count

RESOURCE TIMEOUT INTERVAL RESOURCEINT= resource-timeout-interval

RESOURCE TIMEOUT PROGRAM RESOURCEPGM= resource-timeout-program-name

RESOURCE TIMEOUT CENTRAL VERSION RESOURCEPGMV= program-version

RLE COUNT RLECOUNT= rle-count

RUNAWAY INTERVAL RUNAWAY= runaway-task-time

STACK SIZE STACKSIZ= tce-stack-size

STORAGE POOL STGPOOL= storage-pool-size (allocated in number of pages)
Subtasks count SUBTASKS= subtasks-count

SYSLOCKS SYSLOCKS= system-lock-count

SYSTRACE ON/ SYSTRACE OFF SYSTRACE/ NOSYSTRACE
SYSTRACE ENTRIES SYSTRACENUM= system-trace-buffer-count

TICKER INTERVAL TICKINT= time-check-interval

USERTRACE ON/ USERTRACE OFF USERTRACE/ NOUSERTRACE
USERTRACE ENTRIES USERTRACESIZ= user-trace-buffer-count :

NOTE
* This value is computed by the system at startup. It applies to z/OS systems running DC/UCF in a
multiprocessing environment.

System Profiles
A system profile is a definition of attributes associated with user sessions when users sign on to a DC system. Attributes
are keywords and their associated values.

You create a system profile to set attributes for a user session that are specific to a system. The system profile is useful
for defining attributes that are used by Broadcom software.

For example, certain attribute keywords, such as DICTNAME and PRTDEST, have meaning to IDMS software
components, and the values associated with these attribute keywords may be used by IDMS at runtime. Other attribute
keywords can be site-defined, and any valid attribute can be referenced by a user-written program.

Associating A System Profile With A User

A system profile definition may be associated with a user in the GRANT SIGNON statement. Any number of system
profiles may be defined, but only one system profile is associated with a user.

The GRANT/REVOKE SIGNON statements may be used to change the specification of the system profile associated with
the user's signon privilege.

It is possible to define a default system profile to be executed when a user for whom no system profile has been
associated signs on.

For more information about default system profiles, see Administrating Security for IDMS.
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User Session Attributes

The attributes of a user session are determined by signon processing and by the ability of the user to change attributes
dynamically with a DCUF SET PROFILE statement.

At signon, DC/UCF establishes session attributes from the following profiles:

• A user profile, if one is associated with the user definition
• A system profile, if one is associated with the user's signon authority to the DC/UCF system.

Overriding Session Attributes

If a user profile is associated with the user in the user catalog, the user profile and the system profile are merged in signon
processing. If there is a matching attribute keyword, the value associated with the keyword in the system profile takes
precedence.

If a profile attribute has been defined with OVERRIDE=YES, the user is allowed to change the attribute value by issuing
a DCUF SET PROFILE statement, assuming the user has authority to issue the statement. If a profile attribute has been
defined with OVERRIDE=NO, the user cannot change the attribute value with a DCUF SET PROFILE statement.

For more information, see DCUF SET PROFILE.

Attributes in Batch Mode

If the user is accessing the system in batch mode, a profile attribute (such as DICTNAME) is overridden by a
corresponding SYSIDMS parameter, even if the profile attribute has been defined with OVERRIDE=NO.

Table of attributes defined by IDMS

The following table lists the attributes defined by IDMS:

Keyword Definition
BREAK Determines whether immediate-write messages are received by a

user while the user is signed on to a DC/UCF system
CASE Specifies the character set the logical terminal is to use on input:

UPPER—On input, the logical terminal translates all alphabetic
characters to uppercase.
UPLOW—On input, the logical terminal performs no translation.

DBNAME Identifies the name of a database for a user's session
DBNODE Identifies the DC/UCF system that controls the database for a

user's session
DICTNAME Identifies the name of a dictionary for a user's session
DICTNODE Identifies the DC/UCF system that controls the dictionary for a

user's session
EXTIDENT Identifies the current external user identity for a user's Session
LOADLIB (z/OS only) Identifies the ddname of a load library for this DC/UCF

system
LOADLIST Identifies a load list for a user's session
MAPTYPE Specifies the name of the alternative map table
PRIORITY Specifies the dispatching priority for the named user
PRTCLASS Identifies the print class for a user's session
PRTDEST Identifies the printer destination for a user's session
SCHEMA Identifies the name of the current schema for this SQL Session
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TEST Identifies the test version number for a user's session
TZ Identifies the time zone used to format displayed time

Extident Considerations

An external identity represents the end user of an application that uses a generic internal user id to sign on to IDMS. The
external identity is recorded in the BGIN transaction journal record to provide auditing of end user access to databases.

Setting the external identity

The external identity is normally set programmatically as follows:

• An IDMS/DC program uses the IDMSIN01 callable service SETPROF function to set the external identity as a user
session profile attribute.

• A Java program running on a distributed platform uses IDMS Server to set the external identity.

When this attribute is set in the current user session profile, it is also set on all remote DC/UCF systems associated
with the user session. The return code is set to the highest error encountered. A nonzero return code indicates that
the external identity may not have been set on one or more DC/UCF systems. It is also set for any remote database
connections subsequently created by the user session.

To ensure the validity of the auditing information, the external identity can be set only by the client, which is either an
IDMS/DC or Java application. It cannot be changed by a procedure running on a remote system.

Retrieving the external identity

Any program running in the DC/UCF system can use the IDMSIN01 callable service GETPROF function to get the current
external identity session profile attribute. An SQL application can also use the PROFILE scalar function to get the current
value of the external identity profile attribute.

 

CREATE SYSTEM PROFILE
Creates the definition of a system profile in the system dictionary.

Authorization

To issue a CREATE SYSTEM PROFILE statement, you must hold one of the following privileges:

• DCADMIN
• DEFINE or CREATE privilege on the system profile

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── CREATE SYSTEM PROFILE profile-name ─────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►◄

   │              ┌──────────── , ────────────┐ │

   └─ ATTRIBUTEs ─▼─ attribute-specification ─┴─┘

Expansion of attribute-specification

►►─── attribute-keyword = ─┬─┬──────────┬─┬─ &USER. ───┬─┬──────────┬─┬───────►
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                           │ └─ prefix ─┘ ├─ &GROUP. ──┤ └─ suffix ─┘ │

                           │              └─ &SYSTEM. ─┘              │

                           └─ attribute-value ────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ OVERRIDE ─┬─ YES ◄──┬─┘

                └─ NO ────┘

Parameters

• profile-name
Identifies the profile to be created.
Profile-name can be no more than 18 characters long.

• ATTRIBUTEs attribute-specification
Specifies one or more attributes to be used by the system to control the user session.
An attribute is a keyword and an associated value for the keyword.

• attribute-keyword =
Specifies the attribute keyword. Any identifier of not more than 8 characters may be an attribute keyword. Certain
attribute keywords have special meaning to IDMS.
For a list of valid keywords for system-defined attributes, see Table of attributes defined by IDMS.
Special keywords and their meanings are as follows:
– CLIST -- Specifies that attribute-value identifies a clist to be invoked after the user is signed on
– INCLUDE -- Specifies that attribute-value identifies another profile to be included in the current profile. INCLUDE

supports up to ten levels of nesting.
• &USER

Supplies a substitution parameter representing the current user. The value of &USER is equal to the user ID of the
current user.

• &GROUP
Supplies a substitution parameter representing the current group. The value of &GROUP is equal to the name of the
default group for current user.

• &SYSTEM
Supplies a substitution parameter representing the current system. The value of &SYSTEM is equal to the name of the
system to which the user is signed on.

• prefix
Supplies a prefix for the value in the substitution parameter.

• suffix
Supplies a suffix for the value in the substitution parameter.

• attribute-value
Supplies the value portion of the attribute specification. Attribute-value may be at most 32 characters long and must be
enclosed in single quotation marks if it contains embedded blanks or special characters other than @, $, and #.

• OVERRIDE
Indicates if the user can modify the attribute specification with a DCUF SET PROFILE command.
YES allows the user to override the attribute specification. NO prevents the user from overriding the attribute
specification.
If OVERRIDE is not specified for the attribute specification, YES is the default.

Usage

The INCLUDE keyword

You can use the keyword INCLUDE to specify that attribute-value identifies another profile to be included in the current
profile. INCLUDE supports up to ten levels of nesting.
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Substitution parameters

The value of a substitution parameter in attribute-specification must follow these rules:

• Cannot exceed 32 characters, including a prefix and suffix
• Cannot be enclosed in quotation marks
• Cannot contain special characters other than @, $, and #

The following substitution parameters are available to facilitate sharing profile definitions.

The values of these parameters are determined at runtime as follows:

• &USER. -- Replaced with the current user ID
• &SYSTEM. -- Replaced with the current system name
• &GROUP. -- Replaced with the default group of the current user

Substitution parameters are used to establish a default value for a schema name and to include a profile specific to each
user, if one exists. If the included profile does not exist, it will be ignored and will not be treated as an error.

Using profiles with nonterminal tasks

DC/UCF uses profiles in the processing of nonterminal tasks. For example, if a user executes an application from a DC/
UCF system that invokes a nonterminal task, the attributes assigned to that user are propagated to the nonterminal task.

For more information about defining and accessing user profiles and securing both user and system profiles, see
Administrating Security for IDMS.

Examples 

The following example shows the definition of a system profile for an MIS production system:

create system profile misprod

attributes  dictname=misdict,

            dbname=benefits,

            prtclass=47,

            prtdest=westwood;

stores system profiles in the system dictionary; up to ten levels of nesting is supported.

The following example shows how you include one profile within another. The system profile SYS74PROF is created, then
included in profile JKSPROF.

create system profile sys74prof

 attributes dictnode=system90,

            dictname=persdict,

            dbnode=system90,

            dbname=employee;

 

 

create system profile jksprof

 attributes dept=personnel,

            group=c0400,

            jobcode=1200,

            include sys74prof;

The special keyword INCLUDE can be specified to invoke one profile from another.
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The following example shows the use of substitution parameters within a profile that can be associated with all users able
to signon to the DC/UCF system:

create system profile sys74prof

 attributes dictnode=system90,

            dictname=persdict,

            dbnode=system90,

            schema='&group_user'.,

            include='&user'

.

create user profile jpdprof

attributes   include=&system

.

ALTER SYSTEM PROFILE
ALTER SYSTEM PROFILE modifies the definition of a system profile.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To issue an ALTER SYSTEM PROFILE statement, you must have one of the following privileges:

• DCADMIN
• ALTER privilege on the system profile

Syntax

►►─── ALTER SYSTEM PROFILE profile-name ──────────────────────────────────────►

                  ┌──────────── , ────────────┐

 ►─── ATTRIBUTEs ─▼─ attribute-specification ─┴───────────────────────────────►◄

Expansion of attribute-specification

►►─── attribute-keyword = ─┬─┬──────────┬─┬─ &USER. ───┬─┬──────────┬─┬───────►

                           │ └─ prefix ─┘ ├─ &GROUP. ──┤ └─ suffix ─┘ │

                           │              └─ &SYSTEM. ─┘              │

                           ├─ attribute-value ────────────────────────┤

                           └─ NULL ───────────────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ OVERRIDE ─┬─ YES ◄──┬─┘

                └─ NO ────┘

Parameters

• profile-name
Identifies the profile to be modified.
Profile-name must be a profile that has been defined with the CREATE SYSTEM PROFILE statement.

• ATTRIBUTEs attribute-specification
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Modifies the existing specification of one or more attributes to be used by the system to control the user session.
An attribute is a keyword and an associated value for the keyword.

• attribute-keyword =
Specifies the attribute keyword and indicates that value to be associated with the keyword follows.
For a list of valid keywords for system-defined attributes, see Table of attributes defined by IDMS.
Special keywords and their meanings are as follows:
– CLIST -- Specifies that attribute-value identifies a clist to be invoked after the user is signed on
– INCLUDE -- Specifies that attribute-value identifies another profile to be included in the current profile. INCLUDE

supports up to ten levels of nesting.
• &USER

Supplies a substitution parameter representing the current user. The value of &USER is equal to the user ID of the
current user.

• &GROUP
Supplies a substitution parameter representing the current group. The value of &GROUP is equal to the name of the
default group for current user.

• &SYSTEM
Supplies a substitution parameter representing the current system. The value of &SYSTEM is equal to the name of the
system to which the user is signed on.

• prefix
Supplies a prefix for the value in the substitution parameter.

• suffix
Supplies a suffix for the value in the substitution parameter.

• attribute-value
Provides the value portion of the attribute specification

• NULL
Removes the keyword identified in attribute-keyword from the named profile.

• OVERRIDE
Indicates if the user can modify the attribute specification with a DCUF SET PROFILE command.
YES allows the user to override the attribute specification. NO prevents the user from overriding the attribute
specification.

Usage

The INCLUDE keyword

You can use the keyword INCLUDE to specify that attribute-value identifies another profile to be included in the current
profile. INCLUDE supports up to ten levels of nesting.

Substitution parameters

The value of a substitution parameter in attribute-specification must follow these rules:

• Cannot exceed 32 characters, including a prefix and suffix
• Cannot be enclosed in quotation marks
• Cannot contain special characters other than @, $, and #

DROP SYSTEM PROFILE
Deletes the definition of a system profile.

Authorization

To issue a DROP SYSTEM PROFILE statement, you must hold one of the following privileges:
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DCADMIN

• DROP privilege on the system profile

Syntax

►►─── DROP SYSTEM PROFILE profile-name ───────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameter

• profile-name
Identifies the profile to be dropped.
Profile-name must be a profile that has been defined with the CREATE SYSTEM PROFILE statement.

Usage

Users associated with profiles that are dropped

If you drop a system profile referenced in the definition of a user's signon privilege, no system profile attributes will be
associated with the user session.

For more information about securing both user and system profiles, see Administrating Security for IDMS.

Using Lock Monitor
Lock Monitor is a real-time monitor that is used to display the current status of locks held for areas and terminals in an
IDMS central version. Lock Monitor displays are refreshable and pageable on any 3270-type device that is supported by
IDMS.

You can use Lock Monitor to display and react to locks being held for an area or by a terminal. You can also use Lock
Monitor to free locks so that you can change states for an area.

The most common use of Lock Monitor is to resolve the situation that is created when a DCMT VARY AREA command
is issued and the target area goes into a quiescing state. In this state, the area will not change to the desired mode, and
no new work is allowed to access the area. Using the Lock Monitor command set, you can resolve the situation without
having to cycle the IDMS central version. The Lock Monitor task code is LOCKMON.

Syntax

►►── LOCKMON ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Commands

►►────────────┬─ Help ─┬───────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬─►◄

              │        ├─ Display ─┤                                         │

              │        ├─ Options ─┤                                         │

              │        ├─ Misc ────┤                                         │

              │        └─ Action ──┘                                         │

              ├─ Watch ─┬─ Area All ──────────┬──────────────────────────────┤

              │         ├─ Lterm ─────────────┤                              │

              │         └─ Term ─┬─ * ────────┤                              │

              │                  └─ lte-name ─┘                              │

              ├─ SWap ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

              ├─ REFresh number ─────────────────────────────────────────────┤
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              ├─ SEt ─┬─ TERminal RELease EQual ─┬─ RESources DELete ─┬─┬────┤

              │       │                          └─ VAry PTerm OFF/ON ┘ │    │

              │       ├─ DISplay ─┬─────────┬─┬──────────┬──────────────┤    │

              │       │           └─ EQual ─┘ ├─ DBKeys ─┤              │    │

              │       │                       ├─ KEYs ───┤              │    │

              │       │                       ├─ AReas ──┤              │    │

              │       │                       └─ NAmes ──┘              │    │

              │       ├─ Filter ─┬─ OFf ─────────────────┬──────────────┤    │

              │       │          └┬──────┬─┬─ Current ───┤              │    │

              │       │           └─ ON ─┘ ├─ * ─────────┤              │    │

              │       │                    └─ AREA name ─┘              │    │

              │       └─────────────────────────────────────────────────┘    │

              ├─ INFO ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

              ├─ MEssages ───────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

              └─ STatus ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

Supported Attributes

The Lock Monitor supports a profile attribute for a user-specific default REFRESH interval. The Lock Monitor default
REFRESH interval is 5 seconds. The profile can override the default REFRESH interval by specifying the LMONRFSH
attribute with an attribute value identifying the number of seconds in the interval.

If an attribute value is specified for LMONRFSH in the profile, it becomes the default value in the Lock Monitor session
unless one of the following conditions is true:

• The attribute value is nonnumeric; the Lock Monitor default is used.
• The value is greater than any timing interval in the DC system definition; the largest system defined value, minus 1, is

used.

Automatic screen update
Automatic update of the screen requires unsolicited reads, which are not supported by all TP monitors, most notably
UCF. When using LOCKMON under such a TP monitor, you must press Enter to update the display.

Exiting Lock Monitor

To exit Lock Monitor, do one of the following actions:

• Enter one of the following commands or the first letter of the command in the command field:
– Bye
– End
– Quit

• Press the Clear key.

NOTE

For more information about Lock Monitor, see Lock Monitor Command Set.

 

 

Lock Monitor Command Set
Lock Monitor commands are grouped as follows:

You enter commands in the Lock Monitor command field, which is the bottom line on the terminal screen.
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Help Commands

The Help screen contains a menu of valid help commands. You access this screen by entering the Lock Monitor task code
or HELP in the Lock Monitor command field.

IDMS DB/DC Lock Monitor Version nn.nn.nn            Help           

     Help          => This page

     Help Display  => Display Command Syntax

     Help Options  => Operating Options

     Help Misc     => Miscellaneous Commands

     Help Action   => "Action" Commands

 IDMS DB/DC V100                                              Time: hh:mm:ss

Display Commands

The Display screen contains the display commands. You access this screen by entering HELP DISPLAY in the Lock
Monitor command field or by pressing PF8 when the Help screen is displayed.

IDMS DB/DC Lock Monitor Version nn.nn.nn           Display         

     Watch Area <All>  => Watch areas with locks, if "All" is specified,

                          ALL areas will be displayed and those with locks

                          will be highlighted

     Watch Lterm       => Watch Longterm Locks held by terminals

     Watch TErm lte-name  =>

                          Watch longterm locks held by terminal(s) lte-name

                          lte-name can be a literal or a mask

                          The display can be formatted in DB keys or areas names

     SWap              => Swap between Watch Areas and Watch Longterms at

                          each refresh interval
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 IDMS DB/DC V100                                              Time: hh:mm:ss

WATCH AREA command

Enter this command to display a report of the number of locks being held at various levels for a particular area.

The lock types that are displayed are both db-key locks and run unit locks. For example, in the column labeled TRN that
follows, is the number of transient run units active for the area.

NOTE
For more information about lock types, see the Database Administration documentation.

IDMS DB/DC Lock Monitor Version nn.nn.nn         Area Locks        

 Area_Name__________________   _TRN_ __NL_ __IS_ __IX_ __S__ __U__ _UIX_ __X__

 APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD                 0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0

 SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG                   0     0     2     0     0     0     0     0

 SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG                   0     0     3     0     0     0     0     0

 SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN                   0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0

 SYSTEM.DDLDML                     0     0     4     0     0     0     0     0

 SYSUSER.DDLSEC                    0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0

 IDMS DB/DC V100                                              Time: hh:mm:ss

WATCH LTERM command

Enter this command to display the total notify, shared, and exclusive locks held by a specific logical terminal.

IDMS DB/DC Lock Monitor Version nn.nn.nn         LTerm Locks       

 LTerm___    User____    Task____       __Notify_      __Shared_      Exclusive
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                             NO LONGTERM LOCKS FOUND

 IDMS DB/DC V100                                              Time: hh:mm:ss

WATCH TERMINAL (Area name format) command

Enter this command to display a report of the terminals holding longterm locks, the longterm lock ids, and the area names
for which locks are being held. For each area, a count of the notify, share, and exclusive locks is reported.

IDMS DB/DC Lock Monitor Version nn.nn.nn     LTE: *                

Longterm_Lock_ID   Segment.Area_Name__________           Notfy   Share    Excl

Terminal: LTEnnnn    User: USER01

LOCK ID 1          EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION                   0       0       2

LOCK ID 2          EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION                   0       0       2

LOCK ID 3          EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION                   1       1       0

                   EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION                   1       1       0

LOCK1              EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION                   0       0       2

LOCK2              EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION                   0       0       2

LOCK3              EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION                   1       1       0

                   EMPDEMO.ins-DEMO-REGION                   1       1       0

IDMS DB/DC V100                                              Time: hh:mm:ss

WATCH TERMINAL (DBKey format) command

Enter this command to display a report of the terminals holding longterm locks, the longterm lock ids, the DBKeys
associated with the longterm lock id, and the locking level of the lock held for each DBKey.

IDMS DB/DC Lock Monitor Version nn.nn.nn     LTE: *                

Longterm_Lock_ID   PgGrp  Lock Mode/DBKey(s)......

Terminal: LTEnnnn    User: USER01

LOCK ID 1          00000  EXCL  75007:001

LOCK ID 2          00000  EXCL  75106:001

LOCK ID 3          00000  NTFY  75106:001  75050:004
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LOCK1              00000  EXCL  75007:001

LOCK2              00000  EXCL  75106:001

LOCK3              00000  NTFY  75106:001  75050:004

IDMS DB/DC V100                                              Time: hh:mm:ss

Options Commands

The Operating Options screen contains the options commands. You access this screen by entering HELP OPTIONS in
the command field on the Help screen.

The Options commands control what type of data to display and the way to perform certain functions.

IDMS DB/DC Lock Monitor Version nn.nn.nn      Operating Options    

    SEt DISplay <EQual> DBKeys / AReas  =>

                  Change the Longterm display to locked DB Keys or the

                  names of areas with locked DB Keys

    SEt Filter OFf                   Turn filtering ON and OFF for the WATCH

    SEt Filter <ON> Current / *   => TERMINAL display. Once a filter is set, it

    SEt Filter <ON> AREA xx....xx    can be turned off and on at will.

                                     NOTE: Filters are "sticky" items.

    SEt TERminal RELease <EQual> RESources DELete / VAry PTerm OFF/ON  =>

                  Change the terminal lock release function to use DCMT

                  VARY LTERM xx..xx RESOURCES DELETE or DCMT VARY PTERM

                  xx..xx OFF and then ON

    REFresh #  => Change refresh interval to every # seconds

    SWap       => Swap between Watch Areas and Watch Longterms at each

                  refresh interval

 IDMS DB/DC V100                                              Time: hh:mm:ss

Miscellaneous Commands

The Miscellaneous screen contains the miscellaneous commands. You access this screen by entering HELP MISC in the
command field on the Help screen.
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Miscellaneous commands provide information about the Lock Monitor session that is currently running. The INFO
command displays the various attributes in effect for the session's operation. The MESSAGES command redisplays
messages that have been issued as a result of a "bulk" operation, such as releasing locks for a particular area.

IDMS DB/DC Lock Monitor Version nn.nn.nn        Miscellaneous      

 LTerm___    User____    Task____       __Notify_      __Shared_      Exclusive

     INFO      => Display information about the particular LOCKMON

                  program being run, as well as information about the

                  particular task running LOCKMON

     MEssages  => After entering a release command for an area, this

                  command will display the results of that action

     STAtus    => Display information pertaining to current, CV wide

                  locking statistics.

 IDMS DB/DC V100                                              Time: hh:mm:ss

• INFO command
Enter this command in the Lock Monitor command field to display information about the version of LOCKMON that you
are running.

IDMS DB/DC Lock Monitor Version nn.nn.nn     Info/Status Details   

System Information

CV Number: 100                          Generation ID: TECHDC10

Task Information

Task Code: LOCKMON                      Program Name: LOCKMON

Program Information

Module Name: LOCKMON   nn.nn.nn             Assembled: mm/dd/yy @ hh:mm

Current Execution Information

Task ID:            76                  Line:        VTAM

Loaded at:    2324CC00                  PTerm:       PTEnnnn

Size:         00009F90                  LTerm:       LTEnnnn

Refresh Interval:    5                  DCMT status: Usable

Longterm Lock Displays:  Format:        Area Names

                         Filter Status: Off

                         Filter:        *
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 IDMS DB/DC V100                                              Time: hh:mm:ss

• STATUS command
Enter this command in the Lock Monitor command field to display lock statistics for the central version.

IDMS DB/DC Lock Monitor Version nn.nn.nn     Lock Manager Status   

                                Storage Summary

              Startup               Overflow                  Total

               147552                                        147552

     Times in overflow      Overflow Allocations      Overflow Highwater

                 0                       0                           0

                             Notify/Longterm Locks

                            Acquired            Freed            Pending

         Notify:                   0                0                  0

 Longterm Share:                   0                0                  0

  Longterm Excl:                   0                0                  0

 IDMS DB/DC V100                                              Time: hh:mm:ss

Action Commands

The Action screen contains the action commands. You access this screen by entering HELP ACTION in the command
field on the Help screen.

The following action commands are provided. If you enter either command during a session, Lock Monitor identifies the
appropriate entity and issues a DCMT command to cause the entity to "go away."

RELEASE LOCKS FOR AREA -- Identifies all of the holders of locks for the area and formats, as appropriate, a DCMT
VARY LTERM RESOURCES DELETE command or DCMT VARY PTERM OFF then ON commands.

• RELEASE LOCKS FOR LTERM -- Builds one of the DCMT VARY command sequences described for RELEASE
LOCKS FOR AREA above and calls DCMT to execute them.

To execute an action command, you must have the authority to execute the underlying DCMT VARY commands.

IDMS DB/DC Lock Monitor Version nn.nn.nn           Action          

             ALL

     RELease ONLine LOCks For ARea xx...xx  =>

             BATch

                   Release locks for a particular area. The default is

                   to release all locks for a given area. The release

                   action can be tailored to batch rununits or online

                   terminals.
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     RELease LOCks For LTerm xx...xx  =>

                   Release locks held by a specific terminal

 IDMS DB/DC V100                                              Time: hh:mm:ss

Event Control Block (ECB) Information
The following table contains a list of the ECB type codes in order by ECB name, with a brief description of the wait type
and tuning comments: 

 ECB Codes  ECB Names  Description  Comments 
152 #WTL;

#WTL REPLY ECB
#WTL REPLY.

153 *LOGON*;
VTAM LOGON ECB

VTAM logon ECB

161 *TIMER*;
TIMER ECB

Almost always waited on by
the run unit service driver
(RHDCRUSD), OPER, and DDS
VTAM.

32 3280 RTY;
3280 RETRY TIMER

The terminal driver is waiting to
retry the request to the 3280.

1 BCRECB Wait for database buffer pool. Increase number of buffers. If
this is a shared buffer, change to
non-shareable buffers. Increase
the DB page size.

2 BMESECB Wait for buffer. Handle it the same way as ECB
1.

3 BMEXECB Wait for exclusive use of a
buffer.

Waits on this ECB can be
caused by contention for the
space management page
(SMP). Verify the database
pages are less than 70% full.
Handle the same was as ECB 1.

164 BTAM I/O;
DDS BTAM I/O ECB

Distributed database waits for
BTAM I/O to complete.

128 CCEECB DBRC Unsolicited read
129 CCEUPECB The database resource

controller task (DBRC) is up.
34 CCEVRECB;

VARY TABLESPACE ECB
Obsolete

130 CKUECB Check user, wake up task.
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131 CKUECBT Check user
132 CSAEXECB External ECB posted by external

task.
4 CSALDECB Loader single thread wait. This should be a very brief wait.

The single threading acts as
a tie breaker for simultaneous
requests to load.

5 CSALFECB DCLOG single thread wait. Reduce the number of user
writes to logs, if any.
Only allow critical dumps to be
written to the log.
If using Perfmon on z/OS, write
the records to SMF.
If using Perfmon, reduce
statistics collection to a
minimum.
Move the log area to faster
device.
Balance channels.
Balance packs.

133 CSALGECB Log full ECB Wait for a batch job to offload
the log.
CV waits while waiting for the
offload.
If this wait is prolonged, tasks
will timeout.
Check that the manual
procedures are being followed
properly. Verify the log is not
being overused. Send statistics
to SMF rather than to the log.
Turn off snaps.

45 CSASCECB;
SCRATCH SNGL THREAD

Scratch single thread ECB The task is waiting for single
thread access to the scratch
area.
To improve performance, do the
following:
Reduce the usage of scratch
area by applications
Increase the scratch area page
size
Use 'VIO' data sets for scratch
area
Use SCRATCH IN STORAGE
YES.
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24 CSASMECB;
SMTECB

Storage pool wait. Storage is requested by storage
type rather than by pool number.
The SMTECB is waited on when
there is insufficient storage of
the type requested in any of the
pools which are sysgenned to
support that type. This means
that DC may not be short on
storage when the SMTECB is
waited on.
Usually there is a high Short on
Storage (SOS) count.
Increase the size of the storage
pool.
Reduce the size and number of
storage requests.
Reduce max tasks/ number of
EREs.
Reallocate space from
underutilized pools.
In general a few large storage
pools are better than many
small ones.

6 CSATJECB Obsolete
178 DB V TSK;

DB HELOT TSK EXTECB
194 DBGROUP;

DBGROUP ECB
DB group reply ECB (HPCS). This ECB is used to enqueue a

request for back-end services in
a Parallel Sysplex environment.
Indicates RHDCCFIM (Coupling
Facility Interface Module) is
waiting on a reply from the back-
end.

176 DBIO DRV;
D/B I/O WRT DRV EXT

Obsolete

182 DBIO DRV;
DB PREFETCH DRV EXT

There is one ECB for each
database read driver.

168 DBIO RDE;
DBIO READ ECB

204 DBIO SD;
DBIO SVCE DRIVER

DBIO Service Driver ECB This ECB is part of the ECB-
list where the Page Locking
Service Driver module is waiting
in its main processing loop.
When posted, it purges the
XES buffers. This ECB used
as part of a Parallel Sysplex
environment.

181 DBIO TSK;
DB I/O TASK ECB

167 DBIO WRT;
DBIO WRITE ECB
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30 DBRCMSTR;
DBRCECB IN MSTR

Wait for the database resource
controller to initialize at startup,
or clean up at shutdown.
A long wait at shutdown means
there is database work in
progress, such as:
A batch run-unit
A conversational task
A shutdown autotask

159 DBRCWTOR;
DBRC WTOR ECB

Always waited on by *DBRC*
(RHDCDBRC).

166 DDS ATTN;
DDS ATTENTION ECB

Obsolete

162 DDS READ;
DDS VTAM READ ECB

Distributed database waits for a
VTAM read to complete.

163 DDS WRIT ;
DDS VTAM WRITE ECB

Distributed database waits for a
VTAM write to complete.

8 DMCJECB Journal buffer wait. Move journal files to a faster
device.
Stop journaling the after images
of queue records.
Increase the number of journal
buffers.

9 DMCJHECB Journal buffer wait. Used only during startup,
shutdown, and journal swap.
Handle the same way as ECB 8.

160 DMCJHECB;
DMCJHECB EXTRN WAIT

External wait on journal header.

51 DPRQECB DCMT quiesce area ECB IDMSDBMS may be waiting
on this ECB when the AREA is
quiescing.

7 ECEECB Enqueue on resource name. If this is a user resource, consult
with your users to verify their
response time. If the response
time is slow, investigate the task
to determine why the enqueue is
occurring.
The SYSGEN task statement
"MAX CONCURRENT" may
be more appropriate; or the
resource could be held longer
than is required.

134 EREECB External run unit ECB.
136 ESECKECB Post the check user task.
135 ESEECB External system ECB. An external run unit request for

service is made.
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10 FCBXECB DBIO waiting on a prior I/O
(DOS).

Move the DB area.
Increase the page size.
Balance channels.
Balance packs.
Split heavily used files into
multiple files and put the files on
separate packs.
Consider converting the file to
VSAM.

48 GLQTEECB;
GLOBAL QUEUE TABLE

Global QUEUE table entry ECB DC-internal single thread ECB

208 GPRXLOCK;
LMGR PRX;
GPRXLCK

LMGR Proxy Recovery Lock
ECB

This ECB used in a Sysplex
environment to indicate it is
waiting on a Proxy Recovery
Lock.

197 GTXNLOCK;
GBL DBKY

LMGR global transaction lock
ECB.

This ECB is waited on by
LMGR (Lock Manager) when
attempting to access a globally-
locked resource such as an
area, a page or a db-key.

41 HELOTWRK;
DB V TSK;
D/B HELOT TASK ECB

HELOT (database VARY TASK)
waits on this ECB for work.

196 HPCACHE;
HPCACHE ECB

HPCS cache ECB. Waiting on a cache I/O to
complete, either a read HPCS
cache buffer into local buffer or
a write of a buffer to the HPCS
cache. Used by RHDCCFIC
(Coupling Facility Interface
Common routines).

195 HPLIST;
HPLIST ECB

HPCS list ECB. This ECB is used by
RHDCCFIC (Coupling Facility
Interface Common routines)
to wait for completion of an
asynchronous write to a list
structure.
Also used by RHDCCFIM
(Coupling Facility Interface
Module) to indicate a 1 second
wait after message DC215010
has been issued.
The above message indicates
the list structure is full and there
is a 1 second before retrying the
write. Eventually increase the
size of your list structure in your
CFRM coupling data set.

137 ICEECB Interval control element. The ICE is used to support timer
waits.

138 IDBSECB Obsolete
11 IDWUPECB Obsolete
12 IIEPECB Obsolete
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179 ILE-LOCK;
ILE LOCK ECB

0 INT ECB 0 or any invalid ECB This is a catch all for ECBs. If a
type 0 ECB requires analyzing,
do the following:
1. Get a system dump
2. Identify the ECB by its
address
3. Determine which module or
piece of storage contains the
ECB
4. Determine which task owns
the storage

43 IODRWORK;
DBIO DRV;
DB PREFETCH DRV ECB

Database I/O read driver is
waiting for a read to complete.
(CCERDECB)

There is one ECB for each
database read driver.

39 IODWWORK;
DBIO DRV;
D/B I/O WRT DRV ECB

Obsolete

31 JBCHECB (JBEHECB) Journal control
block header.

Rollback is waiting to lock the
journal for recovery.

13 JCBXECB Journal buffer wait. Handle the same way as ECB 8.
177 JOUR DRV;

JOURNAL DRV EXT ECB
180 JRNL FRG;

JRNL DRV FRAGMENT
170 JRNL I/O;

DBIO JRNL WRITE ECB
Database I/O journal write

186 JRNLW ER;
JNLWRTER;
JOURNAL WRITE ERROR

40 JRNLWORK;
JOUR DRV;
JOURNAL DRIVER ECB

Obsolete

158 LDR DECB;
LOADER DECB

203 LMGR SD;
LMGR SVCE DRIVER

LMGR Service Driver ECB A request from another data
sharing member for lock
manager work is done.

50 LRBKECB LRBK unrecovered transaction
ECB (Rollback ECB)

ECB used for the
synchronization and processing
of unrecovered transactions.

139 LREECB Local run unit ECB used by external run unit
communication.

15 LTERM;
LTEECB

Waiting for a particular logical
terminal to become available,
such as a printer.
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17 LTTECB Waiting for action on any logical
terminal.

The LTTECB serves to catch
changes in the state of a
logical terminal through DCMT
VARY LTERM or DCMT VARY
PRINTER.

16 LTTMSECB Logical terminal needs service. Task 0 (MSTR) is normally
waits on this ECB because it is
waiting for work.

14 LTXNLOCK;
DBKEY

Lock Manager Local transaction
lock ECB.

Used to wait on a lock manager
resource such as DBKEY,
AREA, or PAGE.
Lower the number of max
concurrent tasks.
Lower the number of max tasks.
Examine the application's use of
the database record.
Revise the application programs
to interrogate status code
returned from each database
request and include the
appropriate retry logic.

140 MLEPECB Multi-thread line entry is used
for BTAM support.
The MLEPECB is for the
external polling delay.

141 MLESECB Multi-thread line entry is used
for BTAM support.
The MLESECB is for external
service for the line.

183 MPMODE;
MP MODE WAIT ECB

Multi-tasking single thread
coding ECB.

205 MSGECB1 Quiesce AREA ECB 1 (Timer
ECB)

This ECB used in module
RHDCDBRC to deal with DCMT
QUIESCE AREA processing.

206 MSGECB2 Quiesce AREA ECB 2
(Terminate ECB)

This ECB used in module
RHDCDBRC to deal with DCMT
QUIESCE AREA processing.

207 MSGECB3 Quiesce AREA ECB 3 (Helot-2
task ending ECB)

This ECB used in module
RHDCDBRC to deal with DCMT
QUIESCE AREA processing.

142 MSGRECB Wait for message to complete.
37 OBCECB;

UNKNOWN ECB TYPE
Obsolete

35 OMCGBECB;
UNKNOWN ECB TYPE

Obsolete

36 OMCGIECB;
UNKNOWN ECB TYPE

Obsolete
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18 PDTECB Program pool wait. Increase the size of the program
pool.
Take space from an
underutilized pool and allocated
it to this program pool.
On an XA operating system,
move XA programs to an XA
pool

21 PLE;
PLESECB

Physical line needs service. The PLESECB is posted to
notify terminal drivers that
one or more terminals require
service.
This ECB is almost always
waited on by drivers.

143 PLE2PECB Remote 3270 terminal ECB.
22 PLE9RECB Simulated 3270 terminal. This means the 3270 terminal

simulator is waiting for an I/O to
disk to complete.
This ECB is waited on only
briefly. If it waited on for any
length of time, it is possible that
someone is running a stress
test. Check the set up of their
script.
If this occurs at startup, it could
be due to startup autotasks
that read long files. Change the
startup autotasks to run one at a
time.

144 PLEZTECB UCF ECB posted every 60
seconds by the timer routine in
the system dependent module.

46 PM DRVR;
PERFMON SERVICE DRV

Perfmon service driver ECB Waited on by module
PMONCIOD (Perfmon I/O
Service Driver) during system
shutdown processing. Module
PMONCROL (Perfmon Interval
Monitor) posts this ECB.

187 PM DRVR;
PERFMON SERVICE DRV

Performance monitor service
driver waiting for work.

188 PMONLINE;
PM ONLRQ;
PERFMON ONLINE RQST

42 PRGEAREA;
DB PURGE;
QUIESCE TABLESPACE

The database resource
controller is quiescing the area.
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19 PROGRAM;
PDELOCK

Single thread PDE This ECB is only used when
the program definition is being
updated. If this ECB is being
waited on, do the following:
See if the same task/program is
in control
If the same task/program is in
control, check for a load request
inside of a loop.
Check http://ca.com/support for
any outstanding maintenance.

20 PROGRAM;
PDEECB

Loader is waiting on this
program because one of the
following occurred:
There is insufficient room to load
it.
It is being quiesced in response
to a VARY NEW COPY
command.
This ECB is also waited on
when a program has been
overlaid and must be reloaded
before re-dispatching the task
that uses it.

145 PRTSECB Printer in service.
148 PTE6ECB Start/stop I/O terminal ECB. Almost always waited on by

start/stop (dialup) driver.
147 PTEPECB Pause that refreshes (hiccup

wait). This is a wait so other
tasks can run. This task remains
dispatchable.

23 PTERM;
PTERECB

Physical terminal request. Waiting for a front-end printer to
become available.
The terminal handler waiting for
a request to complete, usually
a read. Check the following
conditions: :ol comp.
1. Determine if the active task is
pseudo-conversational.
2. If the task is not pseuedo-
conversational, ensure that it is
intended to be a conversational
task.
3. Verify the additional
resources such as storage,
task slot, and space in the
program pool are available
without impacting the rest of the
workload.

146 PTEUECB Unsolicited terminal read. Posted by terminal drivers.
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47 QDTSTECB;
QUE SNGL;
QUEUE CLEANUP TASK

QUEUE single-thread ECB During CV-startup, QUED
must have exclusive use
of the QUEUE area. To
prevent deadlocks, all QUEUE
processing is suspended until
QUED finishes. The QUEUE
Manager (RHDCQUEM) is
waiting on this ECB until it is
posted by QUED.

184 QUIES AR;
DB QUIES;
QUIESCE DB AREA

149 QWEECB External ECB for the queue
function.

Used when a task issues a 'GET
QUEUE WAIT' and there is no
queue record.
Posted when a 'PUT QUEUE' is
issued to the queue in question.

150 RCEECB General resource ECB.
53 RESYNC;

Resynchronization
Resynchronization management
ECB.

The ECB is waited on by TMGR
(Transaction Manager) during
resynchronization processing.

151 RUHFECB Run unit header ECB Posted by free run unit.
29 RUN-UNIT

VIBECB
Wait until no other run-unit is
using the area before turning on
the area lock.

49 SCBECB Obsolete
191 SCBECBE;

SCBECB;
SCBECB EXT

Job management spooler
communication block.

38 SDCSECB;
SERVICE DRIVER ECB

Each service driver has one of
this ECB type.
It means waiting for work.
This ECB is almost always
waited on.
Posted by RHDCMSTR.

33 SESSION;
MODE GROUP ECB

LU 6.2 is waiting on mode group
session.

190 SHUTECB;
CSASDECB;
CSA SHUTDOWN ECB

189 SMFWECB;
SMFWRITE;
SMF WRITE ECB

Waiting for the write of statistics
records to SMF complete.
Posted by z/OS. If this ECB is
waited on frequently, review
SMF buffering, and consider
using the DC log for statistics.

185 SUSP RU;
SUSPENDED RUN UNIT
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26 TASKID;
TCEECB

TASKID This is a general purpose ECB
associated with a particular
task. Verify the same task is
recurring. If it is the same task,
get a system dump and name
reoccurring, and if it is, take a
dump and identify the source of
the of the wait.

25 TCAECB New task wait. If a task is attached when DC
is at max tasks, it waits on this
ECB.

193 TCEECBAF;
TCE SUBTASK AFFINTY

Affinity ECB

209 TCP/IP;
TCP/IP ASYNC. ECB

TCP/IP asynchronous ECB This ECB is used by RHDCD0IP
and RHDCD1IP (Socket Line
Driver and Plugin Module)
to wait for completion of
asynchronous socket calls such
as ACCEPT and RECV.

165 TERM I/O;
ANY TRMINAL IO ECB

Always waited on by line drivers.

27 TJHFECB Obsolete
28 TJHSECB Obsolete
54 TM REQ;

Txn Req
Transaction request ECB. The ECB is waited on by TMGR

(Transaction Manager) when it
is waiting for the completion of a
transaction manager request.

52 TXNBECB;
SERIALIZE TXN BRNCH

Transaction branch serialization. The ECB is waited on by TMGR
(Transaction Manager) when
serializing use of a transaction
branch.

156 USER ECB If this wait is frequent, check
user modules for their use of
ECB's.

157 USER ECB;
USER ECBID

169 VSAM CCB;
DBIO DOS VSAM CCB

171 VTAM I/O;
VTAM RCV-ANY (D0EV)

Wait for VTAM receive any. LU6.2 unsolicited read

154 VTM READ;
VTAM READ INIT ECB

VTAM read ECB The VTAM drivers are waiting
for data from VTAM.
This ECB is almost always
waited on.
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155 VTM RPL;
VTAM RPL ECB

Waiting for VTAM request
parameter list.
If this wait is frequent and
prolonged and there are
resources available, then
the number of RPL's can be
increased for faster response
time.

200 XCF GROUP;
XCF GROUP ECB

XCF Group ECB This ECB used to single thread
access to XCF group processing
during startup or shutdown
of a CV in a data sharing
environment.

199 XCF MSG;
XCF MESSAGE ECB

XCF Message ECB (SYSPLEX
receive ECB).

This type of ECB is waited
on by RHDCCFIM (Coupling
Facility Interface Module) when
messages are exchanged
between members of a data
sharing group.

202 XES LIST;
XES LIST ECB

XES List ECB This ECB used in a Parallel
Sysplex environment to wait on
completion of asynchronous
access to a list structure.

198 XES LMGR;
LMGR XES;
XES LMGR ECB

LMGR XES ECB. This ECB is waited on by
LMGR (LOCK Manager) when
attempting to acquire a global
proxy lock.

201 XES LOCK;
XES LOCK ECB

XES Lock ECB This ECB used in a Parallel
Sysplex environment while
waiting on request completion
during Obtain, Alter or Release
Lock processing in RHDCCFIM
(Coupling Facility Interface
Module).

192 XIOB ECB;
XIOB ALC;
XIOB ALLOCATION

All XIOB blocks in use. Needed
for DB I/O.
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Mapping Facility
This section describes the capabilities of the IDMS Mapping Facility and serves as a reference tool for the IDMS
applications developer in designing maps.

It also provides an overview of the interactions between the mapping facility, the Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD), user-
written programs, and ADS for IDMS dialogs. This section also describes the online and batch methods of map-definition.

Click the PDF icon to download a PDF of the Mapping Facility section.

A map is a formatted terminal screen that is used to communicate between an application and a terminal operator. The
IDMS mapping facility is used to define the layout of maps. The mapping facility simplifies the development, storage, and
use of input/output (I/O) displays and fields.

• Development -- The mapping facility enables the map developer to:
– Use commands or screen prompts to simplify the definition of maps
– Take advantage of consistent procedures to establish fields on a map
– Predefine the characteristics of the data that is transmitted between the I/O device and program variable storage
– Use the mapping facility to specify links between a map and records
– Generate an automatic screen layout from a record definition

• Storage -- The mapping facility handles the storage and retrieval of map-related entity occurrences and map load
modules

• Use -- The mapping facility creates maps that can be integrated easily with dialogs and programs.
– Dialogs that are generated by the application development system, ADS, use IDMS maps exclusively for screen I/O

operations.
– Programs that are written in COBOL, PL/I, and Assembler can use maps for I/O transactions when appropriate Data

Manipulation Language (DML) statements are included in the code.

NOTE
References to user-written programs apply equally to ADS dialogs and host language programs unless
otherwise noted.

Online and Batch Capabilities

The map developer can use the mapping facility to create and maintain maps in either an online or batch environment.

The online mapping compiler is a convenient online tool for generating and maintaining map-related entity occurrences
and map load modules. A map developer using the online compiler does not need to write code or execute JCL routines.
The mapping facility is integrated with other Broadcom online systems.

The batch compiler and utility are the batch equivalent to the online compiler. The developer generates and maintains
map-related entity occurrences by submitting statements to the batch compiler. Map load modules are generated and
maintained by statements that are submitted to the batch utility.
The online compiler can be used to modify most map-related entity occurrences and load modules that are created by
using the batch compiler and utility. The batch compiler and utility can be used to modify any map entity occurrence or
load module generated by the online compiler.

Input/Output Operations

At runtime, stored records that are associated with the map are bound to areas of program variable storage that are
defined by the ADS dialog or application program that uses the map. Values are transmitted on output and input
operations:
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• On output (mapout) operations, values in record elements that are used by the map can be transmitted to the map with
any fixed character strings (that is, literal fields) that are defined for the map. The amount of data that is transmitted is
determined by the runtime application and by specifications that are made for the map during map-definition time.

• On input (mapin) operations, values that a user supplies and that the map is prepared to receive are transmitted to
program variable storage.

NOTE
For more information about IDMS I/O modes and for programming considerations that affect modes of I/O, see
the DML Reference for COBOL, DML Reference for Assembler, or the DML Reference for PL/I.

Terminals Supported by the Mapping Facility

The following terminals are supported by the IDMS mapping facility:

Terminal Mapping Consideration
3270-type Runtime mapping uses attribute bytes to establish individual

fields on the screen. Fields are displayed on the screen with the
attributes available on the terminal. Attributes such as color and
underscoring are not available on a 3270-type terminal.

3279-type Runtime mapping uses attribute bytes to establish fields on the
screen. Fields are displayed on the screen with the attributes
available on the terminal. Display attributes such as color and
underscoring are available on 3279-type terminals.

Glass TTY-type The screen is processed as a single wraparound data line;
however, runtime mapping displays data so that it appears
to the operator that fields are posted to the map as on 3270-
type terminals. Fields are displayed according to the default
display options for the screen; most 3270- and 3279-type display
attributes are unavailable.

NOTE
For more information about attributes and attribute bytes, see Attributes for Fields in Designing Map Fields.

Map Design Considerations
Before designing maps and map fields, it helps to understand the applications that will use the maps and characteristics of
effective layouts.

Most applications use more than one map to supply information to and request information from the user. A well-planned
application uses maps that make sense to terminal operators and that take advantage of features provided by the
mapping facility.

Preliminary Information Gathering
Before beginning work on maps, the map developer should be familiar with the application for which maps are needed
and with the site at which the maps are used. Examples of application- and site-specific information are presented.

This article describes the following information:

Application-specific Information

To generate efficient maps, the developer should be aware of the following information about the application:
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• The amount and type of information the entire application will request through mapped displays. Applications generally
require more than one map to request and/or present information efficiently.

• The records needed by each map and any attendant information:
– The name of each record element within the record that the map displays or updates as data fields.
– The external picture (if any) defined for each record element. The length of a data field is determined by the external

picture of the associated element.
– The name of the edit table (if any) stored in the data dictionary for each record element and the values/ranges that

the table defines as either valid or invalid.
– The name of the code table (if any) stored in the data dictionary for each record element and the conversions that

the table performs.

NOTE
External pictures, edit tables, and code tables are discussed in "Automatic Editing and Error Handling".

The developer can determine how many maps need to be designed and can begin to place fields on each map based on
the information summarized previously.

Site-specific Information

The map developer should also be familiar with the resources that are available at the site.

Existing Site Information

• Names and version numbers of any existing maps that could be adapted easily for the application being developed
• Name of the dictionary used for map storage
• Name of the dictionary node

Existing Conventions and Standards

Many sites define standards that establish sectionlines for map developers. These standards can address the following
topics:

• Naming conventions for map-related entities, as presented in Naming Conventions
• Map layout standards, as discussed in section "Designing Map Fields".

Different Types of Terminals

For sites at which operators use more than one type of terminal, the developer should be familiar with the types of
terminals that are used when the maps are displayed to operators. The map developer should take into account the
following considerations:

• Terminal display size differs from terminal to terminal; a map designed for display on more than one type of terminal
should be no wider than the width of the narrowest terminal.

• Certain attributes available on 3279-type terminals, such as colors and underscoring, are not available on 3270-type or
glass TTY terminals. Certain 3270-type attributes, such as the ability to display in bright mode or to suppress numeric
input, are not available on glass TTY terminals.

• Names of control keys (for example, PA1 or PF1) can differ from terminal to terminal. Screens that name control keys
should use names that the operator will encounter on all terminals that can display the map.

Online Compiler Options

Finally, a map developer planning to use the online mapping compiler to generate maps should contact the DBA for the
online mapping compiler sysgen options in effect at the site.
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How to Design Maps
Successful Layouts

The layout of a map should make the map easy to use. A successful map layout exhibits the following characteristics:

• Consistency -- Entities such as fields, headings, labels, responses, messages, and control keys should have the
same meaning or effect throughout the application. The meaning or effect need not be identical for every map but
should be consistent within the broader confines of the system.
Message and response fields should appear in the same location on each map in an application. These fields should
remain standard for all applications at a site.

• Supportiveness -- The reactions of the system should make it easy for the operator to handle normal situations. For
example, displayed informational and/or error messages should be meaningful.

What's Included in this Section

These standards, which are discussed separately, can be adapted as necessary to conform to the needs of a particular
site or application:

General Considerations

The following general considerations promote the design of efficient maps.

• Consistency -- Spelling and abbreviation of terms should be consistent.
• Clarity -- Messages and prompts should be clear and understandable to users.
• Control keys -- Terminal operators should be able to initiate processing by providing the requested data and then

pressing a control key.
• Program logic -- Operators should not be required to make decisions that could be incorporated into program logic.
• Automatic editing -- Features provided through automatic editing and error-handling should be used whenever

possible. Correct and incorrect fields should be redisplayed consistently. For example, a particular color or display
intensity can be used systematically to draw the operator's attention to fields that contain input errors.

• Standards for pageable maps -- At sites that use pageable maps, map layout standards should be developed that
apply equally well to pageable and non-pageable maps.

Control Key Standards

Identify Control Keys

The ADS dialog or application program that uses a map defines control keys for use with the map. If possible, the control
keys available to a map operator should be documented by literal fields on a map. The operations performed by the
control keys should also be documented for the operator.

When different terminals are available to terminal operators and control key names differ from keyboard to keyboard, each
control key name should be documented so that operators do not have to memorize lists of key equivalencies.

Use Control Keys Consistently

Control keys should also be used consistently. For example, the same key should be used to take the operator to the next
map in each application. A sample standard for control key usage is presented in the following table.

Sample PF Key Standards

PF Key Function
PF1 Help
PF3 Exit
PF7 Display previous page
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PF8 Display next page
PF12 Print

Naming Conventions

Why use Conventions?

It is advisable for a site to develop naming conventions for map-related entity occurrences. While mnemonic names work
well at sites that have a few basic applications, mnemonic names become difficult to use as the number and complexity of
applications increase.

Adhering to naming conventions makes it easier to construct names, easier to reconstruct names if one is forgotten,
and easier for different users to determine the purpose of a map or map component. Naming conventions facilitate the
construction of alternative map tables when alternative maps are required.

Sample Naming Conventions

The following naming conventions illustrate a sample system for giving names to map-related entities. PANEL and
TABLE occurrence names can be from 1 through 32 characters in length. Names of MAP occurrences can be from 1
through 8 characters in length. The sample naming convention specifies 8-character names since it is intended for MAP
occurrences as well as for PANEL and TABLE occurrences.

Position Meaning Value Description
1 Source of entity C Broadcom entity
2-3 Application EX

FS
SY

Example application
Financial system application
System application

4 Type of entity L
M
C
E

Panel occurrence
Map occurrence
Table occurrence (code table)
Table occurrence (edit table)

5 Special information E
F
G
S

English-language application
French-language application
German-language application
Spanish-language application

6-8 Identification of entity xxx  

Sample Names

The following sample names demonstrate the naming conventions described in the previous table:

• CEXME104 names a Broadcom map that is used in a sample application. Literals are in English. The number 104
identifies this map.

• CEXMG104 names a copy of map CEXME104 that contains German literals. Map CEXMG104 is an alternative for
map CEXME104 and is used instead of CEXME104 when alternative maps are supported at the site and an operator
with the GERMAN user type uses the map.

• CEXLE221 names a Broadcom panel that is used in a sample application. Literals are in English. The number 221
identifies the panel.

• CEXCFWRB names a Broadcom code table that is used in a sample application. The decoded values in the code
table are in French. The letters WRB identify the code table.

It is often useful to integrate map-naming conventions for map-related entities with conventions used for dialogs and
programs.
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Layout and Display Standards

Layout and display standards promote the creation of consistent maps. The following considerations should be kept in
mind when designing map layout and design standards.

Associate Areas with Particular Uses

Each specific area of a map should be devoted to a particular use. For example, the top five lines of the screen could be
reserved for product and title information and the bottom five for map and control key information.

Display like Fields in the Same Location

Similar fields should be displayed in the same location and with consistent display attributes on all maps. A given site
usually uses the same or similar fields on several maps. For example, message fields and titles are included on most
maps, and should be presented consistently.

Limit the Number of Fields on a Screen

The amount of data transmitted down a line is affected by the number of fields on a map. This can affect line contention
and should be considered when designing a map. Do not do borders or one-byte literal fields.

Handle Operations and Prompts Consistently

Frequently used operations or prompts should be handled consistently. For example, yes and no responses should be
requested in the same way on every map.

Handle Default Values Consistently

Consistent methods should be developed for indicating default values. For example, an asterisk (*) or a special display
color might be used to identify the default value for a list of options. A default entry for a data field might be specified by a
literal field adjacent to the data field.

Standardize Map Templates

A standard map template should be used for each type of map. For example, many applications prompt the operator to
select an item from a menu. A template for this type of screen is different than a template for a screen that requests words
and numbers from a user. The following considerations apply to the design of a template:

• A map becomes cluttered when it contains too many map fields
• Fields are easier to read when double spaced
• Data fields are more visible when all data fields for the map begin in the same column
• Use of bright or attention-drawing fields increases the map's effectiveness
• The cursor should be in the position most likely to be used for data entry when the map is first displayed at a terminal
• When using the TAB key to move to the next field, the sequence of fields should match the most common or logical

pattern used for data entry

Pageable Map Considerations

The IDMS mapping facility provides a format for pageable maps. The format for pageable maps should be consistent with
the formats of other maps designed at a site, making pageable maps easier for operators to use.

Sample Pageable Map

EMPLOYEE PERSONAL DATA
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EMPLOYEE NAME: JANE       FERNDALE

EMPLOYEE NUMBER: 0032         SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER: 034-56-7890

EMPLOYEE NAME: TOM        FITZHUGH

EMPLOYEE NUMBER: 0081         SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER: 112-34-5678

EMPLOYEE NAME: GEORGE      FONRAD

EMPLOYEE NUMBER: 0045         SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER: 092-34-7890

EMPLOYEE NAME: ROBIN       GARDNER

EMPLOYEE NUMBER: 0053         SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER: 022-34-4444

EMPLOYEE NAME: JENNIFER     GARFIELD

EMPLOYEE NUMBER: 0003         SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER: 021-99-4516

PAGE: 0004

Components of Pageable Maps

• The header area (optional) is located across the top of the screen.
• The footer area (optional) is located across the bottom of the screen.
• The detail area (required) is located across the middle of the screen. The fields that are defined in the detail area make

up the detail occurrence for the map.

The header and footer areas provide a frame for the detail area.

Considerations

• The size of header and footer areas for pageable maps should be specified.
• The header area for a pageable map should contain the same type of information as header areas for other pageable

maps. For example, fields that identify the purpose of a map (such as the title) are typically placed in the header area
of a pageable map.

• The footer area for a pageable map should be consistent with footer areas for other pageable maps. For example,
fields that document control keys are often placed in the footer area.

NOTE
At runtime, the footer area floats up to just below the detail area. Therefore, it may not appear in the exact
location where it was defined originally.

• The layout of fields in each area of a pageable map is affected by the following considerations:
– A message field should be located as follows:

• In the header or footer area, if the most important messages for the map are generated by the ADS DISPLAY
MESSAGE command and/or by automatic editing in an error cycle

• In the detail area, if messages are not generated by the ADS DISPLAY MESSAGE command or by automatic
editing in an error cycle

At runtime, the single message field that is defined as part of the detail occurrence is mapped out once in each
occurrence in the detail area.

– A page field can be included in either the header or footer area for a pageable map.
– Fields in the detail area (that is, the detail occurrence) repeat at runtime as many times as is necessary to display

the data retrieved by the map. A detail area that takes up five lines cannot be displayed as many times on the
screen as a detail area that takes up two lines.
Additionally, the amount of storage specified for runtime pageable map sessions is influenced by the number of
lines specified for the detail occurrence of a pageable map.

NOTE
For information about pageable map storage, see Estimating Pageable Map Storage.
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Designing Map Fields
What is a Map Field?

A map field is an area on a map that is used to communicate with the terminal operator. For example, a field might be
used to collect information from an operator or to provide instructions about the map.

Most maps contain several map fields. When designing map fields, the following topics, which are discussed, should be
considered:

• Types of fields
• Attributes for fields

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Types of Fields

Each map field must be designated as either a literal, data, message, page, or response field. The field designation
determines the functions that a field can perform:

Type of Field Function
Literal Displays a predefined literal string that provides a title, prompt, or

other information to the terminal operator
Data field Displays the value (if any) of the record element associated with

the field and optionally allows the operator to input data.
Message field Displays messages generated by an application program or by the

automatic error-handling facility. Error messages and automatic
error-handling are discussed in "Automatic Editing and Error
Handling". A map message field is associated with the system
$MESSAGE field.

Page field Pageable maps only -- displays the current page number and
permits the operator to request the next page to be displayed.
A page field on a pageable map is associated with the system
$PAGE field.

Response field ADS only -- allows the operator to select an ADS response
process. A map response field is associated with the system
$RESPONSE field.

Required Fields

When defining a data field, the developer specifies whether the field is a required field. Operators must supply input in
data fields designated as required. Failing to enter data in a required field constitutes an input error.

Attributes for Fields

What is an Attribute?

An attribute is a characteristic of a map field provided by the terminal. Different characteristics can be assigned to fields
on a map. For example, the BRIGHT attribute is assigned to fields that should be displayed at an intensity that is brighter
than normal. The BLINK attribute is assigned to fields that should blink at runtime.

When are Attributes Specified?

The General Options screen is used to assign attributes to map fields that are applied during error cycles in the runtime
system.
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All other attributes are assigned to the fields using the field definition screens. If the developer does not specify attributes
for a field, default attributes are used for the field.

The field attributes defined using the online compilers can be overridden by the program and dialog processes that use
the map.

NOTE
For more information about commands that modify map attributes, see the  ADS Reference section or the 
Navigational DML Programming section.

When do Attributes take Effect?

The attributes for a field take effect when the field is mapped out to a screen at runtime. An attribute byte is a single-
character, nondisplayable byte positioned at runtime at the coordinate immediately preceding a map field. Runtime
mapping uses information contained within the attribute byte to determine the appearance and characteristics of the field.

Attributes on 3270s and 3279s

Attributes provided by 3270- and 3279-type terminals are listed in the following table:

Attribute Description
ALPHANUMERIC/ NUMERIC An ALPHANUMERIC field can contain any characters.

A NUMERIC field can contain periods and minus signs, as well
asnumbers in the range 0-9.

PROTECTED/ UNPROTECTED A PROTECTED field does not accept data from a
terminaloperator.
An UNPROTECTED field accepts data from the operator.

SKIP/NOSKIP SKIP specifies that the operator cannot tab to the givenfield.
NOSKIP specifies that the operator can tab to the start of the field;
the field must be UNPROTECTED.

DETECTABLE/ NONDETECTABLE DETECTABLE specifies that the field is selector-pen (light-
pen)detectable.
NONDETECTABLE specifies that the field is not detectable with a
selector-pen.

DISPLAY/BRIGHT/ DARK DISPLAY specifies that the contents of a field appear on the
screenat normal intensity.
BRIGHT specifies that the contents of a field appear at high
intensity.
DARK specifies that the contents of a field are not visible on the
screen at runtime.

MDT/NOMDT MDT specifies that a field is marked as modified (the modified
datatag is set on), whether or not a terminal operator enters data
in it.
NOMDT specifies that a field is marked as modified only if an
operator enters data in it.
On a mapin operation, only those fields with MDT set on are
automatically moved into program variable storage.

DELIMIT/ NODELIMIT DELIMIT inhibits entry of data that contains more characters than
specified by the external picture for the field.
NODELIMIT does not inhibit entry of excess characters. The
operator can enter characters in a field up to the space before the
next map field.
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SKIP DELIMIT At runtime, when the operator enters data in the last character
position of the field assigned the SKIP DELIMIT attribute, SKIP
DELIMIT causes the cursor to tab automatically to the next
UNPROTECTED field.

Attributes on a 3279 ONLY

The following map field attributes are available on 3279-type terminals only.

NOTE
Three of these attributes, BLINK, REVERSE VIDEO, and UNDERSCORE, are mutually exclusive. For example,
neither REVERSE VIDEO nor UNDERSCORE can be assigned to a field for which the BLINK attribute is
defined.

Attribute Description
BLINK/NOBLINK BLINK specifies that the field blinks.

NOBLINK specifies that the field does not blink.
NORMAL VIDEO/ REVERSE VIDEO NORMAL VIDEO specifies that the color of the field and of

thebackground are not reversed.
REVERSE VIDEO specifies that the colors are reversed.

UNDERSCORE/ NOUNDERSCORE UNDERSCORE specifies that the field is underscored.
NOUNDERSCORE specifies that the field is not underscored.

BLUE/RED/PINK/ GREEN/TURQUOISE/ YELLOW/WHITE/
NOCOLOR

Any one of these color attributes can be assigned to a field.
NOCOLOR specifies that the default display color for the terminal
is used.

Default Values for Attributes

Literal Fields Variable Fields
ALPHANUMERIC ALPHANUMERIC
PROTECTED UNPROTECTED
SKIP NOSKIP
NONDETECTABLE NONDETECTABLE
DISPLAY DISPLAY
NOMDT NOMDT
NOBLINK NOBLINK
NORMAL VIDEO NORMAL VIDEO
NOUNDERSCORE NOUNDERSCORE
NOCOLOR NOCOLOR

Automatic Editing and Error Handling
The IDMS mapping facility provides automatic editing and error-handling capabilities for use by IDMS maps. Automatic
editing and error-handling simplify data validation, I/O data conversions, and redisplay of input errors when a map is
displayed by a dialog or program.

Automatic editing and error-handling for maps and fields can be enabled using either the batch or online compiler as
described:

• Automatic editing simplifies data validation and I/O data conversions:
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– Data validation is performed on input. For example, automatic editing could be used to validate that a terminal
operator has supplied a valid state name (such as Alabama) in the STATE field on a map that displays employee
address data.

– Data conversions are performed on input and output. For example, automatic editing could be used to display the
value Alabama when 01 is stored for the STATE field.

• Error handling simplifies the redisplay of input errors. Error handling, when enabled for a map, prepares a map to
be redisplayed when an input error is detected. Input errors can be highlighted for the operator's attention, and error
messages can be displayed.

Example

The following figure illustrates operations performed by automatic editing and error-handling at map runtime. The following
occurs when the operator keys data in fields on the sample HILT TECHNOLOGIES, INC. screen and presses a control
key:

• Automatic editing evaluates the data supplied by the operator, using automatic editing criteria specified for each field.
The STATE-E edit table that is defined for the sample STATE field in the following figure lists valid two-character state
abbreviations for the STATE field. The values in the STATE-E table are used to determine that WU is not a valid value
for the STATE field.

• The ADS dialog or application program redisplays the map using error-handling attributes. Error handling redisplays
the sample map with the following changes:
– The incorrect data in the STATE data field is highlighted in BRIGHT.
– The error message NOT A VALID STATE CODE is displayed in the message field for the map.
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Automatic Editing
What is Automatic Editing?

The automatic editing capability of the IDMS mapping facility is used to edit and validate data entered in map data fields.
With automatic editing, a map can tolerate greater variation in operator input, making it easier for the terminal operator to
use.

For example, if month values are stored as 2-digit numbers (01 through 12) but the terminal operator prefers to see the
month values spelled out in words (for example, January, February), automatic editing is used to translate spelled-out
months into their numeric equivalents. The map developer can thus create a map that requests spelled-out months but
stores their equivalent numeric values.

Editing Input

Automatic editing can perform any of the following operations on input:

• Verify that the terminal operator has entered data in all fields for which input is required
• Validate terminal operator input based on an external picture and a verification (edit) table
• Convert input to storage format based on a code table associated with a field
• Convert input to internal format using both the internal and external picture
• Validate that an input buffer contains data (content required)

Editing Output

Automatic editing can perform the following optional operations on output:

• Decode data based on a code table associated with a field
• Convert data to external format for display based on both the external picture and internal pictures
• Validate that a buffer contains valid data and aborts if not

When should Automatic Editing be Enabled?

Automatic editing should be enabled for a field (and the map that contains it) when the related record element has a
usage other than DISPLAY:

• When zeros are to be displayed when an operator nulls the value in a field by pressing the ERASE EOF key, as
specified by either of the following options:
– The Zero when null option on the Map Read/Write Options screen
– The ZEROED WHEN NULL option of the batch compiler MFLD statement

• When blanks are to be displayed in the field when the value for a field is zero ,  as specified by either of the following
options:
– The Blank when zero  option on the Map Read/Write Options screen
– The Blank when zero option of the batch compiler MFLD statement

• When underscores are to be displayed as specified by either of the following options:
– The Underscore blank fields option on the Map Read/Write Options screen
– The UNDERSCORE IF BLANK option

• When uppercase translation by field is selected

Error Handling Capability
What is Error-handling?

The error-handling capability can be used to define display characteristics in the event that a map is redisplayed due to
input error. Redisplay of a map on input error is controlled by the ADS dialog or application program that uses the map at
runtime.
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Error Handling Functions

Error handling can perform one or more of the following operations when the map is redisplayed:

• Redisplay incorrect input with predefined attributes that attract the operator's attention
• Redisplay correct input with predefined attributes
• Provide messages to the operator
• Sound an alarm

Before You use Editing and Error-handling

The following steps, which are described, must be performed before automatic editing and error-handling can be used:

1. Enable automatic editing and error-handling for the map and for each field to be edited.
2. Optionally define error-handling criteria for the map.
3. Define editing criteria for each field.

Enabling Automatic Editing and Error Handling
Enabling automatic editing for a map also enables error-handling for that map. Automatic editing can be enabled for an
entire map and also for individual fields.

Default Values

The mapping facility supplies the following default settings for automatic editing:

• Entire map -- Enabled
• Each field -- Disabled, unless any of the following editing criteria is specified

WARNING
Autopainted fields default to enabled if editing is appropriate.

A map that uses only these default values is not edited at runtime. The map developer must use the online or batch
compiler to enable automatic editing for map fields. If automatic editing is disabled at the map level, automatic editing is
disabled for all of that map's fields.

Map-level Editing

Automatic editing is enabled/disabled for an entire map when:

• The Automatic editing  prompt on the first General Options screen is used to either enable (/) or disable automatic
editing.

• The EDIT/NOEDIT option of the batch compiler MAP statement is used to enable (EDIT) or disable (NOEDIT)
automatic editing.

Field-level Editing

• Specifying any of the following on the Field Definition screen enables automatic editing for a field:
– / for the Automatically edited prompt (Online compiler only)
– An external picture
– An edit table
– A code table

• Naming a user-written edit module enables or disables automatic editing:
– Editing is enabled if the edit module is to be performed either before or after automatic editing.
– Editing is disabled if the edit module is to be performed instead of automatic editing.
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Automatic editing is enabled or disabled according to the most recent automatic editing or user-written error module
specification. The General Options, Additional Edit Criteria, and Map Read/Write Options screens in the online compiler
and the MFLD statement of the batch compiler are used to make these specifications and to enable automatic editing for a
field.

Automatic Editing Criteria
This article describes the following information

Overview

The following terms are used in this article:

• An internal picture describes the format in which data for a field is stored in the user buffer.
• An external picture describes the format in which data for a field is displayed on the screen.
• An edit table optionally defines a set of valid or invalid values or ranges of values for a field.
• A code table optionally defines values for encoding and decoding data.

External pictures can be defined by using the online or batch compiler as well as IDD. Internal pictures, edit tables, and
code tables are defined externally to the mapping facility.

Types of Editing

The three automatic editing operations that are depicted in the following illustration and discussed in the following
sections, can be performed:

• Display characteristics
• Data conversion
• Input verification

Automatic Editing Operations

The following diagram illustrates how automatic editing works.
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Display Characteristics

Display characteristics are determined by the external picture.

For example, a date field can have an internal picture of 9(6) and an external picture of 99/99/99. If the internal picture
for a DATE data field is 9(6) as many as six numeric digits can be stored for the field. The external picture of 99/99/99
specifies how a stored value is displayed on the terminal screen. Using this example, a date stored internally 101297
displays externally as 10/12/97.
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Data Conversion

Data that is entered on a map is converted and validated against a code table. For example, each value for the STATE
data field is stored as a two-digit value, as specified by its internal picture 99. A code table then translates each two-digit
value to a complete state name.

For example, the operator views ALABAMA when the stored value is 01. The value 50 is stored in program variable
storage when the operator enters the word WYOMING.

Input Verification

Data that is entered on a map is compared to values in an edit table. Correct values for the sample DEPT data field are
listed in an edit table. Operator input is validated against values in the edit table. (An edit table can contain either correct
or incorrect values for a field.) For example, the term SALES is determined to be incorrect based on the edit table for the
field; the dialog or program redisplays the error and asks the operator to correct the value.

Internal Pictures

Definition

Internal pictures define the data storage format for elements and the map fields that are associated with the elements.
Internal pictures cannot be created or altered by the mapping facility.

Specifying Internal Pictures

An internal picture can be specified for a record element when the record element is defined by using either the IDD Data
Dictionary Definition Language (DDDL) or the IDMS schema compiler. Internal pictures cannot be defined or altered by
using the online or batch compiler.

How the Input is Converted

Before edited input is moved into program variable storage, if editing is on, the input is converted into its internal format
based on the internal picture that is defined for the record element that is associated with the input field. The internal
picture for a map field is the internal picture of the related record element.

Maximum Length

An internal picture can contain a maximum of 32 characters. The characters that are used to construct alphanumeric,
alphabetic, and numeric internal pictures are listed in the following table:

Data Type Character Description
Alphanumeric X A single alphanumeric character.

(n) Follows an X to represent n consecutive
repetitions of alphanumeric characters.
N must be an integer in the range 1 through
9999.

Alphabetic A A single alphabetic character (A through Z).
(n) Follows an A to represent n consecutive

repetitions of alphabetic characters.
N must be an integer in the range 1 through
9999.

Numeric 9 A single numeric character (0 through 9).
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(n) Follows a 9 to represent n consecutive
repetitions of numeric characters.
Preceding an implied decimal point
position, n must be an integer in the range
1 through 9999.
Following an implied decimal point position,
n must be an integer in the range 1 through
255.

V Represents a decimal point position in fixed
decimal numeric data. An internal picture
can contain only one decimal. If a fixed
decimal picture does not contain a V, the
decimal position for the picture is after the
rightmost 9.

S Indicates that signed data is maintained
as either positive or negative. When used,
S must be the first character in an internal
picture.

. (decimal point) Represents the decimal point in floating-
point data with DISPLAY usage only.
An internal picture can contain only one
decimal point.

E Indicates the start of the floating-point
exponent. When used, an E must be
preceded by at least one 9 and followed by
at least one 9.

How are the Elements Stored at Runtime?

A USAGE clause in the record element definition determines the method of storing values for an element at runtime. The
USAGE clause for an element that is associated with a map field can specify one of the following storage methods:

Storage Method Will Store Data This Way
DISPLAY Values are stored one character to a byte according to EBCDIC

conventions. DISPLAY must be specified for alphanumeric and
alphabetic internal pictures. DISPLAY can also be specified for
numeric internal pictures.

COMP Numeric values are stored in binary format.
COMP-1 Numeric values are stored in internal floating-point (short

precision) format.
COMP-2 Numeric values are stored in internal floating-point (long precision)

format.
COMP-3 Numeric values are stored in packed decimal format.

NOTE

• COMP, COMP-1, -2, and -3 usages apply only to numeric data. Internal pictures cannot be specified for
elements with COMP-1 or COMP-2 usage.

• For more information about record element definitions and the USAGE clause, see the "IDD DDDL
Reference" section.
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External Pictures

Automatic editing uses the external picture for a field on mapout and mapin as follows:

Mapout

On mapout, the external picture describes how data for the field is displayed on a terminal screen. The following example
illustrates the interaction of output data and an external picture:

Program variable storage value External Picture Field Display
123456789 #XXX-XX-XXXX #123-45-6789
99365 99/999 99/365

Mapin

On mapin, automatic editing uses the external picture as follows:

• The external picture is checked to determine if the characters in the field are valid. An external picture can be
NUMERIC, ALPHABETIC, or ALPHANUMERIC; data in the field must conform to the external picture specifications to
be valid.

• The external picture is used to eliminate insertion characters from data.

The following example illustrates the interaction of input data and an external picture:

User Input External Picture Value Stored
#123-45-6789 #XXX-XX-XXXX 123456789
99/365 99/999 99365

The external picture and input data are processed from left to right. If automatic editing is not enabled for both the map
and field, the external picture is not used on mapin.

Hide Sensitive Data in External Pictures through Masking

With the IDMS map field masking capability, you can use a masking character in map field external pictures to hide
sensitive data without having to code it manually.

To hide sensitive data in a map display, you can mask alphabetic, alphanumeric, and numeric display fields by substituting
the letter M for either an A, X, or 9 in an external picture. In the run-time map display, an asterisk appears in external
picture locations where an M is used.

Masked fields that are all blanks do not receive masking characters, but remain blank.

NOTE
To use masking in map fields, you must be using IDMS 19.0 with APAR SO12206 installed.

Example

The following example illustrates how map field masking affects the external picture and field display.

Internal Picture External Picture Resulting Field Display

9(10) M(3)-MMM-9(4) ***-***-7890

To protect record element data from being corrupted, fields with external pictures that contain a masking character are
automatically protected in a run time map display. This automatic protection prevents them from being modified and
mapped in, which corrupts record element data.
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Implicit External Pictures

What is an Implicit External Picture?

If the developer does not use the online or batch compiler to explicitly specify an external picture for the field, an implicit
external picture is constructed for a field. The implicit external picture is derived from the internal picture and/or from the
usage mode that is defined for the related record element.

If Automatic Editing is not Enabled

The status of automatic editing for the field determines the external picture that is constructed for the field:

If automatic editing is not enabled for the field, the online compiler constructs the external picture for a field:

• The data type is alphanumeric
• The length is determined by the length (in characters/bytes) that is specified by the internal picture and/or by the usage

mode of the associated record element

For example, the following table illustrates how an external picture is constructed for a field for which automatic editing is
not enabled:

Internal Picture Usage Mode External Picture
XXX DISPLAY X(3)
A(8) DISPLAY X(8)
S99V99 DISPLAY X(4)
S9(4) COMP X(2)

COMP-1 X(4)
COMP-2 X(8)

9(7)V99 COMP-3 X(5)

NOTE
Internal pictures cannot be specified for COMP-1 or COMP-2 elements. The previous external pictures for
COMP-1 and COMP-2 elements are the default external pictures for these elements when automatic editing is
disabled for a field. To avoid an error (such as PROG-470, PROG-402, or PROG-403), automatic editing should
be enabled for all fields with usage other than DISPLAY.

If Automatic Editing is Enabled

If automatic editing is enabled for the field, the online compiler assigns an external picture to the field:

• If an external picture is defined for the associated element, that external picture is assigned to the field
• If an external picture is not defined for the element, the mapping facility constructs an external picture for the field:

– The data type is the same as the data type of the internal picture, when applicable. Fields that are associated with
COMP-1 and COMP-2 elements are assigned predetermined numeric external pictures.

– The length is determined by the length (in characters/bytes) that is specified by the internal picture, when
applicable.

– The composition is derived from the internal picture according to the translation equivalents listed in the following
table.

The following table illustrates how an external picture is constructed for a field when automatic editing is enabled:

Internal Picture Usage Mode External Picture
XXX DISPLAY X(3)
A(8) DISPLAY A(8)
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S99V99 DISPLAY +99.99
S9(4) COMP (Half word) +9(4)
S9(8) COMP (Full word) +9(8)
S9(16) COMP (Double word) +9(4)

COMP-1 +9.9(7)+99
COMP-2 +9.9(16)+99

9(7)V99 COMP-3 9(7).99

NOTE
Internal pictures cannot be specified for COMP-1 or COMP-2 elements. The previous external pictures for
COMP, COMP-1, -2 and -3 elements are the default external pictures for these elements when automatic editing
is enabled for a field.

Internal to External Translation

Internal Picture Character External Picture Character
X X
A A
S S
V . (Decimal point)
E E
. (Decimal point) . (Decimal point)

Explicit External Pictures

To explicitly specify an external picture for a field, the developer uses the online or batch compiler. If an explicit external
picture is specified for the field, an implicit external picture is not built.

When to Specify an External Picture

An external picture can be explicitly specified for a map field either during a map-definition session or in the IDD record
element definition.

During Map Definition

An external picture is explicitly specified at map definition in any of the following ways:

• The Edit picture prompt on the Field Definition screen
• The EXTERNAL PICTURE clause of the batch compiler MFLD statement.

An external picture specification that is made for a map field overrides any other external picture specification that has
been made for the field.

Using IDD

An external picture can be explicitly defined by using IDD. Specifying INTERNAL for the map field's external picture
causes the online compiler to use the external picture that is associated with the record element definition. External
pictures for record elements are defined in the IDD DDDL RECORD ELEMENT or COBOL substatement.

NOTE
For more information about these substatements, see the "IDD DDDL Reference" section.

How External Pictures are Constructed
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If INTERNAL is specified for the map field's external picture but the record element is not associated with an external
picture, the online compiler constructs an external picture as described in the following table:

Data Type Character Description
Alphanumeric X A single alphanumeric character.

B A single blank character; B can appear
anywhere in the picture.

M Hides sensitive data in external
pictures. Use the letter M in place of an X
in an external picture. In the run-time map
display, an asterisk appears in external
picture locations where an M is used.

Other Characters other than A, B, M or
parentheses can be used as insertion
characters.

Numeric 9 A single numeric character (0 through 9).
Z An insertion character when it is preceded

by a 9, a decimal point, or a zero-
suppression character. Otherwise, a Z is a
zero-suppression character.

$ Multiple dollar signs at the beginning of
an external picture represent a floating
dollar sign. The dollar sign is an insertion
character when preceded by a 9, a decimal
point, or a zero-suppression character.

* Multiple asterisks at the beginning of an
external picture provide check protection.
The asterisk is an insertion character when
preceded by a 9, a decimal point, or a zero-
suppression character.

+ In the first position of an external picture,
indicates signed data, and appears
as either a minus sign or a plus sign
depending on the sign of the data. Multiple
plus signs at the beginning of an external
picture represent a floating sign. The
plus sign is an insertion character when
preceded by a 9, a decimal point, or a zero-
suppression character.

- (Minus sign) In the first position of an external picture,
indicates signed data. The sign position
appears as a blank if the data is positive
and as a minus sign if the data is negative.
Multiple minus signs at the beginning of an
external picture represent a floating sign.
The minus sign is an insertion character
when it is preceded by a 9, a decimal point,
or a zero-suppression character.
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. (Decimal point) Used as a decimal point. Data is aligned
with the decimal point in an external
picture and is truncated or padded when
necessary. The decimal point terminates
zero suppression when zero-suppression
characters precede the decimal point.
Zero-suppression characters become
insertion characters if placed after a
decimal point. The first period in a series
of period characters is the decimal point in
a picture. If no decimal point exists in the
data, a decimal point is assumed after the
rightmost numeric character. The comma
(,) is used as a decimal point if DECIMAL
POINT IS COMMA is specified.

B A single blank character; B can appear
anywhere in the picture.

M Hides sensitive data in external
pictures. Use the letter M in place of a 9
in an external picture. In the run-time map
display, an asterisk appears in external
picture locations where an M is used.

(n) Follows a 9, A, Z, $, *, +, -, or B to
represent n consecutive repetitions of
the character. N must be an integer in
the range 1 through 9999. When used
following an implied decimal point position,
as represented by a V, n must be in the
range 1 through 255.

V Indicates the decimal point position in fixed
decimal data.

E+99 Indicates a floating-point data field. The
mantissa can be positive or negative. The
exponent must be two numeric digits that
are preceded by a plus sign. If more than
two digits are entered, the online compiler
truncates the picture; if fewer than two
digits are entered, the picture is extended.
The online compiler supplies a default
external picture if automatic editing is
enabled for the field. The default external
picture for internal short float type data
fields is +9.9(7)E+99. The default external
picture for internal long float type data fields
is +9.9(16)E+99.

Other Characters other than 9, Z, $, *, +, -, B, V,
M, or parentheses can be used as insertion
characters.

Special Considerations

An alphanumeric external picture must be specified for a field associated with a group element, regardless of the data
type of the subordinate elements in the group.

Alphanumeric, alphabetic, and numeric external pictures must begin with specific characters:
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• Alphanumeric pictures must begin with either an X, B, or M.
• Alphabetic pictures must begin with either an A, B, or M.
• Numeric pictures must begin with one of the following characters:

– B
– Z
– 9
– M
– $
– *
– +
– -

Allowing Insertion Characters

Including insertion characters in external pictures provides the terminal operator with flexibility in supplying data. The
terminal operator need only type necessary data characters; the operator can include insertion characters in data, but
omitting these characters does not constitute an error.

For example, given a telephone number with an external picture of XXXBXXX-XXXXB#BXXX, the terminal operator could
enter any of the following values:

• 617 555-1212 # 341
• 617555-1212#341
• 6175551212341
• 6175551212

Considerations

The following considerations apply to the use of insertion characters in external pictures:

• Insertion characters can be included in external pictures to assist terminal operators in reading or interpreting output
data. Insertion characters do not become part of the stored data.

• Insertion characters that are embedded in zero-suppression characters are not displayed until a significant digit
appears in the data.

• The dollar sign ($) is the only insertion character that can occupy the first position in an external picture.

The following considerations apply to data supplied in fields with numeric external pictures:

• Leading and/or trailing blanks are automatically deleted from data that is entered in numeric fields. Thus, the terminal
operator can start entering numeric data in any field position.

• A decimal point is assumed to exist after the rightmost digit of a terminal operator's input if the following conditions are
in effect:
– A decimal point is defined in the external picture for the field
– No decimal point is supplied by the operator.

The sample external picture 99.99 affects the display of numeric data in the examples in the following table:

Value input by operator Value displayed
1 01.00
.1 00.10
10 10.00

Truncation
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If data that is typed by the terminal operator exceeds the length permitted by the external picture, excess characters are
deleted from the data as described in the following table:

Type of Field Truncation Process
Alphanumeric The rightmost characters are deleted from the data.
Numeric If excess characters are supplied to the right of thedecimal, the

rightmost (low-order) characters are deleted from the data.
If excess characters are supplied to the left of the decimal, the
leftmost (high-order) characters are deleted from the data.

Data from which low-order characters are deleted is moved to program variable storage as usual. Numeric data from
which high-order characters are deleted is not moved to program variable storage; an input error occurs for the field

Sample Truncations

The following sample external pictures demonstrate how excess characters are deleted from data:

External picture Operator inputs Data stored as
XXX A234 A23
AAA WXYZ WXY
999 1234 no data
99.99 23.4 23.40
99.99 123.4 no data
99.99 23.456 23.45

An ADS dialog or application program can determine whether excess data has been deleted from data in a field by
inquiring if the field has been truncated.

Edit and Code Tables

Overview

Existing edit and code tables can be optionally associated with map fields. Automatic editing uses the edit and code tables
for a field on mapout and mapin as follows:

• On mapout, the code table (if any) is used to convert stored data to its decoded form for display at the terminal.
• On mapin, the edit and code tables for a field are used as described:

– The edit table (if any) is used to validate operator input. An edit table can contain either valid or invalid values:
• If the edit table contains valid values, data input in the map field is valid only if it is listed in the table
• If the edit table contains invalid values, data input in the map field is valid only if it is not listed in the table

– The code table (if any) is used to convert data that is typed in a field to its encoded form for storage. In this way, the
code table also validates data unless NOT FOUND is used to pass incorrect data through.

A given map field can have a maximum of one edit table and one code table enabled for it. Edit and code tables cannot be
specified for a field that is associated with a group element unless all its elements are defined with usage DISPLAY.

The arrangement of values in a table, the searching algorithm for a table, and the relationship between a table and a map
load module that uses the table are determined by the IDD DDDL statement that defines the table.

The definition of tables is discussed in the section “Generating Edit and Code Tables".
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Values in Edit and Code Tables

Edit and code tables contain the values that are used by automatic editing. Values in a table can be either numeric or
alphanumeric depending on the data type specified when the table was created.

Edit Table Values

Edit table values must be compatible with the data type and length of data to be evaluated at runtime. The configuration of
input data at runtime depends on the specific automatic editing processes that are performed on the data.

Automatic editing performs the following processes prior to edit table operations:

• Numeric input data is reversed if REVERSE NUMERIC is enabled for the field.
• Data is altered according to external picture specifications for example:

– Leading and trailing blanks are stripped from numeric data
– The decimal point in numeric data is aligned with the decimal point in the external picture
– Insertion characters are stripped from data
– Characters that exceed the length that is specified by the external picture are deleted from the data

Insertion characters are not included in edit table values. For example, the following sample edit table lists values for a
ROOM NUMBER field with an external picture of X-X(3) and an internal picture of X(4):

External Picture Edit Table Values
E-101 E101
E-203 E203
G-221 G221

Code Table Values

Code table values specify encoded and decoded values:

• Encoded values specify data that can be stored in program variable storage. The data type and length of encoded
values must be compatible with the internal format for the field with which the code table is associated. The internal
format for a field is determined by the internal picture that is defined for the associated record element.
For example, the following sample encoded values are valid in terms of their corresponding internal pictures:

Encoded value External picture Definition
OS XX department value
01 9(2) state value

• Decoded values specify data that can be displayed on a terminal screen. The data type and length of decoded values
must be valid in terms of the external picture for the field with which the code table is associated. Insertion characters
are not included as decoded values in code tables.
For example, the following sample decoded values are valid in terms of their corresponding external pictures:

Encoded value Internal picture Definition
OFFICE SERVICES X(20) department value
ALABAMA X(20) state value

On mapin, the edit table (if any) is invoked before the code table (if any) for a field.

DDDL Compiler Options

DDDL compiler conventions apply when specifying values for edit and code tables:
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• Delimit words or clauses by using one of the following delimiter characters:
– Blank
– Comma
– Period
– Semicolon
– Colon
– Apostrophe
– Parenthesis
– Quotation mark

• Embed one or more delimiter characters by enclosing the value that contains delimiter characters in a pair of site-
standard quote characters. The single quote (') is the default. For example, the value OFFICE SERVICES in the
following sample code table contains an embedded blank character:
 01          SHIPPING
02         PERSONNEL
03        ACCOUNTING
04         MARKETING
05  'OFFICE SERVICES'
 

Single quotes around the value OFFICE SERVICES indicate that the space character between the two words in the
value is part of the value rather than a delimiter between two values.

• Embed the site-standard quote character in a value by coding the quote character twice. For example, the value
USER'S SITE in the following sample code table includes the default quote character ('):
 50        DENVER
60        'BOSTON RGNL OFFICE'
70        'CHICAGO RGNL OFFICE'
85        'USER''S SITE
 

NOTE
For more information about DDDL compiler conventions and specifying values for tables, see the IDD DDDL
Reference section.

Special Values

The following special values can be included in code tables to facilitate use of the tables at runtime:

• The NOT FOUND keyword can be included in a code table to define a catchall for a decoded or encoded value:
– As an encoded value, NOT FOUND ensures that an unanticipated stored value does not cause an abend on

mapout. The decoded value that corresponds to NOT FOUND is displayed for unanticipated input.
– As a decoded value, NOT FOUND ensures that unanticipated input does not cause an input error when evaluated

by the code table. The encoded value that corresponds to NOT FOUND is stored for unanticipated data.
NOT FOUND must not be enclosed in quotation marks when used as a keyword. For example, the following sample
code table for a DEPARTMENT field includes NOT FOUND as an encoded and a decoded value:
 01           SHIPPING
02           PERSONNEL
03           ACCOUNTING
04           MARKETING
05           'OFFICE SERVICES'
00           NOT FOUND
NOT FOUND    MISSING
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The value 00 is stored for the field when an operator supplies a value that is not included as a decoded value in this
sample table. The word MISSING is displayed when a value other than 01, 02, 03, 04, 05, or 00 is stored for the field.

NOTE
For more detailed information about the NOT FOUND keyword, see the Generating Edit and Code Tables
section.

• The null value, (''), two consecutive quotation marks, should be included as a decoded value in a code table in the
following cases:
– The numeric data field is to be filled with zeros when automatic editing is enabled and the operator presses the

ERASE EOF key, as specified by either of the following options:
• The Zero when null option on the Map Read/Write Options screen
• The ZEROED WHEN NULL option of the batch compiler MFLD statement

– The alphanumeric data field is defined without a pad character.
The following sample code table for a DEPARTMENT field included the null value as a decoded value:
    00             ''
   01             SHIPPING
   02             PERSONNEL
   03             ACCOUNTING
   04             MARKETING
   05             'OFFICE SERVICES'
 

The decoded value 00 is stored for this example when the operator presses ERASE EOF at the beginning of the
associated alphanumeric map field and submits a null value for the field.

Enabling tables

Built-in Edit or Code Tables

If a record element includes an edit and/or code table in its definition, the table is referred to as a built-in edit or code
table. The built-in edit or code table is available to any map data field that uses the record. The built-in table for a field is
used for the field if both of the following conditions are met:

• Automatic editing is enabled for the field (and map).
• The map developer does not use the mapping facility to specify an edit/code table.

Suppressing Built-in Tables

To suppress use of a built-in table without using another table, the developer must disable automatic editing for the field.

The map developer overrides the use of a built-in table (if any) by specifying a stand-alone table for the field. Stand-alone
tables are created in the data dictionary by the DDDL TABLE statement.

Specifying a Stand-alone Table

The developer uses the online or batch compiler to specify a stand-alone table:

The Edit table name and Code table name prompts on the Additional Edit Criteria screen can be used to specify the name
of a table to be used for the field. For example, the state1 table is specified as an unlinked edit table of valid values in the
following sample screen.

                             Additional Edit Criteria           Page  3 of  7
 Map name:  EYHTST1   Version:     1
 
      Element name  EMP-STATE-0415                    Subscript
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      In record     EMPLOYEE                          Version    100
 
 
    Edit table name . . . STATE1      Version    1    Link with map (/) _
 
      Edit type . . . . . 1   1.Valid values  2.Invalid values
 
    Code table name . . . ________    Version ____    Link with map (/) _
 
    Error message (specify ID or text)
 
      ID. . . . . . . . . Prefix __    Number ______
 
      Text. . . . . . . . ________________________________________
                          ________________________________________
 
 DC365801 Map options processed successfully
 
 F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd
 

Suppressing a Stand-alone Table

To suppress use of a specified stand-alone table without specifying another table, the map developer can eliminate the
name of the table from the Additional Edit Criteria screen by performing either of the following actions:

• Pressing the ERASE EOF key to erase the table name
• Typing blanks over the table name

Specifying a Stand-alone Table using the Batch Compiler

The EDIT TABLE and CODE TABLE clauses of the batch compiler MFLD statement  can be used to specify the name of
the table to be used for the field. For example, the DEPTEDIT table is specified as an unlinked edit table of valid values in
the following sample MFLD statement:

 ADD MFLD DEPT-ID
    DFLD ID-0410
    EDIT TABLE IS DEPTEDIT
         NOLINK
         USAGE IS VALIDATE.
 

Alternate Names

Type of table Alternate name Reason
Built-in Tightly coupled Because each table is part of the element

for which it is defined
Stand-alone Loosely coupled Because they are separate from the record

elements with which they are associated

Linked and Unlinked
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When the map developer specifies a stand-alone table for use during automatic editing, the table must be designated
either linked or unlinked as described:

If the table is This happens
Linked The table is included in the map load module with which it is

associated.
Unlinked The table is loaded at runtime by the map load module with which

it is associated.

Enabling a table as an unlinked table eliminates the need to regenerate maps that use the table, should the table
definition change. A stand-alone table is specified as linked or unlinked on the same screen or in the same batch MFLD
statement that names the table for a field.

NOTE
For more information about the definition of built-in and stand-alone table, see the "Generating Edit and Code
Tables section.

Error-Handling Criteria
This article describes the following information:

Overview

What is Error-handling?

Error handling alerts the terminal operator if an input error occurs.

A field is considered to be in error if any of the following conditions exist:

• The input (or the encoded equivalent) does not conform to the internal picture.
• The input does not conform to the external picture.
• Numeric input is truncated on the left (high-order truncation).
• No input is supplied for a required field.
• The input is determined to be invalid, based on the edit table used for the field.
• The input does not match any decoded values in the code table used for the field, and no catchall value is defined for

decoded values.
• The input is determined to be in error according to criteria defined by a user-written edit module.

NOTE

• For more information about the use of the automatic editing to establish correct/incorrect input conditions for
error handling, see the Automatic Editing Criteria section.

• For more information about the definition and use of user-written edit modules, see the User-Written Edit
Modules section.

What Error-handling Criteria can be Defined?

The following table lists the error-handling criteria that can be defined for each map. Each criterion is described
separately:

Criteria Use
Attributes for correct input Identifies correct input and input that has not been edited
Attributes for incorrect input Identifies erroneous input
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Error message Provides the terminal operator with any messages associated with
the field in error

A terminal alarm Informs the terminal operator that an input error has occurred

Attributes for Correct and/or Incorrect Input

Definition

Attributes that are used when the mapped display is initially mapped out are assigned individually to fields when the fields
are defined. Attributes used to draw attention to correct and/or incorrect data are assigned to an entire map when the map
is defined. These error-handling attributes override the field-level attributes when an edit error is redisplayed.

How to Define Attributes

Either the online or batch compiler can be used to define attributes for correct and/or incorrect fields:

• Page two of the General Options screen can be used to establish attributes for use by error handling. The developer
selects attributes on this screen to establish those attributes for use with error-handling.

• The batch compiler MAP statement ON EDIT ERROR clause can be used to establish attributes for error handling.
The following specifications can be made for the ON EDIT ERROR clause:
– The INCORRECT FIELDS ATTRIBUTES specification  names attributes for fields that contain incorrect input.
– The CORRECT FIELDS ATTRIBUTES specification names attributes for fields that contain correct input.

The list of available attributes is detailed in "Attributes for Fields".

Attributes that are defined for correct fields are also used to redisplay variable fields for which editing was not performed.

Error Messages

Default Error Message

Error handling provides a default error message for any field. The message has the following format:

ERROR AT row, column

How to Override the Default Message

The developer can override the default error message for a field by specifying an error message for use by error-handling.
The online or batch compiler can be used to define an error message:

• The Error message prompt on the Additional Edit Criteria screen can be used to establish an error message for the
field being defined. The error message can be supplied at the time the map field is defined, can be defined in the data
dictionary, or can be the default message.

                            Additional Edit Criteria           Page  3 of  7

 Map name:  EYHTST1   Version:     1

      Element name  EMP-STATE-0415                    Subscript

      In record     EMPLOYEE                          Version    100

    Edit table name . . . ________    Version ____    Link with map (/) _

      Edit type . . . . . _   1.Valid values  2.Invalid values

    Code table name . . . ________    Version ____    Link with map (/) _
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    Error message (specify ID or text)

      ID. . . . . . . . . Prefix __    Number ______

      Text. . . . . . . . NOT A VALID STATE CODE

                          ________________________________________

 DC365801 Map options processed successfully

 F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd

In the previous screen, the developer specifies a message on the line after the Text prompt. The message, NOT A
VALID STATE CODE, is specified for the data field that follows STATE in this example.

• The ERROR MESSAGE clause of the batch compiler MFLD statement can be used to establish an error message for
the field being defined. You can either accept the default message, or define the error message in the data dictionary.
For example, an error message is defined for the EMP-STATE map field in the following sample MFLD statement:

ADD MFLD EMP-STATE

    REQUIRED

    EXTERNAL PICTURE IS 'XX'

    ERROR MESSAGE IS

    'NOT A VALID STATE'.

Defining a Message Field for a Map

An error message displays an input error only if a message field is defined for the map. The developer defines a message
field for a map by using the online or batch compiler:

• The ELEMENT NAME and SUBSCRIPT prompts on the second page of the Field Definition screen are used as
follows:
– ELEMENT NAME  -- The developer types the keyword $MESSAGE (or $M) to establish a variable field as a

message field.
– SUBSCRIPT  -- The developer optionally specifies the maximum number of characters that the message field can

contain in the SUB field (default is 80).

NOTE
When the developer enters either $MESSAGE or $M in the ELEMENT NAME field and presses <Enter>,
the literal, SUBSCRIPT, changes to LENGTH and irrelevant fields are darkened, as illustrated in the
following sample screen.

                             Field Definition                 Page  1 of  7

 Map name:  EYHTST1   Version:     1

 ...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

_

 ...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

 Field at row  21   column  80                                  Drop field (/) _
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      Element name: $message                       Subscript 80

      In record                                       Version

      Edit Picture

      Display intensity  1  1. Normal    2.  Bright         3. Hidden

      At end of field    3  1. Auto-tab  2.  Lock keyboard  3. Take no action

      Unprotected (/) . . . . .  /       Required (/). . . . . .  _

      Automatically edited (/)   _       Skipped by tab key (/)   _

 DC366004 Specify the variable field and any attributes

 F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview  F8=Fwd

                              Field Definition                 Page  1 of  7

 Map name:  EYHTST1   Version:     1

 ...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

_

_______________________________________________________________________________

 ...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

 Field at row  21   column  80                                  Drop field (/) _

      Element name: $MESSAGE                       Subscript 80

      Display intensity  2  1. Normal    2.  Bright         3. Hidden

      At end of field    3  1. Auto-tab  2.  Lock keyboard  3. Take no action

      Unprotected (/) . . . . .          Required (/). . . . . .  _

      Automatically edited (/)   _       Skipped by tab key (/)   _

 DC366004 Specify the variable field and any attributes

 F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview  F8=Fwd

• The MESSAGE LENGTH clause of the batch compiler MFLD statement is used to establish a variable panel field
as a message field and specify the maximum number of characters that the message field can contain.
For example, a message field (MESS1) is defined for a map in the following sample MFLD statement:

ADD MFLD MESS1

    MESSAGE LENGTH 80.

How are Messages Displayed?

The message field for a map displays the error message for a field in error if the dialog or program that uses the map
redisplays the map with error-handling attributes. When several data fields contain incorrect input, the message field
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displays as many error messages as possible, in order of occurrence from top to bottom, right to left, of the incorrect data
fields. A blank is displayed between each error message.

Alarm Status on Input Error

You can enable or disable the error alarm feature using the following:

• The Sound alarm on error prompt on the General Options screen
• The ON EDIT ERROR  clause of the batch compiler MAP statement

Automatic Editing at Runtime
This article describes the following information:

If automatic editing is not enabled for a field, data in the field is handled as follows:

• On mapin, data that has been changed (or for which the MDT is set on) is justified, padded, or zeroed as specified by
each map field definition. The data is then moved to program variable storage if the Transmit data entry field on the
Map Read/Write Options screen is / for input.

• On mapout, data is moved directly to the output buffer from program variable storage. The data is then transmitted to
the screen if DATA is Y (YES) for output.

Automatic editing is performed on mapin and mapout only if editing is enabled at the map level and only for fields for
which editing is specifically enabled.

NOTE
For more information about enabling automatic editing for a map and its fields, see Enabling Automatic Editing
and Error Handling.

When enabled for a map and field, automatic editing validates and edits data that is supplied by the operator. Each field is
evaluated according to specifications made for the field when the field was defined. Automatic editing operations that take
place during mapin and mapout operations are presented in this section.

Mapin Operations

Automatic editing operates on a single field at a time. Fields for which automatic editing is enabled are evaluated in order
of occurrence on the map. Automatic editing evaluates and edits each field, as illustrated in the following figure.

A given automatic editing operation must be completed without errors before automatic editing can advance to the next
editing operation for that field. Automatic editing stops editing a field when an input error is detected in the field; the data is
not moved to storage.

Automatic editing completes editing for a field in which no input error is detected by performing the following steps:

• The edited data is moved to the ADS record buffers or the program variable storage that is associated with the map
• Automatic editing either begins for the next field to be edited or finishes for the map:

– Automatic editing begins for the next field on the map to be edited until all designated fields have been evaluated by
automatic editing

– Automatic editing is completed for the map if all fields for which automatic editing is enabled have been edited
• Automatic editing converts alphabetic characters to uppercase if TRANSLATE TO UPPER CASE was specified for the

field
• Automatic editing removes trailing underscore characters if UNDERSCORE BLANK FIELD was specified for the field
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Automatic Editing on Mapin for Non-pageable Maps, Headers, and Footers

The following figure illustrates how automatic editing is handled on mapin operations for a non-pageable map and the
header and footer areas of a pageable map.

Automatic Editing on Mapin for Pageable Maps

Automatic editing on mapin occurs when the GET DETAIL statement in the process code is initiated. The code must
check automatic editing for the results. The previous illustrated procedure is implemented however, it takes place after the
GET DETAIL statement is encountered in the process code.

Also, automatic editing error messages that are found on input (mapin - after the GET DETAIL statement has been
issued) are immediately moved into the message buffer area and cannot be suppressed.

How the Online Compiler Responds to Errors
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If input is found to be in error during editing, the online compiler responds as follows:

1. The field is identified as being in error.
2. Automatic editing ends for the field.
3. Automatic editing either continues with the next appropriate field on the map or relinquishes control to the program that

requested the mapin, as described:
– If there is another data field on the map to be edited, editing begins for that field.
– If there are no more fields on the map to be edited, control returns to the ADS dialog or the application program:

• Control returns to the ADS dialog that requested the mapin, as instructed by the EXECUTE ON EDIT
ERRORS specification for the dialog.
If EXECUTE ON EDIT ERRORS is YES, control passes to the appropriate response process.
If EXECUTE ON EDIT ERRORS is NO, control does not pass to the response process until the operator either
corrects all input errors that are detected by automatic editing or terminates the dialog.

• Control returns to the application program that requested the mapin.

NOTE
For more information about how dialogs and programs respond to input errors in maps, see Error
Handling at Runtime.

Considerations

The following considerations apply to runtime automatic editing:

• Automatic editing does not evaluate data in a response field
• Only data fields for which the MDT is set on are transmitted to program variable storage. The MDT can be set:

– If the operator has entered a value in the field
– If the program has been modified
– If the MDT option was specified for the field at map definition

• Input must be supplied in a required field; failure to supply input constitutes an input error
• Input does not have to be supplied in a field that is not a required field

Determining if a Field is Changed or Erased

Map inquiry statements that are issued by the ADS dialog or application program that uses the map determine that data is
changed or erased when the ERASE EOF key is pressed:

• A field is identified as changed when ERASE EOF erases the contents of the field in either of the following cases:
– A pad character is defined for an alphanumeric field
– ZEROED WHEN NULL is specified for a numeric field

• A field is identified as erased when ERASE EOF is pressed for the field while the cursor is at the first position of an
alphanumeric field for which no pad character is defined.

Mapout Operations

Automatic editing operates on a single field at a time. Automatic editing processes each field as illustrated in the following
figure. A given automatic editing operation must be completed without errors for a field before automatic editing can
advance to the next editing operation for that field.

A translation character can be defined at system generation to be output when invalid data is found on mapout. If the
translate character is defined as a null or a blank, no translation is performed. The default translation character values
is the at character (@). Data that contains invalid character values (such as packed data that cannot be unpacked or bit
data) is converted to a single @ character; the @ character is displayed in the field when the map is displayed.

The code table (if any) for a field is used to convert an encoded stored value to a decoded display value. If an
unanticipated stored value is evaluated by a code table that does not include the keywords NOT FOUND as an encoded
value, the dialog or program that uses the map abends.
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Automatic editing places blanks in numeric input if the Blank when zero option is on for the field and the input contains
only zeros.

Automatic editing converts input to external format from internal format by processing the external picture for the field from
right to left. If an error occurs during this phase, the task requesting the mapout is abended.

Automatic editing places underscores in a blank field if UNDERSCORE BLANK FIELD was selected for the field.

Edit tables are not used in mapout operations.

Error Handling at Runtime
When is a Field in Error?

A field is identified as being in error when automatic editing detects an error in that field on mapin. User-written edit
modules, ADS dialogs, and application programs can perform their own editing and validation and specify whether a field
is in error.

Defining Attributes for Redisplay

The ADS dialog or application program that uses a map can redisplay a map that contains fields in error.

Attributes can be defined for the redisplay of correct and incorrect fields. Such error-handling attributes can be used to
draw the operator's attention to input errors. Error messages can be specified for fields in error. Additionally, the terminal
alarm can be sounded when a map contains input errors. Specifications for the redisplay of maps with input errors are
made as follows:

• The mapping facility can be used to make error-handling specifications for a map when the map is defined
• The ADS dialog or application program that issues the mapout can modify error-handling specifications for the map

Error-handling attributes defined by the mapping facility are available for use when automatic editing and error-handling
are enabled for the map (regardless of the individual field settings).

NOTE
For information about how to enable automatic editing and error-handling for a map, see Enabling Automatic
Editing and Error Handling.

The ways in which ADS dialogs and application programs redisplay maps are contrasted in the following figure. Dialogs
and programs can be set up to handle input errors as follows.

• An ADS dialog EXECUTE ON EDIT ERRORS YES/NO specification determines how the dialog executes if fields are
in error:
– YES specifies that control passes to the appropriate response process. The response process can include

statements to determine if errors have been detected on mapin, to set additional fields in error, and so forth.
A DISPLAY command must be used to redisplay the map for the operator. The map is redisplayed according to
current error-handling specifications.

– NO specifies that control is not passed to the response process. The map is redisplayed according to current error-
handling specifications. The terminal operator must correct all map fields that are in error before control passes to
the appropriate response process.

NOTE
For more information about the ADS features and syntax, see the ADS Reference  section.

• An application program includes Data Manipulation Language (DML) statements to determine if errors have been
detected on mapin, to set additional fields in error, and so forth. A DML statement can issue a mapout to redisplay the
map according to current error-handling specifications.

Dialogs, Programs, and Input Errors
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An application program should not issue mapout requests with the NEWPAGE (ERASE) specification during error-
handling; NEWPAGE (ERASE) maps out all map fields, including literal fields, and changes MDT settings.

NOTE
For more information about the development of application programs that interact with maps, see the
appropriate IDMS DML Reference section.

Steps Performed by Runtime Mapping

When an ADS dialog or application program redisplays a map for which automatic editing and error-handling are enabled,
current error-handling attributes are automatically used for the field.

The list and diagram that follow illustrate the steps performed by runtime mapping:

• Modified data tags are set for correct fields.
• Correct-field attributes (if any) take effect for fields that are not in error or that were not edited.
• Incorrect-field attributes (if any) take effect only for fields that are in error.
• The cursor is displayed at the first map field in error.
• Blank required fields or any edited field for which data was not transmitted are redisplayed with a question mark (?)

character.
• Data that is not in error is moved from the I/O buffer to program variable storage on a mapin operation if DATA is Y

(YES) on mapin for the field.
• Data that is in error is not moved from the I/O buffer to protected variable storage on a mapin operation.
• On an initial display of a map by an ADS dialog, all literals and data fields are transmitted even if a field is in error.

However, in all other cases, during a mapout operation, if any field is flagged as being in error, then, for all fields (both
correct and incorrect), only attribute bytes are transmitted back to the screen; no data is moved from program variable
storage to the screen.
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Error Handling at Runtime

Pageable Map
A pageable map is a map that can contain unlimited occurrences of a set of map fields. Each occurrence of the set of
fields is called a detail occurrence. A pageable map can contain more detail occurrences than can fit on the terminal
operator's screen at one time. The runtime system stores detail occurrences sequentially in the order in which they are
created by pageable map commands and divides them into pages based on the number of occurrences that can fit on the
terminal operator's screen. One page of occurrences can be displayed on the screen at any one time.

Example

A pageable map might display information about a department and list all the employees within the department. The set
of map fields related to employee information occurs once for each employee to be listed. These detail occurrences of
employee information are created at runtime by pageable map commands and can be displayed to the terminal operator
one page at a time.
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Areas of Pageable Maps
A pageable map is divided into three areas, as illustrated in the following screen:

EMPLOYEE PERSONAL DATA

EMPLOYEE NAME:  JANE              FERNDALE

EMPLOYEE NUMBER:  0032                 SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER:  034-56-7890

EMPLOYEE NAME:  TOM               FITZHUGH

EMPLOYEE NUMBER:  0081                 SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER:  112-34-5678

EMPLOYEE NAME:  GEORGE            FONRAD

EMPLOYEE NUMBER:  0045                 SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER:  092-34-7890

EMPLOYEE NAME:  ROBIN             GARDNER

EMPLOYEE NUMBER:  0053                 SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER:  022-34-4444

EMPLOYEE NAME:  JENNIFER          GARFIELD

EMPLOYEE NUMBER:  0003                 SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER:  021-99-4516

PAGE:  0004

Three Areas of a Pageable Map

• The header area (optional) is a rectangular area located across the top of the screen that contains one or more rows
of map fields associated with header information. The header area information is displayed whenever the map is
displayed.

• The footer area (optional) is a rectangular area located across the bottom of the screen that contains one or more
rows of map fields associated with footer information. The footer information is displayed whenever the map is
displayed.

• The detail area (required) is a rectangular area located across the middle of the screen that contains the detail
occurrence for the map.
The set of fields in the detail occurrence is defined in the detail area only once. At runtime, the number of detail
occurrences that are displayed in the detail area depends on the space available on the screen after accounting for the
header and footer information.

Examples of each Area

For example, a pageable map used to display a department record and all associated employee records might contain the
following information:

• Header area -- The title of the map and department information
• Footer area -- A message field, a page field to display the current page number, and literal fields with information

about how to page through the map
• Detail area -- Detail occurrences of employee information

What is a Map Page?

The term map page refers to a runtime display made up of the header and footer map fields and a page of detail
occurrences. The page of occurrences that is displayed at any given time is determined by the value of the system
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$PAGE field. For example, if a department with 25 employees is displayed on a pageable map that can hold a maximum
of 10 employee occurrences, the value in the system $PAGE field determines the occurrences that are displayed:

• If $PAGE equals 1, occurrences 1 through 10 are displayed.
• If $PAGE equals 2, occurrences 11 through 20 are displayed.
• If $PAGE equals 3, occurrences 21 through 25 are displayed.

The value in the $PAGE field can be specified by the operator or by the dialog or program. The current value in the
system $PAGE field can be displayed on a map by associating $PAGE with a field on the pageable map that is associated
with the system $PAGE field.

Map-Paging Sessions
What is a Map-paging Session?

When an ADS dialog or an application program uses a pageable map at runtime, a map-paging session takes place.
ADS dialog or application program commands build and display detail occurrences for map pages during a map-paging
session. The operator can update information in data fields and can access different map pages by pressing control keys
or specifying page numbers.

The fields in a detail occurrence are defined once when the map is created. At runtime, these fields are repeated as many
times on a page as possible to fill the detail area. Each repetition of the detail occurrence represents a record occurrence.

For example, the following screens contrast the definition and run time detail occurrences for a pageable map:

• At definition time, the fields in the detail area are associated with dictionary elements or with system-supplied fields.
• At runtime, commands in the ADS dialog premap process or the application program move stored data to the

appropriate work record elements before displaying the map. When the map is displayed, the variable field associated
with WK-ID-0415 displays the identification number of a different employee in each detail occurrence. Each detail
occurrence displays information about the particular employee identified in the WK-ID-0415 field.

Definition Time

EMPLOYEE PERSONAL DATA

EMPLOYEE NAME:  ________________________________1

EMPLOYEE NUMBER: _______2     SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER: _________3

___________________________________________________________________4
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PAGE: _____5

1. Associated with WK-NAME-0415
2. Associated with WK-ID-0415
3. Associated with WK-SS-NO-0415
4. Associated with system-supplied $Message field
5. Associated with system-supplied $Page field

Runtime

EMPLOYEE PERSONAL DATA

EMPLOYEE NAME:  JANE              FERNDALE

EMPLOYEE NUMBER:  0032                 SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER:  034-56-7890

EMPLOYEE NAME:  TOM               FITZHUGH

EMPLOYEE NUMBER:  0081                 SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER:  112-34-5678

EMPLOYEE NAME:  GEORGE            FONRAD

EMPLOYEE NUMBER:  0045                 SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER:  092-34-7890

EMPLOYEE NAME:  ROBIN             GARDNER

EMPLOYEE NUMBER:  0053                 SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER:  022-34-4444

EMPLOYEE NAME:  JENNIFER          GARFIELD

EMPLOYEE NUMBER:  0003                 SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER:  021-99-4516

PAGE:  0004

Sequence of Events in a Map-paging Session

1. The map-paging session is initiated according to specifications or commands in the ADS dialog or application
program that uses the pageable map.

2. Detail occurrences are created by statements in the dialog or program. Occurrences are stored sequentially in the
order that they are created and are divided into pages based on the number of detail occurrences that can fit on the
terminal screen at one time. A detail occurrence is displayed on the terminal screen only when the map page to which
the occurrence belongs is displayed.

3. A map page is displayed by the ADS runtime system or the DC runtime system as a result of one of the following:
– The first detail occurrence on the second page of occurrences is constructed. The first page of detail

occurrences in a map-paging session is automatically displayed. The ADS process or program module that creates
detail occurrences continues to execute and can create additional detail occurrences.

– A display command is issued by the dialog (except when the command immediately follows the display of the
first page of occurrences, as described previously).

– A display is done automatically when the dialog has no premap process
The ADS runtime system (which executes ADS dialogs) and the DC runtime system (that executes application
programs) are both referenced by the term program runtime system in the remainder of this section. The term
runtime mapping system refers to a separate part of the runtime system that handles only mapping functions at
runtime.
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4. The terminal operator optionally modifies map data fields in the header or footer areas or in any of the detail
occurrences of the current map page. Map-field modifications are subject to restrictions specified at map-definition or
map runtime:
– At map-definition time, fields can be protected from operator input.
– At map runtime, modifications can be restricted by specifications made in the ADS dialog or application program:

• The paging mode option (UPDATE/BROWSE) determines whether modifications can be made to a pageable
map.

• Map modification commands determine whether modifications can be made to individual fields.
5. The terminal operator optionally makes a paging request to specify the next map page to be displayed in either of

the following ways:
– By pressing a control key associated with paging forward or backward one page:

• <PF8> pages the detail area forward one page.
• <PF7> pages the detail area backward one page.
These control key settings are system generation options.

– By specifying an integer value in the page field (if any) on the map.
– By typing first or last over the page field on the map.

• First brings the operator to the first page of detail occurrences.
• Last brings the operator to the last page of detail occurrences.

6. The terminal operator presses a control key, initiating the following:
– The internal representation of data fields is updated to reflect changes made by the terminal operator if the

operator pressed any key other than <Clear>, <PA1>, <PA2>, <PA3>.
– The $PAGE value is updated if a paging request was made in any of the following ways:

• The operator pressed a key associated with paging forward or backward
• The operator specified a value in the page field (if any) on the map
• The dialog or program set the value of the $PAGE field on the previous mapin operation

– The flow of control is determined by the paging-type option specified for the dialog or program
7. Modified detail occurrences are retrieved by commands in the dialog or program. Data is updated to program

variable storage according to specifications made for each field.
8. Detail occurrences are modified by either the program runtime system or the mapping runtime system, as specified

by the paging-type for the map-paging session.
9. Additional detail occurrences are created at any time by commands in the dialog or program. New detail

occurrences are stored at the end of the set of detail occurrences in the session scratch record.
10. A page of the map is displayed by either the program runtime system or the mapping runtime system, as specified

by the paging-type for the map-paging session.
11. The map-paging session is terminated according to specifications or commands in the ADS dialog or application

program that uses the pageable map.

WARNING

More Information:

• Building and Displaying Fields
•  Retrieving Modified Data

Dialog and Program Operations
 

Pageable maps are used at runtime by ADS dialogs and application programs. Specifications for a dialog or program
determine how a pageable map can be used at runtime. For example, options specified for a map-paging session
determine whether the operator can page backward or update information on the map.
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Specifications and statements in a dialog or program perform the following functions at runtime. These specifications and
statements are discussed separately as follows:

• Establish map-paging session options
• Build and display fields
• Retrieve modified data

NOTE
The ADS runtime system (which executes ADS dialogs) and the DC runtime system (that executes application
programs) are both referenced by the term program runtime system in the remainder of this section. The term
runtime mapping system refers to a separate part of the runtime system that handles only mapping functions at
runtime.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Map-Paging Session Options

Putting Options into Effect

ADS

ADS issues a #STRTPAG and #ENDPAG request for you under the conditions specified in the following table:

Options Conditions
Specified When a pageable map is associated with a dialog
Retained Across dialogs when all of the following conditions are met:

The dialog that passes control and the dialog that receives control
are associated with the same pageable map.
The dialog that passes control and the dialog that receives control
are defined with the same map-paging session options.
Control is passed by means of a LINK, INVOKE, or RETURN
command.

Ended When any of the following conditions are met:
The application terminates normally
The application aborts
The application passes control to another dialog under any of the
following conditions:
The dialog receiving control is associated with a different pageable
map than the one that initiated the map paging session
The dialog receiving control has different map paging dialog
options than the dialog that initiated the map paging session
The dialog that initiated the map paging session issues the
TRANSFER command, either by way of an ADS PROCESS
statement or an EXECUTE NEXT function
The dialog that initiated the map paging session returns control to
a higher level
POP or POPTOP is issued and the menu receiving control is at a
higher level than the dialog that started the paging session

Application Programs
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With COBOL, PL/1, and Assembler, the program must explicitly issue the paging requests.

Options Conditions
Specified In the DML statement that initiates the paging session:

By the COBOL or PL/I STARTPAGE statement
By the Assembler #STRTPAG macro

Retained Across program branches if no DML command to initiate a new
paging session or terminate the existing session is encountered.

Ended By a DML statement that either explicitly terminates the current
paging session or begins a new paging session and implicitly
terminates the current paging session:
The COBOL or PL/I ENDPAGE statement explicitly terminates a
map-paging session; the STARTPAGE statement (above) implicitly
terminates the current map-paging session.
The Assembler #ENDPAG macro explicitly terminates a map-
paging session; the #STRTPAG macro (above) implicitly
terminates the current map-paging session.

Specifying Paging and Update Requests

Paging-type Specification

The paging-type specification for a dialog or program determines whether the program or the runtime mapping system
handles paging and update requests. Paging and update requests are made when the operator presses a control key:

• A paging request to display a different page of the map is made if either of the following cases applies when the
operator presses a control key:
– The control key is associated with paging forward or backward.
– The value in the $PAGE field has been altered by the operator or the dialog/program that uses the map, and the

control key is not <Clear>, <PA1>, <PA2>, or <PA3> (which do not transmit data).
• An update request (to update operator modifications to the scratch record for the paging session) is made when the

MDT is set on for fields and the operator presses a control key other than <Clear>, <PA1>, <PA2>, or <PA3>.

Three Types of Paging

One paging-type option must be specified for a dialog or program that uses a pageable map. The paging options affect
the flow of control when an operator presses a control key during a paging session as described in the following table:

Option Affect on flow of control
NOWAIT (default) Specifies that the runtime mapping system automatically

handles all paging and update transactions. Control is passed to
the program runtime system only when neither an update nor a
paging request is made when the operator presses a control key.

WAIT Specifies that runtime mapping automatically handles paging
transactions that do not cause data to be updated. Control is
passed to the program runtime system when an update or non-
paging request is made.

RETURN Specifies that the mapping runtime system does not handle any
terminal transactions in the paging session. Control is passed to
the program runtime system whenever the operator presses a
control key.
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NOTE
Runtime mapping does not update program variable storage unless a MAP IN command is issued. In cases
where the operator can update data, it is recommended that WAIT or RETURN be specified for the map-paging
session so that data can be retrieved as it is updated.

ADS automatically handles all MAPIN and MAPOUT commands.

Paging request  Non-paging requestPaging Type
No MDT set Any MDT set ** No MDT set Any MDT set **

NOWAIT Runtime mapping
displays the requested
map page

Runtime mapping
displays the requested
map page

Control passes to the
program runtime system

Runtime mapping
redisplays the same map
page

WAIT Runtime mapping
displays the requested
map page

Control passes to the
program runtime system

Control passes to the
program runtime system

Control passes to the
program runtime system

RETURN Control passes to the
program runtime system

Control passes to the
program runtime system

Control passes to the
program runtime system

Control passes to the
program runtime system

* If <Clear>, <PA1>, <PA2>, or <PA3> is pressed, and that key is not associated with backward or forward paging, refer
instead to the Non-paging Request heading.

** If <Clear>, <PA1>, <PA2>, or <PA3> is pressed, refer to the No MDT Set column under the same heading.

How to Specify the Paging-type

The paging-type is specified for an ADS dialog or application program as follows:

Language Option/Clause
ADS NOWAIT/WAIT/RETURN option -- Map Specifications screen in

ADSC
PAGING TYPE clause

COBOL or PL/I NOWAIT/WAIT/RETURN clause -- STARTPAGE statement
Assembler TYPE=NOWAIT/WAIT/RETURN clause -- #STRTPAG macro

NOTE

• For more information about ADS specifications for pageable maps, see the ADS Reference section.
• For more information about PL/I statements for pageable maps, see PL/I DML Statements for Pageable

Maps.
• For more information about COBOL or Assembler pageable map statements, see the IDMS DML Reference

section for Assembler or the IDMS DML Reference section for COBOL.

Backpaging Capability

Definition

The backpaging specification for a dialog or program determines whether the terminal operator can display a previous
map page during a map-paging session. The following considerations apply to the backpaging option:

• If backpaging is allowed (default), detail occurrences of previous pages must be retained during the map-paging
session.

• If backpaging is not allowed, the previous page of detail occurrences is deleted when a new map page is displayed.

How to Enable Backpaging
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Backpaging is enabled/disabled for an ADS dialog or application program by one of the following specifications:

Language Option/Clause
ADS BACKPAGE(YES/NO) option -- Map Specifications screen in

ADSC
COBOL or PL/I BACKPAGE/NOBACKPAGE clause -- STARTPAGE statement
Assembler BACKPAG=YES/NO clause -- #STRTPAG macro

NOTE

Note:

• For information about ADS specifications for pageable maps, see the ADS Reference section.
• For information about PL/I statements for pageable maps, see IDMS DML Reference section for PL/I .
• For more information about COBOL or Assembler pageable map statements, see the IDMS DML Reference

section for Assembler or the IDMS DML Reference section for COBOL.

Paging Mode

Definition

The paging mode specification for a dialog or program determines whether the terminal operator can modify variable map
fields:

• UPDATE specifies that the terminal operator can modify variable map fields, subject to restrictions specified for the
map either at map-definition time or by the dialog or program that uses the map.

• BROWSE specifies that the terminal operator can modify only the page and response fields (if any) of the map. The
MDTs for variable fields on a map can be set only according to specifications made either in the map-definition or by
the dialog or program that uses the map.

NOTE
UPDATE cannot be specified if backpaging is not allowed and NOWAIT is specified as the paging-type.

How to Specify the Paging Mode

The paging mode is specified for an ADS dialog or application program as follows:

Language Option/Clause
ADS UPDATE/BROWSE option -- Map Specifications screen in ADSC

PAGING MODE clause -- BACKPAGE (Yes/No)
COBOL or PL/I UPDATE/BROWSE clause of the STARTPAGE statement
Assembler FLAG=UPDATE/BROWSE clause of the #STRTPAG macro

NOTE

• For information about ADS specifications for pageable maps, see the ADS Reference section.
• For information about PL/I statements for pageable maps, see PL/I DML Statements for Pageable Maps.
• For more information about COBOL or Assembler pageable map statements, see either the IDMS DML

Reference section for Assembler or the IDMS DML Reference section for COBOL.
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Building and Displaying Fields

Statements in ADS dialogs and application programs can be used to create and display header and footer fields during
a map-paging session when execution is under dialog or program control. Execution is under dialog or program control
when:

• The first page of detail occurrences has not been displayed
• The operator presses a control key that passes control from the mapping runtime system to the program runtime

system, as specified by the paging-type specification for the session.

Building Fields

ADS and Data Manipulation Language (DML) statements that build individual detail occurrences from stored values or
operator modifications are as follows:

Language Option/Clause
ADS PUT DETAIL statement
COBOL or PL/I MAP OUT DETAIL statement
Assembler #MREQ OUT DETAIL=YES statement

How it Works

The header and footer areas of the map are stored in the scratch area and are built automatically when the first PUT
DETAIL command is executed. As a result, any modifications to the header or footer are ignored after that point.

As the program runtime system builds detail occurrences for a pageable map, it stores the occurrences sequentially in the
order in which they are created.

NOTE

• For information about ADS specifications for pageable maps, see the ADS Reference  section.
• For information about PL/I statements for pageable maps, see, PL/I DML Statements for Pageable Maps.
• For more information about COBOL or Assembler pageable map statements, see the IDMS DML Reference

section for Assembler or the IDMS DML Reference section for COBOL.

Displaying Fields

If the AUTODISPLAY option is on for the dialog, the program runtime system automatically displays the first page of a
pageable map when the first detail occurrence of the second page of occurrences is created. The first page of a pageable
map consists of fields in the header and footer areas and the first page of detail occurrences.

The program runtime system continues to build detail occurrences after the first page of the map is displayed, if
necessary. After the first page is displayed, control is passed to the terminal operator as described as follows:

• ADS -- Control is passed to the terminal operator when a DISPLAY command is issued after the final detail occurrence
is built for the map.

• COBOL, PL/I, and Assembler programs -- Control is passed to the terminal operator immediately after the first page
of detail occurrences is displayed. The terminal operator can page through the map while additional detail occurrences
are being built. A mapin operation can be initiated after all detail occurrences for a pageable map are built.

Requesting Display of Detail Occurrences
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The following table lists the statements that request display of a page of detail occurrences and pass control to the
terminal operator:

Language Option/Clause
ADS DISPLAY statement
COBOL or PL/I MAP OUT RESUME statement
Assembler #MREQ OUT RESUME statement

How Statements are used

The previous statements are used in the following ways:

• To initiate a mapout when mapout operations are under the control of the program runtime system, as determined by
the paging-type option for the paging session.

• To display the first page of a pageable map (application program only) when fewer detail occurrences are built
than can be displayed on the first page of the map. COBOL and PL/I programs issue a status code and Assembler
programs return a value when the first page of a pageable map is displayed. If the appropriate status code or value
has not been received when the runtime system finishes building detail occurrences for the map, a MAP OUT
RESUME or #MREQ OUT RESUME statement must be used to display the first page of the map.

Summary of Commands

Language Create Single Occurrence Display Page
ADS PUT DETAIL The PUT DETAIL statement that creates

the first detail occurrence of the second
page causes the first page of occurrences
to be displayed.
A DISPLAY statement causes the specified
page of occurrences to be displayed.

COBOL
PL/I

MAP OUT DETAIL The MAP OUT DETAIL statement that
creates the first occurrence of the second
page causes the first page of occurrences
to be displayed.
A MAP OUT RESUME statement causes
the specified page of occurrences to be
displayed.

Assembler #MREQ OUT DETAIL The #MREQ OUT DETAIL statement that
creates the first occurrence of the second
page causes the first page of occurrences
to be displayed.
A #MREQ OUT RESUME statement
causes the specified page of occurrences
to be displayed.

NOTE

Note:

• For information about ADS specifications for pageable maps, see the ADS Reference section.
• For information about PL/I statements for pageable maps, see PL/I DML Statements for Pageable Maps.
• For more information about COBOL or Assembler pageable map statements, see either the IDMS DML

Reference section for Assembler or the IDMS DML Reference section for COBOL.
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Retrieving Modified Data

What is Retrieved?

Modified data in fields in the header and footer area for a pageable map can be retrieved on mapin:

• The ADS runtime system automatically retrieves modified values from the header or footer.
• The COBOL or PL/I MAP IN HEADER statement is used to retrieve a modified value in either the header or footer area
• The Assembler #MREQ MAP IN HEADER=YES statement is used to retrieve a modified value in either the header or

footer area

The retrieved value from each modified field (MDT set on) in the header or footer area is updated to program variable
storage if DATA is Y (YES) for the field.

The mapping runtime system updates a scratch record when operator modifications are made to fields in detail
occurrences but does not update program variable storage. Therefore, ADS dialogs and application programs that
use pageable maps in the UPDATE paging mode must include statements that update program variable storage when
necessary.

ADS and the DMLs provide statements that retrieve modified detail occurrences; either all data fields or only those fields
in the occurrence for which the MDT is set on can be retrieved. The retrieved value for each modified field (MDT set on) in
the detail occurrence is moved to program variable storage if DATA is specified as Y (YES) for the field on mapin.

ADS and DML commands that retrieve modified detail occurrences are as follows:

Language Retrieve from Header/Footer Area Retrieve from Detail Occurrence
ADS Fields automatically retrieved GET DETAIL statement
COBOL
PL/I

MAP IN HEADER statement MAP IN DETAIL statement

Assembler #MREQ IN HEADER=YES statement #MREQ IN DETAIL=YES statement
Note: The HEADER specification in each
statement retrieves data from both the
header and footer areas.

NOTE

Note:

• For information about ADS specifications for pageable maps, see the ADS Reference section.
• For information about PL/I statements for pageable maps, see PL/I DML Statements for Pageable Maps.
• For more information about COBOL or Assembler pageable map statements, see the IDMS DML Reference

section for Assembler or the IDMS DML Reference section for COBOL.

Runtime Considerations (Mapping Facility)
The detail occurrence for a pageable map cannot occupy more lines than are available in the detail area at runtime.

Size Constraints on Maps

A pageable map can be displayed on screens of varying sizes. The following constraints apply:

• A map cannot be displayed on a screen that is narrower than the map.
• A pageable map can only be displayed on a screen if the runtime detail area is large enough to hold at least one

complete detail occurrence.
• The footer (if available) will adjust to the different devices. For example, if the footer starts three lines from the bottom

of the screen, the footer will start on:
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– Line 22 of a 24X80
– Line 30 of a 32X80
– Line 41 of a 43X80
– Line 25 of a 27X132

Constraints on System-supplied Fields

The following considerations apply to system-supplied fields on a pageable map:

• A maximum of one message field can be defined on a map. If defined, the message field for a pageable map should
be defined as follows:
– In the header or footer area, if the most important messages for the map are generated by the ADS DISPLAY

MESSAGE command.
– In the detail occurrence, if the most important messages for the map are generated by the ADS PUT DETAIL

MESSAGE command. At runtime, the single message field defined in the detail occurrence is mapped out once in
each occurrence in the detail area.

• A page field can be defined in the header or footer area of a pageable map. The page field is associated with the
system $PAGE field when the map is defined by using the mapping facility. At runtime, the page field displays the
number of the current map page. If the page field is unprotected, the operator can key a page number, first, or last in
the field to request display of a page.

• A response field can be defined in the header or footer area of a pageable map. A response field is meaningful only
when the map is used by an ADS dialog.

Creating Pageable Maps
Pageable maps are created by using either the online or batch compiler of the IDMS mapping facility. Specifications made
during map-definition establish the map as a pageable map and define the following pageable map features:

• Header area (optional)
• Detail area
• Detail occurrence
• Footer area (optional)

NOTE
For more information about the areas and detail occurrence of a pageable map, see Areas of Pageable Maps.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Using the Online Compiler

Use the online compiler to state the specifications for a pageable map as follows:

• Select the Pageable option on the first General Options screen
• Specify the boundaries of the detail area by using the Pageable Options screen in the Field Definition process as

described as follows:
– If the field or literal is the only one in the detail area, select Option 1
– If the field is the first of two or more fields in the detail area, select Option 2
– If the field is the last field or literal in the detail area, select Option 3. The detail occurrence will end at the last

character position in this field.
– If the field is the first field or literal in the footer area, select Option 4. This defines the end of the detail area and the

beginning of the footer.

After the map has been compiled using the Compile action on the Main Menu screen, you can use it in MAPC.
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NOTE
For more information about using the online mapping compiler screens, see "Online Mapping Compiler
Reference".

Using the Batch Compiler

The map developer makes pageable map specifications for a map by using clauses of batch compiler statements:

• PAGEABLE clause of the MAP statement -- Designates that the map is a pageable map
• DETAIL START clause of the PFLD or MFLD (for MAP AUTOPANEL) statements -- Establishes:

– The end of the header area (if any) on the line immediately above the line that contains the attribute byte for the
field assigned the DETAIL START specification

– The start of the detail area on the line that contains the attribute byte of the field being defined
– The first field of the detail occurrence on the line that contains the attribute byte of the field being defined
The field assigned the DETAIL START specification must begin on a new line (that is, it cannot begin on a line that
contains characters for a field in the header area).

• DETAIL END clause of the PFLD or MFLD (for MAP AUTOPANEL) statements -- Establishes that the detail occurrence
for the map is to end at the final character position of the current field

• FOOTER START clause of the PFLD or MFLD (for MAP AUTOPANEL) statement -- This clause is optional. If it is
used, it establishes:
– The start of the footer area on the line that contains the attribute byte for the field. The footer area ends at the end of

the screen.
– The end of the detail area on the line immediately above the line that contains the attribute byte of the field assigned

the FOOTER START specification.
The field assigned the FOOTER START specification cannot begin on a line that contains characters for a field in
the detail occurrence. If assigned, the FOOTER START specification must be assigned to a following field the field
assigned the DETAIL END specification.

Considerations

DETAIL START, DETAIL END, and FOOTER START can only be assigned to fields after the owner map has been
designated as pageable. Only one pageable map area specification can be made on any given row of the map. For
example, the DETAIL END and FOOTER START specifications cannot be assigned to different fields on the same row.

A map is not ready for use until the map utility has been used to generate a map load module for the completed map-
definition.

NOTE
For more information about using the batch compiler, see "Batch Compiler Coding Considerations".

The Help Facility
This section discusses the Help facility. 

The help system in the Mapping facility allows you to create help messages for an entire map or a specific field on a map.

Help created using the help system has the following advantages over user-written help:

• Processing of the help request is transparent to the dialog or program that uses the map.
• During a help session, the help system preserves the map attributes and any data that has been entered, but not yet

stored, until the help session is over. When the session is over, the system restores that information.
• Help can be added to an existing system without changing any code and without having to recompile any dialogs or

programs.

This section provides step-by-step instructions on how to create the text and associate it with a map or field as well as a
brief overview of how to use the help system.
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Note: Physical Terminals (PTERMs) should be defined with the READBUFFER option. PTERMs defined with
NOREADBUFFER may not function properly. For more information about the READBUFFER PTERM option, see
the IDMS Administrating  section.

Terminology
You should be aware of the following definitions before you begin working on the help system:

Term Definition
Field-level help Help that applies to a specific field on a map.
Map-level help Help that applies to an entire map.
Text module A module in IDD that contains the text of either a map-level or

a field-level help message. Each help message is stored in a
separate text module.

Help load module The load module that contains each map- and field-level help
text module associated with a map. There is only one help load
module per map.

Half-window format Help that displays on the half of the screen that does not contain
the cursor. With field-level help this allows the user to view
simultaneously, the help text and the field in question.

Full-window format Help that displays across the entire screen.

Creating Map-Level Help
Creating map-level help involves the following processes:

• Create and store the text for the message in IDD
• Associate that text with the map using the mapping compiler
• Compile the map
• Optionally, you can test the results using the DC/UCF system task, SHOWMAP.

This article describes the following information:

Creating the Text of the Help Message

Steps

To create and store the help text, perform the following steps:

1. Sign on to IDD
2. Enter the following all at once, as illustrated on the following sample screen:

ADD MODULE your-maphelp-text-module LANGUAGE IS HELP MODULE SOURCE FOLLOWS

     The text of your help message 

MSEND.

WARNING
If a line of help text exceeds 72 characters, it will be truncated when it is displayed as help for the map.

3. Save the module

Sample Screen
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                          IDD 15.0 ONLINE      NO ERRORS      DICT=SYSDICT      1

    ADD MODULE MAP-HELP-EXAMPLE LANGUAGE IS HELP MODULE SOURCE FOLLOWS

       THIS IS HELP FOR THE ENTIRE MAP.

    MSEND.

Associating the Help Text with a Map

Naming Conventions

When an application is being migrated at the load module level, both the map module and the help module associated
with it must be moved. Therefore, it is suggested that you maintain consistent naming conventions that will make it easy to
identify the connection between a map and its associated help load module. In examples provided, the fourth character is
used to identify whether the entity is a map (M) or a help load module (H).

Steps

After you create the help text, you must associate it with the appropriate map using either the online map compiler, MAPC,
or the batch compiler, RHDCMAP1. An example using MAPC follows:

NOTE
The following steps assume that the map with which you are associating the help already exists. If not, create
the map first following the instructions in Using the Mapping Facility Online Compiler.

1. Access MAPC
2. On the main menu, enter the name of the map with which you want to associate the help and select the Map-Level

help text definition option, as shown:

        Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

     ____________________________________________________________________________

                               CA IDMS Online Map Compiler

                                  CA, Inc.

        Map name . . . . . . . .    CHRMEMP1

        Map version  . . . . . .       1

        Dictionary name  . . . .    SYSDICT

        Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

        Screen . . . . . . . . . 2   1. General options

                                      2. Map-Level help text definition

                                      3. Associated records

                                      4. Layout

                                      5. Field definition

     Command ===>

     Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

3. On the following Map-Level Help Text Definition screen:
– Enter the name of the load module that contains all the help for the map in the Help Name field.
– Specify the PF key that will be used to access help for the map.
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Important. If a value is not entered in the Help key field, the default is the SYSGEN OLM statement value,
which defaults to <PF1>. The PF key value assigned for help supersedes that defined for any other purpose. For
example, if <PF1> is defined to a dialog as invoking a response, and <PF1> is also defined as the help key, the
help system will get control.

– Specify whether the help should be displayed in a full or half window in the Window format field.
– In the Origin of help text field, specify option 2 and provide the name of the IDD module that contains the help text.
– Press <Enter>.

                            Map-Level   Help Text Definition       Page  1 of  1

     Map name:  CHRMEMP1  Version:     1

     Help name: CHRMHLP1     Help key:  PF01                    Drop Help (/) _

          Window format . . . . .  1  1. Half   2. Full

          Origin of help text . .  2  1. No text

                                      2. Module   MAP-HELP-EXAMPLE

                                         Version     1

     DC366303 Help text options processed successfully

     Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview

4. Compile the map using the Compile option on the main menu:

        Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

     ____________________________________________________________________________

                  |     1. Compile       |

                  |     2. View Messages |line Map Compiler

                  |______________________|

                  | F3=Exit              |es International, Inc.

                  |______________________|

        Map name . . . . . . . .    CHRMEMP1

        Map version  . . . . . .       1

        Dictionary name  . . . .    SYSDICT

        Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

        Screen . . . . . . . . . 5    1. General options

                                      2. Map-Level help text definition

                                      3. Associated records

                                      4. Layout
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                                      5. Field definition

     Command ===>

     Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

Testing the Results

Steps

1. After you compile the map, you can test the results using the DC/UCF system task, SHOWMAP, as shown:

    V81  ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

     showmap chrmemp1

2. When the map displays, place the cursor anywhere on the map and press the PF key defined for help for the map:

                     EMP-ID

                                       #   <--{cursor}

                     EMP-FIRST-NAME

                     EMP-LAST-NAME

                     EMP-STREET

                     EMP-CITY

                     EMP-STATE

                     EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE

                     EMP-PHONE

                     STATUS

     NEXT RESPONSE

3. Help will be displayed as described as follows:
– If the cursor is on a field for which field-level help has been defined, or is an occurrence of a field for which field-

level help has been defined, field-level help is displayed
– For all other fields and other areas of the map, map-level help is displayed

                     MAP-EMP-ID

                     MAP-EMP-FIRST-NAME

                     MAP-EMP-LAST-NAME

                     MAP-EMP-STREET
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                     MAP-EMP-CITY

 _____________________________________________________________________________

|                                                                             |

|                                                                             |

|                                                                             |

|                                                                             |

|                                                                             |

|                    THIS IS HELP FOR THE ENTIRE MAP                          |

|                                                                             |

|                                                                             |

|                                                                             |

|                                                                             |

| F3=EXIT                                                       SCROLL: 010   |

|_____________________________________________________________________________|

Creating Field-Level Help
Contents

Summary of Steps

To create field-level help, perform the following steps which are described in detail on the following pages:

• Create and store the text for the message in IDD
• Associate that text with the field using either the online map compiler, MAPC, or the batch compiler, RHDCMAP1. An

example using MAPC follows:
– Access the layout screen
– Select the appropriate field
– Use the Field-level Help Text Definition screen to specify the name of the help load module and text module

• Compile the map
• Optionally, you can test the results using the DC/UCF system task, SHOWMAP.

Creating the Text of the Help Message

To create and store the help text, perform the following steps:

Steps

1. Sign on to IDD
2. Enter the following:

ADD MODULE your-fieldhelp-text-module LANGUAGE IS HELP MODULE SOURCE FOLLOWS

The text of your help message

MSEND.

Important: If a line of help text exceeds 72 characters, it will be truncated when it is displayed as help for the map.
3. Save the module

Sample Screen

                          IDD 15.0 ONLINE      NO ERRORS      DICT=SYSDICT      1
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    ADD MODULE FIELD-HELP-EXAMPLE LANGUAGE IS HELP MODULE SOURCE FOLLOWS

       THIS IS HELP FOR A SINGLE FIELD

    MSEND.

Associating the Help Text with a Field

Steps

After you create the help text, you must associate it with the appropriate field using either the online map compiler, MAPC,
or the batch compiler, RHDCMAP1. An example using MAPC follows:

1. Access MAPC
2. On the main menu, enter the name of the map with which you want to associate the help and select the Layout option.

        Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

     ____________________________________________________________________________

                               CA IDMS Online Map Compiler

                                  CA, Inc.

        Map name . . . . . . . .    CHRMEMP1

        Map version  . . . . . .       1

        Dictionary name  . . . .    SYSDICT

        Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

        Screen . . . . . . . . . 4   1. General options

                                      2. Map-Level help text definition

                                      3. Associated records

                                      4. Layout

                                      5. Field definition

     Command ===>

     Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

3. On the Layout screen, identify which field you want to associate the help with by overtyping the field mark with a
selection character, in this case %, as shown, or by placing the cursor on the selected field and pressing <PF2>:

NOTE
If the field is an OCCURS field, you need only define help once; that message will automatically display
when the PF key is placed on any occurrence of the field.

                    ;MAP-EMP-ID %____*

                    ;MAP-EMP-FIRST-NAME      ;__________*
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                    ;MAP-EMP-LAST-NAME       ;_______________*

                    ;MAP-EMP-STREET          ;____________________*

                    ;MAP-EMP-CITY            ;_______________*

                    ;MAP-EMP-STATE           ;__*

                    ;MAP-EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE  ;_____*

                    ;MAP-EMP-PHONE           ;__________*

                    ;MAP-STATUS              ;__*

     ...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+..

     Enter  F1=Help  F2=Select  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview  F8=Bottom

     F9=SetCursor  F10=Deselect  F11=AltKeys

4. From the layout screen, press <PF5> to move to the Field Definition screen, then overtype the page number with 4 to
move to the Field-Level Help Text Definition screen.
On the Field-level Help Text Definition screen shown:
– Enter the name of the load module that contains all the help for the map in the Help Name field.

WARNING
Only one help load module exists per map.

– Specify the PF key that will be used to access help for the map.

WARNING
If a value is not entered in the Help key field, the default is the SYSGEN OLM statement value, which
defaults to <PF1>. The PF key value assigned for help supersedes that defined for any other purpose.
For example, if <PF1> is defined to a dialog as invoking a response, and <PF1> is also defined as the
help key, the help system will get control.

– Specify whether the help should be displayed in a full or half window in the Window format field.
– In the Origin of help text field, specify option 2 and provide the name of the IDD module that contains the help text.
– Press <Enter>.

                            Field-Level Help Text Definition       Page  4 of  7

     Map name:  CHRMEMP1  Version:     1

     Help name: CHRMHLP1       Help key:  PF01                 Drop Help (/) _

          Element name  MAP-EMP-ID                        Subscript

          In record     MAP-EMPLOYEE                      Version      1

          Window format . . . . .  1  1. Half   2. Full

          Origin of help text . .  2  1. No text

                                      2. Module   FIELD-HELP-EXAMPLE

                                         Version     1
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     DC366303 Help text options processed successfully

     Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd

5. Compile the map using the Compile option on the main menu:

        Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

     ____________________________________________________________________________

                  |     1. Compile       |

                  |     2. View Messages |line Map Compiler

                  |______________________|

                  | F3=Exit              |

                  |______________________|

        Map name . . . . . . . .    CHRMEMP1

        Map version  . . . . . .       1

        Dictionary name  . . . .    SYSDICT

        Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

        Screen . . . . . . . . . 5    1. General options

                                      2. Map-Level help text definition

                                      3. Associated records

                                      4. Layout

                                      5. Field definition

     Command ===>

     Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

Testing the Results

1. After you compile the map, you can see a prototype of the help text by using the DC/UCF system task, SHOWMAP.

    V81  ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

     showmap chrmemp1

2. Place the cursor on the field to display the help text associated with it:

                     EMP-ID #  <--{cursor}

                     EMP-FIRST-NAME

                     EMP-LAST-NAME

                     EMP-STREET

                     EMP-CITY
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                     EMP-STATE

                     EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE

                     EMP-PHONE

                     STATUS

     NEXT RESPONSE

3. When you press the PF key associated with help for the map, the help text is displayed for the field:

                     MAP-EMP-ID

                     MAP-EMP-FIRST-NAME

                     MAP-EMP-LAST-NAME

                     MAP-EMP-STREET

                     MAP-EMP-CITY

      ______________________________________________________________________

     |                                                                      |

     |     THIS IS HELP FOR A SINGLE FIELD.                                 |

     |                                                                      |

     |                                                                      |

     |                                                                      |

     |                                                                      |

     |                                                                      |

     |                                                                      |

     |                                                                      |

     |                                                                      |

     | F3=EXIT                                                  SCROLL: 010 |

     |______________________________________________________________________|

Using the Help System
Contents

Overview

To use the help system the user simply presses the key specified for Help at the bottom of the screen.

Foreign Language Support

The Help facility provides a scrolling feature to use if there is more than one page of information.
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The following table specifies the commands that can be entered for each language:

Language Top First Bottom End Last Next
English TOP

TO
T

FIR
FI
F

BOT
BO
B

END
EN
E

LAS
LA
L

German SPI
SP
I

ERS
ER

BOD
BO
B

LEZ
LE
L

NIE
NI
N

French ANE
AN
A

ZYX
ZY
Z

Spanish PRI
PR
P

ULT
UL
U

TER
TE

Mapping Facility Runtime Considerations
This section discusses the runtime considerations. This section provides an overview of the use of map load modules by
application programs and dialogs. The following topics are presented in this section:

• Mapout and mapin operations
• Map inquiry and modification
• Message field considerations
• Attributes

Mapout and Mapin Operations
Overview of Activities

The following activities occur on mapout and mapin:

• On mapout, data from program storage is transmitted to the terminal if DATA is Y (YES) for mapout:
– Literal and variable fields are both transmitted:

• The ADS runtime system transmits both literal and variable fields when NEWPAGE is specified in the ADSO
sysgen statement for ADS dialogs.

• An application program transmits both literal and variable fields when NEWPAGE is specified in the statement
that issues the mapout.

– Literal fields only are transmitted by an application program if LITERALS is specified in the DML statement that
issues the mapout.

– Variable fields only are transmitted as follows:
• The ADS runtime system transmits only variable fields when a dialog's map is already displayed as the result of

a previous mapout.
• An application program transmits only variable fields if NEWPAGE or LITERALS are not specified in the

statement that issues the mapout.
– Literals and variables are not transmitted on mapout if there is a field found to be in error.

• On mapin, data which has been modified or for which the MDT has been set is transmitted to program variable storage
if DATA is Y (YES) for mapin and the field is not found to be in error.

The following topics are discussed on this page:
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ADS Dialogs

ADS dialogs request mapout and mapin operations as described in the following table:

This operation Is performed when
Mapout No premap process is executed at the beginning of adialog

because:
There is no premap
Or, the ENTRY POINT was set to MAP
A DISPLAY statement is executed in a premap or response
process

Mapin The operator presses a control key to initiate an I/O response
process in the ADS runtime system

NOTE
For more information about ADS mapout and mapin commands, see the ADS Reference  section.

Other Languages

IDMS/UCF COBOL, Assembler, and PL/I programs specify mapout and mapin by using IDMS DML statements specific to
each language:

COBOL and PL/I

This operation Requests
MAPOUT The transmission of data from application program storage to the

terminal.
MAPIN A transmission of data from the terminal to application program

storage.
MAPOUTIN A mapout operation followed by a mapin operation.

Assembler

This operation Requests
#MREQ OUT A transfer of data from application program storage to the

terminal.
#MREQ IN A transfer of data from the terminal to application program

storage.
#MREQ OUTIN A mapout operation followed by a mapin operation.

The MAPOUTIN and #MREQ OUTIN statements are used in conversational (rather than pseudo-conversational)
programs.

NOTE
For more information about DML mapout and mapin commands, see the appropriate IDMS DML Reference
section for COBOL , Assembler, or PL/I.

Map Inquiry and Modification
Contents

ADS and the IDMS Data Manipulation Languages (DMLs) provide statements that allow the application developer to
inquire about and modify maps:
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Statements

Inquiry Statements

Inquiry statements can be used to examine certain results of a mapin operation, such as whether any data fields have
been changed, truncated, or erased.

Modification Statements

Modification statements can be used to modify options specified during map-definition, such as display color or intensity,
and to modify the result of a previous mapping operation.

Summary of Statements

The following table lists the statements used to examine mapin results or to make temporary or permanent changes to a
map:

Language Statements Inquiry Statements Modification Statements
ADS IF statement in conjunction with conditional

global variables
Attributes MODIFY MAP

COBOL INQUIRE MAP DML MODIFY MAP
PL/I DML INQUIRE MAP DML MODIFY MAP
Assembler DML #MAPINQ DML #MAPMOD

Temporary VS Permanent Modifications

The difference between temporary and permanent map modifications is:

• Temporary modifications apply to the next mapout operation only.
• Permanent modifications remain in effect for all mapout operations for the map until explicitly revoked by one of the

following actions:
– A subsequent, overriding map modification statement is issued for the map at runtime
– The map control block is reinitialized (as when the map is used by ADS dialog or IDMS application program)
– The application program (task) that uses the map terminates
– The dialog that uses the map either terminates or becomes inactive in the current application thread

NOTE
If both temporary and permanent modifications are specified, the temporary changes override the permanent
changes for the first mapout operation only.

Write Control Characters (WCC)

If ADS or DML map modification statement specifies a write control character (WCC) for the map, all WCC options that
the map defines are overridden; the following specified default values are used for unspecified WCC options:

Language Default Value For this Option
ADS
COBOL
PL/1

NOMDT
NOKBD
NOALARM
NOPRT

RESETMDT/NOMDT
RESETKBD/NOKBD
ALARM/NOALARM
STARTPRT/NOPRT

Assembler RESETMDT
RESETKBD
NOALARM
NOPRT

RESETMDT/NOMDT
RESETKBD/NOKBD
ALARM/NOALARM
STARTPRT/NOPRT
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Message Field Considerations
Displaying Error Messages

A maximum of one message field can be defined on any given map; a message field can be of any length. When several
data fields submit incorrect input, the message field displays as many error messages as possible, in order of occurrence
(from top to bottom and left to right) of the incorrect data fields.

Messages in the Detail Area

A message field that is defined in the detail area of a pageable map is mapped out once in each occurrence of the detail
occurrence in the detail area. Messages generated by the ADS DISPLAY MESSAGE statement are not displayed if the
message field is defined in the detail occurrence for the map.

Message Sources

A message field displays messages generated from either of the following sources:

• The error-handling capability of the IDMS mapping facility
• The ADS dialog or application program that uses the map

If more than one error message is to be displayed in the message field, as many messages are displayed as will fit in the
message field. A space character separates messages.

Default Error Message

If an error occurs in a field for which no message has been defined, the default error message is used. The message has
the following format:

ERROR AT row,column

If a Message Field is not Defined

When a message is sent to a map for which no message field is defined, dialogs and application programs react as
follows:

• An ADS dialog displays the message on the default ADS message screen (unless the error occurs in a pageable map
session, in which case the message is ignored)

• An IDMS application program ignores the message; processing continues and the operator does not view the message

Attributes
Conflicts

The runtime mapping system does not allow conflicting attributes to be associated with a single map field. If an attribute
specified in a map modification command conflicts with a previously established attribute, the new attribute overrides the
existing attribute. For example, specification of BRIGHT overrides a previously established DARK attribute; specification
of UNDERSCORE overrides a previous REVERSE-VIDEO specification.

How Attributes are Determined

The attributes used for fields are determined as follows:

• Attributes specified for individual fields are used for the particular fields when a map is mapped out.
• Attributes specified for error-handling override the attributes specified for data fields on a map when the map is

redisplayed with error-handling attributes:
– Correct field attributes are used for all data fields that contain correct input and for fields that were not edited on

mapin.
– Incorrect field attributes are used for all data fields that contain input errors.
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The actual attributes for individual fields and for error-handling are determined at runtime:

• Temporary modifications specified for the given field by ADS or DML statements take priority over any contradicting
attributes previously specified for the field.

• Permanent modifications made by ADS or DML statements override any contradicting attributes previously defined for
the field.

• Attributes defined for the field by the online mapping compiler or the batch compiler are used when neither temporary
nor permanent modifications override them.

Neither temporary nor permanent modifications alter the map definition or the map load module.

Accessing the Mapping Facility Online Compiler
From IDMS

Specify the appropriate IDMS task code for your site, for example, MAPC. Task codes are defined at system generation
and can vary from site to site.

Directly from Another Task

If the task is executing under the transfer control facility, specify the appropriate IDMS task code (for example, MAPC) in
conjunction with the SWITCH activity.

From the SWITCH Pull Down Menu

Specify the task code of the task to which you want to transfer.

The SWITCH facility enables the map developer to transfer directly from one IDMS task to another. For example, the
developer can transfer between the online compiler, the ADS application generator, the ADS dialog generator, and online
IDD. When control is transferred from a task, the current session of that task is suspended if necessary. A task can have
several suspended sessions.

Information specified for a map is maintained in a queue record during an online session. When a new session is initiated,
as when the online compiler is invoked from IDMS, a new queue record is built. When a suspended session is invoked,
the queue record from the suspended session is used.

NOTE
For more information about how to use the transfer control facility, see Using Transfer Control Facility (TCF).

Using the Mapping Facility Online Compiler
Online compiler screens prompt a map developer for information about a map and, sometimes are used to specify a
course of action during the map definition process.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

What Screens are Used?

The following six primary screens can be accessed during an online compiler session. The Main Menu displays
automatically when the compiler is invoked, but the other screens must be invoked either from the Main Menu screen or
from each other. Also, some of the screens have more than one page on which you can enter more information:

• The Main Menu screen establishes basic information about the map such as name and version number.
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The Main Menu screen also contains the action bar which can be used instead of entering a command on the
command line. The developer can use the action bar to initiate an add, copy, modify, display, delete, or compile of a
map, or to move to another task.

• The General Options screens (two pages) establish the options that apply to the map such as the type of map, display
and print options, and attributes for re-displayed fields.

• The Map-level Help Text screen establishes the connection between the map and the IDD module that contains the
help text.

• The Associated Records screen establishes the records that are associated with the map.
The Autopaint option is also accessed from this screen.

• The Layout screen is used to position map fields on the map.
• The Field Definition screen establishes field-specific options. Information is collected using seven separate pages as

follows:
– Field Definition
– Map Read/Write Options
– Additional Edit Criteria
– Field-level Help
– Device-dependent Options
– User-defined Edit Modules
– Pageable Options

Using the Main Menu Screen

When a developer signs on to the online compiler, the first screen that is displayed is the Main Menu screen as shown.
This screen is used both to provide basic information about and to initiate action on a map.

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

  _____________________________________________________________________________.

                           CA IDMS Online Map Compiler

                               CA, Inc.

    Map name . . . . . . . .    ________

    Map version  . . . . . .    ____

    Dictionary name  . . . .    ________

    Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

    Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options

                                  2. Map-Level help text definition

                                  3. Associated records

                                  4. Layout

                                  5. Field definition

                    Copyright (C) 2007 CA, Inc. 

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

How are the Areas Used?

The three areas of the screen are used as follows:
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• The action bar at the top of the screen can be used as an alternative to entering a command on the command line. The
developer can use the action bar to initiate an add, modify, display, compile, or delete of a map or to switch to another
task.
When a developer selects an action, a pull-down window displays. The window contains options that are related to the
action.

• The selection area in the middle of the screen prompts the developer to supply basic information that is related to the
map and to specify which screen should be displayed next.

• The command line close to the bottom of the screen can be used instead of the action bar to perform a particular
action. Rather than moving the cursor to the action bar, the developer can enter a command beside the arrow.

• The function keys at the bottom of the screen are the keys that the developer can use to move from screen to screen
within the compiler and to display help and map images.

Using the Action Bar

What's in this Section?

This section explains the actions that can be performed using the action bar at the top of the Main Menu screen. It
presents each pull-down window and describes how to use it.

Using the Defaults

The first entry on a drop down menu is always the default. To select the default, press [Enter].

ADD

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

 | Copy from Map    |

 | Name ________    |  CA IDMS Online Map Compiler

 | Version ____     |

 | 1 1. All         |  CA, Inc.

 | 2. Format        |

 |__________________|

 | F3=Exit          |

 |__________________|. . . .    EYHTST9

    Map version  . . . . . .       1

    Dictionary name  . . . .    ________

    Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

    Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options

                                  2. Map-Level help text definition

                                  3. Associated records

                                  4. Layout

                                  5. Field definition

 DC366148 Map EYHTST9 has not been found

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

How to use the Window
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• Before accessing the ADD function, you must supply the name of the map you are creating and optionally the version
number. If a version number is not entered, the dictionary-set default is displayed.

• If you want to copy an existing map, enter the name and version of that map.
• If you are copying a map, indicate if you want to copy the layout and the records and elements that are associated with

the original map (1) or only the layout (2).
• To confirm your choice, press [Enter].

MODIFY

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

      | 1. Checkout            |

      | 2. Release             | DC Online Map Compiler

      | 3. List Checkout       |

      |________________________|

      | F3=Exit                | CA, Inc.

      |________________________|

    Map name . . . . . . . .    EYHTST9

    Map version  . . . . . .       1

    Dictionary name  . . . .    ________

    Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

    Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options

                                  2. Map-Level help text definition

                                  3. Associated records

                                  4. Layout

                                  5. Field definition

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

How to use the Window

The MODIFY action controls the checkin/checkout procedures of the online compiler as follows:

• Checkout -- Allows the developer working on a map to have sole access to it. The map is protected from more
updates until it has been checked in.

• Release -- Releases the developer hold on the map and allows updates by other developers. If changes are
made because the map is checked out, and the map is not re-compiled, a warning message is displayed stating that
the changes exist in a work file.

• List Checkout -- Displays a list of all maps that are checked out to the user ID that is signed on. For each map, the
following information is displayed:
– Map name
– Which version of the map is checked out
– Which dictionary the map belongs to
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COMPILE

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

              | 1. Compile           |

              | 2. View Messages     | Map Compiler

              |______________________|

              | F3=Exit              | 

              |______________________|

    Map name . . . . . . . .    EYHTST9

    Map version  . . . . . .       1

    Dictionary name  . . . .    ________

    Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

    Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options

                                  2. Map-Level help text definition

                                  3. Associated records

                                  4. Layout

                                  5. Field definition

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

How to use the Window

From this window, you can either compile a map or view the messages from a previous compile.

DELETE

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________

                      | 2 1. Delete changes   |

                      | 2. Delete map         |Compiler

                      |_______________________|     ________________

                      | F3=Exit               |    | Confirm delete |

                      |_______________________|    |     1. Reject  |

                                                   |     2. Confirm |

                                                   |________________|

    Map name . . . . . . . .    EYHTST9

    Map version  . . . . . .       1

    Dictionary name  . . . .    ________

    Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

    Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options
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                                  2. Map-Level help text definition

                                  3. Associated records

                                  4. Layout

                                  5. Field definition

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

How to use the Window

You can either delete the map entirely or delete only the changes that are made since the last compile. As a safety
measure, if you decide to delete the map completely, a second window is displayed to prompt you to confirm the delete.

DISPLAY

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

                               | 1. Browse      |

                         CA IDM| 2. Summary     |mpiler

                               | 3. Image       |

                               |________________|

                               | F3= Exit       |

                               |________________|

    Map name . . . . . . . .    EYHTST9

    Map version  . . . . . .       1

    Dictionary name  . . . .    ________

    Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

    Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options

                                  2. Map-Level help text definition

                                  3. Associated records

                                  4. Layout

                                  5. Field definition

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

How to use the Window

You can display information about a map in any of three ways:

• Browse -- Displays all the screens associated with a map. The information pertains to the map as it was last compiled.
• Summary -- Displays a one-page summary report of the map containing vital statistics on the map such as when it

was created, updated, compiled, and who created and modified it.
• Image -- Displays the map as it would look to an end user. If the user is currently modifying the map, IMAGE includes

the uncompiled modifications.

SWITCH
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    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

  _____________________________________________________________________________

                                        | Task ID ________   |

                           CA IDMS Onlin|____________________|

                                        | F3=Exit            |

                                      CA|____________________| 

    Map name . . . . . . . .    ________

    Map version  . . . . . .    _____

    Dictionary name  . . . .    ________

    Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

    Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options

                                  2. Map-Level help text definition

                                  3. Associated records

                                  4. Layout

                                  5. Field definition

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

How to use the Window

, you can leave the online compiler and move to another IDMS task by entering the task code in the Task ID field.

Overview of a session

The following figure provides an overview of the online compiler screens and the relationships among them.

In the drawing,

• Opt n refers to the screen options on the Main Menu screen
• Fn refers to the function key used to move between the screens Online Mapping Compiler Reference.

                  ┌─────────┐       ┌──────────┐

               Opt│ General ├───F8──► General  │

              ┌───► Options │       │ Options  │

              │ 1 │    1    ◄───F7──┤    2     │

              │   └──┬───▲──┘       └──────────┘

              │      │   │

              │   F5 │   │ F4

              │      │   │

              │   ┌──▼───┴──┐

              │Opt│ Map     │

              ├───► Level   │

              │ 2 │ Help    │

              │   └──┬───▲──┘

              │      │   │

              │   F5 │   │ F4
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              │      │   │

┌────────┐    │   ┌──▼───┴──┐       ┌─────────┐

│Main    │    │Opt│ Assoc   │       │Autopaint│

│Menu    │────┼───► Records ├───────►Selection│

│        │    │ 3 │         │       │Screen   │

└────────┘    │   └──┬───▲──┘       └────┬────┘

              │   F5 │   │               │

              │      │   │ F4            │

              │   F9 │   │               │ F5

              │   ┌──▼───┴──┐            │

              │Opt│         │            │

              ├───► Layout  ◄────────────┘

              │ 4 │         │

              │   └──┬───▲──┘

              │   F2 │   │

              │      │   │ F4

              │   F5 │   │

              │   ┌──▼───┴──┐ F8  ┌─────────┐ F8   ┌─────────┐ F8  ┌─────────┐

              │Opt│ Field   ├─────►Map      ├──────►Add      ├─────►Field    │

              └───► Def     │     │ReadWrite│      │Edit     │     │Level    │

                5 │         ◄─────┤Options  ◄──────┤Criteria ◄─────┤Help     │

                  └────▲────┘ F7  └─────────┘ F7   └─────────┘ F7  └──┬───▲──┘

                       │                                           F8 │   │ F7

                       │                                              │   │

                       │          ┌─────────┐ F8   ┌─────────┐ F8  ┌──▼───┴──┐

                       │          │Pageable ◄──────┤User     ◄─────┤Device   │

                       └──────────┤Options  │      │Edit     │     │Dependent│

                           F4     │         ├──────►Modules  ├─────►Options  │

                                  └─────────┘ F7   └─────────┘ F7  └─────────┘

NOTE

• When using the Field Definition screens (Option 5), you can move between pages by overtyping the page
number at the top of the screen.

• If you are providing information about a literal, you can only use the Field Definition and Pageable Options
screens.

Using the function keys

To move from screen to screen or from page to page within a screen, you must use the function keys. Function keys are
displayed at the bottom of each screen and may vary depending on the screen.

Most keys have the same function through out the MAPC compiler; <F1> is help, <F4> returns to the previous function
screen, etc. Some keys have different functions in the Layout screen. For example, <F10> resets all fields selected for
edit. The following is a list of the main keys and their function within the Layout screen. In addition, alternate keys are
used to tailor the layout of the screen and consequently, are displayed only on the Layout screen. To toggle between the
main keys and the alternate keys, press <PF11> (AltKeys).

Main keys

Key Name(s) Function
F1 Help Displays help information for the function
F2 Select Identifies a field on which further action is

taken
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F3 Exit Processes the information and returns to
the previous function

F4 Prev Returns to previous function as listed on the
main menu screen

F5 Next Moves to next function as listed on the main
menu screen

F6 Preview Displays the map layout as it would look to
the end user

F7 Top Displays the top of the map layout
F8 Bottom Moves to the bottom of the map layout
F9 SetCursor Sets initial cursor position on the map
F10 Deselect Resets all selected fields for edit so they

are not edited
F11 AltKeys Toggles between the Main and the

Alternate function keys which are used on
the Layout screen

Alternate Keys

Key Name(s) Function
F1 Help Displays help information for the function
F2 Mark Identifies a field on which further action is

taken
F3 Copy Copies the marked field or block to the

location of the cursor
F4 Move Moves the marked field or block to the

location of the cursor
F5 Delete Deletes the marked field or block
F6 Preview Displays the map layout as it would look to

the end user
F7 Top Displays the top of the map layout
F8 Bottom Moves to the bottom of the map layout
F9 Propagate Copies a field on every line to the cursor
F10 ClrMark Erase mark from fields
F11 MainKeys Toggles between the Main and Alternate

function keys

How to Move, Copy, and Delete Text

The following information gives detailed instructions for using the Move, Copy, and Delete alternate function keys on a
field, a line, and on blocks of lines.

Move Key (F4)

• To move a field:
a. Cursor to the field to be moved
b. Press Mark (F2)
c. Cursor to the new position
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d. Press Move (F4)
• To move a line:

a. Press Mark (F2) twice on the line to be moved
b. Cursor to the new line position
c. Press Move (F4)

• To move a block of lines:
a. Press Mark (F2) on the top and bottom lines of the text to be moved
b. Cursor to the top line of the new position
c. Press Move (F4)

Copy Key (F3)

• To copy a field:
a. Cursor to the field to be copied
b. Press Mark (F2)
c. Cursor to the new position
d. Press Copy (F3)

• To copy a line:
a. Press Mark (F2) twice on the line to be copied
b. Cursor to the new line position
c. Press Copy (F3)

• To copy a block of lines:
a. Press Copy (F3) on the top and bottom lines of the text to be copied
b. Cursor to the top line of the new position
c. Press Copy (F3)

Delete Key (F5)

• To delete a field:
a. Cursor to the field to be deleted
b. Press Mark (F2)
c. Press Delete (F5)

• To delete a line:
a. Press Mark (F2) twice on the line to be deleted
b. Press Delete (F5)

• To delete a block of lines:
a. Press Mark (F2) on the top and bottom lines of the text to be deleted
b. Press Delete (F5)

Mapping Facility Online Compiler
The online mapping compiler facilitates map creation by supplying a set of screens that prompt a map developer for map
and map field specifications. The developer can paint the screen automatically using the Autopaint feature or position
the fields manually. All the work is done using a terminal. The developer can modify and redraw the map in one or more
sessions until satisfied with the map.

The online compiler uses specifications that are made during a session to populate the data dictionary with all relevant
definitions and information. Many recordkeeping functions are performed internally by the online compiler for the map
developer.
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What Functions can it Perform?

The online compiler can be used to:

• Create map-related entity occurrences in the data dictionary
• Modify or delete map-related entity occurrences that were created either by online or batch mapping
• Copy a map load module
• Generate map load modules
• Delete map load modules and dictionary entity occurrences
• Associate help text with the map

A Sample Session

The following figures illustrate an abbreviated online mapping compiler session. The primary screens that are used during
an online session are shown in this sample session. The names and major functions of each screen are listed:

• The Main Menu, which is used to specify basic information about the map, is the first screen in a session. The
developer supplies the name and version number of the map and the name and node of the dictionary to be used.
From this screen, the developer can:
– Either move to other screens to define more specific information about the map such as general options, help text,

the layout of the map, field descriptions, or associated records
– Or, select an action to perform on the specified map from the action bar at the top of the screen
For the purposes of this sample session, we will move through the screens to create and define a map.

• The General Options screens are used to define general characteristics of the map such as its title, the screen size,
display and print options, and attributes for redisplayed fields. They also indicate whether automatic editing takes
place.

• The Map-Level Help Text Definition screen is used to associate help text with a map. The help text itself resides in an
IDD module.

• The Associated Records screen is used to specify the records that contain the elements that populate the map.
At this point, the developer can create the map automatically using the Autopaint option or go to the Layout screen.

• The Layout screen is used to layout the map. If the Autopaint option was chosen, the screen initially displays the layout
that is created by the automatic map painter. Otherwise, the developer can begin to layout the map as desired.

• The Field Definition screens are used to define the specific information about the field.
The seven screens that are used to expand on the field definition are:
– Field Definition
– Map Read/Write Options
– Additional Edit Criteria
– Field-Level Help Text definition
– Device-Dependent Options
– User-Defined Edit Modules
– Pageable Options

For the Sample Session

• Default values for specifications are used in the sample session unless otherwise indicated. For more information on
the screens, see "Online Mapping Compiler Reference".

• To move from option to option, <F5> is pushed; to move from screen to screen within a given option, <F8> is pushed.

Specifying Basic Information

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

  _____________________________________________________________________________.
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                           CA IDMS Online Map Compiler

                               CA, Inc.

    Map name . . . . . . . .    EYHTST9

    Map version  . . . . . .    1

    Dictionary name  . . . .    DOCANWK

    Dictionary node  . . . .    ____

    Screen . . . . . . . . . 1    1. General options

                                  2. Map-Level help text definition

                                  3. Associated records

                                  4. Layout

                                  5. Field definition

                           Copyright (C) 2007 CA, Inc.

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

What is Entered?

The developer enters the name and version number of the map, and the dictionary name and node. The developer also
enters a 1 to indicate that options are specified.

Specifying General Options

                            General Options                   Page 1 of 2

 Map name:  EYHTST9   Version:     1

   Description. . .  ________________________________________

   Type . . . . . .  1  1. Standard   2. Pageable   3. Videotex

   Screen sizes (/)  / 24 by 80   / 32 by 80   / 43 by 80   / 27 by 132

   Automatic editing (/)  . . . . /

   Decimal point is comma (/) . . _

   Message prefix . . . . . . . . DC

   Display options   Unlock keyboard (/). . . . . . . . . . /

                     Turn off MDT (/) . . . . . . . . . . . /

   Alarm options     Sound alarm on mapout. . . . . . . . . _

                     Sound alarm on edit error (/)  . . . . _

   Print options     Print screen when displayed (/). . . . _

   (3280-type)       Line control  1 1. No formatting      3. 64 chars per line

                                     2. 40 chars per line  4. 80 chars per line
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 F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview  F8=Fwd

What is Entered?

The general options that are associated with the map are entered using the General Options screen. The General Options
screen has two pages.

The first page is shown previously and the second page is shown. To move between the two, use <F7> and <F8>.

General Options Screen - Page 2

                            General Options                  Page 2 of 2

 Map name:  EYHTST9   Version:     1

                    Attributes for redisplayed fields    In error   Not in error

 Display intensity  1. Normal  2. Bright  3. Hidden . . . .  2  . . . .  _

 Highlighting       1. Blink   3. Underline . . . . . . . .  _  . . . .  _

                    2. Reverse video

 Color              1. White   4. Blue    7. Turquoise  . .  2  . . . .  _

                    2. Red     5. Yellow  8. Default

                    3. Green   6. Pink

 Entry options      1. Protect  2. Unprotect  . . . . . . .  _  . . . .  _

                    1. Numeric  2. Alphanumeric . . . . . .  _  . . . .  _

                    1. Set MDT  2. Reset MDT  . . . . . . .  _  . . . .  _

                    Detect with light pen (/) . . . . . . .  /  . . . .  _

                    Tab key selection (/) . . . . . . . . .  _  . . . .  _

 DC366804 Select map options

 F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview  F7=Bkwd

Defining Map-level Help

                        Map-Level   Help Text Definition       Page  1 of  1

 Map name:  EYHTST9   Version:     1

 Help name: ________  Help key:   PF01                     Drop Help (/) _

      Window format . . . . .  1  1. Half   2. Full

      Origin of help text . .  1  1. No text

                                  2. Module   ________________________________

                                     Version     1
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 DC366306 Select help text options

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview

What is Entered?

To associate help with a map, the developer specifies:

• The name of the load module that contains the help information in the Help name field
• The function key that invokes map-level help in the Help key field
• Whether the help is displayed in a half or full window in the window format field
• The name of the IDD module that contains the help text for this map in the Origin of help text field

Specifying the Associated Records

                           Associated Records                  Page  1 of  1

 Map name:  EYHTST9   Version:    1

              Record name           Version            Role name            Drop

                                                                             (/)

  1 EMPLOYEE                           100  ________________________________  _

  2 DEPARTMENT                         100  ________________________________  _

  3 ________________________________        ________________________________  _

  4 ________________________________        ________________________________  _

  5 ________________________________        ________________________________  _

  6 ________________________________        ________________________________  _

  7 ________________________________        ________________________________  _

 DC366601 Map options processed successfully

 F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd  F9=Autopaint

What is Entered?

The developer enters the names and version numbers of the records that are associated with the map.

Creating a Map Automatically

                          Automatic Screen Painter         Page 1 of 3

 Map name:  EYHTST9   Version:     1

  Select (/)               Element Level and Name                       Occurs
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       01 EMPLOYEE    VERSION 0100

   /    02 EMP-ID-0415

   _    02 EMP-NAME-0415

   /     03 EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415

   /     03 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415

   _    02 EMP-ADDRESS-0415

   /     03 EMP-STREET-0415

   /     03 EMP-CITY-0415

   /     03 EMP-STATE-0415

   /     03 EMP-ZIP-0415

   _      04 EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0415

   _      04 EMP-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0415

   _    02 EMP-PHONE-0415

   _    02 STATUS-0415

   /    02 SS-NUMBER-0415

 DC365503 Select the fields that are to appear on the screen

 F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd

What is Entered?

The developer selects the fields (/) that will be displayed on the map. Often, the list of elements is displayed on more than
one screen as illustrated here.

Previewing the Map

       EMP-ID-0415              ____

       EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415      _________________________

       EMP-LAST-NAME-0415       _________________________

       EMP-STREET-0415          ______________________________________

       EMP-CITY-0415            _________________________

       EMP-STATE-0415           __________________________

       EMP-ZIP-0415             _________

       SS-NUMBER-0415           _________

       DEPT-ID-0410       ____

 ...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....8
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 Enter  F1=Help  F2=Select  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview  F8=Bottom

 F9=SetCursor  F10=Deselect  F11=AltKeys

What is Entered?

The online compiler uses the fields that the developer selected to create a map which can be previewed.

Modifying the Map

The developer can then add, modify, or delete the fields as appropriate.

Compiling the Map

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

  _____________________________________________________________________________.

              | 1 1. Compile |

              | 2. View Messages |line Map Compiler

              |______________________|

              | F3=Exit | CA, Inc.

              |______________________|

    Map name . . . . . . . .    EYHTST9

    Map version  . . . . . .       1

    Dictionary name  . . . .    ________

    Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

    Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options

                                  2. Map-Level help text definition

                                  3. Associated records

                                  4. Layout

                                  5. Field definition

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

What is Entered?

To compile the map, the developer returns to the main menu and selects the Compile option from the action bar.

Online Mapping Compiler Reference
Learn more about using the online mapping compiler reference and the screens that are used to create a map.The
screens are presented in the order in which you would typically use them.

The Main Menu Screen
 

The Main Menu is the first screen displayed in a session. It is used to provide basic information about the map such as the
name and version number and to initiate the map definition session.

After a map is added, it also can be deleted or compiled from this screen.

     Add Modify Compile Delete Display Switch
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  _____________________________________________________________________________.

 

                        CA IDMS Online Map Compiler

 

                        CA, Inc.

 

 

    Map name . . . . . . . .    ________

    Map version . . . . . .     ____

    Dictionary name . . . .     ________

    Dictionary node . . . .     ________ 

    Screen . . . . . . . . . _     1. General options

                                   2. Map-Level help text definition

                                   3. Associated records

                                   4. Layout

                                   5. Field definition

 

                         Copyright (C) 2007 CA, Inc.

 

    Command ===>

    Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

Field Descriptions

Map name 1 - 8 character name of the map being defined, modified, deleted,
or compiled. Map name:
Must begin with an alphanumeric or national character such as a
pound sign (#), at sign (@), or dollar sign ($)
Cannot contain embedded period or blanks

Map version The version number of the map being defined; must be in the
range 1 - 9999. Default is the data dictionary default version
number as defined in the DDDL SET OPTIONS statement.

Dictionary name The dictionary used to store and retrieve the map and load
modules. When you sign on, the dictionary is the one specified in
your user profile if there is one. If a dictionary is not specified in
your profile, the primary dictionary for the IDMS system or node is
the default. In either case, the dictionary name can be overridden
by issuing the DCUF SET DICTNAME command.

Dictionary node The node name of the dictionary in the distributed database
system network. The developer uses the DICTNODE option to
specify the location of the dictionary and the name of the node that
controls the load area where the map load module is stored.
Default is the node specified in the most recently issued DCUF
SET DICTNODE command in the current IDMS session. If no
DCUF SET DICTNODE command has been issued, the local
node is the default node.
Changing the dictionary name or node modifies the mode for the
current session.

Screen A list of the screens that can be accessed to enter more
information about the map.
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General Options -- Page 1
Description

This screen is the first of two screens used to enter general information about the map. Information entered here includes
the title of the map, device information, display and print options as well as indicators for automatic editing, decimal point
handling, and the message prefix.

Sample Screen

                            General Options                    Page  1 of  2

 Map name:  EYHTST9   Version:     1

   Description. . .  ________________________________________

   Type . . . . . .  1  1. Standard   2. Pageable   3. Videotex

   Screen sizes (/)  / 24 by 80   / 32 by 80   / 43 by 80   / 27 by 132

   Automatic editing (/)  . . . . /

   Decimal point is comma (/) . . _

   Message prefix . . . . . . . . DC

   Display options   Unlock keyboard (/). . . . . . . . . . /

                     Turn off MDT (/) . . . . . . . . . . . /

   Alarm Options     Sound alarm on mapout (/). . . . . . . _

                     Sound alarm on edit error (/)  . . . . _

   Print options     Print screen when displayed (/). . . . _

   (3280-type)       Line control  1 1. No formatting      3. 64 chars per line

                                     2. 40 chars per line  4. 80 chars per line

 F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview  F8=Fwd

Field Definitions

Description The title of the map. This is for documentation purposes only.
Type The type of map. For example, a standard one-page map, a

pageable map, or a videotex map. Videotex refers to the French
display devices that are connected to the national phone system.

Screen sizes The terminal screen sizes on which the map can be used. At least
one must be selected; a maximum of four can be selected. The
default device specifications are determined by the screen size of
the device on which the map is being defined.
Device specifications must be specified when you create the map;
they cannot be changed online. To change the specifications, you
must use the batch compiler and utility.
Note: For more information about using the batch compiler, see
Compiler Action Verbs.
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Automatic editing Indicates whether automatic editing and error-handling are
enabled for the map:
/ (default) -- Globally enables automatic editing and error-handling
for the map.
Blank -- Globally disables automatic editing and error-handling for
the map; editing and error-handling criteria (if any) defined for map
fields are ignored.
Note: For more information about enabling and disabling
automatic editing, see "Enabling Automatic editing and error
handling."

Decimal point is comma Specifies the character to be used as the decimal point for
numeric fields on the map:
/ -- Specifies that the comma (,) character is used as the decimal
point in numeric fields, in accordance with international format. An
external picture for the field also must comply with international
format, with the comma as the decimal point.
Blank -- Specifies that the period (.) character is used as the
decimal point in numeric fields.
The default setting for the Decimal point is comma prompt is
determined at system generation.

Message prefix Defines the prefix for messages for the map.
Display options Unlock keyboard -- Specifies whether the keyboard is unlocked

after a mapout operation:
/ (default) -- Specifies that the keyboard is unlocked.
Blank -- Specifies that the keyboard remains locked until the
operator presses the RESET key.
Turn off MDT -- Specifies whether modified data tags (MDTs) for
data fields are reset when the map is mapped out:
/ (default) -- Specifies that all MDTs are reset (turned off) when the
map is mapped out.
Blank -- Specifies that MDTs are left unchanged when the map is
mapped out.
The Set modified data tag specification for individual fields on the
Map Read/Write Options screen overrides this field.

Alarm options Sound alarm on mapout -- Specifies whether the terminal alarm
sounds when the map is mapped out:
/ -- Specifies that the alarm is sounded. This specification is
meaningful only if the terminal is equipped with a hardware alarm.
Blank (default) -- Specifies that the alarm is not sounded.
Sound alarm on edit error -- Specifies whether the terminal
alarm sounds when the map contains edit errors:
/ -- Specifies that the alarm is sounded. This specification is
meaningful only if the terminal is equipped with a hardware alarm.
Blank (default) -- Specifies that the alarm is not sounded.
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Print options (3280-type) Print screen when displayed -- Specifies whether a 3280-type
printer prints the screen on a mapout:
/ -- Specifies that the printer starts printing on mapout.
Blank (default) -- Specifies that the printer does not print.
Line control -- Defines line control for 3280-type printers.
No formatting -- Specifies that new-line characters are used in the
data stream.
40 chars per line -- Specifies that data is divided into 40-character
lines.
64 chars per line -- Specifies that data is divided into 64-character
lines.
80 chars per line -- Specifies that data is divided into 80-character
lines.

General Options -- Page 2
Description

This screen is the second of two screens used to enter general information for the map. This screen is used to specify
attributes for fields that are redisplayed during an error cycle.

Sample Screen

                            General Options                    Page  2 of  2

 Map name:  EYHTST9   Version:     1

                    Attributes for redisplayed fields    In error   Not in error

 Display intensity  1. Normal  2. Bright  3. Hidden . . . .  2  . . . .  _

 Highlighting       1. Blink   3. Underline . . . . . . . .  _  . . . .  _

                    2. Reverse video

 Color              1. White   4. Blue    7. Turquoise  . .  2  . . . .  _

                    2. Red     5. Yellow  8. Default

                    3. Green   6. Pink

 Entry options      1. Protect  2. Unprotect  . . . . . . .  _  . . . .  _

                    1. Numeric  2. Alphanumeric . . . . . .  _  . . . .  _

                    1. Set MDT  2. Reset MDT  . . . . . . .  _  . . . .  _

                    Detect with light pen (/) . . . . . . .  /  . . . .  _

                    Tab key selection (/) . . . . . . . . .  _  . . . .  _

 DC366804 Select map options

 F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview  F7=Bkwd

Field Definitions
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NOTE
For the following fields, specify the options for fields in error and those not in error.

Display intensity Specifies whether the field is displayed and whether a displayed
field appears at normal or bright intensity:
Normal -- Specifies that the field is displayed at normal intensity.
Bright -- Specifies that the field is displayed at brighter than normal
intensity; the field appears highlighted on the screen.
Hidden -- Specifies that the field is not displayed. Data written to
the field from program storage or entered by the operator is not
visible. Password fields are often attributed the Hidden attribute.

Highlighting For 3279 machines only: specifies whether the field blinks, is
displayed in reverse video, or is underlined.

Color Specifies the color of the field, or of the background if Reverse
video is specified for the field. The developer can only specify one
display color. Default specifies that the default display color for
the terminal is used. Attributes other than default take effect only
when the map is displayed at a 3279-type terminal.

Entry options Protect/Unprotect -- Identifies whether the fieldis protected from
data entry (1) or open to data entry (2).
Numeric/Alphanumeric -- Specifies whether the field is numeric (1)
or alphanumeric (2).
Set MDT/Reset MDT -- Specifies whether the modified data tag
should be set automatically during a mapout operation or only
when the contents of the field are altered by the terminal operator.
Detect with light pen -- Specifies whether the field can be detected
with a light pen.
Tab key selection -- Specifies whether the operator can use &tab.
to move the cursor to the field at runtime.
When this option is on, NOSKIP and UNPROTECTED are
specified for a field.

Map-level Help Text Definition
Description

This screen is used to associate help text previously defined in IDD with a map. You can also specify what type of window
is used to display help.

Sample Screen

                        Map-Level Help Text Definition

 Map name:  EYHTST1   Version:     1

 Help name: eyhhtst1___       Help key: PF01_______        Drop Help (/) _

      Window format . . . . .  1  1. Half   2. Full
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      Origin of help text . .  2  1. No text

                                  2. Module   EYHHELP1________________________

                                     Version     1

 DC366306 Select help text options

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd

Field Definitions

Help name The name of the help load module that holds all the compiled help
text associated with the map. The name must be a unique entity
name.

Drop Help Used to indicate if the help should be disassociated from the map.
Window format A code used to indicate if the help text is displayed in a half (1) or

full (2) window.
Origin of help text Specify the name of the IDD module that contains the help text for

this map.

Associated Records
Description

This screen is used to enter the schema or work records to be used by the map, and optionally specifies role names for
records.

Accessing the Autopaint Feature

The autopaint feature which lets you create a map automatically, is also initiated from this screen.

To use the autopaint feature:

• Enter the record information and press <F9>.
The autopaint feature displays a screen that lists each record and its elements.

• Select the elements you want to be included on the map.
• To view the newly created screen, use the Layout screen.

NOTE
For more information about the Autopaint feature, see "A Sample Session”.

Sample Screen

                           Associated Records                  Page  1 of  1

 Map name:  EYHTST1   Version:    1

              Record name           Version            Role name            Drop

                                                                             (/)

  1 ________________________________        ________________________________  _

  2 ________________________________        ________________________________  _
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  3 ________________________________        ________________________________  _

  4 ________________________________        ________________________________  _

  5 ________________________________        ________________________________  _

  6 ________________________________        ________________________________  _

  7 ________________________________        ________________________________  _

 DC366604 Specify the map records

 F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd  F9=Autopaint

Field Definitions

Record name Identifies the names of records that contain elements referenced
by the map.
If a logical record is used, the developer names all of the records
containing elements that are part of the logical record and that are
used in the map-definition. The name of the logical record is later
specified in the dialog or program using the map.

Version Identifies the version number of each specified record. If not
specified, the default version is the value in the IDD OPTION
FOR DICTIONARY DEFAULT FOR EXISTING VERSION. If the
IDD EXISTING VERSION option is not set, the default version is
1. The developer can use the version field to specify a different
version of a record for an existing map.
Overstriking the field with a new version number deletes the old
record version from the map. The new record version is added to
the map.
All map fields associated with elements in the old record are
associated with the corresponding elements in the new record,
by element name. If the new record version omits any elements
associated with the previous record version, the related map fields
are deleted from the map. If an external picture has been explicitly
defined for a map field, changing the record version number does
not change the external picture of the element, even if the internal
picture is different in the new record version.
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Role name Specifies a role name that is to be used for the record at runtime.
Role names typically are used when a given record type is to be
used in more than one context. For example, the developer might
specify the EMPLOYEE record layout twice for a map that uses
the EMPLOYEE record for both employee-related and manager-
related fields on a single map:
One specification of the EMPLOYEE record would not include a
role name for the record.
The second specification of the EMPLOYEE record would include
a valid role name for the record (for example, MANAGER). The
role name must be used in subsequent references to the record in
the map-definition.
A role name can be established in either of the following two ways:
It can be previously defined for the record in the subschema used
by the dialog or program. The online compiler will not verify the
subschema role name; it must be provided by the user at map-
definition.
It can be unique to the map, established at map-definition by
specifying it on this screen.

Drop Allows the developer to disassociate the the selected record or
role name from the map. To disassociate a record from a map,
type a slash (/) beside the record or role name. All map data fields
are disassociated from the map when it is dropped.

Layout
The layout screen is used to format the map. If the Autopaint feature has been used, the layout is automatically displayed.
Otherwise, the screen will be blank.

Effects of Screen Size on Map Design

Developing or modifying a map on a device that is larger than the smallest screen size specified on the first page of the
General Options screen, can present certain problems.

If you try to define a field on the Layout screen outside of the boundaries of the smallest device specifications size, the
Mapping facility indicates the error by discarding the misplaced fields and echoing the Layout screen. When the errors are
corrected, you can proceed through the map-definition sequence.

For example, a map that is to be displayed on a 24X80 screen size can be modified on a 32X80 terminal. However, if you
try to establish any fields in rows 25 through 32, the online compiler discards these fields and echo the Layout screen.

How to Change the Map

If you want to rearrange the fields or alter them in any way, press <F11> to display the alternate keys. The alternate keys
are used to maneuver the fields.

NOTE
For more information about what function each alternate key performs, see the section "Using the Function
Keys."

Sample Screen

       EMP-ID-0415          ____
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       EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415  _________________________

       EMP-LAST-NAME-0415   _________________________

       EMP-STREET-0415      ______________________________________________

       EMP-CITY-0415        _________________________

       EMP-STATE-0415       _________________________

       EMP-ZIP-0415         _________________________

       SS-NUMBER-0415       _________

       DEPT-ID-0410         ____

 ...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....8

 Enter  F1=Help  F2=Select  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview  F8=Bottom

 F9=SetCursor  F10=Deselect  F11=AltKeys      Drop all selected fields: _

To Delete All Selected Fields

Position the cursor at the beginning of the field to be marked for deletion. Press <PF2> and move the cursor to the end
of the section to be marked. Press <PF2> and all the fields within the section of the same type as the first selected field,
that is, data or literal, are marked. Or you can type the field select character over each attribute byte of each field to be
selected.

Enter any non-blank character into a new field on the last line. You are warned that all selected fields will be deleted
unless the drop field is cleared or a key other than <Enter> is pressed.

If you want to manipulate the fields, press <F11> and the screen is displayed with the Alternate Function keys, as shown:

 ...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....8

 F1=Help  F2=Mark  F3=Copy  F4=Move  F5=Delete  F6=Preview  F8=Bottom

 F9=Propagate  F10=ClrMark  F11=MainKeys
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Subscript increment: 1

To Propagate a Field

From the Alternate Function keys screen, put the cursor under any data or literal field and press <F9>. The field above the
cursor is copied onto each lower line until it is copied to the cursor's line, until a field that would overlap a copied field is
encountered, or until the maximum subscript is reached.

If the field to be propagated is an occurring data field and its subscript is to be incremented by a number other than 1, you
must enter the subscript increment into a new field on the last line before pressing <F9>.

Field Definition Screens
This article describes the fields for various screens.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Field Definition

Description

This is one of seven screens used to specify information about a particular field. This screen is used to enter a
miscellaneous assortment of information about a field.

Sample Screen

                              Field Definition                 Page  1 of  7

 Map name:  EYHTST1   Version:     1

 ...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

       EMP-ID-0415        ____

 ...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

 Field at row   7   column  26                                  Drop field (/) _

      Element name: EMP-ID-0415                       Subscript

      In record     EMPLOYEE                          Version    100

      Edit Picture  9(4)

      Display intensity  1  1. Normal    2.  Bright         3. Hidden

      At end of field    3  1. Auto-tab  2.  Lock keyboard  3. Take no action

      Unprotected (/) . . . . .  /       Required (/). . . . . .  _

      Automatically edited (/)   /       Skipped by tab key (/)   _

 DC366004 Specify the variable field and any attributes

 F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview  F8=Fwd

Field Definitions

Field at row/column Specifies the location of the field on the map.
Drop field Specifies whether the field should be deleted.
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Element name The name of the record element associated with the field.
In record The name of the record with which the element is associated.

The record must be previously defined for the map using the
Associated Records screen.

Subscript Subscript for field with OCCURS clause.
Version The version number of the record.
Edit picture Enables automatic editing and establishes an external picture for

the field for use by automatic editing. A developer can specify one
of the following to establish a particular external picture:
An external picture, such as XX/XX/XX or XXX-XX-XXXX
The word INTERNAL, which requests that the map use the
external picture associated with the record element (or the picture
constructed for the field)
When automatic editing has been enabled for the field by a
different specification, the external picture associated with
the record element (or the picture constructed for the field) is
displayed for Edit picture.

Display intensity Specifies whether the field is displayed and whether a displayed
field appears at normal or bright intensity:
Normal -- Specifies that the field is displayed at normal intensity.
Bright -- Specifies that the field is displayed at brighter than normal
intensity; the field appears highlighted on the screen.
Hidden -- Specifies that the field is not displayed. Data written to
the field from program storage or entered by the operator is not
visible. Password fields are often attributed the Hidden attribute.

At end of field Auto-tab
Lock keyboard
Take no action

Unprotected Specifies whether the field accepts operator input:
/ -- Specifies that the field is open to data entry or modification.
Data in an unprotected data field is transmitted to program
variable storage on mapin if all of the following conditions are true:
Modifications have been made to the field (the MDT is set on).
Automatic editing does not detect an input error in the data.
The Transmit data entry option has been chosen on the Map
Read/Write Options screen.
Blank -- Specifies that the field does not accept user input. Any
attempt to enter, modify, or delete data in the field is physically
restricted by a 3270-type terminal. If MDT is set programmatically
data is read. Data in a Protected field on some glass TTY
terminals can be overridden by the terminal operator; however,
operator modifications are ignored on mapin.

Required Indicates if data must be entered in the field.
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Automatically edited Indicates if automatic editing is enabled.
/ -- Enables automatic editing for the field. Automatic editing is to
be performed for the field if automatic editing is also enabled for
the entire map on the first Associated Records screen.
Blank (default) -- Disables automatic editing for the field.
Automatic editing is not performed for the field, even if automatic
editing is enabled for the entire map on the first General Options
screen.
Editing can be enabled for a field by entering a slash (/) in the
Automatically edited field or by supplying an external picture, edit
table name, or code table name on the Additional Edit Criteria
screen. The most recent specification takes precedence and
determines whether automatic editing is enabled or disabled.
For example, if the Automatically edited field is blank, and the
developer later names an edit table for the field, automatic editing
is enabled.
If the format of the record element associated with the data field
is not DISPLAY, editing must be enabled so that conversion to
DISPLAY format is performed.

Skipped by tab key / -- Specifies that the operator cannot use tabto position the cursor
on this field at runtime; the cursor skips over this field and is
positioned on the next unprotected field. Choosing this option
specifies NUMERIC and PROTECTED for the field.
Blank (default for variable fields) -- Specifies that the cursor
is positioned at the start of the field when the operator
presses the tab key at runtime. Choosing this option specifies
UNPROTECTED for a field.

Map Read/write Options

Description

This is one of seven screens used to enter information for a specific field. This screen specifies how fields are handled on
the mapin and mapout operations.

Sample Screen

                           Map Read/Write Options              Page  2 of  7

 Map name:  EYHTST1   Version:     1

      Element name  EMP-ID-0415                       Subscript

      In record     EMPLOYEE                          Version    100

 Map Read      Transmit data entry (/) . . . . . . . . /

 options       Zero when null (/). . . . . . . . . . . /

               Translate to upper case (/) . . . . . . _

               Justify data. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1  1. Left  2. Right

               Pad character format  . Display . . . . _

                                       Hexadecimal . . __

 Map Write     Blank when zero (/) . . . . . . . . . . _

 options       Underscore blank fields (/) . . . . . . _

               Display without trailing blanks . . . . _

               Set modified data tag (/) . . . . . . . _
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               Transmit. . . . . . 1 1. Data and attribute byte  3. Erase field

                                     2. Attribute byte only      4. Nothing

 DC366404 Select input/output edit options

 F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd

Field Definitions

• Map Read options
Identifies characteristics of the field that pertain to mapin operations.
– Transmit data entry

Specifies whether the transmitted contents (if any) of the field are to be moved automatically into program variable
storage on a mapin operation:
• / (default)

Specifies that data is automatically moved into program variable storage if MDT is set on for the field before a
mapin operation.

• Blank
Specifies that the data contained in the field is not moved automatically into program variable storage, even if the
MDT is set on.

– Zero when null
Specifies whether the numeric field is to be filled with zeros when automatic editing is enabled for a numeric field
and the terminal operator nulls (erases) the contents of the field, as by pressing the ERASE EOF key. The following
options are available:
• / (default)

Specifies that the field is filled with zeros of the appropriate data type when automatic editing is enabled for a
given field and map and the operator nulls the entire field.

• Blank
Specifies that data already contained inthe buffer is retained when the entire field is filled with nulls.

– Translate to upper case
Specifies if the field should be translated to upper case upon mapin.

– Justify data
Specifies how operator input is to be aligned for transmission to variable storage:
• Left

Specifies that input is left-justified.
• Right

Specifies that input is right-justified.
– Pad character format

Specifies a pad character for an alphanumeric field in character or hexadecimal format.
No pad character is used for a field in either of the following cases:
• The developer does not specify a pad character.
• The developer cancels a pad character for a field by pressing the ERASE EOF key for the PAD CHAR field in

which the pad character was specified, and does not specify another pad character.
Unwanted data can be stored for a field for which no pad character is defined. For example, the following values are
stored for a field if JOHNSON is mapped out, the operator presses the ERASE EOF key to erase the field, and the
operator then types SMITH:
• If no pad character is defined for the field, SMITHON is stored for the field. The operator would have to key

blanks over ON to eliminate these characters from the data.
• If a pad character is defined for the field, SMITH is stored for the field.

Map Write options

Blank when zero
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Indicates how a numeric fieldbeing edited is to be mapped out when automatic editing is enabled for the field and the
value for the field is 0:

• /
Specifies that blanks are displayed in the field.

• Blank (default)
Specifies that zeros are displayed in the field.

• Underscore blank fields
Specifies that blank fields on a map are underscored. On mapin, trailing underscores are removed.

• Display without trailing blanks
Specifies whether trailing blanks are to be eliminated from the field being edited before it is displayed:
– /

Specifies that the contents of the field are displayed without trailing blanks (if any). Old data may remain in the field
after operator alterations if NEWPAGE is NO in either the ADS sysgen statement or the DML statement that issues
the mapout in an application program.

– Blank
Specifies that the contents of the field are displayed with trailing blanks, if any.

• Set modified data tag
Specifies whether the modified data tag is set automatically during a mapout.

• Transmit
Specifies how the contents of the field are to be moved on a mapout.
– Data and attribute byte

Specifies that data and the attribute byte is transmitted.
– Attribute byte only

Specifies that only the attribute byte for the field is transmitted to the screen; data in the record buffer is not sent to
the terminal.

– Erase field
Specifies that data is not transmitted to the screen; the field is initialized to null or low values, depending on whether
the field is numeric or alphanumeric.

– Nothing
Specifies that neither data nor attribute byte is transmitted. Any data previously in the field continues to display.

Additional Edit Criteria

Description

This is one of seven screens used to enter information for a specific field. This screen is used to enter the edit table, code
table, and error message information for a field.

Sample Screen

                            Additional Edit Criteria           Page  3 of  7

 Map name:  EYHTST1   Version:     1

      Element name  EMP-STATE-0415                    Subscript

      In record     EMPLOYEE                          Version    100

    Edit table name . . . STATE1      Version    1    Link with map (/) _

      Edit type . . . . . 1   1.Valid values  2.Invalid values

    Code table name . . . ________    Version ____    Link with map (/) _
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    Error message (specify ID or text)

      ID. . . . . . . . . Prefix __    Number ______

      Text. . . . . . . . NOT A VALID STATE CODE

                          ________________________________________

 DC365801 Map options processed successfully

 F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd

Field Definitions

Edit table name Enables automatic editing and specifies the name of an existing
stand-alone table to be used as the edit table.
If editing is enabled elsewhere for the field and no edit table is
supplied, the default edit table is the built-in table (if any) defined
in the associated record element. If a table name is not supplied
here or in the record element, no edit table is used.
Version -- Specifies the version of the edit table, default is 1.
Link with map -- Specifies whether the edit table is linked as part
of the map load module or is loaded dynamically at runtime:
/ -- Specifies that the table is linked to the map load module that
uses it. This is useful for tables that contain items that cannot be
used readily by another record element.
Blank (default) -- Specifies that the table is loaded dynamically.
This specification is useful when the contents of a table change
frequently.
Note: Edit tables can only be associated with a group element if
the group is made up of DISPLAY elements.

Edit type Indicates whether the table is one of valid or invalid tables:
Blank (default) -- Specifies the edit type defaults to the TYPE
parameter for the table in the IDD. Tables are defined as valid or
invalid depending on the IDD 'TABLE... TYPE IS EDIT VALID' or
'TABLE... TYPE IS EDIT INVALID'.
Valid values -- Specifies the table contains valid values for the
field. An error occurs when the operator inputs a value that is not
contained in the table.
Invalid values -- Specifies the table contains invalid or incorrect
values. An error occurs when the operator inputs a value that is
contained in the table.
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Code table name Enables automatic editing and specifies the name of an existing
stand-alone table to be used as the code table for the field being
edited.
If editing is enabled elsewhere for the field but the a code table
name is not provided, code table is the table (if any) defined in the
record element associated with the field. If a code table name is
not provided and does not exist in the record element, no code
table is used.
Version -- Specifies the version of the code table, default is 1.
Link with map -- Specifies whether the code table is linked as part
of the map load module or is loaded dynamically at runtime:
/ -- Specifies that the table is linked to the map load module that
uses it. This is useful for tables that contain items that cannot be
used readily by another record element.
Blank (default) -- Specifies that the table is loaded dynamically.
This specification is useful when the contents of a table change
frequently.
Note: Code tables can only be associated with a group element if
the group is made up of DISPLAY elements.

Error message Used to specify the number of an existing message or the
developer-written text of the error message that is displayed for
the field.
The default is the message prefix specified on the General
Options screen. If no prefix is specified, DC is used.

Field-level Help Text Definition

Description

This is one of seven screens used to enter information for a specific field. This screen is used to specify help information
for a field.

Sample Screen

                        Field-Level Help Text Definition       Page  4 of  7

 Map name:  EYHTST1   Version:     1

 Help name: EYHHTST1  Help key:  PF01                      Drop Help (/) _

      Element name  EMP-ID-0415                       Subscript

      In record     EMPLOYEE                          Version    100

      Window format . . . . .  1  1. Half   2. Full

      Origin of help text . .  1  1. No text

                                  2. Module   ________________________________

                                     Version     1
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 DC366306 Select help text options

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd

Field Definitions

Help name The name of the load module that contains all the compiled help
information for the map and the associated fields.

Drop Help Used to indicate if the help should be deleted.
Window format tfcode used to indicate if the help text is displayed in a half (1) or

full (2) window.
Origin of help text Specify the name of the IDD module that contains the help text for

this field.

Device-dependent Options

Description

This is one of seven screens used to enter information for a specific field.

Sample Screen

                             Device-Dependent Options          Page  5 of  7

 Map name:  EYHTST1   Version:     1

      Element name  EMP-ID-0415                       Subscript

      In record     EMPLOYEE                          Version    100

      Numeric data only (/) . . . _

      Reverse numeric (/) . . . . _

      Detect with light pen (/)   /

      Outline options (/) . . . . _ Top  _ Bottom  _ Left  _ Right

      Highlighting. . . . . . . . _ 1. Blink  2. Reverse video  3. Underline

      Color . . . . . 8  1. White   3. Green   5. Yellow   7. Turquoise

                         2. Red     4. Blue    6. Pink     8. Device default

 DC365704 Select device dependent options

 F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd
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Field Definitions

Numeric data only Specifies whether any character or just numeric characters can be
entered:
If the terminal is not equipped with the NUMERIC hardware
feature, the operator can enter any character in the field. To
restrict input to numeric characters in this case, a numeric external
picture must be assigned to the field and automatic editing must
be enabled for the field and map.
If the terminal is equipped with the NUMERIC feature, the field
accepts only numeric input.
Numeric input includes:
Numeric digits in the range 0 -- 9
The decimal point
The minus sign

Reverse numeric Specifies whether the contents of a numeric field are reversed on
mapin and again on mapout. This option is used for numeric fields
when hardware modifications cause input to be entered from right
to left.
REVERSE NUMERIC is the default for new fields when NUMERIC
FIELD ORDER IS REVERSED is specified in the OLM statement
at system generation.
A blank in this field indicates that the field is not reversed on
mapin or mapout, which is the default for new fields when
NUMERIC FIELD ORDER IS STANDARD is specified at system
generation.

Detect with light pen Specifies whether the field can be detected with a light pen.
Outline options Enables one or more of the following outline options if the terminal

supports field outlining:
Top -- Draws a line above the current field. The line:
Starts above the first displayable character position in the field
Ends either at the delimiter of the current field (for delimited fields)
or the start of the next field
Bottom -- Draws a line following the current field. The line:
Starts following the first displayable character position in the field
Ends either at the delimiter of the current field (for delimited fields)
or the start of the next field
Left -- Draws a line to the left of the field.
Right -- Draws a line to the right of the field.

Highlighting Specifies whether the field will blink, be displayed in reverse video,
or be underlined.

Color The runtime color of the field, or of the background if Reverse
video is specified. The developer can specify only one display
color. Device default specifies that the default display color for the
terminal is used. Color attributes other than device default take
effect only when the map is displayed at a 3279-type terminal.

User-defined Edit Modules

Description

This is one of seven screens used to enter information for a specific field. This screen is used to specify the name of the
input and output edit modules. Additionally, it is used to indicate when the edit module is invoked.
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Sample Screen

                            User-Defined Edit Modules          Page  6 of  7

 Map name:  EYHTST1   Version:     1

      Element name EMP-ID-0415                       Subscript

      In record    EMPLOYEE                          Version    100

          Input edit module name:  ________

                                              1. Instead of automatic editing

               Invoke input edit module: _    2. Before automatic editing

                                              3. After automatic editing

          Output edit module name: ________

                                              1. Instead of automatic editing

               Invoke output edit module: _   2. Before automatic editing

                                              3. After automatic editing

 DC367004 Specify user defined input and/or output modules

 F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd

Field Definitions

Input edit module name The name of a user-written edit module to process input after
transmission on a mapin operation.
Note: For more information about the use of user-written edit
modules, see the section "User-Written Edit Modules."

Invoke input edit module Specifies if the edit module should be invoked instead of, before,
or after automatic editing.

Output edit module name The name of a user-written output edit module used before display
on an output operation.

Invoke output edit module Specifies if the edit module should be invoked instead of, before,
or after automatic editing.

Pageable Options

Description

This is one of seven screens used to enter information about a specific field. This screen is used if the field is either:

• The only field/literal in the detail area
• The first field/literal in the detail area
• The last field/literal in the detail occurrence
• The first field/literal in the footer

Sample Screen

                               Pageable Options                Page  7 of  7
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 Map name:  EYHTST1   Version:     1

      Element name  EMP-ID-0415                       Subscript

      In record     EMPLOYEE                          Version    100

                              1. Only field/literal in detail

                              2. First field/literal in detail

    Assignment . . . . _

                              3. Last field/literal in detail

                              4. First field/literal in footer

 DC366903 Select field/literal assignment for pageable map

 F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview  F7=Bkwd

Field Definitions

• Assignment
The information entered in these fields defines the specifications for a pageable map. The information you provide
describes the element in the Element name field at the top of the screen:
– Only field/literal in detail -- If the element is the only field or literal in the detail area, enter 1.
– First field/literal in detail -- If the element is the first field or literal in the detail area, enter 2.
– Last field/literal in detail -- If the element is the last field or literal in the detail occurrence, enter 3. The detail

occurrence ends at the last character position in the field.
– First field/literal in footer -- If the element is the first field or literal in the footer area, enter 4.
This field defines the beginning of the footer area and the end of the detail area.

Batch Compiler and Batch Utility
The batch compiler and utility can be used to perform all of the operations that are available through the online compiler:

Batch Compiler Functions

• Creates, modifies, or deletes entity occurrences for panels in the data dictionary; panel occurrences predefine screen
layouts for maps

• Creates, modifies, or deletes entity occurrences for maps in the data dictionary based on existing panel occurrences
and on specifications made by using the IDMS mapping language

Batch Utility Functions

• Generates or deletes map load modules in the load area of the data dictionary
• Produces map and panel reports for any map generated either by the mapping facility
• Produces a facsimile of a map or panel format on hard copy from the map or panel definition
• Decompiles maps generated by either the batch or online compiler

Performing Online Compiler Operations
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A map developer can use the batch compiler and utility to perform all of the operations available through the online
compiler. Map developers often prefer to use the batch compiler and utility to perform the following operations:

• Modify or copy maps -- Developers who are more familiar with or prefer syntax can quickly decompile a map into
source, alter that source, and then submit the altered source for compilation.

• Create several similar maps in one session -- The developer can copy the source for one map several times, alter the
various copies of that source, and then submit all of the altered map-definitions for compilation in one JCL operation.

Performing Non-online Compiler Operations

Additionally, the batch compiler and utility can be used to perform the following operations that the online compiler does
not provide:

• Migrate a map from one dictionary to another -- The developer uses the batch utility to decompile a map and then uses
the batch compiler to recompile the syntax to another dictionary.

• Decompile entity occurrences that store the current map-definition -- The developer uses the batch utility to produce
the source definition for a map from the related entity occurrences for the map.

• Produce reports -- The developer receives reports on batch compiler and utility operations.
• Create maps with specific support for multiple devices  -- The developer uses the FOR device-code-a option of the

MAP1 MFLD and PFLD clauses to create the maps.
• Create maps for devices larger than the one on which a developer is working.

Compiler and Utility Functions
The IDMS mapping facility compiler and utility provide the following capabilities:

Component Capability
Batch compiler (RHDCMAP1) Accepts, validates, and compiles mapping language statements

that are written by a map developer or generated by the decompile
process of the map utility
Populates the data dictionary with entity occurrences that are
generated when input mapping language statements are compiled
Provides input statement listings that present information and
provide error messages (if any) about the compile operation

Batch utility (RHDCMPUT) Uses entity occurrences stored in the data dictionary to perform
the following functions:
Generate map load modules used by ADS dialogs and programs
Produce reports about map-related entity occurrences created by
the online mapping compiler or the batch compiler
Decompile maps into executable mapping language statements
Delete map load modules from the load area

A map load module is the version of the map that can be used by ADS dialogs and by the  Administrating IDMS Database
section  programs. Necessary map-related entity occurrences must exist in the data dictionary before the map utility can
generate a new or modified map load module.

The following topic is discussed on this page:

Batch Compiler and Utility Functions

Functions performed by the batch compiler and utility are illustrated in the following figure:
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Panels and Maps

What is a Map?

From the terminal operator's point of view, a map is a screen display that is used for input and output operations. From
a map developer's point of view, the screen display viewed by the operator is the product of a map load module that is
generated from entity occurrences in the data dictionary.

What Does the Batch Compiler Do?

The batch compiler is used to establish map-related entity occurrences in the data dictionary. The following entity
occurrences are generated and maintained by the batch compiler:

Type of Occurrence Specifies Performs these functions
PANEL and related PFLD (panel field)
occurrences

The screen layout for a map The panel typically:
Specifies the device types on which the
screen layout can display and establishes
any special display conditions necessary
for each device type
Assembles panel field occurrences that
store the following information for individual
fields:
Location by row and column
Characteristics such as display intensity or
color
Values for literal fields
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MAP and related MFLD (map field)
occurrences

Usage information for a map The map typically:
Specifies a PANEL occurrence on which
the map occurrence is to be based
Specifies runtime events that occur when
a map load module generated from the
MAP and PANEL occurrences is executed,
such as whether the keyboard is locked or
unlocked
Specifies whether automatic editing and
error-handling are available at runtime
Selects PFLD occurrences from the
associated PANEL occurrence and
specifies the following information for the
fields in MFLD (map field) occurrences:
Type of field usage (that is, data, literal,
message, page, or response field)
Predefined schema or work record
elements to be linked with data fields.
Automatic editing, input, and output
information for data fields

Mapping Language Statements

Two sets of mapping language statements that can be used to generate PANEL, PFLD, MAP, and MFLD occurrences are
presented in "Batch Compiler Statements".

Panels, Maps, and Record Elements

The following figure illustrates the relationship between panels, maps, and record elements.

A panel defines a screen layout and a map associates panel fields with elements in records.
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Batch Compiler Coding Considerations
The coding considerations that are presented in this section apply when developers use the batch compiler to generate,
modify, or delete map-related entity occurrences in the data dictionary. 

Batch Compiler Security

Batch compiler security prohibits unauthorized map developers from adding, modifying, and/or deleting map-related
entity occurrences. The batch compiler performs a security check whenever the map developer using the batch compiler
specifies the name of a map to be added, modified, or deleted. If the security check fails, the map developer cannot
perform the specified action.

Security is established by using the IDD Data Dictionary Definition Language (DDDL) and can be applied at the compiler
level and at the map level. The two levels of security are discussed separately as follows:

Security at the Compiler Level

Security at the batch compiler level restricts the actions that a map developer can specify for any map. Security at the
batch compiler level is governed by the following IDD statements:

1. SET OPTIONS ... SECURITY FOR IDMS DC. IS ON/OFF
Specifies whether security is in effect for IDMS entity types accessed by the compiler. If IDMS security is off, the map
developer immediately passes the compiler level security check. If security is on and the map developer has not used
the SIGNON statement (presented later in this section) to provide signon information, the developer immediately fails
the security check. Otherwise, the map developer passes or fails the security check based on information specified by
the USER statement (see the following description).

2. ADD/MOD USER  user-name ... INCLUDE/EXCLUDE DELETE/DISPLAY MAP/PANEL
Specifies the actions that the map developer has the authority to perform. The map developer passes or fails the
security check depending on whether the developer has authority for the specified action.

If the map developer fails the compiler-level security check, an error message is generated. If the developer passes the
security check, the batch compiler performs a security check at the map-specific level.

Security at the Map Level

Security at the map level restricts the actions that a map developer can perform for the named map. If no MAP-098 record
exists for the named map (that is, if no MAP statement has been issued in IDD or at system generation for the named
map), the map developer immediately passes the security check. Otherwise, security is governed by the following two
clauses of the MAP statement in IDD:

1. PUBLIC ACCESS FOR ALL/NONE/UPDATE/MODIFY/REPLACE/DELETE/DISPLAY
Specifies the actions that any user can specify for the named map. If the PUBLIC ACCESS clause is not included in
the MAP statement or if the action requested by the map developer is allowed for any user, the developer immediately
passes the security check. Otherwise, the developer passes or fails the security check based on information specified
by the INCLUDE/EXCLUDE USER clause of the MAP statement (see the following description).

2. INCLUDE/EXCLUDE USER user-name REGISTERED FOR PUBLIC ACCESS/ALL/UPDATE/MODIFY/REPLACE/
DELETE/DISPLAY 
Specifies the actions that the map developer has the authority to specify for the named map. If the developer's user
name is not included in the MAP statement, the developer immediately fails the security check. Otherwise, the map
developer passes or fails the security check depending on whether the developer has authority for the action specified
for the named map.

If the map developer fails the map-level security check, an error message is generated. If the developer passes the
security check, the batch compiler initiates compile operations for the specified map.
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Compiler Signon
The batch compiler SIGNON statement can be included in batch source statements to provide signon information. A
maximum of one SIGNON statement can be included for a given batch compiler job. If included, the SIGNON statement
must be positioned in batch source statements as follows:

• SIGNON must follow introductory compiler directives (that is, ICTL, OCTL, and ISEQ directives). Compiler directives
are presented later in this section.

• SIGNON must precede compiler statements (that is PANEL, MAP, MAP AUTOPANEL, MFLD, and PFLD statements).
Compiler statements are presented in the section "Batch Compiler Statements".

The SIGNON statement integrates the batch compiler with IDD security features. If activated, IDD security is used to
protect panel and map data dictionary occurrences from unauthorized modification and deletion. Security information
included in the signon information determines the authority granted to the developer for data dictionary access.

Syntax

 

►►──── SIGnon ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►──┬─ USER ─┬──────┬─ user-name ──┬────────────────────────────────┬──┬─ . ──►◄

    │        ├─ IS ─┤              └─ PASSword ─┬──────┬─ password ─┘  │

    │        └─ = ──┘                           ├─ IS ─┤               │

    │                                           └─ = ──┘               │

    └─ REVerse NUMeric ────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

 

• USER IS user-name-aq
Specifies the existing 1- through 32-character name of the map developer as specified by a DDDL USER statement. If
the name contains embedded blanks, the string must be enclosed in quotes.

• PASSWORD IS password
Specifies the 1- through 8-character password (if any) of the developer. A password is defined for a developer in the
OCF USER statement that establishes the corresponding user-name in the SIGNON statement.

• REVERSE NUMERIC
Specifies that the reverse-numeric display option is to be given to all numeric map fields that are generated or modified
in the batch run. The REVERSE NUMERIC clause specified in the SIGNON statement overrides any conflicting MFLD
REVERSE NUMERIC specifications (if any) in the accompanying batch source statements.

NOTE
A developer who does not supply a user-name and password where applicable when IDD security is enabled for
the batch compiler can access only entities that are available for public access.

Compiler Directives
The compiler directive statements provided by the compiler mapping language are placed in compiler source statements
to specify information for use during compilation and report generation. Available compiler directive statements are listed
in the following table:

Statement Function
ICTL=(start-column-n, end-column-n) Directs the compiler to scan only the column range specified for

meaningful data. The default specification is 1-80.
OCTL=(line-count-n) Specifies the number of lines to appear on each page of the panel

and map reports.
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ISEQ=(start-column-n, end-column-n) Directs the compiler to perform sequence checking on source
statements falling within the specified column range.

EJECT Directs the compiler to continue the printing of the output report on
a new page.

SPACE space-count-n Directs the compiler to skip from 1 through 9 blank lines between
lines of the output report. Only one blank is allowed between
SPACE and the integer specified.

*comment-text* Directs the compiler to interpret characters following the asterisk
as comment text. Comments always start with an asterisk but can
be terminated by another asterisk or by the end of the card image.

Considerations

Each compiler directive in compiler source statements must occupy a line by itself. The following considerations apply to
the use of compiler directives:

• ICTL, OCTL, and ISEQ statements must precede all statements in mapping language source statements.
• EJECT and SPACE statements can be coded anywhere in mapping language source statements.

Compiler Statement Coding Requirements
The following general coding requirements apply when using batch compiler source statements:

• Statements and keywords can start in any column. The compiler scans the column range specified in the ICTL
compiler directive statement for meaningful data. The default column range is from 1 through 80.

• One or more blanks or commas are required between keywords.
• A statement can be coded on more than one line, but keywords cannot be split across lines.
• A period terminates a statement unless the period is contained in a comment or a quoted literal string.
• Any quoted literal can be continued from one line to another. The final character of the first line must be in the end

column, as specified in the ICTL compiler directive statement discussed in the previous table. The first character in the
continued literal must begin in the start column of the next line. No continuation character is required.

Compiler Statement Sequencing
Contents

The batch compiler provides two sets of mapping language statements, as described in "Batch Compiler Statements".
Each set of mapping language syntax defines source statements that create and maintain panel, panel field, map, and
map field entity occurrences in the data dictionary:

• MAP AUTOPANEL and MFLD statements are used to define map and map field occurrences explicitly. Panel and
panel field occurrences are generated automatically by the mapping facility when MAP AUTOPANEL and associated
MFLD statements generate map and map field occurrences.

• PANEL, PFLD, MAP, and MFLD statements are used to define panel, panel field, map, and map field occurrences
explicitly.

Sequencing requirements for each set of mapping language syntax are listed separately as follows.

MAP AUTOPANEL and MFLD Statement Sequencing

A MAP AUTOPANEL statement must be followed immediately by the MFLD statements that define its related fields.
The following considerations apply when the developer prepares source composed of MAP AUTOPANEL and MFLD
statements:
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• The map occurrence generated by the most recently executed MAP statement is established as current for subsequent
MFLD statements.

• Associated panel and panel field occurrences are created when map and map field entity occurrences are generated
by MAP AUTOPANEL and associated MFLD statements.

Sample Statement

The following abbreviated sample statements illustrate MAP AUTOPANEL and MFLD statement sequencing:

ADD MAP ONEMAP

    AUTOPANEL

    ADD MFLD

    ADD MFLD

    ADD MFLD

    ADD MFLD

In the previous example, entity occurrences for a map named ONEMAP and occurrences for related map fields are
generated. Associated panel and panel field occurrences are generated by the batch compiler from information specified
in the MAP AUTOPANEL and MFLD statements.

PANEL, PFLD, MAP, and MFLD Statement Sequencing

The following order of specification applies when the developer prepares source composed of PANEL, PFLD, MAP, and
MFLD statements:

• A PANEL statement must be followed immediately by the PFLD statements that define its related fields. The panel
occurrence generated by the most recently executed PANEL statement is established as current both for subsequent
PFLD statements and subsequent MAP statements.

• A MAP statement must be followed immediately by the MFLD statements that define its related fields. The following
considerations apply:
– The panel occurrence named by the MAP statement must exist in the data dictionary before the MAP statement is

compiled.
– The map occurrence generated by the most recently executed MAP statement is established as current for

subsequent MFLD statements.

Sample Statements

The following abbreviated sample statements illustrate PANEL, PFLD, MAP, and MFLD statement sequencing:

ADD PANEL NEWPANEL

    ADD PFLD EMP-ID

    ADD PFLD EMP-FNAME

    ADD PFLD EMP-LNAME

    ADD PFLD DEPT-CODE

ADD MAP NEWMAP

    PANEL IS NEWPANEL

    ADD MFLD EMP-ID

    ADD MFLD EMP-FNAME

    ADD MFLD EMP-LNAME

    ADD MFLD DEPT-CODE

In the previous example, the NEWPANEL panel occurrence is defined before related panel fields are defined; the
NEWPANEL panel occurrence becomes current for the map occurrence generated by the ADD MAP NEWMAP
statement.
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It is not necessary to generate panel occurrences in the same compiler run as related map occurrences.

Compiler Action Verbs
Where can Verbs be Used?

The compiler provides the verbs ADD, MODIFY, and DELETE that specify the action the map compiler should perform
on the accompanying mapping source statements. Each verb can be specified for any of the following statements in the
IDMS mapping language syntax:

This Statement Generates...
MAP AUTOPANEL Map and panel occurrences
MFLD (MAP AUTOPANEL only)

Map field and panel field occurrences
PFLD Panel field occurrences
MAP Map occurrences
MFLD Map field occurrences

NOTE
For more information about mapping language statements, see Batch Compiler Statements.

What do the Verbs Do?

The operations performed by the ADD, MODIFY, and DELETE verbs are as follows:

• ADD establishes a new occurrence in the data dictionary. If the occurrence specified by an ADD verb already exists in
the data dictionary, the statement that contains the verb is flagged as an error.

• MODIFY changes an existing occurrence in the data dictionary. The tables on the following pages summarize
considerations that apply when using the MODIFY verb for automatic and manual panel definition.

• DELETE removes an existing occurrence from the data dictionary. Deleted occurrences cannot be reconstructed
from map load modules that were generated from those occurrences. The tables on the following pages summarize
considerations that apply when using the DELETE verb.

Defaults

When a verb is not specified with an IDMS mapping statement, the following defaults apply:

• ADD is the default verb when the occurrence specified by the statement does not already exist in the data dictionary.
• MODIFY is the default verb if the occurrence specified by the statement already exists in the data dictionary.

WARNING
DELETE must be specified explicitly; it is never the default action.

Modifying a DEVICE Specification

Different versions of the same panel can be established for a variety of screen sizes by using the DEVICES clause of
the MAP AUTOPANEL or the PANEL statement. Since information specified by the DEVICES clause can affect many
other MAP clauses, the MODIFY verb does not modify the DEVICES clause. To change a DEVICES specification, the
developer should use the following procedure:

1. Decompile the panel and all associated maps by using a map utility process and save the resulting output.
2. Delete the maps affected by the change. This action implicitly deletes all map fields that belong to the deleted maps.
3. Delete the panel occurrence itself. This action implicitly deletes all associated panel fields.
4. Add the revised panel occurrence with the new DEVICES specification, followed by the associated panel field, map,

and map field occurrences.
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Other topics discussed on this page:

 

The MODIFY Verb

Statements for Automatic Panel Definition

Statement Description
MODIFY MAP
AUTOPANEL

Modifies a map occurrence in the data dictionary and/or
establishes currency for subsequent MFLD statements. The
related panel occurrence is updated only if the panel occurrence
has not been used to generate additional map occurrences.
The map occurrence must be respecified in its entirety; no
previously defined specifications are retained since MODIFY MAP
AUTOPANEL functions as implicit DELETE and ADD operations.

MODIFY MFLD Modifies a map field occurrence and its related panel field
occurrence in the data dictionary.
The map field occurrence must be respecified in its entirety; no
previously defined specifications are retained since MODIFY
MFLD (for MAP AUTOPANEL) functions as implicit DELETE and
ADD operations.

Statements for Manual Panel Definition

Statement Description
MODIFY PANEL Modifies a panel occurrence in the data dictionary and/or

establishes panel currency for subsequent PFLD statements.
Any existing specifications, except for a DEVICES specification,
can be modified. Previously omitted specifications can be added.

MODIFY PFLD Modifies a panel field occurrence in the data dictionary.
Previously omitted specifications can be added; however, a new
FOR specification can be added only if the newly specified device
is already defined in the DEVICES clause in the owner PANEL
statement.

MODIFY MAP Modifies a map occurrence in the data dictionary and/or
establishes map currency for subsequent MFLD statements.
Any existing specification can be modified. Previously omitted
specifications can be added; however, a new ORIGIN FOR
specification cannot be added unless the newly specified device
is already defined in the DEVICES clause of the owner panel
statement.
A modified USING RECORDS clause must rename all previously
named records in the order in which they were originally named,
followed by new record specifications.

MODIFY MFLD Modifies a map field occurrence in the data dictionary.
Any existing specification can be modified. Previously omitted
specifications can be added.
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The DELETE Verb

Statements for Automatic Panel Definition

Statement Description
DELETE MAP
AUTOPANEL

Deletes a map occurrence and all related map field occurrences
from the data dictionary. The related panel and panel field
occurrences that have been generated from the map are deleted
from the data dictionary.

DELETE MFLD DELETE MFLD is not a legal option within automatic panel
definition syntax. A MODIFY MAP AUTOPANEL statement
followed by MODIFY MFLD statements can be used to respecify
a map and panel; the MFLD statements specify the fields to be
created.

Statements for Manual Panel Definition

Statement Description
DELETE PANEL Deletes a panel occurrence and all related panel field occurrences

from the data dictionary.
All map occurrences derived from the panel occurrence can be
deleted.

DELETE PFLD Deletes a panel field occurrence from the owner panel occurrence
in the data dictionary.

DELETE MAP Deletes a map occurrence and all related map field occurrences
from the data dictionary and dissociates the map from the
panel occurrence. If the panel is not associated with any map
occurrences, the panel and panel field occurrences are also
deleted from the data dictionary.

DELETE MFLD Deletes a map field occurrence from the owner map occurrence in
the data dictionary.

Batch Compiler Statements
This section discusses the batch compiler statements. The batch compiler provides two sets of compiler statements for
creating maps and panels:

• Statements that automatically define panels 
These statements are used to create, modify, and delete map and map field occurrences in the data dictionary. Panel
and panel field occurrences are created and updated automatically when map and map field occurrences are created
and updated. The following statements are used for automatic panel definition:
– The MAP AUTOPANEL statement defines panel and map occurrences.
– The MFLD statement for MAP AUTOPANEL defines panel field and map field occurrences.

• Statements that manually define panels 
These statements are used to create, modify, and delete map, map field, panel, and panel field occurrences. The
following statements are used for manual panel definition:
– The PANEL statement defines and generates a panel occurrence.
– The PFLD statement defines and generates a panel field occurrence.
– The MAP statement defines and generates a map occurrence.
– The MFLD statement defines and generates a map field occurrence.
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Batch Compiler Overview
The statements used to define panels and statements automatically and manually are presented separately below,
following a discussion of the attributes list which can be used when defining a panel either automatically or manually.

Automatic panel definition is contrasted with manual panel definition in the following figures:
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Attributes List
Attributes that can be assigned to any given field are defined in the attributes-list parameter. This parameter appears in
the following clauses:

• ON EDIT ERROR INCORRECT FIELDS ATTRIBUTES clause of the MAP statement
• ON EDIT ERROR CORRECT FIELDS ATTRIBUTES clause of the MAP statement ON EDIT ERROR specification
• ATTRIBUTES clause of the PFLD statement
• ATTRIBUTES clause of the MFLD (for MAP AUTOPANEL) statement

How to use the Attributes List

The same list of attributes is available for use in each mapping language clause that allows a map developer to specify
attributes for a field. For clarity and convenience, the complete syntax for attributes-list is presented only once in this
section.
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WARNING
The default values apply only to the ATTRIBUTES clauses of the PFLD statement and the MFLD (for MAP
AUTOPANEL) statement. No default values apply to the INCORRECT FIELDS ATTRIBUTES and CORRECT
FIELDS ATTRIBUTES clauses.

Syntax

 

►►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─┬─ ALPHAnumeric ──┬─┤

   │ └─ NUMeric ───────┘ │

   ├─┬─ PROTected ─────┬─┤

   │ └─ UNPROTected ───┘ │

   ├─── SKIP ────────────┤

   ├─┬─ DETECTable ────┬─┤

   │ └─ NONDETECTable ─┘ │

   ├─┬─ DISPlay ───────┬─┤

   │ ├─ DARK ──────────┤ │

   │ └─ BRIGHT ────────┘ │

   ├─┬─ MDT ───────────┬─┤

   │ └─ NOMDT ─────────┘ │

   ├─┬─ BLINK ─────────┬─┤

   │ └─ NOBLINK ───────┘ │

   ├─┬─ REVerse-video ─┬─┤

   │ └─ NORMal-video ──┘ │

   ├─┬─ UNDERscore ────┬─┤

   │ └─ NOUNDERscore ──┘ │

   ├─┬─ ALLLine ───────┬─┤

   │ └─ NOLIne ────────┘ │

   ├─┬─ LEFTLine ──────┬─┤

   │ └─ NOLEFTLine ────┘ │

   ├─┬─ RIGHTLine ─────┬─┤

   │ └─ NORIGHTLine ───┘ │

   ├─┬─ BOTTOMLine ────┬─┤

   │ └─ NOBOTTOMLine ──┘ │

   ├─┬─ TOPLine ───────┬─┤

   │ └─ NOTOPLine ─────┘ │

   └─┬─ BLue ──────────┬─┘

     ├─ RED ───────────┤

     ├─ PINk ──────────┤

     ├─ GREen ─────────┤

     ├─ TURquoise ─────┤

     ├─ YELlow ────────┤

     ├─ WHIte ─────────┤

     └─ NOColor ───────┘

 

Parameters

• ALPHAnumeric/NUMeric
Specifies the characters that can be entered in the field:
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– ALPHANUMERIC (default for variable fields) specifies that the operator can enter any character.
– NUMERIC specifies that the operator can enter characters as follows:

• If the terminal is not equipped with the NUMERIC hardware feature, the operator can enter any character in
the field. To restrict input to numeric characters in this case, a numeric external picture must be assigned to the
field and automatic editing must be enabled for the field and map, as specified in "Automatic Editing and Error
Handling”.

• If the terminal is equipped with the NUMERIC feature, the field accepts only numeric input.
Numeric input can include the following characters:
• Numeric digits in the range 0 through 9
• The decimal point (.)
• The minus sign (-)

• PROTected/UNPROTected
Indicates whether the field can accept operator input:
– PROTECTED (default for literal fields) specifies that the field is input protected. Any attempt to enter, modify,

or delete data in the field is physically restricted by a 3270-type terminal. Data in a PROTECTED field on some
glass TTY terminals can be overwritten by the operator; however, operator modifications are ignored on mapin.
If PROTECTED is specified with either the ADD MFLD (for MAP AUTOPANEL) or the ADD PFLD statement, the
DELIMIT/NODELIMIT clause of either statement defaults to NODELIMIT.

– UNPROTECTED (default for variable fields) specifies that the field is open to data entry or modification. Data in an
unprotected data field is transmitted to program variable storage on mapin if all of the following conditions are true:
• Modifications have been made to the field (the MDT is set on).
• Automatic editing does not detect an input error in the data.
• DATA is set to Y (YES) for input in the MFLD statement for the field.
If UNPROTECTED is specified with an ADD operation, the DELIMIT/NODELIMIT clause defaults to DELIMIT.

• SKIP
Specifies that the operator cannot use the TAB key to position the cursor on the field; the cursor is advanced to the
next UNPROTECTED field. Indicating SKIP for a field specifies NUMERIC and PROTECTED for the field.

• DETECTable/NONDETECTable
Specifies whether the field is detectable by the selector light pen:
– DETECTABLE specifies that the field is detectable by light pens.
– NONDETECTABLE (default) specifies that the field is not detectable by selector light pens. NONDETECTABLE

does not apply to the INCORRECT FIELDS ATTRIBUTES or CORRECT FIELDS ATTRIBUTES clause.
• DISPlay/DARK/BRIGHT

Indicates whether the field is displayed and, if displayed, whether it appears at normal or bright intensity:
– DISPLAY (default) specifies that the field is displayed at normal intensity.
– DARK specifies that the field is not displayed. Data written to the field from program variable storage or entered by

the operator is not visible on the screen.
– BRIGHT specifies that the field is displayed at high intensity; the field appears highlighted at runtime.
BRIGHT fields are always DETECTABLE; DARK fields can never be DETECTABLE.

• MDT/NOMDT
Data fields only; indicates whether the modified data tag (MDT) is set on automatically for the field on a mapout
operation:
– MDT specifies that the modified data tag is set on automatically on mapout.
– NOMDT (default) specifies that on mapout the MDT is not automatically set on; the MDT is set on only when the

contents of the field are altered by a terminal operator.
• BLINK/NOBLINK

Specifies whether the field is to blink at runtime:
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– BLINK specifies that the field blinks. The BLINK attribute takes effect only when the map is displayed at a 3279-type
terminal.

– NOBLINK (default) specifies that the field does not blink.
• REVerse-video/NORMal-video

Indicates whether the field is displayed in reverse or normal video:
– REVERSE-VIDEO specifies that the color of the characters in the field and of the background are reversed. The

REVERSE-VIDEO attribute takes effect only when the map is displayed at a 3279-type terminal.
– NORMAL-VIDEO (default) specifies that the color of the characters in the field and of the background are not

reversed.
• UNDERscore/NOUNDERscore

Indicates whether the field is underscored:
– UNDERSCORE specifies that the field is underscored. The UNDERSCORE attribute takes effect only when the

map is displayed at a 3279-type terminal.
– NOUNDERSCORE (default) specifies that the field is not underscored.

• ALLLine/NOLIne
Enables or disables field outlining for the entire field.
– ALLLine draws a line on the top, bottom, left, and right of the field.

This is equivalent to selecting all four outline options on the Device-Dependent Options screen of MAPC Field
Definition. No other outline options should be specified.

– NOLINE indicates no outlining should occur. This is the default.
No other outline options should be specified.

• LEFTLine/NOLEFTLine
Enables or disables field outlining to the left of the field.
– LEFTLINE draws a line to the left of the field.

This is equivalent to selecting the Left option on the MAPC Device-Dependent Options screen of Field Definition.
– NOLEFTLINE indicates no line should appear to the left of the field.

• RIGHTLine/NORIGHTLine
Enables or disables field outlining to the right of the field.
– RIGHTLINE draws a line to the right of the field.

This is equivalent to selecting the Right option on the MAPC Device-Dependent Options screen of Field Definition.
– NORIGHTLINE indicates no line should appear to the right of the field.

• BOTTOMLine/NOBOTTOMLine
Enables or disables field outlining below the field.
– BOTTOMLINE draws a line below the field.

This is equivalent to selecting the Bottom option on the MAPC Device-Dependent Options screen of Field Definition.
– NOBOTTOMLINE indicates no line should appear below the field.

• TOPLine/NOTOPLine
Enables or disables field outlining above the field.
– TOPLINE draws a line above the field.

This is equivalent to selecting the Top option on the MAPC Device-Dependent Options screen of Field Definition.
– NOTOPLINE indicates no line should appear above the field.

In order for the above field outlining options to draw lines in selected locations around the field when the MAP is
displayed, the terminal or emulator being used must support field outlining.

• BLue/RED/PINk/GREen/TURquoise/YELlow/WHIte/NOColor
Specifies the runtime color of the field, or of the background if REVERSE-VIDEO is specified for the field. Only one
display color can be specified for a given field. NOCOLOR (default) specifies that the default display color for the
terminal is used. Color attributes other than NOCOLOR take effect only when the map is displayed at a 3279-type
terminal.
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NOTE
BLINK, UNDERSCORE, and REVERSE-VIDEO are mutually exclusive. For example, neither REVERSE VIDEO
nor UNDERSCORE can be assigned to a field for which the BLINK attribute is defined.

More information:

For more information about specifying Outline options with MAPC, see Online Mapping Compiler Reference: Device-
dependent Options.

Statements for Automatic Panel Definition
 

The developer explicitly defines map and map field occurrences when using statements that automatically define panels.
Related panel and panel field occurrences are generated and updated automatically. The compiler action verbs ADD,
MODIFY, and DELETE define the overall purpose of the mapping statements.

For more information about the ADD, MODIFY, and DELETE verbs, see Compiler Action Verbs .

Statements You can use

• The MAP AUTOPANEL statement defines and generates a map occurrence and automatically generates a related
panel occurrence for the map occurrence. The AUTOPANEL clause is always included in a MAP statement that
automatically generates a panel occurrence.

• The MFLD statement defines and generates a map field occurrence and automatically generates a related panel field
occurrence for the map field occurrence.

A MAP AUTOPANEL statement must be followed immediately by the MFLD statements that define its related fields. The
MAP AUTOPANEL and MFLD statements are presented separately as follows.

This article describes the following information:

Map AUTOPANEL Statement Syntax

A MAP AUTOPANEL statement typically is used to perform the following functions:

• Create or maintain a map occurrence and its associated panel occurrence in the data dictionary
• Identify the map occurrence with a unique combination of name and version number
• Identify the associated panel occurrence with a unique name composed of the name of the map and the suffix -

AUTOPANEL
• Specify the particular devices suitable for the map at runtime
• Identify the records and roles referenced by map data fields
• Enable global automatic editing and error-handling, specifying correct-field and incorrect-field attributes
• Specify various terminal hardware control functions (such as alarm or numeric options) to be invoked during mapout

operations

 

►►──┬──────────┬─ MAP map-name ──┬───────────────────────────────┬────────────►

    ├─ ADD ────┤                 └─ VERsion ─┬──────┬─ version ──┘

    ├─ MODIFY ─┤                             ├─ IS ─┤

    └─ DELETE ─┘                             └─ =  ─┘

 ►──┬────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

    └─ DATETIME ─┬──────┬─ date-time-stamp ──┘

                 ├─ IS ─┤
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                 └─ =  ─┘

 

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

    └─ MSG PREFIX ─┬──────┬───┬──── DC ◄ ─────────┤

                   ├─ IS ─┤   └─ message-prefix ──┘

                   └─ =  ─┘

 ►── AUTOPANEL DEVices = ─┬─ (device-code) ──────────────────┬────────────────►

                          ├─ (24x80, 32x80, 43x80, 27x132) ◄─┤

                          └─ ALL ────────────────────────────┘

 ►──┬────────────────────────────────┬─────┬─ RESident ──────┬────────────────►

    └─ SYStem ─┬──────┬─ dc-version ─┘     └─ NONRESident ◄ ─┘

               ├─ IS ─┤

               └─ =  ─┘

 

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ USING ─┬──────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────

              └┬─ RECORDS ─┬─┘

               └─ REC ─────┘

 ►─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──►

            ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐       │

  ────── ( ─▼─ record-name ─┬───────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬─┴── ) ──┘

                            └─ version ─┘ └─ ROLEname role-name ─┘

 

 ►──┬──EDIT ◄ ─┬──┬──────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

    └─ NOEDIT ─┘  └─ CURSOR at panel-field-name ─┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────┬───┬───────────────────────────────┬───────►

    ├─ RESET ◄ ─┬─┬──────────────┬┘   ├─ LOCK ────┬─┬───────────────┬─┘

    └─ NORESET ─┘ └┬─ MODIFIED ─┬┘    └─ UNLOCK ◄─┘ └┬─ KEYBOARD ─┬─┘

                   └─ MOD ──────┘                    └─ KEY ──────┘

 ►──┬─ ALARM ────┬──┬─ STARTPRT ─┬──┬─ NLCR ◄ ┬──┬─ PAGeable ─────┬───────────►

    └─ NOALARM ◄ ┘  └─ NOPRT ◄ ──┘  ├─ 40CR   │  └─ NONPAGeable ◄ ┘

                                    ├─ 64CR   │

                                    └─ 80CR ──┘

 

 ►──┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

    └─ DECimal point ─┬──────┬───┬─ Comma ───┬─┘

                      ├─ IS ─┤   └─ Period ◄ ┘

                      └─ =  ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ HELP ─┬─ NO ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

            └─ LOAD MODule ─┬──────┬─ module-name ────────────────────────────

                            ├─ IS ─┤

                            └─ =  ─┘

 

─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

 .────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

  ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────
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   └─ SOUrce ─┬─ NONE ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

              └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────┬────────

                                     └─  version ─┬──────┬─ version ─┘

                                                  ├─ IS ─┤

                                                  └─ =  ─┘

 

─►──────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ────────────────────────┬─┘

  ──────────────────────┬─┘

  ────────────────────┬─┘

  ─┬─ HALF screen ◄ ┬─┘

   └─ FULL screen ──┘

 ►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

  ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

  ─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────

   └─ HELPKEY ─┬──────┬── PFnn ──┘

               ├─ IS ─┤

               └─ =  ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ON edit ERROR ──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─

                      └─ INCORRECT fields ATTRibutes = ( attributes-list ) ─┘

 ►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────

   └─ CORRECT fields ATTRibutes = ( attributes-list ) ─┘

 

 ►────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ SOUND ─┬─ ALARM ────┬─┘

             └─ NOALARM ◄ ┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬ . ─►◄

   └─ ORIGIN for ─┬─ ALL ─────────────────────┬─┬──────┬─( row  column )─┘

                  │     ┌───────────────┐     │ ├─ IS ─┤

                  └─ ( ─▼─ device-code ─┴─ ) ─┘ └─ = ──┘

 

Map AUTOPANEL Statement Parameters

• ADD/MODIFY/DELETE
Specifies the action taken with regard to the MAP statement. ADD, MODIFY, and DELETE access for a map is subject
to security restrictions specified for the batch compiler and individual maps, as outlined in "Compiler Security".

• MAP map-name
Specifies the unique 1- through 8-character name for the map being defined, modified, or deleted. The following
considerations apply to the composition of map-name:
– Map-name can consist of any alphanumeric or special characters.
– Map-name must begin with an alphanumeric or national character; for example, pound sign (#), at sign (@), or

dollar sign ($).
– Map-name must not contain embedded period or blank characters.

• VERSION IS version-n
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Optionally specifies a version number to further identify the map. Version-n must be in the range 1 through 9999. If
omitted, version-n defaults to the data dictionary version default, as defined by the Data Dictionary Definition Language
(DDDL) SET OPTIONS statement.

• DATETIME IS date-time-stamp
The map compiler DATETIME clause is returned in map source statements when you use the map utility to decompile
a map.
If you use the DATETIME option to decompile a map from one DC system and add it to another system:
– Do not change decompiled map source statements. If you change statements, unpredictable errors will occur at

runtime when you access the map.
– Define identical record element descriptions on each system. You can accomplish this by using IDD.

• MSG PREFIX IS message-prefix
Defines the two-character prefix to be used as the default prefix for any MFLD in the map that is defined using the
ERROR MESSAGE clause.

• AUTOPANEL
Specifies that panel and panel field occurrences are generated automatically when MAP and associated MFLD
statements generate map and map field occurrences.

• DEVICES=
(device-code-a) /(24X80,32X80,43X80,27X132)/ALL specifies the devices with which the map can be used:
– ( Device-code-a ) specifies devices (screen size) with which the map can be used. Valid screen sizes are 12X40,

12X80, 24X80, 32X80, 43X80, and 27X132.
Commas must be used to separate device-code-a specifications when more than one device is
chosen. Device specifications in the DEVICES clause must be enclosed in parentheses; for example,
DEVICES=(12X40,24X80,43X80).

– (24X80,32X80,43X80,27X132) is the default specification given to the map.
– ALL specifies that the map can be used with all valid screen sizes.
To reserve a map field for use on only a subset of the devices specified in the DEVICES clause, FOR clauses can be
included in an MFLD statement for MAP AUTOPANEL. FOR clauses can also be used to specify values or attributes
for a field displayed on specific devices.
The MODIFY verb does not update the DEVICES specification.

• SYSTEM IS dc-version-n
Specifies the version number of an IDMS system with which the map is associated. Dc-version-n is the 1- through 4-
character identifier assigned to the system at system generation.

• RESIDENT/NONRESIDENT
Indicates whether the map load module is resident in storage at system runtime:
– RESIDENT specifies that the map load module is resident. This is useful for frequently used maps.
– NONRESIDENT (default) specifies that the map load module is not resident; the load module is loaded dynamically

when required for a program mapping request.
• USING RECORDS

(record-name /(record-name version-n) ROLENAME role-name
Specifies the list of predefined schema and/or work records used by the map and optionally specifies role names for
records:
– Record-name identifies the name of a record that contains elements referenced by the map. If record-name is not

unique in the data dictionary, the version number of the necessary schema or work record must be supplied; the
default value for version-n is specified at system generation.
If a logical record is being used, the developer names the records containing elements that are part of the logical
record and that are used in the map definition. The logical record name is later specified by the dialog or program
using the map.

– ROLENAME  role-name specifies the role name used for the record at runtime. Role names are needed when
a given record type is referenced in more than one context. For example, the developer might specify the
EMPLOYEE record layout twice for a map that uses the EMPLOYEE record for both employee-related and
manager-related fields on a single map:
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• One specification of the EMPLOYEE record would not include a role name for the record.
• The second specification of the EMPLOYEE record would include a valid role name for the record (for example,

MANAGER). The role name must be used in subsequent references to the record in the map-definition.
The specified role name can be established in two ways:
• The role name can be previously defined for the record by a logical record definition in the subschema used by

the program or dialog.
• The role name can be unique to the map, defined at map definition time on the Associated Records screen or via

the batch compiler.
• EDIT/NOEDIT

Indicates whether automatic editing and error-handling are enabled for the map, as follows:
– EDIT (default) globally enables automatic editing and error-handling for the map.
– NOEDIT globally disables automatic editing and error-handling for the map; editing and error-handling criteria (if

any) defined for map fields are ignored.
For more information, see Enabling Automatic Editing and Error Handling .

• RESET/NORESET MODIFIED
Indicates whether the modified data tags (MDTs) for data fields are reset automatically on a mapout operation:
– RESET (default) specifies that all MDTs are reset (turned off) when the map is mapped out.
– NORESET specifies that MDTs are left unchanged when the map is mapped out.
The MDT/NOMDT specification in the MFLD ATTRIBUTES clause for a field overrides the RESET/NORESET
specification for that field if the map-level and field-level specifications differ. If MDT is chosen for a field, the MDT is
set on regardless of the RESET MDT specification.

• LOCK/UNLOCK KEYBOARD
Specifies whether the keyboard unlocks automatically after a mapout operation:
– LOCK specifies that the keyboard remains locked until the operator presses the RESET key.
– UNLOCK (default) specifies that the keyboard is unlocked after a mapout.

• ALARM/NOALARM
Indicates whether a terminal alarm sounds automatically on a mapout operation:
– ALARM specifies that the terminal alarm sounds on a mapout operation. This specification is meaningful only if the

terminal is equipped with a hardware alarm.
– NOALARM (default) specifies that the terminal alarm does not sound on mapout.

• STARTPRT/NOPRT
Specifies whether the contents of the printer terminal buffer should be printed automatically upon completion of data
transmission on a mapout operation:
– STARTPRT specifies that the contents of the printer terminal buffer are printed. This specification is meaningful only

for mapping operations associated with 3280-type printers.
– NOPRT (default) specifies that the contents of the printer terminal buffer are not printed.

• NLCR/40CR/64CR/80CR
Specifies character-per-line formatting for printer output:
– NLCR (default) specifies that no line formatting is performed on the printed output. Printing skips to a new line only

when new line (NL) and carriage return (CR) characters are encountered.
– 40CR specifies that the buffer contents are printed at 40 characters per line.
– 64CR specifies that the buffer contents are printed at 64 characters per line.
– 80CR specifies that the buffer contents are printed at 80 characters per line.
These specifications are applicable only if the STARTPRT clause is specified for the map.

• PAGEABLE/NONPAGEABLE
Specifies whether the map is pageable:
– PAGEABLE specifies that the map is pageable. A pageable map is a map that can display more than one page of

information at runtime.
– NONPAGEABLE (default) specifies that the map is not a pageable map.
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For more information, see Pageable Maps .
• DECIMAL POINT IS COMMA/PERIOD

Specifies the decimal point character for numeric fields on the map:
– COMMA specifies that the comma (,) is used as the decimal point, in accordance with international format. An

external picture for the field also must be specified in international format, with the comma as the decimal point.
– PERIOD (default) specifies that the period (.) is used as the decimal point.

• HELP
Specifies whether help will be implemented for the map.

• NO/LOAD MODule module name
If there is Help for the map, the name of the load module that contains all the help source for the map.

• HELPKEY IS PFnn
The PFKey designated as the Help key for the map.

• SOUrce NONE/MODule module-name
The name of the IDD module that contains the help text for the map.
If module name is specified, you can optionally specify:
– The version number
– Whether the help is displayed on a full or half screen

• ON EDIT ERROR
Defines incorrect-field attributes, correct-field attributes, and alarm status for use when a dialog or map redisplays a
map that contains input errors. The following clauses assign error-handling criteria:
– INCORRECT FIELDS ATTRIBUTES=(attributes-list) specifies attributes that are assigned to incorrect fields

when an edit error occurs. Typically, incorrect fields are given an attribute such as BRIGHT or BLINK to draw the
operator's attention to the erroneous data. No default attributes are defined.
For more information on syntax for attributes-list, see Attributes List.

– CORRECT FIELDS ATTRIBUTES=(attributes-list) specifies attributes that are assigned to correct and unedited
fields when an edit error occurs. No default attributes are defined.

– SOUND ALARM/NOALARM specifies whether a terminal alarm sounds on input error:
• ALARM indicates that the alarm is sounded. This option is meaningful only when a terminal is equipped with a

hardware alarm.
• NOALARM (default) indicates that the alarm is not sounded.

For example, a dialog or program can include code to redisplay a map when an error is detected in a field on mapin.
When the display is mapped back out, incorrect-field attributes take effect for fields that are in error, and correct-field
attributes take effect for fields that are not in error. The terminal operator can correct the errors and resubmit the map.
– For information about the use of error-handling specifications, see Error-handling Criteria.
– For information about how dialogs and programs override specifications made in the ON EDIT ERROR clause, see

Map Inquiry and Modification.
• ORIGIN FOR (device-code)/ALL IS (row column)

Positions the origin of the runtime map at a row/column location on specified devices:
– Device-code names one device. Available device-code specifications are 12X40, 12X80, 24X80, 32X80, 43X80,

and 27X132. The specified device must be defined in the DEVICES clause of the MAP statement. More than one
ORIGIN FOR device-code clause can be included in a single MAP statement.
Parentheses are required when a device code(s) is specified.

– ALL names all devices defined in the DEVICES clause of the MAP statement.
– Row column specifies the coordinates at which the upper left-hand corner of the runtime map is plotted for all

devices specified in the ORIGIN FOR specification. Only one row column specification can be made for a given
ORIGIN FOR clause; if specified, it must be enclosed in parentheses. If not specified, column defaults to 1.
Parentheses are required around the row column coordinates.
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Map AUTOPANEL Statement Examples

The following are the examples of the MAP AUTOPANEL statement:

Example 1

Adding a Map Occurrence

The following sample MAP AUTOPANEL statement adds a map occurrence named MEALS:

       ADD MAP MEALS VERSION IS 2

           AUTOPANEL DEVICES=(24X80)

           USING RECORDS MEALS-REC VERSION 1

           NOEDIT.

The MEALS-REC schema record is used by the sample map occurrence. Automatic editing is disabled by the NOEDIT
specification. A panel occurrence is generated automatically for the MEALS map occurrence and given the name MEALS-
AUTOPANEL.

Example 2

Modifying a Map Occurrence

The following sample MAP AUTOPANEL statement modifies the map occurrence established in the previous example:

       MOD MAP MEALS VERSION IS 2

           AUTOPANEL DEVICES=(24X80)

           USING RECORDS MEALS-REC VERSION 1

           EDIT

           ON ERROR

              INCORRECT ATTRIBUTES (BRIGHT)

              CORRECT ATTRIBUTES (DISPLAY).

Automatic editing is enabled by the EDIT clause. Attributes for the redisplay of incorrect and correct fields are added to
the map. The related MEALS-AUTOPANEL panel is also modified by this sample statement unless the panel has been
used as the basis for other map occurrences.

Example 3

Positioning a Map on a Device

The following sample MAP AUTOPANEL statement defines a map occurrence that can be displayed on two different
devices at runtime:

       ADD MAP SEATS

           AUTOPANEL DEVICES=(12X40,24X80)

           USING RECORDS PASS-REC VERSION 1

           ORIGIN FOR 12X40 IS 5,5

           ORIGIN FOR 24X80 IS 10,20.

The upper left-hand corner of the runtime SEATS map is positioned at row 5, column 5 on 12X40 devices. The upper left-
hand corner of the runtime map is at row 10, column 20 on 24X80 devices. For more information about the placement of
maps on different devices, see "Positioning Maps on Different Devices”.

Example 4

Deleting a Map Occurrence
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The following sample MAP AUTOPANEL statement deletes the MEALS map occurrence version 2 and simultaneously
deletes any map field occurrences that belong to the map:

       DEL MAP MEALS VERSION IS 2.

The related MEALS-AUTOPANEL panel occurrence and its panel field occurrences are deleted from the data dictionary
by this sample statement unless the panel has been used as the basis for other map occurrences.

MFLD Statement Syntax

An MFLD statement for MAP AUTOPANEL is used to add a map field to a map by performing the following functions:

• Creating and maintaining a single map field occurrence and associated panel field occurrence for the specified map
and panel occurrences in the most recent MAP AUTOPANEL statement.

• Identifying the map field occurrence in the data dictionary with a name that is unique within the owner map occurrence.
• Identifying the panel field occurrence with a name composed of a 5-digit identifier with the prefix AUTOPF. The name

AUTOPF00001 is assigned to the first panel field occurrence generated for the map, AUTOPF00002 is assigned to the
second panel field occurrence generated for the map, and so forth.

• Specifying characteristics for the field, such as the following:
– Field occurrences for multiply-occurring fields
– Screen locations of the field by row and column
– Physical attributes of the field, such as display color
– Field values for literal fields
– Delimit characteristics
– Variable field type, as follows:

• The DFLD specification establishes the field as a data field and relates it to a single existing record element in
the data dictionary. Additional specifications, such as automatic editing criteria, can be made for data fields.

• The MESSAGE LENGTH specification establishes the field as a message field and defines the length of the
field. establishes the field as a page field and defines the length of the field.

• The RESPONSE LENGTH specification establishes the field as a response field and defines the length of the
field. A response field is meaningful only when the map is used by an ADS dialog.

 

►►──┬──────────┬─ MFld ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

    ├─ ADD ────┤

    └─ MODify ─┘

 ►──┬───────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

    └─ OCCURS ─┬─ 1 ◄ ────────────────────┬─┘

               └─ occurrence-count times ─┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

    ├─ FOR ALL ◄ ────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────

    │         ┌────── , ──────┐      │

    └─ FOR ( ─▼─ device-code ─┴─ ) ──┘

 ►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────

   └─ AT ─┬─ ANYwhere ───────────────────┬─┘

          │ ┌──────────────────────────┐ │

          └─▼─ ( row ─┬─ 1 ◄ ────┬─ ) ─┴─┘
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                      └─ column ─┘

 

 ►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────

   └─ ATTRibutes = ─┬─ NONE ────────────────┬─┘

                    └─ ( attributes-list ) ─┘

 ►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────

   ├─ DELIMit ─┬──────┬──┬─ SKIP ◄ ─┬──┤

   │           ├─ IS ─┤  └─ NOSKIP ─┘  │

   │           └─ = ──┘                │

   └─ NODELIMit ───────────────────────┘

 ►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────

   └─ PAGing type ─┬──────┬─┬─ DETail STart ─┬─┘

                   ├─ IS ─┤ ├─ DETail ONLY ──┤

                   └─ = ──┘ ├─ DETail ENd ───┤

                            ├─ FOOTer STart ─┤

                            └─ NULl ◄────────┘

 

 ►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ VALue ─┬────┬─┬─ 'data-value' ────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

             ├ IS ┤ │    ┌─────────────────────────────────────────┐    │

             └ = ─┘ └─( ─▼─┬──────────────────────┬─ 'data-value' ─┴─ )─┘

                           └─ (occurrence count) ─┘

 ►─┬─ CURSOR ─────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ NOCURSOR ◄ ─┘

 ►─┬─ LITeral ◄ ─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ MESSage LENgth ─┬─ length ─┬───┤

   │                  └─ 80 ◄ ───┘   │

   ├─ PAGE LENgth 4 ─────────────────┤

   ├─ RESPonse LENgth ─┬─ length ─┬──┤

   │                   └─ 80 ◄ ───┘  │

   └─ DFld dfld-specifications ──────┘

 

Expansion of dfld-specifications

►►─── data-field-name ─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

                       └─ ( subscript-number ) ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ OF ─┬─ record-name ─┬──────────────────────────┬──┬─┘

          │               └─ VERsion version-number ─┘  │

          └─ role-name ─────────────────────────────────┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ HELP ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────
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 ►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ──── SOUrce ─┬─ NONE ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────

               └─ MODule module-name ─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬─

                                      └─ VERsion ─┬──────┬─ version-number ─┘

                                                  ├─ IS ─┤

                                                  └─ =  ─┘

 ►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────┘

  ──┬────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

    ├─ HALF screen ◄─┤

    └─ FULL screen ──┘

 

 ►─┬─ REQuired ───┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ OPTional ◄ ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ REVerse NUMeric ─┬──────┬──┬─ Yes ─┬─┘

                       ├─ IS ─┤  └─ No ──┘

                       └─ = ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────►

   └─ UNDERSCORE when blank ──┬─ No ◄─┬───────────────────────┘

                              └─ Yes ─┘

 ►─┬─ NOEDIT ◄ ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ EXTernal PICture ─┬───────┬─┬─ 'picture'──┬─────────────────────────────

                        ├─ IS ──┤ └─ INTernal ──┘

                        └─ = ───┘

 

 ►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────►

  ─┬──────────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────────┬─┘

   ├─ ZEROed ◄ ─┬─ when null ─┘ ├─ DISPlay ◄ ─┬─ when zero ─┘

   └─ RETAINed ─┘               └─ BLANK ─────┘

 ►─── EDIT TABle ─┬──────┬─┬─ NULL ◄ ─────────────────────────────────────────►

                  ├─ IS ─┤ └─ table-name ─┬──────────────────────────┬────────

                  └─ = ──┘                └─ VERsion version-number ─┘

 ►──────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

  ─┬─ LINK ◄ ─┬─┬─────────────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ NOLINK ─┘ └─ USAGE is ─┬─ VALIDate ───┬─┘

                             ├─ INVALIDate ─┤

                             └─ DEFault ◄ ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

   └ CODE TABle ─┬────┬─┬ NULL ◄ ──────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

                 ├ IS ┤ └ table-name ─┬────────────────────────┬─┬ LINK ◄ ┬┘

                 └ = ─┘               └ VERSION version-number ┘ └ NOLINK ┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ERROR MESSage ──┬─ 'message'───┬─┘
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                      ├─ message-id ─┤

                      └─ NULL ◄ ─────┘

 

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

    └─ MSG PREFIX ─┬──────┬───┬──── DC ◄ ─────────┤

                   ├─ IS ─┤   └─ message-prefix ──┘

                   └─ =  ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ FOR INput ─┬───────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────┬───────

                 └─ JUSTify ─┬─ Left ──┬─┘ └─ PAD ─┬─ No ◄ ─────────┬─┘

                             └─ Right ─┘           └─ with literal ─┘

 

 ►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────

   └─ DATA ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘

            └─ NO ────┘

 

 ►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────

   └─ UPPERCASE ──┬─ NO ◄─┬────────────────────────────────────┘

                  └─ YES ─┘

 ►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───►

   ─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬── WITH AUTOedit ─┬─ NO ◄ ───┬─┘

    └─ EDIT ─┬───────┬─ edit-module-name ─┘                  ├─ BEFore ─┤

             ├─ IS ──┤                                       └─ AFTer ──┘

             └─ = ───┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ FOR OUTPUT ─┬───────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬────────

                  └─ BACKscan ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘ └─ DATA ─┬─ YES ◄ ─────┬─┘

                               └─ NO ◄ ─┘            ├─ NO ────────┤

                                                     ├─ ERASE ─────┤

                                                     └─ ATTRibute ─┘

 ►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ───►◄

  ─┬──────────────────────────────────┬── WITH AUTOedit ─┬─ NO ◄ ───┬─┘

   └─ EDIT ─┬────┬─ edit-module-name ─┘                  ├─ BEFore──┤

            ├ IS ┤                                       └─ AFTer ──┘

            └ = ─┘

 

MFLD Statement Parameters

• ADD/MODIFY
Specifies the action taken with regard to the MFLD statement. The DELETE verb cannot be specified for MFLD
statements for MAP AUTOPANEL.
For information about how to remove a field occurrence from a map occurrence that was defined by a MAP
AUTOPANEL statement, see Compiler Action Verbs.

• MFLD
Introduces the clauses that define a map field and associated panel field occurrence.

• OCCURS 1/occurrence-count TIMES
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Specifies the number of times the field is to appear on the map; the default is 1.
• FOR ALL /(device-code-a)

Associates the specified screen sizes with field specifications established by subsequent AT, ATTRIBUTES, DELIMIT,
and VALUE clauses. If the map is used with more than one screen size, multiple FOR specifications can be included in
the MFLD statement to establish different information for each screen size.
For a more detailed description of this latter use of the FOR specification, see Defining Versions of Maps for Different
Devices.
A field is associated with specific devices as follows:
– ALL

Specifies that subsequent clauses of the MFLD statement apply to all screen sizes specified in the related
DEVICES clause.

– (Device-code-a)
Specifies one or more devices. Subsequent clauses of the MFLD statement apply only to the designated screen
sizes. More than one device-code-a specification can be included in a FOR clause. The number of valid device-
code-a specifications depends on the number of screen types declared in the related DEVICES specification.
Valid screen sizes are 12X40, 12X80, 24X80, 32X80, 43X80, and 27X132. Device specifications must be enclosed
in parentheses and separated by commas; for example, FOR (12X40,12X80).

• AT ANYWHERE/ (row,1/column)
Specifies the screen coordinate of the attribute byte for a field by row and column. The coordinate establishes the
location of a runtime field on a given screen. An attribute byte is a nondisplayable character that precedes the
displayed field and defines the field's attributes.
The field itself is displayed starting at the coordinate that immediately follows the nondisplayable attribute byte. For
example, a field displays starting in coordinate (5,11) for an AT (5,10) specification.
The following considerations apply to the placement of attribute bytes and fields:
– Specifying the coordinates for the final column of a row places the first displayable character for a field in the first

column of the next row.
– Specifying the coordinates for the final column of the final row on a screen places the first displayable character for

a field in the first column of the first row (1,1).
– Specifying coordinates that cause a field to exceed the remaining length on a given row results in a field that is split

at the end of the screen and wrapped around to either the next row or the top of the screen, depending on the row
in which the coordinates were placed.

Screen coordinates are designated as follows:
– ANYWHERE

Specifies that the field can appear anywhere on the screen. ANYWHERE is meaningful only with mapin operations
for which the requesting program reads extraneous data. Extraneous data is data that is not associated with a field
at a specific row/column location.

– (Row-n,column-n)
Specifies the row and column coordinates for the attribute byte for the field:
• Row-n identifies a horizontal position on the screen.
• Column-n identifies a vertical position on the screen; the default column is 1.

The following considerations apply when positioning multiply-occurring fields:
– Each occurrence of the field requires its own row-n,column-n specification; multiple row-n,column-n specifications

can be made in one AT clause, if necessary.
– If there are more row-n,column-n specifications than multiply-occurring fields specified in the OCCURS clause, the

compiler input statement listing returns an error message.
– AT specifications can occur in any order; they are assigned to corresponding OCCURS values in order of iteration.

• ATTRIBUTES=NONE/(attributes-list)
Specifies the attributes for the field. Only one ATTRIBUTES clause can occur in a given MFLD statement.
ATTRIBUTES specifications apply to all occurrences of the field. Valid specifications are as follows:
– NONE removes all attribute specifications from the map and panel field occurrences being defined by the MFLD

statement. The following runtime considerations apply when NONE is specified for a field:
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• The field is displayed with the attributes defined for the preceding field if the preceding field is not delimited.
• The field is displayed with the default display attributes provided by the device if the preceding field is delimited

or if there is no preceding field.
• The field is displayed beginning in the column position specified in the AT clause, since there is no attribute

character for the field.
– (Attributes-list) specifies a list of attribute that apply to the field.

For more information about available attributes, see Attributes List.
• DELIMIT/NODELIMIT

Specifies whether a delimit character is placed after the final position of a data field:
– DELIMIT IS SKIP/NOSKIP specifies that an internal delimit character is placed after the final position of the field, as

determined by the external picture of the associated record element. The action of the cursor when it reaches the
delimit character and the disposition of excess characters are determined by one of the following specifications:
• SKIP (default) specifies that the cursor is advanced automatically to the start of the next UNPROTECTED field

when operator input reaches the delimit character. If there are no more UNPROTECTED fields on the map, the
cursor is placed at the start of the current field. Characters typed after the internal delimit character is reached
are placed in the field to which the cursor advances. SKIP is the default if DELIMIT is specified.

• NOSKIP specifies that the cursor remains at the delimit character when operator input reaches the end of the
field. Subsequently typed input locks the keyboard until the operator presses the RESET key. The TAB key
advances the cursor to the next UNPROTECTED field.

– NODELIMIT specifies that no internal delimit character is assigned to the field. The operator is not informed when
input reaches the end of the field, and can continue typing until the attribute byte of the next field is reached. On
mapin, the external picture of the record element associated with the field determines the amount of operator input
that is stored. Input that exceeds the length of the external picture is ignored; an ADS dialog or application program
can include commands to inquire whether extraneous data has been input for a NODELIMIT field.

• PAGING TYPE IS DETAIL ONLY/START/DETAIL END/FOOTER START/NULL
(pageable maps only). Specifies whether the field begins and/or ends the detail occurrence or an area on the pageable
map:
– DETAIL ONLY performs the following functions:

• Begins the detail area on the line that contains the attribute byte of the field being defined.
• Begins the detail occurrence on the line that contains the attribute byte of the field being defined.
• Ends the header area (if any) on the line immediately above the line that contains the attribute byte for the field

assigned the DETAIL ONLY specification.
• Ends the detail occurrence for the map at the final character of the field assigned the DETAIL ONLY

specification.
The field assigned the DETAIL ONLY specification must begin on a new line (that is, it cannot begin on a line that
contains characters for a field in the header area).

– DETAIL START performs the following functions:
• Begins the detail area on the line that contains the attribute byte of the field being defined.
• Begins the detail occurrence on the line that contains the attribute byte of the field being defined.
• Ends the header area (if any) on the line immediately above the line that contains the attribute byte for the field

assigned the DETAIL START specification.
The field assigned the DETAIL START specification must begin on a new line (that is, it cannot begin on a line that
contains characters for a field in the header area).

– DETAIL END specifies that the detail occurrence for the map is to end at the final character position of the current
field. The detail area for the map is not terminated by DETAIL END; FOOTER START (below) can be used to
terminate the detail area.

– FOOTER START performs the following functions:
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• Begins the footer area on the line that contains the attribute for the field. The footer area ends at the end of the
screen.

• Ends the detail area on the line immediately above the line that contains the attribute byte of the field assigned
the FOOTER START specification.

The field assigned the FOOTER START specification must begin on a new line (that is, it cannot begin on a line
that contains characters for a field in the DETAIL END field). If assigned, the FOOTER START specification must be
made for a field following the field assigned the DETAIL END specification.

– NULL (default) specifies that the field does not begin or end a detail or an area on the map. The NULL setting can
be used to override a previous DETAIL START, DETAIL END, or FOOTER START specification for a field.

For more information, see Pageable Maps.
• VALUE IS data-value/((occurrence-count) data-value)

Supplies string values to literal fields:
– Data-value assigns a value to a singly-occurring literal field. The specified value must be enclosed in quotation

marks.
– ((Occurrence-count) data-value) assigns a value to a literal field or assigns discrete values to multiple

occurrences of a literal field:
• (Occurrence-count) identifies one or more field occurrences by order of iteration. Values are assigned to the

literal fields specified in the AT clause by order of iteration of the row/column specifications rather than by their
order of display on the mapped screen. For example, with a literal field that occurs four times, the specification
VALUE IS ((2) 'ABC' (1) 'DEF' (1) 'GHI') assigns the value ABC to the first and second field occurrences, DEF to
the third field occurrence, and GHI to the fourth field occurrence.

• Data-value specifies the value assigned to each occurrence or group of literal field occurrences. The supplied
value must be enclosed in quotation marks.

A maximum of 256 characters can be specified for a literal field in data-value
• CURSOR/NOCURSOR

Specifies the mapout location of the cursor at runtime:
– CURSOR specifies that the cursor is located at the start of the indicated field when the map is mapped out.
– NOCURSOR (default) specifies that the cursor is not located at the start of the indicated field when the map is

mapped out.
If CURSOR is specified in more than one MFLD statement for a given map, the runtime cursor is positioned at the
field for which CURSOR was last specified at compile time. If CURSOR is not specified for any field on the map, the
default runtime cursor location is the first UNPROTECTED field on the screen, or at coordinate 1,1 if there are no
UNPROTECTED fields.

• LITERAL
Specifies that the field is a literal field. A literal field is given a string value in the VALUE IS clause. If LITERAL,
MESSAGE LENGTH, PAGE LENGTH, RESPONSE LENGTH, or DFLD is not specified in the MFLD statement,
LITERAL is the default.

• MESSAGE LENGTH length
Specifies that the field is a message field. If included, length must be an integer greater than or equal to 1 and less
than or equal to the total number of character positions on the smallest screen for which the map is intended. The
default for length-n is 80.

• PAGE LENGTH 4
Specifies that the field is a page field.

• RESPONSE LENGTH length
ADS only. Specifies that the field is a response field. If included, length must be an integer in the range 1 through 32.
The default is 8.

• DFLD data-field-name (subscript) OF record-name/role-name
Specifies that the field is a data field and associates the field with the record element named by data-field-name:
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– Data-field-name specifies an element that is already defined to the data dictionary by means of the IDMS/DB
schema compiler or the IDD DDDL compiler.

– Subscript-n specifies the subscript of the record element if the element is multiply-occurring.
– OF record-name/role-name names the record or role to which the associated element belongs:

• Record-name VERSION version-n specifies the name of a schema or work record that is already defined in the
data dictionary and is specified in the USING RECORDS clause for the map. A record name for an element must
be specified when the same data-field-name occurs in more than one record used by the map.
VERSION version-n must be used to specify the version number of the record if record-name is not unique in the
map.

• Role-name specifies the role name of a record. The role name can be previously defined for a record in the
subschema used in the program or dialog, or the role name can be a unique name that is established at map
definition in the ROLENAME clause of the MAP statement.

The length of a data field is not specified in the DFLD clause; the length is determined in one of the following ways:
– The EXTERNAL PICTURE clause of the MFLD statement (described as follows) can determine the length of a data

field, as follows:
• If EXTERNAL PICTURE explicitly specifies an external picture for the field, that external picture determines the

length of the field.
• If EXTERNAL PICTURE specifies INTERNAL, an external picture is constructed from the internal picture

specified for the element named by data-field-name, and that external picture determines the length of the field.
– The external picture associated with the record element (if any) determines the length of the field if the MFLD

statement does not specify an external picture.
– The external picture derived from the internal picture specified for the field (if automatic editing is enabled for the

map and field) determines the length of the field if the record element definition does not specify an external picture.
A data field can contain as many character positions as are available on the smallest screen for which the map is
intended, minus one character position for the attribute byte for the field.

Remaining MFLD clauses supply automatic editing and error-handling information for the field being defined. For more
information about the features enabled by the clauses listed, see the section "Automatic Editing and Error Handling."
The following MFLD clauses apply only when DFLD is specified for the field:
Note: For more information about the features enabled by the clauses listed, see the section "Automatic Editing and
Error Handling."

• HELP
Specifies whether help will be implemented for the field.

• SOUrce NONE/MODule module-name
The name of the IDD module that contains the help text for the field.
If module name is specified, you can optionally specify:
– The version number
– Whether the help is displayed on a full or half screen

• REQUIRED/OPTIONAL
Indicates whether operator input is required in the field:
– REQUIRED specifies that input is required. An input error occurs if the terminal operator does not enter data for the

field.
– OPTIONAL (default) specifies that input is optional.

• REVERSE NUMERIC IS YES/NO
Specifies whether the contents of a numeric field are reversed on mapin and again on mapout:
– YES specifies that data for the field is reversed on mapin, and again on mapout. REVERSE NUMERIC is used for

numeric fields when hardware modifications cause input to be entered from right to left. YES is the default for new
fields when REVERSE NUMERIC is specified in the SIGNON statement for the batch run.

– NO specifies that data for the field is not reversed on mapin or on mapout. The NO specification is overridden when
the developer specifies REVERSE NUMERIC in the SIGNON statement for the batch run.

• UNDERSCORE when blank NO/YES
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Indicates if the field should be underscored if it is blank. On mapin, trailing underscores are removed.
• EXTERNAL PICTURE IS/NOEDIT

Indicates whether the field is processed by automatic editing and error-handling, and establishes an external picture for
use in editing. The following options are available:
– NOEDIT (default) disables automatic editing and error-handling for the field.
– EXTERNAL PICTURE IS enables automatic editing for the field and specifies the external picture for the field during

automatic editing, the action to be taken by automatic editing should the terminal operator erase the field, and/or the
display format for NUMERIC fields that contain only zeros, as follows:
• Picture/INTERNAL specifies the external picture for the field.

For more information, see External Pictures .
• Picture specifies an actual external picture, such as XX/XX/XX or XXX-XX-XXXX.

– INTERNAL (default) requests that the map use the external picture defined for the associated record element (or
the picture constructed for the field).

– ZEROED/RETAINED WHEN NULL specifies the action taken when automatic editing is enabled for a numeric field
and the terminal operator erases the contents of the field (for example, by pressing the ERASE EOF key).
ZEROED (default) requests the field be filled with zeros of the appropriate data type when automatic editing is
enabled for the given map and field and the operator erases the contents of the field.
RETAINED indicates that the data contained in the buffer should be retained when the operator erases the contents
of the field.

– DISPLAY/BLANK WHEN ZERO indicates the action taken when automatic editing is enabled for a numeric field
that contains only zeros.
DISPLAY (default) requests that the zeros be displayed.
BLANK requests that blanks be displayed instead of zeros.

NOTE
For a group data field, the only valid external picture is an alphanumeric one. Note also that edit and code
tables are not supported for group data fields.

• EDIT TABLE IS table-name/NULL
Specifies the edit table used for the field if automatic editing is enabled for the field and map:
– Table-name specifies the name of an existing stand-alone table used as the edit table for the field.

For more information, see Edit and Code Tables .
If editing is enabled elsewhere for the field and no edit table is named by using the EDIT TABLE IS clause, the
default edit table is the built-in table (if any) defined in the associated record element. If no edit table is named by
the EDIT TABLE IS clause or defined in the element definition, no edit table is used. The following clauses can be
included in an EDIT TABLE IS specification when the edit table is named:
• VERSION version-n specifies the version of the edit table used. The default is 1.
• LINK/NOLINK specifies whether the edit table is linked as part of the map load module or is loaded dynamically

at runtime:
LINK (default) indicates that the named edit table is to be linked as part of the map load module. The LINK
specification is particularly useful for tables that contain items that cannot be used readily by another record
element.
NOLINK indicates that the table is loaded dynamically at runtime. NOLINK is useful when the contents of a table
change frequently.

• USAGE IS VALIDATE/INVALIDATE/
DEFAULT indicates whether the edit table is a table of valid values or invalid values:
VALIDATE specifies that the table contains valid values. An error occurs when the terminal operator enters a
value that does not appear in the table.
INVALIDATE specifies that the table contains invalid values. An error occurs when the terminal operator enters a
value that appears in the table.
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DEFAULT (default) specifies that the VALID or INVALID specification given in the table definition should be used
for the table.

– NULL (default) specifies that no stand-alone edit table is used for the field at runtime. NULL does not suppress use
of the built-in edit table for the field.

• CODE TABLE IS table-name/NULL
Specifies the code table used for the field if automatic editing is enabled for the field and map:
– Table-name specifies the name of an existing stand-alone code table used for the field if automatic editing is

enabled for the field.
If editing is enabled elsewhere for the field, and no code table is named by using the CODE TABLE IS clause,
the default code table is the built-in code table (if any) defined in the associated record element. If no code table
is named by the CODE TABLE IS clause or defined in the element definition, no edit table is used. The following
clauses can be included in a CODE TABLE IS specification when a code table is named:
• VERSION version-n specifies the version of the code table used. The default is one.
• LINK/NOLINK specifies whether the code table is linked as part of the map load module or is loaded dynamically

at run time:
LINK (default) indicates that the named code table is to be linked as part of the map load module. LINK is useful
for tables that contain items that cannot be used readily by another record element.
NOLINK indicates that the table is loaded dynamically at runtime. NOLINK is useful when the contents of a table
change frequently.

– NULL (default) specifies that no stand-alone code table is used for the field at runtime. NULL does not suppress
use of the built-in code table for the field.

• ERROR MESSAGE message/message-id/NULL
Defines the error message returned on mapout if the field is in error. The message is displayed in the message field
defined for the map. If the map has no message field, the message is not displayed and processing continues normally
(with ADS, the message is displayed on the ADS default message screen). The developer can specify any one of the
following options:
– Message specifies the text of the message displayed if the field is in error. Message must be enclosed in quotation

marks.
– Message-id specifies the 6-digit message identifier of the data dictionary message displayed if the field is in error.

The map compiler adds the prefix DC to this 6-digit identifier to construct the actual identifier of the data dictionary
message.

– NULL (default) specifies that the default error message is used if the field contains incorrect input. The default
message has the following format:

ERROR AT row,column

• MSG PREFIX IS message-prefix
Defines the two-character prefix to be used to locate the message in the dictionary of the message defined in the
previous ERROR MESSAGE parameter when the field is found to be in error at runtime. The value defaults to the
value specified in the MSG PREFIX parameter in the MAP statement.

• FOR INPUT
Specifies functions performed for data on a mapin operation:

• JUSTIFY LEFT/RIGHT
Specifies how operator input is to be aligned for transmission to program variable storage:
– LEFT (default) specifies that input is left-justified.
– RIGHT specifies that input is right-justified.

• PAD NO/WITH literal
Specifies a pad character for an alphanumeric field in character or hexadecimal format:
– NO (default) specifies that data is not padded.
– WITH literal specifies the pad character for a field in character or hexadecimal format. Character literals are

specified as C'c', where c denotes a character literal. Pad characters in hexadecimal format are specified as X'nn',
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where nn denotes a two-digit hexadecimal value. Hexadecimal format is recommended when specifying the blank
character as the pad character for a field.

Pad characters are used to avoid unwanted data being stored for a field on mapin. For example, a data field containing
the name JOHNSON is mapped out. The operator presses the ERASE EOF key to erase the field, types in SMITH,
and presses Enter. The value mapped to variable storage depends on whether a pad character is defined for the field:
– If no pad character is defined for the field, SMITHON is stored for the field. The operator would have to key

blanks over ON to eliminate these characters from the data.
– If a blank pad character is defined for the field, SMITH is stored for the field.

• DATA YES/NO
Indicates whether the transmitted contents (if any) of the field are to be moved automatically into program variable
storage on a mapin operation:
– YES (default) specifies that the contents of the field are automatically moved into program variable storage if

transmitted from the terminal. Data is transmitted from the terminal when the MDT is set on for the field before a
mapin operation.

– NO specifies that data contained in the field is not moved automatically into program variable storage, even if the
MDT is set on.

• UPPERcase YES/NO
Indicates if field should be displayed in uppercase.

• EDIT IS edit-module-name WITH AUTOEDIT
Optionally specifies the name of an existing user-written edit module to process input after transmission on a mapin
operation. The relationship between the user edit module and automatic editing is determined by the WITH AUTOEDIT
clause as follows:
– NO (default) specifies that automatic editing is not performed for the field; only the user-written edit module is used.
– BEFORE specifies that automatic editing is performed immediately before the user edit module edits the input.
– AFTER specifies that automatic editing is performed immediately after the user edit module edits the input.
User edit modules are discussed in "Automatic Editing and Error Handling".

• FOR OUTPUT
Specifies functions to be performed for data prior to a mapout operation:

• BACKSCAN YES/NO
Indicates whether trailing blanks are to be eliminated from the field prior to display:
– YES specifies that the contents of the field are displayed without trailing blanks (if any). Old data may remain in the

field after operator alterations if NEWPAGE is set to NO in either the ADS sysgen statement or the DML statement
that issues the mapout.

– NO (default) specifies that the contents of the field are displayed with trailing blanks (if any).
• DATA YES/NO/ERASE/ATTRIBUTE

Indicates whether data in program variable storage is to be transmitted to the screen on a mapout operation:
– YES (default) specifies that data is transmitted.
– NO specifies that neither data nor the attribute byte are transmitted. Any data previously in the field continues to

display.
– ERASE specifies that data is not transmitted; the field on the screen is initialized to null or low values, depending on

whether the field is numeric or alphanumeric.
– ATTRIBUTE specifies that only the attribute byte for the field is transmitted; data in the record buffer is not sent to

the terminal.
• EDIT IS edit-module-name WITH AUTOEDIT

Optionally specifies the name of an existing user-written edit module to process data before display on a mapout
operation. The relationship between the user edit module and automatic editing is determined by the WITH AUTOEDIT
clause as described as follows:
– NO (default) specifies that automatic editing is not performed; only the user-written edit module is used.
– BEFORE specifies that automatic editing is performed immediately before the user edit module edits the field.
– AFTER specifies that automatic editing is performed immediately after the user edit module edits the field.
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User-written edit modules are discussed in the section "Automatic Editing and Error Handling."

MFLD Statement Examples

The following examples illustrate use of the MFLD statement.

Example 1

Adding a Map Field Occurrence to a Map Occurrence

The sample MAP AUTOPANEL and MFLD statements add two fields to the MEALS map as shown:

     ADD MAP MEALS VERSION IS 10

         AUTOPANEL DEVICES=(24X80)

           USING RECORDS MEALS-REC VERSION 1

           NOEDIT.

         ADD MFLD

             AT (7,7)

             ATTRIBUTES (PROTECTED BRIGHT)

             VALUE IS 'FIRST CLASS'.

         ADD MFLD

             AT (10,7)

             ATTRIBUTES (PROTECTED BRIGHT)

             VALUE IS 'TOURIST CLASS'.

Example 2

Deleting a Map Field Occurrence from a Map Occurrence

The MAP AUTOPANEL and MFLD statements eliminate the TOURIST CLASS field from the MEALS map as shown:

       MOD MAP MEALS VERSION IS 10

           AUTOPANEL DEVICES=(24X80)

           USING RECORDS MEALS-REC VERSION 1

           EDIT

           ON ERROR

              INCORRECT ATTRIBUTES (BRIGHT)

              CORRECT ATTRIBUTES (DISPLAY).

         ADD MFLD

             AT (7,7)

             ATTRIBUTES (PROTECTED BRIGHT)

             VALUE IS 'FIRST CLASS'.

The FIRST CLASS map and panel fields are retained for the MEALS map.

Statements for Manual Panel Definition
The developer explicitly defines panel, panel field, map, and map field occurrences when using compiler statements that
manually define panels. The compiler action verbs ADD, MODIFY, and DELETE define the overall purpose of the mapping
statements.

For information about the ADD, MODIFY, and DELETE verbs, see Compiler Action Verbs.
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Statements You can use

• The PANEL statement defines and generates a panel occurrence.
• The PFLD statement defines and generates a panel field occurrence.
• The MAP statement defines and generates a map occurrence that is associated with a specific panel occurrence.
• The MFLD statement defines and generates a map field occurrence. The map field occurrence is associated with a

specific panel field occurrence from the panel occurrence named by the owner MAP statement.

Conditions

A PANEL statement must be followed immediately by the PFLD statements that define its related fields. A panel
occurrence defined by PANEL and PFLD statements must exist in the data dictionary before MAP and MFLD statements
can be used to generate a map occurrence based on the panel record. A MAP statement must be followed immediately by
the MFLD statements that define its related fields.

The PANEL, PFLD, MAP, and MFLD statements and their clauses are presented separately as follows:

PANEL Statement Syntax

The PANEL statement typically is used to perform the following functions:

• Create or maintain a panel occurrence in the data dictionary
• Identify the panel occurrence with a unique combination of name and version number
• Specify the particular devices suitable for use with the panel

PFLD statements that immediately follow a PANEL statement establish fields for that panel; a panel generally has several
panel fields.

 

►►──┬───────────┬── PANel panel-name ─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬─►

    ├── ADD ────┤                     └─ VERsion ─┬──────┬─ version number ─┘

    ├── MODify ─┤                                 ├─ IS ─┤

    └── DELete ─┘                                 └─ = ──┘

 ►── DEVices = ─┬─ ( device-code ) ────────────────┬──────────── . ───────────►◄

                ├─ (24x80, 32x80, 43x80, 27x132) ◄─┤

                └─ ALL ────────────────────────────┘

 

PANEL Statement Parameters

• ADD/MODIFY/DELETE
Specifies the action taken with regard to the PANEL specification. For information about these verbs, see "Compiler
Action Verbs." ADD, MODIFY, and DELETE access for a panel is subject to security restrictions specified for the batch
compiler and individual maps, as outlined in "Compiler Security".

• PANEL panel-name
Supplies a 1- through 32-character name for the panel. The following considerations apply to the composition.
alphanumeric or special characters. character; for example, pound sign (#), at sign (@), or dollar sign ($). or blank
characters.

• VERSION IS version
Optionally specifies a version number to further identify the map. Version must be in the range 1 through 9999. If
omitted, version defaults to the data dictionary default as defined by the Data Dictionary Definition Language (DDDL)
SET OPTIONS statement.

• DEVICES=(device-code)/(24X80,32X80,43X80,27X132)/ALL
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Specifies the devices with which the map can be used:
– (Device-code-a) specifies a device (screen size) with which the map can be used.

Valid screen sizes are 12X40, 12X80, 24X80, 32X80, 43X80, and 27X132. Commas must be used to separate
device-code-a specifications when more than one device is specified. Device specifications in the DEVICES clause
must be enclosed in parentheses; for example, DEVICES=(12X40,24X80,43X80).

– (24X80,32X80,43X80,27X132) is the default specification given to the map.
– ALL specifies that the map can be used with all valid screen sizes.

Using a Field on a Subset of Devices

To reserve a map field for use on only a subset of the devices specified in the DEVICES clause, FOR clauses can be
included in a PFLD statement for the field. FOR clauses are also used to specify values or attributes to be used when a
field is displayed on specific devices.

Effect of the MODIFY Verb

The MODIFY verb does not update the DEVICES specification.

PANEL Statement Examples

The following are the examples of the PANEL statement:

Example 1

Adding a Panel Occurrence

The sample PANEL statement adds the MEALS-PANEL panel occurrence to the data dictionary as shown:

     ADD PANEL MEALS-PANEL VERSION IS 2

         DEVICES=(24X80).

The sample MEALS-PANEL panel defined by this sample PANEL statement is defined for 24X80 screens.

Example 2

Modifying a Panel Occurrence

The sample PANEL statement modifies the MEALS-PANEL panel in the data dictionary as shown:

     MOD PANEL MEALS-PANEL VERSION IS 2

         DEVICES=(24X80,43X80).

Existing panel fields (if any) defined for the MEALS-PANEL panel are retained by the panel.

Example 3

Deleting a Panel Occurrence

The sample PANEL statement deletes the MEALS-PANEL panel and all associated panel fields (if any) from the data
dictionary as shown:

     DEL PANEL MEALS-PANEL VERSION IS 2.

PFLD Statement Syntax

A PFLD statement typically is used to perform the following functions:
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• Create and maintain a single panel field occurrence for the panel established in the most recent PANEL statement.
• Identify the panel field occurrence in the data dictionary with a name that is unique within the owner panel occurrence.
• Specify characteristics for the field, such as the following:

– Field occurrences for multiply-occurring fields
– Screen locations of the panel field by row and column
– Physical attributes of the field, such as display color
– Field values for literal fields
– Delimit characteristics

 

►►──┬──────────┬─ PFld panel-field-name ──────────────────────────────────────►

    ├─ ADD ────┤

    ├─ MODify ─┤

    └─ DELete ─┘

 ►──┬───────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

    └─ OCCURS ─┬─ 1 ◄ ────────────────────┬─┘

               └─ occurrence-count times ─┘

   ┌────────────────────────────── , ───────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┴─►

     ├─ FOR ALL ◄ ───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────

     │         ┌─────── , ────────┐      │

     └─ FOR ( ─┴─ device-code ) ──┴── ) ─┘

 

 ►───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐►◄

  ───┬─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────┤

     │ └─ AT ─┬─ ANYwhere ──────────────────────────────────┬─┘              │

     │        │ ┌───────────────── , ────────────────────┐  │                │

     │        └─▼─ ( row-number ─┬─ 1 ◄────────────┬─ ) ─┴──┘                │

     │                           └─ column-number ─┘                         │

     ├─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────┤

     │ └─ ATTRibutes = ─┬─ NONE ───────────────┬──────────────┘              │

     │                  └─ (attributes list) ──┘                             │

     ├─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────┤

     │ ├─ DELIMit ─┬──────┬──┬─ SKIP ◄ ─┬─────────────────────┤              │

     │ │           ├─ IS ─┤  └─ NOSKIP ─┘                     │              │

     │ │           └─ = ──┘                                   │              │

     │ └─ NODELIMit ──────────────────────────────────────────┘              │

     ├─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────┤

     │ └─ PAGing type ─┬──────┬─┬─ DETail ONLY ──┬────────────┘              │

     │                 ├─ IS ─┤ ├─ DETail STart ─┤                           │

     │                 └─ = ──┘ ├─ DETail END ───┤                           │

     │                          ├─ FOOTer STart ─┤                           │

     │                          └─ NULL ◄ ───────┘                           │

     ├─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┤

     │ └─ VALue ─┬──────┬┬─ 'data-value'───────────────────────────────────┬┘│

     │           ├─ is ─┤│ ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────┐│ │

     │           └─ = ──┘└─▼─ ( ─┬──────────────────────┬─ 'data-value') ─┴┘ │

     │                           └─ (occurrence-count) ─┘                    │

     └───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘
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PFLD Statement Parameters

• ADD/MODIFY/DELETE
Specifies the action taken with regard to the MFLD statement.

• PFLD
Introduces the clauses that define a panel field and associated panel field occurrence.

• OCCURS 1/occurrence-count TIMES
Specifies the number of times the field is to appear on the panel; the default is 1.

• FOR ALL /(device-code-a)
Associates the specified screen sizes with field specifications established by subsequent AT, ATTRIBUTES, DELIMIT,
and VALUE clauses. If the panel is used with more than one screen size, multiple FOR specifications can be included
in the PFLD statement to establish different information for each screen size; for a more detailed description of this
latter use of the FOR specification, see "Defining Versions of Maps for Different Devices".
A field is associated with specific devices as follows:
– ALL specifies that subsequent clauses of the PFLD statement apply to all screen sizes specified in the related

DEVICES clause.
– (Device-code-a) specifies one or more devices. Subsequent clauses of the PFLD statement apply only to the

designated screen sizes. More than one device-code-a specification can be included in a FOR clause. The number
of valid device-code-a specifications depends on the number of screen types declared in the related DEVICES
specification.
Valid screen sizes are 12X40, 12X80, 24X80, 32X80, 43X80, and 27X132. Device specifications must be enclosed
in parentheses and separated by commas; for example, FOR (12X40,12X80).

• AT ANYWHERE/ (row,1/column)
Specifies the screen coordinate of the attribute byte for a field by row and column. The coordinate establishes the
location of a runtime field on a given screen. An attribute byte is a nondisplayable character that precedes the
displayed field and defines the field's attributes.
The field itself is displayed starting at the coordinate that immediately follows the nondisplayable attribute byte. For
example, a field displays starting in coordinate (5,11) for an AT (5,10) specification.
The following considerations apply to the placement of attribute bytes and fields:
– Specifying the coordinates for the final column of a row places the first displayable character for a field in the first

column of the next row.
– Specifying the coordinates for the final column of the final row on a screen places the first displayable character for

a field in the first column of the first row (1,1).
– Specifying coordinates that cause a field to exceed the remaining length on a given row results in a field that is split

at the end of the screen and wrapped around to either the next row or the top of the screen, depending on the row
in which the coordinates were placed.

Screen coordinates are designated as follows:
– ANYWHERE specifies that the field can appear anywhere on the screen. ANYWHERE is meaningful only with

mapin operations for which the requesting program reads extraneous data. Extraneous data is data that is not
associated with a field at a specific row/column location.

– (Row-n,column-n) specifies the row and column coordinates for the attribute byte for the field:
• Row-n identifies a horizontal position on the screen.
• Column-n identifies a vertical position on the screen; the default column is 1.

The following considerations apply when positioning multiply-occurring fields:
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– Each occurrence of the field requires its own row-n,column-n specification; multiple row-n,column-n specifications
can be made in one AT clause, if necessary.

– If there are more row-n,column-n specifications than multiply-occurring fields specified in the OCCURS clause, the
compiler input statement listing returns an error message.

– AT specifications can occur in any order; they are assigned to corresponding OCCURS values in order of iteration.
• ATTRIBUTES=NONE/(attributes-list)

Specifies the attributes for the field. Only one ATTRIBUTES clause can occur in a given MFLD statement.
ATTRIBUTES specifications apply to all occurrences of the field. Valid specifications are as follows:
– NONE removes all attribute specifications from the map and panel field occurrences being defined by the MFLD

statement. The following runtime considerations apply when NONE is specified for a field:
• The field is displayed with the attributes defined for the preceding field if the preceding field is not delimited.
• The field is displayed with the default display attributes provided by the device if the preceding field is delimited

or if there is no preceding field.
• The field is displayed beginning in the column position specified in the AT clause, since there is no attribute

character for the field.
– (Attributes-list) specifies a list of attributes that apply to the field.

For more information about available attributes, see Attributes List.
• DELIMIT/NODELIMIT

Specifies whether a delimit character is placed after the final position of a data field:
– DELIMIT IS SKIP/NOSKIP specifies that an internal delimit character is placed after the final position of the field, as

determined by the external picture of the associated record element. The action of the cursor when it reaches the
delimit character and the disposition of excess characters are determined by one of the following specifications:
• SKIP (default) specifies that the cursor is advanced automatically to the start of the next UNPROTECTED field

when operator input reaches the delimit character. If there are no more UNPROTECTED fields on the map, the
cursor is placed at the start of the current field. Characters typed after the internal delimit character is reached
are placed in the field to which the cursor advances. SKIP is the default if DELIMIT is specified.

• NOSKIP specifies that the cursor remains at the delimit character when operator input reaches the end of the
field. Subsequently typed input locks the keyboard until the operator presses the RESET key. The TAB key
advances the cursor to the next UNPROTECTED field.

– NODELIMIT specifies that no internal delimit character is assigned to the field. The operator is not informed when
input reaches the end of the field, and can continue typing until the attribute byte of the next field is reached. On
mapin, the external picture of the record element associated with the field determines the amount of operator input
that is stored. Input that exceeds the length of the external picture is ignored; an ADS dialog or application program
can include commands to inquire whether extraneous data has been input for a NODELIMIT field.

• PAGING TYPE IS DETAIL ONLY/START/DETAIL END/FOOTER START/NULL
(pageable maps only) Specifies whether the field begins and/or ends the detail occurrence or an area on the pageable
map:
– DETAIL ONLY performs the following functions:

• Begins the detail area on the line that contains the attribute byte of the field being defined.
• Begins the detail occurrence on the line that contains the attribute byte of the field being defined.
• Ends the header area (if any) on the line immediately above the line that contains the attribute byte for the field

assigned the DETAIL ONLY specification.
• Ends the detail occurrence for the map at the final character of the field assigned the DETAIL ONLY

specification.
The field assigned the DETAIL ONLY specification must begin on a new line (that is, it cannot begin on a line that
contains characters for a field in the header area).

– DETAIL START performs the following functions:
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• Begins the detail area on the line that contains the attribute byte of the field being defined.
• Begins the detail occurrence on the line that contains the attribute byte of the field being defined.
• Ends the header area (if any) on the line immediately above the line that contains the attribute byte for the field

assigned the DETAIL START specification.
The field assigned the DETAIL START specification must begin on a new line (that is, it cannot begin on a line that
contains characters for a field in the header area).

– DETAIL END specifies that the detail occurrence for the map is to end at the final character position of the current
field. The detail area for the map is not terminated by DETAIL END; FOOTER START (below) can be used to
terminate the detail area.

– FOOTER START performs the following functions:
• Begins the footer area on the line that contains the attribute for the field. The footer area ends at the end of the

screen.
• Ends the detail area on the line immediately above the line that contains the attribute byte of the field assigned

the FOOTER START specification.
The field assigned the FOOTER START specification must begin on a new line (that is, it cannot begin on a line
that contains characters for a field in the DETAIL END field). If assigned, the FOOTER START specification must be
made for a field below the field assigned the DETAIL END specification.

– NULL (default) specifies that the field does not begin or end a detail or an area on the map. The NULL setting can
be used to override a previous DETAIL START, DETAIL END, or FOOTER START specification for a field.

For more information, see Pageable Maps .
• VALUE IS data-value/((occurrence-count) data-value)

Supplies string values to literal fields:
– Data-value assigns a value to a singly-occurring literal field. The specified value must be enclosed in quotation

marks.
– ((Occurrence-count) data-value) assigns a value to a literal field or assigns discrete values to multiple

occurrences of a literal field:
• (Occurrence-count) identifies one or more field occurrences by order of iteration. Values are assigned to the

literal fields specified in the AT clause by order of iteration of the row/column specifications rather than by their
order of display on the mapped screen. For example, with a literal field that occurs four times, the specification
VALUE IS ((2) 'ABC' (1) 'DEF' (1) 'GHI') assigns the value ABC to the first and second field occurrences, DEF to
the third field occurrence, and GHI to the fourth field occurrence.

• Data-value specifies the value assigned to each occurrence or group of literal field occurrences. The supplied
value must be enclosed in quotation marks.

A maximum of 256 characters can be specified for a literal field in data-value.

PFLD Statement Examples

The following examples illustrate use of the PFLD statement.

Example 1

Adding a Panel Field Occurrence to a Panel Occurrence

The sample PANEL and PFLD statements add the literal FIRST-CLASS panel field to the MEALS-PANEL panel as shown:

     ADD PANEL MEALS-PANEL VERSION IS 2

         DEVICES=(24X80).

         ADD PFLD FIRST-CLASS

             AT (7,7)

             ATTRIBUTES (PROTECTED BRIGHT)

             VALUE IS 'FIRST CLASS'.
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Example 2

Modifying a Panel Occurrence

The sample PANEL and PFLD statements add the MEALS-HEAD2 panel field to the MEALS-PANEL panel as shown:

     MOD PANEL MEALS-PANEL VERSION IS 2.

         ADD PFLD MEALS-HEAD2

             AT (3,25)

             ATTRIBUTES (PROTECTED BRIGHT)

             VALUE IS 'MEALS SELECTION SCREEN'.

Panel fields (if any) that are already defined for MEALS-PANEL are retained by the panel occurrence.

MAP Statement Syntax

A MAP statement typically is used to perform the following functions:

• Create or maintain a map occurrence in the data dictionary
• Identify the map occurrence with a unique combination of name and version number
• Identify the existing panel occurrence on which the map is based
• Identify the records or roles referenced by map data fields
• Enable global automatic editing and error-handling, specifying correct-field and incorrect-field attributes
• Specify various terminal hardware control functions (such as alarm or numeric options) to be invoked during mapout

operations

The actual map is constructed with MFLD statements, presented later in this section, by selecting fields from the panel
occurrence named in the MAP statement and by associating the variable panel fields with record elements defined in the
data dictionary.

 

►►──┬──────────┬─ MAP map-name ──┬───────────────────────────────┬────────────►

    ├─ ADD ────┤                 └─ VERsion ─┬──────┬─ version ──┘

    ├─ MODIFY ─┤                             ├─ IS ─┤

    └─ DELETE ─┘                             └─ =  ─┘

 ►──┬────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

    └─ DATETIME ─┬──────┬─ date-time-stamp ──┘

                 ├─ IS ─┤

                 └─ =  ─┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

    └─ MSG PREFIX ─┬──────┬───┬──── DC ◄ ─────────┤

                   ├─ IS ─┤   └─ message-prefix ──┘

                   └─ =  ─┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────►

    └─ PANel ─┬──────┬─ panel-name ─┬───────────────────────────────┬─┘

              ├─ IS ─┤              └─ VERsion ─┬──────┬─ version ──┘

              └─ =  ─┘                          ├─ IS ─┤

                                                └─ =  ─┘

 

 ►──┬────────────────────────────────┬─────┬─ RESident ──────┬────────────────►
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    └─ SYStem ─┬──────┬─ dc-version ─┘     └─ NONRESident ◄ ─┘

               ├─ IS ─┤

               └─ =  ─┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ USING ─┬──────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────

              └┬─ RECORDS ─┬─┘

               └─ REC ─────┘

 

 ►─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──►

            ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐       │

  ────── ( ─▼─ record-name ─┬───────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬─┴── ) ──┘

                            └─ version ─┘ └─ ROLEname role-name ─┘

 ►──┬── EDIT ◄ ─┬──┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

    └─ NOEDIT ──┘  └─ CURSOR at panel-field-name ─┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────┬───┬───────────────────────────────┬───────►

    ├─ RESET ◄ ─┬─┬──────────────┬┘   ├─ LOCK ────┬─┬───────────────┬─┘

    └─ NORESET ─┘ └┬─ MODIFIED ─┬┘    └─ UNLOCK ◄─┘ └┬─ KEYBOARD ─┬─┘

                   └─ MOD ──────┘                    └─ KEY ──────┘

 ►──┬─ ALARM ────┬──┬─ STARTPRT ─┬──┬─ NLCR ◄ ┬──┬─ PAGeable ─────┬───────────►

    └─ NOALARM ◄ ┘  └─ NOPRT ◄ ──┘  ├─ 40CR   │  └─ NONPAGeable ◄ ┘

                                    ├─ 64CR   │

                                    └─ 80CR ──┘

 

 ►──┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

    └─ DECimal point ─┬──────┬───┬─ Comma ───┬─┘

                      ├─ IS ─┤   └─ Period ◄ ┘

                      └─ =  ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ HELP ─┬─ NO ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

            └─ LOAD MODule ─┬──────┬─ module-name ────────────────────────────

                            ├─ IS ─┤

                            └─ =  ─┘

─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

 .────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

  ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

   └─ SOUrce ─┬─ NONE ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

              └─ MODule module-name ─┬───────────────────────────────┬────────

                                     └─  version ─┬──────┬─ version ─┘

                                                  ├─ IS ─┤

                                                  └─ =  ─┘

 

─►──────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ────────────────────────┬─┘

  ──────────────────────┬─┘

  ────────────────────┬─┘

  ─┬─ HALF screen ◄ ┬─┘

   └─ FULL screen ──┘
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 ►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

  ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

  ─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────

   └─ HELPKEY ─┬──────┬── PFnn ──┘

               ├─ IS ─┤

               └─ =  ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ON edit ERROR ──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─

                      └─ INCORRECT fields ATTRibutes = ( attributes-list ) ─┘

 ►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────

   └─ CORRECT fields ATTRibutes = ( attributes-list ) ─┘

 ►────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ SOUND ─┬─ ALARM ────┬─┘

             └─ NOALARM ◄ ┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬ . ─►◄

   └─ ORIGIN for ─┬─ ALL ─────────────────────┬─┬──────┬─( row  column )─┘

                  │     ┌───────────────┐     │ ├─ IS ─┤

                  └─ ( ─▼─ device-code ─┴─ ) ─┘ └─ = ──┘

 

MAP Statement Parameters

• ADD/MODIFY/DELETE
Specifies the action taken with regard to the MAP statement. ADD, MODIFY, and DELETE access for a map is subject
to security restrictions specified for the batch compiler and individual maps, as outlined in "Compiler Security".

• MAP map-name
Specifies the unique 1- through 8-character name for the map being defined, modified, or deleted. The following
considerations apply to the composition of map-name:
– Map-name can consist of any alphanumeric or special characters.
– Map-name must begin with an alphanumeric or national character; for example, pound sign (#), at sign (@), or

dollar sign ($).
– Map-name must not contain embedded period or blank characters.

• VERSION IS version-n
Optionally specifies a version number to further identify the map. Version-n must be in the range 1 through 9999. If
omitted, version-n defaults to the data dictionary version default, as defined by the Data Dictionary Definition Language
(DDDL) SET OPTIONS statement.

• DATETIME IS date-time-stamp
The map compiler DATETIME clause is returned in map source statements when you use the map utility to decompile
a map.
If you use the DATETIME option to decompile a map from one DC system and add it to another system:
– Do not change decompiled map source statements. If you change statements, unpredictable errors will occur at

runtime when you access the map.
– Define identical record element descriptions on each system. You can accomplish this by using IDD.

• MSG PREFIX IS message-prefix
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Defines the two-character prefix to be used as the default prefix for any MFLD in the map that is defined using the
ERROR MESSAGE clause.

• PANEL panel-name
Specifies the name of the panel with which the map is associated. The panel occurrence must already be defined in
the data dictionary.

• VERsion is version
Optionally specifies a version number to further identify the panel occurrence. If omitted, version defaults to the data
dictionary version default as defined by the Data Dictionary Definition Language (DDDL) SET OPTIONS statement.

• SYSTEM IS dc-version-n
Specifies the version number of an IDMS system with which the map is associated. Dc-version-n is the 1- through 4-
character identifier assigned to the system at system generation.

• RESIDENT/NONRESIDENT
Indicates whether the map load module is resident in storage at system runtime:
– RESIDENT specifies that the map load module is resident. This is useful for frequently used maps.
– NONRESIDENT (default) specifies that the map load module is not resident; the load module is loaded dynamically

when required for a program mapping request.
• USING RECORDS

(record-name/(record-name version-n) ROLENAME role-name)
Specifies the list of predefined schema and/or work records used by the map and optionally specifies role names for
records:
– Record-name identifies the name of a record that contains elements referenced by the map. If record-name is not

unique in the data dictionary, the version number of the necessary schema or work record must be supplied; the
default value for version-n is specified at system generation.
If a logical record is being used, the developer names the records containing elements that are part of the logical
record and that are used in the map definition. The logical record name is later specified by the dialog or program
using the map.

– ROLENAME role-name specifies the role name used for the record at runtime. Role names are needed when
a given record type is referenced in more than one context. For example, the developer might specify the
EMPLOYEE record layout twice for a map that uses the EMPLOYEE record for both employee-related and
manager-related fields on a single map:
• One specification of the EMPLOYEE record would not include a role name for the record.
• The second specification of the EMPLOYEE record would include a valid role name for the record (for example,

MANAGER). The role name must be used in subsequent references to the record in the map-definition.
The specified role name can be established in two ways:
• The role name can be previously defined for the record by a logical record definition in the subschema used by

the program or dialog.
• The role name can be unique to the map, defined at map definition time on the Associated Records screen or via

the batch compiler.
• EDIT/NOEDIT

Indicates whether automatic editing and error-handling are enabled for the map, as follows:
– EDIT (default) globally enables automatic editing and error-handling for the map.
– NOEDIT globally disables automatic editing and error-handling for the map; editing and error-handling criteria (if

any) defined for map fields are ignored.
For more information, see Enabling Automatic Editing and Error Handling .

• RESET/NORESET MODIFIED
Indicates whether the modified data tags (MDTs) for data fields are reset automatically on a mapout operation:
– RESET (default) specifies that all MDTs are reset (turned off) when the map is mapped out.
– NORESET specifies that MDTs are left unchanged when the map is mapped out.
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The MDT/NOMDT specification in the MFLD ATTRIBUTES clause for a field overrides the RESET/NORESET
specification for that field if the map-level and field-level specifications differ. If MDT is chosen for a field, the MDT is
set on regardless of the RESET MDT specification.

• LOCK/UNLOCK KEYBOARD
Specifies whether the keyboard unlocks automatically after a mapout operation:
– LOCK specifies that the keyboard remains locked until the operator presses the RESET key.
– UNLOCK (default) specifies that the keyboard is unlocked after a mapout.

• ALARM/NOALARM
Indicates whether a terminal alarm sounds automatically on a mapout operation:
– ALARM specifies that the terminal alarm sounds on a mapout operation. This specification is meaningful only if the

terminal is equipped with a hardware alarm.
– NOALARM (default) specifies that the terminal alarm does not sound on mapout.

• STARTPRT/NOPRT
Specifies whether the contents of the printer terminal buffer should be printed automatically upon completion of data
transmission on a mapout operation:
– STARTPRT specifies that the contents of the printer terminal buffer are printed. This specification is meaningful only

for mapping operations associated with 3280-type printers.
– NOPRT (default) specifies that the contents of the printer terminal buffer are not printed.

• NLCR/40CR/64CR/80CR
Specifies character-per-line formatting for printer output:
– NLCR (default) specifies that no line formatting is performed on the printed output. Printing skips to a new line only

when new line (NL) and carriage return (CR) characters are encountered.
– 40CR specifies that the buffer contents are printed at 40 characters per line.
– 64CR specifies that the buffer contents are printed at 64 characters per line.
– 80CR specifies that the buffer contents are printed at 80 characters per line.
These specifications are applicable only if the STARTPRT clause is specified for the map.

• PAGEABLE/NONPAGEABLE
Specifies whether the map is pageable:
– PAGEABLE specifies that the map is pageable. A pageable map is a map that can display more than one page of

information at runtime.
– NONPAGEABLE (default) specifies that the map is not a pageable map.

• DECIMAL POINT IS COMMA/PERIOD
Specifies the decimal point character for numeric fields on the map:
– COMMA specifies that the comma (,) is used as the decimal point, in accordance with international format. An

external picture for the field also must be specified in international format, with the comma as the decimal point.
– PERIOD (default) specifies that the period (.) is used as the decimal point.

• HELP
Specifies whether help will be implemented for the map.

• NO/LOAD MODule module name
If there is Help for the map, the name of the load module that contains all the help source for the map.

• HELPKEY IS PFnn
The PFKey designated as the Help key for the map.

• SOUrce NONE/MODule module-name
The name of the IDD module that contains the help text for the map.
If module name is specified, you can optionally specify:
– The version number
– Whether the help is displayed on a full or half screen

• ON EDIT ERROR
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Defines incorrect-field attributes, correct-field attributes, and alarm status for use when a dialog or map redisplays a
map that contains input errors. The following clauses assign error-handling criteria:
– INCORRECT FIELDS ATTRIBUTES=(attributes-list) specifies attributes that are assigned to incorrect fields

when an edit error occurs. Typically, incorrect fields are given an attribute such as BRIGHT or BLINK to draw the
operator's attention to the erroneous data. No default attributes are defined.

– CORRECT FIELDS ATTRIBUTES=(attributes-list) specifies attributes that are assigned to correct and unedited
fields when an edit error occurs. No default attributes are defined.
Syntax for the attributes-list is discussed in Attributes List.

– SOUND ALARM/NOALARM specifies whether a terminal alarm sounds on input error:
• ALARM indicates that the alarm is sounded. This option is meaningful only when a terminal is equipped with a

hardware alarm.
• NOALARM (default) indicates that the alarm is not sounded.

For example, a dialog or program can include code to redisplay a map when an error is detected in a field on mapin.
When the display is mapped back out, incorrect-field attributes take effect for fields that are in error, and correct-field
attributes take effect for fields that are not in error. The terminal operator can correct the errors and resubmit the map.
Notes:
– For more information about the use of error-handling specifications, see "Error-handling Criteria."
– For more information about how dialogs and programs override specifications made in the ON EDIT ERROR

clause, see "Map Inquiry and Modification."
• ORIGIN FOR (device-code)/ALL IS (row column)

Positions the origin of the runtime map at a row/column location on specified devices:
– Device-code names one device. Available device-code specifications are 12X40, 12X80, 24X80, 32X80, 43X80,

and 27X132. The specified device must be defined in the DEVICES clause of the MAP statement. More than one
ORIGIN FOR device-code clause can be included in a single MAP statement.
Parentheses are required when a device code(s) is specified.

– ALL names all devices defined in the DEVICES clause of the MAP statement.
– Row column specifies the coordinates at which the upper left-hand corner of the runtime map is plotted for all

devices specified in the ORIGIN FOR specification. Only one row column specification can be made for a given
ORIGIN FOR clause; if specified, it must be enclosed in parentheses. If not specified, column defaults to 1.
Parentheses are required around the row column coordinates.

Batch Compiler Execution and JCL
The developer submits batch compiler statements in JCL. The JCL statements create and maintain map and panel
entity occurrences in the data dictionary according to instructions provided by mapping statements. The batch compiler
provides reports that inform the map developer of the compile outcome. The batch compiler provides diagnostic and error
messages when necessary.

This topic contains the following information:

• Special coding features provided by the batch compiler
• JCL required to run the programs that add, modify, or delete a map or panel occurrence.
• Compiler reports and messages

Special Coding Features of the Batch Compiler
Contents

Clauses provided by the batch compiler can be used to define special versions of maps for different devices and to
position and center batch-defined maps on different devices.

Each of these special coding features of the batch compiler is presented as follows.
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Defining Versions of Maps for Different Devices

Supported Screen Sizes

The following terminal screen (that is, device) sizes are supported by the batch compiler:

• 12X40
• 12X80
• 24X80
• 32X80
• 43X80
• 27x132

Defining Device-independent Maps

A map load module that can be used with more than one device type is said to be device-independent. A map developer
uses the batch compiler to define a device independent map by specifying different screen layouts for each device on
which the map can be displayed. For example, it might be necessary to define shorter literal fields for a 12X40 device than
for a 43X80 device.

The DEVICES clause of the MAP AUTOPANEL or PANEL statement is used to specify the list of devices that is valid
for the map being defined. The list of devices can be subdivided into device groupings; a different screen layout can be
specified for each device grouping.

Defining Device Groupings

Device groupings are established at the field level by using MFLD (for MAP AUTOPANEL) or PFLD statements. Use any
of the following techniques to establish device groupings:

• Include multiple FOR specifications within one MFLD or PFLD statement, as shown:

ADD PANEL JOB-DATA

    DEVICES=(12X40,24X80,32X80).

    ADD PFLD NUM-POSITIONS.

        ATTRIBUTES=(BRIGHT,BLUE)

             FOR (12X40)

                 AT (2,40)

                 VALUE IS '# POSITIONS'

             FOR (24X80)

                 AT (3,80)

                 VALUE IS 'NUMBER OF POSITIONS'

             FOR (32X80)

                 AT (3,80)

                 VALUE IS 'TOTAL NUMBER OF POSITIONS'.

The FOR clauses in the previous example establish the following device groupings:
– The first FOR clause establishes a device grouping valid for 12X40 devices. At runtime, the literal field displays as

follows:
• The attribute byte for the field is at coordinate 2,40; the literal begins at the next coordinate (3,1)
• The literal is # POSITIONS

– The second FOR clause establishes a device grouping valid for 24X80 devices. At runtime, the literal field displays
as follows:
• The attribute byte for the field is at coordinate 3,80; the literal begins at the next coordinate (4,1)
• The literal is NUMBER OF POSITIONS

– The third FOR clause establishes a device grouping valid for 32X80 devices. At runtime, the literal field displays as
follows:
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• The attribute byte for the field is at coordinate 3,80; the literal begins at the next coordinate (4,1)
• The literal is TOTAL NUMBER OF POSITIONS

Clauses before the first FOR clause in an MFLD or PFLD statement apply to each subsequently established device
grouping. In the previous example, the ATTRIBUTES clause displays each literal field established in the PFLD
statement in bright blue.

• Specify multiple screen sizes in a single FOR clause of an MFLD or PFLD statement, as shown:

ADD MAP EMP-INFO

    AUTOPANEL DEVICES=(24X80,32X80,43X80).

    ADD MFLD

            FOR (24X80,32X80)

            AT (14,15)

            VALUE IS 'DEPT NAME'.

The FOR clause in the previous sample MFLD statement establishes a device grouping made up of two device types
(24X80 and 32X80). A third device grouping (43X80) is implicitly created; however, no value is assigned to the latter
device grouping by this MFLD statement.

• Specify different screen sizes in individual MFLD or PFLD statements, as shown:

ADD MAP CEXME413

    AUTOPANEL DEVICES=(24X80,32X80,43X80)

              USING (EMPOSITION 100).

    ADD MFLD

              FOR (24X80)

              AT (14,15)

              DFLD SALARY-AMOUNT-0420.

    ADD MFLD

              FOR (32X80)

              AT (20,15)

              DFLD SALARY-AMOUNT-0420.

Each MFLD (for MAP AUTOPANEL) statement in the previous example associates a screen field with the SALARY-
AMOUNT-0420 record element by establishing a device grouping:
– The first MFLD statement establishes a device grouping valid for 24X80 devices. At runtime, the attribute byte for

the field is at coordinate 14,15; the value begins at the next coordinate (14,16).
– The second MFLD statement establishes a device grouping valid for 32X80 devices. At runtime, the attribute byte

for the field is at coordinate 20,15; the value begins at the next coordinate (20,16).
A third device grouping (43X80) is implicitly created in the previous example; however, values for SALARY-
AMOUNT-0420 are not displayed on 43X80 devices.

• Specify a combination of the previous options, as shown:

ADD MAP CEXME413 VERSION 2

    AUTOPANEL DEVICES=(24X80,32X80,43X80)

              USING (EMPOSITION 100).

     ADD MFLD

              FOR (24X80,32X80,43X80)

              AT (10,15)

              DFLD SALARY-GRADE-0420.

     ADD MFLD

              FOR (24X80)
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              AT (14,15)

              DFLD SALARY-AMOUNT-0420.

     ADD MFLD

              FOR (32X80)

              AT (20,15)

              DFLD SALARY-AMOUNT-0420.

Reconciling Conflicting Specifications

The batch compiler reconciles any conflicting device grouping specifications made by the map developer so that any
given screen size belongs to only one device grouping. Since 24X80 and 32X80 are each specified in two different device
grouping specifications in the previous sample statements, the batch compiler subdivides the first device grouping and
assigns the specifications made for the grouping to each of the three device groupings (24X80, 32X80, and 43X80)
established by the second and third MFLD statements.

For example, the following device groupings are established by the previous sample statements:

• A device grouping for 24X80 devices displays the following values at runtime:
– SALARY-GRADE-0420 values are displayed at 10,15.
– SALARY-AMOUNT-0420 values are displayed at 14,15.

• A device grouping for 32X80 devices displays the following values at runtime:
– SALARY-GRADE-0420 values are displayed at 10,15.
– SALARY-AMOUNT-0420 values are displayed at 20,15.

• A device grouping for 43X80 devices displays runtime values for the SALARY-GRADE-0420 element at 10,15.

The batch compiler subdivides conflicting device grouping specifications only as much as necessary to insure that each
screen size belongs to a maximum of one device grouping. For example, two device groupings are established when the
following sample statements are compiled:

ADD MAP CEXMJKD2

         AUTOPANEL DEVICES = (24X80, 32X80, 43X80)

         USING (INSURANCE-PLAN 100).

     ADD MFLD

             FOR (24X80,32X80)

             AT (14,15)

             DFLD COMPANY-NAME-0435.

     ADD MFLD

             FOR (24X80,32X80,43X80)

             AT (15,15)

             DFLD GROUP-NUMBER-0435.

The three screen sizes specified in the DEVICES clause of the previous MAP AUTOPANEL statement are divided into two
device groupings:

• The device grouping for 24X80 and 32X80 devices displays values for the COMPANY-NAME-0435 and GROUP-
NUMBER-0435 elements.

• The device grouping for 43X80 devices displays values only for the GROUP-NUMBER-0435 element.

An AT specification for a device grouping must be valid for the smallest device (screen size) in the device grouping. For
example, AT (16,32) cannot be specified for a device grouping that contains the 12X40 device type.

The ORIGIN FOR clause also creates device groupings, as explained in Positioning Maps on Different Devices.

Effects of Device Groupings

The use of device groupings to achieve device independence can affect batch compiler performance, batch utility panel
and map reports, and map load module overhead:
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• The batch compiler validates row and column specifications based on the smallest screen size within each device
grouping. A row/column specification of (20,25), for example, would be acceptable for the (24X80,32X80,43X80)
device grouping but would not be acceptable for the (12X40,24X80,32X80) device grouping since the specified screen
location cannot be accommodated on the 12X40 screen.

• The batch utility produces panel and map reports that list as many screen formats as there are device groupings
associated with the specified panel/map. Each format illustrates only the smallest screen size within a device grouping.
For example, if the device groupings (12X40,43X80), (24X80,32X80), and (12X80) have been defined for panel/map
fields associated with the panel, the map utility report displays three screen formats, with screen sizes of 12X40,
24X80, and 12X80.

• A map load module contains a separate panel occurrence for each device group, even if there is only one panel field
specification that is different.

Maps defined with device groupings cannot be displayed or edited by using the online mapping compiler since that
compiler can only display one screen layout for a given map-definition.

Positioning Maps on Different Devices

The origin for a map is its upper left-hand coordinate.

The ORIGIN FOR clause of the MAP or MAP AUTOPANEL statement centers or repositions an entire runtime map on a
terminal screen by performing the following functions:

• Specifies one or more devices (by screen size) and creates a device grouping
• Specifies the coordinate at which the origin of the panel/map is placed on the designated devices at runtime

For example, the origin for the map defined by the following sample MAP statement would be located at coordinate 10,20
when displayed on 24X80 devices and at coordinate 30,20 on 43X80 devices at runtime:

ADD MAP EMPDATA

    AUTOPANEL DEVICES=(24X80,43X80)

    ORIGIN FOR (24X80) IS (10,20)

    ORIGIN FOR (43X80) IS (30,20).

Map Positioning for Different-size Devices

The effects of an ORIGIN FOR specification on devices of two different sizes are illustrated in the following figure:

The origin of the panel/map is positioned at row 5, column 5 for the smaller device. The origin is positioned at row 10,
column 20 for the larger device.
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Batch Compiler JCL
The map compiler accepts compiler statements that were either written by the map developer or generated by the
DECOMPILE or TERSE process of the map utility. The resulting entity occurrences are placed in the DDLDML area of the
data dictionary and can be used:

• By the batch utility, to generate map load modules for application programs
• By DML processors, to interpret and expand mapping requests coded in IDMS application programs
• By the ADS compiler, to interpret and expand mapping requests in ADS dialogs

The batch compiler executes in update mode. Run the batch compiler through the central version or as a local IDMS/DB
program with active journal files to protect the integrity of the data dictionary.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

z/OS JCL

//RHDCMAP1 EXEC PGM=RHDCMAP1,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

//sysctl   DD DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg    DD DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//SYSLST   DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSPCH   DD DUMMY

//SYSIDMS  DD *

DMCL=dmcl-name

DICTNAME=appldict
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sysidms parameters

//SYSIPT   DD *

source statements

idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of IDMS load library that contains the DMCL and
database table load modules

idms.custom.loadlib Data set name of the IDMS load library containing customized
IDMS executable modules

idms.cagjload Data set name of IDMS load library that contains the IDMS
executable modules that do not require customization

idms.sysctl Data set name of SYSCTL file
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg Data set name of the system message area
dmcl-name The name of the dictionary the DMLF precompiler should access
appldict The name of the application dictionary that should be accessed
sysidms parameters A list of SYSIDMS parameters for this job.

 

Local Mode

To execute in local mode, perform these steps:

• Remove the sysctl DD statement.
• Add the following statements:

//dictdb  DD DSN=idms.appldict.ddldml,DISP=SHR

//sysjrnl DD DSN=idms.tapejrnl,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=tape

dictdb DDname of application dictionary definition area
idms.appldict.ddldml Data set name of application data dictionary DDLDML area
sysjrnl DDname of first tape journal file
idms.tapejrnl Data set name of first tape journal file

z/VSE JCL

// UPSI   b

// DLBL   SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT'

// EXTENT sys020,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN  sys020,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// EXEC  RHDCMAP1

sysidms parameters
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/*

b Appropriate UPSI switch, 1-8 characters, if specified in the
IDMSOPTI module

#SYSIPT If #SYSIPT is used, the individual parameters must be listed in the
SYSIDMS parameters statement.
This can also be defined as a disk dataset, in which case
#SYSIPT is replaced by the name of the file containing the
parameters and the parameters are not listed.

sys020 Logical unit assignment of output file
nnnnnn Volume serial number of disk storage device
ssss Relative starting track
llll Number of tracks
sysidms parameters A list of SYSIDMS parameters for this job.

 

Local Mode

To execute in local mode, perform these steps:

• Remove the UPSI specification.
• Add the following statements:

// DLBL   dictdb,'idms.dictdb',,DA

// EXTENT sys005,nnnnnn

// ASSGN  sys005,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// TLBL   sysjrnl,'idms.tapejrnl',,nnnnnn,,f

// ASSGN  sys009,TAPE,VOL=nnnnnn

dictdb Filename of application data dictionary
idms.dictdb File-id of application data dictionary
sys005 Logical unit assignment of data dictionary
sysjrnl Filename of tape journal file
idms.tapejrnl File-id of tape journal file
f File number of tape journal file
sys009 Logical unit assignment of tape journal file

z/VM JCL

FILEDEF SYSPCH DUMMY

FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER

FILEDEF CDMSLIB DISK IDMSLIB LOADLIB A6

FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK sysidms input a

FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK comp input a

GLOBAL LOADLIB IDMSLIB
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OSRUN RHDCMAP1

sysidms input a Filename, filetype, and filemode of the file containing the
SYSIDMS input parameters.

comp input a Filename, filetype, and filemode of the file that contains batch
compiler source statements.

 

Local Mode

To execute in local mode, perform these steps:

1. Specify that RHDCMAP1 is executing in local mode by performing one of the following:
– Link RHDCMAP1 with an IDMSOPTI program that specifies local execution mode.
– Modify the OSRUN statement:

OSRUN RHDCMAP1,PARM='*LOCAL*'

NOTE
This option is valid only if the OSRUN command is issued from a System Product interpreter or an
EXEC2 file.

– Specify *LOCAL* as the first input parameter of the file identified by comp input a.
2. Add the following statements before the OSRUN statement:

FILEDEF dictdb DISK dictdb dictfile d

               (RECFM F LRECL pppp BLKSIZE pppp XTENT nnnn

FILEDEF j1jrnl DISK j1jrnl jrnlfile k

               (RECFM F LRECL pppp BLKSIZE pppp XTENT nnnn

dictdb DDname of the application data dictionary file
dictdb dictfile d Filename, filetype, and filemode of the application data dictionary

file
pppp Page size of the file
nnnn Number of pages in the file
j1jrnl DDname of the first disk journal file
j1jrnl jrnlfile k Filename, filetype, and filemode of the first disk journal file

Compiler Reports and Messages
Compiler syntax and input validation messages are returned to the user on the compiler input statement report. Diagnostic
and error messages are provided on the input statement report when source statements input to the map compiler contain
errors. Each type of message is discussed as follows.

Diagnostic Messages

The following diagnostic information is provided on an input statement report when errors are encountered:

• The word ERROR or WARNING following the statement number of the erroneous source line
• A dollar sign ($), positioned:
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– Under the first character of the source line that could not be successfully processed
– Under the period that terminates a map source statement to indicate that a logic error has occurred

• The action taken by the compiler for each mapping language statement, as follows:
– ADDED -- The statement is accepted and the definition is added in the data dictionary.
– MODIFIED -- The statement is accepted and the definition is modified in the data dictionary.
– DELETED -- The statement is accepted and the definition is deleted from the data dictionary.
– NO ACTION -- The statement is rejected. The NO ACTION message implies the following:

• At least one E-level error has been detected.
• No occurrence is added, modified, or deleted in the data dictionary for the statement.

Error Messages

Error messages appear on a separate page at the end of the input statement listing. The batch compiler lists error
messages in the following format:

 STMT       SVRTY         ERROR       FOUND       MESSAGE

  nnnn severity-level nnnnnn found-text message-text

The error messages provide the following information:

• STMT (nnnn) identifies the compiler-generated statement number for each line that contains an error.
• SVRTY (severity-level) identifies the severity level of the input error. The following severity levels can be returned:

– W (warning) -- Flags potential problems in the source code; the statement containing the error is processed. W-level
messages provide information about potential problems and do not necessarily indicate errors.

– E (error) -- Identifies erroneous input; the statement containing the error has been rejected. The error must be
corrected before the code can be compiled.

– F (fatal) -- Identifies errors that affect more than one map source statement. The error must be corrected before the
code can be compiled.

• ERROR (nnnnnn) provides the 6-digit identifying number for the error message provided in the MESSAGE column
described as follows.

• FOUND  (found-text) identifies the erroneous portion of the given input line. Either of the following items are listed in
this column:
– The first eight characters of the parameter in error
– A period (.) character to indicate that an end-of-statement error has occurred

• MESSAGE (message-text) specifies the nature of the problem encountered by the map compiler. For a detailed
description of error codes and messages, see the IDMS Messages documentation.

The error message page of the compiler input-statement listing also specifies the number of coding errors encountered.
The listed number does not necessarily represent the actual number of errors in the source code. For example, rejection
of a PANEL, PFLD, MAP, or MFLD statement might cause the map compiler to reject subsequent correct statements
simply because the proper currency has not been established. The following section was left out because the previous
sample compiled without reports It should be inserted again

Sample Report

A sample input-statement listing that contains diagnostic and error messages is provided in the following figure. The
source for this example contains only three actual errors:

• The ATTRIBUTES specifications in line 10 are not enclosed in parentheses.
• The VALUE specification in line 17 is not enclosed in quotation marks.
• The MFLD statement in line 29 is missing the required AT specification.

The batch compiler returns 16 errors as a result of the actual errors in the sample compile.
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 CAGJF0 CA IDMS/DC MAPPING COMPILER PHASE 1        CA IDMS/DC IS A PROPRIETARY SOFTWARE PRODUCT             

 DATE     TIME   PAGE

               VERSION nn.n                   LICENSED FROM CA                                mm/dd/yy  113808

     1

   STMT   ITEM   NUMBER                             -- MAPPING INPUT STATEMENT LISTING --

      1   MAP        1          ADD MAP CEXME028

      2                         AUTOPANEL

      3                         USING ((EMPLOYEE 100))

      4                         EDIT

      5                         RESET UNLOCK NOALARM NOPRT NLCR.                                VERSION     1

    *** ADDED ***

      6

      7   PFLD       1          ADD MFLD

      8                             FOR (24X80, 32X80, 43X80, 27X132)

      9                             AT (4,25)

     10                             ATTR = BRIGHT PROTECTED

   *** ERROR ***                           $

   *** ERROR ***                           $

   *** UNKNOWN KEYWORD ***                 $

   *** UNKNOWN KEYWORD ***                        $

     11                             VALUE IS 'EMPLOYEE PHONE INFORMATION'

   *** UNKNOWN KEYWORD ***          $

   *** UNKNOWN KEYWORD ***                $

   *** UNKNOWN KEYWORD ***                   $

   *** UNKNOWN KEYWORD ***                             $

   *** UNKNOWN KEYWORD ***                                   $

   *** UNKNOWN KEYWORD ***                                              $

     12                             LITERAL.                                                                 

    *** NO ACTION ***

     13

     14   PFLD       2          ADD MFLD

     15                             FOR (24X80, 32X80, 43X80, 27X132)

     16                             AT (8,25)

     17                             VALUE IS EMPLOYEE ID

   *** ERROR ***                             $

   *** ERROR ***                             $

   *** UNKNOWN KEYWORD ***                   $

   *** UNKNOWN KEYWORD ***                            $

     18                             LITERAL.                                                                 

    *** NO ACTION ***

     19

     20   PFLD       3          ADD MFLD

     21                             AT (8,45)

     22   MFLD       3              DFLD EMP-ID-0415

     23                             OF EMPLOYEE VER 100

     24                             EXT PIC IS INT.                                                          

    *** ADDED ***

     25

     26   PFLD       4          ADD MFLD

     27                             VALUE IS 'PHONE NUMBER'

     28                             LITERAL.

   *** ERROR ***                    $

   *** ERROR ***                    $
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          MFLD       4                                                                                       

    *** NO ACTION ***

     29

     30   PFLD       5          ADD MFLD

     31                             AT (12,45)

     32   MFLD       5              DFLD EMP-PHONE-0415

     33                             OF EMPLOYEE VER 100

     34                             EXT PIC IS INT.                                                          

    *** ADDED ***

 

 

 

 CAGJF0 CA IDMS/DC MAPPING COMPILER PHASE 1        CA IDMS/DC IS A PROPRIETARY SOFTWARE PRODUCT             

 DATE     TIME   PAGE

               VERSION nn.n                   LICENSED FROM CA                                mm/dd/yy  113808

     2

STMT  SVRTY  ERROR   FOUND    MESSAGE

   10   E   386005  BRIGHT    ATTRIBUTE CLAUSE REQUIRES A PARENTHESIZED LIST IN PANEL FIELD STATEMENT

   10   E   388001  BRIGHT    INVALID PANEL FIELD NAME SPECIFIED IN MAP FIELD STATEMENT

   10   E   388017  BRIGHT    INVALID KEYWORD IN MAP FIELD STATEMENT

   10   E   388017  PROTECTE  INVALID KEYWORD IN MAP FIELD STATEMENT

   11   E   388017  VALUE     INVALID KEYWORD IN MAP FIELD STATEMENT

   11   E   388017  IS        INVALID KEYWORD IN MAP FIELD STATEMENT

   11   E   388017  'EMPLOYE  INVALID KEYWORD IN MAP FIELD STATEMENT

   11   E   388017  PHONE     INVALID KEYWORD IN MAP FIELD STATEMENT

   11   E   388017  INFORMAT  INVALID KEYWORD IN MAP FIELD STATEMENT

   11   E   388017  '         INVALID KEYWORD IN MAP FIELD STATEMENT

   17   E   386008  EMPLOYEE  VALUE CLAUSE FOR PANEL FIELD MUST BE FOLLOWED BY A STRING OR PARENTHESIZED LIST

   17   E   388001  EMPLOYEE  INVALID PANEL FIELD NAME SPECIFIED IN MAP FIELD STATEMENT

   17   E   388017  EMPLOYEE  INVALID KEYWORD IN MAP FIELD STATEMENT

   17   E   388017  ID        INVALID KEYWORD IN MAP FIELD STATEMENT

   28   E   386027  LITERAL   AT LEAST ONE 'AT' CLAUSE IS REQUIRED FOR ADD OF PANEL FIELD

   28   E   388001  LITERAL   INVALID PANEL FIELD NAME SPECIFIED IN MAP FIELD STATEMENT

    16  ERRORS

  PROCESS=LOAD

  MAP=CEXME028,VERSION=00001

 

NOTE
CAGJF0 in the upper left-hand corner of the Error Message page is the release number.

Batch Utility Reference
The batch utility uses information that the data dictionary defines to perform the following activities:

• Generate map load modules.
• Produce map and panel reports.
• Produce a facsimile of a map and panel on a terminal screen.
• Decompile map and panel occurrences that either the batch or the online compiler generates into map source code

you can input to the batch compiler.
• Delete map load modules
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You can also use the batch utility to migrate a map from one dictionary to another. You can decompile batch source code
in one dictionary and compile the source code in another dictionary. You can generate a new load module from the newly
compiled map code.

Batch Utility Statements
The following statements control batch utility operations:

• The PROCESS statement specifies the operations to be performed.
• The PANEL statement specifies the panel occurrences to be processed.
• The MAP statement specifies the map occurrences to be processed.

Syntax for each of these utility statements is presented, followed by examples of their use.

Note: No SIGNON to dictionary card is used because no DDLDML area updates are possible from the batch utility.

This article describes the following information:

Process Statement

The PROCESS statement specifies the actions to be taken by the batch utility. The following general rules apply when
coding PROCESS statements:

• One or more PROCESS statements must be submitted in each batch utility run.
• When multiple PROCESS statements are specified, each successive PROCESS statement overrides the previous

one.
• A PROCESS statement specifies the action to be taken for the utility PANEL and MAP statements that follow it.

Process Statement Syntax

 

                    ┌──────── , ───────────────────────────────────────────┐

►►──── PROCESS = ───▼──┬─── LOAD ───────────────────────────────────────┬──┴─►◄

                       ├─┬─ REPORT ─┬───────────────────────────────────┤

                       │ └─ IMAGE ──┘                                   │

                       ├─┬─ DECOMPILE ─┬─┬──────────────────────┬───────┤

                       │ └─ TERSE ─────┘ └─ , DATETIME = YES ─┬─┘       │

                       │                               └─ NO ─┘         │

                       ├────── ALL ─────────────────────────────────────┤

                       └────── DELETE ──────────────────────────────────┘

 

Process Statement Parameters

• LOAD
Generates a map load module and stores the module in the DDLDCLOD area of the data dictionary. LOAD applies
only to MAP statements; at least one MAP statement must follow a PROCESS LOAD statement.

• REPORT/IMAGE
Generates a report and/or a copy of the screen format for all specified map and panel occurrences:
– REPORT prints a screen image and report for the specified map and panel occurrences as shown in the following

figure.
– IMAGE prints a screen image for the specified map and panel occurrences.

• DECOMPILE/TERSE
Produces source code from data dictionary map and panel occurrences:
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– DECOMPILE provides all specifications made for the named map and/or panel occurrences
– TERSE provides only non-default specifications for the named map and/or panel occurrences
Output for either DECOMPILE or TERSE is written to SYSPCH and consists of executable source code suitable for
processing by the map compiler. The decompile process does not affect the load module.

• DATETIME date-time-stamp
DATETIME has the following options:
– YES -- Includes the map's date/time stamp in the decompiled map's source code. The date/time stamp is returned

in the DATETIME clause in the newly decompiled map source statements.
– NO (default) -- Decompiles the map without retaining the map's date/time stamp.

NOTE
DATETIME is only an option for decompile operations (PROCESS=DECOMPILE or PROCESS=TERSE).

• DELETE
Logically deletes map load modules from the DDLDCLOD area. The actual deletion is performed at IDMS startup.
DELETE applies only to MAP statements; at least one MAP statement must follow a PROCESS DELETE statement.
The DELETE operation has no effect on map occurrences in the DDLDML area. The map compiler must be used to
delete map or panel occurrences.

• ALL
Requests that LOAD, REPORT, and DECOMPILE be performed. ALL applies only to MAP statements; at least one
MAP statement must follow a PROCESS ALL statement.

NOTE
When multiple processes are specified, each must be separated by a comma, as shown:

PROCESS=REPORT,LOAD

If there are spaces between items, this will result in the rest of the line to be ignored.

Sample Report and Code

As a result of specifying DECOMPILE, REPORT, the map utility produces a report, a screen image, and mapping
language source code as shown on the following pages.

EJECT

MAP CEXME028 VERSION     1

    AUTOPANEL

    DEVICES = (24X80, 32X80, 43X80, 27X132)

    NONRESIDENT

    USING ( (EMPLOYEE    100))

    EDIT

    RESET UNLOCK NOALARM NOPRT NLCR

    NONPAGEABLE

    DECIMAL POINT IS PERIOD

    HELP NO

    ON EDIT ERROR

        SOUND NOALARM.

         SPACE 2

MFLD

    FOR (24X80, 32X80, 43X80, 27X132)

    AT (   4,  25)

    ATTRIBUTES = (ALPHANUMERIC,PROTECTED,DETECTABLE,BRIGHT,NOMDT,

                  NOBLINK,NORMAL-VIDEO,NOUNDERSCORE,
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                  NOCOLOR)

    NODELIMIT

    VALUE = ((   1) 'EMPLOYEE PHONE INFORMATION')

    NOCURSOR

    LITERAL.

         SPACE 2

MFLD

    FOR (24X80, 32X80, 43X80, 27X132)

    AT (   8,  25)

    ATTRIBUTES = (NUMERIC,PROTECTED,NONDETECTABLE,DISPLAY,NOMDT,

                  NOBLINK,NORMAL-VIDEO,NOUNDERSCORE,

                  NOCOLOR)

    NODELIMIT

    VALUE = ((   1) 'EMPLOYEE ID')

    NOCURSOR

    LITERAL.

         SPACE 2

MFLD

    FOR (24X80, 32X80, 43X80, 27X132)

    AT (   8,  45)

    ATTRIBUTES = (ALPHANUMERIC,UNPROTECTED,NONDETECTABLE,DISPLAY,NOMDT,

                  NOBLINK,NORMAL-VIDEO,NOUNDERSCORE,

                  NOCOLOR)

    DELIMIT = SKIP

    NOCURSOR

    DFLD EMP-ID-0415

      OF EMPLOYEE VER    100

        HELP SOURCE NONE

        OPTIONAL

        REVERSE NUMERIC IS NO

    EXTERNAL PICTURE IS INTERNAL

        ZEROED WHEN NULL

        DISPLAY WHEN ZERO

    FOR INPUT

        JUSTIFY LEFT

        PAD NO

        DATA YES

        UPPER NO

    FOR OUTPUT

        DATA YES

        BACKSCAN  NO.

         SPACE 2

MFLD

    FOR (24X80, 32X80, 43X80, 27X132)

    AT (  12,  25)

    ATTRIBUTES = (NUMERIC,PROTECTED,NONDETECTABLE,DISPLAY,NOMDT,

                  NOBLINK,NORMAL-VIDEO,NOUNDERSCORE,

                  NOCOLOR)

    NODELIMIT

    VALUE = ((   1) 'PHONE NUMBER')
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    NOCURSOR

    LITERAL.

         SPACE 2

MFLD

    FOR (24X80, 32X80, 43X80, 27X132)

    AT (  12,  45)

    ATTRIBUTES = (ALPHANUMERIC,UNPROTECTED,NONDETECTABLE,DISPLAY,NOMDT,

                  NOBLINK,NORMAL-VIDEO,NOUNDERSCORE,

                  NOCOLOR)

    DELIMIT = SKIP

    NOCURSOR

    DFLD EMP-PHONE-0415

      OF EMPLOYEE VER    100

        HELP SOURCE NONE

        OPTIONAL

        REVERSE NUMERIC IS NO

    EXTERNAL PICTURE IS INTERNAL

        ZEROED WHEN NULL

        DISPLAY WHEN ZERO

    FOR INPUT

        JUSTIFY LEFT

        PAD NO

        DATA YES

        UPPER NO

    FOR OUTPUT

        DATA YES

        BACKSCAN  NO.

CAGJF0                               CA IDMS/DC  MAP UTILITY                              DATE: mm/dd/yy 

 TIME: 171634 PAGE     3

     THE FOLLOWING SYMBOLS REPRESENT ATTRIBUTE CHARACTERS:

          U - UNPROTECTED ALPHANUMERIC FIELD

          P - PROTECTED ALPHANUMERIC FIELD

          N - UNPROTECTED NUMERIC FIELD

          S - AUTOSKIP FIELD (PROTECTED AND NUMERIC)

CAGJF0                               CA IDMS/DC  MAP UTILITY                              DATE: mm/dd/yy 

 TIME: 171634 PAGE     4

REPORT FOR MAP   CEXME028                          VERSION     1     COMPILE DATE: mm/dd/yy        COMPILE

 TIME: 171458

DEVICES: 24X80,  32X80,  43X80,  27X132

    5   10   15   20   25   30   35   40   45   50   55   60   65   70   75   80   85   90   95  100  105  110

  115  120  125  130

**********************************************************************************************************************************

                        PEMPLOYEE PHONE INFORMATION
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                        SEMPLOYEE ID        U....S

                                    (CURSOR) -

                        SPHONE NUMBER       U..........S

**********************************************************************************************************************************

    5   10   15   20   25   30   35   40   45   50   55   60   65   70   75   80   85   90   95  100  105  110

  115  120  125  130

CAGJF0                               CA IDMS/DC  MAP UTILITY                             DATE: mm/dd/yy  TIME:

 171634 PAGE     5

REPORT FOR MAP   CEXME028                          VERSION     1     COMPILE DATE: mm/dd/yy        COMPILE

 TIME: 171458

DEVICES: 24X80,  32X80,  43X80,  27X132

USING RECORDS:

      EMPLOYEE                          VERSION   100

WCC: NOALARM, UNLOCK KEYBOARD, RESET MODIFIED, NOPRT, NLCR

PANEL CEXME028-AUTOPANEL                VERSION     1

PFLD: AUTOPF00001                             AT ( 4,25)

         ATTRIBUTES = (ALPHANUMERIC,PROTECTED,DETECTABLE,BRIGHT,NOMDT,

                       NOBLINK,NORMAL-VIDEO,NOUNDERSCORE,

                       NOCOLOR)

         NODELIMIT

      LITERAL STRING

PFLD: AUTOPF00002                             AT ( 8,25)

         ATTRIBUTES = (NUMERIC,PROTECTED,NONDETECTABLE,DISPLAY,NOMDT,

                       NOBLINK,NORMAL-VIDEO,NOUNDERSCORE,

                       NOCOLOR)

         NODELIMIT

      LITERAL STRING

PFLD: AUTOPF00003                             AT ( 8,45)

         ATTRIBUTES = (ALPHANUMERIC,UNPROTECTED,NONDETECTABLE,DISPLAY,NOMDT,

                       NOBLINK,NORMAL-VIDEO,NOUNDERSCORE,

                       NOCOLOR)

         DELIMIT SKIP

DFLD: EMP-ID-0415                                     OF EMPLOYEE

         HELP SOURCE NONE

         OPTIONAL

         EXTERNAL PICTURE IS INTERNAL

             ZEROED WHEN NULL  DISPLAY WHEN ZERO

         INPUT:  JUSTIFY LEFT, UPPER NO, DATA YES, PAD NO

         OUTPUT: BACKSCAN NO, DATA YES
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PFLD: AUTOPF00004                             AT (12,25)

         ATTRIBUTES = (NUMERIC,PROTECTED,NONDETECTABLE,DISPLAY,NOMDT,

                       NOBLINK,NORMAL-VIDEO,NOUNDERSCORE,

                       NOCOLOR)

         NODELIMIT

      LITERAL STRING

PFLD: AUTOPF00005                             AT (12,45)

         ATTRIBUTES = (ALPHANUMERIC,UNPROTECTED,NONDETECTABLE,DISPLAY,NOMDT,

                       NOBLINK,NORMAL-VIDEO,NOUNDERSCORE,

                       NOCOLOR)

         DELIMIT SKIP

DFLD: EMP-PHONE-0415                                  OF EMPLOYEE

         HELP SOURCE NONE

         OPTIONAL

         EXTERNAL PICTURE IS INTERNAL

             ZEROED WHEN NULL  DISPLAY WHEN ZERO

         INPUT:  JUSTIFY LEFT, UPPER NO, DATA YES, PAD NO

         OUTPUT: BACKSCAN NO, DATA YES

MAP LOAD MODULE GENERATED IN LOAD AREA FOR CEXME028, SIZE =    424

 END OF CA IDMS/DC MAP UTILITY

PANEL Statement

A PANEL statement designates a panel occurrence to be processed by a PROCESS statement. The following processes
apply to panel occurrences:

• REPORT prints a screen image and report for specified panel occurrences.
• IMAGE prints a screen image for specified panel occurrences.
• DECOMPILE produces the default and non-default compiler source statements for specified panel occurrences.

DECOMPILE also produces its output as card images with syntax in fixed locations, one statement clause per line.
Therefore, use it when the definition may be modified.

• TERSE produces the non-default compiler source statements for specified panel occurrences. Because TERSE fills
each line, it is not recommended if you want to edit the output. It should be used when the map is being backed up or
migrated.

PANEL Statement Syntax

►►──── PANEL = ──┬─ ALL ──────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────►◄

                 └─ panel-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                                └─ ,VERSION = ─┬─ 1 ◄ ────────────┬─┘

                                               └─ version-number ─┘

PANEL Statement Parameters

• ALL
Specifies that all panel occurrences in the data dictionary are to be processed as specified in the PROCESS statement
that precedes the PANEL statement. For example, the following sample code prints a screen image for each panel in
the data dictionary:

PROCESS=IMAGE
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PANEL=ALL

• VERSION=version-n
Specifies a panel occurrence to be processed as indicated in the PROCESS statement that precedes the PANEL
statement. For example, the following sample code produces a screen image and report for the CEXLEJKD panel:

PROCESS=REPORT

PANEL=CEXLEJKD

• VERSION=version-n
Optionally specifies the version number of the panel occurrence. The default is 1.

MAP Statement

A MAP statement is submitted after a PROCESS statement to designate the map occurrences to be processed.

MAP Statement Syntax

 

►►──── MAP = ──┬─ ALL ──┬────────────────────────────────┬───────┬────────────►◄

               │        └─ ,SYSTEM = dc-version-number ──┘       │

               ├─ CHANGED ─┬───────────────────────────────┬─────┤

               │           └─ ,SYSTEM = dc-version-number ─┘     │

               └─ map-name ─┬──────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                            └─ ,VERSION = ─┬─ 1 ◄ ────────────┬┘

                                           └─ version-number ─┘

 

MAP Statement Parameters

• ALL,SYSTEM=dc-version-n
Specifies that all map occurrences in the data dictionary are to be processed as specified in the PROCESS statement
that precedes the MAP
statement. For example, the sample code shown below loads all maps in the data dictionary:

PROCESS=LOAD

MAP=ALL

MAP=ALL cannot be specified with PROCESS=DELETE; this restriction prevents the inadvertent deletion of map load
modules.
SYSTEM=dc-version-n optionally specifies that only map occurrences associated with the specified IDMS system are
processed. For example, the sample code shown below loads all maps in system 7:

PROCESS=LOAD

MAP=ALL,SYSTEM=07

• CHANGED,SYSTEM=dc-version-n
Specifies that modified map occurrences are to be processed as specified in the preceding PROCESS statement. All
map occurrences in the data dictionary that have been modified since they were last generated are processed. For
example, the sample code shown below loads all modified and ungenerated maps in the dictionary, generates a report
for each map, and finally decompiles each map:

PROCESS=ALL

MAP=CHANGED
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MAP=CHANGED cannot be specified with PROCESS=DELETE; this restriction prevents the inadvertent deletion of
map load modules.
SYSTEM=dc-version-n optionally specifies that only modified map occurrences that are associated with the specified
IDMS system are processed.

• Map-name,VERSION=version-n
Specifies that the named map occurrence is to be processed as specified in the PROCESS statement that precedes
the MAP statement. For example, the following sample code decompiles map CEXME104:

PROCESS=DECOMPILE

MAP=CEXME1_4,VERSION=1

VERSION=version-n (default is 1) optionally specifies the version number of the map occurrence; the default is 1.

MAP Statement Considerations

The MAP clause also applies to corresponding panel occurrences when both of the following conditions apply:

• The MAP statement names a map occurrence created by batch statements for automatic panel definition or by the
online mapping compiler.

• The MAP statement modifies a REPORT, IMAGE, DECOMPILE, TERSE, and/or DELETE operation, as specified in
the PROCESS statement that precedes the MAP statement.

A PANEL statement should not be included when the MAP clause conforms to both of the conditions listed above.

Multiple processes and multiple MAP and PANEL statements can be included in a single batch utility run, as shown below:

PROCESS=REPORT,DECOMPILE

MAP=MAINTMAP

MAP=CUSTMAP

MAP=ORDMAP

PROCESS=REPORT

PANEL=MAINTPAN

PANEL=CUSTPAN

PANEL=ORDPAN

PROCESS=DELETE

MAP=METMAP

The sample code shown above requests the following operations:

• REPORT and DECOMPILE operations for maps MAINTMAP, CUSTMAP, and ORDMAP
• REPORT operations for maps MAINTPAN, CUSTPAN, and ORDPAN
• DELETE operation for the METMAP load module

Batch Utility JCL
The batch utility executes in update mode. Run the batch utility through the central version or as a local IDMS/DB program
with active journal files to protect the integrity of the data dictionary.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

z/OS JCL

//RHDCMPUT EXEC PGM=RHDCMPUT,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR
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//         DD DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

//sysctl   DD DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg    DD DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//SYSLST   DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSPCH   DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIDMS  DD *

DMCL=dmcl-name

DICTNAME=appldict

sysidms parameters

//SYSIPT   DD *

control statements

idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of load library that contains the DMCL and
database name table load modules

idms.custom.loadlib Data set name of the load library that contains the customized
IDMS executable modules

idms.cagjload Data set name of load library that contains the IDMS executable
modules that do not require customization

idms.sysctl Data set name of SYSCTL file
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg Data set name of the system message area
sysidms parameters A list of the SYSIDMS parameters that pertain to this job.
dmcl-name The name of the dictionary the DMLF precompiler should access
appldict The name of the application dictionary that should be accessed

Local Mode

To execute the batch utility in local mode:

• Remove the sysctl DD statement.
• Add the following statements:

//dictdb   DD DSN=idms.appldict.ddldml,DISP=OLD

//dloddb   DD DSN=idms.appldict.ddldclod,DISP=OLD

//sysjrnl DD DSN=idms.tapejrnl,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=tape

dictdb DDname of application dictionary definition area
idms.appldict.ddldml Data set name of application dictionary definition area
dloddb DDname of application dictionary definition load library area
idms.appldict.ddldclod Data set name of application dictionary definition load library area
sysjrnl DDname of the tape journal file
idms.tapejrnl Data set name of the tape journal file

z/VSE JCL

// UPSI   b
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// DLBL   SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT'

// EXTENT sys020,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN  sys020,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// EXEC   RHDCMPUT

SYSIDMS parameters

/*

b Appropriate UPSI switch, 1-8 characters, if specified in the
IDMSOPTI module

#SYSIPT If #SYSIPT is used, the individual parameters must be listed in the
following SYSIDMS parameters statement.
Can also be defined as a disk dataset, where #SYSIPT is replaced
with the name of the file containing the SYSIDMS parameters and
the parameters are not listed separately

user.output File-id of output file
sys020 Logical unit assignment of output file
nnnnnn Volume serial number of disk storage device
ssss Relative starting track
llll Number of tracks
SYSIDMS parameters A list of the SYSIDMS parameters that pertain to this job.

z/VM JCL

FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER

FILEDEF SYSPCH DISK syspch output a

FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK sysidms input a

FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK util input a

GLOBAL LOADLIB IDMSLIB

OSRUN RHDCMPUT

syspch output a Filename, filetype, and filemode of the card-image output file
sysidms input a Filename, filetype, and filemode of the file that contains the

SYSIDMS parameters
util input a Filename, filetype, and filemode of the file containing batch utility

control statements

Local Mode

To execute the batch utility in local mode:

1. Specify that RHDCMPUT is executing in local mode by performing one of the following:
– Link RHDCMPUT with an IDMSOPTI program that specifies local execution mode
– Modify the OSRUN statement:
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OSRUN RHDCMPUT PARM='*LOCAL*'

NOTE
This option is valid only if the OSRUN command is issued from a System Product interpreter or an
EXEC2 file.

– Specify *LOCAL* as the first input parameter of the file identified by util input a
2. Add the following statements before the OSRUN statement:

FILEDEF dictdb DISK dictdb dictfile d

               (RECFM F LRECL pppp BLKSIZE pppp XTENT nnnn

FILEDEF j1jrnl DISK j1jrnl jrnlfile k

               (RECFM F LRECL pppp BLKSIZE pppp XTENT nnnn

FILEDEF dloddb DISK dloddb dictfile f

               (RECFM F LRECL pppp BLKSIZE pppp XTENT nnnn

dictdb DDname of the application data dictionary
dictdb dictfile d Filename, filetype, filemode of the application data dictionary file
pppp Page size of the file
nnnn Number of pages in the file
j1jrnl DDname of the first disk journal file
jljrnl jrnlfile k Filename, filetype, and filemode of the first disk journal file
dloddb DDname of the data dictionary load area
dloddb dictfile f Filename, filetype, and filemode of the data dictionary load area

Sample JCL

The input job stream for the batch utility with batch utility statements and JCL is shown here. The map, CEXME028, which
was defined using the online compiler, is decompiled by the sample code; the resulting source is sent to a card-image
data set; and a report for the map is produced. Executable code for the map CEXME028 is compiled and loaded into the
DDLDCLOD area of the data dictionary.

//MPUT81   EXEC PGM=RHDCMPUT,REGION=4096K

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=DBDC.SYSTEM81.R150.NTWKLOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DBDC.SYSTEM81.CUSTOM.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DIST.CAGJF0.CAGJLOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSCTL   DD DSN=DBDC.SYSTEM81.SYSCTL,DISP=SHR

//SYSLST   DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSPCH   DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIDMS  DD *

  DICTNAME=TSTDICT

//SYSIPT   DD *

  PROCESS=ALL

  MAP=CEXME028,VERSION=00001

Error Messages
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If errors are present in batch utility source statements, the utility returns diagnostic messages in the listing generated with
each run. Messages issued by the batch utility are displayed in the following format:

nnnnnn    severity-level    message-text

The following information is represented by the previous format:

• Nnnnnn represents the 6-digit identifying number for the error message.
• Severity-level represents the severity associated with the message:

– W (warning) identifies potential problems in the source code. The statement that contains the potential error is
processed and processing continues.

– E (error) identifies erroneous input. The statement that contains the error is rejected and processing continues. The
source code must be corrected before the code can be successfully compiled.

– F (fatal) identifies errors that affect more than one map source statement. Processing is terminated and the errors
must be corrected before the source code can be compiled.

• Message-text represents the error message that applies to the given error.

Integrated Data Dictionary Mapping Entities
The IDMS mapping compilers use the data dictionary as a source of information and as storage for map-related entity
occurrences and map load modules. The mapping compilers share information with other Broadcom data management
products to promote data integrity and stability.

Data Dictionary Entities Used by the Mapping Compilers

When is the Data Dictionary Used?

The batch and online compilers retrieve information from and update information in the data dictionary at map compilation
and map runtime:

• At map compilation, the batch and online compilers use map-related and table data dictionary entities, as follows:
– Both map compilers verify that each specified occurrence is defined in the data dictionary.
– Both compilers access information from record elements, such as the internal picture, external picture, or edit table

defined for or associated with a map definition.
• At program runtime, application programs invoke map load modules as needed. A map load module can, in turn,

invoke stand-alone tables and map help load modules stored in the load area.

Entities used by Compilers

The following data dictionary entities are used by the mapping compilers:

• Element occurrences
• Record occurrences
• Map occurrences
• Message occurrences
• Table occurrences
• Map and table load modules
• Help modules

The establishment, use, and/or modification of each of these entity occurrences is discussed, following a brief discussion
of the builder codes used to identify the owner of many entity occurrences.
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Builder Codes

What is a Builder Code?

When an entity occurrence is established in the data dictionary, a builder code is assigned to the occurrence. The builder
code designates the component of the Broadcom data management system that owns the entity and is allowed to make
structural modifications to the entity. If the entity occurrence is subsequently used by a different product, the builder code
may change to reflect the current use of the entity.

Some components, such as IDD, access the builder code when modifications to an entity occurrence are attempted.
Builder codes and their associated components are shown in the following table:

Builder Code Input Source
C IDMS mapping compilers
D DDDL compiler
G IDMS-CV/DC sysgen compiler (source records)
R IDMS-CV/DC sysgen compiler (object records)
S Schema compiler
V Subschema compiler
M DML processors
A ADS dialog generator
P ADS application generator
X IDMSDIRL utility

For example, an IDD-built occurrence has a builder code of D, which specifies that IDD owns the occurrence and that
modifications can be made to the occurrence.

Copying an IDD-built Occurrence

Consequences of copying an IDD-built occurrence are described as follows:

• If the occurrence is copied into a schema, the builder code changes to S. A builder code of S indicates to the DDDL
compiler that only nonstructural modifications, such as commentary and documentational entries, can be made by the
DDDL compiler.

• If the occurrence is copied into both a map and a schema, the builder code changes to S.
• If the occurrence is copied into an IDMS map by the mapping compilers, the builder code changes to C. A builder code

of C indicates to the DDDL compiler that limited modifications can be made.

When a schema or an IDMS map is deleted, the builder code changes back to D and modifications can then be made by
the DDDL compiler.

For more information about builder codes, see System Generation. 

Element Occurrences

What is an Element?

A record element is a logical subdivision of a record; an element cannot be addressed without first addressing the record
to which the element belongs.

Element occurrences define group or elementary data items that can be used in IDD-built records or IDMS/DB schema-
built records. Elements used by maps must be defined in the dictionary and must be members of records prior to map
compilation.

Establishing Element Occurrences
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Element occurrences can be established in the data dictionary in one of the following ways:

• The ADD ELEMENT statement submitted to the DDDL compiler establishes a free-standing element that can be
included in an IDD-built record or that can be included automatically in a schema-built record.

• The RECORD statement submitted to the DDDL compiler, in conjunction with the RECORD ELEMENT substatement
or the COBOL substatement, establishes an IDD-built record and all elements that participate in that record. If the
element specified in the substatement matches an existing element record, the existing record is used. Otherwise, a
new element occurrence is created.

• The RECORD DESCRIPTION section of schema DDL submitted to the schema compiler establishes IDMS/DB
schema-built records in the data dictionary. All elements that participate in the schema records are automatically
established in the data dictionary.

Elements are the building blocks that form records. The batch and online compilers use element occurrences as they
appear in records rather than as free-standing items.

How the Information is Used

Information defined for the record element in the data dictionary is used by either the batch or online compiler:

• The internal picture for the element is used to derive characteristics of the element, such as length or usage.
• The external picture for the element is used to determine the external characteristics of a field if both of the following

conditions are true:
– The external picture is defined at the element level and not overridden at the map-field level.
– Automatic editing is enabled for the map field.

• The edit table is used by automatic editing and error-handling in editing data if both of the following conditions are true:
– The edit table is defined at the record level and not overridden at the map-field level.
– Automatic editing is enabled for the map field.

• The code table is used by automatic editing in encoding and decoding data if both of the following conditions are true:
– The code table is defined at the record level and not overridden at the map-field level.
– Automatic editing is enabled for the map field.

Considerations

An element occurrence defined in the data dictionary can be modified or deleted. The following considerations apply to the
deletion of element occurrences:

• An element that participates in a record cannot be deleted.
• An element that participates in a group element structure cannot be deleted.

Critical changes to dictionary-defined record elements, such as a change in an element's picture, necessitate regenerating
maps and recompiling programs that use those maps (For more information, see "Critical Changes".).

Record Occurrences

What is a Record Occurrence?

A record occurrence is the basic addressable unit of data in IDMS/DB. A record consists of a fixed or variable number of
characters subdivided into units called elements. Records that are used by maps must be defined in the dictionary prior to
map compilation.

Establishing a Record Occurrence

Record occurrences can be established in the data dictionary in one of the following ways:

• The ADD RECORD statement submitted to the DDDL compiler establishes a record entity occurrence in the data
dictionary.
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For more information about the ADD RECORD statement and other DDDL statements, see IDD DDDL Reference.
• The RECORD DESCRIPTION SECTION of the schema DDL submitted to the schema compiler establishes record

entity occurrences in the data dictionary.
For more information about the DDL schema compiler, see Utilities.

Considerations

The following considerations apply to the modification or deletion of records:

• If a record participates in an IDMS/DB schema, the record cannot be deleted from the dictionary. Additionally, no
structural modifications can be made to the record; however, commentary and documentational entries can be added
or modified.

• A record synonym that participates in an IDMS/DB schema, subschema, or IDMS map cannot be removed or excluded
from the dictionary.

• A view id (established by a DDDL PROGRAM statement) that is active in an IDMS/DB subschema cannot be removed
from the dictionary.

• A record that participates in a map can be modified, with the following exceptions:
– A record element that participates in a map cannot be removed from the record or replaced. This restriction

applies also to group elements that contain subordinate elements that participate in maps. REPLACE RECORD
ELEMENTS implicitly performs a remove and an insert operation.
Several DDDL commands cause the removal or replacement of record elements. If the record elements or
subordinate elements to be removed or replaced participate in maps, the operation is not performed. If the record
elements or subordinate elements do not participate in maps, the operation is performed as usual. The following
commands perform a remove operation:
• REMOVE RECORD ELEMENT
• REPLACE RECORD ELEMENT
• REMOVE ALL
• COBOL substatement
The following commands perform a replace operation:
• REBUILD RECORD ELEMENTS followed by RECORD ELEMENT substatements
• REPLACE RECORD ELEMENT

– The occurrence count of the OCCURS clause cannot be decreased if the decrease causes a map field to be made
obsolete. For example, if the twelfth occurrence of a record element is used by a map, and an attempt is made
to modify the record and decrease the occurrence count to eleven, an error occurs and the modification is not
performed. This rule applies to group record elements as well as to elementary record elements.

• Certain modifications to map-owned occurrences require that the map be recompiled if the map is to reflect the
changes in the occurrence. Other modifications require that the map, as well as the programs using the map, be
recompiled.
For more information, see Critical Changes.

Panel Occurrences

Panel occurrences stored in the data dictionary define display screens. Panel occurrences are associated with map
occurrences and can be established in the data dictionary in any of the following four ways:

• The IDMS online mapping compiler establishes panel occurrences in the dictionary when it creates a map. Panels
established with this option are identified by the -OLMPANEL suffix.

• The ADD PANEL statement submitted to the IDMS batch compiler establishes panel occurrences in the data
dictionary.

• The ADD MFLD statement (for MAP AUTOPANEL) submitted to the IDMS batch compiler establishes panel
occurrences in the data dictionary. Panels established with this option are identified by the -AUTOPANEL suffix.

• The ADD PANEL statement submitted to the DDDL compiler establishes panel occurrences in the data dictionary.
Such panels are documentational only.
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For more information about the DDDL ADD PANEL statement, see IDD DDDL Reference.

Panel occurrences are stored in the DDLDML area of the data dictionary.

Considerations

The IDMS mapping facility batch and online compilers can be used to modify or delete panel occurrences. The following
considerations apply to the modification or deletion of panel occurrences:

• A panel record created by batch compiler statements for manual panel definition is not deleted when maps associated
with the panel are deleted.

• A panel occurrence generated either by batch compiler automatic panel definition or by the online compiler is affected
by the deletion of an associated map:
– The panel occurrence is automatically deleted when the panel occurrence has not been associated with any other

map occurrences.
– The panel occurrence is not affected when the panel occurrence has been associated with other map occurrences.

WARNING
If a map was originally compiled using the online compiler, and then decompiled and recompiled in batch,
panel occurrences will not be automatically deleted.

• A panel occurrence associated with one or more maps cannot be deleted until all associated maps have been deleted.
• A panel occurrence established by the IDMS mapping compilers cannot be modified or deleted by the DDDL compiler,

except to modify comments.

Changing a DEVICE Specification

The DEVICES specification of a panel cannot be modified. To change a DEVICES specification, the following procedure
must be used:

1. Decompile the panel and associated maps, saving the decompiled source for later use.
2. Delete all maps associated with the panel.
3. Delete the panel occurrence itself.
4. Define a new panel with the updated DEVICES specification by using the decompiled source.
5. Define the associated maps using the decompiled source.

Map Occurrences

Map occurrences stored in the data dictionary associate record elements with panel field occurrences for existing panel
occurrences.

Establishing Map Occurrences

Map occurrences can be established in the data dictionary in any of the following three ways:

• By using the IDMS online mapping compiler
• By using the ADD MAP or ADD MAP AUTOPANEL statements of the IDMS batch compiler
• By using the ADD MAP statement of the IDD DDDL compiler (such maps are documentational only);

Map occurrences are stored in the DDLDML area of the data dictionary.

The IDMS mapping facility online and batch compilers can modify or delete map occurrences from the data dictionary.

Considerations

The following considerations apply to the modification or deletion of map occurrences:
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• Deleting a map occurrence that was generated by batch compiler statements for manual panel definition does not
affect the associated panel occurrence.

• Deleting a map occurrence that was generated either by either the online or batch compiler statements for automatic
panel definition affects the associated panel occurrence:
– The associated panel occurrence is deleted unless the panel has been associated with additional map occurrences.
– The associated panel occurrence is not affected if the panel has been associated with additional map occurrences.

• Map occurrences that are created by the online or batch compilers cannot be deleted by the DDDL compiler; the DDDL
compiler can be used only to modify comments.

Message Occurrences

Message occurrences stored in the data dictionary define informational messages. These messages can be established
only through the ADD MESSAGE statement submitted to the DDDL compiler. Such messages can be modified at any time
through the DDDL compiler.

Messages stored in the data dictionary can be associated with maps by the mapping facility batch or online compiler. An
ADS dialog or application program can include statements that cause a map to be redisplayed due to input errors. Error
messages are displayed for each field in error in the message field (if any) defined for the map. If a map has no message
field, error messages are not displayed and processing continues (with ADS the message is displayed on the ADS default
message screen).

A message can be specified in a map field occurrence generated by the IDMS mapping facility and thus be included in a
map load module. This type of message does not constitute a message occurrence and can only be modified by using the
mapping facility online or batch compilers.

Table Occurrences

Table occurrences stored in the data dictionary define edit and code tables that are used by the automatic editing feature
of the IDMS mapping facility. Edit tables contain lists of single values and/or ranges of values against which data field
values in a map are verified. Code tables contain lists of values according to which data field values are encoded and
record element values are decoded.

Types of Tables

Three types of edit and code tables exist in the data dictionary:

• A built-in table is created by the EDIT/CODE TABLE clause in either the RECORD ELEMENT or the COBOL
substatement of the DDDL RECORD statement. A built-in table is associated with an individual record element in the
dictionary.

• A linked stand-alone table is created by the DDDL ADD TABLE statement of IDD. A stand-alone table is not associated
with a particular record element in the dictionary. The term linked indicates that a copy of such a table is incorporated
into the map load module.

• An unlinked stand-alone table is created and generated by the DDDL ADD TABLE statement of IDD. A stand-alone
table is not associated with a particular record element in the dictionary. The term unlinked indicates that such a table
is dynamically loaded as a separate load module at program runtime.

A built-in table is also called a tightly coupled table since the table is associated with an individual record element in the
dictionary. A stand-alone table is also called a loosely coupled table since the table is not associated with a particular
record element in the dictionary.

Considerations

A table can be modified or deleted at any time by an authorized user once the table is established in the data dictionary.
The following considerations apply to the modification or deletion of a table occurrence:
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• When a built-in table is modified, any map load modules that use the record element in which the table is defined must
be recompiled. This step is necessary because an element and its tables are incorporated into map load modules that
specify the element. It is not necessary to recompile dialogs or programs that use the recompiled maps.

• When a linked stand-alone table is modified, any maps that use the table must be recompiled. This step is necessary
because a linked stand-alone table is incorporated into map load modules that specify the table. It is not necessary to
recompile dialogs or programs that use the recompiled maps.

• When an unlinked stand-alone table is modified, it is not necessary to recompile maps that access the table.

For more information about edit and code tables, see Generating Edit and Code Tables.

Map and Table Load Module Occurrences

Establishing Load Modules

Load module occurrences in the data dictionary define modules that can be used by the IDMS/DB central version, IDMS,
and ADS Load modules are stored in the DDLDCLOD area of the data dictionary. Map, table, and help load modules are
established in the data dictionary in the following ways:

• The GENERATE clause of the ADD TABLE statement submitted to the DDDL compiler establishes a loosely coupled
edit or code table as a load module in the data dictionary.

• The Compile action on the Main Menu establishes a map as a load module in the data dictionary.

NOTE
The help load module is created when its corresponding map is compiled.

• The PROCESS=LOAD statement submitted to the IDMS batch utility establishes a map as a load module in the data
dictionary.

Considerations

The following considerations apply to the modification or deletion of a load module:

• Once a load module has been stored in the data dictionary, only a user with ALL authority can delete the load module
or have it punched to a SYSPCH file.

• When a previously loaded map load module is recompiled, the DCMT VARY PROGRAM map-name NEW COPY
command must be used to ensure that the new version of the module is loaded in either of the following cases:
– The batch utility is used to recompile the module.
– MAPC is used to recompile the module and the OLM sysgen option NEW COPY IS N is defined for the online

compiler.
For either of the previously specified cases, if the DCMT VARY PROGRAM command is not used and the previous
version of the map load module has not been deleted or overlayed, the old version of the map load module is used.

• When a map is recompiled and the sysgen option is NEW COPY IS N, the load module should also be varied NEW
COPY.

• When a stand-alone edit or code table description is modified, it must be recompiled by the GENERATE option of the
IDD DDDL TABLE statement if the table load module is to reflect changes in the table definition.

• When a stand-alone edit or code table load module is modified, the map load module that uses that table as a linked
table must be recompiled if it is to reflect changes in the table.

Data Dictionary Entities Updated by Mapping Compilers
At map generation, the batch and online compilers update the dictionary by adding, modifying, or deleting map
occurrences and load modules and by establishing links between maps and dictionary entities that the maps access.
For example, a record is updated to reflect the use of that record by the map. While the map occurrence exists in the
dictionary, the record cannot be deleted.
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The mapping facility batch and online compilers establish and maintain map and panel occurrences by updating the
following data dictionary records:

• MAP-098 occurrences represent map occurrences.
• MAPRCD-125 occurrences relate IDMS maps to a schema or work record that the map uses.
• MAPFLD-124 occurrences represent map field occurrences.
• PANELFLD-121 occurrences represent panel field occurrences.
• PFLD-DATA-147 occurrences are logical extensions of PANELFLD-121 occurrences that contain device-dependence

tables for panel fields.
• PROG-051 occurrences represent maps as programs in the data dictionary; a flag in the record indicates that the

record is a map.
• MODMAP-195 occurrences relate IDMS maps to edit and code tables and to modules containing help text.

These data dictionary records are shown in the following table along with the IDMS statements and operations that update
each record in the data dictionary:

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Map Compiler Statements

 PANEL PFLD MAP MAP MFLD MFLD AUTO-
PANEL

(AUTO-PANEL)

MAP-098   X  X  
MAPPRCD-125   X  X  
MAPFLD-124    X  X
PANEL-118 X      
PANELFLD-121  X    X
PFLD-DATA-147  X    X
PROG-051       
DDLDCLOD
AREA

      

Map Utility Load
statement

     X

Online Mapping Compiler Screens

 Initial Definit Added Records Correct /
Incorrect

Field Select Field Edit Extend Field
Edit

MAP-098 X X X F   
MAPRCD-125 X X     
MAPFLD-124    F X X
PANEL-118 X      
PANELFLD-121  X  F X X
PFLDDATA-147  X  F X X
PROG-051    G   
DDLDCLOD
AREA

   G   
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NOTE

• F indicates records updated on FINISH or GENERATE.
• G indicates records updated on GENERATE only.

 

 

Critical Changes
A critical change is one that requires entities that use or are used by the changed entity to be recompiled. The date/time
stamps will be in conflict until all necessary entities are recompiled. If the date/time stamp for a map load module conflicts
with the date/time stamp of a dialog or program that uses the map load module, an error results.

What is a Critical Change?

The following types of changes, which are considered critical, update the date/time stamps for panel and map
occurrences:

• Adding a variable field to a map/panel
• Deleting a variable field from a map/panel
• Changing a pageable map to a nonpageable map, or vice versa
• Changing the version of a record

To update the date/time stamp for the map load module and incorporate the critical changes that were made, recompile
the map load module.

What to Recompile

The following entities must be recompiled when a map load module is recompiled due to a critical change:

• ADS dialogs (if any) that use the map
• Application programs (if any) that use the map

The developer can identify the dialogs and programs that have been compiled against a map by displaying the map
occurrence with IDD.

When a developer copies a map and optionally edits existing field definitions for the newly copied map, it is not considered
a critical change. Therefore, the date/time stamp is the same for the original and the copied map. Alternative maps must
all have the same date/time stamp.

WARNING
If a developer copies a map and then moves the fields to different positions, it is considered a critical change.

NOTE
For more information about alternative maps, see Generate Alternative Maps.

IDD produces a list of maps that must be recompiled when IDD is used to modify a record such that map recompilation is
necessary. The list of maps is followed by a message that informs the developer if dialogs and programs that use the map
need to be recompiled when the map is recompiled.

IDD modifications and regeneration/recompilation requirements for maps and programs are summarized in the following
table.
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NOTE
For more information about modification of records and record elements, see the IDMS IDD DDDL Reference
section.

IDD DDDL Modification Map Regeneration Required for Maps Dialog/Program Regeneration Required for
Dialog/Programs

PICTURE X X
USAGE X X
REDEFINES X X
OCCURS count X X
SIGN X X
EDIT TABLE X  
CODE TABLE X  
EXTERNAL PICTURE X  
RECORD ELEMENT specification X X

Coordinated Use of the Online and Batch Compilers
Use of the online mapping compiler, the batch compiler, and the batch utility can be coordinated to develop and maintain
maps. The relationships among the data dictionary, batch compiler, batch utility, and the online compiler are illustrated in
the following figure:
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For example, a map developer might perform the following sequence of actions to coordinate the use of the online
compiler, the batch compiler, and the batch utility:

1. Develop a new map by using the online compiler
2. Revise the map in response to a major revision of a data dictionary entity by performing the following actions:

a. Obtain map source statements by using the DECOMPILE or TERSE process of the batch utility
b. Delete the occurrences and load module for the map by using the online compiler
c. Update the decompiled source statements, as necessary
d. Compile the updated source code, redefining the map
e. Generate a load module for the updated map by using the LOAD process of the batch utility

The following considerations apply to the coordinated use of the mapping compilers:

• The online compiler can be used to modify or delete a batch-generated map under the following conditions:
– The name of the map panel is composed of the map name and the suffix -OLMPANEL.
– The map does not define device groupings.
– The map does not contain device specifications for devices smaller than 24X80.

• The batch compiler and utility can be used to decompile, revise, and recompile a map created by the online
compiler. Panels created by the online compiler are processed automatically by the map utility REPORT and
DECOMPILE processes; the panel need not be explicitly named.
DECOMPILE or TERSE move the definition of a map from one dictionary to another. The map can then be recompiled
on the target dictionary. A map load module can be moved from one load area to another (or to a load library) using the
DDDL PUNCH command, but programs and dialogs cannot be compiled against a map for which there is no source
definition in the DDLDML area of the dictionary.

Using Glass TTY Terminals
You can display most maps you created with the online or batch compiler utility on a visual-display teletypewriter terminal
(glass TTY). Prepare a device independence table for a glass TTY before you map to or from the TTY.

NOTE

 The key names and control codes in this topic do not apply to all glass TTY terminals. Consult the
Documentation for a TTY terminal to verify the keys and codes used by that terminal.

Types of Tables

You may have to create a unique device independence table for each type of glass TTY terminal at a site. In other cases,
you can use a given device independence table for a group of terminals. You can create different device independence
tables for the same type of TTY. For example, some users need to see different attribute byte symbols on their TTY
screens or are accustomed to associating functions with particular function keys.

At the beginning of a terminal session, use the DCUF SET SCREEN statement to load a specific device independence
table. The RHDCTAPR module uses the specified TTY device independence table during runtime. For more information
about the DCUF SET SCREEN statement see the IDMS System Generation.

Follow these steps:

1. Prepare statements that establish data conversion information for the given TTY.
2. Assemble and link those statements into an RHDCTTBL module and execute the module.

NOTE

In this topic 3270- and 3279-type terminals are referred to as 3270-type terminals.
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TTY Environment

Cursor Position

The map-definition specifies the cursor position on mapout. A mapout operation writes a map to the TTY and positions the
cursor as it would be positioned on a 3270-type terminal.

Attribute Byte

An invisible attribute byte physically precedes each field on mapout. You can define a display symbol for the attribute
byte in a device independence table. You can use attribute byte symbols to mark the location of the field. Attribute byte
symbols also inform the operator whether the field is unprotected, delimited, blank and protected, or in error.

The following table contains default attribute byte symbols:

Default Symbol Meaning
+ Unprotected fields
! Blank, protected field
* Delimited field
? A field in error

Protected Fields

TTY terminals do not physically protect fields. The operator can key characters into any location on the map. If you key
data into a field that is defined as UNPROTECTED field, the data is transmitted and processed as usual. If you type data
into a PROTECTED field or into a portion of the map on which no fields are defined, then data is ignored on mapin.

Keys

Each terminal defines the keys or key sequences that cause the cursor to move on the screen. You must be repeat
terminal-defined key associations in a device independence table for a given terminal. Consult documentation for a
terminal to understand the cursor-movement key assignments for that terminal.

Typical Cursor Movement Keys

A device independence table specifies the terminal-defined keys or key sequences that are used to move the cursor
on the screen. Consult documentation for a terminal to understand the cursor-movement key assignments valid for that
terminal. 

The following table presents typical key assignments for some glass TTY terminals:

Default TTY key Function
<Ctrl>─H Cursor-left
<Ctrl>─J Cursor-down
<Ctrl>─K Cursor-up
<Ctrl>─L Cursor-right
<Ctrl>─<Home> Home

You can define TTY control keys to act like 3270-type attention keys. Consult documentation for a terminal to understand
the attention key assignments for that terminal.
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The following table presents typical attention key assignments for glass TTY terminals:

3270 Key Typical function of the 3270
key

Default TTY Key Statement = hex-value-a

<Enter> Send data to host Return CENTER=0D
<Clear> Return to higher level <Ctrl>─Z CCLEAR=1A
<PF1> Help <Ctrl>─F CPF1=06
<PF2>  <Ctrl>─I CPF2=09
<PF3>  <Ctrl>─R CPF3=12
<PF4>  <Ctrl>─S CPF4=13
<PF5>  <Ctrl>─T CPF5=14
<PF6>  <Ctrl>─U CPF6=15
<PF7> Display previous page <Ctrl>─V CPF7=16
<PF8> Display next page <Ctrl>─W CPF8=17
<PF9> Swap screens <Ctrl>─X CPF9=18
<PA1> Refresh screen <Ctrl>─Y CPA1=19

The operator presses a TTY key or key sequence to invoke the 3270-type function associated with the key in the device
independence table. The right-hand column of this table presents the RHDCTTBL statements that establish these
particular key relationships.

Restrictions
TTY limitations impose the following restrictions on maps:

• Maps that contain fields that wrap around from the bottom to the top of the screen are not supported. A map is not a
wraparound map if only the cursor returns to the upper left from the lower right coordinate at runtime.

• The last position on the screen is unavailable. For example, data cannot be mapped to or from the position 24,80 on a
24X80 screen.

• Maps with overlapping fields are not supported.

The following restrictions should also be noted:

• TTY keys that do not put control codes into the data stream (such as SHIFT/CLEAR and CTRL/Q) should not be used,
since RHDCTAPR registers user activity according to the control codes it receives.

• The online mapping compiler can only be run at a 3270-type terminal.
• A map generated through either batch or the online mapping compiler can be displayed on TTY and 3270-type

terminals under the following conditions:
– A map that is wider than a given screen can not display on that screen.
– A map can only display at a terminal if the screen size for the terminal is specified in the map-definition. A TTY

usually has a size of 24X80.
– A map can only display at a TTY terminal if the existing device independence table for the TTY terminal is specified

at the beginning of the terminal session.

Preparing Device Independence Statements
The #TTYDIT macro is the core of the RHDCTTBL utility used to create TTY tables. Through it, the user defines the TTY
environment and establishes protocol information.

Protocol coding is accomplished by editing the RHDCTTBL program which contains the #TTYDIT macro. The RHDCTTBL
program is delivered with the tape and is installed in the source library. Assembling the RHDCTTBL program creates the
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TTY protocol device independence table. Executing the RHDCTTBL program adds the device independence table to the
load area.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

Syntax for #TTYDIT macro statement is as follows:

►►───────── #TTYDIT ACTION = ─┬─ ADD ────┬─ NAME = table-name ────────────────►

                              ├─ MODIFY ─┤

                              └─ DELETE ─┘

 ►──┬───────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ ROW = ──┬─ row-number ─┬─┘

               └─ 24 ◄ ───────┘

 ►──┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ COL = ──┬─ column-number ─┬─┘

               └─ 80 ◄ ──────────┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

    └─ SSIZE = ──┬─ record-size ─┬────────┘

                 └─ 900 ◄ ───────┘

 ►──┬────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ BUFL = ──┬─ buffer-size ─┬────────┘

                └─ 500 ◄ ───────┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ SUPF = ──┬─ hex-value ─┬───┘

                └─ 4E ◄ ──────┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ SPRF = ──┬─ hex-value ─┬───┘

                └─ 5A ◄ ──────┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ DELM = ──┬─ hex-value ─┬───┘

                └─ 5C ◄ ──────┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ FERR = ──┬─ hex-value ─┬───┘

                └─ 6F ◄ ──────┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ HMRW = ──┬─ row-number ─┬──┘

                └─ 01 ◄ ───────┘

 ►──┬───────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ HMCL = ──┬─ column-number ─┬─┘

                └─ 01 ◄ ──────────┘

 ►──┬────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ KYBD = ──┬─ N ───┬┘
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                └─ Y ◄ ─┘

 ►──┬────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ ASKI = ──┬─ N ───┬┘

                └─ Y ◄ ─┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ ALRM = ──┬─ hex-value ─┬───┘

                └─ 07 ◄ ──────┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ UNLK = ──┬─ hex-value ─┬───┘

                └─ 0E ◄ ──────┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ CTHM = ──┬─ hex-value ─┬───┘

                └─ 1E ◄ ──────┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ UPLN = ──┬─ hex-value ─┬───┘

                └─ 0B ◄ ──────┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ DNLN = ──┬─ hex-value ─┬───┘

                └─ 0A ◄ ──────┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ FRSP = ──┬─ hex-value ─┬───┘

                └─ 0C ◄ ──────┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ BKSP = ──┬─ hex-value ─┬───┘

                └─ 08 ◄ ──────┘

 ►──┬────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ ESC = ──┬─ hex-value ─┬───┘

               └─ 1B ◄ ──────┘

 ►──┬───────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ CCLEAR = ──┬─ hex-value ─┬───┘

                  └─ 1A ◄ ──────┘

 ►──┬───────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ CENTER = ──┬─ hex-value ─┬───┘

                  └─ 0D ◄ ──────┘

 ►──┬──────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ CPOSn = hex-value ──┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ CPFn = hex-value ──┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ CPAn = hex-value ──┘

 ►──┬──────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►
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    └─ PCURn = hex-value ──┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ PCLR = ──┬─ hex-value ─┬───┘

                └─ 1A ◄ ──────┘

 ►──┬──────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ PDROW = ──┬─ Y ───┬─┘

                 └─ N ◄ ─┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ ROWDELM = ──┬─ hex-value ─┬┘

                   └─ 00 ◄ ──────┘

 ►──┬──────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ PDCOL = ──┬─ Y ───┬─┘

                 └─ N ◄ ─┘

 ►──┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ COLDELM = ──┬─ hex-value ─┬─┘

                   └─ 00 ◄ ──────┘

 ►──┬────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

    └─ DECIMAL = ──┬─ Y ───┬─┘

                   └─ N ◄ ─┘

Parameters

• #TTYDIT ACTION=ADD/MODIFY/DELETE
Specifies the action to be taken:
– ADD specifies that a new device independence table is to be created. ADD is the default specification if no table

with the specified name exists.
– MODIFY specifies that the named device independence table is to be modified. MODIFY is the default specification

if the named table already exists.
– DELETE specifies that the named device independence table is to be deleted.

• NAME= table-name
Specifies a 3-character name suffix for the table. The table is known to IDMS as $TTY@table-name. The default for
table-name is ADM.

• ROW=row-n
Specifies the number of screen rows on the given type of glass TTY terminal. The default for row-n is 24.

• COL=column-n
Specifies the number of screen columns on the given type of glass TTY terminal. The default for column-n is 80.

• SSIZE=record-size-n
Specifies the size, in bytes, of the area in program variable storage that stores all data to be transmitted. The default
for record-size-n is 900.

• BUFL=buffer-size-n
Specifies the size, in bytes, of the TTY inbound buffer. The default for buffer-size-n is 500.

• SUPF=hex-value-a
Specifies the character attribute symbol that marks the start of an unprotected field on the TTY screen. The value for
hex-value-a must be supplied in hexadecimal format. The default for hex-value-a is the plus sign (+); hex 4E.

• SPRF=hex-value-a
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Specifies the character attribute symbol that marks the start of a blank protected field on the TTY screen. The default is
5A.

NOTE
Any character, including a space character, can be specified for SUPF, SPRF, DELM, and/or FERR. The
same character can be specified for more than one attribute symbol.

• DELM=hex-value-a
Specifies the character attribute symbol that marks the location of the delimit character on a delimited field. The value
for hex-value-a must be supplied in hexadecimal format. The default for hex-value-a is the asterisk (*); hex 5C.

• FERR=hex-value-a
Specifies the character attribute symbol that marks a data field containing erroneous input (as determined by automatic
editing or by a user edit module). The value for hex-value-a The default for hex-value-a is the question mark (?); hex
6F.

• HMRW=row-number-n
Specifies the 2-digit coordinate for the cursor home row. The default for row-number-n is 01.

• HMCL=column-number-n
Specifies the 2-digit coordinate for the cursor home column. The default for column-number-n is 01.

• KYBD=N/Y
Specifies whether the host should send the control code defined by the UNLK statement to the terminal to unlock the
keyboard. Y (the default) specifies that it is necessary to send an unlock character to the terminal. Any other response
suppresses the unlock code and should be used when the keyboard does not lock or when the terminal does not
recognize an unlock code.

• ASKI=N/Y
Specifies whether control codes in subsequent statements specify ASCII or EBCDIC codes; it is not permissible to
mix ASCII and EBCDIC codes in a given table specification. Y (the default) indicates that all control codes in the table
specification are in ASCII; any other response indicates that all subsequent control codes are in EBCDIC.

• ALRM=hex-value-a
Specifies the hex control code to ring the terminal alarm. The default for hex-value-a is 07 (the ASCII mnemonic for
this code is BEL).

• UNLK=hex-value-a
Specifies the hex control code to unlock the keyboard. The default for hex-value-a is 0E (the ASCII mnemonic for this
code is SO).

• CTHM=hex-value-a
Specifies the hex control code that returns the cursor to the home position, as defined by the HMRW= and HMCL=
statements presented previously. The default for hex-value-a is 1E (the ASCII mnemonic for this code is RS).

• UPLN=hex-value-a
Specifies the hex control code for upward cursor movement (cursor up). The default for hex-value-a is 0B (the ASCII
mnemonic for this code is VT).

• DNLN=hex-value-a
Specifies the hex control code for downward cursor movement (cursor down). The default for hex-value-a is 0A (the
ASCII mnemonic for this code is LF).

• FRSP=hex-value-a
Specifies the hex control code for forward cursor movement (cursor right). The default for hex-value-a is 0C (the ASCII
mnemonic for this code is FF).

• BKSP=hex-value-a
Specifies the hex control code for backward cursor movement (cursor left). The default for hex-value-a is 08 (the ASCII
mnemonic for this code is BS).

• ESC=hex-value-a
Specifies the hex control code for the ESC (ESCAPE) key. The default for hex-value-a is 1B (the ASCII mnemonic for
this code is ESC).

• CCLEAR=hex-value-a
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Specifies the hex control code that functions as the 3270 clear key aid byte. The default for hex-value-a is 1A (the
ASCII mnemonic for this code is SUB).

• CENTER=hex-value-a
Specifies the hex control code for the RETURN (ENTER) key. The default for hex-value-a is 0D (the ASCII mnemonic
for this code is CR).

• CPOSn= hex-value-a
Where n is an integer from 1 to 80, specifies the hex control codes for absolute cursor positions. Each code specifies a
unique row/column screen location.

• CPFn=hex-value-a
Where n is an integer from 1 to 24, specifies hex control codes for control keys. The control code specified for CPF1
is translated to respond as though PF1 were pressed on a 3270-type terminal; the control code for CPF2 functions as
PF2; the control code for CPF3 functions as PF3; and so forth.
Default values for hex-value-a are presented in the table located at the end of this section. To override either a default
or user-specified setting, the user must specify both a new code and a null value for the given setting.

• CPAn=hex-value-a
Where n is an integer from 1 to 3, specifies hex control codes for control keys that correspond to the PA keys on 3270-
type terminals. The default value for CPA1 is 19, which corresponds to CTRL/Y in ASCII. There are no defaults for
CPA2 and CPA3. To override either a default or user-specified setting, the user must specify both a new code and a
null value for the given setting.

• PCURn=hex-value-
Where n is an integer from 1 to 3, specifies the hex control codes for the leading control bytes in the cursor positioning
protocol. The value specified for PCUR1 is the first byte in the protocol; PCUR2 specifies the second byte; and PCUR3
specifies the third byte (if any). If all three PCUR statements are assigned values, there will be three leading control
bytes and PCURLEN must be set to 3. The default for PCUR1 is 1B (ESC in ASCII) and the default for PCUR2 is 3D
(= in ASCII). There is no default for PCUR3. The leading position cursor protocol is combined with the row/column
delimit protocol (if any) to position the cursor during execution of the application program.

• PCLR=hex-value-a
Specifies the hexadecimal control code that clears the screen. This is the protocol transmitted to the TTY terminal. The
default for hex-value-a is 1A; (the ASCII mnemonic for this code is SUB).

• PDROW=Y/N
Specifies whether protocol is needed to delimit the row parameter of the position cursor protocol. N (the default)
indicates that protocol is not required.

• ROWDELM=hex-value-a
Specifies the hex control code that is the protocol required to delimit the row parameter of the position cursor protocol.
This value is used only if PDROW is specified as Y. The default for hex-value-a is 00.

• PDCOL=Y/N
Specifies whether protocol is needed to delimit the column parameter of the position cursor protocol. N (the default)
indicates that protocol is not required.

• COLDELM=hex-value-a
Specifies the hex control code that is the protocol required to delimit the column parameter of the position cursor
protocol. This value is used only if PDCOL is specified as Y. The default for hex-value-a is 00.

• DECIMAL=Y/N
Specifies whether the protocol to position the cursor requires decimal numbers for the row/column parameters. N
(the default) indicates that row/column is specified in hexadecimal format and that CPOSn values are to be used. Y
indicates that row/column is specified in decimal format and that specified CPOSn values are not to be used. If Y is
specified, the row/column numbers are converted to decimal numbers from the 3270 data stream by the glass TTY
runtime system.
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Absolute Cursor Positions

Each default hex-value-a value in the following table specifies a single row/column screen position for internal use. The
ASCII values presented in this table are typical absolute cursor position values. Documentation for any given terminal
should be consulted for the absolute cursor position values that are valid for that terminal.

CPOS= hex -value -a CPOS= hex -value -a CPOS= hex -value -a CPOS= hex -value -a
1 20 21 34 41 48 61 5C
2 21 22 35 42 49 62 5D
3 22 23 36 43 4A 63 5E
4 23 24 37 44 4B 64 5F
5 24 25 38 45 4C 65 60
6 25 26 39 46 4D 66 61
7 26 27 3A 47 4E 67 62
8 27 28 3B 48 4F 68 63
9 28 29 3C 49 50 69 64
10 29 30 3D 50 51 70 65
11 2A 31 3E 51 52 71 66
12 2B 32 3F 52 53 72 67
13 2C 33 40 53 54 73 68
14 2D 34 41 54 55 74 69
15 2E 35 42 55 56 75 6A
16 2F 36 43 56 57 76 6B
17 30 37 44 57 58 77 6C
18 31 38 45 58 59 78 6E
19 32 39 46 59 5A 79 6E
20 33 40 47 60 5B 80 6F

RHDCTTBL JCL and Execution
RHDCTTBL must be assembled and linked each time it is executed to create or update a device independence table. The
JCL necessary to assemble, link, and execute the RHDCTTBL module is presented as follows:

NOTE
This is an SMP module. See the section on system modification in the Installing section for your operating
system.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

z/OS JCL

//           EXEC ASMFCL

//ASM.SYSLIB DD DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJMAC,DISP=SHR

//           DD DSN=sysl.maclib,DISP=SHR

//ASM.SYSIN  DD *

   rhdcttbl source statements

//LKED.SYSLMOD  DD DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR
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//LKED.SYSIN    DD *

  INCLUDE SYSLMOD(RHDCTTBL)

  INCLUDE SYSLMOD(IDMSUTIO)

  INCLUDE SYSLMOD(IDMS)

  INCLUDE SYSLMOD(IDMSDATE)

ENTRY TTBLEP1

NAME RHDCTTBL(R)

// EXEC PGM=RHDCTTBL

//STEPLIB DD DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//        DD DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

//SYSLST  DD SYSOUT=A

//sysctl  DD DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

yourHLQ.CAGJMAC Data set name of IDMS macro library
sysl.maclib Data set name of system macro library
idms.loadlib Data set name of IDMS load library
sysctl DDname of the SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl Data set name of SYSCTL

z/VSE JCL

// OPTION CATAL

 PHASE RHDCTTBL,*

// EXEC ASMA90

    rhdcttbl source statements

/*

 INCLUDE IDMSUTIO

 INCLUDE IDMSDATE

 INCLUDE IDMS

 ENTRY TTBLEP1

// EXEC LNKEDT

/*

// UPSI b

// EXEC RHDCTTBL

• b
Appropriate UPSI switch, 1-8 characters, if specified in the IDMSOPTI module

z/VM JCL

GLOBAL MACLIB IDMSLIB CMSLIB OSMACRO

FILEDEF TEXT DISK ttbl TEXT a3

ASSEMBLE usersrc (NODECK OBJECT PRINT NOTERM

TXTLIB DEL utextlib ttbl

TXTLIB ADD utextlib ttbl

FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER

FILEDEF SYSLMOD DISK uloadlib LOADLIB a6
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                             (RECFM V LRECL 1024 BLKSIZE 1024

FILEDEF objlib DISK utextlib TXTLIB a

FILEDEF objlib1 DISK IDMSLIB1 TXTLIB A2

GLOBAL LOADLIB uloadlib

LKED linkctl (LET LIST MAP XREF NCAL RENT NOTERM PRINT SIZE 512K 64K

linkage editor control statements (linkctl)

 

INCLUDE objlib (ttbl)

INCLUDE objlib1 (IDMSUTIO)

INCLUDE objlib1 (IDMS)

INCLUDE objlib1 (IDMSDATE)

ENTRY TTBLEP1

NAME RHDCTTBL(R)

 

 

FILEDEF CDMSLIB DISK IDMSLIB LOADLIB A6

GLOBAL LOADLIB IDMSLIB

OSRUN RHDCTTBL

ttbl TEXT a3 Filename, filetype, and filemode of the file that contains the
generated assembled text

usersrc Filename of the file containing user source code
utextlib Filename of the user text library
uloadlib LOADLIB a6 Filename, filetype, and filemode of the user load library
objlib DDname of the user object library
objlib1 DDname of the first IDMS/DB object library
linkctl Filename of the file that contains the linkage editor control

statements

User-Written Edit Modules
A user-written edit module is a program module that supplements or replaces automatic editing and error handling
on mapin or mapout. Only use user-written edit modules when they perform an operation that is not available through
automatic editing and error handling.This topic explains planning and coding considerations that apply to all user-written
edit modules and mapin or mapout operations.

The following steps are involved in writing and using a user-written edit module:

1. Plan and code the module
2. Preprocess, compile, and link edit the module
3. Specify the module for use by the IDMS mapping facility

Specifying an Existing Module

IDMS mapping facility online compiler or the batch compiler to specify an existing module in one of two ways:
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• Use the online mapping compiler User-Defined Edit Module screen to specify a user-written edit module. For more
information, see the "Batch Compiler Statements" section in the in-product documentation on the User-Defined Edit
Module screen.

• Use the batch compiler MFLD (for MAP AUTOPANEL) and MFLD statement to specify a user-written edit module. See
the "Batch Compiler Statements" section in the in-product documentation on the User-Defined Edit Module screen.

You write edit modules in Assembler. For more information about how to preprocess, compile, and link edit Assembler
modules, see DML Reference for Assembler.

 

Coding Considerations for User-Written Edit Modules
User-written edit modules for the IDMS mapping facility are not IDMS/DC. exits; IDMS/DC controls the execution of the
user-written edit module.

When you plan a user-written edit module for mapin or mapout operations, consider the following:

• Registers immediately prior to user edit-module execution
• System macros you must include in user edit modules
• System DSECTS that user edit modules use

Since user-written edit modules are considered subroutines by Runtime mapping, they do not receive storage protection
in the same manner as application programs.  Conform to the register usage in this documentation when you code and
test user edit modules so that user edit modules do not modify system storage areas.

This article describes the following information:

Registers Immediately Prior to User Edit Module

Registers 2-12

The online compiler saves the contents of registers two through twelve in a save area prior to calling a user-written edit
module. The register values stored in the save area are passed back to the appropriate registers after the user-written edit
module finishes executing.The following table shows how the save area is configured:

Word Contents

1 The return value from the #START macro (discussed later in this
section); register 12 points to this word on entry to the user edit
module

2 The value from register 11
3 The value from register 12 (not the register 12 value passed to the

user edit module)
4 The value from register 2
5 The value from register 3
6 The value from register 4
7 The value from register 5
8 The value from register 6
9 The value from register 7
10 The value from register 8
11 The value from register 9
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Word Contents

12 The value from register 10
13 The address of word 1 of this save area
14 The start of the 18-word save area for the user edit module;

register 13 points to this word on entry to the edit module

Registers 1 and 13-15

Registers 1 and registers 13 through 15 are used for communication:

• R1
Contains the address of the parameter list passed by Runtime mapping to the user-written edit module.

• R13
Contains the address of the 18-word save area reserved for the user-written edit module to use.

• R14
Contains the address to return at end of processing.

• R15
Contains the address of the user-written edit module entry point.

System Macros

Begin user-written edit modules with the #START macro and exit with the #RTN macro.  Modules that do not include these
macros must include code that performs the equivalent functions.

#START Macro

The #START macro indicates the start of a routine. #START sets up addressability for the issuing program, using
register 12 as the base register. #START must be the first instruction in a user-written edit module that uses IDMS calling
conventions.

Syntax
►►─── label────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                   └─ INTernal ─┘

Label

Specifies a label for the entry point established by the #START macro.  Specify a label in a #START instruction for a user-
written edit module.

INTERNAL

Prevents the #START macro from generating an entry point. Do not specify INTERNAL in a user-written edit module.

Sample Instruction

The following sample instruction establishes an entry point with the name XTEP1:

XTEP1 #START

NOTE

For more information about the #START macro and the MPMODE parameter, consult the IDMS System
Operations documentation.
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#RTN Macro

The #RTN macro terminates a routine and returns control to the calling routine. #RTN performs the following steps:

1. Loads the return address from the TCE stack into register 14
2. Adjusts register 13 to point to the top of the currently available position in the stack
3. Issues a BR 14 instruction.

A sample of the code generated by #RTN is shown:

SH    R13,=H'4'

L     R13,0(,R13)

L     R14,0(,R13)

BR    R14

WARNING

#RTN must be the last instruction executed in a user-written edit module that uses IDMS calling conventions.

Syntax
►►─── label ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Label

Specification of a label is optional.

Sample Instruction

The following sample instruction establishes the label RTRN1 for a #RTN macro:

RTRN1 #RTN

System DSECTs

The following table lists the system DSECTS used during execution of a user-written edit module and the copy book
names used to name the DSECTS:

DSECT Module Copy book name Purpose

IBH COPY #IBHDS Provides the terminal input buffer header in
the buffer chain

MCE COPY #MCHDS Provides the map control element for the
map

MRB COPY #MRBDS Provides the map request block and map
request element for the map

PTE COPY #PTEDS, #PTXDS Provides the physical terminal element

The macro library installed with IDMS contains all necessary DSECT definitions.

NOTE

When you run your User-Written Edit Modules in SYSTEM MODE, R9 and R10 must point to the TCE and CSA
at the time of any DC request. #CSADS must be copied in order to utilize it.

For more information on DSECT definitions, see ADS DSECT Reference.
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Input Modules for Mapin Operations
Contents

When performed on input, a user-written edit module determines how data is prepared prior to storage. The module
receives data from a map field or from automatic editing. The following considerations affect the coding of input modules:

• Format of data received and output by input modules
• Parameters passed to input modules
• Macros available for input modules

Each of these topics is discussed separately, followed by an example of a user-written edit module for mapin operations.

Format of Data

A user-written edit module can be performed before, instead of, or after automatic editing. The point at which a user-
written edit module is performed affects the format of data that the module receives and outputs.

Input Data

The user-written edit module must be prepared to receive data in the format that is appropriate to the point at which the
module executes:

• When executed before or instead of automatic editing, a user-written edit module for mapin operations receives data in
external format for the field.

• When executed after automatic editing, a user-written edit module for mapin operations receives data in internal format
for the field.

Output Data

The user-written edit module must output data in the format that is appropriate to the point at which the module executes:

• When executed before automatic editing, a user-written edit module for mapin operations must output data in external
format for the field. Runtime mapping repoints the address of the map field to the first byte, permitting automatic editing
to edit the map field into internal format.

• When executed instead of or after automatic editing, a user-written edit module for mapin operations must output data
in internal format for the field.

Parameters Passed to Input Modules

Runtime mapping loads the specified user-written edit module from the IDMS/DC. load library. The address words placed
in the parameter list summarized in the following table are referenced from IDMS/DC off the address passed in register 1.

Address words 9 and 10 are passed in the parameter list for online maps only. They are not passed for file maps.

Address word 9 points to the first byte of input data for the field in the work area. If the user module is used in conjunction
with automatic editing, this is the work area that must be referenced.

• If the user edit module is executed before automatic editing and the user edit module changes the input, modifications
should be made to the data to which word 9 points This data will be passed to automatic editing.

• If the user edit module is executed after automatic editing, word 9 points to the data that is passed by automatic editing

If automatic editing is not used, the user edit module can access data for the field using either address word 4, which
references the data in the data stream, or address word 9, which references the data after it is moved to the work area.
(IBH DSECT)

Address Word Data Element
1 Data field in target data record (output)
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2 Header for the next input buffer in the buffer chain (IBH DSECT)
3 End of current input buffer
4 Start of data for the field in the input buffer (data stream)
5 Map Request Element for the field (MRE DSECT)
6 Map Control Element for the field (MCE DSECT)
7 Physical Terminal Element (PTE DSECT)
8 Map Request Block (MRB DSECT)
9 Start of data in the field, in the work area (start of input)
10 Last byte of data for the field, in the work area (end of input)

NOTE
Address words 9 and 10 are passed in the parameter list of online maps only.

Input data can be placed in a single input buffer or can overflow in a chain of noncontiguous input buffers. The length,
in bytes, of the unedited input data is stored in the MREINLEN field in the Map Request Element (address word 5). The
fourth address word points to the first byte of the input data in the current input buffer.

Macros for Input Modules

The following system macros are available for use in user-written input modules:

Macro Marks a field ...
#SET MRETERR In error by setting the internal MRETERR flag on for the field.
#SET MRECHNG As changed by setting the internal MRECHNG flag on for the field.

If automatic editing is not enabled, the MRECHNG flag will not be
set; the user must supply code to set and later test the flag.

#SET MREERAS As erased by setting the internal MREERAS flag on for the field.
#SET MRETRUN As truncated by setting the internal MRETRUN flag on for the field.
#SET MRETDIF As containing data that is different than the data in the record

buffer.

Sample Input Module

What the Sample Input Module does

The following sample edit module verifies dates supplied by the terminal operator and, if necessary, strips out slashes
to make the operator's input conform to mmddyy format. The sample edit module verifies that the date conforms to the
following rules:

• The date must be numeric.
• The month must be from 01 to 12.
• If the month is 04, 06, 09, or 11, the date must not be greater than 30.
• If the month is 02, one of the following two rules must be true:

– If a leap year, the day must not be greater than 29.
– If not a leap year, the day must not be greater than 28.

• For all other months, the day must not be greater than 31.

If the Date is in Error
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If the sample edit module determines that the date is valid, the date is transposed from mmddyy to yymmdd format for
storage. If the date is in error, an error indicator is sent to the map. The erroneous date appears on the map as ?00000 if
the map is redisplayed to the user for correction.

The following sample edit module is not reentrant.

The #MOPT macro that is included in this sample module generates register equates for use in coding the module, sets
up a CSECT name for the module, and includes the name of the macro and its date/time stamp in future listings of the
module. Use of the #MOPT macro is optional.

Edit modules can be either SYSTEM or USER MODE programs; the majority are USER MODE. To specify a user-written
edit module mode, use the #MOPT macro. Set the ENV parameter to USER for the USER MODE program or to SYS or
SYSTEM for SYSTEM MODE. If you do not set the ENV parameter, the defaults imply that it is set to USER.

If a DC request is issued, USER MODE programs need to be link edited with IDMSBALI or need to issue a #BALI macro
within the user-written edit module. If a DC request is not issued in the program, there is no need to link edit the program
with IDMSBALI or to issue a #BALI macro within the code.

You don't need to link edit SYSTEM MODE edit modules with IDMSBALI or have the program contact the #BALI macro.
However, the CSA DSECT must be copied into your code if you issue any DC request. If you issue a DC request, R9 and
R10 must point to the TCE and CSA at the time of the request.

         COPY  #CSADS                                                   00000100

         COPY  #MRBDS                                                   00000200

         #MOPT CSECT=CSYPDTE0,ENV=SYS                                   00000300

DTE0NTRY #START MPMODE=ANY                                              00000400

**********************************************************************  00000500

*  R1 POINTS TO AN TEN WORD PARAMETER LIST FOR MAPIN AS FOLLOWS:     *  00000600

*                                                                    *  00000700

*  WORD1   0(R1) ───► ADDRESS OF DATA FIELD IN TARGET DATA RECORD    *  00000800

*  WORD2   4(R1) ───► ADDRESS OF HEADER FOR NEXT INPUT BUFFER        *  00000900

*  WORD3   8(R1) ───► ADDRESS OF END OF CURRENT INPUT BUFFER         *  00001000

*  WORD4  12(R1) ───► ADDRESS OF START OF INPUT DATA FOR FIELD       *  00001100

*  WORD5  16(R1) ───► ADDRESS OF MRE                                 *  00001200

*  WORD6  20(R1) ───► ADDRESS OF MCE                                 *  00001300

*  WORD7  24(R1) ───► ADDRESS OF PTE                                 *  00001400

*  WORD8  28(R1) ───► ADDRESS OF MRB                                 *  00001500

*  WORD9  32(R1) ───► ADDRESS OF START OF DATA IN THE WORK AREA      *  00001600

*  WORD10 36(R1) ───► ADDRESS OF LAST BYTE OF DATA IN THE WORK AREA  *  00001700

**********************************************************************  00001800

         L     R2,0(R1)            GET ADDRESS OF DATA FIELD            00001900

         L     R3,32(R1)           GET ADDRESS OF INPUT FIELD           00002000

         L     R4,16(R1)           GET ADDRESS OF MAP REQUEST ELMT      00002100

         USING CSA,R10             BASES DC CSA STORAGE                 00002200

         USING MRE,R4              BASES MAPPING MRE BLOCK              00002300

         LH    R6,MREINLEN         R6 <- LENGTH OF INPUT FIELD          00002400

CHKLEN8  LA    R5,8                R5 <- 8                              00002500

         CR    R5,R6               LENGTH=8?                            00002600

         BNE   CHKLEN6             NO, CHECK FOR LENGTH=6               00002700

         CLI   2(R3),C'/'          FORMAT OF XX/.....?                  00002800

         BNE   SETERROR            NO, SET INPUT ERROR                  00002900

         CLI   5(R3),C'/'          FORMAT OF XX/XX/..?                  00003000

         BNE   SETERROR            NO, SET INPUT ERROR                  00003100

         MVC   2(2,R3),3(R3)       MOVE DAYS OVER                       00003200

         MVC   4(2,R3),6(R3)       MOVE YEAR OVER                       00003300
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         B     CHKNUMS             GO CHECK FOR NUMERIC CHARACTERS      00003400

CHKLEN6  LA    R5,6                R5 <- 6                              00003500

         CR    R5,R6               LENGTH=6?                            00003600

         BNE   SETERROR            NO, SET INPUT ERROR                  00003700

CHKNUMS  LR    R7,R3               R7 ─► FIRST CHARACTER OF DATE        00003800

         LA    R8,6(,R7)           R8 ─► FIRST CHARACTER PAST DATE      00003900

CHKNLOOP CLI   0(R7),C'0'          CHARACTER LOWER THAN 'F0'?           00004000

         BL    SETERROR            YES, SET INPUT ERROR                 00004100

         CLI   0(R7),C'9'          CHARACTER HIGHER THAN X'F9'?         00004200

         BH    SETERROR            YES, SET INPUT ERROR                 00004300

         LA    R7,1(,R7)           INCREMENT CHARACTER POINTER          00004400

         CR    R7,R8               END OF DATE?                         00004500

         BL    CHKNLOOP            NO, CHECK NEXT DATE CHARACTER        00004600

         CLC   0(6,R3),=C'000000'  IS DATE ZERO?                        00004700

         BE    FLIPDATE            YES, MOVE DATE TO USER RECORD        00004800

         CLC   0(6,R3),=C'999999'  IS DATE ALL NINES?                   00004900

         BE    FLIPDATE            YES, MOVE DATE TO USER RECORD        00005000

         CLC   0(2,R3),=C'12'      MONTH > 12?                          00005100

         BH    SETERROR                                                 00005200

         CLC   0(2,R3),=C'00'      MONTH = 0?                           00005300

         BE    SETERROR                                                 00005400

         CLC   2(2,R3),=C'00'      DAY = 0?                             00005500

         BE    SETERROR                                                 00005600

         CLC   4(2,R3),=C'00'      YEAR = 0?                            00005700

         BE    SETERROR                                                 00005800

         CLC   0(2,R3),=C'04'      APRIL?                               00005900

         BE    CHK30DAY                                                 00006000

         CLC   0(2,R3),=C'06'      JUNE?                                00006100

         BE    CHK30DAY                                                 00006200

         CLC   0(2,R3),=C'09'      SEPTEMBER?                           00006300

         BE    CHK30DAY                                                 00006400

         CLC   0(2,R3),=C'11'      NOVEMBER?                            00006500

         BE    CHK30DAY                                                 00006600

         CLC   0(2,R3),=C'02'      FEBRUARY?                            00006700

         BE    CHKLEAP             YES, CHECK FOR LEAP YEAR             00006800

         CLC   2(2,R3),=C'31'      31 DAYS OR FEWER FOR OTHER MONTHS    00006900

         BH    SETERROR            IF BAD, SET INPUT ERROR              00007000

         B     FLIPDATE            MOVE DATE TO USER RECORD             00007100

CHK30DAY CLC   2(2,R3),=C'30'      30 DAYS OR FEWER FOR SOME MONTHS     00007200

         BH    SETERROR            IF BAD, SET INPUT ERROR              00007300

         B     FLIPDATE            MOVE DATE TO USER RECORD             00007400

CHKLEAP  #GETSTK =(2)              GET 2 WORDS OF STORAGE (R11 BASED)   00007500

         PACK  0(8,R11),4(2,R3)    PACK THE YEAR                        00007600

         CVB   R9,0(,R11)          R9 <- CONVERTED BINARY YEAR          00007700

         SR    R8,R8               R8 <- ZERO                           00007800

         LA    R15,4               R15 <- 4                             00007900

         DR    R8,R15              DIVIDE YEAR BY 4                     00008000

         LTR   R8,R8               ZERO REMAINDER?                      00008100

         BZ    CHK29DAY            YES, CHECK FOR 29 OR FEWER DAYS      00008200

         CLC   2(2,R3),=C'28'      28 DAYS OR FEWER FOR NON-LEAP YEAR   00008300

         BH    SETERROR            IF BAD, SET INPUT ERROR              00008400

         B     FLIPDATE            MOVE DATE TO USER RECORD             00008500

CHK29DAY CLC   2(2,R3),=C'29'      29 DAYS OR FEWER FOR LEAP YEAR       00008600
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         BH    SETERROR            IF BAD, SET INPUT ERROR              00008700

FLIPDATE MVC   0(2,R2),4(R3)       MOVE YEAR TO USER RECORD             00008800

         MVC   2(4,R2),0(R3)       MOVE MONTH AND DAY TO USER RECORD    00008900

         B     RETURN              RETURN                               00009000

SETERROR #SET  MRETERR             INDICATE INPUT ERROR TO USER         00009600

RETURN   #RTN                                                           00009200

         END   DTE0NTRY                                                 00009300

Output Modules for Mapout Operations
Contents

When performed on output, a user-written edit module determines how data is prepared prior to mapout. The module
receives data from program variable storage or from automatic editing. The following considerations affect the coding of
output modules:

• Format of data received and output by output modules
• Parameters passed to output modules
• Macros available for output modules

Each of these topics is discussed separately, followed by an example of a user-written edit module for mapout operations.

Format of Data

A user-written edit module can be performed before, instead of, or after automatic editing. The point at which a user-
written edit module is performed affects the format of data that is received by and output from the module.

Input Data

A user-written edit module for mapout operations must be prepared to receive data in the format that is appropriate to the
point at which the module executes:

• When executed before or instead of automatic editing, a user-written edit module receives data in internal format for
the field.

• When executed after automatic editing, a user-written edit module receives data in external format for the field. Data is
only passed to the user edit module after the data has been edited and automatic editing criteria indicate that the data
is correct.

Output Data

A user-written edit module for mapout operations must output data in the format that is appropriate to the point at which
the module executes:

• When executed before automatic editing, a user-written edit module must output data in internal format for the field.
Output data must be returned to program variable storage from which the data originally came (address word 1).

• When executed instead of automatic editing, a user-written edit module must output data in external format for the
field. Output data must be placed in the target field in the output buffer (address word 2).

• When executed after automatic editing, a user-written edit module must output data in external format for the field
(address word 2).
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Parameters Passed to Output Modules

Runtime mapping loads a user-written edit module from the IDMS/DC. load library. The address words that are placed in
the parameter list summarized in the following table are referenced from IDMS/DC off the address passed in register 1.

Address Word Data Element
1 Data field in the application program data record
2 Target field in the output buffer for edited data
3 Map Request Element for the data field (MRE DSECT)
4 Map Control Element for the data field (MCE DSECT)
5 Physical Terminal Element (PTE DSECT)
6 Map Request Block (MRB DSECT)

The online compiler inserts an attribute byte in the first position of the output screen buffer.

If the user-written edit module is executed instead of or after automatic editing, register 1 must be set to point past the
final character of the edited data.

Control returns to runtime mapping after the user edit module and automatic editing (if executed) finish editing the data.
The value in register 1 is used to scan for and eliminate trailing blanks from the edited data if requested by either the
BACKSCAN option of the online compiler Field Edit screen or the BACKSCAN clause of the batch mapping MFLD
statement.

Macros for Output Modules

The system macro #SET MRETERR is available for use in user-written output modules. #SET MRETERR indicates that a
field contains incorrect data by setting the internal MRETERR flag on for the field.

Sample Output Module

The following sample edit module transposes a 6-digit date from yymmdd to mmddyy format. The #MOPT macro included
in this sample module generates register equates for use in coding the module, sets up a CSECT name for the module,
and includes the name of the macro and its date/time stamp in future listings of the module. Use of the #MOPT macro is
optional.

Edit modules can be either SYSTEM or USER MODE programs; the majority are USER MODE. To specify a user-written
edit module mode, use the #MOPT macro. Set the ENV parameter to USER for the USER MODE program or to SYS or
SYSTEM for SYSTEM MODE. If you do not set the ENV parameter, the defaults imply that it is set to USER.

If a DC request is issued, USER MODE programs need to be link edited with IDMSBALI or need to issue a #BALI macro
within the user-written edit module. If a DC request is not issued in the program, there is no need to link edit the program
with IDMSBALI or to issue a #BALI macro within the code.

You don't need to link edit SYSTEM MODE edit modules with IDMSBALI or have the program contact the #BALI macro.
However, the CSA DSECT must be copied into your code if you issue any DC request. If you issue a DC request, R9 and
R10 must point to the TCE and CSA at the time of the request.

NOTE
It is recommended that this module be performed before automaticediting so that an external picture can be
used to insert slashes (/) into the date to make it mm/dd/yy.

         COPY  #CSADS                                                   00000100

         COPY  #MRBDS                                                   00000200

         #MOPT CSECT=CSYPDTE2,ENV=SYS                                   00000300
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DTE2NTRY #START MPMODE=ANY                                              00000400

**********************************************************************  00000500

*  R1 POINTS TO A SIX WORD PARAMETER LIST FOR MAPOUT AS FOLLOWS:     *  00000600

*                                                                    *  00000700

*  WORD1   0(R1) ───► ADDRESS OF DATA IN USER'S RECORD BUFFER        *  00000800

*  WORD2   4(R1) ───► ADDRESS OF NEXT POSITION IN OUTPUT BUFFER      *  00000900

*  WORD3   8(R1) ───► ADDRESS OF MRE                                 *  00001000

*  WORD4  12(R1) ───► ADDRESS OF MCE                                 *  00001100

*  WORD5  16(R1) ───► ADDRESS OF PTE                                 *  00001200

*  WORD6  20(R1) ───► ADDRESS OF MRB                                 *  00001300

**********************************************************************  00001400

         L     R2,0(R1)              GET ADDRESS OF DATA FIELD          00001500

         L     R3,4(R1)              GET ADDRESS OF NEXT OUTBUF POS     00001600

         L     R4,8(R1)              GET ADDRESS OF MRE                 00001700

         USING MRE,R4                                                   00001800

         USING CSA,R10                                                  00001900

         #TEST MRETERR,OFF=FLIPDATE  ARE WE IN AN ERROR CYCLE ?         00002000

         MVC   0(6,R3),=C'?00000'    MOVE ERROR FIELD TO BUFFER         00002100

         B     RETURN                                                   00002200

FLIPDATE MVC   0(2,R3),2(R2)         MOVE MONTH                         00002300

         MVC   2(2,R3),4(R2)         MOVE DAY                           00002400

         MVC   4(2,R3),0(R2)         MOVE YEAR                          00002500

         MVC   0(6,R2),0(R3)         MOVE REVERSED FIELD INTO BUFFER    00002600

RETURN   LA    R1,6(R3)              INCREMENT USER BUFFER POINTER      00002700

         #RTN                                                           00002800

         END   DTE2NTRY                                                 00002900

Generating Edit and Code Tables
This article describes generating edit and code tables. Edit and code tables used by automatic editing are defined in the
data dictionary through IDD DDDL statements:

• Stand-alone edit and code tables are defined by the TABLE statement. Stand-alone tables can be specified for use
with any record element at map-definition time. Stand-alone tables are also called loosely coupled tables.

• Built-in edit and code tables are defined by sub-statements of the RECORD statement. Built-in tables belong to and
can be used only for the record with which they are defined. Built-in tables are also called tightly coupled tables.

• Edit and code tables can only be associated with a group element if the group is made up of DISPLAY elements.

Stand-Alone Tables
Contents

Overview

Stand-alone tables can be associated with any record element at map-definition time. Stand-alone tables are typically
used to list values when:

• The values are subject to change
• The values can be used by several record elements

A stand-alone table is defined and generated by the TABLE statement of DDDL. Clauses in the TABLE statement
determine the search technique, arrangement of values, and the type of values for a table as follows.

Search Technique
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The search technique used for the table is determined by the SEARCH IS LINEAR/BINARY clause, as follows:

Clause Description
SEARCH IS LINEAR Specifies that a linear search algorithm is used for the table. The

following considerations apply to linear searches:
A linear search progresses sequentially through the table; the first
value in the table is examined first, the second value second, and
so forth, until either the target value is found or the end of the table
is reached.
The arrangement of values in the table, as established by the
SORTED/UNSORTED parameter discussed later in this section,
determines the order of values in the table and, thus, the order of
the search.

SEARCH IS BINARY Specifies that the table is searched with a binary search algorithm.
The following considerations apply to binary searches:
A binary search compares the target value against the table's
midpoint value and determines which half of the table contains the
target value. The selected portion then is halved in the same way;
this process is repeated until either the target value is found or the
end of the table is reached.
When SEARCH IS BINARY is specified, values in the table are
kept in sorted order, regardless of the SORTED/UNSORTED
specification for the table. The SORTED/UNSORTED parameter
is discussed later in this section.
Binary searching cannot be performed on an edit table that
contains ranges, since binary searching requires all values in the
table are the same length.
A binary search in a code table can be specified for either an
encoded value or a decoded value (as specified in the ON
ENCODE/DECODE parameter of the SEARCH IS BINARY
clause), but not for both. If binary searching is performed for
encode values, decode values are searched linearly; if binary
searching is performed for decode values, encode values are
searched linearly.

Arrangement of Values in the Table

The arrangement of values in the table is determined by the TABLE IS SORTED/UNSORTED clause, as follows:

Clause Description
TABLE IS SORTED Specifies that values in the table are sorted in ascending order

according to the EBCDIC collating sequence. The following
considerations apply:
An edit table of ranges is sorted according to the lowest value in
the range
A code table  is sorted according to its encoded values

TABLE IS UNSORTED Specifies that values in the table are not sorted; the table is stored
in the order of its appearance in the defining TABLE statement.

Type of Values in the Table

The type of values in the table is specified by the TABLE DATA IS NUMERIC/ALPHANUMERIC clause. This specification
affects the results of a table search. For example, the validity of the value 20b (where the b character denotes the blank
character) depends on the type of values specified for the table:
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• The entry is valid if the edit table is an ALPHANUMERIC table of valid values (20b falls alphabetically in the range 100
through 200)

• The entry is invalid if the edit table is a NUMERIC table of valid values (20 falls numerically outside the range 100
through 200)

Where are Load Modules Stored?

Load modules for stand-alone tables are stored in the DDLDCLOD area of the data dictionary.

NOTE
For more information about DDDL syntax and syntax rules, see the IDMS IDD DDDL Reference section.

Linked vs Unlinked

The map developer specifies whether a stand-alone table is linked or unlinked when enabling the table:

• A linked table is included in the map load module with which it is associated. Map load modules that use a linked table
must be regenerated when changes are made to the table.

• An unlinked table is loaded at runtime by the map load module with which it is associated. It is unnecessary to
regenerate map load modules that use an unlinked table when the table is changed.

It is often preferable to enable stand-alone tables as unlinked tables since stand-alone tables are typically used as
general-purpose tables for several record elements.

Compiling, Generating, Loading of maps

Linked Stand-alone Tables

The compilation and runtime loading of a map that uses linked stand-alone tables are illustrated in the following drawing.

A linked stand-alone table becomes part of a map load module that uses it; the map load module must be recompiled if a
linked table is changed.
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Unlinked Stand-alone Tables

An unlinked stand-alone table is used by a map, but is not part of the map load module; changes to an unlinked table do
not affect map load modules that use the table.
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Examples

The following examples demonstrate the use of DDDL statements to define and generate stand-alone tables.

Example 1

The following sample TABLE statement adds a stand-alone edit table of valid values to the dictionary; the search
technique is linear and the table is unsorted:

ADD TABLE DEPTEDIT

TYPE IS EDIT VALID

SEARCH IS LINEAR

TABLE IS UNSORTED

VALUES ARE ( SHIPPING PERSONNEL ACCOUNTING

     MARKETING 'OFFICE SERVICES' )

GENERATE

          .

Example 2

The following sample TABLE statement adds a stand-alone edit table of valid values to the dictionary; the search
technique is binary:

ADD TABLE NAMEEDIT

TYPE IS EDIT VALID

SEARCH IS BINARY
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VALUES ARE

 ( ADAMS

   AGASSIZ

   BACH

     .

     .

     .

   XERXES

   YEATS

   ZENO )

GENERATE

 .

Example 3

The following sample TABLE statement adds a stand-alone code table to the dictionary; the search technique is linear and
the table is unsorted:

ADD TABLE DEPTCODE

TYPE IS CODE

SEARCH IS LINEAR

TABLE IS UNSORTED

VALUES ARE

( 01          SHIPPING

  02          PERSONNEL

  03          ACCOUNTING

  04          MARKETING

  05         'OFFICE SERVICES'

  00          NOT FOUND

  NOT FOUND   MISSING  )

GENERATE

 .

Use of the NOT FOUND Condition

The following examples illustrate the use of the NOT FOUND condition in the value list of a code table.

Example 4a

When NOT FOUND (a condition to be acted upon) is used in the encode column of a code table, the following occurs:

VALUES ARE

( 100          MATHEMATICS

  200          ENGLISH

  300          SCIENCE

  NOT FOUND    INVALID-DEPT-NO  ) 

• On mapout, NOT FOUND is used as a catchall. At mapout, any value other than 100, 200, or 300 will match the NOT
FOUND condition in the table. The corresponding value, INVALID-DEPT-NO will be moved to the map field.

• On mapin, NOT FOUND produces automatic editing errors under the following conditions:
– If the value entered does not match a decoded value and if there is no catchall value.
– If the value entered in the map field is INVALID-DEPT-NO the corresponding value is NOT FOUND instead of real

value. As a result, the table is re-searched but no match is found.
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Example 4b

When NOT FOUND is used in the decode column of the Code Table's value list, the following processing occurs:

VALUES ARE

( 100          MATHEMATICS

  200          ENGLISH

  300          SCIENCE

  000          NOT FOUND   )

• NOT FOUND is used as a catchall on map-ins. Any value entered in the map field, other than Mathematics, English, or
Science will match the NOT FOUND condition and its corresponding value, 000, will be moved to the buffer.

• On mapout, NOT FOUND causes a program to abort as described:
– If a value in the buffer does not match an encoded value or a catchall, the user program will abort with the message,

MAPPING DATA ERROR
– If 000 is the value in the buffer, its corresponding value is NOT FOUND. The encode values are then re-searched

looking for a NOT FOUND condition. When there is no match, the application aborts.

Example 4c

When NOT FOUND is used in both the encode and decode column of a code table's value list as shown, the following
processing occurs:

VALUES ARE

( 100          MATHEMATICS

  200          ENGLISH

  300          SCIENCE

  000          NOT FOUND

  NOT FOUND    INVALID-DEPT-NO  )

• On mapout and mapin, the NOT FOUND condition is used as a catchall:
– Any value other than ENGLISH, MATHEMATICS, or SCIENCE, that is entered in the map field will match the NOT

FOUND condition in the decoded column and its corresponding value, 000, will be moved to the buffer on mapin.
– On mapin, if an invalid department number is entered in the map field, a match is found in the decode column and

its corresponding value, NOT FOUND, is moved to the buffer. The decode column is then re-searched looking for
NOT FOUND. When it is found, its corresponding value, 000, is moved to the map field.

– Any value other than 100, 200, 300, or 000 will match the NOT FOUND condition in the encode column, and its
corresponding value, INVALID-DEPT-NO, is moved to the buffer.

– On mapout, if 000 is in the buffer, there is a match in the encode column and its corresponding value is NOT
FOUND. The encode column is then re-searched looking for NOT FOUND. A match is found and its corresponding
value, INVALID-DEPT-NO, is moved to the map field.

Built-In tables
A built-in table belongs to the record element with which it is generated and can only be used by that element. Built-in
tables typically are used to list values in the following cases:

• The values are unlikely to change before the record element needs to be modified
• Few values are included in the table
• The values are specific to a particular element; the table is unlikely to be needed for another element

The RECORD ELEMENT or COBOL substatement of the DDDL RECORD statement is used to add or replace an
element definition in a record. When either substatement is executed, edit and/or code tables (if any) defined in the
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substatement are generated as built-in tables for the added or replaced element. Either of the following clauses in a
RECORD ELEMENT or COBOL substatement establishes a built-in table for an element:

• EDIT TABLE
• CODE TABLE

NOTE
For more information about DDDL syntax and syntax rules, see the IDMS IDD DDDL Reference section.

Rules for Built-in Tables

The following rules apply to built-in tables:

• Built-in tables are always searched in a linear fashion.
• The values in the table are maintained in unsorted order.

A built-in table is part of each map load module that is associated with the element that contains the table. A map load
module must be regenerated if it is to reflect changes made to a constituent built-in table.

Compiling, Generating, and Loading

Built-in Tables

The compilation, generation, and runtime loading of a map that uses built-in tables are illustrated in the following figure.

A built-in table is part of a map load module that uses it; the map load module must be recompiled if a constituent built-in
table is changed.

Examples

The following examples demonstrate the use of DDDL statements to define and generate built-in tables.
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Example 1

The following sample RECORD ELEMENT statement adds the DAY-EL element to the DATE-REC record and defines a
built-in edit table of valid values for the element:

ADD RECORD DATE-REC

    .

    RECORD ELEMENT DAY-EL

    EDIT VALID TABLE IS ( SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY

         WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY )

    .

Example 2

The following sample RECORD ELEMENT statement adds MONTH-EL element to the DATE-REC record and defines a
built-in code table for the element:

ADD RECORD DATE-REC

    .

    RECORD ELEMENT MONTH-EL

    CODE TABLE IS

       ( 01 JANUARY

         02 FEBRUARY

         03 MARCH

         04 APRIL

         05 MAY

         06 JUNE

         07 JULY

         08 AUGUST

         09 SEPTEMBER

         10 OCTOBER

         11 NOVEMBER

         12 DECEMBER )

    .

Estimating Pageable Map Storage
This section describes estimating pageable map storage. A pageable map can map out an unlimited number of variable
fields at runtime. A runtime pageable map often provides more than one page of information. The terminal operator can
page through the map during a paging session to view information that does not fit on the current map page. For more
information on pageable maps, see Pageable Maps.

The amount of storage available during a runtime paging session is specified at system generation. Storage is allocated
dynamically at runtime, as needed. This section presents a method for determining the amount of storage to specify at
system generation. It is advisable to apply this method to several actual or intended pageable maps, and to specify the
largest amount of storage in the system generation program.

Calculations Used
The amount of storage to reserve for a paging session is determined by multiplying the following values:

• The amount of storage per map page
• The maximum number of pages per pageable map

The methods for determining these values are presented separately.
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NOTE
The value obtained for paging session storage must be rounded to the nearest integer when specified in the
OLM statement at system generation.

Estimating the Amount of Storage per Map Page
This article describes the following information:

Overview of Calculations

The amount of storage, in bytes, for a runtime map page is calculated by multiplying the following values:

• The amount of storage per detail occurrence
• The number of detail occurrences that can be mapped out in the detail area for the map at runtime

The methods for determining each of the previous values are presented separately here.

Amount of Storage per Detail Occurrence

The amount of storage per detail occurrence, in bytes, is calculated by adding the following values:

• The length (in bytes) of all variable fields in the detail occurrence
• The number of variable fields in the detail occurrence multiplied by 40 (40 is the number of bytes of overhead for each

variable field)
• The number of bytes of overhead for the detail occurrence (this value is always 28)

Example

The fields on the following screen were used as the basis for the calculations.

EMPLOYEE PERSONAL DATA

EMPLOYEE NAME:?___________________________________

EMPLOYEE NUMBER:? _____        SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER:?_____________

_______________________________________________________________________________

PAGE:?____

 

The following calculations were used to estimate the amount of storage required for the screen:

Length of all variable fields ......... . 38 
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Number of variable fields (x40)..........120 

Overhead.............................. .. 28 

 _____________________________________________ 

 Storage per detail occurrence..........186

Number of Detail Occurrences per Detail Area

The number of detail occurrences that can be mapped out in the detail area for the map at runtime is determined by:

1. Dividing the number of screen lines available for the detail area at runtime by the number of screen lines in the detail
occurrence defined for the detail area.

2. Rounding the resulting value down to the next integer if an integer value is not obtained in the division operation.

Determining the Number of Lines Available at Runtime

The number of screen lines available for the detail area at runtime depends on the number of lines that are available on a
given terminal screen. To find the number of lines available for the detail area at runtime, perform the following steps:

1. Add the number of lines reserved for the header area to the number of lines for the footer area.
2. Subtract the sum from the number of screen lines on the terminal.

Example

The fields on the following screen were used as the basis for our calculations.

EMPLOYEE PERSONAL DATA

EMPLOYEE NAME:?___________________________________

EMPLOYEE NUMBER:? _____        SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER:?_____________

_______________________________________________________________________________

PAGE:?_____
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How Many Detail Occurrences in a Detail Area?

The following calculations were used to estimate how many detail occurrences can be mapped out to the detail area at
runtime for the map above:

          runtime screen lines...............10 

 Lines in detail occurrence........ 2 

 _____________________________________________ 

 Times detail occurrence mapped out...5

The number of screen lines at runtime and the number of lines in the detail occurrence determine the number of detail
occurrences per detail area. Multiplying this value with the integer amount of storage per detail occurrence produces the
amount of storage needed for a map page.

Determining the Number of Pages per Pageable Map
The maximum number of pages that a pageable map can have in a paging session is calculated by multiplying the
following runtime values:

• The maximum number of times the detail occurrence can be repeated for the entire map, as determined by the data
the pageable map is to retrieve.
For example, a pageable map is designed to display the names and identification numbers of all employees
that belong to the department selected by the terminal operator at runtime. The maximum number of times the
detail occurrence can be repeated for the map is determined by the number of employees in the largest available
department.

• The number of times the detail occurrence can be mapped out in the detail area for the map, as calculated from the
following values:
– The number of screen lines available for the detail area at runtime
– The number of screen lines in the detail occurrence
The method for determining the number of times the detail occurrence can be mapped out in the detail area is
presented in Estimating the Amount of Storage per Map Page earlier in this section.

WARNING
It is advisable to plan for a reasonable amount of short-term growth when estimating the number of pages per
pageable map.

Generate Alternative Maps
Alternative map tables are generated and assigned to particular user login records at system generation. This feature is
useful in any application in which a dialog or program should show different copies of the same map to different users. For
example, you can show users only maps that are in their native language, or you can display maps based the user's level
of authority. Alternative maps are shown to users only when the necessary information is defined in the system generation
program. When you copy an existing map to make an alternative map, only noncritical changes can be made.

WARNING

The following actions are considered critical changes:
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• Adding a variable field
• Deleting a variable field
• Changing a nonpageable map to a pageable map, or changing a pageable map to a nonpageable map
• Changing record versions
• Moving fields around on a map

The developer can use the online compiler to generate similar copies of a map by following these steps:

1. Access the compiler and Access the Main Menu screen:
– Specify the pertinent information about the map being created, such as the name and version number of the map

and dictionary
– Select the ADD option from the action bar at the top of the screen.
– Specify the name and version number (if necessary) of the map to be copied
– Indicate whether all record information should be copied, or only the map layout

2. On the Layout screen, perform any of the following optional steps:
– Change literal fields as necessary
– Use the select-field character (default is the percent sign (%)) to select fields (if any) to which noncritical

specifications are made, such as the following:
• An attribute specification, such as DARK (for fields that should not be shown to certain users) or PROTECTED

(for fields that should not be altered)
• The name of an edit or code table (particularly useful in a multilingual environment)

3. On the Field Definition screens, make noncritical changes to fields as appropriate
4. Return to the Main Menu screen and select the Compile option from the action bar at the top of the screen to generate

data dictionary occurrences

WARNING
The version numbers of the original map and the copy must be the same.

Generating Map Tables

The system generation MAPTYPE statement is used to generate an alternative map table as described:

• A unique maptype name is specified in the MAPTYPE statement. The maptype name identifies an alternative map
table. For example, the SPANISH maptype name could be used to identify a table of Spanish-language alternative
maps.

• A table of corresponding map copies is built for the table by using clauses of the MAPTYPE statement. Each
MAP map-name-1 MAPS TO map-name-2 clause in the MAPTYPE statement associates an original map with an
appropriate copy.

Sample Alternative Map Table

ADD MAPTYPE SPANISH

    MAP ENGMAP01 MAPS TO SPNMAP01

    MAP ENGMAP02 MAPS TO SPNMAP02

    MAP ENGMAP03 MAPS TO SPNMAP03

    MAP ENGMAP04 MAPS TO SPNMAP04

In the previous example, map SPNMAP01 is available for display to a Spanish-speaking operator when the operator runs
a dialog or program that names the ENGMAP01 map.

The use of Wildcards

A generic case can be established in a MAPTYPE statement when the names of alternative maps are related in a
consistent and predictable manner. A single MAP map-name-1 MAPS TO map-name-2 clause can be used to construct
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an alternative map table when a generic case can be named by the clause. The question mark (?) is used as a mask
character when specifying generic map names in a MAPTYPE statement.

For example, the sample SPANISH alternative map table that is constructed in the previous example can also be
constructed by the following sample statement:

ADD MAPTYPE SPANISH

    MAP ENGMAP?? MAPS TO SPNMAP??.

The sample SPANISH alternative map table that is built by the previous statement contains the names of all maps that
meet the following criteria:

• The name of the original copy begins with the characters ENGMAP.
• The name of the alternative copy is configured as follows:

– The name begins with the characters SPNMAP.
– The name ends with the same final characters that end the name of the corresponding original map.

• The date/time stamp is the same for both copies.

For example, map ENGMAP04 would be added to the SPANISH alternative map table and associated with map
SPNMAP04 by the sample MAPTYPE statement. Either of the following cases would cause ENGMAP04 and its
alternative copy to not be added to the SPANISH alternative map table:

• The map named SPNMAP04 has a different date/time stamp than ENGMAP04.
• The alternative copy has been given a name that does not conform to the generic case.

NOTE
For more information about the MAPTYPE statement, see the  IDMS Administrating section.

Assigning Map Tables to Users

A maptype can be assigned to a user at every log in by adding a MAPTYPE command to the user profile. For example:

• In the Sysgen Compiler, enter:

ADD MAPTYPE SPANISH

    MAP ENGMAP?? MAPS TO SPNMAP??.

• In OCF, enter:

CREATE USER PROFILE LMG01_PROFILE

    ATTRIBUTE

       MAPTYPE = SPANISH;

 

CREATE USER LMG01

    PROFILE LMG01_PROFILE ... ;

NOTE
For more information about USER PROFILES, see Administrating Security for IDMS.

PL/I DML Statements for Pageable Maps
Pageable maps are defined by using the IDMS UCF mapping facility. An ADS dialog or program that uses a pageable
map must include statements to handle storage and display of fields on the pageable map at runtime. This documentation
presents the PL/I DML statements that enable a program to use pageable maps.

PL/I DML Statements
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PL/I DML statements that are used for pageable maps are listed in the following table and described separately on the
following pages:

Clause Use
DECLARE MAP Specifies that mapping mode terminal I/O is being used and

names the map that is used in the program.
MAP IN Requests a transfer of modified pageable map data to program

storage by specifying either the DETAIL or HEADER clause.
MAP OUT Creates detail occurrences for a pageable map and/or requests

display of map pages when the DETAIL or RESUME clause is
specified.

STARTPAGE Begins a map-paging session and specifies options for the
session.

ENDPAGE Terminates a map paging session.

NOTE

References

• For more information about the definition and use of pageable maps, see What is a Pageable Map?
• For more information about ADS statements for pageable maps, see ADS Reference.
• For more information about PL/I DML statements, see DML Reference for PL/I.

DECLARE MAP (Pageable Maps)
A DECLARE MAP statement must be included in a PL/I program to name each map used by the program.

Syntax

►►─── DECLARE (map-name MAP ─┬──────────────────────────┬─ ) ─────────────────►

                             └─ VERSION version-number ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ ; ─────────────────────────►◄

   └─ TYPE ( ─┬─ STANDARD ◄ ─┬─ ) ─┬──────────┬─┘

              └─ EXTENDED ───┘     └─ PAGING ─┘

Parameters

• map-name MAP
Specifies the name of a predefined map to be used by the program. Map-name must be a 1- to 8-character name of an
existing map load module.

• VERSION 1/version-n
Optionally identifies the version of the named map. Version-n is a numeric constant of the map version desired. The
default is 1.

• TYPE STANDARD/EXTENDED
Specifies the attributes of the named map:

• STANDARD (default)
Indicates that map attributes are those available on standard 3270-type terminals.

• EXTENDED
Indicates that map attributes include those available on 3279-type terminals. Mapping features such as color, blinking
fields, and reverse video can be used for applications running under 3279-type terminals.

• PAGING
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Specifies that the named map is a pageable map.

MAP IN
The MAP IN statement requests a transfer of data to program storage. After completion of a MAP IN function, the
ERROR-STATUS field of the IDMS-DC communications block indicates the outcome of a pageable-map operation:

Message Problem
4664 The requested node for a header or detail was either not present

or not updated.
4668 No more modified detail occurrences require mapin.
4672 The scratch record containing the requested detail could not be

accessed (internal error).

Syntax

►►─── MAP IN (map-name) ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─┬─ IO ─┬────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────

     │      └─ INPUT DATA ─┬─ YES ─┬─┘

     │                     └─ NO ──┘

     └─ NOIO DATASTREAM FROM (mapped-data-location) ──────────────────────────

─►───────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►─

  ─────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                                       │

                                       │

  ─┬─ TO (end-mapped-data-location) ─┬─┘

   └─ MAX LENGTH (data-length) ──────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ detail-specification ─────────────┤

   └─ HEADER ─┬──────────────────────┬──┘

              ├─ PAGE (page-number) ─┤

              └─ MODIFIED ───────────┘

►►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

   └─ DETAIL ┬  NEXT ◄ ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─

             ├─ FIRST ─┬──────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────┤

             │         └─ RETURNKEY (data-field) ─┘                         │

             ├─ KEY (key-name) ─────────────────────────────────────────────┤

             ├─ SEQUENCE_NUMBER (sequence-field) ─┬────────────────────────┬┤

             │                                    └ RETURNKEY (data-field)─┘│

             └─ RETURNKEY (data-field) ─────────────────────────────────────┘

─►─────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

  ─┬──────────────────────┬─┬────────────┬─┘

   └─ PAGE (page-number) ─┘ └─ MODIFIED ─┘

Parameters
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• DETAIL
Specifies that the MAP IN operation is to retrieve data from a modified detail occurrence (MDT set on). The contents of
all data fields in the detail occurrence are retrieved unless MODIFIED is specified for the MAP IN DETAIL statement;
MODIFIED retrieves only modified fields.
The retrieved detail occurrence is specified by one of the following clauses:

• NEXT (default)
Retrieves the next sequential modified detail occurrence. An end-of-data condition is returned in either of the following
cases:
– No detail occurrences have been modified
– All modified detail occurrences have been mapped in already

• FIRST RETURNKEY IS data-field-name-v
Retrieves the first available modified detail occurrence.
RETURNKEY IS data-field-name-v optionally specifies the name of a variable field in which to store the 4-byte key (if
any) associated with the retrieved detail occurrence. If no value is associated with the detail occurrence, data-field-
name-v is set to 0. Data-field-name-v must be a 4-byte value, but does not have to be a binary fullword.

NOTE
A value is associated with a detail occurrence by using the KEY IS parameter in a MAP OUT DETAIL
command for that occurrence.

An end-of-data condition results if all modified detail occurrences have been retrieved already.
• KEY IS key-v

Specifies the modified detail occurrence to retrieve based on the value associated with the detail occurrence. (A value
is associated with a detail occurrence by using the KEY IS parameter in the MAP OUT DETAIL command for that
occurrence.) Key-v is the name of a 4-byte field.
A detail-not-found condition is returned in either of the following cases:
– The specified occurrence is not a modified detail occurrence
– No detail occurrence with the specified value is found

• SEQUENCE_NUMBER IS data-field-name-v RETURNKEY IS data-field-name
Specifies the sequence number of the retrieved data occurrence. Detail occurrences are built by the application
program, and are stored in the sequence in which they are created. Data-field-name is a binary fullword.
RETURNKEY IS data-field-name-v optionally specifies the name of a variable field to store the 4-byte value (if any)
associated with the retrieved detail occurrence. If no value is associated with the detail occurrence, data-field-name-v
is set to zero. Data-field-name-v must be a 4-byte value, but does not have to be a binary fullword.
A detail-not-found condition is returned in either of the following cases:
– The specified occurrence is not a modified detail occurrence.
– No detail occurrence with the specified value is found.
– RETURNKEY IS  data-field-name performs the same operation as the NEXT clause (described previously)

and specifies the name of a variable field to store the 4-byte value (if any) associated with the retrieved detail
occurrence. (A value is associated with a detail occurrence by using the KEY IS parameter in a MAP OUT DETAIL
command for that occurrence.) If no value is associated with the detail occurrence, data-field-name-v is set to 0.
Data-field-name-v must be a 4-byte value, but does not have to be a binary fullword.

• HEADER
Specifies that the MAP IN operation is to retrieve the contents of data fields in the header and footer areas. The
contents of all data fields in the header and footer areas are retrieved unless MODIFIED is specified for the MAP IN
HEADER statement; MODIFIED retrieves only modified fields.

• MODIFIED
Specifies that only modified fields (MDT set on) are retrieved in the MAP IN operation.
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MAP OUT
The MAP OUT statement is used to create or modify detail occurrences for a pageable map or to request that a map page
be transmitted to the terminal screen. After completion of a MAP OUT function, the ERROR-STATUS field of the IDMS/DC
communications block indicates the outcome of a pageable-map operation using the following error messages:

Message Description
4664 There is no current detail occurrence to be updated (MAP OUT

DETAIL CURRENT only). No action is taken.
4668 The amount of storage defined for pageable maps at system

generation is insufficient. No action is taken. This and subsequent
MAP OUT DETAIL commands are ignored.

4672 No detail occurrence, footer, or header fields exist to be mapped
out by a MAPOUT RESUME command.

4676 The first screen page has been transmitted to the terminal.

Syntax

►►─── MAP OUT (map-name) ─┬──────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

                          ├─ WAIT ◄ ─┤

                          └─ NOWAIT ─┘

 ►──┬───────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

    ├─ io-specification ────┤

    └─ no-io-specification ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ ; ───────────────────────►◄

   └─┬─ DETAIL ──┬───────────┬─┬──────────────┬─┬─┘

     │           ├─ NEW ◄ ───┤ └─ KEY (key) ──┘ │

     │           └─ CURRENT ─┘                  │

     └─ RESUME ─┬────────────────────────────┬──┘

                └─ PAGE ─┬─ CURRENT ◄ ─────┬─┘

                         ├─ NEXT ──────────┤

                         ├─ PRIOR ─────────┤

                         ├─ LAST ──────────┤

                         ├─ FIRST ─────────┤

                         └─ (page-number) ─┘

►►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └ IO ◄ ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────

           └ OUTPUT ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                     └ DATA ─┬─ YES ───────┬─┬─────────┬─┬──────────┬─┘

                             ├─ NO ────────┤ └ NEWPAGE ┘ └ LITERALS ┘

                             ├─ ERASE ─────┤

                             └─ ATTRibute ─┘

─►───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────►◄

  ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ MESSAGE (message-text) ─┬─ TO (end-message-data-location) ─┬─┘

                              └─ LENGTH (message-data-length) ───┘

►►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ NOIO DATASTREAM INTO (mapped-data-location) ────────────────────────────
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─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

  ─┬─ TO (end-mapped-data-location) ─┬────────────────────────────────────────

   └─ MAX LENGTH (max-data-length) ──┘

─►───────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►◄

  ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ RETURN LENGTH INTO (data-actual-length) ─┘

Parameters

• DETAIL
Specifies that the MAP OUT command is to create or modify a detail occurrence for a pageable map, and optionally
associates a numeric key value with the occurrence:

• NEW/CURRENT
Specifies whether the detail is to be created or modified:
– NEW (default) creates a detail occurrence of a pageable map. Detail occurrences are displayed in the order in

which they are created.
– CURRENT modifies the detail occurrence that was referenced by the most recent MAP IN DETAIL or MAP OUT

DETAIL statement.
• KEY IS key-v (optional)

Specifies a value associated with the created or modified detail occurrence. The value is not displayed on the terminal
screen. Key-v is the name of a variable data field that contains the key of a database record associated with the detail
occurrence.
The specified value is stored as a 4-byte value. When the KEY IS parameter is used with a MAP OUT DETAIL
CURRENT command, the specified value replaces the value (if any) previously associated with the detail occurrence.

• RESUME PAGE IS
Specifies that a page of detail occurrences is mapped out to the terminal from the session scratch record. Detail
occurrences in the scratch record are divided into pages at runtime based on the number of detail occurrences that
can fit on the screen at one time.
The page of occurrences displayed is determined by the PAGE IS clause:
– CURRENT (default) specifies that the current page is redisplayed. If no page has been displayed, the first page of

the pageable map is displayed.
– NEXT specifies that the page that follows the current page is displayed. If no page follows the current page, the

current page is redisplayed.
– PRIOR specifies that the page that precedes the current page is displayed. If no page precedes the current page,

the current page is redisplayed.
– FIRST specifies that the first available page of detail occurrences is displayed.
– LAST specifies that the page of detail occurrences with the highest available page number is displayed. field in

which is stored the binary fullword number of the displayed page. A page number is stored in the variable field by a
preceding MAP IN PAGE IS data-field-name-v statement that names the same numeric variable field.

STARTPAGE
A STARTPAGE statement initiates the paging session. It can be followed by any number of DML commands, including
MAP IN and MAP OUT commands. The map-paging session is terminated by an ENDPAGE command (or by another
STARTPAGE command, if one is encountered before an ENDPAGE command).
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After completion of a STARTPAGE function, the ERROR-STATUS field of the IDMS-DC communications block indicates
the outcome of a pageable-map operation:

Message Number Description
4604 A paging session was already in progress when this STARTPAGE

command was received. An implied ENDPAGE was processed
before this STARTPAGE was successfully executed.

Syntax

►►─── STARTPAGE session (map-name) ───────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────┬─┬──────────────┬─┬────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬─ ; ─────►◄

   ├─ WAIT ─────┤ ├─ BACKPAGE ◄ ─┤ ├─ UPDATE ◄ ─┤ ├─ AUTODISPLAY ◄ ─┤

   ├─ NOWAIT ◄ ─┤ └─ NOBACKPAGE ─┘ └─ BROWSE ───┘ └─ NOAUTODISPLAY ─┘

   └─ RETURN ───┘

• STARTPAGE SESSION map-name
Specifies the beginning of a pageable map session, specifies the name of the pageable map that is used for the
session, and specifies the map paging options in effect for the session. The STARTPAGE command must precede any
commands (such as MAP IN) that specify operations that are performed using the map.

• NOWAIT/WAIT/RETURN
Specifies the runtime flow of control when the operator presses a control key:
– NOWAIT (default) specifies that runtime mapping automatically handles all paging and update transactions. Control

is passed to the program only when neither an update nor paging request is made when the operator presses a
control key.

– WAIT specifies that runtime mapping automatically handles paging transactions that do not update data. Control is
passed to the program when the operator presses a key that requests an update or a nonpaging operation.

– RETURN specifies that runtime mapping does not handle any terminal transactions in the paging session. Control is
passed to the program when the operator presses a control key.

Runtime mapping does not update program variable storage unless the application program issues a MAP IN
command. In cases where the operator can update data, it is recommended that WAIT or RETURN be specified for the
paging session so that data can be retrieved as it is updated.

• BACKPAGE/NOBACKPAGE
Specifies whether the terminal operator can display a previous map page:
– BACKPAGE (default) specifies that the operator can display previous pages of detail occurrences.
– NOBACKPAGE specifies that the operator cannot display any page of detail occurrences with a page number lower

than the current page number. Modifications that are made on a given page of the map must be retrieved by a
MAP IN statement in the application program prior to a MAP OUT RESUME statement. The previous page of detail
occurrences is deleted from the session scratch record when a new map page is displayed.

• UPDATE/BROWSE
Specifies whether the terminal operator can modify map data fields:
– UPDATE (default) specifies that the terminal operator can modify variable map fields, subject to restrictions

specified for the map either at map-definition time or by statements in the program.
– BROWSE specifies that the terminal operator can modify only the page and response fields (if any) of the map. The

MDTs for variable fields on the map can be set on only according to specifications made either in the map-definition
or by statements in the program.

NOTE

If UPDATE and NOWAIT are specified for the session, NOBACKPAGE cannot be assigned.
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ENDPAGE

ENDPAGE

The ENDPAGE statement terminates a map-paging session, clears the scratch record for the session, and clears the map
paging options for the completed session. A STARTPAGE/ENDPAGE pair enclose commands that handle a pageable
map at runtime.

Syntax

►►─── ENDPAGE session ; ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Using the Mapping Facility Online Compiler
Online compiler screens prompt a map developer for information about a map and, sometimes are used to specify a
course of action during the map definition process.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

What Screens are Used?

The following six primary screens can be accessed during an online compiler session. The Main Menu displays
automatically when the compiler is invoked, but the other screens must be invoked either from the Main Menu screen or
from each other. Also, some of the screens have more than one page on which you can enter more information:

• The Main Menu screen establishes basic information about the map such as name and version number.
The Main Menu screen also contains the action bar which can be used instead of entering a command on the
command line. The developer can use the action bar to initiate an add, copy, modify, display, delete, or compile of a
map, or to move to another task.

• The General Options screens (two pages) establish the options that apply to the map such as the type of map, display
and print options, and attributes for re-displayed fields.

• The Map-level Help Text screen establishes the connection between the map and the IDD module that contains the
help text.

• The Associated Records screen establishes the records that are associated with the map.
The Autopaint option is also accessed from this screen.

• The Layout screen is used to position map fields on the map.
• The Field Definition screen establishes field-specific options. Information is collected using seven separate pages as

follows:
– Field Definition
– Map Read/Write Options
– Additional Edit Criteria
– Field-level Help
– Device-dependent Options
– User-defined Edit Modules
– Pageable Options
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Using the Main Menu Screen

When a developer signs on to the online compiler, the first screen that is displayed is the Main Menu screen as shown.
This screen is used both to provide basic information about and to initiate action on a map.

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

  _____________________________________________________________________________.

                           CA IDMS Online Map Compiler

                               CA, Inc.

    Map name . . . . . . . .    ________

    Map version  . . . . . .    ____

    Dictionary name  . . . .    ________

    Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

    Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options

                                  2. Map-Level help text definition

                                  3. Associated records

                                  4. Layout

                                  5. Field definition

                    Copyright (C) 2007 CA, Inc. 

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

How are the Areas Used?

The three areas of the screen are used as follows:

• The action bar at the top of the screen can be used as an alternative to entering a command on the command line. The
developer can use the action bar to initiate an add, modify, display, compile, or delete of a map or to switch to another
task.
When a developer selects an action, a pull-down window displays. The window contains options that are related to the
action.

• The selection area in the middle of the screen prompts the developer to supply basic information that is related to the
map and to specify which screen should be displayed next.

• The command line close to the bottom of the screen can be used instead of the action bar to perform a particular
action. Rather than moving the cursor to the action bar, the developer can enter a command beside the arrow.

• The function keys at the bottom of the screen are the keys that the developer can use to move from screen to screen
within the compiler and to display help and map images.

Using the Action Bar

What's in this Section?

This section explains the actions that can be performed using the action bar at the top of the Main Menu screen. It
presents each pull-down window and describes how to use it.

Using the Defaults

The first entry on a drop down menu is always the default. To select the default, press [Enter].
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ADD

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

 | Copy from Map    |

 | Name ________    |  CA IDMS Online Map Compiler

 | Version ____     |

 | 1 1. All         |  CA, Inc.

 | 2. Format        |

 |__________________|

 | F3=Exit          |

 |__________________|. . . .    EYHTST9

    Map version  . . . . . .       1

    Dictionary name  . . . .    ________

    Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

    Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options

                                  2. Map-Level help text definition

                                  3. Associated records

                                  4. Layout

                                  5. Field definition

 DC366148 Map EYHTST9 has not been found

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

How to use the Window

• Before accessing the ADD function, you must supply the name of the map you are creating and optionally the version
number. If a version number is not entered, the dictionary-set default is displayed.

• If you want to copy an existing map, enter the name and version of that map.
• If you are copying a map, indicate if you want to copy the layout and the records and elements that are associated with

the original map (1) or only the layout (2).
• To confirm your choice, press [Enter].

MODIFY

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

      | 1. Checkout            |

      | 2. Release             | DC Online Map Compiler

      | 3. List Checkout       |

      |________________________|

      | F3=Exit                | CA, Inc.

      |________________________|
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    Map name . . . . . . . .    EYHTST9

    Map version  . . . . . .       1

    Dictionary name  . . . .    ________

    Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

    Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options

                                  2. Map-Level help text definition

                                  3. Associated records

                                  4. Layout

                                  5. Field definition

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

How to use the Window

The MODIFY action controls the checkin/checkout procedures of the online compiler as follows:

• Checkout -- Allows the developer working on a map to have sole access to it. The map is protected from more
updates until it has been checked in.

• Release -- Releases the developer hold on the map and allows updates by other developers. If changes are
made because the map is checked out, and the map is not re-compiled, a warning message is displayed stating that
the changes exist in a work file.

• List Checkout -- Displays a list of all maps that are checked out to the user ID that is signed on. For each map, the
following information is displayed:
– Map name
– Which version of the map is checked out
– Which dictionary the map belongs to

COMPILE

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

              | 1. Compile           |

              | 2. View Messages     | Map Compiler

              |______________________|

              | F3=Exit              | 

              |______________________|

    Map name . . . . . . . .    EYHTST9

    Map version  . . . . . .       1

    Dictionary name  . . . .    ________

    Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

    Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options

                                  2. Map-Level help text definition
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                                  3. Associated records

                                  4. Layout

                                  5. Field definition

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

How to use the Window

From this window, you can either compile a map or view the messages from a previous compile.

DELETE

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________

                      | 2 1. Delete changes   |

                      | 2. Delete map         |Compiler

                      |_______________________|     ________________

                      | F3=Exit               |    | Confirm delete |

                      |_______________________|    |     1. Reject  |

                                                   |     2. Confirm |

                                                   |________________|

    Map name . . . . . . . .    EYHTST9

    Map version  . . . . . .       1

    Dictionary name  . . . .    ________

    Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

    Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options

                                  2. Map-Level help text definition

                                  3. Associated records

                                  4. Layout

                                  5. Field definition

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

How to use the Window

You can either delete the map entirely or delete only the changes that are made since the last compile. As a safety
measure, if you decide to delete the map completely, a second window is displayed to prompt you to confirm the delete.

DISPLAY

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

                               | 1. Browse      |

                         CA IDM| 2. Summary     |mpiler

                               | 3. Image       |

                               |________________|
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                               | F3= Exit       |

                               |________________|

    Map name . . . . . . . .    EYHTST9

    Map version  . . . . . .       1

    Dictionary name  . . . .    ________

    Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

    Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options

                                  2. Map-Level help text definition

                                  3. Associated records

                                  4. Layout

                                  5. Field definition

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

How to use the Window

You can display information about a map in any of three ways:

• Browse -- Displays all the screens associated with a map. The information pertains to the map as it was last compiled.
• Summary -- Displays a one-page summary report of the map containing vital statistics on the map such as when it

was created, updated, compiled, and who created and modified it.
• Image -- Displays the map as it would look to an end user. If the user is currently modifying the map, IMAGE includes

the uncompiled modifications.

SWITCH

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

  _____________________________________________________________________________

                                        | Task ID ________   |

                           CA IDMS Onlin|____________________|

                                        | F3=Exit            |

                                      CA|____________________| 

    Map name . . . . . . . .    ________

    Map version  . . . . . .    _____

    Dictionary name  . . . .    ________

    Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

    Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options

                                  2. Map-Level help text definition

                                  3. Associated records

                                  4. Layout

                                  5. Field definition
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 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

How to use the Window

, you can leave the online compiler and move to another IDMS task by entering the task code in the Task ID field.

Overview of a session

The following figure provides an overview of the online compiler screens and the relationships among them.

In the drawing,

• Opt n refers to the screen options on the Main Menu screen
• Fn refers to the function key used to move between the screens Online Mapping Compiler Reference.

                  ┌─────────┐       ┌──────────┐

               Opt│ General ├───F8──► General  │

              ┌───► Options │       │ Options  │

              │ 1 │    1    ◄───F7──┤    2     │

              │   └──┬───▲──┘       └──────────┘

              │      │   │

              │   F5 │   │ F4

              │      │   │

              │   ┌──▼───┴──┐

              │Opt│ Map     │

              ├───► Level   │

              │ 2 │ Help    │

              │   └──┬───▲──┘

              │      │   │

              │   F5 │   │ F4

              │      │   │

┌────────┐    │   ┌──▼───┴──┐       ┌─────────┐

│Main    │    │Opt│ Assoc   │       │Autopaint│

│Menu    │────┼───► Records ├───────►Selection│

│        │    │ 3 │         │       │Screen   │

└────────┘    │   └──┬───▲──┘       └────┬────┘

              │   F5 │   │               │

              │      │   │ F4            │

              │   F9 │   │               │ F5

              │   ┌──▼───┴──┐            │

              │Opt│         │            │

              ├───► Layout  ◄────────────┘

              │ 4 │         │

              │   └──┬───▲──┘

              │   F2 │   │

              │      │   │ F4

              │   F5 │   │

              │   ┌──▼───┴──┐ F8  ┌─────────┐ F8   ┌─────────┐ F8  ┌─────────┐

              │Opt│ Field   ├─────►Map      ├──────►Add      ├─────►Field    │

              └───► Def     │     │ReadWrite│      │Edit     │     │Level    │

                5 │         ◄─────┤Options  ◄──────┤Criteria ◄─────┤Help     │

                  └────▲────┘ F7  └─────────┘ F7   └─────────┘ F7  └──┬───▲──┘

                       │                                           F8 │   │ F7
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                       │                                              │   │

                       │          ┌─────────┐ F8   ┌─────────┐ F8  ┌──▼───┴──┐

                       │          │Pageable ◄──────┤User     ◄─────┤Device   │

                       └──────────┤Options  │      │Edit     │     │Dependent│

                           F4     │         ├──────►Modules  ├─────►Options  │

                                  └─────────┘ F7   └─────────┘ F7  └─────────┘

NOTE

• When using the Field Definition screens (Option 5), you can move between pages by overtyping the page
number at the top of the screen.

• If you are providing information about a literal, you can only use the Field Definition and Pageable Options
screens.

Using the function keys

To move from screen to screen or from page to page within a screen, you must use the function keys. Function keys are
displayed at the bottom of each screen and may vary depending on the screen.

Most keys have the same function through out the MAPC compiler; <F1> is help, <F4> returns to the previous function
screen, etc. Some keys have different functions in the Layout screen. For example, <F10> resets all fields selected for
edit. The following is a list of the main keys and their function within the Layout screen. In addition, alternate keys are
used to tailor the layout of the screen and consequently, are displayed only on the Layout screen. To toggle between the
main keys and the alternate keys, press <PF11> (AltKeys).

Main keys

Key Name(s) Function
F1 Help Displays help information for the function
F2 Select Identifies a field on which further action is

taken
F3 Exit Processes the information and returns to

the previous function
F4 Prev Returns to previous function as listed on the

main menu screen
F5 Next Moves to next function as listed on the main

menu screen
F6 Preview Displays the map layout as it would look to

the end user
F7 Top Displays the top of the map layout
F8 Bottom Moves to the bottom of the map layout
F9 SetCursor Sets initial cursor position on the map
F10 Deselect Resets all selected fields for edit so they

are not edited
F11 AltKeys Toggles between the Main and the

Alternate function keys which are used on
the Layout screen

Alternate Keys

Key Name(s) Function
F1 Help Displays help information for the function
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F2 Mark Identifies a field on which further action is
taken

F3 Copy Copies the marked field or block to the
location of the cursor

F4 Move Moves the marked field or block to the
location of the cursor

F5 Delete Deletes the marked field or block
F6 Preview Displays the map layout as it would look to

the end user
F7 Top Displays the top of the map layout
F8 Bottom Moves to the bottom of the map layout
F9 Propagate Copies a field on every line to the cursor
F10 ClrMark Erase mark from fields
F11 MainKeys Toggles between the Main and Alternate

function keys

How to Move, Copy, and Delete Text

The following information gives detailed instructions for using the Move, Copy, and Delete alternate function keys on a
field, a line, and on blocks of lines.

Move Key (F4)

• To move a field:
a. Cursor to the field to be moved
b. Press Mark (F2)
c. Cursor to the new position
d. Press Move (F4)

• To move a line:
a. Press Mark (F2) twice on the line to be moved
b. Cursor to the new line position
c. Press Move (F4)

• To move a block of lines:
a. Press Mark (F2) on the top and bottom lines of the text to be moved
b. Cursor to the top line of the new position
c. Press Move (F4)

Copy Key (F3)

• To copy a field:
a. Cursor to the field to be copied
b. Press Mark (F2)
c. Cursor to the new position
d. Press Copy (F3)

• To copy a line:
a. Press Mark (F2) twice on the line to be copied
b. Cursor to the new line position
c. Press Copy (F3)

• To copy a block of lines:
a. Press Copy (F3) on the top and bottom lines of the text to be copied
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b. Cursor to the top line of the new position
c. Press Copy (F3)

Delete Key (F5)

• To delete a field:
a. Cursor to the field to be deleted
b. Press Mark (F2)
c. Press Delete (F5)

• To delete a line:
a. Press Mark (F2) twice on the line to be deleted
b. Press Delete (F5)

• To delete a block of lines:
a. Press Mark (F2) on the top and bottom lines of the text to be deleted
b. Press Delete (F5)

Accessing the Mapping Facility Online Compiler
From IDMS

Specify the appropriate IDMS task code for your site, for example, MAPC. Task codes are defined at system generation
and can vary from site to site.

Directly from Another Task

If the task is executing under the transfer control facility, specify the appropriate IDMS task code (for example, MAPC) in
conjunction with the SWITCH activity.

From the SWITCH Pull Down Menu

Specify the task code of the task to which you want to transfer.

The SWITCH facility enables the map developer to transfer directly from one IDMS task to another. For example, the
developer can transfer between the online compiler, the ADS application generator, the ADS dialog generator, and online
IDD. When control is transferred from a task, the current session of that task is suspended if necessary. A task can have
several suspended sessions.

Information specified for a map is maintained in a queue record during an online session. When a new session is initiated,
as when the online compiler is invoked from IDMS, a new queue record is built. When a suspended session is invoked,
the queue record from the suspended session is used.

NOTE
For more information about how to use the transfer control facility, see Using Transfer Control Facility (TCF).
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Masterkey Reference
IDMS Masterkey is a task initiation control facility for IDMS/DC. By controlling the invocation of tasks, the developer or
database administrator can save keystrokes, streamline workflow, and provide a certain amount of security in the IDMS
environment.

Click the PDF icon to download a PDF of the Masterkey Reference section.

The following list describes how IDMS Masterkey provides efficiency for users:

• Assigning unique profiles to users or terminals.
• Assigning task initiation streams to PF keys.
• Allowing variables to be inserted into these task initiation streams.
• Allowing variables to be inserted into IDMS/DC Command Lists (CLISTs).
• Allowing true "nested" IDMS/DC CLISTs to be processed.
• Allowing the use of a "PROMPT" keyword to step through the commands of a CLIST one at a time.
• Retrieving previously issued task initiation streams.
• Allowing the concatenation of commands in a PF key.
• Replacing the "ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:" prompt with an IDMS/DC level menu to which all tasks return upon

completion.
• Allowing the data administrator to define PF key help screens for specific users or terminals.
• Including online documentation functions as a powerful training tool.
• Placing all message text in an online format.
• Allowing all online messages and product information to be printed upon request.
• Providing a menu builder feature that gives you administrative control over which tasks a user or terminal may invoke.
• Providing an online message facility that enables you to quickly and easily access all IDMS Masterkey message text.

You can also print the messages with the online documentation print feature.
• Providing an online documentation print feature that enables you to print IDMS Masterkey messages and the online

documentation.

NOTE
IDMS Masterkey is a system-level product. It does not affect the PF key settings for any application program.

Using IDMS Masterkey
This section provides general information for using IDMS Masterkey. Topics include:

• Menu Builder Feature describes menu builder feature, which gives the data administrator control over which tasks a
user or terminal can invoke.

• Task Initiation describes the different ways that IDMS Masterkey can be used.
• Assigning Commands to Keys describes how to assign task codes to PF and PA keys.
• Argument Substitution explains the use of argument substitution in commands and CLISTs.
• CLIST Enhancements details how IDMS Masterkey expands the capabilities of the Command List (CList) processor.
• Command Concatenation explains how commands can be concatenated to form dynamic CLISTs.
• Online Documentation Support describes the use of the help facility in IDMS Masterkey.
• Online Documentation Print Utility describes how to print IDMS Masterkey messages and online documentation.
• Online Message Facility describes the IDMS Masterkey online message facility, which enables you to quickly and

easily access messages. You can also print the messages with the online documentation print utility.
• Profile Support explains how key settings are retained across IDMS/DC.
• Command Retrieval describes how to retrieve commands for review or execution.
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Enable IDMS Masterkey User Exits
To enable IDMS Masterkey Exits, change the startup JCL for your CVs to include the required SYSIDMS parameter.

MASTERKEY_EXITS = ON | OFF

ON

Enables the IDMS Masterkey User Exits. ON must be specified if IDMS Masterkey is used in the CV.

OFF

Disables the IDMS Masterkey User Exits.

Default: OFF

Invoke IDMS Masterkey
To invoke IDMS Masterkey from the IDMS/DC system:

1. Type the task code KEYS at the IDMS/DC system prompt.
2. Press the ENTER key.

The IDMS Masterkey System Level Menu is displayed.

Menu Builder Feature
IDMS Masterkey provides you with a Menu Builder feature. The Menu Builder gives you total administrative control over
which tasks a user or terminal may invoke. A menu replaces the "ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:" prompt and allows users
to execute ONLY the tasks for which they have been authorized.

The task code associated with authorized functions is unavailable to the user. Users see only the comments associated
with their authorized functions, as defined by the authorized database administrator.

Authorizations can be dynamically maintained while a user is active in the system. Menu modifications take effect the next
time the menu is presented.

You maintain the Menu Builder functions with the standard Broadcom architecture using such features as online
documentation, profile save and restoration, multi-mode screen formats, key substitution, and simple system navigation.

Authorized task initiations may use any features of IDMS Masterkey processing such as command concatenation, and
nested, variably executed CLISTs. The task that invokes the Menu Builder feature is APPLKEY. Menu Builder users do not
provide symbolic variables directly. Instead, the administrator supplies them as part of the authorized task streams.

Task Initiation
A user can initiate any IDMS Masterkey task stream in either of two usage modes:

• Menu Mode
• Prompt Mode

Topics included on this page include:

Menu Mode

If IDMS Masterkey is operating in Menu Mode, the Menu Mode screen replaces the IDMS/DC "ENTER NEXT TASK
CODE:" prompt.
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Setting Menu Mode

To select Menu Mode, enter Y as the value for Menu Mode from the IDMS Masterkey System Level Menu, which is
invoked when the task code KEYS is executed (See Exhibit 2.1). You have the option to automatically display this menu
through a SIGNON CLIST.

Menu Mode and Task Termination

After a task is completed, the Menu Mode screen is displayed again. You can then invoke PF key initiations and command
replacement.

For FACTOTUM-oriented tasks (DCUF, DCMT, DEBUG, aborts, etc.), the IDMS/DC prompt may still appear in Menu
Mode. In these cases, press the ENTER key to invoke the IDMS Masterkey menu again. This is also true when
commands are concatenated.

Entering Commands in Menu Mode

You can use the first line of the Menu Mode screen just like the IDMS/DC prompt. Consequently, at the COMMAND line
you can substitute variables into PF keys and enter task streams (if the COMMAND line is blank).

Viewing Alternate Keys

While in the System Level Menu, you can view the ALTERNATE set of PF keys by pressing the CLEAR key.

Leaving the Menu Mode Screen

To leave the Menu Mode screen and return to the "ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:" prompt, use the END command.

 COMMAND-─►

 MasterKey Rnn.nn --  System Level Menu ------------- CA Intl.Inc.hh:mm mm/dd/yy

 SESSION VALUES: USER TIM

   MENU MODE ==> Y  (YES OR NO)

 KEY VALUES:

   KEY-ID  SUBSTITUTION STRING

   PF1     @2 DCMT @1

   PF2     I KEYS

   PF3     END

   PF4     I DCUF TEST @1

   PF5     I DCUF SET DICTNAME @1

   PF6     I DCMT V PR @1 NC IMM

   PF7     I DCMT V LTE VTAMLT@1 @2

   PF8     I DCMT V PTE VTAMPT@1 @2

   PF9     I ADST;ADSC;ADS ICD@1

   PF10    @1 DME;ADSC;ADS 1CDMEN01

   PF11    I DCMT V AR @1 @2

   PF12    I RETRIEVE

   PF13    I ADST

   PF14    I DMA

 CLEAR KEY TO DISPLAY REMAINING KEY VALUES

 "END" COMMAND TO EXIT MASTERKEY

 ENTER KEY TO ACTIVATE TASK INITIATION

Exhibit 2.1: Menu Mode - System Level Menu
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Prompt Mode

Prompt Mode is the default mode. In Prompt Mode, you enter commands using the normal "ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:"
prompt of IDMS/DC. When a PF key is activated (and it has the IMMEDIATE option specified), the associated task stream
(and any variables entered from the IDMS/DC prompt) is invoked as if the stream had been entered at the IDMS/DC
prompt.

Changing Modes

You can change the mode for a USER or TERMINAL by invoking the KEYS task and changing the Menu Mode field to Y.

Command Review

If the task stream does not contain the IMMEDIATE option, then the Prompt Mode screen is displayed so that the user can
review the command before it is executed. If you press the ENTER key, the task is initiated. If you press another PF key,
substitution and initiation occur as if from the IDMS/DC prompt.

If errors occur in IDMS Masterkey task initiation, an error message is written to the terminal and the IDMS/DC prompt
appears. For more information on accessing message text, see the Online Message Facility.

Assigning Commands To Keys
IDMS Masterkey allows the user to assign a command or a series of commands to PF and PA keys. PF keys 1 through
24 and PA keys 1 through 3 are IDMS Masterkey controlled whenever terminal processing reaches the IDMS/DC prompt,
Prompt Mode screen (if in Prompt Mode), or the IDMS Masterkey System Level Menu screen (if in Menu Mode).

When you invoke a PF or PA key under these conditions, the string associated with the PF or PA key is invoked as if you
entered a task stream from the IDMS/DC prompt and pressed the ENTER key.

Use of the IMMEDIATE Keyword

You can invoke a stream without reviewing it if the first space-delimited word in the stream is the keyword IMMEDIATE or
any substring of this keyword. In this case, the second space-delimited word is considered to be the external task code,
and must follow established rules for IDMS/DC task codes. The remaining words in the stream are passed to the task as
input data.

When there is no IMMEDIATE keyword, the stream appears in one of the two IDMS Masterkey screens (Prompt or Menu)
for you to review or change. After review or change, press the ENTER key to activate the task.

Argument Substitution
At execution time, you can substitute variables into any command used under IDMS Masterkey. Substitution allows you
to assign a skeletal command to a PF key and then invoke different values as needed. For example, PF6 contains the
skeletal DCMT command:

 I DCMT V PR @1 NC IMM

The symbol @1 indicates that you need to enter a variable before you can press PF6. Depending on the mode, enter the
variable either at the IDMS/DC prompt (Prompt Mode) or in the IDMS Masterkey menu COMMAND field (Menu Mode).
Once you enter this information and press the PF6 key, the supplied value is substituted into the command string, and the
altered string invokes the IDMS/DC task.
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Argument Substitution Rules

Values are substituted into variable symbols according to the following rules:

1. A single command string can contain up to 16 discrete variables (@1 through @16).
2. Sometimes the variable symbol combined with the literal string yields unpredictable results. Use a period (.) to remove

ambiguity.
For example:

 I DCMT V PR BUGA0@160 NCI

In this case, @160 could be interpreted as either @1 or @16, with @16 being assumed. If you use a period to delimit
the variable, however, it is clear that the variable is @1:

 I DCMT V PR BUGA0@1.60 NCI

3. You can use a variable symbol more than once in a substitution string. For example, if the substitution word is DEBUG,
the following string:

 I @1 @1 PROGRAM

yields

 I DEBUG DEBUG PROGRAM

4. Any value in the command can be symbolized. For example, in the command ADS ICD@1, you can replace the
variable @1 with the rest of the dialog name.

5. Use the TIE character (_) to substitute multiple words for a single symbol. For example:
Assume that the command "@2 DCMT @1" is assigned to a PF key. If "I" is to be substituted for variable @2 and "D
AC TA" for variable @1, you must use the TIE character and enter variable @1 as "D_AC_TA." A space replaces each
TIE byte to yield:

 I DCMT D AC TA

6. Substitution words are numbered sequentially according to their position in the input data stream. Thus, if you enter
the values A B C D, value A is substituted into variable @1, B into @2, C into @3, and D into @4.

7. If a substitution string contains a variable symbol, but no substitution word is supplied, a single space replaces the
symbol.In the example &od. DCMT @1", if you entered "D_AC_TA" as the only substitution word, the result would be
the command:

 DCMT D AC TA

"D_AC_TA" is substituted into variable @1; and because no other word was entered, a space replaces variable @2.

CLIST Enhancements
IDMS Masterkey extends the capabilities of the IDMS/DC CLIST processor.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Nesting of CLISTs

Without IDMS Masterkey, CLISTs can only be chained. If CLIST A contains an invocation of CLIST B, control is
transferred to CLIST B without a subsequent return to CLIST A. Consequently, any other statements in CLIST A that
follow the invocation of CLIST B would not be executed.

If the CLIST in Exhibit 2.2 were to be executed without IDMS Masterkey, the commands OLM and ADSC would be
dropped.
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In contrast, OLM and ADSC would be executed in IDMS Masterkey because it nests CLISTs. When CLIST A invokes
CLIST B, control returns to CLIST A and execution continues. All statements of all CLISTs in an execution hierarchy are
performed as if each CLIST was independently executed.

 DCUF SET DICTNAME TEST

 DME

 CLIST STEP_TWO

 OLM

 ADSC

Exhibit 2.2: CLIST Example

Argument Substitution for CLISTs

IDMS Masterkey supports symbolic substitution for CLISTs using the same notation (@1 through @16) described in the
Argument Substitution section.

The substitution values are presented to the CLIST processor following any CLIST syntax or at execution time. See the
following examples.

Example 1

 I CLIST STEP_TWO DICTNAME TEST A B C D

In this example, CLIST "STEP_TWO" stored in dictionary TEST is executed and the values A B C and D are substituted
for @1 @2 @3 and @4, respectively, wherever they appear in the CLIST or subordinate CLISTs.

Example 2

 I CLIST STEP_TWO DICTNAME TEST @1 @2 @3 @4

In example 2, the CLIST "STEP_TWO" stored in the TEST dictionary is executed and the substitution values are supplied
at execution time. All other rules of substitution are followed.

Use of the PROMPT Keyword

CLISTs executed can be "stepped" through one command at a time. Consider the following command:

 I CLIST DEMO_CLIST PROMPT @1

When this command is executed, the first command of the CLIST "DEMO_CLIST" is executed, then the following
message displays:

 PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE, CLEAR OR

 ANY CHARACTER TO CANCEL

To execute the next command, press ENTER and continue for each command. Argument substitution is not affected by
the use of PROMPT. PROMPT or NOPROMPT defaults to the specification of the highest level CLIST. NOPROMPT is the
default.
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Availability of Extended CLIST Capabilities

The extended CLIST capabilities of nesting, argument substitution, and prompting are available only when you execute
CLISTs through a PF key assignment or when you enter the CLIST on one of the IDMS Masterkey command lines.

CLISTs executed at the IDMS/DC prompt do not use any of the IDMS Masterkey extended CLIST capabilities.

Command Concatenation
With IDMS Masterkey, you can combine two or more task commands within a single PF key substitution string or on the
IDMS Masterkey command line. These commands are combined into a NOPROMPT CLIST and follow all rules of IDMS
Masterkey CLIST processing.

The following are examples of "stacked" commands:

 I IDDM;OLM;ADSC

immediately executes each of the three commands as if they were in a CLIST.

 I IDDM;OLM;DCMT V PR @1 NCI

performs similarly, but substitutes a variable into the last command.

 I IDDM;CLIST module @1 B C;DCMT D TAS

follows all rules of substitution and CLIST processing available in IDMS Masterkey.

If you use the IMMEDIATE operand, place it only as the first command in the concatenation.

At the end of concatenated commands, IDMS Masterkey allows "ENTERNEXT TASK CODE:" to appear. This code
ensures that error messages from commands in the concatenation appear. To automatically invoke the IDMS Masterkey
menu following execution, terminate the concatenation with ;KEYS as follows:

 I command1;command2;...;command;KEYS

Online Documentation Support
IDMS Masterkey provides two levels of online documentation:

• Product Level
• PF Key Level.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Product Level

Product Level online documentation comes with IDMS Masterkey and presents specific online information relating to
IDMS Masterkey operations. You can access this online documentation by entering the HELP command (or pressing the
appropriate PF key) from any of IDMS Masterkey's administrator or user screens.

PF Key Level

PF Key Level online documentation must be defined by the data administrator and should provide specific information
about a particular PF key. The text should explain commands, the use of variables, and any arguments that should be
substituted. The newly defined PF key is then assigned to a USER or TERMINAL ID.
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To display the information, the user must place the cursor on the row of the PF key in the IDMS Masterkey user menu
and enter the HELP command (or press the appropriate PF key). If there is no online documentation for that PF key, the
general IDMS Masterkey Product Level online documentation appears.

Adding Online Documentation For PF Keys

To add PF key-specific online documentation, you need to add a module to the dictionary using the DDDL compiler. The
module name is equal to pfk-ID + profile-ID where:

• pfk-id = a 5-byte (PIC X(5)) literal "PF1", "PF23 ", "PA1", etc.
• profile-id = a 1 to 27-byte profile-ID as displayed on the IDMS/Masterkey menu, with space padding, for a 32-byte total.

For example, "PF3 FRANK" is a module ID that could be assigned to the PF3 key for user ID FRANK.

Structuring Online Documentation

Online documentation must be structured as follows:

1. In Column 1, specify "PAGE title" where title describes the subject of the online documentation. See Exhibit 2.3.
2. Enter the text.
3. If the text spans more than 21 lines, the online documentation processor creates a CONTINUED page, or you can

specify another PAGE clause to directly control page formation.
4. Toggle highlighting off and on with the cent (&cent.) sign. In Exhibit 2.3, for example, the command and the numbers 1,

2, 3... would be highlighted.

Refer to source member MKHELP supplied on the installation media for additional examples of online documentation
usage.

 PAGE 'PF4 HELP'

The command on this line is:

 ¢CLIST LEVEL_ONE PROMPT @1 @2 @3 @4 @5¢

This executes a nested CLIST with variables as follows:

 ¢1¢DCUF TEST Version Number

 ¢2¢Another DCUF TEST Version

 ¢3¢Yet another DCUF TEST Version

 ¢4¢Operand of a DCMT D AC Command

 ¢5¢Operand of a DCMT D LI Command

Exhibit 2.3: PF Key-Specific Online Documentation Example

Online Documentation Print Utility (Masterkey)
The Online Documentation Print Utility allows error messages and other product information to be printed upon request.

The Target or Distribution source library member GSIPRINT (OS/390), TOOLJCL library member GSIPRINT.S (VSE/
ESA), or the GSIPRINT EXEC (VM/ESA), downloaded from the IDMS Masterkey installation media, contains the JCL to
execute the Online Documentation Print Utility. Exhibit 2.4 lists the online documentation modules for IDMS Masterkey
processing.
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The printed version of the online documentation is presented one screen per page and includes page reference indices
for screen options. Characters highlighted in the online documentation appear bolded in the printed version.

Module Name Description
GSCMSG General Service Messages
GSIHELP General Service Documentation
MKHELP All Basic Usage and Facilities of IDMS Masterkey
SSKADEF Define Key Assignments Screen
SSKAKEY PF Key Handler while using User Menu Builder
SSKAMEN Main Processing for User Menu Specification
SSKAULS User Menu List Screen
SSKAMSG IDMS Masterkey Messages

Exhibit 2.4: Online Documentation Modules for IDMS Masterkey

Online Message Facility
IDMS Masterkey allows you to view message text in an online environment.

To access the Message Index Screen:

1. Type M in the Option field of the first online documentation panel for each IDMS Masterkey screen.
2. Press the ENTER key.

The Message Index Screen is displayed.

To view message text:

1. Type the message number in the INDEX line of the Message Index Screen.
2. Press the ENTER key.

The text for that message is displayed.

Profile Support
IDMS Masterkey provides two types of profiles -- USER and TERMINAL. Either profile lets you save the PF key
substitution values from one session to another.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

USER Profiles

If the user signs on to IDMS/DC (SIGNON), the IDMS/DC user ID is used as the key to the profile.

TERMINAL Profiles

If the user has not signed on, the current logical terminal ID (LTERMID) is used as the key to the profile.

Profile Defaults

If the profile does not yet exist, IDMS Masterkey supplies a group of default PF key values and saves the profile.
Otherwise, the previous values from the last IDMS session are retrieved from the IDMS QUEUE.
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Determining the Profile

To determine the operant profile, invoke the KEYS task and review the information on Line 4 of the screen. The current
profile type (USER or TERMINAL) and PF key values appear.

Profiles and IDMS QUEUE

The profile processor stores records in the IDMS QUEUE.

WARNING
Do not delete these profile records.

Command Retrieval
IDMS Masterkey saves up to ten task initiation commands. You can retrieve saved commands in reverse serial order with
the RETRIEVE command. Enter the RETRIEVE command from the IDMS/DC prompt or from IDMS Masterkey command
lines.

Retrieved commands represent fully substituted strings or fully concatenated strings. If you re-execute a retrieved
command, all saved commands following the re-executed command are flushed.

If the number of saved commands exceeds ten, the first command is flushed, and the remaining ten are repositioned
within the saved stack.

Retrieved commands are also presented to you for review, either in Menu Mode or Prompt Mode.

IDMS Masterkey Messages

GSCK000W

USER RECORD NOT FOUND user-id

Reason:No user ID was entered.

Action:Enter correct user ID.

GSCK001E

DATABASE ERROR STATUS idms-status-code

Reason:An unexpected status code was returned from an IDMS call.

Action:Check the status code for appropriate action.

GSCK002E

ENTITY REC NOT FOUND entity-calc-key

Reason:Internal error.

Action:Contact Broadcom Support.

GSCK003E

AUTH. CODE NOT DEFINED invalid-request

Reason:Internal error.

Action:Contact Broadcom Support.
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GSCK004E

SET NOT FOUND set-name

Reason:Internal error.

Action:Contact Broadcom Support.

GSCK005E

ENTITY TYPE NOT FOUND entity-type

Reason:Internal error.

Action:Contact Broadcom Support.

GSCK999E

UNDEFINED ERROR

Reason:Internal error.

Action:Contact Broadcom Support.

GSFL999I

file-id IS NOT VSAM - WILL TRY QSAM

Reason:In VSE/ESA, the indicated file is not a VSAM file. The message is preceded by a system message indicating an
open error for a VSAM file.

Action:None. If the attempt to open the file for QSAM processing is successful, IDMS Masterkey SORT will continue with
normal processing.

SSK0001E

RETRIEVAL OF THE KEY VALUE FAILED IN GSIKEYS

Reason:An unexpected error occurred during PF key interpretation. This is an internal error.

Action:Contact Broadcom Support with this message.

SSK0002E

AN INVALID DATA STREAM WAS PASSED TO SSKASUB1

Reason:An unexpected error occurred during task initiation. This is an internal error.

Action:Contact Broadcom Support with this message.

SSK0003E

THE TASK CODE PASSED TO Masterkey WAS GREATER THAN 'EIGHT (8) CHARACTERS'

Reason:The task code entered in the PF key is greater than eight characters in length.

Action:Correct the task code in error.

SSK0004E

TASK x NOT AN EXTERNAL TASK
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Reason:The task code entered in the PF key is defined as an INTERNAL task. IDMS Masterkey only allows control of
EXTERNAL tasks.

Action:Alter the indicated task code to an EXTERNAL specification using the SYSGEN compiler, if this is appropriate, or
enter another task code which is EXTERNAL.

SSK0005E

TASK x NOT DEFINED TO DC SYSTEM

Reason:The task code entered in the PF key is not defined to the central version (CV) under which IDMS Masterkey is
operating.

Action:Define the indicated task code to the CV using the SYSGEN compiler or enter another task code that is
EXTERNAL.

SSK0007E

STORAGE ALLOCATION FAILURE IN Masterkey TASK TRANSFER

Reason:An unexpected error occurred during task initiation. This is an internal error.

Action:Contact Broadcom Support with this message.

SSK0008E

TASK SECURITY EXCEPTION

Reason:The user does not have IDMS/DC authority to invoke the requested task.

Action:Select another task for initiation or provide authority for the indicated task and user.

SSK0009E

PROGRAM SECURITY EXCEPTION

Reason:The user does not have IDMS/DC authority to invoke the program associated with the requested task.

Action:Select another task for initiation or provide authority for the indicated program and user.

SSK0010E

AN INVALID DATA STREAM WAS PASSED TO SSKAUSER

Reason:An unexpected error occurred during task initiation. This is an internal error.

Action:Contact Broadcom Support with this message.

SSK0011E

NOTHING ENTERED IN TASK INITIALIZATION LINE

Reason:The ENTER key was pressed in the System Level Menu, but no data has changed, and no task initiation stream
has been entered.

Action:Enter a task initiation string or select a PF key for task initiation.

SSK0013E

HIGHLIGHTED FIELDS ARE IN ERROR

Reason:Invalid data was entered in a structured field on the System Level Menu.
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Action:Correct the indicated error and retry.

SSK0018E

A WORD OF INVALID LENGTH WAS ENCOUNTERED DURING VALUE SUBSTITUTION

Reason:One of the replacement words specified during the previous task initiation request is invalid in its configuration.

Action:Review the formatted task initiation string using the RETRIEVE command and correct the error.

SSK0020E

INVALID CLIST MODULE NAME x

Reason:An invalid module name x was encountered during IDMS Masterkey CLIST processing.

Action:Review the formatted task initiation string using the RETRIEVE command and correct the error. If the CLIST
invocation was through PF key, correct the PF key substitution value.

SSK0021E

INCOMPLETE VERSION CLAUSE IN CLIST SYNTAX

Reason:Invalid syntax was encountered during IDMS Masterkey CLIST processing.

Action:Review the formatted CLIST string using the RETRIEVE command and correct the error. If the CLIST invocation
was through PF key, correct the PF key substitution value.

SSK0022E

INVALID VERSION NUMBER IN CLIST SYNTAX

Reason:Invalid syntax was encountered during IDMS Masterkey CLIST processing.

Action:Review the formatted CLIST string using the RETRIEVE command and correct the error. If the CLIST invocation
was through PF key, correct the PF key substitution value.

SSK0023E

INVALID DICTNODE CLAUSE IN CLIST SYNTAX

Reason:Invalid syntax was encountered during IDMS Masterkey CLIST processing.

Action:Review the formatted CLIST string using the RETRIEVE command and correct the error. If the CLIST invocation
was through PF key, correct the PF key substitution value.

SSK0024E

INVALID DICTNAME CLAUSE IN CLIST SYNTAX

Reason:Invalid syntax was encountered during IDMS Masterkey CLIST processing.

Action:Review the formatted CLIST string using the RETRIEVE command and correct the error. If the CLIST invocation
was through PF Key, correct the PF Key substitution value.

SSK0025E

INVALID RETURN FROM GSIDDBN

Reason:An unexpected error occurred during CLIST processing. This is an internal error.

Action:Contact Broadcom Support with this message.
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SSK0026E

MORE THAN 100 LEVELS OF CLIST ENCOUNTERED

Reason:While unnesting IDMS/DC CLISTS, more than 100 nested levels were encountered, exceeding an internal
limitation in IDMS Masterkey.

Action:Modify some of the CLIST modules and remove extra nests.

SSK0027E

BIND OF RUN UNIT FAILED FOR DBNAME: x NODENAME: y

Reason:While unnesting IDMS/DC CLISTS, a dictionary/node in subordinate CLISTS is not available to the central
version (CV).

Action:Provide the dictionary and node names in error to your systems programmer for resolution.

SSK0028E

READY OF AREA FAILED FOR DBNAME: x NODENAME: y

Reason:While unnesting IDMS/DC CLISTS, a dictionary/node in subordinate CLISTS is available to the central version
(CV), but cannot be readied. The most likely cause of this error is that the area is offline.

Action:Check the status of the area. If it is offline, vary it online and retry the CLIST. Otherwise, provide the dictionary and
node names in error to your systems programmer for resolution.

SSK0029E

CLIST MODULE x VERSION y MISSING

Reason:While unnesting IDMS/DC CLISTS, a CLIST MODULE in subordinate CLISTS cannot be located in the indicated
dictionary.

Action:Review the CLISTS and determine the cause for the missing CLIST module. Correct the CLIST(s) and retry the
execution.

SSK0030E

CLIST MODULE x VERSION y NOT LANGUAGE "DC"

Reason:While unnesting IDMS/DC CLISTS, a CLIST MODULE in subordinate CLISTS cannot be used because it has the
wrong language qualifier.

Action:Remove the indicated module from the CLIST nest or alter its language to IDMS/DC before retrying the CLIST.

SSK0031E

CLIST MODULE x VERSION y CALLED RECURSIVELY

Reason:While unnesting IDMS/DC CLISTS, a CLIST MODULE in subordinate CLISTS attempted to invoke a lower level
CLIST, which in turn attempts to call a higher level CLIST again, either directly or indirectly.

Action:Remove the recursive call to the indicated CLIST.

SSK0032E

NO TASK INITIALIZATION STATEMENTS WERE PROVIDED
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Reason:While unnesting IDMS/DC CLISTS, processing has determined that no functional task initiations were
encountered in any of the levels of nested CLISTs.

Action:Correct the CLIST(s) to contain at least one task initiation.

SSK0033E

"LANGUAGE IS DC" ATTRIBUTE NOT IN DICTIONARY

Reason:The required language of "DC" is missing from the work dictionary.

Action:Correct the dictionary to contain a LANGUAGE of DC.

SSK0034E

SEVERE ERROR DURING COMMAND CONCATENATION

Reason:An unexpected error occurred during command concatenation. This is an internal error.

Action:Contact Broadcom Support with this message.

SSK0035E

PLEASE ENTER ONE OF THE REQUEST TYPES

Reason:The user must make a choice from the indicated options.

Action:Select one of the indicated options or enter the HELP command.

SSK0036E

USER NAME IS REQUIRED FOR ADDS/COPIES

Reason:The user has requested an (A)dd or (C)opy function, but user name was not specified.

Action:Specify another user name or select another function.

SSK0037E

USER x ALREADY EXISTS

Reason:The user has attempted an (A)dd or (C)opy to a user name that currently exists.

Action:Specify another user name or select another function.

SSK0038E

USER x NOT FOUND

Reason:The user has attempted a (D)elete or (M)odify function against a user name that does not exist.

Action:Specify another user name or select another function.

SSK0039I

USER x DELETED

Reason:The user has successfully deleted a user name structure.

Action:None.
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SSK0040E

ENTER THE "FROM" USER NAME TO COMPLETE COPY

Reason:The user is requesting a (C)opy function, but has not supplied the user name or the structure to be copied.

Action:Specify the "FROM" user name or select another function.

SSK0041E

COPY "FROM" AND COPY "TO" USERS MUST BE DIFFERENT

Reason:The user is requesting a (C)opy function, but has specified the same user name for both "FROM" and "TO".

Action:Specify different user names or select another function.

SSK0042E

NO APPLICATION USERS HAVE BEEN DEFINED

Reason:There are no user name structures yet defined, but a user list was requested.

Action:Use the (A)dd function to create at least one user structure.

SSK0043E

INVALID SELECTION VALUE OF "x"

Reason:A value was entered in the selection column of a list screen, but the value is not related to any function.

Action:Enter another select value or enter the HELP command.

SSK0044W

NO KEYS HAVE BEEN ASSIGNED TO THIS USER

Reason:A new user has been defined, and no key values have been assigned.

Action:(A)dd a key value.

SSK0045E

NON-NUMERIC OR INVALID KEY VALUE

Reason:The user has entered something other than a numeric integer between 01 and 24.

Action:Correct the key value and reenter.

SSK0046E

KEY VALUE nn ALREADY EXISTS

Reason:The user has attempted to (A)dd a key value that is already defined.

Action:Correct the key value or correct the request to (M)odify.

SSK0047E

KEY VALUE nn DOES NOT EXIST

Reason:The user has attempted to (M)odify or (D)elete a key value that does not exist.

Action:Correct the key value or correct the request.
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SSK0048I

ALL REQUESTS SUCCESSFULLY PROCESSED

Reason:All key value updates were successfully completed.

Action:None.

SSK0049W

NO ACTIONS WERE REQUESTS

Reason:The user entered nothing in the key value SELECT column.

Action:Either (A)dd, (M)odify, or (D)elete a key value.

SSK0050E

BAD RETURN OF nnnn FROM KEY HANDLER

Reason:A severe internal error has occurred.

Action:LOGOFF the IDMS/DC session. Reenter and retry. If the error reoccurs, contact Broadcom Support.

SSK0051E

COMMAND x IS NOT ACTIVE FOR THIS FUNCTION

Reason:An invalid command has been entered.

Action:Correct the command and retry or enter the HELP command for more information.

SSK0052E

NO APPLICATION KEYS DEFINED FOR THIS USER

Reason:The user has entered the KEYS task, and their application structure has had no keys enabled.

Action:Enter the APPLKEY transaction and assign key values to the user. After one or more keys have been enabled,
have the user receiving the above message press the ENTER key. The updated key values will now be enabled.

SSK0053I

PRESS "ENTER" WITHOUT A SELECTION TO REVIEW ADDITIONAL KEYS

Reason:The user is on a model 2 terminal and has more than 22 keys enabled.

Action:Select from the enabled keys presented or press the ENTER key to display the remaining two values.

SSK0055I

OPERATION TERMINATED BY USER REQUEST

Reason:The user has entered the END command from a list without making the required selection.

Action:Select another function.

SSK0056I

SELECT A USER NAME TO COPY FROM DELETE MODIFY

Reason:The user has attempted the indicated function and entered the user list to make the user name selection.
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Action:(S)elect a user name to complete the request.

SSK0057E

PLEASE SELECT ONE OF THE INDICATED FUNCTIONS

Reason:The user is in their authorized function menu, but pressed the ENTER key without making a selection.

Action:(S)elect a function to execute or press the related PF key.

SSK0058E

MP-MODE INCOMPATIBILITY

Reason:The IDMS Masterkey program was installed incorrectly.

Action:Review the PROGRAM statement in the SYSGEN and correct according to the installation section. Recycle the
CV or reload the nucleus.

SSK0059I

MENU MODE PAUSED AT USER REQUEST

Reason:The user has been authorized for the PAUSE function.

Action:Enter a task stream to initiate, or press the ENTER key without a task stream to reenter the menu.
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Navigational DML Programming Reference
Navigational DML programming refers to the following items:

• Programming navigational access to an IDMS database
• Programming IDMS applications in COBOL, PL/I, and Assembler
• Testing and debugging
• Topics of interest to advanced programmers

This information is for the developer of batch applications that access a non-SQL defined IDMS database, and for the
developer of applications that execute in a DC system and may or may not access an IDMS database.

All programming examples are shown in COBOL. For specific information regarding PL/I or Assembler, see PL/I
Considerations or Assembler Considerations.

The term IDMS refers to any one of the following IDMS components:

• IDMS/DB: The database management system
• IDMS/DC: The data communications system and proprietary teleprocessing monitor
• DC/UCF: The universal communications facility for accessing IDMS database and data communications services

through another teleprocessing monitor, such as CICS
• IDMS DDS: The distributed database system

NOTE

The terms DB, DC, UCF, and DDS are used to identify the specific IDMS component only when it is important for
your understanding of the product. References to DC apply equally to UCF unless otherwise noted.

Click the PDF icon to download a PDF of the Navigational DML Programming Reference section.

The IDMS Environment
IDMS is a family of products that manage and provide access to data. At its heart is a database management system
that enables consistent, reliable, and robust data access services to applications running on diverse platforms ranging
from the desktop to the enterprise mainframe. IDMS databases can be defined and accessed as either relational
databases using SQL or as network databases using either SQL or a non-SQL Codasyl-based language referred to as
navigational DML.

IDMS is also an application server (or teleprocessing monitor) providing a run-time environment for the execution of
online application programs. These may be client or server applications communicating with a partner through a protocol
such as TCP/IP or APPC or they may interact directly with a user at a 3270 terminal. Online programs may be written in
COBOL, PL/I, Assembler, or ADS, a 4-GL language that facilitates programming in an IDMS environment.

Underpinning all of the IDMS family of products is an integrated data dictionary (IDD) that serves as the repository
for data definitions, application definitions, and IDMS system configuration parameters. Tools and compilers retrieve
information from the dictionary and in turn update it so that it becomes an actively maintained source of usage and cross-
reference information.

A number of application related products and facilities extend the core database, application, and dictionary functionality.
These include:
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• IDMS Server- a facility providing SQL access to IDMS databases from desktop and mid-range platforms
• IDMS Mapping Facility- a tool that enables the definition of 3270 screen layouts
• ADS- a 4-GL application development environment
• Culprit- a reporting and data extract tool for IDMS databases and conventional files
• OLQ- a query and reporting tool for IDMS databases

Accessing IDMS Databases
IDMS databases are accessed using a Data Manipulation Language (DML). DML is a sub-language that is imbedded
within another host language, such as COBOL or PL/I. Since the host-language compiler does not understand DML, a
program containing DML must be pre-processed using a Broadcom-supplied pre-compiler. The pre-compiler converts the
DML requests into host-language statements that result in a run-time call to IDMS.

There are two types of IDMS database environments: local mode and central version.

Local Mode

Local mode is a single-user environment providing database services to just one application. Only batch application
programs can access a database in local mode. The IDMS database manager (DBMS) executes within the same address
space as the batch application program as illustrated in the following diagram.

Central Version (CV)

Batch applications may and online applications always access IDMS databases in central version mode. A central version
environment supports concurrent access from multiple applications, controls concurrent use of resources, and provides
automatic data recovery in the event of failure. The following diagram illustrates both an online and a batch application
accessing a database through a central version that is a component of a DC/UCF system.
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Any number of local mode or central version environments may be active within an operating system at one time.

Integrated Data Dictionary
The Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD) is an IDMS database used as a repository of information by many products and
tools in the IDMS family. It contains database definitions, source code, application definitions, 3270 screen layouts, DC/
UCF system configuration parameters, and security authorizations. Compilers and tools populate the dictionary as part of
defining objects such as databases and ADS applications and extensive facilities are provided for reporting and ad hoc
querying.

When an application program containing DML requests is precompiled, the dictionary is used as a source of information
about the database being accessed. Both data descriptions and source code are copied from the dictionary into the
program. Additionally, the dictionary can be updated with usage and cross-reference information so that a record is
maintained of which objects (maps, source modules, database records, and so on) are used by which program.

There are typically two types of dictionaries within an IDMS environment: a system dictionary and an application
dictionary. A system dictionary is used to record information about IDMS systems and physical database definitions.
Application dictionaries contain logical database definitions and application-related entities such as screen layouts and
pre-defined source code. As a programmer, you will access application dictionaries to compile programs and reference
the logical description of a database. .mg// imbedding (chap2 iddmlh00)

Database Concepts
This section introduces many of the concepts associated with IDMS databases. It describes how data in the database is
organized, stored and inter-related and how that information is represented graphically through a data structure diagram.

It is important for navigational DML programmers to understand these concepts because the way in which data is
organized affects the types of navigational DML commands that can be used to access it. Furthermore, the choice of
which type of access technique is used can significantly impact an application's performance.
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Types, Occurrences, and Relationships
Learn more about the concepts of types, occurrences, and relationships in databases.

From a data modeling perspective, data can be represented as types. Relationships can exist between types. Physical
instances of a type are referred to as occurrences, and all occurrences conform to the rules specified in the type definition.

This topic describes the following database concepts:

Types and Occurrences

An IDMS database consists of physical occurrences of data whose types are defined within the logical description of the
database. Types of data are generic descriptions of occurrences of that type.

As an example of data occurrences and types, consider a file of employee information at a company called
Commonweather Corporation. The names of the employees on the file, such as John Done and June Moon, are data
occurrences. The names actually exist as characters in a disk file. The type for these data occurrences is a description
that fits all possible occurrences. In this case, for example, it might be defined as "An employee name consists of 25
alphanumeric characters. Short names shall be padded on the right with blanks. Long names shall be truncated."

To be useable by a program, the description must be specified in a standard way. For example, a COBOL program that
uses employee names might include the following description in its DATA DIVISION:

EMPL-NAME PICTURE X(25).

For IDMS databases, types are defined separately from programs. Types are part of the database definition that resides in
an application dictionary. Type definitions are copied into a program during the pre-compilation process.

Types can be singular items. A type can represent an employee name or group of items that represent a complex
type, such as an address. A type can also represent an entity such as an employee. When modeling a process or an
enterprise, entities often represent things that impact other things or are impacted by other things.

The terms that are used for these constructs differ depending on whether they appear in the definition of a relational (SQL
defined) or network (non-SQL defined) database. See the following table.

Construct Relational Term Network Term
Singular type Column Element (record element, data item, or

field)
Complex type -- Group element
Entity type Table Record type

Relationships

A relationship is a logical association between two or more entity types. For example, at Commonweather Corporation,
there are employees and departments, each of which is represented by an entity type in the database. The group of
employees that work in a given department is an example of a relationship between the department and employee entity
types. The employee that is the head of a department is another example of a relationship between these same types.

A relationship may be optional or it may be required. For example, if every employee must work in some department, the
relationship is required and it imposes a constraint on occurrences of the employee type. In an SQL defined database,
such relationships are called referential constraints; in a non-SQL defined database, such relationships are called sets.
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Records
A record occurrence (or simply a record) is the basic addressable unit of data using navigational DML. It consists of
a fixed or variable number of bytes of data subdivided into units called elements or fields. Every occurrence of a record
is described by a record type defined in a schema, the logical description of a database. All records of the same type
contain the same elements arranged in the same order.

For example, John Done's record consists of eleven items including employee ID, first name, last name, address, phone
number, status, social insurance number, start date, termination date, and birth date. June Moon's record also consists of
the same eleven items.

In COBOL, the EMPLOYEE record might be expressed as follows:

01  EMPLOYEE.

    02 EMP-ID                          PIC 9(4).

    02 EMP-NAME.

       03 EMP-FIRST-NAME               PIC X(10).

       03 EMP-LAST-NAME                PIC X(15).

    02 EMP-ADDRESS.

       03 EMP-STREET                   PIC X(20).

       03 EMP-CITY                     PIC X(15).

       03 EMP-STATE                    PIC XX.

       03 EMP-ZIP.

          04 EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE        PIC X(5).

          04 EMP-ZIP-LAST-FOUR         PIC X(4).

    02 EMP-PHONE                       PIC 9(10).

    02 STATUS                          PIC XX.

    02 SS-NUMBER                       PIC 9(9).

    02 START-DATE.

       03 START-YEAR                   PIC 99.

       03 START-MONTH                  PIC 99.

       03 START-DAY                    PIC 9(4).

    02 TERMINATION-DATE.

       03 TERMINATION-YEAR             PIC 99.

       03 TERMINATION-MONTH            PIC 99.

       03 TERMINATION-DAY              PIC 9(4).

    02 BIRTH-DATE.

       03 BIRTH-YEAR                   PIC 99.

       03 BIRTH-MONTH                  PIC 99.

       03 BIRTH-DAY                    PIC 9(4).
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The record definition enables an application program to identify and locate each element in a record occurrence. For
example, having retrieved John Done's record occurrence you know that its type is EMPLOYEE. Within EMPLOYEE, the
first element in the record is the employee's identification and the last element their birth date.

Sets
A set type expresses a relationship between two (or more) record types, where one record type is the owner and the
other is the member. For example, to show the departments to which the employees belong, we might establish a DEPT-
EMPLOYEE set type, where the record type DEPARTMENT is the owner and the record type EMPLOYEE is the member.

One set occurrence exists for each occurrence of the owner record. Any number of member record occurrences may
be part of one set occurrence. For example, each DEPT-EMPLOYEE set occurrence consists of the one DEPARTMENT
record plus any numbers of EMPLOYEE records, depending on how many employees are in the department.

This topic contains the following information:

The following figure illustrates the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set type and two occurrences of the set.

NOTE
Each set occurrence contains only one DEPARTMENT record (the owner) but several EMPLOYEE records
(members).
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A member record occurrence does not have to participate in a set occurrence but it cannot be connected to more than
one set occurrence within a given set type. The following figure shows that June Moon does not have to participate in a
DEPT-EMPLOYEE set but she cannot belong to both MIS and Sales.
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Attributes of a set determine how it is represented within the database and specify the rules for membership. The most
significant of these are:

• Set mode
• Set linkage
• Set order
• Set membership options

Set Mode

The mode of a set identifies how the relationship between participating record occurrences is represented within the
database. The choices are:

• CHAIN- physically links each record in the set to the next record in the set. In other words, each record points to the
next record in the set.

• INDEX- an index structure, or pointer array associates the owner of the set with each of its members. There is no
physical linkage between adjacent member records.

Set Linkage for Chain Sets

The way in which the records in a chain set are linked together is specified by one or a combination of the following
pointer options:

• NEXT (required)- The owner points to the first member. Each member points to the member after it. The final member
points back to the owner establishing a ring structure.
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The NEXT pointer in John Done's record occurrence addresses June Moon's record occurrence.

• PRIOR (optional)- The owner points to the last member in the set. The last member points to the next-to-the-last
member. The first member points to the owner creating a reverse ring.
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The PRIOR pointer in John Done's record occurrence addresses Sandy Shore's record occurrence.

• OWNER (optional)- Each member points to the owner.
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The OWNER pointer in each member addresses the OWNER record.

Set Order

The logical order in which new members are linked into a set occurrence follows one of the following user-specified
methods:

• FIRST- A LIFO (last-in first-out) order. The new record is positioned immediately after the owner record.
• LAST- A FIFO (first-in first-out) order. The new record is positioned immediately before the owner record (that is, after

the last existing member record). PRIOR pointers are required.
• NEXT- A simple list. The new record is positioned immediately after the current (most recently accessed) record.
• PRIOR- A reverse list. The new record is positioned immediately before the current record. PRIOR pointers are

required.
• SORTED- A sorted list or index. The new record is positioned according to the value of one or more of its elements

(called a sort key) relative to the values of the same element(s) in the other member records. Member records can
be arranged in ascending or descending order with respect to the designated sort key. For example, if the sort key is
employee last name arranged in ascending order, then June Moon will be added after John Done in the set.
Records with duplicate sort key values can be positioned first or last of members with the same values, or they can be
disallowed, ensuring that each member in the set has a unique sort key value.

NOTE
An element that is part of a sort key is also referred to as a sort control item.
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The following diagram illustrates the effects of NEXT and PRIOR set order in a chain set. We are positioned on Sandy
Shore and add June Moon. If the set order is NEXT, June Moon follows Sandy Shore. In a PRIOR-ordered set, June
Moon precedes Sandy Shore.
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The following diagram illustrates the effects of FIRST and LAST set order in a chain set. In each case, we add four
records to the database: Peter Plum, Sandy Shore, John Done, and June Moon. If the set order is LAST, each new record
is added at the end of all current members. The result is a First-In-First-Out (FIFO) ordering of the members, since the
first member in the set is the first member added. If the set order is FIRST, each new record is added ahead of all current
members, resulting in a Last-In-First-Out (LIFO) ordering of the members.

The following diagram illustrates the effects of SORTED set order and various duplicates options in a chain set. The sort
key is the employee's last name. The first set occurrence represents a set whose members are sorted ascending by
last name, while the second represents a set sorted descending by last name. The remaining three show the impact of
different duplicates options when a second occurrence of June Moon is added to a set whose sort order is ascending.
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Index Sets

In an index set, a pointer array, or index, associated with each owner occurrence contains pointers to all related member
record occurrences. There is no direct linkage between the members of an index set.

The following diagram illustrates an occurrence of the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set implemented as an index rather than a
chain set. In this example, the MIS department record has an associated index structure that contains an entry for each
associated employee.
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Each entry in the index contains a pointer to a member record. The order of the entries determines the logical order of the
members in the set. Just as for a chain set, the set order of an index set determines where new members are logically
inserted into the set and can be: FIRST, LAST, NEXT, PRIOR, or SORTED. If the set order is sorted on a symbolic key,
each index entry also contains the member record's sort key value and the entries in the index are sequenced to reflect
the ascending or descending option with respect to those values. Records with duplicate sort keys can be positioned first
or last of members with the same value, or they can be disallowed. The term index key is often used to refer to the sort
key of an index set.

User-Owned and System-Owned Index Sets

There are two types of index sets: user-owned and system-owned. A user-owned index implements a logical relationship
between the owner entity type and the member entity type. A system-owned index provides direct access to member
record occurrences for performance purposes and as the name implies, its owner is a special SYSTEM owner record
type. A system-owned index is often referred to simply as an "index."

If the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set is implemented as an index set, it is a user-owned index because the owner record type is
DEPARTMENT. There will be one index structure for each occurrence of the DEPARTMENT record type.
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There is always exactly one occurrence of a system-owned index set. The owner is a special Broadcom-defined record
and all occurrences of the member record type may be members. It is often used to provide a way to access member
records by an exact or generic key value. For example, we may need to access departments by name instead of
department id. A system-owned index called IX-DEPARTMENT has been defined with DEPT-NAME as the sort or
symbolic key. The following figure illustrates this index.
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Set Linkage for Index Sets

The linkage options for an index set are different than those for a chain set. The owner of an index set always points to
the index structure and not the first member record occurrence. The pointers maintained in the member record differ
depending on whether the index is user- or system-owned.

In a user-owned index, member record occurrences always point into the index structure. This is called an INDEX pointer.
Member records may also optionally point to the owner record occurrence (OWNER pointers).

In a system-owned index, member records never point to the owning SYSTEM record and may or may not point into the
index structure depending on whether the index is defined as linked or unlinked:

• Linked- index pointers are maintained in the member records.
• Unlinked- index pointers are not maintained in the member records.

Set Membership Options

Relationships can be optional or required. If a relationship is optional, an occurrence of the member record may or
may not belong to an occurrence of the set that represents the relationship. Conversely, if a relationship is required, all
occurrences of the member record type must belong to some occurrence of the set.
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Set membership options control whether an occurrence of the member record type always belongs to an occurrence of
the set. Membership options are specified as a pair of sub-options often referred to as disconnect/connect options.

The connect option of a set can be Automatic or Manual. If a set is defined as Automatic (A), then when an occurrence
of the member record type is added to the database, it is automatically connected into an occurrence of the set. In
contrast, record occurrences must be explicitly (programmatically) associated with an occurrence of a Manual (M) set.

The disconnect option controls when a member record can be removed from a set. If a set is defined as Mandatory
(M), the only way to remove a member record from the set is to delete the record from the database. Member records of
Optional (O) sets can be removed from the set without deleting the record.

In the Commonweather database, for example, the membership options of the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set are OPTIONAL/
AUTOMATIC (OA). The Automatic option specifies that when an employee record is added to the database, it is
automatically associated with the department in which the employee will work. The Optional option specifies that
employee record occurrences can be transferred from one department (one set occurrence) to another without being
deleted from the database.

Representing Relationships as Sets
The logical data relationships that exist among entities can be classified as hierarchies or networks. The following
discussion examines variations of these relationship classes and illustrates how they can be represented as sets.

This topic contains the following information:

Hierarchies

Hierarchical relationships can be two-level hierarchies or multilevel hierarchies and an entity can be the owner in multiple
relationships. All of these can be represented using sets.

Two-Level Hierarchies

A single set represents a two-level hierarchy. The owner record is the first level and the member records comprise the
second level. This represents a one-to-n (or one-to-many) relationship between the owner record and the member
records. Hierarchical relationships can be represented as repeating elements within a record or multiple record types. For
example, in the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set that is described earlier in this section, each employee's information is stored as
a separate record. The data could alternatively be expressed as a single record type by making EMPLOYEE a repeating
element in DEPARTMENT. In COBOL, the record would appear as follows:

01 DEPARTMENT.

   02 DEPT-ID                       PIC 9(4)

   02 DEPT-NAME                     PIC X(45)

   02 DEPT-HEAD-ID                  PIC 9(4)

   02 EMP-CNT                       PIC S9(4) COMP SYNC.

   02 EMPLOYEE                      OCCURS 0 TO 100 TIMES

                                           DEPENDING ON EMP-CNT

      03 EMP-ID                              PIC 9(4).

      03 EMP-NAME.

         04 EMP-FIRST-NAME                   PIC X(10).

         04 EMP-LAST-NAME                    PIC X(15).

      03 EMP-ADDRESS.

         . . .

      03 BIRTH-DATE.

         04 BIRTH-YEAR                       PIC 99.
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         04 BIRTH-MONTH                      PIC 99.

         04 BIRTH-DAY                        PIC 9(4).

The main reasons for expressing relationships as sets rather than as repeating elements within records are as follows:

• A record can be accessed directly; an element cannot.
• Records can participate in many sets, hence permitting a combination of relationships that would be impossible among

individual elements.
• It is often difficult to know how many occurrences to allow for and over-estimation wastes storage since programs must

reserve enough space to hold the maximum number.

On the other hand, maintaining information as elements means fewer records and more information per record access.
Whether to break out repeating elements as member records of a set is a basic question in designing a database and one
which is best approached on a case-by-case basis.

Consider, for example, dental claims made by an employee of Commonweather Corporation. Each procedure for which
a claim is made must be described and recorded on the database. While multiple procedures can be claimed together,
the number is limited and the amount of information recorded about each is small. For these reasons, dental procedure
information is stored as repeating items within the DENTAL-CLAIM record occurrence with which they are associated
rather than as separate records.

Multilevel Hierarchies

A member of a set can be the owner of another set, representing a multilevel hierarchy. At Commonweather, for example,
dental claims constitute a separate record type called DENTAL-CLAIM. Dental claims are associated with the insurance
coverage under which they are made through the COVERAGE-CLAIMS set. The owner of this set, an occurrence of the
COVERAGE record type, represents the terms of coverage that an employee has under one of the company's insurance
plans. The owning coverage record is a member of the EMP-COVERAGE set, resulting in the three-level hierarchy shown
in the following figure. It further illustrates an occurrence of the EMP-COVERAGE set and two related occurrences of the
COVERAGE-CLAIMS set.

Using several sets to form a multilevel hierarchy is similar to using nested repeating groups in a COBOL record
description. The hierarchy shown in the previous figure, for example, could be represented in the COBOL DATA DIVISION
as follows:

01 EMPLOYEE.
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   02 EMP-ID                      PIC 9(4).

   02 EMP-NAME.

      03 EMP-FIRST-NAME           PIC X(10).

      03 EMP-LAST-NAME            PIC X(15).

   02 COV-CNT                     PIC S9(4) COMP SYNC.

   02 COVERAGE             OCCURS 0 TO 10 TIMES

                                  DEPENDING ON COV-CNT.

      03 INS-PLAN-CODE            PIC X(3).

      03 SELECTION-DATE           PIC 9(8).

      03 CLAIM             OCCURS 0 TO 10 TIMES

                                  DEPENDING ON CLAIM-CNT.

         04 CLAIM-DATE            PIC 9(8).

Multiple Ownership

One record type can own more than one set reflecting the fact that an entity can be the owner in multiple 1-to-n
relationships. For example, the EMPLOYEE record type at Commonweather Corporation owns the EMP-EXPERTISE
set identifying the skills that are held by a given employee and the EMP-EMPOSITION set to track the various projects
to which the employee is assigned. The following figure illustrates this example of multiple ownership: occurrences of the
EMP-EXPERTISE set and the EMP-EMPOSITION set are shown with both set occurrences that are owned by the June
Moon record occurrence.

Multiple set ownership logically unites the member records of two (or more) types while maintaining discrete linkages and
orders. The common owner record provides the means of movement between the different member records. For example,
using the following diagram, if we are trying to locate employees on the Y2K project that have at least a B proficiency in C
++, we could satisfy this query by asking the following questions:

Question: For each EXPERTISE that indicates a B proficiency in C++, what record is the owner in the EMP-EXPERTISE
set?

Answer: The June Moon and John Done record occurrences.

Question: What are the members of the EMP-EMPOSITION set that June Moon owns? That John Done owns?

Answer: June Moon: Y2K, HR5. John Done: YEAR END, FIN56.
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Multiple Ownership Using One Set

If a record type is the owner in multiple relationships, it is possible to represent those relationships using a single set in
which there is one owning record type but more than one member record type. Such a set is called a multimember set.

Multimember sets reduce the number of links and therefore the storage that is needed to represent multiple relationships.
Multimember sets are often used when a set occurrence typically has members of only one type or when the member
records are often processed together. For example, Commonweather keeps track of three types of insurance claims:
dental claims, hospital claims, and others such as doctor and life. Since different information is recorded for each type
of claim, each has its own record type: DENTAL-CLAIM, HOSPITAL-CLAIM, NON-HOSPITAL-CLAIM. The relationship
between an employee's insurance coverage (the COVERAGE record type) and the three types of claims could be
represented by three sets. However, Commonweather has chosen to represent them using one set, COVERAGE-
CLAIMS, because a given coverage is usually associated with only one type of claim (for example, only dental claims are
associated with coverage under a dental plan). The exception to this is coverage under a health insurance plan against
which claims can be made for both hospital and non-hospital services. By ordering the set LAST, claims made under a
given coverage appears in the order in which they are made. The following diagram illustrates this example, showing John
Done's coverage in two insurance plans and the claims that he has made against those plans.
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Networks

In a one-to-many relationship, a set occurrence contains one owner record and multiple member records. An owner can
own more than one set providing a way to move from one set to another. It is also possible to have a many-to-many
relationship, called a network, where an owner is related to multiple members and those members are related to multiple
owners. Networks provide a link from the owner of one set to the owner of another set.

In a previous example, we related an employee to the projects to which they are assigned. We know that June Moon
works on the Y2K and HR5 projects, John Done works on the YEAR END and FIN56 projects, and Peter Plum works
on the YEAR END and Y2K projects. If an employee were assigned to only one project at a time, we could establish an
EMPLOYEE-PROJECT set to represent the relationship between projects and employees. However, a single project often
has several employees that are assigned to it and each employee usually is assigned to several projects. This creates a
many-to-many or network relationship. None of the relationships discussed so far are many-to-many relationships. The
solution to the network problem, as we see, lies in multiple membership.

The following figure illustrates the many-to-many relationship between projects and employees. Both June Moon and John
Done are assigned to Y2K. June Moon is also assigned to HR5; John Done is also assigned to YEAR END as is Peter
Plum who is the only one working on FIN56.
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Multiple Membership

Networks are created when one record type is a member of more than one set. Multiple membership logically relates the
owner records of two (or more) sets that have common members. An owner record of the first set type is related to many
members. Each of these members is related to an owner of the second set type. This creates a one-to-many relationship
between the owners of the first set type and owners of the second set type. Since the logic applies equally in reverse, we
have a many-to-many relationship between the two owner types.

In our example, the EMPOSITION record type at Commonweather Corporation is owned by both the EMPLOYEE and
JOB record types. The following diagram illustrates this example of multiple membership for June Moon, John Done,
Peter Plum, and the four project positions to which they are assigned.
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We can use this example to determine who is assigned to the Y2K project by answering the following questions:

Question: What are the members of the JOB-EMPOSITION set when Y2K is the owner?

Answer: Y2K-A and Y2K-B.

Question: Which record owns the EMP-EMPOSITION set occurrence when Y2K-A is a member? When Y2K-B is a
member?

Answer: John Done and June Moon.

A record type can be a member of an unlimited number of sets. This allows the representation of complex
interrelationships within a database without replicating data.

Junction Records

A junction record is the common member record in a multiple membership structure. A junction record serves two
functions:

• Enables the many-to-many relationship between its owners.
• Contains data specific to the intersection of the owner records.

The EMPOSITION record of the previous example enables the representation of the many-to-many relationship between
the EMPLOYEE and JOB record types. At the same time, the contents of an EMPOSITION occurrence describe the
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relationship between its two owners by recording the beginning and ending dates of the employee's assignment to the
project and their position on the project.

Another example of a many-to-many relationship at Commonweather is between employee and skills. An employee can
have many skills while many employees can have the same skill. Since a direct EMPLOYEE-SKILL set is not possible, the
EXPERTISE junction record is used to:

• Join the EMPLOYEE and SKILL record types in a many-to-many relationship
• Store an employee's proficiency in a skill

The following figure illustrates three occurrences of the SKILL-EXPERTISE set and the three related occurrences of the
EMP-EXPERTISE set. The junction record (EXPERTISE) denotes a skill that an employee has.

Bill-of-Materials Structures

A bill-of-materials structure is a network relationship between record occurrences of the same type. The name comes from
the relationship among parts in an industrial assembly operation, where a part may be a component of another part and
itself be comprised of other parts as its components.

At Commonweather, we find a bill-of-materials relationship among employees: an employee may report to a manager
and also manage other people. The following diagram illustrates this relationship. Bill Ball manages June Moon and Peter
Plum; Spiro Tutuo manages John Done and Sandy Shore. Both Bill Ball and Spiro Tutuo report to Frank O'Fill.
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The standard technique for representing a bill-of-materials relationship is to use multiple membership and a junction
record. Normally such a structure involves three record types and two sets, but in a bill-of-materials structure, two of the
record types are the same.

The following diagram illustrates the bill-of-materials relationship among employees at Commonweather Corporation.
A junction record, called STRUCTURE is used to relate employees and their managers. By finding the members of
an occurrence of the REPORTS-TO set, and then finding their respective owners in the MANAGES set, we identify
the managers of an employee. (If Commonweather uses matrix management, there might be multiple members in an
occurrence of the REPORTS-TO set.) Reversing the process allows us to determine the employees that report to a given
manager.
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Areas
Databases are divided into one or more logically contiguous storage units called areas. Each record type is associated
with one of these areas. All occurrences of the same record type reside in the area to which its record type is assigned.
Each system-owned index is also assigned to an area indicating where the associated index structure resides.

Logical Database Description
An IDMS database description consists of three components:

• A logical description that is represented by a schema reflecting the entity types and relationships that are contained
within the database.

• A physical description specifying how the data is physically stored on direct-access storage devices (DASD).
• A view of a program, represented by a subschema, which is often a subset of the schema types and relationships.

By separating the logical and physical definitional components, it is possible for a single schema to describe multiple
physical database instances. For example, a single schema can describe both the test database that is used for
application development and the QA database that is used for staging applications into production.

Data independence is achieved by allowing a program to view the database differently from how it is defined in the
schema.
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This topic contains the following information:

Schemas

A schema provides the description of the logical contents of a database. Schemas can describe a database in terms of:

• Tables- a relational database whose schema is defined using SQL Data Definition Language (DDL)
• Record Types- a network database whose schema is defined using a (non-SQL) Codasyl-based DDL

Only a database that is described by a non-SQL schema can be accessed using navigational DML.

A non-SQL schema defines the record types and sets that implement the entities and relationships within the database.
The schema also identifies the logical areas into which the database is divided and assigns record types and system-
owned indexes to areas.

The following diagram illustrates the contents of the schema for the Commonweather Corporation database.
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Summary of Logical Structures

The following table summarizes the logical structures that are used in representing data and data relationships in IDMS.
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Physical Database Description
A database instance is represented by one or more segments. A segment definition describes the physical attributes of
a database such as how data is stored on Direct Access Storage Devices (DASD) and how much space the database
contains. Segments are included into a DMCL, a component that is used at run time to define the universe of databases
accessible by an IDMS run-time environment (either local mode or central version). Each run-time environment uses a
single DMCL load module that is generated from a DMCL source definition residing in a system dictionary.

A DBTABLE optionally groups segments into DBNAMEs. A DBNAME enables multiple segments to be accessed together
as a single database. A DMCL identifies the DBTABLE with which it is associated and like DMCLs, DBTABLEs are
generated into load modules for use at runtime.

Segments
A segment represents a physical instance of all or a portion of a database whose logical contents are described by a
schema. A segment defines the areas and files that contain the data for one database instance.

At Commonweather, for example, two database instances exist: one for testing and one for production. A single schema
describes the logical contents of both databases, but two segments are defined to hold the data: the TESTHR segment
identifies the physical characteristics of the test database and the PRODHR segment identifies the physical characteristics
of the production database.

Areas and Pages
The physical characteristics of the areas that are identified in the schema are defined in a segment. An area contains
record occurrences that are stored in blocks, or pages, of the database. A page is a block of data whose format is
dictated by IDMS. When data is read from or written to a database, an entire page (or block) of data is transferred at one
time.

An area definition specifies the page size and number of pages in the area. Each page within an area is consecutively
numbered beginning with the starting page number that is specified in the area's definition. The following rules apply when
defining an area:

• An area can only contain sequentially numbered pages.
• Gaps in the page numbers may occur between areas.
• All areas within a segment must have non-overlapping page ranges.
• All pages in one area must be the same size. (Page sizes can vary from area to area.)

Both the test and production databases at Commonweather, for example, are divided into three areas:

• ORG-DEMO-REGION - Contains organizational information. The JOB, DEPARTMENT, OFFICE, and SKILL record
types are assigned to this area. Within the TESTHR segment, the area contains pages 2001 through 3500.

• EMP-DEMO-REGION - Contains all employee-related information except for insurance. The EMPLOYEE,
EMPOSITION, EXPERTISE, and STRUCTURE record types are assigned to this area. Within the TESTHR segment,
the area contains pages 6001 through 8000.

• INS-DEMO-REGION - Contains insurance-related information. Occurrences of the INSURANCE-PLAN, COVERAGE,
HOSPITAL-CLAIM, NON-HOSP-CLAIM, and DENTAL-CLAIM record types reside in this area. Within the TESTHR
segment, the area contains pages 10001 through 10500.

The TESTHR database contains a total of 4000 pages among its three areas.

Files
The database is stored as one or more files (data sets) on direct-access devices. These files are formatted into several
BDAM blocks or VSAM control intervals. Each direct-access block corresponds to a database page so that data transfers
are always accomplished one page at a time.
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Sufficient file space must be allocated for all areas of the database. Areas may be mapped into one or more files in any
manner.

• The entire database may be mapped into one file.
• Each area may be mapped into a different file.
• Many areas may be mapped into one file.
• One area may be mapped into many files.

All areas mapping to a single file must be defined with the same page size, which is the file block size.

The Commonweather TESTHR database, for example, is mapped as one 4000-block file containing all three areas, as
illustrated in the following graphic. The PRODHR database is instead mapped to three files each containing one area. It
would also be possible to map two of the areas to one file and the remaining area to its own file. Large areas are often
mapped to several files. The only requirement is that each database page must correspond to one, and only one, direct-
access block.

Database Keys
When a record occurrence is stored in the database, it is assigned an identifier. The identifier is called a database key
(Db-Key) that is based on its physical location within the database. The database key remains the same as long as the
record remains in the database.

Each page has an identifying page number. Within the page, each record occurrence is assigned a unique line number.
The database key of a record is the combination of the number of the page on which it resides and its line number.

For example, John Done's record occurrence is located on line 3 of page 2525. The database key for this record is
2525/3.
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Record Structure
A record occurrence, as it physically appears on a database page, has two parts:

• Prefix - An area containing set linkages. The prefix contains the NEXT, PRIOR, OWNER, or INDEX pointers for sets in
which the record participates. A pointer is a database key.

• Data - The values of the elements that together represent the entity occurrence. The values are in character, binary,
floating point, or packed decimal format depending on the data types of the elements that are defined in the schema's
record type definition. Compression can be used to conserve space by substituting codes for repeating data.

A record's prefix is never visible to a program. Only data is returned to a program when a record is accessed.For example,
if the DEPARTMENT and EMPLOYEE records participate only in the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set, which uses only NEXT
linkage, each record in the set consists of one pointer (to the next record in the set) followed by the value of the record, as
illustrated in the following graphic.
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If however, the set also uses PRIOR linkage, each record consists of two pointers plus the data. This information is shown
in the following figure:
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OWNER linkage requires an additional pointer in the prefix of each member record. The owner record does not need an
extra pointer.
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Participation in more sets requires more pointers. An EMPLOYEE record that is a member in the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set
(with NEXT, PRIOR, and OWNER linkage) and the owner in the EMP-COVERAGE set (with NEXT, PRIOR, and OWNER
linkage) requires a total of five pointers, as illustrated in the following figure.
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\

Participation in user-owned index sets also requires pointers. The owner occurrence always contains NEXT and PRIOR
pointers to the index structure and member occurrences always contain an INDEX pointer into the index structure.
Member occurrences may optionally contain an OWNER pointer to the owner occurrence. The following diagram
illustrates the DEPT-EMPLOYEE user-owned index set defined with OWNER linkage.
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Unlinked system-owned index sets require no pointers in the indexed record occurrences. Linked system-owned indexes
require an INDEX pointer in each member record. System-owned indexes never have OWNER pointers. The following
figure illustrates an unlinked system-owned index, DEPARTMENT-IX, defined on the DEPARTMENT record to allow
access by name.
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Set Linkage
The physical placement of record occurrences on pages is independent of set relationships. Set relationships are
implemented in the database using db-keys as pointers. Each record in a chain set has a four-byte binary pointer in its
prefix whose value is the page and line number (the db-key) of the next record in the set.

For example, the owner and member records of the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set for MIS are located on four non-contiguous
pages, as illustrated in the following figure.

Although the records are not stored next to each other, it is possible to determine the logical structure of the MIS set
occurrence by following the pointers. The next pointer for Peter Plum is 3888/2. Sandy Shore is located on page 3888,
line 2 so Sandy is the NEXT record in the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set for MIS. The next pointer for Sandy Shore is 2525/3
which leads to John Done's record occurrence. John follows Sandy in the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set.
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Location Mode
Location mode is the user-specified method that determines where record occurrences are stored within an area. The
following methods are available:
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• CALC- A record is stored on or near a page that is calculated by the database engine (DBMS) using the value of the
element comprising the CALC key.

• VIA (Clustering)- A set member record is stored on or near the page containing its owner record occurrence. If the
owner and member are assigned to different areas, the member record is stored at the same relative position in its
area as the owner record is in its area.

• DIRECT- A record is stored on or near a user-specified page.

The location mode is used to determine the target page for a new record. The new occurrence is placed on the target
page if there is sufficient space. If not, DBMS places it on the next page in the area that has sufficient space. If the end
of the area is reached without locating a page, the DBMS searches from the beginning of the area for the first page with
sufficient space available. If a record cannot be placed on the target page due to space limitations, it is said to overflow.

CALC Location Mode
The CALC location mode requires the specification of a CALC key made up of one or more record elements. Usually,
a CALC key is chosen so that its value is unique across all record occurrences, although this is not a requirement. At
Commonweather, for example, EMPLOYEE records are stored CALC. The EMP-ID, a four-digit number unique to each
employee, is chosen as the CALC key element.

The CALC method is used for:

• Randomization - Records are distributed evenly over all the pages in the area using a randomizing algorithm,
which minimizes overflow and leaves space for VIA occurrences.

• Direct Retrieval by Symbolic Key- A record occurrence can be retrieved with a single access using its CALC key
(rather than by reading all records in an area or searching through an index).

A record whose location mode is CALC can be retrieved by simply specifying the value of its CALC key; DBMS
automatically converts the CALC key into the same target page member as that used to store the record. If the CALC
record had overflowed to another page when it was added to the database, the DBMS can locate it using an internally
maintained set called a CALC set whose owner resides on the record's original target page.

VIA Location Mode
The VIA location mode is used to group (cluster) records that are likely to be accessed together on the same page or as
close to each other as possible. This location mode is also sometimes referred to as clustering.

At Commonweather, for example, employee expertise is retrieved in conjunction with information about an employee.
Therefore, EXPERTISE records are stored through the EMP-EXPERTISE set so that they can be clustered around their
owning EMPLOYEE record.

In the following figure, the EMPLOYEE records are randomly located on four pages using the CALC location mode. The
EXPERTISE records are located on the same pages as their respective owners in the EMP-EXPERTISE set through the
VIA location mode. This enables both employee and expertise information to be retrieved with single-page access.
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It is also possible to store records via a system-owned index. In this situation, the target page for a new record is the page
of the prior record within the index. Consequently, the indexed record occurrences tend to be physically placed within
the area in the same order as their entries occur within the index. If the index is sorted on a symbolic key, the record
occurrences tend to be physically sequenced in the order of their respective index key values.

DIRECT Location Mode
DIRECT location mode allows the user to suggest the page on which to store a record. It is used less frequently than
CALC or VIA because it places the burden of locating records on the application program.

One use of DIRECT mode is to store records serially in an area, which is accomplished by targeting each new record to
the page of the most recently stored record. (The database key of the record just stored is returned to the program). The
DBMS either stores the record on the suggested target page or on the next page with sufficient space.

Data Structure Diagrams
Because databases often become large and complex, it is useful to depict their contents graphically. A data structure
diagram describes the record types and sets whose occurrences comprise the database. The following sections describe
the conventions that are used in a data structure diagram.

This topic contains the following information:

Representing Records Graphically

The following information about each record type is included in the data structure diagram of a database:

• Record Name- The name of the record type.
• Record Identification (Record ID)-The identification number of the record type. Each record type is assigned a

number that is unique across all record types that are assigned to the same area.
• Record Format- The format of occurrences of the record type:

– Fixed (F)- all occurrences have the same length
– Variable (V)- occurrences vary in length
– Fixed compressed (FC)-all occurrences logically have the same length, but their contents are compressed when

stored in the database
– Variable Compressed (VC)-occurrences vary in length and are compressed

NOTE
IDMS supplies routines for compressing and decompressing database records. All compressed records
are treated internally as variable length even if their record definition appears to be fixed in length.
FC (fixed compressed) records are returned to the program as fixed-length records and VC (variable
compressed) records are returned as variable-length records.

• Length- The actual data length (in bytes) for fixed-length records; for variable length records, the maximum or average
length of the record.

• Location Mode- The location mode for the record type:
– CALC
– VIA
– DIRECT
See Location Mode for a discussion of these options.

• CALC Key or VIA Set Name- For CALC records, the name (or names) of the element (or elements) that form the
CALC key. For VIA records, the name of the set through which record placement is determined; for DIRECT records,
blank.

• Duplicates Option- For CALC records, one of the following options:
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– DN (duplicates not allowed)
– DF (duplicates first)
– DL (duplicates last)

• Area Name- Name of the area in which the record occurrences are stored.

The DEPARTMENT record type within the Commonweather database is graphically represented by the following
figure. The figure shows that the location mode is CALC. DEPT-ID-0410 is used as a CALC key whose values must be
unique. The record is fixed length, in which every occurrence contains 56 bytes of data. Its internal numeric identifier is
410 and DEPARTMENT record occurrences are stored in the ORG-DEMO-REGION of the database.

Representing Sets Graphically

The following information about each set type is included in the data structure diagram:

• Set Name- Name of the set type
• Set Linkage- For chain sets, the set linkage options as:

– N (next pointers)
– NP (next and prior pointers)
– NO (next and owner pointers)
– NPO (next, prior, and owner pointers)
For index sets, the set linkage options as:
– I (index pointers)
– IO (index and owner pointers)
– U or blank (unlinked - no pointers)

• Membership Options- The disconnect/connect options:
– MA (mandatory automatic)
– MM (mandatory manual)
– OA (optional automatic)
– OM (optional manual)

• Order- The position in which new records are added to the set
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– FIRST
– LAST
– NEXT
– PRIOR
– SORTED identifying the ordering sequence (ASC for ascending, DES for Descending), sort, or symbolic key

element (or elements) and duplicates options (DN, DF, DL)

For more information about the meaning of these options, see Sets.

The following figure is a graphical representation of the DEPT-EMPLOYEE chain set. This set is linked through NEXT,
PRIOR, and OWNER pointers. The set is a Mandatory Automatic set and new members are inserted at the end of all
existing members.
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The next figure illustrates the graphical representation of the system-owned index SKILL-NAME-NDX and the user-
owned index set SKILL-EXPERTISE. Both sets are linked through an INDEX pointer and sorted on an index key: SKILL-
NAME-0456 and SKILL-LEVEL-0425 respectively. However, owner pointers are maintained for the user-owned index
set SKILL-EXPERTISE. Skill names are unique, whereas skill levels are not, because several employees might have the
same level in a given skill. Furthermore, members of the SKILL-EXPERTISE set are maintained in descending sequence
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of skill level. A new record whose skill level matches the skill level of an existing member is inserted logically before the
existing member.
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The following image is the complete data structure diagram for Commonweather Corporation.

Introduction to Navigational Programming
This section introduces navigational programming concepts. It first discusses the basic housekeeping needed to access
an IDMS database and then describes the functions used to retrieve data, update data, and test certain conditions. This
material is an introduction to navigational programming. A more thorough discussion of selected topics is presented in
the sections Writing a Navigational DML Program; Navigational DML Programming Techniques;  and Run Units, Locks,
and Database Transactions. For detailed information about individual functions, see the language-specific IDMS DML
Reference section. 

Housekeeping Functions
Contents

In order to access an IDMS database using navigational DML, an application program must:
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• Establish a session with the database manager
• Bind each database record type to be accessed to a location in variable storage
• Ready areas containing data to be accessed
• Terminate the database session after access is complete

Each of these housekeeping functions is discussed in the following sections.

Establishing a Database Session

The BIND RUN UNIT function initiates a database session, called a run unit, for navigational access to IDMS data. A run
unit begins with the BIND RUN UNIT function and ends when a FINISH or ROLLBACK function is executed.

In addition to initiating a database session, the BIND RUN UNIT function also establishes addressability to the IDMS
communications block, an area in the program's variable storage into which IDMS returns information that is pertinent to
the services it performs for the program. Among the information returned is a status indicating the success or failure of
each executed DML function.

Binding Records

The BIND record function establishes addressability to the areas in variable storage that hold or will hold record data.
When a record is retrieved from the database, its content is placed into the area to which its record type is bound.
Conversely, when a record is stored into the database, the DBMS uses the values that the application has placed into this
same area as the record's content. The program allocates the storage areas and then informs the DBMS of their location
using the BIND record function.

Suppose, for example, that a program is written to list the departments and employees at Commonweather. As shown in
the following figure, the program reserves variable storage for the DEPARTMENT and EMPLOYEE record types and the
IDMS Communications block.
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Each record accessed by a program must be bound to some area in variable storage.

Readying Areas

The READY function informs IDMS which areas of the database will be accessed by the application program and in which
of the following usage modes:

• RETRIEVAL- Records in the area can be retrieved only.
• UPDATE- Records in the area can be retrieved and updated.

When running under central version, specifying one of the following qualifiers controls concurrent use of the area by other
applications:

• PROTECTED- Prevents other applications from updating data.
• EXCLUSIVE- Prevents other applications from accessing the area for both retrieval and update operations.

If neither PROTECTED nor EXCLUSIVE is specified, the system assumes that the area is shared and concurrent access
of any kind is acceptable.

Terminating a Database Session

Once the application program has completed its work, it must end the database session. It does so by using either a
FINISH or ROLLBACK function.
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The FINISH function commits (makes permanent) all changes made to the database by the application, releases use of
the database areas, and terminates the run unit. A FINISH function is used to end an application's successful use of the
database.

The ROLLBACK function rolls out (reverses) all changes made to the database and then terminates the run unit. It is
used to end an application's use of the database when some type of error is detected.

Function Execution Sequence

The cycle of binding, readying, accessing, and finishing can repeat any number of times during a program's execution.
The following figure illustrates the housekeeping functions necessary to read and list the departments and employees at
Commonweather.

Retrieving Data
Contents
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Using navigational DML, you access database records one record at a time using retrieval functions to locate record
occurrences and return their contents.

There are several ways of retrieving data using navigational DML. For example, an application program can retrieve every
record occurrence in an area or it can retrieve records that participate in a set occurrence or that have a specific key
value.

Many retrieval operations rely on an application's current position within the database, that is, its most recently accessed
record. For example, when retrieving the next EMPLOYEE record occurrence within an area, the DBMS bases the
operation on the EMPLOYEE record occurrence last accessed. This notion of currency is described in the next section
followed by a description of the types of retrieval functions that are available and how they are used to access data.

Currency

To enable a program to retrieve data efficiently, IDMS saves the database keys of the most recently accessed records,
known as currencies. There are four types of currencies maintained by the DBMS:

• Current of Run Unit- The most recent record occurrences accessed by the user program.
• Current of Record Type- The most recent record occurrence of each record type accessed by the user program.
• Current of Set- The most recent record occurrence (owner or member) in each set accessed by the user program.
• Current of Area- The most recent record occurrence in each area accessed by the user program.

Current of Run Unit

The record occurrence that was the target of the most recent retrieval or update function is current of run unit. Only one
record occurrence is current of run unit at any given time during program execution.

Current of Record Type

The most recently accessed occurrence of each record type is current of that record type. At any given time during
program execution, one current record can exist for each record type. For example, when your program successfully
retrieves JOB Programmer, that record becomes current of the JOB record type. If you then successfully obtain
EMPLOYEE John Done, that record becomes current of the EMPLOYEE record type; currency for the JOB record type
remains unchanged.

Current of Set

The most recently accessed record occurrence in each set is current of that set. At any given time during program
execution, one current record can exist for each set type.

Because a successfully accessed record becomes the current record of all sets in which it participates as either owner or
member, a given record occurrence can be the current record of any number of sets.

Current of Area

The most recently accessed record occurrence in each area is current of area for that area. At any given time during
program execution, one record can be current for each area.

The following figure illustrates how currencies change as different records are accessed in the sample database. All
currencies begin as null.

C++, C++ B, C++ A, and John Done are accessed sequentially. As we access a record, it becomes current of run unit, its
record type, its area, and all sets in which it participates. C++ A becomes current of both SKILL-EXPERTISE and EMP-
EXPERTISE sets. When we access John Done, it becomes current of the EMP-EXPERTISE set while C++ A remains
current of the SKILL-EXPERTISE set.
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Retrieval Functions

Data retrieval is performed by the following navigational DML functions:

• FIND- Locates a record in the database. The located record becomes current of run unit, current of its record type,
current of its area, and current of all sets in which it participates.

• GET- Retrieves the most recently located record (that is, the record that is current of run unit) by transferring its
contents from the database to the program's variable storage.

• OBTAIN- Combines the FIND and GET functions so data is located and retrieved in one operation.
• RETURN- Retrieves the database key and/or symbolic key values from an index set without accessing the database

record.

The following figure illustrates how information on John Done's health coverage at Commonweather is made available to
the user program using a combination of OBTAIN, FIND, and GET functions. The following steps are taken:

1. John Done's health coverage record is located and separately transferred to the variable storage area to which the
COVERAGE record type is bound.
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2. The next record in this occurrence of the COVERAGE-CLAIMS set is located and transferred in a single operation.
3. Step 2 is repeated until all the claim records are processed.

Locating a record through either the FIND or OBTAIN function uses a technique identified by one of the following options:
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• CALC- Locates a record directly, based on a symbolic key value, the CALC key, in the record.
• WITHIN SET- Locates a record based on its logical relationships with other records.
• WITHIN AREA- Locates a record directly or relatively, based on its physical location in the database.
• DB-KEY- Locates a record directly based on its database key.
• CURRENT- Locates a record directly based on existing currencies.

CALC

The FIND/OBTAIN CALC function locates a record that has been stored using the CALC location mode based on the
value of its CALC key. Locating records using FIND/OBTAIN CALC is the most common method of entering the database
to process a transaction.

The following figure illustrates retrieval of the BILL BALL record using its CALC key. First, we place the value of its CALC
key, 8006, in the EMP-ID-0415 field of the EMPLOYEE record type then issue the OBTAIN CALC function, specifying
EMPLOYEE as an argument.

WITHIN SET

Once entry is made into the database, the user program can locate additional records by following set linkages. The FIND/
OBTAIN WITHIN SET function provides the following options for this purpose:
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• FIRST- Locates the first member record in a set.
• LAST- Locates the last member record in a set (prior linkage required).
• Nth- Locates the nth member record in a set.
• NEXT- Locates the next record in a set.
• PRIOR- Locates the prior record in a set (prior linkage required).
• OWNER- Locates the owner record in a set (owner linkage recommended but not required).
• USING- Locates a record in a set by using its sort key value (sorted sets, including index sets, only).

The process of consecutively accessing member records within a set is called walking a set.

In a set containing multiple record types (for example, HOSPITAL-CLAIM, NON-HOSPITAL-CLAIM, and DENTAL-CLAIM
which are all members of the COVERAGE-CLAIMS set), records can be located independently of record type, or the
function can be limited to records of a specified record type.

The following figure illustrates various WITHIN SET options. Using our Commonweather example, we enter the database
on John Done through the OBTAIN CALC function. We then use the OBTAIN WITHIN SET function to locate the first
record in his EMP-COVERAGE set and then to locate various records in its COVERAGE-CLAIMS set.
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In the following figure, the FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET function allows us to locate an employee that has at least an A skill
rating in C++.
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WITHIN AREA

User programs can also navigate the database based on the physical location of records in the area. The FIND/OBTAIN
WITHIN AREA function provides the following options for this purpose:

• FIRST- Locates the first record in the area.
• LAST- Locates the last record in an area.
• Nth- Locates the nth record in an area.
• NEXT- Locates the next record in an area.
• PRIOR- Locates the prior record in an area.

The process of consecutively accessing records in an area is called an area sweep.

In an area that contains multiple record types, records can be located independently of type, or the function can be limited
to records of a specific type.

The FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN AREA function is often the most efficient means of accessing all records of a particular type
since each page is processed only once.

For example, we can produce complete reports of all employees like this:

OBTAIN FIRST EMPLOYEE WITHIN EMP-DEMO-REGION.

PERFORM REPORT-WRITER.

    ...

Repeat until end of area is reached:

       OBTAIN NEXT EMPLOYEE WITHIN EMP-DEMO-REGION.

       PERFORM REPORT WRITER.

The following figure illustrates various OBTAIN WITHIN AREA functions:
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DB-KEY and ACCEPT

If the database key of a record is known, the record can be retrieved directly with the FIND/OBTAIN DB-KEY function. If
the db-key is not known, the ACCEPT function can be used to retrieve the db-key value before issuing the FIND/OBTAIN
DB-KEY.

The ACCEPT function returns a db-key based on some currency. The following ACCEPT function options indicate which
currency to use and what db-key value to return:

• Run-Unit- Returns the db-key for the current of run unit.
• Record- Returns the db-key for the current of a specified record type.
• Set- Returns the db-key for the current of a specified set.

– NEXT- Returns the db-key for the record following the current of set.
– PRIOR- Returns the db-key for the record preceding the current of set. (Requires PRIOR pointers.)
– OWNER- Returns the db-key for the owner record of the current of set.

• Area- Returns the db-key for the current of a specified area.

NOTE
Other ACCEPT functions, not discussed here, retrieve run-time statistics and database procedure control areas.

The following figure illustrates the techniques of returning database keys and using them for direct retrieval.

To determine June Moon's expertise rating for C++, we must locate the EXPERTISE record for C++ in her EMP-
EXPERTISE set occurrence. This would be easy to do if the skill name were contained as a field in EXPERTISE records;
we would CALC to June Moon and walk her EMP-EXPERTISE set examining the skill name in each EXPERTISE record
that we accessed. However, to avoid data redundancy, the skill name is not carried in EXPERTISE records, so we will use
the ACCEPT function to efficiently accomplish the same thing.

We first determine the db-key of the C++ SKILL occurrence and then walk June Moon's EMP-EXPERTISE set. For each
member retrieved, we use the ACCEPT function to retrieve the db-key of the owner in its SKILL-EXPERTISE set and
compare the value to that for C++. If they are equal, then we have located June Moon's expertise in C++.
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CURRENT

The FIND/OBTAIN CURRENT function uses established currencies to retrieve records within the database. The following
currencies can be specified:

• Run-Unit- Locates the current of run unit.
• Record- Locates the current of record for a specified record type.
• Set- Locates the current of set for a specified set type.
• Area- Locates the current of area for a specified area.

FIND/OBTAIN CURRENT is frequently used to make a record the current of run unit so it can be modified.

The following figure illustrates repositioning in a database. To update a COVERAGE record after examining its latest claim
record, we use the FIND CURRENT function to reposition on the COVERAGE record before issuing the update. We need
to do this because, as we shall see later, a record to be updated must be current of run unit.
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RETURN

The RETURN function can be used to directly access the index of either user-owned or system-owned index sets.

The structure of an index set differs from a chained set since it is implemented through a pointer array, or index, between
the owner record and the member record occurrences. The index contains the db-key and symbolic key of each of the
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member records and is always located in the same area as the owner of the set, which may be different than the area in
which the member records reside.

A user program can directly access the index to retrieve the db-key and, optionally, the symbolic key if one is defined,
of an index entry using the RETURN function instead of or in addition to using FIND/OBTAIN functions to retrieve the
indexed member records from the database.

The RETURN function supports the following options:

• CURRENCY- returns the db-key of the current index entry.
• FIRST CURRENCY- returns the db-key of the first index entry.
• LAST CURRENCY- returns the db-key of the last index entry.
• NEXT CURRENCY- returns the db-key for the index entry following current of index.
• PRIOR CURRENCY- returns the db-key for the index entry preceding current of index.
• USING- returns the db-key for the first index entry matching the specified symbolic key value.

Unlike FIND/OBTAIN requests, RETURN requests affect only the currency of the indexed set and do not affect currency
for the run unit or records participating in the set.

In the following figure, the RETURN function is used on the EMP-NAME-NDX indexed set. In the first function, the db-key
and symbolic key of the first EMPLOYEE are returned into the variable storage fields IDBKEY and IEMPLOYEE. In the
next function, the db-key and symbolic keys of the last EMPLOYEE are returned. In the third function, the db-key of the
'Peter Plum' EMPLOYEE record is returned. Note that in each of the examples, only the index currency is affected.
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Updating Data
Contents
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Once you have located a record and moved it to variable storage, you can update the data and save it back into the
database; you can delete it; or you can change the set association of a record. The following functions are used to change
the contents of the database:

• STORE
• CONNECT
• MODIFY
• ERASE
• DISCONNECT

STORE

The STORE function creates a new record occurrence. It uses values in the variable storage area to which the record type
is bound as the contents of the new record.

In order to use the STORE function, the user program must:

• Set up the data to be stored in the appropriate space in variable storage (that is, the space to which the record type is
bound). Values must be supplied for CALC and sort keys.

• Establish correct currencies for all sets whose membership option is Automatic in which the record type participates as
a member, if necessary using the FIND function. It is not necessary to establish currency for system-owned index sets,
since the DBMS can do this automatically since there is never more than one occurrence of the set.

For each set type in which the record type participates as owner, a new, empty set occurrence is created. The new record
occurrence will be automatically connected to each set in which it participates as a member, if the set membership is
Automatic. For sets whose membership option is Manual, you must use the CONNECT function to link the new record to
an occurrence of the set.

For example, before storing June Moon's EMPLOYEE record, we must first establish currency in the correct DEPT-
EMPLOYEE and OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set occurrences because the membership option for both of these is Automatic.
The order in which June Moon will be linked within the sets is determined by the set order and discussed under the
CONNECT function.

The record, when stored, becomes current of run unit, current of its record type, current of its area, and current of all sets
in which it participates.

CONNECT

The CONNECT function explicitly links an existing occurrence of the member record type to other records within a set.
This function is used after storing a new record in order to link it into a set whose membership option is Manual. It can also
be used to link an existing record into a set after it has been disassociated from another set occurrence.

The user program prepares for a CONNECT function by establishing correct currencies for the member record being
connected and for the set occurrence to which it is being connected. If the set order is FIRST, LAST, or SORTED, the
current of set can be any record within the set. If the set order is NEXT or PRIOR it may be necessary to establish
currency on a specific record before issuing the connect function.

For example, June Moon is joining the MIS department. We will add her EMPLOYEE record to the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set
owned by the MIS department. Because the set order is sorted by last and first names, MIS, Peter Plum, Sandy Shore,
or John Done can be current of set; June Moon is always linked after John Done because of the relative value of her last
name. If the set order was NEXT or PRIOR and a member's position in the set is important, then the program must ensure
that the correct record occurrence is current of set.

The program must also ensure that a member in the correct set occurrence is current. If Spiro Tutuo, a member of the
DEPT-EMPLOYEE set owned by the Sales department, is the current of set when the CONNECT function is issued, then
June Moon will appear to be a member of the Sales department rather than the MIS department.
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The record, when connected, becomes current of run unit, current of its record type, current of its area, and current of all
sets in which it participates.

The following figure illustrates storing and connecting records in our sample database. In this example, we want to add a
new employee, June Moon. She will work as a programmer in the MIS department. The example illustrates the following
steps:

• Establishing currency in the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set as MIS.
• Note: For brevity, we do not show establishing currency in the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set whose membership option is

also automatic.
• Moving the data for June Moon's EMPLOYEE record to its area in variable storage and storing the new EMPLOYEE

record occurrence. Since membership in the DEPT-EMPLOYEE and OFFICE-EMPLOYEE sets is Automatic, June
Moon is automatically connected into the MIS and Boston set occurrences.

• Moving the data for EMPOSITION to its area within variable storage and storing EMPOSITION. The new
EMPOSITION record occurrence is automatically linked into June Moon's set occurrence that was made current as a
result of the STORE function.

• Establishing currency in the JOB-EMPOSITION set for Programmer.
• Connecting the new EMPOSITION record into the Programmer occurrence of the JOB-EMPOSITION set.
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MODIFY

The MODIFY function replaces the contents of the record that is current of run unit with the values in the area of variable
storage to which its record type is bound. The user program must ensure correct currency by performing some other
function (a STORE, GET, OBTAIN, or another MODIFY) on the record prior to issuing the MODIFY function.

The MODIFY function can change the value of any field in a record including CALC, sort, and index key fields. If the value
of a sort or index key field is changed, the record is repositioned in the set or index to reflect the new value.

The following diagram illustrates the steps needed to locate and update June Moon's EMPLOYEE record to change her
status from temporary (TP) to permanent (P).

ERASE and DISCONNECT

The ERASE function deletes a record occurrence from the database. The DISCONNECT function removes a member
record occurrence from a set without deleting it from the database. You can only issue a DISCONNECT if the set's
membership option is Optional rather than Mandatory.

At Commonweather, the EMPLOYEE record is Optional in the DEPT-EMPLOYEE and OFFICE-EMPLOYEE sets to allow
for transfers. For example, if Sandy Shore transfers from the MIS to the Sales department we disconnect her record
occurrence from the MIS occurrence of the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set and connect it to the Sales occurrence. If the set
membership option was Mandatory instead of Optional, we would have to erase Sandy Shore's EMPLOYEE record and
re-store it in order to effect the transfer.
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Prior to a DISCONNECT, you must set the current of record type to the record about to be disconnected. After the
DISCONNECT, the current of set for the set from which the record was disconnected becomes null, but other currencies
associated with the set (such as next and prior) remain unchanged.
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The ERASE function disconnects the target record from all sets in which it participates as a member prior to deleting the
record from the database. The record must be current of run unit at the time of the ERASE.

By erasing John Done's COBOL expertise in the following figure, we implicitly disconnect it from the two sets in which it is
a member: EMP-EXPERTISE and SKILL-EXPERTISE. Because membership is Mandatory in the EMP-EXPERTISE set,
we cannot simply disconnect the record without erasing it.
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Once a record is erased, all currencies for the record and the sets in which it participates become null. (Issuing FIND
NEXT WITHIN SET, FIND PRIOR WITHIN SET, FIND NEXT WITHIN AREA, and FIND PRIOR WITHIN AREA functions
still locate the correct records.)

A record can be deleted using the ERASE function only if all sets it owns are empty. In our example, we were able to
erase John Done's COBOL expertise because it did not own any sets. If we attempt to erase the COBOL SKILL record
that owns several EXPERTISE records, an error condition results.

Owners of sets containing members can be deleted using the ERASE function by specifying one of the following options:

• ERASE ALL- Erases the owner record and all members.
• ERASE PERMANENT- Erases the owner record and all mandatory members. Optional members are disconnected.
• ERASE SELECTIVE- Erases the owner, all mandatory members, and all optional members that are not connected as

members to other sets. Optional members that do have other set linkages are disconnected from the set whose owner
is being erased (but not from their other sets).

If a deleted member record is also an owner in another set, its members are treated in a like manner. All members must
be accounted for before deleting an owner.

Testing Set Membership
Using the IF function, users can test the following conditions associated with set membership:

• Whether a set occurrence is empty, that is whether there are member records in the set occurrence.
• Whether a record occurrence is a member of an occurrence of the set.

The IF function allows specification of the action to be taken when the result of the test is true. The following options of the
IF function determine the condition to be tested:

• EMPTY- The test is true if the set occurrence identified by the current of set is empty. This test is typically made when
positioned on an occurrence of the set's owner record type.

• NOT EMPTY- The test is true if the set occurrence identified by the current of set is not empty.
• MEMBER- The test is true if the current of run unit is a member in the specified set. This test is made when positioned

on an occurrence of the set's member record type.
• NOT MEMBER- The test is true if the current of run unit is not a member in the specified set.

The following figure illustrates tests for an empty set condition. The routine locates each JOB in the ORG-DEMO-REGION
and erases those whose JOB-EMPOSITION set is empty.
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Writing a Navigational DML Program
This section provides an overview of how to write a program to access an IDMS database using navigational DML. It first
describes what is meant by DML and how it is used to request the execution of IDMS functions. It then discusses common
considerations such as how to identify the operating mode in which the program will execute and the subschema it will
use, how to copy data descriptions from the IDD, and how to check for and handle error conditions. The section then
describes the DML statements used to initiate and terminate a run unit and perform other housekeeping functions. It also
outlines considerations in the use of subschemas and in copying information from the dictionary into your program.

All examples in this section are based on the COBOL language. For full descriptions of the DML statements and for other
languages, see the language-specific IDMS DML Reference. 

Navigational Data Manipulation Language (DML)
Application programs initiate IDMS functions by transferring control to the Database Management System (DBMS) to
execute the function. The transfer of control is accomplished using the CALL mechanism available in most high-level
languages. IDMS provides a data manipulation language (DML) statement for each IDMS function so that users do not
have to code detailed host language calling sequences.

DML allows users to code statements patterned after the COBOL, PL/I, or Assembler programming language of the
program in which the DML is embedded. Prior to compilation, the program is preprocessed through a language-specific
precompiler to convert the DML statements into appropriate calling sequences. DML is also supported in the Advantage
ADS application development environment for which no preprocessing is necessary.

For example, to store a SCHEDULE record the COBOL programmer codes the following statement:

STORE SCHEDULE

The COBOL precompiler, IDMSDMLC, converts this statement into the following calling sequence:

CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

                  IDBMSCOM (42)

                  SR1007

In addition to converting DML statements into calling sequences, the DML precompiler also checks the syntax and logic
of the statements, issues diagnostics, and copies source code and data descriptions from the IDMS Integrated Data
Dictionary (IDD).

The following figure illustrates the compilation of an application using a precompiler to convert DML statements into calling
sequences. The IDD supplies descriptions of the records and sets being accessed by the program and common routines
associated with IDMS processing. The precompiler can also copy file definitions, map descriptors for interfacing with 3270
screens, non-IDMS record definitions, and source routines that have been stored in the IDD.
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Common Considerations
Contents

Every program that uses navigational DML to access an IDMS database must do the following:

1. Identify the program's operating mode, the environment in which it will execute. Common operating modes are
BATCH, BATCH-AUTOSTATUS, and IDMS-DC although many other environments are supported.

2. Identify the subschema, the program's view of the database to be accessed. The subschema must include all record
types, set types, and areas required by the program.

3. Include descriptions of the IDMS communications block and the database records to be accessed. These descriptions
are copied from the IDD into the program by the precompiler.

4. Detect and handle error conditions encountered during the execution of a DML function.

Identifying the Operating Mode

The program identifies the operating mode in which it will execute through a DML statement called a precompiler-directive
that varies based on the language in which the program is written. COBOL programs identify the operating mode in a
special section of the ENVIRONMENT DIVISION called the IDMS-CONTROL SECTION, as illustrated in the following
example that identifies this as a batch application:

IDMS-CONTROL SECTION.

PROTOCOL MODE IS BATCH.
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The operating mode affects the form and content of the calling sequences produced by the DML precompiler.

DEBUG can be specified as an option of the operating mode. If specified, each DML statement in the program is identified
by a sequence number that can be used to determine the last DML statement that was executed when an error occurs.
This can be very useful in debugging navigational applications.

Identifying the Subschema

A subschema is a program's view of the database and typically includes a subset of the records, record elements, sets,
and areas defined in the schema describing the database to be accessed. A subschema can also limit the types of DML
functions that can be issued by programs that use it.

The subschema to be used by the program is identified through a precompiler-directive statement that varies based on
the language in which the program is written. COBOL programs identify the subschema in a special section of the DATA
DIVISION called the SCHEMA SECTION, as illustrated below:

SCHEMA SECTION.

DB EMPSS01 WITHIN EMPSCHM VERSION 100.

In this example, EMPSS01 is the name of the subschema. Version 100 of EMPSCHM is the schema under which it is
defined.

Including Data Descriptions

Descriptions of the following structures must be included in the program in order to reserve space for them in variable
storage.

• IDMS Communications Block- IDMS uses the IDMS communications block to post status information back to the
application program concerning requested database services. The description of the IDMS communications block is
generated as a record named SUBSCHEMA-CTRL (in COBOL) and is often referred to as the subschema control
block.

• Subschema Names (COBOL only)- COBOL programs require the generation of a name literal for the subschema,
and each record, set, and area included in the subschema.

• Subschema Records- The description of each database record to be accessed by the program must be included.
Only records contained in the subschema may be accessed and the generated description reflects the subschema's
view of the record rather than that of the schema.

The programmer controls how and where the data descriptions are generated using precompiler-directive statements.
For example, the COBOL programmer can automatically generate all required descriptors at the end of the WORKING-
STORAGE section by extending the PROTOCOL statement as follows:

IDMS-CONTROL SECTION.

PROTOCOL MODE IS BATCH DEBUG

         IDMS-RECORDS WITHIN WORKING-STORAGE.

Alternatively, the COBOL programmer can generate the descriptions at the end of the LINKAGE SECTION by specifying:

IDMS-RECORDS WITHIN LINKAGE.

To have complete control over where structure descriptions are generated, the COBOL programmer can specify:

IDMS-RECORDS MANUAL.
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The programmer then inserts a COPY statement, as shown below, at the point where the descriptions are to be
generated:

COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-DESCRIPTION.

Additional forms of the COPY IDMS statement permit COBOL programmers to generate descriptions for the IDMS
communications block, subschema names and subschema records separately, and control the level numbers that are
generated.

See Copying Record Definitions and Their Synonyms for more information on copying information from IDD.

IDMS Communications Block

The IDMS communications block is the main interface block between your program and the DBMS. Whenever your
program issues a call to the DBMS for a database operation, the DBMS returns information about the outcome of the
requested service into the IDMS communications block. In particular, it contains the following fields (described using
COBOL field names):

Field Description
PROGRAM-NAME Name of the program; supplied by the program
ERROR-STATUS 4-digit code indicating the outcome of the last database service; all

zeros indicates successful completion
DBKEY Database key of current of run unit
RECORD-NAME Last record type successfully accessed
AREA-NAME Area name of last record type successfully accessed
ERROR-SET Name of set last involved in an error condition
ERROR-RECORD Last record type involved in an error condition
ERROR-AREA Name of area last involved in an error condition
PAGE-INFO Page information for current of run unit
DIRECT-DBKEY Suggested database key for storing a record direct
DML-SEQUENCE Number of the DML statement last executed if DEBUG was

specified in the operating mode

Error Handling

IDMS reports the completion status of a requested DML function by placing a 4-digit alphanumeric code in the ERROR-
STATUS field of the IDMS communications block. The ERROR-STATUS field should be examined following every
executable DML command to determine whether the request was successful or not.

The following table identifies some of the most common error status values that can be returned and the corresponding
condition names that are generated as part of the IDMS communications block record description (SUBSCHEMA-CTRL)
for COBOL. For PL/I, these names may optionally be generated as named constants.

Code Explanation Level-88 Name
0000 Request completed successfully DB-STATUS-OK
0326 Record not found on a FIND or OBTAIN

using a CALC key, db-key, index, or sort
key

DB-REC-NOT-FOUND
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0307 End of set or end of area was encountered
on a FIND or OBTAIN NEXT or PRIOR in a
set or area.

DB-END-OF-SET

For COBOL and PL/I programs, IDMS provides an error checking routine called IDMS-STATUS that can be copied into
the program. IDMS-STATUS checks the completion status of the latest DML request that was issued. If the function did
not complete successfully, IDMS-STATUS performs a user-supplied routine called IDMS-ABORT (COBOL only), displays
status information, and aborts the program. The status information, retrieved from the IDMS communications block,
includes PROGRAM-NAME, ERROR-STATUS, ERROR-RECORD, ERROR-SET, ERROR-AREA, RECORD-NAME,
AREA-NAME, DBKEY, page group, dbkey format and DML-SEQUENCE.

IDMS delivers IDMS-STATUS in 2 flavors. The new flavor includes DBKEY, page group and dbkey format and is defined
in the dictionaries as versions 11 and higher. The old flavor does not expand any additional call to the internal formatting
routine and thus does not display DBKEY, page group or dbkey format. The old flavor is defined as versions 1 to 5. The
higher versions always take precedence. If you prefer to use an older version, you can drop the new versions 11 and
higher from the dictionary which causes the old versions to be copied into the program instead. Another option is to
select the requested version in the program using the VERSION clause of the COPY IDMS statement (INCLUDE IDMS
statement in PL/I).

The COBOL example below shows how the IDMS-STATUS routine is copied into the program using the COPY IDMS
statement. The example also shows the user-supplied IDMS-ABORT routine that must be coded by the COBOL
programmer.

COPY IDMS IDMS-STATUS.

IDMS-ABORT SECTION.

IDMS-ABORT-EXIT. EXIT.

After every executable DML function, the program should do the following:

• Check the ERROR-STATUS field for any expected error codes. COBOL condition names (level 88s) have been
provided with the standard SUBSCHEMA-CTRL definition for the most common ERROR-STATUS values.

• PERFORM IDMS-STATUS to check for any unexpected error codes.

For example, after issuing an OBTAIN CALC request, the program should check for an ERROR-STATUS value of
'0326' (DB-REC-NOT-FOUND) and otherwise perform the IDMS-STATUS routine as follows:

OBTAIN CALC STUDENT.

IF DB-REC-NOT-FOUND

    ...

    ...

ELSE PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

IDMS provides a set of protocols (operating modes) for COBOL programs that automatically perform the IDMS-STATUS
routine as part of expanding the DML statement. These modes are referred to as "autostatus" protocols and have names
such as BATCH-AUTOSTATUS. When using an autostatus protocol, expected ERROR-STATUS values can be specified
as ON parameters in the DML statement. The following example illustrates the use of the ON clause to check for an '0326'
ERROR-STATUS value when issuing an OBTAIN CALC request.

OBTAIN CALC STUDENT

ON DB-REC-NOT-FOUND

  ...

  ...
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Housekeeping Statements
Housekeeping consist of initiating a run unit, binding records to storage areas, readying areas, and terminating the run
unit. This article describes how to code DML statements that request the execution of housekeeping functions, and
includes the following information:

BIND RUN-UNIT Statement

The first database function executed within your program must be a BIND RUN-UNIT in order to establish a session with
the DBMS. You can code this in one of two ways:

• By coding a BIND RUN-UNIT statement.
• By coding a COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-BINDS statement.

The COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-BINDS causes the precompiler to generate the BIND RUN-UNIT statement followed by
BIND RECORD statements for every subschema record whose description is included in the program.

In deciding which statement to use, consider the following:

• If coding the BIND RUN-UNIT statement explicitly, you should first move the name of the program to the PROGRAM-
NAME field within the IDMS communications block. The precompiler does this for you if you are using COPY IDMS
SUBSCHEMA-BINDS.

• COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-BINDS should only be used if an autostatus protocol is in effect since otherwise error
checking is not performed after each of the generated DML statements.

• Optional clauses on the BIND RUN-UNIT statement allow the specification of the target database to access, the
subschema to use, and the dictionary from which to load the subschema. These options are not available when using
COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-BINDS.

The following COBOL example binds a run unit to the EMPDEMO database:

MOVE 'MYPROG' TO PROGRAM-NAME.

BIND RUN-UNIT DBNAME 'EMPDEMO'.

PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

BIND RECORD Statement

If your program serially initiates and terminates multiple run units, you should re-initialize the ERROR-STATUS field to
1400 before starting each subsequent run unit.

BIND RECORD Statement

Before a record can be accessed, you must bind it to a specific location in variable storage by issuing a BIND RECORD
function. To do this, you either:

• Code a BIND RECORD statement for each record to be accessed.
• Code a COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-BINDS statement. See the preceding section for more information on this

statement.

The following example binds the DEPARTMENT and EMPLOYEE records to their respective locations in variable storage.

BIND DEPARTMENT.

PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

BIND EMPLOYEE.

PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.
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READY Statement

Each database area containing records to be accessed must be readied. The following example readies both the EMP-
DEMO-REGION and the ORG-DEMO-REGION areas:

READY EMP-DEMO-REGION

     USAGE-MODE IS PROTECTED UPDATE.

PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

READY ORG-DEMO-REGION

     USAGE-MODE IS RETRIEVAL.

PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

The specified usage mode allows records within the EMP-DEMO-REGION to be updated (stored, modified, and erased)
but prevents them from being updated by other programs running concurrently; records within the ORG-DEMO-REGION
can only be retrieved (no updating will be allowed).

You can code a single ready statement if all areas within the subschema are to be readied with the same mode. The
following statement readies all areas in a shared update mode:

READY USAGE-MODE IS UPDATE.

PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

It is possible to define default usage modes for areas within a subschema. A program using such a subschema need
not code a READY statement. If the program does code a READY statement, it must ready every area that it will access
unless the FORCE option was specified for the default usage mode. Areas using the default usage mode combined with
the FORCE option are automatically readied even if the run-unit already issued READY for other areas.

NOTE
Your program should ready all areas that it intends to access before issuing any other DML request (other than
BIND RUN-UNIT and BIND RECORD). This avoids deadlocks between programs that ready areas in conflicting
ways such as shared update and protected update.

Termination Statements

After a program has completed its database access activities successfully, it must issue the FINISH function to "close"
the database and commit any changes that it has made. The following example shows how to code the FINISH DML
statement in COBOL:

FINISH.

PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

It is also possible to commit changes without terminating the run unit. This is often done at the completion of a logical unit
of work to free up records that have been updated so that other programs can access them, while keeping the run unit
open so that more work can be done. To do this, a COMMIT DML statement is used instead of a FINISH, as shown in the
following example that commits changes but maintains the run unit's currencies:

COMMIT.

PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

An option on the COMMIT statement nullifies currencies in addition to committing database changes.

If an error is encountered during program execution that prevents successful completion of the logical unit of work, the
program should issue a ROLLBACK DML statement instead of a FINISH as shown in the following example in which
database changes are rolled back and the run unit terminated:
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ROLLBACK.

PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

An option on the ROLLBACK statement permits the run unit to continue after the database changes have been rolled
back.

NOTE
Database changes are only rolled back automatically when the run unit is executing under central version. In
local mode, the database must be manually recovered.

Subschema Considerations
A subschema is a program view of the database; it typically defines a subset of the records and record elements that are
contained in the schema. The following rules apply to subschema usage:

• Any number of subschemas can be associated with a single schema.
• Any number of programs can share a subschema.
• A program can have only one subschema.

Comparing Subschema and Schema

The following table compares the features and characteristics of subschemas and schemas.

Subschema Schema
One or more per database One per database
A program view of the database (subset of records and record
elements)

Complete database description (all records and record elements)

Source description resides in the DDLDML area of the dictionary Source description resides in the DDLDML area of the dictionary
Source description that is used at DML program compile time Source description that is not used at DML program compile time
A load module resides in the DDLDCLOD area of the dictionary or
in a load (core-image) library

No load module

Load module that is used at run time Not used at run time

Subschema Access Restrictions

The subschema may place restrictions on the DML statements that can be used to access database records. For
example, you may be able to retrieve a record but not modify or erase it.

DBA-designated access restrictions, which are defined in the subschema, control program access to the database.
Restrictions can be placed on:

• Areas-Access restrictions that are placed on areas prevent programs from readying them in specified usage modes
(see Area Usage Modes).
For example, a subschema with an update access restriction on the ORG-DEMO-REGION area can prevent
programs from readying that area in any update mode.

• Records-Access restrictions that are placed on records prohibit programs from performing one or more of the following
DML functions against the specified record types:
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– CONNECT
– DISCONNECT
– ERASE
– FIND
– GET
– KEEP
– MODIFY
– STORE

• For example, ERASE IS NOT ALLOWED for the OFFICE record type prohibits a program using the subschema from
erasing OFFICE record occurrences.

NOTE
The DML OBTAIN statement is a combination of FIND and GET; access restrictions on either FIND or GET
affect the use of OBTAIN.

• Sets-Access restrictions that are placed on sets prohibit programs from performing one or more of the following DML
functions against record occurrences in the specified set:
– CONNECT
– DISCONNECT
– FIND
– KEEP
For example, DISCONNECT IS NOT ALLOWED for the JOB-EMPOSITION set prohibits a program from
disconnecting EMPOSITION occurrences from the JOB-EMPOSITION set.

If your program issues a DML statement that is prohibited in the subschema, the DBMS returns a status of nn10 in the
ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS communications block. The IDMSRPTS utility (discussed next) produces listings of any
access restrictions that apply to a given subschema.

Program Registration

The DBA can specify in the subschema that each program that uses the subschema must be defined in the dictionary
before compilation under one of the precompilers. If program registration is in effect, you should ensure that the name that
is listed in the PROGRAM-ID statement (for COBOL) matches the program name that is registered with IDD.

IDMSRPTS Utility

The IDMSRPTS utility produces listings that describe the database definition (that is, the schema and all associated
subschemas). These reports are useful in all phases of program development; they provide the following information:

• Names of all records, sets, and areas included in the subschema
• Names, attributes, and positions of all elements included in each subschema record
• Storage mode of each record
• Access restrictions
• Set characteristics

IDMSRPTS Parameters

The following table lists the parameters of the IDMSRPTS utility that are most useful to applications programmers.

Parameter Requested information
RECDES All records and record elements that are defined in the schema
SETDES Set name, owner, membership options, and linkage options for all

sets that are defined in the schema
SUBREC All records and record elements that are defined in the

subschema; access restrictions that are placed on records
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SUBSET Set name, owner, membership options, and linkage options for all
sets that are defined in the subschema; access restrictions that
are placed on sets

SUBAREA Usage modes applicable to subschema areas, default usage
modes; access restrictions that are placed on areas

For more information about the IDMSRPTS utility, see IDMSRPTS.

Copying Record Definitions and Their Synonyms
Typically, you copy subschema records into variable storage using the primary name that the record is known by in the
schema. Synonyms are alternative names for existing dictionary entities. A given file, record, or element can have multiple
names through the use of IDD synonyms. This allows all programs that use an entity such as a record to access the same
entity definition but refer to it using a name that complies to the language in which the program is written.

Uses of Synonyms

Synonyms are typically used for the following reasons:

• To allow you to copy schema-owned records into a program whose subschema is not associated with that
schema. If a record has been copied into a schema, it can be copied only into a program that uses a subschema
associated with that schema.
However, if your program uses a subschema that is not associated with that schema, you cannot copy the record
definition into the program unless you do so through one of its synonyms. One way to do that is to specify a version
number on the COPY IDMS statement:

COPY IDMS RECORD EMPLOYEE VERSION 100.

• To allow different programming languages to access the same record definition. For example, in Assembler the
EMPLOYEE record can be defined as EMPLOYE.

NOTE
The precompiler for PL/I automatically automatically converts hyphens to underscores. For example, if you
define a record called NON-HOSP-CLAIM and copy its description into a PL/I program using the following
statement:

INCLUDE IDMS (NON-HOSP-CLAIM);

The precompiler converts the hyphens to underscores:

DMLP         INCLUDE IDMS (NON-HOSP-CLAIM);

             DECLARE 1  NON_HOSP_CLAIM,

                     2  CLAIM_TYPECHARACTER (2);

Terminology for Using Synonyms

You should be familiar with the following terms:

• Schema-owned refers to any record that is defined in a schema.
• IDD-defined refers to any record defined using the DDDL compiler that has not been included in a schema.
• Mode refers to the operating mode of your program (that is, BATCH, IDMS-DC, DC-BATCH, CICS, and so on). IDD-

defined records can be assigned one of these modes, a mode of NON-MODESPECIFIC, or no mode attribute at all.
• Language attribute refers to the optional attribute that can be included in IDD-defined records and synonyms. For

example, LANGUAGE IS COBOL, LANGUAGE IS PL/I, or LANGUAGE IS DC.

How the Precompiler Performs COPY IDMS
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When the precompiler selects which record or synonym to copy into your program, it first checks to see if you have
specified a VERSION clause in the COPY command. If no VERSION clause is given, a two-fold search is undertaken, first
for a record associated with the subschema and then, if the first test fails, for an IDD-defined record.

To determine if the specified record is associated with the subschema, the precompiler performs the following steps:

1. Forms a table of records defined in the subschema and their synonyms. This table contains all records copied
into the subschema and, for every record copied, the names of its synonyms not copied into another subschema.

2. Searches this table to match the name of the record in the COPY statement. If a match is found, that record is
copied in; if no match is found, the search continues as described below.

If you specify a VERSION clause or if the test listed above fails, the precompiler assumes that the record is an IDD-
defined record and performs the following steps:

1. Identifies a candidate record. A record is a candidate if it has a synonym whose name matches the name specified
in the COPY IDMS statement.

2. Checks the builder code. The candidate record is tested for being either schema-owned (builder code of S) or a
subschema view (builder code of V). If either is true, the record is rejected and another candidate is examined.

3. Checks the VERSION clause. If a VERSION clause is specified on the COPY IDMS statement, the candidate
record's version is compared to that specified. If they are not equal, the record is rejected and another candidate is
examined.

4. Checks the language attribute. If the candidate record has a language attribute and it is different than that of the
compiler being used (for example, PL/I), the record is rejected and another candidate is examined.

5. Checks the mode. The mode associated with the candidate record is compared with the operating mode specified
in the program. If they match, the record remains a candidate. If there is no record with a match on mode and the
candidate has a mode of NON-MODESPECIFIC, it remains a candidate. If there is no record with a matching mode
or a mode of NON-MODESPECIFIC and the candidate has no mode associated with it, it remains a candidate.
Otherwise, the record is rejected and another candidate is examined.

6. Rechecks the VERSION clause. If a VERSION clause is specified on the COPY IDMS statement, the candidate
record is chosen as the one to be copied into the program. If no VERSION clause is specified, the candidate with the
highest version meeting all the above criteria is chosen.

Navigational DML Programming Techniques
This topic discusses programming techniques used to access the database in navigational DML programs. Functionally
similar DML statements are presented together; sample code that demonstrates typical usage of each statement is
included. The navigational DML functions are divided into these categories:

• Retrieving Records-Retrieving information from the database by using navigational DML statements
• Saving DB-Key and Address Information-Saving db-keys and bind addresses
• Checking For Set Membership-The two forms of the DML IF statement, used to obtain set membership information

without performing any I/O
• Updating the Database-Modifying, storing, erasing, connecting, and disconnecting database records
• Accessing Bill-of-Materials Structures-Storing and retrieving records related as in a bill-of-materials structure
• Locking Records-Restricting access to database records

This topic also contains information on the following topics of relevance to the navigational DML programmer:

• How page information can be used to make db-keys unique within the scope of a run unit
• Currency and how it is used and updated by various DML statements
• How to collect run-time statistics

DB-Keys and Page Information
Database Keys
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Each database record occurrence is identified by a database key (db-key). The db-key is a 4-byte identifier that consists
of:

• A page number, which identifies the page on which the record occurrence is stored
• A line number, which identifies the record's location on the page

The DBMS assigns a db-key to a record occurrence when the occurrence is stored in the database; that db-key remains
unchanged until the occurrence is erased or the database is unloaded and subsequently reloaded.

Page Information

Page numbers are used to identify pages within a database; however, a page number is not necessarily unique across
all areas accessible to an IDMS run-time system or even across all areas accessible to your run unit. If a page number
is not unique, you can qualify it with additional information so that it uniquely identifies a page. The additional qualifying
information is a 4-byte identifier that consists of:

• A 2-byte page group
• A 2-byte db-key radix

A page group is a number assigned to an area by the DBA for the purpose of making the area's page range unique to the
IDMS run-time system. The db-key radix indicates the number of bits within the 4-byte db-key that contain a record's line
number. The db-key radix is calculated by IDMS based on the maximum number of record occurrences that can be stored
on a page of the area.

Qualifying Db-keys

Normally all areas accessed by a run unit have the same page information and so the db-key of a record occurrence
uniquely identifies it from all other record occurrences accessible to the run unit. A run unit, however, can access areas
with different page groups or db-key radixes if it accesses a database defined to allow mixed page group binds. When
this happens, a db-key must be qualified either by record type or page information so that it uniquely identifies a record
occurrence.

In order to permit qualification, either record type or page information can be specified when retrieving a record
occurrence through its db-key. Whenever a record occurrence is retrieved, its record type, db-key and associated page
information are returned to the application program in the IDMS communications block. You can save these for later use in
retrieval commands. It is also possible to determine the page information associated with a specific record type by issuing
an ACCEPT Page-Info command.

Page Information and Record Types

For the duration of a run unit, the page information for all occurrences of a given record type is the same. Similarly, the
page information for all record types within an area or all record types associated with a set is the same.

Using Page Information to Interpret Db-keys

The format of a db-key value depends on its db-key radix. The db-key radix specifies the number of bits within a db-key
that are reserved for a record occurrence's line number. Since the db-key radix is part of the page information associated
with a db-key, you can use page information to interpret a 4-byte db-key value. You can use this when displaying db-keys
for error reporting purposes or when establishing a target page for storing records whose location mode is direct.

Given a db-key, you can separate its associated page number by dividing the db-key by 2 raised to the power of the db-
key radix. For example, if the db-key is 4, you divide the db-key value by 2**4. The resulting value is the page number
of the db-key. To separate the line number, you multiply the page number by 2 raised to the power of the db-key radix
and subtract this value from the db-key value. The result is the line number of the db-key. You can use the following two
formulas to calculate the page and line numbers from a db-key value:

• Page-number = db-key value / (2**db-key radix)
• Line-number = db-key value - (page number*(2**db-key radix))
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Run Unit Currencies
During the execution of your application program, the DBMS uses currency to keep track of the database location (db-
key) of the most recently accessed record occurrences for the run unit, record type, set, and area. By keeping track of
the most recently accessed records, currency enables you to navigate the database with a minimum of effort. Currency
values determine which record occurrences are affected by DML functions requested by an application program. Upon
successful execution of a DML statement, the DBMS automatically updates currency values, as appropriate.

A record occurrence can be:

• Current of run unit
• Current of record type
• Current of set
• Current of area

Current of Run Unit

The record occurrence that was the object of the most recent successful FIND, OBTAIN, CONNECT, STORE, MODIFY,
DISCONNECT, or ERASE function is current of run unit. Only one current record of run unit exists at any given time during
program execution. That record's db-key, record type and qualifying page information are placed in the DBKEY, RECORD-
NAME and PAGE-INFO fields of the IDMS communications block.

Current of Record Type

The most recently accessed occurrence of each record type is current of that record type. At any given time during
program execution, one current record can exist for each record type defined in the program's subschema. For example,
when your program successfully retrieves JOB 2215, that record becomes current of the JOB record type. If you then
successfully obtain EMPLOYEE 466, that record becomes current of the EMPLOYEE record type; currency for the JOB
record type remains unchanged.

Current of Set

The most recently accessed record occurrence in each set is current of set for that set. At any given time during program
execution, one current record can exist for each set defined in the program's subschema.

Because a successfully accessed record becomes the current record of all sets in which it participates as either owner or
member, a given record occurrence can be the current record of any number of sets.

Current of Area

The most recently accessed record occurrence in each area is current of area for that area. At any given time during
program execution, one current record can exist for each area defined to the program's subschema.

When Currency is Established

At the beginning of a program, all currencies are null. Currency is established by the DML FIND, OBTAIN, RETURN,
or STORE function. Currency is updated following each successful execution of a FIND, OBTAIN, CONNECT,
DISCONNECT, ERASE, RETURN, MODIFY, or STORE statement.

How the DBMS Uses Currency

The DBMS uses currency to:

• Establish a starting point for the execution of a DML retrieval statement by using the current position in the database
with respect to run unit, record, set, or area

• Establish proper set occurrences for STORE, CONNECT, and DISCONNECT functions
• Determine the target record for a MODIFY or ERASE statement
• Determine the physical placement in the database of records stored with a location mode of VIA
• Provide the basis for saving the db-keys of related records for subsequent use by the program
• Prevent a record that is current of record, set, or area from being updated by another application
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Use and Updating of Currency by DML Verbs

The table below outlines the currency required to execute each DML verb and the changes to currency following the
successful execution of that verb. The bullet symbol (&bul.) indicates currency used in command execution.

NOTE
BIND and READY do not use or update currency, but both verbs must be issued before any database access is
attempted.

DML verb Run unit Record Set Area Currency updated
by successful
execution

ACCEPT* &bul. &bul. &bul. &bul. None
IF* &bul.  &bul.  None
FIND/OBTAIN DB-
KEY

    All

FIND/OBTAIN
CURRENT*

&bul. &bul. &bul. &bul. All

FIND/OBTAIN
WITHIN SET1

  &bul.  All

FIND/OBTAIN
WITHIN AREA

   ** All

FIND/OBTAIN
OWNER

  &bul.  All

FIND/OBTAIN CALC     All
FIND/OBTAIN
DUPLICATE

 &bul.   All

FIND/OBTAIN
USING SORT KEY2

  &bul.  All

GET &bul.    None
RETURN3   &bul.  Set
STORE   ***  All
MODIFY &bul.    None4
ERASE &bul.    Nullifies currencies

of all record types
and sets involved

CONNECT  &bul. &bul.  Run unit, set
DISCONNECT  &bul.   Nullifies currency of

object set; updates
current of run unit
and area

KEEP* &bul. &bul. &bul. &bul. None
COMMIT     None
COMMIT ALL     Nullifies all

currencies
ROLLBACK     Nullifies all

currencies
ROLLBACK
CONTINUE

    Nullifies all
currencies
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FINISH     Nullifies all
currencies

*   Uses only one currency as determined by command format.

**  Required for NEXT and PRIOR formats only.

*** All in which record type participates as an automatic member.

1 Currency is not required if the statement specifies FIRST, LAST

     or sequence-number for a system-owned indexed set.

2 Currency is not required for a system-owned indexed set.

3 Currency is not required if the statement specifies FIRST, LAST,

     or USING index-key.

4 Except in the case of a sorted set.

Retrieving Records
 

In the navigational environment, you can use the following navigational DML statements to retrieve database records:

• FIND locates a record occurrence in the database.
• GET moves the data associated with a record occurrence from the page buffers to program variable storage.
• OBTAIN locates a record occurrence in the database and moves the data associated with that occurrence to program

variable storage (the equivalent of a FIND followed by a GET).
• RETURN retrieves the db-key and the symbolic key for an indexed record without retrieving the record itself.

This article describes the following information:

Accessing CALC Records

To access a record occurrence based on its CALC-key value, perform the following steps:

1. Move the CALC-key value(s) to the CALC-key field(s) in the database record in variable storage.
2. Issue the FIND/OBTAIN CALC command.
3. Check the ERROR-STATUS field for the value 0326 (DB-REC-NOT-FOUND).
4. Perform the IDMS-STATUS routine if the DBMS returns a nonzero value other than 0326.

Example of Retrieving CALC Records

The program excerpt below shows retrieval of CALC records.

The MOVE statement initializes the CALC-key field before the database access is performed. If the DBMS returns an
ERROR-STATUS of 0326 (condition DB-REC-NOT-FOUND), the program prints a message and goes on to the next input
record.

DATA DIVISION.

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

01  SWITCHES.

   05 EOF-SW                  PIC X    VALUE 'N'.

      88 END-OF-FILE                   VALUE 'Y'.

PROCEDURE DIVISION.

         .

         .

    READ EMP-FILE-IN
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         AT END MOVE 'Y' to EOF-SW.

    IF NOT END-OF-FILE

         PERFORM A400-GET-EMP-REC THRU A400-EXIT

            UNTIL END-OF-FILE.

    FINISH.

    GOBACK.

A400-GET-EMP-REC.

*** INITIALIZE CALC KEY ***

    MOVE EMP-ID-IN TO EMP-ID-0415.

*** RETRIEVE RECORD ***

    OBTAIN CALC EMPLOYEE.

*** CHECK FOR ERROR-STATUS = 0326 ***

    IF DB-REC-NOT-FOUND THEN

    DISPLAY 'EMPLOYEE ID: ' EMP-ID-IN ' NOT FOUND'

*** CHECK FOR ERROR-STATUS = 0000 ***

      ELSE IF DB-STATUS-OK

        PERFORM B100-WRITE-EMP-REPORT

        ELSE

          PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

    READ EMP-FILE-IN

        AT END MOVE 'Y' to EOF-SW.

A400-EXIT.

    EXIT.

Retrieving Records with Duplicate CALC-keys

Record types may be defined to allow duplicate CALC-keys. To retrieve all records that have the same CALC-key value,
retrieve the first by using the FIND/OBTAIN CALC statement shown above and then use the DUPLICATE option of the
FIND/OBTAIN CALC statement to retrieve the additional records. An '0326' error status signals when no more records
with the same key exist.

Walking a Set

To access a record occurrence based on its logical position within a set, perform the following steps:

1. Establish the current of set for the specified set type (for example, by issuing an OBTAIN CALC).
2. Issue the FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET command.
3. Check the ERROR-STATUS field for the value 0307 (DB-END-OF-SET).
4. Perform the IDMS-STATUS routine if the DBMS returns a nonzero value other than 0307.

Example of Walking a Set

The program excerpt below shows the procedure for retrieving all member records in a set.

The program enters the database on the CALC-key field DEPT-ID-0410 and establishes currency on the DEPARTMENT
record. It then walks the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set until the DBMS returns an ERROR-STATUS of 0307 (DB-END-OF-SET).

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

01  SWITCHES.

   05 EOF-SW                  PIC X    VALUE 'N'.

      88 END-OF-FILE                   VALUE 'Y'.

PROCEDURE DIVISION.

         .

    READ DEPT-RECORD-IN

         AT END MOVE 'Y' TO EOF-SW.
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    PERFORM A300-GET-DEPT-SET THRU A300-EXIT

                       UNTIL EOF-SW = 'Y'.

    FINISH.

    GOBACK.

A300-GET-DEPT-SET.

    MOVE DEPT-ID-IN TO DEPT-ID-0410.

    OBTAIN CALC DEPARTMENT.

    IF DB-REC-NOT-FOUND

       DISPLAY 'DEPT: ' DEPT-ID-IN ' NOT FOUND'

       GO TO A300-GET-NEXT

    ELSE IF DB-STATUS-OK

       NEXT SENTENCE

    ELSE

       PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

    MOVE DEPT-NAME-0410 TO DEPT-NAME-OUT.

    PERFORM U0900-WRITE-LINE.

A300-SET-WALK.

*** RETRIEVE NEXT EMPLOYEE IN SET ***

    OBTAIN NEXT EMPLOYEE WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE.

*** CHECK FOR ERROR-STATUS = 0307 ***

    IF DB-END-OF-SET

      GO TO A300-GET-NEXT

*** CHECK FOR ERROR-STATUS = 0000 ***

    ELSE IF DB-STATUS-OK

      NEXT SENTENCE

      ELSE

        PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

    MOVE EMP-NAME-0415 TO EMP-NAME-OUT.

    MOVE EMP-ID-0415 TO EMP-ID-OUT.

    PERFORM U0900-WRITE-LINE.

    GO TO A300-SET-WALK.

A300-GET-NEXT.

    READ DEPT-RECORD-IN

         AT END MOVE 'Y' TO EOF-SW.

A300-EXIT.

    EXIT.

Accessing a Sorted Set

To access a record occurrence in a sorted set based on its sort key, use the FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET USING
SORT KEY statement. The elements that make up a sort key need not be adjacent to one another (that is, they can be
contiguous or noncontiguous).

To access a record that has either a single or a contiguous sort key, perform the following steps:

1. Establish the current of set for the specified set type.
2. Initialize the sort-key field of the database record in program variable storage with the sort-key value; for example:

MOVE 77 TO SORT-KEY-1.

3. Issue the FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET USING SORT KEY statement; for example:

OBTAIN RECORD-B WITHIN A-B USING SORT-KEY-1.

4. Check the ERROR-STATUS field for the value 0326 (DB-REC-NOT-FOUND).
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5. Perform the IDMS-STATUS routine if the DBMS returns a nonzero value other than 0326.

Sorted Set with a Noncontiguous Sort Key

To access a record that has a noncontiguous sort key, perform the following steps:

1. Establish a work field in program variable storage that consists of the record's multiple sort-key elements stored as
contiguous data items:

Subschema Record

 

02  RECORD-B.

    05 SORT-KEY-1                  PIC 9(2).

    05 NOT-A-KEY-1                 PIC X(8).

    05 SORT-KEY-2                  PIC 9(5).

    05 NOT-A-KEY-2                 PIC XXX.

    05 SORT-KEY-3                  PIC X(15).

    05 NOT-A-KEY-3                 PIC 9(5)V99.

 

Work Record

 

02  SORT-RECORD-B

    05 S-KEY-1                     PIC 9(2).

    05 S-KEY-2                     PIC 9(5).

    05 S-KEY-3                     PIC X(15).

2. Move the sort key values into the work record; for example:

MOVE 77           TO S-KEY-1.

MOVE 12345        TO S-KEY-2.

MOVE 'PROGRAMMER' TO S-KEY-3.

3. Establish the current of set for the specified set type.
4. Issue the FIND/OBTAIN statement, using the work record:

OBTAIN RECORD-B WITHIN A-B

                USING SORT-RECORD-B.

5. Check the ERROR-STATUS field for the value 0326 (DB-REC-NOT-FOUND).
6. Perform the IDMS-STATUS routine if the DBMS returns a nonzero value other than 0326.

'Batch programmers'. Sorted sets can be processed more efficiently by sorting the input transactions in the same order as
the set before program execution.

Example of Retrieval Using a Sort Key

The program excerpt below retrieves an EMPLOYEE record through its sort key.

This example retrieves insurance records for all specified employees. It enters the database through the EMP-NAME-NDX
set using the sort key, which is composed of the employee's last name and first name. This example eliminates the need
to initialize the sort key elements in the record by using the input file as the sort-control element.

DATA DIVISION.
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FILE SECTION.

FD  SORTED-EMP-FILE-IN.

01  INS-INQ-EMP-REC-IN.

    02  EMP-SORT-NAME.

      04  LAST-IN                 PIC X(15).

      04  FIRST-IN                PIC X(10).

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

01  SWITCHES.

   05 EOF-SW                  PIC X    VALUE 'N'.

      88 END-OF-FILE                   VALUE 'Y'.

PROCEDURE DIVISION.

         .

    READ INS-INQ-EMP-REC-IN

         AT END MOVE 'Y' TO EOF-SW.

    PERFORM A300-GET-EMP-NDX THRU A300-EXIT

                       UNTIL EOF-SW = 'Y'.

    FINISH.

    GOBACK.

A300-GET-EMP-NDX.

*** RETRIEVE EMPLOYEE USING SORT KEY ***

    OBTAIN EMPLOYEE WITHIN EMP-NAME-NDX

    USING EMP-SORT-NAME.

*** CHECK FOR ERROR-STATUS = 0326 ***

    IF DB-REC-NOT-FOUND

      THEN DISPLAY

     'EMPLOYEE ' INS-INQ-EMP-REC ' NOT FOUND'

    GO TO A300-GET-NEXT

*** CHECK FOR ERROR-STATUS = 0000 ***

    ELSE IF DB-STATUS-OK

      NEXT SENTENCE

      ELSE

        PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

    PERFORM A400-GET-INS-INFO.

A300-GET-NEXT.

    READ INS-INQ-EMP-REC-IN

         AT END MOVE 'Y' TO EOF-SW.

A300-EXIT.

    EXIT.

A400-GET-INS-INFO.

      *** RETRIEVE ALL INSURANCE CLAIM RECORDS THROUGH THE ***

      *** EMP-COVERAGE AND COVERAGE-CLAIMS SETS            ***

Sorted Set Considerations

You should be aware of the following considerations related to the processing of sorted sets:

• The selected record occurrence has a key value equal to the value of the sort-control element. If more than one
occurrence contains a sort key equal to the key value in variable storage, the first such record is selected.

• The search for the specified record begins with the owner of the current of set unless the CURRENT option is
specified. When CURRENT is specified, the search begins with the currencies already established for the specified
set.
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NOTE
If duplicates are allowed, iterative use of CURRENT continually returns the same occurrence; in this case,
use OBTAIN NEXT WITHIN SET.

• The search always proceeds in the next direction. The next of set is the member record with the next higher sort-key
value (next lower for descending sets) than the requested value; the prior of set is the member record with the next
lower value (higher for descending sets).

Generic Key Searches

If a member occurrence with the requested sort-key value is not found, the current of set is nullified but the next and prior
of set are maintained.

You can use this feature to perform generic key searches. For example, to retrieve all employees whose last names start
with the letter N or greater, you can establish the appropriate currency by issuing the following statements:

MOVE 'N              ' TO EMP-LAST-NAME-0415.

FIND EMPLOYEE WITHIN EMP-LNAME-NDX USING EMP-LAST-NAME-0415.

IF ERROR-STATUS = '0326'

   NEXT SENTENCE

ELSE

   PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

To return the first record containing the partial key value followed by characters other than blanks, you issue this
statement:

OBTAIN NEXT EMPLOYEE WITHIN EMP-LNAME-NDX.

Continue to issue this OBTAIN until all records within the range you want have been returned.

Example of Retrieving Occurrences of Sorted Sets

The figure below shows the currencies maintained by successful and unsuccessful retrieval within a sorted set.

Following successful retrieval within the A-B set, member occurrence 77 is established as current. Following unsuccessful
retrieval, a status of 0326 is returned and current of set is nullified, but the next and prior of set are maintained; this
enables you to continue accessing that set by using the FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET command.
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Performing an Area Sweep

To access a record occurrence based on its physical position within an area, perform the following steps to establish the
correct starting position:

1. Issue the FIND/OBTAIN FIRST/LAST/nth WITHIN area-name statement.
2. Check the ERROR-STATUS field for the value 0307 (DB-END-OF-SET).
3. Perform the IDMS-STATUS routine if a value other than 0307 is returned.

Accessing Subsequent Records

To retrieve subsequent record occurrences within an area, perform the following steps:

1. Issue the FIND/OBTAIN NEXT/PRIOR WITHIN area-name statement.
2. Check the ERROR-STATUS field for the value 0307 (DB-END-OF-SET).
3. Perform the IDMS-STATUS routine if a value other than 0307 is returned.

Relative Db-key Values

The first record occurrence in an area is the one with the lowest db-key; the last record has the highest db-key. The next
record occurrence in an area is the one with the next higher db-key relative to the current record of the named area; the
prior record is the one with the next lower db-key relative to the current of area.

Accessing Multiple Record Types

When accessing multiple records types while sweeping an area, be sure that the correct record occurrence is current of
area before issuing the next FIND...WITHIN AREA. The easiest way to do this is by issuing the FIND CURRENT record-
name statement each time before reissuing the OBTAIN NEXT WITHIN AREA statement. Failure to reestablish area
currency ca CAuse your program to loop or skip records during retrieval.

The figure below shows retrieval of records within an area that contains multiple record types.

In this example, a sweep of the EMP-DEMO-REGION is performed, retrieving sequentially each EMPLOYEE record and
all records in the associated EMPLOYEE-EXPERTISE set. The first command retrieves EMPLOYEE 119. Subsequent
OBTAIN WITHIN SET statements retrieve the associated EXPERTISE records and establish currency on EXPERTISE
03. The FIND CURRENT statement is used to reestablish the proper position before retrieving EMPLOYEE 48. If FIND
CURRENT EMPLOYEE is not specified, an attempt to retrieve the next EMPLOYEE record in the area would return
EMPLOYEE 23.
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Area Sweep of the EMP-DEMO-REGION

The program excerpt below shows a program that sequentially retrieves all occurrences of the EMPLOYEE record in the
EMP-DEMO-REGION, as well as, the first EMPOSITION record in the employee's EMP-EMPOSITION set.

 A000-MAIN-LINE.
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       .

 A400-GET-FIRST.

*** RETRIEVE FIRST EMPLOYEE IN AREA ***

    OBTAIN FIRST EMPLOYEE WITHIN EMP-DEMO-REGION.

*** CHECK FOR ERROR-STATUS = 0307 ***

     IF DB-END-OF-SET

        DISPLAY 'AREA EMPTY'

        FINISH

        GOBACK

     ELSE IF DB-STATUS-OK

        PERFORM A400-AREA-LOOP THRU A400-EXIT

             UNTIL DB-END-OF-SET

     ELSE

        PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

     FINISH.

     GOBACK.

 A400-AREA-LOOP.

     DISPLAY 'EMPLOYEE: ' EMP-ID-0415

             'FIRST NAME: ' EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415

             'LAST NAME:  ' EMP-LAST-NAME-0415.

*** RETRIEVE NEXT EMPLOYEE IN AREA ***

 A400-NEXT-EMPLOYEE

     FIND CURRENT EMPLOYEE

     PERFORM IDMS-STATUS

     OBTAIN NEXT EMPLOYEE WITHIN EMP-DEMO-REGION.

*** CHECK FOR ERROR-STATUS = 0307 ***

     IF DB-END-OF-SET

        GO TO A400-EXIT

     ELSE IF DB-STATUS-OK

        NEXT SENTENCE

        ELSE

          PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 A400-EXIT.

     EXIT.

Accessing Owner Records

To access the owner record of the current record of set, perform the following steps:

1. Establish the current of set for the specified set type (for example, by issuing an OBTAIN CALC).
2. If the set is defined with either the optional or the manual set membership option, issue the IF MEMBER statement to

determine set membership status.
3. Issue the FIND/OBTAIN OWNER command.
4. Perform the IDMS-STATUS routine if the DBMS returns a nonzero value.

How FIND/OBTAIN OWNER Works

FIND/OBTAIN OWNER uses the current of set and locates the owner of that set occurrence.

Checking for Set Membership

Since an optional member may have been disconnected from the set and a manual member may never have been
connected to the set, you cannot assume that such a record is actually connected to an occurrence of the set. Failure
to check membership may result in obtaining the owner of another record, the one that is the current of set. If a member
record is declared with either the optional or the manual set membership option, you should use the IF statement
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(explained in Checking for Set Membership) to determine whether the current record is presently connected to the
specified set before issuing the FIND/OBTAIN OWNER command.

OWNER Retrieval in Optional or Manual Sets

The program excerpt and the figure below illustrate OWNER retrieval for sets with either the optional or the manual
membership option. Records defined to sets with either the optional or the manual option may not be connected to a set
occurrence; you can use the DML IF statement to test for set membership.

Owner Retrieval for Mandatory Automatic Sets

A member record declared as a mandatory automatic member of a set must be connected to an owner record. Such
records are connected to a set occurrence when they are stored and cannot be disconnected. Therefore, you need not
test for set membership prior to obtaining the set owner. The following program excerpt and figure illustrate OWNER
retrieval for mandatory automatic sets.
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Accessing a Record by Its db-key

The DBMS assigns a db-key to each record occurrence in the database. This key identifies the database page and
line number where the record is located. The db-key can be qualified by record type or page information to ensure
that it identifies a unique record occurrence. While always allowed, qualification is necessary only under the following
circumstances:

• the subschema includes areas with different page information values
• the page information associated with the current of run unit is different than that of the record to be retrieved

For more information about qualifying db-keys, see DB-Keys and Page Information.

Steps to Access a Record by its Db-key
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To access a record directly by using its db-key, perform the following steps:

1. Save the db-key of the record to be retrieved in a field defined as a binary fullword (COBOL PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC).
Optionally save its record type or page information to use to qualify the db-key. For more information, see Saving a db-
key.

2. Perform processing as required.
3. Issue the FIND/OBTAIN DB-KEY command using the saved db-key and qualifying information.
4. Perform the IDMS-STATUS routine if the DBMS returns a nonzero value.

When to Use Access by Db-key

Using a record's db-key provides for the most efficient form of database retrieval. For example, if you know that your
program will need to use a record more than once, it is best to save the record's db-key and reaccess the record by using
FIND/OBTAIN DB-KEY. Any subschema record can be accessed by its db-key, regardless of location mode. Currency is
not used to determine the target record of the FIND/OBTAIN DB-KEY statement; the record is identified by its db-key and,
optionally, by its record type or page information.

'Native VSAM users'. The FIND/OBTAIN DB-KEY statement cannot be used to access records in a native VSAM key-
sequenced data set (KSDS).

Example of Record Access by Db-key and Page-info

The program excerpt below shows using a db-key and page-info to reestablish currency.

NOTE
This application walks the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set, printing a report of all employees and their managers. After
accessing the manager's EMPLOYEE record, the FIND DB-KEY statement is used to reestablish the correct
EMPLOYEE record as current of the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set.

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

01  SAVED-DBKEYS.

     05 SAVE-EMP-DBKEY         PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC.

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

        .

 A200-GET-EMP-MANAGER.

*** RETRIEVE EMPLOYEES SEQUENTIALLY WITHIN SET ***

     OBTAIN NEXT WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE.

*** CHECK FOR ERROR-STATUS = 0307 ***

     IF DB-END-OF-SET

        GO TO A200-EXIT

*** CHECK FOR ERROR-STATUS = 0000 ***

     ELSE IF DB-STATUS-OK

        NEXT SENTENCE

     ELSE

        PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

*** SAVE EMPLOYEES' DB-KEY ***

     MOVE DBKEY TO SAVE-EMP-DBKEY.

     PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

     MOVE EMP-ID-0415 TO EMP-ID-OUT.

     MOVE EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 TO EMP-FIRST-OUT.

     MOVE EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 TO EMP-LAST-OUT.

     IF REPORTS-TO IS EMPTY

        DISPLAY 'EMPLOYEE ' EMP-ID-0415 'HAS NO MANAGER'

        GO TO A200-EXIT.

     FIND FIRST WITHIN REPORTS-TO.
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     PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

*** ACCESS MANAGER'S EMPLOYEE RECORD ***

     OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN MANAGES.

     PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

     MOVE EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 TO MANAGER-FIRST-OUT.

     MOVE EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 TO MANAGER-LAST-OUT.

*** REESTABLISH EMPLOYEE CURRENCY TO       ***

*** CONTINUE WALKING THE DEPT-EMPLOYEE SET ***

     FIND EMPLOYEE DB-KEY IS SAVE-EMP-DBKEY.

     PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 A200-EXIT.

     EXIT.

Example of Record Access by Db-key and Page-info

The program excerpt below shows using a db-key and page-info to reestablish currency.

NOTE
Use this coding technique when the subschema includes areas that have mixed page groups.

This application walks the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set, printing a report of all employees and their managers. After accessing
the manager's EMPLOYEE record, the FIND DB-KEY statement is used to reestablish the correct EMPLOYEE record as
current of the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set.

 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 01  SAVED-DBKEY-PAGEINFO.

     05 SAVE-EMP-DBKEY         PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC.

     05 SAVE-EMP-PAGEINFO      PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC.

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

        .

 A200-GET-EMP-MANAGER.

*** RETRIEVE EMPLOYEES SEQUENTIALLY WITHIN SET ***

     OBTAIN NEXT WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE.

*** CHECK FOR ERROR-STATUS = 0307 ***

     IF DB-END-OF-SET

        GO TO A200-EXIT

*** CHECK FOR ERROR-STATUS = 0000 ***

     ELSE IF DB-STATUS-OK

        NEXT SENTENCE

     ELSE

        PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

*** SAVE EMPLOYEES' DB-KEY and PAGE-INFO ***

     MOVE DBKEY TO SAVE-EMP-DBKEY.

     MOVE PAGE-INFO TO SAVE-EMP-PAGEINFO.

     PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

     MOVE EMP-ID-0415 TO EMP-ID-OUT.

     MOVE EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 TO EMP-FIRST-OUT.

     MOVE EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 TO EMP-LAST-OUT.

     IF REPORTS-TO IS EMPTY

        DISPLAY 'EMPLOYEE ' EMP-ID-0415 'HAS NO MANAGER'

        GO TO A200-EXIT.

     FIND FIRST WITHIN REPORTS-TO.

     PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

*** ACCESS MANAGER'S EMPLOYEE RECORD ***
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     OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN MANAGES.

     PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

     MOVE EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 TO MANAGER-FIRST-OUT.

     MOVE EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 TO MANAGER-LAST-OUT.

*** REESTABLISH EMPLOYEE CURRENCY TO       ***

*** CONTINUE WALKING THE DEPT-EMPLOYEE SET ***

     FIND DB-KEY IS SAVE-EMP-DBKEY PAGE-INFO SAVE-EMP-PAGEINFO.

     PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 A200-EXIT.

     EXIT.

Accessing Indexed Records

Indexes provide an efficient means of accessing member record occurrences. You can retrieve member records in
indexed sets as if they were member records in nonindexed sets.

The table below lists the retrieval statements that you can use with indexed records.

Retrieval statement Restrictions
FIND/OBTAIN CURRENT WITHIN SET
FIND/OBTAIN RECORD WITHIN SET
FIND/OBTAIN USING SORT KEY Sorted indexed sets only
FIND/OBTAIN OWNER OBTAIN not allowed for system-owned indexes
RETURN Db-key and symbolic key only

Example of Accessing an Indexed Record

The program excerpt below shows retrieval of all records in the EMP-NAME-NDX (a system-owned indexed set).

The EMP-NAME-NDX set is sorted in ascending order on EMP-LAST-NAME and EMP-FIRST-NAME; this program
produces an alphabetical list of all employees.

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

 A000-MAIN-LINE.

 .

 .

 .

        MOVE 'Y' to FIRST-TIME-SW.

        PERFORM A000-GET-NDX-SET THRU A000-EXIT

             UNTIL DB-END-OF-SET.

        PERFORM END-PROCESSING.

        GOBACK.

 

 A000-GET-NDX-SET.

*** SEQUENTIALLY RETRIEVE EMPLOYEES INDEXED BY LAST NAME ***

   IF FIRST-TIME-SW = 'Y'

     MOVE 'N' TO FIRST-TIME-SW

     OBTAIN FIRST EMPLOYEE WITHIN EMP-NAME-NDX

   ELSE

     OBTAIN NEXT EMPLOYEE WITHIN EMP-NAME-NDX.

*** CHECK FOR ERROR-STATUS = 0307 ***

   IF DB-END-OF-SET
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     GO TO A000-EXIT

*** CHECK FOR ERROR-STATUS = 0000 ***

   ELSE IF DB-STATUS-OK

     NEXT SENTENCE

     ELSE

       PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

       DISPLAY EMP-ID-0415

             EMP-LAST-NAME-0415

             EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415.

 A000-EXIT.

     EXIT.

Retrieving the Key without the Record

To retrieve the db-key and symbolic key of an indexed record without retrieving the record itself, perform the following
steps:

1. Initialize variable storage fields, as required.
2. Issue the RETURN statement.
3. If you are issuing the RETURN statement iteratively, check for an ERROR-STATUS of 1707; if you are doing a keyed

search, check for an ERROR-STATUS of 1726.
4. Perform the IDMS-STATUS routine if 1726, 1707, or 0000 is not returned.

Using the RETURN Statement

The RETURN statement establishes currency in the indexed set and moves the record's symbolic key into the data fields
within the record in program variable storage. Alternatively, you can move the record's symbolic key into some other
specified variable-storage location.

Example of Using RETURN

The program excerpt below uses the RETURN statement to establish indexed set currency.

This program establishes currency in the EMP-NAME-NDX set by using the RETURN statement to perform a generic-key
search. It checks for the ERROR-STATUS 1726 (record not found), and retrieves all employees whose last name begins
with the letter N or greater.

 DATA DIVISION.

 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 01  INDEX-ITEMS.

     03 DB-KEY-V          PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC.

     03 INDEX-START-POINT PIC X(30)   VALUE 'N'.

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

 A000-MAIN-LINE.

 .

 .

 .

  MOVE INDEX-START-POINT TO INDEX-KEY-VALUE.

  RETURN DB-KEY-V FROM EMP-NAME-NDX

  USING INDEX-START-POINT.

*** IF NO MATCHING EMPLOYEE, OBTAIN NEXT IN SET ***

  IF ERROR-STATUS = '1726' THEN

     OBTAIN NEXT EMPLOYEE WITHIN EMP-NAME-NDX.

  IF DB-STATUS-OK

     NEXT SENTENCE

  ELSE
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     PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

     PERFORM A000-GET-NDX-SET THRU A000-EXIT

          UNTIL DB-END-OF-SET.

     FINISH.

     GOBACK.

 A000-GET-NDX-SET.

     DISPLAY  EMP-ID-0415

              EMP-LAST-NAME-0415

              EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415.

     OBTAIN NEXT EMPLOYEE WITHIN EMP-NAME-NDX.

*** CHECK FOR ERROR-STATUS = 0307 ***

     IF DB-END-OF-SET

        GO TO A000-EXIT

*** CHECK FOR ERROR-STATUS = 0000 ***

     ELSE IF DB-STATUS-OK

        NEXT SENTENCE

     ELSE

        PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 A000-EXIT.

     EXIT.

Saving db-key, Page Information, and Bind Addresses
Retrieving a record by using its db-key is the most efficient form of retrieval. If you know that you will use a record
later in your program, you should save its db-key in order to reaccess the record by using db-key retrieval. In certain
circumstances a db-key used to access a record may require qualification by record type or page information. You can
save page information when saving a db-key or by issuing a DML request.

For information about direct access to a record, see Accessing a Record by Its db-key.

For more information about qualifying db-keys, see DB-Keys and Page Information.

ACCEPT statements (also called save statements) transfer db-keys, page information, and storage-addresses from the
DBMS to program variable storage. These statements are an efficient means of obtaining information at run time because
they usually cause no database I/O.

Saving a db-key, page information and a bind address are explained below.

This article describes the following information:

Saving a db-key

You can retrieve a db-key using one of these methods:

• Accepting the db-key of a current record. You can retrieve the db-key of the record that is current of run unit, record
type, set, or area using the ACCEPT DB-KEY FROM CURRENCY statement.

NOTE
You can also retrieve the db-key of the record that is current of run unit from the DBKEY field of the IDMS
communications block. You can retrieve its page information from the PAGE-INFO field of the IDMS
communications block.

• Accepting a db-key relative to the current record. You can use an ACCEPT DB-KEY RELATIVE TO CURRENCY
statement to retrieve the db-key of the NEXT, PRIOR, or OWNER record relative to the current record of set.

Steps in Saving a db-key
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To save a db-key, perform the following steps:

1. Establish the appropriate currency for the required record.
2. Perform one of the following steps:

– If the required record is current of run unit, move the DBKEY field in the IDMS communications block to a
variable storage field defined as a binary fullword (COBOL PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC).

– If the required record is not current of run unit, issue either the ACCEPT DBKEY FROM CURRENCY or the
ACCEPT DBKEY RELATIVE TO CURRENCY statement, storing the saved db-key in a variable storage field
defined as a binary fullword (COBOL PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC).

3. Perform the IDMS-STATUS routine if the DBMS returns a nonzero value.

WARNING
You should not save db-keys or page information outside of the program because these values can change if
the database is unloaded and reloaded, if record occurrences are erased or if an area is assigned to a different
page group.

Example of Using db-keys

The program excerpt below shows a program that compares db-keys. The first db-key is acquired from the IDMS
communications block, the second by using an ACCEPT DB-KEY statement.

This application compares the db-key of each JOB record with JOB owner db-keys in EMPOSITION records in the JOB-
EMPOSITION set. When the db-keys match, the program accesses the EMPOSITION information by issuing a GET
statement.

 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 01  JOB-DBKEY          PIC S9(8)  COMP.

 01  MATCH-DBKEY        PIC S9(8)  COMP.

 .

 .

 .

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

 .

 .

 .

     PERFORM A100-GET-EMP-JOB THRU A100-EXIT

          UNTIL END-OF-FILE.

 .

 .

 .

 A100-GET-EMP-JOB.

     MOVE GETEMP-ID-IN TO EMP-ID-0415.

     OBTAIN CALC EMPLOYEE.

*** CHECK FOR ERROR-STATUS = 0326 ***

     IF DB-REC-NOT-FOUND

        DISPLAY 'EMP NOT FOUND: ' GETEMP-ID-IN

        GO TO A100-GET-NEXT

*** CHECK FOR ERROR-STATUS = 0000 ***

     ELSE IF DB-STATUS-OK

        NEXT SENTENCE

     ELSE

        PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

     MOVE GETJOB-ID-IN TO JOB-ID-0440.

     OBTAIN CALC JOB.
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*** CHECK FOR ERROR-STATUS = 0326 ***

     IF DB-REC-NOT-FOUND

        DISPLAY 'JOB NOT FOUND: ' GETJOB-ID-IN

        GO TO A100-GET-NEXT

*** CHECK FOR ERROR-STATUS = 0000 ***

     ELSE IF DB-STATUS-OK

        NEXT SENTENCE

     ELSE

        PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

*** SAVE JOB DB-KEY ***

     MOVE DBKEY TO JOB-DBKEY.

     IF EMP-EMPOSITION IS EMPTY

        DISPLAY 'EMP-EMPOSITION IS EMPTY FOR: ' GETEMP-ID-IN

        GO TO A100-GET-NEXT

     ELSE

        PERFORM A200-LOOP THRU A200-EXIT.

 A100-GET-NEXT.

     READ GET-FILE-IN AT END MOVE 'Y' TO EOF-SW.

 A100-EXIT.

     EXIT.

 A200-LOOP.

     FIND NEXT WITHIN EMP-EMPOSITION.

*** CHECK FOR ERROR-STATUS = 0307 ***

     IF DB-END-OF-SET

        GO TO A200-EXIT

*** CHECK FOR ERROR-STATUS = 0000 ***

     ELSE IF DB-STATUS-OK

        NEXT SENTENCE

     ELSE

        PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

*** ACCESS DB-KEY OF OWNER IN JOB-EMPOSITION SET ***

     ACCEPT MATCH-DBKEY FROM JOB-EMPOSITION

     OWNER CURRENCY.

     IF DB-STATUS-OK

        NEXT SENTENCE

     ELSE

        PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

*** IF DB-KEYS ARE NOT EQUAL, LOOP AND TRY AGAIN ***

     IF JOB-DBKEY NOT = MATCH-DBKEY

     THEN

        GO TO A200-LOOP

     ELSE

        NEXT SENTENCE.

*** IF DB-KEYS ARE EQUAL, ACCESS THE EMPOSITION DATA ***

     GET EMPOSITION.

     IF NOT DB-STATUS-OK

       PERFORM IDMS-STATUS

     ELSE NEXT SENTENCE.

     PERFORM A300-PRINT-DATA.

 A200-EXIT.

     EXIT.

 .

 .
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 .

Inferring Information

For indexed sets and chained sets with prior pointers, the ACCEPT DB-KEY RELATIVE TO CURRENCY statement can
also be used to infer information, as shown in the program excerpt below.

This application erases all DEPARTMENT records that contain less than two EMPLOYEE records. The first ACCEPT
statement tests for zero EMPLOYEE records; the second ACCEPT statement tests for one.

 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 01  SAVED-DBKEYS.

     05 NEXT-DEPT-EMP-DBKEY     PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC.

     05 PRIOR-DEPT-EMP-DBKEY    PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC.

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

 A100-LEAN-AND-FAST.

     OBTAIN FIRST DEPARTMENT WITHIN ORG-DEMO-REGION.

*** CHECK FOR ERROR-STATUS = 0307 ***

     IF DB-END-OF-SET THEN

        GO TO EMPTY-AREA

     ELSE

        PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

     PERFORM A200-ACCEPT-AND-TEST THRU A200-EXIT

                  UNTIL DB-END-OF-SET.

     FINISH.

     GOBACK.

 A200-ACCEPT-AND-TEST.

*** RETRIEVE NEXT DB-KEY ***

     ACCEPT NEXT-DEPT-EMP-DBKEY FROM

        DEPT-EMPLOYEE NEXT CURRENCY.

     PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

*** CHECK FOR EMPTY SET ***

*** IF DB-KEYS ARE THE SAME, THE SET IS EMPTY ***

     IF NEXT-DEPT-EMP-DBKEY = DBKEY THEN

        ERASE DEPARTMENT PERMANENT

        PERFORM IDMS-STATUS

        GO TO A200-GET-NEXT.

*** CHECK FOR ONE-MEMBER SET ***

     ACCEPT PRIOR-DEPT-EMP-DBKEY FROM

        DEPT-EMPLOYEE PRIOR CURRENCY.

     PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

*** IF DB-KEYS ARE THE SAME, THE SET HAS ONE MEMBER ***

     IF NEXT-DEPT-EMP-DBKEY =

        PRIOR-DEPT-EMP-DBKEY THEN

        ERASE DEPARTMENT PERMANENT

        PERFORM IDMS-STATUS

        GO TO A200-GET-NEXT

     ELSE

       GO TO A200-GET-NEXT.

 A200-GET-NEXT.

     OBTAIN NEXT DEPARTMENT WITHIN ORG-DEMO-REGION.

*** CHECK FOR ERROR-STATUS = 0307 ***

     IF DB-END-OF-SET THEN

        GO TO A200-EXIT
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     ELSE

        PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 A200-EXIT.

     EXIT.

Saving Page Information

You can retrieve page information using one of these methods:

• Moving the page information of the record that is current of run unit from the PAGE-INFO field of the IDMS
communications block.

• Accepting page information for a record type by using an ACCEPT PAGE-INFO statement.

Steps in Saving Page Information

To save page information, perform the following steps:

1. If the required record is current of run unit, move the PAGE-INFO field of the IDMS communications block to a variable
storage field.

2. If you know the record type for which page information is desired:
– Issue the ACCEPT PAGE-INFO statement, storing the output in a variable storage field.
– Perform the IDMS-STATUS routine if the DBMS returns a nonzero value.

The variable storage field used to hold page information can either be defined as a binary fullword field (COBOL PIC
S9(8) COMP SYNC) or as a group item consisting of two contiguous binary halfwords. In COBOL this might look as:

01 <group-field-name>.

   02 <page-group-field-name>  PIC S9(4) COMP SYNC.

   02 <dbkey-radix-field-name> PIC S9(4) COMP SYNC.

The latter definition enables the components of the page information to be accessed independently.

WARNING
You should not save page information outside of the program because the value can change if the database is
unloaded and reloaded or if an area is assigned to a different page group.

Example of Using Page Information

The following example retrieves the page information for the DEPARTMENT record and uses the db-key radix to separate
a db-key's page and line numbers.

Saving a Record's BIND Address

To access a database record from a subprogram, you may need to know its storage address. You can use the ACCEPT
BIND ADDRESS statement to acquire the storage address of a record that was bound in the calling program.

Because the ACCEPT BIND ADDRESS statement returns a storage address, it is typically used with subroutines.

For more information on the ACCEPT BIND ADDRESS statement, see the language-specific IDMS DML Reference
section.

Checking for Set Membership
When accessing the database, you may find it necessary to obtain information about an owner or member record's set-
membership status. To obtain set-specific information for a record occurrence, use the IF statement. By using the IF
statement, you can determine:
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• If the current occurrence of a specified set contains any member record occurrences (Is it empty?)
• If the current record of run unit participates as a member in a specified set defined with either the optional or the

manual set membership option (Is it currently connected to an occurrence of the specified set?)

Each IF statement contains a conditional phrase and an imperative statement that specifies further action based on the
outcome of the evaluation.

'Native VSAM users'. The IF statement is not allowed for sets defined with member records that are stored in native
VSAM data sets.

Use of the IF EMPTY statement and the IF MEMBER statement are discussed below.

This article describes the following information:

Using the IF EMPTY Statement

After you have retrieved the owner record in a set, you can issue the IF EMPTY statement to determine if the set owns
any member record occurrences. This allows you to control processing based on whether the set is empty.

Steps in Determining if a Set Is Empty

To determine if a set is empty, perform the following steps:

1. Establish currency for the set.
2. Issue the IF EMPTY statement.
3. Perform further processing as specified.

NOTE
If the set contains a member record, the first record in the set is always accessed during the processing of an IF
EMPTY DML statement, in order to determine whether or not it is logically deleted. This can result in additional I/
Os particularly if the member records are not stored VIA the set being tested.

How to Avoid an OBTAIN

You can also use the IF EMPTY statement to eliminate the need for using an OBTAIN FIRST WITHIN SET statement to
walk a set, as illustrated in the program excerpt below.

Because the IF EMPTY statement determines that the set is not empty, you can be assured that the program can read at
least one EMPLOYEE record before an ERROR-STATUS of 0307 (DB-END-OF-SET) is returned.

 .

 .

 .

    IF DEPT-EMPLOYEE IS EMPTY

        MOVE NO-EMP-MESSAGE TO TITLE-OUT

    ELSE

        PERFORM A100-DEPT-EMP-WALK THRU A100-EXIT

            UNTIL DB-END-OF-SET.

A100-DEPT-EMP-WALK.

    OBTAIN NEXT WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE.

 .

 .

 .
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Using the IF MEMBER Statement

If the current record of run unit participates as a member in a set defined with either the optional or the manual set
membership option, you cannot assume that that record occurrence is also current of set. For example, an optional record
may never have been connected to the set, or a manual record may have been disconnected from the set.

For more information about optional and manual set membership, see Set Membership Options in the Sets topic.

Failure to Test for Set Membership

The figure below shows the invalid conclusion that can result from not testing for set membership.

Since EMPLOYEE 480 is not currently connected to an occurrence of the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set, the OBTAIN
OWNER statement retrieves the owner of the current record of set (OFFICE 3). This leads to the invalid assumption that
EMPLOYEE 480 works in OFFICE 3.

                          R. U.       Record            Set         Area

                          curr.     currencies      currencies    currencies

                         ┌─────┐┌─────┬─────┬─────┐┌─────┬─────┐┌─────┬─────┐

                         │  R  ││  D  │  E  │  O  ││  D  │  O  ││  O  │  E  │

                         │  U  ││  E  │  M  │  F  ││  E  │  F  ││  R  │  M  │
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                         │  N  ││  P  │  P  │  F  ││  P  │  F  ││  G  │  P  │

                         │     ││  A  │  L  │  I  ││  T  │  I  ││  -  │  -  │

                         │  U  ││  R  │  O  │  C  ││  -  │  C  ││  D  │  D  │

                         │  N  ││  T  │  Y  │  E  ││  E  │  E  ││  E  │  E  │

                         │  I  ││  M  │  E  │     ││  M  │  -  ││  M  │  M  │

                         │  T  ││  E  │  E  │     ││  P  │  E  ││  O  │  O  │

                         │     ││  N  │     │     ││  L  │  M  ││  -  │  -  │

                         │     ││  T  │     │     ││  O  │  P  ││  R  │  R  │

                         │     ││     │     │     ││  Y  │  L  ││  E  │  E  │

                         │     ││     │     │     ││  E  │  O  ││  G  │  G  │

                         │     ││     │     │     ││  E  │  Y  ││  I  │  I  │

                         │     ││     │     │     ││     │  E  ││  O  │  O  │

                         │     ││     │     │     ││     │  E  ││  N  │  N  │

                         │     ││     │     │     ││     │     ││     │     │

┌────────────────────────┼─────┼┼─────┼─────┼─────┼┼─────┼─────┼┼─────┼─────┤

│PREVIOUSLY ESTABLISHED  │5200 ││5200 │ 477 │  3  ││5200 │ 477 ││ 477 │ 5200│

│CURRENCIES              │     ││     │     │     ││     │     ││     │     │

├────────────────────────┼─────┼┼─────┼─────┼─────┼┼─────┼─────┼┼─────┼─────┤

│OBTAIN FIRST WITHIN     │ 480 ││5200 │ 480 │  3  ││ 480 │ 477 ││ 480 │ 5200│

│DEPT-EMPLOYEE.          │     ││     │     │     ││     │     ││     │     │

├────────────────────────┼─────┼┼─────┼─────┼─────┼┼─────┼─────┼┼─────┼─────┤

│OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN     │  3  ││5200 │ 480 │  3  ││ 480 │  3  ││ 480 │  3  │

│OFFICE-EMPLOYEE.        │     ││     │     │     ││     │     ││     │     │

└────────────────────────┴─────┴┴─────┴─────┴─────┴┴─────┴─────┴┴─────┴─────┘

Steps in Testing for Set Membership

You can issue the IF MEMBER statement to ensure that a record occurrence currently participates as a member of a
specified set.

To determine if a record participates as a member in a set, perform the following steps:

1. Establish run unit currency for the specified member record.
2. Issue the IF MEMBER statement.
3. Perform further processing, as specified

The program excerpt below uses the IF EMPTY and the IF MEMBER statements to facilitate database navigation.

The IF EMPTY statement determines if the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set is empty; the IF MEMBER statement determines
whether the current of run unit (EMPLOYEE) participates as a member in the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set.

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

 .

 .

 .

 A100-EMP-DEPT-OFF.

     MOVE DEPT-ID-IN TO DEPT-ID-0410.

     OBTAIN CALC DEPARTMENT

     IF DB-REC-NOT-FOUND

        GO TO GET-NEXT

     ELSE IF DB-STATUS-OK

        NEXT SENTENCE

     ELSE

        PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

*** TEST TO SEE IF SET IS EMPTY ***
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     IF DEPT-EMPLOYEE IS EMPTY

        MOVE NO-EMP-MESSAGE TO TITLE-OUT

     ELSE

        PERFORM A100-WALK THRU A100-EXIT

        UNTIL DB-END-OF-SET.

 A100-WALK.

     OBTAIN NEXT WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE.

*** CHECK FOR ERROR-STATUS = 0307 ***

     IF DB-END-OF-SET

        GO TO A100-EXIT

     ELSE IF DB-STATUS-OK

        NEXT SENTENCE

     ELSE

        PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

*** TEST TO SEE IF EMPLOYEE IS CURRENTLY CONNECTED TO THE SET ***

     IF NOT OFFICE-EMPLOYEE MEMBER

        MOVE NO-OFF-MESSAGE TO TITLE-OUT

     ELSE

        OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN OFFICE-EMPLOYEE

        PERFORM IDMS-STATUS

        MOVE OFFICE-ADDRESS-0450 TO ADDRESS-OUT.

     PERFORM U100-PRINT.

  A100-EXIT.

     EXIT.

Updating the Database
DML modification statements update record occurrences in the database. By using these statements, which are discussed
separately on the following pages, you can:

• Store a new record occurrence in the database
• Modify the contents of an existing record
• Erase a record from the database
• Connect a member record to a set
• Disconnect a member record from a set

This article describes the following information:

Storing Records

To add a record occurrence to the database, perform the following steps:

1. Specify a subschema that includes:
– All sets in which the stored record is defined as an automatic member
– The owner record of each of the required automatic sets

NOTE
Sets for which the stored record is defined as a manual member need not be defined in the subschema
because the STORE statement does not access those sets. (An automatic member is connected
automatically to the selected set occurrence when the record is stored; a manual member is not connected
automatically to the selected set occurrence.)

2. Ready all affected areas in one of the update usage modes (for more information, see Area Usage Modes).
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Areas should be readied whether they are affected explicitly or implicitly (for example, as owner of a mandatory
automatic set whose members are being stored).

3. Initialize the following variable storage fields:
– All CALC, index, sort-key, and data fields
– If the record being stored has a location mode of DIRECT, initialize the contents of the DIRECT-DBKEY field in the

IDMS communications block with a suggested db-key value or a null db-key value of -1.
– If the record is to be stored in a native VSAM relative-record data set (RRDS), initialize the contents of the DIRECT-

DBKEY field with the relative record number that represents the location within the data set where the record is to
be stored.

4. Establish currency for all set occurrences in which the stored record will participate as an automatic member.
Depending on the set order, the stored record occurrence is positioned as follows:
– If the named record is defined as a member of a set that is ordered FIRST or LAST, the record that is current

of set establishes the set occurrence to which the new record will be connected.
– If the named record is defined as a member of a set that is ordered NEXT or PRIOR, the record that is current

of set establishes the set occurrence into which the new record will be connected and determines its position within
the set.

– If the named record is defined as a member of a sorted set, the record that is current of set establishes the set
occurrence into which the new record will be connected. The DBMS compares the sort key of the new record with
the sort key of the current record of set to determine if the new record can be inserted into the set by movement
in the next direction. If it can, the current of set remains positioned at the record that is current of set and the
new record is inserted. If it cannot, the DBMS finds the owner of the current of set (not necessarily the current
occurrence of the owner record type) and moves as far forward in the next direction as is necessary to determine
the logical insertion point for the new record.

If the record being stored has a location mode of VIA, currency must be established for that VIA set, regardless of
whether the record being stored is an automatic or manual member of that set. Current of the VIA set provides the
suggested page for the record being stored.

5. Issue the STORE command.
6. Perform the IDMS-STATUS routine if the DBMS returns a nonzero value.

What STORE Does

STORE performs the following functions:

• Acquires space and assigns a database key for a new record occurrence in the database
• Transfers the value of the appropriate elements from program variable storage to the space acquired for the record

occurrence in the database
• Connects the new record occurrence to all sets for which it is defined as an automatic member

The program excerpt below shows storing records in the database.

The program establishes the proper DEPARTMENT and OFFICE currencies and stores the new EMPLOYEE record.

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

          .

     READ NEW-EMP-FILE-IN.

          AT END MOVE 'Y' TO EOF-SW.

     PERFORM A300-STORE-EMP THRU A300-EXIT

                        UNTIL END-OF-FILE.

     FINISH.

     GOBACK.

 A300-STORE-EMP.

     MOVE DEPT-ID-IN TO DEPT-ID-0410.

*** ESTABLISH CORRECT DEPARTMENT CURRENCY ***
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     FIND CALC DEPARTMENT.

*** CHECK FOR ERROR-STATUS = 0326 ***

     IF DB-REC-NOT-FOUND

        THEN DISPLAY

        'DEPARTMENT ' DEPT-ID-IN ' NOT FOUND'

        'FOR NEW EMPLOYEE ID ' EMP-ID-IN

        GO TO A300-GET-NEXT

     ELSE IF DB-STATUS-OK

        NEXT SENTENCE

     ELSE

        PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

     MOVE OFFICE-CODE-IN TO OFFICE-CODE-0450.

*** ESTABLISH CORRECT OFFICE CURRENCY ***

     FIND CALC OFFICE.

*** CHECK FOR ERROR-STATUS = 0326 ***

     IF DB-REC-NOT-FOUND

        THEN DISPLAY

        'OFFICE ' OFFICE CODE-IN ' NOT FOUND'

        'FOR NEW EMPLOYEE ID ' NEW-EMP-ID

        GO TO A300-GET-NEXT

     ELSE IF DB-STATUS-OK

        NEXT SENTENCE

     ELSE

        PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

     PERFORM B300-INITIALIZE-EMPLOYEE.

*** STORE EMPLOYEE RECORD ***

     STORE EMPLOYEE.

     PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

     PERFORM U500-WRITE-NEW-EMP-REPORT.

 A300-GET-NEXT.

     READ NEW-EMP-FILE-IN

          AT END MOVE 'Y' TO EOF-SW.

 A300-EXIT.

     EXIT.

Modifying Records

To change a record occurrence in the database, perform the following steps:

1. Ready all affected areas in one of the update usage modes (for more information, see Area Usage Modes).
Areas should be readied whether they are affected explicitly or implicitly (for example, as owner or member of a set
whose members' sort keys are being modified).

2. Establish the specified record as current of run unit by issuing either a FIND or an OBTAIN statement.
3. Change the variable-storage fields of the record to be modified.

When using FIND, be sure to initialize all the appropriate values of the record to be modified. The best practice,
however, is to use the OBTAIN statement to ensure that all the elements in the modified record are present in variable
storage.

4. Issue the MODIFY command.
5. Perform the IDMS-STATUS routine if the DBMS returns a nonzero value.

CALC and Sort Key Considerations

The following special considerations apply to the modification of CALC- and sort-keys:
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• If modification of a CALC- or sort-key will violate a duplicates-not-allowed option, the record is not modified and an
error condition results.

• If a CALC-key is modified, successful execution of the MODIFY statement enables the record to be accessed on the
basis of its new CALC-key value. The db-key of the specified record is not changed.

• If a sort-key is to be modified, the sorted set in which the specified record participates must be included in the
subschema invoked by the program. A record occurrence that is a member of a set not defined in the subschema can
be modified only if the undefined set is not sorted.

• If any of the modified elements in the specified record are defined as sort keys for any set occurrence in which that
record is currently a member, the DBMS tests that set occurrence to ensure that set order is maintained. If necessary,
the DBMS disconnects the specified record and reconnects it in the set occurrence to maintain the set order specified
in the schema.

Native VSAM Considerations

The length of a record in an entry-sequenced data set (ESDS) cannot be changed even in the case of variable-length
records.

The prime key for a key-sequenced data set (KSDS) cannot be modified.

Example of Modifying Records

The program excerpt below modifies records in the database.

The program retrieves the specified EMPLOYEE record and modifies the address and phone number. This program
issues a COMMIT statement after every 100 updates. COMMIT releases all implicit exclusive locks and writes a
checkpoint to the journal file.

 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 01  COMMIT-COUNTER              PIC S9(4) COMP VALUE +0.

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

          .

     READ NEW-EMP-ADDRESS-FILE-IN.

          AT END MOVE 'Y' TO EOF-SW.

     PERFORM A300-CHANGE-ADDRESS THRU A300-EXIT

                        UNTIL END-OF-FILE.

     FINISH.

     GOBACK.

 A300-CHANGE-ADDRESS.

     MOVE EMP-ID-IN TO EMP-ID-0415.

*** RETRIEVE EMPLOYEE RECORD ***

     OBTAIN CALC EMPLOYEE.

*** CHECK FOR ERROR-STATUS = 0326 ***

     IF DB-REC-NOT-FOUND

        THEN DISPLAY

        'EMPLOYEE ' EMP-ID-IN ' NOT FOUND'

        GO TO A300-GET-NEXT

     ELSE IF DB-STATUS-OK

        NEXT SENTENCE

     ELSE

        PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

     PERFORM U500-WRITE-OLD-ADDRESS.

*** CHANGE DATA AND ISSUE THE MODIFY STATEMENT ***

     MOVE NEW-ADDRESS-IN TO EMP-ADDRESS-0415.

     MOVE NEW-PHONE-IN TO EMP-PHONE-0415.

     MODIFY EMPLOYEE.
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     PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

     ADD 1 TO COMMIT-COUNTER.

     IF COMMIT-COUNTER > 100 THEN

        COMMIT

        PERFORM IDMS-STATUS

        MOVE 0 TO COMMIT-COUNTER.

     PERFORM U0510-WRITE-NEW-ADDRESS.

 A300-GET-NEXT.

     READ NEW-EMP-ADDRESS-FILE-IN

          AT END MOVE 'Y' TO EOF-SW.

 A300-EXIT.

     EXIT.

Erasing Records

To delete a record occurrence from the database, perform the following steps:

1. Specify a subschema that includes the following:
– All sets in which the specified record participates as owner either directly or indirectly (for example, as owner of a

set with a member that is owner of another set)
– All member record types in the sets specified above

2. Ready all affected areas in one of the update usage modes (for more information, see Area Usage Modes).
Areas should be readied whether they are affected explicitly or implicitly (for example, as owner of a set whose
members are being erased).

3. Establish the specified record as current of run unit.
4. Issue the ERASE command.
5. Perform the IDMS-STATUS routine if the DBMS returns a nonzero value.

What ERASE Does

The ERASE statement performs the following functions:

• Disconnects the specified record from all set occurrences in which it participates as a member and logically or
physically deletes the record from the database

• Optionally erases all records that are mandatory members of set occurrences owned by the specified record
• Optionally disconnects or erases all records that are optional members of set occurrences owned by the specified

record

ERASE is a two-step procedure that first cancels the existing membership of the named record in specific set occurrences
and then releases for reuse the space occupied by the named record and its db-key. Erased records are unavailable for
further processing by any DML statement.

Currencies after an ERASE

Following successful execution of an ERASE statement:

• Currency is nullified for all record types involved in the erase, both explicitly and implicitly.
• Currency is preserved for run unit and area.
• Next, prior, and owner currencies are preserved for sets from which the last record occurrence was erased.

The preserved currencies enable you to retrieve the next or prior records within the area or the next, prior, or owner
records within a set in which the erased record participated.

ERASE Statement with No Options

To issue the ERASE statement with no options:
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• The record must be current of run unit.
• All sets in which the record participates as owner must be empty. (An error condition will result if this version of the

ERASE statement is attempted against an owner record that has any member occurrences).

In the illustration below, an ERASE TCHR statement with no options disconnects the shaded occurrence (SPIRO TUTUO)
from membership in the DEPT-TCHR set and then erases the record occurrences. This statement executes without
error because the TCHR-CLASS set owned by record occurrence SPIRO TUTUO is an empty set (he doesn't have any
classes).
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ERASE Options

You can qualify the ERASE statement with these options to specify how the ERASE statement affects member
occurrences:
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• PERMANENT
• SELECTIVE
• ALL

ERASE PERMANENT

ERASE PERMANENT erases the specified record and all mandatory member record occurrences owned by the specified
record. Optional member records are disconnected. If any of the erased mandatory members are themselves the owners
of any set occurrences, they are erased as if they were directly the object record of an ERASE PERMANENT statement
(that is, all mandatory members of such sets are also erased). This process continues until all direct and indirect members
have been processed.

In the illustration below, currency has been set on the FOREIGN LANGUAGES occurrence of the DEPT record, and an
ERASE DEPT PERMANENT statement has been issued. All subjects are erased because they are mandatory members
of the DEPT-SUBJ set. All classes are also erased because they are mandatory members of the SUBJ-CLASS set.
However, since membership in DEPT-TCHR is optional, members of the set owned by FOREIGN LANGUAGES are
disconnected, not erased.
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ERASE SELECTIVE

ERASE SELECTIVE erases the specified record and all mandatory member record occurrences owned by the specified
record. Optional member records are erased if they do not currently participate as members in other set occurrences. All
erased member records that are themselves the owners of any set occurrences are treated as if they were the object of
an ERASE SELECTIVE statement.
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In the illustration below, currency has been set on the WON HAN occurrence of the TCHR record, and an ERASE TCHR
SELECTIVE statement has been issued. Since WON HAN was the owner of two occurrences of the TCHR-CLASS set,
an ERASE statement without an option would fail. The SELECTIVE option prevents these occurrences from being erased
because they currently participate in another set (SUBJ-CLASS). This means, in effect, that the department still offers the
classes even though the teacher is gone.
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ERASE ALL

ERASE ALL erases the specified record and all mandatory and optional member record occurrences owned by the
specified record. All erased member records that are themselves the owners of any set occurrences are treated as if they
were the object record of an ERASE ALL statement.

In the illustration below, currency has been set on the WON HAN occurrence of the TCHR record, and an ERASE TCHR
ALL statement has been issued. Since WON HAN was the owner of two occurrences of the TCHR-CLASS set, the
ERASE ALL statement erases these member occurrences. This means, in effect, that when the teacher leaves the
department, his classes are dropped.
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Connecting Records to a Set

To connect a record to a set or to reconnect a record that has been disconnected from a set, perform the following steps:

1. Ready all affected areas in one of the update usage modes (for more information, see Area Usage Modes).
Areas should be readied whether they are affected explicitly or implicitly (for example, as owner of a set whose
members are being connected).
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2. Establish the following currencies:
– The specified record must be current of its record type.
– The occurrence of the set into which the specified record will be connected must be current of set. If set order is

NEXT or PRIOR, current of set also determines the position at which the specified record will be connected within
the set.

3. Issue the CONNECT command; CONNECT establishes the specified record occurrence as a member of a set
occurrence.

4. Perform the IDMS-STATUS routine if the DBMS returns a nonzero value.

The specified record must previously have been either stored (manual membership) or disconnected (optional
membership).

'Native VSAM users'. The CONNECT statement is not valid since all sets in native VSAM files must be defined as
mandatory automatic.

Disconnecting Records from a Set

To cancel the membership of a record occurrence in a set occurrence defined with the optional set membership option,
perform the following steps:

1. Ready all affected areas in one of the update usage modes (for more information, see Area Usage Modes).
Areas should be readied whether they are affected explicitly or implicitly (for example, as owner of a set whose
members are being disconnected).

2. Establish the following currencies:
– The specified record must be current of its record type.
– The specified record must currently participate as a member in an occurrence of the named set.

3. Issue the DISCONNECT statement.
4. Perform the IDMS-STATUS routine if the DBMS returns a nonzero value.

Accessing a Disconnected Record

Following successful execution of the DISCONNECT statement, you cannot access the record through the set for which
membership was canceled. You can still access the record in the following ways:

• Through an area sweep
• By using its db-key
• Through any other sets in which it still participates
• If it has a location mode of CALC, by using its CALC key

Currencies after a DISCONNECT

Although a successfully executed DISCONNECT statement nullifies currency in the specified set, the DBMS maintains
next, prior (if specified), and owner currencies so you can still issue the OBTAIN NEXT, PRIOR, or OWNER WITHIN SET
statements.

'Native VSAM users'. The DISCONNECT statement is not valid because all sets in native VSAM files must be defined as
mandatory automatic.

Example of Disconnecting and Connecting Records

The program excerpt below disconnects and subsequently reconnects EMPLOYEE records in the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set.

Employees have been transferred to another department. The program ensures that both the new and the old
departments exist before disconnecting the EMPLOYEE record from the old DEPT-EMPLOYEE set and connecting it to
the new DEPT-EMPLOYEE set.

 DATA DIVISION.
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 FILE SECTION.

 FD  DEPT-TRANSFER-FILE.

 01  TRANS-EMP-REC-IN.

     02  NEW-DEPT-ID-IN          PIC 9(4).

     02  OLD-DEPT-ID-IN          PIC 9(4).

     02  EMP-ID-IN               PIC 9(4).

 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 01  SWITCHES.

     05 EOF-SW                   PIC X    VALUE 'N'.

       88 END-OF-FILE                     VALUE 'Y'.

 01  CONNECT-DBKEY               PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC.

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

          .

     READ DEPT-TRANSFER-FILE

          AT END MOVE 'Y' TO EOF-SW.

     PERFORM A300-DISCONNECT-EMP THRU A300-EXIT

                        UNTIL END-OF-FILE.

     FINISH.

     GOBACK.

 A300-DISCONNECT-EMP.

     MOVE NEW-DEPT-ID-IN TO DEPT-ID-0410.

     FIND CALC DEPARTMENT.

*** IF ERROR-STATUS = 0326, NEW DEPT ID IS INVALID ***

     IF DB-REC-NOT-FOUND

         DISPLAY

        'NEW DEPARTMENT ' NEW-DEPT-ID-IN ' NOT FOUND'

        'FOR EMPLOYEE ID ' EMP-ID-IN

        GO TO A300-GET-NEXT

     ELSE IF DB-STATUS-OK

        NEXT SENTENCE

     ELSE

        PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

*** SAVE NEW DEPT DB-KEY TO REOBTAIN RECORD LATER ***

     MOVE DBKEY TO CONNECT-DBKEY.

     PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 

     MOVE OLD-DEPT-ID-IN TO DEPT-ID-0410.

     FIND CALC DEPARTMENT.

*** IF ERROR-STATUS = 0326, OLD DEPT ID IS INVALID ***

     IF DB-REC-NOT-FOUND

         DISPLAY

        'OLD DEPARTMENT ' OLD-DEPT-ID-IN ' NOT FOUND'

        'FOR EMPLOYEE ID ' EMP-ID-IN '

         GO TO A300-GET-NEXT

     ELSE IF DB-STATUS-OK

        NEXT SENTENCE

     ELSE

        PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

     MOVE EMP-ID-IN TO EMP-ID-0415.

     OBTAIN CALC EMPLOYEE.

*** IF ERROR-STATUS = 0326, EMP ID IS INVALID ***

     IF DB-REC-NOT-FOUND

         DISPLAY
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        'EMPLOYEE ' EMP-ID-IN ' NOT FOUND'

        'FOR OLD DEPARTMENT ' OLD-DEPT-ID-IN

        '*** NEW DEPARTMENT ' NEW-DEPT-ID-IN

        GO TO A300-GET-NEXT

     ELSE IF DB-STATUS-OK

        NEXT SENTENCE

     ELSE

        PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

*** CHECK IF EMPLOYEE IS A MEMBER IN DEPT-EMPLOYEE SET ***

     IF NOT DEPT-EMPLOYEE MEMBER

         DISPLAY

        'EMPLOYEE ' EMP-ID-IN

        'NOT CONNECTED TO DEPARTMENT ' OLD-DEPT-ID-IN

         GO TO A300-GET-NEXT.

     DISCONNECT EMPLOYEE FROM DEPT-EMPLOYEE.

     PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

*** REACCESS NEW DEPARTMENT USING ITS DB-KEY ***

     FIND DEPARTMENT DB-KEY IS CONNECT-DBKEY.

     PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

     CONNECT EMPLOYEE TO DEPT-EMPLOYEE.

     PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

Accessing Bill-of-Materials Structures
A bill-of-materials structure is a relationship between record occurrences of the same type. This structure is derived from
the manufacturing environment where it is used to demonstrate relationships between parts: a part can be a component of
another part and a part can contain other parts as its components.

This structure is typically represented as a many-to-many relationship (that is, by using two sets and a junction record).

This article describes the following information:

Example of a Bill-of-Materials Structure

In the EMPLOYEE database, a bill-of-materials structure signifies relationships between managers and subordinates:
an employee can manage other employees through the MANAGES set, and can also be managed by other employees
through the REPORTS-TO set.

The figure below shows this bill-of-materials structure. The STRUCTURE record serves as the junction record between
employees and their managers. Note that one set is defined with the automatic set membership option and the other is
defined with the manual set membership option.

    ┌──────────────────────────────┐

    │ EMPLOYEE                     │

    ├─────┬─────┬──────┬───────────┤

    │ 415 │ F   │ 116  │ CALC      │

    ├─────┴─────┴──────┴─────┬─────┤

    │ EMP-ID-0415            │ DN  │

    ├────────────────────────┴─────┤

    │ EMP-DEMO-REGION              │

    └───────────┬──────┬───────────┘

                │      │

REPORTS-TO      │      │      MANAGES
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NPO OM NEXT     │      │      NPO MA NEXT

                │      │

                │      │

    ┌───────────▼──────▼───────────┐

    │ STRUCTURE                    │

    ├─────┬─────┬──────┬───────────┤

    │ 440 │ F   │ 3    │ VIA       │

    ├─────┴─────┴──────┴─────┬─────┤

    │ MANAGES                │     │

    ├────────────────────────┴─────┤

    │ EMP-DEMO-REGION              │

    └──────────────────────────────┘

Storing a Bill-of-Materials Structure

To store a bill-of-materials structure in the database, perform the following steps:

1. Establish currency at the owner record in the automatic set:

MOVE 15 TO EMP-ID-0415.

OBTAIN CALC EMPLOYEE.

2. Initialize and store the junction record:

PERFORM A100-INITIALIZE-STRUCTURE.

STORE STRUCTURE.

The DBMS automatically connects the STRUCTURE record to the automatic set (MANAGES); EMPLOYEE 15 is now
defined as the manager in the bill-of-materials structure.

3. Set run-unit currency at the owner record in the manual set:

MOVE 467 TO EMP-ID-0415.

OBTAIN CALC EMPLOYEE.

4. Connect the junction record to the manual set:

CONNECT STRUCTURE TO REPORTS-TO.

The bill-of-materials structure is now complete; EMPLOYEE 467 reports to EMPLOYEE 15.

Example of Storing a Bill-of-Materials Structure

The figure below shows the steps and currencies involved in storing an occurrence of a bill-of-materials structure.

To define EMPLOYEE 15 as the manager of EMPLOYEE 467, store and connect a STRUCTURE record as a member of
the two EMPLOYEE records: EMPLOYEE 15 in the MANAGES set and EMPLOYEE 467 in the REPORTS-TO set.
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Retrieving a Bill-of-Materials Structure

A bill-of-materials structure can contain a variable number of levels. Tracing all records under a given record (for example,
finding a manager and all subordinates, and all of their subordinates, and so on) is called an explosion of the structure for
that record. Tracing all records above a given record (for example, finding an employee and manager, and the manager's
manager, and so on) is called an implosion of the structure for that record.

To perform a multilevel explosion or implosion, you must maintain a stack of db-keys in order to reestablish the
appropriate currencies.

Steps to Retrieve One Bill-of-Materials Level

To retrieve a manager and one level of employees, perform the following steps:

1. Retrieve the manager's EMPLOYEE record:

MOVE 15 TO EMP-ID-0415.

OBTAIN CALC EMPLOYEE.

2. Retrieve the first STRUCTURE record in the MANAGES set:

FIND NEXT STRUCTURE WITHIN MANAGES.

3. Because REPORTS-TO is defined as OM, you must test for set membership:

IF NOT REPORTS-TO MEMBER

   GO TO A100-EXIT.

4. Retrieve the owner EMPLOYEE record in the REPORTS-TO set:

OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN REPORTS-TO.

5. FIND the current STRUCTURE record to reestablish the original currency within the MANAGES set:

FIND CURRENT STRUCTURE.

6. Retrieve the next STRUCTURE record in the MANAGES set:

FIND NEXT STRUCTURE WITHIN MANAGES.

Perform steps 3 through 6 iteratively until step 6 returns a status of 0307 (DB-END-OF-SET).

Example of One Bill-of-Materials Level

The figure below shows the relationship between manager and employees by showing all the employees managed by
employee 15.
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Steps to Retrieve Additional Levels

To retrieve an EMPLOYEE record, its manager's EMPLOYEE record, its manager's manager, and so on, perform the
following steps:

1. Retrieve the specified EMPLOYEE record:

MOVE 91 TO EMP-ID-0415.

OBTAIN CALC EMPLOYEE.

2. Retrieve the STRUCTURE record in the REPORTS-TO set:

FIND NEXT STRUCTURE WITHIN REPORTS-TO.

IF ERROR-STATUS = '0307'

   GO TO A100-EXIT.

3. Optionally, test the junction record for predetermined criteria (for example, if you only want managers for a specific
project). Testing for selection criteria in the junction record can prevent looping if there are any circular structures
defined.

4. Retrieve the owner EMPLOYEE record in the MANAGES set:

OBTAIN OWNER EMPLOYEE WITHIN MANAGES.

Perform steps 2 through 4 iteratively until step 2 returns a status of 0307, indicating that the REPORTS-TO set is
empty.

Example of Retrieving Additional Levels

The figure below shows the relationship between an employee and all managers on the P2 project by showing the
hierarchy of managers above EMPLOYEE 91 on the project.
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Locking Records
You can explicitly place a shared or exclusive lock on a record that is current of run unit, record, set, or area. You should
place explicit locks on records for the following reasons:

• To ensure later access to a specified record occurrence by preventing other run units from modifying or deleting it in
the interim

• To ensure exclusive access to a specified record occurrence (by preventing other run units from accessing the
occurrence in any way)

To ensure later access, place a share lock on the record. To ensure exclusive access, place an exclusive lock on the
record.

This article describes the following information:

Steps in Locking Records

To place an explicit lock on a record, perform the following steps:

1. Establish the appropriate run unit, record, set, or area currency.
2. Issue the KEEP statement.
3. Perform the IDMS-STATUS routine if the DBMS returns a nonzero value.

Alternatively, you can use the KEEP option of the FIND/OBTAIN statement to place locks on records as they are retrieved.

How Long Explicit Locks are Held

The DBMS maintains explicit record locks until the next COMMIT, FINISH, or ROLLBACK statement.

Example of Using KEEP to Lock a Record

The program excerpt below shows the use of the KEEP statement in a program that connects and disconnects records.

The program places an explicit shared lock on the new DEPARTMENT record occurrence to prevent other run units from
modifying it and to guarantee access later in the program.

 A300-DISCONNECT-EMP.

     MOVE NEW-DEPT-ID-IN TO DEPT-ID-0410.

     FIND CALC DEPARTMENT.

*** IF ERROR-STATUS = 0326, NEW DEPT ID IS INVALID ***

     IF DB-REC-NOT-FOUND

         DISPLAY

        'NEW DEPARTMENT ' NEW-DEPT-ID-IN ' NOT FOUND'

        'FOR EMPLOYEE ID ' EMP-ID-IN

        GO TO A300-GET-NEXT

     ELSE IF DB-STATUS-OK

        NEXT SENTENCE

     ELSE

        PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

*** LOCK NEW DEPARTMENT TO ENSURE THAT ***

*** OTHER RUN UNITS DO NOT MODIFY IT ***

     KEEP CURRENT DEPARTMENT.

*** SAVE NEW DEPT DB-KEY TO REOBTAIN RECORD LATER ***

     MOVE DBKEY TO CONNECT-DBKEY.

     PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.
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     MOVE OLD-DEPT-ID-IN TO DEPT-ID-0410.

     FIND CALC DEPARTMENT.

*** IF ERROR-STATUS = 0326, OLD DEPT ID IS INVALID ***

     IF DB-REC-NOT-FOUND

         DISPLAY

        'OLD DEPARTMENT ' OLD-DEPT-ID-IN ' NOT FOUND'

        'FOR EMPLOYEE ID ' EMP-ID-IN '

         GO TO A300-GET-NEXT

     ELSE IF DB-STATUS-OK

        NEXT SENTENCE

     ELSE

        PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

     MOVE EMP-ID-IN TO EMP-ID-0415.

     OBTAIN CALC EMPLOYEE.

*** IF ERROR-STATUS = 0326, EMP ID IS INVALID ***

     IF DB-REC-NOT-FOUND

         DISPLAY

        'EMPLOYEE ' EMP-ID-IN ' NOT FOUND'

        'FOR OLD DEPARTMENT ' OLD-DEPT-ID-IN

        '*** NEW DEPARTMENT ' NEW-DEPT-ID-IN

        GO TO A300-GET-NEXT

     ELSE

        PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

Implicit Record Locks
If your run unit executes through central version and readies an area in shared update, the DBMS acquires implicit
records locks in order to control concurrent access to data. It may acquire record locks for other ready modes, depending
on the mode and the setting of lock-related system generation parameters.

For a complete discussion of when record locks are acquired, see the "Administrating IDMS Database" section in the
IDMS documentation.

Implicit Shared Locks

Shared locks are placed on record occurrences that are current of record type, set, area, and run unit and are held until a
record occurrence is no longer current.

Implicit Exclusive Locks

Exclusive locks are placed on record occurrences that are updated by your application. As you issue DML verbs that
update the database, the DBMS acquires these exclusive locks and holds them until you commit or rollback your changes.
They prevent other database sessions that are not sharing your run unit's transaction from accessing the locked records.
To increase concurrency and avoid deadlocks, you should commit your changes frequently.

How Long Implicit Locks are Held

The DBMS maintains implicit exclusive locks until the transaction ends, which typically occurs when the next COMMIT,
FINISH, or ROLLBACK statement is executed. Implicit share locks are maintained until the record is no longer current of
run unit, set, area, or record. COMMIT ALL, FINISH, and ROLLBACK statements nullify all currencies and therefore cause
all implicit shared locks to be released. COMMIT (without the ALL option) has no affect on currencies nor implicit share
locks.
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The following table lists the exclusive record locks set implicitly by each DML verb.

DML Verb Records Locked
CONNECT/DISCONNECT Connected/disconnected record

Next and prior of set being connected/disconnected
If set mode is INDEX, typically, one SR8 record

ERASE Erased record
The record with the highest possible line number on thepage on
which record resided
Next and prior of sets in which record is a member
If CALC, next and prior of CALC set
If owner of nonempty set occurrence, all member records
If variable-length record with stored fragments, all record
fragments and the record with the highest possible line number on
all pages on which fragments resided

FIND (as it applies to indexed records) Typically, one SR8 record (released on returnfrom the FIND)
FIND (as it applies to logically deleted records encountered while
walking a set in any update usage mode)

If disconnected from set being processed, DISCONNECT locks
apply
If disconnected from last set occurrence, record is erased;
ERASElocks apply

GET (as it applies to relocating variable-length records when
fragments can be relocated while processing in any update usage
mode)

The record with the highest possible line number on the record's
homepage (the page on which the root of the record resides)
The record with the highest possible line number on all pages on
which fragments formerly resided
All former fragments

MODIFY Modified record
The record with the highest possible line number on thepage on
which record resides (if record size changes)
If member of sorted set and if changing sort-key value, old and
new next and prior in set occurrence
If CALC and modifying CALC key, old and new next and prior in
CALC set
If modifying the symbolic key of an indexed set, two SR8 records
If variable-length record with stored fragments, all record
fragments and the record with the highest possible line number on
all pages on which fragments reside (if the fragment size changes
or the fragment is added or deleted)

STORE Stored record
The record with the highest possible line number on thepage on
which record is being stored
Next and prior of all sets in which record is an automatic member
If CALC, next and prior of CALC set
If variable-length record with stored fragments, all record
fragments and the record with the highest possible line number on
all pages on which fragments are being stored
For indexed records, typically, one SR8 for each index in which
the record participates
1 - Locks are set for next records only if the set has prior pointers.
2 - The record with the highest possible line number on a page is
used to control updating of the available space on the page.
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Collecting Database Statistics
You can collect database run-time statistics with the ACCEPT DATABASE-STATISTICS statement. You can issue this
statement any number of times during a run unit, It returns a copy of the IDMS statistics block to a specified location in
program variable storage.

Although the ACCEPT DATABASE-STATISTICS statement can be issued any number of times during a run unit, IDMS
statistics are cumulative; resetting of IDMS statistics occurs only upon issuing a FINISH or ROLLBACK statement.

Uses of Database Statistics

Possible uses of database statistics include:

• Determining whether a variable-length record was stored on one page or fragments were placed in an overflow area
• Obtaining the date and time at the start and end of a run unit
• Keeping track of the number of update locks being held and issuing regular commits based on that statistic

For more information on collecting database run-time statistics and individual IDMS statistics block fields, see the
language-specific IDMS DML Reference section.

'Performance Monitor users'. You can use IDMS Performance Monitor to collect statistics about program execution. For
more information, see the IDMS Performance Monitor Using section.

Run Units, Locks, and Database Transactions
A run unit is a database session through which an IDMS database can be accessed using navigational DML requests. A
run unit is associated with a database transaction that represents the recoverable work done by its associated sessions.
Run units can share their database transactions with other database sessions.

Record locks and area in-use locks ensure data integrity by preventing concurrent update of database records by
other applications. Additionally, your program can specify area usage modes to ensure a particular level of control over
database areas to be accessed. You should be familiar with these locks and usage modes, their uses, and their effect on
the run-time system, particularly when running under the IDMS central version.

Navigational programs that maintain efficient run units help to maximize the resources of a run-time system. Well-
managed record locks, area locks, and database transactions are major considerations in maintaining efficient run units.

Run Units
A run unit is a database session that begins with the BIND RUN-UNIT statement and (if successful) ends with the FINISH
statement. A program can serially bind and finish any number of run units, but typically binds only one.

NOTE
If your program binds run units serially, you must reinitialize the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS
communications block to the value 1400 before reissuing the BIND RUN-UNIT and READY statements.

An application consisting of multiple programs can bind concurrent run units, since each program can bind its own run
unit.

When a run unit starts, it is associated with a database transaction representing the recoverable work done by the run
unit. A database transaction can be shared by multiple database sessions -- both run units and SQL sessions. Sharing
a transaction eliminates deadlocks between the sharing sessions, but impacts the commit operation and introduces the
potential for interference between the sharing sessions.

For more information on how to share transactions and the considerations in doing so, see Sharing Transactions Among
Sessions.
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Sharing Run Units Between Programs
Multiple programs can share a single run unit by passing the IDMS communications block from one program to another
program. Typically, the program that binds the run unit will allocate the IDMS communications block and then pass it to the
other programs for their use.

COBOL Programmers

Even if the IDMS communications block is shared between programs, it is advisable to allow each program to generate its
own list of records, sets, and area names so that if these change due to changes in the subschema, there is no need to
recompile all programs sharing the run unit.

Example

The example below shows how to code the PROTOCOL section for two programs that are sharing a run unit. These
examples are for a COBOL program.

Program-A

    IDENTIFICATION DIVISION

    PROGRAM-ID. MAINLINE.

    ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

    IDMS-CONTROL SECTION.

    PROTOCOL. MODE IS BATCH-AUTOSTATUS DEBUG

            IDMS-RECORDS WITHIN WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

    DATA DIVISION.

    SCHEMA SECTION.

    DB EMPSS01 WITHIN EMPSCHM VERSION 100.

    WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

    PROCEDURE DIVISION.

    COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-BINDS

    READY USAGE-MODE IS UPDATE.

 * read some database records and do updates as needed. Then pass control

to a subprogram keeping the run unit open so that the subprogram can also

retrieve and update records as needed, and then return control to the

main program.

    CALL 'SUBPROG' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL.

Program-B

     IDENTIFCATION DIVISION

     PROGRAM-ID. SUBPROG.

     ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

     IDMS-CONTROL SECTION.

     PROTOCOL. MODE IS BATCH-AUTOSTATUS DEBUG

             IDMS-RECORDS MANUAL.

     DATA DIVISION.

     SCHEMA SECTION.

     DB EMPSS01 WITHIN EMPSCHM VERSION 100.

     WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

       COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-NAMES.

       COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-RECORDS.

     LINKAGE SECTION.

       COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-CTRL.
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     PROCEDURE DIVISION USING SUBSCHEMA-STRL.

 * read some database records and do updates as needed. Then return

control to the main program keeping the run unit open.

         GOBACK.

Record Locks
In general, record locks prevent concurrent retrieval and update by separate run units operating under the same central
version. This statement does not apply when:

• Run units operate in local mode-concurrent update of record occurrences is prevented by physical area locks.
• RETRIEVAL NOLOCK has been specified in system generation - the system does not maintain locks for retrieval run

units.
• Run units share a transaction with other database sessions; all sharing sessions can concurrently retrieve and update

the same data.

Exclusive Lock

An exclusive lock indicates that no other run unit can access the designated record occurrence in any way. Only one
run unit at a time can place an exclusive lock on a record occurrence. A run unit can place an exclusive lock on a record
occurrence only if that occurrence has not been assigned any locks (shared or exclusive) by another run unit. A run unit
that tries to place an exclusive lock on an occurrence that already has been locked must wait until all other locks on the
occurrence are released.

Shared Lock

A shared lock indicates that other run units can retrieve the designated record occurrence but cannot update it. Any
number of run units can place a shared lock on a record occurrence. A run unit that tries to place a shared lock on an
occurrence for which an exclusive lock is already held must wait until the exclusive lock is released.

Notify Lock

A notify lock is used in the online environment to monitor database access to a specified record occurrence.

For more information on notify locks, see Maintaining Data Integrity in the Online Environment.

Implicit and Explicit Locks

Record locks can be set implicitly by the central version or you can set them explicitly by coding the DML KEEP function in
the program.

Implicit Locks

Implicit locks are maintained automatically by the central version for every run unit accessing the database in shared
update usage mode. The DBA can also specify that implicit locks be maintained for run units accessing the database in
shared retrieval or protected update usage mode.

For further details about usage modes, see Area Usage Modes.

Types of Implicit Lock

Implicit locks can be shared or exclusive, as follows:

• The central version places implicit shared locks on the record occurrences that are current of run unit, record,
set, and area. These locks remain in effect until the record occurrences are no longer current, thereby preventing
concurrently executing run units from updating the same record.

• The central version places an implicit exclusive lock on every record occurrence that is modified by a DML statement
(STORE, MODIFY, ERASE, CONNECT, or DISCONNECT). Additionally, the central version sets implicit exclusive
locks for:
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– The next and prior record occurrences for all sets in which the record's participation has changed
– Each database page on which the amount of space has been altered as the result of a STORE, MODIFY, or ERASE

statement
– The central version maintains implicit exclusive locks for the duration of the database transaction to prevent

concurrently executing run units that are maintaining locks from accessing modified records that might have to be
rolled back because of an error later in the program.

For more information on the implicit locks acquired by the DBMS, see Implicit Record Locks.

Explicit Locks

Explicit locks, which you set in your program, maintain record locks that would otherwise be released after a change in
currency. The KEEP statement and the KEEP clause of the FIND/OBTAIN statement are used to set explicit shared and
exclusive locks.

For more information about setting explicit locks, see Locking Records.

Managing Record Locks

Accumulating a large number of implicit or explicit record locks during a database transaction hinders system
performance. You can maintain efficient database transactions by regularly issuing the DML COMMIT statement
(described later in this section).

Additionally, certain conditions that result from the use of record locks ca CAuse abnormal termination of run units
executing under the central version:

• Exceeded wait time-A run unit waiting to set a lock on a record that is currently locked by another transaction
abends if it exceeds the internal wait interval specified at central version generation. When this happens, the central
version rolls back the database transaction and returns a value of nn69 to the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS
communications block.

• Deadlock-If two or more run units would cause a deadlock were they all permitted to wait, one of them is aborted to
resolve the deadlock.
When a run unit is terminated because of a potential deadlock, the central version rolls back the database transaction,
returns a value of nn29 to the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS communications block, and releases all locks held by
the aborted run unit.

Deadlock Example

The following sequence of figures shows a typical deadlock situation:

• Run unit A and run unit B have placed shared locks (implicitly or explicitly) on the Bower EMPLOYEE record
occurrence and the Bank EMPLOYEE record occurrence respectively; neither of these locks can be released until
processing is complete.

┌────────────────────────┬────────────────────────┐

│                        │                        │

│       Locks held       │       Wait state       │

├────────────────────────┼────────────────────────┤

│                                                 │

│                        │                        │

│   A - Bower                                     │

│   B - Bank             │                        │

│                                                 │

│                        │                        │

│                                                 │

│                        │                        │

│                                                 │
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├────────────────────────┴────────────────────────┤

│                                                 │

│  ┌──────────────────┐     ┌──────────────────┐  │

│  │     Run unit     │     │    Run unit      │  │

│  │        A         │     │       B          │  │

│  │                  │     │                  │  │

│  │  ┌─────────────┐ │     │  ┌────────────┐  │  │

│  │  │  Executing  │ │     │  │  Executing │  │  │

│  │  └─────────────┘ │     │  └────────────┘  │  │

│  └──────────────────┘     └──────────────────┘  │

│                                                 │

└─────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

• Run unit A tries to place an exclusive lock on the Bank record (locked by run unit B); it is placed in a wait state.

┌────────────────────────┬────────────────────────┐

│                        │                        │

│       Locks held       │       Wait state       │

├────────────────────────┼────────────────────────┤

│                                                 │

│                        │                        │

│   A - Bower                A - Bank             │

│   B - Bank             │                        │

│                                                 │

│                        │                        │

│                                                 │

│                        │                        │

│                                                 │

├────────────────────────┴────────────────────────┤

│                                                 │

│  ┌──────────────────┐     ┌──────────────────┐  │

│  │     Run Unit     │     │    Run Unit      │  │

│  │        A         │     │       B          │  │

│  │                  │     │                  │  │

│  │  ┌─────────────┐ │     │  ┌────────────┐  │  │

│  │  │  Waiting    │ │     │  │  Executing │  │  │

│  │  └─────────────┘ │     │  └────────────┘  │  │

│  └──────────────────┘     └──────────────────┘  │

│                                                 │

└─────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

• Run unit B then attempts to place an exclusive lock on the Bower record (locked by run unit A) and deadlock results.

┌────────────────────────┬────────────────────────┐

│                        │                        │

│       Locks held       │       Wait state       │

├────────────────────────┼────────────────────────┤

│                                                 │

│                        │                        │

│   A - Bower                   A - Bank          │

│   B - Bank             │      B - Bower         │

│                                                 │
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│                        │                        │

│                                                 │

│                        │                        │

│                                                 │

├────────────────────────┴────────────────────────┤

│                                                 │

│                                                 │

│  ┌──────────────────┐     ┌──────────────────┐  │

│  │     Run Unit     │     │    Run Unit      │  │

│  │        A         │     │       B          │  │

│  │                  │     │                  │  │

│  │  ┌─────────────┐ │     │  ┌─────────────┐ │  │

│  │  │   Waiting   │ │     │  │   Waiting   │ │  │

│  │  └─────────────┘ │     │  └─────────────┘ │  │

│  │                  │     │                  │  │

│  └──────────────────┘     └──────────────────┘  │

└─────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

• IDMS automatically resolves the deadlock by forcing one of the run units to be rolled back. In general, the younger of
the two run units will become the victim unless the issuing task has a higher priority than that of the other issuing task
involved in the deadlock.

For more information about deadlock detection and processing, see Administarting IDMS Database.

Area Locks
Area in-use locks, also referred to as physical area locks, are examined whenever an area is opened in an update usage
mode. These locks prevent run units originating in multiple regions or partitions (multiple local mode run units, multiple
central versions, or a combination of both) from concurrently updating an area. Area in-use locks also prevent any access
to an area that requires recovery of incomplete run units due to a local mode or central version abend.

Local Mode

In local mode the area lock is checked as each area is readied in an update usage mode. If the lock is already set, a value
of 0966 is returned to the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS communications block and access to the area is disallowed.
If the lock is not set, the local mode run unit causes the lock to be set. If the run unit terminates abnormally (that is, without
issuing a FINISH statement), the lock remains set. Further update access by subsequent local mode or central version run
units is prevented until the area is recovered manually (by restoring files or using a Broadcom-supplied recovery utility).

Central Version

Each area accessible by a central version has an associated access mode. Access modes determine the availability of
each area to run units running under the central version, to other central versions, and to programs running in local mode.
The access modes are described below:

• UPDATE (ONLINE) indicates that areas are available for update to run units running under the central version. Run
units running in local mode or other central versions cannot ready the area in any update usage mode.

• [TRANSIENT] RETRIEVAL indicates that areas are available for retrieval to run units running under the central
version. Run units running in local mode or under other central versions can ready the area in any usage mode.

• OFFLINE indicates that areas are not available for update or retrieval to run units running under the central version.
Run units running in local mode or under other central versions can ready the area in any usage mode.

NOTE
The UPDATE, RETRIEVAL, and OFFLINE central version access modes are operator concerns; they are
presented here as background information only. You do not specify these modes in your program.

System Startup
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When the central version starts up, it checks the in use locks in all areas available for update. If any lock is found to be
set, a warning message is displayed at the operator's console and further access to that area is disallowed. The central
version proceeds without the use of that area; any run unit attempting to ready that area receives a value of 0966 returned
to the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS communications block. If the lock is removed after startup, the DBA must
change the area status from OFFLINE to ONLINE or RETRIEVAL to make the area available to the central version.

NOTE
In-use area locks are not set for individual run units running under the central version; run unit conflicts are
avoided by internal means.

Area Usage Modes
Run units ready an individual area in a particular usage mode in order to define the scope of operations that can be
performed against that area. The area usage modes, which are specified by the DML READY statement, are retrieval and
update.

Retrieval

Retrieval specifies that the issuing run unit can perform only retrieval functions such as FIND, OBTAIN, and IF against
records in that area. It cannot issue the STORE, MODIFY, ERASE, CONNECT, or DISCONNECT statements.

Update

Update specifies that the issuing run unit can modify as well as retrieve records in that area. That is, it can issue all
available DML statements.

Ready Options

You can issue a ready option in conjunction with a usage mode to restrict retrieval or update of records in the specified
area by other run units executing concurrently under the same central version. The ready options are:

• Protected indicates that other run units cannot ready the specified area in update usage mode and must wait until
your run unit terminates. If you ready an area with the protected option while a concurrently executing run unit has
readied the area in update mode, you will wait until the other run unit terminates.

• Exclusive indicates that other run units cannot ready the specified area in any usage mode and must wait until your
run unit terminates. If you ready an area with the exclusive option while a concurrently executing run unit has readied
the area, you will wait until the other run unit terminates.

• Shared indicates that more than one run unit running under the same central version can concurrently access the
same area.

NOTE
You cannot explicitly code SHARED in the READY statement (that is, READY UPDATE is functionally the
same as READY SHARED UPDATE).

Combinations of Usage Mode and Ready Options

The table below summarizes the effect that various combinations of usage modes and ready options have on concurrently
executing run units.

The usage mode in which one run unit readies an area restricts the usage mode in which other run units executing under
the same central version can ready that area. The following table shows in which usage modes two concurrent run units
can ready an area. Y (yes) signifies that the second run unit can ready the area in the specified usage mode; N (no)
signifies that it cannot.

                                         Run unit B

                   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

                   │                                                            │
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         ┌─────────┬───────┬─────────┬─────────┬──────────┬──────────┬──────────┐

         │         │SHARED │SHARED   │PROTECTED│PROTECTED │EXCLUSIVE │EXCLUSIVE │

         │         │UPDATE │RETRIEVAL│UPDATE   │RETRIEVAL │UPDATE    │RETRIEVAL │

      ┌──├─────────┼───────┼─────────┼─────────┼──────────┼──────────┼──────────┤

      │  │SHARED   │  Y    │   Y     │   N     │    N     │    N     │    N     │

      │  │UPDATE   │       │         │         │          │          │          │

      │  ├─────────┼───────┼─────────┼─────────┼──────────┼──────────┼──────────┤

      │  │SHARED   │  Y    │   Y     │   Y     │    Y     │    N     │    N     │

      │  │RETRIEVAL│       │         │         │          │          │          │

      │  ├─────────┼───────┼─────────┼─────────┼──────────┼──────────┼──────────┤

      │  │PROTECTED│  N    │   Y     │   N     │    N     │    N     │    N     │

Run   │  │UPDATE   │       │         │         │          │          │          │

unit  │  ├─────────┼───────┼─────────┼─────────┼──────────┼──────────┼──────────┤

A     │  │PROTECTED│  N    │   Y     │   N     │    Y     │    N     │    N     │

      │  │RETRIEVAL│       │         │         │          │          │          │

      │  ├─────────┼───────┼─────────┼─────────┼──────────┼──────────┼──────────┤

      │  │EXCLUSIVE│  N    │   N     │   N     │    N     │    N     │    N     │

      │  │UPDATE   │       │         │         │          │          │          │

      │  ├─────────┼───────┼─────────┼─────────┼──────────┼──────────┼──────────┤

      │  │EXCLUSIVE│  N    │   N     │   N     │    N     │    N     │    N     │

      │  │RETRIEVAL│       │         │         │          │          │          │

      └──└─────────┴───────┴─────────┴─────────┴──────────┴──────────┴──────────┘

Wait State

When a run unit cannot ready an area because a protected or exclusive restriction is already placed on that area by
another run unit running under the same central version, it is placed in a wait state until the first run unit is finished.

Automatic Implicit Locking

The central version automatically maintains implicit record locks. These record locks are dependent on DBA specifications
and on the area usage mode specified:

• Shared update- The central version always maintains record locks for run units executing in shared update usage
mode.

• Shared retrieval-The central version maintains record locks for run units executing in shared retrieval mode only if
specified by the DBA at system generation. If they are not maintained, a run unit with shared retrieval usage mode
may yield unpredictable results if it accesses records being modified by a concurrently executing run unit with a shared
update or protected update usage mode.

• Protected update-The central version maintains exclusive record locks for run units executing in protected update
mode only if specified by the DBA at system generation. Shared record locks are never maintained for protected
access because no other run unit can concurrently update records in the area.

• Protected retrieval, exclusive update, exclusive retrieval -The central version does not maintain implicit record
locks for run units executing in these modes since the usage modes themselves prohibit concurrent update.

Default Usage Modes

Your DBA can assign default usage modes for subschema areas. The specified default determines the usage mode
in which an area will automatically be readied for programs using that subschema. You do not have to code READY
statements in programs that use such a subschema; however, if you issue a READY command for one area in the
subschema, you must issue READY commands for all database areas to be accessed unless the FORCE option
is specified for the default usage mode. Areas using the default usage mode combined with the FORCE option are
automatically readied even if the run-unit already issued READY for other areas.

You can use the SUBAREA parameter of the IDMSRPTS utility to determine if the DBA has specified any default usage
modes.
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Database Transactions
A database transaction is a unit of recovery that represents work done by one or more database sessions. All access to
IDMS data from within a run unit is done under the control of a database transaction.

This article describes the following information:

Journaling Changes

Every time your program modifies the database, a before and after image of the affected record occurrence is written to
the journal file. These images are used in the event of program or system failure to recover (roll back) all changes made to
the database. During a rollback, updates are reversed to the last checkpoint written to the journal file.

Checkpoints

Checkpoints are written at the following times:

• When a database transaction is started or when the first update is made. For run units that don't share their
transaction, its transaction starts when a BIND RUN-UNIT is issued.

• When a database transaction is committed. For run units that don't share their transaction, this occurs when a FINISH
or COMMIT request is issued.

• When a database transaction is backed out. For run units that don't share their transaction, this occurs when a
ROLLBACK request is issued.

A database transaction encompasses the work done between two checkpoints. A database transaction is also a recovery
unit since all changes made by a transaction are committed or recovered as a single unit.

NOTE
If a database transaction is shared by more than one session, it impacts when checkpoint records are written.
For more information, see Sharing Transactions Among Sessions.

Automatic Recovery Under Central Version

Recovery takes place automatically for programs running under the central version. In order to recover under local mode,
you must manually recover the database by using IDMS recovery utilities or by restoring the database files from a backup
copy.

Examples

Rolling Back the Database

The figure below shows journaling, checkpoints, and rollback. The BIND RUN-UNIT statement writes the initial checkpoint
to the journal file. Before and after images are maintained for every modified record occurrence. In the event of an abend,
the central version uses the before images to restore the database back to the last checkpoint. In this figure, there is a
one-to-one association between the run unit and its database transaction.
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Establishing Checkpoints

The figure below shows the use of the COMMIT statement to establish checkpoints. In the event of an abend, the central
version restores the database as far back as the last COMMIT checkpoint.
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Committing Changes

If your application performs database updates, you should commit those updates at regular intervals to:

• Release implicit locks held by the database transaction
• Prevent needless rollback of valid database updates

Frequency of COMMIT Statements

Since modified records are implicitly and exclusively locked, timely use of the COMMIT statement is an important
programming consideration.

The frequency of issuing COMMITs is a site- and application-specific decision. Some questions to ask when determining
the frequency of COMMITs are:

• Is a logical unit of work complete?-You should maintain implicit exclusive locks at least until a logical unit of work is
complete. For example, if you plan to DISCONNECT and subsequently CONNECT a record, you should not issue the
COMMIT until after the CONNECT.

• What is the application's operating environment?-If there will be a high volume of concurrent online users, you
should try to keep database transactions short by issuing COMMITs more frequently.

• How many locks will be held for each record modified?-:ih1.locks Additional implicit exclusive record locks (for
example, on the NEXT and PRIOR records) are held when modifying symbolic keys, when erasing occurrences from
the database, when connecting or disconnecting records, or when modifying variable-length records.
For detailed information on the implicit exclusive record locks maintained for each modified record, see Implicit Record
Locks.

• How many locks is too many?-This is application- and site-specific, although you probably do not want to maintain
implicit exclusive locks on more than 70-100 records at any one time.

Sharing Transactions Among Sessions
Sharing a Transaction

A transaction can be shared by multiple database sessions -- both run units and SQL sessions. By sharing a transaction,
sessions will not deadlock among themselves even if they access and update the same data.

Enabling Transaction Sharing

A run unit is eligible to share its transaction if transaction sharing is in effect when the BIND RUN UNIT is issued. Whether
transaction sharing is in effect depends on whether the run unit is a top-level or subordinate session.

A run unit (or any database session) started by an application program that is not executing as part of a database
procedure or an SQL routine, is referred to as a top-level session. Transaction sharing is in effect for a top-level session
if it is enabled in one of the following ways:

• TRANSACTION_SHARING=ON is specified in the SYSIDMS file for a batch application
See IDMS Common Administrating section for information about SYSIDMS parameters.
The IDMSCINT or CICSOPT parameter specifies TXNSHR=ON for CICS applications
See IDMS System Reference section for information about IDMSCINT and CICSOPT parameters.

• Transaction sharing is enabled for the executing DC/UCF task by means of a SYSGEN or DCMT command.
See IDMS System Reference section for information about DCMT commands and IDMS Administrating section for
information about system generation.

• Transaction sharing is enabled through a call to IDMSIN01 before the BIND RUN UNIT is issued.
See the "Callable Services Reference" section for information about calling IDMSIN01.

A run unit (or any database session) started by an application program that is executing as part of a database procedure
or an SQL routine is referred to as a subordinate session. For subordinate sessions started by database procedures,
transaction sharing is in effect if it has been enabled prior to procedure invocation or by a call to IDMSIN01 from
within the procedure. For subordinate sessions started by SQL routines, transaction sharing is controlled through the
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TRANSACTION SHARING parameter of the SQL routine definition unless overridden by a call to IDMSIN01 from within
the routine itself.

See the "SQL Reference" section for information about the TRANSACTION SHARING parameter of the CREATE
PROCEDURE, CREATE TABLE PROCEDURE or CREATE FUNCTION statements.

Whether transaction sharing is enabled for a remote run unit is determined by the attribute in effect in the IDMS
environment in which the BIND RUN UNIT is issued. (A remote run unit is one for which the database being accessed
resides on a central version different from where the application is executing.)

System internal run units never share their transactions.

Sharing Transactions

Regardless of how transaction sharing is enabled, if it is in effect at the time a run unit is started, then that run unit is
eligible to share its transaction with other database sessions started by the same task or user session. The following rules
determine whether a run unit will share a transaction:

• A top-level run unit will share its transaction with another top-level session if they are both eligible for transaction
sharing. The other top-level session could be another run unit or an SQL session.

• A subordinate run unit that is eligible for transaction sharing shares its parent session's transaction even if the parent
session is not eligible to share its transaction.
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Application Programming Considerations

Transaction sharing affects applications in the following ways:

• An update made through a database session may impact other database sessions sharing the same transaction.
• A rollback issued within one database session affects all sessions that share the same transaction.
• A commit issued by a database session whose transaction is shared has no affect on the transaction unless all other

sharing sessions have also been committed.

Inter-session Interference

Database sessions that share a transaction can impact each other in ways that would not be possible without transaction
sharing since locking would prevent such interactions. For example, a record can be deleted by one database session
while it is current of another database session that is sharing the same transaction. This can result in new and possibly
unexpected error conditions. If a database session's currency is impacted by an update made through another database
session, that currency is invalidated. If a subsequent DML request, such as a MODIFY relies on that invalidated currency,
an error is returned:

• For navigational DML, an error status of xx03 is returned to the application.
• For SQL, the application receives an SQLCODE of -4 (statement failure) and an SQLRSN or 1087 (conflicting activity

within a shared transaction).
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Before enabling transaction sharing for an application, you should ensure that affected programs handle these errors
appropriately. For instance, a navigational DML program could re-obtain the record that was the target of a failed MODIFY.

Effect of Rollback Requests

If multiple database sessions share a transaction and one of those sessions issues a rollback request, all changes made
within the transaction are immediately rolled out, including those made by other database sessions. Other sessions
sharing the transaction must issue their own rollback request before issuing other DML requests. Issuing a non-rollback
DML request first will result in an error:

• For navigational DML, the run unit is terminated and an error status of xx19 is returned to the application.
• For SQL, the application receives an SQLCODE of -5 (transaction failure) and an SQLRSN of 1088 (transaction forced

to backout).

Effect of Commit Requests

If multiple database sessions share a transaction and one of those sessions issues a commit request, no changes are
committed until all top-level sharing sessions that have had activity since the last commit, rollback or start of transaction
have issued a commit or until a teleprocessing commit is issued. The term "commit" refers to any DML command that
would normally result in committing database changes (COMMIT, FINISH, COMMIT TASK, etc.).

Unless a commit continue request is issued (for which currency locks are retained), all currencies owned by the issuing
database session are immediately released; however, implicit exclusive locks and explicit locks acquired by the database
session remain until the transaction is committed, even if the request terminates the database session.

Terminal Management
DC terminal management functions enable your program to transfer data to and from the terminal. You can use one of the
following modes to transfer data:

• Mapping Mode transfers an entire screen of data on a field-by-field basis. Mapping mode can be used only with 3270-
type devices and glass TTYs that have established device-independence tables.

• Line mode transfers data one line at a time.
• Basic mode transfers a variable amount of data, as specified in the program.

The table below compares the three types of terminal management.

Mode Data transfer Device-control
characters

Line-control characters Terminal devices

Mapping Field-by-field DC-built DC-built 3270-type and glass
TTYs

Line One line at a time DC-built DC-built Device independent
Basic Data length specified in

the program
Program DC-built Device dependent

Mapping Mode
Contents

In mapping mode, your program communicates with 3270-type terminal devices. DC uses maps to associate screen
positions on the terminal with fields in program variable storage.

Example of Map Data Fields

The EMPDISPM map below associates row 4, column 24, with the EMP-ID-0415 field in variable storage; the map
associates row 5, column 24, with the EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 field, and so on.
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                   *** EMPLOYEE INFORMATION SCREEN ***

 

               EMPLOYEE ID : ____

                 LAST NAME : ____________

                FIRST NAME : ________________

                   ADDRESS : ________________

                           : ____________

                           : __ __________

 

                DEPARTMENT : ____________________

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    ENTER AN EMPLOYEE ID AND PRESS ENTER  ***  PRESS CLEAR TO EXIT

 

Creating a Map

To transfer data in mapping mode, you must first create a map by using either the online or batch compiler of the IDMS
Mapping Facility. You associate map variable fields with either database records or IDD-defined work records.

Maps are available as load modules to the DC run-time system. DC views map load modules as programs.

Mapping Mode Terminal Management

Using mapping mode terminal management, you can perform the following functions:

• Write data to a terminal screen
• Read data input from a terminal screen and query the status of conditions related to the input operation
• Modify previously established map and map field options
• Write unlimited detail occurrences that can be displayed one page at a time by using a pageable map

Mapping Terminology

You should understand the following terms related to maps:

• Attribute byte-The nondisplayable byte that begins each map field at run time. The contents of the attribute byte
determine the characteristics of the field (such as protection and intensity). Attributes bytes are a 3270 feature.

• Automatic editing and error handling-An optional map feature that can be used to perform editing and error-
handling functions at run time. These functions can compare input and output data with internal and external pictures,
validate data against edit tables, and encode or decode data through code tables.

• Modified data tag (MDT)-:ih1.modified data tag The internal switch for a map data field that indicates whether the
value in that field has been changed by the user. Modified data tags are a 3270 feature.

• Write control character (WCC)-The internal character that holds various specifications for the display of the map
such as resetting the keyboard to allow user input. Write control characters are a 3270 feature.

For a complete description of maps and map attributes, see "Mapping Facility."
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Housekeeping

To define the map to the precompiler at compile time, and to establish addressability to DC at run time, you must perform
certain mapping mode housekeeping functions:

• Identify the map you want to use by including a MAP SECTION (COBOL), a DECLARE MAP statement (PL/I), or the
MAP parameter in the @INVOKE statement (Assembler).

• Copy the map request block (MRB) and the map records by including compiler-directive statements in program
variable storage.

• Establish addressability between DC and the MRB by issuing a BIND MAP statement.
• Establish addressability to map records by issuing a BIND MAP RECORD statement for each record defined for the

map.

For more information on mapping mode housekeeping statements, see the language-specific IDMS DML Reference
section.

Displaying Screen Output

To display a map on the terminal screen, perform the following steps:

1. Issue mapping mode housekeeping statements as described above.
2. Initialize variable-storage data fields as needed.
3. Transfer data from variable-storage data fields to map fields on the screen by issuing a MAP OUT statement.

You can also use the MAP OUT statement to transfer data between two variable-storage data fields; this is referred to as
a native mode data transfer.

For more information about native mode data transfers, see the language-specific IDMS DML Reference section.

Pageable maps have different output considerations. For more information, see Using Pageable Maps.

Mapping Considerations

You need to know about the following considerations when writing a program that displays maps:

• Sending informational messages to the user
• Keeping the data stream short
• Choosing asynchronous or synchronous processing

Sending Informational Messages

You can send a variety of messages to the user's terminal, depending on the situation. For example, if the application is
being accessed for the first time, you might transmit the following message:

 ENTER AN EMPLOYEE ID AND PRESS ENTER ****  PRESS CLEAR TO EXIT

 You might send a different message with the same map at another time to indicate the completion status of a

 task:

 ****  SPECIFIED EMPLOYEE CANNOT BE FOUND  ****

 

'COBOL and PL/I programmers'. To avoid unpredictable results at run time, specify messages that are 100 bytes or less in
length.

Keeping the Data Stream Short

Because you want to promote the fastest possible response time, an important programming consideration is the length
of the data stream transmitted to or from the terminal. You should ensure that your program always transmits the smallest
amount of data necessary to successfully complete a mapping operation.

Ways to minimize the data stream include:
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• Avoid rewriting literals. If you are rewriting to the same map, there usually is no need to retransmit literal fields.
Specify the NEWPAGE and the LITERALS options only on an initial map output.

• Transmit only the attribute bytes. If your program determines that the user has entered invalid data, you need not
retransmit the invalid values; these values are still listed on the terminal screen. Instead, you can specify OUTPUT
DATA IS ATTRIBUTE to transmit only the attribute bytes for map fields.
The ATTRIBUTE specification is useful when sending error messages to the terminal because DC still transmits the
data in the message field. For example, you could minimize the data stream transmitted by coding the following MAP
OUT statement:
MAP OUT USING DEPTMAP
     OUTPUT DATA IS ATTRIBUTE

     MESSAGE IS ID-EDIT-ERROR-MESS TO ID-EDIT-ERROR-MESS-END.

 

If automatic editing and error handling are enabled and you use the ERROR option of the MODIFY MAP statement,
the ATTRIBUTE specification is automatically invoked.

Synchronous and Asynchronous Processing

Mapping mode supports synchronous and asynchronous map output operations:

• During a synchronous map output request, DC places your task in an inactive state until processing is complete.
To issue a synchronous map output request, specify the WAIT option of the MAP OUT statement. This option allows
you to ensure that the output request was completed successfully before continuing program processing.

• During an asynchronous map output request, DC returns control to your task before the output processing is
complete. Before issuing subsequent map output requests, you must ensure that the first request is finished by issuing
a CHECK TERMINAL request. CHECK TERMINAL is a basic mode DML statement that is described in Basic Mode.
To issue an asynchronous map output request, specify the NOWAIT option of the MAP OUT statement.
You may want to specify NOWAIT if your program issues a MAP OUT just before task termination. This causes DC
to release a task's resources sooner. In this case, however, you cannot issue the CHECK TERMINAL statement; you
won't be able to determine the completion status of the MAP OUT operation.

Example of an Initial Application Screen

The program excerpt below displays an application's initial screen. It initializes the EMP-ID-0415 field and displays the
screen, soliciting user input.

  DATA DIVISION.

  WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

  01  TSK02                         PIC X(8)  VALUE 'TSK02'.

  01  MESSAGES.

      05 INITIAL-MESSAGE            PIC X(54) VALUE

       'ENTER AN EMPLOYEE ID AND PRESS ENTER *** CLEAR TO EXIT'.

      05 INITIAL-MESSAGE-END        PIC X.

  PROCEDURE DIVISION.

 *** ESTABLISH ADDRESSABILITY TO MAP ***

      BIND MAP SOLICIT.

 *** ESTABLISH ADDRESSABILITY TO MAP RECORDS ***

      BIND MAP SOLICIT RECORD EMPLOYEE.

      BIND MAP SOLICIT RECORD DATE-WORK-REC.

      MOVE ZERO TO EMP-ID-0415.

  *** DISPLAY THE MAP ***

     MAP OUT USING SOLICIT

        WAIT NEWPAGE

        MESSAGE IS INITIAL-MESSAGE TO INITIAL-MESSAGE-END. 

 *** RETURN CONTROL TO CA-IDMS/DC NEXT TASK TSK02 ***

      DC RETURN
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         NEXT TASK CODE TSK02.

 

Reading Screen Input

When the user finishes inputting data and presses an AID key, DC invokes the specified input task. The task reads data
from the screen and tests for certain input conditions.

To transfer data from map fields on the terminal screen to the corresponding variable storage data fields, perform the
following steps:

1. Issue mapping mode housekeeping statements, as explained in Housekeeping.
2. Transfer data from map fields on the terminal screen to variable-storage data fields by issuing a MAP IN statement.

You can use the MAP IN statement to transfer data between two variable-storage data fields; this is referred to as a native
mode data transfer.

For more information about native mode data transfers, see the language-specific IDMS DML Reference section.

Pageable maps have different input considerations. For more information, see Using Pageable Maps.

Example of Reading Input

The program excerpt below reads data from the screen.

It transfers data from the terminal screen to map data fields in program variable storage by issuing a MAP IN statement.

  PROCEDURE DIVISION.

 *** ESTABLISH ADDRESSABILITY TO THE MAP ***

      BIND MAP SOLICIT.

 *** ESTABLISH ADDRESSABILITY TO THE MAP RECORDS ***

      BIND MAP SOLICIT RECORD EMPLOYEE.

      BIND MAP SOLICIT RECORD EMP-DATE-WORK-REC.

  *** TRANSFER DATA FROM MAP DATA FIELDS TO VARIABLE STORAGE ***

     MAP IN USING SOLICIT. 

 *** FURTHER PROCESSING OF ENTERED DATA ***

 

Testing for Input Conditions

After a MAP IN request, your program can inquire about conditions related to the input operation. For example, you may
need to perform processing based on the AID key pressed by the user or determine if the user entered data in a particular
map data field.

To test for conditions related to a map input operation, issue an INQUIRE MAP statement. By using this statement, you
can obtain the following information:

• The control key pressed.
• The current cursor position.
• Information on conditions regarding a map data field or group of map data fields:

– Is data present?
– Has data been modified?
– Has data been truncated?
– What is the entered length of a specific map input field?

• Whether specified map fields are in error (the error flag has been set on for those fields) or are correct (the error flag
has been set off). This option applies only to those maps and map fields for which automatic editing is enabled.

• Whether the screen was formatted before the input operation was performed.

Frequent uses of the INQUIRE MAP statement are listed below:
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• To determine what control key was pressed. Typically, an application offers various processing options to the
user. Each option can be associated with a control key. Your program should check the AID byte after every MAP IN
statement to determine the option chosen. The table below lists the AID characters associated with each 3270-type
control key.

Key AID character
Enter " ' " (single quote)
Clear '_' (underscore)
PF1 '1'
PF2 '2'
PF3 '3'
PF4 '4'
PF5 '5'
PF6 '6'
PF7 '7'
PF8 '8'
PF9 '9'
PF10 ':'
PF11 '#'
PF12 '@'
PF13 'A'
PF14 'B'
PF15 'C'
PF16 'D'
PF17 'E'
PF18 'F'
PF19 'G'
PF20 'H'
PF21 'I'
PF22 '&cent.'
PF23 '.'
PF24 '<'
PA1 '%'
PA2 '>'
PA3 ','

• To ensure that necessary data has been entered. You should make sure that the user has entered data in all fields
necessary for successful processing.

• To determine if automatic editing and error-handling have detected any errors. If input errors are detected, DC
automatically transmits only the attribute bytes for the next map output operation.

You can use the TASK CODE parameter of the ACCEPT statement to retrieve the calling task code.

For more information about the ACCEPT statement, see Retrieving Task-Related Information.
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The program excerpt below performs processing based on conditions related to the last map input operation. It uses the
INQUIRE MAP statement to determine what control key was pressed and to ensure that the DEPT-ID-0410 field contains
data.

  DATA DIVISION.

  WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

  01  DC-AID-CONDITION-NAMES.

       03  DC-AID-IND-V           PIC X.

                              88  ENTER-HIT VALUE QUOTE.

                              88  CLEAR-HIT VALUE '_'.

  PROCEDURE DIVISION.

 *** ESTABLISH ADDRESSABILITY TO THE MAP AND MAP RECORDS ***

      BIND MAP SOLICIT.

      BIND MAP SOLICIT RECORD EMPLOYEE.

      BIND MAP SOLICIT RECORD DEPARTMENT.

      BIND MAP SOLICIT RECORD EMP-DATE-WORK-REC.

 *** TRANSFER DATA FROM THE MAP TO VARIABLE STORAGE ***

      MAP IN USING SOLICIT.

  *** DETERMINE THE AID KEY PRESSED BY THE TERMINAL OPERATOR ***

     INQUIRE MAP SOLICIT

         MOVE AID TO DC-AID-IND-V. 

 *** IF OPERATOR PRESSED CLEAR THEN DC RETURN ***

      IF CLEAR-HIT DC RETURN.

 *** DETERMINE IF THE TERMINAL OPERATOR     ***

 *** ENTERED DATA IN THE DEPT-ID-0410 FIELD ***

       INQUIRE MAP SOLICIT

         IF DFLD DEPT-ID-0410

            DATA IS NO

            GO TO A100-NO-DATA. 

         .

 *** FURTHER PROCESSING OF ENTERED DATA ***

 

Modifying Map Options

Before issuing an input or output request, you may need to modify a map's WCC options or specify attributes for one or
more map data fields. You can make modifications either for the length of the session or for the next mapping operation.
For example, you may need to:

• Position the cursor on the next MAP OUT operation
• Require that the user enter data in a specified map data field
• Prevent the user from entering data in specified map data fields (this is especially useful on the initial MAP OUT of a

session)
• Require that data from a specified map data field be transmitted regardless of whether it was modified by the user
• Modify the WCC and attribute options for an entire session

Steps to Modify a Map

To modify a map's WCC options or to specify attributes for one or more map data fields, perform the following steps:

1. Issue mapping mode housekeeping statements
For more information about housekeeping statements, see Housekeeping.

2. Issue the MODIFY MAP command
3. Issue either a MAP IN or MAP OUT statement
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Example of Modifying a Map

The program excerpt below uses the MODIFY MAP statement to protect map data fields from operator input. The program
is used in an application's initial MAP OUT to help ensure that the user will enter data in the correct field (EMP-ID-0415)
by positioning the cursor and preventing input to all other map data fields.

  PROCEDURE DIVISION.

      BIND MAP SOLICIT.

      BIND MAP SOLICIT RECORD EMPLOYEE.

      BIND MAP SOLICIT RECORD EMP-DATE-WORK-REC.

  *** SET CURSOR AND PREVENT INPUT INTO ALL BUT EMP-ID-0415 ***

     MODIFY MAP SOLICIT TEMPORARY

        CURSOR AT DFLD EMP-ID-0415

        FOR ALL EXCEPT DFLD EMP-ID-0415

        ATTRIBUTES PROTECTED. 

 *

      MOVE ZERO TO EMP-ID-0415.

      MAP OUT USING SOLICIT

         YES NEWPAGE

         MESSAGE IS INITIAL-MESSAGE TO INITIAL-MESSAGE-END.

 *

      DC RETURN

         NEXT TASK CODE TSK02.

 

Writing and Reading in One Step

To write data to the terminal and read data input from the terminal in one synchronous operation, issue a MAP OUTIN
statement.

WARNING
MAP OUTIN forces your program to be conversational; it is not recommended.

If your application needs to write and read in one step, perform the following steps:

1. Issue mapping mode housekeeping statements
For more information about housekeeping statements, see Housekeeping.

2. Modify map or map data fields,
For more information about modifying map data fields, see Modifying Map Options.

3. Initialize variable-storage data fields as needed
4. Transfer data from variable-storage data fields to map fields on the terminal screen and back again by issuing the

MAP OUTIN statement

Suppressing Map Error Messages

You can suppress the display of error messages for map fields. For example, you can code a data validation test so that it
suppresses a map field's default error message and displays a different message when the field is in error.

What to Do

Include the ERROR MESSAGE IS ACTIVE/SUPPRESS parameter on your MODIFY MAP statement. ERROR MESSAGE
immediately follows the REQUIRED/OPTIONAL parameter.

Example of Suppressing Error Messages

This COBOL example issues a MODIFY MAP statement that suppresses the display of default error messages for the
ORDER-AMOUNT field on the current map.
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In this application, the data validation routine compares the ORDER-AMOUNT field with the number of widgets on hand. If
the current stock restricts the size of ORDER-AMOUNT, an alternative message is displayed.

1. Define an alternative message in working storage. For example:
 DATA DIVISION.

 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 01  MESSAGES.

     05 INITIAL-MESSAGE            PIC X(80) VALUE

      'ENTER A NUMERIC ORDER-AMOUNT AND PRESS ENTER'.

     05 EDIT-ERROR-MESSAGE         PIC X(80) VALUE

      'ORDER-AMOUNT EITHER NOT ENTERED OR NOT NUMERIC'.

     05 INVENTORY-MESSAGE          PIC X(80) VALUE

      'NOT ENOUGH WIDGETS IN STOCK TO DELIVER THAT AMOUNT'.

     05 DISPLAY-MESSAGE            PIC X(80) VALUE

      'CLEAR TO EXIT ** ENTER ORDER-AMOUNT AND ENTER TO CONTINUE'

 

2. Modify the map to display alternative messages when a specific error is found:
 MODIFY MAP MAP01 TEMPORARY

    FOR DFLD ORDER-AMOUNT

        ERROR MESSAGE IS SUPPRESS.

 

3. Perform your data validation routine. For example, you can compare the number of widgets in stock to ORDER-
AMOUNT. If ORDER-AMOUNT is greater than the number in stock, issue an alternative message indicating that the
order cannot be filled.
If the data validation routine indicates that there are not enough widgets in stock, display the map with the alternative
message.

TEMPORARY and PERMANENT Options

The use of the SUPPRESS option is affected by the TEMPORARY/PERMANENT option:

• If TEMPORARY is specified, error messages are suppressed for the next mapout only.
• If PERMANENT is specified, error messages are suppressed until the program terminates or until the error message

specifications are overridden by a subsequent MODIFY MAP statement.

Testing for Identical Data

You can compare the contents of a mapped-in field with the map data that is currently in your program's record buffer.

This means that you can test whether a map field contains the same data that was previously mapped out. By comparing
the fields, your program updates the database only when the user enters different data, reducing the number of database
I/O operations.

How this Relates to MDT Settings

The input test condition does not test a field's modified data tag (MDT). For example, the statement INQUIRE MAP
MAP01 DATA IS IDENTICAL is true in either of the following cases:

• The field's MDT is off. On mapin, the MDT is usually off if the user did not type any characters in the field.
• The field's MDT is on, but each character that the user typed in is identical (including capitalization) to the data in

variable storage.

What to Do

Include the IDENTICAL/DIFFERENT parameter in your INQUIRE MAP statement.

Example of Testing for Identical Data
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This COBOL example uses an INQUIRE MAP statement to test whether the user has entered an employee ID number:

• If the IDENTICAL condition is true (the user doesn't specify a different ID number), the program displays the menu
screen

• If the IDENTICAL condition is false (the user specifies a different ID number), the program obtains the corresponding
employee record from the database

The sample INQUIRE MAP statement is shown below:

 INQUIRE MAP MAP01

    IF DFLD EMP-ID-0415 DATA IS IDENTICAL THEN

       PERFORM EMP-PROMPT-20

    ELSE

       PERFORM EMP-OBTAIN-20.

 

Example of Testing for Changed Data

This COBOL example uses an INQUIRE MAP statement to test whether the user has entered a new department ID or
department name. If the user has changed either value (DIFFERENT is true), the program branches to DEPTUP-30.

 INQUIRE MAP MAP02

    IF ANY DFLD DEPT-ID-0410

           DFLD DEPT-NAME-0410 DATA IS DIFFERENT

    THEN PERFORM DEPTUP-30.

 

Using Pageable Maps
A pageable map can contain more occurrences of a set of map fields tha CAn fit on the screen at one time; therefore, it
can contain unlimited occurrences of the set of map fields. Each occurrence of the multiply-occurring set is called a detail
occurrence. The MAP OUT and MAP IN statements can create, retrieve, and modify detail occurrences of a pageable
map.

You should know about the following aspects of pageable maps:

• The format of a pageable map
• How to conduct a map paging session
• How to code an application that allows the user to browse through a pageable map but not update it
• How to code an update application that allows the user to perform database updates by using a pageable map

This article describes the following information:

Pageable Map Format

A pageable map is divided into the header area, the detail area, and the footer area. The header and footer areas
consist of general information such as the map title, the page number, or the useable PF-keys. The detail area consists of
detail occurrences.

For information on defining a pageable map, see Mapping Facility.

WARNING
To prevent excessive database record locking, you should not define database records as map records in a
pageable map; use IDD-defined work records instead.

Example of a Pageable Map
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The figures below illustrate two pages of a map screen. Note that the display of information in the header and footer areas
is unchanged except for the $PAGE field.

                                                        System-supplied

                                                            $PAGE field

                                                              │

             ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────┼───────┐

             │                                                │       │

             │                                                ▼       │ ─┐

             │ *** DEPARTMENT INFORMATION SCREEN *** PAGE: 0001       │  │ Header

             │                                                        │  │ area

             │ DEPARTMENT ID: 3200                                    │  │

             │          NAME: COMPUTER OPERATIONS                     │ ─┘

          ┌─ │                                                        │ ─┐

Detail    │  │                      EMPLOYEE ID:  0004                │  │

occurrence│  │                        LAST NAME:  CRANE               │  │

          │  │                       FIRST NAME:  HERBERT             │  │ Detail

          └─ │                                                        │  │ area

             │                                                        │  │

             │                      EMPLOYEE ID:  0032                │  │

             │                        LAST NAME:  FERNDALE            │  │

             │                       FIRST NAME:  JANE                │  │

             │                                                        │  │

             │                                                        │  │

             │                      EMPLOYEE ID:  0045                │  │

             │                        LAST NAME:  FONRAD              │  │

             │                       FIRST NAME:  GEORGE              │  │

             │                                                        │ ─┘

             │                                                        │ ─┐

             │PF8 NEXT PAGE *** PG7 PREVIOUS PAGE *** PA1 EXIT        │  │ Footer

             │                                        APPLICATION     │  │ area

             └────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘ ─┘

┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

│                                                                          │

│                                                                          │

│           *** DEPARTMENT INFORMATION SCREEN ***           PAGE: 0002     │

│                                                                          │

│   DEPARTMENT ID: 3200                                                    │

│            NAME: COMPUTER OPERATIONS                                     │

│                                                                          │

│                  EMPLOYEE ID:  0053                                      │

│                    LAST NAME:  GARDNER                                   │

│                   FIRST NAME:  ROBIN                                     │

│                                                                          │

│                                                                          │

│                  EMPLOYEE ID:  0031                                      │

│                    LAST NAME:  LIPSICH                                   │

│                   FIRST NAME:  HERBERT                                   │

│                                                                          │

│                                                                          │

│                                                                          │

│                                                                          │
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│                                                                          │

│                                                                          │

│                                                                          │

│    PF8 NEXT PAGE *** PG7 PREVIOUS PAGE *** PA1 EXIT APPLICATION          │

│                                                                          │

└──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

Conducting a Map Paging Session

A map paging session involves interaction among the user, the run-time mapping system, and your map paging
application program. You should understand this interaction and the sequence of events that occurs during a map paging
session before planning the logic of your application program.

Typical Map Paging Sequence

This sequence of events typically occurs during a map paging session:

1. Your program begins the session and defines map paging parameters
2. The program creates detail occurrences
3. A map page is displayed on the terminal
4. The user pages forward and backward through the pageable map
5. The user optionally modifies map data fields
6. The program receives control and updates the database
7. The user ends the map paging session

The following discussion describes each step in detail.

Beginning the Paging Session

A map paging session begins when your program issues a STARTPAGE statement. Options included in this statement
specify the following:

• The runtime flow of control. The paging type (NOWAIT/WAIT/RETURN) determines whether the run-time mapping
system or your program receives control when the user presses a control key, as detailed in the table below.
The paging type affects the frequency with which your program will receive control and the processing logic you must
provide. For example, in NOWAIT, run-time mapping performs all paging operations for you; in WAIT and RETURN,
you must provide coding logic that performs the paging operations specified by the user.
NOWAIT is best for applications in which the user can display but not update; WAIT and RETURN are best for update
applications.

• Whether the user can display a previous map page. If backpaging is allowed, the run-time system must maintain
the resources that describe the detail occurrences of previous pages. If backpaging is not allowed, the run-time system
deletes all previous pages of detail occurrences when a new map page is displayed.

NOTE
Always allow backpaging for pageable map applications that perform database updates.

• Whether the user can update map data fields. A paging mode of UPDATE specifies that the user can modify map
data fields, subject to restrictions specified in the map and by previous MODIFY MAP statements. BROWSE specifies
that the user can modify only the system-supplied $PAGE field (if present).

The tables below summarize flow of control in a map paging session.

• Paging request*:

Paging Type No Data Fields Modified Data Fields Modified**
NOWAIT Run-time mapping displays the requested

map page
Run-time mapping displays the requested
map page
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WAIT Run-time mapping displays the requested
map page

Control passes to the program

RETURN Control passes to the program Control passes to the program

* If the user presses Clear, PA1, PA2, or PA3, and that key is not associated with backward or forward paging, refer
instead to "Nonpaging request" below.

** If the user presses Clear, PA1, PA2, or PA3, refer to the "No data fields modified" column.

• Nonpaging request:

Paging Type No Data Fields Modified Data Fields Modified**
NOWAIT Control passes to the program Run-time mapping redisplays the same

map page
WAIT Control passes to the program Control passes to the program
RETURN Control passes to the program Control passes to the program

** If the user presses Clear, PA1, PA2, or PA3, refer to the "No data fields modified" column.

Creating Detail Occurrences Your program retrieves data, moves it to map data fields, and creates detail occurrences
by issuing MAP OUT DETAIL commands.

Displaying the First Page

The first page is displayed on the terminal screen in one of the following ways:

• Run-time mapping automatically displays the first map page when the first detail occurrence of the second page of
occurrences is created. The program continues to execute and create additional detail occurrences.
When the first page is displayed by run-time mapping, DC returns a status of 4676 (DC-FIRST-PAGE-SENT). Your
program must check for this status after every MAP OUT DETAIL statement.

• Your program displays the first map page. When all detail occurrences are created, your program should check to
determine if the first page was written to the terminal. You do this by setting a switch when DC returns a status of 4676
(DC-FIRST-PAGE-SENT). If 4676 was never returned, your program explicitly displays the first map page by issuing a
MAP OUT RESUME statement.

Paging Forward and Backward

To specify the next map page to be displayed, the user does one of the following:

• Presses the control key associated with paging forward one page
• Presses the control key associated with paging backward one page
• Changes the $PAGE map field, if defined on the map, and presses a control key other than Clear, PA1, PA2, or PA3.

Modifying Map Fields

The user can change map data fields, including header and footer data fields, subject to restrictions specified by the
STARTPAGE command (UPDATE/BROWSE) or by a previously specified MODIFY MAP command.

Updating the Database

If the user has modified any map data fields or if the paging type is RETURN, the program reads modified detail
occurrences and updates the database.

A modified detail occurrence contains one or more map fields whose modified data tags (MDTs) are set on.

To retrieve a modified detail occurrence, issue a MAP IN DETAIL statement. MAP IN DETAIL can retrieve a modified
detail occurrence sequentially, by the order of detail occurrences, or randomly by a key value that can be associated with
an occurrence. If sequential or random retrieval cannot retrieve a modified detail occurrence, DC returns a status of 4668
(DC-NO-MORE-UPD-DETAILS).
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If you need to modify the current detail occurrence (for example, to send an error message), issue a MAP OUT
DETAIL CURRENT statement. This statement modifies the detail occurrence most recently referenced by a MAP IN
DETAIL or MAP OUT DETAIL statement.

After processing all modified detail occurrences, write the map to the terminal screen by issuing a MAP OUT
RESUME statement. If WAIT or RESUME has been specified, your program is responsible for displaying the next page
specified by the user.

If you need to create additional detail occurrences, you can do so at any time by issuing further MAP OUT DETAIL
statements. The new occurrences are stored at the end of the set of detail occurrences.

Ending the Paging Session

When a map paging session ends, the system deletes all the detail occurrences created during the session. To end a
session, issue an ENDPAGE SESSION command.

How to Code a Browse Application

To write a pageable map application that allows the user to display data but not update it, perform the following steps:

1. Establish a switch in variable storage. This switch should be set on if run-time mapping has transmitted the first page.
2. Issue mapping mode housekeeping statements, as explained in Housekeeping.
3. Initiate the map paging session by issuing a STARTPAGE statement that specifies NOWAIT and BROWSE.
4. Initialize header data fields.
5. Perform the following steps iteratively until all data is retrieved:

a. Perform database retrieval and move data to map data fields in variable storage.
b. Issue a MAP OUT DETAIL NEW statement, checking for a status of 4676 (DC-FIRST-PAGE-SENT).
c. Set the first-page switch if 4676 is returned; perform the IDMS-STATUS routine if 4676 is not returned.

Ending the Browse Session

If, after all detail occurrences have been created, the first-page switch is not set, you should transmit the map page to the
terminal screen by issuing a MAP OUT RESUME statement.

The next task specified in the DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE statement should include logic that tests to see if the user
has indicated the end of the map paging session. If so, issue an ENDPAGE SESSION statement.

Example of a Browse Application

The program excerpt below shows a pageable map application in which run-time mapping handles all paging requests
(paging type of NOWAIT) and the operator cannot make updates (paging mode of BROWSE).

After acquiring the data passed from a previous task and establishing that database records are present, this program
issues MAP OUT DETAIL statements iteratively until all detail occurrences are written. DEPTEND, which is specified as
the next task, ends the paging session with the ENDPAGE command and performs processing based on the control key
pressed.

 DATA DIVISION

 01  FIRST-PAGE-SW           PIC X  VALUE 'N'.

        88 LESS-THAN-A-PAGE     VALUE 'N'.

 01  MAP-WORK-REC.

     05 WORK-FIRST            PIC X(10).

     05 WORK-LAST             PIC X(15).

     05 WORK-EMP-ID           PIC X(4).

 LINKAGE SECTION.

 01  PASS-DEPT-INFO.

     05 PASS-DEPT-ID         PIC 9(4).
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     05 PASS-DEPT-INFO-END   PIC X.

 

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

     BIND MAP DCTEST01.

     BIND MAP DCTEST01 RECORD MAP-WORK-REC.

*** ACQUIRE DEPT-ID FROM ERROR CHECKING PROGRAM ***

     GET STORAGE FOR PASS-DEPT-INFO TO

                    PASS-DEPT-INFO-END

        WAIT SHORT USER

        STGID 'RKNS'.

*

     MOVE PASS-DEPT-ID TO DEPT-ID-0410.

     FREE STORAGE STGID 'RKNS'.

*

     COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-BINDS.

     READY USAGE-MODE RETRIEVAL.

*

     OBTAIN CALC DEPARTMENT

       ON DB-REC-NOT-FOUND GO TO NO-DEPT-ERR.

     IF DEPT-EMPLOYEE IS EMPTY

           GO TO NO-EMP-ERR.

*** BEGIN MAP PAGING SESSION ***

STARTPAGE SESSION DCTEST01 NOWAIT BACKPAGE BROWSE.

     PERFORM A100-GET-EMPLOYEES THRU A100-EXIT

                      UNTIL DB-END-OF-SET.

     FINISH.

*** IF FIRST PAGE NOT YET SENT, MAP OUT RESUME ***

IF LESS-THAN-A-PAGE

MAP OUT USING DCTEST01 RESUME.

*** NEXT TASK ENDS PAGING SESSION ***

     DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE 'DEPTEND'.

 

 A100-GET-EMPLOYEES.

     OBTAIN NEXT WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE

        ON DB-END-OF-SET GO TO A100-EXIT.

     MOVE EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 TO WORK-FIRST.

     MOVE EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 TO WORK-LAST.

     MOVE EMP-ID-0415 TO WORK-EMP-ID.

*** MAP OUT CURRENT DETAIL, CHECK FOR ERROR-STATUS OF 4676 ***

MAP OUT USING DCTEST01

DETAIL NEW

ON DC-FIRST-PAGE-SENT

MOVE 'Y' TO FIRST-PAGE-SW.

 A100-EXIT.

     EXIT.

 .

 .

 .

*** FURTHER PROCESSING, INCLUDING ERROR ROUTINES ***
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How to Code an Update Application

To write a pageable map application that allows the user to update map data fields, establish a retrieval program and an
update program.

Retrieval Program

The retrieval program initiates the pageable map update session and retrieves and displays the data. This program can be
similar to the one displayed in How to Code a Browse Application. You should make the following changes to the retrieval
program:

• Specify one of the following options of the STARTPAGE statement:
– WAIT causes your program to acquire control after every update paging request and after every nonpaging request.
– RETURN causes your program to acquire control after every paging request (update or nonupdate) and every

nonpaging request.

NOTE
Because of editing and error-handling considerations, updating pageable maps by using a paging type of
NOWAIT is not recommended.

• Use the KEY IS parameter of the MAP OUT DETAIL statement to pass the db-key of each retrieved record:

MAP OUT USING DCTEST01

    DETAIL NEW

    KEY IS DBKEY.

Including the db-key in this manner allows for DB-KEY retrieval in subsequent tasks.
• Code a DC RETURN statement that indicates the pageable map update program to be invoked when the user presses

a control key.

Update Program

The update program retrieves modified detail occurrences and updates the database. In this program, perform the
following steps:

1. Establish a switch in variable storage. This switch should be set on if your program encounters any invalid data in
modified detail occurrences.

2. Issue mapping mode housekeeping statements, as explained in Housekeeping.
3. Issue a MAP IN HEADER statement that includes the PAGE option. You can use the PAGE value later in your program

when determining the next page to map out.
4. Issue an INQUIRE MAP statement to determine what control key was pressed. The control key pressed by the user

can specify:
– The flow of control. You can associate certain control keys with specific functions (for example, Clear might

always exit the application).
– The next page to be displayed. The user can indicate the next page to be displayed by pressing a site-standard

paging control key.
– A user error. If the user presses an invalid control key, you should redisplay the current page.

5. Perform the following steps iteratively until all modified detail occurrences have been mapped in:
a. Issue a MAP IN DETAIL statement that includes the RETURNKEY parameter.
b. Check for a status of 4668 (DC-NO-MORE-UPD-DETAILS). If 4668 is returned, all updated details have been

returned and you should display the pageable map, as specified by the user. If 4668 is not returned, perform the
IDMS-STATUS routine.

c. Perform error and range checking to ensure that the user entered valid data. If invalid data is found, set the error
switch and issue a MAP OUT DETAIL CURRENT statement that includes a message that indicates the error.

d. Perform database retrieval to access the database record to be modified. Retrieve the record by using its db-key
(acquired from the RETURNKEY parameter). If data cannot be retrieved, set the error switch and issue a MAP
OUT DETAIL CURRENT statement that includes a message that indicates the error.
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e. Move data from the work record to the database record.
f. Issue database modification statements.
g. After all modified detail occurrences have been successfully processed, issue a MAP OUT RESUME statement

that specifies the page requested by the user. If errors were encountered in the MAP IN DETAIL processing, you
should redisplay the current page so the operator can correct the invalid data.

Ending the Update Session

The next task specified in the DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE statement should include logic that tests to see if the user
has indicated the end of the map paging session. If so, issue an ENDPAGE SESSION statement.

Example of an Update Application

The program excerpt below shows a pageable map update application. The program contains paging logic that works with
a paging type of either WAIT or RETURN.

After determining user specifications, the program issues MAP IN DETAIL statements iteratively, modifying the database
as specified, until all modified detail occurrences are processed.

 DATA DIVISION

 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 01  RETURN-DBKEY            PIC S9(8) COMP.

 01  DEPTMOD                 PIC X(8) VALUE 'DEPTMOD'.

 01  FIRST-PAGE-SW           PIC X    VALUE 'N'.

        88 LESS-THAN-A-PAGE  VALUE 'N'.

 01  MAP-IN-ERR-SW           PIC X    VALUE 'N'.

        88 MAP-IN-ERR        VALUE 'Y'.

 01  PAGE-INDICATOR.

     05 SPEC-PAGE            PIC S9(8) COMP.

 01  MESSAGES.

     05 EDIT-ERR-MESS           PIC X(21)

        VALUE 'CORRECT INVALID INPUT'.

     05 EDIT-ERR-MESS-END       PIC X.

*

     05 EMP-NOT-FOUND-MESS      PIC X(18)

        VALUE 'EMPLOYEE NOT FOUND'.

     05 EMP-NOT-FOUND-MESS-END  PIC X.

 01  DC-AID-CONDITION-NAMES.

      03  DC-AID-IND-V           PIC X.

                             88  ENTER-HIT VALUE QUOTE.

                             88  CLEAR-HIT VALUE '_'.

                             88  PF01-HIT VALUE '1'.

                             88  PF02-HIT VALUE '2'.

                             88  PF03-HIT VALUE '3'.

                             88  PF04-HIT VALUE '4'.

                             88  PF05-HIT VALUE '5'.

                             88  PF06-HIT VALUE '6'.

                             88  PF07-HIT VALUE '7'.

                             88  PF08-HIT VALUE '8'.

                             88  PF09-HIT VALUE '9'.

                             88  PF10-HIT VALUE ':'.

                             88  PF11-HIT VALUE '#'.

                             88  PF12-HIT VALUE '@'.

                             88  PF13-HIT VALUE 'A'.
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                             88  PF14-HIT VALUE 'B'.

                             88  PF15-HIT VALUE 'C'.

                             88  PF16-HIT VALUE 'D'.

                             88  PF17-HIT VALUE 'E'.

                             88  PF18-HIT VALUE 'F'.

                             88  PF19-HIT VALUE 'G'.

                             88  PF20-HIT VALUE 'H'.

                             88  PF21-HIT VALUE 'I'.

                             88  PF22-HIT VALUE '_'.

                             88  PF23-HIT VALUE '.'.

                             88  PF24-HIT VALUE '>'.

                             88  PA01-HIT VALUE '%'.

                             88  PA02-HIT VALUE '<'.

                             88  PA03-HIT VALUE ','.

                             88  PEN-ATTN-SPACE-NULL VALUE '='.

                             88  PEN-ATTN VALUE QUOTE.

 01  MAP-WORK-REC.

     05 WORK-EMP-ID           PIC X(4).

     05 WORK-FIRST            PIC X(10).

     05 WORK-LAST             PIC X(15).

 

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

     BIND MAP DCTEST01.

     BIND MAP DCTEST01 RECORD MAP-WORK-REC.

     MOVE 'N' TO MAP-IN-ERR-SW.

*** MAP IN HEADER AND PAGE FIELD ***

MAP IN USING DCTEST01

HEADER

PAGE IS SPEC-PAGE

ON DC-DETAIL-NOT-FOUND

NEXT SENTENCE.

*** DETERMINE THE PF-KEY PRESSED ***

INQUIRE MAP DCTEST01 MOVE AID TO DC-AID-IND-V.

IF PA01-HIT

ENDPAGE

DC RETURN.

*** CHECK FOR HEADER ERRORS, MAP OUT IF ANY ARE FOUND ***

     INQUIRE MAP DCTEST01

        IF ANY EDIT IS ERROR

          THEN

            MODIFY MAP DCTEST01 TEMPORARY

                 FOR ALL ERROR FIELDS

                 ATTRIBUTES BRIGHT

            MAP OUT USING DCTEST01 RESUME

            DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE DEPTMOD.

*

     COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-BINDS.

     READY ORG-DEMO-REGION USAGE-MODE IS UPDATE.

     READY EMP-DEMO-REGION USAGE-MODE IS UPDATE.

*

     PERFORM A100-MAP-IN-DETAILS THRU A100-EXIT

            UNTIL DC-NO-MORE-UPD-DETAILS.

     FINISH.
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*** PAGING ROUTINES FOLLOW ***

*** IF ERROR SWITCH IS SET, REDISPLAY CURRENT PAGE ***

IF MAP-IN-ERR

THEN

MAP OUT USING DCTEST01

RESUME PAGE IS CURRENT

DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE DEPTMOD.

*** IF PF07, DISPLAY PRIOR PAGE ***

IF PF07-HIT

THEN

MAP OUT USING DCTEST01

RESUME PAGE IS PRIOR

DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE DEPTMOD.

.hr left right

*** IF PF08, DISPLAY NEXT PAGE ***

     IF PF08-HIT

       THEN

        MAP OUT USING DCTEST01

            RESUME PAGE IS NEXT

        DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE DEPTMOD.

*** ELSE, USE PAGE VALUE FROM MAP IN HEADER ***

     MAP OUT USING DCTEST01

         RESUME PAGE IS SPEC-PAGE.

     DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE DEPTMOD.

 A100-MAP-IN-DETAILS.

*** MAP IN EACH MODIFIED DETAIL. EXIT ***

*** WHEN NO MORE MODIFIED DETAILS REMAIN ***

MAP IN USING DCTEST01

DETAIL

RETURNKEY IS RETURN-DBKEY

ON DC-NO-MORE-UPD-DETAILS GO TO A100-EXIT.

*** IF ERROR, MAP OUT DETAIL WITH MESSAGE, SET SWITCH ***

     INQUIRE MAP DCTEST01

        IF ANY EDIT IS ERROR

          THEN

            MODIFY MAP DCTEST01 TEMPORARY

                 FOR ALL ERROR FIELDS

                 ATTRIBUTES BRIGHT

MAP OUT USING DCTEST01

MESSAGE IS EDIT-ERR-MESS

TO EDIT-ERR-MESS-END

DETAIL CURRENT

KEY IS RETURN-DBKEY

MOVE 'Y' TO MAP-IN-ERR-SW

GO TO A100-EXIT.

*** RETRIEVE EMPLOYEE, USING DBKEY FROM RETURNKEY ***

     OBTAIN EMPLOYEE DB-KEY IS RETURN-DBKEY

                 ON ANY-STATUS NEXT SENTENCE.

*** IF ERROR, MAP OUT DETAIL WITH MESSAGE, SET SWITCH ***

     IF DB-REC-NOT-FOUND

MAP OUT USING DCTEST01

MESSAGE IS EMP-NOT-FOUND-MESS

TO EMP-NOT-FOUND-MESS-END
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DETAIL CURRENT

KEY IS RETURN-DBKEY

MOVE 'Y' TO MAP-IN-ERR-SW

GO TO A100-EXIT

     ELSE

        PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

*

     MOVE WORK-FIRST  TO EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415.

     MOVE WORK-LAST   TO EMP-LAST-NAME-0415.

     MOVE WORK-EMP-ID TO EMP-ID-0415.

     MODIFY EMPLOYEE.

 A100-EXIT.

     EXIT.

Overriding Automatic Mapout for Pageable Maps

You can override the automatic mapout of a pageable map's first page.

By default, the first page of a pageable map is displayed as soon as the first detail occurrence of the second map page is
written to scratch.

You can override this automatic mapout by specifying NOAUTODISPLAY in your STARTPAGE statement. By overriding
the automatic display of the map's first page, you can add messages or modify the map before the page is displayed.

Return Code for Map Page Built

A map paging return code tells you before mapout whether a map page has been built.

The table below lists the map paging return code for map page built in COBOL, PL/I, and Assembler.

The listed code is returned as soon as a map page is built and before mapout.

Language Return code Description
COBOL and PL/I 4680 Returned in: IDMS communications block

status code field
Returned after: MAP OUT DETAIL
statement for a pageable map
Represented by the COBOL 88-level status
code DC-PAGE-READY.

Assembler X'50' Returned in: DC/UCF run-time register 15
Returned after: #MREQ OUT DETAIL=YES
statement for a pageable map

How to Code a Noautosave Application

To code a pageable map application that does not automatically mapout when the first map page is built, perform the
following steps:

1. Issue mapping mode housekeeping statements, as explained in Housekeeping.
2. Initiate a map paging session by issuing a STARTPAGE statement that specifies NOAUTODISPLAY.

STARTPAGE SESSION MAP01 NOAUTODISPLAY

3. Initialize header data fields.

Map Out Detail Occurrences
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Perform the following steps iteratively until all data is retrieved:

1. Perform database retrieval and move data to map data fields in variable storage.
2. Issue a MAP OUT DETAIL statement. After each pageable map statement that writes a detail occurrence, test for DC-

PAGE-READY to determine whether a map page has been built.

MAP OUT USING MAP01 OUTPUT DATA IS YES

    DETAIL NEW

        ON DC-PAGE-READY PERFORM FIRST-PAGE THRU FIRST-PAGE-XIT.

 .

 .

 .

3. If you do find DC-PAGE-READY, you can optionally:
– Modify the map.
– Define messages to display on mapout.
If you do not find DC-PAGE-READY, perform the IDMS-STATUS routine.

4. Manually map out the first page:

FIRST-PAGE.

  MAP OUT USING MAP01 OUTPUT DATA IS YES

     RESUME PAGE FIRST

If You Never Find DC-PAGE-READY

If, after all detail occurrences have been created, you have not received a DC-PAGE-READY status code, you should
transmit the map page to the terminal screen by issuing a MAP OUT RESUME statement.

Ending the Paging Session

The next task specified in the DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE statement should include logic to test whether the user
has indicated the end of the map paging session. If so, issue an ENDPAGE SESSION statement.

Example of Suppressing Automatic Mapout

The following application does not automatically display the first page after it has been built.

     OBTAIN CALC DEPARTMENT

       ON DB-REC-NOT-FOUND GO TO NO-DEPT.

     IF DEPT-EMPLOYEE IS EMPTY

           GO TO NO-EMP.

     MOVE DEPT-ID-0410 TO WORK-DEPT-ID.

     STARTPAGE SESSION DCTEST01

          NOWAIT

          BACKPAGE

          BROWSE

          NOAUTODISPLAY.

     PERFORM A100-GET-EMPLOYEES THRU A100-EXIT

                      UNTIL DB-END-OF-SET.

     FINISH.

     IF LESS-THAN-A-PAGE

        MAP OUT USING DCTEST01 RESUME.

     DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE 'DEPTEND'.

 A100-GET-EMPLOYEES.

     OBTAIN NEXT WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE

        ON DB-END-OF-SET GO TO A100-EXIT.
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     MOVE EMP-ID-0415 TO WORK-EMP-ID.

     MOVE EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 TO WORK-LAST.

     MOVE EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 TO WORK-FIRST.

     MAP OUT USING DCTEST01 OUTPUT DATA IS YES

              DETAIL NEW

     ON ANY-STATUS

        NEXT SENTENCE.

     IF DC-PAGE-READY

            PERFORM A100-FIRST-PAGE THRU

                    A100-FIRST-PAGE-EXIT

        ELSE PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 A100-EXIT.

     EXIT.

 A100-FIRST-PAGE.

     MOVE 'Y' TO FIRST-PAGE-SW.

     IF ALREADY-MAPPED-OUT

        GO TO A100-FIRST-PAGE-EXIT

     ELSE

        MOVE EMP-MESSAGE-01 TO MESSAGE-01

        MAP OUT USING DCTEST01 OUTPUT DATA IS YES

        RESUME PAGE FIRST

 A100-FIRST-PAGE-EXIT.

     EXIT.

Line Mode
Contents

Line mode supports line-by-line transfers of data to and from a terminal buffer. Line mode transfers are recommended for
programs requiring a simple transfer of unformatted data, independent of terminal type. Line mode supports synchronous
read and write operations and asynchronous write operations.

NOTE
While a line mode I/O session is in progress, only line-mode requests can be issued; basic mode and mapping
mode requests ca CAuse unpredictable results.

By using line mode terminal management statements, you can:

• Initiate a line mode I/O session
• Write a line of data
• Read a line of data from the terminal screen
• End a line mode session

Beginning a Line Mode Session

You initiate a line mode I/O session by issuing either of the following line mode DML statements:

• WRITE LINE TO TERMINAL
• READ LINE FROM TERMINAL

Writing a Line of Data

To transfer data from program variable storage to the screen, issue a WRITE LINE TO TERMINAL statement. DC
automatically inserts the appropriate device control characters.

Transmission of Data Stream
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WRITE LINE TO TERMINAL transmits a data stream to the terminal, as follows:

• For line-by-line devices, DC writes each line to the terminal immediately after the program issues the WRITE LINE
TO TERMINAL request. New lines are added to lines already on the screen until the screen becomes full or the
program requests DC to begin a new page.

• For 3270-type devices, DC collects the number of output lines in buffers (or pages) that correspond to the terminal
model in use. Data is written to the screen when:
– The buffer becomes full
– A READ LINE FROM TERMINAL request is issued
– A WRITE LINE FROM TERMINAL request that specifies the NEWPAGE option is issued
– The issuing task terminates

Formatting the Line

With either device type, data passed with each WRITE LINE TO TERMINAL request begins in the first character position
of the next available line on the screen. If the length of the data exceeds the width of the screen, DC automatically
reformats data into lines of the appropriate width.

Example of WRITE LINE TO TERMINAL

The figure below shows the processing associated with WRITE LINE TO TERMINAL requests for 3270-type terminals.

When the program issues the WRITE LINE TO TERMINAL NEWPAGE request, DC writes all buffered lines to the
terminal. Because the data in line 3 exceeds the width of the screen, it is displayed as two lines.
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Displaying Header Lines

If you want to display header lines that will appear on the terminal, include the HEADER option of the WRITE LINE TO
TERMINAL statement. This header will be displayed until a subsequent WRITE LINE TO TERMINAL request modifies or
deletes it.

You can display a maximum of three header lines; each line can be a maximum of two physical terminal lines in length.
Headers are cleared at the end of each line I/O session.

Reading a Line of Data

To transfer data from the terminal buffer to program variable storage, issue a READ LINE FROM TERMINAL statement.
READ LINE FROM TERMINAL transfers data to your program as follows:

• For line-by-line devices, DC treats the entire screen contents as a single data field; a READ LINE FROM TERMINAL
request returns all data to the program at once.

• For 3270-type devices, a READ LINE FROM TERMINAL request returns the first data field on the screen marked for
input. DC queues remaining data fields marked for input and passes them back to the program one at a time.

Uses of READ LINE FROM TERMINAL

Typical uses of the READ LINE FROM TERMINAL function are:

• To retrieve any information entered in addition to a task code. That is, for tasks assigned the INPUT attribute, the
user can enter data following the task code. For example, if the user enters:

GETEMP HENDON

DC replaces the task code (GETEMP) with leading blanks and returns the data (HENDON) to the program.

• To read the one-line response to a WRITE LINE TO TERMINAL request that has prompted the terminal operator
for information. On non-3270 devices, when a READ LINE FROM TERMINAL request is issued after one or more
WRITE LINE TO TERMINAL requests, DC writes a question mark (?) to the terminal to indicate that a response is
required.

• To enable a program to read formatted 3270-type data fields sequentially. The first READ LINE FROM
TERMINAL request returns the first field on the screen that is marked for input. Subsequent READ LINE FROM
TERMINAL requests return the remaining fields to the program, one at a time, as illustrated in the example below.

Example of READ LINE FROM TERMINAL

In the figure below, the first READ LINE FROM TERMINAL request returns the value in the first data field; subsequent
READ LINE FROM TERMINAL requests return the values in the remaining data fields in the order in which they appear
on the screen.
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Ending a Line Mode Session

A line mode I/O session ends when one of the following events occurs:

• The task terminates without issuing a DC RETURN request. Programs that specify the NEXT TASK CODE parameter
in a DC RETURN request can extend the line I/O session to include data transfers initiated by the next task.

• The user presses one of the following keys:
– Clear-3270 terminals
– Attn- 2741 terminals
– Break- Teletype terminals

• The program issues an END LINE TERMINAL SESSION request.
Following an END LINE TERMINAL request, DC does not automatically display lines that remain in a partially
filled buffer; typically, this data is of no use to the user. However, to display the contents of a partially filled buffer
before ending the line I/O session, your program can issue a WRITE LINE TO TERMINAL request that specifies the
NEWPAGE option and a dummy data line (that is, one with a length of zero).

3270-type Considerations

The following special considerations apply to 3270-type devices:

• DC assigns each page of data in the line I/O session a sequential number starting with 1; page numbers are displayed
at the bottom of the screen.

• DC keeps all pages associated with a line I/O session in a scratch area unless otherwise requested. When the I/O
session terminates, these pages remain in the scratch area where they can be viewed by the user and subsequently
deleted. At any point, the user can display any page either by its position relative to the currently displayed page or by
page number:
– Next page - Press PA1
– Previous page - Press PA2 or the CANC key.
– Specific page - Enter the desired page number following the words NEXT PAGE at the bottom of the screen and

press Enter.
Unless the NOBACKPAGE option has been specified in a READ LINE FROM TERMINAL or WRITE LINE TO
TERMINAL request, all pages processed during the I/O session remain available until the user signals completion of
their use by pressing Enter with no request to see another page. If the page displayed is the last page of the session,
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DC deletes all pages associated with the current session, clears page header lines, and resets the current page
number to one (1).

For further details regarding line mode DML statements, see the language-specific IDMS DML Reference section.

Storage, Scratch, and Queue Management
Pseudoconversational programming demands techniques that efficiently pass data from one task to another. You should
choose the method or combination of methods that are best suited to the needs of your application. You can choose
different methods based on the following considerations:

• Length of time that the data is needed
• Availability of the data to other users
• Data recoverability
• System resources that are used
• Network resources that are used
• Number of variables

IDMS provides these services for managing online variable storage:

• Storage pools manage short-term variable-storage resources and pass data from one task to another. See Using
Storage Pools.

• Scratch records pass temporary data between tasks running on the same logical terminal. See Using Scratch
Records.

• Queue records pass more permanent data from one task to another. See Using Queue Records
• The terminal buffer passes small amounts of data between tasks running on the same logical terminal. See Using the

Terminal Screen To Transmit Data.

 

Using Storage Pools
To facilitate online programming and intertask communication, IDMS provides storage management functions that allow
you to acquire space explicitly in storage pools.

These functions control allocation of variable storage in an IDMS storage pool or work area. Shared by system and user
programs, the storage pool also contains space for buffers and initial storage areas (ISAs) used by Assembler and PL/I
programs.

NOTE
All variable-storage entries (except COBOL LINKAGE SECTION and PL/I BASED storage entries) defined by
your program are acquired automatically from the IDMS storage pool when the program starts and released
automatically when the program ends.

Using IDMS storage management functions, you can:

• Acquire variable storage from a storage pool
• Establish addressability to previously acquired variable storage
• Release all or part of previously acquired variable storage

Types of Acquired Storage

You must specify whether the acquired storage is available to other users:
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• User storage is available only to the issuing task; no other tasks can access it. IDMS maintains user storage through
the issuing task's task control element (TCE).

• Shared storage is available to all tasks running under the IDMS system. IDMS links shared storage to the common
system area (CSA) as well as to the TCE, as illustrated in the figure below. IDMS uses the CSA to locate the address
of a shared area to satisfy requests from other tasks for shared storage.

NOTE
Shared storage is available to all tasks within the IDMS system; however, each task must explicitly establish
addressability to access such storage.

TCE and CSA Ownership

Shared storage is linked to both the TCE and CSA; user storage is linked only to the TCE, as the figure below shows.

┌─────────┐                  ┌───────────┐

│         │ STORAGEID='WRK1' │           │

│  TCE    │ Shared           │    CSA    │

│ (Task1) │                  │           │

│         │                  └─┬─────────┘

│         ├────────────────┐   │                    Storage pool

└─────────┘                │   │    ┌───────────────────────────────────────────┐

                           │   │    │                                           │

                           │   │    │                                           │

                           │   │    │                                           │

┌────────┐                 │   └────►─────────┐                                 │

│        │ STORAGEID='WRK2'└────────►  WRK1   │                                 │

│  TCE   │ User                     ├─────────┴──────────┐                      │

│ (Task2)├──────────────────────────►  WRK2              │                      │

│        │                          ├────────────────────┘                      │

│        │                          │                                           │

└─────────┘                         └───────────────────────────────────────────┘

Kept Storage

If you require that storage remain allocated after a task ends, it should be assigned the KEEP attribute when it is initially
allocated. Kept storage is associated with the logical terminal on which the task is executing and with the task itself; such
storage can be released only through a program request.

Releasing Storage

When storage is explicitly released or a task terminates, IDMS releases linkage to the TCE.

For a quick reference of storage release procedures and conditions, see Storage Pool Summary.

'User storage only'. You can explicitly release all or a part of user storage. For a partial release, TCE linkage and the
KEEP attribute remain unaffected.

This article describes the following information:

User Storage

User storage is associated exclusively with the issuing task through the TCE; when the task terminates, user storage
is released. By dynamically acquiring only the amount of storage needed, you can make more effective use of storage
resources.

Steps to Acquire User Storage
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To dynamically acquire and use variable storage from the storage pool within a single task, perform the following steps:

1. Acquire variable storage from the storage pool by issuing a GET STORAGE statement that specifies the USER
parameter.

2. Check for an ERROR-STATUS of 3210 (DC-NEW-STORAGE).
3. Perform the IDMS-STATUS routine if 3210 is not returned.
4. Perform processing, using the acquired storage as needed.
5. Release the acquired storage by issuing a FREE STORAGE statement that specifies the appropriate storage ID.

Example of Acquiring User Storage

The program excerpt below shows the acquisition and release of user storage.

The program acquires the minimum amount of storage needed to complete the processing specified by the user.

 DATA DIVISION.

 LINKAGE SECTION.

 01  COPY IDMS RECORD EMPLOYEE.

     05 EMPLOYEE-END       PIC X.

 01  COPY IDMS RECORD DEPARTMENT.

     05 DEPARTMENT-END     PIC X.

 01  ERROR-DATA.

     05 ERROR-DEPT-ID       PIC 9(4).

     05 ERROR-MESSAGE-CODE  PIC X(4).

     05 ERROR-DATA-END      PIC X.

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

 MAIN-LINE.

*** THIS PROGRAM ACQUIRES STORAGE FOR EITHER THE ***

*** DEPARTMENT RECORD OR THE EMPLOYEE RECORD     ***

*** DEPENDING ON THE CONTROL KEY PRESSED BY THE  ***

*** TERMINAL OPERATOR.                           ***

     BIND MAP SOLICIT.

     BIND MAP SOLICIT RECORD SOLICIT-REC.

     MAP IN USING SOLICIT.

     INQUIRE MAP SOLICIT MOVE AID TO DC-AID-IND-V.

     IF CLEAR-HIT DC RETURN

     ELSE

        IF PA01-HIT GO TO A100-GET-EMPLOYEE

     ELSE

        IF PA02-HIT GO TO A100-GET-DEPARTMENT

     ELSE

        GO TO U100-ERROR-PROC.

*

 A100-GET EMPLOYEE.

     IF SOLICIT-EMP-ID NOT NUMERIC

        GO TO U200-ERROR-EMP-ID.

*** ACQUIRE USER STORAGE FOR THE EMPLOYEE RECORD ***

GET STORAGE FOR EMPLOYEE TO

EMPLOYEE-END

NOWAIT SHORT USER

STGID 'EMPL' VALUE IS LOW-VALUE

ON DC-NEW-STORAGE

NEXT SENTENCE.

     MOVE SOLICIT-EMP-ID TO EMP-ID-0415.
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     OBTAIN CALC EMPLOYEE

       ON DB-REC-NOT-FOUND

          GO TO U200-ERROR-NO-EMP.

             .

User Kept Storage

User kept storage is available to all tasks running on a logical terminal until a task associated with that terminal releases
the storage. User kept storage is ideal for passing small amounts of information between tasks. IDMS maintains TCE
linkage for user kept storage across tasks by using the logical terminal element (LTE). When a new task is initiated from
the same terminal, IDMS transfers this linkage from the LTE to the TCE of the new task.

Steps to Acquire User Kept Storage

To dynamically acquire and use variable storage from the storage pool and make the storage available to multiple tasks
running on the same logical terminal:

1. Acquire variable storage from the storage pool by issuing a GET STORAGE statement that specifies both the USER
and the KEEP parameters.

NOTE
You can indicate that storage is eligible for allocation above the 16Mb line by specifying LOCATION IS ANY
on the GET STORAGE statement.

2. Check for an ERROR-STATUS of 3210 (DC-NEW-STORAGE).
3. Perform the IDMS-STATUS routine if 3210 is not returned.
4. Perform processing, using the acquired storage as needed.
5. Issue a DC RETURN statement, optionally specifying the next task to be invoked.

Accessing User Kept Storage

In subsequent tasks invoked on the same logical terminal:

1. Establish addressability to the previously acquired storage by issuing a GET STORAGE request that names the
storage ID specified for the storage area when it was first allocated.

2. Perform processing, using the acquired data.

You should release the acquired storage as soon possible by issuing a FREE STORAGE statement that specifies the
appropriate storage ID.

Example of Acquiring User Kept Storage

The program excerpt below shows the initial assignment of user kept storage.

The program performs preliminary error checking before transferring control to a database retrieval program.

 DATA DIVISION.

 01  TRANSPROG              PIC X(8)   VALUE 'DEPTGET'.

 01  SOLICIT-REC.

     05 SOLICIT-DEPT-ID     PIC X(4).

 LINKAGE SECTION.

 01  PASS-DEPT-INFO.

     05 PASS-DEPT-ID        PIC 9(4).

     05 PASS-DEPT-INFO-END  PIC X.

 

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

     BIND MAP SOLICIT.

     BIND MAP SOLICIT RECORD SOLICIT-REC.
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*

     MAP IN USING SOLICIT.

     INQUIRE MAP SOLICIT MOVE AID TO DC-AID-IND-V.

     IF CLEAR-HIT DC RETURN.

*

     IF SOLICIT-DEPT-ID NOT NUMERIC

        GO TO ERROR-DEPT-ID.

*** ACQUIRE USER KEPT STORAGE ***

GET STORAGE FOR PASS-DEPT-INFO

TO PASS-DEPT-INFO-END

NOWAIT KEEP LONG USER

STGID 'DEPT' VALUE IS LOW-VALUE

ON DC-NEW-STORAGE

NEXT SENTENCE.

*** MOVE MAP DATA TO FIELDS IN ACQUIRED STORAGE ***

     MOVE SOLICIT-DEPT-ID TO PASS-DEPT-ID.

*** TRANSFER CONTROL TO DATABASE ACCESS PROGRAM ***

     TRANSFER CONTROL TO TRANSPROG

        NORETURN.

Reestablishing Addressability to User Kept Storage

The program excerpt below establishes addressability to the previously acquired storage and releases it. The program
uses data from the previously acquired storage to perform database access.

 DATA DIVISION.

 01  NTCODES.

     05 NEXT-TASK              PIC X(8)   VALUE 'DEPTMOD'.

 01  MESSAGES.

     05 DEPT-DISPLAY-MESS      PIC X(20)

        VALUE 'DEPARTMENT DISPLAYED'

     05 DEPT-DISPLAY-MESS-END. PIC X.

 01  SOLICIT-REC.

     05 SOLICIT-DEPT-ID        PIC X(4).

 LINKAGE SECTION.

 01  PASS-DEPT-INFO.

     05 PASS-DEPT-ID        PIC 9(4).

     05 PASS-DEPT-INFO-END  PIC X.

 

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

*** ESTABLISH ADDRESSABILITY TO PREVIOUSLY ACQUIRED STORAGE ***

GET STORAGE FOR PASS-DEPT-INFO

TO PASS-DEPT-INFO-END

NOWAIT KEEP LONG USER

STGID 'DEPT'.

     BIND MAP SOLICIT.

     BIND MAP SOLICIT RECORD SOLICIT-REC.

*** MOVE DATA TO DATABASE CALC-KEY AND MAP DATA FIELD ***

     MOVE PASS-DEPT-ID TO DEPT-ID-0410.

     MOVE PASS-DEPT-ID TO SOLICIT-DEPT-ID.

*** RELEASE STORAGE ***

FREE STORAGE STGID 'DEPT'.

             .
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*** DATABASE ACCESS ***

             .

     MAP OUT USING SOLICIT

         MESSAGE IS DEPT-DISPLAY-MESS TO DEPT-DISPLAY-MESS-END.

     DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE NEXT-TASK.

Shared Storage

Shared storage is available to all tasks running concurrently under the IDMS system.

Shared storage is usually accessed by a concurrent nonterminal task. For example, such a nonterminal task might
support the main task by performing print functions.

For more information on nonterminal tasks, see Initiating Nonterminal Tasks.

When Shared Storage Is Released

IDMS maintains an in-use counter for each area of shared storage. Each time a task establishes addressability to an area
of shared storage, IDMS adds 1 to the in-use counter. When a task terminates or releases the storage, IDMS subtracts 1
from the in-use counter. IDMS releases shared storage when the in-use counter is set to zero.

Steps to Acquire Shared Storage

To dynamically acquire and use variable storage from the storage pool and make the storage available to other tasks
running under the same IDMS system, perform the following steps:

1. Acquire variable storage from the storage pool by issuing a GET STORAGE statement that specifies the SHARED
parameter.

2. Check for an ERROR-STATUS of 3210 (DC-NEW-STORAGE).
3. Perform the IDMS-STATUS routine if 3210 is not returned.
4. Perform processing, using the acquired storage as needed.
5. Optionally, release the shared storage by issuing a FREE STORAGE statement that specifies the appropriate storage

ID.

Steps to Access Shared Storage

To access the data from another task executing concurrently under the same IDMS system, perform the following steps:

1. Establish addressability to the previously acquired storage by issuing a GET STORAGE request that names the
storage ID specified for the storage area when it was first allocated.

2. Perform processing using the acquired data.
3. Optionally, release the shared storage by issuing a FREE STORAGE statement that specifies the appropriate storage

ID.

Shared Kept Storage

Shared kept storage is available to all tasks running under the IDMS system. Once a storage area with the SHARED
KEEP attribute is established, any task running under the IDMS system can access that area.

When Shared Kept Storage Is Released

IDMS maintains an in-use counter and a keep flag for each area of shared kept storage. Shared kept storage is released
only when both of the following conditions are true:

1. The in-use counter is set to zero, indicating that there are no current users of the area.
2. The keep flag is turned off (the FREE STORAGE statement turns the keep flag off)

If either condition is false, the storage area remains allocated. With this feature, shared kept storage areas remain
allocated even when they are not being used, provided the keep flag remains on.
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Each time a task establishes addressability to an area of shared kept storage, IDMS adds 1 to the in-use counter. When
the task terminates, IDMS subtracts 1 from the in-use counter. When a program issues a FREE STORAGE request, IDMS
subtracts 1 from the in-use counter and turns off the keep flag. Once a FREE STORAGE request is issued, if the in-use
counter is zero, IDMS releases the storage. Once turned off, the keep flag cannot be reset.

Difference from User Kept Storage

Unlike user kept storage, shared kept storage is not linked to the LTE across tasks executing on the same terminal.

Startup Shared Kept Storage

One shared storage area having the keep attribute is allocated at system startup for use by all tasks; this storage area
is never freed. This area is called the common work area (CWA) and can contain application-defined information, if so
requested during system generation.

For more information about the CWA, see IDMS Administrating section.

Example of Shared Kept Storage

The program excerpt below shows programmatic access to data previously placed in the CWA.

This program accesses the CWA in order to obtain the current date in Gregorian format:

 DATA DIVISION.

 01  NTCODES.

     05 NEXT-TASK           PIC X(8)   VALUE 'DEPTGET'.

 01  CWA                    PIC X(4)   VALUE 'CWA'.

 01  SOLICIT-REC.

     05 SOLICIT-DEPT-ID     PIC X(4).

     05 SOLICIT-GREG-DATE   PIC X(8).

 LINKAGE SECTION.

 01  CWA-DATA.

     05 CWA-DATE            PIC X(8).

     05 CWA-DATA-END        PIC X.

 

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

     BIND MAP SOLICIT.

     BIND MAP SOLICIT RECORD SOLICIT-REC.

*** GET THE DATE IN GREGORIAN FORMAT FROM THE CWA ***

GET STORAGE FOR CWA-DATA TO CWA-DATA-END

NOWAIT KEEP SHORT SHARED

STGID CWA.

     MOVE ZEROS TO SOLICIT-DEPT-ID.

     MOVE CWA-DATE TO SOLICIT-GREG-DATE.

     MAP OUT USING SOLICIT.

     DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE NEXT-TASK.

Storage Pool Summary

Acquired storage is associated with the TCE, the CSA, or both. Additionally, user storage with the keep attribute is linked
to the LTE.
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The table below shows the procedures and conditions under which IDMS maintains linkage when storage is released.
This table assumes that the FREE STORAGE request releases the entire storage area.

Storage Attribute After FREE STORAGE Request After Task Termination
USER Storage is released. Storage is released.
USER KEEP Storage is released. Storage remains allocated; TCE linkage is

transferred to the LTE.
SHARED Storage is released only if the in-use

counter is set to zero.
Storage is released only if the in-use
counter is set to zero.

SHARED KEEP Storage is released only if the in-use
counter is set to zero.

Storage remains allocated.

How Storage Is Allocated and Released

The following diagrams illustrate how IDMS allocates and releases storage.

1. Task 1, running on terminal B, establishes addressability to two variable areas of kept storage. WRK1 is designated
shared keep; WRK3 is designated user keep. Because task 1 is the only task using WRK1, the in-use counter
associated with WRK1 is set to 1.

2. Task 1 terminates without issuing a FREE STORAGE request for either WRK1 or WRK3. IDMS automatically
decrements the in-use counter and transfers linkage for WRK3 to the LTE for terminal B. Because WRK1 is shared,
IDMS does not maintain linkage to the LTE. Although WRK1 has no users, it remains allocated because an explicit
FREE STORAGE was not issued.
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3. Task 2 is initiated on terminal B and issues a GET STORAGE request for WRK1. Task 3 is initiated on terminal C and
issues a GET STORAGE request for WRK1. The in-use counter for WRK1 indicates two users.
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4. Task 3 issues a FREE STORAGE request for WRK1; IDMS turns the keep flag off and decrements the in-use counter
by 1.
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5. Task 2 terminates without issuing a FREE STORAGE request for WRK1; IDMS decrements the in-use counter by 1.
Because the keep flag is off and the in-use counter is set to zero, IDMS releases the storage associated with WRK1.
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Using Scratch Records
IDMS scratch management functions allow you to allocate, retrieve, and delete scratch records. Scratch records, which
are stored in the DDLDCSCR area of the dictionary, are used to pass data from one task to subsequent tasks running on
the same terminal. These records are not accessible to tasks executing on other terminals.

Fast Access

Scratch records provide fast access because:

• Scratch records are indexed. They are stored in an indexed set in the DDLDCSR area of the dictionary.
• The DDLDCSCR area provides efficient access. It is initialized at system startup; any previously existing records are

deleted.
• Scratch records are unavailable to other users. You do not have to wait for record locks to be freed.

Best Use of Scratch Records

Scratch records are not recoverable across a shutdown/startup or a system crash. All scratch records are deleted at
system startup. Because they are not saved across a system shutdown, scratch records are best used for temporary
storage of data.
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Availability to a Subsequent Task

When a task terminates, IDMS temporarily associates that task's scratch areas with the logical terminal from which
the task was invoked. This is done using the logical terminal element (LTE). When a new task is initiated on the same
terminal, IDMS transfers the scratch areas to the task control element (TCE) for the new task. All scratch records and
currencies associated with the old task are available to the new task.

What You Can Do with Scratch Records

You can use IDMS scratch management functions to do the following:

• Store or replace a scratch record in the dictionary
• Retrieve a scratch record from the dictionary and place it in a variable-storage area associated with the issuing task
• Delete a scratch record from the dictionary

Steps to Allocate or Replace a Scratch Record

To allocate or replace a scratch record, perform the following steps:

1. Initialize the appropriate fields in program variable storage.
2. Issue a PUT SCRATCH command that specifies the variable-storage location of the data to be stored; to replace a

record, include the REPLACE parameter.
3. If you specify the REPLACE parameter, check for a status of 4317 (DC-REC-REPLACED).
4. Perform the IDMS-STATUS routine. (If you specify REPLACE, perform this step only if 4317 is not returned.)

Scratch Area

In response to your PUT SCRATCH request, IDMS places the scratch record in the DDLDCSCR area of the dictionary. An
index pointer to the record is placed in a storage pool scratch area. Each scratch area is identified by its area ID; scratch
records in each area are indexed in ascending order by scratch record ID (SRID).

Typically, your program assigns the SRID. If not, IDMS assigns the SRID, places the record last within the scratch area,
and returns the SRID to your program.

Any number of scratch areas can be associated with a task and any number of scratch records can be associated with a
scratch area.

Example of Scratch Record Allocation

The figure below shows scratch record allocation. When a PUT SCRATCH request is issued, IDMS creates a scratch
record in the dictionary and places a pointer to that record in a scratch area associated with the issuing task.
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Steps to Retrieve a Scratch Record

To retrieve a scratch record, perform the following steps:

1. Issue a GET SCRATCH command that specifies the appropriate scratch area ID and indicates the variable-storage
location in which the scratch record is to be placed. You can retrieve scratch records by position within the area, by
relationship to the current record of the scratch area, or by SRID.

2. If you are issuing the GET SCRATCH command iteratively and specifying the DELETE parameter, check for a status
of 4303 (DC-AREA-ID-UNK); this indicates the end of the scratch area. If you specify KEEP, check for a status of 4305
(DC-REC-NOT-FOUND); this indicates the end of the scratch area.
If there is any chance that the length of the retrieved record exceeds the length of its allocated variable storage, you
should do the following:
Include the KEEP parameter of the GET SCRATCH statement to ensure that data is not deleted when it is retrieved.
– Check for a status of 4319 (DC-TRUNCATED-DATA).

3. Perform the IDMS-STATUS routine if neither 4303, 4305, nor 4319 is returned.

'Scratch record currency'. IDMS maintains currency for the records in each scratch area. Because IDMS maintains
currency across tasks, you should be aware that the NEXT option does not default to FIRST, and PRIOR does not default
to LAST.

Steps to Delete a Scratch Record
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To delete a scratch record, issue either of the following commands:

• A GET SCRATCH command that specifies the DELETE parameter. IDMS copies the scratch record to the appropriate
variable-storage area and deletes the record. When all scratch records associated with a given scratch area have been
deleted, IDMS deletes the scratch area. IDMS returns a status of 4303 (DC-AREA-ID-UNK) to later GET SCRATCH
requests that specify that area ID.

• A DELETE SCRATCH command that specifies one of the following:
– That a particular occurrence of the scratch record is to be erased
– That the entire scratch area should be erased
– Allocating Scratch Records Across Tasks

The following diagrams illustrate how IDMS dynamically allocates scratch records across tasks:

1. Task 1 stores scratch record SCR1 in scratch area 7. Because no scratch area with that identifier exists for task 1,
IDMS dynamically allocates the area within the variable-storage pool. A scratch record is placed in the dictionary and
is associated with task 1's TCE.

2. Task 1 stores SCR2 in scratch area 7. IDMS creates a second entry in scratch area 7 and places the new record in the
dictionary.
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3. Task 1 terminates. IDMS associates scratch area 7 with the LTE for terminal A. Scratch area 7 is no longer associated
with task 1.
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4. Task 4 is initiated on terminal A. IDMS associates scratch area 7 with task 4's TCE.
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5. Task 4 issues a GET SCRATCH to obtain SCR2. Data associated with scratch record SCR2 now resides in variable
storage for task 4, as well as in the dictionary.
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6. Task 4 deletes SCR1. IDMS deletes the scratch area entry for that record and removes the record from the dictionary.
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Example of Retrieving Scratch Records

The program excerpt below retrieves scratch records from the TEST-SCRATCH scratch area. The program uses a
pageable map in order to display an unlimited number of scratch records.

The program retrieves all occurrences in the TEST-SCRATCH scratch area. Each occurrence contains the employee's ID,
last name, and first name.

 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 01  TC                         PIC X(8).

     88 GETOUT                  VALUE 'GETSCR2'.

 01  SWITCHES.

     05 FIRST-PAGE-SW           PIC X  VALUE 'N'.

        88 LESS-THAN-A-PAGE     VALUE 'N'.

 01  GETSCR2                    PIC X(8)    VALUE 'GETSCR2'.

 01  TESTSCR                    PIC X(8)    VALUE 'TESTSCR'.

 01  TEST-SCRATCH.

     05 SCR-ID              PIC 9(4).

     05 SCR-LNAME           PIC X(15).

     05 SCR-FNAME           PIC X(10).

     05 TEST-SCRATCH-END    PIC X.
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 01  SCRMAP-REC.

     02  ID                      PIC 9(4).

     02  LNAME                   PIC X(15).

     02  FNAME                   PIC X(10).

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

 MAIN-LINE.

     ACCEPT TASK CODE INTO TC.

     IF GETOUT ENDPAGE

               DC RETURN.

     BIND MAP SCRMAP01.

     BIND MAP SCRMAP01 RECORD SCRMAP-REC.

     STARTPAGE SESSION SCRMAP01 NOWAIT BACKPAGE BROWSE

        ON DC-SECOND-STARTPAGE NEXT SENTENCE.

*

GET SCRATCH AREA ID TESTSCR FIRST KEEP

INTO TEST-SCRATCH TO

TEST-SCRATCH-END

ON DC-AREA-ID-UNK

GO TO ERR-NO-SCR.

     MOVE SCR-ID TO ID.

     MOVE SCR-LNAME TO LNAME.

     MOVE SCR-FNAME TO FNAME.

     MAP OUT USING SCRMAP01

          DETAIL NEW.

     PERFORM A100-GET-SCRATCH THRU A100-EXIT

                      UNTIL DC-REC-NOT-FOUND.

     IF LESS-THAN-A-PAGE

        MAP OUT USING SCRMAP01

            NEWPAGE RESUME.

     DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE GETSCR2.

 

 A100-GET-SCRATCH.

GET SCRATCH AREA ID TESTSCR NEXT KEEP

INTO TEST-SCRATCH TO

TEST-SCRATCH-END

ON DC-REC-NOT-FOUND GO TO A100-EXIT.

     MOVE SCR-ID TO ID.

     MOVE SCR-LNAME TO LNAME.

     MOVE SCR-FNAME TO FNAME.

     MAP OUT USING SCRMAP01

          DETAIL NEW

     ON DC-FIRST-PAGE-SENT

        MOVE 'Y' TO FIRST-PAGE-SW.

 A100-EXIT.

     EXIT.

Using Queue Records
IDMS queue management functions allow you to store, retrieve, and delete queue records. Queue records, which are
stored in the dictionary, are available to all tasks running under IDMS and to batch programs with an operating mode of
DC-BATCH.
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Queue records are saved across a system shutdown/startup and recovered across a system crash; however, currencies
are lost when the system crashes or is shut down.

In a data sharing environment, queues can be shared between members of a data sharing group.

Queue Record Storage

IDMS stores queue records in the DDLDCRUN area of the dictionary. Each queue record is a member record in a
set owned by a queue header record. All records associated with one queue header are referred to collectively as a
queue. You can direct records to queues defined at system generation, to queues defined through the DDDL compiler, to
program-defined queues, or to null queues.

Sharing Queues Between IDMS Systems

In a data sharing environment, queues can be shared between IDMS systems that are members of a sharing group. The
benefit of a shared queue is that it can be read and updated by programs executing on any member of the group. Whether
or not a specific queue is shared, is determined by specifications made by the IDMS system administrator. Programs
accessing queues are not sensitive to whether or not a queue is shared, since the DML syntax is the same in either case.

How You Can Use Queue Management

You can use IDMS queue management functions to do the following:

• Store a queue record and assign an ID to uniquely identify the record
• Retrieve a queue record and place it in a variable-storage area associated with the issuing task
• Delete a record from a specified queue
• Delete an entire queue

Steps to Store a Queue Record

To store a queue record, perform the following steps:

1. Initialize the appropriate fields in program variable storage.
2. Issue a PUT QUEUE command that specifies the variable-storage location of the data to be stored.

Steps to Retrieve a Queue Record

To retrieve a queue record, perform the following steps:

1. Issue a GET QUEUE command that specifies the appropriate queue ID and indicates the variable-storage location in
which the queue record is to be placed.
If there is any chance that the length of the retrieved record exceeds the length of its allocated variable storage, you
should do the following:
Include the KEEP parameter of the GET QUEUE statement to ensure that the record is not deleted when it is
retrieved.
– Check for a status of 4419 (DC-TRUNCATED-DATA).

2. Check for a status of 4405 (DC-REC-NOT-FOUND), which indicates that you have retrieved all queue records for the
specified queue ID.

3. Perform the IDMS-STATUS routine if neither 4405 nor 4419 is returned.

'Queue record currency'. IDMS maintains currency for each queue by task. If several tasks are accessing a queue
concurrently, IDMS maintains currency separately for each task. Access to a queue record can be by queue ID, by
position within the queue, or by relationship of the specified record to the current record of the queue.

Steps to Delete a Queue Record

To delete a queue record, issue either of the following commands:

• A GET QUEUE command that specifies the DELETE parameter. IDMS copies the record's data to the appropriate
variable-storage area and deletes the record.

• A DELETE QUEUE command that specifies one of the following:
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– That the current occurrence of the queue record is to be erased
– That the entire queue should be deleted

Implicit Deletion of Queue Records

IDMS saves the next and prior currencies following a DELETE QUEUE function so that you can still access the next and
prior records in the queue. When all records associated with a given queue have been deleted, IDMS deletes the header
record as well. Queue records are also deleted implicitly if the associated queue header record is deleted.

Deleting Queues

Queues can also be deleted at system startup or at run time:

• At system startup -- Each queue is assigned a retention period; the retention period specifies the number of days that
IDMS will retain the queue. At system startup, IDMS deletes queues that have exceeded their retention periods.

• At run time -- The DCMT VARY QUEUE command can be used to delete unwanted queues at run time.
For more information on DCMT commands, see the "Administrating IDMS System Operations" section of the IDMS
documentation.

Queue Record Locks

Because queues are shared among tasks, IDMS must ensure that two tasks do not update a queue record concurrently,
causing unexpected alteration of data. Additionally, if a task terminates abnormally, IDMS must ensure that the queue can
be restored to its state before the failure. To accomplish this, IDMS handles queues in the following manner:

• When a task stores or retrieves a queue record, IDMS places an implicit exclusive lock on that record, thereby
preventing it from being retrieved or updated by other tasks.

• All records locked by IDMS remain locked until the task terminates or until your program issues a COMMIT TASK
statement. COMMIT TASK causes some or all of the locks to be released, as specified.

• Queue currencies and locks are not passed from one task to the next on a terminal. Each task is responsible for
reestablishing any required currencies.

Avoiding Task Waits for Queue Access

Only one task can access a queue record at a time; other tasks attempting access must wait until the current task
is complete. Therefore, you should ensure that queue access is short lived. There should be no long waits, such as
pseudoconverses, embedded within queue access code.

Retrieving Queue Records

The program excerpt below retrieves and displays queue records. This program uses a pageable map in order to display
an unlimited number of queue records.

The program retrieves all occurrences in the DISPQ queue. This queue lists the employee's ID and last name, and the
date and time that each queue record was established.

  WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

  01  TC                         PIC X(8).

      88 GETOUT                  VALUE 'QOUT'.

  01  SWITCHES.

      05 FIRST-PAGE-SW           PIC X  VALUE 'N'.

         88 LESS-THAN-A-PAGE     VALUE 'N'.

  01  GETQUE2                    PIC X(8) VALUE 'QOUT'.

  01  CURR-TIME                  PIC X(11).

  01  CURR-DATE                  PIC S9(7) COMP-3.

  01  MESSAGES.

      05 DIS-QUE-MESS            PIC X(20) VALUE

         'QUEUE TESTQ DISPLAYED'.

      05 DIS-QUE-MESS-END        PIC X.
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  01  TESTQ                   PIC X(6) VALUE 'TESTQ'.

  01  TEST-QUEUE.

      05 Q-ID              PIC 9(4).

      05 Q-LNAME           PIC X(15).

      05 Q-TIME            PIC X(11).

      05 Q-DATE            PIC 9(5).

      05 TEST-QUEUE-END     PIC X.

  01  QUEMAP-REC.

      05  ID                      PIC 9(4).

      05  LNAME                   PIC X(15).

      05  QTIME                   PIC X(11).

      05  QDATE                   PIC 9(5).

      05  MAP-DATE                PIC 9(5).

      05  MAP-TIME                PIC X(11).

  PROCEDURE DIVISION.

  MAIN-LINE.

      BIND MAP QUEMAP01.

      BIND MAP QUEMAP01 RECORD QUEMAP-REC.

      ACCEPT TASK CODE INTO TC.

      IF GETOUT ENDPAGE

                DC RETURN.

      GET TIME INTO CURR-TIME EDIT

          DATE INTO CURR-DATE.

      MOVE CURR-TIME TO MAP-TIME.

      MOVE CURR-DATE TO MAP-DATE.

      STARTPAGE SESSION QUEMAP01 NOWAIT BACKPAGE BROWSE

         ON DC-SECOND-STARTPAGE NEXT SENTENCE.

 *

      PERFORM A100-GET-QUEUE-REC THRU A100-EXIT

               UNTIL DC-REC-NOT-FOUND.

      IF LESS-THAN-A-PAGE

         MAP OUT USING QUEMAP01

           NEWPAGE RESUME

           MESSAGE IS DIS-QUE-MESS TO DIS-QUE-MESS-END.

 *

      DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE GETQUE2.

 *

  A100-GET-QUEUE-REC.

       GET QUEUE ID TESTQ NEXT KEEP

         INTO TEST-QUEUE TO

              TEST-QUEUE-END 

          ON DC-REC-NOT-FOUND GO TO A100-EXIT.

      MOVE Q-ID        TO ID.

      MOVE Q-LNAME     TO LNAME.

      MOVE Q-TIME      TO QTIME.

      MOVE Q-DATE      TO QDATE.

      MAP OUT USING QUEMAP01

          DETAIL NEW

          ON DC-FIRST-PAGE-SENT

            MOVE 'Y' TO FIRST-PAGE-SW.

  A100-EXIT.

      EXIT.
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Using the Terminal Screen To Transmit Data
You can transfer small amounts of alphanumeric data between tasks by using map data fields defined with the following
attributes:

• Dark
• Protected
• MDT set on (nonpageable maps only)

For example, you can convert a record's db-key to display format and transmit the reformatted db-key in the map data
stream to allow for DB-KEY retrieval on subsequent database access. You can also transmit the next task code to be
invoked by a program.

The terminal screen is ideal for transmitting small amounts of data; more than a small amount of data can affect
transmission time.

Example of Transmitting Screen Data

The program excerpt below uses the terminal screen to transmit the db-key of a database record to be modified. This
allows for more efficient database access.

The program uses the record's db-key, which was transmitted in the map data stream, to retrieve the EMPLOYEE record.

 01  MAP-WORK-REC.

     05 WORK-DEPT-ID        PIC 9(4).

     05 WORK-EMP-ID         PIC 9(4).

     05 WORK-FIRST          PIC X(10).

     05 WORK-LAST           PIC X(15).

     05 WORK-ADDRESS        PIC X(42).

     05 WORK-DEPT-NAME      PIC X(45).

05 DARK-DBKEY PIC X(12).

05 RETRIEVE-DBKEY PIC S9(8) COMP.

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

     BIND MAP EMPMAP.

     BIND MAP EMPMAP RECORD MAP-WORK-REC.

     MAP IN USING EMPMAP.

     IF WORK-EMP-ID NOT NUMERIC

        GO TO U100-INVALID-EMP-ID.

*

     COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-BINDS.

     READY.

*** CHANGE DARK-DBKEY FROM DISPLAY TO COMP ***

MOVE DARK-DBKEY TO RETRIEVE-DBKEY.

OBTAIN EMPLOYEE DB-KEY IS RETRIEVE-DBKEY

ON DB-REC-NOT-FOUND

GO TO U100-INVALID-DBKEY.

*

     MOVE WORK-FIRST  TO EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415.

     MOVE WORK-LAST   TO EMP-LAST-NAME-0415.

     MOVE WORK-ADDRESS TO EMP-ADDRESS-0415.

     MODIFY EMPLOYEE.

     FINISH.

*** MAP OUT PROCESSING AND ERROR ROUTINES ***

 .

 .
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 .

DC Programming Techniques
This section discusses programming techniques used to request DC services. Functionally similar DC DML statements
are presented together; sample code that demonstrates typical usage of each statement is included. The DC DML
functions are divided into these categories:

• Controlling the flow of processing in the different levels of your task
• Retrieving task-related information-Accessing system, terminal, and user information related to the current task
• Maintaining online data integrity-Monitoring concurrent database access locking database records across tasks
• Managing tables-Adding and deleting tables from the program pool
• Retrieving the current time and date-Accessing the time and date from the DC system
• Writing to the journal file-Writing task-defined records to the journal file
• Collecting DC statistics-Accessing run-time transaction statistics
• Sending messages-Transmitting messages to other terminals, the user, and the log file
• Writing to a printer-Directing data to printer devices
• Writing JCL to a JES2 internal reader-Sending a JCL stream from the application program to a JES2 internal reader
• Modifying a task's priority-Changing the dispatching priority of a task
• Initiating nonterminal tasks-Using nonterminal tasks
• Controlling abend processing-Specifying the flow of control in the event of an abend
• Establishing and posting events-Establishing and posting event control blocks

Passing Program Control
DC provides program management facilities that allow you to pass control either between programs in a single task thread
or from task to task. Using these program management functions, you can:

• Return control to the next-higher level within a task, optionally specifying the next task to be invoked on the same
terminal

• Initiate execution of a program on the same level within a task; control cannot return to the calling program
• Initiate execution of a subordinate-level program within the same task, with the expectation that control will return to

the instruction immediately following the request

This article describes the following information:

Levels of Program Control

The figure below shows levels of programs in a task. TASKA invokes Program A, which calls Program B expecting return
of control. Program B passes control laterally to Program C, which then returns control to Program A. When Program A is
finished, it returns control to DC specifying that TASKX should be the next task invoked on that logical terminal.

                               Next task code 'TASKX'

                            ┌─ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ─┐

                            │                                   │

           DC

───────────┬────────────────▲───────────────────────────────────┼──────────────

           │   TASKA        │                                   │   TASKX

           │                                                    │

           │                │                                   │

           │                                                    │
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  ┌────────▼───────┐        │                           ┌───────▼───────┐

  │                │                                    │               │

  │   Program A    │        │                           │  Program D    │

  │   (level 1)    │                                    │               │

  │                ◄────────┼──────────┐                │               │

  │                │        │          │                │               │

  │                │                   │                │               │

  └────────┬────┬──┘        │          │                └───────────────┘

           │                           │

           │    │           │          │

           │                           │

           │    └─ - - - - ─┘          │

           │                           │

  ┌────────▼───────┐           ┌───────┴───────┐

  │                │           │               │

  │   Program B    │           │  Program C    │

  │   (level 2)    │           │  (level 2)    │

  │                ├───────────►               │

  │                │           │               │

  │                │           │               │

  └────────────────┘           └───────────────┘

Returning to a Higher-level Program

You can return control to a higher level within a task or to DC. If you return control to DC and specify the next task code to
be invoked, the task ends and a pseudoconverse begins.

DC RETURN Statement

To return control to the next-higher level in a task, issue a DC RETURN statement, optionally specifying the next task
code to be invoked on the terminal.

If the next-higher-level program specifies a next task code, it overrides any task code specified by the subordinate
program. If the issuing program is the highest-level program, DC regains control.

NOTE
You can bypass intervening link levels and return control to DC by issuing a DC RETURN IMMEDIATE
statement.

When the Next Task is Invoked

DC invokes the next task differently depending on how it is defined to the DC system:

• If the next task is defined with the INPUT attribute, it is executed when the user next presses an AID key.
• If the next task is defined with the NOINPUT attribute, it is executed immediately.

Example of Return Specifying Next Task

The program excerpt below returns control to DC and specifies the next task code to be invoked on that terminal.

The first DC RETURN statement returns control to DC. The second DC RETURN statement also specifies that
DEPTDISM is the next task invoked on that terminal.

 DATA DIVISION.

 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 01  DEPTDISM                   PIC X(8)  VALUE 'DEPTDISM'.

 01  SOLICIT-REC.
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     05  SOLICIT-DEPT-ID        PIC X(4).

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

*** ESTABLISH ADDRESSABILITY TO THE MAP AND MAP RECORD ***

     BIND MAP SOLICIT.

     BIND MAP SOLICIT RECORD SOLICIT-REC.

*** CHECK THE AID BYTE ***

     INQUIRE MAP SOLICIT MOVE AID TO DC-AID-IND-V.

*** RETURN CONTROL TO CA IDMS/DC IF OPERATOR HAS PRESSED CLEAR ***

     IF CLEAR-HIT

     DC RETURN.

        MOVE ZERO TO SOLICIT-DEPT-ID.

*** TRANSMIT THE MAP TO THE TERMINAL SCREEN ***

     MAP OUT USING SOLICIT

        NEWPAGE

        MESSAGE IS INITIAL-MESSAGE LENGTH 80.

*** RETURN CONTROL TO CA IDMS/DC AND SPECIFY THE NEXT TASK ***

     DC RETURN

     NEXT TASK CODE DEPTDISM.

Passing Control Laterally

After DC gives control to the program specified by an initial task code, that program can transfer control to other DC
programs on the same level. That is, the issuing program does not expect return of control.

Steps to Transfer Control

To transfer control laterally, perform the following steps:

1. Invoke the main program specified by the task code.
2. Perform processing, as required.
3. Acquire storage for any parameters to be passed.
4. Transfer control to the second program by issuing a TRANSFER CONTROL XCTL statement, optionally specifying a

parameter list.
Because control is transferred, there is no need to perform the IDMS-STATUS routine.

'COBOL programmers'. If you specify a parameter list, the specified data items must be defined in the LINKAGE
SECTION of both the calling and the receiving programs.

'PL/I programmers'. If you specify a parameter list, the specified data items must be defined as based storage in both the
calling and the receiving programs.

Example of Transferring Control Laterally

The program excerpt below shows a TRANSFER CONTROL request that includes a parameter list containing database
retrieval information.

The ERRCHEK program performs error checking and passes control to the GETPROG program, which performs the
database access.

 PROGRAM-ID.                     ERRCHEK.

 DATA DIVISION.

 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 01  GETPROG                    PIC X(8) VALUE 'GETPROG'.

 LINKAGE SECTION.

 01  PASS-DEPT-INFO.

     05 PASS-DEPT-ID            PIC 9(4).
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     05 PASS-DEPT-INFO-END      PIC X.

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

     BIND MAP SOLICIT.

     BIND MAP SOLICIT RECORD SOLICIT-REC.

     MAP IN USING SOLICIT.

*** PERFORM ERROR CHECKING ***

     IF SOLICIT-DEPT-ID NOT NUMERIC

        THEN GO TO SOLICIT-ERROR.

*** ACQUIRE STORAGE FOR DEPT-ID TO BE PASSED ***

     GET STORAGE FOR PASS-DEPT-INFO TO PASS-DEPT-INFO-END

        WAIT LONG USER KEEP STGID 'PDIN'

        ON DC-NEW-STORAGE NEXT SENTENCE.

     MOVE SOLICIT-DEPT-ID TO PASS-DEPT-ID.

*** TRANSFER CONTROL TO DATABASE ACCESS PROGRAM ***

     TRANSFER CONTROL TO GETPROG XCTL

     USING PASS-DEPT-INFO.

______________________________________________________________________________

 

 PROGRAM-ID.                     GETPROG.

 DATA DIVISION.

 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 01  GETPROG                    PIC X(8) VALUE 'GETPROG'.

 LINKAGE SECTION.

 01  P-DEPT-INFO.

     05 P-DEPT-ID               PIC 9(4).

     05 P-DEPT-INFO-END         PIC X.

PROCEDURE DIVISION USING P-DEPT-INFO.

 COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-BINDS.

     READY.

     MOVE P-DEPT-ID TO DEPT-ID-0410.

*** OBTAIN DEPARTMENT USING PASSED DEPT-ID ***

     OBTAIN DEPARTMENT CALC

        ON DB-REC-NOT-FOUND

        PERFORM ERR-NO-DEPT.

          .

*** FURTHER DATABASE PROCESSING ***

Passing Control, Expecting to Return

To transfer program control to a subordinate level, expecting return of control to the instruction immediately following the
request, perform the following steps:

1. Invoke the main program specified by the task code.
2. Perform processing, as required.
3. Transfer control to the second program by issuing a TRANSFER CONTROL LINK statement, optionally specifying a

parameter list.
4. Perform processing in the subordinate-level program, as required. DC returns control to the next-higher-level program

when the subordinate program issues a DC RETURN statement.

Example of Passing Control to a Lower Level

The program excerpt below transfers control to DEPTCHEK, a subroutine that performs error-checking.

The GETPROG program performs processing based on the status returned by the DEPTCHEK program.
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 DATA DIVISION.

 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 01  DEPTCHEK                   PIC X(8) VALUE 'DEPTCHEK'.

 01  ERRCHEK-INFO.

     05 CHEK-DEPT-ID            PIC 9(4).

     05 CHEK-ERRSTAT            PIC X(4).

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

     BIND MAP SOLICIT.

     BIND MAP SOLICIT RECORD SOLICIT-REC.

     MAP IN USING SOLICIT.

     MOVE SOLICIT-DEPT-ID TO CHEK-DEPT-ID.

     MOVE 'OK' TO CHEK-ERRSTAT.

*** TRANSFER CONTROL TO ERROR CHECKING PROGRAM ***

     TRANSFER CONTROL TO DEPTCHEK LINK USING

     CHEK-DEPT-ID

     CHEK-ERRSTAT.

     IF CHEK-ERRSTAT NOT = 'OK'

        GO TO ERR-DEPT-ID.

     COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-BINDS.

     READY.

     MOVE SOLICIT-DEPT-ID TO DEPT-ID-0410.

     OBTAIN DEPARTMENT CALC

        ON DB-REC-NOT-FOUND

        PERFORM ERR-NO-DEPT.

*** FURTHER DATABASE PROCESSING ***

______________________________________________________________________________

 

 PROGRAM-ID.                     DEPTCHEK.

 DATA DIVISION.

 LINKAGE SECTION.

 01  CH-DEPT-INFO.

     05 CH-ID                   PIC 9(4).

     05 CH-ERRSTAT              PIC X(4).

PROCEDURE DIVISION USING CH-DEPT-INFO.

*** PERFORM ERROR AND RANGE CHECKING ***

     IF CH-ID NOT NUMERIC

        THEN MOVE 'NNUM' TO CH-ERRSTAT

     ELSE

       IF CH-ID > 8000 OR < 1000

          MOVE 'RANG' TO CH-ERRSTAT.

*** RETURN CONTROL TO CALLING PROGRAM ***

     DC RETURN.

Retrieving Task-Related Information
DC provides task- and system-related information that you can use in your program. Although you can use this
information for any number of purposes, it is most often used for the following:
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• Program flexibility-You can perform various sections of code based on the calling task code.
• Operator information-You can display the logical terminal ID, the physical terminal ID, and the current DC system

number on the terminal screen. The program excerpt below shows this technique.
• Journaling information-You can write information such as the user ID, logical terminal ID, the physical terminal ID,

and the current DC system number to the journal file. For more information, see Writing to the Journal File.
• System security-You can restrict program access based on site-specific factors. For example, you can permit only

certain tasks or certain terminals to access a specified program.

Using the ACCEPT Statement

To retrieve task- and system-related information, issue an ACCEPT statement that indicates the information needed and
the variable-storage location to which it is to be returned.

Example of Retrieving Task Information

The program excerpt below uses ACCEPT statements to retrieve the task code, the logical terminal ID, the physical
terminal ID, and the user ID.

 DATA DIVISION.

 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 01  DEPTDISM                   PIC X(8)  VALUE 'DEPTDISM'.

 01  SOLICIT-REC.

     05 SOLICIT-DEPT-ID         PIC X(4).

     05 TASK-INFO.

       07 TC                    PIC X(8).

          88 GETOUT             VALUE 'DEPTBYE'.

       07 LTERMINAL             PIC X(8).

       07 PTERMINAL             PIC X(8).

       07 CURR-USER             PIC X(32).

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

*** RETRIEVE THE TASK CODE ***

     ACCEPT TASK CODE INTO TC.

*** IF TASK CODE = DEPTBYE, RETURN TO CA IDMS/DC ***

     IF GETOUT DC RETURN.

     BIND MAP SOLICIT.

     BIND MAP SOLICIT RECORD SOLICIT-REC.

*** RETRIEVE LTERM, PTERM, AMD USER ID ***

     ACCEPT LTERM ID INTO LTERMINAL.

     ACCEPT PTERM ID INTO PTERMINAL.

     ACCEPT USER ID INTO CURR-USER.

     MOVE ZERO TO SOLICIT-DEPT-ID.

     MAP OUT USING SOLICIT

        NEWPAGE

        MESSAGE IS INITIAL-MESSAGE LENGTH 80.

*

     DC RETURN

        NEXT TASK CODE DEPTDISM.

The mapout performed by the program excerpt results in this screen display:

    LTERM: LT12014                                      PTERM: PV12014

                                                          USER: RKN

                *** DEPARTMENT SOLICITOR SCREEN ***
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                    DEPARTMENT ID:  0000

ENTER AN DEPT ID AND PRESS ENTER ** CLEAR TO EXIT

Maintaining Data Integrity in the Online Environment
To maintain database integrity in the online environment, DC allows you to perform the following functions:

• Place an explicit lock on a database record-You can restrict other run units' access to a specified database record
occurrence.

• Monitor concurrent database access across a pseudoconverse-You can determine if other run units have
accessed a certain database record during a pseudoconverse.

This article describes the following information:

Setting Longterm Explicit Locks

In pseudoconversational programming, you may be required to lock records across run units for the duration of a
transaction. For example, a high-priority update application may lock record occurrences as they are retrieved in order to
prevent other run units from accessing data that is about to be modified.

Steps to Set Longterm Locks

To lock a database record explicitly across a pseudoconverse, perform the following steps:

1. Retrieve the database record.
2. Issue a KEEP LONGTERM statement that specifies either the SHARE CURRENT or the EXCLUSIVE CURRENT

parameter:
– SHARE CURRENT places a shared lock on the specified record occurrence; other run units can access the record

but not update it.
– EXCLUSIVE CURRENT places an exclusive lock on the specified record occurrence; other run units cannot access

the record in any way.
3. Perform pseudoconversational processing, as required.
4. As soon as possible, release the explicit lock by issuing a KEEP LONGTERM statement with the RELEASE

parameter.

WARNING
Release longterm locks as soon as possible to provide availability to other run units.
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Interaction of Longterm Locks

Locks in effect Locks allowed for other run units Locks disallowed for other run units
Shared Shared and longterm shared Exclusive and longterm exclusive
Exclusive None Shared, exclusive, longterm shared, and

longterm exclusive
Longterm shared For all run units: shared and longterm

shared .sp For run units on the same
terminal: exclusive and longterm exclusive

For run units on other terminals:
exclusive and longterm exclusive

Longterm exclusive For run units on the same terminal:
shared, exclusive, longterm shared, and
longterm exclusive

For run units on other terminals: shared,
exclusive, longterm shared, and longterm
exclusive

Example of Setting Longterm Exclusive Locks

The first program excerpt below sets longterm exclusive locks in order to ensure that other programs cannot access any
data. (The second program excerpt performs database modifications and releases the locks as soon as possible.)

The first program excerpt locks the EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT records in order to prevent other run units from
modifying them during the pseudoconverse.

 DATA DIVISION.

 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 01  CHNGDEPT                   PIC X(8)   VALUE 'CHNGDEPT'.

 01  KEEP-INFO.

     05 DEPT-LNGTRM-ID          PIC X(4)   VALUE 'DEPT'.

     05 EMPL-LNGTRM-ID          PIC X(4)   VALUE 'EMPL'.

 01  MAP-WORK-REC.

     05  WORK-OLD-DEPT-ID       PIC 9(4).

     05  WORK-NEW-DEPT-ID       PIC 9(4).

     05  WORK-EMP-ID            PIC 9(4).

     05  WORK-FIRST             PIC X(10).

     05  WORK-LAST              PIC X(15).

     05  WORK-ADDRESS           PIC X(42).

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

     BIND MAP DCTEST03.

     BIND MAP DCTEST03 RECORD MAP-WORK-REC.

     MAP IN USING DCTEST03.

     MOVE WORK-EMP-ID TO EMP-ID-0415.

     OBTAIN CALC EMPLOYEE

        ON DB-REC-NOT-FOUND GO TO ERR-NO-EMP.

*** SET AN EXCLUSIVE LOCK ON THE CURRENT EMPLOYEE RECORD ***

     KEEP LONGTERM EMPL-LNGTRM-ID

     EXCLUSIVE CURRENT EMPLOYEE.

     MOVE EMP-ID-0415 TO WORK-EMP-ID.

     MOVE EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 TO WORK-LAST.

     MOVE EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 TO WORK-FIRST.

     MOVE EMP-ADDRESS-0415 TO WORK-ADDRESS.

     IF DEPT-EMPLOYEE IS NOT EMPTY

        OBTAIN OWNER IN DEPT-EMPLOYEE

     ELSE GO TO NO-DEPT.

*** SET AN EXCLUSIVE LOCK ON THE CURRENT DEPARTMENT RECORD ***
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     KEEP LONGTERM DEPT-LNGTRM-ID

     EXCLUSIVE CURRENT DEPARTMENT.

     MOVE DEPT-ID-0410 TO WORK-OLD-DEPT-ID.

*** ALLOW INPUT IN THE NEW DEPARTMENT FIELD ONLY ***

     MODIFY MAP DCTEST03 FOR ALL EXCEPT

           DFLD WORK-NEW-DEPT-ID

           ATTRIBUTES PROTECTED.

     MAP OUT USING DCTEST03.

     DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE CHNGDEPT.

Example of Releasing Longterm Exclusive Locks

This program excerpt maps in the new department ID, disconnects the employee from the old department, and connects
the record to the new department.

 DATA DIVISION.

 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 01  CHNGSHOW                   PIC X(8)   VALUE 'CHNGSHOW'.

 01  TEMP-DEPT-DBKEY            PIC S9(8) COMP.

 01  KEEP-INFO.

     05 DEPT-LNGTRM-ID          PIC X(4)   VALUE 'DEPT'.

     05 EMPL-LNGTRM-ID          PIC X(4)   VALUE 'EMPL'.

 01  MAP-WORK-REC.

     05  WORK-OLD-DEPT-ID       PIC 9(4).

     05  WORK-NEW-DEPT-ID       PIC 9(4).

     05  WORK-EMP-ID            PIC 9(4).

     05  WORK-FIRST             PIC X(10).

     05  WORK-LAST              PIC X(15).

     05  WORK-ADDRESS           PIC X(42).

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

     BIND MAP DCTEST03.

     BIND MAP DCTEST03 RECORD MAP-WORK-REC.

     MAP IN USING DCTEST03.

     IF WORK-NEW-DEPT-ID IS NOT NUMERIC

         GO TO ERR-NONNUMERIC-DEPT-ID.

*** OBTAIN NEW DEPARTMENT RECORD TO ENSURE IT EXISTS ***

     MOVE WORK-NEW-DEPT-ID TO DEPT-ID-0410.

     FIND CALC DEPARTMENT

         ON DB-REC-NOT-FOUND GO TO ERR-NO-NEW-DEPT.

     MOVE DBKEY TO TEMP-DEPT-DBKEY.

*** REOBTAIN OLD DEPARTMENT ***

     MOVE WORK-OLD-DEPT-ID TO DEPT-ID-0410.

     FIND CALC DEPARTMENT.

*** REOBTAIN EMPLOYEE RECORD ***

     MOVE WORK-EMP-ID TO EMP-ID-0415.

     FIND CALC EMPLOYEE.

     DISCONNECT EMPLOYEE FROM DEPT-EMPLOYEE.

*** REOBTAIN NEW DEPARTMENT USING SAVED DB-KEY ***

     FIND DEPARTMENT USING TEMP-DEPT-DBKEY.

     CONNECT EMPLOYEE TO DEPT-EMPLOYEE.

*** RELEASE ALL LONGTERM LOCKS ***

     KEEP LONGTERM ALL RELEASE.

     MAP OUT USING DCTEST03 OUTPUT DATA IS ATTRIBUTE
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         MESSAGE IS EMP-CONNECTED-MESS LENGTH 80.

     DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE CHNGSHOW.

Monitoring Concurrent Database Access

You can monitor concurrent database access associated with a specific record during a pseudoconverse, instead of
locking the record. In most cases, monitoring is preferable to locking because it allows other run units unrestricted access
to the specified database record.

'Pageable map applications'. Because you cannot predict the number of occurrences that will be accessed and displayed
on a pageable map, it is especially useful to monitor, rather than lock, such records.

Steps Before the Pseudoconverse

To monitor concurrent database access across a pseudoconverse, perform the following steps:

1. Request DC to begin monitoring database concurrent access for the specified record occurrence by issuing a KEEP
LONGTERM statement that includes the NOTIFY parameter.

2. Begin the pseudoconverse by issuing a DC RETURN statement.

Steps After the Pseudoconverse

In subsequent tasks, perform the following steps:

1. Determine if the record has been accessed by another run unit by issuing a KEEP LONGTERM statement with the
TEST parameter. The components of the value returned as a result of the KEEP LONGTERM TEST statement are as
follows:
– 0- The record was not accessed.
– 1- The record was obtained.
– 2- The record was modified.
– 4- The record's prefix was modified by a CONNECT or DISCONNECT operation.
– 8- The record was logically deleted.
– 16- The record was physically deleted.
– 32- The status of the record is uncertain.
For example, a value of 9 means that the record was obtained and logically deleted; the highest possible value is 31,
which indicates that all the above actions were performed. You should proceed according to the effect that other run
units' processing has on your application and the extent of the other run units' processing.
Typically, you should require the user to resubmit any transaction in which another run unit has modified a record's
data.
'Pageable map applications'. You should be aware of the effect modified detail occurrences have on each other
when using longterm notify locks. For example, if you are modifying a series of records that participate in the same
occurrence of a sorted set, a value of 5 (obtained and modified by DISCONNECT/CONNECT) is returned beginning
with the second modified detail occurrence.

2. If necessary, issue a KEEP LONGTERM statement with the UPGRADE parameter to place a longterm explicit lock on
the specified record.

3. Access the database, as required.
4. Finish longterm monitoring and release longterm locks by issuing a KEEP LONGTERM statement with the RELEASE

parameter.

Data Sharing Considerations

A data sharing environment allows programs executing on more than one IDMS system to concurrently access and
update data in the same areas of the data base. In order to do this, such systems must be members of a data sharing
group.
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KEEP LONGTERM DML statements will control or monitor data access across members of a data sharing group just as
they do within a single IDMS system. Programs do not need to be concerned with whether or not the data is being shared
between members, with one exception: the retrieval of data is not monitored between members. This means that if a
program executing on one member issues a KEEP LONGTERM NOTIFY statement and a program on another member
subsequently obtains (but does not update) the affected record, then no indication of the retrieval will be returned to the
monitoring program when it checks to see what access has taken place using the KEEP LONGTERM TEST statement.
If the accessing program updates the record, the notification value returned to the monitoring program will be an even
number greater than 1.

Example of Establishing Longterm Monitoring

The first program excerpt below uses the NOTIFY option of the KEEP LONGTERM statement to monitor concurrent
database access across a pseudoconverse. (The second program excerpt performs processing based on the result of
database monitoring.)

The first program excerpt uses the NOTIFY option of the KEEP LONGTERM statement to establish monitoring of other
run units' access to the specified EMPLOYEE record. It uses the employee's CALC key as the longterm ID.

 DATA DIVISION.

 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 01  EMPMOD                     PIC X(8)   VALUE 'EMPMOD'.

 01  KEEP-INFO.

     05 KEEP-LNGTRM-ID          PIC X(4).

 01  MAP-WORK-REC.

     05 WORK-EMP-ID             PIC 9(4).

     05 WORK-FIRST              PIC X(10).

     05 WORK-LAST               PIC X(15).

     05 WORK-ADDRESS            PIC X(42).

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

     BIND MAP DCTEST03.

     BIND MAP DCTEST03 RECORD MAP-WORK-REC.

 .

 .

 .

     OBTAIN CALC EMPLOYEE

        ON DB-REC-NOT-FOUND GO TO ERR-NO-EMP.

*** USE EMPLOYEE'S CALC KEY FOR THE LONGTERM ID ***

     MOVE EMP-ID-0415 TO KEEP-LNGTRM-ID.

*** BEGIN MONITORING ***

     KEEP LONGTERM KEEP-LNGTRM-ID

     NOTIFY CURRENT EMPLOYEE.

     MOVE EMP-ID-0415 TO WORK-EMP-ID.

     MOVE EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 TO WORK-LAST.

     MOVE EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 TO WORK-FIRST.

     MOVE EMP-ADDRESS-0415 TO WORK-ADDRESS.

     MAP OUT USING DCTEST03.

     DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE EMPMOD.

Monitoring Concurrent Database Access

The program excerpt below checks to determine if any other run units have accessed the specified record. If any
modifications have been made, the program issues a ROLLBACK and informs the user. If no modifications have been
made, the program locks the record by issuing a KEEP LONGTERM UPGRADE statement before performing database
access and modification.
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 DATA DIVISION.

 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 01  REDISP                     PIC X(8)   VALUE 'REDISPLY'.

 01  KEEP-INFO.

     05 KEEP-LNGTRM-ID          PIC X(4)   VALUE 'KPID'.

     05 KL-STAT                 PIC S9(8)  COMP.

 01  MAP-WORK-REC.

     05 WORK-EMP-ID             PIC 9(4).

     05 WORK-FIRST              PIC X(10).

     05 WORK-LAST               PIC X(15).

     05 WORK-ADDRESS            PIC X(42).

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

     BIND MAP DCTEST03.

     BIND MAP DCTEST03 RECORD MAP-WORK-REC.

     MAP IN USING DCTEST03.

     MOVE WORK-EMP-ID TO EMP-ID-0415.

     OBTAIN CALC EMPLOYEE

        ON DB-REC-NOT-FOUND GO TO ERR-NO-EMP.

     MOVE EMP-ID-0415 TO KEEP-LNGTRM-ID.

*** TEST TO SEE IF OTHER RUN UNITS HAVE ACCESSED THE RECORD ***

     KEEP LONGTERM KEEP-LNGTRM-ID

     TEST RETURN NOTIFICATION INTO KL-STAT.

*** A RETURNED VALUE THAT IS GREATER THAN 1 MEANS ***

*** THAT THE RECORD WAS MODIFIED IN SOME WAY. ***

*** ROLLBACK AND REQUIRE THE OPERATOR TO RESUBMIT ***

*** NOTE: THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE RETURNED ***

*** VALUE IS APPLICATION-SPECIFIC. ***

*** FOR EXAMPLE, FOR SOME APPLICATIONS ***

*** A RETURNED VALUE > 1 MAY BE ***

*** ACCEPTABLE, FOR OTHERS, IT MAY NOT. ***

     IF KL-STAT > 1

        ROLLBACK TASK CONTINUE

        MAP OUT USING DCTEST03 DATA IS ATTRIBUTE

        MESSAGE IS EMPMOD-MESS LENGTH 40

        DC RETURN DEXT TASK CODE REDISP

*** OTHERWISE UPGRADE THE LOCK TO SHARED ***

     ELSE

        KEEP LONGTERM KEEP-LNGTRM-ID

        UPGRADE SHARE.

*** DATABASE UPDATE PROCESSING ***

Managing Tables
At run time, your program can request DC to load a table (for example, an edit or code table) from either the DDLDCLOD
area or a load (core-image) library into the program pool. This load does not imply automatic execution; your program
continues to run. Typically, you use this function to place nonexecutable data in the program pool.

Making Tables Nonoverlayable

By default, tables and other programs loaded into the program pool can be overlaid when not in use or when in use and
waiting for an event. However, unlike an executable module, a table is not reloaded during program execution if it has
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been overlaid. Therefore, you should define the table with the nonoverlayable attribute during system generation (or at run
time with a DCMT VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM command) so that it cannot be overlaid before the program deletes it.

Deleting Tables

When your program requests DC to delete a table, it does not physically delete that table; rather, it decrements the in-use
counter maintained by DC. An in-use count of 0 signals DC that the space occupied by the table can be reused. When
your task terminates, DC automatically deletes any tables that have not been explicitly deleted.

If your task requests a nonreentrant table more than once, DC loads a new copy of the table for each request and adds
1 to the in-use counter; each copy corresponds to a separate location in program variable storage. If your task loads the
same reentrant or quasi-reentrant table more than once, it must delete that table the same number of times in order to set
the in-use counter to 0.

Steps to Load and Delete a Table

To load a table into the program pool and later delete it, perform the following steps:

1. Request DC to load the table into the program pool by issuing a LOAD TABLE statement.
2. Perform processing, using the table as needed.
3. When processing is complete, decrement the table's in-use counter by issuing a DELETE TABLE statement.

NOTE
You can qualify the name of the table by providing the DICTNAME, DICTNODE, or LOADLIB parameter on the
LOAD or DELETE statement.

Illustration of Table Management

Assume that two tasks are executing under a DC system. Task 1 consists of programs A and B; task 2 consists of
program D. The following diagrams illustrate how the tasks load and delete a table:

1. Program B, which is in control of task 1, loads a tax table. Program B continues to execute; DC loads the table into the
program pool.
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2. Program D, which is in control of task 2, loads the same tax table. Because a copy of the table exists in the program
pool and is available (concurrent and not overlaid during a temporary wait), the load is completed with no physical I/O.
When task 2 terminates, the table remains in the program pool, as task 1 requires its use.
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3. Task 1 deletes (signals completion of use) the table. The table remains in the program pool but its in-use counter is set
to 0; its storage is now freed for use by other programs.
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Example of Loading and Deleting a Table

The program excerpt below loads a sales tax table into the LINKAGE SECTION and computes the tax for all items in
a specified order. When processing is complete, it decrements the table's in-use count by issuing a DELETE TABLE
command.

 PROGRAM-ID.                     SALESTAX.

 DATA DIVISION.

 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 01  SALES-TRANS-COUNT          PIC S9(5) COMP-3.

 LINKAGE SECTION.

 01  SALES-TAX-TABLE.

     02 STATE-AND-TAX           OCCURS 50 TIMES.

       05 STATE-ABB               PIC XX.

       05 STATE-SALES-TAX         PIC SV999.

     02 SALES-TAX-TABLE-END     PIC X.

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

 .

 .

 .

*** LOAD THE SALES TAX TABLE INTO THE LINKAGE SECTION ***
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    LOAD TABLE 'SALESTAX' INTO

    SALES-TAX-TABLE TO SALES-TAX-TABLE-END.

    PERFORM A100-COMPUTE-TAX UNTIL SALES-TRANS-COUNT = 0.

*** DECREMENT THE TABLE'S IN-USE COUNT ***

    DELETE TABLE FROM SALES-TAX-TABLE.

Retrieving the Current Time and Date
DC allows you to obtain the current time and date from the operating system. You can use these values either for screen
display or for journaling purposes.

For more information on journaling, see Writing to the Journal File.

To obtain the current time and date, issue a GET TIME statement that specifies the variable-storage location into which
DC is to return the current time and, optionally, the current date.

Example of Obtaining the Current Time and Date

The program excerpt below obtains the time and date for display on the terminal screen.

It obtains the current time in edit format (hh:mm:ss:hhh) and the current date in fixed binary format. You must change the
date to display format in order to display it on the terminal screen.

 DATA DIVISION.

 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 01  DEPTDISM                   PIC X(8)  VALUE 'DEPTDISM'.

 01  SOLICIT-REC.

     05 SOLICIT-DEPT-ID         PIC X(4).

     05 TASK-INFO.

       07 TC                    PIC X(8).

          88 GETOUT             VALUE 'DEPTBYE'.

       07 LTERMINAL             PIC X(8).

       07 PTERMINAL             PIC X(8).

       07 CURR-USER             PIC X(32).

       07 CURR-TIME             PIC X(11).

       07 SYS-DATE              PIC 9(7) COMP-3.

       07 CURR-DATE             PIC 9(5).

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

     ACCEPT TASK CODE INTO TC.

     IF GETOUT DC RETURN.

     BIND MAP SOLICIT.

     BIND MAP SOLICIT RECORD SOLICIT-REC.

*

     ACCEPT LTERM ID INTO LTERMINAL.

     ACCEPT PTERM ID INTO PTERMINAL.

     ACCEPT USER ID INTO CURR-USER.

*** GET THE CURRENT TIME AND DATE ***

     GET TIME INTO CURR-TIME EDIT

     DATE INTO SYS-DATE.

*** CHANGE THE DATE TO DISPLAY FORMAT ***

     MOVE SYS-DATE TO CURR-DATE.

     MOVE ZERO TO SOLICIT-DEPT-ID.

     MAP OUT USING SOLICIT

        NEWPAGE
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        MESSAGE IS INITIAL-MESSAGE LENGTH 80.

*

     DC RETURN

        NEXT TASK CODE DEPTDISM.

Example of Displaying Current Time and Date

The mapout in the program excerpt results in this screen display:

    LTERM:  LT12002                                      PTERM:  PV12002

                                                          USER:  RKN

                *** DEPARTMENT SOLICITOR SCREEN ***

 TIME: 11:49:45.60                                       DATE: 86.037

                    DEPARTMENT ID:  0000

ENTER AN DEPT ID AND PRESS ENTER ** CLEAR TO EXIT

Writing to the Journal File
You can write information to the DC journal file to document run-unit related information. For example, you could write to
the journal for the following reasons:

• Your site standards may require that you record journal information at certain points in a program (for example, when
signing on or off).

• You can facilitate debugging by writing records to the journal file. For example, as a debugging aid, you can
write duplicate scratch and queue entries to the journal file because such records are deleted during ROLLBACK
processing.

Steps to Write to the Journal File

To write to the journal file, perform the following steps:

1. Initialize the variable-storage area from which you will write to the journal file.
2. Issue a WRITE JOURNAL statement that specifies the appropriate variable-storage location.

Example of Writing to the Journal File

The program excerpt below writes the current task code, logical-terminal ID, physical-terminal ID, user ID, time, and date
to the journal file.

 DATA DIVISION.
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 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 01  SOLICIT-REC.

     05 SOLICIT-DEPT-ID         PIC X(4).

     05 TASK-INFO.

       07 TC                    PIC X(8).

          88 GETOUT             VALUE 'DEPTBYE'.

       07 LTERMINAL             PIC X(8).

       07 PTERMINAL             PIC X(8).

       07 CURR-USER             PIC X(32).

       07 CURR-TIME             PIC X(11).

       07 SYS-DATE              PIC 9(7) COMP-3.

       07 CURR-DATE             PIC 9(5).

       07 TASK-INFO-END         PIC X.

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

*** RETRIEVE TASK CODE ***

     ACCEPT TASK CODE INTO TC.

     IF GETOUT DC RETURN.

     BIND MAP SOLICIT.

     BIND MAP SOLICIT RECORD SOLICIT-REC.

*** RETRIEVE LTERM ID, PTERM ID, AND USER ID ***

     ACCEPT LTERM ID INTO LTERMINAL.

     ACCEPT PTERM ID INTO PTERMINAL.

     ACCEPT USER ID INTO CURR-USER.

*** RETRIEVE CURRENT TIME AND DATE ***

     GET TIME INTO CURR-TIME EDIT

         DATE INTO SYS-DATE.

     MOVE SYS-DATE TO CURR-DATE.

     MOVE ZERO TO SOLICIT-DEPT-ID.

*** WRITE DATA TO THE JOURNAL FILE ***

     WRITE JOURNAL FROM TASK-INFO TO TASK-INFO-END

     NOWAIT SPAN.

     MAP OUT USING SOLICIT

        NEWPAGE

        MESSAGE IS INITIAL-MESSAGE LENGTH 80.

*

     DC RETURN

        NEXT TASK CODE 'DEPTDISM'.

Collecting DC Statistics
You can collect run-time statistics related to DC transactions on a logical terminal. This information can be useful both for
debugging purposes and as an aid in determining overall program efficiency.

Steps to Collect Statistics

To collect run-time DC statistics related to the transactions performed on a logical terminal, perform the following steps:

1. Establish a 248-byte field in program variable storage in which to copy the transaction statistics.
2. Define the beginning of the transaction by issuing a BIND TRANSACTION STATISTICS statement.
3. Perform pseudoconversational processing, as required.
4. Copy the contents of the transaction statistics block (TSB) into the specified location in variable storage and,

optionally, to the DC log file by issuing an ACCEPT TRANSACTION STATISTICS statement.
5. When processing is complete, terminate statistics collection by issuing an END TRANSACTION STATISTICS

statement, optionally writing the statistics to variable storage and the DC log file.
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Example of Collecting Transaction Statistics

Depending on the invoking task, the program excerpt below initiates statistics collection, copies the TSB to the DC log file,
or terminates statistics collection and displays selected statistics on the terminal screen.

DATA DIVISION

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

  01  TASKCODE                   PIC X(8).

      88 FIRSTTIME               VALUE 'INIT'.

      88 SECONDTIME              VALUE 'TRANS'.

      88 FINALTIME               VALUE 'TERMSESS'.

  01  STATISTICS-BLOCK.

      05 USER-ID                 PIC X(32).

      05 LTERM-ID                PIC X(8).

      05 PROG-CALL               PIC S9(8) COMP.

      05 PROG-LOAD               PIC S9(8) COMP.

      05 TERM-READ               PIC S9(8) COMP.

      05 TERM-WRITE              PIC S9(8) COMP.

      05 TERM-ERROR              PIC S9(8) COMP.

      05 STORAGE-GET             PIC S9(8) COMP.

      05 SCRATCH-GET             PIC S9(8) COMP.

      05 SCRATCH-PUT             PIC S9(8) COMP.

      05 SCRATCH-DEL             PIC S9(8) COMP.

      05 QUEUE-GET               PIC S9(8) COMP.

      05 QUEUE-PUT               PIC S9(8) COMP.

      05 QUEUE-DEL               PIC S9(8) COMP.

      05 GET-TIME                PIC S9(8) COMP.

      05 SET-TIME                PIC S9(8) COMP.

      05 DB-CALLS                PIC S9(8) COMP.

      05 MAX-STACK               PIC S9(8) COMP.

      05 USER-TIME               PIC S9(8) COMP.

      05 SYS-TIME                PIC S9(8) COMP.

      05 WAIT-TIME               PIC S9(8) COMP.

      05 PAGES-READ              PIC S9(8) COMP.

      05 PAGES-WRIT              PIC S9(8) COMP.

      05 PAGES-REQ               PIC S9(8) COMP.

      05 CALC-NO                 PIC S9(8) COMP.

      05 CALC-OF                 PIC S9(8) COMP.

      05 VIA-NO                  PIC S9(8) COMP.

      05 VIA-OF                  PIC S9(8) COMP.

      05 RECS-REQ                PIC S9(8) COMP.

      05 RECS-CURR               PIC S9(8) COMP.

      05 FILLER                  PIC X(4).

      05 FRAG-STORED             PIC S9(8) COMP.

      05 RECS-RELO               PIC S9(8) COMP.

      05 TOT-LOCKS               PIC S9(8) COMP.

      05 SEL-LOCKS               PIC S9(8) COMP.

      05 UPD-LOCKS               PIC S9(8) COMP.

      05 STG-HI-MARK             PIC S9(8) COMP.

      05 FREESTG-REQ             PIC S9(8) COMP.

      05 SYS-SERV                PIC S9(8) COMP.

      05 RESERVED                PIC X(40).

      05 USER-SUPP-ID            PIC X(8).
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      05 BIND-DATE               PIC S9(7) COMP-3.

  01  STAT-DIS.

      05 WORK-CURR-DATE          PIC 9(5).

      05 WORK-USER-ID            PIC X(32).

      05 WORK-DB-CALLS           PIC 9(4).

      05 WORK-WAIT-TIME          PIC 9(12).

      05 WORK-PAGES-READ         PIC 9(5).

      05 WORK-PAGES-WRIT         PIC 9(5).

  PROCEDURE DIVISION.

      BIND MAP STATMAP.

      BIND MAP STATDIS RECORD STATISTICS-BLOCK.

 *

      ACCEPT TASK CODE INTO TASKCODE.

*** FIRST TIME, INITIATE STATISTICS COLLECTION ***

      IF FIRSTTIME

         BIND TRANSACTIONS STATISTICS

         DC RETURN.

*** SUBSEQUENT TIMES, COPY STATISTICS TO VARIABLE STORAGE ***

      IF SECONDTIME

         ACCEPT TRANSACTION STATISTICS

         WRITE INTO STATISTICS-BLOCK

         DC RETURN.

*** LAST TIME, END STATISTICS COLLECTION AND ***

*** COPY STATISTICS TO VARIABLE STORAGE ***

      IF FINALTIME

         END TRANSACTION STATISTICS

         WRITE INTO STATISTICS-BLOCK

         PERFORM U100-MOVE-FIELDS-TO MAP

         MAP OUT USING STATMAP

             MESSAGE IS STAT-DISPLAY-MESS LENGTH 40

         DC RETURN.

       DC RETURN.

Sending Messages
DC provides message management functions that allow you to send messages to the following destinations:

• The log file and the current user, optionally terminating the program
• Other users, logical terminals, or destinations

Sending messages to the current user and to other users is discussed below.

This article describes the following information:

Sending a Message to the Current User

You can send a message predefined in the DDLDCMSG area of the dictionary to the current user, the log file, or both.
The message definition can also specify other destinations (for example, the user's console). Additionally, the specified
message indicates the action to be taken after the message is written; such action can include the following:

• Waiting for user reply-DC does not return control to your task until it receives a reply from the user's console.
• Abending the program-DC abends your program, or, optionally, the DC system.
• Continuing program execution-DC returns control to your program, optionally writing a snap dump of specified

resources.
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Retrieving Predefined Messages

One typical use for dictionary-defined messages is to retrieve predefined messages from the DDLDCMSG area rather
than include all possible messages in program variable storage.

Messages stored in the dictionary can contain symbolic parameters. Symbolic parameters, identified by an ampersand
(&). followed by a two-digit number, can appear in any order within the message. Symbolic parameters provide flexibility in
message management.

Steps to Send a Predefined Message

To send a predefined message, perform the following steps:

1. If you are using symbolic parameters, initialize the appropriate variable-storage locations.
2. Issue a WRITE LOG statement that specifies the appropriate variable-storage locations for symbolic parameters, user

reply, and message text.

NOTE
You can specify your own message prefix (to distinguish your messages from DC/UCF system messages) by
using the MESSAGE PREFIX IS parameter on the WRITE LOG statement.

Example of Sending a Message from the Dictionary

The program excerpt below uses the following message from the DDLDCMSG area of the dictionary:

INPUT DATA IS IN ERROR; DATA FIELD: &01.  &02.

 

The symbolic parameters allow you to transmit more meaningful messages.

 DATA DIVISION.

 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 01  SYMBOLIC-PARAMETERS.

   03 ERR-1.

     05 ERR-1-TEXT              PIC X(15).

     05 ERR-1-END               PIC X.

   03 ERR-2.

     05 ERR-2-TEXT              PIC X(15).

     05 ERR-2-END               PIC X.

   03 ERR-DEPT-ID               PIC X(6)    VALUE 'DEPT-ID'

   03 ERR-NONNUMERIC            PIC X(10)   VALUE 'NONNUMERIC'.

 01  MESSAGES.

     05 MESSAGE-AREA.           PIC X(80).

     05 MESSAGE-AREA-END        PIC X.

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

     BIND MAP SOLICIT.

     BIND MAP SOLICIT RECORD SOLICIT-REC.

*

     MAP IN USING SOLICIT.

*** IF ERROR, INITIALIZE FIELDS FOR SYMBOLIC PARMS ***

     IF SOLICIT-DEPT-ID NOT NUMERIC

        THEN MOVE ERR-DEPT-ID TO ERR-TEXT-1

             MOVE ERR-NONNUMERIC TO ERR-TEXT-2

             GO TO SOLICIT-ERROR.

        .

        .
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 SOLICIT-ERROR.

*** USE WRITE LOG STATEMENT TO COPY ***

*** DICTIONARY MESSAGE WITH PARMS INTO ***

*** PROGRAM VARIABLE STORAGE ***

     WRITE LOG MESSAGE ID 9001080

        PARMS FROM ERR-1 TO ERR-1-END

        FROM ERR-2 TO ERR-2-END

        TEXT INTO MESSAGE-AREA TO MESSAGE-AREA-END

        TEXT IS ONLY.

*** MAP OUT USING MESSAGE FROM DATA DICTIONARY ***

     MAP OUT USING SOLICIT

        MESSAGE IS MESSAGE-AREA TO MESSAGE-AREA-END.

     DC RETURN

        NEXT TASK CODE 'DEPTDIS'.

Sending a Message to Other Users

DC provides the facilities for you to send messages to another terminal or user or to a group of terminals or users defined
as a destination during system generation.

To send a message to another user, perform the following steps:

1. Initialize the variable-storage location from which the message is to be sent.
2. Issue a SEND MESSAGE statement that specifies the message's destination.

NOTE
To conserve resources, it is best not to specify the ALWAYS parameter in conjunction with a group of users.

Example of Sending a Message to Another User

The program below is called by other programs in order to send a message to a specified user.

 DATA DIVISION.

 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 LINKAGE SECTION.

 01  MESS-INFO.

     05 MESS-USER-ID            PIC X(32).

     05 MESS-TEXT               PIC X(79).

     05 MESS-TEXT-END           PIC X.

     05 MESS-INFO-END           PIC X.

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

*** ESTABLISH ADDRESSABILITY TO USER ID AND MESSAGE TEXT ***

     GET STORAGE  FOR MESS-INFO TO MESS-INFO-END

         KEEP SHORT USER STGID 'MSG1'

         ON DC-NEW-STORAGE NEXT SENTENCE.

*** SEND MESSAGE TO SPECIFIED USER ID ***

     SEND MESSAGE ONLY TO USER ID MESS-USER-ID

        FROM MESS-TEXT TO MESS-TEXT-END.

*

     FREE STORAGE STGID 'MSG1'.

     DC RETURN.
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Writing to a Printer
You can request DC to transmit data from a task to a printer; this allows you to print reports during online processing.

Steps to Transmit Data to a Printer

To transmit data to a printer, perform the following steps:

1. Initialize the variable-storage location from which DC is to write the specified information.
2. Initiate the printing procedure by issuing a WRITE PRINTER statement that indicates the appropriate variable-storage

location and report ID, and specifies the print class or destination.
3. Issue subsequent WRITE PRINTER statements that indicate the variable-storage location of the data and the report

ID.
4. Optionally, you can indicate the end of a report by issuing a WRITE PRINTER statement that includes the ENDRPT

parameter.

IDMS Queue

DC does not transmit data directly from program variable storage to the printer. Rather, data is passed to a queue
maintained by DC, and from the queue to the printer. The data stream passed to the queue by the WRITE PRINTER
request contains only data; DC adds the necessary line and device control characters when it writes the data to the
printer.

NOTE
The WRITE PRINTER command is used extensively under the DC-BATCH operating mode. For more
information, see “Batch Access to DC Queues and Printers.”

Example of Writing to a Printer

The program excerpt below writes a report to the printer associated with print class 33. The report consists of the
employee ID and name, old department ID, and new department ID for each employee assigned to a new department.

DATA DIVISION.

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

01  CHNGSHOW                   PIC X(8)   VALUE 'CHNGSHOW'.

01  PRINT-CLASS                PIC 999    VALUE 33.

01  PRINT-AREA.

    05 PRI-EMP-ID              PIC X(4).

    05 PRI-EMP-LNAME           PIC X(15).

    05 PRI-EMP-FNAME           PIC X(10).

    05 PRI-OLD-DEPT-ID         PIC X(4).

    05 PRI-NEW-DEPT-ID         PIC X(4).

    05 PRINT-AREA-END          PIC X.

01  TEMP-DEPT-DBKEY            PIC S9(8) COMP.

01  MAP-WORK-REC.

    05  WORK-PRI-CTR           PIC 99.

    05  WORK-OLD-DEPT-ID       PIC 9(4).

    05  WORK-NEW-DEPT-ID       PIC 9(4).

    05  WORK-EMP-ID            PIC 9(4).

    05  WORK-FIRST             PIC X(10).

    05  WORK-LAST              PIC X(15).

    05  WORK-ADDRESS           PIC X(42).

PROCEDURE DIVISION.

 .

 .

 .
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*** DISCONNECT EMPLOYEE FROM OLD DEPARTMENT ***

*** CONNECT EMPLOYEE TO NEW DEPARTMENT      ***

 .

 .

 .

*** PRINT PROCESSING FOR EMP TRANSFER REPORT ***

*** IF COUNTER = ZERO, SPECIFY CLASS 33 ***

     IF MAP-PRI-CTR = 0

        WRITE PRINTER FROM PRINT-AREA

        TO PRINT-AREA-END

        REPORT ID 100

        CLASS 33

     ELSE

*** IF COUNTER > 50, GO TO NEW PAGE ***

        IF-MAP-PRI-CTR > 50

           WRITE PRINTER NEWPAGE FROM PRINT-AREA

           TO PRINT-AREA-END

           REPORT ID 100

*** OTHERWISE WRITE LINE ***

        ELSE

           WRITE PRINTER FROM PRINT-AREA

           TO PRINT-AREA-END

           REPORT ID 100.

    ADD 1 TO MAP-PRI-CTR.

    MAP OUT USING DCTEST03 OUTPUT DATA IS ATTRIBUTE

  MESSAGE IS EMP-CONNECTED-MESS LENGTH 80.

    DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE CHNGSHOW.

Writing JCL to a JES2 Internal Reader
You can write JCL to a JES2 internal reader from a DC application program by issuing a WRITE PRINTER statement that
specifies the CLASS parameter.

System Prerequisites

For your program to write JCL to a JES2 internal reader, the system administrator must first take these steps:

1. Define in system generation a SYSOUT line, physical terminal, and logical terminal, using these sectionlines:

ADD LINE physical-line TYPE IS SYSOUTL DDNAME IS ddname.

ADD PTERM physical-terminal TYPE IS SYSOUTT PRINTER CLASS IS 0

    PAGE WIDTH IS 80.

ADD LTERM logical-terminal PRINTER CLASS = ADD (nn)

In the LTERM statement, nn is any valid DC printer class. This class should be reserved for JES2 internal readers
only.

2. Include a DD card in the DC run JCL that links dd-name to a JES2 internal reader, using this format:

//ddname  DD SYSOUT=(A,INTRDR),DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80)

What the Program Does

The DC application program can write JCL to the JES2 internal reader by using this command:

WRITE PRINTER FROM JCL-STATEMENT-AREA LENGTH 80 CLASS nn.
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After the last JCL statement is written, you use the same command to write one additional line consisting of: /

*EOF with 75 trailing blanks.

Modifying a Task's Priority
DC selects a task for processing based on its priority assignment. A task's priority is determined by the sum of the priority
values assigned for the task code, the user, and the terminal. Tasks with the same priority are handled on a first-in/first-out
(FIFO) basis.

To change the dispatching priority of a task:

1. Invoke the specified task.
2. Issue a CHANGE PRIORITY statement that specifies a new dispatching priority for the issuing task. The new priority

applies only to the current execution of the task.

NOTE
You cannot use this statement to alter the priorities of other tasks executing under the same DC system.

Initiating Nonterminal Tasks
Not all tasks in a DC system are associated with a logical terminal; a task not associated with a logical terminal is called
a nonterminal task. For example, you can initiate processing of another task while your task is still running; this is
called attaching a task. The new task competes for processor time and runs concurrently with all other tasks, but is not
associated with any terminal. You can indicate either that the nonterminal task should begin processing immediately or
after a specified length of time.

Because nonterminal tasks are not associated with an LTE, they cannot perform processing related to a logical terminal.
For example, nonterminal tasks cannot perform terminal I/O, receive messages, or monitor resource usage.

This article describes the following information:

Attaching a Task

Attached tasks typically perform support functions for the initiating task. For example, an attached task might perform print
functions that can be requested by the user.

Steps to Attach a Task

To initiate a nonterminal task to be performed immediately:

1. Issue an ATTACH statement that specifies the task code of the task to be initiated.
2. If the NOWAIT parameter is specified, check for a status of 3711 (DC-MAX-TASKS), which indicates that the task was

not initiated because a maximum task condition exists.
3. Perform alternative processing if 3711 is returned.
4. Perform the IDMS-STATUS routine if 3711 is not returned.

Example of Attaching a Task

The program excerpt below initiates the nonterminal task DEPTPRNT if the user presses PA02.

 PROGRAM-ID.                     GETMENU.

 DATA DIVISION.

 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 01  DEPTPRNT                PIC X(8)      VALUE 'DEPTPRNT'.

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

     BIND MAP SOLICIT.
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     BIND MAP SOLICIT RECORD SOLICIT-REC.

     MAP IN USING SOLICIT.

     INQUIRE MAP SOLICIT MOVE AID TO DC-AID-IND-V.

*** ATTACH TASK IF OPERATOR PRESSES PA02 ***

     IF PA02-HIT

        ATTACH TASK CODE DEPTPRNT

        PRIORITY 100 NOWAIT

        ON DC-MAX-TASKS GO TO MAP-OUT-ERR-MT.

          .

*** INPUT PROCESSING ***

Time-Delayed Tasks

You may want to initiate a nonterminal task, but your processing needs require that it not be concurrent with the issuing
task. For example, the time-delayed task may compete for resources with the issuing task. DC allows you to initiate a task
at the end of a specified period of time.

Steps to Initiate a Time-Delayed Task

To initiate a time-delayed task, perform the following steps:

1. Initiate all appropriate fields.
2. Issue a SET TIMER statement that specifies the START parameter, the time interval (in seconds), the time-delayed

task's task code, the timer ID, and the variable-storage location of any data to be passed to the time-delayed task.

External Requests

DC starts an external request task in response to a request issued by a batch program running outside of the DC region of
the operating system. The batch program's operating mode (PROTOCOL) must specify DC-BATCH.

For more information about DC-BATCH, see “Batch Access to DC Queues and Printers.”

Queue Threshold Tasks

A sysgen-defined queue ca CAuse a nonterminal task to be started automatically if a predefined threshold is reached.
When the queue threshold is reached, DC initiates the nonterminal task. Such a nonterminal task reports on the queue
records and then deletes them.

For example, a queue may have a threshold of 100. When the queue exceeds 100 records, DC initiates a task that prints
a report and deletes the queue records.

Queue threshold tasks must completely drain the queue and delete all the queue records.

Controlling Abend Processing
Contents

A program can abnormally terminate in the following ways:

• DC terminates a program upon encountering a processing error (for example, a program check).
• The program terminates itself upon discovering a situation that would result in invalid results.

DC allows you to specify abend exits, which are invoked upon a system or a user abend request. These exits specify a
program to be invoked in the event of an abend; you can include an abend exit program for each level of a task. Abend
exits allow you to determine the cause and severity of the abend. Based on that information, you can return control to the
task, return control to the next-higher abend exit, or terminate the program.
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Terminating a Task

When your program encounters data that indicates errors have occurred, you should terminate processing. Typically, the
IDMS-STATUS routine discovers processing errors and abends your program. You should also terminate processing if a
situation exists that makes it impossible to ensure valid results (for example, if you are unable to reaccess a previously
obtained database record).

To abnormally terminate a task, issue an ABEND statement that specifies a user-defined abend code. Optionally, you
can write a formatted dump to the log file and specify whether previously established abend exits should be invoked or
ignored.

For more information on abend exits, see Performing Abend Routines.

Handling db-key Deadlocks

You can include logic in your program that is invoked if your run unit is terminated because of a db-key deadlock. This
enables your program to maintain the terminal session and save any data that was previously entered on the screen.

At that point, your program can do one of the following:

• Ask the user to resubmit the transaction.
• Automatically restart the run unit, establish currency, and try again.

What Happens When a Deadlock Occurs

When a run unit is terminated because its request would cause a deadlock condition, the DBMS:

1. Rolls back the database transaction and terminates the run unit. The rollback operation releases all locks held by
the aborted run unit.

2. Writes the following message to the log:

TASK: task-code PROG: program-name

SUBS: subschema-name SSCSTAT: subschema-status

RUN-UNIT run-unit-id ROLLED OUT.'

3. Returns control to the issuing task with a status code of nn29, which indicates that a deadlock has occurred.

What To Do

You can continue a terminal session in the event of a deadlock by having your program resubmit a transaction in response
to a minor status code of nn29. How you do this is largely a site-specific decision. Typically, you resubmit a transaction in
one of two ways:

• Inform the user of the deadlock and request the user to resubmit the transaction
• Programmatically resubmit the transaction

Automatically Restarting the Run Unit

If your program automatically restarts the run unit and retries the transaction, it must:

1. Rebind the run unit by:
a. Reinitializing the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS communications block to the value 1400
b. Issuing the appropriate BIND/READY sequence

2. Reestablish the appropriate currencies before retrying the transaction that originally caused the deadlock.

If You Don't Check for the Minor Code

If your program fails to check for a minor code of nn29, you can expect the following results:
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• If AUTOSTATUS is in effect, your program takes the action specified in the site-specific IDMS-STATUS routine.
• If AUTOSTATUS is not in effect, your program responds as specified in the program code that checks status codes.

If your program does not contain any generic error-checking logic (such as the IDMS-STATUS routine) and, after
receiving a minor code of nn29, continues to issue database requests without reestablishing a run unit, the DBMS
returns a database status of nn77 (run unit not bound).

'COBOL'. COBOL programs must redefine the ERROR-STATUS field of the IDMS communications block to access the
minor code value.

Example of Resubmitting the Transaction

The program excerpt below informs the user of a database minor code of nn29 and requests that the transaction be
resubmitted:

 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 01  SUBSCHEMA-CTRL.

    03  PROGRAM-NAME           PIC X(8) VALUE SPACES.

    03  ERROR-STATUS           PIC X(4) VALUE '1400'.

           .

           .

    03 SUBSCHEMA-CTRL-END      PIC X(4).

 01  SSC-REDEF REDEFINES SUBSCHEMA-CTRL.

    03  FILLER                 PIC X(8) VALUE SPACES.

    03  ERRSTAT-REDEF.

      05  ERRSTAT-MAJ          PIC XX.

      05  ERRSTAT-MIN          PIC XX.

          88 DEADLOCK        VALUE '29'.

    03  FILLER                 PIC X(292).

*

 01  MESSAGES.

     05 DBKEY-DEADLOCK-MESSAGE  PIC X(80) VALUE

        'REQUESTED RECORD IN USE.  PLEASE RESUBMIT TRANSACTION'.

 .

 .

 .

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

 .

 .

 .

 IDMS-ABORT.

     IF DEADLOCK

       THEN

          MODIFY MAP TSKMAP01 TEMPORARY

             FOR ALL FIELDS NOMDT

          MAP OUT USING TSKMAP01

             MESSAGE IS DBKEY-DEADLOCK-MESSAGE LENGTH 80

          DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE 'UPDATASK'.

 IDMS-ABORT-EXIT.

     EXIT.

     COPY IDMS IDMS-STATUS.

******************************************************************

 IDMS-STATUS                                             SECTION.

********************* IDMS-STATUS FOR IDMS-DC ********************

         IF DB-STATUS-OK GO TO ISABEX.
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         PERFORM IDMS-ABORT.

         MOVE ERROR-STATUS TO SSC-ERRSTAT-SAVE

         MOVE DML-SEQUENCE TO SSC-DMLSEQ-SAVE

         SNAP FROM SUBSCHEMA-CTRL TO SUBSCHEMA-CTRL-END

                    ON ANY-STATUS NEXT SENTENCE.

         ABEND CODE SSC-ERRSTAT-SAVE

                    ON ANY-STATUS NEXT SENTENCE.

 ISABEX. EXIT.

 DMCL-DC-GEN-GOBACK SECTION.

     GOBACK.

Performing Abend Routines

You can establish linkage to an abend routine to which DC passes control if the issuing task terminates. Optionally, you
ca CAncel linkage to a previously established abend routine. Each level in a task can have one abend exit in effect at any
given time; if more than one abend exit has been established for a level, DC recognizes the last abend exit requested.

Executing Abend Exits

When a task terminates abnormally (following a processing error or an ABEND request), abend exits for the program that
was executing at the time of the abend and for all higher-level programs will be executed before the task is terminated.
You can prevent DC from executing abend exits automatically by coding the EXITS IGNORED clause in an ABEND
request (explained above) or by specifying the abort or continue options in the abend routine's DC RETURN statement.
DC RETURN requests are typically handled as follows:

• Normal termination passes control to an abend exit at a higher level or to DC:

DC RETURN.

Abort termination passes control directly to DC, bypassing any other exit programs:

DC RETURN ABORT.

SET ABEND EXIT Statements

To establish linkage to an abend exit, which will be invoked if the issuing task terminates, issue a SET ABEND EXIT
statement that specifies the program to be called in the event of an abend.

To cancel any previously requested abend exits for the issuing task level, issue a SET ABEND EXIT OFF command.

Establishing and Posting Events
At certain times, you may need to suspend execution of your task (that is, enter a wait state) until some specific event is
completed. The most frequent event is I/O. Typically, the wait is automatically handled by DC, which puts the task in a wait
state and, upon completion of the I/O, places the task in a ready state.

You can define an event simply by naming the event in a wait request. DC, upon receiving the wait request, places
your task in a wait state. The task is returned to a ready state when another task (the task performing the event), upon
completion, posts the event by name. One typical use of user-defined events is to synchronize the concurrent execution of
different tasks; for example, a terminal task and a concurrent nonterminal task.

Steps to Establish and Post an Event

To place a task in a wait state, waiting for the completion of an event, perform the following steps:

1. Establish a binary fullword field (PIC S9(8) COMP) that identifies the event control block (ECB) to be posted.
2. Begin execution of the task that will post the event by issuing an ATTACH or a SET TIMER statement.
3. Place the issuing task in a wait state by issuing a WAIT statement that names the event to be posted.
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4. Post the event, redispatching the waiting task, by issuing a POST or a SET TIMER POST statement in the secondary
program.

Advanced IDMS Programming Topics
Calling a DC Program from an ADS Dialog
ADS dialogs can call COBOL, PL/I, or Assembler programs by using the LINK function. For example, a commonly used
date conversion routine could be coded in COBOL for use by all ADS dialogs running under a DC system. Because
ADS calls your program using the LINK command, linkage conventions are the same as if the call were from another DC
program.

The calling dialog can pass the following records to the linked program:

• Subschema control block
• Map request block
• Any records to be used in the linked program

Within the linked program, you can issue DC RETURN statements with the NEXT TASK CODE parameter to perform
pseudoconversational processing as required.

Extended Run Unit

The linked program may not need to issue any BIND statements or reestablish currencies if the ADS dialog establishes an
extended run unit.

For more information on ADS and extended run units, see ADS Reference section.

Steps to Call a Program from ADS

To code a program to be called by ADS dialogs, perform the following steps:

1. Define any passed records in the LINKAGE SECTION and code a PROCEDURE DIVISION USING statement.
2. If an extended run unit has been established, do not issue a BIND RUN-UNIT statement. You can issue BIND

RECORD statements for any records which have not already been bound for the run unit, and you can issue other
appropriate BIND statements.

3. Perform processing, as required.
If an extended run unit has been established, do not issue FINISH or ROLLBACK statements within the called
program. To issue either of these statements, return to the calling dialog with an indicator in a passed status field and
let the dialog end the run unit. If you do not follow this procedure, the ADS program may receive an error (DC174019)
when it tries to save currencies for a run unit that no longer exists.

4. Return control to the ADS dialog by issuing one of the following DC RETURN statements:
– If the program or one of its subroutines has issued a DC RETURN statement, issue a DC RETURN statement that

specifies a next task code of 'ADSR'
– If the program issues no DC RETURN statements, issue a DC RETURN statement that specifies no next task code

Example of a Subroutine Called by ADS

The program excerpt below is a subroutine called by an ADS dialog to perform data conversion functions.

Depending on the conversion code, it converts a Julian date to Gregorian or a Gregorian date to Julian.

 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 01  CONVERT-CODES.

     05 JULGREG                  PIC X    VALUE 'J'.

     05 GREGJUL                  PIC X    VALUE 'G'.

 01  GREGORIAN.
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     10  MM                      PIC 99   VALUE ZEROS.

     10  DD                      PIC 99   VALUE ZEROS.

     10  YY                      PIC 99   VALUE ZEROS.

 01  JULIAN.

     10  JULIAN-YY               PIC 99   VALUE ZEROS.

     10  JULIAN-DDD              PIC 999  VALUE ZEROS.

 LINKAGE SECTION.

*** DEFINE RECORDS THAT ARE PASSED FROM CA ADS ***

 01  COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-CTRL.

 01  COPY IDMS RECORD DATE-RECORD.

 01  COPY IDMS RECORD DIALOG-REFERENCE-RECORD.

PROCEDURE DIVISION USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

DATE-RECORD

DIALOG-REFERENCE-RECORD.

     IF CONV-DIRECTION = JULGREG

        PERFORM A100-JULGREG

     ELSE

        IF CONV-DIRECTION = GREGJUL

           PERFORM A100-GREGJUL

     ELSE

        PERFORM A100-ERROR.

*** RETURN CONTROL TO CA ADS PROGRAM ***

     DC RETURN.

*** DATE CONVERSION AND ERROR PROCESSING ***

       .

       .

       .

Basic Mode
In basic mode, DC performs device-dependent data transfers between your program and the terminal. Your program must
format the data and supply device-control characters based on the type of terminal in use; DC inserts the necessary line
control information. For example, with 3270-type devices, you must send and receive data with device-control information
that includes write control characters, orders, and buffer addresses.

This article describes the following information:

The figure below shows a basic mode data transfer. DC appends framing characters to the input data stream and
performs the required I/O.

Data stream as built by the user

┌───────────────────────────────────────┐

│  Data and device-control information  │

└───────────────────────────────────────┘

Data stream as passed by basic mode request

┌────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────┐

│  LINE CONTROL  │  Data and device-control information  │  LINE CONTROL  │

└────────────────┴───────────────────────────────────────┴────────────────┘

For information on using basic mode to support System Network Architecture (SNA) protocols, see IDMS DML Reference
section for Assembler.
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I/O Requests Under Basic Mode

Basic mode supports synchronous and asynchronous read and write requests. The terms synchronous and asynchronous
do not refer to line protocol for data transmission but rather to task processing during I/O operations. Synchronous and
asynchronous I/O requests function in the following manner:

• Following a synchronous I/O request, control returns to DC, which places the issuing task in an inactive state.
When the requested I/O operation is complete, DC places the task in a ready state and the task resumes processing
according to its established dispatching priority.

• Following an asynchronous I/O request, the issuing task continues executing.

DC assumes that all I/O requests are synchronous unless a program explicitly requests asynchronous processing.

What You Can Do in Basic Mode

Using basic mode terminal management, you can perform the following functions:

• Read data-You can transfer data from the terminal to program variable storage.
• Write data-You can transfer data from program variable storage to the terminal.
• Determine if I/O is complete-You can check to determine if a previously issued asynchronous request is complete.

Reading Data from the Terminal

To transfer data from the terminal screen to program variable storage, issue either a READ TERMINAL or a WRITE THEN
READ TERMINAL statement. This transfer begins when the user signals completion of the data entry by pressing an AID
key. With 3270-type devices, data can optionally be transferred to the program without user intervention.

NOTE
WRITE THEN READ TERMINAL is not recommended because it is inherently conversational and holds
resources.

Acquiring the Input Buffer

You must dynamically acquire the input buffer for record-element descriptions from the storage pool when the read
operation is complete:

• If you specify WAIT, your program must acquire the input buffer by including a GET STORAGE parameter in the READ
TERMINAL or WRITE THEN READ TERMINAL request. Your program is also responsible for releasing the acquired
storage explicitly with a FREE STORAGE statement. If storage is not explicitly freed, DC releases all acquired buffers
when the task terminates.

• If you specify NOWAIT, your program must acquire the input buffer by including a GET STORAGE parameter in the
CHECK TERMINAL request.

Where to Define Data

Because storage is acquired by an explicit program request, you must define the associated data-item descriptions in the
program's LINKAGE SECTION.

Writing Data to the Terminal

To transfer data from program variable storage to the terminal screen, issue a WRITE TERMINAL statement.

If the output buffer has been dynamically acquired, you can optionally release that area by including a FREE STORAGE
parameter in the WRITE TERMINAL request. The associated storage is released when the write operation is complete.

Output buffers that are explicitly acquired and released must be defined in the program's LINKAGE SECTION.
h2.Determining if Asynchronous I/O Is Complete

When your program issues an asynchronous I/O request, DC establishes an ECB that is posted only after the requested
I/O is complete. Before performing further I/O operations, you must issue a CHECK TERMINAL statement to determine if
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the ECB has been posted. If the ECB is unposted, indicating that the I/O is not complete, DC places the task in an inactive
state. When the operation is complete, DC reactivates the task according to its established dispatching priority.

The CHECK TERMINAL statement must be used following all asynchronous I/O requests, regardless of mode. That is,
mapping mode and line mode output requests that specify NOWAIT must issue a CHECK TERMINAL statement before
issuing any subsequent I/O requests.

Communicating with Database Procedures
Database procedures, which can be invoked before or after various DML functions, are defined in the schema by the
DBA. For example, a data compression routine might be invoked before STORE and MODIFY; a decompression routine
might be invoked after FIND.

Use of Database Procedures

Database procedures typically have more authority than application programs. For example, they can access all record
elements of a schema-defined record and not just the fields defined in the subschema view. Therefore, if your program
must provide more information than is provided by the DBMS itself, you can establish communications with a database
procedure. Such instances are unusual; in most cases, you are not aware of the procedures called before or after various
DML commands.

Steps to Establish Communication

To establish communications with a database procedure, add the following fields to program variable storage:

• An 8-byte character literal aligned on a fullword boundary. This field contains the name of the procedure to be called.
• A 256-byte area to which the procedure will be bound. This field defines the information to be passed.

Statements to Communicate with Database Procedures

The following statements enable your program to communicate with database procedures:

• BIND PROCEDURE establishes communication and passes data to the procedure
• ACCEPT PROCEDURE CONTROL LOCATION returns data from the procedure to program variable storage

This article describes the following information:

BIND PROCEDURE

The BIND PROCEDURE statement establishes communication between your program and a DBA-written database
procedure. Additionally, the specified data in variable-storage is copied to the application program information block in the
central version.

When to Use It

Consult with your DBA to determine when to issue the BIND PROCEDURE. After issuing a BIND PROCEDURE
statement, you can modify fields in the 256-byte block without affecting communications with the procedure (for example,
by using the ACCEPT PROCEDURE CONTROL LOCATION statement). The data passed is the information contained in
the block at the time of the BIND PROCEDURE statement.

Example of the Definition in Variable Storage

The program excerpt below shows a sample 256-byte DBA-defined application program information block as listed in
program variable storage.

DATA DIVISION

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

01  CHECKID                 PIC X(8)     VALUE 'CHECKID'.

01  CHECKID-CTRL.
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    05 CHECKID-DATE         PIC X(8).

    05 CHECKID-USER         PIC X(32).

    05 CHECKID-INFO         PIC X(216).

ACCEPT PROCEDURE CONTROL LOCATION

You can use the ACCEPT PROCEDURE CONTROL LOCATION statement to return a copy of the data bound to a
database procedure to a specified location in program variable storage. A BIND PROCEDURE statement previously
placed information into this block; this information may have been subsequently updated by the procedure.

ACCEPT PROCEDURE CONTROL LOCATION should be used by programs running under, but in a different region/
partition from, the central version.

Example of Communicating With a Database Procedure

The program excerpt below shows the use of the BIND PROCEDURE and the ACCEPT PROCEDURE CONTROL
LOCATION statements.

The BIND PROCEDURE statement is issued only once; the ACCEPT PROCEDURE CONTROL LOCATION statement
is issued after STORE processing to return information from the user-written procedure. The database procedure itself is
transparent to your application.

 DATA DIVISION

 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 01  CHECKID                 PIC X(8)     VALUE 'CHECKID'.

 01  CHECKID-CTRL.

     05 CHECKID-DATE         PIC X(8).

     05 CHECKID-USER         PIC X(32).

     05 CHECKID-INFO         PIC X(216).

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

          .

          .

     READ NEW-EMP-FILE-IN.

          AT END MOVE 'Y' TO EOF-SW.

*** ESTABLISH COMMUNICATION AND TRANSFER INFO TO ***

*** THE APPLICATION PROGRAM INFORMATION BLOCK ***

   BIND PROCEDURE FOR CHECKID TO CHECKID-CTRL.

   PERFORM A300-STORE-EMP THRU 0300-EXIT

                        UNTIL END-OF-FILE.

*** MOVE DATA FROM THE PROCEDURE TO ***

*** PROGRAM VARIABLE STORAGE ***

   ACCEPT CHECKID-CTRL FROM CHECKID PROCEDURE.

   PERFORM U100-WRITE-PROC-INFO.

     FINISH.

     GOBACK.

 A300-STORE-EMP.

          .

*** ESTABLISHING CURRENCY AND INITIALIZATION FOR STORE ***

          .

     STORE EMPLOYEE.

     PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

     PERFORM U500-WRITE-NEW-EMP-REPORT.

 A300-GET-NEXT.

     READ NEW-EMP-FILE-IN
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          AT END MOVE 'Y' TO EOF-SW.

 A300-EXIT.

     EXIT.

 U100-WRITE-PROC-INFO.

     DISPLAY '**** STORE PROCEDURE INFORMATION ****'

             'DATE ' CHECKID-DATE

             'USER'  CHECKID-USER

             'INFO FOLLOWS: ' CHECKID-INFO.

Managing Queued Resources
Resources are objects that your program must explicitly ask for before it can do any work. Multiple resources may be
required to perform a logical unit of work. For example, a database area is a resource that you ask for by issuing a
READY statement; a database record occurrence is a resource that you ask for by issuing a FIND/OBTAIN statement.

Holding Resources

The number of resources that you hold and the way that you hold them affects other run units. For example, resources
can be shared or exclusive.

You should adhere to the following sectionlines when holding resources:

• Free resources as soon as you are finished in order that other run units can access them.
• Hold resources for as short a time as possible.
• Acquire the lowest-level lock that you need. For example, use shared locks instead of exclusive locks whenever

possible.

Examples of Resources

Typical resources include:

• Database areas
• Database records
• Storage areas
• Common routines
• Queues
• Site-specific functions (for example, database update)

Meaning of Queued Resource

Your site may utilize queued resources. A queued resource is any resource that requires serial access. That is, only one
program can access it at a time.

DC allows you to perform the following resource management functions:

• You can test to see if a resource is currently available.
• You can acquire a resource for exclusive use.
• You can release a previously acquired resource.

These functions are explained below, followed by a list of suggestions that you can use to avoid deadlocks.

Testing for Resource Availability

To determine if a resource or list of resources is currently available, perform the following steps:

1. Issue an ENQUEUE request that includes the TEST parameter.
2. Check for the following statuses:
3. 0000 indicates that all the tested resources were available and have now been enqueued for your task.
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– 3908 indicates that at least one of the tested resources is already owned by another task.
– 3909 indicates that at least one of the tested resources is not yet owned by another task and is available to your

task.

Acquiring Resources

To acquire and lock a resource or list of resources, perform the following steps:

1. Issue an ENQUEUE request that includes either the WAIT or the NOWAIT parameter.
2. Check for the following statuses:

– 0000 indicates that all requested resources have been acquired and locked.
– 3901 indicates that at least one of the tested resources cannot be enqueued immediately; to wait would cause a

deadlock. No new resources have been acquired.
– 3908 indicates that at least one of the tested resources is currently owned by another task. No new resources have

been acquired.

Releasing Resources

After all processing is complete, release resources by issuing a DEQUEUE statement. You can release resources by
name or all at once (by including the ALL parameter).

Avoiding Deadlock

One of the conditions of deadlock is that a program is holding resources while waiting for other resources. The following
list explains techniques that your site can use to minimize this condition:

• Request all required resources at the same time. Whenever possible, you should try to ensure that your program
isn't holding resources while waiting for other resources.

• If you are denied access to a resource, you should release all previously acquired resources and start over.
After you release previously acquired resources, you can acquire all resources at the same time, as specified above.

• Your site can follow a protocol of sequential order. All programs follow a protocol that prescribes the order in which
database records will be retrieved and updated.

NOTE
This protocol will work only if every program in the system follows it.

For example, all update applications that use an area sweep can agree to enter the database starting with the
DEPARTMENT record rather than the OFFICE record.
This protocol can also specify the order in which locks will be acquired and released.

Sharing Queued Resources Between IDMS Systems

In a data sharing environment, queued resources can be shared between IDMS systems that are members of a data
sharing group. The benefit of sharing these resources is that access to them can be controlled between programs
executing on any member of the group. Whether or not a specific queued resource is shared, is determined by
specifications made by the IDMS system administrator. Programs accessing queued resources are not sensitive to
whether or not a resource is shared, since the DML syntax is the same in either case.

Testing
This section discusses the following topics related to the testing phase of program development:

• Preparing programs for execution-A discussion on precompiling, compiling, and link editing your program
• Selecting local mode or central version-A discussion on using local mode and central version in the test environment
• Overriding subschemas (Release 10.2)-A discussion on overriding the subschema at run time in both the batch and

the online environments
• Setting up an online test application-A discussion on creating an online test environment
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Preparing Programs for Execution
To prepare an IDMS load module, perform the following steps:

1. Execute the appropriate precompiler to obtain a source-language program. The precompiler is the preprocessor that
creates expanded source code and copies any specified dictionary record descriptions or modules.

2. Execute the host-language compiler or assembler to obtain an object program.
3. Execute the linkage editor to obtain a load module (or phase). You should store IDMS load modules in a load (core-

image) library defined to the test system.

For more information on this phase of testing, see the language-specific IDMS DML Reference documentation.

Selecting Local Mode or Central Version
Follow the sectionlines listed below to determine whether to use local mode or central version in the test environment:

• Use local mode for testing batch programs. Be sure to back up the database before running any update applications.
• Use the central version mainly for online programs. Run batch jobs under the central version only to test aspects of

central version processing (for example, update locks).

Using SYSIDMS Parameters and DCUF SET Statements
Using SYSIDMS parameters you can change the specification of these components of the physical environment in which
your program executes without changing the program source:

• Database to be accessed
• Dictionary whose load area contains the subschema
• System to which the program should bind

To take advantage of this feature, the BIND RUN-UNIT statements in the program should not specify the DBNAME,
DICTNAME, and NODENAME parameters. Any such hard-coded specification cannot be overridden at execution time.

Batch Execution

For a program executing in batch mode, you can make DBNAME, DICTNAME, and NODENAME specifications in the JCL
using SYSIDMS parameters.

For documentation of SYSIDMS parameters, see IDMS Common Administrating section.

For sample JCL, see the language-specific IDMS DML Reference section.

Online Execution

For an online program, you can issue a DCUF SET statement to specify database, dictionary, and system. A DCUF SET
statement can be submitted to the system by the user or by the program itself.

For more information about DCUF SET statements, see Reference section.

User Session Attributes

When a program executes under the central version, the executing user is signed on the system automatically if the
user is authorized and an explicit signon has not occurred. Signon processing establishes a set of attributes for the user
session, including, for example, DBNAME and DICTNAME and the values assigned to them.

The program can access attribute information with a call to the IDMSIN01 entry point to the IDMS module. The program
can use this feature to determine whether the user has the appropriate values assigned to the different components of the
execution environment.

For more information about using calls to IDMSIN01, see  Callable Services Reference .
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Overriding Subschemas (Release 10.2)
Contents

You can override the program-specified subschema to access a test database that exists in a multiple-database
environment. This allows you to perform testing without disrupting the production environment.

The procedures for overriding subschemas differ in the batch and the online environment.

Database Name Table

A database to be accessed by an application program with navigational DML must have one or more subschemas defined
for it. The central version maintains this association in the database name table created prior to Release 12.0 where an
entry exists for each database that can be accessed under that central version. A database name table entry includes the
following information:

• The name of the database
• The names of the subschemas that map to the database
• For each subschema that maps to the database, the name of an equivalent subschema that provides the same

database perspective (that is, the same record definitions) but maps to different page ranges (that is, different data)

Overriding a Batch Program's Subschema

To override the subschema named in a batch application program in the z/OS environment, perform the following steps:

1. Include an 01-level LINKAGE SECTION entry that names two subordinate data items:
 01  RUNTIME-TEST-PARMS.

     05 PARM-LENGTH             PIC S9(4) COMP.

     05 RUNTIME-TEST-SUBSCHEMA  PIC X(8).

 

2. Include a USING statement in the PROCEDURE DIVISION heading:
 PROCEDURE DIVISION USING RUNTIME-TEST-PARMS.

 

3. Before issuing any BIND statements, perform processing to determine if a subschema override has been included in
the execution JCL:
 IF PARM-LENGTH NOT EQ ZERO

    MOVE RUNTIME-TEST-SUBSCHEMA TO SUBSCHEMA-SSNAME.

 

4. Issue database BINDS and perform other processing as needed
5. At run time, include a PARM option in the JCL EXEC statement that specifies the name of the alternative subschema

Local Mode Considerations

The database and the appropriate subschemas must be defined in the database name table in the load (core-image)
library.

NOTE
For more information about the database name table, see the "Administrating IDMS Database" section of the
IDMS documentation.

'Z/VSE users'. You can pass the alternative subschema name by using a SYSPARM:

 // OPTION SYSPARM=ssname.

 

Example of Overriding a Batch Subschema

The program excerpt and JCL below illustrate the batch subschema override technique in the z/OS COBOL environment.
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The PARM option on the EXEC statement specifies the name of a test subschema used to override the production
subschema. If the parameter is passed, the application program moves the parameter to the SUBSCHEMA-SSNAME field
in program variable storage before issuing the BIND RUN-UNIT command.

• Source code:
• SCHEMA SECTION.

 DB EMPSS01 WITHIN EMPSCHM.

         '

 01  SUBSCHEMA-SSNAME    PIC X(8)   VALUE 'EMPSS01'.

         '

 LINKAGE SECTION.

 01 RUNTIME-TEST-PARMS.

    05 PARM-LENGTH                PIC S9(4) COMP.

    05 RUNTIME-TEST-SUBSCHEMA     PIC X(8).

 PROCEDURE DIVISION USING RUNTIME-TEST-PARMS.

     MOVE 'TESTPROG' TO PROGRAM-NAME.

     IF PARM-LENGTH NOT EQUAL TO 0 THEN

        MOVE RUNTIME-TEST-SUBSCHEMA TO SUBSCHEMA-SSNAME.

     BIND RUN-UNIT.

  .

  .

  .

 

• Run-time JCL:
 //RUNJOB   EXEC PGM=TESTPROG,PARM='EMPSS01T'

 

Overriding an Online Program's Subschema

A program executing under the central version can be directed to access a specific database by using a DCUF SET
DBNAME command. DCUF SET DBNAME establishes a default database for the current logical terminal and overrides
the subschema named in the program's BIND RUN-UNIT statement. For example, to establish EMPTSTDB as the default
database, either the user or the program can issue this IDMS command:

 DCUF SET DBNAME EMPTSTDB

 

For more information on specifying a default database, see the "Administrating IDMS System Operations" section of the
IDMS documentation.

'z/OS systems'. The specified database can be overridden by a specification in an IDMSOPTI module or SYSCTL file.

'Z/VSE systems'. The specified database can be overridden by a specification in an IDMSOPTI module.

Setting Up an Online Test Application
There are two typical online test configurations, although your site standards for online testing may be different. The two
configurations are as follows:

• Online test programs are link edited into a test load (core-image) library that is defined to the DC system. This library
is designated for test programs belonging to a specified user or group of users.

• Online test programs are link edited into a load (core-image) library that is defined to a DC system that contains a
system dictionary and at least one application dictionary. This application dictionary should have been defined for
testing in the DC system.
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For information on using extended architecture (z/OS) to test programs above the 31-bit line, see the section XA
Considerations.

Dynamically Defining Programs and Tasks

Before your application can execute under IDMS, you must ensure that all of its programs and tasks are defined to
IDMS. You can define programs and tasks either at system generation or dynamically by issuing DCMT VARY DYNAMIC
PROGRAM and DCMT VARY DYNAMIC TASK commands. For example, to dynamically define the DCADDEMP program
and its associated task, issue the following DCMT statements:

DCMT VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM DCADDEMP QUASIREENTRANT .

DCMT VARY DYNAMIC TASK ADDEMP INVOKES DCADDEMP INPUT .

'CLIST'. Because an application can consist of many programs and task codes, it is a good idea to define an application's
dynamic program and task definition statements as a module in the dictionary. This module can then be invoked as a
command list (CLIST) from the online DC system.

For more information on command lists, see IDMS System Reference section.

'NEW COPY'. You may need to redefine a recompiled program or map if NEW COPY is defined as MANUAL at system
generation. To mark a previously defined program to new copy, issue the following online IDMS command:

DCMT VARY PROGRAM DCADDEMP NEW COPY

Using a Test Load Library (z/OS only)

To execute your test application in a DC system that uses a test load library for such applications, perform the following
steps:

1. When coding is finished, compile the programs and link edit them into the load library that has been assigned the
specified version number.

2. Define the programs to the DC system either at sysgen or by issuing DCMT VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM commands.
3. Define the tasks to the DC system either at sysgen or by issuing DCMT VARY DYNAMIC TASK commands.
4. Establish the run-time test version number by issuing a DCUF TEST command.
5. Perform online application testing, as necessary.

Using an Application Dictionary

To execute your test application in a DC system that uses an application dictionary, perform the following steps:

1. Link edit all programs into a load (core-image) library that has been defined to the DC system.
2. Establish the application dictionary as the session default dictionary by issuing a DCUF SET DICTNAME command.
3. Define the programs to the DC system either at sysgen or by issuing DCMT VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM commands.
4. Define the tasks to the DC system either at sysgen or by issuing DCMT VARY DYNAMIC TASK commands.
5. Perform online application testing, as necessary.

Debugging
This section discusses the following topics related to the debugging phase of program development:

• Using the IDMS trace facility-To trace program execution
• Using the OLQ menu facility-To confirm database access
• Reading task dumps-To determine the contents of DC control blocks listed in a task dump
• Error checking-To inventory typical programming errors and possible solutions
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The online debugger is an additional facility for debugging online IDMS/DC and DC/UCF programs written in Assembler,
COBOL, or PL/I. That facility is described in IDMS Online Debugger section.

Debugging Batch Programs with the Trace Facility
You can use the IDMS trace facility to trace database calls in the following types of programs:

• Batch application programs that run either under the central version or in local mode
• IDMS utilities, compilers, and reports

The trace facility writes one line to the SYSLST file for each call to the IDMS module. This line contains the following:

• DML sequence number, if the DEBUG option was specified at compile time and mode is not DC-BATCH
• Database key
• Error status
• DML verb number
• DML verb name
• Record, set, or area name (if applicable)

 What You Can Do 

You can use the IDMS trace facility to:

• Help debug application programs
• Analyze and tune database navigation
• Analyze unfamiliar programs that have been assigned to you for maintenance

 Activating the Trace Facility 

To activate the trace facility, specify the SYSIDMS parameter DMLTRACE=ON. For example:

//SYSIDMS *

DBNAME=TSTDICT

DMLTRACE=ON

 .

 .

 .

This activates a trace of all DML calls made by the program.

 Trace Facility Output 

The following example shows IDMS trace facility output for a sample COBOL program:

Verb=59  BIND SUBSCHEMA-─►EMPSS01     DBNAME=EMPDB     PROGRAM=CBDML04

Verb=59  BIND SUBSCHEMA-─►IDMSNWKL    DBNAME=SYSTEM    PROGRAM=RHDCRUAL

Verb=37  READY Area Retrieval         AREA─►DDLDCLOD

Verb=54  ACCEPT Current of Run-Unit

Verb=48  BIND Record                  REC-─►LOADHDR-156        ADDR=8502AF0C

Verb=32  OBTAIN CALC                  REC-─►LOADHDR-156

I D M S  SSCSTAT=0326  ERRREC=LOADHDR-156  ERRAREA=DDLDCLOD  DBKEY=20113:0

Verb=02  FINISH

Verb=59  BIND SUBSCHEMA-─►IDMSNWKL    DBNAME=SYSTEM    PROGRAM=RHDCRUAL

Verb=37  READY Area Retrieval         AREA─►DDLDCLOD

Verb=54  ACCEPT Current of Run-Unit

Verb=48  BIND Record                  REC-─►LOADHDR-156        ADDR=8505C520

Verb=32  OBTAIN CALC                  REC-─►LOADHDR-156

I D M S  SSCSTAT=0326  ERRREC=LOADHDR-156  ERRAREA=DDLDCLOD  DBKEY=20113:0

Verb=48  BIND Record                  REC-─►LOADHDR-156        ADDR=8505C520
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Verb=32  OBTAIN CALC                  REC-─►LOADHDR-156

I D M S  SSCSTAT=0326  ERRREC=LOADHDR-156  ERRAREA=DDLDCLOD  DBKEY=20113:0

Verb=02  FINISH

Verb=59  BIND SUBSCHEMA-─►IDMSSECU    DBNAME=SYSUSER   PROGRAM=RHDCRUAL

Verb=37  READY Area Retrieval         AREA─►DDLSEC

Verb=54  ACCEPT Current of Run-Unit

Verb=48  BIND Record                  REC-─►USER               ADDR=8009390C

Verb=32  OBTAIN CALC                  REC-─►USER

I D M S  SSCSTAT=0370  ERRAREA=DDLSEC  DBKEY=8000006:0

Verb=02  FINISH

Verb=59  BIND SUBSCHEMA-─►IDMSSECU    DBNAME=SYSUSER   PROGRAM=RHDCRUAL

Verb=37  READY Area Retrieval         AREA─►DDLSEC

Verb=54  ACCEPT Current of Run-Unit

Verb=48  BIND Record                  REC-─►PROFILE            ADDR=85024810

Verb=48  BIND Record                  REC-─►ATTRIBUTE          ADDR=85024810

Verb=32  OBTAIN CALC                  REC-─►PROFILE

I D M S  SSCSTAT=0370  ERRAREA=DDLSEC  DBKEY=8000006:0

Verb=02  FINISH

 Turning Trace On and Off 

You can use the DML trace facility selectively by adding logic to the program itself. You can switch the trace facility on and
off within the program by issuing a call to the IDMSIN01 entry point of the IDMS module.

Using the OLQ Menu Facility
During the debugging phase of program development, you may need to determine if your application accessed the proper
record occurrences or that database modifications were actually applied. You can use the OLQ menu facility to help you
accomplish these tasks.

The OLQ menu facility can perform the following functions:

• Check the sequence of records retrieved by your program
• Test database navigation logic
• Confirm database access and modification

Retrieving Database Records

To retrieve database records, perform the following steps after signing on to the OLQ menu facility:

1. On the MENU screen, choose the RECORD option.
2. On the SIGNON screen, indicate the appropriate subschema.
3. On the RECORD SELECT screen, indicate which database records or logical record you want to retrieve.
4. On the FIELD SELECT screen, indicate which fields in the previously specified database records or logical record you

want to display; optionally, specify selection criteria.
5. Press Enter. OLQ automatically generates retrieval paths and performs the database access.
6. Press Enter again. OLQ displays the retrieved data.

NOTE
The sequence listed above is the default sequence for the RECORD option. You need only press Enter after
each step to continue to the next screen.

Storing an OLQ qfile
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If you will be using the OLQ menu facility to perform the same database access repeatedly, you might want to store the
logic in an qfile. To create an qfile, perform the following steps:

1. Perform steps 1 through 6 listed above.
2. On the MENU screen, select the EXPRESS ROUTINE option.
3. On the EXPRESS ROUTINE screen, specify the create option and a name.

Executing an OLQ qfile

To execute an qfile, perform the following steps:

1. On the MENU screen, select the EXPRESS ROUTINE option.
2. On the EXPRESS ROUTINE screen, specify the execute option and an qfile name.

For more information, see OLQ for IDMS.

Reading Task Dumps
You can use a task dump to obtain task-related information that may not be available under the online debugger. For
example, you can find out about the control blocks related to task or program definition by reading a task dump.

You should be familiar with dump reading and hexadecimal notation before trying to read a task dump.

This article describes the following information:

Contents of a Snap Dump

The table below lists the order and contents of a DC formatted snap dump. All of the following information is listed if the
ALL parameter of the SNAP command is specified.

Structure Title starts with Notes
Summary of all resources for all active
tasks

SYSTEM PHOTO Always listed with task and system snaps
unless PHOTO disabled

System registers User registers SYSTEM REGISTERS Task and system snaps
System trace entries TRACE ENTRIES, ORDERED OLDEST

TO NEWEST
Task snaps that result from program checks
and system snaps

Abend control element (ACE) including
PSW, data at PSW, and registers

ABEND C.E. Task snaps that result from program checks
and system snaps

Maps of region and nucleus MAP OF REGION System snaps
Task's TCE TASKS TCE ADDRESS Task and system snaps
Task's DCE TASKS DCE ADDRESS Task and system snaps
Task's LTE TASKS LTE ADDRESS Task and system snaps
Task's PTE TASKS PTE ADDRESS Task and system snaps
Task's PLE TASKS PLE ADDRESS Task and system snaps
Task's resources TASKS RESOURCE CHAIN Task and system snaps
Options OPTIONS ADDRESS Task snaps that result from program checks

and system snaps
CCE CCE ADDRESS Task snaps that result from program checks

and system snaps
SVC parms SVC PARMS ADDRESS Task snaps that result from program checks

and system snaps
ESE ESE ADDRESS System snaps
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ERE area ERE AREA ADDRESS System snaps
CSA CSA ADDRESS Task snaps that result from program checks

and system snaps
TCA header TCA HEADER ADDRESS System snaps
DCE area DCE AREA ADDRESS System snaps
TCE area TCE AREA ADDRESS System snaps
RCA header RCA HEADER ADDRESS System snaps
RLE area RLE AREA ADDRESS System snaps
RCE area RCE AREA ADDRESS System snaps
DPE area DPE AREA ADDRESS System snaps
Loader DCBs LOADER DCBS System snaps
LTERM table LTERM TABLE ADDRESS System snaps
PLE, Z/OS storage, PTEs, sets PHYSICAL LINE ENTRY System snaps
Task table TASK TABLE ADDRESS System snaps
Queue table QUEUE TABLE ADDRESS System snaps
Destination table DEST TABLE ADDRESS System snaps
STG headers (SCTs and SCEs) STG TBL HDR ADDRESS System snaps
All storage pools (0 through nnn) STORAGE POOL NNN System snaps
Program tables (PDTs and PDEs) PGM TABLES ADDRESS System snaps
All program pools present in the system 24 BIT PROGRAM POOL

24 BIT REENTRANT POOL
31 BIT PROGRAM POOL
31 BIT REENTRANT POOL

System snaps

Run unit table SYS-RU-TAB ADDRESS System snaps
Extent table SYS-EXT-TAB ADDRESS System snaps
DMCL table DMCL TABLE ADDRESS System snaps
Operating-system- dependent module OSXX MODULE ADDRESS System snaps
Nucleus modules NUCLEUS ADDRESS System snaps (reentrant systems only)
SVC module SVC MODULE ADDRESS System snaps (reentrant systems only)
Drivers DRIVERS ADDRESS  
DBIO module DBIO MODULE ADDRESS System snaps (reentrant systems only)
DBMS module DBMS MODULE ADDRESS System snaps (reentrant systems only)

How to Use the Dump

This section tells you the items to look at first to use a DC formatted task dump efficiently.

Abend Message

The abend message that precedes the dump tells you the name of the abending program and the offset of the abend:

IDMS DC027001 V12 T3891 D003 PROGRAM CHECK IN SOC7TST AT OFFSET C8E

                  PSW WAS 079D1E00 002C3C8E  DUMP OF TASK FOLLOWS

IDMS DC027009 V12 T3891 15:24:07 95.111 CURRENT TASK CODE IS TSK01

IDMS DC027010 V12 T3891 CURRENT LTE ID IS LT12008

IDMS DC027011 V12 T3891 CURRENT USER ID IS RKN
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System Photo

The system photo (if provided) tells you the abending program's resource control element (RCE) address:

*** SYSTEM PHOTO WHEN *TASK* SNAP REQUESTED ***

  RELEASE:  CA IDMS nn.n   TAPE:  xxyymm  OP SYS:  z/OS

  TASK CODE:  *SYSTEM*  TASK ID:  00000000  DISP PRI: 00000255  PROGRAM:  *MASTER*  LTERM:   *N/A*

                      RESOURCES:   RCE ADDR    RCE TYP    RESOURCE   RES ADDR        RESOURCE INFO

                                   000EA724    STORAGE    STORAGE    001BFC80    LENGTH   00002380

                                        .            .            .

                                        .            .            .

                                        .            .            .

  TASK CODE:  TSK01     TASK ID: 00003891  DISP PRI: 00000050  PROGRAM: SOC7TST   LTERM: LT12008

                      RESOURCES:  RCE ADDR    RCE TYPE   RESOURCE   RES ADDR        RESOURCE INFO

                                  000EB2F4    STORAGE    STORAGE    001C3540    LENGTH   00000040

                                  000EC6EC    STORAGE    STORAGE    00125940    LENGTH   000000C0

                                  000EAF04    STORAGE    STORAGE    00125000    LENGTH   00000940

                                  000EBDA4    STORAGE    STORAGE    001B8E80    LENGTH   00000100

                                  000EBBDC    STORAGE    STORAGE    001B8F80    LENGTH   00000080

                                  000EC11C    STORAGE    STORAGE    001BECC0    LENGTH   00000080

                                  000ED97C    QUEUE      QCE ADDR   001C3548    LENGTH   00000000

                            ►►>   000EB0E4    PROGRAM    PROG ADD   002C3000    PDE ID   SOC7TST

Abend Control Element

The abend control element (ACE). Note the program status word (PSW), the data at the PSW, and the user mode
registers (0-15):

ABEND C.E. ADDRESS IS 00125948

PSW AT TIME OF D003 ABEND 079D1E00 002C3C8E  ILC 6  INTC 04  ACEFLAG C0

DATA AT PSW 002C3C7E  58E0D210 D2036548 E000D203 E0006548

                      96F0E003 D2036304 C0A8D203 6308C0A8

 R0/R8    R1/R9    R2/R10   R3/R11   R4/R12   R5/R13   R6/R14   R7/R15

002C4304 002C3BF8 002C3C7E 00000678 002C4174 5E2C43CE 001250A8 00125887

00125888 002C4384 00125008 00125008 002C3908 00125680 00000000 002C45B8

NOTE
The data begins X'10' bytes before the address pointed to by the PSW.

 

Program Definition Element

The abending program's program definition element (PDE). To locate the PDE, trace the chain of resources to find the
abending program's RCE by using the RCE address noted above. The PDE immediately follows:

95111 15.24.14  TASK'S RESOURCE CHAIN.

95111 15.24.14  RCE IS AT 000EB2F4   01450001  00000F33  00000040  0 1C3540  00000000  0011B000

                       .                                             3376703 00000000   *...4....RHDCLTRMLT12008 ........*

                       .                                             3376703 00000000   *...4....RHDCLTRMLT12008 ........*

                       .                                             3376703 00000000   *...4....RHDCLTRMLT12008 ........*

95111 15.24.14  TASK'S PROGRAMS.

95111 15.24.14  RCE IS AT 000EB0E4   02690003  00000F33  00000002  0 2C3000  001DC390  00039BC0

95111 15.24.14  PDE AND PROGRAM TEXT
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001DC380                                          E2D6C3F7 E3E2E340  0014040 40404040   *                SOC7TST ..      *

001DC3A0   40404040 40404040 40400000 40000000    00000000 00000000  0000000 000F0694   *          .. ........... ......M*

001DC3C0   14000000 800E605C 000E605C 0000000A    00000005 00000000  0039BC0 00000000   *......-*..-

*....................*

001DC3E0   00010000 00063488 01010000 28802000    01050000 00000000  0001EE8 002C3000   *.......H...................Y....*

001DC400   00000000 00005F48 E2D6C3F7 E3E2E340    0022240E 002E0023  1000000 000002E2   *........SOC7TST ...............S*

001DC420   001EE81E E8000000 98000100 00000000    00000000 00000000  01DC348 00000000   *..Y.Y...Q.................C.....*

95111 15.24.14  COBOL EXTENSION AREA

001DC340                     00000290 00000908    00000678 04800000                     *        ................        *

002C3000   90ECD00C 185D05F0 4580F010 E2D6C3F7    E3E2E340 E5E2D9F1  700989F F02407FF   *.....).0..0.SOC7TST VSR1..Q.0...*

002C3020   96021034 07FE41F0 000107FE 002C4384    002C3000 002C3000  02C3908 002C3678   *O......0.......D................*

002C3040   002C3A40 002C4344 00000000 5E2C43EA    002C3A40 00000678  02C4174 5E2C43CE   *... ........

...... ........

...*

002C3060   002C30A0 002C387F 002C3880 002C4384    002C3000 002C3000  02C3908 002C3678   *.......".......D................*

002C3080   0009F8DC 002C3888 F1F54BF2 F24BF1F3    C1D7D940 F2F16B40  1F9F8F6 00000000   *..8....H15.22.13APR 21, 1986....*

002C30A0   F0F0F0F0 00000000 40404040 00000000    00000000 00000000  0000000 00000000   *0000....    ....................*

002C30C0   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000    00000000 00000000  0000000 00000000   *................................*

     CONTENTS THROUGH 002C30FF SAME AS ABOVE LINE.

002C3100   00000000 00000000 C5D5E3C5 D940C1D5    40C4C5D7 E340C9C4  0C1D5C4 40D7D9C5   *........ENTER AN DEPT ID AND PRE*

002C3120   E2E240C5 D5E3C5D9 405C5C40 C3D3C5C1    D940E3D6 40C5E7C9  3404040 40404040   *SS ENTER ** CLEAR TO EXIT       *

002C3140   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040    40404040 40404040  4C5D7E3 60C9C440   *                        DEPT-

ID *

002C3160   C5C9E3C8 C5D940D5 D6E340C5 D5E3C5D9    C5C440D6 D940D5D6  340D5E4 D4C5D9C9   *EITHER NOT ENTERED OR NOT NUMERI*

002C3180   C3404040 40404040 40404040 40404040    40404040 40404040  0404040 40404040   *C                               *

002C31A0   40404040 40404040 E2D7C5C3 C9C6C9C5    C440C4C5 D7C1D9E3  4C5D5E3 40C3D6E4   *        SPECIFIED DEPARTMENT COU*

002C31C0   D3C440D5 D6E340C2 C540C6D6 E4D5C440    40404040 40404040  0404040 40404040   *LD NOT BE FOUND                 *

002C31E0   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040    40404040 40404040  2D7C5C3 C9C6C9C5   *                        SPECIFIE*

002C3200   C440C4C5 D7C1D9E3 D4C5D5E3 40C8C1E2    40D5D640 C5D4D7D3  6E8C5C5 E2404040   *D DEPARTMENT HAS NO EMPLOYEES   *

BL and DMAP Listings

If necessary, use the BL and DMAP listings from the COBOL compiler to locate questionable variable-storage values.

Additional Control Blocks

You may find it useful to look at the following control blocks:

• The common system area (CSA). You should check the following fields in the CSA:
– CSAFLAG1 through CSAFLAG5 (starting at CSA + X'6C0') contain status flags.
– CSATRCLO (CSA + X'370'), CSATRCHI (CSA + X'374'), and CSATRCNX (CSA + X'378') point to the first, last, and

next available trace entries (this is useful if there is no system trace provided with your dump).
– CSA + X'1134' lists the last 33 messages ordered newest to oldest; each doubleword contains the task ID, the

message ID, and the severity code.
• The status flags in the task control element (TCE).
• The LTE contains fields that indicate the dictname, dictnode, dbname, whether the logical terminal has an autotask or

CLIST, and the next task code.
• The dispatch control element (DCE) contains task information.
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Error Checking
The table below presents a brief list of typical programming errors and possible solutions.

Problem Language Reason and/or action
Unconnected member records are showing
up as set members.

All Be sure to issue an IF MEMBER statement
before OBTAIN OWNER in a set with the
optional or manual set membership options.

Skipping records in an area sweep. All Your processing may have taken you to
another database page; be sure to issue
a FIND CURRENT record-name before
issuing an OBTAIN NEXT WITHIN area-
name.

A program performs extra processing in
addition to IDMS-STATUS.

COBOL IDMS-STATUS is a COBOL SECTION; be
sure to do one of the following:
Place IDMS-STATUS at the end of the
program.
Ensure that the code following IDMS-
STATUS is also a SECTION.
Always perform IDMS-STATUS THRU
ISABEX.

Queue records written to the database are
not being kept.

DC-BATCH Be sure to issue either FINISH TASK or
COMMIT TASK, or the queue records will
be deleted at the end of the run unit.

Storage violation when initializing acquired
storage fields.

DC When you define acquired storage length
by using the THROUGH option, IDMS does
not acquire storage for the dummy byte.
If you initialize fields on the group level, it
may include the dummy byte, thus causing
a storage violation.

Map displayed with no variables. DC Be sure to issue a BIND MAP statement
for the map and BIND MAP RECORD
statements for all map records.

The same errors occur despite repeated
modification and recompilation.

DC Be sure to issue a DCMT VARY
PROGRAM NEW COPY statement
following recompilation. Be sure to VARY
the correct version of the program.

PL/I Considerations 1
This section explains:

• Passing parameters to PL/I programs in the TRANSFER CONTROL command, which differs from the procedure in the
COBOL environment.

• Debugging a PL/I program using the IDMS Online Debugger

Transferring Control
In order to pass parameters in a LINK or XCTL statement, you must include the following PL/I declarative in your program:

DECLARE IDMSP ENTRY;
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If you pass parameters to a PL/I program from a non-PL/I program (ADS dialog, or a COBOL or Assembler program), you
must include special parameters in order to establish addressability to the passed data.

The program excerpt below shows the extra code necessary to transfer from a non-PL/I program to a PL/I program.

The parameters F1, F2, and F3 provide the addresses on which to base the structures that are passed.

TESTPROC: PROCEDURE (F1,F2,F3) OPTIONS (MAIN,REENTRANT);

DCL  (EMPSS01T SUBSCHEMA, EMPSCHEM SCHEMA) MODE (IDMS_DC) DEBUG;

DCL  IDMS ENTRY OPTIONS (INTER,ASM);

DCL  IDMSP ENTRY;

DCL  ADDR BUILTIN;

DCL  (F1,F2,F3) FIXED;

DCL  PASSED_FIELD_1 FIXED BIN(31) BASED (ADDR(F1));

INCLUDE IDMS (SUBSCHEMA_CTRL BASED (ADDR(F2)));

INCLUDE IDMS (RECORD_AA BASED (ADDR(F3)));

 .

 .

 .

For more information on passing parameters to a PL/I program from an Assembler program, see IDMS DML Reference
section for PL/I.

Using the Online Debugger with PL/I
Contents

You can use the online debugger to detect, trace, and resolve programming errors in DC PL/I programs. To use the online
debugger with PL/I, you should be familiar with both hexadecimal notation and hexadecimal arithmetic.

The phases of the debugging process are discussed below, followed by a sample PL/I online debugger session.

Computation Phase

Before beginning the debugging process, it is a good idea to determine the breakpoints you want to set and the storage
locations you want to examine:

• To determine the hexadecimal offset of an executable program instruction at which you wish to set a breakpoint,
perform the following steps:
a. Examine the cross-reference table portion of your link-edit listing for an entry in the form program-name1. Record

the hexadecimal offset listed under ORIGIN:

                        CROSS REFERENCE TABLE

  CONTROL SECTION                       ENTRY

    NAME    ORIGIN  LENGTH                NAME   LOCATION

  PLISTART      00      50

                                        PLICALLA       6

  PLIMAIN       50       8

  *PLIPROG2     58     394

  *PLIPROG1    3F0     EB4

                                        PLI3PROG     3F8

  IDMSPLI     12A8     284

b. Examine the PL/I compiler portion of your listing and record the line number of the statement at which you wish to
set the breakpoint:
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133                  WORK_LAST = EMP_LAST_NAME_0415;

134                  WORK_FIRST = EMP_FIRST_NAME_0415;

                                                              /*

                     MAP OUT (DCTEST01) OUTPUT DATA YES

                         MESSAGE (INITIAL_INSTRUCTIONS_MSG_1)

                         LENGTH (25)

                         DETAIL NEW KEY (DBKEY).

                                                              */

135                        /* IDMS PL/I DML EXPANSION */    DO;

136                        DML_SEQUENCE=0013;

137                        DCCFLG1=0;

138                        DCCFLG1=13;

139                        DCCFLG2=16;

140                        DCCFLG3=0;

141                        DCCFLG4=4;

142                        DCCFLG5=72;

143                        DCCFLG6=0;

c. Examine the Assembler listing generated by the LIST option, locate the previously recorded PL/I line number, and
record its corresponding hexadecimal displacement value:

* STATEMENT NUMBER  136

0006AA  41 80 7 21C               LA    8,SUBSCHEMA_CTRL.D

                                        CCALIGN_AREA.FILLE

                                        R0001

0006AE  58 40 3 124               L     4,292(0,3)

0006B2  50 40 8 008               ST    4,SSC_ERRSAVE_AREA

                                        .DML_SEQUENCE

d. Add the origin offset and the breakpoint instruction's hexadecimal displacement to obtain the breakpoint address:

X'3F0' + X'6AA' = X'A9A'

• To determine the offset of AUTOMATIC variables, locate the variable storage map and record the displacement value
for each variable you wish to examine during the debugging process:

MAP_WORK_REC                       1          796       31C    AUTO

WORK_DEPT_ID                       1          796       31C    AUTO

WORK_EMP_ID                        1          800       320    AUTO

WORK_FIRST                         1          804       324    AUTO

WORK_LAST                          1          814       32E    AUTO

WORK_ADDRESS                       1          829       33D    AUTO

WORK_STREET                        1          829       33D    AUTO

WORK_CITY                          1          849       351    AUTO

WORK_STATE                         1          864       360    AUTO

WORK_ZIP                           1          866       362    AUTO

WORK_DEPT_NAME                     1          871       367    AUTO

You locate AUTOMATIC variables at run time through Register 13.
• To determine the location of STATIC INTERNAL variables, examine the static internal storage map to find the

hexadecimal offset for each variable you wish to examine during the debugging process.
You locate STATIC INTERNAL variables at run time through Register 3.
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Sample Online Debugger Session

To use the online debugger with a DC PL/I program, perform the following steps:

1. Compile the program with the LIST, OFFSET, XREF STORAGE, and MAP compiler options before defining it to the
DC system.

2. Record breakpoint and storage displacements as explained in Computation Phase above.
3. Initiate the debugger session by entering the DEBUG task code from DC; the DEBUG> prompt is displayed, indicating

that the debugger is in control:

ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

debug

DEBUG>

4. Indicate the program to be debugged by entering DEBUG followed by the program name; the debugger verifies the
program name:

DEBUG>

debug pliprog

DEBUG PLIPROG

DEBUG> DEBUGGING INITIATED FOR PLIPROG VERSION 1

DEBUG>

5. Establish breakpoints by issuing the AT command, followed by $, which signifies the base register, followed by the
previously computed breakpoint address; the debugger verifies the establishment of the breakpoint:

DEBUG>

at $ + @a9a

AT @A9A

AT> @A9A ADDED

DEBUG>

6. After all breakpoints have been set, leave the setup phase of the debugger session by issuing the EXIT command:

DEBUG>

exit

7. Initiate the run-time phase by issuing the task code that invokes the task that the program participates in:

ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

   deptmod

8. When a breakpoint is encountered at run time, the debugger assumes control and identifies the address, program, and
the debugger expression that was used to establish the breakpoint:
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AT OFFSET @A9A IN PLIPROG EXPRESSION @BDE

DEBUG>

9. You can now examine program variable storage by issuing LIST commands; indirect addressing is used based on the
previously noted register and offset:

list %:r13 + @31c 32

LIST %:R13 + @31C 32

001DB7F4  F3F2F0F0 F0F0F0F4 C8C5D9C2 C5D9E340 *32000004HERBERT *

001DB804  4040C3D9 C1D5C540 40404040 40404040 *  CRANE         *

If your program contains any nested procedures or begin blocks, you will need to navigate the chain of dynamic
storage areas (DSAs) to obtain the correct variable-storage base address. To navigate the DSA chain for nested
procedures or begin blocks, list the contents of register 13 to determine the DSA for the current level of nesting:

list %:r13

LIST %:R13

001C7A30  84200000 001C7948 00000000 5E422A20 *D...........

...*

For subsequent levels of nesting, perform the following step:
a. List the absolute address contained 4 bytes off of the previously displayed line:

list @1c7948

LIST @1C7948

001C7948  84200000 001C74D8 00000000 4E4227EC *D......Q....+...*

b. When you have reached the final level of nesting, use the address 4 bytes off of the display as the base address to
list AUTOMATIC variable-storage values:

DEBUG>

list 1c74d8 + @31c 32

LIST 1C74D8 + @31C 32

001C77F4  F3F2F0F0 F0F0F0F4 C8C5D9C2 C5D9E340 *32000004HERBERT *

001C7804  4040C3D9 C1D5C540 40404040 40404040 *  CRANE         *

To examine variables defined as BASED storage, perform the following steps:
a. Using indirect addressing, list the contents of the associated pointer variable:

DEBUG>

list %:r13 + @d4
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LIST %:R13 + @D4

001499E0  00149AC8 00000000 00000000 00000000 *...H............*

b. List the absolute address to display the BASED variable's values:

DEBUG>

LIST @149ac8 16

00149AC8  F1F1F1F1 C4C5D7E3 00000000 00000000 *1111DEPT........*

10. To continue program execution, enter the RESUME command:

DEBUG>

resume

11. To end a debugger session, enter the QUIT command from the DEBUG> prompt:

DEBUG>

quit

QUIT

QUIT DEBUGGER

ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

Assembler Considerations
This section explains the following Assembler topics, which differ from the COBOL environment:

• Batch error checking-A discussion on coding error-checking routines for batch programs
• DC error checking-A discussion on coding error-checking routines for online programs

Checking the Status of Calls to DB

Assembler programs do not use the IDMS-STATUS block; you must explicitly code your own error-checking routines. You
should check the ERRSTAT field after every DB DML call; if the DBMS returns an unexpected nonzero value, you should:

1. Display the following IDMS communications block fields:
– PGMNAME
– ERRSTAT
– ERRORREC
– ERRORSET
– ERRAREA
– RECNAME
– AREANAME
– DMLSEQ (if the DEBUG option is specified)
You should also display any other relevant variable-storage fields.

2. Issue the @ROLLBAK command.
3. Terminate the program.

Checking the Status of Calls to DC
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Assembler DC programs do not need to use the IDMS-DC communications block. You explicitly check the value returned
to register 15 to determine the result of a DC call. If the call to DC included database access, you must check:

• Register 15 for return codes issued by DC
• The ERRSTAT field for status codes issued by DB

If DC returns an unexpected nonzero status, you should:

1. Save the register 15 value
2. Write a memory dump of the IDMS communications block and any other relevant variable-storage fields by using the

#SNAP command
3. Terminate the program by using the #ABEND command

Testing for the return code in register 15 is not usually necessary because most Assembler DML commands have options
that take action based on the return code value.

Batch Access to DC Queues and Printers
This section explains how a batch application program can use services of the IDMS central version.

DC-BATCH Mode

DC-BATCH allows your batch program to access DC queues and printers. Using DC-BATCH, your program can access
the database, issue IDMS queue management commands, and transmit data to DC printers.

NOTE
DC-BATCH uses the IDMS communications block.

Batch Access to IDMS Queues

You can use DC-BATCH to establish a task within a batch application program. This allows your program to read data
from queue records while performing normal database activities. Additionally, you can take advantage of DC facilities for
locking queue records and performing recovery.

Perform the following steps to access queue records from a DC-BATCH program:

1. Link edit the program with the batch interface module, IDMS.
2. Specify a mode of DC-BATCH.
3. Initiate the DC task by issuing a BIND TASK statement before any other BIND statements. BIND TASK establishes

communication with the DC system and allocates a packet-data-movement buffer to contain the queue data.
4. Issue retrieval and modification statements beginning with BIND RUN-UNIT and ending with FINISH. Within a task,

you can code as many BIND/READY/FINISH sequences as required.
5. Issue GET QUEUE, PUT QUEUE, and DELETE QUEUE statements to access queue records. Queue access

requests must fall between the BIND TASK and the FINISH TASK statements; they need not fall between BIND RUN-
UNIT and FINISH.

6. Terminate the DC task by issuing a FINISH TASK statement. FINISH TASK relinquishes control over all database
areas associated with the task and establishes an end-of-task checkpoint in the journal file for the queue areas that
have been accessed by the task.

Within the task, you can issue COMMIT TASK and ROLLBACK TASK statements to write checkpoints and effect recovery
coordinated with the IDMS run unit.

NOTE
Be sure to issue a BIND TASK statement and a FINISH TASK statement and to include the TASK parameter of
the COMMIT and ROLLBACK statements.

Batch Access to DC Printers
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To access DC printers from a batch application program, perform the following steps:

1. Link edit the program with the batch interface module, IDMS.
2. Specify a mode of DC-BATCH.
3. Issue a BIND TASK statement.
4. Issue WRITE PRINTER requests as needed to build a report and direct it to a printer.

NOTE
Batch programs cannot issue WRITE PRINTER SCREEN requests.

Terminate the DC task with a FINISH TASK statement.
 

XA Considerations
This section explains how your program can use XA features.

XA Support

IDMS supports XA for Assembler and VS COBOL II programs. To run your application in 31-bit mode, the following
conditions must be met:

• Your program must be able to run above the 16-megabyte line. For more information, refer to the appropriate IBM
documentation.

• Your DC system must contain at least one XA program pool, XA reentrant pool, and XA storage pool.
• You must link edit your program with the following options:

RMODE=ANY,AMODE=31

You must define the task, either at sysgen or by using a DCMT VARY DYNAMIC TASK command, with the LOCATION=ANY parameter.

Running a Program Under TCF
This section explains the processing that your program must perform in order to run under the Transfer Control Facility
(TCF). TCF allows you to transfer from one online application to another without having to return first to DC.

Overview of TCF
Using TCF, you can suspend a session of an online application, transfer directly to another online application, then
transfer back and resume the suspended session.

Before writing an application to run under TCF, you should be thoroughly familiar with TCF and the IDMS software tools
that it invokes.

For more information on TCF, see IDMS Common Administrating section.

TCF Internal Processing

You should be aware of TCF internal processing:

• TCF invokes an application through a TRANSFER CONTROL LINK function. This allows TCF to regain control after
every pseudoconverse and every DC RETURN statement. The figure below shows a typical TCF program structure.

                                  ┌───────┐

                                  │       │

                                  │  TCF  │

                                  │       │

                                  └───┬───┘
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                                      │

                                      │

                                      │

                                      │

      ┌────────┬──────────┬───────────┼─────────┬──────────┬─────────┐

      │        │          │           │         │          │         │

┌─────┴──┐ ┌───┴────┐ ┌───┴────┐ ┌────┴───┐ ┌───┴────┐ ┌───┴────┐ ┌──┴─────┐

│        │ │        │ │        │ │        │ │        │ │        │ │        │

│CA-IDMS │ │CA-IDMS │ │CA-IDMS │ │CA-IDMS │ │User-   │ │User-   │ │User-   │

│software│ │software│ │software│ │software│ │written │ │written │ │written │

│tool    │ │tool    │ │tool    │ │tool    │ │applica-│ │applica-│ │applica-│

│        │ │        │ │        │ │        │ │tion    │ │tion    │ │tion    │

│        │ │        │ │        │ │        │ │        │ │        │ │        │

└────────┘ └────────┘ └────────┘ └────────┘ └────────┘ └────────┘ └────────┘

• All communication between an application and TCF occurs through the universal communications element (UCE). The
UCE is the link between an application and TCF. Each application and TCF set fields in the UCE that indicate specific
actions to be taken.
The record layout of the UCE is presented below.

NOTE
Be sure to copy version 2 of the UNIVERSAL-COMMUNICATIONS-ELEMENT. Depending on the language,
you may need to define a synonym with a shorter name.

01 UNIVERSAL-COMM-ELEMENT.

  03  UCE-IDENT-02             PIC XXXX.

  03  UCE-DBNAME-02            PIC X(8).

  03  UCE-NODE-NAME-02         PIC X(8).

  03  UCE-DICT-NAME-02         PIC X(8).

  03  UCE-DICT-NODE-02         PIC X(8).

  03  UCE-SCHEMA-NAME-02       PIC X(8).

  03  UCE-SCHEMA-VER-02        PIC 9999   USAGE COMP.

  03  UCE-SUBSCHEMA-NAME-02    PIC X(8).

  03  UCE-SUBSCHEMA-VER-02     PIC 9999   USAGE COMP.

  03  UCE-INPUT-POINTER-02     PIC S9(8)  USAGE COMP.

  03  UCE-INPUT-LENGTH-02      PIC S9(8)  USAGE COMP.

  03  UCE-OUTPUT-POINTER-02    PIC S9(8)  USAGE COMP.

  03  UCE-OUTPUT-LENGTH-02     PIC S9(8)  USAGE COMP.

  03  UCE-ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-02 PIC X(32).

  03  UCE-ENTITY-OCCUR-VER-02  PIC 9999   USAGE COMP.

  03  FILLER                   PIC XX.

  03  UCE-ACTION-CODE-02       PIC XXXX.

  03  UCE-RETURN-CODE-02       PIC S9(8)  USAGE COMP.

  03  UCE-MSG-CODE-02          PIC 9(7)   USAGE COMP-3.

  03  UCE-MSG-TEXT-POINTER-02  PIC S9(8)  USAGE COMP.

  03  FILLER                   PIC X(32).

  03  UCE-SYS-INIT-TIME-02     PIC S9(8)  USAGE COMP.  DO NOT MODIFY

  03  UCE-FROM-TASK-02         PIC X(8).               DO NOT MODIFY

  03  UCE-ACTIVE-TASK-02       PIC X(8).               DO NOT MODIFY

  03  UCE-NEXT-TASK-02         PIC X(8).               DO NOT MODIFY

  03  UCE-ENTRY-TASK-02        PIC X(8).               DO NOT MODIFY

  03  UCE-PT-LIST-POINTER-02   PIC S9(8)  USAGE COMP.  DO NOT MODIFY

  03  UCE-NBR-TASKS-02         PIC S9999  USAGE COMP.  DO NOT MODIFY
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  03  UCE-NBR-SESSIONS-02      PIC S9999  USAGE COMP.  DO NOT MODIFY

  03  UCE-QUEUE-ID-02          PIC S9(8)  USAGE COMP.  DO NOT MODIFY

  03  UCE-SESSION-DESCR-02     PIC X(16).

  03  UCE-CURR-TASK-FLAG-02    PIC X.

                         88  UCE-SUSPEND-02  VALUE 'S'.

                         88  UCE-END-02      VALUE 'O'.

                         88  UCE-CONVERSE-02 VALUE 'P'.

  03  UCE-NEXT-TASK-FLAG-02    PIC X.

                         88  UCE-NEW-02    VALUE 'N'.

                         88  UCE-RESUME-02 VALUE 'O'.

• Your program is responsible for saving its own variable storage in the form of a queue or a scratch record when
performing suspend processing. Suspend processing can be either implicit or explicit:
– A TCF user implicitly suspends an application by switching to another TCF application.
– A TCF user explicitly suspends an application by issuing a SUSPEND command.

Additionally, a TCF user can suspend an entire TCF session by issuing a SWITCH SUSPEND command.

Defining a TCF Task to the DC System
To make your task eligible to run under TCF, you need to use the system generation TASK statement to define the task
code that invokes your program under TCF. Include the following parameters:

• TCF TASK IS TCF- Enables your task to run under TCF
• PRODUCT CODE IS- Identifies a generic TCF task code for your task

For example:

TASK EMPTSKT INVOKES EMPPRG INPUT SAVE

       TCF TASK IS TCF

       PRODUCT CODE IS EMPTSK.

TCF tasks must be defined at system generation; they cannot be defined dynamically.

For more information about system generation, see  Administrating IDMS Database .

Using the UCE for Communication Under TCF
You use fields in the UCE:

• To communicate with TCF
• To communicate with other applications running under TCF

Communicating with TCF

When your program begins, it checks certain UCE fields to determine invocation conditions. You perform processing
based on how your program is invoked.

When your program ends, it sets UCE fields to tell TCF what to do next; for example, whether to switch to another
application, perform a pseudoconverse, suspend the TCF session, or end the TCF session.

Use the following fields in the UCE to communicate with TCF:
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• UCE-IDENT-02 indicates whether your program is currently running under TCF. If it is, this field is equal to the value
UMBR.

• UCE-SESSION-DESCR-02 is used as a queue or scratch record ID. Use this ID to retrieve the variable storage from
your application's previously suspended TCF session.

• UCE-NEXT-TASK-02 specifies the task to which TCF should switch.
• UCE-CURR-TASK-FLAG-02 is the flag you set to indicate to TCF whether to suspend a session, end a session, or

begin a pseudoconverse.
• UCE-NEXT-TASK-FLAG-02 is the flag you set to indicate to TCF and to other applications whether to begin a new

session or restart an old session.
• UCE-MSG-CODE-02, UCE-RETURN-CODE-02, and UCE-MSG-TEXT-POINTER-02 are used to process errors under

TCF.

Communicating with Other Applications

You can pass data to and receive data from other applications that run under TCF. For example, you could pass a schema
name, a subschema name, syntax, or input parameters.

The UCE provides different fields for different kinds of data:

• To pass a schema name, use the UCE-SCHEMA-NAME-02 field. Optionally, include a version number by using the
UCE-SCHEMA-VER-02 field.

• To pass a subschema name, use the UCE-SUBSCHEMA-NAME-02 field. Optionally, include a version number by
using the UCE-SUBSCHEMA-VER-02 field.

• To pass large amounts of data (33 bytes or more), use the UCE-INPUT-POINTER-02 field. UCE-INPUT-LENGTH-02
specifies the input data length.
You can also use the UCE-OUTPUT-POINTER-02 field. UCE-OUTPUT-LENGTH-02 specifies the output data length.

• To pass small amounts of data (32 bytes or less), use the UCE-ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-02 field. In some situations,
you may need to include a version number by using the UCE-ENTITY-OCCUR-VER-02 field.

Determining if TCF Is Active
If TCF has invoked the task, the UCE-IDENT-02 field contains the literal UMBR. If UMBR is not present, the session was
not invoked by TCF.

COBOL Example

For example, in COBOL:

PROCEDURE DIVISION USING UNIVERSAL-COMM-ELEMENT.

    IF UCE-IDENT-02 NOT = 'UMBR'

       THEN GO TO A100-NON-TCF-SESSION.

Assembler Example

Assembler programs check register 1 to determine if they are being invoked under TCF. Register 1 points to a one-entry
parameter list that points to the UCE. If TCF has invoked the task, the first four bytes of the UCE contain the literal UMBR.
For example:

       LTR   R1,R1                              UNDER TCF?

       BZ    NONTCF                             NO, GO ON

       L     R2,0(R1)                           MAYBE

       CLC   0(4,R2),=CL4'UMBR'                 CHECK FOR 'UMBR'

       BNE   NONTCF                             NO, GO ON

+  *** TCF PROCESSING ***
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Starting a New Session
To start a new session under TCF, perform the following steps:

1. Check the following fields for data:
– UCE-INPUT-POINTER-02 typically points to syntax to be used to start a new session of your application. To

determine the data length, refer to UCE-INPUT-LENGTH-02.
– UCE-ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-02 contains an entity name to be used to start a new session of your application. To

determine the version number, refer to UCE-ENTITY-OCCUR-VER-02.
If either of these fields contains data, you should start a new session as specified by the passed data.

2. Check the UCE-NEXT-TASK-FLAG-02 field and perform processing as follows:
– If N (new) is specified, you should start a new session using the DBNAME and NODENAME fields from the UCE.
– If O (old) is specified, you should resume the previously suspended session as explained in Resuming a

Suspended Session.
3. Perform processing, as required.
4. When processing is complete, move 'P' (pseudoconverse) to UCE-CURR-TASK-FLAG-02 to indicate to TCF that a

pseudoconverse is to take place.
5. Issue a DC RETURN statement.

Resuming a Suspended Session
To resume a previously suspended session, perform the following steps:

1. Use the session descriptor (UCE-SESSION-DESCR-02) as the queue or scratch ID to retrieve the variable storage
needed to resume the session. If the storage area cannot be found, perform the following steps:
a. Move +4 to UCE-RETURN-CODE-02.
b. Issue a DC RETURN statement.
This returns control to TCF and displays an error message on the TCF Error Message screen.

2. Perform processing, as required.
3. When processing is complete, move 'P' (pseudoconverse) to UCE-CURR-TASK-FLAG-02 to indicate to TCF that a

pseudoconverse is to take place.
4. Issue a DC RETURN statement.

Processing a Pseudoconverse
Contents

At the beginning of a pseudoconverse, you should check a user-defined map field for the following:

1. Does the TCF user want to suspend the session?
2. Does the TCF user want to quit the session?
3. Does the TCF user want to switch to another application that runs under TCF?

If none of the above is specified, you should perform processing, as required.

Suspend Processing

If the TCF user wants to suspend a session, perform the following steps:

1. Move the name of the session descriptor to UCE-SESSION-DESCR-02.
2. Save program variable storage as either a scratch or a queue record using the session descriptor as the scratch or

queue ID.
3. Move 'S' (suspend) to UCE-CURR-TASK-FLAG-02.
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4. Issue a DC RETURN statement.

End Processing

If the TCF user wants to end a session, perform the following steps:

1. Move 'O' (off) to UCE-CURR-TASK-FLAG-02.
2. Issue a DC RETURN statement.

Switch Processing

If the TCF user issues any form of the SWITCH command, perform the following steps:

1. Move the name of the session descriptor to UCE-SESSION-DESCR-02.
2. Save program variable storage as either a scratch or a queue record using the site-standard session descriptor as the

scratch or queue ID.
3. Perform the following steps:

– If no task code or product code is specified, move spaces to UCE-NEXT-TASK-02.
– If a task code or product code is specified, move that code to UCE-NEXT-TASK-02.

If the TCF user specifies the NEW option of the SWITCH command, move 'N' (new) to UCE-NEXT-TASK-FLAG-02;
otherwise move 'O' (old) to UCE-NEXT-TASK-FLAG-02.

NOTE
If the TCF user specifies new, you may need to pass data to the switched-to task using either the UCE-
INPUT-POINTER-02 or UCE-ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-02 fields in the UCE or some other site-standard
convention.

4. Issue a DC RETURN statement.

Displaying Error Messages
At times, you may want to intentionally abend your task by issuing a WRITE LOG statement with a given severity code. To
do this under a TCF, perform the following steps:

1. Move the message number to UCE-MSG-CODE-02.
2. Move -1 to UCE-RETURN-CODE-02.
3. Issue a GET STORAGE statement to acquire the storage that is to contain the message text.
4. Issue a WRITE LOG statement. Include the RETURN TEXT option and specify the previously acquired storage.
5. Move the address of the message text into UCE-MSG-TEXT-POINTER-02.

NOTE
COBOL programs can do this by calling an Assembler subroutine.

6. Issue a DC RETURN statement.
This returns control to TCF and displays the error message on the TCF Error Message screen.
 

Sample Application Under TCF
The program below performs processing that enables it to run under TCF.

This program checks TCF-related fields in the UCE and performs TCF processing before performing any application-
specific processing.

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

01  WS-START                    PIC X(10)  VALUE '*WS START*'.
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01  USER-IDENT.

    05 USER-ID-FIRST-EIGHT      PIC X(8).

    05 USER-ID-REST             PIC X(24).

01  TASK-ID                     PIC X(8).

01  SESSION-DESC-WORK.

    05 SDW-1                    PIC X(8).

    05 SDW-2                    PIC X(8).

 01  TCF-REC.

     02  TCF-REC-COMMLINE        PIC X(7).

                             88  SUS-COMMAND VALUE 'SUS'

                                 'SUSP' 'SUSPE' 'SUSPEN'

                                 'SUSPEND'.

                             88  BYE-COMMAND VALUE 'BYE'

                                 'QUIT' 'QUI' 'END'.

                             88  SWITCH-COMMAND VALUE 'SWI'

                                 'SWIT' 'SWITC' 'SWITCH'.

     02  TCF-REC-QUIT            PIC X VALUE '_'.

     02  TCF-REC-SUSPEND         PIC X VALUE '_'.

     02  TCF-REC-SWITCH          PIC X VALUE '_'.

     02  TCF-REC-HELP            PIC X VALUE '_'.

     02  TCF-REC-SWI-TASK        PIC X(8).

     02  TCF-REC-OLDNEW          PIC X.

                             88  SWI-OLD VALUE 'O'.

                             88  SWI-NEW VALUE 'N'.

 01  DATA-REC.

     02  DATA-REC-FIELD1         PIC X VALUE '_'.

     02  DATA-REC-FIELD2         PIC X VALUE '_'.

     02  DATA-REC-FIELD3         PIC X VALUE '_'.

     02  DATA-REC-FIELD4         PIC X VALUE '_'.

 01  WS-END                      PIC X(8)  VALUE '*WS END*'.

 LINKAGE SECTION.

 01  COPY IDMS UNIVERSAL-COMM-ELEMENT VERSION 2.

 01  UNIVERSAL-COMM-ELEMENT.

      03  UCE-IDENT-02           PIC XXXX.

      03  UCE-DBNAME-02          PIC X(8).

      03  UCE-NODE-NAME-02       PIC X(8).

      03  UCE-DICT-NAME-02       PIC X(8).

      03  UCE-DICT-NODE-02       PIC X(8).

      03  UCE-SCHEMA-NAME-02     PIC X(8).

      03  UCE-SCHEMA-VER-02      PIC 9999   USAGE COMP.

      03  UCE-SUBSCHEMA-NAME-02  PIC X(8).

      03  UCE-SUBSCHEMA-VER-02   PIC 9999    USAGE COMP.

      03  UCE-INPUT-POINTER-02   PIC S9(8)   USAGE COMP.

      03  UCE-INPUT-LENGTH-02    PIC S9(8)   USAGE COMP.

      03  UCE-OUTPUT-POINTER-02  PIC S9(8)   USAGE COMP.

      03  UCE-OUTPUT-LENGTH-02   PIC S9(8)   USAGE COMP.

      03  UCE-ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-02

                                 PIC X(32).

      03  UCE-ENTITY-OCCUR-VER-02

                                 PIC 9999    USAGE COMP.

      03  FILLER                 PIC XX.

      03  UCE-ACTION-CODE-02     PIC XXXX.
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      03  UCE-RETURN-CODE-02     PIC S9(8)   USAGE COMP.

      03  UCE-MSG-CODE-02        PIC 9(7)    USAGE COMP-3.

      03  UCE-MSG-TEXT-POINTER-02

                                 PIC S9(8)   USAGE COMP.

      03  FILLER                 PIC X(32).

      03  UCE-SYS-INIT-TIME-02   PIC S9(8)   USAGE COMP.

      03  UCE-FROM-TASK-02       PIC X(8).

      03  UCE-ACTIVE-TASK-02     PIC X(8).

      03  UCE-NEXT-TASK-02       PIC X(8).

      03  UCE-ENTRY-TASK-02      PIC X(8).

      03  UCE-PT-LIST-POINTER-02 PIC S9(8)   USAGE COMP.

      03  UCE-NBR-TASKS-02       PIC S9999   USAGE COMP.

      03  UCE-NBR-SESSIONS-02    PIC S9999   USAGE COMP.

      03  UCE-QUEUE-ID-02        PIC S9(8)

                                 USAGE COMP.

      03  UCE-SESSION-DESCR-02   PIC X(16).

      03  UCE-CURR-TASK-FLAG-02  PIC X.

                             88  UCE-SUSPEND-02 VALUE 'S'.

                             88  UCE-END-02 VALUE 'O'.

                             88  UCE-CONVERSE-02 VALUE 'P'.

      03  UCE-NEXT-TASK-FLAG-02  PIC X.

                             88  UCE-NEW-02 VALUE 'N'.

                             88  UCE-RESUME-02 VALUE 'O'.

 PROCEDURE DIVISION USING UNIVERSAL-COMM-ELEMENT.

 MAIN-LINE.

***                                     CHECK FOR TCF SESSION

     IF UCE-IDENT-02 NOT = 'UMBR'

        THEN GO TO C100-SESSION.

***                                     MOST LIKELY PSEUDO-CONV

     IF UCE-CONVERSE-02

        THEN GO TO A100-PSEUDOCONVERSE.

***                                     NOT PCONV, DATA SENT?

     IF UCE-INPUT-POINTER-02 NOT = 0 OR

        UCE-ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-02 NOT = SPACES

     THEN

        GO TO A100-START-WITH-DATA.

***                                     NEW SESSION SPECIFIED?

     IF UCE-NEW-02

        THEN GO TO A100-START-NEW-SESSION

***                                     ELSE DEFAULT TO OLD

     ELSE

        GO TO A100-START-OLD-SESSION.

 A100-PSEUDOCONVERSE.

     BIND MAP TCFMAP01.

     BIND MAP TCFMAP01 RECORD TCF-REC.

     BIND MAP TCFMAP01 RECORD DATA-REC.

     ACCEPT USER ID INTO USER-IDENT.

     ACCEPT TASK ID INTO TASK-ID.

***                               MENU OR COMMAND-LINE SUSPEND

     IF (TCF-REC-SUSPEND NOT = '_')

       OR SUS-COMMAND

     THEN
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         MOVE USER-ID-FIRST-EIGHT TO SDW-1.

         MOVE TASK-ID             TO SDW-2.

         MOVE SESSION-DESC-WORK   TO UCE-SESSION-DESCR-02.

***                               USE SESS-DESCRIPTOR FOR QID

         PERFORM U100-SAVE-STORAGE

         MOVE 'S' TO UCE-CURR-TASK-FLAG-02

         DC RETURN.

***                               MENU OR COMMAND-LINE QUIT

     IF (TCF-REC-QUIT NOT = '_')

       OR BYE-COMMAND

     THEN

         MOVE 'O' TO UCE-CURR-TASK-FLAG-02

         DC RETURN.

***                               MENU OR COMMAND-LINE SWITCH

     IF (TCF-REC-SWI-TASK NOT = SPACES)

       OR SWITCH-COMMAND

     THEN

        PERFORM B100-SWITCH

     ELSE

        MOVE 'P' TO UCE-CURR-TASK-FLAG-02

        GO TO C100-SESSION.

*

 A100-START-WITH-DATA.

*** START SESSION USING THE DATA PASSED IN           ***

*** UCE-INPUT-POINTER-02 OR UCE-ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-02 ***

*

 A100-START-NEW-SESSION.

*** START A NEW SESSION, MOVE 'P' ***

*** TO UCE-CURR-TASK-FLAG-02      ***

*

 A100-START-OLD-SESSION.

*** RESTART OLD SESSION, GET PREVIOUS VARIABLE ***

*** STORAGE FROM SCRATCH OR QUEUE AND MOVE 'P' ***

*** TO UCE-CURR-TASK-FLAG-02.                  ***

*** IF UCE-SESSION-DESCR-02 IS EMPTY, OR IF    ***

*** GET QUEUE/SCRATCH FAILS, MOVE +4 TO        ***

*** UCE-RETURN-CODE-02 AND ISSUE A DC RETURN   ***

*

     IF UCE-SESSION-DESCR-02 = SPACES

        MOVE +4 TO UCE-RETURN-CODE-02

        DC RETURN.

     GET QUEUE ID UCE-SESSION-DESCR-02

               FROM WS-START

               TO WS-END

               RETENTION 7

        ON ANY-ERROR-STATUS

           MOVE +4 TO UCE-RETURN-CODE-02

           DC RETURN.

     MOVE 'P' TO UCE-CURR-TASK-FLAG-02.

     GO TO C100-SESSION.

*

 B100-SWITCH.

     MOVE USER-ID-FIRST-EIGHT TO SDW-1.
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     MOVE TASK-ID             TO SDW-2.

     MOVE SESSION-DESC-WORK   TO UCE-SESSION-DESCR-02.

*                                 USE SESS-DESCRIPTOR FOR QID

     PERFORM U100-SAVE-STORAGE.

     IF TCF-REC-SWI-TASK = SPACES

        THEN MOVE SPACES TO UCE-NEXT-TASK-02

             DC RETURN.

     MOVE TCF-REC-SWI-TASK TO UCE-NEXT-TASK-02.

     IF SWI-NEW THEN

        MOVE 'N' TO UCE-NEXT-TASK-FLAG-02

     ELSE

        MOVE 'O' TO UCE-NEXT-TASK-FLAG-02.

     DC RETURN.

*

 C100-SESSION.

*** PROGRAM PROCESSING ***

*

 U100-SAVE-STORAGE.

*** SAVE WORKING STORAGE FROM WS-START TO WS-END ***

*** IN THIS EXAMPLE, ITS A QUEUE RECORD          ***

     PUT QUEUE ID UCE-SESSION-DESCR-02

               FROM WS-START

               TO WS-END

               RETENTION 7.

 IDMS-ABORT.

 IDMS-ABORT-EXIT.

     EXIT.

     COPY IDMS IDMS-STATUS.

Services Batch Interface
Batch programs that require IDMS 10.2 services only can use the optional 10.2 services batch interface to access a later
release.

Since only 10.2 features are available through this interface, later release features such as SYSIDMS parameters and
SQL access are not supported through this interface.

This section describes the requirements for using the 10.2 services batch interface.

IDMS Installation

The 10.2 services batch interface requires two load modules supplied by the IDMS installation process:

• IDML
• B102STUB

Usage

Before you can make use of the interface, z/OS users must copy the B102STUB load module from the appropriate
release level CAGJLOAD load library into a load library which will be included in their run-time STEPLIB concatenation
and rename the module to IDMSB102.

z/VSE users need to copy the B102STUB.PHASE from their installed IDMS sub-library into a sub-library which will be
included in their run-time LIBDEF concatenation, and then rename the module to IDMSB102.PHASE.

To use the 10.2 services batch interface, the following conditions must be met:
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• The z/OS batch job JCL includes a STEPLIB that contains IDMSB102
• The z/VSE batch job JCL includes a LIBDEF concatenation which contains the IDMSB102 PHASE.
• The batch program is linked with either IDMS (Release 10.2) or IDML
• If the batch program has been relinked with a later version of the IDMS module, it must be relinked with either the 10.2

IDMS module or the IDML module

NOTE
A link with IDMSINTB is supported for upward compatibility but is neither required nor recommended for
using the 10.2 batch services interface.

• DBNAME must be specified. Since SYSIDMS parameters are not supported through this interface, you can do one of
the following:
– Modify the BIND RUN-UNIT statements in the program to specify the DBNAME parameter; for example:

 BIND RUN-UNIT DBNAME EMPDEMO.

 

– Update the DBTABLE within the central version to utilize subschema mapping and default dbname parameters; for
example:
 DBNAME *DEFAULT

   SUBSCHEMA EMPSS?? MAPS TO EMPSS?? USING DBNAME EMPDEMO;

 

For more information about updating the DBTABLE, see the "Administrating IDMS Database" in the IDMS
documentation.

Batch Execution Considerations

Be aware of these considerations when preparing a program to use one of the batch interfaces:

• If the batch program is linked with either IDMS (Release 10.2) or IDML, and IDMSB102 is in a batch program JCL
STEPLIB (z/OS) or LIBDEF (z/VSE), the 10.2 services batch interface is always used.

• If the batch program is linked with any later version of the IDMS module, the 10.2 services batch interface will never be
used, even if IDMSB102 is in a batch program JCL STEPLIB (z/OS) or LIBDEF (z/VSE).

• To use a later version of the batch interface with an existing 10.2 program, be sure that IDMSB102 is not in a batch
program JCL STEPLIB (z/OS) or LIBDEF (z/VSE).

• If the COBOL program has been compiled with the DYNAM option, you must rename the IDML module to IDMS and
place it in a separate library. This library must be the first library after the STEPLIB concatenation.

• If signon security is in effect, a valid user ID must be provided for the batch user exit BTCIDXIT, which allows
specification of the user ID to be checked by security. A sample BTCIDXIT may be found in the distribution source
library.

• If the batch program is linked with either IDMS (Release 10.2) or IDML, then IDMSIN01 functions are not supported
and the new items of the delivered IDMS-STATUS routine (dbkey, page group and dbkey format) are not displayed.
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Online Log Display Reference
IDMS Online Log Display is a tool that gives IDMS/DC and DC/UCF users online access to a full-screen display of run-
time events recorded in the log.

With IDMS Online Log Display, all data processing personnel can now use the logging feature of IDMS easily. You no
longer need to construct JCL to print the log and then wait for the completion of batch reporting. By invoking IDMS Online
Log Display and using two or three simple commands (or PF keys), you have direct access to the portion of the log
relevant to your needs.

Click the PDF icon to download a PDF of the Online Log Display Reference section.

This article describes the following features:

A Tool for All Users

IDMS Online Log Display is a useful tool for DBAs, systems programmers, database technicians, and applications
programmers. It allows them to review the use of facilities, systems, and programs.

Speeds Performance Reviews and Program Testing

DBAs will find that IDMS Online Log Display allows them to:

• Review performance characteristics online
• Trace security violations quickly
• Monitor the daily environment
• Locate task, storage, and program errors.

Systems programmers and database technicians can use IDMS Online Log Display to:

• Evaluate system performance
• Locate device interface problems
• Detect system software problems.

Application programmers can use this tool as an aid to test programs.

Important Features

Full Screen Display

IDMS Online Log Display gives you full-screen display and entry on all IBM 3270 (model 2 through 5) and 3270-
compatible terminals.

Windowing Facility

A convenient "windowing" facility allows you to move a "window" (your terminal display) to view records that exceed
normal screen size. You can easily move the window up, down, left, or right in the log by using PF keys or abbreviated
commands.

Three Levels

There are three levels of display -- the menu level, the event level, and the detail level. From the menu, you can select the
log events display you need. You can view all log events or you can select IDMS/DC messages, statistics text, dump text,
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or trace text. A detailed display of the log entries included in a dump, statistics, or trace event is available when you want
it, by pressing a PF key.

Complete Information

The online presentation of logged events is concise and readable. To help you locate errors, the display of program
dumps shows both hexadecimal and character display of the content of each address.

Accelerated Log Search

In addition to viewing the entire log, you can speed up the search of the log by using simple commands and PF keys. In
order to limit the time spent searching the log, you can select a limited display: IDMS messages, dump text, trace text, or
statistics information. You can also limit the number of records to be searched during one transaction, or you can start the
search at any database page in the IDMS/DC log area.

Easy Selection of Relevant Information

To select a particular log event from any events display, you need only position the cursor on a character in a log event
line and press a PF key; or you can key in an abbreviated command.

Events with specific dates, times, character strings, or logical terminal elements can be requested by simple abbreviated
commands. You can repeat a search for a character string by pressing a PF key.

Guaranteed to Show Most Recent Log Data

When invoked, the IDMS Online Log Display task automatically forces the current DDLDCLOG buffer to be written, thus
ensuring that the most recent log data is included in the display.

Commands and Their Functions

Keyed in commands and their abbreviations are designed to be easy to remember. Even users new to IDMS access the
log easily, and rapidly find specific data.

With IDMS Online Log Display commands and menu selections you can do the following:

• Choose the type of log information to view
• Search for a specific character string
• Scroll through the entire database log
• Scroll through a limited portion of the log
• Search for a specific date or time
• Search for a specific logical terminal element
• Limit the search to specified columns
• Include archived records
• Limit the number of log records to be searched
• Start the next search for events on a specific database page in the IDMS/DC log area
• Review commands, PF key functions, and current parameter settings
• Return from a detail screen to the menu
• Exit from one level of display to the previous level or from the menu to IDMS
• Support for UTC time on log record displays

IDMS Online Log Display commands and their functions are covered in detail in Commands.
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Select a Different Screen for Each Purpose

The menu and the variety of log display screens allow flexibility in choosing information. You can quickly select the type of
information relevant to your application.

By viewing the IDMS messages you can quickly find out who has signed on to the system and which programs and tasks
have been run.

The occurrence counts in a statistics display facilitate immediate review of performance characteristics. For example, you
can find out how much CPU time tasks are taking and evaluate the efficiency of your system.

Records of which program dumps or trace dumps have been recorded are found in the Snap/Dump Events screen. From
there you can ask for a detailed program dump or trace dump display.

Locating application software problems is speeded up by online review of a user trace. The trace displays the contents of
each register prior to a service request.

To locate device interface problems you can select a line trace dump which displays the datastream I/O written to and/or
read from a terminal or printer.

To locate errors which cause programs to terminate abnormally, you can view the hexadecimal and character display
equivalents of storage in a program dump. A snapshot dump also allows you to search for logical errors in programs.

Examples of each screen display and descriptions of items shown on the screens are given in Commands.

Session
This section contains the following topics:

Events Written to the Log

Before starting an IDMS Online Log Display session, you should be sure that the events and messages of interest to you
have been recorded in the log.

In addition to those dump, trace, and statistics events which have been previously written to the log, the log contains
IDMS system messages.

Using IDMS Online Log Display

The steps in a typical IDMS Online Log Display session are as follows. Steps 3, 4, and 5 can be repeated until you have
reviewed all the data you need to see.

Step 1 -- Invoke IDMS Online Log Display.

Step 2 -- Select the type of events from the menu.

• Optional: Include archived events.
• Optional: Limit number of log records to be searched on a given transaction.

Step 3 -- Review Event screen.

Step 4 -- Optional: Review detailed display.

Step 5 -- Exit to previous level or return to menu.

Step 1 -- Invoke IDMS Online Log Display

Enter the IDMS Online Log Display task code. The default is LOGD. The session begins with a display of the menu at
your terminal.
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Step 2 -- Select Type of Events from the Menu

Select the type of events from the menu by entering a number shown on the menu.

You can limit the display by suppressing archived records. Records remain in the log until the active IDMS/DC log area
becomes full; then they are offloaded. At that time they become archived. They may be overwritten by IDMS. Archived
records in the log may still be included in the display by entering a Y after ARCHIVED. To suppress archived records,
enter an N (default).

The LOG OBTAIN LIMIT displayed on the menu allows you to place an upper bound on the number of records that will
be read in a given transaction. To limit the number of records to be obtained from the log in a given transaction, enter a
number after LOG OBTAIN LIMIT.

Step 3 -- Review the Event Screen

The event screen displays the date, time, LTERM identifier, and a brief description, of each event written to the log. You
can scan the event screen, search for a specific event, or select a detailed display of a specific event.

Step 4 -- Review Detailed Display (Optional)

To see a detailed display of a specific event, key in the DETAIL command, position the cursor on a specific event line, and
press the ENTER key; or position the cursor and press PF3/15. Look for the information you need in the contents of the
dump, trace, or statistics display.

Step 5 -- Exit to Previous Level or Return to Menu

You can exit to the previous event screen by entering the EXIT command or pressing the CLEAR key.

You can return to the menu by entering the RETURN command or pressing PF4/16. From the menu, the CLEAR key
allows you to exit to IDMS/DC.

Using Three Levels of Display to Find a Specific Dump

Figure 1 on page 22 to Figure 5 on page 27 illustrate the steps to find a specific dump. From the menu level you shift to
the event level, and from there to the detail level. You can then exit to the event level or return to the menu level.

The other figures in this section illustrate screen formats. Here is a section to the figures in this section.

Item Screen Format Figure
Example Finding a Dump Figures from page 21 through page 24
Menu Level Menu Screen Figure on page 26
Event Level All Log Events Screen Figure 6 on page 28
Detail Level Statistics Screens

System Wide Figure 7 on page 29
Terminal, Line, Program, Task, Queue Figures on page 30 through page 31
Transaction Wide Figure on page 32
ADS Figure on page 33
User Trace Screen Figure on page 34
SNAP/DUMP Screens
Program DUMP Figure on page 35
Trace Dump Figure on page 36

All Levels Show Screen Figure on page 38
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Example

In this example, you will find a SNAP/DUMP that begins at a TCE and that was written on April 16, 1999 at the user's
terminal.

Step 1 -- Invoke IDMS Online Log Display

Invoke IDMS Online Log Display by entering the task code at the ADS system prompt. The default task code is LOGD.
IDMS Online Log Display responds by displaying the IDMS Online Log Display menu screen.

 │││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││

      CCCCCCCCC

    CCCCCCCCCC                                                                ││

  CCC                                                                         ││

 CCC      AAAA             Online Log Display                                 ││

 CCC     AAAAA                                                                ││

 CCC    AAAAAA             RELEASE   Rnn.nn                                   ││

 CCC   AAA AAA                                                                ││

  CCC AAA  AAA                                                                ││

   CCAAACCCCCC             SELECT TYPE OF DISPLAY ===> 4                      ││

    AAACCCCCCCC                                                               ││

   AAA     AAA                  1. IDMS-DC MESSAGES                           ││

  AAA      AAA                  2. STATISTICS                                 ││

 AAA       AAA                  3. USER TRACE                                 ││

                                4. SNAP/DUMP                                  ││

 ││                             5. ALL LOG EVENTS                             ││

 ││                                                                           ││

 ││                        (Y-YES, N-NO) ARCHIVED ===> N                      ││

 ││                                                                           ││

 ││                        LOG OBTAIN LIMIT =========> 0000000                ││

 ││                        LOGD001I-ENTER SELECTION                           ││

 ││                                                                           ││

 ││ CLEAR-EXIT                   PF1-HELP                 PF2-SHOW PROFILE    ││

 ││ COPYRIGHT (C)  2007 CA. All RIGHTS RESERVED                   ││

│││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││

 

Step 1 -- Finding a Dump:

Step 2 -- Select Type of Events

1. Type option 4 at the SELECT TYPE OF DISPLAY===> field on the Menu screen.
2. Type N (No) in the ARCHIVED===> field on the Menu screen.
3. Type 5000 in the LOG OBTAIN LIMIT===> field to limit the number of records obtained in this transaction to 5000.
4. Press the ENTER key. IDMS Online Log Display responds by displaying the LOG EVENTS - SNAP/DUMP screen.

  ==>                                                           mm-dd-yy hh:mm:ss

 LOGD002I-ENTER REQUEST           LOG EVENTS - SNAP/DUMP               CA, INC.

<...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 990416 10:52:31 VTAMLT01  RCE IS AT 001BAD30   01400001  00000155  00000140  05

 990416 10:52:31 VTAMLT01  RCE IS AT 001BA310   01410001  00000155  00000080  00

 990416 10:52:31 VTAMLT01  RCE IS AT 001BA0D0   01410001  00000155  00000140  00

 990416 10:52:31 VTAMLT01  RCE IS AT 001BA220   01450001  00000155  00000DC0  05

 990416 10:52:31 VTAMLT01  RCE IS AT 001B9E30   01410001  00000155  00000840  00
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 990416 10:52:31 VTAMLT01  RCE IS AT 001BAC88   01C30002  00000155  00000380  00

 990416 10:52:31 VTAMLT01  RCE IS AT 001BA280   01C10001  0000013F  00000100  05

 990416 10:52:31 VTAMLT01  RCE IS AT 001B9ED8   01C10001  0000013F  00000800  05

 990416 10:52:31 VTAMLT01  RCE IS AT 001BAB50   01C10001  00000139  00000100  05

 990416 10:52:31 VTAMLT01  RCE IS AT 001BA538   01C10001  00000139  00004DC0  05

 990416 10:52:31 VTAMLT01  RCE IS AT 001BAE20   01C90001  0000010E  00000080  00

 990416 10:52:31 VTAMLT01  RCE IS AT 001BAEE0   01C00001  0000010F  00000380  05

 990416 10:52:31 VTAMLT01  RCE IS AT 001BAB98   01C50001  0000013A  00000300  05

 990416 10:52:31 VTAMLT01  RCE IS AT 001BA208   01C10001  00000154  00001040  05

 990416 10:52:31 VTAMLT01  RCE IS AT 001BAE68   0E000001  00000155  00000000  00

 990416 10:52:31 VTAMLT01  TASK'S SCRATCH INDEXES

 990416 10:52:31 VTAMLT01  RCE IS AT 001BADD8   04000001  0000013A  05554B48  00

 990416 10:52:31 VTAMLT01  TASK'S PROGRAMS.

 990416 10:52:31 VTAMLT01  RCE IS AT 001BABC8   02010002  000000D0  000000B1  04

 990416 10:52:31 VTAMLT01  PDE AND PROGRAM TEXT

 990416 10:52:32 VTAMLT01  RCE IS AT 001B4370   02010005  00000006  00000002  04

 

Step 2 -- Finding a Dump:

Step 3 -- Review the Event Screen

1. Use the search and windowing commands to find the dump by typing DATE 990416 in the command line and pressing
the ENTER key.

2. Limit the display to the current logical terminal by typing the LTE * command and pressing the ENTER key.
 ==>                                                           mm-dd-yy hh:mm:ss

LOGD002I-ENTER REQUEST           LOG EVENTS - SNAP/DUMP               CA, INC.

<...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

990416 15:08:48 VTAMLT01  047FED30  047FE000  00048070  0536C61C  847FC000  047

990416 15:08:48 VTAMLT01  TASKS TCE ADDRESS IS 0016C3A0

990416 15:08:48 VTAMLT01  TASKS DCE ADDRESS IS 00156430

990416 15:08:48 VTAMLT01  TASKS LTE ADDRESS IS 0005E740

990416 15:08:48 VTAMLT01  TASKS PTE ADDRESS IS 00061520

990416 15:08:48 VTAMLT01  TASKS PLE ADDRESS IS 00061440

990416 15:08:48 VTAMLT01  TASK'S RESOURCE CHAIN.

990416 15:08:48 VTAMLT01  RCE IS AT 001BBED0   01410001  000002B2  00000180  00

990416 15:08:48 VTAMLT01  RCE IS AT 001BDE50   01410001  000002B2  00000040  00

990416 15:08:48 VTAMLT01  RCE IS AT 001BB3C0   01450001  000002B2  00001EC0  05

990416 15:08:48 VTAMLT01  RCE IS AT 001BB600   01400001  000002B2  000000C0  05

990416 15:08:48 VTAMLT01  RCE IS AT 001BBF00   01490001  000002B2  00000040  00

990416 15:08:48 VTAMLT01  RCE IS AT 001BC428   01490001  000002B2  00000080  00

990416 15:08:48 VTAMLT01  RCE IS AT 001BCE00   01490001  000002B2  00001700  00

990416 15:08:48 VTAMLT01  RCE IS AT 001BC068   01C90001  000002B2  00000240  00

990416 15:08:48 VTAMLT01  RCE IS AT 001BBD68   01C90001  000002B2  000000C0  00

990416 15:08:48 VTAMLT01  RCE IS AT 001BC0E0   01490001  000002B2  000001C0  00

990416 15:08:48 VTAMLT01  RCE IS AT 001BC0B0   01400001  000002B2  00000100  05

990416 15:08:48 VTAMLT01  RCE IS AT 001BBF18   01400001  000002B2  00000140  05

990416 15:08:48 VTAMLT01  RCE IS AT 001BAB80   01410001  000002B2  00000140  00

990416 15:08:48 VTAMLT01  RCE IS AT 001BB678   01410001  000002B2  00000080  00

990416 15:08:48 VTAMLT01  RCE IS AT 001BAB80   01410001  000002B2  00000140  00

 

Step 3a -- Finding a Dump:
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3. To request a detail display of the TCE event, position the cursor anywhere on the TCE line and press PF3 or PF15.
You can also type DETAIL in the command area, position the cursor on the TCE line, and press the ENTER key.

 ==>                                                           mm-dd-yy hh:mm:ss

LOGD026W-AT PAGE FILE LIMIT     ONLINE LOG SNAP/DUMP      001 OF 250   CA,INC.

<...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5.....+....6....+....7....+...>

│││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││ TOP OF LOG DUMP ││││││││││││││││││││││││││││

TASKS TCE ADDRESS IS 0016C3A0

0016C3A0      E3C3C55C  000002B2    801AE568  001AF03C    *TCE*......V...0.*

0016C3B0      801AE514  001AEA48    801AFA8C  001AFA8C    *..V.............*

0016C3C0      8016C3C0  0016C3C0    050A0248  001B7CB8    *..C...C.......@.*

0016C3D0      055325C8  00156430    8010EAF0  001CB388    *...H.......0...h*

0016C3E0      00000000  7FFFFFFF    0009F001  0005E740    *....".....0...X.*

0016C3F0      00000000  00000000    00000000  00000000    *................*

0016C400      00000000  006C6690    C4C2E4C7  E2E3C1C5    *.....%..DBUGSTAE*

0016C410      0006FA00  0016D5C0    05533358  82580000    *......N.....b...*

0016C420      00000001  E0400020    00000000  00000000    *................*

0016C430      00000000  00000000    00000000  00000000    *................*

0016C440      1A000000  001CB7F4    00156430  82000011    *.......4....b...*

0016C450      00663808  00000000    00000000  00000000    *................*

0016C460      00000000  00000000    00000000  00000000    *................*

0016C470      00007440  0016C740    04603B10  000000FF    *......G..-......*

0016C480      0536D578  0536DB3E    00B71B3C  0536D428    *..N...........M.*

0016C490      0536D9DC  0536D98C    05371734  84730CD4    *..R...R.....d..M*

0016C4A0      0536D274  04732CD4    0536D6A0  047309D0    *..K....M..O.... *

0016C4B0      0536D798  04732DCE    006C6690  0016C5E0    *..Pq.....%....E.*

0016C4C0      0016D580  0016CB1C    00000016  0000001A    *..N.............*

 

    ▼                           ▼                                    ▼

  Address Hex Display Character Display

Step 3b -- Finding a dump:

Step 4 -- Examine Hex and Character Display

Examine the hex and character display to find the information you need. Use windowing and search commands as
needed.

Step 5 -- Exit to Previous Level or Return to Menu

Press the CLEAR key or type EXIT and press the ENTER key to return to the previous display.

-or-

Press PF4/16 or type RETURN and press the ENTER key to return to the IDMS Online Log Display Menu screen.

IDMS Online Log Display Menu Screen

The following is an IDMS Online Log Display Menu screen. From the menu, you can select the ALL LOG EVENTS screen
or any of the four specific event screens. You can also suppress archived records, limit the number of records to be
obtained from the log, or both. By entering an obtain limit, you can limit the resources used; the unused resources are left
free for other uses.

To return to IDMS/DC from the IDMS Online Log Display Menu screen, press the CLEAR key. If you press the PF1 key
(HELP), you will see brief instructions and descriptions of each selection listed on the menu.
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Pressing the PF2 key (SHOW) produces the SHOW screen. The screen includes current parameter settings and defaults,
PF key settings, and the number of requests for detail made in the current IDMS Online Log Display session.

The SHOW screen is described later in SHOW Screen. On the SHOW screen, you can specify a new date, time, or logical
terminal by entering the appropriate command on the command line.

SELECT TYPE OF DISPLAY -- Type the number of your selection in this field.

ARCHIVED -- Enter Y (Yes) to indicate that archived records (records offloaded from the active IDMS/DC log) are to be
displayed. Enter N (No) to suppress archived records. The default value is N(o).

LOG OBTAIN LIMIT -- Enter a number in this field to limit the number of records read from the log in a given transaction.

For example, if you select the STATISTICS option (Option 2), type in 500 in the LOG OBTAIN LIMIT field, and press the
ENTER key, IDMS Online Log Display will search the first 500 records in the log. If 20 statistics events are found in the
first 500 records, the first EVENT screen will show them. The DOWN command causes IDMS Online Log Display to
continue searching the log, until the screen fills again, or the LOG OBTAIN LIMIT is reached. If 500 OBTAINS result in
less than 20 statistics events, the events which were found (if any) will be displayed on the screen.

In the same example, if you enter DOWN after the LOG OBTAIN LIMIT is reached, IDMS Online Log Display searches the
next 500 records in the log for statistics events.

If you have entered a date, time, or logical terminal and there are no statistics records for that enter in the 500 records
being searched, a message will appear in the message area: LOG OBTAIN LIMIT REACHED. You can enter a DOWN
command to search the next 500 log records.

If no number is entered in this field, the search will continue until the next 20 events are displayed or until the end of the
log is reached.

Message Area -- The message area is immediately below the LOG OBTAIN LIMIT field. See Messages for the reason
each message occurs and possible actions.

       CCCCCCCCC │││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││

    CCCCCCCCCC                                                                ││

  CCC                                                                         ││

 CCC      AAAA             Online Log Display                                 ││

 CCC     AAAAA                                                                ││

 CCC    AAAAAA             RELEASE   Rnn.nn                                   ││

 CCC   AAA AAA                                                                ││

  CCC AAA  AAA                                                                ││

   CCAAACCCCCC             SELECT TYPE OF DISPLAY ===>                        ││

    AAACCCCCCCC                                                               ││

   AAA     AAA                  1. IDMS-DC MESSAGES                           ││

  AAA      AAA                  2. STATISTICS                                 ││

 AAA       AAA                  3. USER TRACE                                 ││

                                4. SNAP/DUMP                                  ││

 ││                             5. ALL LOG EVENTS                             ││

 ││                                                                           ││

 ││                        (Y-YES, N-NO) ARCHIVED ===> N                      ││

 ││                                                                           ││

 ││                        LOG OBTAIN LIMIT =========> 0000000                ││

 ││                        LOGD002I-ENTER REQUEST                             ││

 ││                                                                           ││

 ││ CLEAR-EXIT                   PF1-HELP                 PF2-SHOW PROFILE    ││

 ││ COPYRIGHT (C)  2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED                   ││

│││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││
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Menu Screen:

ALL LOG EVENTS Screen

An example of the display you will see when you select ALL LOG EVENTS from the Menu screen is as follows. Because
this example shows each type of event, it represents any of the screens seen at the Event level.

You can use the DATE command and the TIME command to begin all displays at a specific date or time. You can use the
LTE command to list only those events which were recorded from a specific logical terminal. Use the DETAIL command
with cursor position to view a detailed display of a specific event.

Event Date -- The date of the log event in the format yymmdd. Events are usually displayed in date-time sequence. IDMS
Online Log Display begins processing on the first log page encountered on which an event meets the selection criteria.
However, IDMS Online Log Display may process events from more than one start-up of the CV. Each time the CV starts
up, the log is written to the first available log page (empty or containing archived records).

Event Time -- The time of the log event in the format hh:mm:ss.

LTERM ID -- The logical terminal identifier for each log event.

Event -- Description of log event or text of IDMS/DC message.

The following LOG EVENTS screen displays examples of the following events:

IDMS/DC Messages -- The IDMS/DC code and message.

Statistics Descriptions -- These descriptions identify the type of statistics which have been written to the log.

SNAP/DUMP Descriptions -- These descriptions identify the dump events that have been written to the log.

User Trace Descriptions -- These descriptions identify the user traces that have been performed and written to the log.

 ==>                                                           mm-dd-yy hh:mm:ss

LOGD002I-ENTER REQUEST           LOG EVENTS - ALL TYPES               CA, INC.

<...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+..

990416 11:27:20 VTAMLT01 IDMS DC268007 V181 USER:USE11  TRACE PARAMETER ACCEPT

990416 11:34:13 VTAMLT03 IDMS DC258003 V181 USER BOAMA01 SIGNED ON LTERM VTAML

990416 12:43:19 VTAMLT01 IDMS DC259001 V181 USER USE01 SIGNED OFF LTERM VTAMLT

990416 12:43:19 VTAMLT01 IDMS DC258003 V181 USER USE01 SIGNED ON LTERM VTAMLT0

990416 12:44:48 VTAMLT01 IDMS DC259001 V181 USER USE02 SIGNED OFF LTERM VTAMLT

990416 12:44:48 VTAMLT01 IDMS DC258003 V181 USER USE02 SIGNED ON LTERM VTAMLT0

990416 12:44:55 VTAMLT01 SYSTEM WIDE STATISTICS

990416 12:44:55 VTAMLT01 STATISTICS FOR TASK CODE:  ADAI

990416 12:44:55 VTAMLT01 STATISTICS FOR TASK CODE:  ADS

990416 12:44:55 VTAMLT01 STATISTICS FOR TASK CODE:  ADSA

990416 12:44:55 VTAMLT01 STATISTICS FOR TASK CODE:  ADSALIVE

990416 12:44:55 VTAMLT01 RCE IS AT 001BBED0  0141001  000002B2 00000180 0000023

990416 12:44:55 VTAMLT01 RCE IS AT 001BDE50  0141001  000002B2 00000040 0000001

990416 12:44:55 VTAMLT01 RCE IS AT 001BB600  0140001  000002B2 00000080 0500201

990416 12:44:55 VTAMLT01 CSA ADDRESS IS 109FD0

990416 12:44:55 VTAMLT01 USER TRACE FOR PROGRAM NAME: RHDCOMTC

990416 12:44:55 VTAMLT01 USER TRACE FOR PROGRAM NAME: RHDCOMTC

990416 12:44:55 VTAMLT01 USER TRACE FOR PROGRAM NAME: USKMENU

990416 12:44:55 VTAMLT01 USER TRACE FOR PROGRAM NAME: USKMENU

990416 12:44:55 VTAMLT01 USER TRACE FOR PROGRAM NAME: USKMENU

990416 12:44:55 VTAMLT01 STATISTICS FOR TASK CODE:  LOGD

 

ALL LOG EVENTS Screen:
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SYSTEM WIDE STATISTICS Detail Screen

The following is a SYSTEM WIDE STATISTICS screen. It contains a description of the statistical data, together with
the occurrence counts of the statistical data. The statistics for USRMOD TIM and SYSMOD TIM are given in the format
hh:mm:ss:ttt where hh is the hour and mm:ss:ttt is the minutes, seconds, and thousandths of seconds.

 ==>                                                           mm-dd-yy hh:mm:ss

LOGD002I-ENTER REQUEST          ONLINE LOG STATISTICS     001 OF 002    CA,INC.

<...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+...>

 

<========================== SYSTEM WIDE STATISTICS ===========================>

  (  PUTJRNLS)------------0 (PGPOOL LDS)------------5 (PGPOOL WTS)------------0

  (PGPOOL PGS)-----------47 (QUEUE GETS)-----------66 (QUEUE PUTS)-----------48

  (QUEUE DELS)-----------49 (AUTOST TSK)------------0 (SCR GETS  )---------1027

  (SCR PUTS  )---------4301 (SCR DELS  )---------4067 (STG GETS  )--------29684

  (STG FREES )--------28500 (STG PASS 1)--------22370 (STG PASS 2)---------1154

  (STG PASS 3)---------6160 (TIME GETS )-------153888 (SETIM WTS )------------0

  (SETIM PSTS)---------1580 (SETIM TSKS)-----------42 (SETIM CNLS)---------1621

  (TOT SYSTSK)----------518 (USRMOD TIM)-00:00:13:598 (SYSMOD TIM)-00:00:37:612

  (PGS READ  )---------1165 (PGS WRITTN)-----------97 (PGS RQSTD )---------7907

  (CLC NOFLOW)-----------48 (CLC OFLOW )------------0 (VIA NOFLOW)-----------60

  (VIA OFLOW )------------2 (REC RQSTD )---------8489 (REC CUR RU)---------6284

  (DB CALLS  )--------12550 (FRGS STRD )------------0 (REC RELO  )------------0

  (TSKS ABNDS)------------0 (SYSTSKS AC)------------0 (TSKS ACTIV)------------0

  (TSKS MAX  )------------0 (TSKS RNWY )------------0 (SYSTSKS PR)----------192

  (STG SHORT )------------0 (TKS STK HI)----------610 (RLES USED )------------0

  (RCES USED )------------0 (DPES USED )------------0 (RNTPOOLLDS)-----------77

  (RNTPOOLWTS)------------0 (RNTPOOLPGS)---------1718 (TOT PGR RQ)------------0

(TOT# PGS FRD)------------0 (RLE THR EX)------------0 (RCE THR EX)------------0

 (DPE THR EXC)------------0 (X PGMP LDS)------------0 (X PGMP WTS)------------0

 

SYSTEM WIDE STATISTICS Detail Screen:

Statistics Detail Screens

Statistics detail screens showing several types of statistics are illustrated in the following figures.

 ==>                                                           mm-dd-yy hh:mm:ss

LOGD002I-ENTER REQUEST          ONLINE LOG STATISTICS     001 OF 001    CA,INC.

<...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+...>

 

<=============== DESCRIPTION OF STATISTICS BY PHYSICAL TERMINAL ==============>

  PHYSICAL TERMINAL NAME: VTAMPT01         TOTAL NUMBER OF READS:  ---------225

                                          TOTAL NUMBER OF WRITES:  ---------314

                                     TOTAL NUMBER OF READ ERRORS:  -----------0

                                    TOTAL NUMBER OF WRITE ERRORS:  -----------0

                                       TOTAL NUMBER OF RESPONSES:  ---------225

                                        CUMULATIVE RESPONSE TIME:  00:08:49:570

                                             CUMULATIVE I/O TIME:  00:00:00:000

││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││ END OF STATISTICS │││││││││││││││││││││││││││││

 

DESCRIPTION OF STATISTICS BY PHYSICAL TERMINAL Screen:

  <===================== DESCRIPTION OF STATISTICS BY LINE =====================>
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   LINE NAME:  VTAMLINE                               TOTAL READS:  ---------226

                                                     TOTAL WRITES:  ---------315

                                                TOTAL READ ERRORS:  -----------0

                                               TOTAL WRITE ERRORS:  -----------0

 ││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││ END OF STATISTICS ││││││││││││││││││││││││││││

 

DESCRIPTION OF STATISTICS BY LINE Screen:

 ==>                                                           mm-dd-yy hh:mm:ss

LOGD002I-ENTER REQUEST          ONLINE LOG STATISTICS     001 OF 001    CA,INC.

<...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+...>

 

<=================== DESCRIPTION OF STATISTICS BY PROGRAM ====================>

  PROGRAM NAME:  USKMENU                      TOTAL TIMES CALLED:  ----------65

                                              TOTAL TIMES LOADED:  -----------9

                                     TOTAL TIMES WAITING TO LOAD:  -----------0

                                     TOTAL TIMES PROGRAM CHECKED:  -----------0

││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││ END OF STATISTICS ││││││││││││││││││││││││││││

 

DESCRIPTION OF STATISTICS BY PROGRAM Screen:

 ==>                                                           mm-dd-yy hh:mm:ss

LOGD002I-ENTER REQUEST          ONLINE LOG STATISTICS     001 OF 001    CA,INC.

<...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+...>

 

 <================== DESCRIPTION OF STATISTICS BY TASK CODE ===================>

  TASK CODE:  LOGD             TOTAL TIMES TASK CODE WAS INVOKED:  ----------45

││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││ END OF STATISTICS ││││││││││││││││││││││││││││

 

DESCRIPTION OF STATISTICS BY TASK CODE Screen:

 ==>                                                           mm-dd-yy hh:mm:ss

LOGD002I-ENTER REQUEST          ONLINE LOG STATISTICS     001 OF 001    CA,INC.

<...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+...>

 

<==================== DESCRIPTION OF STATISTICS BY QUEUE =====================>

  QUEUE NAME:  BDIANOT-TRIGGER      TOTAL TIMES AUTOTASK STARTED:  -----------0

││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││ END OF STATISTICS │││││││││││││││││││││││││││││

 

DESCRIPTION OF STATISTICS BY QUEUE Screen:

TRANSACTION WIDE STATISTICS Detail Screen

The following screen shows a TRANSACTION WIDE STATISTICS Detail screen. It contains a description of the statistical
data, together with the occurrence counts of the statistical data. The statistics for USER MODE TIME and SYSTEM
MODE TIME are given in the format hh:mm:ss:ttt where hh is the hour and mm:ss:ttt is the minutes, seconds, and
thousandths of seconds.

 ==>                                                           mm-dd-yy hh:mm:ss

LOGD002I-ENTER REQUEST          ONLINE LOG STATISTICS     001 OF 002    CA,INC.

<...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+...>
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<================ DESCRIPTION OF TRANSACTION WIDE STATISTICS =================>

  STATISTICS BLOCK ID:  DVJRF                           VTAMLT01

  USER ID:  DVJRF                                        LTERM ID:  VTAMLT01

  (TOT # PROGRAMS CALLED  )------------0 (TOT # PROGRAMS LOADED  )------------0

  (TOT # TERMINAL READS   )------------0 (TOT #TERMINAL WRITES   )------------0

  (TOT # TERMINAL ERRORS  )------------0 (TOT # GETSTG RQSTS     )------------2

  (TOT # GETSCR RQSTS     )------------0 (TOT # PUTSCR RQSTS     )------------0

  (TOT # DELSCR RQSTS     )------------0 (TOT # GETQUE RQSTS     )------------0

  (TOT # PUTQUE RQSTS     )------------0 (TOT # DELQUE RQSTS     )------------0

  (TOT # GETTIME RQSTS    )------------6 (TOT # SETTIME RQSTS    )------------0

  (TOT DATA BASE RQSTS    )------------0 (STACK HIGH WATER MARK  )----------427

  (TASK USER MODE TIME    )-00:00:00:001 (TASK SYSTEM MODE TIME  )-00:00:00:000

  (TASK WAIT TIME         )-00:00:00:004 (TOT # PAGES READ       )------------0

  (TOT # PAGES WRITTEN    )------------0 (TOT # PAGES RQSTD      )------------0

  (TOT # CALC RECS NO/OFLO)------------0 (TOT # CALC RECS W/OFLOW)------------0

  (TOT # VIA RECS NO/OFLOW)------------0 (TOT # VIA RECS W/OFLOW )------------0

  (TOT # RECS RQSTD       )------------0 (TOT # RECS CURR OF R-U )------------0

  (TOT # FRAGMENTS STORED )------------0 (TOT # RECS RELOCATED   )------------0

  (TOTAL NUMBER OF LOCKS  )------------0 (TOTAL # OF SELECT LOCKS)------------0

  (TOTAL # OF UPDATE LOCKS)------------0 (TSK STG HIGH WATER MARK)---------9792

 

TRANSACTION WIDE STATISTICS Detail Screen:

ADS STATISTICS BLOCK BY DIALOG Screen

The following screen shows an ADS STATISTICS BLOCK BY DIALOG screen. It contains descriptions of the statistical
data and gives occurrence counts of the data. See Abbreviations for a description of the statistics abbreviations on the
screen.

 ==>                                                           mm-dd-yy hh:mm:ss

LOGD002I-ENTER REQUEST          ONLINE LOG STATISTICS     001 OF 001    CA,INC.

<...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+...>

 

<====================== ADS STATISTICS BLOCK BY DIALOG =======================>

DIALOG NAME:  ATDMEN01                                   DIALOG VER:  3

    USER ID:  DVJRF                                        LTERM ID:  VTAMLT01

  (TSB BD DTE)-99106        (TSB BD TIM)-09:30:03:355

 (EX DSP CMND)------------1 (EX DSP CNT)------------0  (EX INVOKE)------------0

 (EX LNK DILG)------------0 (EX LNK PGM)------------4   (EX RETRN)------------0

 (EX RETRN CT)------------0 (EX TRANSFR)------------0 (EX LEVE AD)------------1

 (EX LEVE APL)------------0 (EXP ABORTS)------------0 (IM DSP CMD)------------1

   (IM INVOKE)------------0 (IM LK DILG)------------0 (IM LNK PGM)------------0

   (IM RETURN)------------0 (IM RTRN CT)------------0   (IM TRANS)------------0

  (IM LEVE AD)------------0 (IM LEVE AP)------------0   (IM ABORT)------------0

(PRMP PRO EXC)------------1 (RS PRO EXC)------------2 (ST ACC CAL)------------7

 (EX SCR GETS)------------0 (EX SCR PUT)------------0 (EX SCR DEL)------------0

(WRT PRT CMND)------------0 (PUT NW DET)------------0 (PUT CR DET)------------0

(GET DET CMND)------------0 (SZE OF FDB)------------0 (SZE OF VDB)------------0

(HGH LNK LEVL)------------0 (LW LNK LEV)------------0 (RB PUT SCR)------------0

(MST STG USED)------------0 (MT FRE SPC)------------0 (LT STG USE)------------0

 (LST FRE SPC)------------0 (MT SPC ACQ)------------0 (LT SPC ACQ)------------0

(HIGH RBB USE)------------1 (LW RBB USE)------------1

││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││ END OF STATISTICS │││││││││││││││││││││││││││││
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ADS STATISTICS BLOCK BY DIALOG Screen:

USER TRACE Detail Screen

The following is a USER TRACE Detail screen. The information on the screen includes:

LTERM -- The logical terminal identifier.

PGM -- The name of the program being traced.

VERB # -- Services requested. The verb number and the verb description are displayed.

DMLSEQ -- The occurrence number of the verb in the user program (if DML verbs were counted by the DML
preprocessor).

REGS -- The content of the 16 general purpose registers (registers 0 through 15, from left to right on the screen).

 ==>                                                           mm-dd-yy hh:mm:ss

LOGD002I-ENTER REQUEST          ONLINE LOG USER TRACE     001 OF 250    CA,INC.

<...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+...>

││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││ TOP OF LOG TRACE │││││││││││││││││││││││││││││

 

LTERM: VTAMLT01  PGM: USKEVNT   VERB #: 28         IDMSINTD   DMLSEQ: 00000000

 

REGS:

0-7 00000008 050A042C 050A03C8 050A0288 05375FC8 053766FC 053769A1 05376DF3

8-F 053761F8 047D8C00 00048070 053763DC 847D6C00 047D7C00 047D8436 006C6690

 

 

LTERM: VTAMLT01  PGM: USKEVNT   VERB #: 15         AREC RTN   DMLSEQ: 00000000

 

REGS:

0-7 0000006F 053760FC 050A03C8 050A0288 05375FC8 053766FC 053769A1 05376DF3

8-F 053761F8 047D8C00 00048070 053763DC 847D6C00 047D7C00 047D8510 006C6690

 

 

LTERM: VTAMLT01  PGM: USKEVNT   VERB #: 28         IDMSINTD   DMLSEQ: 00000000

 

REGS:

0-7 00000008 050A042C 050A03C8 050A0288 05375FC8 053766FC 053769A1 05376DF3

8-F 053761F8 047D8C00 00048070 053763DC 847D6C00 047D7C00 047D8436 006C6690

 

USER TRACE Detail Screen:

PROGRAM Dump Detail Screen

The following is a sample detail screen for a program dump.

Event -- The name and location of the event.

Addresses -- Memory locations included in the resource control element.

Hex Display -- Hexadecimal display (16 bytes) of data at the address (which is listed in the left column).

Character Display -- Character display of data at the address (which is listed in the left column.
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 ==>                                                           mm-dd-yy hh:mm:ss

LOGD026W-AT PAGE FILE LIMIT    ONLINE LOG SNAP/DUMP    001 OF 250   CA,INC.

<...+....1... +....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+...>

││││││││││││││││││││││││││││ TOP OF LOG DUMP │││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││

 

RCE IS AT 001BACB8   01490001  00000155  00001700  00698140  00000000  001C6A20

98140      001BACB8  00000155    E5C2F5F0  00000005    *........VB50....*

98150      006D23C8  006D2456    006D2520  006D2532    *._.H._..._..._..*

98160      006D246E  00000000    00000000  00000000    *._.>............*

98170      00000000  0000056C    055707C8  046E0800    *.......%...H.>..*

98180      006996A4  00699718    00000000  00000000    *..ou..p.........*

98190      00000000  00000000    00000000  00000000    *................*

981A0      00010000  00000000    00169BC0  00000000    *................*

981B0      00000000  00000000    0553483C  0553483C    *................*

981C0      0553483C  006984E0    00698288  006982D4    *......d...bh..bM*

981D0      05534894  00000000    00000000  4040C100    *...m..........A.*

981E0      00000000  00000000    0000FF08  E2E8E2E3    *............SYST*

981F0      C5D44040  00000000    046E09E8  046E0978    *EM.......>.Y.>..*

98200      006996B4  F0F0F0F0    00000000  00753201    *..o.0000........*

98210      E4E2D2C5  E5D5E340    00000000  046E09E8    *USKEVNT......>.Y*

98220      046E09E8  046E09E8    00000022  00000000    *.>.Y.>.Y........*

98230      00000000  046E09E8    006996EC  046E0800    *.....>.Y..o..>..*

98240      046E0800  00000000    00000000  0000003B    *.>..............*

98250      30251322  00000000    00000000  00753201    *................*

98260      046E09E8  00000000    01000000  00000000    *.>.Y............*

 

PROGRAM Dump Detail Screen:

TRACE Dump Detail Screen

The following is a typical Trace Dump Detail Screen.

Description Line -- The logical terminal element (LTE), physical terminal element (PTE), physical line element (PLE), and
DDNAME which were used for the task.

Address -- The locations of the data associated with the physical terminal after each I/O.

Hex Display -- Hexadecimal display (16 bytes) of data at the address (which is listed in the left column).

Character Display -- Character display of data at the address (which is listed in the left column).

 ==>                                                           04-16-99 11:28:21

LOGD002I-ENTER REQUEST          ONLINE LOG SNAP/DUMP      001 OF 006   CA,INC.

<...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+...>

│││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││ TOP OF LOG DUMP ││││││││││││││││││││││││││││

*** LTE:VTAMLT01-PTE:VTAMPT01-PLE:VTAMLINE-DDNAME: ─────&bxur.

END OF SNAP                                             └─►Description Line 

TCE:

001570B0      E3C3C55C  00000000    801AB490  001AB670    *TCE*............*

001570C0      801570C0  001570C0    801570C8  001570C8    *...........H...H*

001570D0      801AB418  001AB484    00000000  00000000    *.......d........*

001570E0      00000000  00155FF0    801C6AB0  001C6AB0    *.......0........*

001570F0      00000000  7FFFFFFF    000D0002  00000000    *...."...........*

00157100      00000000  00000000    00000000  00000000    *................*

00157110      00000000  00000000    00000000  00000000    *................*
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00157120      00000000  001582D0    00000000  80000000    *......b ........*

00157130      00010000  00C00020    00000000  00000000    *................*

00157140      00000000  00000000    00000000  00000000    *................*

00157150      1A000000  00048338    00155FF0  06000000    *......c....0....*

00157160      05381E48  00000000    00000000  00000000    *................*

00157170      00000000  00000000    00000000  00000000    *................*

00157180      00000000  001573D0    845E4D58  04637058    *....... d;(.....*

00157190      00000000  00000000    00000000  00000000    *................*

001571A0      00000000  00000000    00000000  00000000    *................*

001571B0      00000000  00000000    00000000  00000000    *................*

 

    ▼                             ▼                                ▼

  Address Hex Display Character Display

TRACE Dump Detail Screen:

SHOW Screen

The following SHOW screen displays a list of PF key settings, a list of the number of times a detail display of an event was
requested at this session, the number of the current DC log database page, and a list of current parameter settings and
default values.

You can change the values of the session parameters by entering commands from this screen: HELP, EXIT, VIEW, DATE,
TIME, LTE, and FIND. Use the CLEAR key or the EXIT command to exit to the previous screen.

SESSION DISPLAYS -- The numbers show how many dump requests have been formatted, how many trace requests
have been formatted, and how many statistics requests have been formatted during this session.

CURRENT DC LOG PAGE NUMBER -- The number of the current database page in the DC log area (the page from
which IDMS Online Log Display is currently reading). From an event screen, you can start the next log search by entering
the LPSTART command followed by a number within the valid page range of the DC log database area.

The following session parameters can be altered by entering commands from the SHOW Screen:

VIEW AMOUNT -- The number of the left column of the screen display on an event screen.

Default: Column 1.

SEARCH DATE -- Only events written to the log on or after this date will be displayed during the session.

Default: Earliest date in the log.

SEARCH TIME -- Only log events written to the log at or after this time will be displayed.

Default: Earliest time in the log, on the search date.

SEARCH LTE -- Only log events written to the log from the specified terminal will be displayed. If an asterisk was entered
in the LTE command, the logical terminal for the current session is shown in this field.

Default: All terminals.

SEARCH STRING -- The string entered in the last FIND command.

SEARCH FROM COLUMN -- The left column of the search for a string.

Default: Column 1.

SEARCH TO COLUMN -- The right column of the search for a string.

Default: Column 278.

PF Key Table -- The PF key assignments.
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Amount -- The number of lines or the number of columns the window will scroll when the PF key is pressed.

 ==>                                                           mm-dd-yy hh:mm:ss

LOGD002I-ENTER REQUEST          ONLINE LOG SYSTEM PROFILE             CA, INC.

<...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5.....+....6....+....7....+....

 

                                         ======================================

SESSION DISPLAYS                         │   PFKEY  │  COMMAND  │AMOUNT-IF APP│

----------------                         │----------│-----------│-------------│

FORMATTED DUMP REQUESTS:       001       │    1/13  │  HELP     │             │

FORMATTED TRACE REQUESTS:      001       │    2/14  │  SHOW     │             │

FORMATTED STATISTICS REQUESTS: 002       │    3/15  │  DETAIL   │             │

                                         │    4/16  │  RETURN   │             │

CURRENT DC LOG PAGE NUMBER: 000030711    │    5/17  │  RFIND    │             │

---------------------------              │    7/19  │  UP       │  20         │

                                         │    8/20  │  DOWN     │  20         │

SESSION PARAMETERS                       │   10/22  │  RIGHT    │  79         │

------------------                       │   11/23  │  LEFT     │  79         │

VIEW AMOUNT:       001                   │   CLEAR  │  EXIT     │             │

SEARCH DATE:       990416                │          │           │             │

SEARCH TIME:       103000                =====================================

SEARCH LTE:

SEARCH STRING:

SEARCH FROM COLUMN:  000

SEARCH TO COLUMN:    000

 

SHOW Screen:

Commands Info
This section provides information on the following topics:

VIEW LOG EVENTS OR DETAILS

From the IDMS Online Log Display Menu screen, you can select a comprehensive screen showing every run-time event
which has been written to the log, or you can select IDMS messages, dump events, statistics events, or trace events. If
you need more information about a specific event, you can proceed to a detailed display of a program or dialog dump, a
trace dump, a user trace, or statistics.

IDMS Online Log Display Commands

You control IDMS Online Log Display by entering commands in the command area of the screen or by pressing the
corresponding PF keys. The commands allow you to move between the menu, event, and detail levels; to change the
position within the log to begin searching for events; to search for specific information; and to window within the section of
the log being displayed.

IDMS Online Log Display is controlled by three types of commands:

Session Commands

Session commands allow you to select the screen you want to see. From an event screen, you can move to a more
detailed display or you can exit to the menu, where you can choose another mode of display or exit to IDMS/DC From any
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screen, you can request either an online review of the commands available for use at the current level or a list of PF keys
and the current parameter settings.

Windowing Commands

Windowing commands move the physical "window" (your terminal screen) so that you can view records that exceed the
normal screen size or you can view records above or below those currently displayed on the screen.

Search Commands

Search commands are used to search for literal information contained in the log, such as specific IDMS message
occurrences, dumps, control block titles, IDMS statistics, dates, times, and logical terminal identifiers.

Program Function Keys

PF keys make it easy to scroll through the log or search for specific items. They are set for many commonly used
commands.

Notation Conventions and Syntax Rules

Before using the IDMS Online Log Display commands, be sure to review the Notation Conventions and Command Syntax
Rules figures below.

Entering Commands

IDMS Online Log Display commands are entered on the command line at the top of the screen. PF keys can be pressed
when the cursor is at any position on the screen.

Command Summaries

The following are the summary figures of the commands and the PF keys.

Notation Conventions:

Example Function
PDown Keywords appear in mixed case. The minimum required portion of

each keyword is in UPPERCASE.
Find 'string' Variables appear in lowercase italics. You must substitute an

appropriate value for each variable.
[number-of-lines] Brackets indicate optional clauses.

{Up
DOwn}

Braces enclose two or more options. You can select one of them.

Command Syntax Rules:

Item Rule
Order of Commands You can enter IDMS Online Log Display commands in any order.
Entering Delimiters in Commands Do not embed blanks within a keyword or a value field.

Enter a blank between a command and its operand. Example:
VIEW 25
Enter blanks between optional parameters after a command.
Example: FIND 'abc' 25 40

Entering Dates and Times You must enter leading and trailing zeros in dates and times.
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Use of Symbols A character string in a FIND command must be enclosed in a
single or double quotation marks.

Command Function Summary:

Command Function
Session

HELP Display a summary of the command syntax, PF keys, and
functions.

SHOW Display PF key assignments, and current values of variables.
DETAIL Display the details of a dump, trace, or statistics event.
LPSTART Starts search on specific database page in IDMS/DC log area.
RETURN Return to menu from detail display or from event display.
EXIT Exit to the menu from an event screen, or exit to the previous

event screen from a detail screen.
Windowing

UP On event screens, display lines that are above those you are
currently viewing.

DOWN On event screens, display lines that are below those you are
currently viewing.

MAX Scroll to the beginning, end, extreme left, or extreme right of the
current log (use with UP, DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT, PUP, or PDOWN).

LEFT On event screens, display columns to the left of those you are
currently viewing.

RIGHT On event screens, display columns to the right of those you are
currently viewing.

VIEW One event screens, specify the left column of the window to be
displayed.

PUP On detail screens, move the window up by pages.
PDOWN On detail screens, move the window down by pages.

Search
DATE Search events for information logged on or after a specified date.
TIME Search events for information logged at or after a specified time.
UTC Display log events in UTC time.
LTE Search events for a specified logical terminal id.
LOCAL Display log events in local time.
FIND Search for a string (within specified column boundaries).
RFIND Repeat the previous FIND command.

Program Function Key Summary:

Control Key Command Function
CLEAR EXIT Exit to the next higher level of processing:

exit to the menu from an event screen, exit
to an event screen from a detail screen, or
exit to IDMS/DC from the menu.
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1 or 13 HELP Display a summary of command syntax,
functions, and PF keys.

2 or 14 SHOW Display PF key settings, current parameter
values, and number of requests for detail
displays.

3 or 15 DETAIL Show detailed display of specific log event.
4 or 16 RETURN Return to menu from detail screen or from

event screen.
5 or 17 RFIND Repeat the previous FIND command.
7 or 19 UP or PUP Scroll to display lines or pages above the

current display.
8 or 20 DOWN or PDOWN Scroll to display lines or pages below the

current display.
10 or 22 LEFT Scroll to display columns to the left of the

current display.
11 or 23 RIGHT Scroll to display columns to the right of the

current display.

Session Commands

The Session Commands allow you to move from one screen display to another.

HELP Command
 Help

 

Use the HELP command (or PF 1/13) to display a review of the commands and PF keys which can be used from the
current screen.

From the menu, the HELP screen displays brief descriptions of the selections available.

SHOW Command
 Show

 

Use the SHOW command (or PF 2/14) to display a review of PF key functions, current defaults, and user specifications.
You can change Session Parameters from the SHOW screen.

Detail Command (Events Screens)
 DEtail

 

After you select an event screen from the menu, you can use the DETAIL command to display the detailed contents of a
dump, statistics, or trace event.

You can select a specific event by entering the DETAIL command, placing the cursor on any character in a message line,
and pressing the ENTER key (or by positioning the cursor and pressing PF3/15). If the message does not describe a
dump, statistics, or trace event, IDMS Online Log Display redisplays the messages.

From the DUMP Events, Statistics Events, or Trace Events screen, the DETAIL command displays detail for the event
described by the message line where the cursor is positioned. If the cursor is on the command line, the event at the top of
the screen will be selected.

Typical screen displays are illustrated and described in the "Session" topic
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DUMP Details

Two types of detailed DUMP displays are available:

• Program Dump -- A dump of a program component such as a resource control element (RCE), a task control element
(TCE), or a logical terminal element (LTE). The program dump must have been written previously to the log, either
because the SNAP utility requested that a snapshot be put into the IDMS/DC log, or because there was an automatic
snap to the IDMS/DC log in response to an error condition in a program.

• Trace Dump -- A dump of a trace component such as a logical terminal element (LTE), a physical terminal element
(PTE), or a physical line element (PLE). A trace dump shows the sequence of data elements sent and received
through DC system software to a terminal device. The trace dump must have been previously written to the log using
the master terminal operator function initiating and providing control over physical I/O tracing.

STATISTICS Details

The STATISTICS option allows you to view occurrence counts written to the log at normal system shutdown, as defined in
the sysgen. The statistics can also be written to the log because of a DCMT WRITE STATISTICS command.

TRACE DETAILS

A User Trace shows the sequence of service requests related to DML calls in user programs. Traces must have been
written previously to the log from a user trace facility.

LPSTART Command (Event Screens)
 LPStart log-page-number

The LPSTART command allows you to start a new search for events at a database page other than the database page at
the beginning of the DC log area. When you key in LPSTART followed by a log page number and press the ENTER key,
the next log search begins at that page.

If you do not know the number of the current DC log database page, you can find it displayed on the SHOW screen
(PF2/14).

Rules:

• log-page-number must be an integer from 1 through 999999999 (up to nine digits).
• log-page-number must be within the valid page range of the DC log database area.

Default: The first page of the DC log database area.

RETURN Command (Detail and Event Screens)
 REturn

 

The RETURN command allows you to return from a detail screen directly to the menu, without viewing an event screen.

If you enter the RETURN command from an event screen, the display returns directly to the menu.

EXIT Command (Detail and Event Screens)
 Exit

 

Use the EXIT command or the CLEAR key to exit to the previous level of processing.

From the event screens, use the EXIT command to return to the menu. You can then select another display mode or exit
to IDMS/DC. From the LOG DISPLAY MENU, use the CLEAR key to exit to IDMS/DC.
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From a detail screen, use the EXIT command to return to the previous event screen, with the previously selected event at
the top of the screen.

Windowing Commands

Windowing Commands allow you to shift your view up, down, or sideways through the log.

UP and DOWN Commands (Event Screens)
 {Up       [{number-of-lines

DOwn}     Max}]

 

Where:

number-of-lines -- Scroll UP or DOWN a specified number of lines from 1 to 32767. PF keys cannot be used with
number-of-lines

MAX -- Scroll UP or DOWN to view the beginning (UP) or end (DOWN) of the current log. You also can type M and press
PF7/19 fo

On the event screens, you use the UP and DOWN commands to display lines in the log above or below those you are
currently viewing. They can be used alon

UP and DOWN can also be entered followed by a number of lines or MAX. MAX is used in conjunction with UP or DOWN
to scroll to the beginning or end of th

LEFT and RIGHT Commands (Event Screens)
 {LEft       [{number-of-columns

RIght}       Max}]

 

Where:

number-of-columns -- Scroll to the LEFT or RIGHT a specified number of columns from 1 to 201. PF keys cannot be
used with number-of-columns.

MAX -- Scroll to the extreme LEFT or RIGHT of the display. You can also type M in the command area and press PF10/22
for LEFT or PF11/23 for RIGHT.

The event screen window can be moved horizontally by using the LEFT or the RIGHT command, or a corresponding PF
key.

The LEFT command moves the window toward the first column of the event display. The RIGHT command moves the
window toward the last column of the event display. Each command can be used alone to shift the window one screen
sideways. LEFT or RIGHT can also be entered followed by a number-of-columns or by MAX. MAX is used in conjunction
with LEFT or right to move the window to the first column or the last column.

VIEW Command (Event Screens)
 View column-number

Where: column-number -- The column which will become the left side of the display.

The VIEW command can be used only from the event screens. It allows you to specify the left column of the window
which you want to view.

Rule:

• The number must be between 1 and 202, inclusive. If a number larger than 202 is entered, the screen will show
columns 202-280.
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PUP and PDOWN Commands (Detail Screens)
 {PUp        [{number-of-pages

PDown}     Max}]

 

Where:

number-of-pages -- Scroll up or down a specified number of pages from 1 to 250. PF keys cannot be used with number-
of-pages.

MAX -- Scroll up or down to view the beginning (PUP) or end (PDOWN) of the current event detail display. You can also
type M in the command area and press PF7/19 for PUP or PF8/20 for PDOWN.

On the detail screens, you use the PUP and PDOWN commands to move the window pages above (PUP) or below
(PDOWN). Your current screen location is displayed near the top of the detail screen. For example, 002 of 070 means that
you are on the second screen of 70 screens.

They can be used alone to move the window up or down one screen. They can also be entered followed by number-of-
pages or MAX. MAX is used in conjunction with PUP or PDOWN to scroll to the first or last page of the current display.

Search Commands

Search commands may be used to locate specific information in the log.

DATE and TIME Commands (Event Screens)

You can limit the number of events displayed by specifying a specific date and/or a specific time. IDMS Online Log Display
will display only that portion of the log which was recorded on or after the specified date and time.

A date or time specified remains in effect during the IDMS Online Log Display session until you change it.

DATE Command
 DAte yymmdd

Where:

yymmdd -- The last two digits of the year (yy), the month (mm), and the day (dd), respectively.

"IDMS Online Log Display assumes if the year is greater than 69 the century is 19; if the year is less than 69 the century is
20".

TIME Command
 Time hhmmss

Where:

hhmmss -- The hours (hh), minutes (mm), and seconds (ss). For example, 142509 represents 25 minutes and 9 seconds
after 2 P.M.

Rules for DATE and TIME

• You must enter leading and trailing zeros in DATE and TIME Commands. Enter the time 9 A.M. as 090000.
• If you enter a time without a date, the time applies to the current date, displayed on the right side of the top line of the

screen.
• To return an unspecified date or time, enter DATE 000000 or TIME 000000.
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LTE Command (Event Screens)
 LTe {value 

         * }

 

Where:

value -- The logical terminal identifier.

* -- Indicates the identifier of the logical terminal you are using. If you enter an asterisk, the logical terminal identifier will be
displayed on the SHOW screen (PF2/14).

Use the LTE command to limit the display of events to those recorded for one specific logical terminal.

If you enter this command without any value, the display will contain log events recorded from all terminals.

FIND Command

Find 'string' [left-column [right-column]]

Where:

string -- A character string to be found in the log. The string must be enclosed in single or double quotation marks.

left-column -- The number of the column at the left boundary of the search area. You can specify the left column number
without specifying a right column number.

right-column -- The number of the column at the right boundary of the search area.

The FIND command, entered with a string, allows you to locate specific information contained in a log. You can limit your
search to specific columns by specifying the columns after the string.

From the ALL EVENTS screen, IDMS Online Log Display searches the entire list of log events and IDMS/DC messages.
If you are viewing another event screen or a detail display, the utility searches only the selected type of events or the
selected detail display.

IDMS Online Log Display begins searching at the position of the cursor.

Column boundaries remain in effect until another FIND command is entered. When a new FIND command is entered, the
boundaries will include the total width of the display, unless new boundaries are specified.

Use the SHOW command (PF 2/14) to see the current column boundaries.

Rules:

• The string can be from 1 to 56 characters long.
• Single or double quotation marks are required at the beginning and end of the string.
• On event screens, column values must be between 1 and 280, inclusive.
• On detail screens, column values must be between 1 and 79, inclusive.
• Enter spaces between FIND and 'string', between 'string' and the left column number, and between the left column

number and the right column number. For example, FIND 'TCE' 25 60.

RFIND Command
 RFind

 

Use RFind (or PF5/17) to repeat the last FIND command that was entered. The column boundaries of the FIND command
remain in effect.
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Operations (Online Log Display)

System Requirements

System requirements for IDMS Online Log Display include the operating environment, the terminal type, the database log,
the schema and subschema, and security.

Terminal Type

IDMS Online Log Display can be used from these terminals:

• IBM 3270 terminal (model 2 through 5), including the 3279 color display
• Any other 3270-compatible terminal.

Database Log

You must be sure that a DDLDCLOG Area has been initialized and included in the run-time CV, as specified in the sysgen.

Security

Normal IDMS/DC security applies. You can limit access to IDMS Online Log Display by setting security on the task code
LOGD.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

How Events and Messages Are Written to the Log

You can view only log events that have been written to the log.

A program dump is written to the log in one of two ways:

• The SNAP utility requested that a snap be put into the IDMS/DC log, or
• In response to an error condition in a program there was an automatic snap to the IDMS/DC log.

A trace dump is written to the log by using the master terminal function which initiates and controls physical I/O tracing
(such as … VARY PTERM TRACE…).

A system trace dump is defined in the sysgen and written to the log by a SNAP request (such as SYSTRACE).

Statistics are defined in the sysgen. Statistics are also written to the log by using the master terminal function which writes
the current system and line statistics (such as …WRITE STATISTICS).

User traces are written to the log by using the SAVE option of master terminal function or a user function which provides
control over the user trace facility by logical terminal (such as … USERTRACE SAVE …).

IDMS system messages are written to the log at appropriate times during CV/DC processing.

IDMS Online Log Display Modules

IDMS Online Log Display consists of a group of online modules used to access all or a selected group of DC LOG event
records. The load library is concatenated to CDMSLIB in the CV startup JCL.

Storage Requirements

IDMS Online Log Display uses the program pool, the storage pool, and the scratch/queue area.
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Program Pool

Because all IDMS Online Log Display run-time modules are quasi-reentrant, only one copy of IDMS Online Log Display is
required to support multiple users. IDMS Online Log Display requires 50K of program storage.

Storage Pool

A session storage block is used for communication between IDMS Online Log Display modules. Each terminal user
requires 3800 bytes of the storage pool for this session storage; the session storage is released at the end of the session.

Scratch/Queue Area

Detail displays create a paging file in the scratch/queue area for each user. This file will vary from 1800 bytes to 450,000
bytes (1 to 250 pages), depending on the size of the detail block. This scratch area is released at the end of the detail
review.

Online Documentation Print Utility

The IDMS Online Documentation print utility provided with IDMS Online Log Display allows error messages and other
product information to be printed upon request.

Target or distribution source library member GSIPRINT (z/OS), or TOOLJCL library member GSIPRINT.S (z/VSE)
contains the JCL to execute the Online Documentation Print Utility.

The online documentation modules for IDMS Online Log Display processing are shown in the exhibit below. You can
print major function modules, together with subordinate modules, in a single execution of GSIPRINT. You can also print
subordinate modules individually.

The printed version of the online documentation is presented one screen per page and includes page reference indexes
for screen options. Characters highlighted in the online documentation appear bolded in the printed version.

Module Name Description
USKDUMP Dump Detail Screen
USKEVNT Events Screen
USKMSG IDMS Online Log Display Messages
USKSHOW SHOW Screen (Profile)
USKSTAT Statistics Detail Screen
USKTRACE Trace Detail Screen

Customizing IDMS Online Log Display

You can use the IDMS Online Log Display Customization macro to change the following operational parameters:

• The task code used to invoke IDMS Online Log Display.
• The dictionary into which the IDMS Online Log Display online documentation modules were loaded at installation.

For more information about customizing IDMS Online Log Display under SMP/E (z/OS), see  Installation and Maintenance
for z/OS . For more information about customizing IDMS Online Log Display under MSHP (z/VSE), see Install and
Maintain z/VSE.
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Messages (Online Log Display)

IDMS Online Log Display Message Format

IDMS Online Log Display messages are preceded by a unique eight-character code. The message code is in the format
xxxxnnns, where xxxx is the identifier of the module issuing the message, nnn is a message number for the message
within the module, and s is the severity code for the message. The severity code is either I, W, or E.

Severity Codes

Informative -- A message with a severity code of I is an informative message. Informative messages are for your
information only. No remedial action is required.

Warning -- A message with a severity code of W is a warning message. A warning message tells you why your command
cannot be carried out. Suggested remedial actions are listed for these messages.

Error -- A message with a severity code of E is an error message. When IDMS Online Log Display encounters an error
condition (usually syntactical), an error message will appear on your screen. Error messages report erroneous and
conflicting data that requires action.

This section lists the code for each message along with an explanation for each one.

LOGD001I ENTER SELECTION

Reason:

The IDMS Online Log Display Menu has been successfully invoked.

Action:

Enter the number of the events screen you want to see.

LOGD002I ENTER REQUEST

Reason:

IDMS Online Log Display is requesting that you enter a command, a selection, or a PF key.

Action:

Enter a command from an events screen.

LOGD003I READING LOG, WAIT….

Reason:

IDMS Online Log Display is carrying out your command.

Action:

Wait for the next message to appear.

LOGD004I READING, WAIT….

Reason:

IDMS Online Log Display is carrying out your command.

Action:

Wait for the next message to appear.

LOGD005I SEARCHING LOG, WAIT….

Reason:
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IDMS Online Log Display is searching for a string specified in the FIND command.

Action:

Wait for the next message to appear.

LOGD006I SEARCHING, WAIT….

Reason:

IDMS Online Log Display is searching for a string specified in the FIND command.

Action:

Wait for the next message to appear.

LOGD007I CHAR STRING FOUND

Reason:

The specified string was found. The cursor is at the beginning of the string.

Action:

Enter the next command when ready. (Enter RFIND command to search for the next occurrence of the string.)

LOGD008I END OF DATA REACHED

Reason:

The end of the log was reached during a search for a string and the string was not located in the current display.

Action:

To search for the same string beginning at the top of the log, use the RFIND command. Otherwise, enter a different
command.

LOGD009I FORMATTING DUMP, WAIT

Reason:

IDMS Online Log Display is formatting the snap/dump requested with the DETAIL command.

Action:

Wait for the next message to appear.

LOGD010I FORMATTING STATS, WAIT

Reason:

IDMS Online Log Display is formatting the statistics display requested with the DETAIL command.

Action:

Wait for the next message to appear.

LOGD011I FORMATTING TRACE, WAIT

Reason:

IDMS Online Log Display is formatting the user trace display requested with the DETAIL command.

Action:

Wait for the next message to appear.

LOGD012I PURGING DUMP, WAIT….

Reason:
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The snap/dump file for the detail display is being purged from the scratch/queue area.

Action:

Wait for the next message to appear.

LOGD013I PURGING STATS, WAIT….

Reason:

The statistics file for the detail display is being purged from the scratch/queue area.

Action:

Wait for the next message to appear.

LOGD014I PURGING TRACE, WAIT…

Reason:

The user trace file for the detail display is being purged from the scratch/queue area.

Action:

Wait for the next message to appear.

LOGD015I OBTAIN LIMIT REACHED - DC LOG PAGE, log-page-number

Reason:

A number was specified on the menu in the LOG OBTAIN LIMIT field. That number of records has been obtained. The
number of the current page in the DC

Action:

Enter UP, DOWN, FIND, or RFIND to continue searching the log for the limited number of records; or enter another
command.

LOGD016I OBTAIN LIMIT AGAIN - DC LOG PAGE: log-page-number

Reason:

The specified number of records has been obtained. The number of the current page in the DC log area is listed.

Action:

Enter UP, DOWN, FIND, or RFIND to continue searching the log for the limited number of records; or enter another
command.

LOGD020W NO FUNCTION FOR PFKEY

Reason:

The PF key that you pressed does not have a function assigned to it.

Action:

See ADS Alive Commands or enter a HELP command or SHOW command to check which PF key functions are available
at this level.

LOGD021W PFKEY NOT ACTIVE

Reason:

THE PF key that you pressed is not active for the current screen display.

Action:

See ADS Alive Commands or enter a HELP command to check which PF key functions are available at this level.
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LOG022W COMMAND NOT ACTIVE

Reason:

The command is not available for the current screen display.

Action:

See ADS Alive Commands or enter a HELP command to check which commands are available at the current level of
display (menu, event, or detail).

LOGD023W LOG DUMP NOT FOUND

Reason:

IDMS Online Log Display failed to locate the snap/dump requested with the DETAIL command.

Action:

Use the EXIT command to return to the events screen, select the snap/dump information by positioning the cursor, and
enter the DETAIL command.

LOGD024W LOG STATS NOT FOUND

Reason:

IDMS Online Log Display failed to locate the statistics requested with the DETAIL command.

Action:

Use the EXIT command to return to the events screen, select the statistics information by positioning the cursor, and enter
the DETAIL command.

LOGD025W LOG TRACE NOT FOUND

Reason:

IDMS Online Log Display failed to locate the user trace requested with the DETAIL command.

Action:

Use the EXIT command to return to the events screen, select the user trace information by positioning the cursor, and
enter the DETAIL command.

LOGD026W AT PAGE FILE LIMIT

Reason:

The information requested with the DETAIL command exceeded the scrolling file limit of 250 screens.

Action:

If the desired detail is not in the current 250 screens, use the EXIT command to return to the events screen. Then select
related information furth the cursor and reentering the DETAIL command.

LOGD027W MESSAGE DISPLAYED

Reason:

The line selected with the DETAIL command displays an IDMS system message. Detail is not available for a message.

Action:

For a detail display, position the cursor on snap/dump, statistics, or user trace information, and enter a DETAIL command.

LOGD028W EXCLUDE NOT ACTIVE

Reason:
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The EXCLUDE option of the FIND command is not supported at this time.

Action:

Delete EXCLUDE and press the ENTER key to process the FIND command.

LOGD029W TYPE SELECTED NOT FND

Reason:

The log file does not contain any events or messages of the type selected from the menu.

Action:

Use the EXIT command or the CLEAR key to return to the menu; then use the HELP command or see ADS Live
Commands to determine how the selected typ You can also select another event type from the menu.

LOGD040E LOGGING NOT TO DB

Reason:

The sysgen LOG statement did not specify the DATABASE option. IDMS Online Log Display cannot access data that is
not written to the DATABASE.

Action:

Use the DATABASE option of the LOG statement for the sysgen.

LOGD041E INVALID TYPE SELECTED

Reason:

The number entered is not listed on the menu.

Action:

Enter a number that is listed on the menu.

LOGD042E ARCHIVED: MUST BE Y/N

Reason:

A character other than Y or N was entered on the line for ARCHIVED RECORDS.

Action:

Enter a Y (yes) to display archived log records or an N (no) to suppress archived records from the events display.

LOGD043E VIEW AMOUNT NOT NUM

Reason:

The value specified with the VIEW command is not numeric.

Action:

Change the value to an integer between 1 and 202, inclusive, and press the ENTER key.

LOGD044E ENTER VIEW AMOUNT

Reason:

A value was not specified with the VIEW command.

Action:

Enter an integer between 1 and 202, inclusive, and press the ENTER key.

LOGD045E VIEW LENGTH TOO LONG
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Reason:

The value specified with the VIEW command is more than 3 digits long.

Action:

Replace the value with an integer between 1 and 202, inclusive, and press the ENTER key.

LOGD0046E INV DATE (YYMMDD) LEN

Reason:

The date value is not in the correct format. Leading or trailing zeros may be missing.

Action:

Enter a date in the format yymmdd, where yy is the last two digits of the year, mm is the month, and dd

LOGD047E ENTER DATE (YYMMDD)

Reason:

The DATE command was entered without a value or within a delimiting space before the value.

Action:

Enter a date in the format yymmdd, where yy is the last two digits of the year, mm is the month, and dd

LOGD048E DATE(YYMMDD) NOT NUM

Reason:

One or more non-numeric characters were specified in the DATE command.

Action:

Enter a date in the format yymmdd, where yy is the last two digits of the year, mm is the month, and dd

LOGD049E INV TIME (HHMMSS) LEN

Reason:

The time value does not have 6 digits. Leading and trailing zeros may be missing.

Action:

Enter a time in the format hhmmss, where hh is the hour, mm is the minute, and ss is the second. Be sur zeros as
required.

LOGD050E ENTER TIME (HHMMSS)

Reason:

The TIME command was entered without a value or without a delimiting space before the value.

Action:

Enter a time in the format hhmmss, where hh is the hour, mm is the minute, and ss is the second. Be sur zeros as
required.

LOGD050E ENTER TIME (HHMMSS)

Reason:

The TIME command was entered without a value or without a delimiting space before the value.

Action:
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Enter a time in the format hhmmss, where hh is the hour, mm is the minute, and ss is the second. Be sur zeros as
required.

LOGD051E TIME (HHMMSS) NOT NUM

Reason:

One or more non-numeric characters were specified in the TIME command.

Action:

Enter a time in the format hhmmss, where hh is the hour, mm is the minute, and ss is the second. Be sur zeros as
required.

LOGD052E LTE LENGTH TOO LONG

Reason:

The logical terminal element identifier is more than 8 characters long.

Action:

Replace the value with a logical terminal element identifier that has not more than 8 characters.

LOGD053E CHAR STRING TOO LONG

Reason:

A string specified in the FIND command is too long.

Action:

Enter a string containing 1 to 56 characters, enclosed in either single or double quotation marks.

LOGD054E PUT STRING IN QUOTES

Reason:

A character string specified in the FIND command is not enclosed in quotation marks.

Action:

Enclose the character string in either single or double quotation marks.

LOGD055E INCOMPLETE STRING

Reason:

A character string specified in the FIND command is incomplete.

Action:

Check the syntax of the command and enclose the string in either single or double quotation marks.

LOGD056E ENTER CHAR STRING

Reason:

The FIND command was entered without a character string value.

Action:

Enter 1 to 56 characters, enclosed in either single or double quotation marks, in the FIND command and press the
ENTER key.

LOGD057E BOUND(S) NOT NUM

Reason:
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A left-column value or a right-column value in the FIND command contains a non-numeric character.

Action:

Replace the value with an integer between 1 and 280 inclusive (events screen), or between 1 and 79 inclusive (Detail
screen), and press the ENTER key.

LOGD058E BOUNDARY LEN TOO LONG

Reason:

A left-column boundary value or a right-column boundary value in the FIND command has too many characters.

Action:

Replace the value with an integer from 1 through 280 and press the ENTER key.

LOGD059E BOUND GT ALLOWED 280

Reason:

The right-column value specified is greater than 280, the maximum value allowed on an Event screen.

Action:

Replace the value with an integer from 1 through 280 and press the ENTER key.

LOGD060E BOUND GT ALLOWED 79

Reason:

The right-column boundary value specified is greater than 79, which is the maximum allowed for a detail screen.

Action:

Replace the value with an integer less than or equal to 79.

LOGD061E INVALID "FIND" OPTION

Reason:

An option specified in the FIND command is invalid.

Action:

Enter the HELP command to check the syntax of the FIND command.

LOGD062E NO PREVIOUS FIND

Reason:

An RFIND command was entered without a previous FIND command being entered.

Action:

Enter a FIND command; then you can enter an RFIND command.

LOGD063E AMOUNT NOT NUM

Reason:

The scrolling amount contains a non-numeric character.

Action:

Replace the value with an integer less than or equal to 32767 and press the ENTER key.

LOGD064E AMT LENGTH TOO LONG

Reason:
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The scrolling amount specified has too many characters.

Action:

Replace the value with an integer less than or equal to 32767 and press the ENTER key.

LOGD065E AMOUNT GT 32767

Reason:

The value specified in the UP or DOWN command is greater than 32767, which is the maximum number of lines allowed.

Action:

Replace the value with an integer less than or equal to 32767 and press the ENTER key.

LOGD066E AMOUNT GT ALLOWED 201

Reason:

The value specified in the LEFT or RIGHT command is greater than 201, which is the maximum number of columns
allowed.

Action:

Replace the value with an integer less than or equal to 201.

LOGD067E AMOUNT GT 250

Reason:

The value specified in the PUP or PDOWN command is greater than 250, which is the maximum number of pages
allowed.

Action:

Replace the value with an integer less than or equal to 250 and press the ENTER key.

LOGD068E ERRSTAT=error-status FROM BIND IDMSNWK9

Reason:

See IDMS Messages.

Action:

Take appropriate action as indicated in IDMS Messages.

LOGD080E INVALID COMMAND

Reason:

The command entered is not valid.

Action:

See ADS Alive Commands or enter the HELP command to check which commands are valid at this level.

LOGD090E IDMSINIT WHILE CV UP?

Reason:

The DDLDCLOG area has been re-initialized during your session, preventing retrieval of the CV of the IDMS/DC system
log record by IDMS Online Log Display.

Action:

IDMS Online Log Display automatically repositions itself to the beginning of the log you are viewing. Continue your
session from this point.
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LOGD091E INVALID RECORD TYPE OF record-code

Reason:

An unexpected log record type was detected while a detail display was being formatted.

Action:

Use the EXIT command to return to the events screen and reselect the event by positioning the cursor and entering the
DETAIL command.

LOGD092E IRRECOVERABLE ERROR

Reason:

The system communication block for the IDMS Online Log Display system cannot be located.

Action:

Exit to IDMS/DC and reinvoke IDMS Online Log Display.

LOGD093E REPOSITIONED TO TOP

Reason:

Alteration of the log file database keys activated system recovery to redisplay the beginning of the log.

Action:

Continue the IDMS Online Log Display session.

LOGD094E UNABLE TO FRMT DETAIL

Reason:

Alteration of a database key for an event selected for detail review activated system recovery. The beginning of the log is
redisplayed.

Action:

Reselect the log event for detail display and continue the IDMS Online Log Display session.

LOGD095E PAGE NUMBER NOT NUM

Reason:

The specified log page number contains a non-numeric character.

Action:

Replace the value with an integer within the valid page range of the DC database log area and press the ENTER key. To
find the current database log command.

LOGD096E ENTER PAGE NUMBER

Reason:

An LPSTART command was entered without a database page.

Action:

After LPSTART, enter an integer within the valid page range of the DC database log area and press the ENTER key. To
find the current database log page.

LOGD097E PAGE OUTSIDE RANGE

Reason:

The number specified in the LPSTART command lies outside the database page range of the DC log area.
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Action:

Replace the value with an integer within the valid page range of the DC database log area and press the ENTER key. To
find the current database log page.

LOGD098E LEFT GT RIGHT

Reason:

In a FIND command, the number specified for the left column is greater than the number specified for the right column.

Action:

Correct the column values and press the ENTER key.

LOGD099I LOG RECORD IS REUSED

Reason:

An archived record has been updated since it was last displayed. It is no longer available.

Action:

Enter another request.

LOGD100I PREVIOUS 8 LINES REPEAT number-of-repetitions TIME(S)

Reason:

The log dump contains the indicated number of identical repetitions of the previous 8 lines of the display (8 lines present
128 bytes of dump information shown in the display).

Action:

None.

LOGD101E LOG LIMIT NOT NUMERIC

Reason:

The value entered for the LOG OBTAIN LIMIT contains characters which are not numeric.

Action:

Re-enter value making sure there are no non-numeric characters or spaces.

LOGD102E UNABLE TO FORMAT DETAIL

Reason:

Statistics detail was requested with the DETAIL command. No detail is available for the line requested.

Action:

Use the EXIT command to return to the events screen, select the statistics information by positioning the cursor, and enter
the DETAIL command.

Abbreviations
Contents
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System Wide Statistics Screen

This section lists abbreviations found on statistics screens, along with the corresponding IDMS names for the statistics.
The abbreviations are listed alphabetically by screen.

Abbreviation IDMS Statistic
AUTOST TSK Total AUTOSTART tasks started
CLC NOFLOW Number of CALC records with no overflow
CLC OFLOW Number of CALC records with overflow
DPE THR EXC Number of times DPE threshold exceeded
DB CALLS Number of database calls
DPES USED Maximum Number of DPEs used
FRGS STRD Number of fragments stored
PAG LD PGMPL Total pages loaded into XA PGMPOOL
PAG LD RNTPL Total pages loaded into XA RENTPOOL
PGPOOL LDS Total number of PGMPOOL LOADS
PGPOOL PGS Total pages loaded into PGMPOOL
PGPOOL WTS Number of PGMPOOL WAITS
PGS READ Number of pages read
PGS RQSTD Number of pages requested
PGS WRITTN Number of pages written
PUTJRNLS Total number of PUTJRNLS
QUEUE DELS Total DELQUE requests
QUEUE GETS Total GETQUE requests
QUEUE PUTS Total PUTQUE requests
RCE THR EXC Number of times RCE threshold exceeded
RCES USED Maximum number of RCEs used
REC CUR RU Number of records current of run-unit
REC RELO Number of records relocated
REC RQSTD Number of records requested
RLE THR EXC Number of times RLE threshold exceeded
RLES USED Maximum number of RLEs used
RNTPOOLLDS Total number of RENTPOOL LOADS
RNTPOOLPGS Total pages loaded into RENTPOOL
RNTPOOLWTS Total number of RENTPOOL WAITS
SCR DELS Total DELSCR requests
SCR GETS Total GETSCR requests
SCR PUTS Total PUTSCR requests
SETIM CNLS Total SETTIME CANCEL requests
SETIM PSTS TOtal SETTIME POST requests
SETIM TSKS Total SETTIME STRTTASK requests
SETIM WTS Total SETTIME WAIT requests
STG FREES Total FREESTG requests
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STG GETS Total GETSTG requests
STG PASS 1 STG requests satisfied by PASS 1
STG PASS 2 STG requests satisfied by PASS 2
STG PASS 3 STG requests satisfied by PASS 3
STG SHORT Times short on storage reached
SYSMOD TIM Total time in system mode
SYSTSKS AC System tasks currently active
STSTSKS PR Total system tasks processed
TIME GETS Total GETTIME requests
TOT PFIX RQ Total PGFIX requests
TOT PGE FIX Total number of pages fixed
TOT PGRE RQ Total PGREE requests
TOT# PGS FRD Total number of pages freed
TOT SYSTSK Total tasks processed by system
TSKS ABNDS Total tasks abended
TSKS ACTIV Total tasks currently active
TSKS MAX Times max task condition reached
TSKS RNWY Tasks aborted for run away (waiting too long between IDMS

requests)
TSKS STK HI Task stack high water mark
USRMOD TIM Total time in user mode
VIA NOFLOW Number of VIA records with no overflow
VIA OFLOW Number of VIA records with overflow

ADS Statistics Screen

Abbreviation IDMS Statistic
DIALOG NAME Dialog name of "$ADS@AO"
DIALOG VER Dialog version number
EX ABORTS Number of explicit ABORT commands
EX DSP CMND Number of explicit DISPLAY commands
EX DSP CNT Number of explicit DISPLAY CONTINUE commands
EX INVOKE Number of explicit INVOKE commands
EX LEVE AD Number of explicit LEAVE ADS commands
EX LEVE APL Number of explicit LEAVE APPLICATION commands
EX LNK DILG Number of explicit LINK TO DIALOG commands
EX LNK PGM Number of explicit LINK TO PROGRAM commands
EX RETRN Number of explicit RETURN commands
EX RETRN CT Number of explicit RETURN CONTINUE commands
EX SCR DEL Number of explicit SCRATCH DELETE commands
EX SCR GETS Number of explicit SCRATCH GET commands
EX SCR PUT Number of explicit SCRATCH PUT commands
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EX TRANSFR Number of TRANSFER commands
HIGH LNK LEVL Highest link level at which dialog executed
HIGH RBB USE Highest number of RBBs used
GET DET CMND Number of GET DETAIL commands
IM ABORT Number of implicit ABORT commands
IM DSP CMD Number of implicit DISPLAY commands
IM LEVE AD Number of implicit LEAVE ADS commands
IM LEVE AP Number of implicit LEAVE APPLICATION commands
IM LK DILG Number of implicit LINK TO DIALOG commands
IM LNK PGM Number of implicit LINK TO PROGRAM commands
IM RETURN Number of implicit RETURN commands
IM RTRN CT Number of implicit RETURN CONTINUE commands
IM TRANS Number of implicit TRANSFER commands
LOW LNK LEV Lowest link level at which dialog executed
LOW RBB USE Lowest number of RBBs used
LST FRE SPC Least free space when least storage used
LST SPC ACQ Least RBB space acquired for this dialog
LST STG USE Least RBB storage used (all dialogs)
LTERM ID DC logical terminal id
MST FRE SPC Most RBB free space when most storage used
MST SPC ACQ Most RBB space acquired for this dialog
MST STG USED Most RBB storage used (all dialogs)
PRMP PRO EXC Number of PREMAP PROCESS executions
PUT CUR DET Number of PUT CURRENT DETAIL commands
PUT NEW DET Number of PUT NEW DETAIL commands
RBB PUT SCR Number of times RBB's put to scratch
RS PRO EXC Number of RESPONSE PROCESS executions
SZE OF FDB Size of the FDB
SZE OF VDB Size of the VDB
ST ACC CAL Number of STATS ACCUMULATION calls
TSB BD DTE Date TSB BIND command issued
TSB BD TIM Time TSB BIND command issued
USER ID DC user id
WRT PRT CMND Number of WRITE TO PRINTER commands
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IDMS Server Reference Information
The topics in this section describe the Windows registry, the configuration file, and the properties file. 

Information stored in the Windows registry can help you troubleshoot problems that might arise with IDMS Server.

The caidms.properties configuration file is a standard Java properties file that contains configuration information on all
platforms and can include JDBC driver and JDBC server options.

IDMS Server uses a text file, similar in format to a Windows .ini file, to store configuration information on z/OS. This file
contains database definitions, server definitions, global options, and JDBC server options on z/OS.

Click the PDF icon to download a PDF of the Server Reference Information section.

Windows Registry Information
The registry is a database used by Windows to store system and application information.

This section describes the information stored in the registry and used by IDMS Server. This information is provided to
help you identify problems that may arise with IDMS Server. The registry information is maintained using the ODBC
Administrator, available from the Control Panel. Unlike ini files, it cannot be edited directly, but it can be edited using the
registry editor provided by Microsoft. Only advanced users should attempt to edit the registry directly, since an error can
disable not only IDMS Server, but also Windows itself.

The registry is structured as a hierarchical database, with keys, sub-keys, and values. Two of the top level keysare used
by the ODBC Driver Manager and the IDMS Server drivers. HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE contains information on hardware
and software common to all users of the machine. HKEY_CURRENT_USER contains preferences and application
settings for the current user. A sub-key is analogous to a directory path and is specified in a similar fashion. The following
are the sub-keys used by ODBC and IDMS:

Under each of these keys are sub-keys corresponding to the section names used in ini files. At the lowest level are
value names, corresponding to the key names used in ini files, and the values themselves. The remainder of this section
describes the information in these sub-keys.

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE Software ODBC ODBCINST.INI

This section contains information on the ODBC drivers installed on the machine. The IDMS Server installer program adds
the information for the ODBC driver using the Microsoft ODBC installer DLL when the product is installed. The following is
a summary of these values. Refer to the Microsoft ODBC reference for more detailed information

Subkey Value Name Description
ODBC Core UsageCount Driver manager usage count
ODBC Drivers IDMS Each installed ODBC driver has an entry.

Value name is the driver name. Value data
is installed.

IDMS  Each installed driver has a sub-key, whose
name is the name of the driver.

 APILevel Driver ODBC API conformance level.
 ConnectFunctions Connect functions supported by driver.
 Driver Driver DLL name and path.
 DriverODBCVer Version of ODBC supported by driver.
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 FileExtns Not used for IDMS Server.
 FileUsage Not used for IDMS Server.
 Setup Driver setup DLL name and path.
 SQLLevel Driver SQL conformance level.
 UsageCount Driver usage count
Default Driver Name of ODBC driver for the default data

source.

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE Software ODBC ODBC.INI

This section contains information on system data sources, which are available to all users of the system, as well as
system services. The ODBC.INI key contains the following sub-keys and values:

Subkey Value Name Description
ODBC Data Sources DSN Each data source has an entry. Value

Name is the data source name. Value Data
is the driver name. For IDMS Server, this is
IDMS.

DSN  Each data source has a sub-key whose
name is the data source name.

 Driver Driver DLL name and path, copied from the
ODBCINST.INI key.

 Dictionary DBNAME or segment name of the IDMS
dictionary defined in the DBNAME table
on the target CV. Value comes from the
IDMS Server ODBC Administrator dialog
Dictionary field. The default is the first eight
characters of data source name.

 Server Server name that specifies how to connect
to the IDMS system.

DefaultSchema  Optional default schema name.
Options  Advanced options, defined below.
Default  Default data source can contain the same

values as other data source definitions.

Data Source Advanced Options

The following advanced options reside under the Data Source Name (DSN) sub-key. Note that integer values be stored
as a registry type of REG SZ when set under a data source name sub-key in the registry. Commonly used options are set
in the IDMS Server ODBC Administrator Data Source tab Advanced Options dialog. Rarely used options can be set by
editing the registry.

Value Name Value
AccessibleTables 0|1
AccountPrompt 0|1
CacheSQLTables 0|1
CatalogTable view_name

CallSelect 0|1
CloseCommit 0|1 (ODBC Driver)
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CloseCommit 0|1 (JDBC Driver)
CommitBehavior 0|1|2
ConnectSuspend 0|1
DefaultParmType integer_value

DefaultSchema schema_name

DescribeExtended 0|1
EnableEnsure 0|1
FetchDouble 0|1
FetchRows integer_value

FetchSize integer_value

FetchSuspend 0|1
FetchSuspendClose 0|1
IgnoreDTC 0|1
InvalidDecimal integer_value

LoginTimeout integer_value

PoolSuspendActive 0|1
PreservePrepared 0|1
QueryTimeout integer_value

ReadOnly 0|1
SuspendStrategy 0|1|2|3
TxnIsolation 1|2
WaitTimeOut integer_value

Values

 

• AccessibleTables=0|1
When set to 1, the ODBC and JDBC drivers use the SYSCA.ACCESSIBLE_TABLES view, or another view defined by
you, for the SQLTables function and getTables method. A setting of 0 disables this option. This value is set from the
Use Accessible Tables View Name field.

• AccountPrompt=0|1
Directs the ODBC driver to prompt for information if the ACCT keyword is not supplied in the connection string passed
to SQLDriverConnect. For more information, see the section "Passing Accounting Information to IDMS."

• CacheSQLTables=0|1
When set to 1, the ODBC driver caches the table list returned from an SQLTables call. A value of 0 disables this option.
This value is set from the Cache SQL Tables option.

• CallSelect=0|1
A value of 1 specifies that the ODBC and JDBC drivers should treat all SQL CALL statements as SELECT statements.
This means that all parameters are returned in a result set. All procedures are essentially treated as TABLE
PROCEDUREs, which can be useful to solve compatibility problems with some applications. The default is 0, which
allows the use of the CallableStatement methods with an SQL CALL statement. This feature is deprecated and should
not be used with new applications.

• CatalogTable=view_name
Specifies the name of the view that the ODBC and JDBC drivers use for the SQLTables function and getTables
method, if other than the default view name. This value is set from the Use Accessible Tables View Name field.

• CloseCommit=0|1 (ODBC Driver)
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When enabled, IDMS Server sends a COMMIT following a CLOSE when auto-commit is off. The default value is 1,
enabled. This option is also considered enabled when auto-commit is on. The COMMIT (or COMMIT CONTINUE) is
usually piggybacked onto the FETCH or CLOSE request when no other cursors are open and no updates are pending.
This can also be specified in a specific Data Source section.
Default value: 1 (enabled)

• CloseCommit=0|1 (JDBC Driver)
When enabled, IDMS Server sends a COMMIT following a CLOSE operation. The default value is 0, disabled. This
option is only in affect when auto-commit is on. The COMMIT (or COMMIT CONTINUE) is usually piggybacked onto
the FETCH or CLOSE request when no other cursors are open and no updates are pending. This option can also be
specified in a specific Data Source section.
Default value: 0 (disabled)

• CommitBehavior=0|1|2
Specifies the way a COMMIT operation affects cursors in IDMS. This also determines the value returned by the ODBC
SQLGetInfo function for the SQL_CURSOR_COMMIT_BEHAVIOR option and the JDBC default ResultSetHoldability.
This value is set from the Commit Behavior field. Values are:
– 0 -- Specifies SQL_CB_DELETE, which is equivalent to ResultSet.CLOSE_CURSORS_AT_COMMIT. All open

cursors are closed, and all prepared statements are deleted. Specified by selecting Close and Delete Cursors in the
Commit Behavior field.

– 1 -- Specifies SQL_CB_CLOSE, which is equivalent to ResultSet.CLOSE_CURSORS_AT_COMMIT. All open
cursors are closed, but prepared statements are not deleted. Specified by selecting Close Cursors in the Commit
Behavior field.

– 2 -- Specifies SQL_CB_PRESERVE, which is equivalent to ResultSet.HOLD_CURSORS_OVER_COMMIT. All
cursors remain open, and their position is preserved. Prepared statements are not deleted. Specified by selecting
Preserve Cursors in the Commit Behavior field.

• CommitSuspend=0|1
Causes the driver to issue a SUSPEND after each COMMIT. The default is 1, enabled. SuspendStrategy should
generally be used instead of this option. The SuspendStrategy must be set to 3 (CUSTOM) to use this option.

• ConnectSuspend=0|1
Causes the JDBC driver to issue a SUSPEND and end the task immediately after it establishes a connection. ODBC
does not provide a way for the driver to be notified of this event. The default for a pooled connection is 1, otherwise it is
0. SuspendStrategy should generally be used instead of this option. The SuspendStrategy must be set to 3 (CUSTOM)
to use this option.

• DefaultParmType=integer_value
Specifies an ODBC SQL data type, as defined in the ODBC sql.h header file, that is used as the default type when
an ODBC function requiring the SQL statement to be prepared is executed before all input parameters are bound.
Recommended values are:
– 1 -- SQL_CHAR
– 4 -- SQL_INTEGER
– 5 -- SQL_SMALLINT
This feature is deprecated, IDMS and the drivers support DESCRIBE INPUT.

• DefaultSchema=schema_name
Specifies the name of the default SQL Schema. This is an optional 1-to-18 character field. When specified, this field is
used as the schema qualifier for all SQL table references that to do not contain an explicit schema qualifier. The default
is blank (unspecified)

• DescribeExtended=0|1
When set to 1, the driver requests extended column descriptor information from an IDMS r17 system, including
the names of the schema and table. The default for IDMS r17 SP0 is 0, for r17 SP1 it is 1. This is ignored for prior
releases.

• EnableEnsure=0|1
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When set to 1, the ODBC driver honors the ENSURE parameter of the SQLStatistics function call. A setting of 0
disables this option. This value is set from the Enable Ensure field.

• FetchDouble=0|1
When set to 1, IDMS converts single precision floating point numbers to double precision floating point before returning
them to IDMS Server. This value is set from the Fetch Real as Double field.

• FetchRows=integer_value
Specifies the number of database rows IDMS Server fetches at a time. The default is 0, which causes the driver to
request the number of rows that fits in a fetch buffer of the size specified by the FetchSize registry. This value is set
from the Fetch Row Count field.

• FetchSize=integer_value
Specifies the maximum size that the JDBC driver attempts to use for a FETCH buffer. The default is 64,000 when
using the IDMS native TCP/IP interface. The default and maximum is 29,000 when using CAICCI/PC. This should
generally be left at the default setting. This value is set from the Fetch Row Size field.

• FetchSuspend=0|1
When enabled, IDMS Server causes a SUSPEND to be piggybacked onto each BULK FETCH, ending the
IDMS-DC task. The default is 0, disabled. SuspendStrategy should generally be used instead of this option. The
SuspendStrategy must be set to 3 (CUSTOM) to use this option.

• FetchSuspendClose=0|1
In prior releases caused a conditional SUSPEND to be piggybacked onto each FETCH. The SUSPEND was done
only if the cursor reached the end. This option is no longer supported; the CloseCommit and CommitSuspend options
specify the equivalent behavior.

• IgnoreDTC=0|1
A value of 1 specifies that the IDMS Server ODBC driver ignores requests for distributed transactions with Microsoft's
Distributed Transaction Coordinator (DTC). This option should normally be set to 0.

• InvalidDecimal=0|1|2|3
Specifies how the ODBC and JDBC drivers handle invalid packed or zoned decimal data returned in a result set
column. This value is set from the invalid Decimal Action field. Options are:
– 0 -- Return error, the default
– 1 -- Return NULL
– 2 -- Return 0
– 3 -- Ignore, ODBC only

• LoginTimeout=integer_value
Specifies the system loginTimeout used when the JDBC DriverManager or DataSource setLoginTimeout is set to 0.

• PoolSuspendActive=0|1
In prior releases caused a pooled connection to be treated like a non-pooled connection. This is no longer supported,
the CommitSuspend option specifies the equivalent behavior.

• PreservePrepared=0|1
Attempt to preserve prepared statements when the ODBC cursor commit behavior is preserve or JDBC result set
holdability is enabled. The default is 0, disabled, which maximizes concurrency between transactions. The IDMS SQL
statement caching feature can be used to minimize the overhead of re-preparing statements.

• QueryTimeout
Specifies the default reply timeout for SQL requests which use a Java Statement object when using the JDBC driver.

• ReadOnly=0|1
Specifies the default access mode for the ODBC and JDBC drivers. A setting of 0 specifies Read Write. A setting of 1
specifies Read Only. This value is set from the Access Mode field.

• SuspendStrategy=0|1|2|3
Specifies how the driver uses pseudo-conversational processing. This value is set from the Suspend Strategy field,
and is equivalent to specifying the detailed suspend options, as described in Section3, "Setting Up Your IDMS
System." Values are:
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– 0 -- INTERACTIVE, the default.
– 1 -- SERVICE, suspend when idle.
– 2 -- BATCH, never suspend.
– 3 -- CUSTOM, defined by the detailed options.

• TxnIsolation=1|2
Specifies the degree to which your transactions impact, and are impacted by, other users accessing the same data. A
setting of 1 specifies Read Uncommitted, 2 specifies the default setting, Read Committed. This value is set from the
Transaction Isolation field.

• WaitTimeOut
Specifies the default system reply timeout for the JDBC driver.

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE Software CA IDMS Server

This section contains all global data source and server options, as well as server definitions and system services. The
following subkeys can be contained within this key:

• Servers
Associates a server name with an ODBC driver name.

• Server server_name
Specifies how to connect to the IDMS system and advanced communications option settings.

• Options
Specifies global options..

• Proxy
Contains information used to configure the JDBC server.

• DBCS Types
The DBCS Types subkey identifies the languages that have DBCS support. The values are added when IDMS Server
is installed.

• Version
Contains the current version number for the latest installed release of IDMS Server.

Servers

The Servers sub-key lists all server_names defined using the IDMS Server ODBC Administrator dialog. Each
server_name has the value "IDMS", the name of the ODBC driver.

Server server_name

The Server server_name sub-key contains information describing an IDMS system. The server_name part of the sub-key
specifies a server name listed in the Servers section and referenced by a Data Source definition.

The following values describe how to connect to an IDMS system:

Value Name Value
AccessType I|C
CciServerName cci_name

CciServerPort integer_value

Host host_name

Port integer_value

Resource node_name

SSL 0|1
WaitTimeOut integer_value
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Values

 

• AccessType=Access_Type
Specifies how the IDMS ODBC Driver (or Type 2 JDBC Driver) communicates with IDMS. Valid values are:
– I - The drivers use the IDMS TCP/IP feature to communicate directly with the IDMS system. IDMS r17, or later, is

required.
– C - The drivers use the Common Components and Services CAICCI feature to communicate with the IDMS system.

This is the default, and is supported for all releases of IDMS.
• CciServerName=cci_name

Identifies the DNS name or IP address where the CCITCP Server is running. If not specified, the default server defined
for CAICCI is used.

• CciServerPort=cci_port
(Optional) Specifies the IP port identifying the CCITCP Server on the node defined by cci_name. If not specified, the
default port defined for CAICCI is used. This is usually 1202, and typically should not be specified here.

• Host=host_name
Identifies the DNS name or IP address where the IDMS CV is running. This option is only used when the IDMS
Communications Protocol is selected (AccessType='I').

• Port=port
Specifies the TCP/IP port of the IDMS Listener running under CV. This option is only used when the IDMS
Communications Protocol is selected (AccessType='I').

• Resource=node_name
(Optional) Specifies the value of SYSTEMID. This is specified in the SYSTEM statement of the system generation of
the target system. If a node_name is not specified, IDMS Server uses the first eight characters of the server_name to
identify the target system. This option is only used when the CCI option is selected (AccessType='C').

• SSL=0|1
Enables Secure Socket Layer (SSL) connections between the ODBC and Type 2 JDBC drivers and IDMS when using
the IDMS communications protocol.

• WaitTimeOut=integer_value
Specifies the number of seconds CAICCI waits for a response from the IDMS system. When this interval is exceeded,
IDMS Server considers the connection to have failed. Set this to 0 to cause CAICCI to use the default value specified
with the CAICCI/PC Properties dialog.

Server Advanced Options

The following advanced server options reside under the 'Server server_name' sub-key.

Value Name Value
AlternateTask task_code

AsciiEbcdicTables translation_table_name

BufferLength integer_value

ExternalWait integer_value

Node via_node_name

ResourceInterval integer_value

Version 0|1

Values
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• AlternateTask=task_code
Identifies an alternate task defining the resource limits and timeout values for a session. The default is CASERVER.
The task must be defined as a task on the IDMS system generation TASK statement. This value comes from the Task
Code field on the Server tab of the IDMS Server ODBC Administrator dialog. For more information on resource limits
for external user sessions, see IDMS System Generation and IDMS System Operations.

• AsciiEbcdicTables=translation_table_name
Specifies the name of the CECP translation table selected to convert EBCDIC data on the server to ASCII data on the
PC, and vice versa. The value comes from the International tab of the IDMS Server ODBC Administrator dialog.

• BufferLength= integer_value
Specifies the size of the buffer used by the IDMS Server listener for TCPIP send and receive requests. This value
comes from the "Buffer Length" field on the Advanced Server Options tab of the IDMS Server ODBC Administrator
dialog.

• ExternalWait=integer_value
Specifies the number of seconds that the IDMS Server listener waits for a request from the client when a task is
active. This value overrides the EXTERNAL WAIT INTERVAL specified for the TASK when enabled by specifying
TIMEOUT=-1 in the IDMS Server listener PTERM definition.
This is optional. When set to 0, the System Default for all servers value is used, if any. For more information on TASK
and PTERM System Generation statements see the IDMS Server System Generation section.

• Node=via_node_name
Specifies the node with which CAICCI establishes a connection. The system identified by via_node_name must
contain a RESOURCE table entry for the system identified by node name. Use this option when the system containing
your tables does not directly communicate with CAICCI.

• ResourceInterval=integer_value
Specifies the number of seconds that the IDMS Server listener waits for a request from the client when no task
is active. This value overrides the RESOURCE INTERVAL specified for the TASK when enabled by specifying
TIMEOUT=-1 in the IDMS Server listener PTERM definition. When set to 0, the System Default for all servers value is
used, if any.

• Version=0|1
Specifies the version of the IDMS Server mainframe component installed on the IDMS CV.
– 0 -- Indicates Version 4.2 or earlier.
– 1 -- Indicates Version 4.3 or later. This is the default setting.
Version 4.3 or later of the IDMS Server mainframe component supports password encryption using a proprietary
algorithm. When this option is set to 1, the password is encrypted prior to being transmitted over the network and
is decrypted by the CCI line driver in the CV. This encryption process is discrete and is not affected by any other
encryption applied by technologies such as SSL. IDMS releases 14.0 SP4, 14.1 SP4 and all subsequent releases
contain a Version 4.3 or later mainframe component and therefore support a setting of 1. For older IDMS releases, set
this option to 0 to specify Version 4.2 or earlier.

Options

The Options sub-key contains global options, including default data source and server options, log options, and
internationalization options. The default options are documented in the Data Source and Server sections.

Global Options are set with the Options, Log Options, and International tabs of the IDMS Server ODBC Administrator.
Options that are rarely used can be set by editing the registry.

Value Name Value
cadcdc32.dll dll_name

DbcsPath dbcs_path

DbcsType dbcs_type

JcliTraceWs 0|1
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JdbcTraceID 0|1
LogFile log_file_name

LogFileCount integer_value

LogFileSize integer_value

LoginTimeout integer_value

LogOptions log_option_values

MultiThread 0|1
Path path_name

QueryTimeout integer_value

SSLCertDir certificate_directory_name

SSLClientCert client_certificate_file_name

SSLPassword client_certificate_password (encrypted)

SSLServerCert server_certificate_file_name

XxxxTrace  
CmTrace integer_value

DnsTrace integer_value

DtsTrace integer_value

FdeTrace integer_value

JcliTrace integer_value

JdbcTrace integer_value

OdbcTrace integer_value

SQLTrace integer_value

UtilTrace integer_value

WaitTimeOut integer_value

Values

 

• cadcdc32.dll=dll_name
Specifies the name of a user-supplied customized character conversion DLL, used by the native client interface to
convert between ASCII and EBCDIC. The name can be qualified with a path. DbcsType must be set to a non-zero
value, typically 1, to enable the use of the specified DLL.

• DbcsPath=dbcs_path
Specifies the path to the DBCS translation tables, typically the direction specified when IDMS Server is installed.

• DbcsType=dbcs_type
Specifies the integer value identifying the DBCS Language, as defined by the DBCS Types subkey.

• JcliTraceWs=0|1
Enables Windows socket trace. This option is not exposed in the IDMS ODBC Administrator application and should
only be set under the direction of Broadcom Support.

• JdbcTraceId=0|1
Causes the JDBC driver to prefix each line written to the JDBC log writer with the current timestamp and thread name.
This can be useful to identify IDMS output in a JDBC DataSource.logWriter trace managed by an application server.
The default is 0, disabled.

• LogFile=log_file_name
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Specifies the name of the log file, if other than the default log name. This value comes from the Log File field on the
Log Options tab of the IDMS Server ODBC Administrator dialog.

• LogFileCount=integer_value
Specifies the maximum number of archive log and enables the log file rollover feature when the LogFileSize value is
greater than zero. The default is 0, which indicates a single log file. This value comes from the File Count field on the
Log Options tab of the IDMS Server ODBC Administrator dialog.

• LogFileSize=64-bit integer_value
Specifies the maximum size (in bytes) of the log file when the log file rollover feature is enabled. The default is zero,
which indicates no maximum size. This value comes from the Log File field on the Log Options tab of the IDMS Server
ODBC Administrator dialog.

• LoginTimeout=integer_value
Specifies the system loginTimeout used when the JDBC DriverManager or DataSource setLoginTimeout is set to 0.

• LogOptions=log_option_values
Specifies log options as a bit mask. The bit flag, 0x0001, appends information to the existing log file, if any.

• MultiThread=0|1
Specifies whether IDMS Server processes ODBC connections or multiple threads concurrently. A setting of 1 enables
multithreaded access, a setting of 0 disables it. The default is 1.

• Path=path_name
Specifies the directory where files used by IDMS Server are installed.

• QueryTimeout
Specifies the default reply timeout for SQL requests which use a Java Statement object when using the JDBC driver.

• SSLCertDir=certificate_directory_name
Specifies the name of the certificate directory. This directory can contain individual certificates (in PEM format), and is
searched for the resolution of signing certificates.

• SSLClientCert=client_certificate_file_name
Specifies the fully qualified name of the client certificate file. This file is typically generated on the mainframe and
transmitted to the Windows client. Use of this field is optional. A client certificate is only needed if client authentication
is required for all SSL connections. All certificate files must be in PEM format.

• SSLPassword=client_certificate_password
Identifies the password used for the client certificate. This is an optional field and is only necessary when a client
certificate is specified. The SSLPassword field is encrypted before it is written to the registry. Users should not attempt
to modify this field outside of the IDMS ODBC Administrator application.

• SSLServer Cert=server_certificate_file_name
Specifies the fully qualified name of the client certificate file. This file is typically generated on the mainframe and
transmitted to the Windows client. Use of this field is optional. A client certificate is only needed if client authentication
is required for all SSL connections. All certificate files must be in PEM format.

• XxxxTrace=integer_value
Specifies the flag bits used to control tracing. Technical Support uses these trace flags to resolve IDMS Server
problems. The integer_value must be in the range of 0, which signifies all options off, to 65535, which signifies all
options on. This value can be specified as a decimal or hexadecimal integer.

• WaitTimeOut
Specifies the default system reply timeout for the JDBC driver.

• Descriptions of the individual bit flags are as follows:
• CmTrace (IDMSTD0D.DLL):

– 0x0001 // trace CCI and internal function calls
– 0x0002 // elapsed CCI call timings

• DnsTrace (IDMSTD0D.DLL):
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– 0x0010 // snap unconverted send data
– 0x0020 // snap converted send data
– 0x0040 // snap received data
– 0x0080 // snap converted received

• DtsTrace (IDMSTD0D.DLL):
– 0x0002 // trace external calls
– 0x0004 // trace events
– 0x0008 // trace events
– 0x0010 // snap user data arrays
– 0x0020 // trace events
– 0x0040 // snap PCE
– 0x0080 // snap LCE

• FdeTrace (IDMSFDE.DLL):
– 0x0001 // trace external generate calls (for precompiler)
– 0x0002 // trace external convert calls
– 0x0004 // trace external ASCII-EBCDIC conversion calls
– 0x0010 // trace internal calls
– 0x0100 // snap format descriptors
– 0x1000 // snap input (unconverted) data
– 0x2000 // snap output (converted) data

• JcliTrace (IDMSJCLI.DLL):
– 0x0001 // trace internal function calls
– 0x0002 // time all socket sends/recvs
– 0x0004 // trace all socket calls
– 0x0008 // trace ssl calls
– 0x0010 // snap all send & receive buffs
– 0x0020 // snap conversion functions
– 0x0040 // Snap SSL packets

• JdbcTrace (ca.idms.*) -- Any non-zero value enables tracing
• OdbcTrace (IDMSODBC.DLL):

– 0x0002 // Trace internal functions
– 0x0004 // Trace function parms
– 0x0008 // Trace thread locks
– 0x0010 // Snap SQL syntax
– 0x0100 // Snap environment block
– 0x0200 // Snap connection block
– 0x0400 // Snap statement block
– 0x0800 // Snap SQLDA

• SqlTrace ( IDMSQCLI.DLL):
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– 0x0002 // Time SQL calls
– 0x0004 // Snap SQL SQLSID
– 0x0008 // Snap SQL DSICB
– 0x0010 // Snap SQL SQLCA
– 0x0020 // Snap SQL SQLCIB
– 0x0040 // Snap SQL SQLPIB
– 0x0080 // Snap SQL parm buffer
– 0x0100 // Snap SQL tuple buffer
– 0x0200 // Snap SQL input SQLDA
– 0x0400 // Snap SQL output SQLDA
– 0x0800 // Snap SQL syntax string
– 0x4000 // Trace server calls
– 0x8000 // Snap server interface blocks

• UtilTrace (IDMSUTIL.DLL):
– 0x0001 // Trace external calls
– 0x0002 // Trace internal calls
– 0x0004 // Trace DllEntry calls

NOTE
The ODBC Administrator is usually used to enable and disable tracing. Because tracing can add overhead and
affect performance, it should be disabled under normal circumstances.

Proxy

The Proxy subkey contains information used to configure the JDBC server, and has the following values:

Value Name Value
Backlog integer_value

ClientAuth 0|1
Encoding character _encoding_name

Host host_name

LogLevel integer_value

LogTrace integer_value

Port integer_value

RemoteHost host_name

RemotePort integer_value

RemoteSSL 0|1
ReplyTimeOut integer_value

Snap 0|1
SocketTimeOut integer_value

SSL 0|1
Trace 0|1
Unicode 0|1
WaitTimeOut integer_value
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Values

 

• Backlog=integer_value
Specifies the maximum length of the listener queue. When this is exceeded, connections are refused. This is not the
maximum number of client connections that can be supported. The default is 50.

• ClientAuth=0|1
Enables client authentication when the JDBC driver connects to this proxy server using SSL.

• Encoding=character_encoding_name
Specifies the character encoding that the JDBC server requests the JDBC driver to use when sending and receiving
character data. If not specified, the default encoding for the JVM is requested. The character encoding class must be
accessible to the JDBC driver when invoked by the client application or applet.

• Host=host_name
Specifies the DNS name or IP address the JDBC binds to when listening for client connection requests. This can be
used to force the JDBC server to listen for connection requests on a specific TCP/IP protocol stack on a multi-homed
host (a machine with multiple TCP/IP stacks). The default is to listen on all available stacks.

• LogLevel=integer_value
Specifies the level of messages sent to the Windows Event Log.
– 0 -- Disable messages
– 4 -- Error messages
– 6 -- Warning messages
– 8 -- Information messages, including start and stop events. This is the default.
– 10 -- Verbose information messages, including client start and stop events.
– 12 -- Debugging messages, not including general trace output.

• LogTrace=integer_value
Specifies the level of log messages sent to the trace file. Options are identical to LogLevel options.

• Port=integer_value
The IP port the JDBC server listens on for connection requests. The default value is 3709.

• RemoteHost=host_name
(Optional) Specifies the DNS name or IP address of an IDMS system (r16 SP2 or later), or another JDBC server used
to forward packets to the IDMS system.

• RemotePort=integer_value
Specifies the IP port address of the remote host. If used, the default value is 3709.

• RemoteSSL=0|1
Enables SSL when communicating with another proxy server.

• ReplyTimeOut=integer_value
Specifies the number of seconds the JDBC server will wait for a response from the IDMS system. The default, 0,
causes the JDBC server to wait indefinitely.

• Snap=0|1
Enables display of data buffers sent and received in the log file.

• SocketTimeOut=integer_value
Specifies the number of seconds the JDBC server waits, or blocks when reading data from a socket. While a socket
is being read, the thread is blocked, and is not able to recognize an event that stops the thread. When this interval
expires, the thread checks if the JDBC server is still running, and, if so, issues another read on the socket. It continues
until the wait or reply timeout has expired. A high value reduces JDBC server overhead. A low value allows the
server to respond to shutdown events more quickly. Setting this to 0 causes the thread to block forever, and is not
recommended. The default is 60 seconds.

• SSL=0|1
Enables Secure Socket Layer (SSL) connections between this proxy server and a JDBC driver client.

• Trace=0|1
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Enables tracing of internal function calls. Output is written to the log file.
• Unicode=0|1

Enables the use of Unicode for character encoding when the JDBC driver is unable to use the requested encoding.
The default value, 0, specifies the use of UTF-8, which is supported by all Java platforms.

• WaitTimeOut=integer_value
Specifies the number of seconds the JDBC server will wait for a request from the JDBC driver. The default, 0, causes
the JDBC server to wait indefinitely.

HKEY_CURRENT_USER Software ODBC ODBC.INI

This section contains information on user data sources available only to the currently signed-on users of the system.

Use the ODBC Administrator to maintain this information. The structure of the information under this key is the same as
the ODBC.INI sub-key of HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE.

HKEY_CURRENT_USER Software CA IDMS Server

This section contains information on user servers available only to the currently signed-on users of the system. The
following sub-keys can be contained within this key:

• Servers
Associates a server name with an ODBC driver name.

• Server server_name
Defines each server's database access path information.
The structure of the information under these keys is the same as system servers defined as sub-keys of
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE.

Configuration File Information
IDMS Server uses a text file to store configuration information on z/OS. This file contains database definitions, server
definitions, global options, and JDBC server options on z/OS. This file is similar in format to a Windows .ini file.

Information used by the native interfaces must be specified in the configuration file. Information used by the Java code
can be specified in either the configuration file or in the properties file. For more information about the properties file, see
"Properties File Information."

Configuration File Format

Data is organized into sections, identified by square brackets (for example, [section_name]). Within each section,
parameters are defined by key-value pairs, delimited by an equal sign (for example, key=value). A comment is indicated
by a semicolon (;).

Because many 3270 devices and emulators do not support square brackets ([ ]), you can use dollar signs ($) or percent
symbols (%) instead. The closing symbol is also optional.

Environment Variables

• IDMS_CFG_PATH=path_name
By default, the configuration file is named caidms.cfg and is located in the IDMS Server installation directory. The
IDMS_CFG_PATH environment variable can be used to specify a different file or directory.

• IDMS_CFG_RELOAD=0|1
For optimal performance on z/OS, the configuration file is copied into a memory file when the libidmsutil.so DLL is
initially loaded into a process. When the IDMS_CFG_RELOAD environment variable is set to 1 the configuration file
is reloaded from the file system each time libidmsutil.so is loaded. This overrides the CacheConfig option set in the
configuration file itself. The default value is 0.
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Sections

The configuration file includes the following sections:

• [datasource_name]
Defines the SQL catalog and IDMS system for each database. This information is used by the native libraries.
Database specific options used by the JDBC driver can also be specified in this section.

• [Server server_name]
Defines access information for each IDMS system. This information is used by the nativeclient interface.

• [Options]
Contains global options, including data source defaults and log options. This information is used by the JDBC driver
and server and by the native client interface.

• [Proxy]
Contains information used by the JDBC server.

Datasource

The [datasource_name] section identifies IDMS databases, and can be specified in the JDBC URL or the
IdmsDataSource databaseName property. A datasource_name section may contain the following key-values:

• AccessibleTables=0|1
Enables the use of an alternate view for the getTables method. The default is 1, a setting of 0 disables this option. The
view name is specified with the CatalogTable key.

• CallSelect=0|1
A value of 1 specifies that the ODBC and JDBC drivers should treat all SQL CALL statements as SELECT statements.
This means that all parameters are returned in a result set. All procedures are essentially treated as TABLE
PROCEDUREs, which can be useful to solve compatibility problems with some applications. The default is 0, which
allows the use of the CallableStatement methods with an SQL CALL statement. This feature is deprecated and should
not be used with new applications.

• CatalogTable=view_name
Specifies the name of the view that the JDBC driver uses for the getTables method, when AccessibleTables=1. If not
specified the driver uses the SYSCA.ACCESSIBLE_TABLES view.

• CloseCommit=0|1 (ODBC Driver)
When enabled, IDMS Server sends a COMMIT following a CLOSE when auto-commit is off. The default value is 1,
enabled. This option is also considered enabled when auto-commit is on. The COMMIT (or COMMIT CONTINUE) is
usually piggybacked onto the FETCH or CLOSE request when no other cursors are open and no updates are pending.
This can also be specified in a specific Data Source section.
Default value: 1 (enabled)

• CloseCommit=0|1 (JDBC Driver)
When enabled, IDMS Server sends a COMMIT following a CLOSE operation. The default value is 0, disabled. This
option is only in effect when auto-commit is on. The COMMIT (or COMMIT CONTINUE) is usually piggybacked onto
the FETCH or CLOSE request when no other cursors are open and no updates are pending. This option can also be
specified in a specific Data Source section.
Default value: 0 (disabled)

• CommitBehavior=0|2
Specifies the default as ResultSetHoldability, which is the way a COMMIT operation affects cursors in IDMS. The
values set in the configuration file map to the JDBC ResultSet values as follows:
– 0 -- ResultSet.CLOSE_CURSORS_AT_COMMIT. All open cursors are closed and all prepared statements are

deleted (although the SQL statement is cached in the Statement object and prepared again if needed).
– 2 -- ResultSet.HOLD_CURSORS_OVER_COMMIT. All cursors remain open and their position is preserved.

Prepared statements are not deleted
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These values are consistent with those used to the set SQL_CURSOR_COMMIT_BEHAVIOR for ODBC (on Windows
the ODBC and JDBC drivers use the same option in the registry). The JDBC driver interprets a value of 1 as 0.

• CommitSuspend=0|1
Causes the driver to issue a SUSPEND after each COMMIT. The default is 1, enabled. SuspendStrategy should
generally be used instead of this option. Only when the SuspendStrategy is set (or defaults) to “Custom” will the
CommitSuspend option be in effect.

• ConnectSuspend=0|1
Causes the JDBC driver to issue a SUSPEND and end the task immediately after it establishes a connection. The
default for a pooled connection is 1, otherwise it is 0. SuspendStrategy should generally be used instead of this option.
Only when the SuspendStrategy is set (or defaults) to “Custom” will the ConnectSuspend option be in effect.

• Dictionary=dict_name
Specifies the name of the dictionary containing the SQL schema definitions for the tables or network records to be
accessed. This name is defined in the DBNAME table on the target IDMS system. The default value is the first eight
characters of the datasource_name.

• DefaultSchema=schema_name
Specifies the name of the default SQL Schema. This is an optional 1-to-18 character field. When specified, this field is
used as the schema qualifier for all SQL table references that do not contain an explicit schema qualifier. The default is
blank (unspecified).

• DescribeExtended=0|1
When set to 1, the driver requests extended column descriptor information from an IDMS r17 system, including
the names of the schema and table. The default for IDMS r17 SP0 is 0, for r17 SP1 it is 1. This is ignored for prior
releases.

• FetchRows=integer_value
Specifies the default value for the JDBC statement object fetchSize property. This is the number of rows that the JDBC
driver requests from IDMS for each BULK FETCH. The value can be set and queried at run time using the JDBC
setFetchSize and getFetchSize methods. When set to 0, the default, the JDBC driver attempts to fetch as many rows
as will fit in a buffer of size specified by the FetchSize option.
Note: The name of this option in the configuration file does not correspond exactly to the JDBC object properties in
order to remain compatible with previous versions of IDMS Server.

• FetchSuspend=0|1
When enabled, IDMS Server causes a SUSPEND to be piggybacked onto each BULK FETCH, ending the IDMS-
DC task. The default is 0, disabled. SuspendStrategy should generally be used instead of this option. Only when the
SuspendStrategy is set (or defaults) to “Custom” will the FetchSuspend option be in effect.

• FetchSuspendClose=0|1
In prior releases caused a conditional SUSPEND to be piggybacked onto each FETCH. The SUSPEND was done only
if the cursor reached the end. This is no longer supported; the CloseCommit and CommitSuspend options specify the
equivalent behavior.

• InvalidDecimal=0|1|2
Specifies how the JDBC driver is to handle invalid packed or zoned decimal data returned in a result set column.
Options are as follows:
0 -- Return error. This is the default setting
1 -- Return NULL
2 -- Return 0

• LoginTimeout=integer_value
Specifies the system loginTimeout used when the JDBC DriverManager or DataSource setLoginTimeout is set to 0.

• PoolSuspendActive=0|1
In prior releases caused a pooled connection to be treated like a non-pooled connection. This is no longer supported,
the CommitSuspend option specifies the equivalent behavior.

• PreservePrepared=0|1
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Attempt to preserve prepared statements when JDBC result set holdability is enabled. The default is 0, disabled, which
maximizes concurrency between transactions. The IDMS SQL statement caching feature can be used to minimize the
overhead of re-preparing statements.

• QueryTimeout=integer_value
Specifies the default reply timeout for SQL requests which use a Java Statement object when using the JDBC driver.

• ReadOnly=0|1
Specifies the default access mode for the JDBC driver. A setting of 0 specifies Read Write. A setting of 1 specifies
Read Only.

• Server=server_name
(Required) Specify the CV used to access the data. This name can be a NODE Name or a user-defined Server name,
referring to a Server server_name section containing additional connection information.
A datasource_name section can also contain database specific options, described in the Options section. Default
values that apply to all data sources can be set in the Options section.

• SuspendStrategy=0|1|2|3
Specifies how the driver uses pseudo-conversational processing. This value is set from the Suspend Strategy field,
and is equivalent to specifying the detailed suspend options, as described in Section3, "Setting Up Your IDMS
System." Values are as follows:
0 -- INTERACTIVE, the default.
1 -- SERVICE, suspend when idle.
2 -- BATCH, never suspend.
3 -- CUSTOM, defined by the detailed options.

• TxnIsolation=1|2
Specifies the degree to which your transactions impact, and are impacted by, other users accessing the same data. A
setting of 1 specifies Read Uncommitted, 2 specifies the default setting, Read Committed.

• WaitTimeOut=integer_value
Specifies the default system reply timeout for the JDBC driver.

Server server_name

The [Server server_name] section contains information describing an IDMS system. The Server server_name section can
contain the following parameters:

• AlternateTask=task_code
Identifies an alternate task defining the resource limits and timeout values for a session. The default is CASERVER.
The task named must be defined as a task on the IDMS system generation TASK statement. For more information on
resource limits for external user sessions, see the IDMS System Generation and IDMS System Operations sections.

• Node=via_node_name
Specifies an intermediate node to route the connection to the target system. The system identified by via node must
contain a RESOURCE table entry for the system identified by node name. Use this option when the system containing
the tables to be accessed does not directly communicate with CAICCI.

• Resource=node_name
Identifies the value of SYSTEMID as specified in the system generation parameters of the target system. If a node
name is not specified, IDMS Server uses the first eight characters of server_name to identify the target system.

• Version=0|1
Specifies the version of the IDMS Server mainframe component installed on the IDMS CV.
0 -- Indicates Version 4.2 or earlier.
1 -- Indicates Version 4.3 or later. This is the default setting.
Note: Version 4.3 or later of the IDMS Server mainframe component supports password encryption using a proprietary
algorithm. When this option is set to 1, the password is encrypted prior to being transmitted over the network.
This encryption process is not affected by any other encryption applied by technologies such as SSL. All currently
supported releases of IDMS releases 14.0 SP4, 14.1 SP4 and all subsequent releases contain a Version 4.3 or later
mainframe component and therefore support a setting of 1. For IDMS releases prior to 14.0 SP4, set this option to 0.
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Options

The [Options] section contains global options, including path information, logging options, and debugging flags. Other
than the log and trace options, most can also be specified for a specific data source. The Options section can contain the
following parameters:

• CacheConfig=0|1
Enables or disables caching of the configuration file in memory. The default value is 1, enabled. The
IDMS_CFG_RELOAD environment value can be used to override this setting when necessary to refresh the cache.
This is a global option.

• DefaultSchema=schema_name
Specifies the name of the default SQL Schema. This is an optional 1-to-18 character field. When specified, this field is
used as the schema qualifier for all SQL table references that do not contain an explicit schema qualifier. The default is
blank (unspecified).

• FetchSize=integer_value
Specifies the maximum size that the JDBC driver attempts to use for a FETCH buffer. The default is 64,000.
Depending on the platform and implementation of the CAICCI interface, a smaller buffer may be used. This usually is
left at the default setting. Specifying too large a value may cause the Java Virtual Machine to run out of memory.
Note: The name of this option in the configuration file does not correspond exactly to the JDBC object properties in
order to remain compatible with previous versions of IDMS Server.

• LogFile=log_file_path
Specifies the location and name of the log file. A path name should be specified as an absolute path, for example, /
idmsdir/log/caidms.log. If the LogFile value ends in a '/', the default file name of caidms.log is appended to the path.

• LogFileCount=integer_value
Specifies the maximum number of archive log files to keep. If a value greater than zero is specified, the LogFileSize
value must also be greater than zero. The default is 0, which indicates a single log file.

• LogFilePid=0|1
When set to 1, the process id is appended to the log file name to make it unique. The default is 0, disabled. In z/
OS UNIX System Services, the log file cannot be shared among different processes. This option allows a common
configuration file to be used by multiple processes, but still allowing each process to have a unique log file name.

• LogFileSize=integer_value
Specifies the maximum size, in bytes, of the active log file. If a value greater than zero is specified, then the
LogFileCount value must also be greater than zero. The default is zero, which indicates no maximum size.

• LogOptions=integer_value
Specifies log options as a bitmask. The bit flags are:
– 0x0010 -- Display 8-byte thread ID in trace (z/OS)
– 0x0020 -- Send messages to the system log (SYSLOG). This is the default
– 0x0040 -- Send messages to the system console (z/OS)

• LoginTimeout=integer_value
Specifies the system loginTimeout used when the JDBC DriverManager or DataSource setLoginTimeout is set to 0.

• JdbcTraceId=0|1
Causes the JDBC driver to prefix each line written to the JDBC log writer with the current timestamp and thread name.
This can be useful to identify IDMS output in a JDBC DataSource.logWriter trace managed by an application server.
The default is 0, disabled.

• QueryTimeout=integer_value
Specifies the default reply timeout for SQL requests which use a Java Statement object when using the JDBC driver.

• WaitTimeOut=integer_value
Specifies the default system reply timeout for the JDBC driver.

• XxxxTrace=integer_value
Specifies the flag bits used to control tracing. Customer Support uses these flags to diagnose IDMS Server problems.
The integer_value is a bit mask used to specify individual trace options. A setting of 0 turns all options off, and a setting
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of 65535, or 0xFFFF, turns all options on. Specify this value as a decimal or hexadecimal integer. Descriptions of the
bit flags are as follows:
– CmTrace (libtd0d.so):

• 0x0001 -- Trace CAICCI and internal function calls
• 0x0002 -- Elapsed CAICCI call timings
• 0x0004 -- Snap control blocks
• 0x0008 -- Debug #CAICCI calls on z/OS
• 0x0010 -- Trace signon failures

– DnsTrace (libtd0d.so):
• 0x0010 -- Snap unconverted send data
• 0x0020 -- Snap converted send data
• 0x0040 -- Snap received data
• 0x0080 -- Snap converted received

– DtsTrace (libtd0d.so):
• 0x0002 -- Trace external calls
• 0x0004 -- Trace events
• 0x0008 -- Trace events
• 0x0010 -- Snap user data arrays
• 0x0020 -- Trace events
• 0x0040 -- Snap PCE
• 0x0080 -- Snap LCE

– JdbcTrace (idmsjdbc.jar) -- Any non-zero value enables tracing
– SqlTrace (libcli.so):

• 0x0002 -- Time SQL calls
• 0x0004 -- Snap SQL SQLSID
• 0x0008 -- Snap SQL DSICB
• 0x0010 -- Snap SQL SQLCA
• 0x0020 -- Snap SQL SQLCIB
• 0x0040 -- Snap SQL SQLPIB
• 0x0080 -- Snap SQL parm buffer
• 0x0100 -- Snap SQL tuple buffer
• 0x0200 -- Snap SQL input SQLDA
• 0x0400 -- Snap SQL output SQLDA
• 0x0800 -- Snap SQL syntax string
• 0x4000 -- Trace server calls
• 0x8000 -- Snap server interface blocks

– UtilTrace (libutil.so):
• 0x0001 -- Trace external calls
• 0x0002 -- Trace internal calls

Proxy

The [Proxy] section contains information used to configure the JDBC server. It can contain the following parameters:

• Backlog=integer_value
Specifies the maximum length of the listener queue. When this length is exceeded, new connections are refused. This
is not the maximum number of client connections that can be supported. The default is 50.

• ClientAuth=0|1
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Requires a client certificate when JDBC driver clients connect to this proxy server using SSL.
• Encoding=character_encoding_name

Specifies the character encoding that the JDBC server requests the JDBC driver to use when sending and receiving
character data. If not specified, the default encoding for the JVM is requested. The character encoding class must be
accessible to the JDBC driver when invoked by the client application or applet.
In Java, all character data is represented internally as Unicode. Ultimately this data must be converted to the native
platform encoding used by IDMS, a variant of EBCDIC specified by the code page. The Java platform includes classes
to convert between Unicode and the various character encodings. The encodings supported by a particular Java
implementation depend on the vendor.
In the absence of documentation, it might be possible to determine the encodings supported by converted
classes supplied with the Java implementation. These are generally named ByteToCharxxxxx.class and
CharToBytexxxxxx.class, where xxxxxx is the encoding name. A minimal subset of the converter classes is installed
in the base library for the Java Run Time Environment, jre/lib/rt.jar. Additional converter classes are included with
the international version of the Java 2 Platform, installed in the same subdirectory, but the actual filenames vary by
release. For Java 1.4 the international converter classes are in charsets.jar.

• Host=host_name
Specifies the DNS name or IP address the JDBC binds to when it listens for client connection requests. This can be
used to force the JDBC server to listen for connection requests on a specific TCP/IP protocol stack on a multi-homed
host (a machine with multiple TCP/IP stacks). The default is to listen on all available stacks.

• LogLevel=integer_value
Specifies the level of messages sent to the system log or console. Choose one of the following options:
– 0 -- Disable messages
– 4 -- Error messages
– 6 -- Warning messages
– 8 -- Information messages, including start and stop events. This is the default.
– 10 -- Verbose information messages, including client start and stop events
– 12 -- Debugging messages, not including general trace output.

• LogTrace=integer_value
Specifies the level of log messages sent to the trace file. Options are identical to the options for LogLevel.

• Port=port
Specifies the IP port that the JDBC server listens on for connection requests. The default is 3709.

• RemoteControl=0|1
Enables a remote client to control the JDBC server; to SUSPEND, RESUME, or STOP it. The default value, 0, allows
remote clients only to check the STATUS of the JDBC server.

• RemoteHost=host_name
(Optional) Specifies the DNS name or IP address of an IDMS system (r16 SP2 or later), or another JDBC server used
to forward packets to the IDMS system.

• RemotePort=port
Specifies the IP port address of the remote host. The default value is 3709.

• RemoteSSL=0|1
Enables SSL when communicating with another proxy server.

• ReplyTimeOut=integer_value
Specifies the number of seconds that the JDBC server waits for a response from the IDMS system. The default, 0,
causes the JDBC server to wait indefinitely.

• SSL=0|1
Enables Secure Socket Layer (SSL) connections between this proxy server and a JDBC driver client.

• Snap=0|1
Enables display of data buffers, sent and received, in the log file.

• SocketTimeOut=integer_value
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Specifies the number of seconds the JDBC server waits, or blocks, when reading data from a socket. While a socket
is being read, the thread is blocked, and is not able to recognize an event that stops the thread. When this interval
expires, the thread checks if the JDBC server is still running, and, if so, issues another read on the socket, continuing
until the wait or reply timeout has expired. A high value reduces JDBC server overhead, while a low value allows the
server to respond to shutdown events more quickly. Setting this to 0 causes the thread to block forever, and is not
recommended. The default is 60 seconds.

• Trace=0|1
Enables tracing of internal function calls. Output is written to the log file.

• Unicode=0|1
Enables the use of Unicode as the character encoding when the JDBC driver is unable to use the requested encoding.
The default value, 0, specifies the use of UTF-8, which is supported by all Java platforms.

• WaitTimeOut=integer_value
Specifies the number of seconds that the JDBC server waits for a request from the JDBC driver before assuming the
connection has been terminated. The default, 0, causes the JDBC server to wait indefinitely. It is usually best to set a
timeout value to drop the connection when the client has been inactive for some reasonable time interval. For example,
set this value to 1800 to specify a timeout of 30 minutes.

Properties File Information
IDMS Server can use a standard Java properties file for configuration information on all platforms. A Java properties file is
simply a text file where each property consists of a key name and value, separated by an equal sign (=). Comments can
be included by prefacing them with a pound sign (#).

The properties file can include JDBC driver and JDBC server options which previously could be specified only in the
configuration file. This allows Java options to be specified in a consistent format on all platforms, including those where
the native methods are not implemented. Because the native methods do not use Java properties files, options that they
use must be specified in the registry or configuration file.

The default name of the properties file is caidms.properties. You can override this name by specifying a system property,
ca.idms.properties=filename. The Java class loader loads the file using the same rules for loading classes, so the
properties file must be located in a directory included in the CLASSPATH. If more than one properties file exists, the first
one found in the CLASSPATH directory list is loaded.

A sample properties file is installed in the product installation directory.

Setting IDMS Server Options as Properties
Contents

Any option that can be specified in the registry or configuration file can be specified in the properties file, or even as a
system property. There are also options that can only be specified as properties. To specify a configuration file option in
the properties file, prefix the key name with the section name. To specify a property as a system property, prefix it with
ca.idms.

For example, you can enable the global JDBC trace in caidms.cfg on z/OS using the following:

[Options]

JdbcTrace=1

This can also be specified in the caidms.properties file as:

Options.JdbcTrace=1

Or it can be specified as a system property as an argument to the java launcher with:
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-Dca.idms.Options.JdbcTrace=1

An option value specified in the registry or configuration file overrides the value specified in the properties file, which in
turn overrides the value specified as a system property.

JDBC Driver Options

Options used by the JDBC driver can be specified in the [Options] or [datasource_name] section of the registry or
configuration file, or prefixed with "Options." or a datasource_name in the properties file.

NOTE
For more information on these options, see the appendices "Windows Registry Information" or "Configuration
File Information," or the installed javadoc for the ca.idms.jdbc.IdmsConnectOptions class.

JDBC Server Options

Options used by the JDBC server can be specified in the [Proxy] section of the registry or configuration file, or prefixed
with "Proxy." in the properties file.

NOTE
For more information on these options, see appendices "Windows Registry Information" or "Configuration File
Information," or the installed javadoc for the ca.idms.proxy.ProxyOptions class.

Global Options

Options that can only be specified in the properties file include:

• cecp.network
• exclude
• include
• reload
• snap
• snap.bytes
• snap.native
• snap.object
• snap.sql
• trace
• trace.file
• trace.life
• trace.native
• trace.product

NOTE
For more information on these options, see the installed javadoc for the ca.idms.io.TraceObject package.

The following property can be set in the properties file to enable the JDBC driver to get the external identity from
compatible identity managers other than SiteMinder.

security.principal.class=<java.security.Principal_class_name>

A compatible identity manager provides an implementation of the java.security. Principal interface that represents the user
identity and can be accessed using the javax.security.auth.Subject.getPrincipal method.

Note: For more information on the cecp.network option see the installed javadoc for the ca.idms.io.NativeCodePage
class. Use of the cecp.network option causes IDMS Server to use CECP before the server-specified network encoding.
This allows for the use of a customized set of code page tables using IDMS Server's CECP support.
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DataSource Connection Parameters
Contents

This section describes the information used to connect to an IDMS database using a JDBC DataSource, including the
IDMS Server implementation classes and their properties.

IdmsDataSource

The IdmsDataSource class implements the JDBC DataSource interface. It is used with an application server provided
Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI) naming service to establish a connection to an IDMS database.

IdmsDataSource properties conform to the Java Beans naming conventions and are implicitly defined by public "setter"
and "getter" methods. For example, the "description" property, which is required for all DataSource implementations,
is set using the setDescription(String) method. The application server may use the java.lang.reflection methods to
discover DataSource properties and provide an interface to set them, or may simply require that they are defined in some
configuration file.

IdmsDataSource properties are used to specify the connection parameters. These properties are the equivalent of the
DriverPropertyInfo attributes described in the previous section and can be used to completely define the parameters
needed to connect to a database. Like a URL, an IdmsDataSource object can also reference an "ODBC" style data source
name, where the connection parameters are defined in the registry on Windows, the configuration file on z/OS or Linux, or
in the Java properties file.

• accountInfo
Specifies optional accounting information. See the DriverPropertyInfo attribute descriptions.

• connectSuspend
Specifies that when set to true, the JDBC driver suspends the SQL session and pseudo converses immediately after
connecting to the database. The default for a non-pooled connection is false.

• databaseName
Identifies the database on the IDMS CV. When nodeName is specified, the driver interprets this property as the
DICTNAME of the catalog in which the tables are defined and assumes that the IdmsDataSource contains all
information needed to connect to the CV. When nodeName is not specified, the driver interprets this property as the
name of an ODBC style data source containing connection information. The networkProtocol property can be used to
override this behavior.

• dataSourceName
Specifies a logical data source name. Container provided DataSource implementations use this to name the
ConnectionPoolDataSource object. The IdmsDataSource implementation does not use this internally.

• defaultSchema
Specifies the name of the default SQL Schema. This is an optional 1-to-18 character field. When specified, this field is
used as the schema qualifier for all SQL table references that do not contain an explicit schema qualifier. The default is
blank (unspecified).

• description
Specifies a data source description. This property is required of all DataSource implementations.

• externalWait
Overrides the external wait interval for the server task invoked by the Type 4 driver. This effectively becomes the
socket timeout.

• identityAudited
Enables end-to-end auditing of the external user identity provided by an identity manager such as SiteMinder.

• networkProtocol
Specifies how the JDBC driver communicates with the CV:
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– CCI can be specified on Windows or z/OS when the native client interface is installed. It causes the driver to
function as a Type 2 driver, using CAICCI/PC on Windows or CAICCI/ENF on z/OS to communicate with the CV.

– TCP can be specified on any platform. It causes the driver to function as a Type 3 driver when connected to the
JDBC Server or as a Type 4 driver when connected directly to IDMS.

– IDMS can be specified on any platform. It provides a hint to the driver that it connects directly to IDMS as a Type 4
driver. When IDMS is specified, the driver ignores the nodeName and viaName properties and always interprets the
databaseName as the DICTNAME.

• nodeName
Specifies the NODE name that identifies the CV containing the database. This property should be used to define a
Type 2 connection without defining an ODBC style data source. Use of this property implies that the databaseName is
a DICTNAME.

• password
Specifies the password for the default user ID. The application can override this when the connection is established.
For security, the getPassword method does not return the value.

• portNumber
Specifies the TCP/IP port number of the CCITCP address space, JDBC Server, or IDMS CV, depending on the value
of networkProtocol.

• programName
Sets an external application name to be used as the IDMS program name for all connections created by this data
source. The first eight characters of this name are written to the journal.

• resourceInterval
Overrides the resource interval for the server task invoked by the Type 4 driver.

• roleName
Supported for compatibility with other DataSource implementations. The IdmsDataSource implementation does not
use this internally.

• serverLength
Overrides the default data buffer size specified in the listener PTERM PARM string for the Type 4 driver server
interface, IDMSJSRV.

• serverName
Specifies the DNS name or TCP/IP address of the server. The driver uses the value of networkProtocol to interpret this
property:
– When networkProtocol is CCI, this property refers to the mainframe where the CCITCP address space is running

when the driver is running on Windows and is ignored when the JDBC driver is running on z/OS.
– When network protocol is TCP, this property refers to the machine where the JDBC server is running, which can be

on any platform.
– When network protocol is IDMS, this property refers to the machine where the IDMS CV is running.

• serverTrace
Sets the IDMSJSRV trace flags as defined in CSACFLG1 and CSACFLG2 as directed by IDMS Technical Support.
Used only with the Type 4 driver.

• ssl
Specifies that when set to true, the JDBC driver requests a secure socket for all communication to an IDMS CV or a
JDBC proxy server.

• taskCode
Overrides the TASK code. See the DriverPropertyInfo attribute descriptions.

• user
Specifies a default user ID to sign on to IDMS. The application can override this when the connection is established.

• viaNodeName
Specifies the NODE name of an intermediate CV used to route the connection to the destination CV for a Type 2 driver
connection. Valid only if nodeName is specified. See the DriverPropertyInfo attribute descriptions.
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IdmsConnectionPoolDataSource

The IdmsConnectionPoolDataSource class implements the JDBC ConnectionPoolDataSource interface. It is used with
an application server that provides container managed connection pooling to establish a pooled connection to an IDMS
database.

An application server typically provides visible DataSource implementation that references a ConnectionPoolDataSource
and is exposed to the application as a standard DataSource. Connection pooling is completely transparent to the
application.

IdmsConnectionPoolProperties are used by the application server connection pool manager to administer the pool of
connections for a particular data source.

• connectSuspend
Specifies the default for a pooled connection is true.

• initialPoolSize
Specifies the number of connections that the pool manager should initially allocate.

• maxIdleTime
Specifies the interval in seconds that a pooled connection can be idle before it is closed. When set, it increases the
resourceInterval value for a Type 4 connection to the value specified plus the value of propertyCycle property. This
aligns the task resource interval with the application server idle time so that the IDMS system does not terminate an
idle pooled connection due to inactivity.

• maxPoolSize
Specifies the maximum number of connections that the pool manager should allocate.

• maxStatements
Specifies the maximum statement pool size. Note that IDMS/DB provides an internal statement caching feature in
releases 16.0 and later.

• minPoolSize
Specifies the minimum number of available connections that pool manager should maintain.
This property (or the corresponding property within an application server's connection pool definition) should always be
set to 0. This avoids potential timeout-related problems between the JDBC connections and their associated tasks and
sessions on the IDMS/DC system.

• propertyCycle
Indicates the interval in seconds the pool manager should wait before enforcing these policies.

NOTE
For more information on deploying and using DataSource and ConnectionPoolDataSource objects to connect
to a database, see JDBC 4.0 Specification, available at www.java.sun.com. Detailed information for these
interfaces is included in the JDK "javadoc," available in the same place, and detailed information on the IDMS
Server implementations methods is included in the installed "javadoc" (and also on the CD in /doc/javadoc.zip).

JDBC Connection Options Summary

As described in the previous sections, there are numerous ways to define IDMS Server connection information.
Commonly used options are:

• When using the JDBC driver with a Servlet, EJB, or other application running in an application server, all information
can be defined in an IdmsDataSource, or more likely, an IdmsConnectionPoolDataSource or IdmsXADatasource
object, and accessed using the container's JNDI implementation. It is not necessary to define an ODBC style data
source.

• When using the Type 2 JDBC driver in a standalone Java application on Windows or z/OS, a JNDI implementation
is generally not available, and it is usually most convenient to reference an ODBC style data source in an IDMS
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URL, accessed using the DriverManager. The ODBC style data source is defined in the registry on Windows and the
configuration file on the mainframe.

• When using the Type 3 JDBC driver in an applet or standalone application that connects through the JDBC server, it
is usually most convenient to reference an ODBC style data source defined on the machine where the JDBC server
invokes the native client interface.

WebSphere Application Server DataStoreHelper

Clients using IDMS Server as a JDBC provider within WebSphere Application Server version 7.0 and later can use the
supplied
com.ca.idms.was.IdmsJdbcDataStoreHelper class instead of the IBM-supplied
com.ibm.websphere.rsadapter.GenericDataStoreHelper. This class is contained within the idmsjdbc.jar file and provides
IDMS specific data source settings.

Setting the External Identity

Standalone JDBC applications can sectionly set an external user identity to be recorded in the journal similar to the audit
trail provided for applications managed by SiteMinder.

IdmsConnection.setIdentity(String identity)

This method is an IDMS extension to JDBC that can be invoked to set the external identity at any time after the
connection is established. This specified identity is recorded in the journal at the start of the next transaction and remains
in effect until changed or set to null. This method cannot be used with pooled connections.
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Utilities
The information in this section is intended for database administrators (DBAs) and system administrators who maintain
IDMS/DB databases.

This section includes information about using utility statements and utility programs with IDMS/DB databases is presented
in the following list:

• IDMS/DB Utilities, Utility Operations, and Command Facility Considerations introduce the utility statements and
programs, explain how to submit the statements and programs to IDMS/DB, and present coding considerations.

• Utility Statements presents syntax, usage information, JCL considerations, and examples for each utility statement.
The utility statements are presented in alphabetical order.

• Utility Programs presents syntax, usage information, JCL considerations, and examples for each utility program. The
utility programs are presented in alphabetical order.

• z/OS JCL, z/VSE JCL, and CMS Commands present generic JCL for the batch command facility and sample operating
system-specific JCL.

When provided, sample JCL can be found in the following sections:

• z/OS—Sample JCL is installed into its own library with a lowest level qualifier of CAGJSAMP. The higher-level
qualifiers are determined at install time.

• z/VSE—Sample JCL is installed into the base IDMS sublibrary and the type is defined as SAMPJ. The name of the
library and sublibrary is determined at install time.

Click the PDF icon to download a PDF of the Utilities section.

IDMS/DB Utilities
The IDMS/DB utilities assist the database administrator in performing database maintenance and backup and recovery
functions.

Utilities are executed as follows:

• You execute most utilities by submitting utility statements through the IDMS/DB Command Facility (either in batch
through program IDMSBCF or online using the task code OCF).

• The remaining utilities are executed as separate programs.

This article describes the following information:

Utility Statements

The following utilities can be submitted as statements to the IDMS/DB Batch Command Facility (IDMSBCF).
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• ARCHIVE JOURNAL
• ARCHIVE LOG
• ARCHIVE TRACE
• BACKUP
• BUILD
• CLEANUP
• CONVERT CATALOG
• CONVERT PAGE
• CREATE DSMODEL
• EXPAND PAGE
• EXTRACT JOURNAL
• FASTLOAD
• FIX ARCHIVE
• FIX PAGE
• FORMAT
• INSTALL STAMPS
• LOAD
• LOCK
• MAINTAIN INDEX
• MERGE ARCHIVE
• PRINT INDEX
• PRINT JOURNAL
• PRINT LOG
• PRINT PAGE
• PRINT SPACE
• PUNCH
• RELOAD
• REORG
• RESTORE
• RESTRUCTURE CONNECT
• RESTRUCTURE
• ROLLBACK
• ROLLFORWARD
• SYNCHRONIZE STAMPS
• TUNE INDEX
• UNLOAD
• UNLOCK
• UPDATE STATISTICS
• VALIDATE

The following utility statements can be submitted through the online command facility and through the batch command
facility while operating in local mode or under the central version.
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• CLEANUP
• CONVERT CATALOG
• FIX PAGE
• FORMAT AREA
• FORMAT SEGMENT
• INSTALL STAMPS
• LOCK AREA
• PRINT INDEX
• PRINT PAGE
• PRINT SPACE FOR AREA
• PRINT SPACE FOR SEGMENT
• SYNCHRONIZE STAMPS
• TUNE INDEX
• UPDATE STATISTICS

For considerations when executing a utility statement under central version, see Central Version Considerations.

Utility Programs

You submit the following utilities to IDMS/DB as separate programs.

• IDMSCALC (called as a subroutine from user programs)
• IDMSDBAN
• IDMSDIRL
• IDMSLOOK
• IDMSRPTS
• IDMSRSTC

The following utility programs can be run while operating in local mode or under the central version:

• IDMSDIRL
• IDMSRPTS
• IDMSRSTC

Securing Utility Commands

Individual utility commands can be secured whether they run in batch or online. For more information, see Administrating
Security for IDMS.

JCL Considerations

In the discussion of each utility, the files that are required to run a utility are identified under the heading "JCL
Considerations."

The z/OS JCL, z/VSE JCL, and CMS Commands sections present sample JCL for each utility by operating system.

Batch Command Facility JCL

In each JCL section, the basic JCL to execute the IDMS batch command facility (IDMSBCF) is presented first. IDMSBCF
JCL must include definitions of the input, and output files IDMS/DB must perform the requested operations. For each
operating system, sample file assignments for these input and output files are presented in alphabetical order by utility.

NOTE

For more information about using the IDMS Batch Command Facility, see Using Common Facilities.
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Operating System-specific JCL

Sample JCL for submitting utility statements and programs is presented in the following sections:

• z/OS JCL
• z/VSE JCL
• CMS Commands

SYSIDMS Parameter File: The SYSIDMS parameter file is added to the JCL stream of batch jobs running in local mode
or under the central version. You can use SYSIDMS parameters to specify:

• Physical requirements of the environment, such as the DMCL and the database or dictionary to use at runtime
• Runtime directives that help application execution, such as activating the IDMSQSAM facility
• Operating system-dependent file information, such as overriding a block size for a file in a z/VSE environment

When executing utility statements through the batch command facility, you use SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate, to
specify database name, dictionary name, DMCL name, and other required information.

You should be familiar with SYSIDMS parameters and the function of the SYSIDMS parameter file before running IDMS
utilities.

NOTE

For more information about SYSIDMS parameters, see Using Common Facilities.

 

IDMSLBLS Procedure for z/VSE JCL

A procedure containing file assignments for IDMS dictionary and database files, disk journals, and the SYSIDMS
parameter file for use in the IDMS/DB z/VSE environment is provided during the IDMS installation. A copy of this
procedure appears in the z/VSE JCL section.

Only the file definitions for work files, SYSCTL files, and tape and archive journal files appear in the sample JCL in the z/
VSE JCL section.

NOTE

For more information about executing a utility statement under central version, see Central Version
Considerations.

Utility Operations
This section presents utility statements and programs by database and system operation functions. It also presents
considerations when executing utilities under central version.

 

Using the Utility Statements
You submit utility statements and programs to IDMS/DB to request the following types of operations:
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• Backup and recovery
• IDMS system log maintenance
• Database area maintenance
• Database loading and restructuring
• Database integrity checking
• Database reporting
• Enhancing SQL data access
• Load module management

This article describes the following information:

Utility Descriptions

The utility statements and programs that follow are presented by database and system operation functions.

Backup and Recovery Utilities

IDMS/DB provides the following utilities for backup and recovery operations:

Utility Purpose
ARCHIVE JOURNAL Offload disk journal files to archive files
BACKUP Back up database areas
EXTRACT JOURNAL Extract AFTR images from archived journal file and write them

to an extract file; the extract file can be used as input to the
ROLLFORWARD utility

FIX ARCHIVE Rewrite a tape journal file
FIX PAGE Verify or modify the contents of a database page
MERGE ARCHIVE Merge archived journal files of data sharing group members.

The output file can be used as input to the ROLLFORWARD,
ROLLBACK, EXTRACT JOURNAL, and MERGE ARCHIVE utility
statements.

PRINT JOURNAL Report on transaction activity
RESTORE Restore backed up database areas
ROLLBACK Restore files or areas to earlier states using journal information
ROLLFORWARD Update a backup copy of a file or area using journal information
UNLOCK Remove locks from an area

NOTE
For more information about backup and recovery operations, see the sections on the individual utilities in this
document or see the IDMS Database Administration Section.

Log Maintenance Utilities

IDMS/DB provides the following utilities for maintaining the DC/UCF system log:

Utility Purpose
ARCHIVE LOG Offload system log to archive file
ARCHIVE TRACE Offloads the contents of the DC/UCF trace area to an archive file.
PRINT LOG Print all or part of a system log or archive log
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NOTE
For more information about maintaining the system log, see the sections on the individual utilities in this
document or see the IDMS System Operations Section.

Area Maintenance Utilities

IDMS/DB provides the following utilities for database and journal file maintenance:

Utility Purpose
CLEANUP Erase logically deleted records
EXPAND PAGE Increase page size for a database file
FIX PAGE Verify or modify the contents of a database page
FORMAT Prepare a file, area, or segment for use by IDMS/DB
INSTALL STAMPS Store synchronization stamps for an SQL-defined database
LOCK Lock an area or segment in a batch job
PRINT PAGE Print the contents of database pages
PRINT SPACE Report on space utilization in areas
SYNCHRONIZE STAMPS Display the stamps in the catalog and the data area(s) and update

the stamps
TUNE INDEX Walk a sorted index to cause the adoption of orphaned index

records
UNLOCK Remove locks from an area
UPDATE STATISTICS Update statistics used by IDMS/DB to optimize access to an SQL-

defined database

NOTE
For more information about database area maintenance, see the sections on the individual utilities in this
document or see the IDMS Database Administration Section.

Database Loading and Restructuring Utilities

IDMS/DB provides the following utilities for loading and restructuring a database:

Utility Purpose
BUILD Build or rebuild indexes and build referential constraints for an

SQL-defined database
CONVERT CATALOG Convert the SYSTEM schema within a catalog to reflect the

definition specified by the SYSTEM schema DDL delivered with
the current release of IDMS

CONVERT PAGE Change the page range for an area or change the maximum
number of records that can be stored on a page of an area

CREATE DSMODEL Create a temporary model of data set attributes to use for dynamic
file allocation in conjunction with the REORG utility

FASTLOAD Load data into a non-SQL-defined database for the first time
IDMSDIRL Load the IDMSNTWK version 1 schema and the IDMSNWKA

subschema into a data dictionary
IDMSRSTC Generate IDMSRSTT macro statements for restructuring a non-

SQL-defined database
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LOAD Load data into an SQL-defined database
MAINTAIN INDEX Build, rebuild, or delete indexes in a non-SQL-defined database
RELOAD Reload a database unloaded by UNLOAD
REORG Unload and reload all or part of a database
RESTRUCTURE CONNECT Connect new prior and owner pointers in existing sets in a non-

SQL-defined database
RESTRUCTURE Modify record occurrences to match new schema specifications
UNLOAD Unload all or part of a database
VALIDATE Check referential constraints for an SQL-defined database

NOTE
For more information about loading data into the database, see the sections on the individual utilities in this
document or see the IDMS Database Administration Section.

Integrity Checking Utilities

IDMS/DB provides the following utilities for checking database integrity:

Utility Purpose
IDMSDBAN Analyze the structure of an existing non-SQL-defined database
PRINT INDEX Report on system owned indexes and indexed sets
VALIDATE Check referential constraints for an SQL-defined database

NOTE
For more information about checking database integrity, see the sections on the individual utilities in this
document or see the IDMS Database Administration Section.

Database Reporting Utilities

IDMS/DB provides the following utilities for reporting on database structure and contents:

IDMSDBAN Analyze the structure of an existing non-SQL-defined database
IDMSLOOK Report on the contents of load modules
IDMSRPTS Report on information stored in a data dictionary
PRINT INDEX Report on system owned indexes and indexed sets
PRINT JOURNAL Report on transaction activity
PRINT PAGE Print the contents of database pages
PRINT SPACE Report on space utilization in areas

Utilities for SQL and Non-SQL Databases

Some utilities can only be used for SQL or non-SQL databases. Others can be used without regard for the type of
database you are using.

For SQL databases only
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• BUILD
• INSTALL STAMPS
• LOAD
• SYNCHRONIZE STAMPS
• VALIDATE

For Non-SQL databases only

• CLEANUP
• FASTLOAD
• MAINTAIN INDEX
• RESTRUCTURE CONNECT
• RESTRUCTURE
• IDMSRSTC

For SQL and non-SQL databases
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• ARCHIVE JOURNAL
• ARCHIVE LOG
• ARCHIVE TRACE
• BACKUP
• CONVERT CATALOG
• CONVERT PAGE
• CREATE DSMODEL
• EXPAND PAGE
• EXTRACT JOURNAL
• FIX ARCHIVE
• FIX PAGE
• FORMAT
• LOCK
• MERGE ARCHIVE
• PRINT INDEX
• PRINT JOURNAL
• PRINT LOG
• PRINT PAGE
• PRINT SPACE
• PUNCH
• RELOAD
• REORG
• RESTORE
• ROLLBACK
• ROLLFORWARD
• TUNE INDEX
• UNLOAD
• UNLOCK
• UPDATE STATISTICS
• IDMSDBAN
• IDMSCALC
• IDMSDIRL
• IDMSLOOK
• IDMSRPTS

Central Version Considerations
The following considerations apply when executing a utility under a central version through the online or batch command
facility.

Area usage mode

To execute a utility under a central version, the affected areas must be available to the central version in the appropriate
mode. For utilities that perform updates, the affected areas must be in update mode to the central version. For utilities that
perform only retrievals, the affected areas must be in retrieval or update mode. If the previous requirement is not met, you
receive a DB002352 error message indicating that the required lock mode is not available.

Committing prior work
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Before executing certain utilities through central version, you must commit any previous work that has been done within
the current session. This requirement applies to the following utilities:

• FIX PAGE
• FORMAT AREA
• FORMAT SEGMENT
• LOCK AREA
• LOCK SEGMENT

The following sequence of statements illustrates how to commit prior work before issuing a FORMAT AREA statement:

SELECT * FROM SYSTEM.TABLE;

COMMIT;

FORMAT AREA VSAMT.KSDS2;

If you omit the COMMIT, you receive a DB002043 error message: Command not allowed with an open transaction.

Log messages

If you run a FORMAT statement or FIX PAGE statement under central version, an informational message is written to the
log identifying the area name being updated and the time of the update.

Batch-only utilities

If you attempt to execute a utility under central version that is supported only in batch local mode, such as UNLOCK or
FORMAT FILE, you receive a DB002990 error message indicating that the statement is not supported in central version.

Command Facility Considerations
This section presents general coding considerations when using the IDMS Command Facility to execute utility statements.

For a complete description of the Command Facility, see Using Common Facilities.

Statement Components

Utility statements consist of:

• Keywords that:
– Identify the action requested by the statement (for example, BACKUP or PRINT SPACE)
– Specify the type of entity (for example, AREA or SEGMENT) that is the object of the requested action
– Place qualifications on the requested action, either by themselves (for example, SHARE or NO REPORT) or in

conjunction with user-supplied values (for example, START AT 1999-12-08-06.00.00)
• User-supplied values that:

– Identify specific occurrences of entities (for example, the area EMP_SPACE or the database segment DEMOSEG)
– Specify data values (for example, 983 or 'Boston')

• Separators that separate keywords and user-supplied values from one another. A separator can be a space, a
comment, or the end of a line.

Separators are not required:

• Before or after a value in single quotation marks
• A comma (,)
• An equal sign (=)
• Left and right parentheses ()
• A period (.)
• A semicolon (;)
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Delimiting Statements

When you use the command facility to submit utility statements, you must terminate each statement with a statement
delimiter, which by default is a semicolon (;). You can enter the delimiter either on the same line as the rest of the
statement or on a separate line. For example, the two statements shown next are equivalent:

format area emp-region-area;

format area emp-region-area;

Continuing Statements

You can code utility statements on one or more lines. No special character is required to indicate that a statement
continues on the next line.

Quotation Marks Around Identifiers

In a utility statement, you must enclose a database entity identifier in double quotation marks if the identifier includes
significant lowercase characters, special characters (except a dash (-)), or blanks. Place the quotation marks only around
the individual identifier for which they are required (for example, SALESSEG."EST%_SPACE").

Note that all identifiers can contain dashes even when not quoted. For example, SALES-SEG."EST%_SPACE".

NOTE

• For quotation marks with identifiers, see SQL Reference.
• For database entity identifiers, see Administrating IDMS Database.

Maximum Statement Length

A utility statement can be at most 8,192 bytes long. If you are using only single-byte characters, the maximum number
of characters equals the maximum number of bytes. If any user-supplied values contain double-byte characters, the
maximum number of characters is less than the maximum number of bytes.

Utility Statements
ARCHIVE JOURNAL
The ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility offloads, to one or more archive journal files, the entries in one or more disk journal files.

The options you can choose depend upon the type of recovery being performed and whether or not the DC/UCF system is
active.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To You need this privilege On
Archive one or more journal files USE The DMCL

Syntax

 

►►─── ARCHIVE JOURNAL ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ BUFFERS buffer-count ─┘
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 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ ALL ──────────────────────────┤

   ├─ AUTO ◄────────────────────────┤

   ├─ AUTOALL ──────────────────────┤

   ├─ FULL ─────────────────────────┤

   ├─ READ ─┬─────────────────────┬─┤

   │        └─ journal-file-name ─┘ │

   ├─ REPORT ───────────────────────┤

   └─ RESTART journal-file-name ────┘

 

Parameters

• BUFFERS
Specifies the number of buffer pages to be used during condense processing.
Condense processing involves copying the before image of unfinished transactions back to the disk journal file after it
is offloaded. Condense processing of journal segments takes place when both of the following apply:
– You specify AUTO and
– The DC/UCF system is active or after an abnormal system termination
The buffer is used for storing before images of unfinished transactions before copying the images back to the disk
journal file.
The buffer page size is equal to the block size of the disk journal file.

• buffer-count
An integer in the range 2 through 32,767. The default is 5.

• ALL
Specifies that all non-empty disk journal files are to be offloaded, starting with the file containing the oldest entries.

NOTE
This option is not allowed while the DC/UCF system is active or after an abnormal system shutdown, unless
you are beginning a section recovery of the entire system.

After offloading the journal files, they are marked as empty.
Before images of unfinished transactions are not rewritten or condensed after offloading the journal files. These before
images are needed if you need to recover from an abnormal shutdown.

• AUTO
Directs the ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility to select a single file to offload:
– While the DC/UCF system is active or after an abnormal system termination, the oldest full disk journal file is

selected.
After offloading the file, it is condensed.
After condensing the selected file, a new, empty journal segment is created.
If no full disk journal file exists, no file is offloaded or condensed.

– After a normal DC/UCF system shutdown, the oldest non-empty disk journal file is selected.
After offloading the file, it is marked as empty.

• AUTOALL
– While the DC/UCF system is active or after an abnormal systemshutdown, the oldest full disk journal file is

offloaded. The file is condensed after it is offloaded and a new empty journal segment is created.
– After a normal DC/UCF shutdown, specifies that all non-empty disk journal files are to be offloaded, starting with the

file containing the oldest entries.
After offloading the journal files, they are marked as empty.

• FULL
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Directs the ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility to offload all full disk journal files associated with the database, starting with the
file containing the oldest entries. After offloading each file, it is marked as empty.
Before images of unfinished transactions are not condensed and rewritten. These before images are needed if you
need to recover from an abnormal shutdown.

NOTE
This option is not allowed while the DC/UCF system is active or after an abnormal system shutdown, unless
you are beginning a section recovery of the entire system.

• READ
Directs the ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility to offload a single disk journal file without condensing it or marking it as empty
afterwards.
If you do not specify a file name, the oldest non-empty disk journal file is offloaded.

• journal-file-name
The name of the disk journal file to be read.

• REPORT
Displays information about all disk journal files. No archiving or condensing of the journal files is performed.

• RESTART
Directs the ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility to restart an archive journal operation that terminated abnormally. If the
operation failed:
– While a disk journal file was being offloaded, the offload operation is restarted.
– While a disk journal file was being condensed, the condense operation is restarted.

• journal-file-name
The name of the disk journal file being offloaded at the time of the abend.

Usage

Summary of offload parameter options

In summary, if the DC/UCF system is not active, one or more disk journals may be processed, and after a file is offloaded,
it is marked empty.

If the DC/UCF system is active, only the oldest full disk journal file is processed (as if the AUTO option is specified). After
the file has been offloaded it is condensed and a new journal segment is created.

Parameter While DC/UCF Active or After Abnormal
Termination

After Normal Shutdown

ALL Not Allowed All non-empty disk journal files, beginning
with the oldest file, are offloaded.
Offloaded files are marked as empty.

AUTOALL Oldest full disk journal file is offloaded.
Condenses offloaded file, then creates a
new, empty journal segment.

All non-empty disk journal files, beginning
with the oldest file, are offloaded.
Offloaded files are marked as empty.

AUTO Oldest full disk journal file is offloaded.
Condenses offloaded file, then creates a
new, empty journal segment.

Oldest non-empty disk journal file is
offloaded and marked as empty.

FULL Not Allowed All full disk journal files, beginning with the
oldest file, are offloaded.

How to submit the ARCHIVE JOURNAL statement

You submit the ARCHIVE JOURNAL statement to IDMS/DB only through the batch command facility. You must run the
batch command facility in local mode.

You normally specify AUTO
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Normally, you archive journal files as they become full. For this purpose, specify AUTO.

The other options are used only in special circumstances, such as recovering damaged files.

Use with two-phase commit feature

ARCHIVE JOURNAL automatically preserves journal records for incomplete or unforgotten distributed transaction records
when condensing a journal file.

Obtaining a status report

ARCHIVE JOURNAL always produces a report showing the status of disk journal files. Specify the REPORT option if you
only want to obtain the report and you do not want to archive or condense journal information.

Use with change tracking

If the CV whose journals are being archived uses change tracking to record changes to its database environment, the
JCL used to archive its journal files should reference the CV's SYSTRK files and should not include file assignments for
the journal files. This ensures that any changes made to the journal files in use by the CV are known to the ARCHIVE
JOURNAL utility so that it operates on the correct set of files.

NOTE
For more information about change tracking and the use of SYSTRK files, see Change Tracking in the IDMS
System Operations Section.

Performance consideration

A reduction in run-time for the ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility might occur if you process the journals using the QSAM access
method. To invoke QSAM against the journals specify QSAMAREA=ARCHIVE.JOURNAL in the SYSIDMS file used by
the ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility.

JCL Considerations

When you submit an ARCHIVE JOURNAL statement through the batch command facility, the JCL to execute the facility
must include statements to define:

• The disk journal files or the CV's SYSTRK files if change tracking is in use by the CV
• The archive journal files.

NOTE
For more information about the generic JCL used to execute the batch command facility, see the section for your
operating system in this section.

Example

While your DC/UCF system is active, you can initiate a job that will offload full disk journal files. To do this, specify the
AUTO option of the ARCHIVE JOURNAL statement:

archive journal auto;

Sample Output

After successful completion of the ARCHIVE JOURNAL statement submitted with the AUTO option, the IDMS Batch
Command Facility produces the following listing:

 IDMSBCF                                              IDMS Batch Command Facility                            mm/

dd/yy   PAGE 1
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 ARCHIVE JOURNAL ;

     JOURNAL DISK FILES STATUS REPORT

 FILENAME          SEGMENT  LORBN HIRBN   FULL  ACTIVE    STATUS    CV ACTIVE

 SYSJRNL2               77     10  1000    NO     YES    NON-AJNL     YES

                        75      8     9

 SYSJRNL1               76     10  1000    YES    NO     NON-AJNL     YES

                        74      8     9

 WILL SELECT SYSJRNL1           FOR OFFLOADING

 PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION PER PAGE

 PERCENT      NO OF PAGES

  0-10                430

 11-20                 15

 21-30                185

 31-40                 15

 41-50                  5

 51-60                160

 61-70                  3

 71-80                 29

 81-90                  3

 91-100               145

 DISK BLOCKS OFFLOADED                     990

 TAPE BLOCKS WRITTEN THIS SEGMENT           32

 TOTAL TAPE BLOCKS WRITTEN                  32

 END OF JOURNAL ARCHIVE     yyyy-mm-dd-hh.ss.mm.ffffff

 Status = 0

 AutoCommit will COMMIT transaction

 Command Facility ended with no errors or warnings

More Information

• For more information about journaling procedures, see the IDMS Database Administration Section.
• For more information about system generation journal parameters, see the IDMS System Generation Section.

ARCHIVE LOG
The ARCHIVE LOG utility offloads the contents of the DC/UCF system log to an archive file.

This article describes the following information:
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Authorization

To archive a system log you need DBAWRITE privileges in the SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG area in the dictionary associated
with the DC/UCF system whose log you want to archive.

Syntax

 

►►─── ARCHIVE LOG ──┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►◄

                    └─ PRINT ──┬───────┬─┘

                               └─ UTC ─┘

 

Parameters

• PRINT
Prints a copy of the contents of the archived log. If you do not specify PRINT, a copy of the archived log is not printed.

• UTC
Displays the time stamps of each print line as UTC time. If not specified, times are displayed in local time.

Usage

How to submit the ARCHIVE LOG statement

You submit an ARCHIVE LOG statement only through the batch command facility. You must be running IDMS/DB in local
mode, without journaling.

When to use ARCHIVE LOG

Use the ARCHIVE LOG utility only when the system log is being written to the DDLDCLOG area.

When not to use ARCHIVE LOG

If the system log is assigned to one or two sequential files, you should use the appropriate operating system utility (for
example, IEBGENER for z/OS systems or DITTO for z/VSE systems) to archive the contents of the log file.

Archiving the log for an active system

When you submit an ARCHIVE LOG statement while the DC/UCF system is active, IDMS/DB archives the contents of the
DDLDCLOG area up to, but not including, the page to which the system is currently writing.

JCL Considerations

When you submit an ARCHIVE LOG statement through the batch command facility, the JCL to execute the facility must
include statements to define the following:

• Log area (DDLDCLOG)
• Message area (DDLDCMSG)
• Dummied journal file
• Archive log file being created

NOTE
For more information about the generic JCL used to execute the batch command facility, see the section for your
operating system in this section.
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Example

The following ARCHIVE LOG statement requests that the contents of the DC/UCF system log be offloaded to an archive
file and to print the contents of the archived log.

archive log print;

Sample Output

The ARCHIVE LOG utility produces the following standard listing:

IDMSBCF                                              IDMS Batch Command Facility                            mm/

dd/77   PAGE 1

ARCHIVE LOG;

CA IDMS-DB/DC  Print Log Utility              CA IDMS-DB/

DC is a Proprietary Software Product         DATE       TIME    PAGE

volser         Release nn.n                   Licensed from CA                                       mm/dd/

yy   hh:mm:ss     1

*** PAGE 000030002 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  19.14.59  6 S

*** PAGE 000031001 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  14.20.00  6 S

*** PAGE 000031500 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  10.19.58  6 S

*** PAGE 000031750 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  14.30.01  6 S

*** PAGE 000031875 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  16.46.34  6 S

*** PAGE 000031937 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  17.54.59  6 S

*** PAGE 000031968 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  18.34.58  6 S

*** PAGE 000031984 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  18.54.59  6 S

*** PAGE 000031992 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  19.04.58  6 S

*** PAGE 000031996 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  19.10.00  6 S

*** PAGE 000031998 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  19.14.58  6 S

*** PAGE 000031999 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  19.14.59  6 S

*** PAGE 000032000 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  19.14.59  6 S

*** PAGE 000030002 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  19.14.59  6 S

*** PAGE 000032000 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  19.14.59  6 S

*** PAGE 000031001 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  14.20.00  6 S

*** PAGE 000031500 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  10.19.58  6 S

*** PAGE 000031250 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  16.02.43  6 S

*** PAGE 000031375 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  16.24.57  6 S

*** PAGE 000031437 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  16.30.42  6 S

*** PAGE 000031468 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  09.25.12  6 L

*** PAGE 000031484 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  09.59.59  6 S

*** PAGE 000031476 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  09.49.58  6 S

*** PAGE 000031472 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  09.29.58  6 L

*** PAGE 000031474 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  09.44.59  6 S

*** PAGE 000031473 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  09.29.58  6 L

*** PAGE 000031474 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  09.44.59  6 S

*** PAGE 000031473 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  09.29.58  6 L

*** PAGE 000031474 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  09.44.59  6 S

*** PAGE 000030474 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  05.04.59  6 S

*** PAGE 000030973 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  14.17.00  6 S

*** PAGE 000031223 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  15.59.04  6 S
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*** PAGE 000031348 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  16.18.18  6 S

*** PAGE 000031410 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  16.30.41  6 S

*** PAGE 000031441 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  16.30.43  6 S

*** PAGE 000031457 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  09.25.05  4 L

*** PAGE 000031449 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  16.30.43  6 S

*** PAGE 000031453 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  16.30.44  6 S

*** PAGE 000031455 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  16.30.44  6 S

*** PAGE 000031456 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  09.23.57  1 L

*** PAGE 000031456 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  09.23.57  1 L

*** PAGE 000031473 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  09.29.58  6 L

*** PAGE 000031473 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  09.29.58  6 L

*** PAGE 000031472 STATUS 0000 mmddyy  09.29.58  6 L

*** DDLDCLOG AREA FROM PAGES 0030001 TO 0032000

*** FIRST AND LAST PAGES SELECTED ARE 0031456 AND 0031473

ARCHIVE LOG IS COMPLETE

Status = 0

AutoCommit will COMMIT transaction

Command Facility ended with no errors or warnings

 

 

ARCHIVE TRACE
The ARCHIVE TRACE utility offloads the contents of the DC/UCF trace area to an archive file.

Authorization

To archive trace information you need DBAWRITE privileges in the SYSTEM.DDLDCTRC area.

Syntax

The following diagram shows the syntax for the ARCHIVE TRACE utility statement:

 

►►─ ARCHIVE TRACE ─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►◄

                   └─ PRINT ──┬───────┬─┘

                              └─ UTC ─┘

 

Parameters

This section describes the parameters for the ARCHIVE TRACE utility:

• PRINT
Prints a copy of the contents of the archived trace information. If you do not specify PRINT, a copy of the archived
trace information is not printed.
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NOTE
For a description of the output produced by the PRINT option of the ARCHIVE TRACE utility, see the PRINT
TRACE Utility.

• UTC
Displays the time stamps of each print line as UTC time. If not specified, times are displayed in local time.

Example

The following example writes the contents of a system trace area (DDLDCTRC) to an archive file and empties the area.

ARCHIVE TRACE

BACKUP
The BACKUP utility copies one or more areas in a database to a backup file. The backup file can be used later as input
for a restore operation.

NOTE
The format of files produced by the BACKUP utilityis not compatible with the format of backup files produced by
the 10.2 IDMSDUMP utility program. Files produced by BACKUP can only be used by the RESTORE utility and
files produced by IDMSDUMP can only be used with IDMSRSTR.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To You Need This Privilege On
Back up an area DBAREAD The area
Back up a file DBAREAD The area(s) to which the file maps

Syntax

 

                           ┌─────────── , ────────────┐

►►─── BACKUP ─┬─ AREA ─────▼─ segment-name.area-name ─┴─┬─────────┬─────────┬─►◄

              │                                         └─ SHARE ─┘         │

              │            ┌─────────── , ────────────┐                     │

              ├─ FILE ─────▼─ segment-name.file-name ─┴─────────────────────┤

              │                                                             │

              │            ┌────── , ────────┐                              │

              └─ SEGMENT ──▼─ segment-name ──┴──┬─────────────┬─┬─────────┬─┘

                                                ├─ BY AREA ◄──┤ └─ SHARE ─┘

                                                └─ BY FILE ───┘

 

Parameters

• AREA
Directs the BACKUP utility to back up one or more areas. Multiple area names must be separated by commas.

• segment-name
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The name of the segment associated with an area to be backed up.
• area-name

The name of an area.
• SHARE

Specifies that no locks are to be placed on the named areas. When you specify SHARE, each specified area is backed
up regardless of whether a lock has been placed on the area by another program. SHARE allows the named areas to
be backed up while another job is updating those areas at the same time, for example, it needs to be specified when
taking a "hot backup" during which the areas that are being backed up are being updated by transactions executing
under the central version.
By default, if you do not specify SHARE, an external lock is placed on each specified area for the duration of the
backup operation. If an external lock cannot be placed on an area, that area will not be backed up, and the backup
operation will terminate with an error. Therefore, no more areas will be backed up. An external lock means that it is
placed physically using the normal SMP lock.

NOTE
When you specify SHARE and do not vary the affected areas for retrieval only, the copy of the database
created by the BACKUP utility may not be usable for restore operations.

• FILE
Directs the BACKUP utility to back up one or more files.
Multiple file names must be separated by commas.

• segment-name
The name of a segment associated with a file to be backed up.

• file-name
The name of a file.

• SEGMENT segment-name
The name of the segment to be backed up.

• BY AREA
Specifies that each area defined within the segment is to be backed up. AREA is the default.

• BY FILE
Specifies that each file within the segment is to be backed up.

NOTE
The SHARE option is only valid for area processing. When you specify the BACKUP SEGMENT command
with the BY FILE option, the SHARE option is ignored. If you specify the BY FILE option with the BACKUP
SEGMENT command and the SHARE option is omitted, area locks are not set.

Usage

How to submit the BACKUP statement

You submit the BACKUP statement only through the batch command facility. You must run the batch command facility in
local mode.

When to use SHARE

You can specify SHARE and get a backup usable for restore operations if you vary the affected area(s) for retrieval only.
This prevents other users from changing the contents of the area during the backup operation.

If you specify SHARE without varying the area(s) for retrieval only, you should exercise extreme caution when making use
of the backup.

BACKUP by file does not lock areas

When you back up by file, the BACKUP utility does not lock the associated area(s). Therefore, to preserve the integrity of
the area, you should vary affected areas for retrieval only.

RESTORE the same object you backed up
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If you back up by area, restore by area. If you back up by file, restore by file.

Number of BACKUP statements per BCF-job

Only one BACKUP statement per BCF-job is allowed. Specifying multiple BACKUP statements for the same BCF-job will
result in all BACKUP files, except for the last one, being overwritten. This is caused by the way syntax parsing has been
implemented, for example, for each BACKUP statement the BACKUP utility (such as, module IDMSUBKP) is called that
at the beginning will open the BACKUP file specified by <ddname/filename/linkname> SYS001 in OUTPUT mode and will
close it before returning to the syntax parsing module.

JCL Considerations

When you submit a BACKUP statement through the batch command facility, the JCL to execute the facility must include
statements to define:

• The files associated with the areas to be backed up
• The archive file which will contain the backup

NOTE
For more information about the generic JCL used to execute the batch command facility, see the section for your
operating system in this section.

Examples

Back up by area

The following example directs the BACKUP utility to back up three database areas.

backup area empdemo.emp-demo-region,

            empdemo.org-demo-region,

            empdemo.ins-demo-region;

Back up by file

The following example directs the BACKUP utility to back up three database files.

backup file empdemo.empdemo,

            empdemo.orgdemo,

            empdemo.insdemo;

Back up by segment

The following example directs the BACKUP utility to back up all areas in the empdemo segment.

backup segment empdemo;

Sample Output

Back up by area

When the backup by area operation in the previous example is completed, the BACKUP utility provides the following
report.

IDMSBCF  nn.n                                      CA IDMS Batch Command Facility                          

 mm/dd/yy   PAGE 1
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  BACKUP  AREA EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION,

               EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION,

               EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION;

UT015006 BACKUP file created on yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff

UT015005 Max Archive record size is 4,280

UT000038 Starting BACKUP of area EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION

UT000040 BACKUP complete

UT000038 Starting BACKUP of area EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION

UT000040 BACKUP complete

UT000038 Starting BACKUP of area EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION

UT000040 BACKUP complete

Status = 0        SQLSTATE = 00000

Output from back up by file

When the backup by file operation in the previous example is completed, the BACKUP utility provides the following report.

IDMSBCF  nn.n                                      CA IDMS Batch Command Facility                          

 mm/dd/yy   PAGE 3

  BACKUP  FILE EMPDEMO.EMPDEMO,

               EMPDEMO.ORGDEMO,

               EMPDEMO.INSDEMO;

UT015006 BACKUP file created on yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff

UT015005 Max Archive record size is 4,280

UT000039 Starting BACKUP of file EMPDEMO.EMPDEMO

UT000040 BACKUP complete

UT000039 Starting BACKUP of file EMPDEMO.ORGDEMO

UT000040 BACKUP complete

UT000039 Starting BACKUP of file EMPDEMO.INSDEMO

UT000040 BACKUP complete

Status = 0        SQLSTATE = 00000

Output from backup by segment

When the backup by segment operation in the previous example is completed, the BACKUP utility provides the following
report.

IDMSBCF  nn.n                                      CA IDMS Batch Command Facility                          

 mm/dd/yy   PAGE 5

  BACKUP  SEGMENT EMPDEMO;

UT015006 BACKUP file created on yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff

UT015005 Max Archive record size is 4,280

UT000038 Starting BACKUP of area EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION
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UT000040 BACKUP complete

UT000038 Starting BACKUP of area EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION

UT000040 BACKUP complete

UT000038 Starting BACKUP of area EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION

UT000040 BACKUP complete

Status = 0        SQLSTATE = 00000

More Information

• For more information about using the SHARE option, see Administrating IDMS Database.
• For more information about varying areas, see IDMS System Tasks and Operator Commands.

BUILD
The BUILD utility statement builds indexes and referential constraints linked through an index on tables that are being
loaded with a phased or stepped LOAD.

The BUILD utility can also be used to reorganize existing indexes.

The BUILD utility works only on tables in an SQL-defined database.

Type of BUILD What it does
Complete BUILD Runs all four steps
Stepped BUILD Runs one step at a time with intermediate file sorting required

between each step

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To You need this privilege On
Build indexes and/or referential constraints
on a table

INSERT The indexed or referencing table

For more information about designing indexes and referential constraints in SQL-defined databases, see the Database
Design Section.

For more information about defining indexes and referential constraints in SQL-defined databases, see the Database
Administration Section.

Syntax

Syntax for complete BUILD

 

                                          ┌────────────── , ────────────────┐

►►── BUILD ─┬─────────────────────┬─ FOR ─▼─┬─────────────────┬─ table-id ──┴─►

            ├─ INDEXES ─┬───────┬─┤         └── schema-name. ─┘

            │           └─ ALL ─┘ │

            ├─ CONSTRAINTS ───────┤

            └─ BOTH ◄─────────────┘
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 ►─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ NO VALIDATE ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ NOTIFY notify-record-count ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►◄

   │ ┌────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─┬────────────┬─  ERRORS ─┬───────────────┬─┴─┘

       ├─ BUILD ────┤           ├─ error-count ─┤

       ├─ VALIDATE ─┤           └─ CONTINUE ────┘

       └─ ALL ◄─────┘

 

Syntax for stepped BUILD

 

►►─── BUILD ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

                                       ┌──────────── , ────────────────┐

 ►─┬─ STEP1 ───┬───────────────┬─ FOR ─▼─┬────────────────┬─ table-id ─┴─┬────►

   │           ├─ INDEXES ─────┤         └─ schema-name. ─┘              │

   │           ├─ CONSTRAINTS ─┤                                         │

   │           └─ BOTH ◄───────┘                                         │

   ├─ STEP2 ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ STEP3 ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ STEP4 ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ NOTIFY notify-record-count ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─┬─────────┬─  ERRORS ─┬───────────────┬─┘

     ├─ BUILD ─┤           ├─ error-count ─┤

     └─ ALL   ─┘           └─ CONTINUE ────┘

 

NOTE
Only one LOAD, BUILD, or VALIDATE statement can be performed during one execution of the Batch
Command Facility (IDMSBCF).

Parameters

• INDEXES
Directs the BUILD utility to build the indexes only.
By default, if you do not specify what is to be built, both indexes and constraints are built.

• ALL
Directs the BUILD utility to build all indexes (clustered and non-clustered). If ALL is not specified, only non-clustered
indexes will be built.

• CONSTRAINTS
Directs the BUILD utility to build referential constraints only.
By default, if you do not specify what is to be built, both indexes and constraints are built.

• BOTH
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Directs the BUILD utility to build both indexes and relationships. BOTH is the default.
• FOR

Specifies the table for which indexes and/or constraints are to be built.
• schema-name.

The name of the schema that defines the table.
• table-id

The identifier of the table.
• NO VALIDATE

Directs the BUILD utility not to validate referential constraints.
If you specify NO VALIDATE, you will have to execute the VALIDATE utility before you can use the table(s).
By default, the validation is performed.
You can specify NO VALIDATE only for a complete BUILD.

• NOTIFY
Directs the BUILD utility to send a message to the operator whenever a specified number of records are processed.
The message states the phase and step currently being executed and the number of records that have been
processed.

• notify-record-count
The number of records to process before sending a message.

• BUILD ERRORS
When errors are detected, directs the BUILD utility to either continue processing or stop after a specified number of
errors are detected.
By default, processing is stopped after the first error is detected.
Detected errors are listed in the report generated by the BUILD utility.

• VALIDATE ERRORS
When errors are detected in the validation process, directs the BUILD utility to either continue processing or stop
processing after a specified number of errors are encountered.
By default, processing is stopped after the first error is detected.
Detected errors are listed in the report generated by the BUILD utility.
You can specify VALIDATE ERRORS only for a complete BUILD.

• ALL ERRORS
Directs the BUILD utility to either continue when any errors are detected, or stop after a specified number of errors are
detected.
By default, processing is stopped after the first error is detected.
Detected errors are listed in the report generated by the BUILD utility.

• error-count
The number of errors to detect before stopping.
If you are doing a complete BUILD, you can specify different values for error-count for different kinds of errors.

• CONTINUE
Indicates that processing should continue regardless of the number of errors detected.

• STEPn
Directs the BUILD utility to perform only the nth step of the index or constraint building process.
By default, if you do not specify a step, all four steps are performed as a single operation, and this is considered a
complete BUILD.

• STEP1
Directs the BUILD utility to perform only STEP1 of the BUILD process. STEP1 sweeps the area containing the
specified table(s), creating an intermediate work file. The file contains the information needed later to build the index
structures.
If you specified the EXTRACT option in STEP1 of the LOAD utility, you do not need to run BUILD STEP1.
In this case, the intermediate work file (SYS003) that is output from the LOAD utility can be used as the input file
(SYS002) to STEP2 of the BUILD utility.

• STEP2
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Directs the BUILD utility to perform only STEP2 of the BUILD process. STEP2 determines the database key of the
referenced table rows.

• STEP3
Directs the BUILD utility to perform only STEP3 of the BUILD process. STEP3 creates the index structures needed for
both indexes and constraints.

• STEP4
Directs the BUILD utility to perform only STEP4 of the BUILD process. STEP4 updates the prefix(es) of the affected
referencing table rows.

Usage

How to submit the BUILD statement

You submit the BUILD statement only through the batch command facility. You must run the batch command facility in
local mode.

When to use BUILD

Use the BUILD utility after loading one or more tables using a phased or stepped LOAD.

You can also use the BUILD utility at any time to reorganize existing indexes on tables in an SQL-defined database.

When not to use BUILD

There is no need to run the BUILD utility if you loaded the table(s) with a complete LOAD. The indexes and constraints
have already been built.

If the table is not part of an SQL-defined database, you cannot use the BUILD utility.

When to specify NO VALIDATE

The BUILD utility validates all referential constraints on the tables being worked on, not just the constraints currently being
built. If all tables referenced by those specified by table-id have not yet been loaded, defer validation by specifying NO
VALIDATE.

NOTE
For more information and help in deciding which options to specify, see the Database Administration Section.

Sorting intermediate work files

If you run the load process in steps or phases, use the sort parameters in the SYSPCH file to sort the intermediate files.

JCL Considerations

When you submit a BUILD statement through the batch command facility, the JCL to execute the facility must include
statements to define:

• The dictionary containing table definitions
• The files containing the tables and indexes to be processed
• Intermediate work files to be used by BUILD
• Sort work files, if doing a complete BUILD

BUILD utility uses intermediate work files

Each step of the build process, except BUILD STEP4, produces intermediate work files to be used by the next step. If you
run a complete BUILD without separating steps, data is sorted in the intermediate files between the steps automatically. If
you run a stepped BUILD, you must run the intermediate sorts.
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NOTE
When running a complete BUILD,SYS002 and SYS003 must point to the same intermediate file. If the database
being processed is so large that the intermediate file must be a multi-volume file, it is required that all extents of
the file be physically allocated prior to the initiation of the BUILD utility. If this cannot be done, then run a stepped
BUILD. When running a stepped BUILD, SYS002 and SYS003 must point to different intermediate files. The
data that is output in SYS003 by each step is input to the next step in SYS002.

The following table shows the output of the steps of the BUILD process:

Step Output Size
Step 1 SYS003 For each record:

(MAX SORT CONTROL KEY SIZE) + (MAX
FOREIGN KEY SIZE) + 24

 SYSPCH contains sort parameters 80 bytes
Step 2 SYS003 For each record:

(MAX SORT CONTROL KEY SIZE) + (MAX
FOREIGN KEY SIZE) + 24

 SYSPCH contains sort parameters 80 bytes
Step 3 SYS003 For each prefix:

56 bytes
 SYSPCH contains sort parameters 80 bytes

NOTE
For more information about the generic JCL used to execute the batch command facility, see the section specific
to your operating system.

Examples

The following example instructs the BUILD utility to perform a complete BUILD for the LOAD.M and LOAD.M2 sample
tables. The NO VALIDATE option specifies that a VALIDATE should not be performed and ERRORS CONTINUE indicates
that processing should continue regardless of the number of errors.

build for load.m,

          load.m2

     errors continue

     no validate;

Sample Output

The following report was generated after executing the BUILD statement in the previous example.

IDMSBCF                                              IDMS Batch Command Facility

*DEBUG IDMS OFF

CONNECT TO SYSCAT;

Status = 0

SET BATCH

    HEADINGS OFF WIDTH PAGE 79 UNDERLINE '-'

    SQLCODE ERROR

    COMPRESS ON;
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UNLOCK AREA SYSSQL.DDLCAT;

Status = 1        Extended Reason Code = 2367     Messages follow:

DB002367 C1M353: Area SYSSQL.DDLCAT was not locked.

UNLOCK AREA SYSSQL.DDLCATX;

Status = 1        Extended Reason Code = 2367     Messages follow:

DB002367 C1M353: Area SYSSQL.DDLCATX was not locked.

--   ****  Load data into Tables      ****

*DEBUG IDMS ON

BUILD FOR LOAD.M,

          LOAD.M2

     ERRORS CONTINUE

     NO VALIDATE;

IDMSLOAD  -   volser     SWEEP DATABASE     yy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss

IDMSLOAD  -  3 records processed for table LOAD.M

IDMSLOAD  -  3 intermediate records for index LOAD.IX_M

IDMSLOAD  -  3 records processed for table LOAD.M2

IDMSLOAD  -  3 intermediate records for index LOAD.IX1_M2

IDMSLOAD  -  3 intermediate records for index LOAD.IX2_M2

IDMSLOAD  -  15 intermediate records were written to SYS003

IDMSLOAD  -       largest SYS003 record size is 56 characters

IDMSLOAD  -         SWEEP DATABASE     processing completed

IDMSLOAD  -   volser     CONNECT UP INDEXES     yy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss

IDMSLOAD  -  6 intermediate records were written to SYS003

IDMSLOAD  -       largest SYS003 record size is 56 characters

IDMSLOAD  -         CONNECT UP INDEXES     processing completed

AutoCommit will COMMIT transaction

Command Facility ended with warnings

CLEANUP
The CLEANUP utility physically erases logically deleted records from all or some areas in a database segment.

The CLEANUP utility works only with non-SQL-defined databases.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To You need this privilege On
Clean up an area DBAWRITE The area
Clean up a segment DBAWRITE All areas within the segment

Syntax

 

►►─── CLEANUP SEGMENT segment-name ───────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── USING subschema-name ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►
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 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   │         ┌──────,──────┐ │

   └─ AREA ──▼─ area-name ─┴─┘

 

Parameters

• SEGMENT
Specifies the segment containing the areas to be processed.

• segment-name
The name of the segment.

• USING
Specifies a subschema that describes all the sets, records, and areas that are related to the logically deleted records
being processed.

• subschema-name
The name of the subschema.

• AREA
Specifies one or more areas within the segment to process.
By default, if you do not specify any areas, all areas in the specified segment are processed.

• area-name
The name of an area within the specified segment.

Usage

How to submit the CLEANUP statement

You submit the CLEANUP statement by using either the batch command facility or the online command facility. The batch
command facility can run in local mode or under central version.

How CLEANUP works

An area sweep is performed on each specified area. When a logically deleted record is found, each set in which the
record is a member is processed. Every logically deleted record in the set is first disconnected and then physically erased.
When all sets in which the original record was a member are processed, the sweep of the area is resumed.

When to use CLEANUP

Use the CLEANUP utility:

• To erase deleted records in sets with no prior pointers
• Before running the RESTRUCTURE utility
• Before running the UNLOAD or RELOAD utilities

When not to use CLEANUP

Records in sets with prior pointers are erased when they are deleted. If all the sets in an area have prior pointers, you
never need to use the CLEANUP utility.

Journaling

You can use journaling while executing the CLEANUP utility to allow for recovery with the ROLLBACK utility.

LDEL counts

The number of logically deleted records (LDELs) reported in messages UT011020 and UT011021 reflect the number of
LDELs encountered by the CLEANUP utility. Due to the architecture of how LDELs are removed, multiple LDELs might
get removed for each one counted by the utility. To obtain an accurate count of the number of LDELs processed by the
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CLEANUP utility, a DBAN or PRINT SPACE report should be created for the requested area(s), both before and after the
execution of the CLEANUP utility.

JCL Considerations

When you submit a CLEANUP statement through the batch command facility, the JCL to execute the facility must include
statements to define:

• The files containing the areas to be processed.
• The journal files of the DMCL you are using. If you are not journaling, these should be dummied out.

NOTE
For more information about the generic JCL used to execute the batch command facility, see the section for your
operating system in this section.

Example

The following example directs the CLEANUP utility to erase any logically deleted records in the EMP-DEMO-REGION
area.

cleanup segment empdemo using empss01

     area emp-demo-region;

Sample Output

When the CLEANUP operation is completed, the following listing is provided.

IDMSBCF                                              IDMS Batch Command Facility                            mm/

dd/yy   PAGE 1

   CLEANUP SEGMENT EMPDEMO USING EMPSS01

              AREA EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION;

 UT000038 Starting CLEANUP of area EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION

 UT011020 CLEANUP completed.  Pages read=10  Records read=5  Ldel records read=2

 UT011021 LDEL Record name BB  Found=2  Removed=2

 Status = 0

 AutoCommit will COMMIT transaction

NOTE
For more information about preventing logically deleted records, see the IDMS Database Administration Section.

CONVERT CATALOG
The CONVERT CATALOG utility converts the SYSTEM schema within a catalog to reflect the definition specified by the
SYSTEM schema DDL delivered with the current release of IDMS.

Authorization

None

Syntax
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►►─── CONVERT CATALOG ─────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Usage

When to convert a catalog

After installing a new version of IDMS, you should convert every catalog that contains a definition of the SYSTEM
schema. Typically, deferring the conversion of a catalog will result in the inability to retrieve new information using SQL
queries against the catalog. It may also prevent certain IDMS Visual DBA functions from executing correctly.

How to convert a catalog

Through either the online or batch command facility, connect to the dictionary containing the catalog to be converted and
issue the CONVERT CATALOG command. If executing the batch command facility in local mode, be sure to backup the
catalog before converting it.

The CONVERT CATALOG utility can be executed more than once against the same catalog. if the target catalog has
previously been converted to the current release format, no updates take place.

Prior release considerations

The CONVERT CATALOG utility can be used to upgrade a catalog from any prior release of IDMS starting with 12.0.
Should fallback to the earlier release be necessary after a catalog is converted, there is usually no special action needed
with regard to the catalog. However, check each intervening IDMS Release Summary for any special considerations that
might apply when upgrading from a specific release.

Reporting successful execution

After successful execution, IDMS issues one of the following informational messages to indicate the status of the
conversion:

• If a catalog conversion is performed, the message indicates the number of rows of each type that are changed.
• If a catalog conversion is not required, an appropriate message is issued.

CONVERT PAGE
The CONVERT PAGE utility changes the page range for an area or changes the maximum number of records that can be
stored on a page of an area.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To You Need This Privilege On
Change the page range for an area or the
maximum number of records that can be
stored on a page of an area

DBAWRITE All areas being converted

Syntax

 

►►─ CONVERT PAGE IN ─┬─ SEGMENT source-segment ─┬─────────────────────┬─┬────►

                     │                          └─ TO target-segment ─┘ │

                     └─ area-specification ─────────────────────────────┘
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 ►─┬────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DMCL target-dmcl ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────►

   │        ┌────────────────────────── , ──────────────────────────┐ │

   └─ FILE ─▼─┬──────────────────┬─ filename ─┬───────────────────┬─┴─┘

              └─ source-segment. ┘            └─ INTO new-ddname ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ NOTIFY INTERVAL ─┬─ not-interval ─┤

                       └─ 10000 ◄───────┘

 

Expansion of area-specification

          ┌─────────────────────── , ─────────────────────┬──────────────────►◄

►►─ AREA ─▼─ source-seg.area ─┬───────────────────────────┤

                              └─ TO target-seg ─┬─────────┤

                                                └─ .area ─┘

 

Parameters

• source-segment
Names a segment to be processed. All areas in this segment are compared to matching areas in the target segment
for page range and maximum records per page changes. Unless restricted by the FILE parameter, all files in this
segment are scanned for page range changes and copied to new files.

• source-seg.area
Names an area to be processed. All specified areas are compared to the corresponding target areas and checked for
page range and maximum records per page changes. Unless restricted by the FILE parameter, all files for this area are
scanned for page range changes and copied to new files.

• target-segment
Names the segment with the new page range and maximum records per page definitions. If you omit target-segment,
it defaults to the source segment name. You should use this when the target segment is in the same DMCL as the
source.

• target-seg.area
Names the area that contains the new page range and maximum records per page definitions. If you omit this, it
defaults to source-seg.area name. If you omit the area, it defaults to the source area name. You should use this when
the target area is in the same DMCL as the source.

• target-dmcl
Names the DMCL that contains the target segment or area definitions. Use this parameter when the target segment or
area is defined in a different DMCL than the current one.

• filename
Restricts the conversion to the selected source files. If you do not specify the FILE parameter, then all files for selected
segments and areas are converted. However, all target file definitions must have ddnames that are different from the
source file definitions.

• new-ddname
Names the JCL ddname used for the output file. This name must be unique in the job step. If you don't specify new-
ddname, the ddname in the target file definition is used. In this case the name of the target file must match the source
file.

• not-interval
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Specifies the notify interval. After every not-interval record read, a message is issued to the console stating how far
the job has progressed. If omitted, the default interval is 10,000 records. If specified as zero (0), no notify message is
issued.

Usage

You can process an entire segment or one or more individual areas using this utility. The utility first identifies the changes
that need to be made by comparing old and new definitions for the segment or areas. Once all changes have been
identified, it converts one or more files. It is possible to run the utility in parallel to process several files concurrently.

This utility allows you to reassign the page range of an area so that you can consolidate free pages. It also allows you
to change the maximum number of records on a page permitting more effective use of the space on a page and more
flexibility in choosing page sizes.

To use the feature, you must define one or more new segments and include them in a DMCL, or alter the definition of
an existing segment and include it in a new DMCL. The utility requires both the old and new definitions of the affected
segment or areas to be available at runtime.

Once the definitions are available, you can execute the utility. There must be enough disk space available to hold all
converted files. The converted files can also be written to tape and then copied back to the original database files. Be sure
to back up the original database beforehand.

Once all files have been converted, you must make the new segment or area definitions effective.

Page range and radix changes

Page range and radix changes are determined by comparing all source and target area definitions. Regardless of which
files are selected for conversion, all differences are applied to all files selected for conversion.

File conversion

File conversion is performed against all files in the specified segment or areas, unless the FILE parameter is specified, in
which case only specified files are converted.

File conversion consists of copying a page from the source file to the target file while making any required changes.
Page number changes are accomplished by subtracting the old low page and adding the new low page. Maximum
records per page changes are effected by breaking up a dbkey into a line and page number using the old information and
reassembling it using the new information.

NOTE
If no changes apply to a selected file it is copied anyway.

The CONVERT PAGE utility also has the following usage considerations:

• If an area that is being converted has a cross-area set or linked constraint, then you must convert all areas touched by
the set or link. You must determine what files are affected, and therefore what files must be converted.

• If you need to convert multiple files, the files do not all have to be converted in the same job.
• As long as all changes are identified to each job, you can convert each affected file separately. It may be desirable to

run several jobs in parallel to reduce the time required to convert an area.
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WARNING
It is important that you identify all page range changes that affect a file before the file is converted.
Depending on the nature of the page range change, it may not be possible to apply a partial change to a
previously converted file.

• If you omit a change identification, then you will need to reapply all changes to the original file, not the converted file.
• You cannot change the number of pages assigned to an area, nor lower the maximum number of records per page to

less than the actual number of records stored on any page of an area.
• This utility must run in local mode and with update activity quiesced on the affected areas.
• The source and target files must match in page size and number of blocks. (The source file is copied block for block.) If

the target file does not match then the converted file will not be usable by the new file definition.

JCL Considerations

All input and output ddnames must be unique within the same job step. If the target DMCL files do not have unique
ddnames, use the INTO option for each output file.

JCL must include DD statements for the output files. If a file is not defined to use dynamic file allocation, then DD
statements for the input files are also required.

NOTE
For more information about the generic JCL used to execute the batch command facility, see the section for your
operating system in this section.

Examples

The EMPDEMO database has three areas: the Emp-demo-region, Org-demo-region, and the Ins-demo-region. There are
cross-area sets between the Emp and Org-demo-regions, and between the Emp and Ins-demo-regions, but there are no
sets between the Ins-demo-region and the Org-demo-region; therefore, if you need to change the:

• Page range for the Org-demo-region, you must convert both the Emp-demo-region and the Org-demo-region.
• Page range for the Ins-demo-region, you must convert both the Emp-demo-region and the Ins-demo-region.
• Page range for the Emp-demo-region, you need to convert all three areas.

Example 1

The first step in converting an area's page range is to define the new segment with all changes. This new segment could
be included in the current DMCL if its name is different from the old segment, if the page group and page ranges are
different from the old ones, and if the ddnames are different from the old ones.

After the DMCL is updated, the required syntax to do all conversions would be:

CONVERT PAGE IN SEGMENT EMPDEMO TO NEWDEMO;

The CONVERT PAGE utility scans both segments and determines which areas are being changed. Because the output
files have unique ddnames, they do not need to be identified, but all three files that are in the EMPDEMO segment are
converted, even if the changes do not affect all files.

To restrict the process, you could code the following:

CONVERT PAGE IN SEGMENT EMPDEMO TO NEWDEMO

   FILE EMPDEMO-FILE, ORGDEMO-FILE;
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This syntax would only convert the EMPDEMO and ORGDEMO files. If the INSDEMO file were not affected by any
changes, then this would be all that would be needed. However, if the INSDEMO file were affected, it could be converted
with a separate job as follows:

CONVERT PAGE IN SEGMENT EMPDEMO TO NEWDEMO

   FILE INSDEMO-FILE;

This works because all changes were identified to both jobs, because all changes are contained in the single segment.

When completed, the DMCL would have to be modified a second time to remove the old segment definition and to
possibly rename the new segment to the old one, to possibly change the new page group to the old page group, and to
possibly change the ddnames back to the old ones.

Example 2

Another approach is to define a new DMCL with all changes made to the existing segment.

In this case you would not have to modify the DMCL a second time, but more syntax is required for the conversion
process, as follows:

CONVERT PAGE IN SEGMENT EMPDEMO TO EMPDEMO DMCL NEWDMCL

   FILE EMPDEMO-FILE INTO EMPDDX,

           INSDEMO-FILE INTO INSDDX,

           ORGDEMO-FILE INTO EMPDDX;

This syntax requires that you give each output file a unique ddname for the run only, because the defined ddnames in the
target DMCL are the same as the source DMCL. However, once converted, the old DMCL is discarded, and the new one
is renamed and the old one is replaced.

Again, if all three files are not affected, the number of files converted can be reduced by not naming the unaffected files.

Example 3

If area syntax were being used, the syntax could be as follows:

CONVERT PAGE IN AREA

         EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION TO NEWDEMO,

         EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION TO NEWDEMO,

         EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION TO NEWDEMO;

Or if the areas were in a different DMCL:

CONVERT PAGE IN AREA EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION,

                   EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION,

                   EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION

                   DMCL NEWDMCL

                   FILE EMPDEMO-FILE INTO EMPDDX,

                        INSDEMO-FILE INTO INSDDX,

                        ORGDEMO-FILE INTO EMPDDX;

This syntax works because all areas affected by the changes are identified. Again, this converts all files even if some are
not affected.
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Example 4

To only convert affected files, specify only the files that should be converted:

CONVERT PAGE IN AREA EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION TO NEWDEMO,

                   EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION   TO NEWDEMO,

                   EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION   TO NEWDEMO

                   FILE EMPDEMO-FILE, INSDEMO-FILE;

Or if the areas were in a different DMCL:

CONVERT PAGE IN AREA EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION,

                   EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION,

                   EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION

                   DMCL NEWDMCL

                   FILE EMPDEMO-FILE INTO EMPDDX,

                        INSDEMO-FILE INTO INSDDX;

This syntax would only cause the Emp-demo-region and the Ins-demo-region to be converted.

If you decided that the Org-demo-region also needed to be converted, you could run the following:

CONVERT PAGE IN AREA EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION,

                   EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION,

                   EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION

                   DMCL NEWDMCL

                   FILE ORGDEMO-FILE INTO ORGDDX;

This syntax works because all three areas were identified to compare phase. Even though the files were converted in
separate jobs, all jobs knew about all changes.

Bad Example 4

The wrong way to do the previous example would be to reduce the areas considered for change, instead of the files to be
converted:

CONVERT PAGE IN AREA EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION,

                   EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION,

                   DMCL NEWDMCL

                   FILE EMPDEMO-FILE INTO EMPDDX,

                        INSDEMO-FILE INTO INSDDX;

This syntax works only if the Org-demo-region is unaffected by any changes. Only the Emp-demo-region and the Ins-
demo-region are converted. But if it were later discovered that the Org-demo-region required conversion, you would have
to reconvert the Emp-demo-region.

CONVERT PAGE IN AREA EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION,

                   EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION,

                   EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION

                   DMCL NEWDMCL

                   FILE EMPDEMO-FILE INTO EMPDDX,

                        ORGDEMO-FILE INTO ORGDDX;
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NOTE
Ins-demo-region did not have to be reconverted because it was unaffected by changes to the Org-demo-region,
but because the Emp-demo-region is affected by changes to the Ins-demo-region; Ins-demo-region is included
in the list of changed areas.

Sample Output

IDMSBCF  nn.n    CA IDMS Batch Command Facility   mm/dd/yy   PAGE    1

CONVERT PAGE

      AREA EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION TO EMPXDEMO,

           EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION TO ORGXDEMO,

           EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION TO INSXDEMO

      DMCL EMPXDMCL

      NOTIFY 10

  ;

UT018000 Convert Page Utility Starting:

UT018001 Source DMCL:    LRDTDMCL  Target DMCL:    EMPXDMCL

UT018003 Comparing source area: EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION

UT018004      with target area: EMPXDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION

UT018012    Area added to change table.

UT018013     SOURCE AREA Range: 75,001 to 75,100  Radix: 8

UT018013     TARGET AREA Range: 75,001 to 75,100  Radix: 7

UT018003 Comparing source area: EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION

UT018004      with target area: ORGXDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION

UT018012    Area added to change table.

UT018013     SOURCE AREA Range: 75,151 to 75,200  Radix: 8

UT018013     TARGET AREA Range: 75,001 to 75,050  Radix: 9

UT018003 Comparing source area: EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION

UT018004      with target area: INSXDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION

UT018012    Area added to change table.

UT018013     SOURCE AREA Range: 75,101 to 75,150  Radix: 8

UT018013     TARGET AREA Range: 75,001 to 75,050  Radix: 8

UT018005 File EMPDEMO.EMPDEMO has been selected for processing

UT018006      Source DDname: EMPDEMO  Target DDname: EMPXDEMO

UT018005 File EMPDEMO.INSDEMO has been selected for processing

UT018006      Source DDname: INSDEMO  Target DDname: INSXDEMO

UT018005 File EMPDEMO.ORGDEMO has been selected for processing

UT018006      Source DDname: ORGDEMO  Target DDname: ORGXDEMO

Starting CONVERSION of file EMPDEMO.EMPDEMO

UT001006 Program IDMSUCON processed 10 records

UT001006 Program IDMSUCON processed 20 records

UT001006 Program IDMSUCON processed 30 records

UT001006 Program IDMSUCON processed 40 records

UT001006 Program IDMSUCON processed 50 records

UT001006 Program IDMSUCON processed 60 records

UT001006 Program IDMSUCON processed 70 records

UT001006 Program IDMSUCON processed 80 records

UT001006 Program IDMSUCON processed 90 records

UT001006 Program IDMSUCON processed 100 records

CONVERSION complete
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   Pages   Read: 100  Modified: 100

   Records Read: 346  Modified: 346

   Dbkeys  Read: 2,847  Modified: 2,847  Null: 1

   Errors  Page: 0  Dbkey:    0

Starting CONVERSION of file EMPDEMO.INSDEMO

UT001006 Program IDMSUCON processed 110 records

UT001006 Program IDMSUCON processed 120 records

UT001006 Program IDMSUCON processed 130 records

UT001006 Program IDMSUCON processed 140 records

UT001006 Program IDMSUCON processed 150 records

CONVERSION complete

   Pages   Read: 50  Modified: 50

   Records Read: 84  Modified: 84

   Dbkeys  Read: 494  Modified: 494  Null: 0

   Errors  Page: 0  Dbkey:    0

Starting CONVERSION of file EMPDEMO.ORGDEMO

UT001006 Program IDMSUCON processed 160 records

UT001006 Program IDMSUCON processed 170 records

UT001006 Program IDMSUCON processed 180 records

UT001006 Program IDMSUCON processed 190 records

UT001006 Program IDMSUCON processed 200 records

CONVERSION complete

   Pages   Read: 50  Modified: 50

   Records Read: 195  Modified: 195

   Dbkeys  Read: 1,285  Modified: 1,285  Null: 65

   Errors  Page: 0  Dbkey:    0

UT001006 Program IDMSUCON processed 200 records

Status = 0        SQLSTATE = 00000

AutoCommit will COMMIT transaction

Command Facility ended with no errors or warnings

More Information

• For more information about page ranges, see the IDMS Database Administration Section.
• For more information about max records per page, see the IDMS Database Administration Section.

CREATE DSMODEL
The CREATE DSMODEL utility defines a temporary model of data set attributes to use for dynamic file allocation in
conjunction with the REORG utility.

This article describes the following information:

  

Authorization

None.

Syntax
►►─CREATE DSMODEL ─ model-name┬────────────────────────┬dataset-attribute-spec─►◄

                              └FROM existing-model-name┘
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Expansion of dataset-attribute-spec 

    ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

►►──▼──┬─ DSN ─ dsn-expression ────────────────────────────────┬─┴─────────────►◄

       ├─ UNIT ─ unit-name ────────────────────────────────────┤

       ├─ VOLSER ─┬ volser ──────────┬─────────────────────────┤

       │          │   ┌───, ─────┐   │                         │

       │          └ (─▼─ volser ─┴─) ┘                         │

       ├─ VOLCNT ─ volume-count ───────────────────────────────┤

       ├─ SPACE ┬ CYL ◄────┬───( primary ┬──────────────┬)─────┤

       │        ├ TRK ─────┤             └ ,secondary───┘──────│ 

       │        └ blksize ─┘                                   │

       ├─ BLKSIZE ─ block-size ────────────────────────────────┤

       ├─ BUFNO ─ number-of-buffers ───────────────────────────┤

       ├─ DATACLAS ─ data-class ───────────────────────────────┤

       ├─ MGMTCLAS ─ management-class ─────────────────────────┤

       ├─ STORCLAS ─ storage-class ────────────────────────────┤

       └─ DSNTYPE ┬ EXTREQ ───┬────────────────────────────────┘

                  ├ EXTPREF ──┤

                  ├ LARGE ────┤

                  └ BASIC ────┘

Expansion of dsn-expression 

►►── ' ┬────────────────┬─┬─ character-string ─┬─ ' ───────────────────────────►◄

       │ ┌─────. ─────┐ │ └─ dsn-variable ─────┘

       └─▼─ dsn-term ─┴─┘

Expansion of dsn-term 

►►──┬─ character-string ─┬────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►◄

    │                    └─ dsn-variable ─────┤

    └─ dsn-variable ──────────────────────────┘

Expansion of dsn-variable 

►►── dsn-variable-name ─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►◄

                        └─ ( start ┬────────────┬ ) ─┘

                                   └─ , length ─┘

Expansion of dsn-variable-name 

►►── &DD. ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• model-name 
Specifies the name of the data set model being created. Model-name must be 1 to 18 characters. If the last non-blank
character of model-name is an asterisk (*), it matches any search string whose value begins with the character string
to the left of the asterisk in the model name. A model name consisting of a single asterisk matches all search keys.

• existing-model-name 
Specifies the name of an existing data set model whose attributes are to be copied to the model being created.

• dataset-attribute-spec 
Specifies attributes of the data set model.

• dsn-expression 
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Specifies an expression used to construct data set names.
• unit-name 

Specifies the unit type on which the file resides or will reside.
• volser 

Specifies the name of a volume on which the file resides or will reside.
• volume-count 

Specifies the maximum number of volumes on which the file can reside. The default is the operating system default.
• CYL/TRK/blksize 

Specifies the allocation unit for a disk data set. CYL allocates the file in units of cylinders. TRK allocates the file in units
of tracks. Blksize allocates the file in units whose size is blksize.

• primary 
Specifies the number of units in the primary allocation for a disk file.

• secondary 
Specifies the number of units in the secondary allocation for a disk file.

• block-size 
Specifies the blocksize to be used in creating (and accessing) a new file.

• number-of-buffers 
Specifies the number of buffers to be used in accessing a file.

• data-class, management-class, storage-class, dataset-type 
Specifies a data set's SMS data class, management class, storage class, and dataset type respectively

• DSNTYPE Specifies the type attribute for new SMS-managed data sets. DSNTYPE overrides the DSNTYPE defined in
the data class of a new data set. If SMS is not active, DSNTYPE is ignored.
– EXTREQ Specifies extended format. This option is valid for VSAM and sequential data sets only.
– EXTPREF Specifies extended as the preferred format. The data set is allocated as extended if it is either VSAM or

sequential; otherwise, it will be allocated as a basic format data set.
– LARGE Specifies large format. This option is valid for sequential non-VSAM data sets only.
– BASIC Specifies basic format. This option is valid for sequential non-VSAM data sets only.

• dsn-variable-name 
Specifies the name of a symbolic variable whose value can be used in whole or in part as a substitution parameter in
the construction of a data set name.
– &DD.

Specifies the DDNAME (linkname) through which the data set is referenced.
• start 

Specifies the position of the first character in the value of the symbolic variable that is to be used in the construction of
the data set name. Start must not identify a position beyond the last non-blank character in the value.

• length 
Specifies the number of characters in the value of the symbolic variable that are to be used in the construction of the
data set name. If not specified, length defaults to the number of non-blank characters from the start character to the
end of the value. Trailing blank characters are truncated.

Usage

Using data set modelsData set models are currently used only to specify attributes of the work files used by the REORG
utility. For more information about how it uses data set models, see REORG. 

Data set model durationData set models are transient entities that, once created, exist in memory for the life of the
database session in which they are created. They are not stored in a dictionary.

Defining dummy filesYou can define attributes for a dummy file by creating a data set model whose dsn-
expression resolves to the character string NULLFILE. This is equivalent to specifying DUMMY on a DD JCL statement. 
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Create large and extended format filesYou can create large and extended format files to store large amounts of data.
Large and extended format data sets can have more than 65,535 tracks on a single volume. For more information
about the characteristics and limitations associated with large and extended format files, refer to the appropriate IBM
documentation.

Example

The following example defines models for work files that are used by the REORG utility.

CREATE DSMODEL W* DSN 'DBDC.TEMP.ZIP9.&DD'. UNIT SYSDA SPACE CYL (1000,100)

BLKSIZE 8192;

CREATE DSMODEL WD* FROM W* SPACE CYL (10, 10) VOLSER DBA001 UNIT 3390;

CREATE DSMODEL WS* FROM W* SPACE CYL (3000, 10);

REORG ...

By default, all work files are allocated on SYSDA devices with a 1000 cylinder initial space allocation, have a block size
of 8192, and a data set name of "DBDC.TEMP.ZIP9.xxxxxxx", where xxxxxxx is the file's DDNAME. DBKEY files (those
whose DDNAME begins with "WD") are allocated on volume DBA001 with an initial allocation of 10 cylinders. Sorted files
(those whose DDNAME begins with "WS") have an initial allocation of 3000 cylinders.

EXPAND PAGE
The EXPAND PAGE utility increases the page size of an area by transferring a database file to a new file with an
expanded block size.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To You need this privilege On
Expand the pages of a file DBAWRITE All areas that map to the file.

Syntax

 

►►─── EXPAND page for FILE segment-name.file-name ───────────────────────────►

 ►─── INTO ddname ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── NEWSIZE new-page-size ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

• FILE
Specifies the file whose pages are to be expanded.

• segment-name
The name of the segment associated with the file.

• file-name
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The name of the file.
• INTO

Specifies the external name of the output file.
• ddname

The external z/OS or CMS name of the new file.
• filename

The external z/VSE name of the new file.
• NEWSIZE

Specifies the new page size.
• new-page-size

The new page size, in bytes. The new page size must be a multiple of four and greater than the current page size.

Usage

How EXPAND PAGE works

A page at a time from the old file is read. The page is expanded adding the new space before the footer section of the
page. The space management entry for the page is adjusted to reflect the added space. The space management pages
are also expanded, but they continue to have the same number of entries as before.

How to submit the EXPAND PAGE statement

You submit the EXPAND PAGE statement only through the batch command facility. You must be running IDMS/DB in local
mode. You must also vary affected areas to retrieval mode or offline in all currently executing DC/UCF systems.

If an area maps to more than one file

You can expand pages in only one file at a time. If you are expanding the pages for an area that maps to more than one
file, you must run the EXPAND PAGE utility once for each file the area is associated with.

Regenerate DMCL modules

After running the EXPAND PAGE utility, you must:

• Alter the page size of the area to the new page size in all files where the area is used. Please remember that you
should only change the PAGE SIZE on the ALTER AREA segment, because altering the PRIMARY SPACE even to the
current value can result in any EXTEND SPACE attribute being removed.

• Regenerate all DMCLs containing the file's segment.

The pages are expanded but the space management pages are not relocated. Therefore, when you redefine an area
whose page size has been expanded, you must use the ORIGINAL PAGE SIZE clause of the AREA statement.

JCL Considerations

When you submit an EXPAND PAGE statement through the batch command facility, the JCL to execute the facility must
include statements to define the files to be processed.

NOTE
For more information about the generic JCL used to execute the batch command facility, see the section for your
operating system in this section.

Example

The following example directs the EXPAND PAGE utility to increase the size of the EMPDEMO.EMPDEMO file.

expand file empdemo.empdemo

   into newfile
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     newsize 4820;

Sample Output

The EXPAND PAGE utility produces the following listing after successful completion of the statement in the previous
example.

IDMSBCF                                              IDMS Batch Command Facility                            mm/

dd/yy   PAGE 1

 EXPAND FILE EMPDEMO.EMPDEMO INTO NEWFILE NEWSIZE 4820;

0UT000039 Starting Expansion of file EMPDEMO.EMPDEMO

0UT015007   SMI based on 4,276 characters for area EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION

 UT015008       Low page 75,001   High page 75,100   Page group 0

 UT000040 Expansion complete

 Status = 0

 AutoCommit will COMMIT transaction

 Command Facility ended with no errors or warnings

NOTE
For more information about recompiling DMCL modules and for sectionlines on when to use the EXPAND PAGE
utility, see the IDMS Database Administration Section.

EXTRACT JOURNAL
The EXTRACT JOURNAL utility conceptually extracts the most recent AFTR image for each dbkey recorded on an
archived journal file and writes it to an extract file. The extract file can later be used as input to a ROLLFORWARD
command for a "quick" recovery of a database area or file.

When used as part of a regular procedure to extract journal images from archived journal tapes, it allows for a quicker
recovery during a critical time frame by doing much of the work during a non-critical time frame. It also speeds up recovery
by extracting only the journal images it needs to recover the areas or files selected.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

DBAWRITE authority is needed for all options.

Syntax

 

►►─── EXTRACT JOURNAL FOR ─┬─ DMCL ──────────────────────────────┬────────────►

                           │        ┌──────────── , ───────────┐ │

                           ├─ FILE ─▼─ segment-name.file-name ─┴─┤

                           │        ┌──────────── , ───────────┐ │

                           ├─ AREA ─▼─ segment-name.area-name ─┴─┤

                           │           ┌─────── , ──────┐        │

                           └─ SEGMENT ─▼─ segment-name ─┴────────┘

 ►─┬─ COMPLETED ─┬──┬────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ALL ───────┘  └─ TO ─┬─ ddname ────┤
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                           ├─ file-name ─┤

                           ├─ link-name ─┤

                           └─ SYS002 ◄───┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ VERIFY QUIESCE ──┬───────────┬──────┘

                       ├─ NONE ────┤

                       ├─ LIMITED ─┤

                       └─ FULL ────┘

 ►─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ UTC────┘

 

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

    └─ START AT ── ' ─┬─ date-time ─┬─ ' ─────────────┘

                      ├─ date ──────┤

                      └─ time ──────┘

 ►──┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►◄

    └─ STOP AT ── ' ─┬─ date-time ─┬─ ' ───────────────┘

                     ├─ date ──────┤

                     └─ time ──────┘

 

Parameters

• DMCL
Specifies that dbkeys for all areas defined in the DMCL specified in the SYSIDMS parameter file will be included in the
extract file.

• FILE
Specifies to include segment-name.file-name dbkeys in the specified file in the extract file.

• AREA
Specifies to include segment-name.area-name dbkeys in the specified area in the extract file.

• SEGMENT
Specifies to include dbkeys for all areas defined in the specified segments in the extract file.

• COMPLETED
If you do not specify a STOP time, only after images for transactions that have completed by the end of the archive
file will be written to the extract file. After images are written to the extract file for incomplete distributed transactions
whose state is InDoubt at the end of the journal file (unless a section recovery control file entry overrides this behavior
by specifying BACKOUT for one or more of the transactions).
If you do specify a STOP time, only after images for transactions that have completed by the first checkpoint at or
following the stop time will be written to the extract file. After images are written to the extract file for incomplete
distributed transactions whose state is InDoubt at the stop time (unless a section recovery control file entry overrides
this behavior by specifying BACKOUT for one or more of the transactions).

• ALL
If you do not specify a STOP time, after images for all transactions will be written to the extract file.
If you do specify a STOP time, after images for all transactions will be written to the extract file up to the point at or
after the stop time where there are no active transactions. If such a point is not found by the end of the archive file, all
after images will be written.

• TO
Specifies the external name to be used for the extract file.

• ddname
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The external z/OS, or CMS name for the extract file.
• file-name

The external z/VSE name for the extract file.
• SYS002

The default name for all systems.
• VERIFY QUIESCE

Specifies the level of quiesce point verification that will be performed.
• NONE

Specifies that no quiesce point verification should be done. This is the default if neither VERIFY QUIESCE nor START
AT is specified. If START AT is specified, NONE is treated as LIMITED.

• LIMITED
Specifies that limited quiesce point verification be performed. This is the default if VERIFY QUIESCE is not specified
and START AT is specified.

• FULL
Specifies that the strictest form of quiesce point verification be performed. This is the default if VERIFY QUIESCE is
specified without indicating the verification level.

• START AT
Specifies that the operation should start only after reaching a specified date and time in the journal file. Only images for
transactions that begin after the specified start time will be processed. By default, processing starts at the beginning of
the journal file.

• STOP AT
Specifies that the operation should stop as soon as possible after reaching a specified date and time in the journal file.
By default, processing stops when the end of the journal file is reached.

• date
Specifies the date, in one of the following formats:
– yyyy-mm-dd
– mm/dd/yyyy
– dd.mm.yyyy
In these formats, the following rules apply:
– yyyy specifies the year. yyyy must be an integer in the range 0001 through 9999. Leading zeros are optional.
– mm specifies the month within the year. mm must be an integer in the range 01 through 12. Leading zeros are

optional.
– dd specifies the day within the month. dd must be an integer in the range 01 through 31. Leading zeros are

optional.
The combined values of yyyy, mm, and dd must represent a valid date. For example, 1988-02-29 is a valid date.
1989-02-29 is not.

• date-time
Specifies the date and time, where:
– The format for specifying the DATE-TIME is:

yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff
– The rules for specifying the DATE component of DATE-TIME are the same as for DATE. The rules for specifying the

TIME component of DATE-TIME are:
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• hh specifies the hour on a 24-hour clock. hh must be an integer in the range 00 through 23. Leading zeros are
optional.

• mm specifies the number of minutes past the hour. mm must be an integer in the range 00 through 59. Leading
zeros are optional.

• ss specifies the number of seconds past the minute. ss must be an integer in the range 00 through 59. Leading
zeros are optional.

• ffffff specifies the number of millionths of a second past the specified second. ffffff is optional; if you include it, it
must be an integer in the range 000000 through 999999. The default value is 000000. Trailing zeros are optional.

• time
Specifies the time in one of the following formats:
– hh.mm.ss
– hh:mm:ss
The rules for specifying TIME are the same as those listed for DATE-TIME.
When TIME is specified, the date defaults to the current date.

• UTC
Specifies that Start and Stop times are interpreted as UTC times instead of local times.

Usage

How to submit EXTRACT JOURNAL

EXTRACT JOURNAL must be submitted through the batch command facility and in local mode.

When to use EXTRACT JOURNAL

EXTRACT JOURNAL is most commonly used on a daily basis or after each archive journal is created. It is used as part of
a plan for recovering a file or area on a device that takes a hardware hit.

NOTE
For more information, see the 'FROM EXTRACT' option on the ROLLFORWARD command. It allows
ROLLFORWARD processing to be done during a recovery situation when time is critical or extract processing to
be done during a non-critical time in case it is needed.

How EXTRACT JOURNAL works

EXTRACT JOURNAL works much the same as ROLLFORWARD using the sort option, except that instead of applying
the latest after image directly to the database, the image is written to the extract file. The input archive journal is read and
after images for selected areas are sorted. Only the latest image from a completed transaction is saved, and the rest are
discarded. By saving only the latest after images for only selected areas, the resulting extract file is smaller and presorted,
making subsequent ROLLFORWARD processing go much faster.

If a transaction does not end on the current set of input files, all AFTR images from that transaction are written to the
extract file. When these extra images are processed by a subsequent EXTRACT JOURNAL or by a ROLLFORWARD
command, they are included with completed AFTR images or discarded depending on the final status of that transaction.
Only the most recent AFTR image taken from a completed transaction for a given dbkey is applied to the database.

Multiple input archive journals

Multiple input archive journals can be used as input provided they are read in the correct order. They do not need to
be merged into a single file. With restrictions, each archived journal can also be processed with separate EXTRACT
JOURNAL jobs, and the resulting extract files can be concatenated as input to one ROLLFORWARD job.

COMPLETE and ALL with STOP time considerations

If the COMPLETE option or the ALL option with a STOP time is specified, the resulting extract file will not contain any
information for run units that were active at the end of the archive file. Therefore, an extract file created with these options
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should never be used as input with extract files created from subsequent archive journals. Use these options only if you
intend this extract file to be the last in a series of extract files that will be used as input to a ROLLFORWARD.

Multiple output extract files from one archive journal

To create multiple extract files from one archive journal (one for each database segment, for instance) EXTRACT
JOURNAL must be run multiple times, once for each group of database areas or files that you may wish to recover
separately.

Since ROLLFORWARD has the ability to select images from an input extract file by area or file, you do not need an
extract file for each area or file. For example, you can create an extract file for each critical database segment, and if a
recovery is needed for one file in that segment, you can use ROLLFORWARD to recover just that file from the segment
extract file. This speeds recovery while minimizing the number of extract tapes you need to maintain.

KSDS native VSAM records

EXTRACT JOURNAL does not support KSDS native VSAM records.

Controlling the starting point of the extract operation

If no START AT parameter is specified, the extract operation starts with the first journal image on the input archive file(s).
If START AT is specified, the extract operation starts with the first checkpoint record (BGIN, COMT, ENDJ, ABRT, or
CKPT) whose timestamp is on or after the specified time.

Specifying a start time may save recovery time and also circumvent issues associated with aborted recovery units that
span the start of the input file. It further enables the extract operation to begin processing at a quiesce point that does not
correspond with a journal file boundary.

If START AT is specified, quiesce point verification is always performed even if VERIFY QUIESCE NONE is specified.
Limited verification will be performed unless full verification is specifically requested.

Quiesce point verification

A quiesce point is a point in time during which there is no update activity for some portion of a database. To perform
a correct recovery, you must begin the recovery operation at a quiesce point for the portion of the database being
recovered. To assist in this effort, the extract journal utility provides three levels of quiesce point verification: none, limited,
and full.

None means that no quiesce point verification is performed. It is appropriate for extract operations whose input is not
expected to coincide with a quiesce point. For example, if extracting journal information incrementally, then quiesce point
verification could be used when processing the archive files produced immediately after a quiesce operation, but must not
be used when processing subsequent archive files.

The limited and full options both enable quiesce point verification. They do this by checking for the existence of spanned
recovery units that are recovery units that are active at the start of the extract operation. A recovery unit is represented
by journal images starting with a BGIN or COMT checkpoint and ending with a COMT, ENDJ, or ABRT checkpoint. If a
spanned recovery unit updates the specified portion of the database, then the extract operation is not starting at a quiesce
point. If this situation is detected and either limited or full quiesce point verification is in effect, the extract operation will
terminate with an error.

However, it is not always possible to know whether a spanned recovery unit affects the specified portion of the database
or not. If the initial BGIN or COMT checkpoint record for a recovery unit is not contained on the archive file being
processed, then it is not possible to determine whether it updated the specified portion of the database. Such a recovery
unit is referred to as an indoubt recovery unit.

The time line illustrates what is meant by an indoubt recovery unit. The journal images for recovery unit R are written to
the journal file at the times shown. If the archive file includes images starting at T1, then R is not an indoubt recovery unit
because the archive file contains all journal images written for R since its inception. Similarly, if the archive file starts at
time T3, R is not an indoubt recovery unit, because the archive file contains no images for R whatsoever. However, if the
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archive file starts at time T2, then R is an indoubt recovery unit, since the archive file does not contain all journal images
written since its inception.

If an indoubt recovery unit does not span the start of the rollforward operation, its existence doesn't matter. But if an
indoubt recovery unit is also a spanned recovery unit, then the extract operation might not be starting at a quiesce point.

The action taken if an indoubt spanned recovery unit is encountered depends on whether limited or full quiesce point
verification is in effect. Under full verification, the extract operation will terminate with an error. Under limited verification, a
warning message will be issued identifying the recovery unit, but processing will continue. Warning messages produced
under limited verification should be examined to ensure that the identified recovery units in fact did not affect the specified
portion of the database. If there is any doubt, the PRINT JOURNAL utility statement should be used to gain more
information about the indoubt recovery units. If after researching the situation, it is found that an indoubt recovery unit did
update the specified portion of the database, the resulting extract file must not be used for recovery purposes. You must
locate a quiesce point corresponding to a backup of the specified portion of the database and begin the extract operation
from that point.

When to use full or limited verification

Full quiesce point verification should only be used if you expect that no indoubt spanned recovery units are active at the
starting point of the extract operation. The only way to guarantee this is to process the archive files that were created
immediately following a quiesce of update activity across all areas. One way to establish such a quiesce point is to shut
down a central version. Another way is to use the DCMT QUIESCE command and specify a DBNAME that includes every
area in the DMCL.

Limited quiesce point verification can be used when processing the archive files produced immediately following a quiesce
operation for the portion of the database for which the extract is being performed. One way to do this is to use the DCMT
QUIESCE SEGMENT command to quiesce a segment and then use the limited quiesce point verification when extracting
records for that segment.

EXTRACT JOURNAL and Distributed Transactions

EXTRACT JOURNAL reports on distributed transactions and supports the use of an input section recovery control file.
The control file is used to complete InDoubt distributed transactions unless ALL is specified. For more information, see
JCL Considerations as well as Common Facilities for Distributed Transactions.

NOTE
For considerations associated with distributed transactions during recovery operations, see the IDMS Database
Administration Section

JCL Considerations

When you submit an EXTRACT JOURNAL statement through the batch command facility, in addition to the standard JCL
required for the batch command facility, you must also include statements to define:

• SYS001 to point to the input archived journal file.
• SYS002 or the DDname specified in the JCL to point to the output extract file. The output extract file is a standard

variable length record file. Specify a block size that is at least as large as the block size of the input journal.
• Any sort work files needed by your local sort.

To use a section recovery input control file, include a CTRLIN file definition or DD statement in the IDMSBCF execution
JCL. To use a section recovery output control file, include a CTRLOUT file definition or DD statement in the IDMSBCF
execution JCL. The format of both of these files is fixed block with a record length of 80.

NOTE
For more information about the generic JCL used to execute the batch command facility, see the section for your
operating system in this section.
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Example

The following statement directs the EXTRACT JOURNAL utility to create an extract file from all after images in the
EMPDEMO segment. The default ddname of SYS002 is used.

extract journal for segment empdemo all;

Sample Output

The first listing shown next, was generated after submitting the sample EXTRACT JOURNAL statement in the previous
example. The extract file was then used as input to the ROLLFORWARD utility to restore the EMPDEMO segment. The
listing from the ROLLFORWARD utility is presented after the EXTRACT JOURNAL listing.

EXTRACT JOURNAL listing

IDMSBCF                                              IDMS Batch Command Facility                            mm/

dd/yy   PAGE 1

  EXTRACT JOURNAL FOR

     AREA EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION,

          EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION,

          EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION

     ALL

     TO SYS002

     STOP AT 'yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff'

     ;

ROLLFORWARD STARTED yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff

 RU_ID  00000001  PGM_ID  EMPLOAD   QUIESCE LEVELS 01  UPD 00   BGIN  yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff

 RU_ID  00000001  PGM_ID  EMPLOAD   QUIESCE LEVELS 00  UPD 00   ENDJ  yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff

IMAGES SELECTED FOR AREA EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION              1,034

IMAGES SELECTED FOR AREA EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION                196

IMAGES SELECTED FOR AREA EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION                587

TOTAL IMAGES WRITTEN                1817

JOURNAL INPUT COUNTS:

BLOCK COUNT       705  BACKWARD        0

RECORD COUNT     5526  BACKWARD        0

Status = 0

AutoCommit will COMMIT transaction

Command Facility ended with no errors or warnings

Listing from ROLLFORWARD

IDMSBCF                                              IDMS Batch Command Facility                            mm/

dd/yy   PAGE 1
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  ROLLFORWARD

      SEGMENT EMPDEMO

  FROM EXTRACT SYS002

  ;

ROLLFORWARD STARTED yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff

IMAGE FILE CREATED ON yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff

  EXTRACT FILE IMAGES CREATED FROM yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff TO yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff

RECORDS RESTORED TO AREA EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION              1,034

RECORDS RESTORED TO AREA EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION                196

RECORDS RESTORED TO AREA EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION                587

TOTAL RECORDS RESTORED              1817

JOURNAL IMAGES READ    1,818

Status = 0

IDMSBCF                                              IDMS Batch Command Facility                            mm/

dd/yy   PAGE 2

AutoCommit will COMMIT transaction

Command Facility ended with no errors or warnings

FASTLOAD
The FASTLOAD utility loads data into a non-SQL defined database for the first time.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To You need this privilege On
FASTLOAD into a segment DBAWRITE The segment

Syntax

 

►►─── FASTLOAD ─┬──────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

                ├─ STEP ─┬─ step-name ─┘

                └─ FROM ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ NOTIFY notify-record-count ─┘

 ►─────┬─────────────────┬────────────────┬─────────────────────┬─────────────►◄

       └── as SORTEXIT ──┘                └── REUSE workfiles ──┘
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Parameters

• STEP
Specifies that only one step of the entire FASTLOAD process should be executed.
If you do not specify STEP, all steps are performed.

• FROM
Specifies that FASTLOAD processing should begin at a specified step and that all remaining steps should be
completed.

• step-name
The name of the step to execute.
The name must be one of the following:
– SORT1
– IDMSDBL2
– SORT3
– IDMSDBL3
– SORT4
– IDMSDBL4

• NOTIFY
Directs the FASTLOAD utility to send a message to the system console after a specified number of records are read in
the current step.
If you omit the NOTIFY option or specify 0, no messages are sent. Only the standard messages that go to the SYSLST
file are sent when a step is completed.

• notify-record-count
The number of records to read before sending a message.
If you specify zero, the only message sent is the message that is always sent to the SYSLST file at the end of each
step. The message indicates the number of records processed during the step.

• as SORTEXIT
Causes each DBLx step in the utility to return its input data directly from the preceding sort instead of having the sort
write the data to a workfile. This option eliminates one workfile for each sort and saves the I/O it takes to write then
read the workfile.

• REUSE workfiles
Causes each step in the utility to reuse an existing workfile, if possible, when writing its output data, instead of writing
to a new one for each step. This reduces the number of workfiles that need to be allocated.

Usage

How to submit the FASTLOAD statement

You submit the FASTLOAD statement only through the batch command facility. You must run the batch command facility
in local mode.

When to use the FASTLOAD utility

Use the FASTLOAD utility to load a non-SQL-defined database for the first time.

When not to use the FASTLOAD utility

To reload a non-SQL-defined database that has been unloaded, use RELOAD.

To load an SQL-defined database, use LOAD.

NOTE
FASTLOAD cannot process mixed page groups and will issue an error message if mixed page groups are
encountered. If your subschema binds to multiple page groups, you must select a subset of areas to process
that are all in the same page group. You must use multiple invocations of the utility to process different page
groups.
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Before running FASTLOAD

To use the FASTLOAD utility, follow these sectionlines:

1. Write a format program to prepare input data and create a subschema that describes the records and sets to be
loaded.

2. Link edit the format program with IDMSDBLU and IDMS.
3. Execute the format program.
4. Execute the FASTLOAD utility to complete the loading process.

The format program

The format program builds record and set ownership descriptors for each record to be loaded. These descriptors are used
when loading the records.

The subschema

The subschema must:

• Include all records being loaded and all sets in which the records participate
• Allow the areas being loaded, and all areas with set connections to those areas, to be readied in exclusive update

mode

Run FASTLOAD all at once or in steps

The processing initiated by the FASTLOAD utility has six steps, which you can run one at a time or as a single process.
Each step generates output for use by the next step. Three of the steps are sorts to prepare the data for use by the next
step. You can use your own sorting program or direct the FASTLOAD utility to sort the data during processing. If you run
the steps as a single process, sorting is performed automatically.

When to run FASTLOAD in steps

The most common reason to use the FASTLOAD utility in steps is to cut the work into pieces, each piece requiring less
time to run than the whole process.

You may also decide to use the FASTLOAD utility in steps to use your own sorting programs between the steps, or you
can run the sort steps on a different machine than that holding the database.

Restarting IDMSDBL2, IDMSDBL3 or IDMSDBL4

If a problem arises while running IDMSDBL2 or IDMSDBL3, do not simply fix the cause of the problem and rerun the step.
In addition to fixing the cause of the problem, you must do one of the following:

• Reinitialize the database and begin again at the IDMSDBL2 step
• If you backed up the database before running the step, you can run the step again, using the backup

These steps change the database, and if a problem arises, you need to undo the changes before running a step over
again.

If a correctable abend occurs while running IDMSDBL4 (for example, a time-out abend), you can restart the fastload
operation at the IDMSDBL4 step after unlocking the areas involved. Because the IDMSDBL4 step modifies existing
records, when it is restarted it will simply modify the same records in the same way.

SORTEXIT and FROM/STEP

When using the FROM and STEP options with the SORTEXIT option, each pair of SORTn and DBLx steps are
considered to be one step. If either half of the SORTn/DBLx is specified on a FROM or STEP option, processing will start
with the SORTn step and the DBLx step will also be executed. For example:

• FROM IDMSDBL3 will start with step SORT3 and will continue to the end.
• STEP SORT3 will run steps SORT3 and IDMSDBL3.

SORTEXIT/REUSE WORKFILE restart considerations
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Since SORTEXIT combines each SORTn step with the DBLx step that follows it, if a failure occurs in the DBLx step, a
restart (if a restart is possible) must begin with the sort step and the input to the step will be resorted. Non-SORTEXIT
mode will take longer to run but can be restarted after the sort in this case. Therefore, if restart time is more critical than
normal runtime, do not run the utility as a sortexit.

If the REUSE WORKFILE option is used with SORTEXIT, some input workfiles will be used as output files in the same
step. Therefore, if these two options are used together and a failure occurs, the utility must be restarted from the
beginning.

Workfile Considerations for restarting a failed FASTLOAD

If the FASTLOAD command fails, depending on the reason for failure, restart the command at the failing step using the
"FROM step-name" syntax. You can restart a step only if the input files to that step are intact and valid.

To prepare for a possible restart when running a one-step FASTLOAD, the Intermediate work files should have a
disposition that preserves the data set in the event of an abend, for example, "DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)."

To restart FASTLOAD at a particular step, the input files to that step must have a disposition to specify that the files
already exist, for example, "DISP=OLD."

To determine which files were input to a given step, refer to the "Intermediate Work File" tables under "JCL
Considerations." Partially created output files should be deleted before restarting the job, and the original disposition
should be used in the restart job, for example, "DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)."

The SYSPCH file contains sort parameter information for sort steps. It is an output file to IDMSDBLn steps, but is not read
unless restarting or running in step mode. So during a normal run, the SYSPCH file should be treated as a normal output
file, for example, "DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)." However, restarting is not as straightforward. If the previous job failed in
an IDMSDBLx step, the SYSPCH file was an output file and should be deleted before restarting. But if the failure occurred
in a SORTx step, the contents of the SYSPCH file should contain the same values that were input to the SORTx step. In
this case, the SYSPCH file should be preserved and defined as a SYS001 input file to the restart step.

When the SORTEXIT option is used, the SORTx and IDMSDBLx steps are combined. If a failure occurs in this mode,
the SYSPCH file should normally be preserved and used as a SYS001 input file to the restart. However, there is a small
window at the end of an IDMSDBLx step where the SYSPCH file is opened for output and new SORT parameters are
written. If the job fails at this point, the entire SORTx/IDMSDBLx step must be restarted, but the SYSPCH file will not be
valid as a SYS001 input file. In this case, the sort parameters must be recreated by hand or the job must be restarted at
an earlier IDMSDBLx step if possible. One way to avoid this situation is to run in step mode when running SORTEXIT
mode.

The RELDCTL data set is always an input file to the first step of a FASTLOAD whether being restarted or not.

The steps of FASTLOAD

The FASTLOAD utility consists of the following steps which you can run separately or as a single operation:

Step Description
SORT1 Sorts the output file from the execution of the format program.
IDMSDBL2 Stores records in the database using the output from SORT1,but

does not connect any sets.
Creates an intermediate work file for use by SORT3.
Prints statistics on the records written to the database.

SORT3 Sorts the file produced by IDMSDBL2.
IDMSDBL3 Establishes pointers for each chained setin which each record

participates (that is, builds the record prefix) but does not write the
prefixes to the database.
Creates an intermediate work file for use by SORT4.
Builds indexes in the database.
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SORT4 Sorts the file produced by IDMSDBL3.
IDMSDBL4 Inserts the record prefixes by performing a serial sweep of the

database.

Each step has input and output

Step Input Output
SORT1 SYS001 contains sort control parameters

from the SYSPCHfile after running the
format program
SYS002 from running the format program

SYS004 contains the sorted contents of
SYS002

IDMSDBL2 SYS004 from SORT1
RELDCTL file from the format
program;RELDCTL contains control and set
information

SYSPCH contains sort control parameters
SYS005 contains set membership
information
SYSLST contains statistics on records
written to the database

Note: Overflow statistics may be fewer than expected. To improve performance during a fastload, IDMSDBL2 uses the dbkey of the
previously stored record as a 'direct' dbkey if the next record to be stored has the same new target page. This reduces the number of
overflow conditions.
SORT3 SYS001 contains sort control parameters

from IDMSDBL2.If running all steps at
once, no sort parameters are needed.
SYS005 from IDMSDBL2

SYS009 contains the sorted contents of
SYS005

IDMSDBL3 SYS009 from SORT3
RELDCTL file from the format
program;RELDCTL contains control and set
information

SYSPCH contains sort control parameters
SYS010 contains pointer descriptors

SORT4 SYS001 contains sort control parameters
from IDMSDBL3.If running all steps at
once, no sort parameters are needed.
SYS010 from IDMSDBL3

SYS011 contains the sorted contents of
SYS010

IDMSDBL4 SYS011 from SORT4
RELDCTL file from the format
program;RELDCTL contains control and set
information

 

NOTE
This table describes the input and output files as if FASTLOAD were executing without the SORTEXIT and
REUSE options. For the effect of these parameters, see "JCL Considerations" later in this section.

Sort output after each step

If you run the FASTLOAD utility a step at a time, you must sort the contents of the intermediate work files. You can use
your own sort program or direct the FASTLOAD utility to perform the sorts for you. If you use your own sort program, do
not execute the FASTLOAD utility sort steps.

You can use the sort parameters in SYSPCH from the format programs IDMSDBL2 and IDMSDBL3 as the starting point
for coding your sort parameters.

Sort the intermediate work files as follows:

Sort name File to sort Sort order Sort on Begins at
SORT1 SYS002 Descending 16 bytes Byte 5
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SORT3 SYS005 Ascending 16 + (2 x n)
n = the length of the
longest sort or CALC key
in the subschema

Byte 5

SORT4 SYS010 Ascending 12 bytes Byte 5

The format program

Functions

The format program must perform the following functions for each record to be loaded:

• Builds a record occurrence descriptor
• Builds one owner descriptor for each set in which the record is an automatic member
• Builds one owner descriptor for each set in which the record is a section member if the record is to be connected to the

set at load time
• Calls IDMSDBLU, passing the record occurrence descriptor as the first argument and the owner descriptors as the

remaining arguments

Output

IDMSDBLU uses the information provided by the format program to create an output file for use as input by the
FASTLOAD utility.

The format program specifies the subschema, SEGMENT, and DMCL

As part of preparation for FASTLOAD operations, the format program calls IDMSDBLU. On the FIRST CALL ONLY, the
subschema, segment name, and the DMCL name must be identified for use by IDMSDBLU.

For example,

01  PARMLIST-1.

    02  SUBSCHEMA-NAME  PIC X(8)  VALUE 'EMPSS01'.

    02  SEGMENT-NAME    PIC X(8)  VALUE 'EMPDEMO'.

    02  DMCL-NAME       PIC X(8)  VALUE 'EMPDMCL'.

CALL 'IDMSDBLU' USING PARMLIST-1.

The subschema, segment name, and DMCL must exist and be accessible at the time that the format program passes their
names to IDMSDBLU, and when they are to be used by the FASTLOAD utility.

Record descriptors

Record occurrence descriptors built by the format program must be aligned on a doubleword and must contain the
following fields:

Field Usage Size Description
1 Char 18 bytes The record name of the record

being loaded. The format
program must initialize this field
before calling IDMSDBLU.

2 Char 6 bytes Binary zeros.
3 Binary 4 bytes Record ID of the record

occurrence being loaded.
The format program must
initialize this field before calling
IDMSDBLU.
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4 Binary 4 bytes Suggested page number for
storage of the record occurrence
being loaded. Responsibility
for supplying the page number
depends on the location mode
of the record:
If the location mode is either
CALC or VIA a CALC record,
IDMSDBLU determines and
returns the suggested page
number.
If the location mode is DIRECT,
the format program must
initialize this field either with
an actual page number or with
the value -1. In the latter case,
IDMSDBLU returns as the
suggested page number the
number of the first page in the
range to which the record is
assigned.
If the location mode is VIA a VIA
record, the format program must
process the owner record first
and save the suggested page
number of the owner record to
initialize this field.

5 Binary 4 bytes Binary zeros.
6 Binary 4 bytes Serial number that uniquely

identifies the record occurrence
being loaded. IDMSDBLU
generates and returns this
value.

7 Character 4 bytes Error status. IDMSDBLU returns
error-status codes that parallel
those returned by IDMS/DB.
The format program must
ensure that the returned value is
0000 before proceeding.

8 Character Size of the largest record to be
loaded

Actual record occurrence, left
justified. The format program
must initialize this field before
calling IDMSDBLU.

After the last record is passed to IDMSDBLU, it is necessary to call IDMSDBLU one final time. This call must have the
RECORD descriptor with the record ID field set to a -1 as its parameter.

Owner descriptors
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Owner descriptors built by the format program must be aligned on a fullword and must contain the following fields:

Field Usage Size Description
1 Character 16 bytes Name of the set in which

the record being loaded
is a member, left justified.
The format program must
initialize this field before calling
IDMSDBLU.

2 Binary 4 bytes Serial number of the owner
record. The format program
must initialize this field only if
the owner record has a location
mode of CALC and duplicates
are allowed. In this case, the
format program must process
the owner record first and save
the returned serial number
(field 4 of the record occurrence
descriptor) to initialize the field.
The format program does not
need to initialize this field for
system-owned indexes.

3 CALC owner: as defined in the
schema

1 through 256 bytes CALC key of the owner record,
left justified. The format program
must initialize this field before
calling IDMSDBLU.

 Non-CALC owner: binary 4 bytes Serial number of the owner
record. In this case, the format
program must process the
owner record first and save the
returned serial number (field
4 of the record occurrence
descriptor) to initialize the field.
The format program does not
need to initialize this field for
system-owned indexes.

JCL Considerations

When you submit a FASTLOAD utility through the batch command facility, the JCL to execute the facility must include
statements to define:

• Files containing the areas to be loaded
• The intermediate work files
• Sort space

NOTE
For more information about the generic JCL used to execute the batch command facility, see the section for your
operating system in this section.

Intermediate work files
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The following tables indicate which work files are created and read by the different utility steps depending on the use of
the SORTEXIT and REUSE WORKFILE options.

Step Input Output
FASTLOAD: NOT sortexit mode and NOT reusing workfiles
SORT1 SYS002 SYS004
IDMSDBL2 SYS004 SYS005
SORT3 SYS005 SYS009
IDMSDBL3 SYS009 SYS010
SORT4 SYS010 SYS011
IDMSDBL4 SYS011  
FASTLOAD: NOT sortexit mode and REUSING workfiles
SORT1 SYS002 SYS004
IDMSDBL2 SYS004 SYS005
SORT3 SYS005 SYS004
IDMSDBL3 SYS004 SYS005
SORT4 SYS005 SYS004
IDMSDBL4 SYS004  
FASTLOAD: SORTEXIT mode and NOT reusing workfiles
SORT1/IDMSDBL2 SYS002 SYS005
SORT3/IDMSDBL3 SYS005 SYS010
SORT4/IDMSDBL4 SYS010  
FASTLOAD: SORTEXIT mode and REUSING workfiles
SORT1/IDMSDBL2 SYS002 SYS005
SORT3/IDMSDBL3 SYS005 SYS005
SORT4/IDMSDBL4 SYS005  

NOTE
The RELDCTL file is read in steps IDMSDBL2, IDMSDBL3, and IDMSDBL4.

Work file JCL Considerations for STEP mode

FASTLOAD normally runs as a single step but runs as separate steps using the "STEP step-name" syntax. When running
in step mode, input files should have dispositions to state that the file already exists, for example, "DISP=OLD."

Preserve output files on successful completion but not when the job fails, for example, "DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE)."

See the "Intermediate Work File" table to determine which files are input and which files are output and when they are
used.

The RELDCTL file is always input to every step.

The SYSPCH file is created by an IDMSDBLx step and used as input to a SORTx step. When used as input, it is defined
as SYS001.

Work file record lengths:
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• The RELDCTL file is a fixed length file with a record length of 60 bytes.
• The SYSPCH file is a fixed length file with a record length of 80 bytes.
• All SYSxxx files are variable length files. The record length can vary from one step to the next, from one job to the

next. Do not code an LRECL value in the JCL, just code a BLKSIZE value. A BLKSIZE value should be chosen based
on the optimal size for the device being used, for example, 1/2 track if disk or 32k if tape.

Example

The following example directs the FASTLOAD utility to perform an initial load of a sample IDMS/DB non-SQL-defined
database.

fastload;

The following command directs FASTLOAD to run all steps as a sortexit and to reuse workfiles:

fastload as sortexit reuse workfiles;

Sample Output

After successful completion of the FASTLOAD utility, the IDMS Batch Command Facility produces the following listing:

IDMSBCF                                              IDMS Batch Command Facility                            mm/

dd/yy   PAGE 1

 SET BATCH WIDTH PAGE 80;

Status = 0

   FASTLOAD;

UT010002 BEGINNING PROCESSING FOR STEP SORT1

UT009001 IDMSDBLY RELEASE nn.n TAPE volser SORT STARTED

UT009002    12 RECORDS WERE READ FROM SYS002

UT009003    12 RECORDS WERE WRITTEN TO SYS004

UT009004 IDMSDBLY RELEASE nn.n SORT COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

UT010003 STEP SORT1    HAS COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

UT010002 BEGINNING PROCESSING FOR STEP IDMSDBL2

UT005001 IDMSDBL2 RELEASE nn.n TAPE volser PROCESSING STARTED

UT005002 DATABASE LOAD STATISTICS

 DATABASE LOADED ON mm/dd/77 AT 154852

PAGES READ ...............             4

PAGES WRITTEN ............             5

PAGES REQUESTED ..........             7

CALC RCDS IN TARGET PAGE .             5

CALC RCDS OVERFLOWED .....             1

VIA RCDS IN TARGET PAGE ..             3

VIA RCDS OVERFLOWED ......             0

LINES REQUESTED BY IDMS ..            26

RCDS MADE CURRENT OF R/U .             9

CALLS TO IDMS ............            13

FRAGMENTS STORED .........             0

RECORDS RELOCATED ........             0

UT005003    12 INTERMEDIATE RECORDS WERE WRITTEN TO SYS005

UT005004    SYS005   RECORD LENGTH IS 44

UT005005    NO DATABASE ERRORS WERE ENCOUNTERED
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UT005006 IDMSDBL2 RELEASE nn.n PROCESSING COMPLETED

UT010003 STEP IDMSDBL2 HAS COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

UT010002 BEGINNING PROCESSING FOR STEP SORT3

UT009001 IDMSDBLY RELEASE nn.n TAPE volser SORT STARTED

UT009002    12 RECORDS WERE READ FROM SYS005

UT009003    12 RECORDS WERE WRITTEN TO SYS009

UT009004 IDMSDBLY RELEASE nn.n SORT COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

UT010003 STEP SORT3    HAS COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

UT010002 BEGINNING PROCESSING FOR STEP IDMSDBL3

UT006001 IDMSDBL3 RELEASE nn.n TAPE volser PROCESSING STARTED

UT006007    12 INTERMEDIATE RECORDS WERE READ FROM SYS009

UT006002    12 INTERMEDIATE RECORDS WERE WRITTEN TO SYS010

UT006005    NO DATABASE ERRORS WERE ENCOUNTERED

UT006006 IDMSDBL3 RELEASE nn.n PROCESSING COMPLETED

UT010003 STEP IDMSDBL3 HAS COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

UT010002 BEGINNING PROCESSING FOR STEP SORT4

UT009001 IDMSDBLY RELEASE nn.n TAPE volser SORT STARTED

UT009002    12 RECORDS WERE READ FROM SYS010

UT009003    12 RECORDS WERE WRITTEN TO SYS011

UT009004 IDMSDBLY RELEASE nn.n SORT COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

UT010003 STEP SORT4    HAS COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

UT010002 BEGINNING PROCESSING FOR STEP IDMSDBL4

UT007001 IDMSDBL4 RELEASE nn.n TAPE volser PROCESSING STARTED

UT007004    NO DATABASE ERRORS WERE ENCOUNTERED

UT007005    NO LOGIC ERRORS WERE ENCOUNTERED

UT007002    12 RECORDS WERE READ FROM SYS011

UT007006 IDMSDBL4 RELEASE nn.n PROCESSING COMPLETED

UT010003 STEP IDMSDBL4 HAS COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

UT010001 DATABASE LOAD HAS COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

Status = 0

AutoCommit will COMMIT transaction

Command Facility ended with no errors or warnings

NOTE
For more information about loading a non-SQL defined database see the IDMS Database Administration
Section.

FIX ARCHIVE
The FIX ARCHIVE utility rewrites a tape journal file. Typically, you rewrite a tape journal file in use at the time of an
abnormal system shutdown to make the file usable by the ROLLBACK utility.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To You need this privilege On
Rewrite a tape journal file USE The DMCL
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Syntax

 

►►── FIX ARCHIVE ─┬───────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►◄

                  └─ REPORT ─┬─ FULL ◄────┤

                             ├─ TERSE ────┤

                             └─ SUMMARY ──┘

 

Parameters

• REPORT
Specifies the amount of detail that is to appear on the report.

• FULL
Specifies that all details are to be reported. This includes for every transaction: checkpoints, database statistics, and
area usage. All details of a distributed transaction record are reported. This includes local transaction ids with program
names; external transaction ids, and resource manager interests. Additionally, transactions active at the end of the
process are listed and the time of the last global quiesce point is identified. FULL is the default if no REPORT option is
specified.

• TERSE
Indicates that only transaction checkpoints and summary information is produced. For distributed transaction records:
external transaction ids, and resource manager interests are not included in the report.

• SUMMARY
Indicates that only final summary information is produced.

Usage

How to submit the FIX ARCHIVE statement

You submit the FIX ARCHIVE statement to IDMS/DB only through the batch command facility. You must run the batch
command facility in local mode.

How IDMS/DB rewrites a tape journal file

When rewriting a tape journal file, IDMS/DB:

• Writes an end-of-file marker on the output tape
• Writes ABRT checkpoints for all run units active at the time of the abnormal termination
• Prints checkpoints and program statistics for run units whose activity is recorded in the journal file
• Identifies quiesce points for use in a rollback or rollforward operation
• Writes additional checkpoint records to the output tape

– For incomplete distributed transactions whose state is InDoubt at the time of the abnormal termination, additional
distributed and local checkpoint records will be written to the output file to complete the transaction if a matching
section recovery control input file entry is provided.

– For local (that is, non-distributed) transactions still active at the time of the abnormal termination, an ABRT
checkpoint record will be added to the output file.

Multivolume journal files

The FIX ARCHIVE statement must process all unarchived volumes of a tape journal file in a single run.

Archived journal files

In most cases, you do not have to run the FIX ARCHIVE utility statement against archived journal files. Here are some
exceptions:
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• To identify incomplete distributed transactions whose state is InDoubt at the end of the input file. (PRINT JOURNAL
can also be used for this purpose.)

• To complete transactions by writing additional checkpoint records to the output file.
– For incomplete distributed transactions whose state is InDoubt at the end of the input file, additional distributed

and local checkpoint records will be written to the output file if a matching section recovery control input file entry is
provided.

– For local (that is, non-distributed) transactions still active at the time of the abnormal termination, an ABRT
checkpoint record will be written.

• To merge multiple journal tapes onto one tape for certain rollback and rollforward operations that require multiple
journal tapes to be one contiguous file

FIX ARCHIVE and Distributed Transactions

FIX ARCHIVE reports on distributed transactions and supports the use of input and output section recovery control files.
The input section recovery control file is used to complete InDoubt distributed transactions. If an output section recovery
control file is included in the JCL, an entry will be written for each incomplete distributed transaction encountered. For
more information, see JCL Considerations and the "Common Facilities for Distributed Transactions" section.

NOTE
For considerations associated with distributed transactions during recovery operations, see the IDMS Database
Administration Section.

JCL Considerations

When you submit a FIX ARCHIVE statement to IDMS/DB through the batch command facility, the JCL to execute the
facility must include statements to define:

• The tape journal file to be rewritten, which is on SYS001
• The rewritten tape journal file, which is on SYS002

To use a section recovery input control file, include a CTRLIN file definition or DD statement in the IDMSBCF execution
JCL. To use a section recovery output control file, include a CTRLOUT file definition or DD statement in the IDMSBCF
execution JCL. The format of both of these files is fixed block with a record length of 80.

NOTE
For more information about the generic JCL used to execute the batch command facility, see the section for your
operating system in this section.

Examples

The following statement directs the FIX ARCHIVE statement to rewrite a tape journal file.

fix archive;

Sample Output

When the FIX ARCHIVE utility runs successfully, the following listing is produced:

 IDMSBCF                                              IDMS Batch Command Facility                            mm/

dd/yy   PAGE 1

    FIX ARCHIVE;

  RU_ID         1  PGM_ID  EMPLOAD   QUIESECE LEVELS  1  UPD  0   BGIN  yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff

  RU_ID         1  PGM_ID  EMPLOAD   QUIESECE LEVELS  0  UPD  0   ENDJ  yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff
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   STATISTICS  FOR  EMPLOAD      RU_ID         1

    PAGES READ               969    PAGES WRITTEN            847    PAGES REQUESTED         2567    CALC TARGET           186

    CALC OVERFLOW              0    VIA TARGET               439    VIA OVERFLOW               0    LINES REQUESTED      6042

    RECS CURRENT            1307    CALLS TO IDMS           1461    FRAGMENTS STORED           0    RECS LOCATED            0

    LOCKS REQUESTED            0    SELECT LOCKS               0    UPDATE LOCKS               0

    START TIME: 1999-09-18-15.52.35.481748  TIME OF LAST COMMIT: NONE                        NUMBER OF COMMITS:        0

                                                              SINCE LAST COMMIT

    TABLESPACES OPENED                BEFORE       AFTER      BEFORE       AFTER        USAGE MODE

    EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION              825         825         825         825    SHARED UPDATE

    EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION              115         115         115         115    SHARED UPDATE

    EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION             1314        1314        1314        1314    SHARED UPDATE

    BLOCK COUNT      702  RECORD COUNT     5512

    DATABASE IN QUIESCE AT END OF FILE

    DATABASE IN UPDATE QUIESCE AT END OF FILE

    ACTIVE PROGRAMS AT STOP TIME WERE:

    NONE

    DATA BASE MAY NOT NEED TO BE RECOVERED

 Status = 0

 AutoCommit will COMMIT transaction

 Command Facility ended with no errors or warnings

NOTE
For more information about journaling, see the IDMS Database Administration Section.

FIX PAGE
The FIX PAGE utility verifies, and optionally modifies, the contents of a database page.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To You Need This Privilege On
Modify a page in an area DBAWRITE The area
Verify a page in an area DBAWRITE The area

Syntax

 

►►─── FIX ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►──┬───────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►
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    └──┬─────────────┬─ LOCKED ─┘

       └── ALREADY ──┘

 

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

   │

   │

 ►─▼─ PAGE ─┬───────────────┬─ page-number ───────────────────────────────────►─

            └─ page-group: ─┘

  ───────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   │                            ┌────── , ───────┐ │ │

─►─▼─┬─ VERify ──┬─ hex-offset ─▼─ hex-halfword ─┴─┴─┴────────────────────────►◄

     └─ REPlace ─┘

 

Parameters

• ALREADY LOCKED
Specifies that if the target area or areas are currently locked, processing will continue. This option is honored in local
mode only. It is ignored when processing under the central version and has no effect on the processing of unlocked
areas.

• PAGE
Specifies the page containing the data to be verified or replaced.

• page-group:
The page group of the area containing the page you want to verify or replace.
If you do not specify a page group, page group zero is used.

• page-number
The number of a page in an area included in the DMCL module.

• VERify
Directs the FIX PAGE utility to verify that the data starting at the specified offset is equal to the specified halfwords.

• REPlace
Directs the FIX PAGE utility to replace the data starting at the specified offset with the specified halfwords.

• hex-offset
A 4-digit hexadecimal offset from the beginning of the page.
The offset identifies the starting position of the data to be verified or replaced. An offset of 0000 indicates that the data
begins with the first byte on the page.

• hex-halfword
A 4-digit hexadecimal value representing two bytes of data (one halfword) to be used:
– For comparison to the data on the page, when hex-halfword occurs in a VERIFY parameter
– As a replacement for data on the page, when hex-halfword occurs in a REPLACE parameter
You can specify up to 19 halfwords in a single VERIFY or REPLACE parameter. Multiple halfwords must be separated
by commas.

Usage

How to submit the FIX PAGE statement

You submit the FIX PAGE statement by using either the batch command facility or the online command facility.

If a VERIFY fails
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If you specify VERIFY and REPLACE, IDMS/DB verifies existing data before making any modifications to the contents
of a page. If any of the data supplied in the VERIFY parameter do not match the existing contents of the page, data
replacements are not made on the page, and the FIX PAGE operation terminates with an error.

Repairing a locked area

If a local mode application abends while an area is being updated, the lock could remain on the area. In this case, you can
either explicitly unlock the area using the UNLOCK utility, or you can use the ALREADY LOCKED option.

If ALREADY LOCKED is specified and the area was locked, the area will remain locked after the FIX PAGE is completed.
The ALREADY LOCKED option is not required if a page is being fixed online or through batch/CV and is ignored if
specified.

Unlocking a locked area

The FIX PAGE utility cannot be used to update an area's physical area lock. Instead, use the LOCK and UNLOCK area
utility statements to do this.

Committing prior work

Before executing this utility under a central version, you must commit any previous work done within the current session.

JCL Considerations

When you submit a FIX PAGE statement to IDMS/DB through the batch command facility in local mode, the JCL to
execute the facility must include statements to define the files containing the pages to be processed. To run the batch
command facility under central version, include a SYSCTL statement.

NOTE
For more information about the generic JCL used to execute the batch command facility, see the section for your
operating system in this section.

Examples

Verifying page contents

The following FIX PAGE statement requests verification of four bytes of data at the hexadecimal offset 0030 and two bytes
of data at the hexadecimal offset 0048 on page 75,003:

fix page 75003

       verify 0030 0125,5F0F

       verify 0048 7822;

Replacing data on a single page

The following FIX PAGE statement verifies and replaces data at one offset on page 75,020. If the data being verified is
incorrect, FIX PAGE does not replace any data on the page.

fix page 75020

   verify 0066 C1D9,D440

      replace 0066 D3C5,C740;

Replacing data on multiple pages

The following FIX PAGE statement verifies and replaces data on three pages. FIX PAGE replaces the data on each
specified page only if all the data being verified on the page is correct.

fix page 224521
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        verify 0200 89EE,F2C3

           replace 0200 89E5

    page 263942

        verify 00C2 440A,1254,339B

        verify 0110 5B2A,872F,AA23

           replace 00C2 3F24,85D2,1087

           replace 0110 5B24,8733,2842

    page 263957

        verify 0124 8924,3258

           replace 0124 0000,3268;

Sample Output

The following listing was generated after successfully replacing data on page 75020 in example two.

IDMSBCF                                              IDMS Batch Command Facility                            mm/

dd/yy   PAGE 1

   FIX PAGE 75020

       VER 0066 C1D9,D440

       REP 0066 D3C5,C740;

PAGE 75,020              PAGE GROUP 0        AVAILABLE SPACE 3,952

-000000   0001250C 01250C01 01250C01 0F700000  01250C00 01250C00 01254801 01252D01    *................ ................*

 000020   0125BB01 0124FA02 0125A803 0125A801  01256702 01256701 01250C02 01250C02    *..........Y...Y. ................*

 000040   01250C03 01250C03 01250C01 01250C01  01250317 01250317 F0F4F5F7 C8C1D9D9    *................ ........0457HARR*

 000060   E8404040 4040D3C5 C7404040 40404040  40404040 40F7F740 E2E4D5E2 C5E340E2    *Y     LEG             77 SUNSET S*

 000080   E3D9C9D7 40404040 40D5C1E3 C9C3D240  40404040 40404040 D4C1F0F2 F1F7F840    *TRIP     NATICK          MA02178 *

 0000A0   404040F6 F1F7F4F3 F2F0F9F2 F3F0F5F0  F2F8F7F7 F0F1F4F7 F7F7F1F2 F0F1F0F0    *   6174320923050 2877014777120100*

 0000C0   F0F0F0F0 F3F4F0F4 F0F50000 01250C01  01250C01 01250C01 0125130F 0125BD05    *0000340405...... ................*

 0000E0   0125BD05 F7F7F1F2 F0F1F7F8 F0F6F0F1  F5F30046 00000C00 7C000C00 0C000000    *....771201780601 53......@.......*

 000100   01250C01 01250C01 01250C01 0125AF05  0125AF03 F0F4F5F8 F0F8F0F8 00000000    *................ ....04580808....*

 000120   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000    *................ ................*

 000140   --SAME--

 001080   00000000 00000000 00000000 01A90100  001C0014 01A400CC 00340018 019F0010    *.............Z.. .....U..........*

 0010A0   00BC0048 00010004 000C0008 00280000  0001250C                               *.... ................*

-

-     1      4     0  0004     75,020-001     75,020-001

-   415    116     1  0010     75,020-000     75,020-000     75,080-001     75,053-001     75,195-001     75,002-002

                               75,176-003     75,176-001     75,111-002     75,111-001     75,020-002     75,020-002

                               75,020-003     75,020-003     75,020-001     75,020-001     75,011-023     75,011-023

                            *0457HARRY     LEG            77 SUNSET STRIP     NATICK         MA02178    617432092305028*

                            *770147771201000000340405..*

-   420     28     2  00CC     75,020-001     75,020-001     75,020-001     75,027-015     75,197-005     75,197-005

                            *77120178060153......@.......*

-   425      8     3  0100     75,020-001     75,020-001     75,020-001     75,183-005     75,183-003

                            *04580808*

 Status = 0

 AutoCommit will COMMIT transaction

 Command Facility ended with no errors or warnings

NOTE
For more information about database pages, see Administrating IDMS Database.
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FORMAT
The FORMAT utility prepares a database file, area, segment, SYSTRK or disk journal file for use by IDMS/DB.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To FORMAT You Need This Privilege On
An area DBAWRITE The area
A segment DBAWRITE All areas of the segment
A file DBAWRITE All areas that map to the file
A disk journal file USE The DMCL
A SYSTRK file USE The DMCL

Syntax

 

►►─── FORMAT ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ SEGMENT segment-name ──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬►◄

   ├─ FILE segment-name.file-name ───────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ AREA segment-name.area-name ──┬─────────────────────────────────┬──────┤

   │                                ├────────────────┬─── LOCKED ─────┘      │

   │                                └─ ALREADY ──────┘                       │

   │                                  ┌─────────────────────────────────────┐│

   ├─ JOURNAL ─┬─ journal-file-name ─┬▼─┬──────────────────────────────────┬┴┤

   │           └─ ALL ───────────────┘  ├─ MAX AREA nnnn ──────────────────┤ │

   │                                    ├┬──────┬─ STORAGE ─┬──────┬─ nnn ─┤ │

   │                                    │└ DATA ┘           └ SIZE ┘       │ │

   │                                    └─ FAST ───────────────────────────┘ │

   └─ SYSTRK ── SYSTRK-format-options ───────────────────────────────────────┘

 

Expansion of SYSTRK-format-options

      ┌─────────,─────┐

►─────▼── target-ddn ─┴──────┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬─────►◄

                             └─ INITIAL ┬───────────────────────────┬───┘

                                        └─ initial-SYSTRK-options ──┘

Expansion of initial-SYSTRK-options

    ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

►───▼──┬─ FILE COUNT file-cnt ─────────────────────────────────────────────┬┴─►◄

       ├─ DELETE ┬ ON ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

       │         └ OFF ┘                                                   │

       ├─ PAGE SIZE page-size ─────────────────────────────────────────────┤

       ├─ FILE SIZE number-of-pages ───────────────────────────────────────┤

       └─ LIKE ─ ddname2 ─┬────────┬─┬────────────────────────────────────┬┘
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                          └ ACTIVE ┘ └ EXPAND ─ pct-increase ─┬─────────┬─┘

                                                              ├ percent ┤

                                                              └ % ──────┘

 

Parameters

• SEGMENT
Formats all files associated with the specified segment.

• segment-name
Specifies the name of a segment included in the DMCL module.

NOTE
If you are formatting a segment of an SQL-defined database, synchronization time stamps for all areas in the
segment are also stored.

• FILE
Formats the specified file.

• segment-name
Identifies the segment associated with the file.

• file-name
Identifies the name of a database file described by the DMCL module.

• AREA
Formats the files associated with the specified area. Only the portion of each file that maps to pages in the area is
formatted.
If you are formatting an SQL-defined area, synchronization time stamps are stored for the area.

NOTE
You can use the AREA parameter only when you are reformatting an area that has been formatted at least
once before.

• ALREADY LOCKED
Specifies that if the target area or areas are currently locked, processing will continue. This option is honored in local
mode only. It is ignored when processing under the central version and has no effect on the processing of unlocked
areas.

• segment-name
Specifies the name of the segment associated with the area.

• area-name
Specifies the name of an area included in the DMCL module.

• JOURNAL
Formats the specified disk journal file.

• journal-file-name
Specifies the name of a disk journal file included in the DMCL module.

• ALL
Formats all disk journals in the DMCL.

• MAX AREA nnn
The maximum number of areas to define for the journal, where nnn is an integer from 1 to 100,000. The actual number
of areas that IDMS/DB can handle can be higher because of rounding and the size of a journal block.

• DATA STORAGE SIZE nnn
Specifies the amount of space to reserve in 1K (1024 bytes) increments for Data Storage in a journal file, where nnn is
an integer from 1 32,767.

• FAST
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Formats only the journal header blocks of already existing and formatted journal files. If MAX AREA is specified, the
number of JHDA entries are recalculated and the number formatted may change. If the STORAGE clause is specified,
the number of JHD2 entries are recalculated and the number formatted may change.

• SYSTRK
Indicates that one or more SYSTRK files are to be formatted.

• target-ddn
Specifies the DDname or linkname of a SYSTRK file to be formatted.

NOTE
The target-ddn should not begin with the DDname prefix used for referencing SYSTRK files. Otherwise,
IDMS attempts to use it for building the DMCL definition and fails if it cannot do so.

• INITIAL
Indicates this is the first time the SYSTRK file is being formatted. If specified, no check is made to determine whether
the file is in use by a CV. INITIAL must be specified the first time a file is formatted. It should not be specified when a
file is being re-formatted unless you are sure that the file is not in use by a CV.

• file-cnt
Specifies the number of SYSTRK files that are maintained as active mirrors. The file-cnt must be an integer in the
range 2 through 4.
If file-cnt is not specified, the value is taken from the file identified by ddname2, if specified, or at run time from the file
count currently in use by the DC/UCF system. If file-cnt has never been specified on a format for a related SYSTRK
file, the first time that a DC/UCF system writes to a set of SYSTRK files, it sets file-cnt to be the lesser of the number
of files currently allocated and 4. The value can be altered dynamically by a DCMT VARY CHANGE TRACKING
command.

• DELETE
Specifies whether the DC/UCF system is to automatically delete obsolete SYSTRK files.
– ON

(z/OS and z/VM systems only) Enables automatic file deletion.
– OFF

Disables automatic file deletion.
If DELETE is not specified, the value is taken from the file identified by ddname2, if specified, or at run time from the
delete option currently in use by the DC/UCF system. If DELETE has never been specified on a format for a related
SYSTRK file, the first time that a DC/UCF system writes to a set of SYSTRK files, it sets the option to OFF. The option
can be altered dynamically by a DCMT VARY CHANGE TRACKING command.

• page-size
Specifies the size of each page to be written to the SYSTRK file being formatted and must be an integer in the range
4088 through 32764. On z/VM, the value must be 4096. On z/OS, the maximum page-size is 32760. Do not specify
page-size for VSAM files.

• number-of-pages
Specifies the number of pages to be written to the SYSTRK file being formatted and must be an integer in the range 10
through 999,999.

• ddname2
Specifies the DDname of a file from which the attributes and contents may be taken. If ddname2 is specified together
with either or both page-size and number-of-pages, the latter values override the respective attributes of the file
identified by ddname2.

NOTE
ddname2 should not begin with the DDname prefix used for referencing SYSTRK files unless the identified
file contains the DMCL definition to be used during execution of the command facility.

• ACTIVE
Indicates that the contents of the file identified by ddname2 are to be copied to the file being formatted even if the file
identified by ddname2 is currently in-use by a CV.

• pct-increase
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Specifies the percentage increase in the number of pages written to the file being formatted over the number of pages
in the file identified by ddname2. The pct-increase must be an integer in the range 0 through 1000.

Usage

How to submit the FORMAT statement

A FORMAT AREA or FORMAT SEGMENT statement can be submitted through either the batch command facility or
the online command facility. The batch command facility can be run in either local mode or under the central version.
When submitted in local mode, FORMAT SEGMENT will behave like a FORMAT FILE for each file in the segment. When
running under central version, it will behave like a FORMAT AREA for each area in the segment.

NOTE
The FORMAT FILE, FORMAT SYSTRK, and FORMAT JOURNAL statements can be submitted only through the
batch command facility in local mode.

When to use FORMAT

You must use the FORMAT utility to prepare:

• Database files before loading any data into the database
• Disk journal files before any journaling to the files occurs
• SYSTRK files before they can be referenced as SYSTRK files in any IDMS execution JCL.

When necessary, you also use the FORMAT statement to reformat database files and areas, SYSTRK files and disk
journal files.

When not to use the FORMAT statement

Do not try to reformat a file, area, or journal that is currently active under a DC/UCF system. Do not format an existing
journal if it contains journal records that might be needed for recovery.

When formatting SQL-defined segments

When formatting an area or segment that contains SQL-defined tables, be sure you are connected to the catalog segment
where the table definitions reside. You can issue an explicit CONNECT to the DBNAME of the dictionary containing the
catalog segment or to the actual segment where the table definitions reside.

How FORMAT formats a database file or area

The FORMAT statement formats a database file or area into pages using information contained in the DMCL module.
When formatting a database file or area, the FORMAT statement:

• Establishes space management pages (SMPs)
• Initializes the space management entry for each database page
• Establishes a header and footer on each database page
• Sets all data portions of each database page to binary zeros
• Stores synchronization stamps when formatting areas or segments of an SQL-defined database

Restriction on the AREA parameter

When formatting a database by file, a sequential access method (QSAM) is used. When formatting a database by area, a
direct access method is used. Because the database must be formatted into blocks by a sequential access method before
it can be processed using a direct access method, you can use the AREA parameter of the FORMAT statement only when
you are reformatting the area.

A format by segment in local mode is equivalent to format by file in this regard, and can be used to format new files.
Format by segment under central version is equivalent to format by area and can only be used to reformat existing areas.

Area format depends on the area lock
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In local mode, to prevent inadvertent formatting of an area that is being updated by another application, the area is locked
for the duration of the operation when formatting by area. If the area is already locked, the format will not take place.

Formatting a locked area

If a local mode application abends while an area is being updated, the lock could remain on the area. In this case, you can
either explicitly unlock the area using the UNLOCK utility, you can format by file, or you can use the ALREADY LOCKED
option.

If ALREADY LOCKED is specified and the area was locked, the area will remain locked after the format is complete. The
ALREADY LOCKED option is not required if formatting an area online or through batch/CV and is ignored if specified.

Formatting by segment does not lock areas

If you format by segment in local mode, the FORMAT utility does not lock the areas involved.

Reformatting an area

You can reformat a database by file, by area, or by segment. Processing by file is more efficient than processing by area.
However, if you format by file in an SQL-defined database, you must run the INSTALL STAMPS utility for each affected
area or segment.

How FORMAT formats a disk journal file

The FORMAT utility formats a disk journal file into blocks according to the journal file definition in a DMCL module. The
FORMAT utility writes a journal header record at the beginning of each block and sets the remainder of the block to binary
zeros, except when the FAST parameter is specified. The FAST parameter, used only with previously initialized journal
files, reinitializes the header files only.

Formatting disk journal files

A certain amount of space is reserved in each disk journal file for information about other systems with which a system
communicates. All journal files must have the same amount of space since the data in one journal file is replicated to
every other journal file.

You can specify the size or allow it to default. The actual size allocated may be higher than the value specified due to
rounding. Space is allocated in blocks whose size is (journal block size minus 256). By default, one block is allocated.
Additional blocks are allocated if needed until the total size meets or exceeds the size specified. If the journal block size is
less than 256, no space will be reserved.

Committing prior work

Before executing this utility under a central version, you must commit any previous work done within the current session.
For more information, see Central Version Considerations.

When to use MAX AREA

Normally when a journal is formatted, a fixed number of JHDA blocks are created. A JHDA block stores the ready status
of areas for warmstart purposes. The size of a journal block and the number of JHDAs limit the number of areas that a
Central Version can have open at one time.

The MAX AREA option lets a journal be formatted that can handle more areas without increasing the size of a journal
block. Ideally, the size of a journal block should be optimized to improve runtime efficiency, and should not be affected by
the number of areas that might exist.

The MAX AREA option can also reduce the number of JHDA blocks that are created, which frees journal space.

To calculate the number of areas that one JHDA journal block can handle, use the following formula:

number_of_AREAS = (jrnl_blksize - 32) / 8
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When MAX AREA is not specified, the FORMAT utility command will create 3 JHDA blocks. The number of areas that the
default will support will vary depending on the journal block size. For example if the journal were formatted with a block
size of 2032 bytes, 750 areas could be open at one time, 250 per JHDA.

Native VSAM files

Native VSAM files that are to be accessed by IDMS/DB are not structured like IDMS/DB database files. Do not use the
FORMAT statement against native VSAM files.

Formatting areas and segments under central version

The areas to be formatted must be in update mode to CV. The physical area lock for each area will remain on during and
after the format. A logical area lock is acquired to prevent online transactions from updating the area during the format.
If other online transactions are holding a logical area lock, Format will wait until the locks are released. If the wait would
cause a deadlock, the format will be aborted. Once acquired, the logical area lock is released when a commit transaction
is explicitly issued, or implicitly when the batch step ends, or at the end of the pseudo-converse when running online.

Referencing SYSTRK Files During Format

To avoid I/O errors when building the runtime environment in local mode, only previously formatted files should be
referenced using a DDname that matches the SYSTRK DDname prefix. For this reason, it is recommended that non-
matching DDnames always be used to identify SYSTRK files being formatted.

SYSTRK File Attributes

If a SYSTRK file is being formatted to be added as a mirror of an existing file, the page sizes of the two files must be the
same and the file being formatted must have at least as many pages as the existing file. If these criteria are not met the
following conditions can occur:

• Any attempt to make the newly formatted file an active mirror of the existing file fails.
• If a LIKE parameter is specified, FORMAT does not copy the contents of the file specified by ddname2 to the newly

formatted file.

If INITIAL is not specified, the page size and number of pages of a file being formatted remain unchanged.

If INITIAL is specified, the number of pages written to the file is determined according to the following precedence rules:

• If a FILE SIZE parameter is specified, then the number of pages is number-of-pages.
• If a LIKE parameter is specified, then the number of pages is a value based on the number of pages in the file

identified by ddname2. The value is calculated as:

page-cnt * (100 + pct-increase) / 100

– page-cnt
Specifies the number of pages in the file identified by ddname2.

– pct-increase
Specifies the value in the EXPAND parameter, if specified or 0.

• The number of pages is a value based on the size of the current DMCL calculated as:

((DMCL-size + page-size -1) / page-size)*4

– DMCL-size
Specifies the size of the DMCL load module.

– page-size
Specifies the page size of the file being formatted.

In the latter two cases, the number calculated is rounded up to the next larger integer value. If the calculated value is
less than the minimum, it is set to the minimum of 10. If the calculated value is larger than the maximum, it is set to the
maximum of 999,999.
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If INITIAL is specified, the size of the pages written to a non-VSAM file is determined according to the following
precedence rules:

• If PAGE SIZE is specified, then the page size is page-size.
• If a block size has been assigned (for example, specified in JCL or at the time the file was created), then page size is

the block size.
• If a LIKE parameter is specified, then page size is the page-size of the file identified by ddname2.
• Otherwise, the page size is 7548.

For VSAM files, the page size is the file record size. Any attempt to override this through a PAGE SIZE parameter fails.

Choosing a SYSTRK Page Size

In most cases, the FORMAT utility's default page size for SYSTRK files provides an acceptable trade-off between
memory, I/O, and disk space. Consider overriding the default only if the size of the DMCL is extremely large (500K or
more). A larger page size will reduce I/Os and disk space requirements at the expense of slightly increased memory
usage for buffers.

Estimating the Minimum Number of Pages for a SYSTRK File

To estimate the minimum number of pages needed for a SYSTRK file, perform the following steps:

1. Take the size of the DMCL load module used by the CV, divide it by the SYSTRK page size and multiply it by 2.5.
2. Multiply the resulting value with a factor to allow for overrides and growth. Overrides require approximately 100 bytes

of space each and are generated for:
– Each database or journal file defined in the execution JCL
– Each dynamic change in the data set name of a database or journal file
– Each dynamic change in the permanent status of an area
– Each dynamic change in the status of a journal file

Copying SYSTRK File Contents

If a LIKE parameter is specified, the contents of the file identified by ddname2 are copied to the files being formatted
unless the file identified by ddname2 is in use by a CV or the attributes of the two files are incompatible. If the contents of
ddname2 are not copied, a message indicates the reason.

If the file attributes are compatible, specify the keyword ACTIVE to force the copy to occur even if the file identified
by ddname2 is in use by CV. Only do this if you are sure that CV will not update the file while the copy is in progress,
otherwise, the contents of the two files may not be the same which can lead to unpredictable results during CV restart.
Ensure that a CV does not update its SYSTRK files by varying change tracking inactive before doing the format.

There is normally no need to force the contents of SYSTRK files to be copied. CV automatically updates newly formatted
SYSTRK files as part of making them active mirrors.

JCL Considerations

When you submit a FORMAT statement through the batch command facility in local mode, the JCL to execute the facility
must include statements to define the following:

• Database files to be processed (or that map to the areas to be processed)
• Journal files to be processed
• Dictionary containing table definitions, if formatting all or part of an SQL-defined database by area or by segment.
• SYSTRK files to be processed

To run under the batch command facility under central version, include a SYSCTL statement.

NOTE
For more information about the generic JCL used to execute the batch command facility, see the section for your
operating system in this section.
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Examples

Formatting a segment

The following illustration shows a segment that includes three files:

┌────────┬────────┬────────┐

│ FILE_1 │ FILE_2 │ FILE_3 │

├────────┴────────┴────────┤

│        SEGMENT_A         │

└──────────────────────────┘

To format all the files associated with the segment illustrated above, you could use the following FORMAT statement:

format segment segment_a;

Reformatting by database file

The following left-hand illustration shows two areas, each of which maps to a single database file. The right-hand
illustration shows a single area that maps to two database files.

┌────────────┬────────────┐          ┌────────────┬────────────┐

│   FILE_1   │   FILE_2   │          │   FILE_1   │   FILE_2   │

├────────────┼-----------─┤          ├────────────┴────────────┤

│   AREA_A   │   AREA_B   │          │         AREA_A          │

└────────────┴────────────┘          └─────────────────────────┘

The FORMAT utility can reformat the portions of the database illustrated above either by file or by area. However,
because processing by file is more efficient, you would use the following FORMAT statements to do the job in both cases:

format file segment_a.file_1;

format file segment_a.file_2;

Reformatting by area

The following left-hand illustration shows two areas that map to a single database file. The right-hand illustration shows an
area that maps to two database files, one of which also contains another area.

┌─────────────────────────┐          ┌────────┬────────────────┐

│         FILE_1          │          │ FILE_1 │     FILE_2     │

├────────────┬────────────┤          ├────────┴───────┬────────┤

│   AREA_A   │   AREA_B   │          │     AREA_A     │ AREA_B │

└────────────┴────────────┘          └────────────────┴────────┘

To reformat AREA_A in either illustration, you must use the following FORMAT statement:

format area segment_a.area_a;

Formatting a journal file

The following FORMAT statement requests formatting of the disk journal named SYSJRNL1:

format journal sysjrnl1;
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Formatting by SEGMENT

In the following example, three database files are formatted for an SQL-defined database using the SEGMENT option of
the FORMAT utility.

A CONNECT to the segment or database name containing the table definitions is issued. This is necessary so that the
INSTALL STAMPS utility can automatically install area and table stamps during the FORMAT operation.

connect to syssql;

 format segment userdb;

Formatting SYSTRK Files

The following sample IDMSBCF statement instructs the FORMAT utility to format three new SYSTRK files (track01,
track02, track03). It directs the utility to format the files to have the default page size of 7548 and contain 60 pages each.
IDMS will maintain 3 active mirrors.

format systrk track01, track02, track03

   initial file count 3

   file size 60;

Sample Output

Formatting by SEGMENT

The following listing was generated after the successful completion of the previous FORMAT SEGMENT USERDB
example.

IDMSBCF                                              IDMS Batch Command Facility                            mm/

dd/yy   PAGE 5

    CONNECT TO SYSSQL;

 Status = 0

    FORMAT SEGMENT USERDB;

 File USERDB.EMPF1                blocks 1 to 50.

 Area USERDB.EMP_AREA             pages 5,001 to 5,050.

 Page size in file 4,096.

 File USERDB.ORGF1                blocks 1 to 50.

 Area USERDB.ORG_AREA             pages 5,051 to 5,100.

 Page size in file 4,096.

 File USERDB.EMPIX                blocks 1 to 50.

 Area USERDB.EMPIX_AREA           pages 5,101 to 5,150.

 Page size in file 2,000.

 Status = 0

 AutoCommit will COMMIT transaction

 Command Facility ended with no errors or warnings
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NOTE
For more information about allocating IDMS/DB files, see the IDMS Database Administration Section.

Formatting SYSTRK Files

The following listing was generated after the successful completion of the previous FORMAT SYSTRK example.

IDMSBCF                              CA IDMS Batch Command Facility

FORMAT SYSTRK TRACK01, TRACK02, TRACK03

       INITIAL FILE COUNT 3 FILE SIZE 60;

Systrk file TRACK01 page size 7,548 file size 60

        delete NULL file count 3.

Systrk file TRACK02 page size 7,548 file size 60

        delete NULL file count 3.

Systrk file TRACK03 page size 7,548 file size 60

        delete NULL file count 3.

Status = 0        SQLSTATE = 00000

AutoCommit will COMMIT transaction

Command Facility ended with no errors or warnings

INSTALL STAMPS
The INSTALL STAMPS utility stores synchronization stamps in an area of an SQL-defined database that was reformatted
by file.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization 

To install stamps for an area, you need DBAWRITE access on the area. 

Syntax

 

►►─── INSTALL STAMPS INTO ┬─ AREA ── segment-name.area-name ┬─────────────────►

                          └─ SEGMENT segment-name ──────────┘

 ►───┬─────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

     ├─ INITIAL ◄──┤

     └─ REPLACE ───┘

 

Parameters

• AREA
Directs the INSTALL STAMPS utility to install synchronization stamps in an area.

• segment-name
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Specifies the name of the segment containing the area.
• area-name

Specifies the name of the area.
• SEGMENT

Specifies the segment whose areas will have their stamps installed.
• segment-name

Specifies the name of a segment included in the DMCL module.
• INITIAL

Specifies that the area(s) contain no synchronization stamps because they were formatted using the file or segment
option of the FORMAT utility statement executing in local mode. INITIAL is the default.

• REPLACE
Specifies that the area(s) contain synchronization stamps that should be replaced with those from the catalog.

Usage

How to submit the INSTALL STAMPS statement

You submit the INSTALL STAMPS statement using either the batch command facility or the online command facility.

When to use INSTALL STAMPS

Use the INSTALL STAMPS utility only if the area was reformatted using the file option of the FORMAT utility statement.

When not to use INSTALL STAMPS

If you have used the area or segment option of the FORMAT utility to initialize the area, do not run the INSTALL STAMPS
utility. The synchronization stamps have already been installed.

Do not use the INSTALL STAMPS utility on areas of non-SQL-defined databases.

Use caution when replacing stamps

By replacing stamps in an area, you are asserting that the catalog's definition accurately describes data in the area. You
should be sure that this is true or that the area contains no data before replacing stamp values. No data validation is
performed by the utility.

JCL Considerations

When you submit an INSTALL STAMPS statement through the batch command facility in local mode, the JCL to execute
the facility must include statements to define the following:

• File(s) that map to the area to be processed
• Dictionary that defines the table(s) in the area
• Journal file(s) if backups are not taken

To run under central version, a SYSCTL statement is needed.

Examples

The following example directs the INSTALL STAMPS utility to store synchronization stamps in the
EMPLDEMO.EMPLAREA area.

install stamps into area empldemo.emplarea;

Sample Output

After successfully storing synchronization stamps in the EMPLDEMO.EMPLAREA area, the following listing is generated.
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IDMSBCF                                              IDMS Batch Command Facility                            mm/

dd/yy   PAGE 1

CONNECT TO SQLDEMO;

Status = 0

FORMAT FILE EMPLDEMO.EMPF1;

File EMPLDEMO.EMPF1                blocks 1 to 50.

Area EMPLDEMO.EMPLAREA             pages 5,001 to 5,050.

Page size in file 4,096.

Status = 0

INSTALL STAMPS INTO AREA EMPLDEMO.EMPLAREA ;

Status = 0

AutoCommit will COMMIT transaction

Command Facility ended with no errors or warnings

 

 

LOAD
The LOAD utility loads data into an SQL-defined database.

The process of loading a database has three major phases:

Phase Description
Load Loads the data.
Build Builds indexes and linked indexed referential constraints.
Validate Ensures the validity of referential constraints.

Each phase is composed of multiple steps.

You can run the LOAD utility in several ways:

Type of LOAD What It Does
Complete LOAD Runs all three phases.
Phased LOAD Runs either the LOAD and BUILD phases or just the LOAD phase.
Stepped LOAD Runs the first or second step of the LOAD phase, with

intermediate file sorting required between each step.

NOTE
For more information about the phases and steps involved in loading a database, and help in deciding what kind
of load you should run, see  Administrating IDMS Database .

This article describes the following information:
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Authorization

To You need this privilege On
Load into a table INSERT The table

NOTE
Only one LOAD, BUILD, or VALIDATE statement can be performed during one execution of the Batch
Command Facility (IDMSBCF).

Syntax

Complete LOAD:

Syntax for complete or phased LOAD

 

►►─── LOAD ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ┌──────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─ target-table-specification ─┴───────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ WITHOUT PRESORT ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ NO BUILD ─────────┤

   ├─ BUILD INDEX ONLY ─┤

   └─ NO VALIDATE ──────┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ FROM start-record ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ FOR ─┬─ record-count ─┬─┘

           └─ ALL ◄─────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ LRECL logical-record-length ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ NOTIFY notify-record-count ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─┬────────────┬─ ERRORS ─┬─ error-count ─┬─┴─┘

       ├─ LOAD ─────┤          └─ CONTINUE ────┘

       ├─ BUILD ────┤

       ├─ VALIDATE ─┤

       └─ ALL ◄─────┘

 

Expanded syntax for target table specification
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►►─── INTO ─┬────────────────┬─ table-id ─────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ schema-name. ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ WHERE ─┬─ select-column-name ──────┬─ = literal ─┘

             └─ POSITION start-position ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───►◄

   │┌──────────────────────────────── , ───────────────────────────────┐  │

   └▼─target-col-name POSITION start-pos data-type ┬─ NULL IF literal ┬┴)─┘

                                                   └─ SQLIND (length) ┘

 

Stepped LOAD

Syntax for STEP 1

 

►►─── LOAD STEP1 ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ┌──────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─ target-table-specification ─┴───────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ WITHOUT PRESORT ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ EXTRACT ─┬─ INDEXES ─────┬─┤

   │           ├─ CONSTRAINTS ─┤ │

   │           └─ BOTH ◄───────┘ │

   └─ NO EXTRACT ────────────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ FROM start-record ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ FOR ─┬─ record-count ─┬─┘

           └─ ALL ◄─────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ LRECL logical-record-length ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ NOTIFY notify-record-count ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ERRORS ─┬─ error-count ─┬─┘

              └─ CONTINUE ────┘

 

Syntax for STEP 2
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►►─── LOAD STEP2 ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ NOTIFY notify-record-count ─┘

 

Parameters

Parameters for complete or phased LOAD

• target-table-specification
Specifies the tables and columns to be loaded.
See parameter descriptions under "Parameters for Target Table Specification".

• WITHOUT PRESORT
Directs the LOAD utility not to sort the input data in SYS001 before starting to load.
By default, if you do not specify WITHOUT PRESORT, the LOAD utility will sort the input data into target page
sequence before beginning to load.

NOTE
For more information and help in deciding whether to suppress the presort, see  Administrating IDMS
Database .

• NO BUILD
Directs the LOAD utility to perform neither the BUILD nor the VALIDATE phase.
If you specify NO BUILD, you must run the BUILD utility before you can use the table(s).

• BUILD INDEX ONLY
Directs the LOAD utility to build indexes but not referential constraints.
If you specify BUILD INDEX ONLY, you might have to run the BUILD utility before you can use the table(s).

• NO VALIDATE
Directs the LOAD utility to stop before validating referential constraints.
If you specify NO VALIDATE, you will have to run the VALIDATE utility before you can use the table(s).

• FROM
Directs the LOAD utility to begin processing input data from a specified record in the input file.
By default, if you do not specify a start-record, the LOAD utility will begin with the first record of the input file.

• start-record
Specifies the number of the first record to process.

• FOR
Directs the LOAD utility to stop after processing a specified number of records from the input file.
By default, if you do not specify a FOR option, the LOAD utility will continue until it has processed the last input record.

• record-count
Specifies the number of records to process before stopping.

• ALL
Directs the LOAD utility to continue processing until it has loaded the last record in the input file.
All is the default.

• LRECL
Specifies that the SYS001 input records are fixed length records.
By default, if you do not specify LRECL, the LOAD utility assumes that the SYS001 records are variable length.

• logical-record-length
Specifies the length, in bytes, of the fixed length input records.

• NOTIFY
Directs the LOAD utility to send a message to the operator whenever a specified number of records are processed.
The message states the phase and step currently being executed and the number of records processed.
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By default, the LOAD utility will not notify you of its progress until it is finished.
• notify-record-count

Specifies the number of records to process before sending a message.
• ALL ERRORS

Directs the LOAD utility either to continue when any errors are detected or stop after a specified number of errors are
detected.
By default, the LOAD utility will stop after the first error is detected.
Detected errors are listed in the report generated by LOAD and sent to the SYSLST file.

• LOAD ERRORS
Directs the LOAD utility either to continue when errors are detected in the LOAD process or stop after a specified
number of errors are detected.
By default, the LOAD utility will stop after the first error is detected.
Detected errors are listed in the report generated by the LOAD utility and sent to the SYSLST file.

• BUILD ERRORS
Directs the LOAD utility either to continue when errors are detected while indexes and referential constraints are being
built or stop after a specified number of errors are detected.
By default, the LOAD utility will stop after the first error is detected.
Detected errors are listed in the report generated by the LOAD utility and sent to the SYSLST file.

• VALIDATE ERRORS
Directs the LOAD utility either to continue when errors are detected in the validation or stop after a specified number of
errors are detected.
By default, the LOAD utility will stop after the first error is detected.
Detected errors are listed in the report generated by the LOAD utility and sent to the SYSLST file.

• error-count
Specifies the number of errors to detect before stopping.

• CONTINUE
Directs the LOAD utility to continue regardless of the number of errors detected.

Parameters for Target Table Specification

• INTO
Specifies a table in which to load data.

• schema-name
Specifies the name of the schema that contains the table.

• table-id
Specifies the identifier of the table.

• WHERE
Directs the LOAD utility to insert a row into the table from an input record only if a field beginning at a specified position
in the input record, or the contents of an input column, equals a given literal value.

• select-column-name
Specifies the name of the column whose contents must equal a literal value.
The column name you specify must also be a column name of the table and must be named in the column list of the
target table specification if target column names are used.

• literal
Specifies the value the column must contain.
The data type of the literal must be comparable to that of the column.

NOTE
For more information about comparable data types, see  SQL Reference .

• POSITION start-pos
Specifies the beginning position of the field whose value is to be tested.

• literal
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Specifies the value the field must contain. The literal must be a character or hexadecimal literal value.
• target-column-name

Specifies the columns of the table for which input values are present in the input file.
If no column names are specified, the input file must contain values for all columns of the table and the order,
data type, and null indications must exactly match those of the table as defined in the dictionary. VARCHAR and
VARGRAPHIC input values must be preceded by a 2-byte binary length of the value.
If you specify more than one target-column-name, specify them in increasing order; the position of each must be
greater than the sum of:
– The position of the one listed before
– plus
– The size of the data type for the one listed before

• The size of VARCHAR is the maximum length, plus 2.
• The size of VARGRAPHIC is the maximum length times the number of bytes for one character, plus 2.

• POSITION
Specifies the position of the column value in the input record.

• start-pos
Specifies the position of the first byte of the value relative to one.

• data-type
Specifies the SQL data type of the column value in the input record.

NOTE
For a list of SQL data types and for the SQL standards of data-type specification, see  IDMS SQL Reference
.

• NULL IF
Directs the LOAD utility to substitute a null value if it encounters a specified input value.

• literal
Specifies the value for which a null will be substituted. The data type of the literal must be comparable to the data type
of the column.

• SQLIND
Indicates that a null indicator immediately follows the data value on the input file.
The possible values of the null indicator and their meanings are as follows:

Value Meaning
Binary zeros The column value is not null
Binary X'FF's The column value is null

• (length)
Specifies the length of the indicator. The length must be 1, 2, or 4.

Parameters for STEP 1

• LOAD STEP1
Directs the LOAD utility to perform only the first step of the load process.

• target-table-specification
Specifies the tables and columns to be loaded.
For the syntax expansion and parameter descriptions of target-table-specification, see "Complete LOAD" earlier in this
section.

• WITHOUT PRESORT
Directs the LOAD utility not to sort the input data before starting to load.
By default, if you do not specify WITHOUT PRESORT, the LOAD utility will sort the input data before beginning to load.
The records are sorted so that target pages will be loaded in order.
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NOTE
For more information and help in deciding whether to suppress the presort, see  Administrating IDMS
Database .

If you specify WITHOUT PRESORT, then do not run LOAD STEP2. After LOAD STEP1 is completed, and you have
sorted the output of LOAD STEP1, run the BUILD utility.

• EXTRACT
Directs LOAD to extract information needed for building indexes or referential constraints.
By default, if you do not specify otherwise, LOAD STEP1 will extract the information needed for building both indexes
and indexed referential constraints. In this case, you can begin BUILD processing with BUILD STEP2.

• INDEXES
Directs the LOAD utility to extract only the information needed for building indexes. Therefore, the LOAD utility will not
extract the information needed for building indexed referential constraints.

• CONSTRAINTS
Directs the LOAD utility to extract only the information needed for building linked indexed referential constraints.
Therefore, the LOAD utility will not extract the information needed for building indexes.

• BOTH
Directs the LOAD utility to extract the information needed for building both indexes and referential constraints. In this
case, when you run the BUILD utility, you can begin with BUILD STEP2.
BOTH is the default.

• NO EXTRACT
Directs the LOAD utility not to extract information needed for building either indexes or referential constraints. In this
case, run STEP1 of the BUILD utility to do the extraction.

NOTE
The remaining parameters are identical to the like-named parameters for a complete LOAD presented earlier in
this section. Refer to this section for parameter descriptions.

Parameters for STEP 2

• LOAD STEP2
Directs the LOAD utility to perform only the second step of the load process.
Execute this only after executing LOAD STEP1 without specifying WITHOUT PRESORT.

NOTE
The remaining parameters are identical to the like-named parameters for a complete LOAD presented earlier in
this section. Refer to this section for parameter descriptions.

Usage

How to submit the LOAD statement

You submit the LOAD statement only through the batch command facility. You must run the batch command facility in local
mode.

How LOAD works

The LOAD utility reads records sequentially from an input file whose external name is SYS001.

The specifications in the syntax tell the LOAD utility how to interpret each record in SYS001 and which table(s) to load.
The LRECL parameter controls whether the input file is fixed or variable length.

When to use LOAD

Use the LOAD utility to load an SQL-defined database for the first time or to expand it afterwards.

When not to use LOAD
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Do not use the LOAD utility to load a non-SQL-defined database. Instead, use the FASTLOAD utility.

When to use a phased or stepped LOAD

Considerations for using the LOAD utility for a phased or stepped load and detailed loading procedures are discussed in 
Administrating IDMS Database .

SYS001 input file contents

The LOAD utility does not perform any type of data translation against the input records within the SYS001 file. As a
result, each column value in the SYS001 file must be in the proper internal format as specified by the corresponding
column's data format. For example, if a column has a format of DECIMAL(5), the corresponding field in the SYS001
record must be a valid packed decimal number occupying 3 bytes.

Sorting intermediate work files

If you run the load process in steps or phases, use the sort parameters in the SYSPCH file to sort the intermediate files.

Checking error messages

Use the IDMS Messages and Codes Section to locate messages associated with return codes received from the LOAD
utility. Additionally, other useful information about any errors that occurred during LOAD processing are generated on the
listing produced by the LOAD utility.

JCL Considerations

When you submit a LOAD statement to IDMS/DB through the batch command facility, the JCL to execute the facility must
include statements to define:

• The dictionary containing table definitions
• The files containing the areas associated with the tables being loaded
• The intermediate work files
• Sort work files, if doing a complete LOAD

LOAD utility uses intermediate work files

Each step of the load process produces intermediate work files to be used by later steps. If you run a complete LOAD
without separating steps or phases, the LOAD utility sorts data in the intermediate files between the steps automatically. If
you run a phased or stepped LOAD, you must run the intermediate sorts.

NOTE
When running a complete or phased LOAD, SYS002 andSYS003 must point to the same intermediate file.
When the database being processed is so large that the intermediate file must be a multi-volume data set,
it is required that all extents be physically allocated before jobstep initiation. If this is not possible, then a
stepped LOAD should be used. When running a stepped LOAD, SYS002 and SYS003 must point to different
intermediate files. The data that is output in SYS003 by each step is input to the next step in SYS002.

The following table shows the output of LOAD STEP1 and LOAD STEP2:

Step Output Size
STEP1 (WITH PRESORT) SYS003 For each record:

(MAX SORT CONTROL KEY SIZE) + (MAX
FOREIGN KEY SIZE) + (MAX SCHEMA
RECORD SIZE) + 24

 SYSPCH contains sort parameters 80 bytes
STEP1 (WITHOUT PRESORT) SYS003 For each record:

(MAX SORT CONTROL KEY SIZE) + (MAX
FOREIGN KEY SIZE) + 24
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 SYSPCH contains sort parameters 80 bytes
STEP2 SYS003 For each record:

(MAX SORT CONTROL KEY SIZE) + (MAX
FOREIGN KEY SIZE) + 24

NOTE
For more information about the generic JCL used to execute the batch command facility, see the section specific
to your operating system.

Examples

Phased LOAD

The following sample statement instructs the LOAD utility to load data from an input file into various tables when a record
in the input file at position 60 matches the where clause criteria.

load into load.a where position 60 = 'a'

     into load.b where position 60 = 'b'

     into load.h where position 60 = 'h'

no validate lrecl 80;

Complete LOAD

The next example instructs the LOAD utility to perform a complete load of data from an input file into various tables when
a record in the input file at position 60 matches the where clause criteria. In addition, it will load data into two tables when
a record in the input file matches the character string associated with the column name in the where clause.

load into load.c where position 60 = 'C'

     into load.d where position 60 = 'D'

     into load.e where position 60 = 'E'

     into load.f where position 60 = 'F'

     into load.g where position 60 = 'G'

     into load.m where mchar = 'm1'

   (mchar    position 1   char(2),

    mvchar   position 3   varchar,

    mbin     position 7   binary(2),

    mhalf    position 9   smallint,

    mfull    position 11  integer,

    mlong    position 15  longint,

    mdec     position 23  dec(2,1),

    mdecu    position 25  unsigned dec(3,3),

    mnum     position 27  num(2,1),

    mnumu    position 29  unsigned numeric(3,3),

    mdate    position 32  date,

    mtime    position 42  time,

    mts      position 50  timestamp)

     into load.m2 where position 1 = 'M2'

   (mgraph   position 3   graphic,

    mvgraph  position 5   vargraphic(4),

    mreal    position 15  real,

    mfloat1  position 19  float(4),

    mfloat2  position 23  float(50),
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    mdp      position 31  double precision)

     errors continue

         lrecl 80;

Sample Output

Complete LOAD

The following report was generated after executing the LOAD statement in example 1 shown previously.

IDMSBCF                                              IDMS Batch Command Facility

CONNECT TO SYSCAT;

Status = 0

SET BATCH

    HEADINGS OFF WIDTH PAGE 79 UNDERLINE '-'

    SQLCODE ERROR

    COMPRESS ON;

*DEBUG IDMS OFF

--   ****  FORMAT segments      ****

FORMAT SEGMENT USERDB;

File USERDB.EMPF1                blocks 1 to 50.

Area USERDB.EMP_AREA             pages 5,001 to 5,050.

Page size in file 4,096.

File USERDB.ORGF1                blocks 1 to 50.

Area USERDB.ORG_AREA             pages 5,051 to 5,100.

Page size in file 4,096.

File USERDB.EMPIX                blocks 1 to 50.

Area USERDB.EMPIX_AREA           pages 5,101 to 5,150.

Page size in file 2,000.

--   ****  Load data into Tables      ****

*DEBUG IDMS ON

LOAD INTO LOAD.A    WHERE POSITION 60 = 'A'

     INTO LOAD.B    WHERE POSITION 60 = 'B'

     INTO LOAD.H    WHERE POSITION 60 = 'H'

   NO VALIDATE     LRECL 80;

IDMSLOAD  -   volser     PRESORT TABLES FOR LOAD     yy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss

IDMSLOAD  -  1 records processed for table LOAD.H

IDMSLOAD  -  1 records processed for table LOAD.B

IDMSLOAD  -  1 records processed for table LOAD.A

IDMSLOAD  -  7 intermediate records were written to SYS003

IDMSLOAD  -       largest SYS003 record size is 136 characters

IDMSLOAD  -         PRESORT TABLES FOR LOAD     processing completed
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IDMSLOAD  -   volser     LOAD TABLES AFTER SORT     yy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss

IDMSLOAD  -  1 records processed for table LOAD.A

IDMSLOAD  -  1 records processed for table LOAD.B

IDMSLOAD  -  1 intermediate records for constraint LOAD.PKIX_B

IDMSLOAD  -  1 intermediate records for constraint LOAD.FKIX_B

IDMSLOAD  -  1 intermediate records for constraint LOAD.AB_S2

IDMSLOAD  -  1 records processed for table LOAD.H

IDMSLOAD  -  1 intermediate records for constraint LOAD.PKIX_H

IDMSLOAD  -  3 records were stored in the database

IDMSLOAD  -  12 intermediate records were written to SYS003

IDMSLOAD  -       largest SYS003 record size is 56 characters

IDMSLOAD  -         LOAD TABLES AFTER SORT     processing completed

IDMSLOAD  -   volser     FILL IN OWNERS DBKEY     yy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss

IDMSLOAD  -  12 intermediate records were written to SYS003

IDMSLOAD  -       largest SYS003 record size is 56 characters

IDMSLOAD  -         FILL IN OWNERS DBKEY     processing completed

IDMSLOAD  -   volser     CONNECT UP INDEXES     yy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss

IDMSLOAD  -  9 intermediate records were written to SYS003

IDMSLOAD  -       largest SYS003 record size is 56 characters

IDMSLOAD  -         CONNECT UP INDEXES     processing completed

IDMSLOAD  -   volser     BUILD RECORD PREFIX     yy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss

IDMSLOAD  -         BUILD RECORD PREFIX     processing completed

AutoCommit will COMMIT transaction

Command Facility ended with warnings

Complete LOAD specifying column name

The next report was generated after executing the LOAD statement in example 2.

NOTE
Some errors occurred during the load of tables LOAD.M and LOAD.M2. The LOAD utility provides useful
information about the type and location of the error. Additional status information can be found in  IDMS
Messages .

IDMSBCF                                              IDMS Batch Command Facility

*DEBUG IDMS OFF

CONNECT TO SYSCAT;

Status = 0

SET BATCH

    HEADINGS OFF WIDTH PAGE 79 UNDERLINE '-'

    SQLCODE ERROR

    COMPRESS ON;

--   ****  Load data into Tables      ****

*DEBUG IDMS ON

LOAD INTO LOAD.C    WHERE POSITION 60 = 'C'
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     INTO LOAD.D    WHERE POSITION 60 = 'D'

     INTO LOAD.E    WHERE POSITION 60 = 'E'

     INTO LOAD.F    WHERE POSITION 60 = 'F'

     INTO LOAD.G    WHERE POSITION 60 = 'G'

     INTO LOAD.M WHERE MCHAR = 'M1'

   (MCHAR    POSITION 1   CHAR(2),

    MVCHAR   POSITION 3   VARCHAR,

    MBIN     POSITION 7   BINARY(2),

    MHALF    POSITION 9   SMALLINT,

    MFULL    POSITION 11  INTEGER,

    MLONG    POSITION 15  LONGINT,

    MDEC     POSITION 23  DEC(2,1),

    MDECU    POSITION 25  UNSIGNED DEC(3,3),

    MNUM     POSITION 27  NUM(2,1),

    MNUMU    POSITION 29  UNSIGNED NUMERIC(3,3),

    MDATE    POSITION 32  DATE,

    MTIME    POSITION 42  TIME,

    MTS      POSITION 50  TIMESTAMP

    )

     INTO LOAD.M2 WHERE POSITION 1 = 'M2'

   (MGRAPH   POSITION 3   GRAPHIC,

    MVGRAPH  POSITION 5   VARGRAPHIC(4),

    MREAL    POSITION 15  REAL,

    MFLOAT1  POSITION 19  FLOAT(4),

    MFLOAT2  POSITION 23  FLOAT(50),

    MDP      POSITION 31  DOUBLE PRECISION

    )

     ERRORS CONTINUE

         LRECL 80;

IDMSLOAD  -   volser     PRESORT TABLES FOR LOAD     yy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss

SQLCODE = -4__     Extended reason code = 1026     Messages follow:

DB001026 C-4M322: Data conversion error

IDMSLOAD  -  error in table LOAD.M  -  I/P record sequence number 10

IDMSLOAD  -  error in column 32  -  column name is MDATE

ERROR RECORD -─►   +0     D4F10001 C2F1FFFF 00020000 00020000 M1..B1..........

                   +10    00000000 0002022C 022FF2C2 F0F2F2E7 ..........2B022X

                   +20    E7E7E760 E7E760E7 E7E7E74B F3F04BF0 XXX-XX-XXXX.30.0

                   +30    F1F1F3F9 F060F0F1 60F0F260 F1F64BF3 11390-01-02-16.3

                   +40    F04BF0F1 4BF0F0F0 F0F040            0.01.00000

SQLCODE = -4       Extended reason code = 1025     Messages follow:

DB001025 C-4M322: Data exception

IDMSLOAD  -  error in table LOAD.M2  -  I/P record sequence number 16

IDMSLOAD  -  error in column 5  -  column name is MVGRAPH

ERROR RECORD -─►   +0     D4F2C7F4 0004C7F1 C7F2C7C7 C7C70000 M2G4..G1G2GGGG..

                   +10    00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 ................

                   +20    00000000 0000                       ......

IDMSLOAD  -  3 records processed for table LOAD.M2

IDMSLOAD  -  3 records processed for table LOAD.M
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IDMSLOAD  -  1 records processed for table LOAD.G

IDMSLOAD  -  1 records processed for table LOAD.F

IDMSLOAD  -  1 records processed for table LOAD.E

IDMSLOAD  -  1 records processed for table LOAD.D

IDMSLOAD  -  1 records processed for table LOAD.C

IDMSLOAD  -  19 intermediate records were written to SYS003

IDMSLOAD  -       largest SYS003 record size is 136 characters

IDMSLOAD  -         PRESORT TABLES FOR LOAD     processing completed

IDMSLOAD  -   volser     LOAD TABLES AFTER SORT     yy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss

IDMSLOAD  -  1 records processed for table LOAD.C

IDMSLOAD  -  1 intermediate records for constraint LOAD.FKIX_C

IDMSLOAD  -  1 intermediate records for constraint LOAD.BC_S2

IDMSLOAD  -  1 records processed for table LOAD.D

IDMSLOAD  -  1 intermediate records for constraint LOAD.PKIX_D

IDMSLOAD  -  1 intermediate records for constraint LOAD.FKIX_D

IDMSLOAD  -  1 records processed for table LOAD.E

IDMSLOAD  -  1 intermediate records for constraint LOAD.PKIX_E

IDMSLOAD  -  1 records processed for table LOAD.F

IDMSLOAD  -  1 intermediate records for constraint LOAD.FKIX_F

IDMSLOAD  -  1 intermediate records for constraint LOAD.FKIX_FB

IDMSLOAD  -  1 records processed for table LOAD.G

IDMSLOAD  -  3 records processed for table LOAD.M

IDMSLOAD  -  3 intermediate records for constraint LOAD.IX_M

IDMSLOAD  -  3 records processed for table LOAD.M2

IDMSLOAD  -  3 intermediate records for constraint LOAD.IX1_M2

IDMSLOAD  -  3 intermediate records for constraint LOAD.IX2_M2

IDMSLOAD  -  11 records were stored in the database

IDMSLOAD  -  34 intermediate records were written to SYS003

IDMSLOAD  -       largest SYS003 record size is 56 characters

IDMSLOAD  -         LOAD TABLES AFTER SORT     processing completed

IDMSLOAD  -   volser     FILL IN OWNERS DBKEY     yy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss

IDMSLOAD  -  34 intermediate records were written to SYS003

IDMSLOAD  -       largest SYS003 record size is 56 characters

IDMSLOAD  -         FILL IN OWNERS DBKEY     processing completed

IDMSLOAD  -   volser     CONNECT UP INDEXES     yy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss

IDMSLOAD  -  19 intermediate records were written to SYS003

IDMSLOAD  -       largest SYS003 record size is 56 characters

IDMSLOAD  -         CONNECT UP INDEXES     processing completed

IDMSLOAD  -   volser     BUILD RECORD PREFIX     yy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss

IDMSLOAD  -         BUILD RECORD PREFIX     processing completed

IDMSLOAD  -   volser     VALIDATE INDEXES STEP 1     yy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss

IDMSLOAD  -  1 records processed for table LOAD.C

IDMSLOAD  -  0 intermediate records for constraint LOAD.BC_S1

IDMSLOAD  -  0 intermediate records for constraint LOAD.BC_S2

IDMSLOAD  -  0 intermediate records for constraint LOAD.BC_S3

IDMSLOAD  -  1 records processed for table LOAD.D

IDMSLOAD  -  0 intermediate records for constraint LOAD.LOAD_DD

IDMSLOAD  -  1 intermediate records for constraint LOAD.LOAD_AD

IDMSLOAD  -  2 records processed for table LOAD.E

IDMSLOAD  -  0 intermediate records for constraint LOAD.LOAD_AE

IDMSLOAD  -  0 records processed for table LOAD.F

IDMSLOAD  -  0 intermediate records for constraint LOAD.LOAD_EF

IDMSLOAD  -  0 intermediate records for constraint LOAD.LOAD_BF
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IDMSLOAD  -  0 intermediate records for constraint LOAD.LOAD_HF

IDMSLOAD  -  1 records processed for table LOAD.G

IDMSLOAD  -  0 intermediate records for constraint LOAD.LOAD_BG

IDMSLOAD  -  0 records processed for table LOAD.M

IDMSLOAD  -  0 records processed for table LOAD.M2

IDMSLOAD  -  19 intermediate records were written to SYS003

IDMSLOAD  -       largest SYS003 record size is 56 characters

IDMSLOAD  -         VALIDATE INDEXES STEP 1     processing completed

IDMSLOAD  -   volser     VALIDATE INDEXES STEP 2     yy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss

IDMSLOAD  -         VALIDATE INDEXES STEP 2     processing completed

Status = 1        Extended Reason Code = 2991     Messages follow:

DB002991 C1M349: Error detected doing a LOAD/BUILD/VALIDATE statement

AutoCommit will COMMIT transaction

Command Facility ended with warnings

More Information

• For more information about procedures for loading a database, see  Administrating IDMS Database .
• For more information about SQL data-type specifications, see  IDMS SQL Reference .

LOCK
The LOCK utility allows a DBA to explicitly lock an area. This allows the DBA to place a lock on an area that will remain in
effect across several commands. Access to an area can be prevented while a series of operations is performed on it.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To lock an area, you need DBAWRITE access on the area.

Syntax

 

►►─── LOCK ┬─ AREA ── segment-name.area-name ┬──┬─────────────────────┬────►◄

           └─ SEGment segment-name ──────────┘  └─ EXCLUSIVE UPDATE ◄─┘

 

Parameters

• AREA
Directs the LOCK utility statement to lock a specified area.

• segment-name
Identifies the name of the segment associated with the area to be locked.

• area-name
Identifies the name of the area to be locked.

• SEGMENT
Specifies the segment whose areas will be locked.

• segment-name
Identifies the name of the segment to be locked.

• EXCLUSIVE UPDATE
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Specifies the update mode. EXCLUSIVE UPDATE is the default mode and the only mode currently supported.

Usage

Local mode execution

If the LOCK AREA statement is issued through the batch command facility executing in local mode, a physical lock will be
placed on the area. The lock remains in effect until an explicit UNLOCK is issued. If the area is already locked, the LOCK
statement will fail with a DB002352 error message as illustrated in the sample output.

If the LOCK SEGMENT statement is issued in local mode, a physical lock will be placed on each area in the segment that
is not already locked. A status of each area will be reported. Once all areas have been locked or checked, if any area in
the segment was already locked, a DB002406 error message will be issued, as illustrated in the sample output.

Online execution

If the LOCK statement is issued through the online command facility (OCF) or through the batch command facility
executing in a batch/CV mode, a logical lock will be placed on the area. This lock prevents all access to the area by other
users until the session in which the LOCK statement is issued is committed. If executing online, a commit is automatically
issued at end of task prior to the pseudo-converse unless autocommit is disabled through a SET OPTIONS statement.

The areas being locked must be varied in update mode to the central version. If another task is updating an area being
locked, the LOCK command will wait until the logical area lock is available. If the wait would cause a deadlock, the LOCK
command fails.

Committing prior work

Before executing this utility under a central version, you must commit any previous work done within the current session.
For more information, see Central Version Considerations.

JCL Considerations

When you submit a LOCK statement through the batch command facility in local mode, the JCL to execute the facility
must include statements to define the file containing the first page of the area to be processed. To run under central
version, a SYSCTL statement is needed.

Examples

Lock by area

The following example directs the LOCK utility to lock the EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION area.

lock area empdemo.emp-demo-region;

Lock by segment

The following example directs the LOCK utility to lock the EMPDEMO segment.

lock segment empdemo;

Sample Output

Lock by area

When LOCK processing is completed, the following listing is generated when processing is successful.
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IDMSBCF nn.n                             CA IDMS Batch Command Facility             mm/dd/

yy             PAGE 1

   LOCK AREA EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION;

  Status = 0 SQLSTATE = 00000

When LOCK processing is completed, the following listing is generated when processing fails.

IDMSBCF nn.n                             CA IDMS Batch Command Facility             mm/dd/

yy             PAGE 1

   LOCK AREA USERDB.EMP_AREA;

  Status = -4      SQLSTATE = 5000B        Messages follow:

DB002352 C-4M353: Area USERDB.EMP_AREA required area lock mode not available

Lock by segment

When LOCK processing is completed, the following listing is generated.

IDMSBCF nn.n                             CA IDMS Batch Command Facility             mm/dd/

yy             PAGE 1

   LOCK SEGMENT EMPDEMO;

   Area EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION was not available

   Area EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION Lock Mode Acquired

   Area EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION Lock Mode Acquired

 Status = -4  SQLSTATE = 28000   Messages follow:

 DB002406 C-4M363: Area lock mode unavailable for one or more areas

 

 

MAINTAIN INDEX
The MAINTAIN INDEX utility builds, rebuilds, or deletes one or more indexes in a non-SQL-defined database.

You can run the MAINTAIN INDEX utility all at once or break it into steps.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To process an index in a segment, you need the privilege DBAWRITE, on all areas of the segment.

Syntax

 

►►─── MAINTAIN INDEX ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── IN ─┬─ SEGMENT segment-name ─────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

          └─ DBNAME database-name ─────┘

 ►─── USING subschema-name ─┬─────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►
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                            └─ NEWSUB new-subschema-name ─┘

 

 ►─── NOTIFY notify-record-count ─────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ STEP ─┬─ step-name ─┘

   └─ FROM ─┘

 

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─ BUILD ──┬─ index-name ─────────────────┬─┴────────────────────────────►

     ├─ DELETE ─┘                              │

     └─ REBUILD index-name FROM ─┬─ INDEX ───┬─┘

                                 ├─ ALLrows ─┤

                                 └─ MEMbers ─┘

 ►────────┬────────────────┬───────────────┬──────────────────────┬───────────►◄

          └── as SORTEXIT ─┘               └─── REUSE workfiles ──┘

 

Parameters

• IN SEGMENT
Specifies the segment containing the index(es) to be processed.

• segment-name
Specifies the name of the segment.

• IN DBNAME
Specifies the database containing the index(es) to be processed.

• database-name
Specifies the name of the database.

• USING
Specifies the subschema that defines the index(es).

NOTE
If processing an index associated with an ASF table, specify the name of the table's default subschema,
RUnnnnnn where nnnnnn is the table's definition number preceded by zeros.

If processing an ASF index that resides in ASF's definition area, IDMSR-AREA, which specify the IDMSRSSA
subschema.

• subschema-name
Specifies the name of the subschema.
– If building an index, this is the name of the subschema defining the index to be built.
– If deleting an index, this is the name of the subschema defining the index to be deleted.
– If rebuilding an index, this is the name of a subschema describing either the existing index structure or the new

index structure.
• NEWSUB

Specifies the subschema that defines one or more indexes to be rebuilt. Use this clause only when rebuilding an index
according to a new definition.

• new-subschema-name
Specifies the name of the new subschema.

• NOTIFY
A message is sent to the system console after a specified number of records have been processed in the current step.

• notify-record-count
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Specifies the number of records to process before sending a message.
By default or if 0 is specified, no message is sent to the system console except the standard message sent at the end
of each step indicating the number of records processed during the step.
Notify messages are displayed by steps IDMSTABX, IDMSDBL3, and IDMSDBL4 when a notify-record-count is
specified.

• STEP
Directs the MAINTAIN INDEX utility to execute only one step of the index maintenance process.
By default, if you do not specify STEP, all steps are performed.
If the specified step is any step except IDMSTABX, all other parameters are ignored. In this case, the information
normally provided by the other parameters is obtained from the intermediate work files.

• FROM
Specifies that MAINTAIN INDEX processing should begin at a specified step and complete all remaining steps.
If the specified restart step is any step except IDMSTABX, all other parameters are ignored. In this case, the
information normally provided by the other parameters is obtained from the intermediate work files.

• step-name
Specifies the name of the first or only step to execute.
The name must be one of the following:
– IDMSTABX
– SORT3
– IDMSDBL3
– SORT4
– IDMSDBL4

• BUILD
For system-owned indexes only, directs the MAINTAIN INDEX utility to add all member record occurrences to the
specified index.
Both the index and all associated areas and files must be defined in the subschema specified in the USING
SUBSCHEMA-NAME clause.

• DELETE
For system-owned indexes only, directs the MAINTAIN INDEX utility to:
– Disconnect all members from the specified index
– Remove the SR7 and SR8 records for the index from the database

• REBUILD
For system-owned indexes only, directs the MAINTAIN INDEX utility to rebuild an existing, non-empty index.

• index-name
Specifies the name of the index to process.

• FROM
Identifies the records to use in rebuilding an index.
Use this parameter only with REBUILD.

• INDEX
Directs the MAINTAIN INDEX utility to connect only members of the existing index to the new index.

• ALLrows
Directs the MAINTAIN INDEX utility to:
– Sweep the area of the database that contains eligible members
– Connect all eligible member occurrences to the rebuilt index

• MEMbers
Directs the MAINTAIN INDEX utility to:
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– Sweep the area of the database that contains the member record type
– Determine if record occurrences found, participate in the index and if they do, connect them to the rebuilt index
– Connect all member record occurrences to the rebuilt index (this is the same as the ALLROWS option) for unlinked

system-owned indexes only
• as SORTEXIT

Causes each DBLx step in the utility to return its input data directly from the preceding sort instead of having the sort
write the data to a workfile. This option eliminates one workfile for each sort and saves the I/O it takes to write, then
read, the workfile.

• REUSE workfiles
Causes each step in the utility to reuse an existing workfile, if possible, when writing its output data, instead of writing
to a new one for each step. This reduces the number of workfiles that need to be allocated.

Usage

How to submit the MAINTAIN INDEX utility

You submit the MAINTAIN INDEX utility only through the batch command facility. You must run the batch command facility
in local mode.

All areas affected by the index must be varied offline.

When to use MAINTAIN INDEX

Use the MAINTAIN INDEX utility to process indexes in a non-SQL-defined database. This includes indexes associated
with individual ASF tables and ASF indexes that reside in the IDMSR-AREA; specify the IDMSRSSA subschema.

When not to use MAINTAIN INDEX

To process indexes in an SQL-defined database, use the LOAD or BUILD utility.

Multiple operations in one execution

You can perform maintenance on multiple indexes in one execution of the MAINTAIN INDEX utility. However, you should
perform only one operation on an index within the same execution. For example, do not DELETE and BUILD the same
index at the same time.

Subschema reentrancy

If the subschemas specified in the MAINTAIN INDEX utility reside in a load library, they must not be linked with the
reentrant attribute, nor can they reside in the LPA (OS) or SVA (DOS). If the subschemas are loaded from a dictionary
load area, these issues are not relevant.

BUILD-option with non-MA indexes

Specifying the BUILD-option will connect every potential member record to the system-owned index. Therefore, if the
index is not MANDATORY AUTOMATIC and there are occurrences of the member record that should not participate in the
index, do not use the BUILD-option. Instead, use the REBUILD FROM MEMBERS-option.

Rebuilding indexes

When rebuilding an index, MAINTAIN INDEX might need a subschema that describes the old index, the new index, or
both depending on the changes (if any) being made to the index structure. The following table specifies the REBUILD
option and subschema to use based on the function that the rebuild operation is performing:

Function REBUILD Option Subschema Specification
Reorganize an existing index (for example,
after deleting many member occurrences)

FROM INDEX USING old-subschema-name

Rebuild a damaged index FROM MEMBERS USING old-subschema-name
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Modify the following index tuning options:
• Key compression
• Number of entries in an SR8 record
• Index displacement
• Location of an index (its area or page

range)
• Linked or unlinked attribute

FROM INDEX USING old-subschema-name
NEW SUB new-subschema-name

Change the following index characteristics:
• Sort key
• Collating sequence
• Sorted or unsorted attribute
• Duplicates option

FROM MEMBERS USING new-subschema-name

Rebuild an index from all member
occurrences without making index changes

FROM ALLROWS USING old-subschema-name

Rebuild an index from all member
occurrences making index changes

FROM ALLROWS USING new-subschema-name

Where there is a choice between using FROM INDEX or FROM MEMBERS, consider the following:

• FROM INDEX is generally more efficient because only the index structure is read, rather than every member record
occurrence

• FROM INDEX preserves the order of entries with duplicate key values; FROM MEMBERS or FROM ALLROWS
rebuilds the index with duplicate entries in db-key sequence

• FROM INDEX requires that the index exist and be readable

Changing symbolic index values

The following values can be supplied as a symbolic index parameter in the physical area definition:

• The number of entries in an SR8 (INDEX BLOCK CONTAINS)
• The number of pages bottom-level SR8s are displaced from top-level SR8s (DISPLACEMENT)

If these values are changed in the physical definition, you can (if desired) reorganize the index to reflect the new values by
rebuilding it using a DMCL containing the updated segment definition.

Changing subarea page range

The page range in which a system-owned index resides can be specified by using a symbolic subarea parameter in the
physical area definition. If this value is changed, execute MAINTAIN INDEX twice:

• The first execution must use a DMCL with the old values for the symbolic parameters and specify STEP IDMSTABX to
indicate that only the first step of index maintenance is to be performed.

• The second execution must use a new DMCL (with the same name as the old DMCL) and specify FROM SORT3 to
indicate that all remaining steps of index maintenance are to be performed.

To ensure that the correct DMCL is used in each case, you can either change load libraries or rename the new DMCL to
have the same name as the old DMCL.

Adding or removing indexes

If adding or removing a linked system-owned index or a user-owned index set, you must use RESTRUCTURE to add or
remove index and optional owner pointers in the member record.

Sorted indexes

Adding, removing, or changing the sort key of a sorted index (system- or user-owned) may change the control length of
the record. If it does, and the record is compressed or variable in length, you must also use RESTRUCTURE to adjust the
control length of the record in the database.
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Duplicate index entries

When building an index (or rebuilding an index with the FROM ALLROWS or MEMBERS option), MAINTAIN INDEX
stores duplicate index entries in the order in which the corresponding member record occurrences exist in the database
(that is, in db-key sequence). When rebuilding an index with the FROM INDEX option, the order of duplicate index entries
is maintained in the rebuilt index.

SORTEXIT and FROM/STEP

When using the FROM and STEP options with the SORTEXIT option, each pair of SORTn and DBLx steps are
considered to be one step. If either half of the SORTn/DBLx is specified on a FROM or STEP option, processing will start
with the SORTn step and the DBLx step will also be executed. For example:

• FROM IDMSDBL3 will start with step SORT3 and will continue to the end.
• STEP SORT3 will run steps SORT3 and IDMSDBL3.

SORTEXIT/REUSE WORKFILE restart considerations

Since SORTEXIT combines each SORTn step with the DBLx step that follows it, if a failure occurs in the DBLx step, a
restart (if a restart is possible) must begin with the sort step and the input to the step will be resorted. Non-SORTEXIT
mode will take longer to run but can be restarted after the sort in this case. Therefore, if restart time is more critical than
normal runtime do not run the utility as a sortexit.

If the REUSE WORKFILE option is used with SORTEXIT, some input workfiles will be used as output files in the
same step. Therefore if these two options are used together and a failure occurs, the utility must be restarted from the
beginning.

Workfile Considerations for restarting a failed MAINTAIN INDEX

If the MAINTAIN INDEX command fails, depending on the reason for failure, restart the command at the failing step using
the "FROM step-name" syntax. You can only restart a step if the input files to that step are intact and valid.

To prepare for a possible restart when running a one-step MAINTAIN INDEX, the Intermediate work files should have a
disposition that preserves the data set in the event of an abend, for example, "DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)."

To restart MAINTAIN INDEX at a particular step, the input files to that step must have a disposition to specify that the files
already exist, for example, "DISP=OLD".

To determine which files were input to a given step, see the "Intermediate Work File" tables under "JCL Considerations".
Partially created output files should be deleted before restarting the job, and the original disposition should be used in the
restart job, for example, "DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)".

The SYSPCH file contains sort parm information for sort steps. It is an output file to IDMSDBLn steps but is not read
unless restarting or running in step mode. So during a normal run the SYSPCH file should be treated as a normal output
file, for example, "DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)." However, restarting is not as straightforward. If the previous job failed in
an IDMSDBLx step, the SYSPCH file was an output file and should be deleted before restarting. But if the failure occurred
in a SORTx step, the contents of the SYSPCH file should contain the same values that were input to the SORTx step. In
this case the SYSPCH file should be preserved and defined as a SYS001 input file to the restart step.

When the SORTEXIT option is used, the SORTx and IDMSDBLx steps are combined. If a failure occurs in this mode,
the SYSPCH file should normally be preserved and used as a SYS001 input file to the restart. However, there is a small
window at the end of a IDMSDBLx step where the SYSPCH file is opened for output and new SORT parameters are
written. If the job fails at this point, the entire SORTx/IDMSDBLx step must be restarted, but the SYSPCH file will not be
valid as a SYS001 input file. In this case, the sort parameters must be recreated by hand or the job must be restarted at
an earlier IDMSDBLx step if possible. One way to avoid this situation is to run in step mode when running SORTEXIT
mode.

The RELDCTL data set is always an input file to the first step of a MAINTAIN INDEX whether being restarted or not.

The steps of MAINTAIN INDEX
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The MAINTAIN INDEX utility consists of the following steps, which you can run separately or as a single operation. Each
step has an input and output:

Step Description Input Output
IDMSTABX • Interprets the control

statements
• Reads the database
• Deletes system-owned

indexes
• Writes index descriptors to

the SYS003 file
• Writes set descriptors to the

RELDCTL file
• Writes sort control

parameters to the SYSPCH
file

• Control parameters from
your submission of the utility

• The database

• SYS003 contains index
membership information

• SYSPCH contains sort
parameters

• RELDCTL file
Note: The SYS003 record
length can be calculated as
follows:
(largest sortkey length in the
subschema * 2) + 28

SORT3 Sorts the contents of the
SYS003 file and puts the results
in SYS004.

• SYS003 from IDMSTABX
• SYS001 contains the

sort parameters from
IDMSTABXSYSPCH file.

• If running in step mode or if
it is the first step in a sort, no
sort parameters are needed.

SYS004 contains the sorted
contents of SYS003

IDMSDBL3 • Erases old index structures,
if there are any

• Builds the new index
structures

• Establishes pointers for
user-owned index sets, and
puts themin the SYS005 file

• Establishes index pointers
for system-owned linked
indexes and puts them in the
SYS005 file

• SYS004 from SORT3
• RELDCTL file

• SYS005 contains prefix
pointer information for user-
owned indexes

• SYSPCH contains sort
parameters

Note: The SYS005 record
length is 32.

SORT4 Sorts the contents of the
SYS005 file, and puts the
results in SYS006.

• SYS005 from IDMSDBL3
• SYS001 contains the

sort parameters from
IDMSDBL3SYSPCH file.

If running in step mode or if
this is the first step in a sort,
sort control parameters are not
needed.

SYS006 contains the sorted
contents of SYS005Note: The
SYS006 record length is 32.

IDMSDBL4 Fills in prefix pointers for user-
owned indexes and linked
system-owned indexes.

SYS006 from SORT4
RELDCTL file

SYSLST contains a summary
of the results of the MAINTAIN
INDEX operation

NOTE
The above table describes the input and output files when you execute MAINTAIN INDEX without the
SORTEXIT and REUSE options. For the impact of running MAINTAIN INDEX with these options, see "JCL
Considerations" later in this section.

Sort output after each step
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If you execute the MAINTAIN INDEX utility a step at a time, you must use the sort parameters to sort the contents of the
intermediate work files. You can use your own sort program or IDMSSORT.

Sort the intermediate work files as follows:

Sort name File to sort Sort order Sort on Begins at
SORT3 SYS003 Ascending 16 + (2 x n)

n is the length of the
longest sort or CALC key
in the subschema

Byte 5

SORT4 SYS005 Ascending 16 bytes Byte 5

NOTE
If running in step mode, the sort parameters generated by IDMSTABX and IDMSDBL3 are not sufficient for
stand-alone sort programs running under z/VSE. If you want to use your own sort program, you must add
"WORK=" parameters to specify more than one sort work file.

Maintaining indexes

General procedure

In general, the procedure for changing indexes is as follows:

Step 1: Create a new schema and global subschema, if necessary

NOTE
These steps are not necessary if the only change being made is to the value of symbolic parameters associated
with the index.

1. Create a new schema that is identical to the original schema.
2. Create a global subschema for the new schema with a name that is different from that of any other subschema in the

dictionary. Include in the subschema all areas, records, and sets associated with the schema.
3. Make the necessary changes to the new schema definition.
4. Validate the schema.
5. Regenerate the global subschema.

Step 2: Modify the segment and DMCL if necessary

NOTE
Segment and DMCL modification is necessary only if adding or changing the values of symbolic index or
subarea parameters associated with the index or adding a new area in which to store the index.

1. Make the appropriate changes in the segment definition. Make sure that subareas and other symbolics are defined
appropriately.

2. Generate, punch, and link all DMCLs containing the altered segment.

Step 3: Make changes to the index

1. Backup the area(s).
2. Use the MAINTAIN INDEX utility to change a system-owned index.
3. Use a user-written program in conjunction with IDMSTBLU and the MAINTAIN INDEX utility to change a user-owned

index.
4. Verify the change with IDMSDBAN or a retrieval program, OLQ or Culprit.
5. Back up the altered area(s).

Step 4: Complete the change
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If schema changes were necessary:

1. Update the original schema in the same way that the copy was changed.
2. Regenerate all subschemas associated with the original schema that are affected by the change.
3. Recompile all access modules affected by the change, using the ALTER ACCESS MODULE statement with the

REPLACE ALL option.

As appropriate, make the new subschemas, DMCL(s), and area(s) available to your runtime environment.

Maintaining user-owned indexes

To build, rebuild, or delete user-owned indexes, you must write a program which calls IDMSTBLU and passes information
about the indexes to be operated on and the owner and member record occurrences participating in the indexes.

Once the program executes, complete the operation by executing the MAINTAIN INDEX utility, specifying FROM SORT3.
Use the SYSPCH, SYS002, and RELDCTL work files generated by IDMSTBLU as input to the MAINTAIN INDEX utility as
SYS001, SYS003, and RELDCTL respectively.

Creating the user-written program

The following considerations apply when writing your program:

1. Include in your program the following descriptors:
– The global subschema describing the index
– The owner and member record descriptions
– Descriptions of the IDMSTBLU parameters outlined next

2. The general logic of the program should:
– As the first call to IDMSTBLU, pass the subschema descriptor:

CALL IDMSTBLU USING SUBSCTYP.

– For each occurrence of a user-owned indexed set, identify the owner by passing an owner descriptor:

CALL IDMSTBLU USING OWNERTYP.

NOTE
If more than one set per owner is to be processed during a single execution of the user-written program,
multiple owner descriptors must be passed to IDMSTBLU. For example, to rebuild two indexed sets in
which REC-A is owner and REC-B is member, as the second and third calls to IDMSTBLU, for example:

CALL IDMSTBLU USING OWNERTYP.

                      :..........+2 REBUILD IXSET-1 REC-A's dbkey

CALL IDMSTBLU USING OWNERTYP.

                      :..........+2 REBUILD IXSET-2 REC-A's dbkey

In this example, subsequent REC-B member descriptors passed to IDMSTBLU should contain two occurrences of
set name and owner dbkey information (one occurrence for IXSET-1 and one occurrence for IXSET-2).

– For each record that participates as a member of an indexed set to be processed, pass a member descriptor and
the member record occurrence:

CALL IDMSTBLU USING MEMBERTYP member-record.

– As the last call to IDMSTBLU, pass the end-of-file descriptor:

CALL IDMSTBLU USING EOFTYP.

The owner and member information can be obtained either from the database or a user input file.
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As information is passed to IDMSTBLU, it creates work files needed to build, rebuild, or drop the specified indexed
sets.

3. Link edit your program with IDMSTBLU. Also, link it with IDMS if your program binds a rununit.

IDMSTBLU parameters

Subschema descriptor

The subschema descriptor identifies the subschema and segment that contain the indexed sets. If you are rebuilding an
index and changing its characteristics, the identified subschema and segment must describe the new index definition.

The subschema descriptor also identifies the name of the DMCL to be used during MAINTAIN INDEX execution. It must
be the same as the name of the DMCL specified in the SYSIDMS parameter file used to execute the MAINTAIN INDEX
utility.

Descriptor type Fullword binary value 1
Subschema name 8-byte character
Segment name 8-byte character
DMCL name 8-byte character

For example:

01 SUBSCTYP.

   02  FILLER PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +1.

   02  ssnm   PIC X(8) VALUE 'EMPSS01'.

   02  segnm  PIC X(8) VALUE 'EMPSEG'.

   02  dmclnm PIC X(8) VALUE 'NEWDMCL'.

Owner descriptor

The owner descriptor describes each record that participates as an owner in an indexed set to be processed:

Descriptor type Fullword binary value 2
Requested function 8-character value:

'BUILD ', 'REBUILD ', 'DELETE ', 'EXTEND '
Set name 16-character set name
Owner db-key Fullword binary owner db-key (zero if owner is an SR7 record)

For example:

01   OWNERTYP.

     02  FILLER PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +2.

     02  OFUNC  PIC X(8) VALUE SPACES.

     02  OSET   PIC X(16) VALUE SPACES.

     02  ODBKEY PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC VALUE +0.

Member descriptor

The member descriptor describes each record that participates as a member in one or more indexed sets to be
processed:

Descriptor type Fullword binary value 3
Record name 16-character record name
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Record db-key Fullword binary db-key
Number of sets Fullword binary value that specifies the number of sets in which

the record participates as a member

Repeat the following two fields once for every indexed set in which the record participates as a member:

Set name 16-character set name
Owner db-key Fullword binary owner db-key value

For example, the following illustrates a member that participates in user-owned indexed sets:

01   MEMBRTYP.

     02  FILLER PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +3.

     02  MREC   PIC X(16) VALUE SPACES.

     02  MDBKEY PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC VALUE +0.

     02  MSETS  PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +2.

     02  MSET-INFO OCCURS n TIMES.

         04  MSET    PIC X(16).

         04  MODBKEY PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC.

NOTE
n represents the number of indexed sets that are actually being processed (for example, those for which an
owner descriptor was previously passed to IDMSTBLU and in which MREC participates as a member).

Database record descriptor

The database record descriptor describes each member record type in an indexed set to be processed:

For example:

01   COPY IDMS RECORD EMPLOYEE.

01   COPY IDMS RECORD SKILL.

01   COPY IDMS RECORD EXPERTISE.

01   COPY IDMS RECORD JOB.

End-of-file descriptor

The end-of-file descriptor serves as an end-of-file indicator:

Descriptor type Fullword binary value -1 (X'FFFFFFFF')

For example:

01   EOFTYP.

     02  FILLER PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE -1.

JCL Considerations

When you submit a MAINTAIN INDEX utility through the batch command facility, the JCL to execute the facility must
include statements to define:
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• The files containing the areas to be processed
• The intermediate work files
• Sort space

NOTE
For more information about the generic JCL used to execute the batch command facility, see the section for your
operating system in this section.

Work file JCL considerations for STEP mode

MAINTAIN INDEX normally runs as a single step but runs as separate steps using the "STEP step-name" syntax. When
running in step mode, input files should have dispositions that state the file already exists, for example, "DISP=OLD"

Preserve output files on successful completion but not when the job fails, for example, "DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE)".

See the "Intermediate Work File" table to determine which files are input and which files are output and when they are
used.

The RELDCTL file is always input to every step.

The SYSPCH file is created by an IDMSDBLx step and used as input to a SORTx step. When used as input, it is defined
as SYS001.

Work file record lengths:

• The RELDCTL file is a fixed length file with a record length of 60 bytes.
• The SYSPCH file is a fixed length file with a record length of 80 bytes.
• All SYSxxx files are variable length files. The record length can vary from one step to the next, from one job to the

next. Do not code an LRECL value in the JCL just code a BLKSIZE value. A BLKSIZE value should be chosen based
on the optimal size for the device being used, for example, 1/2 track if disk or 32k if tape.

Intermediate work files

The following tables indicate which work files are created and read by the different utility steps depending on the use of
the SORTEXIT and REUSE WORKFILE options.

Step Input Output
MAINTAIN INDEX: NOT sortexit mode and NOT reusing workfiles
IDMSTABX  SYS003
SORT3 SYS003 SYS004
IDMSDBL3 SYS004 SYS005
SORT4 SYS005 SYS006
IDMSDBL4 SYS006  
MAINTAIN INDEX: NOT sortexit mode and REUSING workfiles
IDMSTABX  SYS003
SORT3 SYS003 SYS004
IDMSDBL3 SYS004 SYS003
SORT4 SYS003 SYS004
IDMSDBL4 SYS004  
MAINTAIN INDEX: SORTEXIT mode and NOT reusing workfiles
IDMSTABX  SYS003
SORT3/IDMSDBL3 SYS003 SYS005
SORT4/IDMSDBL4 SYS005  
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MAINTAIN INDEX: SORTEXIT mode and REUSING workfiles
IDMSTABX  SYS003
SORT3/IDMSDBL3 SYS003 SYS003
SORT4/IDMSDBL4 SYS003  

Examples

The following example directs the MAINTAIN INDEX utility to rebuild the SKILL-NAME-NDX in the EMPDEMO segment.

maintain index in segment empdemo

  using empss01

    rebuild "skill-name-ndx" from members;

The following command directs MAINTAIN INDEX to rebuild the SKILL-NAME-NDX, to run all steps as a sortexit, and to
reuse workfiles:

maintain index in segment empdemo using empss01

as sortexit reuse workfiles

rebuild skill-name-ndx from members;

Sample Output

The following listing is generated after successful completion of the MAINTAIN INDEX utility statement in the previous
example.

 IDMSBCF                                              IDMS Batch Command Facility                            mm/

dd/yy   PAGE 1

 MAINTAIN INDEX IN SEGMENT EMPDEMO USING EMPSS01

 REBUILD "SKILL-NAME-NDX" FROM MEMBERS ;

UT010002 BEGINNING PROCESSING FOR STEP IDMSTABX

UT012001 IDMSTABX RELEASE nn.n TAPE volser STARTED

UT012004 69 INTERMEDIATE RECORDS WERE WRITTEN TO SYS003

UT012006 SYS003   MAXIMUM RECORD SIZE IS 78

UT012007 IDMSTABX RELEASE nn.n PROCESSING COMPLETED

UT010003 STEP IDMSTABX HAS COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

UT010002 BEGINNING PROCESSING FOR STEP SORT3

UT009001 IDMSDBLY RELEASE nn.n TAPE volser SORT STARTED

UT009002    69 RECORDS WERE READ FROM SYS003

UT009003    69 RECORDS WERE WRITTEN TO SYS004

UT009004 IDMSDBLY RELEASE nn.n SORT COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

UT010003 STEP SORT3    HAS COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

UT010002 BEGINNING PROCESSING FOR STEP IDMSDBL3

UT006001 IDMSDBL3 RELEASE nn.n TAPE volser PROCESSING STARTED

UT006007    69 INTERMEDIATE RECORDS WERE READ FROM SYS004

UT006002    68 INTERMEDIATE RECORDS WERE WRITTEN TO SYS005

UT006005    NO DATABASE ERRORS WERE ENCOUNTERED

UT006006 IDMSDBL3 RELEASE nn.n PROCESSING COMPLETED

UT010003 STEP IDMSDBL3 HAS COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

UT010002 BEGINNING PROCESSING FOR STEP SORT4

UT009001 IDMSDBLY RELEASE nn.n TAPE volser SORT STARTED
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UT009002    68 RECORDS WERE READ FROM SYS005

UT009003    68 RECORDS WERE WRITTEN TO SYS006

UT009004 IDMSDBLY RELEASE nn.n SORT COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

UT010003 STEP SORT4    HAS COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

UT010002 BEGINNING PROCESSING FOR STEP IDMSDBL4

UT007001 IDMSDBL4 RELEASE nn.n TAPE volser PROCESSING STARTED

UT007004    NO DATABASE ERRORS WERE ENCOUNTERED

UT007005    NO LOGIC ERRORS WERE ENCOUNTERED

UT007002    68 RECORDS WERE READ FROM SYS006

UT007006 IDMSDBL4 RELEASE nn.n PROCESSING COMPLETED

UT010003 STEP IDMSDBL4 HAS COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

UT013001 DATABASE INDEX/ASF TABLE HAS COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

Status = 0

MERGE ARCHIVE
The MERGE ARCHIVE utility is used to merge the archived journal files of data sharing group members that are sharing
update access to data. It can also be used to merge archive and local mode journal files to simplify a subsequent recovery
operation.

The output file created by the merge utility can be used as input to the ROLLFORWARD, ROLLBACK, EXTRACT
JOURNAL, and MERGE ARCHIVE utility statements.

The merge utility also produces a report identifying global quiesce points within the set of merged journal images.

Under certain circumstances, this utility must be used if members of a data sharing group are sharing update access to
data.

NOTE
For more information about when the use of this utility is mandated, see Backup and Recovery in the IDMS
Database Administration Section.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To You Need This Privilege On
merge archived journal files USE The DMCL

Syntax

 

►►──── MERGE ARCHIVE ─┬─ COMPLETE ───┬───────────────────────────────────►

                      └─ INCOMPLETE ─┘

 ►────────────┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►◄

              └─ REPORT ─┬─ FULL ◄───┤

                         ├─ TERSE ───┤

                         └─ SUMMARY ─┘

 

Parameters

• COMPLETE
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Indicates that all journal files that contain images needed for recovery have been included as input. To complete
transactions that are incomplete at the end of the process, additional checkpoint records will be written to the merged
output file:
– For incomplete distributed transactions whose state is InDoubt, additional distributed and local checkpoint records

will be written if a matching section recovery control input file entry is provided.
– For local (that is, non-distributed) transactions still active at the end of the process, an ABRT checkpoint record will

be written.
The output file may then be used as input to the ROLLBACK, ROLLFORWARD, or EXTRACT JOURNAL utility
functions.

• INCOMPLETE
Indicates that only a subset of the journal files have been included as input. The journal files are merged, but no
additional checkpoints are generated. The output file can be used only as input to an EXTRACT JOURNAL or a
subsequent MERGE ARCHIVE. You should not use the output file as input to ROLLBACK or ROLLFORWARD.

• REPORT
Specifies the amount of detail that is to appear on the report produced by the merge utility.

• FULL
Specifies that all details are to be reported. This includes for every transaction: checkpoints, database statistics, and
area usage. All details of a distributed transaction record are reported. This includes local transaction ids with program
names, external transaction ids, and resource manager interests. Additionally, transactions active at the end of the
process are listed and the time of the last global quiesce point is identified. FULL is the default if no REPORT option is
specified.

• TERSE
Indicates that only transaction checkpoints and summary information is produced. For distributed transaction records:
external transaction ids and resource manager interests are not included in the report.

• SUMMARY
Indicates that only final summary information is produced.

Usage

Processing flow

MERGE ARCHIVE uses two input files: SYS001 and JRNM01 and one output file: SYS002. It proceeds by sorting the
contents of SYS001 in chronological sequence and then merging the results of the sort with the contents of JRNM01. The
resulting merged journal images are then processed and written to SYS002. Control records are also written to SYS002
indicating the range of images for each member that are included on the merged file and an indication of whether or not
the output file was created with the COMPLETE option.

Input files

SYS001 is used to supply input that is not in chronological sequence. Typically, archive files from one or more data
sharing members are concatenated together as input to SYS001, although it is also possible to include one or more
merged files as input. The order of concatenation is not relevant.

JRNM01 is used to supply a single merged archive file. Multiple files cannot be concatenated as input to JRNM01. If no
merged archive file exists, then JRNM01 should be specified as dummy.

Incremental merging

To minimize recovery time, journal files can be merged periodically and the output from each merge operation used as
input to a subsequent MERGE ARCHIVE.

When merging journal files incrementally, specify the INCOMPLETE option on every MERGE ARCHIVE execution except
the final one. The final merge operation before executing a ROLLFORWARD or ROLLBACK utility statement must specify
the COMPLETE option.

Using disk files
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It is possible to use disk files for merged journal files. This can be beneficial for incremental merging, since all intermediate
merged files can reside on disk. Only the final merged file (the one created with the COMPLETE option) may need to be
written to tape so that ROLLFORWARD or ROLLBACK can process it.

Incomplete transactions

If a transaction is encountered whose initial checkpoint record (BGIN) is not contained on the input files being processed,
a warning message is written that will result in a return code of 4. This is not necessarily an error, since missing journal
images can be merged at a later time; however, the missing journal records might need to be provided before the merged
file can be used for recovery purposes. For more information, see the ROLLFORWARD or ROLLBACK utility commands.

MERGE ARCHIVE and Distributed Transactions

MERGE ARCHIVE reports on distributed transactions and supports the use of input and output section recovery
control files. If COMPLETE is specified, the input section recovery control file is used to complete InDoubt distributed
transactions. If an output section recovery control file is included in the JCL, an entry will be written for each incomplete
distributed transaction encountered. For more information, see JCL Considerations and the "Common Facilities for
Distributed Transactions" section.

NOTE
For considerations associated with distributed transactions during recovery operations, see the IDMS Database
Administration Section.

JCL Considerations

When submitting a MERGE JOURNAL statement through the batch command facility, in addition to the standard JCL
required for the batch command facility, you must also include statements to define:

• SYS001 to point to the concatenated set of archived journal files or merged journal files
• JRNM01 to point to a single merged journal file. If no such file exists, JRNM01 must be specified as DUMMY
• SYS002 to point to the merged output file. The output file will have the block size that is specified for the archive

journal file in the DMCL used for the merge
• Any sort work files needed by your local sort

To use a section recovery input control file, include a CTRLIN file definition or DD statement in the IDMSBCF execution
JCL. To use a section recovery output control file, include a CTRLOUT file definition or DD statement in the IDMSBCF
execution JCL. The format of these files is fixed block with a record length of 80.

NOTE
For more information about the generic JCL used to execute the batch command facility, see the section for your
operating system in this section.

Example

The following statement directs the MERGE ARCHIVE utility to create a merged output file of all archived journal records
and to write ABRT checkpoint records for any transaction still active when all input has been processed.

merge archive complete;

Sample Output

The following is output generated after submitting a MERGE ARCHIVE statement to the batch command facility.

MERGE ARCHIVE   COMPLETE REPORT TERSE   ;

 NODE SYSTEM72 RU_ID         46 PGM_ID  DBCRUPD   QUIESCE LEVELS  1  UPD  0   BGIN  yyyy-mm-dd-

hh.mm.ss.ffffff  GLBQU
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 NODE SYSTEM74 RU_ID         42 PGM_ID  DBCRUPD   QUIESCE LEVELS  1  UPD  0   BGIN  yyyy-mm-dd-

hh.mm.ss.ffffff  GLBQU

 NODE SYSTEM74 RU_ID         43 PGM_ID  DBCRUPD   QUIESCE LEVELS  2  UPD  1   BGIN  yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff

 NODE SYSTEM74 RU_ID         45 PGM_ID  DBCRUPD   QUIESCE LEVELS  3  UPD  2   BGIN  yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff

 NODE SYSTEM72 RU_ID         46 PGM_ID  DBCRUPD   QUIESCE LEVELS  0  UPD  0   ENDJ  yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff

 NODE SYSTEM72 RU_ID         50 PGM_ID  DBCRUPD   QUIESCE LEVELS  1  UPD  0   BGIN  yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff

 NODE SYSTEM72 RU_ID         51 PGM_ID  DBCRUPD   QUIESCE LEVELS  2  UPD  1   BGIN  yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff

 NODE SYSTEM72 RU_ID         52 PGM_ID  DBCRUPD   QUIESCE LEVELS  3  UPD  2   BGIN  yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff

 NODE SYSTEM72 RU_ID         53 PGM_ID  DBCRUPD   QUIESCE LEVELS  4  UPD  3   BGIN  yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff

 NODE SYSTEM74 RU_ID         42 PGM_ID  DBCRUPD   QUIESCE LEVELS  2  UPD  2   ENDJ  yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff

 NODE SYSTEM73 RU_ID         49 PGM_ID  DBCRUPD   QUIESCE LEVELS  1  UPD  0   BGIN  yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff

...

 NODE SYSTEM73 RU_ID       1499 PGM_ID  DBCRUPD   QUIESCE LEVELS  6  UPD  6   ABRT  yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff

 NODE SYSTEM73 RU_ID       1458 PGM_ID  DBCRUPD   QUIESCE LEVELS  5  UPD  5   ENDJ  yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff

 NODE SYSTEM73 RU_ID       1359 PGM_ID  DBCRUPD   QUIESCE LEVELS  4  UPD  4   ABRT  yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff

 NODE SYSTEM74 RU_ID       1226 PGM_ID  DBCRUPD   QUIESCE LEVELS  0  UPD  0   ENDJ  yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff

 NODE SYSTEM73 RU_ID       1472 PGM_ID  DBCRUPD   QUIESCE LEVELS  3  UPD  3   ENDJ  yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff

 NODE SYSTEM73 RU_ID       1498 PGM_ID  DBCRUPD   QUIESCE LEVELS  2  UPD  2   ABRT  yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff

 NODE SYSTEM73 RU_ID       1448 PGM_ID  DBCRUPD   QUIESCE LEVELS  1  UPD  1   ABRT  yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff

 NODE SYSTEM73 RU_ID       1392 PGM_ID  DBCRUPD   QUIESCE LEVELS  0  UPD  0   ENDJ  yyyy-mm-dd-

hh.mm.ss.ffffff  GLBQ

     ACTIVE PROGRAMS AT STOP TIME WERE:

    NONE

    DATABASE IN QUIESCE AT END OF FILE

    DATABASE IN UPDATE QUIESCE AT END OF FILE

    DATA BASE MAY NOT NEED TO BE RECOVERED

    SYS001 BLOCK COUNT       40  RECORD COUNT     6194

    JRNM01 BLOCK COUNT      342  RECORD COUNT    52235

    SYS002 BLOCK COUNT      382  RECORD COUNT    58429

More Information

• For more information about section recovery, see the IDMS Database Administration Section.
• For more information about data sharing, see the IDMS System Operations Section.

PRINT INDEX
The PRINT INDEX utility reports on the structure of system-owned indexes and indexed sets. Using the PRINT INDEX
utility, you can review:

• The number of levels in an index
• The contents of the fixed and variable portions of one or more SR8 records in an index
• The amount of available space on the page containing each SR8 in an index

This article describes the following information:
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Authorization

To You Need This Privilege On
Report on indexes in a segment DBAREAD The area containing the index and the

area(s) containing records referenced by
the index

Syntax

►►─── PRINT INDEX ─┬─ set-name set-specifications ──────────────┬────────────►

                   └─ SR8 occurrence-key-1 ── report-option ────┘

 ►────┬────────────────────────────────┬──┬──────────────┬───────────────────►◄

      ├─ ONLY ◄────────────────────────┤  ├─ DECIMAL ◄───┤

      ├─ TREE ─────────────────────────┤  ├─ HEX ────────┤

      ├─ FULL ─────────────────────────┤  └─ TERSE ──────┘

      ├─ LEG ──────────────────────────┤

      ├─ SUMMARY ───┬────────────┬─────┤

      │             ├─ ONLY ◄────┤     │

      │             └─ DETAILED ─┘     │

      └─┬─ NEXT ──┬─┬────────────────┬─┘

        ├─ PRIOR ─┤ └─ level-number ─┘

        └─ LVL ───┘

Expansion of set-specifications

►►──┬── SEGMENT segment-name ──┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─  DBNAME db-name ────────┘

 ►─┬─ USING subschema-name ─┬───────────────────────────────┬────────────────┬─►

   │                        ├─ OWNER ──┬─ occurrence-key-2 ─┘                │

   │                        └─ MEMBER ─┘                                     │ 

   │                                                                         │

   └─ TABLE schema-name.table-id ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

                                  ├─ REFERENCED ──┬ ROWID occurrence-key-2 ─┘

                                  └─ REFERENCING ─┘

 ►─┬─ report-option ────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ FULL ─────────────────────────┤

   └─ SUMMARY ───┬────────────┬─────┘

                 ├─ ONLY ◄────┤

                 └─ DETAILED ─┘

Expansion of occurrence-key-1

►►─┬───────────────┬─┬─ X'hex-database-key'──┬────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ page-group: ─┘ └─ page-num:line-num ───┘

Expansion of occurrence-key-2

►►──┬─ X'hex-database-key'──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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    └─ page-num:line-num ───┘

Expansion of report-option

►►────┬────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

      ├─ ONLY ◄────────────────────────┤ 

      ├─ TREE ─────────────────────────┤ 

      ├─ LEG ──────────────────────────┤

      ├─ NEXT ──┬──┬───────────────┬───┘

      ├─ PRIOR ─┤  └─level-number ─┘ 

      └─ LVL ───┘

Parameters

• set-name
Specifies the name of the system-owned index or indexed set on which the PRINT INDEX statement is to report.
When processing a system-owned index, processing begins at the first SR8 record in the SR7-SR8 set.

• SEGMENT
Specifies the segment containing the index structures to be reported. When using the FULL option, or when specifying
a starting member dbkey, the member area must also exist in this segment.

• segment-name
Specifies the name of the segment.

• DBNAME
Specifies the database containing the index structures to be reported.

• db-name
Specifies the name of the database.

• USING subschema-name
Specifies the name of the subschema in which the named indexed set is included.

• TABLE schema.table-id
Specifies the name of a table.

• REFERENCED ROWID
For the named table, directs the PRINT INDEX utility to report on the index occurrence whose owner is the referenced
row identified by occurrence-key.

• REFERENCING ROWID
For the named table, directs the PRINT INDEX utility to report on the index occurrence containing the row ID of the
referencing row identified by occurrence-key.

• X'hex-database-key'
Specifies the hexadecimal database key of an owner or member record in the specified indexed set.

• page-num
Specifies the page number of an owner or member record in the specified indexed set.

• line-num
Specifies the line number of an owner or member record in the specified indexed set.

• SR8
Identifies the index to be processed by specifying an index of an SR8 record in the index.

• page-group
Identifies the page group of the SEGMENT where the index resides.

• X'database-key'
Specifies the hexadecimal database key of the SR8 record.

• page-num
Specifies the page number of the SR8 record.

• line-num
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Specifies the line number of the SR8 record.
• ONLY

Directs the PRINT INDEX utility to report only on the SR8 record used as the entry point into the index.
ONLY is the default when you do not specify a portion of the index structure to report on.

• TREE
Directs the PRINT INDEX utility to report on all the SR8 records in the index, starting with the top-level SR8. SR8s are
processed by following the next pointers.

• FULL
Directs the PRINT INDEX utility to report on:
– All the SR8 records in the index, starting with the top-level SR8. SR8s are processed by following the next pointers.
– The database key, index pointer value, and orphan condition of each member record in the index. Member records

are processed by walking the bottom level of the index.
• LEG

Directs the PRINT INDEX utility to report on the SR8 records connected by up pointers, starting with the SR8 used as
the entry point into the index.
For an unsorted index or for an entry SR8 that is the top-level SR8 in a sorted index, specifying LEG has the same
effect as specifying ONLY.

• NEXT
Directs the PRINT INDEX utility to report on the SR8 records connected by next pointers in a single level of the index,
starting with the SR8 used as an entry point into the index.

• PRIOR
Directs the PRINT INDEX utility to report on the SR8 records connected by prior pointers in a single level of the index,
starting with the SR8 used as an entry point into the index.

• LVL
Directs the PRINT INDEX utility to report on all the SR8 records in a single level of the index.

• level-number
Specifies the index level to report on; an integer in the range 0 through 255.
By default, if you do not specify an index level, the PRINT INDEX utility reports on the SR8s in the level of the SR8
record used as the entry point into the index.

• SUMMARY
Requests a summary report for the target index.A summary report consists of three parts:
– Part 1 (header) provides general information on the index definition.
– Part 2 (main body) provides information on index owner occurrence(s). A system-owned index contains a single

index owner; a user-owned index can contain more than one index owner.
– Part 3 (index overview) provides global statistical information for a user-owned index only.
A summary report on a system-owned index contains parts 1 and 2.
A summary report on a user-owned index always contains parts 1 and 3. Part 2 is included only in a detailed summary
report.
– ONLY

Requests a summary report with parts 1 and 3 for the target user-owned index. This parameter is ignored for a
system-owned index. ONLY is the default.

– DETAILED
Requests a summary report with parts 1, 2, and 3 for the target user-owned index. This parameter is ignored for a
system-owned index.

• DECIMAL
Directs the PRINT INDEX utility to print both the fixed and variable portions of each SR8 record in the report. Symbolic
keys in the variable portion of each SR8 are printed in decimal (display) format.
DECIMAL is the default when you do not specify the way in which the contents of the SR8s in the index are to be
printed.

• HEX
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Directs the PRINT INDEX utility to print both the fixed and variable portions of each SR8 record in the report. Symbolic
keys in the variable portion of each SR8 are printed in hexadecimal format.

• TERSE
Directs the PRINT INDEX utility to print only the fixed portion of each SR8 record in the report.

Usage

How to submit the PRINT INDEX statement

You submit the PRINT INDEX statement by using the batch command facility or the online command facility.

When to use PRINT INDEX

The PRINT INDEX utility can help you determine whether an index needs to be rebuilt. For example, you should consider
rebuilding an index when the PRINT INDEX utility report on the index indicates one of the following:

• The number of index levels is greater than anticipated for the original index structure.
• Twenty-five percent or more of the member records are orphans.

An index can be rebuilt using MAINTAIN INDEX or TUNE INDEX. For more information about index rebuilding and
indexing in general, see the IDMS Database Administration Section.

NOTE
The output of PRINT INDEX without the SUMMARY parameter is proportional to the number of index members
that are being reported. If PRINT INDEX is run online or in batch through CV, the output is buffered in scratch. If
the scratch area cannot contain all the output, PRINT INDEX fails with a task abend.

Hexadecimal display of symbolic keys

The HEX parameter of the SET/SR8 statement is useful when the symbolic key for the index is a non-displayable data
type, such as binary or packed.

When to use DBNAME

You can use DBNAME instead of SEGMENT at any time. You must use it when an index member resides in a different
segment from the index structure, and the FULL option is used, or you specify a starting MEMBER dbkey.

JCL Considerations

When you submit a PRINT INDEX utility through the batch command facility, the JCL to execute the facility must include
statements to define:

• The database files that contain the indexes and member records to be accessed

NOTE
For more information about the generic JCL used to execute the batch command facility, see the section for your
operating system in this section.

Examples

Printing an entire index

The following example directs the PRINT utility to report on the EMP-IDX-SET using the FULL option.

PRINT INDEX "EMP-IDX-SET" DBNAME VLDBDBN USING VLDBSUBC FULL;

Printing the bottom level of an index

The following example directs the PRINT utility to report on the COV-IDX-SET using the LEVEL and TERSE options.
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PRINT INDEX "COV-IDX-SET" SEGMENT VLDBSPG1 USING VLDBSUBC  MEMBER X'01390448' LVL 0 TERSE;

Printing individual SR8 record

The following example directs the PRINT utility to report on a specific SR8 record.

PRINT INDEX SR8 5:80130:03 NEXT 2 HEX;

Printing an index from an SQL-defined database

The following example directs the PRINT utility to report on the EMP-COVERAGE index that is part of the
SQLSPG.EMPLOYEE table.

PRINT INDEX "EMP-COVERAGE” SEGMENT VLDBSPG1 TABLE SQLSPG.EMPLOYEE SUMMARY;

Printing a summary report of an index

The following example directs the PRINT utility to report on the DEPT_EMPL index using the SUMMARY option.

PRINT INDEX DEPT_EMPL SEGMENT USERDB TABLE DEMO.DEPT SUMMARY;

Printing a REFERENCING ROWID summary report of an index

The following example directs the PRINT utility to report on the index occurrence containing the row ID of the referencing
row identified by X'01390201'.

PRINT INDEX "COV-IDX-SET" SEGMENT VLDBSPG1 TABLE SQLSPG.COVERAGE REFERENCING ROWID X'01390201' SUMMARY;

Sample Output

Printing an entire index

The PRINT INDEX utility generates the following report after successful completion of the statement in the previous
"Printing an Entire Index" example.

IDMSBCF  18.0                                      CA IDMS Batch Command Facility                             

  mm/dd/yy                                                                                                    

                             

                                                                                                             

                     

PRINT INDEX "EMP-IDX-SET"                                                                                    

                       

      DBNAME VLDBDBN                                                                                         

              

      USING VLDBSUBC FULL;                                                                                   

                       

SET=EMP-IDX-SET      OWNER=SR7              PAGE GROUP=2     RECORDS PER PAGE=255                            

                       

                                            ODBK=01394301 SR8 N01394303 SR8 P01394306 ASC CUSH=12  SYM TKL=3 

   COMP                

                    MEMBER=EMPLOYEE         PAGE GROUP=1     RECORDS PER PAGE=255                            

                       

L1   01394303  NUME=5                 U=FFFFFFFF N=01394302 P=01394301 RECL=224   SPA=3164                   
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              01394302 0028  01394304 0053  01394307 0106  01394305 0329  01394306 0479                      

                       

L0   01394302  NUME=15                U=01394303 N=01394304 P=01394303 RECL=184   SPA=3164                   

                       

              0138DF01 0001  0138DE01 0003  0138CE01 0004  0138D801 0007  0138C501 0011  0138D401 0013 

 0138D101 0015

               

              0138CE02 0016  0138DE02 0019  0138DE03 0020  0138DE04 0021  0138DE05 0023  0138DE06 0024 

 0138DE07 0027               

              0138DE08 0028                                                                                  

                       

     01394304  NUME=10    ORPH=8      U=01394303 N=01394307 P=01394302 RECL=140   SPA=3164    

.

.

.                                      

MEM  0138DF01                  U=01394302                                                                    

                       

     0138DE01                  U=01394302                                                                    

                       

     0138CE01                  U=01394302                                                                    

                       

     0138D801                  U=01394302                                                                    

                       

     0138C501                  U=01394302                                                                    

                       

     0138D401                  U=01394302                                                                    

                       

     0138D101                  U=01394302                                                                    

                       

     0138CE02                  U=01394302                                                                    

                       

     0138DE02                  U=01394302                                                                    

                       

     0138DE03                  U=01394302                                                                    

                       

.

.

.

0138CF02     *ORPHAN*OF*  U=01394305                                                                         

                  

     0138CF03     *ORPHAN*OF*  U=01394305                                                                    

                       

     0138D107                  U=01394306                                                                    

                       

     0138D105     *ORPHAN*OF*  U=01394305                                                                    

                       

     0138D108                  U=01394306                                                                    

                       

     0138D106                  U=01394306                                                                    
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     0138DB05                  U=01394306                                                                    

                       

     0138DF03                  U=01394306                                                                    

                       

     0138DF04                  U=01394306                                                                    

                       

     0138D807                  U=01394306                                                                    

                       

     0138DB04                  U=01394306                                                                    

                       

TOTAL SR8=6                                                                                                  

                       

Status = 0        SQLSTATE = 00000     

Printing the bottom level of an index

The next report illustrates the use of the LVL and TERSE options to request the printing of the bottom level of an index.

IDMSBCF  18.0                                      CA IDMS Batch Command Facility                            

   mm/dd/yy   

                                                                                                              

                                                                                                              

                            

 PRINT INDEX "COV-IDX-SET"                                                                                   

                       

       SEGMENT VLDBSPG1 USING VLDBSUBC                                                                       

                                                                                                             

      

       MEMBER X'01390448' LVL 0 TERSE;                                                                       

                       

SET=COV-IDX-SET      OWNER=SR7              PAGE GROUP=5     RECORDS PER PAGE=255                            

                       

                                            ODBK=01390201 SR8 N01390203 SR8 P01390202 UNS CUSH=4             

                       

                    MEMBER=COVERAGE         PAGE GROUP=5     RECORDS PER PAGE=255                            

                       

L0   01390203  NUME=4                 U=FFFFFFFF N=01390202 P=01390201 RECL=52    SPA=3820                   

                       

     01390202  NUME=70                U=FFFFFFFF N=01390201 P=01390203 RECL=316   SPA=3820                   

                       

TOTAL SR8=2                                                                                                  

                       

Status = 0        SQLSTATE = 00000    

Printing individual SR8 records

The following report illustrates the use of the SR8 option to request the printing of a specific SR8 record.

IDMSBCF  18.0                                      CA IDMS Batch Command Facility                            

   mm/dd/yy   
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PRINT INDEX SR8 5:80130:03 NEXT 2 HEX;                                     

SET=COV-IDX-SET      OWNER=SR7              PAGE GROUP=5     RECORDS PE    

      R PAGE=255                                                           

                                            ODBK=01390201 SR8 N01390203    

       SR8 P01390202 UNS CUSH=4                                            

L0   01390203  NUME=4                 U=FFFFFFFF N=01390202 P=01390201     

      RECL=52    SPA=3820                                                  

              0139044A  01390449  01390448  01390447                       

     01390202  NUME=70                U=FFFFFFFF N=01390201 P=01390203     

      RECL=316   SPA=3820                                                  

              01390446  01390445  01390444  01390443  01390442  01390441   

              01390440  0139043F  0139043E  0139043D  0139043C  0139043B   

              0139043A  01390439  01390438  01390437  01390436  01390435   

              01390434  01390433  01390432  01390431  01390430  0139042F   

              0139042E  0139042D  0139042C  0139042B  0139042A  01390429   

              01390428  01390427  01390426  01390425  01390424  01390423   

              01390422  01390421  01390420  0139041F  0139041E  0139041D   

              0139041C  0139041B  0139041A  01390419  01390418  01390417

              01390416  01390415  01390414  01390413  01390412  01390411

              01390410  0139040F  0139040E  0139040D  0139040C  0139040B

              0139040A  01390409  01390408  01390407  01390406  01390405

              01390404  01390403  01390402  01390401                    

TOTAL SR8=2

Printing an index from an SQL-defined database

The following example provides a report, using the FULL option, on an SQL-defined index.

 

PRINT INDEX "COV-IDX-SET" SEGMENT VLDBSPG1                              

       TABLE SQLSPG.COVERAGE FULL;                                      

SET=COV-IDX-SET      OWNER=SR7              PAGE GROUP=5     RECORDS PER PAGE=255

                                            ODBK=01390201 SR8 N01390203 SR8 P01390202 UNS CUSH=4 

                     MEMBER=COVERAGE         PAGE GROUP=5     RECORDS PER PAGE=255

L0   01390203  NUME=4                 U=FFFFFFFF N=01390202 P=01390201 RECL=52    SPA=3820

     0139044A  01390449  01390448  01390447                    

     01390202  NUME=70                U=FFFFFFFF N=01390201 P=01390203 RECL=316   SPA=3820

     01390446  01390445  01390444  01390443  01390442  01390441

     01390440  0139043F  0139043E  0139043D  0139043C  0139043B

.

.

.

MEM  0139044A                  U=01390203

     01390449                  U=01390203

     01390448                  U=01390203
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     01390447                  U=01390203

     01390446                  U=01390202

…

     01390405                  U=01390202      

     01390404                  U=01390202      

     01390403                  U=01390202      

     01390402                  U=01390202      

     01390401                  U=01390202      

TOTAL SR8=2                                    

Printing a summary report of an index

The following report illustrates the use of the SUMMARY option to request the printing of a user-owned index.

  PRINT INDEX "EMP-COVERAGE"       SEGMENT VLDBSPG1                                                   

       TABLE SQLSPG.EMPLOYEE SUMMARY;                                                               

SET Name: EMP-COVERAGE                                                                              

   IBC 70                               Displacement        0                                       

   Sort option NOT SORTED               Key length          N/A                                     

   Duplicates FIRST                     Compression         No                                      

OWNER: EMPLOYEE                                                                                     

   AREA VLDBSPG1.EMPL-AREA              Low page  (SUB-     80056                                   

   Page size 4276                       High page  AREA)    80100                                   

   Page group 5                         Records per page    255                                     

MEMBER: COVERAGE                        Set membership      Optional Automatic                      

   Located VIA index Yes Displ't 0      Index is            Linked                                  

   AREA VLDBSPG1.COVE-AREA              Low page  (SUB-     80106                                   

   Page size 4276                       High page  AREA)    80150                                   

   Page group 5                         Records per page    255                                     

                                                                                                    

Index overview                                                                                      

   Nr of owner occurrences                      56                                                  

   Nr of owner occurrences                      56                       

   Nr of empty owners                           55      98.2%            

   Nr of displaced top level SR8s                0       0.0%            

   Nr of SR8s:              Total                2                       

                          Average                0.0                     

                          Highest                2      Owner X'0138D404'

   Min. nr of SR8s:         Total                2                       

                          Average                0.0                     

                          Highest                2      Owner X'0138D404'

   Nr of levels:          Average                0.0                     

                          Highest                1      Owner X'0138D404'

   Min. nr of levels:     Average                0.0                     

                          Highest                1      Owner X'0138D404'

   Nr of pages:           Average                0.0                     

                          Highest                1      Owner X'0138D404'

   Min. nr of pages:      Average                0.0                     
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                          Highest                1      Owner X'0138D404'

   Nr of occurrences with orphans                0                       

   Nr of Orphans:           Total                0       0.0%                

                          Highest                0      Owner *** N/A ***    

   Total size of all SR8s                      368                           

   Size of largest SR8                         316             

Distribution of Index Levels                                                                             

       ....+....20...+....40...+....60...+....80...+....                                                 

    2+|                                                            0    0.0%                                     

    1 |

+                                                           1    1.7%                                                        

    0 |

*************************************************-         55   98.2%                                                        

                                                                                                                                    

Distribution of Minimum Index Levels                                                                                                

       ....+....20...+....40...+....60...+....80...

+....                                                                            

    2+|                                                            0    0.0%                                                        

    1 |

+                                                           1    1.7%                                                        

    0 |

*************************************************-         55   98.2%                                                        

                                                                                                                                    

Distribution of Number of SR8s                                                                                                      

       ....+....20...+....40...+....60...+....80...

+....                                                                            

    3+|                                                            0    0.0%                                                        

    2 |

+                                                           1    1.7%                                                        

    1+|                                                            0    0.0%                                                        

    0 |

*************************************************-         55   98.2%                                                        

 

Distribution of Number of Index Members                                                                                             

       ....+....20...+....40...+....60...+....80...

+....                                                                            

   76+|                                                            0    0.0%                                                        

   72 |

+                                                           1    1.7%                                                        

    1+|                                                            0    0.0%                                                        

    0 |

*************************************************-         55   98.2%                                                        

                                                                                                                                    

Distribution of Estimated IOs for Sequential Bottom Level access using 1 Buffer                                                     

       ....+....20...+....40...+....60...+....80...

+....                                                                            

    2+|                                                            0    0.0%                                                        

    1 |

+                                                           1    1.7%                                                        

    0 |

*************************************************-         55   98.2%                                                        
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Distribution of Nr of pages with Intermediate Level SR8s                                                                            

       ....+....20...+....40...+....60...+....80...

+....                                                                            

    1+|                                                            0    0.0%                                                        

    0 |

**************************************************         56  100.0%                                                        

                                                                                                                                    

Distribution of Minimum Nr of pages with Intermediate Level SR8s                                                                    

       ....+....20...+....40...+....60...+....80...

+....                                                                            

    1+|                                                            0    0.0%                                                        

    0 |

**************************************************         56  100.0%                                                        

                                                                                                                                    

Distribution of % Displaced Intermediate Level SR8s                                                                                 

       ....+....20...+....40...+....60...+....80...

+....                                                                            

    1+|                                                            0    0.0%                                                        

    0 |

**************************************************         56  100.0%                                                        

                                                                                                                                    

Distribution of Nr of pages with Bottom Level SR8s                                                                                  

       ....+....20...+....40...+....60...+....80...

+....                                                                            

    2+|                                                            0    0.0%                                                        

    1 |

+                                                           1    1.7%                                                        

    0 |

*************************************************-         55   98.2%                                                        

                                                                                                                                    

Distribution of Minimum Nr of pages with Bottom Level SR8s                                                                          

       ....+....20...+....40...+....60...+....80...+....                             

    2+|                                                            0    0.0%         

    1 |+                                                           1    1.7%         

    0 |*************************************************-         55   98.2%         

                                                                                     

Distribution of % Displaced Bottom Level SR8s                                        

       ....+....20...+....40...+....60...+....80...+....                             

    1+|                                                            0    0.0%         

    0 |**************************************************         56  100.0%         

Status = 0        SQLSTATE = 00000                                                            

Printing a REFERENCING ROWID summary report of an index

The following report illustrates the use of the REFERENCING ROWID option to request the printing of the index
occurrence containing the row ID of the referencing row identified by X’01390201’.
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PRINT INDEX "COV-IDX-

SET" SEGMENT VLDBSPG1                                                                                          

      TABLE SQLSPG.COVERAGE                                                                                                         

      REFERENCING ROWID X'01390201' SUMMARY;                                                                                        

SET Name: COV-IDX-

SET                                                                                                               

   IBC 70                               Displacement        0                                                                       

   Sort option NOT SORTED               Key length          N/

A                                                                     

   Duplicates FIRST                     Compression         No                                                                      

OWNER: SR7                                                                                                                          

   AREA VLDBSPG1.COVE-

AREA              Low page  (SUB-     80106                                                                   

   Page size 4276                       High page  AREA)    80150                                                                   

   Page group 5                         Records per page    255                                                                     

MEMBER: COVERAGE                        Set membership      Optional Automatic                                                      

   Located VIA index No                 Index is            Linked                                                                  

   AREA VLDBSPG1.COVE-

AREA              Low page  (SUB-     80106                                                                   

   Page size 4276                       High page  AREA)    80150                                                                   

   Page group 5                         Records per page    255                                                                     

                                                                                                                                    

OWNER X'01390201' on page 80130                                                                                                     

   Top level SR8  on page 80130         utilization      5.7%                                                                       

Index occurrence totals                                                                                                             

   Nr of members                                74                                                                                  

   Nr of levels                                  1                 1 Minimum                                                        

   Size of largest SR8                         316                                                                                  

   Nr of SR8s                                    2                 2 Minimum                                                        

   Nr of pages with SR8s                         1                 1 Minimum                                                        

   Nr of displaced SR8s                          0       0.0%                                                                       

   Nr of entries in use                         74      52.8%                                                                       

   Nr of Orphans                                 0       0.0%                                                                       

   Total size of all SR8s                      368                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                    

Nr of Buffers versus Estimated IOs for Sequential Bottom Level access                                                               

-------------        -------------                                                                                                  

     1  - 20                     1                                                                                                  

Status = 0        SQLSTATE = 00000                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

Report Output Description

• Part 1 -- Header
The report header provides general information on the index definition, the index owner record or SQL table, and the
index member record or SQL table.

• Part 2 -- Details for each index occurrence
A detailed report on index run-time data per index occurrence is always output for a system-owned index. For a
user-owned index, it is output only when explicitly requested using SUMMARY DETAILED. The report provides the
following:
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– The DBKEY of the index owner record occurrence and its page number.
– The page number of the first (top level) SR8. Ideally, the top level SR8 should reside on the same page as the index

owner, except for an index with only one level and a non-zero index displacement.
– The number of entries that are used in the top level SR8 is expressed as a percentage utilization of the maximum

IBC count assigned to the index.
– At the intermediate and bottom level (output only if the index occurrence has more than 1 level):

• Number of SR8's and its computed minimum value
• Number of pages with SR8's and its computed minimum value
• Number of displaced SR8's and as a percentage of SR8's
• Number of entries in use and as a percentage of available entries
• Number of orphans and as a percentage of used entries
• Total size of all SR8's

– Index occurrence totals:
• Number of levels in the index and its computed minimum value
• Number of members in the index
• Size of the largest SR8
• Number of SR8's and its computed minimum value
• Number of pages with SR8's and its computed minimum value
• Number of displaced SR8's and as a percentage of SR8's
• Number of entries in use and as a percentage of available entries
• Number of orphans and as a percentage of used entries
• Total size of all SR8's

– Estimated IO's versus number of database buffers for sequential bottom level access indicates the physical
"sequentiality" of the index. Ideally, the number of I/O's should not vary with the number of buffers and should be
equal to the number of pages with bottom level SR8's.

A displaced SR8 is a bottom level SR8 located within the index displacement or a non-bottom level SR8 located
outside the index displacement.
A computed minimum value is obtained by using the current number of entries in the index, filling SR8's to 100% using
the current value of INDEX BLOCK CONTAINS for the index, and assuming that all space on a database page is
available to hold the index owner and the associated SR8's.

• Part 3 -- Index overview and distribution diagrams for a user-owned index
– Index overview

An index overview provides the following information:
• Number of owner occurrences
• Number of empty owners and as a percentage of owner occurrences
• Number of displaced (not on same page as owner) top level SR8's
• Total, average, and highest value of the number of SR8's
• Total, average, and highest value of the computed minimum number of SR8's
• Average and highest value of the index level
• Average and highest value of the computed minimum level
• Average and highest values of the computed minimum number of pages
• Number of index occurrences with orphans
• Number of orphans: total and as a percentage of the number of entries and highest plus its owner DBKey
• Total size of all SR8's
• Size of largest SR8

– Distribution diagrams
A distribution diagram provides the number and percentage of index occurrences for a certain property in both a
numeric and a pseudo-graphical way. Properties for which a distribution diagram is output are:
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• Index level
• Minimum index level
• Number of SR8's
• Number of members in the index occurrence
• Estimated IOs using 1 buffer for sequential bottom level access
• Number of pages with intermediate level SR8's
• Minimum number of pages with intermediate level SR8's
• Percentage displaced intermediate level SR8's
• Number of pages with bottom level SR8's
• Minimum number of pages with bottom level SR8's
• Percentage displaced bottom level SR8's

More Information

• For more information about designing indexes, see  Administrating Database Design .
• For more information about defining and maintaining indexes, see  Administrating IDMS Database .

PRINT JOURNAL
The PRINT JOURNAL utility reports on transaction checkpoints in an archive journal file.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Authorization

To You need this privilege On
Report on checkpoints for a journal file USE The DMCL associated with the journal file

Syntax

 

►►─── PRINT JOURNAL ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ UTC────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ START AT ' ─┬─ date ──────┬─ ' ─┘

                  ├─ date-time ─┤

                  └─ time ──────┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ STOP AT ' ─┬─ date ──────┬─ ' ─┘

                 ├─ date-time ─┤

                 └─ time ──────┘

 ►──┬──────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

    └─ REPORT ─┬─ FULL ◄───┤

               ├─ TERSE ───┤

               └─ SUMMARY ─┘
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Parameters

• START AT
Directs the PRINT JOURNAL utility to report only on checkpoints written for transactions that started on or after the
indicated date and time.
By default, if you do not specify a start date or date and time, processing begins with the first checkpoint written in the
archive journal file.

• STOP AT
Directs the PRINT JOURNAL utility to report on checkpoints written only for transactions that started on or before the
indicated date and time.
By default, if you do not specify a stop date or date and time, processing ends with the last checkpoint written to the
archive journal file.

• date
Specifies the date, in one of the following formats:
– yyyy-mm-dd
– mm/dd/yyyy
In these formats, the following rules apply:
– yyyy specifies the year. yyyy must be an integer in the range 0001 through 9999. Leading zeros are optional.
– mm specifies the month within the year. mm must be an integer in the range 01 through 12. Leading zeros are

optional.
– dd specifies the day within the month. dd must be an integer in the range 01 through 31. Leading zeros are

optional.
The combined values of yyyy, mm, and dd must represent a valid date. For example, 1988-02-29 is a valid date.
1989-02-29 is not.

• date-time
Specifies the date and time, where:
– The format for specifying the date and time are:

yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff
– The rules for specifying the date component of DATE-TIME are the same as for the DATE option described

previously. Rules for specifying the TIME component are:
• Hh specifies the hour on a 24-hour clock. hh must be an integer in the range 00 through 23. Leading zeros are

optional.
• mm specifies the number of minutes past the hour. mm must be an integer in the range 00 through 59. Leading

zeros are optional.
• ss specifies the number of seconds past the minute. ss must be an integer in the range 00 through 59. Leading

zeros are optional.
• ffffff specifies the number of millionths of a second past the specified second. ffffff is optional; if you include it, it

must be an integer in the range 000000 through 999999. The default value is 000000. Trailing zeros are optional.
• time

Specifies the time, in the following format:
– hh:mm:ss
The rules for specifying time are the same as those listed for DATE-TIME.
When specifying time, the date defaults to the current date.

• REPORT
Specifies the amount of detail that is to appear on the report.

• FULL
Specifies that all details are to be reported. For every transaction, this includes checkpoints, database statistics, and
area usage. All details of a distributed transaction record are reported. This includes local transaction ids with program
names, external transaction ids, and resource manager interests. Additionally, transactions active at the end of the
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process are listed and the time of the last global quiesce point is identified. FULL is the default if no REPORT option is
specified.

• TERSE
Indicates that only transaction checkpoints and summary information is produced. For distributed transaction records:
external transaction ids and resource manager interests are not included in the report.

• SUMMARY
Indicates that only final summary information is produced.

• UTC
Specifies that Start and Stop times are interpreted as UTC times instead of local times.

Usage

How to submit the PRINT JOURNAL statement

You submit the PRINT JOURNAL statement only through the batch command facility. When submitting PRINT JOURNAL
statements, you must run the batch command facility in local mode.

PRINT JOURNAL and Distributed Transactions

PRINT JOURNAL reports on distributed transactions and supports the use of input and output section recovery
control files. The input section recovery control file is used to complete InDoubt distributed transactions. If an output
section recovery control file is included in the JCL, an entry will be written for each incomplete distributed transaction
encountered. For more information, see JCL Considerations and the "Common Facilities for Distributed Transactions"
section.

NOTE
For considerations associated with distributed transactions during recovery operations, see the IDMS Database
Administration Section.

JCL Considerations

When you submit a PRINT JOURNAL statement to IDMS/DB through the batch command facility, the JCL to execute the
facility must include statements to define the archive journal file.

To use a manual recovery input control file, include a CTRLIN file definition or DD statement in the IDMSBCF execution
JCL. To use a manual recovery output control file, include a CTRLOUT file definition or DD statement in the IDMSBCF
execution JCL. The format of both of these files is fixed block with a record length of 80.

NOTE
For more information about the generic JCL used to execute the batch command facility, see the section for your
operating system in this section.

Example

The following example directs the PRINT JOURNAL utility to report on all transaction checkpoints in the archive journal
file beginning with the first checkpoint.

print journal;

Sample Output

The PRINT JOURNAL utility produces the following report.

 IDMSBCF                                              IDMS Batch Command Facility                            mm/

dd/yy   PAGE 1
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    PRINT JOURNAL;

  RU_ID         1  PGM_ID  EMPLOAD   QUIESECE LEVELS  1  UPD  0   BGIN  yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff

  RU_ID         1  PGM_ID  EMPLOAD   QUIESECE LEVELS  0  UPD  0   ENDJ  yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff

   STATISTICS  FOR  EMPLOAD      RU_ID         1

    PAGES READ               969    PAGES WRITTEN            847    PAGES REQUESTED         2567    CALC TARGET            186

    CALC OVERFLOW              0    VIA TARGET               439    VIA OVERFLOW               0    LINES REQUESTED       6042

    RECS CURRENT            1307    CALLS TO IDMS           1461    FRAGMENTS STORED           0    RECS LOCATED             0

    LOCKS REQUESTED            0    SELECT LOCKS               0    UPDATE LOCKS               0

    START TIME: yyyy-mm-dd-

hh.mm.ss.ffffff  TIME OF LAST COMMIT: NONE                        NUMBER OF COMMITS:        0

                                                              SINCE LAST COMMIT

    TABLESPACES OPENED                BEFORE       AFTER      BEFORE       AFTER        USAGE MODE

    EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION              825         825         825         825    SHARED UPDATE

    EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION              115         115         115         115    SHARED UPDATE

    EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION             1314        1314        1314        1314    SHARED UPDATE

    BLOCK COUNT      702  RECORD COUNT     5512

    DATABASE IN QUIESCE AT END OF FILE

    DATABASE IN UPDATE QUIESCE AT END OF FILE

    ACTIVE PROGRAMS AT STOP TIME WERE:

    NONE

    DATA BASE MAY NOT NEED TO BE RECOVERED

 Status = 0

 AutoCommit will COMMIT transaction

 Command Facility ended with no errors or warnings

NOTE
For more information about journaling and transaction checkpoints, see the IDMS Database Administration
Section.

PRINT LOG
The PRINT LOG utility prints all or selected portions of the DC/UCF system log or an archive log file that is created by the
ARCHIVE LOG statement.

You can select portions for printing based on:

• Type of information
• Logical terminal identifier
• Date and time

This article describes the following information:
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Authorization

To You Need This Privilege On
To print a system or archive log DBAREAD The SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG area of the

database associated with the DC/UCF
system whose log you want to print

Syntax

 

►►─── PRINT LOG ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ FROM ─┬─ DATABASE ──┬─┘

            └─ ARCHIVE ◄──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   │ ┌──────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─┬─ DUMPS ──────┬─┴─┘

       ├─ MESSAGES ───┤

       ├─ STATISTICS ─┤

       └─ TRACES ─────┘

 

 ►─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ UTC────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   │       ┌───── , ───────┐ │

   └─ FOR ─▼─ terminal-id ─┴─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ START AT ' ─┬─ date ──────┬─ ' ─┘

                  ├─ date-time ─┤

                  └─ time ──────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ STOP AT ' ─┬─ date ──────┬─ ' ─┘

                 ├─ date-time ─┤

                 └─ time ──────┘

 

Parameters

• FROM
Specifies whether print log information is to be printed from the SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG area or from an archive log file.

• DATABASE
Prints log information from the SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG area.

• ARCHIVE
Prints log information from an archive log file.

• DUMPS
Includes snap dumps in the printed information.

• MESSAGES
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Includes DC/UCF system messages in the printed information.
• STATISTICS

Includes DC/UCF system statistics in the printed information.
• TRACES

Includes user traces in the printed information.

NOTE
If you specify one or more of DUMPS, MESSAGES, STATISTICS, and TRACES, only the specified type of
information is printed. If you do not specify any of these options, all types of information are printed.

• FOR
Prints only log information that is associated with one or more specified logical or physical terminals.
By default, if you do not specify FOR, log information that is associated with all logical or physical terminals is printed.

• terminal-id
– logical -- The identifier of a logical terminal that is defined to the DC/UCF system.
– physical -- The identifier of a physical terminal that is defined to the DC/UCF system. This parameter directs the

system to select only SYSTEM STATISTICS PTERM records.
You can specify up to 32 logical or physical terminals.

• START AT
Prints only log information that is recorded at or after the specified time.
By default, if you do not specify START AT, information from the beginning of the system log or archive log file is
printed.

• STOP AT
Prints only log information that is recorded at or before the specified time.
By default, if you do not specify STOP AT, all information that is recorded in the system log or archive log file (starting
at the time that is specified in the START parameter, if any) is printed.

• date
Specifies the date, in one of the following formats:
– yyyy-mm-dd
– mm/dd/yyyy
In these formats, the following rules apply:
– yyyy specifies the year. yyyy must be an integer in the range 0001 through 9999. Leading zeros are optional.
– mm specifies the month within the year. mm must be an integer in the range 01 through 12. Leading zeros are

optional.
– dd specifies the day within the month. dd must be an integer in the range 01 through 31. Leading zeros are

optional.
The combined values of yyyy, mm, and dd must represent a valid date. For example, 1988-02-29 is a valid date.
1989-02-29 is not.

• date-time
Specifies the date and time, where:
– The format for specifying the DATE-TIME is:

yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff
– The rules for specifying the DATE component of DATE-TIME are the same as for DATE described previously. The

rules for specifying the TIME component of DATE-TIME are:
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• hh: specifies the hour on a 24-hour clock. hh must be an integer in the range 00 through 23. Leading zeros are
optional.

• mm specifies the number of minutes past the hour. mm must be an integer in the range 00 through 59. Leading
zeros are optional.

• ss specifies the number of seconds past the minute. ss must be an integer in the range 00 through 59. Leading
zeros are optional.

• ffffff specifies the number of millionths of a second past the specified second. ffffff is optional; if you include it, it
must be an integer in the range 000000 through 999999. The default value is 000000. Trailing zeros are optional.

• time
Specifies the time in the following format:
– hh:mm:ss
The rules for specifying TIME are the same as those listed for DATE-TIME shown previously.
When specifying only the TIME option, the date defaults to the current date.

• UTC
Specifies that Start and Stop times are interpreted as UTC times instead of local times. If coded, all times the utility
writes are also displayed as UTC times instead of local times.

Usage

How to submit the PRINT LOG statement

You submit a PRINT LOG statement only through the batch command facility. You can run the batch command facility only
in local mode.

When to use PRINT LOG

Use the PRINT LOG utility only when the system log is being written to the DDLDCLOG area of the data dictionary.

When not to use PRINT LOG

If the system log is assigned to one or more sequential files, you should use the appropriate operating system utility (for
example, IEBGENER for z/oS systems or DITTO for z/VSE systems) to print the contents of the log file.

JCL Considerations

When you submit a PRINT LOG statement through the batch command facility, the JCL to execute the facility must
include statements to define:

• The system log area (DDLDCLOG) if you specify FROM DATABASE
• The archive log file whose contents you want to print if you specify FROM ARCHIVE
• The system message area (DDLDCMSG)
• The dummied journal file

NOTE
For more information about the generic JCL used to execute the batch command facility, see the section for your
operating system.

Examples

Printing everything except dumps

The following PRINT LOG statement requests printing of all messages, statistics, and user traces currently in the data
dictionary log area.

print log from database

   messages
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   statistics

   traces;

Printing all information for a specified time period

The following PRINT LOG statement requests printing of all information that is recorded in the system log from January
18, 1999, at 8:00 p.m. until just before 3:00 a.m. on January 19, 1999. The PRINT LOG utility retrieves this information
from the archive log file.

print log from archive

   start at '1999-1-18-20.00.00'

   stop at '1999-1-19-02.59.59.999999';

Printing user traces for a logical terminal

The following PRINT LOG statement requests printing of all user traces for logical terminal LTVTM05 beginning at 2:30
p.m. on the current day. The PRINT LOG utility retrieves this information from the data dictionary log area.

print log from database

   traces

   for ltvtm05

   start at '14.30.00';

Sample Output

The following PRINT LOG report requests the printing of all information that is recorded in the system log from September
19, 1999, at 8:10 a.m. until just after 2:20 p.m. on September 19, 1999. The PRINT LOG utility retrieves this information
from the archive log file.

IDMSBCF                                              IDMS Batch Command Facility                           

 mm/dd/yy   PAGE 1

PRINT LOG FROM DATABASE START AT '1999-09-19-08.10.00.00000'

    STOP AT '1999-09-19-14.20.10.00000';

*** PAGE 000030002 STATUS 0000 091699  19.14.59  6 S

*** PAGE 000031001 STATUS 0000 091799  14.20.00  6 S

*** PAGE 000031500 STATUS 0000 091699  10.19.58  6 S

*** PAGE 000031750 STATUS 0000 091699  14.30.01  6 S

*** PAGE 000031875 STATUS 0000 091699  16.46.34  6 S

*** PAGE 000031937 STATUS 0000 091699  17.54.59  6 S

*** PAGE 000031968 STATUS 0000 091699  18.34.58  6 S

*** PAGE 000031984 STATUS 0000 091699  18.54.59  6 S

*** PAGE 000031992 STATUS 0000 091699  19.04.58  6 S

*** PAGE 000031996 STATUS 0000 091699  19.10.00  6 S

*** PAGE 000031998 STATUS 0000 091699  19.14.58  6 S

*** PAGE 000031999 STATUS 0000 091699  19.14.59  6 S

*** PAGE 000032000 STATUS 0000 091699  19.14.59  6 S

*** PAGE 000030002 STATUS 0000 091699  19.14.59  6 S

*** PAGE 000032000 STATUS 0000 091699  19.14.59  6 S

*** PAGE 000031001 STATUS 0000 091799  14.20.00  6 S

*** PAGE 000031500 STATUS 0000 091699  10.19.58  6 S
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*** PAGE 000031250 STATUS 0000 091799  16.02.43  6 S

 .

 .

 .

*** PAGE 000031469 STATUS 0000 091999  09.25.55  6 L

*** PAGE 000031468 STATUS 0000 091999  09.25.12  6 L

*** DDLDCLOG AREA FROM PAGES 0030001 TO 0032000

*** FIRST AND LAST PAGES SELECTED ARE 0031456 AND 0031469

IDMS-DB/DC  Print Log Utility                 IDMS-DB/DC is a Proprietary Software Product         DATE      

 TIME    PAGE

            Version 19.00.02                Copyright (C) 2022 Broadcom. All rights reserved     mm/dd/yy  

 hh:mm:ss     2

091999 09.23.57 IDMS DC013002 V72 T0 ATTACHING DATABASE RESOURCE CONTROLLER

091999 09.23.57 IDMS DC200131 V72 T1 Lock Manager Initialization Complete

091999 09.23.57 IDMS DC200007 V72 T1 3005 Error Accessing Area - Not Available. SYSDEF.DDLDCLSCR

091999 09.23.57 IDMS DC201001 V72 T1 CA IDMS/DB: 72 Started

091999 09.23.57 IDMS DC200009 V72 T1 CA IDMS/DB Active 09:23:41 91.262

091999 09.23.57 IDMS DC013003 V72 T0 OPENING SYSTEM RUN UNITS

091999 09.23.57 IDMS DC013014 V72 T0 ATTACHING TASK FOR SERVICE DRIVER RHDCRUSD

091999 09.23.57 IDMS DC013014 V72 T0 ATTACHING TASK FOR SERVICE DRIVER RHDCRUSD

091999 09.23.57 IDMS DC013014 V72 T0 ATTACHING TASK FOR SERVICE DRIVER RHDCRUSD

091999 09.23.57 IDMS DC013014 V72 T0 ATTACHING TASK FOR SERVICE DRIVER RHDCRUSD

091999 09.23.57 IDMS DC013014 V72 T0 ATTACHING TASK FOR SERVICE DRIVER RHDCRUSD

091999 09.23.57 IDMS DC013014 V72 T0 ATTACHING TASK FOR SERVICE DRIVER RHDCRUSD

091999 09.23.57 IDMS DC013014 V72 T0 ATTACHING TASK FOR SERVICE DRIVER RHDCLGSD

091999 09.23.57 IDMS DC013014 V72 T0 ATTACHING TASK FOR SERVICE DRIVER RHDCLGSD

091999 09.23.57 IDMS DC050001 V72 T0 DCLOG IS 00% FULL

 .

 .

 .

IDMS-DB/DC  Print Log Utility                 IDMS-DB/DC is a Proprietary Software Product         DATE      

 TIME    PAGE

            Version 19.00.02                Copyright (C) 2022 Broadcom. All rights reserved     mm/dd/yy  

 hh:mm:ss     3

091999 09.24.03 IDMS DC021010 V72 LOAD OF RESIDENT MODULE RHDCUX28 FAILED -- CODE 20

091999 09.24.03 IDMS DC021010 V72 LOAD OF RESIDENT MODULE F100D11S FAILED -- CODE 20

091999 09.24.03 IDMS DC013016 V72 T0 SECURITY SYSTEM INITIALIZATION BEGINNING

091999 09.24.04 IDMS DC013017 V72 T0 SECURITY SYSTEM INITIALIZATION COMPLETION CODE

091999 09.24.04 SYSTEM INITIALIZED ON 91262 AT 09:24:04.35

091999 09.24.04 MAP OF REGION

091999 09.24.04 RHDCOS00 000066E8  IDMSDBIO 00020060  IDMSDBMS 0002F030  OPT      00045870

091999 09.24.04 CSA      00045D70  CCE      0004E560  SCAAREA  00050280  RUA      00050700

091999 09.24.04 DDT      00053340  LTT      00053380  PTT      00055360  QDT      000582A0

091999 09.24.04 TDT      00058420  PDT      0005CBC0  TRCEBUFS 000D5860  TCA      000E5280

091999 09.24.04 DCEAREA  000E52B0  TCEAREA  000E5EB0  MPMODTBL 0013DDC0  ECBLIST  0013E3C0

091999 09.24.04 RCA      0013E640  RLEAREA  0013E6A0  RCEAREA  0014D3E8  DPEAREA  001679C8

091999 09.24.04 ILEAREA  0016CE28  SCT      0016D460  CSVCAREA 0016F200  PGMPOOL  00173000

091999 09.24.04 RENTPOOL 00180000  RHDCD04W 001D2E00  RHDCD05V 001D3400  RHDCD01B 001D6E00

091999 09.24.04 RHDCD06E 001D7C00  RHDCD0ZU 001D9A00  RHDCD0LV 001DBE00  STGPOOL  0045E000

091999 09.24.04 XALODBUF 0065E000  ABENDSTG 00666000  HIADDR   00666320  NLT      00960AA8

 .
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 .

 .

More Information

• For more information about viewing the contents of the DC/UCF system log online, see IDMS System Tasks and
Operator Commands.

• For more information about defining the DC/UCF system log, see the IDMS System Generation.
• For more information about maintaining the DC/UCF system2 log, see Administrating IDMS System Operations.
• For more about information statistics that are written to the DC/UCF system log, see DC/UCF System Reports.

PRINT PAGE
The PRINT PAGE utility prints the contents of one or more database pages in display (decimal) and/or hexadecimal
format. You can request printing of:

• The target page for a specified CALC key
• A specified range of pages
• All or some of the pages in an area or subarea

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Authorization

To You Need This Privilege On
Print one or more pages in an area DBAREAD The area

Syntax

 

►►─── PRINT PAGE ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──┬───────────────┬─ start-page ─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────┬─►

   │  └─ page-group: ─┘              ├─ TO end-page  ─────────┤             │

   │                                 └─ FOR page-count pages ─┘             │

   │                                                                        │

   ├── IN AREA segment.area ─┬───────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┤

   │                         └─ SUBAREA subarea ─┘ └─ FOR page-count pages ─┤

   │                                                                        │

   └── FOR CALC key calc-options ───────────────────────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ DISPLAY ─┤

   ├─ HEX ─────┤

   └─ BOTH ◄───┘

 

Expansion of calc-options

►►─┬─ 'character-key-value' ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ X'hex-key-value' ──────┘
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 ►─── IN AREA segment-name.area-name ─────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ SUBAREA subarea-name ────────┬─┘

   └─ CALC start-page TO end-page ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ FOR page-count pages ─┤

   └─ OVERFLOW ─────────────┘

 

Parameters

• page-group:
Specifies the page group from which one or more pages is to be printed. Page group is concatenated with the start-
page in the form page-group:start-page.
By default, if you do not specify a page group, page group zero is used.

• start-page
The number of the page to print or the first in a range of pages to print.

• TO
Specifies a range of pages to be printed.

• end-page
The last page of a range of pages to be printed. End-page must be greater than or equal to start-page.

• FOR page-count pages
Specifies that the indicated number of database pages is to be printed.
Page-count must be an integer in the range 1 through 32,768.
If you specify a number higher than the remaining number of pages in the area, printing continues with the first page
of the area. Processing stops when the specified number of pages are printed or when all the pages in the area are
printed, whichever comes first. No pages are printed more than once.
By default, if you do not specify TO or FOR, one page is printed.

• IN AREA
Specifies pages from a specified area to be printed.
By default, if you specify IN AREA, but do not specify SUBAREA, all the pages in the specified area are printed.

• segment
Specifies the name of the segment associated with the area whose pages are to be printed.

• area
Specifies the name of the area whose pages are to be printed.

• SUBAREA
Specifies that only the pages in a subarea are to be printed.

• subarea
Specifies the name of the subarea whose pages are to be printed.

• FOR page-count pages
Specifies the indicated number of database pages, starting with the first page of the (sub)area, to be printed.
Page-count must be an integer in the range 1 through 32,768.
If you specify a number higher than the number of pages in the (sub)area, processing will stop when all the pages in
the (sub)area are printed.
By default, if you do not specify the FOR clause, all pages in the area or subarea are printed.

• FOR CALC key
Specifies that one or more pages based on CALC keys will be printed.
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Note: You cannot use the FOR CALC option for locating the target page of a large key value, because you can only
specify key values that are less than or equal to 256 bytes.

• calc-options
Specifies the CALC keys on which to base the selection of pages.

• DISPLAY
Directs the PRINT PAGE utility to print the contents of the requested database pages in display format only.
By default, if you do not specify DISPLAY or HEX, the contents of the specified pages will be printed in both display
and hexadecimal format.

• HEX
Directs the PRINT PAGE utility to print the contents of the requested database pages in hexadecimal format only.

• BOTH
Directs the PRINT PAGE utility to print the contents of the requested database pages in both display and hexadecimal
format.
BOTH is the default.

• 'character-key-value'
Specifies a CALC key with a character string literal. The target page in the specified area is printed.

• X'hex-key-value'
Specifies a CALC key with a hexadecimal literal. The target page in the specified area is printed.

• IN AREA
Identifies the area from which the target page for the specified CALC key is to be printed.
If you specify neither SUBAREA nor CALC in calc-options, the page range of the area specified by IN AREA is used to
determine the target page for the specified CALC key.

• segment-name
Specifies the name of the segment associated with the area containing the target page to be printed.

• area-name
Specifies the name of the area that contains the target page to be printed.

• SUBAREA
Identifies the subarea of the area to be used in determining the target page for the specified CALC key.

• subarea-name
Specifies the name of the subarea.

• CALC
Identifies a page range of the area to be used in determining the target page for the specified CALC key.

• start-page
Specifies the number of the first page in the page range.

• TO
Identifies the end of the page range.

• end-page
Specifies The number of the last page in the page range.

• FOR page-count pages
Specifies the indicated number of database pages to be printed, starting with the target page for the specified CALC
key.
Page-count must be an integer in the range 1 through 32,768.
If you specify a number higher than the remaining number of pages in the (sub)area, printing will continue with the first
page of the (sub)area. Processing will stop when the specified number of pages is printed or when all the pages in the
(sub)area are printed, whichever comes first. No pages are printed more than once.
By default, if you do not specify FOR or OVERFLOW, one page is printed.

• OVERFLOW
Directs the PRINT PAGE utility to print (in addition to the target page) all pages in the specified (sub)area that contain
records in the CALC chain of the target page for the specified CALC key due to overflow situations or that contain
duplicates of the CALC key.
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Usage

How to submit the PRINT PAGE statement

You submit the PRINT PAGE statement by using either the batch command facility or the online command facility. When
submitting the PRINT PAGE utility through the batch command facility, you must run the batch command facility in local
mode.

JCL Considerations

When you submit a PRINT PAGE statement through the batch command facility in local mode, the JCL to execute the
facility must include statements to define the files containing the pages to be processed. To run under central version
include a SYSCTL statement.

NOTE
For more information about the generic JCL used to execute the batch command facility, see z/OS JCL or z/VSE
JCL.

Example

Print a specific page in an area

The following example directs PRINT PAGE to print page 75020.

print page 75020;

Sample Output

The following report lists the contents of page 75020 in response to the PRINT PAGE statement in the previous example.

IDMSBCF                                              IDMS Batch Command Facility                            mm/

dd/yy   PAGE 1

   SET BATCH WIDTH PAGE 80;

 Status = 0

   PRINT PAGE 75020;

 PAGE 75,020              PAGE GROUP 0        AVAILABLE SPACE 3,952

-000000   0001250C 01250C01 01250C01 0F700000    *................*

 000010   01250C00 01250C00 01254801 01252D01    *................*

 000020   0125BB01 0124FA02 0125A803 0125A801    *..........Y...Y.*

 000030   01256702 01256701 01250C02 01250C02    *................*

 000040   01250C03 01250C03 01250C01 01250C01    *................*

 000050   01250317 01250317 F0F4F5F7 C8C1D9D9    *........0457HARR*

 000060   E8404040 4040C1D9 D4404040 40404040    *Y     ARM       *

 000070   40404040 40F7F740 E2E4D5E2 C5E340E2    *     77 SUNSET S*

 000080   E3D9C9D7 40404040 40D5C1E3 C9C3D240    *TRIP     NATICK *

 000090   40404040 40404040 D4C1F0F2 F1F7F840    *        MA02178 *

 0000A0   404040F6 F1F7F4F3 F2F0F9F2 F3F0F5F0    *   6174320923050*

 0000B0   F2F8F7F7 F0F1F4F7 F7F7F1F2 F0F1F0F0    *2877014777120100*

 0000C0   F0F0F0F0 F3F4F0F4 F0F50000 01250C01    *0000340405......*

 0000D0   01250C01 01250C01 0125130F 0125BD05    *................*

 0000E0   0125BD05 F7F7F1F2 F0F1F7F8 F0F6F0F1    *....771201780601*

 0000F0   F5F30046 00000C00 7C000C00 0C000000    *53......@.......*

 000100   01250C01 01250C01 01250C01 0125AF05    *................*

 000110   0125AF03 F0F4F5F8 F0F8F0F8 00000000    *....04580808....*
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 000120   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000    *................*

 000130   --SAME--

 001080   00000000 00000000 00000000 01A90100    *.............Z..*

 001090   001C0014 01A400CC 00340018 019F0010    *.....U..........*

 0010A0   00BC0048 00010004 000C0008 00280000    *................*

 0010B0   0001250C                               *....*

-

-     1      4     0  0004     75,020-001     75,020-001

-   415    116     1  0010     75,020-000     75,020-000     75,080-001

                               75,053-001     75,195-001     75,002-002

                               75,176-003     75,176-001     75,111-002

                               75,111-001     75,020-002     75,020-002

                               75,020-003     75,020-003     75,020-001

                               75,020-001     75,011-023     75,011-023

                            *0457HARRY     ARM            77 SUNSET STRIP     N*

                            *ATICK         MA02178    6174320923050287701477712*

                            *01000000340405..*

-   420     28     2  00CC     75,020-001     75,020-001     75,020-001

                               75,027-015     75,197-005     75,197-005

                            *77120178060153......@.......*

-   425      8     3  0100     75,020-001     75,020-001     75,020-001

                               75,183-005     75,183-003

                            *04580808*

 Status = 0

   SET BATCH WIDTH PAGE 132;

 Status = 0

More Information

• For more information about defining CALC keys, see IDMS Database Administration Section.
• For more information about database pages, see IDMS Database Administration Section.

PRINT SPACE
The PRINT SPACE utility reports on space utilization in one or more areas, subareas, or segments.

You can specify whether the report is to be based on information in the space management pages (SMPs) or on
information in the database page headers.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

You need DBAREAD privilege to access the following report functions:

• Report on space utilization in an area
• Report on space utilization in a segment
• Report on space utilization in a file

Syntax

 

►►─── PRINT SPACE ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
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                    ┌─────────── , ─────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─── FOR ─┬─ AREA ─▼─ segment-name.area-name ─┬──────────────────────┬─┴───┬─►

           │           ┌────── , ───────┐      └ SUBAREA subarea-name ┘     │

           ├─ SEGMENT ─▼─ segment-name ─┴───────────────────────────────────┤

           │           ┌─────────── , ────────────┐                         │

           └─ FILE ────▼─ segment-name.file-name ─┴─────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ FULL ────┘

 

Parameters

• FOR
Identifies the areas on which the PRINT SPACE utility is to report.

• AREA
Directs the PRINT SPACE utility to report on space utilization in one or more areas or subareas. If no SUBAREA
clause is specified, this option produces a report for the entire area plus a report for each file in the area. If a
SUBAREA clause is specified, reporting is restricted to the specified subarea.

NOTE
Native VSAM files are ignored if used in this utility.

• segment-name
Specifies the name of the segment associated with the area.

• area-name
Specifies the name of the area.

• subarea-name
Specifies the name of the subarea associated with the area.

• SEGMENT
Directs the PRINT SPACE utility to report on space utilization in all areas of one or more segments.

NOTE
Native VSAM files are ignored if used in this utility.

• segment-name
Specifies the name of the segment.

• FILE
Directs the PRINT SPACE utility to report on space utilization for each area or portion of an area contained in the file.
This option always produces a full report, whether you specify the FULL parameter.

• segment-name
Specifies the name of the segment associated with the file.

• file-name
Specifies the name of the file.

• FULL
Directs the PRINT SPACE utility to base the space utilization report on information in the header of each page.
By default, if you do not specify FULL, the space utilization report is based on information in the SMPs of the specified
areas.

NOTE

If the FULL option is not selected, thespace utilization report is based solely on information on the space
management pages (SMPs). The space utilization reported may vary widely from the actual space utilization
as SMP statistics are not altered until the page referenced is at least 70% full.
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Usage

Not using the FULL option

If the FULL option is not specified, the space utilization report is based on information on the Space Management Pages.
The information reported may vary widely from the actual space utilization. For example, if all pages in a particular
segment were 50% full, the SMP pages will indicate that each page is 100% available. When using the default on the
PRINT SPACE utility, the report will indicate that the database is being used at a 0% level. When running the PRINT
SPACE utility with the FULL option, the report will indicate that your database is 50% utilized.

Running Under Central Version

Only PRINT SPACE FOR AREA and PRINT SPACE FOR SEGMENT are supported under central version.

Logically-deleted records and reports

PRINT SPACE BY FILE sequentially reads the files, letting you include only the files in the JCL stream that you want to
process.

When you use this option, PRINT SPACE will not report relocated logically deleted records as logically deleted. These
records will be reported as normal records. Therefore, record space utilization reports for an area can produce different
results when compared to the file report for the same page range.

JCL Considerations

When you submit a PRINT SPACE statement through the batch command facility in local mode, the JCL to execute the
facility must include statements to define the file(s) containing the area(s) to be processed. When running under central
version a SYSCTL statement is needed.

NOTE
For more information about the generic JCL used to execute the batch command facility, see JCL and
Commands for z/OS and z/VSE .

Examples

PRINT SPACE by area with FULL option

print space for area empdemo.emp-demo-area full;

PRINT SPACE by file

print space for file empdemo.empdemo;

Sample Output

The following report is produced by the PRINT SPACE utility after processing the PRINT SPACE statement by area with
the FULL option.

IDMSBCF                                              IDMS Batch Command Facility                            mm/

dd/yy   PAGE 1

 SET BATCH WIDTH PAGE 80;

 Status = 0

   PRINT SPACE FOR AREA EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-AREA FULL;

                                       AVAILABLE Space Distribution Report

                                                  AVAIL         NUMBER

                                                  SPACE        OF PAGES
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 AREA       EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-AREA

  PAGE SIZE            512

     PAGES       1,310,001 THRU      1,310,010

                                                 91-100%              7

                                                 81-90 %              2

                                                 71-80 %              0

                                                 61-70 %              0

                                                 51-60 %              0

                                                 41-50 %              0

                                                 31-40 %              0

                                                 21-30 %              0

                                                 11-20 %              0

                                                 00-10 %              0

                                                 SMPS                 1

                                                 TOTAL               10

     FILE   EMPDEMO.EMPDEMO

     PAGES       1,310,001 THRU      1,310,010

     BLOCKS              1 THRU             10

 Total Space Allocated                                    5,120

 Total Space Available  (Percent)                         4,128     (80%)

 Total Space Used                                           992

 AREA       EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-AREA             Distribution of USED Space Report

              Maximum                                          Percent of

 Record Type  Length       Occurrences   Total Space Used      Total Used

   SR1002         40              3                 120            12.09

 **LD1002         24              3                  72             7.25

 Space Inv.      480              1                 480            48.38

 Overhead         32             10                 320            32.25

         *** logically deleted records FOUND ***

 Status = 0

The following report is produced by the PRINT SPACE utility after processing the PRINT SPACE statement by file.

IDMSBCF  nn.n          CA IDMS Batch Command Facility     mm/dd/yy    PAGE    1

  PRINT SPACE FOR FILE EMPDEMO.EMPDEMO;

                                       AVAILABLE Space Distribution Report

                                                 AVAIL         NUMBER

                                                 SPACE        OF PAGES

AREA       EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION

 PAGE SIZE          4,276

    PAGES          75,001 THRU         75,100

                                                91-100%             78

                                                81-90 %             13

                                                71-80 %              7

                                                61-70 %              0

                                                51-60 %              0

                                                41-50 %              0
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                                                31-40 %              1

                                                21-30 %              0

                                                11-20 %              0

                                                00-10 %              0

                                                SMPS                 1

                                                TOTAL              100

    FILE   EMPDEMO.EMPDEMO

    BLOCKS              1 THRU            100

Total Space Allocated                                  427,600

Total Space Available  (Percent)                       394,120     (92.17%)

Total Space Used                                        33,480

Logically Full Pages                                         0

Total Space Unusable   (Percent)                             0    (  0.00%)

AREA       EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION     Distribution of USED Space Report

             Maximum                                          Percent of

Record Type  Length       Occurrences   Total Space Used      Total Used

  SR7            40              1                  40             0.11

  SR8         1,396              3               2,820             8.42

  SR415         196             56              10,976            32.78

  SR420          60             68               4,080            12.18

  SR425          36            150               5,400            16.12

  SR460          40             68               2,720             8.12

Space Inv.    4,244              1               4,244            12.67

Overhead         32            100               3,200             9.55

        *** NO logically deleted records found ***

Status = 0        SQLSTATE = 00000

NOTE
For more information about space utilization and database pages, see the Database Administration Section.

PRINT SPACE FOR AREA SYSSQL.DDLCATX FULL;

                                       AVAILABLE Space Distribution Report

                                                 AVAIL         NUMBER

                                                 SPACE        OF PAGES

AREA       SYSSQL.DDLCATX

 PAGE SIZE          4,276

 PAGE RESERVE         212

    PAGES          10,001 THRU         13,000

                                                91-100%             56

                                                81-90 %            117

                                                71-80 %            125

                                                61-70 %            197
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                                                51-60 %            197

                                                41-50 %            229

                                                31-40 %            230

                                                21-30 %            225

                                                11-20 %            203

                                                00-10 %          1,419

                                                SMPS                 2

                                                TOTAL            3,000

    FILE   SYSSQL.DDLCATX

    BLOCKS              1 THRU          3,000

Total Space Allocated                               12,828,000

Total Space Available            (Percent)           3,240,368     (25.26%)

Total Reserved Space Available   (Percent)             511,128     ( 3.98%)

Total Unreserved Space Available (Percent)           2,729,240     (21.28%)

Total Space Used                                     9,587,632

Logically Full Pages                                         0             

Total Space Unusable     (Percent)                           0    (  0.00%)

AREA       SYSSQL.DDLCATX              Distribution of USED Space Report   

             Maximum                                          Percent of   

Record Type  Length       Occurrences   Total Space Used      Total Used   

Null Line         8             54                 432             0.00    

  SR5            48              1                  48             0.00    

  SR7            40             12                 480             0.00    

  SR8         1,404         28,567           9,482,184            99.93    

Space Inv.    4,244              2               8,488             0.08    

Overhead         32          3,000              96,000             0.98    

        *** NO logically deleted records found ***                         

PRINT TRACE
The PRINT TRACE utility prints all or selected trace entries that reside in a DDLDCTRC area, a DDLDCLOG area, or one
or more archive files created by the ARCHIVE TRACE or ARCHIVE LOG utilities.

You can select entries for printing based on the type of information, date and time, and task ID.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

You need DBAREAD privilege to print trace information on the following system areas:

• SYSTEM.DDLDCTRC
• SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG

Syntax

The following diagram shows the syntax for the PRINT TRACE utility statement:

 

►►── PRINT TRACE ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────►

   └─ FROM ─┬─ DATABASE ────────────────────────────────┬─┘
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            └─ ARCHIVE ──┬────────────────────────────┬─┘

                         └─DDNAME─┬──SYS001 ◄──────┬──┘

                                  │  ┌────,─────┐  │

                                  └──▼─ ddname ─┴──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   │  ┌─────────────────┐ │

   └──▼─┬─ SYSTRACE ──┬─┴─┘

        └─ EXTENDED ──┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   │          ┌────,─────┐ │

   └─ TASKID ─▼ taskid ─┴─┘

 ►─┬─────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ UTC────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └── START AT ' ┬── date ──────── ' ─┤

                  ├── date-time ┬──────┘

                  └── time ─────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

   └── STOP AT ' ┬── date ──────── ' ─┤

                 ├── date-time ┬──────┘

                 └── time ─────┘

 

Parameters

This section describes the PRINT TRACE command parameters:

• FROM
Indicates the location from which to print trace information: a database area or an archive file.
– DATABASE

Prints trace information from either the DDLDCTRC or the DDLDCLOG area. If the DMCL contains a DDLDCTRC
area, only trace information in that area is printed; otherwise, only trace information in the DDLDCLOG area is
printed.

– ARCHIVE
Prints trace information from one or more archive files.
• DDNAME

Identifies the ddname of one or more archive files whose contents are to be printed. If more than one ddname is
specified, trace information is merged and displayed in chronological sequence.

• ddname
Specifies the ddname of an archive file.
Default: SYS001
Limit: 32 ddnames

NOTE
Printing trace information from multiple archive files is only available to z/OS users. z/VSE users
must consolidate multiple archive files into a single file (in the order in which they were created) and use
this file with the PRINT TRACE utility.

• SYSTRACE
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Includes basic system trace information in the output.
• EXTENDED

Includes extended trace information in the output.

NOTE

If you specify SYSTRACE or EXTENDED, only the specified type of information is printed. If you do not
specify either option, both types of information are printed.

• TASKID
Prints trace information for selected tasks.
– taskid

Specifies the taskid of a task whose trace information is to be printed.
Default: Trace information that is associated with all tasks is printed.
Limit: 32 task identifiers.

• START AT date-time
Prints only trace information recorded at or after the specified time.
Default: Prints information from the beginning of the database area or archive file.

• STOP AT date-time
Prints only trace information that is recorded at or before the specified date and time.
Default: Prints information that is recorded in the database area or archive file (starting at the time that is specified in
the START AT parameter, if any).

• Expansion of date-time
– date

Specifies a date, in one of the following formats:
• yyyy-mm-dd
• mm/dd/yyyy
The date components are:
• yyyy specified the year.

Limit: 0001-9999 (leading zeros are optional)
• mm specifies the month within the year.

Limit: 01-12 (leading zeros are optional)
• dd specifies the day within the month.

Limit: 01-31 (leading zeros are optional)
The combined values of yyyy,mm, and dd must represent a valid date. For example, 1988-02-29 is a valid date but
1989-02-29 is not.

– date-time
Specifies a date and time in one of the following formats:
• yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff
• yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss
The date components are the same as those that can be specified for date.
The time components are:
• hh specifies the hour on a 24-hour clock.

Limit: 00-23 (leading zeros are optional)
• mm specifies the number of minutes past the hour.

Limit: 00-59 (leading zeros are optional)
• ss specifies the number of seconds past the minute.

Limit: 00-59 (leading zeros are optional)
• ffffff specifies the number of millionths of a second past the specified second.

Limit: 000000-999999 (trailing zeros are optional)
– time
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Specifies a time in the following format:
• hh:mm:ss

The time components are the same as those that can be specified for date-time.
– UTC

Specifies that Start and Stop times are interpreted as UTC times instead of local times.

Usage

How to submit the PRINT TRACE statement

You submit a PRINT TRACE statement only through the batch command facility. You can run the batch command facility
only in local mode.

When to use PRINT TRACE

Use the PRINT TRACE utility when the system trace is being written to the DDLDCTRC area or DDLDCLOG area, if no
DDLDCTRC area is defined in the dictionary.

JCL Considerations

When you submit a PRINT TRACE statement through the batch command facility, the JCL to execute the facility must
include statements to define the following:

• The system trace area (DDLDCTRC) or system log area (DDLDCLOG) if you specify FROM DATABASE
• The archive trace file whose contents you want to print if you specify FROM ARCHIVE
• The system message area (DDLDCMSG)
• The dummied journal file

Examples
Printing All Trace Entries

The following PRINT TRACE statement requests printing of all SYSTRACE and EXTENDED trace entries from the trace
area.

PRINT TRACE FROM DATABASE;

Printing All Trace Information for a Specified Time Period

The following PRINT TRACE statement requests printing of all SYSTRACE and EXTENDED trace entries from the
archive file, starting from March 02, 2011 at 4:12 p.m. until just before 4:30 p.m. on March 02, 2011 using the archive file
with DDNAME SYS001.

PRINT TRACE FROM ARCHIVE

  DDNAME SYS001

  START AT '2016-03-02-21.12.00'

  STOP AT  '2016-03-02-21.30.00';

Printing SYSTRACE Entries from an Archive File

The following PRINT TRACE statement requests printing of all SYSTRACE trace entries from the archive file with
DDNAME SYS001.

PRINT TRACE FROM ARCHIVE

  DDNAME SYS001

  SYSTRACE;

Printing SYSTRACE and EXTENDED TRACE Entries from an Archive File
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The following PRINT TRACE statement requests printing of all trace entries from the ARCHIVE file with DDNAME
LOGARC.

 PRINT TRACE FROM ARCHIVE

   DDNAME LOGARC;

PRINT TRACE Output for System Trace Entries

The following items are included in the PRINT TRACE output for system trace entries.

• TOD TIME/DATE
The UTC time and date the trace entry was generated.

• SCA
The relative SCA number of the subtask that generated the trace entry.

• TASKID
Taskid of the task that generated the trace entry.

• A(LTE)
The address of the generating task’s LTE.

• MOD
The internal module number and four-character identifier of the module generating the trace entry.

• MAC
The issuing macro number or entry point.

• CALL
The relative macro expansion within the issuing program.

• R11/R2-R1/R8
The contents of registers 11 through 1 and 2 through 8 at the time the entry was generated.

• TOD CLOCK
The contents of the TOD clock at the time the entry was generated.

• <SYSTEM73>
Node or data sharing member name of issuing system.

Output for Extended Entries

The following PRINT TRACE statement requests printing of all SYSTRACE and EXTENDED trace entries from the
archive file starting from March 02,2016 at 4:12 p.m. until just before 4:30 p.m. on March 02,2016 using the archive file
with DDNAME SYS001.

PRINT TRACE FROM ARCHIVE

   DDNAME SYS001

   START AT '2016-03-02-21.12.00'

   STOP AT  '2016-03-02-21.30.00'; 

Sample Output

The following example shows the output from the Print Trace Utility:

PRINT TRACE;                                                                                                 

        

IDMS DB/DC  Print Trace Utility              IDMS DB/DC is a Proprietary Software Product            DATE    

   TIME      PAGE

            Version 19.00.02               Copyright (C) Broadcom 2022. All rights reserved        mm/dd/yy  

 hh:mm:ss       1
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*** DDLDCTRC AREA FROM PAGES 000060001 TO 000062000                                                          

        

*** FIRST AND LAST PAGES SELECTED ARE 000060019 AND 000060041                                                

        

                                                                                                             

                      

*** Trace entries generated on: yyyy-mm-dd                                                                   

                      

                                                                                                             

                      

TRACE ENTRIES, ORDERED OLDEST TO NEWEST.                                                                     

                      

                     TASKID/                                                                                 

                      

  TOD TIME/DATE SCA   A(LTE)   MOD   MAC  CALL    R11/R2   R12/R3   R13/R4   R14/R5   R15/R6    R0/R7    R1/R8

        TOD CLOCK    

19.31.33.776391 00       122   292    22    13  801D8208 38BD5456 36EC82AC B8BD5500 382B4CB8 00027350 001D820C

 C5699CD3C0807706   

       SYSTEM73     36E2B7C8  MTSY TSKCEP1      36E99D88 00000000 0025E0C0 36E99D88 3701CFBC 39C07000 B8265E42

                 

19.31.33.776391 00       122     5   240     1  801D8208 382B4CB8 36EC82D8 B82B4CC8 382B4CB8 00027350 001D820C

 C5699CD3C0807786

       SYSTEM73     36E2B7C8  TSKC #GETSTK      36E99D88 00000000 0025E0C0 36E99D88 3701CFBC 39C07000 B8265E42

                 

19.31.33.776391 00       122     5    12     4  36EC82D4 382B4CB8 36EC8320 B82B5326 3825C888 0025E030 36EC82D8

 C5699CD3C0807906

       SYSTEM73     36E2B7C8  TSKC RMGREP2      0025E680 0025E000 0025E700 000263F0 00000000 00000000 00000000

                 

19.31.33.776393 00       122     5     9     5  36EC82D4 382B4CB8 36EC8320 B82B5558 38289CB8 00000000 00000000

 C5699CD3C0809686

       SYSTEM73     36E2B7C8  TSKC TIMPGET      0026EEC8 00000063 0025E700 0026E9C0 00000000 00000000 00000000

                 

19.31.33.776393 00       122    14   240     1  0000003C 38289CB8 36EC834C B8289CCC 38289CB8 00000000 00000000

 C5699CD3C0809706  

.

.

.    

PRINT TRACE;                                                                                                 

              

IDMS DB/DC  Print Trace Utility            IDMS DB/DC is a Proprietary Software Product               DATE   

    TIME     PAGE

            Version 19.00.02             Copyright (C) 2022 Broadcom. All rights reserved           mm/dd/yy 

  hh:mm:ss      2   

                                                                                                             

                      

*** Trace entries generated on: yyyy-mm-dd                                                                   
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19.31.33.872678 00       122     8   109    42  36EC8278 382B73B8 36EC82C4 B82B76C4 383D7BD8 00000001 36EC827C

 C5699CD3D8026486    

       SYSTEM73     36E2B7C8  TSKI TMGREP1      00000000 36E2B7C8 36E63708 379CAC88 00000000 38262798 382B83B8

                     

19.31.33.872678 00       122   329   240     1  00000238 383D7BD8 36EC82EC B83D7C0C 383D7BD8 00000001 36EC827C

 C5699CD3D8026586    

       SYSTEM73     36E2B7C8  TMGR #GETSTK      36EC827C 0000008E 00000052 383D8D50 382B76CA 00000001 382B83B8

                     

19.31.33.872678 00       122   442  TMGD  TM1*    SEQ=1       LTE=36E2B7C8                                    

 C5699CD3D8026E06           

       SYSTEM73     E3D4F15C 36E2B7C8 E3C5D5C4 00000000  00008000 00000000 00000000 0000007A

 *TM1*.S.HTEND...................:*    

                    00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

 *................................*    

19.31.33.872679 00       122   442  TMGD  TMR*    SEQ=1       LTE=36E2B7C8                                   

  C5699CD3D8027906    

       SYSTEM73     E3D4D95C 36E2B7C8 E2A48299 E3C5D5C4  36E2B7C8 5BE3C3D6 D4404040 0000007A

 *TMR*.S.HSubrTEND.S.H$TCOM   ...:*    

19.31.33.872680 00       122   442  TMGD  TMR*    SEQ=1       LTE=36E2B7C8                                   

  C5699CD3D8028006     

    

.

.

PUNCH
The PUNCH utility retrieves the DMCL or database name table load module from the dictionary and writes it, in object
module form, into the SYSPCH file.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To punch You need this privilege For
A DMCL USE The DMCL
A DBTABLE USE The DBTABLE

Syntax

 

►►─── PUNCH ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ DMCL LOAD MODULE dmcl-name ───────┬─────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DBTABLE LOAD MODULE dbtable-name ─┘

 

Parameters

• DMCL LOAD MODULE
Directs the PUNCH utility to punch a DMCL load module from the dictionary.

• dmcl-name
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Specifies the load module name of the DMCL to be punched.
• DBTABLE LOAD MODULE

Directs the PUNCH utility to punch a database name table load module from the dictionary.
• dbtable-name

Specifies the load module name of the DBTABLE to be punched.

Usage

How to submit the PUNCH statement

You submit the PUNCH statement only through the batch command facility.

JCL Considerations

When you submit a PUNCH statement through the batch command facility, the JCL to execute the facility must include
statements to define:

• The dictionary from which the load module is to be punched (local mode only)
• The journal file(s) associated with the DMCL (local mode only) (these can be dummied out)
• SYSPCH file.

NOTE
For more information about the generic JCL used to execute the batch command facility, see the section for your
operating system in this section.

Example

The following example directs the PUNCH utility to retrieve the IDMSDMCL DMCL definition from the dictionary and write
it, in object module form, to a SYSPCH file.

punch dmcl load module idmsdmcl;

Output

The IDMS Batch Command Facility returns the following listing after successful completion of the PUNCH utility.

PUNCH DMCL LOAD MODULE IDMSDMCL;

Status = 0

More Information

• For more information about defining DMCL and DBTABLE modules, see the IDMS Database Administration Section.
• For more information about deleting DMCL and DBTABLE load modules, see the IDMS Database Administration

Section.

RELOAD
The RELOAD utility reloads a database using input created by the UNLOAD utility statement.

All areas in an SQL segment that are being used by a RELOAD must be either OFFLINE to any CV or in RETRIEVAL
mode if the areas are not being UPDATED by the RELOAD.

NOTE
You cannot use RELOAD to reload an SQL database that contains keys longer than 256 bytes. Instead, use the
REORG utility to reorganize a large key database.
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This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To reload data into a segment, you need the privilege DBAWRITE on all areas associated with the segment.

Syntax

 

►►─── RELOAD ─┬──────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

              ├─ STEP ─┬─ step-name ─┘

              └─ FROM ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ NOTIFY notify-record-count ─┘

 ►─────┬─────────────────┬────────────────┬─────────────────────┬─────────────►◄

       └── as SORTEXIT ──┘                └── REUSE workfiles ──┘

 

Parameter

• STEP
Specifies that only one step of the reload operation should be executed.
If you do not specify STEP, all steps in the reload process are performed as a single operation.

• step-name
Specifies the name of the step to execute.
The name must be one of the following:
– SORT1
– IDMSDBL2
– SORT2
– IDMSDBLX
– SORT3
– IDMSDBL3
– SORT4
– IDMSDBL4

• FROM
Specifies that RELOAD processing should begin at a specified step and complete all remaining steps.
If you specify FROM, all remaining steps are treated together as a single operation.

• step-name
Specifies the name of the step to execute.
The name must be one of the following:
– SORT1
– IDMSDBL2
– SORT2
– IDMSDBLX
– SORT3
– IDMSDBL3
– SORT4
– IDMSDBL4
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NOTE
For more information and an explanation about when you can restart steps IDMSDBL2, IDMSDBL3, or
IDMSDBL4, see Usage.

• NOTIFY
Indicates a message is sent to the system console after a specified number of records have been processed in the
current step.

• notify-record-count
Specifies the number of records to process before sending a message.
By default or if 0 is specified, no message is sent to the system console except the standard message sent at the end
of each step indicating the number of records processed during the step.
Notify messages are only displayed by steps IDMSDBL2, IDMSDBL3, and IDMSDBL4 when a NOTIFY-RECORD-
COUNT is specified.

• as SORTEXIT
Causes each DBLx step in the utility to return its input data directly from the preceding sort instead of having the sort
write the data to a workfile. This option eliminates one workfile for each sort and saves the I/O it takes to write, then
read, the workfile.

• REUSE workfiles
Causes each step in the utility to reuse an existing workfile, if possible, when writing its output data, instead of writing
to a new one for each step. This reduces the number of workfiles that need to be allocated.

Usage

How to submit the RELOAD utility

You submit the RELOAD utility only through the batch command facility. You must run the batch command facility in local
mode.

When to use RELOAD

Use the RELOAD utility to reload a database that has been unloaded by UNLOAD.

When reloading an SQL-defined database, the database files must be formatted using the FILE option of the FORMAT
utility statement so that AREA and TABLE stamps are properly reloaded.

When not to use RELOAD

Do not use the RELOAD utility to load a new non-SQL-defined database; use the FASTLOAD utility.

Do not use the RELOAD utility to load a new SQL-defined database; use the LOAD utility.

Run RELOAD all at once or in steps

The reloading process has eight steps, which you can run one at a time or all together. Each step generates output for use
by the next step. Four of the steps are sorts to prepare data for use by the following step.

You can run each step separately, in which case you can use your own sorting program. Alternatively, you can direct the
RELOAD utility to do the sorting for you. If you run the steps as a single process, the RELOAD utility will do the sorting for
you automatically.

When to run RELOAD in steps

The most common reason to run the RELOAD utility in steps is to cut the work into pieces, each piece requiring less time
to run than the whole process.

You could also decide to run the RELOAD utility in steps in order to use your own sorting programs between the steps, or
you can run the sort steps on a different machine than the one holding the database.

Mixed Page Groups
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RELOAD cannot process mixed page groups and will issue an error message if mixed page groups are encountered. You
must use multiple invocations of the utility to process different page groups.

RELOAD and ASF databases

If the RELOAD utility is to be run against an ASF data or definition area, see Using ASF.

Restarting IDMSDBL2, IDMSDBL3, or IDMSDBL4

If a problem arises while running IDMSDBL2 or IDMSDBL3, do not simply fix the cause of the problem and rerun the step.
In addition to fixing the cause of the problem, you must do one of the following:

• Reinitialize the database and begin again at the IDMSDBL2 step
• If you backed up the database before running the step, you can run the step again, using the backup.

These steps change the database, and if a problem arises, you need to undo the changes before running a step over
again.

If a non-data related problem occurs while running IDMSDBL4, you can restart the job without restoring. If the input file
(SYS011) still exists, unlock the area and run the RELOAD utility from IDMSDBL4. Any updates previously performed by
the run of IDMSDBL4 that abended will be overlayed by the updates in the restarted IDMSDBL4.

NOTE
For more information and help in deciding whether to run the RELOAD utility all at once or in steps, see
Administrating IDMS Database.

Data from UNLOAD is in SYS001, SYS002, SYS003, and RELDCTL

The information that the RELOAD utility needs is in the SYS001, SYS002, SYS003, and RELDCTL files. UNLOAD
recognized these files as SYSPCH, SYS002, SYS003, and RELDCTL, respectively.

• The SYS001 file contains sort parameters.

NOTE
If the RELOAD utility is started at a SORT step, in any mode, SYS001 should point to the sort parameters
generated in a previous step.

• The SYS002 file contains the following:
– Unloaded data from UNLOAD processing
– Data to be loaded
– Set membership information for each record

• The SYS003 file contains both system and user-owned index data from UNLOAD processing. If running in STEP
mode, index data is not input until the SORT2 step.

• The RELDCTL file contains:
– Set descriptor information
– A control record containing subschema, segment, and DMCL information
– Control information created during UNLOAD processing and used by RELOAD processing. If running in STEP

mode, this file must be input to every step.

SORTEXIT and FROM/STEP

When using the FROM and STEP options with the SORTEXIT option, each pair of SORTn and DBLx steps are
considered to be one step. If either half of the SORTn/DBLx is specified on a FROM or STEP option, processing will start
with the SORTn step and the DBLx step will also be executed. For example:

• FROM IDMSDBL3 will start with step SORT3 and will continue to the end.
• STEP SORT3 will run steps SORT3 and IDMSDBL3.

SORTEXIT/REUSE WORKFILE restart considerations
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Since SORTEXIT combines each SORTn step with the DBLx step that follows it, if a failure occurs in the DBLx step, a
restart (if a restart is possible) must begin with the sort step and the input to the step will be resorted. Non-SORTEXIT
mode will take longer to run but can be restarted after the sort in this case. Therefore, if restart time is more critical than
normal runtime do not run the utility as a sortexit.

If the REUSE WORKFILE option is used with SORTEXIT, some input workfiles will be used as output files in the same
step. Therefore, if these two options are used together and a failure occurs, the utility must be restarted from the
beginning.

Workfile considerations for restarting a failed RELOAD

If the RELOAD command fails, depending on the reason for failure, restart the command at the failing step using the
"FROM step-name" syntax. You can restart a step only if the input files to that step are intact and valid.

To prepare for a possible restart when running a one-step RELOAD, the intermediate work files should have a disposition
that preserves the data set in the event of an abend, for example, "DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)."

To restart RELOAD at a particular step, the input files to that step must have a disposition to specify that the files already
exist, for example, "DISP=OLD."

To determine which files were input to a given step see the "Intermediate Work File" tables under "JCL Considerations."
Partially created output files should be deleted before you restart the job, and the original disposition should be used in the
restart job, for example, "DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)."

The SYSPCH file contains sort parameter information for sort steps. It is an output file to IDMSDBLn steps but is not read
unless restarting or running in step mode. So during a normal run the SYSPCH file should be treated as a normal output
file, for example, "DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)." However, restarting is not as straightforward. If the previous job failed in
an IDMSDBLx step, the SYSPCH file was an output file and should be deleted before restarting. But if the failure occurred
in a SORTx step, the contents of the SYSPCH file should contain the same values that were input to the SORTx step. In
this case the SYSPCH file should be preserved and defined as a SYS001 input file to the restart step.

When the SORTEXIT option is used, the SORTx and IDMSDBLx steps are combined. If a failure occurs in this mode,
the SYSPCH file should normally be preserved and used as a SYS001 input file to the restart. However, there is a small
window at the end of a IDMSDBLx step where the SYSPCH file is opened for output and new SORT parameters are
written. If the job fails at this point, the entire SORTx/IDMSDBLx step must be restarted, but the SYSPCH file will not be
valid as a SYS001 input file. In this case, the sort parameters must be recreated by hand or the job must be restarted at
an earlier IDMSDBLx step if possible. One way to avoid this situation is to run in step mode when running SORTEXIT
mode.

The RELDCTL data set is always an input file to the first step of a RELOAD whether being restarted or not.

REUSE WORKFILE considerations

Some tape volume management systems consider the reuse of a tape volume for second time output processing an error
even in the same job and will not allow you to make this mistake. It results in rerunning the job over again without the
REUSE option. You can sometimes avoid this by specifying a zero retention period for the tape output volume.

Intermediate work files

The following tables indicate which work files are created and read by the different utility steps depending on the use of
the SORTEXIT and REUSE WORKFILE options.

Step Input Output
RELOAD: NOT sortexit mode and NOT reusing workfile
SORT1 SYS002 SYS004
IDMSDBL2 SYS004 SYS005 SYS006
SORT2 SYS003 SYS006 SYS007
IDMSDBLX SYS007 SYS008
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SORT3 SYS005 SYS008 SYS009
IDMSDBL3 SYS009 SYS010
SORT4 SYS010 SYS011
IDMSDBL4 SYS011  
RELOAD: NOT sortexit mode and REUSING workfiles.
SORT1 SYS002 SYS004
IDMSDBL2 SYS004 SYS005 SYS006
SORT2 SYS003 SYS006 SYS004
IDMSDBLX SYS004 SYS006
SORT3 SYS005 SYS006 SYS004
IDMSDBL3 SYS004 SYS005
SORT4 SYS005 SYS004
IDMSDBL4 SYS004  
RELOAD: SORTEXIT mode and NOT reusing workfiles.
SORT1/IDMSDBL2 SYS002 SYS005 SYS006
SORT2/IDMSDBLX SYS003 SYS006 SYS008
SORT3/IDMSDBL3 SYS005 SYS008 SYS010
SORT4/IDMSDBL4 SYS010  
RELOAD: SORTEXIT mode and REUSING workfiles.
SORT1/IDMSDBL2 SYS002 SYS005 SYS006
SORT2/IDMSDBLX SYS003 SYS006 SYS006
SORT3/IDMSDBL3 SYS005 SYS006 SYS005
SORT4/IDMSDBL4 SYS005  

How RELOAD works

The RELOAD utility consists of the following steps, which you can run separately or as a single operation. Each step uses
the output from an earlier step and generates output for use by the next step.

Step Description Input Output Size
SORT1 Sorts the contents of

SYS002.
• SYS001 contains

sort parameters from
UNLOAD SYSPCH
file

• SYS002 contains the
record information
from UNLOAD

SYS004 contains the
sorted record information

SYS004 record length
= SYS002 record length
from UNLOAD
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IDMSDBL2 • Populates the
database by means
of an area sweepbut
does not connect any
sets.

• Prints statistics on the
records written to the
database.

Note: Overflow statistics
may be fewer than
expected. To improve
performance during
a reload, IDMSDBL2
uses the dbkey of the
previously stored record
as a 'direct' dbkey if
the next record to be
stored has the same new
target page. This reduces
the number of overflow
conditions.

• SYS004 from SORT1
• RELDCTL file from

UNLOAD utility

• SYS005 contains
member descriptors
for chained sets

• SYS006 contains
member descriptors
for user owned index
sets

• SYSPCH contains
sort parameters

• SYSLST contains
statistics report

• SYS005 record length
= 32 bytes

• SYS006 record length
= 32 bytes

SORT2 Sorts the contents of
SYS003 and SYS006.

• SYS001 contains
sort parameters from
IDMSDBL2 SYSPCH*

• SYS003 contains
index information
from UNLOAD

• SYS006 contains
member descriptors
for user owned index
sets from IDMSDBL2

SYS007 contains the
sorted contents of
SYS003 and SYS006

SYS007 record length
= larger of RELOAD's
SYS006 or UNLOAD's
SYS003

IDMSDBLX Establishes pointers
for each index in which
each record participates
but does not build the
indexes in the database.

• SYS007 contains
sorted index
information from
SORT2

• RELDCTL file from
UNLOAD utility

SYS008 contains
reformatted index
information

SYS008 record length =
same as SYS007

SORT3 Sorts the contents of
SYS005 and SYS008.

• SYS001 contains
sort parameters from
IDMSDBL2 SYSPCH*

• SYS005 from
IDMSDBL2

• SYS008 from
IDMSDBLX

SYS009 contains sorted
index set descriptors

SYS009 record length
= larger of RELOAD's
SYS008 or IDMSDBL2's
SYS005

IDMSDBL3 • Establishes pointers
for each chained set
in which each record
participates (builds
the record prefix)
but does not write
the prefixes to the
database.

• Builds indexes in the
database.

• SYS009 from SORT3
• RELDCTL file from

UNLOAD utility

• SYS010 contains
prefix pointer
information

• SYSPCH contains
sort parameters

• SYSLST contains a
statistics report

SYS010 record length =
32 bytes
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SORT4 Sorts the contents of
SYS010.

• SYS001 contains
sort parameters from
IDMSDBL3 SYSPCH*

• SYS010 from
IDMSDBL3

SYS011 contains sorted
prefix pointer information

SYS011 record length =
same as SYS010 from
prior step

IDMSDBL4 Inserts the record
prefixes by performing
a serial sweep of the
database.

• SYS011 from SORT4
• RELDCTL file from

UNLOAD utility

SYSLST contains
messages on the results
of the reload operation

-

 

* The sort parameters noted in the previous table are read from SYS001, only when you run the sort steps individually.
If you run all steps together or all steps from an intermediate restart (using FROM), the sort parameters are passed in-
storage. If you restart from an abnormal termination, point the SYS001 file to the SYSPCH file of the last completed step.

Sort output after each step

If you run the RELOAD utility a step at a time, you must use the sort parameters in the SYSPCH file to sort the contents of
the intermediate work files.

Sort the intermediate work files as follows:

Sort name File to sort Sort order Sort on Begins at
SORT1 SYS002 Descending 20 bytes Byte 5
SORT2 SYS003 and SYS006 Ascending 24 bytes Byte 5
SORT3 SYS005 and SYS008 Ascending 24 bytes Byte 5
SORT4 SYS010 Ascending 16 bytes Byte 5

NOTE
The generated sort parameters are insufficient for stand-alone sort programs under z/VSE. If you want to use
your own sort program, you must add 'WORK=' parameters to specify more than one file whose contents are to
be sorted.

DBLUEREX User Exit

RELOAD modules IDMSDBL2, IDMSDBL3, and IDMSDBL4 have the ability to call a user exit named DBLUEREX when
processing errors are encountered. This exit will be called if an unexpected error status is returned from a call to IDMS for
all three modules. The exit is also called by IDMSDBL3 if an error is encountered while processing the intermediate file
containing records to rebuild the database's chain sets.

The DBLUEREX module must be linked with each IDMSDBLx module from which the user wishes it to be invoked.
The modules must be coded so that they are able to run with AMODE=31 and RMODE=ANY so that they will match
the modes of the IDMSDBL? modules. The following statements should be used to link DBLUEREX with the desired
module(s).

INCLUDE LIB1(DBLUEREX)

INCLUDE LIB2(IDMSDBL?)

ENTRY #DDNHD

where the ? represents 2, 3, or 4 depending on the module to which the exit is being linked.
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Upon entry to DBLUEREX, Register 1 will point to a list of three full words with the following contents. The last full word in
the list will have its high-order bit turned on to signal the end of the parameter list.

Offset Description
x'00' Address of an eight byte field containing the name of the module

making the call.
x'04' Address of the error status field in the run-unit's subschema

control for calls from IDMSDBL2, IDMSDBL4, and IDMSDBL3
if a database error is encountered. This parameter will contain
zeros if called by IDMSDBL3 when an error is encountered while
processing the intermediate file containing records defining the
database's chain sets.

x'08' Address of the current input record being processed by the calling
module.

JCL Considerations

When you submit a RELOAD statement through the batch command facility, the JCL to execute the facility must include
statements to define:

• Files containing the areas to be reloaded
• Intermediate work files
• Sort space

Work file JCL considerations for STEP mode

RELOAD normally runs as a single step but runs as separate steps using the "STEP step-name" syntax. When running in
step mode, input files should have dispositions that state the file already exists, for example, "DISP=OLD".

Preserve output files on successful completion but not when the job fails, for example, "DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE)."

See the "Intermediate Work File" table to determine which files are input and which files are output and when they are
used.

The RELDCTL file is always input to every step.

The SYSPCH file is created by an IDMSDBLx step and used as input to a SORTx step. When used as input, it is defined
as SYS001.

Work file record lengths:

• The RELDCTL file is a fixed-length file with a record length of 60 bytes.
• The SYSPCH file is a fixed-length file with a record length of 80 bytes.
• All SYSxxx files are variable length files. The record length can vary from one step to the next, from one job to the

next. Do not code an LRECL value in the JCL, just code a BLKSIZE value. A BLKSIZE value should be chosen based
on the optimal size for the device being used, for example, 1/2 track if disk or 32k if tape.

For more information about the generic JCL used to execute the batch command facility, see one of the following sample
JCLs:

• Batch Command Facility (z/OS JCL)
• z/VSE JCL

Example

The following example directs the RELOAD utility to reload a previously unloaded non-SQL-defined database.
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reload;

The following command directs RELOAD to run all steps as a sortexit and to reuse workfiles:

reload as sortexit reuse workfiles;

Sample Output

The RELOAD utility generates the following listing after the successful execution of the RELOAD statement in the
previous example. Note that the file the unloaded database is reloaded into is formatted first.

IDMSBCF                                              IDMS Batch Command Facility                            mm/

dd/yy   PAGE 1

SET BATCH WIDTH PAGE 80 ;

Status = 0

FORMAT FILE USERDB.EMPF1;

File USERDB.EMPF1                blocks 1 to 50.

Area USERDB.EMP_AREA             pages 5,001 to 5,050.

Page size in file 4,096.

Status = 0

  RELOAD ;

UT010002 BEGINNING PROCESSING FOR STEP SORT1

UT009001 IDMSDBLY RELEASE nn.n TAPE volser SORT STARTED

UT009002    105 RECORDS WERE READ FROM SYS002

UT009003    105 RECORDS WERE WRITTEN TO SYS004

UT009004 IDMSDBLY RELEASE nn.n SORT COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

UT010003 STEP SORT1    HAS COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

UT010002 BEGINNING PROCESSING FOR STEP IDMSDBL2

UT005001 IDMSDBL2 RELEASE nn.n TAPE volser PROCESSING STARTED

UT005002 DATABASE LOAD STATISTICS

 DATABASE LOADED ON mm/dd/yy AT 123700

PAGES READ ...............            19

PAGES WRITTEN ............            18

PAGES REQUESTED ..........            20

CALC RCDS IN TARGET PAGE .            12

CALC RCDS OVERFLOWED .....             0

VIA RCDS IN TARGET PAGE ..            53

VIA RCDS OVERFLOWED ......             1

LINES REQUESTED BY IDMS ..           222

RCDS MADE CURRENT OF R/U .            64

CALLS TO IDMS ............            70

FRAGMENTS STORED .........             0

RECORDS RELOCATED ........             0

UT005003    77 INTERMEDIATE RECORDS WERE WRITTEN TO SYS006

UT005003    69 INTERMEDIATE RECORDS WERE WRITTEN TO SYS005

UT005004    SYS005   RECORD LENGTH IS 32

UT005005    NO DATABASE ERRORS WERE ENCOUNTERED

UT005006 IDMSDBL2 RELEASE nn.n PROCESSING COMPLETED
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UT010003 STEP IDMSDBL2 HAS COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

UT010002 BEGINNING PROCESSING FOR STEP SORT2

UT009001 IDMSDBLY RELEASE nn.n TAPE volser SORT STARTED

UT009002    67 RECORDS WERE READ FROM SYS003

UT009002    77 RECORDS WERE READ FROM SYS006

UT009003    144 RECORDS WERE WRITTEN TO SYS007

UT009004 IDMSDBLY RELEASE nn.n SORT COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

UT010003 STEP SORT2    HAS COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

UT010002 BEGINNING PROCESSING FOR STEP IDMSDBLX

UT008001 IDMSDBLX RELEASE nn.n TAPE volser PROCESSING STARTED

UT008002    67 RECORDS WERE WRITTEN TO SYS008

UT008006 IDMSDBLX RELEASE nn.n PROCESSING COMPLETED

UT010003 STEP IDMSDBLX HAS COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

UT010002 BEGINNING PROCESSING FOR STEP SORT3

UT009001 IDMSDBLY RELEASE nn.n TAPE volser SORT STARTED

UT009002    69 RECORDS WERE READ FROM SYS005

UT009002    67 RECORDS WERE READ FROM SYS008

UT009003    136 RECORDS WERE WRITTEN TO SYS009

UT009004 IDMSDBLY RELEASE nn.n SORT COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

UT010003 STEP SORT3    HAS COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

UT010002 BEGINNING PROCESSING FOR STEP IDMSDBL3

UT006001 IDMSDBL3 RELEASE nn.n TAPE volser PROCESSING STARTED

UT006007    136 INTERMEDIATE RECORDS WERE READ FROM SYS009

UT006002    42 INTERMEDIATE RECORDS WERE WRITTEN TO SYS010

UT006005    NO DATABASE ERRORS WERE ENCOUNTERED

UT006006 IDMSDBL3 RELEASE nn.n PROCESSING COMPLETED

UT010003 STEP IDMSDBL3 HAS COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

UT010002 BEGINNING PROCESSING FOR STEP SORT4

UT009001 IDMSDBLY RELEASE nn.n TAPE volser SORT STARTED

UT009002    42 RECORDS WERE READ FROM SYS010

UT009003    42 RECORDS WERE WRITTEN TO SYS011

UT009004 IDMSDBLY RELEASE nn.n SORT COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

UT010003 STEP SORT4    HAS COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

UT010002 BEGINNING PROCESSING FOR STEP IDMSDBL4

UT007001 IDMSDBL4 RELEASE nn.n TAPE volser PROCESSING STARTED

UT007004    NO DATABASE ERRORS WERE ENCOUNTERED

UT007005    NO LOGIC ERRORS WERE ENCOUNTERED

UT007002    42 RECORDS WERE READ FROM SYS011

UT007006 IDMSDBL4 RELEASE nn.n PROCESSING COMPLETED

UT010003 STEP IDMSDBL4 HAS COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

UT010001 DATABASE RELOAD HAS COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

Status = 0

AutoCommit will COMMIT transaction

Command Facility ended with no errors or warnings
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REORG
The REORG utility reorganizes a database by unloading data from one or more areas in one database and reloading it
into one or more areas of another database.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To You Need This Privilege On
Unload an area DBAREAD The area itself

Any area(s) with set connections to the
area
Any area(s) containing an index defined on
records in the area

Unload a segment DBAREAD All areas of the segment
Reload data into an area DBAWRITE The area itself

Any area(s) with set connections to the
area
Any area(s) containing an index defined on
records in the area

Reload data into a database DBAWRITE All areas into which the data is being
reloaded
Any area(s) with set connections to target
areas
Any area(s) containing an index defined on
records in the target areas

Syntax
  

 

 ►►── REORG ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►

            ├─ setup-options ─┬─────────────────────────┬──────┤

            │                 │ setup-execution-options │      │

            │                 └ ESTIMATE workfile sizes ┘      │

            │                                                  │

            ├─ execution-options ──────────────────────────────┤

            ├─ CLEANUP ─┬──────────┬─┬──────────┬──────────────┤

            │           │ NODELETE │ └ NOUNLOCK ┘              │

            │           └ DELETEALL┘                           │

            │                                                  │

            ├─ STATUS REPORT ONLY ─────────────────────────────┤

            └─ ESTIMATE workfile sizes ─────┬────────┬─────────┘

                                            └ SUBMIT ┘

  

 

 Expansion of setup-options 

 ►►──┬─ DBNAME source-db-name ───────── USING source-subschema-name ──┬────►

    │                                                                │ 

    └─ SEGMENT source-segment-name ┬───────────────────────────────┬─┘

                                   └─ USING source-subschema-name ─┘
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 ►───┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

     │          ┌──────── , ──────┐                   │

     └── AREA ──▼── area-name ────┴───────────────────┘

 

 ►── RELOAD INTO target-database-name ────────────────────────────────────►

  

 

  ►───┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────►

     └─── USING target-subschema-name ─────────────────┘

 

 ►───┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────►

     └─── DMCL target-dmcl-name ───────────────────────┘

 

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴────────────►◄

     ├─── DIVIDE PROCESSING ─┬─ 1 ◄──┬─┬─ WAY ──┬──────────┤

     │                       └─ n ───┘ └─ WAYS ─┘          │

     ├─── REUSE workfiles ─────────────────────────────────┤

     ├─── GENERATE DBKEYS files ───────────────────────────┤

     ├─── as SORTEXIT ─────────────────────────────────────┤

     ├─── SHARE ───────────────────────────────────────────┤

     ├─── NOTIFY notify-interval ──────────────────────────┤

     ├─── DELETE old workfiles ────────────────────────────┤

     ├─── OVERFLOW PERCENT nnn ────────────────────────────┤

     └─── OVERFLOW CACHE nnnnnnnn ──┬────┬─────────────────┘

                                    ├ KB ┤

                                    ├ MB ┤

                                    └ GB ┘

  

 

 Expansion of setup-execution-options 

     ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

►►──▼┬──STOP AFTER ─┬─ CLEANUP ◄──┬────────────────────────┬──┴─────────►◄

     │              ├─ SETUP ─────┤                        │

     │              ├─ UNLOAD ────┤                        │

     │              └─ RELOAD ────┘                        │

     └─── CREATE ──┬─ NO ◄────┬───────┬─────────────┬──────┘

                   ├─ UNLOAD ─┤       └─ WORKFILES ─┘

                   ├─ RELOAD ─┤

                   └─ ALL ────┘

  

 

 Expansion of execution-options 

     ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

►►──▼┬──STOP AFTER ─┬─ CLEANUP ◄──┬────────────────────────┬──┴─────────►◄

     │              ├─ UNLOAD ────┤                        │

     │              └─ RELOAD ────┘                        │

     ├─── SUBMIT ──────────────────────────────────────────┤

     └─── CREATE ──┬─ NO ◄────┬───────┬─────────────┬──────┘

                   ├─ UNLOAD ─┤       └─ WORKFILES ─┘

                   ├─ RELOAD ─┤

                   └─ ALL ────┘
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Parameters

• CLEANUP
Specifies to perform a cleanup to delete work files and unlock target areas. You can use this option to complete a
successful unload/reload operation if cleanup is not performed automatically. It can also be used to delete work files
created by an incomplete unload/reload operation that is not being continued.

• STATUS REPORT ONLY
Specifies to produce a status report by reading the reorganization control file. This can be run while other REORG jobs
are executing to obtain a current status of the entire REORG process.

• ESTIMATE workfile sizes
Directs REORG to estimate the size of work files by gathering statistics in a separate pass of the database. This option
generates estimates for both UNLOAD and RELOAD work files.
By default, statistics are collected during the unload phase that can be used for sizing RELOAD work files only.
UNLOAD work files must be sized separately.
If specified together with setup-options, statistics gathering starts as soon as the setup phase is complete and
processing stops after the statistics have been gathered. Additional jobs are automatically submitted to help gather
statistics and process the database by UNLOAD slice and index.
If specified independently of setup-options, it must be specified in a separate execution of the REORG utility that
occurs between the setup and UNLOAD phases. Multiple jobs are submitted to gather statistics only if the SUBMIT
option is specified. Processing stops when file estimation is complete.
When file estimation is complete, processing must be restarted by specifying a new STOP AFTER point.
File size estimates are automatically used when dynamically allocating work files if no primary space value is specified
for the file's DSMODEL.

• source-db-name
Specifies the database name the source subschema with be bound to. All bound areas will be unloaded, unless
restricted with the area-name option. The source subschema name must be specified with this option.

• source-segment-name
Specifies the segment of the database whose areas are to be unloaded. The segment is referred to as the source
segment, and the database is referred to as the source database.

• source-subschema-name
Specifies the subschema that describes the source database.
By default, if the source-subschema-name is not specified, it indicates that an SQL-defined segment is to be unloaded.
In this case, the REORG utility extracts the description of the database from the dictionary to which the session is
connected.

• area-name
Specifies an area in the source segment to unload. Records in this area may target different areas in the target
database.
By default, if no areas are specified for a non-SQL defined database, all areas in the source segment that are also
defined in the source subschema are unloaded. If no areas are specified for an SQL-defined database, all areas in the
segment are unloaded.

• Target-database-name
Specifies the name of the database into which data is reloaded. This is referred to as the target database.
If an SQL-defined database is being reorganized, the target-database-name must be the same as the source-segment-
name specified in the SEGMENT clause.
If a non-SQL-defined database is being reorganized, target-database-name must be the name of either a segment or a
DBNAME identifying the database into which data is to be reloaded.

• Target-subschema-name
Specifies the subschema that describes the database into which the data is reloaded.
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Do not specify a target subschema if reorganizing an SQL-defined database.
By default, if reorganizing a non-SQL-defined database and target-subschema-name is not specified, the source
subschema is also the target subschema.

• Target-DMCL-name
Specifies the DMCL that defines the database into which the data is reloaded.
By default, if a target-dmcl-name is not specified, the DMCL that describes the source database is used during the
reload phase and therefore must also describe the target database.
See the source/target DMCLs in Initiating a REORG Operation for additional information.

• DIVIDE PROCESSING n WAYS
Specifies the degree to which parallel processing is to be used to reduce elapsed time. The default is 1, which means
that one job processes data and another processes system indexes.
Use of this option exponentially increases the number of work files needed. For more information, see Work files and
the n WAYS parameter.

• REUSE workfiles
Specifies to reuse work files as much as possible. Use of this option reduces the number of work files that are needed.

• GENERATE DBKEYS files
Specifies that each task that stores a record into the new database generates a DBKEYS file that maps the old db-key
of the record with the new db-key of the record.
For more information, see Generating db-key cross-reference information in Using the REORG Utility.

• as SORTEXIT
Specifies to process sorted output data directly from the SORT, instead of writing it to an intermediate work file. Use of
this option reduces the number of files and the amount of disk space needed.

• SHARE
Specifies to not lock source areas to prevent concurrent update. By default, source areas are locked at the start of
unload processing.
When locked, the source areas are released at the completion of the unload phase. The reload phase resets the locks
on all target and dependent areas that are updated during the reload phase.

• notify-interval
Specifies a time-interval in minutes. Each time this interval expires, a message is written indicating the current task
being processed and the percentage of records processed to that point. This message is not produced while data is
being sorted.

• DELETE old workfiles
Directs REORG setup to delete work files that may be left from a previous run. All existing work files that match the
name of a new work file are deleted, including DBKEYS files. For more information see, Considerations for running
REORG on VSE.
By default, old work files are reused.

• OVERFLOW PERCENT nnn
Specifies the percentage used to estimate the size of SYSOF2 and SYSOF8 work files and all output work files for the
two overflow tasks: RELOAD2 and RELOAD5. The size of these files cannot be predicted, so they are estimated to be
a percentage of related work files.
By default, 10% is used.

• OVERFLOW CACHE nnnn
Specifies a limit on the size of the overflow cache used to temporarily hold records that do not fit on their target page.
nnn is the maximum size of the overflow cache specified in bytes, Kilobytes (2**10), Megabytes (2**20), or Gigabytes
(2**30), depending on whether it is followed by no qualifier or by KB, MB, or GB respectively.
A value larger than 2**31-1 is limited to 2**31-1 bytes.
By default, 32 KB is used.

• STOP AFTER
Specifies the processing phase after which execution halts. The options are:
– CLEANUP
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Continues processing until the entire reorganization operation is complete. CLEANUP is the default if setup-options
are specified.

– SETUP
Terminates processing after setup is complete and before unload is initiated. This option is valid only if setup-
options are specified.

– UNLOAD
Terminates processing after the unload phase is complete and before reload is initiated.

– RELOAD
Terminates processing after the reload phase is complete and before cleanup is initiated.

If neither setup-options nor STOP AFTER is specified on a REORG statement, the processing stop point remains
unchanged from that previously established.
If STOP AFTER is specified, and the reorganization control file indicates that processing has already been initiated for
a phase beyond that specified as a stop point, a warning is issued and processing is terminated.

• SUBMIT
Specifies to submit JCL for additional REORG jobs to the internal reader when a REORG operation is restarted.
This option is not valid during the initial setup phase, because by default, if processing continues beyond the initial
setup phase, JCL is automatically submitted before starting the unload phase.
The JCL to be submitted is retrieved from the RORGJCL file. If no RORGJCL is present in the execution JCL, the
SUBMIT option is ignored.

• CREATE NO/UNLOAD/RELOAD/ALL WORKFILES
Specifies whether to create work files and for which phases. The options are:
– NO

Does not dynamically create work files. This is the default.
– UNLOAD

Creates only the files used during unload processing.
– RELOAD

Creates only the files used during reload processing.
– ALL

Creates both unload and reload work files.

NOTE
For information about REORG's work files and using data set models to create them, see Work Files.

Usage

This section describes the reorganization process and provides section lines, and discusses considerations in the use of
the REORG utility.

Submitting the REORG statement

You submit the REORG utility only through the batch command facility. You must run the batch command facility in local
mode.

Processing Overview

The REORG utility unloads and reloads an IDMS database using parallel processing to reduce the amount of time it takes
to reorganize data. To enable parallel operations, the utility divides the source and target databases into slices and groups
of system-owned indexes. Each slice or index group can be processed (unloaded or reloaded) in parallel by concurrently
executing jobs. The amount of concurrency is generally controlled by the DIVIDE PROCESSING n WAYS option; the
higher the value specified, the more concurrency is possible.

A REORG operation is controlled through a control file that is built during operation initiation and is accessed by all jobs
executing as part of the same REORG operation. The control file describes the specifics of the operation and is updated
with status information reflecting the progress that has been made in operation execution. Each job that performs work on
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behalf of a REORG operation updates the control file. Operating system facilities are used to serialize these updates and
to coordinate concurrently executing jobs.

A REORG operation is comprised of the following major execution phases:

• Setup -- in which the specifics of the operation are determined and its control file built.
• Unload -- in which the data is extracted from the source database and written to sequential files.
• Reload -- in which the extracted data is loaded into the target database and inter-record relationships and indexes are

built.
• Cleanup -- in which work files may be deleted and target areas unlocked.

General Reorganization Procedures

Use the following procedures to reorganize a database. These procedures may vary slightly depending on the type of
change being made and other operational considerations.

To REORG a database, take the following steps:

• Create the new subschema, segments and/or DMCL reflecting the changes to be made.
• Back up all areas that may be updated during the process.

– Areas being unloaded that contain logically deleted records.
– Areas being unloaded if data will be reloaded back into the same areas.
– Areas physically linked to the unloaded areas through sets, linked constraints, or system indexes.

• If necessary, execute the CLEANUP utility to eliminate any logically deleted records from the areas being unloaded.
• If desired, execute the IDMSDBAN utility to ensure database integrity.

If the target database files are the same as the source database files, take the following steps:

• Execute the REORG utility specifying STOP AFTER UNLOAD.
• If the SHARE option was not specified, use the UNLOCK command to unlock all areas into which the data will be

reloaded.
• Format the areas into which the data will be reloaded.
• Execute the REORG utility specifying STOP AFTER CLEANUP and SUBMIT.
• Back up the updated areas. The new areas just loaded and any linked areas that were updated.
• If desired, execute the IDMSDBAN utility to ensure database integrity.

If the target database files are different from the source database files, and the two are described by different segment
definitions whose files have different DDNAMEs and data set names, take the following steps:

• Format the areas into which the data will be reloaded.
• Execute the REORG utility specifying STOP AFTER CLEANUP.
• Back up the updated areas. The new areas just loaded and any linked areas that were updated.
• If desired, execute the IDMSDBAN utility to ensure database integrity.

If the target database files are different from the source database files, but the two have the same DDNAMEs, take the
following steps:

• Format the areas into which the data will be reloaded.
• Execute the REORG utility specifying STOP AFTER UNLOAD. Ensure that the REORG JCL and the JCL in the

RORGJCL file reference the source database files, the files containing the data to be unloaded.
• Execute the REORG utility specifying STOP AFTER CLEANUP and SUBMIT. Ensure that the REORG JCL and the

JCL in the RORGJCL file reference the target database files, the files into which the data is to be loaded.
• Back up the updated areas. The new areas just loaded and any linked areas that were updated.
• If desired, execute the IDMSDBAN utility to ensure database integrity.

Reducing REORG elapsed time
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You can substantially reduce the time it takes the REORG utility to unload and reload a database by using chained reads.
This enables multiple pages to be read with a single I/O. Its use benefits both the unloading of data, which is primarily
accomplished through an area sweep and the reloading of data, which REORG does by loading data in a forward
direction. You will get the most benefit if you use chained reads for all areas being updated by the reload phase, which is
most easily done using the PREFETCH facility. IDMSQSAM can be used instead, but because it applies to at most one
area at a time, its benefit is limited.

Relative REORG performance

While in many cases REORG will require less time and resources to unload and reload a database than the UNLOAD/
RELOAD utilities, this may not always be the case. For certain database structures, REORG will take longer to run
and cost more in terms of CPU and I/Os. The best means of determining how REORG performs against a specific
database is to do a trial run during a non-critical processing window. This should be done as part of planning a database
reorganization.

Generating db-key cross-reference information

The REORG utility optionally creates a set of DBKEYS work files whose records relate the db-key of a record in the
source database with its corresponding db-key in the target database. These files are not used by REORG, but can be
used by a user-written application or a third-party product for the purpose of cross-referencing the old and new locations
of a record. You may need to merge these files together prior to using the information.

NOTE
For more information about and a description of the records in the DBKEYS files, see DBKEYS File Layout.

Efficiency of the reorganized database

The database resulting from a REORG operation should be as efficient as one reorganized through UNLOAD and
RELOAD even though the two may not be identical.

A database processed by RELOAD is loaded back to front. CALC and VIA records that overflow are usually written to
pages that have already been loaded and have room. A database processed by REORG is loaded from front to back.
CALC and VIA records that overflow are saved in a memory cache so that they do not displace records targeting later
pages. If the cache is not large enough, the records are written to an overflow file and loaded in a later step.

The resulting databases should be similar in terms of the number of records that are stored on their intended target page
and the number of records that overflow, but the two databases will not be exactly the same.

You can use the IDMSDBAN utility to obtain a report of the number of page changes needed to traverse all occurrences
of each CALC and VIA set. By executing this utility before and after reorganization, you can determine the effect that
REORG has had on these statistics and therefore the relative efficiency of the resulting database.

Implementing Changes Through REORG

Changing an SQL-defined database

You use REORG on an SQL-defined database to modify the database based on changes made to its segment definition.
These changes must be reflected in the target DMCL. The modified DMCL must be available during the entire REORG
operation, including the setup and unload phases.

You can make the following changes using REORG:

• Change area page ranges
• Change page size

See EXPAND PAGE for an alternative means of changing a page size.
• Change the maximum number of records per page

See CONVERT PAGE for an alternative means of changing the maximum number of records per page.

The names of the source and target segments for a REORG operation on an SQL-defined database must be the same.
Consequently, if you are making any of the previous changes, you must specify a target DMCL whose name differs
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from that of the source DMCL. For more information about the DMCLs used by the REORG utility, see the source/target
DMCLs in Initiating a REORG Operation.

You cannot make changes to table definitions in an SQL-defined database between the setup and reload phases of a
REORG operation.

Changing a non-SQL-defined database

You use REORG on a non-SQL-defined database to modify the database based on changes made to its schema or
segment definitions. These changes must be reflected in the target subschema and DMCL. The modified DMCL and
subschema must be available during the entire REORG operation, including the setup and unload phases.

You can make the following changes using REORG:

• Change area page ranges
• Change page size

See EXPAND PAGE for an alternative means of changing a page size.
• Reassign records to different areas or page ranges

NOTE
The record names must match in the source and target subschemas.

• Change record placements within an area
• Change record location modes
• Store VIA records by means of a different set (as long as they already participate in the set)
• Change compression and INDEX BLOCK CONTAINS options for indexes
• Change area and page-range assignments for system-owned indexes
• Change the maximum number of records per page

See CONVERT PAGE for an alternative means of changing the maximum number of records per page.
• Add fields to an existing index key provided the fields already exist
• Remove fields from an index
• Change an index from unsorted to sorted provided the key fields already exist

NOTE
Duplicate key order is random.

• Change an index from sorted to unsorted

Changes that cannot be implemented using REORG

The REORG utility cannot be used against native VSAM files.

During REORG processing, record formats and set relationships are preserved. This limits the modifications that you can
make during a REORG operation. For example, you cannot use a REORG operation to:

• Remove a set
• Remove a record type
• Insert new data fields into a record
• Remove fields from a record
• Change the order of a sorted chained set
• Connect records to new chained or user-owned index sets
• Change the size, location, or data type of sort or index keys
• Change a chained set from unordered to ordered

These types of changes require other utilities, such as RESTRUCTURE, and possibly user-written programs.

Initiating a REORG Operation

Specifying setup options
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A reorganization is initiated when a REORG statement is executed that specifies setup-options. The setup-options
describe the segment to reorganize and the processing options to use. The first phase of the reorganization is called
setup. During this phase, the parameters and the structure of both the source and target databases are analyzed to
determine the tasks to perform and the work files that are needed. The result of this analysis is then written to the
reorganization control file (RORGCTL). All subsequent reorganization jobs read the control file to determine what to do
and how to do it.

WARNING
Be sure that setup-options are specified only when you intend to initiate a new REORG operation. Their
presence causes the RORGCTL file to be overwritten, which results in the failure of any in-progress REORG
operation using that control file.

The source/target subschemas

The REORG utility uses information in the dictionary when processing an SQL-defined database. When processing a non-
SQL-defined database, the description of the data is contained in the source and target subschemas.

The source subschema describes the data to be unloaded and must:

• Include the areas being unloaded
• Include all areas containing records with set connections to records in the areas being unloaded
• Define all record types in the areas being unloaded
• Define all sets in which the record types participate
• Define all record types that can participate in the defined sets

The target subschema describes the data to be reloaded and must:

• Define the same record names and sets as the source subschema
• Include the areas into which data is to be reloaded and all areas containing records with set connections to those

areas
• Allow all included areas to be readied in exclusive update mode

The source subschema must be available during the setup and unload phases. The target subschema must be available
during the setup, unload, and reload phases.

The source segment and the target database

The source segment, which is the segment named in the SEGMENT clause of the REORG statement, must include all
areas being reorganized. If these areas are physically connected to other areas, either:

• These other areas must be part of the source segment, or
• These areas must be part of segments that are included in a DBNAME whose name is the same as that of the source

segment

The target database, which is the database named in the INTO clause of the REORG statement, must include all
areas into which data is to be reloaded as part of the REORG operation. If these areas are in different segments or are
physically connected to areas in other segments, the target database must be a DBNAME that includes all of these
segments.

NOTE
For more information about inter-area considerations, see Cross-area dependencies and Cross-segment
dependencies in Special Database Considerations.

The source/target DMCLs

The source DMCL must include the source segment and all segments with which the source areas are physically linked.
The target DMCL must include the target segments and all segments with which the target areas are physically linked.
Both the source and target DMCLs must be available during the setup and unload phases of the REORG operation. The
target DMCL must also be available during the reload and cleanup phases.
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The source DMCL is the DMCL specified in the SYSIDMS file. If no DMCL is specified in the SYSIDMS file, the DMCL
named IDMSDMCL is used.

The target DMCL is the DMCL named in the INTO clause of the REORG statement. If no DMCL is specified in the INTO
clause, the source DMCL is used as the target. If the same DMCL is used as both source and target, then either this
DMCL must include both the source and target segments or no segment-related changes can be made to the data being
reorganized.

Controlling REORG Execution

Specifying a stop point

By default, when a reorganization is initiated, it executes to completion or until a system failure or an unrecoverable
error is encountered. However, you can break up execution into major processing phases by specifying a STOP AFTER
parameter. You might want to halt processing after setup to examine the generated report to determine how much disk
space is needed. Or, you might halt execution after the unload phase to delete the source database files before allocating
the target files. Once a stop point has been established, which always occurs during setup, it remains in effect until
another REORG statement is executed that specifies a different STOP AFTER value. The specified stop point must be the
same as or later than the reorganization phase most recently processed.

Automatic job submission

The REORG utility relies on concurrently executing jobs for its parallel processing. To facilitate this, REORG has the ability
to automatically submit jobs through the internal reader. It does this at the end of the setup phase unless STOP AFTER
SETUP has been specified. It also does this anytime a REORG statement is executed that specifies SUBMIT. Typically,
the SUBMIT keyword is used only when restarting a reorganization and no other jobs are active, such as when execution
has been interrupted because a stop point has been reached or an error such as a system failure has caused all jobs
to fail. If specified at other times, it may result in more jobs than there is work to perform, therefore needlessly tying up
initiators.

JCL for jobs submitted automatically is retrieved from the RORGJCL file. The JCL should have the following
characteristics:

• The prefix of the included job name should be short enough to allow for appending one or more characters to make the
job name unique.

• The JCL should include a step that executes a REORG statement through the batch command facility. No parameters
should be specified on the REORG statement.

• The RORGJCL file should not be included.
• The JCL should have the same considerations as listed in JCL Considerations.

WARNING
The JCL or the DMCL(s) being used should either allow simultaneous access to both the source and target files
or you must stop execution between the unload and reload phases and may need to change the RORGJCL
contents so that instead of referencing the source files, it references the target files. Failure to do this can result
in corruption of the source database as REORG may attempt to reload into the source files.

NOTE
For more information about the JCL needed to execute a REORG statement, see the JCL Considerations.

REORG submits one job for each slice and each index group up to two times the number of slices. If there are two slices
and one index group, three jobs are submitted. If there are two slices and three index groups, four jobs are submitted.

Manual job submission

Once a REORG operation has been initiated, you can separately submit as many REORG jobs as you want. Each job
examines the control file to determine if there is any work to do on behalf of the reorganization. If no such work exists,
perhaps because pre-requisite tasks have not yet completed, the job waits until some other job completes a task before
re-examining the control file. If it finds work to do, it begins to perform that work provided no other job claims it first.
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While section job submission is possible, automatic submission should normally be used to avoid having either too few or
too many jobs active at one time. Manual job submission can be used to resubmit one or more failed jobs.

Restarting REORG

If a REORG job fails, other REORG jobs try to automatically restart the task that failed after they have completed the task
they were processing. If the problem was a temporary environment-related problem, and the task successfully completes,
nothing additional needs to be done. Although, you may want to submit another REORG job to make up for the one that
failed.

If the problem was not temporary, for example, a work file was too small; the remaining REORG jobs also fail when
they try to restart the task, and at some point all jobs end. In this case, if the problem can be corrected, REORG can be
restarted simply by resubmitting one or more REORG jobs. If the first one specifies the SUBMIT option, it submits the
additional jobs.

REORG automatically restarts at the failing task or in some cases on a prior task if that is what is needed to recover from
the failure. Depending on the requirements of the failing task, a portion of the database may be automatically formatted, or
an index may be deleted as part of the restart process.

Restarting REORG from the beginning

Some problems may be severe enough to require restarting REORG from the beginning, such as if the wrong subschema
was specified causing REORG to fail because the data did not match its description. Should it be necessary to restart
REORG processing from the beginning, take the following actions:

• Format the target database if it had been partially loaded
• Delete any automatically created work files by executing a REORG statement that specifies CLEANUP
• Restart the REORG operation by executing a REORG statement that specifies setup-options, corrected if necessary.

Recovering from an out-of-space condition on a work file

You can recover from an out-of-space condition on a work file by taking the following actions:

• Manually delete the work file and reallocate it with more space
• Resubmit one or more REORG jobs. If all previously active jobs failed, submit only one job and specify the SUBMIT

option to enable the automatic submission of the remainder of the jobs. If some jobs are still active, you can separately
submit a job for each one that failed.

REORG serialization in a multi-image environment

Serialization is used to coordinate execution between jobs concurrently executing a REORG operation. These jobs
serialize access to various internal resources by using a SYSTEMS ENQ with a QNAME of IDMSUT. In a multi-image
environment, the SYSTEMS ENQ allows REORG jobs running on different images to serialize properly. However, if
a multi-image manager is used, a SYSTEMS ENQ may be converted to a SYSTEM ENQ, which would only serialize
REORG jobs running on the same image. In this environment, either restrict REORG jobs to run on one image or
configure the multi-image manager to exempt REORG ENQ requests from being converted.

Special Database Considerations

Reorganizing a dictionary

When reorganizing a dictionary, the source and target subschemas are always the same and are determined by the areas
of the dictionary being reorganized.

• Use the IDMSNWKU subschema for all areas, except DDLCAT, DDLCATX, and DDLCATLOD.
• Use the IDMSCATZ subschema for the DDLCAT and DDLCATX areas.
• Use the IDMSCATL subschema for the DDLCATLOD area.

Before reloading the DDLCATLOD area in a segment defined for SQL, you must install stamps either by formatting by
area or using the INSTALL STAMPS utility.
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REORG an ASF database

If you want to run the REORG utility against an ASF data or definition area, see the IDMS ASF User Section for more
information. The IDMS ASF User Section refers specifically to the UNLOAD and RELOAD utilities for unloading and
reloading an ASF database, but REORG may be substituted for UNLOAD/RELOAD in this case.

Logically deleted records

You must remove any logically deleted records from the areas being unloaded before executing the REORG utility. To
determine if an area has logically deleted records, use PRINT SPACE with the FULL option. If logically deleted records
exist, use the CLEANUP utility to remove them from the area.

SQL-defined databases and synchronization stamps

Area and table synchronization stamps in SQL-defined segments are unloaded and reloaded by the REORG utility. For
this reason, you must format the target areas using the FILE option so that the format operation does not also store
synchronization stamps.

The one exception to this is when unloading and reloading the DDLCATLOD area in a segment defined for SQL. In this
case, use the AREA option of the FORMAT statement or use the INSTALL STAMPS utility so that the format operation
stores synchronization stamps.

Cross area dependencies

Areas that have physical connections to the areas being reorganized are referred to as dependent areas. You can
reorganize an area that has physical connections to other areas without also unloading and reloading its dependent
areas. Physical connections include:

• Sets that cross area boundaries
• Indexes that cross area boundaries
• Linked constraints in which the referenced and referencing tables reside in different areas

The REORG utility keeps track of the inter-area linkages and rebuilds them during the RELOAD phase. For this reason,
not only must the target areas be updatable by REORG, but their dependent areas must also be updatable.

Cross segment dependencies

A source area can have physical connections to an area in another segment. To reorganize all related areas, the
DBNAME setup option must be used, and it must include all segments with physical connections. When the SEGMENT
setup option is used, only areas in the name segment can be reorganized. Areas in connected segments will be
processed as dependent areas. Their pointers will be adjusted, but they will not be reorganized. To use the SEGMENT
option, the segment named on the setup clause of the REORG statement must also be the name of a DBNAME
that includes both the source segment and all segments whose areas are physically connected to the areas being
reorganized.

A target area can have physical connections to an area in another segment. To reorganize into such an area, the INTO
clause of the REORG statement must identify a DBNAME whose segments include all of the target areas and all of their
dependent areas.

Mixed page groups

Mixed page groups are supported. A source DBNAME may include segments with different page-group and different
maximum records-per-page values. A segment may have physical connections to segments with a different page-group
and/or maximum records-per-page value. Cross segment chained sets must have the same page-group and maximum
records-per-page.

Ignoring the order of CALC duplicates

By default, when REORG unloads a CALC record for which duplicates are allowed, it preserves the order of duplicate
entries by walking the CALC set in a prior direction and determining the relative position of the record with respect to
others with the same CALC key value.
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This processing can result in significant overhead. If preserving the order of duplicate entries is not important, you can
eliminate this processing by turning on the OPT00093 bit in the RHDCOPTF module.

Processing of DIRECT records

Because DIRECT records have been placed on a specific page by a user, the REORG utility may have difficulty in
determining where they should be placed in the target area. If a DIRECT record's old page exists in its target page range,
REORG attempts to place the occurrence on the same page. However, if the old page does not exist in the target page
range, the record is stored in the target area proportionally to its position in the source area.

If this is not acceptable, you may need to write a user-written program to unload the database and the FASTLOAD utility
to reload it.

DCMT VARY PERMANENT considerations

If you run the REORG utility to change an area's low page number and Change Tracking is not used, it is recommended
that you remove any permanent status on the affected area before making the new DMCL active within the CV.

When Change Tracking is not used, the PERMANENT feature is implemented by carrying the area's low page number
in the journals across cycles of the CV. Changing an area's low-page prohibits future cycles of the CV from properly
identifying the area once the new page range is implemented.

If a DCMT VARY SEGMENT/AREA PERMANENT command is still in effect when the new page range is implemented,
the area's usage-mode at startup is determined by the value specified in the DMCL. The entry in the journals for the old
area's page range remains until the next format of the journals.

The journal entry for the old starting page can be removed without formatting the journal by doing a non-permanent DCMT
VARY AREA command against the area prior to changing the DMCL definition in the CV.

Work Files

The REORG process requires many work files. These files can be dynamically created and allocated for you by the
REORG utility, or you can separately assume these responsibilities. This section discusses considerations associated with
the creation and use of work files.

Work files and the n WAYS parameter

The number of work files required by REORG can grow exponentially as the value in the DIVIDE PROCESSING n WAYS
parameter is increased. Therefore, you should exercise care in choosing this parameter.

For example, a REORG that specifies DIVIDE PROCESSING 2 WAYS usually results in 2 unload slices, 2 reload slices,
and 4 SYS002 work files. If 3 WAYS were specified, this usually results in 3 unload slices, 3 reload slices, and 9 SYS002
work files. A similar expansion exists for each RELOAD phase.

REBUILD phases use fewer work files, but the number of index work files generated by RELOAD1 increases with the
number of reload slices.

Reducing the number of work files

There are two ways to reduce the number of work files needed by the REORG utility other than reducing the n-WAYS
parameter. You can direct REORG to:

• Reuse work files, which allows work files that are no longer needed to be reused for other purposes during later
phases of processing

• Execute as a sort exit, which eliminates the use of sorted output files

It is recommended that both of these options be used to reduce the number of work files, and the amount of disk space
needed.

Work file creation
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REORG can create work files dynamically or you can separately create them prior to beginning the unload and/or reload
phases of REORG execution. Regardless of how the files are created, it is a good idea to halt execution after setup to
determine what work files are needed by examining the report produced by REORG.

If using dynamic work file creation, you must specify the attributes of the work files using one or more CREATE
DSMODEL statements. REORG creates the files either as directed by the CREATE WORKFILE clause or at the time they
are first accessed. Dynamically created work files, other than DBKEYS files, are deleted automatically during the cleanup
phase.

If you want to use REORG's size estimates to create a file, code a DSMODEL without a primary SPACE allocation. You
can code a SPACE parameter with just a unit type (TRK, CYL, or blksize) and no value for primary allocation.

You must code a primary space allocation value or delay creating work files until estimates are available. This means,
for example, that you cannot direct REORG to create RELOAD work files during the setup phase unless the DSMODEL
contains a primary allocation value.

If you code a zero primary space allocation value and a non-zero secondary value, the secondary value is replaced by a
value derived from the estimated primary value.

NOTE
For more information, see Considerations for running REORG on VSE.

Work file allocation

REORG can allocate work files dynamically or you can reference them separately by including an appropriate DD
statement in the REORG job's JCL and in the JCL included in the RORGJCL file if automatic job submission is used.

If using dynamic work file allocation, you must specify the data set names of the work files using one or more CREATE
DSMODEL statements. REORG allocates the files as they are needed. If a DD card for a given work file is included in the
execution JCL, it is used, and that file is not dynamically allocated.

If not using dynamic work file allocation, you must include a DD statement for every work file in every REORG job and in
the RORGJCL file.

Work file deletion

By default during the cleanup phase, REORG deletes all work files created during the current operation other than
DBKEYS files. It deletes only those files for which a matching data set model was specified either at setup or when the
file was created. If a matching model is detected, REORG attempts to dynamically allocate the file thereby determining
its data set name which may be derived from the model or overridden by a DD statement in the JCL. Regardless of how
the data set name is determined, if the file is created during the execution of a REORG statement, it will be deleted during
the cleanup phase of the operation unless the file is subsequently overridden with a different data set name in some later
job. You can determine which files cleanup will delete by examining the work file summary sections of the REORG Status
Report.

Should it be necessary to restart a REORG operation from the beginning, you should first execute a REORG statement
that specifies CLEANUP to delete any work files created by the interrupted operation. If you do not do this, none of the
work files created during the first operation execution will be deleted by REORG even if they are reused during the second
execution.

If REORG is restarted without first cleaning up the old work files, you can still direct REORG to delete them using one of
the following methods:

• You can allow REORG to reuse the old files and then after REORG has ended normally, run a REORG CLEANUP job
with the DELETEALL option. This option directs REORG to delete all work files, other than DBKEYS files, whether they
were created by the most recent REORG operation or not

• You can delete the old work files during the setup phase of the restarted run. Specify DELETE OLD WORKFILES
during setup and REORG checks for and deletes any files it finds that match the file names it plans to use. This
includes DBKEYS files. This approach is preferable when the old files may be too small to be reused.
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NOTE
For more information, see Considerations for running REORG on VSE.

Using DSMODELs with REORG

Data set models (DSMODELs) are used to specify a set of attributes for data sets. REORG can use DSMODELs to
specify the attributes for its work files, thereby eliminating the need for coding DD statements for every work file used by
the utility.

The REORG utility checks for the presence of DSMODELs during the setup phase. If they are present, REORG saves the
model information in the control file for later use. This saved information is used by subsequent tasks and by other jobs.
No additional DSMODEL statements need to be specified in any submitted or subsequent job.

When REORG creates a work file, either because a CREATE WORKFILE clause has been specified or because a file
does not exist at the time it is accessed, REORG uses the saved model information unless another CREATE DSMODEL
statement has been specified in the same session as the one in which the file is being created. If another CREATE
DSMODEL statement has been specified, it overrides the previously saved information. REORG updates the control file
with the new information and uses it to create the work file.

To use a data set model's attributes for a given work file, the model's name must match the file's DDNAME according to
the rules discussed in the CREATE DSMODEL statement. The REORG utility uses the following DDNAME prefixes:

• WU -- Unload/Reload work files
• WI -- Index REBUILD work files
• WS -- Sort output work files
• WD -- DBKEYS work files

Each prefix is followed by a generated number. To use a model for a work file, the model name must match the
file's DDNAME. If more than one DSMODEL matches that of a work file, the one that most closely matches is used.
For information about how to specify model names that match character strings such as a DDNAME, see CREATE
DSMODEL.

For the REORG utility to dynamically allocate a work file, its matching model must minimally specify a DSN attribute so
that the name of the data set can be determined. Symbolic parameters in the DSN value can be used to generate different
names for each work file.

For the REORG utility to create a work file, the DSMODEL must also include information to identify where to create the
file, the space to allocate, and a block size to use.

When specifying a DSMODEL for a DBKEYS file, the BLKSIZE must be a multiple of 16. All other work files are variable
length. The BLKSIZE for these files must be four bytes larger than the largest work record.

If a block size is not coded or BLKSIZE 0 is coded in the DSMODEL for a REORG file, REORG chooses one based on
the device type. If the device type can not be determined, a 3390 will be assumed. Normally, 1/2 track blocking is used for
a 3390 device.

Sizing work files

The simplest way to size work files is to let REORG do it for you. REORG automatically estimates the size of all files after
making a pass of the database and gathering statistics. This occurs by default when the data is unloaded. While this does
not require an extra pass of the data, the estimates that are generated can only be used for allocating RELOAD work files
because the UNLOAD files have already been created and used.

To use REORG-generated estimates for allocating UNLOAD work files, use the ESTIMATE WORKFILE SIZES option.
This directs REORG to make a preliminary pass of the data without opening or writing to any work files. The generated
file estimates are stored in the control file and can be used to allocate both UNLOAD and RELOAD work files when the
REORG operation is resumed.
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For REORG to more accurately estimate the size of overflow files, it may be necessary to specify an OVERFLOW
PERCENT parameter. REORG assumes that 10% of the records to be stored in the database will overflow. If this
assumption is not valid for a particular database, you may need to specify a different overflow percent value so that
REORG can generate better estimates for the size of overflow files.

While REORG attempts to accurately estimate the size needed for work files, it may not always be able to do so. In
certain cases, it may be necessary to separately estimate the size needed for one or more work files.

Estimating the size needed for work files is difficult for two reasons: many classes of files contain different types of
records, and the number of records written to each file within a class varies depending on how REORG chooses to divide
the page ranges into slices. Consequently, there are no simple formulas that can be used to estimate work file sizes.
There are however, some techniques that can be used to facilitate file sizing and allocation.

In planning for a reorganization, do one or more trial runs to determine the actual file sizes needed for a given n-WAY
value. This can be done during a non-critical time against a copy of the source database. This is the easiest way to obtain
accurate size estimates. If it is impractical to do a trial reorganization on a full copy of the database, do it on a reasonably-
sized sample that is representative of the original and then scale up the work file sizes proportionately. Be sure that
the sample database is large enough relative to the n-WAY parameter so that the slicing algorithm does not reduce the
number of slices due to their small size. Size estimates determined using a sample database will not be as accurate as
those determined using a full copy of the database and so should be increased to account for this.

The following is a list of additional techniques that may prove helpful in allocating work files under z/OS:

• Specify a relatively modest primary allocation and a large secondary allocation. This allows the file to extend to handle
large amounts of information without wasting unneeded space.

• Use IBM's Storage Management Subsystem (SMS) to determine where files are to be allocated rather than trying to
separately place files on specific volumes. SMS can automatically spread the files across volumes wherever there is
available space. Use the DATACLAS and STORCLAS options to allow files to extend across multiple volumes.

• If SMS is not available, allow the files to be allocated across multiple volumes by specifying multiple volume serial
numbers. There must be enough space across all listed volumes to satisfy the space needs of all of the work files. The
order of the entries in the list is not important.

• Consider using extended format data sets for large work files. Although this adds 32 bytes of overhead to each block,
extended format data sets can have more extents across more volumes than a basic format data set.

Under z/VSE it is recommended to not specify a primary space value, and let REORG calculate one. If this value is not
large enough, or will not fit on the specified volume, a DLBL and EXTENT for the individual file should be separately
coded to override the generated label.

Work file restrictions

You cannot use tape or virtual tape for work files.

NOTE
For more information about the types of work files used by the REORG utility, see the Classes of work files in
REORG Processing Details.

Control File Allocation for Block Size

REORG uses the block size that the control file (RORGCTL) is created with. A RORGCTL file is a fixed length unblocked
file that is initialized during setup and read and updated by subsequent and parallel jobs. On z/OS, the default block size
is 8192 when the file is allocated without a block size. When specified, the minimum block size supported is 2048. On z/
VSE, the block size is 8192.

REORG Processing Details

How the unload phase works

During the unload phase, most record types are unloaded as part of an area sweep. Certain database structures
necessitate exceptions to this general processing flow.
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• A record that is stored VIA a System Index in which sequence order cannot be determined from the member record
(such as an unsorted index or one in which duplicates are FIRST or LAST), is offloaded by walking its index.

• Members of a VIA set are unloaded at the time their owner is unloaded by walking the VIA set. If the VIA member in
turn owns VIA members, they too are unloaded in a similar fashion.

• When unloading a CALC record for which duplicates are allowed, the CALC set is walked in the prior direction to
determine the relative position of the record with respect to its duplicates.

Records that are unloaded are assigned a target page number during the unload phase. Target page numbers are
assigned as follows:

• CALC records are assigned a target page based on their CALC key and target page range
• VIA records that are members of their VIA set are assigned a target page based on their owner's assigned or target

page. If a VIA record is in the same target page range as its owner, it is assigned the same target page plus any VIA
displacement. If in a different page range, it is assigned a target page in its range proportional to its owner's page in its
assigned or target page range plus any VIA displacement.

• VIA records that are not members of their VIA set are assigned a target page that is proportional to their position in
their source page range.

• DIRECT records are assigned a target page that is the same as their source page if the page is in both the source and
target page ranges; otherwise, DIRECT records are assigned a target page that is proportional to their position in their
source page range.

REORG slicing

A database is divided into slices based upon the value coded in the DIVIDE PROCESSING n WAYS parameter.
Generally, each area is divided symmetrically, but if an area contains a subarea and no outside records span that
subarea, REORG divides the subarea independently of the rest of the area.

If dividing an area or subarea produces a piece that is too small, smaller than 100 pages, that area or subarea is divided
again into fewer, but larger pieces. If an area or subarea is less than 200 pages, it is not divided at all.

After all areas and subareas have been divided into pieces, each piece is assigned to a slice. Each slice typically ends up
with approximately the same number of pages.

Usually, the number of slices equals the n-WAYS value, but if the total number of pages being processed is small, there
may be fewer slices. If the total size of all areas is less than 200 pages, all pages are assigned to one slice, regardless of
the n-WAYS value.

Dependent areas are areas with physical linkages to the areas being processed. They are also divided and assigned to
slices.

Areas and subareas that contain only system indexes are not divided and are not assigned to a slice.

The source and target database are sliced independently of one another and consequently may not be divided into the
same number of slices.

Index groups

A user-owned index occurrence is processed with the slice to which its owner record is assigned. System-owned indexes
are assigned to groups and processed independently of slices. System indexes that have the same or overlapping target
page ranges are assigned to the same group; otherwise, they are assigned to different groups. If an index has a distinct
(non-overlapping) target page range, it is assigned its own index group. Index groups are processed independently of
each other and therefore can be processed in parallel. Once assigned to a group, an index is in that group for the duration
of REORG processing.

REORG tasks and phases

REORG processing is divided into tasks and grouped into phases. Each phase processes a type of work needed to
unload or reload a database or rebuild an index. Each task processes a slice or index group within a phase.
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For example, if a database were divided into two unload slices and had three index groups, the unload phase could have
up to five tasks: one for each slice and possibly one for each index group. All unload tasks must successfully complete
before REORG can begin to process tasks in the RELOAD or REBUILD phases.

RELOAD contains six phases numbered 1 through 6. These phases reload slices, rebuild user indexes, and reconnect
pointers. Each reload task in a given phase must successfully complete before processing can move to the next RELOAD
phase.

REBUILD can contain up to three phases numbered 1 through 3. Each index group has one task per phase, but each
index group can run independently of the others and independently of RELOAD phases 3 through 5.

If a system index related page range conflict exists between tasks in RELOAD and REBUILD, or between REBUILD
tasks, updates of the page range are serialized.

The phases are:

Phase Description
SETUP Analyzes syntax, subschemas, and DMCLs to initialize the

REORG process. It decides how to divide the source and target
databases for parallel processing. It creates tasks and decides
what work files are needed to support those tasks. It builds the
RORGCTL file.

UNLOAD Consists of Unload Slice and Unload Index tasks.
Slices are offloaded through area sweeps and by walking VIA
sets.
If an index needs its sequence preserved, the index is walked to
determine the relative sequence number of each member. The
sequence data is merged with information extracted from the
loaded record in REBUILD2.
If VIA System Indexes exist and their sequence needs to be
preserved, the member records are offloaded by walking the
index.
VIA members are offloaded when their owners are offloaded
regardless of how the owners are offloaded.

REBUILD1 This phase exists only when there is a VIA SYSTEM INDEX that
spans multiple reload slices. If needed, it runs prior to RELOAD1.
It sorts VIA INDEX member records into index order and assigns
the records to target slices.

RELOAD1 Loads data into the target database.
Set connection and index key data is generated and processed by
later phases.
If a task in this phase fails, when restarted, it formats only the
page ranges assigned to its slice and restarts processing from the
beginning.

RELOAD2 This is an overflow phase. If a reload slice fills up, the data is
saved and processed by this phase. There is only one task in this
phase, and it updates across slices.
It generates the same set connection and index key data as
RELOAD1 for records it stores.
If an area fills up during this phase, processing stops.
If the task in this phase fails, when restarted, REORG starts over
by reprocessing all RELOAD1 tasks. Each formats its slice and
restarts.
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RELOAD3 Merges user-owned index data generated by UNLOAD,
RELOAD1, and RELOAD2. Member keys and/or sequence
numbers are merged in owner sequence and generated records
are passed to RELOAD4.

RELOAD4 Merges data produced by RELOAD1 and RELOAD2 about old
and new db-keys for chained sets and passes it to RELOAD6.
If data is passed from RELOAD3, it rebuilds user indexes using
that data. INDEX and OWNER pointer data is generated and
passed to RELOAD6.
If a task in this phase fails, when restarted, it reprocesses
data from the beginning. It erases and rebuilds all user index
occurrences in its slice.
If a target slice fills before all data is processed, unconnected data
is passed to RELOAD5.
Tasks in this phase serialize on system index related page ranges.

RELOAD5 This is an overflow phase for RELOAD4. Data that would not fit
into a slice is processed here. There is only one task in this phase,
and it updates pages across all slices.
If an area fills up during this phase, processing stops.
Index key connection begins with the key that failed in RELOAD4.
If the task in this phase fails, when restarted, REORG reprocesses
all tasks in RELOAD4. User indexes that were already built are
rebuilt.
Tasks in this phase serialize on system index related page ranges.

RELOAD6 Updates prefix pointers using data generated by RELOAD phases
4 and 5; and REBUILD phase 3.

RELOAD7 Updates prefix pointers using data generated by RELOAD phases
4 and 5; and REBUILD phase 3.
This phase processes those records that were relocated out of
their target slice and could not be processed during a RELOAD6
phase. There is only RELOAD7 phase which processes across
slice boundaries.

REBUILD2 This phase merges sequence data from an UNLOAD INDEX task
with member data from RELOAD1 and RELOAD2.
It is only generated for groups that have indexes for which
sequence must be preserved.
It can run in parallel with all REBUILD phases 2 through 4 for
other index groups and in parallel with RELOAD phases 3 through
6.

REBUILD3 This phase uses member data from RELOAD1, RELOAD2, and
REBUILD2 to rebuild system indexes.
Tasks in one group can run in parallel with reload tasks and index
tasks from other groups as long as there are no page range
conflicts.
Tasks in this phase serialize on system index related page ranges.

CLEANUP There are no tasks in this phase. When all other processing has
successfully completed, this phase optionally unlocks the reload
areas and deletes work files created by the REORG utility.

Classes of work files
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Each phase of REORG processing can produce different classes of work files. A task can produce one or more
occurrences of a given class of work file. Each work file is read by a task in a later phase along with similar work files from
other tasks.

The following table describes each class of work file. When discussing how many work files are generated, sometimes
a task's phase name is referenced and sometimes the number of reload or unload slices is referenced. For each
unload slice, there is one UNLOAD SLICE task and one RELOAD3 task. For each reload slice, there is one RELOAD1,
RELOAD4, and RELOAD6 task. The number of reload slices is the same as the number of RELOAD1 tasks. Sometimes
these terms are interchanged when it is thought to clarify a description.

The classes of work files are:

Work File Classes Description
SYS002 Contains offloaded record and set information.

Output: UNLOAD SLICE and UNLOAD INDEX
Input: RELOAD1
One is created for each unload slice times the number of reload
slices.
One is created for each index group that contains a VIA system
index where all members target one reload slice.

SYSX02 Contains offloaded record and set information for members of a
VIA index.
Output: UNLOAD SLICE and UNLOAD INDEX
Input: REBUILD1
One is created for each unload slice times the number of index
groups that contain VIA system indexes that target multiple reload
slices.
One is created for each index group that contains VIA system
indexes that target multiple reload slices

SYSIX2 Contains sorted record and set information for members of a VIA
index.
Output: REBUILD1
Input: RELOAD1
One is created for each index group that contains VIA system
indexes that target multiple reload slices times the number of
reload slices.

SYSOF2 Contains record and set information for records that overflowed
their target slices.
Output: RELOAD1
Input: RELOAD2
One is created for each reload slice or RELOAD1 task.

SYS003 Contains offloaded index sequence information for user indexes.
Output: UNLOAD SLICE
Input: RELOAD3
One is created for each unload slice.

SYSX03 Contains offloaded index sequence information for system
indexes.
Output: UNLOAD INDEX
Input: REBUILD2
One is created for each index group that contains system indexes
that are not VIA and where member sequence is not being
preserved.
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SYS004 Work file containing sorted record and set information.
Not created when SORTEXIT is specified.
One is created for each RELOAD1 and RELOAD2 task.

SYS005 Contains old and new db-key values for chained sets.
Output: RELOAD1 and RELOAD2
Input: RELOAD4
One is created for each (RELOAD1 and RELOAD2 task) times the
number of RELOAD4 tasks.

SYS006 Contains user index owner and member db-key and symbolic key
information.
Output: RELOAD1 and RELOAD2
Input: RELOAD3
One is created for each reload slice times the number of unload
slices.

SYSX06 Contains system index member db-key and symbolic key
information.
Output: RELOAD1 and RELOAD6
Input: REBUILD2
One is created for each reload slice times the number of index
groups that contained a non-VIA system index where sequence
was being preserved.

SYS007 Work file containing sorted user index owner and member work
record information.
Not created when SORTEXIT is specified.
One is created for each RELOAD3 task.

SYSX07 Work file containing sorted user index owner and member work
record information.
Not created when SORTEXIT is specified.
One is created for each REBUILD2 task.

SYS008 Contains user index information that is used to rebuild indexes.
Output: RELOAD3
Input: RELOAD4
One is created for each unload slice times the number of reload
slices.

SYSX08 Contains system index information that is used to rebuild indexes.
Output: RELOAD1, RELOAD2, and REBUILD2
Input: REBUILD3
One is created for each REBUILD2 task that is generated. Also,
one is created for each index group (that contains a VIA system
index or a non-VIA system index where sequence was not being
preserved) times the number of RELOAD1 and RELOAD2 tasks.

SYS009 Work file containing sorted user index work records and sorted
old/new db-keys for chained sets.
Not created when SORTEXIT is specified.
One is created for each RELOAD4 and RELOAD5 task.

SYSX09 Work file containing sorted system index work records.
Not created when SORTEXIT is specified.
One is created for each REBUILD3 task.
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SYS010 Contains new db-key information for updating record prefixes.
Output: RELOAD4, RELOAD5, and REBUILD3.
Input: RELOAD6
One is created for each (RELOAD4 and RELOAD5) task times
the number of RELOAD6 tasks, and one is created for each index
group (that contains indexes where the member contains UP or
OWNER pointers) times the number of RELOAD6 tasks.

SYS011 Work file containing sorted prefix pointer information for all
records.
Not created when SORTEXIT is specified.
One is created for each RELOAD6 task.

SYSOFA Contains new db-key information for updating record prefixes
Output: RELOAD6
Input: RELOAD7
One is created for each RELOAD6 task.

DBKEYS A file created when the DBKEYS option is specified.
Output: RELOAD1 and RELOAD2
One is created for each RELOAD1 and RELOAD2 task. All should
be concatenated together when processed.

Considerations for Running REORG on VSE

Work File Creation and Deletion

REORG on VSE does not support creating and deleting work files. It will create and delete user labels, but the work
files will not be created, a VTOC entry will not be created, until the file is opened for output. When REORG processing
is complete, work files must be separately deleted, or overwritten to reclaim the space. The options: DELETE OLD
WORKFILES, CREATE WORKFILES, and DELETEALL,only apply to user labels for the current job. Automatic deletion of
work files during the CLEANUP phase will only delete user labels.

Dynam/D is required to create labels

The extent of a generated label will have a relative starting track of 1 for the number of tracks based onthe primary space
values. These labels require Dynam/D to convert them to an actual track address at open time.

If Dynam/D is not installed, labels for work files must be coded separately. The recommended procedure in this case,
is to use the ESTIMATE FILE SIZES option, which does not use any work files. Code the JCL statements based on the
reported file sizes; and include them in all REORG jobs.

SYSIDMS

REORG requires the RORGCTL and RORGJCL files to be defined in SYSIDMS using FILENAME= parameters:

 FILENAME=RORGCTL RECFM=F BLKSIZE=8192

FILENAME=RORGJCL RECFM=F BLKSIZE=NNNN LRECL=80

DLBLMOD=ON

 

Where NNNN is the block size of the JCL file and must be a multiple of 80.

The SYSIDMS DLBLMOD=ON option must be specified to allow for sequential and random processing of the RORGCTL
file. Either a DA or SD label m may be used for RORGCTL.

DSMODEL

The only options which apply to z/VSE are: DSN; BLKSIZE; the allocation unit value and primary value for the SPACE
option; and the first volume of the VOLSER Option. The rest can be coded, but is ignored.
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REORG generates labels using track sizes. If CYL is coded for a space allocation unit, the primary value is converted
to tracks, but there is no cylinder alignment. If a block size is coded for an allocation unit, the coded value is used to
calculate the number of tracks required.The coded value must match the BLKSIZE value, otherwise the calculated
number of tracks may not be accurate.

An example of a DSMODEL follows; note that the primary space value was not coded. This allows REORG to generate
the value for each file, using file size estimates. If a primary space value had been coded, this value would be used for all
files regardless of the estimated size.

 CREATE DSMODEL W*

 DSN 'USERID.EMPDB.WORKFILE.&DD'.

BLKSIZE 4096

 SPACE TRK

 VOLSER IDMS05

;

 

RORGJCL

JCL submitted by REORG is read from the RORGJCL file. This must be a sequential file built on disk and contain all
the JECL and JCL statements for the submitted job. However the JECL and some JCL statements cannot be directly
copied to this file using normal JCL because POWER will try to interpret these statements when the copy job is run. These
statements must be hidden from power by changing the first characters as follows:

• * $$ statements must be coded as $ $$ statements
• // JOB statements must be coded as #/ JOB statements
• /* coded as #*
• /& coded as #&
• Any statement starting with a "/" may be coded as starting with a "#"

This is the same method used by the IESINSRT program to hide JCL, which is documented in the z/VSE Administration
Section.

The JCL will get stored on disk in the format it is coded. REORG will convert the hiding characters back to their correct
values prior to submitting the job to POWER. For example the JCL to copy a job to the RORGJCL file can look like this:

 // DLBL RORGJCL,'USERID.EMPDB.RORGJCL',1,SD

// EXTENT SYS020,CULLD9,,,1,5

// ASSGN SYS020,DISK,VOL=CULLD9,SHR

// EXEC IDCAMS,SIZE=386K

   REPRO INFILE(SYSIPT) -

        OUTFILE(RORGJCL ENV( BLKSZ(4080) RECFM(FB) RECSZ(80) ) )

$ $$ JOB JNM=RORGJOB,CLASS=B,DISP=D

$ $$ LST CLASS=R,DEST=(,USERID),JSEP=0

$ $$ PUN CLASS=R,DEST=(,USERID)

#/ JOB RORGJOB

* JCL THAT REORG SUBMITS

#/ DLBL SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT'

#/ EXEC IDMSBCF,SIZE=256K

ECHO=ON  JOURNAL=OFF  DLBLMOD=ON

DMCL=IDMSDMCL DBNAME=EMPDEMO

FILENAME=RORGCTL RECFM=F  BLKSIZE=8192

#*

REORG;

#*

#&
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$ $$ EOJ

/*      EOF for REPRO

 

The statements starting with $ $$ JOB and ending with $ $$ EOJ are copied to RORGJCL and are submitted by REORG.

JCL Considerations

The REORG command must be submitted through the batch command facility. The JCL to execute the facility must
include statements to define:

• The standard BCF JCL statements.
• A RORGCTL file. A fixed length unblocked file that is initialized during setup and read and updated by subsequent and

parallel jobs. On z/OS, the default block size is 8192 when the file is allocated without a block size. When specified, the
minimum block size supported is 2048. On z/VSE the block size is 8192.

• An optional RORGJCL file that references a card-image file containing JCL that is automatically submitted by REORG.
This file must be fixed or fixed blocked with an LRECL of 80.

• The files containing the source areas and their dependent areas for the unload phase if dynamic database allocation is
not being used to reference them through the source DMCL.

• The files containing the target areas for the RELOAD and REBUILD phases if dynamic database allocation is not being
used to reference them through the target DMCL.

• The journal file(s), which can be dummied.
• The work files if dynamic work file allocation is not being used to reference them.

If performing parallel processing, do not specify any syntax that would cause the jobs to serialize.

• Do not specify DISP=OLD or DISP=NEW for database or work files. Specify DISP=SHR instead. If a file is new and
must be created, create it prior to submitting any REORG jobs.

• DISP=OLD or DISP=NEW is acceptable for a file that is unique to a job. For example SYSLST, SYSOUT, or SYSJRNL
are unique to a job. Sort files such as SORTWK01 and SORTMSG are also unique to a given job.

If you define the same DDNAMEs for the source and target database files, the database cannot be unloaded and
reloaded in the same job. You must halt processing after the unload phase and then restart processing ensuring that the
target files and not the source files are being referenced. Follow these general steps:

• Submit JCL for the unload phase. The source database files must be referenced in the REORG JCL and in JCL
submitted from RORGJCL, unless using dynamic database file allocation.

• Use the STOP AFTER UNLOAD option to halt the REORG process after the unload phase.
• After all unload jobs have ended and the unload phase has completed, format the target database files if they have not

already been formatted.
• Submit JCL for the reload phases. The submitted job and JCL submitted from RORGCTL must reference the target

database files, unless using dynamic database file allocation.
• The submitted job must say STOP AFTER CLEANUP or STOP AFTER RELOAD to allow tasks in the reload phases to

run.

Work files can be manually or dynamically allocated. Considering the number of work files needed, the use of dynamic
work file allocation is recommended. A CREATE DSMODEL must be coded in the SETUP job, or in the job that allocates
the files to use dynamic allocation.

NOTE
When using CREATE DSMODEL statements, it is recommended that you force the batch command facility to
terminate if an error is encountered. You do this by specifying a SET OPTIONS statement with the ON ERROR
END clause. By forcing a termination, it ensures that REORG will not execute with incomplete data set models
due to an error in a CREATE DSMODEL statement.
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When manually allocating work files, you should run a preliminary REORG with the STOP AFTER SETUP option. This
produces a report of all required work files. You must allocate these files prior to restarting the REORG process and
include the necessary DD statements with DISP=SHR in the JCL that is submitted to restart processing and in the JCL in
the RORGJCL file.

The RORGCTL file should be created prior to submitting the first REORG job, unless STOP AFTER SETUP is specified.
REORG jobs running in parallel must specify DISP=SHR on this file, or they will serialize with each other on the
DSNAME. If processing is stopped after SETUP, the SETUP job can create the file, but subsequent jobs must specify
DISP=SHR.

NOTE
For more information about the generic JCL used to execute the batch command facility, see the section for your
operating system in this section.

Examples

Example 1

The following example reorganizes the EMPDEMO database. To speed execution, the data is divided into three slices
that can be processed in parallel. All work files are dynamically allocated because data set model information is present.
Because no STOP AFTER parameter is specified, the reorganization runs to completion.

 Create dsmodel w* …

Reorg segment empdemo using empss01

reload into empdemo dmcl newdmcl

divide processing 3 ways

reuse workfile;

 

Example 2

The following example separates the setup phase from the later phases. After executing setup multiple times, database
reorganization is begun using the second REORG statement. Again, work files are allocated dynamically. The SUBMIT
directive submits multiple jobs to to process the work in parallel.

 Create dsmodel w* …

Reorg segment empdemo using empss01

reload into empdemo dmcl newdmcl

divide processing 3 ways

reuse workfiles

stop after setup;

 

Reorg submit stop after cleanup;

 

Example 3

The following example restarts a reorganization that was interrupted by a system failure. It too submits multiple jobs to
process the work.

 Reorg submit;

 

Example 4

The following example shows an extra DSMODEL being specified for a DBKEYS file. The DBKEYS file DDNAME starts
with WD so it matches on the WD* DSMODEL. The SPACE and BLKSIZE attributes are taken from this model and
remaining attributes are taken from the W* DSMODEL because of the FROM syntax. The remaining REORG work files
match on the W* DSMODEL and take attributes directly from it.
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 CREATE DSMODEL W*

DSN 'IDMS.REORG.WORKFILE.&DD'.

UNIT SYSDA

SPACE TRK(5,5)

BLKSIZE 12004

;

CREATE DSMODEL WD*

FROM W*

SPACE TRK(2,2)

BLKSIZE

16000

;

REORG SEGMENT REOGSMAL USING REOGSUB

RELOAD INTO REOGSMAL

DIVIDE PROCESSING 4 WAYS

 STOP AFTER UNLOAD

 CREATE ALL WORKFILES

 GENERATE DBKEYS

NOTIFY 10

;

 

Example 5

The following example shows the syntax required for a job submitted through RORGJCL. DSMODEL and other options
are not coded because they are taken from the control file and are not needed by this job. A job with this syntax can also
be submitted separately, and it also uses existing options from the control file and looks for tasks to process.

 REORG;

 

Sample Output

When a REORG job completes, it prints a status report of the current REORG process. This report can also be produced
using the REORG STATUS REPORT ONLY option. The report is made up of several sections, which contains an analysis
of the current REORG operation and a status of the REORG tasks.

REORG Status Report - Section 1

The first section of the REORG Status Report identifies an overall status of the REORG operation.

  ******************************************************************************

 *                                                                            *

 *                  REORG Status Report                                       *

 *     Identifying time stamp: 2005-11-17-13.44.06.388141      *

 *  Unload subschema=EMPTSS01  Unload segment=EMPDEMO   Unload DMCL=EMPTDMCL  *

 *  Reload subschema=EMPTSS01  Reload segment=EMPBDEMO  Reload DMCL=EMPBDMCL  *

 *                                                                            *

 ******************************************************************************

                     Options in effect

                     -----------------

Divide processing 3 ways    Notify interval=1    Job submission=YES  SHARE=YES

STOP AFTER CLEANUP  CREATE ALL WORKFILES     reuse workfiles=NO   SORTEXIT=NO

Overflow Percentage=10       Concurrent jobs=5       GENERATE DBKEYS FILES=YES

                      Current status

                      --------------
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SETUP=completed    UNLOAD=completed    RELOAD=completed    CLEANUP=completed

     total tasks=23     tasks completed=23     reload areas are not locked

 

REORG Status Report - Section 2

The next section identifies all the records and sets being processed by the REORG operation. The sequence numbers are
assigned by REORG and are used to identify RECORDS and SETS in REORG work files. They have no relation to record
or index IDs that are assigned to database records.

System indexes are assigned to groups. All indexes in the same group are offloaded and rebuilt together. Indexes are
assigned to the same group when they share a common page range.

                      Records and Sets

                     ----------------

 

            Set=EMP-NAME-NDX                  Sequence=1      Index group=1

            Set=JOB-TITLE-NDX                 Sequence=2      Index group=2

            Set=SKILL-NAME-NDX                Sequence=3      Index group=2

            Set=COVERAGE-CLAIMS               Sequence=4

            Set=DEPT-EMPLOYEE                 Sequence=5

            Set=EMP-COVERAGE                  Sequence=6

            Set=EMP-EXPERTISE                 Sequence=7

            Set=EMP-EMPOSITION                Sequence=8

            Set=MANAGES                       Sequence=9

            Set=REPORTS-TO                    Sequence=10

            Set=JOB-EMPOSITION                Sequence=11

            Set=OFFICE-EMPLOYEE               Sequence=12

            Set=SKILL-EXPERTISE               Sequence=13

         Record=COVERAGE                      Sequence=1

         Record=DENTAL-CLAIM                  Sequence=2

         Record=DEPARTMENT                    Sequence=3

         Record=EMPLOYEE                      Sequence=4

         Record=EMPOSITION                    Sequence=5

         Record=EXPERTISE                     Sequence=6

         Record=HOSPITAL-CLAIM                Sequence=7

         Record=INSURANCE-PLAN                Sequence=8

         Record=JOB                           Sequence=9

         Record=NON-HOSP-CLAIM                Sequence=10

         Record=OFFICE                        Sequence=11

         Record=SKILL                         Sequence=12

         Record=STRUCTURE                     Sequence=13

 

REORG Status Report - Section 3

The next section of the report identifies unique page ranges within the source and target databases. All records in the
same page range share one or more pages and do not overlap with records outside the page range. These ranges are
used by REORG setup to determine how to slice up a database.

Page ranges that contain only indexes are also identified.

                      Areas and Slices

                     ----------------

 

Unload area=EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION      low page=175001    high page=175400
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               Records only area subrange  low page=175021    high page=175400

                 Index only area subrange  low page=175002    high page=175017

Unload area=EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION      low page=175401    high page=175600

               Records only area subrange  low page=175421    high page=175600

               Records only area subrange  low page=175402    high page=175419

Unload area=EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION      low page=175601    high page=175800

               Records only area subrange  low page=175621    high page=175800

                 Index only area subrange  low page=175602    high page=175619

 

Reload area=EMPBDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION     low page=275001    high page=275800

               Records only area subrange  low page=275041    high page=275800

                 Index only area subrange  low page=275002    high page=275033

Reload area=EMPBDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION     low page=276001    high page=276400

               Records only area subrange  low page=276041    high page=276400

               Records only area subrange  low page=276002    high page=276037

Reload area=EMPBDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION     low page=277001    high page=277400

               Records only area subrange  low page=277041    high page=277400

                 Index only area subrange  low page=277002    high page=277037

                 Index only area subrange  low page=277002    high page=277037

 

REORG Status Report - Section 4

The next section reports the portions of each page range assigned to each slice.

        Unload slice=1

           Unload slice range    low page=175021    high page=175147

           Unload slice range    low page=175421    high page=175520

           Unload slice range    low page=175402    high page=175419

           Unload slice range    low page=175621    high page=175720

       Unload slice=2

           Unload slice range    low page=175148    high page=175274

           Unload slice range    low page=175521    high page=175600

           Unload slice range    low page=175721    high page=175800

       Unload slice=3

           Unload slice range    low page=175275    high page=175400

 

       Reload slice=1

           Reload slice range    low page=275041    high page=275294

           Reload slice range    low page=276281    high page=276400

           Reload slice range    low page=277161    high page=277280

       Reload slice=2

           Reload slice range    low page=275295    high page=275547

           Reload slice range    low page=276041    high page=276160

           Reload slice range    low page=276002    high page=276037

           Reload slice range    low page=277281    high page=277400

       Reload slice=3

           Reload slice range    low page=275548    high page=275800

           Reload slice range    low page=276161    high page=276280

           Reload slice range    low page=277041    high page=277160

 

REORG Status Report - Section 5
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The next section describes the status of each task and the work files assigned to the task. The data set name is displayed
only if dynamic work file allocation is used.

                   Tasks and Work File Usage

                  -------------------------

 

Task#=1       Task=UNLOAD                type=S  slice=1     status=completed

 

 SYS002  O/P   DDNAME=WU00001   DSN=USERA01.EMPDEMO.WORKFILE.WU00001

 SYS002  O/P   DDNAME=WU00002   DSN=USERA01.EMPDEMO.WORKFILE.WU00002

 SYS002  O/P   DDNAME=WU00003   DSN=USERA01.EMPDEMO.WORKFILE.WU00003

 SYS003  O/P   DDNAME=WU00010   DSN=USERA01.EMPDEMO.WORKFILE.WU00010

 

Task#=2       Task=UNLOAD                type=S  slice=2     status=completed

 

 SYS002  O/P   DDNAME=WU00004   DSN=USERA01.EMPDEMO.WORKFILE.WU00004

 SYS002  O/P   DDNAME=WU00005   DSN=USERA01.EMPDEMO.WORKFILE.WU00005

 SYS002  O/P   DDNAME=WU00006   DSN=USERA01.EMPDEMO.WORKFILE.WU00006

 SYS003  O/P   DDNAME=WU00011   DSN=USERA01.EMPDEMO.WORKFILE.WU00011

 

Task#=3       Task=UNLOAD                type=S  slice=3     status=completed

 

 SYS002  O/P   DDNAME=WU00007   DSN=USERA01.EMPDEMO.WORKFILE.WU00007

 SYS002  O/P   DDNAME=WU00008   DSN=USERA01.EMPDEMO.WORKFILE.WU00008

 SYS002  O/P   DDNAME=WU00009   DSN=USERA01.EMPDEMO.WORKFILE.WU00009

 SYS003  O/P   DDNAME=WU00012   DSN=USERA01.EMPDEMO.WORKFILE.WU00012

 

REORG Status Report - Section 6

The next section shows the work file summary. This example shows the general-purpose files used during the unload and
reload phases. Other sections show index files, sorted data files, and DBKEYS files.

All work file summary reports show the estimated size of each file and the attributes used in determining those sizes.
BPT is Blocks Per Track; TPC is Tracks Per Cylinder; and *3390* indicates that attributes were based on a generic 3390
device, as opposed to a specific volume.

An asterisk (*) following a DDNAME indicates that the file was created by a REORG job executing as part of the current
operation and therefore will be deleted automatically during cleanup.

                      Unload/Reload work file summary

                     -------------------------------

DDname    DSN                                              Estimated Size

------    ---                                              --------------

WU00001 * USERA01.EMPDEMO.WORKFILE.WU00001                          1 Trk

          Estimate based on: VOLSER=*3390*  BLKSIZE=27998  BPT=02  TPC=15

          UNIT=SYSDA   SPACE=Trk  PRI=1  SEC=1

WU00002 * USERA01.EMPDEMO.WORKFILE.WU00002                          1 Trk

          Estimate based on: VOLSER=*3390*  BLKSIZE=27998  BPT=02  TPC=15

          UNIT=SYSDA   SPACE=Trk  PRI=1  SEC=1

&vellip.

WU00039 * USERA01.EMPDEMO.WORKFILE.WU00039                          1 Trk

          Estimate based on: VOLSER=*3390*  BLKSIZE=27998  BPT=02  TPC=15

          UNIT=SYSDA   SPACE=Trk  PRI=1  SEC=1

Total primary space:          0 Cyl         39 Trk          0 Blk
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REORG Status Report - Section 7

The next section is a recap of tasks that have completed in task order. It shows when the task was started, when it was
completed, and the job that processed the task.

  ******************************************************************************

 *                                                                            *

 *                  Recap of TASK activity                                    *

 *                                                                            *

 ******************************************************************************

 

Task#=1       Task=UNLOAD                type=S  slice=1     status=completed

      jobname=USERA01Y  jobid=JOB01048

 UT019000 Task 1 UNLOAD   slice 1 starting at 2005-11-17-13.44.35.255392

 UT019003 Task 1 UNLOAD   slice 1 completed at 2005-11-17-13.44.35.884474

 

Task#=2       Task=UNLOAD                type=S  slice=2     status=completed

      jobname=USERAXXA  jobid=JOB05591

 UT019000 Task 2 UNLOAD   slice 2 starting at 2005-11-17-13.44.35.752587

 UT019003 Task 2 UNLOAD   slice 2 completed at 2005-11-17-13.44.36.077111

 

REORG Status Report - Section 8

The next section shows the tasks processed by each job in job name sequence.

  ******************************************************************************

 *                                                                            *

 *                  Recap of JOB activity                                     *

 *                                                                            *

 ******************************************************************************

 

 

      jobname=USERA01Y  jobid=JOB01048

 

 UT019000 Task 1 UNLOAD   slice 1 starting at 2005-11-17-13.44.35.255392

 UT019003 Task 1 UNLOAD   slice 1 completed at 2005-11-17-13.44.35.884474

 

      jobname=USERAXXA  jobid=JOB05591

 

 UT019000 Task 2 UNLOAD   slice 2 starting at 2005-11-17-13.44.35.752587

 UT019003 Task 2 UNLOAD   slice 2 completed at 2005-11-17-13.44.36.077111

 

      jobname=USERAXXB  jobid=JOB05592

 

 UT019000 Task 3 UNLOAD   slice 3 starting at 2005-11-17-13.44.35.826364

 UT019003 Task 3 UNLOAD   slice 3 completed at 2005-11-17-13.44.36.103013

 

REORG Status Report - Section 9

The last section shows task activity in chronological order. When completed, it shows the elapsed time from when
REORG was started to when it completed.

  ******************************************************************************
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 *                                                                            *

 *                  Recap of activity by time of day                          *

 *                                                                            *

 ******************************************************************************

 

 USERA01Y JOB01048 UT019000 Task 1 UNLOAD   slice 1 starting at 2005-11-17-13.44.35.255392

 USERAXXA JOB05591 UT019000 Task 2 UNLOAD   slice 2 starting at 2005-11-17-13.44.35.752587

 USERAXXB JOB05592 UT019000 Task 3 UNLOAD   slice 3 starting at 2005-11-17-13.44.35.826364

 USERAXXC JOB05593 UT019002 Task 4 UNLOAD   index group 1 starting at 2005-11-17-13.44.35.866943

 USERA01Y JOB01048 UT019003 Task 1 UNLOAD   slice 1 completed at 2005-11-17-13.44.35.884474

 USERAXXC JOB05593 UT019005 Task 4 UNLOAD   index group 1 completed at 2005-11-17-13.44.35.985660

 USERAXXA JOB05591 UT019003 Task 2 UNLOAD   slice 2 completed at 2005-11-17-13.44.36.077111

 USERAXXB JOB05592 UT019003 Task 3 UNLOAD   slice 3 completed at 2005-11-17-13.44.36.103013

 USERA01Z JOB01069 UT019000 Task 5 RELOAD1  slice 1 starting at 2005-11-17-13.46.56.274321

 USERA01Z JOB01069 UT019003 Task 5 RELOAD1  slice 1 completed at 2005-11-17-13.46.57.381739

.

.

.

USERAXXA JOB05622 UT019005 Task 22 REBUILD4 index group 1 completed at 2005-11-17-13.47.21.060599

 USERA01Z JOB01069 UT019005 Task 23 REBUILD4 index group 2 completed at 2005-11-17-13.47.21.228884

 USERA01Z JOB01069 UT019014 All REORG phases have been completed at 2005-11-17-13.47.48.448372

 USERA01Z JOB01069 UT019015 REORG elapsed time: 0 days 0 hours 3 minutes 42 seconds

 

RELOAD Statistics Report - Section 1

The following example shows standard database statistics as returned from an ACCEPT DATABASE STATISTICS
command. The values reflect the processing done by the current RELOAD1 or RELOAD2 task.

 UT005002 DATABASE LOAD STATISTICS

 DATABASE LOADED ON 01/15/08 AT 21:24:53

PAGES READ ...................            62

PAGES WRITTEN ................            59

PAGES REQUESTED ..............            86

CALC RCDS IN TARGET PAGE .....           268

CALC RCDS OVERFLOWED .........             0

VIA RCDS IN TARGET PAGE ......         3,869

VIA RCDS OVERFLOWED ..........             0

LINES REQUESTED BY IDMS ......         1,742

RCDS MADE CURRENT OF R/U .....         4,137

CALLS TO IDMS ................         4,144

FRAGMENTS STORED .............             0

RECORDS RELOCATED ............             0

 

RELOAD Statistics Report - Section 2

The following example shows additional statistics produced by REORG when reloading a database. The values reflect the
processing done by the current RELOAD1 or RELOAD2 task.

  RELOAD STATS

RCDS READ ....................         4,380

RCDS STORED IN DATABASE ......         4,137

RCDS STORED ON TARGET PAGE ...         3,998

RCDS STORED TARGET PERCENT ...            96
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RCDS WRITTEN TO OVERFLOW .....           243

RCDS CACHED ..................           357

RCDS STORED FROM CACHE .......           139

RCDS OVERFLOW FROM CACHE .....           218

CACHE STORAGE USED ...........        16,384

CACHE STORAGE LIMIT ..........        16,384

 

The fields reported are the following:

• RCDS READ
The total database records read from a work file. This does not include pointer and other work records

• RCDS STORED IN DATABASE
The number of database records stored in the database.

• RCDS STORED ON TARGET PAGE
The number of database records stored on the intended target page.

• RCDS STORED TARGET PERCENT
The percentage of database records stored on their target page.

• RCDS WRITTEN TO OVERFLOW
The number of database records written to a SYSOF2 file, to be processed by the RELOAD2 overflow task.

• RCDS CACHED
The number of database records written to the memory cache.

• RCDS STORED FROM CACHE
The number of database records that were written to memory cache and then stored in the database.

• RCDS OVERFLOW FROM CACHE
The number of database records that were written to memory cache and then written to the overflow work file.

• CACHE STORAGE USED
The amount of allocated cache storage at the end of task. If this is the same as the storage limit, the cache reached its
limit and records may have been written to the overflow file.

• CACHE STORAGE LIMIT
The maximum storage allowed for the overflow cache. This can be changed using the OVERFLOW CACHE option.

DBKEYS File Layout

This section describes the contents of the record written to a DBKEYS cross reference file. The layout matches the
DBKEYS file generated by IDMS/DB Reorg.

Field Name Element Description Explanation
OLDDBKEY PIC S9(8) COMP Old db-key
NEWDBKEY PIC S9(8) COMP New db-key
SR3DBKEY PIC S9(8) COMP SR3 db-key if the old record was relocated
RECORDID PIC S9(4) COMP Record ID in the source subschema
SR3RECID PIC S9(4) COMP Original record ID if relocated

The logical record length is 16 bytes. The BLKSIZE is determined by what is coded in the JCL or matching CREATE
DSMODEL statement.

Each task that loads data generates a DBKEYS file for the data it loads. Depending on their intended use, these files may
need to be merged together and sequenced before being used by another application.
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RESTORE
The RESTORE utility restores one or more areas in a database by copying back the contents of a file created by the
BACKUP statement. 

This article describes the following information:

Authorization 

To restore an area, a file, or a segment, you need DBAWRITE access privileges on the area.

Syntax

 

                        ┌─────────── , ────────────┐

►►─── RESTORE ─┬─ AREA ─▼─ segment-name.area-name ─┴──────────────┬───────────►◄

               │                                                  │

               │        ┌─────────── , ────────────┐              │

               ├─ FILE ─▼─ segment-name.file-name ─┴──────────────┤

               │                                                  │

               │            ┌────── , ────────┐                   │

               └─ SEGMENT ──▼─ segment-name ──┴─┬─────────────┬───┘

                                                ├─ BY AREA ◄──┤

                                                └─ BY FILE ───┘

 

Parameters

• AREA
Directs the RESTORE utility to restore one or more areas.

• segment-name
Specifies the name of the segment associated with the area.

• area-name
Specifies the name of the area.

• FILE
Directs the RESTORE utility to restore one or more files.

• segment-name
Specifies the name of the segment associated with the file.

• file-name
Specifies the name of the file.

• SEGMENT segment-name
Specifies the name of the segment to be restored.

• BY AREA
Specifies that each area defined within the segment is to be restored. AREA is the default.

• BY FILE
Specifies that each file within the segment is to be restored.

Usage

How to submit the RESTORE statement
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You submit the RESTORE statement only through the batch command facility. When submitting RESTORE statements,
the batch command facility must be run in local mode.

Vary areas offline

Before running the RESTORE statement, vary all areas being restored offline to all DC/UCF systems. This will prevent all
other jobs from accessing the areas until RESTORE processing is completed.

Restoring by area requires locks on areas

IDMS/DB locks an area before restoring it. If the area is already locked, it is not restored and the RESTORE operation will
terminate with an error. No more areas are restored. It is possible that a local mode application abended without releasing
an area lock. In this case, use the UNLOCK statement to unlock the area.

Restoring by file does not lock areas

When you restore by file, IDMS/DB does not lock the associated area(s).

RESTORE the same object you backed up

If you backed up by area, restore by area. If you backed up by file, restore by file.

Restoring from IDMSDUMP

RESTORE can only restore files produced by the BACKUP utility. RESTORE cannot restore files produced by the 10.2
IDMSDUMP utility program. You must use the 10.2 IDMSRSTR utility program to restore files produced by IDMSDUMP.

JCL Considerations

When you submit a RESTORE statement through the batch command facility, the JCL to execute the facility must include
statements to define the file(s) containing the areas to be restored.

NOTE
For more information about the generic JCL used to execute the batch command facility for your operating
system, see z/OS JCL and z/VSE JCL .

Examples

Restoring by area

The following example directs the RESTORE utility to restore three database areas.

  restore area empdemo.emp-demo-region,

               empdemo.org-demo-region,

               empdemo.ins-demo-region;

Restoring by file

The following example directs the RESTORE utility to restore three database files.

  restore file empdemo.empdemo.

               empdemo.orgdemo,

               empdemo.insdemo;

Restoring by segment

The following example directs the RESTORE utility to restore all areas in the empdemo segment.

  restore segment empdemo;
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Sample Output

Restoring a database by area

The following listing is generated after the statements in the "Restoring a Database by Area" example are successfully
executed.

IDMSBCF  nn.n                                      CA IDMS Batch Command Facility                           mm/

dd/yy   PAGE 2

  RESTORE AREA EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION,

               EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION,

               EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION;

UT015006 BACKUP file created on yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff

UT000038 Starting RESTORE of area EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION

UT000040 RESTORE complete

UT000038 Starting RESTORE of area EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION

UT000040 RESTORE complete

UT000038 Starting RESTORE of area EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION

UT000040 RESTORE complete

Status = 0        SQLSTATE = 00000

Restoring a database by file

The following listing is generated after the statements in the "Restoring a Database by File" example shown previously are
successfully executed.

IDMSBCF  nn.n                                      CA IDMS Batch Command Facility                           mm/

dd/yy   PAGE 4

  RESTORE FILE EMPDEMO.EMPDEMO,

               EMPDEMO.ORGDEMO,

               EMPDEMO.INSDEMO;

UT015006 BACKUP file created on yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff

UT000039 Starting RESTORE of file EMPDEMO.EMPDEMO

UT000040 RESTORE complete

UT000039 Starting RESTORE of file EMPDEMO.ORGDEMO

UT000040 RESTORE complete

UT000039 Starting RESTORE of file EMPDEMO.INSDEMO

UT000040 RESTORE complete

Status = 0        SQLSTATE = 00000

Restoring a database by segment

The following listing is generated after the statements in the "Restoring a Database by Segment" example are
successfully executed.
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IDMSBCF  nn.n                                      CA IDMS Batch Command Facility                           mm/

dd/yy   PAGE 6

  RESTORE SEGMENT EMPDEMO;

UT015006 BACKUP file created on yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff

UT000038 Starting RESTORE of area EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION

UT000040 RESTORE complete

UT000038 Starting RESTORE of area EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION

UT000040 RESTORE complete

UT000038 Starting RESTORE of area EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION

UT000040 RESTORE complete

Status = 0        SQLSTATE = 00000

 

 

RESTRUCTURE
The RESTRUCTURE utility modifies record occurrences to match new schema specifications.

Using the RESTRUCTURE utility, you can:

• Insert new data items anywhere in a record
• Delete existing data items
• Change the length and position of data items
• Change the format of a record from fixed length to variable length or from variable length to fixed length
• Compress or uncompress a record
• Add pointers for new or existing sets
• Delete pointers from existing sets
• Add or delete prior or owner pointers for existing sets

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To You need this privilege On
Restructure an area DBAWRITE The area
Restructure a segment DBAWRITE All areas of the segment

Syntax

 

►►─── RESTRUCTURE ──────────┬── SEGMENT segment-name ──┬───────────────►

                            └── DBNAME db-name ────────┘

 ►─── USING subschema-name ────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►
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   └─ CONTINUE ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘

                └─ NO ◄──┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ RSTTMOD ─┬─ rstt-modname ─┬─┘

               └─ IDMSRSTT ◄────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────►◄

   │             ┌───────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └────── AREA ─▼──────────────── area-name ────────┴─┘

 

Parameters

• db-name
Identifies the name of the database to be restructured.

• USING
Specifies the subschema that defines all the records and sets to be restructured.

• subschema-name
The name of a subschema compiled under a schema that describes the database before restructuring.

• CONTINUE
Specifies whether processing is to continue if an error condition is detected during processing.
By default, if you do not specify YES, processing stops when an error is detected.

• YES
Directs processing to continue when an error is detected.

• NO
Directs processing to stop when an error is detected.
NO is the default.

• RSTTMOD
Specifies the base restructuring table that defines the changes to be made in the database.
By default, if you do not specify a base restructuring table, IDMSRSTT is used.

• rstt-modname
The name of the base restructuring table.
The default base restructuring table is IDMSRSTT.

• AREA
Restricts processing to one or more specified areas. The parameter segment-name qualifies which area the changes
need to be made in
By default, if you do not specify one or more areas, all areas in the specified segment that contain occurrences of the
records or members of the sets being restructured are processed.

• area-name
The name of an area.

Usage

How to submit the RESTRUCTURE statement

You submit the RESTRUCTURE statement only through the batch command facility. When submitting RESTRUCTURE
statements, you must run the batch command facility in local mode.

The base restructuring table

The RESTRUCTURE statement modifies record occurrences according to the specifications in a base restructuring
table. You assemble the base restructuring table from IDMSRSTT macro statements that define the changes to be made.
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Typically, you use the IDMSRSTC utility to generate the IDMSRSTT macro statements; however, the statements can also
be coded sectionly.

NOTE
For more information, see IDMSRSTT Macro Statements.

The spill file

If you specify a set-name in the SETPTR statement of IDMSRSTT during RESTRUCTURE processing, a spill file of work
records that describes new pointers being added to database records is generated. If the database restructure includes
the addition of new prior pointers to existing sets, you use the spill file as input to the RESTRUCTURE CONNECT
utility statement. The information in the spill file and the specifications in the base restructuring table are used during
RESTRUCTURE processing to connect the new prior pointers.

Database keys of restructured records

During RESTRUCTURE processing all changes to the database are made in place (that is, no unload/reload occurs). As a
result, database keys are not changed by a restructure operation.

Back up the database

Back up the database before performing a restructure operation. If the database restructure is unsuccessful, you can then
restore the database from the backup copy.

Remove logically deleted records

You cannot use the RESTRUCTURE utility statement to make changes that will modify the prefix portion of a record if
there are logically deleted records in the database area to be modified. To ensure there are no logically deleted records,
use the CLEANUP utility to erase them before performing a restructure operation.

Restructure ready mode

All areas to be processed are readied in exclusive update mode for RESTRUCTURE processing.

Modifying CALC and sort keys

During a restructure operation, you should not modify CALC and sort keys.

NOTE
For more information about modifying database components, see Administrating IDMS Database.

Native VSAM data sets

You cannot use RESTRUCTURE to restructure records in native VSAM data sets.

New pointers

New pointers in an owner record are initialized to the database key of the owner record (indicating an empty set). In a
member record, new pointers are initialized to -1.

To connect new pointers for existing sets, use the RESTRUCTURE CONNECT utility statement. To connect pointers for
new sets, you must run a user-written program after the restructure process is complete.

Consideration when using data compression routines

If the named subschema references a data compression routine and a compressed record is involved in the restructure
(for example, changing the record to fixed length), the subschema will be modified. To modify the subschema, it must be
nonreentrant. If necessary, relink the subschema as nonreentrant and run it from another load library.

If the subschema resides in a dictionary load area, this is not a consideration.

Restructuring a database
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To restructure a database, follow these steps:

1. Back up the database.
2. Compile a new schema that describes the database after restructuring. The new schema must have a different name

or version number from the schema that describes the existing database.
3. Execute the IDMSRSTC utility to generate the IDMSRSTT macro statements that define the changes to be made to

the database. Verify that the statements are correct; make any necessary modifications.
4. Assemble the base restructuring table.
5. Link edit the base restructuring table.
6. Execute the RESTRUCTURE utility statement to restructure the database. Use a subschema that was compiled

under the old schema.
7. Compile a subschema under the new schema. Give the new subschema a temporary name to distinguish it from

the old subschema.
If no new pointers have been added to existing sets, skip to step 10.

8. Execute the RESTRUCTURE CONNECT utility statement to connect the new prior or owner pointers for existing
sets in the restructured database. Use a subschema that was compiled under the new schema.

9. Validate the restructure using IDMSDBAN, OLQ, Culprit, or some other retrieval program.
10. Recompile, under the new schema, all subschemas that use the changed records or sets.
11. Alter all access modules referencing changed records or owner and member records of changed sets.
12. Drop and recreate SQL views of records whose element descriptions have changed.

JCL Considerations

When you submit a RESTRUCTURE statement through the batch command facility, the JCL to execute the facility must
include statements to define:

• The database file(s) that map to the area(s) to be processed.
• The file containing the assembled base restructuring table.
• The spill file to be used as input to the RESTRUCTURE CONNECT utility statement. The size of the spill file should be

a multiple of 40 with a maximum size of 32,760.

NOTE
For more information about the generic JCL used to execute the batch command facility, see the Batch
Command Facility (z/OS) or z/VSE JCL topics.

Examples and Sample Output

Adding set pointers

The following example directs the RESTRUCTURE utility to use the base restructuring table, LRDKRSTT, to add prior
pointers to the owners and members of set A-B and owner pointers to the members of set A-B.

Input to RESTRUCTURE

RESTRUCTURE empdemo using restr01

     rsttmod lrdkrstt continue yes;

Output from RESTRUCTURE

When the RESTRUCTURE operation is completed, the following listing is generated.

IDMSBCF                                              IDMS Batch Command Facility                            mm/

dd/yy   PAGE 1
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   RESTRUCTURE EMPDEMO USING RESTR01

        RSTTMOD LRDKRSTT CONTINUE YES;

0UT000038 Starting Restructure of area EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION

 UT000041 Completed processing of area EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION, Pages read=10  Records read=6

 UT011023   Record name AA  Found=2  Changed=2  Ldel=0

0UT000038 Starting Restructure of area EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION

 UT000041 Completed processing of area EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION,  Pages read=10  Records read=3

 UT011023   Record name BB  Found=3  Changed=3  Ldel=0

 Status = 0

Connecting prior and owner pointers

To complete this restructure operation, the RESTRUCTURE CONNECT utility is executed to connect the prior and owner
pointers in all occurrences of set A-B after restructuring records A and B.

Input to RESTRUCTURE CONNECT

restructure connect segment empdemo using EMPSS01

     rsttmod lrdkrstt continue yes;

Output from RESTRUCTURE CONNECT

When the RESTRUCTURE CONNECT operation is completed, the following listing is generated.

IDMSBCF                                              IDMS Batch Command Facility                            mm/

dd/yy   PAGE 1

   RESTRUCTURE CONNECT SEGMENT EMPDEMO USING EMPSS01

        RSTTMOD LRDKRSTT CONTINUE YES;

0UT000038 Starting Connect of area EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION

 UT000041 Completed processing of area EMPDEMO.EMPDEMO-REGION,  Pages read=10  Records read=6

 UT011023   Record name AA  Found=2  Changed=2  Ldel=0

0UT000038 Starting Connect of area EMPDEMO.INSDEMO-REGION

 UT000041 Completed processing of area EMPDEMO.INSDEMO-REGION,  Pages read=10  Records read=3

 UT011023   Record name BB  Found=3  Changed=3  Ldel=0

 Status = 0

More Information

• For more information about changing a database definition, see Administrating IDMS Database.
• For more information about IDMS/DB physical database characteristics, see Administrating IDMS Database.
• For more information about coding IDMSRSTT macro statements, see IDMSRSTT Macro Statements.

Callable Restructure Utility

The Callable Restructure Utility (IDMSCRSU) is a version of the IDMS RESTRUCTURE utility that is callable from a user-
written program. It uses the standard base restructuring table to control the restructure of the data portion of a database
record.

NOTE
For more information about assembling a base restructuring table, see IDMSRSTT Macro Statements.

IDMSCRSU is called with the following register values and parms:

On Entry:
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• R1 points to a four-word parmlist.
• R13 should point to a 36-word save and work area.
• R14 contains the return address.
• R15 contains the entry point address.

Considerations

IDMSCRSU does not support changes to pointers or calling database procedures. The assumption is that the caller
has obtained the database record in the old subschema format and now wants to store or modify a record in the new
subschema format.

To save a search of the IDMSRSTT base restructuring table on every call, the caller can save the RREC address returned
in R0 after the first call. This address can then be passed instead of the IDMSRSTT address on all subsequent calls for
the same record type.

A 36-word register save area and work area is expected to be passed in R13. If called from a DC assembler program, you
can use a "#CHKSTK =36" instruction to ensure there is enough room in the stack.

Parameters

• parm-1
The address of the FSR (SR51) control block from the "old"subschema. This block should describe the record as it
exists before the restructure takes place.

• parm-2
The address of the IDMSRSTT base restructuring table that describes the changes being made to the database
record. This table is generated from the IDMSRSTT macro. (See Section B.) The table is searched for the RREC block
that matches the FSR name passed in parm-1.
- or -
The address of the RREC control block in the IDMSRSTT table. (No search is done.)

• parm-3
The address of the data record to be restructured. Only the data should be passed, not pointers or internal fields.

• parm-4
The address of a buffer where the restructured record will be returned. It should be large enough to hold the maximum
size of the record being restructured as described in the 'new' subschema.
On exit:
– R0 contains the address of the IDMSRSTT RREC block for the record just restructured, if found.
– R15 contains one of the following return codes:

• 0: Call successful - The output buffer contains the restructured record.
• 4: FIELD=ALL was specified for the record in the IDMSRSTT table. There were no changes to the data. The

output buffer does not contain a copy of the record; the caller should use the input record image.
• 8: The record was not found in the IDMSRSTT table.

RESTRUCTURE CONNECT
The RESTRUCTURE CONNECT utility statement connects new prior and owner pointers in existing sets. You execute the
RESTRUCTURE CONNECT statement after executing the RESTRUCTURE statement as part of a database restructure
operation. The RESTRUCTURE CONNECT statement uses the specifications in the base restructuring table and the
information in the spill file generated by the RESTRUCTURE statement to make the pointer connections.

This article describes the following information:
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Authorization

To You need this privilege On
Connect pointers in an area DBAWRITE The area
Connect pointers in a segment DBAWRITE All areas of the segment

Syntax

 

►►─── RESTRUCTURE CONNECT ──┬── SEGMENT segment-name ──┬─────────────────►

                            └── DBNAME db-name ────────┘

 ►─── USING subschema-name ──────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ CONTINUE ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘

                └─ NO ◄──┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ RSTTMOD ─┬─ rstt-modname ─┬─┘

               └─ IDMSRSTT ◄────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►◄

   │             ┌───────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └────── AREA ─▼────────────────── area-name ──────┴─┘

 

Parameters

• db-name
Identifies the database name whose segments include the area or areas to be processed.

• USING
Specifies the subschema that defines the records and sets being restructured.

• subschema-name
The name of a subschema compiled under a schema that describes the database after restructuring.

• CONTINUE
Specifies whether processing is to continue if an error condition is detected during processing.
By default, if you do not specify YES, RESTRUCTURE CONNECT will not continue processing when an error is
detected.

• YES
Specifies that processing should continue when an error is detected.

• NO
Specifies that processing should stop when an error is detected.
NO is the default.

• RSTTMOD
Specifies the base restructuring table that defines the changes in the database being made by the RESTRUCTURE
and RESTRUCTURE CONNECT statements.
By default, if you do not specify a base restructuring table, IDMSRSTT is used.

• rstt-modname
The name of the base restructuring table.
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The default base restructuring table is IDMSRSTT.
• AREA

Restricts processing to one or more specified areas.
By default, if you do not specify one or more areas, all areas in the specified segment that contain occurrences of the
records or members of the sets being restructured are processed.

• area-name
The name of an area.

Usage

How to submit the RESTRUCTURE CONNECT statement

You submit the RESTRUCTURE CONNECT statement only through the batch command facility. You must be running
IDMS/DB in local mode.

Vary areas offline

Before submitting the RESTRUCTURE CONNECT statement, vary all affected areas offline.

Connecting pointers for new sets

The RESTRUCTURE CONNECT statement connects new pointers for existing sets only. To connect pointers for new
sets, you must run a user-written program after the restructure process is complete.

JCL Considerations

When you submit a RESTRUCTURE CONNECT statement through the batch command facility, the JCL to execute the
facility must include statements to define:

• The database file(s) that map to the area(s) to be processed.
• The file containing the assembled base restructuring table.
• The spill file generated by RESTRUCTURE. The size of the spill file should be a multiple of 40 with a maximum block

size of 32,760.
• Sort files to sort the spill file in database key sequence.

NOTE
For more information about the generic JCL used to execute the batch command facility, see the Batch
Command Facility (z/OS) or z/VSE JCL topics.

Examples and Sample Output

To illustrate the use of the RESTRUCTURE CONNECT utility, the RESTRUCTURE utility is run first to add pointers to a
set. The RESTRUCTURE CONNECT utility is then executed to update the prefix portion of affected records with pointers.

Adding set pointers

The following example directs the RESTRUCTURE utility to use the base restructuring table, LRDKRSTT, to add prior
pointers to the owners and members of set A-B and owner pointers to the members of set A-B.

Input to RESTRUCTURE

RESTRUCTURE empdemo using restr01

     rsttmod lrdkrstt continue yes;

Output from RESTRUCTURE

When the RESTRUCTURE operation is completed, the following listing is generated.
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IDMSBCF                                              IDMS Batch Command Facility                            mm/

dd/yy   PAGE 1

   RESTRUCTURE EMPDEMO USING RESTR01

        RSTTMOD LRDKRSTT CONTINUE YES;

 UT000038 Starting Restructure of area EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION

 UT000041 Completed processing of area EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION, Pages read=10  Records read=6

 UT011023   Record name AA  Found=2  Changed=2  Ldel=0

0UT000038 Starting Restructure of area EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION

 UT000041 Completed processing of area EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION,  Pages read=10  Records read=3

 UT011023   Record name BB  Found=3  Changed=3  Ldel=0

 Status = 0

Connecting prior and owner pointers

To complete this restructure operation, the RESTRUCTURE CONNECT utility is executed to connect the prior and owner
pointers in all occurrences of set A-B after restructuring records A and B.

Input to RESTRUCTURE CONNECT

restructure connect segment empdemo using EMPSS01

     rsttmod lrdkrstt continue yes;

Output from RESTRUCTURE CONNECT

When the RESTRUCTURE CONNECT operation is completed, the following listing is generated.

IDMSBCF                                              IDMS Batch Command Facility                            mm/

dd/yy   PAGE 1

   RESTRUCTURE CONNECT SEGMENT EMPDEMO USING EMPSS01

        RSTTMOD LRDKRSTT CONTINUE YES;

 UT000038 Starting Connect of area EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION

 UT000041 Completed processing of area EMPDEMO.EMPDEMO-REGION,  Pages read=10  Records read=6

 UT011023   Record name AA  Found=2  Changed=2  Ldel=0

 UT000038 Starting Connect of area EMPDEMO.INSDEMO-REGION

 UT000041 Completed processing of area EMPDEMO.INSDEMO-REGION,  Pages read=10  Records read=3

 UT011023   Record name BB  Found=3  Changed=3  Ldel=0

 Status = 0

More Information

• For more information about changing database components, see Administrating IDMS Database.
• For more information about the RESTRUCTURE utility, see RESTRUCTURE.

 

ROLLBACK Utility
The ROLLBACK utility restores all or part of a database to a previous state by applying before images from the journal file.

If requested, the ROLLBACK utility verifies the after images in the journal file against the contents of the database before
applying the before images.

This article describes the following information:
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Authorization

To You Need This Privilege On
Roll back an area DBAWRITE The area
Roll back a segment DBAWRITE All affected areas of the segment
Roll back a file DBAWRITE All affected areas associated with the file
Roll back a database DBAWRITE All affected areas of the database

Syntax

►►─── ROLLBACK ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

            ┌──────────── , ───────────┐

 ►─┬─ FILE ─▼─ segment-name.file-name ─┴─┬────────────────────────────────────►

   │        ┌──────────── , ───────────┐ │

   ├─ AREA ─▼─ segment-name.area-name ─┴─┤

   │           ┌─────── , ──────┐        │

   ├─ SEGMENT ─▼─ segment-name ─┴────────┤

   └─ DMCL ──────────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬─ ACTIVE ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ALL ────┘

 ►─┬────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ SEQUENTIAL ◄──┤

   └─ SORTED ───────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ VERIFY ─┬──────────────┬─┘

              └─ DATABASE ◄──┘

 ►─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ UTC────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ STOP AT ' ─┬─ date-time ─┬─ ' ──┘

                 ├─ date ──────┤

                 └─ time ──────┘

 ►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ HOTBACKUP ─┘
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Parameters

• FILE
Rolls back one or more files. Recovery by file does not unlock any areas associated with the files.

• segment-name
Specifies the segment associated with the file.

• file-name
Specifies the name of the file.

• AREA
Rolls back and unlocks one or more specified areas.

• segment-name
Identifies the segment associated with the area.

• area-name
Specifies the name of the area.

• SEGMENT
Rolls back and unlocks all areas associated with the specified segments.

• segment-name
Specifies the name of the segment.

• DMCL
Rolls back all areas defined in the DMCL identified in the SYSIDMS parameter file.

• ACTIVE
– If you do not specify a STOP time, before images are appliedonly for transactions that remain open at the end of the

journal file. Before images are not applied for incomplete distributed transactions whose state is InDoubt at the end
of the journal file (unless a section recovery control file entry overrides this behavior by specifying BACKOUT for
one or more of the transactions).

– If you do specify a STOP time, before images are applied for all transactions until the STOP time is reached, and
then processing continues only with open transactions. Before images are not applied for incomplete distributed
transactions whose state is InDoubt at the stop time (unless a section recovery control file entry overrides this
behavior by specifying BACKOUT for one or more of the transactions).

• ALL
– If you do not specify a STOP time, before images are appliedfor all transactions in the journal file.
– If you do specify a STOP time, before images are applied for all transactions until the STOP time is reached, and

then processing continues only with open transactions.
• SEQUENTIAL

Applies before images in the sequence in which they occur starting from the end of the journal file, reading backwards.
SEQUENTIAL is the default.

• SORTED
Sorts the before images in the journal file by database key and copies back only the earliest before image for any
database key.
All the database keys on a given database page will be copied back together. Each page will be accessed once.
By default, if you do not specify SORTED, the before images will be copied back sequentially.

NOTE
When recovering VSAM KSDS files, do not use the SORTEDoption. You must use SEQUENTIAL.

• VERIFY DATABASE
Verifies the after images in the journal file before applying the before images. If an after image in the journal file does
not match the contents of the database, the roll back operation will terminate with an error.
By default, if you do not specify VERIFY, before images are copied back without first verifying the after images.
The optional DATABASE keyword is included for consistency with the ROLLFORWARD utility statement and has no
impact on the processing of the VERIFY option.

• STOP AT
Directs processing to stop as soon as possible after reaching a specified date and time in the journal file.
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By default, processing will stop when the beginning of the journal file is reached.
• date

Specifies the date, in one of the following formats:
– yyyy-mm-dd
– mm/dd/yyyy
– dd.mm.yyyy
In these formats, the following rules apply:
– yyyy specifies the year. yyyy must be an integer in the range 0001 through 9999. Leading zeros are optional.
– mm specifies the month within the year. mm must be an integer in the range 01 through 12. Leading zeros are

optional.
– dd specifies the day within the month. dd must be an integer in the range 01 through 31. Leading zeros are

optional.
The combined values of yyyy, mm, and dd must represent a valid date. For example, 1988-02-29 is a valid date.
1989-02-29 is not.

• date-time
Specifies the date and time, where:
– The format for specifying the DATE-TIME is:

yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff
– The rules for specifying the DATE component of DATE-TIME are the same as for DATE described previously. The

rules for specifying the TIME component of DATE-TIME are:
• hh specifies the hour on a 24-hour clock. hh must be an integer in the range 00 through 23. Leading zeros are

optional.
• mm specifies the number of minutes past the hour. mm must be an integer in the range 00 through 59. Leading

zeros are optional.
• Ss specifies the number of seconds past the minute. Ss must be an integer in the range 00 through 59. Leading

zeros are optional.
• ffffff specifies the number of millionths of a second past the specified second. ffffff is optional; if you include it, it

must be an integer in the range 000000 through 999999. The default value is 000000. Trailing zeros are optional.
• time

Specifies the time in one of the following formats:
– hh.mm.ss
– hh:mm:ss
The rules for specifying TIME are the same as those listed for DATE-TIME.
When TIME is specified, the date defaults to the current date.

• HOTBACKUP
Forces ROLLBACK to also restore images for aborted run units.

• UTC
Specifies that Start and Stop times are interpreted as UTC times instead of local times.

Usage

How to submit the ROLLBACK statement

You submit the ROLLBACK statement only through the batch command facility. When submitting ROLLBACK statements,
you must run the batch command facility in local mode.

Vary any area being rolled back offline to all DC/UCF systems.

When to use ROLLBACK
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The ROLLBACK utility is most commonly used after a local mode update job has abnormally terminated or has been run
incorrectly, resulting in incorrect data being introduced into the database. In this case, use the ROLLBACK utility to restore
the affected parts of the database to an earlier, uncorrupted, state.

Both the database and the journal must be available and readable to run the ROLLBACK utility.

When not to use ROLLBACK

If the database is unusable or incomplete because of a physical I/O error, then you cannot use the ROLLBACK utility.

In this case, use a backup copy of the database and run ROLLFORWARD.

How ROLLBACK works

The ROLLBACK utility starts with the current state of the database. It uses before images from a tape or journal file to
restore progressively earlier states of the database, file, segment, or area.

You can run the ROLLBACK utility sequentially, applying before images in reverse order. Or you can run the ROLLBACK
utility in sorted mode. In sorted mode, the ROLLBACK utility applies the earliest before image of any record being
restored.

ROLLBACK uses one journal file

The journal file is a sequential file that can reside on disk or tape. If you have multiple journal files, you must consolidate
them, in the order in which they were created, to a single file and use the single file with the ROLLBACK utility.

Disk journal file

If the journal file is on disk, it cannot be read backwards in certain operating systems. To accommodate this, a SYSIDMS
PARM has been created, ROLLBACK3490. To utilize this feature, the journal file must be sorted on the first UTC
timestamp of each journal block, in a descending order. In this manner, the ROLLBACK utility, using the ROLLBACK3490
feature, reads each block forward, but is actually getting the blocks in descending order. Although the blocks are in
descending order, the journal records within the blocks are in ascending order. As ROLLBACK reads each block in
descending order, it processes each journal block from the end to the beginning. So even though the journal file is a
sequential file on disk, sorted descending, ROLLBACK is processing the journal records in a descending order. To sort the
journal blocks in descending order, use the following sort parm:

SORT FIELDS=(13,16,BI,D)

NOTE

• In CMS, you do not need to use the ROLLBACK3490 parameter, but you must presort the journal images as
described previously regardless of whether the journal files reside on disk or tape.

• If you decide to use the ROLLBACK3490 feature, or are using CMS, then you must sort the file in
descending order prior to running the ROLLBACK utility, even if you are using 'sorted mode.'

Tape journal file

If you want the journal file on tape, you can put the file on tape by using the ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility, or by using a tape
journal to begin with. If you have multiple tape journal files, you must concatenate them, in the order in which they were
created, to a single file; and use the single file with the ROLLBACK utility.

If the tape file requires more than one tape volume, the volumes must be mounted in the order in which they were created.

NOTE
Depending on the version of z/OS that you are using and whether the tape volumes are labeled, you might need
to mount either the first tape volume produced or all tape volumes produced before they can be read backwards.

ROLLBACK and VSAM files
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You can run the ROLLBACK utility against most native VSAM files. However, because VSAM does not support deleting
ESDS file records, the ROLLBACK statement cannot be used on a native VSAM ESDS file that might cause the
ROLLBACK utility to try to delete a record. Therefore, a run unit that has added records to an ESDS file can only be
recovered by restoring the file to an earlier time and then executing the ROLLFORWARD utility.

NOTE
For more information about IDMS/DB and native VSAM files, see Administrating IDMS Database.

When to use sequential mode

Use sequential mode if the journal file is very small or very large. If the journal file is small, you get no advantage from
sorting. If the journal file is very large, it could require more sort space than you have available.

When to use sorted mode

Use sorted mode unless you have a strong reason not to. Be sure you have enough sorting space available. If there is not
enough sort space available during ROLLBACK processing, the operation terminates with an error. The database will not
be affected.

When to use VERIFY

Specify VERIFY only when rolling back an intact database. If you specify VERIFY when recovering from an abended job
or an abended central version, the ROLLBACK utility terminates with an error.

VERIFY is ignored if you specify SORTED.

Recovering large numbers of files

For z/OS users, the maximum number of files that can be accessed by a central version is greater than the number that
can be accessed by a local mode batch job. This has implications for section recovery. If more than 3,273 files must be
recovered, it will be necessary to execute the ROLLBACK utility multiple times in separate job steps, recovering a subset
of the areas or segments in each execution.

When to use HOTBACKUP

Specify HOTBACKUP when restoring a database from a hot backup. For more information about hot backup, see the
IDMS Database Administration section.

ROLLBACK and Distributed Transactions

ROLLBACK reports on distributed transactions and supports the use of an input section recovery control file. The input
recovery control file is used to complete InDoubt distributed transactions. For more information, see JCL Considerations
and the "Common Facilities for Distributed Transactions" section.

NOTE
For considerations associated with distributed transactions during recovery operations, see Administrating IDMS
Database.

JCL Considerations

When you submit a ROLLBACK statement through the batch command facility, the JCL to execute the facility must
include statements to define:

• The tape or journal file
• All files that map to areas being restored
• Any file that includes space management pages of areas mapped to by files being restored

To use a section recovery input control file, include a CTRLIN file definition or DD statement in the IDMSBCF execution
JCL. The format of this file is fixed block with a record length of 80.
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NOTE
For more information about the generic JCL used to execute the batch command facility, see the section for your
operating system in this section.

Examples

The following example directs the ROLLBACK utility to apply all the before images on the journal file for the EMPDEMO
segment and to sort the before images by database key.

 rollback segment empdemo all sorted;

Sample Output

When the ROLLBACK operation is completed, the following listing is generated.

 IDMSBCF                                              IDMS Batch Command Facility                           

 mm/dd/yy   PAGE 1

 ROLLBACK SEGMENT EMPDEMO ALL SORTED;

 RECORDS RESTORED TO AREA EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION                734

 RECORDS RESTORED TO AREA EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION                169

 RECORDS RESTORED TO AREA EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION                438

 TOTAL RECORDS RESTORED              1341

 BLOCK COUNT         0  BACKWARD      702

 RECORD COUNT        0  BACKWARD     5512

 Status = 1        Extended Reason Code = 2367     Messages follow:

 DB002367 C1M353: Warning: area EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION was not locked.

 DB002367 C1M353: Warning: area EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION was not locked.

 DB002367 C1M353: Warning: area EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION was not locked.

More Information

• For more information about journal files, database recovery, and using the DBNAME for utility, see Administrating
IDMS Database.

ROLLFORWARD
The ROLLFORWARD utility restores a backup copy of all or part of a database to a subsequent condition by applying
after images from the journal file.

If requested, the ROLLFORWARD statement verifies the before images in the journal file against the contents of the
database before applying the after images.

This article describes the following information:
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Authorization

To You Need This Privilege On
Roll forward an area DBAWRITE The area
Roll forward a segment DBAWRITE All affected areas of the segment
Roll forward a file DBAWRITE All affected areas that are associated with

the file
Roll forward by DMCL DBAWRITE All affected areas within the DMCL
Roll forward FROM EXTRACT DBAWRITE All areas being recovered

Syntax

 

►►─── ROLLFORWARD ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

            ┌──────────── , ───────────┐

 ►─┬─ FILE ─▼─ segment-name.file-name ─┴─┬────────────────────────────────────►

   │        ┌──────────── , ───────────┐ │

   ├─ AREA ─▼─ segment-name.area-name ─┴─┤

   │           ┌─────── , ──────┐        │

   ├─ SEGMENT ─▼─ segment-name ─┴────────┤

   └─ DMCL ──────────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬─ rollforward-options ───────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ FROM EXTRACT ──── ddname ──┘

 

Expansion of rollforward-options

►►─┬─ COMPLETED ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ALL ───────┘

 ►─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ SEQUENTIAL ─┤

   └─ SORTED ─────┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────►

   └─ VERIFY ──┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────┘

               │ ┌─────────────────────────────┐   │

               └─▼─┬─ DATABASE ───────────────┬┴───┘

                   └─ QUIESCE ─┬────────────┬─┘

                               ├─ NONE ─────┤

                               ├─ LIMITED ◄─┤

                               └─ FULL ─────┘

 ►─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ UTC────┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ START AT ── ' ─┬─ date-time ─┬─ ' ─┘

                     ├─ date ──────┤
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                     └─ time ──────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ STOP AT ── ' ─┬─ date-time ─┬─ ' ─┘

                    ├─ date ──────┤

                    └─ time ──────┘

 

Parameters

• FILE
Specifies that one or more files is to be restored. Areas that are associated with the specified files are not unlocked.

• segment-name
Specifies the segment that is associated with the file.

• file-name
Specifies the name of the file.

• AREA
Specifies that one or more areas are to be restored and unlocked.

• segment-name
Identifies the segment that is associated with the area.

• area-name
Specifies the name of the area.

• SEGMENT
Specifies to restore and unlock all areas that are associated with the specified segments.

• segment-name
Specifies the name of the segment.

• DMCL
Restores all areas that are defined by the DMCL specified in the SYSIDMS parameter file.

• rollforward-options
Specifies options that are used to rollforward from a standard archive journal tape.
Expansion of rollforward-options immediately follows the main statement syntax.

• FROM EXTRACT
Specifies that an extract journal is used for input instead of a standard archive journal tape.
This option excludes use of the SORTED/SEQUENTIAL, VERIFY, ALL/COMPLETED, and STOP AT options because
these options have no effect on the already created extract file.

• ddname
Specifies the external name for the input extract file.

• COMPLETED
– If you do not specify a STOP time, after images are applied only for transactions that are completed before the end

of the journal file. After images are applied for incomplete distributed transactions whose state is InDoubt at the end
of the journal file (unless a section recovery control file entry overrides this behavior by specifying BACKOUT for
one or more of the transactions).

– If you do specify a STOP time, after images are applied for all transactions that have been completed up to the
first checkpoint record after the STOP time. After images are applied for incomplete distributed transactions whose
state is InDoubt at the stop time (unless a section recovery control file entry overrides this behavior by specifying
BACKOUT for one or more of the transactions).

• ALL
– If you do not specify a STOP time, after images are applied for all transactions in the journal file.
– If you do specify a STOP time, after images are applied until a point at or after the specified time where there are no

active transactions. If no such point is found, processing stops at the end of the journal file.
• SEQUENTIAL
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After images are applied in the sequence in which they occur in the journal file.
SEQUENTIAL is the default.

NOTE
Backward file reads are not supported under z/VM. If an aborted transaction is encountered, a backward
read may be attempted, in which case it fails. For this reason, it is safer for z/VM users to specify SORTED.

• SORTED
Specifies that after images are to be sorted in the journal file by database key and only the latest after image for any
database key is applied.
All the database keys on a given database page are copied back together. Thus, each page is accessed once.
By default, if you do not specify SORTED, the after images are copied back sequentially.

NOTE
You cannot use the SORTED option with VSAM KSDS files.A native VSAM KSDS file must be recovered
using the SEQUENTIAL option.

• VERIFY
Indicates that the validity of the specified conditions should be checked. If the VERIFY option is not specified, checking
is not performed. If VERIFY is specified without DATABASE or QUIESCE, DATABASE is the default.
– DATABASE -- Specifies that before images are to be verified in the journal file before the after images are applied. If

a before image in the journal file does not match the contents of the database, the rollforward operation terminates
with an error.
By default, if database validity checking is not in effect, after images are copied back without first verifying the
before images.

– QUIESCE -- Specifies the level of quiesce point verification that is performed.
• NONE -- Specifies that no quiesce point verification should be done. If "START AT" is specified, NONE is treated

as LIMITED.
• LIMITED -- Default. Specifies that limited quiesce point verification be performed.
• FULL -- Specifies that the strictest form of quiesce point verification be performed.

• START AT
Specifies that the operation should start only after reaching a specified date and time in the journal file. Only images
for transactions that begin after the specified start time is applied. By default, processing starts at the beginning of the
journal file.

• STOP AT
Specifies that the operation should stop as soon as possible after reaching a specified date and time in the journal file.
By default, processing stops when the end of the journal file is reached.

• date
Specifies the date, in one of the following formats:
– yyyy-mm-dd
– mm/dd/yyyy
– dd.mm.yyyy
In these formats, the following rules apply:

• yyyy specifies the year. yyyy must be an integer in the range 0001 through 9999. Leading zeros are optional.
– mm specifies the month within the year. mm must be an integer in the range 01 through 12. Leading zeros are

optional.
– dd specifies the day within the month. dd must be an integer in the range 01 through 31. Leading zeros are

optional.
The combined values of yyyy, mm, and dd must represent a valid date. For example, 1988-02-29 is a valid date.
1989-02-29 is not.

• date-time
Specifies the date and time, where:
– The format for specifying the DATE-TIME is:
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yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.ffffff
– The rules for specifying the DATE component of DATE-TIME are the same as for DATE described previously. The

rules for specifying the TIME component of DATE-TIME are:
• hh specifies the hour on a 24-hour clock. hh must be an integer in the range 00 through 23. Leading zeros are

optional.
• mm specifies the number of minutes past the hour. mm must be an integer in the range 00 through 59. Leading

zeros are optional.
• ss specifies the number of seconds past the minute. ss must be an integer in the range 00 through 59. Leading

zeros are optional.
• ffffff specifies the number of millionths of a second past the specified second. ffffff is optional; if you include it, it

must be an integer in the range 000000 through 999999. The default value is 000000. Trailing zeros are optional.
• time

Specifies the time in one of the following formats:
– hh.mm.ss
– hh:mm:ss
The rules for specifying TIME are the same as listed for DATE-TIME.
When TIME is specified, the date defaults to the current date.

• UTC
Specifies that Start and Stop times are interpreted as UTC times instead of local times.

Usage

How to submit ROLLFORWARD

You submit the ROLLFORWARD statement only through the batch command facility. When submitting ROLLFORWARD
statements, you must run the batch command facility in local mode.

Vary any area being rolled forward offline to all central versions.

When to use ROLLFORWARD

The ROLLFORWARD utility is most commonly used to restore a database to its condition before some hardware problem
corrupted the database. In this case, use a backup copy of the database that was created before the problem occurred.

You must have a backup of the database from a time before the problem, and all relevant journals.

How ROLLFORWARD works

The ROLLFORWARD operation starts with a former state of the database, as captured by a backup.
ROLLFORWARD uses after images from a tape or journal file to restore progressively later states of the database, file,
segment, or area.

ROLLFORWARD uses one journal file

The journal file is a sequential file that can reside on disk or tape depending on which options are specified. If you specify
SEQUENTIAL, the journal file must reside on tape. If you specify SORTED, the journal file can reside on disk or tape. If
you have multiple journal files, you must consolidate them, in the order in which they were created, to a single file, and
use the single file with the ROLLFORWARD utility.

If the file requires more than one tape volume, the volumes must be mounted in order.

ROLLFORWARD and VSAM files

You can run the ROLLFORWARD utility against native VSAM files.

When to use sorted mode
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Use sorted mode unless you have a strong reason not to. Be sure that you have enough sort space available before
executing the ROLLFORWARD utility. If, however, you run out of sort space, the ROLLFORWARD operation terminates
with an error, and the database is not affected.

ROLLFORWARD FROM EXTRACT

• Purpose -- Much of the work of recovery can be performed by EXTRACT JOURNAL during a noncritical time. The
actual recovery that is done by ROLLFORWARD is fast because the extract file contains only the records that are
needed for recovery, in correct sort order.

• Extract data -- Data in the extract file is selected and sorted before the actual recovery is done by ROLLFORWARD.
A second sort is performed by ROLLFORWARD so that only the most recent image for each db-key is applied to the
database.

• Multiple input files -- Multiple input files can be processed as standard concatenated files; they do not need to be
merged into one file before processing.

• Tape file -- Because the extract file does not need to be read backwards, it does not need to be on tape.

Controlling the starting point of the rollforward operation

If no START AT parameter is specified, the rollforward operation starts with the first journal image on the input file(s). If
START AT is specified, the rollforward operation starts with the first checkpoint record (BGIN, COMT, ENDJ, ABRT, or
CKPT) whose timestamp is on or after the specified start time.

Specifying a start time may save recovery time and also circumvent issues that are associated with aborted recovery units
that span the start of the input file. It further enables the rollforward operation to begin processing at a quiesce point that
does not correspond with a journal file boundary.

Quiesce point verification

A quiesce point is a point in time during which there is no update activity for some portion of a database. To perform
a correct recovery, you must begin the recovery operation at a quiesce point for the portion of the database being
recovered. To assist in this effort, the rollforward utility provides two levels of quiesce point verification: limited and full.

Quiesce point verification is always performed during a rollforward operation. Verification is done by checking for the
existence of spanned recovery units, which are recovery units that are active at the start of the rollforward operation.
A recovery unit is represented by journal images starting with a BGIN or COMT checkpoint and ending with a COMT,
ENDJ, or ABRT checkpoint. If a spanned recovery unit updates the specified portion of the database, then the rollforward
operation is not starting at a quiesce point. If this situation is detected, the rollforward operation terminates with an error.

However, it is not always possible to know whether a spanned recovery unit affects the specified portion of the database
or not. If the initial BGIN or COMT checkpoint record for a recovery unit is not contained on the archive file being
processed, then it is not possible to determine whether it updated the specified portion of the database. Such a recovery
unit is referred to as an indoubt recovery unit.

The following time line example illustrates what is meant by an indoubt recovery unit. The journal images for recovery
unit R are written to the journal file at the times shown. If the archive file includes images starting at time T1, then R is
not an indoubt recovery unit because the archive file contains all journal images that are written for R since its inception.
Similarly, if the archive file starts at time T3, R is not an indoubt recovery unit, because the archive file contains no images
for R whatsoever. However, if the archive file starts at time T2, then R is an indoubt recovery unit, because the archive file
does not contain all journal images that are written since its inception.
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If an indoubt recovery unit does not span the start of the rollforward operation, its existence does not matter. But if an
indoubt recovery unit is also a spanned recovery unit, then the rollforward operation may not be starting at a quiesce
point.

The action that is taken if an indoubt spanned recovery unit is encountered depends on whether limited or full quiesce
point verification is in effect. Under full verification, the rollforward operation terminates with an error. Under limited
verification, a warning message is issued identifying the recovery unit, but processing continues.

Warning messages that are produced under limited verification should be examined to ensure that the identified recovery
units in fact did not affect the specified portion of the database. If there is any doubt, the PRINT JOURNAL utility
statement should be used to gain more information about the indoubt recovery units. If, after researching the situation, it is
found that an indoubt recovery unit did update the specified portion of the database, the affected portion of the database
must be restored, and the rollforward operation repeated. You must locate a quiesce point corresponding to a backup of
the specified portion of the database and begin the rollforward operation from that point.

When to use full or limited verification

Full quiesce point verification should be used only if you expect that no indoubt spanned recovery units are active at
the starting point of the rollforward operation. The only way to ensure this is to process archive files that were created
immediately following a quiesce of update activity across all areas. One way to establish such a quiesce point is to shut
down a central version. Another way is to use the DCMT QUIESCE command and specify a DBNAME that includes every
area in the DMCL.

Limited quiesce point verification can be used when processing the archive files produced immediately following a quiesce
operation for the portion of the database being recovered. One way to do this is to use the DCMT QUIESCE SEGMENT
command to quiesce a segment and then use limited quiesce point verification when recovering all or a portion of that
segment.

When to use VERIFY DATABASE

Specify VERIFY DATABASE only when rolling forward from an intact database.

Recovering large numbers of files

For z/OS users, the maximum number of files that can be accessed by a central version is greater than the number that
can be accessed by a local mode batch job. This has implications for section recovery. If more than 3,273 files must be
recovered, it is necessary to execute the ROLLFORWARD utility multiple times in separate job steps, recovering a subset
of the areas or segments in each execution.

ROLLFORWARD and Distributed Transactions

ROLLFORWARD reports on distributed transactions and supports the use of input and output section recovery control
files. Unless ALL is specified, the input section recovery control file is used to complete InDoubt distributed transactions. If
an output section recovery control file is included in the JCL, unless FROM EXTRACT is specified, an entry is written for
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each incomplete distributed transaction . For more information, see JCL Considerations and the "Common Facilities for
Distributed Transactions" section.

JCL Considerations

When you submit a ROLLFORWARD statement through the batch command facility, the JCL to execute the facility must
include statements to define:

• The tape or journal file or journal extract file
• All files that map to areas being restored
• Any file that includes space management pages of areas that are mapped to by files being restored
• Sort work and message files if the sort option is selected or if recovering from a journal extract file

To use a section recovery input control file, include a CTRLIN file definition or DD statement in the IDMSBCF execution
JCL. To use a section recovery output control file, include a CTRLOUT file definition or DD statement in the IDMSBCF
execution JCL. The format of both of these files is fixed block with a record length of 80.

NOTE
For more information about the generic JCL used to execute the batch command facility, see the section for your
operating system in this section.

Examples

The following example directs the ROLLFORWARD utility to restore the EMPDEMO segment using the SORTED option.

rollforward segment empdemo all sorted;

The following example directs the ROLLFORWARD utility to read an extract file from SYS005 and apply only the images
that belong to file USERDB.EMPF1:

rollforward file userdb.empf1 from extract sys005;

Sample Output

The ROLLFORWARD utility generates the following listing after executing the statement in the first example.

 IDMSBCF                                              IDMS Batch Command Facility                            mm/

dd/yy   PAGE 1

 ROLLFORWARD SEGMENT EMPDEMO ALL SORTED;

 RECORDS RESTORED TO AREA EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION              1,030

 RECORDS RESTORED TO AREA EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION                199

 RECORDS RESTORED TO AREA EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION                581

 TOTAL RECORDS RESTORED              1810

 BLOCK COUNT       702  BACKWARD        0

 RECORD COUNT     5512  BACKWARD        0

 Status = 1        Extended Reason Code = 2367     Messages follow:

 DB002367 C1M353: Warning: area EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION was not locked.
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 DB002367 C1M353: Warning: area EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION was not locked.

 DB002367 C1M353: Warning: area EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION was not locked.

More Information

For more information, see  Administrating IDMS Database.

SYNCHRONIZE STAMPS
The SYNCHRONIZE STAMPS utility manipulates SQL synchronization stamps in the following ways:

• Displays and compares the stamps in the catalog and the data area(s), issuing a warning if stamps are inconsistent
• Updates the catalog with the stamps from the data area(s)
• Updates the data area(s) with the stamps from the catalog

This utility provides an alternate mechanism for taking snapshot copies of identically defined databases and also as an aid
in recovery situations in which either the catalog or a data area must be restored independently of each other.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Authorization

To You Need This Privilege On
Use SYNCHRONIZE STAMPS DBAWRITE Every area processed by SYNCHRONIZE

STAMPS

Syntax

 

►►─── SYNCHRONIZE STAMPS FOR ┬─ AREA ── segment-name.area-name ┬───────────────►

                             └─ SEGMENT segment-name ──────────┘

 ►───┬─ UPDATE CATALOG ──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

     ├─ UPDATE DATABASE ─┤

     └─ COMPARE ─────────┘

 

Parameters

• AREA
Specifies the area in which to synchronize stamps.

• segment-name
Specifies the name of the segment associated with the area.

• area-name
Specifies the name of an area included in the DMCL module.

• SEGMENT
Specifies the segment whose areas will have their stamps synchronized.

• segment-name
Specifies the name of a segment included in the DMCL module.

• UPDATE CATALOG
Specifies that the catalog is to be updated with the stamps from the data area(s).

• UPDATE DATABASE
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Specifies that the area(s) are to be updated with stamps from the catalog.
• COMPARE

Displays and compares the stamps in the catalog and the data area(s) and issues a warning if the stamps are
inconsistent.

Usage

How to submit the SYNCHRONIZE STAMPS statement

You submit the SYNCHRONIZE STAMPS statement using either the batch command facility or the online command
facility.

Use caution when updating stamps

By using the SYNCHRONIZE STAMPS utility to update stamps in a catalog or data area, you are asserting that the
definition in the catalog accurately describes data in the area. You should be sure that this is true before updating stamp
values. No data validation is performed by the utility.

JCL Considerations

When you submit a SYNCHRONIZE STAMPS statement through the batch command facility in local mode, the JCL to
execute the facility must include statements to define the following:

• File(s) that map to the area to be processed
• Dictionary that defines the table(s) in the area
• Journal file(s) if backups are not taken

To run under central version, a SYSCTL statement is needed.

NOTE
For more information about the generic JCL used to execute the batch command facility, see the section for your
operating system in this section.

Examples

The following example directs the SYNCHRONIZE STAMPS utility to compare the synchronization stamps in the
USERDB.EMP_AREA with those in the catalog.

synchronize stamps for area userdb.emp_area compare;

Sample Output

The following report sample is produced by the SYNCHRONIZE STAMPS utility.

IDMSBCF  nn.n                     CA IDMS Batch Command Facility                    mm/dd/yy                 

 PAGE 1

SYNCHRONIZE STAMPS FOR AREA USERDB.EMP_AREA COMPARE;

*+ Status = 0        SQLSTATE = 00000

                        *** Current Stamps Report ***

  Area:USERDB.EMP_AREA                        Table Stamping

      Catalog Stamp:  <null>

      Database Stamp: <null>

          Table ID:1024   Table:DEMO.EMPL
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              Catalog Stamp:  1993-03-08-14.50.01.952955

              Database Stamp: 1993-03-08-14.50.01.952955

          Table ID:1025   Table:DEMO.POSITION

              Catalog Stamp:  1993-03-08-14.50.01.668147

              Database Stamp: 1993-03-08-14.50.01.668147

          Table ID:1026   Table:DEMO.MANAGERS

              Catalog Stamp:  1993-03-08-14.50.01.952955

              Database Stamp: 1993-03-08-14.50.01.952955

          Table ID:1027   Table:INV.PART

              Catalog Stamp:  1996-06-18-10.40.51.839925

              Database Stamp: 1996-06-18-10.40.51.839925

          Table ID:1028   Table:INV.COMPONENT

              Catalog Stamp:  1996-06-18-10.40.51.839925

              Database Stamp: 1996-06-18-10.40.51.839925

          Table ID:1029   Table:EMP.T5

              Catalog Stamp:  2001-11-05-09.31.31.638046

              Database Stamp: 2001-11-05-09.31.31.638046

          Table ID:1030   Table:LRD.EMPL

              Catalog Stamp:  2002-06-28-15.11.18.494317

              Database Stamp: 2002-06-28-15.11.18.494317

          Table ID:1031   Table:JPD.T5

              Catalog Stamp:  1999-06-21-13.04.08.968700

              Database Stamp: 1999-06-21-13.04.08.968700

NOTE
For more information about synchronization stamps, see Administratiing IDMS Database  and  SQL Reference .

TUNE INDEX
The TUNE INDEX utility performs the following functions:

• Adopts orphans in an index structure. An orphaned indexed record is a record whose index pointer does not point back
to the index record (SR8) that contains the record's index entry. Orphans occur as the result of splitting an existing
SR8 into two records to accommodate a new entry. As part of the split, some of the entries are moved to a new SR8,
but the index pointer in their associated records is not adjusted to reflect the change, resulting in "orphaned" records.
By eliminating orphans, runtime database performance is improved when traversing from an indexed record to its
associated index entry.

• Moves the top level SR8 to its optimal location.
• Optionally rebalances the index structure. Rebalancing ensures that the resulting index structure is a balanced tree

and has a minimal number of levels and SR8's. You can temporarily override the index block contains value of the
index and the page reserve value of the area that contains the index structure. Using these overrides allows tuning the
index while allowing for future growth.

• Optionally resequences the index structure. Resequencing puts the SR8 records in physical sequence. By
resequencing the index structure, database performance is improved when accessing the index structure sequentially
at the bottom level.
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NOTE
Under some circumstances the process of moving the top level SR8 to its optimal location might cause some
degree of resequencing to be performed even if RESEQUENCE NO is specified, or when the RESEQUENCE
option is allowed to default to NO.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

A user must have DBAWRITE access on all areas processed by the utility.

Syntax

 

►►─ TUNE INDEX FOR ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ AREA sql-area-name ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬►

   │                                                                           │

   │         ┌───────────────────────────────,───────────────────────────────┐ │

   ├─ TABLE ─▼─┬──────────────┬ table-name ┬────────────────┬┬──────────────┬┴─┤

   │           └ schema-name. ┘            └ ix-or-con-spec ┘└ tune-options ┘  │

   │                                                                           │

   └─ DBNAME dbname SUBSCHEMA ss-name ─┬────────────┬──────────────────────────┘

                                       └─ set-spec ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

   └─ DEFAULT ─┬────────────────┬─ tune-options ─┘

               └─ TUNE OPTIONS ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ COMMIT INTERVAL ─┬─ cmt-interval ─┬─┘

                       └─ 100 ◄─────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ NOTIFY INTERVAL ─┬─ not-interval ─┬─┘

                       └─ 0 ◄───────────┘

 

Expansion of ix-or-con-spec

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

►►─┴─┬─ CONSTRAINT ─┬─ constraint-name ──────────────────────────────┬─┬─┴─────►◄

     │              │                                                │ │

     │              │     ┌──────────────────,─────────────────┐     │ │

     │              └─ ( ─▼─ constraint-name ─┬───────────────┬┴─ ) ─┘ │

     │                                        └─ tune-options ┘        │

     └─ INDEX ─┬─ index-name ───────────────────────────────┬──────────┘

               │                                            │

               │     ┌──────────────,─────────────────┐     │

               └─ ( ─▼─ index-name ─┬────────────────┬┴─ ) ─┘

                                    └─ tune-options ─┘
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Expansion of set-spec

►►─── SET ─┬─ set-name ──────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►◄

           │                                         │

           │     ┌───────────────,─────────────┐     │

           └─ ( ─▼─ set-name ┬────────────────┬┴─ ) ─┘

                             └─ tune-options ─┘

 

Expansion of tune-options

    ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

►►──▼─┬─ REBALANCE ─┬─ NO ◄───┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──►◄

      │             └─ YES ───┘                                           │

      │                                                                   │

      ├─ RESEQUENCE ─┬─ NO ◄───┬──────────────────────────────────────────┤

      │              └─ YES ───┘                                          │

      │                                                                   │

      ├─ TEMPORARY INDEX UTILIZATION ┬────┬─┬ ixutil-pct ┬ PERCENT ─┬─┬───┤

      │                              └ IS ┘ │            └─ % ──────┘ │   │

      │                                     └─ key-count ─────────────┘   │

      │                                                                   │

      └─ TEMPORARY PAGE RESERVE ┬────┬─┬ page-reserve-pct ┬ PERCENT ─┬─┬──┘

                                └ IS ┘ │                  └─ % ──────┘ │

                                       └─ reserve-character-count ─────┘

 

Parameters

• schema-name
Identifies the schema that will qualify the table name.
If omitted, the current session associated with the user session schema is used. Schema-name is required if there is
no current session schema.

• table-name
Identifies the table that is constrained by an indexed constraint.

• ix-or-con-spec
Identifies constraints and indexes on the current table that is being tuned.
If omitted, all indexed constraints and indexes on the current table are processed.

• sql-segment.area-name
Identifies an sql-defined area to be selected for processing.
All tables with indexed constraints in the area are processed.

• dbname
Identifies the dbname to be used when binding the subschema.

• ss-name
Identifies the subschema to be used for processing a non-SQL database.

• set-name
Identifies the indexed sets within the subschema that are to be processed.
If omitted, all linked indexed sets defined in the subschema are processed. (Linked indexed sets are indexed sets with
index pointers.)

• cmt-interval
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Specifies the commit interval. After every cmt-interval record read, a commit is issued. If omitted, the default interval is
100. If specified as zero (0), no commits are issued.

• not-interval
Specifies the length of the notify interval in minutes. After each interval expires, a message is issued stating how far
the job has progressed. If the notify interval is specified as 0 or allowed to default to 0, no notify messages are created.

• constraint-name
Identifies an indexed constraint on the current table that is to be tuned.

• index-name
Identifies an index on the current table that is to be tuned.

• DEFAULT TUNE OPTIONS
The tune options to be used during the processing of an index if tune options have not been specifically specified.

• REBALANCE
Specifies whether to rebalance the index. A well-balanced index has the minimum number of index levels and best
performance if the index is frequently accessed vertically from top to bottom.
– YES

Rebalances the index.

NOTE
Rebalancing an index can be resource-intensive.

– NO
No rebalancing is done.

• RESEQUENCE
Specifies whether to resequence the index. A properly sequenced index is important only if the index is frequently
accessed sequentially at the bottom level.
– YES

Resequences the index for optimum performance.

NOTE
Resequencing an index can be resource-intensive.

– NO
No resequencing is done.

• TEMPORARY INDEX UTILIZATION
Specifies a temporary override for the operation. If not specified, the current run-time value for INDEX BLOCK
CONTAINS is used and index blocks are used at 100%.
– ixutil-pct

Specifies the percentage of the maximum number of entries that each index block should contain after tuning is
complete. ixutil-pct is an integer in the range 10 through 100. The number of entries of an index block is computed
as index-block-contains * ixutil-pct / 100.

– key-count
Specifies the maximum number of entries that each index block should contain after tuning is complete. key-count
is an integer in the range 3 through 8180.

NOTE
If the specified value exceeds the current run-time value of the INDEX BLOCK CONTAINS, the key-count
value is ignored and the INDEX BLOCK CONTAINS value will be used.

• TEMPORARY PAGE RESERVE
Specifies a temporary override of the page reserve for the area in which the index resides. If not specified or specified
as NULL, the page reserve of the area in which the index resides is used.
– page-reserve-pct
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Specifies the percentage of each page to leave as free space if it contains a portion of an index being tuned. page-
reserve-pct is an integer in the range 0 through 30. The page reserve of the area is computed as area-page-size *
page-reserve-pct / 100.

– reserve-character-count
Specifies the number of characters to reserve on each page to accommodate increases in the length of records or
rows stored on the page if it contains a portion of an index being tuned. reserve-character-count is an integer with a
value not larger than 30% of the page size.

Usage

General Considerations

The TUNE INDEX utility has the following usage considerations:

• To use the TUNE INDEX utility, you must specify one of the following:
– One or more tables whose indexed constraints are to be tuned
– One or more areas containing tables whose indexed constraints are to be tuned
– A subschema and DBNAME and optionally a list of indexed sets to be tuned

• If multiple indexes and/or multiple tables are processed in the same area, increasing the number of buffers further
improves performance.

• Index tuning is a resource-intensive operation consisting mostly of CPU and I/O.

Operating modes

You can execute the TUNE INDEX utility both online (through the online command facility) and in batch through central
version or batch local. When index tuning is executed by a central version, TUNE INDEX tries to minimize impact on other
online tasks as follows:

• When a record or area lock conflict occurs with other applications, TUNE INDEX takes the following actions:
– For record lock conflicts, TUNE INDEX commits the updates done so far.
– For area lock conflicts, TUNE INDEX finishes its database session and starts a new one.

• TUNE INDEX lowers its priority to one below its normally assigned priority. If a deadlock occurs, the default deadlock
selection algorithm selects the task with the lowest priority as the deadlock victim. The TUNE INDEX utility can recover
from a deadlock by restarting the index tuning process of the current index occurrence.

Commit interval

You can specify a commit interval that determines the frequency with which the utility will commit. The interval specifies
the number of updates that can take place before a commit is issued. You can disable committing and automatic restart by
specifying a 0-commit interval. Regardless of the commit interval specified, the utility always issues a COMMIT ALL at the
end of the tune process of an index occurrence to release all record locks. It also issues a COMMIT ALL if it detects that
another task is waiting on a record lock that it holds and it issues a FINISH if it detects that another task is waiting on an
area lock that it holds.

Notify interval

You can specify a time interval in minutes. Each time this interval expires, a message is written indicating the index tuning
progress. The message is written to the job log and the operator's console if TUNE INDEX runs in local mode; otherwise,
it is written to the IDMS LOG and console. You can disable notification by specifying a 0-notify interval.

TUNE OPTIONS Usage

When processing multiple indexes within a single execution of the TUNE INDEX utility the tune options to be used are
determined by the following hierarchy:

1. Options specified for a particular index.
2. Options specified on a DEFAULT TUNE OPTIONS statement
3. The utility default values.
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JCL Considerations

When you submit a TUNE INDEX utility through the batch command facility in local mode, the JCL to execute the facility
must include statements to define the files containing the areas to be processed. To run under central version, a SYSCTL
statement is needed.

Examples

The following example directs the TUNE INDEX utility to adopt orphaned index records in the EMPDEMO dbname using
subschema EMPSS01:

tune index for dbname empdemo subschema empss01;

The following example directs the TUNE INDEX utility to adopt orphaned index records, rebalance and resequence the
index. It also shows how to temporarily override the DMCL or subschema values for PAGE RESERVE and INDEX BLOCK
CONTAINS.

TUNE INDEX FOR DBNAME EMPDEMO SUBSCHEMA EMPSS01

           SET (EMP-NAME-NDX)

           DEFAULT TUNE OPTIONS

              REBALANCE  YES

              RESEQUENCE YES

              TEMPORARY INDEX UTILIZATION IS 80 %

              TEMPORARY PAGE RESERVE IS 15 PERCENT

           NOTIFY INTERVAL 1000;

Sample Output

The following example directs the TUNE INDEX utility to adopt orphaned index records in the EMPDEMO dbname using
subschema EMPSS01:

IDMSBCF  nn.n                            CA IDMS Batch Command Facility

TUNE INDEX FOR DBNAME EMPDEMO SUBSCHEMA EMPSS01;

Status = 0        SQLSTATE = 00000        Messages follow:

DB002994 C0M333: IDMSTUNE  -  processing started

DB002994 C0M333: IDMSTUNE  -  Indexes selected for processing:

DB002994 C0M333: IDMSTUNE  -  SKILL-EXPERTISE (IBC=30) in area EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION (PGRSV=0)

DB002994 C0M333: IDMSTUNE  -  EMP-NAME-NDX (IBC=40) in area EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION (PGRSV=0)

DB002994 C0M333: IDMSTUNE  -  OFFICE-EMPLOYEE (IBC=30) in area EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION (PGRSV=0)

DB002994 C0M333: IDMSTUNE  -  SKILL-NAME-NDX (IBC=30) in area EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION (PGRSV=0)

DB002994 C0M333: IDMSTUNE  -  JOB-TITLE-NDX (IBC=30) in area EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION (PGRSV=0)

DB002994 C0M333: IDMSTUNE  -  Statistics for area EMP-DEMO-REGION

DB002994 C0M333: IDMSTUNE  -  Orphan adoption read 36 records (of which 8 SR8s)

DB002994 C0M333: IDMSTUNE  -  Orphan adoption adopted 20 index orphans

DB002994 C0M333: IDMSTUNE  -  Resequencing read 4 records

DB002994 C0M333: IDMSTUNE  -  Statistics for area ORG-DEMO-REGION

DB002994 C0M333: IDMSTUNE  -  Orphan adoption read 259 records (of which 63 SR8s)

DB002994 C0M333: IDMSTUNE  -  Orphan adoption adopted 0 index orphans

DB002994 C0M333: IDMSTUNE  -  Resequencing read 126 records

DB002994 C0M333: IDMSTUNE  -  425 total records read

DB002994 C0M333: IDMSTUNE  -  20 total index orphans adopted
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DB002994 C0M333: IDMSTUNE  -  5 indexes/sets processed

DB002994 C0M333: IDMSTUNE  -  processing completed

AutoCommit will COMMIT transaction

Command Facility ended with no errors or warnings

The following example directs the TUNE INDEX utility to adopt orphaned index records, rebalance and resequence the
index. It also shows how to temporarily override the DMCL or subschema values for PAGE RESERVE and INDEX BLOCK
CONTAINS.

TUNE INDEX FOR DBNAME EMPDEMO SUBSCHEMA EMPSS01

           SET (EMP-NAME-NDX)

           DEFAULT TUNE OPTIONS

              REBALANCE  YES

              RESEQUENCE YES

              TEMPORARY INDEX UTILIZATION IS 80 %

              TEMPORARY PAGE RESERVE IS 15 PERCENT

           NOTIFY INTERVAL 1000;

The following report sample is produced by the TUNE INDEX utility.

TUNE INDEX FOR DBNAME EMPDEMO SUBSCHEMA EMPSS01

           SET (EMP-NAME-NDX)

           DEFAULT TUNE OPTIONS

              REBALANCE  YES

              RESEQUENCE YES

              TEMPORARY INDEX UTILIZATION IS 80 %

              TEMPORARY PAGE RESERVE IS 15 PERCENT

           NOTIFY INTERVAL 1000;

Status = 0        SQLSTATE = 00000        Messages follow:

DB002994 C0M333: IDMSTUNE  -  processing started

DB002994 C0M333: IDMSTUNE  -  Indexes selected for processing:

DB002994 C0M333: IDMSTUNE  -  EMP-NAME-NDX (IBC=32) in area EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION (PGRSV=644)

DB002994 C0M333: IDMSTUNE  -  Statistics for area EMP-DEMO-REGION

DB002994 C0M333: IDMSTUNE  -  Orphan adoption read 34 records (of which 6 SR8s)

DB002994 C0M333: IDMSTUNE  -  Orphan adoption adopted 20 index orphans

DB002994 C0M333: IDMSTUNE  -  Rebalancing read 65 records

DB002994 C0M333: IDMSTUNE  -  Resequencing read 35 records

DB002994 C0M333: IDMSTUNE  -  134 total records read

DB002994 C0M333: IDMSTUNE  -  20 total index orphans adopted

DB002994 C0M333: IDMSTUNE  -  1 indexes/sets processed

DB002994 C0M333: IDMSTUNE  -  processing completed

UNLOAD
The UNLOAD utility unloads records from one or more areas of the database in preparation for reloading. The UNLOAD
utility does not reload data.

NOTE
You cannot use UNLOAD to unload an SQL database that contains keys longer than 256 bytes. Instead, use the
REORG utility instead of UNLOAD to reorganize a large key database.
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This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To You Need This Privilege On
Unload an area DBAREAD The area

Any area(s) with set connections to the
area
Any area(s) containing an index defined on
records in the area

Unload a segment DBAREAD All areas of the segment

Syntax

 

►►─── UNLOAD SEGMENT unload-segment-name ─────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ USING unload-subschema-name ───┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   │           ┌───── , ──────┐ │

   └─── AREA ──▼── area-name ─┴─┘

 ►─── RELOAD INTO reload-segment-name ────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ USING reload-subschema-name ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DMCL reload-dmcl-name ──┘

 

Parameters

• unload-segment-name
Specifies the segment of the database to unload.

• unload-subschema-name
Specifies the subschema that describes the database.
By default, if an unload-subschema-name is not specified, it indicates that an SQL-type segment is to be unloaded. In
this case, the UNLOAD utility builds the required subschema for unload processing.

• area-name
Specifies an area in the unload segment to unload. The area must also exist in the reload segment.
By default, if no areas are specified, all areas in the unload segment that are also defined in the unload subschema will
be unloaded.

• reload-segment-name
Specifies the segment in which the data will be reloaded.
This parameter is passed in a control record at the beginning of the RELDCTL file to be used by the RELOAD utility.
If an SQL-defined database is being unloaded, segment-name must be the same as the one specified in the
SEGMENT clause.

• reload-subschema-name
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Specifies the subschema that describes the segment in which the data will be reloaded.
Do not specify a reload subschema if unloading an SQL-type segment.
This parameter is passed in a control record at the beginning of the RELDCTL file to be used by the RELOAD utility.
By default, if a reload subschema is not specified, the subschema that was used to unload the data is used to reload
the data.

• reload-dmcl-name
Specifies the DMCL that defines the segment into which the data will be reloaded. See "The Unload/Reload DMCL" in
the "Usage" section for additional information.
This parameter is passed in a control record at the beginning of the RELDCTL file to be used by the RELOAD utility.
By default, if a reload-dmcl-name is not specified, the DMCL used during the unload process is used. Unload uses the
DMCL that is specified in the SYSIDMS parameter file. If no DMCL is specified in the SYSIDMS parameter file, the
name IDMSDMCL is used.

Usage

How to submit the UNLOAD statement

You submit the UNLOAD utility only through the batch command facility. You must run the batch command facility in local
mode.

Using UNLOAD on an SQL-defined database

You can use the UNLOAD utility statement to unload and reload an SQL-defined database to make these changes:

• Change area page ranges
• Change page size

See EXPAND PAGE for complete information about changing a page size.
• Change the maximum number of records per page

The page changes are specified in the DMCL definition.

NOTE
The modified DMCL must be available during the unload operation and during the reload operation.

You cannot make changes to table definitions in an SQL-defined database between the unload and reload steps.

Using UNLOAD on a non-SQL-defined database

You unload and reload a non-SQL-defined database in order to modify the database based on changes made to
the schema or segment definition. These changes must be reflected in the subschema or DMCL used for the reload
operation. An SQL-defined database must be reloaded into the same segment. You cannot reload it into another segment.

NOTE
The modified DMCL or subschema must be available during the unload operation and during the reload
operation.

You can make the following changes by using UNLOAD and RELOAD:

• Change area page ranges
• Change page size
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See EXPAND PAGE for complete information on changing a page size.
• Change page ranges for record types
• Reassign records to different areas
• Change record placements within an area
• Change record location modes
• Store VIA records by means of a different set (as long as they already participate in the set)
• Change compression and INDEX BLOCK CONTAINS options for indexes
• Change area and page-range assignments for system-owned indexes
• Change the maximum number of records per page

UNLOAD and ASF databases

If the UNLOAD utility is to be run against an ASF data or definition area, see the IDMS ASF User Section for more
information.

When not to use UNLOAD

The areas processed by the UNLOAD utility cannot contain any logically deleted records. Therefore, do not use it until you
have removed all logically deleted records with the CLEANUP utility statement.

The UNLOAD utility cannot be used against native VSAM files.

During UNLOAD and RELOAD processing, record formats are preserved, that is, the layout of data within a record and
record positions within sets. This limits the modifications that you can make during an unload/reload operation. For
example, you cannot use an unload/reload operation to:

• Remove a set
• Remove a record type
• Insert new data fields into a record
• Change the order of a sorted set
• Connect records to new sets
• Change or delete record IDs
• Change the size, location, or data type of sort or index keys
• Change a set from unordered to ordered

These type of changes require other utilities, such as RESTRUCTURE, and possibly user-written programs.

Using UNLOAD and Mixed Page Groups

UNLOAD cannot process mixed page groups. The subschemas specified for the UNLOAD cannot contain areas that
reside in page groups other than the page group for the segment being unloaded. If the environment has an EXIT34
installed that exit will be invoked. If the Broadcom supplied EXIT34 is used (RHDCUX34) and has not been altered a
message will be produced indicating that an unqualified FIND/OBTAIN DBKEY command has been issued. If the exit has
been modified to abort the associated run-unit when this type of command is encountered, the UNLOAD utility will be
abnormally terminated. You must use multiple invocations of the utility to process areas in different page groups.

UNLOAD and the DCMT VARY SEGMENT/AREA PERMANENT

If the UNLOAD utility is to be run with the purpose of changing an area's page range and that change includes
changing the area's low page, it is recommended that none of the DCMT VARY SEGMENT/AREA commands using the
PERMANENT option be issued against the original area(s). The PERMANENT feature is implemented by carrying the
area's low-page number in the journals across cycles of the CV. Changing an area's low-page will prohibit future cycles of
the CV to properly identify the area once the new page range is implemented.

If a DCMT VARY SEGMENT/AREA PERMANENT command is still in effect when the new page range is implemented,
the area's usage-mode at startup will be determined by the value specified in the DMCL. The entry in the journals for the
old area's page range will remain until the next format of the journals.
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UNLOAD and the CLEANUP utility

If the area being unloaded contains logically deleted records, run the CLEANUP utility before running unload.

NOTE
For more information about making these kinds of changes, see the IDMS Database Administration Section.

How UNLOAD Works

During UNLOAD processing, an area sweep is performed, unloading all CALC, DIRECT, and unowned VIA records. At the
same time, the area sweep extracts information for all indexes regardless of whether or not the index has been specified
for the data area being unloaded.

After unloading the owner of a VIA set, the area sweep is interrupted to unload all the members of the set.

When unloading a CALC record for which duplicates are allowed, the CALC set is walked in the prior direction to
determine the relative position of the record with respect to other record occurrences with duplicate keys.

Non-SQL-defined sets can be partially unloaded

Records in an area being unloaded or reloaded can have set connections (as owners or members) to records in areas not
being processed in the same run.

For example, a CALC record in an area being unloaded can own a VIA member in an area that is not being unloaded.

The UNLOAD utility will keep track of the set connections, and the connections will be rebuilt when the records are
reloaded.

NOTE
UNLOAD cannot process mixed page groups and will issue an error message if mixed page groups are
encountered. You must use multiple invocations of the utility to process different page groups.

SQL-defined segments

Area and table stamps are unloaded during the UNLOAD steps of an SQL-defined database and are reloaded during
RELOAD processing. For this reason, you must format the affected areas using the FILE option between the unload and
reload operations.

The one exception to this is when unloading and reloading the DDLCATLOD area in a segment defined for SQL. In this
case, either format by area or use the INSTALL STAMPS utility before reloading the data.

DIRECT records and their VIA clusters

Since DIRECT records have been placed on a specific page by a user, it may be difficult for the UNLOAD utility to
determine where they should be placed in the new area. If a DIRECT record's old page exists in the new area, the
RELOAD attempts to place the occurrence on the same page. However, if the old page does not exist in the new page
range, the occurrence is targeted to the low page of the new area.

If a DIRECT record owns a VIA record, the members are stored in their new area proportional to their owner's position in
its old area. If the owners and members reside in the same area and the page range has been extended or completely
changed, the VIA cluster may not be on the same page as the owner. If this is not acceptable, the user may want to
consider using a user-written program to unload the database and the FASTLOAD utility to reload the area.

The Unload/Reload Subschemas

The UNLOAD utility uses information in the dictionary when processing an SQL-defined database. When processing a
non-SQL-defined database, the unload and reload subschemas must include the items listed next.

The unload subschema

The subschema used in an unload operation must:
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• Include the areas being unloaded
• Include all areas containing records with set connections to records in the areas being unloaded
• Define all record types in the areas being unloaded
• Define all sets in which the record types participate
• Define all record types which can participate in the defined sets

The reload subschema

The subschema used in a reload operation (specified by RELOAD INTO..USING) must:

• Define the same record types and sets as the unload subschema
• Include the areas to be reloaded and all areas containing records with set connections to those areas.
• Allow all included areas to be readied in exclusive update mode

Unloading a dictionary

When unloading a dictionary, the IDMSNWKU subschema should be used for all areas, except DDLCAT, DDLCATX, and
DDLCATLOD.

The DDLCAT and DDLCATX areas should be unloaded and reloaded using the IDMSCATZ subschema.

The DDLCATLOD area should be unloaded and reloaded using the IDMSCATL subschema. Before reloading the
DDLCATLOD area in a segment defined for SQL, you must install stamps either by formatting by area or using the
INSTALL STAMPS utility.

The Unload/Reload SEGMENT

The SEGMENT used in the unload and reload operation must include:

• The area(s) being unloaded.
• All areas with physical connections to the area(s) being unloaded. This includes:

– Areas containing indexes on records or tables being unloaded.
– Areas with set connections to areas being unloaded.
– Areas containing tables related through a constraint to tables being unloaded.

The Unload/Reload DMCL

The DMCL used in the unload and reload operations must include the segment whose areas are being unloaded.

The UNLOAD utility must establish access to DMCLs for the unloading of the original database and for determining the
page ranges of the database areas to be used by the subsequent RELOAD utility. The DMCL(s) to be used by each step
of the process is determined as follows.

Unloading the original database

The unload operation will use the DMCL specified in the SYSIDMS file for the UNLOAD utility jobstep. If no DMCL is
specified in the SYSIDMS file, the DMCL named IDMSDMCL will be used.

Reloading the new database

The DMCL specified in the RELOAD clause of the UNLOAD utility parameter will be used. If a DMCL is not specified, the
DMCL to be used by the UNLOAD operation will be used to determine record placement in the new DMCL and is passed
on to the RELOAD utility.

If the area definitions between the original database and the reload database are different, the unload and reload DMCLs
must have different names, or the area definition must reside in different segments within the same DMCL.
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General Procedure for UNLOAD and RELOAD

Take the following steps to unload and reload a database:

1. Create the new subschema or DMCL reflecting the changes to be made.
2. Back up all areas to be unloaded and also areas linked to those areas through sets or linked constraints.
3. Execute the CLEANUP utility if required.
4. Execute the UNLOAD utility.
5. Format the areas into which the data will be reloaded.
6. Execute the RELOAD utility.
7. Back up the same areas as in step 2.

This procedure may vary slightly depending on the type of change being made.

Output files

The following output files and sort parameters are generated by the UNLOAD utility for use by the RELOAD utility
statement:

File Contents Size
SYS002 A record occurrence descriptor for each

unloaded record occurrence.
For each occurrence descriptor: 24 bytes
plus the size of the data portion of the
record occurrence.

 A set descriptor for each unloaded
record occurrence and for each record
occurrence that is not unloaded but has
a set connection to an unloaded record
occurrence.

For each set descriptor: 24 bytes plus 12
times the number of pointers associated
with the record, up to 32 pointers. If the
record has more than 32 pointers, it will get
an additional set descriptor.

SYS003 An index key occurrence descriptor for
each index on a record occurrence.

For each index on each record occurrence:
32 bytes plus the size of the symbolic keys
in the index.

SYSPCH Sort parameters  
RELDCTL A control record with information about the

subschema, DMCL, and segment to be
used by RELOAD.

60 bytes

 A set descriptor for each set in the
subschema.

60 bytes

JCL Considerations

When you submit an UNLOAD utility through the batch command facility, the JCL to execute the facility must include
statements to define the following:

• Files containing the areas to be processed
• Journal file(s), which can be dummied
• Output files

NOTE
For more information about the generic JCL used to execute the batch command facility, see the section for your
operating system in this section.

Example

The following example directs the UNLOAD utility to unload an area in an SQL-defined segment named USERDB.
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unload segment userdb

area "emp-area"

reload into userdb dmcl newdmcl;

Sample Output

The UNLOAD utility generates the following listing after successful completion of the previous example.

IDMSBCF                                              IDMS Batch Command Facility                            mm/

dd/yy   PAGE 1

SET BATCH WIDTH PAGE 80 ;

Status = 0

  UNLOAD SEGMENT USERDB

    AREA  "EMP_AREA"

  RELOAD INTO USERDB DMCL NEWDMCL ;

UT001002 UNLOAD WILL USE SS ######## DMCL IDMSDMCL DBNAME USERDB

UT001003 RELOAD WILL USE SS ######## DMCL NEWDMCL  DBNAME USERDB

         SUBSCHEMA NAME ------ UNLD$SQL

         COMPILE DATE -------- yy-mm-dd

         COMPILE TIME -------- 09.54.26

         SUBSCHEMA VERSION --- 1200

IDMSUNL1 AREA RECORD DEPENDENCY TABLE FOLLOWS:

AREA-NAME          SET-NAME           RECORD-NAME:

EMPIX_AREA         MANAGES            SR7                - OWNER

EMPIX_AREA         EMPS               SR7                - OWNER

EMPIX_AREA         DEPS               SR7                - OWNER

ORG_AREA           DEPT_EMPL          DEPT               - OWNER

ORG_AREA           JOB_POS            JOB                - OWNER

UT004001 IDMSDBL1 RELEASE nn.n TAPE volser PROCESSING STARTED

         SUBSCHEMA NAME ------ UNLD$SQL

         COMPILE DATE -------- yy-mm-dd

         COMPILE TIME -------- 09.54.26

         SUBSCHEMA VERSION --- 1200

UT003002    67 INTERMEDIATE RECORDS WERE WRITTEN TO SYS003

UT004005    105 INTERMEDIATE RECORDS WERE WRITTEN TO SYS002

UT004006    36 CHARACTERS IN SMALLEST INTERMEDIATE RECORD

UT004007    96 CHARACTERS IN LARGEST INTERMEDIATE RECORD

UT004002 IDMSDBL1 RELEASE nn.n PROCESSING COMPLETED

UT004003    NO ERRORS WERE ENCOUNTERED

UT001001 RECORDS UNLOADED: 74

Status = 0

AutoCommit will COMMIT transaction

Command Facility ended with no errors or warnings

NOTE
For more information about unloading and reloading a database, see the IDMS Database Administration
Section.
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UNLOCK
The UNLOCK utility removes the external lock on an area.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Authorization

To You Need This Privilege On
Unlock an area DBAWRITE The area

Syntax

 

►►─── UNLOCK ─┬─ AREA segment-name.area-name ─┬─────────────────────────►◄

              └──── SEGMENT segment-name ─────┘

 

Parameters

• area
Directs the UNLOCK utility to remove the lock, if present, on the specified area.

• segment-name
Specifies the name of the segment associated with the area.

• area-name
Specifies the name of the area.

• SEGMENT segment-name
Specifies the name of the segment to be unlocked.

Usage

How to submit the UNLOCK statement

You submit the UNLOCK statement only through the batch command facility. When submitting UNLOCK statements, you
must run the batch command facility in local mode.

JCL Considerations

When you submit an UNLOCK statement through the batch command facility, the JCL to execute the facility must include
statements to define the file containing the first page of the area to be processed.

NOTE
For more information about the generic JCL used to execute the batch command facility, see the section for your
operating system in this section.

Examples

Unlock by area

The following example directs the UNLOCK utility to remove the external lock on the EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION
area.

unlock area empdemo.emp-demo-region;
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Unlock by segment

The following example directs the UNLOCK utility to remove the external lock on the EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION
segment.

unlock segment empdemo;

Sample Output

Unlock by area

When UNLOCK processing is completed, the following listing is generated.

IDMSBCF                                              IDMS Batch Command Facility                            mm/

dd/yy   PAGE 1

   UNLOCK AREA EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION;

 Status = 1        Extended Reason Code = 2367     Messages follow:

 DB002367 C1M353: Warning: area EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION was not locked.

 AutoCommit will COMMIT transaction

 Command Facility ended with warnings

Unlock by segment

When UNLOCK processing is completed, the following listing is generated.

IDMSBCF  nn.n          CA IDMS Batch Command Facility     mm/dd/yy    PAGE    1

  UNLOCK SEGMENT EMPDEMO;

  Area EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION     was not locked

  Area EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION     was not locked

  Area EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION     was not locked

Status = 0        SQLSTATE = 00000

NOTE
For more information about area locks, see  Administrating IDMS Database .

UPDATE STATISTICS
The UPDATE STATISTICS utility updates statistical information maintained in the dictionary for one or more tables. IDMS/
DB uses this information when determining the optimal access strategy for processing SQL statements.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To update statistics for You need this privilege For
A table ALTER The table
All tables in an area DBAREAD The area
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Non-SQL schema ALTER All tables processed in the schema

Syntax

 

►►─── UPDATE STATISTICS ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

                     ┌────────────────── , ──────────────────┐

 ►─── FOR ─┬─ TABLE ─▼─┬────────────────┬─ table-identifier ─┴─┬──────────────►

           │           └─ schema-name. ─┘                      │

           │        ┌─────────── , ────────────┐               │

           ├─ AREA ─▼─ segment-name.area-name ─┴───────────────┤

           │                                                   │

           └─ SCHEMA schema-name ──┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

                                   │       ┌───── , ─────┐   │

                                   └─ AREA─▼─ area-name ─┴───┘

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ SAMPLE percent ─┘

 

Parameters

• FOR
Identifies the tables or areas for which the UPDATE STATISTICS utility is to update statistics.

• TABLE
Specifies one or more SQL-defined tables and non-SQL defined tables for which the UPDATE STATISTICS utility is to
update statistics.

• schema-name
Specifies the name of the schema associated with the named table.

• table-identifier
Specifies the identifier of a base table defined in the dictionary.

• AREA
Updates statistics for all the tables in one or more SQL-defined areas. If one of the specified areas is non-SQL-defined,
error message DB002316 is displayed which indicates that the area is NOT a relational area. In this case, specify the
areas through the SCHEMA-clause of the UPDATE STATISTICS utility.

• segment-name
Specifies the name of the segment associated with the area.

• area-name
Specifies the name of the area.

• SAMPLE
Specifies the percentage of the pages in an area that the UPDATE STATISTICS utility is to examine when calculating
statistical information about one or more tables in the area.

• percent
Specifies an integer in the range 1 through 100.
By default, if you do not specify a percentage, the UPDATE STATISTICS utility will examine all the pages in the
specified area.

• SCHEMA schema-name
Identifies the schema for which statistics are updated. The identified schema must be SQL-defined and can reference
a non-SQL-defined schema.

• AREA area-name
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Identifies one or more areas of the identified schema for which statistics are to be updated.

Usage

How to submit the UPDATE STATISTICS statement

You submit the UPDATE STATISTICS statement to IDMS/DB either online or through the batch command facility. If you
submit it through the batch command facility, you should execute it through the central version, because the dictionary is
updated as part of processing the statement.

Journal in local mode

If you are running IDMS/DB in local mode, you can journal while updating statistics.

These statistics are updated

When updating statistics for a table, the UPDATE STATISTICS utility also updates statistics about:

• The indexes defined on the table
• The referential constraints in which the table is the referenced table
• The area associated with the table

Which pages are examined

When you specify a percentage of less than 100 in the SAMPLE parameter, the UPDATE STATISTICS utility selects the
pages to be examined from across the entire area. For example, if you specify SAMPLE 50, the UPDATE STATISTICS
utility examines every other page throughout the entire area, rather than every page in the first half of the area.

UPDATE STATISTICS extrapolates the statistics

When calculating statistics based on less than 100 percent of the pages in an area, the UPDATE STATISTICS utility
extrapolates the values for the entire area from the values based on the percentage examined. For example, if you specify
SAMPLE 50, and the 50 percent of the pages that are examined in the area contain 80 rows of the table, the UPDATE
STATISTICS utility assumes the table has 160 rows.

The statistics stored in the dictionary reflect the extrapolated values, not the raw data.

UPDATE STATISTICS for IDMSNTWK

When updating statistics for an SQL-defined schema that references the non-SQL-defined schema IDMSNTWK, the
UPDATE STATISTICS utility will only process area DDLDML. If an area other than DDLDML is specified using the AREA
clause, a warning will be issued indicating there are no tables to process.

UPDATE STATISTICS for native VSAM files

When updating statistics for an SQL-defined schema that references a non-SQL-defined schema containing native VSAM
files, the job abends with error-message DB002300 and DBIO Error code 3077. The UPDATE STATISTICS module
IDMSCOLS collects statistics of some information found on a BDAM DB page (for example, total space available count)
that cannot be found on a native VSAM page. In this case, the DBIO Error code 3077 indicates that an attempt was made
to run an invalid IDMS utility against a native VSAM file.

UPDATE STATISTICS for a non-SQL-defined schema

When updating statistics for an SQL-defined schema that references a non-SQL-defined schema, statistics are stored in
the dictionary (DDLDML) where the non-SQL schema is defined. For a system-owned index key that does not contain
group elements, statistics are kept for each index column. If the index key contains a group element, a DB003202 warning
message is issued and only the statistics of the first index column are updated.

JCL Considerations

When you submit an UPDATE STATISTICS statement to IDMS/DB through the batch command facility, the JCL to
execute the facility must include either:
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• A SYSCTL file to direct execution to the central version
or

• Statements to define:
– The areas containing the table(s) being examined
– The dictionary containing the table definitions
– The journal files of the DMCL you are using

Example

Updating statistics for specified tables

The following UPDATE STATISTICS statement updates statistics for the MONTHLY_BUDGET and
PROPOSED_BUDGET tables in the PROD schema. Since no percentage has been specified, the UPDATE STATISTICS
utility will examine all the pages in the area associated with each table when calculating the statistics.

update statistics

   for table prod.monthly_budget, prod.proposed_budget;

Updating statistics for all the tables in an area

The following UPDATE STATISTICS statement updates statistics for all the tables in the SQLDEMO.EMPLAREA area.

update statistics

   for area sqldemo.emplarea;

Sample Output

After successful completion of the UPDATE STATISTICS statement on the SQLDEMO.EMPLAREA area shown
previously, the following listing is produced.

IDMSBCF                                              IDMS Batch Command Facility                            mm/

dd/yy   PAGE 1

   UPDATE STATISTICS FOR AREA SQLDEMO.EMPLAREA;

 Status = 0

 AutoCommit will COMMIT transaction

 Command Facility ended with no errors or warnings

 

 

VALIDATE
The VALIDATE utility checks linked and unlinked referential constraints for a referencing table, making sure that
referenced tables exist and contain the appropriate column values.

Type of VALIDATE What it does
Complete VALIDATE Runs both STEP1 and STEP2
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Stepped VALIDATE Runs one step at a time with intermediate file sorting required
between STEP1 and STEP2

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To You need this privilege On
Validate a table SELECT The table
Validate the tables in an area SELECT All tables in the area
Validate the tables in a segment SELECT All tables in the segment

Syntax

Syntax for complete VALIDATE

►►─── VALIDATE ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

              ┌───────────────────── , ───────────────────┐

 ►─┬─ TABLE ──▼──┬────────────────┬── table-identifier ───┴──┬────────────────►

   │             └─ schema-name. ─┘                          │

   ├─ AREA segment-name.area-name ───────────────────────────┤

   └─ SEGMENT segment-name ──────────────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ NOTIFY notify-record-count ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ERRORS ─┬─ error-count ─┬─┘

              └─ CONTINUE ◄───┘

Syntax for stepped VALIDATE

►►─── VALIDATE ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

                          ┌─────────────────── , ─────────────────┐

 ►─┬─────────┬──┬─ TABLE ─▼─┬────────────────┬─ table-identifier ─┴─┬─┬───────►

   ├─ STEP1 ─┘  │           └─ schema-name. ─┘                      │ │

   │            ├─ AREA segment-name.area-name ─────────────────────┤ │

   │            └─ SEGMENT segment-name ────────────────────────────┘ │

   └─ STEP2 ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ NOTIFY notify-record-count ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ERRORS ─┬─ error-count ─┬─┘

              └─ CONTINUE ◄───┘
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NOTE
Only one LOAD, BUILD, or VALIDATE statement can be performed during one execution of the Batch
Command Facility (IDMSBCF).

Parameters

• TABLE
Identifies the referencing table to validate.

• schema-name
Specifies the name of the schema that defines the table.

• table-identifier
Specifies the identifier of the table.

• AREA
Identifies the area containing tables to be validated. All referencing tables in the area will be validated.

• segment-name
Specifies the name of the segment containing the area.

• area-name
Specifies the name of the area.

• SEGMENT
Identifies the segment containing tables to be validated. All referencing tables in the segment will be validated.

• segment-name
Specifies the name of the segment.

• NOTIFY
Directs the VALIDATE utility to send a message to the operator whenever a specified number of rows are processed.
The message states the phase and step currently being executed and the number of records processed.

• notify-record-count
Specifies the number of rows to validate before sending a message.

• ERRORS
Directs the VALIDATE utility to either continue the validation when errors are detected or stop after a specified number
of errors are detected.
By default, processing will not stop when errors are detected.
Detected errors are listed in the report generated by the VALIDATE utility.

• error-count
Specifies the number of errors to detect before terminating.

• CONTINUE
Directs the VALIDATE utility to continue processing regardless of the number of errors detected.
CONTINUE is the default.

• STEP1
Validates only linked referential constraints and unlinked index-to-index referential constraints.
If other unlinked referential constraints are detected, VALIDATE STEP1 produces an intermediate work file to be used
as input to VALIDATE STEP2. If no such file is produced, you do not need to run VALIDATE STEP2.
If you do not specify a STEP number, the VALIDATE utility will validate all linked and unlinked referential constraints,
and is considered a complete VALIDATE.

• STEP2
Validates all unlinked referential constraints except index to index referential constraints.

Usage

How to submit the VALIDATE statement

You submit the VALIDATE statement only through the batch command facility. You must run the batch command facility in
local mode.
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When to use VALIDATE

If you have loaded a group of tables using a phased or stepped LOAD and built the indexes and relationships of the tables
specifying NO VALIDATE in the BUILD statement, use VALIDATE to ensure that referencing tables have valid references.

You can also use the VALIDATE utility at any time to validate the referential constraints of a table.

VALIDATE utility uses intermediate work files

STEP1 of the VALIDATE utility produces an intermediate work file to be used by STEP2. If you run a complete VALIDATE
without separating STEP1 from STEP2, data is sorted in the intermediate file between the steps automatically. If you run a
stepped VALIDATE, you must run the intermediate sorts.

NOTE
When running a complete VALIDATE, SYS002 and SYS003must point to the same intermediate file. When
running a stepped VALIDATE, SYS002 and SYS003 must point to different intermediate files. The data that is
output in SYS003 by STEP1 is input to STEP2 in SYS002.

When not to use VALIDATE

If you loaded the tables with a complete LOAD, or if you did not specify NO VALIDATE in the BUILD statement, then the
validation has already been done. There is no need to run the VALIDATE utility.

If the tables have no referential constraints, there is no need to run the VALIDATE utility.

NOTE
For more information about referential constraints, see the IDMS Database Administration Section.

JCL Considerations

When you submit a VALIDATE statement through the batch command facility, the JCL to execute the facility must include
statements to define the following:

• Dictionary containing table definitions
• Files containing the areas associated with the referencing tables to be processed
• Intermediate work files
• Sort work files are needed if doing a complete VALIDATE

Sorting intermediate work files

If you run the validate process in steps or phases, use the sort parameters in the SYSPCH file to sort the intermediate
files.

The following table shows the output of the steps of the VALIDATE process:

Step Output Size
STEP1 SYS003 For each record:

(MAX SORT CONTROL KEY SIZE) + (MAX
FOREIGN KEY SIZE) + 24

 SYSPCH contains sort parameters 80 bytes
STEP2 SYS003 For each record:

(MAX SORT CONTROL KEY SIZE) + (MAX
FOREIGN KEY SIZE) + 24

 SYSPCH contains sort parameters 80 bytes

NOTE
For more information about the generic JCL used to execute the batch command facility, see the section specific
to your operating system.
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Example

The following example instructs the VALIDATE utility to perform a validation check against sample tables M and M2. The
validation was not performed when the BUILD utility was run against them.

validate table load.m,

               load.m2

     errors continue;

Sample Output

The following listing was generated after validating sample tables M and M2 in the previous example.

IDMSBCF                                              IDMS Batch Command Facility

*DEBUG IDMS OFF

CONNECT TO SYSCAT;

Status = 0

SET BATCH

    HEADINGS OFF WIDTH PAGE 79 UNDERLINE '-'

    SQLCODE ERROR

    COMPRESS ON;

UNLOCK AREA SYSSQL.DDLCAT;

Status = 1        Extended Reason Code = 2367     Messages follow:

DB002367 C1M353: Area SYSSQL.DDLCAT was not locked.

UNLOCK AREA SYSSQL.DDLCATX;

Status = 1        Extended Reason Code = 2367     Messages follow:

DB002367 C1M353: Area SYSSQL.DDLCATX was not locked.

--   ****  Load data into Tables      ****

*DEBUG IDMS ON

VALIDATE TABLE LOAD.M,

               LOAD.M2

     ERRORS CONTINUE;

IDMSLOAD  -   volser     VALIDATE INDEXES STEP 1     yy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss

IDMSLOAD  -  0 records processed for table LOAD.M

IDMSLOAD  -  0 records processed for table LOAD.M2

IDMSLOAD  -  3 intermediate records were written to SYS003

IDMSLOAD  -       largest SYS003 record size is 56 characters

IDMSLOAD  -         VALIDATE INDEXES STEP 1     processing completed

AutoCommit will COMMIT transaction

Command Facility ended with warnings

Utility Programs (IDMS/DB Utilities)
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IDMSCALC (Utility)
The IDMSCALC utility is a subroutine that can be called from a user-written subroutine to determine the target page of a
record, based on a user-supplied CALC key.

It is typically used to optimize the loading of data by allowing you to presort input in target page sequence.

Usage

How IDMSCALC works

IDMSCALC is implemented as a called subroutine. The utility returns to a user-written program a target page number
for storage of a CALC record, based on a page range and CALC key value supplied by the program. The user program,
which can be written in any language supporting a call statement, must build a single five-field fullword-aligned argument
as outlined in the following table, then call IDMSCALC, passing the argument. IDMSCALC must be link edited with the
calling program.

Calling the IDMSCALC Routine

The following example shows how to call the IDMSCALC routine from a user-written program.

       01  CALC-PARMS.

           05  CALC-PAGE-TARGET     PIC S9(9) COMP.

           05  CALC-PAGE-RANGE-HIGH PIC S9(9) COMP.

           05  CALC-PAGE-RANGE-LOW  PIC S9(9) COMP.

           05  CALC-KEY-LENGTH      PIC S9(4) COMP.

           05  CALC-KEY             PIC X(16).

           MOVE 75001   TO CALC-PAGE-RANGE-LOW.

           MOVE 75101   TO CALC-PAGE-RANGE-HIGH.

           MOVE 16      TO CALC-KEY-LENGTH.

           MOVE 'SMITH' TO CALC-KEY.

           CALL 'IDMSCALC' USING CALC-PARMS.

           DISPLAY 'TARGET PAGE IS ' CALC-PAGE-TARGET.

The IDMSCALC argument

The following table outlines the five-field argument that a calling program must pass to IDMSCALC.

Field Usage Size COBOL Picture Description of Field
1 (Output) Binary 4 bytes PIC 9(9) COMP Target page number for

storage of the record.
2 (Input) Binary 4 bytes PIC 9(9) COMP Number of the highest

page on which the record
can be stored.

3 (Input) Binary 4 bytes PIC 9(9) COMP Number of the lowest
page on which the record
can be stored.

4 (Input) Binary 2 bytes PIC 9(4) COMP Length, in bytes, of the
CALC key value.

5 (Input) Character 1-256 bytes PIC X(nnn) Value of the CALC key.
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NOTE

The information in fields 2 and 3 of IDMSCALC must match the database definition for the record type as
specified in the schema.

Input

Input to the IDMSCALC utility consists of the IDMSCALC argument with fields 2-5 initialized by the calling program.

Output

The IDMSCALC utility returns a target page number for storage of a CALC record. 

 

IDMSDBAN
The IDMSDBAN database analysis utility analyzes the characteristics and structure of an IDMS/DB database (both non-
SQL and SQL-defined). The utility provides information useful for system tuning, database structuring, and capacity
planning.

IDMSDBAN also verifies the integrity of:

• Page structures
• Line indexes
• Record lengths
• Record locations
• Set connections for:

– Chained sets
– Constraints
– Indexed sets
– The CALC set
– Variable-length-record fragment chains

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To You Need This Privilege On
Analyze an area DBAREAD The area
Analyze a set, constraint, or table DBAREAD The area where the set, constraint, or table

resides

Syntax

PROCESS statement

 

Code on one line only.

►►─PROCESS ─┬─ SUBSCHEMA subschema-name subschema-specification ──────┬───────►

            └─ SQL ───────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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   ├─ LOCKed ◄──┤

   └─ UNLocked ─┘

 

Expansion of subschema-specification

►►──┬──────────────────┬─┬────────────┬─┬──────────────┬──────────────────────►◄

    └─ DBNAME db-name ─┘ └─ OWNCHECK ─┘ └─ INComplete ─┘

 

REPORT statement

 

Code on one line only.

►►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►◄

   └─── REPORT ─┬─────────────────────────────┬───┘

                └─ report-number ─┬─────────┬─┘

                                  └─ TERSE ─┘

 

AREA statement

 

Code on one line only.

►►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─── AREAs ─┬─ ALL ◄────────────────┬────┘

               └─ area-specification ──┘

 

Expansion of area-specification

►►─┬─────────────────┬─ area-name ─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────►◄

   └─ segment-name. ─┘             └─ PAGE start-page TO end-page ─┘

 

SET statement

 

Code on one line only.

►►───┬──────────────────┬────┬───────────────────────────────────────┬────────►◄

     └─┬─ SETs ───────┬─┘    ├─ ALL ◄──┬──────────┬─┬─────────┬──────┤

       ├─ CONSTRAINT ─┤      │         └─ NOCALC ─┘ └─ NOVLR ─┘      │

       └─ INDEX ──────┘      ├─ set-name ─┬────────────────────────┬─┤

                             │            └─ ON schema.table-id ───┘ │

                             ├─ CALC ────────────────────────────────┤

                             └─ VLR ─────────────────────────────────┘
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Input Parameter Statements

IDMSDBAN processing is controlled by the following input parameter statements. If coded, the three types of statements
must be coded in the order shown. If not coded, all reports are provided for all areas and sets for the named subschema
or SQL-defined database.

Statement descriptions

Statement Required/ Optional Description
PROCESS Required For non SQL-defined database:

Identifies subschema and DMCL module
Specifies whether areas are to be locked
before processing
For SQL-defined database:
Identifies that an SQL-defined database will
be processed
Specifies whether areas are to be locked
before processing

REPORT Optional Controls generation of reports 2, 3, 4, and 5
AREA Optional Specifies area(s) to be processed
SET Optional Specifies set(s) or constraints and indexes

to be processed

PROCESS statement

The PROCESS statement identifies the database to be processed and specifies whether areas are to be locked before
processing begins. One PROCESS statement is required for each IDMSDBAN run.

Syntax

Code on one line only.

►►─ PROCESS ─┬─ SUBSCHEMA subschema-name subschema-specification ──────┬──────►

             └─ SQL ───────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ LOCKed ◄──┤

   └─ UNLocked ─┘

Expansion of subschema-specification

►►──┬──────────────────┬─┬────────────┬─┬──────────────┬──────────────────────►◄

    └─ DBNAME db-name ─┘ └─ OWNCHECK ─┘ └─ INComplete ─┘

Parameters

• SUBSCHEMA subschema-name
Identifies the subschema containing the areas, sets, and records to be processed. The subschema must contain
complete descriptions for all of its sets and records.

NOTE
When processing the DDLCAT and DDLCATX areas, you must use the SUBSCHEMA parameter and the
IDMSCATZ subschema name.
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When processing the DDLCATLOD area you must use the SUBSCHEMA parameter and the IDMSCATL subschema
name.

• DBNAME db-name:
Identifies the name of the database to bind to at run time. If no DBNAME is specified, the default is the DBNAME
specified in the SYSIDMS parameter file.

• OWNCHECK
Indicates that checks for ownerless loops in chained sets is to be performed. If this parameter is omitted, IDMSDBAN
will not check for chained sets that form a loop but do not include an owner record occurrence.

NOTE
This check will increase the run time of the utility and may require that the allocation for the SYS002 file in
the IDMSDBN2 step be increased.

• INComplete
Specifies that the named subschema does not include all record types. INCOMPLETE suppresses messages that
would otherwise appear for record types not included in the subschema.

• SQL
Specifies that an SQL-defined database is to be processed.
Based upon the segments identified on the AREA statement and the sets or constraints identified on the SET
statement, IDMSDBAN will build a subschema to process an SQL-defined database.

NOTE
When processing the DDLCAT and DDLCATX areas, you must use the SUBSCHEMA parameter and the
IDMSCATZ subschema name.

When processing the DDLCATLOD area you must use the SUBSCHEMA parameter and the IDMSCATL subschema
name.

• LOCKed/UNLocked
Specifies whether IDMSDBAN is to lock the areas to be processed:
– LOCKED (default) directs IDMSDBAN to lock the areas during IDMSDBN1 processing. When you specify LOCKED,

the areas involved cannot be updated by another application during IDMSDBAN execution.
– UNLOCKED directs IDMSDBAN not to lock the areas to be processed. When UNLOCKED is specified, the areas

involved can be updated during IDMSDBAN execution.

REPORT statement

The optional REPORT statement controls the generation of reports 2, 3, 4, and 5. IDMSDBAN always generates reports 1
and 1A.

By default, if you do not supply a REPORT statement or if you supply a REPORT statement without any parameters,
IDMSDBAN will generate all reports.

Syntax

Code on one line only.

►►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►◄

   └─── REPORT ─┬─────────────────────────────┬───┘

                └─ report-number ─┬─────────┬─┘

                                  └─ TERSE ─┘

Parameters

• report-number:
Specifies the number of the report to be generated. Valid report numbers are 1, 1A, 2, 3, 4, and 5.
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If no REPORTS statement is coded or if a REPORTS statement is provided without any report numbers, all reports are
generated.

• TERSE
Applies to reports 3, 4, and 5 only, as follows:
– TERSE causes report 3 to be produced only for sets that have at least one non-empty set occurrence.
– TERSE causes report 4 to be produced only for record types with at least one occurrence in the database.
– TERSE causes report 5 to be produced only for sets with at least one occurrence in the database.

AREA statement

The AREA statement specifies the areas to be processed. If no AREA statement is coded, all areas in the named
subschema or segment are processed.

Syntax

Code on one line only.

►►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─── AREAs ─┬─ ALL ◄────────────────┬────┘

               └─ area-specification ──┘

Expansion of area-specification

►►─┬─────────────────┬─ area-name ─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────►◄

   └─ segment-name. ─┘             └─ PAGE start-page TO end-page ─┘

Parameters

• AREAs
Specifies the area(s) to process.

• ALL
Specifies that all areas included in the specified subschema are to be processed.
ALL is the default.
You cannot use the ALL option if SQL was selected on the PROCESS statement.

• segment.:
For SQL-defined databases, identifies the name of the segment to be processed. You must specify segment-name if
SQL was selected on the PROCESS statement.
When processing a non-SQL-defined database, do not specify segment-name.
Segment-name must be a 1 through 8-character value.

• area-name:
Identifies the name of an area to be processed.
Area-name must be a 1 through 18-character value.

• PAGE start-page-n TO end-page-n:
Specifies the range of pages to be processed within the named area. The specified page range must be included
within the area page range.
By default, if you do not specify a page range, the entire area will be processed.
If you do specify a page range, be sure that the page range selected includes all database pages that can contain
owner or member records of all sets to be processed. Otherwise, they won't be processed.
Start-page and end-page must contain numeric values and can be from 1 through 10-characters in length.

SET Statement

The SET statement specifies the sets, constraints, or indexes to be processed.

Syntax
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Code on one line only.

►►───┬──────────────────┬────┬───────────────────────────────────────┬────────►◄

     └─┬─ SETs ───────┬─┘    ├─ ALL ◄──┬──────────┬─┬─────────┬──────┤

       ├─ CONSTRAINT ─┤      │         └─ NOCALC ─┘ └─ NOVLR ─┘      │

       └─ INDEX ──────┘      ├─ set-name ─┬────────────────────────┬─┤

                             │            └─ ON schema.table-id ───┘ │

                             ├─ CALC ────────────────────────────────┤

                             └─ VLR ─────────────────────────────────┘

Parameters

• SETs/CONSTRAINT/INDEX
Identifies the sets, constraints, or indexes to process.
The keywords SET, CONSTRAINT, and INDEX are synonyms and can be used interchangeably.
All owners and members must be included in the area to be analyzed and page ranges must be identified in the AREA
statement or no sets or constraints are processed.

• ALL
Indicates that all of the following sets associated with a specified subschema or segment are to be processed for either
a non-SQL or SQL-defined database:
– All chained and indexed sets defined in the subschema specified in the PROCESS statement
– All constraints within the specified segment
– The CALC set
– Sets of variable-length record fragments located within the areas specified in the AREA statements
ALL is the default.

• NOCALC
Removes the CALC set from the list of sets specified by ALL.

• NOVLR
Removes the set of variable length record chains from the list of sets specified by ALL.

• set-name:
Identifies the name of a set to be processed.

• ON schema.table-id:
If SQL was specified on the PROCESS statement, you must identify the name of the SQL schema and table identifier
the constraint or index is associated with. You do not specify a schema.table-id for non-SQL-defined databases.
Schema is a 1 through 18-character value and table-id is a 1 through 18-character value.

• CALC
Directs IDMSDBAN to process the CALC set within the specified area(s).

• VLR
Directs IDMSDBAN to process all sets of variable-length record fragment chains located within the specified area(s).

Usage

Input

Input to the IDMSDBAN utility consists of statements to control the utility processing.

Output

The IDMSDBAN utility generates message listings.

Execution mode

You can execute the IDMSDBAN utility in local mode only.
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Usage considerations

Specifying dictionary name for SQL-defined databases

When processing an SQL-defined database, you must specify the dictionary name or catalog segment that IDMSDBAN
connects to using the SYSIDMS DBNAME parameter (not the DICTNAME parameter).

NOTE
For more information about the SYSIDMS parameter file, see the IDMS Common Facilities Section.

Subschema

The subschema that describes the database areas to be processed must include all member record types for all sets
included in the subschema.

Processing DDLCAT, DDLCATX, and DDLCATLOD areas

When processing the DDLCAT and DDLCATX areas, you must use the PROCESS statement SUBSCHEMA parameter
and the IDMSCATZ subschema name.

When processing the DDLCATLOD area you must use the PROCESS statement SUBSCHEMA parameter and the
IDMSCATL subschema name.

Areas

By default, IDMSDBAN locks the areas to be processed. If IDMSDBAN attempts to lock an area that is already locked, the
utility terminates. To prevent this, perform one of the following actions:

• Either vary offline or vary to retrieval the areas to be processed before running IDMSDBAN.
• Specify UNLOCKED in the PROCESS parameter statement.

NOTE
If you specify UNLOCKED and the database is updated by another application during IDMSDBAN
processing, the statistics in reports 2, 3, 4, and 5 may be inaccurate, and the messages in reports 1 and 1A
may be misleading.

Page ranges

The page ranges selected for processing must include all database pages that can contain owner or member records of
any set(s), constraints, or indexes to be processed.

If you specify a set, constraint, or index with an owner or member record outside the specified pages, IDMSDBAN will
terminate with an error.

Indexed sets

If an indexed set is specified for processing, processing must also be requested for all other indexed sets for which the
SR8 records can occur on the same pages as the SR8 records for the specified set.

IDMSDBAN has two parts

IDMSDBN1 and IDMSDBN2.

Intermediate work file size

The size of the intermediate work files will vary depending on the size and complexity of the database being analyzed.

• IDMSDBN1 will generate one output record for each pointer position in each record for each set being processed. The
file can be written to tape or disk; however, to ensure adequate space, tape is recommended.

• IDMSDBN2 uses an intermediate work file to hold records it is working on. For every record it receives from
IDMSDBN1, it will produce up to two intermediate work records. If the OWNCHECK option has been specified, it is
necessary for the utility to produce these records for each occurrence of a record participating in a chained set.

Tape management systems and IDMSDBAN work files
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The SYS002 work file used by IDMSDBN2 is written to and read from repeatedly. If this file is placed on a tape, then your
tape management system may prevent IDMSDBN2 from overwriting the file after it has written to the file the first time. If
the tape management system installation defaults allow, specify a zero retention period for the work file and/or specify
DISP=(NEW,DELETE) for the work file.

If problems are detected

If the messages issued by IDMSDBAN indicate that problems exist in the database, the database should not be updated
in between the time of the IDMSDBAN run and the time that the problems are corrected.

IDMSDBN1

IDMSDBN1 sweeps each specified area. For each area, IDMSDBN1:

• Collects statistics
– Detailed statistics for each area and record type.
– Summary statistics for user-defined chained and indexed sets.

• Generates an intermediate work file
IDMSDBN1 generates input to IDMSDBN2.
Each record in the file represents a pointer in a set connection between two records. For example, one record might
represent the next pointer between two member records in a user-defined set; another might represent the connection
between the root of a variable-length record and the first fragment of the record.
Each record includes the database keys of the two connected records. The database key of the record that contains
the pointer to the other record is the FROM database key. The database key of the record to which the first record
points is the TO database key.

Output

Report Required/ Optional Description
#1: Messages Required Lists input parameters used in the run.

Lists all messages issued by IDMSDBN1.
The messages:
Report errors in the parameter input
Trace the processing of areas
Define any unexpected conditions detected
by the program

#2: Area Information Optional Provides detailed area statistics. The report
includes histograms of space availability
and of data records per page.

#3: Set Statistics Optional Presents summary set statistics.
#4: Record Information Optional Provides detailed statistics for each record

type in each area being analyzed. The
report includes a histogram of data records
per page.

IDMSDBN2

As a performance enhancement for the IDMSDBN2 step, the SIZE=E99999999 parameter has been added to the various
sorts that are executed. However, some sort packages do not allow the usage of the SIZE= parameter on their SORT
statements. If your sort package does allow the specification of the SIZE= parameter, you can reduce the run time of
IDMSDBN2 by coding SORTSIZE=ON in the jobstep's SYSIDMS input file.

IDMSDBN2 does the following:

• Verifies set integrity. This is done in three steps.
a. Reading the intermediate work file from IDMSDBN1
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b. Iteratively massaging and sorting the records
c. Creating chains

A chain is a path that originates at a record located at a FROM database key and terminates at a record located at
a TO database key.
IDMSDBN2 concatenates chains until a closed loop is created. A loop is created when the record at the last TO
database key matches the record at the first FROM database key.
Each chain created by IDMSDBN2 is associated with a set. IDMSDBN2 verifies the integrity of sets by ensuring
that each chain is complete and contains one and only one owner.

• Collects detailed set statistics.

Output

Report Required/ Optional Description
#1A: Messages Required Lists all messages issued by IDMSDBN2.

The messages:
Trace the processing of the chain file.
Report inconsistencies detected during
chain processing.

#5: Set Analysis Information Optional Provides detailed statistics for each set type
processed.
Chained sets -- The report includes
histograms of chain length, of page
changes, and of pages used to store the
set.
Sets of variable-length-record fragments --
The report includes a histogram of pages
used to store the set.
Indexed sets owned by a user record --
The report includes histograms of SR8
usage in set occurrences, of members in
set occurrences, and of SR8 levels in set
occurrences. (SR8 records are internal
index records.)

JCL Considerations

The JCL to execute the IDMSDBAN utility program must include statements to define:

• For IDMSDBN1:
– For SQL databases, you must specify the name of the catalog to be processed on the SYSIDMS DBNAME

parameter and not the DICTNAME parameter.
– The files that map to the areas to be processed.
– The SYSIPT file containing input parameters.
– SYS002 contains output for use by IDMSDBN2 (this file is known to IDMSDBN2 as SYS001).

• For IDMSDBN2:
– SYS001 containing the output from IDMSDBN1 (this file was known to IDMSDBN1 as SYS002).
– SYS002 is a temporary storage file.
– SORTWKnn are sort work files. The number and size depends on the sort package you use.
– SORTMSG containing sort output messages.
– SYSLST is the destination for the reports the utility creates. If this DD points to a sequential file, pre-allocate the file

before the IDMSDBN2 step and ensure the file has a disposition within the step of DISP=MOD. If you fail to do so,
Report 1A will not be present on the file at step completion.
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NOTE
For more information about the generic JCL used to execute the batch command facility, see the section for your
operating system in this section.

Example

No REPORT parameter specified

If you run IDMSDBAN with the following input parameters, all areas and all sets in the EMPSS01 subschema will be
processed and all reports will be produced. All reports are produced because a REPORT parameter is not specified.

process subschema empss01 dbname empdemo unlocked;

With REPORT parameters

If you run IDMSDBAN with the following input parameters, only the named areas and sets will be processed as follows:

• The entire EMP-DEMO-REGION area
• Pages in the range 5007102 through 5007149 in the ORG-DEMO-REGION
• Reports 1, 1A, 3 and 5 will be generated
• Report 3 will be produced for all of the named sets
• Report 5 will be produced only for the named sets that have at least one occurrence in the database

process subschema empss01 incomplete

report 3

report 5 terse

area emp-demo-region

area org-demo-region page 5007102 to 5007149

set dept-employee

set office-employee

set emp-name-ndx;

Sample Output

The following reports are generated when no REPORT parameters are specified as in the first example.

Report 1: Messages Phase I

 IDMSDBAN - DATA BASE ANALYSIS                          REPORT 1:  MESSAGES                         DATE        TIME      PAGE

                                                                                                  mm/dd/

yy    20234050       1

 PARAMETER CARD:    PROCESS SUBSCHEMA EMPSS01 DBNAME EMPDEMO UNLOCKED

 PARAMETER CARD:    AREA EMP-DEMO-REGION

 IDMSDBAN - DATA BASE ANALYSIS                          REPORT 1:  MESSAGES                         DATE        TIME      PAGE

                                                                                                mm/dd/

yy    20234050       2

Report 2: Area

 598601 - AREA PROCESSING BEGINNING: EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION

 IDMSDBAN - DATA BASE ANALYSIS                         REPORT 2:  AREA DATA                         DATE        TIME      PAGE
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                                                                                                               mm/

dd/yy    20234050       1

 AREA:      EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION

 SUBSCHEMA: EMPSS01

 AREA PAGE RANGE - START PAGE:                                            75,001

                     END PAGE:                                            75,100

 PAGES ALLOCATED FOR AREA:                                                   100

 PAGE RANGE ANALYZED - START PAGE:                                        75,001

                         END PAGE:                                        75,100

 PAGES PROCESSED FOR AREA IN THIS RUN:                                       100

 NUMBER OF SMP WITHIN PAGES PROCESSED:                                         1

 PAGE SIZE IN BYTES:                                                       4,276

 MAXIMUM RECORDS ALLOWED PER PAGE:                                           255

 BYTES USED IN PAGES PROCESSED:                                           29,204

 BYTES AVAILABLE IN PAGES PROCESSED:                                     394,120

  NUMBER OF LOGICALLY FULL PAGES:                                               0

 BYTES AVAILABLE ON LOGICALLY FULL PAGES:                                      0

 NUMBER OF DATA RECORDS IN PAGES PROCESSED:                                  346

 NUMBER OF PAGES WITH EMPTY CALC CHAINS:                                      58

 NUMBER OF RELOCATED RECORDS:                                                  0

 NUMBER OF LOGICALLY DELETED RECORDS:                                          0

 NUMBER OF VLR FRAGMENTS:                                                      0

 NUMBER OF LINE INDEXES FOR PHYSICALLY DELETED RECORDS:                        0

 SPACE AVAILABILITY HISTOGRAM

 PERCENT OF BYTES             PAGES         TOTAL      PERCENT OF     GRAPH

 AVAILABLE ON PAGE                        BYTES (000)  TOTAL PAGES    ...10...20...30...40...50...60...70...80...90..100

       100                      57              242         58        XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

     90 - 99                    22               86         22        XXXXXXXXXXX

     80 - 89                    14               51         14        XXXXXXX

     70 - 79                     2                7          2        X

     60 - 69                     2                5          2        X

     50 - 59                     0                0          0

     40 - 49                     1                2          1        /

     30 - 39                     1                1          1        /

     20 - 29                     0                0          0

     10 - 19                     0                0          0

      1 -  9                     0                0          0

   LESS THAN 1                   0                0          0

 AVERAGE BYTES AVAILABLE PER PAGE (ALL PAGES)                   3,981

 AVERAGE BYTES AVAILABLE PER PAGE (NON-EMPTY PAGES)             3,624

Report 2: Area
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 IDMSDBAN - DATA BASE ANALYSIS                         REPORT 2:  AREA DATA                         DATE        TIME      PAGE

                                                                                                               mm/

dd/yy    20234050       2

0

 AREA:      EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION         (CONTINUED)

 SUBSCHEMA: EMPSS01

 DATA RECORDS PER PAGE HISTOGRAM

  DATA RECORDS                PAGES                    PERCENT OF     GRAPH

    PER PAGE                                           TOTAL PAGES    ...10...20...30...40...50...60...70...80...90..100

        0                       57                          58        XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

      1 - 25                    40                          40        XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

     26 - 51                     2                           2        X

     52 - 76                     0                           0

     77 -102                     0                           0

    103 -127                     0                           0

    128 -152                     0                           0

    153 -178                     0                           0

    179 -203                     0                           0

    204 -229                     0                           0

    230 -254                     0                           0

       255                       0                           0

 AVERAGE DATA RECORDS PER PAGE (ALL PAGES)                          3

 AVERAGE DATA RECORDS PER PAGE (NON-EMPTY PAGES)                    8

Report 3: Set Statistics

 IDMSDBAN - DATA BASE ANALYSIS                       REPORT 3:  SET STATISTICS                      DATE        TIME      PAGE

                                                                                                                mm/

dd/yy    20234050       1

0

 SET:         EMP-EMPOSITION       MODE:  CHAIN        ORDER:  FIRST

 SUBSCHEMA:   EMPSS01

                 NAME         SET MEMBERSHIP   NUMBER OF      EMPTY SETS    UNCONNECTED     LOCATION MODE

                                   TYPE         RECORDS                       MEMBERS

 OWNER:       EMPLOYEE                             56              0                            CALC

 MEMBERS:     EMPOSITION             MA            68                              0            VIA EMP-

EMPOSITION

                                               _________                    ___________

                                                   68  MEMBER RECORDS              0  UNCONNECTED MEMBERS
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 AVERAGE MEMBERS PER SET FOR NON-EMPTY SETS                         1

Report 4: Record Data

 IDMSDBAN - DATA BASE ANALYSIS                        REPORT 4:  RECORD DATA                        DATE        TIME      PAGE

                                                                                                                mm/

dd/yy    20234050       1

0

 RECORD:        EMPLOYEE          RECORD ID:    415           LOCATION MODE: CALC

 SUBSCHEMA:     EMPSS01

 AREA:          EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION

 FLR/VLR:       FLR

 DATA LENGTH:                                                                116

 RECORD LENGTH (DATA AND PREFIX):                                            188

 PAGE RANGE FOR RECORD IN AREA - START PAGE:                              75,003

                     END PAGE:                                            75,100

 PAGES ALLOCATED FOR RECORD IN AREA:                                          98

 PAGE RANGE ANALYZED - START PAGE:                                        75,003

                         END PAGE:                                        75,100

 PAGES PROCESSED FOR RECORD IN AREA IN THIS RUN:                              98

 NUMBER OF SMP WITHIN PAGES PROCESSED:                                         0

 PAGE SIZE IN BYTES:                                                       4,276

 BYTES USED FOR THIS RECORD TYPE IN PAGES PROCESSED:                      10,976

 BYTES AVAILABLE IN PAGES PROCESSED:                                     392,736

 NUMBER OF RECORDS OF THIS TYPE IN PAGES PROCESSED:                           56

 NUMBER OF RELOCATED RECORDS:                                                  0

 NUMBER OF LOGICALLY DELETED RECORDS:                                          0

 DATA RECORDS PER PAGE HISTOGRAM

  DATA RECORDS                PAGES                    PERCENT OF     GRAPH

    PER PAGE                                           TOTAL PAGES    ...10...20...30...40...50...60...70...80...90..100

        0                       57                          58        XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

      1 - 25                    41                          42        XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

     26 - 51                     0                           0

     52 - 76                     0                           0

     77 -102                     0                           0

    103 -127                     0                           0

    128 -152                     0                           0

    153 -178                     0                           0

    179 -203                     0                           0

    204 -229                     0                           0

    230 -254                     0                           0

       255                       0                           0
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 AVERAGE DATA RECORDS PER PAGE (ALL PAGES)                                       0

 AVERAGE DATA RECORDS PER PAGE (PAGES WITH THIS RECORD TYPE)                     1

Report 1A: Messages Phase II

 IDMSDBAN PHASE II - SET ANALYSIS                         REPORT 1A:  MESSAGES                      DATE        TIME      PAGE

                                                                                                                mm/

dd/yy    20240900       1

 599001 - PHASE II PROCESSING BEGUN

 599803 - END PASS                                          0

 599801 - FROM-RECORDS WRITTEN TO SORT                    630

 599802 - TO-RECORDS WRITTEN TO SORT                      630

 599806 - INDEX SR8  DESCRIPTORS WRITTEN                    4

 599807 - INDEX DOWN DESCRIPTORS WRITTEN                   58

 599808 - INDEX UP   DESCRIPTORS WRITTEN                   58

 599809 - INDEX NO-UP MEM  DESCRIPTORS WRITTEN              0

 599810 - INDEX NO-UP DOWN DESCRIPTORS WRITTEN              0

 599803 - END PASS                                          1

 599801 - FROM-RECORDS WRITTEN TO SORT                      0

 599802 - TO-RECORDS WRITTEN TO SORT                        0

 599805 - INDEX PATHS WRITTEN TO SORT                       0

 599806 - INDEX SR8  DESCRIPTORS WRITTEN                    1

 599807 - INDEX DOWN DESCRIPTORS WRITTEN                   19

 599808 - INDEX UP   DESCRIPTORS WRITTEN                   19

 599803 - END PASS                                          2

 599801 - FROM-RECORDS WRITTEN TO SORT                      0

 599802 - TO-RECORDS WRITTEN TO SORT                        0

 599805 - INDEX PATHS WRITTEN TO SORT                       0

 599806 - INDEX SR8  DESCRIPTORS WRITTEN                    0

 599807 - INDEX DOWN DESCRIPTORS WRITTEN                    0

 599808 - INDEX UP   DESCRIPTORS WRITTEN                    0

Report 5: Set Analysis

 IDMSDBAN PHASE II - SET ANALYSIS                    REPORT 5:  SET ANALYSIS DATA                   DATE        TIME      PAGE

                                                                                                                   mm/

dd/yy    20240900       1

 SET:            EMP-EMPOSITION     MODE:   CHAIN        ORDER:  FIRST          SUBSCHEMA:   EMPSS01

 OWNER:          EMPLOYEE

 MEMBERS:        EMPOSITION

 CHAIN LENGTH HISTOGRAM

   CHAIN LENGTH                 NUMBER OF SETS         PERCENT OF     GRAPH
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                                                       TOTAL SETS     ...10...20...30...40...50...60...70...80...90..100

        0                                   0                0

        2                                  47               84        XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

        3                                   6               11        XXXXX/

        4                                   3                5        XX/

      5 -   8                               0                0

      9 -  16                               0                0

     17 -  32                               0                0

     33 -  64                               0                0

     65 - 128                               0                0

    129 - 256                               0                0

    257 - 512                               0                0

   OVER   512                               0                0

 AVERAGE CHAIN LENGTH (ALL SETS):                            2

 AVERAGE CHAIN LENGTH (NON-EMPTY SETS):                      2

 MAXIMUM CHAIN LENGTH:                                       4

More Information

• For more information about database structures analyzed by IDMSDBAN, see the IDMS Database Administration
Section.

• For more information about database tuning, see the IDMS Database Design Section.

IDMSDIRL
The dictionary load utility, IDMSDIRL, loads into a dictionary the components required to describe the dictionary itself and
the components that describe the security information stored in the dictionary.

The Broadcom-supplied internal schema components include:

• Element and record definitions required by the schema components
• IDMSNTWK schema, which describes the dictionary itself and two associated subschemas; IDMSNWKA and

IDMSNWKG
• IDMSSECS and IDMSSECU schemas, which describe the security information stored in the dictionary and the

IDMSSECS and IDMSSECU subschemas used for security processing
• Additionally, IDMSDIRL can optionally remove these components from a dictionary without loading new definitions

Specifically, IDMSDIRL performs the following functions when loading the components:

• Establishes the default quotation character for the dictionary
• Adds to the dictionary the element and record definitions used by the schema components
• Adds to the dictionary the definitions for the IDMSNTWK schema and its associated subschemas: IDMSNWKA and

IDMSNWKG
• Adds to the dictionary the definitions for the IDMSSECS schema and its associated subschema: IDMSSECS
• Adds to the dictionary the definitions for the IDMSSECU schema and its associated subschema: IDMSSECU
• Optionally connects the S-010 record occurrences just created for schemas IDMSNTWK, IDMSSECS, and

IDMSSECU to the OOAK-S set so that data dictionary reports include these definitions

NOTE

If the dictionary to be loaded is empty (formatted), you must first input the dictionary into DDDL which will
populate the necessary Broadcom-internal definitions into the dictionary.

This article describes the following information:
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Syntax

DBL-QUOTE statement

Code on one line only.

►►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DBL-QUOTE ─┘

 

SCHEMA-CONNECT statement

►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ SCHEMA-CONNECT ─┘

 

SCHEMA-DELETE statement

►─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

  └─ SCHEMA-DELETE ─┘

Input Parameter Statements

Parameter statement descriptions

IDMSDIRL utility processing can be controlled by optional input parameter statements:

Statement Description
DBL-QUOTE Used to override the default quotation character for the data

dictionary.
SCHEMA-CONNECT Used to connect the Broadcom-supplied internal schemas to the

OOAK-S set.
SCHEMA-DELETE Used to delete any Broadcom-supplied internal schemas in the

dictionary. Does not perform a dictionary load.

DBL-QUOTE statement

The DBL-QUOTE statement makes the double quotation mark (") the default quotation character for the data dictionary.

By default, if you do not specify DBL-QUOTE, the default quotation character for the dictionary is the single quotation
mark (').

Syntax

Code on one line only.

►►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DBL-QUOTE ─┘

SCHEMA-CONNECT statement

The SCHEMA-CONNECT statement connects the Broadcom-supplied internal schemas to the OOAK-S set.
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By default, if you do not specify SCHEMA-CONNECT, the IDMSNTWK, IDMSSECS, and IDMSSECU schemas are not
connected to the OOAK-S set.

Syntax

Code on one line only.

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ SCHEMA-CONNECT ─┘

SCHEMA-DELETE statement

The SCHEMA-DELETE statement deletes any Broadcom-supplied internal schemas (IDMSNTWK, IDMSSECS, and
IDMSSECU) and associated subschemas from the dictionary.

Any orphaned records and elements are deleted.

The SCHEMA-DELETE statement does not result in a dictionary load.

Syntax

 ►─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ SCHEMA-DELETE ─┘

Usage

Input

Input to the IDMSDIRL utility consists of:

• The file containing the definitions to be loaded. This file is supplied on the IDMS/DB installation media.
• Optional statements to control the utility processing.

Each of these statements must be coded on a separate line beginning in column 1.
There is no end-of-statement terminator for these statements.

Output

The IDMSDIRL utility generates a message listing.

Batch operating mode

You can execute the IDMSDIRL utility either in local mode or under the central version. Local mode is recommended.

When to use IDMSDIRL

IDMSDIRL is typically used to load one data dictionary at a site.

The data dictionary is used by the following Broadcom products:

• OLQ, when reporting on the dictionary
• Culprit, when producing one of the following reports:

– ADS reports (AReports)
– System generation reports (CReports)
– IDD reports (DReports)

Performance consideration for SCHEMA-CONNECT

When reporting on the dictionary, the IDMSRPTS utility walks the OOAK-S set, if you specify SCHEMA=ALL. If the
Broadcom-supplied internal schemas are connected to the OOAK-S set, the reports will include all components of these
schemas. Excluding the Broadcom-supplied internal schemas from the OOAK-S set allows IDMSRPTS to bypass these
components.
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JCL Considerations

The JCL to execute the IDMSDIRL utility program must include statements to define:

• The file containing the input definitions
• The file containing the dictionary into which the definitions are to be loaded

Examples

The following example directs the IDMSDIRL utility to add the definitions for the IDMSSECU schema and its associated
subschema IDMSSECU to the dictionary and to connect the Broadcom-supplied internal schemas to the OOAK-S set.
Additionally, by default, the single quotation mark is established as the quotation character.

schema-connect

Sample Output

The IDMSDIRL utility program generates the following listing after processing the previous input.

IDMSDIRL - DATA DIRECTORY LOAD UTILITY    RELEASE nn.n volser

OOAK ALREADY EXISTS

END OF IDMS DIRECTORY LOAD - IDMSDIRL

IDMSLOOK
The IDMSLOOK load module print utility reports on the contents of selected load modules. Using IDMSLOOK, you can
report on:

• The contents of a database name table module
• Area, record, and set information in a subschema load module
• Area, record, set, file, and physical characteristics for a subschema bound to a specific database
• File, area, journal, and buffer information in a DMCL load module together with its associated database name table

information
• The names of the RCM modules characteristics of the tables that are referenced by the access module
• A hexadecimal dump of a specified load module in a format suitable for display at a 3270-type terminal
• The date/time stamps of the component modules in a specified load module
• The external value of internal date/time stamps
• The contents of the product intent module RHDCPINT

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Syntax

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

►►─▼┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┴─►◄

    └── look-command ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

Expansion of look-command

►►─┬─ AM= access-module-name ─────────────────────────────────┬─────────┬────┬─►◄

   │                                                          └ fib-opt ┘    │ 

   │                                                                         │
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   ├─ AM PROGRAM= access-module-name ────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │                                                                         │

   ├─ BIND SQL SEGMENT=segment-name,DBNAME=database-name ─────┬─────────┬────┤

   │                                                          └ fib-opt ┘    │

   │                                                                         │

   ├─ BIND SUBSCHEMA= subschema-name ┬──────────────────────┬───┬─────────┬──┤

   │                                 └ DBNAME=database-name ┘   └ fib-opt ┘  │

   │                                                                         │

   ├─ DATES= load-module-name ───────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │                                                                         │

   ├─ DATETIME ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │                                                                         │

   ├─ DATETIME STAMP= hex-internal-datetime-stamp ───────────────────────────┤

   │                                                                         │

   ├─ DBTABLE ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │                                                                         │

   ├─ DBTABLE= dbtable-name ─────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │                                                                         │

   ├─ DMCL ─┬───────┬──┬────────────────┬────────────────────┬─────────┬─────┤

   │        └─ ALL ─┘  ├─ SORTED ───────┤                    └─ RADIX ─┘     │

   │                   └─ SORTED PAGES ─┘                                    │

   │                                                                         │

   ├─ EXTERNAL DATETIME=external-datetime-value ─────────────────────────────┤

   │                                                                         │

   ├─ FIND=hex-string ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │                                                                         │

   ├─ HELP ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │                                                                         │

   ├─ LOAD=OPSYS ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │                                                                         │

   ├─ OPTION FLAGS ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │                                                                         │

   ├─ PROGRAM= load-module-name ─────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │                                                                         │

   ├─ PROGRAM POOL ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │                                                                         │

   ├─ RCM PROGRAM= RCM-module-name ──────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │                                                                         │

   ├─ RHDCPINT ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │                                                                         │

   ├─ STORAGE POOL ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │                                                                         │

   └─ SUBSCHEMA= subschema-name ───────────────────────────────┬─────────┬───┘

                                                               └ fib-opt ┘

Expansion of fib-opt

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

►►─▼──┬──────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┴─────►◄

      ├─ ALL ────────┤

      ├─ RADIX ──────┤

      ├─ NOFILES ────┤

      └─ BOUNDFILES ─┘
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Parameters

• ALL
Specifies that some commands display additional information about the DMCL or subschema entities reported.
Currently supported by DMCL and FIB related reports.

• AM=access-module-name
Displays the contents of the RCMs included in an ACCESS MODULE and the IB50 built into the ACCESS MODULE.

• AM PROGRAM=
Displays a core dump of an ACCESS module.

• BIND SQL SEGMENT=
Displays the logical and physical attributes for areas, tables, constraints, and indexes for a segment of an SQL-defined
database. The output is similar to that of the BIND SUBSCHEMA function.
– segment-name

Specifies the name of the segment that contains the SQL database areas.
– DBNAME=database-name

Specifies the name of the database that contains the segment where the catalog for the SQL definitions reside.
• BIND SUBSCHEMA=

Displays the logical and physical attributes of the subschema.
– subschema-name

Specifies the name of a subschema load module.
– DBNAME=

Required unless you are binding to an originally built release 10.x subschema that is being converted to Release
12.0 format.

– database-name
Specifies the name of a database.

• BOUNDFILES
Specifies that only files connected to bound areas are displayed. This option is available for FIB-related reports.

• DATES=
Displays the DATE/TIME stamps of the components of a specified load module.
– load-module-name

Specifies the name of a load module.
• DATETIME

Displays the current Date/Time.
• DATETIME STAMP=

Displays the external value of an internal date/time stamp.
– hex-internal-datetime-stamp

The 16 hexadecimal digits that make up the internal representation of the date/time stamp.
• DBTABLE

Displays the contents of the default DBNAME table that is associated with the DMCL.
• DBTABLE=

Displays the contents of the named DBNAME table.
– dbtable-name

Specifies the name of a DB table load module
• DMCL

Reports the contents of the current DMCL module.
– ALL

Optionally, produces the following information in addition to the standard information provided on the DMCL report:
• The date each area definition was last updated
• A history of the last date and time that an area was affected by a DCMT VARY DMCL command

– SORTED
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Sorts DMCL information by area name.
– SORTED PAGES

Sorts DMCL information by page range.
– RADIX

Specifies that each area displays the number of bits reserved for a dbkey line number in hex. This replaces the
Data Sharing flag value.

• EXTERNAL DATETIME=external-datetime-value
The 26 characters that make up the external representation of the date/time stamp. The format is yyyy-mm-dd-
hh.mm.ss.ffffff.
– yyyy specifies the year. yyyy must be an integer in the range 0001 through 9999.
– mm specifies the month within the year. mm must be an integer in the range 01 through 12.
– dd specifies the day within the month. dd must be an integer in the range 01 through 31.
– hh specifies the hour on a 24-hour clock. hh must be an integer in the range 00 through 23.
– mm specifies the number of minutes past the hour. mm must be an integer in the range 00 through 59.
– ss specifies the number of seconds past the minute. ss must be an integer in the range 00 through 59.
– ffffff specifies the number of millionths of a second past the specified second.

• FIND=hex-string
Displays the program name and offset into the program where the address was found. Hex-string is the 8 hexadecimal
digits of the address to be searched for. The address must reside in one of the programs that reside in the PROGRAM
POOL.

• HELP
Displays the parameters supported by the LOOK task.

• LOAD=OPSYS
Specifies that load modules are loaded from an operating system load library rather than from a dictionary load area.
This statement affects the loading technique used by SUBSCHEMA, DATES, PROGRAM, and RCM PROGRAM
statements, and when coded, must precede any of these statements.

• NOFILES
Suppresses the display of DMCL files, buffers, journals, and DBTABLE data. This option is available for FIB-related
reports.

• OPTION FLAGS
Displays all the optional APARs that have been activated in the current RHDCOPTF module.

• PROGRAM=
Displays the DATE/TIME stamp of all the components that make up the load module. Also provides a core dump of the
load module.
– load-module-name

Specifies the name of the load module.
• PROGRAM POOL

Displays the contents of the PROGRAM POOL. Shows the program name, entry point address, load address, use
count, and size of the program.

• RADIX
Specifies that commands that display DMCL area information display the number of bits in a dbkey in hex that is
reserved for a dbkey. This replaces the data sharing flag status.

• RCM PROGRAM=
Displays a core dump of an RCM MODULE.

• RHDCPINT
Displays a list of all products you can license with the product intent status if an RHDCPINT module is found in the
library concatenation.

• STORAGE POOL
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Displays the contents of the STORAGE POOL. Shows the storage address, storage size, task number that acquired
the storage, owner of the storage, and storage type.

• SUBSCHEMA=
Displays the logical attributes of the subschema.
– subschema-name

Specifies the name of a subschema.

Usage

Input

Input to the IDMSLOOK utility consists only of statements to control the utility processing.

Output

The IDMSLOOK utility generates a printout listing that includes the requested reports.

Batch operating mode

You can execute the IDMSLOOK utility in local mode only.

Coding considerations

You can include multiple input statements in a single run of IDMSLOOK. However, each input statement must be on a
separate line.

None of the statements are required.

Online processing

Most of the functions of IDMSLOOK can be executed online through the DC task code LOOK.

NOTE
For more information about using DC tasks, see  IDMS System Tasks and Operator Commands .

JCL Considerations

For more information about the JCL used to execute IDMSLOOK, see the section for your operating system in this topic.

Examples

Requesting subschema information

The following SUBSCHEMA statement directs IDMSLOOK to return a report on the subschema load module EMPSS01.
The report will include information about the logical and physical attributes of the EMPSS01 subschema when it is bound
to database name EMPDEMO.

bind subschema=empss01,dbname=empdemo

Requesting DMCL information

The following statement directs IDMSLOOK to report all information about a DMCL (page range, size, file mappings, and
so on, and date and time history) and to sort the information by area name.

dmcl all sorted

Requesting a hexadecimal dump

The following PROGRAM statement directs IDMSLOOK to return a hexadecimal dump of the load module RTPRG001,
with the date/time stamps of the object modules included in RTPRG001.
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program=rtpgr001

Sample Output

IDMSLOOK starts a new page in the message listing for each input parameter statement processed in the run. At the top
of the page, IDMSLOOK prints the parameter statement. Then IDMSLOOK prints the report requested by the statement.

Report requested by subschema

IDMSLOOK  -  Selection Parameter Follows:

 SUBSCHEMA=EMPSS01

     EMPSS01  was #LOADed From --> APPLDICT

Entry Point Offset +0      -  Reentrant     -  AMODE 31  -  RMODE ANY

                          SUBSCHEMA=EMPSS01

                    Compiled=yyyy-mm-dd  15.24.58

           Subschema Structure is Network and Unbound

    Area Name        Segment

------------------   --------

EMP-DEMO-REGION        n/a

INS-DEMO-REGION        n/a

ORG-DEMO-REGION        n/a

    Record Name                      Stored   Rec ID      Area Name           Data Length  Prefix Length     

      Procedures

---------------------------------    ------   ------   ------------------     -----------  -------------  

 --------------------

COVERAGE                              VIA        400   INS-DEMO-REGION                20           20

DENTAL-CLAIM                          VIA        405   INS-DEMO-REGION               936           12

DEPARTMENT                            CALC       410   ORG-DEMO-REGION                56           16

EMPLOYEE                              CALC       415   EMP-DEMO-REGION               120           72

EMPOSITION                            VIA        420   EMP-DEMO-REGION                32           24

EXPERTISE                             VIA        425   EMP-DEMO-REGION                12           20

HOSPITAL-CLAIM                        VIA        430   INS-DEMO-REGION               300            8

INSURANCE-PLAN                        CALC       435   INS-DEMO-REGION               132            8

JOB                                   CALC       440   ORG-DEMO-REGION               300           24   

 IDMSCOMP Before STORE

                                                                                                        

 IDMSCOMP Before MODIFY

                                                                                                        

 IDMSDCOM After GET

NON-HOSP-CLAIM                        VIA        445   INS-DEMO-REGION             1,056           12

OFFICE                                CALC       450   ORG-DEMO-REGION                76           16

SKILL                                 CALC       455   ORG-DEMO-REGION                76           20

SR1                                   VIA          1      n/a                          4            8

SR6                                   VIA          6      n/a                          0            0

SR7                                   CALC         7      n/a                         16           16
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Chain Sorted-> CALC                                 Next,Prior

Owner -------> SR1                                  Next=00  Prior=04

Member ------> SR6                                  Next=00  Prior=04

Member ------> SR7                                  Next=00  Prior=04

                 Ckey  Offset=16   Length=16   Data Type=Character

Member ------> SKILL                                Next=00  Prior=04

                 Ckey  Offset=20   Length=4    Data Type=Numeric (Unsigned)

Member ------> OFFICE                               Next=00  Prior=04

                 Ckey  Offset=16   Length=3    Data Type=Character

Member ------> JOB                                  Next=00  Prior=04

                 Ckey  Offset=28   Length=4    Data Type=Numeric (Unsigned)

Member ------> INSURANCE-PLAN                       Next=00  Prior=04

                 Ckey  Offset=8    Length=3    Data Type=Character

Member ------> EMPLOYEE                             Next=00  Prior=04

                 Ckey  Offset=72   Length=4    Data Type=Numeric (Unsigned)

Member ------> DEPARTMENT                           Next=00  Prior=04

                 Ckey  Offset=16   Length=4    Data Type=Numeric (Unsigned)

Chain Last --> COVERAGE-CLAIMS                      Next,Prior

Owner -------> COVERAGE                             Next=12  Prior=16

Via Member --> NON-HOSP-CLAIM                       Next=00  Prior=04

Via Member --> HOSPITAL-CLAIM                       Next=00  Prior=04

Via Member --> DENTAL-CLAIM                         Next=00  Prior=04

Chain Sorted-> DEPT-EMPLOYEE                        Next,Prior,Owner

Owner -------> DEPARTMENT                           Next=08  Prior=12

Member ------> EMPLOYEE                             Next=08  Prior=12  Owner=16

                 Ckey  Offset=86   Length=15   Data Type=Character

                 Ckey  Offset=76   Length=10   Data Type=Character

Chain First -> EMP-COVERAGE                         Next,Prior,Owner

Owner -------> EMPLOYEE                             Next=32  Prior=36

Via Member --> COVERAGE                             Next=00  Prior=04  Owner=08

Chain First -> EMP-EMPOSITION                       Next,Prior,Owner

Owner -------> EMPLOYEE                             Next=40  Prior=44

Via Member --> EMPOSITION                           Next=00  Prior=04  Owner=08

Chain Sorted-> EMP-EXPERTISE                        Next,Prior,Owner

Owner -------> EMPLOYEE                             Next=48  Prior=52

Via Member --> EXPERTISE                            Next=00  Prior=04  Owner=08

                 Ckey  Offset=20   Length=2    Data Type=Character

Index Sorted-> EMP-NAME-NDX                         SR8Next,SR8Prior

Owner -------> SR7                                  SR8Next=08  SR8Prior=12

Member ------> EMPLOYEE                             SR8Next=20

                 Ckey  Offset=86   Length=15   Data Type=Character

                 Ckey  Offset=76   Length=10   Data Type=Character

Report requested by DMCL

NOTE
For data sharing installations, the "Shr" column in the generated report can have one of the following values:
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• blank -- no data sharing enabled for area.
• D -- data sharing has been defined in the DMCL definition of the area, but it is not currently being shared.
• R -- data sharing is currently active for the identified area.
• The RADIX option replaces the "Shr" column with a radix value.

IDMSLOOK  -  OPSYS=z/OS         Version XX.XX.XX

DMCL ALL

             DMCL=S74DMCL               Runtime Size---> 13008  (77,832 Bytes)

    This DMCL uses dbtable R120DBTB    Compiled Size---> 0BD7C  (48,508 Bytes)

Date Last Critical Change=2008-04-30  20.34.06    The Operating System is z/OS

Date Created=2007-05-25  10.40.48      Date Last Updated=2008-04-30  18.00.39

    Dynamic File Allocation - on

    Data Sharing is active - on connectivity no abend

    Data Sharing Lock Entries - 4,096

    Data Sharing Members - 4

    Data Sharing Default Shared Cache - IDMSCACHE00002

    Memory Cache Location ANYWHERE Storage Limit OPSYS

                              Page      Low         High      Page

     Area Name            Shr Group     Page        Page      Size    DDNAME

----------------------    --- -----  ----------  ----------  ------  --------

DBCR.BRNCHTEL                    15     680,001     685,012   4,000  BRANCHA

                                                                     BRANCHB

                                                                     BRANCHC

                                                                     BRANCHD

  NETWORK area

  On STARTUP go Update                    On WARMSTART use current status

  Definition date last critical change=2007-05-25  10.40.48

  Page Reserve size      0      Space Management Page Interval       1,984

  Max Records Per Page                                                 255

  Page Range Symbolic is BRNCHTEL           Value is      680,001--->685,012

DBCR.ACCTHIST                    15     690,001     740,040   2,932  ACCOUNTA

                                                                     ACCOUNTB

                                                                     ACCOUNTC

                                                                     ACCOUNTD

                                                                     ACCOUNTE

  NETWORK area

  On STARTUP go Update                    On WARMSTART use current status

  Definition date last critical change=2007-05-25  10.40.48

  Page Reserve size      0      Space Management Page Interval       1,450

  Max Records Per Page                                                 255

  Page Range Symbolic is ACCTHIST           Value is      690,001--->740,040

EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION           0      75,001      75,100   4,276  EMPDEMO

  NETWORK area

  On STARTUP go Update                    On WARMSTART use current status

  Definition date last critical change=2007-05-25  10.40.48

  Page Reserve size      0      Space Management Page Interval       2,122

  Max Records Per Page                                                 255

  Page Range Symbolic is EMP-DEMO-REGION    Value is       75,001--->75,100
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EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION           0      75,101      75,150   4,276  INSDEMO

  NETWORK area

  On STARTUP go Update                    On WARMSTART use current status

  Definition date last critical change=2007-05-25  10.40.48

  Page Reserve size      0      Space Management Page Interval       2,122

  Max Records Per Page                                                 255

  Page Range Symbolic is INS-DEMO-REGION    Value is       75,101--->75,150

EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION           0      75,151      75,200   4,276  ORGDEMO

  NETWORK area

  On STARTUP go Update                    On WARMSTART use current status

  Definition date last critical change=2007-05-25  10.40.48

  Page Reserve size      0      Space Management Page Interval       2,122

  Max Records Per Page                                                 255

  Page Range Symbolic is ORG-DEMO-REGION    Value is       75,151--->75,200

.

.

.

                                          Mem.- Shared

   File Name                 DDNAME  Type Cache Cache   Buffer Name

--------------------------- -------- ---- ----- ----- ------------------

DBCR.ACCOUNTA               ACCOUNTA BDAM   No   Yes  DBCR_ACCT_BUFFER

      Definition date last critical change=2007-05-25  10.40.48

DBCR.ACCOUNTB               ACCOUNTB BDAM   No   Yes  DBCR_ACCT_BUFFER

      Definition date last critical change=2007-05-25  10.40.48

DBCR.ACCOUNTC               ACCOUNTC BDAM   No   Yes  DBCR_ACCT_BUFFER

      Definition date last critical change=2007-05-25  10.40.48

DBCR.ACCOUNTD               ACCOUNTD BDAM   No   Yes  DBCR_ACCT_BUFFER

      Definition date last critical change=2007-05-25  10.40.48

DBCR.ACCOUNTE               ACCOUNTE BDAM   No   Yes  DBCR_ACCT_BUFFER

      Definition date last critical change=2007-05-25  10.40.48

DBCR.BRANCHA                BRANCHA  BDAM   No   Yes  DBCR_BRCH_BUFFER

      Definition date last critical change=2007-05-25  10.40.48

DBCR.BRANCHB                BRANCHB  BDAM   No   Yes  DBCR_BRCH_BUFFER

      Definition date last critical change=2007-05-25  10.40.48

DBCR.BRANCHC                BRANCHC  BDAM   No   Yes  DBCR_BRCH_BUFFER

      Definition date last critical change=2007-05-25  10.40.48

DBCR.BRANCHD                BRANCHD  BDAM   No   Yes  DBCR_BRCH_BUFFER

      Definition date last critical change=2007-05-25  10.40.48

EMPDEMO.EMPDEMO             EMPDEMO  BDAM   No    No  DEFAULT_BUFFER

      Definition date last critical change=2007-05-25  10.40.48

EMPDEMO.INSDEMO             INSDEMO  BDAM   No    No  DEFAULT_BUFFER
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      Definition date last critical change=2007-05-25  10.40.48

EMPDEMO.ORGDEMO             ORGDEMO  BDAM   No    No  DEFAULT_BUFFER

      Definition date last critical change=2007-05-25  10.40.48

.

.

.

           DMCL Journals         Page Size      # of Pages

           -------------         ----------     ----------

           SYSJRNL1                   2,932         30,000

             Definition date last critical change=2007-05-25  10.40.48

           SYSJRNL2                   2,932         30,000

             Definition date last critical change=2008-04-30  17.57.03

           SYSJRNL                   19,068        Archive

           Journal Buffers      Buffer Size   # of Buffers

           ---------------      -----------   ------------

           JNL_BUFFER                 2,932             80

             Definition date last critical change=2007-05-25  10.40.48

                     Buffer    CV      CV   Total CV     Local  Local  Total Local

DMCL Buffers          Size   Buffers  Type    Size      Buffers  Type    Size

------------         ------   ------   --   ----------   ------   --   ----------

DBCR_BRCH_BUFFER      4,000    5,000   OS   20,000,000    1,000   OS    4,000,000

DBCR_ACCT_BUFFER      2,932    5,000   OS   14,660,000    1,000   OS    2,932,000

LOG_BUFFER            1,076        5   OS        5,380        5   DC        5,380

SCRATCH_BUFFER        2,676        5   OS       13,380        5   DC       13,380

DEFAULT_BUFFER        9,076       30   OS      272,280       20   OS      181,520

                  0 Bytes used for CV buffers in DC storage

         94,951,040 Bytes used for CV buffers in OS storage

         94,951,040 Bytes used for CV DMCL Buffers

             18,760 Bytes used for LOCAL buffers in DC storage

         19,113,520 Bytes used for LOCAL buffers in OS storage

         19,132,280 Bytes used for LOCAL DMCL Buffers

      Dbtable=R120DBTB             Compiled Date=2007-05-16  17.18.23

                 The DEFAULT Dictionary is TSTDICT

DBNAME is *DEFAULT  match on subschema is OPTIONAL

    Subschema IDMSNWK? maps to IDMSNWK? using DBNAME ---> TSTDICT

    Subschema EMPSS??? maps to EMPSS??? using DBNAME ---> EMPDEM2

    Subschema EV?????? maps to EV?????? using DBNAME ---> VSAMTDB

    Subschema ET?????? maps to ETSTSUBS using DBNAME ---> ETOTDB

    Subschema DBCR???? maps to DBCR???? using DBNAME ---> DBCR
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DBNAME is DBCR      match on subschema is OPTIONAL

             Include SEGMENT ---> DBCR                              0 BIND COUNT

DBNAME is EMPDEM2   match on subschema is OPTIONAL

             Include SEGMENT ---> EMPDEMO                           0 BIND COUNT

.

.

.

IDMSLOOK  -   1 Selection Card  Processed

Display Component Module Information

The following LOOK command displays information about the component modules of program IDMSCHDC.

LOOK DATES=IDMSCHDC                                                      

IDMSLOOK  -  OPSYS=z/OS         Version XX.XX.XX

DATES=IDMSCHDC                                                            

                                                                          

         was loaded From CDMSLIB DSN --> IDMSNDV.MOTM.IDMS.BASE.P2.LOADLIB

Entry Point Offset +0      -  Reentrant     -  AMODE 31  -  RMODE ANY     

       31,016 Bytes in Load Module IDMSCHDC loaded at 38D1CA00            

                                                                          

            Module    Offset   Date   Time    FMID      RMID              

                                                                          

           IDMSFSED   +18     100111  1645  CAGJI00   CAGJI00 

           IDDSFEDC   +6080   100111  1637  CAGJI00   CAGJI00

           IDMSCHPT   +7408   100111  1640  CAGJI00   CAGJI00

           IDMSDATE   +7878   100111  1712  CAGJI00   CAGJI00

More Information

• For more information about using DCMT DISPLAY facilities for DMCL, DBTABLE, subschema, and program modules,
see  IDMS System Tasks and Operator Commands .

• For more information about defining DMCLs, DBTABLEs, and subschemas, see the  Administrating IDMS Database .

IDMSRPTS
The IDMSRPTS data dictionary reports utility provides information stored in a data dictionary. The utility is a useful tool for
database administrators, application programmers, operations personnel, and managers. IDMSRPTS generates reports in
four categories.

This article describes the following information:

Report Types

This section describes the IDMSRPTS report types.
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Non-database reports

Non-database reports provide information on occurrences of data dictionary entities that are not related to database
processing.

You do not need to specify a schema, subschema, DMCL, database name table, or segment to get these reports.

Full Report Name Syntax Name Description
Global Report Listing GLBLRPT Produces all non-database reports
Module/Process/Table Description Listings MODLST Produces all module, process, and table

reports
Module Description Listing MODULE Reports on modules in the dictionary
ADS Process Description Listing PROCESS Reports on processes
Protocol Listing PRTLST Reports on protocols defined in the data

dictionary
Record Copy Description Listing RECCOPY Reports on IDD-built records, reports, and

transactions
OLQ Qfile Description Listing QFILE Reports on q-files defined in the data

dictionary
Table Description Listing TABLE Reports on edit and code tables
User Listing USER Reports on users defined in the data

dictionary

Schema Reports

Schema reports provide information on specified schemas defined in the data dictionary.

Full Report Name Syntax Name Description
Schema Report Listing SCHRPT Produces all schema reports
Area Listing AREALST Reports on areas defined in a specified

schema
Program Cross-Reference Listing PGMLST Reports on subschemas compiled under a

specified schema
Schema Record Description Listing RECDES Reports on record types defined in a

specified schema
Schema Set Description Listing SETDES Reports on sets defined in a specified

schema

Subschema reports

Subschema reports provide information on specified subschemas defined in the data dictionary.

Full Report Name Syntax Name Description
Subschema Report Listing SSCRPT Produces all subschema reports
Subschema Data Directory Listing DATDIR Provides general information on record

types copied into a specified subschema
Logical Record Activity Descriptions LRACT Reports on program activity for logical

records defined in a specified subschema
Subschema Logical Record Descriptions LRDEFS Reports on logical records defined in a

specified subschema
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Logical Record Path Descriptions LRPATH Reports on the paths defined for logical
records in a specified subschema

Subschema Area Description Listing SUBAREA Reports on areas copied into a specified
subschema

Subschema Record Description Listing SUBREC Provides comprehensive information on
records copied into a specified subschema

Subschema Set Description Listing SUBSET Reports on sets copied into a specified
subschema

Physical Database Definition reports

Physical database definition reports provide information on specified DMCLs, SEGMENTS, and DBTABLES defined in the
dictionary.

Full Report Name Syntax Name Description
Physical Database Report Listing PDBRPT Produces all physical database definition

reports
DBTABLE Listing DBTLST Reports on the database names defined in

the specified database names table
DMCL Listing DMCLST Reports on files, segments, and areas

defined in the specified DMCL
Segment Listing SEGLST Reports on files, areas, and symbolics

defined in the specified segment

Authorization

Physical database definition reports

To You Need This Privilege or Authority
Run DMCLST report DBADMIN on the dictionary being processed or DISPLAY on each

DMCL on which you want to report
Run SEGLST reports DBADMIN on the dictionary being processed or DISPLAY on each

segment on which you want to report
DBTLST DBADMIN on the dictionary being processed or DISPLAY on each

DBTABLE on which you want to report

Non-database, schema, and subschema reports

To You Need This Privilege On
Run any reports except physical database
definition reports

SIGNON authority Dictionary being processed if SECURITY
FOR IDD SIGNON IS ON

Run all global reports except physical
database definition reports

DISPLAY or higher Basic entity type on which you want to
report if SECURITY FOR IDD SIGNON IS
ON

Run schema and subschema reports DISPLAY or higher Database entity on which you want to report
if SECURITY FOR IDMS IS ON

Run all reports except User Listing and
physical database definition reports

DISPLAY or higher Entity occurrence on which you want to
report if the PUBLIC ACCESS IS NONE
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Syntax

SIGNON USER statement

 

►►──┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

    └─ SIGnon USEr user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                            └─ PASsword = password ──┘

 

SCHEMA statement

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

   └─ SCHema ─┬─────┬─┬─ schema-name ─────────────┬─┘

              └─ = ─┘ │     ┌────── , ──────┐     │

                      ├─ ( ─▼─ schema-name ─┴─ ) ─┤

                      └─ ALL ─────────────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►

   └─ Version ─┬─────┬─┬─ version-number ─────────────┬─┘

               └─ = ─┘ │     ┌─────── , ────────┐     │

                       ├─ ( ─▼─ version-number ─┴─ ) ─┤

                       ├─ HIGhest  ◄──────────────────┤

                       └─ ALL ────────────────────────┘

 

SUBSCHEMA statement

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────►

   └─┬─ SUBschema ─┬─┬─────┬─┬─ subschema-name ─────────────┬─┘

     └─ SSC ───────┘ └─ = ─┘ │     ┌─────── , ────────┐     │

                             ├─ ( ─▼─ subschema-name ─┴─ ) ─┤

                             └─ ALL ────────────────────────┘

 

DMCL statement

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

   └─ DMCl ─┬─────┬─┬─ dmcl-name ─────────────┬─┘

            └─ = ─┘ │     ┌───── , ─────┐     │

                    ├─ ( ─▼─ dmcl-name ─┴─ ) ─┤

                    └─ ALL ───────────────────┘

 

SEGMENT statement

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ SEGment ─┬─────┬─┬─ segment-name ─────────────┬─┘
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               └─ = ─┘ │     ┌────── , ───────┐     │

                       ├─ ( ─▼─ segment-name ─┴─ ) ─┤

                       └─ ALL ──────────────────────┘

 

DBTABLE statement

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

   └─ DBTable ─┬─────┬───┬────── dbtable-name ─────┬─┘

               └─ = ─┘   │   ┌────── , ────────┐   │

                         ├─(─▼── dbtable-name ─┴─)─┤

                         └────── ALL ──────────────┘

 

REPORTS SELECTION statement

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─┬─ ALLRPT ──────────┬─┘

     │ ┌───────────────┐ │

     └─▼─┬─ AREALST ─┬─┴─┘

         ├─ DATDIR ──┤

         ├─ DBTLST ──┤

         ├─ DMCLST ──┤

         ├─ GLBLRPT ─┤

         ├─ LRACT ───┤

         ├─ LRDEFS ──┤

         ├─ LRPATH ──┤

         ├─ MODLST ──┤

         ├─ MODULE ──┤

         ├─ PDBRPT ──┤

         ├─ PGMLST ──┤

         ├─ PROCESS ─┤

         ├─ PRTLST ──┤

         ├─ QFILE ───┤

         ├─ RECCOPY ─┤

         ├─ MornES ──┤

         ├─ SCHRPT ──┤

         ├─ SEGLST ──┤

         ├─ SETDES ──┤

         ├─ SSCRPT ──┤

         ├─ SUBAREA ─┤

         ├─ SUBREC ──┤

         ├─ SUBSET ──┤

         ├─ TABLE ───┤

         └─ USER ────┘

 

Statements

Statement descriptions
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IDMSRPTS utility processing is controlled by the input statements listed in the following table.

NOTE
When specifying multiple input statements (other than SIGNON and REPORTS SELECTION), you must specify
them in the order listed in the following table.

Statement Description
SIGNON USER Identifies the user running IDMSRPTS.
SCHEMA Specifies the schema(s) to report on.
SUBSCHEMA Specifies the subschema(s) to report on.
DMCL Specifies the DMCL(s) to report on.
SEGMENT Specifies the segment(s) to report on.
DBTABLE Specifies the database name table(s) to report on.
REPORTS SELECTION Specifies the report(s) to generate.

SIGNON USER statement

The SIGNON USER statement is provided to override the external user ID for IDD security checking at IDD signon and for
entity type and entity occurrence levels for reports other than physical database definition reports.

NOTE
Your external user ID (from the job card) is always used for physical database definition security checking.

If you do not specify a SIGNON USER statement, your external user ID is also used for IDD security checking.

Use the SIGNON USER statement, specifying the user ID and password of an authorized user, if your external user ID is:

• Not defined in the dictionary and IDD SIGNON IS ON
• Is defined in the dictionary but does not have authority to sign on or access the entity-types and occurrences on which

you wish to report

If the IDD USER SIGNON OVERRIDE option does not allow signon override, and the external user ID is different from the
SIGNON user ID, IDMS/DB ignores the SIGNON user ID for all IDD security checking.

If the dictionary is unsecured, you do not need to specify either a user ID or a password.

Syntax

►►──┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

    └─ SIGnon USEr user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                            └─ PASsword = password ──┘

Parameters

• user-id
Identifies a user in the dictionary.

• PASsword = password
Specifies the password assigned to the user in the data dictionary.
A password must be provided if a SIGNON statement has been processed, and the specified user ID is not the same
as the external user ID and has been assigned a password in the dictionary.

SCHEMA statement

The SCHEMA statement identifies the schema(s) to report on.

A schema statement is required if the reports selection includes any of the following:
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• SCHRPT
• AREALST
• PGMLIST
• RECDES
• SETDES

Authorization

The identified user must hold authority for:

• IDD SIGNON if IDD SIGNON is secured and
• DISPLAY or higher if IDMS is secured and
• DISPLAY or higher on named schema(s) if PUBLIC ACCESS for the occurrence is NONE

Syntax

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

   └─ SCHema ─┬─────┬─┬─ schema-name ─────────────┬─┘

              └─ = ─┘ │     ┌────── , ──────┐     │

                      ├─ ( ─▼─ schema-name ─┴─ ) ─┤

                      └─ ALL ─────────────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►

   └─ Version ─┬─────┬─┬─ version-number ─────────────┬─┘

               └─ = ─┘ │     ┌─────── , ────────┐     │

                       ├─ ( ─▼─ version-number ─┴─ ) ─┤

                       ├─ HIGhest  ◄──────────────────┤

                       └─ ALL ────────────────────────┘

Parameters

• SCHema
Identifies the schema(s) for which specified schema-level reports are to be produced, and/or the schema(s) to which
any specified subschema(s) are related.

• schema-name
Specifies the name of a schema defined in the data dictionary. You can specify multiple occurrences of schema-name
by enclosing them in parentheses and separating them with commas.
IDMSRPTS reports only on the named schema(s).
You can specify up to 25 schema names.

• ALL
Directs IDMSRPTS to report on all schemas in the data dictionary.

• Version
Specifies version numbers for all the schemas named in the SCHEMA parameter.

• version-number
Directs IDMSRPTS to report on the specified versions of each schema.
You can specify up to 25 version numbers.

• HIGhest
Directs IDMSRPTS to report on the highest numbered version of each specified schema.
This is the default.

• ALL
Directs IDMSRPTS to report on all versions of each specified schema.

SUBSCHEMA statement

The SUBSCHEMA statement identifies the subschema(s) to report on.
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Both a schema and subschema statement are required if the reports selection includes any of the following:

• SSCRPT
• DATDIR
• LRACT
• LRDEFS
• LRPATH
• SUBREC
• SUBSET

Authorization

The identified user must hold authority for:

• IDD SIGNON if IDD SIGNON is secured and
• DISPLAY or higher if IDMS is secured and
• DISPLAY or higher on requested schema(s) if PUBLIC ACCESS for the occurrence is NONE

Syntax

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────►

  └─┬─ SUBschema ─┬─┬─────┬─┬─ subschema-name ─────────────┬─┘

    └─ SSC ───────┘ └─ = ─┘ │     ┌─────── , ────────┐     │

                            ├─ ( ─▼─ subschema-name ─┴─ ) ─┤

                            └─ ALL ────────────────────────┘

Parameters

• SUBschema/SSC
Identifies the subschema(s) for which the specified subschema-level reports are to be produced.
SUBSCHEMA and SSC are synonyms and can be used interchangeably.

• subschema-name
Specifies the name of a subschema compiled under a schema identified by the SCHEMA statement.
IDMSRPTS reports only on the named subschema(s).
You can specify up to 25 subschema names.
You can specify multiple occurrences of subschema-name by enclosing them in parentheses and separating them with
commas.

• ALL
Directs IDMSRPTS to reports on all subschemas compiled under the schema(s) identified by the SCHEMA statement.

DMCL statement

The DMCL statement identifies the DMCL(s) to report on.

A DMCL statement is required if the reports selection includes DMCLST.

Authorization

The external user ID must hold either DBADMIN authority for the dictionary or DISPLAY authority on requested DMCL(s).

Syntax

►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

  └─ DMCl ─┬─────┬─┬─ dmcl-name ─────────────┬─┘

           └─ = ─┘ │     ┌───── , ─────┐     │

                   ├─ ( ─▼─ dmcl-name ─┴─ ) ─┤

                   └─ ALL ───────────────────┘
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Parameters

• DMCl
Identifies the DMCL(s) for which the DMCLST report is to be produced.

• dmcl-name
Identifies the name of a DMCL defined in the catalog component of the dictionary. You can specify multiple
occurrences of dmcl-name by enclosing them in parentheses and separating them with commas.
IDMSRPTS reports only on the named DMCL(s).
You can specify up to 25 DMCL names.

• ALL
Directs IDMSRPTS to reports on all DMCLs defined in the dictionary.

SEGMENT statement

The SEGMENT statement identifies the segment(s) to report on.

A SEGMENT statement is required if the reports selection includes SEGLST.

Authorization

The external user ID must hold either DBADMIN authority for the dictionary or DISPLAY authority on requested
segment(s).

Syntax

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

  └─ SEGment ─┬─────┬─┬─ segment-name ─────────────┬─┘

              └─ = ─┘ │     ┌────── , ───────┐     │

                      ├─ ( ─▼─ segment-name ─┴─ ) ─┤

                      └─ ALL ──────────────────────┘

Parameters

• SEGment
Identifies the segment(s) for which the SEGLST report is to be produced.

• segment-name
Specifies the name of a segment defined in the catalog component of the dictionary. You can specify multiple
occurrences of segment-name by enclosing them in parentheses and separating them with commas.
IDMSRPTS reports only on the named segment(s).
You can specify up to 25 segment names.

• ALL
Directs IDMSRPTS to reports on all segments defined in the dictionary.

DBTABLE statement

The DBTABLE statement identifies the database name table(s) to report on.

A DBTABLE statement is required if the reports selection includes DBTLST.

Authorization

The external user ID must hold either DBADMIN authority for the dictionary or DISPLAY authority on requested database
names table(s).

Syntax

►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

  └─ DBTable ─┬─────┬───┬────── dbtable-name ─────┬─┘

              └─ = ─┘   │   ┌────── , ────────┐   │
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                        ├─(─▼── dbtable-name ─┴─)─┤

                        └────── ALL ──────────────┘

Parameters

• DBTable
Identifies the database name table(s) for which specified dbtable-level reports are to be produced.

• dbtable-name
Identifies the name of a database name table defined in the catalog component of the dictionary. You can specify
multiple occurrences of dbtable-name by enclosing them in parentheses and separating them with commas.
IDMSRPTS reports only on the named database name table(s).

• ALL
Directs IDMSRPTS to report on all database name tables defined in the catalog segment of the dictionary.

REPORTS SELECTION statement

The REPORTS SELECTION statement identifies the reports to generate.

Syntax

►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

  └─┬─ ALLRPT ──────────┬─┘

    │ ┌───────────────┐ │

    └─▼─┬─ AREALST ─┬─┴─┘

        ├─ DATDIR ──┤

        ├─ DBTLST ──┤

        ├─ DMCLST ──┤

        ├─ GLBLRPT ─┤

        ├─ LRACT ───┤

        ├─ LRDEFS ──┤

        ├─ LRPATH ──┤

        ├─ MODLST ──┤

        ├─ MODULE ──┤

        ├─ PDBRPT ──┤

        ├─ PGMLST ──┤

        ├─ PROCESS ─┤

        ├─ PRTLST ──┤

        ├─ QFILE ───┤

        ├─ RECCOPY ─┤

        ├─ RECDES ──┤

        ├─ SCHRPT ──┤

        ├─ SEGLST ──┤

        ├─ SETDES ──┤

        ├─ SSCRPT ──┤

        ├─ SUBAREA ─┤

        ├─ SUBREC ──┤

        ├─ SUBSET ──┤

        ├─ TABLE ───┤

        └─ USER ────┘

Parameters

• ALLRPT
Generates all non-database reports; all reports except DBTLST, DMCLST, and SEGLST.

• AREALST
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Generates the Area Listing for each specified schema.
• DATDIR

Generates the Subschema Data Directory Listing for each specified subschema.
• DBTLST

Generates the DBNAMES Table Report.
• DMCLST

Generates the DMCL Listing for each specified DMCL.
• GLBLRPT

Generates all database independent reports: MODULE, PROCESS, TABLE, RECCOPY, PRTLST, QFILE, and USER.
No SCHEMA, SUBSCHEMA, DMCL, or SEGMENT statement is required to generate these reports.

• LRACT
Generates the Logical Record Activity Descriptions report for each specified subschema.

• LRDEFS
Generates the Subschema Logical Record Descriptions report for each specified subschema.

• LRPATH
Generates the Logical Record Path Descriptions report for each specified subschema.

• MODLST
Generates the module, process, and table reports.

• MODULE
Generates the Module Description Listing, which lists each module that you are authorized to display. Processes,
tables, qfiles, and protocols are not included in this report.

• PDBRPT
Generates the physical database reports: DBTLST, DMCLST, and SEGLST.
If specified:
– DMCLST will be produced for all DMCLs identified on DMCL statements
– SEGLST will be produced for all SEGMENTs identified on SEGMENT statements
– DBTLST will be produced for all DBTABLES identified on DBTABLE statements

• PGMLST
Generates the Program Cross-Reference Listing for each specified schema version.

• PROCESS
Generates the ADS Process Description Listing, which lists each process that you are authorized to display.

• PRTLST
Generates the Protocol Listing.

• QFILE
Generates the OLQ Qfile Description Listing.

• RECCOPY
Generates the Record Copy Description Listing, which lists each IDD-built record, report, and transaction that you are
authorized to display.

• RECDES
Generates the Schema Record Description Listing for each specified schema version.

• SCHRPT
Generates all schema reports for each specified schema version: AREALST, PGMLST, RECDES, and SETDES.
The schema reports do not report on unvalidated schemas or schemas that have errors.

• SEGLST
Generates the Segment Listing for each specified segment.

• SETDES
Generates the Set Description Listing for each specified schema version.

• SSCRPT
Generates all subschema reports for each specified subschema, schema, and version: DATDIR, LRACT, LRDEFS,
LRPATH, SUBREC, and SUBSET.
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The subschema reports do not report on unvalidated subschemas or subschemas that contain errors.
• SUBAREA

Generates the Subschema Area Description Listing for each specified subschema.
• SUBREC

Generates the Subschema Record Description Listing for each specified subschema.
• SUBSET

Generates the Subschema Set Description Listing for each specified subschema.
• TABLE

Generates the Table Description Listing, which lists each table that you are authorized to display.
• USER

Generates the User Listing.

Usage

Input

Input to the IDMSRPTS utility consists of statements to control the utility processing.

NOTE
When specifying multiple input statements (other than SIGNON and REPORTS SELECTION), you must specify
them in this order:

1. SCHEMA
2. SUBSCHEMA
3. DMCL
4. SEGMENT
5. DBTABLE

Specifying a dictionary name and nodename

To override the default dictionary name or dictionary nodename the IDMSRPTS utility uses to produce reports, use the
DICTNAME and DICTNODE parameters in the SYSIDMS parameter file.

Output

The IDMSRPTS utility generates reports on information stored in a data dictionary.

Batch operating mode

You can execute the IDMSRPTS utility either in local mode or under the central version.

JCL Considerations

For more information about the JCL used to execute IDMSRPTS, see the section for your operating system in this section.

Examples

Protocol Listing

The following input parameters direct IDMSRPTS to generate the Protocol Listing.

prtlst

DMCL, SEGMENT, DBTABLE Listing

The following input parameters direct IDMSRPTS to generate the DMCL Listing for the DMCL IDMSDMCL, a Segment
Listing for each segment defined in the dictionary and a DBTABLE Listing for each DBTABLE defined in the dictionary.
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dmcl=idmsdmcl

segment=all

dbtable=all

pdbrpt

Schema Record and Set Description Listing

The following input parameters direct IDMSRPTS to generate the Schema Record Description Listing and the Set
Description Listing for versions 1, 99, and 100 of the schema EMPSCHM.

schema=empschm version=(1, 99, 100)

recdes setdes

Subschema Area and Data Directory Listing

The following input parameters direct IDMSRPTS to generate the Subschema Area Description Listing and the
Subschema Data Directory Listing for each subschema compiled under the highest existing version of the schema
EMPSCHM.

schema=empschm subschema=all

subarea datdir

Sample Output

Protocol Listing

                          GLOBAL                        PRTLST

IDMSRPTS nn.n                              ----------- PROTOCOL LISTING -----------                      DATE     TIME   PAGE

PRTLST                                           DICTIONARY SYSTEM   OF NODE DEFAULT                       mm/

dd/yy  180854     1

PROTOCOL NAME .. BATCH

PROTOCOL VERSION 0001

DATE CREATED ... mm/dd/yy

LAST UPDATED ... N/A

LANGUAGE ....... COBOL

                                           MOVE @DMLSEQ TO DML-SEQUENCE

                                           MOVE @OCCUR TO RECORD-OCCUR

                                           MOVE @NODN TO SSC-NODN

                                           MOVE @DBN TO SSC-DBN

                                           MOVE @DICTNO TO SSC-DNO

                                           MOVE @DICTNA TO SSC-DNA

                                           MOVE @LNG TO LRC-LRPXELNG

                                           MOVE @LRSIZE TO LRC-MAXVXP

                                           MOVE '@LRSTAT' TO LR-STATUS

                                           MOVE '@VERB' TO LRVERB

                                           MOVE '@NAME' TO LRNAME

                          @(PXELP

                                           MOVE @XDE TO @PXE

                                           ADD @PXELNG TO LRC-LRPXELNG

                          @)PXELP
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                          @(MISCLOOP

                                           @MISC

                          @)MISCLOOP

                                           CALL 'IDMS' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL  @CALLIDMS

                                                   IDBMSCOM (@FUNC1)

                                                   @SSCTRL

                                                   @SSNAME

                                                   @SSLRCTRL

                                                   @REC

                                                   @SET

                                                   @AREA

                                                   @DATANAME

                                                   @RECBUF

                                                   @OCCUR2

                                                   IDBMSCOM (@FUNC2)

                                                   IDBMSCOM (@KEEP)

                                                   @P1

                                                   @P2

                                                   @P3

                                                   @P4

                          @(PALOOP

                                                   @PA1

                                                   @PA2

                                                   @PA3

                          @)PALOOP

                                                                           @PERIOD

                                           IF ERROR-STATUS EQUAL TO '@STATUS'

                    ...

DMCL, SEGMENT, and DBTABLE Listing

IDMSRPTS nn.n                              ------------- DMCL LISTING -------------                      DATE     TIME   PAGE

DMCLST                                       DICTIONARY SYSTEM   OF NODE DEFAULT                       mm/dd/

yy  181203     1

                                                         DMCL CVDMCL13

                                         EXTERNAL  LOW  REL  HIGH REL    PAGE  LOW PAGE  CALC HIGH  HIGH PAGE  BLK/

PAGE    PAGE

                                           NAME    BLOCK NR  BLOCK NR   GROUP   NUMBER    PAGE NR    NUMBER      SIZE      RESV

SEGMENT ................ APPLCAT                                               0

    FILE ............... APPLCAT         APPLCAT          1      1000                                            4276

        AREA ........... DDLCAT                           1      1000      0    304001     305000     305000     4276         0

    FILE ............... APPLCATX        APPLCATX         1       500                                            4276

        AREA ........... DDLCATX                          1       500      0    306001     306500     306500     4276         0

    FILE ............... APPLCATL        APPLCATL         1       500                                            4276

        AREA ........... DDLCATLOD                        1       500      0    308001     308500     308500     4276         0
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SEGMENT ................ APPLNWK                                               0

    FILE ............... APPLDML         APPLDML          1      1000                                          

  4276

        AREA ........... DDLDML                           1      1000      0    300001     301000     301000     4276         0

    FILE ............... APPLLOD         APPLLOD          1       500                                            4276

        AREA ........... DDLDCLOD                         1       500      0    302001     302500     302500     4276         0

SEGMENT ................ ASFNWK                                                0

    FILE ............... ASFDML          ASFDML           1      1000                                            4276

        AREA ........... DDLDML                       1      1000          0    400001     401000     401000     4276         0

    FILE ............... ASFLOD          ASFLOD           1       500                                            4276

        AREA ........... DDLDCLOD                         1       500      0    402001     402500     402500     4276         0

    FILE ............... ASFDEFN         ASFDEFN          1       500                                            4276

        AREA ........... IDMSR-

AREA                       1       500      0    404001     404500     404500     4276         0

    FILE ............... ASFDATA         ASFDATA          1       500                                            4276

        AREA ........... IDMSR-

AREA2                      1       500      0    406001     406500     406500     4276         0

SEGMENT ................ CATSYS                                                0

    FILE ............... DCCAT           DCCAT            1       100                                            4276

                                 ...

IDMSRPTS nn.n                              ----------- SEGMENT LISTING ------------                      DATE     TIME   PAGE

SEGLST                                       DICTIONARY SYSTEM   OF NODE DEFAULT                       mm/dd/

yy  181203     1

                                               SEGMENT APPLCAT   PAGE GROUP    0

                                         EXTERNAL  LOW  REL  HIGH REL    PAGE  LOW PAGE  CALC HIGH  HIGH PAGE  BLK/

PAGE    PAGE

                                           NAME    BLOCK NR  BLOCK NR   GROUP   NUMBER    PAGE NR    NUMBER      SIZE      RESV

SEGMENT ................ APPLCAT                                               0

    AREA ............... DDLCAT                                            0    304001     305000     305000     4276         0

        WITHIN FILE .... APPLCAT         APPLCAT          1      1000           304001                305000     4276

    AREA ............... DDLCATX                                           0    306001     306500     306500     4276         0
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        WITHIN FILE .... APPLCATX        APPLCATX         1       500           306001                306500     4276

    AREA ............... DDLCATLOD                                         0    308001     308500     308500     4276         0

        WITHIN FILE .... APPLCATL        APPLCATL         1       500           308001                308500     4276

                          ...

IDMSRPTS nn.n        ----------- DBTABLE LISTING ------------       DATE     TIME   PAGE

DBTLST                 DICTIONARY SYSTEM   OF NODE DEFAULT        mm/dd/yy  181203     1

                                 DBTABLE CVDBTB13

DBTABLE ......... CVDBTB13

    DBTABLE MAPPINGS

        SUBSCHEMA IDMSCAT?   MAPS TO SUBSCHEMA IDMSCAT?   USING DBNAME SYSTEM

        SUBSCHEMA IDMSNWK?   MAPS TO SUBSCHEMA IDMSNWK?   USING DBNAME SYSTEM

        SUBSCHEMA IDMSRSSA   MAPS TO SUBSCHEMA IDMSRSSA   USING DBNAME ASFDICT

        SUBSCHEMA RC??????   MAPS TO SUBSCHEMA RC??????   USING DBNAME ASFDICT

        SUBSCHEMA RU??????   MAPS TO SUBSCHEMA RU??????   USING DBNAME ASFDICT

        SUBSCHEMA CITSALLP   MAPS TO SUBSCHEMA CITSALLP   USING DBNAME INFODB

        SUBSCHEMA MTSSINFP   MAPS TO SUBSCHEMA MTSSINFP   USING DBNAME INFODB

    DBNAME ...... APPLDICT   MATCH ON SUBSCHEMA OPTIONAL

        SEGMENT   APPLCAT

        SEGMENT   APPLNWK

        SEGMENT   SYSMSG

    DBNAME ...... ASFDICT    MATCH ON SUBSCHEMA OPTIONAL

        SEGMENT   ASFNWK

        SEGMENT   SYSMSG

    DBNAME ...... DIRLDICT   MATCH ON SUBSCHEMA OPTIONAL

        SEGMENT   DIRLNWK

        SEGMENT   SYSMSG

    DBNAME ...... INFODB     MATCH ON SUBSCHEMA OPTIONAL

        SEGMENT   INFOTSIS

        SEGMENT   TSIS

    DBNAME ...... INFODICT   MATCH ON SUBSCHEMA OPTIONAL

        SEGMENT   INFONWK

    DBNAME ...... SYSTEM     MATCH ON SUBSCHEMA OPTIONAL

        SEGMENT   CATSYS

        SEGMENT   SYSMSG

        SEGMENT   SYSTEM
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                      ...

Schema Record and Set Description Listing

IDMSRPTS nn.n                              -- SCHEMA RECORD DESCRIPTION LISTING ---                       DATE     TIME   PAGE

RECDES                                       DICTIONARY APPLDICT OF NODE DEFAULT                        mm/dd/

yy  181426     1

                                                 SCHEMA EMPSCHM  VERSION    1

RECORD NAME........ COVERAGE                                                                                      RLGTH=   36

RECORD VERSION..... 0001                                                                                          DLGTH=   16

RECORD ID.......... 0400                                                                                          KLGTH=   20

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                                                                                         DSTRT=   20

LOCATION MODE...... VIA SET      EMP-COVERAGE        DISPLACEMENT 0000  PAGES

WITHIN............. INS-DEMO-REGION     OFFSET          5 PGS FOR         45 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT  PRIOR OWNER

                    EMP-COVERAGE     MEMBER          1     2     3

                    COVERAGE-CLAIMS  OWNER           4     5

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES....... USAGE....... VALUE............................. PICTURE.....................  STRT  LGTH

02 SELECTION-

DATE-0400               DISPLAY                                                                          1     6

03 SELECTION-

YEAR-0400               DISPLAY                                         9(2)                             1     2

03 SELECTION-

MONTH-0400              DISPLAY                                         9(2)                             3     2

03 SELECTION-

DAY-0400                DISPLAY                                         9(2)                             5     2

02 TERMINATION-

DATE-0400             DISPLAY                                                                          7     6

03 TERMINATION-

YEAR-0400             DISPLAY                                         9(2)                             7     2

03 TERMINATION-

MONTH-0400            DISPLAY                                         9(2)                             9     2

03 TERMINATION-

DAY-0400              DISPLAY                                         9(2)                            11     2

02 TYPE-0400                         DISPLAY                                         X                               13     1

88 MASTER-0400                       COND         'M'                                                                13

88 FAMILY-0400                       COND         'F'                                                                13

88 DEPENDENT-0400                    COND         'D'                                                                13

02 INS-PLAN-

CODE-0400                DISPLAY                                         X(3)                            14     3

88 GROUP-

LIFE-0400                   COND         '001'                                                              14

88 HMO-0400                          COND         '002'                                                              14

88 GROUP-

HEALTH-0400                 COND         '003'                                                              14

88 GROUP-

DENTAL-0400                 COND         '004'                                                              14

*****                                                                                                                          *****

REC SYNONYM NAME... COVERGE                           COVERAGE                                                    RLGTH=   36
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REC SYNONYM VER.... 0001                                                                                          DLGTH=   16

LANGUAGE(S)........ ASSEMBLER

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES....... USAGE....... VALUE............................. PICTURE.........................  STRT  LGTH

02 COVSELDT                          DISPLAY                                                                          1     6

03 COVSELYR                          DISPLAY                                         9(2)                             1     2

03 COVSELMO                          DISPLAY                                         9(2)                             3     2

03 COVSELDA                          DISPLAY                                         9(2)                             5     2

02 COVTRMDT                          DISPLAY                                                                          7     6

03 COVTRMYR                          DISPLAY                                         9(2)                             7     2

03 COVTRMMO                          DISPLAY                                         9(2)                             9     2

03 COVTRMDA                          DISPLAY                                         9(2)                            11     2

02 COVTYPE                           DISPLAY                                         X                               13     1

88 COVMASTR                          COND         'M'                                                                13

88 COVFAMLY                          COND         'F'                                                                13

88 COVDPNDT                          COND         'D'                                                                13

 .

 .

 .

IDMSRPTS nn.n                              -------- SET DESCRIPTION LISTING -------                      DATE     TIME   PAGE

SETDES                                       DICTIONARY APPLDICT OF NODE DEFAULT                       mm/dd/

yy  181426     1

                                                 SCHEMA EMPSCHM  VERSION    1

SET...... CALC              MODE CHAIN              ORDER SORTED

OWNER.... SR1               0001 NEXT PRIOR

MEMBER... SYSTEM            0007 NEXT PRIOR        MANDATORY AUTO

MEMBER... DEPARTMENT        0410 NEXT PRIOR        MANDATORY AUTO                                        NAT DUP NOT ALLOW

  IN AREA ORG-DEMO-REGION                                CALC KEY   DEPT-ID-0410                     ASC

MEMBER... EMPLOYEE          0415 NEXT PRIOR        MANDATORY AUTO                                        NAT DUP NOT ALLOW

  IN AREA EMP-DEMO-REGION                                CALC KEY   EMP-ID-0415                      ASC

MEMBER... INSURANCE-

PLAN    0435 NEXT PRIOR        MANDATORY AUTO                                        NAT DUP NOT ALLOW

  IN AREA INS-DEMO-REGION                                CALC KEY   INS-PLAN-CODE-0435               ASC

MEMBER... JOB               0440 NEXT PRIOR        MANDATORY AUTO                                        NAT DUP NOT ALLOW

  IN AREA ORG-DEMO-REGION                                CALC KEY   JOB-ID-0440                      ASC

MEMBER... OFFICE            0450 NEXT PRIOR        MANDATORY AUTO                                        NAT DUP NOT ALLOW

  IN AREA ORG-DEMO-REGION                                CALC KEY   OFFICE-CODE-0450                 ASC

MEMBER... SKILL             0455 NEXT PRIOR        MANDATORY AUTO                                        NAT DUP NOT ALLOW

  IN AREA ORG-DEMO-REGION                                CALC KEY   SKILL-ID-0455                    ASC

SET...... COVERAGE-CLAIMS   MODE CHAIN              ORDER LAST

OWNER.... COVERAGE          0400 NEXT PRIOR

  IN AREA INS-DEMO-REGION

MEMBER... HOSPITAL-CLAIM    0430 NEXT PRIOR        MANDATORY AUTO

  IN AREA INS-DEMO-REGION

MEMBER... NON-HOSP-CLAIM    0445 NEXT PRIOR        MANDATORY AUTO

  IN AREA INS-DEMO-REGION

MEMBER... DENTAL-CLAIM      0405 NEXT PRIOR        MANDATORY AUTO

  IN AREA INS-DEMO-REGION
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SET...... DEPT-EMPLOYEE     MODE CHAIN              ORDER SORTED

OWNER.... DEPARTMENT        0410 NEXT PRIOR

  IN AREA ORG-DEMO-REGION

MEMBER... EMPLOYEE          0415 NEXT PRIOR OWNER  OPTIONAL  AUTO                                        NAT DUP LAST

  IN AREA EMP-DEMO-REGION                                SORT KEY   EMP-LAST-NAME-0415               ASC

                                                                    EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415              ASC

SET...... EMP-COVERAGE      MODE CHAIN              ORDER FIRST

OWNER.... EMPLOYEE          0415 NEXT PRIOR

  IN AREA EMP-DEMO-REGION

MEMBER... COVERAGE          0400 NEXT PRIOR OWNER  MANDATORY AUTO

  IN AREA INS-DEMO-REGION

SET...... EMP-EMPOSITION    MODE CHAIN              ORDER FIRST

OWNER.... EMPLOYEE          0415 NEXT PRIOR

  IN AREA EMP-DEMO-REGION

MEMBER... EMPOSITION        0420 NEXT PRIOR OWNER  MANDATORY AUTO

 .

 .

 .

Subschema Area and Data Directory Listing

IDMSRPTS nn.n         -- SUBSCHEMA DATA DIRECTORY LISTING --        DATE     TIME   PAGE

DATDIR                 DICTIONARY APPLDICT OF NODE DEFAULT        mm/dd/yy  181529     1

               SUBSCHEMA EMPHTL1  OF SCHEMA EMPSCHM  VERSION  100

RECORD:      COVERAGE                         ID:  0400 VER:  100   TYPE: I LEN:    16

          DATA NAME               LEVEL STRT LENGTH  TYPE    PICTURE

  SELECTION-DATE-0400               02     1     6  GROUP

  SELECTION-YEAR-0400               03     1     2  DISPLAY  9(2)

  SELECTION-MONTH-0400              03     3     2  DISPLAY  9(2)

  SELECTION-DAY-0400                03     5     2  DISPLAY  9(2)

  TERMINATION-DATE-0400             02     7     6  GROUP

  TERMINATION-YEAR-0400             03     7     2  DISPLAY  9(2)

  TERMINATION-MONTH-0400            03     9     2  DISPLAY  9(2)

  TERMINATION-DAY-0400              03    11     2  DISPLAY  9(2)

  TYPE-0400                         02    13     1   A/N     X

  MASTER-0400                       88              COND

                                  VALUE 'M'

  FAMILY-0400                       88              COND

                                  VALUE 'F'

  DEPENDENT-0400                    88              COND

                                  VALUE 'D'

  INS-PLAN-CODE-0400                02    14     3   A/N     X(3)

  GROUP-LIFE-0400                   88              COND

                                  VALUE '001'

  HMO-0400                          88              COND

                                  VALUE '002'
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  GROUP-HEALTH-0400                 88              COND

                                  VALUE '003'

  GROUP-DENTAL-0400                 88              COND

                                  VALUE '004'

 .

 .

 .

IDMSRPTS nn.n         -- SUBSCHEMA DATA DIRECTORY LISTING --        DATE     TIME   PAGE

DATDIR                 DICTIONARY APPLDICT OF NODE DEFAULT        mm/dd/yy  181529     2

               SUBSCHEMA EMPHTL1  OF SCHEMA EMPSCHM  VERSION  100

RECORD:      COVERGE                          ID:  0400 VER:  100   TYPE: I LEN:    16

SYNONYM OF:  COVERAGE

LANGUAGE(S): ASSEMBLER

          DATA NAME               LEVEL STRT LENGTH  TYPE    PICTURE

  COVSELDT                          02     1     6  GROUP

  COVSELYR                          03     1     2  DISPLAY  9(2)

  COVSELMO                          03     3     2  DISPLAY  9(2)

  COVSELDA                          03     5     2  DISPLAY  9(2)

  COVTRMDT                          02     7     6  GROUP

  COVTRMYR                          03     7     2  DISPLAY  9(2)

  COVTRMMO                          03     9     2  DISPLAY  9(2)

  COVTRMDA                          03    11     2  DISPLAY  9(2)

  COVTYPE                           02    13     1   A/N     X

  COVMASTR                          88              COND

                                  VALUE 'M'

  COVFAMLY                          88              COND

                                  VALUE 'F'

  COVDPNDT                          88              COND

                                  VALUE 'D'

  COVPLNCD                          02    14     3   A/N     X(3)

  GROUP-LIFE                        88              COND

                                  VALUE '001'

  HMO                               88              COND

                                  VALUE '002'

  GROUP-HEALTH                      88              COND

                                  VALUE '003'

  GROUP-DENTAL                      88              COND

                                  VALUE '004'

 .

 .

 .

 

 

IDMSRSTC
The IDMSRSTC schema compare utility generates IDMSRSTT macro statements for use in a database restructure
operation. IDMSRSTC generates the statements by comparing two schemas:
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• An old schema that describes the database before restructuring
• A new schema that describes the database after restructuring

The utility reads the schema definitions from the data dictionary.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

SIGNON statement

 

►►─── SIGnon ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────►

   └─ USEr name ─┬─ is ─┬─ user-id ─── PASsword ─┬─ is ─┬─ password ───┘

                 └─ = ──┘                        └─ = ──┘

 ►─── . ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

SCHEMA statement

 

 ►─── OLD SCHema name is old-schema-name ─────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 ►─── NEW SCHema name is new-schema-name ─────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 ►─── . ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

SIGNOFF statement

 

 ►─┬─ SIGNOFF ─┬─ . ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ BYE ─────┤

   └─ LOGOFF ──┘

 

Input Parameter Statements

Parameter statement descriptions
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IDMSRSTC utility processing is controlled by the following input parameter statements:

Statement Description
SIGNON Initiates IDMSRSTC processing
SCHEMA Identifies the old and new schemas to be compared
SIGNOFF Terminates IDMSRSTC processing

Coding considerations

You must code the IDMSRSTC input parameter statements in uppercase between columns 1 and 72, inclusive. Each
statement must end with a period.

SIGNON statement

Must be the first parameter statement you submit to IDMSRSTC.

SCHEMA statement

You can include any number of SCHEMA statements.

SIGNOFF statement

The SIGNOFF statement must be the last parameter statement.

SIGNON statement

The SIGNON statement initiates IDMSRSTC processing and optionally specifies a user identifier and password.

Syntax

►►─── SIGnon ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────►

   └─ USEr name ─┬─ is ─┬─ user-id ─── PASsword ─┬─ is ─┬─ password ───┘

                 └─ = ──┘                        └─ = ──┘

 ►─── . ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

Parameters

• USEr name is/= user-id
Identifies a user defined in the user catalog. The specified user must have the authority to access the schemas named
in the IDMSRSTC run.
If no USER ID is specified, USER ID is the user known to the execution environment. If SIGNON OVERRIDE is not
allowed in the dictionary, USER ID, if specified, must be the same as that known to the execution environment.
IS and = are synonyms and can be used interchangeably.

• PASsword is/= password
Specifies the password associated with the user identified in the USER parameter. If the password contains embedded
blanks, you must enclose it in site-standard quotation marks.
You must include the PASSWORD parameter if the user specified in the USER parameter is associated with a
password in the dictionary, unless the USER ID is the same as the user known to the execution environment. In this
case, the password is ignored.
IS and = are synonyms and can be used interchangeably.

SCHEMA statement
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The SCHEMA statement identifies an old schema and a new schema to be compared by IDMSRSTC. For each SCHEMA
statement you submit, IDMSRSTC generates a set of IDMSRSTT macro statements. Each set of macro statements
begins with IDMSRSTT BUFSIZE and ends with END.

Syntax

 ►─── OLD SCHema name is old-schema-name ─────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 ►─── NEW SCHema name is new-schema-name ─────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 ►─── . ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

Parameters

• OLD SCHema name is old-schema-name
Specifies the name of a schema that describes the database before restructuring.
Old-schema-name must identify a schema defined in the data dictionary.

• Version is
Qualifies the old or new schema name with a version number.
If you omit the VERSION parameter for the old or new schema, IDMSRSTC uses the dictionary default version number
for existing entities.

• version-number
Explicitly specifies the schema version number.

• HIGhest
Directs IDMSRSTC to use the highest version number assigned to the named schema.

• LOWest
Directs IDMSRSTC to use the lowest version number assigned to the named schema.

• NEW SCHema name is new-schema-name
Specifies the name of a schema that describes the database after restructuring. New-schema-name must identify a
schema defined in the data dictionary.

SIGNOFF statement

The SIGNOFF statement terminates IDMSRSTC processing.

SIGNOFF, BYE, and LOGOFF are synonyms and can be used interchangeably.

Syntax

 

 ►─┬─ SIGNOFF ─┬─ . ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ BYE ─────┤

   └─ LOGOFF ──┘
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Usage

Input

Input to the IDMSRSTC utility consists only of statements to control the utility processing.

Output

The IDMSRSTC utility generates:

• A card-image file containing the IDMSRSTT macro statements with comments and error messages
• A formatted listing that duplicates the information in the card-image file

Execution mode

You can execute the IDMSRSTC utility either in local mode or under the central version.

NOTE
For more information about the JCL used to execute IDMSRSTC, see the section for your operating system in
this section.

Specifying dictionary name and nodename

To override the default dictionary name or dictionary nodename that the IDMSRSTC utility will access, use the SYSIDMS
DICTNAME and DICTNODE parameters. For a complete description of the SYSIDMS parameter file, see the IDMS
Common Facilities Section.

Review the IDMSRSTT macro statements

You should review the IDMSRSTT macro statements generated by IDMSRSTC before assembling them into a base
restructuring table. Informational and warning messages included in the IDMSRSTC listing indicate statements that might
require modification. You will also need to modify the macro statements under the following circumstances:

Circumstance Modification
A database procedure not included in the new schema is to be
executed during the run of the RESTRUCTURE utility.

Name the procedure in the NUPROCS parameter of the
appropriate IDMSRSTT RECNAME statement.

A record being restructured includes one or more redefined
elements in the new schema.

Delete the IDMSRSTT FIELD statements for the redefining
elements.
Alternatively, if only the prefix portion of the record is being
restructured, and the record is fixed length and uncompressed,
replace the IDMSRSTT FIELD statements for the record with a
single IDMSRSTT FIELD statement that specifies ALL.

A record being restructured has a field that is being expanded by
increasing the number of positions to the right of the decimal point.

Move the IDMSRSTT FIELD statement for the new byte(s) after
the statement for the original field if the field is an unsigned zone.
The new position in each statement should be changed to reflect
the proper position in the record's new layout.
Signed numeric or packed fields cannot be restructured by a
single run of the RESTRUCTURE utility. To properly handle the
sign nibble may require that the new bytes be placed to the left of
the original field. You should run a user program to modify each
affected record by multiplying the expanded field by the proper
factor to realign the decimal position.

NOTE
For a description of the IDMSRSTT macro statements, see Section B, IDMSRSTT Macro Statements.

Assemble the IDMSRSTT macro statements

After reviewing and modifying the IDMSRSTT macro statements, you must assemble the statements into a base
restructuring table for use by the RESTRUCTURE and RESTRUCTURE CONNECT utilities.
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Multiple sets of IDMSRSTT macro statements

IDMSRSTC can generate multiple sets of IDMSRSTT macro statements; one set for each SCHEMA statement you
submit. RESTRUCTURE and RESTRUCTURE CONNECT, however, can use only one base restructuring table at a time.
Therefore, you must assemble separately each set of IDMSRSTT macro statements generated by IDMSRSTC.

Example

If you execute IDMSRSTC with the input statements shown next, the utility generates IDMSRSTT macro statements that
describe the differences between the LRDKSCHM and LRDKSCH2 schemas with the dictionary default version number.

signon usage mode is retrieval.

old schema name is lrdkschm

   new schema name is lrdksch2.

signoff.

Sample Output

The IDMSRSTC utility generates the following report after executing the parameters in the previous example.

 IDMSRSTC  nn.n                                      CA                                DATE            TIME          PAGE

 volser                            RESTRUCTURE SCHEMA COMPARE ACTIVITY LIST          mm/dd/

yy        16411366        0001

 000001             SIGNON USAGE MODE IS RETRIEVAL.

 000002             OLD SCHEMA NAME IS LRDKSCHM

 000003             NEW SCHEMA NAME IS LRDKSCH2.

  IDMSRSTT BUFSIZE=(500,500)       OLD BB                                00000001

 *                                 NEW BB                                00000002

  IDMSRSTT RECNAME=AA                                                    00000003

  IDMSRSTT SETPTR=(1,1)            COPY OWNER NEXT A-B                   00000004

  IDMSRSTT SETPTR=(*,2,A-B)        ADD OWNER PRIOR A-B                   00000005

  IDMSRSTT FIELD=ALL                                                     00000006

  IDMSRSTT RECNAME=BB,MINLEN=(16,40,452),DCT=BUILTIN                     00000007

  IDMSRSTT SETPTR=(1,1)            COPY MEMBER NEXT A-B                  00000008

  IDMSRSTT SETPTR=(,2,A-B)         ADD MEMBER PRIOR A-B                  00000009

  IDMSRSTT SETPTR=(,3,A-B)         ADD MEMBER OWNER A-B                  00000010

  IDMSRSTT SETPTR=(2,4)            COPY MEMBER INDEX IX-BB               00000011

  IDMSRSTT FIELD=(1,1,16)                                                00000012

  IDMSRSTT FIELD=(17,17,436)                                             00000013

  IDMSRSTT END                                                           00000014

  END                                                                    00000015

 000004             SIGNOFF.

 000004*

+ I DC601073  SIGNOFF ACCEPTED                                                                                WORD  2

 IDMSRSTC  nn.n                                        CA                              DATE            TIME          PAGE

 volser                            RESTRUCTURE SCHEMA COMPARE ACTIVITY LIST          mm/dd/

yy        16411366        0002

               ** TRANSACTION SUMMARY **

0ENTITY                ADD MODIFY REPLACE DELETE DISPLAY

 ..................... ... ...... ....... ...... .......
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 SCHEMA                  0      0       0      0       1

 NO ERRORS OR WARNINGS ISSUED FOR THIS COMPILE

More Information

• For more information about the IDMSRSTT macro statements, see Section B, IDMSRSTT Macro Statements.
• For more information about restructuring a database, see RESTRUCTURE and RESTRUCTURE CONNECT.

z/OS JCL - IDMSBCF and Utilities
Sample z/OS JCL commands to run IDMS/DB utility statements and programs are presented in the following pages:

• Batch Command Facility (z/OS JCL) - Presents common commands used to run the Batch Command Facility
• Utility Statements  - Contains an alphabetical list of links to additional commands required to run each utility statement

and program
• Utility Programs  - Present utility programs for the Batch Command Facility

Batch Command Facility (z/OS)
The following z/OS JCL samples are used to execute the Batch Command Facility (IDMSBCF) for IDMS. When using the
IDMSBCF program to execute a utility statement, code these statements along with the required statements for each of
the utilities. The file assignments for each utility are presented on subsequent pages in this section. For more information
about the Command Facility, see the Using Common Facilities.

Local mode IDMSBCF (z/OS)

//         EXEC PGM=IDMSBCF,REGION=2048K

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg    DD  DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//sysjrnl  DD  DSN=idms.tapejrnl,DISP=

//SYSLST   DD  SYSOUT=A

Insert file assignments required by the utility statements

//SYSIDMS   DD  *

Insert SYSIDMS parameters if applicable

//SYSIPT   DD  *

Insert utility statements

/*
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Additional file assignments might be needed for the user catalog and the system dictionary depending on your security
implementation. DD statements for database and native VSAM files can be omitted if data set name information is
specified in the file definitions.

idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the DMCL and
database name table load modules

idms.custom.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing customized IDMS
system software modules

idms.cagjload Data set name of the load library containing vanilla IDMS system
software modules

dcmsg DDname of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg Data set name of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
sysjrnl DDname of the tape journal file, if one is defined in the DMCL
idms.tapejrnl Data set name of the tape journal file, if one is defined in the

DMCL
SYSIDMS DDname of the parameter file provided by IDMS to specify runtime

directives and operating system-dependent parameters.
For a complete description of the SYSIDMS parameter file, see
the Using Common Facilities.

Central version IDMSBCF (z/OS)

//         EXEC PGM=IDMSBCF,REGION=2048K

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

//SYSCTL   DD  DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg    DD  DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//sysjrnl  DD  DUMMY

//SYSLST   DD  SYSOUT=A

Insert file assignments required by the utility statements

//SYSIDMS  DD *

Insert SYSIDMS parameters as appropriate

//SYSIPT   DD  *

Insert utility statements

/*
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The DD statement for the system message area (SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG)can be omitted if its data set name is specified in
the DMC

idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the DMCL and
database name table load modules

idms.custom.loadlib Data set name of the IDMS/DB load library containing customized
load modules

idms.cagjload Data set name of the IDMS/DB load library containing vanilla load
modules

dcmsg DDname of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg Data set name of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
sysjrnl DDname of the tape journal file, if one is defined in the DMCL
SYSIDMS DDname of the parameter file provided by IDMS to specify runtime

directives and operating system-dependent parameters.
For a complete description of the SYSIDMS parameter file, see
the Using Common Facilities.

Utility Statements (z/OS)
This section lists the following utility statements:

ARCHIVE JOURNAL

DD statements for the batch command facility (z/OS)

//j1jrnl   DD  DSN=idms.j1jrnl,DISP=SHR

//j2jrnl   DD  DSN=idms.j2jrnl,DISP=SHR

Additional journal file assignments, as required

//archjrnl DD  DSN=idms.archive,DISP=(NEW,KEEP),

//             UNIT=tape,VOL=SER=nnnnnn 

//*NOTE: The blksize and lrecl are set by the

//*      blksize that is defined in the DMCL.

//*      The file record format is fixed. 

Additional archive journal file assignments, as required 

Name Description
j1jrnl DDname of the first disk journal file, as defined in the DMCL
idms.j1jrnl Data set name of the first disk journal file
j2jrnl DDname of the second disk journal file, as defined in the DMCL
idms.j2jrnl Data set name of the second disk journal file
archjrnl DDname of the tape archive file, as defined in the DMCL
idms.archive Data set name of the tape archive file
tape Symbolic device name of the tape archive file
nnnnnn Volume serial number of the tape archive file

ARCHIVE LOG

DD statements for the batch command facility (z/OS)
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//dlogdb    DD  DSN=idms.dlogdb,DISP=SHR

//dmsgdb    DD  DSN=idms.dmsgdb,DISP=SHR

//sysjrnl   DD  DUMMY

//SYS002    DD  DSN=idms.archive,DISP=(NEW,CATLG)

//              DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=280,BLKSIZE=bbbb) 

      

Name Description
dlogdb DDname of the system log area
idms.dlogdb Data set name of the system log area
dmsgdb DDname of the system message area
idms.dmsgdb Data set name of the system message area
sysjrnl DDname of the tape journal file defined in the DMCL module
idms.archive Data set name of the archive log file
bbbb Block size of the archive log file; must be greater than or equal to

284 (typically, equal to 4 plus a multiple of 280)

ARCHIVE TRACE

The IDMS installation media contains the following sample JCL (intended for demonstration purposes only):

• ATRCJCL -- Contains a skeleton of the JCL required to run the ARCHIVE TRACE utility.

BACKUP

DD statements for the batch command facility (z/OS)

//userdb   DD  DSN=user.userdb,DISP=SHR  

Additional file assignments, as required 

//SYS001   DD  DSN=user.bkpfile,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//             UNIT=tapeout,VOL=SER=nnnnnn,

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,BLKSIZE=bbbb) 

Name Description
userdb DDname of the database file
user.userdb Data set name of the database file
user.bkpfile Data set name of the tape backup file
tapeout Symbolic device name of the tape backup file
nnnnnnn Volume serial number of the tape backup file
bbbb Block size of the tape backup file. Must be as large as the smaller

of:
The size of the largest page being backed up, plus 8
32,760

BUILD

DD statements for the batch command facility (z/OS)
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 //userdb   DD  DSN=user.userdb,DISP=disp //SYS002   DD  DSN=user.load,DISP=OLD//SYS003   DD 

 DSN=user.build,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=tape,//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=rrr,BLKSIZE=bbb)//SYSPCH  

 DD  DSN=&&sortbuild,DISP=(NEW,PASS),//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,1),DCB=BLKSIZE=80//SORTMSG  DD 

 SYSOUT=A,DCB=BLKSIZE=bbbb //SORTWK01 DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(nnn,nnn))      The SORTMSG and SORTWKnn files

 are only needed      when performing a complete BUILD.       Add additional SORTWKnn files as necessary. 

Name Description
userdb DDname of the database file
user.userdb Data set name of the database file
user.load * Data set name of the input (SYS002) file; for sizing information

see discussion of SYS003 in LOAD
user.build * Data set name of the output (SYS003) file; for sizing information

see BUILD
tape Symbolic device name of the SYS003 file
rrr Record size of the SYS003 file
bbb Block size of the SYS003 file
&&sortbuild Data set name of the SYSPCH file
disk Symbolic device name of the SYSPCH file

NOTE
When running a complete BUILD, SYS002 and SYS003 must point to the same intermediate file. When running
a stepped BUILD, SYS002 and SYS003 must point to a different intermediate file.

CLEANUP

DD statements for the batch command facility (z/OS)

 //sysjrnl  DD  DSN=idms.tapejrnl,DISP=SHR//userdb   DD  DSN=user.userdb,DISP=SHR Additional database file

 assignments, as required 

Name Description
sysjrnl DDname of the tape journal file
idms.tapejrnl Data set name of the tape journal file
userdb DDname of the user database file
user.userdb Data set name of the user database file

Central version

To execute CLEANUP SEGMENT under the central version, modify the JCL shown previously as follows:

• Optionally remove any journal and database DD statements.
• Insert the following statement:

 //SYSCTL   DD  DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

 

Name Description
sysctl DDname of the SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl Data set name of the SYSCTL file
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CONVERT CATALOG

DD statements for the batch command facility (z/OS)

//ddlcat   DD         DSN=ucat.ddlcat,DISP=OLD

//ddlcatx  DD         DSN=ucat.ddlcatx,DISP=OLD

//j1jrnl   DD         DSN=tape.j1jrnl,(NEW,disp) Additional journal file assignments, as required. 

Name Description
ddlcat DDname of the database file containing the DDLCAT area of the

dictionary to be converted
ucat.ddlcat Data set name of the database file containing the DDLCAT area of

the dictionary to be converted
ddlcatx DDname of the database file containing the DDLCATX area of the

dictionary to be converted
ucat.ddlcatx Data set name of the database file containing the DDLCATX area

of the dictionary to be converted
j1jrnl DDname of the first journal file, as defined in the DMCL
tape.j1jrnl Data set name of the first journal file
disp Disposition of the first journal file

Central version

To execute CONVERT CATALOG under the central version, modify the previous JCL as follows:

• Optionally remove any journal and dictionary DD statements.
• Insert the following statement:

 //SYSCTL   DD  DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

 

Name Description
sysctl DDname of the SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl Data set name of the SYSCTL file

CONVERT PAGE

DD statements for the batch command facility (z/OS)

//userdb   DD         DSN=user.userdb,DISP=SHR Additional database file DD statements as needed. 

//newdb    DD         DSN=user.newdb,DISP=SHR Additional new converted database file DD statements as needed. 

Name Description
userdb DDname of the input database file
user.userdb Data set name of the input database file
newdb DDname of the output converted database file
user.newdb Data set name of the output converted database file

EXPAND PAGE

DD statements for the batch command facility (z/OS)
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//userdb   DD  DSN=user.userdb,DISP=OLD

  

 Additional existing database file assignments, as required 

  

//xfile    DD  DSN=user.xbase,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=disk,

 //             VOL=SER=nnnnnn,SPACE=(expanded-database-size)

 

 Additional expanded database file assignments, as required

Name Description
userdb DDname of the existing database file (as specified by the FILE

parameter)
user.userdb Data set name of the existing database file
xfile DDname of the expanded database file (as specified by the INTO

parameter)
user.xbase Data set name of the expanded database file
disk Symbolic device name of the expanded database file
nnnnnn Volume serial number of the expanded database file
expanded-database-size Space allocation for the expanded database file

EXTRACT JOURNAL

DD statements for the batch command facility (z/OS)

 //SYS001   DD  DSN=&.&archive.,DISP=(OLD) //extract   DD  DSN=jrnl.extract,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),//            

 DCB=(RECFM=VB,BLKSIZE=bbbbb),//             UNIT=nnnn,VOL=SER=nnnnnn //SORTMSG  DD  SYSOUT=A//SORTWK01 DD 

 UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(nnn,nnn)) Add additional SORTWKnn files as necessary 

Name Description
&.&archive. Data set name of the complete archive or journal file. It may be on

tape or disk and concatenated.
extract DDname of the extract journal file. If you don't specify, it defaults

to SYS002.
jrnl.extract Data set name for the extract journal file
bbbbb Block size of the extract journal file. Specify a size at least as

large as the largest block size on the journal or archive files being
processed.

FASTLOAD

DD statements for the batch command facility (z/OS)

  

//SYS001   DD  DSN=&.&sortunld.,DISP=SHR

 //SYS002   DD  DSN=user.dbl001,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//SYS004   DD  DSN=user.dbl004,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=tape004,

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=rrr004,BLKSIZE=bbb004)

//SYS005   DD  DSN=user.dbl005,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=tape005,

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=rrr005,BLKSIZE=bbb005)
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//SYS009   DD  DSN=user.dbl009,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=tape009,

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=rrr009,BLKSIZE=bbb009)

//SYS010   DD  DSN=user.dbl010,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=tape010,

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=rrr010,,BLKSIZE=bbb010)

//SYS011   DD  DSN=user.dbl011,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=tape011,

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=rrr011,BLKSIZE=bbb011)

//SYSPCH   DD  DSN=&&sortld,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=disk,

//             SPACE=(TRK,1),DCB=BLKSIZE=80

//RELDCTL  DD  DSN=user.reldctl,DISP=SHR,UNIT=nnnn,

               VOL=SER=nnnnnn,

               DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=60,BLKSIZE=bbbctl)

//SORTMSG  DD  SYSOUT=A,DCB=BLKSIZE=bbbb 

//SORTWK01 DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(nnn,nnn))

 

 Add additional SORTWKnn files as necessary 

 

//userdb   DD  DSN=user.userdb,DISP=SHR

 

 Additional existing database files assignments, as required

Name Description
&.&sortunld. Data set name of the sort parameters created by IDMSTBLU
user.dbl001 Data set name of the file put out by the format program
user.dbl004 Data set name of the intermediate work file containing the output

from SORT1
tape004 Symbolic device name of the SYS004 file
rrr004 Record size of the SYS004 file; should be the same as the record

size for SYS001
bbb004 Block size of the SYS004 intermediate work file; should be the

same as the block size for SYS001
user.dbl005 Data set name of the intermediate work file containing a control

record and set membership information from IDMSDBL2
tape005 Symbolic device name of the SYS005 file
rrr005 Record size of the SYS005 file; for sizing information, see

FASTLOAD
bbb005 Block size of the SYS005 intermediate work file; must be at least

rrr005 plus four bytes
user.dbl009 Data set name of the intermediate work file containing the sorted

contents of SYS005
tape009 Symbolic device name of the SYS009 file
rrr009 Record size of the SYS009 file; should be the same as rrr005
bbb009 Block size of the SYS009 intermediate work file; should be the

same as bbb005
user.dbl010 Data set name of the intermediate work file containing pointer

information from IDMSDBL3
tape010 Symbolic device name of the SYS010 file
rrr010 Record size of the SYS010 file; for sizing information, see

FASTLOAD
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bbb010 Block size of the SYS010 intermediate work file; must be at least
60 bytes (the size of the control record plus four bytes)

user.dbl011 Data set name of the intermediate work file containing sorted
pointer information from SORT4

tape011 Symbolic device name of the SYS011 file
rrr011 Record size of the SYS011 file; should be the same as rrr010
bbb011 Block size of the SYS011 intermediate work file; should be the

same as bbb010
&&sortld Data set name of the SYSPCH file
disk Symbolic device name of the SYSPCH file
user.reldctl Data set name of the reload control file containing control and set

information
bbbctl Blocksize of the RELDCTL file. It should be a multiple of 60 with a

maximum size of 32,760.
userdb DDname of the database file
user.userdb Data set name of the database file

FIX ARCHIVE

DD statements for the batch command facility (z/OS)

  

//SYS001   DD  DSN=idms.tjrnlold,DISP=(OLD,PASS),UNIT=tapein 

 //SYS002   DD  DSN=idms.tjrnlfix,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=tapeout,

//             DCB=BLKSIZE=bbbb

Name Description
idms.tjrnlold Data set name of the input tape journal file
tapein Symbolic device name of the input tape journal file
idms.tjrnlfix Data set name of the output tape journal file
tapeout Symbolic device name of the output tape journal file
bbbb Block size of the output tape journal file, as defined in the DMCL

FIX PAGE

DD statements for the batch command facility (z/OS)

  

//userdb   DD  DSN=user.userdb,DISP=OLD

  

 Additional file assignments, as required

Name Description
userdb DDname of the user file
user.userdb Data set name of the user file

Central version
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To execute FIX PAGE under the central version, modify the JCL shown previously as follows:

• Optionally remove any journal and database DD statements.
• Insert the following statement:

 //SYSCTL   DD  DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

 

Name Description
sysctl DDname of the SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl Data set name of the SYSCTL file

FORMAT

DD statements for the batch command facility (z/OS)

To format a new database file:

//userdb DD DSN=user.userdb,DISP=(NEW,disp),
// UNIT=disk,VOL=SER=nnnnnn,
// SPACE=(space)

To reformat an existing database file:

 //userdb   DD  DSN=user.userdb,DISP=(OLD,PASS)

 

To format a new disk journal file:

 //j1jrnl   DD  DSN=idms.j1jrnl,DISP=(NEW,disp),

//                    UNIT=disk,VOL=SER=nnnnnn,

//                    SPACE=(space)

 

To reformat an existing disk journal file:

 //j1jrnl   DD  DSN=idms.j1jrnl,DISP=(OLD,PASS)

 

 Additional database and journal file assignments, as required

To format a new SYSTRK file:

 //anydd   DD  DSN=user.systrkn,DISP=(NEW,disp),

//                    UNIT=disk,VOL=SER=nnnnnn,

//                    SPACE=(space)

 

To reformat an existing SYSTRK file:

 //anydd   DD  DSN=user.systrkn,DISP=(OLD,PASS)

 

Name Description
userdb DDname of the database file
user.userdb Data set name of the database file
disp Disposition of the new file (CATLG, KEEP, or PASS)
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disk Symbolic device name of the file being formatted
nnnnnn Volume serial number of the file being formatted
space Space allocation for the file being formatted
j1jrnl DDname of the disk journal file
idms.j1jrnl Data set name of the disk journal file
anydd Target DDname specified in the FORMAT SYSTRK statement
user.systrkn Data set name of the SYSTRK file

Central version

To execute FORMAT AREA and FORMAT SEGMENT under the central version, modify the JCL shown previously as
follows:

• Optionally remove any journal and database DD statements.
• Insert the following statement:

 //SYSCTL   DD  DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

 

Name Description
sysctl DDname of the SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl Data set name of the SYSCTL file

INSTALL STAMPS

Local mode DD statements for the batch command facility (z/OS)

  

//userdb   DD  DSN=user.userdb,DISP=OLD

 //userdict DD  DSN=user.userdict,DISP=SHR

//sysjrnl  DD  DSN=idms.sysjrnl,DISP=OLD

 

Name Description
userdb DDname of the database file
user.userdb Data set name of the database file
userdict DDname of the database file containing the dictionary with the

table definitions
sysjrnl DDname of the tape journal file
idms.sysjrnl Data set name of the tape journal file

Central version

To execute INSTALL STAMPS under the central version, modify the JCL shown previously as follows:

• Remove the USERDICT and SYSJRNL DD statements.
• Insert the following statement after the USERDB DD statement:

 //SYSCTL   DD  DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR
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Name Description
sysctl DDname of the SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl Data set name of the SYSCTL file

LOAD

DD statements for the batch command facility (z/OS)

  

//userdict DD  DSN=user.userdict,DISP=disp 

 //userdb   DD  DSN=user.userdb,DISP=disp

//SYS001   DD  DSN=user.input,DISP=OLD

//SYS002   DD  DSN=user.loadin,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=tapein,

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=rrrin,BLKSIZE=bbbin)

//SYS003   DD  DSN=user.loadout,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=tapeout,

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=rrrout,BLKSIZE=bbbout)

//SYSPCH   DD  DSN=&&sortload,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,1),DCB=BLKSIZE=80

//SORTMSG  DD  SYSOUT=A,DCB=BLKSIZE=bbbb 

//SORTWK01 DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(nnn,nnn))

 

 The SORTMSG and SORTWKnn files are only needed

 when performing a complete LOAD.

 Add additional SORTWKnn files as necessary

Name Description
userdict DDname of the database file containing the dictionary with the

table definitions
user.userdict Data set name of the database file containing the dictionary with

the table definitions
userdb DDname of the database file being loaded
user.userdb Data set name of the database file being loaded
user.input Data set name of the input file
user.loadin * Data set name of the input SYS002 file; for sizing information see

LOAD
tapein Symbolic device name of the SYS002 file
rrrin Record size of the SYS002 file
bbbin Block size of the SYS002 file
user.loadout * Data set name of the output SYS003 file; for sizing information

see LOAD
tapeout Symbolic device name of the SYS003 file
rrrout Record size of the SYS003 file
bbbout Block size of the SYS003 file
&&sortload Data set name of the SYSPCH file
disk Symbolic device name of the SYSPCH file
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NOTE

When running a complete LOAD, SYS002 and SYS003 must point to the same intermediate file. When running
a stepped LOAD, SYS002 and SYS003 must point to a different intermediate file.

When running a complete LOAD, you must preallocate the file referenced by SYS002 and SYS003. Do not use
a temporary data set for these files when running a complete LOAD.

LOCK

DD statements for the batch command facility (z/OS)

  

//userdb   DD  DSN=user.userdb,DISP=SHR

 

Name Description
userdb DDname of the database file
user.userdb Data set name of the database file

Central version

To execute LOCK AREA under the central version, modify the JCL shown previously as follows:

• Optionally remove any journal and database DD statements.
• Insert the following statement:

 //SYSCTL   DD  DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

 

Name Description
sysctl DDname of the SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl Data set name of the SYSCTL file

MAINTAIN INDEX

DD statements for the batch command facility (z/OS)

  

//userdb   DD  DSN=user.olddb,DISP=SHR

  

 Additional existing database files assignments, as required 

  

//SYS003   DD  DSN=user.dbl003,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=tape003,

 //             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=rrr003,BLKSIZE=bbb003)

//SYS004   DD  DSN=user.dbl004,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=tape004,

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=rrr004,BLKSIZE=bbb004)

//SYS005   DD  DSN=user.dbl005,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=tape005,

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=rrr005,BLKSIZE=bbb005)

//SYS006   DD  DSN=user.dbl006,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=tape006,

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=rrr006,BLKSIZE=bbb006)

//SYSPCH   DD  DSN=&&sort,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=disk,

//             SPACE=(TRK,1),DCB=BLKSIZE=80

//RELDCTL  DD  DSN=user.reldctl,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=nnnn,

               VOL=SER=nnnnnn,
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               DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=60,BLKSIZE=bbbctl)

//SORTMSG  DD  SYSOUT=A,DCB=BLKSIZE=bbbb 

//SORTWK01 DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(nnn,nnn))

 

 Add additional SORTWKnn files as necessary

Name Description
userdb DDname of the existing database file
user.olddb Data set name of the existing database file
user.dbl003 Data set name of the intermediate work file containing index

descriptors from IDMSTABX
tape003 Symbolic device name of the SYS003 file
rrr003 Record size of the SYS003 file; see MAINTAIN INDEX for sizing

information.
bbb003 Block size of the SYS003 intermediate work file
user.dbl004 Data set name of the intermediate work file containing the output

from SORT3
tape004 Symbolic device name of the SYS004 file
rrr004 Record size of the SYS004 file; should be the same as rrr003
bbb004 Block size of the SYS004 intermediate work file; should be the

same as bbb003
user.dbl005 Data set name of the intermediate work file containing pointers for

user owned index sets from IDMSDBL3
tape005 Symbolic device name of the SYS005 file
rrr005 Record size of the SYS005 file; see MAINTAIN INDEX for sizing

information
bbb005 Block size of the SYS005 intermediate work file
user.dbl006 Data set name of the intermediate work file containing sorted

pointers for user owned index sets from SORT4
tape006 Symbolic device name of the SYS006 file
rrr006 Record size of the SYS006 file; should be the same as rrr005
bbb006 Block size of the SYS006 intermediate work file; should be the

same as bbb005
&&sort Data set name of the SYSPCH file containing sort parameters

from IDMSTABX and IDMSDBL3
disk Symbolic device name of the SYSPCH file
user.reldctl Data set name of the reload control file containing control and set

information
bbbctl Blocksize of the RELDCTL file. It should be a multiple of 60 with a

maximum size of 32,760.

MERGE ARCHIVE

DD statements for the batch command facility (z/OS)

 //SYS001  DD  DSN=idms.tjrnlold,DISP=(OLD,PASS),UNIT=tapein

//SYS002  DD  DSN=idms.tjrnlfix,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=tapeout,
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//            DCB=BLKSIZE=bbbb

//JRNM01  DD  DSN=idms.tmrgold,DISP=(OLD,PASS),UNIT=tapein

//SORTMSG DD SYSOUT=A,DCB=BLKSIZE=bbbb

//SORTWK01 DD UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(nnn,nnn))

 

Add additional SORTWKnn files as necessary

 

Name Description
idms.tjrnlold Data set name of the input tape journal file
tapein Symbolic device name of the input tape journal file
idms.tjrnlfix Data set name of the output tape journal
tapeout Symbolic device name of the output tape journal file
bbbb Block size of the output tape journal file, as defined in the DMCL
idms.tmrgold Data set name of the input tape merged file. If none exists yet,

specify //JRNM01 DD DUMMY

NOTE
If the concatenated files have different block sizes, you must specify the following DCB parameter on the first file
in the concatenation list:

 DCB=(RECFM=VB,BLKSIZE=nnnn)

 

where nnnn is greater than or equal to (4 + the largest block size of any file in the concatenation list).

PRINT INDEX

DD statements for the batch command facility (z/OS)

  

//sysjrnl  DD  DUMMY

 //userdb   DD  DSN=user.userdb,DISP=SHR

 

Name Description
sysjrnl DDname of the dummy journal file
userdb DDname of the database file
user.userdb Data set name of the database file

PRINT JOURNAL

DD statements for the batch command facility (z/OS)

  

//SYS001   DD  DSN=idms.archjrnl,DISP=SHR

 

Name Description
idms.archjrnl Data set name of the archive journal file
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PRINT LOG

DD statements for the batch command facility (z/OS)

To print from the DDLDCLOG area:

 //dlogdb    DD  DSN=idms.dlogdb,DISP=SHR

 

To print from the archive log file:

 //SYS001    DD  DSN=idms.archive,DISP=OLD

 //dmsgdb    DD  DSN=idms.dmsgdb, DISP=SHR

//sysjrnl   DD  DSN=DUMMY

 

Name Description
dlogdb DDname of the data dictionary log area
idms.dlogdb Data set name of the data dictionary log area
idms.archive Data set name of the archive log file
dmsgdb DDname of the data dictionary message area
idms.dmsgdb Data set name of the data dictionary message area
sysjrnl DDname of the tape journal file defined in the DMCL module

PRINT PAGE

DD statements for the batch command facility (z/OS)

  

//userdb1   DD  DSN=user.userdb1,DISP=SHR

 //userdb2   DD  DSN=user.userdb2,DISP=SHR

 

 Additional database file assignments, as required

Name Description
userdb1 DDname of the first database file
user.userdb1 Data set name of the first database file
userdb2 DDname of the second database file
user.userdb2 Data set name of the second database file

Central version

To execute PRINT PAGE under the central version, modify the JCL shown previously as follows:

• Optionally remove any journal and database DD statements.
• Insert the following statement:

 //SYSCTL   DD  DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

 

Name Description
sysctl DDname of the SYSCTL file
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idms.sysctl Data set name of the SYSCTL file

PRINT SPACE

DD statements for the batch command facility (z/OS)

  

//userdb1   DD  DSN=user.userdb1,DISP=SHR

 //userdb2   DD  DSN=user.userdb2,DISP=SHR

 

 Additional database file assignments, as required

Name Description
userdb1 DDname of the first database file
user.userdb1 Data set name of the first database file
userdb2 DDname of the second database file
user.userdb2 Data set name of the second database file

Central version

To execute PRINT SPACE FOR AREA or PRINT SPACE FOR SEGMENT under the central version, modify the JCL
shown previously as follows:

• Optionally remove any journal and database DD statements.
• Insert the following statement:

 //SYSCTL   DD  DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

 

Name Description
sysctl DDname of the SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl Data set name of the SYSCTL file

PRINT TRACE

The IDMS installation media contains the following sample JCL (intended for demonstration purposes only):

• PTRCJCL - Contains a skeleton of the JCL required to run the PRINT TRACE utility.

PUNCH

Local mode DD statements for the batch command facility (z/OS)

  

//usercat   DD  DSN=user.ddlcat,DISP=SHR

 //usercatx  DD  DSN=user.ddlcatx,DISP=SHR

//usercatl  DD  DSN=user.ddlcatl,DISP=SHR

//SYSPCH    DD  DSN=&.&pch.,DISP=(NEW,KEEP,DELETE),

//              DCB=(RECFM=FB,BLKSIZE=nnnn,LRECL=80)

//              SPACE=space-specification,UNIT=unit 

//              VOL=SERnnnnnn 

//sysjrnl   DD  DSN=DUMMY
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Name Description
usercat DDname of the database file containing the DDLCAT area of the

dictionary
user.ddlcat Data set name of the database file containing the DDLCAT area of

the dictionary
usercatx DDname of the database file containing the DDLCATX area of the

dictionary
user.ddlcatx Data set name of the database file containing the DDLCATX area

of the dictionary
usercatl DDname of the database file containing the DDLCATLOD area of

the dictionary
user.ddlcatl Data set name of the database file containing the DDLCATLOD

area of the dictionary

Central version

To execute PUNCH under the central version, modify the JCL shown previously as follows:

• Remove the USERCAT, USERCATX, USERCATL, and SYSJRNL DD statements.
• Insert the following statement:

 //SYSCTL   DD  DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

 

Name Description
idms.sysctl Data set name of the SYSCTL file

RELOAD

DD statements for the batch command facility (z/OS)

 //SYS001   DD  DSN=&&sortunld,DISP=SHR

//SYS002   DD  DSN=user.dbl002,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//SYS003   DD  DSN=user.dbl003,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//SYS004   DD  DSN=user.dbl004,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=tape004,

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=rrr004,BLKSIZE=bbb004,)

//SYS005   DD  DSN=user.dbl005,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=tape005,

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=rrr005,BLKSIZE=bbb005)

//SYS006   DD  DSN=user.dbl006,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=tape006,

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=rrr006,BLKSIZE=bbb006)

//SYS007   DD  DSN=user.dbl007,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=tape007,

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=rrr007,BLKSIZE=bbb007)

//SYS008   DD  DSN=user.dbl008,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=tape008,

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=rrr008,BLKSIZE=bbb008)

//SYS009   DD  DSN=user.dbl009,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=tape009,

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=rrr009,BLKSIZE=bbb009)

//SYS010   DD  DSN=user.dbl010,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=tape010,

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=rrr010,BLKSIZE=bbb010)

//SYS011   DD  DSN=user.dbl011,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=tape011,

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=rrr011,BLKSIZE=bbb011)

//SYSPCH   DD  DSN=&&sortreld,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=disk,
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//             SPACE=(TRK,1),DCB=BLKSIZE=80

//RELDCTL  DD  DSN=user.reldctl,DISP=SHR

//SORTMSG  DD  SYSOUT=A,DCB=BLKSIZE=bbbb 

//SORTWK01 DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(nnn,nnn))

 

 Add additional SORTWKnn files as necessary 

 

//userdb   DD  DSN=user.userdb,DISP=SHR

 

 Additional existing database files assignments, as required

Name Description
&&sortunld Data set name of the sort parameters created by UNLOAD
user.dbl002 Data set name of the file put out by UNLOAD as SYS002
user.dbl003 Data set name of the file put out by UNLOAD as SYS003
user.dbl004 Data set name of the intermediate work file containing the output

from SORT1
tape004 Symbolic device name of the SYS004 file
rrr004 Record size of the SYS004 file; should be the same as the record

size for SYS002 used by UNLOAD
bbb004 Block size of the SYS004 intermediate work file; should be the

same as the block size for SYS002 used by UNLOAD
user.dbl005 Data set name of the intermediate work file containing member

descriptors for chained sets from IDMSDBL2
tape005 Symbolic device name of the SYS005 file
rrr005 Record size of the SYS005 file; for sizing information, see

RELOAD
bbb005 Block size of the SYS005 intermediate work file; must be at least

48 bytes (the size of a member descriptor plus four bytes)
user.dbl006 Data set name of the intermediate work file containing member

descriptors for user owned index sets from IDMSDBL2
tape006 Symbolic device name of the SYS006 file
rrr006 Record size of the SYS006 file; for sizing information, see

RELOAD
bbb006 Block size of the SYS006 intermediate work file; must be at least

48 bytes (the size of a member descriptor plus four bytes)
user.dbl007 Data set name of the intermediate work file containing the output

of SORT2
tape007 Symbolic device name of the SYS007 file
rrr007 Record size of the SYS007 file; should be the same as the larger

of:
the record size for SYS003 used by UNLOAD
the record size for SYS006

bbb007 Block size of the SYS007 intermediate work file; must be at least
as large as the larger of:
the block size for SYS003 used by UNLOAD
the block size for SYS006
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user.dbl008 Data set name of the intermediate work file containing the
reformatted index information from IDMSDBLX

tape008 Symbolic device name of the SYS008 file
rrr008 Record size of the SYS008 file; should be the same as rrr007
bbb008 Block size of the SYS008 intermediate work file; should be the

same as bbb007
user.dbl009 Data set name of the intermediate work file containing the sorted

index set descriptors from SORT3
tape009 Symbolic device name of the SYS009 file
rrr009 Record size of the SYS009 file; should be the same as the larger

of:
the record size for SYS005
the record size for SYS008

bbb009 Block size of the SYS009 intermediate work file; must be at least
as large as the larger of:
the block size for SYS003 used by UNLOAD
the block size for SYS006

user.dbl010 Data set name of the intermediate work file containing prefix
pointer information from IDMSDBL3

tape010 Symbolic device name of the SYS010 file
rrr010 Record size of the SYS010 file; for sizing information, see

RELOAD
bbb010 Block size of the SYS010 intermediate work file; must be at least

44 bytes (the size of a pointer descriptor plus four bytes)
user.dbl011 Data set name of the intermediate work file containing sorted

prefix pointer information from SORT4
tape011 Symbolic device name of the SYS011 file
rrr011 Record size of the SYS011 file; should be the same as rrr010
bbb011 Block size of the SYS011 intermediate work file; should be the

same as bbb010
&&sortreld Data set name of the SYSPCH file
disk Symbolic device name of the SYSPCH file
user.reldctl Data set name of the reload control file containing control and set

information
bbbctl Blocksize of the RELDCTL file. It must be a multiple of 60 with a

maximum size of 32,760.
userdb DDname of the database file
user.userdb Data set name of the database file

REORG

DD statements for the batch command facility (z/OS)

When allocating the REORG control file or when running setup only

//RORGCTL  DD DSN=user.reldctl,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),

//            UNIT=disk,VOL=SER=nnnnnn,
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//            DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=8192,BLKSIZE=nnnn) 

DCB parameters are optional when creating the control file. When the parameters are not specified, REORG defaults to
8192 LRECL/BLKSIZE. If DCB parameters are specified, the minimum LRECL/BLKSIZE supported is 2048.

Manual creation of work files other than DBKEYS files

//wxnnnnn  DD DSN=user.workfile,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),

//            UNIT=disk,VOL=SER=nnnnnn,

//            DCB=(RECFM=VB,BLKSIZE=wrkbbb) 

Manual creation of DBKEYS work files

 

//WDnnnnn  DD DSN=user.workfile,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),

//            UNIT=disk,VOL=SER=nnnnnn,

//            DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=16,BLKSIZE=dbkbbb) 

Manual references to work files

 

//wxnnnnn  DD DSN=user.workfile,DISP=SHR 

File assignments when running the unload phase

 

//RORGCTL  DD DSN=user.reldctl,DISP=SHR

//RORGJCL  DD DSN=user.jclfile,DISP=SHR

//unlddb   DD DSN=user.unldfile,DISP=SHR

Additional database file assignments, as required if not using  dynamic allocation Manual references to work

 files if not using dynamic allocation 

File assignments when running the reload phase

 

//RORGCTL  DD DSN=user.reldctl,DISP=SHR

//RORGJCL  DD DSN=user.jclfile,DISP=SHR

//relddb   DD DSN-user.reldfile,DISP=SHR 

 Additional database file assignments, as required if not using dynamic allocation Manual references to work

 files if not using dynamic allocation 

//SORTMSG  DD SYSOUT=A

//SORTWK01 DD UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(nnn,nnn)) Additional SORTWKnn files as necessary 

Name Description
user.reldctl Data set name of the REORG control file containing control

information
user.jclfile Data set name of the file containing JCL for automatic job

submission
wxnnnnn DDname for a work file. It must match the name generated in the

Unload/Reload Work File Summary report.
user.workfile Data set name of a work file when sectionly allocating work files
wrkbbb Blocksize for a variable blocked sequential work file
WDnnnnn DDname for a DBKEYS file. It must match the name generated in

the Unload/Reload Work File Summary report.
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dbkbbb Blocksize for a fixed-blocked, sequential DBKEYS file. Must be a
multiple of 16.

disk Symbolic unit name for a device
nnnnnn Volume serial number
unlddb DDname of the existing database file
user.unldfile Data set name of the existing database file
relddb DDname of the target database file
user.reldfile Data set name of the target database file

RESTORE

DD statements for the batch command facility (z/OS)

  

//userdb1   DD  DSN=user.userdb1,DISP=OLD

 //userdb2   DD  DSN=user.userdb2,DISP=OLD

//SYS001    DD  DSN=user.bkp,DISP=SHR

 

 

 Additional database file assignments, as required

Name Description
userdb1 DDname of the first database file
user.userdb1 Data set name of the first database file
userdb2 DDname of the second database file
user.userdb2 Data set name of the second database file
user.bkp Data set name of the backup file

RESTRUCTURE

DD statements for the batch command facility (z/OS)

  

//userdb1   DD  DSN=user.userdb1,DISP=SHR

 //userdb2   DD  DSN=user.userdb2,DISP=SHR

//SYS001    DD  DSN=idms.spill,DISP=(NEW,PASS)

//              DCB=(RECFM=FB,BLKSIZE=bbbb)

 

Additional database file assignments, as required

Name Description
userdb1 DDname of the first database file
user.userdb1 Data set name of the first database file
userdb2 DDname of the second database file
user.userdb2 Data set name of the second database file
idms.spill Data set name of the spill file
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bbbb Block size of the spill file; it should be a multiple of 40 with a
maximum size of 32,760.

RESTRUCTURE CONNECT

DD statements for the batch command facility (z/OS)

//userdb   DD  DSN=user.userdb,DISP=SHR

//SYS001   DD  DSN=idms.spill,DISP=OLD

//SORTMSG  DD  SYSOUT=A,DCB=BLKSIZE=bbbb

//SORTWK01 DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(nnn,nnn))

Add additional SORTWKnn files as necessary

Name Description
userdb DDname of the database file
user.userdb Data set name of the database file
idms.spill Data set name of the spill file.
bbbb Block size of the spill file; it should be a multiple of 40 with a

maximum size of 32,760

ROLLBACK

DD statements for the batch command facility (z/OS)

  

//SYS001   DD  DSN=&&archive,DISP=OLD,UNIT=tape 

 //userdb   DD  DSN=user.userdb,DISP=OLD

 

 Additional database file assignments, as required

If using the SORT option add these statements: 

 

//SORTMSG  DD  SYSOUT=A,DCB=BLKSIZE=bbbb 

//SORTWK01 DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(nnn,nnn))

 

 Add additional SORTWKnn files as necessary

Name Description
&&archive Data set name of the complete archive or tape journal file
tape Symbolic device name of the archive or tape journal file
userdb DDname of the user database file
user.userdb Data set name of the user database file

ROLLFORWARD

DD statements for the batch command facility (z/OS)

 //userdb   DD  DSN=user.userdb,DISP=OLD

 

 Add database file assignments, as required

If recovering from a standard journal file: 
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//SYS001   DD  DSN=&.&archive.,DISP=(OLD),UNIT=tape

If recovering from a journal extract file: 

 

//extract   DD  DSN=jrnl.extract,DISP=OLD

 

 If using the SORT option or processing a journal extract file, add these statements: 

 

//SORTMSG  DD  SYSOUT=A,DCB=BLKSIZE=bbbb 

//SORTWK01 DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(nnn,nnn))

 

 Add SORTWKnn files as necessary

Name Description
userdb DDname of the user database file.
user.userdb Data set name of the user database file.
&.&archive. Data set name of the complete archive or tape journal file.
tape Symbolic device name of the archive or tape journal file.
extract DDname of the extract journal file. If not specified in the command

it will default to SYS002.
jrnl.extract Data set name of the extract journal file.

SYNCHRONIZE STAMPS

Local mode DD statements for the batch command facility (z/OS)

  

//userdb   DD  DSN=user.userdb,DISP=OLD

 //userdict DD  DSN=user.userdict,DISP=SHR

//sysjrnl  DD  DSN=idms.sysjrnl,DISP=OLD

 

Name Description
userdb DDname of the database file
user.userdb Data set name of the database file
userdict DDname of the database file containing the dictionary with the

table definitions
sysjrnl DDname of the tape journal file
idms.sysjrnl Data set name of the tape journal file

Central version

To execute SYNCHRONIZE STAMPS under the central version, modify the JCL shown previously as follows:

• Remove the USERDICT and SYSJRNL DD statements.
• Insert the following statement after the USERDB DD statement:

 //SYSCTL   DD  DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR
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Name Description
idms.sysctl Data set name of the SYSCTL file

TUNE INDEX

DD statement for the batch command facility (z/OS)

 //userdb   DD   DSN=user.userdb,DISP=SHR

 

Name Description
userdb DDname of the database file
user.userdb Data set name of the database file

Central version

To execute TUNE INDEX under the central version, modify the JCL shown previously as follows:

• Optionally remove any journal and database DD statements.
• Insert the following statement:

 //SYSCTL   DD  DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

 

Name Description
sysctl DDname of the SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl Data set name of the SYSCTL file

UNLOCK

DD statements for the batch command facility (z/OS)

 //userdb   DD  DSN=user.userdb,DISP=SHR

 

Name Description
userdb DDname of the database file
user.userdb Data set name of the database file

UNLOAD

DD statements for the batch command facility (z/OS)

 //userdb   DD  DSN=user.olddb,DISP=SHR

 

 Additional existing database files assignments, as required 

 

//sysjrnl  DD  DUMMY

//SYS002   DD  DSN=user.dbl002,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=tape002,

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,BLKSIZE=bbb002)

//SYS003   DD  DSN=user.dbl003,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=tape003,
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//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,BLKSIZE=bbb003)

//SYSPCH   DD  DSN=&&sortunld,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=disk,

//             SPACE=(TRK,1),DCB=BLKSIZE=80

//RELDCTL  DD  DSN=user.reldctl,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=nnnn,

               VOL=SER=nnnnnn,

               DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=60,BLKSIZE=bbbctl)

 

Name Description
userdb DDname of the existing database file
user.olddb Data set name of the existing database file
sysjrnl DDname of the dummy journal file
user.dbl002 Data set name of the SYS002 output file
tape002 Symbolic device name of the SYS002 output file
bbb002 Block size of the SYS002 output file; must be at least the size of

the largest database record plus 4 bytes
user.dbl003 Data set name of the SYS003 output file
tape003 Symbolic device name of the SYS003 output file
bbb003 Block size of the SYS003 output file
&&sortunld Data set name of the sort parameters created by UNLOAD
disk Symbolic device name of the sort parameter file
user.reldctl Data set name of the reload control file containing control and set

information
bbbctl Size of the RELDCTL file. It should be a multiple of 60 with a

maximum size of 32,760.

UPDATE STATISTICS

DD statements for the batch command facility (z/OS)

  

//userdb   DD  DSN=user.userdb,DISP=SHR

 Additional database file assignments, as required

 

//ddlcat   DD  DSN=sysdict.ddlcat,DISP=OLD

//ddlxcat  DD  DSN=sysdict.ddlxcat,DISP=OLD

//j1jrnl   DD  DSN=tape.j1jrnl,DISP=(NEW,disp)

 

 Additional journal file assignments, as required

Name Description
userdb DDname of the database file
user.userdb Data set name of the database file
ddlcat DDname of the database file containing the area of the system

dictionary with the table definitions
sysdict.ddlcat Data set name of the database file containing the area of the

system dictionary with the table definitions
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ddlxcat DDname of the database file containing the area of the system
dictionary with indexes

sysdict.ddlxcat Data set name of the database file containing the area of the
system dictionary with indexes

j1jrnl DDname of the first journal file, as defined in the DMCL
tape.j1jrnl Data set name of the first journal file
disp The disposition of the first journal file

Central version

To execute UPDATE STATISTICS under the central version, modify the previous JCL as follows:

• Optionally remove any journal and database DD statements.
• Insert the following statement:

 //SYSCTL   DD  DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

 

Name Description
sysctl DDname of the SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl Data set name of the SYSCTL file

VALIDATE

DD statements for the batch command facility (z/OS)

 //userdb   DD  DSN=user.userdb,DISP=disp 

//SYS002   DD  DSN=user.valin,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=tapein,

               DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=rrrin,BLKSIZE=bbbin)

//SYS003   DD  DSN=user.valout,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

               UNIT=tapeout,

               DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=rrrout,

               BLKSIZE=bbbout)

//SYSPCH   DD  DSN=&.&sortval.,DISP=(NEW,PASS)

               UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,1),DCB=BLKSIZE=80

//SORTMSG  DD  SYSOUT=A,DCB=BLKSIZE=bbbb 

//SORTWK01 DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(nnn,nnn))

 

 The SORTMSG and SORTWKnn files are only needed

 when performing a complete VALIDATE.

 Add additional SORTWKnn files as necessary

Name Description
userdb DDname of the database file
user.userdb Data set name of the database file
user.valin * Data set name of the input SYS002 file; for sizing information see

VALIDATE
tapein Symbolic device name of the SYS002 file
rrrin Record size of the SYS002 file
bbbin Block size of the SYS002 file
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user.valout * Data set name of the output SYS003 file; for sizing information
see VALIDATE

tapeout Symbolic device name of the SYS003 file
rrrout Record size of the SYS003 file
bbbout Block size of the SYS003 file
&.&sortval. Data set name of the SYSPCH file

NOTE

When running a complete VALIDATE, SYS002, and SYS003 must point to the same intermediate file. When
running a stepped VALIDATE, SYS002 and SYS003 must point to a different intermediate file.

Utility Programs (z/OS)
This section list the utility programs:

IDMSDBAN

Local mode IDMSDBAN (z/OS)

//DBN1     EXEC PGM=IDMSDBN1,REGION=region-size

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

//userdb   DD  DSN=user.userdb,DISP=SHR

Additional database file assignments, as required

//SYS002   DD  DSN=&&chain,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=tape,

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,BLKSIZE=9000)

//SYSLST   DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSIPT   DD  *

Insert SYSIDMS parameters, as required

/*

IDMSDBAN input parameters

/*

//DBN2     EXEC PGM=IDMSDBN2,REGION=1500K

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

//SYS001   DD  DSN=&&chain,DISP=(OLD),UNIT=tape

//SYS002   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(400,50)),
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//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,BLKSIZE=9000)

//SORTWK01 DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(nnn,nn))

//SORTWK02 DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(nnn,nn))

//SORTMSG  DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSLST   DD  SYSOUT=A

Insert SYSIDMS parameters, as required

/*

NOTE
Additional file assignments may be needed for the user catalog and the system dictionary depending on your
security implementation.

region-size The size of the region. This depends on the size of the database.
A larger region size enables efficient execution of the internal sort.

idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the DMCL and
database name table load modules

idms.custom.loadlib Data set name of the IDMS/DB load library containing customized
load modules, including customized subschemas

idms.cagjload Data set name of the IDMS/DB load library containing vanilla load
modules and delivered subschemas

userdb DDname of the user file
user.userdb Data set name of the user file
&&chain Data set name of the chain file generated by IDMSDBN1
tape Symbolic device name of the chain file

 

IDMSDIRL

Local mode IDMSDIRL (z/OS)

//DIRL     EXEC PGM=IDMSDIRL,REGION=512K

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

//sysjrnl  DD  DSN=idms.tapejrnl,DISP=(NEW,KEEP),

//             UNIT=tape

//dictdb   DD  DSN=idms.dictdb,DISP=SHR

//SYSLST   DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYS001   DD  DSN=idms.dirldata,DISP=(OLD,PASS),UNIT=tapein

//SYSIPT   DD  *
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NOTE
Additional file assignments may be needed for the user catalog and the system dictionary depending on your
security implementation.

idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the DMCL and
database name table load modules

idms.custom.loadlib Data set name of the IDMS/DB load library containing customized
load modules

idms.cagjload Data set name of the IDMS/DB load library containing vanilla load
modules

sysjrnl DDname of the tape journal file
idms.tapejrnl Data set name of the tape journal file
tape Symbolic device name of the tape journal file
dictdb DDname of the data dictionary file
idms.dictdb Data set name of the data dictionary file
idms.dirldata Data set name of the IDMSDIRL input file (on the installation

media)
tapein Symbolic device name of the IDMSDIRL input file

Central version

To execute IDMSDIRL under the central version, modify the JCL shown previously as follows:

• Remove the SYSJRNL and DICTDB DD statements.
• Insert the following statement after the STEPLIB DD statement:

//SYSCTL   DD  DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

idms.sysctl Data set name of the SYSCTL file

NOTE
An IDMSOPTI module link edited with IDMSDIRL can be used in place of or in addition to the SYSCTL file.

IDMSLOOK

Local mode IDMSLOOK (z/OS)

//EXEC     PGM=IDMSLOOK,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DISP=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg    DD  DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//sysjrnl  DD  DSN=idms.tapejrnl,DISP=

//SYSLST   DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSIDMS  DD  *

Insert SYSIDMS parameters, as required

/*

//SYSIPT   DD *
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IDMSLOOK input parameters

NOTE
Additional file assignments may be needed for the user catalog and the system dictionary depending on your
security implementation.

idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the DMCL and
database name table load modules

idms.custom.loadlib Data set name of the IDMS/DB load library containing customized
load modules

idms.cagjload Data set name of the IDMS/DB load library containing vanilla load
modules

 

IDMSRPTS

Local mode IDMSRPTS (z/OS)

//RPTS     EXEC PGM=IDMSRPTS,REGION=256K

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

//sysjrnl  DD  DSN=idms.tapejrnl,DISP=SHR

//dictdb   DD  DSN=idms.dictdb,DISP=SHR

//SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSLST   DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSIDMS  DD  *

DICTNAME=dictionary-name

DICTNODE=node-name     This is optional

Insert other SYSIDMS parameters as appropriate

//SYSIPT   DD  *

Insert utility statements

/*

NOTE
Additional file assignments might be needed for the user catalog and the system dictionary depending on your
security implementation.

idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the DMCL and
database name table load modules

idms.custom.loadlib Data set name of the IDMS/DB load library containing customized
load modules
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idms.cagjload Data set name of the IDMS/DB load library containing vanilla load
modules

sysjrnl DDname of the tape journal file
idms.tapejrnl Data set name of the tape journal file
dictdb DDname of the data dictionary file
idms.dictdb Data set name of the data dictionary file
dictionary-name Name of the dictionary against which the reports are to be

produced
nodename Name of the DC/UCF system where dictionary-name resides

Central version

To execute IDMSRPTS under the central version, modify the JCL shown previously as follows:

• Remove the SYSJRNL and DICTDB DD statements.
• Insert the following statement after the STEPLIB DD statement:

//SYSCTL   DD  DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

sysctl DDname of the SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl Data set name of the SYSCTL file

NOTE
An IDMSOPTI module link edited with IDMSRPTS can be used in place of or in addition to the SYSCTL file.

IDMSRSTC

Local mode IDMSRSTC (z/OS)

//RSTC     EXEC PGM=IDMSRSTC,REGION=512K

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

//sysjrnl  DD  DSN=idms.tapejrnl,DISP=SHR

//dictdb   DD  DSN=idms.dictdb,DISP=SHR

//SYSLST   DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSPCH   DD  SYSOUT=B

//SYSIDMS  DD  *

DICTNAME=dictionary-name

DICTNODE=node-name

Insert other SYSIDMS parameters as appropriate

//SYSIPT   DD  *

IDMSRSTC input parameters

/*
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NOTE
Additional file assignments might be needed for the user catalog and the system dictionary depending on your
security implementation.

idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the DMCL and
database name table load modules

idms.custom.loadlib Data set name of the IDMS/DB load library containing customized
load modules

idms.cagjload Data set name of the IDMS/DB load library containing vanilla load
modules

sysjrnl DDname of the tape journal file
idms.tapejrnl Data set name of the tape journal file
dictdb DDname of the data dictionary file
idms.dictdb Data set name of the data dictionary file
dictionary-name Name of the dictionary containing the schemas identified in the

SCHEMA statement
nodename Name of the DC/UCF system where dictionary-name resides

Central version

To execute IDMSRSTC under the central version, modify the JCL shown previously as follows:

• Remove the SYSJRNL and DICTDB DD statements.
• Insert the following statement after the STEPLIB DD statement:

//sysctl   DD  DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

sysctl DDname of the SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl Data set name of the SYSCTL file

NOTE
An IDMSOPTI module link edited with IDMSRSTC can be used in place of or in addition to the SYSCTL file.

IDMSRSTT

Assemble and link an IDMSRSTT module

//ASMCL    EXEC HLASMCL,

//             PARM.C='OBJECT,NODECK,RENT'

//C.SYSLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.cagjsrc

//C.SYSIN    DD *

     Put IDMSRSTT macro statements here

//L.SYSLMOD  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.custom.loadlib

//L.SYSIN    DD *

         Optionally add an INCLUDE statement for each procedure named

         in the NUPROCS= clause here. If not included, any procedures
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         will be dynamically loaded.

  ENTRY IDMSRSTT

  NAME idmsrstt(R)

/*

idms.cagjsrc Library name containing source IDMS macros
idms.custom.loadlib Library name into which to save the new IDMSRSTT load module
idmsrstt Module name of the IDMSRSTT table

z/VSE JCL
This section includes sample z/VSE JCL to execute IDMS utilities. Additionally, a description of the =COPY facility,
IDMSLBLS procedure, and the SYSIDMS parameter file, as they relate to the utilities, is included.

=COPY Facility
The =COPY IDMS statement is used to copy the library member into the job stream. Under z/VSE, some or all of the
utility statements to be submitted to an IDMS utility can be stored as a member in a source statement library. Most IDMS
utilities support the =COPY DIMS statement. This functionality is not available in IDMS Tools, Culprit, ADS batch, or OLQ
batch.

The =COPY IDMS statement identifies the library member and is coded in the JCL along with other input parameter
statements to be submitted to IDMS. Multiple =COPY statements can be submitted.

=COPY IDMS statements and input parameter statements can be intermixed in the JCL. The input parameters are
submitted to the compiler in the order in which they occur, whether they are coded directly in the JCL or copied in through
the =COPY facility.

Syntax

►►─── =COPY IDMS ─┬─┬──────────────────┬── member-name ─────┬──────────►◄

                  │ └─ sublibrary-id. ─┘                    │

                  │                                         │

                  └─ MEM= member-name ──┬────────────────┬──┘

                                        └─ .member-type ─┘ 

Parameters

• sublibrary-id
Identifies the source statement sublibrary that includes the member identified by member-name. The default is A.

• member-name
Identifies the source statement library member that contains the input parameter statements to be submitted to the
IDMS utility.

• member-type
Identifies the type of the member that contains the input parameter statements to be submitted to the IDMS utility. The
default is A.

NOTE
If the input parameter statements are stored as a member in a private source statement library, the DLBL file
type for the library must be specified as DA.
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About the IDMSLBLS Procedure
IDMSLBLS is a procedure provided during an IDMS z/VSE installation. It contains file assignments for IDMS dictionaries,
sample databases, disk journal files, and the SYSIDMS parameter file.

A copy of the IDMSLBLS procedure appears at the end of this section.

File assignments for the IDMS files in the IDMSLBLS procedure are not included in the sample JCL for each utility in this
section.

Tape and archive journal files, SYSCTL, user database, and work file assignments are included in the sample JCL, as is
an EXEC statement for the IDMSLBLS procedure. The sample JCL assumes you will use either the IDMSLBLS procedure
or another procedure that you create.

The files required to run each utility are identified in each section under the JCL Considerations heading.

SYSIDMS Parameter File for Execution
SYSIDMS is a parameter file used in the execution of batch jobs running in either local mode or under the central version.

SYSIDMS parameters allow you to specify physical requirements of the environment, such as DBNAME and DICTNAME
and runtime directives such as activating IDMSQSAM. Additionally, there are SYSIDMS parameters for use specifically in
a z/VSE environment. For example, there is a BLKSIZE parameter that allows you to override the blocksize for a file and a
DEVADDR=SYSnnn parameter to specify a device address for a tape file.

The SYSIDMS file can be defined as a sequential disk file, or SYSIDMS parameters can be passed through the SYSIPT
file. The SYSIDMS file is defined in the IDMSLBLS procedure so that parameters can be passed through SYSIPT.

SYSIDMS is referenced only in the generic JCL for the Batch Command Facility. You should include SYSIDMS
parameters, as appropriate, in the JCL stream for each utility.

NOTE
On VSE systems, the default block size of the intermediate work files used by the IDMS utilities is 6000 bytes.
If an intermediate work file contains records larger than 6000 bytes, you must use SYSIDMS to override the
blocksize.

For example, in the UNLOAD utility, the record size of the SYS002 file is 24 bytes plus the size of the data portion of the
record occurrence. If the total is greater than 6000 bytes, you can use the following SYSIDMS parameter as an override:

FILENAME=SYS002,BLKSIZE=32767,FILETYPE=D

Batch Command Facility (z/VSE)
The following sample z/VSE JCL is used to execute the Batch Command Facility (IDMSBCF).

When using the IDMSBCF program to execute a utility statement, include these file assignments along with the required
statements for each of the utilities. The file assignments for each utility are presented on subsequent pages in this section.

Local mode IDMSBCF (z/VSE)

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=IDMS libraries

// EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS

// DLBL   idmslib,'idms.library'

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,tttt
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// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// TLBL   SYSnnn,'idms.sysjrnl',,nnnnnn,,f

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,x'cuu'

Insert file assignments required by the utility statements

// EXEC IDMSBCF,SIZE=64K

Insert SYSIDMS parameters, as required

/*

Insert utility statements

/*

NOTE
Additional file assignments may be neededfor the user catalog and the system dictionary depending on your
security implementation.

IDMSLBLS Name of the procedure provided at installation containing the
file definitions for IDMS dictionaries, databases, and SYSIDMS
parameter file.
Note: For a complete listing of IDMSLBLS, see "IDMSLBLS
Procedure" later in this section.

idmslib Dtfname of the IDMS library
idms.library Data set name of IDMS libraries, as established during installation
SYSnnn Logical unit of the volume for which the extent is effective
nnnnnn Volume serial identifier of appropriate disk volume
ssss Starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of disk extent
tttt Number of tracks
vvvvvv Volume serial number
IDMS libraries The IDMS libraries, as established during installation
SYSIDMS Filename of the SYSIDMS parameter file

Note: For a complete listing of the SYSIDMS parameter file, see
the IDMS Common Facilities Section.

Central version

To run IDMSBCF under the central version, add a SYSCTL file and remove the tape journal file assignment.

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=IDMS libraries

// EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS

// DLBL    idmslib,'idms.library'

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,tttt
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// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    sysctl,'idms.sysctl',1999/365,SD

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,2

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

Insert file assignments required by the utility statements

// EXEC IDMSBCF,SIZE=64K

Insert SYSIDMS parameters, as required

/*

Insert utility statements

/*

sysctl Filename of the SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl File-ID of the SYSCTL file

Utility Statements (z/VSE)

ARCHIVE JOURNAL

File assignments for the batch command facility (z/VSE)

// TLBL    SYSnnn,'idms.archive',,nnnnnn,,f

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,x'cuu'

Additional archive journal file assignments, as required

idms.archive File-ID of the tape archive file as defined in the DMCL

 

ARCHIVE LOG

File assignments for the batch command facility (z/VSE)

// DLBL    dclog,'idms.system.ddldclog',,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// TLBL    SYS002,'idms.archive',,nnnnnn,,f
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// ASSGN   SYS002,x'cuu'

dclog File-ID of the database log file
idms.archive File-ID of the archive log file

 

ARCHIVE TRACE

The IDMS installation media contains the following sample JCL (intended for demonstration purposes only):

• ATRCJCL -- Contains a skeleton of the JCL required to run the ARCHIVE TRACE utility.

BACKUP

File assignments for the batch command facility (z/VSE)

// DLBL    userdb,'user.userdb',,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

Additional file assignments, as required

// TLBL    SYS001,'user.bkpfile',,nnnnnn,,f

// ASSGN   SYS001,x'cuu'

userdb Filename of the user file
user.userdb File-ID of the user file
user.bkpfile File-ID of the tape backup file

 

BUILD

File assignments for the batch command facility (z/VSE)

// DLBL    userdb,'user.userdb',,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    userload,'user.load',,SD

// EXTENT  SYS002,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYS002,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    userbuild,'user.build',,SD

// EXTENT  SYS003,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYS003,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

Sort files are only needed when performing a complete BUILD
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// DLBL    SORTWK1,'sort.work.file'

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

Additional sort files, as required

userdb Filename of the user file
user.userdb File-ID of the user file
user.load File-ID of the input (SYS002) file; for sizing information see

discussion of SYS003 in LOAD.
user.build File-ID of the output (SYS003) file; for sizing information see

BUILD.

NOTE
When running a complete BUILD, SYS002 and SYS003 must pointto the same intermediate file. When running
a stepped BUILD, SYS002 and SYS003 must point to different intermediate files.

CLEANUP

File assignments for the batch command facility (z/VSE)

// DLBL    userdb,'user.userdb',,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

Additional database file assignments, as required

userdb Filename of the user file
user.userdb File-ID of the user file

Central version

To execute CLEANUP SEGMENT under the central version:

• Remove the TLBL and ASSGN statements for the tape journal file from the previous JCL.
• Insert the following statement:

// DLBL SYSCTL,file-id,0,SD

// EXTENT SYSnnn,vvvvvv,1,0,1,1

// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

file-id Data set name of the sysctl file
SYSnnn Logical unit of the volume for which the extent is effective
vvvvvv Volume serial number
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CONVERT CATALOG

DD statements for the batch command facility (z/VSE)

//DLBL       ddlcat,'ucat.ddlcat',,DA

//EXTENT     SYSnnn,nnnnnn

//ASSIGN     SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

//DLBL       ddlcatx,'ucat.ddlcatx',,DA

//EXTENT     SYSnnn,nnnnnn

//ASSIGN     SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

ddlcat Filename of the file containing the DDLCAT area of the dictionary
to be converted

ucat.ddlcat File-ID of the file containing the DDLCAT area of the dictionary to
be converted

ddlcatx Filename of the file containing the DDLCATX area of the dictionary
to be converted

ucat.ddlcatx File-ID of the file containing the DDLCATX area of the dictionary to
be converted

Central version

To execute CONVERT CATALOG under the central version:

• Optionally remove any journal and database file statements
• Insert the following statement:

//DLBL SYSCTL,file-id,_,SD

//EXTENT SYSCTLnnn,vvvvvv,1,_,1,1

//ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

file-id Data set name of the sysctl file
SYSnnn Logical unit of the volume for which the extent is effective
vvvvvv Volume serial number

 

CONVERT PAGE

File assignments for the batch command facility (z/VSE)

//DLBL       userdb,'user.userdb',,SD

//EXTENT     SYSnnn,nnnnnn

//ASSIGN     SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

Additional database file assignments as needed.

//DLBL       newdb,'user.newdb',,SD
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//EXTENT     SYSnnn,nnnnnn

//ASSIGN     SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

Additional new converted database file assignments as needed.

userdb Filename of the input database file
user.userdb File-ID of the input database file
newdb Filename of the output converted database file
user.newdb File-ID of the output converted database file

 

EXPAND PAGE

File assignments for the batch command facility (z/VSE)

// DLBL    userdb,'user.userdb',,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

Additional database file assignments, as required

// DLBL    userxb,'user.xbase',,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

Additional expanded database file assignments, as required

user.userdb File-ID of the existing database file
user.xbase File-ID of the expanded database file

 

EXTRACT JOURNAL

File assignments for the batch command facility (z/VSE)

// DLBL   SYS001,'archive',,SD

// EXTENT SYS001,nnnnnn

// ASSGN  SYS001,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   extract,'jrnl.extract',,SD

// EXTENT sysnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN  sysnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

Add sort work files
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Add SYSIDMS parameters

FILENAME=SYSnnn,BLKSIZE=bbbbb

archive File name of the complete archive or journal file. It can be on tape
or disk as specified through the SYSIDMS parameter file.

extract DDname of the extract journal file. If not specified, it defaults
to SYS002. It can be on tape or disk as specified through the
SYSIDMS parameter file.

jrnl.extract Data set name of the extract journal file.
bbbbb Block size of the extract journal file. Specify a size as large as the

largest block size on the journal or archive files being processed.

 

FASTLOAD

File assignments for the batch command facility (z/VSE)

// DLBL   SORTWK1,'sort.work.file'

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

Additional sort files, as required

// DLBL   userdb,'user.userdb',,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

Additional database file assignments, as required

// DLBL   RELDCTL.'user.reldctl',,SD

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SYS001,'sort.unload',,SD

// EXTENT SYS001,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN  SYS001,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SYS002,'user.dbl001',,SD

// EXTENT SYS002,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN  SYS002,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SYS004,'dbl004.name',,SD

// EXTENT SYS004,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN  SYS004,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR
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// DLBL   SYS005,'user.dbl005',,SD

// EXTENT SYS005,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN  SYS005,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// TLBL   SYS009,'user.dbl009',,nnnnnn,,f

// ASSGN  SYS009,x'cuu'

// DLBL   SYS010,'user.dbl010',,SD

// EXTENT SYS010,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN  SYS010,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SYS011,'user.dbl011',,SD

// EXTENT SYS011,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN  SYS011,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

sort.unload File-ID of the sort parameters created by IDMSTBLU
user.reldctl Data set name of the reload control file containing control and set

information. Blocksize of the RELDCTL file should be a multiple of
60 with a maximum size of 32,760. Blocksize is controlled through
the BLKSIZE SYSIDMS parameter. For a complete description of
SYSIDMS parameters, see the IDMS Common Facilities Section.

user.dbl001 File-ID of the file generated by the format program
user.dbl004 File-ID of the intermediate work file containing the output from

SORT1. Record and block size should be the same as SYS001.
user.dbl005 File-ID of the intermediate work file containing a control record and

set membership information from IDMSDBL2.
user.dbl009 File-ID of the intermediate work file containing the sorted contents

of SYS005.
user.dbl010 File-ID of the intermediate work file containing pointer information

from IDMSDBL3.
user.dbl011 File-ID of the intermediate work file containing sorted pointer

information from SORT4.
userdb Filename of the database file.
user.userdb File-ID of the database file.

 

FIX ARCHIVE

File assignments for the batch command facility (z/VSE)

// TLBL    SYS001,'idms.tjrnlold',,nnnnnn,,f

// ASSGN   SYS001,x'cuu'

// TLBL    SYS002,'idms.tjrnlfix',,nnnnnn,,f

// ASSGN   SYS002,x'cuu'

idms.tjrnlold File-ID of the input tape journal file
f File number of the tape journal file
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idms.tjrnlfix File-ID of the output tape journal file

 

FIX PAGE

File assignments for the batch command facility (z/VSE)

// DLBL    userdb,'user.userdb',,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

Additional file assignments, as required

userdb Filename of the user file
user.userdb File-ID of the user file

Central version

To execute FIX PAGE under the central version:

• Remove the TLBL and ASSGN statements for the tape journal file from the previous JCL.
• Insert the following statement:

// DLBL SYSCTL,file-id,0,SD

// EXTENT SYSnnn,vvvvvv,1,0,1,1

// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

file-id Data set name of the sysctl file
SYSnnn Logical unit of the volume for which the extent is effective
vvvvvv Volume serial number

 

FORMAT

File assignments for the batch command facility (z/VSE)

To format a new database file:

// DLBL    userdb,'user.userdb',,tt

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,rrrr

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

To reformat an existing database file:

// DLBL    userdb,'user.userdb',,tt

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn
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// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

To format a new disk journal file:

// DLBL    j1jrnl,'idms.j1jrnl',,SD

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,rrrr

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

To reformat an existing disk journal file:

// DLBL    j1jrnl,'idms.j1jrnl',,SD

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

Additional database and journal file assignments, as required

To format a new SYSTRK file:

// DLBL ffff.,'idms.systrk1',,xx

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,rrrr

// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

To reformat an existing SYSTRK file:

// DLBL ffff,'idms.systrk1',,xx

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

userdb Filename of the database file
user.userdb File-ID of the database file
idms.j1jrnl File-ID of the disk journal file
j1jrnl Filename of the disk journal file
rrrr Number of tracks (CKD) or blocks (FBA) in the disk extent; must

be at least one more than the number of BDAM blocks or VSAM
control intervals in the database

tt File type of the file being formatted:
SD (sequential) if formatting by file or segment (unless it is a
VSAM file)
DA (direct access) if reformatting by area
VSAM if formatting or reformatting an IDMS/DB VSAM file
Omit if reformatting by file

ffff File name of the SYSTRK file
idms.systrk1 FILE-ID of the SYSTRK file
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xx File type of the file being formatted
SD (sequential) if INITIAL is specified
DA (direct access) if INITIAL is not specified
VSAM if formatting a VSAM file

Multiple extents

You can format an IDMS/DB VSAM file with multiple extents under z/VSE. However, you cannot format a BDAM file with
multiple extents.

The SIZE parameter on the EXEC statement

The SIZE parameter on the EXEC statement enables the IBM rotational sensing (RPS) feature. When formatting IDMS/
DB VSAM files, you should specify SIZE=AUTO on the EXEC statement for IDMSBCF.

Do not use the SIZE parameter at all when formatting BDAM files or files allocated on 3344 disk devices with RPS
implemented within the hardware. When you use the SIZE parameter in these cases, IDMS/DB cannot access the
required current updated copy of the DTF.

Central version

To execute FORMAT AREA or FORMAT SEGMENT under the central version:

• Remove the TLBL and ASSGN statements for the tape journal file from the previous JCL.
• Insert the following statement:

// DLBL SYSCTL,file-id,0,SD

// EXTENT SYSnnn,vvvvvv,1,0,1,1

// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

file-id Data set name of the sysctl file
SYSnnn Logical unit of the volume for which the extent is effective
vvvvvv Volume serial number

 

INSTALL STAMPS

Local mode

File assignments for the batch command facility (z/VSE)

// DLBL    userdb,'user.userdb',,tt

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,rrrr

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    userdict,'user.userdict',,tt

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

userdb Filename of the user file
user.userdb File-ID of the user file
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user.userdict File-ID of the dictionary containing the table definitions

Central version

To execute INSTALL STAMPS under the central version:

• Remove the TLBL and ASSGN statements for the tape journal file from the previous JCL.
• Insert the following statement:

// DLBL SYSCTL,file-id,0,SD

// EXTENT SYSnnn,vvvvvv,1,0,1,1

// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

file-id Data set name of the sysctl file
SYSnnn Logical unit of the volume for which the extent is effective
vvvvvv Volume serial number

 

LOAD

File assignments for the batch command facility (z/VSE)

// DLBL    userdb,'user.userdb',,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    userdict,'user.userdict',,tt

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    SYS001,'user.input',,SD

// EXTENT  SYS001,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN   SYS001,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    SYS002,'user.loadin',,SD

// EXTENT  SYS002,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN   SYS002,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    SYS003,'user.loadout',,SD

// EXTENT  SYS003,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN   SYS003,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    SYSnnn,'sort.load',,SD

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

Sort files are only needed when performing a complete LOAD
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// DLBL    SYSnnn,'sort.work',,SD

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

Additional sort files, as required

userdb Filename of the user file
user.userdb File-ID of the user file
user.userdict File-ID of the dictionary containing the table definitions
user.input File-ID of the input file
user.loadin File-ID of the input SYS002 file; for sizing information see LOAD.
user.loadout File-ID of the output SYS003 file; for sizing information see LOAD.
sort.load File-ID of the SYSPCH file

NOTE
When performing a complete LOAD, you must preallocate the file referenced by SYS002 and SYS003 (the
same file is used for both assigns in a complete LOAD). Do not use a temporary data set for these files.

LOCK

File assignments for the batch command facility (z/VSE)

// DLBL    userdb,'user.userdb',,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

user.userdb File-ID of the user database file

Central version

To execute LOCK AREA under the central version:

• Remove the TLBL and ASSGN statements for the tape journal file from the previous JCL.
• Insert the following statement:

// DLBL SYSCTL,file-id,0,SD

// EXTENT SYSnnn,vvvvvv,1,0,1,1

// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

file-id Data set name of the sysctl file
SYSnnn Logical unit of the volume for which the extent is effective
vvvvvv Volume serial number

 

MAINTAIN INDEX

File assignments for the batch command facility (z/VSE)
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// DLBL    SORTWK1,'sort.work.file'

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

Additional sort files, as required

// DLBL    userdb,'user.olddb',,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

Additional existing database file assignments, as required

// DLBL    RELDCTL.'user.reldctl',,SD

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    SYS003,'user.dbl003',,SD

// EXTENT  SYS003,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN   SYS003,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    SYS004,'user.dbl004',,SD

// EXTENT  SYS004,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN   SYS004,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    SYS005,'user.dbl005',,SD

// EXTENT  SYS005,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN   SYS005,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    SYS006,'user.dbl006',,SD

// EXTENT  SYS006,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN   SYS006,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

user.olddb File-ID of the existing database file
user.reldctl Data set name of the reload control file containing control and set

information. Block size of the RELDCTL file should be a multiple of
60 with a maximum size of 32,760. Block size is controlled through
the BLKSIZE SYSIDMS parameter. For a complete description of
SYSIDMS parameters, see the IDMS Common Facilities Section.

user.dbl003 File-ID of the intermediate work file containing index descriptors
from IDMSTABX.

user.dbl004 File-ID of the intermediate work file containing the output from
SORT3.

user.dbl005 File-ID of the intermediate work file containing pointers for user-
owned index sets from IDMSDBL3.

user.dbl006 File-ID of the intermediate work file containing sorted pointers for
user-owned index sets from SORT4.
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PRINT INDEX

File assignments for the batch command facility (z/VSE)

// DLBL    userdb,'user.userdb',,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

Additional file assignments, as required

userdb Filename of the user file
user.userdb File-ID of the user file

 

PRINT JOURNAL

File assignments for the batch command facility (z/VSE)

// DLBL    SYS001,'idms.archjrnl',,SD

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

SYS001 Filename of the archive journal file
idms.archjrnl File-ID of the archive journal file

 

PRINT LOG

File assignments for the batch command facility (z/VSE)

To print from the DDLDCLOG area:

// DLBL    dclog,'idms.system.ddldclog',,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

To print from the archive log file:

// TLBL    SYS001,'idms.archive',,nnnnnn,,f

// ASSGN   SYS001,x'cuu'

idms.archive File-ID of the archive log file
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PRINT PAGE

File assignments for the batch command facility (z/VSE)

// DLBL    userdb1,'user.userdb1',,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    userdb2,'user.userdb2',,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

Additional file assignments, as required

userdb1 Filename of the user file
user.userdb1 File-ID of the user file

Central version

To execute PRINT PAGE under the central version:

• Remove the TLBL and ASSGN statements for the tape journal file from the previous JCL.
• Insert the following statement:

// DLBL SYSCTL,file-id,0,SD

// EXTENT SYSnnn,vvvvvv,1,0,1,1

// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

file-id Data set name of the sysctl file
SYSnnn Logical unit of the volume for which the extent is effective
vvvvvv Volume serial number

 

PRINT SPACE

File assignments for the batch command facility (z/VSE)

// DLBL    userdb1,'user.userdb1',,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    userdb2,'user.userdb2',,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR
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Additional file assignments, as required

userdb1 Filename of the user file
user.userdb1 File-ID of the user file

Central version

To execute PRINT SPACE FOR AREA or PRINT SPACE FOR SEGMENT under the central version:

• Remove the TLBL and ASSGN statements for the tape journal file from the previous JCL.
• Insert the following statement:

// DLBL SYSCTL,file-id,0,SD

// EXTENT SYSnnn,vvvvvv,1,0,1,1

// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

file-id Data set name of the sysctl file
SYSnnn Logical unit of the volume for which the extent is effective
vvvvvv Volume serial number

 

PRINT TRACE

The IDMS installation media contains the following sample JCL (intended for demonstration purposes only):

• PTRCJCL - Contains a skeleton of the JCL required to run the PRINT TRACE utility.

PUNCH

Local mode

File assignments for the batch command facility (z/VSE)

// DLBL    usercat,'user.ddlcat',,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    usercatl,'user.ddlcatl',,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    usercatx,'user.ddlcatx',,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// TLBL    SYSnnn,'idms.sysjrnl',,nnnnnn,,f

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,x'cuu'
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Additional dummied journals, as required

user.ddlcat File-ID of the dictionary file containing the DDLCAT area of the
dictionary

user.ddlcatl File-ID of the dictionary file containing the DDLCATLOD area of
the dictionary

user.ddlcatx File-ID of the dictionary file containing the DDLCATX area of the
dictionary

idms.sysjrnl File-ID of the user file

Central version

To execute INSTALL STAMPS under the central version, remove the USERCAT, USERCATL, USERCATX, and SYSJRNL
statements.

RELOAD

File assignments for the batch command facility (z/VSE)

// DLBL   SORTWK1,'sort.work.file'

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

Additional sort files, as required

// DLBL   userdb,'.user.userdb',,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

Additional existing database file assignments, as required

// DLBL   RELDCTL.'user.reldctl',,SD

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SYS001,'sort.unload',,SD

// EXTENT SYS001,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN  SYS001,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SYS002,'user.dbl002',,SD

// EXTENT SYS002,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN  SYS002,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SYS003,'user.dbl003',,SD

// EXTENT SYS003,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN  SYS003,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR
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// DLBL   SYS004,'user.dbl004',,SD

// EXTENT SYS004,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN  SYS004,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SYS005,'user.dbl005',,SD

// EXTENT SYS005,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN  SYS005,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SYS006,'user.dbl006',,SD

// EXTENT SYS006,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN  SYS006,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SYS007,'user.dbl007',,SD

// EXTENT SYS007,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN  SYS007,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SYS008,'user.dbl008',,SD

// EXTENT SYS008,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN  SYS008,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SYS009,'user.dbl009',,SD

// EXTENT SYS009,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN  SYS009,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SYS010,'user.dbl010',,SD

// EXTENT SYS010,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN  SYS010,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SYS011,'user.dbl011',,SD

// EXTENT SYS011,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN  SYS011,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

sort.unload File-ID of the sort parameters created by UNLOAD
user.reldctl Data set name of the reload control file containing control and set

information. Blocksize of the RELDCTL file should be a multiple of
60 with a maximum size of 32,760. Blocksize is controlled through
the BLKSIZE SYSIDMS parameter. For a complete description of
SYSIDMS parameters, see the IDMS Common Facilities Section.

user.dbl002 File-ID of the file generated by UNLOAD as SYS001.
user.dbl003 File-ID of the file generated by UNLOAD as SYS003.
user.dbl004 File-ID of the intermediate work file containing the output from

SORT1.
user.dbl005 File-ID of the intermediate work file containing member descriptors

for chained sets from IDMSDBL2.
user.dbl006 File-ID of the intermediate work file containing member descriptors

for user-owned index sets from IDMSDBL2.
user.dbl007 File-ID of the intermediate work file containing the output of

SORT2.
user.dbl008 File-ID of the intermediate work file containing the reformatted

index information from IDMSDBLX.
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user.dbl009 File-ID of the intermediate work file containing the sorted index set
descriptors from SORT3.

user.dbl010 File-ID of the intermediate work file containing prefix pointer
information from IDMSDBL3.

user.dbl011 File-ID of the intermediate work file containing sorted prefix pointer
information from SORT4.

userdb Filename of the database file.
user.userdb File-ID of the database file.

 

REORG

DD statements for the batch command facility (z/VSE) Defining the REORG control file, all jobs and job steps

// DLBL RORGCTL,'user.rorgctl',,SD

// EXTENT SYSnnn,vvvvvv,,,sssss,llll

// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

Defining the REORG JCL file, required when submitting jobs

// DLBL RORGJCL,'user.jclfile',,SD

// EXTENT SYSnnn,vvvvvv,,,sssss,llll

// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

Manual definition of work files, when not using DSMODELs

// DLBL wxnnnnn,'user.workfile',,SD llll

// EXTENT SYSnnn,vvvvvv,,,sssss,

// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

Additional work file definitions, as required

DB File definitions when running the unload phase, if not using dynamic allocation

// DLBL unlddb,'user.unlddb',,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,vvvvvv

// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

Additional unload database file definitions, as required

DB File definitions when running the reload phase, if not using dynamic allocation

// DLBL relddb,'user.relddb',,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,vvvvvv

// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR
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Additional reload database file definitions, as required

SORT work file assignments when running the reload phase

// DLBL SORTWK1,'sort.work.file'

// EXTENT SYSnnn,vvvvvv,,,sssss,llll

// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

Additional sort work file definitions, as required

• user.reldctl
File-ID of the REORG control file containing control information. The block size is 8192 bytes, and must be specified in
SYSIDMS using the FILENAME=RORGCTL RECFM=F BLKSIZE=8192 parameters.

NOTE
For more information about SYSIDMS parameters, see the IDMS Common Facilities Section.

• user.jclfile
File-ID of the file containing JCL for automatic job submission. The block size must be a multiple of 80 bytes, and must
be specified in SYSIDMS using the FILENAME=RORGJCL RECFM=F BLKSIZE= parameters.

• wxnnnnn
File name of the DLBL for a work file. It must match the name generated in the Unload/Reload Work File Summary
report.

• user.workfile
File-ID of a work file when sectionly allocating work files.

• unlddb
File name of the DLBL for an unload database file.

• user.unlddb
File-ID of the unload database file, this is source database file.

• relddb
File name of the DLBL for a reload database file.

• user.relddb
File-ID of the reload database file, this is the target database file.

RESTORE

File assignments for the batch command facility (z/VSE)

// DLBL    userdb1,'user.userdb1',,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    userdb2,'user.userdb2',,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// TLBL    SYS001,'user.bkpfile'

// ASSGN   SYS001,x'cuu'
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Additional file assignments, as required

userdb1 Filename of the user file
user.userdb1 File-ID of the user file
user.bkpfile File-ID of the backup file

 

RESTRUCTURE

File assignments for the batch command facility (z/VSE)

// DLBL    userdb1,'user.userdb1',,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    userdb2,'user.userdb2',,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    SYS001,'user.spill',,DA

// EXTENT  SYS001,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYS001,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

Additional file assignments, as required

userdb1 Filename of the user file
user.userdb1 File-ID of the user file
user.spill File-ID of the spill file; for sizing information see RESTRUCTURE

CONNECT.

 

RESTRUCTURE CONNECT

File assignments for the batch command facility (z/VSE)

// DLBL    userdb,'user.userdb',,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    SYS001,'user.spill',,DA

// EXTENT  SYS001,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYS001,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    SORTWK1,'sort.work.file'

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR
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Additional sort files, as required

user.userdb File-ID of the user database file
user.spill File-ID of the spill file; for sizing information see RESTRUCTURE

CONNECT  .

 

ROLLBACK

File assignments for the batch command facility (z/VSE)

// DLBL    userdb,'user.userdb',,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

Additional database file assignments, as required

// TLBL    SYS001,'archive'

// ASSGN   SYS001,x'cuu'

If using the SORT option, add sort files

userdb Filename of the user file
archive File-ID of the complete archive or tape journal file

 

ROLLFORWARD

File assignments for the batch command facility (z/VSE)

// DLBL    userdb,'user.userdb',,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

Add database file assignments, as required

If recovering from a standard journal file

// TLBL    SYSnnn,'archive'

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,X'cuu'

If recovering from a journal extract file

// DLBL    extract,'jrnl.extract',,SD

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn
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// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

If using the SORT option or processing a journal extract file, add sort files

as required

userdb Filename of the user file.
archive File-ID of the complete archive or tape journal file.
extract File name of the extract journal file. If you do not specify, it

defaults to SYS002.
jrnl.extract File-ID of the extract journal file.

 

SYNCHRONIZE STAMPS

Local mode

File assignments for the batch command facility (z/VSE)

// DLBL    userdb,'user.userdb',,tt

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,rrrr

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    userdict,'user.userdict',,tt

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

userdb Filename of the user file
user.userdb File-ID of the user file
user.userdict File-ID of the dictionary containing the table definitions

Central version

To execute SYNCHRONIZE STAMPS under the central version:

• Remove the TLBL and ASSGN statements for the tape journal file from the previous JCL.
• Insert the following statement:

// DLBL SYSCTL,file-id,0,SD

// EXTENT SYSnnn,vvvvvv,1,0,1,1

// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

file-id Data set name of the sysctl file
SYSnnn Logical unit of the volume for which the extent is effective
vvvvvv Volume serial number
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TUNE INDEX

File assignments for the batch command facility (z/VSE)

//DLBL      userdb,'user.userdb',,DA

//EXTENT    SYSnnn,nnnnnn

//ASSIGN    SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

userdb Filename of the user file
user.userdb File-ID of the user file

Central version

To execute TUNE INDEX under the central version:

• Remove the TLBL and ASSGN statements for the tape journal file from the previous JCL.
• Insert the following statement:

// DLBL SYSCTL,file-id,0,SD

// EXTENT SYSnnn,vvvvvv,1,0,1,1

// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

 

file-id Data set name of the sysctl file
SYSnnn Logical unit of the volume for which the extent is effective
vvvvvv Volume serial number

 

UNLOCK

File assignments for the batch command facility (z/VSE)

// DLBL    userdb,'user.userdb',,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

user.userdb File-ID of the user database file

 

UNLOAD

File assignments for the batch command facility (z/VSE)

// DLBL   SORTWK1,'sort.work.file'

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR
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Additional sort files, as required

// DLBL   RELDCTL.'user.reldctl',,SD

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SYS002,'user.dbl002',,SD

// EXTENT SYS002,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN  SYS002,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   SYS003,'user.dbl003',,SD

// EXTENT SYS003,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN  SYS003,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL   IJSYSPCH,'sort.unload'

// EXTENT SYSPCH,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

   ASSGN  SYSPCH,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

user.reldctl File-ID of the reload control file containing control and set
information. Blocksize of the RELDCTL file should be a multiple of
60 with a maximum size of 32,760. Blocksize is controlled through
the BLKSIZE SYSIDMS parameter. For a complete description of
SYSIDMS parameters, see the IDMS Common Facilities Section.

user.dbl002 File-ID of the SYS002 output file.
user.dbl003 File-ID of the SYS003 output file.
sort.unload File-ID of the file containing sort parameters created by UNLOAD.

 

UPDATE STATISTICS

File assignments for the batch command facility (z/VSE)

// DLBL    userdb,'user.userdb',,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// TLBL    SYSnnn,'idms.tapejrnl',,nnnnnn,,f

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,x'cuu'

userdb Filename of the user file

Central version

To execute UPDATE STATISTICS under the central version:

• Remove the TLBL and ASSGN statements for the tape journal file from the previous JCL.
• Insert the following statement:

// DLBL SYSCTL,file-id,0,SD
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// EXTENT SYSnnn,vvvvvv,1,0,1,1

// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

file-id Data set name of the sysctl file
SYSnnn Logical unit of the volume for which the extent is effective
vvvvvv Volume serial number

 

VALIDATE

File assignments for the batch command facility (z/VSE)

// DLBL    userdb,'user.userdb',,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    SYS002,'user.valin',,DA

// EXTENT  SYS002,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYS002,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    SYS003,'user.valout',,DA

// EXTENT  SYS003,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYS003,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    SYSnnn,'sort.load',,SD

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

If performing a complete VALIDATE, add sort files as necessary

// DLBL    SYSnnn,'sort.work',,SD

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

user.userdb File-ID of the database file
user.valin File-ID of the input SYS002 file; for sizing information see

VALIDATE.
user.valout File-ID of the SYS003 output file; for sizing information see

VALIDATE.
sort.load File-ID of the SYSPCH file

NOTE
When running a complete VALIDATE, SYS002 and SYS003 must point to the same intermediate file. When
running a stepped VALIDATE, SYS002 and SYS003 must point to a different intermediate file.
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Utility Programs (z/VSE)
This topic lists the following utility programs:

IDMSDBAN

IDMSDBAN (z/VSE)

// DLBL   idmslib,'idms.library'

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=IDMS libraries

// EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS

// DLBL   userdb,'user.userdb',,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

Additional database file assignments, as required

// TLBL   SYS002,'chain.file',,nnnnnn,,f

// ASSGN  SYS002,x'cuu'

// EXEC   IDMSDBN1

Insert SYSIDMS parameters, as required

/*

IDMSDBAN input parameters

// ASSGN  SYS004,x'cuu'

// EXTENT SYS004

Additional sort work file assignments, as required

// TLBL   SYS001,'chain.file',,nnnnnn,,f

// ASSGN  SYS001,x'cuu'

// TLBL   SYSnnn,'output.work',,nnnnnn,,f

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,x'cuu'

// TLBL   SYSnnn,'input.work',,nnnnnn,,f

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,SYS002
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// EXEC   IDMSDBN2

Insert SYSIDMS parameters, as required

/*

IDMSLBLS Name of the procedure provided at installation containing the
file definitions for IDMS dictionaries, databases, and SYSIDMS
parameter file.
Note: For a complete listing of IDMSLBLS, see "IDMSLBLS
Procedure" later in this section.

idmslib Dtfname of the IDMS library
idms.library Data set name of IDMS libraries, as established during installation
SYSnnn Logical unit of the volume for which the extent is effective
nnnnnn Volume serial identifier of appropriate disk volume
ssss Starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of disk extent
tttt Number of tracks
vvvvvv Volume serial number
IDMS libraries The IDMS libraries, as established during installation
SYSIDMS Filename of the SYSIDMS parameter file

Note: For a complete listing of the SYSIDMS parameter file, see
the IDMS Common Facilities Section.

userdb Filename of the user database file
user.userdb File-ID of the user database file
chain.file File-ID of the chain file generated by IDMSDBN1
SYS004 Logical unit assignment of the sort work file
cuu Physical device assignment of the sort work file
output.work Output file-ID of the intermediate chain file used by IDMSDBN2
input.work Input file-ID of the intermediate chain file used by IDMSDBN2

 

IDMSDIRL

Local mode IDMSDIRL (z/VSE)

// DLBL   idmslib,'idms.library'

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=IDMS libraries

// EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS

// TLBL   SYSnnn,'idms.tapejrnl',,nnnnnn,,f

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,x'cuu'
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// DLBL    dictdb,'idms.dictdb',,DA

// EXTENT SYS005,nnnnnn

// ASSGN  SYS005,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// TLBL   SYS001,'idms.dirldata',,nnnnnn,,f

// ASSGN  SYS001,x'cuu'

// EXEC   IDMSDIRL

Insert SYSIDMS parameters, as required

/*

IDMSDIRL input parameters

/*

IDMSLBLS Name of the procedure provided at installation containing the
file definitions for IDMS dictionaries, databases, and SYSIDMS
parameter file.
Note: For a complete listing of IDMSLBLS, see "IDMSLBLS
Procedure" later in this section.

idmslib Dtfname of the IDMS library
idms.library Data set name of IDMS libraries, as established during installation
SYSnnn Logical unit of the volume for which the extent is effective
nnnnnn Volume serial identifier of appropriate disk volume
ssss Starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of disk extent
tttt Number of tracks
vvvvvv Volume serial number
IDMS libraries The IDMS libraries, as established during installation
SYSIDMS Filename of the SYSIDMS parameter file

Note: For a complete listing of the SYSIDMS parameter file, see
the IDMS Common Facilities Section.

idms.tapejrnl File-ID of the tape journal file
f File number of the tape file
dictdb Filename of the data dictionary file
idms.dictdb File-ID of the data dictionary file
idms.dirldata File-ID of the IDMSDIRL input file

Central version

To execute IDMSDIRL under the central version,

• Remove the TLBL and ASSGN statements for the tape journal file from the previous JCL
• Add a SYSCTL file
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IDMSLOOK

IDMSLOOK (z/VSE)

// DLBL   idmslib,'idms.library'

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// TLBL   SYSnnn,'idms.tapejrnl',,nnnnnn,,f

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,x'cuu'

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=IDMS libraries

// EXEC   PROC=IDMSLBLS

// EXEC   IDMSLOOK,SIZE=

Insert SYSIDMS parameters, as required

/*

Insert IDMSLOOK parameters

/*

IDMSLBLS Name of the procedure provided at installation containing the
file definitions for IDMS dictionaries, databases, and SYSIDMS
parameter file.
Note: For a complete listing of IDMSLBLS, see "IDMSLBLS
Procedure" later in this section.

idmslib Dtfname of the IDMS library
idms.library Data set name of IDMS libraries, as established during installation
SYSnnn Logical unit of the volume for which the extent is effective
nnnnnn Volume serial identifier of appropriate disk volume
ssss Starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of disk extent
tttt Number of tracks
vvvvvv Volume serial number
IDMS libraries The IDMS libraries, as established during installation
SYSIDMS Filename of the SYSIDMS parameter file

Note: For a complete listing of the SYSIDMS parameter file, see
the IDMS Common Facilities Section.

 

IDMSRPTS

Local mode
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IDMSRPTS (z/VSE)

// DLBL   idmslib,'idms.library'

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=IDMS libraries

// EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS

// TLBL   SYSnnn,'idms.tapejrnl',,nnnnnn,,f

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,x'cuu'

// DLBL   dictdb,'idms.dictdb',,DA

// EXTENT sys005,nnnnnn

// ASSGN  sys005,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// EXEC   IDMSRPTS

Insert SYSIDMS parameters, as required

/*

IDMSRPTS input parameters

/*

IDMSLBLS Name of the procedure provided at installation containing the
file definitions for IDMS dictionaries, databases, and SYSIDMS
parameter file.
Note: For a complete listing of IDMSLBLS, see "IDMSLBLS
Procedure" later in this section.

idmslib Dtfname of the IDMS library
idms.library Data set name of IDMS libraries, as established during installation
SYSnnn Logical unit of the volume for which the extent is effective
nnnnnn Volume serial identifier of appropriate disk volume
ssss Starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of disk extent
tttt Number of tracks
vvvvvv Volume serial number
IDMS libraries The IDMS libraries, as established during installation
SYSIDMS Filename of the SYSIDMS parameter file

Note: For a complete listing of the SYSIDMS parameter file, see
the IDMS Common Facilities Section.

SYS009 Logical unit assignment of the tape journal file
idms.tapejrnl File-id of the tape journal file
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nnnnnn Volume serial number
f File number of the tape journal file
dictdb Filename of the data dictionary file
idms.dictdb File-id of the data dictionary file
sys005 Logical unit assignment of the data dictionary file

Central version

To execute IDMSRPTS under the central version,

• Remove the TLBL and ASSGN statements for the tape journal file from the previous JCL.
• Add a SYSCTL file

IDMSRSTC

Local mode

IDMSRSTC (z/VSE)

// DLBL   idmslib,'idms.library'

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=IDMS libraries

// EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS

// TLBL   SYSnnn,'idms.tapejrnl',,nnnnnn,,f

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,x'cuu'

// DLBL   dictdb,'idms.dictdb',A

// EXTENT SYS005,nnnnnn

// ASSGN  SYS005,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,,SHR

// DLBL   IJSYSPH,'rstc.macros',0

// EXTENT SYSPCH,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

   ASSGN  SYSPCH,x'cuu'

// EXEC   IDMSRSTC

Insert SYSIDMS parameters

/*

IDMSRSTC input parameters
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/*

IDMSLBLS Name of the procedure provided at installation containing the
file definitions for IDMS dictionaries, databases, and SYSIDMS
parameter file.
Note: For a complete listing of IDMSLBLS, see "IDMSLBLS
Procedure" later in this section.

idmslib Dtfname of the IDMS library
idms.library Data set name of IDMS libraries, as established during installation
SYSnnn Logical unit of the volume for which the extent is effective
nnnnnn Volume serial identifier of appropriate disk volume
ssss Starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of disk extent
tttt Number of tracks
vvvvvv Volume serial number
IDMS libraries The IDMS libraries, as established during installation
SYSIDMS Filename of the SYSIDMS parameter file

Note: For a complete listing of the SYSIDMS parameter file, see
the IDMS Common Facilities Section.

sys009 Logical unit assignment of the tape journal file
idms.tapejrnl File-id of the tape journal file
nnnnnn Volume serial number
f File number of the tape journal file
dictdb Filename of the data dictionary file
idms.dictdb File-id of the data dictionary file
sys005 Logical unit assignment of the data dictionary file
rstc.macros File-id of the card-image file containing the output IDMSRSTT

macro statements
ssss Starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of the disk extent
llll Number of tracks (CKD) or blocks (FBA) in the disk extent
cuu Physical device assignment of the card-image file

Central version

To execute IDMSRSTC under the central version:

• Remove the TLBL and ASSGN statements. for the tape journal from the previous JCL.
• Add a SYSCTL file

IDMSRSTT

Assemble and link an IDMSRSTT module

// DLBL userlib

// EXTENT ,nnnnnn

// LIBDEF SOURCE,SEARCH=(userlib.idmslib)
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// OPTION CATAL

PHASE idmsrstt,*

// EXEC ASMA90

     Put IDMSRSTT macro statements here

/*

           Optionally add an INCLUDE statement for each procedure

           named in the NUPROCS= clause here. If not included, any

           procedures will be dynamically loaded.

// DLBL userlib

// EXTENT ,nnnnnn

// LIBDEF PHASE,CATALOG=(userlib.idmslib)

// EXEC LNKEDT

userlib Filename of the user library
nnnnnn Volume serial number of the library
userlib.idmslib File identifier of the IDMS sublibrary
idmsrstt Phase name of the IDMSRSTT table

IDMSLBLS Procedure for z/VSE installation
IDMSLBLS is a procedure provided during a z/VSE installation. It contains file definitions for the following IDMS
components. These components are provided during installation:

• Dictionaries
• Sample databases
• Disk journal files
• SYSIDMS file

NOTE
You can define a SYSCTL procedure that overrides IDMSOPTI specifications for central version operations. For
more information, see the IDMS Installation and Maintenance Section -- z/VSE.

Tailor the IDMSLBLS procedure to reflect the filenames and definitions in use at your site and include this procedure in z/
VSE JCL job streams.

The sample z/VSE JCL provided in this document includes the IDMSLBLS procedure. Therefore, individual file definitions
for IDMS dictionaries, sample databases, disk journal files, and SYSIDMS file are not included in the sample JCL.

IDMSLBLS procedure listing

/*  ------------------------- LABELS -------------------------

// DLBL    idmslib,'idms.library',1999/365

// EXTENT  ,nnnnnn,,,ssss,1500

// DLBL    dccat,'idms.system.dccat',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,31
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// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    dccatl,'idms.system.dccatlod',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    dccatx,'idms.system.dccatx',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,11

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    dcdml,'idms.system.ddldml',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,101

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    dclod,'idms.system.ddldclod',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,21

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    dclog,'idms.system.ddldclog',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,401

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    dcrun,'idms.system.ddldcrun',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,68

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    dcscr,'idms.system.ddldcscr',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,135

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    dcmsg,'idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    dclscr,'idms.sysloc.ddlocscr',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    dirldb,'idms.sysdirl.ddldml',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    dirllod,'idms.sysdirl.ddldclod',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,2

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    empdemo,'idms.empdemo1',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,11

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    insdemo,'idms.insdemo1',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    orgdemo,'idms.orgdemo1',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    empldem,'idms.sqldemo.empldemo',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,11

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    infodem,'idms.sqldemo.infodemo',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    projdem,'idms.projseg.projdemo',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    indxdem,'idms.sqldemo.indxdemo',1999/365,DA
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// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    sysctl,'idms.sysctl',1999/365,SD

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,2

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    secdd,'idms.sysuser.ddlsec',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,26

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    dictdb,'idms.appldict.ddldml',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,51

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    dloddb,'idms.appldict.ddldclod',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,51

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    sqldd,'idms.syssql.ddlcat',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,101

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    sqllod,'idms.syssql.ddlcatl',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,51

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    sqlxdd,'idms.syssql.ddlcatx',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,26

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    asfdml,'idms.asfdict.ddldml',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    asflod,'idms.asfdict.asflod',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,401

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    asfdata,'idms.asfdict.asfdata',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    ASFDEFN,'idms.asfdict.asfdefn',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,101

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    j1jrnl,'idms.j1jrnl',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,54

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    j2jrnl,'idms.j2jrnl',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,54

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    j3jrnl,'idms.j3jrnl',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,54

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT',0,SD

/+

/*

idmslib.sublib Name of the sublibrary within the library containing IDMS modules
user.sublib Name of the sublibrary within the library containing user modules
idmslib Filename of the file containing IDMS modules
idms.library File-ID associated with the file containing IDMS modules
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SYSnnn Logical unit of the volume for which the extent is effective
nnnnnn Volume serial identifier of appropriate disk volume
ssss Starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of disk extent
dccat Filename of the system dictionary catalog (DDLCAT) area
idms.system.dccat File-ID of the system dictionary catalog (DDLCAT) area
dccatl Filename of the system dictionary catalog load (DDLCATLOD)

area
idms.system.dccatlod File-ID of the system dictionary catalog load (DDLCATLOD) area
dccatx Filename of the system dictionary catalog index (DDLCATX) area
idms.system.dccatx File-ID of the system dictionary catalog index (DDLCATX) area
dcdml Filename of the system dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
idms.system.ddldml File-ID of the system dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
dclod Filename of the system dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD)

area
idms.system.ddldclod File-ID of the system dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
dclog Filename of the system log (DDLDCLOG) area
idms.system.ddldclog File-ID of the system log (DDLDCLOG) area
dcrun Filename of the system queue (DDLDCRUN) area
idms.system.ddldcrun File-ID of the system queue (DDLDCRUN) area
dcscr Filename of the system scratch (DDLDCSCR) area
idms.system.ddldcscr File-ID of the system scratch (DDLDCSCR) area
dcmsg Filename of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg File-ID of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
dclscr Filename of the local mode system scratch (DDLOCSCR) area
idms.sysloc.ddlocscr File-ID of the local mode system scratch (DDLOCSCR) area
dirldb Filename of the IDMSDIRL definition (DDLDML) area
idms.sysdirl.ddldml File-ID of the IDMSDIRL definition (DDLDML) area
dirllod Filename of the IDMSDIRL definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
idms.sysdirl.dirllod File-ID of the IDMSDIRL definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
empdemo Filename of the EMPDEMO area
idms.empdemo1 File-ID of the EMPDEMO area
insdemo Filename of the INSDEMO area
idms.insdemo1 File-ID of the INSDEMO area
orgdemo Filename of the ORGDEMO area
idms.orgdemo1 File-ID of the ORGDEMO area
empldem Filename of the EMPLDEMO area
idms.sqldemo.empldemo File-ID of the EMPLDEMO area
infodem Filename of the INFODEMO area
idms.sqldemo.infodemo File-ID of the INFODEMO area
projdem Filename of the PROJDEMO area
idms.projseg.projdemo File-ID of the PROJDEMO area
indxdem Filename of the INDXDEMO area
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idms.sqldemo.indxdemo File-ID of the INDXDEMO area
sysctl Filename of the SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl File-ID of the SYSCTL file
secdd Filename of the system user catalog (DDLSEC) area
idms.sysuser.ddlsec File-ID of the system user catalog (DDLSEC) area
dictdb Filename of the application dictionary definition area
idms.appldict.ddldml File-ID of the application dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
dloddb Filename of the application dictionary definition load area
idms.appldict.ddldclod File-ID of the application dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD)

area
sqldd Filename of the SQL catalog (DDLCAT) area
idms.syssql.ddlcat File-ID of the SQL catalog (DDLCAT) area
sqllod Filename of the SQL catalog load (DDLCATL) area
idms.syssql.ddlcatl File-ID of SQL catalog load (DDLCATL) area
sqlxdd Filename of the SQL catalog index (DDLCATX) area
idms.syssql.ddlcatx File-ID of the SQL catalog index (DDLCATX) area
asfdml Filename of the asf dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
idms.asfdict.ddldml File-ID of the asf dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
asflod Filename of the asf dictionary definition load (ASFLOD) area
idms.asfdict.asflod File-ID of the asf dictionary definition load (ASFLOD) area
asfdata Filename of the asf data (ASFDATA) area
idms.asfdict.asfdata File-ID of the asf data (ASFDATA) area
ASFDEFN Filename of the asf data definition (ASFDEFN) area
idms.asfdict.asfdefn File-ID of the asf data definition (ASFDEFN) area
j1jrnl Filename of the first disk journal file
idms.j1jrnl File-ID of the first disk journal file
j2jrnl Filename of the second disk journal file
idms.j2jrnl File-ID of the second disk journal file
j3jrnl Filename of the third disk journal file
idms.j3jrnl File-ID of the third disk journal file
SYSIDMS Filename of the SYSIDMS parameter file

CMS Commands - IDMSBCF and Utilities
Sample CMS commands to run IDMS/DB utility statements and programs are presented in the following pages:

• Batch Command Facility - Presents common commands used to run the Batch Command Facility
• Utility Statements List - Contains an alphabetical list of links to additional commands required to run each utility

statement and program
• The Utility Programs - Present utility programs for the Batch Command Facility
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Batch Command Facility (CMS Commands)
The following CMS commands are used to execute the Batch Command Facility. 

When using the IDMSBCF program to execute a utility statement, code these commands along with the required
statements for each of the utilities. 

The file assignments for each utility statement and program are presented on subsequent pages in this section.

Local mode IDMSBCF (CMS)

FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER

FI dcmsg DISK idms dmsgdb fm (RECFM F LRECL ppp BLKSIZE ppp XTENT nnn

Insert file assignments required by the utility statements

FILEDEF sysjrnl TAP1 SL VOLID nnnnnn (RECFM VB LRECL lll BLKSIZE bbbb

FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK sysidms input a

FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK utility input a

GLOBAL LOADLIB idmslib dbalib

GLOBAL LOADLIB idmslib

OSRUN IDMSBCF

Important! Additional file assignments might be needed for the user catalog and the system dictionary. 

Note: When executing local mode or batch-to-CV mode execs in CMS, filedefs for CDMSLIB loadlibs are optional.
However, if omitted, and multiple EXECOS OSRUN statements are coded in the same EXEC, you must code the following
CMS statement prior to the first EXECOS OSRUN statement in the EXEC:

SET STORECLR ENDCMD

You must also code the following CMS statement following the last EXECOS OSRUN statement:

SET STORECLR ENDSVC

idmslib Filename of the load library containing IDMS executable modules
dbalib Filename of the load library containing the DMCL and database

name table load modules
dcmsg DDname of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
idms dmsgdb fm File identifier of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
ppp Page size of the database file
nnn Number of pages in the database file
sysjrnl DDname of the tape journal file
nnnnnn Volume serial number of the tape journal file
lll Record length of the tape journal file
rbbbb Block size of the tape journal file
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SYSIDMS DDname of the parameter file provided by IDMS to specify runtime
directives and operating system-dependent parameters.
Note: For more information about the SYSIDMS parameter file,
see the IDMS Common Facilities Section.

sysidms input a File identifier of the file containing SYSIDMS parameters if
applicable

utility input a File identifier of the file containing utility statements

Central version IDMSBCF (CMS)

FI dcmsg DISK idms dmsgdb fm (RECFM F LRECL ppp BLKSIZE ppp XTENT nnn

FILEDEF SYSCTL DISK sysctl file fm

FILEDEF sysjrnl DUMMY

FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER

GLOBAL LOADLIB idmslib dbalib

GLOBAL LOADLIB idmslib

Insert file assignments required by the utility statements

FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK utility input a

OSRUN IDMSBCF

idmslib Filename of the load library containing IDMS executable modules
utility input a File identifier of the file containing utility statements

Utility Statements (CMS Commands)
This page provides information about the various utility statements for Batch Command Facility.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

 

ARCHIVE JOURNAL

FILEDEF commands for the batch command facility (CMS)

FILEDEF j1jrnl DISK j1jrnl jrnlfile fm (RECFM F LRECL lll XTENT nnn

FILEDEF j2jrnl DISK j2jrnl jrnlfile fm (RECFM F LRECL lll XTENT nnn

Additional journal file assignments, as required

FILEDEF archjrnl TAP1 SL VOLID nnnnnn (RECFM VB LRECL rrrr BLKSIZE bbbb

j1jrnl DDname of the first disk journal file, as defined in the DMCL
j1jrnl jrnlfile fm File identifier of the first disk journal file
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j2jrnl DDname of the second disk journal file
j2jrnl jrnlfile fm File identifier of the second disk journal file
lll Page size of the journal file
nnn Number of pages in the journal file
archjrnl DDname of the tape archive file, as defined in the DMCL
nnnnnn Volume serial number of the tape archive file
rrrr Length of the longest record in the tape archive file
bbbb Block size of the tape archive file, as defined in the DMCL

 

ARCHIVE LOG

FILEDEF commands for the batch command facility (CMS)

FI dlogdb DISK idms dlogdb fm (RECFM F LRECL ppp BLKSIZE ppp XTENT nnn

FI dcmsg DISK idms dmsgdb fm (RECFM F LRECL ppp BLKSIZE ppp XTENT nnn

FILEDEF sysjrnl DUMMY

FILEDEF SYS002 DISK archive dbfile fm (RECFM VB LRECL 280 BLKSIZE bbbb

dlogdb DDname of the system log area
idms dlogdb fm File identifier of the system log area
ppp Page size of the database file
nnn Number of pages in the database file
dcmsg DDname of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
idms dmsgdb fm File identifier of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
sysjrnl DDname of the tape journal file defined in the DMCL module

named in the IDMSNWKS subschema
archive dbfile fm File identifier of the archive log file
bbbb Block size of the archive log file; must be greater than or equal to

284 (typically, equal to 4 plus a multiple of 280)

 

BACKUP

FILEDEF commands for the batch command facility (CMS)

FILEDEF userdb DISK userdb dbfile fm

Additional file assignments, as required
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FILEDEF SYS001 TAP1 SL VOLID nnnnnn (RECFM VB LRECL llll BLKSIZE bbbb

userdb DDname of the database file
userdb dbfile fm File identifier of the database file
nnnnnn Volume serial number of the tape backup file
llll Record length of the tape backup file; must be the size of the

largest page being backed up.
bbbb Block size of the tape backup file; must be as large as the smaller

of:
The size of the largest page being backed up, plus 8 or
32,760

 

BUILD

FILEDEF commands for the batch command facility (CMS)

FILEDEF userdb DISK userdb dbfile fm

FILEDEF SYS002 DISK user load fm

FILEDEF SYS003 TAP1 SL VOLID nnnnnn (RECFM VB LRECL lll BLKSIZE bbb

FILEDEF SYSPCH DISK sort build fm

FILEDEF SORTMSG PRINTER

FILEDEF SORTWK01 DISK sortwknn file fm

userdb DDname of the database file
userdb dbfile fm File identifier of the database file
user load fm File identifier of the input (SYS002) file; for sizing information see

discussion of SYS003
SYS003 DDname of the output (SYS003) file
nnnnnn Volume serial number of the SYS003 file
lll Record size of the SYS003 file
bbb Block size of the SYS003 file
sort build fm File identifier of the SYSPCH file
sortwknn file fm File identifier of the SORTWKnn file

NOTE
When running a complete BUILD, SYS002 and SYS003 must point to the same intermediate file. When running
a stepped BUILD, SYS002 and SYS003 must point to a different intermediate file.

CLEANUP

FILEDEF commands for the batch command facility (CMS)

FILEDEF sysjrnl DISK tapejrnl jrnlfile fm
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FILEDEF userdb DISK userdb dbfile fm

Additional database file assignments, as required

sysjrnl DDname of the tape journal file
tapejrnl jrnlfile fm File identifier of the tape journal file
userdb DDname of the user database file
userdb dbfile fm File identifier of the user database file

Central version

To execute CLEANUP SEGMENT under the central version, modify the CMS commands shown previously, as follows:

• Optionally remove any journal and database DD statements.
• Identify the DC/UCF system to be accessed by CLEANUP SEGMENT using the CVMACH and CVNUM SYSIDMS

parameters.

NOTE
For more information about the SYSIDMS parameter file, see the IDMS Common Facilities Section.

CONVERT CATALOG

FILEDEF commands for the batch command facility (CMS)

FILEDEF ddlcat DISK sysdict ddlcat f(RECFM F LRECLppp BLKSIZE ppp XTENT nnn

FILEDEF ddlcatx DISK sysdict ddlcatx f(RECFM F LRECLppp BLKSIZE ppp XTENT nnn

FILEDEF j1jrnl DISK j1jrnl jrnlfile e (RECFM F LRECLppp BLKSIZE ppp XTENT nnn

ddlcat DDname of the database file containing the DDLCAT area of the
dictionary to be converted

ucat ddlcat f File identifier of the database file containing the DDLCAT area of
the dictionary to be converted

ddlcatx DDname of the database file containing the DDLCATX area of the
dictionary to be converted

ucat ddlcatx f File identifier of the database file containing the DDLCATX area of
the dictionary to be converted

j1jrnl DDname of the first journal file, as defined in the DMCL
j1jrnl jrnlfile e File identifier of the first journal file

Central version

To execute CONVERT CATALOG under the central version, modify the CMS commands shown previously, as follows:

• Optionally remove any journal and database DD statements
• Identify the DC/UCF system to be accessed using the CVMACH and CVNUM SYSIDMS parameters

NOTE
For more information about the SYSIDMS parameter file, see the IDMS Common Facilities Section.
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CONVERT PAGE

FILEDEF commands for the batch command facility (CMS)

FILEDEF userdb DISK userdb dbfile fm

Additional existing database file assignments, as required

FILEDEF newdb DISK newdb dbfile fm

Additional converted database file assignments as required

userdb DDname of the input database file
userdb dbfile fm File identifier of the existing database file
newdb DDname of the output converted database file
newdb dbfile fm File identifier of the output converted database file

 

EXPAND PAGE

FILEDEF commands for the batch command facility (CMS)

FILEDEF userdb DISK userdb dbfile fm

Additional existing database file assignments, as required

FILEDEF xfile DISK xbase dbfile fm (expanded-database-size)

userdb DDname of the existing database file (as specified by the FILE
parameter)

userdb dbfile fm File identifier of the existing database file
xfile DDname of the expanded database file (as specified by the

FILEOUT parameter)
xfile dbfile fm File identifier of the expanded database file
expanded-database-size DCB information for the expanded database file

 

EXTRACT JOURNAL

FILEDEF commands for the batch command facility (CMS)

FILEDEF SYS001 DISK archive ft fm

FILEDEF extract DISK extj (RECFM VB BLKSIZE bbbbb XTENT nn
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FILEDEF SORTMSG  PRINTER

FILEDEF SORTWK01 DISK fn ft fm

Add additional SORTWKnn files as necessary

archive ft fm File identifier of the complete archive or journal file. It can be on
tape or disk and can be concatenated.

extract DDname of the extract journal file. If you do not specify one, it
defaults to SYS002.

bbbbb Block size of the extract journal file. Specify a size at least as
large as the largest block size on the journal or archive files being
processed.

 

FASTLOAD

FILEDEF commands for the batch command facility (CMS)

FILEDEF SYS001 DISK tblu sortparm fm

FILEDEF SYS002 DISK fmtpgm file fm

FILEDEF SYS004 TAP1 SL VOLID dbl004 (RECFM VB LRECL rr04 BLKSIZE bb04

FILEDEF SYS005 TAP2 SL VOLID dbl005 (RECFM VB LRECL rr05 BLKi1ZE bb05

FILEDEF SYS009 TAP3 SL VOLID dbl009 (RECFM VB LRECL rr09 BLKSIZE bb09

FILEDEF SYS010 TAP4 SL VOLID dbl010 (RECFM VB LRECL rr10 BLKSIZE bb10

FILEDEF SYS011 TAP5 SL VOLID dbl011 (RECFM VB LRECL rr11 BLKSIZE bb11

FILEDEF SYSPCH DISK sortld file fm (RECFM F LRECL 80 BLKSIZE 80

FILEDEF RELDCTL DISK reldctl ctl fm (RECFM FB LRECL 60 BLKSIZE bbbctl

FILEDEF SORTMSG PRINTER

FILEDEF SORTWK01 DISK sortwk file fm

Additional sort files, as required

tblu sortparm fm File identifier of the file containing sort parameters created by
IDMSTBLU

fmtpgm file fm File identifier of the file generated by the format program
dbl004 Volume serial number of the intermediate work file containing the

output from SORT1
rr04 Record size of the SYS004 file; should be the same as the record

size for SYS001
bb04 Block size of the SYS004 intermediate work file; should be the

same as the block size for SYS001
dbl005 Volume serial number of the intermediate work file containing a

control record and set membership information from IDMSDBL2
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rr05 Record size of the SYS005 file
bb05 Block size of the SYS005 intermediate work file; must be at least

rr05 plus four bytes
dbl009 Volume serial number of the intermediate work file containing the

sorted contents of SYS005
rr09 Record size of the SYS009 file; should be the same as rr05
bb09 Block size of the SYS009 intermediate work file; should be the

same as bb05
dbl010 Volume serial number of the intermediate work file containing

pointer information from IDMSDBL3
rr10 Record size of the SYS010 file
bb10 Block size of the SYS010 intermediate work file; must be at least

60 bytes (the size of the control record plus four bytes)
dbl011 Volume serial number of the intermediate work file containing

sorted pointer information from SORT4
rr11 Record size of the SYS011 file; should be the same as rr10
bb11 Block size of the SYS011 intermediate work file; should be the

same as bb10
sortld file fm File identifier of the SYSPCH file
reldctl ctl fm File identifier of the RELDCTL file
bbbctl Block size of the RELDCTL file. It should be a multiple of 60 with a

maximum size of 32,760
sortwk file fm File identifier of the SORTWK file

 

FIX ARCHIVE

FILEDEF commands for the batch command facility (CMS)

FILEDEF SYS001 TAP1 SL VOLID tjrnlold (RECFM VB LRECL lll BLKSIZE bbbb

FILEDEF SYS002 TAP2 SL VOLID tjrnlfix (RECFM VB LRECL lll BLKSIZE bbbb

tjrnlold Volume serial number of the input tape journal file
tjrnlfix Volume serial number of the output tape journal file
bbbb Block size of the tape journal file as defined in the DMCL

 

FIX PAGE

FILEDEF commands for the batch command facility (CMS)

FILEDEF userdb DISK userdb dbfile fm
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Additional file assignments, as required

userdb DDname of the user database file
userdb dbfile fm File identifier of the user database file

Central version

To execute FIX PAGE under the central version, modify the CMS commands shown previously, as follows:

• Optionally remove any journal and database DD statements.
• Identify the DC/UCF system to be accessed by FIX PAGE using the CVMACH and CVNUM SYSIDMS parameters.

NOTE
For more information about the SYSIDMS parameter file, see the IDMS Common Facilities Section.

FORMAT

FILEDEF commands for the batch command facility (CMS)

To format a new or existing database file:

FILEDEF userdb DISK userdb dbfile fm (RECFM F LRECL lll XTENT nnn

Additional file assignments, as required

To format a new or existing disk journal file:

FILEDEF j1jrnl DISK j1jrnl jrnlfile fm (RECFM F LRECL lll XTENT nnn

Additional journal file assignments, as required

To format a new or existing SYSTRK file:

FILEDEF ffff DISK idms systrk1 fm (RECFM F LRECL lll XTENT nnn

Additional journal file assignments, as required

userdb DDname of the user database file
userdb dbfile fm File identifier of the user database file
j1jrnl DDname of the first disk journal file, as defined in the DMCL
j1jrnl jrnlfile fm DDname of the first disk journal file
ffff DDname of the SYSTRK file
idms systrk1 fm File identifier of the SYSTRK file

Central version

To execute FORMAT AREA or FORMAT SEGMENT under the central version, modify the CMS commands shown
previously as follows:

• Optionally remove any journal and database DD statements.
• Identify the DC/UCF system to be accessed by FORMAT AREA or FORMAT SEGMENT using the CVMACH and

CVNUM SYSIDMS parameters.

NOTE
For more information about the SYSIDMS parameter file, see the IDMS Common Facilities Section.
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INSTALL STAMPS

Local Mode FILEDEF commands for the batch command facility (CMS)

FILEDEF userdb DISK userdb dbfile fm

FILEDEF userdict DISK userdict dbfile fm

FILEDEF sysjrnl DISK sysjrnl jrnlfile fm

userdb DDname of the user database file
userdb dbfile fm File identifier of the user database file
userdict DDname of the database file containing the dictionary with the

table definitions
userdict dbfile fm File identifier of the database file containing the dictionary with the

table definitions
sysjrnl DDname of the tape journal file
sysjrnl jrnlfile fm File identifier of the tape journal file

Central Version

To execute INSTALL STAMPS under the central version, modify the JCL shown previously, as follows:

• Remove the USERDICT and SYSJRNL filedef statements
• Insert the following statement after the USERDB filedef statement:

FILEDEF SYSCTL DISK sysctl file fm

sysctl file fm File identifier of the SYSCTL file

 

LOAD

FILEDEF commands for the batch command facility (CMS)

FILEDEF userdict DISK userdict dbfile fm

FILEDEF userdb DISK userdb dbfile fm

FILEDEF SYS001 DISK user input fm

FILEDEF SYS002 TAP1 SL VOLID loadin (RECFM VB LRECL rrin BLKSIZE bbin

FILEDEF SYS003 TAP2 SL VOLID lodout (RECFM VB LRECL rrout BLKSIZE bbout

FILEDEF SYSPCH DISK sortload file fm (RECFM F LRECL 80 BLKSIZE 80

The SORTMSG and SORTWKnn files are needed only when

performing a complete LOAD.
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FILEDEF SORTMSG PRINTER

FILEDEF SORTWK01 DISK sortwknn file fm

Additional sort files, as required

userdict DDname of the database file containing the dictionary with the
table definitions

userdict dbfile fm File identifier of the database file containing the dictionary with the
table definitions

userdb DDname of the user database file
userdb dbfile fm File identifier of the user database file
user input fm File identifier of the input file
loadin* Volume serial number of the input SYS002 file
rrin Record size of the SYS002 file
bbin Block size of the SYS002 file
lodout* Volume serial number of the output SYS003 file
rrout Record size of the SYS003 file
bbout Block size of the SYS003 file
sortload file fm File identifier of the SYSPCH file
sortwknn file fm File identifier of the SORTWKnn file

NOTE
When running a complete LOAD, SYS002 and SYS003 must point to the same intermediate file. When running
a stepped LOAD, SYS002 and SYS003 must point to a different intermediate file.

NOTE
When running a complete LOAD, you must preallocate the file referenced by SYS002 and SYS003 and do not
use a temporary data set.

LOCK

FILEDEF commands for the batch command facility (CMS)

FILEDEF userdb DISK user userdb f (RECFM F LRECL pppp BLKSIZE pppp XTENT nnnn

userdb DDname of the database file
user userdb f File identifier of the database file

Central version

To execute LOCK AREA under the central version, modify the CMS commands shown previously, as follows:

• Optionally remove any journal and database DD statements.
• Identify the DC/UCF system to be accessed by LOCK AREA using the CVMACH and CVNUM SYSIDMS parameters.

NOTE
For more information about the SYSIDMS parameter file, see the IDMS Common Facilities Section.

MAINTAIN INDEX

FILEDEF commands for the batch command facility (CMS)
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FILEDEF userdb DISK usrolddb dbfile fm

FILEDEF SYS003 TAP1 SL VOLID dbl003 (RECFM VB LRECL rr03 BLKSIZE bb03

FILEDEF SYS004 TAP2 SL VOLID dbl004 (RECFM VB LRECL rr04 BLKSIZE bb04

FILEDEF SYS005 TAP3 SL VOLID dbl005 (RECFM VB LRECL rr05 BLKSIZE bb05

FILEDEF SYS006 TAP4 SL VOLID dbl006 (RECFM VB LRECL rr06 BLKSIZE bb06

FILEDEF SYSPCH DISK sort file fm (RECFM F LRECL 80 BLKSIZE 80

FILEDEF RELDCTL DISK reldctl ctl fm (RECFM FB LRECL 60 BLKSIZE bbbctl

FILEDEF SORTMSG PRINTER

FILEDEF SORTWK01 DISK sortwk file fm

Additional sort files, as required

userdb DDname of the existing database file
usrolddb dbfile fm File identifier of the existing database file
dbl003 Volume serial number of the intermediate work file containing

index descriptors from IDSMTABX
rr03 Record size of the SYS003 file; see MAINTAIN INDEX for sizing

information
bb03 Block size of the SYS003 intermediate work file
dbl004 Volume serial number of the intermediate work file containing the

output from SORT3
rr04 Record size of the SYS004 file; should be the same as rr03
bb04 Block size of the SYS004 intermediate work file; should be the

same as bb03
dbl005 Volume serial number of the intermediate work file containing

pointers for user-owned index sets from IDMSDBL3
rr05 Record size of the SYS005 file; see MAINTAIN INDEX for sizing

information
bb05 Block size of the SYS005 intermediate work file
dbl006 Volume serial number of the intermediate work file containing

sorted pointers for user owned index sets from SORT4
rr06 Record size of the SYS006 file; should be the same as rr05
bb06 Block size of the SYS006 intermediate work file; should be the

same as bb05
sort file fm File identifier of the SYSPCH file containing sort parameters from

IDMSTABX and IDMSDBL3
reldctl ctl fm File identifier of the RELDCTL file
bbbctl Block size of the RELDCTL file; it should be a multiple of 60 with a

maximum size of 32,760
sortwk file fm File identifier of the SORTWK file
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MERGE ARCHIVE

FILEDEF commands for the batch command facility (CMS)

FILEDEF SYS001 TAP1 SL VOLID tjrnlold (RECFM F BLKSIZE bbbb

FILEDEF SYS002 TAP2 SL VOLID tjrnlfix (RECFM F BLKSIZE bbbb

FILEDEF JRNM01 TAP3 SL VOLID tmrgold (RECFM F BLKSIZE bbbb

FILEDEF SORTMSG PRINTER

FILEDEF SORTWK01 DISK sortwk file fm

Additional sort files, as required

tjrnlold Volume serial number of the input tape journal file
tjrnlfix Volume serial number of the output tape journal file
tmrgold Volume serial number of the input tape merged journal file; if none,

specify DUMMY
bbbb Block size of the tape journal file as defined in the DMCL

 

PRINT INDEX

FILEDEF commands for the batch command facility (CMS)

FILEDEF sysjrnl DUMMY

FILEDEF userdb DISK userdb dbfile fm

sysjrnl DDname of the dummy journal file
userdb DDname of the database file
userdb dbfile fm File identifier of the database file

 

PRINT JOURNAL

FILEDEF commands for the batch command facility (CMS)

FILEDEF SYS001 DISK archjrnl jnlfile fm

archjrnl DDname of the archive journal file
archjrnl jnlfile fm File identifier of the archive journal file

 

PRINT LOG

FILEDEF commands for the batch command facility (CMS)
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To print from the DDLDCLOG area:

FI dlogdb DISK idms dlogdb fm (RECFM F LRECL ppp BLKSIZE ppp XTENT nnn

To print from the archive log file:

FI SYS001 DISK archive dbfile fm (RECFM F LRECL ppp BLKSIZE ppp XTENT nnn

FI dcmsg DISK idms dmsgdb fm (RECFM F LRECL ppp BLKSIZE ppp XTENT nnn

FILEDEF sysjrnl DUMMY

dlogdb DDname of the data dictionary log area
idms dlogdb fm File identifier of the data dictionary log area
archive dbfile fm File identifier of the archive log file
ppp Page size of the database file
nnn Number of pages in the database file
dcmsg DDname of the data dictionary message area
idms dmsgdb fm File identifier of the data dictionary message area
sysjrnl DDname of the tape journal file defined in the DMCL module

named in the IDMSNWKS subschema

 

PRINT PAGE

FILEDEF commands for the batch command facility (CMS)

FILEDEF userdb1 DISK user userdb1 f (RECFM F LRECL pppp BLKSIZE pppp XTENT nnnn 

FILEDEF userdb2 DISK user userdb2 f (RECFM F LRECL pppp BLKSIZE pppp XTENT nnnn

Additional database file assignments, as required

userdb1 DDname of the first database file
user userdb1 f File identifier of the first database file
userdb2 DDname of the second database file
user userdb2 f File identifier of the second database file
pppp Page size of the database file
nnnn Number of pages in the database file

Central version

To execute PRINT PAGE under the central version, modify the CMS commands shown previously, as follows:

• Optionally remove any journal and database DD statements.
• Identify the DC/UCF system to be accessed by PRINT PAGE using the CVMACH and CVNUM SYSIDMS parameters.
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NOTE
For more information about the SYSIDMS parameter file, see the IDMS Common Facilities Section.

PRINT SPACE

FILEDEF commands for the batch command facility (CMS)

FILEDEF userdb1 DISK user userdb1 f (RECFM F LRECL pppp BLKSIZE pppp XTENT nnnn

FILEDEF userdb2 DISK user userdb2 f (RECFM F LRECL pppp BLKSIZE pppp XTENT nnnn

Additional database file assignments, as required

userdb1 DDname of the first database file
user userdb1 f File identifier of the first database file
userdb2 DDname of the second database file
user userdb2 f File identifier of the second database file
pppp Page size of the database file
nnnn Number of pages in the database file

Central version

To execute PRINT SPACE FOR AREA or PRINT SPACE FOR SEGMENT under the central version, modify the CMS
commands shown previously as follows:

• Optionally remove any journal and database DD statements.
• Identify the DC/UCF system to be accessed by PRINT SPACE FOR AREA or PRINT SPACE FOR SEGMENT using

the CVMACH and CVNUM SYSIDMS parameters.

NOTE
For more information about the SYSIDMS parameter file, see the IDMS Common Facilities Section.

PUNCH

Local Mode FILEDEF commands for the batch command facility (CMS)

FI usercat DISK user ddlcat fm   (RECFM F LRECL pppp BLKSIZE pppp XTENT nnnn

FI usercatl DISK user ddlcatl fm (RECFM F LRECL pppp BLKSIZE pppp XTENT nnnn

FI usercatx DISK user ddlcatx fm (RECFM F LRECL pppp BLKSIZE pppp XTENT nnnn

FILEDEF SYSPCH DISK punch fm

FILEDEF sysjrnl DUMMY

Additional dummied journals as required

usercat DDname of the DDLCAT area of the dictionary
user ddlcat fm File identifier of the DDLCAT area of the dictionary
usercatl DDname of the DDLCATLOD area of the dictionary
user ddlcatl fm File identifier of the DDLCATL area of the dictionary
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usercatx DDname of the DDLCATX area of the dictionary
user ddlcatx fm File identifier of the DDLCATX area of the dictionary
sysjrnl DDname of the tape journal file defined in the DMCL module

named in the IDMSNWKS subschema
pppp Page size of the database file
nnnn Number of pages in the database file
punch fm File identifier of the punch output

Central Version

To execute PUNCH under the central version, modify the JCL shown previously, as follows:

• Remove the USERCAT, USERCATL, USERCATX, and SYSJRNL statements
• Insert the following statement:

FILEDEF SYSCTL DISK sysctl file fm

sysctl file fm File identifier of the SYSCTL file

 

RELOAD

FILEDEF commands for the batch command facility (CMS)

FILEDEF SYS001 DISK sortunld parms a

FILEDEF SYS002 DISK user dbl002 a

FILEDEF SYS003 DISK user dbl003 a

FILEDEF SYS004 tap4 SL VOLID nnnnnn (RECFM VB LRECL rrr004 BLKSIZE bbb004

FILEDEF SYS005 tap5 SL VOLID nnnnnn (RECFM VB LRECL rrr005 BLKSIZE bbb005

FILEDEF SYS006 tap6 SL VOLID nnnnnn (RECFM VB LRECL rrr006 BLKSIZE bbb006

FILEDEF SYS007 tap7 SL VOLID nnnnnn (RECFM VB LRECL rrr007 BLKSIZE bbb007

FILEDEF SYS008 tap8 SL VOLID nnnnnn (RECFM VB LRECL rrr008 BLKSIZE bbb008

FILEDEF SYS009 tap9 SL VOLID nnnnnn (RECFM VB LRECL rrr009 BLKSIZE bbb009

FILEDEF SYS010 tap10 SL VOLID nnnnnn (RECFM VB LRECL rrr010 BLKSIZE bbb010

FILEDEF SYS011 tap11 SL VOLID nnnnnn (RECFM VB LRECL rrr011 BLKSIZE bbb011

FILEDEF SYSPCH DISK sortreld parms a

FILEDEF reldctl DISK user reldctl a (RECFM f LRECL 60 BLKSIZE bbbctl

FILEDEF userdb1 DISK user userdb1 f (RECFM F LRECL pppp BLKSIZE pppp XTENT nnnn
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Additional database file assignments, as required

FILEDEF SORTMSG PRINTER

FILEDEF SORTWK01 DISK sortwk01 work a3

Additional sort files, as required

sortunld parms a File identifier of the sort parameters created by UNLOAD
user dbl002 a File identifier of the file generated by UNLOAD as SYS001
user dbl003 a File identifier of the file generated by UNLOAD as SYS003
tap4 Symbolic device name of the SYS004 file containing the output

from SORT1
rrr004 Record size of the SYS004 file; should be the same as the record

size for SYS002 used by UNLOAD
bbb004 Block size of the SYS004 intermediate work file; should be the

same as the block size for SYS002 used by UNLOAD
tap5 Symbolic device name of the SYS005 file containing member

descriptors for chained sets from IDMSDBL2
rrr005 Record size of the SYS005 file
bbb005 Block size of the SYS005 intermediate work file; must be at least

48 bytes (the size of a member descriptor plus four bytes)
tap6 Symbolic device name of the SYS006 file containing member

descriptors for user-owned index sets from IDMSDBL2
rrr006 Record size of the SYS006 file
bbb006 Block size of the SYS006 intermediate work file; must be at least

48 bytes (the size of a member descriptor plus four bytes)
tap7 Symbolic device name of the SYS007 file containing the output of

SORT2
rrr007 Record size of the SYS007 file; should be the same as the larger

of:
the record size for SYS003 used by UNLOAD
the record size for SYS006

bbb007 Block size of the SYS007 intermediate work file; must be at least
as large as the larger of:
the block size for SYS003 used by UNLOAD
the block size for SYS006

tap8 Symbolic device name of the SYS008 file containing the
reformatted index information from IDMSDBLX

rrr008 Record size of the SYS008 file; should be the same as rrr007
bbb008 Block size of the SYS008 intermediate work file; should be the

same as bbb007
tap9 Symbolic device name of the SYS009 file containing the sorted

index set descriptors from SORT3
rrr009 Record size of the SYS009 file; should be the same as the larger

of:
the record size for SYS005
the record size for SYS008
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bbb009 Block size of the SYS009 intermediate work file; must be at least
as large as the larger of:
the block size for SYS003 used by UNLOAD
the block size for SYS006

tap10 Symbolic device name of the SYS010 file containing prefix pointer
information from IDMSDBL3

rrr010 Record size of the SYS010 file
bbb010 Block size of the SYS010 intermediate work file; must be at least

44 bytes (the size of a pointer descriptor plus four bytes)
tap11 Symbolic device name of the SYS011 file containing the sorted

prefix pointer information from SORT4
rrr011 Record size of the SYS011 file; should be the same as rrr010
bbb011 Block size of the SYS011 intermediate work file; should be the

same as bbb010
user reldctl a File identifier of the RELDCTL file containing control information

created during the UNLOAD
sortreld parms a File identifier of the SYSPCH file
bbbctl Blocksize of the RELDCTL file; it must be a multiple of 60 with a

maximum size of 32,760
sortwk01 work a3 File identifier of temporary sort work file (if needed)
userdb1 DDname of the first database file
user userdb1 f File identifier of the first database file

 

RESTORE

FILEDEF commands for the batch command facility (CMS)

FILEDEF userdb1 DISK user userdb1 f (RECFM F LRECL pppp BLKSIZE pppp XTENT nnnn

FILEDEF userdb2 DISK user userdb2 f (RECFM F LRECL pppp BLKSIZE pppp XTENT nnnn

FILEDEF SYS001 TAP1 SL VOLID vvvvvv (RECFM VB LRECL llll BLKSIZE bbbb

Additional database file assignments, as required

userdb1 DDname of the first database file
user userdb1 f File identifier of the first database file
userdb2 DDname of the second database file
user userdb2 f File identifier of the second database file
vvvvvv Volume id of the tape file
llll Record length of the tape backup file
bbbb Block size of the tape backup file
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RESTRUCTURE

FILEDEF commands for the batch command facility (CMS)

FILEDEF userdb1 DISK user userdb1 f (RECFM F LRECL pppp BLKSIZE pppp XTENT nnnn

FILEDEF userdb2 DISK user userdb2 f (RECFM F LRECL pppp BLKSIZE pppp XTENT nnnn

FILEDEF SYS001 DISK idms spill f (RECFM FB LRECL bbbb BLKSIZE bbbb XTENT nnnn

userdb1 DDname of the first database file
user userdb1 f File identifier of the first database file
userdb2 DDname of the second database file
user userdb2 f File identifier of the second database file
idms spill f File identifier of the spill file
bbbb Size of the spill file should be a multiple of 40 with a maximum

size of 32,760

 

RESTRUCTURE CONNECT

FILEDEF commands for the batch command facility (CMS)

FILEDEF userdb DISK user userdb f 

FILEDEF SYS001 DISK idms spill f 

FILEDEF SORTMSG PRINTER

FILEDEF SORTWK01 DISK sortwk01 work a3

userdb DDname of the database file
user userdb f File identifier of the database file
idms spill f File identifier of the spill file
bbbb Size of the spill file should be a multiple of 40 with a maximum

size of 32,760
sortwk01 work a3 File identifier of temporary sort work file (if needed)

 

ROLLBACK

FILEDEF commands for the batch command facility (CMS)

FILEDEF SYS001 DISK tapn SL VOLID nnnnnn (RECFM VB LRECL 111 BLKSIZE bbbb

FILEDEF userdb DISK user userdb f (RECFM F LRECL pppp BLKSIZE pppp XTENT nnnn
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Additional database file assignments, as required

If using the SORT option add these statements:

FILEDEF SORTMSG  PRINTER

FILEDEF SORTWK01 DISK sortwk01 disk a3

Additional sort files, as required

tapn Symbolic device name of the archive or tape journal file
userdb DDname of the user database file
user userdb f File identifier of the user database file

 

ROLLFORWARD

FILEDEF commands for the batch command facility (CMS)

FILEDEF SYS001 DISK tapn SL VOLID nnnnnn (RECFM VB LRECL 111 BLKSIZE bbbb

FILEDEF userdb DISK user userdb f (RECFM F LRECL pppp BLKSIZE pppp XTENT nnnn

Additional database file assignments, as required

If recovering from a journal extract file:

FILEDEF extract DISK jrnl.ext ft fm

If using the SORT option or processing a journal extract file, add these statements:

FILEDEF SORTMSG  PRINTER

FILEDEF SORTWK01 DISK sortwk01 disk a3

Add additional sort files, as required

tapn Symbolic device name of the archive or tape journal file
userdb DDname of the user database file
user userdb f File identifier of the user database file
extract DDname of the extract journal file. If you don't specify, it defaults

to SYS002.
jrnl.ext ft fm File identifier of the journal extract file

 

SYNCHRONIZE STAMPS

Local Mode FILEDEF commands for the batch command facility (CMS)

FILEDEF userdb DISK userdb dbfile fm

FILEDEF userdict DISK userdict dbfile fm
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FILEDEF sysjrnl DISK sysjrnl jrnlfile fm

userdb DDname of the user database file
userdb dbfile fm File identifier of the user database file
userdict DDname of the database file containing the dictionary with the

table definitions
userdict dbfile fm File identifier of the database file containing the dictionary with the

table definitions
sysjrnl DDname of the tape journal file
sysjrnl jrnlfile fm File identifier of the tape journal file

Central Version

To execute SYNCHRONIZE STAMPS under the central version, modify the JCL shown previously, as follows:

• Remove the USERDICT and SYSJRNL filedef statements
• Insert the following statement after the USERDB filedef statement:

FILEDEF SYSCTL DISK sysctl file fm

sysctl file fm File identifier of the SYSCTL file

 

TUNE INDEX

FILEDEF commands for the batch command facility (CMS)

FILEDEF userdb DISK userdb dbfile fm

userdb DDname of the database file
userdb dbfile fm File identifier of the database file

Central version

To execute TUNE INDEX under the central version, modify the CMS commands shown previously, as follows:

• Optionally remove any journal and database DD statements.
• Identify the DC/UCF system to be accessed by TUNE INDEX using the CVMACH and CVNUM SYSIDMS parameters.

NOTE
For more information about the SYSIDMS parameter file, see the IDMS Common Facilities Section.

UNLOCK

FILEDEF commands for the batch command facility (CMS)

FILEDEF userdb DISK user userdb f (RECFM F LRECL pppp BLKSIZE pppp XTENT nnnn

userdb DDname of the database file
user userdb f File identifier of the database file
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UNLOAD

FILEDEF commands for the batch command facility (CMS)

FILEDEF userdb DISK user olddb f (RECFM F LRECL pppp BLKSIZE pppp XTENT nnnn

Additional database file assignments, as required

FILEDEF sysjrnl DUMMY

FILEDEF SYS002 tap2 SL VOLID nnnnnn (RECFM VB LRECL rrr002 BLKSIZE bbb002

FILEDEF SYS003 tap2 SL VOLID nnnnnn (RECFM VB LRECL rrr003 BLKSIZE bbb003

FILEDEF SYSPCH DISK sort unld a (RECFM F BLKSIZE 80

FILEDEF RELDCTL DISK user reldctl a (RECFM FB LRECL 60 BLKSIZE bbbctl

userdb DDname of the existing database file
user olddb a File identifier of the existing database file
sysjrnl DDname of the dummy journal file
tap2 Symbolic device name of the SYS002 output file
rrr002 Record size of the SYS002 output file
bbb002 Block size of the SYS002 output file; must be at least the size of

the largest database record plus 4 bytes
tap3 Symbolic device name of the SYS003 output file.
rrr003 Record size of the SYS003 output file
bbb003 Block size of the SYS003 output file
sort unload a Data set name of the sort parameters created by UNLOAD
disk Symbolic device name of the sort parameter file
bbbctl Size of the RELDCTL file; it should be a multiple of 60 with a

maximum size of 32,760

 

UPDATE STATISTICS

FILEDEF commands for the batch command facility (CMS)

FILEDEF userdb DISK user userdb f

Additional database file assignments, as required

FILEDEF ddlcat DISK sysdict ddlcat f (RECFM F LRECLppp BLKSIZE ppp XTENT nnn

FILEDEF ddlxcatDISK sysdict ddlxcat f(RECFM F LRECLppp BLKSIZE ppp XTENT nnn
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FILEDEF j1jrnlDISK j1jrnl jrnlfile e (RECFM F LRECLppp BLKSIZE ppp XTENT nnn

Additional journal file assignments, as required

userdb DDname of the database file
user userdb f File identifier of the database file
ddlcat DDname of the database file containing the area of the system

dictionary with the table definitions
sysdict ddlcat f File identifier of the database file containing the area of the system

dictionary with the table definitions
ddlxcat DDname of the database file containing the area of the system

dictionary with indexes
sysdict ddlxcat f File identifier of the database file containing the area of the system

dictionary with indexes
j1jrnl DDname of the first journal file, as defined in the DMCL
j1jrnl jrnlfile e File identifier of the first journal file

Central version

To execute UPDATE STATISTICS under the central version, modify the CMS commands shown previously as follows:

• Optionally remove any journal and database DD statements.
• Identify the DC/UCF system to be accessed by UPDATE STATISTICS using the CVMACH and CVNUM SYSIDMS

parameters.

NOTE
For more information about the SYSIDMS parameter file, see the IDMS Common Facilities Section.

VALIDATE

FILEDEF commands for the batch command facility (CMS)

FILEDEF userdb DISK user userdb f (RECFM F LRECL pppp BLKSIZE ppp XTENT nnnn

FILEDEF SYS002 tap2 SL VOLID nnnnnn (RECFM VB LRECL rrrin BLKSIZE bbbin

FILEDEF SYS003 tap3 SL VOLID nnnnnn (RECFM VB LRECL rrrout BLKSIZE bbbout

FILEDEF SYSPCH DISK sort build fm

The SORTMSG and SORTWKnn files are needed only

 when performing a complete VALIDATE.

FILEDEF SORTMSG PRINTER

FILEDEF sortwknn DISK sort worknn a3

Additional sort files, as required

userdb DDname of the database file
user userdb f File identifier of the database file
tap2* Symbolic device name of the input SYS002 file
rrrin Record size of the SYS002 file
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bbbin Block size of the SYS002 file
tap3* Symbolic device name of the output SYS003 file
rrrout Record size of the SYS003 file
bbbout Block size of the SYS003 file
sort build fm File identifier of the SYSPCH file
sortwknn file fm File identifier of the SORTWKnn file

NOTE
When running a complete VALIDATE, SYS002 and SYS003 must point to the same intermediate file. When
running a stepped VALIDATE, SYS002 and SYS003 must point to a different intermediate file.

Utility Programs (CMS Commands)
The following utility programs for the Batch Command Facility are discussed on this page:

IDMSDBAN

IDMSDBAN (CMS)

FILEDEF userdb DISK user userdb b (RECFM F LRECL pppp BLKSIZE pppp XTENT nnnn

Additional database file assignments, as required

FILEDEF SYS002 TAP1 SL VOLID nnnnnn (RECFM VB LRECL 512 BLKSIZE 9000

FILEDEF SYSOUT PRINTER

FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER

FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK sysidms input a

FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK dban input a

GLOBAL LOADLIB idmslib dbalib

GLOBAL LOADLIB idmslib

OSRUN IDMSDBN1

FILEDEF SYS001 TAP1 SL VOLID nnnnnn (RECFM VB LRECL 512 BLKSIZE 9000

FILEDEF SYS002 DISK chain work a3, (RECFM VB LRECL 512 BLKSIZE 9000

FILEDEF SYSOUT PRINTER

FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER

FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK sysidms input a

GLOBAL LOADLIB idmslib dbalib

GLOBAL LOADLIB idmslib

OSRUN IDMSDBN2
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WARNING
Additional file assignments might be needed for the user catalog and the system dictionary.

userdb DDname of the user database file
user userdb b File identifier of the user database file
pppp Page size of the user database file
nnnn Number of pages in the user database file
nnnnnn Volume serial number of the chain file generated by IDMSDBN1
SYSIDMS DDname of the parameter file provided by IDMS to specify runtime

directives and operating system-dependent parameters.
Note: For more information about the SYSIDMS parameter file,
see the IDMS Common Facilities Section.

sysidms input a File identifier of the file containing SYSIDMS parameters if
applicable

dban input a File identifier of the file containing IDMSDBAN input parameters
dbalib Filename of the load library containing the DMCL and database

name table load modules
idmslib Filename of the IDMS/DB load library containing the subschema

and DMCL load modules
chain work a3 File identifier of the intermediate chain file used by IDMSDBN2

NOTE
IDMSDBAN requires the presence of an external sort package (other than the CMS SORT command) that can
be loaded dynamically.

IDMSDIRL

Local mode IDMSDIRL (CMS)

FILEDEF sysjrnl TAP1 SL VOLID nnnnnn (RECFM VB LRECL lll BLKSIZE bbbb

FILEDEF dictdb DISK idms dictdb f (RECFM F LRECL pppp BLKSIZE pppp XTENT nnnn

FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER

FILEDEF SYS001 TAP2 SL VOLID nnndrl (RECFM VB LRECL 600 BLKSIZE 5992

FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK sysidms input a

FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK dirl input a

GLOBAL LOADLIB idmslib dbalib

GLOBAL LOADLIB idmslib

OSRUN IDMSDIRL

WARNING
User catalog and the system dictionary depending on your security implementation.

sysjrnl DDname of the tape journal file, as defined in the DMCL module
nnnnnn Volume serial number of the tape journal file
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lll Record length of the tape journal file
bbbb Block size of the tape journal file
dictdb DDname of the data dictionary file
idms dictdb f File identifier of the data dictionary file
pppp Page size of the data dictionary file
nnnn Number of pages in the data dictionary file
nnndrl Volume serial number of the IDMSDIRL input file (on the

installation media)
SYSIDMS DDname of the parameter file provided by IDMS to specify runtime

directives and operating system-dependent parameters.
Note: For more information about the SYSIDMS parameter file,
see the IDMS Common Facilities Section.

sysidms input a File identifier of the file containing SYSIDMS parameters if
applicable

dirl input a File identifier of the file containing the IDMSDIRL input parameters
dbalib Filename of the load library containing the DMCL and database

name table load modules
idmslib Filename of the IDMS/DB load library

Central version

To execute IDMSDIRL under the central version, modify the CMS commands shown previously, as follows:

• Remove the SYSJRNL and DICTDB FILEDEF commands.
• Identify the DC/UCF system to be accessed by IDMSDIRL using the CVMACH and CVNUM SYSIDMS parameters.

IDMSLOOK

IDMSLOOK (CMS)

FILEDEF idmslib DISK idmslib loadlib a

FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER

FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK sysidms input a

FILEDEF SYSIPT look input a

GLOBAL LOADLIB idmslib dbalib

GLOBAL LOADLIB idmslib

OSRUN IDMSLOOK

WARNING
Additional file assignments might be needed for the user catalog and the system dictionary.

dbalib Filename of the load library containing the DMCL and database
name table load modules

idmslib DDname for statement containing the IDMS load library containing
IDMS modules
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idmslib loadlib a File identifier of the IDMS load library containing IDMS modules
SYSIDMS DDname of the parameter file provided by IDMS to specify runtime

directives and operating system-dependent parameters.
Note: For more information about the SYSIDMS parameter file,
see the IDMS Common Facilities Section.

sysidms input a File identifier of the file containing SYSIDMS parameters, if
applicable

look input a File identifier for the file containing the IDMSLOOK input
parameters

 

IDMSRPTS

Local mode IDMSRPTS (CMS)

FILEDEF sysjrnl TAP1 SL VOLID nnnnnn (RECFM VB LRECL lll BLKSIZE bbbb

FILEDEF dictdb DISK idms dictdb f (RECFM F LRECL pppp BLKSIZE pppp XTENT nnnn

FILEDEF SYSOUT PRINTER

FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER

FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK sysidms input a

FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK rpts input a

GLOBAL LOADLIB idmslib dbalib

GLOBAL LOADLIB idmslib

OSRUN IDMSRPTS

WARNING
Additional file assignments might be needed for the user catalog and the system dictionary.

sysjrnl DDname of the tape journal file, as defined in the DMCL module
nnnnnn Volume serial number of the tape journal file
lll Record length of the tape journal file
bbbb Block size of the tape journal file, as defined in the DMCL module
dictdb DDname of the data dictionary file
idms dictdb f File identifier of the data dictionary file
pppp Page size of the data dictionary file
nnnn Number of pages in the data dictionary file
SYSIDMS DDname of the parameter file provided by IDMS to specify runtime

directives and operating system-dependent parameters.
Note: For more information about the SYSIDMS parameter file,
see the IDMS Common Facilities Section.

sysidms input a File identifier of the file containing SYSIDMS parameters, if
applicable
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rpts input a File identifier of the file containing the IDMSRPTS input
parameters

dbalib Filename of the load library containing the DMCL and database
name table load modules

idmslib Filename of the IDMS/DB load library

Central version

To execute IDMSRPTS under the central version, modify the CMS commands shown previously, as follows:

• Remove the SYSJRNL and DICTDB FILEDEF commands.
• Identify the DC/UCF system to be accessed by IDMSRPTS using the CVMACH and CVNUM SYSIDMS parameters.

IDMSRSTC

Local mode IDMSRSTC (CMS)

FILEDEF sysjrnl TAP1 SL VOLID nnnnnn (RECFM VB LRECL lll BLKSIZE bbbb

FILEDEF dictdb DISK idms dictdb f (RECFM F LRECL pppp BLKSIZE pppp XTENT nnnn

FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER

FILEDEF SYSPCH DISK rsttmac ASSEMBLE A

FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK sysidms input a

FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK rstc input a

GLOBAL LOADLIB idmslib dbalib

GLOBAL LOADLIB idmslib

OSRUN IDMSRSTC

WARNING
Additional file assignments might be needed for the user catalog and the system dictionary.

sysjrnl DDname of the tape journal file
nnnnnn Volume serial number of the tape journal file
lll Record length of the tape journal file
bbbb Block size of the tape journal file
dictdb DDname of the data dictionary file
idms dictdb f File identifier of the data dictionary file
pppp Page size of the data dictionary file
nnnn Number of pages in the data dictionary file
rsttmac ASSEMBLE A File identifier of the card-image file containing the IDMSRSTT

macro statements
SYSIDMS DDname of the parameter file provided by IDMS to specify runtime

directives and operating system-dependent parameters.
Note: For more information about the SYSIDMS parameter file,
see the IDMS Common Facilities Section.
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sysidms input a File identifier of the file containing SYSIDMS parameters, if
applicable

rstc input a File identifier of the file containing the IDMSRSTC input
parameters

dbalib Filename of the load library containing the DMCL and database
name table load modules

idmslib Filename of the IDMS/DB load library

Central version

To execute IDMSRSTC under the central version, modify the CMS commands shown previously, as follows:

• Remove the SYSJRNL and DICTDB FILEDEF commands.
• Identify the DC/UCF system to be accessed by IDMSRTC using the CVMACH and CVNUM SYSIDMS parameters.

IDMSRSTT

Assemble and link an IDMSRSTT module

GLOBAL MACLIB idmslib

ASMAHL rsttmac (RENT

   Optionally add the rstt module into a txtlib.

TXTLIB ADD userlib idmsrstt

   Optionally link the rstt module into a loadlib.

FILEDEF idmsrstt DISK idmsrstt TEXT A

   If linking NUPROCS= procedures from TEXT files

   add a FILEDEF for each procedure.  If linking from

   a TXTLIB add a filedef for the txtlib.

   Note: linking procedures is not required.

   They will be dynamically loaded if not linked.

FILEDEF SYSLMOD DISK idmsload LOADLIB A (RECFM V LRECL 1024 BLKSIZE 1024

LKED linkctl (RMODE ANY LIST MAP XREF PRINT

Linkage editor control statements in linkctl file:

INCLUDE idmsrstt

   Optionally add an INCLUDE statement for each procedure

   named in the NUPROCS= clause here.

   If not included any procedures will be dynamically loaded.
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NAME idmsrstt(R)

idmsrstt Module name of the IDMSRSTT table
rsttmac Filename of the card-image file containing the IDMSRSTT macro

statement
userlib Filename of the user text library
idmslib Filename of the library containing the IDMSRSTT macro
idmsload Filename of the loadlib to store the rstt module
linkctl Filename of TEXT file used as input to LKED

FASTLOAD Format Program Sample Listing
This section shows a listing of a format program that can be used with IDMSDBLU to load the sample Commonweather
database provided during the IDMS/DB installation. The program is written in COBOL and has been run through the IDMS
DML COBOL precompiler.

Format program for FASTLOAD

      *RETRIEVAL

      *DMLIST

       IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

       PROGRAM-ID.                     EMPFLOAD.

      *AUTHOR.                         KGV.

      *

      *INSTALLATION.                   CA

      *                                8600 BRYN MAWR AVENUE

      *                                CHICAGO, IL 60131.

      *

      *DATE-WRITTEN.                   08/20/90.

      *UPDATED FOR 15.0.               11/16/00.  LRD.

      *

      *REMARKS.                        THIS PROGRAM CREATES DATA TO

      *                                BE USED AS INPUT TO THE FASTLOAD

      *                                UTILITY, TO LOAD THE EMPLOYEE

      *                                DEMO DATABASE.  IT USES THE SAME

      *                                INPUT AS EMPLOAD.

       ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

       IDMS-CONTROL SECTION.

       PROTOCOL.                       MODE IS BATCH

                                            DEBUG

                                       IDMS-RECORDS WITHIN

                                            WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

       DATA DIVISION.

       SCHEMA SECTION.
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       DB  EMPSS01 WITHIN EMPSCHM  VERSION 100.

           SKIP2

       WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

      *

       01  OWNER-DESCRIPTOR-ONE.

           03  OWNER-ONE-SET           PIC X(16).

           03  OWNER-ONE-SERIAL        PIC S9(8) COMP.

           03  OWNER-ONE-KEY           PIC X(40).

           03  OWNER-ONE-KEY-RDEF REDEFINES OWNER-ONE-KEY.

               05 OWNER-ONE-KEY-SERIAL PIC S9(8) COMP.

               05 FILLER               PIC X(36).

       01  OWNER-DESCRIPTOR-TWO.

           03  OWNER-TWO-SET           PIC X(16).

           03  OWNER-TWO-SERIAL        PIC S9(8) COMP.

           03  OWNER-TWO-KEY           PIC X(40).

           03  OWNER-TWO-KEY-RDEF REDEFINES OWNER-TWO-KEY.

               05 OWNER-TWO-KEY-SERIAL PIC S9(8) COMP.

               05 FILLER               PIC X(36).

       01  OWNER-DESCRIPTOR-THREE.

           03  OWNER-THREE-SET         PIC X(16).

           03  OWNER-THREE-SERIAL      PIC S9(8) COMP.

           03  OWNER-THREE-KEY         PIC X(40).

           03  OWNER-THREE-KEY-RDEF REDEFINES OWNER-THREE-KEY.

               05 OWNER-THREE-KEY-SERIAL PIC S9(8) COMP.

               05 FILLER               PIC X(36).

       01  OCCURRENCE-DESCRIPTOR.

           03  RECORD-SR-NAME          PIC X(18).

           03  FILLER                  PIC X(6)  VALUE LOW-VALUES.

           03  RECORD-ID               PIC S9(8) COMP.

           03  RECORD-SUGGESTED-PAGE   PIC S9(8) COMP.

           03  FILLER                  PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE ZERO.

           03  RECORD-SERIAL           PIC S9(8) COMP.

           03  RECORD-LOAD-STATUS      PIC X(4).

           03  RECORD-DATA             PIC X(2040).

           03  FILLER                  REDEFINES RECORD-DATA.

               05  RECORD-DATA-REDEF   PIC X(40).

               05  FILLER              PIC X(2000).

      *

      *

      *

       01  MISCELLANEOUS-FIELDS.

           02  END-FLAG                PIC XXX     VALUE SPACES.

             88  END-OF-DATA           VALUE 'END'.

           02  COUNTS.

             03  SUM-CARDS-IN          PIC  9(6)   VALUE ZERO.

             03  SUM-TRANSACTIONS      PIC  9(6)   VALUE ZERO.

             03  CARD-COUNT            PIC  9(6)   VALUE ZERO.
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           02  ERROR-MESSAGE           PIC  X(30)  VALUE SPACES.

           02  I-CTRL                  PIC  S9(4)  COMP SYNC.

           02  SAVE-COVERAGE-SERIAL    PIC  S9(8)  COMP SYNC.

           SKIP2

       01  CARD-IMAGE.

           02  CI-DATA-IMAGE.

            03 CI-KEYFIELDS.

             04  FILLER                PIC  X.

             04  CI-CARD-TYPE          PIC  XX.

               88  CI-END              VALUE 'EN'.

             04  CI-CARD-TYPE-RD       REDEFINES CI-CARD-TYPE.

                 05  CI-CARD-TYPE-MAJ  PIC  X.

                 05  CI-CARD-TYPE-MIN  PIC  X.

                   88  CI-FIRST-PART   VALUES ARE

                     'A', 'C', 'E', 'G', 'I', 'M', 'O', 'Q', 'S'.

                   88  CI-2ND-PART  VALUES ARE

                     'B', 'D', 'F', 'H', 'J', 'L', 'N', 'P', 'R', 'T'.

             04  FILLER                PIC  X.

             04  CI-EMP-ID             PIC  9(4).

             04  CI-INSPLAN            REDEFINES CI-EMP-ID.

                 05  CI-INSPLAN-CODE   PIC  9(3).

                 05  FILLER            PIC  X.

             04  CI-OFFICE             REDEFINES CI-EMP-ID.

                 05  CI-OFFICE-CODE    PIC  9(3).

                 05  FILLER            PIC  X.

            03  CI-DATAFIELDS          PIC  X(72).

           SKIP3

      ***************************************************************

      *       TRANSACTION-STORAGE:                                  *

      *          ONE CARD TYPE FOR EACH INPUT RECORD TYPE;          *

      *          EACH CARD CONTAINS A CARD-TYPE CODE.               *

      *          INPUT CARDS MAY INCLUDE KEYFIELDS USED BY          *

      *          THE PROGRAM TO MAKE THE APPROPRIATE OWNER          *

      *          RECORDS CURRENT BEFORE A MEMBER IS STORED.         *

      *          TRANSACTION-STORAGE IS REDEFINED FOR THE           *

      *          FORMAT OF EACH TYPE OF INPUT CARD.                 *

      ***************************************************************

       01  TRANSACTION-STORAGE-AREA.

           02  TRANSACTION-STORAGE-ALL.

            03  TSA-SINGLE-CARD.

             04  TSA-KEYFIELDS.

              05  FILLER               PIC  X.

              05  TSA-CARD-TYPE        PIC  XX.

               88  TSA-DEPARTMENT      VALUE IS 'D '.

               88  TSA-EMPLOYEE        VALUE IS 'E1'.

               88  TSA-JOB             VALUE IS 'J1'.

               88  TSA-EMPOSITION      VALUE IS 'P '.

               88  TSA-EXPERTISE       VALUE IS 'T '.

               88  TSA-SKILL           VALUE IS 'S '.

               88  TSA-OFFICE          VALUE IS 'O1'.

               88  TSA-STRUCTURE       VALUE IS 'OG'.
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               88  TSA-INS-PLAN-CODE   VALUE IS 'I1'.

               88  TSA-COVERAGE        VALUE IS 'C '.

               88  TSA-DENTAL          VALUE IS 'L1'.

               88  TSA-HOSPITAL        VALUE IS 'H1'.

               88  TSA-NON-HOSP-CLAIM  VALUE IS 'N1'.

            04  FILLER                 PIC  X(77).

           03  TSA-OTHER-CARD-SPACE    PIC  X(400).

          02  DEPT-STORAGE-AREA        REDEFINES

                                            TRANSACTION-STORAGE-ALL.

           03  D-CARD.

            04  D-KEYFIELDS.

             05  FILLER                PIC  X(4).

             05  D-DEPT-ID             PIC  9(4).

            04  D-DATAFIELDS.

             05  D-DEPT-NAME           PIC  X(45).

             05  D-DEPT-HEAD-ID        PIC  9(4).

             05  FILLER                PIC  X(23).

           03  FILLER                  PIC  X(400).

          02  EMPLOYEE-STORAGE-AREA    REDEFINES

                                            TRANSACTION-STORAGE-ALL.

           03  E1-CARD.

            04  E1-KEYFIELDS.

             05  FILLER                PIC  X(4).

             05  E1-EMP-ID             PIC  9(4).

            04  E1-DATAFIELDS.

             05  E1-EMP-NAME           PIC  X(25).

             05  E1-EMP-DEPT-ID        PIC  9(4).

             05  E1-EMP-OFFICE         PIC  9(3).

             05  FILLER                PIC  X(40).

           03  E2-CARD.

            04  E2-KEYFIELDS.

             05  FILLER                PIC  X(4).

             05  E2-EMP-ID             PIC  9(4).

            04  E2-DATAFIELDS.

             05  E2-EMP-ADDRESS        PIC  X(46).

             05  E2-EMP-PHONE          PIC  9(10).

             05  E2-EMP-STATUS         PIC  9(2).

             05  E2-EMP-SS-NUMBER      PIC  9(9).

             05  FILLER                PIC  X(5).

           03  E3-CARD.

            04  E3-KEYFIELDS.

             05  FILLER                PIC  X(4).

             05  E3-EMP-ID             PIC  9(4).

            04  E3-DATAFIELDS.

             05  E3-EMP-START          PIC  9(8).

             05  E3-EMP-DOB            PIC  9(8).

             05  E3-EMP-TERM           PIC  9(8).

             05  FILLER                PIC  X(48).

           03  FILLER                  PIC  X(240).
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          02  JOB-STORAGE-AREA         REDEFINES

                                            TRANSACTION-STORAGE-ALL.

           03  J1-CARD.

            04  J1-KEYFIELDS.

             05  FILLER                PIC  X(4).

             05  J1-JOB-ID             PIC  9(4).

            04  J1-DATAFIELDS.

             05  J1-JOB-TITLE          PIC  X(20).

             05  J1-JOB-MIN-SAL        PIC  9(8).

             05  J1-JOB-MAX-SAL        PIC  9(8).

             05  J1-JOB-SAL-GRDS       PIC  9(2) OCCURS 4.

             05  J1-JOB-NUM-POSTS      PIC  9(3).

             05  J1-JOB-NUM-OPEN       PIC  9(3).

             05  FILLER                PIC  X(22).

           03  J2-CARD.

            04  J2-KEYFIELDS.

             05  FILLER                PIC  X(4).

            04  J2-DATAFIELDS.

             05  J2-JOB-DES-LINE       PIC  X(60).

             05  FILLER                PIC  X(16).

           03  J3-CARD.

            04  J3-KEYFIELDS.

             05  FILLER                PIC  X(4).

            04  J3-DATAFIELDS.

             05  J3-JOB-DES-LINE       PIC  X(60).

             05  FILLER                PIC  X(16).

           03  J4-CARD.

            04  J4-KEYFIELDS.

             05  FILLER                PIC  X(4).

            04  J4-DATAFIELDS.

             05  J4-JOB-REQ-LINE       PIC  X(60).

             05  FILLER                PIC  X(16).

           03  J5-CARD.

            04  J5-KEYFIELDS.

             05  FILLER                PIC  X(4).

            04  J5-DATAFIELDS.

             05  J5-JOB-REQ-LINE       PIC  X(60).

             05  FILLER                PIC  X(16).

           03  FILLER                  PIC  X(80).

          02  POSITION-STORAGE-AREA    REDEFINES

                                            TRANSACTION-STORAGE-ALL.

           03  P-CARD.

            04  P-KEYFIELDS.

             05  FILLER                PIC  X(4).

             05  P-JOB-ID              PIC  9(4).

             05  P-EMP-ID              PIC  9(4).

            04  P-DATAFIELDS.

             05  P-START-DATE          PIC  9(8).

             05  P-FINISH-DATE         PIC  9(8).
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             05  P-SALARY-GRADE        PIC  9(2).

             05  P-SALARY-AMOUNT       PIC  9(6)V99.

             05  P-BONUS-PERCENT       PIC  V999.

             05  P-COMM-PERCENT        PIC  V999.

             05  P-OVERTIME-RATE       PIC  9V99.

            04  FILLER                 PIC  X(33).

           03  FILLER                  PIC  X(400).

          02  EXPERTISE-STORAGE-AREA   REDEFINES

                                            TRANSACTION-STORAGE-ALL.

           03  T-CARD.

            04  T-KEYFIELDS.

             05  FILLER                PIC  X(4).

             05  T-SKILL-ID            PIC  9(4).

             05  T-EMP-ID              PIC  9(4).

            04  T-DATAFIELDS.

             05  T-SKILL-LEVEL         PIC  9(2).

             05  T-EXPERTISE-DATE      PIC  9(8).

             05  FILLER                PIC  X(58).

           03  FILLER                  PIC  X(400).

          02  SKILL-STORAGE-AREA       REDEFINES

                                            TRANSACTION-STORAGE-ALL.

           03  S-CARD.

            04  S-KEYFIELDS.

             05  FILLER                PIC  X(4).

             05  S-SKILL-ID            PIC  9(4).

            04  S-DATAFIELDS.

             05  S-SKILL-NAME          PIC  X(12).

             05  S-SKILL-DESC          PIC  X(60).

           03  FILLER                  PIC  X(400).

          02  OFFICE-STORAGE-AREA      REDEFINES

                                            TRANSACTION-STORAGE-ALL.

           03  O1-CARD.

            04  O1-KEYFIELDS.

             05  FILLER                PIC  X(4).

             05  O1-OFFICE-CODE        PIC  9(3).

            04  O1-DATAFIELDS.

             05  O1-OFFICE-ADDRESS     PIC  X(56).

             05  FILLER                PIC  X(17).

           03  O2-CARD.

            04  O2-KEYFIELDS.

             05  FILLER                PIC  X(4).

             05  O2-OFFICE-CODE        PIC  9(3).

            04  O2-DATAFIELDS.

             05  O2-OFFICE-PHONE       PIC  9(7) OCCURS 3 TIMES.

             05  O2-OFFICE-AREA        PIC  9(3).

             05  O2-OFFICE-SPEED-DIAL  PIC  9(3).

             05  FILLER                PIC  X(46).
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           03  FILLER                  PIC  X(320).

          02  STRUCTURE-STORAGE-AREA   REDEFINES

                                            TRANSACTION-STORAGE-ALL.

           03  OG-CARD.

            04  OG-KEYFIELDS.

             05  FILLER                PIC  X(4).

             05  OG-EMP-RPTS-TO        PIC  9(4).

             05  OG-EMP-MANAGES        PIC  9(4).

            04  OG-DATAFIELDS.

             05  OG-STRUCT-CODE        PIC  X(2).

             05  OG-RELATION-DATE      PIC  9(8).

             05  FILLER                PIC  X(58).

          03  FILLER                   PIC  X(400).

         02  INSURANCE-STORAGE-AREA    REDEFINES

                                            TRANSACTION-STORAGE-ALL.

          03  I1-CARD.

           04  I1-KEYFIELDS.

            05  FILLER                 PIC  X(4).

            05  I1-INSPLAN-CODE        PIC  X(3).

           04  I1-DATAFIELDS.

            05  I1-INSPLAN-CO-NAME     PIC  X(45).

            05  FILLER                 PIC  X(28).

          03  I2-CARD.

           04  I2-KEYFIELDS.

            05  FILLER                 PIC  X(4).

            05  I2-INSPLAN-CODE        PIC  X(3).

           04  I2-DATAFIELDS.

            05  I2-CO-ADDRESS          PIC  X(46).

            05  I2-CO-PHONE            PIC  9(10).

            05  FILLER                 PIC  X(17).

          03  I3-CARD.

           04  I3-KEYFIELDS.

            05  FILLER                 PIC  X(4).

            05  I3-INSPLAN-CODE        PIC  X(3).

           04  I3-DATAFIELDS.

            05  I3-GROUP-NUM           PIC  9(6).

            05  I3-DESCRIPTION.

             06  I3-DEDUCT             PIC  9(6)V99.

             06  I3-MAX-LIFE-COST      PIC  9(6)V99.

             06  I3-FAM-COST           PIC  9(6)V99.

             06  I3-DEP-COST           PIC  9(6)V99.

            05  FILLER                 PIC  X(35).

          03  FILLER                   PIC  X(240).

         02  COVERAGE-STORAGE-AREA     REDEFINES

                                            TRANSACTION-STORAGE-ALL.

          03  C-CARD.

           04  C-KEYFIELDS.
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            05  FILLER                 PIC  X(4).

            05  C-INSPLAN-CODE         PIC  X(3).

            05  C-EMP-ID               PIC  9(4).

           04  C-DATAFIELDS.

            05  C-SELECT-DATE          PIC  9(8).

            05  C-TERMIN-DATE          PIC  9(8).

            05  C-TYPE                 PIC  X.

            05  C-INS-PLAN-CODE        PIC  X(3).

            05  FILLER                 PIC  X(49).

          03  FILLER                   PIC  X(400).

         02  DENTAL-STORAGE-AREA       REDEFINES

                                            TRANSACTION-STORAGE-ALL.

          03  L1-CARD.

           04  L1-KEYFIELDS.

            05  FILLER                 PIC  X(4).

           04  L1-DATAFIELDS.

            05  L1-DC-CLAIM-DATE       PIC  9(8).

            05  L1-DC-PATIENT-NAME     PIC  X(25).

            05  L1-DC-PATIENT-DOB      PIC  9(8).

            05  L1-DC-SEX              PIC  X.

            05  L1-DC-REL-TO-EMP       PIC  X(10).

            05  L1-DC-DENTIST-NAME     PIC  X(24).

          03  L2-CARD.

           04  L2-KEYFIELDS.

            05  FILLER                 PIC  X(4).

           04  L2-DATAFIELDS.

            05  L2-DC-DENTIST-ADDRESS  PIC  X(46).

            05  L2-DC-DENTIST-LIC-NUM  PIC  9(6).

            05  L2-DC-NUM-PROCEDURES   PIC  9(2).

            05  FILLER                 PIC  X(22).

          03  LA-CARD.

           04  LA-KEYFIELDS.

            05  FILLER                 PIC  X(4).

           04  LA-DATAFIELDS.

            05  LA-DC-TOOTH-NUM        PIC  9(2).

            05  LA-DC-SERVICE-DATE     PIC  9(8).

            05  LA-DC-PROC-CODE        PIC  9(4).

            05  LA-DC-FEE              PIC  9(6)V99.

            05  FILLER                 PIC  X(54).

          03  LB-CARD.

           04  LB-KEYFIELDS.

            05  FILLER                 PIC  X(4).

           04  LB-DATAFIELDS.

            05  LB-DC-DESC-OF-SERVICE  PIC  X(60).

            05  FILLER                 PIC  X(16).

          03  FILLER                   PIC  X(160).

         02  HOSPITAL-STORAGE-AREA     REDEFINES

                                            TRANSACTION-STORAGE-ALL.

          03  H1-CARD.
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           04  H1-KEYFIELDS.

            05  FILLER                 PIC  X(4).

           04  H1-DATAFIELDS.

            05  H1-HC-CLAIM-DATE       PIC  9(8).

            05  H1-HC-PATIENT-NAME     PIC  X(25).

            05  H1-HC-PATIENT-DOB      PIC  9(8).

            05  H1-HC-SEX              PIC  X.

            05  H1-HC-REL-TO-EMP       PIC  X(10).

            05  H1-HC-HOSP-NAME        PIC  X(24).

          03  H2-CARD.

           04  H2-KEYFIELDS.

            05  FILLER                 PIC  X(4).

           04  H2-DATAFIELDS.

            05  H2-HC-HOSP-ADDRESS     PIC  X(46).

            05  H2-HC-ADMIT-DATE       PIC  9(8).

            05  H2-HC-DISCH-DATE       PIC  9(8).

            05  FILLER                 PIC  X(14).

          03  H3-CARD.

           04  H3-KEYFIELDS.

            05  FILLER                 PIC  X(4).

           04  H3-DATAFIELDS.

            05  H3-HC-DIAGNOSIS        PIC  X(60).

            05  FILLER                 PIC  X(16).

          03  H4-CARD.

           04  H4-KEYFIELDS.

            05  FILLER                 PIC  X(4).

           04  H4-DATAFIELDS.

            05  H4-HC-DIAGNOSIS        PIC  X(60).

            05  FILLER                 PIC  X(16).

          03  H5-CARD.

           04  H5-KEYFIELDS.

            05  FILLER                 PIC  X(4).

           04  H5-DATAFIELDS.

            05  H5-HOSP-CHARGES.

             06  H5-HC-WARD.

              07  H5-HC-WARD-DAYS      PIC  9(4).

              07  H5-HC-WARD-RATE      PIC  9(6)V99.

              07  H5-HC-WARD-TOTAL     PIC  9(6)V99.

             06  H5-SEMI-PRIVATE.

              07  H5-HC-SEMI-DAYS      PIC  9(4).

              07  H5-HC-SEMI-RATE      PIC  9(6)V99.

              07  H5-HC-SEMI-TOTAL     PIC  9(6)V99.

             06  H5-HC-OTHER.

              07  H5-HC-DEL-COST       PIC  9(6)V99.

              07  H5-HC-ANESTH-COST    PIC  9(6)V99.

              07  H5-HC-LAB-COST       PIC  9(6)V99.

            05  FILLER                 PIC  X(12).

          03  FILLER                   PIC  X(80).

         02  NONHOSP-STORAGE-AREA      REDEFINES

                                            TRANSACTION-STORAGE-ALL.

          03  N1-CARD.
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           04  N1-KEYFIELDS.

            05  FILLER                 PIC  X(4).

           04  N1-DATAFIELDS.

            05  N1-NC-CLAIM-DATE       PIC  9(8).

            05  N1-NC-PATIENT-NAME     PIC  X(25).

            05  N1-NC-PATIENT-DOB      PIC  9(8).

            05  N1-NC-SEX              PIC  X.

            05  N1-NC-REL-TO-EMP       PIC  X(10).

            05  N1-NC-PHYS-NAME        PIC  X(24).

          03  N2-CARD.

           04  N2-KEYFIELDS.

            05  FILLER                 PIC  X(4).

           04  N2-DATAFIELDS.

            05  N2-NC-PHYS-ADDRESS     PIC  X(46).

            05  N2-NC-PHYS-ID          PIC  9(6).

            05  N2-NC-NUM-PROCS        PIC  9(2).

            05  FILLER                 PIC  X(22).

          03  N3-CARD.

           04  N3-KEYFIELDS.

            05  FILLER                 PIC  X(4).

           04  N3-DATAFIELDS.

            05  N3-NC-DIAGNOSIS        PIC  X(60).

            05  FILLER                 PIC  X(16).

          03  N4-CARD.

           04  N4-KEYFIELDS.

            05  FILLER                 PIC  X(4).

           04  N4-DATAFIELDS.

            05  N4-NC-DIAGNOSIS        PIC  X(60).

            05  FILLER                 PIC  X(16).

          03  NA-CARD.

           04  NA-KEYFIELDS.

            05  FILLER                 PIC  X(4).

           04  NA-DATAFIELDS.

            05  NA-NC-SERVICE-DATE     PIC  9(8).

            05  NA-NC-PROC-CODE        PIC  9(4).

            05  NA-NC-FEE              PIC  9(6)V99.

            05  FILLER                 PIC  X(56).

          03  NB-CARD.

           04  NB-KEYFIELDS.

            05  FILLER                 PIC  X(4).

           04  NB-DATAFIELDS.

            05  NB-NC-DESC-OF-SERVICE  PIC  X(62).

            05  FILLER                 PIC  X(14).

       01  NAMES-INFO.

         02  NAMES-SSNAME              PIC  X(8)

                                            VALUE  'EMPSS01 '.

         02  NAMES-DBNAME              PIC  X(8)

                                            VALUE  'EMPDEMO '.

         02  NAMES-DMCLNAME            PIC  X(8)

                                            VALUE 'IDMSDMCL'.
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       PROCEDURE DIVISION.

      ***************************************************************

      *       PROCEDURE DIVISION GENERAL STRATEGY:                  *

      *       1)  READ 1 OR MORE CARDS TO FOR A TRANSACTION         *

      *       2)  PERFORM THE APPROPRIATE ROUTINE, BASED UPON THE   *

      *           TRANSACTION CODE                                  *

      *       3)  CONTINUE UNTIL ALL CARD INPUT IS EXHAUSTED        *

      ***************************************************************

       0000-MAIN-LINE SECTION.

        0001-SETUP.

            DISPLAY '*** BEFORE FIRST CALL ***'.

            CALL 'IDMSDBLU' USING NAMES-INFO.

        0005-ML-START.

            ACCEPT CARD-IMAGE.

            DISPLAY '*** AFTER ACCEPT ***'

            PERFORM 0020-MAIN-LOOP THRU 0020-ML-EXIT UNTIL

               END-OF-DATA.

            PERFORM 9999-END.

        0020-MAIN-LOOP.

            PERFORM 0510-READ-TRANSACTION THRU 0515-RT-EXIT.

            DISPLAY '*** AFTER PERFORM 510- ***'.

            IF END-OF-DATA

                GO TO 0020-ML-EXIT.

            ADD 1 TO SUM-TRANSACTIONS.

            IF  TSA-DEPARTMENT

                 PERFORM 1010-DO-DEPARTMENT THRU 1090-DD-EXIT

                     ELSE

            IF  TSA-EMPLOYEE

                 PERFORM 1510-DO-EMPLOYEE THRU 1590-DE-EXIT

                     ELSE

            IF  TSA-JOB

                 PERFORM 2010-DO-JOB THRU 2090-DJ-EXIT

                     ELSE

            IF  TSA-EMPOSITION

                 PERFORM 2510-DO-EMPOSITION THRU 2590-DEM-EXIT

                     ELSE

            IF  TSA-EXPERTISE

                 PERFORM 3010-DO-EXPERTISE THRU 3090-DEX-EXIT

                     ELSE

            IF  TSA-SKILL

                 PERFORM 3510-DO-SKILL THRU 3590-DS-EXIT

                     ELSE

            IF  TSA-OFFICE

                 PERFORM 4510-DO-OFFICE THRU 4590-DO-EXIT

                     ELSE

            IF  TSA-STRUCTURE

                 PERFORM 5010-DO-STRUCTURE THRU 5090-DS-EXIT
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                     ELSE

            IF  TSA-INS-PLAN-CODE

                 PERFORM 5510-DO-INSURANCE THRU 5590-DI-EXIT

                     ELSE

            IF  TSA-COVERAGE

                 PERFORM 6010-DO-COVERAGE THRU 6090-DC-EXIT

                     ELSE

            IF  TSA-DENTAL

                 PERFORM 6510-DO-DENTAL THRU 6590-DDN-EXIT

                     ELSE

            IF  TSA-HOSPITAL

                 PERFORM 7010-DO-HOSPITAL THRU 7090-DH-EXIT

                     ELSE

                 PERFORM 7510-DO-NONHOSP THRU 7590-DN-EXIT.

       0020-ML-EXIT.

            EXIT.

      **************************************

      *     UTILITY ROUTINES FOLLOW        *

      **************************************

       0500-UTILITY SECTION.

      ***************************************************************

      *    THIS ROUTINE ASSEMBLES A TRANSACTION FROM ONE OR MORE    *

      *    INDIVIDUAL CARDS;  NOTE THAT WHEN THIS PROCEDURE IS      *

      *    ENTERED, A CARD IS ALWAYS PRESENT IN THE 'CARD IMAGE'    *

      *    BUFFER.                                                  *

      *                                                             *

      *      DEPARTMENT HAS A SINGLE 'D' CARD                       *

      *      EMPLOYEE HAS AN 'E1', AN 'E2', AND AN 'E3' CARD        *

      *      JOB HAS 'J1' THRU 'J5' CARDS                           *

      *      EMPOSITION HAS A SINGLE 'P ' CARD                      *

      *      EXPERTISE HAS A SINGLE 'T ' CARD                       *

      *      SKILL HAS A SINGLE 'S ' CARD                           *

      *      OFFICE HAS AN 'O1' AND AN 'O2' CARD                    *

      *      STRUCTURE HAS A SINGLE 'OG' CARD                       *

      *      INSURANCE-PLAN HAS AN 'I1', AN 'I2', AND AN 'I3' CARD  *

      *      COVERAGE HAS A SINGLE 'C ' CARD                        *

      *      DENTAL-CLAIM HAS AN 'L1' AND AN 'L2' CARD, FOLLOWED    *

      *        BY 2 TO 20 'LX' CARDS (WHERE 'X' IS A LETTER         *

      *        FROM A TO T)                                         *

      *      HOSPITAL-CLAIM HAS 'H1' THRU 'H5' CARDS                *

      *      NON-HOSP-CLAIM HAS 'N1' THRU 'N4' CARDS, FOLLOWED      *

      *        BY 2 TO 20 'NX' CARDS (WHERE 'X' IS A LETTER         *

      *        FROM A TO T)                                         *

      *                                                             *

      ***************************************************************

       0510-READ-TRANSACTION.

           MOVE SPACES TO TRANSACTION-STORAGE-AREA.

           IF CI-END

               MOVE 'END' TO END-FLAG

               GO TO 0515-RT-EXIT.
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           IF CI-CARD-TYPE = 'D ' OR 'P ' OR 'T ' OR 'S '

                              OR 'OG' OR 'C '

               MOVE CI-DATA-IMAGE TO TSA-SINGLE-CARD

               PERFORM 0600-READ-CARD THRU 0615-RC-EXIT

                   ELSE

           IF CI-CARD-TYPE = 'E1'

               PERFORM 0520-ASSEM-EMPLOYEE THRU 0528-AE-EXIT

                   ELSE

           IF CI-CARD-TYPE = 'O1'

               PERFORM 0530-ASSEM-OFFICE THRU 0538-AO-EXIT

                   ELSE

           IF CI-CARD-TYPE = 'J1'

               PERFORM 0540-ASSEM-JOB THRU 0548-AJ-EXIT

                   ELSE

           IF CI-CARD-TYPE = 'I1'

               PERFORM 0550-ASSEM-INS THRU 0558-AI-EXIT

                   ELSE

           IF CI-CARD-TYPE = 'L1'

               PERFORM 0560-ASSEM-DENT THRU 0568-AD-EXIT

                   ELSE

           IF CI-CARD-TYPE = 'H1'

               PERFORM 0570-ASSEM-HOSP THRU 0578-AH-EXIT

                   ELSE

           IF CI-CARD-TYPE = 'N1'

               PERFORM 0580-ASSEM-NONHOSP THRU 0588-AN-EXIT

                   ELSE

           MOVE 'INVALID CARD TYPE/SEQ' TO ERROR-MESSAGE

           PERFORM 0620-DISPLAY-CARD-ERROR THRU 0640-DCE-EXIT

           PERFORM 0600-READ-CARD THRU 0615-RC-EXIT

           GO TO 0510-READ-TRANSACTION.

       0515-RT-EXIT.

           EXIT.

      ***************************************************************

      *   THE FOLLOWING MODULES ASSEMBLE MULTIPLE INPUT CARDS       *

      *   INTO THE APPROPRIATE WORK RECORDS.                        *

      ***************************************************************

       0520-ASSEM-EMPLOYEE.

           MOVE CI-DATA-IMAGE      TO E1-CARD.

           PERFORM 0600-READ-CARD THRU 0615-RC-EXIT.

           IF CI-CARD-TYPE = 'E2'

               AND CI-EMP-ID = E1-EMP-ID

               MOVE CI-DATA-IMAGE TO E2-CARD

               PERFORM 0600-READ-CARD THRU 0615-RC-EXIT.

           IF CI-CARD-TYPE = 'E3'
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               AND CI-EMP-ID = E1-EMP-ID

               MOVE CI-DATA-IMAGE TO E3-CARD

               PERFORM 0600-READ-CARD THRU 0615-RC-EXIT.

       0528-AE-EXIT.

           EXIT.

       0530-ASSEM-OFFICE.

           MOVE CI-DATA-IMAGE         TO O1-CARD.

           PERFORM 0600-READ-CARD THRU 0615-RC-EXIT.

           IF CI-CARD-TYPE = 'O2'

               AND CI-OFFICE-CODE = O1-OFFICE-CODE

               MOVE CI-DATA-IMAGE     TO O2-CARD

               PERFORM 0600-READ-CARD THRU 0615-RC-EXIT.

       0538-AO-EXIT.

           EXIT.

       0540-ASSEM-JOB.

           MOVE CI-DATA-IMAGE         TO J1-CARD.

           PERFORM 0600-READ-CARD THRU 0615-RC-EXIT.

           IF CI-CARD-TYPE = 'J2'

               MOVE CI-DATA-IMAGE     TO J2-CARD

               PERFORM 0600-READ-CARD THRU 0615-RC-EXIT.

           IF CI-CARD-TYPE = 'J3'

               MOVE CI-DATA-IMAGE     TO J3-CARD

               PERFORM 0600-READ-CARD THRU 0615-RC-EXIT.

           IF CI-CARD-TYPE = 'J4'

               MOVE CI-DATA-IMAGE     TO J4-CARD

               PERFORM 0600-READ-CARD THRU 0615-RC-EXIT.

           IF CI-CARD-TYPE = 'J5'

               MOVE CI-DATA-IMAGE     TO J5-CARD

               PERFORM 0600-READ-CARD THRU 0615-RC-EXIT.

       0548-AJ-EXIT.

           EXIT.

       0550-ASSEM-INS.

           MOVE CI-DATA-IMAGE         TO I1-CARD.

           PERFORM 0600-READ-CARD THRU 0615-RC-EXIT.
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           IF CI-CARD-TYPE = 'I2'

               AND CI-INSPLAN-CODE = I1-INSPLAN-CODE

               MOVE CI-DATA-IMAGE     TO I2-CARD

               PERFORM 0600-READ-CARD THRU 0615-RC-EXIT.

           IF CI-CARD-TYPE = 'I3'

               AND CI-INSPLAN-CODE = I1-INSPLAN-CODE

               MOVE CI-DATA-IMAGE     TO I3-CARD

               PERFORM 0600-READ-CARD THRU 0615-RC-EXIT.

       0558-AI-EXIT.

           EXIT.

       0560-ASSEM-DENT.

           MOVE CI-DATA-IMAGE TO L1-CARD.

           PERFORM 0600-READ-CARD THRU 0615-RC-EXIT.

           IF CI-CARD-TYPE = 'L2'

               MOVE CI-DATA-IMAGE     TO L2-CARD

               PERFORM 0600-READ-CARD THRU 0615-RC-EXIT.

           MOVE 0 TO I-CTRL.

           PERFORM 0563-GET-CHARGES THRU 0563-GC-EXIT

               UNTIL (CI-CARD-TYPE-MAJ NOT = 'L' OR

                      CI-CARD-TYPE-MIN NOT ALPHABETIC).

       0568-AD-EXIT.

           EXIT.

       0563-GET-CHARGES.

           IF CI-FIRST-PART

               ADD 1 TO I-CTRL

               MOVE CI-DATA-IMAGE   TO LA-CARD

               MOVE LA-DC-TOOTH-NUM TO TOOTH-NUMBER-0405 (I-CTRL)

               MOVE LA-DC-SERVICE-DATE TO SERVICE-DATE-0405 (I-CTRL)

               MOVE LA-DC-PROC-CODE TO PROCEDURE-CODE-0405 (I-CTRL)

               MOVE LA-DC-FEE       TO FEE-0405 (I-CTRL).

           IF CI-2ND-PART

               MOVE CI-DATA-IMAGE         TO LB-CARD

               MOVE LB-DC-DESC-OF-SERVICE TO

                    DESCRIPTION-OF-SERVICE-0405 (I-CTRL).

           PERFORM 0600-READ-CARD THRU 0615-RC-EXIT.

       0563-GC-EXIT.

           EXIT.
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       0570-ASSEM-HOSP.

           MOVE CI-DATA-IMAGE        TO H1-CARD.

           PERFORM 0600-READ-CARD THRU 0615-RC-EXIT.

           IF CI-CARD-TYPE = 'H2'

               MOVE CI-DATA-IMAGE    TO H2-CARD

               PERFORM 0600-READ-CARD THRU 0615-RC-EXIT.

           IF CI-CARD-TYPE = 'H3'

               MOVE CI-DATA-IMAGE    TO H3-CARD

               PERFORM 0600-READ-CARD THRU 0615-RC-EXIT.

           IF CI-CARD-TYPE = 'H4'

               MOVE CI-DATA-IMAGE    TO H4-CARD

               PERFORM 0600-READ-CARD THRU 0615-RC-EXIT.

           IF CI-CARD-TYPE = 'H5'

               MOVE CI-DATA-IMAGE    TO H5-CARD

               PERFORM 0600-READ-CARD THRU 0615-RC-EXIT.

       0578-AH-EXIT.

           EXIT.

       0580-ASSEM-NONHOSP.

           MOVE CI-DATA-IMAGE        TO N1-CARD.

           PERFORM 0600-READ-CARD THRU 0615-RC-EXIT.

           IF CI-CARD-TYPE = 'N2'

               MOVE CI-DATA-IMAGE    TO N2-CARD

               PERFORM 0600-READ-CARD THRU 0615-RC-EXIT.

           IF CI-CARD-TYPE = 'N3'

               MOVE CI-DATA-IMAGE    TO N3-CARD

               PERFORM 0600-READ-CARD THRU 0615-RC-EXIT.

           IF CI-CARD-TYPE = 'N4'

               MOVE CI-DATA-IMAGE    TO N4-CARD

               PERFORM 0600-READ-CARD THRU 0615-RC-EXIT.

           MOVE 0 TO I-CTRL.

           PERFORM 0583-GET-CHARGES THRU 0583-GC-EXIT

               UNTIL (CI-CARD-TYPE-MAJ NOT = 'N' OR

                      CI-CARD-TYPE-MIN NOT ALPHABETIC).

       0588-AN-EXIT.

           EXIT.

       0583-GET-CHARGES.

           IF CI-FIRST-PART

               ADD 1 TO I-CTRL
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               MOVE CI-DATA-IMAGE    TO NA-CARD

               MOVE NA-NC-SERVICE-DATE TO SERVICE-DATE-0445 (I-CTRL)

               MOVE NA-NC-PROC-CODE  TO PROCEDURE-CODE-0445 (I-CTRL)

               MOVE NA-NC-FEE        TO FEE-0445 (I-CTRL).

           IF CI-2ND-PART

               MOVE CI-DATA-IMAGE    TO NB-CARD

               MOVE NB-NC-DESC-OF-SERVICE

                   TO DESCRIPTION-OF-SERVICE-0445 (I-CTRL).

               PERFORM 0600-READ-CARD THRU 0615-RC-EXIT.

       0583-GC-EXIT.

           EXIT.

       0600-READ-CARD.

           IF CARD-COUNT = '50'

               MOVE ZERO TO CARD-COUNT.

           DISPLAY CARD-IMAGE.

           ACCEPT CARD-IMAGE.

           ADD 1 TO CARD-COUNT.

           ADD 1 TO SUM-CARDS-IN.

       0615-RC-EXIT.

           EXIT.

       0620-DISPLAY-CARD-ERROR.

           DISPLAY ERROR-MESSAGE, CARD-IMAGE.

       0640-DCE-EXIT.

           EXIT.

       1000-PROCESS SECTION.

      *

      ***************************************************************

      *                                                             *

      *    THIS MAIN PROCESS SECTION HANDLES ALL FORMATTING OF       *

      *    OWNER DESCRIPTOR RECORDS AND CALLS TO IDMSDBLU.           *

      *                                                             *

      ***************************************************************

       1010-DO-DEPARTMENT.

      *****************************************************

      *                                                   *

      *    THIS ROUTINE STORES A DEPARTMENT RECORD.       *

      *                                                   *

      *****************************************************

      ***BUILD RECORD OCCURRENCE OF DEPARTMENT RECORD****************
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           MOVE D-DEPT-ID          TO  DEPT-ID-0410.

           MOVE D-DEPT-NAME        TO  DEPT-NAME-0410.

           MOVE D-DEPT-HEAD-ID     TO  DEPT-HEAD-ID-0410.

       1020-STORE-DEPT.

           MOVE 'DEPARTMENT'        TO  RECORD-SR-NAME.

           MOVE 410                 TO  RECORD-ID.

           MOVE DEPARTMENT          TO  RECORD-DATA.

           CALL 'IDMSDBLU' USING OCCURRENCE-DESCRIPTOR.

           PERFORM DBLU-STATUS.

       1090-DD-EXIT.

           EXIT.

       1510-DO-EMPLOYEE.

      ***************************************************************

      *    THIS ROUTINE STORES THE EMPLOYEE RECORD.  THE OWNERS IN  *

      *    THE DEPT-EMPLOYEE AND OFFICE-EMPLOYEE SETS MUST BE       *

      *    PRESENT BY THE END OF THE RUN.                           *

      ***************************************************************

      *****BUILD OWNER OCCURRENCE OF SKILL-NAME-NDX SET**************

           MOVE 'EMP-NAME-NDX'      TO  OWNER-ONE-SET.

           MOVE -1                  TO  OWNER-ONE-SERIAL.

           MOVE -1                  TO  OWNER-ONE-KEY-SERIAL.

      *****BUILD OWNER OCCURRENCE OF DEPT-EMPLOYEE SET***************

           MOVE 'DEPT-EMPLOYEE'     TO  OWNER-TWO-SET.

           MOVE -1                  TO  OWNER-TWO-SERIAL.

           MOVE E1-EMP-DEPT-ID      TO  OWNER-TWO-KEY.

      *****BUILD OWNER OCCURRENCE OF OFFICE-EMPLOYEE SET*************

           MOVE 'OFFICE-EMPLOYEE'   TO  OWNER-THREE-SET.

           MOVE -1                  TO  OWNER-THREE-SERIAL.

           MOVE E1-EMP-OFFICE       TO  OWNER-THREE-KEY.

      *****BUILD RECORD OCCURRENCE OF EMPLOYEE RECORD****************

           MOVE E1-EMP-ID           TO  EMP-ID-0415.

           MOVE E1-EMP-NAME         TO  EMP-NAME-0415.

           MOVE E2-EMP-ADDRESS      TO  EMP-ADDRESS-0415.

           MOVE E2-EMP-PHONE        TO  EMP-PHONE-0415.

           MOVE E2-EMP-STATUS       TO  STATUS-0415.

           IF STATUS-0415 EQUAL TO '05'

               MOVE ZEROS           TO  TERMINATION-DATE-0415

                   ELSE
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               MOVE E3-EMP-TERM     TO  TERMINATION-DATE-0415.

           MOVE E2-EMP-SS-NUMBER    TO  SS-NUMBER-0415.

           MOVE E3-EMP-START        TO  START-DATE-0415.

           MOVE E3-EMP-DOB          TO  BIRTH-DATE-0415.

       1520-STORE-EMP.

           MOVE 'EMPLOYEE'          TO  RECORD-SR-NAME.

           MOVE 415                 TO  RECORD-ID.

           MOVE EMPLOYEE            TO  RECORD-DATA.

           CALL 'IDMSDBLU' USING OCCURRENCE-DESCRIPTOR

                                 OWNER-DESCRIPTOR-ONE

                                 OWNER-DESCRIPTOR-TWO

                                 OWNER-DESCRIPTOR-THREE.

           PERFORM DBLU-STATUS.

       1590-DE-EXIT.

           EXIT.

       2010-DO-JOB.

      ***********************************************

      *    THIS ROUTINE STORES THE JOB RECORD       *

      ***********************************************

      *****BUILD OWNER OCCURRENCE OF JOB-TITLE-NDX SET***************

           MOVE 'JOB-TITLE-NDX'     TO  OWNER-ONE-SET.

           MOVE -1                  TO  OWNER-ONE-SERIAL.

           MOVE -1                  TO  OWNER-ONE-KEY-SERIAL.

      *****BUILD RECORD OCCURRENCE OF JOB RECORD*********************

           MOVE J1-JOB-ID           TO JOB-ID-0440.

           MOVE J1-JOB-TITLE        TO TITLE-0440.

           MOVE J1-JOB-MIN-SAL      TO MINIMUM-SALARY-0440.

           MOVE J1-JOB-MAX-SAL      TO MAXIMUM-SALARY-0440.

           MOVE J1-JOB-NUM-POSTS    TO NUMBER-OF-POSITIONS-0440.

           MOVE J1-JOB-NUM-OPEN     TO NUMBER-OPEN-0440.

           MOVE J2-JOB-DES-LINE     TO DESCRIPTION-LINE-0440 (1).

           MOVE J3-JOB-DES-LINE     TO DESCRIPTION-LINE-0440 (2).

           MOVE J4-JOB-REQ-LINE     TO REQUIREMENT-LINE-0440 (1).

           MOVE J5-JOB-REQ-LINE     TO REQUIREMENT-LINE-0440 (2).

           MOVE 0 TO I-CTRL.

           PERFORM 2110-DO-SAL-GRDS THRU 2110-DSG-EXIT

               VARYING I-CTRL FROM 1 BY 1 UNTIL I-CTRL = +4.

       2020-STORE-JOB.

           MOVE 'JOB'               TO  RECORD-SR-NAME.

           MOVE 440                 TO  RECORD-ID.

           MOVE JOB                 TO  RECORD-DATA.
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           CALL 'IDMSDBLU' USING OCCURRENCE-DESCRIPTOR

                                 OWNER-DESCRIPTOR-ONE.

           PERFORM DBLU-STATUS.

       2090-DJ-EXIT.

           EXIT.

       2110-DO-SAL-GRDS.

           MOVE J1-JOB-SAL-GRDS (I-CTRL)

               TO SALARY-GRADES-0440 (I-CTRL).

       2110-DSG-EXIT.

           EXIT.

       2510-DO-EMPOSITION.

      ***************************************************************

      *    THIS ROUTINE STORES THE EMPOSITION RECORD.  THE OWNERS   *

      *    THE JOB-EMPOSITION AND EMP-EMPOSITION SETS MUST BE       *

      *    PRESENT BY THE END OF THE RUN.                           *

      ***************************************************************

      *****BUILD OWNER OCCURRENCE FOR THE EMP-EMPOSITION SET*********

           MOVE 'EMP-EMPOSITION'    TO  OWNER-TWO-SET.

           MOVE -1                  TO  OWNER-TWO-SERIAL.

           MOVE P-EMP-ID            TO  OWNER-TWO-KEY.

      *****BUILD OWNER OCCURRENCE FOR THE JOB-EMPOSITION SET*********

           MOVE 'JOB-EMPOSITION'    TO  OWNER-ONE-SET.

           MOVE -1                  TO  OWNER-ONE-SERIAL.

           MOVE P-JOB-ID            TO  OWNER-ONE-KEY.

      *****BUILD RECORD OCCURRENCE OF EMPOSITION RECORD**************

           MOVE P-START-DATE        TO  START-DATE-0420.

           MOVE P-FINISH-DATE       TO  FINISH-DATE-0420.

           MOVE P-SALARY-GRADE      TO  SALARY-GRADE-0420.

           MOVE P-SALARY-AMOUNT     TO  SALARY-AMOUNT-0420.

           MOVE P-BONUS-PERCENT     TO  BONUS-PERCENT-0420.

           MOVE P-COMM-PERCENT      TO  COMMISSION-PERCENT-0420.

           MOVE P-OVERTIME-RATE     TO  OVERTIME-RATE-0420.

       2520-STORE-EMPOSITION.

           MOVE 'EMPOSITION'        TO  RECORD-SR-NAME.

           MOVE 420                 TO  RECORD-ID.

           MOVE EMPOSITION          TO  RECORD-DATA.

           CALL 'IDMSDBLU' USING OCCURRENCE-DESCRIPTOR
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                                 OWNER-DESCRIPTOR-ONE

                                 OWNER-DESCRIPTOR-TWO.

       2590-DEM-EXIT.

           EXIT.

       3010-DO-EXPERTISE.

      ***************************************************************

      *    THE NEXT ROUTINE STORES A NEW EXPERTISE RECORD.  THE     *

      *    SKILL AND EMPLOYEE OWNER RECORDS MUST BE PRESENT         *

      *    BY THE END OF THE RUN.                                   *

      ***************************************************************

      *****BUILD OWNER OCCURRENCE FOR THE EMP-EXPERTISE SET**********

           MOVE 'EMP-EXPERTISE'     TO  OWNER-TWO-SET.

           MOVE -1                  TO  OWNER-TWO-SERIAL.

           MOVE T-EMP-ID            TO  OWNER-TWO-KEY.

      *****BUILD OWNER OCCURRENCE FOR SKILL-EXPERTISE SET************

           MOVE 'SKILL-EXPERTISE'   TO  OWNER-ONE-SET.

           MOVE -1                  TO  OWNER-ONE-SERIAL.

           MOVE T-SKILL-ID          TO  OWNER-ONE-KEY.

      *****BUILD OCCURRENCE OF EXPERTISE RECORD**********************

           MOVE T-SKILL-LEVEL       TO  SKILL-LEVEL-0425.

           MOVE T-EXPERTISE-DATE    TO  EXPERTISE-DATE-0425.

       3020-STORE-EXPERTISE.

           MOVE 'EXPERTISE'         TO  RECORD-SR-NAME.

           MOVE 425                 TO  RECORD-ID.

           MOVE EXPERTISE           TO  RECORD-DATA.

           CALL 'IDMSDBLU' USING OCCURRENCE-DESCRIPTOR

                                 OWNER-DESCRIPTOR-ONE

                                 OWNER-DESCRIPTOR-TWO.

           PERFORM DBLU-STATUS.

       3090-DEX-EXIT.

           EXIT.

       3510-DO-SKILL.

      ***************************************************************

      *    THIS ROUTINE STORES A NEW SKILL RECORD.                  *

      ***************************************************************

      *****BUILD OWNER OCCURRENCE FOR THE SKILL-NAME-NDX SET*********
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           MOVE 'SKILL-NAME-NDX'    TO  OWNER-ONE-SET.

           MOVE -1                  TO  OWNER-ONE-SERIAL.

           MOVE -1                  TO  OWNER-ONE-KEY-SERIAL.

      *****BUILD OCCURRENCE OF SKILL RECORD**************************

           MOVE S-SKILL-ID          TO  SKILL-ID-0455.

           MOVE S-SKILL-NAME        TO  SKILL-NAME-0455.

           MOVE S-SKILL-DESC        TO  SKILL-DESCRIPTION-0455.

       3520-STORE-SKILL.

           MOVE 'SKILL'             TO  RECORD-SR-NAME.

           MOVE 455                 TO  RECORD-ID.

           MOVE SKILL               TO  RECORD-DATA.

           CALL 'IDMSDBLU' USING OCCURRENCE-DESCRIPTOR

                                 OWNER-DESCRIPTOR-ONE.

           PERFORM DBLU-STATUS.

       3590-DS-EXIT.

           EXIT.

       4510-DO-OFFICE.

      ***************************************************

      *    THIS ROUTINE STORES A NEW OFFICE RECORD      *

      ***************************************************

      *****BUILD OCCURRENCE OF OFFICE RECORD*************************

           MOVE O1-OFFICE-CODE      TO  OFFICE-CODE-0450.

           MOVE O1-OFFICE-ADDRESS   TO  OFFICE-ADDRESS-0450.

           MOVE O2-OFFICE-AREA      TO  OFFICE-AREA-CODE-0450.

           MOVE O2-OFFICE-SPEED-DIAL TO SPEED-DIAL-0450.

           PERFORM 4615-OFFICE-PHONE THRU 4615-OP-EXIT

               VARYING I-CTRL FROM 1 BY 1 UNTIL I-CTRL = +4.

       4520-STORE-OFFICE.

           MOVE 'OFFICE'            TO  RECORD-SR-NAME.

           MOVE 450                 TO  RECORD-ID.

           MOVE OFFICE              TO  RECORD-DATA.

           CALL 'IDMSDBLU' USING OCCURRENCE-DESCRIPTOR.

           PERFORM DBLU-STATUS.

       4590-DO-EXIT.

           EXIT.
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       4615-OFFICE-PHONE.

           IF O2-OFFICE-PHONE (I-CTRL) IS NOT NUMERIC

               MOVE ZEROS TO OFFICE-PHONE-0450 (I-CTRL)

                   ELSE

               MOVE O2-OFFICE-PHONE (I-CTRL)

                   TO OFFICE-PHONE-0450 (I-CTRL).

       4615-OP-EXIT.

           EXIT.

       5010-DO-STRUCTURE.

      ***************************************************************

      *    THIS ROUTINE STORES A NEW STRUCTURE RECORD.  THE OWNERS  *

      *    IN THE MANAGES AND REPORTS-TO SETS MUST BE PRESENT       *

      *    BY THE END OF THE RUN.                                   *

      ***************************************************************

      *****BUILD OWNER OCCURRENCE FOR THE MANAGES SET****************

           MOVE 'MANAGES'           TO  OWNER-ONE-SET.

           MOVE -1                  TO  OWNER-ONE-SERIAL.

           MOVE OG-EMP-MANAGES      TO  OWNER-ONE-KEY.

      *****BUILD OWNER OCCURRENCE FOR SKILL-EXPERTISE SET************

           MOVE 'REPORTS-TO'        TO  OWNER-TWO-SET.

           MOVE -1                  TO  OWNER-TWO-SERIAL.

           MOVE OG-EMP-RPTS-TO      TO  OWNER-TWO-KEY.

      *****BUILD OCCURRENCE OF STRUCTURE RECORD**********************

           MOVE OG-STRUCT-CODE      TO  STRUCTURE-CODE-0460.

           MOVE OG-RELATION-DATE    TO  STRUCTURE-DATE-0460.

       5020-STORE-STRUCTURE.

           MOVE 'STRUCTURE'         TO  RECORD-SR-NAME.

           MOVE 460                 TO  RECORD-ID.

           MOVE STRUCTURE           TO  RECORD-DATA.

           CALL 'IDMSDBLU' USING OCCURRENCE-DESCRIPTOR

                                 OWNER-DESCRIPTOR-ONE

                                 OWNER-DESCRIPTOR-TWO.

           PERFORM DBLU-STATUS.

       5090-DS-EXIT.

           EXIT.

       5510-DO-INSURANCE.

      ***************************************************************
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      *    THIS ROUTINE STORES A NEW INSURANCE-PLAN RECORD          *

      ***************************************************************

      *****BUILD RECORD OCCURRENCE OF INSURANCE-PLAN RECORD**********

           MOVE I1-INSPLAN-CODE     TO  INS-PLAN-CODE-0435.

           MOVE I1-INSPLAN-CO-NAME  TO  INS-CO-NAME-0435.

           MOVE I2-CO-ADDRESS       TO  INS-CO-ADDRESS-0435.

           MOVE I2-CO-PHONE         TO  INS-CO-PHONE-0435.

           MOVE I3-GROUP-NUM        TO  GROUP-NUMBER-0435.

           MOVE I3-DEDUCT           TO  DEDUCT-0435.

           MOVE I3-MAX-LIFE-COST    TO  MAXIMUM-LIFE-COST-0435.

           MOVE I3-FAM-COST         TO  FAMILY-COST-0435.

           MOVE I3-DEP-COST         TO  DEP-COST-0435.

       5520-STORE-INSURANCE.

           MOVE 'INSURANCE-PLAN'    TO  RECORD-SR-NAME.

           MOVE 435                 TO  RECORD-ID.

           MOVE INSURANCE-PLAN      TO  RECORD-DATA.

           CALL 'IDMSDBLU' USING OCCURRENCE-DESCRIPTOR.

           PERFORM DBLU-STATUS.

       5590-DI-EXIT.

           EXIT.

       6010-DO-COVERAGE.

      ***************************************************************

      *    THIS MODULE STORES A NEW COVERAGE RECORD.  THE OWNER IN  *

      *    THE EMP-COVERAGE SET MUST BE PRESENT BY THE END OF THE   *

      *    RUN.  SINCE THIS IS NOT A CALC RECORD THE SERIAL NUMBER  *

      *    RETURNED FROM IDMSDBLU MUST BE SAVED, SO MEMBERS OWNED   *

      *    BY THIS OCCURRENCE CAN REFER TO IT.                      *

      ***************************************************************

      *****BUILD OWNER OCCURRENCE FOR EMP-COVERAGE SET***************

           MOVE 'EMP-COVERAGE'      TO  OWNER-ONE-SET.

           MOVE -1                  TO  OWNER-ONE-SERIAL.

           MOVE C-EMP-ID            TO  OWNER-ONE-KEY.

      *****BUILD OCCURRENCE OF COVERAGE RECORD***********************

           MOVE C-DATAFIELDS        TO  COVERAGE.

       6020-STORE-COVERAGE.

           MOVE 'COVERAGE'          TO  RECORD-SR-NAME.

           MOVE 400                 TO  RECORD-ID.

           MOVE COVERAGE            TO  RECORD-DATA.

           CALL 'IDMSDBLU' USING OCCURRENCE-DESCRIPTOR
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                                 OWNER-DESCRIPTOR-ONE.

           PERFORM DBLU-STATUS.

           MOVE RECORD-SERIAL       TO  SAVE-COVERAGE-SERIAL.

       6090-DC-EXIT.

           EXIT.

       6510-DO-DENTAL.

      ***************************************************************

      *    THIS ROUTINE STORES A NEW DENTAL-CLAIM RECORD.           *

      *    THE SERIAL NUMBER OF THE OWNER IN THE COVERAGE-CLAIMS    *

      *    SET MUST BE OBTAINED AND SAVED PRIOR TO AN ATTEMPT TO    *

      *    STORE THIS RECORD.                                       *

      ***************************************************************

      *****BUILD OWNER OCCURRENCE FOR COVERAGE-CLAIMS SET************

           MOVE 'COVERAGE-CLAIMS'    TO  OWNER-ONE-SET.

           MOVE -1                   TO  OWNER-ONE-SERIAL

           MOVE SAVE-COVERAGE-SERIAL TO  OWNER-ONE-KEY-SERIAL.

      *****BUILD OCCURRENCE OF DENTAL-CLAIM RECORD*******************

           MOVE L1-DC-CLAIM-DATE     TO  CLAIM-DATE-0405.

           MOVE L1-DC-PATIENT-NAME   TO  PATIENT-NAME-0405.

           MOVE L1-DC-PATIENT-DOB    TO  PATIENT-BIRTH-DATE-0405.

           MOVE L1-DC-SEX            TO  PATIENT-SEX-0405.

           MOVE L1-DC-REL-TO-EMP     TO  RELATION-TO-EMPLOYEE-0405.

           MOVE L1-DC-DENTIST-NAME   TO  DENTIST-NAME-0405.

           MOVE L2-DC-DENTIST-ADDRESS TO DENTIST-ADDRESS-0405.

           MOVE L2-DC-DENTIST-LIC-NUM TO DENTIST-LICENSE-NUMBER-0405.

           MOVE I-CTRL               TO  NUMBER-OF-PROCEDURES-0405.

       6520-STORE-DENTAL.

           MOVE 'DENTAL-CLAIM'       TO  RECORD-SR-NAME.

           MOVE 405                  TO  RECORD-ID.

           MOVE DENTAL-CLAIM         TO  RECORD-DATA.

           CALL 'IDMSDBLU' USING OCCURRENCE-DESCRIPTOR

                                 OWNER-DESCRIPTOR-ONE.

           PERFORM DBLU-STATUS.

       6590-DDN-EXIT.

           EXIT.

       7010-DO-HOSPITAL.

      ***************************************************************

      *    THIS ROUTINE STORES A NEW HOSPITAL-CLAIM RECORD.         *
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      *    THE SERIAL NUMBER OF THE OWNER IN THE COVERAGE-CLAIMS    *

      *    SET MUST BE OBTAINED AND SAVED PRIOR TO AN ATTEMPT TO    *

      *    STORE THIS RECORD.                                       *

      ***************************************************************

      *****BUILD OWNER OCCURRENCE FOR COVERAGE-CLAIMS SET************

           MOVE 'COVERAGE-CLAIMS'    TO  OWNER-ONE-SET.

           MOVE -1                   TO  OWNER-ONE-SERIAL

           MOVE SAVE-COVERAGE-SERIAL TO  OWNER-ONE-KEY-SERIAL.

      *****BUILD OCCURRENCE OF HOSPITAL-CLAIM RECORD*****************

           MOVE H1-HC-CLAIM-DATE     TO  CLAIM-DATE-0430.

           MOVE H1-HC-PATIENT-NAME   TO  PATIENT-NAME-0430.

           MOVE H1-HC-PATIENT-DOB    TO  PATIENT-BIRTH-DATE-0430.

           MOVE H1-HC-SEX            TO  PATIENT-SEX-0430.

           MOVE H1-HC-REL-TO-EMP     TO  RELATION-TO-EMPLOYEE-0430.

           MOVE H1-HC-HOSP-NAME      TO  HOSPITAL-NAME-0430.

           MOVE H2-HC-HOSP-ADDRESS   TO  HOSP-ADDRESS-0430.

           MOVE H2-HC-ADMIT-DATE     TO  ADMIT-DATE-0430.

           MOVE H2-HC-DISCH-DATE     TO  DISCHARGE-DATE-0430.

           MOVE H3-HC-DIAGNOSIS      TO  DIAGNOSIS-0430 (1).

           MOVE H4-HC-DIAGNOSIS      TO  DIAGNOSIS-0430 (2).

           MOVE H5-HC-WARD-DAYS      TO  WARD-DAYS-0430.

           MOVE H5-HC-WARD-RATE      TO  WARD-RATE-0430.

           MOVE H5-HC-WARD-TOTAL     TO  WARD-TOTAL-0430.

           MOVE H5-HC-SEMI-DAYS      TO  SEMI-DAYS-0430.

           MOVE H5-HC-SEMI-RATE      TO  SEMI-RATE-0430.

           MOVE H5-HC-SEMI-TOTAL     TO  SEMI-TOTAL-0430.

           MOVE H5-HC-DEL-COST       TO  DELIVERY-COST-0430.

           MOVE H5-HC-ANESTH-COST    TO  ANESTHESIA-COST-0430.

           MOVE H5-HC-LAB-COST       TO  LAB-COST-0430.

       7020-STORE-HOSPITAL.

           MOVE 'HOSPITAL-CLAIM'     TO  RECORD-SR-NAME.

           MOVE 430                  TO  RECORD-ID.

           MOVE HOSPITAL-CLAIM       TO  RECORD-DATA.

           CALL 'IDMSDBLU' USING OCCURRENCE-DESCRIPTOR

                                 OWNER-DESCRIPTOR-ONE.

           PERFORM DBLU-STATUS.

       7090-DH-EXIT.

           EXIT.

       7510-DO-NONHOSP.

      ***************************************************************

      *    THIS ROUTINE STORES A NEW NON-HOSP-CLAIM RECORD.         *

      *    THE SERIAL NUMBER OF THE OWNER IN THE COVERAGE-CLAIMS    *
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      *    SET MUST BE OBTAINED AND SAVED PRIOR TO AN ATTEMPT TO    *

      *    STORE THIS RECORD.                                       *

      ***************************************************************

      *****BUILD OWNER OCCURRENCE FOR COVERAGE-CLAIMS SET************

           MOVE 'COVERAGE-CLAIMS'    TO  OWNER-ONE-SET.

           MOVE -1                   TO  OWNER-ONE-SERIAL

           MOVE SAVE-COVERAGE-SERIAL TO  OWNER-ONE-KEY-SERIAL.

      *****BUILD OCCURRENCE OF NON-HOSP-CLAIM RECORD*****************

           MOVE N1-NC-CLAIM-DATE     TO  CLAIM-DATE-0445.

           MOVE N1-NC-PATIENT-NAME   TO  PATIENT-NAME-0445.

           MOVE N1-NC-PATIENT-DOB    TO  PATIENT-BIRTH-DATE-0445.

           MOVE N1-NC-SEX            TO  PATIENT-SEX-0445.

           MOVE N1-NC-REL-TO-EMP     TO  RELATION-TO-EMPLOYEE-0445.

           MOVE N1-NC-PHYS-NAME      TO  PHYSICIAN-NAME-0445.

           MOVE N2-NC-PHYS-ADDRESS   TO  PHYSICIAN-ADDRESS-0445.

           MOVE N2-NC-PHYS-ID        TO  PHYSICIAN-ID-0445.

           MOVE N3-NC-DIAGNOSIS      TO  DIAGNOSIS-0445 (1).

           MOVE N4-NC-DIAGNOSIS      TO  DIAGNOSIS-0445 (2).

           MOVE I-CTRL               TO  NUMBER-OF-PROCEDURES-0445.

       7520-STORE-NONHOSP.

           MOVE 'NON-HOSP-CLAIM'     TO  RECORD-SR-NAME.

           MOVE 445                  TO  RECORD-ID.

           MOVE NON-HOSP-CLAIM       TO  RECORD-DATA.

           CALL 'IDMSDBLU' USING OCCURRENCE-DESCRIPTOR

                                 OWNER-DESCRIPTOR-ONE.

           PERFORM DBLU-STATUS.

       7590-DN-EXIT.

           EXIT.

      ***************************************************************

      *    CLOSE OUT LOAD PROGRAM OPERATIONS HERE.                  *

      *                                                             *

      *    DISPLAY APPROPRIATE RUN-TIME STATISTICS FROM PROGRAM     *

      *    AND DATABASE SYSTEM;  THEN CALL IDMSDBLU WITH A -1       *

      *    IN RECORD-ID TO CLOSE HIS FILES AND PUT OUT A CONTROL    *

      *    RECORD.                                                  *

      ***************************************************************

       9999-END.

           DISPLAY SUM-CARDS-IN ' CARDS'.

           DISPLAY SUM-TRANSACTIONS '  TRANSACTIONS'.

           MOVE -1 TO RECORD-ID.

           CALL 'IDMSDBLU' USING OCCURRENCE-DESCRIPTOR.
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           GOBACK.

      ***************************************************************

       DBLU-STATUS                                           SECTION.

      ***************************************************************

           IF RECORD-LOAD-STATUS NOT = '0000'

               DISPLAY 'LOAD STATUS ------- ' RECORD-LOAD-STATUS

               DISPLAY 'RECORD NAME ------- ' RECORD-SR-NAME

               DISPLAY 'RECORD ID --------- ' RECORD-ID

               DISPLAY 'RECORD SERIAL NO.-- ' RECORD-SERIAL

               DISPLAY 'SUGGESTED PAGE ---- ' RECORD-SUGGESTED-PAGE

               DISPLAY 'RECORD DATA ------- ' RECORD-DATA-REDEF

               DISPLAY '******************* '.

       DBLU-STATUS-EXIT.

           EXIT.

IDMSRSTT Macro Statements
IDMSRSTT macro statements define the changes to be made to the database during a restructure operation. The
statements reflect the information in two schemas:

• An old schema that describes the database before restructuring
• A new schema that describes the database after restructuring

You can code the IDMSRSTT macro statements sectionally, or you can use the IDMSRSTC utility to generate the
statements automatically. In either case, you must assemble the statements into a base restructuring table, which is then
used by the RESTRUCTURE and RESTRUCTURE CONNECT utility statements.

• For more information about generating the IDMSRSTT macro statements automatically, see IDMSRSTC.
• For more information about restructuring a database, see RESTRUCTURE and RESTRUCTURE CONNECT.

Statement descriptions

You assemble a base restructuring table from the following statements:

Statement Description
IDMSRSTT BUFSIZE One for a base restructuring table
IDMSRSTT RECNAME One for each record type being modified
IDMSRSTT SETPTR For each record type being modified:

If any pointers are being changed, one for each pointer in the
record
If no pointers are being changed, one that specifies ALL

IDMSRSTT FIELD For each record type being modified:
If the record is variable length or if the record is fixed length and
one or more fields are being changed, one for each field or group
of contiguous fields
If the record is fixed length and no fields are being changed, one
that specifies ALL

IDMSRSTT END One for each base restructuring table
END One for each base restructuring table
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Coding considerations

Use the following conventions when reviewing, modifying, or sectionally coding IDMSRSTT macro statements:

• Code each statement in uppercase on a separate line, beginning in column 2, or greater
• Do not code past column 72 on any line
• To continue a statement on another line:

– Put an X in column 72 of the line to be continued
– Begin the continuation line in column 16

• Use commas as place-holders for omitted macro parameters
• Begin comment lines with an asterisk (*) in column 1

You can find the values that are required by the macro parameters in the old and new schema definitions and in reports
that are generated by the IDMSRPTS utility.

IDMSRSTT BUFSIZE
The IDMSRSTT BUFSIZE statement specifies the sizes of the record buffers to be used during RESTRUCTURE utility
processing.

Syntax

 

►►─── IDMSRSTT BUFSIZE = (old-buffer-size, new-buffer-size ) ────────►◄

 

Parameter

• old-buffer-size
Specifies the size, in bytes, of a buffer large enough to hold the largest restructured record, as defined in the old
schema.

• new-buffer-size
Specifies the size, in bytes, of a buffer large enough to hold the largest restructured record, as defined in the new
schema.

Usage

IDMSRSTT BUFSIZE must be the first macro statement coded for each base restructuring table you assemble.

IDMSRSTC buffer-size values

The IDMSRSTC utility calculates the values of old-buffer-size and new-buffer-size to be the length of the largest record in
the applicable schema, rounded up to the nearest multiple of four. The record length equals:

• The length of the prefix
• Plus the length of the data portion
• Plus, for variable-length records, an 8-byte overhead

Estimating buffer-size values

When coding the IDMSRSTT BUFSIZE statement sectionly, make a generous estimate for the old-buffer-size and new-
buffer-size parameters. For example, round the calculated record length up to the nearest multiple of 100.
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IDMSRSTT RECNAME
The IDMSRSTT RECNAME statement identifies a record type that is being restructured and provides new format and
length information for the record, if applicable. The IDMSRSTT RECNAME statement also names database procedures to
be executed during the restructure process.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

 ►─── IDMSRSTT RECNAME = record-name ─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

   └─ ,MINLEN = ┬ ( min-root-length,min-fragment-length,max-data-length ) ┬─┘

                └ FIXED ──────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DCT = dctname ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   │                ┌──────── , ───────┐     │

   └─ ,NUPROCS = ( ─▼─ procedure-name ─┴─ ) ─┘

 

Parameters

• RECNAME = record-name
Specifies the name of the record being restructured.

• MINLEN =
New format and/or length information for the record.

• min-root-length
Applies only to variable-length records and fixed-length compressed records.
The minimum root length, in bytes, of the record, rounded up to the nearest multiple of four, with the following
qualifications:
– This value does not include the four-byte variable-length indicator for variable-length records nor the record prefix.
– If the record is being changed from fixed-length uncompressed, min-root-length must be at least four.
– If the minimum root length is not being changed, min-root-length must be zero.

• min-fragment-length:
The minimum fragment length, in bytes, for the record, not including the fragment prefix. Must be at least four.

• max-data-length:
The maximum data length, in bytes, for the record, not including the four-byte variable-length indicator, rounded up to
the nearest multiple of four.

• FIXED
Specifies that the record is being changed from variable-length or fixed-length compressed to fixed-length
uncompressed.

• DCT =
Specifies a PressPack DCT to use when:
– Converting the record from uncompressed to PressPack compressed
– Converting a PressPack compressed record from another PressPack DCT to the specified PressPack DCT.

• dctname:
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The name of the PressPack DCT.
• NUPROCS =

Specifies one or more database procedures to be executed during the restructure process. The procedures are
executed just before the RESTRUCTURE utility uses a MODIFY statement to rewrite the restructured record to the
database.

• procedure-name:
Specifies the name of the procedure.

Usage

Account for all changing records

Code one RECNAME statement for each:

• Record being restructured
• Procedure to be executed before RESTRUCTURE utility uses a MODIFY statement to rewrite the restructured record

Length parameters

All lengths are specified in bytes, rounded up to the nearest multiple of four.

Compressing records with DCT =

Records to be converted to PressPack compressed must be variable length records, or have a new format specified by
the MINLEN parameter. You cannot specify MINLEN = FIXED for such records.

Records being converted to PressPack compressed should not have any Before Modify procedures defined that expect to
see uncompressed data. The record will already be compressed before the Before procedures are called.

RESTRUCTURE will issue a warning if it encounters Before Modify procedures, but it will continue processing.

Uncompressing PressPack compressed records

To convert records from PressPack compressed records to fixed uncompressed, specify MINLEN = FIXED.

When to use NUPROCS =

List all procedures to be executed for a record during the restructure process before a MODIFY statement, as follows:

• A procedure specified in the new schema should be included if it is not included in the old schema, as long as the
procedure is to be executed before a MODIFY statement. For example, if CALL IDMSCOMP BEFORE MODIFY is
specified for the record in the new schema, include IDMSCOMP.

NOTE
If a procedure is specified in the new schema but is not called before a MODIFY statement, do not include
the procedure here. For example, if CALL IDMSDCOM AFTER GET is specified for the record in the new
schema, IDMSDCOM should not be included here.

• A procedure that is not specified in the new schema should be included if the procedure is to be executed before
a MODIFY statement during the restructure process; such procedures must be added sectionly to the IDMSRSTT
macro statements generated by IDMSRSTC. For example, a procedure that initializes a new data item specified in an
IDMSRSTT FIELD statement for the record should be included.

IDMSRSTT SETPTR
The IDMSRSTT SETPTR statement specifies pointer positions for a restructured record. Using the IDMSRSTT SETPTR
statement, you can:
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• Add new pointers
• Delete existing pointers
• Initialize existing pointers
• Copy existing pointers to new positions

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

 ►─── IDMSRSTT SETPTR = ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────►◄

   ├─(── old-position ─┬─,─┬────────────────┬─┬─────────────┬──)──┤

   ├─(── * ────────────┘   └─ new-position ─┘ └─ ,set-name ─┘     │

   └─ ALL ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

 

Parameters

• old-position:
Specifies the position of the pointer in the original record.

• *:
Specifies that the pointer is new and it's being added to the owner record.

NOTE
If a new pointer is being added to the member record, do notspecify old-position or '*'; omit the parameter
entirely.

• new-position:
Specifies the new position for a new pointer or for a pointer being moved.
If the pointer is being deleted, do not specify a new position.

• ,set-name:
The name of an existing set for which prior pointers are being added.

NOTE
Do not use this parameter if owner pointers are being addedto an existing set.

• ALL
Specifies that no pointers in the record are being added, deleted, or changed.

Usage

Accounting for all pointers

The IDMSRSTT SETPTR statements you code for a record must account for all the pointers in the record:

• If you are adding, modifying, or deleting any pointers in the record, code one IDMSRSTT SETPTR statement for each
pointer in the record.

• If you are not adding, modifying, or deleting any pointers in the record, code a single IDMSRSTT SETPTR=ALL
statement.

Calculating pointer positions

The first user pointer position in a record is 1.

Do not count system-maintained pointers (for example, those for the CALC set) when calculating pointer positions.
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Order of changes

You can modify pointers in any order and with any sequence of modifications. For example, you can add a new pointer in
position 4 before or after deleting an existing pointer in position 2.

Overwriting existing pointers

When you add a new pointer or copy an existing pointer to a position that already contains a pointer, the pointer in the
position is overwritten.

IDMSRSTT FIELD
The IDMSRSTT FIELD statement identifies the data fields in a restructured record. Using the IDMSRSTT FIELD
statement, you can:

• Add new data fields
• Delete existing data fields
• Move existing data fields to new positions

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

 ►─── IDMSRSTT FIELD = ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

         ┌────────── , ──────────┐

 ►─┬─ ( ─▼─ field-specification ─┴─ ) ─┬─────────────────────────────────┬─┬──►◄

   │                                   └─ ,OCC = ─┬─ occurrence-count ─┬─┘ │

   │                                              └─ DEP ──────────────┘   │

   └─ ALL ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

 

Expansion of field-specification

 ►─┬─ old-displacement ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ new-field-value ──┘

 ►─── ,new-displacement ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── ,field-length ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,NEW ─┘

 ►─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,CTRL ─┘

 

Parameters

• field-specification
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Specifies a field or group of contiguous fields.
For the purposes of IDMSRSTT, a group of contiguous fields, which stays together as a group and undergoes changes
as a group, can be treated as a single field.
See the following expanded parameters.

• ,OCC =
Identifies the field as occurring more than once in the restructured record.

• occurrence-count:
The number of occurrences of the field, as defined by an OCCURS clause for the field in the new schema.
For a contiguous group of fields, they must all be defined by identical OCCURS clauses in the new schema.

• DEP
Indicates that the field is defined by an OCCURS DEPENDING ON clause in the new schema.
For a contiguous group of fields, they must all be defined by identical OCCURS DEPENDING ON clauses in the new
schema.

• ALL
Specifies that all data items in the original record are duplicated in the new record, with no additions, deletions, or
changes and the control length of the record is not being changed. The control length of a record can change if a set is
being changed from sorted to unsorted, unsorted to sorted, or if a sorted set, index key, or CALC key is being added or
removed from the record.

• old-displacement:
For previously existing fields only.
Specifies the beginning location of the field in the original record.

• new-field-value:
For new fields only.
Specifies the initial value of the new field, expressed as an Assembler constant.
See "Usage" in this section.

• ,new-displacement:
Specifies the beginning location of the field in the restructured record.

• ,field-length:
Specifies the length, in bytes, of the field.
For a field that occurs more than once, field-length specifies the length of a single occurrence.

• ,NEW
Specifies that the field is a new field being added to the restructured record.

• ,CTRL
Specifies that the field is a control field (CALC key, sort key, or index key). This parameter can be used for any type of
record, but must be specified if ALL is not specified, control fields exist within the record, and the record is:
– Fixed-length compressed
– Variable-length (compressed or uncompressed)
– Associated with a database procedure
If specified, CTRL need only be included on the last control field within the record. If you choose, you can specify it on
all control fields.

Usage

Contiguous fields

If a contiguous group of fields remains contiguous and internally unchanged in all occurrences, it can be treated as if it
were a single field. Therefore, field-length, old-displacement, and new-displacement can refer to the entire group.

If any part of the group is changed, or occurring multiply without maintaining the same relationship with the rest of the
group, then it must be treated separately.

Accounting for all data fields
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The IDMSRSTT FIELD statements you code for a record must account for all the data fields in the record:

• If you are adding, modifying, or deleting any data fields in the record, or if the control field of the record is changing,
code one IDMSRSTT FIELD statement for each field or group of contiguous fields in the record.

• If you are not adding, modifying, or deleting any data fields in the record, and the control length of the record is not
changing, code a single IDMSRSTT FIELD=ALL statement.

Calculating data field positions

The first byte of data in a record is at location 1. When calculating field positions for variable-length records, do not count
the 4-byte variable-length indicator maintained at the beginning of the data portion.

Specifying new field values

The value for new-field-value is expressed as an Assembler constant (for example, CL2' ', indicating a 2-byte field
initialized to spaces).

For new fields that have not been assigned an initial value in the new schema, IDMSRSTC supplies an initial value based
on the usage specification in the schema, as follows:

Usage Initial value
DISPLAY, (PIC X), BIT, or POINTER CLx' '
DISPLAY, (PIC 9) xCL1'0'
COMP (BINARY) XLx'0'
COMP-1 (SHORT-POINT) F'0'
COMP-2 (LONG-POINT) D'0'
COMP-3 (PACKED) PLx'0'

X is the length, in bytes, of the field.

Expansion to the right of a decimal point

The restructure utility as a general rule cannot expand a field to the right of a decimal point. To do this, the standard
procedure would be to first add the needed bytes to the left of the field. After the RESTRUCTURE has been performed, a
user-written program must modify each affected record by multiplying the expanded fields by the proper factor to realign
the decimal point to the new position.

IDMSRSTT END
The IDMSRSTT END statement terminates the restructuring information.

IDMSRSTT END must be the next to last macro statement coded for each base restructuring table you assemble.

Syntax

 

►─── IDMSRSTT END ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 

 

END (IDMSRSTT)
The END statement terminates the assembler input.
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END must be the last macro statement coded for each base restructuring table you assemble.

Syntax

►─── END ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Common Facilities for Distributed Transactions
This section discusses the recovery utilities that report on distributed transactions and that support the use of a section
recovery control file for use with the two-phase commit feature. This section describes these common enhancements as
they apply to the following recovery utility statements:

• EXTRACT JOURNAL
• FIX ARCHIVE
• MERGE ARCHIVE
• PRINT JOURNAL
• ROLLBACK
• ROLLFORWARD

Reporting on Distributed Transactions
A distributed transaction journal record consists of a fixed portion and up to three variable arrays of data. The fixed portion
contains the distributed transaction identifier (DTRID) and a local branch ID (BID), which identifies an individual branch of
the distributed transaction. The fixed portion can be followed by any of the following:

• A list of local transaction identifiers (LIDs), one for each branch of the transaction that made local database changes
• A list of external transaction identifiers if the transaction is known externally by another identifier, such as an XA XID or

an RRS URID
• A list of interests that other resource or transaction managers have in the distributed transaction

The recovery utilities report some or all of the above information in their detailed report and list distributed transactions
that were incomplete at stop time in their summary report.

The following example shows the output that is produced by PRINT JOURNAL REPORT FULL when it encounters a
typical DCOM record. If the REPORT TERSE option is specified, neither external transaction identifiers nor resource
manager interests are included. Other recovery utilities show similar information.

NODE SYSTEM74 DTRID-BID   SYSTEM74::01650C9509CE38A3-01650C90A4CDA0BD        DCOM

  LOC_ID    10016  PGM_ID PROCDISM

  RRS URID  B8DEBCA57E84B6700000000D01020000                                 *...v=d..........                *

  RM NAME   SYSTEM74::RRS_RMI   TYPE RRS    ROLE SDSRM STATE InDoubt       FLG1/2 0001 EXITS 40 0034000000000000

            D9D9E240C24040404040404040404040B8DEBCA57E84B670000000D01020000  *RRS b             ...v=d........*

            18C1E3D94BC2F8F9F0F9F7F8F6C1F2C1F8C1C1F4F04BC9C2D4               *.ATR.B8909786A2A8AA40.IBM       *

  RM NAME   SYSTEM73::DSI_CLI   TYPE IDMS   ROLE CRM   STATE InDoubt       FLG1/2 0000 EXITS 76 0000000000000000

            E2E8E2E3C5D4F7F301650C90A4CDA9040000000080000001650C2E949172E101 *SYSTEM73....u.z............mj...*

            650c9509cE38A380000000000000000E2E8E2E3C5D4F7F303D9C51D340C4C3   *..n..t..........SYSTEM.73REAL DC*

            400000000000000D5C4E2E3C5D4F7F3000000000000000000000000          * .........NDSYSTEM73............*

            00000000                                                         *....

A brief description of the report's contents follows. For an in-depth discussion of the meaning of this report, see IDMS
Database Administration Section.

• Node SYSTEM74 identifies the name of the system that produced the journal entry, in this case, SYSTEM74.
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– DTRID-BID SYSTEM74::01650C9509CE38A3-01650C90A4CDA0BD identifies the DTRID and the BID of
the top-level branch of the distributed transaction for which the DCOM record was written. The DTRID is
SYSTEM74::01650C9509CE38A3 and the BID is  01650C90A4CDA0BD.

– DCOM is the type of distributed transaction journal record that is being reported.
• LOC_ID 10016 identifies the work done by a local transaction branch that is included in the distributed transaction. In

this case, the local identifier is 10016.
– PGM_ID PROCDISM  identifies the name of the application program that started the local transaction branch. In this

case, the program is PROCDISM.
• RRS URID B8DEBCA57E84B6700000000D01020000 identifies the transaction, as it is known externally.
• RM NAME SYSTEM74::RRS_RMI identifies a resource manager that has registered an interest in the distributed

transaction. In this case, the resource manager is RRS.
– TYPE RRS indicates that the RM type is RRS.
– ROLE SDSRM indicates that this interest is the controlling interest for the transaction, and therefore RRS is the

transaction's coordinator.
– STATE InDoubt indicates the interest's state. In this case, the interest is in an InDoubt state.
– FLG1/2 0001 displays flags that are used to restart the transaction following a system failure.
– EXITS 40 0034000000000000 shows the exits that have been registered by the resource manager and the

responses returned by the exits that have already been called during the life of the transaction.
– D9D9E240C2... shows the data (in hex and character format) that the resource manager wishes preserved should

it be necessary to restart the transaction following a system failure. This information will vary depending on the
resource manager that registered the interest.

• RM NAME SYSTEM73::DSI_CLI identifies a resource manager that has registered an interest in the distributed
transaction. In this case, the resource manager is an IDMS system named SYSTEM73.
– TYPE IDMS indicates the type of the resource manager.
– ROLE CRM indicates that this interest is not a controlling interest for the transaction. Therefore, the associated

resource manager (SYSTEM73) is a participant in the transaction.
– FLG1/2 0000 displays flags that are used to restart the transaction following a system failure.
– EXITS 76 0000000000000000 shows the exits that have been registered by the resource manager and the

responses returned by the exits that have already been called during the life of the transaction.
– E2E8E2E3C5... shows the date (in hex and character format) that the resource manager wishes to have preserved

if it is necessary to restart the transaction following a system failure. This information will vary depending on the
resource manager that registered the interest.

Manual Recovery Input Control File
A section recovery input control file can be used to specify whether an InDoubt distributed transaction should be
committed or backed out. The use of the input control file use is optional, but if included in a utility execution JCL, it is
used as input to the following recovery operations:

• EXTRACT JOURNAL (unless ALL is specified)
• FIX ARCHIVE
• MERGE ARCHIVE (if COMPLETE is specified)
• PRINT JOURNAL
• ROLLBACK
• ROLLFORWARD (unless ALL is specified)

The input control file only affects InDoubt transactions. The file has no effect on transactions that are in a Commit or
BackOut state, or forgotten.

If the input control file is not used to commit or back out an InDoubt transaction, the state of the file remains in doubt.
Input control file updates are still applied or remain applied on the database and no journal records are generated for that
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transaction. The updates are complete and the database intact—no broken pointers. Provided the database is not used
and updated, the InDoubt transactions can still be backed out or formally committed in a later recovery job.

The file contains 80-byte records whose format is:

<DTrid><Action>

Where <Dtrid> is a 26-character display-format DTRID and <Action> is either COMMIT or BACKOUT. If more than one
record specifies the same DTRID value, all but the last one are ignored.

The following example specifies that the transaction identified by DTRID SYSTEM74::01650C9509CE38A3 should be
backed out:

SYSTEM74::01650C9509CE38A3 BACKOUT

If section control input entries are used in a recovery operation that creates an output journal file (FIX ARCHIVE,
EXTRACT JOURNAL, and MERGE ARCHIVE), additional distributed transaction journal records are written to the output
file to complete the transaction in the specified way.

The following is a sample of the report generated by FIX ARCHIVE. The sample lists entries in the section recovery
input control file and shows the effect of those entries in its summary report. In this example, the distributed transaction
identified by CICSCICS::B8AD18E5A9BF0F41 is committed by the generation of new DCOM and DFGT journal records.

Input Control Records:

   CICSCICS::B8AD18E5A9BE1300   BACKOUT

   CICSCICS::B8AD18E5A9BF0F41   COMMIT

   . . .

Incomplete Distributed Transactions At Stop Time:

     NODE     DTRID-BID                                   STATE   ACTION

**** SYSTEM74 CICSCICS::B8AD18E5A9BF0F41-016507A67C2E6D53 InDoubt Commit

*GEN SYSTEM74 DTRID-BID  CICSCICS::B8AD18E5A9BF0F41-016507A67C2E6D53       DCOM

              LOC_ID         28 PGM_IE CICSDML1

*GEN SYSTEM74 DTRID-BIT  CICSCICS::B8AD18E5A9BF0F41-016507A67C2E6D53       DFGT

Manual Recovery Output Control File
Since a section recovery control file is an 80-byte card image file, you can create it with a text editor. A prototype control
file can also be optionally created by any of the following recovery operations if a section recovery output control file is
included in its execution JCL:

• EXTRACT JOURNAL
• FIX ARCHIVE
• MERGE ARCHIVE
• PRINT JOURNAL
• ROLLFORWARD (unless FROM EXTRACT is specified)

When a control file is generated, an entry is created for every distributed transaction whose final state is InDoubt.
Automatically generated entries always specify that the transaction should be backed out. It is expected that the resulting
file will be edited prior to using it as input to a recovery operation.
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Execution JCL Changes
Manual recovery control files are optional, so no execution JCL changes are necessary unless their use is desired.

To use a section recovery input control file, include a CTRLIN file definition or DD statement in the IDMSBCF execution
JCL. To use a section recovery output control file, include a CTRLOUT file definition or DD statement in the IDMSBCF
execution JCL. The format of both of these files is fixed block with a record length of 80.
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OLQ for IDMS
OLQ is a query tool and report writer used to retrieve information from an IDMS/DB database or other external files.

With OLQ command mode, you can do the following:

• Set up the OLQ environment to suit your needs (system management commands)
• Retrieve information from an IDMS/DB database
• Build report files based on information retrieved (report output commands)
• Perform sorts, computations, and functions on report files (report formatting commands and built-in functions)
• Create and save sequences of OLQ commands for regular use (qfile commands)

NOTE
A sequence of OLQ commands saved in the data dictionary is called a query file and referred to in this
manual as a qfile. In some earlier releases, qfiles were referred to as express routines in menu mode.

• Create and retrieve from stored tables (table processing commands)
• Run jobs in batch mode (OLQ batch commands)

Click the PDF icon to download a PDF of the OLQ for IDMS section.

OLQ Session
An OLQ session is the environment in which you use the OLQ query and report writer commands to retrieve information
from an IDMS/DB database or other external files.

Start A Session

To start an OLQ session, log into your IDMS system and type olq beneath the system prompt, as follows:

ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

olq

The system enters OLQ command mode. See following example:

OLQ 091057 00  Please enter next command

This prompt is normally positioned on the fifth line of the screen. You enter your commands on the command line (the
first four lines on the screen). You can set the number of lines dedicated to entering commands during system generation.

Enter Commands

In OLQ command mode, the command line is the top line of the screen, where you type the commands. See following
example for entering the edit command:

edit

OLQ 091057 00  Please enter next command

You can enter multiple commands, up to the number of commands that fill the number of lines you set during system
generation—four lines are set by default.  Following are the rules for entering multiple commands:  
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• Use command separators to separate commands. The default command separator is the exclamation point (!).
• If the command exceeds the length allowed, use the continuation character to extend the command beyond

the pseudo-converse. The default continuation character is the hyphen (-). You can also change the length of the
command line so you can enter longer commands.

End a Session

To end an OLQ session, type the command bye. You are returned to the IDMS system prompt.

Customize Session Options

You can customize your OLQ environment to suit your needs. Customized options remain set for only the current session.
At the next session, all the session options are returned to defaults.

Among other options, you can customize the following:

• Echo/No echo: User-entered commands are repeated by OLQ on the 3270-type device.
• Full/sparse: Specify whether or not the display format for path retrieval report lines suppresses repeating column

values.
• Header/No header: Specify whether or not the report file displays a header line.

Suspend a Session

Suspending a session does not end it. You can return to a session after suspending it, and session options you previously
set are still in effect.

You use the SUSPEND command to suspend a current session and return control to the transfer control facility or IDMS/
DC or IDMS UCF.

 

OLQ Command Summary
OLQ provides commands for system management, data retrieval, reporting, and table processing.

The topics in this section provide an overview of each command.

Default PF Key Assignments
Following are the PF key assignments as defined at system installation:

PF Key Function
[PF1] Help
[PF2] Help commands
[PF3] Bye
[PF4] Display help
[PF5] Display
[PF6] Menu
[PF7] Page backward
[PF8] Page forward
[PF9] Swap
[PF10] Display left
[PF11] Display right
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[PF12] Print
[Clear] Undefined
[Enter] Process input
[PA1] Undefined
[PA2] Undefined

System management commands
You can govern the general use of OLQ with these system management commands and tailor the OLQ session
environment to suit your needs.

The following table summarizes the system management commands available.

Use ... Or ... To ...
BYE EXIT, GOODBYE, OFF, QUIT, SIGNOFF Terminate an OLQ session.
CLEAR CURRENCY Release all database currencies that have

been established by an OLQ session.
CLEAR FUNCTION Clear control key functions in command

mode OLQ.
DELETE USER Delete the report directory associated with

a particular user ID.
FUNCTION Invoke control key functions in command

mode OLQ.
HELP SHOW Display how to use OLQ commands and

provide information about the data the
current subschema can access.

MENU Switch between OLQ command mode and
a specific screen of the menu facility.

OPTIONS Set default parameters for a session.
SET Set system management parameters.
SIGNON Initiate an OLQ session.
SUSPEND Suspend the current session and return

control to the transfer control facility or
IDMS/DC or IDMS UCF.

SWAP Switch from OLQ command mode to the
menu facility.

SWITCH Pass control to another IDMS/DC product.

Data Retrieval Commands
You can retrieve data from the database with these data retrieval commands. The commands available for data retrieval
are presented in the table below. For the syntax and syntax rules of these commands, see the alphabetical listing of
commands in num=6.Commands and Syntax.

Use ... To ...
DEFINE PATH Place OLQ in database path definition mode.
END PATH Terminate path definition mode.
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EXECUTE PATH Execute the retrieval commands specified in the database path
definition and build a report file of retrieved records.

FIND/GET logical record Retrieve records by using DBA-defined paths through the
database.

FIND/GET MOST RECENT Retrieve the current of record type for the specified record name.
FIND/GET OWNER WITHIN SET Retrieve the owner of a database set occurrence.
FIND/GET PHYSICAL SEQUENTIAL Retrieve records based on their physical position in a database

area.
FIND/GET using STORAGE KEY Retrieve records based on their CALC-key or database-key value.
FIND/GET WITHIN DBKEYLIST Retrieve records based on the results of previous retrieval

commands.
FIND/GET WITHIN index SET Retrieve records by using the name of an index set and the index-

sort-key fields specified in the WHERE clause.
FIND/GET WITHIN SET Retrieve records based on their membership in a database set.
FIND/GET WITHIN SET using SORTKEY Retrieve member records in sorted database sets based on a

specified sort key.
REPEAT for each of the above FIND/GET commands Duplicate an immediately preceding FIND/GET command.
SELECT Retrieve information using the SELECT command.
SHOW PATH Display the current path.

Report formatting commands
You can specify the display format of reports containing data retrieved by OLQ commands. The following table presents
the commands available for formatting reports in OLQ.

Use ... To ...
COMPUTE Perform computations on fields in a report file by using:

Arithmetic expressions
Built-in functions

COMPUTE ... GROUP BY Perform summary computations.
DELETE COMPUTATION Delete computed fields.
EDIT Edit a field for display by specifying:

Edit characteristics, such as hexadecimal display, lead zeros,
commas, a specific external picture, and a code table translation
A report heading
Sparse, to suppress the display of repeating column values
The alignment of a column

EDIT COMPUTATION Edit a computed field for display by specifying:
Edit characteristics, such as hexadecimal display, lead zeros,
commas, a specific external picture, and a code table translation
A report heading
Sparse, to suppress the display of repeating column values
The alignment of a column
The column under which a computed field is displayed

EDIT GROUP BY Edit the group defined by the COMPUTE...GROUP BY command.
Use this command to change the level number of a group, specify
spacing between groupings or specify the separator character
which separates the grouping from the computed value.
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ON BREAK Display computed values at designated points within the report
file. This command is provided for compatibility with prior releases
but its use is discouraged. Use COMPUTE...GROUP BY instead.

PAGE HEADER/FOOTER Include a user-specified page header or footer in a report.
SORT Request that records within a report file be ordered by user-

specified order criteria.
UNSORT Return the report file to the original retrieval sequence following

one or more SORT commands.

Report output commands
You can save, display, print, and delete report files in OLQ command mode with report output commands.

The report output commands available are presented in the table below.

Use ... To ...
DELETE REPORT Delete the report specified

Delete all reports saved under a specified user name
DISPLAY Direct OLQ to send a page of report file data to the user's

terminal.
PRINT Direct a formatted OLQ report to a specific printer for a hard copy.
SAVE REPORT Associate a name with a report file and save it in the user's

directory for future use.
SHOW DIRECTORY List the reports available for the specified user.

Qfile commands
A qfile, like a path, is a sequence of commands used to build online reports. Unlike paths, qfiles are stored in the data
dictionary and can contain any OLQ command, not just retrieval commands. With qfiles you can set up defaults for the
OLQ operating environment, as well as construct reports.

Use the qfile commands presented in the table below to create, save, and execute qfiles in OLQ command mode.

Use ... To ...
DELETE QFILE Delete the named qfile.
QFILE Execute the named qfile.
SAVE QFILE Save the current path and report formatting commands as the

named qfile.
SHOW QFILE= List the commands in the named qfile.
SHOW QFILES List the qfiles available.

Table processing commands
You can use data table processing commands to maintain information in either ASF or SQL tables.

ASF tables:

ASF tables refers to tables associated with the IDMSR schema.
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In order to use ASF tables for the session, you must set the access switch to olq.

NOTE
For more information about ASF tables, see the "Using ASF" section of the IDMS documentation.

SQL tables:

SQL tables refers to tables associated with an SQL schema.

In order to use SQL tables for the session, you must set the access switch to idms.

NOTE
For more information about SQL tables, see the "SQL Reference" section.

How to specify the access switch:

The access switch can be set in the following ways:

1. At system generation time
2. For an individual user in the Dictionary (IDD)
3. For the session, interactively (or until the switch is changed)

NOTE
For more information about setting the access switch, see SET.

Table processing commands:

The following table lists the OLQ table processing commands:

Use this command To do this
DELETE TABLE Delete SQL and ASF tables.
SELECT Retrieve specific information from SQL and ASF tables, logical

and database records, and sequential files (batch only).
SEND TABLE Store information from the current or named report file in SQL and

ASF tables.
SIGNON TABLE Access a specific ASF table to increase efficiency. This

command is only relevant in OLQ access mode.
HELP TABLES List tables saved by the current or named user.

Invalid OLQ commands:

The following figure shows which OLQ commands become invalid When you set the access switch to IDMS access mode:

   ┌──────────────────────┐   ┌──────────────────────┐

  │   When you invoke:   │   │   When you invoke:   │

  │                      │   │                      │

  │    SET ACCESS OLQ    │   │   SET ACCESS IDMS    │

  │                      │   │                      │

  └─────────┬────────────┘   └──────────┬───────────┘

            │                           │

          valid                      invalid

            │                           │

┌───────────┘               ┌───────────┘

│                           │

├─► BYE                     ├─► BYE

├─► CLEAR CURRENCY          │   CLEAR CURRENCY 

├─► CLEAR FUNCTION          ├─► CLEAR FUNCTION

├─► COMPUTE                 ├─► COMPUTE
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├─► COMPUTE...GROUP BY      ├─► COMPUTE...GROUP BY

├─► DEFINE FILE             ├─► DEFINE FILE

├─► DEFINE PATH             │   DEFINE PATH 

├─► DELETE COMPUTATION      ├─► DELETE COMPUTATION

├─► DELETE QFILE            ├─► DELETE QFILE

├─► DELETE REPORT           ├─► DELETE REPORT

├─► DELETE TABLE            ├─► DELETE TABLE

├─► DELETE USER             ├─► DELETE USER

├─► DISPLAY                 ├─► DISPLAY

├─► EDIT                    ├─► EDIT

├─► EDIT COMPUTATION        ├─► EDIT COMPUTATION

├─► EDIT GROUP              ├─► EDIT GROUP

├─► END PATH                │   END PATH 

├─► EXECUTE PATH            │   EXECUTE PATH 

├─► FIELDS FOR              │   FIELDS FOR 

├─► FIND/GET...             │   FIND/GET... 

├─► FUNCTION                ├─► FUNCTION

├─► HELP                    ├─► HELP

├─► MENU                    ├─► MENU

├─► OPTIONS                 ├─► OPTIONS

├─► PAGE HEADER/FOOTER      ├─► PAGE HEADER/FOOTER

├─► PRINT                   ├─► PRINT

├─► QFILE                   ├─► QFILE

├─► SAVE QFILE              ├─► SAVE QFILE

├─► SAVE REPORT             ├─► SAVE REPORT

├─► SELECT                  ├─► SELECT

├─► SEND TABLE              ├─► SEND TABLE

├─► SET                     ├─► SET

├─► SIGNON                  │   SIGNON 

├─► SIGNON TABLE            │   SIGNON TABLE 

├─► SORT                    ├─► SORT

├─► SUSPEND                 ├─► SUSPEND

├─► SWAP                    ├─► SWAP

├─► SWITCH                  ├─► SWITCH

└─► UNSORT                  └─► UNSORT

 

NOTE
For the syntax and syntax rules of IDMS SQL commands, see the "SQL Reference" section.

OLQ Commands and Syntax
OLQ provides commands for system management, data retrieval, reporting, and table processing.

This section provides detailed descriptions of these commands.

BYE
BYE terminates the OLQ session. When you terminate a session with BYE, OLQ deletes the current report file.

Syntax

►►─┬─ BYE ─────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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   ├─ EXIt ────┤

   ├─ GOOdbye ─┤

   ├─ OFF ─────┤

   ├─ QUIt ────┤

   └─ SIGNOFF ─┘

Example

When you issue BYE, OLQ displays the following message:

OLQ 100029 00 Signoff accepted - CA OLQ session terminated

CLEAR CURRENCY
CLEAR CURRENCY releases all database currencies for the current subschema. With this command, you can start new
retrievals without repeating the signon procedure.

Access mode: The syntax below is invalid when the access switch is set to IDMS.

Syntax

►►─── CLEar CURrency ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

CLEAR FUNCTION
CLEAR FUNCTION nullifies one or all of the function key settings.

Syntax

►►─── CLEar FUNction ─┬─ control-key-value ─┬─────────────────────────────────►◄

                      └─ ALL ◄ ─────────────┘

Parameters

• control-key-value
Specifies a single control key whose assigned command is to be cleared. Valid values are [PA1], [PA2], and 1 through
99 (corresponding to PF keys 1 through 99).

• ALL
Clears all control keys of their current functions (default).

Example

This example nullifies the [PF8] key:

clear function 8

COMPUTE
COMPUTE performs computations on fields in a report file. Computed fields can be manipulated similarly to database
records.

To display a computed field in a structured report, specify the COLS= parameter in the DISPLAY commands.
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Syntax

►►─── COMpute ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►

   └─ REPort ─┬─────┬─ report-name ─┬────────────────────────────┬─┘

              └─ = ─┘               └─ USEr ─┬─────┬─ user-name ─┘

                                             └─ = ─┘

 ►─── compute-name = expression ──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• REPORT= report-name
Identifies the saved report for which the computation is performed. If you don't specify the name of the report, the
computations are performed on fields in the current report.
– USER=user-name -- Identifies the user ID of the report owner. If you don't specify the user ID, the report is retrieved

from the current user's directory.
• compute-name

Specifies the field name to be used to reference the computation in any of the OLQ reporting functions (that is,
DISPLAY COLS=, EDIT, SORT). A compute-name that contains embedded blanks or special characters must be
enclosed in quotation marks.

• expression
Defines the computations used to create the new column.

Examples

The following examples use the report built by the SELECT statement:

select emp-last-name-0415,salary-amount-0420,bonus-percent-0420

 from employee, emposition where emp-emposition

Compute Bonus, Total Salary

COMPUTE commands are used to define the computation of the BONUS, and TOTAL SALARY fields:

compute bonus=salary-amount-0420 * bonus-percent-0420

compute 'total salary'=salary-amount-0420 + bonus

display columns=emp-last-name-0415, 'total salary', bonus

                    EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT

                             mm/dd/yy

EMP-LAST-NAME-0415         TOTAL SALARY               BONUS

LINGER                           38654.000               154.000

TERNER                           13052.000                52.000

LINGER                           42797.500               297.500

LINGER                           38152.000               152.000

PENMAN                           39156.000               156.000

LINGER                           85850.000               850.000

LINGER                           75750.000               750.000
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LITERATA                         37762.500               262.500

WILCO                            80800.000               800.000

HEAROWITZ                        33231.000               231.000

TYRO                             20080.000                80.000

KAHALLY                          20080.000                80.000

PAPAZEUS                        101000.000              1000.000

PAPAZEUS                         90900.000               900.000

                                       - 1 -

To see more of the report, page down:

display next page

                    EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT

                             mm/dd/yy

EMP-LAST-NAME-0415         TOTAL SALARY               BONUS

ARM                              46322.000               322.000

KING                             14558.000                58.000

CLOUD                            53119.250               369.250

HENDON                          242400.000              2400.000

PEOPLES                          80800.000               800.000

DOUGH                            33231.000               231.000

ORGRATZI                         39273.000               273.000

WAGNER                           47329.000               329.000

GALLWAY                          33231.000               231.000

GARDNER                          14056.000                56.000

JACOBI                           55385.000               385.000

WILDER                           90900.000               900.000

MUNYON                           36252.000               252.000

CLOTH                            38266.000               266.000

                                       - 2 -

Compute with a Built-In Function

This example uses a built-in function to define a compute statement:

compute name = concatenate(extract(emp-last-name-0415),',',

 emp-first-name-0415) !

display columns = name, salary-amount-0420

                      EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT

                               mm/dd/yy

             NAME                       SALARY-AMOUNT-0420

GRANGER,PERCY                                     34500.00

FERNDALE,JANE                                     22500.00

ZEDI,BETSY                                        37000.00

ANDALE,ROY                                        33500.00
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CROW,CAROLYN                                      37500.00

GARFIELD,JENNIFER                                 65000.00

GARFIELD,JENNIFER                                 55000.00

GARFIELD,JENNIFER                                 45000.00

CRANE,HERBERT                                     75000.00

CRANE,HERBERT                                     70000.00

CRANE,HERBERT                                     60000.00

LIPSICH,HERBERT                                   18500.00

JENSON,RUPERT                                     82000.00

JOHNSON,CYNTHIA                                   13500.00

                           - 3 -

COMPUTE ... GROUP BY
COMPUTE GROUP BY performs computations on fields in a report file. Computed fields can be manipulated similarly to
database records.

These computations are then displayed at break points that have been defined by the GROUP BY clause.

Syntax

►►─── COMpute ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►

   └─ REPort ─┬─────┬─ report-name ─┬────────────────────────────┬─┘

              └─ = ─┘               └─ USEr ─┬─────┬─ user-name ─┘

                                             └─ = ─┘

 ►─── compute-name = expression ──────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── GROup by ─┬─ group-by-expression ─┬─────────────────────────────────────►

                └─ ALL ─────────────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ HAVing ─┬─ criteria ─┬─┘

              └─ ALL ──────┘

 ►─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ LEVel n ─┘

Parameters

• REPORT= report-name
Identifies the saved report for which the computation is performed. If you don't specify the name of the report, the
computations are performed on fields in the current report.
– USER=user-name --  Identifies the user ID of the report owner. If you don't specify the user ID, the report is

retrieved from the current user's directory.
• compute-name
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Specifies the field name to be used to reference the computation in any of the OLQ reporting functions (that is,
DISPLAY COLS=, EDIT, SORT). A compute-name that contains embedded blanks or special characters must be
enclosed in quotation marks.

• expression
Defines the computations used to create the new column.
Expression typically contains an aggregate function.

• GROUP BY
Specifies a break will occur.
– group-by-expression -- Specifies the field to break on; can be any compute expression that does not contain an

aggregate function
– ALL -- Final break processing for the entire report

• HAVING
Applies selection criteria to the groupings of data values determined by the GROUP BY expression.
– criteria -- Restricts the groups displayed; can contain aggregate functions; for example, HAVING AVE(SALARY) >

40000
– ALL -- Specifies that no selection criteria on groups should be applied

NOTE
For more information about HAVING clause, see FIND / GET Selection Criteria.

• LEVEL n
Specifies the break level, in numeric order, with 1 representing the highest level. For example, if LEVEL 1 is specified,
a break at the highest level causes a break at each subsequent lower level. The default n value is 1.

Examples

The following example uses the report built by the SELECT statement:

select dept-id-0410,emp-last-name-0415,salary-amount-0420

 from department,employee,emposition

 where dept-employee and emp-emposition

Compute Total Salary

COMPUTE commands are used to define the computation of the 'TOTAL SALARY' field:

compute 'total salary' = sum(salary-amount-0420)

 group by dept-id-0410 ! display

                       DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT

                                     mm/dd/yy

DEPT-ID-0410    EMP-LAST-NAME-0415           SALARY-AMOUNT-0420

        6666    HENDON                                240000.00

        6666    PAPAZEUS                              100000.00

        6666    PAPAZEUS                               90000.00

        6666    RUPEE                                  80000.00

        6666    RUPEE                                  76000.00

        6666    WILDER                                 90000.00

                                          ---------------------

                              TOTAL SALARY            676000.00
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        2000    BLOOMER                                15000.00

        2000    HUTTON                                 44000.00

        2000    JENSON                                 82000.00

        2000    KIMBALL                                45000.00

        2000    KING                                   14500.00

                                 - 1 -

                

DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT

                               mm/dd/yy

DEPT-ID-0410    EMP-LAST-NAME-0415           SALARY-AMOUNT-0420

        2000    NICEMAN                               14000 .00

                                          ---------------------

                             TOTAL SALARY            214500 .00

                                 - 2 -

Compute Having

The HAVING clause is used to display the total salary of any department with more than 5 employees:

compute 'total salary' = sum(salary-amount-0420)

 group by dept-id-0410 having count > 5 ! display

                   DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT

                                mm/dd/yy

DEPT-ID-0410    EMP-LAST-NAME-0415           SALARY-AMOUNT-0420

        6666    HENDON                                240000.00

        6666    PAPAZEUS                              100000.00

        6666    PAPAZEUS                               90000.00

        6666    RUPEE                                  80000.00

        6666    RUPEE                                  76000.00

        6666    WILDER                                 90000.00

                                          ---------------------

                              TOTAL SALARY            676000.00

        2000    BLOOMER                                15000.00

        2000    HUTTON                                 44000.00

        2000    JENSON                                 82000.00

        2000    KIMBALL                                45000.00

        2000    KING                                   14500.00

                                 - 1 -

                 

 DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT

                                mm/dd/yy

DEPT-ID-0410    EMP-LAST-NAME-0415           SALARY-AMOUNT-0420
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        2000    NICEMAN                               14000 .00

                                          ---------------------

                             TOTAL SALARY            214500 .00

        3100    DOUGH                                 33000 .00

        3100    GALLWAY                               33000 .00

        3100    GARFIELD                              65000 .00

        3100    GARFIELD                              55000 .00

        3100    GARFIELD                              45000 .00

        3100    GRANGER                               34500 .00

        3100    HEAROWITZ                             33000 .00

        3100    JACOBI                                55000 .00

        3100    JENSEN                                37000 .00

        3100    LINGER                                42500 .00

                                 - 2 -

                  

DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT

                                mm/dd/yy

DEPT-ID-0410    EMP-LAST-NAME-0415           SALARY-AMOUNT-0420

        3100    LINGER                                 38000.00

        3100    LITERATA                               37500.00

        3100    TYRO                                   20000.00

                                          ---------------------

                              TOTAL SALARY            528500.00

DEFINE FILE
DEFINE FILE allows OLQ/Batch to include a data set as input to a query or to send to a data set the unedited data that
was captured during a query. A DEFINE command identifies a file and relates an input data set to an IDD-defined record.

• File name
• Record name
• Dictionary name
• Dictionary node
• Logical unit size
• Record format
• Data set organization
• Device type
• Logical record length
• Block size
• Tape labels

This article describes the following information:
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Syntax

►►─── DEFine FIle ─┬─────┬─ file-name ────────────────────────────────────────►

                   └─ = ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

   └─ RECord ─┬─────┬─ record-name ─┬─────────────┬─┘

              └─ = ─┘               └─ (version) ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DICtname ─┬─────┬─ dictionary-name ─┘

                └─ = ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ DICTNOde ─┬─────┬─ dictionary-node-name ─┘

                └─ = ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ LOGical unit ─┬─────┬─ sysnn ─┘

                    └─ = ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ RECFm ─┬─────┬─┬─ F ──┬─┘

             └─ = ─┘ ├─ FB ─┤

                     ├─ V ──┤

                     ├─ VB ─┤

                     └─ U ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DSOrg ─┬─────┬─┬─ PS ───┬─┘

             └─ = ─┘ └─ VSAM ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DEVtype ─┬─────┬─┬─ DISK ────┬─┘

               └─ = ─┘ ├─ TAPE ────┤

                       ├─ CARD ────┤

                       ├─ LIST ────┤

                       └─ PRINTER ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ LREcl ─┬─────┬─ logical-record-length ─┘

             └─ = ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ BLKsize ─┬─────┬─ block-size ─┘

               └─ = ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ TAPe labels are ─┬─ OMmitted ────┬─┘

                       ├─ STAndard ────┤

                       ├─ NONstandard ─┤

                       └─ USEr ────────┘

 ►─┬──────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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   └─ OUTput ─┘

Parameters

• file-name
In OS and CMS, a 1- to 8-character alphabetic file name that assigns a file name and file characteristics to an input or
an output file. In DOS, file-name can be a maximum of 7 characters long. The file name must be referenced by a DD
name in your batch job stream.

• RECORD= record-name
A 1- to 32-character alphabetic name of a record stored in the data dictionary that names an Integrated Data Dictionary
(IDD®) record corresponding to the file definition.
– (version) -- An integer that indicates the record version (defaults to 1).

• DICTNAME= dictionary-name
A 1- to 8-character alphabetic dictionary name that identifies the dictionary where the IDD record definition resides.

• DICTNODE= dictionary-node-name
A 1- to 8-character alphabetic dictionary node name, Distributed Database System (DDS) only, that identifies the
dictionary node in which the IDD record definition resides.

• LOGICAL UNIT= sysnnn
Specifies the name of the logical unit.

• RECFM= record-format
Specifies the record format of the named file. Record-format can be:
– F -- Fixed
– FB -- Fixed block
– V -- Variable
– VB -- Variable block
– U -- Undefined
Record-format is required for DOS.

• DSORG= data-set
Specifies the data set organization of the named file.
– PS -- Physical sequential
– VSAM -- VSAM entry sequenced data set

• DEVTYPE= device-type
Specifies the device type for the named file. Device-type can be:
– DISK
– TAPE
– CARD
– LIST
– PRINTER

• LRECL= logical-record-length
Specifies the logical record length, in bytes, of the named file. Logical-record-length is an integer in the range of 1 to
32,767. This parameter is required for DOS.

• BLKSIZE= block-size
Specifies the block size, in bytes, of the named file. Block-size is an integer in the range 1 to 32,767.
This parameter is required for DOS.

• TAPE LABELS ARE label-status
Specifies tape labels for the file definition. Label-status can be:
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– OMITTED
– STANDARD
– NONSTANDARD
– USER

• OUTPUT
Identifies the file as an output file.

Examples

Example 1:

To use a data set as input to a query, describe the data in the input file as a record in IDD such as:

ADD

  RECORD NAME IS INPUT-REC VERSION IS 1.

 

02 INPUT-ELE-1

   PICTURE IS S999

   USAGE IS COMP-3.

 

02 INPUT-ELE-2

   PICTURE IS  9(18)

   USAGE IS DISPLAY.

and include input cards such as:

 

//SYSIPT   DD  *

   DEFINE FILE INFILE RECORD INPUT-REC

   SELECT * FROM INPUT-REC

   DISPLAY

//INFILE   DD  *

   123456789012345678   **  COLUMNS 1 AND 2 CONTAIN x'013C'  **

   456789012345678901   **  COLUMNS 1 AND 2 CONTAIN x'123C'  **

*/

                     INPUT-REC REPORT

                         05/17/07

       INPUT-ELE-1                        INPUT-ELE-2

           13                           123456789012345678

          123                           456789012345678901

The corresponding job control language statement must name the file in the DD name:

Op. System JCL Statement
z/OS //INFILE DD DSN=infile,DISP=SHR
z/VSE // DLBL INFILE,'infile'
 // EXTENT sysnnn, nnnnnn,,,1,ssss

 // ASSIGN sysnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
CMS FILEDEF INFILE DISK filename filetype filemode (OPTIONS
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Example 2:

To use a data set as output from a query, include commands:

//OUTFILE  DD  DSN= 

//SYSIPT   DD  *  

SIGNON SS=EMPSS01   

DEFINE FILE OUTFILE OUTPUT   

SELECT 'DEPARTMENT'.* 'EMPLOYEE'.* FROM 'DEPARTMENT', 'EMPLOYEE'  -   

OUTPUT OUTFILE

It is not required to define a record in the data dictionary to describe the output. The output will contain all the fields from
the DEPARTMENT record followed by every field in the EMPLOYEE record. No editing of any fields will be done, and the
fields will be contiguous.

5300BLUE SKIES2         03210023CATHERINE O'HEAR    

5100BRAINSTORMING       00150023CATHERINE O'HEAR    

2000ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL  00110023CATHERINE O'HEAR    

DEFINE PATH
DEFINE PATH places OLQ in database path definition mode.

Access mode: The syntax below is invalid when the access switch is set to IDMS.

Syntax

►►─── DEFine ─┬─────────────┬─ PATh ──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

              └─ path-name ─┘

Parameter

• path-name
The 1- to 32-character name of the path being defined. When a path name is specified, it appears as a title on each
report file output page.

Example

This example defines a simple path:

define path

get all seq office

get all employee in office-employee

execute path

display cols=office-code-0450 emp-last-name-0415 emp-city-0415

This path retrieves all the occurrences of the office record, the employees belonging to that office, and displays the office
code, the employees' last names, and the employees' cities.

DELETE COMPUTATION
DELETE COMPUTATION deletes the named computed fields from the report.
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Syntax

                            ┌────────────────┐

►►─── DELete COMputation ─┬─▼- compute-name ─┴─┬──────────────────────────────►◄

                          └─ ALL ──────────────┘

Parameters

• compute-name
Specifies the name of the computed field to be deleted.

• ALL
Specifies that all computed fields be deleted.

Example

This example operates on the report created and modified by the following SELECT and COMPUTE statements:

select emp-id-0415, salary-amount-0420

 from employee, emposition where emp-emposition !

compute 'average salary' = avg(salary-amount-0420) group by all !

display

 

EMP-ID-0415    SALARY-AMOUNT-0420

 

       1204                 25000

       1140                 23000

       0145                 35000

       0532                 30000

                      ===========

            AVERAGE SALARY: 28250

To delete the computed field AVERAGE SALARY:

delete computation 'average salary' ! display

 

EMP-ID-0415    SALARY-AMOUNT-0420

 

       1204                 25000

       1140                 23000

       0145                 35000

       0532                 30000
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DELETE QFILE
DELETE QFILE allows you to delete qfiles saved in the dictionary with the SAVE QFILE command.

Syntax

►►─── DELete QFIle ─┬─────┬─ qfile-name ─┬─────────────┬──────────────────────►

                    └─ = ─┘              └─ (version) ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DICtname ─┬─────┬─ dictionary-name ─┘

                └─ = ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ DICTNOde ─┬─────┬─ dictionary-node-name ─┘

                └─ = ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ USEr ─┬─────┬─ user-name ─┘

            └─ = ─┘

Parameters

• qfile-name
Identifies the qfile to be deleted

• (version)
Specifies the version number of the named qfile.

• DICTNAME= dictionary-name
Identifies the dictionary where the named qfile is stored.

• DICTNODE= dictionary-node-name
Identifies the dictionary node that controls the named dictionary.

• USER= user-name
Specifies the owner of the qfile.

DELETE REPORT
DELETE REPORT allows you to delete any reports you have passkey authority to delete.

Batch considerations: DELETE REPORT is invalid when running local mode.

Syntax

►►─── DELete ─┬─ ALL REPorts ──────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

              └─ REPort ─┬─────┬─ report-name ─┘

                         └─ = ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ USEr ─┬─────┬─ user-name ─┘

            └─ = ─┘
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Parameters

• ALL REPORTS
Specifies that all saved reports are to be deleted.

• REPORT= report-name
Specifies deletion of a specific report.

• USER= user-name
Specifies the user who saved the specified report. If no user is specified, the default is the current user.

NOTE
In order to specify the deletion of another user's table, you must have the appropriate passkeys.

DELETE TABLE -- OLQ access mode
DELETE TABLE allows you to delete ASF tables provided you hold the appropriate passkeys.

Access mode: The syntax below is invalid when the access switch is set to IDMS.

Syntax

►►─── DELete TABle ─┬─────┬─ asf-table-name ──────────────────────────────────►

                    └─ = ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ OWNer ─┬─────┬─ user-name ─┘

             └─ = ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ CATalog ─┬─────┬─ dictionary-name ─┘

               └─ = ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ LOCation ─┬─────┬─ dictionary-node ─┘

                └─ = ─┘

Parameters

• asf-table-name
Specifies the ASF table to be deleted

• OWNER= user-name
Specifies the user ID of the owner of the ASF table. If user-name isn't specified, the default is the current user ID.

• CATALOG= dictionary-name
Specifies the dictionary containing the catalog entry for the named ASF table.

• LOCATION= dictionary-node
Specifies the DDS node controlling the catalog.

Example

In this example, the table definition and associated occurrences for the EMP-HOSPITAL table are deleted:

delete table=emp-hospital owner=bdm catalog=asfdict
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 OLQ 116006   TABLE DEFINITION EMP-HOSPITAL SUCCESSFULLY DELETED

DELETE TABLE -- IDMS access mode
DELETE TABLE allows you to delete SQL tables provided you hold the appropriate security.

Access mode: The syntax below is invalid when the access switch is set to OLQ.

Syntax

►►──┬─ DELete TABle ─┬─┬─────┬─┬───────────┬─ sql-table-name ─────────────────►

    └─ DROp TABle ───┘ └─ = ─┘ └─ schema. ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DICtname ─┬─────┬─ dictionary-name ─┘

                └─ = ─┘

Parameters

• sql-table-name
Specifies the SQL table to be deleted

• schema
The name of the schema associated with the SQL table.

• DICTNAME= dictionary-name
Specifies the dictionary containing the catalog entry for the named SQL table.

Example

In this example, the table definition and associated occurrences for the EMP-HOSPITAL table are deleted:

drop table=emp-hospital

 

 OLQ 090016 00  Table "EMP-HOSPITAL" successfully DELETED.

DELETE USER
DELETE USER deletes the report directory associated with a particular user ID.

When DELETE USER is issued, all saved reports in the specified user's directory are deleted.

NOTE
The DELETE USER command does not remove a user from the dictionary.

Syntax

►►─── DELete USEr ─┬─────┬─ user-name ────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                   └─ = ─┘
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Parameters

• USER= user-name
Specifies the user ID whose report directory is to be deleted.

NOTE
User-name cannot be the user ID for the user currently signed on to OLQ.

Example

The following DELETE USER command deletes the report directory for user TDB:

delete user = tdb

 

OLQ 107009 00  "DELETE USER " COMMAND SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED.

DISPLAY
DISPLAY lists report files page-by-page on your terminal screen.

Subsequent DISPLAY commands keep the parameters set in previous DISPLAY commands unless overwritten.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax
 ►►─── DISplay ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►

   └─ REPort ─┬─────┬─ report-name ─┬────────────────────────────┬─┘

              └─ = ─┘               └─ USEr ─┬─────┬─ user-name ─┘

                                             └─ = ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ SUMmary ─┤

   ├─ DETail ──┤

   └─ ENTire ──┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─┬─ CURrent ─┬─ report ─┘

     └─ HELp ────┘

 

 ►─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ RIGht ─┤

   └─ LEFt ──┘

 

 ►─┬────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ PAGe ─┤

   └─ LINe ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ FIRst ───────────────────────┤

   ├─ LASt ────────────────────────┤
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   ├─ NEXt ────────────────────────┤

   ├─ PRIor ───────────────────────┤

   ├─ * ◄ ─────────────────────────┤

   ├─ * ─┬─ + ─┬─ page/line-count ─┤

   │     └─ - ─┘                   │

   └─ page/line-count ─────────────┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ SPRead ─┬─ EVEn ────┬─┘

              ├─ MAXimum ─┤

              ├─ LEFt ────┤

              └─ nn ──────┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────►

   └─┬─ COLumns ─┬─┬─────┬─ ( ─┬─ MAXimum ─────────────┬─ ) ─┘

     └─ COLS ────┘ └─ = ─┘     │ ┌──────── , ────────┐ │

                               └─▼- field-reference ─┴─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────►◄

   └─ FIXed ─┬─ COLumns ─┬─┬─────┬─ ( ─┬─ NONe ────────────────┬─ ) ─┘

             └─ COLS ────┘ └─ = ─┘     │ ┌──────── , ────────┐ │

                                       └─▼- field-reference ─┴─┘

 

Parameters

• REPORT= report-name
Specifies the saved report to be displayed.

• USER= user-name
The user whose report dictionary contains the named report file.

• SUMMARY
Requests output of summary report lines only.

• DETAIL
Requests output of detail report lines only.

• ENTIRE
Request output of both detail and summary lines.

• CURRENT REPORT
Requests output of the last report displayed.

• HELP REPORT
Requests output of the help report file built by the last HELP command.

• RIGHT/LEFT
Specifies horizontal movement within the report file.

• PAGE/LINE
Requests the report begin with a specific page or line:
– PAGE requests that the report file output begins at the current or specified page number.
– LINE requests that the report file page begins at the current or specified line number.

The default is PAGE. When PAGE or LINE is specified without DISPLAY, the optional parameters SUMMARY/
DETAIL/ENTIRE and CURRENT/HELP REPORT do not apply.

• FIRST
Outputs a page of report file data, beginning at page 1, line 1.

• LAST
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Outputs the last page of report file data.
• NEXT

Outputs a page of report file data, beginning at the page or line number immediately following the current page or line
number.

• PRIOR
Outputs a page of report file data, beginning at the page or line number immediately preceding the current page or line
number.

• *
Outputs the current page of report file data, beginning at the first line of that page.

• * + -
Outputs a page of report file data, beginning n pages or lines before (-) or after (+) the current page or line number.
The asterisk (*) is a required character that explicitly references the current page or line.
– page -- The number of pages
– line-count -- The number of lines

• page/line-count
Specifies the starting point of the output relative to the current page and line number: Page/line-count outputs a report
page, beginning at the specified page or line number.

• SPREAD EVEN/MAXIMUM/LEFT/nn
Specifies the space between the columns.
– EVEN -- The same number of spaces between each column (Space the columns evenly).
– MAXIMUM -- The maximum number of spaces between each column.
– LEFT -- Displays columns starting in the left most position with one space separating each column.
– nn -- nn spaces between each column. Zero is not a valid number. The minimum number of spaces allowed is one.

• COLUMNS
Specifies the columns included in the output and, optionally, the order and width of those columns. Column
specifications remain in effect until altered by a subsequent DISPLAY command.
– MAXIMUM -- The output of as many columns, starting with column 1, as can appear on one page of the report.

Excess columns are ignored. No warning message is produced.
– field-reference -- The columns and the number of characters in each output column.

• FIXED COLUMNS
Specifies the columns, and their order, to remain on the screen when paging left and right. The columns specified with
this parameter precede the columns specified in the COLUMNS= parameter. They remain fixed on the left side of the
terminal screen.
Column specifications remain in effect until altered by a subsequent DISPLAY command, or a FIXED
COLUMNS=NONE command.
– NONE -- No report fields are fixed on the screen. This cleans out the fixed columns list.
– field-reference -- The columns and the number of characters in each column to be output.

Considerations

Report files sometimes contain information that cannot be displayed

• (@) -- The at sign indicates an unprintable character. OLQ provides a translation function that handles all characters
written to a terminal or to the print queue.

NOTE
For an explanation of how to modify the OLQ translation table, see the IDMS installation information in the
IDMS documentation.

• (*) -- The asterisk indicates invalid data. The invalid data flag appears when data is not stored in the defined format or
when a COMPUTE command yields invalid results (as with decimal overflows and division by zero).
If you want to view the characters represented, you can use EDIT HEXADECIMAL to display the value in its
hexadecimal representation.
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Null character considerations

The null character is by default a period (.). You can override this by invoking the SET NULL command.

Data retrieved in SQL tables can contain null values. To display them, OLQ pads the entire length of the display field with
the null character.

Examples

The report file used for these examples has been built by executing the SELECT statement shown below:

 select dept-name-0410, emp-last-name-0410, salary-amount-0420

  from department, employee, emposition

  where dept-employee and emp-emposition

 

DISPLAY

When the DISPLAY keyword is specified with no subsequent parameters, the first page of the report file is output as
shown below. Specification of PAGE, LINE, PAGE FIRST, PAGE 1, LINE FIRST, or LINE 1 parameters produces the same
results:

 display

 

  OLQ 104009 04  DISPLAY RIGHT to see more report columns

 

                DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT

                              mm/dd/yy

 

               DEPT-NAME-0410                     EMP-LAST-NAME-0415

 

EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION                          HENDON

EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION                          PAPAZEUS

EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION                          PAPAZEUS

EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION                          RUPEE

EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION                          RUPEE

EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION                          WILDER

ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                            BLOOMER

ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                            HUTTON

ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                            JENSON

ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                            KIMBALL

ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                            KING

ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                            NICEMAN

PERSONNEL                                         FITZHUGH

PERSONNEL                                         JOHNSON

  **** BUFFER OVERFLOW; DISPLAY LINES LOST ****

 

DISPLAY RIGHT

The DISPLAY RIGHT command displays the report right side of the report file, if the report is too wide to fit on the screen:

 display right

 

                       DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT

                                     mm/dd/yy
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                EMP-LAST-NAME-0415              SALARY-AMOUNT-0420

 

                HENDON                                   240000.00

                PAPAZEUS                                 100000.00

                PAPAZEUS                                  90000.00

                RUPEE                                     80000.00

                RUPEE                                     76000.00

                WILDER                                    90000.00

                BLOOMER                                   15000.00

                HUTTON                                    44000.00

                JENSON                                    82000.00

                KIMBALL                                   45000.00

                KING                                      14500.00

                NICEMAN                                   14000.00

                FITZHUGH                                  13000.00

                JOHNSON                                   13500.00

 

                                       - 1 -

 

DISPLAY COLUMNS

You can display whichever columns you want in any order with the COLS= parameter:

 display cols=2,3

 

       DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT

                     mm/dd/yy

 

EMP-LAST-NAME-0415              SALARY-AMOUNT-0420

 

HENDON                                   240000.00

PAPAZEUS                                 100000.00

PAPAZEUS                                  90000.00

RUPEE                                     80000.00

RUPEE                                     76000.00

WILDER                                    90000.00

BLOOMER                                   15000.00

HUTTON                                    44000.00

JENSON                                    82000.00

KIMBALL                                   45000.00

KING                                      14500.00

NICEMAN                                   14000.00

FITZHUGH                                  13000.00

JOHNSON                                   13500.00

 

                        - 1 -

 

SPREAD LEFT

You can use the SPREAD parameter to specify the distances between the columns. In this example the following report
was modified with the SPREAD LEFT command:

                   DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE REPORT
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                           mm/dd/yy

 

DEPT-ID-0410        EMP-ID-0415        EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0415

 

        6666                 30        02198

        6666                471        03256

        6666                  1        02312

        6666                472        03145

        2000                 69        01675

        2000                100        02176

        2000                 11        02176

        2000                 67        01239

        2000                106        02176

        2000                101        02176

        1000                 81        03458

        1000               8683        10996

        1000                 51        02546

        1000                 91        06182

 

                             - 1  -  

SPREAD LEFT squished the columns to the left side of the screen:

display spread left

 

 

  DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE REPORT

                                     mm/dd/yy

 

  DEPT-ID-0410 EMP-ID-0415 EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0415

 

          6666          30 02198

          6666         471 03256

          6666           1 02312

          6666         472 03145

          2000          69 01675

          2000         100 02176

          2000          11 02176

          2000          67 01239

          2000         106 02176

          2000         101 02176

          1000          81 03458

          1000        8683 10996

          1000          51 02546

          1000          91 06182

 

                                       - 1 -

 

DISPLAY FIXED COLUMNS

This example illustrates the use of FIXED COLUMNS to keep a column on the screen while you page right and left to look
at other columns:

 display fixed columns = emp-last-name-0415
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  OLQ 104009 04  DISPLAY RIGHT to see more report columns

                       DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT

                                     mm/dd/yy

 

  EMP-LAST-NAME-0415                DEPT-NAME-0410

 

  HENDON             EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION

  PAPAZEUS           EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION

  PAPAZEUS           EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION

  RUPEE              EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION

  RUPEE              EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION

  WILDER             EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION

  BLOOMER            ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL

  HUTTON             ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL

  JENSON             ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL

  KIMBALL            ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL

  KING               ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL

  NICEMAN            ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL

  FITZHUGH           PERSONNEL

  JOHNSON            PERSONNEL

  **** BUFFER OVERFLOW; DISPLAY LINES LOST ****

 

Now if you page right, the EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 column remains on the

                        DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT

                                     mm/dd/yy

 

  EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 SALARY-AMOUNT-0420

 

  HENDON                      240000.00

  PAPAZEUS                    100000.00

  PAPAZEUS                     90000.00

  RUPEE                        80000.00

  RUPEE                        76000.00

  WILDER                       90000.00

  BLOOMER                      15000.00

  HUTTON                       44000.00

  JENSON                       82000.00

  KIMBALL                      45000.00

  KING                         14500.00

  NICEMAN                      14000.00

  FITZHUGH                     13000.00

  JOHNSON                      13500.00

 

                                       - 1 -

 

Use DISPLAY SPREAD EVEN to put an equal number of spaces between the columns:

 display spread even

 

                       DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT

                                     mm/dd/yy
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                EMP-LAST-NAME-0415              SALARY-AMOUNT-0420

 

                HENDON                                   240000.00

                PAPAZEUS                                 100000.00

                PAPAZEUS                                  90000.00

                RUPEE                                     80000.00

                RUPEE                                     76000.00

                WILDER                                    90000.00

                BLOOMER                                   15000.00

                HUTTON                                    44000.00

                JENSON                                    82000.00

                KIMBALL                                   45000.00

                KING                                      14500.00

                NICEMAN                                   14000.00

                FITZHUGH                                  13000.00

                JOHNSON                                   13500.00

 

                                       - 1 -

 

Truncating columns

You can fit all report columns on the screen by truncating the values in one or more alphanumeric fields:

 display col=1(15),2,3

 

                     DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT

                                   mm/dd/yy

 

     DEPT-NAME-0410                 DEPT-ID-0410 SALARY-AMOUNT-0420

 

EXECUTIVE ADMIN                             6666          240000.00

EXECUTIVE ADMIN                             6666          100000.00

EXECUTIVE ADMIN                             6666           90000.00

EXECUTIVE ADMIN                             6666           80000.00

EXECUTIVE ADMIN                             6666           76000.00

EXECUTIVE ADMIN                             6666           90000.00

ACCOUNTING AND                              2000           15000.00

ACCOUNTING AND                              2000           44000.00

ACCOUNTING AND                              2000           82000.00

ACCOUNTING AND                              2000           45000.00

ACCOUNTING AND                              2000           14500.00

ACCOUNTING AND                              2000           14000.00

PERSONNEL                                   1000           13000.00

PERSONNEL                                   1000           13500.00

 

EDIT
EDIT edits a field for display. To edit a computed field for display, see EDIT COMPUTATION.

This article describes the following information:
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Syntax
 ►►─── EDIt ─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

            ├─┬────────────┬─ record-name. ───────┤

            │ └─ view-id. ─┘                      │

            └─ logical-record-name.element-name. ─┘

 

 ►─── field-name ─┬─────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

                  │     ┌───── , ─────┐     │

                  └─ ( -▼- subscript ─┴─ ) ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ VIEw ─┬─────┬─ view-id. ─┘

            └─ = ─┘

 

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─┬─ DISplay ◄ ───┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┴────────────────►◄

     │ └─ HEXadecimal ─┘                                   │

     ├─┬─ COMmas ─────┬────────────────────────────────────┤

     │ └─ NOCommas ◄ ─┘                                    │

     ├─┬─ $ ─────┬─────────────────────────────────────────┤

     │ └─ NO$ ◄ ─┘                                         │

     ├─┬─ LEAdzeros ─────┬─────────────────────────────────┤

     │ └─ NOLeadzeros ◄ ─┘                                 │

     │                       ┌──────────────┐              │

     ├─┬─ OLQheader ─┬─────┬─▼- olq-header ─┴─┬────────────┤

     │ │             └─ = ─┘                  │            │

     │ └─ NOOlqheader ◄ ──────────────────────┘            │

     ├─┬─ PICture ─┬─────┬─ external-picture ─┬────────────┤

     │ │           └─ = ─┘                    │            │

     │ └─ NOPicture ◄ ────────────────────────┘            │

     ├─┬─ code-table-expansion ──────────────────────────┬─┤

     │ └─ NOCodetable ◄ ─────────────────────────────────┘ │

     ├─┬─ SPArse ─┬────────────────────────────────────────┤

     │ └─ FULl ───┘                                        │

     └─ ALIgn ─┬─────┬─┬─ LEFt ───┬────────────────────────┘

               └─ = ─┘ ├─ CENter ─┤

                       └─ RIGht ──┘

 

Expansion of code-table

 ►►─ CODetable ─┬─────┬─ code-table-name (version) ─┬───────────────────────┬──►◄

              └─ = ─┘                              └─ DISplay WIDth width ─┘

 

Parameters

• view-id
The alternate ID of the record or logical record name.

• record-name
The database record name containing the field to be edited.

• logical-record-name.element-name
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The logical record element name to be edited.
• field-name

The name of the field to be edited. You can request editing for fields in database records and for dbkey fields. When
field-name is a subscripted field, only OLQHEADER/NOOLQHEADER applies to individual occurrences of the
repeating field.
– (subscript) -- One or more occurrences of a repeating field. Each occurrence is identified by a subscript enclosed

in parentheses. Multiple entries are separated by commas and are limited to the number specified in the OCCURS
clause of the schema record description.
If a repeating field name is specified without a subscript, all fields are displayed. If a repeating field requires more
than one subscript, a second set of parentheses is required.

• VIEW=view-id
Specifies the alternate ID of the record or logical record name.

• DISPLAY/HEXADECIMAL
Specifies whether report fields are output in display or hexadecimal format.
When HEXADECIMAL is specified, all other output format options except OLQHEADER are ignored.

• COMMAS/NOCOMMAS
Specifies whether report fields are displayed with or without commas; nonnumeric fields are unaffected.
When you specify COMMAS, commas follow every third digit of numeric displays (counting backwards from implicit or
explicit decimal positions).

• $ NO$
Specifies whether report fields are displayed with or without dollar signs; nonnumeric fields are unaffected.

• LEADZEROS/NOLEADZEROS
Specifies whether the numeric fields in the field list are displayed with or without leading zeros; nonnumeric fields are
not affected.

• OLQHEADER= olq-header
Specifies that OLQ headers are used as headers for displayed data.
If the OLQHEADER option is used, associated OLQ headers replace the field names if any OLQ headers are defined
in the data dictionary or if any are specified by the user with olq-header.
olq-header specifies one or more lines of user-supplied field headers. Any number of lines can be specified, up to one
less than the maximum number of lines output on the terminal. OLQ reserves space for the display of at least one
report detail line. If a blank space is included in any header line, it must be enclosed in quotation marks. When header-
line is not specified for a particular field, OLQ uses the field header previously defined either in the data dictionary or
through OLQ.

NOTE
To display OLQ headers (whether defined in the dictionary or supplied by the user),
OPTIONS=OLQHEADER must be in effect.

• NOOLQHEADER
Specifies that field names are used as headers for displayed data.

• PICTURE=
Specifies that external pictures are used to edit report fields.
– external-picture -- An external picture to edit a report field. External pictures override editing characteristics

specified with the LEADZEROS/NOLEADZEROS, COMMAS/NOCOMMAS, and $/NO$ parameters of the EDIT
command.
• If an external picture is constructed with the EDIT command, OLQ uses it to edit the named report field.
• If an external picture is defined for the field in the data dictionary, OLQ uses the stored external picture to format

the field.
A user-specified external picture overrides any external picture that exists for a field in the data dictionary.
The characters available for constructing alphanumeric, alphabetic, and numeric external pictures are presented in
Table 3.
The following rules apply to external picture construction:
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• A user-specified external picture must contain at least one X, 9, G, A, Z, or *. OLQ uses the first X, 9, G, A, Z,
or * in an external picture to determine whether the picture describes an alphanumeric, numeric, graphic, or
alphabetic field, as follows:

• If the first significant edit character is an X, OLQ recognizes the field as containing alphanumeric data; characters
other than X, B, or parentheses are treated as insertion characters.

• If the first significant edit character is an A, OLQ recognizes the field as containing alphabetic data; characters
other than A, B, or parentheses are treated as insertion characters.

• If the first significant edit character is a 9, Z, or *, OLQ recognizes the field as containing numeric data;
characters other than 9, Z, $, *, +, -, B, or parentheses are treated as insertion characters.

• If the first significant edit character is a G, OLQ recognizes the field as containing double-byte character string
(DBCS) characters; characters other than G, B, or parentheses are treated as insertion characters.

• A user-specified external picture can contain one or more insertion characters. In alphanumeric and alphabetic
pictures, OLQ displays all insertion characters, regardless of their position in the picture format. In numeric
pictures, characters other than 9, Z, $, *, +, -, B, or parentheses are recognized as insertion characters only
when embedded in a series of 9, Z, or * characters; insertion characters at the beginning or end of a numeric
picture description are suppressed.

NOTE
When the value of a field is negative, OLQ will display insertion characters at the end of the numeric
picture, thereby allowing the user to specify accounting information.

External picture formats, whether specified with the EDIT command or defined in the data dictionary, are
only used to edit fields when OPTIONS=PICTURE is in effect.

• NOPICTURE
Requests a default picture to edit a report field. The default picture for a report field is derived from the internal picture
stored in the data dictionary. Keep in mind the following:
– The default picture length is determined by the number of characters that is specified by the internal picture.
– The default picture data type is the same as that defined for the internal picture.
– The following translations are made for numeric internal picture characters:

• The internal picture character S for a numeric field translates to a plus sign (+) or a negative sign (-) in the default
picture.

• The internal picture character V for a numeric field translates to a decimal point (.) in the default picture.
• CODETABLE= codetable ( version )

Specifies whether a code table is used to format a report field. Code tables are defined and stored in the data
dictionary by using the IDD DDDL Compiler.

NOTE
For further information on how to create code tables, see the "IDD DDDL Reference" section.

A sample code table of months is shown below. For each encoded number found in the report file, OLQ displays a
decoded month value. If an invalid number is found, the literal 'INVALID MONTH' is displayed:
 ENCODED VALUE     DECODED VALUE

  01                  JANUARY

  02                  FEBRUARY

  03                  MARCH

   .                    .

   .                    .

   .                    .

   .                    .

   .                    .

  12                  DECEMBER

  NOT FOUND           'INVALID MONTH'
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Two types of code tables exist as follows:
– Built-in tables are part of the elements for which they are defined. When a HELP REPORT command is issued,

OLQ indicates built-in tables defined for report fields by displaying **DICTIONARY** in the corresponding (CODE
TABLE) columns. The built-in table that exists for a field in the data dictionary can be overridden by specification of
a stand-alone table.

– Stand-alone tables are defined separately from the elements to which they pertain. To list the names of stand-alone
tables, issue the DISPLAY ALL TABLES DDDL statement in IDD.

Code table editing overrides all other editing that might be requested for a report column, including leading dollar signs,
commas, leading zeros, hexadecimal notation, and external picture formatting.

NOTE
When code table formatting is requested for a report field, OLQ uses the decoded values for subsequent
processing in both the SORT command and the WHERE clause.

• NOCODETABLE
Specifies that no code table is used to format a report field.

• SPARSE
Specifies that only the first occurrence of a repeating column value is displayed. Note that OLQ suppresses a column
display only when all of the following conditions are met:
– The column has been assigned a sparse attribute.
– The previous row contains an identical value for that column.
– The columns to the left of that column have not changed values.
– The column is not the last (right-most column) in the display. If you want the last column sparsed, you must change

its display sequence so it is no longer the last column.
• FULL

Specifies that all the occurrences of a repeating report line are displayed.
• ALIGN

Indicates that the data values for the specified columns are to be aligned within the column boundaries as follows:
– LEFT -- Aligned on the left
– CENTER -- Centered
– RIGHT -- Aligned on the right
The default for numeric fields is right, and the default for all other fields is left.

Table 3. Characters Used for Constructing External Pictures

Character Type of Data Described by the Character
X A single alphanumeric character or double-byte character string

(DBCS) character stored with no shiftstrings.
B A single blank character. B can appear anywhere in the picture.
(n) Follows any character to represent n consecutive repetitions of the

specified character. N must be an integer in the range 1 through
9999.

other Characters other than A, B, or parentheses can be used as
insertion characters.

9 A single numeric character (0 through 9).
G A double-byte character string (DBCS) character stored with no

shiftstrings.
Z Z is an insertion character when it is preceded by a 9, a decimal

point, or a zero-suppression character. Otherwise, Z is zero-
suppression character.
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$ Multiple dollar signs at the beginning of an external picture
represent a floating dollar sign. The dollar sign is an insertion
character when it is preceded by a 9, a decimal point, or a zero-
suppression character.

* Multiple asterisks at the beginning of an external picture provide
check protection. The asterisk is an insertion character when it is
preceded by a 9, a decimal point, or a zero-suppression character.

+ A plus sign in the first position of an external picture indicates
signed data. Multiple plus signs at the beginning of an external
picture represent a floating sign. The plus sign is an insertion
character when it is preceded by a 9, a decimal point, or a zero-
suppression character.

- A minus sign in the first position of an external picture indicates
signed data. Multiple minus signs at the beginning of an external
picture represent a floating sign. The minus sign is an insertion
character when it is preceded by a 9, a decimal point, or a zero-
suppression character.

. The period character is used as a decimal point. Data is aligned
with the decimal point in an external picture, and is truncated
or padded when necessary. The decimal point terminates zero
suppression when zero-suppression precede the decimal point.
Zero-suppression characters become insertion characters if
placed after a decimal point. The first period in a series of period
characters is the decimal point in a picture. If no decimal point
exists in the data, a decimal point is assumed after the rightmost
numeric character.

Table 4. Examples of User-Specified Pictures

Data Stored Internal Picture External Picture Data Displayed
123400M X(7) X(7) 123400M
123400M X(7) XBXXXXXBX 1 23400 M
JOHNSON A(4) A(4) JOHN
TWOWORDS A(9) A(3)BA(5) TWO WORDS
2350000 9(7) 9(7) 2350000
2350000 9(7) 9(7).99 2350000.00
2350000 9(7) $$$,$$$,$$9.99 $2,350,000.00
2350000 9(7) 99/99/999 23/50/000
00120 9(5) ZZZZZ 120
9876 9(4) +++99 +9876

Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of the EDIT command to format report fields, based on the report built with the
SELECT statement shown below:

 select emp-last-name-0415, ss-number-0415, salary-amount-0420

 from employee, emposition where emp-emposition

 

                   EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT

                            mm/dd/yy
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EMP-LAST-NAME-0415       SS-NUMBER-0415       SALARY-AMOUNT-0420

 

LINGER                         92345812                 38500.00

TERNER                         45672222                 13000.00

LINGER                         19556712                 42500.00

LINGER                         19556712                 38000.00

PENMAN                         14593186                 39000.00

LINGER                         10673343                 85000.00

LINGER                         10673343                 75000.00

LITERATA                       23567831                 37500.00

WILCO                         111000023                 80000.00

HEAROWITZ                      31896154                 33000.00

TYRO                           19893456                 20000.00

KAHALLY                        29661234                 20000.00

PAPAZEUS                       22887770                100000.00

PAPAZEUS                       22887770                 90000.00

 

                              - 1 -

 

Edit a Field

The report built above is too wide to fit on one terminal screen. Use EDIT to fit all the columns on one terminal screen:

 edit emp-last-name-0415 pic 'x(10)' ! display

 

                   EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT

                            mm/dd/yy

 

EMP-LAST-NAME-0415       SS-NUMBER-0415       SALARY-AMOUNT-0420

 

LINGER                         92345812                 38500.00

TERNER                         45672222                 13000.00

LINGER                         19556712                 42500.00

LINGER                         19556712                 38000.00

PENMAN                         14593186                 39000.00

LINGER                         10673343                 85000.00

LINGER                         10673343                 75000.00

LITERATA                       23567831                 37500.00

WILCO                         111000023                 80000.00

HEAROWITZ                      31896154                 33000.00

TYRO                           19893456                 20000.00

KAHALLY                        29661234                 20000.00

PAPAZEUS                       22887770                100000.00

PAPAZEUS                       22887770                 90000.00

 

                              - 1 -

 

Edit Commas

In this example, the EDIT command requests display of the SALARY-AMOUNT-0420 field with commas and dollar signs:

 edit salary-amount-0420 commas $ ! display
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                   EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT

                            mm/dd/yy

 

EMP-LAST-NAME-0415       SS-NUMBER-0415       SALARY-AMOUNT-0420

 

LINGER                         92345812               $38,500.00

TERNER                         45672222               $13,000.00

LINGER                         19556712               $42,500.00

LINGER                         19556712               $38,000.00

PENMAN                         14593186               $39,000.00

LINGER                         10673343               $85,000.00

LINGER                         10673343               $75,000.00

LITERATA                       23567831               $37,500.00

WILCO                         111000023               $80,000.00

HEAROWITZ                      31896154               $33,000.00

TYRO                           19893456               $20,000.00

KAHALLY                        29661234               $20,000.00

PAPAZEUS                       22887770              $100,000.00

PAPAZEUS                       22887770               $90,000.00

 

                              - 1 -

 

Edit External Picture

This example shows EDIT describing an external picture for the JOB-ID-0440 field that specifies an insertion character:

 edit ss-number-0415 pic '999-99-9999' ! display

 

                   EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT

                            mm/dd/yy

 

EMP-LAST-NAME-0415       SS-NUMBER-0415       SALARY-AMOUNT-0420

 

LINGER                      092-34-5812               $38,500.00

TERNER                      045-67-2222               $13,000.00

LINGER                      019-55-6712               $42,500.00

LINGER                      019-55-6712               $38,000.00

PENMAN                      014-59-3186               $39,000.00

LINGER                      010-67-3343               $85,000.00

LINGER                      010-67-3343               $75,000.00

LITERATA                    023-56-7831               $37,500.00

WILCO                       111-00-0023               $80,000.00

HEAROWITZ                   031-89-6154               $33,000.00

TYRO                        019-89-3456               $20,000.00

KAHALLY                     029-66-1234               $20,000.00

PAPAZEUS                    022-88-7770              $100,000.00

PAPAZEUS                    022-88-7770               $90,000.00

 

                              - 1 -
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EDIT COMPUTATION
EDIT COMPUTATION allows you to edit computed fields for display. You have the same options as with the EDIT
statement.

Syntax

►►─── EDIt COMputation compute-name ──────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ OFFset field-name ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ OLQheader header-name ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ display-option ─┘

Parameters

• compute-name
The name of the field to be edited.

• OFFSET field-name
Specifies under which column the computed field specified by a COMPUTE GROUP BY command should be
displayed. The default is the first column named in the COMPUTE statement's GROUP BY expression.

• OLQHEADER header-name
Provides a report heading containing the column value of the group field. The user-supplied header takes on the edit
characteristics of the computed field. Header-name can consist of:
– A symbolic parameter that contains a dollar sign ($) preceding a report column name (for example, $DEPT-

NAME-0410, which would translate into the name of the department on the displayed report)
– A user-supplied title (for example, DEPARTMENT NAME instead of DEPT-NAME-0410)
– A combination of the above two

• display-option
Any of the valid display options for the EDIT statement. These options are listed under the EDIT statement.

Examples

These examples are based on the report built with the following commands:

select dept-id-0410,emp-last-name-0415,

 salary-amount-0420

 from department, employee, emposition

 where dept-employee and emp-emposition

compute average-salary=avg(salary-amount-0420)

 group by dept-id-0410 ! display

               DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT

                             mm/dd/yy

DEPT-ID-0410      EMP-LAST-NAME-0415         SALARY-AMOUNT-0420

------------      ------------------      -------------------------
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        6666      HENDON                                  240000.00

        6666      PAPAZEUS                                100000.00

        6666      PAPAZEUS                                 90000.00

        6666      RUPEE                                    80000.00

        6666      RUPEE                                    76000.00

        6666      WILDER                                   90000.00

                                                        -----------

                                          AVERAGE-SALARY  112666.66

        2000      BLOOMER                                  15000.00

        2000      HUTTON                                   44000.00

        2000      JENSON                                   82000.00

        2000      KIMBALL                                  45000.00

        2000      KING                                     14500.00

                               - 1 -

Edit Olqheader

You can change the header for the AVERAGE-SALARY field:

edit computation average-salary

 olqheader 'avg-sal for dept $dept-id-0410' ! display

                DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT

                              mm/dd/yy

DEPT-ID-0410     EMP-LAST-NAME-0415          SALARY-AMOUNT-0420

------------     ------------------          ------------------

        6666     HENDON                               240000.00

        6666     PAPAZEUS                             100000.00

        6666     PAPAZEUS                              90000.00

        6666     RUPEE                                 80000.00

        6666     RUPEE                                 76000.00

        6666     WILDER                                90000.00

                                                    -----------

                                  AVG-SAL FOR   6666  112666.66

        2000     BLOOMER                               15000.00

        2000     HUTTON                                44000.00

        2000     JENSON                                82000.00

        2000     KIMBALL                               45000.00

        2000     KING                                  14500.00

                                - 1 -

Edit $, Commas

You can include dollar signs and commas in the computed field:

edit computation average-salary $ commas ! display

                 DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT
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                               mm/dd/yy

DEPT-ID-0410    EMP-LAST-NAME-0415          SALARY-AMOUNT-0420

------------    ------------------         -------------------

        6666    HENDON                                240000.00

        6666    PAPAZEUS                              100000.00

        6666    PAPAZEUS                               90000.00

        6666    RUPEE                                  80000.00

        6666    RUPEE                                  76000.00

        6666    WILDER                                 90000.00

                                                    -----------

                                AVG-SAL FOR   6666  $112,666.66

        2000    BLOOMER                                15000.00

        2000    HUTTON                                 44000.00

        2000    JENSON                                 82000.00

        2000    KIMBALL                                45000.00

        2000    KING                                   14500.00

                                 - 1 -

EDIT GROUP
EDIT GROUP allows you to edit fields defined by COMPUTE ... GROUP BY. You can also specify how many lines to skip
between groups and define the separator character that separates a grouping from its computed value.

Syntax

►►─── EDIt GROup ─┬─ group-by-expression ─┬───────────────────────────────────►

                  └─ ALL ─────────────────┘

 ►─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ LEVel n ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ SKIp ─┬─ n lines ─┬─┘

            └─ PAGe ────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ SEParator character separator-character ─┘

Parameters

• group-by-expression
An expression specified in the GROUP BY clause of the COMPUTE command is edited. This group-by-expression
must identically match the expression specified in the GROUP BY clause of the COMPUTE command.

• ALL.
All of the expressions specified in the GROUP BY clause of the COMPUTE command are edited.

• LEVEL n
Specifies the break level, in numeric order, with 1 representing the highest level. The default n value is 1.

• SKIP n LINES/PAGE
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Specifies to skip n lines or a page between the computed expression and the next grouping.
• SEPARATOR CHARACTER

Defines the character that separates the grouping from its computed expression. Separator-character-value must be
one character in length.

Example

If you specify a separator character of - (hyphen), your report would look like:

                       DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT

                                     mm/dd/yy

      DEPT-ID-0410    EMP-LAST-NAME-0415           SALARY-AMOUNT-0420

              2000    NICEMAN                                14000.00

                                                        ---------------------

                                     TOTAL SALARY           214500.00

              1000    FITZHUGH                               13000.00

              1000    JOHNSON                                13500.00

              1000    ORGRATZI                               39000.00

              1000    PEOPLES                                80000.00

                                                ---------------------

                                     TOTAL SALARY           145500.00

                                     -2-

END PATH
END PATH terminates path definition. Subsequent path commands delete the existing path.

Access mode: The syntax below is invalid when the access switch is set to IDMS.

Syntax

►►─── END PATh ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

EXECUTE PATH
EXECUTE PATH executes the retrieval commands specified in the database path definition and builds a report file of
retrieved records.

Access mode: The syntax below is invalid when the access switch is set to IDMS.

Syntax

►►─── EXEcute PATh ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

FIELDS FOR
FIELDS FOR modifies the internal field list for a record. Use this command to reduce the size of report files. The field list
you specify applies to all subsequent retrievals of the named record type. FIELDS FOR can be associated with either
database record retrieval or logical record retrieval.
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Access mode: The syntax below is invalid when the access switch is set to IDMS.

Syntax

►►─── FIElds FOR ─┬────────────┬─┬─ record-name ─────────┬────────────────────►

                  └─ view-id. ─┘ └─ logical-record-name ─┘

 ►─┬─ ARE ──────┬─ (field-list) ──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ ARE ALSO ─┤

   └─ ARE NOT ──┘

   ┌───────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─┬─ DISplay ─────┬─┬─┴──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

     │ └─ HEXadecimal ─┘ │

     ├─┬─ COMmas ───┬────┤

     │ └─ NOCommas ─┘    │

     ├─┬─ $ ───┬─────────┤

     │ └─ NO$ ─┘         │

     ├─┬─ LEAdzeros ───┬─┤

     │ └─ NOLeadzeros ─┘ │

     └─┬─ SPArse ─┬──────┘

       └─ FULl ───┘

Parameters

• view-id
The qualifying ID for the record or logical record name. Use view-id when you are signed on to multiple subschemas.
View-id refers to the subschema where the record or logical record can be found.
– record-name -- The database record type to which field list modifications apply.
– logical-record-name -- The logical record type to which field list modifications apply.

• ARE/ARE ALSO/ARE NOT
– ARE -- The named fields replace those inthe internal field list.
– ARE ALSO -- The named fields are added to the internal field list.
– ARE NOT -- The named fields are deleted from the internal field list.
– (field-list) -- The database record or logical record fields to be substituted for, added to, or deleted from the existing

field list.
• DISPLAY/HEXADECIMAL

Specifies whether named fields are output in display or hexadecimal format.
• COMMAS/NOCOMMAS

Specifies whether the named fields are displayed with or without commas. Nonnumeric fields are unaffected.
• $ NO$

Specifies whether named fields are displayed with or without dollar signs. Nonnumeric fields are unaffected.
• LEADZEROS/NOLEADZEROS

Specifies whether the numeric fields in the field list are displayed with or without leading zeros; nonnumeric fields are
unaffected.

• SPARSE/FULL
Specifies whether repeating column values are displayed or not.

Examples

The fields of the JOB record are listed below:
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                        JOB                 PAGE 1.1

                                            LINE 1

(LEVEL)       (FIELD NAME)      (#OCCURS)  (USAGE) (PICTURE)

  02    JOB-ID-0440                        DISPLAY 9(4)

  02    TITLE-0440                         DISPLAY X(20)

  02    DESCRIPTION-0440                   GROUP

  03    DESCRIPTION-LINE-0440         2    DISPLAY X(60)

  02    REQUIREMENTS-0440                  GROUP

  03    REQUIREMENT-LINE-0440         2    DISPLAY X(60)

  02    MINIMUM-SALARY-0440                DISPLAY S9(6)V99

  02    MAXIMUM-SALARY-0440                DISPLAY S9(6)V99

  02    SALARY-GRADES-0440            4    DISPLAY 9(2)

  02    NUMBER-OF-POSITIONS-0440           DISPLAY 9(3)

  02    NUMBER-OPEN-0440                   DISPLAY 9(3)

  02    FILLER                             DISPLAY XX

Fields Are

When you issue a retrieval command for the JOB record without a field-list, you receive all the fields above providing
OPTION ALL is in effect. You can, however, modify the field-list before or after retrieval with a FIELDS FOR command:

fields for job are (job-id-0440, title-0440)

The internal field list becomes:

JOB-ID-0440

TITLE-0040

Fields Are Also

If you want to add fields to the field list:

fields for job are also (minimum-salary-0440)

The internal field list becomes:

JOB-ID-0440

TITLE-0440

MINIMUM-SALARY-0440

Fields Are Not

You can omit fields from the field list:

fields for job are not (title-0040)

The internal field list becomes:

JOB-ID-0440

MINIMUM-SALARY-0440
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FIND / GET Logical Record
FIND/GET logical record retrieves records by using paths (defined by DBAs) through the database. Retrieval of logical
records continues until either the number of records specified in the retrieval command is obtained or an error in
processing is encountered.

Access mode: The syntax below is invalid when the access switch is set to IDMS.

FIND locates database records but does not retrieve them into the report file. GET locates database records and does
retrieve them into the report file.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─┬─ FINd ─┬─┬──────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ GET ──┘ ├─ FIRst ◄ ─┬────────────────┬─┤

              │           └─ record-count ─┘ │

              ├─ NEXt ─┬────────────────┬────┤

              │        └─ record-count ─┘    │

              └─ ALL ────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────┬─ logical-record-name ─┬────────────────┬─ records ──────────►

   └─ view-id. ─┘                       └─ (field-list) ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ WHEre criteria ─┘

►►─── REPeat with ─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

                   ├─ FIRst ─┬────────────────┬─┤

                   │         └─ record-count ─┘ │

                   ├─ NEXt ─┬────────────────┬──┤

                   │        └─ record-count ─┘  │

                   └─ ALL ──────────────────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ records ──────►

   └─┬────────────┬─ logical-record-name ─┬────────────────┬─┘

     └─ view-id. ─┘                       └─ (field-list) ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ WHEre criteria ─┘

Parameters

• FIRST record-count
Retrieves the first n (where n defaults to 1) occurrences of the named logical record (default).

• NEXT record-count
Retrieves the next n (where n defaults to 1) occurrences of the named logical record.

• ALL
Retrieves all occurrences of the named logical record.

• view-id
The qualifying ID for the logical record name. Use view-id when you are signed on to multiple subschemas. View-id
refers to the subschema where the logical record can be found.

• logical-record-name
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Specifies the logical record to be retrieved (required).
• (field-list)

Specifies fields within logical-record-name to be displayed in the report. Field-list must be enclosed in parentheses.
When a logical record contains more than one field with the same name, field names entered in the field list can
be qualified with the name of a database record. For example, the field name X is used in database records EMP
and DEPT. If both of these fields are included in the logical record being retrieved, the user can distinguish them by
specifying EMP.X or DEPT.X, respectively.

NOTE
OLQ treats the database records that make up a logical record as group level fields. When you specify a
database record name in the field list for a logical record, OLQ includes all fields from the named database
record that are contained in the logical record.

• WHERE
Specifies criteria to be used by OLQ when selecting a record occurrence.

• REPEAT
Duplicates an immediately preceding FIND/GET LOGICAL RECORD (or REPEAT for FIND/GET LOGICAL RECORD)
command, with modifications as specified.

• FIRST record-count
Repeats the previous command and specifies the retrieval of the first n record occurrences.

• NEXT record-count
Repeats the previous command and specifies the retrieval of the next n record occurrences.

• ALL
Repeats the previous command and specifies the retrieval of all occurrences.
– logical-record-name -- The logical record name being retrieved

• field-list -- The logical record fields being retrieved
• WHERE

Specifies the criteria used in selecting records.

Considerations

Path status is a Logical Record Facility (LRF) concept used to indicate the result of a logical record retrieval request. Path
statuses can be system- or user-defined. System-defined path statuses are:

• LR-FOUND -- Returned when a logical record request has been successfully executed
• LR-NOT-FOUND -- Returned when LRF is unable to construct the requested logical record because one or more

necessary database occurrences are not found
• LR-ERROR -- Returned when LRF is unable to construct the requested logical record because of an error

A report file is built whenever the path status is LR-FOUND. Alternatively, a report file will be built for any user-defined
path status if OPTIONS=PATHSTATUS is in effect.

Examples

Get Logical Record

A GET logical record command retrieves the first EMP-JOB-LR logical record:

get first emp-job-lr (emp-name-0415 dept-name-0410 title-0440)

 

 EMP-JOB-LR

    EMP-NAME-0415        :

     EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415  : 'PHINEAS   '
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     EMP-LAST-NAME-0415   : 'FINN           '

    DEPT-NAME-0410   : 'THERMOREGULATION                        '

    TITLE-0440       : 'KEEPER OF BALLOONS  '

 END OF RECORD

Repeat Get

A REPEAT command retrieves the first record that meets the specified selection criteria:

repeat with first emp-job-lr where dept-name-0410 = thermoregulation

 

 EMP-JOB-LR

    EMP-NAME-0415        :

     EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415  : 'PHINEAS   '

     EMP-LAST-NAME-0415   : 'FINN           '

    DEPT-NAME-0410   : 'THERMOREGULATION

    TITLE-0440       : 'KEEPER OF BALLOONS  '

 END OF RECORD

Logical Record Keyword

A logical record keyword is used in the following example to retrieve the first record for which the TITLE-0440 field value is
PROGRAMMER/ANALYST:

get first emp-job-lr where progrmr-analysts

 

 EMP-JOB-LR

    EMP-NAME-0415        :

     EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415  : 'JAMES     '

     EMP-LAST-NAME-0415   : 'GALWAY         '

    DEPT-NAME-0410   : 'INTERNAL SOFTWARE                       '

    TITLE-0440       : 'PROGRAMMER/ANALYST  '

 END OF RECORD

FIND / GET MOST RECENT
FIND/GET MOST RECENT retrieves the current of record type for the specified record name. If currency has not been
established, an error occurs and the records cannot be retrieved.

Access mode: The syntax below is invalid when the access switch is set to IDMS.

FIND locates database records but does not retrieve them into the report file. GET locates database records and does
retrieve them into the report file.

Syntax

►►─┬─ FINd ─┬─ most RECEnt ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ GET ──┘

 ►─┬────────────┬─ record-name ─┬────────────────┬─ record ───────────────────►◄

   └─ view-id. ─┘               └─ (field-list) ─┘

►►─── REPeat with ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
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 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ record ───────────────►◄

   └─┬────────────┬─ record-name ─┬────────────────┬─┘

     └─ view-id. ─┘               └─ (field-list) ─┘

Parameters

• MOST RECENT
Retrieves the most recent occurrence of a particular record type.

• view-id
The qualifying ID for the record or logical record name. Use view-id when you are signed on to multiple subschemas.
View-id refers to the subschema where the record (or logical record) can be found.

• record-name
The record type to be retrieved (required). Currency must be established for the named record. If a database record
name is the same as an OLQ keyword, the name should be enclosed in quotation marks.

• (field-list)
The fields within record-name to be displayed in the report file. Field-list must be enclosed in parentheses.

• REPEAT
Duplicates an immediately preceding FIND/GET MOST RECENT (or REPEAT for FIND/GET MOST RECENT)
command with modifications.

• view-id
The qualifying ID for the record or logical record name. Use view-id when you are signed on to multiple subschemas.
View-id refers to the subschema where the record (or logical record) can be found.

• record-name
Specifies the database record type to retrieve.
– (field-list) The fields to retrieve
Since a FIND/GET MOST RECENT command retrieves only one record, the REPEAT command will duplicate the
same data unless the field-list parameter is used.

Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of the FIND/GET MOST RECENT and associated REPEAT commands.

Get Most Recent

A GET command retrieves the most recent DEPARTMENT record:

get most recent department (dept-name-0410 dept-id-0410)

 

 DEPARTMENT

    DEPARTMENT-DBKEY :    2/5007103:1

   DEPT-ID-0410     :   5200

   DEPT-NAME-0410   : 'THERMOREGULATION      '

 END OF RECORD

Get with a Field List

A GET command retrieves the most recent EMPLOYEE record and specifies a field list:

get most recent employee (emp-id-0415 emp-city-0415)
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 EMPLOYEE

    EMPLOYEE-DBKEY   :    1/5007045:1

   EMP-ID-0415      :    479

    EMP-CITY-0415    : 'EASTON         '

 END OF RECORD

Get Most Recent

A GET command retrieves the most recent OFFICE record:

get most recent office (office-code-0450 office-phone-0450(1))

sp.1

 OFFICE

    OFFICE-DBKEY     :    0/5007135:1

   OFFICE-CODE-0450 : '005'

   OFFICE-PHONE-0450(1)    4578123

 END OF RECORD

FIND / GET PHYSICAL SEQUENTIAL
FIND/GET PHYSICAL SEQUENTIAL retrieves records based on their physical position in a database area.

Access mode: The syntax below is invalid when the access switch is set to IDMS.

FIND locates database records but does not retrieve them into the report file. GET locates database records and does
retrieve them into the report file.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─┬─ FINd ─┬─┬─────────────────────────────┬─┬─ PHYsical ────────────┬───────►

   └─ GET ──┘ ├─ FIRst ─┬────────────────┬──┤ ├─ SEQuential ──────────┤

              │         └─ record-count ─┘  │ └─ PHYsical SEQuential ─┘

              ├─ LASt ─┬────────────────┬───┤

              │        └─ record-count ─┘   │

              ├─ NEXt ◄ ─┬────────────────┬─┤

              │          └─ record-count ─┘ │

              ├─ PRIor ─┬────────────────┬──┤

              │         └─ record-count ─┘  │

              └─ ALL ───────────────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────┬─ record-name ─┬────────────────┬─ records ──────────────────►

   └─ view-id. ─┘               └─ (field-list) ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ WHEre criteria ─┘

►►─── REPeat with ─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

                   ├─ FIRst ─┬────────────────┬─┤

                   │         └─ record-count ─┘ │

                   ├─ LASt ─┬────────────────┬──┤

                   │        └─ record-count ─┘  │
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                   ├─ NEXt ─┬────────────────┬──┤

                   │        └─ record-count ─┘  │

                   ├─ PRIor ─┬────────────────┬─┤

                   │         └─ record-count ─┘ │

                   └─ ALL ──────────────────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ records ──────────────►

   └─┬────────────┬─ record-name ─┬────────────────┬─┘

     └─ view-id. ─┘               └─ (field-list) ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ WHEre criteria ─┘

Parameters

• FIRST record-count
Retrieves the first n (where n defaults to 1) records at the beginning of the database area containing the named record
type. The records retrieved are those with the lowest dbkey values.

• LAST record-count
Retrieves the last n (where n defaults to 1) records at the end of the database area containing the named record type.
The records retrieved are those with the highest dbkey values.

• NEXT record count
Retrieves the next n (where n defaults to 1) occurrences of the named record type with the next-highest dbkey value.
Currency for retrieval is based on the last record retrieved in the same database area. If currency has not been
established, record retrieval cannot occur and no report file is built.

NOTE
Because NEXT records are retrieved based on current of area, the record retrieved may not always be the
record required.

• PRIOR record-count
Retrieves the previous n (where n defaults to 1) occurrences of the named record type with the next lower dbkey
value. Currency for retrieval is based on the last record retrieved in the same database area. If currency has not been
established, record retrieval cannot occur and no report file is built.

NOTE
Because PRIOR records are retrieved based on current of area, the record retrieved may not always be the
record required.

• ALL
Retrieves all occurrences of the specified record type within its associated database area.

• PHYSICAL SEQUENTIAL
Specifies a serial sweep of the database. PHYSICAL and SEQUENTIAL are synonymous keywords; one is required,
but both can be specified.
– view-id -- The qualifying ID for the record or logical record name. Use view-id when you are signed on to multiple

subschemas. View-id refers to the subschema where the record (or logical record) can be found.
– record-name -- The record type to be retrieved. If a database record name is the same as an OLQ keyword, the

name should be enclosed in quotation marks.
• (field-list)

Specifies the fields within record-name to be displayed in the report file. Field-list must be enclosed in parentheses.
• WHERE

Specifies criteria to be used by OLQ to select record occurrences.
• REPEAT
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Duplicates an immediately preceding FIND/GET PHYSICAL (or REPEAT for FIND/GET PHYSICAL) command.
• FIRST record-count

Specifies that the first n records be retrieved.
• LAST record-count

Specifies that the last n records be retrieved.
• NEXT record-count

Specifies the next n records be retrieved.
• PRIOR record-count

Specifies the prior n records be retrieved.
• ALL

Specifies that all of the records be retrieved.
• view-id

The qualifying ID for the record or logical record name. Use view-id when you are signed on to multiple subschemas.
View-id refers to the subschema where the record (or logical record) can be found.

• record-name
Specifies the database record type:
– (field-list) -- The fields to retrieve
If no parameters are specified, the previous command is duplicated. If the field-list parameter or WHERE clause is
used, record-name must also be specified.

Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of the FIND/GET and associated REPEAT commands, based on the set
occurrence diagram shown below:

FIND / GET OWNER WITHIN SET
FIND/GET OWNER WITHIN SET retrieves the owner record of a database set occurrence. For all set membership
options other than mandatory automatic (that is, mandatory manual, optional manual, and optional automatic), an
occurrence of a member record type need not be a member of a set occurrence unless the parameter BELONGING TO is
specified.

Access mode:The syntax below is invalid when the access switch is set to IDMS.

FIND locates database records but does not retrieve them into the report file. GET locates database records and does
retrieve them into the report file.

Syntax

►►─┬─ FINd ─┬─┬─────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ GET ──┘ └─ OWNer ─┘
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 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ record ─────────►

   └─┬────────────┬─ owner-record-name ─┬────────────────┬─┘

     └─ view-id. ─┘                     └─ (field-list) ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►

   └─ BELonging to this ─┬────────────┬─ member-record-name record ─┘

                         └─ view-id. ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ withIN set-name set ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ WHEre criteria ─┘

►►─── REPeat with ─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

                   └─ OWNer ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ record ─────────►

   └─┬────────────┬─ owner-record-name ─┬────────────────┬─┘

     └─ view-id. ─┘                     └─ (field-list) ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ WHEre criteria ─┘

Parameters

• OWNER
Specifies the retrieval of the owner record. This parameter is required if owner-record-name is not specified.

• view-id
The qualifying ID for the record or logical record name. Use view-id when you are signed on to multiple subschemas.
View-id refers to the subschema where the record (or logical record) can be found.

• owner-record-name
Specifies the owner record type in the set. Owner-record-name must be used if the OWNER keyword is not specified.
If member-record-name and set-name are not specified, the owner record type must be the owner of only one set type
in the subschema view.
– (field-list) -- The fields within owner-record-name to be displayed in the report file. Field-list must be enclosed in

parentheses.
• BELONGING TO THIS member-record-name

Retrieves the owner record of the current member record type. If owner-record-name is not used, the member record
type must participate as member in only one set in the subschema view. If both member and owner record types are
named, the specified records must participate as member and owner within only one set in the subschema view.

• WITHIN set-name
Specifies the owner-record-name set and retrieves the owner occurrence of that set type. You must use set-name if
the owner record participates as owner in more than one set in the subschema view. Using set-name may be required
to resolve ambiguity.

• WHERE
Specifies criteria for selecting a record occurrence. If you specify a WHERE clause, you must also specify the owner-
record-name.

• REPEAT
Duplicates an immediately preceding FIND/GET OWNER WITHIN SET (or REPEAT for FIND/GET OWNER WITHIN
SET) command.

• OWNER= owner-record-name
Specifies retrieval of the owner record type.
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– (field-list) -- The owner record fields retrieved
• WHERE

Specifies criteria used in selecting record occurrences.

Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of FIND/GET OWNER WITHIN SET and associated REPEAT commands based
on the set occurrence diagram shown below:

Get First Physical

GET enters the database and establishes currency:

get first phys office (office-code-0450

 office-phone-0450(1)) where calckey = 002

 

 OFFICE

    OFFICE-DBKEY     :    0/5007132:1

   OFFICE-CODE-0450 : '002'

   OFFICE-PHONE-0450(1)    9562377

 END OF RECORD

Repeat Get

A REPEAT command retrieves the next OFFICE record in the in the database:

repeat with next

 

 OFFICE
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    OFFICE-DBKEY     :    0/5007142:1

   OFFICE-CODE-0450 : '003'

   OFFICE-PHONE-0450(1)    3297700

 END OF RECORD

FIND / GET Using Storage Key
FIND/GET using storage key retrieves records based on their CALC key or dbkey value.

Access mode: The syntax below is invalid when the access switch is set to IDMS.

FIND locates database records but does not retrieve them into the report file. GET locates database records and does
retrieve them into the report file.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─┬─ FINd ─┬─┬──────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ GET ──┘ ├─ FIRst ◄ ─┬────────────────┬─┤

              │           └─ record-count ─┘ │

              ├─ NEXt ─┬────────────────┬────┤

              │        └─ record-count ─┘    │

              └─ ALL ────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────┬─ record-name ─┬────────────────┬─ records ──────────────────►

   └─ view-id. ─┘               └─ (field-list) ─┘

 ►─── WHEre ─┬─┬─ CALckey ─────────┬─ = ─┬─┬───────────┬─ field-name ─┬─┬─────►

             │ └─ calc-field-name ─┘     │ └─ record. ─┘              │ │

             │                           │ ┌──────── , ───────┐       │ │

             │                           └─▼- calc-key-value ─┴───────┘ │

             │             ┌──────────── , ───────────┐                 │

             ├─ CALckey = -▼- concatenated-key-value ─┴─────────────────┤

             └─ DBKey = ─┬─┬───────────┬─ field-name ─┬─────────────────┘

                         │ └─ record. ─┘              │

                         │ ┌─────── , ──────┐         │

                         └─▼- db-key-value ─┴─────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ AND criteria ─┘

►►─── REPeat with ─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

                   ├─ FIRst ─┬────────────────┬─┤

                   │         └─ record-count ─┘ │

                   ├─ NEXt ─┬────────────────┬──┤

                   │        └─ record-count ─┘  │

                   └─ ALL ──────────────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────┬─ record-name ─┬────────────────┬─ records ──────────────────►

   └─ view-id. ─┘               └─ (field-list) ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ WHEre ─┬─┬─ CALckey ─────────┬─ = ─┬─┬───────────┬─ field-name ─┬─┬─────
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             │ └─ calc-field-name ─┘     │ └─ record. ─┘              │ │

             │                           │ ┌──────── , ───────┐       │ │

             │                           └─▼- calc-key-value ─┴───────┘ │

             │             ┌──────────── , ───────────┐                 │

             ├─ CALckey = -▼- concatenated-key-value ─┴─────────────────┤

             └─ DBKey = ─┬─┬───────────┬─ field-name ─┬─────────────────┘

                         │ └─ record. ─┘              │

                         │ ┌─────── , ──────┐         │

                         └─▼- db-key-value ─┴─────────┘

─►────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

  ─┬────────────────┬─┘

   └─ AND criteria ─┘

Expansion of record

►►─┬────────────┬─ record-name ─┬────────────────┬────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ view-id. ─┘               └─ (occurrence) ─┘

Parameters

• FIRST record-count
Retrieves the first n (where n defaults to 1) records in the database that have the specified key value. Multiple records
with the same CALC key are known as duplicates. Multiple records with the same dbkey value are not allowed.

• NEXT record-count
Retrieves the next n (where n defaults to 1) records in the database that have the specified key value.

• ALL
Retrieves all records in the database that have the specified key value.

• view-id
The qualifying ID for the record or logical record name. Use view-id when you are signed on to multiple subschemas.
View-id refers to the subschema where the record (or logical record) can be found.

• record-name
The record type to be retrieved (required). If a database record name is the same as an OLQ keyword, the name
should be enclosed in quotation marks.
– ( field-list ) -- The fields within record-name to be in the report file. Field-list must be enclosed in parentheses.

• WHERE
Specifies the criteria for selecting records:
– CALCKEY= -- The CALC key used for record retrieval. For duplicate CALC keys, the order of retrieval depends on

the DUPLICATES specification in the schema record description.

NOTE
If the CALC key defined for the named record type is a group item, all subordinate fields must be
specified.

– calc-field-name= -- The field within record-name containing the CALC key, or the name of any field in the record that
redefines the CALC key.
• record -- The qualifying record name for a field-name. Expanded syntax can be found following the REPEAT

parameters.
• field-name -- The field containing the CALC key value.
• calc-key-value -- The associated values of the CALC key or calc-field-name used for record retrieval. Separate

multiple values with blanks or commas.
– CALCKEY= -- A concatenated CALC key value used for record retrieval.
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• concatenated-key-value -- The concatenated key value of the record to be retrieved. Separate each of the partial
key values with blanks or commas.

– DBKEY= -- A dbkey value used for record retrieval:
• record -- The qualifying record name for a field-name. Expanded syntax can be found following the REPEAT

parameters.
• field-name -- The field name containing the dbkey value.
• dbkey-value -- The dbkey value of the record to be retrieved.
Separate multiple values with blanks or commas.

NOTE
The NEXT ordinal clauses cannot be specified for dbkey value retrieval.

• AND criteria
Specifies selection criteria used for retrieving record occurrences.

• REPEAT
Duplicates an immediately preceding FIND/GET using storage key (or REPEAT for FIND/GET using storage key)
command.

• FIRST record-count
Specifies the retrieval of the first n record occurrences.

• NEXT record-count
Specifies the retrieval of the next n record occurrences.

• ALL
Specifies the retrieval of all record occurrences.

• view-id
The qualifying ID for the record or logical record name. Use view-id when you are signed on to multiple subschemas.
View-id refers to the subschema where the record (or logical record) can be found.

• record-name
Specifies the database record name.
– (field-list) -- The fields to be retrieved

• WHERE
Specifies criteria used in selecting records:
– CALCKEY= -- The CALC key is used for record retrieval For duplicate CALC keys, the order of retrieval depends on

the DUPLICATES specification in the schema record description.

NOTE
If the CALC key defined for the named record type is a group item, all subordinate fields must be
specified.

– calc-field-name= -- The field within record-name containing the CALC key, or the name of any field in the record that
redefines the CALC key.

– record -- Specifies the database record that qualifies field-name. Expanded syntax for record following the REPEAT
parameter.

– field-name -- The name of the field containing the CALC key value.
– calc-key-value -- The associated values of the CALC key or calc-field-name used for record retrieval. Separate

multiple values with commas or blanks.
– CALCKEY= -- A concatenated CALC key value is used for record retrieval.

• concatenated-key-value -- The concatenated key value of the record retrieved. Separate each of the partial key
values with blanks or commas.

– DBKEY= -- A dbkey value is used for record retrieval:
• record -- The qualifying record name for a field-name. Expanded syntax can be found following the REPEAT

parameters.
• field-name -- The name of the field containing the dbkey value.
• dbkey-value -- The dbkey value of the record retrieved.
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Separate multiple values with blanks or commas.

NOTE
The NEXT ordinal clauses cannot be specified for dbkey value retrieval.

• AND criteria
Specifies criteria used in selecting record occurrences.
If no parameters are specified and the last retrieval was performed by database-key, the same record is retrieved.
The CALC key or database key does not change unless a change is specified in the REPEAT command; any new key
value replaces the previous value.

• record
– view-id -- The qualifying ID for the record or logical record name.Use view-id when you are signed on to multiple

subschemas. View-id refers to the subschema where the record (or logical record) can be found.
– record-name (occurrence) -- The record in the path where the field-name occurs.

If the field-name occurs in more than one record, use record-name.
If the record occurs more than once in the same path, use occurrence. If a database record name is the same as an
OLQ keyword, the name should be enclosed in quotation marks.

Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of FIND/GET using storage key and associated REPEAT commands, based on
the set occurrence diagram shown below:

Get Using Storage Key

A GET using storage key command retrieves the first DEPARTMENT record with a dbkey value of 5007108:1:

get first department (dept-id-0410,dept-name-0410) where calckey=200

 

  DEPARTMENT

    DEPT-ID-0410     :   2000

    DEPT-NAME-0410   :  ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL

  END OF RECORD

Repeat Get
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A REPEAT command with a WHERE clause retrieves the same fields as the previous command for the new database-key
value:

repeat with department where calckey=1000

 

  DEPARTMENT

    DEPT-ID-0410     :   1000

    DEPT-NAME-0410   :  PERSONNEL

  END OF RECORD

FIND / GET WITHIN DBKEYLIST
FIND/GET WITHIN DBKEYLIST retrieves records, based on the list of dbkeys collected during previous retrieval
commands.

Access mode: The syntax below is invalid when the access switch is set to IDMS.

OLQ automatically stores the database key of each record as it is retrieved (when OPTION DBKEY is specified). When a
path definition is executed, OLQ stores only database keys for record occurrences associated with the primary record type
in the path. The resulting dbkey list provides the basis for GET WITHIN DBKEYLIST retrieval.

Use dbkey list retrieval to optimize retrieval of a large number of records using FIND. Issue GET WITHIN DBKEYLIST
commands to specify progressively more restrictive selection criteria until your exact retrieval requirements are met. The
optional WHERE clause is often associated with this command.

NOTE
The GET WITHIN DBKEYLIST command cannot be used to access Key Sequence Data Set (KSDS) VSAM
files; database keys have no meaning for KSDS VSAM records.

FIND locates database records but does not retrieve them into the report file. GET locates database records and does
retrieve them into the report file.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─┬─ FINd ─┬─┬────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ GET ──┘ ├─ FIRst ─┬────────────────┬─┤

              │         └─ record-count ─┘ │

              └─ ALL ◄ ────────────────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ records ──────────────►

   └─┬────────────┬─ record-name ─┬────────────────┬─┘

     └─ view-id. ─┘               └─ (field-list) ─┘

 ►─── withIN DBKEYList ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ WHEre criteria ─┘

►►─── REPeat with ─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

                   ├─ FIRst ─┬────────────────┬─┤

                   │         └─ record-count ─┘ │

                   └─ ALL ──────────────────────┘
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 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ records ──────────────►

   └─┬────────────┬─ record-name ─┬────────────────┬─┘

     └─ view-id. ─┘               └─ (field-list) ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ WHEre criteria ─┘

Parameters

• FIRST record-count
Retrieves the first n (where n defaults to 1) records in the database key list.

• ALL
Retrieves all the records in the dbkey list.

• view-id
The qualifying ID for the record or logical record name. Use view-id when you are signed on to multiple subschemas.
View-id refers to the subschema where the record (or logical record) can be found.

• record-name
The name of the record type last retrieved. Use record-name if you specify a field list. If a database record name is the
same as an OLQ keyword, enclose the name in quotation marks.
– (field-list) -- The fields within record-name to be stored in the report file. Field-list must be enclosed in parentheses.

• WITHIN DBKEYLIST
Specifies retrieval of records directly, by means of the database key list (required).

• WHERE
Specifies criteria used in selecting a record occurrence.

• REPEAT
REPEAT FIND/GET WITHIN DBKEYLIST duplicates an immediately preceding FIND/GET WITHIN DBKEYLIST (or
REPEAT for FIND/GET WITHIN DBKEYLIST) command.

• FIRST record-count
Retrieves the first n (where n defaults to 1) records in the database key list.

• ALL
Retrieves all the records in the database key list.

• view-id
The qualifying ID for the record or logical record name. Use view-id when you are signed on to multiple subschemas.
View-id refers to the subschema where the record (or logical record) can be found.

• record-name
The record type last retrieved. Use record-name if specifying a field list. Enclose the database record in quotation
marks if it is the same as an OLQ keyword.
– (field-list) -- The fields within record-name. Enclose field-list in parentheses.

• WHERE
Specifies criteria used in selecting a record occurrence.

Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of FIND/GET WITHIN DBKEYLIST and associated REPEAT commands, based
on the set occurrence diagram shown below:
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Find

FIND retrieves 56 EMPLOYEE records from the database:

option dbkey !

find all sequential employee records

 

OLQ 098006 00  57 whole lines and 0 partial lines in report.

OLQ 098007 00  57 records read.   57 records selected.

Get Within Dbkeylist

A GET WITHIN DBKEYLIST command retrieves all the EMPLOYEE records in which the EMP-CITY-0415 field value is
WESTWOOD:

get all within dbkeylist where emp-city-0415 is westwood

 

OLQ 098006 00  3 whole lines and 0 partial lines in report.

OLQ 098007 00  50 records read.   3 records selected.

Repeat Within Dbkeylist

A REPEAT WITHIN DBKEYLIST selects all the EMPLOYEE records in which the EMP-CITY-0415 field value is
ARLINGTON:

repeat with all where emp-city-0415 is arlington

 

OLQ 098006 00  3 whole lines and 0 partial lines in report.

OLQ 098007 00  50 records read.   3 records selected.

FIND / GET WITHIN Index SET
FIND/GET WITHIN index SET retrieves records using the name of an index set and the index-sort-key fields specified in
the WHERE clause.

Access mode: The syntax below is invalid when the access switch is set to IDMS.

FIND locates database records but does not retrieve them into the report file. GET locates database records and does
retrieve them into the report file.

This article describes the following information:
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Syntax

►►─┬─ FINd ─┬─┬─────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ GET ──┘ ├─ FIRst ─┬────────────────┬──┤

              │         └─ record-count ─┘  │

              ├─ LASt ─┬────────────────┬───┤

              │        └─ record-count ─┘   │

              ├─ NEXt ◄ ─┬────────────────┬─┤

              │          └─ record-count ─┘ │

              ├─ PRIor ─┬────────────────┬──┤

              │         └─ record-count ─┘  │

              └─ ALL ───────────────────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ records ──────────────►

   └─┬────────────┬─ record-name ─┬────────────────┬─┘

     └─ view-id. ─┘               └─ (field-list) ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ withIN index-set-name set ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ WHEre index-criteria ─┬────────────────┬─┘

                            └─ AND criteria ─┘

►►─── REPeat with ─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

                   ├─ FIRst ─┬────────────────┬─┤

                   │         └─ record-count ─┘ │

                   ├─ LASt ─┬────────────────┬──┤

                   │        └─ record-count ─┘  │

                   ├─ NEXt ─┬────────────────┬──┤

                   │        └─ record-count ─┘  │

                   ├─ PRIor ─┬────────────────┬─┤

                   │         └─ record-count ─┘ │

                   └─ ALL ──────────────────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ records ──────────────►

   └─┬────────────┬─ record-name ─┬────────────────┬─┘

     └─ view-id. ─┘               └─ (field-list) ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ WHEre index-criteria ─┬────────────────┬─┘

                            └─ AND criteria ─┘

Parameters

• FIRST record-count
Retrieves the first n (where n defaults to 1) records at the beginning of the current occurrence of the set type.

• LAST record-count
Retrieves the last n (where n defaults to 1) records at the end of the current occurrence of the set type.

• NEXT record-count
Retrieves the next n (where n defaults to 1) records, starting with the record that follows the current record in the
current occurrence of the set.

• PRIOR record-count
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Retrieves the prior n (where n defaults to 1) records starting with the record that precedes the current record in the
current occurrence of the set.

• ALL
Retrieves all member records in the current occurrence of the set type.

• view-id
The qualifying ID for the record or logical record name. Use view-id when you are signed on to multiple subschemas.
View-id refers to the subschema where the record (or logical record) can be found.

• record-name
The name of the indexed record to be retrieved. If the WITHIN SET clause does not specify the index-set name, use
record-name. Record-name must be a record in an index set. If you have a WHERE clause, specify record-name. If a
database record name is the same as an OLQ keyword, the name should be enclosed in quotation marks.
– (field-list) -- Specifies the fields within record-name to be displayed in the report file. Field-name must be enclosed in

parentheses.
• WITHIN index-set-name

Specifies the name of the index set used for retrieval. If record-name is not specified or if record-name participates in
more than one index set, this parameter is required.

• WHERE
Specifies comparison expressions based on the index field or its subfields. The criteria is evaluated for each entry in
the index; a record is retrieved only when an index satisfies the conditions specified in this parameter.

• AND criteria
Specifies criteria to be used by OLQ when selecting a record occurrence.

• REPEAT
Duplicates an immediately preceding FIND/GET WITHIN index SET (or REPEAT for FIND/GET WITHIN index SET)
command.

• FIRST record-count
Retrieves the first n (where n defaults to 1) records at the beginning of the current set.

• LAST record-count
Retrieves the last n (where n defaults to 1) records at the end of the current set.

• NEXT record-count
Retrieves the next n (where n defaults to 1) records starting with the record that follows the current record in the
current set.

• PRIOR record-count
Retrieves the prior n (where n defaults to 1) records starting with the record that precedes the current record in the
current set.

• ALL
Retrieves all member records in the current set.

• view-id
The qualifying ID for the record or logical record name. Use view-id when you are signed on to multiple subschemas.
View-id refers to the subschema where the record (or logical record) can be found.

• record-name
The indexed record to be retrieved. Use this parameter if the WITHIN SET clause does not specify the index-set name.
Record-name must be a record in an index set. If you specify a WHERE clause, also specify record-name. Enclose the
database record name in quotation marks if it is the same as an OLQ keyword.
– (field-list) -- The fields within record-name enclosed within parentheses.

• WHERE
Specifies comparison expressions based on the index field or its subfields. The criteria is evaluated for each entry in
the index; a record is retrieved only when an index satisfies the conditions specified in this parameter.
The rules for index-criteria are the same as for the WHERE clause criteria parameter.

• AND criteria
Specifies criteria used in selecting a record occurrence.
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If the selection criteria are changed and index-set retrieval is preferred, specify the record name in the REPEAT
command.

Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of the GET WITHIN index SET command and associated REPEAT commands
based on the set occurrence diagram shown below:

Get First

A GET command retrieves the first SKILL record in the SKILL-NAME-NDX index set:

get first skill (skill-id-0455 skill-name-0455 skill-dbkey)

 record in skill-name-ndx set

 

 SKILL

    SKILL-DBKEY      :    0/5007106:1

    SKILL-ID-0455    :    1030

    SKILL-NAME-0455  :    'ACCT MGT    '

 END OF RECORD

Repeat
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A REPEAT command retrieves the next SKILL record in the SKILL-NAME-NDX index set:

repeat with next

 

 SKILL

    SKILL-DBKEY      :    0/5007107:1

    SKILL-ID-0455    :    1040

    SKILL-NAME-0455  :    'DEV MGT    '

 END OF RECORD

FIND / GET WITHIN SET
FIND/GET WITHIN SET retrieves records based on their membership in a database set. Use this command to retrieve
records only after currency is established within the object set. (Currency need not have been established previously for
system-owned index sets.)

Access mode:The syntax below is invalid when the access switch is set to IDMS.

FIND locates database records but does not retrieve them into the report file. GET locates database records and does
retrieve them into the report file.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─┬─ FINd ─┬─┬─────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ GET ──┘ ├─ FIRst ─┬────────────────┬──┤

              │         └─ record-count ─┘  │

              ├─ LASt ─┬────────────────┬───┤

              │        └─ record-count ─┘   │

              ├─ NEXt ◄ ─┬────────────────┬─┤

              │          └─ record-count ─┘ │

              ├─ PRIor ─┬────────────────┬──┤

              │         └─ record-count ─┘  │

              └─ ALL ───────────────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ records ───────►

   └─┬────────────┬─ member-record-name ─┬────────────────┬─┘

     └─ view-id. ─┘                      └─ (field-list) ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►

   └─ BELonging to this ─┬────────────┬─ owner-record-name record ─┘

                         └─ view-id. ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ withIN set-name set ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ WHEre criteria ─┘

►►─── REPeat with ─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

                   ├─ FIRst ─┬────────────────┬─┤

                   │         └─ record-count ─┘ │
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                   ├─ LASt ─┬────────────────┬──┤

                   │        └─ record-count ─┘  │

                   ├─ NEXt ─┬────────────────┬──┤

                   │        └─ record-count ─┘  │

                   ├─ PRIor ─┬────────────────┬─┤

                   │         └─ record-count ─┘ │

                   └─ ALL ──────────────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ records ───────►

   └─┬────────────┬─ member-record-name ─┬────────────────┬─┘

     └─ view-id. ─┘                      └─ (field-list) ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ WHEre criteria ─┘

Parameters

• FIRST record-count
Retrieves the first n (where n defaults to 1) records at the beginning of the current occurrence of the set type.

• LAST record-count
Retrieves the first n (where n defaults to 1) records at the end of the current occurrence of the set type.

• NEXT record-count
Retrieves the next n (where n defaults to 1) records, starting with the record following the current record in the current
occurrence of the set.

• PRIOR record-count
Retrieves the prior n (where n defaults to 1) records, starting with the record preceding the current record in the current
occurrence of the set. If no PRIOR pointers have been defined for the record, OLQ displays an error message.

• ALL
Retrieves all member records in the current occurrence of the set type.

• view-id
The qualifying ID for the record or logical record name. Use view-id when you are signed on to multiple subschemas.
View-id refers to the subschema where the record (or logical record) can be found.

• member-record-name
Specifies a member record type in the set. If a member record type is named, the retrieval applies only to records of
that type. If no member record type is specified, all member record types in the set are retrieved.
– (field-list) -- Fields within member-record-name to be stored in the report file. Field-list must be enclosed in

parentheses.
• BELONGING TO THIS owner-record-name

Specifies the owner record type in the set. If you don't specify set-name or member-record-name, then the specified
owner record type must participate as owner in only one set in the subschema view.

• WITHIN set-name
Specifies the set where the participating record is retrieved. Set-name is required if the named or implied member
record participates in more than one set. It is optional if the set name can be determined from the named member or
owner record type.

NOTE
To retrieve all member record types in the set, specify either set-name or owner-record-name, but do not
specify member-record-name.

• WHERE
Specifies criteria used to select record occurrences.

• REPEAT
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Duplicates an immediately preceding FIND/GET WITHIN SET (or REPEAT for FIND/GET WITHIN SET) command.
• FIRST record-count

Retrieves the first n (where n defaults to 1) records at the beginning of the current set.
• LAST record-count

Retrieves the first n (where n defaults to 1) records at the end of the current set.
• NEXT record-count

Retrieves the next n (where n defaults to 1) records, starting with the record that follows the current record in the
current set.

• PRIOR record-count
Retrieves the prior n (where n defaults to 1) records, starting with the record that precedes the current record in the
current set. If no PRIOR pointers have been defined for the record, OLQ displays an error message.

• ALL
Retrieves all member records in the current set.

• view-id
The qualifying ID for the record or logical record name. Use view-id when you are signed on to multiple subschemas.
View-id refers to the subschema where the record (or logical record) can be found.

• member-record-name
The member record type in the set. If a member record type is named, the retrieval applies only to records of that type.
If no member record type is specified, all member record types in the set are retrieved.
– (field-list) -- The fields within member-record-name to be stored in the report file. Enclose field-list in parentheses.

• WHERE
Specifies criteria used in selecting record occurrences.

Considerations

Use the member-record-name, owner-record-name, and set-name clauses to resolve ambiguity. At least one of these
clauses must be specified.

If member-record-name is specified, but owner-record-name and set-name are not specified as listed in the syntax, be
sure the named member record type participates as member in only one set in the subschema view of the database.

Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of FIND/GET WITHIN SET and associated REPEAT commands based on the
set occurrence diagram shown below:
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Get First

A GET command is used to enter the database and establish currency:

get first office (office-code-0450 office-phone-0450(1))

 where calckey = 002

 

 OFFICE

   OFFICE-CODE-0450 : '002'

   OFFICE-PHONE-0450(1)    9562377

 END OF RECORD

Get With Set

A GET WITHIN SET command is used to retrieve the first EMPLOYEE record in the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set:

get first employee (emp-last-name-0415 emp-first-name-0415)

 in office-employee set

 

 EMPLOYEE

    EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 : 'MICHAEL   '

    EMP-LAST-NAME-0415  : 'ANGELO         '

 END OF RECORD

Repeat Next

A REPEAT NEXT command duplicates the immediately preceding GET command for the next EMPLOYEE record:

repeat next

 

 EMPLOYEE

    EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 : 'MONTE     '
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    EMP-LAST-NAME-0415  : 'BANK           '

 END OF RECORD

FIND / GET WITHIN SET Using SORTKEY
FIND/GET WITHIN SET using SORTKEY retrieves member records in sorted database sets based on a specified sort
key.

Access mode: The syntax below is invalid when the access switch is set to IDMS.

FIND locates database records but does not retrieve them into the report file. GET locates database records and does
retrieve them into the report file.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─┬─ FINd ─┬─┬──────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ GET ──┘ ├─ FIRst ◄ ─┬────────────────┬─┤

              │           └─ record-count ─┘ │

              ├─ NEXt ─┬────────────────┬────┤

              │        └─ record-count ─┘    │

              └─ ALL ────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────┬─ member-record-name ─┬────────────────┬─ records ───────────►

   └─ view-id. ─┘                      └─ (field-list) ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►

   └─ BELonging to this ─┬────────────┬─ owner-record-name record ─┘

                         └─ view-id. ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ withIN sorted-set-name set ─┘

 ►─── WHEre ─┬─┬─ SORtkey ─────────┬─ = ─┬─ sort-key-value ───────────┬─┬─────►

             │ └─ sort-field-name ─┘     └─┬───────────┬─ field-name ─┘ │

             │                             └─ record. ─┘                │

             │             ┌──────────── , ───────────┐                 │

             └─ SORtkey = -▼- concatenated-key-value ─┴─────────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ AND criteria ─┘

►►─── REPeat with ─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

                   ├─ FIRst ─┬────────────────┬─┤

                   │         └─ record-count ─┘ │

                   ├─ NEXt ─┬────────────────┬──┤

                   │        └─ record-count ─┘  │

                   └─ ALL ──────────────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────┬─ member-record-name ─┬────────────────┬─ records ───────────►

   └─ view-id. ─┘                      └─ (field-list) ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─
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   └─ WHEre ─┬─┬─ SORtkey ─────────┬─ = ─┬─ sort-key-value ───────────┬─┬─────

             │ └─ sort-field-name ─┘     └─┬───────────┬─ field-name ─┘ │

             │                             └─ record. ─┘                │

             │             ┌──────────── , ───────────┐                 │

             └─ SORtkey = -▼- concatenated-key-value ─┴─────────────────┘

─►────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

  ─┬────────────────┬─┘

   └─ AND criteria ─┘

Expansion of record

►►─┬────────────┬─ record-name ─┬────────────────┬────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ view-id. ─┘               └─ (occurrence) ─┘

Parameters

• FIRST record-count
Retrieves the first n (where n defaults to 1) records in the current occurrence of the set type with the specified sort key
value.

• NEXT record-count
Retrieves the next n (where n defaults to 1) records in the current occurrence of the set type with the specified sort key
value.

NOTE
Records with the same sort key (duplicates) can be retrieved by specifying the REPEAT WITH NEXT
command without changing the preceding sort key value. If retrieval is requested for a record with a different
sort key value, use the GET FIRST form of the command.

• ALL
Retrieves all records in the current occurrence of the set type with the specified sort key value.

• view-id
The qualifying ID for the record or logical record name. Use view-id when you are signed on to multiple subschemas.
View-id refers to the subschema where the record (or logical record) can be found.

• member-record-name
The member record type in the set (required).
– (field-list) -- The fields within record-name to be stored in the report file.
Field-list must be enclosed in parentheses.

• BELONGING TO THIS owner-record-name
Specifies the owner record type in the set. This clause is required only as needed to resolve ambiguity.

• WITHIN sorted-set-name
Specifies the set type. This clause is required only as needed to resolve ambiguity.

• WHERE
Supplies the criteria for selecting records:
– SORTKEY= -- The sort key used for record retrieval.
– sort-field-name= -- The name of the sort key field used for record retrieval.

NOTE
If the sortkey is defined as more than one field, the SORTKEY keyword should be used rather than a list
of the individual field names.

– sort-key-value -- The sort key value of the member record retrieved. In the event of duplicate sort keys, the order of
retrieval depends on the DUPLICATES specification for the set type.

If the sort key is a group item, all subordinate fields must be specified.
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– record -- The qualifying record name for a field-name. Expanded syntax can be found following the REPEAT
parameter.

– field-name -- The name of the field containing the sort key value.
– SORTKEY=concatenated-key-value -- A concatenated sort key value used for record retrieval.
– In the concatenated-key-value, separate each of the partial key values with blanks or commas.

• AND criteria
Specifies criteria used in selecting a record occurrence.

• REPEAT
REPEAT GET WITHIN SET using SORTKEY duplicates an immediately preceding FIND/GET WITHIN SET using
SORTKEY (or REPEAT for FIND/GET WITHIN SET using SORTKEY) command.

• FIRST record-count
Retrieves the first n (where n defaults to 1) records in the current set with the specified sort key value.

• NEXT record-count
Retrieves the next n (where n defaults to 1) records in the current set with the specified sort key value.

NOTE
You can retrieve records with duplicate sort keys by specifying the REPEAT WITH NEXT command without
changing the preceding sort key value. If you request retrieval for a record with a different sort key value, use
the GET FIRST form of the command.

• ALL
Retrieves all records in the current set with the specified sort key value.

• view-id
The qualifying ID for the record or logical record name. Use view-id when you are signed on to multiple subschemas.
View-id refers to the subschema where the record (or logical record) can be found.

• member-record-name
The member record type (required).
– (field-list) -- The fields within record-name. Enclose field-list in parentheses.

• WHERE
Specifies criteria used in selecting records.
– SORTKEY= -- The sort key used for record retrieval.
– sort-field-name= -- The sort key field used for record retrieval.

NOTE
If the sortkey is defined as more than one field, the SORTKEY keyword should be used rather than a list
of the individual field names.

– sort-key-value -- The sort key value of the member record retrieved. In the event of duplicate sort keys, the order of
retrieval depends on the DUPLICATES specification for the set type.

If the sort key is a group item, all subordinate fields must be specified.
– record -- The qualifying record name for a field-name. The expanded syntax can be found below.
– field-name -- The field name containing the sort key value.
– SORTKEY= concatenated-key-value -- A concatenated sort key value used for record retrieval.
Separate each of the partial key values with blanks or commas.

• AND criteria
Specifies criteria used in selecting record occurrences.

• record
The qualifying record name for a field-name.
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– view-id -- The qualifying ID for the record or logical record name. Use view-id when you are signed on to multiple
subschemas. View-id refers to the subschema where the record (or logical record) can be found.

– record-name (occurrence) -- The record in the path where the field-name occurs.
– If the field-name occurs in more than one record, use record-name.
– If the record occurs more than once in the same path, use occurrence. If a database record name is the same as an

OLQ keyword, the name should be enclosed in quotation marks.

Considerations

If criteria is respecified for the REPEAT command, the original selection criteria clause (including the sort key value)
is replaced and a REPEAT WITHIN SET command is executed without an implied SORTKEY clause. Therefore, if the
selection criteria have been changed and sort key retrieval optimization is preferred, the sort key value must always be
used in a REPEAT command.

Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of the FIND/GET WITHIN SET using SORTKEY and associated REPEAT
commands, based on the set occurrence diagram shown below:

Get Using Storage Key

A GET using storage key command is used to enter the database and establish currency for the SKILL record:

get first skill where calckey = 2080

 

 SKILL

   SKILL-DBKEY      :    0/5007116:1

   SKILL-ID-0455    :   2080

   SKILL-NAME-0455  : 'RPGII       '

   SKILL-DESCRIPTION-0455 :  '           '
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 END OF RECORD

Get Within Set

A GET WITHIN SET using SORTKEY command retrieves the first EXPERTISE record with a sort key value of 03:

get first expertise in skill-expertise set

 where sortkey = 03

 

 EXPERTISE

   EXPERTISE-DBKEY  :    0/5007055:17

   SKILL-LEVEL-0425 : '03'

   EXPERTISE-DATE-0425 :

   EXPERTISE-YEAR-0425 :   70

   EXPERTISE-MONTH-0425 :   10

   EXPERTISE-DAY-0425 :   10

 END OF RECORD

Repeat With First

A REPEAT command retrieves the next EXPERTISE record for which the EXPERTISE-YEAR-0425 field value is greater
than or equal to 70:

repeat with first expertise

 where expertise-year-0425 ge 70

 

 EXPERTISE

   EXPERTISE-DBKEY  :    0/5007026:6

   SKILL-LEVEL-0425 : '04'

   EXPERTISE-DATE-0425 :

   EXPERTISE-YEAR-0425 :   72

   EXPERTISE-MONTH-0425 :    1

   EXPERTISE-DAY-0425 :   28

 END OF RECORD

Repeat

A REPEAT command specifies the 03 sort key again, to achieve sort-key optimization:

repeat with first expertise where sortkey = 03

and expertise-year-0425 ge 70

 

 EXPERTISE

    EXPERTISE-DBKEY  :    0/5007055:17

   SKILL-LEVEL-0425 : '03'

   EXPERTISE-DATE-0425 :

    EXPERTISE-YEAR-0425 :   70

    EXPERTISE-MONTH-0425 :   10

    EXPERTISE-DAY-0425 :   10

 END OF RECORD
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FUNCTION
FUNCTION permits you to invoke a control key value from a terminal that doesn't have control keys.

Syntax

►►─┬─┬─ FUNction ─┬─┬─ control-key-value ─────────────────────────────────────►◄

   │ └─ PF ───────┘ │

   └─ PA ───────────┘

Parameter

• control-key-value
Specifies the control key that is invoked. Valid values are [PA1], [PA2], and 1 through 99 (corresponding to PF keys 1
through 99).

NOTE
When a control key that is not currently associated with a line command is invoked, OLQ responds as if the
[Enter] key was pressed.

Example

In the following example, the function associated with the PF10 key is invoked from the command line:

function 10

HELP
HELP (SHOW) explains OLQ commands and provides information about the data accessed by the current subschema.
HELP and SHOW are synonymous.

Access mode: Some HELP parameters are invalid when the access switch is set to IDMS.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax
 ►►─┬─ HELp ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ SHOw ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►─

   ├─┬─ BUIltin functions ─┬─┬─────┬─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────┤

   │ └─ BIF ───────────────┘ └─ = ─┘ ├─ ALL ◄ ─────────────────┤            │

   │                                 ├─ AGGregate ─────────────┤            │

   │                                 ├─ NONaggregate ──────────┤            │

   │                                 └─ builtin-function-name ─┘            │

   ├─ COMmands ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ COMmand ─┬─────┬─ command-name ───────────────────────────────────────┤

   │           └─ = ─┘                                                      │

   ├─ DEStination                                                           │

   ├─ DIRectory ─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────┤

   │             └─ USEr ─┬─────┬─ user-name ─┘                             │

   │                      └─ = ─┘                                           │

   ├─┬─ FUNctions ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤
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   │ └─ PFKey ─────┘                                                        │

   ├─┬─ FUNction ─┬─┬─────┬── control-key-value ────────────────────────────┤

   │ └─ PFKey ────┘ └─ = ─┘                                                 │

   ├─┬─ LOGical records ─┬─┬──────────────────────────┬─────────────────────┤

   │ └─ LRS ─────────────┘ └─ VIEw ─┬─────┬─ view-id ─┘                     │

   │                                └─ = ─┘                                 │

   ├─ MESsage ─┬─────┬─ message-id ─────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │           └─ = ─┘                                                      │

   ├─ OPTions ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ PATh ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ QFIles ─┬────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────┤

   │          └─ dictionary-specification ─┘                                │

   ├─ QFIle ─┬─────┬─ qfile-name ┬───────────┬─┬──────────────────────────┬─┤

   │         └─ = ─┘             └ (version) ┘ └ dictionary-specification ┘ │

   ├─ RECords ─┬──────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────┤

   │           └─ VIEw ─┬─────┬─ view-id ─┘                                 │

   │                    └─ = ─┘                                             │

   ├─ RECord ─┬─────┬─┬─ record-name ─────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬──┤

   │          └─ = ─┘ └─ logical-record-name ─┘ └─ VIEw ─┬───┬─ view-id ─┘  │

   │                                                     └ = ┘              │

   └─ REPort ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────┘

                  └─┬─────┬─ report-name ─┬────────────────────────────┬─┘

                    └─ = ─┘               └─ USEr ─┬─────┬─ user-name ─┘

                                                   └─ = ─┘

 

─►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►◄

   ├─┬─ SUBschemas ─┬─┬────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────┤

   │ └─ SS ─────────┘ └─ dictionary-specification ─┘                        │

   └─ TABles ─┬─────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────┘

              └─ table-options ─┘

 

Expansion of dictionary-specification

 ►►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DICtname ─┬─────┬─ dictionary-name ─┘

                └─ = ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DICTNOde ─┬─────┬─ dictionary-node ─┘

                └─ = ─┘

 

Expansion of table-options

 ►►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ DICtname ─┬─┬─────┬─ dictionary-name ─┘

   └─ CATalog ──┘ └─ = ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ LOCation ─┬─────┬─ dictionary-node ─┘

                └─ = ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►
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   └─ OWNer ─┬─────┬─ user-name ─┘

             └─ = ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ SCHema ─┬─────┬─ schema-name ─┘

              └─ = ─┘

 

Parameters

• BUILTIN FUNCTIONS
Lists information about built-in functions:
– ALL -- Lists all the built-in function commands.
– AGGREGATE -- Lists all the aggregate functions.

An aggregate function is one whose argument includes one or more columns and operates on one or more values
in each column. A few examples are SUM, AVERAGE, and COUNT.

– NONAGGREGATE -- Lists all the nonaggregate functions.
A nonaggregate function is one whose argument includes a single value within a column and only operates that
value. A few examples are LOG10, MODULO, and ABSOLUTE-VALUE.

– builtin-function-name -- Lists information about a particular built-in function.
• COMMANDS

Lists the syntax and definitions of all OLQ commands.
• COMMAND= command-name

Lists the syntax for the specified OLQ command.

Example

HELP SIGNON lists syntax for the SIGNON command.

• DESTINATION
Lists printer classes and destinations defined for the IDMS/DC or IDMS UCF system under which OLQ is executing.
These printer classes and destinations can be specified in the PRINT command.

• DIRECTORY USER= user-name
Lists all saved OLQ report files for a specified user. USER=user-name is an optional qualifier; user-name defaults to
the current user. You must have a browse passkey for the specified user in order to see the directory.

• FUNCTIONS
Lists OLQ commands associated with control keys for command mode.

• FUNCTION= control-key-value
Displays the OLQ command associated with the named control key.

• LOGICAL RECORDS
Displays the following information:
Access mode: This parameter is invalid when the access switch is set to IDMS.
– All logical records defined in the current subschema associated with an OBTAIN PATH command
– Any keywords associated with each logical record's OBTAIN path
– Any comments associated with each logical record
– VIEW=view-id -- The qualifying ID for the record or logical record name. Use view-id when you are signed on to

multiple subschemas. View-id refers to the subschema where the record (or logical record) can be found.
• MESSAGE= message-id

Lists detailed information about the OLQ error message identified by message-id.
• OPTIONS

Lists all session options, indicating the current setting and the alternate setting for each option.
• PATH
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Displays the sequence of OLQ retrieval commands for the current path definition, including the WHERE criteria.
Access mode: This parameter is invalid when the access switch is set to IDMS.

• QFILES
In secure installations, lists all qfiles in the data dictionary associated with the signed on user. In installations that do
not use OLQ security features, lists all qfiles defined in the data dictionary.
– dictionary-specification -- Specifies the dictionary and dictionary node containing the named qfile.

• QFILE= qfile-name
Displays the OLQ commands that make up the named qfile.
– (version) -- Specifies the version number of the named qfile.
– dictionary-specification -- Specifies the dictionary and dictionary node containing the named qfile.

• RECORDS
Lists all database record types and set relationships defined in the current subschema.
Access mode: This parameter is invalid when the access switch is set to IDMS.
– VIEW=view-id -- The qualifying ID for the record or logical record name. Use view-id when you are signed on to

multiple subschemas. View-id refers to the subschema where the record (or logical record) can be found.
• RECORD=

Lists subschema fields and their usage.
Access mode: This parameter is invalid when the access switch is set to IDMS.
– record-name -- Specifies the data record type.
– logical-record-name -- Specifies the logical record type.

• VIEW=view-id -- The qualifying ID for the record or logical record name. Use view-id when you are signed on to
multiple subschemas. View-id refers to the subschema where the record (or logical record) can be found.

• REPORT= report-name
Displays a detailed description of the named report. When not specified, report-name defaults to the name of the
current report.
– USER=user-name --  Optional qualifier that allows a user to view report files saved by other users. This parameter

is effective only if the user has been assigned the passkeys necessary for accessing other user's reports.
• SUBSCHEMAS

Lists the subschemas available to the current user.
– DICTNAME= dictionary-name -- Specifies the dictionary containing the specified subschemas. DICTNAME can be

used to list information saved in other dictionaries without requiring you to sign on to them.
– DICTNODE= dictionary-node -- Specifies the dictionary node. DICTNODE can be used to list information saved in

other dictionaries without requiring you to sign on to them.
– dictionary-specification -- Specifies the dictionary and dictionary node containing the named qfile.

• TABLES
Lists the tables saved by the current or named user.
When the access switch is set to idms, OLQ only lists SQL schema entries to which the user has access.

• table-options
Explicitly identifies where the list of tables originates:

• DICTNAME/CATALOG=dictionary-name -- Specifies the dictionary under which the tables are saved.
• LOCATION=dictionary-node -- Specifies the dictionary node name.

Access mode:This parameter is invalid when the access switch is set to IDMS.
• OWNER=user-name -- Allows you to view the ASF tables of a specific user. To view another user's tables, you must

have BROWSE passkey authorization for the user's directory.
Access mode: This parameter is invalid when the access switch is set to IDMS.

NOTE
For further information on passkeys, see &U$ICMSAD.

• SCHEMA=schema-name -- Allows you to view the SQL tables and views associated with the schema-name.
Access mode: This parameter is invalid when the access switch is set to OLQ.
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Examples:

HELP DESTINATION

The following HELP DESTINATION command lists available printer classes and destinations:

 help destination

 

PRINT CLASSES/DESTINATIONS     PAGE 1.1

                               LINE 1

(LTERM) (CLASS/DESTINATION)

 

PRT7026     CLASS=06

PRT7025     CLASS=63

PRT7024     CLASS=01

PRT7023     CLASS=05

PRT7022     CLASS=60

PRT7021     CLASS=02

PRT7020     CLASS=23

PRT7019     CLASS=25

PRT7018     CLASS=54

PRT7017     CLASS=53

PRT7016     CLASS=52

PRT7015     CLASS=51

PRT7014     CLASS=11

PRT7013     CLASS=02

PRT7012     CLASS=02

PRT7011     CLASS=02,04

PRT7010     CLASS=24

PRT7009     CLASS=07,21

            DEST=01,02,03,04,05

 

HELP QFILES

In the example below, a HELP QFILES command displays the qfiles available to the user currently signed on:

 help qfiles

 

AVAILABLE QFILES     PAGE 1.1

                     LINE 1

  (QFILE NAME)

 

DICTIONARY NAME   *DEFAULT*

DICTIONARY NODE   *DEFAULT*

 

SRKITEM(1)

CNUMORD(1)

CNAMORD(1)

CUSTITEM(1)

ORDITEM(1)

EMP-REPT-01(100)

EMP-REPT(100)

EMP-REPT(1)

EMP-PROF(1)

DENTAL(1)
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EMP-SKILL(1)

 

HELP RECORDS

The following HELP RECORDS command displays all database record types and set relationships defined in the current
subschema:

 help records

 

                     RECORDS IN EMPSS01         PAGE 1.1

                                                LINE 1

       (RECORD NAME)         (OWNS SETS)   (MEMBER OF SETS)

 

  STRUCTURE                                MANAGES

  VIA MANAGES                              REPORTS-TO

 

  SKILL                    SKILL-EXPERTISE SKILL-NAME-NDX

  CALC: SKILL-ID-0455

 

  OFFICE                   OFFICE-EMPLOYEE

  CALC: OFFICE-CODE-0450

 

  NON-HOSP-CLAIM                           COVERAGE-CLAIMS

  VIA COVERAGE-CLAIMS

 

  JOB                      JOB-EMPOSITION  JOB-TITLE-NDX

  CALC: JOB-ID-0440

 

  INSURANCE-PLAN

  CALC: INS-PLAN-CODE-0435

  PF 08

  

                      RECORDS IN EMPSS01         PAGE 2.1

                                                LINE 18

       (RECORD NAME)         (OWNS SETS)   (MEMBER OF SETS)

 

 

  HOSPITAL-CLAIM                           COVERAGE-CLAIMS

  VIA COVERAGE-CLAIMS

 

  EXPERTISE                                EMP-EXPERTISE

  VIA EMP-EXPERTISE                        SKILL-EXPERTISE

 

  EMPOSITION                               EMP-EMPOSITION

  VIA EMP-EMPOSITION                       JOB-EMPOSITION

 

  EMPLOYEE                 EMP-COVERAGE    DEPT-EMPLOYEE

  CALC: EMP-ID-0415        EMP-EMPOSITION  EMP-NAME-NDX

                           EMP-EXPERTISE   OFFICE-EMPLOYEE

                           MANAGES

                           REPORTS-TO

 

  DEPARTMENT               DEPT-EMPLOYEE
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HELP RECORD=EMPLOYEE

The following HELP RECORD=EMPLOYEE command displays the subschema fields and descriptions for the
EMPLOYEE database record:

 help record=employee

 

                EMPLOYEE      PAGE 1.1

                              LINE 1

(LEVEL)      (FIELD NAME)      (USAGE) (PICTURE)

 

  02    EMP-ID-0415             DISPLAY   9(4)

  02    EMP-NAME-0415           GROUP

  03    EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415     DISPLAY   X(10)

  03    EMP-LAST-NAME-0415      DISPLAY   X(15)

  02    EMP-ADDRESS-0415        GROUP

  03    EMP-STREET-0415         DISPLAY   X(20)

  03    EMP-CITY-0415           DISPLAY   X(15)

  03    EMP-STATE-0415          DISPLAY   X(2)

  03    EMP-ZIP-0415            DISPLAY   X(5)

  02    EMP-HOME-PHONE-0415     DISPLAY   9(10)

  02    STATUS-0415             DISPLAY   X(2)

  02    SS-NUMBER-0415          DISPLAY   9(9)

  02    START-DATE-0415         GROUP

  03    START-YEAR-0415         DISPLAY   9(2)

 

HELP SUBSCHEMAS

The following HELP SUBSCHEMAS command lists the subschemas available to the current user:

 help subschemas dictname=docanwk

 

    AVAILABLE SUBSCHEMAS     PAGE 1.1

                             LINE 1

    (SCHEMA)     (SUBSCHEMA)

 

 DICTIONARY NAME  DOCANWK

 DICTIONARY NODE  *DEFAULT*

 

 EMPSCHM(2)       EMPSS01

 EMPSCHM(100)     EMPSS01

                  EMPSS09

                  NEWVIEW

                  OLDVIEW

 TEST(100)        SUBTEST

  

 

MENU
MENU allows you to switch from OLQ command mode to the menu facility.

This article describes the following information:
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Syntax

►►─── MENu ─┬──────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

            ├─ BATch ──────────────┤

            ├─ BREak ──────────────┤

            ├─┬─ HEAder ─────────┬─┤

            │ └─ COLumns HEAder ─┘ │

            ├─┬─ COLumns select ─┬─┤

            │ └─ FIElds select ──┘ │

            ├─┬─ DISplay ─┬────────┤

            │ └─ REPort ──┘        │

            ├─ EDIt ───────────────┤

            ├─┬─ GROup BY ─┬───────┤

            │ └─ SUMmary ──┘       │

            ├─ LINkage select ─────┤

            ├─ MENu ───────────────┤

            ├─┬─ OPTions ─┬────────┤

            │ └─ SESsion ─┘        │

            ├─┬─ PAGe HEAder ─┬────┤

            │ └─ PAGe FOOter ─┘    │

            ├─ PICture ────────────┤

            ├─┬─ PRInt ───────┬────┤

            │ └─ DEStination ─┘    │

            ├─ QFIle ──────────────┤

            ├─ RECord select ──────┤

            ├─┬─ SAVe ────────┬────┤

            │ └─ SAVe REPort ─┘    │

            ├─┬─ SIGnon ────┬──────┤

            │ └─ SUBschema ─┘      │

            ├─ SORt ───────────────┤

            ├─ SELection CRIteria ─┤

            └─ TABle ──────────────┘

Parameters

• BATCH
The Batch Processing screen

• BREAK
The Report Format - Sort screen

• HEADER/COLUMN HEADER
The Report Format - Header screen

• COLUMNS SELECT/FIELDS SELECT
The Column Select screen

• TABLE
The Table Processing screen

• DISPLAY/REPORT
The Display Report screen

• EDIT
The Report Format - Edit screen

• GROUP BY/SUMMARY
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The Report Format - Group By screen
• LINKAGE SELECT

The Linkage Select screen
• MENU

The Menu screen
• OPTIONS/SESSION

The Session Options screen
• PAGE HEADER/PAGE FOOTER

The Page Header/Footer screen
• PICTURE

The Report Format - Picture screen
• PRINT/DESTINATION

The Print Processing screen
• QFILE

The Qfile Processing screen
• RECORD SELECT

The Record Select screen
• SAVE/SAVE REPORT

The Save Report screen
• SIGNON/SUBSCHEMA

The Signon Database View screen
• SORT

The Report Format - Sort screen
• SELECTION CRITERIA

The Selection Criteria screen

Example

The command MENU brings you to the Menu screen:

                          CA, Inc.

                 CA OLQ Release 19.0                     *** Menu ***

  ->                                                       Page     1  of      3

 122000 Select an option and press the ENTER key

         Select                                              Command/       Show

  Pfkey  Option  Description                                Screen Name     Help

                 --->  Data Source for Report  <---

           X     Choose tables                              TABle             _

           _     Choose subschema                           SUBschema         _

                 --->  Retrieval Activity  <---

           _     Choose records from selected subschema     RECord            _

           _     Choose columns for report                  COLumn            _

           _     Retrieve data to build report              RETrieve          _

           _     Alter database access strategy             LINkage           _

                 --->  Processing Mode  <---

           _     Execute or create a predefined routine     QFIle             _

           _     View existing or save current report       SAVe              _
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           _     Submit batch report request                BATch             _

  1=HELP         2=GLOBAL HELP         3=QUIT         4=MESSAGE         8=FWD

The command MENU OPTIONS brings you to the Options screen:

     CA OLQ Release 19.0                          *** Session Options ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 of     2

107017 CA OLQ Release 19.0

107019 Copyright(C) yyyy CA, Inc.

    Current interrupt count:     100        Current underline character: -

    Access IDMS SQL tables:    Y (Y/N)      Current SQL NULL data value: .

    User options:               Page Columns Spread:    (L-Left,E-Even,M-Max,nn)

                  Change

        Help      Option        Current option    Alternate option

                                -> Report Processing Options <-

        _           _             NOFiller          FILler

        _           _             FULl              SPArse

        _           _             HEAder            NOHeader

                                -> Column Processing Options <-

        _           _             OLQheader         NOOlqheader

        _           _             PICture           NOPIcture

        _           _             CODetable         NOCODetable

 1=HELP           3=QUIT           4=MESSAGE           6=MENU           8=FWD

OPTIONS
The OPTIONS command sets default options for an OLQ session.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax
                        ┌──────────────────────────┐

►►─── OPTions ─┬─────┬─▼─┬─┬─ ALL ◄ ─┬──────────┬─┴───────────────────────────►◄

               └─ = ─┘   │ └─ NONe ──┘          │

                         ├─┬─ CODetable ─────┬──┤

                         │ └─ NOCODetable ◄ ─┘  │

                         ├─┬─ COMments ─────┬───┤

                         │ └─ NOComments ◄ ─┘   │

                         ├─┬─ DBKey ─────┬──────┤

                         │ └─ NODbkey ◄ ─┘      │

                         ├─┬─ ECHo ◄ ─┬─────────┤

                         │ └─ NOEcho ─┘         │

                         ├─┬─ FILler ─────┬─────┤

                         │ └─ NOFiller ◄ ─┘     │

                         ├─┬─ FULl ◄ ─┬─────────┤
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                         │ └─ SPArse ─┘         │

                         ├─┬─ NEAder ◄ ─┬───────┤

                         │ └─ NOHeader ─┘       │

                         ├─┬─ INTerrupt ◄ ─┬────┤

                         │ └─ NOInterrupt ─┘    │

                         ├─┬─ OLQheader ─────┬──┤

                         │ └─ NOOlqheader ◄ ─┘  │

                         ├─┬─ PAThstatus ─────┬─┤

                         │ └─ NOPathstatus ◄ ─┘ │

                         ├─┬─ PICture ─────┬────┤

                         │ └─ NOPIcture ◄ ─┘    │

                         ├─┬─ TERse ─────┬──────┤

                         │ └─ VERbose ◄ ─┘      │

                         ├─┬─ WHOle ◄ ─┬────────┤

                         │ └─ PARtial ─┘        │

                         └─┬─ SYNonym ───┬──────┘

                           └─ NOSynonym ─┘

 

Parameters

• ALL/NONE
Specifies whether the default internal field list contains all or none of a record's fields.
The signon default for ALL/NONE remains in effect for all records retrieved in a session until changed by a user-
specified FIELDS FOR command or by a user-specified field list in a FIND/GET command.
Although the default value of ALL is usually taken, it is recommended that, for lengthy records, the internal field list be
limited to only those fields the user requires. The field list can be restricted by specifying OPTIONS=NONE followed by
either a FIELDS FOR command or a field-list parameter for each record retrieved.

• CODETABLE/NOCODETABLE
Specifies whether code tables are used to translate internal codes in one or more report columns into a screen display
format.
OPTIONS=CODETABLE requests that code tables be applied to report columns. If a stand-alone table is specified
with the EDIT command, OLQ uses that table to format the named report column. Otherwise, if a built-in table exists
for the field in the data dictionary, this table is used for formatting.
OPTIONS=NOCODETABLE requests that no code table formatting be applied to report fields.
When you issue HELP REPORT, OLQ lists all code tables currently associated with report columns.

• COMMENTS/NOCOMMENTS
Specifies whether comments are included in the HELP report files built by the HELP RECORDS, HELP
SUBSCHEMAS, and HELP QFILES commands.

• DBKEY/NODBKEY
Specifies whether dbkey columns are included in report files built by multiple record retrievals. Database keys qualified
by page group are only included in a report file if the DBKEY option is in effect when the report file is initially created.

NOTE
There is a significant storage overhead associated with retrieving a large number of records with the DBKEY
option on.

• ECHO/NOECHO
Specifies whether the user-entered command is repeated by OLQ on the 3270-type output device.

• FILLER/NOFILLER
Specifies whether filler field values will be available to the user. If you specify OPTIONS=NOFILLER (default), filler
fields aren't displayed and don't have to be specified along with other fields in selection criteria.
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If you specify OPTIONS=FILLER, filler fields are displayed and have to be specified in selection criteria for a group.
Filler fields can only be accessed when OPTIONS=FILLER is in effect. Once a record is retrieved, changing the
FILLER option has no effect on the internal field list.

• FULL/SPARSE
Specifies how the format of displayed path retrieval report lines. FULL displays data associated with a record type
once for each retrieved occurrence.
SPARSE, used with a SELECT command, displays only the first of a repeating data value; SPARSE, used with a path
command, displays only the first of a repeating record type.

• HEADER/NOHEADER
Specifies whether the report built by multiple record retrievals will be displayed with a header line.

• INTERRUPT/NOINTERRUPT
Sets or disables the processing interrupt feature for multiple record retrievals. INTERRUPT limits the number of
retrievals that can occur without intervention. The limit is established during system generation. When interrupt occurs,
you can use the OPTIONS command to change processing control before issuing a YES response to the question of
Continue processing?

Examples

If OPTIONS=NOINTERRUPT is specified before a YES response, all remaining records are retrieved regardless of the
interrupt level.

When OPTIONS=NOINTERRUPT is specified, the entire retrieval is executed with no interruptions. We recommend,
however, that the default value of INTERRUPT be chosen to permit interruption of processing at known intervals. Users
who regularly execute extensive retrievals and who do not wish to monitor OLQ for the duration of command execution
may elect to enlarge the interrupt count at installation time or change it using the SET INTERRUPT COUNT command.

NOTE
Authorization for a user to select the NOINTERRUPT option is enabled through the data dictionary ADD USER
DDDL statement. For more information about ADD USER DDDL statement and on OLQ security, see Assigning
Authority to Access OLQ.

• OLQHEADER/NOOLQHEADER
Specifies whether field names or user-specified OLQ headers will be used as headers for displayed data.
If you specify OPTIONS=OLQHEADER, field names are replaced with associated OLQ headers if any are defined
in the data dictionary or if any are defined by the user. If you specify OPTIONS=NOOLQHEADER (the default), field
names are used as report headers.

• PATHSTATUS/NOPATHSTATUS
Specifies the conditions for logical record retrieval. Path statuses are issued during execution of logical record
paths. Path statuses are 1 to 32-character strings. Path statuses can be either standard or defined by the DBA in the
subschema. The three standard path status values are:
– LR-FOUND -- Returned when the logical record request has been successfully executed
– LR-NOT-FOUND -- Returned when the specified logical record cannot be found, either because no such record

exists or because all such occurrences have already been retrieved
– LR-ERROR -- Returned when an error occurs in the processing of the logical record path
When OPTIONS=NOPATHSTATUS is in effect, OLQ retrieves a logical record only when the path status is LR-
FOUND. If a DBA-defined path status is returned, OLQ treats it as if LR-ERROR were the path status. No report file is
generated and OLQ displays the following message:
 OLQ 095017 08 ERROR OCCURRED WHILE ATTEMPTING TO RETRIEVE

 A LOGICAL RECORD.  PATH STATUS=dba-defined-path-status

The path status can be displayed or printed; the field name is PATH STATUS. PATH STATUS is automatically added to
the internal field list whenever OPTIONS=PATHSTATUS is specified.
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NOTE
To refer to the PATH STATUS field, enclose it in quotation marks ('PATH STATUS'). For further information on
the status of logical record paths, see "Using Logical Record Facility" in the IDMS documentation.

• PICTURE/NOPICTURE
Specifies whether external pictures or default pictures are used to edit report fields. OPTIONS=PICTURE requests that
external pictures be used to format report fields. If an external picture has been constructed with the EDIT command,
this picture edits the named report field. Otherwise, if an external picture exists for the field in the data dictionary, the
stored picture is used for formatting. When OPTIONS=PICTURE is in effect, user-specified pictures override external
pictures defined for fields in the data dictionary.
OPTIONS=NOPICTURE requests that default pictures be used to edit report fields. Default pictures are derived from
the internal pictures defined for fields in the data dictionary.
When a HELP REPORT command is issued, external pictures for report fields are listed.

• TERSE/VERBOSE
Specifies the amount of identifying information provided when ON BREAK computations are requested.
When multiple computations are requested for a single output command, it is often difficult to determine which breaks
and computations apply to which fields. VERBOSE provides complete field and record names for all breaks and
computations. TERSE allows more information to be displayed on the terminal screen but this information may be
more difficult to read.

• WHOLE/PARTIAL
Specifies the content of displayed path retrieval report lines.
If OPTIONS=WHOLE is in effect, only those rows containing a retrieved occurrence for every record type specified in
the path definition are displayed.
If OPTIONS=PARTIAL is in effect, all lines retrieved are displayed even if the line doesn't contain each of the records
specified in the path.

• SYNONYM/NOSYNONYM
Specifies that synonyms for record names are (or aren't) defined in the data dictionary and can (or can't) be used in
place of record names in OLQ. This option only applies to the record and column screens of menu mode OLQ.

Examples:

Options = Nocodetable

When OPTIONS=NOCODETABLE is in effect, stored values are displayed for the START-MONTH-0415 field:

 options = nocodetable !

select emp-last-name-0415 start-year-0415 start-month-0415

 from employee ! edit start-month-0415 codetable montab

 

                         EMPLOYEE REPORT

                            09/21/99

 

EMP-LAST-NAME-0415       START-YEAR-0415       START-MONTH-0415

 

LINGER                                77                     12

TERNER                                82                      5

LINGER                                78                      5

PENMAN                                77                      9

LINGER                                78                      1

LITERATA                              80                      9

WILCO                                 79                     11

HEAROWITZ                             81                      9

TYRO                                  80                     12

KAHALLY                               79                      9

PAPAZEUS                              78                      9
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ARM                                   77                     12

KING                                  80                      8

CLOUD                                 77                      3

 

                              - 1 -

 

Options = Codetable

When OPTIONS=CODETABLE is in effect, a decoded value is substituted for each encoded value found for the START-
MONTH-0415 field in the report file:

 options = codetable !

select emp-last-name-0415 start-year-0415 start-month-0415

 from employee ! edit start-month-0415 codetable montab

 

                         EMPLOYEE REPORT

                            09/21/99

 

EMP-LAST-NAME-0415       START-YEAR-0415       START-MONTH-0415

 

LINGER                                77       DECEMBER

TERNER                                82       MAY

LINGER                                78       MAY

PENMAN                                77       SEPTEMBER

LINGER                                78       JANUARY

LITERATA                              80       SEPTEMBER

WILCO                                 79       NOVEMBER

HEAROWITZ                             81       SEPTEMBER

TYRO                                  80       DECEMBER

KAHALLY                               79       SEPTEMBER

PAPAZEUS                              78       SEPTEMBER

ARM                                   77       DECEMBER

KING                                  80       AUGUST

CLOUD                                 77       MARCH

 

                              - 1 -

 

Options = Dbkey

When OPTIONS=DBKEY is in effect, a database key column qualified by page group appears in any report file that is built
by retrieval of more than one record:

 opt dbkey!

 get all sequential department ! display

 

When OPTIONS=NODBKEY is in effect, no column for database key values is displayed:

 opt nodbkey! get all sequential department

 

                           DEPARTMENT                        PAGE 1.1

                                                             LINE 1

DEPT-ID-0410                      DEPT-NAME-0410
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        6666       EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION

        2000       ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL

        1010       EXECUTIVE WEATHER MANAGEMENT

        1011       WEATHER MANAGEMENT REPORTING

        1000       PERSONNEL

        3124       WEATHER REPORTING DIV.

        3100       INTERNAL SOFTWARE

        3125       ORDERING DEPARTMENT (3)

        5300       BLUE SKIES

        3200       COMPUTER OPERATIONS

        3121       WEATHER INFORMATION SERVICES

        4000       PUBLIC RELATIONS

        5100       BRAINSTORMING

 

Options = Full

When OPTIONS=FULL is in effect, all information associated with the record type is displayed:

 options=full !

select dept-id-0410, emp-last-name-0415 from department, employee

 where dept-employee ! display

 

          DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE REPORT

                   09/21/99

 

DEPT-ID-0410                EMP-LAST-NAME-0415

 

        6666                HENDON

        6666                PAPAZEUS

        6666                RUPEE

        6666                WILDER

        2000                BLOOMER

        2000                HUTTON

        2000                JENSON

        2000                KIMBALL

        2000                KING

        2000                NICEMAN

        1000                FITZHUGH

        1000                HEDGEHOG

        1000                JOHNSON

        1000                ORGRATZI

 

                     - 1 -

 

When OPTIONS=SPARSE is in effect, repeating column values are displayed only once:

 opt=sparse !

select dept-id-0410, emp-last-name-0415 from department, employee

 where dept-employee ! display

 

         DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE REPORT

                   09/21/99
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DEPT-ID-0410                EMP-LAST-NAME-0415

 

        6666                HENDON

                            PAPAZEUS

                            RUPEE

                            WILDER

        2000                BLOOMER

                            HUTTON

                            JENSON

                            KIMBALL

                            KING

                            NICEMAN

        1000                FITZHUGH

                            HEDGEHOG

                            JOHNSON

                            ORGRATZI

 

                     - 1 -

 

Options = Header

Output for OPTIONS=HEADER is shown below:

 opt=header !

select dept-id-0410, emp-last-name-0415 from department, employee

 where dept-employee ! display

 

         DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE REPORT

                   09/21/99

 

DEPT-ID-0410                EMP-LAST-NAME-0415

 

        6666                HENDON

                            PAPAZEUS

                            RUPEE

                            WILDER

        2000                BLOOMER

                            HUTTON

                            JENSON

                            KIMBALL

                            KING

                            NICEMAN

        1000                FITZHUGH

                            HEDGEHOG

                            JOHNSON

                            ORGRATZI

 

                     - 1 -

 

Output for OPTIONS=NOHEADER is shown below:

 opt=noheader !

select dept-id-0410, emp-last-name-0415 from department, employee
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 where dept-employee ! display

 

                          6666                HENDON

                                              PAPAZEUS

                                              RUPEE

                                              WILDER

                          2000                BLOOMER

                                              HUTTON

                                              JENSON

                                              KIMBALL

                                              KING

                                              NICEMAN

                          1000                FITZHUGH

                                              HEDGEHOG

                                              JOHNSON

                                              ORGRATZI

                                              PEOPLES

                          3100                DOUGH

                                              GALLWAY

                                              GARFIELD

 

                                       - 1 -

 

Options = Interrupt

In the following example, the OPTIONS=INTERRUPT is in effect and the retrieval limit before interruption is 25 records.
After selecting 25 records, OLQ interrupts with a CONTINUE prompt. A YES or RESUME response directs OLQ to
continue retrieving data until either the interrupt limit is reached again or processing is completed:

 options= interrupt !

 set interrupt=25 

  

  

   OLQ 092010 00  The interrupt count has been modified.

  select dept-id-0410, emp-last-name-0415 from department, employee

 where dept-employee 

  

   OLQ 098006 00  17 whole lines and 0 partial lines in report.

   OLQ 098007 00  25 records read.   21 records selected.

   OLQ 098008 00  17 of 47 primary record pages read.

   OLQ 098009 00  Continue (yes/no)?

 

When OPTIONS=NOINTERRUPT is in effect, OLQ retrieves all records without further interruption:

 options=nointerrupt !

select dept-id-0410, emp-id-0415, emp-zip-0415

 from department, employee where dept-employee 

  

   OLQ 098006 00  57 whole lines and 0 partial lines in report.

   OLQ 098007 00  75 records read.   66 records selected.

 

 display cols 1,2,3
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                            DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE REPORT

                                     10/08/99

 

          DEPT-ID-0410        EMP-ID-0415        EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0415

 

                  6666                 30        02198

                  6666                471        03256

                  6666                  1        02312

                  6666                472        03145

                  2000                 69        01675

                  2000                100        02176

                  2000                 11        02176

                  2000                 67        01239

                  2000                106        02176

                  2000                101        02176

                  1000                 81        03458

                  1000               8683        10996

                  1000                 51        02546

                  1000                 91        06182

 

                                       - 1 -

 

Options = No Olqheader

When OPTIONS=NOOLQHEADER is in effect, field names appear as report headers:

           DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE REPORT

                   09/21/99

 

DEPT-ID-0410                EMP-LAST-NAME-0415

 

        6666                HENDON

        6666                PAPAZEUS

        6666                RUPEE

        6666                WILDER

        2000                BLOOMER

        2000                HUTTON

        2000                JENSON

        2000                KIMBALL

        2000                KING

        2000                NICEMAN

        1000                FITZHUGH

        1000                HEDGEHOG

        1000                JOHNSON

        1000                ORGRATZI

 

                     - 1 -

 

When OPTIONS=OLQHEADER is in effect, predefined OLQ headers are used:

           DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE REPORT

                   09/21/99
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 DEPT NUMBER                EMPLOYEE NAME

 

        6666                HENDON

        6666                PAPAZEUS

        6666                RUPEE

        6666                WILDER

        2000                BLOOMER

        2000                HUTTON

        2000                JENSON

        2000                KIMBALL

        2000                KING

        2000                NICEMAN

        1000                FITZHUGH

        1000                HEDGEHOG

        1000                JOHNSON

        1000                ORGRATZI

 

                     - 1 -

 

Options = Picture

When OPTIONS=NOPICTURE is in effect, default pictures are used to format report fields:

           DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE REPORT

                   09/21/99

 

DEPT-ID-0410                EMP-LAST-NAME-0415

 

        6666                HENDON

        6666                PAPAZEUS

        6666                RUPEE

        6666                WILDER

        2000                BLOOMER

        2000                HUTTON

        2000                JENSON

        2000                KIMBALL

        2000                KING

        2000                NICEMAN

        1000                FITZHUGH

        1000                HEDGEHOG

        1000                JOHNSON

        1000                ORGRATZI

 

                     - 1 -

 

When OPTIONS=PICTURE is in effect, external pictures are used to format report fields. In the following example, a
dynamic external picture is specified with the EDIT command:

 edit dept-id-0410 picture='9-999'

display

 

          DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE REPORT
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                   mm/dd/yy

 

DEPT-ID-0410                EMP-LAST-NAME-0415

 

       6-666                HENDON

       6-666                PAPAZEUS

       6-666                RUPEE

       6-666                WILDER

       2-000                BLOOMER

       2-000                HUTTON

       2-000                JENSON

       2-000                KIMBALL

       2-000                KING

       2-000                NICEMAN

       1-000                FITZHUGH

       1-000                HEDGEHOG

       1-000                JOHNSON

       1-000                ORGRATZI

 

                     - 1 -

 

PAGE HEADER / FOOTER
PAGE HEADER/FOOTER enables you to locate a user-specified report page header or footer where you want it on the
page or the terminal screen.

NOTE
The page headers should not contain the column heading.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── PAGe ─┬─ HEAder ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─ FOOter ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ SKIp blank ─┬─ BEFore ─┬─────┬─ n ─┬─┘

                  │          └─ = ─┘     │

                  └─ AFTer ─┬─────┬─ n ──┘

                            └─ = ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►◄

   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼- LINe n ─┬─────┬─ header-string ─┬──────────────────────┬─┴─┘

                └─ = ─┘                 └─ ALIGn ─┬─ RIGht ──┬─┘

                                                  ├─ LEFt ───┤

                                                  └─ CENter ─┘

Parameters

• PAGE HEADER
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Specifies that you want to include a user-specified page header in the report.
• PAGE FOOTER

Specifies that you want to include a user-specified page footer in the report.
• SKIP

Specifies that a user-specified number of lines are to be skipped between the header/footer and the report.
• BEFORE= n

Specifies that n lines are skipped before the report page header/footer is inserted. N must be greater than zero and
less than 10.

• AFTER= n
Specifies that n lines are skipped after the report page header/footer is inserted. N must be greater than zero and less
than 10.

• LINE n= header-string
Specifies the line number and the contents of the header/footer. For example, the following command specifies that
the first line of the report page header reads 'DEPARTMENT REPORT' and the second line of the report page header
reads the date the report was built:

line 1 = 'DEPARTMENT REPORT'

line 2 = '$DATE'

• ALIGN RIGHT/LEFT/CENTER
Specifies that the report page header/footer line is aligned on the right, left, or centered on the page.

Example

This example demonstrates the commands necessary to include both a user-specified report page header and footer in a
report:

page header skip before 1 skip after 2 line 1 ='fiscal report'

 line 2 ='$date' ! page footer skip before 2 skip after 1

 line 1 ='page $page' line 2 ='CA, Inc. ! display

                                   FISCAL REPORT

                                     09/22/99

          EMP-ID-0415        EMP-LAST-NAME-0415        SALARY-AMOUNT-0420

                 9999        LINGER                              38500.00

                   48        TERNER                              13000.00

                   23        LINGER                              42500.00

                   23        LINGER                              38000.00

                  149        PENMAN                              39000.00

                   15        LINGER                              85000.00

                   15        LINGER                              75000.00

                   35        LITERATA                            37500.00

                  349        WILCO                               80000.00

                                      PAGE 1

                      CA, Inc.
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PRINT
PRINT directs a formatted OLQ report to a specific IDMS/DC printer for a hard copy.

Batch considerations: PRINT is invalid when running local mode.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax
 ►►─── PRInt ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►

   └─ REPort ─┬─────┬─ report-name ─┬────────────────────────────┬─┘

              └─ = ─┘               └─ USEr ─┬─────┬─ user-name ─┘

                                             └─ = ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ copy-number COPies ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ at ─┬─ DEStination destination-name ─┬─┘

          └─ CLAss class-number ───────────┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ for ─┬─ page-count ─┬─ PAGes ─┘

           └─ ALL ◄ ──────┘

 

 ►─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ SUMmary ─┤

   ├─ DETail ──┤

   └─ ENTire ──┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─┬─ CURRent ─┬─ report ─┘

     └─ HELp ────┘

 

 ►─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ RIGht ─┤

   └─ LEFt ──┘

 

 ►─┬────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ PAGe ─┤

   └─ LINe ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ FIRst ───────────────────────┤

   ├─ LASt ────────────────────────┤

   ├─ NEXt ────────────────────────┤

   ├─ PRIor ───────────────────────┤

   ├─ * ◄ ─────────────────────────┤

   ├─ * ─┬─ + ─┬─ page/line-count ─┤

   │     └─ - ─┘                   │

   └─ page/line-count ─────────────┘
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 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ SPRead ─┬─ EVEn ────┬─┘

              ├─ MAXimum ─┤

              ├─ LEFt ────┤

              └─ nn ──────┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────►

   └─┬─ COLumns ─┬─┬─────┬─ ( ─┬─ MAXimum ─────────────┬─ ) ─┘

     └─ COLS ────┘ └─ = ─┘     │ ┌───────────────────┐ │

                               └─▼- field-reference ─┴─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────►◄

   └─ FIXed ─┬─ COLumns ─┬─┬─────┬─ ( ─┬─ NONe ────────────────┬─ ) ─┘

             └─ COLS ────┘ └─ = ─┘     │ ┌───────────────────┐ │

                                       └─▼- field-reference ─┴─┘

 

Parameters

• REPORT= report-name
Specifies the name of the report to be printed.

• USER= user-name
Specifies the user whose report directory contains the named report file.

• copy-number
Specifies the number of report copies printed. Copy-number is an integer in the range 1 through 255. The default value
is 1.

• DESTINATION destination-name
Specifies the printer destination the report is sent to. Destination-name can be any printer destination specified at
IDMS/DC system generation. Use SHOW DESTINATION for a list of valid destinations.

• CLASS class-number
Specifies the printer class the report file is sent to. Class-number-n is an integer in the range 1 through 64.

NOTE
If the DESTINATION or CLASS options are not used, the report is printed at the default printer defined at
IDMS/DC system generation for the terminal in use.

• page-count
Specifies the number of report pages printed. Page-count is an integer.

• ALL
Specifies that all the report pages are printed.

• SUMMARY
Specifies the printing of summary report lines only.

• DETAIL
Specifies the printing of detail report lines only. If summary lines are present in the report file, they are not output.

• ENTIRE
Specifies the printing of both detail and summary report lines.

• CURRENT REPORT
Requests output of the last report displayed; a help report or a data report.

• HELP REPORT
Requests output of the help report file built by the last HELP command.

• RIGHT/LEFT
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Specifies horizontal movement within the report file.
• PAGE/LINE

Requests the data in the report file be output relative to a designated line or page of the report file:
– PAGE requests the data in the report file be output beginning at the current or specified page number.
– LINE requests a page of the report file be output beginning at the current or specified line number.

The default is PAGE
• FIRST

Outputs a page of report file data, beginning at page 1, line 1.
• LAST

Outputs the last page of report file data.
• NEXT

Outputs a page of report file data, beginning at the page or line number immediately following the current page or line
number.

• PRIOR
Outputs a page of report file data, beginning at the page or line number immediately preceding the current page or line
number.

• *
Asterisk (*) -- outputs the current page of report file data, beginning at the first line of that page.

• * + -
Outputs a page of report file data beginning n pages or lines:
– Minus sign (-) -- before the current page or line number.
– Plus sign (+) -- after the current page or line number.
– Asterisk (*) -- is a required character that explicitly references the current page or line.
– page -- The number of pages
– line-count -- The number of lines

• page/line-count
Specifies the starting point of the output relative to the current page and line number. Page/line-count outputs a page
of report file data, beginning at the specified page or line number.

• SPREAD EVEN/MAXIMUM/LEFT nn
Specifies the space between the columns.
– EVEN -- The same number of spaces between each column (Space the columns evenly).
– MAXIMUM -- The maximum number of spaces between each column.
– LEFT -- Displays columns starting in the left most position with one space separating each column.
– nn -- nn spaces between each column. Zero is not a valid number. The minimum number of spaces allowed is one.

• COLUMNS
Specifies the columns included in the output and, optionally, the order of appearance and width of those columns.
Column specifications remain in effect until altered by a subsequent PRINT command. Column specification is:
– MAXIMUM -- Output of as many sequential columns, starting with column 1, as can appear on one page of the

report. Excess columns are ignored, and no warning message is produced.
– field-reference -- Output of specific columns and the number of characters in each column.

• FIXED COLUMNS
Specifies the columns, and their order, to remain on the screen when paging left and right. The columns specified with
this parameter precede the columns specified in the COLUMNS= parameter. They remain fixed on the left side of the
report.
Column specifications remain in effect until altered by a subsequent PRINT command or a FIXED COLUMNS = NONE
command.
– NONE -- No report fields are fixed in the report. This cleans out the fixed columns list.
– field-reference -- The columns and the number of characters in each column to be output.
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Considerations

Report files sometimes contain information that cannot be displayed. OLQ indicates data that cannot be displayed, as
follows:

• The at sign (@) indicates an unprintable character. OLQ provides a translation function that handles all characters
written to a terminal or to the print queue.
If you want to view the characters represented, you can use EDIT HEXADECIMAL to display the character in its
hexadecimal representation.

NOTE
For an explanation of how to modify the OLQ translation table, see the IDMS installation documentation for
your operating system.

• The asterisk (*) indicates invalid data. The invalid data flag appears when data is not stored in the defined format or
when a COMPUTE command yields invalid results (as with decimal overflows and division by zero).

Null character considerations

The null character is by default a period (.). You can override this by invoking the SET NULL command.

Data retrieved in SQL tables can contain null values. To display them, OLQ pads the entire length of the display field with
the null character.

Example

This example demonstrates the commands necessary to print 2 copies of the employee table:

 print dest=la copies=2 columns=maximum

 

QFILE (OLQ Command)
QFILE accesses OLQ command sequences stored in the data dictionary. When you specify QFILE qfile-name, all OLQ
commands contained within the named qfile are automatically executed.

NOTE
For more information about qfiles, see Using qfiles.

Syntax

►►─┬─────────┬─ qfile-name ─┬─────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ QFIle ─┘              └─ (version) ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DICtname ─┬─────┬─ dictionary-name ─┘

                └─ = ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ DICTNOde ─┬─────┬─ dictionary-node-name ─┘

                └─ = ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   │ ┌───────────────────┐ │

   └─▼- parameter-value ─┴─┘
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Parameters

• qfile-name
The name of the qfile to be executed. The named qfile must be saved in the data dictionary. OLQ interprets any
nonreserved first word in a command as a qfile name.

• (version)
Identifies the version number of the named qfile. The default is the highest version defined for the named qfile. If used,
version must be enclosed in parentheses.

• DICTNAME= dictionary-name
Identifies the dictionary where the named qfile is stored.

• DICTNODE= dictionary-node- name
Identifies the dictionary node controlling the named dictionary.

• parameter-value
Specifies one or more values to be substituted into variable parameters in the qfile at execution time.

Example

Show Qfile

SHOW QFILE displays the REPORT qfile definition, which was previously saved:

show qfile report

REPORT                         PAGE 1.1

                                              LINE 1

DICTIONARY NAME     TSTDICT

DICTIONARY NODE     *DEFAULT*

SET DICTNAME TSTDICT

SIGNON SS EMPSS01  SCHEMA EMPSCHM ( 100)

OPTIONS ALL HEADER ECHO NOFILLER FULL WHOLE INTERRUPT NOOLQHEADER -

NOPATHSTAT NOSTAT COMMENT VERBOSE NODBKEY NOPICTURE NOCODETAB NOSYN

SET ACCESS OLQ

SELECT EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 DEPT-NAME-0410 SALARY-AMOUNT-0420 -

 FROM EMPLOYEE, DEPARTMENT, EMPOSITION WHERE DEPT-EMPLOYEE AND -

 EMP-EMPOSITION

PAGE HEADER BLANK LINES AFTER 1 -

 LINE 1 'DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT'  CENTER -

 Line 2 '$DATE' CENTER

PAGE FOOTER BLANK LINES BEFORE 1 -

 LINE 1 '-$PAGE -' CENTER

EDIT EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 -

      ALIGN LEFT  -

      OLQHEADER 'THIS IS NAME   HEADER'

DISLAY SPREAD EVEN COLUMNS = EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 DEPT-NAME-0410  -

 SALARY-AMOUNT-0420

   END OF REPORT

Qfile Report

The above qfile is invoked by specifying the REPORT qfile name. The QFILE REPORT command builds a list of
employee names, their departments and their salaries:

report
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                    DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT

                                  mm/dd/yy

DEPT-ID-0410     EMP-LAST-NAME-0415               SALARY-AMOUNT-0420

        6666     HENDON                                    240000.00

        6666     PAPAZEUS                                  100000.00

        6666     MUNYOUN                                    90000.00

        6666     RUMPLEST                                   80000.00

        6666     RUPEE                                      76000.00

        6666     WILDER                                     90000.00

        2000     BLOOMER                                    15000.00

        2000     HUTTON                                     44000.00

        2000     JENSON                                     82000.00

        2000     KIMBALL                                    45000.00

        2000     KING                                       14500.00

        2000     NICEMAN                                    14000.00

SAVE QFILE
SAVE QFILE stores the retrieval and report formatting commands necessary to recreate the current report. The qfile is
saved into the data dictionary.

Batch considerations: SAVE QFILE is invalid when running local mode.

Syntax

►►─── SAVe qfile ─┬─────┬─ qfile-name ─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────►

                  └─ = ─┘              └─ (version) ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DICtname ─┬─────┬─ dictionary-name ─┘

                └─ = ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DICTNOde ─┬─────┬─ dictionary-node ─┘

                └─ = ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ USEr ─┬─────┬─ user-name ─┘

            └─ = ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ COMments ─┬─────┬─ comment-text ─┘

                └─ = ─┘

 ►─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ REPlace ─┘

Parameters

• qfile-name
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The name of the qfile to be stored in the data dictionary.
• (version)

The version number of the named qfile enclosed in parentheses. Version defaults to 1.
• DICTNAME= dictionary-name

Specifies the dictionary where the named qfile is stored.
• DICTNODE= dictionary-node

Specifies the dictionary node that controls the dictionary.
• USER= user-name

Specifies the owner of the qfile.
• COMMENTS= comments-text

Specifies comments to be included with the qfile.
• REPLACE

Indicates the qfile already exists in the data dictionary and is to be replaced with the current path definition.

Example

Save Qfile

The following qfile retrieves, formats, and then displays data:

options = sparse

select dept-id-0410,emp-id-0415,emp-name-0415,salary-amount-0420 -

 from department, employee, emposition

 where dept-employee and emp-emposition

compute &xq.average salary' = avg(salary-amount-0420) -

 group by dept-id-0410

display

Save Qfile

The SAVE QFILE command is used to save the path listed above as the EMP-SAL qfile:

save qfile emp-sal

 

109017  THE REQUESTED OPERATION FOR EMP-JOB(1) HAS SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED

When the EMP-SAL qfile is executed, OLQ retrieves the ids, names, and salaries for all company employees.

SAVE REPORT
SAVE REPORT stores a report (definition and data) so that it can be viewed at a later date.

NOTE
For the security associated with saved reports, see Security for ASF tables.

Batch considerations: SAVE REPORT is invalid when running local mode.

Syntax

►►─── SAVe REPort ─┬─────┬─ report-name ──────────────────────────────────────►

                   └─ = ─┘
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 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ USEr ─┬─────┬─ user-name ─┘

            └─ = ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ RETention period ─┬─────┬─ days days ─┘

                        └─ = ─┘

Parameters

• report-name
The 1 to 32-character name of the report to be saved.

• USER= user-name
Specifies the user into whose directory the report is saved. If user-name is not specified, the report is saved under the
current user name.

• RETENTION PERIOD= days
Specifies the number of days for which the report is saved.
A default retention period and a maximum retention period are established at DC/UCF system generation. Reports are
automatically deleted at the end of their associated retention periods.

Example

The report file used for this example was initially created by execution of the following SELECT statement:

select office-code-0450,office-phone-0450(1),emp-id-0415

 from office, employee

 where office-employee

The following SAVE REPORT command stores the report, created by the SELECT statement shown above, in the data
dictionary and associates the report with the name OFFICE#8. After the OFFICE#8 report has been stored, OLQ displays
a message to indicate that processing has been completed successfully:

save report=office#8 retention period=10 days

 

OLQ 107001 00  The OFFICE#8 report has been saved successfully

This report can then be viewed at a later time using DISPLAY:

display report = office#8

SELECT -- OLQ access mode
The SELECT statement in OLQ access mode retrieves data for display. A single retrieval request can combine data from
multiple ASF tables, database records, logical records, subschemas, and sequential files. Sequential files are used for
batch retrieval only.

Access mode:The syntax below is invalid when the access switch is set to IDMS.

This article describes the following information:
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Syntax

►►─── SELect ─┬────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

              └─ DIStinct ─┘

 ►─┬─ * ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

   │ ┌───────────────────────────────── , ────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─┬─ qualifying-name.* ─────────────────────────────────────────────┬┴─┘

       └┬─ column-expression ─────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────┬┘

        └┬──────────────────────┬ column-name ┘ └ AS alt-column-heading ┘

         │ ┌──────────────────┐ │

         └─▼ qualifying-name. ┴─┘

            ┌─────────────────────────── , ──────────────────────────┐

 ►─── FROm -▼─┬─ table-name ─────────────────┬─┬───────────────────┬─┴────────►

              ├─ view-name ──────────────────┤ └─ alt-source-name ─┘

              └─┬────────────┬─ record-name ─┘

                └─ view-id. ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ WHEre criteria ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────►

   │            ┌────────── , ──────────┐                       │

   └─ GROup by -▼- group-by-expression ─┴─┬───────────────────┬─┘

                                          └─ HAVIng criteria ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ UNIon ─┬───────┬─ select-statement ─┘

             └─ ALL ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►

   │            ┌─────────────────── , ───────────────────┐ │

   └─ ORDer by -▼─┬─ column-name ─────┬─┬───────────────┬─┴─┘

                  └─ column-position ─┘ ├─ ASCending ◄ ─┤

                                        └─ DEScending ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ OUTput ─┬─────┬─ file-name ─┘

              └─ = ─┘

Parameters

• DISTINCT
Eliminates all but one duplicate row occurrence from the report, based on specified columns.
– Asterisk (*) -- Lists all the columns of the named tables or records in the report. The order in which the columns are

listed in the component tables or records is the order in which they appear, from left to right, in the report.
– qualifying-name -- A prefix denoting the table or record from which the column is being retrieved. Qualifying-name

must be separated from its object by a period (.).
The qualifying name can modify an asterisk (*), requesting all columns of the named table. Qualifying-name can be
one of the following:
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• A stored table
• A table derived from one or more stored tables or network records (a view)
• A network database record
• An alternative table name or record name
• A group-level qualification of a record element
You can specify more than one qualifying name for a column.

– column-expression -- The columns you want displayed in the report:
• A table column or record column
• A computed arithmetic expression, based on column values
• An aggregate function, modifying a column expression
• A built-in function, modifying a column expression
• An occurrence of a multiply-occurring field
• A fixed value, such as a literal string

Fixed value expressions containing blanks or special characters must be enclosed in quotation marks.
– column-name -- The object of a qualifying table name. Column-name can be the name of a column in the object

table or record, or a group-level qualification of a column.
• AS alt-column-heading

Specifies an alternative column heading. You can use this to assign a column heading for any column reference,
including computed fields or fields modified by a built-in or aggregate function.
Commas separating column specifications are optional, but recommended.

• FROM table-name
Represents the table from which data is retrieved. Commas separating multiple table and record entries are required.

• FROM view-name
Specifies the name of the table derived from one or more stored data tables or records.

• FROM view-id
Specifies a user-supplied name identifying a particular subschema. View-id is defined by the VIEW operand of the
SIGNON statement. This is used to qualify record names.

• FROM record-name
Specifies the name of a record.

• alt-source-name
Specifies an alternative name for the table or record.

• WHERE criteria
Represents criteria used by SELECT to retrieve records.

NOTE
Syntax for criteria used in the WHERE clause are expanded in SELECT Selection Criteria.

• GROUP BY group-by-expression
Groups rows into sets that contain like column values. Group-by-expression represents a column value. In each
GROUP BY set, all rows contain the same value of the group-by-expression.
The GROUP BY group-by-expression must be the same value as the column expression that is the object of the
SELECT statement and can include aggregate and/or built-in functions.

• HAVING criteria
Applies selection criteria to the result of the GROUP BY expression.

NOTE
Syntax and Purpose for criteria used in the HAVING clause are expanded in SELECT Selection Criteria.

• UNION ALL select-statement
Concatenates two or more SELECT statements containing like columns. Columns correspond positionally.
Corresponding columns must have the same data type, picture, and decimal representation. UNION eliminates
duplicate rows from the report.
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– ALL -- Retains duplicate rows in the report.
– select-statement -- Concatenates two or more SELECT statements containing like columns.

• ORDER BY
Sorts the rows of the report by the value of the column you specify. You can sort by:
– column-name -- The columns being sorted in the report. You can specify any type of column expression in terms of

its column position. You cannot specify column-name when any of the following types of column expressions are the
object of the sort:
• Computed fields
• A column expression containing an AS parameter
• The UNION operand
• Subscripted fields (arrays)

– column-position -- The position in the column-list, from left to right, of the column to be sorted. Column-position
can refer to computed columns or to columns modified by built-in or aggregate functions.

• ASCENDING/DESCENDING
Specifies the order in which to sort the columns.

• OUTPUT= file-name
Specifies that the report is saved as a sequential file. This option is only valid when running OLQ batch.

Examples

Select all columns

Instead of specifying all the columns of the table, or fields of the record that you want to retrieve, you can specify an
asterisk (*) and receive all columns or fields:

select * from employee

The result report displays the first column of the EMPLOYEE table first, the second column of the EMPLOYEE table
second, and so on.

Select column expression

You can specify the names of the columns or fields you want to retrieve explicitly:

select emp-name, dept-name from employee, department

The result report displays two columns, the employee name from the EMPLOYEE table, and the department name from
the DEPARTMENT table.

Select Distinct

Distinct eliminates all but one duplicate row occurrence from the report, based on specific columns.

Example:

If there are two occurrences of the last name field BURR, you can eliminate the row containing the duplicate value:

select DISTINCT emp-last-name from employee ! display

 

EMP LAST NAME

-------------

BURR

GOLD
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ILTIS

LIGARE

WAKEFIELD

WONES

Select qualifying name

Qualifying-name is a prefix denoting the table or record from which the column is being retrieved. Qualifying-name must
be separated from its object by a period (.). This is useful when two tables contain columns with the same name.

Example:

If both the EMPLOYEE and the DEPARTMENT tables contain DEPT-ID fields, you can qualify the column names:

select EMPLOYEE.dept-id, DEPARTMENT.dept-id

 from employee, department

 where employee.dept-id = department.dept-id

The qualifying name can also modify an asterisk (*).

You can also specify a group-level qualification as a qualifying name:

select EMP-NAME-0415.EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 from employee

Select two references

You can use the AS parameter to distinguish one of two references to the same column name:

select manage.emp-id-0415 AS MANAGER,

 works-for.emp-id-0415 AS EMPLOYEE

 from employee manages, employee works-for

Select and sort

A simple SELECT command retrieves the EMPLOYEE record specified with a column list and sorts the fields by last
name:

select emp-id-0415,emp-name-0415

 from employee

 order by emp-last-name-0415 descending ! display

 

EMP-ID-0415  EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415  EMP-LAST-NAME-0415

 

    0124        SUSAN                SPELLMAN

    0528        EDWARD               MCCARTHY

    0512        CHERYL               MAYOR

    1042        SHARON               CIVITTOLO

    0954        ANGELA               BELVAL

    0320        JOSEPH               ANTHONY

Joining tables based on equal values

To retrieve hiring information on all employees in a department:

1. Specify a SELECT clause, listing the columns you want (EMP-LAST-NAME, START-YEAR, and DEPT-NAME).
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2. Specify a FROM clause, naming the tables from which you are retrieving data (EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT).
3. Specify a WHERE clause, indicating join criteria linking the two tables. For example: the DEPT-ID from the

EMPLOYEE table is equal to the DEPT-ID from the DEPARTMENT table.

This example lists employees, the year they started, and their department name:

select employee.emp-last-name, employee.start-year,

 department.dept-name

 from employee, department

 where employee.dept-id = department.dept-id ! display

 

 EMP-LAST-NAME     START-YEAR                 DEPT-NAME

---------------    ----------    ---------------------------------

WONES                      79    DEVELOPMENT

WAKEFIELD                  83    PERSONNEL

BURR                       80    PERSONNEL

LIGARE                     85    DEVELOPMENT

BURR                       84    MARKETING

SCHLEY                     80    PLANNING

ILTIS                      81    PERSONNEL

GOLD                       80    MARKETING

Joining two tables

Using a single SELECT statement, you can produce a report containing data from more than one table. The selection
criteria in the WHERE clause provide column join and key information. The WHERE clause can contain other comparison
expressions.

Example:

The following SELECT statement joins the EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT tables on like DEPT-ID values, and lists only
those employees who started working before 1980:

select employee.*, department.*

  from employee, department

  where employee.dept-id = department.dept-id

  and employee.start-year lt '80'

You do not have to display the fields on which you are joining.

Example:

The following SELECT statement joins the EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT stored tables, but lists only the employee ID
numbers and the name:

select distinct employee.emp-id, department.dept-name

 from employee, department

 where employee.dept-id = department.dept-id

Reflexive joins

Reflexive joins combine two different rows of the same table. When you are joining a table with itself, it is useful to supply
alternative table names to distinguish the two references to the column name.
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This example lists employees and their managers. EMPLOYEE MANAGE and EMPLOYEE WORKS-FOR are alternative
names for the same record:

select works-for.emp-last-name as 'worker',

 manage.emp-last-name as 'manager'

 from employee works-for, employee manage

 where works-for.manager-id = manage.emp-id ! display

 

   WORKER          MANAGER

-------------   --------------

WONES           WONES

WAKEFIELD       WAKEFIELD

BURR            WAKEFIELD

LIGARE          WONES

BURR            BURR

SCHLEY          WONES

ILTIS           WAKEFIELD

GOLD            BURR

Joining tables and records residing in multiple subschemas

This example uses a SELECT statement to create a report containing data from an ASF-generated table and a network
table:

• For ASF-generated tables, you do not have to sign on to any subschemas before issuing your SELECT request. You
should name the dictionary in which the table is stored.

• For database records, you must sign on to the corresponding subschemas with a SIGNON statement before you
issue your SELECT request.

In this example, the EMPLOYEE table resides in the EMPSS01 subschema. The DEPARTMENT table is an ASF-
generated table:

1. Sign on to the EMPSS01 subschema:

signon ss empss01 dictname testdict id=emp

2. Sign on to the TEST01 subschema:

signon table department dictname asfdict id=dept

3. Issue your SELECT statement joining the two tables:

select *

 from emp.employee a, dept.department b

 where a.dept-id = b.dept-id

Nesting SELECT statements

You can issue multiple SELECT statements in a single retrieval request. By using more than one SELECT statement, you
can can apply a more specific search condition than is possible in a single WHERE clause. You can combine SELECT
statements in a retrieval request in either of the following two ways:

• You can specify the subselect in the WHERE clause of the higher level SELECT statement.

Example:

To list the departments containing more than two employees:
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select * from department

 where 2<(select count(*) from employee

 where employee.dept-id = department.dept-id) ! display

 

  DEPARTMENT NAME      DEPT ID    DEPT HEAD ID

--------------------   -------    ------------

DEVELOPMENT                 20            1127

PERSONNEL                   30            4430

• You can include existential quantifiers (EXISTS or NOT EXISTS) in the higher level SELECT statement. OLQ
evaluates the higher level SELECT statement in terms of whether (EXISTS) or not (NOT EXISTS) the nested condition
is true.
Nested SELECT statements are enclosed in parentheses. There is no limit to the number of nested SELECT
statements, but bear in mind that the statement becomes hard to understand after three or four nesting levels.
The column specification of the higher level SELECT statement must be an asterisk (*), indicating all columns.

Using existential quantifiers

This example lists which department employee Schley works in:

select * from department where exists

 (select * from employee

 where employee.dept-id = department.dept-id

 and emp-last-name = 'schley') ! display

 

         DEPARTMENT NAME               DEPT ID DEPT HEAD ID

-------------------------------------- ------- ------------

DEVELOPMENT                                 20         1127

Stringing together SELECT statements (UNION)

You can concatenate two or more tables containing like columns, using the UNION statement. The result table contains
data found in one or both source tables. The UNION option eliminates duplicate rows from the report. To display duplicate
rows, specify UNION ALL.

The two SELECT statements must have the same number of columns. Corresponding columns must have the same:

• Data length
• Data type. For example, floating point, binary, numeric
• Decimal representation

The DISTINCT operand cannot be specified when using the UNION option.

This example lists employee information for all employees in the Development departments of the Massachusetts and
New York EMPLOYEE tables. Because ALL is specified, duplicate rows are displayed:

select * from mass.employee

union all

select * from ny.employee
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SELECT -- IDMS access mode
Retrieves values from one or more SQL tables and views for display in OLQ.

Syntax

►►─── idms-sql-select-statement ──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

NOTE
For the syntax, authorization, parameters, usage notes, and examples for the SELECT (IDMS access mode)
command, see  SQL Reference .

Coding considerations

The parsing rules are different for SELECT depending on how the access switch is set. For instance, you cannot follow
SELECT (IDMS access mode) with a separator or comment character.

Also the use of abbreviations, literals, and operators differs:

In IDMS mode In OLQ mode
:display.SELECT * from emp where emp-lname = 'Smith' :display.SEL * from emp where emp-lname EQ Smith

In the above example for OLQ mode:

• SELECT is abbreviated to SEL
• The operator EQ is used
• The character string Smith is not enclosed in quotes

You cannot do this with the SELECT command in IDMS mode.

NOTE
Consult the  SQL Reference  topic, for more information about rules for using SELECT (IDMS access mode).

SEND TABLE -- OLQ access mode
SEND TABLE stores information from the current or named report file as an ASF table.

Access mode: The syntax below is invalid when the access switch is set to IDMS.

The columns that make up the new ASF table are derived from existing fields in the current report file.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── SENd TABle ─┬─────┬─ asf-table-name ────────────────────────────────────►

                  └─ = ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►

   └─ REPort ─┬─────┬─ report-name ─┬────────────────────────────┬─┘

              └─ = ─┘               └─ USEr ─┬─────┬─ user-name ─┘

                                             └─ = ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ OWNer ─┬─────┬─ user-name ─┘
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             └─ = ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ CATalog ─┬─────┬─ dictionary-name ─┘

               └─ = ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ LOCation ─┬─────┬─ dictionary-node ─┘

                └─ = ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ TYPe ─┬─────┬─┬─ CREate ─────┬─┘

            └─ = ─┘ ├─┬─ APPend ─┬─┤

                    │ └─ ADD ────┘ │

                    └─ REPlace ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ONLine ─┬─────┬─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

              └─ = ─┘ └─ YES ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ AREa ─┬─────┬─ area-name ─┘

            └─ = ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

   └─┬─ MODify ─┬─ access ─┬─────┬─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

     └─ ERase ──┘          └─ = ─┘ └─ YES ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ STOrage sequence ─┬─────┬─┬─ NEXt ◄ ─┬─┘

                        └─ = ─┘ ├─ PRIor ──┤

                                ├─ LASt ───┤

                                └─ FIRst ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

   │                 ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   │                 │     ┌──────────────┐                               │ │

   └─ INDices ─┬───┬─▼─ ( ─▼─ field-name ─┴─ ) ┬─────────────────────────┬┴─┘

               └ = ┘                           │ ┌─────────────────────┐ │

                                               └─v┬─┬─ ASCending ◄ ─┬─┬┴─┘

                                                  │ └─ DEScending ──┘ │

                                                  ├─┬─ LASt ◄ ──────┬─┤

                                                  │ ├─ FIRst ───────┤ │

                                                  │ └─ NOT ALLowed ─┘ │

                                                  ├─ DISPlay ─────────┤

                                                  └─ STOrage ─────────┘

 ►─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ SUMmary ─┤

   └─ DETail ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────►◄

   └─ COLumns ─┬─────┬─ ( ─┬─ MAXimum ─────────────┬─ ) ─┘

               └─ = ─┘     │ ┌───────────────────┐ │

                           └─▼─ field-reference ─┴─┘
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Parameters

• asf-table-name
The name of the ASF table to be saved in IDMS or IDMS/DB.

• REPORT= report-name
Identifies the saved report containing the columns that define the ASF table. Report-name names a report that was
created with the SAVE REPORT command. If REPORT=report-name is not specified, the ASF table is defined by
using columns from the current report.

• USER= user-name
Identifies the user who saved the named report. If USER=user-name is not specified, the report is retrieved from the
current user's directory.

• OWNER= user-name
Specifies the user ID for the owner of the ASF table. If user-name is not specified, the ASF table is saved under the
current user's ID.

• CATALOG= dictionary-name
Specifies the name of the IDB or ASF dictionary where the catalog entry to the named ASF table is added.

• LOCATION= dictionary-node
Specifies the name of the Distributed Database System (DDS) node controlling the named dictionary.

• TYPE=
Specifies whether the named ASF table is being created, added to, or replaced. Type can be:
– CREATE -- The ASF table is new and is being assigned an initial definition.
– APPEND/ADD -- New data is added to an existing table definition.
– REPLACE -- The ASF table already exists and is replaced by new data.

NOTE
When either TYPE=APPEND/ADD or TYPE=REPLACE is specified, the columns in the current report must
be the same as the columns in the existing table definition.

• ONLINE= NO/YES
Specifies whether a map and dialog are built for the ASF table. The default is NO.

• AREA= area-name
Names an alternative area to store the ASF table. Users must have DBA authority to specify this option.

• MODIFY ACCESS= NO/YES
Specifies whether or not individual rows in the stored ASF table can be modified through ASF. The default is NO. A
logical record MODIFY path is not built in the table subschema.

• ERASE ACCESS= NO/YES
Specifies whether or not individual rows in the stored ASF table can be deleted through ASF. The default is NO.

• STORAGE SEQUENCE=
Specifies how data is added to the database:
– NEXT -- Each new DATA record occurrence is connected immediately after the record occurrence that is current of

set.
– PRIOR -- Each new DATA record occurrence is connected immediately before the record occurrence that is current

of set.
– LAST -- Each new DATA record occurrence is connected immediately preceding the owner record.
– FIRST -- Each new DATA record occurrence is connected to the set in the position immediately following the owner

record.
The STORAGE SEQUENCE cannot be specified if the STORAGE parameter is specified in the INDICES statement.

NOTE

• For more information about set order, see  Administrating IDMS Performance Monitor System .
• For more information about ASF, see  Using the IDMS Database Automatic System Facility (ASF) .

• INDICES=
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Defines characteristics of the index set for the ASF table.
– field-name -- A single or concatenated key field. You can specify more than one field-reference value for a table.
– ASCENDING/DESCENDING -- The order in which record occurrences are connected to a set sorted by key value.

The default is ASCENDING.
– LAST -- A new record with a duplicate sort key value is stored immediately after the existing duplicate record.
– FIRST -- A new record with a duplicate sort key value is stored immediately before the existing duplicate record.
– NOT ALLOWED -- Duplicate sort keys are not allowed.
– DISPLAY -- Specifies a display sequence of that defined as the display sequence for the table in ASF.
– STORAGE -- Specifies a display sequence of that defined as the storage sequence for the table in ASF.

NOTE
You can specify STORAGE and DISPLAY only once each for any table. You cannot specify STORAGE
SEQUENCE= and STORAGE for the same table.

• SUMMARY
Specifies that summary report lines only be included in the ASF table.

NOTE
In addition to specifying SUMMARY, you can create a table which contains summary information only by
specifying DISPLAY SUMMARY or by selecting SUMMARY ONLY from the Sort screen in menu mode. Any
subsequent SEND TABLE will contain only the summary information.

• DETAIL
Specifies that all detail report lines be included in the ASF table.

• COLUMNS=
Specifies the report file columns included in the ASF table. Columns can be:
– MAXIMUM -- All sequential columns are saved as columns in the ASF table.
– field-reference -- The columns and the number of characters in each column saved in the ASF table.

Considerations

When an ASF table is created, the names of the field columns in the report file are assigned to the columns in the table
definition.

If OLQ headers have been assigned to any report fields, these headers are retained as column names; both dynamic
headers and OLQ headers retrieved from the data dictionary can be assigned to columns in an ASF table.

For multiple line headers, OLQ uses the field name for the internal name.

Examples

Send Table

The SEND TABLE command can be used to instruct OLQ to replace all data previously associated with an ASF table with
new data occurrences from the current report file. The following example replaces the EMP-HOSPITAL table with a single
record:

send table=emp-hospital owner=bdm catalog=asfdict

 type=replace

 

 OLQ 102017   TABLE PROCESSING HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED

Send Table Indices

This example presents the use of INDICES to define the characteristics of the index set for the ASF table:
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send table=emp-salary online=yes

 indices=(emp-id-0415) not allowed

 (emp-last-name-0415, emp-first-name-0415)

SEND TABLE -- IDMS access mode
SEND TABLE stores information from the current or named report file as an SQL table.

Access mode: The syntax below is invalid when the access switch is set to OLQ.

Whatever data used to construct a report file can be stored as an SQL table.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── SENd TABle ─┬─────┬─┬───────────┬─ sql-table-name ──────────────────────►

                  └─ = ─┘ └─ schema. ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►

   └─ REPort ─┬─────┬─ report-name ─┬────────────────────────────┬─┘

              └─ = ─┘               └─ USEr ─┬─────┬─ user-name ─┘

                                             └─ = ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DICtname ─┬─────┬─ dictionary-name ─┘

                └─ = ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ TYPe ─┬─────┬─┬─ CREate ─────┬─┘

            └─ = ─┘ ├─┬─ APPend ─┬─┤

                    │ └─ ADD ────┘ │

                    └─ REPlace ────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ AREa ─┬─────┬─ segment.area-name ─┘

            └─ = ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

   │                 ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────┐  │

   │                 │     ┌──────────────┐                              │  │

   └─ INDices ─┬───┬─▼─ ( ─▼─ field-name ─┴─ ) ─┬──────────────────────┬─┴──┘

               └ = ┘                            │ ┌──────────────────┐ │

                                                └─▼─┬─ ASCending ◄ ─┬┴─┘

                                                    ├─ DEScending ──┤

                                                    └─ NOT ALLowed ─┘

 ►─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ SUMmary ─┤

   └─ DETail ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►◄

   └─ COLumns ─┬─────┬─( ─┬─ MAXimum ─────────────┬─ ) ─┘

               └─ = ─┘    │ ┌───────────────────┐ │
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                          └─▼─ field-reference ─┴─┘

Parameters

• sql-table-name
The name of the SQL table to be saved in IDMS/DB.

• schema
The name of the schema associated with the SQL table to be saved in IDMS/DB.

• REPORT= report-name
Identifies the saved report containing the columns that define the SQL table. Report-name names a report that was
created with the SAVE REPORT command. If REPORT=report-name is not specified, the SQL table is defined by
using columns from the current report.

• USER= user-name
Identifies the user who saved the named report. If USER=user-name is not specified, the report is retrieved from the
current user's directory.

• DICTNAME= dictionary-name
Specifies the name of the SQL catalog where the named SQL table is added.

• TYPE=
Specifies whether the named SQL table is being created, added to, or replaced. Type can be:
– CREATE -- The SQL table is new and is being assigned an initial definition.
– APPEND/ADD -- New data is added to an existing table definition.
– REPLACE -- The SQL table already exists and is replaced by new data.

NOTE
When either TYPE=APPEND/ADD or TYPE=REPLACE is specified, the columns in the current report must
be the same as the columns in the existing table definition.

• AREA= segment.area-name
Names an alternative area to store the SQL table.

• INDICES=
Defines characteristics of the index for the SQL table.
– field-name -- A single or concatenated key field. You can specify more than one field-reference value for a table.
– ASCENDING/DESCENDING -- The order in which record occurrences are connected to a set sorted by key value.

The default is ASCENDING.
– NOT ALLOWED -- Duplicate sort keys are not allowed. The key must be unique.

• SUMMARY
Specifies that summary report lines only be included in the ASF table.

NOTE
In addition to specifying SUMMARY, you can create a table which contains summary information only by
specifying DISPLAY SUMMARY or by selecting SUMMARY ONLY from the Sort screen in menu mode. Any
subsequent SEND TABLE will contain only the summary information.

• DETAIL
Specifies that all detail report lines be included in the ASF table.

• COLUMNS=
Specifies the report file columns included in the SQL table. Columns can be:
– MAXIMUM -- All sequential columns are saved as columns in the SQL table.
– field-reference -- The columns and the number of characters in each column saved in the SQL table.

Considerations

When an SQL table is created, the names of the field columns in the report file are assigned to the columns in the table
definition.
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If OLQ headers have been assigned to any report fields, these headers are retained as column names; both dynamic
headers and OLQ headers retrieved from the data dictionary can be assigned to columns in an SQL table.

For multiple line headers, OLQ uses the field name for the internal name.

Examples

Send Table

The SEND TABLE command can be used to instruct OLQ to replace all data previously associated with an SQL table with
new data occurrences from the current report file. The following example replaces the EMP-HOSPITAL table with a single
record:

send table=employee.hospital dictname=empdict

 type=replace

 

 OLQ 102017   TABLE PROCESSING HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED

Send Table Indices

This example presents the use of INDICES to define the characteristics of the index set for the SQL table:

send table=emp-salary

 indices=(emp-id-0415) not allowed

 (emp-last-name-0415, emp-first-name-0415)

SET
SET permits the user to set system management parameters in a signon profile or during a session. While some
parameters are initially defined at system generation, others are assigned values during the signon process. For more
information about system generation, see Using System Generation and Administrating IDMS System Operations.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax
 ►►─── SET ─┬─ ACCess ─┬─────┬┬─ OLQ ◄ ──┬──────────────────────────────┬──────►─

    │    └─ = ─┘└─ IDMs ───┘                              │

    ├─ default SCHema ─┬─────┬─ schema-name ────────────────────┤

    │           └─ = ─┘            │

    ├─ NULl ─┬─────────────┬─┬─────┬── null-character ──────────┤

        └─ character ─┘ └─ = ─┘    │

    ├─ INTerrupt count ─┬─────┬─ interrupt-count ───────────────┤

    │         └─ = ─┘              │

    ├─ CONtinuation character ─┬─────┬─ continuation-character ─┤

    │             └─ = ─┘          │

    ├─ SEParator character ─┬─────┬─ separator-character ───────┤

    │            └─ = ─┘           │

    ├─ COMment character ─┬─────┬─ comment-character ───────────┤

    │        └─ = ─┘               │

    ├─ default DBName ─┬─────┬─ database-name ──────────────────┤

    │           └─ = ─┘            │

    ├─ default DBNOde ─┬─────┬─ database-node ──────────────────┤
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    │           └─ = ─┘            │

    ├─ default ─┬─ DICtname ─┬─┬─────┬─ dictionary-name ────────┤

    │     └─ CATalog ──┘ └─ = ─┘   │

    │                                                           │

    └─ default DICTNOde ─┬─────┬─ dictionary-node ──────────────┘

                └─ = ─┘

 ─►─────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────►◄

     ├─┬─ PRInt ──────┬─ SIZe ─┬─────┬─ print-line-size ─────────┤

     │ ├─ LINe ───────┤    └─ = ─┘               │

     │ └─ PRInt LINe ─┘             │

     ├─┬─ PRInt ──────┬─ COUnt ─┬─────┬─ print-line-count ───────┤

     │ ├─ LINe ───────┤    └─ = ─┘               │

     │ └─ PRInt LINe ─┘                          │

     ├─ FUNction control-key-value ─┬─────┬─ command-line ───────┤

     │                └─ = ─┘                    │

     ├─ MAXimum SORt SIZe ─┬─────┬─ sort-size ───────────────────┤

     │        └─ = ─┘                            │

     ├─ REPort DICTname ─┬─────┬─ dictionary-name ───────────────┤

     │          └─ = ─┘                          │

     ├─ user-specification ──────────────────────────────────────┤

     ├─ DATe ─┬─────┬─ literal ──────────────────────────────────┤

     │        └─ = ─┘                                            │

     └─ CODetable ─┬─────┬─ code-table-name ─────────────────────┘

          └─ = ─┘

 

Expansion of user-specification

 ►►─── USEr ─┬─────┬─ user-name ───────────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ = ─┘

  

  ►─── PASsword ─┬─────┬─ user-password ───────────────────────────────────────►

        └─ = ─┘

  

  ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────►

    └─ INTernal storage page size ─┬─────┬─ storage-page-size ─┘

                     └─ = ─┘

  

  ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────►

    └─ REPort file page size ─┬─────┬─ report-file-page-size ─┘

                   └─ = ─┘

  

  ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►◄

    └─ REPort DICtname ─┬─────┬─ dictionary-name ─┘

              └─ = ─┘

 

Parameters

• ACCESS=
Specifies the type of table OLQ will access.
– OLQ --  Allows you access to ASF tables.
The OLQ setting also allows you to use the SELECT statement with the following entities:
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– ASF tables
– Logical records
– Database records
– Sequential files (batch only)
This is the default.
– IDMS --  Allows you access to SQL tables when using the SELECT statement:
Access mode: Some OLQ commands are invalid when the access switch is set to IDMS.

NOTE
For more information about what commands become invalid, see the documentation about each OLQ
command.

• DEFAULT SCHEMA=
Sets a default schema so that any reference to table-name becomes schema.table-name.
Access mode: This parameter has no meaning when the access switch is set to OLQ.
Specifies the name of the schema. Schema-name be a name 1-18 characters long that follows the conventions for
SQL identifiers.

NOTE

For more information about schemas, see the "SQL Reference" section.
• NULL=

Specifies a display character used to portray data columns containing nulls. The default is the period (.).

NOTE

For more information about null processing, refer to the "SQL Reference" section.
• INTERRUPT COUNT=

Specifies the number of records read before a retrieval is interrupted.

NOTE

See System Generation Options for details on setting the valid values during system generation.
• CONTINUATION CHARACTER=Specifies the character used to denote the continuation of a command. The

continuation character is used in qfiles or batch input when the length of an OLQ command is greater than one line.
The continuation character is a one-character alphanumeric value or special character. The system generation default
is the hyphen (-).

• SEPARATOR CHARACTER=
Specifies the character used to denote the separation of commands. The separator character is used to concatenate
OLQ commands, permitting the entry of multiple commands on a single input line. The separator character is a one-
character alphanumeric value or special character. The system generation default is the exclamation point (!).
Use with SELECT (IDMS mode)
Anytime you use separators with SELECT (IDMS mode) they must precede the SELECT statement.
For instance, the following is valid syntax:
delete table employee.job!select all from emp_id

However, IDMS/DB does not accept the syntax below because the separator (!) comes after the SELECT statement:
select all from emp_id!delete table employee.job

• COMMENT CHARACTER=Specifies the character used to denote the beginning of comments. The comment
character signifies a remark; all text following the comment character is ignored during execution. The comment
character is a one-character alphanumeric value or special character. The system generation default is the semicolon
(;). All text following the comment character is ignored during execution.
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Access mode: You cannot use comment characters with SELECT (IDMS mode) statements.
• DEFAULT DBNAME=Specifies the default database name.
• DEFAULT DBNODE=Specifies the default database node.
• DEFAULT DICTNAME/CATALOG=Specifies the default dictionary name.
• DEFAULT DICTNODE=Specifies the default dictionary node.
• PRINT LINE SIZE=Specifies the print line size.
• PRINT LINE COUNT=Specifies the print line count.
• FUNCTION=

SET FUNCTION specifies a value for a control key.
– control-key-value --  The control key that is being assigned a value. Valid control keys values are [PA1], [PA2], and 1

through 99 (corresponding to PF keys 1 through 99).
– command-line --  The OLQ command that is assigned to the specified control key. If the command contains any

special characters or embedded blanks, enclose command-line in quotation marks.
• MAXIMUM SORT SIZE=

Specifies the amount of storage allocated for sorts.
– sort-size --  The maximum size, in kilobytes, of main memory available for sorts. Sort-size is an integer in the range

1 to 32767. After this space is used, OLQ uses the scratch area for sorts.
• REPORT DICTNAME=

Specifies the dictionary used for saving report information. Job control language for batch jobs is also stored here.
This command is valid only in CV batch mode.
– dictionary-name --  The dictionary where the catalog containing saved report information resides. Dictionary-name

is a 1 to 8-character alphabetic name.

NOTE
If you don't set the dictionary name, the report is saved in the primary dictionary. You must set the
dictionary name to match the one defined during system generation for storing reports. This keeps the
online and batch reports stored in the same place. If you do not match the dictionary names, you can't use
online OLQ to access the reports saved through batch.

• user-specification
– USER= -- Identifies auser to OLQ in online and batch environments. OLQ uses the ID and password you assign

with the SET USER statement in place of the DC/UCF signon user ID and password.
You can issue this command either in an online command mode OLQ session or in your batch job stream.

– user-id -- The 1 to 32-byte alphanumeric user's identifier.
– PASSWORD=user-password -- Assigns a password to the user. User-password is a 1 to 8-character alphanumeric

literal.
– INTERNAL STORAGE PAGE SIZE=storage-page-size -- For use in the OLQ batch environment only. Specifies the

internal storage page size in bytes. Storage-page-size is an integer value in the range 1 to 32,767 and should be
equivalent to the page size of the IDMS/DC region.

NOTE
For more information about how to specify page sizes for the IDMS/DC region, see "Using System
Generation" in the IDMS documentation.

– REPORT FILE PAGE SIZE=report-file-page-size -- For use in the OLQ batch environment only. Specifies the report
file page size in bytes. Report-page-size is an integer value in the range 256 to 32,767 and should be equivalent to
the page size of the IDMS/DC region.

– REPORT DICTNAME=dictionary-name -- For use in the OLQ batch environment only. Specifies the name of
the dictionary where the catalog containing saved report information resides. Dictionary-name is a 1 to 8-byte
alphabetic name.

NOTE
The SET USER command should always be the first OLQ batch command.

• DATE=
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Specifies the date format in OLQ. You can use this date option to change the format of the current date by including
$DATE in a PAGE HEADER/FOOTER command.CODETABLE=
– literal-string -- A literal string that can consist of any combination of the following:

• MONTH -- The word MONTH specifies the name of the month in capital letters.
• MON -- The word MON specifies just the first three letters of the month name, in capital letters.
• Mon -- The word Mon specifies just the first three letters of the month name, with the initial letter capitalized.
• Month -- The word Month specifies the name of the month spelled out with the initial letter capitalized.
• month -- The word month specifies the name of the month spelled out in lowercase letters.
• mon -- The word mon specifies the first three letters of the month name in lowercase letters.
• MM/ZM -- The letters MM or ZM represent the month:

MM specifies the month be displayed with leading zeros; for example, February would appear as 02.
ZM specifies the month be displayed without leading zeros; for example, February would appear as 2.

• DD/ZD -- The letters DD or ZD:
DD specifies the day be displayed with zeros; for example, Feb 9 would appear as Feb 09.
ZD specifies the day be displayed without zeros; for example, Feb 09 would appear as Feb 9.

• CC/YY/YYYY -- The letters CC, YY, or YYYY to represent the year:
CC specifies the year be displayed as the century number. For example, 20 would appear for any date between
1900 and 1999.
YY specifies the year be displayed as the last two digits of the year. For example, the year 1996 would appear as
96.
YYYY specifies the year be displayed as the entire four digit year. For example, the year 1996 would appear as
1996.

You can specify these parameters in any order. Note that you can substitute the values themselves in place of the
variables. For instance, instead of specifying DATE=Month DD, YYY, you can specify DATE = January 27, 1996.

• Specifies the code table to translate menu mode syntax and month literals used in the $DATE function.

Examples

INTERRUPT COUNT

In the following example, a SELECT statement retrieves all data occurrences for the EMPLOYEE record:

 select * from employee 

OLQ 098006 00  57 whole lines and 0 partial line in report.

OLQ 098007 00  57 records read.   57 records selected.

 

The following SET INTERRUPT COUNT command reduces the number of records read before a retrieval interruption
occurs:

 set interrupt count = 25

 

When another SELECT statement is issued for the EMPLOYEE record, OLQ retrieves only 25 record occurrences:

 select * from employee 

 SET INTERRUPT COUNT 25

 OLQ 092010 00  The interrupt count has been modified.

 SELECT * FROM EMPLOYEE

 OLQ 098006 00 25 whole lines and 0 partial lines in report.

 OLQ 098007 00 25 records read.   25 records selected.

 OLQ 098008 00 38 of 98 primary record pages read.

 OLQ 098009 00 Continue (yes/no)?
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SEPARATOR CHARACTER

In the following example, the SET SEPARATOR CHARACTER command identifies the percent sign (%) as the separator
character:

 set separator character = '%' 

OLQ 092014 00  The SEPARATOR CHARACTER has been modified.

 

After the SET SEPARATOR CHARACTER command has been issued, the designated separator character is used to
concatenate two OLQ commands:

 select office-code-0450,office-street-0450 from office %display

                 OFFICE REPORT

                   mm/dd/yy

  

OFFICE-CODE-0450          OFFICE-STREET-0450

002                       567 BOYLSTON ST

001                       20 W BLOOMFIELD ST

008                       910 E NORTHSOUTH AVE

005                       7690 NEAR SIGHT AVE

012                       734 MASS AVE

END OF REPORT

 

COMMENT CHARACTER :p

In the following example, the SET COMMENT CHARACTER command identifies the pound sign (#) as the comment
character:

 set comment character = '#' 

OLQ 092015 00  The COMMENT/TERMINATOR CHARACTER has been modified.

 

The established comment character is used to enter remark text after a SELECT statement is issued:

 select * from employee

 where emp-last-name like '%ing'#retrieves employees whose last names

 end in 'ing'

OLQ 104009 04  DISPLAY RIGHT to see more report columns

                              EMPLOYEE REPORT

                                 09/25/99

  

EMP-ID-0415  EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415  EMP-LAST-NAME-0415    EMP-STREET-0415

        106  DORIS                KING                  716 MORRIS ST

END OF REPORT

 

DEFAULT DICTNAME

In the following example, the SET DEFAULT DICTNAME command identifies DOCANWK as the default dictionary name:

 set default dictname = docanwk 

 OLQ 092018 00  THE DEFAULT DICTNAME VALUE HAS BEEN                MODIFIED.

 

When the following HELP command is issued, OLQ lists all subschemas that exist within the designated default
dictionary:
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 help subschemas 

    AVAILABLE SUBSCHEMAS     PAGE 1.1   

               LINE 1

     (SCHEMA)     (SUBSCHEMA)

 DICTIONARY NAME  DOCANWK

  DICTIONARY NODE  *DEFAULT*

  

 EMPSCHM(2)       EMPSS01

  EMPSCHM(100)     EMPSS01 

                   EMPSS09 

 TEST(100)        SUBTEST

 

SET FUNCTION

In the following example, a SHOW statement has been assigned to PF8:

 set function 8 'show report'

 

When [PF8] is pressed in command mode, OLQ displays the description of the current report.

SIGNON
SIGNON indicates to OLQ that a named subschema is to be used to perform retrievals. Associating a view-id with a
subschema allows access to multiple subschemas during a retrieval.

Access mode: The syntax below is invalid when the access switch is set to IDMS.

When you enter SIGNON during a session in progress, OLQ releases all database currencies previously established and
automatically signs you on to the new database view.

NOTE
Control key settings and session options maintain their values across subschema signons.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax
 ►►─── SIGnon ─┬─ SUBschema ─┬─┬─────┬─ subschema-name ────────────────────────►

              └─ SS ────────┘ └─ = ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

   └─ SCHema ─┬─────┬─ schema-name ─┬─────────────┬─┘

              └─ = ─┘               └─ (version) ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DICtname ─┬─────┬─ dictionary-name ─┘

                └─ = ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DICTNOde ─┬─────┬─ dictionary-node ─┘

                └─ = ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DBName ─┬─────┬─ database-name ─┘
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              └─ = ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DBNOde ─┬─────┬─ database-node ─┘

              └─ = ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VIEw ─┬─────┬─ view-id ─┘

            └─ = ─┘

 

Parameters

• SUBSCHEMA= subschema-name
Identifies the subschema for the current OLQ session. The named subschema must exist as a compiled description in
the data dictionary and as a load module in either the dictionary load area or in the load (core-image) library.

• SCHEMA= schema-name (version)
Specifies the schema associated with the subschema:
– schema-name -- The schema associated with the named subschema. Schema-name defaults to the schema under

which the subschema was last compiled.
– (version) -- The version number, in the range 1 through 9999, of the named schema. Version defaults to the highest

version number existing for that schema. If specified, version must be enclosed in parentheses.
• DICTNAME= dictionary-name

Specifies the dictionary from which OLQ takes record and set definitions.

NOTE
To determine which dictionaries and databases are available, use the DCMT DISPLAY DBNAME TABLE
command of DC/UCF.

See the "IDMS System Tasks and Operator Commands" section for details about the DCMT DISPLAY DBNAME
TABLE command.

• DICTNODE= dictionary-node
Specifies the Distributed Database System (DDS) node controlling the named dictionary.

• DBNAME= database-name
Specifies the database from which OLQ retrieves data. DBNAME can identify a user database or a database
dictionary.

• DBNODE= database-node
Specifies the DDS node that controls the named database.

• VIEW= view-id
Specifies an ID by which the subschema can be referred in retrieval commands. VIEW= view-id is required for retrieval
from multiple subschemas.

Examples

Default values for dictionary name, dictionary node, database name, and database node can be set with the DCUF SET
DBNAME command, initiation of an OLQ session through the transfer control facility, or with the SET command.

Signon subschema

This example shows a user signon to a subschema and the OLQ response. A subschema (EMPSS01) and dictionary
name (DOCUNET) are provided in the SIGNON command:

 signon dic=docunet ss=empss01 

  

 OLQ 100021 00  Ready to retrieve data from subschema EMPSS01
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 OLQ 100022 00  Schema:    EMPSCHM          Version:     100

 OLQ 100025 00  Dictionary name:  DOCUNET

 

Assigning a view ID to the subschema

This example shows a user signon to OLQ and the OLQ response. A subschema (EMPSS01) and subschema view ID
(EMP1), and dictionary name (TSTDICT) are provided in the SIGNON command:

  signon ss=empss01 view=emp1 dic=tstdict dbname=data1!

 signon ss=empss01 view=emp2 dic=tstdict dbname=data2 

  

   SIGNON SS=EMPSS01 VIEW=EMP1 DIC=TSTDICT

   OLQ 100021 00  Ready to retrieve data from subschema EMPSS01

   OLQ 100022 00  Schema:    EMPSCHM          Version:     100

   OLQ 100023 00  Database name:    DATA1

   OLQ 100025 00  Dictionary name:  TSTDICT

   OLQ 100027 00  View Id:   EMP1

   SIGNON SS=EMPSS01 VIEW=EMP2 DIC=TSTDICT

   OLQ 100021 00  Ready to retrieve data from subschema EMPSS01

   OLQ 100022 00  Schema:    EMPSCHM          Version:     100

   OLQ 100023 00  Database name:    DATA2

   OLQ 100025 00  Dictionary name:  TSTDICT

   OLQ 100027 00  View Id:   EMP2

 

SIGNON TABLE
SIGNON TABLE allows you to efficiently process multiple requests against a single ASF table.

Access mode: The syntax below is invalid when the access switch is set to IDMS.

Syntax

►►─── SIGnon TABle ─┬─────┬─┬─ asf-table-name ─┬──────────────────────────────►

                    └─ = ─┘ └─ view-id ────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ CATalog ─┬─────┬─ dictionary-name ─┘

               └─ = ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ LOCation ─┬─────┬─ dictionary-node ─┘

                └─ = ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ OWNer ─┬─────┬─ owner-name ─┘

             └─ = ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VIEw ─┬─────┬─ view-id ─┘

            └─ = ─┘
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Parameters

• SIGnon TABle=
– asf-table-name

Specifies a 1 to 32-character alphanumeric table name.
– view-name

Specifies a 1 to 8-character alphanumeric table view ID.
• CATALOG= dictionary-name

Specifies the name of the dictionary containing the catalog entry for the named ASF table.
• LOCATION= dictionary-node

Specifies the name of the Distributed Database System (DDS) node controlling the named dictionary.
• OWNER= owner-name

Specifies the user ID for the owner of the ASF table. If owner-name isn't specified the current user ID is used.
• VIEW= view-id

Specifies a user-supplied label identifying the subschema. View-id is a 1 to 8-character label used to qualify entity
names.

Example

This example show a user signon to an ASF table and the OLQ response. The ASF table name and owner name are
supplied in the signon command:

signon table=employee owner=dmc

 

OLQ 100021 00  Ready to retrieve data from subschema RU000426

OLQ 100022 00 Schema:    IDMSR          Version:       1

OLQ 100023 00 Database name:    ASFDICT

OLQ 100025 00 Dictionary name:  ASFDICT

SORT
SORT sequences records within a report file in a user-specified order. A subsequent DISPLAY command displays the
report lines in the specified sequence.

Syntax
 ►►─── SORT ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►

   └─ REPort ─┬─────┬─ report-name ─┬────────────────────────────┬─┘

              └─ = ─┘               └─ USEr ─┬─────┬─ user-name ─┘

                                             └─ = ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ UNIque ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ EQUals ─┤

   └─ EQ ─────┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────►
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   └─ ALTseq CODe ─┬─────┬─┬─ (sort-sequence) ─────────────────┬─┘

                   └─ = ─┘ └─ code-table-name ─┬─────────────┬─┘

                                               └─ (version) ─┘

 

 ►─── ON field-reference ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────►

   └─ withIN ─┬─┬────────────┬─ record-name ─┬────────────────┬─┬─┘

              │ └─ view-id. ─┘               └─ (occurrence) ─┘ │

              └─ REPOrt ────────────────────────────────────────┘

 

 ►─┬──────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ AQ ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ in ─┬─ ASCending ◄ ─┬─ order ─┘

          └─ DEScending ──┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►◄

   │ ┌──────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼- minor-sort-field-specification ─┴─┘

 

Expansion of minor-sort-field-specification

 ►►─── AND ON field-reference ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────►

   └─ withIN ─┬─┬────────────┬─ record-name ─┬────────────────┬─┬─┘

              │ └─ view-id. ─┘               └─ (occurrence) ─┘ │

              └─ REPOrt ────────────────────────────────────────┘

 

 ►─┬──────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ AQ ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ in ─┬─ ASCending ◄ ─┬─ order ─┘

          └─ DEScending ──┘

 

Parameters

• REPORT= report-name
Identifies the saved report to be sorted. If report-name isn't specified, the default is the current report.

• USER= user-name
Specifies the user ID of the user who owns the report. If user-name isn't specified, the report retrieved is from the
current user's directory.

• UNIQUE
Eliminates extra report lines containing duplicate sort keys. Specify UNIQUE after the SORT verb and before the sort
field reference.
Note that specifying UNSORT after issuing UNIQUE does not restore the lost lines.

• EQUALS
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Maintains the original order of report records with duplicate sort keys. Specify EQUALS after the SORT verb and
before the sort field reference.

• ALTSEQ CODE
Specifies an alternative sort sequence. ALTSEQ follows the SORT statement and appears before the first sort field.
– (sort-sequence) -- The alternative sort sequence. The list consists of encode/decode pairs:

• The encode value represents the hexadecimal value of the data in the database.
• The decode value represents the hexadecimal value with which to replace the data.
The sort-sequence list must be enclosed in parentheses.

– code-table-name -- A code table stored in the data dictionary. The code table is defined in IDD using DDDL syntax.
Code-table-name cannot be enclosed in parentheses. The table version number must be enclosed in parentheses.
Define the code table with the following options:
• TYPE=CODE
• SEARCH=LINEAR
• DATA=ALPHANUMERIC
• DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED

– version -- The version number of the code table. If version isn't specified, it defaults to the highest existing version
number of the named code table.

• ON field-reference
Identifies the report field used to resequence a record. Both elementary and computed fields can be specified.

• WITHIN record-name (occurrence)
Specifies the scope of the sort. If this clause is omitted, scope defaults to WITHIN REPORT. The scope of the sort is:
– Record-name (occurrence) -- Sequencing is restarted for each new occurrence of the named record. WITHIN

record-name has no effect if the record name occurs lower on the path than the record that contains the field used
for sorting.
When the path that created the report file contains more than one retrieval command for the same record type, use
occurrence to identify the desired occurrence. If specified, occurrence must be enclosed in parentheses.

• REPORT
Specifies that sequencing continues over the entire report without regard to a change in record occurrence.

• AQ
Flags fields requiring the alternate collating (sequence) change. AQ can appear anywhere after the field name and
before the AND for the next field. AQ cannot interrupt a SCOPE clause; for example, ON DEPT-ID IN AQ REPORT.

• IN ASCENDING/DESCENDING ORDER
Specifies whether records are sequenced in ascending or descending order. The default is ASCENDING.

• minor-sort-field-specification
Specifies a lower level (minor) sort field. Fields named by field-reference are sorted within the previously sorted field.
The scope and order of the lower level field can be specified as follows:
– WITHIN record-name (occurrence)/REPORT specifies the scope of the sequencing.

If you specify record-name, sequencing restarts each time a new occurrence of the named record is encountered.
The optional occurrence parameter identifies the occurrence when the path that created the report file contains
more than one retrieval command for the same record. If specified, occurrence must be enclosed in parentheses.

– IN ASCENDING/DESCENDING ORDER -- Fields are sequenced in ascending or descending order. The default is
ASCENDING.

Considerations

You can specify up to 22 fields in one SORT command.

The report file can be returned to its original sequence at any time by using the UNSORT command

Note that the UNIQUE parameter permanently removes lines from the report.

When running batch you can use the OLQ internal sort or the sort facility of your operating facility.
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Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of the SORT command to arrange records in a report file, based on the SELECT
statement shown below:

 select dept-name-0410,emp-id-0415

  from department, employee

  where dept-employee

 

Sort ascending

In the following example, the report is sorted in ascending alphabetical order by department name:

 sort on dept-name-0410 ! display

 

                   DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE REPORT

                            mm/dd/yy

 

               DEPT-NAME-0410                       EMP-ID-0415

 

ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                                       67

ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                                       11

ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                                      101

ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                                      106

ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                                       69

ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                                      100

BLUE SKIES                                                  371

BLUE SKIES                                                  321

BLUE SKIES                                                  366

BRAINSTORMING                                               467

BRAINSTORMING                                               341

BRAINSTORMING                                               458

BRAINSTORMING                                               334

BRAINSTORMING                                               457

 

                              - 1 -

 

Sort on ... and on

The following SORT command sorts the records in the report by employee last name within department name; both sort
fields are sorted in ascending order:

 sort on dept-name-0410 and on emp-id-0415 ! display

 

                   DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE REPORT

                            09/22/99

 

               DEPT-NAME-0410                       EMP-ID-0415

 

ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                                       11

ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                                       67

ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                                       69

ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                                      100

ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                                      101
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ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                                      106

BLUE SKIES                                                  321

BLUE SKIES                                                  366

BLUE SKIES                                                  371

BRAINSTORMING                                               301

BRAINSTORMING                                               334

BRAINSTORMING                                               341

BRAINSTORMING                                               457

BRAINSTORMING                                               458

 

                              - 1 -

 

Sort descending

In the final example, records are sorted in descending order by EMP-ID-0415 within the scope of the entire report:

 sort on emp-id-0415 in descending order ! display cols=2,1

 

                            DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE REPORT

                                     09/22/99

 

         EMP-ID-0415                      DEPT-NAME-0410

 

                9999       PUBLIC RELATIONS

                8683       PERSONNEL

                 479       THERMOREGULATION

                 476       PUBLIC RELATIONS

                 472       EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION

                 471       EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION

                 469       THERMOREGULATION

                 467       BRAINSTORMING

                 466       BRAINSTORMING

                 458       BRAINSTORMING

                 457       BRAINSTORMING

                 371       BLUE SKIES

                 366       BLUE SKIES

                 355       THERMOREGULATION

 

                                       - 1 -

 

SUSPEND
SUSPEND allows you to suspend the current session and return control to the transfer control facility, DC/UCF.

When an OLQ session is initiated under the transfer control facility, the SUSPEND command can be used to return
control to either a previously suspended task or to the Selection screen, which lists all tasks available within the facility.
Otherwise, control is returned to DC/UCF.

When a session is suspended with the SUSPEND command, OLQ retains the current report file.

Syntax
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►►─── SUSpend ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

SWAP
SWAP allows you to switch between OLQ command mode and the menu facility.

When in command mode, you can specify a menu facility screen name and switch to a particular screen.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─── SWAP ─┬──────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

            ├─ BATch ──────────────┤

            ├─ BREak ──────────────┤

            ├─┬─ HEAder ─────────┬─┤

            │ └─ COLumns HEAder ─┘ │

            ├─┬─ COLumns select ─┬─┤

            │ └─ FIElds select ──┘ │

            ├─┬─ DISplay ─┬────────┤

            │ └─ REPort ──┘        │

            ├─ EDIt ───────────────┤

            ├─┬─ GROup BY ─┬───────┤

            │ └─ SUMmary ──┘       │

            ├─ LINkage select ─────┤

            ├─ MENu ───────────────┤

            ├─┬─ OPTions ─┬────────┤

            │ └─ SESsion ─┘        │

            ├─┬─ PAGe HEAder ─┬────┤

            │ └─ PAGe FOOter ─┘    │

            ├─ PICture ────────────┤

            ├─┬─ PRInt ───────┬────┤

            │ └─ DEStination ─┘    │

            ├─ QFIle ──────────────┤

            ├─ RECord select ──────┤

            ├─┬─ SAVe ────────┬────┤

            │ └─ SAVe REPort ─┘    │

            ├─┬─ SIGnon ────┬──────┤

            │ └─ SUBschema ─┘      │

            ├─ SORt ───────────────┤

            ├─ SELection CRIteria ─┤

            └─ TABle ──────────────┘

Parameters

• BATCH
The Batch Processing screen

• BREAK
The Report Format - Sort screen

• HEADER/COLUMN HEADER
The Report Format - Header screen

• COLUMNS SELECT/FIELDS SELECT
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The Column Select screen
• TABLE

The Table Processing screen
• DISPLAY/REPORT

The Display Report screen
• EDIT

The Report Format - Edit screen
• GROUP BY/SUMMARY

The Report Format - Group By screen
• LINKAGE SELECT

The Linkage Select screen
• MENU

The Menu screen
• OPTIONS/SESSION

The Session Options screen
• PAGE HEADER/PAGE FOOTER

The Page Header/Footer screen
• PICTURE

The Report Format - Picture screen
• PRINT/DESTINATION

The Print Processing screen
• QFILE

The Qfile Processing screen
• RECORD SELECT

The Record Select screen
• SAVE/SAVE REPORT

The Save Report screen
• SIGNON/SUBSCHEMA

The Signon Database View screen
• SORT

The Report Format - Sort screen
• SELECTION CRITERIA

The Selection Criteria screen

Example

The command SWAP brings you to the Menu screen:

                                CA, Inc.

                 CA OLQ Release 19.0                     *** Menu ***

  ->                                                       Page     1  of      3

 122000 Select an option and press the ENTER key

         Select                                              Command/       Show

  Pfkey  Option  Description                                Screen Name     Help

                 --->  Data Source for Report  <---

           X     Choose tables                              TABle             _

           _     Choose subschema                           SUBschema         _
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                 --->  Retrieval Activity  <---

           _     Choose records from selected subschema     RECord            _

           _     Choose columns for report                  COLumn            _

           _     Retrieve data to build report              RETrieve          _

           _     Alter database access strategy             LINkage           _

                 --->  Processing Mode  <---

           _     Execute or create a predefined routine     QFIle             _

           _     View existing or save current report       SAVe              _

           _     Submit batch report request                BATch             _

  1=HELP         2=GLOBAL HELP         3=QUIT         4=MESSAGE         8=FWD

The command SWAP OPTIONS brings you to the Options Screen:

     CA OLQ Release 19.0                          *** Session Options ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 of     2

107017 CA OLQ Release 19.0

107019 Copyright(C) yyyy CA, Inc.

    Current interrupt count:     100        Current underline character: -

    Access IDMS SQL tables:    Y (Y/N)      Current SQL NULL data value: .

    User options:               Page Columns Spread:    (L-Left,E-Even,M-Max,nn)

                  Change

        Help      Option        Current option    Alternate option

                                -> Report Processing Options <-

        _           _             NOFiller          FILler

        _           _             FULl              SPArse

        _           _             HEAder            NOHeader

                                -> Column Processing Options <-

        _           _             OLQheader         NOOlqheader

        _           _             PICture           NOPIcture

        _           _             CODetable         NOCODetable

 1=HELP           3=QUIT           4=MESSAGE           6=MENU           8=FWD

SWITCH
SWITCH passes control to the IDMS/DC transfer control facility. With the SWITCH command, you can specify any valid
IDMS/DC or IDMS UCF task code to transfer to another DC/UCF task. For example, you can transfer to IDD or the ADS
dialog generator.

Syntax

►►─── SWItch ─┬─────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

              └─ task-code ─┘
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Parameter

• task-code
Specifies the DC/UCF task to which control is passed. When the SWITCH command is issued without a designated
task, control is returned to the last task suspended.
If no previous suspended session exists, the transfer control facility Selection screen is displayed.

NOTE
For information on the tasks that are supported by the transfer control facility, see Using Common Facilities.

UNSORT
UNSORT returns a report file to its original retrieval sequence, following one or more SORT commands.

NOTE
UNSORT does not return any rows removed by UNIQUE processing.

Syntax

►►─── UNSort ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►◄

   └─ REPort ─┬─────┬─ report-name ─┬────────────────────────────┬─┘

              └─ = ─┘               └─ USEr ─┬─────┬─ user-name ─┘

                                             └─ = ─┘

Parameters

• REPORT= report-name
Identifies the saved report to be unsorted. If report-name is not specified, the current report file is returned to its original
sequence.

• USER= user-name
Specifies the user ID of the report owner. If user-name is not specified, the report is retrieved from the current user's
directory.

Example

In the example presented below, the report file that was resequenced in several ways in the SORT command examples is
now returned to its original sequence:

unsort ! display

                            DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE REPORT

                                     09/22/99

         EMP-ID-0415                      DEPT-NAME-0410

                  30       EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION

                 471       EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION

                   1       EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION

                 472       EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION

                  69       ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL

                 100       ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL
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                  11       ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL

                  67       ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL

                 106       ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL

                 101       ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL

                  81       PERSONNEL

                8683       PERSONNEL

                  51       PERSONNEL

                  91       PERSONNEL

                                       - 1 - Note that the rows removed by UNIQUE processing are not restored.

Global Syntax
SELECT Selection Criteria
The WHERE clause criteria specifies criteria for selecting record occurrences based on field values of a named database
record, logical record, or ASF table.

Access mode: The syntax below is invalid when the access switch is set to IDMS.

This selection criteria is an expansion of the:

• SELECT WHERE criteria
• SELECT HAVING criteria

Syntax
 ►►─┬─┬───────┬─┬─ comparison-expression ──┬───────────────────────────────────►

   │ └─ NOT ─┘ └─ dba-designated-keyword ─┘

   │

   │

   └─┬─ EXIsts ─────┬─ (subquery) ────────────────────────────────────────────

     └─ NOT exists ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────►◄

   │ ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │ │

   └─▼─┬─ AND ─┬─┬───────┬─┬─ comparison-expression ──┬─┴─┘ │

       └─ OR ──┘ └─ NOT ─┘ └─ dba-designated-keyword ─┘     │

  ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

 

Syntax Rules

• comparison-expression
Specifies a comparison operation to be performed using the named operands and operator.

• dba-designated-keyword
Specifies a logical record keyword that is predefined by the DBA. DBA-designated-keyword is a keyword that applies
to the logical record named in the command. The keyword represents an operation to be performed at the logical
record path level and serves only to route the logical record request to the appropriate path; it has no meaning to OLQ.
When a SHOW LOGICAL RECORDS command is issued, OLQ lists the keywords associated with each logical record
defined in the current subschema.
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NOTE
This parameter is used in the WHERE clause only.

• EXISTS/NOT EXISTS (subquery)
Evaluates the outcome of subquery in terms of whether it is true (EXISTS) or false (NOT EXISTS).
Subquery is a nested SELECT statement. The SELECT statement must be enclosed in parentheses. The column
list of SELECT statements containing the EXISTS or NOT EXISTS operands must be an asterisk (*), specifying all
columns. The subselect statement cannot contain:
– GROUP BY clauses
– HAVING clauses
– DISTINCT option
– ORDER BY clauses
– UNION clauses

NOTE
This parameter is used in the WHERE clause only.

• AND/OR/NOT
Names the logical operators to be used in evaluating the WHERE clause.
Table 1 lists the logical operators and their meanings in order of precedence. NOT has the highest precedence,
followed by AND, then OR. Parentheses can be used to force the order of evaluation.

Table 1: Logical Operators

Operator Example Meaning
NOT NOT comparison If comparison is false, expression is true.
AND Comparison A AND comparison B If comparison A and comparison B are both

true, expression is true.
OR Comparison A OR comparison B If either comparison A or comparison B is

true, expression is true.

SELECT Comparison-Expression
Comparison-Expression is used in the SELECT WHERE criteria clause and in the SELECT HAVING criteria clause.

Access mode: The syntax below is invalid when the access switch is set to IDMS.

Syntax
 ►►─┬─ expression ─┬─┬───────┬─ IN ─┬─ data-value ─────────────┬───┬─────────┬─►◄

   │              │ └─ NOT ─┘      │     ┌────── , ─────┐     │   │         │

   │              │                └─ ( ─▼─ data-value ─┴─ ) ─┘   │         │

   │              ├─┬───────┬─ LIKe ─┬─ data-value ─────────────┬─┤         │

   │              │ └─ NOT ─┘        │     ┌────── , ─────┐     │ │         │

   │              │                  └─ ( ─▼─ data-value ─┴─ ) ─┘ │         │

   │              ├─┬─ MATches ──┬─┬─ character-string ─┬─────────┤         │

   │              │ └─ CONtains ─┘ └─ mask-value ───────┘         │         │

   │              └─┬─ = ──┬─ expression ─────────────────────────┘         │

   │                ├─ <> ─┤                                                │

   │                ├─ > ──┤                                                │

   │                ├─ < ──┤                                                │

   │                ├─ >= ─┤                                                │

   │                └─ <= ─┘                                                │

   ├─┬─ field-reference ─────┬┬─┬ = ─┬─ data-value ─┬─ TO ───┬─ data-value ┬┤
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   │ └─ function-expression ─┘│ └ <> ┘              └─ THRU ─┘             ││

   │                          └─┬─────┬─ BETween data-value AND data-value ┘│

   │                            └ NOT ┘                                     │

   │                                                                        │

   └─ set-name ─┬────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────┬───────────────┘

                ├─ ,record-name ─────┤ ├─ ,record-name ─────┤

                └─ ,alt-source-name ─┘ └─ ,alt-source-name ─┘

 

Syntax Rules

• expression
Specifies a series of constants or variables separated by operators that yields a single value.

• IN data-value
Compares an expression to a data value or a list of data values:
– IN -- Matches an expression to a list of one or more data values. The comparison is true if the expression matches

one or more of the data values.
The IN predicate is equivalent to coding a series of OR expressions. For example:
 select * from employee

  where emp-last-name in ('jones','tanaka', 'anderson')

 

is equivalent to:
 select * from employee

  where emp-last-name = 'jones' or

        emp-last-name = 'tanaka' or

        emp-last-name = 'anderson'

 

– NOT IN -- Compares a column expression to a list of one or more data values. The comparison is true if the column
expression does not match any of the data values.
The NOT IN predicate is equivalent to coding a series of AND expressions. For example:
 select * from employee

  where emp-last-name not in ('jones','tanaka','anderson')

 

is equivalent to:
 select * from employee

  where emp-last-name <> 'jones' and

        emp-last-name <> 'tanaka' and

        emp-last-name <> 'anderson'

 

– data-value -- The data value or list of data values (data-value,...) to which the expression is compared. Each data
value must be enclosed in quotation marks. If more than one data value is specified, the list must be enclosed in
parentheses and the data values separated by commas.

• LIKE data-value
Searches the expression for a data value.
– LIKE -- Determines whether an expression contains a data value. The comparison is true if the column expression

contains the data value.
– NOT LIKE -- Determines whether an expression does not contain a data value. The comparison is true if the

expression does not contain the data value.
– Data-value -- The data value to which the expression is compared. The data value can contain:
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• Alphanumeric characters for an exact match
• Special characters to use as wild cards
• Escape characters to exactly match the special character

Object String Data Value Example of Syntax Example of True comparison
Underscore (┘) Any single character NAME LIKE 'S┘┘' True if NAME is exactly 3

characters long and the first
character is S

Percent sign (%) Any sequence of zero or more
characters

NAME LIKE '%C┘┘' True if NAME is 3 or more
characters long AND the third
from last character is C

Single alphanumeric character Exact match to that
alphanumeric character

NAME LIKE 'MAC' True if NAME is MAC

Escape character + underscore
(┘)

Exact match to the underscore
(┘)

PARTNUM LIKE '*┘115'
ESCAPE '*'1

True if PARTNUM is '┘115'

Escape character + percent sign
(%)

Exact match to the percent sign
(%)

PARTNUM LIKE '*%15'
ESCAPE '*'1

True if PARTNUM is '%15'

Escape character alone Exact match to the escape
character

PARTNUM LIKE '****' ESCAPE
'*' (note below)

True if PARTNUM is **

The escape character can be any single alphanumeric character and is set by specifying ESCAPE 'escape-character' in
your SELECT statement.

• MATCHES/CONTAINS
Specifies search conditions as follows:
– MATCHES -- A character-string or mask-value against which the named field is to be evaluated, character by

character. The match must be exact, starting with the first character in the mask. The special characters that can be
used for the mask are:
• Asterisk (*) specifies any character. If an asterisk is specified, the entire MATCHES string must be enclosed in

quotation marks.
• At sign (@) specifies any alphabetic character.
• Pound sign (#) specifies any numeric character.
If you specify any other character, the match is for that character only. Only the left-most significant characters of
the mask need be specified explicitly when the remaining characters in the field are allowed to have any value. For
example, to retrieve all addresses where the first two digits of the zip code are 02, the mask value can be specified
as follows:
 '02'

 

Unspecified mask characters are treated as if any character were specified. However, if you want to test the zip
code field for numeric values only, the mask must be specified as '02###'. If the specified mask value is longer than
the field being checked, the extra mask characters are ignored.

– CONTAINS -- Specifies a character string or mask value that you want to search for. The CONTAINS value can
appear anywhere in the named field. For example, the character string EL appears in FIELD, in ELEMENT, and in
COMPEL.

NOTE
MATCHES and CONTAINS apply only to fields with a usage of DISPLAY and do not allow values that
contain double-byte string characters.

• = <> > < >= <=
Specifies the comparison operator:
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– = means Equal to
– <> means Not equal to
– > means Greater than
– < means Less than
– >= means Greater than or equal to
– <= means Less than or equal to

• expression
Specifies the expression the named condition is compared to.

• field-reference
Identifies a field.

• function-expression
An expression containing a built-in function. Note that built-in functions can be nested.

• = <> data-value
Data-value represents data values to which the named field is compared. Specifies that a column expression or
column name equals (=) or doesn't equal (<>) the specified data value.

• TO/THRU data-value
Specifies a range of data values to which the named field is compared. THRU indicates an inclusive range. TO
indicates an exclusive range.

• BETWEEN data-value and data-value
Specifies a range of data values to which the named field is compared. BETWEEN indicates that the named field
meets the requirements inclusive of the boundaries specified by data-value AND data-value. NOT BETWEEN indicates
that the named field doesn't meet the requirements inclusive of the boundaries specified by data-value AND data-
value.

• set-name
Identifies a set relationship. This sub-clause is valid in the WHERE clause only. Set-name is required.

• record-name
Is the name of either the owner or member record of the set. Either the owner or member record can be specified or
omitted.

• alt-source-name
Specifies an alternative name used to identify records with the same name. Alt-source-name is a 1- to 8-character
alphanumeric literal.

FIND / GET Selection Criteria
The WHERE clause selection criteria specifies criteria for selecting record occurrences based on field values of a named
database record or logical record.

Access mode:This criteria clause is invalid when the access switch is set to IDMS.

This selection criteria is an expansion of the:

• FIND/GET WHERE criteria
• COMPUTE GROUP BY HAVING criteria

Syntax
 ►►─┬───────┬─┬─ comparison-expression ──┬─────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ NOT ─┘ └─ dba-designated-keyword ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►◄

   │ ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─┬─ AND ─┬─┬───────┬─┬─ comparison-expression ──┬─┴─┘

       └─ OR ──┘ └─ NOT ─┘ └─ dba-designated-keyword ─┘
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Syntax Rules

• comparison-expression
Specifies a comparison operation to be performed using the indicated operands and operator.

• dba-designated-keyword
Specifies a logical record keyword that is predefined by the DBA. Dba-designated-keyword is a keyword that applies to
the logical record named in the command. The keyword represents an operation to be performed at the logical record
path level and serves only to route the logical record request to the appropriate path; it has no meaning to OLQ.
When a SHOW LOGICAL RECORDS command is issued, OLQ lists the keywords associated with each logical record
defined in the current subschema.

NOTE
This parameter is used in the WHERE clause only.

• AND/OR/NOT
Specifies the logical operators to be used in evaluating the WHERE clause.
Table 2 lists the logical operators and their meanings in the WHERE clause. Logical operators are evaluated from
left to right in order of precedence; NOT has the highest precedence, followed by AND, then OR. You can use
parentheses to force the order of evaluation.

Table 2: Logical Operators:

Operator Example Meaning
NOT NOT comparison If comparison is false, the expression is

true.
AND Comparison A AND comparison B If comparison A and comparison B are both

true, the expression is true.
OR Comparison A OR comparison B If either comparison A or comparison B is

true, the expression is true.

FIND / GET Comparison-Expression
Comparison-expression is used in the FIND/GET WHERE criteria clause and in the COMPUTE GROUP BY HAVING
criteria clause.

Access mode: The syntax below is invalid when the access switch is set to IDMS.

Syntax
 ►►─┬─ function-expression ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ field-reference ─────┘

 

 ►─┬─┬─┬─ = ──┬─┬─ data-value ─┬─ THRU ─┬─ data-value ─┬──────────────────────►◄

   │ │ ├─ EQ ─┤ │              └─ TO ───┘              │

   │ │ └─ IS ─┘ │                                      │

   │ └─┬─ ¬= ─┬─┘                                      │

   │   └─ NE ─┘                                        │

   ├─ MATches mask-value ──────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ CONtains ─┬─ character-string ─┬─────────────────┤

   │            └─ mask-value ───────┘                 │

   └─┬─┬─ = ──┬─┬─ expression ─────────────────────────┘

     │ ├─ EQ ─┤ │

     │ └─ IS ─┘ │
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     ├─┬─ ¬= ─┬─┤

     │ └─ NE ─┘ │

     ├─┬─ >= ─┬─┤

     │ └─ GE ─┘ │

     ├─┬─ > ──┬─┤

     │ └─ GT ─┘ │

     ├─┬─ <= ─┬─┤

     │ └─ LE ─┘ │

     └─┬─ < ──┬─┘

       └─ LT ─┘

 

Syntax Rules

• function-expression
Allows you to use built-in aggregate functions to evaluate data. You can nest built-in functions.

• field-reference

NOTE
For more information, see "FIND / GET and COMPUTE Field-Reference Clause."

• = ¬= data-value
Specifies a range of data values to which the named field is compared.

• THRU/TO data-value
Specifies a range of data values to which the named field is compared.
THRU indicates an inclusive range; TO indicates an exclusive range.

• MATCHES mask-value
Specifies a mask value against which the named field is evaluated, character by character. The match is exact, starting
with the first character in the mask. The following characters are available for use in the MATCHES clause:
– Asterisk (*) specifies any character. If an asterisk is specified, the entire MATCHES string must be enclosed in

quotation marks.
– At sign (@) specifies any alphabetic character.
– Pound sign (#) specifies any numeric character.
– Any alphanumeric character -- Specifies a match against itself.

• CONTAINS
Specifies a character string or mask value for which the named field is searched. The CONTAINS value can appear
anywhere within the named field. For example, the character string EL appears in FIELD, in ELEMENT, and in
COMPEL.
– character-string -- An exact sequence of characters for which the named field is searched.
– mask-value -- A combination of specific (for example: T, 22) and general (for example, any numeric digit) characters

for which the named field is to be searched. The special mask characters described above for MATCHES also apply
to CONTAINS.

NOTE
MATCHES and CONTAINS apply only to fields with a usage of display and do not allow values that
contain double-byte character strings.

• = ¬= >= > <= < expression
Specifies the comparison operator with which the named field is compared.

Expression
Expression is used in the WHERE criteria clause and in the COMPUTE GROUP BY HAVING criteria clause. Expression
can include fields of the following data types:
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• Doubleword binary -- COMP PIC S9(16)
• Fullword binary -- COMP PIC S9(8)
• Halfword binary -- COMP PIC S9(4)
• Packed decimal -- COMP-3
• Zoned decimal -- DISPLAY PIC 9(n) or PIC S9(n)
• Floating point -- COMP-1 and COMP-2
• Display -- DISPLAY PIC X(n)

Expressions that include bit fields, nonnumeric fields, or nonnumeric constants are flagged as errors.

Syntax
 ►►─┬─────┬─┬─ (expression) ────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ - ─┘ ├─ data-value ──────────┤

           ├─ field-reference ─────┤

           └─ function-expression ─┘

 

 ►─┬─ + ─┬─┬─────┬─┬─ (expression) ────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ - ─┤ └─ - ─┘ ├─ data-value ──────────┤

   ├─ * ─┤         ├─ field-reference ─────┤

   └─ / ─┘         └─ function-expression ─┘

 

Syntax Rules

• -
Minus sign denotes a negative value in the expression.

• (expression)
Allows you to nest expressions. Parentheses override the standard order of precedence.

• data-value
• field-reference
• function-expression

Allows you to use built-in aggregate functions to evaluate data. You can nest built-in functions.
• + - * /

Specify the arithmetic operation to be performed, as follows:
– Plus sign (+) means addition
– Minus sign (-) means subtraction (the minus sign must be surrounded by blank spaces)
– Asterisk (*) means multiplication
– Slash (/) means division

When evaluating expressions, OLQ observes the standard order of precedence: multiplication, division, addition, and
subtraction, from left to right, with operations in parentheses resolved first.

FIND / GET and COMPUTE Field-Reference Clause
Field-reference is used in the expression clause, which is used in the FIND/GET WHERE criteria clause and the
COMPUTE GROUP BY HAVING criteria clause.

Access mode: The syntax below is invalid when the access switch is set to IDMS.

Syntax

►►─┬─ compute-title ────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►◄
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   ├─┬────────────┬─ record-name ─┬────────────────┬─ . ────────────┤

   │ └─ view-id. ─┘               └─ (occurrence) ─┘                │

   └─┬───────────────┬─┬─ olq-header ─────────────────────────────┬─┘

     └─ group-name. ─┘ └─ field-name ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

                                      │     ┌───── , ─────┐     │

                                      └─ ( -▼- subscript ─┴─ ) ─┘

Syntax Rules

• compute-title
Specifies the name of a previously computed field used as an operand in the expression. This specification is valid
only for the COMPUTE command.

• view-id
Qualifies the record name by specifying the alternate name of the subschema or table from which the record is
retrieved.

• record-name (occurrence)
Specifies the record in which the selected field participates. If more than one occurrence of the record appears in the
report file or in a retrieval path, the occurrence number of the record can be specified.
If you use occurrence, separate it from the field name with a period. When this parameter is not used, it defaults to the
first record type retrieved in the path definition.

• group-name
Fields in the record can be specified as follows:
– olq-header --  The alternative header defined for OLQ use in the data dictionary or by the user. When the header

contains more than one line, only the first line is displayed.
– field-name (subscript) --  A field in a one-, two-, or three-dimensional array. Enclose the subscript parameter in

parentheses.

Examples

Matches mask-value

When specifying a match, if a character other than one of the mask-value characters is specified, the match is for that
character only.

matches 'string'

This MATCHES clause specifies that the characters of the string to be found must be STRING.

Matching any characters

Only the left-most significant characters of the mask need be specified explicitly when the remaining characters in the field
are allowed to have any value.

To retrieve all addresses where the first two digits of the zip code are 02, the mask value can be specified as follows:

'02'

Unspecified mask characters are treated as if * (any character) were specified.

Numeric values

If the zip code is to be tested for numeric values only, the mask must be specified as:

'02###'
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If the specified mask value is longer than the field being checked, the extra mask characters will be ignored.

DISPLAY and SORT Field-Reference Clause
This field-reference clause is used in the DISPLAY, and SORT commands and allows you to identify a field in several
different ways. With the field-reference clause, you are not restricted to specifying a field name when manipulating or
displaying report files. You can identify fields in any of the following ways:

• Relative column position of the field in the report file (1 for the first column)
• Computed column header (AVG-SALARY for the computed average salary)
• OLQ header for the field (MANAGER-NAME)
• Field name for a particular record, or a field name, which can be further qualified either by a record name and record

occurrence or by subscripts.

Syntax

►►─┬─┬─ column-position ────────────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────┬─┬─►◄

   │ ├─ compute-column-title ───────────────────────┤ └ (character-count) ┘ │

   │ └┬─────────┬─┬ field-name ────────────────────┬┘                       │

   │  └ record. ┘ ├ olq-header ────────────────────┤                        │

   │              │               ┌──── , ────┐    │                        │

   │              └ 'field-name ( ▼ subscript ┴ )' ┘                        │

   │                              ┌───── , ─────┐                           │

   └─┬───────────┬─ field-name ( -▼- subscript ─┴─ ) ───────────────────────┘

     └─ record. ─┘

Expansion of record

►►─┬────────────┬─ record-name ─┬────────────────┬────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ view-id. ─┘               └─ (occurrence) ─┘

Syntax Rules

• column-position
Specifies the field in the nth column of the report file. Column numbers appear under the header COL in the HELP
REPORT display.

• compute-column-title
Specifies the name of a field created by a COMPUTE command. If the computed field name includes blanks or
delimiters, it must be enclosed in quotation marks. Computed fields are listed as *COMPUTED* in the HELP REPORT
display.

• record
– view-id -- Qualifies the record name by specifying the alternate name ofthe subschema or table from which the

record is retrieved.
– record-name (occurrence) -- Specifies the record in which the selected field participates. If the record appears

more than once in the path, you can specify the occurrence number of the record. If you use occurrence, separate it
from the field specification with a period. Record names appear under the header RECORD in the HELP REPORT
display.
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• field-name -- The name of the field in the report file. Db-key field names can be specified in the SORT command,
but not in the WHERE clause or the COMPUTE statement. Field names appear under the header FIELD in the
HELP REPORT display.

• olq-header -- The alternative record header defined for the field in the data dictionary or by the user. This name
appears under the header OLQ HEADER in the HELP REPORT display. When the header comprises more than
one line, only the first header line is displayed in the HELP REPORT file.
User-defined headers are specified by using the EDIT command; these headers apply only to the session in
which they are specified.

• field-name (subscript)  -- The fields that require subscripts in a one-, two-, or three-dimensional array. Enclose
the subscript parameter in quotation marks if followed by character-count (see below). The FIELD column in the
HELP REPORT display identifies the fields that require subscripts.

• character-count -- The number of left-most characters of the field sorted on or displayed. This parameter allows
truncation of a field whose usage is DISPLAY so that an increased number of fields can be displayed at one
time. Enclose character-count in parentheses. This parameter is not valid for the ON BREAK command.

Example

DEPT.PHONE for the phone field in the Department record, PHONE(2) for the second occurrence of the field that contains
the phone number.

NOTE
The DISPLAY command can also reference the initial portion of a report-file field whose usage is DISPLAY.

The HELP/SHOW REPORT command displays the field names, column numbers, and OLQ headers available for use in
the field-reference clause.

Field-List Clause
The field-list clause is used in data retrieval commands and specifies the fields in the designated record type to be
included in the report.

The field-list clause overrides the ALL/NONE option in effect at signon, as well as any previously specified FIELDS FOR
command or field-list clauses for the named record type. The established field list for a record remains in effect until
another field list is specified for that record.

Enclose field-list in parentheses when you use it in a retrieval command.

Syntax

►►─┬─ ALL ────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ NONE ───────────────────────────────────────┤

   │ ┌──────────────────── , ───────────────────┐ │

   └─▼- field-name ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┴─┘

                    │     ┌───── , ─────┐     │

                    └─ ( -▼- subscript ─┴─ ) ─┘

Syntax Rules

• ALL/NONE
Specifies whether all or none of the fields within a retrieved record type are included in the internal field list for that
record.
Filler fields are not displayed unless OPTIONS=FILLER is specified.

• field-name
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Specifies one or more fields within a retrieved record type included in the internal field list for that record. Keep in mind
these rules when specifying field-name:
– Specification of a group item automatically places all elementary fields within the group item in the internal field list.
– Specification of an elementary field name refers to that field name only.
– Fields that redefine other fields aren't placed in the internal field list unless specified individually.

• (subscript)
Specifies one or more occurrences of a repeating field. Each occurrence is identified by a subscript enclosed in
parentheses. Multiple entries are separated by commas and are limited to the number specified in the OCCURS
clause of the schema record description. If a repeating field name is specified without a subscript, a second set of
parentheses is required.
If a repeating field is specified with one or more references to a repetition, only the specified repetitions are displayed.
These rules apply to nested repeating fields:
– Specifying a high-level field displays all associated repetitions of lower-level fields.
– Specifying a low-level field displays that repetition of the low-level field in all repetitions of the high-level field.
– Specifying a low-level field followed by a two- or three-part subscript (the repetition of the high-level field and the

repetition of low-level fields) displays a single repetition of that field.

Built-In Functions and Syntax
Built-in functions are predefined functions in OLQ that allow you to:

• Evaluate expressions according to predefined operations and return results that can be used in command mode
processing.

• Perform predefined string, arithmetic, trigonometric, and date/time functions.
• Perform aggregate calculations that are based on the GROUP BY processing of the COMPUTE and SELECT

commands. These aggregate calculations include:
– Sum
– Average
– Maximum
– Minimum
– Count
– Product
– Standard deviation
– Standard deviation population
– Variance
– Variance population

Invoking Built-In Functions
Built-in functions are invoked by specifying an invocation name.

There are five types of built-in functions: aggregate, arithmetic, date, string, and trigonometric. For a list of built-in
functions and what they do, see the tables below.

Where you use them:

You can specify arithmetic, date, string, and trigonometric built-in functions in OLQ anywhere you would normally specify
arithmetic or comparison expressions. You can specify aggregate built-in functions in a:

• Column list of a SELECT statement that has a GROUP BY clause
• COMPUTE expression that has a GROUP BY clause
• HAVING clause
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Table 5: OLQ Aggregate Built-In Functions

Function Invocation Example
Return the average (median) value AVERAGE

AVE
compute ave-sal = ave(salary) group by
dept

Return the number of elements COUNT
COU
NUMBER
NUM

select count(*) from employee group by
dept

Return the highest value MAXIMUM
MAX
HIVAL
HIV

select max(salary) as 'Top Salary' from
employee group by dept

Return the lowest value MINIMUM
MIN
LOVAL
LOV

select min(salary) as 'Low Sal' from
employee
group by dept

Return the product for all values of a break PRODUCT
PROD

select product (interest-rate) from
mutual-funds
group by all

Return the sum of all values TOTAL
SUM

select sum(salary) as 'Total Salaries'
from employee group by dept

Return the sample standard deviation of all
values

STD select std(salary) as 'Standard Deviation
Based on Sample' from employee group
by job-id

Return the population standard deviation of
all values

STDP select stdp(salary) as 'Standard
Deviation Based on Population' from
employee group by job-id

Return the sample variance of all values VAR select var(salary) as 'Variance Based on
Sample' from employee group by job-id

Return the population variance of all values VARP select varp(salary) as 'Variance Based
on Population' from employee group by
job-id

Table 6: OLQ Arithmetic Built-In Functions

Function Invocation Example
Return the absolute value of a number ABSOLUTE-VALUE

ABS-VAL
@ABS
ABS

select abs(oper1) as 'Difference' from
table1

Return the value of a number multiplied by
-1

INVERT-SIGN
INVERT
INV

select inv(oper1) as 'Inverted Value' from
table1

Return the natural logarithm of a number LOG-BASE-E
LOGNAT
NATLOG
LOGE
@LN

select loge(oper1) as 'Log Base E' from
table1
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Return the common logarithm of a number LOG-BASE-10
LOGCOM
COMLOG
LOG10
@LOG

select log10(oper1) as 'Log Base 10'
from table1

Return the modulus (remainder) of a
division operation

MODULO
MOD
@MOD

select mod(oper1 - oper2) as
'Remainder' from table1

Return the smallest integer that is equal to
or greater than the specified number

NEXT-INT-EQHI
NEXTINTEH
NEXIH
@CEIL

select nexih(balance-due) as 'Balance
Due' from invoice

Return the largest integer that is lower than
the specified number

NEXT-INT-EQLO
NEXTINTEL
NEXIL
@TRUNC
@INT

select nexil(balance-due) as 'Balance
Due' from invoice

Return a pseudo-random number based on
a seed number

RANDOM-NUMBER
RANDOM
@RAND
RAN

compute 'number' = random (13549)

Return a +1, 0, or -1 depending on whether
a number is positive, zero, or negative

SIGN-VALUE
SIGN-VAL
SIGV

select sigv(oper1) as 'Sign' from table1

Return the square root of a number SQUARE-ROOT
@SQRT
SQRT

select sqrt(oper1) as 'Square Root' from
table1

Table 7: OLQ Date Built-In Functions

Function Invocation Example
Return the conversion of a specified date
from one format (Gregorian, calendar,
European, or Julian) to another format

DATECHG DATECHGX
GCDATE GCDATEX
GJDATE GJDATEX
CEDATE CEDATEX
EGDATE EGDATEX
EJDATE EJDATEX
JCDATE JCDATEX
GEDATE GEDATEX
CGDATE CGDATEX
CJDATE CJDATEX
ECDATE ECDATEX
JGDATE JGDATEX
JEDATE JEDATEX

compute calendar = datechg(start-
date,'G','C')

Return the number of days between two
specified dates

DATEDIF select datefig(start-date, end-date) as
'Senior' from table1

Return the date resulting from adding a
specified number of days to a specified
date

DATEOFF compute newdate = dateoff(start-date,4)
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Return today's date in the format requested TODAY
TODAYX

select today('C') as 'Day-off'

Return tomorrow's date in the format
requested

TOMORROW
TOMORROWX

select tomorrow('C') as 'Holiday'

Return the weekday (Monday, Tuesday,
etc.) of a specified Gregorian, calendar,
European, or Julian date

WEEKDAY
WEEKDAYX
GWEEKDAY
GWEEKDAYX
CWEEKDAY
CWEEKDAYX
EWEEKDAY
EWEEKDAYX
JWEEKDAY
JWEEKDAYX

compute weekday =
weekday(birthday,'C')

Return yesterday's date in the format
requested

YESTERDAY
YESTERDAYX

select yesterday('C') as 'Day-off'

Table 8: OLQ String Built-In Functions

Function Invocation Example
Return the concatenation of a specified list
of strings

CONCATENATE
CONCAT
CON

select concatenate(emp-first-name,emp-
last-name) from employee

Return the substring that results from
removing leading and trailing spaces from a
string

EXTRACT
EXT

select extract(emp-last-name) from
employee

Return a fixed-length string of 20, 40, 60, or
80 characters

FIX20
FIX40
FIX60
FIX80

select fix40 concat((extract(emp-fname),
' ',extract(emp-lname))

Return the string resulting when the first
letter in the specified source string is
capitalized and all other characters in the
string are converted to lowercase

INITCAP compute new-emp-lname = initcap(emp-
lname)

Return the string resulting from inserting
one string into another

INSERT
INS

select insert(emp-name,'**',1) from
employee where emp-city eq boston

Return the string that results from left
justifying a string

LEFT-JUSTIFY
LEFT-JUST
LEFJUS
LEFT

select lefjus(emp-last-name) from
employee

Return the starting position of a specified
substring

STRING-INDEX
INDEX
INDX

select * from invoice where index(prod-
code,'ABC') ne 0

Return the length of a string STRING-LENGTH
SLENGTH
SLEN

select length(extract(emp-first-name))
from employee

Return the substring of a string, starting
from a specified position, and continuing for
a specified length

SUBSTRING
SUBSTR
SUBS

select substr(emp-id,3,2) from employee
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Return the string that results from right
justifying a string

RIGHT-JUSTIFY
RIGHT-JUST
RIGHTJUS
RIGHT

select rightjus(emp-name) from
employee

Return the string that results from
converting all characters to lowercase

TOLOWER compute new-emp-lname = tolower(emp-
lname)

Return the string that results from
converting all characters to uppercase.

TOUPPER compute new-emp-lname =
toupper(emp-lname)

Return the string that results from
translating characters in a string that also
occur in a selection string to corresponding
characters in a substitution string

TRANSLATE
TRANS

select trans (course-id,'123','abc') from
course-list

Return the position of the first character
in a string that doesn't occur in a second
specified string

VERIFY
VER

select emp-name from employee where
verify(emp-id, '1234567890 ') ne 0

Return the string resulting when the first
letter of each word in the specified source
string is capitalized and all other characters
in the string are converted to lowercase

WORDCAP compute new-emp-lname =
wordcap(emp-lname)

Table 9: OLQ Trigonometric Built-In Functions

Function Invocation Example
Return the arc cosine of a number that
represents an angle in degrees

ARCCOSINE-DEGREES
ARCCOSDEG
ACOSD

compute 'Arc Cosine' = acosd(angle-in-
degrees)

Return the arc cosine of a number that
represents an angle in radians

ARCCOSINE-RADIANS
ARCCOSRAD
ACOSR

compute 'Arc Cosine'= acosr(angle-in-
radians)

Return the arc sine of a number that
represents an angle in degrees

ARCSINE-DEGREES
ARCSINDEG
ASIND

compute 'Arc Sine' = asind(angle-in-
degrees)

Return the arc sine of a number that
represents an angle in radians

ARCSINE-RADIANS
ARCSINRAD
ASINR

compute 'Arc Sine' = asinr(angle-in-
radians)

Return the arc tangent of a number that
represents an angle in degrees

ARCTAN-DEGREES
ARCTANDEG
ATAND

compute 'Arc Tangent' = atand(angle-in-
degrees)

Return the arc tangent of a number that
represents an angle in radians

ARCTAN-RADIANS
ARCTANRAD
ATANR

:display. compute 'Arc Tangent' =
atand(angle-in-radians)

Return the cosine of a number that
represents an angle in degrees

COSINE-DEGREES
COSDEG
COSD

compute 'Cosine' = cosd(angle-in-
degrees)

Return the cosine of a number that
represents an angle in radians

COSINE-RADIANS
COSRAD
COSR

compute 'Cosine' = cosr(angle-in-
radians)

Return the sine of a number that represents
an angle in degrees

SINE-DEGREES
SINEDEG
SIND

compute 'Sine' = sind(angle-in-degrees)
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Return the sine of a number that represents
an angle in radians

SINE-RADIANS
SINERAD
SINR

compute 'Sine' = sinr(angle-in-radians)

Return the tangent of a number that
represents an angle in degrees

TANGENT-DEGREES
TANDEG
TAND

compute 'Tangent' = tand(angle-in-
degrees)

Return the tangent of a number that
represents an angle in radians

TANGENT-RADIANS
TANRAD
TANR

compute 'Tangent' = tanr(angle-in-
radians)

Parameters Of Built-In Functions
When coding parameters of built-in functions, use the following guidelines:

• Parameters of a built-in function must be enclosed in parentheses and should be separated by commas.
• Each parameter must appear in a specific position relative to the other parameters.
• Parameters in built-in functions are either string values or numeric values:

– A string value is coded as an EBCDIC variable data field, a nonnumeric literal, or a built-in function that returns a
string value.

– A numeric value is coded as an arithmetic expression, a numeric variable data field, a numeric literal, or a built-in
function that returns a numeric value.

• Some function parameters have restrictions on the values they can contain.

Example:

The value specified in a square root function cannot be negative. These restrictions are specified in the command's syntax
rules.

ABSOLUTE-VALUE
Returns the absolute value of a numeric value.

Syntax

 

►►─┬─ ABSOLUTE-VALUE ─┬─ ( value ) ───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ABS-val ────────┘

 

Parameters

• value
Specifies the numeric value whose absolute value is calculated.

Value can be:

• An arithmetic expression
• The name of a user-defined variable data field
• A user-supplied numeric literal
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Example

In the following example, the absolute value function is used to specify the absolute value of a calculated length in a
substring function:

Initial values:

    EMP-NAME: 'JOE SMITH'

    WK-LENGTH: -3

Statement:

    MOVE SUB(EMP-NAME,1,ABS(WK-LENGTH)) TO WK-FNAME.

Returned value from ABS function: 3

Returned string from SUB function: 'JOE'

Arc Cosine
The arc cosine functions return the arc cosine (inverse sign) of a numeric value that represents an angle in either degrees
or radians.

The single floating point operand returned expresses the angle accurate to decimal places in the range zero to 180 for
degrees and zero to p for radians.

Syntax

►►─┬─ ACOSR ─────────────┬─ (value) ──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ ARCCOSRAD ─────────┤

   └─ ARCCOSINE-RADIANS ─┘

►►─┬─ ACOSD ─────────────┬─ (value) ──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ ARCCOSDEG ─────────┤

   └─ ARCCOSINE-DEGREES ─┘

Invocation Names

ACOSD                ACOSR

ARCCOSDEG            ARCCOSRAD

ARCCOSINE-DEGREES    ARCCOSINE-RADIANS

Parameters

• (value)
Specifies the numeric value representing the angle, in degrees or radians, whose arc cosine is calculated. Value must
be a value ranging from -1 to +1.

Example

This example uses the arc cosine (degrees) function to calculate the cosine of -0.5:

compute 'Arc Cosine'= acosd(-0.5)

 

  Arc Cosine = 120
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Arc Sine
The arc sine functions return the arc sine of a numeric value that represents an angle in either degrees or radians.

The single operand returned expresses the angle accurate to 10 decimal places in the range -90 to +90 for degrees and -
p/2 to +p/2 for radians.

Syntax

►►─┬─ ASIND ───────────┬─ (value) ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ ARCSINDEG ───────┤

   └─ ARCSINE-DEGREES ─┘

►►─┬─ ASINR ───────────┬─ (value) ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ ARCSINRAD ───────┤

   └─ ARCSINE-RADIANS ─┘

Invocation Names

ASIND              ASINR

ARCSINDEG          ARCSINRAD

ARCSINE-DEGREES    ARCSINE-RADIANS

Parameter

• (value)
Specifies the numeric value representing the angle, in degrees or radians, whose arc sine is calculated. Value must be
a value ranging from -1 to +1.

Example

This example calculates the arc sine (in degrees) of 0.8660:

compute 'Arc Sine' = asind(0.8660)

 

  Arc Sine = 5.99971

Arc Tangent
The arc tangent functions return the arc tangent of a numeric value that represents an angle in either degrees or radians.

The single operand that is returned expresses an angle accurate to 10 decimal places in the range +90 to -90 for degrees
and -p/2 to +p/2 for radians.

Syntax

►►─┬─ ATAND ──────────┬─ (value) ─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ ARCTANDEG ──────┤

   └─ ARCTAN-DEGREES ─┘
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►►─┬─ ATANR ──────────┬─ (value) ─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ ARCTANRAD ──────┤

   └─ ARCTAN-RADIANS ─┘

Invocation Names

ATAND            ATANR

ARCTANDEG        ARCTANRAD

ARCTAN-DEGREES   ARCTAN-RADIANS

Parameter

• (value)
Specifies the numeric value representing the angle, in degrees or radians, whose arc tangent is calculated.

Example

This example calculates the arc tangent (in degrees) of 1.7321:

compute 'Arc Tangent' = atand(1.7321)

 

  ARC TANGENT = 6.0007

Average
The average function returns the average (mean) value of a specified group of numeric values, based upon changes in
the resultant value of the GROUP BY clause.

Syntax

►►─┬─ AVG ─────┬─ (value) ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ AVE ─────┤

   └─ AVERAGE ─┘

Invocation Names

AVG

AVE

AVERAGE

Parameter

• (value)
Specifies the numeric value or values whose average is being calculated.

Example

This example determines the average salary for each department. The total salary for the employees in DEPT1 = 100000.
The number of employees in DEPT1 = 6.
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compute ave-sal = ave(salary) group by department

 

     AVE-SAL = 16666.66

Capitalization
Returns the string that results when the first letter of each word in the specified source string is capitalized and all other
characters in the string are converted to lowercase.

Syntax

►►─── WORDCAP (string) ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Invocation Name

WORDCAP

Parameter

• string
Specifies the string to be converted.
String can be:
– A string literal, enclosed in single quotation marks
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the string
The first letter in each word is capitalized and all other characters are converted to lowercase.

Example

In the example below, the word cap function is used on employees' last names:

Initial value:

    EMP-LNAME: 'O'HEARN            '

Statement:

    compute new-emp-lname = wordcap(emp-lname)

Returned string:

    'O'Hearn            '

Concatenate
The concatenate function returns the concatenation of a specified list of string values.

Syntax

                         ┌──────────┐

►►─┬─ CON ─────────┬─ ( ─▼─ string ─┴─ ) ─────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ CONCAT ──────┤

   └─ CONCATENATE ─┘
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Invocation Names

CON

CONCAT

CONCATENATE

Parameters

• (string)
Specifies one or more string values that are concatenated to form a single string value.

Examples

Concatenate fields

You can concatenate EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 (PIC X(15)) and EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 (PIC X(15)) so the first name
precedes the last name. EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 is 'ELMER '. EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 is 'OTT '.

select concatenate(emp-first-name-0415, emp-last-name-0415)

 from employee

 

'ELMER          OTT            '

Concatenate and extract

You can use the concatenate function in conjunction with the extract function to concatenate EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415
(PIC X(15)), up to but not including the first blank, with a blank and then with EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 (PIC X(15)). The
value of EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 is 'ELMER ' and the value of EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 is 'OTT '.

select con(extract(emp-first-name-0415),' ',

 emp-last-name-0415) from employee

 

'ELMER OTT          '

Cosine
The cosine functions return the cosine of a numeric value that represents an angle in either degrees or radians.

Syntax

►►─┬─ COSD ───────────┬─ (value) ─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ COSDEG ─────────┤

   └─ COSINE-DEGREES ─┘

►►─┬─ COSR ───────────┬─ (value) ─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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   ├─ COSRAD ─────────┤

   └─ COSINE-RADIANS ─┘

Invocation Names

COSD             COSR

COSDEG           COSRAD

COSINE-DEGREES   COSINE-RADIANS

Parameters

• (value)
Specifies the numeric value representing the angle, in degrees or radians, whose cosine is calculated.

Example

This example calculates the cosine (in degrees) of 60:

compute 'Cosine' = cosd(60)

 

  COSINE = 5.000

Count
The count function returns the number of occurrences of the value identified by the GROUP BY clause.

Syntax

►►─┬─ COU ────┬─ (*) ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ COUNT ──┤

   ├─ NUM ────┤

   └─ NUMBER ─┘

Invocation Names

COU     NUM

COUNT   NUMBER

Example

This example counts the number of employees in a department:

select count(*) from employee

 

  12
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Date Change
The date change functions return the conversion of a specified date from one format (Gregorian, calendar, European, or
Julian) to another.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►─┬─ DATECHG (date, 'input-date-format', 'output-date-format') ─┬────────────►◄

   └─┬─ GCDATE ─┬─ (date) ───────────────────────────────────────┘

     ├─ GEDATE ─┤

     ├─ GJDATE ─┤

     ├─ CGDATE ─┤

     ├─ CEDATE ─┤

     ├─ CJDATE ─┤

     ├─ EGDATE ─┤

     ├─ ECDATE ─┤

     ├─ EJDATE ─┤

     ├─ JGDATE ─┤

     ├─ JCDATE ─┤

     └─ JEDATE ─┘

►►─┬─ DATECHGX (century-date, 'input-date-format', 'output-date-format') ─┬───►◄

   └─┬─ GCDATEX ─┬─ (century-date) ───────────────────────────────────────┘

     ├─ GEDATEX ─┤

     ├─ GJDATEX ─┤

     ├─ CGDATEX ─┤

     ├─ CEDATEX ─┤

     ├─ CJDATEX ─┤

     ├─ EGDATEX ─┤

     ├─ ECDATEX ─┤

     ├─ EJDATEX ─┤

     ├─ JGDATEX ─┤

     ├─ JCDATEX ─┤

     └─ JEDATEX ─┘

Invocation names:

               DATECHG                              DATECHGX

GCDATE    CGDATE   EGDATE   JGDATE   GCDATEX    CGDATEX   EGDATEX   JGDATEX

GEDATE    CEDATE   ECDATE   JCDATE   GEDATEX    CEDATEX   ECDATEX   JCDATEX

GJDATE    CJDATE   EJDATE   JEDATE   GJDATEX    CJDATEX   EJDATEX   JEDATEX

Parameters

• date
Specifies the six-byte object date for the date change function.
Date can be:
– A user-supplied numeric literal (enclosed within quotes)
– The name of a user-defined variable data field

• century-date
Specifies the eight-byte object date (containing the century) for the date change function.
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Century date can be:
– A user-supplied numeric literal (enclosed within quotes)
– The name of a user-defined variable data field

• 'input-date-format'
Specifies the format of the date specified by date or century-date.
Input date can be:
– 'G' -- Gregorian
– 'C' -- Calendar
– 'E' -- European
– 'J' -- Julian
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the date format

• 'output-date-format'
Specifies the format to which date or century-date is to be converted.
Output date can be:
– 'G' -- Gregorian
– 'C' -- Calendar
– 'E' -- European
– 'J' -- Julian
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the date format

Examples

Example 1

In this example, the date change function is used to convert January 28, 1958, from Gregorian to calendar format:

compute calendar = datechg(580128,'g','c') group by all

 

  012858

Example 2

In this example, the date change function is used to convert November 12, 1991, from Julian to Gregorian format. The
returned date contains the century portion of the year:

compute calendar = jgdate(91316,'j','g')

 

  911112

Example 3

In this example, the date change function is used to convert January 28, 1958, from Gregorian to calendar format. The
returned date contains the century portion of the year:

compute calendar = datechgx(19580128,'g','c') group by all
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  01281958

Date Difference
The date difference function returns the number of days between two specified dates.

Syntax

►►─── DATEDIF (gregorian-date1, gregorian-date2) ─────────────────────────────►◄

[DATEDIFX]

Invocation Name

DATEDIF

Parameters

• gregorian-date1
Specifies the date, in Gregorian format, from which the second date is subtracted to derive the difference in days.

• gregorian-date2
Specifies the date, in Gregorian format, subtracted from the first date to derive the difference in days.

Example

This example determines the number of days between January 28, 1958, and August 11, 1955:

select datedif(580128,550811) as 'older' from table1

 

  OLDER = 901

NOTE
If the dates were supplied in reverse order, the value -901 would have been returned.

Date Offset
The date offset function returns the date, in Gregorian format, resulting from adding a specified number of days to a
specified date.

Syntax

►►─── DATEOFF (gregorian-date, offset) ───────────────────────────────────────►◄

[DATEOFFX]

Invocation Name

DATEOFF
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Parameters

• gregorian-date
Specifies the date, in Gregorian format, to which the offset is added.

• offset
Specifies the offset, in days, that is added to the specified date. Offset can be a numeric variable data field, a numeric
literal, a built-in function that returns a numeric value, or an arithmetic expression. Offset can be negative.

Example

This example determines that date that results from adding four days to January 28, 1958:

compute newdate = dateoff(580128,4)

 

  NEWDATE = 580201

Extract
The extract function returns the string that results from removing leading and trailing spaces from a string value.

Syntax

►►─┬─ EXT ─────┬─ (string) ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ EXTRACT ─┘

Invocation Names

EXT

EXTRACT

Parameter

• (string)
Specifies the string value on which the extract function is performed.

Example

This example removes leading and trailing spaces from the string contained in EMP-LAST-NAME-0415. The value of
EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 is ' VON BUREN '

select extract(emp-last-name-0415) from employee

 

  'VON BUREN'

Fix
Returns a fixed-length string of 20, 40, 60, or 80 characters.
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FIX pads with blanks or truncates the string to the appropriate size.FIX is useful for making SELECT statements UNION
compatible.

Syntax

►►─┬─ FIX20 (string) ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ FIX40 (string) ─┤

   ├─ FIX60 (string) ─┤

   └─ FIX80 (string) ─┘

Invocation Names

FIX20   FIX60

FIX40   FIX80

Parameter

• string
Specifies the string value on which the fix function is performed.
String can be:
– A string literal, enclosed in single quotation marks
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the string

Example

In the example below, FIX40 (in OLQ access mode) is used to create a formatted mailing address report:

select fix40(concat(substr(emp-fname,1,9),' ',emp-lname))

 emp-lname, emp-id, 1

 from employee

union

select fix40(street),

 emp-lname, emp-id, 2

 from employee

union
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select fix40(concat(substr(city,1,10),' ',state,' ',zip-code),

 emp-lname, emp-id, 3

 from employee

union

select fix40(' ') as detail,

 emp-lname, emp-id, 9 as line

 from employee order by 2, 3, 4

 

 

JOHN MULLHOLLOW

114 LAUREL LANE

SHELBURNE FALLS, MA  01210

Index
The index function returns the starting position of a specified string within a string value. If the specified string is not found,
a zero is returned.

Syntax

►►─┬─ INDX ─────────┬─ (string, search-string) ───────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ INDEX ────────┤

   └─ STRING-INDEX ─┘

Invocation Names

INDX

INDEX

STRING-INDEX

Parameters

• string
Specifies the string that is searched.

• search-string
Specifies the string that the index function searches for within string. Search-string cannot be longer than string.
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Example

This example lists invoices where the product code contains the string 'ABC':

select * from invoice where index(prod-code,'abc') ne 0

 

  1

The above select returns all rows whose product code contains the literal, 'abc', somewhere in the string. For instance, the
search strings 'ABCDEF' and 'XXXABC' produce success; 'CBAXXX' does not.

Initial Uppercase
Returns the string that results when the first letter in the specified source string is capitalized and all other characters in
the string are converted to lowercase.

Syntax

►►─── INITCAP (string) ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Invocation Name

INITCAP

Parameter

• string
Specifies the string whose first letter is to be capitalized.

String can be:

• A string literal enclosed in single quotation marks
• The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the string

Example

In the example below, the initial cap function is used on employees' last names:

Initial value:

    EMP-LNAME: 'O'HEARN            '

Statement:

    compute new-emp-lname = initcap(emp-lname)

Returned string:

    'O'hearn           '

INSERT Function
Returns the string that results from a specified string being inserted into a string value starting at a specified position.
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Syntax

 

►►─── INSert ( string, insertion-string, starting-position ) ─────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

• string
Specifies the string into which insertion-string is inserted.
String can be:
– A string literal, enclosed in single quotation marks
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the string

• insertion-string
Specifies the string that is inserted into string.
Insertion-string can be:
– A string literal, enclosed in single quotation marks
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the string

• starting-position
Specifies the numeric position at which insertion will begin.
Starting-position can be:
– An arithmetic expression
– The name of a user-defined variable data field
– A user-supplied numeric literal
Starting-position is in a range from 1 to the length of string plus 1.

Usage

Considerations:

• If starting-position is 1 or less, insertion starts at the beginning of the string value.
• If starting-position is greater than the length of string, insertion starts at the end of the string value.

Example

In the following example, the INSERT function is used with the SUBSTRING function to insert the first six letters of the
string contained in EMP-LNAME (PIC X(20)) into the string '**', starting at position 2:

Initial value:

    EMP-LNAME: 'PARKINSON          '

Statement:

    MOVE INSERT('**',SUBS(EMP-LNAME,1,6),2) TO WK-STRING.

Returned string:

    '*PARKIN*'

Invert Sign
The sign inversion function reverses the sign of a numeric value. A positive numeric value becomes negative; a negative
numeric value becomes positive.
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Syntax

►►─┬─ INV ─────────┬─ (value) ────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ INVERT ──────┤

   └─ INVERT-SIGN ─┘

Invocation Names

INV

INVERT

INVERT-SIGN

Parameter

• (value)
Specifies the numeric value whose sign is to be reversed.

Example

This example changes 453.29 from a positive to a negative value: The value of OPER1 is 453.29.

select inv(oper1) as 'inverted-value' from table1

 

  INVERTED-VALUE = -453.29

LEFT-JUSTIFY
Returns the string that results from removing leading blanks from the left side of a string value, shifting the remainder of
the string value to the left side, then filling the right side with as many blanks as were removed from the left side.

Syntax

 

►►─┬─ LEFT-JUSTIFY ─┬─ ( string ) ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ LEFT-just ────┤

   └─ LEFJUS ───────┘

 

Parameter

• string
Specifies the string value on which the left justify function is performed.
String can be:
– A string literal, enclosed in single quotation marks
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the string

Example

In the following example, the left justify function is used to left justify EMP-LNAME (PIC X(20)):
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Initial value:

    EMP-LNAME: '     SMITH          '

Statement:

    MOVE LEFT-JUSTIFY(EMP-LNAME) TO EMP-LNAME.

Returned string:

    'SMITH              '

Length
The length function returns the length (number of characters) of a string value.

Syntax

►►─┬─ SLEN ──────────┬─ (string) ─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ SLENGTH ───────┤

   └─ STRING-LENGTH ─┘

Invocation Names

SLEN

SLENGTH

STRING-LENGTH

Parameter

• (string)
Specifies the string value whose length is determined.
To calculate the length of a string value, excluding leading and trailing spaces, use the length function in conjunction
with the extract function.

Example

This example determines the length of a name contained in EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 (PIC X(10)). The value of EMP-
FIRST-NAME is 'ELMER '.

select slength(extract(emp-first-name-0415))

 from employee

 

  'ELMER'

 

  5

Logarithm
The logarithm functions return the common (base 10) or natural (base E) logarithm of a numeric value.
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Syntax

►►─┬─ LOG10 ───────┬─ (value) ────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ @LOG ────────┤

   ├─ COMLOG ──────┤

   ├─ LOGCOM ──────┤

   └─ LOG-BASE-10 ─┘

►►─┬─ LOGE ───────┬─ (value) ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ @LN ────────┤

   ├─ NATLOG ─────┤

   ├─ LOGNAT ─────┤

   └─ LOG-BASE-E ─┘

Invocation Names

@LOG          @LN

LOG10         LOGE

COMLOG        NATLOG

LOGCOM        LOGNAT

LOG-BASE-10   LOG-BASE-E

Parameter

• (value)
Specifies the numeric value whose logarithm is calculated. Value must be greater than zero.

Lowercase
Returns the string that results from converting all characters to lowercase.

Syntax

►►─── TOLOWER (string) ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Invocation Names

TOLOWER

Parameter

• string
Specifies the string value on which the lowercase function is performed.
String can be:
– A string literal, enclosed in single quotation marks
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the string

Example

In the example below, the lowercase function is used to convert all characters in the last name to lowercase:
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Initial value:

    EMP-LNAME:  'LANCHESTER         '

Statement:

    compute new-emp-lname = tolower(emp-lname)

Returned string:

    'lanchester         '

Maximum
The maximum function returns the highest value in the specified column for all occurrences with the same GROUP BY
value.

Syntax

►►─┬─ MAX ─────┬─ (value) ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ MAXIMUM ─┤

   ├─ HIV ─────┤

   └─ HIVAL ───┘

Invocation Names

MAX       HIV

MAXIMUM   HIVAL

Parameter

• (value)
The column or expression for which the maximum value is calculated.

Example

This example determines the maximum salary in each department:

select max(salary) as 'top salary' from employee

 

  TOP SALARY = '75000'

Minimum
The minimum function returns the lowest value in the specified column for all occurrences with the same GROUP BY
value.

Syntax

►►─┬─ MIN ─────┬─ (value) ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ MINIMUM ─┤

   ├─ LOV ─────┤

   └─ LOVAL ───┘
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Invocation Names

MIN       LOV

MINIMUM   LOVAL

Parameter

• (value)
The column or expression for which the minimum value is calculated.

Example

This example calculates the lowest salary in each department.

select min(salary) as 'low salary' from employee

 

  LOW SALARY = '17000'

Modulo
The modulo function returns the modulus (remainder) of one numeric value divided by another.

Syntax

►►─┬─ MOD ────┬─ (dividend, divisor) ─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ @MOD ───┤

   └─ MODULO ─┘

Invocation Names

MOD

@MOD

MODULO

Parameters

• dividend
Specifies the numeric value that is divided by divisor.

• divisor
Specifies the numeric value that is divided into dividend.

Example

This example determines the remainder resulting from the division of two numeric values. The initial value of OPER1 is
43, and the initial value of OPER2 is 10.

select mod(oper1,oper2) as 'remainder' from table1
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  REMAINDER = 3

Next Integer Equal or Higher
The next integer equal or higher function returns the smallest integer that is equal to or greater than a numeric value.

Syntax

►►─┬─ NEXIH ─────────┬─ (value) ──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ @CEIL ─────────┤

   ├─ NEXTINTEH ─────┤

   └─ NEXT-INT-EQHI ─┘

Invocation Names

@CEIL

NEXIH

NEXTINTEH

NEXT-INT-EQHI

Parameter

• (value)
Specifies the numeric value to be rounded up to the next integer.

Example

This example raises a balance due amount to the next higher dollar value. The initial value of BALANCE-DUE is 453.29.

select nexih(balance-due) as 'Balance-due' from invoice

 

  BALANCE-DUE = 454

Next Integer Equal or Lower
The next integer equal or lower function returns the largest integer that is equal to or less than a numeric value.

Syntax

►►─┬─ NEXIL ─────────┬─ (value) ──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ @INT ──────────┤

   ├─ @TRUNC ────────┤

   ├─ NEXTINEL ──────┤

   └─ NEXT-INT-EQLO ─┘

Invocation Names

@INT
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NEXIL

@TRUNC

NEXTINEL

NEXT-INT-EQLO

Parameter

• (value)
Specifies the numeric value to be rounded down to the next integer.

Example

This example rounds a balance due amount to the next lower dollar value. The initial value of BALANCE-DUE is 453.29.

select nexil(balance-due) as 'balance-due' from invoice

 

  BALANCE-DUE = 453

Product
Returns the product of all values in a column.

Syntax

►►─┬─ PROD ────┬─ (value) ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ PRODUCT ─┘

Invocation Names

PROD

PRODUCT

Parameter

• column-name
Specifies the list of values on which the product is calculated.

Example

In this example, the compounded interest rate for 2 mutual funds is calculated:

select product(interest-rate) from mutual-funds

RANDOM-NUMBER
Returns a pseudo-random number based on a seed numeric value. The returned random number is greater than zero and
less than 1, and has a length of 9 decimal places.
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Syntax

 

►►─┬─ RANDOM-NUMBER ─┬─ ( random-number-seed ) ───────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ RANdom ────────┘

 

Parameter

• random-number-seed
Specifies the numeric variable data field containing the seed value from which the pseudo-random number is
calculated.
Random-number-seed cannot be zero.

Usage

To obtain random numbers:

1. Set the initial random number seed value at execution time to some varying value, such as TIME. The random seed
value must not be zero.
If the result is set to a fixed value, each execution of the dialog will result in the generation of the same series of
pseudo-random numbers.

2. Move the pseudo-random number returned by the random number function to the seed variable data field. The
number returned becomes the next seed value. In this way, the random number function can generate a nonrepeating
sequence of 536,870,912 numbers.

3. Define the seed value with a picture of 9(9) and move the result of the function to a variable with a picture of V9(9).
The result can be moved back to the seed variable by using the result as a redefinition of the seed value, as follows:

03 SEED-VALUE PICTURE 9(9).

03 RESULT-VALUE REDEFINES SEED-VALUE PICTURE V9(9).

Example

In the following example, the random number function is used to generate a sequence of ten pseudo-random numbers:

Field descriptions:

    03 SEED-VALUE PICTURE 9(9).

    03 RESULT-VALUE REDEFINES SEED-VALUE PICTURE V9(9).

    03 RANDOM-TABLE PICTURE V9(9) OCCURS 10 TIMES.

Statements:

    MOVE TIME TO SEED-VALUE.

    MOVE 1 TO WK-COUNT.

    WHILE WK-COUNT LE 10

      REPEAT.

        MOVE RANDOM(SEED-VALUE) TO RESULT-VALUE.

        MOVE RESULT-VALUE TO RANDOM-TABLE(WK-COUNT).

        ADD 1 TO WK-COUNT.

      END.
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Right Justify
The right-justify function returns the string that results from:

• Removing blanks on the right side of a string value
• Shifting the remainder of the string value to the right side
• Filling the left side with as many blanks as were removed from the right side

Syntax

►►─┬─ RIGHT ─────────┬─ (string) ─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ RIGHTJUS ──────┤

   ├─ RIGHT-JUST ────┤

   └─ RIGHT-JUSTIFY ─┘

Invocation Names

RIGHT

RIGHTJUS

RIGHT-JUST

RIGHT-JUSTIFY

Parameter

• (string)
Specifies the string value that is right justified.

Example

This example right justifies EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 (PIC X(15)). The initial value of EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 is ' OTT '.

select rightjus(emp-last-name-0415) from employee

 

  '                 OTT'

SIGN-VALUE
Returns a +1, 0, or -1, depending on whether the specified numeric value is positive, zero, or negative, respectively.

Syntax

 

►►─┬─ SIGN-VALue ─┬─ ( value ) ───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ SIGV ───────┘

 

Parameter

• value
Specifies the numeric value whose sign is determined.
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Value can be:

• An arithmetic expression
• The name of a user-defined variable data field
• A user-supplied numeric literal

Example

In the following example, the sign value function is used to move a zero to a transaction code field if an amount is
negative, and a 1 to the field if the amount is zero or positive. On mapout, the transaction code field can be decoded to
CR or DB:

Initial value:

    WK-AMT: -453.29

Statements:

    MOVE SIGN-VALUE(WK-AMT) + 1 TO TRANS-CODE.

    IF TRANS-CODE EQ 2

      THEN

        MOVE 1 TO TRANS-CODE.

Returned value from function: -1

Result of MOVE expression:     0

Sine
The sine functions return the sine of a numeric value that represents an angle in either degrees or radians.

Syntax

►►─┬─ SIND ─────────┬─ (value) ───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ SINEDEG ──────┤

   └─ SINE-DEGREES ─┘

►►─┬─ SINR ─────────┬─ (value) ───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ SINERAD ──────┤

   └─ SINE-RADIANS ─┘

Invocation Names

SIND           SINR

SINEDEG        SINERAD

SINE-DEGREES   SINE-RADIANS

Parameter

• (value)
Specifies the numeric value representing the angle, in degrees or radians, whose sine is calculated.

Example

This example calculates the sine of -60 (in degrees):
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compute 'sine' = sind(-60)

 

  SINE = -8.6602

Square Root
The square-root function returns the square root of a numeric value.

Syntax

►►─┬─ SQRT ────────┬─ (value) ────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ @SQRT ───────┤

   └─ SQUARE-ROOT ─┘

Invocation Names

SQRT

@SQRT

SQUARE-ROOT

Parameter

• (value)
Specifies the numeric value whose square root is calculated. Value cannot be a negative number.

Example

This example calculates the square root of OPER1. The initial value of OPER1 is 256.

select sqrt(oper1) as 'square root' from table1

 

  SQUARE ROOT = 16

Standard deviation
Returns the standard deviation of the values in column-name (the square root of the average differences between the
values and their arithmetic mean).

The standard deviation function uses the n-1 method (sample standard deviation).

This function calculates standard deviation using the formula shown below:
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Syntax

►►─── STD ── (column-name) ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Invocation Name

STD

Parameter

• column-name
Specifies the list of values on which the standard deviation is calculated.

Example

This example displays all rows where the standard deviation of SALARY is greater than $5,000:

select std(salary) as 'SALARY STAND-DEV' from employee

group by dept-id having std(salary) > 5000

Standard deviation population
Returns the standard deviation population of the values in column-name (the square root of the average differences
between the values and their arithmetic mean).

The standard deviation population (STDP) function uses the n method (absolute standard deviation).

This function calculates standard deviation using the formula shown below:
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Syntax

►►─── STDP ── (column-name) ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Invocation Name

STDP

Parameter

• column-name
Specifies the list of values on which the standard deviation is calculated.

Example

This example displays all rows where the standard deviation population of SALARY is greater than $5,000:

select stdp(salary) as 'SALARY STAND-DEV' from employee

group by dept-id having stdp(salary) > 5000

Substring
The substring function returns the substring of a string value, starting from a specified position and continuing for a
specified length.

Syntax

►►─┬─ SUBS ──────┬─ (string, starting-position ─┬───────────┬─ ) ─────────────►◄

   ├─ SUBSTR ────┤                              └─ ,length ─┘

   └─ SUBSTRING ─┘
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Invocation Names

SUBS

SUBSTR

SUBSTRING

Parameters

• string
Specifies the string value from which the substring is taken.

• starting-position
Specifies the numeric starting position of the substring within the string value. Starting-position must be a positive
number and not greater than the length of the string value.

• length
Specifies the numeric length of the substring within the string value (optional). The sum of starting-position and length,
minus one, cannot be greater than the length of the string value. If length-evn is not specified, the substring is taken
from the specified starting position to the end of the string value.

Example

This example extracts the first seven characters of each employee's last name.

select substr(emp-last-name-0415,1,7) from employee

  EMPLOYEE REPORT

     09/15/96

 

 

 

  LITERAT

  HEAROWI

  PAPAZEU

  HEDGEHO

  MCDOUGA

Sum
The sum function returns the sum of the specified numeric column with the same GROUP BY value.

Syntax

►►─┬─ SUM ─────┬─ (value) ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ TOTAL ───┤

   └─ TOT ─────┘

Invocation Names

SUM   TOTAL

      TOT
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Parameter

• (value)
Specifies the column or columns to be totaled.

Example

In this example, you want to find out the total amount of money being spent on salaries in each department:

select sum(salary-amount-0420) as 'total salaries'

from emposition

                                 EMPOSITION REPORT

                                     09/22/96

 

                                  TOTAL SALARIES

 

                                          3187500.00

      END OF REPORT

Tangent
The tangent functions return the tangent of a numeric value that represents an angle in either degrees or radians.

Syntax

►►─┬─ TAND ────────────┬─ (value) ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ TANDEG ──────────┤

   └─ TANGENT-DEGREES ─┘

►►─┬─ TANR ────────────┬─ (value) ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ TANRAD ──────────┤

   └─ TANGENT-RADIANS ─┘

Invocation Names

TAND              TANR

TANDEG            TANRAD

TANGENT-DEGREES   TANGENT-RADIANS

Parameter

• (value)
Specifies the numeric value representing the angle, in degrees or radians, whose tangent is calculated.
The following rules apply to using value:
– For TANGENT-DEGREES, value cannot be a value equal to the following expression, where n is any integer:

(n * 180) + 90
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Thus, value cannot equal values such as -270, +270, -90, or +90 for this function.
– For TANGENT-RADIANS, value cannot be a value equal to the following expression:

(n * X) + X/2

Thus, value cannot equal values such as -X/2 or +X/2 for this function.

Example

This example calculates the tangent of 60 (in degrees):

compute 'tangent' = tand(60)

 

  TANGENT = 1.7321

Today
Returns today's date in the format requested.

Syntax

►►─┬─ TODAY ──┬─ ('output-date-format') ──────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ TODAYX ─┘

Invocation Names

TODAY

TODAYX

Parameters

• TODAY/TODAYX
Invokes the today function. TODAYX returns a date that contains the century portion of the year.

• (output-date-format)
Specifies the output date format. Output-date-format can be:
– 'C' for calendar
– 'E' for European
– 'G' for Gregorian
– 'J' for Julian
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the date format

Examples

Example 1

In the example below, the today function is used to display today's date in the calendar format (where today is March 17,
1996):

Statement:
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    compute sys-date = today('c')

Returned value: 031796

Example 2

In the example below, the today function is used to display today's date in the calendar format (where today is March 17,
1996). The returned date contains the century portion of the year:

Statement:

    compute sys-date = todayx('c')

Returned value: 03171996

NOTE
In the example above, SYS-DATE must contain the century portion of the year.

Tomorrow
Returns tomorrow's date in the format requested.

Syntax

►►─┬─ TOMORROW ───┬─ ('output-date-format') ──────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ TOMMORROWX ─┘

Invocation Names

TOMORROW

TOMORROWX

Parameters

• TOMORROW/TOMORROWX
Invokes the tomorrow function. TOMORROWX returns a date that contains the century portion of the year.

• 'date-format'
Specifies the output date format. Output-date-format can be:
– 'C' for calendar
– 'E' for European
– 'G' for Gregorian
– 'J' for Julian
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the date format

Examples

Example 1

In the example below, the tomorrow function is used to display tomorrow's date in the calendar format (where today is
March 17, 1996):

Statement:

    compute sys-date = tomorrow('c')

Returned value: 031896

Example 2
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In the example below, the tomorrowx function is used to display tomorrow's date in the calendar format (where today is
March 17, 1996). The returned date contains the century portion of the year:

Statement:

    compute sys-date = tomorrowx('c')

Returned value: 03181996

NOTE
In the example above, SYS-DATE must contain the century portion of the year.

Translate
The translate function returns a string that results from:

• Extracting characters from an original string that match a selection string
• Replacing the extracted characters with corresponding characters in a substitution string

Characters in a selection string correspond positionally to characters in a substitution string. The first character in the
selection string corresponds to the first character in the substitution string, the second corresponds to the second, and so
forth.

For example, if the selection string contains the letter A in its tenth position, each occurrence of A in the original string is
replaced by the tenth character in the substitution string.

Syntax

►►─┬─ TRANS ─────┬─ (string, substitution-string ─┬─────────────────────┬─ ) ─►◄

   └─ TRANSLATE ─┘                                └─ ,selection-string ─┘

Invocation Names

TRANS

TRANSLATE

Parameters

• string
Specifies the variable on which the translate function is performed.

• substitution-string
Specifies the substitution string.

• selection-string
Specifies the selection string (optional):
– If selection-string is longer than substitution-string, the excess characters correspond to blanks.
– If selection-string specifies the same character more than once, the translate function uses the first occurrence of

the character.
– If selection-string is not specified, the 256-character EBCDIC table is used, consisting of hexadecimals 00 through

FF.

Example

This example translates all occurrences of 1, 2, and 3 in course ID values to A, B, and C, respectively. The initial value of
COURSE-ID is '321 '.
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select trans(course-id,'123','abc')

from course-list

 

  ' CBA                '

Uppercase
Returns the string that results from converting all characters to uppercase.

Syntax

►►─── TOUPPER (string) ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Invocation Names

TOUPPER

Parameter

• string
Specifies the string value on which the uppercase function is performed.
String can be:
– A string literal, enclosed in single quotation marks
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the string

Example

In the example below, the uppercase function is used to convert all characters in the last name to uppercase:

Initial value:

    EMP-LNAME:  'Lanchester         '

Statement:

    compute new-emp-lname = toupper(emp-lname)

Returned string:

    'LANCHESTER         '

Variance
Returns the variance of the values in column-name (the square of the standard deviation).

The variance function uses the n-1, sample, method.

This function calculates variance using the formula shown below:
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Syntax

►►─── VAR ── (column-name) ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Invocation Name

VAR

Parameter

• column-name
Specifies the list of values on which the variance is calculated.

Example

The variance function in this example displays the variance between the rows in SALARY-MANAGER:

select var(salary-manager) as 'VARIANCE SALARY'

 from employee group by job-id

Variance population
Returns the variance population of the values in column-name (the square of the standard deviation population).

The variance population function uses the n, absolute, method.

This function calculates variance using the formula shown below:

Syntax

►►─── VARP ── (column-name) ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Invocation Name

VARP
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Parameter

• column-name
Specifies the list of values on which the variance population is calculated.

Example

The variance function in this example displays the variance population between the rows in SALARY-MANAGER:

select varp(salary-manager) as 'SALARY VARP'

 from employee group by job-id

Verify
The verify function returns the position of the first character in a string value that does not occur in a verification string. If
every character in the object string value occurs in the verification string, a zero is returned.

Syntax

►►─┬─ VER ────┬─ (string, verification-string) ───────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VERIFY ─┘

Invocation Names

VER

VERIFY

Parameters

• string
Specifies the string value on which the verify function is performed.

• verification-string
Specifies the string value against whose characters the string value's characters are verified.

Example

This example uses the verify function to return EMP-ID-0415 values that contain numeric values. The initial value of EMP-
ID-0415 is 02B6.

select emp-last-name-0415 from employee

 where verify(emp-id-0415,'1234567890') ne 0

If EMP-ID-0415 contains only numbers and blanks, the verify function returns a zero. If EMP-ID-0415 contains any other
characters, the function returns the position of the first character that is not in the verification string.
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3

Weekday
The weekday functions return the name of the day that corresponds to a specified date.

Syntax

►►─┬─ WEEKDAY (date, 'input-date-format') ─┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─┬─ GWEEKDAY ─┬─ (date) ───────────────┘

     ├─ CWEEKDAY ─┤

     ├─ EWEEKDAY ─┤

     └─ JWEEKDAY ─┘

►►─┬─ WEEKDAYX (century-date, 'input-date-format') ─┬─────────────────────────►◄

   └─┬─ GWEEKDAYX ─┬─ (century-date) ───────────────┘

     ├─ CWEEKDAYX ─┤

     ├─ EWEEKDAYX ─┤

     └─ JWEEKDAYX ─┘

Invocation Names

      WEEKDAY               WEEKDAYX

GWEEKDAY   EWEEKDAY   GWEEKDAYX   EWEEKDAYX

CWEEKDAY   JWEEKDAY   CWEEKDAYX   JWEEKDAYX

Parameters

• date
Specifies the six-byte object date for the weekday function.
Date can be:
– A user-supplied numeric literal (enclosed within quotes)
– The name of a user-defined variable data field

• century-date
Specifies the eight-byte object date (containing the century) for the weekday function.
Century date can be:
– A user-supplied numeric literal (enclosed within quotes)
– The name of a user-defined variable data field

• 'input-date-format'
Specifies the format of the date specified by date or century-date.
Input date can be:
– 'G' -- Gregorian
– 'C' -- Calendar
– 'E' -- European
– 'J' -- Julian
– The name of a user-defined variable data field containing the date format

Examples

Example 1
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This example determines the weekday on which January 28, 1958, fell; the date is provided in calendar format:

compute weekday = weekday(012858,'c')

 

  'TUESDAY'

Example 2

This example determines the weekday on which November 12, 1991 fell; the date is provided in Julian format:

compute weekday = jweekday(91316)

 

  'TUESDAY'

Example 3

This example determines the weekday on which January 28, 1958, fell; the date is provided in calendar format. The input
date contains the century portion of the year:

compute weekday = weekdayx(01281958,'c')

 

  'TUESDAY'

Yesterday
Returns yesterday's date in the format requested.

Syntax

►►─┬─ YESTERDAY ──┬─ ('output-date-format') ──────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ YESTERDAYX ─┘

Invocation Names

YESTERDAY

YESTERDAYX

Parameters

• YESTERDAY/YESTERDAYX
Invokes the yesterday function. YESTERDAYX returns a date that contains the century portion of the year.

• 'output-date-format'
Specifies the output date format. Output date can be expressed using:
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– 'C' for calendar
– 'E' for European
– 'G' for Gregorian
– 'J' for Julian
– The name of a user-defined variable data field that contains the date format

Examples

Example 1

In the example below, the yesterday function is used to display yesterday's date in the calendar format (where today is
March 17, 1996):

Statement:

    compute sys-date = yesterday('c')

Returned value: 031696

Example 2

In the example below, the yesterdayx function is used to display yesterday's date in the calendar format (where today is
March 17, 1996). The returned date contains the century portion of the year:

Statement:

    compute sys-date = yesterdayx('c')

Returned value: 03161996

NOTE
In the example above, SYS-DATE must contain the century portion of the year.

Tailoring the OLQ Environment for Ease of Use
You can tailor OLQ to meet your system needs and facilitate use by predefining your OLQ environment in the data
dictionary through Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD) and during system generation.

Data Retrieval
To facilitate data retrieval in OLQ, we encourage you to use the following statements and record:

• SELECT (IDMS access mode)—If you have the IDMS/DB SQL Option
• SELECT (OLQ access mode)—Automatically generates paths
• Logical Records—Predefine paths through logical records to dictate user access

Select (IDMS access mode)

To use SELECT to access SQL tables, you must set the access switch to idms.

How to specify the access switch:

The access switch can be set in the following ways:

1. At system generation time
2. For an individual user in the Dictionary (IDD)
3. For the session, interactively (or until the switch is changed)

NOTE
For more information about setting the access switch, see SET.
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Allowing MRR:

Multiple Record Retrieval (MRR) must be allowed before you can use the SELECT (IDMS access mode) statement.

MRR is set in the Dictionary (IDD) with the USER statement.

NOTE
For more information about the the USER statement, see the "IDD DDDL Reference" section.

Select (OLQ access mode)

The SELECT (OLQ access mode) statement allows you to retrieve multiple records with one command and also to sort
and group the information during retrieval.

Retrieving

To enable use of SELECT, set the multiple record retrieval option in IDD. The syntax for the IDD statement is:

 ADD/MODIFY USER user-name ...

 MRR IS ALLOWED

 

Sorting

The ORDER BY clause of the SELECT statement allows you to sort information during retrieval instead of after retrieval.
Sorting during retrieval eliminates the need for entering sort commands after the report is built.

To use the ORDER BY clause you must allow sorts through IDD. If the sort option in IDD is not allowed, your users cannot
use the ORDER BY clause of the SELECT statement. The syntax for the IDD statement is:

 ADD/MODIFY USER user-name ...

 SORT IS ALLOWED

 

NOTE
The DISTINCT option implies that OLQ does a SORT

Logical Records

With the Logical Record Facility (LRF), you can code logical records (combinations of database records) to decrease the
number of calls made to IDMS/DB by an OLQ query.

With LRF you can eliminate the need for users to choose fields. You can code a logical record subschema and associate
it with certain users. The subschema may contain only logical records and dictate what the user can retrieve.

Additionally, you can code many different paths to retrieve records from the database.

Example:

Without a logical record and path, a user would generate an employee salary report with:

 select salary-amount-0420, emp-id-0415,

  emp-name-0415, dept-id-0410, dept-name-0410

  from emposition, employee, department

  where emp-emposition and dept-employee

 

With a logical record and path coded by the DBA, the user has two choices for generating the report:

• In command mode:
 select * from salary-report
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Where 'salary-report' is the name of the logical record, and the * (asterisk) stands for all fields within the logical record.
• In menu mode:

Select the logical record from the Record Select screen.

WARNING

More:

Using Logical Record Facility

Using qfiles
A qfile is a sequence of OLQ commands used to build reports. Qfiles can be invoked both online and in batch. Qfiles
are stored in the data dictionary and can contain almost any OLQ command. Commands not valid for the current OLQ
environment are flagged or ignored by OLQ during execution. With qfiles, you can set up defaults for the OLQ operating
environment, as well as construct reports.

Building qfiles
You can build qfiles either of two ways:

• Manually through IDD
• Automatically in OLQ

NOTE
 For the syntax required to build qfiles in IDD, see the IDMS IDD Quick Reference documentation.

To build qfiles in OLQ you need only create a report in menu mode or command mode, and then issue a SAVE QFILE
qfile-name command. OLQ automatically creates a qfile containing the commands necessary to rebuild that report.

When you save a qfile with the SAVE QFILE command, the qfile is stored in the data dictionary.

In OLQ, you can replace, delete, and save a qfile. The commands that allow you to maintain qfiles in command mode
include:

• SAVE QFILE qfile-name 
• SAVE QFILE qfile-name REPLACE
• DELETE QFILE qfile-name 

In IDD, you can add, modify, and delete qfiles. The commands that allow you to maintain qfiles in IDD include:

• ADD QFILE NAME IS qfile-name VERSION IS version-number 
• MODIFY QFILE NAME IS qfile-name VERSION IS version-number 
• DELETE QFILE NAME IS qfile-name VERSION IS version-number 

Executing qfiles
Qfiles are executed by issuing the QFILE qfile-name command. Qfiles can be executed only after being saved.

To execute a qfile named EMP-REPORT, issue the command:

qfile emp-report

The keyword QFILE is optional.
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Reporting on qfiles
You can generate reports that list each qfile and its associated source statements (OLQ commands) with the IDMS/DB
dictionary report utility (IDMSRPTS). You can also display the definitions of all qfiles stored in the data dictionary with the
Data Dictionary Reporter (DDR).

Generating qfile reports

Qfile definitions are output on the module reports. An alternative method for displaying the qfile source is to use the DDDL
command:

NOTE
For the job control language required to execute DDR, see Reporting.

DISPLAY qfile-name AS SYNTAX

NOTE
For more information about using the dictionary to set up qfiles, see Integrated Data Dictionary Options.

Special Uses of qfiles
There are three types of qfiles automatically invoked in the following order by OLQ at signon:

• PF key module --  Defines the defaults for PF keys in command mode, and can contain default settings for other OLQ
options.
The PF key module is associated with the OLQ task code and is invoked first.

• Signon profile qfile --  Establishes an OLQ environment for a user upon entry to OLQ.
The signon profile qfile is associated with a user ID and is invoked after the pfkey module. The options set in this qfile
override those set in the PF key module.

• Signon qfile --  Automatically defines a user's access to a specific subschema at signon to that subschema.
The signon qfile is associated with a subschema (which is in turn associated with a user). The signon qfile is invoked
after the signon profile qfile and only when security for OLQ is on. The options set in this qfile override those set in the
signon profile qfile.

PF Key Module

A PF key module is executed each time a user issues the OLQ task code. The PF key module is not associated with
specific users, but with the OLQ task code.

How to create a PF key module

You create a PF key module as a qfile with IDD, save it in the dictionary, and define it as the pfkey module during system
generation:

ADD/MODIFY OLQ ...

PFKEY MODULE IS qfile-name

You can also include global settings in the PF key module. For example, a PF key module might look like:

SET FUNCTION 1 = 'HELP'

SET FUNCTION 2 = 'HELP COMMANDS'

SET FUNCTION 3 = 'QUIT'

SET FUNCTION 4 = 'HELP COMMANDS'

SET FUNCTION 5 = 'DISPLAY'
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SET FUNCTION 6 = 'MENU'

SET FUNCTION 7 = 'PAGE BACK'

SET FUNCTION 8 = 'PAGE FORWARD'

SET FUNCTION 9 = 'SWAP'

SET DATE 'Month DD, YYYY'

Signon Profile qfiles

Contents

A signon profile qfile is a set of commands automatically executed upon user signon to OLQ. Signon profile qfiles are
user specific and can contain PF key assignments, OLQ option settings, SET commands, and other global OLQ settings.

How to create a signon profile qfile

Create signon profile qfiles through the IDD, and save the sequence of commands as a named qfile in the data dictionary.

You can use IDD to associate a signon profile qfile with a particular user:

ADD/MODIFY/REPLACE USER ...

INCLUDE SIGNON PROFILE IS qfile-name

VERSION IS version

LANGUAGE IS OLQ

Signon qfiles

The signon qfile is associated with a user and a subschema. Signon qfiles execute automatically when a user signs on to
a subschema.

A signon qfile allows you to make the users' jobs easier; you can state the field lists for records, and set the OLQ report
default options to format reports automatically.

How to create a signon qfile

You create a signon qfile through IDD, and save the sequence of commands as a named qfile in the data dictionary. You
then associate the qfile with a subschema through IDD.

Once the qfile is saved, associate the qfile with a particular subschema and define it as the signon qfile for a particular
user:

ADD/MODIFY/REPLACE USER ...

INCLUDE ACCESS TO SUBSCHEMA ss-name

OF SCHEMA schema-name

VERSION IS version

 .

 .

 .

SIGNON QFILE IS qfile-name

VERSION IS version
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Below is an example of what a signon qfile might look like:

FIELDS FOR EMPLOYEE ARE EMP-ID-0415,

 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415, SS-NUMBER-0415

FIELDS FOR DEPARTMENT ARE DEPT-ID-0410, DEPT-HEAD-ID-0410

FIELDS FOR EMPOSITION ARE SALARY-AMOUNT-0420, SKILL-NAME-0420

EDIT EMPLOYEE.SS-NUMBER-0415 PICTURE=99-999-9999

Keep in mind that this qfile does not limit retrieval; if users wish to modify the field lists after retrieval, they can using an
additional FIELDS FOR command.

Including Parameters in qfiles
When building qfiles, you can include parameters and nest qfiles:

• Parameters enable you to produce variations of a report with a single qfile.
• Nested qfiles provide the same type of flexibility as subroutines in computer programs. To switch execution from one

qfile to another, embed QFILE= qfile-name commands within a qfile. These commands invoke previously stored qfiles.

Access mode: You cannot use parameters in qfiles dictionary when the access switch is set to IDMS.

Parameters

Contents

You can produce variations of a report using a single qfile. You define parameters in an OLQ command into which a user-
defined text string can be inserted at execution time.

Access mode: You cannot use parameters in qfiles dictionary when the access switch is set to IDMS.

Example:

You can tailor a qfile to produce standard summary reports for each department. The department ID is identified as the
parameter. You can change the definition of the parameter to reflect the department you want to report on.

How Parameters work:

You include a parameter in a qfile where you want to change the value of something. For instance; replace a field name in
order to change the field retrieved, or a qfile name in order to change the next qfile invoked.

Keep in mind that these parameters are positional. The order in which you specify them in the qfile is the exact order you
must specify them when executing the qfile.

In the following example, the department ID value (6666) is replaced with a parameter in order to change the department
being reported on.

Original SELECT:

select * from department, employee, emposition -

 where dept-id-0410 = 6666

SELECT with variable parameter:

select * from department, employee, emposition -

 where dept-id-0410 = &dept-no.
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You define the parameter in the first line of the qfile, and if you want to change the default, you specify the value at
execution:

&dept-no. = 6666

select * from department, employee, emposition -

 where dept-id-0410 = &dept-no.

If you wanted to override the default, your QFILE command would look like:

qfile emp-report 2364

(Where 2364 is the department number)

Defining Parameters:

Once you have your parameters in the qfile, you must define them in the beginning of the qfile. You do this on the first line
of the qfile. If you don't have any parameters to define, you must leave the first line of the qfile blank. The syntax of the
parameter line is:

& parameter-name = parameter-value

The parameter-value you specify acts as the default. You can override the default by specifying a value at execution of the
qfile:

QFILE qfile-name  parameter-value

Guidelines for defining parameter statements follow:

• The parameter statement must be the first statement in the qfile.
• The parameters specified in the parameter statement must be in the order in which they appear in the qfile.
• If there are no parameters in the qfile, you must leave the first line of the qfile blank.

Multiple parameters in one command:

You can use more than one variable parameter in a command statement.

Example:

select &emp-field-name. &dept-field-name.

 from employee, department

The parameter statement that would appear as the first line in the qfile would read:

&emp-field-name. = EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 -

&dept-field-name. = DEPT-ID-0410

Nesting qfiles

Nesting qfiles allows you to suspend processing of one qfile to execute another qfile, which, upon completion returns
execution back to the first qfile.

Access mode: You cannot use parameters in qfiles dictionary when the access switch is set to IDMS.
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What is nesting used for?

Using this method, you can execute a qfile that retrieves records, calls another qfile to format those records, and returns
to the first qfile to then save the formatted records in a report file.

This would be especially helpful if you had one report you wanted formatted in different ways; for example, to format
a department report to highlight the employee information, and format the same report to highlight the department
information. You could have three qfiles:

• RETRIEVE-DATA -- To retrieve the records
• FORMAT-EMP-REPORT -- To format a report that highlights the employee information
• FORMAT-DEPT-REPORT -- To format a report that highlights the department information

By nesting the qfiles, you could use the same qfile to build the report and then use a variable parameter to call a certain
qfile, depending upon how you wanted the report formatted.

Example:

RETRIEVE-DATA retrieves records:

&format='. '

select * from department, employee, emposition -

 where dept-employee and emp-emposition

&format.

In the example above, the first line (&format='. ') is the parameter definition statement. This statement dictates that the
value of the parameter will be supplied at execution time. The last statement (&format). is the parameter that, when
specified, calls another qfile.

At execution time, you can issue the command:

retrieve-data format-emp-report

The FORMAT-EMP-REPORT will be substituted in the parameter &FORMAT. at execution of the qfile and will result in the
execution of qfile FORMAT-EMP-REPORT upon the completion of the qfile RETRIEVE-DATA.

How to nest qfiles

To nest qfiles, just enter a QFILE qfile-name command in the qfile where you want to transfer execution to the second
qfile. When the nested qfile completes execution, control is returned to the first qfile at the command immediately after the
last executed QFILE command.

Examples of Nesting qfiles

Nest to any depth:

You can nest qfiles to any depth, as long as the qfiles are not recursively called. If QFILE-1 calls QFILE-2, then within the
same nest of qfiles, QFILE-2 cannot call QFILE-1.

Each nested qfile is invoked in turn until the last qfile call is encountered:

select * from department, employee

qfile format-report

save report dept-employee
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At the QFILE FORMAT-REPORT command, the qfile named FORMAT-REPORT begins to execute:

sort on dept-id-0410 in ascending order -

 and on emp-id-0415 in ascending order

compute name-max=max(emp-name-0415)

 group by dept-id-0410

When the called qfile (FORMAT-REPORT) finishes executing, control is returned to the first qfile at the next command
statement:

save report dept-employee

Parameters across qfiles:

You can use parameters across nested qfiles. If you define a parameter in the first qfile, and use the same parameter in
the second qfile, the definition stays the same unless you redefine the parameter in the second qfile.

If you do redefine the parameter in the second qfile, the parameter is automatically returned to its first definition when
control is returned to the first qfile.

Defining Report Headers
 Access mode: OLQ does not use headers associated with the desired record in the dictionary when the access switch
is set to IDMS.

You can use IDD to define report headers for specific record fields. By defining report headers in the data dictionary, each
user can generate meaningful reports without formatting the report headers each time the report is generated.

Use the IDD RECORD ELEMENT substatement:

REMOVE/REPLACE RECORD ELEMENT IS element-name ...

 EDIT OLQ HEADER IS new-header

 Example: 

You could change the OLQ header from EMP-ID-0415 to EMPLOYEE ID:

replace record element is emp-id-0415

 edit olq header is employee

The resulting report contains the column EMPLOYEE instead of the column EMP-ID-0415. The contents of the column
are the same, only the headers have changed.

NOTE
 For more information about using the RECORD ELEMENT statement in IDD, see the IDMS IDD Quick
Reference documentation.

Synonyms
Access mode: OLQ does not use synonyms associated with the desired record in the dictionary when the access switch
is set to IDMS.

You can use IDD to define synonyms for records and record elements (fields). Menu mode uses these synonyms instead
of the record and record element names on appropriate screens. Command mode recognizes these synonyms as the
names of records and record elements.

To define synonyms for records, use the IDD statement:
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ADD/MODIFY RECORD ...

INCLUDE RECORD NAME SYNONYM IS synonym-name ...

LANGUAGE IS OLQ

NOTE
Note that LANGUAGE IS OLQ is required only for menu mode, in conjunction with the option SYNONYM/
NOSYNONYM. Command mode uses any synonym, regardless of language.

To define synonyms for record elements, use the IDD statement:

REMOVE/REPLACE RECORD ELEMENT ...

ELEMENT NAME SYNONYM ...

IS element-synonym name

Code Tables
Access mode: OLQ does not use code tables in the dictionary with records containing fields that are tightly coupled
when the access switch is set to IDMS.

You can define a small field to hold a value, and then use a code table to translate that value to the appropriate string
upon display of the report.

Example:

In a grocery store, each type of apple has a code for the type:

01       for the Macintosh

02       for the Granny Smith

03       for the Cortland

04       for the Golden Delicious

05       for the Red Delicious

In the record, you can use the code value to identify the item. When you want to print the report, however, you want to see
the name of the item. Associate a code table with the record, and when you display the record, the code table translates
the code into the appropriate string. A sample code table would look like:

01       MACINTOSH

02       GRAN.SMITH

03       CORTLAND

04       GOLD.DEL

05       RED.DEL

To associate a code table with a field, use the IDD statement:

REMOVE/REPLACE RECORD ELEMENT ...

INCLUDE CODE TABLE IS LIST/encode-value decode-value/NULL

Date Option
You can specify different date formats with the SET DATE command. You can set the format for an entire OLQ session by
including the SET DATE command in the signon profile qfile or the PF key module. You can also specify a code table to
be used when generating the month names.
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ADD TABLE NAME IS OLQFRNCH VERSION IS 1

    LANGUAGE IS TABLE

    PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED FOR ALL

    TYPE IS CODE

    SEARCH IS LINEAR

    ENCODE DATA IS ALPHANUMERIC

    TABLE IS UNSORTED

        DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED

        VALUES ARE (

              01                JANVIER

              02                FEVRIER

              03                MARS

              04                AVRIL

              05                MAI

              06                JUIN

              07                JUILLET

              08                AOUT

              09                SEPTEMBRE

              10                OCTOBRE

              11                NOVEMBRE

              12                DECEMBRE

        .

        .

        .

        )

To use a codetable specify the SET CODETABLE command.

Including the date in reports:

You can include the current date in reports by specifying $DATE within a report page header or footer. The current date
will be substituted upon display or printing of the report.

External Pictures
Access mode: OLQ does not use external pictures associated with the desired record in the dictionary when the access
switch is set to IDMS.

You can use IDD to define external pictures for specific report fields. By defining external pictures in the dictionary, each
user can generate meaningful reports without formatting the report fields each time the report is generated.

Use the IDD RECORD ELEMENT substatement:

REMOVE/REPLACE RECORD ELEMENT ...

EXTERNAL PICTURE IS picture/NULL

Using OLQ Efficiently
 

Controlling Data Retrieval
Controlling data retrieval involves:
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• Using qfiles and logical records to define data retrieval paths
• Using the DML user exit
• Setting the interrupt option and count
• Using a db-key list after a FIND command
• Allowing multiple record retrieval with the SELECT (OLQ access mode) statement

Qfiles
You can predefine data retrieval paths with qfiles, thus defining the information that users are allowed to retrieve. You can
further define the information that a user is allowed to access by limiting their retrieval to using qfiles only. If you specify
that a user can retrieve with qfiles only, it prevents them from using command mode retrieval commands. Unless you
specifically prohibit the use of menu mode, the user is able to retrieve through menu mode.

The syntax that is required to limit access to only qfiles is the IDD statement:

ADD/MODIFY USER ...

QFILE IS ONLY

If you want a user to access OLQ through qfiles only, we recommend that you then disallow access to menu mode. To
disallow access to menu mode, use the IDD statement:

ADD/MODIFY USER ...

MENU MODE IS DISALLOWED

Logical records

You can predefine navigation paths and logical records for data retrieval with LRF, to allow you to define the records and
fields a user retrieves.

 
Note: For more information about coding logical records and paths in LRF, see Using Logical Record Facility.

OLQ DML User Exit
OLQ can invoke a user exit prior to issuing any native DML command. This facility enables users to examine, modify, or
disallow navigational access to data from within OLQ. This might be used for security enforcement, statistics gathering, or
checking for special data values.

To use this feature, the user-written exit must have an entry point of OLQDMLX. To enable the user-written exit, it must be
linked with IDMSUXIT and the resulting module is named IDMSUXIT.

The exit program is called in user mode. The registers on entry are as follows:

• R1 -- points to a parameter list that is the same as that generated for a native DML request.
• R13 -- points to a 16-word save area in which the user exit should save the caller's registers.
• R14 -- contains the address to which control should be returned
• R15 -- points to the OLQDMLX1 entry point within the user exit.

The user exit determines if the DML command should or should not be executed and it must set the error status field in
the IDMS communications block appropriately. For example. if the user exit determines the current user is allowed access
to a specific EMP-ID-0415 record , it would then allow the OBTAIN CALC EMPLOYEE DML command to be executed and
set ERRSTAT=0000 in the SSCRTL block. If the current user was denied access to the EMP-ID-0415 record then the user
exit could set ERRSTAT=0399 indicating a security error.

See .Sample Exit v19_Next as a model for writing an OLQ DML exit.
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Sample Exit

OLQDMLX1 TITLE 'SAMPLE USER-WRITTEN DML EXIT FOR OLQ'

***********************************************************************

***********************************************************************

**                                                                   **

**   THIS PROGRAM IS A TEMPLATE TO BE USED AS AN EXAMPLE FOR         **

**   PROVIDING ENTRY INTO AND EXIT FROM AN OLQ USER-WRITTEN          **

**   DBMS EDIT MODULE FOR RELEASE 18.0 AND LATER.                    **

**                                                                   **

***********************************************************************

***********************************************************************

**                                                                   **

**   THIS IS A SAMPLE ONLY AND NO GUARANTEE IS GIVEN AS TO           **

**   FUNCTIONALITY, ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS, OR PERFORMANCE.          **

**                                                                   **

***********************************************************************

***********************************************************************

         EJECT

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

*

*  OLQDMLX1 - USER-WRITTEN EXIT FOR DML COMMANDS IN OLQ

*

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

*

*  OLQDMLX1 allows user-defined editing of DML commands before they

*  are issued by OLQ. The edit routine can be used for things such

*  as validating security, keeping statistics, looking for special

*  data values, etc.

*

*  If certain records, DML commands, or AREAs are to be selected

*  for editing, an IDMS database procedure should be used.

*

*  If many records or many subschemas are to be edited during OLQ

*  processing, this exit should be used.

*

*  OLQDMLX1 will be automatically called by OLQ before every

*  DML command if this user exit in linked with module IDMSUXIT

*  with an entry point of OLQDMLX.

*

*   REGISTER USAGE -

*        R12 - BASE REGISTER

*        R13 -

*        R14 - RETURN ADDRESS FOR SUBROUTINES

*        R15 - A(DB/DC INTERFACE)

*        R0  -

*        R1  - A(PARAMETER LIST) AT ENTRY AND DURING CALLS

*        R2  - A(SECURITY REQUEST BLOCK)

*        R3  -

*        R4  -

*        R5  - WORK REGISTER
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*        R6  -

*        R7  -

*        R8  - A(OLQ GLOBAL WORK AREA)

*        R9  -

*        R10 -

*        R11 -

*

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

         EJECT

DMLXSTG  DSECT

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

*        Any user-required storage is defined here

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

WORKAREA DC    CL80' '

DMLXSTGL EQU   *-DMLXSTG

SSCTRLDS DSECT

         @SSCTRL

      EJECT

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

*        User exit entry code is defined here

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

         #MOPT CSECT=OLQDMLX1,ENV=USER

         @MODE MODE=IDMSDC,WORKREG=R0,QUOTES=YES,DEBUG=YES

         USING OLQDMLX,R12

         ENTRY OLQDMLX

         DC    0F'0',CL8'OLQDMLX'

OLQDMLX  DS    0F

         STM   R0,R15,0(R13)          SAVE OLQ'S REGISTERS

         LA    R13,16*4(,R13)         ADJUST STACK POINTER

         LR    R12,R15                ADDRESSIBILITY

         #GETSTG TYPE=(USER,SHORT),LEN=DMLXSTGL,ADDR=(R11),            X

               PLIST=*,STGID='USER',INIT=X'00'

         USING DMLXSTG,R11

         LR    R5,R13                 STACK POINTER

         SH    R5,=AL2(16*4)          A(OLQ'S REGISTERS)

         L     R14,56(,R5)            OLQ'S RETURN REGISTER

         CLC   =AL2(28),0(R14)        IF NOT A DML COMMAND

         BNE   DMLXEXIT                  CONTINUE DC PROCESSING

         L     R1,4(,R5)              RESTORE A(OLQ'S PARM LIST)

         L     R5,4(,R1)              A(SSCIDBCM+4)

         LA    R5,5(,R5)

         SR    R5,R1                  IDBMSCOM (DML verb number)

         EJECT

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

*        Sample checks for DML commands. The user exit should

*        determine how to proceed for each DML command.

*        Each DML command has an associated DML verb number.

*        The DML verb number can be checked and analyzed in the

*        subsequent routines.  

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

*        Check for 'Bind Run Unit'  DML verb number 59  

*----------------------------------------------------------------------
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DMLX1000 DS    0H

         CH    R5,=H'59'              IF NOT 'BIND RUN UNIT'

         BNE   DMLX2000                  SEE IF THIS IS 'OBTAIN'

*        Code 'BIND RUN UNIT' pre-processing here

         B     DMLXEXIT               PERFORM THE 'BIND'

         EJECT

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

*        Check for 'OBTAIN CALC EMPLOYEE'   DML verb number 32

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

DMLX2000 DS    0H

         CH    R5,=H'32'              IF NOT 'OBTAIN CALC'

         BNE   DMLX3000                  SEE IF THIS IS 'FINISH'

         L     R5,8(,R1)              A(RECORD NAME)

         CLC   =CL16'EMPLOYEE',0(R5)  IF NOT 'OBTAIN CALC EMPLOYEE'

         BNE   DMLXEXIT                  PERFORM THE 'OBTAIN CALC'

*        Code 'OBTAIN CALC EMPLOYEE' processing here

         L     R5,160(,R8)            A(RECORD IO BUFFER)

         CLC   =C'0048',0(R5)         IF EMP-ID-0415 NOT = 0048

         BNE   DMLXEXIT                  PERFORM THE 'OBTAIN CALC'

ABND2000 L     R5,0(,R1)              A(SSCTRL)

         USING SSCTRLDS,R5

         MVC   ERRSTAT,=C'0399'       'OBTAIN CALC EMPLOYEE' is

         MVC   ERRORREC,=C'SECURITY ERROR  '       not allowed

         B     DMLXRETN               RETURN TO OLQ

         DROP  R5

         EJECT

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

*        Check for 'FINISH' run unit  DML VERB number 2

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

DMLX3000 DS    0H

         CH    R5,=H'2'               IF NOT 'FINISH RUN UNIT'

         BNE   DMLXEXIT                  PERFORM DML

*        Code 'FINISH RUN UNIT' processing here

         B     DMLXEXIT               PERFORM THE 'FINISH RUN UNIT'

         EJECT

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

*        User exit 'Exit code' is defined here

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

*       DMLXEXIT - Pass control to IDMS to execute the DML command.

*                  IDMS returns control to OLQ after DML command

*                  execution.

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

DMLXEXIT L     R15,=V(IDCSACON)       A(CSA)

         SH    R13,=H'64'             POINT TO OLQ'S STACK

         LM    R0,R14,0(R13)          RESTORE OLQ'S REGISTERS

         BR    R15                    EXECUTE REQUESTED COMMAND

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

*       DMLXRETN - The DML command is not executed and control

*                  returns to OLQ  

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

DMLXRETN SH    R13,=H'64'             POINT TO OLQ'S STACK

         LM    R0,R15,0(R13)          RESTORE OLQ'S REGISTERS
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         LA    R14,2(,R14)            A(NEXT INSTRUCTION)

         BR    R14                    RETURN TO OLQ

         DROP  R11

         LTORG

         #BALI                        IDCSACON  

         END   OLQDMLX

Assembly and Link Edit (z/OS)

//*----------------------------------------------------------------

//*            ASSEMBLER IEV90 JOB STREAM

//*----------------------------------------------------------------

//ASMSTEP EXEC PGM=IEV90,

//        PARM='ALIGN,XREF,PUNCH,NODECK',

//        REGION=2048K

//SYSLIB       DD  DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJMAC,DISP=SHR

//             DD  DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJSRC,DISP=SHR

//             DD  DSN=os390.maclib,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1       DD  DSN=&.&SYSUT1.,UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(1700,(600,100))

//SYSUT2       DD  DSN=&.&SYSUT2.,UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(1700,(600,100))

//SYSUT3       DD  DSN=&.&SYSUT3.,UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(1700,(600,100))

//SYSPRINT     DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSPUNCH     DD  DSN=&.&OBJECT.,

                   DISP=(NEW,PASS),

                   UNIT=SYSDA,

                   SPACE=(80,(500,1000))

//SYSIN        DD  *

OLQ DML Exit program

//*----------------------------------------------------------------

//*            LINK IEWL

//*----------------------------------------------------------------

//LINK    EXEC PGM=IEWL,

//        PARM='LET,LIST,XREF,RENT',

//        REGION=128K,

//        COND=(8,LT,ASMSTEP)

//SYSLMOD      DD  DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT     DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1       DD  DSN=&.&SYSUT1.,

//             UNIT=SYSDA,

//             SPACE=(6400,(80)),

//             DISP=(NEW,PASS)

//IN1          DD  DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJLOAD,DISP=SHR

//IN2          DD  DSN=&.&OBJECT.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//SYSLIN       DD  DDNAME=SYSIN

//SYSIN        DD  *

 INCLUDE IN1(OLQSDMLE)

 INCLUDE IN2

 INCLUDE IN1(IDMSBALI)

 ENTRY ENTRY

 MODE AMODE(31),RMODE(ANY)
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 NAME OLQSDMLE(R)

Item Description
yourHLQ.CAGJLOAD data set name of the IDMS SMP/E distribution load library
idms.loadlib data set name of the IDMS load library
yourHLQ.CAGJMAC data set name of the IDMS macro library
yourHLQ.CAGJSRC data set name of the IDMS source library
os390.maclib data set name of the z/OS system macro library

Assembly and Link Edit (z/VSE)

// DLBL   idmslib,

// EXTENT ,nnnnnn

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idmslib.sublib)

// LIBDEF PHASE,CATALOG=idmslib.sublib

// OPTION CATAL

// EXEC {\cf1\cgrid0 ASMA90},SIZE=128K

OLQ DML Exit program

/*

  INCLUDE OLQSDMLE

  INCLUDE IDMSBALI

  ENTRY   ENTRY

// EXEC LNKEDT,SIZE=128K

/*

Item Description
idmslib Filename of the file containing IDMS modules
idmslib.sublib Name of the sublibrary within the library containing IDMS modules
Nnnnnn Volume serial identifier of appropriate disk volume

Interrupt count
What is the interrupt count?

The interrupt count is the number of OLQ database requests allowed before execution is interrupted. When interruption
occurs, you can choose to resume execution or to halt execution. This interruption allows you to monitor processing
during retrieval.

When processing is interrupted, OLQ displays this message:

OLQ 098006 00  50 whole lines and 0 partial lines in report.

OLQ 098007 00  50 records read.   50 records selected.

OLQ 098009 00  Continue (yes/no)?

Primary function:

The primary use for interrupt count is to specify the number of OLQ database requests after which OLQ interrupts the
processing. This enables you to limit OLQ database requests.

Additional use:
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Another use for interrupt count is to determine the number of rows OLQ saves in a table before it performs a commit.
(When OLQ performs a commit, database locks are released.)

NOTE
Keep in mind that, when any problems occur with saving data, OLQ rolls back to the last commit. You could end
up with a partial table. (This applies to both SQL and ASF tables.)

Setting interrupt:

You initially set the interrupt count during system generation with the ADD/MODIFY OLQ statement:

INTERRUPT COUNT IS nnn

MAXIMUM INTERRUPT COUNT IS nnn

These statements set the default interrupt count and the default maximum interrupt for OLQ. In this way, you can limit
the number of database calls performed on each retrieval request. The system default set at installation is 100. You can,
however, make this number as large or as small as you wish. To keep OLQ from performing commits while saving tables,
set the interrupt count to zero.

A user can retrieve records without specifying an interrupt count; the interrupt count set during system generation acts
as the default. If a user uses the SET INTERRUPT COUNT (in OLQ) to specify a count that is higher than the maximum
set during system generation, the count defaults to the count set with the MAXIMUM INTERRUPT COUNT IS statement
during system generation. To prevent OLQ from performing commits, set the interrupt count to zero. Note that even when
the interrupt option is off, the interrupt count is still set.

Using db-keys for retrieval
OLQ can keep db-key lists to facilitate database retrieval following a FIND command. Since keeping a list of db-keys can
use additional resources, it should be done only if OPTIONS=DBKEY has been specified during the OLQ session.The
default option setting is OPTIONS=NODBKEY.

Controlling Resource Consumption
Controlling resource consumption involves:

• Allowing sorts
• Saving reports (size and retention period)
• Allowing use of db-key lists
• Allowing SAVE QFILES

Sorts
Sorting retrieved records is a resource-consuming operation. You can limit the ability to sort records to those users who
need it.

You can control use of resources by controlling the use of sorts. There are two methods of sorting in OLQ:

• Using SORT after a GET/FIND command
• Using the ORDER BY clause of SELECT (OLQ access mode)

Using SORT after building a report with a GET/FIND command is costly. The ORDER BY clause of SELECT is more
efficient because SELECT sorts the data while retrieving it.

When using SELECT (OLQ access mode), you can choose to disallow sorts altogether (this also disallows sorting with the
ORDER BY clause of SELECT). To disallow sorting, use the IDD statement:
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ADD/MODIFY USER ...

SORT IS NOT ALLOWED

Access mode: The SORT IS NOT ALLOWED clause is only valid when the access switch is set to OLQ.

Sort and the scratch area

OLQ sorts records in memory. The maximum amount of memory OLQ uses for any particular sort is determined by the
SET MAXIMUM SORT SIZE system generation option. When sorting more records than fit into the maximum allowed,
OLQ continues the sort by paging records in and out of scratch.

Specifying a large maximum sort size decreases the time a single sort takes and impacts other DC system users by:

• Using more storage
• Not releasing control to DC until the sort has completed

NOTE
If you want to use your own operating system sort facility when running a batch job, set up the proper job control
language as described in num=11.Batch Processing.

Saved reports
You can set default values to keep a limit on the size and retention period of saved reports. You can set default values for
specifications users are allowed to make when saving reports:

• Report retention period -- The amount of time a report remains saved if the user doesn't specify a retention period or
specifies one less than the maximum. When the retention period expires, the report is automatically deleted.

• Maximum retention period -- The maximum amount of time a report remains saved if the user specifies a retention
period greater than the default retention period mentioned above.

• Report dictionary name -- The name of the dictionary in which the catalog information is stored. OLQ assigns a catalog
entry and passkeys to each saved report.

• Report size -- The page size and number of pages allowed per report.
• Maximum number of reports -- The maximum number of reports allowed per user. If the maximum is exceeded, a user

must delete some reports in order to store new ones.

Report retention period:

If a user saves a report without specifying how many days it is to remain saved, the report is saved for the number of days
specified by the report retention. This default is set during system generation with:

ADD/MODIFY OLQ ...

REPORT RETENTION IS retention-period

Keep in mind when using the batch facility, reports saved through batch do not honor the defaults set during system
generation. You must specify these options explicitly when saving a batch report.

Maximum report retention:

You can define the maximum report retention (the maximum length of time in days) that a user can specify when saving
an OLQ report in the queue area. If the user specifies a retention period greater than the default report retention period,
the retention period defaults to this maximum. Use the system generation statement:

ADD/MODIFY OLQ ...

MAXIMUM REPORT RETENTION IS retention-period

Report dictionary name:
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Since OLQ stores reports through the catalog, each saved report has a catalog entry and passkeys assigned. You can,
during system generation, specify in which dictionary this catalog information is stored with:

ADD/MODIFY OLQ ...

REPORT DICTNAME IS dictionary-name

The specified report dictionary is also the dictionary in which OLQ looks to find the job control language needed for batch
job submission.

Report size:

You can better estimate the size of the scratch and queue areas if you limit the size of OLQ reports retrieved.

To monitor the size of OLQ reports retrieved into scratch and saved into queue, you can specify the page size, the
number of pages retrieved from the database, and the number of reports allowed per user.

Define the report page size during system generation with:

ADD/MODIFY OLQ ...

REPORT FILE PAGE SIZE IS report-file-page-size

The specified page size must be at least large enough to accommodate the largest database or logical record to be
included in the report.

When an OLQ report exceeds the maximum report pages, as set with this option, system ends the retrieval process and
stops writing report pages and issues the message:

OLQ 097004 00  Maximum report size has been exceeded

The incomplete report is retrieved into scratch, is available for viewing, and can be sorted.

Define the number of pages allowed per report during system generation with:

ADD/MODIFY OLQ ...

MAXIMUM REPORT PAGES IS max-report-pages

Define the number of reports allowed per user during system generation with:

ADD/MODIFY OLQ ...

MAXIMUM REPORT COUNT IS max-report-count

This way you can control the quantities of reports saved and better estimate the size of the queue area. Use the SELECT
(OLQ access mode) statement to retrieve the records. With SELECT (OLQ access mode) you can sort and group the
records while retrieving them.

Db-key list
You can control resources by limiting the use of db-key lists. Whenever the db-key option in OLQ is ON, OLQ builds a db-
key list during retrieval. This means that for every record retrieved, OLQ stores a db-key in a list. This can be extremely
costly in terms of resources if you perform large retrievals.

We recommend that you set the db-key option in OLQ OFF. If a user needs to build a db-key list for retrieval purposes,
that user can turn the option back on for the time required.
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Saving qfiles
In order to control resource consumption, you can limit the ability to save qfiles. This prevents users from creating
redundant qfiles and also from cluttering up the dictionary with unnecessary qfiles.

To disallow the saving of qfiles, use the IDD DDDL statement:

ADD/MODIFY USER ...

QFILE SAVE IS NOT ALLOWED

Security
When a security option is changed, OLQ enforces the change the next time the user signs on. OLQ uses the DC/UCF
signon ID and password to determine what the current user can access.

Assigning Authority to Access OLQ
Access to OLQ can be limited by defining options in:

• Central Security -- Define the category to which task OLQ is associated
• Dictionary Security -- Define individual users that can access OLQ and valid functions can be defined uniquely for each

user in each dictionary.

Limiting Access through Central Security
The centralized security administrator can assign the task OLQ to a category. Only users granted execution privilege in
the category can can access OLQ

NOTE
For more information on category and security, see your security administrator.

Initiating OLQ Dictionary Security
You can turn security for OLQ on and off with the IDD SET OPTIONS statement in the default dictionary. The full
statement for initiating security is:

 SET OPTIONS FOR DICT SECURITY FOR OLQ IS ON

 

This will allow only those USERs who are defined in the default dictionary to access OLQ.

Securing User Access to OLQ Components
You can specify additional OLQ security options for users in each dictionary through IDD with the statement:

 SET OPTIONS FOR DICT SECURITY FOR OLQ IS ON

 ADD/MODIFY/DELETE USER

 

NOTE
For the entire syntax of this command, see the IDMS documentation.

The options associated with this statement are:
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• AUTHORITY FOR UPDATE IS OLQ
• Access to subschemas
• Access to qfiles
• Access to menu mode
• Securing retrieval interruption
• Allow retrieval of multiple record occurrences
• Allow access to SORT

Subschema Access
OLQ uses the DC/UCF signon ID and password to determine which subschemas are available to the current user. You
can assign individual users authority to access specific subschemas with the following clause of the IDD ADD USER
statement:

 ACCESS TO SUBSCHEMA subschema-name

This clause specifies that the user has access to the named subschema. Subschema security is enforced on a dictionary-
by-dictionary basis.

It is with this statement that you also assign a signon qfile to a user. The signon qfile executes when a user signs on to
the associated subschema. The clause of the ADD USER statement that associates a signon qfile is:

 SIGNON QFILE IS qfile-name

NOTE
For more information about signon qfiles, see Special Uses of qfiles.

For the complete syntax and syntax rules of the ADD USER statement, see the "IDD DDDL Reference" section.

Qfile Access
You can apply security to qfiles in OLQ. By specifying restrictions on OLQ qfiles in IDD, you can:

• Allow/disallow a specific user to execute qfiles
• Allow/disallow a specific user to save qfiles
• Limit a user to accessing OLQ through qfiles only

These restrictions are defined in IDD, but take effect only if OLQ security is turned on in the primary dictionary, as
described earlier in this documentation.

Sharing qfiles:

In OLQ, only the user who creates a qfile has access to that qfile. You can allow users to share qfiles through IDD. It is
more efficient to share qfiles than to have duplicate qfiles for many users. Use the following statement to assign a user
access to a particular qfile:

 ADD/MODIFY/REPLACE QFILE ...

  INCLUDE USER user-name ...

  REGISTERED FOR PUBLIC ACCESS ...

  PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALL

 

Executing qfiles:

You can allow and disallow qfile execution on a user-by-user basis through IDD with the statement:

 ADD/MODIFY USER ...

 QFILE IS ALLOWED/NOT ALLOWED
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Saving qfiles:

You can allow and disallow saving qfiles on a user-by-user basis through IDD with the statement:

 ADD/MODIFY USER ...

 QFILE SAVE IS ALLOWED/NOT ALLOWED

 

Accessing through qfiles only:

You can limit a user's access to OLQ to only executing qfiles with the IDD statement:

 ADD/MODIFY USER ...

 QFILE IS ONLY

 

Accessing menu mode:

If your intention is to allow a user to only access OLQ through qfiles, you must explicitly deny that user access to OLQ
menu mode. You disallow access to menu mode through IDD:

 ADD/MODIFY USER ...

 MENU MODE IS NOT ALLOWED

 

Securing Retrieval Interruption
You can use IDD to secure interruption of processing in OLQ. IDD enables you to specify whether a user can choose not
to interrupt data retrieval, or whether data retrieval is automatically interrupted after a certain number of records have
been accessed.

You set this security in IDD, but it takes effect only if OLQ security is turned on in the primary dictionary.

During system generation, you can specify a maximum interrupt count. This maximum provides a ceiling for the user-
specified interrupt count.

NOTE
For instructions on how to set these options, see Setting Defaults.

Using LRF to Secure The Database
You can use LRF to establish security for the database. By coding paths and logical records, you can dictate what a user
is allowed to access through OLQ.

LRF enables you to:

• Increase data integrity --  You can write all database navigational instructions in the subschema. This enables you to
predefine paths that dictate how a user accesses data through OLQ.

• Secure data
– You can restrict the database record occurrences and fields viewed by the application program.
– You can restrict the operations that the application program can perform on records and fields.

Security for ASF tables
OLQ secures ASF tables regardless of the status of OLQ security. To ensure table security, we recommend the following:
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• IDs use the same passwords across all dictionaries
• The IDMSNWKQ and IDMSNWKS subschemas use the same page ranges

Passkeys:

OLQ has automatic security for ASF tables. When a user tries to access a table, OLQ uses catalog security to make sure
the user has proper authority assigned through passkeys.

The table functions and the passkeys required by the Automatic System Facility (ASF) are presented in Table 10.
Passkeys affect ASF tables and reports.

Table 10. How Passkeys affect OLQ Table Processing

To Perform User Default Passkey Required Data Access Passkey Required
Select COPY COPY
Create CREATE N/A
Append ADD ADD
Replace ADD ADD
Delete ERASE ERASE
Show tables BROWSE N/A
Show directory BROWSE N/A

A user default passkey is a passkey given to a user that allows the user to perform a specific function on any ASF table.

A data access passkey is a passkey associated with a specific table. It allows a specific user to perform a function on a
specific table.

In addition to supporting passkey security, OLQ supports row-level security.

NOTE
For more information about row-level security, see Administrating IDMS Performance Monitor System.

Security for Saved Reports
Saving a report:

When you save a report in OLQ, information about that report is stored in the IDMS catalog. Passkeys are automatically
assigned to the user for the report. If you want others to be able to access the report, you must go into IDMS and assign
those users the appropriate passkeys. The appropriate passkeys and associated functions are presented in Table 10.

Batch Processing
The OLQ batch facility allows you to perform the same functions as command mode OLQ. Batch enables you to retrieve
information from an IDMS/DB database and sequential files, and to build reports using that information. You can run the
jobs offline and schedule them at times of the day when there are less demands on computer resources.

Commands You Can Use in Batch

OLQ batch supports the same set of processing commands as command mode OLQ except for the subset presented in
Table 11.
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Table 11. Commands Not Supported in OLQ Batch

Environment Invalid Commands
Central version
(CV OLQ batch)

SHOW TABLES
SHOW DESTINATIONS
SUSPEND
SWAP
SWITCH
YES/NO

Local mode
(Local OLQ batch)

SAVE REPORT
DISPLAY REPORT
DELETE REPORT
SHOW DIRECTORY
SWAP
SWITCH
SUSPEND
YES/NO

How Batch Works

With OLQ batch, you can:

• Read input commands one by one from a command file.
• Retrieve information from one or more input files (sequential files or databases).
• Build a report in the output file. This file can contains the data retrieved by the SELECT statement (OLQ mode).

Create a Command File

A command file is a file that contains the OLQ commands to be executed during the batch job. You can store a command
file in a sequential data set or list the commands in the job control language (JCL).

In batch, a line is the delimiter for entering commands. If a single command spans two or more lines, you must include
continuation characters at the end of the continued lines to indicate to OLQ that the command continues on the next line.
The default continuation character at system installation is the hyphen (-).

You must include a SYSIPT statement in your JCL. The SYSIPT statement defines the data set name of the file that
contains the OLQ commands to be executed.

Execute Jobs

You can execute OLQ batch jobs either under the IDMS/DB central version or in local mode.

• CV batch job streams execute in the batch region and use the IDMS/DB central version for database access. To
specify that your batch job is running under the central version, include a SYSCTL card in your z/OS JCL, or an
IDMSOPTI card in your z/VSE and CMS JCL.

• Local mode batch job streams execute and handle database access within the batch region. Running a local mode
batch job requires additional file assignments in your JCL.

How to Run a Batch Job

There are two main steps to using the OLQ Batch facility:

1. Run IDMSBCF -- IDMSBCF sets up the batch scratch area. This must be run before the OLQ local mode batch job
step.

2. Run OLQBATCH -- The JCL for this job step is presented below.

NOTE
You can include the IDMSBCF statement in the JCL, but it must be run prior to the OLQBATCH job step.
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To set up batch processing in OLQ, you:

• Tailor the job control language to your environment
• Set the batch class for batch job control language submission
• Set default options normally set during system generation

JCL for z/OS and CMS Commands for OLQBATCH
The sections that follow contain sample JCL for the following operating systems running central version or local mode:

• z/OS
• CMS
• z/VSE

z/OS JCL (central version)
Here is sample z/OS JCL to execute OLQ batch jobs, when running central version:

OLQ Batch (central version) (z/OS)

//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IDMSBCF,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg    DD   DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//dclscr   DD   DSN=&.&dclscr.,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(bbbb,nnnn),

//             DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=llll,BLKSIZE=bbbb)

//SYSLST   DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSIDMS  DD   *

DMCL=dmcl-name

Put other SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate, here

/*

//SYSIPT   DD   *

FORMAT FILE SYSLOC.dclscr;

/*

//*

//OLQBATCH EXEC PGM=OLQBATCH,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//sysctl   DD   DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg    DD   DSN=idms.sysmsg.dcmsg,DISP=SHR

//dclscr   DD   DSN=&.&dclscr.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//SORTWK01 DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//SORTWK02 DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//SORTWK03 DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//SORTWK04 DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//SYSOUT   DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSLST   DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSIDMS  DD   *

DMCL=dmcl-name

Put other SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate, here

/*
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//SYSIPT   DD   *

Put OLQ commands here

/*

//*

NOTE
The SORTWK01 through SYSOUT statements are optional. If these statements are included, OLQ uses the
installation's sort utility. When these are omitted, OLQ uses its own internal sort facility.

z/OS JCL (local mode)
Here is sample z/OS JCL to execute OLQ batch jobs in local mode:

OLQ Batch (local mode) (z/OS)

//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IDMSBCF,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg    DD   DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//dclscr   DD   DSN=&.&dclscr.,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(bbbb,nnnn),

//             DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=llll,BLKSIZE=bbbb)

//SYSLST   DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSIDMS  DD   *

DMCL=dmcl-name

Put other SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate, here

/*

//SYSIPT   DD   *

FORMAT FILE SYSLOC.dclscr;

/*

//*

//OLQBATCH EXEC PGM=OLQBATCH,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//dictdb   DD   DSN=idms.appldict.ddldml,DISP=SHR

//dloddb   DD   DSN=idms.appldict.ddldclod,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg    DD   DSN=idms.sysmsg.dcmsg,DISP=SHR

//userdb   DD   DSN=user.userdb,DISP=SHR

//dclscr   DD   DSN=&.&dclscr.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//sysjrnl  DD   DUMMY

//SYSLST   DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSIDMS  DD   *

DMCL=dmcl-name

Put other SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate, here

/*

//SYSIPT   DD   *

Put OLQ commands here
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/*

//*

idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the DMCL and
database name table load modules

idms.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the IDMS executable
modules

dcmsg DDname of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area

idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg Data set name of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area

dclscr DDname of the local mode system scratch (DDLOCSCR) area
Note: See z/OS Local Mode Considerations, below, for more
information.

&.&dclscr. Temporary data set name of the local mode system scratch
(DDLOCSCR) area
Note: See z/OS Local Mode Considerations, below, for more
information.

bbbb Block size (page size)

nnnn Number of pages in the area

llll Logical record length (should be the same as block size)

dmcl-name Specifies the name of the DMCL load module

dictdb DDname of the application dictionary definition area

idms.appldict.ddldml Data set name of the application dictionary definition (DDLDML)
area

dloddb DDname of the application dictionary definition load area

idms.appldict.ddldclod Data set name of the application dictionary definition load
(DDLDCLOD) area

userdb DDname of the user database file

user.userdb Data set name of the user database file

sysjrnl DDname of the tape journal file
Note: See z/OS Local Mode Considerations, below, for more
information.

sysctl DDname of the SYSCTL file

idms.sysctl Data set name of the SYSCTL file

NOTE
If both the system and local scratch areas are defined in the DMCL, IDMS only uses the local scratch area
(SYSLOC.DDLOCSCR, dclscr).

z/OS Local Mode Considerations
Scratch areas:

If both scratch areas are defined in the DMCL, IDMS only uses the local scratch area (SYSLOC.DDLOCSCR, dclscr).
When running OLQ Batch with a DMCL that only defines the system scratch area (SYSTEM.DDLSCR), you must format
this area with the following statement:

FORMAT FILE SYSTEM.dcscr
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Accessing SQL Tables:

When accessing SQL tables, you must add the following statements:

//sqldd     DD   DSN=idms.syssql.ddlcat,DISP=SHR

//sqlxdd    DD   DSN=idms.syssql.ddlcatx,DISP=SHR

sqldd DDname of the SQL catalog (DDLCAT) area

idms.syssql.ddlcat Data set name of the SQL catalog (DDLCAT) area

sqlxdd DDname of the SQL catalog index (DDLCATX) area

idms.syssql.ddlcatx Data set name of the SQL catalog index (DDLCATX) area

When Creating Tables:

When using OLQ Batch to create tables, change:

//sysjrnl  DD   DUMMY

To:

//sysjrnl  DD   DSN=idms.tapejrnl,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=tape

Where:

sysjrnl DDname of the tape journal file

idms.tapejrnl Data set name of the tape journal file

tape Symbolic device name for tape file

CMS commands (central version)
Here are sample CMS commands to execute OLQ batch jobs, when running central version:

OLQ Batch (central version) (CMS)

FILEDEF DCLSCR DISK scratch file a (RECFM F LRECL 111 BLKSIZE bbb

FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK sysidms parms a (RECFM F LRECL 111 BLKSIZE bbb

FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK sysipt input a (RECFM F LRECL 111 BLKSIZE bbb

EXEC IDMSFD

OSRUN IDMSBCF

FILEDEF userdb DISK user userdb a (RECFM FB LRECL ppp BLKSIZE ppp

FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK sysidms parms a (RECFM F LRECL 111 BLKSIZE bbb

FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK sysipt input a (RECFM F LRECL 111 BLKSIZE bbb
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OSRUN OLQBATCH

scratch file a File ID of the temporary scratch file for the local mode system
scratch (DDLOCSCR) area

lll Logical record length of the user input data file

bbb Block size of the user input data file

sysidms parms a File ID of the file containing SYSIDMS parameters

sysipt input a File ID of the file containing the IDMSBCF or OLQBATCH input
parameters

IDMSFD Exec which defines all FILEDEFs, TXTLIBs, and LOADLIBs
required by the system

userdb DDname of the user database file

user userdb a File ID of the user database file

ppp Page size of the user database file

Usage
SYSIDMS file:

To run IDMSBCF or OLQBATCH, you should include these SYSIDMS parameters:

• DMCL=dmcl-name, to identify the DMCL
• If you are running IDMSBCF or OLQBATCH against an SQL-defined database DBNAME=dictionary-name, to identify

the dictionary whose catalog component contains the database definitions

How to create the SYSIDMS file:

To create the SYSIDMS file of SYSIDMS parameters:

1. On the CMS command line, type:
 XEDIT sysidms parms a (NOPROF

 

2. Press [Enter]
3. On the XEDIT command line, type:

 INPUT

 

4. Press [Enter]
5. In input mode, type in the SYSIDMS parameters
6. Press [Enter] to exit input mode
7. On the XEDIT command line, type:

 FILE

 

8. Press [Enter]

NOTE
For documentation of SYSIDMS parameters, see the "Administrating IDMS Database" section of IDMS
documentation.

How to create the SYSIPT file:
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To create the SYSIPT file of IDMSBCF and OLQBATCH input parameters:

1. On the CMS command line, type:
 XEDIT sysipt input a (NOPROF

 

2. Press [Enter]
3. On the XEDIT command line, type:

 INPUT

 

4. Press [Enter]
5. In input mode, type in the IDMSBCF or OLQBATCH input parameters
6. Press [Enter] to exit input mode
7. On the XEDIT command line, type:

 FILE

 

8. Press [Enter]

DCLSCR scratch file:

DCLSCR is a scratch file, which resides on a temporary mini disk. To allocate this disk, enter the following commands:

 DEF t3380 cuu CYL nnn 

 FORMAT cuu fm

t3380 Disk device type

cuu Virtual address of the temporary minidisk

nnn Space allocated in CYLS

fm Filemode for the temporary minidisk

CMS commands (local mode)
To specify that OLQBATCH is executing in local mode, perform one of the following:

• Link OLQBATCH with an IDMSOPTI program that specifies local execution mode
• Specify *LOCAL* as the first input parameter of the filename, type and mode identified by sysipt2 input a in the

OLQBATCH exec.
• Modify the OSRUN statement:

OSRUN OLQBATCH PARM='*LOCAL*'

NOTE
This option is valid only if the OSRUN command is issued from a System Product interpreter or an EXEC2
file.

z/VSE JCL (central version)
Here is sample z/VSE JCL to execute OLQ batch jobs, when running central version:

OLQ Batch (central version) (z/VSE)

 // JOB    OLQBATCH

 // DLBL   idmslib,'idmslib.library' 

 // EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt 
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 // ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

 // LIBDEF *,SEARCH=IDMS load libraries 

 // EXEC   PROC=IDMSLBLS

 // EXEC   IDMSBCF,SIZE=1048K

   DMCL=dmcl-name

Put other SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate, here 

 /*

   FORMAT FILE SYSLOC.dclscr;

 /*

 // EXEC   PROC=IDMSLBLS

 // EXEC   PROC=sysctl 

 // EXEC   OLQBATCH,SIZE=1048K

   DMCL=dmcl-name

Put other SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate, here 

 /*

  Put OLQ commands here 

 /*

 

idmslib Dtfname of the IDMS library

'idmslib.library' Data set name of IDMS load libraries, as established during
installation

sysxxx SYS number

vvvvvv Volume serial number

ssss Starting extent

tttt Number of tracts

IDMS load libraries The IDMS load libraries, as established during installation

dmcl-name Name of the DMCL

dclscr Dtfname of the local mode system scratch (DDLOCSCR) area

sysctl Dtfname of the SYSCTL file

z/VSE JCL (local mode)
Here is sample z/VSE JCL to execute OLQ batch jobs in local mode:

OLQ Batch (local mode) (z/VSE)

 // JOB    OLQLOCAL

 // DLBL   idmslib,'idmslib.library' 

 // EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt 

 // ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

 // LIBDEF *,SEARCH=IDMS load libraries 

 // EXEC   PROC=IDMSLBLS

 // EXEC   IDMSBCF,SIZE=1024K

   DMCL=dmcl-name

Put other SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate, here 

 /*

   FORMAT FILE SYSLOC.dclscr;

 /*

 // EXEC   PROC=IDMSLBLS
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 // ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

 // DLBL   userdb.'user.userdb'

 // EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,tttt,llll 

 // EXEC   OLQBATCH,SIZE=1024K

   DMCL=dmcl-name

Put other SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate, here 

 /*

  Put OLQ commands here 

 /*

 

idmslib Dtfname of the IDMS library

'idmslib.library' Data set name of IDMS load libraries, as established during
installation

sysxxx SYS number

vvvvvv Volume serial number

ssss Starting extent

tttt Number of tracts

IDMS load libraries The IDMS load libraries, as established during installation

dclscr Dtfname of the local mode system scratch (DDLOCSCR) area

dmcl-name Name of the DMCL

dclscr Dtfname of the local mode system scratch (DDLOCSCR) area

userdb Dtfname of the user database file

user.userdb Data set name of the user database file

llll

IDMSLBLS Procedure
What is the IDMSLBLS procedure?

IDMSLBLS is a procedure provided during an IDMS z/VSE installation. It contains file definitions for the IDMS components
listed below. These components are provided during installation:

• Dictionaries
• Sample databases
• Disk journal files
• SYSIDMS file

Tailor the IDMSLBLS procedure to reflect the filenames and definitions in use at your site and include this procedure in z/
VSE JCL job streams.

The sample z/VSE JCL provided in this document includes the IDMSLBLS procedure. Therefore, individual file definitions
for IDMS dictionaries, sample databases, disk journal files, and SYSIDMS file are not included in the sample JCL.

IDMSLBLS procedure listing

/*  ───────────────────────── LABELS ─────────────────────────

// DLBL    dccat,'idms.system.dccat',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,31
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// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dccatl,'idms.system.dccatlod',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dccatx,'idms.system.dccatx',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,11

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dcdml,'idms.system.ddldml',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,101

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dclod,'idms.system.ddldclod',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,21

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dclog,'idms.system.ddldclog',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,401

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dcrun,'idms.system.ddldcrun',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,68

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dcscr,'idms.system.ddldcscr',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,135

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dcmsg,'idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dclscr,'idms.sysloc.ddlocscr',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dirldb,'idms.sysdirl.ddldml',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dirllod,'idms.sysdirl.ddldclod',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,2

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    empdemo,'idms.empdemo1',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,11

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    insdemo,'idms.insdemo1',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    orgdemo,'idms.orgdemo1',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    empldem,'idms.sqldemo.empldemo',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,11

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    infodem,'idms.sqldemo.infodemo',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    projdem,'idms.projseg.projdemo',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    indxdem,'idms.sqldemo.indxdemo',1999/365,DA
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// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    sysctl,'idms.sysctl',1999/365,SD

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,2

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    secdd,'idms.sysuser.ddlsec',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,26

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dictdb,'idms.appldict.ddldml',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,51

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dloddb,'idms.appldict.ddldclod',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,51

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    sqldd,'idms.syssql.ddlcat',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,101

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    sqllod,'idms.syssql.ddlcatl',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,51

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    sqlxdd,'idms.syssql.ddlcatx',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,26

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    asfdml,'idms.asfdict.ddldml',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    asflod,'idms.asfdict.asflod',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,401

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    asfdata,'idms.asfdict.asfdata',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    ASFDEFN,'idms.asfdict.asfdefn',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,101

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    j1jrnl,'idms.j1jrnl',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,54

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    j2jrnl,'idms.j2jrnl',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,54

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    j3jrnl,'idms.j3jrnl',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,54

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT',0,SD

/+

/*

dccat Filename of the system dictionary catalog (DDLCAT) area

idms.system.dccat File-ID of the system dictionary catalog (DDLCAT) area

SYSnnn Logical unit of the volume for which the extent is effective
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nnnnnn Volume serial identifier of appropriate disk volume

ssss Starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of disk extent

dccatl Filename of the system dictionary catalog load (DDLCATLOD)
area

idms.system.dccatlod File-ID of the system dictionary catalog load (DDLCATLOD) area

dccatx Filename of the system dictionary catalog index (DDLCATX) area

idms.system.dccatx File-ID of the system dictionary catalog index (DDLCATX) area

dcdml Filename of the system dictionary definition (DDLDML) area

idms.system.ddldml File-ID of the system dictionary definition (DDLDML) area

dclod Filename of the system dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD)
area

idms.system.ddldclod File-ID of the system dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area

dclog Filename of the system log area (DDLDCLOG) area

idms.system.ddldclog File-ID of the system log (DDLDCLOG) area

dcrun Filename of the system queue (DDLDCRUN) area

idms.system.ddldcrun File-ID of the system queue (DDLDCRUN) area

dcscr Filename of the system scratch (DDLDCSCR) area

idms.system.ddldcscr File-ID of the system scratch (DDLDCSCR) area

dcmsg Filename of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area

idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg File-ID of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area

dclscr Filename of the local mode system scratch (DDLOCSCR) area

idms.sysloc.ddlocscr File-ID of the local mode system scratch (DDLOCSCR) area

dirldb Filename of the IDMSDIRL definition (DDLDML) area

idms.sysdirl.ddldml File-ID of the IDMSDIRL definition (DDLDML) area

dirllod Filename of the IDMSDIRL definition load (DDLDCLOD) area

idms.sysdirl.dirllod File-ID of the IDMSDIRL definition load (DDLDCLOD) area

empdemo Filename of the EMPDEMO area

idms.empdemo1 File-ID of the EMPDEMO area

insdemo Filename of the INSDEMO area

idms.insdemo1 File-ID of the INSDEMO area

orgdemo Filename of the ORGDEMO area

idms.orgdemo1 File-ID of the ORDDEMO area

empldem Filename of the EMPLDEMO area

idms.sqldemo.empldemo File-ID of the EMPLDEMO area

infodem Filename of the INFODEMO area

idms.sqldemo.infodemo File-ID of the INFODEMO area

projdem Filename of the PROJDEMO area

idms.projseg.projdemo File-ID of the PROJDEMO area

indxdem Filename of the INDXDEMO area

idms.sqldemo.indxdemo File-ID of the INDXDEMO area
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sysctl Filename of the SYSCTL file

idms.sysctl File-ID of the SYSCTL file

secdd Filename of the system user catalog (DDLSEC) area

idms.sysuser.ddlsec File-ID of the system user catalog (DDLSEC) area

dictdb Filename of the application dictionary definition area

idms.appldict.ddldml File-ID of the application dictionary definition (DDLDML) area

dloddb Filename of the application dictionary definition load area

idms.appldict.ddldclod File-ID of the application dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD)
area

sqldd Filename of the SQL catalog (DDLCAT) area

idms.syssql.ddlcat File-ID of the SQL catalog (DDLCAT) area

sqllod Filename of the SQL catalog load (DDLCATL) area

idms.syssql.ddlcatl File-ID of SQL catalog load (DDLCATL) area

sqlxdd Filename of the SQL catalog index (DDLCATX) area

idms.syssql.ddlcatx File-ID of the SQL catalog index (DDLCATX) area

asfdml Filename of the asf dictionary definition (DDLDML) area

idms.asfdict.ddldml File-ID of the asf dictionary definition (DDLDML) area

asflod Filename of the asf dictionary definition load (ASFLOD) area

idms.asfdict.asflod File-ID of the asf dictionary definition load (ASFLOD) area

asfdata Filename of the asf data (ASFDATA) area

idms.asfdict.asfdata File-ID of the asf data area (ASFDATA) area

ASFDEFN Filename of the asf data definition (ASFDEFN) area

idms.asfdict.asfdefn File-ID of the asf data definition area (ASFDEFN) area

j1jrnl Filename of the first disk journal file

idms.j1jrnl File-ID of the first disk journal file

j2jrnl Filename of the second disk journal file

idms.j2jrnl File-ID of the second disk journal file

j3jrnl Filename of the third disk journal file

idms.j3jrnl File-ID of the third disk journal file

SYSIDMS Filename of the SYSIDMS parameter file

Setting Defaults for Batch Processing
Since OLQ batch processing does not have access to the defaults set during system generation, you must explicitly define
these defaults in batch.

Table 12 presents the options available, the batch defaults, and the syntax necessary to override the defaults.

Table 12. Batch Options, Defaults, and Syntax

Option Default Override Syntax
Print line size 80 SET PRINT LINE SIZE
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Print line count 60 SET PRINT LINE COUNT
Internal storage page size 1920 SET USER ... INTERNAL STORAGE PAGE

SIZE
Report page size 4000 SET USER ... REPORT PAGE SIZE
Menu mode Disallowed N/A
Continuation character - SET CONTINUATION CHARACTER
Separator character ! SET SEPARATOR CHARACTER
Comment character ; SET COMMENT CHARACTER
Report retention 1 SAVE REPORT ... RETENTION PERIOD
Maximum report retention 32767 N/A
Maximum report pages 32767 N/A
Terminal line size 132 SET LINE SIZE
Terminal line count 60 SET LINE COUNT
Report dictionary database name blanks SET REPORT DICTNAME SET USER ...

REPORT DICTNAME
Maximum sort space in K bytes 384 SET MAXIMUM SORT SIZE=

Defining files
OLQ batch retrieves records from the file you specify in the JCL. (If retrieving only from the database, you do not have to
specify an input file in the JCL.) The access switch must be set to olq to read or write sequential files.

You can define the characteristics of each input file the OLQ batch job stream accesses by using the DEFINE FILE
statement. DEFINE FILE associates a file name and file characteristics with IDD record and element entities.

Example:

If your batch job accesses an input file called INFILE, you would include the following DEFINE FILE statement in your
input data stream:

DEFINE FILE INFILE RECORD EMPL-2 (3) DICT TESTDICT

 RECFM=F BLKSIZE=80 LRECL=80

• The INFILE file is used to access input data from the EMPL-2 record.
• The record definition for the EMPL-2 record is stored in the TESTDICT dictionary.
• The number in parenthesis, (3), is the version number. If no version number is specified, the default is 1.

When using DEFINE FILE, the corresponding job control language statement must name the file in the DD name:

Table 13

Operating System JCL Statement
z/OS //INFILE DD DSN=infile,DISP=SHR
z/VSE // DLBL INFILE,'infile'

// EXTENT sysnnn, nnnnnn,,,ssss,zzzz

// ASSIGN sysnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
CMS FILEDEF INFILE DISK filename filetype filemode (RECFM=F

BLKSIZE=nn LRECL=nn
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Defining input files:

You can also use DEFINE FILE to define the following characteristics for each input file:

• Record format (required for z/VSE)
• Block size (required for z/VSE)
• Logical record length (required for z/VSE)
• File type
• Device type
• Logical unit (z/VSE only)

Defining output files:

The output file is the file the report data is written to. You use the DEFINE FILE statement to direct the output to a file:

DEFINE FILE OUTFILE OUTPUT

This command marks the file OUTFILE as containing the report output.

The data set is written out in its unformatted condition to the output file.

If you want to use the output file as an input file, you must do so in a subsequent job step.

Defining sort work files:

During SORT requests and SELECT with GROUP BY requests, OLQ attempts to use the operating system sort utility.
If you want OLQ to use the operating system sort, you must define appropriate sort work files in the batch job stream. If
these sort work files are not in the job stream, OLQ uses its internal sort routines.

NOTE
OLQ always attempts the operating system sort. If the sort attempt fails, OLQ switches to the internal sort. An
operating system sort utility is required for CMS users. If no operating sort utility is available, contact Broadcom
Support for assistance.

Signing on in batch
The SET command in batch allows you to identify:

• The user, maximum internal page size,report file page size, and report dictionary -- SET USER
• The maximum sort size -- SET MAXIMUM SORT SIZE
• The report dictionary name -- SET REPORT DICTNAME

Specifying user name:

The SET USER statement must be the first statement in your input data stream.

For online batch submission, you can use a substitution string in the batch job control language to specify the user
ID. This allows you to share JCL between users without changing the user ID in the JCL. Online OLQ performs the
substitution during online submission.

The string $USER is changed to the current user ID. This is a straight string substitution. For example:

//$USERBAT JOB ...

When XYZ is signed on and submits an OLQ batch job, this statement becomes:

//XYZBAT JOB ...
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OLQBatch Notification
You can use OLQBNOTE to notify a DC user that a batch job has completed. If the specified user is not signed on at the
time, the notification will be discarded. OLQBNOTE runs central version and accepts one or more control cards of the
format:

USER= user-id,MESSAGE= message,BEEP

• MESSAGE can be shortened to MSG or MES.
• USER can be shortened to USE.
• BEEP sounds the terminal alarm, is optional, and should not be used against a non-3270 terminal.
• Message should be enclosed in quotation marks (' ') if it contains blanks and double quotation marks (" ") if it contains

single quotation marks.

For online batch submission, the user ID may be specified as $USER. OLQ substitutes the DC user ID in its place upon
job submission.

Setting up notification:

To use the notification facility, you must define the following during system generation:

• OLQQNOTE as a queue
• OLQTNOTE as a task
• OLQSNOTE as a program

OLQBNOTE Example for z/OS
z/OS JCL:

OLQBNOTE (z/OS)

//NOTIFY   EXEC PGM=OLQBNOTE,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//sysctl   DD   DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg    DD   DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//SYSLST   DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSIDMS  DD   *

DMCL=dmcl-name

Put other SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate, here

/*

//SYSIPT   DD   *

USER=$USER MESSAGE='OLQ Batch completed'

/*

//*

idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the DMCL and
database name table load modules

idms.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the IDMS executable
modules

sysctl DDname of the SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl Data set name of the SYSCTL file
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dcmsg DDname of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg Data set name of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
dmcl-name Specifies the name of the DMCL load module

NOTE
$USER only works when OLQBNOTE is submitted from OLQ.

OLQBNOTE example for CMS
 CMS commands: 

 OLQBNOTE (CMS) 

FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK sysidms parms a

FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK olqbnote input a (RECFM F LRECL lll BLKSIZE bbb

EXEC IDMSFD

OSRUN OLQBNOTE

 sysidms parms a File ID of the file containing SYSIDMS parameters
 olqbnote input a File ID of the file containing the OLQBNOTE input parameters
 lll Logical record length of the user input data file
 bbb Block size of the user input data file
 IDMSFD Exec which defines all FILEDEFs, TXTLIBs, and LOADLIBs

required by the system

 SYSIDMS file: 

To run OLQBNOTE, you should include these SYSIDMS parameters:

• DMCL=dmcl-name, to identify the DMCL load module
•  Any other SYSIDMS parameters 

 How to create the SYSIDMS file: 

To create the SYSIDMS file of SYSIDMS parameters:

1. On the CMS command line, type:
XEDIT sysidms parms a (NOPROF

2. Press [Enter]
3. On the XEDIT command line, type:

INPUT

4. Press [Enter]
5. In input mode, type in the SYSIDMS parameters
6. Press [Enter] to exit input mode
7. On the XEDIT command line, type:

FILE

8. Press [Enter]

NOTE
 For documentation of SYSIDMS parameters, see the IDMS Database Administration documentation.

 SYSIPT file: 

To include SYSIPT, you should add this statement:
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USER=$USER MESSAGE='OLQ Batch completed'

To create the SYSIPT file of OLQBNOTE input parameters:

1. On the CMS command line, type:
XEDIT sysipt input a (NOPROF

2. Press [Enter]
3. On the XEDIT command line, type:

INPUT

4. Press [Enter]
5. In input mode, type in the OLQBNOTE input parameters
6. Press [Enter] to exit input mode
7. On the XEDIT command line, type:

FILE

8. Press [Enter]

OLQBNOTE example for z/VSE
z/VSE JCL:

OLQBNOTE (z/VSE)

// JOB    OLQBNOTE

// DLBL   idmslib,'idmslib.library'

// EXTENT sysxxx,vvvvvv,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN  sysxxx,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=IDMS load libraries

// EXEC   PROC=IDMSLBLS

// EXEC   PROC=sysctl

// EXEC   OLQBNOTE,SIZE=1024K

   DMCL=dmcl-name

   Put other SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate, here

/*

  USER=$USER MESSAGE='OLQ Batch completed'

/*

idmslib Dtfname of the IDMS library
idmslib.library' Data set name of IDMS load libraries, as established during

installation
sysxxx SYS number
vvvvvv Volume serial number
ssss Starting extent
tttt Number of tracts
IDMS load libraries The IDMS load libraries, as established during installation
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sysctl Procedure name containing the SYSCTL file
dmcl-name Name of the DMCL

Batch Class Specification
The OLQ system generation BATCH CLASS must be non zero to enable OLQ batch submission from online.

As with all users exits, you should ensure the exit meets your site's standards.

Except for the z/OS environment, user exits are required to submit batch jobs. Exits provided are:

• RHDCUX26 for z/VSE
• RHDCUX21 for CMS

For the z/OS environment, turn off "banner" output for the batch print class.

Operating System Dependent Installation Instructions
To run OLQ batch jobs efficiently, tailor the job control language according to your operating system.

z/OS:

1. Change OLQ system generation parameter BATCH CLASS to a number between 1 and 64.
2. Create a DC printer defined to go to the JESRDR (or HASPRDR) for the print class specified above. For example:

//JESRDR DD SYSOUT=(A,INTRDR),

   DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80)

3. Ensure that the last card in the IDD JCL module(s) is:

/*EOF

If this is not done, submitted jobs will remain on the reader until another job is submitted.

CMS:

1. Change OLQ system generation parameter BATCH CLASS to a number between 1 and 64.
2. Modify RHDCUX21 (source on tape) and assemble:

a. Change BATCLASS to same value as above.
b. Change WKUSER to desired z/VM batch machine.

3. Modify RHDCUXIT to add user exit 21:
a. Add #DEFXIT MODE=SYSTEM,CALL=DC,NAME=RHDCUX21

4. The FILEDEF corresponding to the printer definition for the BATCH CLASS should go to PUNCH and not PRINT. For
example:

FILEDEF SYSPRT PUNCH (RECFM F LRECL 80 BLKSIZE 80.

5. Ensure that the PTE associated with the print class has the batch print class value as the only allowable print class.

NOTE
When running OLQ directly on CMS (that is, not under DC), if you intend to do any OLQ request that require a
sort, you must have an external sort available at run time.

z/VSE:

1. Change OLQ system generation parameter BATCH CLASS to a number between 1 and 64. OLQ does not use this
value other than to determine if job submission is enabled in z/VSE.

2. Modify RHDCUXIT to add user exit 26:
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Add #DEFXIT MODE=USER,CALL=IBM,NAME=RHDCUD26

3. Ensure RHDCU26B is defined to your DC system as:

ASSEMBLER NONREENTRANT NOPROTECT

4. Ensure that the last card in the JCL module(s) is:

/*EOF

The Broadcom provided exit requires this to detect the end of the job stream. This card is not submitted to power.

Examples of Batch
Displaying reports:

This example displays those employees whose employee ID numbers are less than or equal to 40.

Input:

SET USER ABC PASS ABCPASS

SET ACCESS OLQ

SIGNON DICT=TESTDICT SS=EMPSS01  DBN=EMPDEMO

SELECT * FROM EMPLOYEE WHERE EMP-ID-0415 LE 40 ORDER BY EMP-LAST-NAME-0415

DISPLAY COLS EMP-ID-0415 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415

Output page 1:

        OLQ RELEASE 19.0                  DATE: 96.267 TIME: 11:00 PAGE: 0001

            Copyright (C) yyyy CA, Inc.

OLQ 107017 00  CA OLQ Release 19.0

OLQ 107019 00  Copyright(C) yyyy CA, Inc.

  SET USER ABC PASS ????????

  SIGNON SS EMPSS01 DBN=EMPDEMO DICTNAME TESTDICT

OLQ 100021 00  Ready to retrieve data from subschema IDMSNWKA

OLQ 100022 00  Schema:    EMPSCHM           Version:       1

OLQ 100023 00  Database name:    EMPDEMO

OLQ 100025 00  Dictionary name:  TESTDICT

SELECT * FROM EMPLOYEE WHERE EMP-ID-0415 LE 40

OLQ 098006 00 18 Whole lines and 0 partial lines in report.

OLQ 098007 00 18 Records read. 18 Records selected.

DISPLAY COLS EMP-ID-0415 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415

Output page 2:

                   EMPLOYEE.REPORT

EMP-ID-0415  EMP-LAST-NAME-0415

   7           BANK

  40           CRANE
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  24           DOUGH

  32           FERNDALE

  29           GALLWAY

   3           GARFIELD

  28           GRANGER

  27           HEAROWITZ

  30           HENDON

  20           JACOBI

  19           JENSEN

  11           JENSON

  16           KLEWELLEN

  31           LIPSICH

  35           LITERATA

  15           MAKER

  23           O'HEARN

  12           PEOPLES

  21           TYRO

Creating Multiple Reports in One Job
To create several reports in one batch run, enter the OLQ processing statements sequentially in your input data stream.
The DISPLAY command places the start of each report on a new page, and resets the page count to 1.

Example:

This batch run creates two reports: one listing the names of employees living in Boston and one listing the names of
employees living in Medford:

DEFINE FILE INFILE RECORD EMPLOYEE (1) DICT TESTDICT

SET OPTION SPARSE

GET ALL SEQ INFILE.EMPLOYEE WHERE EMP-CITY-0415 EQ

 BOSTON

DIS COLS EMP-NAME-0415 EMP-CITY-0415

GET ALL SEQ INFILE.EMPLOYEE WHERE EMP-CITY-0415 EQ

 MEDFORD

DIS COLS EMP-NAME-0415 EMP-CITY-0415

Wide Reports
To display wide reports in OLQ batch, specify the keywords RIGHT or LEFT with your DISPLAY command.

Example:

If you specify DISPLAY RIGHT, your output report lists the next 132 characters (from left to right) of the report, for as
many pages as there are in the report. The display shifts right each time you issue a DISPLAY RIGHT.

Creating a Report with SELECT
This example uses a SELECT statement to retrieve information about departments and employees. It also creates a
report (rather than writing to disk). To display your output in a report, issue a DISPLAY command in your input data
stream:
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INPUT:

SET USER ABC PASS ABCPASS

SET ACCESS OLQ

OLQ 092032 00 PROCESSING MODE CHANGED TO OLQ.

SELECT * FROM DEPARTMENT, EMPLOYEE WHERE -

 DEPARTMENT.DEPT-HEAD-ID-0410 EQ EMPLOYEE.EMP-ID-0415

DISPLAY COLS DEPT-NAME-0410 DEPT-HEAD-ID-0410 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415

Output:

        OLQ RELEASE 19.0                  DATE: 96.267 TIME: 11:00 PAGE: 0001

            Copyright (C) yyyy CA, Inc.

OLQ 107017 00  CA OLQ Release 19.0

OLQ 107019 00  Copyright(C) yyyy CA, Inc.

  SET USER ABC PASS ????????

  SIGNON SS EMPSS01 DBN=EMPDEMO DICTNAME TESTDICT

OLQ 100021 00  Ready to retrieve data from subschema IDMSNWKA

OLQ 100022 00  Schema:    EMPSCHM           Version:       1

OLQ 100023 00  Database name:    EMPDEMO

OLQ 100025 00  Dictionary name:  TESTDICT

SELECT * FROM DEPARTMENT, EMPLOYEE WHERE -

OLQ 092022 00  Continuation line accepted

DEPARTMENT.DEPT-HEAD-ID-0410 EQ EMPLOYEE.EMP-ID-0415

OLQ 098006 00  9 whole lines and 0 partial lines in report.

OLQ 098007 00  18 records read.   18 records selected.

DISPLAY COLS DEPT-NAME-0410 DEPT-HEAD-ID-0410 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415

                                           DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE REPORT

                                                     9/19/91

               DEPT-NAME-0410       DEPT-HEAD-ID-0410 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415

EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION                           30 HENDON

ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                             11 JENSON

PERSONNEL                                          13 PEOPLES

INTERNAL SOFTWARE                                   3 GARFIELD

BLUE SKIES                                        321 MOON

COMPUTER OPERATIONS                                 4 CRANE

PUBLIC RELATIONS                                    7 BANK

BRAINSTORMING                                      15 MAKER

THERMOREGULATION                                  349 WILCO

    END OF REPORT

        OLQ RELEASE 19.0                  DATE: 96.267 TIME: 11:00 PAGE: 0003

            Copyright (C) yyyy CA, Inc.

BYE

OLQ 100029 00  Signoff accepted - OLQ session terminated.
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Writing to a Disk File with SELECT
This example routes the outcome of a SELECT statement to a disk file. To route your output to an output file, you must:

1. Set the access switch to olq
2. Specify the keyword OUTPUT and the name of the output file in your SELECT statement

Example:

To route your output to the OUTFILE output file, issue the following statements:

set access olq

select * from employee

 where emp-id-0415 eq 4500 output outfile

This example creates a sequential file containing departments and the name of each department's manager:

Input:

SET USER ABC PASS ABCPASS

SIGNON SS EMPSS01 DBN=EMPDEMO DICTNAME TESTDICT

SELECT * FROM DEPARTMENT, EMPLOYEE WHERE -

 DEPARTMENT.DEPT-HEAD-ID-0410 EQ EMPLOYEE.EMP-ID-0415 -

 OUTPUT OUTFILE

Output:

        OLQ RELEASE 19.0                  DATE: 96.267 TIME: 11:00 PAGE: 0001

            Copyright (C) yyyy CA, Inc.

OLQ 107017 00  CA OLQ Release 19.0

OLQ 107019 00  Copyright(C) yyyy CA, Inc.

  SET USER ABC PASS ????????

  SIGNON SS EMPSS01 DBN=EMPDEMO DICTNAME TESTDICT

OLQ 100021 00  Ready to retrieve data from subschema IDMSNWKA

OLQ 100022 00  Schema:    EMPSCHM           Version:       1

OLQ 100023 00  Database name:    EMPDEMO

OLQ 100025 00  Dictionary name:  TESTDICT

SELECT * FROM DEPARTMENT, EMPLOYEE WHERE -

OLQ 092022 00  Continuation line accepted

DEPARTMENT.DEPT-HEAD-ID-0410 EQ EMPLOYEE.EMP-ID-0415 -

OLQ 092022 00  Continuation line accepted

OUTPUT OUTFILE

OLQ 149018 00

File name Field name                     Offset   Size Dec no  Data type

OUTFILE   DEPT-ID-0410                     0000   0004   0000   UNSIGNED ZONE

OUTFILE   DEPT-NAME-0410                   0004   0045          CHARACTER

OUTFILE   DEPT-HEAD-ID-0410                0049   0004   0000   UNSIGNED ZONE

OUTFILE   EMP-ID-0415                      0053   0004   0000   UNSIGNED ZONE
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OUTFILE   EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415              0057   0010          CHARACTER

OUTFILE   EMP-LAST-NAME-0415               0067   0015          CHARACTER

OUTFILE   EMP-STREET-0415                  0082   0020          CHARACTER

OUTFILE   EMP-CITY-0415                    0102   0015          CHARACTER

OUTFILE   EMP-STATE-0415                   0117   0002          CHARACTER

OUTFILE   EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0415          0119   0005          CHARACTER

OUTFILE   EMP-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0415           0124   0004          CHARACTER

OUTFILE   EMP-PHONE-0415                   0128   0010   0000   UNSIGNED ZONE

OUTFILE   STATUS-0415                      0138   0002          CHARACTER

OUTFILE   SS-NUMBER-0415                   0140   0009   0000   UNSIGNED ZONE

OUTFILE   START-YEAR-0415                  0149   0002   0000   UNSIGNED ZONE

OUTFILE   START-MONTH-0415                 0151   0002   0000   UNSIGNED ZONE

OUTFILE   START-DAY-0415                   0153   0002   0000   UNSIGNED ZONE

OUTFILE   TERMINATION-YEAR-0415            0155   0002   0000   UNSIGNED ZONE

OUTFILE   TERMINATION-MONTH-0415           0157   0002   0000   UNSIGNED ZONE

OUTFILE   TERMINATION-DAY-0415             0159   0002   0000   UNSIGNED ZONE

OUTFILE   BIRTH-YEAR-0415                  0161   0002   0000   UNSIGNED ZONE

OUTFILE   BIRTH-MONTH-0415                 0163   0002   0000   UNSIGNED ZONE

OUTFILE   BIRTH-DAY-0415                   0165   0002   0000   UNSIGNED ZONE

Setting Defaults
The option defaults described here can be overridden with the OLQ SET and OPTIONS commands. If these options are
not specified during an OLQ session, the options take on the default values as described in this documentation.

You set these options during system generation or with IDD.

System Generation Options
Table 14 presents the options available during system generation and the statements that control the options. The system
generation statement is ADD/MODIFY/DELETE OLQ.

Table 14. OLQ Options Set During System Generation

Option Clause of the Statement
OLQ INCLUDE/EXCLUDE AUTHORITY IS OLQ
Access to ASF tables, logical and database records, and
sequential files

OLQ ACCESS TO OLQ

Access to SQL tables OLQ ACCESS TO IDMS
PF key module PFKEY MODULE IS qfile-name
Interrupt count INTERRUPT COUNT IS 100/interrupt-count
Maximum interrupt count MAXIMUM INTERRUPT COUNT IS 32767/maximum-interrupt-

count
Menu mode MENU MODE IS ALLOWED/DISALLOWED/ONLY
Report retention REPORT RETENTION IS 1/retention-period/FOREVER
Maximum report retention MAXIMUM REPORT RETENTION IS 5/max-report-retention/

FOREVER
Size of report pages (in bytes) REPORT FILE PAGE SIZE IS 4000/report-file-page-size
Maximum number of reports MAXIMUM REPORT COUNT IS 5/maximum-report-count
Number of pages per report MAXIMUM REPORT PAGES IS 5/maximum-report-pages
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Maximum storage for sorts MAXIMUM SORT STORAGE IS 100/max-sort-storage-size
Number of input lines INPUT LINE SIZE IS 4/input-line-size
Continuation character CONTINUATION CHARACTER IS '-'/continuation-character
Separator character SEPARATOR CHARACTER IS '!'/separator-character
Comment character COMMENT CHARACTER IS ';'/comment-character
Default report dictionary name REPORT DICTNAME IS dictionary-name
Batch class BATCH CLASS IS 0/batch-class

Special considerations for the options available during system generation are presented below.

Access to ASF tables:

You can create, replace, modify, and delete ASF tables.

You use the IDD DDDL source statement USER to set the access switch to OLQ:

 OLQ ACCESS IS OLQ

 

OLQ is the default.

The OLQ setting also allows you to use the SELECT statement with the following entities:

• ASF tables
• Logical records
• Database records
• Sequential files (batch only)

Access to SQL tables:

You can create, replace, modify, and delete tables which are associated with an SQL schema.

You use the IDD DDDL source statement USER to set the access switch to IDMS:

 OLQ ACCESS IS IDMS

 

NOTE

• For information on the USER statement, see the "IDD DDDL Reference" section.
• For more information about System Generation, see the "Using System Generation" section of the IDMS

documentation.

PF key module:

You use the system generation statement ADD OLQ to define a qfile as the PF key module to be executed for each
user issuing the OLQ task code. The intended use of the PF key module is to contain a series of OLQ SET FUNCTION
commands that assign values to each of the PF keys in OLQ.

The specific clause of the ADD OLQ statement is:

 PFKEY MODULE IS qfile-name

How to set interrupt:

The interrupt count interrupts processing after the specified number of OLQ database requests. You can set:

• A default interrupt count -- To specify the interrupt count should the user not specify one
• A maximum interrupt count -- To specify the interrupt count should the user specify a count greater than the default

interrupt count mentioned above
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The system generation statements that set these defaults are:

 ADD/MODIFY OLQ ...

 INTERRUPT COUNT IS interrupt-count 

 MAXIMUM INTERRUPT COUNT IS max-interrupt-count

These statements set the default interrupt count and the default maximum interrupt for OLQ.

Access to menu mode:

Specify a user's access to menu mode with:

 MENU MODE IS ALLOWED/NOT ALLOWED/ONLY

 

Users are automatically allowed to access command mode with the ALLOWED and NOT ALLOWED options. ONLY
specifies that the user is allowed to access OLQ through menu mode only.

Maximum sort storage:

You can set the maximum amount of storage, in K bytes, that OLQ can use for sort operations. Specifying too low a value
prevents OLQ from performing sort operations. Specifying too large a value degrades CV performance.

The system generation statement that sets this option is:

 ADD/MODIFY OLQ ...

 MAXIMUM SORT STORAGE IS 100/max-sort-storage-size

Number of input lines:

You can define the number of lines on the screen reserved for command input. The maximum number of lines defined by
input-line-size is limited to the total number of lines on the screen minus the number of lines allocated for output.

Keep in mind that a large line size may be needed to comfortably code SELECT statements or multiple commands.

The system generation statement that sets this option is:

 ADD/MODIFY OLQ ...

 INPUT LINE SIZE IS 4/input-line-size

Continuation character:

To set the default continuation character during system generation, use the statement:

 ADD/MODIFY OLQ ...

 CONTINUATION CHARACTER IS -/continuation-character

Use the continuation character in qfiles and batch when the length of an OLQ command exceeds one line. You can also
use the continuation character to continue commands (or a series of commands) across a pseudo-converse. Specify the
continuation character at the end of each line to be continued.

Separator character:

The separator character is used to separate commands in the command input area. To set the default separator character
during system generation, use the statement:

 ADD/MODIFY OLQ ...

 SEPARATOR CHARACTER IS !/separator-character

Comment character:

The comment character is used to separate commands from comments. Anything typed in after the comment character is
considered to be a comment and is ignored by OLQ. Entering comments can be useful in documenting qfiles.
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To set the default comment character during system generation, use the statement:

 ADD/MODIFY OLQ ...

 COMMENT CHARACTER IS ;/comment-character

Batch class:

Batch class is used to activate the OLQ batch interface. You can specify the print class used by OLQ when submitting
batch jobs under z/OS. To specify the default print class during system generation, use the statement:

 ADD/MODIFY OLQ ...

 BATCH CLASS IS 0/batch-class

You should ensure that the specified class has been assigned to an internal reader.

Integrated Data Dictionary Options
 Table 15 presents the options available through IDD and the statements that control the options.

 Table 15. OLQ Options Set With the IDD ADD/MODIFY/DELETE USER Statement 

 Option  Clause of the Statement 
OLQ INCLUDE/EXCLUDE AUTHORITY IS OLQ
Access to ASF tables, logical and database records, and
sequential files

OLQ ACCESS TO OLQ

Access to SQL tables OLQ ACCESS TO IDMS
Subschema access INCLUDE/EXCLUDE ACCESS TO SUBSCHEMA
rule = no.Signon qfile  ss-name OF SCHEMA schm-name USER user-name 

SIGNON QFILE IS qfile-name 
Signon profile qfiles SIGNON PROFILE IS qfile-name LANGUAGE IS OLQ
Access to qfiles INCLUDE/EXCLUDE ACCESS TO QFILE qfile-name 
Execution of qfiles QFILE IS ALLOWED/NOT ALLOWED/ONLY
Menu mode MENU MODE IS ALLOWED/NOT ALLOWED/ONLY
Saving qfiles QFILE SAVE IS ALLOWED/NOT ALLOWED
Retrieving multiple records MRR IS ALLOWED/NOT ALLOWED
Interrupt count MANDATORY/OPTIONAL INTERRUPT
Sorts SORT IS ALLOWED/NOT ALLOWED
Default options DEFAULT OPTIONS ARE ...

Special considerations for the options available through IDD are presented below.

NOTE
 For complete syntax and syntax rules, see the IDMS IDD DDDL Reference documentation.

 OLQ: 

You can allow users to distribute authority in IDD with the IDD USER statement. USER statement clauses are used to
control access to OLQ qfiles and subschema views and to assign OLQ command authorities and processing and reporting
options when the default processing options for the session include SECURITY FOR OLQ IS ON.

If OLQ is specified, the keyword UPDATE must be specified in the FOR clause of the ADD USER statement.

 Access to ASF tables: 
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You can create, replace, modify, and delete ASF tables.

You use the IDD DDDL source statement USER to set the access switch to OLQ:

OLQ ACCESS IS OLQ

OLQ is the default.

The OLQ setting also allows you to use the SELECT statement with the following entities:

• ASF tables
• Logical records
• Database records
• Sequential files (batch only)

 Access to SQL tables: 

You can create, replace, modify, and delete tables which are associated with an SQL schema.

You use the IDD DDDL source statement USER to set the access switch to IDMS:

OLQ ACCESS IS IDMS

NOTE
 For information on the USER statement, see the IDMS IDD DDDL Reference documentation.

 Subschema access: 

You can specify whether the user does or doesn't have access to a particular subschema. OLQ uses the DC/UCF
signon ID and password of the user to determine which subschemas are available. Subschema security is enforced on a
dictionary-by-dictionary basis.

 Signon profile qfiles and users: 

You can associate a signon qfile with a subschema. The signon qfile executes when a user signs on to the subschema.

You use the IDD DDDL source statement entity USER to associate a signon profile with a specific user. The specific
clause of the ADD USER statement is:

SIGNON PROFILE IS module-name

LANGUAGE IS OLQ

 Module-name refers to the name of the saved qfile.

 Access to qfiles: 

You can allow users to access only certain qfiles by naming the qfiles in the user's ADD USER statement, using the
clause:

INCLUDE/EXCLUDE ACCESS TO QFILE qfile-name

 Executing qfiles: 

Use IDD to specify whether or not specific users are allowed to execute qfiles in general. The IDD statement that applies
to this option is the following clause of the ADD USER statement:

QFILE IS ALLOWED/NOT ALLOWED/ONLY

With the ONLY option of the above clause, you can specify that the named user can access OLQ only through qfile
execution. If you want the user to access OLQ only through qfiles, we recommend that you also specify MENU MODE IS
DISALLOWED to keep the user from retrieving through menu mode.

 Menu mode: 

This security option assigns or denies access to the OLQ menu mode facility as follows:
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•  ALLOWED (default) authorizes the OLQ user to access OLQ in command mode and menu mode.
•  NOT ALLOWED authorizes the OLQ user to access OLQ in command mode only.
•  ONLY authorizes the OLQ user to access OLQ in menu mode only.

The IDD statement that applies to this option is:

MENU MODE IS ALLOWED/NOT ALLOWED/ONLY

 Saving qfiles: 

You can specify whether or not you want the user to be able to save qfiles after creating them with the following clause of
the ADD USER statement:

QFILE SAVE IS ALLOWED/NOT ALLOWED

 Retrieving multiple records: 

This security option specifies whether the user can retrieve multiple record occurrences with a single OLQ command.
To use the SELECT (IDMS access mode) statement, the user must be assigned authority to retrieve multiple record
occurrences.

The IDD statement that applies to this option is:

MRR IS ALLOWED/NOT ALLOWED

 Interrupt count: 

Each user in OLQ has the ability to set an INTERRUPT COUNT during an OLQ session. The interrupt count is the
number of records that can be retrieved before the system interrupts processing. As the DBA, you can specify whether the
user is allowed to select the NO INTERRUPT option with the IDD option:

MANDATORY/OPTIONAL INTERRUPT

If you set MANDATORY INTERRUPT, the user cannot choose the NO INTERRUPT option in OLQ. If you set OPTIONAL
INTERRUPT, the user can choose the NO INTERRUPT option in OLQ. When the NO INTERRUPT option is in effect, the
default interrupt count set during system generation is used to perform commit checkpoints.

 Sorts: 

When you specify:

SORT IS NOT ALLOWED

keep in mind that you are prohibiting sorting in OLQ SELECT commands.

 Setting OLQ default options: 

The OLQ default options allow you to tailor the OLQ environment. These options come into effect at user signon
regardless of the security status. The OLQ default options include:

•  HEADER/NO HEADER specifies whether OLQ report files contain a header line. This option has no effect on single-
record-occurrence retrieval displays.

•  ECHO/NO ECHO specifies whether a user-entered command will be repeated by OLQ on the output device.
•  ALL/NONE specifies whether the default internal field list for all records retrieved during the user's OLQ session will

contain all or none of the fields. Menu mode always defaults to none; no fields are preselected.
•  FILLER/NO FILLER specifies whether filler field values are displayed.
•  INTERRUPT/NO INTERRUPT specifies whether the processing interrupt feature for multiple record retrievals is

enabled or disabled.

NOTE
 The MANDATORY INTERRUPT specification takes precedence over NO INTERRUPT.
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If INTERRUPT is specified, OLQ breaks processing after the specified number of records has been retrieved. If NO
INTERRUPT is specified (as long as OPTIONAL INTERRUPT has been specified), the interrupt count is used for
commit checkpoints.

•  WHOLE/PARTIAL specifies the content of displayed path retrieval report lines. WHOLE displays only those lines
containing a retrieved occurrence for every record type in a path definition. PARTIAL displays all lines, whether or not
they contain data for every path record type. SELECT (OLQ access mode), and therefore menu mode, doesn't build
partial lines.

•  FULL/SPARSE specifies the format of displayed path retrieval report lines. FULL displays data associated with a
record type once for each retrieved occurrence. SPARSE, used with a SELECT command, displays only the first of a
repeating data value; SPARSE, used with a path command, displays only the first of a repeating record type.

•  OLQ HEADER/NO OLQ HEADER specifies whether OLQ is to use predefined headers as columns headers in the
report. This option has no effect on single-record-occurrence retrieval displays.

•  COMMENTS/NO COMMENTS specifies whether comments accompany the output from HELP RECORDS, HELP
SUBSCHEMAS, and HELP QFILE requests.

•  CODETABLE/NO CODETABLE specifies whether OLQ accesses a code table to encode and decode data.
•  PATHSTATUS/NO PATHSTATUS specifies the conditions under which OLQ will retrieve a logical record. NO

PATHSTATUS requests OLQ to retrieve a logical record only when the path status of LR-FOUND is returned.
PATHSTATUS requests OLQ to retrieve a logical record when any DBA-defined path status is returned.

•  EXTERNAL PICTURE/NO EXTERNAL PICTURE specifies whether OLQ will use external pictures for displaying
data.

•  VERBOSE/TERSE controls the amount of information displayed following record and field-level breaks.

OLQ Coding Considerations
This article describes considerations when entering commands in OLQ command mode.

Commands

Considerations for commands are as follows:

Using Abbreviations

Three-letter abbreviations are valid for most commands and keywords.

Ending Command Strings

You can end a command string with a comment character or a separator character.

Comment characters signal to OLQ that everything following is to be ignored. You can use comment characters to
document qfiles. Use separator characters for separating commands in the input field. Even when commands are one to a
line in the input field, they must be separated by a separator character.

Issuing Multiple Commands

You can specify multiple commands in a single pseudo-converse by using a separator character. The separator character
is defined at system generation as the exclamation point (!). When you use separators with the SELECT statement (IDMS
mode), the separators must precede the statement. IDMS/DB does not accept a syntax if the separator comes after the
SELECT statement:

The following example shows a valid command line that includes multiple commands and the SELECT statement:

delete table employee.job!select all from emp_id
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Invoking Function Keys

To invoke a predefined function from a terminal that does not have function keys, the user can enter the following
commands:

PF pf-key-number or

PA pa-key-number or

Pf-key-number

Limits:

• pf-key-number: 1 to 99
• pa-key-number: 1 or 2

Continuation Character

You can use a continuation character to continue commands across pseudo-converses, and continue batch or qfile
commands on a following line.

Defining the comment character:

The default comment character is the semi-colon (;), as defined at system generation. You can change the definition at
any time in command mode OLQ by issuing a SET COMMENT CHARACTER command.

Access mode: You cannot use comment characters with SELECT (IDMS mode) statements.

Defining the separator character:

You can change the definition of the separator character with the SET SEPARATOR CHARACTER command.

Defining Session Characters

Considerations for defining session characters are as follows:

Comment Character

The default comment character is the semi-colon, as defined at system generation. You can change the definition at any
time in OLQ command mode by issuing a SET COMMENT CHARACTER command. You cannot use comment characters
with the SELECT statement.

Separator Character

You can change the definition of the separator character with the SET SEPARATOR CHARACTER command.

Continuation Character

You can change the definition of the continuation character with the SET CONTINUATION CHARACTER command.

Entering Data

The following input considerations should be noted:

• Commas as decimal points: Any numeric value that contains an embedded comma can be interpreted as a decimal
number. The ability to recognize commas as decimal points is enabled at system generation.

• Record names and OLQ keyword s: If a database record name is the same as an OLQ keyword, the name should
be enclosed in quotation marks.
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Specifying Data Values

OLQ commands sometimes require user-supplied data values, such as a CALC key, sort key, database key, or user-
defined item. The following types of data values are recognized by OLQ:

• Integer:  A whole number in the range -32767 to +32767.
• Binary:  A binary number.
• Real number: A decimal number.
• Hexadecimal number: A string of up to 64 hexadecimal digits enclosed in single or double quotation marks and

preceded by an X. An even number of digits must be specified; for example, X'00AFD6'.
• Simple character string: A 1- to 64-character alphanumeric value that consists of alphabetic letters, numeric digits,

and the following special characters: @, $, #, -.
• Complex character string: A 1- to 256-character alphanumeric value enclosed in single or double quotation marks.

If a quotation mark appears within a string, it must appear twice or be distinguishable from the enclosing quotation
marks. The following examples illustrate acceptable formats for specifying quotation marks within complex character
strings:
"LEE'S"
'LEE"S'
'LEE''S'
Enclosing quotation marks are not evaluated by the OLQ command processor. If the value of a complex character
string matches a field name specified in the same command, the results are unpredictable.

• Graphics literal: A string of up to 32 double-byte characters string (DBCS) characters enclosed with shiftstrings and
single quotation marks and prefixed by a G, for example, G'<DBCS characters>'.
A mix of EBCDIC and DBCS characters is allowed as long as the correct shiftin/shiftout sequences identifies the code
set, for example, 'ABC<DBCS characters>UVW'.

• Group value: A series of values specified in any of the forms described above, separated by commas or blanks.
Group values cannot exceed 64 characters in length, and can be enclosed in parentheses; for example, ('8 Cedar
St','Worcester, MA',02312).

• Database key: A decimal page and line number that define the actual location of the record in the database; For
example, 10023:14, where 10023 is the database page number and 14 is the line number of the specified record.

• Floating point constant: A representation of a real number as a fixed-point value with an exponent—- value E+/-
integer-value, for example,1.2E-22, -3E2.

Numeric and alphanumeric character strings for database fields are interpreted according to their formats in the
subschema view. The user need not supply leading zeros or trailing blanks. OLQ automatically pads values, as follows:

• Alphanumeric:  Left-justified, padded with blanks
• Numeric:  Decimal-aligned, sign-extended (default is plus), zero-filled to the right of the decimal

Specifying Subscripts

Subscripts are used to identify specific field entries in an array.

The following table shows the array of values for a record that contains sales figures for two divisions of a company for
each quarter in the last two years:

Year 1 Quarter 1 Div-sales1
  Div-sales2
 Quarter 2 Div-sales1
  Div-sales2
 Quarter 3 Div-sales1
  Div-sales2
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 Quarter 4 Div-sales1
  Div-sales2
Year 2 Quarter 1 Div-sales1
  Div-sales2
 Quarter 2 Div-sales1
  Div-sales2
 Quarter 3 Div-sales1
  Div-sales2
 Quarter 4 Div-sales1
  Div-sales2

Examples

The following example specifies the fourth quarter of the first year:

QUARTER(1,4)

The following example specifies third quarter sales for the first division in the second year:

DIV-SALES(2,3,1)
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SQL Reference

This section contains reference information about IDMS SQL.

Click the PDF icon to download a PDF of the SQL Reference section.

Coding Considerations
This topic contains information about coding consideration for IDMS SQL:

Definitions

Most of the definitions and entities that are used in this documentation are intuitively understood and generally used. With
the introduction of SQL procedural language support it became necessary to more formally define several SQL routine-
like objects. The following definitions are based on the definitions that are used in the SQL standard.

• SQL-invoked routine
Specifies a routine that is allowed to be invoked only from within SQL. An SQL-invoked routine can be defined in the
SQL catalog as a procedure, function, or table procedure.

• SQL-invoked procedure
Specifies an SQL-invoked routine that is defined as a procedure in the SQL catalog.

• SQL-invoked function
Specifies an SQL-invoked routine that is defined as a function in the SQL catalog.

• SQL routine
Specifies an SQL-invoked routine whose language attribute is SQL. Because table procedures cannot be written in the
SQL language, an SQL routine is necessarily defined as a procedure or a function.

• SQL procedure
Specifies an SQL routine that is defined in the SQL catalog as a procedure with language attribute SQL.

• SQL function
Specifies an SQL routine that is defined in the SQL catalog as a function with language attribute SQL.

Using SQL Statements

You can submit SQL statements to IDMS by:

• Using the IDMS online command facility (interactively)
• Using the IDMS batch command facility
• Embedding the statements in an application program (programmatically)
• Using tools and facilities that submit SQL statements through IDMS Server

The same syntax applies no matter how you submit the statements. However, there are some statements that are only
programmatic. See Statements for information about statements that you submit only in SQL that is embedded in a
program.
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Statement Components

SQL statements consist of keywords, user-supplied values, and separators, as follows:

Component Description

Keywords • Identify the action that is requested by the statement (for
example, CREATE or SELECT)

• Specify the type of entity (for example, TABLE or INDEX) that
is the object of the requested action

• Place qualifications on the requested action, either by
themselves (for example, NOT NULL or DISTINCT) or
with user-supplied values (for example, ORDER BY
EMPLOYEE_LNAME)

User-supplied values • Identify specific occurrences of entities (for example, the
EMPLOYEE table or user EKJ)

• Specify data values (for example, 983 or 'Boston')

Separators Separate keywords and user-supplied values from one another. A
separator can be a space, a comment, a new-line character, or the
end of the line.

Where Separators Are Not Required

Separators are not required before or after a character string literal or any of the following symbols:

* Asterisk
: Colon
, Comma
= Equal sign
>= Greater than or equal to sign
> Greater than sign
( and ) Left and right parentheses
<= Less than or equal to sign
< Less than sign
- Minus sign
<> Not equal sign
. Period
+ Plus sign
; Semicolon
/ Slash
|| Concatenation sign

Consideration

The logical not operator can be specified using the code point that is represented by X'5F' that can vary with the code
page used. For example, the forms ¬=, ¬<, and ¬> are supported in code pages where the logical not sign is X'5F'. The
forms ^=, ^<, and ^> are supported in code pages where the circumflex accent is represented by X’5F’. These forms of
the operators are intended only to support existing SQL statements and are not recommended for use when writing new
SQL statements. The equivalent operator should be substituted for any operator which includes a "not" sign. For example,
substitute '<>' for '¬=', '<=' for '¬>', and '>=' for '¬<'.
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Uppercase and Lowercase

You can use both uppercase and lowercase to enter keywords and user-supplied values in SQL statements. IDMS
converts lowercase letters to uppercase in keywords and in user-supplied values that are not enclosed in quotation marks.

Delimiting and Continuing Statements

Statement Delimiter for the Command Facility

When you use the command facility to submit SQL statements, you must terminate each statement with a command
delimiter, which is by default a semicolon (;). You can enter the command delimiter either on the same line as the rest of
the statement or on a separate line. For example, the following two statements are equivalent:

 select * from employee;

 

select * from employee

;

 

Continuing Statements

You can code SQL statements on one or more lines. No special character is required to indicate that a statement
continues on the next line.

Embedded SQL Delimiters

When you embed SQL statements in an application program or an ADS process module, you must delimit each statement
both at the beginning and at the end. The requirements for delimiting embedded SQL statements vary according to the
program language. For more information about delimiting embedded SQL statements, see Programming IDMS SQL.

SQL Comments

You can embed an SQL comment within an SQL statement. SQL comments may be used in both interactive and
embedded SQL statements.

An SQL comment:

• Begins with two consecutive hyphens (--)
• Consists of any combination of numbers, letters, spaces, and other characters
• Ends at the end of the line

Bracketed comment:

• A bracketed comment starts with the bracket introducer string '/*' and ends with the bracket terminator string '*/'.
• Bracketed comments can span multiple lines.
• The bracket introducer and terminator strings cannot split over two lines.
• Can be used whenever a separator or space is allowed.
• Bracketed comments are only allowed in the routine body of an SQL-routine. They are not recognized by the command

facility outside this context.

NOTE

When defining an SQL routine using the command facility tools OCF, IDMSBCF, or using an OCF console in
IDMS Visual DBA, the comment introducer '/*' must not be placed in column 1, because '/*' is interpreted as an
end of file on input by the command facility.

Sample SQL Comments

The following example shows SQL comments with an embedded SQL statement:
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 select

  emp_id, emp_lname, dept_id      -- Columns to be selected

  from employee                   -- Tables containing the data

  where dept_id = 1234;           -- Selection criterion

 

Identifiers
Identifiers are the smallest lexical units used in entity names. The following entities referenced in SQL statements have
identifiers:

• Access modules
• Areas
• Columns
• Constraints
• Cursors
• Groups
• Indexes
• Keys
• Procedures
• RCMs (SQL statement modules)
• Referential constraints
• Schemas
• Segments
• Statement names
• Tables
• Table procedures
• User-defined functions
• Users
• Views

This article describes the following information:

  

Qualifying Identifiers

Identifiers for some entities can be qualified by other identifiers. For example, table identifiers can be qualified by schema
names.

Sometimes an identifier by itself does not uniquely identify an entity. For instance, a SELECT statement may include two
columns with the same identifier, each from a different table. To uniquely identify each of these columns, you must qualify
each column identifier with the associated table name or alias.

To qualify an identifier, specify the qualifier first, followed by a period (.), followed by the identifier you are qualifying. The
qualified identifier in the following example identifies the EMPLOYEE table associated with the DEMOEMPL schema:

demoempl.employee

Authorization-identifier and table-name

 Authorization-identifier and table-name are syntactic elements representing identifiers that occur in multiple SQL
statements. For expanded syntax for these elements, see Expansion of Authorization-identifier and Expansion of Table-
name.
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Forming Identifiers

Valid characters

An identifier consists of a combination of:

• Letters (A through Z and a through z)
• Digits (0 through 9)
• At sign (@)
• Dollar sign ($)
• Pound sign (#)
• Underscore (_)

The first character of an identifier must be a letter, @, $, or #.

Maximum length

Identifiers for all entities except columns, access modules, segments, RCMs, and external names of SQL-invoked routines
can be as many as 18-characters long.

Identifiers for access modules, segments, RCMs, and external names of SQL-invoked routines can be as many as eight-
characters long.

An identifier for a column can be as many as 32-characters long.

Delimited Identifiers

Why delimit identifiers

You can delimit an identifier in double quotation marks to:

•  Allow the use of special characters and blanks. An identifier enclosed in quotation marks can consist of any
combination of characters. For example, the following is a valid identifier:
"&ATM*F(0517). MA"

To include a double quotation mark as part of the identifier itself, use two consecutive double quotation marks. For
example:
"M1K""L9&ZZ".

•  Make case significant. When you enclose an identifier in quotation marks, IDMS does not convert lowercase letters
to uppercase.
Lowercase letters in quotation marks are not equal to uppercase letters or to lowercase letters that are not in quotation
marks. In the example below, the identifiers on the left all identify the same table; the identifier on the right identifies a
different table:
employee               "employee"

EMPLOYEE

"EMPLOYEE"

Placement of quotation marks

If one or more parts of a qualified identifier require quotation marks, place the quotation marks only around the individual
parts. Do not include two identifiers in one set of quotation marks. For example, both parts of the following qualified
identifier require quotation marks:

"temp-tab-1"."Commission to Date"

When you calculate the length of an identifier, do not include delimiting quotation marks.
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Avoiding Keywords as Identifiers

Eliminating ambiguity

You should avoid issuing an SQL statement which specifies an identifier that matches a keyword in the syntax for the
statement. This eliminates potential ambiguity that could cause IDMS to read the statement in a way that is not meant.

If you must use a keyword as an identifier, delimit the identifier with double quotation marks as described in Delimited
Identifiers.

Recognizing keywords

The syntax diagrams in this documentation present keywords in roman (that is, nonitalicized) type.

For example, in the following syntax for CREATE VIEW, the keywords are CREATE VIEW, AS, and WITH CHECK
OPTION:

►►─── CREATE VIEW ─┬────────────────┬─ view-identifier ───────────────────────►

                   └─ schema-name. ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   │     ┌──────── , ─────────┐     │

   └─ ( ─▼─ view-column-name ─┴─ ) ─┘

 ►─── AS query-specification ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ order-by-specification ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ WITH CHECK OPTION ─┘

Delimited example identifier

If it were necessary to create a view called AS, you should identify the view as follows:

create view "AS" (col1, col2, col3) as (select...

Expansion of Authorization-identifier
The expanded parameters of authorization-identifier represent user identifiers or group identifiers in an SQL authorization
statement.

Syntax

Expansion of authorization-identifier

►►─┬─ user-identifier ──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ group-identifier ─┘

 

Parameters

• user-identifier
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Identifies a user defined to the security system.
• group-identifier

Identifies a group defined to the security system.

 

Examples

Authorizing a User to Update a Table

In the following GRANT statement, the authorization identifier is the user identifier RES:

grant update

   on table employee

   to res;

Revoking Execute Privileges from a Group

In the following REVOKE statement, the authorization identifier is the group identifier ACCT_GRP_1:

revoke execute

   on access module am88pr08

   from acct_grp_1;

Expansion of Procedure-reference
The expanded parameters of procedure-reference represent qualified or unqualified procedure identifiers together with an
optional set of parameter values.

If an SQL CALL or an SQL SELECT statement that is embedded in an application program or SQL routine contains the
procedure reference, then the procedure reference also identifies the target host variables, local variables, or routine
parameters into which the output parameter values return.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

Expansion of procedure-reference

►►────┬────────────────┬─ procedure-identifier ──────────────────────────────►

      └─ schema-name. ─┘

►►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►◄

   │     ┌───────────── , ─────────────┐                           │

   └─ ( ─▼── parameter-specification ──┴─ )   ─────────────────────┘

Expansion of parameter-specification

►►────┬───────────────────────┬─ value-expression ────────────────────────────►◄

      └─ parameter-name ── = ─┘
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Parameters

• schema-name
Specifies the schema with which the procedure identified by procedure-identifier is associated.

NOTE
For more information about using a schema name to qualify a procedure, see Identifying Entities in
Schemas.

• procedure-identifier
Identifies a procedure defined in the dictionary.

• parameter-specification
Specifies a value assigned to a parameter of a procedure. If an SQL CALL or an SQL SELECT statement that is
embedded in an application program contains the procedure and the value-expression is a host-variable, then the
output value of the parameter returns into the specified host-variable. If the SQL CALL or SQL SELECT statement is
embedded in an SQL routine and the value-expression is a local variable or a routine parameter then the output value
of the parameter returns into the specified local variable or routine parameter.
You can use both the positional (with NO parameter-name) and the non-positional (with parameter-name) forms of
parameter specification in a single procedure reference. If you use a non-positional parameter specification, then all
remaining parameter specifications in the parameter list MUST be non-positional. Positional parameter specifications
are assumed to correspond to the declared parameters of a procedure in the sequence of their declaration.

• parameter-name
Specifies the name of a parameter associated with the procedure.

• value-expression
Specifies the input value to assign to the parameter. In addition, any host-variable, local variable, or routine parameter
specified as value-expression receives the output value of the parameter returned by the invoked procedure. See
Expansion of Value-expression for more information.

Usage

Referencing Procedures

You can code references to SQL procedures in an SQL CALL statement.

During SQL CALL processing, IDMS issues a call to the corresponding routines. The output parameter values return as a
result set.

You can also reference a procedure in the FROM clause of a query-specification or SELECT statement, in the same
manner as references to SQL tables, views, and table procedures.

If you reference a procedure in a FROM clause, then the parameters of the procedure act as columns in an SQL table or
view. You can reference them in SELECT list expressions and WHERE clauses. A procedure returns exactly one row of
output or no output.

Assigning Parameter Values with the WHERE Clause

You can use the WHERE clause as an alternative method for assigning values to parameters of procedures. An
expression of the form parameter name = value specification coded in the WHERE clause is considered to be equivalent
to a parameter assignment using procedure reference syntax. This allows you to code procedure references without a
parenthesized parameter list, just like standard table, view or table procedures references.

This method is useful particularly if you are coding SQL statements in generic SQL environments, which do not support
the SQL CALL statement and the specification of parameters in the procedure reference.

When you use the WHERE clause to assign parameter values, you must meet the following conditions in order to assign
the parameter a value:
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• It must appear in an "=" comparison, not, for example, with >, <, >=. or <=.
• You can combine the "=" comparison in which the parameter appears only with other factors in the WHERE clause

using an AND operator. Use of an OR operator or preceding the "=" comparison with the NOT keyword means that no
value is assigned to the parameter.

NOTE
For more information about assignment of values to procedure parameters, see Procedure Parameters.

Examples

Qualified Procedure Reference through the CALL Statement

In the following CALL statement, the procedure reference is qualified and one parameter value is supplied as a positional
parameter for the first parameter of the procedure get_bonus:

call emp.get_bonus (127);

Procedure Reference with Keyword Parameter Values

In the following CALL statement, a value is supplied for the EMP_ID parameter using keyword notation:

call get_bonus (emp_id=127);

Procedure Reference through the SELECT Statement

In the following SELECT statement, a value is supplied for the first parameter associated with the GET_BONUS
procedure:

select * from get_bonus (7);

Procedure Reference through the SELECT Statement with Parameter Values Specified in the WHERE Clause

In the following SELECT statement, parameter values are supplied through the WHERE clause. This example is identical
to the example above that uses keyword notation:

select * from get_bonus

   where emp_id=127;

NOTE
For more information about defining procedures, see CREATE PROCEDURE and Defining and Using
Procedures.

 

Indicator Variables

Expansion of Table-procedure-reference
The expanded parameters of table-procedure-reference represent qualified or unqualified table procedure identifiers
together with an optional set of parameter values.

This article describes the following information:
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Syntax

Expansion of table-procedure-reference

►►────┬────────────────┬─ table-procedure-identifier ─────────────────────────►

      └─ schema-name. ─┘

►►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►◄

   │     ┌───────────── , ─────────────┐                            │

   └─ ( ─▼── parameter-specification ──┴─ ) ────────────────────────┘

 

Expansion of parameter-specification

►►────┬───────────────────────┬─ value-expression ────────────────────────────►◄

      └─ parameter-name ── = ─┘

Parameters

• schema-name
Specifies the schema with which the table procedure identified by table-procedure-identifier is associated.

NOTE
For more information about using a schema name to qualify a table procedure, see Identifying Entities in
Schemas.

• table-procedure-identifier
Identifies a table procedure defined in the dictionary.

• parameter-specification
Assigns a value to a parameter in a table procedure reference. You can use both the positional (with NO parameter
name) and the non-positional (with parameter name) forms of parameter specification in a single table procedure
reference. If you use a non-positional parameter specification, all remaining parameter specifications in the parameter
list MUST be non-positional. Positional parameter specifications are assumed to correspond to the declared
parameters of a table procedure, in the sequence of their declaration.

• parameter-name
Specifies the name of a parameter associated with the table procedure.

• value-expression
Specifies the value to assign to the parameter. See Expansion of Value-expression for more information.

Usage

Referencing Table Procedures

You can code references to SQL table procedures in SQL SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE statements in the
same manner as references to SQL tables and views. The parameters of such table procedures act as columns in an SQL
table or view. You can reference them in SELECT list expressions, WHERE clauses, UPDATE statement SET clauses,
and the column list of the INSERT statement. You can also reference table procedures in the SQL CALL statement. The
output parameter values return as a result set.

During SQL DML processing, IDMS issues calls to the corresponding external routines at the same time at which it would
perform database access to satisfy standard table references. This permits the simulation of SQL DML activity on external
data storage structures (for example, non-SQL-defined IDMS databases or VSAM file systems) managed by the table
procedures.
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Assigning Parameter Values with the WHERE Clause

An alternative method for assigning values to parameters of table procedures is through the WHERE clause. An
expression of the form parameter name = value specification coded in the WHERE clause is considered to be equivalent
to a parameter assignment using table procedure reference syntax. This allows table procedure references to be coded
without a parenthesized parameter list, just like standard table or view references.

This method is useful particularly if you are coding SQL statements in generic SQL environments, which do not support
IDMS SQL extensions, such as table procedures.

When you use the WHERE clause to assign parameter values, the following conditions must be met for the parameter to
be assigned a value:

• It must appear in an "=" comparison, not, for example, with >, <, >=. or <=.
• The "=" comparison in which the parameter appears can be combined only with other factors in the WHERE clause

using an AND operator. Use of an OR operator or preceding the "=" comparison with the NOT keyword means that no
value is assigned to the parameter.

NOTE
For more information about assignment of values to table procedure parameters, see Table Procedure
Parameters.

Examples

Qualified Table Procedure Reference

In the following SELECT statement, the table procedure reference is qualified:

select * from emp.org;

Table Procedure Reference with Keyword Parameter Values

In the following SELECT statement, values are supplied for the EMP_ID and MGR_ID parameters using keyword notation:

select * from org (emp_id=127, mgr_id=7);

Table Procedure Reference with Positional Parameter Values

In the following SELECT statement, a value is supplied for the first parameter associated with the ORG table procedure:

select * from org (7);

Table Procedure Reference with Parameter Values Specified in the WHERE Clause

In the following SELECT statement, parameter values are supplied through the WHERE clause. This example is identical
to the example above that uses keyword notation.

select * from org .

   where emp_id=127 and mgr_id=7;

NOTE
For more information about defining table procedures, see CREATE TABLE PROCEDURE and Defining and
Using Table Procedures.
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Expansion of Table-name
The expanded parameters of table-name represent qualified or unqualified tables, views, procedures, or table procedure
identifiers in an SQL statement.

Syntax

Expansion of table-name

►►──┬────────────────┬─┬─ table-identifier ────────────┬──────────────────────►◄

    └─ schema-name. ─┘ ├─ view-identifier ─────────────┤

                       ├─ procedure-identifier ────────┤

                       └─ table-procedure-identifier ──┘

Parameters

• schema-name
Specifies the schema with which the table, view, procedure, or table procedure identified by table-identifier, view-
identifier, procedure-identifier or table-procedure-identifier is associated.

NOTE
For more information about using a schema name to qualify a table, view, procedure, or table procedure
identifier, see Identifying Entities in Schemas.

• table-identifier
Identifies either a base table defined in the dictionary or a temporary table defined during the current transaction.

• view-identifier
Identifies a view defined in the dictionary.

• procedure-identifier
Identifies a procedure defined in the dictionary.

• table-procedure-identifier
Identifies a table procedure defined in the dictionary.

Examples

A Qualified Table Identifier

In the following INSERT statement, the table name is a qualified table identifier:

insert into demoempl.employee values (1,'John', 'Smith');

An Unqualified Table Identifier

In the following INSERT statement, the table name is an unqualified table identifier. If no temporary table named
EMPLOYEE has been defined during the current transaction, IDMS assumes the table is qualified with the current
schema in effect for the SQL session.

insert into employee values (1,'John', 'Smith');
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More Information

• For more information about defining base tables, see CREATE TABLE, ALTER TABLE and DROP TABLE.
• For more information about defining temporary tables, see CREATE TEMPORARY TABLE.
• For more information about defining procedures, see CREATE PROCEDURE and Defining and Using Procedures.
• For more information about defining table procedures, see CREATE TABLE PROCEDURE and Defining and Using

Table Procedures.
• For more information about defining views, see CREATE VIEW and DROP VIEW.
• For more information about establishing a current schema, see SET SESSION.

Expansion of Table-reference
The expanded parameters of table-reference represent qualified or unqualified tables, view identifiers, joined tables, or a
reference to a procedure or a table procedure in an SQL statement.

Syntax

Expansion of table-reference

►►──┬────────────────┬─┬─ table-identifier ──┬┬───────────────────────────────►◄

    ├─ schema-name. ─┘ └─ view-identifier ───┘│

    ├─ procedure-reference ───────────────────┤

    ├─ table-procedure-reference ─────────────┤

    ├─ joined-table ──────────────────────────┤

    └─ ( joined-table ) ──────────────────────┘

Parameters

• schema-name
Specifies the schema with which the table or view identified by table-identifier or view-identifier is associated.

NOTE
For more information about using a schema name to qualify a table or view identifier, see Identifying Entities
in Schemas.

• table-identifier
Identifies either a base table defined in the dictionary or a temporary table defined during the current transaction.

• view-identifier
Identifies a view defined in the dictionary.

• procedure-reference
Identifies a procedure defined in the dictionary and optionally supplies parameter values to be passed to the
procedure.

NOTE
For more information about the expansion of procedure-reference, see Expansion of Procedure-reference.

• table-procedure-reference
Identifies a table procedure defined in the dictionary and optionally supplies parameter values to be passed to the table
procedure.

NOTE
For more information about the expansion of table-procedure-reference, see Expansion of Table-
procedure-reference.

• joined-table
Identifies a table that is derived from joining two specified tables.
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NOTE
For more information about the expansion of joined-table, see Expansion of Joined-table.

Examples

A Qualified Table Identifier

In the following SELECT statement, the table reference is a qualified table identifier:

select * from demoempl.employee;

An Unqualified Table Identifier

In the following SELECT statement, the table reference is an unqualified table identifier. If no temporary table named
EMPLOYEE has been defined during the current transaction, IDMS assumes the table is qualified with the current
schema in effect for the SQL session.

select * from employee;

Table Procedure Reference with Keyword Parameter Values

In the following SELECT statement, the table reference is a table procedure reference where values are supplied for the
EMP_ID and MGR_ID parameters using keyword notation:

select * from org (emp_id=127, mgr_id=7);

More Information

• For more information about defining base tables, see CREATE TABLE, ALTER TABLE and DROP TABLE.
• For more information about defining temporary tables, see CREATE TEMPORARY TABLE.
• For more information about defining procedures, see CREATE PROCEDURE and Defining and Using Procedures.
• For more information about defining table procedures, see CREATE TABLE PROCEDURE and Defining and Using

Table Procedures.
• For more information about defining views, see CREATE VIEW and DROP VIEW.
• For more information about establishing a current schema, see SET SESSION.

Expansion of Joined-table
The expanded parameters of joined-table represent a table that is derived from joining two specified tables. A join
operation on two tables is the result of the cross product of the two tables. A qualified join is followed by a filter operation.
The cross or Cartesian product of two tables, left and right, is the result of extending each row of the left table with every
row of the right table. The different types of join operations are specified through the following join types:

• CROSS
• UNION
• INNER
• LEFT OUTER
• RIGHT OUTER
• FULL OUTER

This article describes the following information:
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Syntax

►──────┬─ unqualified-joined-table ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

       └─ qualified-joined-table ───┘

Expansion of unqualified-joined-table

►─── table-reference ─┬────────────────────┬──┬─ CROSS ──┬───────────── JOIN ──►

                      └┬──────┬── alias-l ─┘  └─ UNION  ─┘

                       └─ AS ─┘

►─── table-reference ─┬────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

                      └┬──────┬── alias-r ─┘

                       └─ AS ─┘

Expansion of qualified-joined-table

►─── table-reference ─┬────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬─ JOIN ───►

                      └┬──────┬── alias-l ─┘ ├───── INNER ──────────┤

                       └─ AS ─┘              ├─ LEFT ───┬┬─────────┬┘

                                             ├─ RIGHT ──┤└─ OUTER ─┘

                                             └─ FULL ───┘

►─── table-reference ─┬────────────────────┬──── ON ─ join-condition ─────────►◄

                      └┬──────┬── alias-r ─┘

                       └─ AS ─┘

Expansion of join-condition

►──┬─ search-condition ──┬───┬──────────────────────────────────┬─────────────►◄

   └─ set-specification ─┘   │  ┌──────────────────────────────┐│

                             └──▼─ AND ─┬─ search-condition ──┬┴┘

                                        └─ set-specification ─┘

Parameters

• unqualified-joined-table
Specifies a joined-table where the join operation is a cross or union.

• qualified-joined-table
Specifies a joined-table where the join operation is an inner, left outer, right outer, or full outer.

• table-reference
Represents a table-like object. In a joined-table specification, a left and a right table-reference are required to define
the left and right components of the join operation.

• AS alias-l
Defines a new name used to identify the left table-like object within the joined-table specification. Alias-l must be a 1-
through 18-character name that follows the conventions for SQL identifiers.

• AS alias-r
Defines a new name used to identify the right table-like object within the joined-table specification. Alias-r must be a 1-
through 18-character name that follows the conventions for SQL identifiers.

• CROSS
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Specifies a cross join. A cross join is the cross product of the left and right table.
• UNION

Specifies a union join. A union join is equivalent to a full outer join where the join-condition always evaluates to false.
• INNER

Specifies an inner join. In an inner join, the cross product of the left and right table-like objects is made, and only the
rows for which join-condition evaluates to true are kept in the result. This is the default.

• LEFT/LEFT OUTER
Specifies a left outer join. In a left outer join, the cross product of the left and right table-like objects is made, and the
rows for which join-condition evaluates to true are kept. The result is extended with all the missing rows from the left
table, and the values of the columns in the result row, derived from the right table, are set to NULL.

• RIGHT/RIGHT OUTER
Specifies a right outer join. In a right outer join, the cross product of the left and right table-like objects is made, and the
rows for which join-condition evaluates to true are kept. The result is extended with all the missing rows from the right
table, and the values of the columns in the result row, derived from the left table, are set to NULL.

• FULL/FULL OUTER
Specifies a full outer join. In a full outer join, the cross product of the left and right table-like objects is made, and the
rows for which join-condition evaluates to true are kept. The result is extended with all the missing rows from the left
table, and the values of the columns in the result row, derived from the right table, are set to NULL. The result is further
extended with all the missing rows from the right table, and the values of the columns in the result row, derived from
the left table, are set to NULL.

• join-condition
Represents the truth condition for joining two table-like objects. Expanded syntax for join-condition appears
immediately after the joined-table syntax. If join-condition contains a set-specification both the left and the right
table-reference must specify base tables of a non-SQL-defined database that identify the owner and member of the
non-SQL set.

Usage

• If a join type is not specified, INNER is assumed.
• Joined-tables can be nested. Evaluation is from left to right.
• It is advisable to use parenthesis when nesting joins.
• In a nested joined-table, only the join-condition of the inner most join can contain a set-specification because a set-

specification requires that the left and right table-reference are base tables of a non-SQL-defined database.
• A query-expression that contains a joined-table is not updateable.

Examples

Selecting all Departments and Employees in Department

The following examples list all the departments and the employees of the department. The two statements give identical
results.

select d.*, e.*

 from DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT d left join DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE e

   on  d.dept_id = e.dept_id

select d.*, e.*

 from DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE e  right join DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT d

   on  d.dept_id = e.dept_id
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Selecting all Depts./Empls. in Dept. with or without Position

The following examples show nesting of joined tables. The two statements give identical results.

select d.*, e.*, p.*

    from DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT d left join

         (DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE  e left join DEMOEMPL.POSITION p

                                      on p.EMP_ID  = e.EMP_ID )

                                      on e.DEPT_ID = d.DEPT_ID;

select d.*, e.*, p.*

    from DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT d left join

         (DEMOEMPL.POSITION p right join DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE e

                                      on p.EMP_ID  = e.EMP_ID )

                                      on e.DEPT_ID = d.DEPT_ID;

NOTE
For more information about expansion of table-reference, see Expansion of Table-reference.

Identifying Entities in Schemas
Access modules, referential constraints, tables, views, table procedures, procedures, and user-defined functions are
all associated with schemas. However, when you name one of these entities in an SQL statement, specification of the
schema name is optional. The schema IDMS uses when processing the statement depends on the following:

• Type of entity
• Presence or absence of the schema name in the entity reference
• Statement where the reference to the entity occurs
• Method you use to submit the statement to IDMS (for example, through the online command facility or embedded in an

application program)

Resolving References to Entities in Schemas

Interactive and dynamic SQL

When compiling a statement using interactive or dynamic SQL, or when using the EXPLAIN statement to determine the
access strategy to be used for an SQL statement, IDMS resolves references to entities in schemas as follows:

• For each entity qualified by a schema name, IDMS uses the named schema.
• For each unqualified table, view or table procedure in a SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE statement, or one of

them in an EXPLAIN statement:
– IDMS looks for the definition of a temporary table created during the current database transaction whose name

matches the specified identifier. If a match is found, IDMS assumes that the reference is to the temporary table.
– If a matching temporary table name is not found, IDMS uses the current schema in effect for the SQL session.

• For all other unqualified references, IDMS uses the current schema in effect for the SQL session

Creating or altering an access module

When creating or altering an access module, the user can change the names of schemas in table, view, table procedure,
procedure, and user-defined function references in SQL data manipulation statements. The user does this by specifying
one or more schema mapping rules, each of which supplies a replacement for a schema name. This facility allows a
single program (and its associated RCM) to reference one set of tables when it is included in one access module, and
another set of tables when it is included in another access module with different schema mapping rules.
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When compiling an SQL statement during the creation or alteration of an access module, IDMS resolves schema names
as follows:

1. For qualified references to schema entities in non-data manipulation statements, it uses the schema name specified.
2. For each qualified table, view, table procedure, procedure, or user-defined function reference in a data manipulation

statement, IDMS uses the replacement schema name as specified in the schema mapping rules. If no replacement
has been specified, it uses the schema name specified in the table, view, procedure, or user-defined function
reference.

3. For unqualified references to schema entities in data description statements, it uses the schema name of the access
module being created or altered.

4. For each unqualified table, view, table procedure, procedure, or user-defined function reference in a data manipulation,
IDMS uses the replacement schema name for the NULL entry in the schema mapping rules. If no such entry is found,
it uses the schema name of the access module being created or altered.

5. For all unqualified references to schema entities, IDMS uses the current schema associated with your SQL session.

After resolving the schema names according to the above rules, if IDMS cannot find the definition of a table, view, table
procedure, procedure, or user-defined function referenced in a data manipulation statement, the statement remains
uncompiled and a warning is issued. IDMS attempts to recompile the statement at runtime because the table-like object
may have been created since compile time.

Automatic access module recreation

IDMS automatically recreates an access module at runtime if:

• IDMS encounters a statement that was not previously compiled
• The AUTO RECREATE option for the access module is ON and:

– IDMS encounters a statement that refers to a table, view, table procedure, procedure, or user-defined function
whose definition has changed since the access module was created or last altered

– The application program has been recompiled since the access module was created or last altered

When it automatically recreates an access module, IDMS resolves references to schemas using the same rules as were
used when the access module was created or last altered except in dealing with unqualified table, view, table procedure,
procedure or user-defined function references in data manipulation and EXPLAIN statements:

• If the table, view, or table procedure reference is unqualified, IDMS first looks for the definition of a temporary table
created within the current transaction whose name matches the specified table identifier. If one is found, the reference
is assumed to be a reference to that temporary table.

• If no temporary table with the same name is found, then IDMS uses the schema mapping rules associated with the
access module to resolve table, view, and table procedure references as described above in Creating or altering an
access module.

NOTE
For more information about automatic access module re-creation, see CREATE ACCESS MODULE or Creating
the Access Module.

Expansion of Cursor-name
The expanded parameters of cursor-name represent a cursor.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

Expansion of cursor-name
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►►──┬─ static-cursor-name ───┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

    └─ extended-cursor-name ─┘

Expansion of static-cursor-name

►►── cursor-name ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Expansion of extended-cursor-name

►►──┬─────────────┬───┬─ 'cursor-name' ────┬─────────────────────────────────►◄

    ├─── LOCAL ◄ ─┤   ├─ :host-variable ───┤

    └─── GLOBAL ──┘   ├─ local-variable ───┤

                      └─ routine-parameter ┘

Parameters

• cursor-name
Specifies the name of the cursor as an identifier.

• 'cursor-name'
Specifies the name of the cursor as a literal whose value must conform to the rules for an identifier.

• :host-variable
Specifies the name of the cursor as a host-variable whose value must conform to the rules for an identifier.

• local-variable
Specifies the name of the cursor as a local-variable whose value must conform to the rules for an identifier.

• routine-parameter
Specifies the name of the cursor as a routine-parameter whose value must conform to the rules for an identifier.

• LOCAL/GLOBAL
Specifies the scope of the associated cursor name:
– LOCAL indicates that the cursor can be referenced only from within the program where it is defined.
– GLOBAL indicates that the cursor can be referenced from any program executing within the same SQL transaction.
Default: LOCAL

Usage

Static Versus Extended Cursor Names

A static cursor name is one coded as a simple identifier. The following DECLARE CURSOR statement assigns the static
name "cursor1" to the cursor being defined:

DECLARE cursor1 CURSOR FOR select1

Cursors defined by a DECLARE CURSOR statement always have static names. Such cursors may either be dynamic or
static, depending on whether the DECLARE CURSOR statement references a dynamically prepared SQL statement, as in
the example above, or directly includes a cursor-specification.

An extended cursor name is one coded either as a literal, a host variable, a local-variable, or a routine-parameter. The
following ALLOCATE CURSOR statement assigns the extended name "cursor1" to the cursor being defined:

MOVE 'cursor1' to cursor-nam

ALLOCATE :cursor-nam CURSOR FOR :statement-nam

Cursors created by an ALLOCATE CURSOR statement always have extended names and are always dynamic.
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If a cursor is defined using a static name, it must be referenced using a static name. If it is defined using an extended
name, it must be referenced using an extended name that has the same scope option as specified on the definition.

An exception to this rule occurs when identifying a cursor within a dynamically prepared UPDATE or DELETE statement.

Uniqueness of Cursor Names

Static and extended cursor names do not have to be unique with respect to each other. If two cursors are assigned the
same value for a name, they are considered two separate cursors provided that either:

• One of the names is static while the other is extended
• Both of the names are extended, but they have different scopes, as indicated by their LOCAL/GLOBAL parameter.

Example

Example of Cursor-name

The following DECLARE CURSOR statement defines a dynamic cursor using a static cursor name of C1. It is referenced
within the subsequent OPEN statement:

EXEC SQL

  DECLARE C1 CURSOR FOR S1

END-EXEC

EXEC SQL

  OPEN C1

END-EXEC

Example of Extended-cursor-name

The following ALLOCATE CURSOR statement defines a local cursor using an extended cursor name of C1. It is then
referenced in the subsequent OPEN statement:

EXEC SQL

  ALLOCATE 'C1' CURSOR FOR 'S1'

END-EXEC

EXEC SQL

  OPEN 'C1'

END-EXEC

NOTE
Even though C1 is used as the cursor name in both of the above examples, two separate cursors are created:
one with a static name of C1 and one with an extended name of C1.

Global Extended-cursor-name

The following ALLOCATE CURSOR statement defines a global cursor using an extended cursor name whose value is not
known until runtime. In this case, the value 'C2' is moved to the host variable before the statement is executed and will be
the name of the cursor created:

  move 'C2' to :cname

EXEC SQL

  ALLOCATE GLOBAL :CNAME CURSOR FOR :SNAME

END-EXEC
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Since this is a global cursor, it can be referenced in a different program than the one where the ALLOCATE CURSOR
statement appears. For example, the following OPEN statement might be contained in a different program:

EXEC SQL

  OPEN GLOBAL 'C2'

END-EXEC

NOTE
It does not matter that in one case the name of the cursor is supplied through a host-variable and in the other it
is specified as a literal. They both refer to the global cursor C2.

Expansion of Statement-name
The expanded parameters of statement-name represent a dynamically-prepared statement.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

Expansion of statement-name

►►──┬── static-statement-name ────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

    └── extended-statement-name ──┘

Expansion of static-statement-name

►►── statement-name ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Expansion of extended-statement-name

►►──┬─────────────┬───┬─ 'cursor-name' ────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

    ├─── LOCAL ◄ ─┤   ├─ :host-variable ───┤

    └─── GLOBAL ──┘   ├─ local-variable ───┤

                      └─ routine-parameter ┘

Parameters

• statement-name
Specifies the name of the statement as an identifier.

• 'statement-name'
Specifies the name of the statement as a literal whose value must conform to the rules for an identifier.

• :host-variable
Specifies the name of the statement as a host-variable whose value must conform to the rules for an identifier.

• local-variable
Specifies the name of the statement as a local-variable whose value must conform to the rules for an identifier.

• routine-parameter
Specifies the name of the statement as a routine-parameter whose value must conform to the rules for an identifier.

• LOCAL/GLOBAL
Specifies the scope of the associated statement name:
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– LOCAL indicates that the statement can be referenced only from within the program where it is prepared.
– GLOBAL indicates that the statement can be referenced from any program executing within the same SQL

transaction.
The default is LOCAL.

Usage

Static Versus Extended Statement Names

A static statement name is one coded as a simple identifier. The following PREPARE statement assigns the static name
"select1" to the statement being prepared:

PREPARE select1 from :select1-text

An extended statement name is one coded either as a literal, a host-variable, a local-variable, or a routine-parameter.

MOVE 'SELECT1' to statement-nam

PREPARE :statement-nam FROM :select1-text

If a statement is prepared using a static name, it must be referenced using a static name; similarly, if it is prepared using
an extended name, it must be referenced using an extended name that has the same scope option.

Uniqueness of Statement Names

Static and extended names do not have to be unique with respect to each other. If two statements are assigned the same
value for a name, they are considered two separate statements provided that either:

• One of the names is static while the other is extended.
• Both of the names are extended, but they have different scopes, as indicated by their LOCAL/GLOBAL parameter.

Example

Static-statement-name

The following PREPARE statement creates a statement using a static statement name of S1. It is referenced within the
subsequent DESCRIBE statement:

EXEC SQL

  PREPARE S1 FROM :TEXT

END-EXEC

EXEC SQL

  DESCRIBE S1 USING DESCRIPTOR SQLDA

END-EXEC

Extended-statement-name

The following PREPARE statement creates a local statement using an extended statement name of S1. It is then
referenced in the subsequent DESCRIBE statement:

EXEC SQL

  PREPARE 'S1' FROM :TEXT

END-EXEC
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EXEC SQL

  DESCRIBE 'S1' USING DESCRIPTOR SQLDA

END-EXEC

NOTE
Even though S1 is used as the statement name in both of the above examples, two separate statements are
created: one with a static name of S1 and one with an extended name of S1.

Global Extended-statement-name

The following PREPARE statement creates a global statement using an extended statement name whose value is not
known until runtime. In this case, the value 'S2' is moved to the host variable before the statement is executed and will be
the name of the statement created:

MOVE 'S2' TO :SNAME

EXEC SQL

  PREPARE GLOBAL :SNAME FROM :TEXT

END-EXEC

Since this is a global statement, it can be referenced in a different program than the one where the PREPARE statement
appears. For example, the following DESCRIBE statement might be contained in a different program:

EXEC SQL

  DESCRIBE GLOBAL 'S2'

END-EXEC

NOTE
It does not matter that in one case the name of the statement is supplied through a host-variable and in the other
it is specified as a literal. They both refer to the global statement S2.

Data Types and Null Values
Data Types
A data type is a set of values that share processing characteristics. For example, the set of all integers is a data type.
Every column, local variable, parameter, and host variable has an associated data type.

Data Types and Value Sets

The data type limits the set of values that can occur in the column, local variable, parameter, or host variable. The data
type also determines the operations that can be performed on values in the column, local variable, parameter, or host
variable.

You associate a data type with the following:

• A column when you define the column
• An SQL routine local variable when you define the local variable
• An SQL-invoked routine parameter when you define the parameter
• A host variable when you declare the host variable

NOTE

More Information
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• CREATE TABLE and ALTER TABLE.
• Host Variables.
• Local Variables.
• Routine Parameters.

Categories of Data Types

IDMS supports the following data types:

Category Data types
Approximate numeric DOUBLE PRECISION

FLOAT
REAL

Binary BINARY
Character string CHARACTER

VARCHAR (or CHAR VARYING)
Date/time DATE

TIME
TIMESTAMP

Exact numeric DECIMAL
INTEGER
LONGINT (or BIGINT)
NUMERIC
SMALLINT
UNSIGNED DECIMAL
UNSIGNED NUMERIC

Graphics character string GRAPHIC
VARGRAPHIC

ROWID ROWID
XML data XML

NOTE

More Information

•  XML Publishing.
• Expansion of Data-type.

Determining the Data Type of a Value

The data type of a value in a column, host variable, local variable, or parameter is the data type of the column, host
variable, local variable or routine parameter. For example, every value in a column with a data type of INTEGER has a
data type INTEGER.

The literal used to represent a value must be appropriate for the data type of the value. For example, 983 represents a
numeric value; '983' represents a character value. For more information about literals, see Literals.

Data Types Effect on Processing

The data type of a value determines:
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• Columns, local variables, parameters, and host variables to which it can be assigned
• Values with which it can be compared
• Operations where it can be used
• Results of operations where it is combined with values of other data types
• Its internal representation and storage requirements

Expansion of Data-type
The expanded parameters of data-type specify data types in an SQL data description statement.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

Expansion of data-type

►►─┬─ BINary ─┬──────────────────────┬─────────────────────────┬──────────────►◄

   │          └─ ( ─── length ─── ) ─┘                         │

   ├─ CHARacter ─┬──────────────────────┬──────────────────────┤

   │             └─ ( ─── length ─── ) ─┘                      │

   ├─ DATE ────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ DECimal ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬───┤

   │           └─ ( ─── precision ───┬────────────────┬ ) ─┘   │

   │                                 └─ , ─── scale ──┘        │

   ├─ DOUBLE PRECISION ────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ FLOAT ─┬─────────────────────────┬───────────────────────┤

   │         └─ ( ─── precision ─── ) ─┘                       │

   ├─ GRAPHIC ─┬──────────────────────┬────────────────────────┤

   │           └─ ( ─── length ─── ) ─┘                        │

   ├─ INTeger ─────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├┬─ LONGINT ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │└─ BIGINT ──┘                                              │

   ├─ NUMeric ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬───┤

   │           └ ( ─── precision ───┬────────────────┬─ ) ─┘   │

   │                                └─ , ─── scale ──┘         │

   ├─ REAL ────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ SMALLINT ────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ TIME ────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ TIMESTAMP ───────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ UNSIGNED DECimal─┬───────────────────────────────────┬───┤

   │                   └─ ( - precision ─┬────────────┬ ) ─┘   │

   │                                     └ , - scale ─┘        │

   ├─ UNSIGNED NUMeric ─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───┤

   │                    └ ( - precision ─┬────────────┬ ) ─┘   │

   │                                     └ , - scale ─┘        │

   ├┬─ VARCHAR ───────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬───────────┤

   │└─ CHARacter VARYING ─┘ └─ ( ─── length ─── ) ─┘           │

   └─ VARGRAPHIC ─┬──────────────────────┬─────────────────────┘

                  └─ ( ─── length ─── ) ─┘
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Parameters

• BINARY
Identifies a set of values that are fixed-length bit strings. BINARY values are represented by hexadecimal literals (for
example, X'12A5E978').
– length

Specifies the number of eight-bit bytes in a BINARY value. Length must be an integer in the range 1 through
32,760. The default is 1.
The maximum length of a column with a data type of BINARY is limited by page size and the total length of other
columns in the table.

NOTE
For more information about the length of a BINARY value, see CREATE TABLE.

• CHARacter
Identifies a set of values that are fixed-length single-byte character strings. CHARACTER values are represented by
character string literals (for example, 'Past due').
– length

Specifies the number of bytes in a CHARACTER value. Length must be an integer in the range 1 through 32,760.
The default is 1.
The maximum length of a column with a data type of CHARACTER is limited by page size and the total length of
other columns in the table.

NOTE
For more information about the length of a CHARACTER value, see CREATE TABLE.

• DATE
Identifies the set of values that represent valid dates from January 1, 0001, through December 31, 9999. DATE values
are represented by character string literals (for example, '1999-07-22').
The maximum length of a DATE value is 10 bytes. Internally, the length of a DATE value is always eight bytes.

• DECimal
Identifies a set of fixed-point, signed packed decimal values. DECIMAL values are represented by exact numeric
literals (for example, 17.23).
The range of values included in the set is determined by the precision and scale specified for the data type. The largest
possible DECIMAL value is 1031 -1. The smallest possible DECIMAL value is -(1031 -1).
– precision

Specifies the number of digits in a DECIMAL value. Precision must be an integer in the range 1 through 56. The
default is 56.
The length of a DECIMAL value is equal to the precision plus 1, divided by 2.

– scale
Specifies the number of digits to the right of the decimal point in a DECIMAL value. Scale must be an integer in the
range 0 through the precision of the DECIMAL value. The default is 0.

• DOUBLE PRECISION
Identifies the set of 64-bit (long) floating-point values with a seven-bit exponent and a binary precision of 56. DOUBLE
PRECISION values are represented by approximate numeric literals (for example, 0.1E-16).
The magnitude that can be represented by a positive DOUBLE PRECISION value ranges from approximately 5.4E-79
to approximately 7.2E+75. The magnitude that can be represented by a negative DOUBLE PRECISION value ranges
from approximately -5.4E-79 to approximately -7.2E+75.
The length of a DOUBLE PRECISION value is eight bytes.

• FLOAT
Identifies a set of floating-point values with a seven-bit exponent and a user-specified precision. FLOAT values are
represented by approximate numeric literals (for example, -1.4E9).
The magnitude that can be represented by a positive FLOAT value ranges from approximately 5.4E-79 to
approximately 7.2E+75. The magnitude that can be represented by a negative FLOAT value ranges from
approximately -5.4E-79 to approximately -7.2E+75.
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– precision
Specifies the binary precision of a FLOAT value. Precision must be an integer in the range 1 through 56. The default
is 24.
If precision is less than or equal to 24, the length of a FLOAT value is four bytes. If precision is greater than 24, the
length of a FLOAT value is eight bytes.

• GRAPHIC
Identifies a set of values that are fixed-length double-byte character strings. GRAPHIC values are represented
by double-byte character string literals (for example, G'<####>', where < and > represent the shift-out and shift-in
characters and # represents a double-byte character).
The GRAPHIC data type is an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.
– length

Specifies the number of characters in a GRAPHIC value. The length in bytes of a GRAPHIC value is equal to the
number of bytes in one character times the number of characters.
Length must be an integer in the range 1 through 16,380. The default is 1.
The maximum length of a column with a data type of GRAPHIC is limited by page size and the total length of other
columns in the table.

NOTE
For more information about the length of a GRAPHIC value, see CREATE TABLE.

• INTeger
Identifies the set of values that are 31-bit signed integers in the range -2,147,483,648 through 2,147,483,647.
INTEGER values are represented by exact numeric literals (for example, -2874).
The length of an INTEGER value is four bytes.

• BIGINT (or LONGINT)
Identifies the set of values that are 63-bit signed integers in the range -9,223,372,036,854,775,808 through
9,223,372,036,854,775,807. BIGINT values are represented by exact numeric literals (for example, 2187168).
The length of a BIGINT value is eight bytes. The keyword LONGINT can be used as a synonym for BIGINT but this is
an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

• NUMeric
Identifies a set of fixed-point, signed zoned decimal values. NUMERIC values are represented by exact numeric literals
(for example, -4.7). The use of NUM as a synonym for NUMERIC is an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.
The range of values included in the set is determined by the precision and scale specified for the data type. The largest
possible NUMERIC value is 1031 -1. The smallest possible NUMERIC value is -(1031 -1).
– precision

Specifies the number of digits in a NUMERIC value. Precision must be an integer in the range 1 through 31. The
default is 1.
The length in bytes of a NUMERIC value is equal to the precision.

– scale
Specifies the number of digits to the right of the decimal point in a NUMERIC value. Scale must be an integer in the
range 0 through the precision of the NUMERIC value. The default is 0.

• REAL
Identifies the set of 32-bit (short) floating-point values with a seven-bit exponent and a binary precision of 24. REAL
values are represented by approximate numeric literals (for example, 0.4E52).
The magnitude that can be represented by a positive REAL value ranges from approximately 5.4E-79 to approximately
7.2E+75. The magnitude that can be represented by a negative REAL value ranges from approximately -5.4E-79 to
approximately -7.2E+75.
The length of a REAL value is four bytes.

• SMALLINT
Identifies the set of values that are 15-bit signed integers in the range -32,768 through 32,767. SMALLINT values are
represented by exact numeric literals (for example, 16433).
The length of a SMALLINT value is two bytes.

• TIME
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Identifies the set of values that represent valid times from 00.00.00 through 23.59.59.
TIME values are represented by character string literals (for example, '13.42.59').
The maximum length of a TIME value is eight bytes. Internally, the length of a TIME value is always eight bytes.

NOTE
A TIME value of 24.00.00 is accepted and treated as 00.00.00.

• TIMESTAMP
Identifies the set of values that represent valid date/time combinations with a precision of millionths of a second. Valid
dates range from January 1, 0001, through December 31, 9999. Valid times range from 00.00.00.000000 through
23.59.59.999999.
TIMESTAMP values are represented by character string literals (for example, '1999-05-02-09.46.39.738294').
The maximum length of a TIMESTAMP value is 26 bytes. Internally, the length of a TIMESTAMP value is always eight
bytes.

• UNSIGNED DECIMAL
Identifies a set of fixed-point, unsigned packed decimal values. UNSIGNED DECIMAL values are represented by exact
numeric literals (for example, 17.23).
The range of values included in the set is determined by the precision and scale specified for the data type. The largest
possible UNSIGNED DECIMAL value is 1031 -1. The smallest possible DECIMAL value is 0.
The UNSIGNED DECIMAL data type is an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.
– precision

Specifies the number of digits in an UNSIGNED DECIMAL value. Precision must be an integer in the range 1
through 31. The default is 1.
The length of an UNSIGNED DECIMAL value is equal to the precision plus 1, divided by 2.

– scale
Specifies the number of digits to the right of the decimal point in an UNSIGNED DECIMAL value. Scale must be an
integer in the range 0 through the precision of the UNSIGNED DECIMAL value. The default is 0.

• UNSIGNED NUMERIC
Identifies a set of fixed-point, unsigned zoned decimal values. UNSIGNED NUMERIC values are represented by exact
numeric literals (for example, 4.7).
The range of values included in the set is determined by the precision and scale specified for the data type. The largest
possible UNSIGNED NUMERIC value is 1031 -1. The smallest possible NUMERIC value is 0.
The UNSIGNED NUMERIC data type is an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.
– precision

Specifies the number of digits in an UNSIGNED NUMERIC value. Precision must be an integer in the range 1
through 31. The default is 1.
The length in bytes of an UNSIGNED NUMERIC value is equal to the precision.

– scale
Specifies the number of digits to the right of the decimal point in an UNSIGNED NUMERIC value. Scale must be an
integer in the range 0 through the precision of the NUMERIC value. The default is 0.

• VARCHAR (or CHAR VARYING)
Identifies a set of values that are variable-length single-byte character strings. VARCHAR values are represented by
character string literals (for example, 'Customer address needs to be verified').
– length

Specifies the maximum number of characters in a VARCHAR value. Length must be an integer in the range 1
through 32,758. The default is 1.
The length of a VARCHAR value is the number of characters in the value. The number of bytes reserved for a
VARCHAR value is always the same; the maximum length, plus 2 regardless of the length of the VARCHAR value.
A VARCHAR value is preceded by a 2-byte binary length of the value.
The maximum length of a column with a data type of VARCHAR is limited by page size, the total length of other
columns in the table, and other factors.
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NOTE
For more information about the length of a VARCHAR value, see CREATE TABLE.

• VARGRAPHIC
Identifies a set of values that are variable-length double-byte character strings. VARGRAPHIC values are represented
by double-byte character string literals (for example, G'<####>', where < and > represent the shift-out and shift-in
characters and # represents a double-byte character).
The VARGRAPHIC data type is an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.
– length

Specifies the maximum number of characters in a VARGRAPHIC value. Length must be an integer in the range 1
through 16,379. The default is 1.
The length of a VARGRAPHIC value is the number of characters in the value. The numbeCREATE TABLEr of bytes
reserved for a VARGRAPHIC value is the maximum length times the number of bytes for one character, plus 2. A
VARGRAPHIC value is preceded by a 2-byte binary length of the value.
The maximum length of a column with a data type of VARGRAPHIC is limited by page size and the total length of
other columns in the table.

NOTE
For more information about the length of a VARGRAPHIC value, see CREATE TABLE.

Usage

Graphics Data

The use of graphics data requires the installation of IDMS DBCS.

Example

Defining Table Columns

The following CREATE TABLE statement creates a table with ten columns. Each column is associated with a data type.
The data type specification determines the set of values that can occur in the column.

create table job

   (job_id           integer        not null,

   job_title         character(20)  not null,

   job_desc_line_1   varchar(60),

   job_desc_line_2   varchar(60),

   min_rate          decimal(8,2),

   max_rate          decimal(8,2),

   salary_ind        character(1),

   num_of_positions  smallint,

   num_open          smallint,

   eff_date          date);

Representation of Date/Time Values
Values whose data types are DATE, TIME, or TIMESTAMP are represented internally as binary numbers and externally as
character strings.
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Internal Representation

Date/time values are represented internally by 64-bit binary numbers. The bits, numbered from the left starting with 0,
have the following meaning:

Bits Meaning
Bits 0 through 26 Number of days since January 1, 0001
Bits 27 through 43 Number of seconds in the day since midnight
Bits 44 through 63 Number of microseconds since the last second

External Representations

Date/time Representations

IDMS provides four standard external representations for a date/time value:

• International Standards Organization (ISO)
• IBM USA standard (USA)
• IBM European standard (EUR)
• Japanese Industrial Standard Christian Era (JIS)

You can reference the abbreviation associated with the external representation (for example, ISO) when you use the
CHAR function.

NOTE
For more information about the CHAR function, see IDMS Scalar Functions.

Date Values

The external representation of a date value is a character string which begins with a digit and must be at least five
characters. The representation of a date value can:

• Omit leading zeros from the month, day, and year portions
• Include trailing blanks

The following table describes the external representations of a date value:

Standard Format Example
ISO yyyy-mm-dd 1990-12-15
USA mm/dd/yyyy 12/15/1990
EUR dd.mm.yyyy 15.12.1990
JIS yyyy-mm-dd 1990-12-15

External Representations of Time Values

The external representation of a time value is a character string which begins with a digit and must be at least five
characters. The representation of a time value may omit a leading zero from the hours, minutes, and seconds portions
and may include trailing blanks.

The following table describes the external representations of a time value:

Standard Format Example
ISO hh.mm.ss 16.43.17
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USA hh:mm AM
hh:mm PM

4:43 PM

EUR hh.mm.ss 16.43.17
JIS hh:mm:ss 16:43:17

External Representations of Timestamps

The external representation of a timestamp is a character string which begins with a digit and must be at least 11
characters. The timestamp format is:

yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.nnnnnn

With the representation of a timestamp value may:

• Omit leading zeros from the year, month, day, hours, minutes, and second portions
• Truncate or omit microseconds entirely (any digit of microseconds that is omitted is assumed to be zero)
• Include trailing blanks

Entering and Retrieving Date/Time Values

When you enter date/time values into the database or use them in predicates, you can use any of the formats
documented above. IDMS determines the format by examining the value.

When you retrieve date/time values from the database, the format in which the value is retrieved depends on how the SQL
statement is issued:

• If the statement is embedded in a program, the format is determined by the DATE and TIME precompiler options, if
specified, or by the installation default.

• If the statement is submitted through the Command Facility, all date/time values are returned in ISO format.

NOTE
For more information about precompiler options, see Precompiling the Program.

Comparison, Assignment, Arithmetic, and Concatenation Operations
The data type, length, and magnitude of a value determine how IDMS handles the value during comparison, assignment,
arithmetic, and concatenation operations. The same factors also affect the outcome of these operations, as follows:

• Padding can occur during comparisons of values of unequal length.
• Overflow occurs when the magnitude of a numeric value is greater than the largest magnitude represented by the data

type of the construct to which the value is assigned.
• Underflow occurs when the magnitude of an approximate numeric value is smaller than the smallest magnitude

represented by the data type of the construct to which the value is assigned.
• Truncation can occur when a binary, graphic, or character value is assigned to a construct that is not big enough to

hold the value.
• Rounding can occur as a result of truncation during assignment and arithmetic operations.

Data types covered in this section:

Binary Values

Comparison

Binary values can be compared to the following:
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• Other binary values. When comparing binary values of different lengths, IDMS pads the shorter value with binary zeros
on the right to make the lengths equal.

• Date/time values. Provided the binary value has a length of 8.
• Character values. If the binary and character values are of different lengths, IDMS pads the shorter value with spaces

on the right to make the lengths equal.

Assignment

Binary values can be assigned to the following:

• Binary constructs (for example, a column with a data type of BINARY):
– If the binary value is shorter than the construct, IDMS pads the value with binary zeros on the right to make the

value as long as the construct.
– If the binary value is longer than the construct and the construct is a column (for example, in an INSERT or

UPDATE operation), IDMS truncates the value on the right if the portion to be truncated contains only binary zeros.
If nonzero bits would be truncated, IDMS generates an exception and no assignment occurs.

– If the binary value is longer than the construct and the construct is a host variable (for example, in a FETCH or
SELECT operation), IDMS truncates the value on the right.

• Date/time constructs (for example, a column with a data type of TIMESTAMP), provided the binary value has a length
of 8 and conforms to the internal representation of a valid date/time value.

• Character constructs (for example, a column with a data type of CHARACTER). The rules for assigning a binary value
to a character construct are the same as those for assigning a character value to a character construct. If padding is
necessary, it is done with blanks instead of binary zeros.

Arithmetic

You cannot use binary values in arithmetic operations.

Concatenation

Binary values can be concatenated with other binary values and with character values. For the purposes of concatenation,
binary values are treated as character values, and the result of a concatenation operation is a character value.

Character Values

Comparison

Character values can be compared to the following:

• Other character values. When comparing character values of different lengths, IDMS pads the shorter value with
blanks on the right to make the lengths equal.

• Date/time values, provided the character value has the format of a date/time value of the same data type as the date/
time value used in the comparison.

• Binary values. The binary value is treated as a character value and padded with blanks, if necessary, before the
comparison is made.

Assignment

Character values can be assigned to the following:

• Character constructs (for example, a column with a data type of CHARACTER or VARCHAR). If the character value is:
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– Shorter than the construct, and the construct has a data type of CHARACTER, IDMS pads the value with blanks on
the right to make the value as long as the construct. If the construct has a data type of VARCHAR, no padding takes
place.

– Longer than the construct and the construct is a column (for example, in an INSERT or UPDATE operation), IDMS
truncates the value on the right if all the characters to be truncated are blanks. If nonblank characters would be
truncated, IDMS generates an exception and no assignment occurs.

– Longer than the construct and the construct is a host variable, a local variable, or a parameter (for example, in a
FETCH, SELECT, or a SET operation), IDMS truncates the value on the right and an SQL warning condition is
issued.

• Date/time constructs (for example, a column with a data type of TIMESTAMP), provided the character value has the
format of a date/time value of the same data type as the construct to which the value is being assigned.

• Binary constructs (for example, a column with a data type of BINARY). The rules for assigning a character value to a
binary construct are identical to those for assigning a binary value to a binary construct. If padding is necessary, it is
done with binary zeros instead of blanks.

Arithmetic

You cannot use character values in arithmetic operations.

Concatenation

Character values can be concatenated with other character values.

If one value in the concatenation:

• Has a data type of VARCHAR, the result has a data type of VARCHAR. Otherwise, the result has a data type of
CHARACTER.

• Is null, the result is null. Otherwise, the length of the result is the sum of the lengths of the two values that are
concatenated. The length of the result cannot exceed 32,760.

A character value and a binary value can be concatenated. The binary value is treated as a character value for the
purpose of concatenation.

Date/time Values

Comparison

Date/time values can be compared to:

• Other date/time values of the same data type
• Binary values, provided the binary value has a length of 8
• Character values, provided the character value has the format of a date/time value of the same data type as the date/

time value used in the comparison

Assignment

Date/time values can be assigned to the following:

• Date/time constructs of the same data type. For example, a value with a data type of TIMESTAMP can be assigned to
a column with a data type of TIMESTAMP.

• Binary constructs with a length of 8.
• Character constructs long enough to contain the date/time value

If the date/time value is:
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– Shorter than the character construct, IDMS pads the value with blanks on the right to make the value as long as the
construct

– Longer than the character construct, IDMS generates an exception and does not perform the assignment

Arithmetic

You can use date/time values only in addition and subtraction. Special rules govern date/time arithmetic.

NOTE
For information about date/time arithmetic, see Date/time Arithmetic.

Concatenation

You can concatenate a date value and a time value using the TIMESTAMP function.

NOTE
For more information about the TIMESTAMP function, see IDMS Scalar Functions.

Graphics Character Values

Comparison

Graphics character values can be compared to other graphics character values. When comparing graphics character
values of different lengths, IDMS pads the shorter value with double-byte blank characters on the right to make the
lengths equal.

Assignment

Graphics character values can be assigned to graphics character constructs (for example, to a column with a data type of
GRAPHIC or VARGRAPHIC): If the graphics character value is:

• Shorter than the construct, and the construct has a data type of GRAPHIC, IDMS pads the value with double-
byte blank characters on the right to make the value as long as the construct. If the construct has a data type of
VARGRAPHIC, no padding takes place.

• Longer than the construct and the construct is a column (for example, in an INSERT or UPDATE operation), IDMS
truncates the value on the right if the portion to be truncated contains only double-byte blank characters. If nonblank
characters would be truncated, IDMS generates an exception and no truncation occurs.

• Longer than the construct and the construct is a host variable (for example, in a FETCH or SELECT operation), IDMS
truncates the value on the right.

Arithmetic

You cannot use graphics character values in arithmetic operations.

Concatenation

Graphics character values can be concatenated with other graphics character values.

If one of the values has a data type of VARGRAPHIC, the result has a data type of VARGRAPHIC. Otherwise, the result
has a data type of GRAPHIC.

If one value in the concatenation is null, the result is null. Otherwise, the length of the result is the sum of the lengths of
the two values that are concatenated. The length of the result cannot exceed 32,760.
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Usage

The use of graphics data requires the installation of IDMS DBCS.

Numeric Values

Comparison

Numeric values can be compared only to other numeric values.

Assignment

Numeric values can be assigned only to numeric constructs (for example, to a column with a data type of DECIMAL).

When assigning a value of one numeric data type to a construct of a different numeric data type, IDMS converts the value
to the data type of the construct:

• If the conversion results in overflow or underflow, IDMS generates an exception and does not perform the assignment.
• If the conversion results in the loss of digits to the right of the decimal point in an exact numeric value or least

significant digits in the mantissa of an approximate numeric value, IDMS rounds the value and does not generate an
exception.

Arithmetic

You can use values of all numeric data types (both approximate and exact) in arithmetic operations. Additionally, a single
arithmetic expression can include values of more than one numeric data type.

Data Type Conversion for Comparison and Arithmetic

When a comparison or arithmetic operation involves two values of different numeric data types, IDMS determines which
data type has higher precedence. IDMS then converts both values to a common data type based on the data type of
higher precedence:

 Data type of highest precedence Common data type for conversion
Highest
 

DOUBLE PRECISION
FLOAT
REAL

DOUBLE PRECISION

 DECIMAL
NUMERIC

DECIMAL

 LONGINT LONGINT
Lowest INTEGER

SMALLINT
INTEGER

Precision of the Result

The precision of the result of comparison or arithmetic operation when a conversion involves a decimal data type is:

• The maximum number of digits to the left of the decimal in the source operands plus the result scale plus 1, if the
operation is addition or subtraction (The result scale is the maximum of the source scales)
For example, the precision of the result of 45673 + 5.398 is 9.

• The sum of the precision of the first value and the second value, if the operation is multiplication or division
For example, the precision of the result of 45 x 367 is 5.
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Examples of Data Type Conversion

For example, to add a NUMERIC value to an INTEGER value, IDMS converts both values to DECIMAL. To compare a
FLOAT value to a REAL value, IDMS converts both values to DOUBLE PRECISION.

ROWID Values

Comparison

ROWID values can be compared to the following:

• Other ROWID values: When comparing ROWID values of different lengths, IDMS pads the shorter value with binary
zeros on the right to make the lengths equal.

• Binary values: If the ROWID and binary values are different lengths, IDMS pads the shorter value with binary zeros on
the right to make the lengths equal.

Assignment

You cannot use ROWID values in assignment operations.

Arithmetic

You cannot use ROWID values in arithmetic operations.

Concatenation

You cannot use ROWID values in concatenation operations.

 

 

Null Values
A null value is a placeholder that indicates the absence of a value. Null values exist for all data types. The null value of a
given data type is different from all non-null values of the same data type.

By default, any column can contain null values. You can use either the NOT NULL or the CHECK parameter in a column
definition to disallow null values in the column.

Parameters and local variable of SQL-invoked routines can always contain null values. However, it is possible to define
initial values.

Host variables can also represent null values. You use an indicator variable with a host variable to indicate whether the
host variable represents a null value.

How You Specify a Null Value

You use the keyword NULL to indicate a null value. For example, the following INSERT statement inserts a new row into
the DEPARTMENT table. The department number and name and the division code are known, but the department head
has not been appointed yet. A null value is used as a placeholder in the DEPT_HEAD_ID column.

insert into department

   (dept_id, dept_name, div_code, dept_head_id)

   values (4040, 'Audit', 'D09', null);
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Null Values in Comparison and Arithmetic Operations

Null values have the following effect in comparison and arithmetic operations:

• The result of a comparison operation involving one or more null values is always unknown
• The result of an arithmetic operation involving one or more null values is always a null value

Null Values in Sort Operations

In a sort operation, a null value is a high value. Thus, a null is placed at the end of an ascending sort sequence.

More Information

• For more information about defining columns, see CREATE TABLE or CREATE TEMPORARY TABLE.
• For more information about defining functuions, see CREATE FUNCTION.
• For more information about defining prodcedures, see CREATE PROCEDURE.
• For more information about indicator variables, see Host Variables.

Values and Value Expressions
Literals
A literal directly represents a specific value. IDMS uses several types of literals. Each type of literal represents values of
one or more data types. For example, a character string literal represents either a CHARACTER value or a VARCHAR
value.

NOTE
For more information about data types, see Data Types.

Expansion of Literal
The expanded parameters of literal represent specific data values in an SQL statement.

Syntax

Expansion of literal

►►─┬─ 'character-string-literal' ──────────────┬──────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ G'double-byte-character-string-literal' ─┤

   ├─ X'hexadecimal-literal' ──────────────────┤

   ├─ exact-numeric-literal ───────────────────┤

   └─ approximate-numeric-literal ─────────────┘

Parameters

• 'character-string-literal'
Represents a character value as a string of single-byte characters (for example, '79 High Street').
A character string literal can consist of any combination of letters, digits, and special characters (including blanks).
Lowercase letters are not equal to uppercase letters in a character string literal (for example, 'Boston' is not equal to
'BOSTON').
Character string literals must be enclosed in single quotation marks. To include a single quotation mark as part of the
character string itself, code two consecutive single quotation marks (for example, 'Carol''s job').

• G'double-byte-character-string-literal'
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Represents a character value as a string of double-byte characters. Within a double-byte character string literal, a
sequence of one or more double-byte characters must be preceded by the shift-out character and followed by the shift-
in character (for example, G'<####>', where < and > represent the shift-out and shift-in characters and # represents a
double-byte character). The shift characters are not part of the data value.
A double-byte character string literal can consist of any combination of characters in the double-byte character set
(including the double-byte blank character). The entire sequence of characters, including the shift-out and shift-in
characters, must be enclosed in single quotation marks.

NOTE
Certain hardware configurations do not require the use of shift characters in double-byte character string
literals.

NOTE
'SQL Standard Compatibility'. Double-byte character string literals are an IDMS extension of the SQL
standard.

• X'hexadecimal-literal'
Represents a binary value as a sequence of an even number of hexadecimal digits (for example, X'01F27A').
Hexadecimal literals must be enclosed in single quotation marks.
Case is not significant in hexadecimal literals. You can use either uppercase or lowercase for the digits A through F.

• exact-numeric-literal
Represents a signed or unsigned fixed-point decimal number. The decimal point in an exact numeric literal can be
either explicit (for example, 39523.142) or implicit after the rightmost digit (for example, -2834).

• approximate-numeric-literal
Represents a floating point number. Approximate numeric literals have the form mantissaEexponent (for example,
3.45E-2), where:
– Mantissa is an exact numeric literal
– Exponent is a signed or unsigned integer

Example

Specifying Values for a New Row

The INSERT statement below inserts a new row into the COVERAGE table. The values in the row are represented by
the following types of literals: character string (first column), exact numeric (second and fourth columns), and date (third
column).

insert into coverage (plan_code, emp_id, selection_date, num_dependents)

   values ('002', 2538, '1989-05-11', 3);

Host Variables
A host variable is a variable that is referenced in an SQL statement embedded in an application program. You use host
variables to:

• Make data in the IDMS database available for processing by an application program
• Make data from sources other than the database (for example, from a sequential file) available for processing by SQL

statements

Host variables are not used in SQL statements submitted through the command facility.

NOTE
An INTO clause is required for SQL SELECT statements embedded in host programs.
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Indicator Variables

An indicator variable is a host variable used to indicate whether the value in another host variable represents a null or
truncated value. The use of indicator variables is optional. You can reference a host variable in an SQL statement with or
without naming an associated indicator variable. However, if a SELECT or FETCH statement causes a null value to be
assigned to a host variable without an associated indicator variable, IDMS returns an error.

Indicator Variable Values

When assigning a value to a host variable, IDMS sets the associated indicator variable as follows:

Indicator variable Meaning
-1 The value assigned to the host variable was null. The contents of

the host variable are unchanged.
0 The host variable contains a non-null value that has not been

truncated.
1 or greater The host variable contains a truncated value. The value in the

indicator variable is the length in bytes of the original untruncated
value.

Declaring Host Variables

Before you execute an SQL statement that references a host variable, you must declare the variable to IDMS:

• Explicitly in an SQL declaration section
• Implicitly with an INCLUDE statement

A single application program can include both explicit and implicit host variable declarations.

NOTE
For more information about using the INCLUDE statement to declare host variables, see INCLUDE.

SQL Declaration Section

In an explicit host variable declaration, you specify the name and data type of the variable. Depending on the program
language, additional information about the variable may also be required (for example, the COBOL level number).

Host variable names must conform to language-specific rules for forming variable names.

NOTE
For more information about language-specific instructions for declaring host variables in an SQL declaration
section, see Host Variables in an SQL Statement.

Expansion of Host-variable
The expanded parameters of host-variable identify declared program variables.

Syntax

Expansion of host-variable

►►─── :host-variable-name ─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────►◄

                           └─ indicator :indicator-variable-name ─┘
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Parameters

• :host-variable-name
Identifies the name of a host variable previously declared to the program.

• indicator :indicator-variable
Identifies the name of a host variable previously declared to the program to serve as an indicator variable.
Indicator-variable must reference a variable that was declared with a numeric data type.

Usage

A Colon Must Precede the Variable Name

When you reference a host variable in an SQL statement, you must precede the variable name with a colon (:).

No Comma Between Host and Indicator Variables

There is no required separator between a host variable and its associated indicator variable when they are referenced in
an SQL statement. The only valid separator is the optional keyword indicator.

Non-bulk Structure in COBOL

In certain SQL statements embedded in a COBOL application program, host-variable may refer to a non-bulk structure
defined in the host program.

Example

The following SELECT statement retrieves data into host variables. BIRTH-DATE-I is an indicator variable that is
associated with BIRTH-DATE-HOST because the BIRTH_DATE column may contain null values.

EXEC SQL

   SELECT DEPT_ID, DEPT_NAME, EMP_ID

      INTO :DEPT-ID-HOST,

           :DEPT-NAME-HOST,

           :EMP-ID-HOST,

           :BIRTH-DATE-HOST :BIRTH-DATE-I

      FROM DEPARTMENT D, EMPLOYEE E

      WHERE D.DEPT_ID = E.DEPT_ID

END-EXEC

Local Variables
A local variable is a variable that is defined in an SQL routine. You use local variables to temporarily store and retrieve
values as needed in the logic of the routine. Local variables are used for such things as:

• Retrieving data from an IDMS database by specifying them on the INTO clause of a SELECT statement
• Passing data to and from other SQL-invoked routines by specifying them as arguments on the routine invocation
• Holding computational values by specifying them as a target of a SET statement or as values within expressions.

Local variables can only be referenced within the body of the SQL routine in which they are defined.
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Declaring Local Variables

A local variable is defined by a variable-declaration statement that is included in a Compound Statement within an SQL
routine body. The declaration of a local variable consists of the specification of its name, data type, and optionally its initial
value.

 

Expansion of Local-variable
The expanded parameters of local-variable identify program variables declared in a compound statement.

Syntax

Expansion of local-variable

►─────────┬──────────────────────┬── local-variable-name ─────────────────────►◄

          └── cmp-stmnt-label. ──┘

Parameters

• cmp-stmnt-label
Specifies the label of the compound statement that contains the definition of local-variable.

• local-variable-name
Identifies the local variable of an SQL routine.

Usage

Referencing Local Variables

A local variable can only be referenced from within the compound statement that contains its declaration or from within a
compound statement contained in the compound statement that contains its declaration.

Avoiding Ambiguous References

The name of a local variable of an SQL routine can be the same as the name of another local variable, a routine
parameter, a column, or another schema-defined entity such as a table. To avoid ambiguity when referencing these
objects, qualification can be used as follows:

• A local variable can be qualified with the label of the compound statement in which it is declared.
• A routine parameter can be qualified with its associated schema and routine name.
• A column can be qualified with its schema and table name.
• Other schema-defined objects can be qualified with the name of the schema in which they are defined.

Resolving Ambiguous References

If a name is not qualified and more than one object has the specified name, IDMS uses the following precedence rules to
resolve the ambiguous reference:
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• If a local variable with a matching name has been declared within the compound statement in which the reference
occurs, the reference is to the local variable. If more than one such variable is declared, the reference is to the variable
declared in the innermost compound statement containing the reference.

• If a parameter of the routine in which the reference occurs has a matching name, the reference is to the routine
parameter.

• Otherwise, the reference is treated as a reference to a schema-defined object. For more information about how such a
reference is resolved, see Resolving References to Entities in Schemas.

NOTE
In the SQL standard, an unqualified reference would be to the object with innermost scope.

Example

In the following SQL procedure, two local variables, FNAME and LNAME are defined. The references are qualified in
the SELECT statement with the label of the compound statement that holds the definition of the local variables. The SET
statement uses unqualified references.

set options command delimiter '++';

create procedure SQLROUT.LOCALVAR

  ( TITLE     varchar(10) with default

  , P_EMP_ID  NUMERIC(4)

  , P_NAME    varchar(25)

  )

    external name LOCALVAR language SQL

L_MAIN: begin not atomic

 /*

** Count number of employees with equal Firstname using REPEAT

*/

 declare FNAME   char(20);

 declare LNAME   varchar(20);

 

 select EMP_FNAME, EMP_LNAME

   into L_MAIN.FNAME, L_MAIN.LNAME

   from DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE

  where EMP_ID = P_EMP_ID;

 

  set P_NAME = FNAME || LNAME;

end L_MAIN

++

*+ TITLE       P_EMP_ID  P_NAME

call SQLROUT.LOCALVAR('LOCALVAR',2010)++

*+

 

*+ -----       --------  -------------

*+ LOCALVAR    2010      Cora    Parke

Routine Parameters
A routine parameter is a parameter of an SQL routine. You use routine parameters to perform the following:

• Pass values to and from the SQL routine
• Store and retrieve values as needed by the routine logic
• Pass values to other SQL-invoked routines
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Routine parameters can only be referenced within the body of the SQL routine in which they are defined.

Defining Routine Parameters

A routine parameter is defined through a parameter-definition clause of the CREATE PROCEDURE or CREATE
FUNCTION statements. The definition includes the specification of the name, the data type and optional WITH DEFAULT
attribute.

 

Expansion of Routine-parameter
The expanded parameters of routine-parameter identify routine parameters of an SQL routine.

Syntax

Expansion of routine-parameter

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬── parameter-name ──────────►◄

  └─┬───────────────────┬─────── routine-name. ──┘

    └─ schema. ─────────┘

Parameters

• schema
Specifies the schema with which the SQL routine identified by routine-name is associated.

• routine-name
Specifies the name of the SQL routine in which the routine parameter identified by routine-parameter is defined.

• parameter-name
Identifies a parameter of an SQL routine.

Usage

Referencing Routine Parameters

Routine parameters can only be referenced within the body of the SQL routine in which they are defined. A routine
parameter is global to the SQL routine. It can be referenced anywhere in the body of the routine.

Avoiding Ambiguous References

The name of a routine parameter can be the same as the name of a local variable, a column, or another schema-defined
entity such as a table. To avoid ambiguity when referencing these objects, qualification can be used as follows:

• A local variable can be qualified with the label of the compound statement in which it is declared.
• A routine parameter can be qualified with its associated schema and routine name.
• A column can be qualified with its schema and table name.
• Other schema-defined objects can be qualified with the name of the schema in which they are defined.

Resolving Ambiguous References

If a name is not qualified and more than one object has the specified name, IDMS uses the following precedence rules to
resolve the ambiguous reference:
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• If a local variable with a matching name has been declared within the compound statement in which the reference
occurs, the reference is to the local variable. If more than one such variable is declared, the reference is to the variable
declared in the innermost compound statement containing the reference.

• If a parameter of the routine in which the reference occurs has a matching name, the reference is to the routine
parameter.

• Otherwise, the reference is treated as a reference to a schema-defined object. For information about how such a
reference is resolved, see Resolving References to Entities in Schemas.

NOTE
In the SQL standard, an unqualified reference would be to the object with innermost scope.

Example

In the following SQL procedure, three routine parameters, TITLE, P_EMP_ID, and P_LAST_NAME are defined. The
references to P_EMP_ID and P_LAST_NAME in the SELECT statement are qualified. The SET statement uses an
unqualified reference to TITLE.

 set options command delimiter '++';

 create procedure SQLROUT.GETLNAME

   ( TITLE     varchar(10) with default

   , P_EMP_ID  NUMERIC(4)

   , P_LAST_NAME    varchar(25)

   )

     external name GETLNAME language SQL

 L_MAIN: begin not atomic

 

  select EMP_FNAME

    into SQLROUT.GETLNAME.P_LAST_NAME

    from DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE

   where EMP_ID = GETLNAME.P_EMP_ID;

 

   set TITLE = 'Success';

 end L_MAIN

 ++

 

 call SQLROUT.GETLNAME  ('?',2010)++

 *+

 *+ TITL:EP_EMP_ID   P_LAST_NAME

 *+ -----       --------   -----------

 *+ Success         2010   Cora

Dynamic Parameters
A dynamic parameter is a value supplied during the execution of a dynamic SQL statement. It allows a statement, such
as an UPDATE or INSERT statement, to be prepared once but executed multiple times with different input values for each
execution. It also allows a SELECT statement to be prepared once but be used with different selection criteria to retrieve
different rows.

Using Dynamic Parameters

You indicate the presence of a dynamic parameter by specifying a dynamic parameter marker within the text of the SQL
statement being prepared. A dynamic parameter marker is the question mark ("?") symbol. It can be specified anywhere
that an input host variable can be specified, except as noted below.
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When executing an SQL statement that contains one or more dynamic parameter markers, you supply values to be
substituted in place of the markers through the USING clause on the EXECUTE statement. If the prepared SQL statement
is a SELECT, the substitution values are supplied through the USING clause on the OPEN statement.

Parameter Data Types

When a statement containing a dynamic parameter marker is prepared, IDMS infers the data type of the substitution value
by examining the context where the dynamic parameter marker appears. You may use the DESCRIBE statement (or the
DESCRIBE option on the PREPARE statement) to determine the assumptions that IDMS has made about the data types
of the dynamic parameters.

The data types of the actual substitution values do not need to be the same as those assumed by IDMS. However,
they must be compatible with respect to the assignment operator. That is, the value passed at the time the statement is
executed must be capable of being assigned to a variable of the data type assumed by IDMS.

NOTE
For more information about the assignment operation, see Comparison, Assignment, Arithmetic, and
Concatenation Operations.

The following table outlines how IDMS infers the data type of a dynamic parameter from the context in which it is used.

Context data type of dynamic parameter
Date-time value expressions
? + date or date + ? Date duration (DECIMAL(8,0))
? + time or time + ? Time duration (DECIMAL(6,0))
? + timestamp or timestamp + ? Time duration (DECIMAL(6,0))
date - ? Date duration (DECIMAL(8,0))
time - ? Time duration (DECIMAL(6,0))
timestamp - ? Time duration (DECIMAL(6,0))
? - date DATE
? - time TIME
? + labeled duration or
? - labeled duration

DATE if duration is DAY, MONTH, YEAR; TIME if duration is
HOUR, MINUTE, SECOND

v + ? DAY/MONTH/YEAR/ HOUR/MINUTE/SECOND DECIMAL(31,6)
Other value expressions
? arithmetic-operator v or
v arithmetic-operator ?

Same as v

? || v or v || ? VARCHAR (256)
Scalar functions
CAST (? AS data-type) data-type
CHAR_LENGTH (?) VARCHAR (256)
CHARACTER_LENGTH (?) VARCHAR (256)
COALESCE (v,...?,...) Same as v (The first entry in the list cannot be a dynamic

parameter)
CONCAT (?,?) First and second VARCHAR (256)
CONVERT(?, data-type) data-type
FLOAT (?) DOUBLE PRECISION
HEX (?) VARCHAR (256)
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IFNULL(v,?) Same as v (The first entry in the list cannot be a dynamic
parameter)

INTEGER (?) INTEGER
LCASE(?) VARCHAR (256)
LEFT (?, ?) First is VARCHAR (256); second is INTEGER
LENGTH (?) VARCHAR (256)
LOCATE (?, ?, ?) First and second are VARCHAR (256); third is INTEGER
LOWER (?) VARCHAR (256)
LTRIM (?) VARCHAR (256)
POSITION (? IN ?) Both are VARCHAR (256)
PROFILE (?) VARCHAR (256)
RTRIM (?) VARCHAR (256)
SUBSTR (?, ?, ?) or
SUBSTRING (? FROM ? FOR ?)

First is VARCHAR (256); second and third are INTEGER

TRIM (? FROM ?) Both are VARCHAR (256)
UCASE (?) VARCHAR (256)
UPPER (?) VARCHAR (256)
VALUE (v,...,?,...) Same as v (The first entry in the list cannot be a dynamic

parameter)
VARGRAPHIC (?) VARCHAR (256)
Predicates
? comparison-operator v or
v comparison-operator ?

Same as v

? LIKE ? ESCAPE ? All are VARCHAR (256)
? BETWEEN v1 AND v2 Same as v1

v BETWEEN ? AND ? Both same as v
v1 IN (v2,...,?,...) Same as v1

? IN ( v1, v2, ...) Same as v1

? comparison-operator ANY/ALL (subquery) Same data type as result of subquery.
? comparison-operator (subquery) Same data type as result of subquery.
Update values
UPDATE ... SET column = ? Same as column.
INSERT ... VALUES (...,?,...) Same as target column.

NOTE
Dynamic parameters are always nullable.

Data Type Conversion Considerations

IDMS uses the rules in the previous table to infer a data type for a dynamic parameter. The actual value of the parameter
may have a different data type provided the two are compatible with regard to the assignment operator. However, in
certain cases, compatibility may not be sufficient. For example, if you wish to supply a very long character string as an
input value and IDMS has inferred a data type of VARCHAR(256), the input value is truncated to a length of 256. To
circumvent this, you can use the CAST function to override the default data type, as in the next example:
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UPDATE MY.TEXT

  SET STRING =

    CHAR(CURRENT TIMESTAMP) || '**' || CAST (? AS VARCHAR(1000))

  WHERE ...

As an operand of a concatenate symbol, IDMS would normally assign VARCHAR (256) as the data type for the dynamic
parameter. However, by using a CAST function, the parameter is instead assigned a data type of VARCHAR (1000).

Restrictions in the Use of Dynamic Parameters

Dynamic parameter markers may not be used in the following contexts:

• Following a unary + or - operator
• By itself as an entry in the select-list of a query expression
• As both operands of a dyadic operator (except for the concatenation operator)
• As the first entry in the operand list of the COALESCE and VALUE functions
• As both the first and second or first and third operands of a BETWEEN predicate
• As both the first operand and any entry in the second operand of the IN predicate
• As the operand in the following functions: CHAR, DATE, DAY, DAYS, DECIMAL, DIGITS, MINUTE, MONTH,

MICROSECOND, OCTET_LENGTH, SECOND, TIME, TIMESTAMP, YEAR

NOTE
The CAST function may be used to assign a data type to a parameter that otherwise would not be allowed within
the desired context. For example, if you want to use a dynamic parameter as the first operand in the VALUE
function, you may embed the parameter in a CAST function to assign a default data type.

Statement Options

For more information, refer to the options that make use of dynamic parameters on the following statements:

• DESCRIBE
• EXECUTE
• OPEN Statement
• PREPARE

Expansion of Dynamic-parameter-marker
The expanded parameters of dynamic-parameter-marker indicate the use of a dynamic parameter.

Syntax

Expansion of dynamic-parameter-marker

►►── ? ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• ?
Indicates that a dynamic parameter is used to supply a value when the statement is executed.
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Usage

Dynamic SQL Only

Dynamic parameter markers may appear only within the text of an SQL statement which is compiled dynamically using
the PREPARE statement. They may not be used in statements compiled through an EXECUTE IMMEDIATE statement
nor in statements embedded in a host application program.

NOTE
For more information about the use of dynamic parameters, see Dynamic Parameters.

Example

The following INSERT statement contains dynamic parameter markers to indicate that values for the associated dynamic
parameters are supplied when the statement is executed. The EXECUTE statement that follows, supplies those values
through the use of host variables.

insert into coverage (plan_code, emp_id, selection_date,

    num_dependents)

    values (?, ?, current date, ?)

 

execute dyninsert using

    :wk-plan, :wk-emp, :wk-deps indicator :wk-deps-i

Special Registers
A special register is a system-supplied variable defined by IDMS. At any given time, the value of a special register
depends upon the context of the current user session.

Usage

You use special registers in place of literals primarily in SQL data manipulation statements. For example, in the following
SELECT statement, the special register CURRENT DATE specifies the end of a range of dates used as a selection
criterion:

select emp_id, emp_lname

   from employee

   where start_date between '1989-01-01' and current date;

Expansion of Special-register
The expanded parameters of special-register identify system-supplied variables whose value is determined when the SQL
statement in which they appear is executed.

Syntax

Expansion of special-register

►►─┬─ USER ──────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ GROUP ─────────────┤

   ├─ CURRENT DATE ──────┤

   ├─ CURRENT TIME ──────┤
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   ├─ CURRENT TIMESTAMP ─┤

   ├─ CURRENT TIMEZONE ──┤

   ├─ CURRENT DATABASE ──┤

   ├─ CURRENT SCHEMA ────┤

   └─ CURRENT SQLID ─────┘

NOTE
All special registers except USER are IDMS extensions of the SQL standard.

Parameters

• USER
Contains the authorization identifier of the user executing the SQL session.
This value is established when the user signs on to the teleprocessing monitor or when the batch application is started
by the operating system.
If no user has been established, the value of USER is blanks.

• GROUP
Contains the default group identifier associated with the executing user as defined to the security facility.
If no user has been established or if the user has not been assigned a default group, the value of GROUP is blank.

• CURRENT DATE
Contains the current date when the SQL statement is executed.

• CURRENT TIME
Contains the current time when the SQL statement is executed.

• CURRENT TIMESTAMP
Contains the current date and time when the SQL statement is executed with a precision of millionths of a second.

• CURRENT TIMEZONE
Contains the difference between current time and Greenwich Mean Time expressed as a time duration.
This value is calculated from operating system values.

• CURRENT DATABASE
Contains the name of the database to which the SQL session is connected.

• CURRENT SCHEMA
Contains the current schema identifier associated with the SQL session.
This value is established in the CURRENT SCHEMA parameter of a SET SESSION statement. If the SET SESSION
statement has not been issued, it is the value of the SCHEMA profile variable associated with the user session.
If no value has been established, the value of CURRENT SCHEMA is blanks.

• CURRENT SQLID
Is a synonym for CURRENT SCHEMA.

Usage

Values in CURRENT DATE, TIME, and TIMESTAMP

All occurrences of CURRENT DATE, CURRENT TIME, and CURRENT TIMESTAMP appearing within a single SQL
statement are effectively evaluated at the same time.

Data Types and Equivalent Scalar Functions of Special Register Variables

This table gives the data types of IDMS special registers and the equivalent scalar function invocation:

Special register Data type Equivalent Scalar Function
USER CHARACTER(18) USER()
GROUP CHARACTER(18)  
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CURRENT DATE DATE CURDATE()
CURRENT TIME TIME CURTIME()
CURRENT TIMESTAMP TIMESTAMP NOW()
CURRENT TIMEZONE DECIMAL (6,0)  
CURRENT SCHEMA CHARACTER (18)  
CURRENT SQLID CHARACTER (18)  
CURRENT DATABASE CHARACTER (8) DATABASE()

ROWID Pseudo-column
A pseudo-column is a column associated by IDMS with each table or view. Pseudo-columns are not part of the definition
of a table or a view and do not show up as rows from the SYSTEM.COLUMN catalog table or as record elements of a
record in a network schema. The ROWID pseudo-columns is only part of a SELECT * list if the WITH VIRTUAL KEYS
option is used in the definition of the schema for the entities in the FROM parameter of the SELECT statement.

For more information, see CREATE SCHEMA.

The ROWID pseudo-column has a special data type ROWID with a fixed length of 8 bytes. For any practical
considerations, the ROWID data type can be considered equivalent to BIN(8). ROWID contains information about the
storage location of the row in the database. Internally the ROWID is made up of the DBKEY of the underlying database
record (first 4 bytes). The last 4 bytes contain the page information related to the DBKEY. The first 2 bytes of the page
information contain the page group number, and the last 2 bytes contain the dbkey radix.

For more information about page information, see DB-Keys and Page Information. 

In a query containing a ROWID value, the page information that is required depends on the schema virtual key
specification. If the query references a schema that includes virtual keys, any supplied ROWID value must contain valid
page information. It is validated against the page information for the associated record/table. If the query references only
schemas that do not include virtual foreign keys, a ROWID value can specify only the 4-byte dbkey value and the page
information for the associated record/tableis used. ROWID is always displayed as an 8 byte field.

The value of ROWID is unique for each row of a base table; however, you cannot consider it to be a table's primary key
because its value can change over the lifetime of the database. This could happen, for example, after an UNLOAD/
RELOAD operation.

The ROWID provides unique access and the fastest access to a row of a table, no matter if the table is SQL- or non-SQL-
defined.

The ROWID value is not persistent for the life of the database, but it never changes within a transaction or other controlled
processes, if the row is not deleted.

The value of ROWID can be null (for example, as the result of an outer join operation).

A ROWID pseudo-column cannot be updated or inserted.

Views also have an associated ROWID pseudo-column. The value of a view's ROWID is the ROWID of the first base table
in the decomposition of the view from left to right. The ROWID values of a view are not necessarily unique.

The ROWID pseudo-column is an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

When to Use ROWID

Although ROWID can be used for SQL-defined tables, it is most useful for use with non-SQL-defined databases. Since
such databases tend to have record types with no primary or foreign keys, identifying a specific row to be updated or
deleted is often difficult. For such record types, it was often necessary to implement a table procedure to perform the
update or deletion. The presence of ROWID pseudo-column makes the table procedure unnecessary, because it uniquely
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identifies each row of any non-SQL-defined table. In addition, within a transaction it can be used as a primary key of
implicitly-defined constraints with virtual foreign keys. For more information on virtual foreign keys, see SQL Virtual Keys.

Expansion of rowid-pseudo-column
The expanded parameters of rowid-pseudo-column request the ROWID values to be determined when the SQL statement
in which they appear is executed.

Syntax

Expansion of rowid-pseudo-column

►►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───┬──── ROWID ────────────────►◄

   ├──┬──────────────┬┬─ table-identifier. ───┤   │

   │  └ schema-name. ┘└── view-identifier. ───┘   │

   └──────────────── alias. ──────────────────────┘

Parameters

• schema-name
Specifies the schema with which the table or view identified by table-identifier or view-identifier is associated. For more
information about using a schema name to qualify a table or view identifier, see Identifying Entities in Schemas.

• table-identifier
Identifies a base table defined in the dictionary.

• view-identifier
Identifies a view defined in the dictionary.

• alias
Specifies the alias associated with the table or view to which the ROWID pseudo-column refers. The alias must be
defined in the FROM parameter of the subquery, query specification, or SELECT statement that includes the ROWID.

Usage

Because the pseudo-column ROWID obviously becomes easily ambiguous when multiple tables or views are involved in
an SQL statement, qualification is required in most cases.

NOTE
ROWID can generally also be used for tables associated with native VSAM files. However for KSDS native
VSAM files ROWID cannot be used to directly access a KSDS record.

Examples

Using ROWID in a Simple SELECT Statement

SELECT ROWID, OFFICE_CODE_0450, OFFICE_CITY_0450

  FROM EMPSCHM.OFFICE;

 

               ROWID  OFFICE_CODE_0450  OFFICE_CITY_0450

               -----  ----------------  ----------------

 X'0125970100000008'  002               BOSTON

 X'0125A00100000008'  001               SPRINGFIELD

 X'0125A30100000008'  005               GLASSTER

 X'0125A60100000008'  012               CAMBRIDGE
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 X'0125A90100000008'  008               WESTON

The values of ROWID are displayed as hexadecimal values, which in this case are also the values of the DBKEY and
page information (page group and radix) for the OFFICE record in the non-SQL-defined schema EMPSCHM VERSION
100 of the demo employee database.

Using ROWID in the WHERE clause of a Searched UPDATE Statement

UPDATE EMPSCHM.EMPLOYEE SET EMP_CITY = 'BRUSSELS'

  WHERE ROWID = X'0124FF01';

The column EMP_CITY of the EMPLOYEE record in the non-SQL schema EMPSCHM VERSION 100 is updated for the
record whose DBKEY is X'0124FF01'. In this example the schema does not include virtual keys, so the page information
for the EMPLOYEE record is used.

Using ROWID with a Virtual Key Schema

CREATE SCHEMA EMPVFK FOR NONSQL SCHEMA APPLDICT.EMPSCHM V 100 DBNAME EMPDEMO WITH VIRTUAL KEYS;

SELECT ROWID, DEPT_ID_0410, DEPT_NAME_0410 FROM EMPVFK.DEPARTMENT WHERE ROWID=X'0125BD0100000008';

 

               ROWID  DEPT_ID_0410  DEPT_NAME_0410

               -----  ------------  --------------

 X'0125BD0100000008'           100  EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION

This example returns the values for the DEPARTMENT record with DBKEY x’0125BD0100000008’. The ROWID is
displayed as an 8-byte hexadecimal value.

Using ROWID in a JOIN of a Base Table and a View

Both examples use view EMPSQL.EMPLOYEEV which is defined as follows:

CREATE VIEW EMPSQL.EMPLOYEEV

    AS SELECT * FROM EMPSCHM.EMPLOYEE;

In the first example, view EMPSQL.EMPOFFV is defined as follows:

CREATE VIEW EMPSQL.EMPOFFV

 AS SELECT EV.*, O.*

  FROM EMPSCHM.OFFICE O, EMPSQL.EMPLOYEEV EV

 WHERE "OFFICE-EMPLOYEE";

The returned ROWID for the view is the ROWID of the EMPSCHM.OFFICE base table:

SELECT EOV.ROWID, D.ROWID, D.*, EMP_ID_0415, OFFICE_CODE_0450

FROM EMPSQL.EMPOFFV EOV, EMPSCHM.DEPARTMENT D

 WHERE "DEPT-EMPLOYEE" AND EMP_ID_0415 < 5;

 

               ROWID                 ROWID  DEPT_ID_0410  DEPT_NAME_0410

               -----                 -----  ------------  --------------

 X'0125A00100000008'   X'0125BD0100000008'           100  EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION

 X'0125A00100000008'   X'0125BC0100000008'          3100  INTERNAL SOFTWARE

 X'0125A00100000008'   X'0125AB0100000008'          3200  COMPUTER OPERATIONS
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 DEPT_HEAD_ID_0410  EMP_ID_0415       OFFICE_CODE_0450

 -----------------  ----------------  ----------------

                30                 1  001

                 3                 3  001

                 4                 4  001 

In the second example, EMPSQL.EMPOFFV is defined as follows:

CREATE VIEW EMPSQL.EMPOFFV

 AS SELECT EV.*, O.*

  FROM EMPSQL.EMPLOYEEV EV, EMPSCHM.OFFICE O

 WHERE "OFFICE-EMPLOYEE";

The returned ROWID for the view is the ROWID of the EMPSCHM.EMPLOYEE base table, which is the first base table in
the view EMPLOYEEV.

SELECT EOV.ROWID, D.ROWID, D.*, EMP_ID_0415, OFFICE_CODE_0450

FROM EMPSQL.EMPOFFV EOV, EMPSCHM.DEPARTMENT D

 WHERE "DEPT-EMPLOYEE" AND EMP_ID_0415 < 5;

 

               ROWID                 ROWID  DEPT_ID_0410  DEPT_NAME_0410

               -----                 -----  ------------  --------------

 X'0125280100000008'   X'0125BD0100000008'           100  EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION

 X'01253B0100000008'   X'0125BC0100000008'          3100  INTERNAL SOFTWARE

 X'0125530100000008'   X'0125AB0100000008'          3200  COMPUTER OPERATIONS

 

 DEPT_HEAD_ID_0410  EMP_ID_0415  OFFICE_CODE_0450

 -----------------  -----------  ----------------

                30            1  001

                 3            3  001

                 4            4  001

NOTE

These examples are valid only when using schemas without virtual keys. For tables in schemas with virtual
keys, the rowid columns must be explicitly listed in the view column name list due to the inclusion of the ROWID
columns when using the *. For more information, see CREATE VIEW.

Searched Update of Records Without Primary Key

This example updates all the COVERAGE records of the employee with EMP_ID=23:

UPDATE EMPSCHM.COVERAGE C

  SET SELECTION_YEAR_0400 = 20

 WHERE C.ROWID IN (

           SELECT CI.ROWID

             FROM EMPSCHM.EMPLOYEE E, EMPSCHM.COVERAGE CI

            WHERE "EMP-COVERAGE"

              AND EMP_ID_0415 = 23);

Searched Delete of Records Without Primary Key

This example deletes all the COVERAGE records of the employee with EMP_ID=23:
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DELETE FROM EMPSCHM.COVERAGE C

 WHERE C.ROWID IN (

       SELECT CI.ROWID

         FROM EMPSCHM.EMPLOYEE E, EMPSCHM.COVERAGE CI

        WHERE "EMP-COVERAGE"

          AND EMP_ID_0415 = 23);

Expansion of Value-expression
The expanded parameters of value-expression represent a single data value or a set of one or more data values in an
SQL statement.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

Expansion of value-expression

►►─┬───────┬─┬─ aggregate-function ───────────────┬───────────────────────────►

   ├─ + ◄──┤ ├─ scalar-function ──────────────────┤

   └─ - ───┘ ├─┬───────────────┬─── column-name ──┤

             │ ├─ table-name. ─┤                  │

             │ └─ alias. ──────┘                  │

             ├─ literal ──────────────────────────┤

             ├─ host-variable ────────────────────┤

             ├─ special-register ─────────────────┤

             ├─ ( value-expression ) ─────────────┤

             ├─ labeled-duration ─────────────────┤

             ├─ dynamic-parameter-marker ─────────┤

             ├─ rowid-pseudo-column ──────────────┤

             ├─ routine-parameter ────────────────┤

             └─ local-variable ───────────────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────►◄

   │ ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─┬─ * ──┬─┬───────┬─┬─ aggregate-function ───────────────┬┴─┘

       ├─ / ──┤ ├─ + ◄──┤ ├─ scalar-function ──────────────────┤

       ├─ + ──┤ └─ - ───┘ ├─┬───────────────┬─── column-name ──┤

       ├─ - ──┤           │ ├─ table-name. ─┤                  │

       └─ ││ ─┘           │ └─ alias. ──────┘                  │

                          ├─ literal ──────────────────────────┤

                          ├─ host-variable ────────────────────┤

                          ├─ special-register ─────────────────┤

                          ├─ ( value-expression ) ─────────────┤

                          ├─ labeled-duration ─────────────────┤

                          ├─ dynamic-parameter-marker──────────┤

                          ├─ rowid-pseudo-column ──────────────┤

                          ├─ routine-parameter ────────────────┤

                          └─ local-variable ───────────────────┘
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Parameters

• +, -
Specifies the unary arithmetic operation to be performed on the operand that follows:
– + leaves the sign of the operand unchanged. A positive value remains positive. A negative value remains negative.
– - reverses the sign of the operand. A positive value becomes negative. A negative value becomes positive.
The default is +.
You can specify unary arithmetic operators with numeric operands only.

• aggregate-function
Specifies an aggregate function to be used as an operand in the value expression. For expanded aggregate-function
syntax, see Expansion of Aggregate-function.

• scalar-function
Specifies a scalar function to be used as an operand in the value expression. For expanded scalar-function syntax,
see Expansion of Scalar-function.

• column-name
Specifies a column to be used as an operand in the value expression. The expression is evaluated once for each value
in the named column.
– table-name.

Specifies the table, view, procedure or table procedure that includes the named column. For expanded table-name
syntax, see Expansion of Table-name.

– alias.
Specifies the alias associated with the table, view, procedure or table procedure that includes the named column.
The alias must be defined in the FROM parameter of the subquery, query specification, or SELECT statement that
includes the value expression.

• literal
Specifies a literal to be used as a single operand in the value expression. For expanded literal syntax, see Expansion
of Literal.

• host-variable
Specifies a host variable to be used as a single operand in the value expression. For expanded host-variable syntax,
see Expansion of Host-variable.

• special-register
Specifies a special register to be used as a single operand in the value expression. For expanded special-register
syntax, see Expansion of Special-register.

• (value-expression)
Specifies another value expression to be used as a single operand in the value expression. To be manipulated as a
single operand, the value expression must be enclosed in parentheses.

• labeled-duration
Specifies a labeled duration to be used as an operand in the value expression. For expanded labeled-duration
syntax, see Expansion of Labeled-duration.

• dynamic-parameter-marker
Specifies a dynamic parameter to be used as a single operand in the value expression. For expanded dynamic-
parameter-marker syntax, see Expansion of Dynamic-parameter-marker.

• rowid-pseudo-column
Requests the ROWID value to be determined when the SQL statement in which it appears is executed. For
expanded rowid-pseudo-column syntax, see Expansion of rowid-pseudo-column.

• routine-parameter
Specifies a routine parameter to be used as a single operand in the value expression. For expanded routine-
parameter syntax, see Expansion of Routine-parameter.

• local-variable
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Specifies a local variable to be used as a single operand in the value expression. For expanded local-variable syntax,
see Expansion of Local-variable

• *, /, +, -, ||
Specifies the binary arithmetic operation or concatenation operation to be performed on the operands preceding and
following the operator.
Binary arithmetic operators are:
– * multiplies the first operand by the second operand
– / divides the first operand by the second operand
– + adds the second operand to the first operand
– - subtracts the second operand from the first operand
You can specify binary arithmetic operators with numeric operands only.
The concatenation operator is:
– || concatenates the second operand to the first operand
You can specify the concatenation operator with binary operands, character operands, or graphics operands.

Usage

Order of Evaluation

After evaluating the individual operands, IDMS performs the operations in a value expression in the following order:

1. Unary operations from left to right.
2. Multiplication and division from left to right.
3. Addition and subtraction from left to right.

You can use parentheses to override the default order of evaluation. Operations in parentheses are performed first.

For example, the result of the following value expression is 19:

10 * 2 - 1

When the subtraction operation is enclosed in parentheses, the result of the expression is 10:

10 * (2 - 1)

Unary Operators With Signed Numeric Literals

If the operand following a unary operator is a numeric literal that includes a plus or minus sign, the literal must be
enclosed in parentheses.

Null Values in a Value Expression

If the value of any of the operands in a value expression is null, the result of the expression is a null value.

Data Type of the Result

The data type of the result of a value expression with one operand is the data type of the operand.

The data type of the result of a numeric value expression with multiple operands is the common data type corresponding
to the data type of highest precedence in the expression, as determined by the rules for data type conversion in arithmetic
operations.
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This table shows the data type of the result of a concatenation operation for each allowable combination of operands:

Operand Operand Result
CHARACTER CHARACTER CHARACTER
CHARACTER VARCHAR VARCHAR
VARCHAR VARCHAR VARCHAR
BINARY BINARY CHARACTER
BINARY CHARACTER CHARACTER
BINARY VARCHAR CHARACTER
GRAPHIC GRAPHIC GRAPHIC
GRAPHIC VARGRAPHIC GRAPHIC
VARGRAPHIC VARGRAPHIC VARGRAPHIC

 

For more information about data type conversion, see Comparison, Assignment, Arithmetic, and Concatenation
Operations.

Examples

A Single Operand

In the SELECT statement below, the value expressions that identify the data to be selected each consist of a single
operand. The first is a column, and the second two are aggregate functions.

select proj_leader_id, count(proj_id), avg(est_man_hours)

   from project

   group by proj_leader_id;

Multiple Operands

In the UPDATE statement below, the value expression that specifies the new value for SALARY_AMOUNT includes
multiple operands. IDMS computes the new value by multiplying the value in the SALARY_AMOUNT column by .06,
adding the result to the original value in SALARY_AMOUNT, and then adding the value in :MERIT_AMT to the result of
the first addition.

EXEC SQL

UPDATE POSITION

   SET SALARY_AMOUNT = SALARY_AMOUNT + (SALARY_AMOUNT * .06)

                       + :MERIT_AMT

   WHERE EMP_ID = :EMPLOYEE-ID

END-EXEC

Durations
A duration is a value that represents a time interval. There are three kinds of duration:
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Labeled Durations

A labeled duration represents a specific unit of time as expressed by a value expression followed by a duration keyword.
Labeled duration appears in syntax as labeled-duration. For expanded labeled-duration syntax, see Expansion of
Labeled-duration.

These are examples of labeled durations:

• 10 MINUTES
• :HV-INPUT YEARS
• SUM (HOURS_WORKED) HOURS

Date Duration

A date duration is a value of data type DECIMAL(8,0) that represents an interval of years, months, and days. The value
must have the format yyyymmdd where yyyy represents the number of years, mm the number of months, and dd the
number of days.

For example, the date duration 41027 represents 4 years, 10 months, and 27 days.

Time Duration

A time duration is a value of data type DECIMAL(6,0) that represents an interval of hours, minutes, and seconds. The
value must have the format hhmmss where hh represents the number of hours, mm the number of minutes, and ss the
number of seconds.

For example, the time duration 173306 represents 17 hours, 33 minutes, and 6 seconds.

Expansion of Labeled-duration
The expanded parameters of labeled-duration specify an interval of time in a unit of measure ranging from microseconds
to years.

Syntax

Expansion of labeled-duration

►►─┬─ aggregate-function ────────────┬───┬─ YEAR ─────────┬───────────────────►◄

   ├─┬───────────────┬─ column-name ─┤   ├─ YEARS ────────┤

   │ ├─ table-name. ─┤               │   ├─ MONTH ────────┤

   │ └─ alias. ──────┘               │   ├─ MONTHS ───────┤

   ├─ literal ───────────────────────┤   ├─ DAY ──────────┤

   ├─ host-variable ─────────────────┤   ├─ DAYS ─────────┤

   ├─ value-expression ──────────────┤   ├─ HOUR ─────────┤

   └─ dynamic-parameter-marker ──────┘   ├─ HOURS ────────┤

                                         ├─ MINUTE ───────┤

                                         ├─ MINUTES ──────┤

                                         ├─ SECOND ───────┤

                                         ├─ SECONDS ──────┤

                                         ├─ MICROSECOND ──┤

                                         └─ MICROSECONDS ─┘

Parameters

• aggregate-function
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Specifies the aggregate function that represents the value in the labeled duration. For expanded aggregate-function
syntax, see Expansion of Aggregate-function.

• column-name
Specifies the column that represents the value in the labeled duration.

• table-name.
Specifies the table, view, procedure or table procedure that includes the named column. For expanded table-name
syntax, see Expansion of Table-name.

• alias.
Specifies the alias for the table, view, procedure or table procedure that includes the named column.

• literal
Specifies the literal that represents the value in the labeled duration. For expanded literal syntax, see Expansion of
Literal.

• host-variable
Specifies the host variable that contains the value in the labeled duration. For expanded host-variable syntax, see
Expansion of Host-variable.

• value-expression
Specifies the value expression that represents the value in the labeled duration. For expanded value-expression
syntax, see Expansion of Value-expression.

• dynamic-parameter-marker
Specifies that the value in the labeled-duration statement is supplied as a dynamic parameter. For expanded dynamic-
parameter-marker syntax, see Expansion of Dynamic-parameter-marker.

• YEAR / YEARS
Indicates that the unit of measure of the duration is years.

• MONTH / MONTHS
Indicates that the unit of measure of the duration is months.

• DAY / DAYS
Indicates that the unit of measure of the duration is days.

• HOUR / HOURS
Indicates that the unit of measure of the duration is hours.

• MINUTE / MINUTES
Indicates that the unit of measure of the duration is minutes.

• SECOND / SECONDS
Indicates that the unit of measure of the duration is seconds.

• MICROSECOND / MICROSECONDS
Indicates that the unit of measure of the duration is microseconds.

Date/time Arithmetic
The only arithmetic operations that can be performed on date/time values are addition and subtraction.

Date/time Addition

If a date/time value is the operand of addition, the other operand must be a duration. These rules govern the use of the
addition operator with date/time values:

• If one operand is a date, the other operand must be a date duration or labeled duration of years, months, or days
• If one operand is a time, the other operand must be a time duration or a labeled duration of hours, minutes, or seconds
• If one operand is a timestamp, the other operand must be a duration
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Date/time Subtraction

The rules for the use of the subtraction operator on date/time values differ from those for addition. The tables below
describe the rules for using the subtraction operator with date/time values.

NOTE
The second operand cannot be a timestamp.

First Operand Rules

If the first operand is The second operand must be
A date A date

A date duration
A string representation of a date
A labeled duration of years, months or days

A time A time
A time duration
A string representation of a time
A labeled duration of hours, minutes, or seconds

A timestamp A duration

Second Operand Rules

If the second operand is The first operand must be
A date A date

A string representation of a date
A time A time

A string representation of a time

Date Arithmetic

Dates can be subtracted, incremented, or decremented.

Subtracting Dates

The result of subtracting one date from another date is a date duration in the form yyyymmdd that specifies the number of
years, months, and days between the two dates. The data type of the result is DECIMAL(8,0).

In the expression D1 - D2, where D1 and D2 are date values:

If D1 is greater than or equal to D2,

D2 is subtracted from D1

 

If D1 is less than D2,

D1 is subtracted from D2, and the sign of the result is made negative

Date Subtraction Procedures

These are the procedures used to obtain a result R in the expression R = D1 - D2 where D1 and D2 are date values:

If DAY(D2) < = DAY(D1),

then DAY(R) = DAY(D1) - DAY(D2).
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If DAY(D2) > DAY(D1),

then DAY(R) = N + DAY(D1) - DAY(D2)

where N = the last day of MONTH(D2).

MONTH(D2) is then incremented by 1.

 

If MONTH(D2) < = MONTH(D1),

then MONTH(R) = MONTH(D1) - MONTH(D2).

 

If MONTH(D2) > MONTH(D1),

then MONTH(R) = 12 + MONTH(D1) - MONTH(D2).

YEAR(D2) is then incremented by 1.

 

YEAR(R) = YEAR(D1) - YEAR(D2).

Example of Subtracting Dates

The result of DATE('12/31/2000') - DATE('8/10/1999') is 10421, representing a duration of 1 year, 4 months, and 21 days.

Arithmetic with a Date and a Duration

What You Can Do

The result of adding a duration to a date or subtracting a duration from a date is a date. The result must fall in the range of
dates from January 1, 0001 to December 31, 9999.

WARNING
Warning: If an invalid date is calculated during an UPDATE STATEMENT, the target column remains
unchanged. An invalid date can be calculated during "Operations with a Duration of Years" or "Operations with a
Duration or Months."

Operations with a Duration of Years

Adding or subtracting a duration of years affects the year of the resulting date but does not affect the month or day unless
the result is February 29 of a non-leap year. In this case, the day portion is set to 28. When this adjustment is required, a
warning message is issued.

For example, the result of DATE('5/1/1998') + 3 YEARS is '5/1/2001'.

Operations with a Duration of Months

Adding or subtracting a duration of months affects the month and potentially the year of the resulting date. The day portion
of the date is unchanged unless the result is an invalid date, such as June 31. When an invalid date is calculated, IDMS
returns a warning message. If the invalid date is calculated during a SELECT statement, the date is set to the last day of
the month.

For example, the result of DATE ('10/31/2001') - 1 MONTH is '9/30/2001'.

Operations with a Duration of Days

Adding or subtracting a duration of days affects the day of the resulting date and potentially the month and year.
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For example, the result of DATE ('12/15/2000') + 45 DAYS is '1/29/2001'.

Operations with Date Durations

Date durations of data type DECIMAL (8,0) in the form yyyymmdd may also be added to and subtracted from dates. The
date duration may be a positive or negative value.

The result is a date that has been incremented or decremented by the specified number of years, months, and days,
respectively. Thus, D1 + N, where N is a positive date duration, is equivalent to this expression:

D1 + YEAR(N) YEARS + MONTH(N) MONTHS + DAY(N) DAYS

For example, the result of DATE('4/13/2001') + 101 is '5/14/2001'.

NOTE
Leading zeros are dropped. Therefore, 101 is the same as 00000101.

Reversing Operations with Date Durations

If you add duration 100 (one month) to date D1, obtaining result R, R - 100 may not necessarily equal D1 because the
operation D1 + 100 may require an end-of-the-month adjustment. For example:

DATE('8/31/2001') + 100 = '9/30/2001'

However:

DATE('9/30/2001') - 100 = '8/30/2001'

Time Arithmetic

Times can be subtracted, incremented, or decremented.

Subtracting Times

The result of subtracting one time (T2) from another (T1) is a time duration in the form hhmmss that specifies the number
of hours, minutes, and seconds between the two times. The data type of the result is DECIMAL (6,0).

In the expression T1 - T2, where T1 and T2 are time values:

If T1 is greater than or equal to T2,

T2 is subtracted from T1

 

If T1 is less than T2,

T1 is subtracted from T2, and the sign of the result is made negative

Time Subtraction Procedures

These are the procedures used to obtain a result R in the expression R = T1 - T2 where T1 and T2 are time values:

SECOND(T2) < = SECOND(T1),

then SECOND(R) = SECOND(T1) - SECOND(T2).
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If SECOND(T2) > SECOND(T1),

then SECOND(R) = 60 + SECOND(T1) - SECOND(T2).

MINUTE(D2) is then incremented by 1.

 

If MINUTE(T2) < = MINUTE(T1),

then MINUTE(R) = MINUTE(T1) - MINUTE(T2).

 

If MINUTE(T2) > MINUTE(T1),

then MINUTE(R) = 60 + MINUTE(T1) - MINUTE(T2).

HOUR(T2) is then incremented by 1.

 

HOUR(R) = HOUR(T1) - HOUR(T2).

For example, the result of TIME ('16:43:17') - TIME('14:30:00') is 21317, representing a duration of 2 hours, 13 minutes
and 17 seconds.

Arithmetic with a Duration and a Time

What is the Result?

The result of adding a duration to a time, or of subtracting a duration from a time, is a time.

Operations With a Duration of Hours

Adding or subtracting a duration of hours affects the hours of the resulting time. The minutes and seconds are unchanged.

For example, the result of TIME ('16:43:17') + 3 HOURS is '19:43:17'.

Operations With a Duration of Minutes

Adding or subtracting a duration of minutes affects the minutes and potentially the hours of the resulting time. The
seconds portion of the time is unchanged.

For example, the result of TIME ('16:43:17') + 30 MINUTES is '17:13:17'.

Operations With a Duration of Seconds

Adding or subtracting a duration of seconds affects the seconds and potentially the minutes and hours of the resulting
time.

For example, the result of TIME ('16:43:17') + 51 SECONDS is '16:44:08'.

NOTE
In arithmetic with a time and a duration, overflow or underflow ofhours is discarded.

Operations With Time Durations

Time durations of a data type DECIMAL(6,0) may also be added to and subtracted from times. The time duration may be
a positive or negative value.

The result is a time that has been incremented or decremented by the specified number of hours, minutes, and seconds,
respectively. Thus, T1 + N, where N is a positive time duration, is equivalent to this expression:
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T1 + HOUR(N) HOURS + MINUTE(N) MINUTES + SECONDS(N) SECONDS

For example, the result of TIME ('16:43:17') + 32114 is '20:08:31'.

Timestamp Arithmetic

Timestamps can be incremented, or decremented. The result of adding a duration to a timestamp, or of subtracting a
duration from a timestamp, is a timestamp.

Timestamp arithmetic is performed as described for date and time arithmetic except that an overflow or underflow of hours
is carried into the date part of the result.

Precedence of Operations

Expressions within parentheses are evaluated first. When the order of evaluation is not specified by parentheses:

• Prefix operators are applied before multiplication and division
• Multiplication and division are applied before addition and subtraction
• Operators at the same precedence level are applied from left to right

Expansion of XML-value-expression
The expanded parameters of XML-value-expression specify XML values. For more information about XML values, see
XML Publishing.

Syntax

Expansion of XML-value-expression

►──────┬── XML-value-function ──┬─────────────────────────────►◄

       └── subquery ────────────┘

Parameters

• XML-value-function
Specifies an XML-value-function that returns an XML value. For more information see Expansion of XML-value-
function.

• subquery
Specifies a subquery that must return a single XML value or the NULL value. For more information on subqueries, see
Subqueries.

Functions
Aggregate-function
An aggregate function is a function whose argument includes one or more columns and which operates on one or more
rows. The result of an aggregate function is a single value. This value is derived from the sets of values in the columns
named in the argument.

The set of values is derived from the result table or from each group of results if the associated query contains a GROUP
BY.
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Expansion of Aggregate-function
The expanded parameters of aggregate-function represent an aggregate function in an SQL statement.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

Expansion of aggregate-function

►►─┬─┬─ AVG ─┬─ ( ─┬─┬────────────┬─┬───────────────┬─── column-name ──┬─ )─┬─►◄

   │ ├─ MAX ─┤     │ └─ DISTINCT ─┘ ├─ table-name. ─┤                  │    │

   │ ├─ MIN ─┤     │                └─ alias. ──────┘                  │    │

   │ └─ SUM ─┘     └─ all value-expression ────────────────────────────┘    │

   └─ COUNT ( ─┬─ * ───────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ ) ────┘

               └─┬────────────┬─┬───────────────┬─── column-name ──┘

                 └─ DISTINCT ─┘ ├─ table-name. ─┤

                                └─ alias. ──────┘

Parameters

• AVG
Computes the arithmetic mean of the non-null values specified by the argument.
If no rows are found for the function, or if all rows found contain null values, the result of the function is null.

• MAX
Finds the largest of the non-null values specified by the argument.
If no rows are found for the function, or if all rows found contain null values, the result of the function is null.

• MIN
Finds the smallest of the non-null values specified by the argument.
If no rows are found for the function, or if all rows found contain null values, the result of the function is null.

• SUM
Computes the total of the non-null values specified by the argument.
If no rows are found for the function, or if all rows found contain null values, the result of the function is null.

• DISTINCT
Directs IDMS to exclude both duplicate values and null values from the set of values identified by column-name before
evaluating the function.
If you do not specify DISTINCT, IDMS excludes only null values.

• column-name
Specifies the set of values in the named column. IDMS excludes null values from the set before evaluating the
function.
For AVG and SUM, the named column must have an approximate or exact numeric data type.
– table-name

Specifies the table, view, procedure or table procedure that includes the named column. For expanded table-name
syntax, see Expansion of Table-name.

– alias
Specifies the alias associated with the table, view, procedure or table procedure that includes the named column.
The alias must be defined in the FROM parameter of the subquery, query specification, or SELECT statement that
includes the aggregate function.

 

• all value-expression
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Specifies the set of values derived from the evaluation of a value expression. Null values are excluded from the set
before the function is evaluated.
When used as the argument of an aggregate function, value-expression:
– Must include at least one column reference
– Cannot include another aggregate function (that is, you cannot nest aggregate functions)
– Cannot include both arithmetic operators and outer references

NOTE
For more information about outer references, see Subqueries.

For AVG and SUM, the values in the set must have an approximate or exact numeric data type.
The keyword ALL is optional and does not affect the evaluation of the function. For expanded value-expression
syntax, see Expansion of Value-expression.

• COUNT
Counts the number of rows where the column identified by the argument contains non-null values.
If no rows are found for the function, or if all rows found contain null values, the result of the function is 0.

• *
Counts the rows in the requested grouping, if any, of the result table.

Usage

The DISTINCT and ALL Parameters with MAX and MIN

When the argument of the MAX or MIN function is a single column, the result of the function is the same whether you use
the DISTINCT parameter. However, IDMS evaluates the function more efficiently when you omit DISTINCT.

Aggregate Functions with Grouped Tables

When used in a subquery, query-specification, or SELECT statement that includes the GROUP BY parameter, aggregate
functions are evaluated once for each group in the table.

If there is no GROUP BY parameter, aggregate functions are evaluated once for the entire result table.

Data Types of Function Results

Function Data type of the value returned
AVG Determined by the rules for data type conversion in arithmetic

operations
COUNT INTEGER
MAX Same as the data type of the values specified by the argument
MIN Same as the data type of the values specified by the argument
SUM Determined by the rules for data type conversion in arithmetic

operations

NOTE
For more information about data type conversion, see Comparison, Assignment, Arithmetic, and Concatenation
Operations.

Examples

Finding an Average

The following SELECT statement returns the average number of days employees took as vacation time or sick time in the
1989 fiscal year:
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select avg(vac_taken + sick_taken)

   from benefits

   where fiscal_year = '89';

Counting Rows that Satisfy a Condition

The following SELECT statement counts the insurance plans not currently used by any employees:

select count(*)

   from insurance_plan

   where plan_code not in

      (select plan_code

         from coverage);

Counting Rows in Table Groupings

The following SELECT statement counts the number of different jobs in each department:

select d.dept_id, d.dept_name, count(distinct p.job_id)

   from department d, employee e, position p

   where d.dept_id = e.dept_id

      and e.emp_id = p.emp_id

   group by d.dept_id, d.dept_name;

Selecting the Largest Value

The following SELECT statement identifies the jobs that have the largest number of positions open:

select job_id, job_title, num_open

   from job

   where num_open =

      (select max(num_open)

         from job);

More Information

• For more information about subqueries and query specifications, see Query Specifications, Subqueries, Query
Expressions, and Cursor Specifications.

• For more information about the SELECT statement, see SELECT.

Scalar Function
A scalar function is a function that operates on 0 or more value expressions and returns a single value. This value is
derived from the expression or expressions named in the function arguments.

Scalar functions can be user-defined or built-in. User-defined functions are defined using a CREATE FUNCTION
statement. Built-in functions are known to the DBMS but are not explicitly defined. All built-in functions are provided as
part of IDMS SQL. During the installation of IDMS, a large number of generally useful user-defined functions is defined
into the SYSCA schema. For detailed descriptions of the Broadcom-supplied scalar functions, see IDMS Scalar Functions.

Expansion of Scalar-function
A scalar function operates on 0 or more value expressions, resulting in a single value.

This article describes the following information:
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Syntax

Expansion of scalar-function

►►─┬──user-defined-function ────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ ABS-function ─────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ ACOS-function ────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ ASIN-function ────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ ATAN-function ────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ ATAN2-function ───────────────────────────┤

   ├─ CAST-function ────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ CEIL-function ────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ CEILING-function ─────────────────────────┤

   ├─ CHAR-function ────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ CHAR_LENGTH-function ─────────────────────┤

   ├─ CHARACTER_LENGTH-function ────────────────┤

   ├─ COALESCE-function ────────────────────────┤

   ├─ CONCAT-function ──────────────────────────┤

   ├─ CONVERT-function ─────────────────────────┤

   ├─ COS-function ─────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ COSH-function ────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ COT-function ─────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ CURDATE-function ─────────────────────────┤

   ├─ CURTIME-function ─────────────────────────┤

   ├─ DATABASE-function ────────────────────────┤

   ├─ DATE-function ────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ DAY-function ─────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ DAYNAME-function ─────────────────────────┤

   ├─ DAYOFMONTH-function ──────────────────────┤

   ├─ DAYOFWEEK-function ───────────────────────┤

   ├─ DAYOFYEAR-function ───────────────────────┤

   ├─ DAYS-function ────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ DECIMAL-function ─────────────────────────┤

   ├─ DEGREES-function ─────────────────────────┤

   ├─ DIGITS-function ──────────────────────────┤

   ├─ EXP-function ─────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ FLOAT-function ───────────────────────────┤

   ├─ FLOOR-function ───────────────────────────┤

   ├─ HEX-function ─────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ HOUR-function ────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ IFNULL-function ──────────────────────────┤

   ├─ INSERT-function ──────────────────────────┤

   ├─ INTEGER-function──────────────────────────┤

   ├─ LCASE-function  ──────────────────────────┤

   ├─ LEFT-function   ──────────────────────────┤

   ├─ LENGTH-function ──────────────────────────┤

   ├─ LOCATE-function ──────────────────────────┤

   ├─ LOG-function    ──────────────────────────┤

   ├─ LOG10-function  ──────────────────────────┤

   ├─ LOWER-function  ──────────────────────────┤

   ├─ LTRIM-function  ──────────────────────────┤

   ├─ MICROSECOND-function──────────────────────┤

   ├─ MINUTE-function───────────────────────────┤
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   ├─ MOD-function   ───────────────────────────┤

   ├─ MONTH-function ───────────────────────────┤

   ├─ MONTHNAME-function ───────────────────────┤

   ├─ NOW-function ─────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ OCTET_LENGTH-function ────────────────────┤

   ├─ PI-function  ─────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ POSITION-function  ───────────────────────┤

   ├─ POWER-function  ──────────────────────────┤

   ├─ PROFILE-function──────────────────────────┤

   ├─ QUARTER-function──────────────────────────┤

   ├─ RADIANS-function──────────────────────────┤

   ├─ RAND-function─────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ REPEAT-function───────────────────────────┤

   ├─ REPLACE-function──────────────────────────┤

   ├─ RIGHT-function  ──────────────────────────┤

   ├─ ROUND-function  ──────────────────────────┤

   ├─ RTRIM-function  ──────────────────────────┤

   ├─ SECOND-function ──────────────────────────┤

   ├─ SIGN-function   ──────────────────────────┤

   ├─ SIN-function    ──────────────────────────┤

   ├─ SINH-function   ──────────────────────────┤

   ├─ SPACE-function  ──────────────────────────┤

   ├─ SQRT-function   ──────────────────────────┤

   ├─ SUBSTR-function ──────────────────────────┤

   ├─ SUBSTRING-function ───────────────────────┤

   ├─ TAN-function ─────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ TANH-function ────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ TIME-function ────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ TIMESTAMP-function ───────────────────────┤

   ├─ TRIM-function ────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ TRUNCATE-function─────────────────────────┤

   ├─ UCASE-function ───────────────────────────┤

   ├─ UPPER-function ───────────────────────────┤

   ├─ USER-function ────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ VALUE-function ───────────────────────────┤

   ├─ VARGRAPHIC-function───────────────────────┤

   ├─ WEEK-function ────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ XMLPOINTER-function───────────────────────┤

   ├─ XMLSERIALIZE-function─────────────────────┤

   └─ YEAR-function ────────────────────────────┘

Parameter

• user-defined-function
Specifies to invoke a user-defined function. See Expansion of User-defined-function, for more information about
expanded user-defined-function syntax.

The remaining parameters are used to invoke an IDMS scalar function.

Note: For more information about the Broadcom-supplied scalar functions, see IDMS Scalar Functions.

Usage

Built-in Versus User-Defined Functions
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The scalar functions that are provided by IDMS are implemented as built-in functions or user-defined functions. Built-
in functions are not defined in the dictionary. The user-defined functions provided by IDMS are defined in the SYSCA
schema during installation.

How a function is implemented is significant for two reasons:

• User-defined functions cannot be referenced in a table's check constraint
• The number of user-defined functions that can be referenced in an SQL statement is limited

Note: For more information about how to determine the implementation of an IDMS supplied scalar function, see IDMS
Scalar Functions.

 

IDMS Scalar Functions
This section describes the scalar functions provided by IDMS including their purpose, syntax, parameters, usage
considerations, and examples.

ABS-function

Syntax

►►─ ABS ( value-expression ) ────────►◄

ABS returns the absolute value of the value-expression, which must have a numeric data type.

The result has the same data type as the value-expression. If the value-expression is null, the result is the null value. If a
data error occurs, an exception is raised.

Example The following statement returns 125:

SELECT ABS(-125)

   FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

ACOS-function

Syntax

►►─ ACOS ( value-expression ) ────────►◄

ACOS returns the arccosine of the value-expression as an angle expressed in radians. ACOS is the inverse function of
the COS function.

The value-expression must be of any numeric data type and must have a value in the range of -1 to 1. It is converted to
a double precision floating-point number for processing by this function.

The result of the function is a double precision floating-point number. If the value-expression is null, the result is the null
value. If a data error occurs, an exception is raised.

Example

The following statement returns 7.9539883018414370E-01:

SELECT ACOS(0.7)
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   FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

ASIN-function

Syntax

►►─ ASIN ( value-expression ) ────────►◄

ASIN returns the arcsine of the value-expression as an angle expressed in radians ASIN is the inverse function of the SIN
function.

The value-expression must be of any numeric type and must have a value in the range of -1 to 1. It is converted to a
double precision floating-point number for processing by this function.

The result of the function is a double precision floating-point number. If the value-expression is null, the result is the null
value. If a data error occurs, an exception is raised.

Example The following statement returns 1.5707963267948966E+00:

SELECT ASIN(1)

   FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

ATAN-function

Syntax

►►─ ATAN ( value-expression ) ────────►◄

ATAN returns the arctangent of the value-expression as an angle expressed in radians. ATAN is the inverse function of the
TAN function.

The value-expression must be of any numeric data type. It is converted to a double precision floating-point number for
processing by this function.

The result of the function is a double precision floating-point number. If the value-expression is null, the result is the null
value. If a data error occurs, an exception is raised.

Example The following statement returns 1.2490457723982544E+00

SELECT ATAN(3)

   FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

ATAN2-function

Syntax

►►─ ATAN2 ( value-expression1, value-expression2 ) ────────►◄

Parameters

• value-expression1
Specifies a numeric value-expression. See Expansion of Value-expression.

• value-expression2
Specifies a numeric value-expression. See Expansion of Value-expression.
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ATAN2 returns the arctangent of x and y coordinates, given by value-expression1 and value-expression2 respectively, as
an angle expressed in radians.

Both value-expressions must be of any numeric data type and cannot both be 0. They are converted to double precision
floating-point numbers for processing by this function.

The result of the function is a double precision floating-point number. If the value-expression is null, the result is the null
value. If a data error occurs, an exception is raised.

Example: The following statement returns 1.2490457723982544E+00

SELECT ATAN2(1,3)

   FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

CAST-function

Syntax

►►── CAST ( ─┬─ value-expression ─┬─ AS data-type ) ────►◄

             └── NULL ────────────┘

The CAST function forces conversion of the value-expression to a specified data type.

CAST allows:

• All conversions that can be made without the CAST function
• A numeric value to character value conversion, which creates a display version of the numeric data type and follows

truncation rules for the numeric data type

When an approximate numeric value is cast to a character value, the value is converted to an external floating point
representation. Trailing zeros removed from the mantissa except in the first place to the right of the decimal point.

The maximum number of digits in the mantissa is 6 for a REAL value and 13 for a DOUBLE PRECISION value. The
exponent is an integer value with at least one digit. A negative value in either the mantissa or the exponent is preceded by
a sign character.

These are examples of casting REAL data values to character values:

REAL data value Character value through CAST
1.0098999E+02 1.009899E2
1.9899997E+00 1.989999E0
0.0000000E+00 0.0E0
9.9999964E-02 9.999996E-2

When an exact numeric value is cast to a character value, the numeric value is left-justified, with leading zeros removed
except in the first place to the left of the decimal point and trailing zeros removed except in the first place to the right of the
decimal point. Negative values are preceded by a sign character.

These are examples of casting exact numeric values:

Exact numeric value Character value through CAST
001234.56 1234.56
00.123456 0.123456
-6.7000 -6.7
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666.0000 666.0
666 666

A character value to numeric value conversion extracts the numeric value from the string in either decimal or floating point
notation. The character value can have leading or trailing blanks but cannot have extraneous characters (for example,
more than one sign or more than one decimal point).

A character value to graphics value conversion converts the character string to its DBCS equivalent and truncates or
pads the result to conform to the length in the data type specification.

 For more information about assignment rules in conversions, see Comparison, Assignment, Arithmetic, and
Concatenation Operations.

Parameters

• NULL
Forces conversion of a null value to a specified data type.

• AS data-type
Identifies the data type to which the value-expression or null value is to be converted. Expansion of data-type is
presented under Expansion of Data-type.

CEIL or CEILING-function

Syntax

►►─┬─ CEIL ─────┬─ (value-expression) ────►◄

   └─ CEILING ──┘

CEILING returns the smallest integer value that is greater than or equal to the value-expression. CEIL and CEILING are
identical.

The value-expression must be of any numeric data type.

The result of the function has the same data type as the value-expression except that the scale is 0 if the value-
expression is of type (UNSIGNED) DECIMAL or (UNSIGNED) NUMERIC. For example, a value-expression with a data
type of NUMERIC(3,2) results in NUMERIC(3,0). If the value-expression is null, the result is the null value. If a data error
occurs, an exception is raised.

Example

The following statement returns: 13 2.0000000000000000E+00 -12

SELECT CEILING(12.55), CEILING(123.1E-2), CEILING (-12.55)

   FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

CHAR-function

Syntax

►►─ CHAR ( value-expression ─┬───────────────────────────────┬─ ) ─►◄

                             ├─ , ── ISO ────────────────────┤

                             ├─ , ── USA ────────────────────┤

                             ├─ , ── EUR ────────────────────┤

                             ├─ , ── JIS ────────────────────┤

                             └─ , ── exact-numeric-literal ──┘
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CHAR obtains a character string representation from the value in value-expression. The syntax and semantics for the
CHAR function depends on the data type of value-expression.

Data type of value-expression is an exact numeric data: INTEGER, SMALLINT, or LONGINT.

• CHAR returns a fixed-length character string representation of the exact numeric value of value-expression. Specifying
a second parameter is not allowed. The result is left-justified and contains n characters corresponding to the digits
of the value of value-expression with a preceding minus sign if the value-expression is negative. The length of the
returned string depends on the data type of value-expression. A SMALLINT data type has a result length of 6. An
INTEGER has a result length of 11 and a LONGINT has a result length of 20.

• Example:

    SELECT CHAR(FIXLENGTH), LENGTH(CHAR(FIXLENGTH)) AS LEN_SMALLINT

           , CHAR(NUMROWS) , LENGTH(CHAR(NUMROWS))   AS LEN_INTEGER

    FROM SYSTEM.TABLE WHERE NAME = 'TABLE';

 

    *+ CHAR(FUNCTION)  LEN_SMALLINT  CHAR(FUNCTION)  LEN_INTEGER

    *+ --------------  ------------  --------------  -----------

    *+ 256                        6  33                       11

    *+ 0                          6  0                        11

Data type of value-expression is a fixed point, packed or zoned decimal: (UNSIGNED) DECIMAL, (UNSIGNED)
NUMERIC.

• CHAR returns a fixed-length character string representation of the value of value-expression. Specifying a second
parameter is not allowed. If value-expression has a precision of p and a scale of s, the result contains p+2 characters
as follows: a blank or minus sign, depending on the sign of value-expression, p-s digits followed by a period and finally
s digits. The result is left-justified.

• Example:

    SELECT VAC_TIME, CHAR(-VAC_TIME)

         , LENGTH(CHAR(VAC_TIME))

      FROM DEMOEMPL.EMP_VACATION WHERE VAC_TIME > 300

     *+

     *+               VAC_TIME  CHAR(FUNCTION)          (CONST)

     *+               --------  --------------           -------

     *+                 340.00  -340.0                        33

     *+                 396.00  -396.0                        33

     *+                 484.00  -484.0                        33

     *+

Data type of value-expression is a floating-point data type: REAL, FLOAT or DOUBLE PRECISION

• CHAR returns a fixed-length character string representation of the floating point value of value-expression. Specifying
a second parameter is not allowed. The result is left justified and contains 24 characters.

• Example:

    SELECT AVGROWLENGTH, CHAR(AVGROWLENGTH)

         ,  LENGTH(CHAR(AVGROWLENGTH)) AS L24

      FROM SYSTEM.TABLE WHERE NAME = 'TABLE';

    *+

    *+   AVGROWLENGTH  CHAR(FUNCTION)               L24

    *+   ------------  --------------               ---
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    *+   2.5600000E+02  2.56E2                        24

    *+   0.0000000E+00  0.0E0                         24

Data type of value-expression is a character data type CHAR, VARCHAR.

• CHAR returns a fixed-length character string representation of the value of value-expression. An exact-numeric-literal
can be specified as a second parameter, in which case it defines the length of the result. The value of exact-numeric-
literal must be in the range 0-255. If the length of value-expression is lower than exact-numeric-literal the result will
be padded with blanks on the right, else if the length is larger, truncation will occur and, if nonblank characters are
truncated, a warning message is issued.

• Example:

SELECT CHAR(NAME,4), LENGTH(CHAR(NAME, 4)) AS LEN

  FROM SYSTEM.TABLE WHERE NAME = 'TABLE';

*+ DB001043 T375 C1M322: String truncation

*+ DB001043 T375 C1M322: String truncation

*+

*+ CHAR(FUNCTION)     LEN

*+ --------------     ---

*+ TABL                 4

*+ TABL                 4

Data type of value-expression is DATE, TIME, or TIMESTAMP.

If no format (ISO, USA, EUR, JIS) is specified for the character string, the result is returned in ISO format or, if the SQL
statement is embedded in a program, the format specified in a precompiler option.

NOTE
For information about specifying precompiler options, see the Precompiling the Program section.

Parameters

• ISO
Specifies that the format of the result should comply with the standard of the International Standards Organization
(ISO). Formats used when ISO is specified are:

Data type Format Example
DATE yyyy-mm-dd 1990-12-15
TIME hh.mm.ss 16.43.17
TIMESTAMP yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.nnnnnn 1990-12-15-16.43.17.123456

• USA
Specifies that the format of the result should comply with the standard of the IBM USA standard. Formats used when
USA is specified are:

Data type Format Example
DATE mm/dd/yyyy 12/15/1990
TIME hh:mm AM

hh:mm PM
4:43 PM

TIMESTAMP yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.nnnnnn 1990-12-15-16.43.17.123456

• EUR
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Specifies that the format of the result should comply with the standard of the IBM European standard. Formats used
when EUR is specified are:

Data type Format Example
DATE dd.mm.yyyy 15.12.1990
TIME hh.mm.ss 16.43.17
TIMESTAMP yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.nnnnnn 1990-12-15-16.43.17.123456

• JIS
Specifies that the format of the result should comply with the standard of the Japanese Industrial Standard Christian
Era. Formats used when JIS is specified are:

Data type Format Example
DATE yyyy-mm-dd 1990-12-15
TIME hh:mm:ss 16:43:17
TIMESTAMP yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.nnnnnn 1990-12-15-16.43.17.123456

CHAR_LENGTH or CHARACTER_LENGTH-functions

Syntax

►►─┬─ CHAR_LENGTH ───────┬─ ( value-expression ) ────►◄

   └─ CHARACTER_LENGTH ──┘

CHAR_LENGTH (or CHARACTER_LENGTH) obtains the length of the value in value-expression.

The result of the CHAR_LENGTH (or CHARACTER_LENGTH) function is an integer.

The length of a value depends on its data type:

Data type Length
BINARY The number of bytes which contain the value
CHARACTER
VARCHAR

The actual number of characters in the string, including blanks

GRAPHIC
VARGRAPHIC

The number of DBCS characters

COALESCE-function

The COALESCE scalar function is identical to the VALUE scalar function, so they are listed together. See VALUE or
COALESCE-function for more information.

CONCAT-function

Syntax

►►─ CONCAT ( value-expression1, value-expression2 ) ────────►◄

Parameters

• value-expression1
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Specifies a character string value-expression. See Expansion of Value-expression for more information.
• value-expression2

Specifies a character string value-expression. See Expansion of Value-expression for more information.

CONCAT (value-expression1, value-expression2) is equivalent to value-expression1 || value-expression2. '||' is the
concatenation operator and concatenates the value-expression2 to value-expression1.

value-expression1 and value-expression2 can be of BINARY, CHARACTER, VARCHAR, GRAPHICS, or VARGRAPHIC
data type.

If any of the value-expressions are null, the result is the null value.

Example

The following statement returns 'A1B2C3':

SELECT  CONCAT(CONCAT('A1', 'B2'), 'C3')

   FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

CONVERT-function

Syntax

►►─ CONVERT ( value-expression, data-type ) ────────►◄

CONVERT is semantically equivalent with CAST. See CAST-function for more information.

Example

The following statement returns 1.1999999999999999E+00:

SELECT CONVERT (1.2, DOUBLE PRECISION)

        FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

COS-function

Syntax

►►─ COS ( value-expression ) ────────►◄

COS returns the cosine of the value-expression, which must be an angle expressed in radians. COS is the inverse
function of the ACOS function.

The value-expression must be of any numeric data type. It is converted to a double precision floating-point number for
processing by this function.

The result of the function is a double precision floating-point number. If the value-expression is null, the result is the null
value. If a data error occurs, an exception is raised.

Example

The following statement returns 7.0000000000000037E-01

SELECT  COS(7.9539883018414370E-01 )

   FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';
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COSH-function

Syntax

►►─ COSH( value-expression ) ────────►◄

COSH returns the hyperbolic cosine of the value-expression, which must be an angle expressed in radians.

The value-expression must be of any numeric data type. It is converted to a double precision floating-point number for
processing by this function.

The result of the function is a double precision floating-point number. If the value-expression is null, the result is the null
value. If a data error occurs, an exception is raised.

Example

The following statement returns 1.5430806348152437E+00:

SELECT  COSH (1)

     FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

COT-function

Syntax

►►─ COT ( value-expression ) ────────►◄

COT returns the cotangent of the value-expression, which must be an angle expressed in radians.

The value-expression must be of any numeric data type. It is converted to a double precision floating-point number for
processing by this function.

The result of the function is a double precision floating-point number. If the value-expression is null, the result is the null
value. If a data error occurs, an exception is raised.

Example

The following statement returns 1.0000000000000000E+00:

SELECT COT(PI() / 4)

   FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

CURDATE-function

Syntax

►►─ CURDATE () ────────►◄

CURDATE is equivalent to the special-register CURRENT DATE. See Expansion of Special-register for more information.

Example

The following statement returns the current date two times:

SELECT CURDATE(), CURRENT DATE

   FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';
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CURTIME-function

Syntax

►►─ CURTIME () ───────►◄

CURTIME is equivalent to the special-register CURRENT TIME. See Expansion of Special-register for more information.

Example

The following statement returns the current time two times:

SELECT CURTIME() , CURRENT TIME

   FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

DATABASE-function

Syntax

►►─ DATABASE () ────────►◄

DATABASE is equivalent to the special-register CURRENT DATABASE. See Expansion of Special-register for more
information.

Example

The following statement returns the current database 'SYSDICT':

SELECT DATABASE()

 FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME='SYSTEM';

DATE-function

Syntax

►►─ DATE ( value-expression ) ────────►◄

DATE obtains the date from the value in value-expression.

The result of the DATE function depends on the type of value in value-expression:

Value-expression Result
TIMESTAMP value The date part of the timestamp
DATE value The date
Numeric value The date that is n-1 days after January 1, 0001, where n is the

number that would result if the INTEGER function were applied to
value-expression

Character string in the form yyyynnn where yyyy denotes a year
and nnn is in the range 001 to 366 denoting a day of that year

The date represented by the character string

DAY or DAYOFMONTH-function

Syntax
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►►─┬─ DAY ─────────┬ ( value-expression ) ────────►◄

   └─ DAYOFMONTH ──┘

DAY obtains the day part of the value in value-expression.

Value-expression must be a date, timestamp, or date duration.

The result of the DAY function is an integer, as shown in the next table.

Value-expression Result
TIMESTAMP value 1 to 31 (the day part of the timestamp)
DATE value 1 to 31 (the day part of the date)
Date duration The day part of the value (an integer in the range -99 to 99 with

the same sign as value-expression if the result is not 0)

Example

The following statement returns 25:

SELECT DAYOFMONTH ('2002-12-25')

   FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

DAYNAME-function

Syntax

►►─ DAYNAME ( value-expression ) ────────►◄

DAYNAME returns a character string containing the English name of the day specified by value-expression.

value-expression must be a DATE or TIMESTAMP data type or must be a CHARACTER or VARCHAR data type and
represent a valid string representation of a date or timestamp.

The result is of CHARACTER(12) data type.

The result is null if value-expression is null.

Example

The following statement returns the names of all days from now to now + 6 days "Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
Saturday Sunday Monday:"

SELECT  DAYNAME(NOW() + 0 DAY),

          DAYNAME(NOW() + 1 DAY),

          DAYNAME(NOW() + 2 DAY),

          DAYNAME(NOW() + 3 DAY),

          DAYNAME(NOW() + 4 DAY),

          DAYNAME(NOW() + 5 DAY),

          DAYNAME(NOW() + 6 DAY)

FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

DAYOFWEEK-function

Syntax
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►►─ DAYOFWEEK ( value-expression ) ────────►◄

DAYOFWEEK returns the day of the week where 1 is Sunday and 7 is Saturday.

value-expression must be a DATE or TIMESTAMP data type or must be a CHARACTER or VARCHAR data type and
represent a valid string representation of a date or timestamp.

The result is an INTEGER data type.

The result is null if value-expression is null.

Example

The following statement returns 4, which represents Wednesday:

SELECT DAYOFWEEK ('2002-12-25')

   FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

DAYOFYEAR-function

Syntax

►►─ DAYOFYEAR ( value-expression ) ────────►◄

DAYOFYEAR returns the day of the year where 1 is January 1.

value-expression must be a DATE or TIMESTAMP data type or must be a CHARACTER or VARCHAR data type and
represent a valid string representation of a date or timestamp.

The result is an INTEGER data type and in the range of 1 to 366.

The result is null if value-expression is null.

Example

The following statement returns 365:

SELECT DAYOFYEAR ('2002-12-31')

        FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

DAYS-function

Syntax

►►─ DAYS ( value-expression ) ────────►◄

DAYS obtains an integer representation of the date in value-expression.

Value-expression must be a date, timestamp, or valid character string representation of a date.

The result of the DAYS function is d + 1 days from January 1, 0001, where d is the date that would result if the DATE
function were applied to value-expression.

DECIMAL-function

Syntax
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►►─ DECIMAL ( value-expression ─┬──────────────────────────────────┬──────►◄

                                └─ , ─── precision ┬───────────────┤

                                                   └─ , ── scale ──┘

DECIMAL obtains a decimal representation of the value in value-expression.

Value-expression must be numeric.

The result of the DECIMAL function is a decimal number. The following table shows the default precision and scale of the
result if precision is not specified.

Value-expression data type Default precision Default scale
LONGINT 19 0
INTEGER 10 0
SMALLINT 5 0
Other numeric data types Same as value-expression Same as value-expression

Parameters

• precision
Specifies the number of digits in the result. Precision must be an integer in the range of 1 to 31.

• scale
Specifies the number of digits to the right of the decimal point in the result. Scale must be an integer in the range of 0
to the value of precision.

DEGREES-function

Syntax

►►─ DEGREES ( value-expression ) ────────►◄

DEGREES returns the number of degrees calculated from the value-expression expressed in radians. The value-
expression must be of any numeric data type. It is converted to a double precision floating-point number for processing
by this function.

The result of the function is a double precision floating-point number.

If the value-expression is null, the result is the null value. If a data error occurs, an exception is raised.

Example

The following statement returns 8.9999999999999985E+01:

SELECT DEGREES(PI() / 2)

   FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

DIGITS-function

Syntax

►►─ DIGITS  ( value-expression ) ────────►◄

DIGITS obtains a character string representation of the value in value-expression.

Value-expression must be an integer or decimal number.
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The result of the DIGITS function is a fixed-length string of digits that represents the absolute value of value-expression
and ignores scale. Thus, the result has no sign and no decimal point. The result includes leading zeros.

The length of the result is:

• 5 if value-expression has a data type of SMALLINT
• 10 if value-expression has a data type of INTEGER
• 19 if value-expression has a data type of LONGINT
• The precision of value-expression if it contains a decimal number

EXP-function

Syntax

►►─ EXP ( value-expression ) ─────────►◄

EXP returns a value that is calculated as the base of the natural logarithm (e), raised to a power specified by the value-
expression. EXP is the inverse function of LOG.

The value-expression must be of any numeric data type. It is converted to a double precision floating-point number for
processing by this function.

The result of the function is a double precision floating-point number. If the value-expression is null, the result is the null
value. If a data error occurs, an exception is raised.

Example

The following statement returns 2.7182818284590451E+00:

SELECT   EXP (1)

   FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

FLOAT-function

Syntax

►►─ FLOAT ( value-expression ) ─────────►◄

FLOAT obtains a floating-point representation of the value in value-expression.

Value-expression must be a number.

The result of the FLOAT function is a double precision floating-point number. It is the same number that would result if
value-expression were assigned to a column with a data type of DOUBLE PRECISION.

FLOOR-function

Syntax

►►─ FLOOR ( value-expression ) ─────────►◄

FLOOR returns the largest integer value that is less than or equal to the value-expression.

The value-expression must be of any numeric data type.

The result of the function has the same data type as the value-expression except that the scale is 0 if the value-
expression is of type (UNSIGNED) DECIMAL or (UNSIGNED) NUMERIC. For example, a value-expression with a data
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type of NUMERIC (3,2) results in NUMERIC(3,0). If the value-expression is null, the result is the null value. If a data error
occurs, an exception is raised.

Example

The following statement returns 12 1.0000000000000000E+00 -13

SELECT FLOOR  (12.55), FLOOR  (123.1E-2), FLOOR   (-12.55)

   FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

HEX-function

Syntax

►►─ HEX ( value-expression ) ─────────►◄

HEX obtains a hexadecimal representation of the value in value-expression.

The result of the HEX function is a character string of hexadecimal digits. The resulting value and length of the result field
depend on the data-type of value-expression. For a character operand, the first two digits represent the first byte of value-
expression, the next two digits represent the second byte of value-expression, and so on.

The length of the result is limited to 32,767 digits.

If value-expression is a numeric character string, its length will vary as noted below. If it is neither a numeric nor a graphic
character string, the length of the result is twice the length of value-expression (as defined by the length function) or twice
the maximum length of a varying-length string. If value-expression is a graphic character string, the length of the result is
four times the length of value-expression (four times the maximum length of a varying-length string)

If value-expression is a fixed-length string, and the length of the result is less than 255, the result is a fixed-length string.
Otherwise, the result is a varying-length string with a maximum length equal to:

• Twice the fixed or maximum length.
• Four times the fixed or maximum length

If value-expression is some kind of numeric data-type, the length of the resulting character string depends on the data-
type in the following way:

• BINARY -- twice the length of value-expression.
• (UNSIGNED) DECIMAL -- twice the length of the (UNSIGNED) DECIMAL value (The length of an (UNSIGNED)

DECIMAL value is equal to precision plus 1, divided by 2).
• DOUBLE PRECISION -- twice the length of the DOUBLE PRECISION value (16 bytes, for example).
• FLOAT -- twice the length of the FLOAT value (If precision is less than or equal to 24, the length of a FLOAT value is 4

bytes. If precision is greater than 24, the length of a FLOAT value is 8 bytes).
• SMALLINT -- twice the length of a SMALLINT value (4 bytes, for example).
• INTEGER -- twice the length of an INTEGER value (8 bytes, for example).
• LONGINT/BIGINT -- twice the length of a LONGINT/BIGINT value (16 bytes, for example).
• (UNSIGNED) NUMERIC -- twice the length of the (UNSIGNED) NUMERIC value (The length of an (UNSIGNED)

NUMERIC value is equal to the precision).
• REAL -- twice the length of the REAL value (8 bytes, for example).

If value-expression is type ROWID, the result is always a 16 character hex string.

If value-expression is a numeric constant, the following rules apply:

• If the value-expression is less than or equal to the maximum positive number that can be stored in a fullword
(2147483647), the result will always be an 8 character hex string
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Example: HEX(2147483647) will display as 7FFFFFFF
• All other numeric constants will be displayed as packed decimal, like for the DECIMAL data-type

Example: HEX(2147483648) will display as 02147483648C

NOTE
Since HEX(00000000) will return 00000000, it will never match a value of HEX(decimal-field), even if the value
of that decimal field is 0. In this case, one should use the CAST on the numeric constant so that the value types
are consistent

Example: Suppose the decimal-field is defined as DECIMAL(8) and contains 0, the following WHERE clause will include
the row in the result table:

SELECT decimal-field, HEX(decimal-field) FROM rec-name

WHERE HEX(decimal-field) = HEX(CAST(0 AS DECIMAL(8)));

HOUR-function

Syntax

►►─ HOUR  ( value-expression ) ─────────►◄

HOUR obtains the hours part of the value in value-expression.

Value-expression must be a time, timestamp, or time duration

The result of the HOUR function is an integer, as shown in the following table.

Value-expression Result
TIMESTAMP value 0 to 24 (the hours part of the timestamp)
TIME value 0 to 24 (the hours part of the time)
Time duration The time part of the value (an integer in the range -99 to 99 with

the same sign as value-expression if the result is not 0)

IFNULL-function

Syntax

►►─ IFNULL ( value-expression1, value-expression2 ) ─────────►◄

Parameters

• value-expression1
Specifies a value-expression. See Expansion of Value-expression.

• value-expression2
Specifies a value-expression. See Expansion of Value-expression.

IFNULL returns the first value-expression that is not null. IFNULL is similar to the VALUE and COALESCE scalar functions
with the exception that IFNULL is limited to only two value-expressions instead of multiple value-expressions.

NOTE
For more information, see VALUE or COALESCE-function.

Example
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The following statement will show '**NULL**' for any row with a null value for SEGMENT, otherwise the name of the
segment will be shown:

SELECT SCHEMA, NAME, IFNULL (SEGMENT, '**NULL**')

        FROM SYSTEM.TABLE

INSERT-function

Syntax

►►─ INSERT ( value-expression1, start, length, value-expression2 ) ─────────►◄

Parameters

• value-expression1
Specifies a character string value-expression. See Expansion of Value-expression.

• value-expression2
Specifies a character string value-expression. See Expansion of Value-expression.

• start
Specifies a numeric value-expression. See Expansion of Value-expression.

• length
Specifies a numeric value-expression. See Expansion of Value-expression.

INSERT returns a string constructed from value-expression1, where beginning at start, length characters have been
deleted and value-expression2 has been inserted.

value-expression1 specifies the source string and must be a CHARACTER or VARCHAR data type. If the length of
value-expression1 is 0, the result the null value.

Start must be of any numeric data type, but only the integer part is considered. The integer part of start specifies the
starting point within value-expression1 where the deletion of characters and the insertion of value-expression2 is to
begin. The integer part of start must be in the range of 1 to the length of value-expression1 plus one.

Length must be of any numeric data type, but only the integer part is considered. The integer part of length specifies the
number of characters that are to be deleted from value-expression1, starting at start. The integer part of length must be
in the range of 0 to the length of value-expression1.

value-expression2 specifies the string to be inserted into value-expression1, starting at start. The string to be inserted
must be a CHARACTER or VARCHAR data type.

The result is always of VARCHAR data type.

The length of the result is given by the following formula:

 LENGTH(value-expression1) + LENGTH(value-expression2)

-  min(length,  LENGTH(value-expression1) - start + 1)

If both start and length are constants, the maximum length of the result is calculated during compilation of the INSERT
invocation using the above formula, otherwise the maximum length is 8000.

The result is null if either value-expression1 or value-expression2 is null. If the insert cannot be done, because of
invalid parameters, an exception is raised.

Example 1

The following statement appends the string 'DEF' to the string 'ABC' giving 'ABCDEF':
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SELECT INSERT ('ABC', 4  , 0,'DEF')

                     FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

Because both the start and length parameters of the INSERT function are constants, the maximum length of the result
VARCHAR string is 6.

Example 2

The following statement prefixes the string 'DEF' with the string 'ABC' giving 'ABCDEF':

SELECT SUBSTR(INSERT ('DEF', 1 * 1 , 0,'ABC'), 1, 20)

        FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

Because the start position is not a constant, but an expression, the maximum length of the result VARCHAR string of
INSERT is 8000. The SUBSTR function is used to limit the final result to 20 characters.

Example 3

The following statement replaces the character at position 3 in string 'ABCDEF' with the string 'XYZ' returning
'ABXYZDEF':

SELECT INSERT ('ABCDEF',3  , 1,'XYZ')

        FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

Because both the start and length parameters of the INSERT function are constants, the maximum length of the result
VARCHAR string is 8.

INTEGER-function

Syntax

►►─ INTEGER ( value-expression ) ─────────►◄

INTEGER obtains an integer representation of the value in value-expression.

Value-expression must be a number. The whole number part of value-expression must be in the range of integers.

The result of the INTEGER function is the same number that would result if value-expression were assigned to a column
with a data type of INTEGER.

LEFT-function

Syntax

►►─ LEFT  ( value-expression, length ) ─────────►◄

Parameters

• value-expression
Specifies a character string value-expression. See Expansion of Value-expression.

• length
Specifies a numeric value-expression. See Expansion of Value-expression.

LEFT obtains a substring of the value in value-expression, starting with character position 1.

Value-expression must be a character or graphics string.
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The result of the LEFT function is a character string when value-expression is a character string; the result is a graphics
string when value-expression is a graphics string.

Length is a value expression that must be an integer not less than 1, and must not exceed the length of the string in
value-expression. (The length of a value with a data type of VARCHAR or VARGRAPHIC is its maximum length.)

If the substring is less than the specified length, IDMS pads the result with blanks.

If length is not specified, the substring begins at start and ends at the end of the string.

If length is null, the result of the function is null.

LEFT ( value-expression, length ) is equivalent to SUBSTR ( value-expression, 1, length ).

LENGTH-function

Syntax

►►─ LENGTH ( value-expression ) ─────────►◄

LENGTH obtains the length of the value in value-expression.

The result of the LENGTH function is an integer.

The length of a value depends on its data type, as shown in the following table.

Data type Length
DOUBLE PRECISION 8 bytes
FLOAT 4 bytes if precision <= 24

8 bytes if precision > 24
REAL 4 bytes
BINARY The number of bytes containing the value
CHARACTER
VARCHAR

The actual number of characters in the string, including blanks

DATE 10 bytes
TIME 8 bytes
TIMESTAMP 26 bytes
DECIMAL The number of bytes containing the value
INTEGER 4 bytes
LONGINT 8 bytes
NUMERIC The number of bytes containing the value
SMALLINT 2 bytes
UNSIGNED DECIMAL The number of bytes containing the value
UNSIGNED NUMERIC The number of bytes containing the value
GRAPHIC
VARGRAPHIC

The number of DBCS characters

LOCATE-function

Syntax
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►►─ LOCATE ( value-expression1, value-expression2 ┬─────────────┬────── ) ────►◄

                                                  └ , ─ start ──┘

Parameters

• value-expression1
Specifies a character string value-expression. See Expansion of Value-expression.

• value-expression2
Specifies a character string value-expression. See Expansion of Value-expression.

• start
Specifies a numeric value-expression. See Expansion of Value-expression.

LOCATE returns an integer value representing the location of the first value expression within the second value
expression. The value expressions must each be either CHARACTER or VARCHAR. If the first value expression does not
appear in the second value expression, the result of LOCATE is 0. Otherwise, the result of LOCATE is the byte position of
the first matching character within the second string.

Start specifies the character position within the second value-expression at which the search for the first value-expression
is to start.

Start is a value-expression that must be an integer not greater than the length of the string in the value-expression2.

LOG-function

Syntax

►►─ LOG ( value-expression ) ─────────►◄

LOG returns a value that is calculated as the natural logarithm of value-expression. LOG is the inverse function of EXP.

The value-expression must be of any numeric data type. It is converted to a double precision floating-point number for
processing by this function.

The result of the function is a double precision floating-point number. If the value-expression is null, the result is the null
value. If a data error occurs, an exception is raised.

Example

The following statement returns 1.0986122886681095E+00:

SELECT LOG (3)

  FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM'

LOG10-function

Syntax

►►─ LOG10 ( value-expression ) ─────────►◄

LOG10 returns a value that is calculated as the base 10 logarithm of value-expression.

The value-expression must be of any numeric data type. It is converted to a double precision floating-point number for
processing by this function.

The result of the function is a double precision floating-point number. If the value-expression is null, the result is the null
value. If a data error occurs, an exception is issued.

Example
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The following statement returns 3.0000000000000000E+00:

SELECT LOG (1000)

  FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM'

LOWER or LCASE-function

Syntax

►►─┬─ LOWER  ─┬─ ( value-expression ) ─────────►◄

   └─ LCASE ──┘

LOWER operates on CHARACTER or VARCHAR value-expressions. The result is a string of equal length where all upper
case characters have been folded into lower case.

Example

The following statement returns 'joe carpenter':

SELECT LCASE('JOE CARPENTER')

   FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

LTRIM-function

Syntax

►►─ LTRIM  ( value-expression ) ─────────►◄

LTRIM removes leading blanks from value-expression.

Value-expression must be a character string. It is the equivalent of TRIM (leading FROM value-expression).

MICROSECOND-function

Syntax

►►─ MICROSECOND  ( value-expression ) ─────────►◄

MICROSECOND obtains the microsecond part of the value in value-expression.

Value-expression must be a timestamp.

The result of the MICROSECOND function is an integer in the range 0 to 999999, representing the microsecond part of
the timestamp.

MINUTE-function

Syntax

►►─ MINUTE ( value-expression ) ─────────►◄

MINUTE obtains the minutes part of the value in value-expression.

Value-expression must be a time, timestamp, or time duration.
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The result of the MINUTE function is an integer, as shown in the following table.

Value-expression Result
TIMESTAMP value 0 to 59 (the minutes part of the timestamp)
TIME value 0 to 59 (the minutes part of the time)
Time duration The minute part of the value (an integer in the range -99 to 99 with

the same sign as value-expression if the result is not 0)

MOD-function

Syntax

►►─ MOD ( value-expression1, value-expression2 ) ─────────►◄

Parameters

• value-expression1
Specifies a numeric value-expression. See Expansion of Value-expression.

• value-expression2
Specifies a numeric value-expression. See Expansion of Value-expression.

MOD returns the remainder of dividing value-expression1 by value-expression2 using the formula:

MOD(v1, v2) = v1 - Truncated_Integer(v1/v2) * v2

with Truncated_Integer(v1 / v2) the truncated integer result of the division.

Both value-expressions must be of any numeric data type. The second value-expression cannot be zero.

If the value-expression is null, the result is the null value. If a data error occurs, an exception is issued.

The data type of the result follows these rules:

• If both value-expressions are INTEGER or SMALLINT, the data type of the result is INTEGER.
• If one of the value-expressions is LONGINT, and the other is INTEGER, SMALLINT, or LONGINT, the data type of the

result is also LONGINT.
• If one value-expression is an INTEGER, SMALLINT, or LONGINT and the other is an (UNSIGNED) DECIMAL or

(UNSIGNED) NUMERIC, the data type of the result is (UNSIGNED) DECIMAL or (UNSIGNED) NUMERIC with the
same precision and scale as the (UNSIGNED) DECIMAL or (UNSIGNED) NUMERIC value-expression.

• If both value-expressions are (UNSIGNED) DECIMAL or (UNSIGNED) NUMERIC, the data type of the result is equal
to the data type of value-expression1. The precision and scale of the result are given by the following formulas:

Prec. result = min(prec.1-scale.1, prec.2-scale.2 ) + max(scale.1, scale.2)

   Scale.result =  max(scale1, scale2)

• If either value-expression is a floating-point number, REAL, FLOAT, or DOUBLE PRECISION, the data type of the
result is double precision floating-point.

The processing of this function is always done in floating-point. Both value-expressions are converted to double precision
floating-point numbers.

Example 1

The following statement returns 1:
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SELECT MOD(10, 3    )

   FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

Example 2

The following statement returns 1.0000000000000000E+00:

SELECT MOD(10E0, 3    )

   FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

Example 3

The following statement returns 1.0:

SELECT MOD(10.0, 3    )

   FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

Example 4

The following statement returns 1.00:

SELECT MOD(10.00  , 3    )

   FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

MONTH-function

Syntax

►►─ MONTH ( value-expression ) ─────────►◄

MONTH obtains the month part of the value in value-expression.

Value-expression must be a date, timestamp, or date duration.

The result of the MONTH function is an integer, as shown in the following table.

Value-expression Result
TIMESTAMP value 1 to 12 (the month part of the timestamp)
DATE value 1 to 12 (the month part of the date)
Date duration The date part of the value (an integer in the range -99 to 99 with

the same sign as value-expression if the result is not 0)

MONTHNAME-function

Syntax

►►─ MONTHNAME ( value-expression ) ─────────►◄

MONTHNAME returns a character string containing the English name of the month specified by value-expression.

value-expression must be a DATE or TIMESTAMP data type or must be a CHARACTER or VARCHAR data type and
represent a valid string representation of a date or timestamp.

The result is of CHARACTER(12) data type.
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The result is null if value-expression is null.

Example

The following statement returns the names of all months from now to now + 11 months "January February March April
May June July August September October November December:"

SELECT   MONTHNAME(NOW() + 0  MONTH),

         MONTHNAME(NOW() + 1  MONTH),

         MONTHNAME(NOW() + 2  MONTH),

         MONTHNAME(NOW() + 3  MONTH),

         MONTHNAME(NOW() + 4  MONTH),

         MONTHNAME(NOW() + 5  MONTH),

         MONTHNAME(NOW() + 6  MONTH),

         MONTHNAME(NOW() + 7  MONTH),

         MONTHNAME(NOW() + 8  MONTH),

         MONTHNAME(NOW() + 9  MONTH),

         MONTHNAME(NOW() + 10 MONTH),

         MONTHNAME(NOW() + 11 MONTH),

         MONTHNAME(NOW() + 12 MONTH)

FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM'

NOW-function

Syntax

►►─ NOW ( ) ─────────►◄

NOW is equivalent to the special-register CURRENT TIMESTAMP. See Expansion of Special-register for more
information.

Example

The following statement returns the current date and time two times:

SELECT NOW(), CURRENT TIMESTAMP

   FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

OCTET_LENGTH-function

Syntax

►►─ OCTET_LENGTH ( value-expression ) ─────────►◄

OCTET_LENGTH obtains the length in bytes of the value in value-expression.

The result of the OCTET_LENGTH function is an integer.

The length of a value depends on its data type:

Data type Length
DOUBLE PRECISION 8
FLOAT 4 if precision <= 24

8 if precision > 24
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REAL 4
BINARY The number of bytes which contain the value
CHARACTER
VARCHAR

The actual number of bytes in the string, including blanks

DATE 10
TIME 8
TIMESTAMP 26
DECIMAL The number of bytes which contain the value
INTEGER 4
LONGINT 8
NUMERIC The number of bytes which contain the value
SMALLINT 2
UNSIGNED DECIMAL The number of bytes which contain the value
UNSIGNED NUMERIC The number of bytes which contain the value
GRAPHIC
VARGRAPHIC

Two times the number of DBCS characters

PI-function

Syntax

►►─ PI ( ) ─────────────────►◄

PI returns the constant value of pi as a floating point value. The value returned is 3.141592653589793238.

Example

The following statement returns 3.1415926535897933E+00:

SELECT PI()

   FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

POSITION-function

Syntax

►►─ POSITION ( value-expression IN value-expression ) ─────────►◄

POSITION returns an integer value representing the location of the first value expression within the second value
expression. The value expressions must each be either CHARACTER or VARCHAR. If the first value expression does
not appear in the second value expression, the result of POSITION is 0. Otherwise, the result of POSITION is the byte
position of the first matching character within the second string.

It is the equivalent of LOCATE ( value-expression, value-expression, 1).

POWER-function

Syntax
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►►─ POWER ( value-expression1, value-expression2 ) ─────────►◄

Parameters

• value-expression1
Specifies a numeric value-expression. See Expansion of Value-expression.

• value-expression2
Specifies a numeric value-expression. See Expansion of Value-expression.

POWER returns the value of value-expression1 to the power of value-expression2.

The data types of value-expression1 and value-expression2 must be numeric data types. The internal processing of this
function is done using double precision floating-point arithmetic.

The data type of the result of the function depends on the data types of value-expression1 and value-expression2:

The result is of INTEGER type if value-expression1 and value-expression2 are SMALLINT or INTEGER. The result is
LONGINT if one of the value-expressions is LONGINT and the other LONGINT, INTEGER or SMALLINT, otherwise, the
result is DOUBLE PRECISION.

The result is null if either value-expression1 or value-expression2 is null. If the calculation resulted in a data error, an
exception is raised.

Example 1

The following statement returns the value 625:

SELECT POWER(25,2)

   FROM SYSTEM.TABLE WHERE NAME = 'SCHEMA'

Example 2

The following SELECT returns the value 6.2500000000000000E+02:

SELECT POWER(25.0,2)

   FROM SYSTEM.TABLE WHERE NAME = 'SCHEMA'

PROFILE-function

Syntax

►►─ PROFILE ( value-expression ) ─────────►◄

PROFILE obtains the value associated with an attribute of the current user session.

Value-expression must be a character string.

The result of the PROFILE function is a CHARACTER value with a length of 32. If value-expression does not correspond
to an attribute keyword for the session, the function returns a null value.

Note: For more information about attributes of a user session, see the discussion of System Profiles.

QUARTER-function

Syntax

►►─ QUARTER ( value-expression ) ─────────►◄
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QUARTER returns the quarter of the year in which the date, specified by value-expression, occurs.

value-expression must be a DATE or TIMESTAMP data type or must be a CHARACTER or VARCHAR data type and
represent a valid string representation of a date or timestamp.

The result is an INTEGER data type and is in the range of 1 to 4.

The result is null if value-expression is null.

Example

The following statement returns 4 because December is in the last quarter of the year:

SELECT QUARTER('2002-12-31')

        FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM'

RADIANS-function

Syntax

►►─ RADIANS ( value-expression ) ─────────►◄

RADIANS returns the number of radians corresponding to the number of degrees specified by value-expression.

The value-expression must be of any numeric data type. It is converted to a double precision floating-point number for
processing by this function.

The result of the function is a double precision floating-point number.

If the value-expression is null, the result is the null value. If a data error occurs, an exception is raised.

Example

The following statement returns 3.1415926535897931E+00, which is an approximate value of PI:

SELECT RADIANS(180)

   FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

RAND-function

Syntax

►►─ RAND (┬──────────────────┬) ──────────►◄

          └ value-expression ┘

RAND returns a random floating-point value between 0 and 1. value-expression is optional and specifies a seed value. If
no seed value is specified, 1 will be used as seed value.

If specified, the value-expression must be of any numeric data type. It is converted to an INTEGER number for
processing by this function.

The result of the function is a double precision floating-point number.

If a data error occurs, an exception is raised.

Within the context of an IDMS task, the optional seed value is only evaluated once during the very first call of the random
generator with a seed value. The series of generated random numbers will be equal for equal seed values when executed
under different IDMS tasks.
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Example

The following statement returns random floating-point numbers between 0 and 1:

SELECT RAND (200), RAND()

   FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA;-- WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

REPEAT-function

Syntax

►►─ REPEAT ( value-expression, count ) ─────────►◄

REPEAT returns a string constructed as count times value-expression repeated.

Parameters

• value-expression
Specifies the string to be repeated and must be a CHARACTER or CHAR data type.

• count
Specifies an expression of any numeric data type, but only the integer part is considered. The integer part of count
specifies the number of times to repeat value-expression.

The result of the function is VARCHAR.

The length of the result is the length of expression times count. If the actual length of the result string exceeds the
maximum for the return type, an error occurs.

If count is a constant, the maximum length of the result is calculated during compilation of the REPEAT function
invocation, otherwise the maximum is 16000.

The result is null if either value-expression or count is null. If the repeat cannot be done because of invalid parameters,
an exception is raised.

Example 1

The following statement returns 'ABCDABCDABCDABCD':

SELECT REPEAT('ABCD', 4)

        FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

Example 2

The following statement returns a string with length 0:

SELECT REPEAT('ABCD', 0)

        FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

Example 3

The following statement returns <null> because count is negative:

SELECT REPEAT('ABCD', -2)

        FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';
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REPLACE-function

Syntax

►►─ REPLACE ( value-expression1, value-expression2, value-expression3 ) ──────►◄

Parameters

• value-expression1
Specifies a character string value-expression. See Expansion of Value-expression.

• value-expression2
Specifies a character string value-expression. See Expansion of Value-expression.

• value-expression3
Specifies a character string value expression. See Expansion of Value-expression.

REPLACE replaces all occurrences of value-expression2 in value-expression1 with value-expression3. If value-
expression2 was not found in value-expression1, value-expression1 is returned unchanged.

value-expression1 is a non-null expression that specifies the source string.

value-expression2 is a non-null expression that specifies the string to be replaced in the source string.

value-expression3 is an expression that specifies the replacement string. A null value will cause value-expression1
to be returned unchanged. The arguments must all have data types that are compatible with VARCHAR, that is
CHARACTER or VARCHAR. The actual length of each string must be less than or equal to 8000. The data type of the
result is VARCHAR and the resulting length must be less than or equal to 8000. The length of the result is given by the
following formula, where n is the number of occurrences of value-expression2 in value-expression1:

   LENGTH(value-expression1)

+  (n * (LENGTH(value-expression3)  - LENGTH(value-expression2)))

The result is null if either value-expression1, value-expression2, or value-expression3 is null. If the replace cannot be
done because of invalid parameters, that is, in case one or more of the lengths exceed the limit, an exception is raised.

Example 1

In this example, the result is '$$$$123.0$$$$99'.

Replace all characters '*' in the string '**123.0**99' with '$$'.

SELECT REPLACE('**123.0**99', '*', '$$')

 FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME ='SYSTEM'

Example 2

List the departments of the EMPSCHM.DEPARTMENT table in alphabetical order, but ignore any spaces when sorting.
The REPLACE function removes all spaces in the SORT_NAME column of the result.

SELECT *, REPLACE (DEPT_NAME_0410, ' ', '') SORT_NAME

   FROM EMPSCHM.DEPARTMENT

   ORDER BY SORT_NAME;

Example 3

In this example, the result is 'LOTS OF **FOO**LISH TALK'.

Replace string 'FOO' in the string 'LOTS OF FOOLISH TALK' with '**FOO**'.
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SELECT REPLACE('LOTS OF FOOLISH TALK', 'FOO', '**FOO**')

     FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME ='SYSTEM'

RIGHT-function

Syntax

►►─ RIGHT ( value-expression, count ) ─────────►◄

RIGHT returns a string constructed from the specified number of rightmost count characters of value-expression.

Parameters

• value-expression
Specifies the string from which the result is constructed and must be a CHARACTER or VARCHAR data type.

• count
Specifies of any numeric data type, but only the integer part is considered. The integer part of count specifies the
length of the result. The integer part of count must be an integer between 0 and n, where n is the length of value-
expression.

The result is null if either value-expression1 or count is null. If count is larger than the length of value-expression1, or if
an error occurs, an exception is raised.

Example 1

The following statement returns the string 'CD':

SELECT RIGHT ('ABCD', 2 )

        FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

Example 2

The following statement returns a string with length 0:

SELECT RIGHT ('ABCD', 0 )

        FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

ROUND-function

Syntax

►►─ ROUND ( value-expression1, value-expression2 ) ─────────►◄

Parameters

• value-expression1
Specifies a numeric value-expression. See Expansion of Value-expression.

• value-expression2
Specifies a numeric value-expression. See Expansion of Value-expression.

ROUND returns value-expression1 rounded to value-expression2 places to the right of the decimal point if value-
expression2 is positive, or, to the left of the decimal point if value-expression2 is zero or negative.

The value-expression1 must be of any numeric data type.
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The value-expression2 must be of any numeric data type but will be converted internally to INTEGER. The integer value
of value-expression2 specifies the number of places to the right of the decimal point for the result if value-expression2
is not negative. If value-expression2 is negative, value-expression1 is rounded to 1 + the absolute integer value of
value-expression2 number of places to the left of the decimal point. If the absolute integer value of value-expression2 is
larger than the number of digits to the left of the decimal point, the result is 0.

If value-expression1 is positive, rounding is to the next higher positive number. If value-expression1 is negative,
rounding is to the next lower negative number.

The result of the function has the same data type and attributes as the value-expression1 except that the precision is
increased by one if the value-expression is of (UNSIGNED) DECIMAL or (UNSIGNED) NUMERIC data type and the
precision is less than 31.

If any of the value-expressions are null, the result is the null value. If a data error occurs, an exception is raised.

Example 1

The following statement returns 627.46380 627.46400 627.46000 50000 627.00000 630.00000 600.00000: 1000.00000
0.00000:

SELECT  ROUND(627.46381, 4) ,

           ROUND(627.46381, 3) ,

           ROUND(627.46381, 2) ,

           ROUND(627.46381, 1) ,

           ROUND(627.46381, 0) ,

           ROUND(627.46381,-1) ,

           ROUND(627.46381,-2) ,

           ROUND(627.46381,-3) ,

           ROUND(627.46381,-4)

FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

Example 2

The following statement returns -627.46380 -627.46400 -627.46000 -627.50000 -627.00000 -630.00000 -600.00000 :

SELECT  ROUND(-627.46381, 4) ,

           ROUND(-627.46381, 3) ,

           ROUND(-627.46381, 2) ,

           ROUND(-627.46381, 1) ,

           ROUND(-627.46381, 0) ,

           ROUND(-627.46381,-1) ,

           ROUND(-627.46381,-2)

FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

RTRIM-function

Syntax

►►─ RTRIM ( value-expression ) ─────────►◄

RTRIM removes trailing blanks from value-expression. Value-expression must be a character string. It is the equivalent
of TRIM (trailing FROM value-expression).
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SECOND-function

Syntax

►►─ SECOND ( value-expression ) ─────────►◄

SECOND obtains the seconds part of the value in value-expression.

Value-expression must be a time, timestamp, or time duration.

The result of the SECOND function is an integer, as shown in the following table.

Value-expression Result
TIMESTAMP value 0 to 59 (the seconds part of the timestamp)
TIME value 0 to 59 (the seconds part of the time)
Time duration The time part of the value (an integer in the range -99 to 99 with

the same sign as value-expression if the result is not 0)

SIGN-function

Syntax

►►─ SIGN ( value-expression ) ─────────►◄

SIGN returns an indicator of the sign of value-expression. The possible values for the indicator are:

• -1 if value-expression is less than zero
• 0 if value-expression is zero
• 1 if value-expression is greater than zero

value-expression must be of any numeric data type except (UNSIGNED) DECIMAL or (UNSIGNED) NUMERIC with a
scale and precision of 31. The data type and attributes of the result of the function are the same as the value-expression
except when the value-expression is (UNSIGNED) DECIMAL or (UNSIGNED) NUMERIC. The precision is incremented if
the value-expression's precision and scale are equal. This is to allow for the return values of the function.

If the value-expression is null, the result is the null value. If a data error occurs, an exception is raised.

Example

The following statement returns -1 0 1:

SELECT SIGN (1 - 10), SIGN ( 0), SIGN (1 +10)

    FROM SYSTEM.TABLE WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM'

SIN-function

Syntax

►►─ SIN ( value-expression ) ─────────►◄

SIN returns the sine of the value-expression, which must be an angle expressed in radians. SIN is the inverse function of
the ASIN function.

The value-expression must be of any numeric data type. It is converted to a double precision floating-point number for
processing by this function.
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The result of the function is a double precision floating-point number. If the value-expression is null, the result is the null
value. If a data error occurs, an exception is raised.

Example

The following statement returns 1.0000000000000000E+00:

SELECT  SIN( PI() / 2)

    FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

SINH-function

Syntax

►►─ SINH ( value-expression ) ─────────►◄

SINH returns the hyperbolic sine of the value-expression, which must be an angle expressed in radians.

The value-expression must be of any numeric data type. It is converted to a double precision floating-point number for
processing by this function.

The result of the function is a double precision floating-point number. If the value-expression is null, the result is the null
value. If a data error occurs, an exception is raised.

Example

The following statement returns 1.1548739357257750E+01:

SELECT  SIN( PI())

     FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

SPACE-function

Syntax

►►─ SPACE ( value-expression ) ─────────►◄

SPACE returns a character string that consists of value-expression number of blanks. value-expression is of any
numeric data type, but only the integer part is considered. The integer part specifies the number of blanks that makes up
the result, and it must be between 0 and 30000.

The result is of VARCHAR data type. The length of the result is the integer part of value-expression.

If value-expression is a constant, the maximum length of the result is calculated during compilation of the SPACE function
invocation, otherwise the maximum is 30000.

The result is null if value-expression is null. An error occurs if value-expression is larger than 30000.

Example

The following statement returns 10 blanks:

SELECT SPACE (10)

        FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';
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SQRT-function

Syntax

►►─ SQRT ( value-expression ) ─────────►◄

SQRT returns the square root of the value-expression. The value-expression must be of any numeric data type. It is
converted to a double precision floating-point number for processing by this function.

The result of the function is a double precision floating-point number. If the value-expression is null, the result is the null
value. If a data error occurs, an exception is raised.

Example 1

The following statement returns 4.0000000000000000E+00:

SELECT  SQRT(16)

    FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

Example 2

The following statement returns <null> because the square root of a negative number does not exist:

SELECT  SQRT(-16)

    FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

SUBSTR or SUBSTRING-function

Syntax

►►┬ SUBSTR ────┬( value-expression,start ─┬────────────────┬────────►◄

  └ SUBSTRING ─┘                          └── , ── length ─┘

►►─ SUBSTRING ( value-expression FROM start ─┬────────────────┬) ───►◄

                                             └── FOR length ──┘

SUBSTR or SUBSTRING obtains a substring of the value in value-expression.

Value-expression must be a character or graphics string.

The result of the SUBSTR function is a character string when value-expression is a character string; the result is a
graphics string when value-expression is a graphics string.

Parameters

• start
Specifies the position of the first character of the result.
Start is a value expression that must be an integer less than or equal to the length of the string in value-expression.
If start is null, the result of the function is null.

• length
Specifies the length of the result.
Length is a value expression that must be an integer not less than one. The sum of length and start must not exceed 1
+ the length of the string in value-expression. (The length of a value with a data type of VARCHAR or VARGRAPHIC
is its maximum length.)
If the substring is less than the specified length, IDMS pads the result with blanks.
If length is not specified, the substring begins at start and ends at the end of the string.
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If length is null, the result of the function is null.

TAN-function

Syntax

►►─ TAN ( value-expression ) ─────────►◄

TAN returns the tangent of the value-expression, which must be an angle expressed in radians. TAN is the inverse
function of the ATAN function.

The value-expression must be of any numeric data type. It is converted to a double precision floating-point number for
processing by this function.

The result of the function is a double precision floating-point number. If the value-expression is null, the result is the null
value. If a data error occurs, an exception is raised.

Example

The following statement returns 1.0000000000000000E+00:

SELECT  TAN ( PI()/4 )

   FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

TANH-function

Syntax

►►─ TANH ( value-expression ) ─────────►◄

TANH returns the hyperbolic tangent of the value-expression, which must be an angle expressed in radians.

The value-expression must be of any numeric data type. It is converted to a double precision floating-point number for
processing by this function.

The result of the function is a double precision floating-point number. If the value-expression is null, the result is the null
value. If a data error occurs, an exception is raised.

Example

The following statement returns 6.5579420263267255E-01:

SELECT  TANH ( PI()/4 )

   FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

TIME-function

Syntax

►►─ TIME ( value-expression ) ─────────►◄

TIME obtains the time from the value in value-expression.

Value-expression must be a timestamp, time, or character string.
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The result of the TIME function is a time:

Value-expression Result
TIMESTAMP value The time part of the timestamp
TIME value That time
CHARACTER value in a valid time format The time represented by the character string

TIMESTAMP-function

Syntax

►►─ TIMESTAMP (┬ value-expression ─────┬) ─────────►◄

               └─ , ─ value-expression─┘

TIMESTAMP obtains a timestamp from a value or pair of values.

If one value expression is specified, it must be:

• A value with the TIMESTAMP data type
• A valid character string representation of a timestamp
• An eight-character string in the form of a System/370 Store Clock value
• A 14-character string in the form yyyymmddhhnnss where yyyy is the year, mm is the month, dd is the day, hh is the

hour, nn is the minutes, and ss is the seconds

NOTE
A timestamp represented by a 14-character string has a microsecond part of zero. The interpretation of an
eight-character string is a timestamp, as discussed under Store Clock value in IBM System/370 Principles of
Operations.

If two value expressions are specified, the first value-expression must be a date or valid character string representation
of a date, and the second value-expression must be a time or valid character string representation of a time.

The result of the function is a value with the TIMESTAMP data type:

• If two value expressions are specified, the result is a timestamp with the date specified in the first value and the time
specified in the second value

• If one value expression is specified and it is a character string, the result is the timestamp represented by the character
string

TRIM-function

Syntax

►►─ TRIM ( ┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─ value-expression-2 ── ) ─►◄

           ├─────────────┬─ value-expression-1 FROM ┘

           ├─ LEADING  ──┤

           ├─ TRAILING ──┤

           └─ BOTH ──────┘

TRIM removes leading or trailing (or both) pad characters to be removed from a CHARACTER or VARCHAR value-
expression.

The optional value expression defines the pad character to be removed. It must specify a one-character value. In the
absence of a trim specifier, BOTH is assumed. In the absence of an explicit pad character, BLANK is assumed.
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Parameters

• leading
Indicates the orientation of the TRIM function.

• trailing
Indicates the orientation of the TRIM function.

• both
Indicates the orientation of the TRIM function.

TRUNCATE-function

Syntax

►►─ TRUNCATE ( value-expression1, value-expression2 ) ─────────►◄

Parameters

• value-expression1
Specifies a numeric value-expression. See Expansion of Value-expression.

• value-expression2
Specifies a numeric value-expression. See Expansion of Value-expression.

TRUNCATE returns value-expression1 truncated to value-expression2 places to the right of the decimal point if value-
expression2 is positive or 0. If value-expression2 is negative, value-expression1 is truncated to the absolute value of
value-expression2 places to the left of the decimal point. If the absolute value of value-expression2 is not smaller than the
number of digits to the left of the decimal point, the result is 0.

value-expression1 must be of any numeric data type.

value-expression2 must be of any numeric data type but will be internally converted to INTEGER.

The result of the function has the same data type and attributes as value-expression1.

If any of the value-expressions are null, the result is the null value. If a data error occurs, an exception is raised.

Example

The following statement returns 627.46380 627.46300 627.46000 627.40000 627.00000 620.00000 600.00000 0.00000
0.00000:

SELECT  TRUNCATE(627.46381, 4) ,

              TRUNCATE(627.46381, 3) ,

              TRUNCATE(627.46381, 2) ,

              TRUNCATE(627.46381, 1) ,

              TRUNCATE(627.46381, 0) ,

              TRUNCATE(627.46381,-1) ,

              TRUNCATE(627.46381,-2) ,

              TRUNCATE(627.46381,-3) ,

              TRUNCATE(627.46381,-4)

FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

UCASE or UPPER-function

Syntax

►►─┬─ UCASE ─────┬─ ( value-expression ) ────►◄
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   └─ UPPER ─────┘

UCASE (or UPPER) operates on CHARACTER or VARCHAR value-expressions. The result is a string of equal length
where all lower case characters have been folded into upper case.

USER-function

Syntax

►►─ USER () ───────────►◄

USER is equivalent to the special-register USER. See Expansion of Special-register for more information.

Example

The following statement returns ABCDE01, user executing the SELECT statement:

SELECT USER()

   FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

VALUE or COALESCE-function

Syntax

                   ┌────────── , ─────────┐

►►┬ VALUE ────┬ ( ─▼── value-expression ──┴ ) ─────────►◄

  └ COALESCE ─┘

The VALUE scalar function is used to substitute a value for the null value.

The data types of the value-expressions must be compatible. Character strings are not converted to date/time values.
Therefore, if any value-expression is a date, each value-expression must be a date, if any value-expression is a time,
each value-expression must be a time, if any value-expression is a timestamp, each value-expression must be a
timestamp, and if any value-expression is a character string, each value-expression must be a character string.

The value-expressions are evaluated in the order they are specified, and the result of the function is equal to the first
value-expression that is not null. The result can be null only if all value-expressions are null.

The result is defined as "equal to" a value-expression because that value-expression is converted or extended, if
necessary, to conform to the data type of the function. The data type of the result is derived from the data types of the
specified value-expressions as follows:

Strings: If any value-expression is a varying length string, the result is a varying length string whose maximum length is
equal to the longest string that can result from the application of the function.

If all value-expressions are fixed length strings, the result is a fixed length string whose length is equal to the longest
string that can result from the application of the function.

Date/time values: If the value-expressions are dates, the result is a date. If the value-expressions are times, the result
is a time. If the value-expressions are timestamps, the result is a timestamp.

Numbers: If the value-expressions are numbers, the result is the numeric data type that would occur if all value-
expressions were part of a single arithmetic expression. If that data type is decimal or numeric, it has precision of p and
scale of s so s is the largest result scale of any value-expression, and p is s + n, where n is the largest integral part of
any value-expression. Conversion errors are possible if s + n is greater than 31.
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VARGRAPHIC-function

Syntax

►►─ VARGRAPHIC ( value-expression ) ───────────►◄

The VARGRAPHIC function is supported only in active DBCS environments.

The VARGRAPHIC function is used to obtain a graphic string representation of a character string. Value-expression must
be a binary or character string. If it is binary, the value is treated as graphic, and no data conversion takes place.

If the value-expression must be a character string, the characters are converted to their DBCS equivalent. If the string
contains shift-in and shift-out characters, they must be properly paired under the rules for mixed data.

The result of the function is a varying length graphic string. If the value-expression can be null, the result can be null; if
the value-expression is null, the result is the null value.

If value-expression is character, it is interpreted as a mixed data string. The result includes all DBCS characters of the
value-expression and the DBCS equivalent of all single byte characters of the value-expression. The first character of
the result is the first logical character of the value-expression, the second character of the result is the second logical
character of the value-expression, and so forth. The result does not include shift-in and shift-out characters.

The length of the result depends on the number of logical characters in the value-expression. If the length or maximum
length of the value-expression is n bytes, the maximum length of the result is n (DBCS characters).

WEEK-function

Syntax

►►─ WEEK ( value-expression ) ───────────►◄

WEEK returns the week of the year for the specified value-expression. The function uses the ISO definition: a week
starts with Monday and comprises 7 days. Week 1 is the first week of the year that contains a Thursday (or the first week
that contains January 4).

value-expression must be a DATE or TIMESTAMP data type or must be a CHARACTER or VARCHAR data type and
represent a valid string representation of a date or timestamp.

The result is an INTEGER data type and is in the range of 1 to 53.

The result is null if value-expression is null.

Example

The following statement returns 52 1:

SELECT WEEK ('2000-01-01'), WEEK('2000-01-03')

        FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM'

XMLPOINTER-function

Returns a BINARY(4) value that is a pointer to a LOB (Large Object) that holds the serialized value of XML-value-
expression.

The XMLPOINTER function is used in programs that need to process serialized XML values. The structure of the LOB
is a variable-length storage object. It starts with a signed integer of 32 bit and contains the LOB data length (max 2 GB),
followed by the LOB data.

Syntax
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►►─ XMLPOINTER ─── (─── XML-value-expression ───) ────────────────►◄

Notes:

• If XML-value-expression is NULL or empty, XMLPOINTER returns a NULL value.
• The storage object of the LOB is allocated from an IDMS CV storage pool or from the batch address space for local

mode programs. The storage object is only addressable in client programs that run in the same IDMS CV as the
database server or in batch local mode programs.

• The program invoking the XMLPOINTER function must free the storage of the LOB when it is no longer needed. If no
free storage is done, the storage associated with the LOB is freed at task termination.

• Client programs that cannot access the LOB returned by XMLPOINTER can use XMLSERIALIZE (returns a maximum
of 30,000 characters) or the table procedure SYSCA.XMLSLICE to process XML values.

• XMLPOINTER is not part of the SQL standard. It is an IDMS extension to facilitate access to XML LOBs.

Example

The following statement returns pointers to XML LOB objects:

SELECT XMLPOINTER(XMLFOREST(NAME as "Name"

                          , SCHEMA as "Schema")

                 ) AS "PointerToLob"

 FROM  SYSTEM.TABLE

where schema = 'DEMOPROJ'

The result is similar to the following:

*+

*+ PointerToLob

*+ ------------

*+ 20003008

*+ 20003088

XMLSERIALIZE-function

Returns a value of character string or binary string. Serialization is an operation on an XML value that transforms the XML
value in a continuous character string representation. Serialization is the inverse operation of parsing.

Syntax

►►─ XMLSERIALIZE ─── ( ───┬── CONTENT ──┬────────────────────────►

                          └── DOCUMENT ─┘

 ►──── XML-value-expression ── AS string-data-type ─── ) ────────►◄

Parameters

• string-data-type
Must be one of the character data types of data type: CHAR(n), CHARACTER(n), VARCHAR(n), CHAR VARYING(n).

NOTE
The DOCUMENT option is not functional in this feature. Therefore, CONTENT should always be specified.

Example
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Use of XMLSERIALIZE to serialize an XML value as a character string of 50 characters.

 SELECT NAME

      , XMLSERIALIZE(CONTENT

                    XMLELEMENT(NAME "Schema"

                             , XMLATTRIBUTES (NAME AS "Name"

                                            , CUSER AS "User"))

                    AS CHAR(50)) AS "Serialized XML"

  FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME IN ('SYSTEM', 'SYSDICT') ;

 

NAME        Serialized XML

----        --------------

SYSTEM      <Schema Name="SYSTEM" User="ABCDE01"</Schema>

SYSDICT     <Schema Name="SYSDICT" User="VWXYZ01"</Schema>

YEAR-function

Syntax

►►─ YEAR ( value-expression ) ───────────►◄

YEAR obtains the year part of the value in value-expression.

value-expression must be a date, timestamp, or date duration.

The result of the YEAR function is an integer, as shown in the following table.

Value-expression Result
TIMESTAMP value 1 to 9999 (the year part of the timestamp)
DATE value 1 to 9999 (the year part of the date)
Date duration The year part of the value (an integer in the range -9999 to 9999

with the same sign as value-expression if the result is not 0)

Expansion of User-defined-function
This section describes how user-defined functions are invoked, including the purpose, syntax, parameters, usage
considerations, and examples.

A user-defined function is invoked through a qualified or unqualified function identifier together with an optional set of
parameter values and returns a single value. To invoke a user-defined function, you must either own or hold the SELECT
privilege on the named function.

Syntax

Expansion of user-defined-function

►►─┬────────────┬──────function-identifier────────────────────────────────────►

   └schema-name.┘

 ►─ ( ─┬───────────────────────────────┬─ ) ──────────────────────────────────►◄

       │ ┌──────────── , ───────────┐  │

       └─▼─ parameter-specification─┴──┘
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Expansion of parameter-specification

►►────┬───────────────────────┬─ value-expression ────────────────────────────►◄

      └─ parameter-name ── = ─┘

Parameters

• schema-name
Specifies the schema with which the function identified by function-identifier is associated.

NOTE
For more information about using a schema name to qualify a function, see Identifying Entities in Schemas.

• function-identifier
Identifies a function defined in the dictionary.

• parameter-specification
Specifies a value to be assigned to a parameter of a function. Both the positional (with NO parameter-name) and the
non-positional (with parameter-name) forms of parameter specification can be used in a single function invocation. If
a non-positional parameter specification is used, all remaining parameter specifications in the parameter list MUST
be non-positional. Positional parameter specifications are assumed to correspond to the declared parameters of a
function in the sequence of their declaration.

• parameter-name
Specifies the name of a parameter associated with the function.

• value-expression
Specifies a value-expression. See Expansion of Value-expression.

Usage

Passing and Returning Values to a Function: During SQL function processing, IDMS issues a call to the corresponding
SQL-invoked routine with the values supplied in the function invocation. Before returning control, the SQL-invoked routine
must set a value for the implicitly defined output parameter USER_FUNC; this then becomes the function return value.

Usage Restriction: You cannot reference a user-defined function within the search condition of a table's check constraint.

Examples

The invocation of the function UDF_FUNBOUS, defined in the schema FIN, causes the external program FUNBONUS to
be called by IDMS with two parameters. The first parameter contains the value for EMP_ID, the second is the implicitly
defined parameter USER_FUNC, which needs to be given a value by FUNBONUS before returning control to IDMS.

SELECT EMP_ID, FUN.UDF_FUNBONUS(EMP_ID) FROM DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE;

More Information

• For more information about assignment of values to function parameters, see Defining and Using Functions.
• For more information about using a schema name to qualify a function, see Identifying Entities in Schemas.

Expansion of XML-value-function
The expanded parameters of XML-value-function represent the invocation of an XML-value-function.

Syntax

Expansion of XML-value-function
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►──────┬── XMLAGG-function ─────────┬─────────────────────────►◄

       ├── XMLCOMMENT-function ─────┤

       ├── XMLCONCAT-function ──────┤

       ├── XMLELEMENT-function ─────┤

       ├── XMLFOREST-function ──────┤

       ├── XMLPARSE-function ───────┤

       ├── XMLPI-function ──────────┤

       └── XMLROOT-function ────────┘

Parameters

Specifies the XML-value-function to be invoked. For detailed descriptions of the XML value functions, see XML Value
Functions.

XML Value Functions
This section describes the XML value functions including their purpose, syntax, parameters, and examples.

XMLAGG-function

Returns an XML value that is computed from a collection of rows. The result is the XML concatenation of a list of XML
elements, aggregated in the statement containing the XMLAGG-function.

Syntax

XMLAGG ─── ( ─── XML-value-expression ─────────────────────────►

►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─)──►◄

  │            ┌─────────────────── , ──────────────────┐ │

  └─ ORDER BY ─▼─┬─┬─────────────┬─col-nm ─┬─┬────────┬─┴─┘

                 │ ├ table-name. ┤         │ ├─ ASC ◄─┤

                 │ └ alias. ─────┘         │ └─ DESC ─┘

                 └─ column-number ─────────┘

Parameters

• ORDER BY
Before the aggregation takes place, the XML elements, specified by XML-value-expression, are sorted in ascending
or descending order by the values in the specified columns. XML elements are ordered first by the first column
specified, then by the second column specified within the ordering established by the first column, then by the third
column specified, and so on.
– col-nm

Specifies the name of column.
– table-name.

Specifies the table, view, procedure, or table procedure that includes the named column. For expanded table-name
syntax, see Expansion of Table-name.

– alias
Specifies the alias associated with the table, view, procedure, or table procedure that includes the named column.
The alias must be defined in the FROM parameter of the subquery, query specification, or SELECT statement that
includes the XMLAGG function.

– column-number
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Specifies a column number. You can specify from 1 through 254 columns. Multiple columns must be separated by
commas.

Examples

Example 1

Use of the XMLAGG function to display all employees belonging to each department.

SELECT XMLSERIALIZE(CONTENT

                       XMLELEMENT(NAME "dept",

                                  XMLATTRIBUTES(e.DEPT_ID AS "id"),

                                  XMLAGG(XMLELEMENT(NAME "lname",

                                                  e.EMP_LNAME)))

                       AS VARCHAR(256)) AS "EMP_NAME_COL"

     FROM DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE e GROUP BY DEPT_ID ;

The result is similar to the following. Note that the content of the EMP_NAME_COL column has been formatted for
convenience.

EMP_NAME_COL

------------

<dept id="1100">

  <lname>Fordman</lname>

  <lname>Halloran</lname>

  <lname>Hamel</lname>

</dept>

<dept id="1110">

  <lname>Widman</lname>

  <lname>Alexander</lname>

</dept>

<dept id="1120">

  <lname>Umidy</lname>

  <lname>White</lname>

  <lname>Johnson</lname>

</dept>

Example 2

Use of the XMLAGG function to display all employees belonging to each department. For each employee, the positions
and jobs are included. This example shows that the use of the XMLAGG function together with the ability to specify
subqueries as arguments for the SQL/XML functions allows creating very complex XML structures.

select xmlpointer (

 xmlelement

 ( Name "Employees"

 , xmlagg

   ( xmlelement

     ( NAME "Department"

     , xmlattributes(DEPT_ID as "DeptId")

     ,  xmlelement

        ( NAME "EmployeesInDepartment"

        , select xmlagg

          ( xmlelement
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            ( name "Employee"

            , xmlattributes(EMP_ID as "EmpId")

            , EMP_FNAME

            , EMP_LNAME

            , xmlelement

              ( name "Address"

              , XMLFOREST

                ( e.STREET     as  "Street"

                , e.CITY       as  "City"

                , e.STATE      as  "State"

                )

              )

            , xmlelement

              ( name "Positions"

              , select xmlagg

                ( xmlelement

                  ( name "Position"

                  , xmlattributes

                    ( p.JOB_ID      as "JobId" )

                  , JOB_TITLE

                  , SALARY_AMOUNT

                  , BONUS_PERCENT

                  )

                )

                 from DEMOEMPL.POSITION p, DEMOEMPL.JOB j

                where p.EMP_ID = e.EMP_ID

                  and p.JOB_ID = j.JOB_ID

              )

            )

          )

           from DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE e

          where d.DEPT_ID = e.DEPT_ID

        )

     )

   )

 )

)from DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT d

The result is similar to the following. It has been formatted and displayed with an "XML-enabled" Web browser that allows
collapsing and expanding XML elements in an XML tree.

- <Employees>

+ <Department DeptId=">1120">

- <Department DeptId="5000">

- <EmployeesInDepartment>

- <Employee EmpId="3449">

  Cynthia Taylor

- <Address>

  <Street>201 Washington St</Street>

  <City>Concord</City>

  <State>MA</State>
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  </Address>

- <Positions>

  <Position JobId="4023">Accountant 74776.0</Position>

  </Positions>

  </Employee>

+ <Employee EmpId="5103">

&invellip.

  </EmployeesInDepartment>

  </Department>

+ <Department DeptId="4500">

  </Employees>

Example 3

Use of the XMLAGG function and subqueries to display part of an SQL catalog as an XML document.

select xmlpointer (

 xmlelement

 ( Name "Catalog"

 , xmlagg

   ( xmlelement

     ( Name "Schema"

     , xmlattributes

       ( s.NAME as "Name"

       , s.TYPE as "Type"

       )

     , 'Referencing SQL Schema:'

     , s.REFDSQLSCHEMA

     , 'Referencing Non SQL Schema:'

     , s.NTWKSCHEMA

     , select

         xmlagg

         ( xmlelement

           ( Name "TablesInSchema"

           , xmlattributes

             ( t.NAME    as "Name"

             , t.TYPE    as "Type"

             , t.LENGTH  as "Length"

             )

           , SEGMENT

           , '.'

           , 'AREA'

           , xmlelement

             ( Name "TableStats"

             , xmlattributes

               ( t.NUMCOLS        as "NumCols"

               , t.NUMINDEXES     as "NumIndexes"

               , t.NUMREFERENCING as "NumReferencing"

               , t.NUMROWS        as "NumRows"

               , t.NUMPAGES       as "NumPages"

               , t.NUMSYNTAX      as "NumSyntax"

               , t.ESTROWS        as "EstRows"

               )
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             )

           , select

               xmlagg

               ( xmlelement

                 ( Name "ColumnsInTable"

                 , xmlattributes

                   ( c.NAME   as "Name"

                   , c.NUMBER as "Nr"

                   )

                 , TYPE

                 , xmlelement

                   ( Name "DataTypeDetails"

                   , xmlattributes

                     ( c.TYPECODE  as "Code"

                     , c.PRECISION as "Precision"

                     , c.SCALE     as "Scale"

                     )

                   )

                 , xmlelement

                   ( Name "OtherDetails"

                   , xmlattributes

                     ( c.NULLS     as "Null"

                     , c.DEFAULT   as "Default"

                     , c.VOFFSET   as "VOffset"

                     , c.VLENGTH   as "VLength"

                     , c.NOFFSET   as "NOffset"

                     , c.NLENGTH   as "NLength"

                     , c.NUMVALUES as "NumValues"

                     )

                   )

                 )

               )

               from SYSTEM.COLUMN c

              where c.TABLE  = t.NAME

                and c.SCHEMA = t.SCHEMA

           )

         )

         from SYSTEM.TABLE t

        where t.SCHEMA = s.NAME

          and TYPE = 'T'

     )

   )

 )

)from SYSTEM.SCHEMA s

The result is similar to the following. It has been formatted and displayed with an "XML-enabled" Web browser that allows
collapsing and expanding XML elements in an XML tree.

- <Catalog>

  <Schema Name="EMPSCHM" Type="N">

   Referencing SQL Schema: Referencing Non SQL Schema:EMPSCHM</Schema>

- <Schema Name="DEMOEMPL" Type="R">

   Referencing SQL Schema:Referencing Non SQL Schema:
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+ <TablesInSchema Name="DEPARTMENT" Type="T" Length="68">

+ <TablesInSchema Name="DIVISION" Type="T" Length="56">

+ <TablesInSchema Name="EMPL_MANAGER_INFO" Type="T" Length="56">

+ <TablesInSchema Name="EMPLOYEE" Type="T" Length="204">

   SQLDEMO .AREA

  <TableStats NumCols="15" NumIndexes="4" NumReferencing="2" NumRows="55"

   NumPages="40" NumSyntax="1" EstRows="0" />

- <ColumnsInTable Name="DEPT_ID" Nr="5">

   UNSIGNED NUMERIC

  <DataTypeDetails Code="128" Precision="4" Scale="0" />

  <OtherDetails Null="N" Default="N" VOffset="49" VLength="4" NOffset="0"

   NLength="0" NumValues="14" />

  </ColumnsInTable>

- <ColumnsInTable Name="EMP_FNAME" Nr="3">

   CHARACTER

  <DataTypeDetails Code="1" Precision="0" Scale="0" />

  <OtherDetails Null="N" Default="N" VOffset="9" VLength="20" NOffset="0"

   NLength="0" NumValues="0" />

  </ColumnsInTable>

- <ColumnsInTable Name="EMP_ID" Nr="1">

   UNSIGNED NUMERIC

  <DataTypeDetails Code="128" Precision="4" Scale="0" />

  <OtherDetails Null="N" Default="N" VOffset="0" VLength="4" NOffset="0"

   NLength="0" NumValues="0" />

  </ColumnsInTable>

        &invellip.

  </TablesInSchema>

        &invellip.

+ <TablesInSchema Name="INSURANCE_PLAN" Type="T" Length="168">

+ <TablesInSchema Name="JOB" Type="T" Length="188">

+ <TablesInSchema Name="POSITION" Type="T" Length="64">

   </Schema>

        &invellip.

   </Catalog>

XMLCOMMENT-function

Returns an XML value that is an XML comment, generated from string-value-expression. The XML value consists of an
XML root information item with one child, an XML comment information item whose [content] property is string-value-
expression.

Syntax

XMLCOMMENT ─── ( ── string-value-expression ── ) ─────────────►◄

Parameters

• string-value-expression
Specifies a character string value-expression, that is a value-expression that returns a value of type character.
If string-value-expression is NULL, XMLCOMMENT returns a NULL value. string-value-expression cannot contain a
hyphen (--) sequence of characters and cannot end with a hyphen (-) character.

Example
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The following statement returns a single XML comment:

SELECT XMLSERIALIZE(CONTENT XMLCOMMENT('My personal opinion')

                    AS CHAR(80)) as "Comment Only"

 FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

The result is similar to the following:

Comment Only

------------

<!--My personal opinion-->

XMLCONCAT-function

Returns an XML value that is the concatenation of all the XML-value-expressions. If all the XML-value-expressions are
NULL or empty, a NULL value is returned.

Syntax

XMLCONCAT ── ( XML-value-expression ────────────────────────────►

       ┌───────────────────────────────┐

►──────▼─,── XML-value-expression ─────┴── ) ───────────────────►◄

Example

Use of the XMLCONCAT function to concatenate two XML elements defined using the XMLELEMENT function.

SELECT e.EMP_ID,

       XMLSERIALIZE(CONTENT

                    XMLCONCAT(XMLELEMENT(NAME "fname",

                                         e.EMP_FNAME),

                              XMLELEMENT(NAME "lname",

                                         e.EMP_LNAME))

                    AS VARCHAR(64)) AS "EMP_NAME_COL"

  FROM DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE e WHERE EMP_ID < 1500 ;

The result is similar to the following:

EMP_ID  EMP_NAME_COL

------  ------------

  1003  <fname>James</fname><lname>Baldwin</lname>

  1034  <fname>James</fname><lname>Gallway</lname>

  1234  <fname>Thomas</fname><lname>Mills</lname>

XMLELEMENT-function

Returns an XML value that is a single XML element information item as a child of its XML root information. Provided are
an XML element name, an optional list of XML namespace declarations, an optional list of attributes, and an optional list of
values as the content of the new element.

The XMLATTRIBUTES pseudo function can be used to specify XML attributes in an XML element. The
XMLNAMESPACES pseudo function can be used to declare XML namespace in an XML element.
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Syntax

XMLELEMENT ───(NAME ── XML-element-name ───────────────────────►

►─┬────────────────────────────────┬───┬─────────────────────┬─►

  └─ , XML-namespace-declaration ──┘   └─ , XML-attributes ──┘

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►◄

  │  ┌───────── , ─────────┐                                 │

  └,─▼ XML-content-val-exp ┴─┬──────────────────────────────┬┘

                             └─ OPTION ┬ NULL ON NULL ─────┬┘

                                       ├ EMPTY ON NULL ◄───┤

                                       ├ ABSENT ON NULL ───┤

                                       ├ NIL ON NULL ──────┤

                                       └ NIL ON NO CONTENT ┘

Expansion of XML-namespace-declaration

                  ┌───────────── , ──────────────────┐

XMLNAMESPACES ──(─▼─ XML-namespace-declaration-item ─┴─)──────►◄

Expansion of XML-namespace-declaration-item

►─┬ XML-namespace-URI-char-lit ─ AS ─ XML-namespace-prefix-id ┬►◄

  │                                                           │

  ├── DEFAULT ── XML-namespace-URI-char-lit ──────────────────┤

  │                                                           │

  └── NO DEFAULT ─────────────────────────────────────────────┘

Expansion of XML-attributes

                 ┌─────────────────── , ──────────────────┐

XMLATTRIBUTES ─(─▼─ XML-att-val-exp ─┬───────────────────┬┴─)─►◄

                                     └ AS ─ XML-att-name ┘

Parameters

• XML-element-name
Specifies an identifier that is used as an XML element name. This name must be an XML QName. If the name is
qualified, the namespace prefix must be declared within the scope. The maximum length of the identifier is 128
characters.

• XML-content-val-exp
Specifies a value-expression or an XML-value-expression that after mapping is used as the content of the
generated XML element. See Mapping SQL Data Type Values to XML Schema Data Type Values.

• XML-namespace-URI-char-lit
Specifies a character string literal of an XML namespace through a URI. For example, http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema. This character string literal can be empty when used with the DEFAULT option only.

• XML-namespace-prefix-id
Specifies an identifier that is used as a namespace prefix that is bound to the XML namespace given by XML-
namespace-URI-char-lit. The maximum length of the identifier is 128 characters.
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This identifier must be an XML NCName. It cannot be equal to "xml" or "xmlns", and it cannot start with the
characters "xml" (in any combination). Be sure that no duplicate namespace prefixes are declared in the same
XMLNAMESPACES function call.

• XML-att-name
Specifies an identifier that is used as the XML attribute name. The maximum length of the identifier is 128 characters.
The attribute name must be an XML QName. It cannot be equal to "xmlns" or start with "xmlns:". Be sure that no
duplicate attribute names are declared in the same XMLATTRIBUTES function call.

• XML-att-val-exp
Specifies a value-expression that is used as the value of the XML attribute. The value-expression can be of any type
except GRAPHIC or VARGRAPHIC. The length of the value is limited to 512 characters.
If XML-att-name is not specified, the attribute name is derived from the XML-att-val-exp value. The XML-att-val-exp
value must be a valid SQL column name, optionally qualified with table-name or alias. The fully escaped mapping is
applied on the SQL column name to create the attribute name.

• OPTION
Specifies the processing of null values for XML-content-val-exp as follows:
– ABSENT ON NULL

The returned value is never null, but element is completely absent when all XML-content-val-exp are NULL.
– EMPTY ON NULL

The returned value is never null. Element has no content for each NULL value of XML-content-val-exp that is NULL.
This is the default.

– NIL ON NO CONTENT
The returned value is not null. When the [children] property of the element does not contain at least one XML
element information item or at least one XML character information item, the element is:

<XML-element-name xsi:nil="true"/>

– NIL ON NULL
The returned value is not null, but when all XML-content-val-exp are NULL, element is

<XML-element-name xsi:nil="true"/>

with implicit xmlns:xsi=http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance.
– NULL ON NULL

The returned value is NULL when all XML-content-val-exp are NULL.

 

NOTE

• XMLATTRIBUTES look like any other SQL/XML function, but it is not an SQL function. It is a function-like
construct that can only be used in an XMLELEMENT invocation.

• An XML-namespace-declaration can have only one XML-namespace-declaration-item containing the literal
DEFAULT or NO DEFAULT.

• XML-element-name is an identifier in the SQL language. Some valid XML names, that is, all XML QNames
with a non-null prefix, require this identifier to be delimited by double quotes.

Examples

Example 1

The following SELECT statement produces a row for each employee with one column representing an 'emp' XML element
containing the employee's last name. The data type of the result column is VARCHAR(64).

SELECT XMLSERIALIZE(CONTENT

                    XMLELEMENT(NAME "emp", EMP_LNAME)
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                    AS VARCHAR(64)) AS "EMP_NAME_COL"

  FROM DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE ;

The result is similar to the following:

EMP_NAME_COL

------------

<emp>Baldwin</emp>

<emp>Gallway</emp>

<emp>Mills</emp>

Example 2

Same as Example 1, but this example includes a first column containing the employee ID, which uses the "e" alias for the
table name and a WHERE clause on the SELECT statement.

SELECT e.EMP_ID,

       XMLSERIALIZE(CONTENT

                    XMLELEMENT(NAME "emp", e.EMP_LNAME)

                    AS VARCHAR(64)) AS "EMP_NAME_COL"

  FROM DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE e WHERE EMP_ID < 1500 ;

The result is similar to the following:

EMP_ID  EMP_NAME_COL

------  ------------

  1003  <emp>Baldwin</emp>

  1034  <emp>Gallway</emp>

  1234  <emp>Mills</emp>

Example 3

Same as Example 2, but this example also includes the employee ID as an attribute within the <emp> tag.

SELECT e.EMP_ID,

       XMLSERIALIZE(CONTENT

                    XMLELEMENT(NAME "emp",

                               XMLATTRIBUTES(e.EMP_ID AS "id"),

                               e.EMP_LNAME)

                    AS VARCHAR(64)) AS "EMP_NAME_COL"

  FROM DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE e WHERE EMP_ID < 1500 ;

The result is similar to the following:

EMP_ID  EMP_NAME_COL

------  ------------

  1003  <emp id="1003">Baldwin</emp>

  1034  <emp id="1034">Gallway</emp>

  1234  <emp id="1234">Mills</emp>

Example 4

Same as Example 3, but this example includes a second attribute within the <emp> tag with the employee's first name.
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SELECT e.EMP_ID,

    XMLSERIALIZE(CONTENT

                 XMLELEMENT(NAME "emp",

                            XMLATTRIBUTES(e.EMP_ID    AS "id",

                                        e.EMP_FNAME AS "fname"),

                            e.EMP_LNAME)

                 AS VARCHAR(64)) AS "EMP_NAME_COL"

  FROM DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE e WHERE EMP_ID < 1500 ;

The result is similar to the following. Note that the content of the EMP_NAME_COL column has been formatted for
convenience.

EMP_ID  EMP_NAME_COL

------  ------------

  1003  <emp id="1003" fname="James">Baldwin</emp>

  1034  <emp id="1034" fname="James">Gallway</emp>

  1234  <emp id="1234" fname="Thomas">Mills</emp>

Example 5

Same as Example 4, but this example removes the attributes and uses the employee's first name and last name as sub-
elements of <emp>.

SELECT e.EMP_ID,

       XMLSERIALIZE(CONTENT

                    XMLELEMENT(NAME "emp",

                         XMLELEMENT(NAME "fname", e.EMP_FNAME),

                         XMLELEMENT(NAME "lname", e.EMP_LNAME))

                    AS VARCHAR(64)) AS "EMP_NAME_COL"

  FROM DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE e WHERE EMP_ID < 1500 ;

The result is similar to the following. Note that the content of the EMP_NAME_COL column has been formatted for
convenience.

EMP_ID  EMP_NAME_COL

------  ------------

  1003  <emp>

          <fname>James</fname>

          <lname>Baldwin</lname>

        </emp>

  1034  <emp>

          <fname>James</fname>

          <lname>Gallway</lname>

        </emp>

  1234  <emp>

          <fname>Thomas</fname>

          <lname>Mills</lname>

        </emp>

Example 6

Same as Example 5, but this example concatenates the employee's first name and last name into one sub-element of
<emp>.
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SELECT e.EMP_ID,

       XMLSERIALIZE(CONTENT

         XMLELEMENT(NAME "emp",

                    XMLELEMENT(NAME "name",

                               e.EMP_FNAME ||' '|| e.EMP_LNAME))

          AS VARCHAR(64)) AS "EMP_NAME_COL"

       FROM DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE e WHERE EMP_ID < 1500 ;

The result is similar to the following. Note that the content of the EMP_NAME_COL column has been formatted for
convenience.

EMP_ID  EMP_NAME_COL

------  ------------

  1003  <emp>

          <name>James Baldwin</name>

        </emp>

  1034  <emp>

          <name>James Gallway</name>

        </emp>

  1234  <emp>

          <name>Thomas Mills</name>

        </emp>

Example 7

Same as Example 6, but this example uses XMLNAMESPACES.

SELECT e.EMP_ID,

       XMLSERIALIZE(CONTENT

         XMLELEMENT(NAME "emp",

              XMLNAMESPACES(

                         DEFAULT 'http://ca.com/hr/globalxml',

                         'http://ca.com/hr/frenchxml' AS "fr" ),

                    XMLELEMENT(NAME "fr:nom",

                               e.EMP_FNAME ||' '|| e.EMP_LNAME))

          AS VARCHAR(64)) AS "EMP_NAME_COL"

       FROM DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE e WHERE EMP_ID < 1500 ;

The result is similar to the following. Note that the content of the EMP_NAME_COL column has been formatted for
convenience.

EMP_ID  EMP_NAME_COL

------  ------------

1003    <emp xmlns="http://ca.com/hr/globalxml"

             xmlns:fr="http://ca.com/hr/frenchxml">

          <fr:nom>James Baldwin</fr:nom>

        </emp>

1034    <emp xmlns="http://ca.com/hr/globalxml"

             xmlns:fr="http://ca.com/hr/frenchxml">

          <fr:nom>James Gallway</fr:nom>

        </emp>

1234    <emp xmlns="http://ca.com/hr/globalxml"
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             xmlns:fr="http://ca.com/hr/frenchxml">

          <fr:nom>Thomas Mills</fr:nom>

        </emp>

Example 8

This example illustrates the use of a subquery as an argument of XMLELEMENT.

SELECT

  XMLSERIALIZE

  ( CONTENT

    XMLELEMENT

    ( NAME "Employee"

    ,XMLATTRIBUTES(e.EMP_ID as "Id")

    , e.EMP_FNAME

    , e.EMP_LNAME

    , SELECT

        XMLELEMENT

        ( NAME "Manager"

        , XMLATTRIBUTES(m.EMP_ID as "MgrId")

        , m.EMP_FNAME || m.EMP_LNAME

        )

       FROM DEMOEMPL.employee m

      WHERE e.MANAGER_ID = m.EMP_ID

  ) AS VARCHAR(120)) AS "EmployeeManager"

FROM DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE e

The result is similar to the following:

EmployeeManager

---------------

<Employee Id="5008">Timothy Fordman

   <Manager MgrId="2246">Marylou Hamel</Manager></Employee>

<Employee Id="4703">Martin Halloran

   <Manager MgrId="2246">Marylou Hamel</Manager></Employee>

XMLFOREST-function

Returns an XML value that is a list of XML element information items as the children of its XML root information. An XML
element is produced from each XML-forest-val-exp, using the column name or, if provided, the XML-forest-elem-ident as
the XML element name and the XML-forest-val-exp as the element content. The value of XML-forest-val-exp can be any
value that has a mapping to an XML value.

The XMLNAMESPACES pseudo function can be used to declare XML namespace in an XML element.

Syntax

XMLFOREST─── ( ──┬──────────────────────────────────┬──────────►

                 └─ XML-namespace-declaration ─ , ──┘

   ┌───────────────────────── , ────────────────────────────┐

►──▼── XML-forest-val-exp ──┬──────────────────────────────┬┴──►

                            └─ AS ─ XML-forest-elem-ident ─┘
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►────┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬──────)────────►◄

     └── OPTION ───┬── NULL ON NULL ◄─────┬────┘

                   ├── EMPTY ON NULL ─────┤

                   ├── ABSENT ON NULL ────┤

                   ├── NIL ON NULL ───────┤

                   └── NIL ON NO CONTENT ─┘

NOTE
For more information about the expansion of XML-namespace-declaration, see XMLELEMENT-function.

Parameters

• XML-forest-elem-ident
Specifies an identifier that is used as an XML element name. The identifier must be an XML QName. If a namespace
prefix is used, it must have been declared in the scope of the element. The maximum length of the identifier is 128
characters.

• XML-forest-val-exp
Specifies a value-expression that is used as the element content of an XML element. If XML-forest-elem-ident is not
specified, the forest element name is derived from the XML-forest-val-exp value. The XML-forest-val-exp value must
be a valid SQL column name, optionally qualified with table-name or alias. The fully escaped mapping is applied on
the SQL column name to create the forest element name.

• OPTION
Specifies the processing of null values for XML-forest-val-exp as follows:
– ABSENT ON NULL

The returned value is never null, but element is completely absent from the list when XML-forest-val-exp is NULL.
– EMPTY ON NULL

The returned value is never null. Element has no content for each NULL value of XML-forest-val-exp.
– NIL ON NO CONTENT

The returned value is not null. When the [children] property of element does not contain at least one XML element
information item or at least one XML character information item, the element is:

<XML-forest-element-name xsi:nil="true"/>.

– NIL ON NULL
The returned value is not null, but when an XML-forest-val-exp is NULL, element becomes

<XML-forest-element-name xsi:nil="true"/>

with implicit xmlns:xsi=http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance.
– NULL ON NULL

The returned value is NULL when all XML-forest-val-exp are NULL. This is the default.

NOTE
XML-element-name is an identifier in the SQL language. Some valid XML names, that is, all XML QNames with
non-null namespace prefix, requires this identifier to be delimited by double quotes.

Example

Similar to Example 5 of the XMLELEMENT function, but the use of two XMLELEMENT invocations to declare two sub-
elements of <emp> is replaced by a single XMLFOREST invocation.

SELECT e.EMP_ID,

       XMLSERIALIZE(CONTENT

                    XMLELEMENT(NAME "emp",

                              XMLFOREST(e.EMP_FNAME AS "fname",
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                                        e.EMP_LNAME AS "lname"))

                    AS VARCHAR(64)) AS "EMP_NAME_COL"

  FROM DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE e WHERE EMP_ID < 1500 ;

The result is similar to the following. Note that the content of the EMP_NAME_COL column has been formatted for
convenience.

EMP_ID  EMP_NAME_COL

------  ------------

  1003  <emp>

          <fname>James</fname>

          <lname>Baldwin</lname>

        </emp>

  1034  <emp>

          <fname>James</fname>

          <lname>Gallway</lname>

        </emp>

  1234  <emp>

          <fname>Thomas</fname>

          <lname>Mills</lname>

        </emp>

XMLPARSE-function

Returns an XML value as the result of performing a non-validating parse of a character string. Parsing is the inverse
operation of serializing.

Syntax

XMLPARSE ── ( ─┬─ CONTENT   ─┬── string-value-expression ──────►

               └─ DOCUMENT ──┘

►───────────────┬───────────────────────────────────┬─────)────►◄

                └──┬── STRIP ─────┬── WHITESPACE ◄──┘

                   └── PRESERVE ──┘

Parameters

• string-value-expression
Specifies a character string value-expression, that is a value-expression that returns a value of type character. If
string-value-expression is NULL, XMLPARSE returns a NULL value.

NOTE
The DOCUMENT and STRIP WHITESPACEoptions are not functional in this feature. Therefore, CONTENT and
PRESERVE WHITESPACE should always be specified.

Example

The following statement causes an SQL statement exception because the XML is not completely serialized. The
serialization is truncated after 20 characters.

SELECT

  XMLPARSE

  ( CONTENT

    XMLSERIALIZE

    ( CONTENT
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      XMLELEMENT

      ( NAME "EMP", EMP_LNAME

      ) AS CHAR(20)

    )

  )

 FROM DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE ;

 

*+ Status = -4       SQLSTATE = 38000        Messages follow:

*+ DB001075 C-4M321: Procedure IDMSQFUX exception 38000 XMLPARSE: Premature end

*+ of data in tag EMP line 1

XMLPI-function

Returns an XML value that is an XML processing instruction (PI). The XML value consists of:

• An XML root information item with one child
• An XML processing information item whose [target] property is the partially escaped mapping of identifier to an XML

Name, and whose [content] property is string-value-expression, trimmed of leading blanks.

Syntax

XMLPI ── ( NAME ── identifier ─┬─────────────────────────────┬─ ) ─►◄

                               └─ , string-value-expression ─┘

Parameters

• Identifier
Specifies the target in the processing instruction. It must be a valid NCName. The maximum length of the identifier is
128 characters.

• string-value-expression
Specifies a character string value-expression, that is a value-expression that returns a value of type character. It can
be NULL or empty, but if present, it cannot contain the "?>" sequence.

A processing instruction takes the following syntactical form in XML 1.0:

<?target data?>

Processing instructions instruct applications to perform some type of extra processing on a given document.

An example of a processing instruction, which is supported by most Web browsers is:

<?xml-stylesheet href="mystyle.xsl" type="text/xsl"?>

When the browser loads an XML document and recognizes the processing instruction, it performs a transformation using
the specified XSLT file and displays the result of the transformation instead of the raw XML file. This processing instruction
has been accepted as a W3C recommendation. For more information, see http://www.w3.org/TR/xml-stylesheet.

Another example of a processing instruction accepted as a W3C recommendation is the use of the XML declaration:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>

The pseudo-attribute version currently must have value "1.0". The pseudo-attribute standalone specifies whether any
markup declarations are defined in separate documents. Finally, the pseudo-attribute encoding specifies the encoding of
the XML document. XML parsers are required to support at least encoding UTF-8 and UTF-16.

Example
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The following statement returns only a single processing instruction:

SELECT XMLSERIALIZE(CONTENT XMLPI (NAME "xml" ,

     '   version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"')

                   AS CHAR(80)) as "PI Instruction"

 FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA WHERE NAME = 'SYSTEM';

The result is similar to the following:

PI Instruction

--------------

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>

XMLROOT-function

Returns an XML value by modifying the properties of the XML root information item of another XML value.

All XML documents must have at least one well-formed root element. The root element, often called the document tag,
must follow the prolog (XML declaration plus DTD) and must be a non-empty tag that encompasses the entire document.

Notes:

• The Encoding property cannot be specified in the XMLROOT function. However, the XMLROOT function sets the value
of the property by using the value from the XML ENCODING parameter in the SQL SET SESSION statement, unless
the given XML value already has a non-null value for its Encoding property.

• If the input XML-value-expression is NULL or empty, XMLROOT returns a NULL value.

Syntax

XMLROOT ───( ── XML-value-expression ───────────────────────────►

►───────── , ── VERSION ──┬── string-value-expression ──┬───────►

                          └── NO VALUE ─────────────────┘

►───────┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬──────)─────►◄

        └─ , ── STANDALONE ──┬── YES ──────┬───────┘

                             ├── NO ───────┤

                             └── NO VALUE ─┘

Parameters

• string-value-expression
Specifies a character string value-expression, that is a value-expression that returns a value of type character.

Example

Use of the XMLROOT function to generate the XML declaration in an XML document.

set session XML ENCODING UTF8;

 

select

  XMLSERIALIZE(CONTENT

    XMLROOT(

      XMLELEMENT(NAME "Employee",

        XMLATTRIBUTES(EMP_ID AS "Id",
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                      DEPT_ID AS "DeptId",

                      MANAGER_ID AS "MgrId"),

        TRIM(EMP_FNAME)||' '||trim(EMP_LNAME),

        ' from ', CITY),

      VERSION '1.0', STANDALONE YES)

                         AS VARCHAR(256)) AS "EmployeeData"

  from DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE  where EMP_ID = 1003;

The result is similar to the following. Note that the content of the EmployeeData column has been formatted for
convenience:

*+ EmployeeData

*+ ------------

*+ <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>

<Employee Id="1003" DeptId="6200">James Baldwin from Boston </Employee>

 

Predicates and Search Condition
This section presents expanded syntax for each predicate that can be used in a search condition. It concludes with
expanded syntax for search-condition:

• predicate
A predicate is an operand of a search condition. It expresses or implies a comparison operation.

• search condition
A search condition is a Boolean expression that yields a truth value. The operands of a search condition are
predicates, and the operators are the logical operators AND, OR, and NOT. A search condition establishes a criterion
for selecting rows from a table.

Expansion of Between-predicate
The between-predicate tests whether a value is within a range of values.

Usage

Comparable Data Types

The data types of the values specified in a between-predicate must be comparable.

NOTE
For information about comparing values of different data types, see Comparison, Assignment, Arithmetic, and
Concatenation Operations.

Truth Value of a BETWEEN Predicate without NOT

The result of a BETWEEN predicate that does not include NOT is:

• True when value being tested is greater than or equal to the starting value of the test range and less than or equal to
the ending value of the test range

• False when the value being tested is less than the starting value of the test range or greater than the ending value of
the test range

• Unknown when one or more of the values specified in the predicate are null

Truth Value of a BETWEEN predicate with NOT

The result of a BETWEEN predicate that includes NOT is:
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• True when value being tested is less than the starting value of the test range or greater than the ending value of the
test range

• False when the value being tested is greater than or equal to the starting value of the test range and less than or equal
to the ending value of the test range

• Unknown when one or more of the values specified in the predicate are null

Rounded Values

The BETWEEN predicate is useful for testing values derived from value expressions that may have been affected by
rounding.

Example

As the Search Condition in a CHECK Parameter

The following CREATE TABLE statement defines the EXPERTISE table with four columns. The CHECK parameter
defines a restriction on the data that can be stored in the SKILL_LEVEL column.

create table expertise

   (emp_id      integer       not null,

   skill_id     integer       not null,

   skill_level  character(2),

   exp_date     date,

   check (skill_level between '01' and '04');

More Information

• For more information about search conditions, see Expansion of Search-condition.
• For more information about the CHECK parameter, see CREATE TABLE.
• For more information about the ADD CHECK parameter, see ALTER TABLE.

Expansion of Comparison-predicate
The comparison-predicate tests whether a value is less than, equal to, or greater than another value.

Syntax

Expansion of comparison-predicate

►►─── value-expression  comparison-operator ─┬─ value-expression ─┬───────────►◄

                                             └─ ( subquery ) ─────┘

Parameters

• value-expression
Specifies a value to be used in the comparison. For expanded value-expression syntax, see Expansion of Value-
expression.

• comparison-operator
Specifies the comparison operator to be used in the test. Valid values for comparison-operator are the following:

Comparison Operator Meaning

= Equal to

<> Not equal to
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< Less than

<= Less than or equal to

> Greater than

>= Greater than or equal to

Consideration
The logical "not" operator can be specified using the code point represented by X'5F' that can vary with the code page
being used. For example, the forms ¬=, ¬<, and ¬> are supported in code pages where the logical not sign is X'5F'.
The forms ^=, ^<, and ^> are supported in code pages where the circumflex accent is represented by X’5F’. These
forms of the operators are intended only to support existing SQL statements that use them and are not recommended
for use when writing new SQL statements. The equivalent operator from the table above should be substituted for any
operator which includes a not sign. For example, substitute '<>' for '¬=', '<=' for '¬>', and '>=' for '¬<'.

• ( subquery )
Specifies a subquery that returns no more than one row and whose result table consists of a single column. For more
information about expanded subquery syntax, see Expansion of Subquery.

Usage

Comparable Data Types

The data types of the values being compared must be comparable. For information about comparing values of different
data types, see Comparison, Assignment, Arithmetic, and Concatenation Operations.

Truth Value of a Comparison Predicate

The result of a comparison predicate is:

• True: When the first value relates to the second value in the way specified by the comparison operator
• False: When the first value does not relate to the second value in the way specified by the comparison operator
• Unknown: When one or both of the values being compared are null or when the result of the subquery is an empty set

Example

As the Search Condition in a WHERE Parameter

The following DELETE statement deletes rows in the EXPERTISE table for employees who were terminated before
January 1, 2006. The search condition in the WHERE parameter of the subquery consists of a single comparison
predicate.

delete from expertise

   where emp_id in

      (select emp_id

         from employee

         where termination_date <'2006-01-01');

Expansion of Exists-predicate
The exists-predicate tests for the existence of data meeting criteria specified in a subquery.

Syntax

Expansion of exists-predicate
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►►─── EXISTS ( subquery ) ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• ( subquery )
Specifies a subquery that returns a set of zero or more rows. For expanded subquery syntax, see Expansion of
Subquery.

Usage

Truth Value of an EXISTS Predicate

The result of an EXISTS predicate is:

• True when the result of the subquery is a set containing one or more rows
• False when the result of the subquery is an empty set

Example

With the Unary Operator NOT in a WHERE Parameter

The following SELECT statement identifies employees for whom no expertise information has been stored in the
database.

select e1.emp_id

   from employee e1

   where not exists

      (select * from expertise e2

      where e1.emp_id = e2.emp_id);

NOTE
For more information about search conditions, see Expansion of Search-condition.

Expansion of In-predicate
The in-predicate tests whether a value occurs in a specified set of values.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

Expansion of in-predicate

►►─── value-expression ─┬───────┬─ IN ────────────────────────────────────────►

                        └─ NOT ─┘

           ┌───────── , ────────┐

 ►─┬─ ( ─┬─▼─ value-expression ─┴─┬─ ) ─┬─────────────────────────────────────►◄

   │     └─ subquery ─────────────┘     │

   │                                    │

   └─ value-expression ─────────────────┘
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Parameters

• value-expression
Specifies the value to be compared to the set of values identified by the IN parameter. For expanded value-
expression syntax, see Expansion of Value-expression.

• NOT
Reverses the test. NOT directs IDMS to test whether a value is not in the specified set of values.

• IN
Identifies the set of values to which the value being tested is compared.

• value-expression
Specifies a value that is a member of the set of test values.
Value-expression may be enclosed in parentheses. Multiple occurrences of value-expression must be separated by
commas and enclosed in parentheses.

• subquery
Specifies a subquery that returns zero or more rows and whose result table consists of a single column. The column
values are members of the set of test values. For expanded subquery syntax, see Expansion of Subquery.

Usage

Equivalence

Value-expression IN value-expression is equivalent to a comparison predicate in the form value-expression = value-
expression.

Value-expression IN (subquery) is equivalent to a quantified predicate in the form value-expression = ANY
(subquery).

Comparable Data Types

The data types of the values in an IN predicate must be comparable.

NOTE
For more information about comparing values of different data types, see Comparison, Assignment, Arithmetic,
and Concatenation Operations.

Truth Value of an IN Predicate without NOT

The result of an IN predicate that does not include NOT is:

• True when the value being tested is equal to at least one of the values in the test set
• False when the value being tested is not equal to any of the values in the test set or when the result of the subquery is

an empty set
• Unknown when the value being tested is null or when values in the test set are a combination of null value and values

not equal to the value being tested

This table presents examples of results of IN predicates without NOT:

Predicate Result
'A' IN ('A','B') True
'A' IN ('B') False
'A' IN (null-value) Unknown
'A' IN ('A',null-value) True
'A' IN ('B',null-value) Unknown

Truth Value of an IN Predicate with NOT
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The result of an IN predicate that includes NOT is:

• True when the value being tested is not equal to any of the values in the test set or when the result of the subquery is
an empty set

• False when the value being tested is equal to at least one of the values in the test set
• Unknown when the value being tested is null or values in the test set are a combination of null value and values not

equal to the value being tested

This table presents examples of results of IN predicates with NOT:

Predicate Result
'A' NOT IN ('A','B') False
'A' NOT IN ('B') True
'A' NOT IN (null-value) Unknown
'A' NOT IN ('A',null-value) False
'A' NOT IN ('B',null-value) Unknown

Example

As the Search Condition in a WHERE Parameter

The following SELECT statement identifies employees who live in one of four specified cities:

select emp_fname, emp_lname, dept_id

   from employee

   where emp_city in ('Newton','Wellesley','Natick','Wayland');

Expansion of Like-predicate
The like-predicate tests whether a character value matches the pattern of another character value.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

Expansion of like-predicate

►►─── value-expression ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────┬─ LIKE ─┬─ 'pattern' ────────────────────────────────┬────────────►

   └─ NOT ─┘        ├─ G 'graphics pattern' ─────────────────────┤

                    ├─ host-variable ────────────────────────────┤

                    ├─ special-register ─────────────────────────┤

                    ├─ dynamic-parameter-marker ─────────────────┤

                    ├─ routine-parameter ────────────────────────┤

                    └─ local-variable ───────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ESCAPE ─┬─ 'escape-character' ────────────┬─┘

              ├─ host-variable ─────────────────┤

              ├─ dynamic-parameter-marker ──────┤

              ├─ routine-parameter ─────────────┤
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              └─ local-variable ────────────────┘

Parameters

• value-expression
Specifies a value to be tested against a pattern or other value.
Value-expression must have a data type of CHARACTER, VARCHAR, BINARY, GRAPHIC, or VARGRAPHIC.

• NOT
Reverses the test. NOT directs IDMS to test whether a specified value does not match the specified pattern.

• LIKE
Identifies the pattern to which the value being tested is compared.

• 'pattern'
Specifies a character string literal to be used as the test pattern.
A test pattern can include wildcard characters:

Character Meaning
_ (underscore) Represents any single character
% (percent sign) Represents any string of zero or more characters

Wildcard characters can be used in any combination and any number of times in a test pattern.

• G'graphics-pattern'
Specifies a double-byte character literal to be used as a test pattern.
Wildcard characters can be used as described for pattern except that the wildcard characters are the double-byte
equivalents of the characters shown in the table above, and they are used to represent double-byte characters.

• host-variable
Identifies a host variable that contains the character value to be used as the test pattern. The host variable must have
been declared in an SQL declaration section and must be an elementary item instead of a group field.

• special-register
Identifies a special register that contains the value to which the value being tested is compared.
CURRENT TIMEZONE may not be specified for special-register. For expanded special-register syntax, see
Expansion of Special-register.

• dynamic-parameter-marker
Indicates that a dynamic parameter is used to contain the character value for the test pattern.

• host-variable
Identifies a local variable that contains the character value to be used as the test pattern. The local variable must have
been declared in an SQL declaration statement.

• routine-parameter
Identifies a routine parameter that contains the character value to be used as the test pattern. The routine parameter
must have been defined in the parameter-definition of the SQL routine.

• local-variable
Specifies a local variable to be used in the value-expression.

• ESCAPE
The ESCAPE option allows the designation of an escape character for the pattern. The option must specify a one
byte character value. If it appears in the pattern string, the escape character must be immediately followed by either a
wildcard character or by another instance of the escape character. When this happens, the leading escape character
is dropped from the match and the following character (wildcard or escape) is treated at face value instead of as a
special character. For example, LIKE 'A_%' matches all values beginning with A, while LIKE 'AZ_%' ESCAPE 'Z'
matches all values beginning with A_.
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WARNING
Escape characters are not supported in installations with active DBCS support.

• 'escape character'
Specifies the character to be used as the escape character. Escape-character must be a one-byte character value.

• host-variable
Specifies the character to be used as the escape character. Escape-character must be a one-byte character field.

• dynamic-parameter-marker
Specifies that the one-byte escape character is supplied through a dynamic parameter.

• routine-parameter
Specifies the character to be used as the escape character. Escape-character must be a one-byte character field.

• local-variable
Specifies the character to be used as the escape character. Escape-character must be a one-byte character field.

Usage

Truth Value of a LIKE Predicate without NOT

The result of a LIKE predicate that does not include NOT is:

• True when the value being tested matches the test pattern
• False when the value being tested does not match the test pattern
• Unknown when either the value being tested or the test pattern is null

Truth Value of a LIKE Predicate with NOT

The result of a LIKE predicate that includes NOT is:

• True when the value being tested does not match the test pattern
• False when the value being tested matches the test pattern
• Unknown when either the value being tested or the test pattern is null

Equivalence

If 'pattern' contains no wildcard character, the LIKE predicate is the equivalent of a comparison predicate using an equal
sign, with the restriction that the lengths of the two values being compared must be identical. This restriction distinguishes
a test for a match from a test for equality.

Evaluation of Trailing Blanks

If value-expression containing a character string with trailing blanks is compared to the same character string without
trailing blanks in a LIKE predicate, the result is false. For example, 'ABC ' is not like 'ABC'. Similarly, 'ABC' is not like 'ABC
'.

Graphics and Character Values

If value-expression is a character value, then the search pattern must also be a character value. If value-expression is
a graphics value, then the search pattern must also be a graphics value.

Using Host Variables and Dynamic Parameters As Test Patterns

The value of the test pattern can be supplied through a host variable or a dynamic parameter. The value of the variable or
parameter can include wildcard characters as described above. For example, assume you code the following:

02  PATTERN   PIC X(10).

 ....

MOVE '%ABC%' TO PATTERN.

 ....
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SELECT .... WHERE .... LIKE :PATTERN;

The pattern being used is '%ABC% ', which means 0 to n of anything followed by ABC, followed by 0 to n of anything,
followed by 5 spaces. This doesn't yield the same result as:

SELECT .... WHERE .... LIKE '%ABC%';

which means 0 to n of anything, followed by ABC, followed by 0 to n of anything.

Examples

Using the Underscore in a Pattern

The following SELECT statement identifies the consultants working on projects with four-character identifiers where the
middle two characters are 2 and 0:

select con_id, con_lname

   from consultant

   where proj_id like '_20_';

Using the Percent Sign in a Pattern

The following SELECT statement identifies all employees whose last names begin with A or B:

select emp_fname, emp_lname, dept_id

   from employee

   where emp_lname like 'A%'

      or emp_lname like 'B%';

More Information

• For more information about character string literals, see Literals.
• For more information about host variables, see Host Variables.
• For more information about declaring local variables, see Local Variables.
• For more information about declaring routine-parameters, see Routine Parameters.

Expansion of Null-predicate
The null-predicate tests whether a value in a column is null.

Syntax

Expansion of null-predicate

►►── value-expression ── IS ─┬───────┬─ NULL ─────────────────────────────────►◄

                             └─ NOT ─┘

Parameters

• value-expression
Specifies the value to be tested.

• IS NULL
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Directs IDMS to test for the presence of a null value.
• NOT

Reverses the test. NOT directs IDMS to test for the presence of a non-null value.

Usage

Truth Value of a NULL Predicate without NOT

The result of a NULL predicate that does not include NOT is:

• True when the value being tested is null
• False when the value being tested is not null

Truth Value of a NULL Predicate with NOT

The result of a NULL predicate that includes NOT is:

• True when the value being tested is not null
• False when the value being tested is null

Example

As the Search Condition in a WHERE Parameter

The following SELECT statement identifies employees for whom no telephone number has been stored in the database:

select emp_id

   from employee

   where phone is null;

NOTE
For more information about search conditions, see Expansion of Search-condition.

Expansion of Quantified-predicate
The quantified-predicate tests the comparison of a value to either some or all the values in a specified set.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

Expansion of quantified-predicate

►►─── value-expression ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── comparison-operator ─┬─ ALL ──────┬─ ( subquery ) ──────────────────────►◄

                           └─┬─ SOME ─┬─┘

                             └─ ANY ──┘

Parameters

• value-expression
Specifies a value to be compared to the set of values. For expanded value-expression syntax, see Expansion of
Value-expression.

• comparison-operator
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Specifies the comparison operator to be used in the test. Valid values for comparison-operator are:

Comparison operator Meaning

= Equal to

<> Not equal to

< Less than

<= Less than or equal to

> Greater than

>= Greater than or equal to

Consideration
The logical "not" operator can be specified using the code point represented by X'5F' that can vary with the code page
being used. For example, the forms ¬=, ¬<, and ¬> are supported in code pages where the logical not sign is X'5F'.
The forms ^=, ^<, and ^> are supported in code pages where the circumflex accent is represented by X’5F’. These
forms of the operators are intended only to support existing SQL statements that use them and are not recommended
for use when writing new SQL statements. The equivalent operator from the table above should be substituted for any
operator which includes a not sign. For example, substitute '<>' for '¬=', '<=' for '¬>', and '>=' for '¬<'.

• ALL
Directs IDMS to test if the specified value relates to all the values in the test set in the way specified by the comparison
operator.

• SOME/ANY
Directs IDMS to test if the specified value relates to at least one value in the test set in the way specified by the
comparison operator.
SOME and ANY are synonyms.

• ( subquery )
Specifies a subquery that returns zero or more rows and whose result table consists of a single column. For expanded
subquery syntax, see Expansion of Subquery.

Usage

Comparable Data Types

The data types of the values being compared must be comparable. For more information about comparing values of
different data types, see Comparison, Assignment, Arithmetic, and Concatenation Operations.

Truth Table for a Quantified Predicate with ALL

Following is the result of a quantified predicate that includes ALL:

• True: When the value being tested relates to every value in the test set in the way specified by the comparison
operator or when the result of the subquery is an empty set

• False: When the value being tested does not relate to at least one value in the test set in the way specified by the
comparison operator

• Unknown: When the value being tested is null or when at least one value in the test set is null and the value being
tested relates to all other values in the test set in the way specified by the comparison operator

Truth Table for a Quantified Predicate with SOME or ANY

Following is the result of a quantified predicate that includes SOME or ANY:
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• True: When the value being tested relates to at least one value in the test set in the way specified by the comparison
operator

• False: When the value being tested does not relate to any value in the test set in the way specified by the comparison
operator or when the result of the subquery is an empty set

• Unknown: When the value being tested is null or when at least one value in the test set is null and the value being
tested does not relate to any value in the test set in the way specified by the comparison operator

Examples

Using ALL

The following SELECT statement identifies the employees whose percent of salary increase at their 1999 review was
greater than their percent of salary increase in any other year:

select emp_id

   from benefits b1

   where fiscal_year = '99'

      and review_percent > all

         (select review_percent

            from benefits b2

            where b1.emp_id = b2.emp_id

               and fiscal_year <> '99');

Using ANY

The following SELECT statement identifies employees who earned more in commission in the 1999 fiscal year than they
did in salary in at least one fiscal year:

select s.emp_id

   from sales s, position p1

   where s.emp_id = p1.emp_id

      and s.fiscal_year = '99'

      and comm_percent * sales_to_date > any

         (select salary_amount

            from position p2

            where s.emp_id = p2.emp_id);

Expansion of Search-condition
The search-condition represents a truth value in an SQL statement.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

Expansion of search-condition

►►─┬───────┬─┬─ between-predicate ────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ NOT ─┘ ├─ comparison-predicate ─┤

             ├─ exists-predicate ─────┤

             ├─ in-predicate ─────────┤

             ├─ like-predicate ───────┤
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             ├─ null-predicate ───────┤

             ├─ quantified-predicate ─┤

             └─ ( search-condition ) ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►◄

   │ ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─┬─ AND ─┬─┬───────┬─┬─ between-predicate ────┬─┴─┘

       └─ OR ──┘ └─ NOT ─┘ ├─ comparison-predicate ─┤

                           ├─ exists-predicate ─────┤

                           ├─ in-predicate ─────────┤

                           ├─ like-predicate ───────┤

                           ├─ null-predicate ───────┤

                           ├─ quantified-predicate ─┤

                           └─ ( search-condition ) ─┘

Parameters

• NOT
Reverses the truth value, if known, of the operand that follows; that is:
– A true value becomes false
– A false value becomes true
– An unknown value remains unknown

• between-predicate
Represents the truth value resulting from the evaluation of a BETWEEN predicate. For expanded between-predicate
syntax, see Expansion of Between-predicate.

• comparison-predicate
Represents the truth value resulting from the evaluation of a comparison predicate. For expanded comparison-
predicate syntax, see Expansion of Comparison-predicate.

• exists-predicate
Represents the truth value resulting from the evaluation of an EXISTS predicate. For expanded exists-predicate
syntax, see Expansion of Exists-predicate.

• in-predicate
Represents the truth value resulting from the evaluation of an IN predicate. For expanded in-predicate syntax, see
Expansion of In-predicate.

• like-predicate
Represents the truth value resulting from the evaluation of a LIKE predicate. For expanded like-predicate syntax, see
Expansion of Like-predicate.

• null-predicate
Represents the truth value resulting from the evaluation of a NULL predicate. For expanded null-predicate syntax,
see Expansion of Null-predicate.

• quantified-predicate
Represents the truth value resulting from the evaluation of a quantified predicate. For expanded quantified-predicate
syntax, see Expansion of Quantified-predicate.

• (search-condition)
Specifies another search condition to be used as a single operand in the search condition. To be manipulated as a
single operand, the search condition must be enclosed in parentheses.

• AND
Specifies that both the operand preceding the operator and the operand following the operator must be true for the
search condition to be true.

• OR
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Specifies that either the operand preceding the operator, the operand following the operator, or both operands must be
true for the search condition to be true.

Usage

A search condition in an SQL statement specifies criteria used to restrict the data processed by the statement:

• In a WHERE parameter, the search condition restricts the rows processed by the statement.
The WHERE parameter occurs in query-specification and in the DELETE, SELECT, and UPDATE statements.

• In a HAVING parameter, the search condition restricts the table groupings processed by the statement.
The HAVING parameter occurs in query-specification and the SELECT statement.

• In a CHECK or ADD CHECK parameter, the search condition restricts the data that can be stored in a table. A search
condition in a CHECK or ADD CHECK parameter is also called a check constraint.
The CHECK parameter occurs in the CREATE TABLE statement. The ADD CHECK parameter occurs in the ALTER
TABLE statement.

Restrictions on search-condition in a CHECK or ADD CHECK Parameter

In the CHECK parameter of the CREATE TABLE statement or the ADD CHECK parameter of the ALTER TABLE
statement:

• The search condition cannot include any host variables, routine parameters, local variables, user-defined-functions,
aggregate functions, EXISTS predicates, quantified predicates, subqueries, or dynamic parameter markers.

• Column references in the search condition must identify columns in the table being created or altered.

Truth Values

The result of a search condition is one of three possible truth values: true, false, or unknown. The unknown value occurs
only when the search condition includes one or more null values.

IDMS obtains the result by evaluating the search condition for a particular row in a table or a particular table grouping.
Processing occurs according to the results, as described in the following table:

If the result is: IDMS:
True Continues processing the statement for the row or group

 
False IDMS does not process the statement for the row or group
Unknown
 

Does not process the row when the search condition occurs in
the WHERE or HAVING parameters of a SELECT, UPDATE, or
DELETE statement, or query specification
Processes the row when the search condition occurs in a CHECK
clause that is tested during an INSERT or UPDATE operation

Truth Table for AND

The result of the AND operation for each possible combination of operands is given by the following truth table:

AND True False Unknown
True True False Unknown
False False False False
Unknown Unknown False Unknown

Truth Table for OR
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The result of the OR operation for each possible combination of operands is given by the following truth table:

OR True False Unknown
True True True True
False True False Unknown
Unknown True Unknown Unknown

Order of Evaluation

After evaluating the individual operands, IDMS performs the operations in a search condition in the following order:

1. The unary operation NOT from left to right
2. AND from left to right
3. OR from left to right

You can use parentheses to override the default order of evaluation. Operations in parentheses are performed first.

For example, assuming the value in :SALARY is 35,000, the result of the following search condition is true:

:salary > 20000 or :salary = 0 and :salary < 30,000

When the OR operation is enclosed in parentheses, the result of the expression is false:

(:salary > 20000 or :salary = 0) and :salary < 30,000

Examples

A Single Operand

The following ALTER TABLE statement directs IDMS to store only values less than or equal to 10 in the
BONUS_PERCENT column of the POSITION table. The search condition in the ADD CHECK parameter consists of a
single operand (a comparison predicate).

alter table position

   add check (bonus_percent <= 10);

Two Operands with OR

The following SELECT statement returns the number of employees in each department that has either five or more
employees or no employees:

select dept_id, count(emp_id)

   from employee

   group by dept_id

   having count(emp_id) >= 5

      or count(emp_id) = 0;

Multiple Operands

The following SELECT statement identifies the project leaders of projects that were scheduled to have started by now
but have not and that have no assigned employees. The search condition in the first WHERE parameter includes three
operands. The first is a comparison predicate, the second is a NULL predicate, and the third is an EXISTS predicate with
the unary operator NOT.
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select proj_leader_id

   from project p

   where est_start_date < current date

      and act_start_date is null

      and not exists

         (select emp_id

            from employee e

            where e.proj_id = p.proj_id);

More Information

• For more information about the WHERE parameter, see:
– Expansion of Subquery
– Expansion of Query-specification
– DELETE, SELECT, or UPDATE

• For more information about the HAVING parameter, see:
– Expansion of Subquery
– Expansion of Query-specification
– SELECT or UPDATE

• For more information about the CHECK parameter, see CREATE TABLE.
• For more information about the ADD CHECK parameter, see ALTER TABLE.

Query Specifications, Subqueries, Query Expressions, and Cursor
Specifications
Query Specifications
A query specification is the form of the SELECT statement used to represent a table of values in an SQL statement. The
values represented by a query specification are derived from the tables, views, procedures and table procedures named
in the FROM parameter of the query specification.

Expansion of Query-specification
The expansion of query-specification represents a table to be used in the evaluation of an SQL statement.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

Expansion of query-specification

►►─── SELECT ─┬────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

              ├─ ALL  ◄ ───┤

              └─ DISTINCT ─┘

     ┌─────────────────────────────────────── , ────────────────┐

 ►──▼──┬─── * ───────────────────────────────────────────┬────┴──────────►

         ├── value-expression ──┬──────────────────────────┤

         │                      └──┬──────┬── result-name ─┤

         │                         └─ AS ─┘                │

         ├─ table-name.* ──────────────────────────────────┤

         └─ alias.* ───────────────────────────────────────┘
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            ┌────────────────── , ──────────────────────────────┐

 ►─── FROM ─▼─┬─ table-reference─────┬─┬──────────┬─────────┬───┴─────────►

              └─ (query-expression) ─┘ └─┬──────┬─┴─ alias ─┘

                                         └─ AS ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ WHERE ─┬─ search-condition ──────────┬─┘

             └─ extended-search-condition ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ PRESERVE ─┬─ table-name ──┬─┘

                └─ alias ───────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

   │            ┌────────────── , ────────────────┐ │

   └─ GROUP BY ─▼┬┬───────────────┬─ column-name ─┴─┤

                 │├─ table-name. ─┤                 │

                 │└─ alias. ──────┘                 │

                 └── rowid-pseudo-column ───────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ HAVING search-condition ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ OPTIMIZE FOR literal ROWS ─┘

Parameters

• ALL
Directs IDMS to return all the rows, including duplicates, in the requested result table. ALL is the default when you
specify neither ALL nor DISTINCT.

• DISTINCT
Directs IDMS to eliminate duplicate rows from the result table of the query specification.

• *
Specifies that the result table is to include all columns in the tables, views, procedures and table procedures named in
the FROM parameter of the query specification. The columns in the tables, views, procedures and table procedures
are concatenated in the order in which the tables and views are specified in the FROM parameter. If the schema for
the entities named in the FROM parameter was defined using the WITH VIRTUAL KEYS option, the result will also
include the ROWID and virtual foreign key pseudo-columns. The virtual foreign key columns are sorted alphabetically.

• value-expression
Identifies the values to be included in a result column. Typically, value-expression includes a column reference.
Each column reference in value-expression must identify a column in a table named in the FROM parameter of the
query specification.
The number of columns in a result table is the same as the number of value expressions in the query specification
defining the result table. For expanded value-expression syntax, see Expansion of Value-expression.

• AS result-name
Specifies a name for the result column identified by value-expression. Result-name must be a 1- through 32-
character name that follows the conventions for SQL identifiers.

• table-name.*
Specifies that the result table is to include all columns in the table identified by table-name.
Table-name must match an occurrence of table-name in the FROM parameter.

• alias.*
Specifies that the result table is to include all columns in the table identified by alias.
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Alias must match an occurrence of alias in the FROM parameter.
• FROM table-reference

Identifies one or more tables, views, procedures or table procedures from which the result table is to be derived. For
expanded table-reference syntax, see Expansion of Table-reference.

• (query-expression)
Represents a table to be used in the evaluation of an SQL statement.

• AS alias
Defines a new name to be used to identify the table, view, procedure or table procedure within the query specification.
Alias must be a 1- through 18-character name that follows the conventions for SQL identifiers.

• WHERE
Introduces criteria that a row must meet to be included in the result table.
– search-condition

Specifies the set of values against which a row is tested:
• When the value of search-condition is true, the row is included in the result table
• When the value of search-condition is false or unknown, the row is not included in the result table
For expanded search-condition syntax, see Expansion of Search-condition.

– extended-search-condition
Specifies a search condition that includes a set specification. For expanded extended-search-condition syntax,
see Expansion of Extended-search Condition.

• PRESERVE
Requests an outer join on the specified table, view, or table procedure. The PRESERVE parameter is an IDMS
extension of the SQL standard.
To specify a more powerful outer join that is compatible with the SQL standard, use the joined-table construct as
table-reference.
– table-name

Specifies by name the table, view, procedure or table procedure to be preserved in an outer join. For expanded
table-name syntax, see Expansion of Table-name.

– alias
Specifies the table, view, procedure or table procedure to be preserved in an outer join by the alias defined for the
table, view, procedure or table procedure in the FROM parameter of the query specification.

• GROUP BY column-name
Groups the rows in the table defined by the FROM and WHERE parameters by the values in the specified columns.
Rows with the same value in each grouping column are grouped together.
Column-name must identify a column in a table, view, procedure or table procedure named in the FROM parameter of
the query specification. Multiple column names must be separated by commas.
– table-name

Specifies the table, view, procedure or table procedure includes the named column. For expanded table-name
syntax, see Expansion of Table-name.

– alias
Specifies the alias associated with the table, view, procedure or table procedure that includes the named column.
Alias must be defined in the FROM parameter of the query specification.

– rowid-pseudo-column
Specifies a pseudo-column ROWID to be used as a grouping column. See Expansion of rowid-pseudo-column for
more information.

• HAVING search-condition
Specifies criteria a group must meet to be included in the result table:
– When the value of search-condition is true, the group is included in the result table
– When the value of search-condition is false or unknown, the group is not included in the result table
For expanded search-condition syntax, see Expansion of Search-condition.

• OPTIMIZE FOR literal ROWS
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Specifies the expected number of output rows from this query-specification. It is used by the optimizer to generate the
best possible access strategy for satisfying query-expression. The string literal is an integer constant. The OPTIMIZE
FOR parameter is an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

Usage

Outer Join Using PRESERVE

Within query-specification, PRESERVE can be used to request an outer join on one of the tables, views, procedures
or table procedures named in the FROM parameter. If PRESERVE is specified, the result table includes rows of the
preserved table for which no matching row exists in the other tables used in the join operation.

If no matching row exists, the corresponding columns in the result table are set to null. Predicates in the WHERE clause
other than those used to perform the outer join are evaluated before determining whether a matching row exists.

The following statement returns the names of all active employees. The name of the employee's spouse is also returned
if found. The logic of the statement is that the result table includes the name of each active employee, and whether the
employee has a spouse:

select e.first_name, e.last_name,

       s.first_name, s.last_name

  from employee e, relation s

  where e.empid=s.empid

    and e.status='A'         -- active employee

    and s.relationship='S'   -- employee's spouse

  preserve e ;

NOTE
Outer join and many other join types can be specified to be compatible with the SQL standard using the joined-
table construct in table-reference. See Expansion of Table-reference, for more information.

PRESERVE and Column Order

When using PRESERVE and specifying "*" as the result column list, the order of the columns in the result table depend on
which table is being preserved. The columns of the preserved table are always first.

Value Expressions without Column References

If the value expression that identifies a result column does not include any column references, the result column contains
the same value in each row. This value is derived directly from the value expression without reference to the table defined
by the FROM parameter of the query specification.

Uniqueness of Table References

Each alias and each table reference without an associated alias must be unique within the FROM parameter of a query
specification.

Column References in the WHERE Parameter

Each column reference directly included in the search condition in the WHERE parameter of a query specification must
unambiguously identify a column in a table, view, procedure or table procedure specified in the FROM parameter of the
query specification, or must be an outer reference.

NOTE
For information about outer references, see Subqueries.

GROUP BY Parameter Requirements

When a query specification includes the GROUP BY parameter, each column reference in the value expressions that
identify the result columns must either identify a column specified in the GROUP BY parameter or occur only in the
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argument of an aggregate function. If the result columns are identified by an asterisk (*), the GROUP BY parameter must
include all the columns in the tables, views, and table procedures specified in the FROM parameter.

Query Specifications without the GROUP BY Parameter

If a query specification does not include the GROUP BY parameter and any column reference in a value expression that
identifies a result column is included in the argument of an aggregate function:

• All column references in all the value expressions must be in aggregate functions
• The entire table defined by the FROM and WHERE parameters is treated as a single group

Column References in the HAVING Parameter

Each column reference included in the search condition in the HAVING parameter of a query specification must either
identify a column specified in the GROUP BY parameter of the query specification, occur in the argument of an aggregate
function, or be an outer reference.

When to Use OPTIMIZE FOR Literal ROWS

Under some circumstances, the SQL optimizer may choose a less than optimal access strategy to satisfy a query
expression. This typically happens with host program embedded SQL statements which contain WHERE clauses with
host variable references, rather than explicit constants. For example, a BETWEEN clause involving host variables may
induce the optimizer to assume many rows will be retrieved, causing it to choose an area sweep to satisfy the request.
Without knowing the underlying values of the host variables, the optimizer cannot know if the BETWEEN will always
qualify a small number of rows, thus possibly making an index retrieval much more efficient. The OPTIMIZE FOR literal
ROWS clause is used to override the number of expected rows deduced by the optimizer. This allows it to generate better
access strategies.

Examples

In a CREATE VIEW Statement

The following CREATE VIEW statement defines a view derived from three tables:

create view former_employee

   as select e.emp_id, emp_fname, emp_lname,

         job_title, start_date, finish_date

      from employee e, job j, position p

      where e.emp_id = j.emp_id

         and e.emp_id = p.emp_id

         and finish_date is not null;

In an INSERT Statement

The following INSERT statement inserts rows into the TEMP_EMP_SKILL table.

insert into temp_emp_skill

   select emp.emp_id, dept_id, skill_name, skill_level

      from employee emp, expertise exp, skill s

      where emp.emp_id = exp.emp_id

         and exp.skill_id = s.skill_id;

Subqueries
A subquery is a query specification used in predicates or in an XML-value-expression. Each subquery in a predicate
represents a set of zero or more values to be used in the test specified by the predicate. A subquery used in an XML-
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value-expression represents either the NULL value or a single value. The values represented by a subquery are derived
from the query specification of the subquery.

Subqueries are always enclosed in parentheses, except when used as XML-value-expression.

Nesting Subqueries

You can nest subqueries in an SQL statement. For example, a subquery in the WHERE parameter of a SELECT
statement can include another subquery in its own WHERE or HAVING parameter:

select ... where ... (select ... where ... (select ...) );

                                           └─────┬────┘

                                             Subquery 2

                     └─────────────────┬────────────────┘

                                   Subquery 1

└────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────┘

                     SELECT statement

Outer References

An outer reference is a reference to a column named in an outer subquery, an outer query specification, or the SELECT
statement where the subquery occurs.

For example, with reference to the illustration above:

• If Subquery 2 contains a reference to a column named in Subquery 1, it is an outer reference
• If Subquery 2 contains a reference to a column named in the SELECT statement, it is an outer reference
• If Subquery 1 contains a reference to a column named in the SELECT statement, it is an outer reference

Correlated Subqueries

A correlated subquery is a subquery that contains an outer reference.

IDMS must evaluate a correlated subquery once for each value in the outer-reference column. The result of the evaluation
differs depending on the value in the outer-reference column.

In contrast, IDMS must evaluate a subquery that does not include any outer references only once.

For an example of a correlated subquery, see Expansion of Subquery.

Expansion of Subquery
The expansion of subquery specifies a set of values to be used in the evaluation of a predicate or an XML-value-
expression.

Syntax

Expansion of subquery

►►─── query-specification ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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Parameters

• query-specification
Specifies the query specification that comprises the subquery. For expanded query-specification syntax, see
Expansion of Query-specification.

Usage

Restriction on DISTINCT

You can specify DISTINCT only once in a subquery (not counting occurrences in nested subqueries). For example, if the
value expression that identifies the result column includes an aggregate function with the keyword DISTINCT, you cannot
specify DISTINCT either before the value expression or with any other aggregate function.

Column References in the WHERE parameter

Each column that the query specification of a subquery references must identify a column of a table, view, procedure or
table procedure named in the FROM clause of the query specification or be an outer reference.

Examples

A Subquery Without Correlation in an IN Predicate

The following SELECT statement returns the name and department identifier of each employee who has more than 80
hours of outstanding vacation time. The set of values returned by the subquery consists of the identifiers of all employees
with more than 80 hours of outstanding vacation time.

select emp_fname, emp_lname, dept_id

   from employee

   where emp_id in

      (select emp_id

         from benefits

         group by emp_id

         having sum(vac_accrued) - sum(vac_taken) > 80);

A Correlated Subquery in a Comparison Predicate

The following SELECT statement identifies employees who earn more than their managers. The subquery is evaluated
once for each value in the EMP_ID column of the EMPLOYEE table named in the outer SELECT statement.

select e1.emp_id

   from employee e1, position p1

   where e1.emp_id = p1.emp_id

      and p1.salary_amount >

         (select p2.salary_amount

            from employee e2, position p2

            where e1.manager_id = e2.emp_id

               and e2.emp_id = p2.emp_id);

More Information

• For more information about aggregate functions in subqueries, see Aggregate-function.
• For more information about subqueries in comparison predicates, see Expansion of Comparison-predicate.
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Query Expressions
A query expression is an expression used to represent a table of values in an SQL statement. The operands in a
query expression are tables represented by query specifications. A query expression can include one or more query
specifications. Each query specification is linked to the next by the UNION operator. The data lengths of the unioned
columns must be identical.

Result of a Query Expression

The table resulting from the evaluation of a query expression is derived from the concatenation of the rows in the tables
defined by the operands.

NOTE
For more information about other types of expressions, see Values and Value Expressions.

Expansion of Query-expression
The expanded parameters of query-expression represent a table to be used in the evaluation of an SQL statement.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

Expansion of query-expression

►►─┬─ query-specification ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ (query-expression) ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►◄

   │ ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─ UNION ─┬───────┬──┬─ query-specification ─┬─┴─┘

               └─ ALL ─┘  └─ (query-expression) ──┘

Parameters

• query-specification
Represents a table resulting from the evaluation of a query specification. For expanded query-specification syntax,
see Expansion of Query-specification.

• ( query-expression )
Specifies another query expression to be used as a single operand in the query expression.

• UNION all
Specifies that:
– The result table is to include the rows from the table represented by the operand preceding the UNION operator and

the rows from the table represented by the operand following the UNION operator
– Duplicate rows are eliminated from the table resulting from the UNION operation, unless the ALL keyword is

present.
The data types and lengths of unioned columns must be compatible. Detailed information is presented under "Usage".

• ALL
Specifies that all rows from the UNION operation are retained; duplicates are not discarded.
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Usage

Result Data Type

This matrix shows the data type that results when a UNION operation is performed on columns of compatible data types.

    I2 I4 I8 R4 R8 PD ZD UP UZ CH VC BI DT GR VG TI DI

    --------------------------------------------------

I2  I2 I4 I8 R4 R8 PD ZD PD ZD -  -  -  -  -  -  TI DI

I4  I4 I4 I8 R4 R8 PD ZD PD ZD -  -  -  -  -  -  TI DI

I8  I8 I8 I8 R4 R8 PD ZD PD ZD -  -  -  -  -  -  TI DI

R4  R4 R4 R4 R4 R8 R4 R4 R4 R4 -  -  -  -  -  -  TI DI

R8  R8 R8 R8 R8 R8 R8 R8 R8 R8 -  -  -  -  -  -  TI DI

PD  PD PD PD R4 R8 PD PD PD PD -  -  -  -  -  -  TI DI

ZD  ZD ZD ZD R4 R8 PD ZD PD ZD -  -  -  -  -  -  TI DI

UP  PD PD PD R4 R8 PD ZD UP UZ -  -  -  -  -  -  TI DI

UZ  ZD ZD ZD R4 R8 PD ZD UP UZ -  -  -  -  -  -  TI DI

CH  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  CH VC CH -  GR VG -  -

VC  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  VC VC VC -  VG VG -  -

BI  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  CH VC BI -  GR VG -  -

DT  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  DT -  -  -  -

GR  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  CH VC BI -  GR VG -  -

VG  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  VC VC BI -  VG VG -  -

TI  TI TI TI TI TI TI TI TI TI -  -  -  -  -  -  TI -

DI  DI DI DI DI DI DI DI DI DI -  -  -  -  -  -  -  DI

 

Key:

I2 -- Small integer     BI -- Binary

I4 -- Integer           DT -- Date/time

I8 -- Long integer      UP -- Unsigned decimal

R4 -- Real              UZ -- Unsigned numeric

R8 -- Double precision  GR -- Graphic

PD -- Decimal           VG -- Vargraphic

ZD -- Numeric           TI -- Time interval

CH -- Character         DI -- Date interval

VC -- Varchar           -  -- Incompatible types

Nullable Columns

If both columns in a UNION operation are not nullable, the result is not nullable; otherwise the result is nullable.

Result Precision

The result precision of decimal, numeric, char, varchar, graphic, vargraphic, and binary is always large enough to hold the
larger of the source columns in a UNION operation.

Restrictions on Multiple Query Specifications

If a query expression includes more than one query specification:

• Result tables returned by the query specifications must all have the same number of columns
• Columns in any given position in the result tables returned by the query specifications must be compatible for

assignment

Updateable Query Expressions

A query expression is updateable under the following conditions:
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• The expression consists of a single query specification (that is, the query expression does not include the UNION
operator)

• The FROM parameter in the query specification specifies only one table, view, procedure or table procedure
• If a view is named in the FROM parameter, it is updateable
• The query specification does not contain DISTINCT, PRESERVE, GROUP BY, or HAVING parameters, nor is an

aggregate function used in the specification of a result column

NOTE
For more information about usage considerations for query expressions, see "Usage" under Expansion of
Query-specification

Example

In a DECLARE CURSOR Statement

The following DECLARE CURSOR statement creates a cursor for the table resulting from the UNION of two query
specifications. The four result columns identified by the second query specification have the same data types, lengths,
and null specifications as the four result columns identified by the first query specification.

declare all_curr_emp cursor

   for select emp_id, emp_fname, emp_lname, dept_id

      from employee

      where status <> 'T'

      union select con_id, con_fname, con_lname, dept_id

         from consultant

         where proj_id is not null

   order by 4, 1, 2, 3;

Expansion of Cursor-specification
The expanded parameters of cursor-specification represent the body of a cursor definition.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

Expansion of cursor-specification

►►── query-expression ──┬────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

                        └── order-by-specification ──┘

 ►──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────►◄

                        └── FOR ─┬─ READ ONLY ──────────────────────────┤

                                 └─ UPDATE ─┬───────────────────────────┤

                                            │       ┌────── , ───────┐  │

                                            └── OF ─▼── column-name ─┴──┘

Expansion of order-by-specification

               ┌─────────────────────── , ───────────────────────────┐

►►── ORDER BY ─▼─┬─┬───────────────┬─ column-name ─┬───┬──────────┬──┴────────►◄

                 │ ├─ table-name. ─┤               │   ├─ ASC ◄───┤
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                 │ └─ alias. ──────┘               │   └─ DESC ───┘

                 ├─ column-number ─────────────────┤

                 ├─ result-name ───────────────────┤

                 └─ rowid-pseudo-column ───────────┘

Parameters

Expansion of cursor-specification

• query-expression
Represents a table resulting from the evaluation of a query-expression. For expanded syntax, see Expansion of Query-
expression.

• order-by-specification
Specifies a sort order for the rows in the result table defined by query-expression. Expanded syntax for order-by-
specification is shown above, immediately following the cursor-specification syntax.

• FOR READ ONLY
Specifies the cursor associated with this cursor-expression is used for retrieval operations only. If specified, it prohibits
the execution of both positioned UPDATEs and DELETEs that reference the cursor.

• FOR UPDATE
Specifies that the cursor is used for positioned UPDATE operations.
– OF column-name

Identifies a column that may be updated through positioned UPDATE statements. If no columns are specified, then
all columns in the table may be updated.

Expansion of order-by-specification

• ORDER BY
Sorts the rows in the result table defined by query-expression in ascending or descending order by the values in the
specified columns. Rows are ordered first by the first column specified, then by the second column specified with the
ordering established by the first column, then by the third column specified, and so on.

• column-name
Specifies a sort column by name. Column-name must identify a column in the result table of the query expression.
– table-name

Specifies the table, view, procedure or table procedure that includes the named column. For Expansion of Table-
name expanded table-name syntax, see Identifying Entities in Schemas.

– alias
Specifies the alias associated with the table, view, procedure or table procedure that includes the named column.
Alias must be defined in the FROM parameter of the query specification that makes up the query expression.

• column-number
Specifies a sort column by the position of the column in the result table. The first result column is in position 1.
Column-number must be an integer in the range 1 through the number of columns in the result table.

• result-name
Specifies the sort column by the result name specified in the AS parameter of the query expression.

• rowid-pseudo-column
Specifies the sort column as a ROWID pseudo-column. For expanded syntax, see Expansion of rowid-pseudo-column.

• ASC
Indicates that the values in the specified column are to be sorted in ascending order. ASC is the default.

• DESC
Indicates that the values in the specified column are to be sorted in descending order.

Usage

Updateable cursors
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A cursor defined by a cursor specification is updateable if the cursor specification:

• Contains an updateable query-expression
• Does not contain an ORDER BY clause
• Does not contain a FOR READ ONLY clause

Updateable cursors may be referenced in positioned DELETE statements.

To reference a cursor in a positioned UPDATE statement, it must be updateable and the FOR UPDATE clause must be
specified within the cursor specification.

NOTE
To ensure optimal performance when processing a cursor that is referenced in a positioned UPDATE statement,
you should explicitly identify the columns to be updated rather than specifying FOR UPDATE without naming the
columns.

Example

Defining a Cursor for retrieval-only

The following DECLARE CURSOR statement defines a static cursor by including a cursor-specification directly. In this
case, the cursor being defined can only be used to retrieve rows from the database. By coding the FOR READ ONLY
option, you ensure that neither positioned UPDATEs nor DELETEs are allowed against the cursor:

EXEC SQL

  DECLARE EMP_CURSOR CURSOR FOR

    SELECT EMP_ID, DEPT_ID, EMP_LNAME

       FROM EMPLOYEE

       FOR READ ONLY

END-EXEC

Defining a Dynamic Cursor for UPDATE Operations

The following set of code defines a dynamic cursor to be used to update the DEPT_ID column of the EMPLOYEE table.
The cursor-specification containing the FOR UPDATE clause is first prepared and then an ALLOCATE CURSOR
statement is used to create the cursor:

MOVE 'SELECT *

       FROM EMPLOYEE FOR UPDATE OF DEPT_ID'

  TO ST-TEXT.

 

EXEC SQL

  PREPARE 'EMP-STATEMENT' FROM :ST-TEXT

END-EXEC

 

EXEC SQL

  ALLOCATE 'EMP-CURSOR' CURSOR FOR 'EMP-STATEMENT'

END-EXEC
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Statements
IDMS SQL statements fall into the following categories:

Category Description
Access module management Control the creation and characteristics of access modules
Authorization Control access to and ownership of database entities
Control Define the flow of control in an SQL routine and assign values

from expressions to routine parameters or local variables
Data description Control the creation and characteristics of logical database entities
Data manipulation Retrieve and update data in the database
Diagnostics & Statistics Diagnose the execution of SQL statements and return statistical

information of the current transaction.
Dynamic compilation Control the run-time compilation and execution of SQL statements
Precompiler directives Instruct the precompiler to include specified data structures and to

generate specified error-processing code
Session management Establish and control the characteristics of SQL sessions
Transaction management Establish and control the characteristics of IDMS database

transactions

Access Module Management Statements

Statement Purpose
ALTER ACCESS MODULE Modifies an access module in the dictionary
CREATE ACCESS MODULE Creates an access module from one or more SQL statement

modules (RCMs)
DROP ACCESS MODULE Deletes an access module and its definition from the dictionary
EXPLAIN Describes the strategy used to access data for a DELETE,

INSERT, SELECT, or UPDATE statement

Authorization Statements

Statement Purpose
GRANT definition privileges Gives one or more users the privilege of performing selected

actions on a specified schema, access module, table, or view
GRANT execution privilege Gives one or more users the privilege of executing a specified

access module
GRANT all privileges Gives one or more users all definition and access privileges on a

specified table or view
GRANT table access privileges Gives one or more users the privilege of performing selected

actions on a specified table or view
REVOKE definition privileges Removes from one or more users the privilege of performing

selected actions on a specified schema, access module, table, or
view

REVOKE execution privilege Removes from one or more users the privilege of executing a
specified access module

REVOKE all privileges Removes from one or more users all definition and access
privileges on a specified table or view
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REVOKE table access privileges Removes from one or more users the privilege of performing
selected actions on a specified table or view

TRANSFER OWNERSHIP Passes ownership of a schema from one user or group of users to
another

Control Statements

The IDMS SQL Control statements allow you to define the flow of control in an SQL routine and assign values to routine
parameters or local variables. These statements are used primarily by the following:

• Developers of SQL routines
• Programmers developing SQL application programs
• Users of interactive SQL tools

NOTE
For more information about the individual Control statements, see SQL Control Statements.

Data Description Statements

Statement Purpose
ALTER CATALOG Supports the correct sorting of additional national characters for

specific languages (used by the alternate character set feature)
ALTER FUNCTION Modifies the definition of a function in the dictionary
ALTER INDEX Enables the maximum number of entries to be changed without

affecting the existing index structure
ALTER PROCEDURE Modifies the definition of a procedure in the dictionary
ALTER TABLE PROCEDURE Modifies the definition of a table procedure in the dictionary
ALTER SCHEMA Modifies the definition of a schema in the dictionary
ALTER TABLE Modifies the definition of a base table in the dictionary
CREATE CALC Defines a CALC key on a base table
CREATE CONSTRAINT Defines a constraint in the dictionary
CREATE FUNCTION Defines a function in the dictionary
CREATE INDEX Defines an index on a base table
CREATE PROCEDURE Defines a procedure in the dictionary
CREATE SCHEMA Defines a schema in the dictionary
CREATE TABLE Defines a table in the dictionary
CREATE TABLE PROCEDURE Defines a table procedure in the dictionary
CREATE TEMPORARY TABLE Defines a temporary table
CREATE VIEW Defines a view in the dictionary
DROP CONSTRAINT Deletes the definition of a constraint from the dictionary
DROP CALC Deletes the definition of a CALC key from the dictionary
DROP FUNCTION Deletes the definition of a function from the dictionary
DROP INDEX Deletes the definition of an index from the dictionary
DROP PROCEDURE Deletes the definition of a procedure in the dictionary
DROP SCHEMA Deletes the definition of a schema from the dictionary
DROP TABLE Deletes the definition of a base table from the dictionary
DROP TABLE PROCEDURE Deletes the definition of a table procedure in the dictionary
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DROP VIEW Deletes the definition of a view from the dictionary

Data Manipulation Statements

Statement Purpose
CLOSE* Places a specified cursor in the closed state
DECLARE CURSOR* Defines a cursor for a specified result table
DECLARE EXTERNAL CURSOR* Identifies an externally defined global cursor to be used by the

application program
DELETE Deletes one or more rows from a table
FETCH* Retrieves values from the result table associated with a cursor
INSERT Adds one or more new rows to a table
OPEN* Places a specified cursor in the open state
SELECT Retrieves values from one or more tables and views
UPDATE Modifies the values in one or more rows of a table

*Programmatic only

Diagnostics and Statistics Statements

The SQL Diagnostic statements category is used for diagnosing the execution of SQL statements and for returning
statistical information for the current transaction.

NOTE
These statements can be used as embedded SQL, including embedding in an SQL-invoked routine. The GET
STATISTICS statement can also be used in the SQL command facility and the IDMS Visual DBA command
console.

Statement Purpose
GET DIAGNOSTICS* Diagnoses the execution of the last executed SQL statement.
GET STATISTICS Returns statistical information for the current transaction.

*Programmatic only

Dynamic Compilation Statements

Statement Purpose
ALLOCATE CURSOR* Defines a cursor for a dynamically-prepared statement
DEALLOCATE PREPARE* Destroys a dynamically-compiled statement and all other

dynamically-compiled statements that directly or indirectly
reference it.

DESCRIBE* Directs IDMS to return information about a dynamically-compiled
SQL statement in an SQL descriptor area

EXECUTE* Executes a dynamically-compiled SQL statement
EXECUTE IMMEDIATE* Dynamically compiles and executes an SQL statement
PREPARE* Dynamically compiles an SQL statement for later execution in the

application program

*Programmatic only
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Precompiler-directive Statements

Statement Purpose
BEGIN DECLARE SECTION* Notifies the precompiler that a host variable definition is beginning.
END DECLARE SECTION* Notifies the precompiler that a host variable definition has ended.
INCLUDE* Directs the precompiler to create host variable definitions for a

specified structure or table in the application program
WHENEVER* Specifies an action to be taken when the execution of an SQL

statement results in a nonzero SQLCODE value

*Programmatic only

Session Management Statements

Statement Purpose
CONNECT Establishes a connection to an IDMS dictionary and begins an

SQL session
RELEASE Releases a connection to an IDMS dictionary and ends the SQL

session
RESUME SESSION Resumes a suspended SQL session
SET SESSION Establishes SQL session characteristics
SUSPEND SESSION Suspends an SQL session and any transaction currently active

within the session

Transaction Management Statements

Statement Purpose
COMMIT Makes permanent the changes to the database made during the

current transaction and optionally ends the transaction
ROLLBACK Cancels changes made to the database during the current

transaction and ends the transaction
SET ACCESS MODULE* Identifies the access module to be used by a transaction
SET TRANSACTION Overrides access module defaults for conditions under which a

transaction executes

*Programmatic only

ALLOCATE CURSOR
The ALLOCATE CURSOR statement defines a cursor for a dynamically-prepared statement or for a result set returned
from a previously invoked procedure.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►──── ALLOCATE extended-cursor-name ──────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►┬─ CURSOR ──────┬─────────────────┬─ FOR extended-statement-name ────────┬───►◄
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  │               ├ WITH RETURN ────┤                                      │

  │               └ WITHOUT RETURN ◄┘                                      │

  └┬──────────┬─ FOR PROCEDURE SPECIFIC PROCEDURE spec-routine-designator ─┘

   └─ CURSOR ─┘

 

Parameters

• extended-cursor-name
Identifies the name of the cursor being defined. The name must conform to the rules for an identifier and must be
unique within the specified scope.

• extended-statement-name
Identifies the name of the statement for which the cursor is being defined. A statement with this name and scope must
have been prepared within the same SQL transaction as that in which the ALLOCATE CURSOR statement is being
executed.

• WITH RETURN
Defines the cursor as a returnable cursor. If a returnable cursor is allocated in an SQL-invoked procedure and is in the
open state when the procedure terminates, a result set is returned to the caller.

• WITHOUT RETURN
Specifies that the cursor is not a returnable cursor. This is the default.

• FOR PROCEDURE SPECIFIC PROCEDURE
Specifies that the cursor is to be allocated for a result set returned by the invocation of the identified procedure. This
type of cursor is called a received cursor.

• spec-routine-designator
Identifies the SQL-invoked procedure.

Parameters for Expansion of spec-routine-designator

• schema-name
Specifies the schema with which the procedure identified by procedure-identifier is associated.

• procedure-identifier
Identifies a procedure defined in the dictionary.

• host-variable
Identifies a host variable containing the name of the previously invoked procedure.

• routine-parameter
Identifies a routine parameter containing the name of the previously invoked procedure.

• local-variable
Identifies a local variable containing the name of the previously invoked procedure.

• SCHEMA
Qualifies the procedure name with the name of the schema with which it is associated. This option is an extension to
the SQL standard.

• schema-name
Specifies the schema with which the procedure is associated.

• host-variable
Identifies a host variable containing the name of the schema with which the previously invoked procedure is
associated.

• routine-parameter
Identifies a routine parameter containing the name of the schema with which the previously invoked procedure is
associated.

• local-variable
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Identifies a local variable containing the name of the schema with which the previously invoked procedure is
associated.

NOTE
For more information about using a schema name to qualify a procedure, see Identifying Entities in Schemas.

Usage

Updateable Cursors

The PREPAREd statement referenced in the ALLOCATE CURSOR statement must be a cursor-specification.
The cursor created as a result of the ALLOCATE CURSOR statement, is updateable, if the cursor-specification is
updateable.

Allocating a Received Cursor for a Result Set

If the ALLOCATE statement is used for a result set, then the procedure identified by spec-routine-designator must have
been previously invoked by an SQL CALL or SELECT statement in the same transaction as that in which the ALLOCATE
CURSOR statement is executed.

The result sets that the SQL-invoked procedure returns, form a list ordered in the sequence in which the cursors were
opened by the procedure. When a received cursor is allocated, the following actions are taken:

• The new cursor is associated with the first result set in the list of returned result sets.
• The result set is removed from the list.
• The cursor is placed in the open state.
• The cursor is positioned at the same point at which the corresponding returnable cursor was left by the procedure.

If an SQL-invoked procedure has started multiple sessions, the sequence of returned result sets is by session, in the order
in which the sessions were connected. Within each session, the result sets are sequenced by the order in which their
cursors were opened.

A received cursor cannot be used to return a result set nor can it be referenced in a positioned update or delete
statement.

NOTE
For more information about updateable cursors, see DESCRIBE.

Examples

Creating a Local Cursor

The following ALLOCATE CURSOR statement creates a local cursor called C1 and associates it with the local statement
whose name is passed in :sname:

EXEC SQL

  ALLOCATE 'C1' CURSOR FOR :SNAME

END-EXEC

Creating a Global Cursor

The following ALLOCATE CURSOR statement creates a global cursor whose name is passed in :CNAME and associates
it with the global statement whose name is passed in :SNAME:

EXEC SQL
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  ALLOCATE GLOBAL :CNAME CURSOR FOR :SNAME

END-EXEC

Sharing a Statement Definition

The following two ALLOCATE CURSOR statements create two cursors, one of which is local and one of which is global.
They are both associated with the same local statement:

EXEC SQL

  ALLOCATE 'C1' CURSOR FOR 'S1'

END-EXEC

EXEC SQL

  ALLOCATE GLOBAL CURSOR 'G1' FOR 'S1'

END-EXEC

Allocating a Received Cursor for a Result Set

exec sql

      call GET_EMPLOYEE_INFO(1003)

end-exec

exec sql

      allocate 'RECEIVED_CURSOR_GET_EMPG' for procedure specific

      procedure GET_EMPLOYEE_INFO

end-exec

ALTER ACCESS MODULE
The ALTER ACCESS MODULE access module management statement modifies an access module in the dictionary. It is
an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

Authorization

To issue an ALTER ACCESS MODULE statement, you must hold the ALTER privilege on or own the access module
named in the statement.

In addition to enforcing this authorization requirement, IDMS validates the access module owner's authority to execute
each DML statement if the dictionary to which the SQL session is connected is controlled by IDMS internal security.

If the access module owner does not hold the authority to execute a DML statement in the access module, when the
access module is altered, a warning is issued. If the owner still lacks a necessary authority when the access module is
executed, an error is returned.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─── ALTER ACCESS MODULE ─┬────────────────┬─ access-module-name ────────────►

                           └─ schema-name. ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ VERSION am-version-number ─┘
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 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

   │       ┌───────── , ─────────┐ │

   └─ ADD ─▼─ rcm-specification ─┴─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   │        ┌───── , ─────┐  │

   └─ DROP ─▼─ rcm-name ──┴──┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

   │             ┌───────── , ─────────┐                                    │

   └─ REPLACE ─┬─▼─ rcm-specification ─┴──────────────────────────────────┬─┘

               ├─ CHANGED ────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

               └─ ALL ┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                      │      ┌───────────────── , ───────────────────┐  │

                      └ MAP ─▼─┬ schema-name-1 ┬ TO - schema-name-2 ─┴──┘

                               └ NULL ─────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ AUTO RECREATE ─┬─ ON ──┬─┘

                     └─ OFF ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ VALIDATE ─┬─ BY STATEMENT ─┬─┘

                ├─ BY MODULE ────┤

                └─ ALL ──────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ READ ONLY ──┤

   └─ READ WRITE ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

   └─ DEFAULT ISOLATION ─┬─ CURSOR STABILITY ─┤

                         └─ TRANSIENT READ ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────►◄

   │           ┌────────────────── , ────────────────────┐   │

   └─ READY ─┬─▼─ segment-name.area-name ready-options ──┴─┬─┘

             └─ ALL ready-options ─────────────────────────┘

 

Expansion of rcm-specification

 

►►─┬────────────────────┬─ rcm-name ─┬──────────────────────────────┬─────────►◄

   └─ dictionary-name. ─┘            └─ VERSION rcm-version-number ─┘

 

Expansion of ready-options

 

►►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ SHARED RETRIEVAL ────┤
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   ├─ SHARED UPDATE ───────┤

   ├─ PROTECTED RETRIEVAL ─┤

   ├─ PROTECTED UPDATE ────┤

   └─ EXCLUSIVE ───────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ INCREMENTAL ─┤

   └─ PRECLAIM ────┘

 

Parameters

• access-module-name
Specifies the name of the access module being modified. Access-module-name must identify an access module
defined and stored in the dictionary.

• schema-name
Specifies the schema associated with the access module. Schema-name must identify the schema associated with the
version of the access module being modified.
If you do not specify schema-name, the value used by IDMS is the current schema for your SQL session.

• am-version-number
Specifies the version of the access module to be modified.
If you do not specify am-version-number, the version number is set to that found as a result of loading the access
module from the dictionary. This depends on the test version number and the loadlist in effect for your user session.

• ADD rcm-specification
Specifies one or more RCMs to be added to the access module.
Expanded syntax for rcm-specification appears at the end of the statement syntax. Descriptions for these parameters
are located at the end of this section.

• DROP rcm-name
Specifies one or more RCMs to be deleted from the access module.

• REPLACE rcm-specification
Directs IDMS to replace one or more RCMs in the access module with the most recent copies from the dictionary.
Expanded syntax for rcm-specification appears at the end of the statement syntax. Descriptions for these parameters
are located at the end of this section.

• CHANGED
Directs IDMS to replace all RCMs whose definition timestamp in the access module does not match the definition
timestamp in the RCM load module.

• ALL
Directs IDMS to recompile all RCMs in the access module.

• MAP
Specifies one or more mappings for schema names that qualify table and view identifiers in data manipulation
statements. MAP can be specified only with REPLACE ALL.
If you specify MAP, you must supply all schema mappings because existing rules are deleted from the access module.
If you do not specify MAP, schema-name mappings in the existing access module remain in effect.

• schema-name-1
Directs IDMS to replace occurrences of the specified schema name with the schema name specified in the TO
parameter.

• NULL
Directs IDMS to use the schema name specified in the TO parameter as the qualifier for unqualified table and view
identifiers.

• TO schema-name-2
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Directs IDMS to use the specified schema name as the replacement for schema-name-1 or as the qualifier for
unqualified table and view identifiers.

• AUTO RECREATE
Specifies whether IDMS is to re-create the access module after detecting any of the following at runtime:
– An attempt to execute an uncompiled statement
– A change to the definition of a table referenced in the access module
– The execution of a program that has been recompiled since its RCM was included in the access module
IDMS identifies the above conditions by comparing definition timestamps in the access module to corresponding
timestamps in the database and the host program.
If AUTO RECREATE is not specified, the existing AUTO RECREATE specification for the access module remains in
effect.

NOTE
For more information about the ON and OFF options of AUTO RECREATE, see CREATE ACCESS
MODULE.

• VALIDATE
Indicates when IDMS is to check the definition timestamps of tables in the access module to ensure that the definition
has not changed since the access module was created or last altered.
If VALIDATE is not specified, the existing VALIDATE specification for the access module remains in effect.

NOTE
For more information about the BY STATEMENT, BY MODULE, and ALL options of VALIDATE, see CREATE
ACCESS MODULE.

• READ ONLY
Specifies transactions started by the access module that do not execute a SET TRANSACTION statement specifying
READ WRITE can retrieve data but cannot update the database.

• READ WRITE
Specifies transactions started by the access module that do not execute a SET TRANSACTION statement specifying
READ ONLY can retrieve data and update the database.

NOTE
For more information about the READ ONLY and READ WRITE transaction states, see CREATE ACCESS
MODULE.

• DEFAULT ISOLATION
Specifies the isolation level of transactions started by the access module that do not execute a SET TRANSACTION
statement specifying an isolation level.
At runtime, the isolation level of a transaction determines the length of time retrieval locks are held for the purpose
of insulating the transaction from the effects of other concurrent transactions. (Update locks are always held until a
transaction is committed or rolled back.)

NOTE
For more information about the CURSOR STABILITY, and TRANSIENT READ DEFAULT ISOLATION
options, see CREATE ACCESS MODULE.

• READY
Specifies a ready mode for one or more areas accessed through the access module, and specifies when the ready
occurs.
The ready mode associated with an area determines:
– Under the central version, the ready mode in which transactions access the area. (The ready mode determines the

types of area and row locks IDMS places for a transaction.)
– In local mode, the type of physical lock IDMS places on the area.
If READY is not specified, the default ready options for areas used by the access module are:
– The existing specifications for areas included in the existing access module
– SHARED UPDATE and INCREMENTAL for areas added as a result of new or replaced RCMs
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Parameters for Expansion of rcm-specification

• dictionary-name
Identifies the dictionary in which the named RCM is located.
If you do not specify dictionary-name, it is set to the name of the dictionary to which your SQL session is connected.

• rcm-name
Identifies the RCM.
Rcm-name must identify an RCM stored in the dictionary and must be unique within the list of RCM names.

• rcm-version-number
Identifies the version of the RCM.
If you do not specify rcm-version-number:
a. IDMS looks for an RCM with a version number that matches am-version-number
b. If no such RCM is found, IDMS looks for version 1
c. If IDMS does not find a match, it issues a warning

Parameters for Expansion of ready-options

NOTE
For more information about ready-options, see CREATE ACCESS MODULE.

Usage

Defaulting the Access Module Version Number

If the version of an access module is not specified, it defaults to the version located as a result of a load operation. This is
the same version that would be loaded as a result of executing a program associated with the access module.

For example, assume you have set a test version of 10 and you are using the default loadlist that IDMS supplied. IDMS
loads version 10 of the access module if it exists; otherwise, it loads version 1.

Replacing All or Changed RCMs

When replacing all RCMs in an access module or replacing all RCMs which have been changed since being included
in the access module, IDMS locates the replacement RCM using the same rules as when the RCM was added to (or
explicitly replaced in) the access module. Specifically:

• The dictionary name is the name of the dictionary from which the RCM was previously loaded
• The version is that specified when the RCM was included in the access module, or, if not specified, IDMS first looks for

an RCM whose version is the same as that of the access module being altered (and if that version is not found, then
version 1 of the RCM).

Dropping RCMs

When dropping RCMs from an access module, the newly generated access module has a less than optimal structure
unless the ALTER statement contains the REPLACE ALL clause. All RCMs need processing to determine the minimum
set of control blocks in the access module.

Avoiding Deadlocks

If you use the access module of an ALTER ACCESS MODULE statement in other SQL statements in the same session,
the ALTER should immediately be followed implicitly or explicitly by a COMMIT. This allows the new copy of the access
module to load. Without the COMMIT, a deadlock may occur, even if the two SQL statements refer to different access
modules.
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Transaction State and Isolation Level

If you specify neither transaction state nor DEFAULT ISOLATION on an ALTER ACCESS MODULE statement, the
existing values remain in effect. If either is specified, it also establishes a value for the other, as follows:

• If READ WRITE or READ ONLY are specified, CURSOR STABILITY is assumed
• If TRANSIENT READ is specified, READ ONLY is assumed
• If CURSOR STABILITY is specified, READ WRITE is assumed

Examples

Replacing Changed RCMs

The following ALTER ACCESS MODULE statement replaces any changed RCMs in access module EMPAM001 with the
most recent copies from the dictionary:

alter access module hrprod.empam001

   replace changed;

Adding New RCMs

The following ALTER ACCESS MODULE statement adds two new RCMs to the SALES001 access module. The
statement also changes the lock options for two areas.

alter access module prod.sales001

   add sales.bdgt_001,

   add sales.comm_003

   ready

      salesseg.sales_area shared update incremental

      demoseg.emp_area shared retrieval preclaim;

More Information

• For more information about access modules, see CREATE ACCESS MODULE and DROP ACCESS MODULE or see
the Creating the Access Module.

• For more information about schema-name mappings, see Identifying Entities in Schemas.
• For more information about isolation levels, see CREATE ACCESS MODULE.
• For more information about ready modes, see Readying Areas

ALTER CATALOG

Contents

The ALTER CATALOG statement establishes the character set for character columns of the tables defined within the
current dictionary. The character set is used to correctly sort additional national characters for the named language. It is
also an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

Authorization

To issue an ALTER CATALOG statement, you must have DBADMIN authority, and ALTER authority for the SYSTEM
schema.
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NOTE
This statement must be executed immediately following the execution of the TABLEDDL file that records the
definition of the catalog tables themselves. The statement must precede the definition of any user SQL tables in
that catalog.

Syntax

 

►►─── ALTER CATALOG DEFAULT CHARACTER SET alternate-character-set-name ───────►◄

 

Parameters

• alternate-character-set-name
Identifies the character set whose collating scheme is to be used for the CHAR and VARCHAR columns defined in
the catalog. Currently-supported values for alternate-character-set-name are DENMARK, FINLAND, NORWAY, and
SWEDEN.

Usage

The ALTER CATALOG DEFAULT CHARACTER SET statement changes the collating sequence for all CHAR and
VARCHAR columns defined in user tables in the dictionary, including non-SQL defined tables. It does not affect columns
in the SYSTEM tables.

Swedish and Finnish

The additional national characters, the uppercase forms of which are represented by the symbols $, #, and &theta.,
sort at the end of the standard alphabet. The accented E and U sort the same as their unaccented equivalents, and are
returned to application programs as their unaccented equivalents.

Norwegian and Danish

The additional national characters, the uppercase form of which is represented by the symbols #, &theta., and $, sort
at the end of the standard alphabet. The accented U sort in the same sequence as its unaccented equivalent and are
returned to application programs as an unaccented U.

Example

The following statement causes the data values of all CHAR and VARCHAR columns to collate according to the
conventions of the Finnish alphabet.

alter catalog default character set FINLAND

 

 

ALTER CONSTRAINT
The ALTER CONSTRAINT statement changes the characteristics of an existing referential constraint. This statement is an
IDMS extension to the SQL standard.
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Authorization

To issue an ALTER CONSTRAINT statement, you must:do the following:

• Either hold the ALTER privilege on, or own the referencing table in the constraint being altered
• Hold the REFERENCES privilege on the referenced table in the constraint being altered

Syntax

►►─ ALTER CONSTRAINT constraint-name ON ───────────────────────────►

 ►─────────┬──────────────────┬─ referencing-table──────────────────►

          └──schema-name.────┘

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼───┬INDEX BLOCK CONTAINS key-count KEYS──┬─┴──────────────────►◄

       ├─DISPLACEMENT IS page-count PAGES ───┤

       └─┬───────┬─UNIQUE ───────────────────┘

         └──NOT──┘

Parameters

• constraint-name
Identifies the referential constraint to be changed. Constraint-name must be the name of a constraint on the table
identified in the ON clause.

• referencing-table
Specifies the name of the referencing table in the constraint to be changed.

• schema-name
Identifies the schema associated with the referencing table.
Default: The default varies depending on where the statement is encountered.
If you do not specify schema-name, it defaults to:
– The current schema associated with your SQL session when the statement is entered through the Command

Facility or executed dynamically.
– The schema associated with the access module used at runtime when the statement is embedded in an application

program.
• key-count KEYs

Establishes a new value for the maximum number of entries in each internal index record (SR8 system record).
Limits: Key-count must be an unsigned integer in the range 3 through 8180.

• page-count PAGES
Specifies how far away from the referenced row the bottom-level index records are stored.
If the value of page-count is zero (0), the bottom-level internal index records are not displaced from the referenced row.
Limits: Page-count must be an unsigned integer in the range 0 through 32,767.

• UNIQUE
Specifies that the sort-key value in any given row of the referencing table must be different from the sort-key value in
all other rows that have the same non-null referencing key value.

• NOT UNIQUE
Removes the restriction that all values of the sort-key with the same non-null foreign key value must be unique.

Example

In this example, the physical characteristics of the DEPT_EMPL constraint are changed. Each internal index record will
have a maximum of 10 keys and the bottom level index records will be displaced 50 pages from the associated referenced
row:
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alter constraint dept_empl on emp.empl

      displacement is 50 pages

      index block contains 10 keys;

ALTER FUNCTION
The ALTER FUNCTION data description statement modifies the definition of a function in the dictionary.

Using the ALTER FUNCTION statement, you can:

• Revise the estimated row and I/O counts
• Change the external name of the function
• Change the size and characteristics of the work areas passed to the function
• Change the execution mode of the function
• Change the protocol
• Change the language of the function
• Change the timestamp
• Change the default database
• Change the transaction sharing mode

The ability to change attributes other than language and external name is an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To issue an ALTER FUNCTION statement, you must either own or hold the ALTER privilege on the function named in the
statement.

Syntax

 

►►─ ALTER FUNCTION ─┬────────────────┬─ function-identifier ──────────────────►

                    └─ schema-name. ─┘

 ►─┬─ EXTERNAL NAME external-routine name ─────────────────┬──────────────────►◄

   ├─ ESTIMATED ROWS row-count ────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ ESTIMATED IOS io-count ──────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ LOCAL WORK AREA local-stge-size ─────────────────────┤

   ├─ GLOBAL WORK AREA global-stge-size ─┬────────────────┬┤

   │                                     └─ KEY ┬ key-ID ┬┘│

   │                                            └─ NULL .┘ │

   ├─ USER MODE ───────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ SYSTEM MODE ─────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ PROTOCOL ───────────────────────┬─── IDMS ──────┬────┤

   │                                  └─── ADS ───────┘    │

   ├─ language-clause ─────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ TIMESTAMP timestamp-value ───────────────────────────┤

   ├─ DEFAULT DATABASE ───────────────┬─── NULL ──────┬────┤

   │                                  └─── CURRENT ───┘    │

   └─ TRANSACTION SHARING ─────────────┬── ON ────────┬────┘

                                       ├── OFF ───────┤
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                                       └── DEFAULT ───┘

 

Expansion of language-clause

 

►►─── LANGUAGE ────────────────────┬─ ADS ──────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

                                   ├─ ASSEMBLER ────┤

                                   ├─ COBOL ────────┤

                                   ├─ PLI ──────────┤

                                   └─ SQL ──────────┘

 

Parameters

• function-identifier
Specifies the name of the function being modified. Function-identifier must identify a function defined in the dictionary.

• schema-name
Identifies the schema associated with the named function.
If you do not specify a schema-name, the default value is:
– The current schema associated with your SQL session, if the statement is entered through the Command Facility or

executed dynamically.
– The SQL schema associated with the access module used at runtime, if the statement is embedded in an

application program.
• external-routine-name

Specifies the one- to eight-character name of the program which IDMS calls to process function invocations.
• row-count

Specifies an integer value, in the range of 0 through 2,147,483,647, which represents the average number of rows that
the IDMS optimizer uses for cost calculation of the function invocation.

• io-count
Specifies an integer value, in the range of 0 through 2,147,483,647, which represents the average number of disk
accesses that the function generates for a given set of input parameters.

• local-stge-size
Specifies an integer, in the range of 0 through 32767, which represents the size, in bytes, of a local storage area that
IDMS allocates at runtime and passes to the function on each invocation.
IDMS allocates a local storage area on the first call to a function.

• global-stge-size
Specifies an integer, in the range of 0 through 32767, which represents the size, in bytes, of a global storage area that
IDMS allocates at runtime and passes to the function on each invocation.
IDMS allocates a global storage area once within a transaction and retains it until the transaction terminates.

• key-id
Specifies the one- to four-character identifier for the global storage area. IDMS passes the same piece of global
storage within a transaction to all routines that have the same global storage key.
If you do not specify a storage key, its value remains unchanged. To remove a storage key, specify NULL as the key.

• USER MODE
Specifies that the function should execute as a user-mode application program within IDMS. Do not specify user mode
for functions specified with protocol ADS, such as is the case with functions written as ADS mapless dialogs or written
in SQL.

• SYSTEM MODE
Specifies that the procedure should execute as a system-mode application program. To execute as a system mode
application, the program must be fully reentrant and written in either:
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– ADS as a mapless dialog
– SQL
– Assembler using DC calling conventions
– COBOL or PL/I and compiled with an LE-compliant compiler

• PROTOCOL
Specifies the environment.
– IDMS

Use IDMS for SQL-invoked functions that are written in COBOL, PL/I, or Assembler.
– ADS

Use ADS for SQL-invoked functions that are written in SQL or ADS. The name of the dialog that will be loaded
and run when the SQL function is invoked is given by the external-routine-name in the EXTERNAL NAME clause.
Setting the protocol to ADS, requires the function to have its mode set to system.

• language-clause
Specifies the programming language of the function.

• timestamp-value
Specifies the value of the synchronization stamp to be assigned to the function. Timestamp-value must be a valid
external representation of a timestamp.

• DEFAULT DATABASE
Specifies whether a default database should be established for database sessions started by the function.
– NULL

Specifies that no default database should be established.
– CURRENT

Specifies that the database to which the SQL session is connected should become the default for any database
session started by the function.

• TRANSACTION SHARING
Specifies whether to enable transaction sharing for database sessions started by the function. If transaction sharing is
enabled for a function's database session, it will share the current SQL session's transaction.
– ON

Specifies to enable transaction sharing.
– OFF

Specifies to disable transaction sharing.
– DEFAULT

Specifies to retain the transaction sharing setting that is in effect when the function is invoked.

Parameters for Expansion of language-clause

• ADS
Specifies that the SQL routine is written in the ADS language.

• ASSEMBLER
Specifies that the SQL routine is written in the assembler language.

• COBOL
Specifies that the SQL routine is written in the COBOL language.

• PLI
Specifies that the SQL routine is written in the PL/I language.

• SQL
Specifies that the SQL routine is written in the SQL language.

NOTE
The ability to specify ADS or ASSEMBLER as a language is an IDMS extension.
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Usage

Changing the language of a function

A function with language SQL cannot be changed to any other language and a function whose language is not SQL
cannot be changed to language SQL.

Specifying a Synchronization Stamp

When defining or altering a function, you can specify a value for its synchronization stamp. You should use care when
doing so because the purpose of the stamp is to enable the detection of discrepancies between an entity and its definition.
If explicitly specified, you must set the synchronization stamp to a new value following a change so that the change is
detectable by the runtime system.

If not specified, the synchronization stamp is automatically set to the current date and time.

NOTE
For more information about creating a function, see CREATE FUNCTION.

Example

The following example shows the use of ALTER FUNCTION to change the external name of a function.

alter function fin.udf_funbonus external name funbon09;

ALTER INDEX
The ALTER INDEX statement alters the characteristics of an existing index. It is also an IDMS extension of the SQL
standard. You can change the structure and location of an index through the modification of the following attributes:

• Key count
• Displacement
• Uniqueness
• Area association

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To issue an ALTER INDEX statement, you must have the ALTER privilege on or own the table on which the index is
defined.

Syntax

 

►►─ ALTER INDEX index-name ON ┬────────────────┬ table-identifier ────►

                              └─ schema-name. ─┘      

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─ INDEX BLOCK CONTAINS key-count KEYS ─┬─┴──────────────────────►◄

     ├─ DISPLACEMENT IS page-count PAGES ────┤

     ├─┬───────┬─ UNIQUE ────────────────────┤

     │ └─ NOT ─┘                             │

     └─ IN segment-name.area-name ───────────┘
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Parameters

This section describes the parameters for the ALTER INDEX statement:

• key-count KEYS  Establishes the maximum number of entries in each internal index record.
Key-count must be an unsigned integer in the range 3 through 8180.
For more information on how to calculate key-count see INDEX BLOCK CONTAINS section.

• page-count PAGES
Specifies how far away from the index owner the bottom-level index records are stored.
If the value of page-count is zero (0), the bottom-level internal index records are not displaced from the index owner.
Limit: An unsigned integer from 0 - 32,767.
For more information on how to calculate page-count see DISPLACEMENT section. 

• UNIQUE
Specifies that the index-key value in any given row of the table on which the index is defined must be different from the
index-key value in all other rows of the table. The table cannot contain any duplicate index-key values.
If you specify UNIQUE and the table contains duplicate index-key values, the alter statement will fail.

• NOT UNIQUE
Removes the restriction that all values of the index-key within the table must be unique.
When the UNIQUE restriction is used as an enforcing index on a constraint, you cannot remove it from an index unless
another index or CALC key can be used in its place.
For more information on Enforcing Indexes see the usage section under CREATE TABLE.

• IN
Requests a change in the location of the named index.

• area-name
Identifies a new area with which the index is to be associated. Area-name must identify an area defined in the
dictionary.

• segment-name
Identifies the segment associated with the area.

Usage

System tables

You cannot alter an index defined on a table in the SYSTEM schema.

Changing the Number of Entries in an SR8

It is sometimes desirable to change the number of entries in an SR8 system record after an index has been loaded. The
ALTER INDEX statement enables the maximum number of entries to be changed without affecting the existing index
structure.

Enforcing Indexes

You can not change a UNIQUE enforcing index to NOT UNIQUE.

NOTE
For more information about index structure and design considerations, see the Structure of Indexes and
Allocating Space for Indexes.
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Example

In this example, the EMP_LNAME index is moved from its current location to the DEMO.EMPAREA area. Each internal
index record will have a maximum of 30 keys and the bottom-level index records will be displaced 40 pages from the top
of the index.

alter index emp_lname (last_name) on emp.benefits

      displacement is 40 pages

           index block contains 30 keys

      in area demo.emparea;

ALTER PROCEDURE
The ALTER PROCEDURE data description statement modifies the definition of a procedure in the dictionary. Using the
ALTER PROCEDURE statement, you can:

• Add a new parameter to a procedure
• Revise the estimated row and I/O counts
• Change the external name of the procedure
• Change the size and characteristics of the work areas passed to the procedure
• Change the execution mode of the procedure
• Change the language of the procedure
• Update the timestamp
• Change the default database option
• Change the transaction sharing option
• Change the protocol
• Change the maximum number of dynamic result sets

The ability to change attributes other than language, external name, and the maximum number of dynamic result sets is
an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To issue an ALTER PROCEDURE statement, you must either own or hold the ALTER privilege on the procedure named in
the statement.

Syntax

 

►►─── ALTER PROCEDURE ─┬──────────────────────┬─ procedure-identifier ────────►

                       └─── schema-name. ─────┘

 ►─┬─ ADD parameter-definition ────────────────────────────┬──────────────────►◄

   │         ┌────────── , ───────────┐                    │

   ├─ ADD ( ─▼─ parameter-definition ─┴─ ) ────────────────┤

   ├─ EXTERNAL NAME external-routine-name ─────────────────┤

   ├─ ESTIMATED ROWS row-count ────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ ESTIMATED IOS io-count ──────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ LOCAL WORK AREA local-stge-size ─────────────────────┤

   ├─ GLOBAL WORK AREA global-stge-size ─┬────────────────┬┤
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   │                                     └─ KEY ┬ key-ID ┬┘│

   │                                            └─ NULL ─┘ │

   ├─ USER MODE ───────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ SYSTEM MODE ─────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ PROTOCOL ───────────────────────┬─── IDMS ──────┬────┤

   │                                  └─── ADS ───────┘    │

   ├─ language-clause ─────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ TIMESTAMP timestamp-value ───────────────────────────┤

   ├─ DEFAULT DATABASE ───────────────┬─── NULL ──────┬────┤

   │                                  └─── CURRENT ───┘    │

   ├─ TRANSACTION SHARING ─────────────┬── ON ────────┬────┤

   │                                   ├── OFF ───────┤    │

   │                                   └── DEFAULT ───┘    │

   └─ DYNAMIC RESULT SETS maximum-dynamic-result-sets ─────┘

 

Expansion of parameter-definition

 

►►─── parameter-name ── data-type ─┬────────────────┬─────────────────────────►◄

                                   └─ WITH DEFAULT ─┘

 

Expansion of language-clause

 

►►─── LANGUAGE ────────────────────┬─ ADS ──────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

                                   ├─ ASSEMBLER ────┤

                                   ├─ COBOL ────────┤

                                   ├─ PLI ──────────┤

                                   └─ SQL ──────────┘

 

Parameters

• procedure-identifier
Specifies the name of the procedure being modified. Procedure-identifier must identify a procedure defined in the
dictionary.

• schema-name
Identifies the schema associated with the named procedure. If you do not specify a schema-name it defaults to:
– The current schema associated with your SQL session, if you enter the statement through the Command Facility or

execute it dynamically
– The schema associated with the access module used at runtime, if the statement is embedded in an application

program
• parameter-definition

Defines one or more new parameters to be associated with the procedure. New parameters are added, in the order
specified, after the last existing parameter.
For a description of parameter-definition, see CREATE PROCEDURE. Descriptions for the expansion parameters are
located at the end of this section.

• external-routine-name
Specifies the one- to eight-character name of the program which IDMS calls to process references to the procedure.

• row-count
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Specifies an integer value, in the range of 0 through 2,147,483,647, which represents the average number of rows that
the procedure returns for a given set of input parameters.

• io-count
Specifies an integer value, in the range of 0 through 2,147,483,647, which represents the average number of disk
accesses that the procedure generates for a given set of input parameters.

• local-stge-size
Specifies an integer, in the range of 0 through 32767, which represents the size, in bytes, of a local storage area that
IDMS allocates at runtime and passes to the procedure on each invocation.

• global-stge-size
Specifies an integer, in the range of 0 through 32767, which represents the size, in bytes, of a global storage area that
IDMS allocates at runtime and passes to the procedure on each invocation.
IDMS allocates a global storage area once within a transaction and retains it until the transaction terminates.

• key-id
Specifies the one- to four-character identifier for the global storage area. IDMS passes the same piece of global
storage within a transaction to all routines that have the same global storage key.
If you do not specify a storage key, its value remains unchanged. To remove a storage key, specify NULL as the key.

• USER MODE
Specifies that the procedure should execute as a user-mode application program within IDMS. Do not specify user
mode for procedures specified with protocol ADS, such as is the case with procedures written as ADS mapless dialogs
or written in SQL.

• SYSTEM MODE
Specifies that the procedure should execute as a system mode application program. To execute as a system mode
application, the program must be fully reentrant and be written in either:
– ADS as a mapless dialog
– SQL
– Assembler using DC calling conventions
– COBOL or PL/I and compiled with an LE-compliant compiler

• PROTOCOL
Specifies the environment.
– IDMS

Use IDMS for SQL-invoked functions that are written in COBOL, PL/I, or Assembler.
– ADS

Use ADS for SQL-invoked functions that are written in SQL or ADS. The name of the dialog that will be loaded
and run when the SQL function is invoked is given by the external-routine-name in the EXTERNAL NAME clause.
Setting the protocol to ADS, requires the function to have its mode set to system.

• language-clause
Specifies the programming language of the procedure.

• timestamp-value
Specifies the value of the synchronization stamp to be assigned to the procedure. Timestamp-value must be a valid
external representation of a timestamp.

• DEFAULT DATABASE
Specifies whether a default database should be established for database sessions started by the procedure.
– NULL

Specifies that no default database should be established.
– CURRENT

Specifies that the database to which the SQL session is connected should become the default for any database
session started by the procedure.

• TRANSACTION SHARING
Specifies whether transaction sharing should be enabled for database sessions started by the procedure. If transaction
sharing is enabled for a procedure's database session, it will share the current SQL session's transaction.
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– ON
Specifies that transaction sharing should be enabled.

– OFF
Specifies that transaction sharing should be disabled.

– DEFAULT
Specifies that the transaction sharing setting that is in effect when the procedure is invoked should be retained.

• DYNAMIC RESULT SETS
Defines the maximum number of result sets that a procedure invocation can return to its caller. A result set is a
sequence of rows specified by a cursor-specification, created by the opening of a cursor and ranged over that cursor.

• maximum-dynamic-result-sets
Defines an integer in the range 0-32767 specifying the maximum number of result sets a procedure can return.

Parameters for Expansion of parameter-definition

• parameter-name
Specifies a 1- to 32-character name of a parameter to be passed to the table procedure. Parameter-name must:
– Be unique within the table procedure that you are defining
– Follow the conventions for SQL identifiers
All parameters are implicitly nullable. Input parameters can be assigned NULL as a parameter value and output
parameters can return NULL.

• data-type
Defines the data type for the named parameter. For expanded data-type syntax, see Expansion of Data-type.

• WITH DEFAULT
Directs IDMS to pass a default value for the named parameter if no value for the parameter is specified.
The default value for a parameter is based on its data type:

Column data type Default value
CHARACTER Blanks
VARCHAR A character string literal with a length of zero (that is, '')
GRAPHIC Double-byte blanks
VARGRAPHIC A double-byte character string literal with a length of zero
DATE The value in the CURRENT DATE special register
TIME The value in the CURRENT TIME special register
TIMESTAMP The value in the CURRENT TIMESTAMP special register
All numeric data types 0 (zero)

Parameters for Expansion of language-clause

• ADS
Specifies that the SQL routine is written in the ADS language.

• ASSEMBLER
Specifies that the SQL routine is written in the assembler language.

• COBOL
Specifies that the SQL routine is written in the COBOL language.

• PLI
Specifies that the SQL routine is written in the PL/I language.

• SQL
Specifies that the SQL routine is written in the SQL language.
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NOTE
The ability to specify ADS or ASSEMBLER as a language is an IDMS extension.

Usage

Changing the language of a procedure

A procedure with language SQL cannot be changed to any other language, and a procedure whose language is not SQL
cannot be changed to language SQL.

Specifying a Synchronization Stamp

When defining or altering a procedure, you can specify a value for its synchronization stamp. You should use care when
doing so because the purpose of the stamp is to enable the detection of discrepancies between an entity and its definition.
If explicitly specified, you must set the synchronization stamp to a new value following a change so that the change is
detectable by the runtime system.

If not specified, the synchronization stamp is automatically set to the current date and time.

NOTE
For more information about creating a procedure, see CREATE PROCEDURE.

Examples

Adding Parameters to a Procedure

The following ALTER PROCEDURE statement adds two new parameters to the EMP.GET_BONUS procedure:

alter procedure emp.get_bonus

  add (start_month  char (2),

       start_year   char (2));

ALTER SCHEMA
The ALTER SCHEMA data description statement that modifies the definition of a schema in the dictionary. It is also an
IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To issue an ALTER SCHEMA statement, you must hold the ALTER privilege on the schema named in the statement.

If you specify FOR NETWORK SCHEMA, you must have privilege on the network schema.

If you specify DBNAME, you must have USE privilege on the database; if you do not specify DBNAME or specify a value
of NULL, you must have DBADMIN privilege on DBNAME SYSTEM.

Syntax

 

►►─── ALTER SCHEMA schema-name ───────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────►◄
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   ├─ DEFAULT AREA ─┬─ segment-name.area-name ─┬──────────────────────┤

   │                └─ NULL ───────────────────┘                      │

   ├─ DBNAME ─┬─ database-name ─┬─────────────────────────────────────┤

   │          └─ NULL ──────────┘                                     │    

   ├─ FOR SQL SCHEMA sql-schema-name ─────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ FOR ─┬─ NETWORK ─┬─ SCHEMA network-schema-specification ────────┤

   │       └─ NONSQL ──┘                                              │ 

   ├─────── WITH VIRTUAL KEYS ────────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─────── WITHOUT VIRTUAL KEYS ─────────────────────────────────────┘

 

 

Expansion of network-schema-specification (ALTER SCHEMA)

 

►►─┬────────────────────┬─ network-schema-name ─┬──────────────────────────┬───►

   └─ dictionary-name. ─┘                       └─ VERSION version-number ─┘

 

Expansion of sql-schema-specification (ALTER SCHEMA)

 

►►──────────────────────── sql-schema-name ───────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DBNAME ─── database-name ───┘

 

Parameters

• schema-name
Specifies the name of the schema being modified. Schema-name must identify a schema defined in the dictionary.

• DEFAULT AREA
Modifies the default area specification for the named schema. This parameter is valid only for a schema that is not
associated with a network-defined schema.
The named area is used by default for storing rows of tables subsequently defined in the named schema. It replaces
any previous default area specification for the schema.

• segment-name.area-name
Identifies the segment and area.
You do not need to define the named segment or area in the dictionary before issuing the ALTER SCHEMA statement.

• NULL
Removes any previous default area specification for the named schema.
If the default area specification is removed, all subsequent CREATE TABLE statements that qualify the table name with
the name of the schema being altered must include the IN parameter.

• DBNAME
If the schema has been associated with a network-defined schema, you can add or change the specification of the
database using this parameter.
Descriptions of the database-name and NULL parameters are presented under network-schema-specification.

• network-schema-specification
Identifies the network-defined schema to associate with the SQL schema.
Expanded syntax for network-schema-specification appears immediately following the statement syntax.
Descriptions for these parameters are located at the end of this section.
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The keyword NONSQL is still supported for upward compatibility purposes.
• sql-schema-specification

Identifies an existing SQL-defined schema to which the new SQL schema refers. Expanded syntax for sql-schema-
specification appears immediately following the statement syntax.

Parameters for Expansion of network-schema-specification

• dictionary-name.
Names the dictionary that contains the network-defined schema.
If you do not specify dictionary-name, it is set to the dictionary to which your SQL session is connected.

• network-schema-name
Identifies the network-defined schema.

• VERSION version-number
Identifies the version number of the network-defined schema. If VERSION version-number is not specified, version-
number defaults to 1.

• DBNAME
Specifies the database that the network-defined schema describes or removes a database specification.
For considerations about whether to specify a database when you create a schema for a network-defined schema, see
the "Usage" section of CREATE SCHEMA.

• database-name
Identifies one of the following:
– The segment containing the areas described by the network-defined schema.
– A database name that includes segments containing the areas described by the network-defined schema.

At runtime IDMS accesses the segments associated with the database name that contain areas with the same
name as the areas in the network-defined schema.

• NULL
Initializes the database name for the network-defined schema to blanks.
If no database-name is specified in the schema definition, at runtime the database name to which the SQL session is
connected must include segments containing the areas described by the network-defined schema.

• WITH VIRTUAL KEYS
The list of visible columns of the tables representing the network records is extended with the ROWID pseudo-column
and all virtual foreign key columns associated with the sets of which the record is a member. All virtual foreign key
columns become referenceable in statement syntax. A SELECT * from a table, and the IDMS Server metadata
functions returning the columns of a table, contain all the visible columns with the columns corresponding to the record
elements listed first, in the order of the record definition, followed by the ROWID and the virtual foreign key pseudo-
columns in alphabetical order.

• WITHOUT VIRTUAL KEYS
The list of visible columns of the tables representing the network records does not include the ROWID pseudo-column,
nor any virtual foreign key columns. Virtual foreign key columns are not referenceable, but ROWID is referenceable
according to the ROWID syntax rules in the ROWID Pseudo-column section.
WITHOUT VIRTUAL KEYS must be explicitly specified to remove the WITH VIRTUAL KEYS attribute.

Parameters for Expansion of sql-schema-specification

• sql-schema-name
Names the referenced SQL-defined-schema. this named schema must not itself reference another schema.

• DBNAME database-name
Identifies the database containing the data described by the referenced SQL-defined schema. Database-name must
be a database name that is defined in the database name table or a segment name defined in the DMCL.
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Usage

System-owned Schema

You cannot modify the definition of the schema named SYSTEM.

Changing network-defined Schema Information

If you change the name or version number of the network defined schema associated with an SQL-defined schema or if
you change the database name associated with the schema, you must recompile all affected access modules and drop
and recreate all affected views.

To determine which access modules are affected, use the DISPLAY ALL ACCESS MODULE statement with the TABLE
selection criteria.

To recompile an affected access module, use the ALTER ACCESS MODULE statement with the REPLACE ALL option.

Views must be dropped and recreated if the structure of one or more referenced records in the new network-defined
schema is different than the structure at the time the view was created. Views are also invalid if a referenced record has
been deleted from the network schema. To determine which views are affected, use the DISPLAY ALL VIEW statement
with the REFERENCEd selection criteria. Before dropping the view, display its syntax by using the DISPLAY or PUNCH
VIEW statement.

Restricted Changes

You cannot alter the type of a schema:

• You cannot change a non-referencing schema to a referencing schema or a referencing schema to a non-referencing
schema.

• You cannot change the type of schema being referenced from SQL to network or from network to SQL.

Changing Referenced SQL Schema Information

If you change the name of the SQL schema that is referenced, you must drop and recreate all views that reference
tables in the referencing schema, for example, the schema being altered. To determine which views are affected, use the
DISPLAY ALL VIEW statement with the REFERENCED selection criteria. Before dropping the view, display its syntax by
using the DISPLAY or PUNCH VIEW statement.

Example

Removing the Default Area Specification

The following ALTER SCHEMA statement removes the default area specification from the SALES schema:

alter schema sales

   default area null;

More Information

• For more information about defining schemas, see CREATE SCHEMA and DROP SCHEMA.
• For more information about network schemas, see Accessing Network-Defined Databases.
• For more information about displaying access modules and views, see DISPLAY/PUNCH ACCESS MODULE and

DISPLAY/PUNCH VIEW.
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ALTER TABLE
The ALTER TABLE data description statement modifies the definition of a base table in the dictionary.

Using ALTER TABLE, you can perform the following tasks:

• Add one or more columns to a table
• Alter a column’s data type or null attribute
• Drop or change a column’s default clause
• Rename a column
• Drop a column
• Add a constraint
• Specify additional restrictions on the data that can be stored in a table
• Remove all restrictions on the data that can be stored in a table
• Add or delete the default index associated with a table
• Revise the estimated row count for a table
• Update the table's timestamp

The ability to revise the estimated row count and to update the table's timestamp is an IDMS extension of the SQL
standard.

This article describes the following information:

  

Authorization

To issue an ALTER TABLE statement, you must hold the ALTER privilege on or own the table named in the statement.

Syntax

►►─ ALTER TABLE ─┬─────────────────┬─ table-identifier ───────────────►

                 └─ schema-name ─.─┘

 ►────┬─ ADD CHECK ( search-condition ) ─────────────────────┬────────►◄

      ├─ DROP CHECK  ────────────────────────────────────────┤

      ├─ ADD DEFAULT INDEX ──────────────────────────────────┤

      ├─ DROP DEFAULT INDEX ─────────────────────────────────┤

      ├─ DROP CONSTRAINT ─ constraint-name───┬────────────┬──┤

      │                                      ├─ CASCADE ──┤  │

      │                                      └─ RESTRICT ─┘  │

      ├─ ADD ───┬──────────┬─ column-definition ─────────────┤

      │         └─ COLUMN ─┘                                 │

      │                         ┌──────── , ─────────┐       │

      ├─ ADD ───┬──────────┬─ (─▼─ column-definition ┴─)─────┤

      │         └─ COLUMN ─┘                                 │

      ├─ ALTER ─┬──────────┬─ column-alteration ─────────────┤

      │         └─ COLUMN ─┘                                 │

      ├─ DROP ──┬──────────┬─ column-name ─┬───────────┬─────┤

      │         └─ COLUMN ─┘               └─ CASCADE ─┘     │

      ├─ RENAME ┬──────────┬ column-name TO new-column-name ─┤

      │         └─ COLUMN ─┘                                 │

      ├─ ADD ───┬ referential_constraint ┬───────────────────┤

      │         └── unique_constraint ───┘                   |
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      ├─ ESTIMATED ROWS estimated-row-count ─────────────────┤

      └─ TIMESTAMP timestamp-value ──────────────────────────┘

Expansion of column-definition

►►────column-name data-type ──┬──────────────┬─┬──────────────────┬──►◄

                              └── NOT NULL ──┘ └── WITH DEFAULT ──┘

Expansion of column-alteration

►►────column-name ───┬─ SET ─┬─ DATA TYPE ─ data-type ────┬───┬──────►◄

                     │       ├─┬─ ALLOW ─┬── NULL ────────┤   │

                     │       │ └─ NOT ───┘                │   │

                     │       └─ WITH DEFAULT ─────────────┘   │

                     └─ DROP DEFAULT ─────────────────────────┘

Expansion of unique-constraint 

Following is an example of the syntax for Expansion of unique-constraint:

                                                                 ┌────── , ──────┐

►►────┬──────────────────────────────┬──┬─── UNIQUE ────┬──── ( ─▼─ column-name ─┴─ )─────►◄

      └─CONSTRAINT constraint-name ──┘  └─ PRIMARY KEY ─┘ 

Expansion of referential-constraint 

Following is an example of the syntax for Expansion of referential-constraint:

                                                        ┌──────── , ───────────┐

►►──┬──────────────────────────────┬── FOREIGN KEY ──( ─▼─ foreign-key-column ─┴─)── references-clause ─►◄

    └─CONSTRAINT constraint-name ──┘

Expansion of references-clause 

Following is an example of the syntax for Expansion of references-clause:

 

►►──── REFERENCES ─┬────────────────┬── referenced-table ──┬─────────────────────────────────┬──────────►◄

                   └─ schema-name. ─┘                      │      ┌───────── , ─────────┐    │

                                                           └── ( ─▼─ referenced-column ─┴─ )─┘

Parameters

• table-identifier 
Specifies the name of the table being modified. Table-identifier must identify a base table defined in the dictionary.

• schema-name 
Identifies the schema associated with the named table.
If not specified, schema-name defaults to:
– The current schema associated with your SQL session, if the statement is entered through the Command Facility or

executed dynamically
– The schema associated with the access module used at runtime, if the statement is embedded in an application

program
• column-definition

Defines one or more new columns to be included in the table. New columns are added after the last existing column.
Expanded syntax for column-definition is shown immediately following the ALTER TABLE syntax. Descriptions
of column-definition parameters follow description of ALTER TABLE parameters.

• ADD CHECK (search-condition)
Specifies additional restrictions on the data that can be stored in the table.
If the table definition already includes data restrictions in a search condition, IDMS appends the search condition
specified in the ADD CHECK parameter to the existing search condition with the binary operator AND. IDMS stores a
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new row in the table only if the value of the entire expression formed by the concatenation of the search conditions is
true.
Restrictions on the use of search-condition with ADD CHECK are discussed under "Usage" following these parameter
descriptions. For expanded search-condition syntax, see Expansion of Search-condition.

• DROP CHECK
Removes any existing restrictions on the data that can be stored in the table.

• ADD DEFAULT INDEX 
Creates a default index for the named table.
Note: The table must not have a default index already ssociated with it.

•  DROP DEFAULT INDEX
Deletes the default index associated with the table.

• column-alteration
Specifies the changes to be made to the attributes of a column.
Note: The expanded syntax for column-alteration is shown after the ALTER TABLE syntax. Descriptions of column-
alteration parameters follow the description of ALTER TABLE parameters.

• DROP COLUMN column-name 
Identifies the column to be removed from the table. Column-name must be the name of a column in the table.
Note: You cannot drop columns that are part of a CALC key of a populated table or that are named in a check
constraint.

• CASCADE
Drops the following entities:
– The CALC key if it includes the column.
– All referential constraints in which the named column is a referenced or a foreign key column.
– All linked constraints in which the named column is a sort column.
– All indexes in which the named column is an indexed column.
– All views in which the column is named.
Note: If CASCADE is not specified, the column must not participate in a referential constraint or index, or be named in
a view.

• RENAME COLUMN column-name 
Identifies the column name to be changed. Column-name must be the name of a column in the table.
Note: You cannot rename a column if the column is named in a check constraint or in a view.

• TO new-column-name 
Specifies the new name for the identified column.
Limit: 1 - 32 characters that follows the SQL identifier standard.
Note: The new column name must be distinct from the name of any existing column in the table.

• ESTIMATED ROWS estimated-row-count 
Indicates the number of rows expected to be stored for the table. Estimated-row-count must be an integer that does
not exceed 16,777,214. The specified value replaces any previous estimated row count for the table.

• TIMESTAMP timestamp-value 
Specifies the value of the synchronization stamp to be assigned to the table. Timestamp-value must be a valid external
representation of a timestamp.

• unique-constraint
Identifies the UNIQUE or PRIMARY KEY Constraint to be added to the table.

• referential-constraint
Identifies the Referential Constraint to be added to the table.

• DROP CONSTRAINT constraint-name 
Identifies the constraint to be removed from the table. Constraint-name must be the name of a constraint in the table.

Parameters for Expansion of column-definition

• column-name 
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Specifies the name of a column to be included in the table being created. Column-name must be a one- through 32-
character name that follows the conventions for SQL identifiers.
Column-name must be unique within the table being defined.

• data-type
Defines the data type for the named column. For expanded data-type syntax, see Expansion of Data-type.

• NOT NULL
Indicates that the column cannot contain null values.
If NOT NULL is specified without WITH DEFAULT, the table being altered must be empty.
If NOT NULL is not specified, the column is defined to allow null values.

• WITH DEFAULT
Directs IDMS to establish a default value for the column being added.
The default value is based on the data type of the column:

Column data type Default value 
CHARACTER Blanks
VARCHAR A character string literal with a length of zero (that is, '')
GRAPHIC Double-byte blanks
VARGRAPHIC A double-byte character string literal with a length of zero
DATE '0001-01-01' for existing rows

The value in the CURRENT DATE special
register for newly inserted rows

TIME '00.00.00' for existing rows
The value in the CURRENT TIME special register
for newly inserted rows

TIMESTAMP '0001-01-01-00.00.00.000000' for existing rows
The value in the CURRENT TIMESTAMP special register for
newly inserted rows

All numeric data types 0 (zero)

If you do not specify WITH DEFAULT, then:

• If you specify NOT NULL, the table must be empty
• If you do not specify NOT NULL, the default value for the column is NULL

Parameters for Expansion of column-alteration

Following is a list of parameters for column-alteration:

• column-name
Identifies the column whose attributes are to be changed. Column-name must be the name of a column in the table.

• data-type
Defines the new data type for the named column. The specified data type must be compatible for assignment with the
column’s existing data type. For expanded data-type syntax, see Expansion of Data-type.
You cannot change the data type of a column that is part of a CALC key of a populated table or that is a referenced or
foreign key column in a constraint.

• ALLOW NULL
Indicates that the column can contain null values. You cannot change the null attribute of a column that is part of a
CALC key of a populated table or a referenced key.

• NOT NULL
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Indicates that the column cannot contain null values. You cannot change the null attribute of a column that is part of a
CALC key of a populated table or a referenced key.

• WITH DEFAULT
Sets the column’s value to a default if no value for the column is specified when a row is inserted.

• DROP DEFAULT
Does not set the column’s value to a default when a row is inserted.

Parameters for Expansion of unique-constraint

Following is a list of parameters for Expansion of unique-constraints:

• CONSTRAINT(Optional). Defines the constraint-name. If the constraint-name is not coded, a system-created value
is generated. A constraint name has to be unique in the schema, whether it is unique, primary key, or relational
constraint.

• UNIQUEAll unique values in the columns that make up the unique key. A UNIQUE key must be defined as NOT
NULL. A table can have multiple UNIQUE keys.

• PRIMARY KEY
All unique values in the columns that make up the primary key. A PRIMARY KEY must be defined as NOT NULL. A
table can only have one PRIMARY KEY.

• (column-name)
Must be the name of a column in the current TABLE.

Parameters for Expansion of referential-constraint

Following is a list of parameters for Expansion of referential-constraint:

• CONSTRAINT
(Optional). Defines the constraint-name. If the constraint-name is not coded, a system-created value is
generated. A constraint name has to be unique in the schema, whether it is unique, primary key, or relational
constraint.

• (foreign-key-column)
Specifies one or more columns that make up the foreign key in the referencing table. It must identify a column in the
referencing table and must be unique within the list of column names.
Limits: 1 to 32 columns

Parameters for Expansion of references-clause

Following is a list of parameters for Expansion of references-clause:

• schema-name     The schema associated with the referenced table.
If you do not specify schema-name, it defaults to the following:
– The current schema associated with your SQL session, if the statement is entered through the Command Facility or

executed dynamically
– The schema associated with the access module used at runtime, if the statement is embedded in an application

program
•  referenced-table   

The referenced table in the constraint. It must identify a base table defined in the catalog.
• (referenced-column)

Specifies one or more non-null columns that make up a unique key in the referenced table, as defined by a CREATE
CALC or CREATE INDEX statement.
It must identify a column in the referenced table and must be unique within the list of column names. The columns
must be named in the same order in which they are named in the CREATE CALC or CREATE INDEX statement that
defines the unique key.
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You must specify the same number of referenced columns as the number of columns included in the foreign key of
the referencing table. The corresponding referenced and foreign-key columns must have the same data type, length,
precision, and scale.
When (referenced-column) is omitted the referenced table must be defined with a primary key, and the primary key
column list of the referenced table will be used as the referenced columns. 

Usage

Tables in System Schemas 

You cannot modify the definition of a table in the SYSTEM schema.

Maximum Row Length 

When adding a column to a table, you must ensure that the total number of bytes required for all columns in the table
does not exceed the maximum allowed. For more information about maximum row length, see CREATE TABLE.

Restrictions on search-condition 

In the ADD CHECK parameter of an ALTER TABLE statement:

• Search-condition cannot include any host variables, local variables, routine parameters, aggregate or user-defined
functions, EXISTS predicates, quantified predicates, or subqueries

• Each column reference in search condition must identify a column in the table being modified

Modify a Generated Index 

You cannot change a generated index to make it a non-unique index.

Modify Tables that Contain Data 

If the table specified in an ALTER TABLE statement contains one or more rows of data (the table is not empty), and the
ALTER TABLE statement specifies:

• ADD column-definition, you must supply a default value in the DEFAULT parameter of the column definition if you
specify NOT NULL

• ADD CHECK, the value of the search condition specified in the ADD CHECK parameter must be true for each existing
row in the table

 Add a Default to a Column 

Allowing a column to have a default value affects only the table’s definition; existing table rows are not affected.

Remove a Column’s Default 

If the table is populated and the column does not allow null values, every existing row must contain a value in the changed
column. To ensure this, each row is accessed and updated if it does not contain a value for the column.

Rename a Column 

A column that is named in a check constraint or a view cannot be renamed.

The definition of all referential constraints, sort keys, CALC keys and indexes in which the column participates are
updated to show the new column name.

Drop a Column 

Every row in the table is updated to remove the column value.

If a column is named in a check constraint or is part of the CALC key of a populated table, you cannot drop the column.

If you do not specify CASCADE, the column must not be one of the following types of columns:
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• A column in a CALC key
• A referenced or foreign key column in a referential constraint
• An indexed column
• A sort column of a linked constraint
• Named in a view

If you specify CASCADE, how the column is used determines what other items are dropped:

• Dropping a CALC key column also drops the CALC key
• Dropping a referenced or foreign key column in a referential constraint also drops the constraint
• Dropping an indexed column also drops the index
• Dropping a sort column of a linked constraint also drops the constraint
• Dropping a column named in a view also drops the view

Change a Column’s Null Attribute 

The following situations apply when you change a column's null attribute:

• When the column is part of a CALC key of a populated table, or is a referenced column in a constraint, the ALTER
statement fails.

• When you change a null attribute, every row in the table is updated to add or remove the null attribute byte for that
column.

• When the changed column is a sort column, every index and linked indexed constraint is automatically rebuilt.
• When disallowing nulls and the value of the column is null for a row in the table, the ALTER statement fails.

Change a Column’s Data Type 

The following situations apply when you change a column's data type:

• When the column is part of a CALC key of a populated table, or is a referenced column in a constraint, the ALTER
statement fails.

• When changing a column’s data type, the new data type you enter must be compatible for assignment with the original
data type.

• Every row in the table is restructured to convert the column value to the new type. This might involve increasing or
decreasing the length of the row.

• The ALTER statement will fail if a loss of data (such as truncation of a non-blank character or numeric overflow) would
occur as part of the conversion.

• When you change data type, every index and linked indexed constraint in which the column is a sort column is rebuilt.

Defining a Referential Constraint 

When defining a Referential Constraint through ALTER TABLE the same rules must be followed as defining one
through CREATE CONSTRAINT. 

On creation of a referential constraint, an index will automatically be generated on the foreign key columns.

Referenced keys specified must be NOT NULL.

Enforcing Indexes 

When a unique or primary key constraint is defined on an Alter Table, a unique index is created to enforce the constraint,
as follows:

• It is marked as an enforcing generated index.
• It is created with default options.
• If a constraint name is not specified one is generated.
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If more than one unique constraint is defined on the same columns, only one enforcing index is created. A primary key
constraint is used over a unique constraint, whether named or unnamed. A named unique constraint is used over an
unnamed constraint. Otherwise the first constraint name encountered is used.

If the enforcing index is for a primary key, the replacement index is marked as only a primary key index when the original
primary key is dropped.

An enforcing index can be altered, but cannot be changed to non-Unique.

An enforcing index can only be dropped after a replacement enforcing index has been defined. A replacement enforcing
index may be defined by creating a unique index on the same columns as an existing enforcing index. When the columns
match, the new index is also marked as an enforcing index, but is not a generated index. Either index may then be
dropped, but not both. When a replacement index is created for a generated index it is automatically be dropped.

An enforcing index can only be dropped after the constraint is dropped, using Alter Table Drop Constraint.  If the index
is generated it is dropped as part of the drop constraint command.   If the index is not generated it is marked as not
enforcing, and can be dropped using Drop Index.

Examining Check Constraints on a Table 

You can examine the current check constraint on a table by using the DISPLAY TABLE statement.

Examining existing check constraints is useful if you are planning to change a constraint by dropping it and adding the
changed constraint.

Adding Columns with Multiple ALTER TABLE Statements 

When columns are added with the ALTER TABLE statement, the first column in the column definition list is aligned on
a full word boundary in the physical data structure that represents table rows. Since each individual ALTER TABLE
statement will cause alignment, columns added in separated ALTERs versus one ALTER can result in different row
lengths and column offsets within the physical row data structure.

Specifying a Synchronization Stamp 

When defining or altering a table, you can specify a value for its synchronization stamp. You should use care when doing
so because the purpose of the stamp is to enable the detection of discrepancies between an entity and its definition.
If explicitly specified, you must set the synchronization stamp to a new value following a change so that the change is
detectable by the runtime system.

If not specified, the synchronization stamp is automatically set to the current date and time.

Dropping a Constraint 

When dropping a constraint, the associated index is also modified, as follows:

• If the index is automatically generated, it is dropped.
• If the index is user-created, the enforcing flag is removed.

Effect on Access Modules          

When the definition of a table is modified, the stamp associated with the table is updated. The stamping level of the area
determines which access modules need to be recompiled.

• For areas with STAMP BY TABLE, only access modules which directly reference the table must be recompiled.
• For areas with STAMP BY AREA, a change to any table within the area will update the stamp. This requires an access

module that references any table in that area must be recompiled.  

Examples
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Adding a Column to a Table

The following ALTER TABLE statement adds a new column, STATUS, to the CONSULTANT table. The value of STATUS
in all existing rows is blank because the statement specifies WITH DEFAULT.

alter table consultant

   add status character(1) not null with default;

Further Restricting Data in a Table

The following ALTER TABLE statement defines an additional restriction on the data that can be stored in the
CONSULTANT table. IDMS adds the constraint only if each existing row of the CONSULTANT table already has 'A' or 'I' in
the STATUS column.

alter table consultant

   add check (status in ('A', 'I');

Change a column’s data type:
alter table demo.empl

      alter column city

      set data type varchar(20);

Drop a column using the CASCADE option:
alter table demo.empl

      drop column status cascade;

Rename a column:
alter table demo.empl

      rename column proj_id to project_id;

Adding a default index:
alter table emp.dept 

      add default index;

Adding a Unique Constraint:
alter table demo.empl 

      add CONSTRAINT uniqueID UNIQUE (proj_id);

ALTER TABLE PROCEDURE
The ALTER TABLE PROCEDURE data description statement modifies the definition of a table procedure in the dictionary.
It is also an IDMS extension of the SQL standard. Using the ALTER TABLE PROCEDURE statement, you can:

• Add a new parameter to a table procedure
• Revise the estimated row and I/O counts
• Change the external name of the procedure
• Change the size and characteristics of the work areas passed to the procedure
• Change the execution mode of the procedure
• Update the table procedure's synchronization timestamp
• Change the table procedure's default database option
• Change the table procedure's transaction sharing option
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This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To issue an ALTER TABLE PROCEDURE statement, you must own or hold the ALTER privilege on the table procedure
named in the statement.

Syntax

 

►►─── ALTER TABLE PROCEDURE ─┬────────────────┬─ table-procedure-identifier ──►

                             └─ schema-name. ─┘

 ►─┬─ ADD parameter-definition ────────────────────────────┬──────────────────►◄

   │         ┌────────── , ───────────┐                    │

   ├─ ADD ( ─▼─ parameter-definition ─┴─ ) ────────────────┤

   ├─ EXTERNAL NAME external-routine-name ─────────────────┤

   ├──ESTIMATED ROWS row-count ────────────────────────────┤

   ├──ESTIMATED IOS io-count ──────────────────────────────┤

   ├──LOCAL WORK AREA local-stge-size ─────────────────────┤

   ├──GLOBAL WORK AREA global-stge-size ─┬────────────────┬┤

   │                                     └─ KEY ┬ key-ID ┬┘│

   │                                            └─ NULL .┘ │

   ├──USER MODE ───────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├──SYSTEM MODE ─────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├──TIMESTAMP timestamp-value ───────────────────────────┤

   ├──DEFAULT DATABASE ───────────────┬─── NULL ──────┬────┤

   │                                  └─── CURRENT ───┘    │

   └──TRANSACTION SHARING ─────────────┬── ON ────────┬────┘

                                       ├── OFF ───────┤

                                       └── DEFAULT ───┘

 

Expansion of parameter-definition

 

►►─── parameter-name ── data-type ─┬────────────────┬─────────────────────────►◄

                                   └─ WITH DEFAULT ─┘

 

Parameters

• table-procedure-identifier
Specifies the name of the table procedure being modified. Table-procedure-identifier must identify a table procedure
defined in the dictionary.

• schema-name
Identifies the schema associated with the named table procedure. If you do not specify a schema-name, it defaults to:
– The current schema associated with your SQL session, if the statement is entered through the Command Facility or

executed dynamically
– The schema associated with the access module used at runtime, if the statement is embedded in an application

program
• parameter-definition
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Defines one or more new parameters to be associated with the table procedure. New parameters are added, in the
order specified, after the last existing parameter.
For a description of parameter-definition, see CREATE TABLE PROCEDURE.

• external-routine-name
Specifies the one- to eight-character name of the program which IDMS calls to process references to the table
procedure.

• row-count
Specifies an integer value, in the range of 0 through 2,147,483,647, which represents the average number of rows that
the table procedure returns for a given set of input parameters.

• io-count
Specifies an integer value, in the range of 0 through 2,147,483,647, which represents the average number of disk
accesses that the table procedure generates for a given set of input parameters.

• local-stge-size
Specifies an integer, in the range of 0 through 32767, which represents the size, in bytes, of a local storage area that
IDMS allocates at runtime and passes to the table procedure on each invocation.
IDMS allocates a local storage area on the first call to a table procedure for each SQL statement within a transaction
or for a set of SQL statements related through reference to the same cursor. OPEN, CLOSE, FETCH, POSITIONED
UPDATE and POSITIONED DELETE statements are related through a cursor. IDMS passes the same local storage
area to the table procedure for all calls for one statement or related statements. IDMS releases the local work area
when the SQL statement has completed execution or at the time the cursor is closed.

• global-stge-size
Specifies an integer, in the range of 0 through 32767, which represents the size, in bytes, of a global storage area that
IDMS allocates at runtime and passes to the table procedure on each invocation.
IDMS allocates a global storage area once within a transaction and retains it until the transaction terminates.

• key-id
Specifies the one- to four-character identifier for the global storage area. IDMS passes the same piece of global
storage within a transaction to all routines that have the same global storage key.
If you do not specify a storage key, its value remains unchanged. To remove a storage key, specify NULL as the key.

• USER MODE
Specifies the table procedure should execute as a user-mode application program within IDMS.

• SYSTEM MODE
Specifies the table procedure should execute as a system-mode application program. To execute as a system mode
application, the program must be fully reentrant and be written in either:
– Assembler using DC calling conventions
– COBOL or PL/I and compiled with an LE-compliant compiler

• timestamp-value
Specifies the value of the synchronization stamp to be assigned to the table procedure. Timestamp-value must be a
valid external representation of a timestamp.

• DEFAULT DATABASE
Specifies whether a default database should be established for database sessions started by the table procedure.
– NULL

Specifies that no default database should be established.
– CURRENT

Specifies that the database to which the SQL session is connected should become the default for any database
session started by the table procedure.

• TRANSACTION SHARING
Specifies whether transaction sharing should be enabled for database sessions started by the table procedure.
If transaction sharing is enabled for a table procedure's database session, it will share the current SQL session's
transaction.
– ON
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Specifies that transaction sharing should be enabled.
– OFF

Specifies that transaction sharing should be disabled.
– DEFAULT

Specifies that the transaction sharing setting that is in effect when the procedure is invoked should be retained.

Parameters for Expansion of parameter-definition

• parameter-name
Specifies a 1- to 32-character name of a parameter to be passed to the table procedure. Parameter-name must:
– Be unique within the table procedure that you are defining
– Follow the conventions for SQL identifiers
All parameters are implicitly nullable. Input parameters can be assigned NULL as a parameter value and output
parameters can return NULL.

• data-type
Defines the data type for the named parameter. For expanded data-type syntax, see Expansion of Data-type.

• WITH DEFAULT
Directs IDMS to pass a default value for the named parameter if no value for the parameter is specified.
The default value for a parameter is based on its data type:

Column data type Default value
CHARACTER Blanks
VARCHAR A character string literal with a length of zero (that is, '')
GRAPHIC Double-byte blanks
VARGRAPHIC A double-byte character string literal with a length of zero
DATE The value in the CURRENT DATE special register
TIME The value in the CURRENT TIME special register
TIMESTAMP The value in the CURRENT TIMESTAMP special register
All numeric data types 0 (zero)

Usage

Specifying a Synchronization Stamp

When defining or altering a table procedure, you can specify a value for its synchronization stamp. You should use care
when doing so because the purpose of the stamp is to enable the detection of discrepancies between an entity and its
definition. If explicitly specified, you must set the synchronization stamp to a new value following a change so that the
change is detectable by the runtime system.

If not specified, the synchronization stamp is automatically set to the current date and time.

Examples

Adding Parameters to a Table Procedure

The following ALTER TABLE PROCEDURE statement adds two new parameters to the EMP.ORG table procedure:

alter table procedure emp.org

  add (job_level    decimal(1),
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       job_title    char(20));

BEGIN DECLARE SECTION
The BEGIN DECLARE SECTION statement notifies the precompiler that an SQL declare section follows. You can use this
statement only in SQL that is embedded in a program.

Authorization

None required.

Syntax

►►── BEGIN DECLARE SECTION ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameter

• BEGIN DECLARE SECTION.
Notifies the precompiler that an SQL declare section follows. An SQL declare section contains the definition of one or
more host variables.

Usage

Declaring Host Variables

You can:

• Place an SQL declare section in an application program wherever host language rules allow variable declarations
• Define any number of host variable declarations in an SQL declare section
• Include any number of SQL declare sections in a single application program

Example

Beginning and Ending an SQL Declaration Section

In this COBOL example, BEGIN DECLARE SECTION begins an SQL declare section and END DECLARE SECTION
ends it. The SQL declare section contains the definition of five host variables.

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 .

 .

 .

 EXEC SQL BEGIN DECLARE SECTION END-EXEC

   01  HV-EMP-ID           PIC S9(8)     USAGE COMP.

   01  HV-EMP-LNAME        PIC X(20).

   01  HV-SALARY-AMOUNT    PIC S9(6)V(2) USAGE COMP-3.

   01  HV-PROMO-DATE       PIC X(10).

   01  HV-PROMO-DATE-I     PIC S9(4)     USAGE COMP.

 EXEC SQL END DECLARE SECTION END-EXEC

More Information
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• For more information about ending an SQL declare section, see END DECLARE SECTION.
• For more information about declaring host variables, see Host Variables or Using Host Variables.

CALL Statement
The CALL data manipulation statement executes a procedure or a table procedure. The values of output parameters
return in the form of 0 to 1 result row for the call of a procedure and 0 to multiple rows for the call of a table procedure.
When the CALL statement is:

• Submitted through the command facility, the values of all parameters are contained in the result rows and displayed in
tabular form.

• Embedded in an application program, at most a single row can return and the values in the result row are stored in
host variables.

• Dynamically prepared, the result rows must return through a cursor just as if the prepared statement were a SELECT
statement.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To issue a CALL statement, you must either own or have the SELECT privilege on the procedure or table procedure
explicitly named in the statement.

Syntax

►►─── CALL ───┬─ procedure-reference ───────┬─────────────────────────────────►◄

              └─ table-procedure-reference ─┘

Parameters

• procedure-reference
Identifies the procedure that is invoked, the input values that pass to the procedure and optionally the host.variables for
passing and returning values of input/output parameters.

• table-procedure-reference
Identifies the table procedure that is invoked, the input values that pass to the table procedure and optionally the
host.variables for passing and returning values of input/output parameters.

Usage

Embedding a CALL statement

When embedding a CALL statement in an application program, output values return only for those parameters that you
specify as host-variables, local variables, or routine parameters.

call myproc (5, :wk-out)

If the procedure or table procedure updates the value of the first parameter and the application program needs to see
that value, then you must specify both parameters as host-variables. You should set the first host-variable to 5 before
executing the CALL statement:

move 5 to wk-val

call myproc (:wk-val, :wk-out)
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Initializing parameters

It is important to initialize all host-variables, local variables, and routine parameters that you reference in a CALL
statement prior to its execution. Since all such parameters are treated as input values, failure to initialize such host-
variables, local variables, or routine parameters results in a data exception if its value does not conform to its data type. If
there is no value to pass, you should declare the host-variable with a null indicator with a value set to -1 and set the local
variables and routine parameters to null.

Dynamically executing a CALL statement

When describing the output from a dynamically prepared CALL statement, the SQLD field of the SQLDA contains a count
of the number of parameters for the procedure or table procedure. The first SQLD entries within the SQLDA contain a
description of those parameters.

You must return the output parameter values of a dynamically prepared CALL statement using a cursor. In other words,
you must treat a dynamically prepared CALL statement as a dynamically prepared SELECT statement.

Result Sets from SQL-invoked Procedures

An SQL-invoked procedure can return results to the caller by assigning values to one or more parameters of the
procedure. Using Dynamic Result Sets, an SQL-invoked procedure can return result sets in the form of rows of result
tables.

To exploit result sets returned by an SQL-invoked procedure, an application must consist of at least an SQL-invoked
procedure and a caller of that procedure. The caller can be an SQL client program or another SQL-invoked routine. The
SQL-invoked procedure that returns the result sets can be an external procedure (COBOL, PL/I, Assembler or ADS) or an
internal SQL procedure written in SQL.

For an SQL-invoked procedure to return result sets to its caller, it must be defined with a positive integer value for the new
Dynamic Result Sets attribute.

A cursor declared or dynamically allocated in the SQL-invoked procedure becomes a potential returned result set if
its definition contains With Return as the value for the new returnability attribute. Such a cursor is called a returnable
cursor. It becomes a returned result set if it is in the open state when the SQL-invoked procedure terminates.

An SQL-invoked procedure can return multiple result sets up to the number specified by the Dynamic Result Sets attribute
of the procedure. The list of returned result sets are sequenced in the order of the open of the cursors. If the procedure
starts multiple sessions, then returned result sets are grouped by session and the sessions are sequenced in the order of
the connects. After a procedure CALL, the new SQLCA field SQLCNRRS contains the number of result sets returned by
the procedure.

The caller of an SQL-invoked procedure accesses returned result sets by allocating a dynamic cursor and associating it
with the procedure through an ALLOCATE CURSOR FOR PROCEDURE statement. Such a cursor is called a received
cursor.

A successful ALLOCATE CURSOR FOR PROCEDURE statement associates the received cursor with the first result
set from the sequence of returned result sets and places the cursor in the open state. The cursor position is the same
as it was when the SQL-invoked procedure terminated and the associated returned result set is removed from the list of
returned result sets.

The caller of the procedure can access the next in the sequence of returned result sets by either allocating another cursor
for the procedure or by closing the previously allocated received cursor. If the close is successful and the list of remaining
returned result sets is not empty, the received cursor is automatically placed in the open state and associated with the
result set that is now first in the list. The newly associated result set is also removed from the list. This process can be
repeated until the list of returned result sets is empty.

A new invocation of the SQL-invoked procedure automatically destroys all the returned result sets from the previous
invocation.
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The received cursors, allocated by the caller and associated with returned result sets, are necessarily dynamic. Unless
the program knows the returned columns and their data type, a DESCRIBE CURSOR statement is needed to retrieve the
description of the returned result set in an SQL descriptor area (SQLDA).

Only the immediate caller of an SQL-invoked procedure can process returned result sets. There is no mechanism for the
caller to return returned result sets to its caller.

Calling an SQL Procedure

An SQL procedure is an SQL-invoked procedure with language SQL. Any transaction started by this procedure is
shared with the transaction of the caller. After returning from an SQL procedure, any session opened by the procedure is
automatically released except for sessions that have result sets. Such sessions are released when their last result set has
been processed and the associated received cursor has been closed.

NOTE
When calling an SQL procedure or table procedure, if error message DB001078 with condition 38999 is
returned, it might indicate that a record associated with the dialog was too large to fit into the buffer. If this
occurs, see messages DC171027 and DC466014 in the IDMS log for more information on the dialog and
process causing this problem and how to resolve it.

Calling an SQL-invoked Procedure Returning Result Sets

After a CALL of an SQL-invoked procedure that has been defined with a positive value for the Dynamic Result
Sets attribute the number of actual returned results sets is available in the field SQLCNRRS of the SQLCA. The
number of returned result sets can also be determined by issuing a GET DIAGNOSTICS statement to retrieve the
IDMS_RETURNED_RESULT_SETS information item.

The successful execution of a CALL statement may result in one of two warning conditions:

• 0100C SQL invoked procedure returned result sets
Indicates that the number of result sets returned by the procedure is less than or equal to the value of the procedure's
DYNAMIC RESULT SETS attribute.

• 0100E Attempt to return too many result sets
Indicates that the procedure attempted to return more result sets than permitted by its DYNAMIC RESULT SETS
attribute. The actual number of result sets is reduced to the value of the DYNAMIC RESULT SETS attribute.

A call of a procedure destroys any result sets left over from a previous invocation of the same procedure.

Example

The following example illustrates the basic coding techniques to use dynamic result sets in an application. The
SQL procedure, SQLROUT.PROCESSRESULTSET, calls the SQL procedure SQLROUT.CREATERESULTSET
and dynamically processes the returned results sets. Included in the example are the definition of a table
SQLROUT.RSTAB, the load of this table, the definitions of the SQL procedures SQLROUT.CREATERESULTSET and
SQLROUT.PROCESSRESULTSET, and finally the CALL of SQLROUT.PROCESSRESULTSET.

create table SQLROUT.RSTAB

  ( ID             integer,

    MES               character(10)

  ) in PROJSEG.PROJAREA ++

insert into SQLROUT.RSTAB values (1, 'txt1')++

insert into SQLROUT.RSTAB values (2, 'txt2')++

insert into SQLROUT.RSTAB values (3, 'txt3')++

insert into SQLROUT.RSTAB values (4, 'txt4')++

insert into SQLROUT.RSTAB values (5, 'txt5')++
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insert into SQLROUT.RSTAB values (6, 'txt6')++

commit++

 

create procedure SQLROUT.CREATERESULTSET

    (TITLE              char(10)  with default,

     P_ID               integer   with default,

     RESULT             char(30)  with default

  )

  external name CRRESSET language SQL

  dynamic result sets 4

begin not atomic

 declare DYNST         char(100);

 declare L_ID          integer default 2;

 declare TEST_CUR2 cursor with return for

  select ID, MES from SQLROUT.RSTAB

  where ID >= P_ID;

 declare TEST_CUR4 cursor with return for

 select ID, MES from SQLROUT.RSTAB

 where ID < P_ID;

set DYNST = 'SELECT ID, MES FROM SQLROUT.RSTAB '

     || 'WHERE ID < CAST(? AS INTEGER)';

 prepare 'DYNSTMT1' FROM DYNST;

 allocate 'TEST_CUR1' cursor with return for 'DYNSTMT1';

 prepare 'DYNSTMT3' FROM DYNST;

 allocate 'TEST_CUR3' cursor with return for 'DYNSTMT3';

 open TEST_CUR4;

 open 'TEST_CUR3' using L_ID;

 set L_ID = L_ID + 1;

 open 'TEST_CUR1' using L_ID;

 open TEST_CUR2;

set RESULT = '4 RESULT SET RETURNED';

end

++

commit++

 

create procedure SQLROUT.PROCESSRESULTSET

    ( TITLE       character(10) with default,

      P_ID        integer with default,

      CNT_RESULT_SETS      integer,

      RESULT      varchar(1024) with default,

      ERROR1      varchar(72) with default

     )

      external name PRRESSET  language SQL

begin not atomic

 declare L_MES         char(20);

 declare L_ID        integer;

 declare BINBUF        binary(200);

 declare CNT           integer;

 declare L_CNT_RESULT_SETS integer default 0;

 declare continue handler for SQLWARNING

  set RESULT = RESULT|| SQLSTATE|| ' ';

 declare exit handler for SQLEXCEPTION

  begin
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   declare C_FUN  CHAR(64);

   declare L_MES varchar(256);

   declare M_TEXT CHAR(256);

     get diagnostics C_FUN = COMMAND_FUNCTION;

   get diagnostics CONDITION 1 M_TEXT = MESSAGE_TEXT;

   set ERROR1 = TRIM(CHAR(CNT))|| ' ROWS FETCHED; '||

          TRIM(C_FUN)|| ' '|| TRIM(M_TEXT);

   get DIAGNOSTICS CONDITION 2 M_TEXT = MESSAGE_TEXT;

   set ERROR1 = ERROR1|| TRIM(M_TEXT);

  end;

 set RESULT = 'ROWS FETCHED: ';

 call SQLROUT.CREATERESULTSET(TITLE,P_ID, L_MES);

 get diagnostics CNT_RESULT_SETS = IDMS_RETURNED_RESULT_SETS;

 allocate 'CUR2' for procedure

   specific procedure SQLROUT.CREATERESULTSET;

 

 while (L_CNT_RESULT_SETS < CNT_RESULT_SETS)

  do

   set CNT = 0;

   describe cursor 'CUR2' structure using SQL descriptor SQLDA;

 

   fetch 'CUR2' into L_ID, L_MES;

   while (SQLSTATE = '00000')

    do

     set RESULT = RESULT|| '<'|| trim(L_MES)|| '>';

     set CNT = CNT + 1;

     fetch 'CUR2' into L_ID, L_MES;

    end while;

   close 'CUR2';

   set L_CNT_RESULT_SETS = L_CNT_RESULT_SETS + 1;

   set RESULT = RESULT|| '# '|| trim(char(CNT))|| '//';

  end while;

end

++

commit++

 

call SQLROUT.PROCESSRESULTSET('T4',4)++

 

*+  TITLE              P_ID  CNT_RESULT_SETS

*+  -----              ----  ---------------

*+  T4                    4                4

*+

*+  RESULT

*+  ------

*+  ROWS FETCHED: 0100C <txt1><txt2><txt3>0100D # 3//<txt1>0100D

*+                 # 1//<txt1><txt2>0100D # 2//<txt4><txt5><txt6># 3//

*+  ERROR1

*+  ------

set options command delimiter default++

More Information
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• For more information about defining procedures, see CREATE PROCEDURE and Defining and Using Procedures.
• For more information about defining table procedures, see CREATE TABLE PROCEDURE and Defining and Using

Table Procedures.
• For more information about writing procedures, see Writing an External Procedure in COBOL, PL/I or Assembler.
• For more information about writing table procedures, see Writing a Table Procedure.
• For more information about ALLOCATE CURSOR or calling an SQL-invoked procedure returning result sets, see

ALLOCATE CURSOR.
• For more information about GET DIAGNOSTICS, see GET DIAGNOSTICS.
• For more information about DESCRIBE CURSOR, see DESCRIBE CURSOR.

CLOSE
The CLOSE statement places a specified cursor in the closed state or disassociates a received cursor from the current
returned result set and associates it with the next result set returned by the procedure. Use this statement only in SQL that
is embedded in a program.

Authorization

None required.

Syntax

►►─── CLOSE cursor-name ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameter

• cursor-name
Specifies the cursor to be closed. Cursor-name must identify a cursor previously defined by a DECLARE CURSOR
statement within the application program or by an ALLOCATE CURSOR statement executed within the same SQL
transaction.

Usage

Automatic Closing of Cursors

The COMMIT statement without the CONTINUE clause and the ROLLBACK statement automatically close all open
cursors used by the application program.

Closing Declared Global Cursors

Cursors declared with the GLOBAL option may be closed only within the same application program in which the global
cursor declaration was made. This restriction does not apply to global cursors defined using an ALLOCATE CURSOR
statement.

Closing a Received Cursor

A received cursor is a dynamically allocated cursor used to process one or more result sets returned by an SQL-invoked
procedure. Returned result sets are maintained in an ordered list. An ALLOCATE CURSOR statement associates the
cursor with the first result set in the list and removes it from the list.

If the list of returned result sets is not empty when a received cursor is closed, the CLOSE statement causes the following
actions to be taken:
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• Disassociates the cursor from its current result set
• Associates the cursor with the first result set in the list of returned result sets
• Removes the result set from the list
• Positions the cursor at the same point at which the corresponding returnable cursor was left by the procedure
• Returns a warning "Additional result sets returned" (SQLSTATE "0100D)

Closing the cursor associated with the last result set of a session started by the called procedure, releases that session.

Examples

Closing a Cursor

The following CLOSE statement places the cursor named ALL_EMP_CURSOR in the closed state:

EXEC SQL

   CLOSE ALL_EMP_CURSOR

END-EXEC

Closing a Global Dynamic Cursor

The following statement closes the global cursor whose name is passed in :CNAME:

EXEC SQL

  CLOSE GLOBAL :CNAME

END-EXEC

More Information

• For more information about defining and manipulating cursors, see DECLARE CURSOR, FETCH, and OPEN
Statement.

• For more information about using cursors in an application program, see the Using a Cursor.
• For more information about closing a received cursor, see ALLOCATE CURSOR.

COMMIT
The COMMIT transaction management statement requests that changes to the database made by the SQL session be
made permanent. Optionally, the SQL session continues or terminates.

Authorization

None required.

Syntax

 

►►─── COMMIT work ─┬────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                   ├─ CONTINUE ─┤

                   └─ RELEASE  ─┘
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Parameters

• CONTINUE
Directs IDMS to maintain the state of the SQL session after committing changes to the database. This has the effect of
maintaining the position of open cursors, retaining temporary tables and associating a new transaction with the session
after terminating the current one.
If you do not specify CONTINUE, IDMS terminates the current transaction and does not start a new one. It also
closes all open cursors and drops all temporary tables. The CONTINUE parameter is an IDMS extension of the SQL
standard.

• RELEASE
Directs IDMS to end the current SQL session as well as the current transaction after committing the changes to the
database. The RELEASE parameter is an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

Usage

Effect of a COMMIT on the SQL Session's Transaction

If the SQL session's database transaction is not shared, a COMMIT statement has the following impact on its transaction:

• Commits all changes made by the SQL session
• Releases all exclusive locks
• Terminates the transaction
• Associates a new transaction with the SQL session if CONTINUE is specified

Effect of a COMMIT on an SQL Session

A COMMIT statement without the CONTINUE option has the following impact on the SQL session:

• Releases all locks used to protect cursor currencies
• Closes all open cursors
• Drops all temporary tables
• Deletes all dynamically compiled statements
• Replaces the access module in the dictionary if the module was recreated during transaction execution
• Terminates the SQL session if IDMS connected it automatically or if RELEASE is specified

If CONTINUE is specified, the COMMIT statement impacts the SQL session's transaction but has no impact on the
session itself. Its state remains as it was before the COMMIT statement was issued.

Effect of Transaction Sharing

A COMMIT statement requests that changes made by an SQL session be committed. However, if more than one
database session is sharing the session's transaction, those changes might not be committed immediately. All sharing
sessions that have had activity since the last commit, rollback or session start must signal their willingness to commit by
issuing a COMMIT statement before changes are actually made permanent. The last one to do so causes the transaction
to be committed.

A teleprocessing commit statement such as a COMMIT TASK can be used to cause the immediate committing of a shared
transaction, since it impacts all of the associated sessions. A COMMIT issued by an encompassing session automatically
commits all of its subordinate sessions.
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Example

Committing Changes to the Database

The following COMMIT statement commits changes made during the current transaction to the database, but does not
end the transaction:

EXEC SQL

   COMMIT CONTINUE

END-EXEC

More Information

• For more information about ending a transaction without committing changes to the database, see ROLLBACK.
• For more information about ending an SQL session, see RELEASE.
• For more information about managing transactions, see the Database Transactions.
• For more information about establishing an SQL session, see CONNECT.

CONNECT
The CONNECT session management statement begins an SQL session by connecting to an IDMS dictionary. The
dictionary you specify must contain the definitions of the database to be accessed during the session.

Authorization

To issue a CONNECT statement:

• In central version, you must have the authority to sign on to the DC/UCF system with which the dictionary is
associated.

• In local mode, no privileges are required.

Syntax

 

►►─── CONNECT TO ─┬─ dictionary-name ──────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

                  ├─ :dictionary-variable-name ────┤

                  └─ dictionary-sqlvariable-name ──┘

 

Parameters

• dictionary-name
Specifies the name of the dictionary to which the session is connected.

• :dictionary-variable-name
Identifies a host variable containing the name of the dictionary to which the session is connected. Dictionary-variable-
name must be a host variable previously declared in the application program.

• dictionary-sqlvariable-name
Identifies a routine parameter or local variable containing the name of the dictionary to which the session will be
connected. Dictionary-sqlvariable-name must be previously declared in the SQL routine.

You can specify :dictionary-variable-name or dictionary-sqlvariable-name only when you embed the CONNECT statement
in an application program or SQL routine.
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Usage

Ending an SQL Session

If you use the CONNECT statement to begin an SQL session, you must end the session with one of the following
statements:

• RELEASE
• COMMIT RELEASE
• ROLLBACK RELEASE

Automatic Connection

The CONNECT statement is not required to establish a connection. IDMS automatically attempts to establish a
connection upon executing the first SQL statement. When establishing an automatic connection, IDMS establishes a
connection to a default dictionary.

Specifying a Dictionary Name

The name specified on a CONNECT statement should be associated with a DDLDML area, a DDLCAT area; or a
DDLDML and a DDLCAT area. The name can represent:

• A DBNAME that contains the appropriate segments
• An individual segment

If you specify a DBNAME, it can include segments in addition to those for the dictionary itself.

Examples

Specifying the Dictionary Name

The following CONNECT statement establishes a connection to the dictionary named EMPDICT.

connect to empdict;

Using a Host Variable

The following CONNECT statement establishes a connection to the dictionary name contained in the host variable :DICT-
NAME:

EXEC SQL

   CONNECT TO :DICT-NAME

END-EXEC

More Information

• For more information about releasing a connection and ending an SQL session, see RELEASE.
• For more information about user profiles, see the Securing User Profiles.
• For more information about system profiles and DCUF SET DICTNAME, see the System Profiles and  DCUF

Commands.
• For more information about host variables, see Host Variables.
• For more information about managing SQL sessions or how the default dictionary is determined, see SQL Sessions.
• For more information about the components of a dictionary, see the Dictionaries and Runtime Environments.
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CREATE ACCESS MODULE
The CREATE ACCESS MODULE statement creates an access module from one or more RCMs. IDMS stores the access
module definition and the access module itself in the dictionary. It is also an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To issue a CREATE ACCESS MODULE statement, you must own the schema with which the access module is being
associated or hold the CREATE privilege on the named access module.

In addition to enforcing this authorization requirement, IDMS also validates the access module owner's authority to
execute every DML statement in the RCMs included in the access module if the dictionary to which the SQL session is
connected is controlled by IDMS internal security.

If the access module owner does not hold the authority to execute a DML statement in the access module, when the
access module is created, a warning is issued. If the owner still lacks a necessary authority when the access module is
executed, an error is returned.

Syntax

 

►►─── CREATE ACCESS MODULE ─┬────────────────┬─ access-module-name ───────────►

                            └─ schema-name. ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ VERSION am-version-number ──┘

           ┌─────────────────────────── , ─────────────────────────────────┐

 ►── FROM ─▼─┬──────────────────┬ rcm-name ─┬─────────────────────────────┬┴──►

             └ dictionary-name. ┘           └ VERSION rcm-version-number ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►

   │       ┌─────────────────────── , ────────────────────┐ │

   └─ MAP ─▼─┬─ schema-name-1 ─┬─ TO ─── schema-name-2 ───┴─┘

             └─ NULL ──────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ AUTO RECREATE ─┬─ ON ◄──┬─┘

                     └─ OFF ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ VALIDATE ─┬─ BY STATEMENT ─┬─┘

                ├─ BY MODULE ────┤

                └─ ALL ──────────┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ READ ONLY ────┤

   └─ READ WRITE ◄──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

   └─ DEFAULT ISOLATION ─┬─ CURSOR STABILITY ─┤

                         └─ TRANSIENT READ ───┘
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 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►◄

   │           ┌───────────────── , ────────────────────┐   │

   └─ READY ─┬─▼─ segment-name.area-name ready-options ─┴─┬─┘

             └─ ALL ready-options ────────────────────────┘

 

Expansion of ready-options

 

►►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ SHARED RETRIEVAL ────┤

   ├─ SHARED UPDATE ───────┤

   ├─ PROTECTED RETRIEVAL ─┤

   ├─ PROTECTED UPDATE ────┤

   └─ EXCLUSIVE ───────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ INCREMENTAL ─┤

   └─ PRECLAIM ────┘

 

Parameters

• access-module-name
Specifies the name of the access module being created. Access-module-name must be a one- through eight-character
name that follows the conventions for SQL identifiers.
The combination of access-module-name and am-version-number must be unique within the dictionary. Multiple
access modules with the same access-module-name can be associated with a given schema provided they have
different version numbers.

• schema-name
Specifies the schema to be associated with the access module. Schema-name must identify a schema defined in the
dictionary.
The owner of the schema with which the access module is associated implicitly becomes owner of the access module.
If you do not specify schema-name, IDMS uses the current schema in effect for your SQL session.

• am-version-number
Specifies the version number of the access module to be created.
If the specified version of the access module already exists, an error is returned.
If you do not specify VERSION, am-version-number is set to 1.

• FROM rcm-name
Specifies one or more RCMs from which IDMS is to create the access module. Rcm-name must identify an RCM
stored in the dictionary and must be unique within the list of RCM names.
– dictionary-name

Identifies the dictionary in which the named RCM resides.
If you do not specify dictionary-name, it is set to the name of the dictionary to which the SQL session is connected.

– rcm-version-number
Specifies the version of the RCM to be included in the access module.
If you do not specify rcm-version-number:

– IDMS looks for an RCM with a version number that matches am-version-number
– If no such RCM is found, IDMS looks for version 1
– If IDMS does not find a match, it issues a warning

• MAP
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Specifies one or more mappings for schema names that qualify table and view identifiers in data manipulation
statements.
If you do not specify MAP, table and view identifiers are not replaced. If a table or view has no qualifier, IDMS uses the
schema name of the access module as the qualifier.

• schema-name-1
Directs IDMS to replace occurrences of the specified schema name with the schema name specified in the TO
parameter.

• NULL
Directs IDMS to use the schema name specified in the TO parameter as the qualifier for unqualified table and view
identifiers.

• TO schema-name-2
Directs IDMS to use the specified schema name as the replacement for schema-name-1 or as the qualifier for
unqualified table and view identifiers.

• AUTO RECREATE
Specifies whether IDMS is to re-create the access module after detecting any of the following:
– An attempt to execute an uncompiled statement
– A change to the definition of a table referenced in the access module
– The execution of a program that has been recompiled since its RCM was included in the access module
IDMS identifies the above conditions by comparing definition timestamps in the access module to corresponding
timestamps in the database and the host program.
If you do not specify AUTO RECREATE, the default is ON.

• ON
Directs IDMS to re-create the access module at runtime when timestamps do not match. IDMS continues the current
transaction with the re-created access module but does not replace the access module in the dictionary until the
transaction terminates with a COMMIT statement.

• OFF
Directs IDMS not to re-create the access module at runtime. If IDMS detects a mismatch in timestamps, it returns an
error and terminates the current transaction.

• VALIDATE
Indicates when IDMS is to check the definition timestamps of tables in the access module to ensure that the definition
has not changed since the access module was created or last altered.
If you do not specify VALIDATE, the default is VALIDATE ALL.

• BY STATEMENT
Directs IDMS to check the definition timestamp for a table immediately before executing the first statement in the
access module that references the table.

• BY MODULE
Directs IDMS to check the definition timestamp for each table referenced by a statement in an RCM immediately
before executing the first statement in the RCM.

• ALL
Directs IDMS to check the definition timestamp for each table in the access module immediately before executing the
first statement in the access module.

• READ ONLY
Specifies transactions started by the access module that do not execute a SET TRANSACTION statement can retrieve
data but cannot update the database.

• READ WRITE
Specifies transactions started by the access module that do not execute a SET TRANSACTION statement can retrieve
data and update the database.

• DEFAULT ISOLATION
Specifies the isolation level of transactions started by the access module that do not execute a SET TRANSACTION
statement.
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At runtime, the isolation level of a transaction determines the length of time retrieval locks are held for the purpose
of insulating the transaction from the effects of other concurrent transactions. (Update locks are always held until the
transaction is committed or rolled back.)
If you do not specify DEFAULT ISOLATION, the default is CURSOR STABILITY.

• CURSOR STABILITY
Specifies the default isolation level for a transaction is cursor stability.
An isolation level of cursor stability guarantees read integrity. Read integrity ensures that:
– All data read by the transaction is in a committed state
– The current row of an updateable cursor is protected from update by other transactions while it remains current

• TRANSIENT READ
Specifies the default isolation level for a transaction is transient read.
An isolation level of transient read provides no guarantees of read integrity. A transaction executing under transient
read cannot perform updates to the database. IDMS does not maintain any locks for a transaction with an isolation
level of transient read.
The combination of TRANSIENT READ and a transaction state of READ WRITE is invalid. Thus, if you specify
TRANSIENT READ, IDMS assumes a transaction state of READ ONLY.

• READY
Specifies a ready mode for one or more areas accessed through the access module, and specifies when the ready
occurs.
The ready mode associated with an area determines:
– Under the central version, the ready mode in which transactions access the area. The ready mode determines the

types of area and row locks IDMS places for a transaction.
– In local mode, the type of physical lock IDMS places on the area.
If you do not specify READY, the ready options for all areas used by the access module are determined at runtime by:
– The transaction state (READ WRITE or READ ONLY)
– The isolation level
– The availability of the area under the central version

NOTE
For more information, see "Usage," following these parameter descriptions.

• segment-name
Identifies the segment associated with the area to which the following ready options apply.
If the access module is used to access a non-SQL-defined database, segment-name is optional. In this case, if you do
not specify segment-name, IDMS accesses the first segment for which it finds a match on area-name.

• area-name
Specifies the name of the area to which the following ready options apply. Area-name must identify an area used by
the access module.

• ALL
Specifies the following ready options apply to all areas in the access module.

Parameters for Expansion of ready-options

The ready-options are used for a specified area or for all areas in the access module. Expanded syntax for ready-options
is shown immediately following the CREATE ACCESS MODULE syntax.

• SHARED RETRIEVAL
Specifies a transaction can retrieve, but not update, data in the area. Other concurrent transactions can retrieve and
update data in the area.

• SHARED UPDATE
Specifies that:
– Under the central version, transactions access the indicated areas in shared update mode.
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With access to an area in shared update mode, a transaction can retrieve and update data in the area. Other
concurrent central version transactions can also both retrieve and update data in the area.

– In local mode, IDMS first places a physical lock on the indicated areas.
With a physical lock on an area, a local mode transaction can retrieve and update data in the area. Concurrent
transactions executing in other address spaces can retrieve but not update data in the area.

• PROTECTED RETRIEVAL
Specifies that:
– Under the central version, transactions access the indicated areas in protected retrieval mode.

With access to an area in protected retrieval mode, a transaction can retrieve, but not update, data in the area.
Other concurrent central version transactions can also retrieve, but not update, data in the area.

– In local mode, a ready mode of PROTECTED RETRIEVAL is equivalent to a ready mode of SHARED RETRIEVAL.
• PROTECTED UPDATE

Specifies that:
– Under the central version, transactions access the indicated areas in protected update mode.

With access to an area in protected update mode, a transaction can retrieve and update data in the area. Other
concurrent central version transactions can retrieve, but not update, data in the area.

– In local mode, a ready mode of PROTECTED UPDATE is equivalent to a ready mode of SHARED UPDATE.
• EXCLUSIVE

Specifies that:
– Under the central version, transactions access the indicated areas in exclusive mode.

With access to an area in exclusive mode, a transaction can retrieve and update data in the area. All other
concurrent central version transactions can neither retrieve nor update data in the area except transactions with an
isolation level of transient read, which can retrieve data in the area.

– In local mode, a ready mode of EXCLUSIVE is equivalent to a ready mode of SHARED UPDATE.
• INCREMENTAL

Directs IDMS to defer the ready of each indicated area until execution of the first statement in the access module that
requires access to the area.

• PRECLAIM
Directs IDMS to ready each indicated area when executing the first statement in the access module that requires
database or dictionary access.

Usage

Automatic Access Module Recreation

An automatic recreation of the access module occurs when IDMS detects a change in the definition of a table referenced
in the access module.

The scope of what is recreated is limited by how you specify the VALIDATE option, as described in the following table:

If validation is by IDMS recompiles
STATEMENT Only the statement just checked; other statements which

reference the same table or another table with a changed
definition are recompiled as they are encountered

MODULE All statements in the current RCM that reference tables with
changed definitions when the first such statement is encountered

ALL All statements in the access module that reference tables with
changed definitions when the first such statement is encountered
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Repeatability of Retrieval Operations

An isolation level of cursor stability assures that data currently being accessed by a transaction is protected from update
by other transactions. Cursor stability does not protect data that was accessed previously by the transaction.

Therefore, a cursor might return six rows the first time it is opened and five rows the second time, even though both
operations are performed within the same transaction and that transaction has not made intervening updates. The
discrepancy would be caused by updates by other transactions executing concurrently.

To completely isolate a transaction from the effects of other transactions, specify a protected ready mode for the areas
that the transaction accesses. A ready mode of protected retrieval for retrieval applications and protected update for
update applications ensures the repeatability of retrieval operations.

Runtime Ready Modes

The ready mode in which an area is accessed at runtime depends on the requested ready mode, the transaction state, the
isolation level, and the area's availability:

• If the transaction state and isolation level are READ ONLY and TRANSIENT READ, all areas are accessed using
transient retrieval mode, in which no row locks are placed.

• If the transaction state and isolation level are READ ONLY and CURSOR STABILITY, all areas are accessed using
retrieval modes only.
If update modes were specified on the CREATE or ALTER ACCESS MODULE statement, they are changed to shared
retrieval, and if no ready option was specified, the default is shared retrieval.

• If the transaction state and isolation level are READ WRITE and CURSOR STABILITY, all areas are accessed using
the mode specified on the CREATE ACCESS MODULE.
If no mode was specified, the default is:
– Shared update under the central version if the area status is update
– Shared update in local and no other copy of IDMS has update control of the area
– Shared retrieval under the central version if the area status is retrieval
– Shared update in local if another copy of IDMS has update control of the area

Under central version, if an area is being readied in a retrieval mode and the status of the area is transient retrieval, the
ready mode is changed to transient retrieval.

Ready Modes and Area Status Under the Central Version

The ready mode in which a central version transaction obtains access to an area must be compatible with the status of the
area within the DC/UCF system. If the area's status is:

• Update, transactions executing under the system can obtain access to the area in any ready mode
• Retrieval or transient retrieval, transactions executing under the system can obtain access to the area in a retrieval

ready mode only
• Offline to the system, transactions executing under the system cannot obtain access to the area

Shared, Protected, and Exclusive Ready Modes

In the shared ready modes (shared retrieval and shared update), IDMS provides protection from the effects of other
transactions at the row level. In the protected ready modes (protected retrieval and protected update), IDMS provides
protection at the area level. The shared ready modes, therefore, allow for greater transaction concurrency than the
protected ready modes. The protected ready modes, on the other hand, create less overhead than the shared ready
modes and reduce the chances for deadlocking.

In exclusive ready mode, as in the protected ready modes, IDMS provides protection at the area level. However, exclusive
ready mode prohibits other transactions from retrieving data from the area.
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Ready Modes and Later Modifications

The ready clause only affects areas accessed by statements compiled at the time the CREATE ACCESS MODULE
statement is issued. If new areas are added at a later time because the access module is altered or because dynamic
SQL accesses additional areas at runtime, those areas are accessed using a ready mode determined by the above rules
as if no READY option had been specified (unless the READY option is repeated on the ALTER ACCESS MODULE
statement).

Example

Creating an Access Module

The following CREATE ACCESS MODULE statement creates an access module from seven RCMs. The schema name
EMP_TEST is replaced with EMP_PROD when it qualifies a table or view name, and unqualified tables and views are
assumed to be in the EMP_PROD schema.

By default, IDMS performs the following tasks:

• Checks the definition timestamps for all tables in the access module before executing the first statement and
automatically re-creates the access module if any timestamps do not match

• Places a shared update lock on each area in the access module at the time of the first request for data in the area

The following example shows creating an access module.

create access module hrprod.empam001

   from emp_dict.empdsp01,

      emp_dict.empdsp02,

      emp_dict.empdsp03,

      emp_dict.empadd01,

      emp_dict.empupd01,

      emp_dict.empupd02,

      emp_dict.empdel01

   map emp_test to emp_prod,

      null to emp_prod;

More Information

• For more information about ACCESS modules, see ALTER ACCESS MODULE and DROP ACCESS MODULE or see
Creating the Access Module

• For more information about schema-name mappings, see Identifying Entities in Schemas.
• For more information about specifying isolation level, see SET TRANSACTION or see the Concurrency Control and

Isolation Levels.
• For more information about ready modes, see the READY.

CREATE CALC
The CREATE CALC data description statement defines a CALC key on a base table. The CALC key definition is stored in
the dictionary. It is also an IDMS extension of the SQL standard. You can define only one CALC key on any given table.

Authorization

To issue a CREATE CALC statement, you must own or have the ALTER privilege on the table on which the CALC key is
being defined.
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Syntax

 

►►─── CREATE ─┬──────────┬─ CALC key ─────────────────────────────────────────►

              └─ UNIQUE ─┘

 ►─── ON ─┬────────────────┬─ table-identifier ───────────────────────────────►

          └─ schema-name. ─┘

         ┌────── , ──────┐

 ►─── ( ─▼─ column-name ─┴─ ) ────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

• UNIQUE
Specifies the CALC key value in any given row of the table on which the CALC key is being defined must be different
from the CALC key value in any other row of the table. A table with a unique CALC key cannot contain duplicate CALC
key values.

• table-identifier
Specifies the table on which the CALC key is being defined. Table-identifier must identify a base table defined in the
dictionary. The named table cannot:
– Contain any data
– Have a clustered index defined on it
– Be the referencing table in a clustered referential constraint

• schema-name
Identifies the schema associated with the named table.
If you do not specify schema-name, it defaults to:
– The current schema associated with your SQL session, if the statement is entered through the Command Facility or

executed dynamically
– The schema associated with the access module used at runtime, if the statement is embedded in an application

program
• (column-name)

Specifies one or more columns that make up the CALC key. Column-name must identify a column in the table on
which the CALC key is being created and must be unique within the list of column names.
You can include from 1 through 32 columns in a CALC key.

Usage

SYSTEM tables

You cannot define a CALC key on a table in the SYSTEM schema.

Example

Defining a Unique CALC Key

The following CREATE CALC statement defines a unique CALC key on the COVERAGE table. The CALC key consists of
two columns: PLAN_CODE and EMP_ID.

create unique calc key
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   on coverage

      (plan_code, emp_id);

 

More Information

For more information about dropping CALC key definitions, see DROP CALC.

CREATE CONSTRAINT
The CREATE CONSTRAINT data description statement defines a referential constraint in the dictionary. A referential
constraint establishes a relationship between two tables.

Using the CREATE CONSTRAINT statement, you can also specify how the constraint is implemented physically. It is also
an IDMS extension of the SQL Standard.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To issue a CREATE CONSTRAINT statement, you must do the following:

• Either hold the ALTER privilege on or own the referencing table in the constraint being defined
• Hold the REFERENCES privilege on the referenced table in the constraint being defined

Syntax

The following diagram shows the CREATE CONSTRAINT syntax:

 

►►─── CREATE CONSTRAINT constraint-name ──────────────────────────────────────►

                                            ┌────────── , ─────────┐

 ►─┬────────────────┬─ referencing-table ( ─▼─ foreign-key-column ─┴─ ) ──────►

   └─ schema-name. ─┘

 ►─── REFERENCES ─┬────────────────┬─ referenced-table ───────────────────────►

                  └─ schema-name. ─┘

         ┌───────── , ─────────┐

 ►─── ( ─▼─ referenced-column ─┴─ ) ──────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ LINKED linked-constraint-options ─┤

   └─ UNLINKED ◄──┬─────────────┬───────┘

                  └─ CLUSTERED ─┘

 

Expansion of  linked-constraint-options

The following diagram shows the syntax for the Expansion of linked-constraint-options:

 

►►─┬─ CLUSTERED ──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────►
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   └─ INDEX ─┬──────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────────┬─┘

             ├─ COMPRESSED ─────┤ └─ index-block-specification ─┘

             └─ UNCOMPRESSED ◄ ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────►◄

   │              ┌──────────── , ────────────┐                  │

   └─ ORDER BY ( ─▼─ sort-column ─┬─────────┬─┴─ ) ─┬──────────┬─┘

                                  ├─ ASC ◄ ─┤       └─ UNIQUE ─┘

                                  └─ DESC  ─┘

 

Expansion of index-block-specification 

The following diagram shows the syntax for the Expansion of index-block-specification:

 

►►─── INDEX BLOCK CONTAINS key-count KEYs ────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DISPLACEMENT IS page-count PAGES ──┘

 

Parameters

Following is a list of the CREATE CONSTRAINT syntax parameters:

• constraint-name
The name of the referential constraint being created. Constraint-name must be a 1- to 18-character name that follows
the conventions for SQL identifiers.
Constraint-name must be unique for the schema of the referencing table and cannot share a name with an index on
the schema.

• referencing-table
The referencing table in the constraint. Referencing-table must identify a base table defined in the dictionary.
If you specify CLUSTERED in the CREATE CONSTRAINT statement, note the following about referencing-table:
– It cannot have a CALC key or clustered index defined on it
– It cannot be the referencing table in another clustered constraint
If you specify LINKED in the CREATE CONSTRAINT statement, note the following about referencing-table:
– It must be empty
– It must not be the same table as referenced-table

• schema-name
The schema associated with the referencing table.
If you do not specify schema-name, it defaults to the following:
– The current schema associated with your SQL session, if the statement is entered through the Command Facility or

executed dynamically.
– The schema associated with the access module used at runtime, if the statement is embedded in an application

program.
• (foreign-key-column)

One or more columns that make up the foreign key in the referencing table. Foreign-key-column must identify a column
in the referencing table and must be unique within the list of column names.
If you specify UNLINKED in a CREATE CONSTRAINT statement (or accept UNLINKED as the default), the foreign key
must be a CALC key or an index key, as defined by a CREATE CALC or CREATE INDEX statement.
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You can include from 1 to 32 columns in a foreign key.
• REFERENCES referenced-table

The referenced table in the constraint. Referenced-table must identify a base table defined in the dictionary.
If you specify LINKED in a CREATE CONSTRAINT statement, note the following about referenced-table:
– It must be empty
– It must not be the same table as referencing-table

• schema-name
The schema associated with the referenced table.
If you do not specify schema-name, it defaults to the following:
– The current schema associated with your SQL session, if the statement is entered through the Command Facility or

executed dynamically.
– The schema associated with the access module used at runtime, if the statement is embedded in an application

program.
• (referenced-column)

One or more non-null columns that make up a unique key in the referenced table, as defined by a CREATE CALC or
CREATE INDEX statement.
Referenced-column must identify a column in the referenced table and must be unique within the list of column names.
The columns must be named in the CREATE CONSTRAINT statement in the same order in which they are named in
the CREATE CALC or CREATE INDEX statement that defines the unique key.
You must specify the same number of referenced columns as the number of columns included in the foreign key of
the referencing table. The corresponding referenced and foreign-key columns must have the same data type, length,
precision, and scale.

• LINKED
Directs IDMS to maintain a physical linkage between the rows in the referenced and referencing tables.

• linked-constraint-options
Additional characteristics of a linked constraint. Expanded syntax for linked-constraint-options is shown immediately
following the CREATE CONSTRAINT syntax, above.

• UNLINKED
Directs IDMS not to physically link the referenced and referencing tables.
If you specify UNLINKED, the referencing table must have a CALC key or index defined on the foreign key and the
order of columns of the CALC or index key must match the order of columns of the foreign key. The index or CALC key
on the foreign key does not have to be unique.
A constraint in which a single table is the referencing table and the referenced table must be unlinked.
UNLINKED is the default when you specify neither LINKED nor UNLINKED.

NOTE

If you are using an index, it can contain additional columns that are not part of the foreign key. The foreign
key columns must precede any additional columns in the index key.

• CLUSTERED
Specifies that each row of the referencing table is to be stored close to other rows of the referencing table that have
the same non-null foreign-key value.

Parameters for Expansion of linked-constraint-options

Following is a list of parameters for the Expansion of linked-constraint options:

• INDEX
Directs IDMS to create an index between the referenced and referencing tables.

• COMPRESSED
Directs IDMS to maintain index entries in a compressed form in the database.

• UNCOMPRESSED
Directs IDMS to maintain index entries in an uncompressed form in the database.
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The default is UNCOMPRESSED, when you do not specify COMPRESSED or UNCOMPRESSED.
• index-block-specification

Establishes characteristics of the index created between the referenced and referencing tables.
The syntax for index-block-specification follows the syntax for linked-constraint-options.

• ORDER BY (sort-column)
Specifies one or more columns that make up a sort key for a linked constraint. IDMS uses the sort key to determine the
order in which the rows of the referencing table are to be linked within the referential constraint. Rows are linked in the
following ascending or descending order:
– The first column specified
– The second column specified within the ordering established by the first column
– Third column specified, and so on.

  Sort-column must identify a column in the referencing table and must be unique within the list of column names.
   If you specify the UNIQUE option of the ORDER BY parameter, each column included in the sort key must be defined as
NOT NULL.
   You can specify a maximum of 32 sort columns.

• ASC
Indicates that values in the named column are to be ordered in ascending sequence. ASC is the default when you
specify neither ASC nor DESC.

• DESC
Indicates that values in the named column are to be ordered in descending sequence.

• UNIQUE
Specifies the sort-key value in any given row of the referencing table must be different from the sort-key value in any
other row of the table that has the same non-null foreign-key value. A table with a unique sort key cannot contain
duplicate rows.

Parameters for Expansion of index-block-specification

Following is a list of the parameters for Expansion of index-block-specification:

• key-count KEYs
The maximum number of entries in each internal index record (SR8 system record).
Key-count must be an unsigned integer in the range 3 to 8130.
The default is 10, if you do not specify KEYS.

• page-count PAGES
Indicates how far away from the referenced row the bottom-level index records are to be stored.
Page-count must be an unsigned integer in the range 0 to 32767.
If index-block-specification is omitted, the value of page-count is zero.
If the value of page-count is zero, the bottom-level internal index records cannot be displaced from the referenced row
with which they are associated.

Usage

System-owned Tables

You cannot define a referential constraint where the referencing table or the referenced table is in the SYSTEM schema.

Specifying a Linked Constraint

A linked constraint (as opposed to an unlinked constraint) is used by the optimizer in determining the most efficient access
for an SQL DML statement. It does not affect either the syntax or the semantics of the statement.
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Dropping Tables

When you define a referential constraint, you restrict the conditions under which tables can be dropped.

Mixed Page Group

A constraint defined as linked clustered cannot span page groups. The referencing and referenced tables of a constraint
defined as linked clustered must be in the same page group.

Examples

Defining a self-referencing Constraint

The following CREATE CONSTRAINT statement defines a referential constraint, in which the EMPLOYEE table is the
referencing and the referenced table. This constraint directs IDMS to ensure that the value in the MANAGER_ID column
in each row of the EMPLOYEE table matches the value in the EMP_ID column in another row of the table. By default, the
constraint is unlinked. (Self-referencing constraints must be unlinked.)

create constraint manager_emp

   employee

      (manager_id)

   references employee

      (emp_id);

Defining a Linked Constraint

The following CREATE CONSTRAINT statement defines a referential constraint between the BENEFITS table and
the EMPLOYEE table. This constraint directs IDMS to ensure that the value in the EMP_ID column in each row of the
BENEFITS table matches the value in the EMP_ID column in a row of the EMPLOYEE table. The referential constraint
is implemented with a linked index, with the index entries sorted in descending order by the value in the FISCAL_YEAR
column.

create constraint emp_benefits

   benefits

      (emp_id)

   references employee

      (emp_id)

   linked index

      order by (fiscal_year desc);

More Information

•  DROP CONSTRAINT.
• CREATE CALC.
• CREATE INDEX.
• Defining a Referential Constraint.
• DROP TABLE.

CREATE FUNCTION
The CREATE FUNCTION data description statement stores the definition of a function in the SQL catalog. You can
then invoke the function in any value-expression of an SQL statement except in the search condition of a table's check
constraint. The function invocation results in IDMS calling the corresponding routine. Such routines can perform any
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action and return a single scalar value. You use the formal parameters of a function definition to specify the data type
and format of the data to be passed to the function. Similarly, the data type of the return value is specified in the function
definition.

Functions can be defined with a language of SQL, in which case, the routine actions written as SQL statements are
specified and stored together with the function definition in the SQL catalog.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To issue a CREATE FUNCTION statement, you must own the schema in which the function is being defined or hold the
CREATE privilege on the named function.

Syntax

►►─ CREATE FUNCTION  ─┬──────────────────────────────┬─ function-identifier ──►

                      └───── schema-name. ───────────┘

     ┌─────────── , ──────────┐

 ►─ (─▼─ parameter-definition ─┴) ── RETURNS ── data-type ────────────────────►

 ►─ EXTERNAL NAME external-routine-name ──────────────────────────────────────►

 ►───┬───────────────────┬───┬─────────────────────────────┬──────────────────►

     └─ language-clause ─┘   └── PROTOCOL ───┬── IDMS ──┬──┘

                                             └── ADS ───┘

 ►───┬────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────┬──────────────►

     └─ ESTIMATED ROWS row-count ─┘ └─ ESTIMATED IOS io-count ─┘

 ►───┬───────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

     ├─ USER MODE  ◄─┤

     └─ SYSTEM MODE ─┘

 ►───┬─────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

     └── LOCAL WORK AREA  local-stge-size ─┘

 ►───┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────►

     └─ GLOBAL WORK AREA ── global-stge-size ──┬────────────────┤

                                               └─ KEY key-id ───┘

 ►───┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────►

     └─ TRANSACTION SHARING ───────────────────┬─ ON ───────┬────┘

                                               ├─ OFF ──────┤

                                               └─ DEFAULT ◄─┘

 ►───┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────►

     └─ DEFAULT DATABASE  ───────────────────┬─ NULL ◄───┬───────────┘

                                             └─ CURRENT ─┘

 ►───┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

     └── TIMESTAMP  timestamp-value ─────────────┘
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 ►───┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬►◄

     └┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬ procedure-statement ──┘

      │                     ┌──────────────────┐     │

      └ ADS COMPILE OPTION ─▼─ compile-option ─┴─ ; ─┘

 

Expansion of parameter-definition

►►─── parameter-name ── data-type ─┬────────────────┬─────────────────────────►◄

                                   └─ WITH DEFAULT ─┘

 

Expansion of language-clause

►►─── LANGUAGE ────────────────────┬─ ADS ──────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

                                   ├─ ASSEMBLER ────┤

                                   ├─ COBOL ────────┤

                                   ├─ PLI ──────────┤

                                   └─ SQL ──────────┘

 

Expansion of procedure-statement

 ►────┬── SQL-AM-mgmt-stmt ───────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

      ├── SQL-authorization-stmt ─────┤

      ├── SQL-Control-stmt ───────────┤

      ├── SQL-Diagnostics-stmt ───────┤

      ├── SQL-DDL-stmt ───────────────┤

      ├── SQL-DML-stmt ───────────────┤

      ├── SQL-session-mgmt-stmt ──────┤

      └── SQL-transaction-mgmt-stmt ──┘

 

Parameters

• function-identifier
Specifies the 1- to 18-character name of the function you are creating. Function-identifier must:
– Be unique among the function, table, table procedure, procedure and view identifiers within the schema associated

with the function
– Follow conventions for SQL identifiers

• schema-name
Specifies the schema name qualifier to be associated with the function. Schema-name must identify a schema defined
in the dictionary. If you do not specify a schema-name, it defaults to:
– The current schema associated with your SQL session, if the statement is specified through the Command Facility

or executed dynamically
– The schema associated with the access module used at runtime, if the statement is embedded in an application

program
• parameter-definition

Defines a parameter to be associated with the function. Parameters pass to the function in the order you specify them.
You must enclose the list of parameters in parentheses. You must separate multiple parameter definitions by commas.
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Expanded syntax for parameter-definition is shown above immediately following the CREATE FUNCTION syntax.
Descriptions for these parameters are located at the end of this section.

• RETURNS data-type
Specifies the data type of the returned value. The returned value is implicitly nullable and can be set to NULL in the
external routine. The returned value is accessible to the external routine as an extra parameter with the implicit name
USER_FUNC, which comes immediately after the function parameters.

• external-routine-name
Specifies the one- to eight-character name of the program or mapless dialog that IDMS calls to process function
invocation.
For functions written in SQL, the external-routine-name should specify a name that is unique within the dictionary that
holds the function definition. In other words, the name should be different from any other external name of any SQL-
invoked routine and from any ADS dialog, RCM, or AM name.

• row-count
Specifies an integer value, in the range 0 through 2,147,483,647, representing the average number of rows the IDMS
optimizer uses for cost calculation of the function invocation.

• io-count
Specifies an integer value, in the range 0 through 2,147,483,647, representing the average number of disk accesses
generated by the function for a given set of input parameters.

• language-clause
Specifies the programming language of the function. This clause is required for functions written in SQL. For others, it
is documentational only. if the language is not specified, it is treated as null. Expanded syntax for language-clause is
shown above immediately following the CREATE FUNCTION syntax. Descriptions for these parameters are located at
the end of this section.

• PROTOCOL
Specifies the protocol with which the function is invoked. This specification is required except with language SQL. If
LANGUAGE SQL is specified, PROTOCOL must be ADS or the clause must not be specified.
– IDMS

Use IDMS for functions that are written in COBOL, PL/I, or Assembler.
– ADS

Use ADS for functions that are written in ADS. The name of the dialog that is loaded and executed when the
function is invoked is specified by the external-routine-name in the EXTERNAL NAME clause. ADS is the default if
LANGUAGE SQL is specified.

• USER MODE
Specifies that the function should execute as a user-mode application program within IDMS. This cannot be specified
with language SQL or protocol ADS. For other languages and protocols, it is the default.

• SYSTEM MODE
Specifies that the function should execute as a system-mode application program. SYSTEM MODE is the default if
language is SQL.
To execute as a system mode application, the program must be fully reentrant and be written in either:
– ADS as a mapless dialog
– Assembler using DC calling conventions
– COBOL or PL/I and compiled with an LE-compliant compiler.

NOTE
If protocol is set to ADS, you must specify MODE SYSTEM.

• local-stge-size
Specifies an integer value, in the range 0 through 32767, representing the size, in bytes, of a local storage area that
IDMS allocates at runtime and passes to the function on each invocation.

• global-stge-size
Specifies an integer value, in the range 0 through 32767, representing the size, in bytes, of the global storage area that
IDMS allocates at runtime and passes to the function on each invocation.
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IDMS allocates a global storage area once within a transaction and retains it until the transaction terminates.
• key-id

Specifies the one- to four-character identifier for the global storage area. IDMS passes the same piece of global
storage within a transaction to all routines that have the same global storage key.
If you do not specify a storage key, IDMS allocates each function its own global storage area, which will not be used for
any other routine within the transaction.

• TRANSACTION SHARING
Specifies whether transaction sharing should be enabled for database sessions started by the function. If transaction
sharing is enabled for a function's database session, it shares the current transaction of the SQL session. If language
SQL is specified, TRANSACTION SHARING must be ON or the clause must not be specified.
– ON

Specifies that transaction sharing should be enabled. ON is the default if language is SQL.
– OFF

Specifies that transaction sharing should be disabled.
– DEFAULT

Specifies that the transaction sharing setting in effect when the function is invoked should be retained. DEFAULT is
the default for languages other than SQL.

• compile-option
Specifies an ADS option to be used when compiling the dialog associated with an SQL function. Compile-option can
be specified only if language is SQL.

NOTE
The ability to specify the ADS COMPILE OPTION clause is an IDMS extension.

• procedure-statement
Specifies the actions taken in the function. Procedure-statement is required if language is SQL. It cannot be specified
otherwise. Expanded syntax for procedure-statement is shown above immediately following the CREATE FUNCTION
syntax. Descriptions for these parameters are located at the end of this section.

• DEFAULT DATABASE
Specifies whether a default database should be established for database sessions started by the function.
– NULL

Specifies that no default database should be established.
– CURRENT

Specifies that the database to which the SQL session is connected should become the default for any database
session started by the function.

• timestamp-value
Specifies the value of the synchronization stamp to be assigned to the function. Timestamp-value must be a valid
external representation of a timestamp.

Parameters for Expansion of parameter-definition

• parameter-name
Specifies a 1- to 32-character name of a parameter that passes to the function. Parameter-name must:
– Be unique within the function that you are defining
– Follow the conventions for SQL identifiers
All parameters are implicitly nullable and thus can be assigned NULL as a parameter value.

• data-type
Defines the data type for the named parameter. For expanded data-type syntax, see Expansion of Data-type.

• WITH DEFAULT
Directs IDMS to pass a default value for the named parameter if you do not specify a value for the function invocation.
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The default value for a parameter is based on its data type:

Column data type Default value
CHARACTER Blanks
VARCHAR A character string literal with a length of zero (that is, '')
GRAPHIC Double-byte blanks
VARGRAPHIC A double-byte character string literal with a length of zero
DATE The value in the CURRENT DATE special register
TIME The value in the CURRENT TIME special register
TIMESTAMP The value in the CURRENT TIMESTAMP special register
All numeric data types 0 (zero)

Parameters for Expansion of language-clause

• ADS
Specifies that the SQL routine is written in the ADS language.

• ASSEMBLER
Specifies that the SQL routine is written in the assembler language.

• COBOL
Specifies that the SQL routine is written in the COBOL language.

• PLI
Specifies that the SQL routine is written in the PL/I language.

• SQL
Specifies that the SQL routine is written in the SQL language.

NOTE
The ability to specify ADS or ASSEMBLER as a language is an IDMS extension.

Parameters for Expansion of procedure-statement

• SQL-AM-mgmt-stmt
Specifies a statement from the Access Module Management Statements category.

• SQL-authorization-stmt
Specifies a statement from the Authorization Statements category.

• SQL-Control-stmt
Specifies a statement from the Control Statements category.

• SQL-Diagnostics-stmt
Specifies a statement from the Diagnostics Statements category.

• SQL-DDL-stmt
Specifies a statement from the Data Description Statements category.

• SQL-DML-stmt
Specifies a statement from the Data Manipulation Statements category.

• SQL-session-mgmt-stmt
Specifies a statement from the Session Management Statements category.

NOTE
The ability to include a RELEASE, SUSPEND, or RESUME statement in an SQL routine is an IDMS
extension.

• SQL-transaction-mgmt-stmt
Specifies a statement from the Transaction Management Statements category.
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NOTE
The ability to include a COMMIT or ROLLBACK statement in an SQL routine is an IDMS extension.

Usage

Coding functions with language SQL

The rules for coding the procedure body of an SQL function are given by procedure-statement. A procedure body
typically contains multiple SQL statements and according to the SQL grammar, SQL statements are terminated by the
semi-colon. However, to define SQL routines, the Command Facility (OCF, IDMSBCF, or Visual DBA OCF console) needs
to be used. It also has the semi-colon as the default command terminator. Before a new command can be specified, the
CREATE FUNCTION needs to be terminated by a semi-colon. Clearly, the semi-colon cannot concurrently be used as
a terminator by both the SQL procedure language and the Command Facility. Therefore, when procedure-statement
contains multiple SQL statements or when the ADS COMPILE OPTION is specified, the Command Facility needs to use
a terminator different from the semi-colon. To accomplish this, a SET OPTIONS COMMAND DELIMITER 'delimiter-string'
must be executed. Changing the terminator of the Command Facility remains in effect until the end of the session or until
a new SET OPTIONS COMMAND DELIMITER is encountered.

For more information about SET OPTIONS, see Using SET OPTIONS to Select Options.

Language SQL

If LANGUAGE SQL is specified, the following attribute settings are established by default and must not be overridden to a
different value:

• Protocol is ADS
• Mode is SYSTEM
• Transaction sharing is ON

Functions whose language is SQL are implemented through an automatically generated ADS dialog whose name is
external-routine-name.

An error while parsing procedure-statement or an error while compiling the associated ADS dialog causes termination
of the CREATE FUNCTION statement with a warning instead of a statement error. This allows the erroneous procedure-
statement syntax to be saved in the catalog for later correction using the DISPLAY FUNCTION command. The ADS
dialog and associated access module are not created.

Specifying ADS Compile Options

If LANGUAGE SQL is specified, you can specify one or more compile options to be used when the associated dialog
is compiled. Specifying compile options can be useful for debugging purposes to enable tracing and the use of online
debugging facilities. Compile options can also be used to include additional work records and SQL tables which can be
referenced in native ADS code included in the routine body.

Some useful compile options include:

• SYMBOL TABLE IS YES - to allow the use of symbols by the TRACE command and the online debug facilities
• ADD RECORD record-name - to enable manipulation of elements from the specified record
• ADD SQL TABLE table-name - to enable manipulation of columns or parameters of the specified SQL table-like object.

Specifying a Synchronization Stamp

When defining or altering a function, you can specify a value for its synchronization stamp. You should use care when
doing so because the purpose of the stamp is to enable the detection of discrepancies between an entity and its definition.
If explicitly specified, you must set the synchronization stamp to a new value following a change so that the change is
detectable by the runtime system.
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If not specified, the synchronization stamp is automatically set to the current date and time.

Grouping Procedure Statements into a Single Statement

Multiple procedure statements can be grouped together as a compound statement. A compound statement is a control
statement and therefore it is also a procedure statement.

Examples

Example for CREATE FUNCTION

CREATE FUNCTION FIN.UDF_FUNBONUS

       ( F_EMP_ID        DECIMAL(4)     )

         RETURNS DECIMAL(10)

         EXTERNAL NAME FUNBONUS PROTOCOL IDMS

         DEFAULT DATABASE CURRENT

         USER MODE

         LOCAL WORK AREA 0

         ;

Example for Language SQL

set options command delimiter '++';

drop function USER01.TCNTEQNAME++

commit++

create function USER01.TCNTEQNAME

  ( TITLE     varchar(40) with default

  , P_FNAME   char(20)

  , P_COUNT     integer

  , RESULT    varchar(10)

  ) RETURNS   varchar(20)

    EXTERNAL NAME TCNTEQN LANGUAGE SQL

Label_700:

begin not atomic

 /*

 ** Count number of employees with equal Firstname

 */

  declare FNAME       char(20);

  declare LNAME       varchar(20);

  declare P_COUNT_SAV integer default 0;

  declare EMP1 CURSOR FOR

        Select EMP_FNAME, EMP_LNAME

          From DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE

         where EMP_FNAME = P_FNAME;

   open EMP1;

  fetch EMP1 into FNAME, LNAME;

  fetching_loop:

  loop

      if (SQLSTATE < > '00000')

        then leave fetching_loop;

      end if;

      set P_COUNT = P_COUNT + 1;
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      fetch EMP1 into FNAME, LNAME;

  end loop fetching_loop;

  set RESULT = SQLSTATE;

  close EMP1;

  if (P_COUNT < = P_COUNT_SAV)

    then return null;

    else return 'Res: ' || cast(P_COUNT as char(5));

  end if;

end

++

CREATE INDEX
The CREATE INDEX data description statement defines an index on a base table. The index definition is stored in the
dictionary. It is also an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To issue a CREATE INDEX statement, you must:

• Hold the ALTER privilege on or own the table on which the index is being defined
• Hold the USE privilege on the area where the named index is stored

Syntax

 

►►─── CREATE ─┬──────────┬─ INDEX index-name ─────────────────────────────────►

              └─ UNIQUE ─┘

 ►─── ON ─┬────────────────┬─ table-identifier ───────────────────────────────►

          └─ schema-name. ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   │     ┌──────────── , ────────────┐     │

   └─ ( ─▼─ column-name ─┬─────────┬─┴─ ) ─┘

                         ├─ ASC ◄──┤

                         └─ DESC ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ COMPRESSED ─────┤

   └─ UNCOMPRESSED ◄──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────►

   └─ IN segment-name.area-name ─┘ └─ index-block-specification ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ CLUSTERED ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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   └─ INDEX ID index-id-number ─┘

 

Expansion of index-block-specification

 

►►─── INDEX BLOCK CONTAINS key-count KEYs ────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DISPLACEMENT IS page-count PAGES ──┘

 

Parameters

• UNIQUE
Specifies that the index-key value in any given row of the table on which the index is being defined must be different
from the index-key value in any other row of the table. A table with a unique index cannot contain duplicate index key
values.
If you specify UNIQUE, and the table on which the index is being defined contains duplicate rows, IDMS returns an
error.

• index-name
Specifies the name of the index being created. Index-name must be a 1- through 18-character name that follows the
conventions for SQL identifiers.
Index-name must be unique for the table on which the index is defined, and it cannot be the same as any constraint
name defined on the schema and cannot begin with the ROWID.

• ON table-identifier
Specifies the table on which the index is being defined. Table-identifier must identify a base table that is defined in the
dictionary.
If you specify CLUSTERED in a CREATE INDEX statement, the named table:
– Cannot have a CALC key that is defined on it
– Cannot have another clustered index that is defined on it
– Cannot be the referencing table in a clustered referential constraint

• schema-name
Identifies the schema that is associated with the named table.
If you do not specify schema-name, it defaults to:
– The current schema associated with your SQL session, if the statement is entered through the Command Facility or

executed dynamically
– The schema that is associated with the access module used at runtime, if the statement is embedded in an

application program
• (column-name)

Specifies one or more columns that make up the index key. IDMS maintains index entries in ascending or descending
order according to the values in the specified columns. Entries are ordered first by the first column specified, then by
the second column specified within the ordering established by the first column, then by the third column specified, and
so on.
Column-name must identify a column in the table on which the index is being created and must be unique within the
list of column names.
You can include from 1 through 32 columns in an index key.
If no column name is specified, IDMS creates an index on the db-key that is sorted in ascending order.

• ASC
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Indicates that values in the named column are to be sorted in ascending order. ASC is the default when you specify
neither ASC nor DESC.

• DESC
Indicates that values in the named column are to be sorted in descending order.

• COMPRESSED
Directs IDMS to maintain index entries in a compressed form in the database.

• UNCOMPRESSED
Directs IDMS to maintain index entries in an uncompressed form in the database.
UNCOMPRESSED is the default when you specify neither COMPRESSED nor UNCOMPRESSED.

• IN
Specifies the area to be used to store entries in the index.
If you do not associate an area with an index, IDMS uses the area that is associated with the table on which the index
is being defined.

• segment-name
Identifies the segment that is associated with the area.

• area-name
Identifies the area to be associated with the index. Area-name must identify an area that is defined in the dictionary.

• index-block-specification
Establishes characteristics of the index.
Syntax for index-block-specification immediately follows the syntax for CREATE INDEX.
If index-block-specification is omitted, values for key-count and page-count are calculated by IDMS using available
information about actual or estimated row count for the table on which the index is being defined.

• CLUSTERED
Specifies that each row of the table on which the index is being defined is to be stored as close as possible to the table
row with the immediately preceding index-key value.

• INDEX ID index-id-number
Assigns an index ID value for the index being created. The index-id-number must be in the range of 1 through 32767.

Parameters for Expansion of index-block-specification

• key-count KEYs
Establishes the maximum number of entries in each internal index record (SR8 system record).
Key-count must be an unsigned integer in the range 3 through 8180.
For more information on how to calculate key-count see INDEX BLOCK CONTAINSsection.

• page-count PAGES
Indicates how far away from the top of the index (the SR7 system record) the bottom-level index records are to be
stored.
Page-count must be an unsigned integer in the range 0 through 32767.
If the value of key-count is 0, the bottom-level internal index records are not displaced from the SR7 record.
For more information on how to calculate page-count see  DISPLACEMENT  section

Usage

Specifying an Index ID

When defining an index, you can specify a value for its numeric index identifier. If explicitly specified, it must be unique
across all other indexes residing in the same database area. If not specified, the index's numeric identifier is automatically
set to the next available number in the range 1 through 32,767.

SYSTEM Tables

You cannot define an index on a table in the SYSTEM schema.

SYSTEM Areas
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You cannot associate an index with a system area supplied with IDMS.

Order of Null Values

If the value of an index key column is null, it is treated as higher than all non-null values.

Null Values in Unique Indexes

Nullable columns are allowed to be used in a UNIQUE index. Null values are treated like any other value when the
uniqueness of an index is evaluated. For example, a single column index can only contain one null value.

Mixed Page Group

An index must reside in the same page group as the table on which the index is created.

Enforcing Indexes

If you define unique constraints using CREATE TABLE, unique indexes with default values are generated to enforce the
constraints. You may replace enforcing indexes by creating unique indexes with the same column list, the sort order does
not need to match. When a matching unique index is created, it also becomes an enforcing index, and you may drop
the either enforcing index after that. If the existing index was generated by Create Table it will be automatically dropped.
When replacing a primary key enforcing index, the replacement index becomes a primary key index when the primary key
index is dropped.  

Example

Defining a Unique Index

The following CREATE INDEX statement defines a unique index on the JOB table. The index key consists of two
columns: JOB_ID and JOB_TITLE. The index entries are stored in compressed form in the same area as the JOB table.

create unique index job_title_index

   on job

      (job_id, job_title)

   compressed;

Defining a Clustered Index

The following CREATE INDEX statement defines an index on the MONTHLY_BUDGET table. The index key
consists of two columns: FISCAL_YEAR and MONTH. The index entries are stored in compressed form in the
SALESSEG.SALES_X_AREA area. Rows of the MONTHLY_BUDGET table that have consecutive index-key values are
stored close to each other.

create index budget_date_index

   on sales_sch.monthly_budget

      (fiscal_year desc, month)

   compressed

   in salesseg.sales_x_area

   clustered;

CREATE KEY
The CREATE KEY statement defines a key on a procedure or table procedure. The key definition is stored in the
dictionary. It is also an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

This article describes the following information:
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Authorization

To issue a CREATE KEY statement, you must own or hold the ALTER privilege on the procedure or table procedure on
which the key is being defined.

Syntax

 

►►─── CREATE ─┬───────────┬── KEY key-name ───────────────────────────────────►

              ├─ UNIQUE  ─┤

              └─ PRIMARY ─┘

 ►─── ON ──┬────────────────┬──┬─ procedure-identifier ───────┬───────────────►

           └─ schema-name. ─┘  └─ table-procedure-identifier ─┘

        ┌──────── , ────────┐

 ►── ( ─▼─ parameter-name. ─┴─ ) ─┬────────────────────────────┬──────────────►

                                  └─ ESTIMATED ROWS row-count ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ESTIMATED IOS io-count ─┘

 

Parameters

• UNIQUE
Specifies the key value is unique to a row that the procedure or table procedure returns. IDMS does not enforce this
restriction. The procedure or table procedure itself must enforce uniqueness.

• PRIMARY
Specifies the key is unique and that it is the most commonly-used key for identifying specific rows returned by the
procedure. While you can define several unique keys for a procedure or table procedure, you can specify only one
primary key.

• key-name
Specifies the name of the key. The key-name must be:
– A 1- to 18-character name that follows the conventions for SQL identifiers
– Unique for the procedure or table procedure on which the key is defined

• ON table-procedure-identifier
Specifies the table procedure for which you are defining the key. The table-procedure-identifier must identify a table
procedure defined in the dictionary.
– procedure-identifier

Specifies the procedure for which you define the key. The procedure-identifier must identify a procedure defined in
the dictionary.

– schema-name
Identifies the schema associated with the procedure or table procedure.
If you do not specify a schema-name it defaults to:
• The current schema associated with your SQL session, if the statement is entered through the Command Facility

or executed dynamically
• The schema associated with the access module used at runtime, if the statement is embedded in an application

program
– (parameter-name)

Specifies one or more procedure or table procedure parameters that form the key. The parameter-name must:
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• Identify a parameter of the procedure or table procedure on which the key is defined
• Be unique within the list of parameter names
You can include as many as 32 parameters in a key.

– row-count
Specifies an integer value, in the range of 0 through 2,147,483,647, which represents the number of rows that the
procedure or table procedure returns when input values are provided for all the parameters in the key.

– io-count
Specifies an integer value, in the range of 0 through 2,147,483,647, which represents the number of disk accesses
that the procedure or table procedure generates while returning row-count rows when input values are provided for
all the parameters in the key.

Usage

Enforcing Uniqueness

It is the responsibility of the procedure or table procedure to enforce the uniqueness of the procedure or table procedure
keys; for example, on an INSERT into a table procedure, IDMS makes no attempt to determine whether a duplicate row,
with respect to a unique table procedure key, exists. The table procedure, in conjunction with database services it invokes,
is responsible for ensuring uniqueness.

Influencing Join Strategies

IDMS uses procedure or table procedure key information when determining the best approach to satisfy queries that join
procedure or table procedures with other tables, views, procedures or table procedures. Specifically, if the set of column
values provided on a particular call to the table procedure matches the columns defined in the table procedure's KEY,
the ESTIMATED ROWS and ESTIMATED I/Os for that KEY are used during optimization. If these statistics are provided,
and data is passed to the table procedure's key by the WHERE clause during execution, the optimizer uses the statistical
information when the table procedure is joined with other tables or views. Providing estimated-row and I/O counts, for the
procedure or table procedure and for each access key that the procedure uses, allows IDMS to select the optimal access
strategy.

Unique Keys for IDMS Server

If you define procedure or table procedure keys, IDMS Server reports this information when processing an ODBC request
to return key information for a procedure. The ability to return key information is particularly important for certain ODBC-
based products which require a unique key to update and delete data.

Example

The following CREATE KEY statements define three keys on the EMP.ORG table procedure. The first two keys are simple
access keys; the third defines a primary key for IDMS Server to use.

(1)       CREATE KEY ORG1 ON EMP.ORG (EMP_ID)

             ESTIMATED ROWS 3

             ESTIMATED IOS  3;

(2)       CREATE KEY ORG2 ON EMP.ORG (MGR_ID)

             ESTIMATED ROWS 5

             ESTIMATED IOS  5;

(3)       CREATE PRIMARY KEY ORG3 ON EMP.ORG

             (MGR_ID, EMP_ID, START_DATE)

             ESTIMATED ROWS 1

             ESTIMATED IOS  3;
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More Information

• For more information about influencing join strategies, see Defining and Using Table Procedures.
• For more information about defining table procedures, see CREATE TABLE PROCEDURE.
• For more information about dropping keys, see DROP KEY.
• For more information about defining procedures, see CREATE PROCEDURE.
• For more information about the WHERE clause, see Specify WHERE Clause.

CREATE PROCEDURE
The CREATE PROCEDURE data description statement stores the definition of a procedure in the SQL catalog. You can
refer to the procedure in an SQL CALL statement or in an SQL SELECT statement just as you would a table procedure.
These references result in IDMS calls to the corresponding routine. Such routines can perform any action, such as
manipulating data stored in some other organization (for example, in a network-defined database or in a set of VSAM
files). You can also use them to implement business logic.

Procedures can be defined with a language of SQL. The routine actions, written as SQL statements, are specified and
stored together with the procedure definition in the SQL catalog.

The formal parameters of a procedure definition can be used like columns of a table during a procedure invocation to pass
values to and from the procedure.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To issue a CREATE PROCEDURE statement, you must own the schema in which the procedure is being defined or hold
the CREATE privilege on the named procedure.

Syntax
  

 

 ►►─ CREATE PROCEDURE ─┬──────────────────────────────┬─ procedure-identifier ─►

                      └───── schema-name. ───────────┘

 

    ┌───────── , ────────┐

 ►─(▼parameter-definition┴) EXTERNAL NAME external-routine-name ──────────────►

 

 ►───┬───────────────────┬───┬─────────────────────────────┬──────────────────►

     └─ language-clause ─┘   └── PROTOCOL ───┬── IDMS ──┬──┘

                                             └── ADS ───┘

 

 ►───┬────────────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────┬──────►

     └─────── ESTIMATED ROWS row-count ───┘ └─ ESTIMATED IOS io-count ─┘

  

 

  ►────┬───────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

      ├─ USER MODE ◄──┤

      └─ SYSTEM MODE ─┘

 

 ►────┬─────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

      └── LOCAL WORK AREA  local-stge-size ─┘
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 ►────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────►

      └─ GLOBAL WORK AREA ── global-stge-size ──┬──────────────┤

                                                └─ KEY key-id ─┘

 

 ►────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────►

      └─ TRANSACTION SHARING ───────────────────┬─ ON ───────┬────────┘

                                                ├─ OFF ──────┤

                                                └─ DEFAULT ◄─┘

  

 

  ►────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────►

      └─ DEFAULT DATABASE  ────────────────────┬ NULL ◄───┬───────────┘

                                               └─CURRENT──┘

 

 ►────┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

      └── TIMESTAMP  timestamp-value ─────────────┘

 

 ►───┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────►

     └── DYNAMIC RESULT SETS maximum-dynamic-result-sets ──┘

 

 ►──┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►◄

    └┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬ procedure-statement ──┘

     │                     ┌──────────────────┐     │

     └ ADS COMPILE OPTION ─▼─ compile-option ─┴─ ; ─┘

  

 

 

Expansion of parameter-definition

  

 

 ►►─── parameter-name ── data-type ─┬────────────────┬─────────────────────────►◄

                                   └─ WITH DEFAULT ─┘

  

 

 

Expansion of language-clause

  

 

 ►►─── LANGUAGE ────────────────────┬─ ADS ──────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

                                   ├─ ASSEMBLER ────┤

                                   ├─ COBOL ────────┤

                                   ├─ PLI ──────────┤

                                   └─ SQL ──────────┘

  

 

 

Expansion of procedure-statement
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  ►────┬── SQL-AM-mgmt-stmt ───────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

      ├── SQL-authorization-stmt ─────┤

      ├── SQL-Control-stmt ───────────┤

      ├── SQL-Diagnostics-stmt ───────┤

      ├── SQL-DDL-stmt ───────────────┤

      ├── SQL-DML-stmt ───────────────┤

      ├── SQL-session-mgmt-stmt ──────┤

      └── SQL-transaction-mgmt-stmt ──┘

  

 

 

Parameters

• procedure-identifier
Specifies the 1- to 18-character name of the procedure you are creating. Procedure-identifier must:
– Be unique among the function, procedure, table, table procedure and view identifiers within the schema associated

with the procedure
– Follow conventions for SQL identifiers

• schema-name
Specifies the schema name qualifier to be associated with the procedure. Schema-name must identify a schema
defined in the dictionary. If you do not specify a schema-name, it defaults to:
– The current schema associated with your SQL session, if the statement is specified through the Command Facility

or executed dynamically
– The schema associated with the access module used at runtime, if the statement is embedded in an application

program
• parameter-definition

Defines a parameter to be associated with the procedure. Parameters pass to the procedure in the order you specify
them. You must enclose the list of parameters in parentheses. You must separate multiple parameter definitions by
commas.
Expanded syntax for parameter-definition is shown above immediately following the CREATE PROCEDURE syntax.
Descriptions for these parameters are located at the end of this section.

• external-routine-name
Specifies the one- to eight-character name of the program which is called to process references to the procedure.
For procedures written in SQL, the external-routine-name should specify a name that is unique within the dictionary
that holds the procedure definition. In other words, the name should be different from any other external name of any
SQL-invoked routine and from any &U$IDCADS. dialog, RCM, or AM name.

• language-clause
Specifies the programming language of the procedure. This clause is required for procedures written in SQL. For
others, it is documentational only. If the language is not specified, it is treated as null.

• PROTOCOL
Specifies the PROTOCOL with which the procedure is invoked. This specification is required except with language
SQL. If LANGUAGE SQL is specified, PROTOCOL must be ADS or the clause must not be specified.
– IDMS

Use IDMS for procedures that are written in COBOL, PL/I, or Assembler.
– ADS

Use ADS for procedures that are written in ADS. The name of the dialog that is loaded and executed when the
procedure is invoked is specified by the external-routine-name in the EXTERNAL NAME clause. ADS is the default
if LANGUAGE SQL is specified.

• row-count
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Specifies an integer value, in the range 0 through 2,147,483,647, representing the average number of rows returned
by the procedure for a given set of input parameters.

• io-count
Specifies an integer value, in the range 0 through 2,147,483,647, representing the average number of disk accesses
generated by the procedure for a given set of input parameters.

• USER MODE
Specifies that the procedure should execute as a user-mode application program within IDMS. This can not be
specified with language SQL or protocol ADS. For other languages and protocols, it is the default.

• SYSTEM MODE
Specifies that the procedure should execute as a system mode application program. SYSTEM MODE is the default if
language is SQL.
To execute as a system mode application, the program must be fully reentrant and be written in either:
– ADS as a mapless dialog
– Assembler using DC calling conventions
– COBOL or PL/I and compiled with an LE-compliant compiler

• local-stge-size
Specifies an integer, in the range 0 through 32767, which represents the size, in bytes, of a local storage area which
IDMS allocates at runtime and passes to the procedure on each invocation.

NOTE
If you do not code a LOCAL WORK AREA clause, the default local storage size is 1024 bytes.

• global-stge-size
Specifies an integer, in the range 0 through 32767, representing the size, in bytes, of the global storage area that IDMS
allocates at runtime and passes to the procedure on each invocation.
IDMS allocates a global storage area once within a transaction and retains it until the transaction terminates.

• key-id
Specifies the one- to four-character identifier for the global storage area. IDMS passes the same piece of global
storage within a transaction to all SQL routines that have the same global storage key.
If you do not specify the storage key, IDMS allocates each procedure its own global storage area, which is not used for
any other routine within the transaction.

• TRANSACTION SHARING
Specifies whether transaction sharing should be enabled for database sessions started by the procedure. If transaction
sharing is enabled for a procedure's database session, it shares the current transaction of the SQL session. If
language SQL is specified, TRANSACTION SHARING must be ON or the clause must not be specified.
– ON

Specifies that transaction sharing should be enabled. ON is the default if language is SQL.
– OFF

Specifies that transaction sharing should be disabled.
– DEFAULT

Specifies that the transaction sharing setting in effect when the procedure is invoked should be retained. Default is
the default for languages other than SQL.

• compile-option
Specifies an ADS option to be used when compiling the dialog associated with an SQL procedure. The options that
can be specified and the syntax to use are given in the "ADS Reference" section; see "Dialog-expression" under
"Application and Dialog Utilities." Compile-option can be specified only if language is SQL.

NOTE
The ability to specify the ADS COMPILE OPTION clause is an IDMS extension.

• procedure-statement
Specifies the actions taken in the procedure. Procedure-statement is required if language is SQL. It cannot be
specified otherwise.
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Expanded syntax for procedure-statement is shown above immediately following the CREATE PROCEDURE syntax.
Descriptions for these parameters are located at the end of this section.

• DEFAULT DATABASE
Specifies whether a default database should be established for database sessions started by the procedure.
– NULL

Specifies that no default database should be established.
– CURRENT

Specifies that the database to which the SQL session is connected should become the default for any database
session started by the procedure.

• timestamp-value
Specifies the value of the synchronization stamp to be assigned to the procedure. Timestamp-value must be a valid
external representation of a timestamp.

• DYNAMIC RESULT SETS
Defines the maximum number of result sets that a procedure invocation can return to its caller. A result set is a
sequence of rows specified by a cursor-specification, created by the opening of a cursor and ranged over that cursor.

• maximum-dynamic-result-sets
Defines an integer in the range 0-32767 specifying the maximum number of result sets a procedure can return. The
default is 0.

Parameters for Expansion of parameter-definition

• parameter-name
Specifies a 1- to 32-character name of a parameter to be passed to the table procedure. Parameter-name must:
– Be unique within the table procedure that you are defining
– Follow the conventions for SQL identifiers
All parameters are implicitly nullable. Input parameters can be assigned NULL as a parameter value and output
parameters can return NULL.

• data-type
Defines the data type for the named parameter. For expanded data-type syntax, see Expansion of Data-type.

• WITH DEFAULT
Directs IDMS to pass a default value for the named parameter if no value for the parameter is specified.
The default value for a parameter is based on its data type:

Column data type Default value
CHARACTER Blanks
VARCHAR A character string literal with a length of zero (that is, '')
GRAPHIC Double-byte blanks
VARGRAPHIC A double-byte character string literal with a length of zero
DATE The value in the CURRENT DATE special register
TIME The value in the CURRENT TIME special register
TIMESTAMP The value in the CURRENT TIMESTAMP special register
All numeric data types 0 (zero)

Parameters for Expansion of language-clause

• ADS
Specifies that the SQL routine is written in the ADS language.

• ASSEMBLER
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Specifies that the SQL routine is written in the assembler language.
• COBOL

Specifies that the SQL routine is written in the COBOL language.
• PLI

Specifies that the SQL routine is written in the PL/I language.
• SQL

Specifies that the SQL routine is written in the SQL language.

NOTE
The ability to specify ADS or ASSEMBLER as a language is an IDMS extension.

Parameters for Expansion of procedure-statement

• SQL-AM-mgmt-stmt
Specifies a statement from the Access Module Management Statements category.

• SQL-authorization-stmt
Specifies a statement from the Authorization Statements category.

• SQL-Control-stmt
Specifies a statement from the Control Statements category.

• SQL-Diagnostics-stmt
Specifies a statement from the Diagnostics Statements category.

• SQL-DDL-stmt
Specifies a statement from the Data Description Statements category.

• SQL-DML-stmt
Specifies a statement from the Data Manipulation Statements category.

• SQL-session-mgmt-stmt
Specifies a statement from the Session Management Statements category.

NOTE
The ability to include a RELEASE, SUSPEND, or RESUME statement in an SQL routine is an IDMS
extension.

• SQL-transaction-mgmt-stmt
Specifies a statement from the Transaction Management Statements category.

NOTE
The ability to include a COMMIT or ROLLBACK statement in an SQL routine is an IDMS extension.

Usage

Influencing Join Strategies

IDMS uses estimated row and I/O counts in determining the cost of joining a procedure with other tables, views,
procedures or table procedure. To determine the optimal access strategy, IDMS examines different sequences for
retrieving information. By providing the estimated row and I/O counts for both the procedure and for each access key used
by the procedure, IDMS can select the optimal access strategy.

In determining the cost of a specific access strategy, IDMS uses estimates provided in CREATE PROCEDURE
unless input values are available for each of the parameters included in a key. If values are available for each of these
parameters, IDMS uses the estimates specified in the CREATE KEY statement instead of those specified in CREATE
PROCEDURE.
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Specifying a Synchronization Stamp

When defining or altering a procedure, you can specify a value for its synchronization stamp. You should use care when
doing so because the purpose of the stamp is to enable the detection of discrepancies between an entity and its definition.
If explicitly specified, you must set the synchronization stamp to a new value following a change so that the change is
detectable by the runtime system.

If not specified, the synchronization stamp is automatically set to the current date and time.

Coding procedures with language SQL

The rules for coding the procedure body of an SQL procedure are given by procedure-statement. A procedure body
typically contains multiple SQL statements and according to the SQL grammar, SQL statements are terminated by the
semi-colon. However, to define SQL routines, the Command Facility (OCF, IDMSBCF, or Visual DBA OCF console) needs
to be used. It also has the semi-colon as the default command terminator. Before a new command can be specified, the
CREATE PROCEDURE needs to be terminated by a semi-colon. Clearly, the semi-colon cannot concurrently be used
as a terminator by both the SQL procedure language and the Command Facility. Therefore, when procedure-statement
contains multiple SQL statements or when the ADS COMPILE OPTION is specified, the Command Facility needs to use
a terminator different from the semi-colon. To accomplish this, a SET OPTIONS COMMAND DELIMITER 'delimiter-string'
must be executed. Changing the terminator of the Command Facility remains in effect until the end of the session or
until a new SET OPTIONS COMMAND DELIMITER is encountered. For more information about SET OPTIONS, see the
Command Facility information in the "Using Common Facilities" section of the IDMS documentation.

Language SQL

If LANGUAGE SQL is specified, the following attribute settings are established by default and must not be overridden to a
different value:

• Protocol is ADS
• Mode is SYSTEM
• Transaction sharing is ON

Procedures whose language is SQL are implemented through an automatically generated ADS dialog whose name is
external-routine-name.

An error while parsing procedure-statement or an error while compiling the associated ADS dialog causes the CREATE
PROCEDURE statement to terminate with a warning instead of a statement error. This allows the erroneous procedure-
statement syntax to be saved in the catalog for later correction using the DISPLAY PROCEDURE command. The ADS
dialog and associated access module are not created.

Specifying ADS Compile Options

If LANGUAGE SQL is specified, you can specify one or more compile options to be used when the associated dialog
is compiled. Specifying compile options can be useful for debugging purposes to enable tracing and the use of online
debugging facilities. Compile options can also be used to include additional work records and SQL tables which can be
referenced in native ADS code included in the routine body.

Some useful compile options include:

• SYMBOL TABLE IS YES - to allow the use of symbols by the TRACE command and the online debug facilities
• ADD RECORD record-name - to enable manipulation of elements from the specified record
• ADD SQL TABLE table-name - to enable manipulation of columns or parameters of the specified SQL table-like object

Grouping procedure statements into a single statement

Multiple procedure statements can be grouped together as a compound statement. A compound statement is a control
statement and therefore is also a procedure statement.
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Dynamic Result Sets

An SQL invoked procedure can return one or more result sets to its caller, up to the maximum number specified by its
dynamic result sets attribute. A result set is returned for each returnable cursor that is still open when the procedure
returns control to its caller.

Example

The following CREATE PROCEDURE statement defines a procedure.

 create procedure emp.get_bonus

    (emp_id             unsigned numeric(4)    with default,

     bonus              unsigned numeric(10)   with default,

     currency_bonus char(3)                    with default)

    external name getbonus

    protocol idms;

 

The procedure USER01.TSELECT1 uses the given employee ID to retrieve the first and last name. It returns the edited
name in the RESULT parameter.

 create procedure USER01.TSELECT1

   ( TITLE       varchar(10) with default

   , P_EMP_ID    numeric(4)

   , RESULT      varchar(20)

   )

     EXTERNAL NAME TSELECT1 LANGUAGE SQL

  select trim(EMP_FNAME) || ' ' || trim(EMP_LNAME)

    into RESULT

    from DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE

   where EMP_ID = P_EMP_ID

 ;

  

 

 call user01.tselect1('TSIGNAL3', 1003);

 *+

 *+ TITLE       P_EMP_ID  RESULT

 *+ -----       --------  ------

 *+ TSIGNAL3        1003  Jim Baldwin

 

The GET_EMPLOYEE_INFO procedure uses the given employee ID, to construct two result set cursors:

• A static declared cursor RET_COVERAGE returns a cursor with the data from the COVERAGE table.
• The allocated dynamic cursor RET_BENEFITS to return the data from the BENEFITS data.

 set options command delimiter '++';

 create procedure SQLROUTE.GET_EMPLOYEE_INFO

   ( TITLE       varchar(10) with default

   , P_EMP_ID    numeric(4)

   , RESULT      varchar(20)

   )

     EXTERNAL NAME GETEMPIN LANGUAGE SQL

     DYNAMIC RESULT SETS 2

 begin not atomic

   declare STMNT_NAME    char(10) default 'DYN_STMNT1';
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   declare STMNT_BUF     char(80) default ' ';

   declare RET_COVERAGE cursor with return for

     select * from DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE

      where EMP_ID = P_EMP_ID;

   open RET_COVERAGE;

   set STMNT_BUF = 'select * from DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS'

                 || 'where EMP_ID = ' || P_EMP_ID;

   prepare STMT_NAME from STMT_BUF;

   allocate 'RET_BENEFITS' cursor with return for STMT_NAME;

   open 'RET_BENEFITS';

   set RESULT = '2 returned result sets';

 end

 set options command delimiter default ++

 

More Information

• Expansion of Procedure-reference
• Defining and Using Procedures
• Control Statements
• GET DIAGNOSTICS
• Statements
• ALLOCATE CURSOR or DECLARE CURSOR
• ALLOCATE CURSOR
• CALL Statement
• DESCRIBE CURSOR
• CREATE KEY
• Using SET OPTIONS to Select Options

CREATE SCHEMA
The CREATE SCHEMA data description statement defines a schema in the dictionary.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To issue a CREATE SCHEMA statement, you must have the CREATE privilege on the schema named in the statement.

If you specify FOR NETWORK SCHEMA, you must have the USE privilege on the network schema.

If you specify DBNAME, you must have USE privilege on the database; if you do not specify DBNAME or specify a value
of NULL, you must have DBADMIN privilege on DBNAME SYSTEM.

Syntax

 

►►─── CREATE SCHEMA schema-name ──────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ DEFAULT AREA segment-name.area-name ─────────────────────┤

   ├─ FOR ─┬─ NETWORK ─┬─ SCHEMA network-schema-specification ─┤

   |       └─ NONSQL  ─┘                                       |
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   └─ FOR SQL SCHEMA sql-schema-specification ─────────────────┘

 

Expansion of network-schema-specification

 

►►─┬────────────────────┬─ network-schema-name ─┬──────────────────────────┬───►

   └─ dictionary-name. ─┘                       └─ VERSION version-number ─┘

  ┌────────────────────────────────────┐

►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────┬──┴────────────────────────►◄

    ├──WITH VIRTUAL KEYS────────────┤

    ├──WITHOUT VIRTUAL KEYS─────────┤

    └─ DBNAME ─── database-name ────┘

               

 

 

Expansion of sql-schema-specification

 

►►──────────────────────── sql-schema-name ───────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DBNAME sql-database-name ─┘

 

Parameters

• schema-name
Specifies the name of the schema being created. Schema-name must be a 1- through 18-character name that follows
the conventions for SQL identifiers. Schema-name must be unique within the dictionary.

• DEFAULT AREA
Specifies the default area for storing rows of tables associated with the named schema. This area is used for any such
table that is not explicitly assigned an area in the CREATE TABLE statement.

• segment-name.area-name
Identifies the segment and area.
You do not need to define the named segment or area in the dictionary before issuing the CREATE SCHEMA
statement.

• network-schema specification
Identifies the network-defined schema to associate with the SQL schema.
Expanded syntax for network-schema-specification appears immediately following the statement syntax.
Descriptions for these parameters are located at the end of this section.
The keyword NONSQL is supported as an alternative.

• sql-schema-specification
Identifies an existing SQL-defined schema to which the new SQL schema refers. Expanded syntax for sql-schema-
specification appears immediately following the statement syntax.

Parameters for Expansion of network-schema-specification

• network-schema-name
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Names the network-defined schema.
• dictionary-name

Names the dictionary that contains the network-defined schema.
If you do not specify dictionary-name, it defaults to the dictionary to which the SQL session is connected.

• VERSION version-number
Identifies the version number of the network-defined schema. If VERSION version-number is not specified, version-
number defaults to 1.

• DBNAME network-database-name
Identifies the database containing the data described by the network-defined schema. network-database-name must
be a segment name or a database name that is defined in the database name table.
If you do not specify DBNAME, no database name is included in the definition of schema-name. At runtime the
database to which the SQL session is connected must include segments containing the areas described by the
network-defined schema.
For considerations about whether to specify the database when you create a schema for a network-defined schema,
see "Usage," later in this section.

• WITH VIRTUAL KEYS
The list of visible columns of the tables representing the network records is extended with the ROWID pseudo-column
and all virtual foreign key columns associated with the sets of which the record is a member. All virtual foreign key
columns become referenceable in statement syntax. A SELECT * from a table, and the IDMS Server metadata
functions returning the columns of a table, contain all the visible columns with the columns corresponding to the record
elements listed first, in the order of the record definition, followed by the ROWID and the virtual foreign key pseudo-
columns in alphabetical order.

NOTE
Virtual key schemas may be created for network schemas which contain sets that have primary/foreign keys
defined on the SET statements. These primary/foreign keys will be ignored when accessing data with a
virtual key schema due to the existence of the ROWID/virtual foreign key relationship.

• WITHOUT VIRTUAL KEYS
The list of visible columns of the tables representing the network records does not include the ROWID pseudo-column,
nor any virtual foreign key columns. Virtual foreign key columns are not referenceable, but ROWID is referenceable
according to the ROWID syntax rules in the ROWID Pseudo-column section. WITHOUT VIRTUAL KEYS is the default.

Parameters for Expansion of sql-schema-specification

• sql-schema-name
Names the referenced SQL-defined-schema. This named schema must not itself reference another schema.

• DBNAME sql-database-name
Identifies the database containing the data described by the referenced SQL-defined schema. SQL-database-name
must be a database name that is defined in the database name table or a segment name defined in the DMCL.
If you do not specify DBNAME, no database name is included in the definition of schema-name. At runtime, the
database to which the SQL session is connected must include segments containing the areas described by the
referenced SQL-defined schema.

If You Omit DEFAULT AREA

If you do not associate a default area with the schema, you must assign an area to each table that you associate with the
schema in a CREATE TABLE statement. You use the IN parameter of CREATE TABLE to assign an area to a table.

Creating a Referencing Schema

If either a FOR NETWORK SCHEMA or a FOR SQL SCHEMA clause is specified, then the new SQL-defined schema that
is being created is said to reference the specified schema and itself becomes a referencing schema. If a network-defined
schema is specified, then creation of a referencing schema enables SQL access to a network-defined database described
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by the referenced schema. Similarly, if the referenced schema is SQL-defined, then the creation of a referencing schema
enables SQL access to an SQL-defined database described by the referenced schema.

In either case, if a DBNAME is specified, the referencing schema provides access to the database instance identified by
database-name. If no DBNAME is specified, the referencing schema is unbound and the instance of the database to be
accessed is determined at runtime. Access modules that reference tables through an unbound referencing schema can
therefore be used to access more than one instance of a database.

You cannot define either a table or a view in a referencing schema. However, you can define a view in another schema
that references a table through a referencing schema.

Specifying network-DBNAME

When you create a schema for a network-defined schema, you use the DBNAME parameter to specify the name of the
database containing the data. The name specified can be the name of a segment or a database name defined in the
database name table.

If you do not specify a database name, the database to which your SQL session is connected when accessing the
network-defined tables must include the segments containing the data.

NOTE
For more information about defining a schema for a network-defined schema, see SQL Schema Considerations.

Specifying SQL DBNAME

When you create a referencing schema, you use the DBNAME parameter to specify the name of the database containing
the data. The name specified can be either the name of a database name defined in the database name table or the name
of a segment included in the DMCL.

If you do not specify a database name, the database to which your SQL session is connected when accessing the data
through the referencing schema must include the segments containing the data.

Examples

Defining a Schema with a Default Area

The following CREATE SCHEMA statement defines the schema SALES. The default area for the schema is
SALES_SEG.SALES_AREA.

create schema sales

   default area sales_seg.sales_area;

Defining a Schema for a Network-defined Schema

In this example, the statement creates schema SALES for a network schema:

create schema sales

   for network schema corpdict.sales version 100;

Defining a Schema for an SQL-defined Schema

The following CREATE SCHEMA statement defines a schema for an SQL-defined schema:

create schema any_sales for sql schema sales;
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More Information

• For more information about defining schemas, see ALTER SCHEMA and DROP SCHEMA.
• For more information about network-defined schemas, see Administrating IDMS Database.
• For more information about VIRTUAL KEYS, see SQL VIRTUAL KEYS.

CREATE TABLE
The CREATE TABLE data description statement defines a table in the dictionary. Tables defined with the CREATE TABLE
statement are called base tables.

This article describes the following information:

Key Benefit

CREATE TABLE supports ISO standard DDL for defining unique and referential constraints. This enables better
integration of third party frameworks and tools with IDMS. If needed, IDMS creates an index to enforce the constraint.

Authorization

To issue a CREATE TABLE statement, you must do the following:

• Own the schema where the table is being defined or hold the CREATE privilege on the named table
• Hold the USE privilege on the area where rows of the named table are stored

Syntax

Following is an example of the CREATE TABLE syntax:

 

►►─── CREATE TABLE ─┬────────────────┬─ table-identifier ──────────────────────────►

                    └─ schema-name. ─┘

 

      ┌──────────── , ─────────────────┐

►─ ( ─▼──┬─ column-definition ──────┬──┴──┬────────────────────────────┬── ) ──────►

         ├─ unique-constraint ──────┤     └─ ,CHECK (search-condition)─┘    

         └─ referential-constraint ─┘

                                 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ IN segment-name.area-name ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►

   └─ COMPRESS ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                └─ USING ─┬─ BUILTIN ────────────────────────┬─┘

                          └─ data-characteristic-table-name ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ESTIMATED ROWS estimated-row-count ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ TABLE ID table-id-number ──┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►
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   └─ NO DEFAULT INDEX ──────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ TIMESTAMP timestamp-value ─┘

 

 

Expansion of column-definition   

Following is an example of the syntax for Expansion of column-definition:

►►─── column-name  data-type ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼──┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───┴──────────────►◄

      ├─NOT NULL──────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

      ├─WITH DEFAULT──────────────────────────────────────────────┤

      └─┬─────────────────────────────┬──┬─ UNIQUE ────────────┬──┘

        └─ CONSTRAINT constraint-name ┘  ├─ PRIMARY KEY ───────┤

                                         └─ references-clause ─┘

 

Expansion of unique-constraint 

Following is an example of the syntax for Expansion of unique-constraint:

                                                                 ┌────── , ──────┐

►►────┬──────────────────────────────┬──┬─── UNIQUE ────┬──── ( ─▼─ column-name ─┴─ )─────►◄

      └─CONSTRAINT constraint-name ──┘  └─ PRIMARY KEY ─┘  

Expansion of referential-constraint 

Following is an example of the syntax for Expansion of referential-constraint:

                                                        ┌──────── , ───────────┐

►►──┬──────────────────────────────┬── FOREIGN KEY ──( ─▼─ foreign-key-column

 ─┴─)── references-clause ─►◄

    └─CONSTRAINT constraint-name ──┘    

Expansion of references-clause 

Following is an example of the syntax for Expansion of references-clause:

                                                                 

►►──── REFERENCES ─┬────────────────┬── referenced-table ──┬─────────────────────────────────┬──────────►◄

                   └─ schema-name. ─┘                      │      ┌───────── , ─────────┐    │

                                                           └── ( ─▼─ referenced-column

 ─┴─ )─┘

        

Parameters

Following is a list of the parameters for CREATE TABLE:

• table-identifier
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The name of the table being treated. Table-identifier must be a 1- to 18-character name that follows the conventions for
SQL identifiers.
Table-identifier must be unique among the table, view, function, procedure and table procedure identifiers within the
schema associated with the table.

• schema-name
The schema to be associated with the table. Schema-name must identify a schema defined in the dictionary.
If you do not specify schema-name, it defaults to the following:
– The current schema associated with your SQL session, if the statement is entered through the Command Facility or

executed dynamically
– The schema associated with the access module used at runtime, if the statement is embedded in an application

program
• column-definition

Defines a column to be included in the table.
Columns are included in the table in the order they are specified.
The list of column definitions together with the CHECK parameter (if specified) must be enclosed in parentheses.
Multiple column definitions must be separated by commas.
Expanded syntax for column-definition is shown immediately following the CREATE TABLE syntax. Descriptions for
these parameters are located at the end of this section.

• CHECK (search-condition)
Specifies criteria to be used to restrict the data that can be stored in the table. IDMS stores a new row in the table only
if the value of search-condition is true for the row.
For expanded search-condition syntax, see Expansion of Search-condition. Restrictions on the use of search-
condition in the CHECK parameter are discussed in "Usage" later in this section.

• IN
Specifies the area to be used for storing rows of the table. It is an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.
If you do not associate an area with a table, IDMS does the following:
– Uses the default area, if any, for the schema associated with the table
– Returns an error if the schema does not have a default area

• segment-name
The segment associated with the named area.

• area-name
The area to be associated with the table.It must identify an area defined in the dictionary.

• COMPRESS
Specifies that data in the table is to be compressed before being stored in the database. Note the following:
– It is valid only if IDMS Presspack is installed at your site.
– It is an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

• USING data-characteristic-table-name
The data characteristic table, IDMS Presspack, is used to compress data in the table.
Data-characteristic-table must identify a data characteristic table created by IDMS Presspack. If data-characteristic-
table is not specified, the default directs IDMS Presspack to use the data characteristic table supplied with the product.
Default: BUILTIN

• ESTIMATED ROWS estimated-row-count
The number of rows expected to be stored for the table. It is an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.
IDMS uses the estimated row count when determining default index characteristics and estimating statistics.
Limits: Integer up to 16,777,214.

• TABLE ID table-id-number
The table ID value for the table being created.
Limits: 1024 to 4095.

• NO DEFAULT INDEX
Indicates that the TABLE is not initially assigned a default index. The default index is an index sorted by DBKEY in
ascending order. All TABLE rows can be accessed with the minimum number of I/Os.
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For more information about retaining or dropping the default index, see "Usage" later in this section or Administrating
Database Design.

• TIMESTAMP timestamp-value
The value of the synchronization stamp to be assigned to the table. It must be a valid external representation of a
timestamp.

• unique-constraint
Allows the use of a column-list when defining UNIQUE keys.

Parameters for Expansion of column-definition

Following is a list of the parameters for Expansion of column-definition:

• column-name
A unique name of a column included in the table being created that follow the conventions for SQL identifiers.
Limits:1 to 32 characters .

• data-type
The data type for the named column. For expanded data-type syntax, see Expansion of Data-type.

• NOT NULL
Indicates the column cannot contain null values. Note the following:
– If you do not specify NOT NULL, the column is defined to allow null values.
– If you specify NOT NULL without WITH DEFAULT, an INSERT statement must specify a value for the column.

• PRIMARY KEY
All unique values in the columns that make up the primary key. A PRIMARY KEY must be defined as NOT NULL. A
table can only have one PRIMARY KEY.

• UNIQUE
All unique values in the columns that make up the unique key. A UNIQUE key must be defined as NOT NULL. A table
can have multiple UNIQUE keys.

• CONSTRAINT
(Optional). Defines the constraint-name. If the constraint-name is not coded, a system-created value is generated.
A constraint name has to be unique in the schema, whether it is unique, primary key, or relational constraint.

• WITH DEFAULT
Directs IDMS to store the default value in the named column if no value for the column is specified when a row is
inserted.
Default: The default value for a column is based on its data type:

Column data type Default value
CHARACTER Blanks
VARCHAR A character string literal with a length of zero (that is, '')
GRAPHIC Double-byte blanks
VARGRAPHIC A double-byte character string literal with a length of zero
DATE The value in the CURRENT DATE special register
TIME The value in the CURRENT TIME special register
TIMESTAMP The value in the CURRENT TIMESTAMP special register
All numeric data types 0 (zero)

Parameters for Expansion of referential-constraint

Following is a list of the parameters for Expansion of referential-constraint:

• CONSTRAINT
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(Optional). Defines the constraint-name. If the constraint-name is not coded, a system-created value is
generated. A constraint name has to be unique in the schema, whether it is unique, primary key, or relational
constraint.

• (foreign-key-column)
Specifies one or more columns that make up the foreign key in the referencing table. It must identify a column in the
referencing table and must be unique within the list of column names.
Limits: 1 to 32 columns

Parameters for Expansion of references-clause

Following is a list of the parameters for Expansion of references-clause:

• schema-name     The schema associated with the referenced table.
If you do not specify schema-name, it defaults to the following:
– The current schema associated with your SQL session, if the statement is entered through the Command Facility or

executed dynamically
– The schema associated with the access module used at runtime, if the statement is embedded in an application

program
• referenced-table

The referenced table in the constraint. It must identify a base table defined in the catalog.
• (referenced-column)

Specifies one or more non-null columns that make up a unique key in the referenced table, as defined by a CREATE
CALC or CREATE INDEX statement.
It must identify a column in the referenced table and must be unique within the list of column names. The columns
must be named in the same order in which they are named in the CREATE CALC or CREATE INDEX statement that
defines the unique key.
You must specify the same number of referenced columns as the number of columns included in the foreign key of
the referencing table. The corresponding referenced and foreign-key columns must have the same data type, length,
precision, and scale.
When (referenced-column) is omitted the referenced table must be defined with a primary key, and the primary key
column list of the referenced table will be used as the referenced columns.  

Usage

Tables in the SYSTEM Schema

You cannot define a table in the SYSTEM schema.

Tables in System Areas

You cannot associate a table with a system area supplied with IDMS.

Maximum Row Length

When defining the columns in a table, you must ensure that the total number of bytes required for all columns in the table
does not exceed the maximum allowed.

The total number of bytes allowed for all columns included in a table defined with the COMPRESS option is 32,760. If
the table is defined without the COMPRESS option, the total number of bytes allowed for all columns is limited by the
database page size and the size of the page reserve. The length of all columns must be less than or equal to (page-size -
page-reserve - 40).

The number of bytes used for each column is determined by the column data type. Columns that allow null values take
one additional byte each.
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Each linked clustered referential constraint where the table is the referencing table reduces the total number of bytes
allowed for columns by 12. Each linked clustered referential constraint in which the table is the referenced table or linked
indexed referential constraint where the table is the referencing or the referenced table reduces the total by 8 bytes.

A CALC key defined on a table also reduces the total number of bytes allowed for columns by 8.

Overwriting Generated Indexes

Generated indexes are created to enforce UNIQUE and PRIMARY KEY constraints defined with CREATE TABLE syntax.
 They are generated with default index values.  To override default values for a generated index, you can use CREATE
UNIQUE INDEX, but only while the table is empty.   After the table is populated you need to use ALTER INDEX.   If you
use CREATE UNIQUE INDEX to change default values, internally the generated index will be dropped prior to creating
the new one.

Recommended Row Length

The absolute maximum row length for an uncompressed table is (page-size - page-reserve - 40). The recommended
maximum row length is 30% of the absolute maximum.

Restrictions on search-condition

In the CHECK parameter of a CREATE TABLE statement note the following:

• Search-condition cannot include any host variables, routine parameters, local variables, aggregate or user-defined
functions, EXISTS predicates, quantified predicates, or subqueries

• Each column referenced in search condition must identify a column in the table being defined

Default Indexes

The default index for a table is stored in the same area as the table. IDMS uses the default index to cluster rows of the
table when no other clustered index, CALC key, or clustered referential constraint is defined for the table.

For such a table, the default index improves processing efficiency. IDMS uses the default index instead of an area sweep
to locate rows of the table for retrieval.

The ESTIMATED ROWS Parameter with Large Tables

To enable IDMS to choose optimal attributes for indexes on a large table, you should supply an estimated number of rows
in the table definition or specify index block characteristics yourself.

If you do not specify ESTIMATED ROWS, and, if you do not update statistics after the table is loaded, IDMS calculates
index characteristics using an estimated row count of 1000.

Omitting NOT NULL and WITH DEFAULT

If you omit both NOT NULL nor WITH DEFAULT, the column is assigned a null value if no value is specified for the column
on an INSERT statement.

Specifying a Synchronization Stamp

When defining or altering a table, you can specify a value for its synchronization stamp. If not specified, the
synchronization stamp is automatically set to the current date and time. 

NOTE

Use care when specifying a value for the synchronization stamp. The purpose of the stamp is to enable
the detection of discrepancies between an entity and its definition. If explicitly specified, you must set the
synchronization stamp to a new value following a change so that the change is detectable by the runtime
system.

 

Defining a Referential Constraint
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When defining a Referential Constraint through CREATE TABLE the same rules must be followed as defining one through
CREATE CONSTRAINT. 

On creation of a referential constraint, an index will automatically be generated on the foreign key columns.

Referenced keys specified must be NOT NULL.

Enforcing Indexes

When a unique or primary key constraint is defined on a Create Table, a unique index is created to enforce the constraint,
as follows:

• It is marked as an enforcing generated index.
• It is created with default options.
• If a constraint name is not specified one is generated.

If more than one unique constraint is defined on the same columns, only one enforcing index is created. A primary key
constraint is used over a unique constraint, whether named or unnamed. A named unique constraint is used over an
unnamed constraint. Otherwise the first constraint name encountered is used.

If the enforcing index is for a primary key, the replacement index is marked as only a primary key index when the original
primary key is dropped.

An enforcing index can be altered, but cannot be changed to non-Unique.

An enforcing index can only be dropped after a replacement enforcing index has been defined. A replacement enforcing
index may be defined by creating a unique index on the same columns as an existing enforcing index. When the columns
match, the new index is also marked as an enforcing index, but is not a generated index. Either index may then be
dropped, but not both. When a replacement index is created for a generated index it is automatically be dropped.

An enforcing index can only be dropped after the constraint is dropped, using Alter Table Drop Constraint.  If the index
is generated it is dropped as part of the drop constraint command.   If the index is not generated it is marked as not
enforcing, and can be dropped using Drop Index.

Example

Defining a Base Table

The following CREATE TABLE statement defines the EMPLOYEE table in the DEMO_LIB schema. The table includes 16
columns. The CHECK parameter in the table definition restricts the values that can be stored in the STATUS column. Data
in the table is stored in a compressed form in the EMP_SPACE area. The expected number of rows for the table is 350.

create table demo_lib.employee

   (emp_id           integer        not null,

   manager_id        integer,

   emp_fname         varchar(20)    not null,

   emp_lname         varchar(20)    not null,

   dept_id           integer        not null,

   proj_id           varchar(10),

   street            varchar(40)    not null,

   city              character(20)  not null,

   state             character(2)   not null,

   zip_code          character(9)   not null,

   phone             character(10),

   status            character(1),

   ss_number         integer        not null,

   start_date        date           not null,

   termination_date  date,
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   birth_date        date,

   check (status in ('A', 'S', 'L', 'T')))

   in demoseg.emp_space

   compress

   estimated rows 350;

CREATE TABLE PROCEDURE
The CREATE TABLE PROCEDURE data description statement stores the definition of a table procedure in the SQL
catalog. You can refer to the table procedure in SQL SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE statements just as
you would a table. These references result in IDMS calls to the corresponding external routine. Although such routines
can perform any action, you use them typically to manipulate data stored in some other organization (for example, in a
network-defined database or in a set of VSAM files).

You use the formal parameters of a table procedure definition like the columns of a table during a procedure invocation.
You can put values in and return them from the table procedure using column-like syntax.

The CREATE TABLE PROCEDURE statement is an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To issue a CREATE TABLE PROCEDURE statement, you must either own the schema in which the table procedure is
being defined or hold the CREATE privilege on the named table procedure.

Syntax

 

►►─── CREATE TABLE PROCEDURE ─┬───────────────┬─ table-procedure-identifier ──►

                              └─ schema-name. ┘

         ┌──────────── , ────────┐

 ►─── ( ─▼─ parameter-definition ┴ ) EXTERNAL NAME external-routine-name ─────►

 ►────┬─────────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────┬────────►

      └─── ESTIMATED ROWS row-count ────┘ └─ ESTIMATED IOS io-count ─┘

 

 ►────┬───────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

      ├─ USER MODE ◄──┤

      └─ SYSTEM MODE ─┘

 ►────┬──────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

      └─ LOCAL WORK AREA ── local-stge-size ─┘

 ►────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────►

      └─ GLOBAL WORK AREA ── global-stge-size ──┬──────────────┤

                                                └─ KEY key-id ─┘

 

 ►────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────►

      └─ TRANSACTION SHARING ───────────────────┬─ ON ───────┬────────┘

                                                ├─ OFF ──────┤

                                                └─ DEFAULT ◄─┘
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 ►────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────►

      └─ DEFAULT DATABASE  ────────────────────┬ NULL ◄───┬───────────┘

                                               └─CURRENT──┘

 ►────┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►◄

      └── TIMESTAMP  timestamp-value ─────────────┘

 

Expansion of parameter-definition

 

►►─── parameter-name ── data-type ─┬────────────────┬─────────────────────────►◄

                                   └─ WITH DEFAULT ─┘

 

Parameters

• table-procedure-identifier
Specifies the 1-character to 18-character name of the table procedure you are creating. table-procedure-identifier
must:
– Be unique among the table, view, function, procedure, and table procedure identifiers within the schema associated

with the table procedure
– Follow conventions for SQL identifiers

• schema-name
Specifies the schema name qualifier to be associated with the table procedure. Schema-name must identify a schema
that is defined in the dictionary. If you do not specify a schema-name, it defaults to:
– The current schema associated with your SQL session, if the statement is specified through the Command Facility

or executed dynamically
– The schema associated with the access module used at runtime, if the statement is embedded in an application

program
• parameter-definition

Defines a parameter to be associated with the table procedure. Parameters are passed to the table procedure in the
order they are specified. The list of parameters must be enclosed in parentheses. Multiple parameter definitions must
be separated by commas.
Expanded syntax for parameter-definition is shown immediately following the CREATE TABLE PROCEDURE syntax.
See descriptions for these parameters at the end of this section.

• external-routine-name
Specifies the one- to eight-character name of the program which is called to process references to the table procedure.

• row-count
Specifies an integer value, in the range 0 through 2,147,483,647, representing the average number of rows returned
by the table procedure for a given set of input parameters.

• io-count
Specifies an integer value, in the range 0 through 2,147,483,647, that represents the average number of disk accesses
generated by the table procedure for a given set of input parameters.

• USER MODE
Specifies the table procedure should execute as a user-mode application program within IDMS. This value is the
default, unless SYSTEM MODE is specified.

• SYSTEM MODE
Specifies the table procedure should execute as a system mode application program. To execute in system mode, the
program must be fully reentrant and be written in either:
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– Assembler using DC calling conventions
– COBOL or PL/I and compiled with an LE-compliant compiler

• local-stge-size
Specifies an integer, in the range 0 through 32767, which represents the size, in bytes, of a local storage area which is
allocated by IDMS at runtime and passed to the table procedure on each invocation.
IDMS allocates a local storage area on the first call to a table procedure for each SQL statement within a transaction
or for a set of SQL statements which are related through reference to the same cursor (OPEN, FETCH, CLOSE,
positioned UPDATE, and DELETE statements are related through a cursor). The same local storage area is passed
to the table procedure for all calls for one statement or related statements. When the SQL statement has completed
execution or when the cursor is closed, the local work area is released.

NOTE
If you do not code a LOCAL WORK AREA clause, the default local storage size is 1024 bytes.

• global-stge-size
Specifies an integer, in the range 0 through 32767, that represents the size, in bytes, of the global storage area that
IDMS allocates at runtime and passes to the table procedure on each invocation.
IDMS allocates a global storage area once within a transaction and retains it until the transaction terminates.

• key-id
Specifies the one- to four-character identifier for the global storage area. IDMS passes the same piece of global
storage within a transaction to all SQL routines that have the same global storage key.
If you do not specify a storage key, IDMS allocates each table procedure its own global storage area. This storage
area is not used for any other routine within the transaction.

• TRANSACTION SHARING
Specifies whether transaction sharing should be enabled for database sessions started by the table procedure. If
transaction sharing is enabled for a database session, it shares the current SQL session's transaction.
– ON

Specifies that transaction sharing should be enabled
– OFF

Specifies that transaction sharing should be disabled.
– DEFAULT

Specifies that the transaction sharing setting that is in effect when the table procedure is invoked should be
retained.

• DEFAULT DATABASE
Specifies whether a default database should be established for database sessions started by the table procedure.
– NULL

Specifies that no default database should be established.
– CURRENT

Specifies that the database to which the SQL session is connected become the default for any database session
that is started by the table procedure.

• timestamp-value
Specifies the value of the synchronization stamp to be assigned to the table procedure. Timestamp-value must be a
valid external representation of a timestamp.

Parameters for Expansion of parameter-definition

• parameter-name
Specifies a 1-character to 32-character name of a parameter to be passed to the table procedure. Parameter-name
must:
– Be unique within the table procedure that you are defining
– Follow the conventions for SQL identifiers
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All parameters are implicitly nullable. Input parameters can be assigned NULL as a parameter value and output
parameters can return NULL.

• data-type
Defines the data type for the named parameter. For expanded data-type syntax, see Expansion of Data-type.

• WITH DEFAULT
if no value for the parameter is specified, IDMS passes a default value for the named parameter.
The default value for a parameter is based on its data type:

Column data type Default value
CHARACTER Blanks
VARCHAR A character string literal with a length of zero (that is, '')
GRAPHIC Double-byte blanks
VARGRAPHIC A double-byte character string literal with a length of zero
DATE The value in the CURRENT DATE special register
TIME The value in the CURRENT TIME special register
TIMESTAMP The value in the CURRENT TIMESTAMP special register
All numeric data types 0 (zero)

Usage

Influencing Join Strategies

IDMS uses estimated row and I/O counts to determine the cost of joining a table procedure with other tables, views,
or table procedures. To determine the optimal access strategy, IDMS examines different sequences for retrieving
information. By providing the estimated row and I/O counts for the table procedure and for each access key that is used
by the table procedure, IDMS can select the optimal access strategy.

To determine the cost of a specific access strategy, IDMS uses estimates that are provided in CREATE TABLE
PROCEDURE. If input values are available for the parameters that are included in a key, IDMS uses the estimates that
are specified in the CREATE KEY statement instead.

Specifying a Synchronization Stamp

When defining or altering a table procedure, you can specify a value for its synchronization stamp. However, use care
because the purpose of the stamp is to enable the detection of discrepancies between an entity and its definition. If
explicitly specified, you must set the synchronization stamp to a new value following a change so that the change is
detectable by the runtime system.

If not specified, the synchronization stamp is automatically set to the current date and time.

Example

The following CREATE TABLE PROCEDURE statement defines a table procedure.

create table procedure emp.org

   (top_key          unsigned numeric(4),

   level             smallint,

   mgr_id            unsigned numeric(4),

   mgr_lname         char(25)

   emp_id            unsigned numeric (4),

   emp_lname         char(25)
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   start_date        DATE,

   structure_code    char(2))

   external name procorgu

   local work area 800

   global work area 600 KEY EMP

   estimated rows 100

   estimated ios 50;

More Information

• For more information about expanded table procedure references, see Expansion of Table-procedure-reference.
• For more information about coding the external routine, see Defining and Using Table Procedures.
• For more information about CREATE KEY, see CREATE KEY.

CREATE TEMPORARY TABLE
The CREATE TEMPORARY TABLE data description statement defines a temporary table. A temporary table exists for the
duration of the transaction in which the table is created. When the transaction ends, IDMS deletes the definition of and the
data associated with the temporary table.

The CREATE TEMPORARY TABLE statement is an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

None required.

Syntax

 

►►─── CREATE TEMPORARY TABLE table-identifier ────────────────────────────────►

         ┌───────── , ─────────┐

 ►─── ( ─▼─ column-definition ─┴ ) ───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Expansion of column-definition

 

►►─── column-name  data-type ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ NOT NULL ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ WITH DEFAULT ─┘

 

Parameters

• table-identifier
Specifies the name of the temporary table being created. Table-identifier must be a 1- through 18-character name that
follows the conventions for SQL identifiers.
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Table-identifier must be unique within the transaction in which the temporary table is defined. To prevent possible
ambiguity, temporary table identifiers should differ from the identifiers of any base tables and views defined in the
dictionary.

• column-definition
Defines a column to be included in the temporary table.
Columns are included in the table in the order they are specified.
The list of column definitions must be enclosed in parentheses. Multiple column definitions must be separated by
commas.
Expanded syntax for column-definition is shown immediately following the CREATE TEMPORARY TABLE syntax.
Descriptions for these parameters are located at the end of this section.

Parameters for Expansion of column-definition

• column-name
Specifies the name of a column to be included in the temporary table. Column-name must be a 1- through 32-
character name that follows the conventions for SQL identifiers.
Column-name must be unique within the temporary table being defined.

• data-type
Defines the data type for the named column. For expanded data-type syntax, see Expansion of Data-type.

• NOT NULL
Indicates that the column cannot contain null values.
If you specify NOT NULL without WITH DEFAULT, an INSERT statement must specify a value for the column.
If you do not specify NOT NULL, the column is defined to allow null values.

• WITH DEFAULT
Directs IDMS to store the default value for the named data type in the named column if no value for the column is
specified when a new row is stored.
The default value for a column is based on its data type:

Column data type Default value
CHARACTER Blanks
VARCHAR A character string literal with a length of zero (that is, '')
GRAPHIC Double-byte blanks
VARGRAPHIC A double-byte character string literal with a length of zero
DATE The value in the CURRENT DATE special register
TIME The value in the CURRENT TIME special register
TIMESTAMP The value in the CURRENT TIMESTAMP special register
All numeric data types 0 (zero)

Usage

Maximum Row Length

The total number of bytes allowed for all columns included in a temporary table is 32,767. The number of bytes used for
each column is determined by the column data type. Columns that allow null values take one additional byte each.

Example

Defining a Temporary Table

The following CREATE TEMPORARY TABLE statement defines the temporary table TEMP_BUDGET with two columns:
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create temporary table temp_budget

   (dept_id      integer  not null,

   all_expenses  decimal(9,2));

CREATE VIEW
The CREATE VIEW data description statement defines a view in the dictionary.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To issue a CREATE VIEW statement, you must own the schema where the view is being defined or hold the CREATE
privilege on the named view.

Syntax

 

►►─── CREATE VIEW ─┬────────────────┬─ view-identifier ───────────────────────►

                   └─ schema-name. ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   │     ┌──────── , ─────────┐     │

   └─ ( ─▼─ view-column-name ─┴─ ) ─┘

 ►─── AS query-expression ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ order-by-specification ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ WITH CHECK OPTION ─┘

 ►────┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►◄

      └── TIMESTAMP  timestamp-value ─────────────┘

 

Expansion of order-by-specification

 

               ┌─────────────────────── , ───────────────────────────┐

►►── ORDER BY ─▼─┬─┬───────────────┬─ column-name ─┬───┬──────────┬──┴────────►◄

                 │ ├─ table-name. ─┤               │   ├─ ASC ◄───┤

                 │ └─ alias. ──────┘               │   └─ DESC ───┘

                 ├─ column-number ─────────────────┤

                 ├─ result-name ───────────────────┤

                 └─ rowid-pseudo-column ───────────┘
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Parameters

• view-identifier
Specifies the name of the view being created. View-identifier must be a 1- through 18-character name that follows the
conventions for SQL identifiers.
View-identifier must be unique among the table, view, procedure and table procedure identifiers within the schema
associated with the view.

• schema-name
Specifies the schema to be associated with the view. Schema-name must identify a schema defined in the dictionary.
If you do not specify schema-name, it defaults to:
– The current schema associated with your SQL session, if the statement is entered through the Command Facility or

executed dynamically
– The schema associated with the access module used at runtime, if the statement is embedded in an application

program
• ( view-column-name )

Assigns names to the columns to be included in the view. The number of column names must be the same as the
number of columns in the result table represented by query-expression. The first column name is assigned to the first
column in the result table, the second column name to the second result column, and so on.
Column-name must be a 1- through 32-character name that follows the conventions for SQL identifiers and must be
unique within the view being defined.
The list of column names must be enclosed in parentheses. Multiple column names must be separated by commas.
If you do not specify any column names, IDMS assigns to the columns in the view the same names as those of the
result table of query-expression.

• AS query-expression
Defines the columns to be included in the view. The first column in the result table is the first column in the view, the
second result column is the second column in the view, and so on.

NOTE
For more information about expanded query-expression syntax, see Expansion of Query-expression.

• order-by-specification
Specifies a sort order for the rows in the result table defined by query-expression. Expanded syntax for order-by-
specification is shown immediately following the CREATE VIEW syntax.
The use of the ORDER BY parameter in a CREATE VIEW statement is an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

• WITH CHECK OPTION
Specifies that any row inserted or updated through the view must satisfy the search condition of the WHERE clause
in the query specification. This means you cannot add data through a view that the view would prevent you from
retrieving.

• TIMESTAMP timestamp-value
specifies the value of the synchronization stamp to be assigned to the view. Timestamp-value must be a valid external
representation of a timestamp.

Parameters for Expansion of order-by-specification

• ORDER BY
Sorts the rows in the result table defined by query-expression in ascending or descending order by the values in the
specified columns. Rows are ordered first by the first column specified, then by the second column specified within the
ordering established by the first column, then by the third column specified, and so on.
You can specify from 1 through 254 columns in the ORDER BY parameter. Multiple columns must be separated by
commas.

• column-name
Specifies a sort column by name. Column-name must identify a column in the result table of the query expression.
– table-name
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Specifies the table, view, procedure or table procedure that includes the named column. For expanded table-name
syntax, see Identifying Entities in Schemas.

– alias
Specifies the alias associated with the table, view, procedure or table procedure that includes the named column.
Alias must be defined in the FROM parameter of the query specification that makes up the query expression.

• column-number
Specifies a sort column by the position of the column in the result table defined by query-expression. The first result
column is in position 1.
Column-number must be an integer in the range 1 through the number of columns in the result table.

• result-name
Specifies the sort column by the result name specified in the AS parameter of query-expression.

• rowid-pseudo-column
Specifies a sort column as a ROWID pseudo-column. See Expansion of rowid-pseudo-column.

• ASC
Indicates that the values in the specified column are to be sorted in ascending order. ASC is the default when you
specify neither ASC nor DESC.

• DESC
Indicates that the values in the specified column are to be sorted in descending order.

Usage

Views on SYSTEM Tables

You can define a view on a table in the SYSTEM schema, but you cannot associate the view with the SYSTEM schema.

Required Column Names

You must include column names in a CREATE VIEW statement when any one of the following is true:

• Two or more of the result columns specified in the query-expression have the same name
• One or more of the value expressions representing the columns in the result table include a literal, an arithmetic

operation (unary or binary), or an aggregate function
• A column in the result table has been assigned an alias through the AS parameter of the query specification

Restriction on query-expression

In a CREATE VIEW statement, query-expression cannot include:

• Host variables, local variables, or routine parameters
• References to temporary tables

Grouped Views

If the query-expression in a CREATE VIEW statement includes a GROUP BY or HAVING parameter that is not contained
in a subquery, the view defined by the statement is a grouped view.

Updateable Views

For a view to be updateable:

• The query-expression must be updateable
• The view definition must not contain an ORDER BY clause

Result columns derived from a value expression other than a simple column reference cannot be updated or inserted
through a view.
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Using WITH CHECK OPTION

WITH CHECK OPTION has meaning only if the view is updateable and cannot be specified if the WHERE clause of the
query expression contains a subquery.

When a view defined with WITH CHECK OPTION is referenced in the FROM clause of a second view definition, the
check criterion of the original view is applied to data inserted or updated through the second view. If the second view is
part of a third view definition, the check criterion of the original view is applied to data inserted or updated through the third
view, and so on.

If a view defined without WITH CHECK OPTION is referenced in the FROM clause of a second view that has a WITH
CHECK OPTION, the search conditions in the WHERE clause of both view definitions must be satisfied by an UPDATE
or INSERT statement that references the second view. This principle holds true regardless of the number of levels of view
references involved.

Once WITH CHECK OPTION is encountered in a view definition, all subordinate views referenced by that view are treated
as if their definitions also contain WITH CHECK OPTION.

Use of * in a View Definition

Avoid the use of * in the query expression to denote all columns of a table named in the FROM parameter for the following
reasons.

• If * is used and new columns are added to the table, the view becomes invalid; it must be dropped and recreated.
Altering the definition of an underlying table does not impact the view if you explicitly identify columns in the view
definition.

• The use of * for columns of a table in a schema with virtual keys returns the ROWID and the virtual foreign columns in
the column list. If multiple tables are referenced in the query-expression, the ROWID columns are ambiguous and an
error is returned due to duplicate column names.

Specifying a Synchronization Stamp

When defining a view, you can specify a value for its synchronization stamp. You should use care when doing so because
the purpose of the stamp is to enable the detection of discrepancies between an entity and its definition. If explicitly
specified, you must set the synchronization stamp to a new value following a change so that the change is detectable by
the runtime system.

If not specified, the synchronization stamp is automatically set to the current date and time.

NOTE
For more information about dropping view definitions, see DROP VIEW.

Examples

Specifying Column Names in a View Definition

The following CREATE VIEW statement defines a view with three columns derived from two tables. The definition of the
third column includes aggregate functions and a binary arithmetic operation. Therefore, the CREATE VIEW statement
must specify names for all the columns in the view.

create view emp_vacation

   (emp_id, dept_id, vac_time)

   as select e.emp_id, dept_id, sum(vac_accrued) - sum(vac_taken)

      from employee e, benefits b

      where e.emp_id = b.emp_id

      group by dept_id, e.emp_id;
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Defining an Updateable View

The following CREATE VIEW statement defines an updateable view:

create view emp_home_info

   as select emp_id, emp_lname, emp_fname, street, city, state,

         zip_code, phone

      from employee;

DEALLOCATE PREPARE
The DEALLOCATE PREPARE statement destroys a dynamically-compiled statement and all other dynamically-compiled
statements that directly or indirectly reference it. You can use this statement only in SQL embedded in an application
program.

Authorization

None required.

Syntax

 

►►── DEALLOCATE PREPARE statement-name ───────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

• statement-name
Identifies the statement to be destroyed. It must identify a statement previously created using a PREPARE statement.

Usage

Effect on Dependent Statements

Upon successful execution of a DEALLOCATE PREPARE statement, the following actions have taken place:

• The target statement is destroyed.
• If the target statement was a cursor-specification, all cursors that reference the target statement are destroyed. If the

cursors were open at the time the DEALLOCATE PREPARE statement was executed, they are first closed.
• If any dynamically compiled positioned UPDATE or DELETE statements reference a cursor being destroyed, they too

are destroyed.

Examples

Destroying a Prepared Statement

The following statement destroys the local statement named S1 and any cursors that reference the statement. It also
destroys any statements that reference the cursors.

EXEC SQL

  DEALLOCATE PREPARE S1

END-EXEC
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DECLARE CURSOR
The DECLARE CURSOR data manipulation statement defines a cursor for a specified result table. Use this statement
only in SQL that is embedded in a program.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To issue a DECLARE CURSOR statement that includes a cursor specification, you must own or have the SELECT
privilege on each table, view, table procedure, and function explicitly named in the cursor specification. Authorization
checking for cursors that reference a statement is done during execution of the corresponding PREPARE statement.

Additional authorization requirements apply to each view explicitly named in the cursor specification, to each view
explicitly named in the definition of such a view, to each view explicitly named in the definition of those views, and so forth.

For any such view, the owner of the view must own or have the grantable SELECT privilege on each table, view, table
procedure, and function explicitly named in the view definition.

Syntax

 

►►── cursor-declaration ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Expansion of cursor-declaration

 

►►── DECLARE static-cursor-name ─┬──────────┬─ CURSOR ─────────────────────────►

                                 └─ GLOBAL ─┘

 ►───┬───────────────────┬── FOR ──┬─ cursor-specification ──┬─────────────────►◄

     ├─ WITH RETURN ─────┤         └─ static-statement-name ─┘

     └─ WITHOUT RETURN ◄─┘

 

Parameters

Parameters for Expansion of cursor-declaration

• static-cursor-name
Assigns a name to the cursor. Cursor-name must be a 1- through 18-character name that follows the conventions for
SQL identifiers.

• GLOBAL
Specifies the cursor can be used by other application programs sharing the access module that contains the cursor
definition.
The GLOBAL parameter is not valid for cursors associated with result tables defined by dynamically compiled SELECT
statements.
The GLOBAL parameter is an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

• WITH RETURN
Defines the cursor as a returnable cursor. If a returnable cursor is declared in an SQL-invoked procedure and is in the
open state when the procedure returns to its caller, a result set is returned to the caller.

• WITHOUT RETURN
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Specifies that the cursor is not a returnable cursor. This is the default.
• FOR

Defines the result table associated with the cursor.
• cursor-specification

Specifies the result table in the form of a cursor definition. For expanded cursor-specification syntax, see Expansion
of Cursor-specification.

• static-statement-name
Specifies the result table in the form of a dynamically compiled SELECT statement. Statement-name must identify a
statement named in a PREPARE statement.
You cannot use a dynamically-compiled SELECT statement to define the result table associated with a global cursor
using the DECLARE CURSOR statement. This can be achieved using an ALLOCATE CURSOR statement.

Usage

Uniqueness of Cursor Names

Each cursor name must be unique within an application program. Global cursor names must be unique within an access
module.

Updateable Cursors

The cursor defined by a DECLARE CURSOR statement is updateable if the cursor specification, contained in the
DECLARE CURSOR statement or represented by the static-statement-name is updateable.

Defining Returnable Cursors

While any cursor can be defined as a returnable cursor using WITH RETURN, it only makes sense to do so in programs
that are invoked as SQL-invoked procedures and that are defined with a non-zero dynamic result set attribute.

The invoker must use the ALLOCATE CURSOR statement to associate returned result sets with received cursors for
further processing.

NOTE
For more information about how the caller processes returned result sets, see ALLOCATE CURSOR and CALL
Statement.

Examples

Declaring a Global Cursor with a Specified Row Order

The following DECLARE CURSOR statement defines a global cursor for a result table containing information about all
current employees and consultants. The rows in the table are ordered first by last name, then by department, and then by
employee identifier.

EXEC SQL

   DECLARE ALL_EMP_CURSOR GLOBAL CURSOR

      FOR SELECT DEPT_ID, EMP_ID, 'EMPLOYEE', EMP_LNAME,

            EMP_FNAME, STREET, CITY, STATE, ZIP_CODE

         FROM EMPLOYEE

         WHERE STATUS IN ('A', 'L', 'S')

         UNION SELECT DEPT_ID, CON_ID, 'CONSULTANT', CON_LNAME,

               CON_FNAME, STREET, CITY, STATE, ZIP_CODE

            FROM CONSULTANT
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      ORDER BY 4, 5, 1, 2

END-EXEC

Naming an Updateable Column

The following DECLARE CURSOR statement defines a cursor for a result table containing fiscal year 1999 bonus
information for each employee. The statement specifies that the BONUS_AMOUNT column of the BENEFITS table can
be updated through the cursor.

EXEC SQL

   DECLARE BONUS_CURSOR CURSOR

      FOR SELECT EMP_ID, BONUS_AMOUNT

         FROM BENEFITS

         WHERE FISCAL_YEAR = '99'

      FOR UPDATE OF BONUS_AMOUNT

END-EXEC

Associating a Cursor with a Dynamically Compiled SELECT Statement

The DECLARE CURSOR statement shown next, defines a cursor for the result table derived from a dynamically compiled
SELECT statement named DYN_PROJ_SELECT. The application program must include a PREPARE statement for
DYN_PROJ_SELECT.

EXEC SQL

DECLARE PROJECT_CURSOR CURSOR

   FOR DYN_PROJ_SELECT

END-EXEC

Defining Returnable Cursors

The following DECLARE CURSOR statement is specified in an SQL-invoked procedure written in SQL. The cursor
RET_COVERAGE returns a result set consisting of the rows of the table DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE for which the column
EMP_ID equals the value of the parameter P_EMP_ID. To effectively return the result set, the cursor must be left open on
the return from the procedure.

declare RET_COVERAGE cursor with return for

    select * from DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE

     where EMP_ID = P_EMP_ID;

More Information

• For more information about manipulating cursors, see CLOSE, FETCH, and OPEN Statement.
• For more information about sharing cursors within an access module, see DECLARE EXTERNAL CURSOR.
• For more information about the dynamic compilation of SQL statements, see PREPARE or the Dynamic SQL.
• For more information about using cursors in an application program, see the Using a Cursor.

DECLARE EXTERNAL CURSOR
The DECLARE EXTERNAL CURSOR data manipulation statement identifies an externally-defined global cursor to be
used by the application program. You can use this statement only in SQL that is embedded in a program. The DECLARE
EXTERNAL CURSOR statement is an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.
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Authorization

None required.

Syntax

 

►►─── DECLARE static-cursor-name EXTERNAL CURSOR ─────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameter

• static-cursor-name
Specifies the name of a global cursor to be used by the application program. Static-cursor-name must identify a cursor
defined by a DECLARE CURSOR statement with the GLOBAL option in another application program that shares an
access module with the program containing the DECLARE EXTERNAL CURSOR statement.

Usage

Sharing Cursors

For one program (program B) to use a cursor defined in another program (program A):

• Program A must:
– Include a DECLARE CURSOR statement that defines the cursor as a global cursor
– Include an OPEN statement that opens the cursor
– Open the cursor before program B attempts to use the cursor

• Program B must include a DECLARE EXTERNAL CURSOR statement that names the cursor
• The two programs must:

– Use the same access module
– Execute within the same transaction

Example

Identifying an Externally Defined Global Cursor

The following DECLARE EXTERNAL CURSOR statement identifies ALL_EMP_CURSOR as an externally defined global
cursor that is used in the application program:

EXEC SQL

   DECLARE ALL_EMP_CURSOR EXTERNAL CURSOR

END-EXEC

More Information

• For more information about defining global cursors, see DECLARE CURSOR
• For more information about using cursors in an application program, see the Using a Cursor.

DELETE
The DELETE data manipulation statement deletes one or more rows from a table.

This article describes the following information:
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Authorization

To issue a DELETE statement, you must:

• Hold the DELETE privilege on or own the table, view, or table procedure named in the FROM parameter
• Hold the SELECT privilege on or own each table, view, and table procedure explicitly named in a subquery in the

search condition in the WHERE parameter

Additional authorization requirements apply to:

• A view named in the FROM parameter, each view named in the FROM parameter of such a view, each view named in
the FROM parameters of those views, and so forth.
For any such view, the owner of the view must hold the grantable DELETE privilege on or own the table, view, or table
procedure named in the FROM parameter of the view definition.

• Each view named in the FROM parameter of a subquery in the search condition, each view named in the FROM
parameter of such a view, each view named in the FROM parameters of those views, and so forth.
For any such view, the owner of the view must hold the grantable SELECT privilege on or own each table, view, and
table procedure named in the FROM parameter of the view definition.

Syntax

 

 

►►─── DELETE FROM table-reference ───┬─────────┬──────────────────────────────►

                                     └─ alias──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────►◄

   └─ WHERE ─┬─ search-condition ──────────────────────┬─┘

             └─ CURRENT OF ─┬─ cursor-name ─────────┬──┘

                            └─ dynamic-name-clause ─┘

 

Expansion of dynamic-name-clause

 

►►─┬─────────────┬─ cursor-name ──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ LOCAL ◄ ─┬─┘

   └─ GLOBAL ──┘

 

Parameters

• FROM table-reference
Specifies the table, view, or table procedure from which rows are to be deleted. Table-reference must not specify a
procedure or a joined table. If table-reference identifies a view:
– The view must be updateable
– The applicable rows are deleted from the table from which the view is derived
For expanded table-reference syntax, see Expansion of Table-reference.

• alias
Defines a new name to be used to identify the table, view, or table procedure within the DELETE statement. Alias must
be a 1- through 18-character name that follows the conventions for SQL identifiers.

• WHERE
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Restricts the rows to be deleted. If the DELETE statement does not include the WHERE parameter, IDMS deletes all
rows from the specified table, view, or table procedure.

• search-condition
Specifies criteria a row must meet to be deleted:
– When the value of search-condition is true, the row is deleted
– When the value of search-condition is false or unknown, the row is not deleted
For expanded search-condition syntax, see Expansion of Search-condition.

• CURRENT OF
Specifies only the row that corresponds to the current row of the named cursor is to be deleted.

• cursor-name
Identifies the cursor whose current row will be deleted. Cursor-name must identify an open cursor previously defined
by a DECLARE CURSOR statement within the application program or by an ALLOCATE CURSOR statement
executed within the same SQL transaction.

NOTE
This option may only be used in a DELETE statement embedded in an application program.

• dynamic-name-clause
Identifies the cursor whose current row will be deleted.

NOTE
This option may only be used in a DELETE statement dynamically compiled using a PREPARE or EXECUTE
IMMEDIATE statement.

Parameters for Expansion of dynamic-name-clause

• LOCAL
Indicates the named cursor has a local scope and was defined using a DECLARE CURSOR statement or an
ALLOCATE CURSOR statement. The default is LOCAL.

• GLOBAL
Indicates the named cursor was created by an ALLOCATE CURSOR statement and is global in scope.

• cursor-name
Specifies the name of the cursor as an identifier. Cursor-name must identify an open cursor previously defined by a
DECLARE CURSOR statement within the application program or by an ALLOCATE CURSOR statement executed
within the same SQL transaction.

Usage

Searched Deletes

A DELETE statement that include the WHERE search-condition parameter or does not include the WHERE parameter
at all is called a searched delete. Searched deletes may be entered through the Command Facility, executed
dynamically, or embedded within application programs.

Positioned Deletes

A DELETE statement that includes the WHERE CURRENT OF CURSOR parameter is called a positioned delete. The
cursor identified in the positioned delete statement must be updateable. Positioned deletes are valid only from within an
application program.

Dynamic Positioned Deletes

A dynamic positioned DELETE statement is one that references a dynamic cursor. Such a DELETE statement may be
embedded within an application program or created dynamically using a PREPARE or EXECUTE IMMEDIATE statement.

A positioned DELETE statement embedded in an application program may reference a static cursor or a dynamic cursor.
A positioned DELETE statement created dynamically using a PREPARE or EXECUTE IMMEDIATE statement can only
reference a dynamic cursor.
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Ambiguous Cursor References

When a dynamic positioned DELETE statement is being created by a PREPARE or EXECUTE IMMEDIATE statement,
it is possible that IDMS may not be able to determine which cursor is being referenced. This occurs if the application
program contains a DECLARE CURSOR statement that defines a cursor having the referenced name and the program
has also executed an ALLOCATE cursor statement that creates a cursor with the same name and a local scope. Under
these conditions, IDMS cannot determine which of the two cursors is being referenced. To avoid such problems, it is
advisable to use different names for cursors that are declared from those that are allocated with a local scope.

Restrictions on table-reference

In a searched delete, the table, view, or table procedure named in the FROM parameter of the DELETE statement cannot
also be named in the FROM parameter of any subquery included in the specified search condition or, in the case of a
view, in any search condition used in the view definition. This means that you cannot delete data from a table from which
you select in a subquery.

In a positioned delete, the table, view, or table procedure named in the FROM parameter of the DELETE statement must
also be named in the FROM parameter of the query specification used in the definition of the named cursor.

Restriction for Tables in Referential Constraints

If the table referenced in a DELETE statement is the referenced table in a referential constraint, and the referencing table
in the referential constraint includes one or more rows whose key-column values match those of a row to be deleted,
IDMS returns an error and does not delete the row.

Cursor Position After a Positioned Delete

After a positioned delete, the position of the cursor named in the DELETE statement is before the row that immediately
followed the deleted row. If the deleted row was the last row in the result table associated with the cursor, the position of
the cursor is after the last row.

Transaction State for the DELETE Statement

IDMS processes a DELETE statement only when the transaction state is read write.

Deleting Through a View

If you specify a view in the FROM clause of a DELETE statement, the view must be updateable, and only rows that can
be retrieved through the view can be deleted through the view.

Examples

Requesting a Searched Delete

The following DELETE statement deletes rows from the BENEFITS table for employees that have been terminated (status
T):

delete from benefits

   where emp_id in

      (select emp_id

         from employee

         where status = 'T');

Requesting a Positioned Delete

The following DELETE statement deletes the row of the EST_COST table that corresponds to the current row of the
EST_COST_CURSOR cursor:

EXEC SQL
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   DELETE FROM EST_COST

      WHERE CURRENT OF EST_COST_CURSOR

END-EXEC

Deleting All Rows

The following DELETE statement deletes all rows from the PROPOSED_BUDGET table:

delete from proposed_budget;

A Positioned DELETE Referencing a DECLAREd Cursor

The following statement deletes the current row of the cursor C1. C1 may be a dynamic or static cursor, and it must have
been defined using a DECLARE CURSOR statement:

EXEC SQL

  DELETE FROM EMPLOYEE WHERE CURRENT OF C1

END-EXEC

A Positioned DELETE Referencing an ALLOCATEd Cursor

The following statement deletes the current row of a cursor whose name is specified in the variable CNAME. The
referenced cursor must have been defined using an ALLOCATE CURSOR statement:

EXEC SQL

  DELETE FROM EMPLOYEE WHERE CURRENT OF :CNAME

END-EXEC

A Dynamically-compiled Positioned DELETE Statement

The following statement deletes the current row of local cursor C1. C1 may have been defined using a DECLARE
CURSOR statement or an ALLOCATE CURSOR statement. In either case, the cursor name in the DELETE statement is
specified as an identifier rather than as a literal or host variable:

EXEC SQL

  EXECUTE IMMEDIATE

  'DELETE FROM EMPLOYEE WHERE CURRENT OF LOCAL C1'

END-EXEC

NOTE
The keyword LOCAL is unnecessary since it is the default. Regardless of whether it is specified, if two
local cursors named C1 have been defined, one using a DECLARE CURSOR statement and one using an
ALLOCATE CURSOR statement, the EXECUTE IMMEDIATE statement fails on an ambiguous cursor error.

Using Virtual Foreign Keys in a Simple DELETE Statement

The following DELETE statement deletes the rows from the EMPLOYEE record for employees in the department whose
ROWID is x’50000201000000008’. FKEY_DEPT_EMPL is a virtual foreign key referencing the owner DEPARTMENT
record's virtual primary key ROWID:

DELETE FROM EMPLOYEE  

 

WHERE FKEY_DEPT_EMPL = X'5000020100000008';

Using Virtual Foreign Keys in a DELETE Statement using a Subquery
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The following DELETE statement deletes the rows from the EMPLOYEE record for employees in the Sales department:

DELETE FROM EMPLOYEE WHERE FKEY_DEPT_EMPL =       (SELECT ROWID FROM DEPARTMENT WHERE DEPT_NAME = ‘Sales’);  

  

More Information

• CREATE VIEW
• CLOSE, DECLARE CURSOR, FETCH, and OPEN Statement

DESCRIBE
The DESCRIBE data compilation statement directs IDMS to return information about a dynamically-compiled SQL
statement into an SQL descriptor area.

You can use this statement only in SQL that is embedded in a program.

Authorization

None required.

Syntax

 

►►─ DESCRIBE ─┬─ OUTPUT ◄──┬─ statement-name ─────────────────────────────────►

              └─ INPUT ────┘

 ►─ USING sql DESCRIPTOR descriptor-area-name1 ───────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────►◄

   ├─ INPUT ──┬─ USING sql DESCRIPTOR descriptor-area-name2 ─┘

   └─ OUTPUT ─┘

 

Parameters

• INPUT/OUTPUT
Specifies the type of information to be returned in the associated descriptor area. INPUT means that information about
dynamic parameters is to be returned in the SQL descriptor area. OUTPUT means that information about output
values is to be returned.

• statement-name
Specifies the name of the statement being described. For expanded statement-name syntax, see Expansion of
Statement-name.

• USING SQL DESCRIPTOR
Specifies the SQL descriptor area where IDMS is to return information about the named statement.
For compatibility with earlier releases, you can specify "INTO sql descriptor" in place of "USING sql DESCRIPTOR"; however, this is an extension to the SQL standard.

• descriptor-area-name1
Directs IDMS to use the named area as the descriptor area. Descriptor-area-name1 must identify an SQL descriptor
area.

• INPUT/OUTPUT USING SQL DESCRIPTOR descriptor-area-name2
Specifies the type of information to be returned in the associated descriptor area. INPUT means that information about
dynamic parameters is to be returned in the SQL descriptor area. OUTPUT means that information about output
values is to be returned.
If DESCRIBE OUTPUT is specified or implied, you may only specify the INPUT USING parameter; similarly, if DESCRIBE INPUT is specified, you may only specify the OUTPUT USING parameter.
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Descriptor-area-name2 is the name of the SQL descriptor area.
The ability to specify INPUT/OUTPUT USING SQL DESCRIPTOR descriptor-area-name2 is an IDMS extension to the
SQL standard.

Usage

Describing Dynamic Parameters

The INPUT option is used to return information about dynamic parameters that may be embedded in the SQL statement
being described. The SQLD field of the descriptor area indicates the number of dynamic parameters that appear in the
statement. If no dynamic parameters are used, this field is zero (0).

If dynamic parameters do appear in the statement, IDMS returns descriptions of the parameters in the descriptor area.
The data type information is derived from the context in which the dynamic parameter appears.

Describing Output Values

The OUTPUT option is used to return information about values output from IDMS:

• For a SELECT statement, IDMS returns a description of the result table defined by the statement. The SQLD field of
the descriptor area indicates the number of columns in the result table.

• For a statement other than SELECT, IDMS returns the value zero (0) in the SQLD field of the descriptor area.

Specifying the Maximum Number of Column Entries

The application program must specify the maximum number of entries it can accept by setting the value of the SQLN
field of the descriptor area before issuing the DESCRIBE statement. If the number of entries is insufficient to hold all
the requested information, IDMS returns the number of entries needed into the SQLD field but does not return any
descriptions.

Example

Describing a Dynamically Compiled Statement

The following DESCRIBE statement returns information about the result table of the dynamically compiled statement
named DYN_TEMP_SEL_1 in the descriptor area named SQLDA:

EXEC SQL

   DESCRIBE DYN_TEMP_SEL_1

      USING DESCRIPTOR SQLDA

END-EXEC

More Information

• For more information about the SQL descriptor area, see SQL Descriptor Area
• For more information about the dynamic compilation of SQL statements, see Using SQL Statements.

DESCRIBE CURSOR
The DESCRIBE CURSOR data manipulation statement directs IDMS to return information about the result set associated
with a received cursor into an SQL descriptor area.

Use this statement only in SQL that is embedded in a program.

Syntax

►►─── DESCRIBE output CURSOR extended-cursor-name STRUCTURE ────────────────►
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►───── USING sql DESCRIPTOR descriptor-area-name ──────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• extended-cursor-name
Specifies the name of the cursor whose result set is to be described. The cursor must have been previously associated
with a returned result set using the ALLOCATE CURSOR statement.

• USING sql DESCRIPTOR
Specifies the SQL descriptor area where IDMS is to return information about the result set with which the cursor is
associated.

• descriptor-area-name
Directs IDMS to use the named area as the descriptor area. descriptor-area-name must identify an SQL descriptor
area.

Example

The GET_EMPLOYEE_INFO procedure returns two result sets for a given EMP_ID:

• One for COVERAGE info
• One for BENEFITS info

For more information about how to define this procedure, see the examples in CREATE PROCEDURE.

* Invocation of the procedure GET_EMPLOYEE_INFO.

exec sql

      call GET_EMPLOYEE_INFO(1003)

end-exec

* The dynamic cursor 'RECEIVED_CURSOR' is associated with the first result set.

* The received cursor is in the open state.

exec sql

      allocate 'RECEIVED_CURSOR' for procedure specific procedure

      GET_EMPLOYEE_INFO

end-exec

* The 'RECEIVED_CURSOR' cursor info is being described

exec sql

      describe cursor 'RECEIVED_CURSOR' structure

      using sql descriptor SQLDA-AREA

end-exec

* The COVERAGE info is being processed.

* The statement is executed in a loop until the SQLSTATE indicates NO MORE DATA..

exec sql

      fetch 'RECEIVED_CURSOR' into :BUFFER-COVER

      using descriptor SQLDA-AREA

end-exec

* The dynamic cursor 'RECEIVED_CURSOR' is associated with the second result set.
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* The received cursor is in the open state.

exec sql

      close 'RECEIVED_CURSOR'

end-exec

. .

* The 'RECEIVED_CURSOR' info is being described

exec sql

      describe cursor 'RECEIVED_CURSOR' structure

      using sql descriptor SQLDA-AREA

end-exec

. . .

* The BENEFITS info is being processed

* The statement is executed in a loop until the SQLSTATE indicates NO MORE DATA

exec sql

      fetch 'RECEIVED_CURSOR' into :BUFFER-BENEF

      using descriptor SQLDA-AREA

end-exec

* Close the cursor

exec sql

      close 'RECEIVED_CURSOR'

end-exec

More Information

• For more information about the SQL descriptor area, see SQL Descriptor Area.
• For more information about calling procedures with dynamic results sets, see CALL Statement.
• For more information about allocating a cursor for a procedure, see ALLOCATE CURSOR.
• For more information about closing a received cursor, see CLOSE.

DROP ACCESS MODULE
The DROP ACCESS MODULE access module management statement deletes an access module and its definition from
the dictionary. It is also an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

Authorization

To issue a DROP ACCESS MODULE statement, you must hold the DROP privilege on or own the access module named
in the statement.

Syntax

 

►►─── DROP ACCESS MODULE ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
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 ►─┬────────────────┬─ access-module-name ────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ schema-name. ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ VERSION am-version-number ─┘

 ►─┬────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ PRESERVE ─┘

 

Parameters

• access-module-name
Specifies the name of the access module being dropped. Access-module-name must identify an access module
defined and stored in the dictionary.

• schema-name
Identifies the schema associated with the specified version of the named access module.
If you do not specify schema-name, it defaults to the current schema associated with your SQL session.

• VERSION am-version-number
Specifies the version number of the access module being dropped.
If VERSION is not specified, am-version-number defaults to 1.

• PRESERVE
Directs IDMS to retain privileges held on the access module being dropped. If you subsequently create a new access
module with the same name as the access module being dropped, the preserved privileges will apply to the new
access module.
If you do not specify PRESERVE in a DROP ACCESS MODULE statement, IDMS deletes all privileges held on the
access module if IDMS internal security is in effect.

Example

Dropping an Access Module

The following DROP ACCESS MODULE statement deletes version 1 of the SALES001 access module from the dictionary
but retains privileges held on the access module:

drop access module test.sales001

   preserve;

More Information

• For more information about access modules, see ALTER ACCESS MODULE and CREATE ACCESS MODULE.
• For more information about IDMS internal security, see  Administrating Security for IDMS .

DROP CALC
The DROP CALC data description statement deletes the definition of a CALC key from the dictionary. It is also an IDMS
extension of the SQL standard.

Authorization

To issue a DROP CALC statement, you must own or have the ALTER privilege on the table on which the CALC key is
defined.
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Syntax

 

►►─── DROP CALC key FROM ─┬────────────────┬─ table-identifier ───────────────►◄

                          └─ schema-name. ─┘

 

Parameters

• FROM table-identifier
Specifies the name of the table associated with the CALC key being dropped. Table-identifier must identify a base
table on which a CALC key has been defined in the dictionary. The named table cannot contain any data (that is, the
table must be empty).

• schema-name
Identifies the schema associated with the named table.
If you do not specify schema-name, it defaults to:
– The current schema associated with your SQL session, if the statement is entered through the Command Facility or

executed dynamically
– The schema associated with the access module used at runtime, if the statement is embedded in an application

program

Usage

CALC Keys on Tables in the SYSTEM Schema

You cannot delete the definition of a CALC key on a table in the SYSTEM schema.

CALC Keys in the Implementation of Referential Constraints

You cannot drop a CALC key that is used in the implementation of a referential constraint if no existing index can be used
in place of the CALC key.

Example

Dropping a CALC Key

The following DROP CALC statement deletes the definition of the CALC key associated with the COVERAGE table from
the dictionary:

drop calc from coverage;

More Information

• For more information about defining CALC keys, see CREATE CALC.
• For more information about unlinked referential constraints, see CREATE CONSTRAINT.

DROP CONSTRAINT
The DROP CONSTRAINT data description statement deletes the definition of a referential constraint from the dictionary. It
is also an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

Authorization

To issue a DROP CONSTRAINT statement, you must own or have the ALTER privilege on the referencing table in the
constraint named in the statement.
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Syntax

 

►►─── DROP CONSTRAINT constraint-name ────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── FROM ──┬────────────────┬── table-identifier ───────────────────────────►◄

             └─ schema-name. ─┘

 

Parameters

• constraint-name
Specifies the name of the referential constraint being dropped. Constraint-name must identify a referential constraint
defined in the dictionary.

• table-identifier
Specifies the referencing table in the constraint to be dropped.

• schema-name
Identifies the schema with which the table is associated.
If you do not specify a schema-name, the default value is:
– The current schema associated with your SQL session, if the statement is entered through the Command Facility or

executed dynamically
– The schema associated with the access module used at runtime, if the statement is embedded in an application

program

Usage

Referential Constraints Involving SYSTEM Tables

You cannot delete a constraint involving a table in the SYSTEM schema.

Implicitly Dropped Constraints

When you issue a DROP TABLE statement with the CASCADE parameter, IDMS deletes the definitions of all referential
constraints in which the table being dropped is the referencing table or the referenced table.

Linked Constraints

When dropping a linked constraint, IDMS updates every row in the referenced and referencing tables to remove the
physical links between the two tables.

Example

Dropping a Referential Constraint

The following DROP CONSTRAINT statement deletes the definition of the OFFICE_POOL_EMP constraint from the
dictionary:

drop constraint office_pool_emp;

More Information

• For more information about defining referential constraints, see CREATE CONSTRAINT.
• For more information about implicitly dropping referential constraints, see DROP TABLE.
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DROP FUNCTION
The DROP FUNCTION data description statement deletes the definition of the referenced function from the dictionary.
For functions with language SQL, the statement removes the SQL routine body from the dictionary and the associated
entities: access module (AM), relational command module (RCM), ADS premap process code, and dialog load module.

Authorization

To issue a DROP FUNCTION statement, you must own or have the DROP privilege on the function named in the
statement.

Syntax

 

►►─── DROP FUNCTION ┬───────────────┬─function-identifier ────────────────────►

                    └─ schema-name. ┘

►───────┬───────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

        └── CASCADE ────┘

 

Parameters

• function-identifier
Specifies the name of the function to be dropped. Function-identifier must identify a function defined in the dictionary.

• schema-name
Identifies the schema associated with the specified function.
If you do not specify a schema-name, the default value is:
– The current schema associated with your SQL session, if the statement is entered through the Command Facility or

executed dynamically
– The schema associated with the access module used at runtime, if the statement is embedded in an application

program
• CASCADE

Directs IDMS to delete any view definition that contains a reference to the function, either directly or nested within
some other view reference.

Example

The following DROP FUNCTION statement removes the FIN.UDF_FUNBONUS function from the SQL catalog:

DROP FUNCTION FIN.UDF_FUNBONUS CASCADE;

More Information

• For more information about syntax for creating functions, see CREATE FUNCTION.
• For more information about using functions, see Expansion of User-defined-function.
• For more information about coding the external routines which process function invocations, see Defining and Using

Functions.
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DROP INDEX
The DROP INDEX data description statement deletes the definition of an index from the dictionary. It is also an IDMS
extension of the SQL standard.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To issue a DROP INDEX statement, you must own or have the ALTER privilege on the table on which the index is defined.

Syntax

 

►►─── DROP INDEX index-name ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── FROM ─┬────────────────┬─ table-identifier ─────────────────────────────►◄

            └─ schema-name. ─┘

 

Parameters

• index-name
Specifies the name of the index being dropped. Index-name must identify an index defined in the dictionary.

• FROM table-identifier
Identifies the table on which the named index is defined.

• schema-name
Identifies the schema associated with the named table.
If you do not specify a schema-name, the default value is:
– The current schema associated with your SQL session, if the statement is entered through the Command Facility or

executed dynamically
– The schema associated with the access module used at runtime, if the statement is embedded in an application

program

Usage

Indexes on Tables in the SYSTEM Schema

You cannot delete the definition of an index on a table in the SYSTEM schema.

Enforcing Indexes

You cannot drop an index that is used as an enforcing index in the implementation of a unique or referential constraint, if
no other existing enforcing index can be used in its place.

For more information on enforcing indexes, see the Enforcing Indexes notes in the usage section of CREATE TABLE.

Example

Dropping an Index

The following DROP INDEX statement deletes the definition of the BUDGET_DATE_INDEX index from the dictionary:

drop index budget_date_index

   from sales.monthly_budget;
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More Information:

• CREATE INDEX
• CREATE CONSTRAINT

DROP KEY
The DROP KEY statement deletes the definition of a procedure or table procedure key from the dictionary. It is also an
IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

Authorization

To issue a DROP KEY statement, you must own or hold the ALTER privilege on the procedure or table procedure from
which the key is being dropped.

Syntax

 

►►─── DROP KEY key-name ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── FROM ─┬────────────────┬───┬─ procedure-identifier ───────┬─────────────►◄

            └─ schema-name. ─┘   └─ table-procedure-identifier ─┘

 

Parameters

• key-name
Specifies the name of the key to be dropped. The key-name must identify a key defined in the dictionary.

• FROM table-procedure-identifier
Specifies the table procedure from which the key is dropped.
– procedure-identifier

Specifies the procedure from which the key drops.
– schema-name

Identifies the schema associated with the named procedure or table procedure. If you do not specify a schema-
name, it defaults to:
• The current schema associated with your SQL session, if the statement is entered through the Command Facility

or executed dynamically
• The schema associated with the access module used at runtime, if the statement is embedded in an application

program

Example

Dropping a Key

The following DROP KEY statement deletes the definition of the ORG1 key from the dictionary:

drop key org1 from emp.org;

More information

• For more information about defining keys, see CREATE KEY.
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DROP PROCEDURE
The DROP PROCEDURE data description statement deletes the definition of the referenced procedure from the
dictionary. For procedures with language SQL, the statement removes the SQL routine body from the dictionary and the
associated entities: access module(AM), relational command module (RCM), ADS premap process code, and dialog load
module.

Authorization

To issue a DROP PROCEDURE statement, you must own or have the DROP privilege on the procedure named in the
statement.

Syntax

 

►►─── DROP PROCEDURE ───────┬──────────────────┬─ procedure-identifier ───────►

                            └── schema-name.───┘

 ►────┬───────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

      └─ CASCADE ─┘

 

Parameters

• procedure-identifier
Specifies the name of the procedure to be dropped. Procedure-identifier must identify a procedure defined in the
dictionary.

• schema-name
Identifies the schema associated with the specified procedure. If you do not specify a schema-name, the default value
is:
– The current schema associated with your SQL session, if you specify the statement through the Command Facility

or execute it dynamically
– The schema associated with the access module used at runtime, if the statement is embedded in an application

program
• CASCADE

Directs IDMS to delete any view definition that contains a reference to the procedure, either directly or nested within
some other view reference.

Example

The following DROP PROCEDURE statement example removes the EMP.GET_BONUS procedure from the SQL catalog.

   drop procedure emp.get_bonus cascade

More Information

• For more information about syntax for creating procedures, see CREATE PROCEDURE.
• For more information about defining and using procedures, see Defining and Using Procedures.
• For more information about coding the external routines which process procedure references, see Defining and Using

Procedures.
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DROP SCHEMA
The DROP SCHEMA data description statement deletes a schema definition from the dictionary.

Authorization

To issue a DROP SCHEMA statement, you must have the DROP privilege on the schema named in the statement. You
need no additional privileges to issue a DROP SCHEMA statement with the CASCADE parameter.

Syntax

 

►►─── DROP SCHEMA schema-name ──┬───────────┬─────────────────────────────────►◄

                                └─ CASCADE ─┘

 

Parameters

• schema-name
Specifies the name of the schema being dropped. Schema-name must identify a schema defined in the dictionary.

• CASCADE
Directs IDMS to perform a DROP TABLE CASCADE, DROP VIEW CASCADE, DROP PROCEDURE CASCADE ,
DROP TABLE PROCEDURE CASCADE, or a DROP FUNCTION CASCADE for each table, view, procedure, table
procedure and function associated with the named schema.
If you do not specify CASCADE in a DROP SCHEMA statement, the schema named in the statement cannot have any
associated tables, views, functions, procedures and table procedures.

Usage

SYSTEM Schema

You cannot drop the SYSTEM schema.

Effect of the CASCADE Parameter

When you specify CASCADE in a DROP SCHEMA statement, IDMS deletes the following:

• The definition of each table, view, function, procedure and table procedure associated with the named schema
• The data stored in each table associated with the schema
• The definition of each referential constraint, index, and CALC key defined on the tables associated with the named

schema
• The view definition of each view derived from one or more of the tables, views, functions, procedures or table

procedures associated with the named schema
• For functions and procedures with language SQL, the statement removes the SQL routine body from the dictionary

and the associated ADS entities and program structures: access module(AM), relational command module (RCM),
ADS premap process code and dialog load module

Linked Constraints with Non-empty Tables in Other Schemas

If any tables in the schema to be dropped participate in linked referential constraints with non-empty tables in other
schemas, IDMS also updates rows of those tables to remove the physical links with the tables being deleted.

Example

Dropping an Empty Schema
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The following DROP SCHEMA statement deletes the definition of the SALES schema from the dictionary only if the
schema has no associated tables, views, functions, procedures or table procedures:

drop schema sales;

More information

• For more information about defining schemas, see ALTER SCHEMA and CREATE SCHEMA.

 

DROP TABLE
The DROP TABLE data description statement deletes the definition of a base table from the dictionary.

When deleting a table definition, IDMS also deletes:

• The data contained in the table
• The CALC key, if any, defined on the table
• Any indexes defined on the table
• Optionally, referential constraints in which the table participates and views derived from the table

Authorization

To issue a DROP TABLE statement, you must own or have the DROP privilege on the table named in the statement. You
need no additional privileges to issue a DROP TABLE statement with the CASCADE parameter.

Syntax

 

►►─── DROP TABLE ─┬────────────────┬─ table-identifier ───────────────────────►

                  └─ schema-name. ─┘

 ►─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ CASCADE ─┘

 

Parameters

• table-identifier
Specifies the name of the table being dropped. Table-identifier must identify a base table defined in the dictionary.

• schema-name
Identifies the schema associated with the named table.
If you do not specify a schema-name, the default value is:
– The current schema associated with your SQL session, if the statement is entered through the Command Facility or

executed dynamically
– The schema associated with the access module used at runtime, if the statement is embedded in an application

program
• CASCADE

Directs IDMS to delete the definitions of:
– All referential constraints where the named table is the referencing table or the referenced table
– All views derived from the named table
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If you specify CASCADE in a DROP TABLE statement for a table that participates in a linked referential constraint,
IDMS updates the rows of the other table to remove the physical links with the table being dropped.

Usage

Tables in the SYSTEM Schema

You cannot delete the definition of a table in the SYSTEM schema.

Tables in Views or Referential Constraints

If you do not specify CASCADE in a DROP TABLE statement, the table named in the statement cannot participate in the
definition of any view or referential constraint.

Example

Dropping a Table that Contains Data

The following DROP TABLE statement deletes the definition of the OFFICE_POOL table and any data associated with the
table. If the table participates in any referential constraint or view definitions, IDMS returns an error.

drop table office_pool;

More information

• For more information about defining tables, see ALTER TABLE and CREATE TABLE.

 

DROP TABLE PROCEDURE
The DROP TABLE PROCEDURE data description statement deletes the definition of the referenced table procedure from
the dictionary. It is also an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

Authorization

To issue a DROP TABLE PROCEDURE statement, you must own or have the DROP privilege on the table procedure
named in the statement.

Syntax

 

►►─── DROP TABLE PROCEDURE ─┬──────────────────┬─ table-procedure-identifier ─►

                            └── schema-name. ──┘

 ►────┬───────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

      └─ CASCADE ─┘

 

Parameters

• table-procedure-identifier
Specifies the name of the table procedure to be dropped. Table-procedure-identifier must identify a table procedure
defined in the dictionary.

• schema-name
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Identifies the schema associated with the specified table procedure. If you do not specify a schema-name, the default
value is:
– The current schema associated with your SQL session, if the statement is specified through the Command Facility

or executed dynamically
– The schema associated with the access module used at runtime, if the statement is embedded in an application

program
• CASCADE

Directs IDMS to delete any view definition that contains a reference to the table procedure, either directly or nested
within some other view reference.

Example

The following DROP TABLE PROCEDURE statement removes the EMP.ORG table procedure from the SQL catalog.

   drop table procedure emp.org cascade

More Information

• For more information about syntax for creating table procedures, see CREATE TABLE PROCEDURE.
• For more information about defining and using table procedures, see Defining and Using Table Procedures.
• For more information about coding the external routines which process procedure references, see Defining and Using

Table Procedures.

DROP VIEW
The DROP VIEW data description statement deletes the definition of a view from the dictionary.

Authorization

To issue a DROP VIEW statement, you must own or have the DROP privilege on the view named in the statement. You
need no additional privileges to issue a DROP VIEW statement with the CASCADE parameter.

Syntax

 

►►─── DROP VIEW ─┬────────────────┬─ view-identifier ─────────────────────────►

                 └─ schema-name. ─┘

 ►─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ CASCADE ─┘

 

Parameters

• view-identifier
Specifies the name of the view being dropped. View-identifier must identify a view defined in the dictionary.

• schema-name
Identifies the schema associated with the named view.
If you do not specify a schema-name, the default value is:
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– The current schema associated with your SQL session, if the statement is entered through the Command Facility or
executed dynamically

– The schema associated with the access module used at runtime, if the statement is embedded in an application
program

• CASCADE
Directs IDMS to delete the definitions of all views derived from the named view.

Example

Dropping a View

The following DROP VIEW statement deletes the definitions of the EMP_VACATION view and all views derived from the
EMP_VACATION view:

drop view emp_vacation cascade;

Views that Participate in Other Views

If you do not specify CASCADE in a DROP VIEW statement, the view named in the statement cannot participate in the
definition of any other view.

More information

• For more information about defining a view, see CREATE VIEW.

END DECLARE SECTION
The END DECLARE SECTION statement is a precompiler directive that notifies the precompiler the SQL declare section
has ended. You can use this statement only in SQL that is embedded in a program.

Authorization

None required.

Syntax

►►── END DECLARE SECTION ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameter

• END DECLARE SECTION.
Notifies the precompiler that the SQL declare section has ended. An SQL declare section contains the definition of one
or more host variables.

Example

Beginning and Ending an SQL Declaration Section

In this example, BEGIN DECLARE SECTION begins an SQL declare section and END DECLARE SECTION ends it. The
SQL declare section contains the definition of five host variables.

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 .

 .

 .
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 EXEC SQL BEGIN DECLARE SECTION END-EXEC

   01  HV-EMP-ID           PIC S9(8)     USAGE COMP.

   01  HV-EMP-LNAME        PIC X(20).

   01  HV-SALARY-AMOUNT    PIC S9(6)V(2) USAGE COMP-3.

   01  HV-PROMO-DATE       PIC X(10).

   01  HV-PROMO-DATE-I     PIC S9(4)     USAGE COMP.

 EXEC SQL END DECLARE SECTION END-EXEC

More Information

• For more information about beginning an SQL declare section, see BEGIN DECLARE SECTION.
• For more information about declaring host variables, see Host Variables or  Writing an SQL Program; Host Variables .

EXECUTE
The EXECUTE statement executes a dynamically-compiled SQL statement other than SELECT. You can use this
statement only in SQL that is embedded in a program.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

None required.

Syntax

 

►►─ EXECUTE statement-name ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────►◄

   │           ┌─────── , ─────────────┐                          │

   └─ USING ─┬─▼┬─ host-variable ─────┬┴────────────────────────┬─┘

             │  ├─ local-variable ────┤                         │

             │  └─ routine-parameter ─┘                         │

             ├─ :dyn-buff sql DESCRIPTOR descriptor-area-name ──┤

             ├─ BULK :bulk-buffer bulk-options ─────────────────┤

             └─ BULK :dyn-buff dynamic-bulk-options1 ───────────┘

 

Expansion of bulk-options

 

►►──┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ START :start-variable-name ─┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►◄

    └─ ROWS :row-count-variable-name ─┘

 

Expansion of dynamic-bulk-options1

 

►►──┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►
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    └─ START :start-variable-name ─┘

 ►── ROWS :row-count-variable-name ───────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►── sql DESCRIPTOR descriptor-area-name ─────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

• statement-name
Identifies the statement being executed.
For detailed information, see Expansion of Statement-name.

• USING
Supplies values for the dynamic parameters embedded in the text of the statement.
– host-variable

Identifies the host variables from which IDMS is to retrieve values for the dynamic parameters. IDMS assigns the
value of the first host variable to the first dynamic parameter, the second host variable to the second dynamic
parameter, and so on.
You must specify the same number of host variables in the USING parameter as the number of dynamic parameter
markers in the statement text.

NOTE
In COBOL, host-variable can be an elementary data item or a non-bulk structure. If a non-bulk structure
is specified, each sub-element of the structure is counted as a host variable. For detailed information, see
Expansion of Host-variable.

– local-variable
– routine-parameter

Identifies the local variable or routine parameter from which IDMS is to retrieve values for the dynamic parameters.
IDMS assigns the value of the first local variable or routine parameter to the first dynamic parameter, the second
local variable or routine parameter to the second dynamic parameter, and so on. You must specify the same
number of local variables and routine parameters in the USING parameter as the number of dynamic parameter
markers in the statement text.

– :dyn-buff
Identifies the variable or bulk-buffer from which IDMS is to retrieve values for the dynamic parameters.
Dyn-buff must identify a variable previously declared in the host-language application program or SQL routine.
The size of dyn-buff must be sufficient to hold a complete set of dynamic parameter values for a single execution of
the statement. If specified as part of the BULK parameter, dyn-buff must be sufficient to hold row-count-variable sets
of dynamic parameters. The format of the data in dyn-buff must conform to the description in the SQL descriptor
area specified by descriptor-area-name

– BULK
Directs IDMS to execute the statement one or more times and to use a contiguous storage area to retrieve input
values for the dynamic parameters. The specification of BULK is an IDMS extension of the SQL Standard.

NOTE
BULK may only be specified if the statement being executed is an INSERT statement.

– :bulk-buffer
Identifies a variable from which IDMS is to retrieve one or more sets of input values. Bulk-buffer must identify a
variable previously declared in the host-language application program or SQL routine.
Bulk-buffer must be defined as a multiple-occurring structure having the same number of sub-elements as there are
dynamic parameters in the statement.

– bulk-options
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Optionally specify the location in bulk-buffer for the first row and the number of rows to be inserted. Expanded
syntax for bulk-options immediately follows the statement syntax.

– dynamic-bulk-options1
Provides specification for inserting one or more rows into a table.
Expanded syntax for dynamic-bulk-options1 appears immediately following the expanded syntax for bulk-
options. Descriptions of dynamic-bulk-options1 parameters appear above.

NOTE
dyn-buff, bulk-buffer, start-variable-name, and row-count-variable-name are variables that can be host variables
or when the statement is used in an SQL routine local variables or routine parameters. In this case, their names
must not be preceded with a colon.

Parameters for Expansion of bulk-options

• START :start-variable-name
Identifies a variable containing the relative position within the bulk buffer from which IDMS is to retrieve values
for the first row to be inserted. Values in subsequent entries in the bulk buffer are retrieved sequentially, each set
corresponding to a row to be inserted.
Start-variable-name must be a variable previously declared in the host-language application program or SQL routine.
The value in the variable must be an integer in the natural range of subscripts for arrays in the language in which the
application program is written.
If you do not specify the START parameter, IDMS retrieves the values from the first entry in the bulk buffer.

• ROWS :row-count-variable-name
Identifies a variable that specifies the number of rows IDMS is to retrieve from the bulk buffer.
Row-count-variable-name must be a variable previously declared in the host-language application program or SQL
routine. The value in the variable must be in the range 1 through the number of rows that will fit in the bulk buffer.
If you do not specify the ROWS parameter, IDMS retrieves rows from the array sequentially until reaching the end of
the buffer.

Parameters for Expansion of dynamic-bulk-options1

An additional parameter is used with dynamic-bulk-options1.

• SQL DESCRIPTOR
Specifies the SQL descriptor area that describes the format of the dynamic parameter values contained in dyn-buff.

• descriptor-area-name
Directs IDMS to use the named area as the descriptor area. Descriptor-area-name must identify an SQL descriptor
area.

Usage

Dynamically-compiled SELECT Statements

You cannot use the EXECUTE statement with a dynamically-compiled SELECT statement. To retrieve data using a
dynamically-compiled SELECT statement, you must define a cursor and use the FETCH statement.

Use of the Descriptor Area

When describing the format of dynamic parameters with an SQL descriptor area, you can use the INPUT option of the
DESCRIBE statement to determine the format of the parameters that IDMS has assumed based on the context in which
they appear. You can alter the contents of the descriptor area provided that the data types remain compatible. However,
all changes to the descriptor area must be made before the first time the EXECUTE statement for the given dynamically-
compiled statement is executed. The contents of the descriptor area must remain unchanged for each subsequent
execution.
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Examples

Executing a Dynamically-compiled Statement

The following EXECUTE statement executes the dynamically-compiled statement named DYN_PROJ:

EXEC SQL

   EXECUTE DYN_PROJ

END EXEC

NOTE

More Information

• For more information, see Using SQL Statements.
• For more information about the layout of an SQL descriptor area, see SQL Descriptor Area.

EXECUTE IMMEDIATE
The EXECUTE IMMEDIATE statement dynamically compiles and executes an SQL statement. You can use this statement
only in SQL that is embedded in a program.

Authorization

To issue an EXECUTE IMMEDIATE statement, you must have the privileges required to issue the statement being
dynamically compiled and executed.

Syntax

 

►►─── EXECUTE IMMEDIATE ─┬─ 'sql-statement' ──────────────┬───────────────────►◄

                         └─ :sql-statement-variable-name ─┘

 

Parameters

• 'sql-statement'
Specifies an SQL statement that can be compiled and executed immediately. Sql-statement must be enclosed in single
quotation marks. Do not include the SQL prefix or terminator within the statement text.

• :sql-statement-variable-name
Identifies a host variable, local variable, or routine parameter containing the statement to be compiled and executed
immediately. Sql-statement-variable-name must be a variable previously declared in the application program or SQL
routine. It must be defined as an elementary data item with no sub-elements. If sql-statement-variable-name is a local
variable or routine parameter, the colon must not be coded.

Usage

Statements Eligible for Immediate Execution

The following SQL statements can be compiled and executed immediately:
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• All access module management, authorization, logical data description, session management, and transaction
management statements

• DELETE
• INSERT
• UPDATE

Additionally, all IDMS utility and physical data description statements can be compiled and executed immediately.

No Host Variables, Local Variables, or Routine Parameters in a Dynamically Compiled Statement

An SQL statement that is to be compiled dynamically cannot include any host variables, local variables, or routine
parameters.

No Dynamic Parameters

An SQL statement that is compiled using the EXECUTE IMMEDIATE statement cannot include any dynamic parameter
markers.

For more information about the dynamic compilation of SQL statements, see Using SQL Statements .

Example

Using a Variable in EXECUTE

The following EXECUTE IMMEDIATE statement directs IDMS to dynamically compile and execute the statement
contained in the variable DYN-INSERT:

EXEC SQL

   EXECUTE IMMEDIATE :DYN-INSERT

END-EXEC

EXPLAIN
The EXPLAIN utility statement describes the strategy that is used to access data in the following statements:

• DECLARE CURSOR
• DELETE
• SELECT
• UPDATE
• INSERT that contains a query specification in its VALUES clause

The description is stored as rows in a table which you can retrieve using a SELECT statement.

The EXPLAIN statement is an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To issue an EXPLAIN statement that specifies:

• An access module, you must own or have the DISPLAY permission on the access module being explained
• A statement, you must have the permissions required to execute the statement to be explained

Also, if the table in which the access plan is to be stored is:

• Already defined in the dictionary, you must own or have the INSERT permission on the table
• Not already defined in the dictionary, you must:
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– Own the schema that is associated with the table or have the CREATE and INSERT permissions on the table
– Have the USE permission on the area in which rows of the table is stored

Syntax

►►─── EXPLAIN ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ access-module-specification ───────────────────────────────────────┬────►

   └─ STATEMENT 'sql-statement' ─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                                 └─ STATEMENT NUMBER statement-number ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ INTO TABLE ─┬────────────────┬─── table-identifier ─┘

                  └─ schema-name. ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ IN segment-name.area-name ─┘

Expansion of access-module-specification

►►─── ACCESS MODULE access-module-name ───────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ VERSION am-version-number ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   │          ┌───── , ────┐ │

   └─ MODULE ─▼─ rcm-name ─┴─┘

Parameters

• access-module-specification
Identifies an access module to be explained. Expanded syntax for access-module-specification s presented
immediately following the EXPLAIN syntax.

• STATEMENT 'sql-statement'
Directs IDMS to return the access strategy for the specified SQL statement. Sql-statement must be an explainable
statement and must be enclosed in single quotation marks.

• STATEMENT NUMBER statement-number
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Assigns a reference number to the access plan for the statement that is specified in the STATEMENT parameter. The
reference number is stored in the SECTION column in each row of the access plan.
Statement-number must be an integer in the range 0 through 32,767. If not specified, a value of 0 is returned.

• INTO TABLE table-identifier
Specifies the table in which IDMS is to store the access plan. If you do not include the INTO TABLE parameter in an
EXPLAIN statement, table-identifier is 'ACCESS_PLAN'.
If table-identifier does not exist, IDMS automatically defines it in the dictionary using the column definitions described in
"Usage" following these parameter descriptions. If table-identifier identifies an existing table, the table must be defined
with the appropriate columns for storing the access plan.

WARNING
Specifying "EXPLAIN" as the schema-name or table-identifier, where you store the access plan, produces an
error message. The syntax parser attempts to perform a second EXPLAIN.

• schema-name
Identifies the schema that is associated with the named table.
If you do not specify schema-name, it defaults to:
– The current schema that is associated with your SQL session, if the statement is entered through the Command

Facility or executed dynamically
– The schema that is associated with the access module that is used at runtime, if the statement is embedded in an

application program
• IN segment-name.area-name

Identifies the area to be used for storing rows of the table that is named in the INTO TABLE parameter.
IN parameter information is used only when the INTO TABLE parameter identifies a table that does not exist.
If you do not specify the IN parameter, IDMS:
– Uses the default area, if any, for the schema that is associated with the table that is named in the INTO TABLE

parameter
– Returns an error, if the schema does not have a default area

Parameters for Expansion of access-module-specification

• ACCESS MODULE access-module-name
Directs IDMS to describe the access strategy for all the explainable statements in the whole access module or in one
or more specified RCMs in the access module.
Access-module-name must identify an access module that is stored in the DDLCATLOD area of the dictionary.
Access modules in this area are represented in the SYSTEM.LOADHDR table. For more information about the
SYSTEM.LOADHDR table, see SYSTEM.LOADHDR.

• VERSION am-version-number
Specifies the version of the access module being explained.
If am-version-number is not specified, the version is 1.

• MODULE rcm-name
Specifies one or more RCMs to be explained. IDMS describes the access strategy for each explainable statement in
each named RCM.
The SECTION value for the first explainable statement in the RCM is 0. The SECTION value for each succeeding
explainable statement in the RCM is incremented by 1.
Rcm-name must identify an RCM included in the access module that is named in the ACCESS MODULE parameter.
Multiple RCM names must be separated by commas.
If you do not specify the MODULE parameter with ACCESS MODULE, IDMS explains all the RCMs in the named
access module.

Usage

Explainable Statements

The explainable statements are DECLARE CURSOR, DELETE, INSERT, SELECT, and UPDATE.
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Table ACCESS_PLAN

The columns of the ACCESS_PLAN table are:

Column Data type Description
DBNAME CHAR(8) Dictionary connection for the session in

which EXPLAIN is issued
ESTAMP TIMESTAMP Date and time EXPLAIN was issued
SCHEMA CHAR(18) Access module schema or, if explaining

a statement, current schema for the SQL
session

MODULE CHAR(8) Access module name or, if explaining a
statement, IDMSEXPL

VERSION SMALLINT Access module version or, if explaining a
statement, 0

STAMP TIMESTAMP Date and time access module was created,
or, if explaining a statement, the same
value as ESTAMP

PROGRAM CHAR(8) Program (RCM) name or, if explaining a
statement, IDMSEXPL

PVERSION SMALLINT Program (RCM) version or, if explaining
a statement, 0 (if explaining an access
module, a version number of 0 indicates
that no RCM version was specified the
RCM when included in the access module)

PDICT CHAR(8) Program (RCM) dictionary or, if explaining a
statement, blanks

PSTAMP CHAR(20) Date and time the program (RCM) was
created or, if explaining a statement, blanks

SECTION SMALLINT Section number that is assigned to
the SQLCSID field during program
precompilation, or statement-number
specified in the EXPLAIN statement

COMMAND SMALLINT Internal command code indicating the type
of statement being explained:
8 -- DECLARE CURSOR
9 -- DELETE (searched)
10 -- DELETE (positioned)
17 -- INSERT
25 -- SELECT
29 -- UPDATE (searched)
30 -- UPDATE (positioned)

QBLOCK SMALLINT Query block number. Each query that the
statement contains is assigned a block.
Blocks are numbered beginning with 1.

STEP SMALLINT Step number. This number denotes the
sequence of the processing step within the
query block.
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STYPE SMALLINT Step type. Denotes the type of processing
for the step:
0 -- Null
1 -- Table access
2 -- Nested loop join
3 -- Merge join
4 -- Sort
5 -- Merge group
6 -- OR list
7 -- Dbk (Sorted)
8 -- Dbk (Unsorted)
9 -- Full outer join

PBLOCK SMALLINT Parent block number. Parent block numbers
indicate nesting of multiple query blocks in
a section.

PSTEP SMALLINT Parent step number. Parent step numbers
correlate rows of query blocks:
If a table scan row is owned by a sort or
join row, PSTEP is the step number of the
owning row.
PSTEP of the top row of each main query
block is 0.
PSTEP of the top row of each subquery is
the query block number of the main query
block to which it is subordinate.

TSCHEMA CHAR(18) Schema-name qualifier of the accessed
table or procedure.

TABLE CHAR(18) Name of the accessed table or procedure.
TSTAMP TIMESTAMP Date and time the accessed table or

procedure was created or last altered,
or the date and time the EXPLAIN was
issued in case no table or procedure was
accessed.

ACMODE CHAR(1) Mode of access to the database record
underlying the table, when STYPE is 1:
'A' -- Area
'C' -- CALC
'I' -- Index
'M' -- Set member
'N' -- Insert
'O' -- Set owner
'P' -- Table procedure
'R' -- ROWID index
'S' -- Sequential
'T' -- (Temporary table)

ACNAME CHAR(18) Set or index name.
LFS CHAR(1) Leaf scan indicator, when ACMODE is

I. Indicates whether data is retrieved by
sequential access to index leaf pages.
'N' -- No
'Y' -- Yes
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SORTC CHAR(1) Composite sort type. A nonblank value
in this field indicates that an actual sort is
required (data cannot be accessed in sort
order).
'D' -- Distinct
'F' -- Merge full outer join
'G' -- Group
'M' -- Merge join
'O' -- Order by

SORTN CHAR(1) Inner sort type. An actual sort that is
performed for the inner loop of a merge
join.
'M' -- Merge join

SUBQC CHAR(1) Subquery correlation.
'N' -- Not correlated
'Y' -- Correlated

Step types

Values in the STYPE column describe the type of processing:

Step type Meaning
1 (Table access) Access to a single table
2 (Nested loop join) Join using linked constraint
3 (Merge join) Join by scanning both tables and sorting the entire result
4 (Sort) sort that is required by an ORDER BY parameter
5 (Merge group) Sorting required by an aggregate function on distinct column

values with the grouped results
6 (OR list) Sorting required by one or more OR operators in a WHERE clause

Alternatives to the Default ACCESS_PLAN Table

You can use SQL procedures to tailor the way you retrieve and present access strategy information. You can also:

• Create a table with the same column definitions (but, optionally, different column names) as in table ACCESS_PLAN
and specify this table when you issue the EXPLAIN statement

• Use the ALTER TABLE statement to add columns to table ACCESS_PLAN, or include more columns at the end of the
column list when you create a table equivalent to ACCESS_PLAN

• Create one or more views of table ACCESS_PLAN

Managing the Contents of an ACCESS_PLAN Table

Each time an EXPLAIN statement is executed; it inserts rows into an ACCESS_PLAN table. Periodically, contents of the
table should be deleted using the DELETE statement.

Enhancing the Presentation of Access Strategy Information

Enhancing the Presentation of Access Strategy Information contains an SQL script with the definitions and data for a view
that returns the access strategy information in an easy-to-read and understandable format.

Examples

Explaining RCMs in an Access Module
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The following EXPLAIN statement returns the access strategy for each explainable statement in the EMPDSP01,
EMPDSP02, and EMPDSP03 RCMs in the EMPAM001 access module. IDMS stores the access strategy in a table that is
named EMPAM001_ACCESS.

explain access module empam001

   module empdsp01, empdsp02, empdsp03

   into table empam001_access;

Explaining a Specified Statement

The following EXPLAIN statement returns an access strategy for the specified SELECT statement. The access plan is
identified by the reference number 4. By default, IDMS stores the access strategy in the ACCESS_PLAN table.

explain statement 'select e1.emp_id

   from employee e1, position p1

   where e1.emp_id = p1.emp_id

      and p1.salary_amount >

         (select p2.salary_amount

            from employee e2, position p2

            where e1.emp_id = e2.emp_id

               and e2.manager_id = p2.emp_id)'

   statement number 4;

FETCH
The FETCH data manipulation statement retrieves values from the result table associated with a cursor. You can use this
statement only in SQL that is embedded in a program.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

None required.

Syntax

 

►►─── FETCH cursor-name ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

              ┌─────── , ────────────────┐

 ►─┬─ INTO ─┬─▼┬─ host-variable ────────┬┴────────────────────────┬─┬─────────►◄

   │        │  ├─ local-variable ───────┤                         │ │

   │        │  └─ routine-parameter ────┘                         │ │

   │        └─ :dyn-buffer USING DESCRIPTOR descriptor-area-name ─┘ │

   └─ BULK ─┬─ :bulk-buffer bulk-options ───────────────┬───────────┘

            └─ :dyn-buffer dynamic-bulk-options2 ───────┘

 

Expansion of bulk-options

 

►►──┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►
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    └─ START :start-variable-name ─┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►◄

    └─ ROWS :row-count-variable-name ─┘

 

Expansion of dynamic-bulk-options2

 

►►──┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ START :start-variable-name ─┘

 ►── ROWS :row-count-variable-name ───────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►── using sql DESCRIPTOR descriptor-area-name ───────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

• cursor-name
Specifies the cursor to be used for retrieving values. Cursor-name must identify an open cursor previously defined by
a DECLARE CURSOR statement within the application program or by an ALLOCATE CURSOR statement executed
within the same SQL transaction.

• INTO
Directs IDMS to retrieve a single row from the result table associated with the named cursor and to return the column
values into the specified locations.

NOTE
An INTO clause is required for SQL that is imbedded in host programs.

• host-variable
Identifies the host variables to which IDMS is to assign values retrieved from a result table defined by a query
expression. IDMS assigns the value in the first result column to the first host variable, the value in the second result
column to the second host variable, and so on.
Host-variable must be a host variable declared previously in the host-language application program.

NOTE
In COBOL, host-variable can be a non-bulk structure. For more information, see Host Variables.

You must specify the same number of host variables in the INTO parameter as the number of columns in the result
table. Multiple host variables must be separated by commas. For expanded host-variable syntax, see Host Variables.

• local-variable
• routine-parameter

Identifies the local variable or routine parameter which IDMS is to assign values retrieved from a result table defined by
a query expression. IDMS assigns the value in the first result column to the first local variable or routine parameter, the
value in the second result column to the second local variable or routine parameter, and so on. You must specify the
same number of local variables and routine parameters in the INTO parameter as the number of columns in the result
table.

• :dyn-buffer
Identifies a variable or a bulk buffer into which IDMS is to return all values retrieved from one or more rows of the result
table associated with the named cursor.
Dyn-buffer must identify a variable previously declared in the host language application program or SQL routine.
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The size of dyn-buffer must be sufficient to hold one row of the result table if specified as part of the INTO parameter or
row-count-variable rows if specified as part of the BULK parameter. The format of the data returned into dyn-buffer is
determined by the column descriptions in the SQL descriptor area specified in the USING DESCRIPTOR parameter.

• USING DESCRIPTOR
Specifies the SQL descriptor area that describes the format in which the columns of the result table are to be returned
to the host-language application program or SQL routine.
The specification of a descriptor area is an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

• descriptor-area-name
Directs IDMS to use the named area as the descriptor area. Descriptor-area-name must identify an SQL descriptor
area.
For the layout of an SQL descriptor area, see SQL Descriptor Area.

• BULK
Directs IDMS to retrieve one or more rows from the result table associated with the cursor and to return the column
values into a contiguous storage area. The specification of BULK is an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

• :bulk-buffer
Identifies a variable to which IDMS is to assign values retrieved from one or more rows of the result table associated
with the named cursor. Bulk-buffer must identify a variable previously declared in the host-language application
program or SQL routine.
Bulk-buffer must be defined as a multiply-occurring structure having the same number of sub-elements in one
occurrence as the number of columns in the result table.

• bulk-options
Optionally specify the location in bulk-buffer for the first row fetched and/or the number of rows to be fetched from the
result table associated with the cursor. Expanded syntax for bulk-options immediately follows the statement syntax.

• dynamic-bulk-options2
Provides specifications for dynamically retrieving one or more rows from the result table associated with the named
cursor.
Expanded syntax for dynamic-bulk-options2 appears immediately following the expanded syntax for bulk-options.
Descriptions of dynamic-bulk-options2 parameters appear above.

NOTE
Dyn-buff, bulk-buffer, start-variable-name, and row-count-variable-name are variables that can be host variables
or when the statement is used in an SQL routine, local variables or routine parameters. In this case, their names
must not be preceded with a colon.

Parameters for Expansion of bulk-options

• START :start-variable-name
Identifies a variable containing the relative position within the bulk buffer to which IDMS is to assign the values in the
first row retrieved from the result table. Values in subsequent rows of the result table are assigned sequentially to
subsequent positions in the bulk buffer.
Start-variable-name must be a variable previously declared in the host-language application program. The value in the
variable must be an integer in the range 1 through the number of rows that fit in the bulk buffer.
For languages whose subscript values are relative to 0, the value for start-variable-name must be in the range 0
through one less than the number of entries which fit in the bulk buffer.
If you do not specify the START parameter, IDMS assigns the values in the first row of the result table to the first row of
the array.

• ROWS :row-count-variable-name
Identifies a variable that specifies the maximum number of rows in the result table IDMS is to assign to the bulk buffer.
Row-count-variable-name must be a variable previously declared in the host-language application program. The value
in the variable must be an integer in the range 1 through the number of rows that fit in the bulk buffer.
The ROWS parameter must be specified if a USING DESCRIPTOR clause is specified in a BULK parameter.
If you do not specify the ROWS parameter, IDMS assigns the rows in the result table to the buffer sequentially until no
more rows exist in the result table or the buffer has been filled.
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Parameters for Expansion of dynamic-bulk-options2

The following additional parameter is used with bulk-options to create dynamic-bulk-options2:

• descriptor-area-name
Directs IDMS to use the named area as the descriptor area. Descriptor-area-name must identify an SQL descriptor
area.

Usage

Compatible Data Types

The data types of the values retrieved by the FETCH statement and the data types of the variables named in the INTO
parameter must be compatible for assignment. If the values are assigned to a buffer defined as an array, the data types of
the array elements must be compatible with the data types of the values.

FETCH Execution

When executing a FETCH statement, IDMS:

1. Positions a cursor on the next row following the current row
2. Retrieves one or more rows of values from the result table beginning with the new current row
3. Assigns the retrieved values to the specified variables
4. Leaves the cursor positioned on the last row retrieved

No More Rows

IDMS returns an SQLCODE value of 100 when any of the following is true:

• The result table associated with the cursor named in the FETCH statement is empty
• The result table associated with the cursor named in the FETCH statement is not empty, and the cursor is positioned

after the last row before the statement is executed
• A bulk fetch operation retrieves fewer rows than are requested in the FETCH statement

In each case, IDMS leaves the cursor positioned after the last row.

Use of the Descriptor Area

When you use dynamic SQL to return data to a host-language application program in a form different from that in which
it is stored in the database, you can modify the data characteristics in the SQL descriptor area named in the FETCH
statement. You must make any changes to the descriptor area before the first fetch operation. You should not change the
contents of the descriptor area after the first fetch operation and before the closing of the cursor.

Static and Dynamic Cursors

The format of the output of a static cursor is known at compile time. The format of the output of a dynamic cursor is often
not known at compile time. Typically, you specify dyn-buffer when the cursor is dynamic, such as when the SELECT
statement associated with the cursor is not known at compile time.

Examples

Fetching Multiple Rows

The following FETCH statement retrieves values from a result table defined by PROJ_CURSOR. Descriptions of the data
in the output buffer are in a descriptor area named BUFF-1-SQLDA. The retrieved values are assigned to the CURSOR-
BUFF-1 buffer, starting at the position in the buffer indicated by the value in BUFF-1-START. The value in BUFF-1-ROWS
determines the number of rows retrieved.

EXEC SQL

   FETCH PROJ_CURSOR
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      BULK :CURSOR-BUFF-1

         START :BUFF-1-START

         ROWS :BUFF-1-ROWS

         USING DESCRIPTOR BUFF-1-SQLDA

END-EXEC

Fetching a Single Row

The following FETCH statement retrieves values from one row of the BONUS_CURSOR cursor. The values are assigned
to the host variables EMP-ID and BONUS-AMT which have an associated indicator variable.

EXEC SQL

   FETCH BONUS_CURSOR

      INTO :EMP-ID, :BONUS-AMT :BONUS-IND

END-EXEC

More Information

• For more information about defining and manipulating cursors, see CLOSE, DECLARE CURSOR, and OPEN
Statement.

• For more information about host variables, local variables or routine parameters, see Host Variables, Local Variables
or Routine Parameters.

• For more information about compatible data types for assignment operations, see Comparison, Assignment,
Arithmetic, and Concatenation Operations.

• For more information about the SQL descriptor area, see  SQL Descriptor Area .

GET DIAGNOSTICS
The GET DIAGNOSTICS statement extracts information on exception or completion conditions of the last executed SQL
statement from the diagnostics area and returns it to the issuer. Use this statement in SQL that is embedded in a program.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►─ GET DIAGNOSTICS ─┬─ statement-info ────────────────────────────┬───────────►◄

                    │─ CONDITION ─┬─ condition-nr condition-info ─┘

                    └─ EXCEPTION ─┘

 

Expansion of statement-info

 

   ┌────────────────────────────────── , ───────────────────────────────────┐

►─ ▼ ─┬─ routine-parameter ───┬──── = ────┬─ COMMAND_FUNCTION ────────────┬─┴─►◄

      ├─ host-variable ───────┤           ├─ COMMAND_FUNCTION_CODE ───────┤

      └─ local-variable ──────┘           ├─ DYNAMIC_FUNCTION ────────────┤

                                          ├─ DYNAMIC_FUNCTION_CODE ───────┤

                                          ├─ IDMS_RETURNED_RESULT_SETS ───┤

                                          ├─ MORE ────────────────────────┤

                                          ├─ NUMBER ──────────────────────┤

                                          ├─ ROW_COUNT ───────────────────┤
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                                          └─ IDMS_ROWID_INSERT ───────────┘

 

Expansion of condition-info

 

   ┌────────────────────────────────── , ───────────────────────────────────┐

►─ ▼ ─┬─ routine-parameter ───┬──── = ────┬─ IDMS_MESSAGE_COMMENTS ───────┬─┴─►◄

      ├─ host-variable ───────┤           ├─ IDMS-MESSAGE_DEFINITION ─────┤

      └─ local-variable ──────┘           ├─ IDMS_MESSAGE_ID ─────────────┤

                                          ├─ IDMS_MODULE_NUMBER ──────────┤

                                          ├─ IDMS_REASON_CODE ────────────┤

                                          ├─ IDMS_SQLCODE ────────────────┤

                                          ├─ IDMS_TASK_ID ────────────────┤

                                          ├─ MESSAGE_LENGTH ──────────────┤

                                          ├─ MESSAGE_TEXT ────────────────┤

                                          └─ RETURNED_SQLSTATE ───────────┘

 

Parameters

A routine-parameter, host-variable, or local-variable must be specified for each statement-info or condition-info item.

• statement-info
Identifies the type of statement information to be extracted and returned. Statement-info names that begin with
'IDMS_' are extensions to the SQL standard.

• CONDITION
Requests diagnostic information for a condition.

• condition-nr
Specifies the number of the completion or exception condition for which diagnostics information is being requested. An
exception is raised if condition-nr does not refer to a valid condition number.

• condition-info
Identifies the type of condition-related information to be extracted and returned. Condition-info names that begin with
'IDMS_' are extensions to the SQL standard.

• EXCEPTION
Specifies a synonym for CONDITION. While it is part of the current SQL standard, its use is discouraged because it
will not be in future SQL standards.

Parameters for Expansion of statement-info

• routine-parameter
Identifies an SQL routine parameter that is to receive the value of the specified diagnostics item. Routine-parameter
must be a parameter of the current SQL routine and must be compatible for assignment with the specified diagnostic
item.
See Expansion of Routine-parameter for information about expanded syntax.

• host-variable
Identifies a host variable that is to receive the value of the specified diagnostics item. Host-variable must be a host
variable previously declared in the application program and must be compatible for assignment with the specified
diagnostic item.
See Expansion of Host-variable for information about expanded syntax.

• local-variable
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Identifies a local variable of an SQL routine that is to receive the value of the specified diagnostics item. Local-
variable must be a local variable declared in the current SQL routine and must be compatible for assignment with the
specified diagnostic item.
See Expansion of Local-variable for information about expanded syntax.

• COMMAND_FUNCTION
Returns a value with data type varchar (64) indicating the type of SQL command that was last executed. The values
that may be returned are listed under the Statement Type column in Table Procedure Requests in Writing a Table
Procedure.

• COMMAND_FUNCTION_CODE
Returns a value with data type integer indicating the type of SQL command that was last executed. The values that
may be returned are listed under the Command Number column in Table Procedure Requests in Writing a Table
Procedure.

• DYNAMIC_FUNCTION
Returns a value with data type varchar (64) indicating the type of SQL command that was prepared or dynamically
executed by the last command. The values that may be returned are listed under the Statement Type column in Table
Procedure Requests in Writing a Table Procedure.

• DYNAMIC_FUNCTION_CODE
Returns a value with data type integer indicating the type of SQL command that was prepared or dynamically executed
by the last command. The values that may be returned are listed under the Command Number column in Table
Procedure Requests in Writing a Table Procedure.

• IDMS_RETURNED_RESULT_SETS
Returns a value with data type integer indicating the number of result sets returned by a procedure invoked by the last
command. This value is only valid if the diagnosed statement is a call or select of an SQL invoked procedure.

• MORE
Returns a value with data type char(1). A value of 'Y' indicates that the execution of the previous SQL statement
caused more conditions than have been set in the diagnostics area. A value of 'N' means that the diagnostics area
contains information on all the completion and exception conditions.

• NUMBER
Returns a value with data type integer indicating the number of the exceptions or completion conditions set by the
execution of the previous SQL statement for which information is available in the diagnostics area.

• ROW_COUNT
Returns a value with data type DEC(31). The value depends on the type of the previously executed statement:
– INSERT - Number of rows inserted
– DELETE - Number of rows deleted
– UPDATE - Number of rows updated
– BULK FETCH - Number of rows fetched
– FETCH - 1 or 0

• IDMS_ROWID_INSERT
Returns a value with data type BINARY(8) containing the ROWID of the last record successfully inserted into the
database. This value persists even after other types of queries are performed, for example SELECT, UPDATE, or
DELETE.

Parameters for Expansion of condition-info

• IDMS_MESSAGE_COMMENTS
Returns a value with data type varchar(4000) containing the comments in the message dictionary for the message
associated with the condition.

• IDMS_MESSAGE_DEFINITION
Returns a value with data type varchar(4000) containing the definition in the message dictionary of the message
associated with the condition.

• IDMS_MESSAGE_ID
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Returns a value with data type char(8) containing the message ID in the message dictionary of the message
associated with the condition.

• IDMS_MODULE_NUMBER
Returns a value with data type integer containing the number of the module that detected the condition.

• IDMS_REASON_CODE
Returns a value with data type integer containing the reason code of the condition.

• IDMS_SQLCODE
Returns a value with data type integer containing the SQLCODE value associated with the condition.

• IDMS_TASK_ID
Returns a value with data type integer containing the IDMS task ID of the task that encountered the condition.

• MESSAGE_LENGTH
Returns a value with data type integer indicating the length of the message associated with the specified condition.

• MESSAGE_TEXT
Returns a value with data type varchar(256) containing the message text associated with the specified condition.

• RETURNED_SQLSTATE
Returns a value with data type char(5) indicating the SQLSTATE associated with the specified condition.

Example

The procedure TGETDIAG1 executes a SELECT statement that causes a number of string truncation. The first GET
DIAGNOSTICS returns the number of conditions that the SELECT statement raised. A WHILE LOOP containing the
second GET DIAGNOSTICS concatenates the message texts of all the raised conditions to the RESULT parameter of the
procedure.

set options command delimiter '++';

create procedure SQLROUT.TGETDIAG1

  ( TITLE    varchar(10) with default

  , P_NAME   char(18)

  , P_NUMBER integer

  , RESULT   varchar(512)

  )

    EXTERNAL NAME TGETDIAG LANGUAGE SQL

begin not atomic

  declare L_NUMBER  integer      default 1;

  declare L_MESSAGE varchar(256) default ' ';

  select NAME into P_NAME from system.schema

   where cast(NAME as char(12)) = P_NAME;

  /* retrieve the number of conditions raised */

  get diagnostics P_NUMBER = NUMBER;

  while (L_NUMBER < = P_NUMBER)

    do

      /* retrieve the message text of the raised condition */

      get diagnostics condition L_NUMBER

        L_MESSAGE = MESSAGE_TEXT

      set RESULT = RESULT || ' ' || L_MESSAGE;

      set L_NUMBER = L_NUMBER + 1;

    end while;

end

++

commit++

set options command delimiter default++
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call SQLROUT.TGETDIAG1('TGETDIAG1', 'SYSTEM');

*+

*+ TITLE       P_NAME                 P_NUMBER

*+ -----       ------                 --------

*+ TGETDIAG1   SYSTEM                        4

*+

*+ RESULT

*+ ------

*+ DB001043 T171 C1M322: String truncation DB001043 T171 C1M322:

*+ String truncation DB001043 T171 C1M322: String truncation

*+ DB001043 T171 C1M322: String truncation

GET STATISTICS
The GET STATISTICS statement returns statistical information for the current transaction. It is an IDMS extension to
the SQL standard. Use this statement in SQL that is embedded in a program, in the SQL command facility, and in the
command console of IDMS Visual DBA.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►── GET STATISTICS ── transaction-info ───────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

 

Expansion of transaction-info

 

   ┌───────────────────────── , ──────────────────────────────────────┐

►─ ▼ ─┬───────────────────────────────┬┬─ SQL_COMMANDS ──────────────┬┴───────►◄

      ├─ routine-parameter ─────┬─ = ─┘├─ ROWS_FETCHED ──────────────┤

      ├─ host-variable ─────────┤      ├─ ROWS_INSERTED ─────────────┤

      └─ local-variable ────────┘      ├─ ROWS_UPDATED ──────────────┤

                                       ├─ ROWS_DELETED ──────────────┤

                                       ├─ SORT ──────────────────────┤

                                       ├─ ROWS_SORTED ───────────────┤

                                       ├─ MIN_ROWS_SORTED ───────────┤

                                       ├─ MAX_ROWS_SORTED ───────────┤

                                       ├─ AM_RECOMPILES ─────────────┤

                                       ├─ PAGES_READ ────────────────┤

                                       ├─ PAGES_WRITTEN ─────────────┤

                                       ├─ PAGES_REQUESTED ───────────┤

                                       ├─ CALC_TARGET ───────────────┤

                                       ├─ CALC_OVERFLOW ─────────────┤

                                       ├─ VIA_TARGET ────────────────┤

                                       ├─ VIA_OVERFLOW ──────────────┤

                                       ├─ RECORDS_REQUESTED ─────────┤

                                       ├─ RECORDS_CURRENT ───────────┤

                                       ├─ CALLS_DBMS ────────────────┤
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                                       ├─ FRAGMENTS_STORED ──────────┤

                                       ├─ RECORDS_RELOCATED ─────────┤

                                       ├─ TOTAL_LOCKS ───────────────┤

                                       ├─ SHARE_LOCKS_HELD ──────────┤

                                       ├─ NON_SHARE_LOCKS_HELD ──────┤

                                       ├─ TOTAL_LOCKS_FREED ─────────┤

                                       ├─ SR8_SPLITS ────────────────┤

                                       ├─ SR8_SPAWNS ────────────────┤

                                       ├─ SR8_STORED ────────────────┤

                                       ├─ SR8_ERASED ────────────────┤

                                       ├─ SR7_STORED ────────────────┤

                                       ├─ SR7_ERASED ────────────────┤

                                       ├─ B_TREE_SEARCH ─────────────┤

                                       ├─ B_TREE_LEVELS_SEARCH ──────┤

                                       ├─ ORPHANS_ADOPTED ───────────┤

                                       ├─ LEVELS_SEARCH_BEST_CASE ───┤

                                       ├─ LEVELS_SEARCH_WORST_CAS ───┤

                                       ├─ RECORDS_UPDATED ───────────┤

                                       ├─ SHARE_LOCKS_ACQ_CALL ──────┤

                                       ├─ SHARE_LOCKS_FREED_CALL ────┤

                                       ├─ NON_SHARE_LOCKS_ACQ_CALL ──┤

                                       ├─ NON_SHARE_LOCKS_FREED_CALL ┤

                                       └─           *                ┘

 

Parameters

• routine-parameter
Identifies an SQL routine parameter that is to receive the value of the specified statistics item. Routine-parameter
must be a parameter of the current SQL routine and must be compatible for assignment with the specified statistics
item. See Expansion of Routine-parameter for expanded syntax.

• host-variable
Identifies a host variable that is to receive the value of the specified statistics item. Host-variable must be a host
variable previously declared in the application program and must be compatible for assignment with the specified
statistics item. See Expansion of Host-variable for expanded syntax.

• local-variable
Identifies a local variable of an SQL routine that is to receive the value of the specified statistics item. Local-variable
must be a local variable declared in the SQL-invoked routine and must be compatible for assignment with the specified
statistics item. See Expansion of Local-variable for expanded syntax.

NOTE
A routine-parameter, host-variable or local-variable must be specified for each transaction-info when the
statement is embedded in a program. Otherwise, these must not be specified.

• transaction-info
Identifies the type of transaction information that is to be returned. Each item has an integer data type and represents
statistical information for the current transaction.

NOTE
For more information about these items, see the DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS and DCMT DISPLAY
TRANSACTION commands.

• *
Requests that all transaction-info items are to be retrieved. This is not allowed in combination with the specification of
a routine-parameter, host-variable, or local-variable and therefore cannot be used in a program.
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Example

The SQL procedure TGETSTA1 counts the number of rows of one of four tables:

• SYSTEM.TABLE
• SYSTEM.COLUMN
• SYSTEM.SCHEMA
• DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE

The actual table is selected through the value of the TITLE parameter. Besides returning the count of rows, the procedure
also returns the values of a number of statistical information items for the transaction:

• SQL_COMMANDS
• PAGES_REQUESTED
• PAGES_READ
• CALLS_DBMS
• TOTAL_LOCKS

set options command delimiter '++';

drop procedure   SQLROUT.TGETSTA1++

create procedure SQLROUT.TGETSTA1

  ( TITLE             char(8) with default

  , P_COUNT           integer

  , P_SQL_COMMANDS    integer

  , P_PAGES_REQUESTED integer

  , P_PAGES_READ      integer

  , P_CALLS_DBMS      integer

  , P_TOTAL_LOCKS     integer

  )

    EXTERNAL NAME TGETSTA1 LANGUAGE SQL

Lab1: begin not atomic

 case TITLE

   when 'TABLE'

     then  select count(*) into P_COUNT

           from SYSTEM.TABLE;

   when 'COLUMN'

     then  select count(*) into P_COUNT

           from SYSTEM.COLUMN;

   when 'SCHEMA'

     then  select count(*) into P_COUNT

           from SYSTEM.SCHEMA;

   when 'EMPLOYEE'

     then  select count(*) into P_COUNT

           from DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE;

  end case;

 

 get statistics

    P_SQL_COMMANDS    = sql_commands

  , P_PAGES_REQUESTED = pages_requested

  , P_PAGES_READ      = pages_read

  , P_CALLS_DBMS      = calls_dbms

  , P_TOTAL_LOCKS     = total_locks;

end
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++

set options command delimiter default ++

 

call sqlrout.TGETSTA1('TABLE');

*+

*+ TITLE         P_COUNT  P_SQL_COMMANDS  P_PAGES_REQUESTED  P_PAGES_READ

*+ -----         -------  --------------  -----------------  ------------

*+ TABLE             808               2                836             9

*+

*+ P_CALLS_DBMS  P_TOTAL_LOCKS

*+ ------------  -------------

*+          813           1673

call sqlrout.TGETSTA1('COLUMN');

*+

*+ TITLE         P_COUNT  P_SQL_COMMANDS  P_PAGES_REQUESTED   P_PAGES_READ

*+ -----         -------  --------------  -----------------   ------------

*+ COLUMN           6450               3               8953           1068

*+

*+ P_CALLS_DBMS  P_TOTAL_LOCKS

*+ ------------  -------------

*+         8071           8300

 

call sqlrout.TGETSTA1('SCHEMA');

*+

*+ TITLE         P_COUNT  P_SQL_COMMANDS  P_PAGES_REQUESTED   P_PAGES_READ

*+ -----         -------  --------------  -----------------   ------------

*+ SCHEMA             56               4                 59              2

*+

*+ P_CALLS_DBMS  P_TOTAL_LOCKS

*+ ------------  -------------

*+           61            130

 

call sqlrout.TGETSTA1('EMPLOYEE');

*+

*+ TITLE         P_COUNT  P_SQL_COMMANDS  P_PAGES_REQUESTED   P_PAGES_READ

*+ -----         -------  --------------  -----------------   ------------

*+ EMPLOYEE           55               5                 58              2

*+

*+ P_CALLS_DBMS  P_TOTAL_LOCKS

*+ ------------  -------------

*+           60            128

GRANT Access Module Execution Privilege
The GRANT Access Module Execution Privilege authorization statement gives one or more users or groups the privilege
of executing a specified access module. The GRANT EXECUTE statement is an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To grant access module execution privilege, you must own the access module, hold grantable privilege on the access
module, or hold DBADMIN privilege on the dictionary that contains the access module.
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Syntax

 

►►─── GRANT EXECUTE ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── ON ACCESS MODULE ─┬────────────────┬─ access-module-name ───────────────►

                        └─ schema-name. ─┘

          ┌─────────────── , ──────────────┐

 ►─── TO ─▼─┬─ PUBLIC ───────────────────┬─┴──────────────────────────────────►

            └─ authorization-identifier ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ WITH GRANT OPTION ─┘

 

Parameters

• ON ACCESS MODULE access-module-name
Specifies the access module to which the EXECUTE privilege applies.
– schema-name

Identifies the schema associated with access-module-name.
If you do not specify schema-name, it defaults to the current schema in effect for your SQL session.

• TO
Identifies the users to whom you are giving the EXECUTE privilege.

• PUBLIC
Specifies all users.

• authorization-identifier
Identifies a user or group. For expanded authorization-identifier syntax, see Expansion of Authorization-identifier.

• WITH GRANT OPTION
Gives the privilege of granting the EXECUTE privilege on the named access module to the users identified in the
TO parameter. The owner of the resource, a holder of the applicable DBADMIN privilege, or a holder of SYSADMIN
privilege can specify WITH GRANT OPTION
A privilege granted with the WITH GRANT OPTION is called a grantable privilege.

Usage

Multiple Access Modules in One GRANT EXECUTE Statement

You can grant privileges on multiple access modules in a single GRANT statement by using an asterisk (*) as a wildcard
character. A wildcard character represents one or more characters omitted from a string.

If used, the asterisk must be the last character in access-module-name. If access-module-name ends with an asterisk, the
name represents all the access modules whose names match the pattern established.

For example, the access module name TST* in a GRANT EXECUTE statement represents all access modules whose
names start with TST in the specified or current schema.

Duration of Privileges

Users hold the EXECUTE privilege granted on an access module until the privilege is explicitly taken away by means of
the REVOKE Execution Privilege statement.
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Privileges Granted to Groups

When you grant a privilege to a group, each user in the group holds the privilege. If you subsequently add a user to the
group, that user also holds the privilege. If you drop a user from the group, that user longer holds the privilege.

Access Modules in Categories

Although you can grant the EXECUTE privilege on a specified access module, the more typical method is to grant the
privilege on a category that includes multiple access modules. The use of categories for granting the EXECUTE privilege
reduces overhead and provides better performance in a multiuser environment.

Executing an Access Module

To execute an access module, the owner of the access module must have the authority to execute all statements in the
access module.

To execute an access module, a user other than the owner must:

• Hold the EXECUTE privilege on the access module
• If IDMS internal security is in effect, the owner of the access module must have the right to grant the privileges

necessary to execute the SQL statements in the access module
• If external security is in effect, the executing user must have the authority to execute statements in the access module

Example

Granting the EXECUTE Privilege

The following GRANT EXECUTE statement gives the EXECUTE privilege on all access modules in the HR schema that
begin with EMP to the users in the groups PER_GRP_1 and PER_GRP_2:

grant execute

   on access module hr.emp*

   to per_grp_1, per_grp_2;

More Information

• For more information about IDMS internal security and about external security for IDMS resources, see Administrating
Security for IDMS.

GRANT Definition Privileges
The GRANT Definition Privileges authorization statement gives one or more users the privilege of performing selected
actions on a specified access module, schema, table, view, procedure or table procedure. It is also an IDMS extension of
the SQL standard.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To issue a GRANT statement for a definition privilege, you must own the resource, hold grantable privilege on the
resource, or hold DBADMIN privilege on the dictionary containing the definition.

Syntax
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►►─── GRANT ─┬─ DEFINE ─────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

             │ ┌─────── , ────────┐ │

             └─▼─┬─ ALTER ──────┬─┴─┘

                 ├─ CREATE ─────┤

                 ├─ DISPLAY ────┤

                 ├─ DROP ───────┤

                 └─ REFERENCES ─┘

 

 ►─── ON ─┬─ ACCESS MODULE ─┬────────────────┬─ access-module-name ─┬─────────►

          │                 └─ schema-name. ─┘                      │

          ├─ SCHEMA schema-name ────────────────────────────────────┤

          ├─ table table-name ──────────────────────────────────────┤

          └─────────────────┬────────────────┬─ function-identifier ┘

                            └─ schema-name. ─┘

 

          ┌─────────────── , ──────────────┐

 ►─── TO ─▼─┬─ PUBLIC ───────────────────┬─┴──────────────────────────────────►

            └─ authorization-identifier ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ WITH GRANT OPTION ─┘

 

Parameters

• DEFINE
Gives the ALTER, CREATE, DISPLAY, DROP, and REFERENCES privileges, as applicable on the resource identified
in the ON parameter to the users or groups identified in the TO parameter.

• ALTER
Gives the ALTER privilege on resource identified in the ON parameter to the users or groups identified in the TO
parameter.
The ALTER privilege on a resource allows you to modify the definition of the resource.

• CREATE
Gives the CREATE privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter to the users or groups identified in the TO
parameter.
The CREATE privilege on a resource allows you to define the resource.

• DISPLAY
Gives the DISPLAY privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter to the users or groups identified in the TO
parameter.
The DISPLAY privilege on an access module allows you to execute the EXPLAIN statement on the access module.

• DROP
Gives the DROP privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter to the users or groups identified in the TO
parameter.
The DROP privilege on a resource allows you to delete the definition of the resource.

• REFERENCES
Gives the REFERENCES privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter to the users or groups identified in
the TO parameter.
The REFERENCES privilege on a table allows a user to define referential constraints in which the table is the
referenced table.

• ON
Specifies the resource to which the definition privileges apply.

• ACCESS MODULE access-module-name
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Specifies that the privileges apply to any version of access-module-name in the associated schema.
– schema-name

Identifies the schema associated with access-module-name.
If you do not specify schema-name, it defaults to the current schema in effect for your SQL session.

• SCHEMA schema-name
Identifies an SQL schema.

• table table-name
Identifies a table, view, procedure or table procedure.
If table-name does not include schema name qualifier, the schema name qualifier defaults to the current schema in
effect for your SQL session.

• schema-name
Specifies the schema with which the function identified by function-identifier is associated. If schema-name is not
specified, the schema defaults to the current schema in effect for your SQL session.

• function-identifier
Identifies the function.

• TO
Identifies the users to whom you are giving the definition privileges.

• PUBLIC
Specifies all users.

• authorization-identifier
Identifies a user or group. For expanded authorization-identifier syntax, see Expansion of Authorization-identifier.

• WITH GRANT OPTION
Gives the privilege of granting the specified definition privileges on the named resource to the users identified in the
TO parameter. Only the owner of the resource or a user holding the DBADMIN privilege can specify WITH GRANT
OPTION.
A privilege granted with the WITH GRANT OPTION is called a grantable privilege.

Usage

Multiple Entities in One GRANT Statement

You can grant privileges on multiple entities of the same type in a single GRANT statement by using an asterisk (*) as a
wildcard character. A wildcard character represents one or more characters omitted from a string.

If used, the asterisk must be the last character in the resource name. The asterisk can replace all or part of:

• Access-module-name
• Schema-name on the SCHEMA parameter
• Table-identifier, view-identifier, procedure-identifier or table-procedure-identifier in table-name
• Function-identifier

A resource name with an asterisk represents all the entities of the same type whose names match the pattern established
by the name with the asterisk. For example, the access module name ACC* in a GRANT statement represents all access
modules whose names start with ACC in the specified or current schema.

The DEFINE Keyword

When you use the DEFINE keyword with a GRANT statement, you grant a set of definition privileges on a resource to one
or more users or groups.

When you use the DEFINE keyword with a REVOKE statement, you revoke any definition privileges that have been
previously granted on the resource from the specified users or groups.
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This means that if you GRANT CREATE privilege on a table, you can revoke the privilege with a REVOKE SELECT
statement or a REVOKE DEFINE statement. Using REVOKE DEFINE is an efficient technique when you intend to revoke
all definition privileges on a table from a user or group, whether the privileges were granted singly or as a set.

Similarly, you can GRANT DEFINE on a table to a user and then REVOKE DELETE on the table from the same user as a
way to grant all but one definition privilege.

Duration of Privileges

Users hold privileges granted on a resource until the privileges are explicitly taken away by means of the REVOKE
Definition Privileges statement.

Privileges Granted to Groups

When you grant a privilege to a group, each user in the group holds the privilege. If you subsequently add a user to the
group, that user also holds the privilege. If you drop a user from the group, that user longer hold the privilege.

Example

Granting Privileges on a Schema

The following GRANT statement gives the ALTER, CREATE, DISPLAY, and DROP privileges on all schemas that begin
with DSF to user DSF. The statement also gives user DSF the privilege of granting the same privileges to other users.

grant define

   on schema dsf*

   to dsf

   with grant option;

More Information

• For more information about IDMS internal security and about external security for IDMS resources, see Administrating
Security for IDMS.

GRANT Table Access Privileges
The GRANT Table Access Privileges authorization statement gives one or more users or groups the privilege of
performing selected actions on a specified table, view, function, procedure or table procedure.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To issue a GRANT statement for a table privilege, you must own the table, view, function, procedure, or table procedure,
hold the corresponding grantable privilege on the table, view, procedure or table procedure, or hold the DBADMIN
privilege on the database that contains the table, view, function, procedure, or table procedure.

Syntax

 

►►─── GRANT  ─┬─ ACCESS ─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

              │ ┌────── , ─────┐ │

              └─▼─┬─ DELETE ─┬─┴─┘

                  ├─ INSERT ─┤
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                  ├─ SELECT ─┤

                  └─ UPDATE ─┘

 ►─── ON table ─┬─ table-name ─────────────────────────────────────────────┬──►

                └┬───────────────┬──────────────────── function-identifier ┘

                 └─ schema-name.─┘

          ┌─────────────── , ──────────────┐

 ►─── TO ─▼─┬─ PUBLIC ───────────────────┬─┴──────────────────────────────────►

            └─ authorization-identifier ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ WITH GRANT OPTION ─┘

 

Parameters

• ACCESS
Gives the DELETE, INSERT, SELECT, and UPDATE privileges on the table, view, function, procedure or table
procedure identified in the ON parameter to the users or groups identified in the TO parameter.
The ACCESS parameter is an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

• DELETE
Gives the DELETE privilege on the table, view, or table procedure identified in the ON parameter to the users or
groups identified in the TO parameter.
The DELETE privilege on a table, view, or table procedure allows you to delete rows from the table or view.

• INSERT
Gives the INSERT privilege on the table, view, or table procedure identified in the ON parameter to the users or groups
identified in the TO parameter.
The INSERT privilege on a table, view, or table procedure allows you to insert rows into the table or view.

• SELECT
Gives the SELECT privilege on the table, view, function, procedure or table procedure identified in the ON parameter
to the users or groups identified in the TO parameter.
The SELECT privilege on a table, view, function, procedure or table procedure allows you to:
– Retrieve data from the table, view, function, procedure or table procedure
– Name the table, view, function, procedure or table procedure in a subquery

• UPDATE
Gives the UPDATE privilege on the table, view, or table procedure identified in the ON parameter to the users or
groups identified in the TO parameter.
The UPDATE privilege on a table, view, or table procedure allows you to modify data in the table or through the view.

• ON table table-name
Identifies the table, view, procedure or table procedure to which the table access privileges apply.
If table-name does not include schema name qualifier, the schema name qualifier defaults to the current schema in
effect for your SQL session.
The optional keyword TABLE is an IDMS extension of the SQL standard. See Expansion of Table-name for expanded
table-name syntax.
– schema-name

Optional qualifier of the function-identifier. If not specified the schema name qualifier defaults to the current schema
in effect for your SQL session.

– function-identifier
Identifies the function to which the access privilege applies.

• TO
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Identifies the users to whom you are giving table access privileges.
• PUBLIC

Specifies all users.
• authorization-identifier

Identifies a user or group. For expanded authorization-identifier syntax, see Expansion of Authorization-identifier.
• WITH GRANT OPTION

Gives the privilege of granting the specified privileges on the named table, view, procedure or table procedure to the
users identified in the TO parameter. The owner of the resource, a holder of the applicable DBADMIN privilege, or a
holder of SYSADMIN privilege can specify WITH GRANT OPTION.
A privilege granted with the WITH GRANT OPTION is called a grantable privilege.

Usage

Multiple Tables and Views in One GRANT Statement

You can grant privileges on multiple tables, views, functions, procedures and table procedures in a single GRANT
statement by using an asterisk (*) as a wildcard character. A wildcard character represents one or more characters
omitted from a string.

If used, the asterisk must be the last character in the table, view, function, procedure or table procedure identifier in table-
name or function-identifier. A table, view, function, procedure or table procedure identifier with an asterisk represents all
the tables, views, and table procedures whose identifiers match the pattern established by the identifier with the asterisk.

For example, the table, view, function, procedure or table procedure identifier EST* in a GRANT statement represents all
tables, views, procedures and table procedures whose identifiers start with EST in the specified or current schema.

Duration of Privileges

Users hold privileges granted on a table, view, function, procedure or table procedure until the privileges are explicitly
taken away by means of the REVOKE Table Access Privileges statement.

The ACCESS Keyword

When you use the ACCESS keyword with a GRANT statement, you grant a set of access privileges on a table, view,
function, procedure or table procedure to one or more users or groups.

When you use the ACCESS keyword with a REVOKE statement, you revoke any access privileges that have been
previously granted on the table, view, function, procedure or table procedure from the specified users or groups.

This means that if you GRANT SELECT privilege on a table, you can revoke the privilege with a REVOKE SELECT
statement or a REVOKE ACCESS statement. Using REVOKE ACCESS is an efficient technique when you intend to
revoke all access privileges on a table from a user or group, whether the privileges were granted singly or as a set.

Similarly, you can GRANT ACCESS on a table to a user and then REVOKE DELETE on the table from the same user as
a way to grant all but one table access privilege.

Privileges Granted to Groups

When you grant a privilege to a group, each user in the group holds the privilege. If you subsequently add a user to the
group, that user also holds the privilege. If you drop a user from the group, that user no longer holds the privilege.
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Example

Granting Selected Privileges on a Table

The following GRANT statement gives the SELECT and UPDATE privileges on the EMPLOYEE table to users KRP, SAE,
and PGD:

grant select, update

   on employee

   to krp, sae, pgd;

More Information

• For more information about IDMS internal security and about external security for IDMS resources, see Administrating
Security for IDMS.

INCLUDE
The INCLUDE precompiler directive statement directs the precompiler to create host variable definitions for a specified
structure or table in the application program. You can use this statement only in SQL that is embedded in a program.

The INCLUDE statement is an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To issue an INCLUDE statement that specifies:

• A table, you must own or have the SELECT privilege on the table
• SQLCA or SQLDA no privileges are required

Syntax

 

►►─── INCLUDE ─┬─ SQLCA ───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──►◄

               ├─ SQLDA sqlda-options ─────────────────────────────────────┤

               ├─ TABLE table-name ─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────┤

               │                    └─ table-options ─┘                    │

               ├─┬────────────────┬─ function-identifier ─┬───────────────┬┤

               │ └─ schema-name. ─┘                       └─table-options─┘│

               └─ module-name ─────────────────────────────────────────────┘

 

Expansion of sqlda-options

 

►►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────────┬─────────►◄

   └─ NUMBER OF COLUMNS column-count ─┘ └─ AS descriptor-area-name ─┘

 

Expansion of table-options
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►►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►

   │     ┌─────── , ───────┐                                        │

   └─ ( ─▼── column-name ──┴─ ) ──┬───────────────────────────────┬─┘

                                  │        ┌─────── , ──────┐     │

                                  └─ AS ( ─▼─ column-alias ─┴─ ) ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ AS structure-name ─┤

   └─ NO STRUCTURE ──────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ NUMBER OF ROWS row-count ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ PREFIX 'column-prefix' ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ SUFFIX 'column-suffix' ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ LEVEL  'level-number ' ─┘

 

Parameters

• SQLCA
Directs the precompiler to define host variables for the fields in the SQL Communication Area (SQLCA) in the
application program.

• SQLDA
Directs the precompiler to define host variables for the fields in the SQL descriptor area in the application program.

• sqlda-options
Specifies additional characteristics for the SQL descriptor area. Expanded syntax for sqlda-options is shown
immediately following the INCLUDE syntax and documented directly below.

• NUMBER OF COLUMNS column-count
Directs IDMS to build an SQL descriptor area large enough to contain the specified number of columns.
Column-count must be an integer in the range 1 through 1,024. The default is 100.

• AS descriptor-area-name
Assigns the specified name to the SQL descriptor area being defined. Descriptor-area-name must be unique within the
application program and must follow the conventions for host variable names.
If you do not specify a name for the SQL descriptor area, the name of the descriptor area is SQLDA.

• TABLE table-name
Directs the precompiler to define host variables corresponding to one or more columns in the named table, view,
procedure or table procedure in the application program.
Table-name must identify a base table, view, procedure or table procedure defined in the dictionary.
If table-name does not include an explicit schema name, the precompiler:
– Uses the schema name specified in the schema precompiler option, if any
– Returns an error if the schema precompiler option is not specified
For expanded table-name syntax, see Expansion of Table-name.

• schema-name
Specifies the schema with which the function identified by function-identifier is associated. If schema-name is not
specified, the precompiler:
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– Uses the schema name specified in the schema precompiler option, if any
– Returns an error if the schema precompiler option is not specified

• function-identifier
Directs the precompiler to define host variables corresponding to one or more columns in the named function in the
application program.

• table-options
Specifies additional information about the host variables to be defined for the named table, view, function, procedure,
or table procedure. Expanded syntax for table-options is shown above immediately following the expanded syntax for
sqlda-options and documented directly below.

• module-name
Includes source statements from a module stored in the data dictionary into the source program.
The unmodified module is placed into the program by the precompiler at the location of the request. The module can,
but need not, contain SQL or navigational DML statements. Any such statements are examined and expanded within
the context of the program as if they were coded directly.

NOTE
INCLUDE module-name is equivalent to COPY IDMS module-name as documented in the Precompiler-
Directive Statements section for COBOL application programs and the DML Precompiler-Directive
Statements section for Assembler application programs.

The version of the module that is included is established as follows:
The version defaults to the highest version number defined in the data dictionary for the language mode under which
the program is being compiled (for example, BATCH or IDMS-DC).
If no mode-specific version exists for module-name, the non-mode-specific version, if present, is included. If neither a
mode-specific entry or a non-mode-specific entry for module-name has been established, an error results. The same
rules apply to the module's language where version-number defaults to the highest value defined in the data dictionary
for the language in which the program is written.

Parameters for Expansion of sqlda-options

• (column-name)
Specifies one or more columns for which the precompiler is to define host variables. Column-name must identify a
column in the named table, view, function, procedure, or table procedure and must be unique within the list of column
names.
If you specify one or more columns, the precompiler defines host variables only for the columns you name. If you do
not specify any columns, the precompiler defines host variables for all the columns in the named table, view, or table
procedure.

• AS (column-alias)
Specifies names to be used for the host variables defined for the named columns. Column-alias must follow the
conventions for host variable names.
You must specify no column aliases or the same number of column aliases as the number of host variables defined for
columns in the named table, view, or table procedure.
If you do not specify any column aliases, the name used for each host variable is the name of the column for which the
host variable is defined.

Parameters for Expansion of table-options

• AS structure-name
Assigns the specified name to the data structure made up of the host variables corresponding to the columns in the
named table, view, or table procedure. Structure-name must be a 1- through 31-character name that follows the
conventions for host variable names.
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If you do not specify a name for the data structure, and you do not specify NO STRUCTURE, the name of the structure
is the name of the table or view used to define the structure.

• NO STRUCTURE
Directs the precompiler not to group the host variable definitions together in a single data structure.

• NUMBER OF ROWS row-count
Directs the precompiler to define an array, suitable for bulk processing, in which the host variables are sub-elements
of a structure that occurs the specified number of times. Row-count should be an integer in the range from 2 to the
largest number of entries supported for an array by the host language compiler. You must specify NUMBER OF ROWS
to create a host variable array using INCLUDE.
If you specify NO STRUCTURE, NUMBER OF ROWS is ignored.

• PREFIX 'column-prefix'
Specifies a character string to be used as the first portion of the name of each host variable defined for a column in the
named table, view, procedure or table procedure. Column-prefix must be a one- through seven-character string and
must be enclosed in single quotation marks.
The column prefix concatenated with the column name or alias and the column suffix, if specified, must follow the
conventions for host variable names.

• SUFFIX 'column-suffix'
Specifies a character string to be used as the last portion of the name of each host variable defined for a column in the
named table, view, procedure or table procedure. Column-suffix must be a one- through seven-character string and
must be enclosed in single quotation marks.
The column prefix, if specified, and the column name or alias concatenated with the column suffix must follow the
conventions for host variable names.

• LEVEL level-number
Directs the precompiler to assign the specified level number to the data structure as a whole or, when the INCLUDE
statement specifies NO STRUCTURE, to each host variable defined for a column. Level-number must be an integer in
the range 01 through 47.
If level-number is not specified, the default is 01.

Usage

SQLCA, SQLCODE, and SQLSTATE

An application program can contain an INCLUDE SQLCA statement or a host variable definition for SQLCODE and/or
SQLSTATE within an SQL declaration section. In either case, the precompiler comments out the item and inserts the host
variable definitions for the fields in the SQLCA.

If you include more than one of these items in an application program, the precompiler comments out all of them, inserts
the host variable definitions for the fields in the SQLCA only once, and returns a warning.

If you do not include any of the items in a COBOL application program, the precompiler automatically creates the host
variable definitions for the fields in the SQLCA if the application program contains SQL statements.

NOTE
This does not apply to PL/I application programs. A PL/I program must contain an INCLUDE SQLCA or a host
variable definition for SQLCODE or SQLSTATE.

Multiple SQL Descriptor Areas

Each SQL descriptor area included in an application program must have a unique name. If you include multiple SQL
descriptor areas, you can use the default name SQLDA for only one of the areas. You must use the AS parameter to
specify a different name for each of the others.
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Placement of INCLUDE TABLE

The INCLUDE TABLE statement may appear anywhere within the application program that variable declarations are
allowed. However, to reference the generated variables as host variable in an SQL statement, you must place the
INCLUDE TABLE statement within an SQL declaration section.

Column Names as Host Variable Names

You can use the names of the columns in an included table as host variable names only when the column names follow
the conventions for host variable names. Otherwise, you must specify a column alias for each column for which you want
to define a host variable.

NOTE
In a COBOL application program, the precompiler automatically converts underscores to hyphens in column
names used as host variable names.

Indicator Variable Names

If a column within an included table is nullable, an indicator variable is generated for the column. The name of the
indicator variable is the same as that of the data variable (column name or column alias) suffixed with '-I'.

Examples

Including the SQLCA

The following INCLUDE statement directs the precompiler to define host variables for the fields in the SQL
Communication Area (SQLCA):

EXEC SQL

   INCLUDE SQLCA

END-EXEC

Including an SQL Descriptor Area

The following INCLUDE statement directs the precompiler to define host variables for the fields in an SQL descriptor area
named BUFF-1-SQLDA. The maximum number of columns that can be described using BUFF-1-SQLDA is 30.

EXEC SQL

   INCLUDE SQLDA

      NUMBER OF COLUMNS 30

      AS BUFF-1-SQLDA

END-EXEC

Including a Table

The following INCLUDE statement directs the precompiler to define host variables corresponding to the named columns in
the INSURANCE_PLAN table. The host variables are defined as a 10-row array named INS-COST-BUFFER.

EXEC SQL

   INCLUDE TABLE INSURANCE_PLAN

      AS INS-COST-BUFFER

      (PLAN_CODE, COMP_NAME, MAX_LIFE_COST, FAMILY_COST, DEP_COST)

         AS (PLANCODE, COMPNAME, MAXLIFE, FAMCOST, DEPCOST)
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      NUMBER OF ROWS 10

END-EXEC

The previous statement generates COBOL variable declarations in this format:

01  INS-COST-BUFFER

  02  INS-COST-BUFFER-BULK OCCURS 10.

    03 PLANCODE ...

    03 COMPNAME ...

    03 MAXLIFE ...

    03 FAMCOST ...

    03 DEPCOST ...

More Information

• For more information about the SQLCA and the SQLDA, see SQL Communication Area and SQL Descriptor Area.
• For more information about host variables and creating a host variable array using INCLUDE, see Host Variables.

INSERT
The INSERT data manipulation statement adds one or more rows to a table.

This article describes the following information:

Key Benefit

In the VALUES clause, you can include expressions that include operators, built-in and user-defined functions to
determine the virtual foreign key values that are used in the row insertion.

Authorization

To issue an INSERT statement, you must:

• Hold the INSERT privilege on or own the table, view, or table procedure named in the INTO parameter
• Hold the SELECT privilege on or own each table, function, view, and table procedure explicitly named in any query

specification used in the INSERT statement

Additional authorization requirements apply to:

• A view named in the INTO parameter; each view named in the FROM parameter of such a view; each view named in
the FROM parameters of those views, and so forth.
For any such view, the owner of the view must own or have the grantable INSERT privilege on each table, view, and
table procedure explicitly named in the view definition.

• Each view explicitly named in a query specification in the INSERT statement; each view explicitly named in the
definition of such a view; each view explicitly named in the definition of those views, and so forth.
For any such view, the owner of the view must own or have the grantable SELECT privilege on each table, view, and
table procedure explicitly named in the view definition.

Syntax

►►─── INSERT INTO table-name ─┬─────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►

                              │     ┌────── , ────────┐     │
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                              └─ ( ─▼── column-name ──┴─ ) ─┘

               ┌──────────── , ────────────┐

►─┬─ VALUES ( ─▼─┬─ value-expression ────┬─┴─ ) ────────────────────────────┬─►◄

  │              ├─(query-expression)────┤                                  │

  │              └─ NULL ────────────────┘                                  │

  ├─ query-specification ───────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

  └─ BULK :bulk-buffer ─┬────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────┘

                        └─ bulk-options ─┘

Expansion of bulk-options

►►──┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ START :start-variable-name ─┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►◄

    └─ ROWS :row-count-variable-name ─┘

Parameters

• INTO table-name
Identifies the table, view, or table procedure to which new rows are being added. Table-name must not specify a
procedure. If table-name identifies a view:
– The view must be updateable
– The applicable rows are inserted into the table from which the view is derived
For expanded table-name syntax, see Expansion of Table-name.

• (column-name)
Specifies one or more columns for which values are being supplied. Column-name must identify a column in the table,
view, or table procedure named in the INTO parameter and must be unique within the list of columns.
The list of column names must be enclosed in parentheses. Multiple column names must be separated by commas.
If you specify one or more but not all the columns in the named table, view, or table procedure, IDMS stores default or
null values in the unspecified columns. If any unspecified column is defined as NOT NULL and does not have a default
value, IDMS returns an error. If you do not specify any column names, you must supply values for all columns in the
rows being added in the order in which the columns were specified in the table, view, or table procedure definition.
For schemas with virtual keys, the virtual keys follow the columns in the definition and are in the order of ROWID
followed by the virtual foreign keys in alphabetical order.

• VALUES
Indicates a single row with the specified values is to be added to the table, view, or table procedure named in the INTO
parameter. You must provide the same number of values as the number of columns named in the INSERT statement
or, if no columns are named, the number of columns in the table, view, or table procedure. The first value specified is
stored in the first column named, the second value in the second column, and so on. If you specify one or more but not
all of the columns in the named table, view, or table procedure, IDMS stores default or null values in the unspecified
columns.
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The list of values must be enclosed in parentheses. Multiple values must be separated by commas.
• NULL

Directs IDMS to store a null value in the corresponding column in the new row. The column must be defined to allow
null values.

• value-expression
Represents a value used for the corresponding column in the new row. For expanded value-expression syntax, see
Expansion of Value-expression.

WARNING
You can specify limited types of value expressions within a VALUES clause. You cannot specify aggregate
functions or column names, including the ROWID pseudo-column.

• query-expression
Represents a value used for the corresponding column in the new row. The query-expression must return at most, one
row and the result table of the query-expression must consist of a single column. For expanded query-expression
syntax see Expansion of Query-expression.

• query-specification
Specifies a result table whose rows are to be added to the table, view, or table procedure named in the INTO
parameter. The specified result table must have the same number of columns as the number of columns named in
the INSERT statement or, if no columns are named, the number of columns in the table, view, or table procedure. For
expanded query-specification syntax, see Expansion of Query-specification.

• BULK :bulk-buffer
Identifies a variable defined as an array from which IDMS is to retrieve the values to be stored in one or more new
rows.
Bulk-buffer must be a variable previously declared in the host-language application program or SQL routine. Bulk-
buffer must have a subordinate structure which occurs multiple times and has the same number of sub-elements as
the number of columns named in the INSERT statement or, if no columns are named, the number of columns in the
table, view, or table procedure named in the INTO parameter.
You can specify the BULK parameter only when you embed the INSERT statement in an application program.
The BULK parameter is an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

Parameters for Expansion of bulk-options

• START :start-variable-name
Identifies a variable containing the relative position within the bulk buffer from which IDMS is to retrieve values for the
first new row. Values in subsequent entries in the bulk buffer are retrieved sequentially for subsequent new rows.
Start-variable-name must be a variable previously declared in the host-language application program or SQL routine.
The value in the host variable must be an integer in the natural range of subscripts for arrays in the language in which
the application program is written.
If you do not specify the START parameter, IDMS retrieves the values from the first entry in the bulk buffer.

• ROWS :row-count-variable-name
Identifies a variable that specifies the number of rows IDMS is to retrieve from the bulk buffer.
Row-count-variable-name must be a variable previously declared in the host-language application program or SQL
routine. The value in the host variable must be an integer in the range 1 through the number of rows that fit in the bulk
buffer.
If you do not specify the ROWS parameter, IDMS retrieves rows from the array sequentially until reaching the end of
the buffer.

NOTE
The bulk-buffer, start-variable-name, row-count-variable-name variables can be host variables, or when the
statement is used in an SQL routine, local variables or routine parameters. In this case, their names must not be
preceded with a colon.
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Usage

Restriction on table-name

The table, view, or table procedure named in the INTO parameter of an INSERT statement cannot also be named in the
FROM parameter of a query specification in the same statement or in the FROM parameter of any subquery within the
query specification. This means that you cannot INSERT into a table from which you are selecting directly or through a
view.

Restriction for Tables in Constraints

If the table named in an INSERT statement is the referencing table in a constraint, the foreign-key columns in each row
being inserted must satisfy either of the following conditions:

• The columns must be all or partially null
• The foreign-key-column values must match the referenced-column values in a row of the referenced table

Compatible Data Types

The data types of the columns named in the INSERT statement and their corresponding values represented by the
VALUES, query-specification, or BULK parameter must be compatible for assignment.

Indicator Variables in the INSERT Statement

In an INSERT statement, you can use indicator variables with host variables and within arrays for bulk processing. A
negative value in an indicator variable directs IDMS to store a null value in the column corresponding to the associated
host variable or structure element. IDMS ignores an indicator value of 0 or higher.

Errors During Bulk Inserts

If an error occurs during a bulk insert, all rows inserted before the error occurred remain in the table. Subsequent rows,
however, are not inserted into the table.

Satisfying Check Constraints

If a row to be inserted into a table does not satisfy the check constraints, if any, in the table definition, IDMS returns an
error and does not insert the row.

Inserting into Views Having WITH CHECK OPTION

If the INTO parameter includes a view defined with WITH CHECK OPTION, any WHERE clause in the view definition, or
in the definitions of any other views nested within its definition, is applied like a check constraint.

Using a query-expression as a Source Value

If a query-expression, used as the value stored in a column, returns no rows, the column is set to the null value.  If the
column does not allow nulls, an exception is raised.

Examples

Supplying Explicit Values

The following INSERT statement adds a new row to the PROJECT table. Values (some null, some non-null) are provided
for all columns in the table.
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insert into project   values ('P634', 'TV ads - WTVK', '1989-12-01',      '1990-2-28', null, null, 320, null, 3411);

Using the Values in a Result Table

The following INSERT statement adds new rows to the temporary table TEMP_BUDGET. The values in the new rows
come from the result table defined by the query specification in the INSERT statement. Values are provided only for two
columns of the temporary table.

insert into temp_budget   (dept_id, all_expenses)   select dept_id, adv_exp + merch_exp + op_exp + misc_exp      from proposed_budget;

Inserting Values from a Buffer

The following INSERT statement adds new rows to the CONSULTANT table. Values for the new rows come from the
buffer CNSLT-BUFF. The number of rows added is determined by the value in the host variable BUFF-ROW-COUNT.

EXEC SQLINSERT INTO CONSULTANT   BULK :CNSLT-BUFF   ROWS :BUFF-ROW-CNTEND-EXEC

Using query-expressions to INSERT columns

The following INSERT statement sets the value of the SALARY_BUDGET column in the DEPARTMENT table, based on
the current salaries of all employees in the department.

Insert into department d (dept_id, salary_budget)  values (3200,          (select 1.1 * sum (salary) from

 employee e           where e.deptid = d.deptid));

Inserting into a table of a schema with virtual keys 

The following INSERT statement sets the values of the columns including setting values for ROWID and virtual foreign
keys.

INSERT INTO EMPLOYEE (EMP_ID_0415, EMP_FIRST_NAME_0415, EMP_LAST_NAME_0415, ROWID, FKEY_DEPT_EMPLOYEE,

 FKEY_OFFICE_EMPLOYEE)VALUES (911, 'Kathryn’, 'Smith', NULL,        (SELECT ROWID FROM DEPARTMENT WHERE

 DEPT_ID_0410 = 9002),        (SELECT ROWID FROM OFFICE WHERE OFFICE_CODE_0450 = '002'));

More Information

• For more information about updateable views, see CREATE VIEW.
• For more information about host variables, see Host Variables.
• For more information about expanded host variable, local variable, or routine parameters syntax, see Expansion of

Host-variable, Local Variables, or Routine Parameters.
• For more information about compatible data types for assignment operations, see Comparison, Assignment,

Arithmetic, and Concatenation Operations.
• For more information about null values, see Null Values.
• For more information about bulk processing in an application program, see Bulk Processing.
• For more information about expanded literal syntax, see Expansion of Literal.
• For more information about expanded special-register syntax, see Expansion of Special-register.

OPEN Statement
The OPEN data manipulation statement places a specified cursor in the open state. An open cursor represents a result
table, an ordering of the rows in the result table, and a position relative to the ordering.

You can use this statement only in SQL that is embedded in a program.

This article describes the following information:
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Authorization

None required.

Syntax

 

►►─ OPEN cursor-name ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►──┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►◄

    │            ┌──────── , ───────────┐                           │

    └─ USING ──┬─▼┬─ host-variable ────┬┴────────────────────────┬──┘

               │  │─ local-variable ───┤                         │

               │  └─ routine-parameter ┘                         │

               └─ :dyn-buff sql DESCRIPTOR descriptor-area-name ─┘

 

Parameters

• cursor-name
Specifies the cursor to be opened. Cursor-name must identify a cursor previously defined by a DECLARE CURSOR
statement within the application program or by an ALLOCATE CURSOR statement executed within the same SQL
transaction.

• USING
Supplies values for the dynamic parameters embedded in the text of the dynamically prepared statement with which
the cursor is associated.

• host-variable
Identifies the host variables from which IDMS is to retrieve values for the dynamic parameters. IDMS assigns the value
of the first host variable to the first dynamic parameter, the second host variable to the second dynamic parameter, and
so on.
You must specify the same number of host variables in the USING parameter as the number of dynamic parameter
markers in the dynamically prepared statement with which the cursor is associated. See Expansion of Host-variable for
more information.

NOTE
In COBOL, host-variable can be an elementary data item or a non-bulk structure. If a non-bulk structure is
specified, each sub-element of the structure is counted as a host variable.

• local-variable
• routine-parameter

Identifies the local variable or routine parameter from which IDMS is to retrieve values for the dynamic parameters.
IDMS assigns the value of the first local variable or routine parameter to the first dynamic parameter, the second local
variable or routine parameter to the second dynamic parameter, and so on. You must specify the same number of
local variables and routine parameters in the USING parameter as the number of dynamic parameter markers in the
dynamically prepared statement with which the cursor is associated.

• :dyn-buff
Identifies the variable from which IDMS is to retrieve values for the dynamic parameters.
Dyn-buff must identify a variable previously declared in the host-language application program or SQL routine.
The size of dyn-buff must be sufficient to hold a complete set of dynamic parameter values. The format of the data in
dyn-buff must conform to the description in the SQL descriptor area specified by descriptor-area-name.

• SQL DESCRIPTOR
Specifies the SQL descriptor area that describes the format of the dynamic parameter values contained in dyn-buff.

• descriptor-area-name
Directs IDMS to use the named area as the descriptor area. Descriptor-name must identify an SQL descriptor area.
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NOTE
The dyn-buff variable can be a host variable, or when the statement is used in an SQL routine, a local variable
or a routine parameter. In this case, its name must not be preceded with a colon.

Usage

Cursor Positions

At any time, the position of an open cursor is one of the following:

• Before a certain row
• About a certain row
• After the last row

A cursor can be before the first row or after the last row of a result table even if the table is empty.

When a cursor is first opened, its position is before the first row.

Effect on an Open Cursor

If the cursor named in an OPEN statement is already open, IDMS returns an error and continues processing.

Example

Opening a Cursor

The following OPEN statement places the cursor named ALL_EMP_CURSOR in the open state:

EXEC SQL

   OPEN ALL_EMP_CURSOR

END-EXEC

More Information

• For more information about defining and manipulating cursors, see ALLOCATE CURSOR, CLOSE, DECLARE
CURSOR, and FETCH.

• For more information about using cursors in an application program, see Using a Cursor.
• For more information about the layout of the descriptor area, see SQL Descriptor Area.

PREPARE
The PREPARE dynamic compilation statement dynamically compiles an SQL statement for later execution in the
application program.

You can use this statement only in SQL that is embedded in a program.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To issue the PREPARE statement, you must have the privileges required to issue the statement being prepared.

Syntax
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►►─ PREPARE statement-name FROM ─┬─ :statement-text ──┬─────────────────►

                                 └─ 'statement-text' ─┘

 ►──┬──────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

    ├─ describe-output-expression ─┤

    └─ describe-input-expression ──┘

 

Expansion of describe-output-expression

 

►►─ DESCRIBE output USING sql DESCRIPTOR descriptor-area-name1 ────────────►

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────►◄

   └─ INPUT USING sql DESCRIPTOR descriptor-area-name2 ─┘

 

Expansion of describe-input-expression

 

►►─ DESCRIBE INPUT USING sql DESCRIPTOR descriptor-area-name2 ─────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►◄

   └─ OUTPUT USING sql DESCRIPTOR descriptor-area-name1 ─┘

 

Parameters

• statement-name
Specifies the name to be assigned to the compiled statement. It must be unique within its associated scope. For more
information, see Expansion of Statement-name.

• FROM
Identifies the statement to be compiled.

• :statement-text
Identifies a host variable, local variable, or a routine parameter containing a preparable SQL statement. statement-text
must be previously declared in the application program or SQL routine. It must be defined as an elementary data item
with no sub-elements. Do not specify the colon when statement-text is a local variable or routine parameter.

• 'statement-text'
Specifies a preparable SQL statement enclosed in single quotation marks. Do not include the SQL prefix or terminator
within the statement.

Parameters for Expansion of describe-output-expression

• DESCRIBE OUTPUT USING SQL DESCRIPTOR descriptor-area-name1
Specifies the SQL descriptor area in which IDMS is to return information about the output values to be returned when
the dynamically-compiled statement is executed.
Descriptor-area-name1 is the name of the SQL descriptor area.

• INPUT USING SQL DESCRIPTOR descriptor-area-name2
Specifies the SQL descriptor area in which IDMS is to return information about the dynamic parameters used within the
statement.
Descriptor-area-name2 is the name of the SQL descriptor area.
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Parameters for Expansion of describe-input-expression

• DESCRIBE INPUT USING SQL DESCRIPTOR descriptor-area-name2
Specifies the SQL descriptor area in which IDMS is to return information about the dynamic parameters used within the
statement.
Descriptor-area-name2 is the name of the SQL descriptor area.

• OUTPUT USING SQL DESCRIPTOR descriptor-area-name1
Specifies the SQL descriptor area in which IDMS is to return information about the output values to be returned when
the dynamically-compiled statement is executed.
Descriptor-area-name1 is the name of the SQL descriptor area.

Usage

Preparable Statements

The following SQL statements are preparable:

• All authorization and logical data description statements
• CALL
• COMMIT
• cursor-specification
• DELETE
• EXPLAIN
• INSERT
• RELEASE
• ROLLBACK
• SUSPEND SESSION
• UPDATE

Additionally, all IDMS utility and physical data description statements are preparable.

Specifying Dynamic Parameters

Dynamic parameters are variables whose values are supplied when the statement is executed, or in the case of a
SELECT or a CALL statement, when its associated cursor is opened.

Dynamic parameters are specified as question marks (?) within the text of the SQL statement. They may appear wherever
a host variable is permitted with certain exceptions.

Describing Dynamic Parameters

The INPUT option is used to return information about dynamic parameters that may be embedded in the SQL statement
being described. The SQLD field of the descriptor area indicates the number of dynamic parameter that appear in the
statement. If no dynamic parameters are used, this field is zero (0).

If dynamic parameters do appear in the statement, IDMS returns descriptions of the parameters in the descriptor area.
The data type information is derived from the context in which the dynamic parameter appears.

Describing Output Values

The OUTPUT option is used to return information about values output from IDMS:

• For a SELECT or a CALL statement, IDMS returns a description of the result table defined by the statement. The
SQLD field of the descriptor area indicates the number of columns in the result table.

• For a statement other than SELECT or CALL, IDMS returns the value zero (0) in the SQLD field of the descriptor area.
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No Host Variables, Local Variables, or Routine Parameters in a Dynamically Compiled Statement

An SQL statement that is to be compiled dynamically cannot include any host variables, local variables, or routine
parameters.

Re-executing a PREPARE Statement

When reexecuting a PREPARE statement, IDMS replaces the previously prepared statement with the statement currently
identified in the PREPARE statement. If the previously prepared statement is a SELECT or a CALL statement associated
with an open cursor, IDMS closes the cursor.

Duration of Dynamically Compiled Statements

Dynamically-compiled statements are available for execution until the transaction terminates or until destroyed using a
DEALLOCATE PREPARE statement.

Specifying the Maximum Number of Column Entries

The application program must specify the maximum number of entries it can accept by setting the value of the SQLN field
in the descriptor area before issuing the PREPARE statement. If the number of entries is insufficient, IDMS returns the
number of entries needed into the SQLD field but does not return any descriptions.

Examples

Specifying the Statement Explicitly

The following PREPARE statement dynamically compiles the specified SELECT statement. A subsequent DESCRIBE
statement must provide a descriptor area for the description of the result table before the dynamically compiled statement
can be executed.

EXEC SQL

   PREPARE DYN_TMP_SEL_1

      FROM 'SELECT * FROM TEMP_BUDGET'

END-EXEC

Using a Host Variable

The following PREPARE statement dynamically compiles the statement contained in the host variable SELECT-BUFF.
Information about the output from the dynamically compiled statement is returned in the descriptor area named BUFF-1-
SQLDA.

EXEC SQL

   PREPARE DYN_PROJ_SELECT

      FROM :SELECT-BUFF

      DESCRIBE USING DESCRIPTOR BUFF-1-SQLDA

END-EXEC

NOTE

More Information
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• For more information about the dynamic compilation of SQL statements, see Using SQL Statements.
• For more information about the SQL descriptor area, see SQL Descriptor Area.
• For more information about destroying a dynamically-compiled statement, see DEALLOCATE PREPARE.
• For more information about dynamic parameters, see Dynamic Parameters.

 

 

RELEASE
The RELEASE session management statement releases a connection to an IDMS dictionary and ends the SQL session. It
is also an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

Authorization

None required.

Syntax

►►─── RELEASE ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Usage

Ending an SQL Session

To end an SQL session established with the CONNECT statement, you must use one of the following statements:

• RELEASE
• COMMIT RELEASE
• ROLLBACK RELEASE

To end an SQL Session established automatically, you can use any of the above statements or COMMIT or ROLLBACK
without the RELEASE parameter.

Automatic Rollback

When ending an SQL session, IDMS automatically rolls back any transaction that is still active.

Example

Releasing a Connection

The following RELEASE statement ends the current SQL session and releases the connection with the dictionary:

EXEC SQL

   RELEASE

END-EXEC

More Information

• For more information about managing SQL sessions, see Managing Concurrent Sessions.
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RESUME SESSION
The RESUME SESSION management statement resumes a suspended SQL session. You use the RESUME SESSION
statement primarily in pseudo conversational programming. It is also an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

Authorization

None required.

Syntax

►►─── RESUME SESSION ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Usage

Effect of RESUME SESSION

When you resume an SQL session, IDMS re-establishes the session as it existed immediately before it was suspended.

Resuming a Suspended Session

The following RESUME SESSION statement resumes the current suspended SQL session:

EXEC SQL

   RESUME SESSION

END-EXEC

More Information

• For more information about suspending an SQL session, see SUSPEND SESSION.
• For more information about managing SQL sessions, see Managing Concurrent Sessions.

REVOKE All Table Privileges
The REVOKE All Table Privileges authorization statement removes the definition and access privileges from one or more
users or groups. The statement applies to a specified table, view, function, procedure, and table procedure.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To issue the REVOKE ALL PRIVILEGES statement, one of the following statements must be true:

• You own the table, view, function, procedure, or table procedure
• You hold all privileges on the table, view, function, procedure, or table procedure as grantable
• You hold the DBADMIN privilege for the database that contains the table, view, function, procedure, or table procedure

Syntax

 

►►─── REVOKE ALL PRIVILEGES ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── ON table─┬─ table-name───────────────────────────────────────────────┬──►
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               └──────────┬────────────────┬────────── function-identifier ┘

                          └─ schema-name. ─┘

            ┌─────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─── FROM ─▼─┬─ PUBLIC ────────────────────┬─┴───────────────────────────────►◄

              └─ authorization-identifier ──┘

 

Parameters

• ALL PRIVILEGES
Removes the DELETE, INSERT, SELECT, UPDATE, ALTER, CREATE, DROP, and REFERENCES privileges, as
applicable. This parameter applies to the table, view, function, procedure, and table procedure identified in the ON
parameter from the users or groups identified in the FROM parameter.

• ON table table-name
Identifies the table, view, function, procedure, or table procedure to which the privileges apply.
If table-name does not include a schema name qualifier, the schema name qualifier defaults to the current schema in
effect for your SQL session. For expanded table-name syntax, see Expansion of Table-name.

• schema-name
Specifies the schema with which the function that is identified by function-identifier is associated. If no schema-name
parameter is specified, the schema qualifier defaults to the current schema in effect for your SQL session.

• function-identifier
Identifies the function to which the privileges apply.

• FROM
Specifies the users from whom you are removing the privileges.

• PUBLIC
Specifies all users.
The privileges must have been previously given to PUBLIC through the GRANT statement.

• authorization-identifier
Identifies a user or group.
The privileges must have been previously given to authorization-identifier through the GRANT statement. For
expanded authorization-identifier syntax, see Expansion of Authorization-identifier.

Usage

Revoking Privileges

A user can hold a privilege on a resource through multiple resource names (for example, by using wildcards) or through
multiple authorization identifiers (for example, through two different group identifiers). A REVOKE statement revokes
the privileges that are specified in the statement only on the specified resource name and only from the specified
authorization identifier.

For example, suppose:

• User PKB is in the group SALES_ADMIN
• PKB has been granted the SELECT privilege on the table SALES_SCH.SALES_FORECAST
• SALES_ADMIN has been granted the SELECT privilege on all tables that are named SALES_SCH.SALES* where * is

a wildcard character

You can revoke the SELECT privilege on SALES_FORECAST from the user identifier PKB. However, PKB can still select
data from the table because PKB is a member of SALES_ADMIN.
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Example

Revoking All Privileges From All Users

The following statement removes all privileges on all tables, views, functions, procedures, and table procedures in the
TEST schema from the group PUBLIC:

revoke all privileges

   on test.*

   from public;

More Information

• For more information about table access privileges, see GRANT Table Access Privileges and REVOKE Table Access
Privileges.

• For more information about table definition privileges, see GRANT Definition Privileges and REVOKE SQL Definition
Privileges.

• For more information about IDMS internal security and about external security for IDMS resources, see Administrating
Security for IDMS.

REVOKE Definition Privileges
The REVOKE SQL Definition Privileges authorization statement removes from one or more users or groups the privilege
of performing selected actions on a specified access module, schema, table, view, function, procedure or table procedure.
It is also an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To issue a REVOKE statement for a definition privilege, you must own the resource, hold the corresponding grantable
privilege on the resource, or hold DBADMIN privilege on the dictionary containing the definition.

Syntax

 

►►─── REVOKE  ─┬─ DEFINE ─────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

               │ ┌─────── , ────────┐ │

               └─▼─┬─ ALTER ──────┬─┴─┘

                   ├─ CREATE ─────┤

                   ├─ DISPLAY ────┤

                   ├─ DROP ───────┤

                   └─ REFERENCES ─┘

 ►─── ON ─┬─ ACCESS MODULE ─┬─────────────────┬─ access-module-name ─┬────────►

          │                 └─ schema-name.  ─┘                      │

          ├─ SCHEMA schema-name ─────────────────────────────────────┤

          ├─ table table-name ───────────────────────────────────────┤

          └──────┬────────────────┬────function-identifier───────────┘

                 └─ schema-name. ─┘

            ┌─────────────── , ──────────────┐

 ►─── FROM ─▼─┬─ PUBLIC ───────────────────┬─┴────────────────────────────────►◄
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              └─ authorization-identifier ─┘

 

Parameters

• DEFINE
Removes the ALTER, CREATE, DISPLAY, DROP, and REFERENCES privileges, as applicable, on the resource
identified in the ON parameter from the users or groups identified in the FROM parameter.

• ALTER
Removes the ALTER privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter from the users or groups identified in the
FROM parameter.

• CREATE
Removes the CREATE privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter from the users or groups identified in
the FROM parameter.

• DISPLAY
Removes the DISPLAY privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter from the users or groups identified in
the FROM parameter.

• DROP
Removes the DROP privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter from the users or groups identified in the
FROM parameter.

• REFERENCES
Removes the REFERENCES privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter from the users or groups
identified in the FROM parameter.

• ON
Identifies the resource to which the named privileges apply.

• ACCESS MODULE access-module-name
Identifies an access module.
Privileges on any version of access-module-name in the associated schema are revoked.
– schema-name

Identifies the schema associated with the named access module.
If you do not specify schema-name, it defaults to the current schema in effect for your SQL session.

• SCHEMA schema-name
Identifies a schema.

• table table-name
Identifies a table, view, procedure or table procedure.
If table-name does not include a schema name qualifier, the schema name qualifier defaults to the current schema in
effect for your SQL session.

• schema-name
Specifies the schema with which the function identified by function-identifier is associated. If schema-name is not
specified, the schema defaults to the current schema in effect for your SQL session.

• function-identifier
Identifies the function.

• FROM
Identifies the users from whom you are removing the specified privileges.

• PUBLIC
Specifies all users.
The privileges must have been previously given to PUBLIC by means of the GRANT statement.

• authorization-identifier
Identifies a user or group.
The privileges must have been previously given to authorization-identifier by means of the GRANT statement. For
expanded authorization-identifier syntax, see Expansion of Authorization-identifier.
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Usage

Revoking Privileges

A user can hold a privilege on a resource through multiple resource names (for example, through the use of wildcards)
or through multiple authorization identifiers (for example, through two different group identifiers). A REVOKE statement
revokes the privileges specified in the statement only on the specified resource name and only from the specified
authorization identifier.

For example, suppose:

• User PKB is in the group SALES_ADMIN
• PKB has been granted the CREATE privilege on the access module name SALES_SCH.SALESFCT
• SALES_ADMIN has been granted the CREATE privilege on all access modules named SALES_SCH.SALES* where *

is a wildcard character

You can revoke the CREATE privilege on SALESFCT from the user identifier PKB. However, PKB can still create an
access module by that name in the SALES_SCH schema because PKB is a member of SALES_ADMIN.

The DEFINE Keyword

When you use the DEFINE keyword with a GRANT statement, you grant a set of definition privileges on a resource to one
or more users or groups.

When you use the DEFINE keyword with a REVOKE statement, you revoke any definition privileges that have been
previously granted on the resource from the specified users or groups.

This means that if you GRANT CREATE privilege on a table, you can revoke the privilege with a REVOKE SELECT
statement or a REVOKE DEFINE statement. Using REVOKE DEFINE is an efficient technique when you intend to revoke
all definition privileges on a table from a user or group, whether the privileges were granted singly or as a set.

Similarly, you can GRANT DEFINE on a table to a user and then REVOKE DELETE on the table from the same user as a
way to grant all but one definition privilege.

Example

Revoking Privileges on a Schema

The following REVOKE statement removes the ALTER, CREATE, DISPLAY, and DROP privileges on all schemas that
begin with 'DSF' from user DSF:

revoke define

   on schema dsf*

   from dsf;

More Information

• For more information about granting definition privileges, see GRANT Definition Privileges.
• For more information about IDMS internal security and about external security for IDMS resources, see Administrating

Security for IDMS.

REVOKE ACCESS Module Execution Privilege
The REVOKE Execution Privilege authorization statement removes the permission of executing a specified access
module, from one or more users or groups. REVOKE Execution Privilege is an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.
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Authorization

You must own the schema associated with the access module, hold GRANT privilege on the access module, or hold
DBADMIN privilege on the dictionary that contains the access module.

Syntax

 

►►─── REVOKE EXECUTE ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── ON ACCESS MODULE ─┬────────────────┬─ access-module-name ───────────────►

                        └─ schema-name. ─┘

            ┌─────────────── , ──────────────┐

 ►─── FROM ─▼─┬─ PUBLIC ───────────────────┬─┴────────────────────────────────►◄

              └─ authorization-identifier ─┘

 

Parameters

• ON ACCESS MODULE access-module-name
Specifies the access module to which the EXECUTE privilege applies.
– schema-name

Identifies the schema associated with access-module-name. If you do not specify schema-name, it defaults to the
current schema in effect for your SQL session.

• FROM
Identifies the users from whom you are removing the EXECUTE privilege.

• PUBLIC
Specifies all users.
The privilege must previously have been granted to PUBLIC.

• authorization-identifier
Identifies a user or group.
The privilege must previously have been granted to authorization-identifier. For expanded authorization-identifier
syntax, see Expansion of Authorization-identifier.

Usage

Revoking Privileges

A user can hold a privilege on a resource through multiple resource names (for example, through the use of wildcards)
or through multiple authorization identifiers (for example, through two different group identifiers). A REVOKE statement
revokes the privileges specified in the statement only on the specified resource name and only from the specified
authorization identifier.

For example, suppose:

• User PKB is in the group SALES_ADMIN
• PKB has been granted the EXECUTE privilege on the access module name SALES_SCH.SALESFCT
• SALES_ADMIN has been granted the EXECUTE privilege on all access module named SALES_SCH.SALES* where *

is a wildcard character

You can revoke the EXECUTE privilege on SALESFCT from the user identifier PKB. However, PKB can still execute an
access module by that name in the SALES_SCH schema because PKB is a member of SALES_ADMIN.
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Example

Revoking the EXECUTE Privilege

The following REVOKE EXECUTE statement removes the EXECUTE privilege on all access modules associated with
schema HR that begin with 'EMP' from the users in group PER_GRP_2:

revoke execute

   on access module hr.emp*

   from per_grp_2;

More Information

• For more information about granting the EXECUTE privilege, see GRANT Access Module Execution Privilege.
• For more information about IDMS internal security and about external security for IDMS resources, see Administrating

Security for IDMS.

REVOKE Table Access Privileges
The REVOKE Table Access Privileges authorization statement removes from one or more users or groups the privilege of
performing selected actions on a specified table, view, function, procedure or table procedure.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To issue a REVOKE statement for a table, view, function, procedure or table procedure privilege, you must own, hold
the corresponding grantable privilege on the table, view, function, procedure or table procedure, or hold the DBADMIN
privilege on the database.

Syntax

 

►►─── REVOKE  ─┬─ ACCESS ──────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

               │  ┌───── , ──────┐ │

               └──▼─┬─ DELETE ─┬─┴─┘

                    ├─ INSERT ─┤

                    ├─ SELECT ─┤

                    └─ UPDATE ─┘

 ►─── ON table─┬─ table-name ───────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

               └┬────────────────┬──────────── function-identifier ─────────┘

                └─ schema-name. ─┘

            ┌─────────────── , ──────────────┐

 ►─── FROM ─▼─┬─ PUBLIC ───────────────────┬─┴────────────────────────────────►◄

              └─ authorization-identifier ─┘

 

Parameters

• ACCESS
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Removes the DELETE, INSERT, SELECT, and UPDATE privileges on the named table, view, function, procedure or
table procedure from the users or groups identified in the FROM parameter.

• DELETE
Removes the DELETE privilege on the table, view, or table procedure identified in the ON parameter from the users or
groups identified in the FROM parameter.

• INSERT
Removes the INSERT privilege on the table, view, or table procedure identified in the ON parameter from the users or
groups identified in the FROM parameter.

• SELECT
Removes the SELECT privilege on the table, view, function, procedure or table procedure identified in the ON
parameter from the users or groups identified in the FROM parameter.

• UPDATE
Removes the UPDATE privilege on the table, view, or table procedure identified in the ON parameter from the users or
groups identified in the FROM parameter.

• ON table table-name
Specifies the table, view, procedure or table procedure which the access privileges apply.
If table-name does not include a schema name qualifier, the schema name qualifier defaults to the current schema in
effect for your SQL session. For expanded table-name syntax, see Expansion of Table-name.

• schema-name
Specifies the schema with which the function identified by function-identifier is associated. If schema-name is not
specified, the schema qualifier defaults to the current schema in effect for your SQL session.

• function-identifier
Identifies the function to which the privileges apply.

• FROM
Identifies the users from whom you are removing access privileges.

• PUBLIC
Specifies all users.
The privileges must have been previously given to PUBLIC by means of the GRANT statement.

• authorization-identifier
Identifies a user or group.
The privileges must have been previously given to authorization-identifier by means of the GRANT statement. For
expanded authorization-identifier syntax, see Expansion of Authorization-identifier.

Usage

The ACCESS Keyword

When you use the ACCESS keyword with a GRANT statement, you grant a set of access privileges on a table, view,
function, procedure or table procedure to one or more users or groups.

When you use the ACCESS keyword with a REVOKE statement, you revoke any access privileges that have been
previously granted on the table, view, function, procedure or table procedure from the specified users or groups.

Therefore, if you GRANT SELECT privilege on a table, you can revoke the privilege with a REVOKE SELECT statement
or a REVOKE ACCESS statement. Using REVOKE ACCESS is an efficient technique when you intend to revoke all
access privileges on a table from a user or group, whether the privileges were granted singly or as a set.

Similarly, you can GRANT ACCESS on a table to a user and then REVOKE DELETE on the table from the same user as
a way to grant all but one table access privilege.
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Revoking Privileges

A user can hold a privilege on a resource through multiple resource names (for example, through the use of wildcards)
or through multiple authorization identifiers (for example, through two different group identifiers). A REVOKE statement
revokes the privileges specified in the statement only on the specified resource name and only from the specified
authorization identifier.

For example, suppose:

• User PKB is in the group SALES_ADMIN
• PKB has been granted the SELECT privilege on the table name SALES_SCH.SALES_FORECAST
• SALES_ADMIN has been granted the SELECT privilege on all tables named SALES_SCH.SALES* where * is a

wildcard character

You can revoke the SELECT privilege on SALES_FORECAST from the user identifier PKB. However, PKB can still select
from the SALES_FORECAST table because PKB is a member of SALES_ADMIN.

Example

Revoking Selected Privileges on a Table

The following REVOKE statement removes the SELECT and UPDATE privileges on the EMPLOYEE table from users
KRP, SAE, and PGD:

revoke select, update

   on employee

   from krp, sae, pgd;

More Information

• For more information about granting table access privileges, see GRANT Table Access Privileges.
• For more information about IDMS internal security and about external security for IDMS resources, see Administrating

Security for IDMS.

ROLLBACK
The ROLLBACK transaction management statement performs the following tasks:

• Cancels changes made to the database during the current transaction
• Ends the transaction
• Optionally ends the SQL session

Authorization

None required.

Syntax

 

►►─── ROLLBACK work ─┬───────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                     └─ RELEASE ─┘
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Parameters

• RELEASE
Directs IDMS to end the current SQL session and the current transaction after canceling the changes to the database.
The RELEASE parameter is an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

Usage

Effect of a ROLLBACK on an SQL Session

A ROLLBACK statement has the following impact on the SQL session and its transaction:

• Rolls back all changes made by the session
• Releases all locks
• Closes all open cursors
• Drops all temporary tables
• Deletes all dynamically compiled statements
• Terminates the SQL session IDMS connected it automatically or if RELEASE is specified.

Effect of Transaction Sharing

If more than one database session is sharing the SQL session's transaction, the changes made by all sharing sessions
are immediately rolled back. All sharing sessions other than the one through which the ROLLBACK statement was issued
are flagged to indicate that they must also issue a ROLLBACK. If the next statement issued by each of these sessions is
not a ROLLBACK, it will receive an error:

• For SQL, the application receives an SQLCODE of -5 (transaction failure) and an SQLRSN of 1088 (transaction forced
to backout).

• For navigational DML, the run unit is terminated and an error status of xx19 is returned to the application.

Example

Canceling Database Changes

The following ROLLBACK statement cancels the uncommitted changes to the database made during the current
transaction and ends both the transaction and the current SQL session:

EXEC SQL

   ROLLBACK RELEASE

END-EXEC

More Information

• For more information about committing changes to the database before ending a transaction, see COMMIT.
• For more information about ending an SQL session, see RELEASE.
• For more information about managing or sharing transactions, see the  SQL Sessions  and Database Transactions.

SELECT
The SELECT data manipulation statement retrieves values from one or more tables, views, procedures and table
procedures. IDMS returns the values in the form of a result table.

When the SELECT statement is:
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• Submitted through the Command Facility, the values in the result table are displayed in tabular form
• Embedded in an application program or SQL routine, the values in the result table are stored in host variables, local

variables, or routine parameters

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To issue a SELECT statement, you must own or have the SELECT privilege on each table, view, function, procedure and
table procedure explicitly named in the statement.

Additional authorization requirements apply to each view explicitly named in the SELECT statement, to each view
explicitly named in the definition of such a view, to each view explicitly named in the definition of those views, and so forth.

For any such view, the owner of the view must own or have the grantable SELECT privilege on each table, view,
procedure and table procedure explicitly named in the view definition.

Syntax

 

►►─── SELECT ─┬────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

              ├─ ALL ◄─────┤

              └─ DISTINCT ─┘

 ►─┬─ * ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────►

   │ ┌─────────────────────── , ───────────────────────────┐  │

   └─▼─┬── value-expression ──┬──────────────────────────┬─┴──┤

       │                      └─┬──────┬───result-name ──┘    │

       │                        └─ AS ─┘                      │

       ├─ table-name.* ───────────────────────────────────────┤

       └─ alias.* ────────────────────────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   │        ┌─────── , ───────────┐            │

   ├─ INTO ─▼┬─ host-variable ───┬┴────────────┤

   │         ├ local-variable ───┤             │

   │         └ routine-parameter ┘             │

   └─ BULK :bulk-buffer ──┬────────────────┬───┘

                          └─ bulk-options ─┘

 

            ┌──────────── , ────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─── FROM ─▼─┬─ table-reference ────┬─┬────────────────────┬───┴─────────────►

              └─ (query-expression) ─┘ └─┬──────┬─── alias ─┘

                                         └─ AS ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►

   └─ WHERE ──┬─ search-condition ──────────┬──────┘

              └─ extended-search-condition ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ PRESERVE ─┬─ table-name ─┬─┘

                └─ alias ──────┘
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 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

   │            ┌─────────────── , ────────────────┐ │

   └─ GROUP BY ─▼─┬───────────────┬─ column-name  ─┴─┤

                  ├─ table-name. ─┤                  │

                  ├─ alias. ──────┘                  │

                  └─ rowid-pseudo-column ────────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ HAVING search-condition ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ OPTIMIZE FOR literal ROWS ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─ UNION ─┬────────┬─ query-expression ─┴─┘

               └─ ALL ──┘

               ┌─────────────────────── , ───────────────────────────┐

 ►── ORDER BY ─▼─┬─┬───────────────┬─ column-name ─┬───┬──────────┬──┴────────►◄

                 │ ├─ table-name. ─┤               │   ├─ ASC ◄───┤

                 │ └─ alias. ──────┘               │   └─ DESC ───┘

                 ├─ column-number ─────────────────┤

                 ├─ result-name ───────────────────┤

                 └─ rowid-pseudo-column ───────────┘

 

Expansion of bulk-options

 

►►──┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ START :start-variable-name ─┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►◄

    └─ ROWS :row-count-variable-name ─┘

 

Parameters

• ALL
Directs IDMS to return all the rows, including duplicates, in the requested result table. The default value is ALL when
you specify neither ALL nor DISTINCT.

• DISTINCT
Directs IDMS to eliminate duplicate rows from the result table returned by the SELECT statement.

• *
Specifies that the result table is to include all columns in the tables, views, procedures and table procedures named in
the FROM parameter of the SELECT statement. The columns in the tables, views, procedures and table procedures
are concatenated in the order in which the tables, views, procedures and table procedures are specified in the FROM
parameter. If the schema for the entities named in the FROM parameter was defined using the WITH VIRTUAL KEYS
option, the result will also include the ROWID and virtual foreign key pseudo-columns. The virtual foreign key columns
are sorted in alphabetical order.

• value-expression
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Identifies the values to be included in a result column. Typically, value-expression is a column reference, an
arithmetic operation that includes a column reference, or an aggregate function that includes a column reference.
Each column reference in value-expression must identify a column in the table defined by the FROM parameter of the
SELECT statement.
You can specify from 1 through 1,024 value expressions. Multiple value expressions must be separated by commas.
The number of columns in a result table is the same as the number of value expressions in the SELECT statement
defining the result table. For expanded value-expression syntax, see Expansion of Value-expression.

• AS result-name
Specifies a name for the result column identified by value-expression. When displaying the result table, the
Command Facility uses the result name as the column header.
Result-name must be a 1- through 32-character name that follows the conventions for SQL identifiers.

• table-name.*
Specifies that the result table is to include all columns in the table identified by table-name.
Table-name must match an occurrence of table-name in the FROM parameter.

• alias.*
Specifies that the result table is to include all columns in the table identified by alias.
Alias must match an occurrence of alias in the FROM parameter.

• INTO host-variable
• local-variable
• routine-parameter

Identifies the variables to which IDMS is to assign the values in the result table. IDMS assigns the value in the first
result column to the first variable, the value in the second result column to the second variable, and so on. You use the
INTO parameter when the result table will contain at most one row.
Host-variable must be a host variable previously declared in the application program.
Local-variable and routine-parameter must be defined previously in the SQL routine.
You must specify the same number of variables in the INTO parameter as the number of columns in the result table.
Multiple variables must be separated by commas.
You can specify the INTO parameter only when you embed the SELECT statement in an application program or SQL
routine. You must specify INTO or BULK when you embed a SELECT statement in a host program or SQL routine.

• BULK :bulk-buffer
Identifies a variable defined as an array to which IDMS is to assign the values in the result table. The BULK parameter
is an IDMS extension of the SQL standard. You use the BULK parameter when the result table may contain more than
one row.
You can specify the BULK parameter only when you embed the SELECT statement in an application program. You
must specify BULK or INTO when you embed a SELECT statement in a host program.
Bulk-buffer must be a variable previously declared in the host-language application program or SQL routine. Bulk-
buffer must have a subordinate structure that occurs multiple times and has the same number of sub-elements as the
number of columns in the result table.

• bulk-options
Refers to optional parameters when BULK is specified. Syntax for bulk-options immediately follows the syntax for
SELECT.

• FROM table-reference
Identifies one or more tables, views, procedures and table procedures from which the result table is to be derived. For
expanded table-reference syntax, see Expansion of Table-reference.

• (query-expression)
Represents a table to be used in the evaluation of an SQL statement.
– AS alias

Defines a new name to be used to identify the table, view, procedure, table procedure or query-expression
within the SELECT statement. Alias must be a 1- through 18-character name that follows the conventions for SQL
identifiers.
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NOTE
IDMS supports keywords as identifiers as an extension of the SQL standard. However, if you use a
keyword as an alias but do not code the optional parameter AS, you must delimit the keyword with double
quotation marks or a syntax error will occur.

• WHERE
Introduces criteria that a row must meet to be included in the result table.

• search-condition
Specifies the set of values against which a row in the base table is tested:
– When the value of search-condition is true, the row is included in the result table
– When the value of search-condition is false or unknown, the row is not included in the result table
For expanded search-condition syntax, see Expansion of Search-condition.

• extended-search-condition
Specifies a search condition that includes a set specification. For expanded extended-search-condition syntax, see
Expansion of Extended-search Condition.

• PRESERVE
Requests an outer join on the specified table, view, procedure, or table procedure. The PRESERVE parameter is an
IDMS extension of the SQL standard.
To specify a more powerful outer join that is compatible with the SQL standard, use the joined-table construct as
table-reference

• table-name
Specifies by table name the table, view, procedure or table procedure to be preserved in an outer join. For expanded
table-name syntax, see Expansion of Table-name.

• alias
Specifies the table, view, procedure or table procedure to be preserved in an outer join by the alias defined for the
table or view in the FROM parameter of the SELECT statement.

• GROUP BY column-name
Groups the rows in the table defined by the FROM parameter by the values in the specified columns. Rows with the
same value in each grouping column are grouped together.
Column-name must identify a column in a table, view, procedure or table procedure named in the FROM parameter of
the SELECT statement.
– table-name

Specifies the table, view, procedure or table procedure that includes the named column. For expanded table-name
syntax, see Expansion of Table-name.

– alias
Specifies the alias associated with the table, view, procedure or table procedure that includes the named column.
Alias must be defined in the FROM parameter of the SELECT statement.

• rowid-pseudo-column
Specifies a ROWID pseudo-column as a grouping column. See Expansion of rowid-pseudo-column for more
information.

• HAVING search-condition
Specifies criteria a group must meet to be included in the result table:
– When the value of search-condition is true, the group is included in the result table
– When the value of search-condition is false or unknown, the group is not included in the result table
For expanded search-condition syntax, see Expansion of Search-condition.

• OPTIMIZE FOR literal ROWS
Specifies the expected number of output rows from this query-specification. It is used by the optimizer to generate the
best possible access strategy for satisfying query-expression. "Literal" is an integer constant.

• UNION query-expression
Specifies that:
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– The result table is to include both the rows from the table defined in the FROM parameter of the SELECT statement
and the rows from the table defined in query-expression.

– Duplicate rows are to be eliminated from the table resulting from the UNION operation, unless the ALL keyword is
present.

You cannot include the UNION operator in a SELECT statement embedded in an application program.
See Expansion of Query-expression for:
– Expanded query-expression syntax
– A discussion of data type compatibility and the data type that results from the union of columns with compatible data

types
• ALL

Specifies that all rows resulting from the UNION operation are retained; duplicates are not discarded.
• ORDER BY

Sorts the rows in the table defined by the FROM parameter in ascending or descending order by the values in the
specified columns. Rows are ordered first by the first column specified, then by the second column specified within the
ordering established by the first column, then by the third column specified, and so on.

• column-name
Specifies a sort column by the column name. Column-name must identify a column in a table, view, procedure or table
procedure named in the FROM parameter of the SELECT statement and must be included in the result table.
– table-name

Specifies the table, view, procedure or table procedure that includes the named column. For expanded table-name
syntax, see Expansion of Table-name.

– alias
Specifies the alias associated with the table, view, procedure or table procedure that includes the named column.
Alias must be defined in the FROM parameter of the SELECT statement.

• column-number
Specifies a sort column by the position of the column in the result table. The first result column is in position 1.
Column-number must be an integer in the range 1 through the number of columns in the result table.

• result-name
Specifies the sort column by the result name specified in the AS parameter of query-expression.

• rowid-pseudo-column
Specifies a sort column as a ROWID pseudo-column. See Expansion of rowid-pseudo-column for more information.

• ASC
Indicates that the values in the specified column are to be sorted in ascending order. ASC is the default when you
specify neither ASC nor DESC.

• DESC
Indicates that the values in the specified column are to be sorted in descending order.

Parameters for Expansion of bulk-options

• START :start-variable-name
Identifies a variable containing the relative position within the bulk buffer to which IDMS is to assign the values in the
first row of the result table. Values in subsequent rows of the result table are assigned sequentially to subsequent
positions in the bulk buffer.
Start-variable-name must be a variable previously declared in the host-language application program or SQL routine.
The value in the variable must be an integer in the natural range of subscripts for arrays in the language in which the
application program is written.
If you do not specify the START parameter, IDMS assigns the values in the first row of the result table to the beginning
of the bulk buffer.

• ROWS :row-count-variable-name
Identifies a variable that specifies the maximum number of rows in the result table IDMS is to assign to the bulk buffer.
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Row-count-variable-name must be a variable previously declared in the host-language application program or SQL
routine. The value in the host variable must be an integer in the range 1 through the number of rows that will fit in the
bulk buffer.
If you do not specify the ROWS parameter, IDMS assigns the rows in the result table to the bulk buffer sequentially
until no more rows exist in the result table or the buffer is full.

NOTE
The bulk-buffer, start-variable-name, and row-count-variable-name variables can be host variables, or when
the statement is used in an SQL routine, local variables or routine parameters. In this case, their names must
not be preceded with a colon.

Usage

Value Expressions without Column References

If the value expression that identifies a result column does not include any column references, the result column contains
the same value in each row. This value is derived directly from the value expression without reference to the table defined
by the FROM parameter of the SELECT statement.

Use of BULK and INTO

You must specify the BULK parameter or the INTO parameter when you embed the SELECT statement in an application
program, except when the statement is to be compiled dynamically.

You cannot specify either of these parameters when you submit the SELECT statement through the command facility or
for dynamic compilation in an application program.

When you embed the SELECT statement in an application program and:

• You specify INTO, the result table must have at most one row
• You specify BULK, the result table must have no more rows than the number of entries in the bulk buffer (or the value

of row-count-variable-name, if specified)

If neither of these conditions is met, IDMS returns a cardinality violation error.

NOTE
To select an undetermined number of rows, the SELECT statement must be associated with a cursor. You can
fetch rows individually from the cursor.

Compatible Data Types

The data types of the result columns and their corresponding host variables in the BULK or INTO parameter must be
compatible for assignment.

Uniqueness of Table Names

Each alias and each table name without an associated alias must be unique within the FROM parameter of a SELECT
statement.

Column References in the WHERE Parameter

Each column reference directly included in the search condition in the WHERE parameter of a SELECT statement
must identify a column in a table, view, procedure or table procedure specified in the FROM parameter of the SELECT
statement, or be an outer reference.

NOTE
For more information about outer references, see Subqueries.

Aggregate Functions in the WHERE Parameter

The search condition in the WHERE parameter of a SELECT statement cannot directly include an aggregate function.
However, you can use aggregate functions in subqueries within the search condition.
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GROUP BY Parameter Requirements

When a SELECT statement includes the GROUP BY parameter, each column reference in the value expressions that
identify the result columns must identify a column specified in the GROUP BY parameter or occur only in the argument of
an aggregate function. If the result columns are identified by an asterisk (*), the GROUP BY parameter must include all
the columns in the tables, views, procedures and table procedures specified in the FROM parameter.

SELECT Statements without the GROUP BY Parameter

If a SELECT statement does not include the GROUP BY parameter:

• If any column reference in a value expression that identifies a result column is included in the argument of an
aggregate function, all column references in all the value expressions must be in aggregate functions

• The entire table defined by the FROM and WHERE parameters is treated as a single group

Column References in the HAVING Parameter

Each column reference included in the search condition in the HAVING parameter of a SELECT statement must identify
a column specified in the GROUP BY parameter of the SELECT statement or occur in the argument of an aggregate
function.

When to Use OPTIMIZE FOR Literal ROWS

Under some circumstances, the SQL optimizer may choose a less than optimal access strategy to satisfy a query
expression. This typically happens with host program embedded SQL statements which contain WHERE clauses with
host variable references, rather than explicit constants. For example, a BETWEEN clause involving host variables may
induce the optimizer to assume many rows will be retrieved, causing it to choose an area sweep to satisfy the request.
Without knowing the underlying values of the host variables, the optimizer cannot know if the BETWEEN will always
qualify a small number of rows, thus possibly making an index retrieval much more efficient. The OPTIMIZE FOR literal
ROWS clause is used to override the number of expected rows deduced by the optimizer. This allows it to generate better
access strategies.

Result Column Names with the UNION Operator

When a SELECT statement includes the UNION operator, the names of the columns in the result table are the names
established by the last UNION operand. These names are used as:

• Column headings when the online command facility displays the result table
• Column names in the SQL descriptor area when IDMS compiles the SELECT statement dynamically

Outer Join Using PRESERVE

Within a SELECT statement, PRESERVE can be used to request an outer join on one of the tables or views named in the
FROM parameter. If PRESERVE is specified, the result table includes rows of the preserved table for which no matching
row exists in the other tables used in the join operation.

If no matching row exists, the corresponding columns in the result table are set to null. Predicates in the WHERE clause
other than those used to perform the outer join are evaluated before determining whether a matching row exists.

The following statement returns the names of all active employees. The name of the employee's spouse is also returned
if found. The logic of the statement is that the result table will include the name of each active employee, whether the
employee has a spouse:

select e.first_name, e.last_name,

       s.first_name, s.last_name

  from employee e, relation s

  where e.empid=s.empid

    and e.status='A'         -- active employee

    and s.relationship='S'   -- employee's spouse
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  preserve e ;

Examples

Selecting a Single Row

The following SELECT statement retrieves information about a specific project from the PROJECT and EMPLOYEE
tables. The value in each selected column is assigned to the corresponding host variable. The SELECT statement
includes indicator variables for the ACT_START_DATE, ACT_END_DATE, EST_START_DATE, and EST_END_DATE
columns.

EXEC SQL

   SELECT PROJ_ID, EMP_FNAME, EMP_LNAME, DEPT_ID, PROJ_DESC,

         ACT_START_DATE, ACT_END_DATE, EST_START_DATE, EST_END_DATE

      INTO :PROJ-ID, :EMP-FNAME, :EMP-LNAME, :DEPT-ID, :PROJ-DESC,

         :ACT-START-DATE :ACT-START-DATE-IND,

         :ACT-END-DATE :ACT-END-DATE-IND,

         :EST-START-DATE :EST-START-DATE-IND,

         :EST-END-DATE :EST-END-DATE-IND

      FROM PROJECT, EMPLOYEE

      WHERE PROJ_LEADER_ID = EMP_ID

         AND PROJ_ID = :PROJECT_NUMBER

END-EXEC

Retrieving Values through the Command Facility

The following SELECT statement retrieves project information for each employee and consultant in department 1100.

select e.proj_id, emp_lname, emp_fname, est_start_date, act_start_date

   from employee e, project p

   where e.proj_id = p.proj_id

      and dept_id = 1100

   union select c.proj_id as "Project ID",

         con_lname as "Last Name",

         con_fname as "First Name",

         est_start_date as "Estimated Start Date",

         act_start_date as "Actual Start Date"

      from consultant c, project p

      where c.proj_id = p.proj_id

         and dept_id = 1100

   order by 1, 2, 3;

Selecting Multiple Rows into a Buffer

The following SELECT statement returns information on the cost of insurance plans in Massachusetts into an array
identified by the host variable :INS-COST-BUFFER:

EXEC SQL

   SELECT PLAN_CODE, COMP_NAME, MAX_LIFE_COST, FAMILY_COST, DEP_COST

      BULK :INS-COST-BUFFER

      FROM INSURANCE_PLAN

      WHERE STATE = 'MA'

END-EXEC
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Using Virtual Foreign Keys in a Simple SELECT Statement

The following SELECT statement returns the virtual foreign keys referencing the owner DEPARTMENT and owner
OFFICE records for employee 7.

SELECT FKEY_DEPT_EMPLOYEE, FKEY_OFFICE_EMPLOYEE

FROM EMPLOYEE WHERE EMP_ID_0415 = 7;

Using ROWID and Virtual Foreign Key to join records

The following SELECT statement joins the DEPARTMENT and EMPLOYEE records that are connected through a set.

SELECT D.DEPT_ID_0410,D.DEPT_NAME_0410,

E.EMP_ID_0415,E.EMP_LAST_NAME_0415

FROM DEPARTMENT D,EMPLOYEE E

WHERE E.FKEY_DEPT_EMPLOYEE = D.ROWID;

Using ROWID and Virtual Foreign Key to obtain owner data

The following SELECT statement retrieves DEPARTMENT information for EMPLOYEE 7.  The DEPARTMENT record
does not participate as a member in any sets and therefore has no virtual foreign keys displayed.

SELECT  *

FROM DEPARTMENT WHERE ROWID =

(SELECT FKEY_DEPT_EMPLOYEE

FROM EMPLOYEE

WHERE EMP_ID_0415 = 7);DEPT_ID_0410    DEPT_NAME_0410   DEPT_HEAD_ID_0410   ROWID------------------------  

 -----------------   -----------------------  ----------------------                    4000 PUBLIC RELATIONS 

   7       X'0125B60100000008'

NOTE

When using a virtual key schema and selecting all columns, the columns are displayed in the following order for
each table in the statement.

• User columns
• ROWID
• Virtual foreign keys in alphabetical order

Using ROWID and Virtual Foreign Key to obtain member data

The following SELECT statement retrieves information for all EMPLOYEEs in DEPARTMENT 4000.  EMPLOYEE
participates as a member in the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set and the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set which is reflected in the
projected columns.

SELECT * FROM EMPLOYEE WHERE FKEY_DEPT_EMPLOYEE = (SELECT ROWID FROM DEPARTMENT WHERE EMP_ID_0410 =

 4000); EMP_ID_0415  EMP_FIRST_NAME_0415  EMP_LAST_NAME_0415  EMP_STREET_0415  EMP_CITY_0415  EMP_STATE_0415 

------------ -------------------- ------------------- ---------------- -------------- --------------- 

           7 MONTE                BANK                45 EAST GROVE DR HANIBAL        MA               

         127 CAROL                MCDOUGALL           19 URITOP DR     WELLESLEY      MA               

         476 BETSY                ZEDI                34 VALE AVE      SOUTHBORO      MA               

         119 CHARLES              BOWER               30 RALPH ST      WELLESLEY      MA               

         158 JOCK                 JACKSON             65 BROWN ST      WALTHAM        MA               

         120 MICHAEL              ANGELO              507 CISTINE DR   WELLESLEY      MA               

         149 LAURA                PENMAN              45 THRUSH LN     WALTHAM        MA               

             ROWID FKEY_DEPT_EMPLOYEE  FKEY_OFFICE_EMPLOYEE

------------------ ------------------- -------------------- 

X'0125060100000008' X'0125B60100000008' X'0125970100000008'
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X'01250A0100000008' X'0125B60100000008' X'0125970100000008'

X'0125140500000008' X'0125B60100000008' X'0125A00100000008'

X'0125240100000008' X'0125B60100000008' X'0125970100000008'

X'01252C0100000008' X'0125B60100000008' X'0125970100000008'

X'01254B0100000008' X'0125B60100000008' X'0125970100000008'

X'01254B0700000008' X'0125B60100000008' X'0125970100000008'

More Information

• Host Variables, Local Variables, or Routine Parameters.
• Comparison, Assignment, Arithmetic, and Concatenation Operations.
• Expansion of Joined-table and Query Specifications.
• Expansion of Query-expression.

SET ACCESS MODULE
The SET ACCESS MODULE statement overrides the default access module to be used by a transaction. You can issue
only one SET ACCESS MODULE statement in any given transaction. It is also an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.
You can use this statement only in SQL that is embedded in a program.

Authorization

None required.

Syntax

 

►►─── SET ACCESS MODULE ─┬─ access-module-name ───────────┬───────────────────►◄

                         └─ :access-module-variable-name ─┘

 

Parameters

• access-module-name
Specifies the access module to be used by the current transaction. Access-module-name must identify an access
module stored in the dictionary.

• :access-module-variable-name
Identifies a host variable, local variable, or routine parameter containing the name of the access module to be used by
the current transaction. Access-module-variable-name must be a variable previously defined in the application program
or SQL routine.
If access-module-variable-name is a local variable or routine parameter, the colon must not be coded.

Usage

Order of Execution

If used, the SET ACCESS MODULE statement must be executed before any statement in the transaction other than:

• CONNECT
• SET SESSION
• SET TRANSACTION

Default Access Module
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By default, a transaction uses the access module associated with the application program issuing the first SQL statement
executed within the SQL session.

One Access Module for a Transaction

A transaction can use only one access module.

Example

Setting the Access Module

The following SET ACCESS MODULE specifies that the current transaction is to use the access module identified by the
host variable TRANS-ACC-MOD:

EXEC SQL

   SET ACCESS MODULE :TRANS-ACC-MOD

END-EXEC

For more information about setting the access module for a transaction, see Preparing and Executing the Program .

SET host-variable Assignment
The SET host-variable statement enables directly assigning the results of an SQL value expression to a host variable.
This statement can only be used in embedded SQL.

Syntax

 

►►── SET ──── host-variable ───────── = ────┬─ value-expression ─┬────────────►◄

                                            └─ NULL ─────────────┘

 

Parameters

• host-variable
Identifies a host-variable that is to receive the value of the specified value expression or null. Host-variable must be a
host variable previously declared in the application program.

• value-expression
Specifies the value to be assigned to the destination or receiving field of the assignment statement.

• NULL
Specifies that host-variable is set to the NULL value.

Usage

The rules for assignment are provided in Comparison, Assignment, Arithmetic, and Concatenation Operations.

Example

The host-variable COMB-NAME is constructed from the values in the host-variables FIRST-NAME and LAST-NAME.

EXEC SQL

   set:COMB-NAME=trim(:FIRST-NAME) ||' '|| trim(:LAST-NAME);

END-EXEC
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SET SESSION
The SET SESSION management statement establishes SQL session characteristics. Using the SET SESSION statement,
you can perform the following tasks:

• Specify whether subsequent SQL statements must comply with a particular SQL standard
• Change the current schema in effect for the SQL session
• Establish default transaction options
• Control SQL dynamic statement caching
• Specify the encoding of XML values
• Specify the maximum number of rows processed by the database engine for each SQL statement

These session characteristics apply only to SQL submitted through the Command Facility or for dynamic compilation
during the execution of an application program.

A SET SESSION statement must include at least one parameter and is an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

Authorization

None required. 

Syntax

►►─── SET SESSION ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

       ┌──────────────────────┐

 ►─────▼─ session-attribute ──┴───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 Expansion of session-attribute 

►──┬─ CHECK SYNTAX ─┬─ SQL89 ────────┬────────────────────────────────┬──────►◄

   │                ├─ FIPS ─────────┤                                │

   │                └─ EXTENDED ─────┘                                │

   │                                                                  │

   ├─ CURRENT SCHEMA ─┬─ schema-name ──┬──────────────────────────────┤

   │                  └─ NULL ─────────┘                              │                                    

   │                                                                  │

   ├─┬─ CURSOR STABILITY ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │ └─ TRANSIENT READ ───┘                                           │

   │                                                                  │

   ├─┬─ READ ONLY ──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │ └─ READ WRITE ─┘                                                 │ 

   │                                                                  │

   ├─ SQL CACHING ─┬─ ON    ────────┬─────────────────────────────────┤

   │               ├─ OFF  ─────────┤                                 │

   │               └─ DEFAULT ◄─────┘                                 │

   │                                                                  │

   ├─SQL ROW LIMIT ─── count ─────────────────────────────────────────│

   │                                                                  │

   └─ XML ENCODING ─┬─ UTF8 ───────┬──────────────────────────────────┘

                    ├─ UTF16BE ────┤

                    ├─ UTF16LE ────┤
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                    └─ EBCDIC ◄────┘

Parameters

Parameters for Expansion of session-attribute 

• CHECK SYNTAX
Specifies whether IDMS is to check subsequent SQL statements for compliance with a particular standard.
If CHECK SYNTAX is not specified, SQL statements are checked for compliance with IDMS Extended SQL.

• SQL89
Directs IDMS to use ANSI X3.135-1989 (Rev), Database Language SQL with integrity enhancement, as the standard
for compliance.

• FIPS
Directs IDMS to use FIPS PUB 127-1, Database Language SQL, as the standard for compliance.

NOTE
 The FIPS standard is based on ANSI X3.135-1989 (Rev). Specifying FIPS in the CHECK SYNTAX
parameter has the same effect as specifying SQL89.

• EXTENDED
Directs IDMS to check subsequent SQL statements for compliance with IDMS Extended SQL.

• CURRENT SCHEMA
Changes the default schema specification for the SQL session.

• schema-name 
Specifies a schema to be used as the default for the SQL session. The specified schema overrides the default in effect
for the user session.

• NULL
Directs IDMS to use the default schema in effect for the user session as the default for the SQL session.

• CURSOR STABILITY/TRANSIENT READ
Directs IDMS to set the default isolation level to that specified.

• READ ONLY/READ WRITE
Directs IDMS to set the default transaction mode to that specified.

• SQL CACHING
Enables you to control dynamic SQL statement caching.
– ON

If SQL caching is globally enabled, the session will use caching until the session option is changed or until the
caching is disabled at the system level.

– OFF
Regardless of the global setting of SQL caching, the session will not use caching until the session option is
changed.

– DEFAULT
Same as ON.

• SQL ROW LIMIT
Specifies the maximum number of rows that can be read or updated by a single SQL statement. Includes rows that are
processed internally, for example by a sort or an aggregate function, not only the number of rows updated or returned
to the user. The calls to a table procedure or procedure are also counted toward the limit. SQL ROW LIMIT can be
used to limit database I/O activity.
Limits: 0 to 2,147,483,647. A value of zero indicates there is no limit.

• XML ENCODING
Specifies the type of encoding to use for XML values.
XML ENCODING remains valid until the end of session or until a new SET SESSION command is executed.
– UTF8
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Specifies UTF-8 Unicode encoding.
– UTF16BE

Specifies UTF-16 Big Endian Unicode encoding.
– UTF16LE

Specifies UTF-16 Little Endian Unicode encoding.
– EBCDIC

Specifies EBCDIC encoding. This is the default.

Usage

Default Schema for a User Session 

The default schema in effect for a user session is established by a user profile, a system profile, or a DCUF SET
PROFILE command.

Duration of SQL Session Characteristics 

The SQL session characteristics established by the SET SESSION statement remain in effect until the end of the SQL
session or until changed by a subsequent SET SESSION statement.

Precompiled Statements 

The SET SESSION command does not cause IDMS to check precompiled SQL statements. Use the corresponding
precompiler option to enable standards checking for embedded SQL statements.

Establishing Default Transaction Options 

You can establish default transaction options for an SQL session using the SET SESSION statement. You can establish
the default mode in which a database is accessed (READ ONLY or READ WRITE) and specify an isolation level
(CURSOR STABILITY or TRANSIENT READ).

If you do not specify either of these options, the defaults are READ WRITE and CURSOR STABILITY, or the settings
specified as part of the access module definition for embedded SQL. The default options may be overridden for an
individual transaction by using the SET TRANSACTION statement.

If a transaction is active at the time these options are changed, they impact only subsequent transactions.

For more information about transaction mode and isolation level, see CREATE ACCESS MODULE.

SQL Row Limit 

The SQL Row Limit is an option to limit the number of rows that can be read or updated by a single SQL statement, which
includes rows that are processed internally, for example by a sort or an aggregate function.

The following items are also counted toward the limit:

• The calls to a table procedure passed with the following operation codes: next row, update row, delete row, or insert
row

• The call to a procedure

Any DML executed by a table procedure or procedure is not counted toward the limit.

SQL Row Limit is more powerful than standard row count options because it can be used to limit additional database I/
O activity, rather than only limit the number of rows returned to the user in a result set. SQL Row Limit differs from other
IDMS limits as it is enforced at the statement level by the SQL engine and provides a recoverable error message instead
of task abend. Resource Limit Exit (Exit 20) does not get invoked.

The SQL Row Limit is an attribute of the SQL session. It can be set on the SYSTEM statement and overridden on the
TASK statement in the SYSGEN and passed down to the session. Specifying the SQL Row Limit on the SET SESSION
overrides both the SYSTEM and TASK settings. Specifying the SQL Row Limit on the SET SESSION overrides both the
SYSTEM and TASK settings and allows a lower limit to be used for a session. If an attempt is made to specify an SQL
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Row Limit that exceeds the limit for the system or task, an error message displays and the limit for the current session is
not updated. 

NOTE

 When using a cursor, the row limit applies to the cursor statement and is incremented for each fetch, positioned
update and positioned delete. 

Examples

Checking Compliance with SQL Standard 

The following SET SESSION statement which is embedded in an application program, directs IDMS to flag any
subsequent statements submitted for dynamic compilation that do not comply with SQL standard 89:

EXEC SQL

   SET SESSION CHECK SYNTAX SQL89

END-EXEC

Setting a Default Schema 

The following SET SESSION statement (submitted through the Command Facility) directs IDMS to use the SALES_SCH
schema as the default schema for the remainder of the SQL session:

set session current schema sales_sch;

Encoding XML Values

The following examples illustrate EBCDIC and Unicode encoding.

Example 1 - EBCDIC encoding 

set session XML ENCODING ebcdic ;

select cast(SLICE as BIN (27)) as EBCDIC

  from SYSCA.XMLSLICE

 where SLICESIZE = 27 and XMLVALUE =

 XMLCOMMENT('  0123456789ABCDEF  ');

The result looks like this:

*+ EBCDIC

*+ ------

*+ 4C5A60604040F0F1F2F3F4F5F6F7F8F9C1C2C3C4C5C6404060606E

 Example 2 - UTF-8 encoding 

set session XML ENCODING UTF8 ;

*+ Status = 0        SQLSTATE = 00000

select cast(SLICE as BIN (27)) as "UTF-8"

  from SYSCA.XMLSLICE

 where SLICESIZE = 27 and XMLVALUE =

 XMLCOMMENT('  0123456789ABCDEF  ');

The result looks like this:

*+ UTF-8

*+ -----

*+ 3C212D2D20203031323334353637383941424344454620202D2D3E

 Example 3 - UTF-16 Big Endian encoding 
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set session XML ENCODING UTF16BE ;

*+ Status = 0        SQLSTATE = 00000

select cast(SLICE as BIN (27)) as "UTF-16 BE"

  from SYSCA.XMLSLICE

 where SLICESIZE = 27 and XMLVALUE =

 XMLCOMMENT('  0123456789ABCDEF  ');

The result looks like this:

*+ UTF-16 BE

*+ ---------

*+ 003C0021002D002D00200020003000310032003300340035003600

*+ 370038003900410042004300440045004600200020002D002D003E

 Example 4 - UTF-16 Little Endian encoding 

set session XML ENCODING UTF16LE ;

*+ Status = 0        SQLSTATE = 00000

select cast(SLICE as BIN (27)) as "UTF-16 LE"

  from SYSCA.XMLSLICE

 where SLICESIZE = 27 and XMLVALUE =

XMLCOMMENT('  0123456789ABCDEF  ');

The result looks like this:

*+ UTF-16 LE

*+ ---------

*+ 3C0021002D002D0020002000300031003200330034003500360037

*+ 0038003900410042004300440045004600200020002D002D003E00

NOTE

 More Information: 

•  Summary Comparison to SQL Standard  
•  Securing User Profiles 
•  System Profiles 
•  DCUF SET PROFILE 
•  SQL sessions and Managing Concurrent Sessions 
•  Precompiler Options 
•  SQL Cache Tables, and the Dynamic SQL Caching 

SET TRANSACTION
The SET TRANSACTION management statement overrides the default characteristics of a transaction. The default
characteristics are established during access module compilation or, for transactions initiated by the Command Facility, by
IDMS, and may subsequently have been overridden by a SET SESSION statement.

You can issue only one SET TRANSACTION statement in any given transaction.

Authorization

None required.

Syntax
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►►─── SET TRANSACTION ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ READ ONLY  ─┤

   └─ READ WRITE ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ CURSOR STABILITY ─┤

   └─ TRANSIENT READ ───┘

 

Parameters

For the duration of the transaction in which the statement is executed, SET TRANSACTION parameters override the
defaults. A SET TRANSACTION statement must specify at least one parameter; the combination of READ WRITE and
TRANSIENT READ is invalid.

Usage

Order of Execution

If used, the SET TRANSACTION statement must be executed before any statement in the transaction other than:

• CONNECT
• SET ACCESS MODULE
• SET SESSION

Default Transaction Characteristics

Default transaction characteristics are initially established during access module compilation. If not specified as
parameters on a CREATE or ALTER ACCESS MODULE statement, and for transactions initiated through the Command
Facility, the default transaction characteristics are:

• READ WRITE
• CURSOR STABILITY

These initial defaults can be changed by issuing a SET SESSION statement.

Example

Setting Isolation Level

The following SET TRANSACTION statement specifies that the transaction has an isolation level of transient read:

EXEC SQL

   SET TRANSACTION

      TRANSIENT READ

END-EXEC

More Information

• For more information about isolation levels and SET TRANSACTION parameters, see CREATE ACCESS MODULE.
• For more information about managing transactions, see SQL sessions and Managing concurrent sessions.
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SUSPEND SESSION
The SUSPEND SESSION management statement suspends an SQL session and any transaction currently active within
the session. You use the SUSPEND SESSION statement primarily in pseudoconversational programming, which is also
an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

Authorization

None required.

Syntax

►►─── SUSPEND SESSION ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Usage

Effect of SUSPEND SESSION

When you suspend an SQL session, IDMS releases all resources except those required to re-establish the session.
Resources that are required to re-establish the session include locks that are held by any currently active transaction,
cursor currencies, any temporary tables, dynamically prepared statements, and the SQL row limit that is in effect for the
session along with the current count for each open cursor.

The SUSPEND SESSION statement does not cause a commit or rollback of changes to the database.

Valid SQL Statement After SUSPEND SESSION

The first SQL statement you issue after SUSPEND SESSION must be RESUME SESSION.

Example

Suspending a Session

The following SUSPEND SESSION statement suspends the current SQL session:

EXEC SQL

   SUSPEND SESSION

END-EXEC

More Information

• For more information about resuming a suspended session, see RESUME SESSION.
• For more information about managing SQL sessions, see SQL sessions and Managing concurrent sessions.

TRANSFER OWNERSHIP
The TRANSFER OWNERSHIP authorization statement passes ownership of a schema from one user or group of users to
another. It is also an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

Authorization

To issue a TRANSFER OWNERSHIP statement, you must own the schema named in the statement or hold the
DBADMIN privilege on the database in which the schema is defined.
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Syntax

 

►►─── TRANSFER OWNERSHIP OF SCHEMA schema-name ───────────────────────────────►

 ►─── TO authorization-identifier ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

• OF SCHEMA schema-name
Specifies the schema whose ownership is being transferred. Schema-name must identify a schema defined in the
dictionary.

• TO authorization-identifier
Identifies the user or group of users to whom you are transferring ownership of the named schema. For expanded
authorization-identifier syntax, see Expansion of Authorization-identifier.

Usage

Schema Ownership

At any given time, a schema can be owned by one user or group of users. The initial owner is the user who created the
schema. When ownership of a schema is transferred to a group, each user in the group has all the privileges associated
with ownership.

Ownership of Other Entities

Technically, schemas are the only database entities that users own. However, by association, the user or group that owns
a schema is also said to own the entities in the schema.

Ownership Privileges

The owner of a schema has all applicable privileges on entities in the schema, as well as the privilege of granting those
privileges to other users or groups. If you transfer ownership of a schema to another user or group, you no longer have
any privileges on the entities in the schema.

Examples

Transferring Ownership to a Single User

The following TRANSFER OWNERSHIP statement transfers ownership of the PKE_SCH schema to user PKE:

transfer ownership of schema pke_sch

   to pke;

Transferring Ownership to a Group

The following TRANSFER OWNERSHIP statement transfers ownership of the SALES_SCH schema to the SALES_GRP
group:

transfer ownership of schema sales

   to sales_grp;

More Information

• For more information about creating a schema, see CREATE SCHEMA.
• For more information about schema ownership, see your security administrator.
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UPDATE
 

The UPDATE statement is a data manipulation statement that modifies the values in one or more rows of a table.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To issue an UPDATE statement, you must:

• Hold the UPDATE privilege on or own the table, view, or table procedure named as the target of the update operation
• Hold the SELECT privilege on or own each table, view, function, procedure and table procedure explicitly named in a

subquery in the search condition in the WHERE parameter

Additional authorization requirements apply to:

• A view named in table-reference; each view named in the FROM parameter of such a view; each view named in the
FROM parameters of those views, and so forth.
For any such view, the owner of the view must hold the grantable UPDATE privilege on or own the table, view, or table
procedure named in the FROM parameter of the view definition.

• Each view named in the FROM parameter of a subquery in the search condition; each view named in the FROM
parameter of such a view; each view named in the FROM parameters of those views, and so forth.
For any such view, the owner of the view must hold the grantable SELECT privilege on or own each table, view,
function, or table procedure named in the FROM parameter of the view definition.

Syntax

 

►►─── UPDATE table-reference ──┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

                               └─ alias ───┘

           ┌─────────────────── , ────────────────────────┐

 ►─── SET ─▼── column-name ── = ─┬─ value-expression ───┬─┴───────────────────►

                                 ├─ NULL ───────────────┤

                                 └─ (query-expression) ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────►◄

   └─ WHERE ─┬─ search-condition ────────────────────────┤

             └─ CURRENT OF ─┬─ cursor-name ──────────────┤

                            └─ dynamic-name-clause ──────┘

 

Expansion of dynamic-name-clause

 

►►─┬─────────────┬─ cursor-name ──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ LOCAL ◄ ─┬─┘

   └─ GLOBAL ──┘
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Parameters

• table-reference
Specifies the table, view, or table procedure whose rows are to be updated. Table-reference must not specify a
procedure. If table-reference identifies a view:
– The view must be updateable
– The applicable rows are updated in the table from which the view is derived
For expanded table-reference syntax, see Expansion of Table-reference.
– alias

Defines a new name to be used to identify the table, view or table procedure within the UPDATE statement. Alias
must be a 1- through 18-character name that follows the conventions for SQL identifiers.

• SET
Specifies the columns to be updated and the value to be stored in each column.

• column-name =
Identifies a column to be updated. Column-name must identify a column in the table, view, or table procedure named in
the UPDATE statement.
Column-name must be unique within the SET parameter.
In an UPDATE statement that includes the WHERE CURRENT OF cursor-name parameter, column-name must
identify a column specified in the FOR UPDATE parameter of the DECLARE CURSOR statement that defines the
named cursor.

• value-expression
Specifies the value to be stored in the named column. The data type of the value represented by value-expression
must be compatible with the data type of the named column. For expanded value-expression syntax, see Expansion
of Value-expression.

• NULL
Directs IDMS to store a null value in the named column. The column must be defined to allow null values.

• query-expression
Represents a value to be used for a column in an UPDATE column statement. The query-expression must return at
most, one row and the result table of the query-expression must consist of a single column. 
For more information about expanded query-expression syntax, see Expansion of Query-expression

• WHERE
Restricts the rows to be updated. If the UPDATE statement does not include the WHERE parameter, IDMS updates all
rows in the specified table or view.

• search-condition
Specifies criteria a row must meet to be updated:
– When the value of search-condition is true, the row is updated
– When the value of search-condition is false, the row is not updated
For expanded search-condition syntax, see Expansion of Search-condition.

• CURRENT OF
Specifies that only the row that corresponds to the current row of the named cursor is to be updated.

• cursor-name
Identifies the cursor whose current row will be updated. Cursor-name must identify an open cursor previously
defined by a DECLARE CURSOR statement within the application program or by an ALLOCATE CURSOR statement
executed within the same SQL transaction.

NOTE
This option may only be used in an UPDATE statement embedded in an application program.

• dynamic-name-clause
Identifies the cursor whose current row will be updated.
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NOTE
This option may only be used in an UPDATE statement dynamically compiled using a PREPARE or
EXECUTE IMMEDIATE statement.

Parameters for Expansion of dynamic-name-clause

• LOCAL
Indicates that the named cursor has a local scope and was defined using a DECLARE CURSOR statement or an
ALLOCATE CURSOR statement. The default is LOCAL.

• GLOBAL
Indicates that the named cursor was created by an ALLOCATE CURSOR statement and is global in scope.

• cursor-name
Specifies the name of the cursor as an identifier. Cursor-name must identify an open cursor previously defined by a
DECLARE CURSOR statement within the application program or by an ALLOCATE CURSOR statement executed
within the same SQL transaction.

Usage

Searched Updates

An UPDATE statement that includes the WHERE search-condition parameter or does not include the WHERE
parameter at all is called a searched update. Searched updates may be entered through the Command Facility, executed
dynamically, and embedded within application programs.

Positioned Updates

An UPDATE statement that includes the WHERE CURRENT OF cursor-name parameter is called a positioned update.
Positioned updates are valid only from within an application program.

Dynamic Positioned Updates

A dynamic positioned UPDATE statement is one that references a dynamic cursor. Such an UPDATE statement may be
embedded within an application program or created dynamically using a PREPARE or EXECUTE IMMEDIATE statement.

A positioned UPDATE statement embedded in an application program may reference a static cursor or a dynamic cursor.
A positioned UPDATE statement created dynamically using a PREPARE or EXECUTE IMMEDIATE statement can only
reference a dynamic cursor.

Ambiguous Cursor References

When a dynamic positioned UPDATE statement is being created by a PREPARE or EXECUTE IMMEDIATE statement,
it is possible that IDMS may not be able to determine which cursor is being referenced. This will occur if the application
program contains a DECLARE CURSOR statement that defines a cursor having the referenced name and the program
has also executed an ALLOCATE cursor statement that creates a cursor with the same name and a local scope. Under
these conditions, IDMS cannot determine which of the two cursors is being referenced. To avoid such problems, it is
advisable to use different names for cursors that are declared from those that are allocated with a local scope.

Restrictions on Table-reference

In a searched update, the table, view, or table procedure named in the UPDATE statement cannot also be named in the
FROM parameter of any subquery included in the specified search condition; or, in the case of a view, in any search
condition used in the view definition. The same restriction applies for any update that uses a subquery as the value to be
stored in an updated column. Therefore, you cannot update data in a table from which you select in a subquery.

In a positioned update, the table, view, or table procedure named in the UPDATE statement must also be named in the
FROM parameter of the query specification used in the definition of the named cursor.

Restriction on Value-expression

The value expression that specifies the value to be stored in a column cannot include any aggregate functions.
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Cursor Position after a Positioned Update

After a positioned update, the position of the cursor named in the UPDATE statement remains unchanged.

Restrictions for Tables in Referential Constraints

If the table named in an UPDATE statement is the referencing table in a referential constraint, IDMS will update a row in
the table only if, after the update operation, the foreign-key columns in the row satisfy either of the following conditions:

• The columns must be all or partially null
• The foreign-key values must match the referenced-column values in a row of the referenced table

If the table named in an UPDATE statement is the referenced table in a referential constraint, and the referencing table
includes one or more rows whose foreign-key values match the referenced-column values of the row in the referenced
table to be updated, IDMS will update the row only if the update operation does not change the values in the referenced
columns.

Satisfying Check Constraints

If the updates to a row do not satisfy the check constraints, if any, in the table definition, IDMS returns an error and does
not update the row.

Updating Through a View

If the target of the update statement is a view, the view must be updateable, and only rows that can be retrieved through
the view can be updated through the view.

If the view being updated is defined with WITH CHECK OPTION, any WHERE clause in the view definition, or in the
definitions of any other views nested within its definition, will be applied like a check constraint to restrict the update
values.

Using a query-expression as a Source Value

If a query-expression used as the value stored in a column returns no rows, the column is set to the null value. If the
column does not allow nulls, an exception is raised.

Examples

Requesting a Searched Update

The following UPDATE statement updates the MANAGER_ID column in the EMPLOYEE table for rows where the value in
the column currently is 3222:

update employee

   set manager_id = 9847

   where manager_id = 3222;

Requesting a Positioned Update

The following UPDATE statement updates the BENEFITS table through the BONUS_CURSOR cursor. The statement
stores the value in the host variable CALC-BONUS-AMT in the BONUS_AMOUNT column of the table row that
corresponds to the current row of the cursor.

EXEC SQL

   UPDATE BENEFITS

      SET BONUS_AMOUNT = :CALC-BONUS-AMT

      WHERE CURRENT OF BONUS_CURSOR

END-EXEC

A Positioned UPDATE Referencing a DECLAREd Cursor
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The following statement updates the current row of the cursor C1. C1 may be a dynamic or static cursor, but it must have
been defined using a DECLARE CURSOR statement. Furthermore, the cursor-specification on which C1 is based must
contain a FOR UPDATE option which directly or implicitly includes the EMP_LNAME column:

EXEC SQL

  UPDATE EMPLOYEE

     SET EMP_LNAME = :emp-name

     WHERE CURRENT OF C1

END-EXEC

A Positioned UPDATE Referencing an ALLOCATEd Cursor

The following statement updates the current row of a cursor whose name is specified in the variable CNAME. The
referenced cursor must have been defined using an ALLOCATE CURSOR statement:

EXEC SQL

  UPDATE EMPLOYEE

    SET EMP_LNAME = :emp-name

    WHERE CURRENT OF GLOBAL :CNAME

END-EXEC

A Dynamically-compiled Positioned UPDATE Statement

The following statement updates the current row of local cursor C1. C1 may have been defined using either a DECLARE
CURSOR statement or an ALLOCATE CURSOR statement. In either case, the cursor name in the UPDATE statement is
specified as an identifier rather than as a literal or host variable:

EXEC SQL

  EXECUTE IMMEDIATE

  'UPDATE EMPLOYEE SET EMP_STATUS = "T"

      WHERE CURRENT OF LOCAL C1'

END-EXEC

NOTE
The keyword LOCAL is unnecessary since it is the default. Regardless of whether it is specified, if two
local cursors named C1 have been defined, one using a DECLARE CURSOR statement and one using an
ALLOCATE CURSOR statement, the EXECUTE IMMEDIATE statement will fail on an ambiguous cursor error.

Using query-expressions to Update Columns

The following example sets the value of the SALARY_BUDGET column in the DEPARTMENT table based on the current
salaries of all employees in the department.

update department d

  set salary_budget =

     (select 1.1 * sum (salary) from employee e

      where e.deptid = d.deptid)

Updating All Rows

The following UPDATE statement modifies every row in the INSURANCE_PLAN table. The statement increases all the
values in the FAMILY_COST column by 2 percent and all the values in the DEP_COST column by 1 percent:

update insurance_plan
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   set family_cost = family_cost * 1.02,

      dep_cost = dep_cost * 1.01;

Using Virtual Foreign Keys in an UPDATE to DISCONNECT from a set

The following UPDATE statement sets the FKEY_DEPT_EMPLOYEE column for EMPLOYEE 23 to NULL. Because of
the referential relationship between ROWID of DEPARTMENT and FKEY_DEPT_EMPLOYEE defined by the network set
DEPT-EMPLOYEE, the record is disconnected from the set occurrence in which it currently participates, if any:

   UPDATE EMPLOYEE SET FKEY_DEPT_EMPLOYEE = NULL WHERE EMP_ID_0415 = 23; 

Using Virtual Foreign Keys in an UPDATE to CONNECT to a set

The following UPDATE statement sets the FKEY_DEPT_EMPLOYEE column for EMPLOYEE 23 to the ROWID
value of the DEPARTMENT 4000. Because of the referential relationship between ROWID of DEPARTMENT and
FKEY_DEPT_EMPLOYEE defined by the network set DEPT-EMPLOYEE, the record is connected into the set occurrence
where the owner is DEPARTMENT 4000:

UPDATE EMPLOYEE SET FKEY_DEPT_EMPLOYEE =       (SELECT ROWID        FROM DEPARTMENT        WHERE DEPT_ID_0410

 = 4000)   WHERE EMP_ID_0415 = 23;

Using Virtual Foreign Keys in an UPDATE to change set membership

The following UPDATE statement sets the FKEY_DEPT_EMPLOYEE column for EMPLOYEE 23 to the ROWID
value of the DEPARTMENT 3200. Because of the referential relationship between ROWID of DEPARTMENT
and FKEY_DEPT_EMPLOYEE defined by the network set DEPT-EMPLOYEE, the record is disconnected from
DEPARTMENT 4000 and connected into the set occurrence with owner DEPARTMENT 3200:

UPDATE EMPLOYEE     SET FKEY_DEPT_EMPLOYEE =       (SELECT ROWID        FROM DEPARTMENT        WHERE

 DEPT_ID_0410 = 3200)   WHERE EMP_ID_0415 = 23;

More Information

• CREATE VIEW
• DECLARE CURSOR
• Comparison, Assignment, Arithmetic, and Concatenation Operations
• Null Value
• CLOSE, DECLARE CURSOR, FETCH, and OPEN Statement
• CREATE CONSTRAINT

WHENEVER
The WHENEVER precompiler-directive statement specifies an action to be taken when the execution of an SQL
statement results in a nonzero SQLCODE value. The WHENEVER statement directs the precompiler to insert the
appropriate conditional code after each subsequent SQL statement that generates a call to IDMS.

You can use this statement only in SQL that is embedded in a program.

Authorization

None required.

Syntax

 

►►─── WHENEVER ─┬─ NOT FOUND  ─┬─┬─ CONTINUE ─────────────────────────────┬───►◄

                ├─ SQLERROR ───┤ ├─┬─ GO TO ─┬─┬─ label ──┬─┬─────────────┘
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                └─ SQLWARNING ─┘ │ └─ GOTO  ─┘ └─ :label ─┘ │

                                 └─ CALL subroutine-name ───┘

 

Parameters

• NOT FOUND
Directs IDMS to take the specified action when the execution of an SQL statement results in an SQLCODE value of
100.

• SQLERROR
Directs IDMS to take the specified action when the execution of an SQL statement results in an SQLCODE value that
is less than zero.

• SQLWARNING
Directs IDMS to take the specified action when the execution of an SQL statement results in an SQLCODE value of 1.
SQLWARNING is an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

• CONTINUE
Specifies that processing is to continue with the next statement.

• GO TO label/:label
Specifies that processing is to continue with the first statement at the named label. Label must be the name of a
section or the unqualified name of a paragraph in the application program.
GO TO and GOTO are synonyms and can be used interchangeably. Label and :label are synonyms and can be used
interchangeably.
The GO TO parameter is not valid in ADS application programs.
The specification of a label without a colon (:) is an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

• CALL subroutine-name
Specifies that processing control is to pass to the named subroutine. Subroutine-name must identify a subroutine
subsequently defined in the process module.
The CALL parameter is valid only in ADS process modules.
The CALL parameter is an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

Usage

Scope of the WHENEVER Statement

The WHENEVER statement for a specified condition applies to all subsequent SQL statements until the precompiler
encounters another WHENEVER statement that names the same condition.

Example

Specifying Error Processing

The following WHENEVER statement specifies that control is to pass to the section or paragraph named SQLCODE-
CHECK whenever IDMS returns a negative value in SQLCODE:

EXEC SQL

   WHENEVER SQLERROR

      GO TO :SQLCODE-CHECK

END-EXEC
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Control Statements
The statements defined in the Control category are the basis for the SQL procedural language used by SQL routines.
An SQL routine usually contains procedural language statements and data manipulation statements. It can also use any
statement as specified by the procedure-statement syntax.

NOTE

For more information, see CREATE PROCEDURE or CREATE FUNCTION.

The statements of the Control category include syntax to perform the following:

• Direct the flow of control
• Assign the result of expressions to variables and parameters
• Specify condition handlers to process various conditions
• Signal and resignal conditions
• Declare local cursors

The advantages for writing SQL routines in the SQL language include:

• Easy to read and simple but powerful programs
• Single language to access and process data
• Native support for all the SQL data types, which makes handling of VARCHAR, DATE, TIME, and TIMESTAMP data

easier
• Built-in NULL support avoids the burden of having to define and manipulate NULL indicators for nullable data such as

table columns or parameters of SQL routines which are always nullable
• Flexible handlers process SQL events easily
• A single development and test platform fully integrated in all IDMS supported environments

SQL Control Statements
All SQL control statements are programmatic only. The following table provides a brief description of the SQL control
statements.

Statement Purpose
CALL Invokes an SQL procedure.

Note: The CALL statement is also a DML statement. The syntax
and semantics of the CALL control statement are a subset of the
CALL DML statement.

CASE Determines the execution flow by the evaluation of one or more
value-expressions.

Compound Specifies a grouping of statements, with optional definitions of
local variables, cursors, and handlers.

EXEC ADS Starts a block of ADS code.
IF Determines by evaluation of a search-condition, which block of

statements are executed.
ITERATE Begins a new iteration in a programmatic loop.
LEAVE Exits a programmatic loop.
LOOP Defines a programmatic loop.
REPEAT Defines a programmatic loop with an end condition.
RESIGNAL Raises an SQL exception in a handler.
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RETURN Exits an SQL routine or compound statement, optionally returning
a value.

SSET Assignment Assigns a value to a routine parameter, local variable, or host
variable.
Note: This statement can also be embedded in any SQL client
program.

SIGNAL Raises an SQL exception.
WHILE Statement Defines a programmatic, conditional loop.

CALL Control Statement
The CALL control statement invokes SQL-invoked procedures. The syntax and semantics are a subset of the CALL DML
statement.

Authorization

See CALL DML Authorization.

Syntax

 

►►──── CALL ───── procedure-reference ─────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameter

• procedure-reference
Identifies the procedure that is invoked, the input values that pass to the procedure and optionally the local variables
and routine parameters for passing and returning values of input/output parameters.

Usage

See CALL DML Usage.

Example

The function GET_NAME invokes the SQL procedure GET_FIRST_LAST to retrieve the first and last names of the
employee's empid that is specified as the input parameter. The function then returns the combined and trimmed first and
last names as one string.

set options command delimiter '++';

create procedure GET_FIRST_LAST

  ( P_EMPID NUMERIC(4)

  , P_FNAME char(20)

  , P_LNAME  char(30))

   EXTERNAL NAME DEMOGTFL LANGUAGE SQL

  /*

  ** Get first and last name of employee

  */

  Select EMP_FNAME, EMP_LNAME into P_FNAME, P_LNAME From DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE

    where EMP_ID = P_EMPID

++
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commit++

 

create function GET_NAME

  (P_ID NUMERIC(4))  RETURNS varchar(40)

   EXTERNAL NAME DEMOGETN LANGUAGE SQL

begin not atomic

 /*

 ** Get name of employee

 */

 declare FNAME char(20);

 declare LNAME char(20);

 call GET_FIRST_LAST(P_ID, FNAME, LNAME);

 return trim(FNAME)|| ' ' || trim(LNAME);

end++

set options command delimiter default++

commit;

 

select GET_NAME(5008) from SYSCA.SINGLETON_NULL;

*+

*+ USER_FUNC

*+ -----------------------

*+ Timothy Fordman

*+

*+ 1 row processed

CASE
The CASE statement selects different execution paths depending on the evaluation of one or more value-expressions.

Syntax

 

►►──── CASE ───┬── simple-case-when-clause ───┬────────────────────────────────►

               └── searched-case-when-clause ─┘

 ►──┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬─ END CASE ───────────────────►◄

    │            ┌────────────────────────────┐ │

    └─── ELSE ── ▼ ─ procedure-statement ─ ; ─┴─┘

Expansion of simple-case-when-clause

►►──── value-expression ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

     ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

     │                                     ┌────────────────────────────┐ │

 ►── ▼ ─ WHEN ── value-expression ─ THEN ─ ▼ ─ procedure-statement ─ ; ─┴─┴──►◄

Expansion of searched-case-when-clause

    ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

    │                                     ┌────────────────────────────┐ │

►►─ ▼ ─ WHEN ── search-condition ─ THEN ─ ▼ ─ procedure-statement ─ ; ─┴─┴────►◄
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Parameters

Parameters for Expansion of simple-case-when-clause

• CASE value-expression
Specifies the value expression whose outcome is compared to the outcomes of the value-expressions in the WHEN
clauses.

• WHEN value-expression
Specifies a value expression whose outcome is compared to the outcome of the CASE value-expression. If the two
values are equal, the group of statements specified in the corresponding THEN is executed.

• THEN procedure-statement
Identifies the group of statements to be executed when the value expressions of the CASE and WHEN clauses are
equal.

Parameters for Expansion of searched-case-when-clause

• CASE WHEN
Identifies the CASE as a searched case.

• WHEN search-condition
Specifies the search condition whose outcome, if true, results in the execution of the group of statements specified by
the THEN clause.

• THEN procedure-statement
Identifies the group of statements executed when the search-condition in the corresponding WHEN clause evaluates
to true.

• ELSE procedure-statement END CASE
Specifies the group of statements to be executed when none of the THEN group of statements has been executed
because of the evaluation and comparison of the value-expression's and search-condition's. This clause can be
specified for both simple and searched case statements.

Usage

SQL Exceptions

If an ELSE clause is not specified and none of the THEN group of statements has been executed because of the outcome
of evaluation of the value expressions and search conditions, an SQL exception is raised.

Examples

The first example demonstrates the use of a simple-case-when-clause.

set options command delimiter '++';

create function USER01.TCASE1

  ( TITLE     varchar(40) with default

  , P_EMP_ID  unsigned numeric(4)

  ) RETURNS   varchar(30)

    external name TCASE1 language SQL

begin not atomic

  /*

  ** Function selects an employee with the given EMP_ID and swaps

  ** the first_name value 'James' with 'Jim'.

  ** Returns a message text with the outcome of the execution

  */
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  declare MY_STATUS varchar(30);

  declare LOC_FNAME char(20) default ' ';

 

  select EMP_FNAME into LOC_FNAME

    from DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE

   where EMP_ID = P_EMP_ID;

 

  case LOC_FNAME

    when 'James'

      then update DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE set EMP_FNAME = 'Jim'

            where EMP_ID = P_EMP_ID;

           set MY_STATUS = 'James->JIM';

    when 'Jim'

      then update DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE set EMP_FNAME = 'James'

            where EMP_ID = P_EMP_ID;

           set MY_STATUS = 'Jim->James';

    when 'Thomas'

      then update DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE set EMP_FNAME = 'Thomas'

            where EMP_ID = P_EMP_ID;

           set MY_STATUS = 'Dummy update';

    else set MY_STATUS = 'No Changes';

  end case;

  return MY_STATUS;

end

++

set options command delimiter default++

commit;

 

select USER01.TCASE1('TCASE1', 1034)from SYSCA.SINGLETON_NULL;

*+

*+ USER_FUNC

*+ ---------

*+ Jim->James

The second example demonstrates the searched-case-when-clause. It is functionally equivalent with the example of
simple-case-when-clause.

set options command delimiter '++';

create function USER01.TCASESR1

  ( TITLE     varchar(40) with default

  , P_EMP_ID  unsigned numeric(4)

  ) RETURNS   varchar(30)

    external name TCASESR1 language SQL

begin not atomic

  /*

  ** Function selects an employee with the given EMP_ID and

  ** does some conditional updates.

  ** Returns a message text with the outcome of the execution

  */

  declare MY_STATUS varchar(30);

  declare LOC_FNAME char(20) default ' ';

  declare LOC_LNAME char(20) default ' ';
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  select EMP_FNAME, EMP_LNAME into LOC_FNAME, LOC_LNAME

    from DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE where EMP_ID = P_EMP_ID;

 

  case

    when LOC_FNAME = 'James'

      then update DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE set EMP_FNAME = 'Jim'

            Where EMP_ID = P_EMP_ID;

           set MY_STATUS = 'James->JIM';

    when LOC_FNAME = 'Jim' and LOC_LNAME = 'Gallway'

      then update DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE set EMP_FNAME = 'James'

            Where EMP_ID = P_EMP_ID;

           set MY_STATUS = 'Jim->James';

    when LOC_LNAME = 'Van der Bilck'

      then update DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE set EMP_LNAME = 'Vanderbilck'

            Where EMP_ID = P_EMP_ID;

           set MY_STATUS = 'Van der Bilck->Vanderbilck';

    else set MY_STATUS = 'No Changes';

  end case;

 

  return MY_STATUS;

end

++

set options command delimiter default++

Compound Statement
The Compound statement defines a block of related SQL statements. In a compound block, local variables, condition
names, cursors, and condition handlers can be defined.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►──┬──────────────┬── BEGIN ──┬────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

    └─ beg-label: ─┘           ├── ATOMIC ──────┤

                               └── NOT ATOMIC ◄─┘

 ►───┬───────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

     │  ┌──────────────────────────────────┐ │

     └─ ▼ ─┬─ variable-declaration ────┬─;─┴─┘

           └─ condition-declaration ───┘

 ►───┬───────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

     │  ┌──────────────────────────────────┐ │

     └─ ▼ ─── cursor-declaration ────── ; ─┴─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   │  ┌─────────────────────────────┐│

   └─ ▼ ── handler-declaration ─ ; ─┴┘

      ┌──────────────────────────┐
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 ►─── ▼ ─ procedure-statement ─;─┴── END ───────┬─────────────┬────────────────►◄

                                               └─ end-label ─┘

 

Expansion of variable-declaration

              ┌───── , ──────┐

 ►─ DECLARE ─ ▼ ── variable ─┴─ data-type ─┬─────────────────────┬─────────────►◄

                                           └─ DEFAULT ─┬─ NULL ──┤

                                                       └─ const ─┘

 

Expansion of condition-declaration

 ►─ DECLARE ─ condition-name CONDITION FOR SQLSTATE ─┬─────────┬── const ──────►◄

                                                     └─ VALUE ─┘

 

Expansion of handler-declaration

                                           ┌──────────── , ────────────────────┐

 ►─ DECLARE ─┬─ CONTINUE ─┬─ HANDLER FOR ─ ▼ ┬─ SQLEXCEPTION ─────────────────┬┴►

             ├─ EXIT ─────┤                  ├─ SQLWARNING ───────────────────┤

             └─ UNDO ─────┘                  ├─ NOT FOUND ────────────────────┤

                                             ├─ SQLSTATE value ─── 'sqlstate' ┤

                                             └─ condition-name ───────────────┘

 ►─── procedure-statement ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

• beg-label:
Specifies a 1- through 32-character SQL identifier that labels the compound statement. The value must be different
from any other label used in the compound statement.

• ATOMIC
Specifies that an unhandled exception raised while executing the compound statement causes a rollback of the effects
of the compound statement.

• NOT ATOMIC
Specifies that an unhandled exception raised while executing the compound statement does not cause a rollback of
the effects of the compound statement. This is the default.

• variable-declaration
Defines a local variable.

• condition-declaration
Defines a name for a condition for the purposes of referencing it in other statements.

• cursor-declaration
Defines a local cursor for use within the compound statement. For a description of this clause, see DECLARE
CURSOR.

• handler-declaration
Defines a handler routine for SQL exception or completion conditions. A handler routine receives control when the
execution of an SQL statement fails or terminates with a condition for which the handler has been defined. The three
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types of handlers (CONTINUE, EXIT, UNDO) and the conditions under which they are invoked are described in
Parameters for Expansion of handler-declaration in this section.

• procedure-statement
Defines the SQL procedure statement that is to be executed when the handler routine is invoked. Procedure-statement
may be any statement except a compound statement.

• end-label
Specifies an SQL identifier that labels the end of the compound statement. If specified, a beg-label must also have
been specified and both labels must be equal.

Parameters for Expansion of variable-declaration

• variable
Specifies the name of the local variable. Variable must be a 1- through 32-character name that follows the conventions
for SQL identifiers. The names of all local variables declared within a compound statement must be unique.

• data-type
Specifies a set of values that share processing characteristics. See Expansion of Data-type.

• DEFAULT
Specifies the initial value of the local variable.
– NULL

Initializes the local variable to NULL.
– const

Initializes the local variable to the value of const. Const must be a literal whose value is compatible for assignment
to the local variable.

NOTE
If DEFAULT is not specified, the local variable is not initialized.

Parameters for Expansion of condition-declaration

• DECLARE condition-name FOR CONDITION SQLSTATE
Defines a name for a condition. This name can be used in other statements to refer to the condition.
– condition-name

Specifies the name to be assigned to the condition. Condition-name must be a 1- through 32-character name that
follows the conventions for SQL identifiers. The names of all conditions declared within a compound statement must
be unique.

– VALUE
Specifies an optional keyword without semantic meaning.

– const
Specifies the value of SQLSTATE that constitutes the condition. const is a 5-character string-literal that consists
of only digits (0-9) and capital alphabetic characters (A-Z). const cannot be '00000', the value of SQLSTATE for
successful completion.

Parameters for Expansion of handler-declaration

• CONTINUE
After executing the handler action, a CONTINUE handler returns control to the statement following the one that caused
the event. If this statement is contained in an IF, CASE, LOOP, WHILE, or REPEAT statement, control is returned to
the statement following the IF, CASE, LOOP, WHILE, or REPEAT statement.

• EXIT
After executing the handler action, an EXIT handler returns control to the statement following the compound statement.
If there is no statement following the compound statement, control is returned to the invoker of the routine.

• UNDO
Before executing the handler action, an UNDO handler will rollback the database changes caused by the execution
of the compound statement that caused the handler to be activated. After the handler actions have been executed,
control is returned to the statement following the compound statement. If there is no statement after the compound
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statement, control is returned to the invoker of the routine. An UNDO handler requires its defining compound statement
to be ATOMIC.

• SQLEXCEPTION
Specifies that the handler is to be activated for all events except those of classes "Successful completion" (SQLSTATE
= '00xxx'), "Completed with Warning" (SQLSTATE ='01xxx'), and "Completed with No Data" (SQLSTATE = '02xxx').

• SQLWARNING
Specifies that the handler is to be activated for events of the class, "Completed with Warning" (SQLSTATE = '01xxx').

• NOT FOUND
Specifies that the handler is to be activated for events of the class, "Completed with No Data" (SQLSTATE = '02xxx').

• 'sqlstate'
Specifies a value of SQLSTATE for which the handler is activated. 'Sqlstate' must be a 5-character string-literal
that consists of only digits (0-9) and capital alphabetic characters (A-Z). 'Sqlstate' cannot be '00000', the value of
SQLSTATE for successful completion.

• condition-name
Specifies the name of a condition for which the handler is activated. Condition-name must identify a condition declared
in the compound statement.

• procedure-statement
Defines an SQL procedure statement to be included in the compound statement. Procedure-statement may be any
statement including a compound statement. For more information, see the expansion for this syntax in CREATE
FUNCTION or CREATE PROCEDURE.

Usage

Variables, Parameters, and Column Names

When ambiguity exists in referencing local variables, parameters and column names, qualification is required to resolve
the ambiguity.

NOTE
For more information, see Expansion of Local-variable and Expansion of Routine-parameter.

Nesting of Compound Statement

A compound statement cannot contain other compound statements with the exception of handlers. A handler, which
necessarily is contained in a compound statement, can have a compound statement as its procedure statement
procedure-statement.

Handlers

When both a generic class handler (a handler for SQLEXCEPTION or SQLWARNING) and a specific handler cover the
same event, the more specific handler is invoked when the event occurs.

Only one handler for a specific event can be defined.

Handlers cannot be defined with duplicate conditions.

If an SQL exception occurs in a compound statement for which there is no handler defined, control returns to the
statement following the compound statement that caused the exception and an implicit RESIGNAL is executed. The
exception is passed in the SQLSTATE. Database changes made by compound statements defined as ATOMIC will be
rolled back before control returns.

Atomic Compound Statements

Compound statements defined as ATOMIC cannot contain the transaction management statements, COMMIT and
ROLLBACK, or the session management statement, RELEASE.

Cursor state upon exiting from a compound statement
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When execution of a compound statement ends, all cursors defined within the compound statement that are still open are
automatically closed, except for returnable cursors.

NOTE
For more information about returnable cursors, see DECLARE CURSOR.

Example

The procedure USER01.TCOMP01 retrieves an employee for a given EMP_ID and returns a formatted name. An exit
handler for NOT FOUND handles the NOT FOUND condition. An exit handler for SQLEXCEPTION handles generic
database errors.

 set options command delimiter '++';

 create procedure USER01.TCOMP01

   ( P_ID     numeric(4)

   , P_NAME   char(30)

   , RESULT   varchar(30)

   )

     external name TCOMP01 language SQL

 

 Label_400:

  /*

  ** Return formatted name of employee with given EMP_ID

  */

 begin not atomic

   declare  L_FNAME   char(50);

   declare  L_LNAME   char(50);

 

   declare exit handler for SQLEXCEPTION

     label_8888:

       begin not atomic

         set RESULT = 'Unexpected SQLSTATE: ' || SQLSTATE;

         set P_NAME = '** Error **';

       end;

 

   declare exit handler for NOT FOUND

     set RESULT = 'No employee for EMP_ID: '

               || cast(P_ID as char(4));

 

   set RESULT = ' ';

   set P_NAME = ' ';

 

    select EMP_FNAME, EMP_LNAME into L_FNAME, L_LNAME

     from DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE

    where EMP_ID = P_ID;

 

   set P_NAME = trim(L_FNAME)  || ' ' || trim(L_LNAME);

 

   set RESULT = 'All OK';

 End label_400

 ++

set options command delimiter default++

commit;
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 call user01.TCOMP01(1003);

 *+

 *+   P_ID  P_NAME                  RESULT

 *+   ----  ------                  ------

 *+   1003  Jim Baldwin             ALL OK

 

 call user01.TCOMP01(9);

 *+

 *+   P_ID  P_NAME                  RESULT

 *+   ----  ------                  ------

 *+      9                          NO EMPLOYEE FOR EMP_ID: 9

 call user01.TCOMP01(-2000);

 *+

 *+   P_ID  P_NAME                  RESULT

 *+   ----  ------                  ------

 *+  -2000  ** ERROR **             UNEXPECTED SQLSTATE: 22005

EXEC ADS
The EXEC ADS statement is an IDMS extension that enables inserting ADS code in SQL routines.

Syntax

 

                ┌─────────────────────┐

►►─── EXEC ADS ─▼─ ads-process-stmnt ─┴─ ; ───────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

• ads-process-stmnt
Specifies an ADS statement to be executed.

Usage

Allowable ADS statements

Only ADS statements that are allowed in a mapless dialog can be included in the body of an SQL routine.

Care should be taken in coding SQL transaction and session management statements because a ROLLBACK or
COMMIT breaks the atomicity of a compound statement containing the EXEC ADS statement.

Referencing SQL-defined data

SQL-defined data can be referenced by respecting the mapping rules for identifiers and data types between SQL and
ADS:

• Underscore characters are mapped to dashes.
• VARCHAR data are structures that start with a smallint field that holds the length of the character data, followed by

the character data itself. The name of the structure is the mapped SQL identifier. The name of the length field is the
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mapped SQL identifier suffixed with "-LEN". The name of the data field is the mapped SQL identifier suffixed with "-
TEXT".

• Nullable SQL data must have their NULL indicators managed properly. All SQL parameters and local variables are
nullable.

• Date, time, and timestamp data types must be correctly processed.

Using IDD records and record elements from the dictionary

It is possible to use records and record elements that are defined as IDD records. This requires the specification of "ADD
RECORD record name" in the ADS Compile Option of the CREATE PROCEDURE or CREATE FUNCTION statements.
See the following example. For more information, see CREATE PROCEDURE and CREATE FUNCTION.

Using EXEC ADS for debugging

Some of the ADS utility commands can be used for debugging SQL routines. SNAP, TRACE, and WRITE TO LOG are
of particular interest. See the second example below. All the SQL local variables and internal variables are contained in
predefined ADS records. The name of these predefined records is constructed as follows: SQLLOCnnnnxxxxxxxx with
xxxxxxxx representing the external name of the SQL routine and nnnn a four digit number with values starting from 0 for
the internal variables to the total count of compound statements.

Assume an SQL routine with an associated external name of 'GETLNAME' containing two compound statements, then the
content of all internal and SQL local variables can be dumped to the log as follows:

 exec ADS snap record(SQLLOC0000GETLNAME

                   , SQLLOC0001GETLNAME

                   , SQLLOC0002GETLNAME).;

A complete report of the SQL routine, including the layout of all the records can be obtained by executing the batch utility
ADSORPTS. For the SQL routine with external name GETLNAME, the control statement input for ADSORPTS would look
like the following:

 DIALOG=(GETLNAME),REPORTS=ALL

For the TRACE to be functional, the ADS dialog associated with the SQL routine needs to be compiled with symbol
table information. This option can be turned on by specifying SYMBOL TABLE IS YES in the ADS Compile Option of the
CREATE PROCEDURE or CREATE FUNCTION statements. See the next example. For more information, see CREATE
PROCEDURE and CREATE FUNCTION.

Example

Using EXEC ADS to obtain the current LTERM

The SQL function USER01.TEXECADS2 returns the LTERM ID of the LTERM on which the function is being executed.

set options command delimiter '++';

create function USER01.TEXECADS2

  ( P_DUMMY   char(1)

  ) returns   char(8)

    external name TEXECAD2 language SQL

begin not atomic

 /*

 ** SQL Function to return LTERM ID using EXEC ADS

 */

 declare L_LTERMID char (8) default ' ';

 exec ads
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          ACCEPT LTERM ID INTO L-LTERMID. ;

 return L_LTERMID;

end

++

set options command delimiter default++

commit;

 

select USER01.TEXECADS2()

  from SYSCA.SINGLETON_NULL;

*+

*+ USER_FUNC

*+ ---------

*+ VL71001

Using EXEC ADS to debug a SQL routine

In the following example, the ADS COMPILE OPTION is used to add the ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD
so that it can be accessed within the SQL function. Furthermore, the ADS dialog associated with the SQL function is
compiled with diagnostics and symbol table so that debugging and diagnostic information is available at run time.

An EXEC ADS statement is placed as the very first executable statement of the SQL function to snap the local variables
to the IDMS log to verify the initialization and to turn on ADS tracing. The EXEC ADS statement at the end, snaps the
local variables and the ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBALE-RECORD before returning to the invoker of the function. This
statement also turns the ADS tracing off.

set options command delimiter '++';

create function GET_NAME

  (P_ID NUMERIC(4))  RETURNS varchar(40)

   EXTERNAL NAME DEMOGETN LANGUAGE SQL

   ADS COMPILE OPTION

    symbol table is yes

    diagnostic is yes

    add record ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD;

 begin not atomic

 /*

 ** Get name of employee

 */

  declare FNAME char(20) default ' ';

  declare LNAME char(20) default ' ';

  declare L_STATEMENT char(160);

  EXEC ADS snap record(SQLLOC0001DEMOGETN).

                 trace all.;

  set L_STATEMENT =

     'select EMP_FNAME, EMP_LNAME' ||

     ' from DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE where EMP_ID = ?';

  prepare 'DYN1' from L_STATEMENT

    describe output using descriptor SQLDA;

  allocate 'CUR1' cursor for 'DYN1';

  open 'CUR1' using P_ID;

  fetch 'CUR1' into FNAME, LNAME;

  EXEC ADS snap record(SQLLOC0001DEMOGETN).

         snap record(ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD).

         trace off.;

  return trim(FNAME)|| ' ' || trim(LNAME);
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end++

set options command delimiter default++

commit;

select GET_NAME(1003) from SYSCA.SINGLETON_NULL;

IF Statement
The IF statement selects different execution paths depending on the evaluation of one or more truth value expressions,
given as SQL search conditions.

Syntax

 

                                        ┌────────────────────────────┐

►►─── IF ── search-condition ── THEN ── ▼ ─ procedure-statement ─ ; ─┴──────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬►

   │  ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   │  │                                       ┌────────────────────────────┐ │ │

   └─ ▼ ─ ELSEIF ── search-condition ─ THEN ─ ▼ ─ procedure-statement ─ ; ─┴─┴─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬─ END IF ───────────────────────►◄

   │            ┌────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─ ELSE ──── ▼ ─ procedure-statement ─ ; ─┴─┘

 

Parameters

• IF search-condition
Specifies the truth value expression to be evaluated. The outcome of the evaluation determines the execution path.

• THEN procedure-statement
Specifies the statements to be executed if the immediately preceding search condition is true.

• ELSEIF search-condition
Specifies the truth value expression to be evaluated if the outcomes of all previously evaluated search conditions are
false.

• ELSE procedure-statement
Specifies the statements to be executed if all search conditions are false.

Usage

If no alternative execution path is given, execution continues with the next statement outside the IF.

Example

set options command delimiter '++';

create procedure USER01.TIF1

  ( TITLE   varchar(10) with default

  , P_LEFT    integer

  , P_RIGHT   real

  , RESULT  varchar(30)

  )

    EXTERNAL NAME TIF1 LANGUAGE SQL
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Label_200:

begin not atomic

 /*

 ** Compare an integer value with a real value

 */

  if (P_LEFT > P_RIGHT)

    then set RESULT = 'p_left > p_right';

  elseif (P_LEFT = P_RIGHT)

    then set RESULT = 'p_left = p_right';

  elseif  (P_LEFT < P_RIGHT)

    then set RESULT = 'p_left < p_right';

  else   set RESULT = 'p_left and/or p_right NULL !';

  end if;

end

++

commit++

call user01.TIF1('Test IF >', 4, 2)++

*+

*+ TITLE            P_LEFT         P_RIGHT  RESULT

*+ -----            ------         -------  ------

*+ Test IF >             4   2.0000000E+00  P_LEFT >  P_RIGHT

call user01.TIF1('Test IF <', 4, 9)++

*+

*+ TITLE            P_LEFT         P_RIGHT  RESULT

*+ -----            ------         -------  ------

*+ Test IF <             4   9.0000000E+00  P_LEFT <  P_RIGHT

 

call user01.TIF1('Test IF =', 2, 2)++

*+

*+ TITLE            P_LEFT         P_RIGHT  RESULT

*+ -----            ------         -------  ------

*+ Test IF =             2   2.0000000E+00  P_LEFT = P_RIGHT

 

call user01.TIF1('Test IF ', 4)++

*+

*+ TITLE            P_LEFT         P_RIGHT  RESULT

*+ -----            ------         -------  ------

*+ Test IF               4          <null>  P_LEFT AND/OR P_RIGHT

NULL !

set options command delimiter default++

ITERATE
The ITERATE statement terminates execution of the current iteration of an iterated statement, such as LOOP, REPEAT or
WHILE. If the iteration condition is true, a new iteration starts; otherwise, the statement following the iterated statement is
executed.

Syntax

 

►►── ITERATE ── stmnt-label ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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Parameter

• stmnt-label
Specifies the begin label of the iterated statement.

Usage

Statements that may be iterated

The labeled statement referred in the ITERATE must be a LOOP, REPEAT, or WHILE statement that contains the
ITERATE statement.

Example

The procedure USER01.TITERATE1 retrieves all rows of the DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE table three times. The first loop
uses a WHILE, the second uses a REPEAT, and the third uses a LOOP statement.

set options command delimiter '++';

create procedure USER01.TITERATE1

  ( TITLE     varchar(10) with default

  , P_FNAME   char(20)

  , P_COUNT     integer

  , RESULT    varchar(10)

  )

    EXTERNAL NAME TITERATE LANGUAGE SQL

 

Label_600:

begin not atomic

  declare FNAME   char(20);

  declare LNAME   varchar(20);

  declare EMP1 CURSOR FOR

        Select EMP_FNAME, EMP_LNAME

          From DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE;

 /*

 ITERATE in WHILE

 */

  set RESULT = '?????';

  open EMP1;

 

  while_loop:

  while (9 = 9)

     do

      fetch EMP1 into FNAME, LNAME;

      if (SQLSTATE = '00000')

        then

           set P_COUNT = P_COUNT + 1;

           iterate while_loop;

      end if;

 

      if (SQLSTATE = 'abcde')

        then

           iterate while_loop;

      end if;
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      set RESULT = SQLSTATE;

      leave while_loop;

  end while while_loop;

 

  close EMP1;

 

 /*

 ITERATE in REPEAT

 */

  set RESULT = '?????';

  open EMP1;

 

  repeat_loop:

  repeat

      fetch EMP1 into FNAME, LNAME;

      if (SQLSTATE = '00000')

        then

           set P_COUNT = P_COUNT + 1;

           iterate repeat_loop;

      end if;

 

      set RESULT = SQLSTATE;

      leave repeat_loop;

  until (9 = 0)

  end repeat repeat_loop;

 

  close EMP1;

 /*

 ITERATE in LOOP

 */

  set RESULT = '?????';

  open EMP1;

 

  loop_loop:

  loop

      fetch EMP1 into FNAME, LNAME;

      if (SQLSTATE = '00000')

        then

           set P_COUNT = P_COUNT + 1;

           iterate loop_loop;

      end if;

 

      set RESULT = SQLSTATE;

      leave loop_loop;

  end loop loop_loop;

 

  close EMP1;

end

++

commit++

 

call USER01.TITERATE1('TITERATE1','James  ',0,'U')++

*+
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*+ TITLE       P_FNAME                   P_COUNT  RESULT

*+ -----       -------                   -------  ------

*+ TITERATE1   James                         165  02000

set options command delimiter default++

LEAVE
The LEAVE statement continues execution with the statement that immediately follows the specified labeled statement.

Syntax

 

►►── LEAVE ── stmnt-label ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameter

• stmnt-label
Specifies the begin label of a statement that contains the LEAVE statement, and identifies the statement that needs to
be left.

Usage

Statements that may be left: The labeled statement referred in the LEAVE must be a LOOP, REPEAT, WHILE or
compound statement that contains the LEAVE statement.

Example

set options command delimiter '++';

create procedure USER01.TLEAVE1

  ( TITLE     varchar(10) with default

  , P_FNAME   char(20)

  , P_COUNT   integer

  , RESULT    varchar(25)

  )

    EXTERNAL NAME TLEAVE1 LANGUAGE SQL

Label_700:

 /*

 ** Count number of employees with equal Firstname

 */

begin not atomic

  declare FNAME   char(20);

  declare LNAME   varchar(20);

  declare EMP1 CURSOR FOR

    Select EMP_FNAME, EMP_LNAME

      From DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE

     where EMP_FNAME = P_FNAME;

 

  open EMP1;

  fetch EMP1 into FNAME, LNAME;

  fetching_loop:

  loop
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    if (SQLSTATE < > '00000')

      then leave fetching_loop;

    end if;

    set P_COUNT = P_COUNT + 1;

    fetch EMP1 into FNAME, LNAME;

  end loop fetching_loop;

 

  set RESULT = 'SQLSTATE: ' || SQLSTATE;

  close EMP1;

end

++

commit++

set options command delimiter default++

 

call USER01.TLEAVE1('TLEAVE1','Martin',0);

*+

*+ TITLE       P_FNAME                   P_COUNT  RESULT

*+ -----       -------                   -------  ------

*+ TLEAVE1     Martin                          3  SQLSTATE: 02000

LOOP
The LOOP statement repeats the execution of a statement or a group of statements.

Syntax

 

                                ┌────────────────────────────┐

►►─┬──────────────┬─── LOOP ─── ▼ ─ procedure-statement ─ ; ─┴── END LOOP ────►

   └─ beg-label: ─┘

 ►──┬─────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

    └─ end-label ─┘

 

Parameters

• beg-label:
Specifies a 1- through 32-character SQL identifier that labels the LOOP statement. The value must be different from
any other label used in the compound statement if the LOOP statement is contained in a compound statement.

• LOOP procedure-statement END LOOP
Specifies a statement or group of statements that are repeatedly executed.

• end-label
Specifies an SQL identifier that labels the end of the LOOP statement. If specified, a beg-label must also have been
specified and both labels must be equal.

Usage

How execution of a LOOP statement ends

To end the repeated execution of the procedure-statements contained in a LOOP statement, a LEAVE statement can be
used or an exit handler can be driven.
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Example

See the example for the LEAVE statement. The procedure USER01.TLOOP1, is similar to USER01.TLEAVE1 but it uses
an exit handler to terminate the LOOP.

set options command delimiter '++';

create procedure USER01.TLOOP1

  ( TITLE     varchar(10) with default

  , P_FNAME   char(20)

  , P_COUNT   integer

  , RESULT    varchar(30)

  )

    EXTERNAL NAME TLOOP1 LANGUAGE SQL

Label_700:

 /*

 ** Count number of employees with equal Firstname

 */

begin not atomic

  declare FNAME   char(20);

  declare LNAME   varchar(20);

  declare EMP1 CURSOR FOR

        Select EMP_FNAME, EMP_LNAME

          From DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE

         where EMP_FNAME = P_FNAME;

  declare exit handler for SQLEXCEPTION, SQLWARNING, NOT FOUND

      set RESULT = 'SQLSTATE: ' || SQLSTATE;

 /*

 ** Count number of employees with equal Firstname

 */

  open EMP1;

  fetch EMP1 into FNAME, LNAME;

 

  fetching_loop:

  loop

      set P_COUNT = P_COUNT + 1;

      fetch EMP1 into FNAME, LNAME;

    end loop fetching_loop;

end

++

commit++

set options command delimiter default++

 

call USER01.TLOOP1('TLOOP1','Martin ',0,'U');

*+

*+ TITLE       P_FNAME                   P_COUNT

*+ -----       -------                   -------

*+ TLOOP1      Martin                          3

*+

*+ RESULT

*+ ------

*+ SQLSTATE: 02000
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REPEAT
The REPEAT statement repeats the execution of a statement or a group of statements until a condition is met.

Syntax

 

                                     ┌────────────────────────────┐

►►──┬──────────────┬──── REPEAT ──── ▼ ─ procedure-statement ─ ; ─┴────────────►

    └─ beg-label: ─┘

 ►── UNTIL ── search-condition ── END REPEAT ──┬─────────────┬─────────────────►◄

                                               └─ end-label ─┘

 

Parameters

• beg-label:
Specifies a 1- through 32-character SQL identifier that labels the REPEAT statement. The value must be different from
any other label used in the compound statement if the REPEAT statement is contained in a compound statement.

• REPEAT procedure-statement
Specifies the statement or group of statements that are repeatedly executed.

• UNTIL search-condition
Specifies the search condition that is evaluated after each iteration. If the outcome is true, the statement following the
REPEAT statement is executed. Otherwise, a new iteration starts.

• end-label
Specifies an SQL identifier that labels the end of the REPEAT statement. If specified, a beg-label must also have been
specified and both labels must be equal.

Example

set options command delimiter '++';

create procedure USER01.TREPEAT1

  ( TITLE     varchar(10) with default

  , P_FNAME   char(20)

  , P_COUNT   integer

  , RESULT    varchar(25)

  )

    EXTERNAL NAME TREPEAT1 LANGUAGE SQL

Label_700:

 /*

 ** Count number of employees with equal First name using REPEAT

 */

begin not atomic

  declare FNAME   char(20);

  declare LNAME   varchar(20);

  declare EMP1 CURSOR FOR

        Select EMP_FNAME, EMP_LNAME

          From DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE

         where EMP_FNAME = P_FNAME;

 

  open EMP1;
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  fetching_loop:

  repeat

    fetch EMP1 into FNAME, LNAME;

 

    if (SQLSTATE = '00000')

      then set P_COUNT = P_COUNT + 1;

    end if;

  until SQLSTATE < > '00000'

  end repeat fetching_loop;

  set RESULT = 'SQLSTATE: ' || SQLSTATE;

 

  close EMP1;

end

++

commit++

set options command delimiter default++

 

call USER01.TREPEAT1('TREPEAT1','Martin',0,'U');

*+

*+ TITLE       P_FNAME                   P_COUNT  RESULT

*+ -----       -------                   -------  ------

*+ TREPEAT1    Martin                          3  SQLSTATE: 02000

RESIGNAL
The RESIGNAL statement resignals an SQL event or exception condition in a handler for the next higher level scope.

Syntax

 

►── RESIGNAL ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────►

              ├── SQLSTATE ──┬─────────┬─── 'sqlstate' ────────┤

              │              └─ VALUE ─┘                       │

              └─ condition-name ───────────────────────────────┘

►──┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────►◄

   └── SET MESSAGE_TEXT ── = ─┬────────────────────────────────│

                              └─ simple-value-specification ───┘

 

Parameters

• 'sqlstate'
Specifies the value for SQLSTATE that is to be resignaled. 'Sqlstate' is a 5-character string-literal that consists of only
digits (0-9) and capital alphabetic characters (A-Z). 'Sqlstate' cannot be '00000', the value of SQLSTATE for successful
completion.

• condition-name
Specifies the name of a condition whose SQLSTATE value is to be resignaled. Condition-name must identify a
condition defined by a condition-declaration in a compound-statement containing the RESIGNAL statement. if more
than one such condition-declaration has the specified condition-name, the one with the innermost scope is raised.

• simple-value-specification
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Specifies a character value to be added to the information item MESSAGE-TEXT. simple-value-specification must
have a character data type.

Usage

Propagating the SQL Condition

The RESIGNAL statement can only be used in a handler to propagate an SQL condition to the scope that encloses the
exception handler's scope. If the RESIGNAL is issued in a handler of a top level compound statement, control returns to
the invoker of the SQL-invoked routine.

FLOW of CONTROL

If in the outer scope a handler exists for the raised exception or SQL event, the handler acquires control. After execution
of the handler, control returns as with any other statement that causes a handler to activate.

SQLSTATE

There are no restrictions on the values that can be set for SQLSTATE, other than compliance with the syntactic rules for
SQLSTATE values. We recommend using values in accordance with the classification of SQLSTATE values.

MESSAGE_TEXT

This is an information item of character type with a length of 80.

Example

set options command delimiter '++';

create procedure USER01.RESIGNAL1

  ( TITLE     varchar(10) with default

  , RESULT    varchar(120)

  )

    EXTERNAL NAME RESIGNA1 LANGUAGE SQL

Label_400:

 /*

 ** Resignal show case

 */

begin not atomic

  declare DEAD_LOCK condition for SQLSTATE '12000';

  declare NOT_FOUND condition for SQLSTATE '02000';

  declare exit handler for NOT FOUND

    begin not atomic

        set RESULT = RESULT || ' Not Found';

        resignal SQLSTATE '38607';

    end;

 

  set RESULT = 'Signal trace:';

  signal NOT_FOUND;

 

end label_400

++

commit;

set options command delimiter++

 

call user01.resignal1('Signal');
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*+ Status = -4       SQLSTATE = 38000        Messages follow:

*+ DB001075 C-4M321: Procedure RESIGNA1 exception 38607

RETURN
The RETURN statement returns a value for an SQL function.

As an extension to the SQL standard, a RETURN without parameters can also be used to exit a compound statement in
an SQL function and SQL procedure.

Syntax

 

►── RETURN ────┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

               ├─ NULL ─────────────┤

               └─ value-expression ─┘

 

Parameters

• NULL
Specifies that the function return value is NULL.

• value-expression
Specifies the function return value.

Usage

Compatible Data Types

The data type of the value-expression and the data type of the function return value named in the CREATE FUNCTION
statement must be compatible for assignment.

Example

For an example, see CREATE FUNCTION.

SET Assignment
The SET Assignment statement assigns values to parameters and variables used in SQL routines.

Syntax

 

►►── SET ──┬─ local-variable ─────┬ = ─┬─ value-expression ─┬─────────────────►◄

           └─ routine-parameter ──┘    └─ NULL ─────────────┘

 

Parameters

• local-variable
Identifies the local variable that is the target of the SET assignment statement. Local-variable must be the name of a
local variable defined within the compound statement containing the SET statement.

• routine-parameter
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Identifies the SQL routine parameter that is the target of the SET assignment statement. Routine-parameter must be
the name of a parameter of the routine containing the SET assignment statement.

• value-expression
Specifies the value to be assigned to the target of the SET assignment statement.

• NULL
Specifies that the null value is to be assigned to the target of the SET assignment statement.

Usage

Valid assignments

The rules for assignment are provided in Comparison, Assignment, Arithmetic, and Concatenation Operations.

Example

The procedure TSET3 creates a combined, edited name from a given first and last name. If the first or last name is null, or
if the length of the last name is 0, the null value is returned for the edited name.

set options command delimiter '++';

create procedure SQLROUT.TSET3

  ( P_FNAME   varchar(20)

  , P_LNAME   varchar(20)

  , P _NAME   varchar(41)

  )

    EXTERNAL NAME TSET3 LANGUAGE SQL

 /*

 ** Return an edited name from the given Firstname and Lastname

 */

 if (LENGTH(P_LNAME) <= 0)

   then set P_NAME = null;

   else set P_NAME = trim(P_FNAME)  || ' ' || trim(P_NLNAME) ;

 end if

++

set options command delimiter default++

call SQLROUT.TSET3('James    ', 'Last   ');

*+

*+ P_FNAME               P_LNAME

*+ -------               -------

*+ James                 Last

*+

*+ P_NAME

*+ ------

*+ James Last

call SQLROUT.TSET3('James    ', '');

*+

*+ P_FNAME               P_LNAME

*+ -------               -------

*+ James

*+

*+ P_NAME

*+ ------

*+ <null>
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SIGNAL
The SIGNAL statement raises and signals an SQL event or exception condition.

Syntax

 

 ►── SIGNAL ──┬── SQLSTATE ──┬─────────┬───── 'sqlstate' ──────┬───────────────►

              │              └─ VALUE ─┘                       │

              └─ condition-name ───────────────────────────────┘

►──┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────►◄

   └── SET MESSAGE_TEXT ── = ─┬────────────────────────────────│

                              └─ simple-value-specification ───┘

 

Parameters

• 'sqlstate'
Specifies the value for SQLSTATE that is to be signaled. 'sqlstate' is a 5-character string-literal value that consists
of only digits (0-9) and capital alphabetic characters (A-Z). 'Sqlstate' cannot be '00000', the value of SQLSTATE for
successful completion.

• condition-name
Specifies the name of a condition whose SQLSTATE value is to be signaled. Condition-name must identify a condition
defined by a condition declaration in a compound statement containing the SIGNAL statement. If more than one such
condition declaration has the specified condition name, the one with the innermost scope is raised.

• simple-value-specification
Specifies a character value to be added to the information item MESSAGE-TEXT. simple-value-specification must
have a character data type.

Usage

FLOW of CONTROL

If a handler exists for the raised exception or SQL event, the handler acquires control. After execution of the handler,
control returns as with any other statement that causes activation of a handler.

If no handler is activated, control goes to the end of the compound statement that contains the signal. If the signal is not
in a compound statement of an exit handler, control returns to the invoker of the SQL routine. Otherwise, it returns to the
statement after the SIGNAL statement, just as if a continue handler had been activated.

SQLSTATE

There are no restrictions on the values that can be set for SQLSTATE, other than compliance with the syntactic rules for
SQLSTATE values. We recommend that values are used in accordance with the classification of SQLSTATE values.

MESSAGE_TEXT

This is an information item of character type with a length of 80.

Example

set options command delimiter '++';

create procedure USER01.TSIGNAL5

  ( TITLE     varchar(10) with default
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  , RESULT    varchar(120)

  )

    EXTERNAL NAME TSIGNAL5 LANGUAGE SQL

Label_400:

 /*

 ** Trace execution of consecutive signal statements

 */

 

begin not atomic

  declare DEAD_LOCK condition for SQLSTATE '12000';

  declare NOT_FOUND condition for SQLSTATE '02000';

 

  declare continue HANDLER for SQLWARNING

    LABEL_9999:

      begin not atomic

        set RESULT = RESULT || ' Sqlwarning';

      end;

  declare continue handler for SQLEXCEPTION

    Label_8888:

      begin not atomic

        set RESULT = RESULT || ' Sqlexception';

      end;

  declare continue handler for SQLSTATE '23800'

        set RESULT = RESULT || ' 23800';

  declare continue handler for DEAD_LOCK

    LABEL_6666:

      begin not atomic

        set RESULT = RESULT || ' Deadlocked';

      end;

  declare continue handler for NOT FOUND

        set RESULT = RESULT || ' Not Found';

  set RESULT = 'Signal trace:';

  signal SQLSTATE '23800';

  signal NOT_FOUND;

  signal SQLSTATE '01200';

  signal SQLSTATE '72300';

  signal DEAD_LOCK;

 

end label_400

++

commit++

set options command delimiter default++

call user01.tsignal5('Signal');

 

*+

*+ TITLE

*+ -----

*+ Signal

*+

*+

*+ RESULT

*+ ------

*+ Signal trace: 23800 Not Found Sqlwarning Sqlexception
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Deadlocked

*+

WHILE Statement
The WHILE statement repeats the execution of a statement or a group of statements while a condition is met.

Syntax

 

►►─┬──────────────┬───── WHILE ─── search-condition ── DO ─────────────────────►

   └─ beg-label: ─┘

     ┌──────────────────────────────┐

 ►── ▼ ─── procedure-statement ─ ; ─┴───── END WHILE ───────┬─────────────┬────►◄

                                                            └─ end-label ─┘

 

Parameters

• beg-label:
Specifies a 1- through 32-character SQL identifier that labels the WHILE statement. The value must be different from
any other label used in the compound statement if the WHILE statement is contained in a compound statement.

• WHILE search-condition
Specifies the search condition to be evaluated. If the outcome is false, the statement after the WHILE statement is
executed. Otherwise, an iteration of the group of statements enclosed by DO and END WHILE is started.

• DO procedure-statement END WHILE
Specifies the statement or group of statements that are repeatedly executed.

• end-label
Specifies an SQL identifier that labels the end of the WHILE statement. If specified, a beg-label must also have been
specified and both labels must be equal.

Example

set options command delimiter '++';

create procedure USER01.TWHILE2

  ( TITLE     varchar(10) with default

  , P_FNAME   char(20)

  , P_COUNT   integer

  )

    EXTERNAL NAME TWHILE2 LANGUAGE SQL

Label_700:

begin not atomic

 /*

 ** Count number of employees with equal first name

 */

  declare FNAME   char(20);

  declare LNAME   varchar(20);

  declare EMP1 CURSOR FOR

        Select EMP_FNAME, EMP_LNAME

          From DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE

         where EMP_FNAME = P_FNAME;
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  set P_COUNT = 0;

  open EMP1;

  fetch EMP1 into FNAME, LNAME;

  fetching_loop_non_SQL:

  while (SQLSTATE = '00000')

    do

      set P_COUNT = P_COUNT + 1;

      fetch EMP1 into FNAME, LNAME;

    end while fetching_loop_non_SQL;

 

  close EMP1;

end

++

commit++

set options command delimiter default++

 

call USER01.TWHILE2('TWHILE2','Martin  ');

;

*+

*+ TITLE       P_FNAME                   P_COUNT

*+ -----       -------                   -------

*+ TWHILE2     Martin                          3

 

Accessing Network-Defined Databases
IDMS/DB is unique in offering both a network data model and an SQL data model for data definition. You can use SQL not
only with SQL-defined databases, but also with existing network databases.

Access to network data using standard SQL requires no IDMS/DB expertise and allows applications to take advantage of
open source and third party tools for better flexibility and improved productivity. IDMS provides referential sets by Virtual
Foreign Keys and Primary Keys.

Defining an SQL Schema for Access to Network Data

Define an SQL SCHEMA using the CREATE SCHEMA statement containing a FOR NONSQL SCHEMA parameter. This
causes a logical relationship to be established between the two schemas.

To use the virtual foreign key feature, the WITH VIRTUAL KEYS clause must be specified on the CREATE or ALTER
SCHEMA statement. This allows all virtual foreign keys to be referenced in SQL DML and for ROWID and virtual foreign
keys to be projected in a SELECT * and INSERT column list. In addition, the use of the set that underlies the ROWID/
virtual foreign key relationship is considered when determining the optimal access to the data.

Although virtual key schemas may be created for network schemas that contain sets with primary/foreign keys defined
on the SET statement, records that participate in a set defined with primary/foreign keys cannot be referenced in SQL
statements that use a virtual key schema and, if done, result in an error.

Examples

Creating a referencing schema without virtual foreign keys

CREATE SCHEMA EMPSCHM FOR NONSQL SCHEMA EMPDICT.EMPSCHM VERSION 100;

Change a referencing schema to add the use of virtual foreign keys
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ALTER SCHEMA EMPSCHM FOR NONSQL SCHEMA EMPDICT.EMPSCHM VERSION 100

            WITH VIRTUAL KEYS;  

After defining a referencing schema (an SQL schema that references a network schema), the records defined in the
network schema can be accessed as tables in SQL DML and CREATE VIEW statements. Each record element is
represented as a column, except as noted under Record Structure Considerations. The correspondence is between the
tables and records, and columns and elements.

• Table Names
The table name used when referring to a network-defined record is always the name specified in the ADD RECORD
statement of the network schema definition. If hyphens appear in the record name, the table name must be enclosed in
double quotation marks.

• Column Names
The column name used when referring to a record element depends on whether a synonym for LANGUAGE SQL is
defined for the record:
– If a synonym is defined, the column name is the element synonym name associated with the SQL record synonym.
– If no SQL synonym has been defined for the record, the column names are based on the names of record

elements, either defined in the schema RECORD statement or associated with the version of the record whose
structure is shared by the schema record.

In either case, column names are transformed by replacing hyphens with underscores.

For more information on managing schemas see the following topics:

• CREATE SCHEMA
• ALTER SCHEMA

SQL Virtual Keys
The use of virtual keys enhances the IDMS SQL capability to access network-defined databases.

Key Benefits

Virtual keys enable modern SQL programmers and development tools to access IDMS without knowing IDMS or any
IDMS extensions or special syntax. Virtual keys allow you to have a referential constraint which can be used to access
and manipulate a network database through SQL.

Using virtual keys provides the following added benefits:

• Does not require database changes
• Does not require table procedures
• Does not require changes to network definitions
• Allows flexible navigation, similar to network DML
• Provides easy, non-disruptive adoption

Referential Set Relationship Using Virtual Keys

ROWID as Virtual Primary Key

Each record has an implicitly defined primary key, accessible as the single pseudo column ROWID. The value of ROWID
is based on the dbkey of the record. ROWID is not a persistent primary key, but within a transaction it can be used as a
primary key.

For more information about ROWID see ROWID Pseudo-column.
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Virtual Foreign Key

Each record gets a set of implicitly defined virtual foreign keys. There is one virtual foreign key for each set in which
the record is a member. This virtual foreign key consists of a single pseudo column with name FKEY_setname, where
setname is the transformed name of the set. The name transformation consists of replacing minus characters (‘-‘) with
underscore characters (‘_’) and other replacements as required.

In a multi-member set each of the member records will get an identically named virtual foreign key. This name collision is
handled in the standard SQL way by qualifying the pseudo column with the table name or an alias of the table.

FKEY_setname attributes:

• Is a pseudo column, similar to ROWID, but is only defined for a table or a view that represents a network record in
which the network record is a member of a set.

• The data type is ROWID which is 8 bytes in length.
• Contains a 4 byte dbkey followed by 4 bytes of page info or is the NULL value. This 8 byte ROWID value uniquely

identifies a row of the referenced table.
• Is always nullable even for sets that are MA, so that the API does not depend on set properties.
• Participates as a foreign key in the referential relationship with the ROWID pseudo-column as the primary key.

 

SQL DML Statements Operating on Network-defined Records
The result of SQL DML statements against network-defined records may depend on set membership options, set primary/
foreign key definitions, schema virtual keys option, other definition options, and the current state of the database.

Referential sets can exist for schemas with or without virtual keys, as follows:

• Schemas with virtual keys
Without additional definitions, sets defined in schemas with virtual keys have a referential set between the ROWID and
virtual foreign keys. See "Referential Set Relationship Using ROWID and Virtual Foreign Keys" at SQL Virtual Keys.

• Schemas without virtual keys
Sets defined in schemas without virtual keys in the schema SET statement.

The following sections provide an overview of the SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE and DELETE statements, as they apply
to SQL against network-defined data. For detailed information go to the page for the particular statement, by clicking the
statement name.

SELECT

SELECT statements where one or more tables that are named in the FROM parameter represent network-defined records
are always allowed.

Column values are established as follows:

• If the column represents a nullable foreign key field, its value is:
– If the record occurrence is a member of at least one set where the field is a foreign key field, the value of the field in

the record occurrence, 
– Null if the record occurrence is not a member of any set where the field is a foreign key field

• Otherwise, the value of the column is the value of the record element it represents
An exception is raised if a value in the result table is null and an indicator variable is not specified for the host-variable
to which the value is to be returned.

• The default SELECT column list, used when SELECT * is specified, consists of all columns of the table. 
– Virtual keys follow the defined columns and are in the order of ROWID followed by virtual foreign keys in

alphabetical order.
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INSERT

IDMS allows INSERT statements where the target table represents a network-defined record.

Effect of INSERT on a Record

• Causes an occurrence of the record that is represented by the table that is named in the INTO parameter to be stored
on the database

• Columns, whose values are not supplied on the insert, are given standard default values according to their data types
(0 for numeric, spaces for character and binary zeros for binary)

• Has the following effect on system indexes that are defined on the record:
– Connects the record into every such index that is defined as AUTOMATIC
– Does not connect the record into any index defined as MANUAL

• Connects the record into every set for which the values of all columns representing foreign key fields of the set
relationship are not null.  The set occurrence to which the record is connected is that owned by the occurrence of the
owner record whose primary key value matches the foreign key value of the member.

• The default INSERT column list is used when no columns are specified, and consists of all columns of the table. 
• Returns an error if:

– In attempting to connect the record into a set, no owner record occurrence can be found with a matching primary
key value

– A null value is specified for any column other than one representing a nullable foreign key of some set where the
record participates as a member

– An invalid data value is detected during the operation
– The operation attempts to store a duplicate row when duplicates are not allowed

Effect of INSERT on a Record for Schemas with Virtual Keys

In addition to the effects of INSERT on a record that is listed above, the following effects of INSERT on a record apply to
schemas with virtual keys:

• A member row ID may be specified for ordering in a set that is defined as NEXT or PRIOR.
• If the location mode of the record to be inserted is DIRECT, a row ID can be specified as part of the column list. The

row ID is used on the store of the record as the suggested dbkey. If the specified row ID is null, a value of -1 is used as
the suggested dbkey.

• In an INSERT column list, when no columns are specified, virtual keys follow the defined columns, and virtual keys are
in the order of ROWID followed by virtual foreign keys in alphabetical order.

• If a null value is specified for a virtual foreign key where the membership in the network-defined set is not optional, an
error is returned.  

Limitations

Be aware of the following limitations for INSERT:

• The target record of the INSERT cannot be named in the FROM parameter of any query specification in the same
statement, or in the FROM parameter of any sub-query within the query specification. You cannot insert into a table
from which you are selecting directly or through a view.

• The control field of an OCCURS DEPENDING ON structure cannot be included in the insert column list. On an
INSERT, its value is automatically set to 0.

• For a schema without virtual keys, IDMS allows INSERT statements only when all sets with a membership option of
AUTOMATIC, in which the record participates as a member, are defined with a primary/foreign key declaration.

For more information about primary and foreign keys in set definitions, see SET Statement for Schema.
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UPDATE

Successful execution of an update depends on both the definition options that are selected and the current state of the
database.

Effect of UPDATE on a Record

• Causes one or more occurrences of the record that is represented by the table to be modified
• Only fields that are represented by columns that are named in the SET parameter of the UPDATE statement are

changed
• Has the following effect on system indexes that are defined on the record:

– If a record occurrence being updated is connected to the index, the index is updated when one or more index key
fields are changed.

– If a record occurrence being updated is not connected to the index, the index is not updated.
• Has the following effect on sets where the record is a member:

– If one or more foreign key fields of the set are changed or are set to NULL, the following operations are performed:
• If it participates as a member of the set, the record occurrence is disconnected from its current owner.
• If the value of all foreign key fields is not null and an occurrence of the owner record can be found with a

matching primary key, the record occurrence is connected to a (new) owner.
• The set membership of a record, with owner records whose keys are defined in the member record as foreign

keys, are affected regardless of the membership options of the set.
– If one or more sort key fields of the set are changed, and the record occurrence is a member of the set, the set

occurrence is updated to maintain correct ordering.
• If the following occurs, an error is returned: 

– There is no owner record, when attempting to connect the record into a set
– A matching primary key value
– The record being modified is an owner of a non-empty set that was defined with a primary/foreign key declaration,

and one or more of the primary key fields are changed
– A null value is specified for a column other than one representing a nullable foreign key field of some set where the

record participates as a member
– An invalid data value is detected during the operation
– The operation attempts to store a duplicate row when duplicates are not allowed

Effect of UPDATE on a Record for Schemas with Virtual Keys

In addition to the effects of UPDATE on a record that is listed above, the following effects of UPDATE on a record apply to
schemas with virtual keys:

• If one or more virtual foreign key fields are set to a non-null value, it must be the ROWID of either the owner or any
member of the set to which the updated row is a member, or is to become a member.   A member row ID may be
specified for ordering in a set that is defined as NEXT or PRIOR.

• If the following occurs, an error is returned: 
– A null value is specified for a virtual foreign key where the network-defined set disallows the disconnection of the

record with the set.
– A ROWID value is specified for a virtual foreign key where the network-defined set disallows the connection or

disconnection of the record with the set.
– A ROWID value is specified for a virtual foreign key that cannot be used as a primary key or another virtual foreign

key. Common reasons are the ROWID is non-existent or the record associated with a ROWID is not a member of
the set.
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Limitations

You need to be aware of the following limitations for UPDATE:

• The control field of an OCCURS DEPENDING ON structure cannot be included in the insert column list.
• For a schema without virtual keys, IDMS allows UPDATE statements only when all sets with a membership option of

AUTOMATIC, in which the record participates as a member, are defined with a primary/foreign key declaration.

DELETE

DELETE statements where the target table represents a network-defined record, are allowed. Successful execution of
such a statement depends both on the definition options that are selected and the current state of the database.

Effect of DELETE on a Record

• Causes one or more occurrences of the record that is represented by the table to be erased from the database
• Disconnects a record occurrence from all indexes where it participates
• Disconnects a record occurrence from all sets where it participates as a member
• If the record occurrence being erased participates as an owner in one or more non-empty sets, an error is returned.  

SQL Schema Considerations
SQL Schemas and Network-defined Schemas

Typically, one SQL schema is defined for each network schema that describes data to be accessed through SQL. The
SQL schema definition specifies the name of the segment or database containing the data described by the network
schema.

However, a single network schema may describe multiple physical databases. In this case, one SQL schema can be used
to access any of the physical implementations, or a separate SQL schema can be defined for each. To make the SQL
schema independent of the physical implementation, omit the DBNAME specification from the schema definition.

If No DBNAME is Specified

If no DBNAME is specified in the SQL schema definition, only one physical instance of the network-defined database can
be accessed within a single SQL transaction. The data accessed at runtime is determined by the database name to which
your SQL session is connected. The database name must include the segments containing the data to be accessed.

DBNAME Specification and Access Modules

The way you choose to associate the network-defined schema with an SQL-defined schema has an impact on access
modules:

• If the SQL schema does not contain a DBNAME specification, a single access module can be used against any of the
physical databases because the application can specify the appropriate database name on a CONNECT statement (or
the user can specify it in a DCUF or SYSIDMS DICTNAME parameter)

• If the SQL schema contains a DBNAME specification, each physical implementation must have its own set of access
modules and the application must specify which one to use by issuing a SET ACCESS MODULE statement

Restriction

If two or more network-defined schemas describe the same physical data, it should be accessed under only one SQL
schema within a transaction. For example, if the same physical employee information is described in two network-defined
schemas referenced by the two SQL schemas HR and MFG, the employee records should either be accessed as HR
tables or MFG tables, but not both.

Unpredictable results occur (including possible database corruption) if the above restriction is violated.
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To prevent unpredictable results, grant access to only one table for each network-defined record. In the above example,
grant access to either the HR.EMPLOYEE table or the MFG.EMPLOYEE table but not both.

Definition Changes and Access Modules

Changes made to the network-defined schema do not cause access modules to be automatically recompiled (as is the
case for SQL-defined entities). This is because there are no synchronization stamps that IDMS/DB can use to detect
definition changes for network-defined records. It is the DBA's responsibility to recompile the access modules when
changes are made to the network-defined schema.

If an automatic recompile of the access module is desired, the RCM must be recreated through a recompile of the
program to change the RCM synchronization stamps. Then when the access module is run, an access module recompile
is triggered.

Other changes that may necessitate access module recompilation are:

• Changing the dictionary, name, or version number of the network-defined schema associated with an SQL-defined
schema

• Changing the DBNAME parameter associated with the SQL-defined schema

To recompile affected access modules, use the ALTER ACCESS MODULE statement with the REPLACE ALL option. To
determine which access modules are affected, query the SYSTEM.AM and SYSTEM.AMDEP tables in the dictionary.

Definition Changes and Views

The deletion of records and changes made to the structure of records in a network-defined schema may necessitate
the dropping and recreating of views referencing the network-defined tables representing those records. The following
changes invalidate referencing views:

• Removal of the record from the schema
• Addition of record elements (record elements added to the end of the record structure invalidate only those views

based on SELECT *)
• Re-ordering of record elements within the record
• Changing of an element's picture or usage

To determine which views are impacted by such changes, query the SYSCA.VIEWDEP table.

NOTE
For more information see ALTER ACCESS MODULE, and SYSTEM Tables and SYSCA Views.

Metadata Mapping
This section provides a review of the transformations used by the SQL engine while reading the definitions of network
record types. When SQL is used to access network record types, the entity names coded in the SQL syntax must follow
the conventions described next.

This article describes the following information:

SQL Schemas for Network Databases

SQL tables are referenced in SQL DML statements by coding the table name preceded by a schema name qualifier. For
example, in SELECT * FROM DEMOSCH.SAMPLE, SAMPLE is the table name and DEMOSCH is the SQL schema
where it is defined. The combination of schema name and table name allows the SQL compiler to look up the definition of
the table in the SQL catalog.

To access a network record type from an SQL statement, you must code the record name in the same manner used for
SQL tables. An SQL schema which maps onto the corresponding network schema must be defined in the SQL catalog.
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This SQL schema name is used to qualify all subsequent references to network record types in SQL DML statements, as
shown in the following example:

CREATE SCHEMA SQLNET FOR NONSQL SCHEMA PRODDICT.CUSTSCHM;

SELECT * FROM SQLNET."ORDER-NET";

Network Record and Set Name Transformations

Because hyphen is the subtraction operator in SQL, network record names containing embedded hyphens must be
delimited by double quotes (for example, "CUST-REC-123"). Any network set names containing embedded hyphens must
be delimited by double quotes before they can be used in an SQL statement (for example, "CUST-ORDER").

Network Element Name Transformations

Unlike hyphens embedded in record and set names, hyphens embedded in network element names are automatically
transformed to underscores (_) during the definition loading phase of the SQL compiler. So, to access the CUST-
NUMBER element in a network record type, you must code CUST_NUMBER in an SQL statement.

When a FOR LANGUAGE SQL synonym is defined for a network record type, the element synonyms are used for all SQL
access. SQL synonyms are only used for element names. Defining SQL synonyms for network record types is sometimes
the only way to overcome column name limitations within SQL.

Some network element names don't make satisfactory SQL column names, even after the hyphen-to-underscore
transformation. For example, if a network element name starts with a numeric character, the double quote delimiter must
again be used (123-ORD-NUM would be accessed using "123_ORD_NUM" in an SQL statement).

Group elements, redefines elements, FILLERS and OCCURS ... DEPENDING ON elements are simply not available
for access by SQL. The SQL user views these elements as not being defined in the network record type. However, the
subordinate elements of a group definition are available, as are the base elements to which a REDEFINES is directed.

Though OCCURS ... DEPENDING ON declarations are not available for SQL access, fixed OCCURS definitions are
made available. The SQL user's perception of a fixed OCCURS element is that there is one column for each occurrence
of the element. The name which is used to access each such occurrence is the original element name followed by
an underscore and an occurrence number to make the column name distinct. If the element is declared with nested
OCCURS clauses, the corresponding column names contain one underscore and one occurrence number for each
"dimension" of the OCCURS declaration. For example, the element definition BUD-AMT OCCURS 12 TIMES generates
the following column names: BUD_AMT_01, BUD_AMT_02, BUD_AMT_03, ..., BUD_AMT_12.

In the preceding example, the occurrence number appended to the column name is made large enough to hold the
largest subscript from the corresponding element definition. If the base element name in combination with the appended
occurrence information makes the generated column names larger than 32 characters, you receive an error when the
SQL statement is compiled. In this situation, you must define an SQL synonym for the network record type. The synonym
element names must be short enough so the appended occurrence information will not make the resulting column names
larger than 32 characters.

Although the SQL implementation in IDMS allows 32 character column names, other SQL implementations restrict column
names to 18 characters. In particular, some ODBC client software may require you to use SQL synonyms for network
record types to limit the size of the transformed column name to 18 characters.

Definition Anomalies of Network Record Types

Certain definition anomalies of network record types can result in errors during attempts to access them with SQL. These
anomalies pertain to the definition of CALC keys, system-owned index set keys, and user-owned sorted set keys. They
result in a DB002024 error in Release 12.0 or a DB002038 error in later releases.
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The DB002038 message includes both the set name and record type in question. The DB002024 message only includes
the set name. The DB002024 message presents a problem if a CALC definition is the cause of the error. CALC is the set
name, and if there are several CALC records involved in the SQL statement, or if you are compiling an access module
with references to numerous CALC records, you may have to examine the definitions of all CALC records to locate the
problem.

Another characteristic of the IDMS SQL engine can further complicate the process of finding such errors. The SQL
compiler loads the definitions of all SQL tables and network record types explicitly referenced by the SQL statements
being compiled. However, it also loads the definitions of the network record types which (through network set definitions)
either own or are owned by the records which are explicitly referenced in the SQL statements, so that set-based access
strategies can be considered when it optimizes each statement. This may result in a 2024 or 2038 error being generated
for a record type which isn't even referenced by the SQL being compiled.

These errors have only two known causes, both of them easily fixed:

1. The control key definition of the CALC, INDEX, or sorted set includes a FILLER element. To overcome this problem,
simply modify the network record definition to assign a name other than FILLER to the element in question.

2. The control key definition incorporates subordinate elements of a group level REDEFINES, and these elements are
smaller in size than the base element being redefined. For example:

02  ELEM1 PIC X(8).

02  ELEM1REDEF REDEFINES ELEME1.

    03 ELEM1A PIC S9(8) COMP.

    03 ELEM1B PIC S9(8) COMP.

 .

 .

 .

An error occurs if ELEM1A and ELEM1B are used in the control key definition; since they are smaller than the element
which they redefine even though together they are as large as ELEM1. The solution to this error is to change the
redefining group, which contains the smallest subordinate elements, into the base element definition. This base
definition should be used in the control key specification. In the previous example, ELEM1REDEF should be the base
element definition, and ELEM1 should be coded so that it redefines ELEM1REDEF.

Record Structure Considerations

Occurring Elements

Elements occurring a fixed number of times are represented by multiple columns whose names are constructed from the
element name appended with an underscore (_) and an occurrence count.

Following is an example that represents the element occurring 12 times:

02  MONTHLY-BUDGET OCCURS 12 TIMES ...

The following example shows how the column names are represented:

MONTHLY_BUDGET_01

MONTHLY_BUDGET_02 etc.

The length of the suffix is one greater than the number of digits in the number of occurrences of the element.

Up to three levels of nesting are supported. The following example shows the nesting for 48 columns:

02  ANNUAL-BUDGET OCCURS 4 TIMES.
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   03  MONTHLY-BUDGET OCCURS 12 TIMES ...

The following example shows how the nested column names are represented:

MONTHLY_BUDGET_1_01

MONTHLY_BUDGET_1_02  

.  

.  

.

MONTHLY_BUDGET_1_12

MONTHLY_BUDGET_2_01

MONTHLY_BUDGET_2_02 etc.

In constructing column names for multiply-occurring elements, if the length of the resulting name exceeds 32 characters,
the record is not accessible through SQL. To overcome this, define a synonym for LANGUAGE SQL where the affected
element names are shortened.

Other Record Structure Considerations

Not all record elements can be referred to as columns and, in some cases, a single record element is represented by
multiple columns.

Elements, other than those whose usage is BIT, are handled as follows:

• Group elements are not represented by columns.
• FILLERs (elements with names of 'FIL nnnn') are not represented by columns.
• Level 88 elements (condition names) are not represented by columns.
• Redefining elements and elements subordinate to a redefining group are not represented by columns.
• Elements occurring a fixed number of times and elements subordinate to a group occurring a fixed number of times are

represented by multiple columns, one for each occurrence of the element.
• Elements occurring a variable number of times and elements subordinate to a group occurring a variable number of

times are not represented by columns.
• All other elements in the record are represented by columns.

USAGE BIT

Elements whose usage is BIT are not represented by columns except as noted following:

• Group elements where all subordinate elements have a usage of BIT and which start on a byte boundary are
represented by columns with a data type of BINARY. The length of the column is the length in bytes from the start of
the group element to the start of the next element at the same level which begins on a byte boundary. If groups are
nested within groups, the group element with the lowest level number where all subordinate elements are BITs is the
element represented by a column. Intervening and subordinate elements are not represented by columns.

• BIT elements occurring a fixed number of times and beginning on a byte boundary are represented by columns with
a data type of BINARY. The length of the column is the length in bytes from the start of the element to the start of the
next element at the same level which also begins on a byte boundary. Intervening elements are not represented by
columns.

• Other BIT elements which begin on a byte boundary are represented by columns with a data type of BINARY. The
length of the column is the length in bytes from the start of the element to the start of the next element at the same
level which also begins on a byte boundary. Intervening elements are not represented by columns.
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USAGE SQLBINARY
An element which usage is SQLBINARY is interpreted as an SQL BINARY column by the SQL engine. The element can
contain both character and non-character data and is not validated on input or output when using SQL to access the
network database.

Data Type of Columns

The data type of a column representing a record element is derived from the picture and usage of the element, as follows:

Picture and usage Data type
PIC X(n) usage DISPLAY CHAR(n)
PIC A(n) usage DISPLAY CHAR(n)
Numeric edited1. CHAR(l), l=byte length
External floating point2. CHAR(l), l=byte length
PIC G(n) usage DISPLAY GRAPHIC(n)
PIC S9(p)V9(s) usage DISPLAY NUMERIC(p-s,s)
PIC SP..9(p) usage DISPLAY3 NUMERIC(p,p)
PIC S9(p)P.. usage DISPLAY3. NUMERIC(p,0)
PIC 9(p-s)V9(s) usage DISPLAY UNSIGNED NUMERIC(p,s)
PIC P..9(p) usage DISPLAY3. UNSIGNED NUMERIC(p,p)
PIC 9(p)P.. usage DISPLAY3. UNSIGNED NUMERIC(p,0)
PIC S9(p-s)V9(s) usage COMP-3 DECIMAL(p,s)
PIC SP..9(p) usage COMP-33. DECIMAL(p,p)
PIC S9(p)P.. usage COMP-33. DECIMAL(p,0)
PIC 9(p-s)V9(s) usage COMP-3 UNSIGNED DECIMAL(p,s)
PIC P..9(p) usage COMP-33. UNSIGNED DECIMAL(p,p)
PIC 9(p)P.. usage COMP-33. UNSIGNED DECIMAL(p,0)
PIC S9(n), n<5 usage COMP4. SMALLINT
PIC S9(n), 4<n<10 usage COMP4. INTEGER
PIC S9(n), 9<n usage COMP4. LONGINT
PIC 9(n) usage COMP4. BINARY(l), l=byte length
PIC X(n) usage BIT BINARY(l), l=byte length
PIC X(n) usage SQLBINary BINARY(n)
USAGE POINTER BINARY(4)
USAGE COMP-1 REAL
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USAGE COMP-2 DOUBLE PRECISION

1 Numeric edited includes any element whose usage is DISPLAY, whose picture contains any of the editing symbols: + - Z B 0 $
CR DB . , * and whose picture clause contains only the symbols: 9 (n) V S P but whose element description also includes the SIGN
LEADING or SEPARATE CHARACTER specification
2 External floating point includes any element whose usage is DISPLAY and whose picture is: +/- mantissa E +/- exponent
3 The scaling character "P" in a picture clause is ignored in value representations of associated columns. This has the effect of
representing values of such columns as a power of 10 greater than or smaller than their actual value. For example, if an element is
described as PIC S9(5)PPP, a value of 123000 is represented in SQL as 123. If an element is described as PIC SPPP9(5), a value
of .000123 is represented in SQL as .123.
4 Computational elements also include those whose USAGE is BINARY and COMP-4. If the picture of a computational item includes
an implied decimal point, it is ignored in determining the data type of the column. This has the effect of representing values of such
columns as a power of 10 greater than their actual values. For example, if an element is described as PIC S9(5)V99 USAGE COMP, a
value of 123.45 is represented in SQL as 12345.

Extensions for Accessing Network-Defined Records
This article describes the following information:

Expansion of Extended-Search Condition

Expansion of Extended-search Condition specifies criteria used to select rows from tables. 

Syntax

Expansion of extended-search-condition  

The following example shows the syntax for expansion of extended-search-condition:

 

►►─┬─ search-condition ───┬─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►◄

   └─ set-specification ──┘ │ ┌──────────────────────────────────┐ │

                            └─▼── AND ──┬─ search-condition ───┬─┴─┘

                                        └─ set-specification ──┘

 

Parameters

The following list are the parameters for expansion of extended-search-condition:

• search-condition
Specifies a search condition whose value must be true for the row or rows to be included in the result table.

• set-specification
Specifies that only rows participating as owner and member in the named set be included in the result table. For
expanded set-specification syntax, see Expansion of Set-specification Statement.

Usage

Evaluation

The full search condition is satisfied when the value of all its operands are true. It is not satisfied when the value of any of
its operands is either false or unknown.
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Order of Evaluation

IDMS effectively evaluates from left to right after first evaluating each operand individually.

You can use parentheses to override the default order of evaluation. Operands in parentheses are evaluated first.

Expansion of Set-Specification Statement

Expansion of the set-specification statement specifies join criteria for tables representing owner and member records of a
network-defined set.

Syntax

Expansion of set-specification  The following example shows the syntax for expansion of set-specification:

 

►►─┬─────────┬─ set-name ──┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────►◄

   ├─ FIRST ─┤             │ ┌─────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─ LAST ──┘             └─▼── . ─┬─ table-identifier ─┬─┴─┘

                                    └─ alias ────────────┘

 

Parameters

The following list are the parameters for expansion of set-specification:

• set-name
Specifies the name of the set to be used as the test criteria.
Set-name must follow the rules for identifiers. If hyphens appear in the name, it must be enclosed in double quotes.

• table-identifier
Specifies the name of a table representing either the owner or member of the set. Table-identifier must appear in the
FROM parameter of the containing query specification or SELECT statement.
At most, two table names or aliases can qualify the set name and if both appear, one must identify the owner and the
other must identify a member of the set.

• alias
Specifies the alias assigned to the table representing the owner or member of the set.
If the table has been assigned an alias in the FROM parameter of the query specification or SELECT statement where
set-specification appears, the alias and not the original table name must be used to qualify the set.

• FIRST
Specifies only the first member record occurrence from each occurrence of set-name is returned in the join.

• LAST
Specifies only the last member record occurrence from each occurrence of set-name is returned in the join. For
chained sets, this command is only valid when the set linkage includes prior pointers.
For more information about coding considerations and set linkage, see Set.

Usage

Members without Foreign Keys

Joining rows from different tables specified in a SELECT statement is usually done with comparison operations on column
values. The most typical approach for SQL-defined tables is to use equal comparisons of the matching primary/foreign key
columns of a referential constraint definition.
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However, in a network-defined database, member records may not contain the key values of their owner records. For
example, it is not necessary for the EMPLOYEE record to contain the department ID of its associated DEPARTMENT
record if the relationship between the EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT records is represented by a set.

In such cases, column-based comparison cannot be used to process a join; instead, the SELECT statement must identify
the set in the WHERE parameter using set-specification.

NOTE
A system-owned index is not a set joining two records; therefore, it cannot be used in the WHERE clause.

Evaluation

Two table rows satisfy the set-specification criteria if one is a member of the other in the named set. The value of the
set-specification is considered true when this condition is satisfied and false otherwise.

The tables representing the owner and member records must appear in the FROM parameter of the containing query
specification or SELECT statement.

Inclusion of the FIRST and LAST keywords renders set-specification false for all member occurrences except for the first
or last, respectively. This additional syntax is included for use with sets with an inherent first-in-first-out or last-in-first-out
organization.

Qualification Requirements

Set-name must be qualified under the following conditions:

• More than one member of a multi-member set has been named as a table in the preceding FROM parameter
• A table representing either the owner or a member has been assigned an alias in the preceding FROM parameter

Improved Efficiency of Join Operations

A network-defined member record can contain the value of its owner's key. However, unless the set definition in the
network-defined schema identifies this as a foreign key, IDMS will not use the set in its access strategy when performing
join operations. This may result in the choice of a less-than-optimal access strategy.

This can be overcome by using set-specification as part of the selection criteria.

For information about table procedures, see Defining and Using Table Procedures.

Defining and Using Table Procedures
When to Use a Table Procedure
You can use a table procedure to process network-defined data in a relational way even though the data does not conform
to the rules established for such access.

Table procedures allow you to perform the following tasks:
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• Make processing of complex structures, such as bills-of-materials, easier for an end user. Since the details of access
to the underlying records or tables are encapsulated within the procedure, less knowledge is required on behalf of the
user to process the data.

• Access network-defined data which does not conform to the rules associated with SQL. For example, a procedure can
enable access to the variable portion of a record or support INSERT on a record without embedded foreign keys.

• Access all segments of a segmented database within a single SQL transaction. Since a table procedure can open
more than one run unit or SQL session simultaneously, it can access the appropriate segment based on the value of
an input parameter. If no appropriate segment key is available, it can access each segment serially.

• Access remote data. This enables a single SQL transaction to access data distributed across different nodes within an
IDMS network while hiding the knowledge of the location of the data within the procedure itself.

• Access VIA records. A table procedure is used to access VIA records when the VIA record only has meaning in
context with its owner. By default, VIA records are accessed through an area sweep. You use a table procedure to
access VIA records when there is not enough information in the VIA record to identify its owning records. 

Defining a Table Procedure
You define a table procedure using the CREATE TABLE PROCEDURE statement. In the following example, the table
procedure ORGANIZATION is named and associated with schema EMP. The name of the program to be called to service
a DML request against the procedure, EMPORG, is specified in the EXTERNAL NAME parameter. The parameters to be
passed to and from the procedure are listed. Each parameter definition consists of a name and a data type.

    CREATE TABLE PROCEDURE EMP.ORGANIZATION

       (TOP_KEY         UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4),

        LEVEL           SMALLINT,

        MGR_ID          UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4),

        MGR_LNAME       CHAR(25),

        EMP_ID          UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4),

        EMP_LNAME       CHAR(25),

        START_DATE      CHAR(10),

        STRUCTURE_CODE  CHAR(2))

        EXTERNAL NAME EMPORG;

More Information

• For more information about syntax and parameters used in defining table procedures, see CREATE TABLE
PROCEDURE.

• For more information and a detailed example about using a CREATE TABLE PROCEDURE, see Sample COBOL
Table Procedure.

Accessing a Table Procedure
You access table procedures using SQL DML statements, as with base tables and views. You can reference table
procedures any place where a table reference is permitted. Whether a specific table procedure supports an SQL operation
depends on the user-written program. The program might, for example, support only retrieval operations and disallow
INSERT, UPDATE and DELETE by returning an error if such an operation is attempted.

Access to a table procedure is controlled in the same way as for a table. GRANT and REVOKE statements on a resource
type of TABLE are used to give and remove SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE or DEFINE privileges on a table
procedure.
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Table Procedure Parameters
The parameters associated with a table procedure are treated like columns of a table. You can specify them within the
column list of a SELECT or INSERT statement, the SET clause of an UPDATE statement, the ORDER BY clause of a
SELECT statement or the search criteria of a WHERE clause. Additionally, you can specify parameter values within the
table procedure reference itself.

Column List, SET and ORDER BY References

Parameters referenced in Specify
Column list of a SELECT statement The columns that are returned to the invoking application
Column list of an INSERT statement The columns having values that are supplied in the subsequent

VALUES clause or query-specification
SET clause of an UPDATE statement Columns which are assigned new values during the update

operation
ORDER BY clause of a SELECT statement The order the result rows of the procedure are returned to the

requesting application

WHERE Clause References

WHERE clause references to parameters are used to filter the output of the table procedure. Each time a table procedure
returns a set of output values, they are evaluated against the selection criteria specified in the WHERE clause and non-
conforming "rows" are ignored.

The WHERE clause parameter references is used to pass input values to the table procedure. If the set of column values
provided on a particular call to the table procedure matches the columns defined in a KEY on the same table procedure,
the ESTIMATED ROWS and ESTIMATED I/OS specified for that KEY are used by the optimizer when the table procedure
is joined with other tables or views. If you specify selection criteria in the form of an "=" comparison (that is, parameter
= value), value is passed to the table procedure. Other types of selection criteria such as IN predicates or comparison
predicates with > or < operators have no effect on the value of the parameters passed to the table procedure.

NOTE
For more information about defining keys, see CREATE KEY.

Specifically, a reference to a parameter in a WHERE clause results in an input value being passed to the table procedure
only if:

• It appears within an equality test
• The equality test is not combined with other predicates in the WHERE clause through the use of the OR operator
• The equality test is not preceded by the NOT operator

WHERE Clause Parameter References

The following examples illustrate how a parameter reference in a WHERE clause affects the value passed to the table
procedure:

     WHERE clause               Parameter value

                                 P1       P2

       P1 = 1                     1     -null-

       P1 < 1                   -null-  -null-

       P1 = C1                    C1    -null-

       P1 = 2 AND P2 = 3          2       3

       P1 = 2 AND P2 > 3          2     -null-

       P1 = 2 OR  P2 = 3        -null-  -null-

       P1 IN (2, 3, 8)          -null-  -null-
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Parameters in Table Procedure References

You can also specify input parameter values within the table procedure reference itself. You can specify them on any
reference to a table procedure except within an INSERT statement.

You specify parameter values supplied on a table procedure reference either positionally or as keyword/value pairs. You
can combine them with WHERE clause references to form the set of values that are passed to the table procedure.

Examples of Specifying Parameter Values

The following example shows all the ways you can specify input parameter values.

   SELECT * FROM EMP.ORG (MGR_ID = 7, EMP_ID = 127)

   SELECT * FROM EMP.ORG (CAST(NULL AS NUM(4,0)),

                          CAST(NULL AS SMALLINT),

                          7,

                          CAST(NULL AS CHAR(25)),

                          127)

   SELECT * FROM EMP.ORG (MGR_ID = 7) WHERE EMP_ID = 127

Difference Between Table Procedure Reference and WHERE Clause

One difference exists between parameter values specified through a WHERE clause and those specified within the table
procedure reference. Parameter values specified within the table procedure reference are not used to filter the output
from the table procedure as is the case for those specified within the WHERE clause. Parameter values specified within
the table procedure reference affect only the input to the table procedure and not the output from the table procedure.
Therefore, the above three select statements are equivalent only if the table procedure enforces the conditions specified
through the table procedure reference.

NOTE
The sample table procedure in Sample COBOL Table Procedure does not enforce any criteria other than those
that it uses to navigate the database.

Statistics and Optimization

Ideally, a table procedure should be written such that when certain sets of column values are provided (either through
a WHERE clause or a procedure reference), the most efficient path can be used to access the data or join the table
procedure to another data source.

If the set of column values provided on a particular call to the table procedure matches the columns defined in a KEY
on the same table procedure, the ESTIMATED ROWS and ESTIMATED I/Os defined for that KEY are used during
optimization; otherwise, if the ESTIMATED ROWS and ESTIMATED I/Os are defined for the table procedure, they
are used. If the ESTIMATED ROWS and ESTIMATED I/Os are not specified, the optimizer defaults to 1000 and 100
respectively.

Normally, these statistics are used when the table procedure is the object a simple select statement. However, the
optimizer also uses them internally when the table procedure is joined with other tables or views. If the nature of the join is
such that the values for columns (defined as a keys) are passed to the table procedure, the statistics from the appropriate
key are used when choosing an access plan.

Writing a Table Procedure
The program associated with a table procedure can be written in COBOL, PL/I, or Assembler. When called, the program
is passed a fixed parameter list consisting of the parameters specified on the table procedure definition and additional
parameters used for communication between IDMS and the table procedure.

Whenever a reference to a table procedure is made, IDMS calls the program associated with the table procedure to
service the request. Part of the information passed to the table procedure is an indication of the type of action that the
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table procedure is to perform, such as "return the next result row" or "update the current row." The table procedure
responds by performing the requested action or returning an error.

IDMS performs transaction and session management automatically in response to requests that the originating application
issues. Changes to the database made by a table procedure are committed or rolled out together with other changes
made within the SQL transaction. No special action is required of the table procedure to ensure this occurs.

For an example of a table procedure written in COBOL, see Sample Table Procedure Program.

The next section discusses writing a table procedure in detail.

Calling Arguments

The following sets of arguments are passed each time a table procedure is called:

• One argument for each of the parameters specified on the table procedure definition, passed in the order the
parameters were declared

• One argument for each null indicator associated with a parameter specified in the table procedure definition, passed in
the order the parameters were declared

• A set of common arguments used for communications between IDMS and the table procedure

The first two sets of arguments vary from one table procedure to another. They are used to pass selection criteria and
insert/update values to the table procedure and result values from the table procedure.

The last set of arguments, shown in the next table, is the same for all table procedures.

Argument Contents
Result Indicator (fullword) Not used
SQLSTATE (CHAR (5)) Status code returned by the table procedure:

00000 -- Indicates success
01Hxx -- Indicates a warning
02000 -- Indicates no more rows
38xxx -- Indicates an error

Table Procedure Name (CHAR (18)) Name of the table procedure
Explicit Name Not used
Message Text (CHAR (80)) Message text returned by the table procedure and displayed by

IDMS in the event of an error or warning
SQL Command Code (fullword) Code indicating the type of SQL request for which the table

procedure is being called. See Table Procedure Requests for a list
of valid command codes.

SQL Operation Code (fullword) Code indicating the type of request being made of the table
procedure. See Table Procedure Requests for a list of valid
operation codes.

Instance Identifier (fullword) A unique value identifying the scan on which the table procedure
is to operate.

Local Work Area (User-defined) A user-defined storage area maintained across calls to the table
procedure.

Global Work Area (User-defined) A user-defined storage area maintained across calls to the table
procedure and capable of being shared by other SQL routines.
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Table Procedure Requests

Part of the information passed to the table procedure is the type of request being made. This information is conveyed in
two parameters:

• The first parameter contains a code indicating the type of SQL statement for which the request is issued (for example,
INSERT, OPEN). The table following "SQL command codes" lists valid SQL command codes.

• The second parameter is an internal operation code indicating the type of action expected of the table procedure. The
table following "Operation codes" lists possible operation codes.

SQL Command Codes

The following table lists SQL command code values.

Command number Statement type
1 Logical DDL
3 CLOSE
4 COMMIT
5 COMMIT continue
6 COMMIT release
7 CONNECT
8 DECLARE
9 DELETE searched
10 DELETE positioned
11 DESCRIBE
12 EXECUTE
13 TERMINATE
14 EXECUTE IMMEDIATE
16 FETCH
17 INSERT
18 LOCK TABLE
19 OPEN
20 PREPARE
21 RESUME
22 RELEASE
23 ROLLBACK
24 ROLLBACK release
25 SELECT
26 SET ACCESS MODE
27 SET TRANSACTION
28 SUSPEND
29 UPDATE searched
30 UPDATE positioned
31 SET COMPILE
32 SET SESSION
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Operation Codes

The following table lists operation code values and their meanings:

Code Value Description
Open Scan Value 12 Requests the table procedure prepare itself

for returning a set of result rows. Selection
criteria specified in the WHERE clause or in
the table procedure reference are passed
as arguments to the table procedure.

Next Row Value 16 Requests the table procedure return the
next result row for the indicated scan. Next
Row requests are repeated to return all the
result rows for a scan. The table procedure
can set an SQLSTATE value indicating that
all rows have been returned.

Close Scan Value 20 Informs the table procedure that no further
Next Row requests will be issued for
the scan. The table procedure may free
resources in response to this request.

Update Row Value 40 Requests the table procedure update the
"current" row of the indicated scan using
the values of the passed parameters as the
update values. Update Row requests are
issued in response to either searched or
positioned UPDATE statements.

Delete Row Value 36 Requests the table procedure delete the
"current" row of the indicated scan. Delete
Row requests are issued in response to
either searched or positioned DELETE
statements.

Insert Row Value 32 Requests the table procedure insert a row
into the database using the values of the
passed parameters as the insert values.

Suspend Scan Value 24 Informs the table procedure the SQL
session is being suspended. The table
procedure may release resources in
response to this request.

Resume Scan Value 28 Informs the table procedure the indicated
scan is being resumed following a suspend.
The table procedure may re-establish its
state if necessary.

NOTE

Note: The term scan refers to a set of related operations performed on behalf of one or more SQL statements.
A SELECT statement is associated with a separate scan. Similarly, each searched UPDATE or searched
DELETE statement is associated with a separate scan. However, all statements referencing the same cursor are
associated with the same scan.

 

Both SELECT statements and OPEN/FETCH/CLOSE cursor requests result in the following set of calls to the table
procedure:
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      Open Scan

        Next Row  (1 to n times)

      Close Scan

A searched UPDATE statement results in the following:

      Open Scan

        Next Row   \ (1 to n times)

        Update Row /

      Close Scan

The table procedure is called repeatedly to return the next row to be updated based on the selection criteria passed on the
Open Scan request. The results of the Next Row request are examined by the DBMS to determine whether they satisfy
all the WHERE clause criteria specified on the searched update statement. If all criteria are satisfied, the table procedure
is then called to update the row. If any criteria are not satisfied, the row is not updated and the table procedure is called
instead to retrieve the next row.

A positioned UPDATE statement associated with an open cursor has a similar calling sequence except the invoking
application determines whether to update the current row.

Searched and positioned DELETE statements result in similar calling sequences to those for searched and positioned
UPDATE statements, except a Delete Row request is issued instead of an Update Row request.

INSERT statements result in a single call to the table procedure for each row to be inserted.

Parameter Arguments

On entry to the table procedure, the value of the arguments corresponding to the parameters defined on the CREATE
TABLE PROCEDURE statement vary depending on the type of operation performed:

• On an Open Scan request, non-null parameters contain one of the following:
– Selection criteria specified in the WHERE clause
– Parameter values specified on the table procedure reference
– Data type-specific default value if WITH DEFAULT was specified in the table procedure definition
All other parameters contain nulls (that is, the null indicator for the parameter is negative).

• On an Update Row request, the parameters contain the values returned from the previous Next Row request, overlaid
with the values specified in the SET clause of the UPDATE statement.

• On an Insert Row request, the parameters contain the values specified in the VALUES clause of the INSERT
statement or the values returned by the SELECT associated with the INSERT statement. Unspecified values are either
null or contain the parameter's default value.

• On other types of requests, the contents of the parameters are undefined on entry.

On exit from a Next Row request, the table procedure is expected either to have set the value of the parameter arguments
and their indicators appropriately or to have set an SQLSTATE value indicating no-more-rows. If an indicator parameter is
set to -1, IDMS ignores the value of the corresponding parameter.

Instance Identifier

On every call issued to a table procedure, a parameter is passed identifying the scan to which the request is directed.
In the case of INSERT, this has no meaning. However, in all other cases (SELECT, UPDATE, DELETE, and cursor
operations) the instance ID can be used to distinguish one scan from another.
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Local Work Area

Another parameter passed on each call to a table procedure is a local work area where the table procedure may save
information it wishes to preserve from one call to another. Each scan is allocated its own local work area so that values
associated with processing an individual scan may be saved appropriately in a local work area. The types of information
which you might need to preserve across calls include:

• Subschema control block for a run unit or the session identifier of an SQL session (for retrieval-only table procedures)
• Database position information
• Input parameter values used as selection criteria

IDMS allocates a local work area when a scan is opened and frees it when the scan is closed. Each scan receives its own
local work area. When the local work area is allocated, it is initialized to binary zeros.

Global Work Area

A global work area is a storage area that can be shared across one or more table procedures or other SQL routines within
a transaction. Each global work area has an associated key which is either:

• The four-character identifier specified on the GLOBAL WORK AREA clause
• The fully-qualified name of the table procedure if no identifier was specified

All SQL routines executing within a transaction and having the same global storage key share the same global work area.

Unless transaction sharing is in effect, all SQL routines within an invoking SQL transaction should update the database
through only one run unit or SQL transaction to avoid deadlocking. Typically an update table procedure uses a global work
area to share the subschema control or SQL session identifier with other SQL routines. A retrieval-only table procedure
might instead use only a local work area for each scan, opening the run unit or SQL session on the Open Scan request
and terminating it on the Close Scan request.

 

Accessing Network Records with Table Procedures
Many network records can be accessed via SQL, without a table procedure.  Some examples where a procedure may
be warranted include accessing VIA records, handling occurs depending on fields, handling group fields, and coding
business logic.

This article includes the following topics:

Accessing VIA Records

A table procedure is used to access VIA records when the VIA record only has meaning in context with its owner. By
default, VIA records are accessed through an area sweep. You use a table procedure to access VIA records when there is
not enough information in the VIA record to identify its owning records.

The table procedure is defined with columns from the VIA record and columns from the owning record to create a logical
table.  Columns from the owner and member record create a virtual primary key that allows the procedure to position on
the correct owner and the correct member in the VIA set. You can also define a unique key that informs the SQL meta-
data function about which columns are key columns.

Example

This example demonstrates creating a table procedure to access a VIA record, and creating a virtual foreign key that does
not exist in the VIA record, but exists in the owner record. The following criteria is used:
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• The COVERAGE record in the employee demo database is a VIA record that is owned by the EMPLOYEE record.
• The EMPLOYEE record is a CALC record with a unique key.
• The COVERAGE record is not indexed and only has meaning when accessed from the owning EMPLOYEE record. 
• The table procedure can be defined to include the key field from the EMPLOYEE record (employee ID) along with

data fields from the COVERAGE record to create a virtual table, where the employee ID field is a foreign key to the
coverage record.

Output
CREATE TABLE PROCEDURE DEMO.EMP_COVERAGE

                     (EMP_ID_0415         UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0),

                      SEL_YEAR            UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0),

                      SEL_MONTH           UNSIGNED NUMERIC(2,0),

                      SEL_DAY             UNSIGNED NUMERIC(2,0),

                      TERM_YEAR           UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0),

                      TERM_MONTH          UNSIGNED NUMERIC(2,0),

                      TERM_DAY            UNSIGNED NUMERIC(2,0),

                      TYPE_CODE           CHAR(1),

                      INS_PLAN_CODE       CHAR(3))

                EXTERNAL NAME LRDCOVE

                LOCAL WORK AREA 1024

                GLOBAL WORK AREA 1024 ;

CREATE UNIQUE KEY LRDCOVE_KEY

       ON DEMO.EMP_COVERAGE

                   (EMP_ID_0415

NOTE

If you are writing table procedures, the UNIQUE KEY definition informs SQL which parameters are considered
key columns.

Group Fields

SQL does not recognize group fields that are defined in network records. In the following example, only the three low level
fields—year, month, and day—are available to SQL applications:

02   SELECTION-DATE-0400. 

     03 SELECTION-YEAR-0400     PIC 9(4).

     03 SELECTION-MONTH-0400    PIC 9(2).

     03 SELECTION-DAY-0400      PIC 9(2).

You can define a column that maps to the group field, with a table procedure. The program that is associated with the
table procedure can return the group field data into that column. For example, the following column contains year, month
and day:              

SELECTION_DATE             UNSIGNED NUMERIC(8,0),

Occurs Depending On Fields

SQL does not support occurs depending on fields, where a field or group field occurs a variable number of times
depending on the value of another field in the record.  A record with an occurs depending on field consists of a fixed root
and the occurring field. SQL only sees the fixed root.

Two ways that a table procedure may be used to access occurring fields are, as follows:
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• Define a virtual table where the root, an occurrence number, and one occurrence of the repeating field is presented as
one logical record.

• Define two virtual tables, where the root is in one table and the repeating field is in a separate table. Use the root key
and the occurrence number as a key field in the second table.

Business Logic

You may use a table procedure to enforce business logic. Business logic are the rules that dictate the content of a record
and how it relates to other records.

Many rules for an SQL database are contained in the table and constraint definitions.  A network database, however, has
few rules. It relies on the application to control field content, and connect member records to the correct owner records. In
the absence of rules, business logic that exists in network applications may need to be included in the table procedure.

Example

The COVERAGE record in the EMPDEMO database contains a selection date, a termination date, and plan code. The
following lists business logic that may be applied in the table procedure:

• The selection date, must always be a valid date. The termination date must be a valid date or zero.
• The termination date must be a valid date or zero.
• Only one COVERAGE record for the same EMPLOYEE, with the same plan code, may have a zero-termination date.
• Selection / termination date ranges can’t overlap by more than one day.

Although not a rule, a termination date of zero may be presented as a null date external to the procedure.

Defining and Using Procedures
When to Use a Procedure
SQL-invoked procedures implement a remote procedure call paradigm. They have similar uses as table procedures, but
generally cannot replace table procedures because of their inability to return many rows of a result table with the table
procedure parameters as columns of a table. Instead, they return only 0 or 1 row of parameters. Procedures are much
simpler to program and can be written in the SQL procedural language.

Procedures can be implemented for many uses which include but is not limited to the following:

• Reuse existing code
• Encapsulate complex code
• Standardize common business processes
• Reduce communication bandwidth
• Easier and faster deployment and control of applications
• Isolate user interface logic from database access
• Implement transparently segmented databases
• Access network-defined databases

While procedures cannot return more than one row from a result table, made up from the procedure parameters, it is
possible for the caller of a procedure to receive result sets created by the procedure. The caller can allocate and process
dynamic cursors for all the result sets returned by the called procedure. This feature is called dynamic result sets. For
more information, see CALL Statement.

Defining a Procedure
How to define and deploy SQL-invoked procedures depends on the language of the procedure, as follows:
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• For SQL procedures which are specified with LANGUAGE SQL, you define the procedure using the CREATE
PROCEDURE statement with the procedure-statement clause. After the successful execution and commit of the
CREATE PROCEDURE statement, the procedure can be called.

• For external procedures, not specified with LANGUAGE SQL, you must use the following steps:
a. Define the procedure using the CREATE PROCEDURE statement.
b. Write the procedure in COBOL, PL/I, Assembler, or ADS following the guidelines outlined below. You can also use

an existing program as a procedure.
c. Define the program to an IDMS system, if necessary
d. Invoke the procedure with an SQL CALL statement or from within a query-specification or a SELECT statement.

In the following example, the procedure GET_BONUS is named and associated with schema EMP. The name of the
program to be called to service a CALL request of the procedure, CALCSAL, is specified in the EXTERNAL NAME
parameter. The PROTOCOL IDMS specifies that the procedure is defined and called using the IDMS protocol. The
parameters that pass to and from the procedure are listed. Each parameter definition consists of a name and a data type.

    CREATE PROCEDURE EMP.GET_BONUS

   ( EMP_ID            UNSIGNED NUMERIC (4),

     START_DATE        DATE,

     SALARY              UNSIGNED NUMERIC (9))

   EXTERNAL NAME CALCSAL

   PROTOCOL IDMS;

More Information

• For more information about syntax and parameters used in defining procedures, see CREATE PROCEDURE.
• For more information and a more detailed example of using CREATE PROCEDURE, see Sample COBOL Procedure,

and Sample ADS Procedure.
• For more information about procedures returning dynamic result sets, see CALL Statement.

Invoking a Procedure
You invoke procedures using an SQL CALL statement or using a query-specification or a SELECT statement. During SQL
CALL processing, IDMS issues a call to the corresponding routines. The output parameter values return as a result set.

You can also reference a procedure in the FROM clause of a query-specification or SELECT statement, in the same
manner as references to SQL tables, views and table procedures.

If you reference a procedure in a FROM clause, then the parameters of the procedure act as columns in an SQL table or
view. You can reference them in SELECT list expressions and WHERE clauses. A procedure returns exactly one row of
output or no output. You can reference procedures any place that permits a table reference.

Access to a procedure is controlled in the same way as for a table procedure. GRANT and REVOKE statements on a
resource type of TABLE are used to give and remove SELECT or DEFINE privileges on a procedure.

Procedure Parameters
Parameters in procedure references are covered in this section when used with or in the following:

• SQL CALL Statement
• Query-specifications and SELECT Statements
• WHERE Clause
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Parameters in Procedure References of the SQL CALL Statement

The recommended and easiest way of specifying input parameter values is within the procedure reference itself in the
SQL CALL statement. When invoked through the Command Facility, the CALL statement results in a set of output values,
one for each parameter defined to the procedure. In embedded SQL a CALL statement results in an output value for
each parameter specified as a host variable, a local variable or a routine parameter. For dynamically prepared CALL
statements, only the parameters specified in the procedure reference of the CALL will be available as output values.

You specify parameter values supplied on a procedure reference either positionally or as keyword/value pairs. You can
also combine them with WHERE clause references to form the set of values that pass to the procedure.

Examples of specifying parameter values

The example below shows different ways in which you can specify input parameter values using the SQL CALL
statement.

     CALL EMP.GET_BONUS (EMP_ID = 127, START_YEAR= '1998')

     CALL EMP.GET_BONUS (127, '1998')

Parameters in Procedure References in Query-specifications and SELECT Statements

The parameters associated with a procedure are treated like columns of a table. You can specify them within the
column list of a SELECT or a query-specification or the search criteria of a WHERE clause. Additionally, you can specify
parameter values within the procedure reference itself.

Column list references

Parameters referenced in Specify
Column list of a SELECT statement The columns that return to the invoking application

WHERE Clause References

You use WHERE clause references to parameters to filter the output of the procedure. Each time a procedure returns a
set of output values, they are evaluated against the selection criteria specified in the WHERE clause. A non-conforming
"row" results in an SQLSTATE of No Data for the initiating SQL request.

Additionally, you can use WHERE clause parameter references to pass input values to the procedure. If you specify
selection criteria in the form of an "=" comparison (that is, parameter = value), value passes to the procedure. Other types
of selection criteria such as IN predicates or comparison predicates with > or < operators have no effect on the value of
the parameters passed to the procedure.

Specifically, a reference to a parameter in a WHERE clause results in an input value passing to the procedure only if:

• It appears within an equality test
• The equality test is not combined with other predicates in the WHERE clause through the use of the OR operator
• The NOT operator does not precede the equality test

WHERE clause Parameter References

The examples below illustrate how a parameter reference in a WHERE clause affects the value passed to the procedure:

     WHERE clause               Parameter value

                                 P1       P2

       P1 = 1                     1     -null-

       P1 < 1                   -null-  -null-

       P1 = C1                    C1    -null-
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       P1 = 2 AND P2 = 3          2       3

       P1 = 2 AND P2 > 3          2     -null-

       P1 = 2 OR  P2 = 3        -null-  -null-

       P1 IN (2, 3, 8)          -null-  -null-

Difference between procedure reference and WHERE clause

One difference exists between parameter values specified through a WHERE clause and those specified within the
procedure reference. Parameter values specified within the procedure reference are not used to filter the output from the
procedure as is the case for those specified within the WHERE clause. Parameter values specified within the procedure
reference affect only the input to the procedure and not the output from the procedure. Therefore, the above three select
statements are equivalent only if the procedure enforces the conditions specified through the procedure reference.

Writing an External Procedure in COBOL, PL/I or Assembler
You can write the program associated with an external procedure in COBOL, PL/I or Assembler. This requires the
procedure to be defined with PROTOCOL IDMS. When called, the program is passed a fixed parameter list consisting of
the parameters specified on the procedure definition as well as additional parameters used for communication between
IDMS and the procedure.

Whenever you make a reference to a procedure, IDMS calls the program associated with the procedure to service
the request. The procedure responds by processing the input parameters. You can optionally set an error condition in
SQLSTATE.

IDMS performs transaction and session management automatically in response to requests that the originating application
issues. Changes to the database made by a procedure are committed or rolled out together with other changes made
within the SQL transaction. The procedure requires no special action to ensure this occurs.

For an example of a procedure written in COBOL, see Sample COBOL Procedure.

The next section discusses writing a procedure in detail.

Calling Arguments

The following sets of arguments pass each time you call a procedure:

• One argument for each of the parameters specified on the procedure definition, passes in the order you declare the
parameters

• One argument for each null indicator associated with a parameter specified in the procedure definition, passes in the
order you declare the parameters

• A set of common arguments used for communications between IDMS and the procedure

The first two sets of arguments vary from one procedure to another. They are used to pass selection criteria and insert/
update values to the procedure and result values from the procedure.

The last set of arguments, shown in the table below, is the same for all procedures.

Argument Contents
Result Indicator (fullword) Not used
SQLSTATE (CHAR (5)) Status code returned by the procedure: The initial value is always

00000
00000 -- Indicates success
01Hxx -- Indicates a warning
02000 -- Indicates no more rows
38xxx -- Indicates an error

Procedure Name (CHAR (18)) Name of the procedure
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Explicit Name Not used
Message Text (CHAR (80)) Message text returned by the procedure and displayed by IDMS in

the event of an error or warning
SQL Command Code (fullword) Always 16, indicating a Fetch SQL request.
SQL Operation Code (fullword) Always 16, indicating a "next row" request.
Instance Identifier (fullword) Not meaningful for procedures
Local Work Area (User-defined) A user-defined working storage area
Global Work Area (User-defined) A user-defined storage area that can be shared by other SQL

routines within a transaction.

Parameter Arguments

On entry to the procedure, the value of the arguments corresponding to the parameters defined on the CREATE
PROCEDURE statement are as follows:

Non-null parameters contain one of the following:

• The parameter values specified on the procedure reference
• The selection criteria specified in the WHERE clause
• The data type-specific default value if WITH DEFAULT was specified in the procedure definition

All other parameters contain nulls (that is, the null indicator for the parameter is negative).

On exit expect the procedure to either have set the value of the parameter arguments and their indicators appropriately or
to have set an SQLSTATE value indicating no-more-rows. If you set an indicator parameter to -1, IDMS ignores the value
of the corresponding parameter.

Local Work Area

Another parameter passed on each call to a procedure is a local work area.

IDMS allocates the local work area just before calling the procedure and frees it immediately after the procedure exits.
When IDMS allocates the local work area, it is initialized to binary zeros.

Global Work Area

A global work area is a storage area that can be shared across one or more procedures or other SQL routines within a
transaction. Each global work area has an associated key which is either:

• The four-character identifier specified on the GLOBAL WORK AREA clause
• The fully-qualified name of the procedure if you do not specify an identifier

All SQL routines executing within a transaction and having the same global storage key share the same global work area.

Unless transaction sharing is in effect, all SQL routines within an invoking SQL transaction should update the database
through only one run unit or SQL transaction to avoid deadlocking. Typically, an update procedure uses a global work
area to share the subschema control or SQL session identifier with other SQL routines. A retrieval-only procedure might
instead use only a local work area opening the run unit or SQL session and terminating it on exit.

Writing External Procedures as ADS Mapless Dialogs
You can also code an SQL procedure as an ADS mapless dialog. This requires the procedure to be defined with
PROTOCOL ADS and SYSTEM MODE. The name of the dialog that is loaded and run when the SQL procedure is
invoked is specified in the EXTERNAL NAME clause of the CREATE/ALTER PROCEDURE statement.
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NOTE
For more information about coding an SQL procedure as an ADS, see CREATE PROCEDURE and the
examples given in Sample ADS Procedure.

Mapless Dialog

The ADS dialog that implements the SQL procedure must be mapless. The name of this mapless dialog is specified as
external-routine-name in the external clause of the procedure definition.

To return to the SQL engine, the ADS premap process of the mapless dialog must issue a LEAVE ADS command.

Work Records

To access the procedure parameters, the dialog must include a work record whose name is schema-name.procedure-
identifier. This record is not copied from the dictionary but instead is automatically constructed by the ADS dialog compiler
(ADSC or ADSOBCOM) when it compiles the dialog. You can refer to the procedure parameters in the ADS process code
in the same way as you refer to columns in any SQL table. Null indicator(s) (variables) can be referenced by appending "-
I" to the relevant column name (see Usage).

When parameters of a procedure are dropped, added or altered, the dialog that implements the procedure must be
recompiled. Failure to do so may result in a DC171066 error message when the procedure is next executed. The runtime
validation producing this message is based solely on the size of the record.

Additional Records

Besides the pseudo-work record, schema-name.procedure-identifier, other records related to the procedure can be
included.

ADSO-SQLPROC-COM-AREA is a system-supplied record. The record layout is given next:

ADD RECORD NAME ADSO-SQLPROC-COM-AREA.

  03 FILLER                    PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC.

  03 FILLER                    PIC X(3).

  03 SQLPROC-SQLSTATE          PIC X(5).

  03 SQLPROC-NAME              PIC X(18).

  03 SQLPROC-SPECIFIC-NAME     PIC X(18).

  03 SQLPROC-MSG-TEXT          PIC X(80).

  03 SQLPROC-COMMAND-CODE      PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC.

  03 SQLPROC-OPERATION-CODE    PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC.

  03 SQLPROC-INSTANCE-ID       PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC.

  03 FILLER                    OCCURS 2.

The non-FILLER elements of the ADSO-SQLPROC-COM-AREA record are the parameters that are common to all SQL
procedures. For a description of these parameters, see Calling Arguments.

If the procedure definition contains a LOCAL or GLOBAL WORKAREA clause, you can define corresponding records in
the dictionary. While the layout of these records is application dependent, the name must comply with the following rules
in order for the ADS runtime to properly initialize these records:

• dialogname-SQLPROC-GLOBAL-AREA
• dialogname-SQLPROC-LOCAL-AREA

The dialogname is the name of the dialog, specified as external-routine-name in the external name clause of the
procedure definition.

NOTE
For more information and examples, see Sample ADS Procedure.
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Defining and Using Functions
When to Use a User-Defined Function
You can use a user-defined SQL function just as you would use any SQL scalar function. A scalar function is a function
whose argument includes zero or more value expressions on which the function operates. The result of a scalar function
is a single value. This value is derived from the expression or expressions named in the arguments.

Defining a Function
How to define and deploy user-defined functions depends on the language of the function.

• For SQL functions, specified with LANGUAGE SQL, define the function using the CREATE FUNCTION statement
with the procedure-statement clause. After the successful execution and commit of the create function statement, the
function can be invoked.

• For external functions, not specified with LANGUAGE SQL, complete the following steps:
a. Define the function using the CREATE FUNCTION statement.
b. Write the function in COBOL, PL/I, Assembler, or ADS following the guidelines given in this section. You may also

be able to use an existing program as a template for a function.
c. Define the function to an IDMS system, if necessary.
d. Invoke the function as needed by specifying it anywhere that a value-expression can be specified in an SQL

statement.

NOTE
You invoke the SQL function in a way very similar to the way in which you invoke built-in functions.

An example is shown next:

CREATE FUNCTION DEFJE01.UDF_FUNBONUS

  ( EMP_ID         DECIMAL(4)    )

    RETURNS DECIMAL(10)

    EXTERNAL NAME FUNBONUS PROTOCOL IDMS

    DEFAULT DATABASE CURRENT

    USER MODE

    LOCAL WORK AREA 0

    ;

Similarly, use the ALTER FUNCTION and DROP FUNCTION statements to modify and delete the definition of existing
functions.

More Information

• For more information about the syntax and parameters used in defining functions, see CREATE FUNCTION, ALTER
FUNCTION, and DROP FUNCTION.

• For more information and detailed examples about using a CREATE FUNCTION, see Sample COBOL Function, and
Sample ADS Function.

Invoking a Function
User-defined SQL functions are invoked using the user-defined-function invocation syntax.

Access to user-defined functions is controlled in the same way as for procedures. GRANT and REVOKE statements on a
resource type of TABLE are used to give and remove SELECT or DEFINE privileges on a function.
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NOTE
For more information about a user-defined-function, seeExpansion of Value-expression and Expansion of User-
defined-function.

Writing an External Function in COBOL, PL/I, or Assembler
You can write the program associated with a function in COBOL, PL/I or Assembler. This requires the function to be
defined with PROTOCOL IDMS. When called, the program is passed a fixed parameter list consisting of the parameters
specified in the function definition, as well as additional parameters used for communication between IDMS and the
function.

Whenever a function is invoked, IDMS calls the program associated with the function to service the request. The function
responds by processing the input parameters. An error condition can optionally be set in SQLSTATE.

IDMS performs transaction and session management automatically in response to requests that the originating application
issues. Changes to the database made by a function are committed or rolled out together with other changes made within
the SQL transaction. No special action is required of the function in order to ensure that this occurs.

For an example of a function written in COBOL, see Sample COBOL Function.

The next section discusses writing a function in detail.

Calling Arguments

The following sets of arguments are passed when a function is called:

• One argument for each of the parameters specified on the function definition, passed in the order in which the
parameters were declared. These arguments vary from function to function; they are used to pass values to the
function.

• One argument to contain the return value of the function. The implicit name for this argument is USER_FUNC.
• One argument for each null indicator associated with a parameter specified in the function definition, passed in the

order in which the parameters were declared. These arguments vary from function to function; they are used to pass
values to the function.

• One argument for the null indicator associated with the return value of the function (the null indicator for the
USER_FUNC parameter).

• A set of common arguments used for communications between IDMS and the function. This set of arguments, shown
in the following table, is the same for all functions.

Argument Contents
Result Indicator (fullword) Not used
SQLSTATE (CHAR (5)) Status code returned by the procedure:

The initial value is always 00000
00000 Indicates success
01Hxx Indicates a warning
02000 Indicates no more rows
38xxx Indicates an error

Function Name (CHAR (18)) Name of the function
Explicit Name Not used
Message Text (CHAR (80)) Message text returned by the function and displayed by IDMS in

the event of an error or warning
SQL Command Code (fullword) Always 16, indicating a Fetch SQL request
SQL Operation Code (fullword) Always 16, indicating a "next row" request
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Instance Identifier (fullword) Not meaningful for functions
Local Work Area (user-defined) A user-defined working storage area
Global Work Area (user-defined) A user-defined storage area that can be shared by other SQL

routines within a transaction.

Parameter Arguments

On entry to the program associated with a function, the value of the arguments corresponding to the parameters defined
in the CREATE FUNCTION statement are as follows:

• Non-null parameters contain one of the following:
– The parameter values specified on the function reference
– The data type-specific default value if WITH DEFAULT was specified in the function definition, and no value was

specified in the function invocation
• All other parameters contain nulls (that is, the null indicator for the parameter is negative).

On exit, the program associated with the function is expected either to have set the value of the parameter USER_FUNC,
holding the functions return value and the corresponding indicator appropriately, or to have set an SQLSTATE value
indicating no-more-rows. If the indicator parameter is set to -1, IDMS ignores the value of the USER_FUNC parameter.

Local Work Area

Another parameter passed on each call to a function is a local work area.

IDMS allocates the local work area just before calling the function and frees it immediately after the function exits. When
the local work area is allocated, it is initialized to binary zeros.

Global Work Area

A global work area is a storage area that can be shared across one or more functions or other SQL routines within a
transaction. Each global work area has an associated key that is one of the following:

• Four-character identifier specified on the GLOBAL WORK AREA clause
• Fully-qualified name of the function if no identifier was specified

All SQL routines executing within a transaction and having the same global storage key share the same global work area.

Writing External Functions as ADS Mapless Dialogs
You can also code an SQL function as an ADS mapless dialog. This requires the function to be defined with PROTOCOL
ADS and SYSTEM MODE. The name of the dialog that is loaded and run when the SQL function is invoked is specified in
the EXTERNAL NAME clause of the CREATE/ALTER FUNCTION statement.

NOTE
For more information, see CREATE FUNCTION and the examples given in Sample ADS Function.

Mapless Dialog

The ADS dialog that implements the SQL function must be mapless. The name of this mapless dialog is specified as
external-routine-name in the external name clause of the function definition.

To return to the SQL engine, the ADS premap process of the mapless dialog must issue a LEAVE ADS.
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Work Records

To access the function parameters and the result parameter USER_FUNC, the dialog must include a work record whose
name is schema-name.function-identifier. This record is not copied from the dictionary but instead is automatically
constructed by the ADS dialog compiler (ADSC or ADSOBCOM) when it compiles the dialog. You can refer to the function
parameters and the result parameter USER_FUNC and the corresponding null indicators in the ADS process code in the
same way as you refer to columns in any SQL table.

When parameters of a function are dropped, added or altered, the dialog that implements the SQL function must be
recompiled. Failure to do so may result in a DC171066 error message when the function is next executed. The runtime
validation producing this message is based solely on the size of the record.

Additional Records

Besides the pseudo-work-record, schema-name.function-identifier, other records related to the function can be included.

ADSO-SQLPROC-COM-AREA is a system-supplied record. The record layout is shown next:

ADD RECORD NAME ADSO-SQLPROC-COM-AREA.

  03 FILLER                    PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC.

  03 FILLER                    PIC X(3).

  03 SQLPROC-SQLSTATE          PIC X(5).

  03 SQLPROC-NAME              PIC X(18).

  03 SQLPROC-SPECIFIC-NAME     PIC X(18).

  03 SQLPROC-MSG-TEXT          PIC X(80).

  03 SQLPROC-COMMAND-CODE      PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC.

  03 SQLPROC-OPERATION-CODE    PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC.

  03 SQLPROC-INSTANCE-ID       PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC.

  03 FILLER            OCCURS 2.

The non-FILLER elements of the ADSO-SQLPROC-COM-AREA record are the parameters that are common to all SQL
functions. For a description of these parameters, see Calling Arguments.

If the function definition contains a LOCAL or GLOBAL WORKAREA clause, you can define corresponding records in the
dictionary. While the layout of these records is application dependent, the name must comply with the following rules for
the ADS runtime to properly initialize these records:

• dialogname-SQLPROC-GLOBAL-AREA
• dialogname-SQLPROC-LOCAL-AREA

The dialogname is the name of the dialog, specified as external-routine-name in the external name clause of the function
definition.

 

Considerations for SQL-invoked External Routines
Special Considerations for SQL-invoked External Routines
This section discusses the following special considerations for table procedures, procedures and functions, commonly
referred to as SQL-invoked external routines.
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Environment Independence

Since it is likely an SQL-invoked external routine will execute within a batch address space because of local mode access
and within the DC/UCF address space, it should be independent of the runtime environment.

If your SQL-invoked external routine issues only database requests, use a protocol mode of BATCH to ensure it executes
in local mode and within the DC/UCF address space.

If an SQL-invoked external routine is executed in local mode (for example, through IDMSBCF), it must limit itself to
database requests only or be written in Assembler (or use an Assembler subroutine for DC/UCF requests) or ADS.

Even if the SQL-invoked external routine is written in Assembler, many DC services such as Print, Queue and Terminal
I/O are not supported in local mode and should not be used. Scratch and storage requests issued from an assembler
program are supported in local mode. Terminal I/O services are not supported in local mode or within the DC/UCF
address space.

If an SQL-invoked external routine is executed within DC/UCF, it should not contain statements that interfere with, or
are prohibited from, that environment. For example, you should avoid DISPLAY statements in COBOL and GETMAIN
requests in Assembler. Follow the rules specified in the appropriate "DML Reference" section when coding your SQL-
invoked external routine.

When an SQL-invoked external routine is written as a mapless dialog in ADS, the ADS batch environment must have
been configured resulting in an ADSOOPTI load module being available in the local mode load libraries.

Transaction Management

Run units and SQL transactions opened within an SQL-invoked external routine are managed automatically as part of
the invoking SQL session's transaction. If the invoking application issues a COMMIT WORK, all subordinate transactions
opened by SQL-invoked external routines are also committed. Similarly, if the invoking SQL session is rolled out, all
subordinate transactions are also rolled out.

Although an SQL-invoked external routine is free to terminate its own transactions independently from the invoking SQL
session, it should do so only if it made no changes to the database.

Terminating the invoking SQL transaction, either through a COMMIT or ROLLBACK operation, affects SQL-invoked
external routines in the following ways:

• All open scans are closed. A Close Scan request is issued to each affected SQL-invoked external routine.
• All database transactions (SQL or non-SQL) started by the SQL-invoked external routine are either committed or rolled

out and the corresponding sessions are terminated.
• All SQL-invoked external routine work areas are freed.

When the invoking SQL transaction is committed through a COMMIT CONTINUE operation, the only effect on SQL-
invoked external routines is that database changes that the SQL-invoked external routine made are committed.

Suspend/Resume

If an SQL session which invokes an SQL-invoked external routine is suspended, the SQL-invoked external routine is also
suspended, with the following results:

• Run units and SQL sessions started by the SQL-invoked external routine are suspended
• Database changes made by the SQL-invoked external routine (whether through SQL or native DML) are neither

committed nor rolled out; instead the records remain locked and the changes are either committed or rolled out when
the invoking SQL session is committed or rolled out

• Work areas associated with the SQL-invoked external routine are retained

In most cases, no special action is required of the SQL-invoked external routine during a suspend operation. The SQL-
invoked external routine is called once for each open scan that exists at the time the session is suspended. If the SQL-
invoked external routine has acquired temporary storage, it might need to save its contents somewhere else (such as
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in kept storage or in a scratch area) that is preserved across a pseudo-converse; otherwise, the SQL-invoked external
routine may ignore Suspend Scan requests.

Similarly, the SQL-invoked external routine may ignore Resume Scan requests unless it needs to restore a temporary
storage area. The first request to an SQL-invoked external routine after a resume is a Resume Scan, if the request
involves a scan that was previously suspended. If the request does not involve a previously-suspended scan, the SQL-
invoked external routine might not be aware that a suspend and resume has occurred. The contents of the SQL-invoked
external routine's work areas are the same as before the suspend, and any run units or SQL sessions previously started
by the SQL-invoked external routine resume automatically on the next database request.

Error Handling

The SQL-invoked external routine has two arguments to signal an exception condition back to IDMS. These arguments
consist of a five-character SQLSTATE code and an 80-byte message area. The following table lists valid SQLSTATE
codes and their descriptions.

Value Description
00000 Request was successful
01Hxx Request was successful but the SQL-invoked external routine

generated a warning message
02000 No more rows to be returned
38xxx The SQL-invoked external routine has detected an error during

processing

IDMS examines the SQLSTATE value to determine whether the operation was successful. An SQLSTATE value of 0200
indicates that all rows have been returned. It is meaningful only on a Next Row request and cannot be set while at the
same time returning a row since IDMS ignores parameter arguments if an SQLSTATE value of 02000 is set.

If an SQLSTATE value indicates that an error or warning condition exists, IDMS embeds the message text returned by the
SQL-invoked external routine in a standard DB message and returns it to the calling application through the message area
of the SQLCA. It also translates the SQLSTATE value into one of the following SQLCODE values:

SQLSTATE Value SQLCODE Value
00000 0
01Hxx 1
02000 100
38xxx -4

If the SQL-invoked external routine signals an error, IDMS automatically rolls out all database changes that the SQL-
invoked external routine made while processing the SQL statement that caused the SQL-invoked external routine to be
invoked. For example, if the invoking SQL statement was a searched update and ten rows had been updated before the
error was detected, changes to all ten rows are rolled out automatically. Database changes made prior to the execution of
the searched update statement are not rolled out.

Datetime Parameters

If an SQL-invoked external routine has a parameter with a data type of DATE, TIME, or TIMESTAMP, the values passed
to and from the SQL-invoked external routine are in the eight-byte internal datetime format. To interpret incoming
parameters, the SQL-invoked external routine must first convert them to external format using either the IDMSIN01
subroutine or the #XTRA macro. Similarly, before returning a datetime parameter value, the SQL-invoked external routine
must convert the external format to the internal format again using either IDMSIN01 or #XTRA.
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To avoid this type of conversion, you can define date/time parameters using a character data type which may then be
converted to a DATE, TIME, or TIMESTAMP in DML statements using the CAST function. However, this method requires
that the invoking application or end-user specify the CAST operation, and that the SQL-invoked external routine validate
the datetime on update and insert values.

NOTE
For more information about datetime parameters, see "Calls to IDMSIN01" in the "Callable Services Reference"
section.

Transaction Mode

The transaction mode of an SQL session which invokes an SQL-invoked external routine is propagated to the subordinate
transactions started by the SQL-invoked external routine. If the SQL-invoked external routine starts an SQL session, its
default transaction mode is the same as the transaction mode associated with the invoking transaction. If the SQL-invoked
external routine binds a run unit and the transaction mode of the invoking SQL transaction is READ ONLY, all update
ready modes are converted automatically to SHARED RETRIEVAL. The net result is that an SQL-invoked external routine
invoked by a transaction in a READ ONLY state is unable to update the database.

DC/UCF Program Definition

If the SQL-invoked external routine is executed within the DC/UCF address space, you must define the program to the
DC/UCF system using one of the following:

• DCMT VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM command
• ADD PROGRAM system generation statement

Compile and Link Options

Compile and link options vary depending on the language in which the SQL-invoked external routine is written and, in
some cases, on the version of the compiler used. The following information applies to compile and link options for SQL-
invoked external routines:

• Programs should be reentrant or pseudo-reentrant.
• Programs should be linked with an AMODE of 31. If you do not do this, you must define all invoking tasks, including

OCF, as LOC=BELOW.

COBOL Working Storage

You should not rely on the contents of COBOL working storage to be retained across calls, nor should you rely on
initialization to establish values on the first request for a scan if the value might have been altered in a prior request.

The allocation and initialization of working storage varies depending on whether:

• The SQL-invoked external routine is invoked in local mode or within the DC/UCF address space
• Concurrent scans are being processed

Use working storage only for the following:

• Constants the SQL-invoked external routine will never change
• Variables that are initialized and used within a single call to the program

Other types of data, such as first-time flags or variables set in one call that are used within another, must be defined within
either a local or global work area.

Debugging Procedures
The following techniques can help you debug your SQL-invoked external routines:
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• Use WRITE TO LOG or SNAP requests to display trace information and key data structures to the log (available under
DC/UCF only).

• Use COBOL or PL/I DISPLAY statements or write messages to a print file (available under local mode or with LE/370
support under DC)

NOTE

 If the program uses a VS COBOL compiler, even in local mode, you cannot use:

• DISPLAY statements
• STATE and FLOW compiler options

• Use SQLTRACE and DMLTRACE SYSIDMS parameters to trace the database calls made by the SQL-invoked
external routine (available under local mode only).

• Use IDMSIN01_ONLY in conjunction with SQLTRACE=ON to trace a single transaction. 
• Use PROCTRACE in conjunction with SQLTRACE or DMLTRACE to trace the calls made into and out of the SQL-

invoked external routine. This option displays the parameters both before and after the call (available under local mode
only)

NOTE
 You enable SQL-invoked external routine tracing by including the following parameters in the SYSIDMS file:

 SQLTRACE=ON or DMLTRACE=ON

 PROCTRACE=ON

Database Name Inheritance
An SQL-invoked external routine can inherit the current database of the current session. The DEFAULT DATABASE
attribute of the SQL-invoked external routine definition controls the inheritance of the default database as follows:

• DEFAULT DATABASE NULL guarantees compatibility with previous releases of IDMS.
• DEFAULT DATABASE CURRENT makes the current database the default database for any subordinate database

session started by the SQL-invoked external routine.

Transaction Sharing
Transaction sharing allows multiple database sessions within a user session to share a single locking structure and
recovery unit, thereby eliminating inter-session deadlocks.

Any access to a database from within an SQL-invoked external routine brings with it the potential for deadlocking if the
same data is directly accessed from within the encompassing SQL session. By having both the SQL-invoked external
routines and the encompassing SQL session all share a single transaction, the deadlock potential is eliminated.

Transaction sharing for SQL-invoked external routines is controlled by the TRANSACTION SHARING attribute of the
SQL-invoked external routine definition. See the different SQL DDL statements for SQL-invoked external routines:
CREATE TABLE PROCEDURE, CREATE PROCEDURE and CREATE FUNCTION.

 

XML Publishing Using SQL
XML Publishing
XML Publishing allows applications to generate XML data from data stored in an IDMS database easily and with high
performance. Although the API is based on SQL, IDMS SQL supports SQL DML on network-defined databases. Thus,
also allowing network-defined IDMS databases to be used as the data sources for XML Publishing.
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XML Publishing is based on and implements a subset of the SQL/XML ISO standard as described in the ISO publication
WD ISO/IEC 9075-14:2007 (E), titled "Information technology - Database languages - SQL - Part 14: XML-Related
Specifications (SQL/XML)". A few extensions have been made available. These are indicated in the following section.

The XML Publishing capability is made available through a set of SQL functions, a new internal XML data type, an SQL
table procedure, and an XML encoding session option.
 

SQL/XML Functions

The SQL/XML functions are not true SQL functions but pseudo functions. Some of the SQL/XML functions:

• have a variable number of arguments
• use "AS" to specify an alias for an expression as an argument
• have arguments that can be of any type
• support subqueries as arguments
• have arguments that can be SQL identifiers

Following is a list of the SQL/XML routines (all functions except for one table procedure) that can be used for XML
Publishing purposes:

XML Value Functions

• XMLAGG -- aggregates a set of XML values.
• XMLATTRIBUTES -- function-like construct, only allowed as argument of XMLELEMENT. Generates XML attributes.
• XMLCOMMENT -- generates an XML comment.
• XMLCONCAT -- concatenates multiple XML values.
• XMLELEMENT -- generates an XML element.
• XMLFOREST -- generates a forest (collection) of XML elements.
• XMLNAMESPACES -- function-like construct, only allowed as argument of XMLELEMENT or XMLFOREST.

Generates XML namespaces.
• XMLPARSE -- checks if an XML value is well-formed.
• XMLPI -- generates an XML processing instruction, that is, an XML declaration or style sheet specification.
• XMLROOT -- sets the XML version and standalone option in the XML declaration of a root XML element. If an XML

declaration is not yet present, one is created with the ENCODING pseudo attribute set to the sessions current XML
encoding.

IDMS Scalar Functions

• XMLPOINTER -- returns a pointer to a character large object or CLOB, representing a serialized XML value. This
IDMS extension can be used in programs, running in the same address space as IDMS.

• XMLSERIALIZE -- returns a character or binary value with a maximum length of 30,000, representing a serialized XML
value.

Table Procedure

• XMLSLICE -- retrieves character or binary slices of equal length from the serialization of an XML value.

More Information

• For more information about detailed syntax and semantics of the SQL/XML routines, see XML Value Functions.
• For more information about detailed syntax and semantics of the XMLPOINTER and XMLSERIALIZE scalar functions,

see IDMS Scalar Functions.
• For more information about detailed syntax and semantics of the XMLSLICE table procedure, see XMLSLICE Table

Procedure.
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XML Data Type and XML Values

The XML data type is an internal only data type that represents XML data. XML values are usually used as arguments to
some of the SQL/XML functions.

The only way to produce an XML value is through the invocation of an XML value function, possibly indirectly through
using a subquery that returns an XML value. The return value of all XML value functions is of the XML data type. A
subquery used as an XML-value-expression must be of the XML data type, which implies that its SELECT list contains
an XML value function.

Data of the XML type cannot be stored in a database or directly used in application programs using the standard SQL
API. Programs running in the IDMS CV address space or in batch local mode can access serialized XML data using the
XMLPOINTER function. After serialization and casting to CHAR or VARCHAR through the XMLSERIALIZE function, XML
data can be accessed using any supported SQL API on any platform.

To bypass the 30,000 length limit of the character string returned by XMLSERIALIZE, use the XMLSLICE table procedure.

Examples of valid XML values are as follows:

• XML element
• Forest of XML elements
• Textual content of an XML element
• NULL value
• XML subquery (Select XMLAGG(XMLELEMENT(...)) from ATABLE where ...)

Syntax

No syntax is available. This is a special, internal only data type.

Mappings
SQL and XML are two different languages with their own specific language elements and grammar. When using SQL to
produce XML, SQL language elements must be mapped to XML using appropriate rules.

This section describes the rules that are used for:

Mapping Plain Text SQL to XML

This mapping is between the character set(s) of the SQL language and Unicode.

This feature supports mapping from the SQL character set (EBCDIC) to Unicode using encodings UTF-8, UTF-16-BE (big
endian), and UTF-16-LE (little endian). This mapping is implemented using the standard IDMS code tables (RHDCCODE)
and is controlled through the XML encoding session option. The default is not to map; the serialized XML values are
encoded in EBCDIC.

NOTE
For more information about encoding XML values, see the XML encoding session option under SET SESSION.

Mapping SQL Identifier to XML

You can use a much greater range of characters in an SQL identifier than in an XML name. Any character can be used in
an SQL identifier delimited by double quotes.

The normative definition of valid XML Name characters is found in the SQL/XML ISO standard. Valid first characters of
XML Names are:

Letters, <underscore>, and <colon>
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Valid XML Name characters, after the first character, are:

Letters, Digits, <period>, <minus sign>, <underscore>, <colon>,

CombiningChars, and Extenders

NOTE
The XML definition of Letter and Digit is broader than <simple Latin letter> and <digit> respectively.

There are two types of XML names: XML NCName and XML QName. An XML NCName is an XML non-colonized name
and contains no colon (:) character. An XML QName is an XML-qualified name that consists of the XML namespace prefix
and the local part of the name, separated by a colon (:) character. The namespace prefix and the local part of the name
must be XML NCNames. For example, xsd:string is an XML Qname, where xsd is the namespace prefix which must have
been declared for a namespace URI, and string is the local part of the name.

There are two types of mapping of SQL identifiers to XML: fully escaped and partially escaped. Fully escaped mapping
is used for all SQL identifiers that are derived from an SQL column name, such as in the XMLATTRIBUTES and
XMLFOREST functions. Partially escaped mapping is used in all the other cases, such as in the AS clause of the
XMLATTRIBUTES, XMLFOREST, and XMLNAMESPACES functions, and in the NAME clause of the XMLELEMENT and
XMLPI functions.

XML names that begin with the characters "xml" (in any combination) are reserved by W3C for use in future
recommendations and cannot be used.

The following table shows some mapping examples:

SQL Identifier Fully Escaped XML Name Partially Escaped XML Name
department DEPARTMENT DEPARTMENT
"department" department department
"last name" last_x0020_name last_x0020_name
"last_xname" last_x005F_name last_x005F_name
"dept:id" dept_x003A_id dept:id
":id" _x003A_id _x003A_id
"xmlcolumn" _x0078_mlcolumn xmlcolumn
"Xmlcolumn" _x0058_mlcolumn Xmlcolumn
xmlcolumn _x0058_MLCOLUMN XMLCOLUMN

Mapping SQL Data Type Values to XML Schema Data Type Values

This feature supports mapping SQL data type values to XML schema data type values; however, mapping of GRAPHIC
and VARGRAPHIC are not supported.

You can map null values using absence or xsi:nil="true".

The complete mapping rules are described in the SQL/XML ISO standard specification. As an oversimplification, mapping
can be described as the result of the casting of the SQL data value to VARCHAR(max).

The following table shows some of the character value mappings:

SQL Character Value Mapped Value
< &lt .
> &gt .
& &amp .
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Carriage Return &#x0d .
' &apos .
" &quot .

This mapping does not apply to the characters belonging to an XML CDATA section; a CDATA section begins with the
string "<![CDATA[" and ends with the string "]] >".

Example

In the following example, the use of many of the SQL/XML functions is shown. The result of the SELECT is an XML
document that contains all the employees from the DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE table, grouped by department. The
DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE and DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT tables are equi-joined on the DEPT_ID. To limit the size of
the output, a WHERE clause is coded for the DEPT_ID column. Note how the SELECT statement clearly and naturally
reflects the structure of the XML document.

select

  XMLSERIALIZE(CONTENT

    XMLCONCAT(

      XMLPI(NAME "xml"

       ,'version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"')

     ,XMLELEMENT(NAME "EmployeesByDepartment"

       ,XMLAGG(

          XMLELEMENT(NAME "Department"

           ,XMLATTRIBUTES(DEPT_ID as "DeptId"

                         ,DEPT_NAME as "DeptName")

           ,select XMLAGG(

              XMLELEMENT(NAME "Employee"

               ,XMLATTRIBUTES(EMP_ID as "EmpId")

               ,e.EMP_FNAME

               ,e.EMP_LNAME

               ,XMLELEMENT(Name "Address"

                 ,XMLFOREST(

                    e.STREET as "Street"

                   ,e.CITY as "City"

                   ,e.STATE as "State"

                  )

                )

              )

            )

            from DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE e

            where d.DEPT_ID = e.DEPT_ID

           )

         )

       )

     )

   as VARCHAR(5000)

   )

 from DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT d

 where d.DEPT_ID < 1120

The result, which has been formatted for clarity, is similar to the following:
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>

<EmployeesByDdpartment>

  <Department DeptId="1100" DeptName="PURCHASING - USED CARS">

    <Employee EmpId="5008">

      Timothy Fordman

      <Address>

       <Street>60 Boston Rd</Street>

       <City>Brookline</City>

       <State>MA</State>

      </Address>

    </Employee>

    <Employee Empid="4703">

      Martin Halloran

      <Address>

        <Street>27 Elm St</Street>

        <City>Brookline</City>

        <State>MA</State>

      </Address>

    </Employee>

    <Employee EmpId="2246">

      Marylou Hamel

      <Address>

        <Street>11 Main St</Street>

        <City>Medford</City>

        <State>MA</State>

      </Address>

    </Employee>

</Department>

<Department DeptId="1110" DeptName="PURCHASING - NEW CARS">

    <Employee EmpId="2106">

      Susan Widman

      <Address>

       <Street>43 Oak St</Street>

       <City>Medford</City>

       <State>MA</State>

      </Address>

    <Employee EmpId="1765">

      David Alexander

      <Address>

       <Street>18 Cross St</Street>

       <City>Grover</City>

       <State>MA</State>

      </Address>

    </Employee>

</Department>

</EmployeesByDepartment>

XMLSLICE Table Procedure
SYSCA.XMLSLICE is a table procedure used to retrieve character or binary slices of equal length from the serialization
of an XML value. It is an IDMS extension that has been made available to allow any client program to process large
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serialized XML values. It is used when neither XMLSERIALIZE (limited to 30,000 characters) nor XMLPOINTER (requires
client to run in same address space as IDMS) can be used.

Syntax

SELECT ── CAST── (── SLICE ──┬─── AS BIN (slice-size) ───┬─ ) ───────►

                             └─── AS CHAR (slice-size) ──┘

►──┬────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

   └─,─ TOTLENGTH ──┘ └─,─ RESTLENGTH ──┘

►── FROM SYSCA.XMLSLICE ─┬────────────────────────────────────┬──────►

                         └─ (slice-size) ─┬────────────────┬─)┘

                                          └─ , X'pad-hex' ─┘

►── WHERE ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

►──┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

   └─ SLICESIZE = slice-size ─┬────────────────────────────┬───────┘

                              └─ AND PADDING = X'pad-hex' ─┘

►── XMLVALUE = XML-value-expression ─────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• TOTLENGTH
Specifies the total length of the serialized XML value, without padding characters.

• RESTLENGTH
Specifies the XML data length, without padding characters, that have not been returned yet.

• SYSCA.XMLSLICE
Specifies a table procedure that slices XML-value-expression, after serialization, into slices of equal size, specified by
slice-size. Each row returned by SYSCA.XMLSLICE represents a slice.

• slice-size
Specifies an integer value-expression, with a positive value <= 8192. A slice-size must always be present, either as
the first positional parameter of the table procedure or as the right operand in the equal predicate for SLICESIZE.

• pad-hex
Specifies an optional two-byte hexadecimal literal that is used to pad the last slice of the serialized XML value. The
default depends on the XML ENCODING parameter of the SQL SET SESSION statement. Two spaces are used for
EBCDIC (X'4040') and UTF8 (X'2020'); one space is used for UTF16LE (X'2000') and UTF16BE (X'0020').

If XML-value-expression is specified as a subquery, it must be enclosed in parentheses.

The content of the slice is available in the SLICE column of the table procedure. Optionally, you can specify additional
columns in the SELECT statement.

Examples

Example 1

In the following SELECT statement, all the employees in DEMOEMP.EMPLOYEE are aggregated in one XML value. This
XML value is serialized, and each row returned is a 40-character slice of the serialized XML value.

select cast(slice as char(40)) from SYSCA.XMLSLICE
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where slicesize = 40

  and xmlvalue =

(

  select xmlelement(name "employee",

                   xmlagg(xmlelement(name "Name",

                                     E.EMP_LNAME)))

  from DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE e

)

The result is similar to the following:

*+ (EXPR)

*+ ------

*+ <employee><Name>Albertini           </Na

*+ me><Name>Alexander           </Name><Nam

*+ e>Anderson            </Name><Name>Baldw

*+ in             </Name><Name>Bennett

*+         </Name><Name>Bradley

*+  </Name><Name>Brooks              </Name

*+ ><Name>Carlson             </Name><Name>

*+ Catlin              </Name><Name>Clark

*+              </Name><Name>Courtney

*+       </Name><Name>Crane               <

*+ /Name><Name>Cromwell            </Name><

*+ Name>Dexter              </Name><Name>Do

*+ nelson            </Name><Name>Ferguson

*+            </Name><Name>Ferndale

*+     </Name><Name>Fordman             </N

*+ ame><Name>Gallway             </Name><Na

*+ me>Griffin             </Name><Name>Hall

Example 2

This example shows the z/OS JCL for the batch command facility IDMSBCF and the SQL statements to create the z/OS
dataset "CAIDMS.SAMPLE.XML" holding an XML document encoded in Unicode UTF-16 Little Endian.

The XML document contains the id and name of all employees as present in the DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE table.

With a binary file transfer, the dataset can be copied to other platforms for further processing. The use of the XMLSLICE
table procedure allows for creating XML documents up to 2 GB.

//BCFLOCAL EXEC PGM=IDMSBCF,REGION=7500K

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=CAIDMS.R160.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR

:

//SYSLST DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSOUT DD SYSOUT=A

//OUTPUT   DD  DSN=CAIDMS.SAMPLE.XML,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),

//             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=16000),

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(10,10))

//SYSIPT  DD *

set options OUTPUT to OUTPUT;    -- redirects output of BCF

set session XML Encoding utf16LE;-- requests UTF-16 LE encoding

select cast(slice as char(80))

  from sysca.xmlslice(80, X'2000')-- defines slices of 80 bytes
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                              -- padding with space in UTF-16 LE

 where xmlvalue =

(select xmlroot(xmlelement(name "AllEmployees"

                         , xmlagg(xmlelement(name "Emp"

                                , xmlattributes(EMP_ID as "Id")

                                , EMP_FNAME ||EMP_LNAME)))

              , version '1.0')

  from DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE

)

Summary Comparison to SQL Standard
IDMS SQL is based on the ISO/IEC SQL Standards endorsed by ANSI.

Additional Statements in IDMS

IDMS supports the following SQL statements not included in the SQL standard:

Statement category IDMS extensions
Access module management ALTER ACCESS MODULE

CREATE ACCESS MODULE
DROP ACCESS MODULE
EXPLAIN

Authorization GRANT definition privileges
GRANT EXECUTE
REVOKE SQL definition privileges
REVOKE EXECUTE
TRANSFER OWNERSHIP

Data manipulation DECLARE EXTERNAL CURSOR
Logical data description ALTER CATALOG

ALTER INDEX
ALTER SCHEMA
ALTER TABLE PROCEDURE
CREATE CALC
CREATE CONSTRAINT
CREATE INDEX
CREATE KEY
CREATE TABLE PROCEDURE
CREATE TEMPORARY TABLE
DROP CALC
DROP CONSTRAINT
DROP INDEX
DROP KEY
DROP TABLE PROCEDURE

Precompiler-directive INCLUDE
Session management RELEASE

RESUME SESSION
SET SESSION
SUSPEND SESSION

Transaction management SET ACCESS MODULE

Additional Parameters and Capabilities in IDMS
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IDMS supports the following additional parameters and capabilities not included in the SQL standard:

Statement or component IDMS extensions
Identifiers Keywords as identifiers
Data-type GRAPHIC data type

LONGINT data type
NUM as a synonym for NUMERIC
VARGRAPHIC data type
ROWID data type (IDMS generated only)

Literal G'double-byte-character-string-literal'
rowid-pseudo-column  
SQL declaration sections Support for coding delimiters across multiple lines
Special-register GROUP

CURRENT DATE
CURRENT TIME
CURRENT TIMESTAMP
CURRENT DATABASE
CURRENT SCHEMA
CURRENT SQLID

Aggregate-function Column-name without DISTINCT in the COUNT function
COMMIT WORK statement CONTINUE parameter

RELEASE parameter
CREATE TABLE statement IN parameter

COMPRESS parameter
ESTIMATED ROWS parameter

DECLARE CURSOR statement GLOBAL parameter
FETCH statement BULK parameter

Buffer specification in the INTO parameter
INSERT statement BULK parameter
ROLLBACK WORK statement RELEASE parameter
SELECT statement PRESERVE parameter

BULK parameter
WHENEVER statement Label without a colon

CALL parameter

Summary of Limits
Logical Data Limits

Item Maximum allowed
Tables in a dictionary Unlimited
Views in a dictionary 32,767
Tables in an area 32,767
Indexes in an area 32,767
Bytes in a row 32,760
Columns in a table or view 1,024
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CALC keys on a table 1
Indexes on a table Unlimited
Columns in a CALC, index, foreign, or sort key 32
Length of a CALC, index, foreign, or sort key
Note: This includes length of the key columns, null indicators, and
varchar length fields.

2000 bytes

Data Type Limits

Data type Largest possible1. Smallest possible
BINARY 32,760 bytes 1 byte
CHARACTER 32,760 bytes 1 byte
DATE '9999-12-31' '0001-01-01'
DECIMAL 103.1.-1 -(103.1.-1)
Positive
DOUBLE
PRECISION

Approximately 7.2E+75 Approximately 5.4E-79

Negative
DOUBLE
PRECISION

Approximately -5.4E-79 Approximately -7.2E+75

Positive FLOAT Approximately 7.2E+75 Approximately 5.4E-79
Negative FLOAT Approximately -5.4E-79 Approximately -7.2E+75
GRAPHIC 16,380 double-byte characters 1 double-byte character
INTEGER 2,147,483,647 -2,147,483,648
LONGINT 9,223,372,036,854,775,807 -9,223,372,036,854,775,808
NUMERIC 103.1.-1 -(103.1.-1)
Positive REAL Approximately 7.2E+75 Approximately 5.4E-79
Negative REAL Approximately -5.4E-79 Approximately -7.2E+75
SMALLINT 32,767 -32,768
TIME '23:59:59' '00:00:00'
TIMESTAMP '9999-12-31.23.59.59.999999' '0001-01-01.00.00.00.000000'
UNSIGNED DECIMAL 103.1.-1 0
UNSIGNED NUMERIC 103.1.-1 0
VARCHAR 32,758 bytes 1 byte
VARGRAPHIC 16,379 double-byte characters 1 double-byte character

Considerations

A TIME value of 24.00.00 is accepted and treated as 00.00.00.

The largest possible data type size is theoretical. The aggregate column size of a table cannot exceed the page size less
bytes reserved for control information.  For more information see Administrating IDMS Database.
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Host Variable Limits

Item Maximum allowed
Host and indicator variables in an SQL statement 2,048
Total length of the host and indicator variables described by an
SQLDA

32,767

Syntactic Limits

Item Maximum allowed
Length of an identifier 32 bytes
Length of an embedded SQL statement 8,192 bytes
Columns in a result table 1,024
Columns in a GROUP BY parameter 255
Total length of the columns in a GROUP BY parameter 32,767 bytes
UNION operands in a query expression or SELECT statement 31
Columns in an ORDER BY parameter 254
Total length of the columns in an ORDER BY parameter 32,767 bytes
Value expressions in a query expression 1,024
Table names in a query specification 32
Query specifications in a query expression 32
Dynamic parameters used in a statement 1024
Subqueries and user-defined function invocations in a statement 1024
Number of arguments in user-defined function invocations. The
actual limit depends on the data types and the complexity of
expressions used in the function invocation.

620

SQL Communication Area
The SQL Communication Area (SQLCA) is a data structure used to return information regarding the success or failure of
an SQL request.

The following table describes that structure of the SQL Communication Area:

Field Meaning Additional information
SQLCAID Eye-catcher (SQLCA) Initialized to SQLCA*.
SQLCODE SQL error code SQLCODE Values.
SQLCERC Extended information error code This field contains the reason code for error

or warning conditions.
SQLCNRP Number of rows processed by the SQL

statement
SQLCODE Error Values.

SQLCNRRS Number of dynamic results sets returned by
a called SQL-invoked procedure

This is a 2-byte integer value.

SQLCSER Offset into the user-provided SQL
statement buffer where a syntax error was
recognized
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SQLCLNO Source file line number from which the SQL
statement was obtained

This field is maintained by the precompiler
and is provided for use in forming error
messages.

SQLCMCT Count of messages issued for this request  
SQLCARC Reserved  
SQLCFJB Reserved  
SQLCERRML Length of error message text in

SQLERRMC
 

SQLERRMC Text of the error messages This is a 256-byte field containing one
or more messages. Each message is
preceded by a one-byte binary field
containing the length of the message text.

SQLSTATE SQL status code For SQLSTATE values, see SQLSTATE
Values

SQLSTATE
SQLSTATE is a five-character string where IDMS returns the status of the last SQL statement executed. It is divided into a
two-character class and a three-character subclass.

SQLSTATE Values

There are two type of SQLSTATE values, as follows:

• Standard-defined values
– These values are associated with each class and subclass, which minimizes the need for vendors to define their

own values and makes applications more portable from one environment to another.
– Class and subclass values beginning with the characters A-H and 0-4 are established by the SQL standard

organizations.
• IDMS-defined Values

Class and subclass values beginning with the characters I-Z and 5-9 are vendor-defined; in this case, they are specific
to IDMS. Any subclass value associated with a vendor-defined class is also defined by that vendor.

The list of SQLSTATE values that IDMS can return follows. It is divided into sections based on the class (the first 2
characters of the SQLSTATE value). Each subclass (the last 3 characters of the SQLSTATE value) is listed under its
associated class.

SQLSTATE Values List

00 Successful completion

         000  No subclass

 

      01 Warning

         000  No subclass

         004  String data, right truncation

         00C  SQL-invoked procedure returned result sets

         00D  Additional result sets returned

         00E  Attempt to return too many result sets

         010  Column cannot be mapped

         600  Inconsistent or invalid option

         602  Entity or association already exists

         605  Entity not defined in Catalog

         606  Invalid option for physical DDL
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         607  Invalid option for DMCL

         608  Connecting to a dictionary which is missing either or

              or both of DDLCAT/DDLDML areas

         610  Database is inconsistent with request

         611  SQL routine parse error

         612  ADS compilation for an SQL routine failed

         613  Drop of SQL routine completed with warnings

         638  Warning returned from table procedure

 

      02 No data

         000  No subclass

 

      07 Dynamic SQL error

         000 No subclass

         001 USING clause does not match dynamic parameter specification

         002 USING clause does not match target specification

         003 Cursor specification cannot be executed

         004 USING clause required for dynamic parameters

 

      08 Connection exception

         000  No subclass

         004  SQL-server rejected establishment of SQL-connection

         006  Connection failure

 

      0M Invalid SQL-invoked procedure reference

         000  No subclass

 

      0N SQL/XML Mapping Error

         000  No subclass

         001  Unmappable XML name

         002  Invalid XML character

 

      21 Cardinality violation

         000  No subclass

 

      22 Data Exception

         000  No subclass

         001  String data, right truncation

         002  Null value, no indicator parameter

         003  Numeric value out of range

         005  Error in assignment

         007  Invalid datetime format

         008  Datetime field overflow

         00J  Nonidentical notations with the same name

         00K  Nonidentical unparsed entities with the same name

         00L  Not an XML document

         00M  Invalid XML document

         00N  Invalid XML content

         00R  XML value overflow

         00S  Invalid comment

         00T  Invalid processing instruction

         011  Substring error

         012  Division by zero
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         019  Invalid escape character

 

      23 Constraint violation

         000  No subclass

         501  Duplicate key violation

 

      24 Invalid cursor state

         000  No subclass

 

      25 Invalid transaction state

         000  No subclass

         006  Read-only SQL-transaction

 

      26 Invalid SQL statement name

         000  No subclass

 

      28 Invalid authorization specification

         000  No subclass

         602  Entity or association already defined

         605  Entity or association not previously defined

         607  Authorization ids not specified

 

      2C Invalid character set name

         000  No subclass

 

      34 Invalid cursor name

         000  No subclass

 

      37 Syntax error or access rule violation

         000  No subclass

 

      38 External routine exception

         000  No subclass

         999  ADS dialog failed or dialog does not exist

 

      39 External routine invocation exception

         000  No subclass

 

      3F Invalid schema name

         000  No subclass

 

      40 Transaction rollback

         000  No subclass

         001  Serialization failure

 

      42 Syntax error or access rule violation

         000  No subclass

         500  Table not found

         501  Column not found

         502  Entity already defined

         503  Authorization failure

         504  Cursor not declared or previously declared

         505  Entity not found
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         506  Invalid identifier

         507  Keyword used as identifier

         600  Invalid statement

         601  Statement not valid in this context

         603  Statement not valid for this schema

         604  Invalid data type

         606  Invalid statement option

         607  Missing statement option

         609  Invalid constraint definition

         610  Invalid number of columns

 

      50 CA-defined errors

         000  No subclass

         002  Limit exceeded

         003  Space exceeded

         00B  Internal error

         00I  Schema mismatch

         00J  Invalid entity definition

         00K  Uncategorized error

         00L  Invalid calling parameters

 

      60 CA IDMS specific errors

         000  No subclass

         001  Problem with load module or synchronization stamps

         002  Database error

         003  Rollback failed

         004  Failure while opening or describing a received cursor

         005  Unexpected error from GET/PUT SCRATCH

 

      64 CA IDMS Physical DDL error

         000  No subclass

 

      6U CA IDMS Utility error

         000  No subclass

 

 

      

SQLCODE
SQLCODE is a field in the SQLCA, the data structure that IDMS uses to return information about the execution of SQL
statements. After IDMS processes an SQL statement SQL CODE contains a value that indicates the outcome of the
processing.

An application program can check the value in SQLCODE after IDMS processes each SQL statement and can take
appropriate action based on the value.

NOTE
For more information about the SQLCA, see SQL Status Checking and Error Handling.

This article includes the following topics:
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SQLCODE Error Values

IDMS returns the following values in SQLCODE:

Value Meaning
0 IDMS successfully executed the SQL statement.
>1 IDMS successfully executed the SQL statement but generated a

warning in the process.
100 IDMS could find no row or no more rows to process.
-4 IDMS was unable to execute the SQL statement because errors

were detected during processing. The transaction remains active.
-5 IDMS terminated the transaction abnormally to recover from

a processing error. The session remains active unless it was
automatically connected.

-6 IDMS has detected a condition that prevents further processing.
The session is released.

-7 IDMS has detected an abnormal condition that prevents further
processing. The SQL session is aborted.

SQLCODE and SQLCNRP Values

Result of bulk fetch SQLCODE value SQLCNRP value
No rows are returned 100 0
At least one row is returned but fewer rows
than the maximum allowed

100 Equals the number of rows returned

The number of rows returned matches the
maximum allowed

0 Equals the number of rows returned

 

 

Result of bulk select SQLCODE value SQLCNRP value
No rows are returned 100 0
At least one row is returned but fewer rows
than the maximum allowed

100 Greater than 0 and less than or equal to the
maximum allowed

The number of rows returned exceeds the
maximum allowed

Less than 0 Equal to the maximum allowed

 

 

Result of bulk insert SQLCODE value SQLCNRP value
Fewer rows than the number of rows
specified are inserted because the insert
failed on a row

Less than 0 Equal to the relative row number of the
failing row

The number of rows inserted matches the
number of rows specified

0 Equal to the number of rows inserted
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COBOL/ADS SQLCA
The following list shows the COBOL/ADS SQLCA values that IDMS can return.

    01  SQLCA.

        02  SQLCAID                 PIC X(8).

        02  SQLCODE                 PIC S9(9) COMP.

        02  SQLCSID                 PIC X(8).

        02  SQLCINFO.

         03  SQLCERC                PIC S9(9) COMP.

         03  FILLER                 PIC S9(9) COMP.

         03  SQLCNRP                PIC S9(9) COMP.

         03  FILLER                 PIC S9(9) COMP.

         03  SQLCSER                PIC S9(9) COMP.

         03  FILLER                 PIC S9(9) COMP.

         03  SQLCLNO                PIC S9(9) COMP.

         03  SQLCMCT                PIC S9(9) COMP.

         03  SQLCARC                PIC S9(9) COMP.

         03  SQLCFJB                PIC S9(9) COMP.

         03  FILLER                 PIC S9(9) COMP.

         03  FILLER                 PIC S9(9) COMP.

        02  SQLCINF2 REDEFINES SQLCINFO.

         03  SQLERRD                PIC S9(9) COMP

                                    OCCURS 12.

        02  SQLCMSG.

         03  SQLCERL                PIC S9(9) COMP.

         03  SQLERM                 PIC X(256).

        02  SQLCMSG2 REDEFINES SQLCMSG.

         03  FILLER                 PIC X(2).

         03  SQLERRM.

          04  SQLCERRML             PIC S9(4) COMP.

          04  SQLERRMC              PIC X(256).

        02  SQLSTATE                PIC X(5).

        02  SQLCRNF                 PIC X(1).

        02  SQLCNRRS                PIC S9(4) COMP.

        02  FILLLER                 PIC X(8).

                                           ────┐

        02  SQLWORK                 PIC X(16). │

        02  SQLCWRK2 REDEFINES SQLWORK.        │

         03  SQLERRP.                          │

          04  SQLCVAL               PIC X(5).  │  Included by the

          04  FILLER                PIC X(3).  │  precompiler for

         03  SQLWARN.                          │  DB2 compatibility;

          04  SQLWARN0              PIC X(1).  │  not used by CA IDMS

          04  SQLWARN1              PIC X(1).  │

          04  SQLWARN2              PIC X(1).  │

          04  SQLWARN3              PIC X(1).  │

          04  SQLWARN4              PIC X(1).  │

          04  SQLWARN5              PIC X(1).  │

          04  SQLWARN6              PIC X(1).  │

          04  SQLWARN7              PIC X(1).  │

                                           ────┘
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PL/I SQLCA
The following list shows the PL/I SQLCA values that IDMS can return:

 DECLARE 1  SQLCA,

           2  SQLCAID          CHARACTER (8),

           2  SQLCODE          FIXED BINARY (31),

           2  SQLCSID          CHARACTER (8),

           2  SQLCINFO,

             3  SQLCERC        FIXED BINARY (31),

             3  FILLERnnnn     FIXED BINARY (31),

             3  SQLCNRP        FIXED BINARY (31),

             3  FILLERnnnn     FIXED BINARY (31),

             3  SQLCSER        FIXED BINARY (31),

             3  FILLERnnnn     FIXED BINARY (31),

             3  SQLCLNO        FIXED BINARY (31),

             3  SQLCMCT        FIXED BINARY (31),

             3  SQLCARC        FIXED BINARY (31),

             3  SQLCFJB        FIXED BINARY (31),

             3  FILLERnnnn     FIXED BINARY (31),

             3  FILLERnnnn     FIXED BINARY (31),

           2  SQLCMSG,

             3  SQLCERL        FIXED BINARY (31),

             3  SQLCERM        CHARACTER (256),

           2  SQLSTATE         CHARACTER (5),

           2  SQLCRNF          CHARACTER (1),

           2  SQLCNRRS         FIXED BINARY (15),

           2  FILLERnnnn       CHARACTER (8),

           2  SQLWORK          CHARACTER (16) ;

 DECLARE 1 SQLCINF2 BASED (ADDR(SQLCINFO)),

           2  SQLERRD   FIXED BINARY (31),

 DECLARE 1 SQLCMSG2 BASED(ADDR(SQLCMSG)),

           2  FILLERnnnn        CHARACTER (2),

           2  SQLERRM,

             3  SQLERRML        FIXED BINARY (15).

             3  SQLERRMC        CHARACTER (256) ;

                                          ────┐

 DECLARE 1 SQLCWRK2 BASED(ADDR(SQLWORK)),     │

           2  SQLERRP,                        │

             3  SQLCVAL        CHARACTER (5), │  Included by the

             3  FILLERnnnn     CHARACTER (3), │  precompiler for

           2  SQLWARN,                        │  DB2 compatibility;

             3  SQLWARN0  CHARACTER (1),      │  not used by CA IDMS.

             3  SQLWARN1  CHARACTER (1),      │

             3  SQLWARN2  CHARACTER (1),      │

             3  SQLWARN3  CHARACTER (1),      │

             3  SQLWARN4  CHARACTER (1),      │

             3  SQLWARN5  CHARACTER (1),      │

             3  SQLWARN6  CHARACTER (1),      │

             3  SQLWARN7  CHARACTER (1) ;     │
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                                          ────┘

SQL Descriptor Area
SQLDA
The SQL Descriptor Area (SQLDA) is a data structure used to describe variable data passed as part of a dynamic SQL
statement.

SQLDA Fields

The SQLDA consists of the following fields:

Field Data type Meaning
SQLDAID CHARACTER(8) Set to SQLDA* on a DESCRIBE
SQLN INTEGER Maximum number of SQLVAR occurrences
SQLD INTEGER Actual number of SQLVAR occurrences:

0 -- Not a SELECT statement
1 through SQLN -- Number of columns
Greater than SQLN -- Not enough
SQLVAR entries

SQLVAR  Structure occurring SQLN times

SQLVAR Fields

The structure SQLVAR in the SQLDA consists of the following fields:

Field Data type Meaning
SQLLEN INTEGER Length
SQLTYPE SMALLINT Column data type
SQLSCALE SMALLINT Scale (for exact numeric data types)
SQLPRECISION SMALLINT Precision
SQLALN SMALLINT Data alignment flag
SQLNALN SMALLINT Null indicator alignment flag
SQLNULL SMALLINT Length of null indicator
SQLNAME CHARACTER(32) Column name

Notes

The SQLDA can be used by an application program in the following ways:

• As output on a DESCRIBE or PREPARE statement as the location into which the DBMS returns the descriptions of
selected columns.

• As input on a FETCH statement to describe the target area for selected columns.
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SQLLEN
The definition of SQLLEN by data type is:

Data type Definition of SQLLEN
CHARACTER Number of characters
VARCHAR Maximum number of characters
DATETIME Length of the date/time column
BINARY Number of bytes
GRAPHIC Number of two-byte characters
VARGRAPHIC Maximum number of two-byte characters

SQLTYPE
SQLTYPE is a code indicating the data type of the host variable. The codes from 1 through 127 are the same as those
defined in the SQL standard. Codes greater than 127 were assigned before SQL standards existed for these datatypes.

Current SQL standard codes are:

Code Meaning
1 CHARACTER
2 NUMERIC
3 DECIMAL
4 INTEGER (four bytes)
5 SMALLINT (two bytes)
6 FLOAT
7 REAL
8 DOUBLE PRECISION
9 Datetime (DATE, TIME, or TIMESTAMP)
10 Reserved
11 Reserved
12 VARCHAR

Current IDMS extensions are:

Code Meaning
128 NUMERIC (UNSIGNED)
129 DECIMAL (UNSIGNED)
130 BIGINT or LONGINT (eight bytes)*
131 Reserved
132 GRAPHIC
133 VARGRAPHIC
134 Reserved for precompiler use (GROUP)
135 BINARY/SQLBIN*
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136 ROWID (eight bytes, used for ROWID and virtual foreign key
pseudo-columns). In earlier releases, this datatype is named TID.

140 Reserved
141 Filler field (entry is used to adjust subsequent alignments but is

otherwise ignored)
142 Reserved for precompiler use (SQLIND)

* SQL standard datatype, but datatype code in IDMS differs from the SQL standard.

SQLSCALE
The definition of SQLSCALE by data type is:

Data type Definition of SQLSCALE
Exact numeric Scale.
Datetime Code indicating the precision of the date/time value. Permissible

values in the first implementation are:
1 for DATE
2 for TIME
3 for TIMESTAMP

SQLPRECISION
The definition of SQLPRECISION by data type is:

Data type Definition of SQLPRECISION
Exact numeric Precision.
Approximate numeric Precision.
Datetime Precision of the fraction field (0 or 6), if applicable.

If passed on a dynamic FETCH statement, SQLPRECISION is
ignored for date/time data types.

SQLALN and SQLNALN
SQLALN and SQLNALN are flags that indicate whether data (SQLALN) and the null indicator (SQLNALN) are aligned:

• 0 -- Not aligned.
• 1 -- Aligned based on natural alignment rules for the platform. For example, on both the System/370 and VMS

environments, the natural alignment for the INTEGER data type is on a four-byte boundary.

On a DESCRIBE statement, the SQLALN and SQLNALN fields are set to 0.

SQLNULL
IDMS defines SQLNULL to be:

• 0 -- No null indicator
• 1, 2, 4 -- Null indicator length

A DESCRIBE statement returns 4 if nulls are allowed and 0 otherwise.
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SYSTEM Tables and SYSCA Views
The catalog component of the dictionary comprises SYSTEM tables. SYSTEM tables contain logical definition
information for a database defined with SQL DDL and information on the definition of the physical implementation of the
database. SYSTEM tables are defined in segment SYSCAT. This segment is created as part of defining the SYSTEM
schema. SYSCAT should not be used as a segment name, and no attempt should be made to alter or delete the SYSCAT
segment definition.

SYSCA views are views defined on a subset of SYSTEM tables. SYSCA views restrict information that the user can select
from SYSTEM tables to data about tables for which the user holds SELECT privilege.

SYSTEM.AM
Description

A row of SYSTEM.AM identifies an access module.

Column name Column description Data type Null specification
NAME Access module name CHAR(8) NOT NULL
VERSION Access module version SMALLINT NOT NULL
SCHEMA Access module schema CHAR(18) NOT NULL
CTIME Date and time the access

module was created
TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

LENGTH Length, in bytes, of the access
module

INTEGER NOT NULL

FILLER Reserved for future use BINARY(20) NOT NULL

SYSTEM.AMDEP
Description

A row of SYSTEM.AMDEP identifies a table or view referenced in an access module.

Column name Column description Data type Null specification
NAME Access module name. CHAR(8) NOT NULL
VERSION Access module version. SMALLINT NOT NULL
TABSCHEMA Schema-name qualifier of the

table.
CHAR(18) NOT NULL

TABLE Table or view name. CHAR(18) NOT NULL
STAMP Date and time the table was

created or last altered.
TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

TYPE Type of table:
T -- Base table
V -- View

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

FILLER Reserved for future use. BINARY(25) NOT NULL

SYSTEM.AREA
Description
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A row of SYSTEM.AREA represents an area within a segment.

Column name Column description Data type Null specification
SEGMENT Segment name. CHAR(8) NOT NULL
NAME Area name. CHAR(18) NOT NULL
CTIME Date and time when the area

was created.
TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

UTIME Date and time when the area
was last updated.

TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

CRITTIME Date and time of the last critical
change to the area.

TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

TIMESTAMP Definition date/time stamp for
table validation.

TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

CUSER User ID of user who created the
area.

TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

UUSER User ID of user who last
updated the area.

CHAR(18) NOT NULL

TYPE Area type:
N -- Non-SQL area
R -- SQL area

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

STAMPLEVEL Stamp indicator:
N -- No stamp checking for a
non-SQL area
T -- Table-level stamping for an
SQL area
S -- Area-level stamping for an
SQL area

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

NUMFILEMAPS Number of filemaps in the area. SMALLINT NOT NULL
NUMSYMBOLICS Number of symbolics in the

area.
SMALLINT NOT NULL

DISPLACEMENT Cluster displacement. SMALLINT NOT NULL
PAGEGROUP The page group associated with

the area.
SMALLINT NOT NULL

LOWPAGE Low page number of the area. INTEGER NOT NULL
HIGHPAGE High page number of the area. INTEGER NOT NULL
CALCHIGHPAGE Primary (calc) high page

number of the area.
INTEGER NOT NULL

MAXHIGHPAGE Maximum high page number of
the area.

INTEGER NOT NULL

NUMPAGES Number of pages INTEGER NOT NULL
PAGESIZE Size, in bytes, of each page in

the area.
INTEGER NOT NULL

PAGERESERVE Page reserve size, in bytes. This
column indicates the number
of bytes left unused on a page
when new rows are stored so
that space is available for the
expansion of variable-length
rows during update operations.

INTEGER NOT NULL
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ORIGPAGESIZE Original page size of the area. INTEGER NOT NULL
NUMPAGESUSED Number of nonempty pages in

the area.
INTEGER NOT NULL

NUMROWS Number of rows in the area. INTEGER NOT NULL
PCTSPACEUSED Percent of space used in the

area.
REAL NOT NULL

FILLER Reserved for future use. BINARY(40) NOT NULL

SYSTEM.BUFFER
Description

A row of SYSTEM.BUFFER represents a DMCL buffer.

Column name Column description Data type Null specification
DMCL DMCL name. CHAR(8) NOT NULL
NAME Buffer name. CHAR(18) NOT NULL
TYPE Buffer type:

BC -- Definition represents a
standard buffer
JB -- Definition represents a
journal buffer

CHAR(2) NOT NULL

CTIME Date and time when the DMCL
buffer was created.

TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

UTIME Date and time when the DMCL
buffer was last updated.

TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

CRITTIME Date and time of the last critical
change made to the DMCL
buffer.

TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

CUSER User ID of user who created the
DMCL buffer.

CHAR(18) NOT NULL

UUSER ID of the user who last updated
the DMCL buffer.

CHAR(18) NOT NULL

PAGESIZE Size, in bytes, of pages in the
buffer. For native VSAM data
sets, this column indicates the
control interval size.

INTEGER NOT NULL

LOCALPAGES Number of pages in the local
mode buffer.

INTEGER NOT NULL

CVPAGES Initial number of pages in the
central version mode buffer.

INTEGER NOT NULL

MAXPAGES Maximum number of pages in
the central version mode buffer.

INTEGER NOT NULL

KEYLENGTH The maximum sort-key or
CALC-key length for native
VSAM files.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

BUFNI Number of I/O buffers in the
native VSAM non-shared
resources (NSR) buffer that are
used for index entries.

SMALLINT NOT NULL
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STRNO Maximum number of concurrent
requests permitted against an
area assigned to the native
VSAM buffer.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

STGFLAG Storage location indicator.
X'01' -- IDMS storage used in
local mode
X'02' -- IDMS storage used in
central version

BINARY(1) NOT NULL

FLAG Buffer flag; X'80' -- Native VSAM
LSR or NSR buffer

BINARY(1) NOT NULL

FILLER Reserved for future use. BINARY(40) NOT NULL

SYSTEM.COLUMN
Description

A row of SYSTEM.COLUMN represents a column in a table.

View SYSCA.COLUMN is defined on SYSTEM.COLUMN.

NOTE
For more information, see SYSCA Objects.

Column name Column description Data type Null specification
NAME Column name. CHAR(32) NOT NULL
NUMBER Relative number of the column

within the table.
SMALLINT NOT NULL

SCHEMA Schema-name qualifier of the
table or view that contains the
column.

CHAR(18) NOT NULL

TABLE Name of the table or view that
contains the column.

CHAR(18) NOT NULL

TYPE Column data type in character
format.

CHAR(18) NOT NULL

TYPECODE Column data type in numeric
format. For a description
of values in this field, see
SQLTYPE

SMALLINT NOT NULL

PRECISION Precision of numeric columns. SMALLINT NOT NULL
SCALE Scale of exact numeric fields

or code indicating the type
of date/time column. For a
description of values in this field,
see SQLSCALE.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

NULLS Nulls allowed:
N -- No
Y -- Yes

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

DEFAULT Default value stored:
N -- No
Y -- Yes
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VOFFSET Offset to column value within a
row.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

VLENGTH Length of column value. SMALLINT NOT NULL
NOFFSET Offset to NULL indicator for the

column a row.
SMALLINT NOT NULL

NLENGTH Length of NULL indicator. SMALLINT NOT NULL
NUMVALUES If the column is the first column

in an index key, the number of
unique values in the column
when statistics were last
updated.

INTEGER NOT NULL

SECLOWVAL If the column is the first column
in an index key, the first eight
bytes of the second lowest
column value when statistics
were last updated.

BINARY(8) NOT NULL

SECHIGHVAL If the column is the first column
in an index key, the first eight
bytes of the second highest
column value when statistics
were last updated.

BINARY(8) NOT NULL

PROCPARMTYPE Procedure parameter mode:
I -- Input parameter
O -- Output parameter
B -- Both Input and Output

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

FILLER Reserved for future use. BINARY(39) NOT NULL

SYSTEM.CONSTKEY
Description

A row of SYSTEM.CONSTKEY represents the foreign key in a referential constraint defined with a CREATE
CONSTRAINT statement.

View SYSCA.CONSTKEY is defined on SYSTEM.CONSTKEY.

NOTE
For more information, see SYSCA Objects.

Column name Column description Data type Null specification
SCHEMA Schema-name qualifier of the

constraint.
CHAR(18) NOT NULL

NAME Constraint name. CHAR(18) NOT NULL
SEQUENCE Key column sequence number. SMALLINT NOT NULL
REFNUMBER Column number of the key

column in the referenced table.
SMALLINT NOT NULL

REFCOLUMN Column name of the key column
in the referenced table.

CHAR(32) NOT NULL

NUMBER Number of the key column in the
referencing table.

SMALLINT NOT NULL
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COLUMN Column name of the key column
in the referencing table.

CHAR(32) NOT NULL

FILLER Reserved for future use. BINARY(38) NOT NULL

SYSTEM.CONSTRAINT
Description

A row of SYSTEM.CONSTRAINT represents a referential constraint defined with a CREATE CONSTRAINT statement.

View SYSCA.CONSTRAINT is defined on SYSTEM.CONSTRAINT.

NOTE
For more information, see SYSCA Objects.

Column name Column description Data type Null specification
SCHEMA Schema-name qualifier of the

constraint.
CHAR(18) NOT NULL

NAME Constraint name. CHAR(18) NOT NULL
REFSCHEMA Schema-name qualifier of the

referenced table.
CHAR(18) NOT NULL

REFTABLE Name of the referenced table. CHAR(18) NOT NULL
TABSCHEMA Schema-name qualifier of the

referencing table.
CHAR(18) NOT NULL

TABLE Name of the referencing table. CHAR(18) NOT NULL
CTIME Date and time the constraint

was created.
TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

NUMCOLUMNS Number of columns in the
constraint (foreign key).

SMALLINT NOT NULL

REFCOLUMNS Referenced table key column
number array. Each eight bits
contains the relative column
number of a referenced column
(for NUMCOLUMNS entries).

BINARY(64) NOT NULL

COLUMNS Referencing table foreign key
column number array. Each
eight bits contains the relative
column number of a referencing
column (for NUMCOLUMNS
entries).

BINARY(64) NOT NULL

NUMSORTCOLS Number of columns in the sort
key.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

SORTCOLUMNS Sort key column number array.
Each eight bits contains the
relative column number of a sort
column (for NUMSORTCOLS
entries).

BINARY(64) NOT NULL
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SORTORDER Sort order indicator. Each byte
indicates the order of a sort
column (for NUMSORTCOLS
entries):
A -- Ascending
D -- Descending

CHAR(32) NOT NULL

CLUSTER Referencing table cluster
indicator:
Y -- Clustered
N -- Not clustered

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

UNIQUE Uniqueness indicator for sort
key:
Y -- Unique
N -- Not unique

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

TYPE Type of constraint:
L -- Linked
U -- Unlinked
X -- Linked indexed

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

COMPRESS Index keys compressed:
Y -- Yes
N -- No

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

IXBLKLENGTH Index block (SR8) length. SMALLINT NOT NULL
IXBLKCONTAINS Number of keys in index block. SMALLINT NOT NULL
DISPLACEMENT Index displacement (the number

of pages by which bottom-level
SR8 records are displaced from
the referenced row).

SMALLINT NOT NULL

REFNEXT Offset to next db-key pointer
within the referenced table.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

REFPRIOR Offset to prior db-key pointer
within the referenced table.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

NEXT Offset to next db-key pointer
within the referencing table.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

PRIOR Offset to prior db-key pointer
within the referencing table.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

OWNER Offset to owner db-key pointer
within the referencing table.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

NUMSETS Number of referenced rows
when statistics were last
updated.

INTEGER NOT NULL

AVGMEMROWS Average number of referencing
rows per referenced row when
statistics were last updated.

REAL NOT NULL

LONGESTMEM Highest number of referencing
rows per referenced row when
statistics were last updated.

INTEGER NOT NULL

SECLONGMEM Second highest number of
referencing rows per referenced
row when statistics were last
updated.

INTEGER NOT NULL
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NUMLONGMEM Number of referenced rows
having LONGESTMEM
referencing rows when statistics
were last updated.

INTEGER NOT NULL

AVGMEMPAGES Average number of database
pages containing referencing
rows per referenced row
when statistics were last
updated. Rows accounted for
in MAXMEMPAGES are not
included in this average.

REAL NOT NULL

MAXMEMPAGES The number referenced rows
whose referencing occupied
more than 20 database pages
when statistics were last
updated. Rows accounted for in
AVGMEMPAGES (above) are
not included in this number.

INTEGER NOT NULL

AVGAMEMCLUSCNT Average number of I/Os
required to read all referencing
rows associated with a
referenced row when statistics
were last updated, if one buffer
page was available. This count
includes I/O to read the bottom-
level SR8.

REAL NOT NULL

AVGBMEMCLUSCNT Average number of I/Os
required to read all referencing
rows associated with a
referenced row when statistics
were last updated, if three buffer
pages were available. This
count includes I/O to read the
bottom-level SR8.

REAL NOT NULL

AVGCMEMCLUSCNT Average number of I/Os
required to read all referencing
rows associated with a
referenced row when statistics
were last updated, if five buffer
pages were available. This
count includes I/O to read the
bottom-level SR8.

REAL NOT NULL

AVGDMEMCLUSCNT Average number of I/Os
required to read all referencing
rows associated with a
referenced row when statistics
were last updated, if 10 buffer
pages were available. This
count includes I/O to read the
bottom-level SR8.

REAL NOT NULL
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AVGEMEMCLUSCNT Average number of I/Os
required to read all referencing
rows associated with a
referenced row when statistics
were last updated, if 20 buffer
pages were available. This
count includes I/O to read the
bottom-level SR8.

REAL NOT NULL

AVGSR8ROWS Average number of SR8s per
referenced row in a linked
indexed constraint when
statistics were last updated.

REAL NOT NULL

LONGESTSR8 Highest number of bottom-level
SR8s per referenced row in a
linked indexed constraint when
statistics were last updated.

INTEGER NOT NULL

SECLONGSR8 Second highest number
of bottom-level SR8s per
referenced row in a linked
indexed constraint when
statistics were last updated.

INTEGER NOT NULL

NUMLONGSR8 Number of referenced rows in a
linked indexed constraint having
LONGESTSR8 SR8s when
statistics were last updated.

INTEGER NOT NULL

AVGSR8PAGES Average number of pages
containing bottom-level
SR8s per referenced row in
a linked indexed constraint
when statistics were last
updated. This average does not
include pages accounted for in
MAXSR8PAGES.

REAL NOT NULL

MAXSR8PAGES The number of referenced rows
in a linked indexed constraint
when statistics were last
updated for which the number of
pages containing bottom-level
SR8s is greater than 20.

INTEGER NOT NULL

AVGSR8LEAFS Average number of bottom-level
SR8s per referenced row in a
linked indexed constraint when
statistics were last updated.

REAL NOT NULL

AVGSR8LEVELS The average high level number
per referenced row in a linked
indexed constraint when
statistics were last updated.
Level number refers to the
number of levels above the
bottom level.

REAL NOT NULL
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AVGASR8CLUSCNT Average number of I/Os
required to read all SR8s
associated with a referenced
row in a linked indexed
constraint when statistics were
last updated, if one buffer page
was available.

REAL NOT NULL

AVGBSR8CLUSCNT Average number of I/Os
required to read all SR8s
associated with a referenced
row in a linked indexed
constraint when statistics were
last updated, if three buffer
pages were available.

REAL NOT NULL

AVGCSR8CLUSCNT Average number of I/Os
required to read all SR8s
associated with a referenced
row in a linked indexed
constraint when statistics were
last updated, if five buffer pages
were available.

REAL NOT NULL

AVGDSR8CLUSCNT Average number of I/Os
required to read all SR8s
associated with a referenced
row in a linked indexed
constraint when statistics were
last updated, if 10 buffer pages
were available.

REAL NOT NULL

AVGESR8CLUSCNT Average number of I/Os
required to read all SR8s
associated with a referenced
row in a linked indexed
constraint when statistics were
last updated, if 20 buffer pages
were available.

REAL NOT NULL

FILLER Reserved for future use. BINARY(40) NOT NULL

SYSTEM.DBNAME
Description

DBNAME contains information about an entry in a database name table.

Column name Column description Data type Null specification
DBTABLE Name of database name table. CHAR(8) NOT NULL
NAME Database name entry in the

database name table. If this
column contains *DEFAULT,
the row represents the default
subschema mapping for the
database name table.

CHAR(8) NOT NULL

DMCL Reserved for future use. CHAR(8) NOT NULL
NODE Reserved for future use. CHAR(8) NOT NULL
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LOADLIST Reserved for future use. CHAR(8) NOT NULL
FLAG Database name flag:

X'80' -- Match on subschema
name is required
X'40' -- Mixed Page Groups are
allowed
X'20' -- Mixed Page Groups
Verify is ON
X'01' -- DB Group Name

BINARY(1) NOT NULL

CTIME Date and time when the
database name was created.

TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

UTIME Date and time when the
database name was last
updated.

TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

CUSER ID of the user who created the
database name.

CHAR(18) NOT NULL

UUSER ID of the user who last updated
the database name.

CHAR(18) NOT NULL

GROUPFLAG DB Group flag:
E -- Enabled at startup
D -- Disabled at startup

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

NUMSEGMENTS Number of segments associated
with the database name.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

NUMSUBSCHEMAS Number of subschemas
associated with the database
name.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

USAGEFLAG Indicates general use or utility
use only. x'80' DBName for
utility use only.

BINARY(1) NOT NULL

FILLER Reserved for future use. BINARY(17) NOT NULL

SYSTEM.DBSEGMENT
Description

DBSEGMENT associates the name of a segment with a database name in a database name table.

Column name Column description Data type Null specification
DBTABLE Database table name. CHAR(8) NOT NULL
DBNAME Database name entry in the

database table.
CHAR(8) NOT NULL

NAME Segment name. CHAR(8) NOT NULL
FILLER Reserved for future use. BINARY(20) NOT NULL

SYSTEM.DBSSC
Description
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DBSSC associates a subschema mapping with a database name in a database name table.

Column name Column description Data type Null specification
DBTABLE Name of the database table. CHAR(8) NOT NULL
DBNAME Database name entry in the

database name table.
CHAR(8) NOT NULL

FROMSSC Subschema name passed at run
unit signon (FROM subschema).

CHAR(8) NOT NULL

TOSSC Name of the subschema
to which the passed
subschema name maps (TO
subschema).&sub1.

CHAR(8) NOT NULL

FOREIGNDBNAME Database name to be accessed
if no database name is
specified.&sub1.

CHAR(8) NOT NULL

FILLER Reserved for future use. BINARY(20) NOT NULL

Note:
1. A TOSSC value of spaces and a FOREIGNDBNAME of *DEFAULT indicates all matching subschemas should use DBNAME
mapping rules.

SYSTEM.DBTABLE
Description

DBTABLE contains information about the database name table.

Column name Column description Data type Null specification
NAME Name of the database name

table.
CHAR(8) NOT NULL

CVSYSTEM Reserved for future use. SMALLINT NOT NULL
CTIME Date and time when the

database name table was
created.

TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

UTIME Date and time when the
database name table was last
updated.

TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

CUSER ID of the user who created the
database name table.

CHAR(18) NOT NULL

UUSER ID of the user who last updated
the database name table.

CHAR(18) NOT NULL

NUMDBNAMES Number of names in the
database name table.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

NUMSEGMENTS Number of segments in the
database name table.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

NUMSUBSCHEMAS Number of subschemas in the
database name table.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

NUMGROUPS Number of DB Groups in the
database name table.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

FILLER Reserved for future use. BINARY(18) NOT NULL
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SYSTEM.DMCL
Description

A row of SYSTEM.DMCL contains information about a DMCL.

Column name Column description Data type Null specification
NAME DMCL name. CHAR(8) NOT NULL
CTIME Date and time when the DMCL

was created.
TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

UTIME Date and time when the DMCL
was last updated.

TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

CRITTIME Date and time of the last critical
change made to the DMCL.

TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

CUSER ID of the user who created the
DMCL.

CHAR(18) NOT NULL

UUSER ID of the user who last updated
the DMCL.

CHAR(18) NOT NULL

BUFFER Default buffer for the DMCL. CHAR(18) NOT NULL
DBTABLE Database name table for the

DMCL.
CHAR(8) NOT NULL

NUMBUFFERS Number of buffers defined in the
DMCL.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

NUMJRNLBUFFERS Number of journal buffers
defined in the DMCL.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

NUMJOURNALS Number of journals defined in
the DMCL.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

SHAREDCACHE Default shared cache. CHAR(16) NOT NULL
LOCKENTRIES Number of entries in the

coupling facility lock table.
INTEGER NOT NULL

MEMBERS Maximum number of members
in the data sharing group.

BINARY(1) NOT NULL

DATASHARE Data sharing indicator.
'Y' - data sharing attributes have
been specified.
'N' - data sharing attributes have
not been specified.

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

ONCONNECTLOSS Connection loss indicator.
'A' - Abend
'N' - Noabend

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

MEMCACHELOCATION Memory Cache Location
'A' - Anywhere
'Z' - 64 bit only

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

MEMCACHESTGLIMIT Memory Cache Storage Limit SMALLINT NOT NULL
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MEMCACHESTGLFACT Memory Cache Storage Limit
Factor
'M' - MegaByte
'G' - GigaByte
'T' - TeraByte
'P' - PetaByte
'E' - ExaByte

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

FILLER Reserved for future use. CHAR(13) NOT NULL

SYSTEM.DMCLAREA
Description

A row of SYSTEM.DMCLAREA contains information about an area whose segment has been included in the DMCL.

Column name Column description Data type Null specification
DMCL DMCL name. CHAR(8) NOT NULL
SEGMENT Name of the segment that

contains the area.
CHAR(8) NOT NULL

NAME Area name. CHAR(18) NOT NULL
CTIME Date and time when the area

was created.
TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

UTIME Date and time when the area
was last updated.

TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

CRITTIME Date and time of the last critical
change made to the area.

TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

CUSER ID of the user who created the
area.

CHAR(18) NOT NULL

UUSER ID of the user who last updated
the area.

CHAR(18) NOT NULL

STARTUP Startup indicator. This indicates
the READY action to be taken
when the system is started
following an orderly shutdown.
Values are:
U -- Update
R -- Retrieval
T -- Transient retrieval
X -- Set status offline

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

WARMSTART Warmstart indicator. This
indicates the READY action to
be taken when the system is
started following an abnormal
termination. Values are:
U -- Update
R -- Retrieval
T -- Transient retrieval
X -- Set status offline
C -- Maintain current status

CHAR(1) NOT NULL
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PAGERESERVE Page reserve. Number of bytes
to be left unused on a page
when new rows are stored
on pages in the area. For
this DMCL, the page reserve
specification overrides the page
reserve specification in the
segment's area definition.

INTEGER NOT NULL

DATASHARE Data sharing indicator.
'Y' - the area is eligible to be
shared for update
'N' - the area is not shared
'D' - the area's sharability
is determined by that of its
segment

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

FILLER Reserved for future use. CHAR(39) NOT NULL

SYSTEM.DMCLFILE
Description

A row of SYSTEM.DMCLFILE contains information about a file override that has been included in the DMCL.

Column name Column description Data type Null specification
DMCL DMCL name. CHAR(8) NOT NULL
SEGMENT Name of the segment

associated with the file.
CHAR(8) NOT NULL

NAME File name. CHAR(18) NOT NULL
CTIME Date and time when the file was

created.
TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

UTIME Date and time when the file was
last updated.

TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

CRITTIME Date and time of the last critical
change made to the file.

TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

CUSER ID of the user who created the
file.

CHAR(18) NOT NULL

UUSER ID of the user who last updated
the file.

CHAR(18) NOT NULL

BUFFER Name of the buffer defined
within the DMCL which is used
by the file. This specification
overrides the default buffer
established for the segment
included in the DMCL and the
default buffer established for the
DMCL.

CHAR(18) NOT NULL

DDNAME Depending on the operating
system, DDName (z/OS),
filename (z/VSE), or linkname
of the file. This specification
overrides the specification in the
segment's file definition.

CHAR(8) NOT NULL
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DISP Dataset disposition (IBM)
or shared update). This
specification overrides the
segment's file definition.

CHAR(4) NOT NULL

DATASPACE z/OS memory cache indicator:
N -- Files will not use memory
cache (Z-Storage or dataspace)
Y -- Files will use memory cache
(Z-Storage or dataspace)

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

ESAREAD Reserved for future use. CHAR(1) NOT NULL
ESAPRELOAD Reserved for future use. CHAR(1) NOT NULL
SHAREDCACHE Shared cache:

NO -- Not used
AVAILABLE -- Choose first
available
Cache Name -- Name of the
cache to be used

CHAR(16) NOT NULL

FILLER Reserved for future use. BINARY(21) NOT NULL

SYSTEM.DMCLSEGMENT
Description

A row of SYSTEM.DMCLSEGMENT contains information about a segment definition and a DMCL where the segment has
been included. DMCLSEGMENT contains information specific to the DMCL where the segment has been included.

Column name Column description Data type Null specification
DMCL DMCL name. CHAR(8) NOT NULL
NAME Segment name. CHAR(8) NOT NULL
CTIME Date and time when the

segment was created.
TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

UTIME Date and time when the
segment was last updated.

TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

CRITTIME Date and time of the last critical
change made to the segment.

TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

CUSER ID of the user who created the
segment.

CHAR(18) NOT NULL

UUSER ID of the user who last updated
the segment.

CHAR(18) NOT NULL

BUFFER Name of the buffer within the
DMCL which is the default for all
files defined within the segment
unless specifically overridden.

CHAR(18) NOT NULL
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STARTUP Startup indicator. This indicates
the READY action to be taken
when the system is started
following an orderly shutdown.
Values are:
U -- Update
R -- Retrieval
T -- Transient retrieval
X -- Set status offline

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

WARMSTART Warmstart indicator. This
indicates the READY action to
be taken when the system is
started following an abnormal
termination. Values are:
U -- Update
R -- Retrieval
T -- Transient retrieval
X -- Set status offline
C -- Maintain current status

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

DATASHARE Data sharing indicator.
'Y' - all areas in the segment are
eligible to be shared for update
'N' - no areas in the segment are
shared

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

SHAREDCACHE Default shared cache. CHAR(16) NOT NULL
FILLER Reserved for future use. CHAR(23) NOT NULL

SYSTEM.FILE
Description

A row of SYSTEM.FILE represents a file associated with a segment.

Column name Column description Data type Null specification
SEGMENT Segment name. CHAR(8) NOT NULL
NAME File name. CHAR(18) NOT NULL
CTIME Date and time when the file was

created.
TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

UTIME Date and time when the file was
last updated.

TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

CRITTIME Date and time of the last critical
change made to the file.

TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

CUSER The ID of the user who created
the file.

CHAR(18) NOT NULL

UUSER The ID of the user who last
updated the file.

CHAR(18) NOT NULL

NUMFILEMAPS The number of area page
ranges mapped to the file.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

BLOCKSIZE Block size, in bytes, of the file.
This is the largest page size of
all areas mapped to the file.

INTEGER NOT NULL
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DDNAME Depending on the operating
system, DDName (z/OS), or
filename (z/VSE) of the file.

CHAR(8) NOT NULL

ACCESSMETHOD File access method. CHAR(8) NOT NULL
VMUSERID In the z/VM environment, the

user ID associated with the file.
CHAR(8) NOT NULL

VMVIRTADDR In the z/VM environment, the
virtual address of the file.

INTEGER NOT NULL

FLAG File flag:.
X'80' -- Native VSAM FOR
CALC file
X'40' -- Native VSAM FOR SET
file

BINARY(1) NOT NULL

NVSAMSET Native VSAM KSDS or PATH
set name.

CHAR(18) NOT NULL

DSNAME Dataset name. CHAR(54) NOT NULL
DISP Dataset disposition (IBM). CHAR(4) NOT NULL
FILLER Reserved for future use. BINARY(39) NOT NULL

SYSTEM.FILEMAP
Description

A row of SYSTEM.FILEMAP relates page ranges of an area of a segment to block ranges of a file in the same segment
(area-to-file mapping).

Column name Column description Data type Null specification
SEGMENT Segment name. CHAR(8) NOT NULL
AREA Area name. CHAR(18) NOT NULL
FILE File name. CHAR(18) NOT NULL
PAGESIZE Size, in bytes, of each page in

the area.
INTEGER NOT NULL

LOWPAGE Low page number of the area
page range.

INTEGER NOT NULL

HIGHPAGE High page number of the area
page range.

INTEGER NOT NULL

LOWBLOCK Low relative block number
(RBN) of the range of file blocks
to which the area page range is
mapped.

INTEGER NOT NULL

HIGHBLOCK High relative block number
(RBN) of the range of file blocks
to which the area page range is
mapped.

INTEGER NOT NULL

ACCESSMETHOD File access method. CHAR(8) NOT NULL
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FLAG File flag:
X'80' -- Native VSAM FOR
CALC file
X'40' -- Native VSAM FOR SET
file

BINARY(1) NOT NULL

FILLER Reserved for future use. BINARY(39) NOT NULL

SYSTEM.INDEX
Description

A row of SYSTEM.INDEX represents an index that has been defined on a table with a CREATE INDEX statement.

View SYSCA.INDEX is defined on SYSTEM.INDEX. For more information, see SYSCA Objects.

Column name Column description Data type Null specification
NAME Index name. CHAR(18) NOT NULL
SCHEMA Schema-name qualifier for the

indexed table.
CHAR(18) NOT NULL

TABLE Name of the indexed table. CHAR(18) NOT NULL
SEGMENT Segment containing the area

where index entries are stored.
CHAR(8) NOT NULL

AREA Area where index entries are
stored.

CHAR(18)  

INDEXID Internal index ID number. Index
IDs are automatically assigned
to each index and are unique
within the index area.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

CTIME Date and time when the index
was created.

TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

NUMCOLUMNS Number of columns in the index
key.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

IXCOLUMNS Internal index key column
number array. This array
consists of 32 SMALLINT bytes.

BINARY(64) NOT NULL

IXORDERS Sort order indicator array
consisting of 32 CHAR(1) bytes.
Values are:
A -- Ascending
D -- Descending

CHAR(32) NOT NULL

UNIQUE Unique key indicator:
Y -- Unique index
N -- Not unique

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

CLUSTER Cluster indicator:
Y -- Clustered index
N -- Not clustered

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

COMPRESS Index entry compression
indicator:
Y -- Compressed
N -- Not compressed

CHAR(1) NOT NULL
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GENERATED Index was generated to enforce
a unique or relational constraint:
B -- Both index and name
generated
I -- Index only generated
N -- Not generated

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

IXBLKLENGTH Index block length. SMALLINT NOT NULL
IXBLKCONTAINS Number of keys in an index

block.
SMALLINT NOT NULL

DISPLACEMENT Distance, in number of pages,
an index entry can be stored
from the referenced row.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

NEXT Offset to next db-key pointer
(CALC key).

SMALLINT NOT NULL

PRIOR Offset to prior db-key pointer
(CALC key).

SMALLINT NOT NULL

NUMSETS For non-CALC indexes, this
value is:
1, if the number of rows in the
indexed table was greater than
zero when statistics were last
updated.
0, if there were no rows in the
indexed table when statistics
were last updated.
For CALC indexes, this value
is the number of target pages
for indexed rows when statistics
were last updated.

INTEGER NOT NULL

AVGMEMROWS For non-CALC indexes, this
value is the same as the
NUMROWS column value in
the SYSTEM.TABLE row for the
indexed table when statistics
were last updated.
For CALC indexes, this value is
the average number of indexed
rows for each target page in
the CALC index when statistics
were last updated.

REAL NOT NULL

LONGESTMEM For non-CALC indexes, this
value is the same as the
NUMROWS column value in
the SYSTEM.TABLE row for the
indexed table when statistics
were last updated.
For CALC indexes, this value is
the highest number of indexed
rows for the same target
page when statistics were last
updated.

INTEGER NOT NULL
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SECLONGMEM For non-CALC indexes, this
value is always 0.
For CALC indexes, this value
is the second highest number
of indexed rows for the same
target page when statistics were
last updated.

INTEGER NOT NULL

NUMLONGMEM For non-CALC indexes, this
value is always 1.
For CALC indexes, this value
is the number of target pages
with LONGESTMEM indexed
rows targeted to the page when
statistics were last updated.

INTEGER NOT NULL

AVGMEMPAGES For non-CALC indexes, this
value is the same as the
NUMPAGES column value in
the SYSTEM.TABLE row for the
indexed table when statistics
were last updated.
For CALC indexes, this value is
the average number of distinct
pages occupied by indexed
rows that target to the same
page when statistics were last
updated. This average does not
include pages accounted for in
MAXMEMPAGES.
The nearer this value is to 1,
the greater the efficiency of the
index.

REAL NOT NULL

MAXMEMPAGES For non-CALC indexes, this
value is:
0, if AVGMEMPAGES was 20
or less when statistics were last
updated
0, if AVGMEMPAGES was more
than 20 when statistics were last
updated
For CALC indexes, this value
is the number of target pages
where the number of pages
occupied by indexed rows
that target to the same page
occupied more than 20 pages
when statistics were last
updated. This average does not
include pages accounted for in
AVGMEMPAGES (above).

INTEGER NOT NULL
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AVGAMEMCLUSCNT For a non-CALC index, the
average number of I/Os
required to read all rows of the
indexed table associated with a
referenced row when statistics
were last updated, if one buffer
page was available. This count
includes I/O to read the bottom-
level SR8.
For a CALC index, this value is
0.

REAL NOT NULL

AVGBMEMCLUSCNT For a non-CALC index, the
average number of I/Os
required to read all rows of the
indexed table associated with a
referenced row when statistics
were last updated, if three buffer
pages were available. This
count includes I/O to read the
bottom-level SR8.
For a CALC index, this value is
0.

REAL NOT NULL

AVGCMEMCLUSCNT For a non-CALC index, the
average number of I/Os
required to read all rows of the
indexed table associated with a
referenced row if when statistics
were last updated, if five buffer
pages were available. This
count includes I/O to read the
bottom-level SR8.
For a CALC index, this value is
0.

REAL NOT NULL

AVGDMEMCLUSCNT For a non-CALC index, the
average number of I/Os
required to read all rows of the
indexed table associated with a
referenced row when statistics
were last updated, if 10 buffer
pages were available. This
count includes I/O to read the
bottom-level SR8.
For a CALC index, this value is
0.

  

AVGEMEMCLUSCNT For a non-CALC index, the
average number of I/Os
required to read all rows of the
indexed table associated with a
referenced row when statistics
were last updated, if 20 buffer
pages were available. This
count includes I/O to read the
bottom-level SR8.
For a CALC index, this value is
0.

REAL NOT NULL
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AVGSR8ROWS For a non-CALC index, the
number of SR8s in the index
when statistics were last
updated.
For a CALC index, this value is
0.

REAL NOT NULL

LONGESTSR8 For a non-CALC index, the
number of bottom-level SR8s in
the index.
For a CALC index, this value is
0.

INTEGER NOT NULL

SECLONGSR8 This value is always 0. INTEGER NOT NULL
NUMLONGSR8 For a non-CALC index, this

value is 1.
For a CALC index, this value is
0.

INTEGER NOT NULL

AVGSR8PAGES For a non-CALC index, the
average number of distinct
pages occupied by bottom-
level SR8s for the index when
statistics were last updated, if
the average is 1 to 20. If the
average is more than 20, the
value in this column is 0.
For a CALC index, this value is
0.

REAL NOT NULL

MAXSR8PAGES For a non-CALC index, if
AVGSR8PAGES is more than
20, the value in this column is 1.
Otherwise the value is 0.
For a CALC index, this value is
0.

INTEGER NOT NULL

AVGSR8LEAFS For a non-CALC index, the
average number of bottom-
level SR8s in the index when
statistics were last updated.
For a CALC index, this value is
0.

REAL NOT NULL

AVGSR8LEVELS For a non-CALC index, the
average highest level number in
the index when statistics were
last updated. Level number
refers to the number of levels
above the bottom level.
For a CALC index, this value is
0.

REAL NOT NULL

AVGASR8CLUSCNT For a non-CALC index, the
average number of I/Os required
to read all bottom-level SR8s in
the index when statistics were
last updated, if one buffer page
was available.
For a CALC index, this value is
0.

REAL NOT NULL
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AVGBSR8CLUSCNT For a non-CALC index, the
average number of I/Os required
to read all bottom-level SR8s in
the index when statistics were
last updated, if three buffer
pages were available.
For a CALC index, this value is
0.

REAL NOT NULL

AVGCSR8CLUSCNT For a non-CALC index, the
average number of I/Os required
to read all bottom-level SR8s in
the index when statistics were
last updated, if five buffer pages
were available.
For a CALC index, this value is
0.

REAL NOT NULL

AVGDSR8CLUSCNT For a non-CALC index, the
average number of I/Os required
to read all bottom-level SR8s in
the index when statistics were
last updated, if 10 buffer pages
were available.
For a CALC index, this value is
0.

REAL NOT NULL

AVGESR8CLUSCNT For a non-CALC index, the
average number of I/Os required
to read all bottom-level SR8s in
the index when statistics were
last updated, if 20 buffer pages
were available.
For a CALC index, this value is
0.

REAL NOT NULL

NUMUNIQKEYS The number of distinct key
values in the index when
statistics were last updated. For
a unique index, this number
should match NUMROWS in
the SYSTEM.TABLE row for the
underlying table.

INTEGER NOT NULL

NUMNULLKEYS Number of rows where all the
index key columns in the row
contained null key values when
statistics were last updated.

INTEGER NOT NULL

NUMLONGKEYS Number of distinct index key
values for which all referencing
rows with the same key value
the indexed table occupied
more than 20 pages when
statistics were last updated. This
situation can occur only when
referencing rows can contain
duplicate key values.

INTEGER NOT NULL
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AVGDUPSPERKEY For each distinct index key
value, the average number of
duplicate values when statistics
were last updated. For a unique
index, this is 1.

REAL NOT NULL

AVGPAGESPERKEY For each distinct index key
value, the average number
of pages containing rows of
the indexed table with the key
value when statistics were last
updated. This average does not
include pages accounted for in
NUMLONGKEYS (above).

REAL NOT NULL

PROCKEY Table procedure key:
P -- If procedure key

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

PRIMEKEY Primary key flag:
Y -- If primary key

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

ENFORCE Enforcing index to enforce a
unique or relational constraint:
Y -- Enforcing index
N -- Not an enforcing index

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

FILLER Reserved for future use. BINARY(37) NOT NULL

SYSTEM.INDEXKEY
Description

A row of SYSTEM.INDEXKEY identifies a key column defined in an index. This information is for documentation and is not
used in internal processing.

View SYSCA.INDEXKEY is defined on SYSTEM.INDEXKEY.

NOTE
For more information, see SYSCA Objects.

Column name Column description Data type Null specification
NAME Index name. CHAR(18) NOT NULL
SCHEMA Schema-name qualifier for the

indexed table.
CHAR(18) NOT NULL

TABLE Name of the indexed table. CHAR(18) NOT NULL
SEQUENCE Internal index key sequence

number.
SMALLINT NOT NULL

NUMBER Column number of the key
column.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

COLUMN Column name of the key
column.

  

SORTORDER Index key sort order:
A -- Ascending
D -- Descending

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

FILLER Reserved for future use. BINARY(37) NOT NULL
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SYSTEM.JOURNAL
Description

A row of SYSTEM.JOURNAL represents a journal file defined in the DMCL.

Column name Column description Data type Null specification
DMCL DMCL name. CHAR(8) NOT NULL
NAME Journal name. CHAR(18) NOT NULL
TYPE Journal type:

DISK
ARCH
TAPE

CHAR(4) NOT NULL

CTIME Date and time stamp when the
journal was created.

TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

UTIME Date and time stamp when the
journal was last updated.

TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

CRITTIME Date and time stamp of the
last critical change made to the
journal.

TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

CUSER ID of the user who created the
journal.

CHAR(18) NOT NULL

UUSER ID of the user who last updated
the journal.

CHAR(18) NOT NULL

FILLER Reserved for future use. CHAR(2) NOT NULL
NUMBLOCKS Number of blocks (pages) in a

disk journal file.
INTEGER NOT NULL

BLOCKSIZE Archive journal block size, in
bytes.

INTEGER NOT NULL

DDNAME Depending on the operating
system, DDName (z/OS),
filename (z/VSE), or linkname of
the journal file.

CHAR(8) NOT NULL

ACCESSMETHOD Journal file access method. CHAR(8) NOT NULL
DATASPACE Dataspace option:

N -- No
Y -- Yes

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

ESAREAD Dataspace read:
B -- Block
T -- Track
C -- Cylinder
Blank -- Dataspace no

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

ESAPRELOAD Dataspace preload.
N -- No
Y -- Yes
Blank -- Dataspace no

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

DSNAME Dataset name. CHAR(44) NOT NULL
DISP Dataset disposition. CHAR(4) NOT NULL
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VMUSERID In the z/VM environment, the
user ID associated with the file.

CHAR(8) NOT NULL

VMVIRTADDR In the z/VM environment, the
virtual address of the file.

INTEGER NOT NULL

FILLER Reserved for future use. BINARY(41) NOT NULL

SYSTEM.LOADHDR
Description

A row of SYSTEM.LOADHDR represents a load module. Each row of SYSTEM.LOADHDR contains global information
about a load module that resides in the DDLDCLOD or DDLCATLOD area of the dictionary.

Column name Column description Data type Null specification
NAME Load module name. CHAR(8) NOT NULL
VERSION Load module version number. SMALLINT NOT NULL
RLDS Number of entries in the

relocation dictionary (RLD) for
the load module.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

EPA Entry point address (offset). BINARY(4) NOT NULL
LENGTH Length, in bytes, of the object

text for the load module.
INTEGER NOT NULL

DATE Date when the load module was
created (mm/dd/yy).

CHAR(8) NOT NULL

TIME Time when the load module was
created (hhmmss).

CHAR(6) NOT NULL

TYPE Flag byte for load module status
and type.
X'80' -- Logically deleted module
X'40' -- Subschema
X'28' -- Map help
X'20' -- Map
X'10' -- ADS dialog
X'08' -- Table
X'04' -- Mainline dialog
X'02' -- Access module
X'01' -- RCM

BINARY(1) NOT NULL

SEC Security class. BINARY(1) NOT NULL
STLENGTH Reserved. INTEGER NOT NULL
MODE Reserved. BINARY(1) NOT NULL
STLEVEL X'02' -- Module supports SQL

schema names.
BINARY(1) NOT NULL

SCHEMA SQL schema name for access
module.

CHAR(18) NOT NULL

SYSTEM.ORDERKEY
Description
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A row of SYSTEM.ORDERKEY represents a column that is a sort key in a linked constraint. This is a column in the
referencing table. This information is for documentation and is not used in internal processing.

View SYSCA.ORDERKEY is defined on SYSTEM.ORDERKEY.

NOTE
For more information, see SYSCA Objects.

Column name Column description Data type Null specification
SCHEMA Schema name of the constraint

(that is, of the referencing table).
CHAR(18) NOT NULL

CONSTRAINT Constraint name. CHAR(18) NOT NULL
SEQUENCE Order key column sequence

number.
SMALLINT NOT NULL

NUMBER Column number of the sort
column in the referencing table.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

COLUMN Column name of the sort column
in the referencing table.

CHAR(32) NOT NULL

SORTORDER Sort order:
A -- Ascending
D -- Descending

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

FILLER Reserved for future use. BINARY(39) NOT NULL

SYSTEM.SCHEMA
Description

A row of SYSTEM.SCHEMA represents an SQL schema.

Column name Column description Data type Null specification
NAME Schema name. CHAR(18) NOT NULL
CTIME Date and time when the schema

was created.
TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

UTIME Date and time when the schema
was last altered.

TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

CUSER ID of the user who created the
schema.

CHAR(18) NOT NULL

UUSER The ID of the user who last
altered the schema.

CHAR(18) NOT NULL

TYPE Type of schema:
N -- Represents network
schema
R -- SQL schema

CHAR(1) NOT NULL
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SEGMENT  
When TYPE is N, the
segment(specified in CREATE
SCHEMA) that contains the
data described by the network
schema.
If this column is blank and TYPE
is N, a segment is chosen from
the database name table at
runtime.
When TYPE is R, the segment
that contains the default area.
If this column and the AREA
column are blank and TYPE is
R, the storage area for a table
associated with this schema is
identified in SYSTEM.TABLE.

CHAR(8) NOT NULL

AREA When TYPE is R, the default
area for storing rows of tables
associated with the schema.

CHAR(18) NOT NULL

NODE If it was specified when the SQL
schema was created, node
name of the dictionary that
contains the network-defined
schema (when TYPE is N).

CHAR(8) NOT NULL

DICTIONARY If it was specified when the SQL
schema was created, name of
the dictionary that contains the
network-defined schema (when
TYPE is N).

CHAR(8) NOT NULL

NTWKSCHEMA Name of the network schema. CHAR(8) NOT NULL
INCLVIRTKEYS Indicates whether virtual foreign

keys and the ROWID pseudo-
column are to be included when
a SELECT* is specified, or
whether virtual foreign keys may
be referenced by syntax.
Blank or Binary Zeros -
WITHOUT VIRTUAL KEYS
"S" - WITH VIRTUAL KEYS

CHAR (1) NOT NULL

VERSION Version number of the network
schema.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

CHARSET Default character set for all
columns in the catalog.

CHAR(18) NOT NULL

REFDSQLSCHEMA Name of referenced SQL
schema.

CHAR(18) NOT NULL

FILLER Reserved for future use. BINARY(4) NOT NULL

SYSTEM.SECTION
Description
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A row of SYSTEM.SECTION describes part or all the tree form (the form input to the optimizer) of either a search
condition that defines a check constraint or a SELECT statement that defines a view. If more than one row is needed to
return the entire section, the order of the section portions is represented in column SEQUENCE.

View SYSCA.SECTION is defined on SYSTEM.SECTION.

NOTE
For more information, see SYSCA Objects.

Column name Column description Data type Null specification
SCHEMA Schema-name qualifier of the

table or view.
CHAR(18) NOT NULL

TABLE Table or view name. CHAR(18) NOT NULL
TYPE Section type:

C -- Check constraint definition
V -- View definition

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

FORMAT Section format; Value is I (I-tree) CHAR(1) NOT NULL
SEQUENCE Sequence number of this portion

of the section.
SMALLINT NOT NULL

TEXT Text of the section representing
the check constraint or view
definition.

BINARY(512) NOT NULL

SYSTEM.SEGMENT
Description

A row of SYSTEM.SEGMENT represents a definition of a database segment.

Column name Column description Data type Null specification
NAME Segment name. CHAR(8) NOT NULL
CTIME Date and time stamp when the

segment was created.
TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

UTIME Date and time stamp when the
segment was last updated.

TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

CRITTIME Date and time stamp of the
last critical change made to the
segment.

TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

CUSER ID of the user who created the
segment.

CHAR(18) NOT NULL

UUSER ID of the user who last updated
the segment.

CHAR(18) NOT NULL

SCHEMA Name of the SQL schema, if
any, that is associated with the
segment. If an SQL schema
name is associated with the
segment, only tables whose
names are qualified by the SQL
schema name can be stored
in areas associated with the
segment.

CHAR(18) NOT NULL
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PAGEGROUP Identifier of the page group that
contains the areas associated
with the segment.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

RECSPERPAGE Maximum number of rows that
can be stored on a single page.
The value in this column is
equal to the value supplied by
the user, rounded up to the
nearest power of 2, minus 1.

INTEGER NOT NULL

NUMAREAS Number of areas associated
with the segment.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

NUMFILES Number of files associated with
the segment.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

NUMDADS Number of files associated
with this segment that contain
dynamic allocation (DAD)
information.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

NUMFILEMAPS Number of files to which the
segment maps.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

NUMSYMBOLICS Number of symbolics in the
segment.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

STAMPLEVEL Data definition stamp level:
N -- No stamp checking
T -- Table stamping
S -- Area stamping

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

TYPE Segment type:
N -- Non-SQL segment
R -- SQL (Relational) segment

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

FILLER Reserved for future use. BINARY(40) NOT NULL

SYSTEM.SYMBOL
Description

SYMBOL represents a named symbol within an area whose values are used at runtime to resolve symbolic parameters
named in logical definitions.

Column name Column description Data type Null specification
TYPE Symbolic type.

01 -- Subarea
02 -- Symbolic displacement
03 -- Symbolic index

SMALLINT NOT NULL

NAME Symbolic name CHAR(18) NOT NULL
SEGMENT Segment name. CHAR(8) NOT NULL
AREA Area name. CHAR(18) NOT NULL
CTIME Date and time stamp when the

symbolic was created.
TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

UTIME Date and time stamp when the
symbolic was last updated.

TIMESTAMP NOT NULL
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CRITTIME Date and time stamp of the last
critical change to the symbolic.

TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

CUSER ID of the user who created the
area.

CHAR(18) NOT NULL

UUSER ID of the user who last updated
the area.

CHAR(18) NOT NULL

FLAG Symbolic type flag; if column
TYPE=:
01, values are:
X'80' -- Subarea offset
X'40' -- VALUE1 is a percent
X'20' -- VALUE2 is a percent
X'10' -- Subarea space
02, value is X'80' --
(Displacement)
03:
X'80' -- Index block contains
X'40' -- Index size
X'20' -- Index sorted key

BINARY(1) NOT NULL

FILLER Reserved for future use. CHAR(1) NOT NULL
VALUE1 Symbolic value 1. INTEGER NOT NULL
VALUE2 Symbolic value 2. INTEGER NOT NULL
FILLER Reserved for future use. BINARY(40) NOT NULL

SYSTEM.SYNTAX
Description

A row of SYSTEM.SYNTAX represents the syntax for a CREATE TABLE or ALTER TABLE statement that includes a
check constraint, the syntax of a CREATE VIEW statement, or the syntax of an SQL routine. If more than one row is
needed to return all the syntax, the order of the syntax portions is represented in column SEQUENCE.

View SYSCA.SYNTAX is defined on SYSTEM.SYNTAX.

NOTE
For more information, see SYSCA Objects.

Column name Column description Data type Null specification
SCHEMA Schema-name qualifier of the

table or view.
CHAR(18) NOT NULL

TABLE Table or view name. CHAR(18) NOT NULL
TYPE Syntax usage:

C -- Check constraint definition
V -- View definition (SELECT
statement)
S -- SQL routine definition

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

SEQUENCE Sequence number of this portion
of the syntax.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

SYNTAX The check constraint syntax
or the syntax of the query
expression in the view definition.

CHAR(80) NOT NULL
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SYSTEM.TABLE
Description

A row of SYSTEM.TABLE represents the definition of a table, view, function, procedure, table procedure or owner of local
variables of an SQL routine, or refers to a database record in a network-defined schema referenced by a view definition
(for which only SCHEMA and NAME information appears).

View SYSCA.TABLE is defined on SYSTEM.TABLE.

NOTE
For more information, see SYSCA Objects.

Column name Column description Data type Null specification
SCHEMA Schema-name qualifier of the

table or view.
CHAR(18) NOT NULL

NAME Name of the table or view. CHAR(18) NOT NULL
SEGMENT Segment that contains the area

where table rows are stored.
CHAR(8)  

AREA Area where table rows are
stored.

CHAR(18)  

TABLEID Internal record ID of the
database record underlying the
table.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

TYPE Type of table:
A -- View on referencing SQL
schema table
F -- Function
L -- Owner of local variables of a
routine
N -- Record in a network-defined
schema
P -- Table procedure
R -- Procedure
T -- Base table
V -- View

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

LOCMODE Storage location mode for a
table:
C -- Clustered
D -- Direct
H -- CALC
R -- Row ID index
U -- Unique calc
Global storage allocation option
for a table procedure:
N -- Non-keyed global storage
K -- Keyed global storage

CHAR(1) NOT NULL
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COMPRESS Compression indicator:
Y -- Compressed
N -- Uncompressed
P -- Compressed with IDMS
Presspack
For TYPE = R (procedure) or F
(function), this is the protocol:
I -- IDMS
A -- ADS

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

FORMAT Format of the database record
underlying the table:
F -- Fixed length
V -- Variable length

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

UPDATABLE When TYPE is V, updatable
view indicator:
Y -- Updatable
N -- Not updatable
Blank -- Not known at definition
time

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

CHECKOPT When TYPE is V, WITH CHECK
OPTION indicator:
Y -- View defined with WITH
CHECK OPTION
N -- View defined without WITH
CHECK OPTION

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

TIMESTAMP Table timestamp, used for
synchronization with access
module definitions,

TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

CTIME Date and time when the table or
view was created.

TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

UTIME Date and time when the table or
view was last altered.

TIMESTAMP NOT NULL

CUSER ID of the user who created the
table or view.

CHAR(18) NOT NULL

UUSER ID of the user who last altered
the table or view.

CHAR(18) NOT NULL

PUTROUTINE When TYPE = T: IDMS
Presspack data characteristic
table (DCT) name.
When TYPE = P or R or F:
external program or dialog
name

CHAR(8) NOT NULL

GETROUTINE Reserved for a table.
Global storage key for a
procedure.

CHAR(8) NOT NULL

LENGTH Internal length of underlying
database record, including
prefix.

SMALLINT NOT NULL
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DATALENGTH Internal length of the data
portion of the underlying
database record (including four-
byte RDW for a compressed
table).

SMALLINT NOT NULL

PREFIXLENGTH Internal length of the prefix
portion of the underlying
database record for a table.
Length of the local work area for
a procedure.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

CTRLENGTH Internal length of the control
portion (without the prefix) of the
underlying database record for a
table.
Length of the global work area
for a procedure.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

FIXLENGTH Internal length of the fixed
portion (without the prefix) of the
underlying database record.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

SECLENGTH Length of the I-tree stored in the
associated section table rows,
for a view or check constraint.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

NUMSYNTAX Number of rows in the syntax
table for a view or check
constraint.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

NUMCOLS Number of columns in the table
or view.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

NUMINDEXES Number of indexes on the table. SMALLINT NOT NULL
NUMREFERENCED Number of constraints where the

table is the referenced table.
SMALLINT NOT NULL

NUMREFERENCING Number of constraints where the
table is the referencing table.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

DISPLACEMENT Displacement, in pages, from
cluster index or constraint for a
table.
Estimated number of I/Os for a
procedure.

INTEGER NOT NULL

ESTROWS Estimated number of rows in the
table.

INTEGER NOT NULL

NUMPAGES Number of pages containing
rows of the table when statistics
were last updated.

INTEGER NOT NULL

NUMROWS Actual number of rows in the
table when statistics were last
updated.

INTEGER NOT NULL

ROWSPERPAGE Number of table rows per
page when statistics were last
updated.

INTEGER NOT NULL

AVGROWLENGTH Average length of a table
row when statistics were last
updated.

REAL NOT NULL
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PCTSPACEUSED Percentage of space used in
the area where table rows are
stored when statistics were last
updated.

REAL NOT NULL

PCTFRAGROWS Percentage of rows fragmented
in storage when statistics were
last updated.

REAL NOT NULL

NUMIO01 Number of IOs required to read
all rows with 1 buffer, when
statistics were last updated.

REAL NOT NULL

NUMIO03 Number of IOs required to read
all rows with 3 buffers, when
statistics were last updated.

REAL NOT NULL

NUMIO05 Number of IOs required to read
all rows with 5 buffers, when
statistics were last updated.

REAL NOT NULL

NUMIO10 Number of IOs required to read
all rows with 10 buffers, when
statistics were last updated.

REAL NOT NULL

NUMIO20 Number of IOs required to read
all rows with 20 buffers, when
statistics were last updated.

REAL NOT NULL

PROCMODE Execution mode for a table
procedure:
U -- User mode
S -- System mode

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

TXNSHARNG Transaction sharing:
Y -- Yes
N -- No
D -- Default

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

PROCDBNAME Default Database:
P -- Current
not P -- Null

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

DEFAULTINDEX When TYPE is T, Row ID index
indicator:
Y -- Yes
N -- No

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

SECLENGTH2 Length of syntax for views and
check constraints.

INTEGER NOT NULL

LANGUAGE Language of an SQL-invoked
routine.

CHAR3  

FILLER3 Reserved for future use. BINARY(1) NOT NULL
DYNRESULTSETS Number of dynamic results sets

of an SQL-invoked procedure.
SMALLINT NOT NULL

FILLER Reserved for future use. BINARY(18) NOT NULL

SYSTEM.VIEWDEP
Description

A row of SYSTEM.VIEWDEP identifies a table or view referenced by a view.
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View SYSCA.VIEWDEP is defined on SYSTEM.VIEWDEP.

NOTE
For more information, see SYSCA Objects.

Column name Column description Data type Null specification
SCHEMA Schema-name qualifier of the

dependent view.
CHAR(18) NOT NULL

NAME Dependent view name. CHAR(18) NOT NULL
SEQUENCE Sequence number of the

table or view referenced in the
dependent view.

SMALLINT NOT NULL

REFSCHEMA Schema-name qualifier of the
table or view referenced in the
dependent view.

CHAR(18) NOT NULL

REFTABLE Name of the table or view
referenced in the dependent
view.

CHAR(18) NOT NULL

REFTYPE Type of the table or view
referenced in the dependent
view:
F -- Function
N -- Record in a network-defined
schema
P -- Table procedure
R -- Procedure
T -- Base table
V -- View

CHAR(1) NOT NULL

FILLER Reserved for future use. BINARY(5) NOT NULL

SYSCA Objects

SYSCA Views

SYSCA views are views defined on a subset of SYSTEM tables. They restrict information that the user can select from the
SYSTEM tables to data about tables for which the user holds SELECT privilege.

If you hold SELECT privilege on the SYSCA views but not on SYSTEM tables, you can see definitions of the tables
from which you are authorized to select data, but you cannot see definitions of any other tables defined in the catalog
component of the dictionary.

Tables that You Can Access

SYSCA.ACCESSIBLE_TABLES is a view you can use to list the tables for which you hold a SELECT privilege. The result
table of this view contains the schema name, table name, and type of table (T for base table, V for view, N for non-SQL-
defined table, P for table procedure), as in this example:

SELECT * FROM SYSCA.ACCESSIBLE_TABLES;

*+

*+ SCHEMA              TABLE               TYPE

*+ ──────              ─────               ────

*+ DEMOEMPL            EMP_WORK_INFO       V

*+ DEMOEMPL            JOB                 T
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*+ DEMOPROJ            EXPERTISE           T

*+ DEMOPROJ            PROJECT             T

*+ DEMOPROJ            SKILL               T

*+ EMPDEMO             INSURANCE-PLAN      N

*+ SYSCA               ACCESSIBLE_TABLES   V

*+ SYSCA               COLUMN              V

*+ SYSCA               SECTION             V

*+ SYSCA               SYNTAX              V

*+ SYSCA               TABLE               V

Network-defined tables are visible through the SYSCA.ACCESSIBLE_TABLES view only if the dictionary name where the
network-defined schema resides exactly matches the dictionary to which the SQL session is connected.

SYSCA View Names

In addition to SYSCA.ACCESSIBLE_TABLES, these SYSCA views are defined. The view name matches the name of the
SYSTEM table on which it is defined, and the view column names match the SYSTEM table column names.

• SYSCA.COLUMN
• SYSCA.CONSTKEY
• SYSCA.CONSTRAINT
• SYSCA.INDEX
• SYSCA.INDEXKEY
• SYSCA.ORDERKEY
• SYSCA.SECTION
• SYSCA.SYNTAX
• SYSCA.TABLE
• SYSCA.VIEWDEP

Examples

Example: SYSCA.TABLE

In this example, columns from SYSCA.TABLE are selected. The column values in the result table represent information
about tables for which the issuing user holds SELECT privilege:

 SET OPTIONS COMPRESS ON;

*+ Status = 0

SELECT SCHEMA, NAME, SEGMENT, AREA, TYPE, UPDATABLE

FROM SYSCA.TABLE

WHERE SCHEMA <> 'SYSCA'

ORDER BY 1, 2, 3, 4, 5;

*+

*+ SCHEMA            NAME              SEGMENT  AREA             TYPE UPDATABLE

*+ ──────            ────              ───────  ────             ──── ─────────

*+ DEMOEMPL          EMP_WORK_INFO     SYSCAT   DDLCATX          V    Y

*+ DEMOEMPL          JOB               SQLDEMO  INFOAREA         T

*+ DEMOPROJ          EXPERTISE         PROJSEG  PROJAREA         T

*+ DEMOPROJ          PROJECT           PROJSEG  PROJAREA         T

*+ DEMOPROJ          SKILL             PROJSEG  PROJAREA         T
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NOTE
The SYSCA.TABLE view excludes tables of type N because most columns of SYSTEM.TABLE do not contain
meaningful values for network-defined tables.

SYSCA Other Objects

A number of table-like objects such as views, table procedures, functions, and procedures are created in the schema
SYSCA. These objects are needed by IDMS for miscellaneous purposes, or provide for generally useful procedures or
functions.

Example: SYSCA Pseudo Table SINGLETON_NULL

The SYSCA.SINGLETON_NULL is a pseudo table that can be used to return the results of expressions whose
parameters are constants. It is defined to have one row and no columns. This table is a pseudo table because it does not
exist in the catalog. However, it can be queried through a SELECT statement. Used internally by IDMS, it is also useful
when evaluating SQL functions and other expressions with constant parameters.

select USER01.TLANG1('James    ', 'Last   ')

  from SYSCA.SINGLETON_NULL;

 

*+

*+ USER_FUNC

*+ ---------

*+ James Last

Index Calculations for CREATE/ALTER INDEX
INDEX BLOCK CONTAINS
The following steps are used to calculate key-count for the INDEX BLOCK CONTAINS parameter of the CREATE INDEX
statement:

1. Obtain the maximum number of index entries in an SR8 (this formula assumes 3 SR8s per page):
– Compute the maximum size of the variable portion of an SR8:

( (Page-size - Page-reserve - 32) / 3 ) - 40 = SR8-variable-size

– Compute the maximum number of index entries in an SR8:

(SR8-variable-size / ( 8 + Key-length) ) - 2

If the resulting number of SR8 entries is less than 3, set it to 3; if greater than 8180, set it to 8180.
2. Establish the number of rows to be indexed using the greater of;

– The estimated number of rows for the table (ESTROWS column in SYSTEM.TABLE)
– The actual number of rows in the table (NUMROWS column in SYSTEM.TABLE)
If both values are 0, use 1000.

3. Estimate the number of entries per SR8 for a 3-level index by finding the first entry in the following table whose
Number of Rows column is greater than or equal to the value established in Step 2:

Number of Rows       Number of SR8 Entries

         1,000                          10

        15,625                          25

       125,000                          50
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       512,000                          80

     1,000,000                         100

     2,000,376                         126

     3,375,000                         150

     5,359,375                         175

     8,000,000                         200

    15,625,000                         250

      -1                              8180

4. Determine the INDEX BLOCK CONTAINS value by using the lesser of the Number of SR8 Entries from the table and
the value obtained in Step 1.
Use this value in the INDEX BLOCK CONTAINS key-count parameter of the definition and for IBC-key-count in
calculations for DISPLACEMENT page-count.

DISPLACEMENT
Index Displacement

The following steps are used to calculate page-count for the DISPLACEMENT parameter of the CREATE INDEX
statement:

1. Calculate number of bottom-level and higher-level SR8s:

Set N             = #-of-rows

High-level-SR8s   = 0

Bottom-level-SR8s = 1

Repeat

  N = (N + IBC-key-count - 1) / IBC-key-count (truncate)

  If N = 1, exit

  If High-level-SR8s = 0,

        High-level-SR8s   = 1

        Bottom-level-SR8s = N

  Else  High-level-SR8s = High-level-SR8s + N

Set Total-SR8s = High-level-SR8s + Bottom-level-SR8s

2. Determine the number of SR8s per page:
– Calculate size of an SR8:

SR8-size = 32 + (IBC-key-count + 2) * (Key-length + 8)

– Calculate number of SR8s per page:

(Page-size - Page-reserve - 32) / (SR8-size + 8)

3. Establish the INDEX DISPLACEMENT:
– If the number of higher-level SR8's is less than 2, set the DISPLACEMENT = High-level-SR8s. (For a one- or two-

level index, displacement is 0 or 1 respectively).
– If the number of higher-level SR8s is greater than 1, compute the displacement page count:

(High-level-SR8s + SR8s-per-page - 1)

-------------------------------------  +  1 (truncate)
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            SR8s-per-page

If the calculated displacement is greater than the number of pages in the area containing the index, then:

Displacement-page-count = Number-of-pages-in-area / 2

Table Displacement

Table displacement is the number of pages that the rows of a table are displaced from the index around which they are
clustered. The table displacement is 0 if the table and index reside in different areas. It is calculated as described below if
they reside in the same area:

• If the total number of SR8s is less than 2, set the table's displacement to 0.
• If the total number of SR8s is greater than 1, the table's displacement is:

(Total-SR8s + SR8s-per-page - 1)

-------------------------------------  +  1 (truncate)

         SR8s-per-page

If the calculated displacement is greater than the number of pages in the area containing the index, then:

Table-displacement = Number-of-pages-in-area * 3 / 4

Sample COBOL Table Procedure
Sample Table Procedure Definition
The following example shows a table procedure definition.

create table procedure emp.org

   (top_key          unsigned numeric(4),

   level             smallint,

   mgr_id            unsigned numeric(4),

   mgr_lname         char(25)

   emp_id            unsigned numeric (4),

   emp_lname         char(25)

   start_date        DATE,

   structure_code    char(2))

   external name procorgu

   local work area 800

   global work area 600 key emp

   estimated ios 50

   estimated rows 50;

create primary key org1

   on emp.org (mgr_id, start_date, emp_id)

   estimated rows 1

   estimated ios 5;

create key org2

   on emp.org (mgr_id)

   estimated rows 5

   estimated ios 5;

create key org3

   on emp.org (emp_id)

   estimated rows 5
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   estimated ios 5;

Sample Table Procedure Program
The following sample program is included on the IDMS installation media. This program requires the employee demo
database.

      *RETRIEVAL

      *NO-ACTIVITY-LOG

      *DMLIST

       IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

       PROGRAM-ID.    PROCORGU.

       ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

           IDMS-CONTROL SECTION.

           PROTOCOL. MODE IS BATCH DEBUG

               IDMS-RECORDS MANUAL.

       DATA DIVISION.

       SCHEMA SECTION.

       DB EMPSS01 WITHIN EMPSCHM VERSION 100.

       WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

       01  WORK-FIELDS.

           02  IN01-RPB               PIC X(36).

           02  IN01-REQUEST.

               03  IN01-REQUEST-CODE  PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC.

               03  IN01-RETURN        PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC.

           02  IN01-DATE-FORMAT       PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC.

           02  I                      PIC S9(4) COMP SYNC.

           02  ROW-FOUND-FLAG         PIC X.

               88 ROW-FOUND           VALUE '1'.

       01  COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-NAMES.

       01  WK-DBKEYS.

           02  WK-NEW-MGR-DBKEY   PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC.

           02  WK-NEW-EMP-DBKEY   PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC.

           02  WK-MGR-DBKEY       PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC.

           02  WK-EMP-DBKEY       PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC.

           02  WK-PRIOR-DBKEY     PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC.

           02  WK-STRUCT-DBKEY    PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC.

       01  WK-DATE-TIME.

           02  WK-DATE.

               03  FILLER         PIC 99 VALUE 19.

               03  WK-YY          PIC 99.

               03  FILLER         PIC X VALUE '-'.

               03  WK-MM          PIC 99.

               03  FILLER         PIC X VALUE '-'.

               03  WK-DD          PIC 99.

           02  WK-TIME            PIC X(16) VALUE '-00.00.00.000000'.

       01  WK-NEW-DATE.
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           02  WK-NEW-YY          PIC 99.

           02  WK-NEW-MM          PIC 99.

           02  WK-NEW-DD          PIC 99.

       01  DB-MSG.

           02  FILLER             PIC X(22) VALUE

               'Database error status '.

           02  DB-STAT            PIC X(4).

           02  FILLER             PIC X(16) VALUE ', during: '.

           02  DB-VERB            PIC X(12).

       01  INVDELSEQ-MSG.

           02  FILLER             PIC X(43) VALUE

               'Internal sequence error during delete for: '.

           02  DEL-PROC          PIC X(18).

       01  INVUPDSEQ-MSG.

           02  FILLER             PIC X(43) VALUE

               'Internal sequence error during update for: '.

           02  UPD-PROC          PIC X(18).

       01  EMPID-MSG.

           02  FILLER             PIC X(28) VALUE

               'EMP_ID is missing or invalid'.

       01  MGRID-MSG.

           02  FILLER             PIC X(28) VALUE

               'MGR_ID is missing or invalid'.

       01  STRUCTCD-MSG.

           02  FILLER             PIC X(36) VALUE

               'STRUCTURE_CODE is missing or invalid'.

       LINKAGE SECTION.

      *  PROCEDURE PARAMETERS

       77  TOP-KEY              PIC 9(4).

       77  LEVEL-NO             PIC S9(4) COMP SYNC.

       77  MGR-ID               PIC 9(4).

       77  MGR-LNAME            PIC X(25).

       77  EMP-ID               PIC 9(4).

       77  EMP-LNAME            PIC X(25).

       77  START-DATE           PIC X(10).

       77  STRUCTURE-CODE       PIC XX.

      *  PROCEDURE PARAMETER INDICATORS

       77  TOP-KEY-I            PIC S9(4) COMP SYNC.

       77  LEVEL-NO-I           PIC S9(4) COMP SYNC.

       77  MGR-ID-I             PIC S9(4) COMP SYNC.

       77  MGR-LNAME-I          PIC S9(4) COMP SYNC.

       77  EMP-ID-I             PIC S9(4) COMP SYNC.

       77  EMP-LNAME-I          PIC S9(4) COMP SYNC.

       77  START-DATE-I         PIC S9(4) COMP SYNC.

       77  STRUCTURE-CODE-I     PIC S9(4) COMP SYNC.

      *  CONTROL PARAMETERS
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       77  RESULT-IND           PIC S9(4) USAGE COMP SYNC.

       01  SQLSTATE.

         02  SQLSTATE-CLASS     PIC XX.

         02  SQLSTATE-SUBCLASS  PIC XXX.

       77  PROCEDURE-NAME       PIC X(18).

       77  SPECIFIC-NAME        PIC X(8).

       77  MESSAGE-TEXT         PIC X(80).

       01  SQL-COMMAND-CODE     PIC S9(8) USAGE COMP SYNC.

       01  SQL-OP-CODE          PIC S9(8) USAGE COMP SYNC.

           88  SQL-OPEN-SCAN    VALUE +12.

           88  SQL-NEXT-ROW     VALUE +16.

           88  SQL-CLOSE-SCAN   VALUE +20.

           88  SQL-SUSPEND-SCAN VALUE +24.

           88  SQL-RESUME-SCAN  VALUE +28.

           88  SQL-INSERT-ROW   VALUE +32.

           88  SQL-DELETE-ROW   VALUE +36.

           88  SQL-UPDATE-ROW   VALUE +40.

       01  INSTANCE-ID          PIC S9(8) USAGE COMP SYNC.

       01  LOCAL-WORK-AREA.

           02  SCAN-INFO.

             03  SCAN-MGR-DBKEY PIC S9(8) USAGE COMP SYNC.

             03  SCAN-TOP-DBKEY PIC S9(8) USAGE COMP SYNC.

             03  SCAN-STACK-STRDBKEY OCCURS 50 TIMES

                                PIC S9(8) USAGE COMP SYNC.

             03  SCAN-STACK-EMPDBKEY OCCURS 50 TIMES

                                PIC S9(8) USAGE COMP SYNC.

             03  SCAN-TYPE      PIC S9(4) USAGE COMP SYNC.

             03  SCAN-LEVEL     PIC S9(4) USAGE COMP SYNC.

             03  SCAN-MAX-LEVEL PIC S9(4) USAGE COMP SYNC.

             03  SCAN-TOP-KEY   PIC 9(4).

             03  SCAN-MGR-KEY   PIC 9(4).

             03  SCAN-MGR-NAME  PIC X(25).

       01  GLOBAL-WORK-AREA.

           02  COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-CTRL.

           02  COPY IDMS RECORD EMPLOYEE.

           02  COPY IDMS RECORD STRUCTURE.

           02  RUN-UNIT-FLAG    PIC X.

             88  RUN-UNIT-BOUND VALUE '1'.

      *********************************************************

       PROCEDURE DIVISION USING

           TOP-KEY

           LEVEL-NO

           MGR-ID

           MGR-LNAME

           EMP-ID

           EMP-LNAME

           START-DATE

           STRUCTURE-CODE

           TOP-KEY-I

           LEVEL-NO-I

           MGR-ID-I
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           MGR-LNAME-I

           EMP-ID-I

           EMP-LNAME-I

           START-DATE-I

           STRUCTURE-CODE-I

           RESULT-IND

           SQLSTATE

           PROCEDURE-NAME

           SPECIFIC-NAME

           MESSAGE-TEXT

           SQL-COMMAND-CODE

           SQL-OP-CODE

           INSTANCE-ID

           LOCAL-WORK-AREA

           GLOBAL-WORK-AREA.

       MAINLINE SECTION.

      *

      *  PROCESS DML-ONLY OPERATIONS

      *

           IF      SQL-NEXT-ROW

              PERFORM NEXT-ROW

           ELSE IF SQL-OPEN-SCAN

              PERFORM OPEN-SCAN

           ELSE IF SQL-INSERT-ROW

              PERFORM INSERT-ROW

           ELSE IF SQL-UPDATE-ROW

              PERFORM UPDATE-ROW

           ELSE IF SQL-DELETE-ROW

              PERFORM DELETE-ROW.

           GOBACK.

      *************************************************************

      ****           FUNCTION MAINLINE ROUTINES                ****

      *************************************************************

       DELETE-ROW SECTION.

      *

      *  DELETE MUST HAVE BEEN PRECEDED BY A "NEXT ROW"

      *    CALL RETRIEVING THE ROW TO BE DELETED

      *  DELETE "CURRENT" ROW AND

      *            RESET CURRENCY TO ITS PRIOR IN SET

      *

           MOVE SCAN-LEVEL TO I.

           FIND STRUCTURE DB-KEY SCAN-STACK-STRDBKEY (I)

           IF ERROR-STATUS NOT = '0000'

              PERFORM INVDELSEQ-ERROR

              GO TO DELETE-ROW-X

           MOVE 'ACCEPT PRIO' TO DB-VERB.

           IF SCAN-TYPE = 3

              ACCEPT SCAN-STACK-STRDBKEY (I) FROM

                                 REPORTS-TO PRIOR CURRENCY

           ELSE
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              ACCEPT SCAN-STACK-STRDBKEY (I) FROM

                                 MANAGES PRIOR CURRENCY.

           IF ERROR-STATUS = '0000'

              MOVE 'ERASE' TO DB-VERB

              ERASE STRUCTURE.

           IF ERROR-STATUS NOT = '0000'

              PERFORM DB-ERROR.

       DELETE-ROW-X.

           EXIT.

       INSERT-ROW SECTION.

      *

      *  MAKE SURE RUNUNIT IS BOUND BEFORE STORING ROW

      *

           PERFORM RU-BIND.

           IF SQLSTATE NOT = '00000'

              GO TO INSERT-ROW-X.

           PERFORM VALIDATE-INPUT.

           IF SQLSTATE NOT = '00000'

              GO TO INSERT-ROW-X.

           MOVE 'FIND DBKEY' TO DB-VERB.

           FIND DB-KEY WK-NEW-MGR-DBKEY.

           IF ERROR-STATUS = '0000'

              MOVE WK-NEW-DATE TO STRUCTURE-DATE-0460

              MOVE STRUCTURE-CODE TO STRUCTURE-CODE-0460

              MOVE 'STORE' TO DB-VERB

              STORE STRUCTURE.

           IF ERROR-STATUS = '0000'

              MOVE 'FIND DBKEY' TO DB-VERB

              FIND DB-KEY WK-NEW-EMP-DBKEY

              IF ERROR-STATUS = '0000'

                 MOVE 'CONNECT' TO DB-VERB

                 CONNECT STRUCTURE TO REPORTS-TO.

           IF ERROR-STATUS NOT = '0000'

              PERFORM DB-ERROR.

       INSERT-ROW-X.

           EXIT.

       OPEN-SCAN SECTION.

      *

      *  DETERMINE TYPE OF SCAN TO DO.  CHOICES:

      *     1) BOM EXPLOSION BASED ON TOP KEY

      *     2) DIRECT EMPLOYEES OF A GIVEN MANAGER

      *     3) DIRECT MANAGERS OF A GIVEN EMPLOYEE

      *     4) AREA SWEEP OF ALL MANAGERS

      *

           MOVE 1 TO SCAN-MAX-LEVEL.

           IF MGR-ID-I = 0

              MOVE MGR-ID TO SCAN-TOP-KEY

              MOVE 2 TO SCAN-TYPE

           ELSE IF EMP-ID-I = 0

              MOVE EMP-ID TO SCAN-TOP-KEY

              MOVE 3 TO SCAN-TYPE

           ELSE IF TOP-KEY-I = 0

              MOVE TOP-KEY TO SCAN-TOP-KEY
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              MOVE 1 TO SCAN-TYPE

              MOVE 50 TO SCAN-MAX-LEVEL

           ELSE

              MOVE 4 TO SCAN-TYPE.

           MOVE -1 TO SCAN-LEVEL.

           PERFORM RU-BIND.

       OPEN-SCAN-X.

           EXIT.

       NEXT-ROW SECTION.

      *

      *  THE FIRST TIME THRU, SCAN-LEVEL = -1

      *      WE MUST POSITION OURSELVES ON THE APPROPRIATE EMPLOYEE

      *  ON SUBSEQUENT ENTRY, SCAN-LEVEL >= 0

      *

           MOVE '0' TO ROW-FOUND-FLAG.

           IF SCAN-LEVEL = -1

              MOVE 0 TO SCAN-LEVEL

              PERFORM POSITION-FIRST-TIME.

           IF SQLSTATE = '00000'

              PERFORM GET-FIRST-WORKER

              IF SQLSTATE = '02000'

              AND SCAN-TYPE = 4

                 MOVE '00000' TO SQLSTATE

                 PERFORM PROCESS-NEXT-MGR UNTIL SQLSTATE NOT = '00000'

                    OR ROW-FOUND.

      *  FILL IN OUTPUT VALUES IF SUCCESSFULLY RETRIEVED ROW

      *

           IF ROW-FOUND

              MOVE SCAN-LEVEL TO LEVEL-NO

              IF SCAN-TYPE = 3

                 MOVE SCAN-MGR-KEY TO EMP-ID

                 MOVE SCAN-MGR-NAME TO EMP-LNAME

                 MOVE EMP-ID-0415 TO MGR-ID

                 MOVE EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 TO MGR-LNAME

              ELSE

                 MOVE SCAN-MGR-KEY TO MGR-ID

                 MOVE SCAN-MGR-NAME TO MGR-LNAME

                 MOVE EMP-ID-0415 TO EMP-ID

                 MOVE EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 TO EMP-LNAME

              END-IF

              MOVE STRUCTURE-YEAR-0460  TO WK-YY

              MOVE STRUCTURE-MONTH-0460 TO WK-MM

              MOVE STRUCTURE-DAY-0460   TO WK-DD

              MOVE 5 TO IN01-REQUEST-CODE

              MOVE 2 TO IN01-DATE-FORMAT

              CALL 'IDMSIN01' USING IN01-RPB

                                    IN01-REQUEST

                                    IN01-DATE-FORMAT

                                    WK-DATE-TIME

                                    START-DATE

              MOVE STRUCTURE-CODE-0460  TO STRUCTURE-CODE

              MOVE 0 TO LEVEL-NO-I

              MOVE 0 TO MGR-ID-I
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              MOVE 0 TO MGR-LNAME-I

              MOVE 0 TO EMP-ID-I

              MOVE 0 TO EMP-LNAME-I

              MOVE 0 TO START-DATE-I

              MOVE 0 TO STRUCTURE-CODE-I

              IF SCAN-TYPE = 1

                 MOVE 0 TO TOP-KEY-I

                 MOVE SCAN-TOP-KEY TO TOP-KEY

              ELSE

                 MOVE -1 TO TOP-KEY-I.

       NEXT-ROW-X.

           EXIT.

       UPDATE-ROW SECTION.

      *

      *  UPDATE MUST HAVE BEEN PRECEDED BY A "NEXT ROW"

      *    CALL RETRIEVING THE ROW TO BE UPDATED

      *  UPDATE "CURRENT" ROW

      *            IF CHANGING OWNERS (MANAGER OR EMPLOYEE)

      *               ADJUST SET CONNECTIONS APPROPRIATELY

      *

           PERFORM VALIDATE-INPUT.

           IF SQLSTATE NOT = '00000'

              GO TO UPDATE-ROW-X.

           MOVE SCAN-LEVEL TO I.

           OBTAIN STRUCTURE DB-KEY SCAN-STACK-STRDBKEY (I)

           IF ERROR-STATUS NOT = '0000'

              PERFORM INVUPDSEQ-ERROR

              GO TO UPDATE-ROW-X.

           MOVE 'ACCEPT OWNR' TO DB-VERB.

           ACCEPT WK-MGR-DBKEY FROM MANAGES OWNER CURRENCY.

           IF ERROR-STATUS = '0000'

              ACCEPT WK-EMP-DBKEY FROM REPORTS-TO OWNER CURRENCY.

           IF ERROR-STATUS = '0000'

           AND WK-MGR-DBKEY NOT = WK-NEW-MGR-DBKEY

              PERFORM SWITCH-MANAGERS.

           IF ERROR-STATUS = '0000'

           AND SQLSTATE = '00000'

           AND WK-EMP-DBKEY NOT = WK-NEW-EMP-DBKEY

              PERFORM SWITCH-EMPLOYEES.

           IF ERROR-STATUS = '0000'

           AND SQLSTATE = '00000'

           AND (STRUCTURE-CODE NOT = STRUCTURE-CODE-0460

            OR  WK-NEW-DATE NOT = STRUCTURE-DATE-0460)

              MOVE WK-NEW-DATE TO STRUCTURE-DATE-0460

              MOVE STRUCTURE-CODE TO STRUCTURE-CODE-0460

              MOVE 'MODIFY' TO DB-VERB

              MODIFY STRUCTURE.

           IF ERROR-STATUS NOT = '0000'

           AND SQLSTATE = '00000'

              PERFORM DB-ERROR.

       UPDATE-ROW-X.

           EXIT.
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      ***************************************************************

      ****        SUBROUTINES                                    ****

      ***************************************************************

       CHECK-CYCLE SECTION.

      *

      *  COMPARE CURRENT EMPLOYEE DBKEY WITH DBKEYS FROM

      *  ALL PRIOR LEVELS.  IF A MATCH IS FOUND, THEN WE

      *  HAVE A CYCLE.

      *  ON EXIT I = 0, IF NO CYCLE DETECTED

      *          I > 0, IF A CYCLE EXISTS

      *

           IF SCAN-LEVEL > 0

              IF DBKEY = SCAN-TOP-DBKEY

                 MOVE 99 TO I

              ELSE

                 SUBTRACT 1 FROM SCAN-LEVEL GIVING I

                 IF I > 0

                    PERFORM DECR-I UNTIL I = 0

                         OR SCAN-STACK-EMPDBKEY (I) = DBKEY

                 END-IF

              END-IF

           ELSE

              MOVE 0 TO I.

       DECR-I SECTION.

           SUBTRACT 1 FROM I.

       GET-FIRST-WORKER SECTION.

      *

      *  WE ARE POSITIONED ON A WORKER WHO MAY OR MAY NOT ALSO

      *  BE A MANAGER.  IF THEY ARE A MANAGER, THEN WE MUST

      *  RETURN THEIR FIRST WORKER AS A ROW AND ALSO PUSH

      *  THEM ONTO THE STACK.  BEFORE PUTTING THEM ON THE

      *  STACK, WE MUST CHECK FOR A CYCLE.  IF ONE EXISTS,

      *  THEN WE WILL TREAT IT AS IF IT WEREN'T A MANAGER.

      *

           MOVE 'OBTAIN DBKEY' TO DB-VERB.

           OBTAIN EMPLOYEE DB-KEY SCAN-MGR-DBKEY.

           IF ERROR-STATUS = '0000'

              PERFORM CHECK-CYCLE.

           IF ERROR-STATUS = '0000'

           AND I = 0

              MOVE 'OBTAIN FIRST' TO DB-VERB

              IF SCAN-TYPE = 3

                 OBTAIN FIRST STRUCTURE WITHIN REPORTS-TO

              ELSE

                 OBTAIN FIRST STRUCTURE WITHIN MANAGES.

           IF ERROR-STATUS = '0000'

           AND SCAN-LEVEL < SCAN-MAX-LEVEL

           AND I = 0

              PERFORM PUSH-STACK

              PERFORM GET-WORKER-INFO
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           ELSE

              IF I = 0

              AND ERROR-STATUS NOT = '0307'

              AND ERROR-STATUS NOT = '0000'

                 PERFORM DB-ERROR

              ELSE

                 PERFORM GET-NEXT-ROW UNTIL SQLSTATE NOT = '00000'

                    OR  ROW-FOUND.

       GET-NEXT-ROW SECTION.

      *

      *  IF THE STACK IS EMPTY, WE'VE PROCESSED ALL THE ROWS

      *  OTHERWISE REPOSITION ON THE RECORD WHOSE DBKEY IS AT THE

      *  TOP OF THE STACK AND OBTAIN THE NEXT IN SET.

      *  IF END-OF-SET IS ENCOUNTERED,

      *  WE'VE PROCESSED ALL THE WORKERS AT THIS

      *  LEVEL AND WE MUST MOVE UP A LEVEL TO CONTINUE

      *

           IF SCAN-LEVEL = 0

              MOVE '02000' TO SQLSTATE

           ELSE

              MOVE 'FIND DBKEY' TO DB-VERB

              MOVE SCAN-LEVEL TO I

              FIND DB-KEY SCAN-STACK-STRDBKEY (I)

              IF ERROR-STATUS = '0000'

                 MOVE 'OBTAIN NEXT' TO DB-VERB

                 IF SCAN-TYPE = 3

                    OBTAIN NEXT STRUCTURE WITHIN REPORTS-TO

                 ELSE

                    OBTAIN NEXT STRUCTURE WITHIN MANAGES

                 END-IF

              END-IF

              IF ERROR-STATUS = '0000'

                 PERFORM GET-WORKER-INFO

              ELSE IF ERROR-STATUS = '0307'

                 PERFORM POP-STACK

              ELSE

                 PERFORM DB-ERROR.

       GET-WORKER-INFO SECTION.

      *

      *  SAVE THE CURRENT DBKEY ON THE STACK

      *  RETRIEVE THE NAME OF THE CURRENT WORKER

      *

           MOVE SCAN-LEVEL TO I.

           MOVE DBKEY TO SCAN-STACK-STRDBKEY (I).

           MOVE 'OBTAIN OWNER' TO DB-VERB.

           IF SCAN-TYPE = 3

              OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN MANAGES

           ELSE

              OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN REPORTS-TO.

           IF ERROR-STATUS = '0000'

              MOVE DBKEY TO SCAN-MGR-DBKEY

              MOVE DBKEY TO SCAN-STACK-EMPDBKEY (I)

              MOVE '1' TO ROW-FOUND-FLAG
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           ELSE

              PERFORM DB-ERROR.

       POP-STACK SECTION.

      *

      *  WHEN WE POP THE STACK, WE ARE CHANGING MANAGERS ALSO

      *

           SUBTRACT 1 FROM SCAN-LEVEL.

           IF SCAN-LEVEL > 0

              MOVE 'OBTAIN DBKEY' TO DB-VERB

              MOVE SCAN-LEVEL TO I

              FIND DB-KEY SCAN-STACK-STRDBKEY (I)

              IF ERROR-STATUS = '0000'

                 MOVE 'OBTAIN OWNER' TO DB-VERB

                 IF SCAN-TYPE = 3

                     OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN REPORTS-TO

                 ELSE

                     OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN MANAGES

                 END-IF

              END-IF

              IF ERROR-STATUS = '0000'

                 MOVE EMP-ID-0415 TO SCAN-MGR-KEY

                 MOVE EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 TO SCAN-MGR-NAME

              ELSE

                 PERFORM DB-ERROR.

       POSITION-FIRST-TIME SECTION.

      *

      *  ON FIRST "NEXT-ROW" REQUEST AFTER OPEN, POSITION

      *     ON FIRST EMPLOYEE FOR SCAN

      *

           IF SCAN-TYPE = 1

           OR SCAN-TYPE = 2

           OR SCAN-TYPE = 3

              MOVE SCAN-TOP-KEY TO EMP-ID-0415

              OBTAIN CALC EMPLOYEE

           ELSE

              OBTAIN FIRST EMPLOYEE WITHIN EMP-DEMO-REGION

              IF ERROR-STATUS = '0000'

                 MOVE EMP-ID-0415 TO SCAN-TOP-KEY.

           IF ERROR-STATUS = '0000'

              MOVE DBKEY TO SCAN-MGR-DBKEY

              MOVE DBKEY TO SCAN-TOP-DBKEY

           ELSE

              MOVE '02000' TO SQLSTATE.

       PROCESS-NEXT-MGR    SECTION.

      *

      *  CONTINUE WITH AREA SWEEP ON MANAGERS...

      *  FIND NEXT EMPLOYEE IN AREA AND RETURN ALL THEIR

      *  DIRECT EMPLOYEES.

      *  ON EXIT, SQLSTATE = '02000' IF LAST EMPLOYEE PROCESSED

      *                      '00000' IF MORE EMPLOYEES TO PROCESS

      *                      '38XXX' IF ERROR

      *

           FIND EMPLOYEE DB-KEY SCAN-TOP-DBKEY.
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           IF ERROR-STATUS = '0000'

              OBTAIN NEXT EMPLOYEE WITHIN EMP-DEMO-REGION.

           IF ERROR-STATUS = '0000'

              MOVE EMP-ID-0415 TO SCAN-TOP-KEY

              MOVE DBKEY TO SCAN-MGR-DBKEY

              MOVE DBKEY TO SCAN-TOP-DBKEY

              PERFORM GET-FIRST-WORKER

              IF SQLSTATE = '02000'

                 MOVE '00000' TO SQLSTATE

              END-IF

           ELSE

              MOVE '02000' TO SQLSTATE.

       PUSH-STACK SECTION.

      *

      *  WHEN WE PUSH THE STACK, WE ALSO HAVE A NEW MANAGER

      *

           MOVE EMP-ID-0415 TO SCAN-MGR-KEY

           MOVE EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 TO SCAN-MGR-NAME

           ADD 1 TO SCAN-LEVEL.

       RU-BIND SECTION.

      *

      *  BIND RUNUNIT AND READY AREA...

      *      IF RUNUNIT ALREADY BOUND, IGNORE.  IT JUST MEANS

      *      ANOTHER SCAN HAD CAUSED IT TO BE BOUND PREVIOUSLY.

      *

           IF RUN-UNIT-BOUND

              GO TO RU-BINDX.

           MOVE 'BIND RUNUNIT' TO DB-VERB

           BIND RUN-UNIT DBNAME 'EMPDEMO '.

           IF ERROR-STATUS = '0000'

              MOVE '1' TO RUN-UNIT-FLAG

              BIND EMPLOYEE

              BIND STRUCTURE

              MOVE 'READY AREA' TO DB-VERB

              READY EMP-DEMO-REGION USAGE-MODE UPDATE

           ELSE

              IF ERROR-STATUS = '1477'

              OR ERROR-STATUS = '0077'

                 MOVE '0000' TO ERROR-STATUS.

           IF ERROR-STATUS NOT = '0000'

              PERFORM DB-ERROR.

       RU-BINDX. EXIT.

       SWITCH-EMPLOYEES SECTION.

           IF SCAN-TYPE = 3

              MOVE 'ACCEPT PRIO' TO DB-VERB

              ACCEPT SCAN-STACK-STRDBKEY (I) FROM

                              REPORTS-TO PRIOR CURRENCY.

           MOVE DBKEY TO WK-STRUCT-DBKEY.

           IF ERROR-STATUS = '0000'

              MOVE 'DISCONNECT' TO DB-VERB
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              DISCONNECT STRUCTURE FROM REPORTS-TO.

           IF ERROR-STATUS = '0000'

              FIND DB-KEY WK-NEW-EMP-DBKEY

              FIND DB-KEY WK-STRUCT-DBKEY

              MOVE 'CONNECT' TO DB-VERB

              CONNECT STRUCTURE TO REPORTS-TO.

           IF ERROR-STATUS NOT = '0000'

              PERFORM DB-ERROR.

       SWITCH-MANAGERS SECTION.

           MOVE 'ACCEPT PRIO' TO DB-VERB

           ACCEPT WK-PRIOR-DBKEY FROM

                              REPORTS-TO PRIOR CURRENCY.

           IF SCAN-TYPE NOT = 3

           AND ERROR-STATUS = '0000'

              ACCEPT SCAN-STACK-STRDBKEY (I) FROM

                              MANAGES PRIOR CURRENCY.

           IF ERROR-STATUS = '0000'

              MOVE 'ERASE' TO DB-VERB

              ERASE STRUCTURE.

           IF ERROR-STATUS = '0000'

              FIND DB-KEY WK-NEW-MGR-DBKEY

              MOVE 'STORE' TO DB-VERB

              STORE STRUCTURE

              MOVE DBKEY TO WK-STRUCT-DBKEY.

           IF ERROR-STATUS = '0000'

              FIND DB-KEY WK-PRIOR-DBKEY

              FIND DB-KEY WK-STRUCT-DBKEY

              MOVE 'CONNECT' TO DB-VERB

              CONNECT STRUCTURE TO REPORTS-TO.

           IF ERROR-STATUS NOT = '0000'

              PERFORM DB-ERROR.

       VALIDATE-INPUT SECTION.

      *  VALIDATE EMPLOYEE-ID

           IF EMP-ID-I = 0

              MOVE EMP-ID TO EMP-ID-0415

              OBTAIN CALC EMPLOYEE.

           IF ERROR-STATUS = '0326'

           OR EMP-ID-I NOT = 0

              PERFORM EMPID-ERROR

              GO TO VALIDATE-X.

           IF ERROR-STATUS NOT = '0000'

              MOVE 'OBTAIN CALC' TO DB-VERB

              PERFORM DB-ERROR

              GO TO VALIDATE-X.

           MOVE DBKEY TO WK-NEW-EMP-DBKEY.

      *  VALIDATE MANAGER-ID

           IF MGR-ID-I = 0

              MOVE MGR-ID TO EMP-ID-0415

              OBTAIN CALC EMPLOYEE.

           IF ERROR-STATUS = '0326'

           OR MGR-ID-I NOT = 0

              PERFORM MGRID-ERROR
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              GO TO VALIDATE-X.

           IF ERROR-STATUS NOT = '0000'

              MOVE 'OBTAIN CALC' TO DB-VERB

              PERFORM DB-ERROR

              GO TO VALIDATE-X.

           MOVE DBKEY TO WK-NEW-MGR-DBKEY.

      *  VALIDATE STRUCTURE-CODE & DATE

           MOVE STRUCTURE-CODE TO STRUCTURE-CODE-0460.

           IF (ADMIN-0460

           OR PROJECT-0460)

           AND STRUCTURE-CODE-I = 0

              NEXT SENTENCE

           ELSE

              PERFORM STRUCTCD-ERROR.

           IF START-DATE-I = 0

              MOVE 5 TO IN01-REQUEST-CODE

              MOVE 0 TO IN01-DATE-FORMAT

              CALL 'IDMSIN01' USING IN01-RPB

                                    IN01-REQUEST

                                    IN01-DATE-FORMAT

                                    START-DATE

                                    WK-DATE-TIME

              MOVE WK-YY TO WK-NEW-YY

              MOVE WK-DD TO WK-NEW-DD

              MOVE WK-MM TO WK-NEW-MM

           ELSE

              ACCEPT WK-NEW-DATE FROM DATE.

       VALIDATE-X.

           EXIT.

      ***************************************************************

      ****        ERROR ROUTINES                                 ****

      ***************************************************************

       DB-ERROR SECTION.

           MOVE '38001' TO SQLSTATE.

           MOVE ERROR-STATUS TO DB-STAT.

           MOVE DB-MSG TO MESSAGE-TEXT.

       INVDELSEQ-ERROR SECTION.

           MOVE '38006' TO SQLSTATE.

           MOVE PROCEDURE-NAME TO DEL-PROC.

           MOVE INVDELSEQ-MSG TO MESSAGE-TEXT.

       INVUPDSEQ-ERROR SECTION.

           MOVE '38007' TO SQLSTATE.

           MOVE PROCEDURE-NAME TO UPD-PROC.

           MOVE INVUPDSEQ-MSG TO MESSAGE-TEXT.

       EMPID-ERROR SECTION.

           MOVE '38008' TO SQLSTATE.

           MOVE EMPID-MSG TO MESSAGE-TEXT.
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       MGRID-ERROR SECTION.

           MOVE '38009' TO SQLSTATE.

           MOVE MGRID-MSG TO MESSAGE-TEXT.

       STRUCTCD-ERROR SECTION.

           MOVE '38010' TO SQLSTATE.

           MOVE STRUCTCD-MSG TO MESSAGE-TEXT.

DISPLAY and PUNCH
DISPLAY and PUNCH Syntax
DISPLAY/PUNCH ALL syntax for SQL DDL entities is presented in the DISPLAY/PUNCH ALL section.

DISPLAY/PUNCH statements can be specified for individual entity types.  The follow options are supported:

• ACCESS MODULE
• CALC KEY
• CONSTRAINT
• FUNCTION
• INDEX
• KEY
• PROCEDURE
• SCHEMA
• TABLE
• TABLE PROCEDURE
• VIEW

 

 

DISPLAY and PUNCH Operations
The DISPLAY and PUNCH operations produce as output the SQL statements that describe the named entity. DISPLAY
and PUNCH operations do not update the entity description. You can choose to display or punch all the entity occurrences
defined within an entity or only specific entity occurrences.

The location of the output depends on which verb is used and whether you are using the online or batch command facility:

• DISPLAY displays online output at the terminal and lists batch output in the command facility's activity listing.
• PUNCH writes the output to the system punch file. All punched output is also listed in the command facility's activity

listing.

Benefit

With the DISPLAY and PUNCH support for SQL DDL entities, you can easily display or punch entity definitions and
change them, or migrate their definitions from one environment to another. For example, you can migrate definitions from
one schema to another in the same catalog, and from one catalog to another in the same or different Central Version.
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DISPLAY/PUNCH ALL Statement
The DISPLAY/PUNCH ALL statement displays all occurrences of an entity type. The basic syntax for each entity type is
the same. The entity-option keywords vary by entity type and are presented in a table in Usage    later in this section.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

 

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬──┬─ ALL ────────────────────────────┬── entity-type ─────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘  └┬─ FIRST ──┬─┬──────────────────┬─┘

                   └─ LAST ───┘ ├─ 1 ◄───────────┬─┘

                                └─ entity-count ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ WHEre conditional-expression ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ◄──┬─┘

          └─ SYNtax ─────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ◄──┬─┘

            ├─ ALTer ─────┤

            ├─ CREate ────┤

            ├─ DROp ──────┤

            └─ PUNch ─────┘

 

Expansion of conditional-expression

 

►►─┬─ mask-comparison ────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

   ├─ value-comparison ───────────────────────┤

   └─┬───────┬─ ( ─┬─ mask-comparison ──┬─ ) ─┘

     └─ NOT ─┘     └─ value-comparison ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────►◄

   │ ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─┬─ AND ─┬─┬─ mask-comparison ────────────────────────┬─┴─┘

       └─ OR ──┘ ├─ value-comparison ───────────────────────┤

                 └─┬───────┬─ ( ─┬─ mask-comparison ──┬─ ) ─┘

                   └─ NOT ─┘     └─ value-comparison ─┘

 

Expansion of mask-comparison

 

►►─── entity-option-keyword ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ CONTAINs ─┬─ 'mask-value' ──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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   └─ MATCHES ──┘

 

Expansion of value-comparison

 

►►─┬─ 'character-string-literal' ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ numeric-literal ────────────┤

   └─ entity-option-keyword ──────┘

 ►─┬─ IS ─┬───────┬─────────┬─┬─ 'character-string-literal' ─┬────────────────►◄

   │      └─ NOT ─┘         │ ├─ numeric-literal ────────────┤

   ├─ NE ───────────────────┤ └─ entity-option-keyword ──────┘

   └─┬───────┬─┬─┬─ EQ ─┬─┬─┘

     └─ NOT ─┘ │ └─ = ──┘ │

               ├─┬─ GT ─┬─┤

               │ └─ > ──┘ │

               ├─┬─ LT ─┬─┤

               │ └─ < ──┘ │

               ├─ GE ─────┤

               └─ LE ─────┘

 

Parameters

• ALL
Lists all occurrences of the requested entity type that the current user is authorized to display.

NOTE
For online users: with many entity occurrences, ALL may slow response time.

• FIRst
Lists the first occurrence of the named entity type.

• LAStLists the last occurrence of the named entity type.
• entity-count

Specifies the number of occurrences of the named entity type to list. 1 is the default.
• entity-type

Identifies the entity type that is the object of the DISPLAY/PUNCH ALL request. Valid values appear in the table under
"Usage" in this section.

• WHEre conditional-expression
Specifies criteria to be used in selecting occurrences of the requested entity type.
The outcome of a test for the condition determines which occurrences of the named entity type are selected for display.

• mask-comparison
Compares an entity type operand with a mask value.
– entity-option-keyword

Identifies the left operand as a syntax option associated with the named entity type. The table under "Usage" in this
section, lists valid options for each entity type.

– CONTAINs
Searches the left operand for an occurrence of the right operand. The length of the right operand must be less
than or equal to the length of the left operand. If the right operand is not contained entirely in the left operand, the
outcome of the condition is false.

– MATCHES
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Compares the left operand with the right operand one character at a time, beginning with the leftmost character in
each operand. When a character in the left operand does not match a character in the right operand, the outcome
of the condition is false.

– 'mask-value'
Identifies the right operand as a character string; the specified value must be enclosed in quotation marks. Mask-
value can contain the following special characters:

@ Matches any alphabetic character in entity-option-keyword.
# Matches any numeric character in entity-option-keyword.
* Matches any character in entity-option-keyword.

• value-comparison
Compares values contained in the left and right operands based on the specified comparison operator.
– 'character-string-literal'

Identifies a character string enclosed in quotes.
– numeric-literal

Identifies a numeric value.
– entity-option-keyword

Identifies a syntax option associated with the named entity type; valid options for each entity type are listed in the
table presented under "Usage" in this section.

– IS
Specifies that the left operand must equal the right operand for the condition to be true.

– NE
Specifies that the left operand must not equal the right operand for the condition to be true.

– EQ/=
Specifies that the left operand must equal the right operand for the condition to be true.

– GT/>
Specifies that the left operand must be greater than the right operand for the condition to be true.

– LT/<
Specifies that the left operand must be less than the right operand for the condition to be true.

– GE
Specifies that the left operand must be greater than or equal to the right operand for the condition to be true.

– LE
Specifies that the left operand must be less than or equal to the right operand for the condition to be true.

• NOT
Specifies that the opposite of the condition fulfills the test requirements. If NOT is specified, the condition must be
enclosed in parentheses.

• AND
Indicates the expression is true only if the outcome of both test conditions is true.

• OR
Indicates the expression is true if the outcome of either one or both test conditions is true.

• AS COMments
Outputs access module syntax as comments with the characters *+ preceding the text of the statement. AS
COMMENTS is the default.

• AS SYNtax
Outputs access module syntax which can be edited and resubmitted to the command facility.

• VERB DISplay/ALTer/CREate/DROp/PUNch
Specifies the verb with which the entity statement is to be displayed or punched. For example, if VERB CREATE is
specified, the output of the DISPLAY/PUNCH statement is a CREATE statement; if VERB ALTER is specified, the
output is an ALTER statement; and so on. The default is VERB DISPLAY.
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Usage

Output Contains only enough Information to DISPLAY/PUNCH Entity

Output produced by DISPLAY or PUNCH ALL consists only of the information necessary to execute a DISPLAY/PUNCH
request for each entity occurrence.

Valid Entity Option Keywords for Conditional Expressions

The following table lists entity type options that you can specify in a conditional expression.

Entity type Entity-option keyword Selects based on
 
All entity types

 
entity-type NAMe
entity-type
FULl entity-type NAMe
DATe CREated
 
MONth CREated
DAY CREated
YEAr CREated
DATe last UPDated
 
MONth last UPDated
 
DAY last UPDated
YEAr last UPDated
 
CREated by
PREpared by
REVised by
 
LASt UPDated by

 
Unqualified name.
Unqualified name.
Qualified name.
Date (MM/DD/YY) occurrence
created
Month occurrence created
Day occurrence created
Year occurrence created
Date (MM/DD/YY) occurrence
last updated**
Month occurrence
last updated**
Day occurrence last updated**
Year occurrence
last updated**
User who created occurrence**
User who created occurrence**
User who last updated
occurrence**
User who last updated
occurrence**
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ACCESS
MODULE

 
AM name
 
SCHema name
 
Version
FULl TABle NAMe
 
 
TABle SCHema name
 
 
TABle name
 
 
DATe COMpiled
 
COMpiled
 
MONth COMpiled
DAY COMpiled
YEAr COMpiled

 
Unqualified access module
name.
Name of access module's
schema
Version number
Qualified name of a table
referenced by the access
module
Schema name of a table
referenced by the
access module
Unqualified name of a table
referenced by the
access module
Date (MM/DD/YY) access
module compiled
Date (MM/DD/YY) access
module compiled
Month access module compiled
Day access module compiled
Year access module compiled

 
CALC KEY

 
SCHema name
 
TABle name

 
Schema name of the table
containing the CALC key
Unqualified name of table
containing the CALC key

 
CONSTRAINT

 
SCHema name
 
REFERENCEd FULl TABle
NAMe
REFERENCEd table
SCHema name
REFERENCEd TABle name
 
REFERENCIng FULl
TABle NAMe
REFERENCIng table
SCHema name
REFERENCIng TABle name

 
Schema name of the
constraint
Qualified name of the
referenced table
Schema name of the
referenced table
Unqualified name of the
referenced table
Qualified name of the
referencing table
Schema name of the
referencing table
Unqualified name of the
referencing table

 
FUNCTION

 
SCHema name
 
EXTernal NAMe

 
Schema name of the
function
Name of the program
or dialog to
process the function
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INDEX

 
SCHema name
 
TABle name
 
FULl AREa NAMe
 
SEGment name
 
AREa name

 
Schema name of the
indexed table
Unqualified name of the
indexed table
Qualified name of the area
containing the index
Segment name of the area
containing the index
Unqualified name of the area
containing the index

 
KEY

 
SCHema name
 
TABle PROcedure name
 
FULl TABle
PROcedure NAMe

 
Schema name of the
keyed table procedure
Unqualified name of the
keyed table procedure
Qualified name of the
keyed table procedure

 
PROCEDURE

 
SCHema name
 
EXTernal NAMe

 
Schema name of the
procedure
Name of the program or
dialog called to
process the procedure

 
SCHEMA

 
TYPe
 
full DICtname
 
DBName
NODe name
NODename
NONsql SCHema
nonsql schema Version
DEFault FULl AREA NAMe
 
default SEGment name
 
default AREa name

 
Type of Schema
(NONSQL or SQL)
NonSQL Schema
Dictionary name
NonSQL Schema DBName
NonSQL Schema Node Name
NonSQL Schema Node Name
Name of the NonSQL Schema
Version of the NonSQL Schema
Qualified area name of the
Schema's default area
Segment name of
Schema's default area
Unqualified area name of the
Schema's default area

 
TABLE

 
SCHema name
FULl AREA NAMe
 
SEGment name
 
AREa name

 
Schema name of the table
Qualified area name
containing the table
Segment name of the area
containing the table
Unqualified name of the area
containing the table
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TABLE
PROCEDURE

 
SCHema name
 
EXTernal NAMe

 
Schema name of the
table procedure
Name of the program
called to process
the table procedure

 
VIEW

 
SCHema name
REFerenced FULl
TABle NAMe
REFerenced table
SCHema NAMe
REFerenced TABle name

 
Schema name of the View
Qualified name of a table
referenced by the View
Schema name of a table(s)
referenced by the View
Unqualified name of a table
referenced by the View
:tnote.
Note: Unqualified name selections are
based on the primary name of the entity
occurrence only. To select based on the
fully qualified occurrence name, token
FULL NAME must be specified. SQL
components with qualified names are
specified in the table below.
**You can specify this keyword option only
when using SCHEMA, TABLE, FUNCTION,
PROCEDURE, TABLE PROCEDURE, and
VIEW entities.

Fully Qualified Names of SQL Components

The fully qualified names of SQL components are listed in the following table:

Resource Fully qualified name
ACCESS MODULE schema-name.access-module-name

FUNCTION schema-name.function-name

PROCEDURE schema-name.procedure-name

TABLE schema-name.table-name

TABLE PROCEDURE schema-name.table-procedure-name

VIEW schema-name.view-name

Date and Year 2000 Support in DISPLAY/PUNCH Statements

You can use date selection criteria as well as year 2000 support in DISPLAY ALL statements to display SQL entities.

You implement date selection criteria in these WHERE clause options:

• DATE CREATED
• DATE LAST UPDATED

You can specify the date as a value-comparison string in the form 'MM/DD/YY' in the right-hand side of the conditional
expression. IDMS extracts it in CCMMDDYY form to accurately determine the relationship of dates. The following
DISPLAY ALL statement example establishes a search criteria to identify the schemas whose DATE CREATED values are
greater than the specified string.
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DISPLAY ALL SCHEMAS WHERE DATE CREATED > '01/01/96';

The DISPLAY ALL process determines that the date '01/01/96' is greater than the date '12/31/95'.

Alternatively, you may specify the value-comparison string on either side of the conditional expression in the form
'CCYYMMDD' to achieve the same results.

You can also substitute day, month, or year for each of these WHERE clause options. For example, this DISPLAY ALL
statement specifies a search condition that is based on month and year:

DISPLAY ALL VIEWS

   WHERE MONTH CREATED = '01'

   AND YEAR CREATED > '95';

Default Order of Precedence Applied to Logical Operators

Conditional expressions can contain a single condition, or two or more conditions combined with the logical operators
AND or OR. The logical operator NOT specifies the opposite of the condition. The command facility evaluates operators
in a conditional expression 1 at a time, from left to right, in order of precedence. The default order of precedence is as
follows:

• MATCHES or CONTAINS keywords
• EQ, NE, GT, LT, GE, LE operators
• NOT
• AND
• OR

If parentheses are used to override the default order of precedence, the command facility evaluates the expression within
the innermost parentheses first.

Example

The following example displays all ACCESS MODULES compiled since June 1, 1995:

DISPLAY ALL ACCESS MODULES

  WHERE DATE CREATED GT '06/01/95'

  AS SYNTAX.

DISPLAY/PUNCH ACCESS MODULE
The ACCESS MODULE, DISPLAY/PUNCH statement displays or punches an access module.

Authorization

To issue a DISPLAY/PUNCH ACCESS MODULE statement, you must have the DISPLAY privilege on the requested
access module.

Syntax

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬┬─ ACCess MODule is ─┬┬───────────────┬─ access-module-name ──►

   └─ PUNch ───┘└─ AM ───────────────┘└─ schema-name.─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version ──┬─ 1 ◄──────────────┬─┘
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                ├─ version-number ──┤

                ├─ HIGhest ─────────┤

                └─ LOWest ──────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────►

   └──┬─ WITh ─────────┬──┬─ ALL ───────────────┬─── AS ─┬─COMments ◄──┬─┘

      ├─ ALSo WITh ────┤  ├─ NONe ──────────────┤        └─ SYNtax ────┘

      ├─ WITHOut ──────┤  ├─ DETails ───────────┤

      └─ ALSo WITHOut ─┘  ├─ HIStory ───────────┤

                          └─ TABles ────────────┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VERb ─┬─ CREate ◄──┬─┘

            ├─ ALTer ────┤

            └─ DROp ─────┘

 

Parameters

• schema-name.
Specifies the schema for the access module. Schema-name must identify the schema associated with the version of
the access module being modified. If ou do not specify schema-name, the value used by the command facility is the
current schema for your SQL session.

• access-module-name
Specifies the name of the access module to display or punch. Access-module-name must identify an access module
defined and stored in the dictionary.

• Version is version-number
Specifies the version number of the access module. Version-number is a unique integer in the range 1 through 9999. 1
is the default.

• HIGhest
Specifies the highest version number associated with the access module.

• LOWest
Specifies the lowest version number associated with the access module.

• WITh
Lists the requested information, in addition to the information that is always included, such as the entity occurrence
name.

• WITHOut
Does not list the specified options. Other options in effect through the WITH or ALSO WITH clauses in the current
DISPLAY statement are displayed.

• ALSo WITh
Lists the requested information, in addition to the information requested in previously issued DISPLAY WITH and
DISPLAY ALSO WITH statements for the named entity.

• ALSo WITHOut
Does not list the specified options.

• ALL
Specifies the display of all the information associated with the requested entity occurrence.

• NONe
Specifies the display of the name of the requested entity occurrence. NONE is meaningful only when the WITH clause
is specified.

• DETails
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Specifies the display of entity-specific descriptions.
• HIStory

Specifies the display of the date the access module was compiled.
• TABles

Specifies the display of all tables associated with the requested access module.
• AS COMments

Outputs access module syntax as comments with the characters *+ preceding the text of the statement. AS
COMMENTS is the default.

• AS SYNtax
Outputs access module syntax which can be edited and resubmitted to the command facility.

• VERB CREate/ALTer/DROp
Specifies the verb with which the entity statement is to be displayed or punched. For example, if VERB CREATE is
specified, the output of the DISPLAY/PUNCH statement is a CREATE statement; if VERB ALTER is specified, the
output is an ALTER statement; and so on. The default is VERB CREATE.

DISPLAY/PUNCH CALC KEY
The DISPLAY/PUNCH CALC KEY statement displays or punches a CALC key definition in the dictionary.

Authorization

To issue a DISPLAY/PUNCH CALC KEY statement, you must either own or have the ALTER privilege on the table on
which the CALC key is defined.

Syntax

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─── CALc key ON ──┬────────────────┬── table-name ────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘                  └─ schema-name. ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────►

   └──┬─ WITh ─────────┬──┬─ ALL ───────────────┬── AS ─┬─ COMments ◄──┬─┘

      ├─ WITHOut ──────┤  ├─ NONe ──────────────┤       └─ SYNtax ─────┘

      ├─ ALSo WITh ────┤  ├─ DETails ───────────┤

      └─ ALSo WITHOut ─┘  └─ HIStory ───────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VERb ─┬─ CREate ◄──┬─┘

            ├─ DISplay ──┤

            ├─ DROp ─────┤

            └─ PUNch ────┘

Parameters

• schema-name.
Identifies the schema associated with the named table.
If you do not specify schema-name, it defaults to the current schema associated with your SQL session, if the
statement is entered through the command facility or executed dynamically.

• table-name
Specifies the name of the table on which the CALC key is defined. Table-name must be the name of a table defined in
the dictionary.

• WITh
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Lists the requested information, in addition to the information that is always included, such as the entity occurrence
name.

• WITHOut
Does not list the specified options. Other options in effect through the WITH or ALSO WITH clauses in the current
DISPLAY statement are displayed.

• ALSo WITh
Lists the requested information, in addition to the information requested in previously issued DISPLAY WITH and
DISPLAY ALSO WITH statements for the named entity.

• ALSo WITHOut
Does not list the specified options.

• ALL
Specifies the display of all the information associated with the CALC key.

• NONe
Specifies the display of the name of the CALC key. NONE is meaningful only when the WITH clause is specified.

• DETails
Specifies the display of CALC key-specific descriptions.

• HIStory
Specifies the display of the date the CALC key was defined.

• AS COMments
Outputs CALC key syntax as comments with the characters *+ preceding the text of the statement. AS COMMENTS is
the default.

• AS SYNtax
Outputs CALC key syntax which can be edited and resubmitted to the command facility.

• VERB CREate/DISplay/DROp/PUNch
Specifies the verb with which the entity statement is to be displayed or punched. For example, if VERB CREATE is
specified, the output of the DISPLAY/PUNCH statement is a CREATE statement; if VERB ALTER is specified, the
output is an ALTER statement; and so on. The default is VERB CREATE.

DISPLAY/PUNCH CONSTRAINT
The DISPLAY/PUNCH CONSTRAINT statement displays or punches a referential constraint in the dictionary.

Authorization

To issue a DISPLAY/PUNCH CONSTRAINT statement, you must:

• Either hold the DISPLAY privilege on or own the referencing table in the constraint
• Hold the REFERENCES privilege on the referenced table in the constraint

Syntax

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─── CONstraint constraint-name ───────────────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ IN ─┬─ SCHEMA schema-name ─┘

   └─ ON ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───►

   └──┬─ WITh ─────────┬──┬─ ALL ───────────────┬─── AS ─┬─ COMments ◄──┬─┘

      ├─ WITHOut ──────┤  ├─ NONe ──────────────┤        └─ SYNtax ─────┘

      ├─ ALSo WITh ────┤  ├─ DETails ───────────┤
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      └─ ALSo WITHOut ─┘  └─ HIStory ───────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VERb ─┬─ CREate ◄──┬─┘

            ├─ DISplay ──┤

            ├─ DROp ─────┤

            └─ PUNch ────┘

Parameters

• constraint-name
Specifies the name of the referential constraint, within the current schema associated with your SQL session (if any), to
display or punch.

• IN SCHEMA schema-name
Specifies the name of the schema for the referential constraint if no schema is assigned with your SQL session.

• WITh
Lists the requested information, in addition to the information that is always included, such as the entity occurrence
name.

• WITHOut
Does not list the specified options. Other options in effect through the WITH or ALSO WITH clauses in the current
DISPLAY statement are displayed.

• ALSo WITh
Lists the requested information, in addition to the information requested in previously issued DISPLAY WITH and
DISPLAY ALSO WITH statements for the named entity.

• ALSo WITHOut
Does not list the specified options.

• ALL
Specifies the display of all the information associated with the requested entity occurrence.

• NONe
Specifies the display of the name of the requested entity occurrence. NONE is meaningful only when the WITH clause
is specified.

• DETails
Specifies the display of constraint-specific descriptions.

• HIStory
Specifies the display of the date the constraint was created.

• AS COMments
Outputs constraint syntax as comments with the characters *+ preceding the text of the statement. AS COMMENTS is
the default.

• AS SYNtax
Outputs constraint syntax which can be edited and resubmitted to the command facility.

• VERB CREate/DISplay/DROp/PUNch
Specifies the verb with which the entity statement is to be displayed or punched. For example, if VERB CREATE is
specified, the output of the DISPLAY/PUNCH statement is a CREATE statement; if VERB ALTER is specified, the
output is an ALTER statement; and so on. The default is VERB CREATE.

DISPLAY/PUNCH FUNCTION
The DISPLAY/PUNCH FUNCTION statement lets you display or punch a function.

Authorization

To issue a DISPLAY/PUNCH FUNCTION statement, you must hold the DISPLAY privilege for the named function.
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Syntax

►►─┬─ DISplay ┬─ FUNction  ─┬──────────────┬─ function-name ┬───────────────┬─►

   └─ PUNch ──┘             └ schema-name. ┘                └FULl┬─────────┬┘

                                                                 └PHYsical ┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►

   └──┬─ WITh ─────────┬──┬─ ALL ──────────┬───┬─ AS COMments ◄──┬─┘

      ├─ WITHOut   ────┤  ├─ NONe ─────────┤   └─ SYNtax ────────┘

      ├─ Also WITh ────┤  ├─ DETails ──────┤

      └─ ALSo WITHOut ─┘  ├─ TIMestamp ────┤

                          ├─ HIStory ──────┤

                          └─ KEYs ─────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VERb ─┬─ CREATE ◄───┬─┘

            ├─ ALTer   ───┤

            ├─ DISplay ───┤

            ├─ DROp ──────┤

            └─ PUNch ─────┘

Parameters

• schema-name.
Identifies the SQL schema associated with the named function.
If you do not specify schema-name, then it defaults to the current schema associated with your SQL session, if you
enter the statement through the command facility or execute it dynamically.

• function-name
Specifies the name of the function to display or punch. function-name must be the name of a function defined in the
dictionary.

• FULl
Directs IDMS to display all attributes of the function except physical attributes.
– PHYsical

Directs IDMS to display all attributes of the function including its physical attributes. This includes the function's
synchronization timestamp.

• WITh
Lists the requested information, in addition to the information that is always included, such as the entity occurrence
name.

• WITHOut
Does not list the specified options. Other options in effect through the WITH or ALSO WITH clauses in the current
DISPLAY statement display.

• ALSo WITh
Lists the requested information, in addition to the information requested in previously issued DISPLAY WITH and
DISPLAY ALSO WITH statements for the named entity.

• ALSo WITHOut
Does not list the specified options.

• ALL
Specifies the display of all the information associated with the requested entity occurrence.

• NONe
Specifies the display of the name of the requested entity occurrence. NONE is meaningful only when you specify the
WITH clause.

• DETails
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Specifies the display of entity-specific descriptions; for example, the length of a table.
• TIMestamp

Specifies the display of the synchronization timestamp associated with the function.
• HIStory

Specifies the display of the chronological account of an entity's existence, including PREPARED/REVISED BY
specifications, date created, and date last updated.

• KEYs
Specifies the display of all keys associated with the requested function.

• AS COMments
Outputs procedure syntax as comments with the characters *+ preceding the text of the statement. AS COMMENTS is
the default.

• AS SYNtax
Outputs function syntax which you can edit and resubmit to the command facility.

• VERB CREate/ALTer/DISplay/DROp/PUNch
Specifies the verb with which the entity statement is to be displayed or punched. For example, if VERB CREATE is
specified, the output of the DISPLAY/PUNCH statement is a CREATE statement; if VERB ALTER is specified, the
output is an ALTER statement; and so on. The default is VERB CREATE.

Example

DISPLAY FUNCTION FIN.UDF_FUNBONUS FULL PHYSICAL;

DISPLAY/PUNCH INDEX
The DISPLAY/PUNCH INDEX statement displays or punches an index from the dictionary.

Authorization

To issue a DISPLAY/PUNCH INDEX statement, you must either own or have the DISPLAY privilege on the table on which
the index is defined.

Syntax

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬── INDex index-name ── ON ─┬─────────────┬─ table-name ───────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘                           └─schema-name.┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────►

   └──┬─ WITh ─────────┬──┬─ ALL ───────────────┬─── AS ─┬─COMments ◄──┬─┘

      ├─ ALSo WITh ────┤  ├─ NONe ──────────────┤        └─ SYNtax ────┘

      ├─ WITHOut ──────┤  ├─ DETails ───────────┤

      └─ ALSo WITHOut ─┘  ├─ HIStory ───────────┤

                          └─ TABles ────────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ VERB ─┬─ CREate ◄──┬─┘

            ├─ DISplay ──┤

            ├─ DROp ─────┤

            └─ PUNch ────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ FULl ─┬─────────────┬┘
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            └─ PHYsical ──┘

Parameters

• index-name
Specifies the name of an index to display or punch. Index-name must be the name of an index in the dictionary.

• ON table-name
Specifies the table on which the named index is defined.

• schema-name.
Identifies the schema associated with the named table.
If you do not specify schema-name, it defaults to the current schema associated with your SQL session, if the
statement is entered through the command facility or executed dynamically.

• WITh
Lists the requested information, in addition to the information that is always included, such as the entity occurrence
name.

• WITHOut
Does not list the specified options. Other options in effect through the WITH or ALSO WITH clauses in the current
DISPLAY statement are displayed.

• ALSo WITh
Lists the requested information, in addition to the information requested in previously issued DISPLAY WITH and
DISPLAY ALSO WITH statements for the named entity.

• ALSo WITHOut
Does not list the specified options.

• ALL
Specifies the display of all the information associated with the requested index.

• NONe
Specifies the display of the name of the requested index. NONE is meaningful only when the WITH clause is specified.

• DETails
Specifies the display of index-specific descriptions.

• HIStory
Specifies the display of the date the index was created, as well as a comment indicating whether the index is
generated automatically or if it is used as an enforcing index.

• AS COMments
Outputs index syntax as comments with the characters *+ preceding the text of the statement.
Default: AS COMMENTS

• AS SYNtax
Outputs index syntax that can be edited and resubmitted to the command facility.

• VERB CREate/DISplay/DROp/PUNch
Specifies the verb with which the entity statement is to be displayed or punched. For example, if VERB CREATE is
specified, the output of the DISPLAY/PUNCH statement is a CREATE statement. If VERB ALTER is specified, the
output is an ALTER statement; and so on.
Default: VERB CREATE.

• FULl
Directs IDMS to display all attributes of the function except physical attributes.
– PHYsical

Directs IDMS to display all attributes of the function including its physical attributes. This includes the function's
synchronization timestamp.

DISPLAY/PUNCH KEY
The DISPLAY/PUNCH KEY statement displays a table procedure key definition stored in the dictionary.
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Authorization

To issue a DISPLAY KEY statement, you must either own or hold the ALTER privilege on the table procedure on which the
key being displayed or punched is defined.

Syntax

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─── KEY key-name ON ──┬────────────────┬── procedure-name ────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘                      └─ schema-name. ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────►

   └──┬─ WITh ─────────┬──┬─ ALL ───────────────┬─── AS ─┬─ COMments ◄──┬┘

      ├─ ALSo WITh ────┤  ├─ NONe ──────────────┤        └─ SYNtax ─────┘

      ├─ WITHOut ──────┤  ├─ DETails ───────────┤

      └─ ALSo WITHOut ─┘  └─ HIStory ───────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VERb ─┬─ CREate ◄──┬─┘

            ├─ DISplay ──┤

            ├─ DROp ─────┤

            └─ PUNch ────┘

Parameters

• key-name
Specifies the name of a key on a table procedure.

• schema-name.
Identifies the schema associated with the table procedure.
If you do not specify a schema-name it defaults to the current schema associated with your SQL session, if the
statement is entered through the Command Facility or executed dynamically.

• procedure-name
Specifies the name of the procedure or table procedure on which the key is defined. The procedure-name must identify
a procedure or table procedure defined in the dictionary.

• WITh
Lists the requested information, in addition to the information that is always included, such as the entity occurrence
name.

• WITHOut
Does not list the specified options. Other options in effect through the WITH or ALSO WITH clauses in the current
DISPLAY statement are displayed.

• ALSo WITh
Lists the requested information, in addition to the information requested in previously issued DISPLAY WITH and
DISPLAY ALSO WITH statements for the key.

• ALSo WITHOut
Does not list the specified options.

• ALL
Specifies the display of all the information associated with the requested key.

• NONe
Specifies the display of the name of the requested key. NONE is meaningful only when the WITH clause is specified.

• DETails
Specifies the display of key-specific descriptions.

• HIStory
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Specifies the display of the date the key was created.
• AS COMments

Outputs key syntax as comments with the characters *+ preceding the text of the statement. AS COMMENTS is the
default.

• AS SYNtax
Outputs key syntax which can be edited and resubmitted to the command facility.

• VERB CREate/DISplay/DROp/PUNch
Specifies the verb with which the key statement is to be displayed or punched. For example, if VERB CREATE is
specified, the output of the DISPLAY/PUNCH statement is a CREATE statement; if VERB ALTER is specified, the
output is an ALTER statement; and so on. The default is VERB CREATE.

DISPLAY/PUNCH PROCEDURE
The DISPLAY/PUNCH PROCEDURE statement displays or punches a procedure.

Authorization

To issue a DISPLAY PROCEDURE statement, you must have the DISPLAY privilege for the named procedure.

Syntax

►►─┬─ DISplay ┬─ PROCedure ─┬──────────────┬─  proc-name   ┬───────────────┬──►

   └─ PUNch ──┘             └ schema-name. ┘               └FULl┬─────────┬┘

                                                                └PHYsical ┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►

   └──┬─ WITh ─────────┬──┬─ ALL ──────────┬───┬─ AS COMments ◄──┬─┘

      ├─ ALSo WITh ────┤  ├─ NONe ─────────┤   └─ SYNtax ────────┘

      ├─ WITHOut ──────┤  ├─ DETails ──────┤

      └─ ALSo WITHOut ─┘  ├─ HIStory ──────┤

                          ├─ TIMestamp ────┤

                          └─ KEYs ─────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VERb ─┬─ CREATE ◄───┬─┘

            ├─ DISplay ───┤

            ├─ DROp ──────┤

            └─ PUNch ─────┘

 

Parameters

• schema-name.
Identifies the SQL schema associated with the named procedure.
If you do not specify schema-name, then it defaults to the current schema associated with your SQL session, if you
enter the statement through the command facility or execute it dynamically.

• procedure-name
Specifies the name of the procedure to display or punch. Procedure-name must be the name of a procedure defined in
the dictionary.

• FULl
Directs IDMS to display all attributes of the procedure except physical attributes.
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– PHYsical
Directs IDMS to display all attributes of the procedure including its physical attributes. This includes the procedure's
synchronization timestamp.

• WITh
Lists the requested information, in addition to the information that is always included, such as the entity occurrence
name.

• WITHOut
Does not list the specified options. Other options in effect through the WITH or ALSO WITH clauses in the current
DISPLAY statement display.

• ALSo WITh
Lists the requested information, in addition to the information requested in previously issued DISPLAY WITH and
DISPLAY ALSO WITH statements for the named entity.

• ALSo WITHOut
Does not list the specified options.

• ALL
Specifies the display of all the information associated with the requested entity occurrence.

• NONe
Specifies the display of the name of the requested entity occurrence. NONE is meaningful only when you specify the
WITH clause.

• DETails
Specifies the display of entity-specific descriptions; for example, the length of a table.

• HIStory
Specifies the display of the chronological account of an entity's existence, including PREPARED/REVISED BY
specifications, date created, and date last updated.

• TIMestamp
Specifies the display of the synchronization timestamp for the procedure.

• KEYs
Specifies the display of all keys associated with the requested procedure.

• AS COMments
Outputs procedure syntax as comments with the characters *+ preceding the text of the statement. AS COMMENTS is
the default.

• AS SYNtax
Outputs procedure syntax which you can edit and resubmit to the command facility.

• VERB CREate/DISplay/DROp/PUNch
Specifies the verb with which the entity statement is to be displayed or punched. For example, if VERB CREATE is
specified, the output of the DISPLAY/PUNCH statement is a CREATE statement; if VERB ALTER is specified, the
output is an ALTER statement; and so on. The default is VERB CREATE.

DISPLAY/PUNCH SCHEMA
The DISPLAY/PUNCH SCHEMA statement displays or punches an SQL schema in the dictionary.

Authorization

To issue a DISPLAY/PUNCH SCHEMA statement, you must have the DISPLAY privilege on the requested SQL schema.

Syntax

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬──── SCHema name ──┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘                   ├─ FULl ─┬──┬────────┤

                                   └─ ALL ──┘  └PHYsical┘
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 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────►

   └──┬─ WITh ─────────┬──┬─ ALL ───────────────┬─┬─ AS COMments ◄──┬─┘

      ├─ ALSo WITh ────┤  ├─ NONe ──────────────┤ └─ SYNtax ────────┘

      ├─ WITHOut ──────┤  ├─ DETails ───────────┤

      └─ ALSo WITHOut ─┘  ├─ HIStory ───────────┤

                          ├─ CALC keys ─────────┤

                          ├─ CONstraints ───────┤

                          ├─ INDexes ───────────┤

                          ├─ KEYs ──────────────┤

                          ├─ PROcedures  ───────┤

                          ├─ TABles ────────────┤

                          ├─ TABle PROcedures ──┤

                          ├─ VIEws ─────────────┤

                          └─ TIMestamp ─────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VERb ─┬─ CREate ◄──┬─┘

            ├─ ALTer ────┤

            ├─ DISplay ──┤

            ├─ DROp ─────┤

            └─ PUNch ────┘

Parameters

• SCHema name
Specifies the SQL schema to display or punch.
Schema-name must be the name of the an SQL schema in the dictionary.

• FULl or ALL
Directs IDMS to display all attributes of the schema except physical attributes.
– PHYsical

Directs IDMS to display all attributes of the schema including its physical attributes. This includes table IDs, index
IDs, and synchronization timestamps for functions, procedures, tables, table procedures, and views.

• WITh
Lists the requested information, in addition to the information that is always included, such as the entity occurrence
name.

• WITHOut
Does not list the specified options. Other options in effect through the WITH or ALSO WITH clauses in the current
DISPLAY statement are displayed.

• ALSo WITh
Lists the requested information, in addition to the information requested in previously issued DISPLAY WITH and
DISPLAY ALSO WITH statements for the named entity.

• ALSo WITHOut
Does not list the specified options.

• ALL
Specifies the display of all the information associated with the requested entity occurrence.

• NONe
Specifies the display of the name of the requested entity occurrence. NONE is meaningful only when the WITH clause
is specified.

• DETails
Specifies the display of SQL schema-specific descriptions.

• HIStory
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Specifies the display of the chronological account of an entity's existence, including PREPARED/REVISED BY
specifications, date created, and date last updated.

• CALC keys
Specifies the display of all CALC keys associated with the requested SQL schema.

• CONstraints
Specifies the display of all constraints associated with the requested SQL schema.

• INDexes
Specifies the display of all indexes associated with the requested SQL schema.

• KEYs
Specifies the display of all table procedure keys associated with the requested SQL schema.

• TABles
Specifies the display of all tables associated with the requested SQL schema.

• TABle PROcedures
Specifies the display of all table procedures associated with the requested SQL schema.

• VIEws
Specifies the display of all views associated with the requested SQL schema.

• TIMestamp
Specifies the display of the synchronization timestamps for the schema entities.

• AS COMments
Outputs SQL schema syntax as comments with the characters *+ preceding the text of the statement. AS COMMENTS
is the default.

• AS SYNtax
Outputs SQL schema syntax which can be edited and resubmitted to the command facility.

• VERB CREate/ALTer/DISplay/DROp/PUNch
Specifies the verb with which the entity statement is to be displayed or punched. For example, if VERB CREATE is
specified, the output of the DISPLAY/PUNCH statement is a CREATE statement; if VERB ALTER is specified, the
output is an ALTER statement; and so on. The default is VERB CREATE.

DISPLAY/PUNCH TABLE
The DISPLAY/PUNCH TABLE statement displays or punches the definition of a base table from the dictionary.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To issue a DISPLAY/PUNCH TABLE statement, you must either own or have the DISPLAY privilege on the named table.

Syntax

►►─┬─ DISplay ┬─ TABle ──┬──────────────┬─ table-name ──┬───────────────┬─────►

   └─ PUNch ──┘          └ schema-name. ┘               └FULl┬─────────┬┘

                                                             └PHYsical─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►

   └──┬─ WITh ─────────┬──┬─ ALL ──────────┬───┬─ AS COMments ◄──┬─┘

      ├─ WITHOut ──────┤  ├─ NONe ─────────┤   └─ SYNtax ────────┘

      ├─ ALSo WITh ────┤  ├─ DETails ──────┤

      └─ ALSo WITHOut ─┘  ├─ HIStory ──────┤

                          ├─ CALc keys ────┤

                          ├─ COLumns ──────┤
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                          ├─ CONstraints ──┤

                          ├─ INDexes ──────┤

                          ├─TIMestamp ─────┤

                          └─VIEws ─────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VERb ─┬─ CREate ◄──┬─┘

            ├─ ALTer ────┤

            ├─ DISplay ──┤

            ├─ DROp ─────┤

            └─ PUNch ────┘

In IDD Record Format with COBOL Elements

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬──── TABle ─┬────────────────┬─ table-name ───────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘            └─ schema-name.──┘

 ►─── LIKe RECord ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────►◄

   └──┬─ WITh ─────────┬──┬─ ALL ─────────────┬───┬─ AS COMments ◄──┬─┘

      ├─ WITHOut ──────┤  ├─ null INDIcators ─┤   └─ SYNtax ────────┘

      ├─ ALSo WITh ────┤  ├─ record ELEments ─┤

      └─ ALSo WITHOut ─┘  └─ record SYNonyms ─┘

Parameters

• TABle table-name
Specifies the name of the table to display or punch. table-name must be the name of a table defined in the dictionary.

• schema-name.
Identifies the SQL schema associated with the named table.
If you do not specify schema-name, it defaults to the current schema associated with your SQL session, if the
statement is entered through the command facility or executed dynamically.

• FULl
Directs IDMS to display all attributes of the table except physical attributes.
– PHYsical

Directs IDMS to display all attributes of the table including physical attributes. This includes the table's
synchronization timestamp and table ID.

• WITh
Lists the requested information, in addition to the information that is always included, such as the entity occurrence
name.

• WITHOut
Does not list the specified options. Other options in effect through the WITH or ALSO WITH clauses in the current
DISPLAY statement are displayed.

• ALSo WITh
Lists the requested information, in addition to the information requested in previously issued DISPLAY WITH and
DISPLAY ALSO WITH statements for the named entity.

• ALSo WITHOut
Does not list the specified options.

• ALL
Specifies the display of all the information associated with the requested table.

• NONe
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Specifies the display of the name of the requested table. NONE is meaningful only when the WITH clause is specified.
• DETails

Specifies the display of table-specific descriptions; for example, the length of a table.
• HIStory

Specifies the display of the chronological account of a table's existence, including PREPARED/REVISED BY
specifications, date created, and date last updated.

• CALc keys
Specifies the display of a CALC key associated with the requested table occurrence.

• COLumns
Specifies the display of all columns associated with the requested table occurrence.

• CONstraints
Specifies the display of all constraints where the requested table occurrence has been named.

• INDexes
Specifies the display of all indexes associated with the requested table occurrence.

• TIMestamp
Specifies the display of the synchronization timestamp for the table.

• VIEws
Specifies the display of all views where the requested table occurrence participates.

• AS COMments
Outputs table syntax as comments with the characters *+ preceding the text of the statement. AS COMMENTS is the
default.

• AS SYNtax
Outputs table syntax which can be edited and resubmitted to the command facility.

• VERB CREate/ALTer/DISplay/DROp/PUNch
Specifies the verb with which the entity statement is to be displayed or punched. For example, if VERB CREATE is
specified, the output of the DISPLAY/PUNCH statement is a CREATE statement; if VERB ALTER is specified, the
output is an ALTER statement; and so on. The default is VERB CREATE.

With COBOL Elements Parameters

• LIKe RECord
Specifies that you want IDD RECORD syntax, with its COBOL elements, listed for the named table. For sample uses,
see "Usage" later in this section.

• null INDIcators
Specifies the display of COBOL elements defining NULL indicators for nullable columns.

• record ELEments
Specifies the display of elements for the record syntax for the named table.

• record SYNonyms
Specifies the display of record synonyms for the record syntax for the named table.

Usage

Using the LIKE RECORD Parameter

You can use the LIKE RECORD parameter to produce IDD record syntax for a named table, and then add the record
syntax to a dictionary.

With the IDD record syntax for a table in the dictionary, ADS dialogs can include a work record definition for the table. This
same record definition can be included in a map definition.

DISPLAY/PUNCH TABLE PROCEDURE
The DISPLAY/PUNCH TABLE PROCEDURE statement displays or punches a table procedure.
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Authorization

To issue a DISPLAY TABLE PROCEDURE statement, you must have the DISPLAY privilege for the named table
procedure.

Syntax

►►─┬ DISplay ┬TABle PROcedure┬─────────────┬table-proc-name┬──────────────┬───►

   └ PUNch ──┘               └ schema-name ┘               └FULl┬────────┬┘

                                                                └PHYsical┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►

   └──┬─ WITh ─────────┬──┬─ ALL ──────────┬───┬─ AS COMments ◄──┬─┘

      ├─ ALSo WITh ────┤  ├─ NONe ─────────┤   └─ SYNtax ────────┘

      ├─ WITHOut ──────┤  ├─ DETails ──────┤

      └─ ALSo WITHOut ─┘  ├─ HIStory ──────┤

                          ├─ TIMestamp ────┤

                          └─ KEYs ─────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VERb ─┬─ CREATE ◄───┬─┘

            ├─ DISplay ───┤

            ├─ DROp ──────┤

            └─ PUNch ─────┘

Parameters

• schema-name.
Identifies the SQL schema associated with the named table procedure.
If you do not specify schema-name, it defaults to the current schema associated with your SQL session, if the
statement is entered through the command facility or executed dynamically.

• table-procedure-name
Specifies the name of the table procedure to display or punch. Table-procedure-name must be the name of a table
procedure defined in the dictionary.

• FULl
Directs IDMS to display all attributes of the procedure except physical attributes.
– PHYsical

Directs IDMS to display all attributes of the procedure including its physical attributes. This includes the procedure's
synchronization timestamp.

• WITh
Lists the requested information, in addition to the information that is always included, such as the entity occurrence
name.

• WITHOut
Does not list the specified options. Other options in effect through the WITH or ALSO WITH clauses in the current
DISPLAY statement are displayed.

• ALSo WITh
Lists the requested information, in addition to the information requested in previously issued DISPLAY WITH and
DISPLAY ALSO WITH statements for the named entity.

• ALSo WITHOut
Does not list the specified options.

• ALL
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Specifies the display of all the information associated with the requested entity occurrence.
• NONe

Specifies the display of the name of the requested entity occurrence. NONE is meaningful only when the WITH clause
is specified.

• DETails
Specifies the display of entity-specific descriptions; for example, the length of a table.

• HIStory
Specifies the display of the chronological account of an entity's existence, including PREPARED/REVISED BY
specifications, date created, and date last updated.

• TIMestamp
Specifies the display of the synchronization timestamp for the table procedure.

• KEYs
Specifies the display of all keys associated with the requested table procedure.

• AS COMments
Outputs table procedure syntax as comments with the characters *+ preceding the text of the statement. AS
COMMENTS is the default.

• AS SYNtax
Outputs table procedure syntax which can be edited and resubmitted to the command facility.

• VERB CREate/DISplay/DROp/PUNch
Specifies the verb with which the entity statement is to be displayed or punched. For example, if VERB CREATE is
specified, the output of the DISPLAY/PUNCH statement is a CREATE statement; if VERB ALTER is specified, the
output is an ALTER statement; and so on. The default is VERB CREATE.

DISPLAY/PUNCH VIEW
The DISPLAY/PUNCH VIEW statement displays or punches a view.

Authorization

To issue a DISPLAY VIEW statement, you must either own the SQL schema where the view is defined or hold the
DISPLAY privilege on the named view.

Syntax

►►─┬─ DISplay ┬─  VIEw ──┬──────────────┬─view-name────┬───────────────┬──────►

   └─ PUNch ──┘          └ schema-name.─┘              └FULl┬─────────┬┘

                                                            └PHYsical ┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►

   └──┬─ WITh ─────────┬──┬─ ALL ──────────┬───┬─ AS COMments ◄──┬─┘

      ├─ WITHOut ──────┤  ├─ NONe ─────────┤   └─ SYNtax ────────┘

      ├─ ALSo WITh ────┤  ├─ DETails ──────┤

      └─ ALSo WITHOut ─┘  ├─ HIStory ──────┤

                          └─ TIMestamp ────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VERb ─┬─ CREate ◄──┬─┘

            ├─ DISplay ──┤

            ├─ DROp ─────┤

            └─ PUNch ────┘

In IDD Record Format with COBOL Elements
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►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬──── VIEW ─┬────────────────┬─ view-name ─────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘           └─ schema-name. ─┘

 ►─── LIKe RECord ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────►

   └──┬─ WITh ─────────┬──┬─ ALL ─────────────┬───┬─ AS COMments ◄──┬─┘

      ├─ WITHOut ──────┤  ├─ null INDIcators ─┤   └─ SYNtax ────────┘

      ├─ ALSo WITh ────┤  ├─ record ELEments ─┤

      └─ ALSo WITHOut ─┘  └─ record SYNonyms ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VERb ─┬─ CREate ◄──┬─┘

            ├─ ALTer ────┤

            ├─ DISplay ──┤

            ├─ DROp ─────┤

            └─ PUNch ────┘

Parameters

• VIEW view-name
Specifies the name of the view to display or punch.

• schema-name.
Identifies the SQL schema associated with the named view.
If you do not specify schema-name, it defaults to the current schema associated with your SQL session, if the
statement is entered through the command facility or executed dynamically.

• FULl
Directs IDMS to display all attributes of the view except physical attributes.
– PHYsical

Directs IDMS to display all attributes of the view including its physical attributes. This includes the view's
synchronization timestamp.

• WITh
Lists the requested information, in addition to the information that is always included, such as the entity occurrence
name.

• WITHOut
Does not list the specified options. Other options in effect through the WITH or ALSO WITH clauses in the current
DISPLAY statement are displayed.

• ALSo WITh
Lists the requested information, in addition to the information requested in previously issued DISPLAY WITH and
DISPLAY ALSO WITH statements for the named entity.

• ALSo WITHOut
Does not list the specified options.

• ALL
Specifies the display of all the information associated with the requested entity occurrence.

• NONe
Specifies the display of the name of the requested entity occurrence. NONE is meaningful only when the WITH clause
is specified.

• DETails
Specifies the display of entity-specific descriptions; for example, the length of a table.

• HIStory
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Specifies the display of the chronological account of an entity's existence, including PREPARED/REVISED BY
specifications, date created, and date last updated.

• TIMestamp
Specifies the display of the synchronization timestamp for the view.

• AS COMments
Outputs view syntax as comments with the characters *+ preceding the text of the statement. AS COMMENTS is the
default.

• AS SYNtax
Outputs view syntax which can be edited and resubmitted to the command facility.

• VERB CREate/DISplay/DROp/PUNch
Specifies the verb with which the entity statement is to be displayed or punched. For example, if VERB CREATE is
specified, the output of the DISPLAY/PUNCH statement is a CREATE statement; if VERB ALTER is specified, the
output is an ALTER statement; and so on. The default is VERB CREATE.

With COBOL Elements Parameters

• LIKe RECord
Specifies that you want IDD RECORD syntax, with its columns as COBOL elements, listed for the named view. For
sample uses, see "Usage" later in this section.

• null INDIcators
Specifies the display of COBOL elements defining NULL indicators for nullable columns.

• record ELEments
Specifies the display of elements for the record syntax for the named view.

• record SYNonyms
Specifies the display of record synonyms for the record syntax for the named view.

Usage

Using the LIKE RECORD Parameter

The LIKE RECORD parameter produces IDD record syntax for the named view.

You can use this syntax to define a record definition for a view in the dictionary. ADS dialogs can then include it as a work
record definition for the view. This same record definition can be included in a map definition.

Sample COBOL Procedure
Sample Procedure Definition
The following example shows an SQL-invoked procedure definition.

create procedure demoempl.get_bonus

 ( emp_id          unsigned numeric(4)        with default,

   bonus           unsigned numeric(10)       with default,

   currency_bonus char (3)                    with default )

 external name getbonus

 protocol idms;

Sample Procedure Program
The following example shows a sample procedure program written in COBOL. This program requires the SQL employee
demo database.
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      *COBOL PGM SOURCE FOR GETBONUS

      *RETRIEVAL

      *DMLIST

       IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

       PROGRAM-ID.             GETBONUS.

       AUTHOR                  DEFJE01.

       INSTALLATION.           SYSTEM71.

       DATE-WRITTEN            06/25/99

      *--------------------------------------------------------------*

      *                                                              *

      * GETBONUS will return the sum of all bonus amounts for a      *

      * given employee.                                              *

      *  Parameters:                                                 *

      * EMP_ID:    : input parameter must contain employee id        *

      * BONUS      : output parameter returns sum of bonus           *

      * CURRENCY-BONUS : output parameter returns currency symbol    *

      *          or 'ERR' in case of an error condition              *

      * These parameters are assumed to have been defined            *

      * 'WITH DEFAULT' in the procedure definition, so that null     *

      * indicators do not need to be defined and processed           *

      *--------------------------------------------------------------*

       ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

      *

       CONFIGURATION SECTION.

      *SOURCE-COMPUTER.                IBM WITH DEBUGGING MODE.

      *

       DATA DIVISION.

      *

       WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

       01 ERROR-STATUS                             PIC X(4).

      *--------------------------------------------------------------*

      *                                                              *

      *--------------------------------------------------------------*

       LINKAGE SECTION.

      * Procedure parameters

        EXEC SQL BEGIN DECLARE SECTION END-EXEC.

        77 EMP-ID                      PIC 9(4).

        77 BONUS                       PIC 9(10).

        EXEC SQL END DECLARE SECTION END-EXEC.

        77 CURRENCY-BONUS              PIC X(3).

      * Other parameters do not need to be specified

      *--------------------------------------------------------------*

        PROCEDURE DIVISION USING EMP-ID, BONUS, CURRENCY-BONUS.

        0000-MAINLINE.

           MOVE '$' TO CURRENCY-BONUS.

           EXEC SQL

            SELECT SUM(BONUS_AMOUNT) INTO :BONUS

             FROM DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS

             WHERE EMP_ID = :EMP-ID
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           END-EXEC

           IF SQLSTATE NOT = '00000'

             MOVE 'ERR' TO CURRENCY-BONUS.

           EXIT PROGRAM.

           STOP RUN.

Sample of Procedure Invocation
The first four examples are all equivalent. The last example returns an error indication.

  call demoempl.get_bonus(1234);

  EMP_ID         BONUS  CURRENCY_BONUS

    1234             6530  $

  1 row processed

  call demoempl.get_bonus(emp_id = 1234);

  EMP_ID         BONUS  CURRENCY_BONUS

    1234             6530  $

  1 row processed

  select * from demoempl.get_bonus where emp_id = 1234;

  EMP_ID         BONUS  CURRENCY_BONUS

    1234             6530  $

  1 row processed

  select * from demoempl.get_bonus(emp_id = 1234);

  EMP_ID         BONUS  CURRENCY_BONUS

    1234             6530  $

  1 row processed

  call demoempl.get_bonus(0);

  EMP_ID         BONUS  CURRENCY_BONUS

       0                  0   ERR

  1 row processed

IDMS Scalar Functions List
This section contains an alphabetical listing of the SQL scalar functions that come with IDMS. These scalar functions are
either built-in or defined in the SYSCA schema as a user-defined function. It is worth knowing if an SQL scalar function
is built-in or user-defined because there is a limit on the number of user-defined functions that can be invoked in a single
SQL statement.
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NOTE

 For more information see Syntactic Limits.

The table notations are coded as follows:

• B = The function is implemented as a true built-in function.
• U = The function is implemented as a user-defined function in the SYSCA schema.

Functions List

Notation Function Meaning
U ABS(number) Absolute value of number
U ACOS(float) Arccosine, in radians, of float

U ASIN(float) Arcsine, in radians, of float

U ATAN(float) Arctangent, in radians, of float

U ATAN2(float1, float2) Arctangent, in radians, of float2/float1

B CAST(number or null, AS datatype) Converts value-expression to a specified
data type.

B CEIL(number) Smallest integer greater than or equal to
number data type. (Same as CEILING.)

B CEILING(number) Smallest integer greater than or equal to
number. (Same as CEIL.)

B CHAR(code) Character with ASCII code value code,
where code is between 0 and 255 other
data types.

B CHAR_LENGTH(number) Length of the value in value expression.
(Same as CHARACTER_LENGTH.)

B CHARACTER_LENGTH (number) Length of the value in value expression.
(Same as CHAR_LENGTH.)

B COALESCE(datatype) Substitutes a value for a null value. (Same
as VALUE.)

B CONCAT(string1, string2) Character string formed by appending
string2 to string1; if a string is null, the
result is DBMS-dependent

B CONVERT(value, SQLtype) Value converted to SQLtype, where
SQLtype can be any valid SQL data type.

U COS(float) Cosine of float radians
U COSH(float) Hyperbolic cosine of float radians
U COT(float) Cotangent of float radians
B CURDATE() The current date as a date value
B CURTIME() The current local time as a time value
B DATABASE() Current database
B DATE(date) Obtains the date from the value in value

expression
B DAY(date) An integer from 1 to 41 representing

the day of the month in date(Same as
DAYOFMONTH.)
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U DAYNAME(date) A character string representing the day
component of date; the name for the day is
specific to the data source

B DAYOFMONTH(date) An integer from 1 to 41 representing the
day of the month in date (Same as DAY.)

U DAYOFWEEK(date) An integer from 1 to 7 representing the day
of the week in date; 1 represents Sunday

U DAYOFYEAR(date) An integer from 1 to 366 representing the
day of the year in date

B DAYS(date) An integer representation of the date in
value expression

B DECIMAL(number, precision, scale) Decimal representation of the value in value
expression.

U DEGREES(number) Degrees in number radians
B DIGITS(number) Character string representation of the value

in value expression.
U EXP(float) Exponential function of float

B FLOAT(float) Floating point representation of the value in
value expression.

U FLOOR(number) Largest integer less than or equal to
number

B HEX(string) Hexadecimal representation of the value in
value expression.

B HOUR(time) An integer from 0 to 23 representing the
hour component of time

B IFNULL(expression, value) Value if expression is null; expression if not
null

U INSERT(string1, start, length, string2) A character string formed by deleting length
characters from string1 beginning at start,
and inserting string2 into string1 at start.

B INTEGER(number) Integer representation of the value in value
expression

B LCASE(string) Converts all uppercase characters in string
to lowercase. (Same as LOWER.)

B LEFT(string, count) The count leftmost characters from string

B LENGTH(string) Number of characters in string, excluding
trailing blanks

B LOCATE(string1, string2[,start]) Position in string2 of the first occurrence
of string1, searching from the beginning
of string2; if start is specified, the search
begins from position start 0 is returned if
string2 does not contain string1 Position 1
is the first character in string2.

U LOG(float) Base e logarithm of float

U LOG10(float) Base 10 logarithm of float

B LOWER(string) Converts all uppercase characters in string
to lowercase. (Same as LCASE.)

B LTRIM(string) Characters of string with leading blank
spaces removed
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B MICROSECOND (timestamp) Obtains the microsecond part of the value
in value-expression.

B MINUTE(time) An integer from 0 to 59 representing the
minute component of time

U MOD(integer1, integer2) Remainder for integer1/integer2

B MONTH(date) An integer from 1 to 12 representing the
month component of date

U MONTHNAME(date) A character string representing the month
component of date; the name for the month
is specific to the data source

B NOW() A timestamp value representing the current
date and time

B OCTET_LENGTH(number) Obtains the length in bytes of the value in
value-expression.

U PI() The constant pi
B POSITION(string1, string2[,start]) Position in string2 of the first occurrence

of string1, searching from the beginning
of string2; if start is specified, the search
begins from position start 0 is returned if
string2 does not contain string1 Position 1
is the first character in string2.

U POWER(number, power) Number raised to (integer) power

B PROFILE(string) Obtains the value associated with an
attribute of the current user session.

U QUARTER(date) An integer from 1 to 4 representing the
quarter in date; 1 represents January 1
through March 31

U RADIANS(number) Radians in number degrees
U RAND(integer) Random floating point for seed integer

U REPEAT(string, count) A character string formed by repeating
string count times

U REPLACE(string1, string2, string3) Replaces all occurrences of string2 in
string1 with string3

U RIGHT(string, count) The count rightmost characters in string

U ROUND(number, places) Number rounded to places places
B RTRIM(string) The characters of string with no trailing

blanks
B SECOND(time) An integer from 0 to 59 representing the

second component of time

U SIGN(number)  
-1 to indicate number is less than 0
0 to indicate number is equal to 0
1 to indicate number is greater than 0

U SIN(float) Sine of float radians
U SINH(float) Hyperbolic sine of float radians
U SPACE(count) A character string consisting of count

spaces
U SQRT(float) Square root of float
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B SUBSTR(string, start, length) A character string formed by extracting
length characters from string beginning at
start

B SUBSTRING(string, FROM start, FOR
length)

A character string formed by extracting
length characters from string beginning at
start

U TAN(float) Tangent of float radians
U TANH(float) Hyperbolic tangent of float radians
B TIME(time) Obtains time from the value in value

expression
B TIMESTAMP(string1, string2) Obtains timestamp from a value or pair of

values
B TRIM(orientation, string) Removes leading and/or trailing pad

characters from CHARACTER or
VARCHAR value expressions

U TRUNCATE(number, places) Number truncated to places places
B UCASE(string) Converts all lowercase characters in string

to uppercase. (Same as UPPER.)
B UPPER(string) Converts all lowercase characters in string

to uppercase. (Same as UCASE.)
B USER() Current user
B VALUE(datatype) Substitutes a value for a null value. (Same

as COALESCE.)
B VARGRAPHIC(string) Obtains graphic string representation of a

character string
U WEEK(date) An integer from 1 to 53 representing the

week of the year in date

B YEAR(date) An integer representing the year
component of date

Sample COBOL Function
Sample Function Definition
The following example illustrates an SQL-invoked function definition:

CREATE FUNCTION FIN.UDF_FUNBONUS

  ( F_EMP_ID                           DECIMAL(4)

  )

    RETURNS DECIMAL(10)

    EXTERNAL NAME FUNBONUS PROTOCOL IDMS

    DEFAULT DATABASE CURRENT

    USER MODE

    LOCAL WORK AREA 0

    ;
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Sample Function Program
The following example shows a sample SQL function program written in COBOL. This program requires the SQL
employee demo database.

*COBOL PGM SOURCE FOR FUNBONUS

*RETRIEVAL

*DMLIST

 IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

 PROGRAM-ID.                     FUNBONUS.

 AUTHOR.                         DEFJE01.

 INSTALLATION.                   SYSTEM71.

 DATE-WRITTEN.                   mm/dd/yyyy.

*----------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                *

* CA IDMS SQL                    nn.n                            *

*                                                                *

* FUNBONUS implements the SQL function FUNBONUS                  *

*                                                                *

*----------------------------------------------------------------*

 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

*

 CONFIGURATION SECTION.

*SOURCE-COMPUTER.                IBM WITH DEBUGGING MODE.

*

 DATA DIVISION.

*

 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

*----------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                *

*----------------------------------------------------------------*

LINKAGE SECTION.

 EXEC SQL BEGIN DECLARE SECTION END-EXEC.

 EXEC SQL

   INCLUDE TABLE FIN.UDF_FUNBONUS NO STRUCTURE

 END-EXEC.

 EXEC SQL END DECLARE SECTION END-EXEC.

 77 RESULT-IND                             PIC S9(04) COMP SYNC.

 01 FUN-SQLSTATE.

    02 FUN-SQLSTATE-CLASS                  PIC X(02).

    02 FUN-SQLSTATE-SUBCLASS               PIC X(03).

*----------------------------------------------------------------*

PROCEDURE DIVISION USING F-EMP-ID

                   , USER-FUNC

                   , F-EMP-ID-I

                   , USER-FUNC-I

                   , RESULT-IND

                   , FUN-SQLSTATE.

0000-MAINLINE.

IF F-EMP-ID-I NOT < 0
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  THEN

    EXEC SQL

      SELECT SUM(BONUS_AMOUNT) INTO :USER-FUNC

        FROM DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS

       WHERE EMP_ID = :F-EMP-ID

    END-EXEC

    IF SQLSTATE NOT = '00000'

       MOVE -1 TO USER-FUNC-I

       MOVE '38901' TO FUN-SQLSTATE

    ELSE

       MOVE 0 TO USER-FUNC-I

 ELSE

   MOVE -1 TO USER-FUNC-I

   MOVE '38902' TO FUN-SQLSTATE.

EXIT PROGRAM.

STOP RUN.

Function Invocation
The following example illustrates invoking the SQL function defined in the Sample Function definition:

SELECT EMP_ID, FIN.UDF_FUNBONUS (EMP_ID   )

  FROM DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE

 WHERE EMP_ID = 3411

*+

*+ EMP_ID     USER_FUNC

*+ ------     ---------

*+  3411          5100

*+

*+ 1 row processed

Sample ADS Procedure
SQL Procedure Example
The following SQL-invoked procedure, GET_PROC_AREA, writes any supplied message in a global area. The contents of
the global area are shown when no input is supplied. The procedure definition is given next:

CREATE PROCEDURE DEFJE01.GET_PROC_AREA

  ( IN_AREA            CHARACTER (25),

    GLOBAL_AREA        CHARACTER (25)

  )

    EXTERNAL NAME GETPAREA

    PROTOCOL ADS

    SYSTEM MODE

    LOCAL WORK AREA 0

    GLOBAL WORK AREA 25 KEY GGLA

  ;
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Procedure Work Records
To access the procedure parameters, the ADS dialog should include the <schema>.<procedure_name> as a work
record. This record does not reside in the dictionary; it is automatically constructed by the ADS dialog compiler (ADSC or
ADSOBCOM) when the dialog is compiled. The following DDDL syntax defines the global work area record:

ADD RECORD NAME GETPAREA-SQLPROC-GLOBAL-AREA.

 03 AREA-C                     PIC   X OCCURS 25.

The work records included in the mapless dialog GETPAREA are provided next:

• DEFJE01.GET_PROC_AREA
• GETPAREA-SQLPROC-GLOBAL-AREA

Procedure Premap Process
The premap process performs the actions of the SQL-invoked procedure. The premap process for the sample procedure
is provided next:

ADD

PROCESS NAME IS GETPAREA_PROC VERSION IS 1

    PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED FOR ALL

    PROCESS SOURCE FOLLOWS

IF IN-AREA-I GE 0

  THEN

    D0.

      MOVE 0 TO GLOBAL-AREA-I.

      MOVE IN-AREA TO GLOBAL-AREA.

      MOVE IN-AREA TO GETPAREA-SQLPROC-GLOBAL-AREA.

      MOVE 'WRITING TO GLOBAL AREA' TO IN-AREA.

    END.

   ELSE

     D0.

      M0VE 0 TO IN-AREA-I.

      MOVE 'READING FROM GLOBAL-AREA' TO IN-AREA.

      M0VE 0 TO GLOBAL-AREA-I.

      MOVE GETPAREA-SQLPROC-GLOBAL-AREA TO GLOBAL-AREA.

     END.

LEAVE ADS.

  MSEND

Procedure Invocation
The GET_PROC_AREA invocation is given below. The first example illustrates writing to the global area:

CALL DEFJE01.GET_PROC_AREA ('HELLO FROM ADS DIALOG');

*+

*+ IN_AREA                     GLOBAL_AREA

*+ -------                     -----------

*+ WRITING TO GLOBAL AREA      HELLO FROM ADS DIALOG

*+
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*+ 1 row processed

The second example illustrates reading from the global area:

CALL DEFJE01.GET_PROC_AREA ();

*+

*+ IN_AREA                     GLOBAL_AREA

*+ -------                     -----------

*+ READING FROM GLOBAL_AREA    HELLO FROM ADS DIALOG

*+

*+ 1 row processed

Sample ADS Function
SQL Function Example
The first example involves the SQL-invoked function ASIND, which returns the arcsine in degrees of the supplied value.
The SQL function is implemented using an ADS dialog that invokes the ADS built-in function ARCSINE-DEGREES().

The SQL function is provided next:

CREATE FUNCTION DEFJE01.ASIND

  (  ARG               DOUBLE PRECISION)

     RETURNS   DOUBLE PRECISION

     EXTERNAL NAME ASIND

     PROTOCOL ADS

     SYSTEM MODE

     LOCAL WORK AREA 0

     GLOBAL WORK AREA 0

     ;

Function Work Records
To access the function parameters, the ADS dialog should include the <schema>.<function_name> as a work record.
This record does not reside in the dictionary; it is automatically constructed by the ADS dialog compiler (ADSC or
ADSOBCOM) when the dialog is compiled. ADSO-SQLPROC-COM-AREA is a system-supplied record. The work records
included in the mapless dialog ASIND are shown in the following example:

• DEFJE01.ASIND
• ADSO-SQLPROC-COM-AREA

Function Premap Process
The premap process performs the actions of the SQL-invoked function. The following example shows the premap process
for the sample function:

ADD MODULE NAME IS ASIND-PROC VERSION IS 1

LANGUAGE PROCESS

PROCESS SOURCE FOLLOWS

IF ARG LE 1.0

    THEN
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     DO.

       MOVE 0 TO USER-FUNC-I

       MOVE ARCSINE-DEGREES(ARG) TO USER-FUNC

     END.

    ELSE

      D0.

        MOVE '38099' TO SQLPROC-SQLSTATE.

        MOVE 'Arg must be <= 1.0' to SQLPROC-MSG-TEXT.

      END.

     LEAVE ADS.

 MSEND

Invoke Function
The SELECT clause is used to invoke the function. The first example illustrates a correctly executing function:

SELECT DEFJE01.ASIND (1)

  FROM SYSTEM.TABLE WHERE NAME = 'ASIND'

*+

*+                    USER_FUNC

*+                    ---------

*+   9.0000000000000000E+01

*+

*+ 1 row processed

The second example illustrates a function invocation that results in an error message.

SELECT DEFJE01.ASIND (2)

 FROM SYSTEM.TABLE WHERE NAME = 'ASIND'

*+ Status = -4    SQLSTATE = 38000      Messages follow:

*+ DB001075 C-4M321: Table Procedure ASIND exception 38099 ARG MUST BE <= 1.0

SQL Cache Tables
This section describes the table procedures that are used for displaying and controlling the SQL cache. It also provides
some examples of how the DBA can display and control the cache. The SQL cache is used in conjunction with the
dynamic SQL statement caching feature. Dynamic SQL and dynamic SQL statement caching is explained in the IDMS
SQL Programming section.

Tables for Viewing, Monitoring, and Controlling the Cache
SQL is the Application Programming Interface (API) used to view, monitor, and change the cache and the cache
configuration. Therefore, cache administration, configuration, and dynamic SQL cache monitoring is available in any
environment that supports IDMS SQL, such as IDMSBCF, OCF, IDMS Visual DBA, and the IDMS SQL programs, among
others.

This section describes three table procedures and one view of the SYSCA tables defined for dynamic SQL cache
management.

DSCCACHEOPT
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The DSCCACHEOPT table manages the SQL cache options.

Column Data Type Description
CACHEMAXCNT INTEGER The maximum number of entries that the

cache can contain.
DEFAULT CHAR(4) Default for caching: ON/OFF. This specifies

if caching is enabled or disabled for any
connect name that does not appear in the
EXCEPTCON column.

EXCEPTCNT INTEGER Count of rows in the DSCCACHEOPT
relation with non-NULL value for the
EXCEPTON column, in other words, the
number of connect names in the list of
exceptions.

EXCEPTCON CHAR(8) Connect name that forms an exception to
the default caching.

Note the following:

• After startup of an IDMS Central Version, DSCCACHEOPT reflects the parameters of the sysgen SQL CACHE
statement. In absence of an SQL CACHE statement there will be no rows in DSCCACHEOPT and SQL caching will be
disabled, but can be activated by inserting a DSCACHEOPT row. Updates to the DSCCACHEOPT table will have no
impact on the sysgen of the CV.

• In local mode when no DSCCACHEOPT row exists, a DSCCACHEOPT row will be automatically inserted with values
derived from the SYSIDMS parameter SQL_CACHE_ENTRIES.

• There can be 0 to n rows in this table. If there are 0 rows, this means that SQL statement caching is not active and not
defined to the system. If there are rows, then the first row will have non-NULL values for CACHEMAXCNT, DEFAULT
and EXCEPTCNT and a NULL value for EXCEPTCON. The first row contains the main SQL cache parameters. Other
rows in the DSCCACHEOPT relation will have only non-NULL values for the EXCEPTCON column. These rows form
the list of exception connect names.

• You can issue select, insert, update and delete commands against DSCCACHEOPT.
• Deleting the first row automatically deletes all other rows and removes all SQL cache structures from the system,

effectively disabling caching until a new DSCCACHEOPT row is inserted. Deleting other rows removes exception
connect names from the exception list.

• Inserting a row is always possible. When one or more rows already exists, an insert can only specify a value for
EXCEPTCON, this is the way to add connect names to the list. When no rows exist, the first insert must specify values
for CACHEMAXCNT and DEFAULT. Other values are not allowed. A successful insertion of the first row enables SQL
caching.

• Updating of CACHEMAXCNT and DEFAULT columns automatically applies to the first row only, so that no WHERE
clause is needed to filter the first row. When CACHEMAXCNT is decreased, the entries in the SQL cache with the
highest AGE (see the section, "DSCCACHE") are removed. Increase CACHEMAXCNT to allow the size of the
cache to be increased. You cannot update EXCEPTCON for the first row. You cannot update EXCEPTCNT as this is
automatically calculated.

• The size of the cache is specified in terms of number of entries. Each entry represents a single cached statement. The
cache is allocated from the storage pool within a central version and from operating system storage in local mode. You
can determine the amount of storage being consumed by the cache by selecting from the DSCCACHECTRL table.

DSCCACHECTRL

The DSCCACHECTRL table controls SQL caching.

Column Data Type Description
REQUEST CHAR Future use
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STATUS CHAR Future use
CACHEMAXCNT INTEGER Maximum count of entries
CACHECURCNT INTEGER Current count of entries used
CURRENT INTEGER Current entry
OLDEST INTEGER Oldest entry
STORAGEUSEKB INTEGER Total storage used by the cache

Note the following:

• There can be 0 rows or 1 row in this table. If no rows are present, no SQL statements have been cached.
• Only select and delete statements against this table are possible.
• Deleting the 1 row in DSCCACHECTRL clears the SQL cache structures. It does not disable caching, which is

controlled through the DSCCACHEOPT table.

DSCCACHE

The DSCCACHE table represents the SQL cache. Each row is a cache entry.

Column Data Type Description
KEY INTEGER Non-unique key
LOCK BINARY(4) Lock word for access to entry
DBNAME CHAR (8) DBName of SQL session
DEFAULTSCHEMA CHAR (18) Default schema of session if statement

contains at least one unqualified table
reference

USECNT INTEGER Usage count
AGE INTEGER A value used to determine which entry to

purge from a full cache when a new entry
is inserted. The longer an entry remains in
the cache without being used, the higher its
age.

COMPILECOST INTEGER Compilation cost
ACCPLANSCANCOST FLOAT Cost of scan in access plan
ACCPLANCPUCOST FLOAT Cost of CPU in access plan
ACCPLANROWCNT FLOAT Count of rows in access plan
EXECCOST INTEGER Cost of last execution of statement
COMPILECNT INTEGER Count of (re)compilations
COMPILESTAMP TIMESTAMP Timestamp of compilation
STMTSIZE INTEGER Size of statement
STATEMENT VARCHAR (8192) Statement
SQLDIBSIZE INTEGER Size of SQLDIB
SQLCMD INTEGER Type of SQL command
SQLITCL INTEGER Combined Itree/TELL table length
SQLARG INTEGER Bit flags for argument usage
SQLOPT INTEGER Session options flags
SQLTBL INTEGER Length of tuple buffer row
SQLPBL INTEGER Length of parameter buffer
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SQLCID INTEGER Cursor identifier
SQLSID INTEGER Section identifier
SQLNM1 CHAR(32) Literal value 1
SQLNM2 CHAR(32) Literal value 2
SQLITL INTEGER Size of Itree
SQLITBADDR BINARY(4) Address of Itree
RTREESIZE INTEGER Size of Rtree
RTREEOFFSET INTEGER Offset of Rtree for relocation purposes
RTREEDOFAOFF INTEGER Offset of DOFA in Rtree
RTREEADDR BINARY(4) Address of Rtree
FIBSIZE INTEGER Size of FIB
FIBADDR BINARY(4) Address of FIB
FOPSIZE INTEGER Size of FOP
GSTSIZE INTEGER Size of GST
FOPADDR BINARY(4) Address of FOP
LASTUSER CHAR(8) Reserved
GLOBALCURSORNAME CHAR(18) Reserved
FCRC BINARY(4) FCRC flags
SQLDAADDR BINARY(4) Address of cached input SQLDA
STORAGEUSED INTEGER Size in bytes of used storage

Note the following:

• One row of this table represents one cached statement.
• Rows cannot be inserted or updated.
• Because of the size of the STATEMENT column in DSCCACHE and also because many of these columns are for

internal use only, it is advisable to use a view on this table procedure. The supplied DSCCACHEV view (shown next) is
an example of such a view.

The following acronyms are used in the previous table.

• Itree: A data structure that contains the internal input representation of an SQL statement
• Rtree: A data structure that contains the internal runtime instruction of an SQL statement. The Rtree is used by the

SQL runtime engine IDMSHLDB.
• FIB: A data structure that contains runtime metadata.
• FOB/FOP: FIB objects list data structure
• GST: Global Security Table
• FCRC: Fixed part of Compiled Relational Command data structure
• SQLDA: the SQL Descriptor Area (SQLDA) is a data structure used to describe variable data passed as part of a

dynamic SQL statement.

DSCCACHEV

SYSCA.DSCCACHEV is created during installation. It defines a view on the SYSCA.DSCCACHE table procedure as
follows:

create view SYSCA.DSCCACHEV as

 select KEY, DBNAME, DEFAULTSCHEMA, USECNT, AGE
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      , COMPILECNT as "#C", compilestamp

      , ACCPLANSCANCOST, ACCPLANCPUCOST

      , ACCPLANROWCNT, FIBSIZE, FIBADDR

      , SUBSTR(STATEMENT, 1, 72) as STMT1

 from SYSCA.DSCCACHE;

You have the option to define your own views.

Allowable Operations on DSCCACHE Tables

DSCCACHOPT DSCCACHECTRL DSCCACHE DSCCACHEV
Type Table Procedure Table Procedure Table Procedure View
SELECT X X X X
INSERT X
UPDATE X
DELETE X X X X

Examples of Displaying and Controlling the Cache
CACHE Options

To display the cache options:

Select * from SYSCA.DSCCACHEOPT;

*+

*+  CACHEMAXCNT  DEFAULT    EXCEPTCNT  EXCEPTCON

*+  -----------  -------    ---------  ---------

*+         1000  OFF                2  <null>

*+       <null>  <null>        <null>  SYSTEM

*+       <null>  <null>        <null>  APPLDICT

To change the default for caching:

Update SYSCA.DSCCACHEOPT set DEFAULT = 'ON';

To add the connect name 'TSTDICT' to the exception list:

Insert into SYSCA.DSCCACHEOPT (EXCEPTCON) values ('TSTDICT');

To remove the connect name 'SYSTEM' from the exception list:

Delete from SYSCA.DSCCACHEOPT where EXCEPTCON = 'SYSTEM';

To remove all the connect names from the exception list:

Delete from SYSCA.DSCCACHEOPT where EXCEPTCON is not null;

To decrease the number of entries in the cache from 1000 to 5:

Update SYSCA.DSCCACHEOPT set CACHEMAXCNT = 5;
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Only the last 5 used entries will be kept in the cache.

To increase the number of entries in the cache from 5 to 9999:

Update SYSCA.DSCCACHEOPT set CACHEMAXCNT = 9999;

The cache will be extended with 9994 new slots.

To clear the SQL cache and remove all the SQL cache structures from the system, effectively disallowing any SQL
caching:

Delete from SYSCA.DSCCACHEOPT;

To rebuild the SQL cache environment or to build the SQL cache environment in a system that has no SQL CACHE
statement in its SYSGEN:

Insert into SYSCA.DSCCACHEOPT (CACHEMAXCNT, DEFAULT) values (1000, 'ON');

Insert into SYSCA.DSCCACHEOPT (EXCEPTCON) values ('APPLDICT');

Insert into SYSCA.DSCCACHEOPT (EXCEPTCON) values ('SYSTEM');

CACHE Control Parameters

To display cache control parameters:

Select * from SYSCA.DSCCACHECTRL;

*+

*+REQUEST  STATUS  CACHEMAXCNT  CACHECURCNT  CURRENT OLDEST

*+-------  ------  -----------  -----------  ------- ------

*+  A              1000                   7        6      0

*+

*+ STORAGEUSEKB

*+ ------------

*+          138

To clear the cache, but allow caching to continue as defined by the option in DSCCACHEOPT:

Delete from SYSCA.DSCCACHECTRL;

CACHE Entries

To display key columns of all cache entries:

Select * from SYSCA.DSCCACHEV;

*+

*+  KEY  DBNAME    DEFAULTSCHEMA     USECNT          AGE

*+  ---  ------    -------------     ------          ---

*+   29  SYSDICT   <null>                 4            0

*+   32  SYSDICT   <null>                 1            1

*+   28  SYSDICT   <null>                 2            1

*+   32  SYSDICT   <null>                 7            7

*+   29  SYSDICT   <null>                 6            6

*+

*+     #C  COMPILESTAMP                  FIBSIZE  FIBADDR
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*+     --  ------------                  -------  --------

*+     1  2002-09-04-10.05.20.740186         736  12AC6208

*+     1  2002-09-04-10.07.20.009275        2528  12ACD088

*+     1  2002-09-04-10.06.19.785231        2580  12ACB888

*+     1  2002-09-04-10.02.39.729463         552  12AC0A08

*+     1  2002-09-04-10.03.00.735305         736  12ABFD88

*+

*+ STMT1

*+ -----

*+ Select * from SYSCA.DSCCACHEV

*+ select * from empnsql.department

*+ select * from empnsql.office

*+ select * from SYSCA.DSCCACHECTRL

*+ select * from sysca.dsccachev

To display cache entries with AGE > 1:

Select * from SYSCA.DSCCACHEV where AGE > 1;

To display cache entries for DBNAME SYSDICT:

Select * from SYSCA.DSCCACHEV where DBNAME = 'SYSDICT';

To display cache entries for statements that use schema EMPNSQL:

Select * from SYSCA.DSCCACHEV where STMT1 like '%EMPNSQL.%';

To remove cache entries that use schema EMPNSQL:

Delete from SYSCA.DSCCACHE where STATEMENT like '%empnsql.%';

Secure the Display and Changes for SQL Cache
To secure the display of and any changes to SQL caching, the DSCCACHE tables (table procedures and views) must be
secured using the standard IDMS security mechanism.

NOTE
The SQL cache contains SQL source statements, which might include confidential information.

Enhancing the Presentation of Access Strategy Information
This section provides the definition and data of a table, an index, and a view to enable presenting the access strategy
information in an easy-to-read and understandable format. The definitions and data are collected in one SQL script that is
installed as member EXPLDDL in the IDMS source library.

Contents of EXPLDDL

------------------------------------------------------------------------

--                                                                     -

-- The following SQL definitions can be very helpful when using the    -

-- EXPLAIN command.                                                    -

--                                                                     -
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-- These definitions add meaning to the result of the EXPLAIN command  -

-- by creating easy-to-understand values for the abbreviated codes that-

-- EXPLAIN produces.  When you run an EXPLAIN statement against an SQL -

-- command or Access Module, the result is placed in an SQL table      -

-- called ACCESS_PLAN or another name that you choose.  After you      -

-- create the ACCESS_CODE table and PLANVIEW view, you can easily query-

-- any EXPLAIN results and readily determine what kind of access       -

-- strategies will be used for your SQL statements.  This is especially-

-- useful for finding SQL queries that will cause area sweeps or other -

-- access strategies that might suggest adding new indices or other    -

-- tuning options to the database.                                     -

--                                                                     -

-- Before running the script it is assumed that a "current" schema     -

-- has been set as follows                                             -

--   SET SESSION CURRENT SCHEMA <schema-name>;                         -

-- Also this current schema must have been assigned with an            -

-- appropriate DEFAULT AREA to accommodate for the ACCESS_CODE and     -

-- ACCESS_PLAN tables.                                                 -

--                                                                     -

------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------

--  Set up access plan code table:

create table ACCESS_CODE

       (COLUMN       smallint not null,       -- column index

        CODE_NUM     smallint,                -- numeric code

        CODE_CHAR    char,                    -- character code

        TEXT         char(16) not null)       -- display text

       no default index

       ;

 

create index ACCESS_CODE_IX

  on ACCESS_CODE

  (COLUMN, CODE_NUM, CODE_CHAR)

  clustered

  ;

------------------------------------------------------------------------

-- These are the codes for the COMMAND column:

insert into ACCESS_CODE values (1,8,NULL,'DECLARE');

insert into ACCESS_CODE values (1,9,NULL,'DELETE');

insert into ACCESS_CODE values (1,17,NULL,'INSERT');

insert into ACCESS_CODE values (1,25,NULL,'SELECT');

insert into ACCESS_CODE values (1,29,NULL,'UPDATE');

-- These are the codes for the STYPE column:

insert into ACCESS_CODE values (2,0,NULL,' ');

insert into ACCESS_CODE values (2,1,NULL,'Table Access');

insert into ACCESS_CODE values (2,2,NULL,'NL Join');

insert into ACCESS_CODE values (2,3,NULL,'SM Join');

insert into ACCESS_CODE values (2,4,NULL,'Sort');

insert into ACCESS_CODE values (2,5,NULL,'Merge Group');

insert into ACCESS_CODE values (2,6,NULL,'OR List');

insert into ACCESS_CODE values (2,7,NULL,'Dbk (Sorted)');
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insert into ACCESS_CODE values (2,8,NULL,'Dbk (Unsorted)');

-- These are the codes for the ACMODE column:

insert into ACCESS_CODE values (3,NULL,' ',' ');

insert into ACCESS_CODE values (3,NULL,'A','Area Sweep');

insert into ACCESS_CODE values (3,NULL,'C','Calc');

insert into ACCESS_CODE values (3,NULL,'I','Index');

insert into ACCESS_CODE values (3,NULL,'M','Set Member');

insert into ACCESS_CODE values (3,NULL,'N','Insert');

insert into ACCESS_CODE values (3,NULL,'O','Set Owner');

insert into ACCESS_CODE values (3,NULL,'P','Procedure');

insert into ACCESS_CODE values (3,NULL,'R','Rowid Indx');

insert into ACCESS_CODE values (3,NULL,'S','Index Seql');

insert into ACCESS_CODE values (3,NULL,'T','Temp Seql');

-- These are the codes for the SORTC and SORTN columns:

insert into ACCESS_CODE values (4,NULL,' ',' ');

insert into ACCESS_CODE values (4,NULL,'D','Distinct');

insert into ACCESS_CODE values (4,NULL,'G','Group');

insert into ACCESS_CODE values (4,NULL,'M','Merge Join');

insert into ACCESS_CODE values (4,NULL,'O','Order By');

------------------------------------------------------------------------

-- This statement forces the definition of the ACCESS_PLAN table,

-- so that the following view creation can reference it.

EXPLAIN STATEMENT 'SELECT * FROM SYSTEM.TABLE' STATEMENT NUMBER 9999;

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------

-- This is a sample view definition. The ST instance of ACCESS_CODE

-- decodes the STYPE column of ACCESS_PLAN. The AM instance decodes the

-- ACMODE column. The S1 and S2 instances decode the SORTC and SORTN

-- columns, respectively. The COMMAND column isn't included in the

-- view, but could be decoded by introducing another ACCESS_CODE

-- INSTANCE in the FROM clause along with the matching join factors.

-- A descending sort was chosen to force the high level joins to the

-- top of the output - in sort of a top down tree format.

create view PLANVIEW(SNO, QB, PB, ST, "STEP TYPE", PST, TSCHEMA,

                     TABLE, "ACCESS MODE", ACNAME, LFS, OSORT,

                     ISORT, SQC) AS

 select CAST(SECTION AS DEC(4)),

        CAST(QBLOCK  AS DEC(3)),

        CAST(PBLOCK  AS DEC(3)),

        CAST(STEP    AS DEC(3)),

        ST.TEXT,

        CAST(PSTEP   AS DEC(3)),

        SUBSTR(TSCHEMA, 1, 8),

        SUBSTR(TABLE,   1, 10),

        SUBSTR(AM.TEXT, 1, 10),

        ACNAME,

        LFS,

        SUBSTR(S1.TEXT, 1, 10),

        SUBSTR(S2.TEXT, 1, 10), SUBQC

   from ACCESS_PLAN, ACCESS_CODE ST, ACCESS_CODE AM, ACCESS_CODE S1,

        ACCESS_CODE S2

  where ST.COLUMN = 2 and ST.CODE_NUM = STYPE

    and AM.COLUMN = 3 and AM.CODE_CHAR = ACMODE
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    and S1.COLUMN = 4 and S1.CODE_CHAR = SORTC

    and S2.COLUMN = 4 and S2.CODE_CHAR = SORTN

  order by 1, 2, 4 desc;

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------

-- Look at the access plans

select * from PLANVIEW;

SQL Reserved Words
ABS DAYOFWEEK IN OUTER TAN
ACOS DAYOFYEAR INDEX PARAMETERS TANH
ADD DAYS INDEXES PATH THEN
ALL DBNAME INDICATOR PI TIME
ALLOCATE DBTABLE INNER POSITION TIMESTAMP
ALTER DEC INOUT POWER TINYINT
AND DECIMAL INSERT PRECISION TO
ANY DECLARE INT PREPARE TRANSACTION
AREA DEFAULT INTEGER PRESERVE TRIM
AS DEGREES INTERNAL PRIVILEGES TRUNCATE
ASIN DELETE INTO PROCEDURE UCASE
ATAN DESCRIPTOR IS PROFILE UNDO
ATAN2 DIGITS ITERATE PROGRAM UNION
BEGIN DISTINCT JOIN PROTOCOL UNIQUE
BETWEEN DMCL JOURNAL QUARTER UNSIGNED
BIGINT DO KEYS QUEUE UNTIL
BIN DOUBLE LANGUAGE RADIANS UPDATE
BINARY DROP LCASE RAND UPPER
BUFFER DSNAME LEAVE READ USE
BY DYNAMIC LEFT REFERENCES USER
CALL ELSE LENGTH RELEASE USERID
CASCADE ELSEIF LIKE RENAME USING
CASE ENCODING LOAD REPEAT VALUE
CAST END LOCAL REPLACE VALUES
CATALOG ESCAPE LOCATE RESIGNAL VARCHAR
CEIL ESTIMATED LOG RESULT VARGRAPHIC
CEILING EXCEPTION LOG10 RETURN VIEW
CHAR EXEC LOGINT RETURNS VOLUME
CHARACTER EXECUTE LOOP REVOKE WEEK
CHARACTERS EXISTS LOWER RIGHT WHEN
CHARACTER_LENGTH EXIT LTRIM ROLLBACK WHERE
CHAR_LENGTH EXP MAINTAIN ROUND WHILE
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CHECK EXPLAIN MAP ROWID WITH
CLOSE EXTERNAL MICROSECOND RTRIM WITHIN
COALESCE FETCH MICROSECONDS SCHEMA WITHOUT
COLUMN FILE MINUTE SECOND XMLELEMENT
COMMIT FLOAT MINUTES SECOND XMLPOINTER
CONCAT FLOOR MOD SECONDS XMLSERIALIZE
CONDITION FOR MONTH SEGMENT YEAR
CONNECT FROM MONTHNAME SELECT YEARS
CONSTRAINT FUNCTION MONTHS SET  
CONTENT GET NO SIGN  
CONVERT GLOBAL NOT SIGNAL  
COS GOTO NOW SIN  
COSH GRANT NULL SINH  
COT GRAPHIC NUM SMALLINT  
CREATE GROUP NUMBER SPACE  
CURDATE HANDLER OCTET_LENGTH SPECIFIC  
CURRENT HAVING OF SORT  
CURSOR HEX OFFSET STANDARD  
CURTIME HOUR ON STORAGE  
DATABASE HOURS OPEN SUBSTR  
DATE IDMS OPTIMIZE SUBSTRING  
DAY IF OR SYSTEM  
DAYNAME IFNULL ORDER TABLE  
DAYOFMONTH IMMEDIATE OUT TABLESPACE  

ADS, COBOL, PL/I Data Types
 ADS PICTURE and USAGE clause  IDMS data type 
PIC X(n) USAGE DISPLAY CHAR(n)
01 name 
49 name-LEN PIC S9(4) COMP
49 name-TEXT PIC X(n)

VARCHAR(n)

PIC S9(p-s)V9(s) USAGE COMP-3 DECIMAL(p,s)
PIC 9(p-s)V9(s) USAGE COMP-3 UNSIGNED DECIMAL(p,s)1
USAGE COMP-2 DOUBLE PRECISION
USAGE COMP-1 REAL
USAGE COMP-1 FLOAT
PIC S9(n) USAGE COMP
(where n<5)

SMALLINT

PIC S9(n) USAGE COMP
(where n>4 and n<10)

INTEGER

PIC S9(n) USAGE COMP
(where n>9)

LONGINT or BIGINT
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PIC S9(p-s)V9(s) USAGE DISPLAY NUMERIC(p,s)
PIC 9(p-s)V9(s) USAGE DISPLAY UNSIGNED NUMERIC(p,s)1
PIC X(n) USAGE DISPLAY BINARY(n)
PIC G(n) USAGE DISPLAY-1 GRAPHIC(n)1
01 name 
49 name-LEN PIC S9(4) COMP
49 name-TEXT PIC G(n) DISPLAY-1

VARGRAPHIC(n)1

PIC X(10) USAGE DISPLAY DATE
PIC X(8) USAGE DISPLAY TIME
PIC X(26) USAGE DISPLAY TIMESTAMP
PIC X(8) USAGE DISPLAY ROWID1

NOTE
1 This data type is an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

 COBOL PICTURE and USAGE clause  IDMS data type 
PIC X(n) USAGE DISPLAY CHAR(n)
01 name 
49 name-LEN PIC S9(4) COMP
49 name-TEXT PIC X(n)

VARCHAR(n)

PIC S9(p-s)V9(s) USAGE COMP-3 DECIMAL(p,s)
PIC 9(p-s)V9(s) USAGE COMP-3 UNSIGNED DECIMAL(p,s)1
USAGE COMP-2 DOUBLE PRECISION
USAGE COMP-1 REAL
USAGE COMP-1 FLOAT
PIC S9(n) USAGE COMP
(where n<5)

SMALLINT

PIC S9(n) USAGE COMP
(where n>4 and n<10)

INTEGER

PIC S9(n) USAGE COMP
(where n>9)

LONGINT or BIGINT

PIC S9(p-s)V9(s) USAGE DISPLAY NUMERIC(p,s)
PIC 9(p-s)V9(s) USAGE DISPLAY UNSIGNED NUMERIC(p,s)1
PIC X(n) USAGE SQLBIN BINARY(n)
PIC G(n) USAGE DISPLAY-1 GRAPHIC(n)1
01 name 
49 name-LEN PIC S9(4) COMP
49 name-TEXT PIC G(n) DISPLAY-1

VARGRAPHIC(n)1

PIC X(10) USAGE DISPLAY DATE
PIC X(8) USAGE DISPLAY TIME
PIC X(26) USAGE DISPLAY TIMESTAMP
PIC X(8) USAGE SQLBIN ROWID1
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NOTE
1 This data type is an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

 Equivalent PL/I data type  IDMS data type 
CHAR (n) CHAR(n)
CHAR (n) VAR VARCHAR(n)
FIXED DECIMAL (p,s) DECIMAL(p,s)
FLOAT BINARY (n)
where n <= 24
where n > 24

 
REAL
DOUBLE PRECISION

FLOAT DECIMAL (n)
where n <= 6
where n > 6

 
REAL
DOUBLE PRECISION

FIXED BINARY (15) SMALLINT
FIXED BINARY (31) INTEGER
CHAR (n) BINARY(n)
GRAPHIC (n) GRAPHIC(n)1
GRAPHIC (n) VAR VARGRAPHIC(n)1
CHAR (10) DATE
CHAR (8) TIME
CHAR (26) TIMESTAMP
SQLBIN (n) BINARY(n)
CHAR(8) ROWID1

NOTE
1 This data type is an IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

Third-Party Acknowledgment
Portions of this product include software developed by the Daniel Veillard. The libxml2 software is distributed in
accordance with the following license agreement:

Copyright © 1998-2012 Daniel Veillard. All Rights Reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated
documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons
to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions: The above copyright notice and this
permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING
BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE DANIEL VEILLARD BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR
OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR
IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of Daniel Veillard shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the
sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization from him.
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IDMS 19.0 Documentation
Go to the IDMS 19.0 documentation for the following information:

• Announcements and News
• Release Notes
• Portfolio Simplification for IDMS
• Installing
• Using
• Integrating
• Administrating
• Reporting
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Messages
Messages are generated to describe normal processing, warning situations, and error conditions that may occur.

For information about the messages and codes that are generated, see the IDMS Messages documentation.
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005-2022 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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